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LISTS OF ABBEEVIATIONS
I.

=Anno Hijrae (A.D.
Ak. = Akkadian.
Alex. = Alexandrian.
A.H.

Amer.

General
I8r.

622).

J" = Jehovah.
Jenis. = Jenisalein.

= American.

Apoc. = Apocalypse, Apocalyptic.
Apocr. = Apocrypha.
Aq. =Aquila.
Arab. = Arabic.
Aram. = Aramaic.

Jos.

Arm. = Armenian.

n.

Ary.
As.

= Josephus.

LXX=Septuagint.
Min.

= Mintean.

MSS = Manuscripts.

MT = Mas.soretic Text.
=note.

NT = New Testament.

= Aryan.

= Asiatic.

Onk. = Unl>elos.
0T = Old Testament.

Assyr. = Assyrian.
AT = Altes Testament.
= Authorized Version.

AV
AVm = Authorized Version
= Anno Yazdagird
Bab. = Babylonian.
=
c.
circa, about.
A.Y.

P = Priestly Narrative.
Pal. = Palestine, Palestinian.
Pent. = Pentateuch.
Pers. = Persian.

mar^n.

(A.D. 639).

=

Phil.
Philistine.
Piicen.
PJioenician.

=
= Prayer

E = Elohist.
edd. = editions

Book.

Pr. Bk.

Can. =Canaanite.
cf. = compare.
ct.= contrast.
D = Deuteronomist.

R = Redactor.

Rom. = Roman.
RV = Revised Version.
RVm = Revised Version margin.
Sab.

or editors.

= Sabaean.

Sam. = Samaritan.
Sem. = Semitic.

Egyp-= Egyptian.
Eng.

= Israelite.

J = Jahwist.

= English.

= Ethiopic.
EV, EVV = English Version, Versions.
f. =and following verse or page.
ff. =and
following verses or pages.
Fr. = French.
=
Germ. German.

Sept. — Septuagint.
Sin. =Sinaitic.

Gr.= Greek.

Talm.= Talmud.
Targ. =Targum.

Eth.

H = Law

Skr.

t.

of Holiness.

= Hebrew.
Hel. = Hellenistic.

TR = Textus Receptus,

= Irish.
= Iranian.

WH = Westcott and Hort's text.

Iran.

II.

Books of the Bible

Old Testament.

Gn = Genesis.
Ex = Exodus.
Lv = Leviticus.
Nu = Numbers.
Dt = Deuteronomy.
Jos = Joshua.
Jg = Judges.
Ru = Ruth.
1 S, 2S = I and 2 Samuel.
1 K, 2 K = l and 2 Kings.
and

Neh = Nehemiah.
Est = Esther.
Job.

Ps = Psalms.
Pr = Proverbs.

2

Ca = Canticles.
Is

= Isaiah.

Jer = Jeremiah.
La = Lamentations.

Ezk = Ezekiel.

Dn = Daniel.

l

and 2

Est

=

Ob = Obadiah.
Jon = Jonah.
Mic = Micah.

Nah = Nahum.
Hab = Habakkuk.
Zeph = Zephaniah.
Hag = Haggai.
Zec = Zechariah.
Mal = Malachi.

Sus = Susanna.
and
the
Bel = Bel
Dragon.
Pr. Man = Prayer of
Manasses.
1 Mac, 2 Mac = I and 2

Additions to

Esther.

Wis = Wisdom.
Sir = Sirach or
asticus.

Ecclesi-

Bar=Baruch.
Three = Song of the Three

Alaccabees.

Children.

Jl = Joel.

Am = Amos.

Apocrypha.
Es, 2Es =
Esdras.

Ad.

Hos = Hosea.

Ec = Ecciesiastes.
1

Te.xt.

tr.

Himy. = Hirayaritic.

Ch, 2 Ch=.l
Chronicles.
Ezr = Ezra.

Received

= translated or translation.
VSS = Versions.
Vulg., Vg. = Vulgate.

Hex. =Hexateuch.

1

(following a number) = times.

Tlieod.=Theodotion.

Heb.

Ir.

= Sanskrit.

Symm. = Symmachus.
Syr. = Syriac.

Neio Testament.

Mt = Matthew.

1

Mk = Mark.
Lk = Luke.

1

Jn = John.
Co, 2 Co =
Corinthians.
Gal = Galatians.

1

Eph = Ephesians.
Ph = Philippians.
Col = Colossians.

To = Tobit.
Jth = Judith.
xvii

and 2
and 2

Timothy.

Ac = Acts,
Ro = Romans.
1

Th, 2 Th = l
Thessalonians.
Ti, 2 Ti=l

and 2

Tit = Titus.
Philem = Piiilemon.
He = Hebrews.
Ja = James.
1
1

P, 2P=1 and 2 Peter.
Jn, 2 Jn, 3 Jn = l, 2,
and 3 John.

Jude.

Rev = Revelation.
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III.

1.

The following

when unaccompanied by the

authors' names,
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ENGYOLOPiEDIA
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EBLIGION AND ETHICS

PICTS. —The Picts and all
them— name, race, customs, and

connected with
language have
long constituted a problem upon which the most
contrary views have been held, and which cannot
yet be said to be completely solved.
I. Name.
The word Picts has been commonly
derived from Lat. picti, 'painted men,' but it is
now generally admitted that the Latin word is the
form of a native name which may or may not have
referred to the Pictish (and Celtic) custom of painting and tatuing the skin. The Romans used a
word which resembled the native name, and which

—

—

'

'

described this custom of theirs.
The native name is connected with that

of the Pictones, or

whose town was Pictavi (Poictiers), and the
sometimes applied to the Picts of Scotland in
Irish and Scottish Chronicles.^ The Latin name must have
been commonly used in Roman Britain, and became, in AngloSaxon, Peohtas. As the diphthong in Poictiers corresponds to
an earlier e, found in Ptolemy's XirjKToviov 'AKpoi' on the coast of
Poitou, Rhys conjectured that the name was Pectones rather
Pict men,' and
than Pictones. The Welsh forms Peithwyr,
Paitheu must be derived from Pect (cf. Scots Pecht, A.S.
Peohtas, Norse Petta). An Irish (Goidelic) equivalent, with the
usual transmutation of p and c, may be cecht, which may give
in Scotland.3 What
the numerous place-names with keith
the native name meant is uncertain, but an equivalent is thought
to exist in Irish cicht, 'engraver,' or 'carver' (or, according to
Rhys, slaughterer or mighty warrior'), this meanuig perhaps
being influenced by the Pictish tatuing custom. Nicholson
derives Picti from an Indo-European stem peik-, 'tatu.*'*
Pictavi, of Gaul.i

name Pictones

is

'

'

'

'

'

'

Another native name has the Goidelic form
Cruithni, from Qretani, the name of Picts in Ireland
and Scotland, and derived from cruth, ' form,'
'figure'; an Irish writer, Duald MacFirbis, explains it as meaning the people who painted the
forms (crotha) of beasts, birds, and fishes on faces
and bodies. Rhys and Stokes refer it to cruithneachcl, 'wheat,' or that whicli is reaped or cut.'
Hence it would still suggest the supposed meaning
'

The corresponding Brythonic name was

of Picti.

Pretani, in old Welsli Priten, later Prydyn {pryd,
form '). Prydyn means Scotland, the Pictland of
the north, while Ynys Prydain, ' Isle of the Picts,'
was the name for the whole of Britain, and thus
must have originated at a time wlien the whole
'

1

2

CKSar, de Bell. Gall. iii. 11.
W. F. Skene, Chronicles of the Picts, p. 76

;

J.

Rhys, Celtic

Britain*, p. 311.
3

Rhys,

Isles,'
4 E.

The

'

National

Names

of the Aborigines of the British

Scottish Review, xviu. [1891] 126 f.
Keltic Researches, p. 8.

W. B. Nicholson,
VOL. X. ^l

—

island belonged to the Prydyn, or Picts.' This,
then, accounts for the early Greek name ^peraviKal
'
the Pictish Isles.'
N^o-oi,

Rh\s considers that Goidelic invaders of Britain called it by
somesuch name as Inis Cruithne (from Qretani), Island of the
'

—a

whom

the whole island had once
On the arrival of the Brythons
belonged, according to him.
to
this
Maobairi, on the other
Ynys Prydain.
they changed
hand, maintains that the Cruithne, Prydyn, or I'icts were themselves the Celtic inhabitants of Britain, about 300 B.C., and gave
their name to it.-*
Picts'

non-Celtic race to

li

—

Caesar writes that the
notices.
2. Classical
interior of Britain is inhabited by those said traditionally to have been born in the island itself, and
the sea-coast by those who had crossed over from
the Belgse. The latter cultivated the land ; most
of the interior tribes did not, but lived on flesh and
milk and were clad in skins. All the Britons

dyed themselves with woad. Ten and even twelve
of them had wives in common, brothers with
the children were
brothers, fathers with sons
;

held to be offspiing of

him who

first

espoused the

virgin.*
Does the

last statement refer to all the Britons or only to the
interior tribes? Zimmer holds that the reference to 'all the
Britons' is a parenthesis, and that the account of the interior
tribes is resumed with this statement as to marriage. The
interior tribes were presumably Picts, possibly Goidels ; Ciesar's

account of their promiscuity

is

probably worthless

(§

s

Q)))-^

knew nothing

of the tribes to the north,
who were certainly Pictish. His interior tribes
may have been Picts or Goidels, though the Goidels
are thought by some to have first come to Britain
from Ireland from the 2nd cent, onwards. If the
Picts were a Celtic people, there must also have
been aboriginal tribes separate from or mingled

Csesar

'

'

with them.
The northern tribes first came into notice during
Tacitus calls
the time of Agricola's invasion.

them collectively Caledonii, and in his opinion
their red hair and large limbs j)ointed to a Germanic origin. Some of their tribes fought from
1
Rhys and D. Brynmor-Jones, The Welsh People, p. 76 J.
;

Loth, Les MahinogiorVi, paris, 1913, i. 273.
2 The Welsh People,
Scottish Review, xviii. 134 f.
p. 79,
3 A. Macbain, An Etymological Dictionary of the Gaelic
Language'^, s.v. Britain,' ed. W. F. Skene, The Highlanders of
Scotland'^, Excursus, p. 384.
'

4 V.
12, 14.

5H. Zimmer,
ed. G.

'Pictish Matriarchy,' in

Henderson,

p. 22.

Leabhar nan Gleann,

PICTS

2

chariots, like the soutliern Britons.
They had
tribal
ratified
Mitli
sacred rites.
assemblies,
Calgacus, their leader against the Romans, speaks
of their harvests which points to cultivated lands ;
and of their wives and children, Avithout any reference to promiscuity. Tacitus makes no reference
to the custom of painting their bodies.^ On the
whole, his Caledonians seem to difier but little
from the southern tribes akin to the Gauls. Pto^
lemy next describes the vai-ious inhabitants of
Britain according to tiibal groups.

—

South of the Forth and the Clyde were the Otadini and
Gadeni on the east, and on the west the Selgovse, Novantse, and
Daninonii, the last extending to near the Tay. On the east
coast, north of the Tay, were the Venicones and Tjexali west
of these were the Vaconiag-i, then the Caledonii and Epidii.
Along the west coast were the Cerones, Creones, Carnonacae,
and Carini, separated from the Caledonii by the Decantse. To
the north were the Lugi, Smertfe, and Cornavii.
;

Ptolemy's tribes to the north of the Forth and
the Tay correspond to Tacitus's Caledonii, the
name of the largest group with whom the Romans
came in contact having been given to all the tribes.
These may be regarded as Picts, since their position corresponds to that of the Picts described by
Bede.^ Possibly some of the tribes south of the
estuaries (Selgovse, Novantas) may also have been
Pictish. Bye. 208 the tribes had apparently united
into two groups, for Dio Cassius speaks of the two
nations of the Caledonii and Maiatai into which
the names of the others were merged.*
The
Maiatai lived in the flattish region north of the
northern Roman wall, and perhaps derived their
name from niagh, a plain.' They dwelt in that
part of Scotland which, according to Ptolemy, had
been occupied by the northern portion of the
Damnonii. Dio says that these tribes neglected
agriculture, but had cattle, and lived on milk, the
produce of the chase, and fruits, but never ate
fish.
They had horses and chariots, and fought
with shield, sword, spear, and dagger (? a dirk).
'

They had community

of

women, and

their progeny were reared as the joint offspring of each
small community.
They had a certain food a
small piece of which sufficed a man for several
days.
They would also run into morasses up to
the neck and live there several days without eating.^
According to Herodian, they punctured
(tatued) their bodies in the forms of animals, and
went naked, the better to show the ornamentation.'

Eumenius, who

first mentions the Picts by name,
that Constantius Chlorus in A.D. 306 defeated
the Caledonii and other Picts.'' The tribes are
again summed up comprehensively as Picts in the
notices of the invasion of Roman Britain between
the Avails by tliem and tlie Scoti from Ireland or
Wales in A.D. 360, and in 364 when Picts, Scots,
Saxons, and Atecotti invaded Roman Britain from

.says

different directions.

When

Theodosius came to

the rescue, the Picts are described as consisting
of two divisions, Dicaledonoe and Verturiones,
doubtless the equivalents of the Caledonii and
Maiatai.*
Rhys has shown that Verturiones is the Latin form of a Celtic
word which appears later as the name of the Pictish district of
'the men of Fortrenn (Strathearn and Menteith). Fortrenn is
'

probably the gen. of Fortriu or Foirtriu, which again is found
Fothreve (Kinross and Clackmannan). On the whole, this
corresponds to the region of the Maiatai. Dicaledonse suggests
the people of the two Caledonias -the regions divided by the
lochs from Inverness to Fort William.9 Cf. Ptolemy's name for
the ocean to the west of Scotland, AovijxoAijSovios.
in

Claudian says that Theodosius drove the Picts
into their

own

to Ireland, the
1
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drafted the Atecotti into the Roman army.^ Picts
and Scots returned to the attack in A.D. 387 and
in later years, when the Romans had finally left
The Picts, however, did not continue to
Britain.
hold the land south of the Forth and the Tay,
except partially in the district known as Manaw
or Manann, where, later, Picts, Scots, Saxons, and
Brythons mingled, and possibly in Galloway,
where they may have been indigenous.
Manaw or Manann included the western part of Jlidlothian,
Linlithgow, part of Stirlingshire (where the name survives in
Slamannan), and apparently Clackmannan, which also preserves
the name. The part south of the Forth was known to the
Welsh as Manaw of the Gododin ( = Ptolemy's Votadini), to
distinguish it from the Isle of Man or Manaw.2
Rhys regards the invading Scotti from Ireland who joined
the Picts from A.D. 360 onwards as themselves Pictish, mixed
with Celtic Goidels. They were the Cruithni of Ulster or Ddl-n
Araide. Their name is cognate with Welsh ysgivthr, a cutting,
carving, or sculpture hence the men who were scarred or
tatued. This name may have been given them by the Brythonic

—

and Latinized as Scotti. The later Scots who settled In
Argyllshire came from another Irish Pictish district, Dalriada,
which name they gave to their new habitat.3 Zimmer also regards the Scotti and Atecotti as non-Aryan people of Ireland,
conquered by the Irish Celts.4 Macbain regards the Scotti as
Goidels, and their name as Goidelic = tatued men,' Gael, sgath,
to lop off,' O. Ir. scothairn.
It was their own name for themselves.' 5 Skene also regards them as distinct from the Picts, and
Celts,

'

'

'

their region of Dalriada in Ireland as one of their earliest settle-

ments among the Ulster Picts.s
The Atecotti were a non-Celtic folk, the Picts of Galloway,
Bede's Niduari, and possibly Ptolemy's Novantae and Selgovse.
Their name means
the old or ancient race.' This is Rhys's
opinion.'' Skene regarded them as a people from Ireland settled
in Dalriada, but later considered them as inhabiting the district
between the Roman walls.**
After the settlement of the Scots in Dalriada,
which they took from the Picts early in the 6th
cent.,® and the Saxon invasions the Picts or Caledonians occupied all Scotland north of the Firths
of Forth and Tay,^" except the region of Argyllshire
'

and, later, the W. Isles. They partially occupied
the district of Manaw, and were perhaps also found
in Galloway.
The remainder of southern Scotland

was occupied by Brythons and Saxons."

—

In accordance
3. Traditions about the Picts.
with a tendency in mediaeval Celtic legends to
connect races, tribes, or heroes with classical or
Biblical personages and regions, the Picts Avere
derived from Scythia. The Welsh tradition, as
found in the Brut of Layamon, represents the
Picts as coming from Scythia Avith their king
Roderic to Alban (Scotland), Avhere they Avere
defeated and Roderic Avas slain. Their conquerors,
the Britons, gave them a district in Ireland (Caithness, according to Layamon), but refused them
their daughters in marriage.
Hence they obtained
Avomen of the GAvdyl (Goidels) from Ireland. Their
descendants are the Scots or the GAvydyl Ffichti
= Goidelic Picts), Avho noAv through these Avomen
(
speak Ireland's speech.'^
The Irish tradition is found in three forms. In
one of these the children of Gleoin (Gelonus), son
of Ercol (Hercules), took possession of the Orkneys.
Thence they Avere dispersed, but Cruithne seized
the north of Britain, and his seven sons Caith,
Ce, Cirig, Fib, Fidach, Fotla, and Fortrenn
divided the land into as many parts.
Five others

—

—

1 viii.
26; cf. Jerome, adv. Jovian, ii. 7, for the Atecotti in
Gaul.
^
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Ciuithnt'iich went to France, and there
founded Pictavis. Thence they came to Erin, hut
were driven forth.* In the second form of the

of the

tradition the Cruithneach, children of Gleoin, came
from Tlirace. After huikiing Pictavis, they came
to Ireland, and helped Crimtliann, king of Leinster,
to expel the Tuatha Fidhba. Drostan, their Drnid,
ordered that the wounded sliould batlie in the milk

white cows, and the poison of the
weapons would not hurt them. They now gained
power in Ireland, but Heremon drove tliem out,
as wives the widows of tlie men
giving them
drowned when the Milesians came to Ireland.
Some,
They now acquired Alban (Scotland).
Spells, charms,
however, remained in Ireland.
and omens are attributed to them. The metrical
of seven score

version of this legend says that they acquired their
name 'Picti' from tatuing their fair skins, and
that on being given wives they swore tiiat from
the mother should descend the right to the soveCruithneclian
reignty.- A third account says that
went over from the sons of Mile (in Ireland) to
the Britons of Fortrenn to fight the Saxons, and

remained there. Wives were obtained from Ireland, Cruithnechan swearing by heaven, eartli,
should
sun, and moon that the regal succession
always be on the mother's side.*

The preface to the 10th cent. Pictish Chronicle
from picto corpore,
says that the Picts are so called
because they are marked with various figures made
are so
by iron points with pigments. The Scots
called because they come from Scythia, or because
of
the
they are descended from Scotta, queen
They came to Ireland
Scots, Pharaoh's daughter.
in the fourth age of the world, tiie Britons having
come to Britain in the third age. The people of
are called
Scythia have white hair— hence they
Albani— and from them the Picts and Scots originate.
Cruidne, father of the Picts dwelling in this
island, reigTied 100 years, and had seven sonsFib, Fidach, Floclaid, Fortrenn, Got, Ce, and Circinn.*

who appears to regard the region north
Forth and the Tay as an island, mentions
the Picts as a transmarine people who, with the
They came from
Scots, invaded Roman Britain.
Gildas,

of the

'

'

Mearus and Angus Gait Caithness (Cathenesia).
Fidach and Ce have no nominal equivalents.
:

;

The regions unaccounted for are Mar and Buchan, and
Moray, ArsfjU being included in Dalriuda. The legend must
therefore have arisen after the occuiiation of Ualriada by the
Scots.

fact that there were Cruithni, or Picts, both
Ireland and in Scotland may account for tlie
varying traditions of their coming first to Ireland
One tradition says tliat lx)th
or lirst to Scotland.
Irish and Scottish Cruithni were governed by the
same kings to the number of tliirty.^
were the Picts?— Khys regards the
4.
Picts as the non-Aryan (Ivernian) aborigines, dispossessed by the incoming Goidels, who.se language

The

in

Who

they adopted, although they greatly otitnumbered
The Goidels were, however, profoundly
them.
modified by them in language, race, and customs.
Having driven the Ivernians before them, they
later made common cause with them against the
invading Brythons. Hence there was an amalgamation of the Goidelic and Ivernian elements, and
'the term Goidelic should strictly be confined to
the mixed population of Aryan and non-Aryan
of the country when the
language in possession
^
Before Pictish, or Ivernian,
Brythons arrived.'
died out, it was 'loaded with words borrowed from
Celtic'— Goidelic and Brythonic— but it also modified Celtic vocabulary and continued the syntax of
Zimmer also regards the northern
its own speech.^
Celts as having become Goidelic in speech at an
Picts adopted
early period, while the southern
Brythonic speech.'*

The traces of alleged Pictish (non-Celtic) speech are scanty,
but Rhys professed to find them in the Ogam inscriptions of
the north, and at first equated it with Basque— an opinion afterwards abandoned. But he still adhered to the theory of its
non-Aryan character, and continued to challenge the upholders
of the Picts as Celtic to prove that the punctuated Ogam
is Celtic: 'Ttocuhettsinscription at LunasLing in Shetland
ahehhtmnnn-hccvvevv-nehhtonn.' The challenge seems a safe
but nonone, for, as Lang says, it is not merely non-Aryan,
human! or not correctly deciphered. '5
in
Celtic
traces
Rhys also finds non-Aryan
nomenclature, and, assuming totemism to be nonlike
Aryan, argues as to its existence from names
MacCon, Hound's son '—the name of a legendary
'

'

whose rule extended from Ireland to Britain.
Hence 'MacCon may, perhaps, be regarded as

prince

the north-north-east ('ab aquilone'), tlie Scots representing the whole non-Celtic race of these
from the west-north-west ('a circio '). When they islands.'
Totemism, however, may have been
were ultimately driven from the region between Aryan, and a personal name is not evidence of
island.*
of
the
north
in
the
settled
the walls, they
clan totemism. He also argues for the non-Aryan
Nennius brings the Picts from the Orkneys, whence character of the Picts from their custom of succesown
his
to
Britain
of
third
a
day.'
up
sion through the mother, traces of which he also
they occupied
Bede brings them from Scythia to Ireland, whence finds in the names and relationships of Irish and
the Scots directed them to Britain (where they Welsh mythology.*
Zimmer accepts the Pictish
inhabited the northern part, the Britons being in succession through the female line, as well as the
them wives on classical references to promiscuity in the Celtic
possession of the southern), giving
condition that, when any difficulty should arise, region, and incest incidents in Irish saga, as pointthey should choose a king from the female royal ing to non-Aryan marriage relations. In the case
race ratlier than the male— a custom observed of the sagas, the Celtic invaders of Ireland being
^
in a minority, the aboriginal customs would not be
among the Picts to this day.'
The origin of the Picts from Scythia or Thrace changed at once, and have left their impress in
of
hoAV
stories
the
is purely mythical, and
they legends.''
obtained wives may be regarded as equally so— an
Skene's whole theory of the history of the Picts
succesPictish
the
for
to
account
two
.-etiological myth
is connected with his opinion that there were
The Goidelic name for the Picts being divisions of them, eventually distinguished as
sion.
Cruithne, an eponymous Cruithne was regarded as northern and southern Picts. This is based on
their ancestor, while the seven districts into which
Bede's statement that the northern Picts were
south by 'steep and
Scottish Pictavia or Cruithentuaith was divided
separated from those of the
of his mythical
1
Tract on the Picts,' Skene, Chronicles, p. 320.
supplied names to most if not all
sons— Fib Fife and Fothreve Fortrenn Fort2C. H. Read, Guide to the Antiq. of the Bronze Age, Br\t.
i
„.
n „?.,
renn (Strathearn and Menteith) ; Fodla Atholl Museum, London, 1904, p. 22.
'

'

:

;

:

:

(Athfoitle)

and Gowrie

;

Circenn

:

Mekh
,

Maghcircin =

Irish additions to Nennius (Skene, Chronicles, p. 23 f.).
3 lb.
2 76.
p. 45.
pp. 32, 40.
^76. p. 3f. This is perhaps derived from the Origines of
Isidore of Seville, ix. 2. 103, who gives Scoti for Picti in
explaining the origin of the name from tatuing.
5 de Exeidio Britannioe, i. 11, 19.
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^
but such a distinction as
His
asserted is probably fallacious.
northern Picts were Gaelic in race and language ;
the 'southern Picts' were also Gaelic, but, the
Damnonii between the Forth and the Tay, who
to the Cornish variety of the British

rugged mountains,'

Skene

'

'

'belonged
having been incorporated with them, they
introduced a British (Cornish) element into their
The Damnonii are the Britons of
language.
Fortrenn.2
race,'

Skene's arguments for the Picts as Goidelic in race and
The Welsh desiglanguao-e may be summarized as follows. («)
nation 'for the Picts, Gwydyl Mchti, shows that, since all
Goidels were called Gwydyl by the Welsh, the Picts were thus
is not an early one,
assigned to that race. The term, however,
nor is Ffichti the regular rendering of Picti in Welsh.3 (i) St.
Columba's occasional but not constant use of an interpreter
while preaching to Picts was necessary because the difference
between Pictish and Irish resembled that between Breton or

Cornish and Welsh, which are not always mutually intelligible.
The difference may none the less rather have resembled that
between Irish and Welsh, (c) Gaelic was spoken in Galloway
and
at a late day, and in the 12th cent. Richard of Hexham
As to this
Picts.
Reginald of 'Durham called the Gallwegians
element
it should be noted that there was an early Brythonic
in Galloway, but the district had been overrun by Goidels,
which accounts for the predominance of Gaelic there. The
name Picts may have been given to them by those English
•»

on account of the peculiarity of their language.
names in the lists of kings are of
(d) Many Pictish personal
others show a mixture of Brythonic, Gaelic, and
Irish form
Teutonic. The last is accounted for by the sway of the Angles
over the Picts in certain districts; the Brj'thonic element came
from the Britons of Fortrenn (the Damnonii), who spoke a
dialect akin to Cornish, (e) When the place-names are studied
no Cymric
according to strict rule, the generic terms show
element in the districts occupied by the Picts. Thus 'Pen'
does not occur north of Forth and Clyde. (/) Legend attributes
a Goidelic speech to the Picts, acquired by them from the
This, however, only
Irish women whom they married. B
or
suggests that the Picts once spoke some other language,
dialect.
some
other
Celtic
perhaps
Nicholson is also of opinion that Pictish was a
He holds,
virtually identical with Irish.
writers

;

'

'

language
however, that the loss of Indo-European p was
comparatively late in Goidelic dialects— Pictavian,
Sequanian, Belgic, Menapian, proto-Irish, and
or old
proto-Pictish but that jo was lost in literary
P in Celtic speech is therefore not always a
Irish.
mutated qii, or b, but may be original and a sign of

—

Goidelic occupation. Insular Pictish, like Pictavian
in Gaul, was a Goidelic dialect with p preserved to
historic times.
Highland Gaelic is descended from
Pictish, not from the Irish speech of the Dalriadic

The word
Scots, wlio did not conquer the Picts.
'Pict' is derived from a root peik-,
tatu,' with
He also holds that the Belgi
1 E p preserved.
were Goidels, and are found not only in Gaul and
They are the Fir
Britain, but also in Ireland.
Bolgs of Irish legend, and, with the Fir Domnann
= the Damnonii) and Fir Gal^oin (Picts), were
(
Goidels who preserved p. The Kymry or Brythons
of other writers— Gaulish, Welsh, Cornish, and
Breton— M'ere the first Celtic arrivals in Britain.
Then came the Goidels, who drove the Kymry into
the interior in pre-Roman times, where later
Ca3sar found them.® If, however, this order of
occupation— the opposite of that usually accepted
is true, it is difficult to account for the presence
of Goidelic Picts in Scotland, where presumably
the Kymry would have retired before them.
Whatever may be said of these views, it is certain
that neither Skene nor Nicholson sufficiently faces
the fact that, rightly or wrongly, the early notices
of the Picts regard them as dittering from the Scots
in origin, language (dialect), and the matter of the
'

—

kingship.
1

HE

2 Celtic
iii. 4.
Scotland^, i. 231.
Bede,
Macbain, in Skene's Highlanders-, p. 403 Rhys, Celtic

3 Cf.

;

Some writers are of opinion that no Goidel
Ireland.
Macoccupied Briti-sh soil except from
bain regards the Picts, the Caledonii of Tacitus,
inCeltic
first
the
as
the Pretanoi of Pytheas,
comers to Britain, c. 600 B.C.
They were 'a
diflered
Celtic-speaking people, whose language
both from Brittonic and Gadelic, but at the same
time only differed dialectically from the Gaulish
and Brittonic tongues.' Their language, unlike
Goidelic, was of the p class of Celtic speech,
and they were driven west and north by the
incoming Belgi. They Avere thus Csesar's aborigines of the interior.

for Pictish
are defective. Bede speaks of the various dialects
of
the
Britain
—those
in
Angles, Britons,
or languages spoken
from both
Picts, Scots, and Latins. Pictish was thus different
of Ulster were
Cruithni
the
Gaelic.
and
Again,
Brythonic
Pictish incomers from Scotland who had become Gaelic-speakThe Irish looked upon them as a people different from
ing.
themselves. The classical names from the Pictish area are
mainly Celtic, and a third of them are nearer Brythonic than
Gadelic. The lists of Pictish kings are 'decidedly British in
phonetics.' Place-names in the Pictish region, excluding the
show
Isles, Caithness, and Sutherland, which are largely Norse,
a veneer of Gaelic, since the Scots imposed their language as
from
different
well as their rule on the Picts, but they are very
names on Gadelic ground— Ireland and Dalriada.' 'The prefrom
Sutherare
found
fixes aber and pet, unknown to Gadelic,
land to the Forth.' The former is often superseded by Gaelic
inver, the latter by baileA Skene regarded aber, inbher, and
cumber or ci/ miner as originally common to both branches of
the Celtic language, retained in some dialects, obsolete in
others ; but it is surely significant that aber does not occur in

Macbain shows that Skene's philological arguments

= Goidelic

'

"-

Argyll (Dalriada).
'

Other Celtic scholars, Windisch and Stokes,
also regard Pictish as Brythonic rather than
Goidelic. Stokes, after collecting and examining
all the known Pictish words down to the period of
the Irish annalists, comes to the following conclusion

:

'The foregoing list of names and words contains much that
but on the whole it shows that Pictish, so far as
is still obscure
regards its vocabulary, is an Indo-European and especially
Celtic speech. Its phonetics, so far as we can ascertain them,
resemble those of Welsh rather than of Irish.' *
;

D'Arbois de Jubainville identifies the Cruithni
of Irish legend, Avho fought against the Fir Fidga,
with the Brigantes, a British tribe located by
Ptolemy also in the south-east of Ireland. Their
Druid Trostan has a name akin to that of the

Arthurian Tristan. The Fir Fidga are the Manapii,
a tribe identical with the Belgic Menapii. The
Brigantes, inhabitants of Britain (Prydyn), were
called Cruithni = Pritanicos, by the Irish.^

Where

philological experts are so

much

divided

on the question of language, it is clear that it
cannot be regarded as settled. If, however, the
Picts were a non-Celtic r^ce, they could not have
remained so unmixed with their Celtic conquerors
as Rhys's theory demands. And, again, granting
that they were Celtic— Goidelic or Brythonic— such
incoming Celts must have been numerically small
compared with existing aboriginal tribes, which
would again imply a mixture of races. Whatever
the Picts were, it appears certain that they either
adopted or retained Celtic speech.
(a) Painting and tatuing.
5. Pictish customs.
Cajsar says that all the Britons dyed themselves
with woad * and Herod ian says of the northern
tribes (the Picts) that they tatued themselves with
coloured designs and figures of animals of all
kinds, and did not wear clothing, in order that
these might be seen.' The custom is also ascribed
to them by Duald MacFirbis as an explanation of

—

—

;

1
Macbain, in Skene's Highlanders'^, p. 389 ff., Trans. <if the
Gaelic Soc. of Inverness, xi. [1884-85] 207 ff.
2 Celtic Scotland^, i. 222.
3 Keltische
Sprachen,' in Ersch and Griiber, Allgemeine
'

Britain^, p. 242.

Skene maintains that the language of Gildas shows that
Picts remained in the region between the walls after the last
=
incursion, and that Bede's Niduarian Picts Picts of Galloway
*

{Chronicles, p. cviii, Celtic Scotland^,
5

i.

133).

See Skene, Four Ancient Books of Wales,

Scotland", i. 194 ff.
6
Nicholson, Keltic Researches, p. 110

f.
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logical Society,
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name a Cruithneach, or I'ict, is one %\ ho
takes the forms, or criiths, of beasts, birds, and
This probably rejtrefishes on his face and
body.
Far earlier Isidore of
sents a tradition in Irelana.
Seville explains the name Scotti as derived from
their custom of tatuin>^, and this explanation of
the name Picti is given in the Pictish Chronicle
(see § 3).
Tatuing nia}' have been common to all
Celtic tribes at one time, and Claudian personihes
as
Britain
a woman with tatued cheeks.^ Faces
depicted on Gaulish coins have marks on them
which appear to be tatu niarks.^ Probably no
groat distinction need be drawn between painting
and tatuing. Among other peoples these customs
are ornamental, are used to produce a frightful
appearance, or have totemistic significance. Herodian and Csesar associate the British custom with
the lirst two of these respectively, but they were not
likely to connect it with toteniism if that existed
in Britain.
There is no reason to believe that
tatuing was peculiar to the Picta among British
their

:

tribes.

—

Descent through women. The community of
ascribed by Caesar to all the British tribes
(or, according to Zimmer, to those of the interior),
by Dio to the Caledonians, by Strabo to the Irisli
(along with incest), and by the interpolator of
Solinus to the people of Thule (Shetland), and, in
the Hebrides, to the king, who was not allowed to
possess a wife, but borrowed such women as he
wanted, is regarded by Rhys^ and Zimmer* as a
non-Aryan practice among people in Scotland and
Ireland who were not Celts, i.e. the Picts, and as
explaining the peculiar Pictish law of succession
through women. Mac bain also regards this succession as non-Aryan, but adopted by the Picts
(Celts) from the aborigines whom they conquered.*
It is, however, most unlikely that the Picts,
(6)

women

whether Celtic or not, who had advanced beyond
savagery and whose general customs diflered but
little from those of known Celtic tribes, had such
absolute community of women as these classical
writers describe.
may regard it (1) as fabulous, since it is difficult to see how a society based
on the matriarcliate could indulge in such ^jromiscuity as Ctesar's words denote, or (2) as a mistaken
interpretation of marriage customs with which the
Romans were unfamiliar. Nor need we suppose
with Zimmer that promiscuity and incest incidents
in Irish sagas are necessarily non-Aryan customs
surviving after the Celtic conquest. They have

We

As
parallels in all mythologies and all societies.
to the Pictish succession with which these customs
are said to be connected, we lind from the lists of
Pictish kings that brothers by the same mother

—

succeeded each other
not an unusual feature in
male succession * but no son succeeded his father,
who was sometimes a foreigner. When brothers
failed, the succession went to a sister's son or to
the nearest male relative on the female side.
This
explains Bede's statement cited above (§ 3). Bede
does not make the succession through women
absolute ; succession through males took place up
to a certain point.
All this has been explained as
an instance of the matriarchate, and therefore nonAryan. Lang, however, notes that words exist in
Greek denoting kinship on the mother's side.^ It
has also perhaps been assumed too hastily that
the evidence points to the matriarchate.
In
northern Welsli law, when a woman married a
stranger, her son had a right to the inheritance of
her father, because the stranger, entering the
'

—

'

'

1

In

Cons. Stilich. ii. 247 f.
cf. his reference to the tatued
figures fading from the cheek of the dying Pict.
2
and
in
Zeitschr.
Nicholson, p. 150,
/ur celtische Philologie,
iii.

^
5

6

i.

[1900] 332.
Celtic Britain^, p. 56.

family, brought to it strength, and the nephew,
the stranger, became the continuator of the
'
In Ireland by
grandfather, in some sort his son.'
special favour right of inheritance was given to
a daughter's or sister's son bom of a stranger.
Accordingly, d'Arbois de Jubainville explains
.son of

Bede's statement by the astonishment caused to
Anglo-Saxons by the law of inheritance allowed
by Celtic custom in the case of sons of daughters
in concurrence with their cousins, sons of sons.
Tiie Picts had not a law of inheritance differing
from that of the Irish or Welsh, and the facts do
not require to be explained by the matriarchate.*
Already, too, the importance of the sister's son is
seen in ancient Celtic history, where, in 400 B.C.,
King Ambicatus placed each of his sister's sons at
the head of an army, the one conquering Bohemia,
the other N. Italy.' D'Arbois de Jubainville's
explanation, however, hardly covers the anomalies
of the list of Pictish kings, if that is to be
regarded
as in any
way authentic. In Irish and Welsh
sagas, where divine groups are called after tlie
mother, or where gods and heroes have often a
matronymic, while the father's name is omitted,
we may have something analogous to the Picti-sh
succession
some custom perTia[)S akin to the
matriarchate.* But this is so deeply embedded in
Celtic myth that we can hardly
imagine that it ia
all borrowed from hypothetical non-Celtic custom,
as Rhys maintained.*
6. Religion of the Picts.
Neither the classical
observers nor the biographers of saints who
laboured among the Pictish tribes discuss the
native religion. As far as the latter are concerned,
Ailred in his Life of St. Ninian speaks of the
southern Picts worshipping deaf and dumb idols'*
a vague statement. Adamnan speaks of the
northern Picts as possessing Druids who extolled
their own gods as more powerful than the God of
the Christians.'' Their magical acts resemble those
ascribed to Irish Druids, and Adamnan does not

—

—

—

appear to know any difference between Pictish and
He refers to the fountain which St.
Celtic Druids.
Columba found in Pictland, famous among this
heathen people and worshipped as a god.' The
saint blessed it and caused the demons' to depart
from it for ever.^ The cult of wells was common
among the Celts and is almost universal. If the
Picts were a Celtic folk, their religion may be
estimated from what is known of Celtic religion
elsewhere (see art. Celts). Bede says that the
southern Picts, i.e. those tribes dwelling in the
region immediately north of the Forth, were converted to Christianity by St. Ninian.^ This must
have been about the beginning of the 5th century.
The tribes beyond these, the so-called northern
Picts, were converted by St. Columba and his
Columba encountered the Druids of
followers.
King Brude at Inverness, and preached to and
baptized the king and manj' of his people in the
'

'

latter half of the 6th century.'"
7. Later history of the Picts.— The history of
the Picts from the 7th cent, to the time of Kenneth
MacAlpin is one of internecine feuds, strife with
the Scots of Dahiada and with tlie Angles. The
usual view has been that eventually Kenneth
MacAlpin, king of tlie Dalriadic Scots, overcame
D'Arboia de Jubainville, La FamiUe celtique, Paris, 1905,
1

p. 70.
2 lb.
p. 69 ; cf. art.
3
Livj', V. 34.
* J.
5

6
v.),
7

Rhys and Brynmor- Jones, Welsh People, pp. 15, 36 f.
Ailred, Life of S. yinian (' Historians of Scotland'
Edinburgh, 1874,

81b. bk.
9
i.

4.

10

p. 15.
S.

Adamnan, Life of

series, vi.),
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(Celtic), vol. vii. p. 299».

bursrh, 1911, p. 222.

;

Excursus, Skene's Hinhlanders^, p. 401.
^ Bist.
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of Scotland,
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the Picts, and ruled over theiu as king of the
Scots, or, according to the 10th cent. Pictish
Chronicle, extirpated them— an obviously absurd
But Skene, following Pinkerton to
statement.
some extent, maintained tliat Aengus MacFergus,
the Pictish king from 731 to 761, defeated the
Scots and took Dalriada, which now became a
In 832 Alpin, of Scottish race
Pictish province.
by paternal descent, but, as his name shows, a
Pict by maternal descent, as king of the Scots
fought the Picts and was defeated. His son
Kenneth eventually' obtained the throne of tiie
This was not the result of a
Pictish kingdom.
The events are rather to be
foreign invasion.
regarded as a war of succession ; Alpin and
Kenneth had a claim through maternal descent to
the throne and were supported in that by a party
among the Picts and by the remains of the Scots
The Picts, a Gaelic-speaking people
of Dalriada.
like tlie Scots, were not conquered, and suttered
no change of language. There was a more or less
silent revolution, a mere matter of succession
according to Pictish law, and the modern HigiiNicholson
landers represent the older Picts.^
urges similar views, and points to the unsubstantial
nature of the evidence for a Scottish conquest of
the Picts (the fact that Alpin and Kenneth are
names borne previously by Pictish, never by
Dalriadic, kings), to the improbability of the
Pictish nation being conquered by their Scottish
subjects, as well as to the fact that the Annals
still describe Kenneth and his successors as 'rex
Pictorum.' Thus tlie j'osition is somewhat analogous to the change which set James vi., a
Scottish king, on the English throne. There was
no conquest of the English in this case or of the
Picts in the other case.^ These views have been
strongly combated by Macbain, who insists that
the documents are not rightly handled, and that a
wrong value is jnit upon some of them. He shows,
e.g., that, though Aenj^us conquered Dalriada,
the Annals insert this significant note,
wane of
Aengus's kingdom.' Yet the conquest of the Picts
cannot be clearly explained from our present
materials.
There had been dynastic wars
attempts to break the Pictish rule of succession.
'

—

The Scots were

aggressive, and superior in culture,
and eventually their Gaelic speech both in Pictland
and in Strathclyde wiped out the original Pictish
'

and

British.'

'

The problem involved here is entirely one of
evidence draAvn from obscure documents and of
probability, while tlie view adopted of the original
Pictisli tongue, Brythonic or Goidelic, must necesWhatever theory is
sarily affect the results.
followed, it is certain that there must be a large
Pictish admixture among the Scottish people in
the region nortli of the Forth.
8. The Picts in folk-tradition.— Witii the disuse
of their name in connexion with actual peoples,
the Picts or Pechts came to be associated in
folk-tradition with megalithic remains and large
F^rom
buildings and with myths of their origin.
being a historic folk, they became a mysterious
people, more or less supernatural, and usually
considered as of small stature.
'

'

'

'

'Pecht' in Shetland is synonymous with 'dwarf; 4 in
Aberdeenshire picht' means 'a small person,' and in the south
of Scotland the 'peghs' are regarded as dwarfs, 'unco wee
bodies, but terrible strong '—their immense strength being
necessary on any theory of their having been able to move
easily the large stones of archneological remains, etc., attributed
to them.
Hence D. MacRitchie regards the Picts as a former
dwarf race in Scotland, equivalent to the fairies of popular
'

1

Celtic Scotland'^,

•'See

i.

275

ff.

2

Nicholson,

p. SOfif.

an amusing instance of this in Lockhart's Li/e of Sir
29, and Scott's Pirate, note 1.

Walter Scott, ch.

i
That the Picts were not a small race
(see art. Fairy, § 6).
is proved by what Tacitus says of the Caledonii, nor is there the
slightest scrap of historical evidence for the theory. The solow underground
or
earth houses
called
Picts' houses

belief

'

'

'

'

—

—

need not
passages terminating in one or more chambers
indicate that they were constructed or used by people of small
stature. Their position necessitated a constricted height
they were probably store-houses or hiding-places like those
described by Tacitus (G('r)n. 16) among the Germans of his
day, and not regular dwelling-places, since they are generally
Scattered
associated with remains of surface dwellings.
over the Pictish area in Scotland, and perhaps of post-Roman
date, they may quite likely have been constructed by the
Picts, in which case the tradition of their origin would be
authentic.
;

Generally speaking, however, tlie tradition
which ascribes all mysterious or large structures to
the Picts {e.g., Glasgow Cathedral) is analogous
to wide-spread traditions elsewhere in whicli the
origin of megaliths and colossal remains is ascribed
to fairies, dwarfs, giants, the devil, Cyclops, etc.

—
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Skene, Chronicles of the Picts, Chronicles of the Scots, and
other Early Memorials of Scottish History, Edinburgh, 1867.
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PIETISM.— I. Use

of the term.— (1) PietLsin is
used in a general sense to indicate a religious attitude of devotional feeling (2) by Heppe, Ritschl,
and others, the term is extended to cover all
similar tendencies during the past three centuries ;
metists are the brethren
(3) the Roman Catholic
and sisters of the pious and Christian schools
founded by Nicholas Barre, in 1578, for the instruction of girls and boys.
As a proper name, however, the term belongs to
the movement which arose under Spener towards
tlie close of the 17th century.
Like the term
Methodist,' it was originally bestowed in con;

'

'

'

tempt.

2. The relig-ious life of Germany at the rise of
the movement. The close of the Tliirty Years'
War in 1648 left German Protestantism in an
The Lutheran Church
impoverished condition.
Mas ruled from without by the civil gowernments
of the various States, and from Avithilv by theologians as autocratic as the papacy. Both civil
and theological rule tend more to vigilance over
doctrine than to care for Christian character. The
result was that, whilst orthodoxy was never more

—

outwardly

alive, it

The

was never more inwardly

life-

clergy had not entirely forgotten their
functions,
true, but they were obsessed with
the belief that, if tliere were .sound doctrine, as a
necessary consequence all else would be right.
Luther had placed the seat of faith in the heart,
but emphasis had now .shifted to the intellect.
less.

it is

1

The Testimony of Tradition, London,

1890.

PIETISM
was held, accordingly, that, if intellectual
knowledge (illuminatio) were correctly inijiarted,
Luther
it would assuredly direct the will aright.
had placed the Bible above dogma. The order
was now reversed, and a creed-bound Church
neglected the Bible in home, school, university,
and service. Theological controversy was both
frequent and acrimonious.
Lay rights were
subordinated to pastoral prerogatives.
Matters
were soniewliat better in the Keformed Church,
and its presbyterian form of government gave a
It

larger place to the laity ; but even here the taint of
legalism and the s])ivit of self-righteousness were
onl}' too often in evidence.

Upon this clouded sky Pietism arose, bringing
a clearer and purer light. Beginning modestly
in an attempt to ini[)rove the religious life of
Frankfort, it spread rapidly through Middle and
N. Germany. Among the forerunners of the
spirit rather tiian the sj-stem of Pietism may be
numbered Jakob

Boehme(5'.'y.) the mystic,

Johann

Arndt, and Theophilus Grossgebauer, but the
history of Pietism proper is almost entirely bound
up with the life, work, and personality of the two
great leaders who together and successively gave it
inspiration and guided its course, namely P. J.
Spener and A. H. Francke. Within the span of
their lives may be measured the rise, the growth,
and at least the beginning of the decline of
Pietism.
To sketch their biographies is therefore,
in the main, to recount the history of the Pietistic

movement.
lives of Spener
3. History of the movement
and Francke.— («) Philipp Jakob Spener, 'the
father of Pietism,' was born at Rappoltsweiler,
Alsace, in 1635. Trained under the influence of
a devout godmother, he was impressed early in life
by reading Arndt's Vom wahren Christenthum
;

(Brunswick, 1606-09). WhUst a student at Strassburg, he found his father in Christ in Johann
Schmid. Taking his master's degree by a disputation against Hobbes's philosophy, he continued
his studies at Basel,
Geneva, Stuttgart, and
Tubingen. At Geneva the influence of A. Leger
and Jean de Labadie, the ex- Jesuit, combined with
the piety, mysticism, and strict discipline of the
place to shape his character. At Tubingen he
read Grossgebauer's Wdchterstimme atis clem verwilsteten Zion (Frankfort, 1661). In 1663 he became
preacher at Strassburg, and lectured on philology
and history. In 1666 he removed to Frankfort as
chief Lutheran pastor.
Here in 1670, developing
an idea which he had previously tried at Strass'

'

burg,

Spener

instituted

Pietatis,' first in his
in the church.
His

own

his famous
Collegia
house, and subsequently
'

aim was to promote fellowship and Bible study his means were catechizing,
The name, and, accordlecturing, and discussion.
;

ing to Ritschl, the idea of such gatherings originated in Holland, where the Collegiants met in
but this has scarcely been
collegia' for worship
proved. The attempt, inspired by good motives,
was imitated, however, and in less capable hands,
often indeed in the absence of all leadership, the
Collegia gained a name for promoting heresies,
fanaticism, and even graver abuses.
Spener
Some were confinally suppressed the meetings.
tinued despite this, and mostly became separatist
communities which seriously injured the good
name of Pietism.
In 1675 Spener's Pia Desideria appeared in
Frankfort. In it he advocated (1) earnest Bible
study conducted in ecclesiolse in ecclesia
(2) a
lay share in Church government, as the proper
of
the
Christian
doctrine
of
the
consequence
priesthood of believers (3) that knowledge of Christianity is practical, not theoretical, and shown in
charity, forgiveness, and devotion
(4) that, rather
'

'

'

;

'

'

;

;

;

than denouncing their

ment should be given

errors, sympathetic treatto unbelievers, to win them,

if possible, to truth
(5) that theological training
sliould be reorganized, and emphasis laid on devotion rather than on doctrine ; and (6) that preach;

ing should be more practical and less rhetorical.
Spener followed up his contentions in Dnsgcistliche
Friesterthum (Frankfort, 1677) and Allgemeine

In spite of the opposiGottesgelehrtheit (do. 1680).
tion or the orthodo.\, Spener's influence increased,
and in 1686 he liecame court chaplain at Dre.sden.
Here he ottended tiie elector by rebuking his vices,
but refused to resign his post. The Saxon court
met the difficulty by obtaining for him the rectorship of St. Nicholas, Berlin, with the title Consis-

Here, in a court where the
Inspector.
tendency was rationalistic, Spener's true piety was
honoured and api)reciated.
torial

In 1694 the University of Halle was founded, and
in nominatinj^ tlie professors.
Spener's coadjutor in the att'airs of Halle was
Christian Tliomasius (1655-1728), the jurist and

Spener assisted

—

A

Tliomasius is an interesting figure.
publicist.
disciple of Hugo Grotius and Samuel Pufendorf, he
had been i)rofessor of Natural Law at Leipzig.
His views were provocative. He attacked traditional methods in law and theology alike, advocated toleration for all, even for such outlaws as
witches and atheists, and advised mixed marriages

between Lutheran and Calvinist.
Denounced
from the pulpits and forbidden to write or lecture,
Tliomasius had to flee to Berlin to escape arrest.
Here lie received a welcome, and, taking part in
the formation of Halle University, became its
rector and professor of Law.
In regard to ecclesiastical matters, Thomasius contended that a sharp*^
distinction must be made between that which is
inward and that which is external in religion.
Questions of piety and of doctrine are inward.

The State should

therefore leave them alone.
In
the external matters of worship and Church life,
however, the State may rightly interfere, if necessary, to promote the general wellbeing of the

country and to maintain peace and order. Thus
rendering to Caesar and to God the things which
were respectively theirs, Thomasius reconciled his
own broad sympathies witli his position as a State
servant.
Personally he was in the main orthodox,
holding that revealed religion was necessary for
salvation.
Though never a Pietist, and indeed
not of the Pietist temperament, Thomasius is
interesting as an example of the broader tendencies of his age.
He maintained cordial relations
with Spener, though in later life he parted from
Francke. It is obvious, however, that he had
miich in common with Pietism's spirit of toleration
and its undoctrinal bent, and his work at Halle
binds his name indissolubly with the Pietistic

movement.
Meanwhile
jealousy.

The

,_

Spener's influence was creating
theological faculties of "Witten-

berg and Leipzig attacked him bitterly, the former
censuring in 1695 no fewer than 264 errors laid to

This thunderbolt fell harmlessly,
his charge.
however, and Spener reiterated his position in his
His influTheologische Bedenken (Halle, 1700-02).
ence maintained itself, and the Pietistic movement
continued to flouiish. In 1705 Spener died in
Berlin.

HimSpener's was a quiet, well-balanced mind.
a profound Bible student and a charitable
practical man of devotion, he united Luthers "^
stress upon Scripture with the insistence which
the Reformed Church laid upon conduct. Strictly
He "'
speaking, he was neither mystic nor quietist.
was not a separatist, nor did he desire that Pietism
should become a separatist movement. Ritschl
indeed declares that he was not truly a Pietist,
self
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because he did not share in the more pronounced
developments of Pietism, sucii as insistence upon
a conscious crisis as necessary in the process of
salvation, and a complete breach -with the world.
If this is an extreme statement, it is none the less
true that, except for his insistence on the need for
regeneration before a man should teach theology,
and a belief that the restoration of the Jews and
the fall of the papacy would precede the final
victory of Christianity, there was little to distinguish Spener's views from the orthodox Lutheran
creed of his day.

(b) August Hermann Francke, the second great
leader of Pietism, was born at Liibeck in 1663.
Losing his father at an early age, Francke owed
He
his religious training to a godly mother.
studied at Erfurt and Kiel, where he lirst met
Pietistic influences in the person of Christian
Kortholt.
He proceeded to Leipzig, where he

became

an

accomplished

Hebrew and

scholar, graduating in 1685. Here, with Paul

Greek
Anton

and Johann Caspar Schade, he founded the Collegium Philobiblicum to enable graduates to study
the Scriptures together, both philologically and
practically a venture of which Speuer expressed
Francke subsequently visited Spener,
approval.

—

and, ultimately returning to Leipzig, lectured to

crowded audiences.
Opposition, however, soon
arose, and Francke's Bible College was suppressed
and his lectures forbidden. He thereupon withdrew to a pastorate at Erfurt, but a similar out-

•

burst of opposition caused the civil authorities to
expel him at forty-eight hours' notice on the
charge of forming a new sect. Three months later,
at the end of 1691, Spener secured for him the
unsalaried chair of Greek and Oriental Languages
at Halle (where his colleagues were Anton, Joachim
Lange, and Joachim Justus Breithaupt) and a
pastorate at Glaucha. Here Francke remained
for thirty-six years until his death in 1727, exchanging, in 1698, his former position for the chair
of Theology.

Francke was a man of real gifts, eloquent,
learned, saintly, and industrious (for his remarkable philanthropic Avork see below).
It is said
that, as a token of the respect which his character
evoked, the whole town followed his body to the
graveside. As a writer Francke was less able than
Spener, but, besides controversial pamphlets, he
left several works for students and some books of
devotion.
With the death of Francke the activities of
Pietism waned. Its main power was wielded in
N. and Middle Germany, but it exercised some
influence throughout Europe, and especially in
Switzerland. Frederick i. supported the movement, decreeing in 1729 that all who desired
appointments in Prussia must study two years at
Frederick II. was unsympathetic, however,
and Valentin Ernst Loscher of Dresden headed an
opposing movement. While Pietism withstood
this in the main successfully, by the middle of the
ISth cent, its force was largely spent, although the
violence of the o])positiou weakened contemporaneously with the decline of Pietism. During the
period of rationalism which followed Pietism was
quiescent, but its spirit, at least, subsequently
revived, and, in better fellowship with orthodoxy,
is not yet dead in German evangelical Church
Halle.

life.

A more moderate form of Pietism, centring in
Wiirtemberg, flourished longer. Its leader was
the famous Johann Albrecht Bengel (1687-1752),
together with Friedrich Christoph Oetinger (1702Schafl compares the Wiirtem82) and others.
berg Pietists in their relation to Lutheranism
with the early Methodists and Anglicanism. They
aspired to be a movement within the Church,

holding prayer-meetings, conducted by lay leaders
(Stundenhalter), but attending church service and
tiie sacraments.
Unlike the Methodists, however,
they did not entirely break away, the main body
tending to become more churchly without being
strict Lutherans.
Some communities, like those
of Kornthal and Wilhelmsdorf, seceded, following
the tendency of so many Pietistic centres to become
separatist.

The reaction against rationalism under Baroness
von Kriidener was inspired by Pietistic influences,
as was the party led by Ernst Wilhelm Hengstenberg which flourished at the close of the Napoleonic
wars. It was mainly distinguished by its opposition to the scientihc study of theology.
But these
were after-eli'ects. The direct influence of Pietism
ceased by the middle of the 18th century.
its strength
4. General principles of Pietism

—

;

and \weaknes3. Spener's basis was experience.
Without attacking doctrine, he relegated it to a
minor place, emphasizing the will rather than
knowledge, and insisting that justification by
faith must be by a faith supported by works, such
as repentance, conversion, and a changed life.
A
certain Puritan strain was manifested in the
Pietist's condemnation of theatres, dancing, and
such pursuits (adiaphora), and in the insistence
that the regenerate alone were fitted to teach
theology^a point which, somewhat strangely,
offence.
Some Pietists indulged in
millenarian speculation many dabbled in mysticism but, in the main, Pietism is justly to be
called a movement of revaluation, which tried to
attach to regeneration and sanctificition as accomplished facts a higher value than to justification
by faith as an approved theory. Pietism has been
described as the last fruit of the heart-religion
originated in the Franciscan movement and also
as the last great sui'ge of the waves of the Reformation, and the final form of its Protestantism.
Neither description is strictly accurate.
Heartreligion did not start with the Franciscans or end
with Pietism nor are the waves of the Reformation
Pietism was the reaction of the spirit
spent.
against the letter. It sprang up in protest against
the formalism of its day. But it represents a

gave great

;

;

;

'

'

;

permanent spirit, for, just as tyranny provokes rebellion, and licentiousness creates a Puritan reaction, so will formalism ahvays call up some form of
Pietism.

The

opposition to Pietism, as the lives cf Spener

and Francke reveal, was violent. It took the
form of controversial literature, such as Imago
Pictismi (1691), floods of pamphlets, heresy charges,
and processes in the civil courts. Its first ground

The contemporary opponents

of
antidoctrinal, or at least
undoctrinal, character, alleging that it impoverished the doctrine of justification by faith by laying
stress upon the subjective rather than the objective
Avas doctrinal.
Pietism seized

upon

its

aspect of faith. They declared that Pietism was
indifterent to the importance of correct knowledge
in religion, and thus uprooted all sound theology.
The Pietist stress upon the will offended the orthodox, M'ho regarded the work of the Holy Spirit in
conversion to be primarily in the illumination of
the understanding, whereas the Pietists regarded it
as consisting rather in the stimulation of the Avill.

The

later critics, however, chiefly bring charges of
another character, mainly of fanaticism, though
others see in the movement a retrograde tendency
to Catholicism.
It is suggested that the .subsequent deterioration of Pietism was involved in its

own

principles.

Its

insistence

upon new

birth,

separation from the world, and acute repentance
is alleged to have led to exaggeration and frequent
fanaticism.
It is said to have indulged in wild
prophecies, mysteries, bloody sweats, the formation

,

PIETISM
independent conminnities, some fanatical like
the luiilenarians, others criminal. A long list of
unsavoury scandals can be collected, and men, like
Gottfried Arnold (1666-1714), who began as Pietists and ended as fanatical mjstics are quoted as
examples. It is said that registers were kept for
souls, and idle people supported themselves by
uttering the shibboleth of Pietism, whilst others
committed suicide in religious mania. Such criticism, however, defeats its own ends. It represents
the Pietism of Spener and Francke as little as
gluttony and drunkenness represent the philosophy
of Epicurus.
Pietism must be judged in the form
in which it was presented by the actual leaders of
the moTement, not in the excesses to which it degenerated apart from tlieir control. In this statement, however, the main weakness of Pietism is
revealed.
It was the lack of central control.
Unlike Wesley, Spener allowed the movement that he
initiated to develop unorganized and largely unof

He let liberty become licence, and it
disciplined.
led to degeneration.
Spener judged that organization had killed spirituality in the Lutheran Church,
but among the Pietists the lack of organization led
to the same result.
There were other causes.
Pietism proclaimed a gospel of individual rather
.than universal salvation. It tended to leave the
Church and the world as evil and to seek purity in
isolation.
There was also opposition, and subsequently the undermining influence of the rationalistic movement.
But the chief cause of the decay
of Pietism was none the less the false individualism
which left every Pietist connnunity free to direct
its own destinies in its own way.
The decay of
Pietism came when it had w^orn down opposition
and the influence of rationalism, though hostile,
is least potent of all against spiritual movements.
One can but conclude that the prime cause of the

;

ultimate failure of Pietism to maintain itself lay
in the fatal error of believing that spirituality
needs no organization.
The result;3 of Pietis m.
In the Church.
Thougii T,ne" critics of Fletisra allege that the

—©

"

^

—

in ecclesia weakened Church organizaand led to separatism, there is little doubt
that Pietism tended in the main to restore vitality
to the Church.
It showed afresh the importance
ecclesiolce

tion

of religious experience
it revealed the religious
value of feeling and of practical Bible study ; it
vindicated lay rights. It led to some improvement
in the conduct of worship and a better liturgy.
It
gave a fresh impetus to hymnology and religious
;

poetry. Paul Gerhardt's hymns proved an inspiration to the Pietists, and stimulated their own
production.
Spener and J'rancke both WTote
hymns, though Spener's are poor and Francke's
few.
Better known are those of J. A. FVeylinghausen ; whilst among the hymn-writers influenced
more or less by Pietism may be counted W. C.
Dessler, B. Schmolck, J. J. Schiitz, and G. Tersteegen. Although the Pietistic movement died
out without ettecting the thorough renewal of the
life of the Church which it aimed at securing, its
indirect influence tended to restore a truer conception of religion and a more intelligent form of
worship, and the legacy which it left became the
joint property of many subsequent forms of evangelical revival.

—

Philanthropy. Perhaps the most enduring
result of Pietism was the fresh impetus which it
gave to philanthropic work. F'rancke established
the famous Halle schools in 1795, and the founda(b)

tion

still exists.

The work began modestly with

a ragged school in his own house. Two years later
a special building was taken, which had grown at
the time of Francke's death to a large institution,
supporting nearly 150 orphans, and educating
between 2000 and 3000 poof children, for the most

9

part gratuitously. The system of education was
both religious and technical. It embraced natural
science, physical exercises, various trades, and the
German tongue. One by one were established a
printing press, hospital, library, farm, brewery,
and laboratory.
teachers' training college was
also added and a Bible Society under Karl Hildebrand von Canstein. The best side of Pietism

A

is

whom

its

—

Halle orphanage a work
the support of those to
purely religious propaganda did not

illustrated

which gained

in the
for it

appeal.

Pietism was also a pioneer in foreign missionary
activities.
Frederick IV. of Denmark, acting
under the influence of Julius Lutkens, the court
preacher, who was a friend of Spener and Francke,
sent men to Halle for training, and asked Francke
to find missionaries to Danish E. Indian po.ssesIn 1704 a mission was thus established at
sions.
Tranquebar, and the Danish-Halle mission received the congratulations of George I. of England.
The Moravian missionary movement also owes
much of its strength to the Pietist strain in its
ancestry.

—

—

The Moravians {q.v.) may
(c) Other movements.
be regarded as indirectly an oH'shoot of Pietism.
Zinzendorf was Spener's godson and a pupil in the
Halle schools. From Pietism he learned not only
the missionary fervour which characterized the
Moravian community, but the emphasis on vital
religion also.
Through the Moravians the Pietist
influence came down to Schleiermacher (q.v.), and
is found in the insistence which his philosophy
The Lutheran stress upon
lays upon feeling.
knowledge, changed by Spener to emphasis upon
becomes in Schleiermacher a doctrine of feel-/

will,

ing, and in this sense also, despite Ritschl's antiPietistic strictures, the Ritschlian theology has its
Pietistic strain.
Indirectly linked with Pietism

by means of Moravianism is the Methodist revival
under John "Wesley (see art. Methodlsm).
By a strange contradiction, the Aufkldrung,
which represented the antithesis of Pietism's religious views, was in some part prejjared by the
In the flrst place, the indiPietistic movement.
vidualism of Pietism, which attracted the robust
common sense of Thomasius, prepared for the
individualism of 'the Enlightenment (y. v.), and,
in addition, the reduction of emphasis upon doctrine provided an atmosphere of greater freedom.
It is noteworthy that Johann Salomo Semler, who ^
was one of the forerunners of theological rationalism, came from Halle, where he was professor
'

in 1752.

Through these channels the stream of Pietism
ran down to the sea and lost itself. If now the
watercourse is dry, at least it may be said that
the flow was not in vain. Outwardly the record of
Pietism is that of a movement which spent itself,
but those who take a wider view will see that it
was not lost as an influence when it ceased to have
an independent course as a movement. The spirit
of Pietism survived its bod}', and still lives in
every form of intensive and devotional religious
life.

—
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W. Juynboll),

Babylonian (T. G. Pinches), p.
Buddhist (A. S. Gedkn), p. 13.

and

I.

feast like that annually celebrated by the heathen
in the neighbourhood of Meccah was called

Arabs

This word (like Heb. m see, e.g.. Ex 10"
16'") designated a periodical feast at any
•sacred place, to which the worshippers on that
occasion made a pilgrimage. Probably there were
various holy places in Arabia, where such a Any}' took
place. Epiphanius, e.iy., mentions the word kyy<xdthe hajj to the holy temple') as being
aX/3aet^ (i.e.
the Arabic name of a month in N. Arabia.
may suppose that the holy temple to which this
pilgrimage was made was a local sanctuary in that
country, and not the distant Ka'bah at Meccah
arab. Heidentums'^,
J. Wellhausen, Beste
(cf.

hajh

;

Dt

'

'

We

'

'

p. 85).

Only the great hajj, celebrated annually by
various Arabic tribes at the holy mountains of
'Arafah and at adjacent places, in the sacred
month of Dhu'l-^ijjah, has survived the ancient
paganism, since Muhammad incorporated these
ceremonies in a somewhat modified form into his
own religion. The feast took place at the end of
the year (see Wellhausen, p. 94 ff.) and had originIts
ally, we may suppose, a magical character.
purpose in early times must have been to get a
happy new year with plenty of rain and sunshine,
prosperity, and abundance of cattle and corn.
Great fires were lit at 'Arafah and Muzdalifah,
probably to induce the sun to shine in the new
Water was poured on the ground as a
year.
charm against drought (hence, probably, the 8th
of Dhu'l-Jtlijjah was called the day of tarwiyah,'
i.e.
the day of moistening [the ground] '). Perhaps the throwing of stones at certain places in
Mina, a relic of the primitive heathenism, was
'

'

originally a symbol of throwing away the sins of
the past year, and in this way a sort of charm

and misfortune.
Other
nowever, are defended by V. Chauvin
('Le Jet des pierres au pMerinage de la Mecque,'

against

p. 18.

punishment

theories,

Ann. de VAcad. royale d^arcMol. de Belgique, V.
iv. [1902] 272-300;
cf.
M. T. Houtsma, Het
'

skopelisme en het steenwerpen te Mina,' Verslagcn
en Mededeelingen dcr Kon. Acad, van Wetenschap-

and many others. The
excessive hurry and noise which characterized the

2)cn, IV. vi. [1894] 194-217)

run from 'Arafah to Muzdalifah and from Muzdalifah to Mina seem originally to have had some
magical meaning. The three days at Mina (11th13th of Dhu'l-^ijjah) were 'days of eating,
drinking, and sensual enjoyments,' according to
Muslim tradition fasting during that time was
even forbidden evidently as a symbol of the
abundance that was hoped for in the following

—

p. 23.

Indian (W. Crooke), p. 24.
Japanese (M. Anesaki), p. 27.

12.

Muhammadan).
(Arabian
—
— PILGRIMAGE
Pilgrimages in early Arabia. A religious

i2",

Christian (L. D. Agate),

Hebrew and Jewish (W. Popper),

p. 10.

;

year.

Every pilgrim entered upon a special state of
sacredness (ihrdm) during the haJj. In this state
certain things, allowable at other times, were forbidden. The michrim {i.e. he who was in the state
of ihrdm) was not allowed, e.g., to cut his hair or
nails or to shave his head.
His whole body had to
be left uncovered, though he might wear two pieces
of white cloth (the so-called ridd and izCir),
can hardly doubt that the real purpose of the
various obligations of abstinence imposed on the
iniihrim (cf. the Hebrew Nazirite) was originally
to bring the pilgrim into a state of magical power

We

and to strengthen the magical influence

of the
haJj ritual.
It must be observed, however, that in the time of
Muhammad the original meaning of the old ceremonies was long forgotten. Indeed, the feast had
no longer much religious, but rather a commercial,
importance for the contemporaries of the Prophet,
since during the haJj Meccah and the neighbouringmarket-places were visited by the Arabic tribes,
even from distant countries. Every one could
travel and trade then without fear, on account of
the general truce between the tribes during the
sacred months.
Pilgrimages Avere also made in early Arabia to
the Ka'bah, the old heathen temple at Meccah.
The most sacred spot of this sanctuary was the
eastern corner in which the venerated Black Stone
was fixed, opposite the holy well of Zemzem. It
was especially in the sacred month of Kajab (the
7th month of the year) that the Ka'bah was visited
by pilgrims, who made circuits round the building
and sacrificed first-born camels and sheep. Meccah
was surrounded by a haram (sacred territory), the

boundary of which was marked by stones.

He who

entered this sacred territory assumed the state of
ihram, and would then pay a religious visit to the
Ka bah The worshipping of the Meccan sanctuary
was called 'umrah (i.e. cultus, cultivation of the
sacred building) and, as it seems, was not connected
with the annual hajj of 'Arafah.
2, Incorporation of hajj and 'umrah into Islam
by Muhammad. —Muhammad had seen the hajj
since his youth.
When he began to preach, he
had no reason for enjoining the old Arabic rites
as a religious
duty on his followers. P'or in the
revealed books of the Jews and Christians no
divine prescripts were given as to the hajj feast.
After the hijrah, however, as Muhammad had
persuaded himself that the Jews and Cliristians
had changed the true sense of their sacred books,
he concluded that the Ka'bah and the ritual connected with this ' house of God
had belonged
originally to the true religion, and were founded
according to the will ef Allah by Ibrahim
(Abraham), the great prophet of the Jews and
Christians as well as of the Arabs. As a consequence of this theory, the pilgrimage to Meccah
now became a religious duty for the Muslims at
Medinah, in the second year after the hijrah.
Several verses of the Qur'an, all relating to the
Ka'bah and the ceremonies which must be performed there, were now revealed (see, e.g., ii. 185199, iii. 89 tl"., xxii. 25 tf.).
But the unbelieving inhabitants of Meccah
refused to admit the Muslims into the sacred city,
and it was not till A.H. 6 that Muhammad tried to
go with his followers to Meccah. The first attempt
failed.
As soon as the Meccans heard that the
Muslims were approaching, they prepared them.

'

selves for stern resistance.
The two parties met
at ^udaibiyah, on the frontier of the sacred territory.
Negotiations were opened there, and it was
settled that the Muslims should return to Medinah,
but should be allowed to celebrate their feast
in Meccah the next year.
According to this

treaty, the Prophet came in A.H. 7 with many
of his followers to Meccah, and made the socalled 'umrat al-qadhd (i.e. 'the 'umrah whereby
was performed at last what was neglected till

PILGRIMAGE
this

time,'

or

perhaps

'the

'ximrah

(Arabian and
of

the

treaty').

Since Meccaii was conquered by Mnhanunad in
A.H. 8,
many Muslims joined in the hnjj, at first
alonf? with tlie unbelieving Arabs and witliout the
Prophet himself. But, in A.H. 8, t^ur'an ix. 1
and 28 were revealed. In these verses Allah
declared that all treaties between the Muslims and
unbelievers must be revoked, and that nobody who
was not a true Muslim might approach Meccali or
the hojj. All ibn Abi Talib (afterwards the fourth
khalifah) was sent to Meccah by the Propliet to
promulgate this revelation among the pilgrims
assembled at the hajj of tliat year.
Thus, in A.H. 10, all unbelievers Mere e.xcluded
from the feast, and now the Prophet came from
Medinah to Meccah in order to partake himself in
the liajj and to reform the old heathen ceremonies
into a good Muslim service.
All later Muslims
have conformed to the example set by the Prophet
at this pilOTimage the so-called hajjat al-wadct
the farewell hajj,' because it took place in
(i.e.
the year before his death).
3. Muslim
pilgrimages (hajj, 'umrah, and
The various ceremonies of the Meccan
ziyarah),
pilgrimage have often been described, not only by
Muslim authors, but also by Europeans who have
witnessed them.
Moreover, the Muslim lawbooks contain full details about all that a pilgrim
has to do during the days of the hajj. The piltt".

—

'

—

grimage to Meccah

is

called in

Muslim law one

of

the five 'pillars' of Islam. It is a religious duty
for every Muslim who is able to make the journey
to Meccah' (Qur'an, iii. 91) for women as well as
for men.
In a few cases believers are exempted
from this duty e.g., if they have not sufficient
means to pay their expenses or to provide for the
support of their households till their return, or if
the journey to Meccah is peculiarly dangerous on
account of war or epidemic ; also a woman ought
not to go unless accompanied by her husband or a
'

—

—

near relative.
At the present day most of the pilgrims arrive
in the holy city from Jiddah, where
they are
landed bj' the steamers of various countries.
Those who travel overland come with one of the
caravans to Meccah. The two best known caravans in modern times are the Syrian, which comes
from Damascus, and the Egyptian, which starts
from Cairo. Each has a so-called mahmal, i.e. a
camel with a richly-ornamented saddle such as
distinguished Arabic women used to ride upon.
The mahmal was a sort of banner in Arabia. In
ancient times several mahmals often appeared at
the hajj, every independent sultan or emir sending
his own caravan to the hajj with a mahmal as a
visible mark of his high dignity (see C. Snouck
Hurgrouje, Mekha, i. 29, 83 ft'., 105). This custom
was held in honour l»y the Turkish sultans, mIio
even continued to send the Egyptian as well as
the Syrian caravan with a mahmal, though they
had become khalifahs of the whole Muslim territory.

In the holy city pilgrims usually begin by performing the ceremonies of X\\e'umrah, the so-called
little pilgrimage
to the Meccan sanctuaries.
Almost every pilgrim requires the assistance and
information of a Meccan guide {dalil, mutawwif,
'

'

or shaikh) to instruct him in the ritual and teach
him to recite the prescribed sacred formula?. The
Muslim 'timi-ah consists mainly of tlie four follow-

ing ceremonies

:

Before entering the haram of Meccah, the pilgrims must
assume the state of ihirdm, abstaining thereafter from worldly
affairs and devoting themselves entirelj' to
religious duties.
The inhabitants of Meccah, when performing an 'v.mrak, must
go out of the haram. They assume the state of i/irdm on the
frontier (usually at Tan'im, which is therefore often called
'Umrah).
(1)

Muhammadan)
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The pilgrim then proceeds

to the (atc('t/(the circuit of the
(2)
Ka'bah). He begins at the lilack Stone in the eastern corner of
the Ka'hah, and walks round the temple seven times. When
passing the eastern corner, he must kiss the Black Stone. If the
crowd is so great that he cannot get near enough to do this, he
must touch it with his hand or with a stick or mu.st look towards it.
(3) The next ceremony is the sa'y (the running or circuiting) between Safa and Marwah, two sacred places in the immediate neighbourhood of the great mosque of Meccah. .Safa

and Marwah must once have been

hills,

which were

helil in

reverence by the Meccans. In later times the soil of Meccah
has risen considerably and at the present day yafa and Marwah
hardly show above the surrounding houses. A revelation
(Qur'an, ii. 153) has confirmed the sacred character of these
places. Starting from §af.a, the pilgrim runs seven times
between the two sanctuaries, in a prescribed manner, moving
his shoulders.
(4) At la-st, arriving at Marwah, he goes to the barber there,
his head and thereby ends the state of iKrdm.
Originally the ritual shaving of the head must have been a sign
that a sacrifice or other religious act was performed.

who sha\es

The' iimrah can be performed at any time and
Muslim likes. The
inhabitants of Meccah usually do it in the month
as often as the individual
of

Ramadan because

this is the .special

mouth

for

religious acts.

Before the beginning of the hajj, on the 7tli of
Dhu'l-^Iijjah, a khatlb ('preacher'), usually the
qddi of Meccah, gives an address in the great
mosque at Meccah to remind the pilgrims of the
of the following days.
Next day (8th of
Dhu'l-Hijjah) most of the pilgrims enter upon the
state of ihrdm for the hajj, and depart from Meccah
to 'Arafah, which can be reached in about four
hours by camel. According to the law-books, it is
best to pass the night in Muna (formerly Mina),
about half-way between Meccah and 'Arafah, but
usually the great majority of the pilgrims go
There the wuki'/f
directly to the plain of 'Arafah.
takes place on the 9tli of Dhu'l-I,Iijjah. The
Muslim ivukii/h simply the staying or standing in
the plain of 'Arafah for the prescribed time (just
after mid-day till a little after sunset).
This
ceremony is also a pillar of the Muslim hajj.
There are no special rules for the ivukiif in the
law-books. The pilgrims are only waiting there.
Wellhausen thinks that this ceremony was of more
importance in pagan times, and was perhaps a«
general sacrilice for all the pilgrims.
After sunset the ifddhah begins (i.e. the running
from 'Arafah to Muzdalifah, half-way between
'Arafah and Muna) according to the old heathen
usage, with great hurry and noise. The pilgrims
pass the second night in Muzdalifah, and many of
them are present at the second %vukuf there in the
early morning. Before sunrise the journey to
Muna must be continued.
In Muna the great offering-feast is celebrated on
the 10th of Dhu'l-Hijjah. This day is therefore
called the yaitm an-nahr ( the day of slaughterThe sacrifice is preceded by the ceremony
ing').
of throwing seven pebbles to the jamrah al'Akahah {i.e. the heap of pebbles close to the
mountain-road) at Muna
to-day this place is
marked by a sort of buttress of rude masonry
about 8 ft. high by 2^ ft. broad. The Muslims
say that this ceremony has been performed since
the time of Ibrahim because the devil (Shaitan)
Before throwtried to seduce him on this spot.
ing each of the seven pebbles, the pilgrim must
is
In the name of God, Alhlh
almighty
say
The sacrifice at Muna, strictly speaking, concludes the hajj, and the pilgrim may then shave
his head.
But, before returning to the ordinary
profane state, he should go to Meccah and make
the tawuf round the Ka'bah, followed bj' a say
between Safa and Marwah, if he has not already
performed this ceremonj^ on his first arrival at
Meccah. It is, however, not necessary to perform
the tawdf and sdyoix the 10th of Dhu'l-yijjah,
though it is a meritorious act. It may be clone
also on one of the following days.
ritual

'

'

—

'

;

'

'

:

!
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The remaining days, the

11th, 12th, and 13th of
are called the three days of the
The orip;inal sense of this word is untashrlq.
certain (cf. T. W. Jiiynbull, tJber die Bedeutung
des Wortes Taschrik,' ZA xxvii. [1912] 1-7). It is
commonly explained hj later Muslims as the drying
of the fiesh of the victims in the sun.
The pilgrims should spend these days at Muna, eating,
Dliu'l-^jlijjah,

'

drinking, and making merry. Moreover, they
must again throw seven pebbles each day at each
of the three jimdr (' heaps of pebbles') at Muna.
The law, however, allows a return from Muna to
Meccah on the second day, and many pilgrims
avail themselves of this privilege.
Having finished
the hajj, the pilgrim, before leaving Meccah,
should perform a farewell tawdfYonudi the Ka'bah.

Other pilgrimages, which are not expressly prescribed by Muslim law (e.g., pilgrimages to the
tombs of saints in various countries) are generally
The
called ziydrah ('visit') by the Muslims.
ziydrah to the tomb of the Prophet at Medlnah is
regarded as a religious act from which many
Most of the pilgrims visit it
blessings accrue.
before or after the hajj.
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PILGRIMAGE

(Babylonian).— By this word
most people understand a journey to a holy place
or shrine, either in the pilgrim's native land or
abroad. The object of a pilgrimage is to obtain
some benefit, material, moral, or spiritual, which
the sanctity of the chosen spot is thought to
confer.
It is true that pilgrimage may be undertaken because such a journey is regarded as
meritorious, but the idea of the acquisition of
divine favour, either directly or through a saint, is
seldom absent.
All kinds of benefits may be
asked in return for the labour and travail, from
the healing of a bodily infirmity to the gift of
everlasting life.
I. Frequency of
pilgrimages.— Though pilgrimages were probably not among tlie means of grace
recognized by the Assyro-Babylonians, they were
far from rare.
The making of a journey, either
for business or for pleasure, must have
furnished,
-

many instances, an opportunity for acquiring
the merit or tiie benefit which a
pilgrimage conferred.
In such a case the advantages connected
therewith would be merely a matter of chance, due
to the seizing of the
opportunity, for the Babylonians and Assyrians were much addicted to the
observance of omens, and those connected with a
visit to a place would
naturally attract attention
and lead to the decision to profit
thereby. Several
fragments of a tablet, or a series of tablets, dealing with the advantages to be gained from tours
of this kind exist, and are of some interest in
those cases where the lines are
complete. The
following are examples of the benefits promised
in

:

'

If

he go to Laban, he

'

build a house (word-play, labanu
If he go to the house
of
the Seven (llu Imina-bi, the divine Seven), he will (temple)
attain perfection (iSallim) (due to seven
being the number of perfection)

meaning to make bricks

will

'

'

'

').

'

(Babylonian)

he go to the city Nippur, grief of a da}% peace of a year
(Nippur was the renowned shrine, first of Enlil, the older B61,
If he go to Tindir (Babylon),
afterwards of the god En-urta).
trouble of a day, peace of a year' (there is no need to mention
If he go to
the importance of Babylon as a holy centre).
Namma, and swim in the divine river (tht NCiru), he will exercise power, his days will be long '(Namma [Nammu] is probably
another name of the Euphrates, which was apparently a holy
in the above extract Namma, which
river like the Ganges
was one of the names of the river-god, was also the name of a
town). 'If he go to Sirpur [probably for Sirpurla=ha.gas],
he will be plundered (perhaps we have to read Sirgul, the
modern Zerghul, in which case the pun may have been by comparison with sirgw, 'theft').
'

If

'

'

;

'

Omens of this nature were numerous, but so far
comparatively few have been found.
2. Stories of visits to holy places.
Records of
pilgrimages are, for several reasons, few in AssyroBabylonian literature. It does not seem probable
that pilgrimages, unconnected witli other business,
were often undertaken. In addition to this, it
was the custom among the Babylonians, and
probably among the Assyrians as well, to send
their deities from place to place, in order that they

—

might receive the homage of the faithful and
journeys to worship them, or to obtain the advantages which a pilgrimage brought, were not so
much needed. The most noteworthy instance of a
pilgrimage is the great journey of txilgames, king
of Erech, to the abode of Ut-napisti™, the Babylonian Noah, who had been placed by the god
whom he worshipped in a remote place at the
mouths of the rivers.' Among the benefits sought
by the hero was the gift of knowing how he might
attain immortality. In this case, as the Babylonian patriarch could not be brought to Gilgames,
ii.
315''Gilgames had to go to him (see
The descent of Istar into Hades to
316='', vi. 643).
bring forth Tammuz, her husband, can hardly be
regarded as a i^ilgrimage in the true sense of the
term, as no devotional or spiritual benefit M'as
Different, again, is the legend of Etanna,
soug.ht.
who tried to visit Istar in heaven, mounting
thither on the back of an eagle.
The aerial
journey was undertaken to invoke the goddess's
favour on behalf of the hero's expected child, but
ajjparently failed because he feared to mount so
high (see ERE ii. 315% vi. 644).
3. Travelling in general.— Babylonian tablets of
from c. 2300 to 2000 B.C. testify to a considerable
intercourse by road between the various towns of
S. Babylonia and Elam.
These record the transport of provisions, principally drink (probably
;

'

ERE

herb-beer), food, and oil, which were sent to
various cities, generally suiih as Avere considered
sacred on account of their shrines and fanes.
Among the places most commonly mentioned are
Ur, Nippur, Susa, Ansan (the old capital of Elam),
Adamdun (probably in the same district), Kimas,
The persons
U-uru-a, Sabu"", and JJuhunuri.
mentioned in connexion with these consignments
are messengers, couriers,' and officials who may
be classed as retainers.
All these seem to have
journeyed from tiie temples of the cities where
tliey lived, on behalf of their employers, though
some at least went on their own account. Note'

'

'

a statement of a tablet in a private colwhich one of the persons mentioned is
the king's son

worthy

is

lection, in

:

'30

qa

of drink, 30

qa

of food, i

gin of

oil,

Su-dada.
10 qa of tine drink, 10 qa of food, 10 gin of
Sur-Ninsun, the son of the king.'

That journeys are intended

is

oil,

shown by those

which the consignments are described as
having been either within the city or for the
in

lists

'

road

'

:

'60 qa of roj-al drink,
60 qa of food,
1 qa of sesame-oil,
Abum-sallu'", viceroy of Sabu".
2 qa of drink, 2 qa of food.

'

'

PILGRIMAGE

(Buddhist)

2 gin of

mother'

1

continues

oil nnthin the city,
gur of herb-beer, 5 qa of food for the road,
Ma^, the "retainer."
They have taken (the above) to Sabu™.'

'

'

—

—

Afterwards Shalmaneser
'took the road' toJBorsippa, and made offerings to
Nebo. Entering E-zida (the temple of Nebo at
Borsippa), he caused the rites to be conducted
reverently, and offered plentifully 'great oxen
and fat sheep.' At both Babylon and Borsippa he
made drink-offerings, and there were feasts, Avith
food and wine. The result of all this devotion
was that the gods regarded Shalmaneser, though
an alien king, with joy, and heard his prayer.
Two hundred years later (c. 650 B.C.), King Assurbani-S,pli went to Arbela to supplicate the goddess

were made.

of war, Istar of Arbela, for her divine help against

the Elamites.

—

These
6. Pilgrimages in a private capacity.
are not always certain
they may have been
simply ordinary acts of worship. Thus Meissner's
rendering of ilki (from dlalcu, 'to go/) as 'my
duty' 'I am firm in my duty at E-zida witli
makes the possibility that
regard to my father
B61-uhhu (?) went on a pilgrimage to the temple of
Nebo "to pray for his father very doubtful. Nevertheless he did visit the temple on liis father's
behalf

—

—

'

is called,

the text, in a fresh paragraph,

:

Come, let us go to him, let us go to him
Ah for me, to his city, let us go to him
city, to the wonders, let us go to him
!

Similar entries follow these. The date is Month
of the Festival of Tammuz.'
As there is no reference to viceroy Abu™-salhi"''s
provisions 'for the road,' he may have been coming
to Lagap, where the tablet was found.
Mas, on
the other hand, required provisions, as he was
going to Sabu"'.^
In some cases these
4. Vicarious pilgrimages.
tablets may record vicarious pilgrimages, made at
the request of people who, unable or unwilling to
leave their homes, sent otliers to represent them,
and possibly to make offerings on their behalf.
In all probability these journeys were in parties or
caravans.
One of the most interesting
5. Later instances.
visits to a holy place is that of Slialmaneser II. to
Babylon, as recorded on the IJronze Gates of
Balawat discovered by Hormuzd Rassam. This
king relates that, after leaving Marduk-sum-iddina,
king of Babylon (851 B.C.), he found 'the fulness of
his heart,' and INIerodach commanded him to go to
Babylon and Cuthah, where the king caused offerings to be made. At E-sagila (the temple of Belus
in Babylon) he directed the ceremonies and more
offerings

13

—

:

'Ths son of the temple [Nebo, the god worshipped there],
I had prayed with retcard to thee, set the time for success

when

as being until the 4th day.'

This grace applied not only to his father Kunft,
but also to all his people. In no. 865 of R. F.
Letters
Babylonian
Harper's Assyrian and
he
(London, 1902) the writers' statement that
[the king] entered Babylon he ki.ssed the ground
before Merodach and Zer-panltu™' (i.e. in the
temple of Belus) likewise implies at least a turning
But more to
aside to perform a religious duty.
the point, apparently, is the following (from
Babylon)
Letter from Marduk-ibni to SiSku, my brother.
May
'

—

:

'

Merodach and Zer-panitu™ promise the prosperitj' and the preservation of my brother. Behold, Iddina-B61 has gone up with
me to Sftnu we made an offerin;^ there wth Nergal-iddma, his
brother. I am looking after your interests.'

—

Here, again, we have (to all appearance) the combination of business with religious duties.
7. The legend of the Mother of Sin.'— This is
a bilingual record in wliich, after describing the
misfortunes of the 'royal maid,' as the 'sinful
'

1 As an illustration of these
journeys in connexion with
temples, that in which the priests (of Sippar), c. 1850 B.C., give a
J shekel of silver to \>\\y grain for a journey may, perhaps, be
quoted (A. Ungnad, Eammurabi's Gegetz, Leipzig, 1909, no. 481,
in vol. iii. p. 134).
The amount was the gift of the chief singer
{n&ru rabA).

!

To the

To the

!

the city, to Babylon's foundation.
At the command I§tar gave,
The maid Ama-namtag:i (the Mother of Sin) passed through
the dust.'
city, to

Here follows a long account of Istar's punisiiment.-;,
from which it would appear that not only did the
sinful mother
make a pilgrimage to the holj*
'

'

places Kullab, Freeh's foundation, Zazabu's foimdation, Hursag-kalama at Kis, and L-tur-kalama
('the house of the world's repose'), but she had
also to do penance and submit to Istar's punishments, performed by her servants and ministers.
The record is unfortunately incomplete, but it is
probable that tlie deity referred to by the pronoun
was Tammuz, Istar's spouse, whom the sinful
mother' had offended in some way.
Tliough the records are apparently scanty and
doubtful, the journeys whicii jjiigrimages imply
were far from uncommon in Assyria and Babylonia,
as the fragments referring to the Vjenetit to be
gained from visits to sacred places seem to show.
'

LiTERATi'RE.— M. Jastfow, Die Religion Babyloniens und
i.
73, 94; T. G. Pinches, The
ff.,
Amherst Tablets, i., London, 1908, nos. 70-72, 74, 76, 77, 115, 120,
BerenM Collection, do. 1915,
The
Tablets
of
the".
Babylonian
etc..

Assyriens, Giessen, 1905

iv. [1890] 77-79 ;
; MP, 2ndser.,
Assyrisch-babylon. Mythen und Epen,' Keilin-

nos. 16, 79-81, 84, 85, 91, 92, etc.

P. Jensen,

'

schriftliche Bibliothek, iv. [Berlin, 1900] 116flE.

T. G. Pinches.
(Buddhist).— In the earlie.st
monastic
of
Buddhist
and
sclieme
order
life, if the
sacred books of the Tripitaka may be taken to
reflect faithfully and in general the teaching of
the Founder, there was no recognition of the duty
or advantage of pilgrimage, and no sanction given

PILGRIMAGE

Gautama Buddha neither forbade
to the practice.
nor enjoined his followers to imitate that which
Hindu example must already have made sufficiently familiar the journeyings to near or distant
shrines for spiritual benefit and to render homage.
It was impossible that with his views and teaching with regard to the future life he should have
allowed the existence or recognized the validity of
a habit founded upon the belief in the continuity

—

The
of existence after death.
slight evidence available, however, indicates that
very soon after the parinirvdnn, and probably in
connexion with the distribution of the relics and
the building of memorial stupas over them, the
practice arose among the adherents and friends of
the Buddha of visiting the places thus consecrated
of the earthly remains of tiieir
by the
and permanence

presence

honoured teacher and guide. From this it was an
easy step to a practice of pilgrimage which endeavoured at one and the same time to secure
personal advantage from a visit to the shrine and
to honour the saint whose name and fame were
Whatever its origin, the
there commemorated.
habit of pilgrimage is and for many centuries
has been wide-spread in Buddhism, not only in the
Mahayana school, where it is most prevalent, but
also in the

Hinayana

— It

of tlie south.

appears probable therefore that
Buddhist usage in this respect is, in the first instance at least, imitative of Hindu practice, and
grew up independently of any direct command. It
is perhaps not without significance also that the
Pali form of the Sanskrit word for pilgrimage
're(pravrajya, PhVipabbajjd, lit. 'agoing forth,'
tirement from the world') should be the technical
'
term for admission or ordination to the first
grade of the Buddhist monkliood. The pilgrim
is defined
ipravrajita, pravrajaka, Pali pabbajita)
in the Dhammapada as one who has abandoned
I.

Origin.

'
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the world (X. i. 89) and in an earlier verse (i. 75)
it is declared that the heedless pilgrim, so far
from securing good, only scatters more widely the
dust of his (unsubdued) passions. In these and
other passages of the early literature there is no
direct mention of any aim or jiurpose other than
that of retirement from the world to assume the
rank and status of a member of the Sahgha.
There was certainly, however, in the writer's mind
the practice, wide-spread and familiar in his time,
of a wandering ascetic life which was not entirely
aimless, but contemplated visits to sacred temples
or shrines as the pi'ofitable and meritorious end of
its often toilsome and prolonged journeyings.
In all probability also the injunction laid upon
Buddhist monks to adopt a wandering mode of
existence without settled home or habitation contributed to the facility with which they adopted
the Hindu practice of pilgrimage to the sacred
places associated with their religious history and
faith. ^
Only in the season of the rains, in Vassa,
were they prohibited from travelling about, lest
should
be done to living creatures (Mahdinjury
vagga, iii. ). At all other periods of the year the
Buddhist monk was to be homeless,' possessed of
no stated or fixed residence and a habit or passion
for wandering taken up as a religious duty by men
to whom the idea of pilgrimage was not unfamiliar,
and among a people whose nomadic mode of existence lay probably not many centuries in the past,
readily developed into the practice of travel for a
religious purpose to a formal and definite destinaThe institution of Vassa, with its prohibition.
tion of travel, would necessarily place difficulties
in the way of continuous or lengthy pilgrimages to
distant shrines. In practice, however, the difficulty
does not seem to have been felt. The early books
and narratives, especially of the Chinese pilgrims,
record prolonged journeyings in which there is no
reference to interruption or delay caused by the
observance of rules for retirement in the season of
the rains.
In the later Buddhist literature of both the
Northern and the Southern schools references to
pilgrimage and the sacred places whither the
In the Buddha
pilgrims resort are not infrequent.
Gharita the statement recurs that purification
from sin may be attained by dwelling or bathing
at .sacred places ^ and these holy centres of
pilgrimage are ladders to heaven." The extravagant assertion is even ventured that the Buddha
himself created millions of ascetics,^ whose wander;

'

;

;

ings are more or less indefinite pilgrimages from
shrine to shrine.
Holy streams and tirthas are
recognized in the earliest homes of Buddhism, in
part no doubt- derived from Hindu custom, but
partly associated with Buddhist history and'religious

Elsewhere right - minded and pious
Buddhists are said to have their places of pilgrimage;* it is a pious duty to build chaityas (Pali
cefiya) in honour of Buddhas,'' where their relics

origins.^

are preserved, and miracles are wrought in the
presence of the assembled worshippers.^
In the later Mahayana literature therefore, and in writings of
the Southern school that have come under the influence of this
type of thought, the Buddha himself is represented as declaring the sacred character of shrines and other places associated

(Buddhist)

with the lives of holy men and inculcating the virtue and
It is hardly probable that this
feature of his teaching is original. It bears rather tlie impress
of a later practice, introduced from ancient Hindu us.age, and
in harmony with the natural desire to maintain communion
with and do honour to the dead and is part of the esoteric

duty of pilgrimage thereto. i

;

and mystical teaching which, according to Mahayanist belief
and assertion, was formulated by Gautama during the later
years of his life. There is no real evidence in support of this
and in regard to the doctrine of the life after death and kindred
ideas, or those which imply the possibility of relations between
the living and the dead and the individual consciousness and
capacity for good or evil of the latter, it is unlikely that the
direct and limited teaching of his mature life, in which he refused to be drawn into discussion or to make affirmatio)i con.
cerning aught beyond this present world, was later exchanged
for positive doctrine and directions based upon entirely different
views.
The uncertainty of date of the several works and
strata of the Buddhist literature must not be overlooked. The
Pali Tripitaka does appear, however, to make good in most
resjiects at least its claim to represent most faithfully the convictions and doctrine which Gautama set forth to his disciples.
It is probable
2. Indian places of pilgrimage.
that the earliest centres of pilgrimage were the
;

—

places most closely associated with the life and
Four of these, viz.
teaching of the l^ounder.

Kusanagara, Buddh Gaj'a, and
Kapilavastu,
Benares, were pre-eminent, and for centuries continued to be the goal to which the steps of Buddhist
pilgrims were turned ; two of them are venerated
and resorted to by numerous Buddhist worshippers
at the present day, who bring offerings from the
most distant lands. Testimony to the reverential
regard in which these and many other places Avere
held is found especially in the writings of the
Chinese pilgrims. In the Ltimbini Grove at Kapilavastu iq.v. ) was the birth-place of Gatitama Buddha.
Buried in the dense tarai districts of S. Nepal, the
lost site of the town was re-discovered in the year
1895, and identified by a pillar and inscription recording the visit of the emperor Asoka. As a
centre of pilgrimage it has for a long time been inaccessible and is so at the mesent time, and thus
awakens little interest in Buddhists themselves.
Kusanagara {q.v.) also, the scene of the death of
the Buddha, was visited by the same Chinese
monks, to pay their homage at the sacred site.
According to their testimony, Kusanagara lay at
no great distance east of Kapilavastu. The exact
site, however, has not been identified.
The two remaining places that shared in all probability with the traditional scenes of Gautama's
birth Sind parinirvctna the veneration of the earliest
Buddhists, and which have maintained to the
present day their popularity and sacred character
with thousands of Buddhist pilgrims from all parts
of the Buddhist world, are Buddh Gaya, six or
seven miles .south of
Gaya (q.v.) in ^^'. Bengal,
where, seated under the B(>tree in deep meditation,
Gautama attained insight and the bliss of perfect
knowledge; and Benares (q.v.), probably the most
ancient sacred city in the world, the scene of the
first deliverance of his message, when in the DeerPark (Isipatana), in his first sermon addressed to
the five ascetics in whose company he had previously
practised fruitless austerities, he

'

set in

the wheel of the law,' and founded

'

motion

the highest

*

These places possess an equal
kingdom
sanctity in the eyes of Hindus, and they are
sought out by multitudes of pilgrim worshippers
of truth.'

of both religions.
1 Cf.
There are four
Mahd-Parinibbana-Sutta, v. 16-22
places which the believing man should visit with feelings of
reverence and awe,
the place at which the believing man
can say, "Here the Tathagata was born,"
"Here the
attained to the supreme and perfect insight,"
Tathagata
" Here was the
kingdom of righteousness set on foot by the
"Here the Tathagata passed finally away in
Tathagata,"
that utter passing awaj' wliich leaves nothing whatever to
remain behind."
And there will come to such spots believers, brethren and sisters of the order, or devout men and
devout women,
and they who shall die while they, with
believing heart, are journeying on such pilgrimage shall be reborn after death, when the body shall dissolve, in the happy
'

:

Cf. Mahdvagga, i. 11. 1: Go ye, O Bhikkhus, wander for the
gain of the many, for the welfare of the many, out of compassion
for the world, for the good, for the gain, and for the welfare
of gods and men.' Then follow directions to preach, and the
promise that he will himself preach the doctrine.
2 Bvddha
Charita, ii. 37 the thought and even the phraseology are of Hindu conception and origin.
'

1

;

-

4 76. xvii. 24

lb. vii. 40.

f.

"i

Fo-8ho-hing-tsan-king, v. 27 f.
Milinda-paflha, iv. viii. 61 f.
;

.

Buddha

Charita, xv. 62

flf.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

realms of heaven.'
cf.

.

.

.

Those who bathe and offer their worship
and reverence the chaitya of the three stones
become grcat-souled bodhisattvas, and obtain nirvaria.
6
Mahd-Parinibhdna-SuUa, v. 10 f.
5 /6. X.
2, XV. 78.

in the holy river

8

.

2

Mahdvagga,

i.

6. 30.

.

.
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of a wonder-working teacher and h.iint.
His
travels extended over sixteen years from a.d. 029
to 645.
In these laborious
he covered

After the death of the Buddlia the relics of his
body were collected from tlie funeral pyre, and
divided into eight portions. These were distributed
to the various claimants for their possession, and
over them memorial stilpas were erected for their
preservation. The places thus made sacred became
centres of pilgrimage, which attracted devout
worshippers from far and near, and were visited
among others by the Chinese monks in the course
of their travels through N. India.

—

(Buddhist)

a considerably wider area
liis predeces.sor, but he did
appears, moreover, to have
in the present condition

journeys
in India il.'-elf than
not visit Ceylon. He
been more interested
of

Buddhism,

in

its

doctrine, practice, and literature, than in its relics
or holy places of pilgrimage, and to have been
more impressed by its vitalitj' and influence,
and by tlie conllicts of the schools, than by the
He visited all the great
crowds of pilgrims.
centres of the Buddhist faith, and makes frequent
reference to the revival of Brahmanism, which
even in Buddh Gaya had to a considerable extent

—

The earliest
(a) Aioka.
3. Historical visits.
historical reference to pilgrimage undertaken with
a religious motive is contained in the edicts of the
Buddhist emperor Ai^oka (q.v.) in the 3rd cent,
In the midst of his zealous care for
before our era.

the welfare of his subjects he found time and supplanted its rival.
At Buddh Gaya also Hiuen Tsiang descriVjes the
opportunity for extensive journeyiiigs to the sacred
great temiile built by Asoka, 160 ft. or more in
places of the Buddhist faith witliin his dominions.
Besides conhrming and propagating the faith by height, of eleven storej's, each of which bore
his edicts and missions he erected at these places golden statues of the Buddha.
Probably this
numerous stilpas containing sacred relics, repairing building was erected on the site of a more ancient
monument that soon after the death of the Buddlia
others which had fallen into neglect or decay.
For their maintenance also he provided revenues, was placed there to commemorate the spot on
and himself, according to the tradition, undertook which he attained emancipation and i)erfect wisthe care and sustenance of 64,000 monks. The dom. The ancient building has been many times
limit of his pilgrim travels northward was the reconstructed and restored, and the pyramidal
ruined site of Kapilavastu and here, in addition temple with its many images that now occupies
the site is rarely without its pilgrim visitors from
to the erection of a commemorative pillar with inwho present their
scription, he repaired or rebuilt a stiipa in memory distant Buddhist countries,
It
of Kanakamuni (q.v.), one of Gautama's prede- prayers and offerings at its sacred shrines.
This enlargement or is surrounded by numerous stilpas, ancient and
cessors of a bygone age.
a spot to
repair he is said to have accomplished for the modern, and is as attractive ancl sacred
second time. In any case his experience and action Hindu devotees as to those of the Buddhist faith.
The distinctive feature of the enclosure is the
are sufficient proof of the existence in his day, and
ancient Bo-tree, the sacred ^Ipa^ (Fictis religiosa),
for a considerable time previously, of sacred buildings associated with the life and deeds of holy under the shadow of an ancestor of wiiich in this
There are
leaders and teachers of old, which had already place the Buddha established his seat.
become centres or goals of pilgrimage. Certainly several pipal-ixe^es surrounding the temple, most
the stupa of Kanakamuni was not a solitary in- of them not improbably descended from the
stance of a commemorative erection, where offer- original Bo-tree. The pilgrims lay their offerings
ings were presented and homage paid. There were and pour their libations of oil and scents at the
many others, at least in the sacred country of foot of the oldest, which they regard as the
Buddhist origins, and probably elsewhere. The identical tree of Gautama, and affix gold-leaf t<»
words and acts of Asoka clearly indicate that in the stem, and to the low stone steps by which it
his day merit was considered to attach to visits to is surrounded.' It is in his account of the Bothese spots, and the names and memory of those in tree that Hiuen Tsiang records the tradition of
whose honour the stilpas had been raised were re- the Buddha walking on the water.
Second only to Buddh Gayil in its sacred associagarded with veneration. The date and circumstances of his visit therefore and the motives that tions is Sarnath (q.v.), three or four miles north of
prompted it justify the conclusion that sacred Benares. It is believed to be the site of the Deerpilgrimage became a recognized observance of the Park (Isipatana, Skr. ysipatana) where Gautama
Buddhist faith not long after the death of its delivered his first address to the Hindu ascetics.
The ancient stvpa on the site is probably the same
Founder.
Both Kapilavastu and the scene as was seen by Hiuen Tsiang in the 7th centui-y.
(6) Fd-Hian.
of Gautama's death at Ku.sanagara were visited
Fa-Hian also found a monument existing there at
Becent excavations at
by the Chinese pilgrim Fa-Hian and others in the the time of his visit.
The former site Sarnath, conducted by the Government of India,
5th and following centuries.
Fa-Hian describes as already deserted in his day, have resulted in the discovery of numerous stUpas,
inhaVnted only by a few monks and some poor shrines, and sculptured stones of different epochs,
families
and it has remained ever since in the including two pillars erected by the emperor Asoka
same state of desolation. In the course of his and many figures of the Buddha. Evidence alsi^
pilgrimage Fa-Hian visited all the important has been found of the existence of monastic
Buddhist shrines and cities in the north of India
buildings and settlements of monks at least as
thence he travelled to Ceylon, and paid his homage early as the 4th and 5th centuries of our era. The
to the sacred relics there, including the tooth of pilgrim history of the site is long and extensive,
the Buddha preserved in the island. Everywhere and if its record could be recovered would be of
^
in India he found numerous monasteries with
the greatest interest.
A mere
in N. India.
many learned and pious monks and at the sacred
4. Other pilgrim resorts
places there were great companies of Buddhist enumeration of the local centres of pilgrimage
a
pilgrims, intent on showing honour to the dead in N. India would not be to much profit, and
and winning merit by their self-sacrificing description of them all is not possible here. The
endeavour.
narratives of tlie Chinese monks who travelled in
The most important and India are full of notices of the sacred places where
(r) Hiuen Tsiang.
celebrated Chinese traveller and ]iilgi-im Avas the pilgrims congregated from near and far, to
Hiuen Tsiang (Yuan Chwang [^.v.]), who followed
1 See art. Gaya, vol. vi. p.
181 ff., and Monier-WiJliame,
Fa-Hian at an interval of rather more than two
vp. 390-401.
centuries.
His name and fame still survive in Buddhism,
Monier- Williams, p. 401 ff.
2 See art. Be.nares, vol. ii. p. 468
Central Asia, Avhere his memory is revered as that E. B. Havell, Benares, the Sacred City, London, 1905.
;

—

;

;

—

;

—

.

;

;
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relics of the saints and to pay homage
at their shrines. The impression gained is tliat
such centres of pilgrimage were mucli more
numerous in the early centuries than at the
present day, and they were naturally more densely
thronged at a time when India was to so large an
extent Buddhist in faith. At or near Pataliputra
(Patna [q.v.]), his capital city, Asoka built the
first of the 84 stuiJas which he is said to have
erected over relics of the Buddha, and the town is
described as containing monasteries and hospitals
with thousands of Buddliist monks and pilgrims.
According to Fa-Hian, at Sravasti, the ancient
cajjitalof Oudh, identihed Aviththe extensive ruins
at Sahet Mahet in the Gonda District, ' the first
sandal-wood image of Gautama was erected and
there also stood the convent or monastery of
Jetavana, an early gift by a rich merchant to the
community, sanctified by the frequent presence
and preaching of tlie Master. Later, in the time
of Hiuen Tsiang, the town and monasteries were
deserted and ruined. Some of the most sacred
sites and pilgrim resorts were to be found at
Rajagrha (see Councils [Buddhist], vol. iv. p. 182),
the hrst metropolis of Buddhism, as it has been
called, Avhere monasteries and stupas were most
numerous, and where some of the ashes of
Gautama's body were enshrined.
Vaisali (ib.
p. 183), the scene of the second Buddhist Council,
Nalanda (q.v.), the famed university town,
Ayodhya, most holy ground to Buddhists and
Hindus alike, where the Buddha is believed to
have preached for many years, and numerous other
places were renoAvned centres of pilgrim resort
during the period of Buddhist ascendancy in India.
FeAV of these have retained their attraction for
Buddhist pilgrims at the present day. In the
farther north-west, near PeshaAvar, miich interest
Avas aroused among Buddhists a feAV years ago by
the identification of the relic mound raised by the
king Kaniska {q.v.) on the spot Avhere four hundred
years before the Buddha had stood and prophesied

worship the

;

A

of his coming and reign.
few fragments of bone
Avere discovered within a relic casket, Avhicli Avere
generally accepted as authentic remains of Gautama
himself.
They Avere transported Avith much ceremony to Burma, and have been preserved in a

monastery at Mandalay.
Within
5. Pilgrim movement beyond India.
the more recent centuries the stream of Buddhist
pilgrimage has been to a large extent diverted
from India, and the sanctuaries of the country
have passed into other hands or fallen into oblivion
and ruin, Buddh Gaya alone has maintained its
supremacy and attraction, and is still the centre
and most holy place to Avhich the heart and eyes
of the Buddhist pilgrim turn Avith faith and aflec-

—

tion.
Outside the country of its birth the tAvo
great lands of Southern Buddhism, Ceylon and
Burma, compete to draAv visitors to their sacred
shrines.
There is constant movement and interchange betAveen countries so closely united in

syrapatiiy and religious belief.
In Ceylon the Temple of the
(a) Ceylon.
Buddha's Tooth at Kandy is unique in its claims

—

on the reverence and devotion of the pilgrim.
Small and unimposing as the building is, compared
Avith the great temples of Japan, it enshrines a
relic of the Buddha, recognized and honoured
by
all his followers of
every land. The Tooth is preserved in an inner chaniber of the temple,
resting
on a golden lotus-floAver Avithin nine caskets of
gold, and is exhibited by the priests to pilgrims
and visitors. The original tooth is said to have
been taken to Kalinga from the funeral pyre of
Gautama, and to have been kept in the temple
1

The

identification

been confirmed

bj'

was made by A. Cunningham, and has

recent discoveries.

(Buddhist)

Puri for a period of about eight hundred
Later it Avas transferred to Ceylon and
S. India and again to Ceylon, Avhere it is said to
have been burnt by the Portuguese in order to
divert the people from idolatrous worship. The
priests at Kandy maintain that the true relic Avas
concealed, and an imitation substitute given over
to the Portuguese rulers and destroyed by them.
The existing bone is not a human tooth, and
probably not of human origin (see art. Kandy,
at

years.

vol. vii. p. 651

f.).

There are numerous temples and vihdras in
Ceylon Avith their congregations of monks and
worshippers, but the most celebrated and frequented place of pilgrimage is Adam's Peak (q.v.),
with its sacred foot-print (iri-pdda) in the rock
at the summit. The Avorship of foot-prints is
universal in the East Muhammadans, Hindus,
Jains, and others take part in this veneration, and
;

the practice is certainly of very early date, footprints of the Buddha being found on tiie sculptured
stones at Bharhut and Sauchi as Avell as in various
other places in India, and also in Siam, Tibet,
Burma, and elscAvhere. The hole or mark in the
rock on Adam's Peak is the most sacred of all, and
visited by pilgrims of many faiths.
Hindus
believe it to be the foot-print of Siva, Christians of
St. Thomas on his apostolic journey of evangelization to the island, Muhammadans of Adam or,
The pilgrims of
according to others, of Ali.
Buddhist faith, hoAvever, greatly predominate in
is

numbers.
(b)

Burma.

— Except

two

in these

centres, the

spirit and practice of pilgrimage are little effective in Ceylon.
It is other Avise in Burma, the
rival home and stronghold of Southern Buddhism.
The pilgrim habit plays a much larger part in the
life of the people, but, in entire accordance Avith
their character, is undertaken less seriously, and is

more a matter

of sociability and holiday-making
than of religious obligation or the discharge of
The custom, hoAvever, of niore or
religious duty.
less formal attendance at sacred shrines and fulfilment of the appropriate rites and engagements of

the sacred seasons is universal
and the monks
themselves connive at and even take part in the
merriment and relaxation Avhich follow upon the
The most
.satisfaction of the claims of religion.
important and celebrated of all is the Shwe Dagon
pagoda at Rangoon, Avhere croAvds of pilgrims
from Japan, China, and Korea jostle Avith worshippers from Ceylon and Siam and the more
numerous natives of the country. On the various
platforms of the temple areHiundreds of images of
the Buddha, gilded or in stone, and the summit of
the building rises to the height of St. Paul's
Cathedral and is croAvned Avith the ti, the sacred
symbol of the Buddhist faith. There are here
preserved, according to the traditional belief, eight
hairs of Gautama, and various relics also of the
three preceding Buddhas, including the staff of
Kasyapa and the robe of Kanakamuni.
;

Burma

of ddgabas (pagodas), many of
in ruins, but others centres of
attraction to a greater or less distance throughout
the surrounding country, and at the festival
seasons full of a rich and varied pilgrim life.
Perhaps the most renoAvned next to the Rangoon
Withpagoda are those at Pegu and Prome.
in the Avails of the ancient capital of Pagan are
the remains of nearly a thousand such buildings ; and at Mandalay itself are many ddgabas
and temples unrivalled in their beauty and perennial fame.
In the courtyard or precincts of most
of these buildings is a sacred foot-print of the
Buddha, which in the case of the more famous and
accessible of them is rarely without its offering of
fruit or flowers.
is

full

them deserted and
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Chinese BudiUiism in f^euoral lias
(c) China.
been considerably aliected and modiiied by the
and the
native Taoist beliefs of the country
liina are in most
pilgrim customs and practice of
instances, as regards both their ol)servancos and
;

(

their sacred centres of pilgrinuige, the survivals of
earlier Taoist usage.
The most sacred shrines

vhere the pilgrims congregate are in origin anteintroduction of Buddhism, in the
sii'-ne way as in the Near East Christian sanctuaries have been taken over and converted into
Muhammadan places of worship. The hermits
also, whose spirit and aspirations are in all lands
closelj' akin to those of the itinerant pilgrims,
have in China adopted the haunts and homos of
their Taoist forerunners.
The most holy and
frequented centres of pilgrimage are the four
mountain shrines of Omishan in the west in the
l>rovince of Szechwfin, Futoshan in the east on a
sacred island in the Chusan archijiolago, Wutaishan
in the north in the province of Sliansi, and Ciiiuhuashan in Nganhwei in tlie centre near the Yangtze
The most poi)ular aiid celebrated of these
river.
is perhaps the first named. Mount Omi, where the
tenijiles on the summit of the mountain are dedicated to Pu-hsien, the hodhisattva Samantabhadra, an ancient bronze image of whom in one
of the largest monasteries, seated on an elephant,
i.s believed
to date from the 7th century.^
The
monks of Putoshan are a sincere and religious
CtKlent to the

who welcome yearly to their island home
thousands of pilgrim-Avorshippers, who cross from
folk

the mainland to pay their homage at the shrines
dedicated to Kwanyin, the goddess of mercy. The
sanctuary on the Yangtze is the least regarded of
the four, and in the Taiping rebellion many of its
temples were sacked and destroyed. In the temples
of Wutaishan the presiding deity and ol)ject of
worship is AVenshu, the hodhisattva Mafijusri
situated near the Mongol border, the shrines are
as much frequented by Mongol worshippers as
by Chinese, and Tibetan emblems and practices
are numerous.
There are many other centres of pilgrimage
throughout China, often of more than local reput.ation
and the pilgrims journey for long distances,
making offerings and burning incense at the shrines
by the way. For the most part they travel in
companies, in this respect following the example
of the early travellers to India.
Solitary ascetics,
however, are not uncommon, whose joiarneying
is a perpetual self-inflicted penance.
The most
celebrated monasteries are in the province of
Chekiang, the stronghold of Buddhism in China.
It is proljably true tliat in every direction the hold
of the ancient faith is slowly weakening, and the
practice of pilgrimage is likely to fall gradually
into desuetude with the extension of modern
systems of education and the decay of Buddhist
;

;

temples and
(d) Tibet.

rites.-

— In Tibet the most important centres of

pilgrimage, where the sacred temples and shrines

are to be found, are at Lhasa, the capital of the
country, and at Tashi-hlunpo, the residence of the
Tashi or Panchen Lama. The latter bears the
higher repute for sanctity, for the office and functions of the Dalai Lama at Lhasa have been to so
great an extent intermingled and contaminated
with political duties and intrigue that tlic sacredness of his person as an object of reverence has to
a certain extent sutiered eclipse. His misfortunes
and exile during the last few years can hardly
have raised his reputation in the eyes of his
countrymen. Pilgrims, however, from all countries
1

63

See A.

J. Little,

Mount Omi and Beyond, London,

1901, p.

ff.

-

For the pilgrim practice

(Japanese).
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of

Japan see

art.

Pilgrimage

r

(Buddhist)

where Lamaism holds sway turn their steps to the
numbers to worship the incarnate
IJuddlia, and to pay their devotions at the iiuiueious

capital in great

sacred shrines.

quiet of Tashi-hlunpo, the
undisturbed by tlie movements of jiolitics, and the great temple and sur(list
ricts
are
favourite
rounding
places of retirement
for those V ho have finally renounced the world and
its cares.
The person and character of the present
Tashi Liima, who, as an incarnation of the hodhisattva Amitfibha, receives the worship of all
Tibetans, have made a most favourable impression on all Europeans who have come into contact
>\ith him.
Tibet is the most jjriest-ridden country in the
world and of its 3000 or more monasteries none
is without its pilgrim visitants, the number of
whom varies according to tlie reputation and acItinerating bands
cessibility of the temi)le-shrine.
of Lamas also of Tibetan and Mongolian race are
to be met with outside the country itself, in
Central Asia and on the borders of India.
Urga
in N. Mongolia, the residence of the third Grand
Lama, known as the Bogdo or Saint Lama, is
perhaps the most sacred place in the eyes of the
Mongols. The Lama himself, however, bears an
evil reputation for worldliness and immorality.
Mongol pilgrims come to worshii> at his feet and
attend the festivals. There are numerous other
centres of Lamaist devotion in Mongolia and China,
and the Grand Lama at Peking is recognized and
reverenced throughout all the countries where a
'

Mount

'I'lie

of (Jlory,'

is

;

'

'

Buddhism of this type prevails.
Neither Korea nor Siam,
(e) Korea and Siam.
the two chief homes of the Buddhist faith other

—

than those to which reference has already been
made, adds materially to the history and records
of Buddhist pilgrimage.
Koiean jiilgrims in no
great numbers

make

their waj' to the sacred places

N. China, and Tibet
but their
native land contains no sanctuary of wide repute
which attracts the worshi])per from afar.
In
Siam, although the monasteries and temples are
thronged at the many and popular festivals, and
of Mongolia,

;

reverence is paid by all at the shrines, the festive
seasons are occasions for friendly intercourse and
conviviality, and there is little, as far as can be
judged, of the true iiilgrim spirit. Nor do Siamese
monks make a habit of journeying overseas to the
sacred shrines of other lands, although they may be
found occasionally at Rangoon, and in the past at
least have visited and exercised much influence on
the Buddhist thought and observance of Ceylon.
6.

Summary. — A

brief

summary,

therefore, of

usage and wont in IjiuUlhism would describe it as an almost tiniversal practice, held in
the highest esteem, which in all probability was
adoptetl soon after the death of Gautama Buddha,
the principal motive being reverence for his person
and for tlie places where the relics of his cremated
body were believed to have been preserved. To a
certain extent also, which it is impossible exactly
to estimate, his disciples were influenced by a more
or less conscious desire to follow on the lines of
ancient Hindu custom. With the earlier Hindu
and
practice of pilgrimage they were familiar
they seem to have wished to break as little as
Whether the
possible with ancestral usage.
Buddha himself by his word enjoined or sanctioned
the habit the uncertainty as to the dates and
pilgrim

;

history of the written records makes it impracticable to decide. It is hardly pro])able or quite in
harmony with what is known of his character and
teaching to suppose that he did. If, however, the
contention of the Mahayana school is justified that

in his later life he taught a mystical and esoteric
doctrine entirelj' ditterent from that of his earlier
years as expounded in the Pali canonical books,
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the injunctions and regulations as to pilgrimage and sacred places also may have a similar
origin, and may have been framed and announced
by Gautama himself, possibly as a concession to
the Hindu jirepossessions of his followers. The
custom was certainly taken up and eagerly
followed immediately' after his death, and has been
ever since a marked feature of jjopular Buddhism
in the East.
Nor to any apprecial)Ie extent does
the practice seem to have lost its hold upon tlie
faith and aflection of the Buddhist peoples to the
tlien

present day.
LiTERATiRE.— M. Moiiicr- Williams, Buddhism, London,
H. Hackmann, Jluddhitmi as a Religion, Enj;. tr., do.
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;
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;
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;

A.

PILGRIMAGE

S.

Geden.

(Christian).—!.

Introductory.
Pilgrimage played a very prominent part in
in
life
the
Christian
Church, particureligious
The fact that it has
larly in the Middle Ages.
so largely disappeared from the religious life of
England to-day is apt to conceal its importance in
the past and in the countries where it is still in
vogue even in the present.
pilgrimage is a
journey undertaken to visit sacred places, such as
the scenes of our Lord's earthly life in Palestine,
the 'threshold of the Apostles' at Rome, or tlie

—

A

shrines of saints and martyrs.
There were many
motives at work it might be to fulfil a voav or as
an act of penance. In some cases it is difficult to
.say whether a given journey is a pilgrimage or
;

The mere use of the Avord peregrinatio in a
mediajval source can hardly decide the question.
It can be considered better historically and geographically, though the purely religious and
psychological sides must always be remembered.
The latter are better left over and studied in connexion with the ettects of the practice and its
place in the history of religion.
Peregrinatio and its cognates in classical Latin
refer simply to wandering, and so peregrinus was
In eccle.siastical terminology a
just a stranger.
pilgrim was one who went to visit sacred places
while his ordinary occupation, whether he Avas
clerk or layman, was something different, wliereas
a 'palmer' was one who spent his whole life in
thus journeying from place to place. Dante gives
a ratlier fanciful explanation of the terms
Pilgrrim' may be understood in the wide sense, in so far as
not.

'

'

:

'

'

whoever is outside his fatherland is a pilgrim in the narrow
sense none is called a pilgrim save him who is journeying
tovvards the sanctuary of St. James or is returning from it.
Chiamansi Peregrini in quanto vanno alia casa di Galizia, pero
che la sepoltura di santo Jacopo fu piii lontana dalla sua patria,
che d'alcuno altro Apostolo '—they are called jifl^wieri because
they bring back palm-branches and romei as thev journey to
Rome.i
2. Palestine.
It was natural that men should
Avish to tread again the
trodden
the
;

.

.

.

—

paths

by

Saviour, though the lirst generations of Ciuistians
did not seem to feel this as
strongly as their
successors.
From the 3rd cent, certainly the
sacred places were visited.
The pilgrimages of
Firmilian, bishop of Cse-sarea, and a bishop
Alexander from Cappadocia are mentioned by

Jerome

and Origen respectively.
When the
empress Helena visited Jerusalem and discovered
what was supposed to be the true Cross, pilgrims
Hocked thither and the stream was ever on the
increase.
Many records of such journeys and also
numerous itineraries have been preserved.
The
La Vita Nuova, xli. Dante also refers to pilgrims in
'

1

;

Paradiso,

i.

51, xxxi. 43.

(Christian)
'

Bordeaux pilgrim visited Jerusalem in 333. The
record of this man is the earliest noAv extant of a
Christian pilgrimage, and is very important as
showing the condition of the holy places and the
traditions growing up round them at the time.
On his way thither he travelled from Bordeaux,
south of the Garonne, through Toulouse, Narbonne, Aries, up the valley of the Rhone to/
Valence, then by May of Milan, Verona, Aquileia,,
Mitrowitza, Sophia, and Constantinople, throufii
Bithynia, to Tarsus, Alexandretta, Antioch,
Trijioli, Beirut, Sidon, Tyre, Acre,
Ptolemais,
Ctesarea Palestina, then by Jezreel, Beth.shean,
and Shechem to Jerusalem.
He did not, however, visit Galilee.
Many Christians have felt
far greater attraction to the scene of our Lord's
passion and resurrection than to those of His
^
earthly ministry.
Paula, a friend of St. Jerome, went on pilgiimage to Jerusalem, and she corresponded with him
about

it.^

The teaching

of St.

Jerome much

in-

creased the popularity of the movement. Another
famous pilgrim in early times was Etheria (Egeria
or Echeria),^ the author of the Peregrinatio Sllvice,
or Peregrinatio Echeriie, put by critics in either
the 4tli or the 6th century. From the 5th cent,
onward the number of ijilgrims steadily grew, and,
though the journey Avas a long and arduous one,
manj^ thousands Avere Avilling to undertake it.

Pilgrims came from all
numerous or important
British

Isles

parts, and
Avere those

— representatives

alike of

and Anglo-Saxon Christianity

Celtic,

not

least

from

the

Roman,

in Britain,

such

as
St.
Cathaldus (bishop of Taranto,
about 680) and Willibald (bishop of Eichstatt,
The ardent Avishes of Christians to see
741).*
Jerusalem and the hardships Avhich they Avere
sometimes obliged to suffer are of the greatest
importance for secular as Avell as ecclesiastical
history, for they Avere among the causes Avhich
contributed to the Crusades.
When Saracen
rulers Avere tolerant, Christians had little to fear,
but in times of persecution the difficulties of the
journey Avere further increased, and thus eventually the crusading spirit was generated (see art.
Crusades, I. 3). No doubt motiA^es of political
conquest and Avorldly ambition entered into the
Crusades as Avell as into the practioe of pilgrimage.
MeauAvhile pilgrimage gaA'e rise to the great

While the Hospitallers cared
military orders.
for pilgrims after their arrival in Jerusalem, the
Templars protected them on the Avay from Antioch
thither (a hosjjital Avhicli/had first been founiled
by Charles the Great Avas destroyed in 1010 and
another AA'as built).
St. Jerome, though

he believed
pilgrimage, nevertheless Avrote

in

strongly

:

'

Et de Hierosolymis et de Britannia aequaliter patet aula
"Regnum enim Dei intra vos est." Antonius,
et Mesopotamiae, Ponti, Cappadociae, et
Armeniae e.vamina Monachoruin non videre Hierosolymam et
patet illis absque hac urbe paradisi janua. Beatus Hilarion,
coelestis

:

cuncta Aegypti,

:

cum

Palaestinus esset, et in Palaestina viveret, uno tantum die
vidit Hierosolymam, ut nee contemnere loea sancta propter
viciniam, nee rursus Dominum loco claudere videretur.'^

Gregory of Nyssa Avrote a special letter de iis
quiadeunt Jerosolyma (PG xlvi. 1010 ff.).
The adventures of British pilgrims have a
special interest, and almost every Welsh or Irish
saint Avent on pilgrimage.
St.

^Itinerary from Bordeaux to Jerusahtn, The Bordeaux
Pilgrim' (a.d. 333), tr. Aubrey Stewart and annotated C. W.
AV'ilson, Palestine Pilgrims' Text Society, London, 1887.
'
Jerome, The Pilgrimage of the Holy Paula, tr. Stewart
and ann. AVilson, Pal. Pilg. Text Soc, London, 1885.
3 The
Pilgrimage of S. Siloia of A'juitania to the Holy
Places, tr. and ed. J. H. Bernard, with an appendix by C. W.
AVilson, Pal. Pilg. Text Soc, London, 1891.
^ G. Hartwell
Jones, Celtic Britain and the Pilgrim Movement, p. 192.
5
Ep. Iviii. ad Paulinum,' quoted in J. Usher, Britannicarum
Ecclesiarum Antiquitates, London, 1687, p. 109.
'

'

PILGRIMAGE
From

the

K^lli

cent.

pil^riiiiaLjes

to

tlie

Holy

Land, thon<;h still frequent, were less numerous
than those to Koine. Despite the ditticulties of
the journey, AVilliani Wye, P'ellow of Eton, visited
roinpostella (see lieiow, ii) in 1456 and travelled
thence to Palestine in 145S and af,^ain in 1462.
From his MSS Wynkyn de Worde, the disciple of
(•onii)iled his

Caxtcn,

Informncidn for Pj/lr/ri/mes

Holy Land (printe<l in 14;i8, 1515, and
The pilgrimages from England to the
1524).
Holy Land went on continuously to Reformation
Sir Kichard de (Juildforde and John
times.
Whitby, prior of GuisLorough, went to Palestine,
and in 1517 Sir
embarking at Rye, in 1506

into the

;

Richard Torkyngton, rector of Mulberton, Norfolk,
visited Jerusalem.^

From

the countries of Europe pilgrims traHoly City. It was natural that
most should come from tliose countries which had
taken part in the Crusades, ])ut they came also
from elsewhere. Russian pilgrimages commenced
soon after the country was converted, about A.D.

velled

all

to the

1000.
In 1022 allusion is made in the Life of St. Theodosius of
Kiev to Russian pilgrims in Palestine the first known name is
that of St. Varlaam, abbot of the Laura of Kiev, who visited
'

;

Jerusalem

in 1062."-

earliest extant record is that of Daniel, an
He spent
abbot whose identity is not certain.
Easter of 1107 in Jerusalem. His work shows

and, though a Greek priest, he
was friendly to the Latin clergy. He travelled
by way of Constantinople, Abydos, Tenedos,
;

Mitylene, Chios, Ephesus, Samos, Patmos, Rhodes,
Patara, Cyprus, thence crossing the sea to Jafia
and Jerusalem.^ He saw the miracle of the holy
lire (see below, 17) and visited the Virgin's tomb
the traditional scene of the Assumption. Though
Italy had so many places sacred to the Christian,
particularly the Eternal City, Italian pilgrinis

—

Venice
in large numbers to visit Palestine.
sent her convoys, and the citizens of Lombardy
visited Venice on the way.
Among the earliest
Italian pilgrims to Palestine was St. Antonio
Piacenza, who went to Jerusalem in 570 and wrote
de Locis Sanctis qu(B peravibulavit Antoninus
Pantaleone, a citizen of Amalfi, went to
marti/r.
Palestine about 1065, and a pilgrim hostel was
In 1219 St.
established by him in Jerusalem.
Francis of Assisi went on pilgrimage. In the 14th
and 15th centuries pilgrimages became far more

came

numerous. Roberto da Sanseverino set out from
Milan in 1458. In 1486 Fra Girolamo Castiglione
(or de Castellione), a native of Milan, went to
Palestine and thence to Arabia and Egypt. The
Cavalier Santo Brasca went to Jerusalem in 1480.
He wrote an account of his journey, and his
information may have stimulated Canon Pietro
Casola, a member of a noble Milanese family, who
undertook a pilgrimage in 1494. Casola travelled
via Milan, Brescia, Verona, Vicenza, Padua,
Venice, Ragusa, Corfu, Navarino, Candia, Rhodes,
and Cyprus to Jaffa, and thence to Jerusalem.
His account is quite interesting reading and has
recently been made accessible to English readers.*
The pilgrim traffic was so great that it had to be
officially regulated, and, considering the discomforts of travelling at that time, it is remarkable
that so large a number were willing to face the
risks.

Hans von Merj,'enthal, who accompanied Duke Albert of
Saxony to the Holy Land in 1470, recounts that the sleeping
place "allotted to each pilgrim was so narrow, that the
'

S. Heath, PiUjrim Life in the Middle Apes, p. 160.
"
The Pilgrimage of the Rnssian Abbot Daniel in the Tloly
Land, 1106-1107 A.D.', ann. C. W. Wilson, Pal. Pilg. Text Soc,
1

London, 1888.
•*

Canon Pietro
ed.

'

I

In the 16th cent, the number of Italian pilgrimages continued to fall oil, tiiough they never

entirely cea.sed.
5.

M.

JI.

Casola's Pilgrimage to Jerusalem in

Newett.

Rome. — Next

1U%,

tr.

after

Jerusalem,

Rome was

the city which drew the largest number of pilgrims.
The causes which contributed to the rise of the
papacy made Rome a pilgrim resort more especrially the tombs of St. Peter and St. Paul exalteil it
into the goal whither Roman Catholics flocked.
One centre of interest was the catacombs. At
tirst used as burial-places, they afterwards became
sacaed places, hallowed by the bones of martyrs
;

and vi.sited by thousands of pilgrims (see art.
These came from Britain both
Catacomus).
before and after the English conque>t (King Ina
of Wessex founded an English school for Saxon
])ilgnms and scholars in Rome in 727), and Iri^h
and AVelsh saints were among the most indefatigable in their pious journeyings.*
Archbishop
Usher observes
:

Britanni hisce teniporibus
invisere soliti.'*

Romam,

Hierosolyniam, et Syriam

St. Bridget journeyed to Rome as a pilgrim
likewise Findan of Leinster in 847 to fulfil a vow.*
Several Celtic saints, having performed their pilgrimage, settled permanently on the Continent,

So

;

Ninian visited
sometimes obtaining bishoprics.
Rome during the pontilicate of Pope Damasus
(366-384), who had given all Christian pilgrims
access to the catacombs.
As time went on, the intercourse between
Britain and the Continent became more intimate,
so that there was a continual stream of pilgrims to
Rome, especially after the failure of the Crusades
the difficulties of travelling, pestilence, and other
causes had checked the number 'of those who went
;

Holy Land. The papal jubilee proclaimed
by Boniface VIII. in 1300 with its special indulgences drew more tliau 20,000 pilgrims to Rome.
Again at the jubilee of 1450 under Nicholas V.
thousands of visitors assembled. In the English
College at Rome from 100 to 200 jjilgrims were
provided with hospitality every year in postReformation times. Pilgrims have never ceased to
the large number of churches and relics
visit Rome
have been continuous sources of attraction.*
The pilgrimages, however, which
4. England.
left the ileepest mark on Britain as elsewliere in
Europe were, perhaps, not those to distant lands,
however holy, but those to sacred spots nearer
home. There were several famous shrines in Engto the

;

—

land not only of national but of world-wide fame,

and many others which were prominent in religious
from
life, although not often visited by strangers
a distance. Earliest among British shrines was
Glastonbury. When first it became famous is unknown. It was a place reno\\ned in Celtic tradition, and therefore it had become sacred before the
advent of Christianity in England, and probably
even before the time of Christ. It was very likely
on the .site of a Celtic temple. Perhaps the
celeparticular form of heathen worship there
brated was the cult of the dead (see artt. Blest,
Abode uf the [Celtic] and Grail, The Horv).
There was a Celtic settlement of pre-Roman date
Pilgrimage, Introd. p. 91.
far all the stories of pilgrimage are historical
see F. E. Warren, in Cambridge Medi^ad
of the
History, ii., Cambridge, 1913, ch. xvi., 'Conversion
1

2

Caiiola's

But how

not certain

is

Kelts

*

:

p. 499.

a.d. 388.
Antiq., Index Chronologicus,
Hartwell Jones, p. 191.
,
»> ,
de8
Peierinages, u.
See Sivrv-Champasnac, Dictionnaire

i Brit. Eecles.
4

3 lb.

and

passengers almost lay fme on ihe other, tormented by II. e
great heat, by swarms of insects, and c\ eu by great rats which
raced over their bodies in the dark. If a luckless )iilgriin
succeeded in dozing in spice of the general discomfort, be was
soon awakened by the stamping of the animals peiuied up on
deck, or b^' the talking, singing and -houting of his neighbours.
" '
" God be
Most of those who fell sick died.
gracious to them

'

The

devout feeling

19

(Christian)

5

519-831.

•
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^
near by, which has recently been excavated.
Various legends grew up to account for its fame.
In the Glastonbury Chronicle under 1259 there
was this entry
:

'Anno ab Incarnatione XLIII.

discipuli

sanctorum Philippi

et Jacobi Apostoloruni venerunt in Britanniam
primum Oratoriuin in insula Avalloniae.'

a quibus

;

of Wessex founded a monastery at
Glastonbury, then went to Rome on pilgrimage
and died there.^ Dunstan was abbot of Glastonand became
bury it grew in fame and importance,
associated with many saints and heroes— St. Joseph

King Ina

;

Arimathea and St. Patrick, King Arthur and
and its monks gathered together a
Guinevere
wonderful collection of relics— portions of the
Crown of Thorns, the True Cross, and the Holy
St. John the Baptist,
Sepulchre, and bones of

of

;

and St. Paul. Its fame outlasted the
Middle Ages, and a miracle was believed to have
St. Peter,

been performed there in 1751.*
After Glastonbury in historical sequence, though
in the later Middle Ages of even greater fame as
a pilgrim resort, was the shrine of St. Thomas a
Becket at Canterbury. His murder in 1170 proand crowds
foundly shocked the whole of Europe,
of pilgrims soon began to visit the spots made
His shrine became
sacred by his life and death.
ever more splendid, and boasted many famous
The
of France.
jewels, including the 'Ptegale'
Jubilee of 1470 brought 100,000 pilgrims to Canterbe from foreign
bury. Many of these would
The pilgrims went first to the transept
countries.
of the

martyrdom

in the Cathedral.

Before the wooden altar the pilgrims knelt, and its gfuardian
relics confided to his especial
priest exhibited to theni the various
others was the rusty
charge. But the one which surpassed all
each in
fragment of Le Bret's sword, which was presented to
turn to be itissed. The foreign pilgrims, by a natural mistake,
inferred from the sight of the sword that the martyr had
'

suffered death by beheading.' *

Then the pilgrims went to the choir and saw the
general relics, about 400 in number, then to St.
Andrew's Tower, and, last of all, to the shrine
It had a wooden covering which, till lifted,
itself.
concealed the gold, silver, and jewels with which
it was encrusted.
Among foreign pilgrims Leo
von Rotzmital was sent on an embassy to England
Two accounts of his adventures were
in 1446.
written, one in Bohemian, preserved in a Latin
He went and
translation, the other in German.
saw the sights usually shown to pilgrims. He and
his companions visited the shrine.

Ibi vidimus sepnlchrum et caput ipsius.
Sepulchrum ex
puro auro conflatum est, et gemmis adornatum, tamque
Inter alias res
nesciam.
ut
ei
donariis
ditatum,
par
magnificis
preeiosas spectatur in eo et carbunculus gemma, qui noctu
'

spleiidere solet, dimidi ovi gallinacei magnitudine.'

The German account
'Da

zeiget

relates

5

:

man uns das schwert, damit man jm den kopf
Da weiset man auch ein merklich stuck des

abgeschlagen hat.

heiligen creuzes, auch der niigel einen und den rechten arm des
lieben herrn Ritter sant Gorgen und etlich dorn in einer
mostranzen von der diirnen kron.' 6

The Canterbury pilgrimage is remembered among
those who take little interest in ecclesiastical
history because of Chaucer's Canterbury Tales.
The journey from the Tabard Inn at Southwark
was one of the three ways by which Canterbury
was regularly approached by pilgrims. In 1513 a
visit was paid to it by Colet and Erasmus
the
wealth displayed and the superstition encouraged
roused the feeling in Colet which was soon to
break forth in him and othei-s in the Protestant
Reformation. Erasmus was more reserved and
quiet in his strictures, less prone to depart from
1 F. J. Ilaverfield, in Cambridge Medieval History, i., Cam;

bridge, 1911, ch. xiii. (A), Roman Britain,' p. 376.
2
Asser, Life of King Alfred ; with the Amials of St. Neots,
'

ed. \V. H. Stevenson, Oxford, 1004,
3 Hartwell Jones,
pp. 274-284.
4
>>

sub anno

726.

Stanley, Historical Memorials of Canterbury'ii, p. 217
6 lb.
lb. Appendix, note B, p. 256.
p. 258

(Christian)

^
The last Jubilee
Catholic practice and tradition.
The reverenceat the shrine was that of 1520.
shown to the memory of St. Thomas h Becket was
annoying to Henry Vlll., and in 1538 the shrine
was destroyed by royal command.
Next in importance in medioeval England was
the shrine of Our Lady at Walsingham in Norfolk.
The special relic that attracted pilgrims here was
a small phial reputed to contain a few drops of her
milk. This shrine was likewise destroyed at the
Reformation.
poem written in 1595 (of uncertain authorship) laments the desolation which
had overtaken the scene of the piety of former
It concludes
ages.
Sin is where Our Lady sat.
Heaven is turned to Hell,
Satan sits where Our Lord did sway,

A

;

'

Walsingham, oh

I

farewell.' 2

Other famous places of pilgrimage in medipeval
England were Durham (for the shrine of St. Cuthbert), Lichiield, Bury St. Edmunds, and Peter-

A

special feature of English pilgrimage
a
anti-royalist character to revere as
saint one who had been condemned as a traitor.*
Celtic parts of Britain M'ere
5. Wales.— All the
as their inhabitants
specially rich in shrines, just
went as diligently as any to Rome and the Holy
Land. The chief Welsh shrine was the Holy Well
of St. Winifred in Flintshire.
It is a significant circumstance that the only road through
Wales from north to south started at Holywell and ended at St.
David's, both conspicuous pilgrim resorts in the Ages of Faith.'*
monastery was founded at Holywell in 1119,
which was destroyed at the Dissolution. The
history of the shrine is important as showing the
connexion of pilgrimage with sacred wells. When
any well became famous, and its waters were
reported to have either medicinal or miraculous

borough.

was

—

its

'

A

qualities, it soon became a place of pilgrimage.
This has been so not in Catholic Christianity alone
but in the whole history of religion.
The earliest Scottish shrine to
6. Scotland.

—

which pilgrims resorted was Whithorn ('Candida
Casa '). The church there was built by St. Ninian
in memory of St. Martin of Tours about 397.
Ninian himself was buried there in 432, and the
and among
place was renowned among the Irish
the Welsh of Strathclyde. Like Walsingham, it
was popular as a place of royal pilgrimage. Another
Scottish shrine was that of St. Mary of the Rock
This has now been swept away
at St. Andrews.
by the sea. It was on the rock at the foot of the
Other
cliff on which the Cathe^Jral now stands.
Scottish places were Dunblane (for the relics of
St. Mordoc), Dunfermline (for the shrine of St.
Margaret), St. Margaret's Chapel at Edinburgh
Castle,

St.

Nicholas' Chapel,

Leith,

Kenti-

—

Christianity only reconsecrated many places sacred
already in Celtic (possibly even in pre-Celtic)
times and, despite spasmodic efforts made by Protestant governments to repress them, Irish pilgrimage has gone on with no real interruption
from the Reformation until the present day.
Most famous of Irish shrines was St. Patrick's
Purgatory on Lough Derg in Donegal. In the
lake there is an island round which various
legends grew. It was said that a knight, Owain,
1 See
Erasmus, Pilgrimages to S. Mary of Walsingham
and S. Thomas of Canterbury, tr. J. G. Nichols"-^.
2 This
poem is quoted in Erasmus, Appendix.
^ J. J.
Jusserand, Les Anglais au moyen Age la Vie nomade
d' Angleterre au xive sit'cle, tr. L. Toulmin Smith, English
;

:

f.

St.

gem's Chapel on Loch Lomond, and St. Mungo's
Chapel at Culross.
Pilgrimage has been for centuries a
7. Ireland.
dominant feature of Irish religious life, for among
the Celtic peoples every hill and well and stream
has its own tutelary god or spirit or fairy.

Wayfaring Life in the Middle Ages, pp. 339-343.
» Hartwell
Jones, p. 407.
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descended to Purgatory from there and came back
to tins present

life.

'This ijilgriniage has been ascribed to insatiable trreed and
on the part of uionUs, who fostered it with an
sumadvantage but the matter cannot be so
The nsaj,'e lies, doubtless, in the deepinarily dismissed.
rooted beliefs of the pre-historic jieriod, and is a reflex of the old
The orij,'in of the
Druidic doctrines folourinf,' Christianity.
pilgrimage must be therefore souf,'ht, partly in the geological
in Ireland,
credulous
the
to
features of the island (suggestive
as in other European countries, of an entrance into the Nether
in
a
native
and
pre-Chiistian mythology, the
partly
Regions)
and
implicit belief in ihe existence of spirits of woodland
carried on between
communication
and
the
water,
supposed
wilful (leceiitioii
eve to their own

;

.

them and

mortals.'

.

.

i

The connexion with

St.

Patrick

is

probably

enhanced the {;lory of the place^
Abuses and superstitions grew apace, and in 1497
the pilgrimage was abolished by Pope Alexander
VI.
The Privy Council ordered its suppression in
1632, and in the second year of Queen Anne it was
legendary, but

it

'

'

again prohibited.
And w hercas the
'

superstitions

of

Popery are greatly

increased and upheld, by the pretended

sanctity of

Patrick's

Purgatory

especially of a Place called St.

places,
in

the

County "of Donegaul and of Wells to which I'ilgrimages are
made, by vast numbers at certain seasons. ... Be it further
enacted that all such meetings and assemblies shall be deemed
and adjudged Riots and unlawful Assemblies.' 2

A

fine of ten shillings was to be imposed if the
But supoffender refused to be publicly whipped.

has
pression was of little avail, and the pilgrimage
continued under ecclesiastical supervision until our
own day. Pilgrimage thither is noAv observed in
the Roman Catholic Church as a penitential exerit seems the only pilgrimage of modern
cise, and
times conducted like tho.se of the Middle Ages'
{CE xii. 95). Other places of pilgrimage in Ireland
'

were Downpatrick
Patrick,

St.

in

Co.

Down

(sacred to St.

and St. Columba), St.
Meath, and Cranfield in the parish

Bridget,

John's Well in

Co. Antrim.
France. Among famous French
shrines was Chartres
of

Drummaul,

—

8.

mediaeval

:

le christianisme eftt t5t6 proche dans les Gaules,
druides ^taient dans I'usage de s'assembler tons les ans aux
On prttend qu'ils avaient en ce lieu un
envirofts de Chartres.
sanetuaire revere. C'^tait, dit-on, une grotte, ou ils honoraiont
une statue qui representait une femme assise, tenant sur elle un
enfant, et I'autel portait cette inscription Vinjini parifxirce.
Lors de la prMication de I'Evangile on batit sur cette grotte
une (iglise, vers le milieu du III^ sitele, au plus tard.'a

'Avantque

les

Chartres therefore, like Glastonlmry and St.
Patrick's Purgatory, seems to have been the scene
The wooden statue of
of an ancient Celtic cult.
the Virgin was destroyed at the Revolution.
Among modern French shrines the chief is
Lourdes (q.v. ). Others are La Salette in Dauphiny
and Liesse.
Of Swiss shrines the most
9. Switzerland.
important is Einsiedeln. There was a monastic

—

It is in the
in the 9th century.
canton of Schwyz, became famous as a centre of
pilgrimage in the 10th cent., and has continued to
be so until the present time, despite the preaching
of Zwingli in the 16lii cent.'* and the destruction
of the monastery in 1798 by the French invaders.

community there

The yearly

pilgrims are

—

now more than

150,000.

Besides Rome itself numerous other
Italy.
Italian cities were pilgrim resorts, though none
10.

attained special pre-eminence except perhaps Assisi,
because of its connexion with St. Francis and in a
Siena was associated
lesser degree Avith St. Clare.
with St. Catharine and Venice, with its splendid
;

Ilartwell Jones, p. 39 f.
2 John
The.
Richards,

1

Great Folly, Superstition, and
Idolatry of I'ilyrimages in Inland, especially of that of St.
see also Hewson,
Patrick's Purgatory, Dublin, 1727, p. 45
A Description of St. Patrick'D Ptinjatory in Lough Derg and an
Account of the Pilgrims' Business there, do. 1727.

basilica of St. Mark, was often visited on the way
See also art. Loreto.
to the Holy Land.
11. Spain.— Foremost of the shrines of Spain
was that of St. James, or Santiago di Compostella,

wliich attained a fame in the Middle Ages greater
than that of almost any other city save Rome. It
is said that St. James appeared there in a vision
in 816, and that his remains were discovered there.
The shrine became as.sociated in legend with
Charles the Great, but it was not till the 12th cent,
that the foundations of its greatness were really
Not only Spaniards but pilgrims from all
laid.
over Europe worshipped there, especially those
from Wales and Ireland. In Welsh bardic litera-

ture there are

Latin

•*

i. 452.
of Ziirich abolished the

Sivry-Champagnac,

The Council

Whit-Monday procession
(Kidd, Documents Illustrative of the Con-

to Einsiedeln in 1524
tinental Reformation, p. 441).

hymn

many
to St.

A

allusions to Compostella.'
James has been linely trans-

2The pilgrimage tiourlated by George Borrow.
ished till the 14th, but considerably diminished
from the IStli century.*

—

Chief among German places ol
12. Germany.
pilgrimage was Aacjien (Aix-la-Chapelle), the
mediicval capital of Germany, which possessed
numerous relics. The most important were the
white robe in which the Virgin was clothed in the
stable at Bethlehem, the swaddling clothes of
the infant Christ, the linen cloth in which tho
body of John the Baptist was wrapped after hi.i
execution, and that in which our Lord was
crucified ; there were many lesser relics besides.
The pilgrimage to Aix has continued till the
present time. In 1881 there were 158,968 pilgrims.
Another mediaeval city renowned for its pilgrimage
was Trier (Treves), which possessed the seamless
holy coat worn by our Lord before His crucifixion.
Cologne was famous as containing relics of the
three kings, traditionally called Gaspard, Melchior,
and Balthasar.
so
13. The Syrian Church.— The pilgiimages
far considereil have all been either of the West of
But
beyond
Europe or else in Palestine itself.
the frontier of the Roman Empire the Sj-rian

Church grew and flourished, though on lines in
some ways different from those of the Gra^coRoman world. Pilgrimage was made by Syrian
Christians at a date earlier than by those of the
AVe.st.
Noh, bishop of Adiabene (163-179), had
been taken as a child bj' his parents to Jeru.salem
on wliat may fairly be caUed a pilgrimage.^
Pilgrims continued to visit Jerusalem the .subject,
however, is still involved in some okscurity.^
In 858 a Nestorian synod considered the subject
;

:

Canon ix. declares that no new monasteries shall be built
without the knowledge of the bishop of the diocese if one
were built and the bishop knew, he would give it a revenue
;

upkeep and for hospitality to pilgrims. Canon
XV. proclaims that the faithful ought to give their offerings and
perform their vows for the remission of their sins in the places

sufficient for its

where they live, and not wander far afield. Why should they
go to distant places? It is a puerile habit which gives satisfaction to the senses but not to the soul. If any of the faithful,
after having visited the churches and convents of their own
country, desire to visit those that are further away, not with the
idea that God will there favour them more, but to give soBie
not to
part of their goods to the head of the convent, they are
be hindered. But, if they wander about as people who ha\e
lost their God, not knowing where they will find Him or w here
He will hear them, they are sick souls in need of health and
should be led to the doctrine of perfection. 6

This shows that the abuses of pilgrimage were
have been
quite obvious at this time, and they must
widely spread to have called down ecclesiastical
censure in these terms. Gregory Bar-Hebraius,
bishop of Guba (probably Bear Omshash, northeast of the Gulf of Akaba) and primate of the
East (t 1286), quotes from a letter of one John
Bar-Finchoje to a monastic friend describing the
1

;

•^

21

(Christian)

-

3
1

Hartwell Jones, pp. 2o5-261.
The Bible in Spain, London, 1843, ch. xxvii.
Sivrv-Champagnac, i. 490-493.
Sources syriaqiies, ed. A. Mingana, Leipzig [1908],

5 lb.
p. 132, n. 1.

cj. B. Chabot, Synodieon orientate:
nestoriens, Paris, 1903, pp. 408, 441.

p. 89.

Recueil des synodes
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to be
pilgrimage to the Holy City and what was
seen and done there. ^
so wide in the
14. The Reformation.— Changes
which came to
religious life of Europe as those
i.ass in the 16th cent, were bound to leave tlieir
mark not only on the Protestant countries, but
within the bounds of Catholicism as well. Much
at the Counterl)urging of abuses took place
Kef ormation and, while in some countries Protestantism lost its lirst conquest, with the advancing
tide of Catholicism not everything that had been
destroyed was built up. Under Mary Tndor, e.g.,
no attempt was made to restore the shrine of
Becket in Canterbury Cathedral. The Continental
Keformation brought with it the abolition of
of reforms
pilgrimage. Tlius, in the programme
of the bishop of Pomesania in 1525, art. 4 declares
;

:

'

no pilgrimage nor wanderings
no man's salvation.' 2
the Lutheran Synod of Orebro in 1529

Henceforward there

shall be

to holy places, since thej' aid

In Sweden
decreed
:

'

Peregrinationes ad loca sancta quanta fieri possit moderatione

removebuntur,'

showing that, as in other things, Lutheranism
dealt more gently with Catholicism than did
Calvin in
Calvinism.^
Francis I. (23rd Aug.
Religion'is Institutio,

the prefatory

to

Christiance

1536) of his

wrote

letter

:

'

Ciir ergo tanta saevitia et acerbitate pro missa, purgatorio
peregrinationibus, et id genus iiugis belligerantur, ut sine eoruni
explicatissima, ut ita dicam, fide salvani fore pietatem negent,
cum tamen nihil eorum a verbo Dei esse probent'?''*

Tlie Edict of Reformation of

Vaud

Bern

for the

Pays de

(24th Dec. 1536) declared in art. 17
Bhiitimis.
Nous avons aussi ordonn6 que toutes benitions
de voyage et pelerinages soient 6t6es, et que nul soit si hardi
d'aller en iceux sous peine, I'homme de dix florins, la femme de
cinq

:

—

'

florins.' 5

of

Trent (1563

sess.

;

'

—

;

'

•*

:

1

J.

S.

Assemanus, Bibliothcca Oricntalis,

Rome,

1719-28,

2

Kidd,

James Balfour Paul,

Ti-ans. of Scottish
147-155.

'

but also
economic

The
in commerce, literature, and art.
effect of pilgrimage was also consider-

Though many cities already famous became
pilgrim resorts, in some cases towns or villages
hitherto obscure became, by virtue of a shrine or
the relics of a saint, places of national, perhaps
even of world-wide, fame. These facts, however,
must never obscure the essential religious importable.

wrong, e.g., to put as one
custom the fame of the
Canterbnry Tales that the pilgrimage to Canterbury afforded the occasion for .some of the most
famous English poetry is after all only incidental).
In post-Reformation times in Catholic countries
pilgrimage has often been undertaken for the sake
of cures such as those (some of which are genuine)
ance of pilgrimage
'

of the chief

(it is

effects

'

of the

;

wrought at Lourdes.

The

17.

of

in the history of

pilgrimage
— Itplace
has already been noted

that pilgrimnot confined to Catholic Christianity, and
also that pre-Christian shrines were consecrated to
Christ and to His saints. This fact is of importance
for the comparative study of religions, and, like
other facts in that science, should be neither
minimized nor wrongly emi»hasized. How far, all
over the world, Christian and pre-Christian customs
and rites were interwoven is not yet known for
As S. A. Cook says in a letter,
certain.
religion.
is

age

'The visit to the grave of the "more or less deified hero, the
annual meeting on the occasion of initiation or other ceremonial,
periodical

assembled

—

all

festivals at which different towns
these represent universal ideas.'

or

clans

Some observances of Christian pilgrimage have close
analogies elsewhere— e.)7., the miracle of the sacred
^
fire at Jerusalem.
Glastonbury, St. Patrick's
Purgatory, and Chartres (see above, 4, 7, 8) are
instances of pagan holy places being consecrated
to Christian pilgrimage.
The pilgrim with his staff, his broad flat-crowned
hat, and his mussel-shell or other badge, has now-

disappeared, but thousands still go every year on
pilgrimage. Shall we dismiss it as a mere superIt is something more than, although it
stition ?
is akin to, the sentiment that has made it the

supreme desire

of

many whose

relatives have fallen

action to visit their graves when the war i«
The underlying idea, conscious or unconover.
scious, is that definite sanctity attaches to certain
places because of what has happened there, as
though some of the personal magnetism of the
person who had lived or died there still survived
and could communicate itself to the visitor.
similar idea would explain a so-called 'ghost,' not
as the actual spirit of a dead person surviving after
his bodily death in a given spot associated with
him in lifetime, but rather as an impress or influence left by him still capable of affecting those
who come to the place. Thus the study of pilgrimage leads us into psychic and psychological
problems the solution of which is still beyond our
in

A

range.
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;
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Dictionnaire des Pelerinages, Paris, 1851,
43 and 44 of EncyclopMie TliMogique, ser. i.,
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vols.

forming

Royal

Pilgrimages

EcclesioUniical

Sue.

i.

ii.

in

I

in

Scotland,"
1905]

[Aberdeen,

Expeditions to Prussia and the llolg Land made by Henry,
Karl of Derby (afterwards King Henry IV.), in 1390-1 and
1392-3', beinrj the Accounts kept by his Treasurer, ed. L. Toulmin
Smith, Camden Society, London, 1894.
"•

distant lands. The countries of Europe had, by
means of the pilgrims, far more intercourse with
each other in the Middle Ages, not only in religion,

- Ih.
p. 238.
5 lb.
p. 558.

p. 189.

4 lb.
p. 533.
6

;

ed. J. P. Migne.

343.

ii.

produce the Crusades it drew far afield men who
would otherwise have been content to stay in their
own country, and gave them a knowledge of

the

xxv.) condemned
those who aiiirmed that places dedicated to the
memories of saints are vainly visited.'
Throughout the Middle
15. Royal pilgrimage.
Ages pilgrimage was a constant observance among
show
honour to the sfiints of
kings and princes to
their country was a natural thing, and sometimes
a king went in penitence, as did Henry II. to
the shrine of Becket, after the murder of the archbishop. The Scottish kings continually went to
Whithorn. Margaret, daughter of Christian I. of
Denmark, wife of James in. and mother of
James iv. of Scotland, went thither after the
birth of her son in 1473, though her journey has
been described as a pleasant outing rather than a
James iv. himself went
penitential exercise.
there several times, as also did James v., though
his
father.
James IV. visited also
not so often as
Whitekirk in E. Lothian, where in 1430 James I.
had built a house for the reception of pilgrims.
Some interest attaches to the pilgrimage of one
who later became a king Henrj-, Earl of Derby
(afterwards Henry IV.), visited Prussia and then
went on to the Holy Land. He travelled by way
of Dantzig, Frankfort-on-Oder, Prague, Vienna,
Treviso, Venice, Corfu, Rhodes, Jaffa, Ramah,
and Jerusalem, returning through Rhodes, Cos,
Corfu, Ragusa, Venice, Treviso, Pavia, Vicenza,
Verona, and Milan."
16. The effects of pilgrimage.— It is quite clear
that a custom so wide-spread must have left its
effect not simply on the religion but on the entire
It helped, as has been seen, to
life of the world.

The Council

(Christian)

i.

Orwikal documents.— Ot much interest are

the publica-

vii.. Balder the Beai'tifiil, London, 1913,
The Pilgrimage of the Russian Abbot Daniel in the

See for this GB-^, pt.

20, 131

;

H'dy Land; T. Tobler, Golgotha, St. Gall, 1S51, pp. 460-483;
Fulcher de Chartres, Gesta Peregrinantium Francorum (in
John Bongarsius, Gesta Dei per Francos, Hanover, 1611, i.
4U7)
Curzon, Visits to the Monasteries of the Levant,
;

p. 145

f.

;

also

ERE v.

846.
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tions of the Palestine Pilifriins' Text Society. The records of
are referred to in this
pilgrinia;4cs, several of which
/have been translated and annotated. The information U
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dance and

oii(,'in of the Hebrew pilgrimage
To the primitive religiin the early Semitic life.
ons conception the deity was not ubiquitous, but
was localized by the nomads within the confines
of a sacred district, frequently an oasis, by agriculturists in the sanctuarj^ of a village or town.

in the circumambulation which concludes
nevertheless, if in Arabic
pilgrim journey
/tajj originally ilid not denote the circumambulation of tiie .Meccan shrine but only the visit to
Arafah (.J. Wellhau.sen, Reste aiabischen lleideni.e. a vLsit, from
turns, Berlin, 1S97, i>p. 79-84)
the standpoint of Quraish, to a strange shrine
under protection from the tribal adlierents of
that shrine an original meaning
pilgrimage,'
recourse to a place of refuge,' should Jje preferred
(cf. the roots JtujA ami liajaa).
The origin of tlie Hebrew hngk as involving a
nomadic journey seems discernible in some of the
regulations for the Hebrew festival celelirations,
especially the Passover (though the latter is
associated in the Pentateuch with an agricultural
epoch and with tr.aditions of a deliiiite historic
departure from Eg^j-pt). A three day.s' journey
into the desert is made antecedent to the fir.st
and the extension of the
Pas.sover celebration
celebration of the festivals in general over an
entire week is in part a remini.scence of the journey
period (cf. the pilgrimage month of the Arabs).
Hut especially the eating of unleavened bread (the
nomad's usual breatl), the roasting of the lamb
whole (in nomad fashion), and the start by night
(as frequently in the case of desert caravans) offer
the setting for a dramatic revival of the ancient
therein sanctity and
desert life and wanderings
religious significance are attached to archaism, in
the same manner as in the regulation for the building of an altar of dirt or unhewn stones (Ex 20).
The pilgrimage of Tabernacles is a similar religiousdranuttic revival of tent life (Hos 12'" reads tents'
cf. also 2 Ch 7'^ if the
for the booths' of Lv 23^phrase into their tents is to be understood liter-

The performance

ally here).

niaiiv

tiie

art.

especially full on pilifrini routes and on the topoyrraphy of
Palestine, but not on tlie pili,'riuis themselves.
iii. GKXEliA/..—C'anuii I'ittro Casola's
Pilgrimage to Jemmlem in 11,9/,, tr. anded. >I. XI. Newett, Manchester, 1907 (with
full introd. jjiviiig much information about mediaeval Italian
pilgriniaj;es

to the

Holy Land)

;

—

Chaucer, Canterbury Tales;

L. Conrady, Vier rheiiiische Palaeatina-Pilgerschriften der
XIV.XV., XVI. Jahrhunderten, Wiesbaden, 1882; R. Curzon,
Vi.-yiln to the Moiiasteries of the Levant, new ed., London, 1807
Desiderius Erasmus,
L. Oepont, Pelerinages, Paris, 1902
Pilgrimages to S. ilary of WaUingham and S. I'homas of
Caiitrrb'irf/, tr. and ed. J. G. Nichols-, London, 187.5; S.
Graham, With the liunsian Pilgrims to Jerusalem, do. 1913;
G. Hartwell Jones, Celtic Britain and the Pilgrim Movement,
Hon. Soc. of C'ynunrodorion, do. 1912 (gives a mass of information about Celtii' and other pil<jriniai,'cs) S. Heath, Pilgrim
\v. SO ff. (bioLife in the Middle Agex, do. 1911;
;

;

;

MGU

Willibald, 8th

bishop of Eichstiitt) J. J.
usserand, Les Anglais au moyen age: la Vie nomade et
fraphy
les ^0I<^.« d' Angleterre au xic<-' sii^cle, Paris, 1884, tr. L. Toulmin
Smith, Englinh Wayfariiig Life in the Middle Ages (XlVth
B. J. Kidd, Docinnents Ilhititratine of
eent.)'\ London, 1889
R. R. Madden,
the Contir^ntal Hefurmation, Oxford, 1911
Shrines and Sepulchres of the Old and Xew World, 2 vols.,
London, 1851 J. Marx, Das Wallfahren in der katholischen
Kirche, Treves, 1842 R. Rbhricht, Deutsche Pilgerreisen nach
dein heiligen Lande, new ed., Innsbruck, 19iX) G. B. de Rossi,
P.oma sotterranea, Rome, 1864 (for catacombs) Saruin Missal,
ed. J. Wickham Le^g, Oxford, 1916, pp. 405, 451 (pilgrim
mass, prayers, and blessing); A. P. Stanley, llistorical
of

cent,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Memorials of Cantirhiiryi^, London, 1912 (several interesting documents relating to the shrine of Becket in the
L. D. AGATE.
Appendix).

PILGRIMAGE

(Hebrew and Jewish).
i.s

—The

to be sought

—

of certain religious duties, therefore, normally involved a journey of greater or
less length, which in time increased as the renown
of particular sacred places, and the advantages for
trading offered by a larger concourse of jieople, led
to the further centralization of worship.
Economy
of time and effort, also, reduced the visits to a
limited number at regularlj- recurring jieriods, to
which was postponed the payment of vows replacThere thus
ing intervening religious duties.
Avas instituted the annual family or clan pilgrima lengthier
in
1
S
P.
At
times
as
age,
pictured
pilgrimage into strange territory resulted in a protracted stay as a grr, or even in permanent settlement Abraham is the archetype of the pilgrim
immigrant, and perhaps in Dt 26^ 'obhed (AV
ready to perish ') contains the ideas of the Arabic
;

'

root 'abacla, 'strange,' 'long from home,' 'permanent dweller.'
Moreover, every traveller into
strange territory was in a sense a pilgrim, a prospective visitor to the local shrine
hence, apparentlj',
the right of sanctuary, of protection, was extended
to cover the entire journey within the tribal territory a sujiposition which may in part explain the
sacred character of the primitive Semitic institution of hos])itality (q.v.).
At all events, the
journey itself became an essential part of the
religious celebration, assuming a quasi-sacred
character in itself a meritorious act.
The development of the pilgrimage of the clan
into one of larger groui>s was due in part to the
advantages of combination when the journey was
long and led into strange territory ; and this
development was hastened when the period of pilgrimage was made to coincide with that of nomadic
;

—

—

or,

especially,

Hebrew term

with agricultural festivals. The
denotes botli the pilgrimage

/I'igh

juiirney and the festival ceremonies at the shrine
but which of these two ideas is the original denotation is uncertain. The concept encircle,' which
seems common to various triliteral extensions of
;

'

the biliteral root h-g,

may

;

be seen both in the

—

'

'

;

;

'

'

;

'

'

The pilgrimage had also a political importance.
The close association in a common purpose of large
of people from ditierent tribes and communities aflbrded the basis for the development of
a more permanent national unity, and played a
part no less in ancient pan-Hebraism than in
modem i)an-Islamism. In the Pentateuchal legislation which purjjused the centralization of worship in Jerusalem the attempt is clear to increase
the spirit of unity by bringing all males together
in pilgrimage to one shrine at three different
periods of the year (the festivals of Passover,

numbers

Weeks, and Booths). That this legislation, however, reflects actual conditions that all the male
inhabitants of Palestine simultaneously left their
homes tiiree times every year to make what for

—

some would have been an extended journey — seems
and the special emphasis laid upon
improbable
the Passover in certain passages (Nu 9'^) or upon
the Feast of Tabernacles in others (1 K 8"*), shows
perhaps that one or the other was in reality the
;

pilgrimage period at ditierent epochs in the
national life, or (more likely) for ditierent clans or
families at tlie same epoch. Jeroboam testified to
the political value of the pilgrimage in his attempt
to counteract its unifying force by changing the
place and time of it (1 K 13-", with which cf. the
reported action of Walid ibn 'Abd al-Malik in
promoting the pilgrimage to a certain mosque in
Jeru.salem as again.st the Ka'bah, or that of the
papal monarchy in diverting the pilgrimage to
Ilome).

After the building of the Second Temple in
Jerusalem the Holy City was without rival as the
objective of Jewish pilgrimage. Jews journeyed
thitiier from Mesopotamia, and the journey itself
became an even more important factor than before,
often involving considerable hardship and danger
the old laws of hospitality to the pilgrim became
of
correspondingly broader, and the inhabitants
Jerusalem took special measures to accommodate
;
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visitors in the city as well as along the roads lead-

ing thereto.

But after tlie destruction of the Second Temple
conditions changed
though there was still an
annual celebration of the Feast of Tabernacles (on
the Mount of Olives), with the cessation of sacrifice the pilgrimage, too, ceased to be an obligatory
It assumed in general a personal and emoact.
tional character and lost much of its former joyousness.
Pilgrims to the site of the Temple now
came principally to mourn and to pray for the
restoration of Zion, and they were not always
welcomed by the non-Jewish population of the
land.
Conditions improved under Muliammadan
rule and in the 9th cent, many Karaites in particular made the pilgrimage.
During the Crusades
but
the pilgrimage seems to have ceased again
with Saladin it was resumed,^ and recovered something of its ancient joyous character. In many
cases the desire to visit Jerusalem was <;oupied
with the purpose of living and being buried on
holy ground, and the pilgrimage thus became a
inous immigration; as early as the 11th cent.,
indeed, a fully organized Jewish community existed
and there was a marked influx
at Ramlah
;

;

;

;

of

Jews from Spain somewhat later, and from
parts of Europe in the 15th and 16th

other

Earlier than this impulse from persecution there is found as a secondary cause of
pilgrimage the general purpose of travel (as in the
case of Judah Halevi and Ibn Ezra), the frequency
of which is evidenced by a special travellers' prayer
in the Jewish ritual.
At the same time Jerusalem again had its rivals
In Egypt there was a
as the object of pilgrimage.
famous synagogue at Dumuh (modern Tammfih),
centuries.

near Cairo, to which Jewish f.amilies journeyed to
But in Muhammacelebrate the Feast of Weeks.
coirntries tiie multiplication of shrines was due
to the development especially of another type of
pilgrimage tliat to the tombs of pious men, of

dan

—

and

miracle-workers.
Though
evidence of the belief in the supernatural power of
tombs may perhaps be found in 2
13^', and such
a belief among certain classes of Jews may have
persisted along with other beliefs in miracles, the
custom of visiting graves in order to i^ray and ask
for divine intervention seems to have been bori'owed
by Jews from their Oriental neiglibours at any
rate such a ziydrah (lit. visit ') is sometimes made
by Rluhammadans and Jews to the graves of the
same Biblical heroes.
By the Oriental Jews
themselves no distinction in reverence is made
between the sui)posed tombs of Biblical characters
and those of later saints. Palestine has many
saints

repvited

K

;

'

tombs of

local, and several of more than local,
veneration. To the supposed tomb of Zebulun at
Sidon, e.g., pilgrims come from all parts of Palestine, and also to that of Kabbi Meir (q.v.) at
Tiberias.
That of Simeon ben Yohai at Merom

near Safed has long been visited by Jews even
from Persia ami Africa indeed, in the 16th cent.
Safed rivalled Jerusalem, especially as a place for
;

permanent settlement,

for it offered

hospitality

such as neither the Muhammadans nor the Jews of
the Holy City any longer extended.
Outside of Palestine pilgrimages are made to
several tombs in Kurdistan [e.g., that of Nahum
near Mosul), in Mesopotamia (e.g., that of Ezra
near Bassorah and that of Ezekiel near Babylon),
and in Persia (that of Mordecai and Esther at
Hamadan). In Algeria and Morocco are several
tombs of Jewish worthies of local renown, and
these, too, are sometimes visited by
and Jews together. In Europe

Volhynia, and
1

p.arts of

Muhannnadans
only

Galicia,

Poland have their pilgrim

In the 13th cent., e.g., there
rabbis from Spain and France.

is

recorded the

visit of

300

(Indian)

though the travelling instinct as such has
sometimes found expression in a sort of pilgrimage
to various famous synagogues, such as at Prague,
and the wandering student,
for purposes of prayer
journeying far to sit at the feet of renowned rabbis,
was a familiar figure until the 19th cent, in
Oermany and still later in Poland and Hungary.
In some cases the tomb-pilgrimages take place at
fixed annual dates which, especially in Palestine,
often coincide with the various festivals of the
Jewish calendar in other cases they take place at
shrines,

;

;

In Muliammadan
the pleasure of the individual.
countries a relationship with the older Semitic
pilgrimage is seen in the joyous festival character
which the celebration assumes, even beside the

tomb.

—

LiTERATt'RE. J, D.
fort, 1771-75, iv. 114

Michaelis, Das mosaische Recht, Frank;

W.

Robertson Smith, Reliqion of the
Renan, Hist, of

Semites-^, London, 1894, pp. 103, 23G, 258 ; E.
the People of Israel, En^;. tr., do. ISSl-'.d,

i. 30, 46;
G. A.
Barton, A Sketch of Semitic Origins, New ^ ork, 1902, pp. 108,
H. Graetz, Hist, of the Jeivs, Eng. tr., Pliiladelphia, 1894,
iii. 440, iv. 73
I. Abrahams, Book of Delight, do. 1912, pp.
127-145 S. Schechter, Studies inJvdaism, 2nd ser., London,
1908, p. 205 J E, s.vv. Pilgrimage," Tombs.'
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;

;

;

'

'

;

William Popper.

PILGRIMAGE (Indian).— i.

Origin.— Pilgrimthe result of the animistic basis of
beliefs, reflected in the higher forms
of Hinduism and even in the local developments of
Islam.
Nothing strikes a new-comer to the
country more than the crowds of pilgrims travelling by road or rail towards some holy river, the
local abode of some god or godling, the tomb of
age in India
the popular

some
'

is

saint or martyr.

seems not unlikely that the virtue of a piluriniage arises
mainly from the saci'cd character attaching to the place itself
and not so much from the desire to honour the deity whose
shrine it is. If Ohis is so, the feeling which prompts the undertaking of the journe.y is not a very great advance on the jiriuiitive reverence for certain places as the abodes of spirits (R. V.
Russell, Census of India, 1911, vol. xiii., Central Provinces
It

'

Report, pt.

To

i.

p. 91).

may be added

this

the fact that Avater, by the

analogy of the removal of phy.sical impurities, is a
potent agent in the removal of .sin. Thus, in many
sacred places there are pools dedicated to the god
Rama, which take his name, not because he is
worshipped there, but because he bathed in this
place when he wis'ned to free himself from the sin
of having killed tiie demon Ravana, who is held
The germ of the idea of
to have been a Brahman.
pilgrimage is found in the words of Indra to Harischandra
:

no happiness for him who does not travel living in
the society of men, the best man often becomes a sinner for
Indra is the friend of the traveller. Tlierefore \wa,nAet' {Aitareya
'

There

is

;

;

Brillimai^ta, vii. 15).

But, though in the Bigveda the animistic worship of rivers appears, pilgrimage, in its modern
sense, is not referred to, and even in the Brahmanas,
while a particular sanctity attaches to river fords
(tlrtha) and certain privileged regions, like the
banks of the Sarasvati, there is no knowledge
either of pilgrimages or of holy places (A. Bartli,
Religions of India, Eng. tr., London, 1882, p. 62).
Even Manu {Laws, viii. 92) regards visits to the
Ganges or to Kurukshetra as comparatively unimportant.
'

Gautama, however, declares that all mountains, all rivers,
holy lakes, places of iiilgrimage, the dwellings of rsis, cow-pens,
ami temples of the gods are places which destroy sin' (xix. 14

ISBE

ii.

(1879) 276]).

The origin

modern practice may be traced
Brahmanism and its absorption of
Every place where a local spirit was
or worshipped soon came under the
of the

to the revival of
local cults.

propitiated
control of a

body of local priests, interested in
attracting visitors because their ofiferings formed
their
2.

means

of livelihood.

Places of Hindu pilgrimage.

places to which pilgrims resort

—The number of

is

enormous.

In

PILGRIMAGE
the following list tlie more important holy [ilaoes
are classified according to their geographical position and the deities mainly worsiiipjied, it being
understood that many places combine the cults of
more than one deity
:

(n) Pliues.

— Kengral

Bariibar,
Gaya, Deogaj-h, Kallgrhat,
Kauiakhya, Saj^ar Island, Tarake^iwar ; Hihar and Orissa I'afDera Nanak, Jwalanmkhi,
asiiath, I'liri-Jairannatli ; ranjab
Katas, Kurukslnlra.Takht-i-.Siilainian; United Provinces of A>;ra
and Oudli Allahabad, Badaiinath, llatesar, Benares, Bindlia:

:

:

:

Brindabaii, Ciiitrakut, l>ibipatan, DeopravAjf, Uaiiffotri,
GarhnuikhleiSar, Hardwar, Janinotri, Kedarnalh, Mahaban
Bombay Alaiidi, Bechraji, Chandod, Dwarka, Jejuri, Nasik,
Madras
Haba Ha<lan,
Palilana, Pandharpur, Shetruiija
Bhavani, Ciiidanibaram,
Coinorin,
Conjeeveram, Gokarn,
Central
Kame^warani, Seringapatani, Sriranfraiii, Tirupati
Provinces M:indhata Baluchistan, Hingiaj
liujputana and
Central India Abu, Ajiner, Amarkantak, Barwaiii, Nathdwara,

otial,

;

:

:

;

;

:

;

;

:

Pushkar, Rakliabh Dev.

—

Brahma: Pushkar; Visnu
Badarinath, Gaya,
(I)) Cults.
Hardwar, Nathdwara, Pandharpur, Puri-Jatrannath, Tirupati
Krsi;a Mathura, Gokul, Brindaban, Slaliaban, Dwarka Siva,
the twelve great liAiias Souiiiath in Kathiawilr, Mahakfda at
Ujjain, Oinlvara in the Narbada, Trayambak near Nasik, Naga:

;

:

;

(Indian)
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both visit the ledge below the Takht-i-Sulaiman,
from which King Solomon is said to have taken
his last view of India before he carried oil" hi.s
dusky bride (T. H. Holdich, The Indian Borderland, London, 1901, ]). 73 f. cf. ERE vi. 709).
6. Pilgrimages by the ascetic orders.— Some of
the most extended jiilgrimages are tiiose performed
by Gosains, Sannya.si.s, and other a.scetics.
;

Jonathan Duncan (Asiatic Researches, v. [17(»9] 37 ff.) gives
an interesliiig narrative of the pilgrimages ])erformed by Pranpuri .Sann\ asi, an L'rdhvabahu, i.e. one whose arms had bei-ome
rigid by being constantly held over his head (M. Monier- Williams,
IJiiihuianisin and Tluidiiism*, London, 1891, p. 88).
He
journeyed to all the chief Indian shrines, Kabul, Bamian, Baku
on the Caspian Sea, Astrakan and .Moscow, through Persia and
Bokhara, and thence across the Himalaya to the source of the
Ganges at Gangotri. Then he went to" Nepal and the sacred
lake Manasarovar and Lhasa, whence he returned to India bearing dispatches to Warren Hastings, who gave him a rent-free
estate.
When this account was written, he was still in the habit
of

making excursions

to Nejjal

and

to other parts of India.

:

nath in the Nizam's Dominions, Vaidyaiiath in the Deccan,
Bhiniasankar on the river Hhinia, Kedare^war in the Himalaya,
Visvanatli at Benares, ilallikru-juna in the Karnatik, and Kame4w^r at the extreme south of the peninsula other places sacred
to Siva are Bakreswar, Barfibar, Chidambaram, Ueogafh, Gokarn,
Hardwar, Jejuri, Katas, Kedarnath, Tarake^war various forms
of the mother-jroddess. Kali, Durga, De\i, etc.
Arasu, Amba
;

;

:

Bhavani, Bindhachal,Comorin,Devipatan,Hinglaj,Jwalamukhi,
Kalighat, Kamakhya; sacred rivers: Allahabad, Amarkantak,
Baghef^war, Batesar, IBhavani, Chandod, Deoprayag, Gangotri,
GarhuiukhteSar, Jamnotri, Nasik, Sagar Island. The chief
places visited by Buddhists are Bodh Gaya, Kusinagara, Potala,
Sarn.Tth by Jains Barwani, Girnar, Piilitana, Rakhabh Dev,
Shetrunja.
Worshippers of Rama and Sita visit A.yodhya,
Chitrakut, Nasik, and Sitakund. The heroes of the Mahabharata are venerated at Kurukshetra and ThaneSar. The cult of
the dead is performed at Benares, Hardwar, Gaya, andSiddhpur.
In the number of sacred places few regions ri\al the Himalaya,
and, in particular, Kasmir. The latter is a country where there
is not a space as large as a grain of sesamum seed without a
tlrtha a place of pilgrimage {Kidha.na.,_ Rdjatarangmi, ed. M.
:

;

:

—

A. Stein, London, 1900,
Jarrett, ii. 354 ff.).
3.

ii.

367, 376

;

Aui-'i-Akbari,

tr.

H.

S.

—
Pilgrimage among the Buddhists. The great

monasteries, stupas, and ddgnhns erected over the
relics of Buddha, many of which had disappeared,
have been unearthed by the Archteological Survey.

Bodh Gaya, where Buddha gained his title, and
where the bodki-trce beneath whicli he sat became
an object of veneration, still commands respect
among Buddhist pilgrims from Burma and farther

In 1905 the Tashi Lama of Til)et visited the
ruins at Sarnath, near Benares burned vast quantities of butter and incense, and scattered Howers.
At the close of the rite of adoration the Tashi
Lama was transfigured and the other Lamas worshipped him (The Times, 20th Dec. 1905). Next
to the Tree of Wisdom at Bodh Gaya, the sites
regarded as most holy are the scene of Buddha's
death at Kusinagara {q.r\), the eight great chaitiias
which enshrined his relics, Mt. Potala in S. India,
Sthambala in the north, and the gwnt's Fairy-land
The Indian sites are
in Udyana to the west.
east.

seldom visited by Lamas and Tibetans on account
of the great distance and the expense of the journey.
Probabl}' for the sake of convenience and economy,
they have transferred the site of Buddlia's death
from Kusinagara to a place known as Salkusa in

(L. A. Waddell, The Buddhism of Tibet,
London, 1895, p. 305 ff.).
The Jains, prob4. Places of Jain pilgrimage.
ably on account of the retiring character of the
cult and the desire to avoid i)ollution from animal

Assam

—

slaughter, selected as their sacred sites places far
from the abodes of men, like Mt. Abu in Rajputana,

Palitana and Girnar in Kathiawar, Samet Sikhar
or Parasnath in Bengal.
The southern Jains have
special places of pilgrimage at Padmavati in

Mysore and Guneswar

in

[1884] 118).
5.

Holy places shared by

Some

S.

Kanara [BG

xxii.

—

different religions.
places are shared by tlie followers of more

than one

religion.

Hindus and Muhammadans

Ascetics often wear .symbols of such journej's, a
white conch-shell denoting a journey to liameswar
in the south, iron, brass, or copper armlets indicat-

ing pilgrimages to Pa.supatinath, Kedarnath, and
Badarinatii in lie Himrilaya.
The favourite form of
7. River pilgrimages.
Indian pilgrinuige is to shrines on the banks of
the great rivers, like the Ganges, Jumna, Narbada,
or Godavari.
The Indus and the Braiimriiiutra
are too far from the Holy Laud of the Hindus to
have acquired special sanctity. The great rivers,
though places on their banks have been occupied
by the votaries of special deities, are unsectarian,
and any Hindu, whatever his rank maj- be, may
bathe, provided he avoids causing pollution to
high-caste worshippers. The places at whicIi these
riversrise, like Gangotri, Jamnotri, or Amarkantak,
I

and

sites

—

on their upper waters, like Nasik or Hard-

war, are sacred. Even more highly regarded are the
junctions (savgam) of two or more holy rivers, like
the meeting of the Ganges, Jumna, and the mj-tliical Sarasvati at Allaiuibad, known to Hindus as
Praj^aga, 'the place of sacrifice' par excellence ;
Baglieswar, Deojuayag, and other junctions higher
up the stream and Sagar Island, where the river
Such places are often dedicated to
joins the sea.
the worship of Siva, a god of fertility. Bathing in
these holy places cleanses both body and soul, and
brings the pilgrim into comnumion \\ ith the benign
water-spirits and with the honoured dead whose
ashes have been consigned to the waters.
The dates and hours at
8. Rules of pilgrimage.
which bathing is auspicious are fixed by the local
priests, and depend on various considerations connected with the local cultus. Thus, at Allahabad
the chief bathing fair is held on tiie new moon of
the month jNIagh (Jan. -Feb.), at Hardwar at the
beginning of the Hindu solar year. At both these
places specially important assemblies occur every
twelfth year when the planet Jupiter enters the
sign of Aquarius (Kumbha), such fairs being known
as the Kumbh Mela, (for the importance of the sidereal revolution of Jupiter, which is completed in 11
years, 314-92 days, as-ailecting religious observances, see GB^, pt. iii., The Dijing God, London,
From ancient times bathing during
1911, p. 49).
eclipses has been a means of expelling the evil
According
sjurits which are abroad at this time.
to tradition, the Yadavas bathed at Sonmath
an
during
eclipse.
An important rite performed at sacred places is
the circunuunbulation of the sacred object in the
course of the sun, keeping the right shoulder towards it {pradf(k.<iind). Sometimes, as at Benares
(EliE ii. 467), there is a holy road surrounding the
sacred area along which the pilgrims march.
Sometimes, as at Mathura, where the sites associated with the life of Krsna are spread over a con.siderable space, they are visited in rotation under
;

—
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the direction of a Brahman, who usually recites at
each holy place the local religious guide-book

(mahdtmya), whicli embodies tlie religious lore.
These Brrdiman guides form a special class, often
notorious for roguery and rapacity, like those
known as Gangaputra, 'sons of the Ganges,' the
Chaube of Mathura, the Gayawal of Gaya, tlie
Prayagwal of Allahabad (Crooke, TC, Calcutta,
BG ix. pt. i. [1901] Kalhana,
189(3, ii. 387 ff.
These men usually keep lodgingIntrod. i. 20).
houses for entertainment of guests, tout for pilgrims,
and keep books which record for many years tlie
;

;

arrival of persons of particular castes or families.
There is an elaborate system of touting for pilgrims
to Jagannatii (W. W. Hunter, Orissa, London,
1872, i. 140).
When the holy place is, like Hardwar, Benares,
Gaya, or Siddhpur, associated with the cult of the
dead, tlie ashes of relatives, which have been preserved until this opportunity, are consigned to the
water, and the luiml rites (irdddha) are performed.
It is an interesting development that since the
introduction, of the Government parcel-post the
aslies are often sent by it to a Brahman competent to perform the rites, without the attendance
of the relatives being required.
In the case of serious sin a special rite of atonement {prdyaiThe hair of the
chitta) is performed during the pilgrimage.
penitent, which is supposed to hold his sins, is cut off, only a
He bathes in
single tuft being left on the crown of the head.
ten different ways, each with the use of an appropriate text,
dresses in clean clothes, worships the deity, and, while the
Brahman performs the fire sacrifice (homa), presents ten kinds
of gifts, the last being the shadow 'igift, a cup of melted butter
He then
in \\hich he has Iieheld the reflexion of his own face.
This penance of mine must be rendered
says to the priest
It is rendered valid.'
valid by you,' to which the reply is made
If a sinner should die leaving this rite unperformed, it is the
duty of his successor to perform it if it be neglected, father
and son descend to hell (A. K. Forbes, Rds Mala, London, 1878,
p. 631 f.).
'

'

:

'

:

;

—

Besides
9. Austerities practised by pilgrims.
the suffering caused by long journeys in ox-carts
over ill-kept roads, the crowding in railway carriages, the inconveniences of camping on the river
bank, and the bad accommodation in the pilgrim
lodging-houses, special austerities are undergone.
One form of penance for grievous sin is the measuring of the length of the pilgrim's body by successive
pi'ostrations on the ground as he journeys to the
sacred place. Waddell notes this as a Buddhist
practice at Lhasa, where some zealots traverse the
Circular Road in this way a distance of about
6 miles, the number of prostrations being over
40,000 in some cases the hands of the pilgrims are
protected by padded wooden clogs, the soles of
which are studded with hob-nails (Lhasa and its

—

;

Mysteries^, London, 1906, pp. 364, 375).
According to the^iistorian Rashidu-din (H. M. Elliot, Hist, of
India, London, 1867-77, i. 67), at Somnath 'many of the more
deluded devotees, in performance of their vows, pass the last
stage crawling along the ground upon their sides some approach walking upon their ankles, and never touch the ground
with the soles of their feet, others go before the idol upon their
heads' (for similar customs at Paiulluirpur see BG xx. [1S84]
;

470).

On

several occasions the emperor Akbar, in imitation of the Hindu practice, walked on foot from
Agra to Ajmer to visit the shrine of the saint

Mn'inu-d-din Cliishti

(Elliot, v. 328).

The original custom of branding the pilgrim
with the sacred symbol of the god as a proof that
he had performed the pilgrimage is now often
superseded by a mark made with moistened clay.
But in S. India, among the Sri-Vaisiiavas and
Madhavas, the visitor to tlie monastery (matha) is
branded on both shoulders (E. Tiiurston, Ethnoffraphic Notes in S. Ixdiu, Madras, 1906, p. 403 f. ).
The practice of piercing the cheeks and tongue
with a silver needle when going on pilgrimage is
more common in S. than in N. India (i6. p. 402 f..
Castes and Tribes of S. India, Madras, 1909, v.
399).
Occasionally in S. India pilgrims keep a

(Indian)

handkerchief tied over their mouths to show that
they are subject to a vow of silence during the
pilgrimage, or they wear a mouth-lock, a silver
band over the mouth, with a skewer piercing both
cheeks (Thurston, Castes and Tribes, v. 399).
Al)u al-Fadhl says of Nagarkot in the Panjab
:

Pilgrims from distant parts visit it and obtain their desires.
Strange it is that in order that their prayers may be fa\'ourabl3heard^ they cut out their tongues with some itgi'ows again on
the spot, with others after one or two dajs. Although the
medical faculty' allow the possibility of growth in the tongue,
yet in so short a space of time it is sufficient! v amazing (.4 In-i'Akban, tr. H. S. Jarrett, ii. 313).
'

:

'

On the sacrifice of joints of the fingers at certain
Indian shrines see GE^, pt. iii., The Dying God, ^.
219 f. At the pilgrimage to the temple of Sasta in
Travancore the Aiyappans (for in these pilgrimages
the worshippers call themselves by the name of the
god) have to undergo a preliminary course of 41
days' scanty diet and sexual abstinence (6't;?i5?<s 0/
India, 1901, vol. xxvi., Travancore Report, pt. i.
p. 98).
10.

—

Muhammadan pilgrimages. It does not fall
within the scope of this article to describe the
pilgrimage (hajj) to Mecca, Medina, or Kerbela,
that to Mecca having succeeded the old pagan
spring feast (W. R. Smith, Lectures and Essays,
London, 1912, p. 546). In India the number of
tombs of saints (pir, aitliyd) or martyrs of the
faith (shahld) is legion, and they attract large
bodies of pilgrims.
For N. India see A. O'Brien, The Muhammadan Saints of the
W. Panjab,' JAI xli. [1911] 509 ff. VV. E. Lawrence, The Valley
of Kashmir, London, 1S95, p. 286 ff. Malik Muhammad Din,
'

;

;

Census of
1904, p. 159 fl.
India, 1911, vol. xiii., N.W. Frontier Province Report, p. 87 f. ;
for S. India, S. H. Bilfor Baluchistan, FL xiii. [1902] 259 ff.
grami and C. Willmott, Historical and Descriptive Sketch of the

ISahaimlpur State Gazetteer, Lahore,

;

;

NizaiH'.s Doiiii.iions,
[1901] 360.

Bombay,

1883-84,

ii.

571

ff.

;

BG

ix.

pt.

i.

Such monuments abound

in the vicinity of
Muhammadan capital cities, like Delhi, Agra,
Lahore, or Lucknow, and they are visited by lowSome
class Hindus as well as by Muhammadans.
shrines, like those of Mu'inu-d-din Chishti at Ajmer,

the martyr Ghazi Miyafi at Baliraich and Gorakli-

and Shah Madar of Makanpur, vie with Hindu
holy places in attracting both Hindu and Muhammadan pilgrims. But the erection of tombs, and
still more the superstitious veneration of them, is
opposed to the laws of orthodox Islam, and Wahhabis the puritans of Islam prohibit visits to
The practice now so common among
them.
Muhammadans of visiting such places is clearly
derived from the practices of the Hindus, and the
rites performed ditier littl^ from Hindu and BudThe pilgrims circumambulate the
dhist custom.
building in the course of the sun, crusli into the
tomb chamber to imbibe the breath of the saint
which is supposed to survive round his remains, or,
as a special privilege to be gained by payment of a
fee, they are allowed to observe or even to touch
clothes which are supposed to have been worn by
the saint or martyr his turban in particular, or
some other article which may have belonged to
him. Many of these shrines are potent in the
cure of disease, and at some e.g., at the tomb of
Hanwant Naik at Sangamner in the Ahmadnagar
District wooden legs or arms are ottered to secure
relief (BG xvii. [1884] 737).
Many of the Panjab
shrines are efficacious in the cure of leprosy and
other diseases (Census of India, 1911, vol. xiv.,
Panjab Report, i)t. i. p. 385 f.).
pur,

—

—

—

—

—

11.

Opposition to tomb- worship

— Some

among some

sects which aim at
restoring the primitive usages of Hinduism have
protested against the worship of tombs and relics,

Hindu

sects.

modern

and even against pilgrimage.

The Arya Sainaj (^.f.) discourages the practice of
bathing in holy rivers, of pilgrimage, of the use of
beads and sectarial marks, of gifts to worthless

PILGRIMAGE
ami of all tlie many rites of modern
Hinduism (H. A. liose, A Glusmry of the Tribes
and Castes of the Fiinjab and N. W. Frontier
iiiendicant.-<,

1911-14,

Province, Lahore,

guru NanaU

(q.v.) said

231).

ii.

The

Sikli

of
Religion coiisisteth not in wanderini^ to toml)3 or places
cremation, or sitlinjj in attitudes of contemplation' (M. A.
Macauliffe, The Sikh ReliijUju, Oxford, 1909, i. 60).

Amar Das eiideavouied to prevent Sikhs
from visiting llardwar, IJenares, and otlier places

Ciiuu

Hindu

pil>,'rima<,'e (ib.

ii.

IJut this rule is

87).

generally disregarded, and Hardwar in partiGuru
cular is visited by crowds of Sikh ])ilgrinis.
(iovind Singh opposed the worship of saints like
to
as
visits
well
as
Ciugga and Sakhi Sarwar,
Muhammadan cemeteries and places of cremation

now

But Nanak

{ib. V. 1.3S).

visited tlie

tomb

(ib.

i.

iii.

84,

Shaikh

of

Farid at Ajodhan, and modern Siklis

Ambela and Kartarpur

freiiuent

Venera-

26).

tion of the Sikh saints, or bharjats, prevails widely
One of tlie leading principles of the
(ib. vi. 1 K.).
Lingayat sect in S. India is that between Uod
and His worshipper no mediator is required, and
that sacrifices, penances, i)ilgrimages, and fasts are
unnecessary (BG xxii. [1884] 105 Census of India,
;

Mysore Report, pt. i. p. 533).
Social aspect of pilgrimages.— The desire
for change, the relief of the dull everyday life of
tlie village, is an incentive to pilgrimage often
stronger than religious enthusiasm. Hence women,
who see little of the outer world, lose no opportunity of making these journeys. Trade is carried
on at all the great religious fairs, where cattle,
horses, elephants, and camels are readily bought
and sold, and where women purchase their annual
stock of necessaries and trifles. This movement
of the people on pilgrimage has done something
the
to relieve the parochialism of village life
in a crowded
possibility of meeting an out-caste
while
railway carriage weakens caste restrictions,
the need of food from uncertain sources diminishes
some of the precautions which the Hindu by the
The imrules of his caste is compelled to adopt.
provement of communication by road and rail has
But
certainly increased the numbers of pilgrims.
Brahmans and other managers of sacred places
assert that their profits have not increased with
the larger crowds. The tendency now is naturallj'
to visit the most sacred places, while those of less
The pilgrim
religious importance are neglected.
makes a shorter visit, and the reaction against the
intiuence of Brahmans tends to reduce the amount
1901, vol. xxiv.,
12.

;

of his benefactions. The chief danger from pilgrimages is the risk of the spread of epidemic disease,
and on some occasions in recent years cholera seems
to have spread into Central Asia and even into E.

Europe and the Mediterranean area by contagion
from pilgrims visiting Hard\\ar and other sacred
The burden imposed on the
l)lace5 in N. India.
executive and sanitary oflicials in managing crowds
of excited peasants, ignorant of the elementary
become increasingly
rules of sanitation, has
arduous.
LiTEP.ATiRK.

—There

and Muhammadan

no monograph on the subject

is

pili,'riniai.'e.

A

full list of

of

Hindu

places of pilgrim-

for Hindu
be found in IHI, Index, s.v. Pilj,'rimaL;es
A View of the History, Literature,
I)llj,'rimatres see 'W. Ward,
and Mythology of the // ;!(/oos2, Serampore, ISIS, ii. 324 tf., and
elsewhere; W. j. Wilkins, Modern Uinduism, London, lSs7,
240 tf. for an interesting popular sketch see W. H. SleeJ).
man. Rambles and ReaAlections of an Indian Official, Oxford,
for Madras, J. E. Padfield, The Uinduat Home,
1916, p. 585 ff.
Madras, 189(3, p. 174 ff. for Muhammadan and Hindu pilgrimages in N. India see Abu al-FadhI, Aln-i-Akhari, tr. H. S.
'

'

aifc will

;

1

;

;

;

J. A. Dubois, Hindu
Calcutta, 1873-94, iii. 303 ff.
Maymcr-s, Customs, and Ceremonies'-^, Oxford, 1906, p. 597 if.

.Tarrett,

;

W. Crooke.
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the peaks to be places of wor.-liip (see art. Mi.SSKjx.s
In tiie course of the
[IJuildhist], vol. viii. p. 704).
Dth anil lOth centuries groujis of mountaineering

gradually

priests

pilgrim

:

'

of

(Japanese)

(Japanese).— The practice of
religious pilgrimage in Japan may be traced back
to tlie 8th cent., when the Buddhist missionaries
opened mountain passes and consecrated some of

established

itinerancies.

definite

series

of

it
that an
the distress occa.sioned

Legend has

984-985), in

emperor (reigned
by the death of his consort, left his jjalace and
l)aid a visit, wearing monastic robes, t<j tiie thirty-

sanctu.aries dedicated to Kwannon (Skr.
HowAvalokitesvara) in the central provinces.
ever this may be, we know tliat at the end of the
loth and the beginning of the 11th cent, frequent
pilgrimages were made by the court nobles to
Buddliist and Shinto temples (on the same itinerancies), and that the pilgrimage to the thirty-three
sanctuaries of Kwannon was, from the 15th cent.,
one of the most popular. In the former case the
l)ilgrimage was combined with pleasure, and rhyming meetings were often held in front of the sancIn the latter ca.se the pilgrimage was
tuaries.
undertaken as an act of penance and accomplished
by still" climliing, for the majority of the thirtythree sanctuaries stood, and still stand, on hills or
precipices in accordance witli the conception that
the deity Kwannon looks down with compassion
from on high upon the human world.
The i)ilgrim-bands to the thirty-three Kwannon
sanctuaries consisted usually of a few persons, often
a family, parents and children
they wore white
robes, on which they received stamps of the various
sanctuaries, and, while marching, they chanted
hymns supposed to have been revealed by the respective deities of the places. At the places of i)ilgrimage
acts of penance were performed, such as fasting,
tiiree

—

;

bathing in water-falLs, and sleepless prayer. On
the way the pilgrims subsisted on alms, and, when

died, they were tenderly buried by the
villagers, these acts of protection to the pilgrims

they

being considered of similar merit with the pilgrimage itself. The same may be said of all other

and that was the reason
ages of warfare and disturbance in the loth and 16tli centuries, the practice
of pilgrimage came more and more into vogue,
stimulated as it was by the sense of misery and by
religious pilgrimages,

why, even

many

in the

distressing experiences.

In these centuries,

and more decidedly after the restoration of peace
and order at the begnnning of the 17th, the places
of pilgrimage were multiplied enormously, being
arranged in groups of from six to eighty-eight in
Most of these were Buddhist sanctuaries
numbei-.
dedicated to certain deities or connected with the
Thedistribiilion
life incidents of Buddhist saints.
of the places in one group was various— sometimes
limited to a certain locality, sometimes scattered
over a wide area. Besides the places ananged in
series there were several isolateil ones, to which the
a visit
pilgrims, in company or individually, paid
after long tiresome journey.s.
noteworthy feature in some of these pilgrimof
ages was that they were practised as a kind

A

to

initiatory ceremony introducing young people
adult
religious mysteries when they were entering

moun-

Most pilgrimages of this kind were
taineering trips over dales and precipices, paying
homage at the sanctuaries erected here and there,
and finally worshipping the chief deity enshrined
on the summit. The pilgrims were guided by
trained leaders, who were mostly regular mountaineering priests, and wlio directed the ceremonies.
The most famous of the mountains visited were
a
Kimpu-sen in Yamato, Ontake in Shinano,'
the wellgroup of three peaks in the north-east,
known Fuji, etc. Besides these and other Buddhist-Shinto sanctuaries there were several purely
Buddhist or Shinto centres of pilgrimage, one ol
life.

1

Percival Lowell, Occult

Japan, Boston,

1895, a

based on the author's obser^-ationa on Ontak6.

book

chiefly
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the most prominent being the temple of Ise dedi- in the Christian life of England. The ex]»eriment
cated to the sun-goddess. Every spring groups of then made of relying solely on the constructive
pilgrims composed of young men and women made and regulative jiower of the gospel in building a
a journey of many days to it and paid homage to Church has been of great value. It has had an
the supreme deity of Shinto. This pilgrimage to Is6 influence far beyond the limits of the Churches
had nothing austere in it, but was merely a pleasure which inherit directly the Pilgrim tradition. The
Yet sometimes a form of maniac frenzy took political importance of the movement lies in the
trip.
possession of many of the young people, who fact that it was a conspicuous experiment in
started on the journey without any money or democracy conditioned by religious motives and
restraints, so that democracy is seen at its best.
provisions but were well provided for by alms.
This pilgrimage and many others have, in the C. Borgeaud {liise of Hlodern Democracy in Old
peaceful times since tlie 17th cent., more and more and Neiv England, Eng. tr., London, 1894) has
shown how the parent stem of democratic constiassumed the character of pleasure trips.
Besides the regular religious pilgrimages there tutions in England and in the United States is to
was in Japan a curious kind of pilgrimage connected be found in the Church covenants of Independent
with poetry and romance. The classical poetry of Churches the line of descent being, in England,
Japan, dating chiefly from the four centuries from through the Agreement of the People (1647) to
the 9tli to the 12th, sangof ])laces eminent fornatural the theory of the Social Contract, and the Settlebeauty (in many cases the poets did not compose ment of 1688, in America, through the contract
first made in the cabin of the Mayflower to the
their ])oems on tlie spots). In the course of time these
places became the classical names for the respective constitutions of Connecticut, Massachusetts, and
llhode Island, and so to the constitution of the
excellences, such as Yoshino for the cherry-blossom,
Sarashina for the moonlight in autumn, Fuji for United States itself (see esp. Borgeaud, pp. 104snow, etc. The visit of poets to these places was 116, for summary of argument of the book).
I. Name.— The name
called the pilgrimage to see the uta-inahura, literPilgrim Fathers belongs
the basis or source jiroperly to the company of exiles for conscience'
the pillows of poetry
all}^,
and it was conducted with a sake who founded the settlement of New Plymouth,
of poetic inspiration
certain amount of religious zeal or piety, as a cult Massachusetts.
The word pilgrim is not used
There was also a pilgrim- in the ecclesiastical sense of a visitor to a shrine,
of the beauty of nature.
age of romantic interest which consisted in paying but in the original meaning as a wanderer in distant lands. It became familiar to the members of
visits to the places described in epic or romantic
In this case the pilgrims, whether individ- the Separatist Churches owing to their compulsory
stories.
uals or parties, kneAv well enough that the stories migrations from England to Holland and from
were fictions, and yet they wandered among the ])lace to place there. It was flrst used about the
mountains and forests and along the sea-coasts and time when plans were discussed for leaving Leyden,
and may be traced to the descrijition in tlie Epistle
sti'e.ams mentioned in the stories, in order to keep
alive their interest in the stories and heroes.
This to the Hebrews (11'^"'^) of those who seek a better
pilgrimage was less religious than the lyric liilgrim- country' as 'strangers and pilgrims on the earth.'
The classic passage is in Bradford's Jlivt. of Plyage, although some itinerant monks performed
inotith Plantation [Coll. of Mass. Hist. Soc), p. 59:
religious services on various spots in memory of
the heroes or heroines who were said to Iiave died
And ye time being come that they must departe, they were
there, as if their souls were still hovering about.
accompanied with most of their bretiiren out of ye citie, unto a
towne
sundrie miles of, called Delfes-Haven, wher the ship la.v
Both of these pilgrimages have grown in fashion
ready to receive them. So they lefte ye goodly and pleasaate
since the 17th cent, and have become more and
but they
citie, which had been their resting place near 12 years
more mere pleasure trips.
knew they were pilgrimcs, and looked not much on those things,
Another modilication of pilgrimage was the but lift up their eyes to ye heavens, their dearest cuntrie, and
their spirits.'
wandering in search of one's enemy for the sake of quieted
It is important to distinguish the Separatist
revenge, for vendetta has been regarded, since the
I4th cent., but more delinitely since the 17th, as Pilgrims from the colonists who founded the
the duty of the son or brotlier of a murdered commonwealth of Massachusetts, with Mhich their
In this case the man aiming at revenge settlement was afterwards incorporated.
The
person.
dressed himself as a pilgrim, and was, indeed, a Separatist was the product of gathered churches
true pilgrim, in so far as he naturally worshipped formed on a basis of spiritual aflinity and the
in various sanctuaries on his way and prayed for a
acceptance of regulative Christian principle. The
speedy discovery of the enemy. The disguise of a distinguishing features of the colony ai-e found
pilgrim was also adopted by ])olitical or military chiefly in the religious ideals which inspired the
spies, in this case serving a totally ulterior purpose.
Pilgrims, the association of their religion with a
Finally, we may add that pilgrimages, whetiier democratic civil government, the character of the
of an austere religious character or combined with
men who formed the settlement, and the social
pleasure, are much in vogue even to-day,^ and structure of a colony cemented by I'eligious feeling
that many pilgrims can be seen in the country and principle.
districts marching along in tlie costumes that have
2. Origin.
The impulse which fornied Separabeen customary for pilgrims for centuries.
tist Churches
came through zealous Puritan
LiTERATiRK— Besides works mentioned in article, see B. H. preachers, such as Kichard Bernard, Thomas Toller,
Chamberlain, Things Japanese,'>laom\on, 1905 Encyclopaedia and Robert Giflord, who did not themselves become
Japonica (Japanese), Tokyo, 1911, s.v. Junrei.'
Separatists.
Applying the princijiles learned from
M. Anesaki.
these men, a more resolute company in GainsPILGRIM
The Pilgrim Fathers borough,
and Austerfield formed commovement is one of the most cherished memories munities ofScrooby,
worshipijers who bound themselves by
of British and American Ciiristianity.
It has (1)
express vocal covenant as the Lord's free peojile,
a religious, and (2) a political signilicance. As a to walk
together in all His ways, made known, or
religious movement, it rested on the supremacy of to be made known to them,
according to their best
Jesus Christ in His own Church and the sufliciency
endeavour, \\liatsoever it should cost them, the
of the Bible for all the ]nirposes of Cinirch rule Lord
them
assisting
(quoted by John Brown, in
and guidance, and it did much to restore these
Early Independents, p. 103 for other covenants
elements of a living religion to their proper place see John
Cotton, The Way of the Churches of
1
Christ in New England, London, 1645, quoted in
Cf. E. F. Calthrop, Pilgrimage in Tokyo,' in Proceedings of
Japan Society (London).
Borgeaud, p. 82 and for the covenant of Salem

—

'

'

'

'

'

'

—

—

'

*

'

'

:

—

;

'

FATHERS.—

'

'

'

'

;

'

;

PILGRIM FATHERS
Magnalia, i. 18, quoted in Brown,
Pilgrim Fathers of New England, p. 286). Tlieir
aim was to constitute a Church on the lines of tlie
NT, and they separated from tlie Churcli by law
established, because (1) the profane and ungodly
multitude' was admitted to communion; (2) the
various ecclesiastical otlices and callin;,^'*, couits
and canons were unhiwful and unchristian, and
had no warrant in the Word of Cod' and (3) the
Church was in subjection unto an anticliristian
and ungodly government, clean contrary to the
institution of our Saviour Christ' (Harl. MSS 360,
fol. 70, quoted in Brown, p. 85).
For about ten years from 1590 there was one
church formed on these principles worshipping in
Gainsborough. When its num])crs increased and
the members from the surrounding district found
the distance too great, a second church wa.s formed
at Scrooby, meeting in the house of William
Brewster, an ancient manor-house which had once
belonged to the arclibisliops of York. The pastor
was liiciiard Clyfton, formerly a Puritan rector of
Babwortli in Lincolnshire, a grave and reverend
preacher, wlio by his paines and diligens had done
much good, and under God had been a means of ye
see blather,

'

'

;

'

'

conversion of
3.

many'

(Bradford,

p. 10).

Leading personalities.—i2oier< Broione (\b5^-

1633).— See

art.

Brownism.

—

In 1592-93
Barroive, Greemvood, and Pcnrij.
Henry Barrowe (Clare Hall, Cambridge, 1570,
a
converted
barrister, John
Gray's Inn, 1576),
Greenwood, a Cambridge graduate (Corpus, 1581),

and John Penry (b. 1559, executed 1593), a Welshman and Cambridge graduate (Peterhouse, 1580),
were put to death for refusing to abjure Brownist
principles at the bidding of Archbishop Whitgift.
The Conventicle Act of 1593 provided that persons
above the age of sixteen who refused to rejiair to
church as by law established, or attended a conventicle, should be imprisoned, and, if they failed
to conform in three months, should be banished

from the realm. If they returned, they should be
hanged. That act led to the migration to Amsterdam and Leydeu, and eventually to Massachusetts.
Barrowe left his property to the church of which
be had been a member, and with the help of his
legacy most of the members were able to emigrate
to Holland in 1593.
They settled first at Kampen
and then at Naarden on the Zuyder Zee, where
they were so needy that the magistrates voted a
small sum of money for their relief. In 1595 they
were settled at Amsterdam.
Francis Johnson (1562-1618). The pastor of the
Ai>cient Church in London by ancient the
Brownists meant primitive
was Francis Johnson, formerly a Fellow of Christ's College, Cambridge (1584, M.A. 1585), and a popular Puritan
He was expelled from tlie university,
preacher.
and imprisoned, for a sermon preached at St.
Mary's, maintaining Presbyterianism to be of
divine right, liberated on the petition of 68 membei's of the university, and allowed to emigrate to
Middelburg (1589-92), where he became pastor of a
Puritan church. His conversion to Separatist principles was due to a book by Barrowe and Greenwood sent out in 1591 from the Fleet prison, named
A Plaine Effutatlon of M. Gijfard's Booke, intittded A short Treatise gainst the Donatistes of
England. Johnson was authorized by the ningistrates of Dort, where the book was printed, to
confiscate the whole impression.
He publicly
burned all but two copies. Taking up one of these
'to see their errors,' he was convinced by its argument, gave up his pastorate, and vLsited BarroAve
in prison.
He then joined the Separatist Church
in London and became its pastor.
When his flock
emigrated, be was left behind in prison, and it
'

'

'

was not

until

'

—
—
—

'

1597 that he rejoined

'

them and

resumed

tiie
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He had meanwhile made

pastorate.

a voyage in

the Hopewell to the V,\\\i ui St.
Lawrence, but was obliged to return to Amsterdam
to
the
misfortunes
that overtook his sliip.
owing
.Johnson's autocratic temper led to some unfortunate disputes in the church of which he wiis
pastor, the more discreditable that they were
largely person.al, concerned with his wife's dress
aiul the criticisms of his brother George.
Johnson

aimed at

intra-congregational

Presi)yteriani?-ni,

maintaining that 'a body of simple churcii members, aggregated without Elders, had no power
except to elect Elders. It could not even ordain
them. It could not excommunicate an erring and
unrepentant member' (H. M. Dexter, Cungregntionalisiii of the last Three Hundred Years, y. 326).
Henri/ A insworth 157 1-1623) became a .scliol.ir of
Cains College, Cambridge, in 1587. In 1593 we
lind him serving as a bookseller's porter in Amsterdam and a professed Brownist. He was a man of
sensitive, scholarly temperament, and jilayetl an
important part in the history of tlie church at
Amsterdam, where for a time he held the oftice of
teacher under Francis Johnson. No fewer than 23
treatises came from his pen between 1598 and 1641
(see Dexter, p. 346), of which perhaps the l>est
known are the Counterpoyson and the Apologie or
Defence of such true Christians as are commnnbj
(

{but unjustly) called Br oivnists ; against such /mj)utations as are laid tipon them by the Heads and
Doctors of the University of Oxford, which he,
jointly with Francis Johnson, jirepared for presentation to James I. and afterwards published in 1604
He was a man of wide and
{ib.
pp. 306-309).
accurate learning, especially eminent as an
Orientalist and commentator on the ()T.
Beginning in 1616, he published annually a book of
annotations on the live books of Moses, the Psalms,
and the Song of Solomon, which were greatly
admired by the Hebrew scholars in the universityof

Leyden

'

in

:

They thought he had not his better for the Hebrew tongue
the lJni\ersity, nor scarce in Europe (quoted in Mackennal,
'

Enijliih SeparaiiHtg, p. 200).

He gave up the allegorizing method of exegesis
which was then general, in favour of the more
modern method. His commentaries were thought
worthy of republication in Edinburgh as late as
INIany unverifiable stories are told of Ainsin Amsterdam, illustrating his poverty,
He w as
piety, learning, and Christian conviction.
chosen pastor of the church at Amsterdam during
the absence of Francis Johnson in Newfoundland,
and later, when Johnson's autocratic rule had
made unity impossible, Ainsworth witlidrew. The
dispute began with a discussion on the power of
excommunication, in which Ainsworth maintained,
ag.ainst Johnson, tiiat the power belonged to the
congregation as a whole anu w as not to be used by
In 1610 Ainsworth
the elders and ofiicers alone.
and thirty others w ho shared bis views formed a
1843.

worth

third Congregational church in Amsterdam.
D. Neal's story of Ainsworth's death is as
follows :
It is reported, that having found a diamond of very great
value in the streets of Amsterdam, he advertised it in print,
and when the owner, who was a Jew, came to demand it, he
but Ainsoffered him any acknowledi^ment he would desire
'

;

worth, though poor, would accept of nothing but a conference
with some of his rabbles uj>on the prophecies of the Old Testament relating to the ilessias, which the other promised but
not having interest enough to obtain it, and Ainsworth being
resolute, it is thought he was poisoned (Hist, of the Puritans,
;

'

London,

1837,

i.

421).

John

Robinson (1576-1625) entered Corpus
Christi College, Cambridge, in 1592 and became
Fellow in 1599. For four following years he
in
appears to have been a lecturer or preacher
Norwich, w here he was worthily reverenced of all
the city for the grace of God in him (Ainsworth,
'

'
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He

('ounte)-poyson).

ness to break with

tlie

records his

own

Puritan ministr}'

unwilling:

heart as a burning fire shut
Had not the truth been in
in
bones, Jer. xx. 0, I had never broken those bonds of
flesh and blood {Works, ed. R. Ashton, London, 1851, li. 52).

my

'

my

up

'

In 1603 or 1604 he

was suspended

for his disregard
of conformity, and united himself to the church at
Gainsborough. He accompanied the members of
the Scrooby church to Amsterdam, expecting to
join with the church already established there.

They found that church troubled by dissensions
about its own discipline, and decided to go on to
Leyden. In the Amsterdam discussion Robinson
sided with Ainsworth against John Smith, Thomas
Helwys, and Francis Johnson, who were Presbytlie internal government of the church.
Kobinson published a moderate and able statement

terianizing

of the Congregational position, rejecting all sec-

tarian names and maintaining simply its justificaIn Leyden
tion as an original Christian type.
Koljinson was admitted to the university in bept.
1615, where he attended lectures by Episcopius

The facts as to Robinson's famous address to the
departing Pilgrims are as follow.
That address appears

first in

a brief narrati\e attached to

Edward Winslow's Hypocrisie Unmasked, published in 1646,
Winslow says
26 years after the time when it was spoken.
Robinson used these expressions or to the same purpose (4
Brief Narration, p. 98). Bradford, in his History of Plymouth
Plantation, makes no quotation from this address, nor does
Morton mention it in his New Emjland's Memnriale, published
in 1660.
Cotton Mather, writing in 1702 (MagnaUa Christi
i.e.

:

'

'

Americana), turns the address into the first person, and changes
ere long into quickly.' It seems probable that the address
embodies the substance of a sermon preached on Ezr 8-1, mentioned by Bradford as following a day of solemn humiliation.
Bradford says that he spent a good part of the day profitably
and suitable to their present occasion (p. 59). Dexter (pp. 407409) thinks that the famous words, He was very confident the
I>ord had more truth and light yet to breake forth out of his holy
Word,' refer to polity, and not to doctrine. He defends this
interpretation on the ground that this alone e.xplains Winslow's
quotation in a pamphlet defending the Plymouth settlers from
Separatist exclusiveness. The attempt to discredit the address
as being beyond Robinson's powers, as shown in his other
writings, is one of the extravagances of historical criticism. It
is more within Robinson's scope than that of any others of the
Pilgrims or founders of New Plymouth. The fact that the
speech was duly recorded when it became of special value to the
needs of the colony is in the line of experience in matters
ecclesiastical and political. Such records are sometimes verbally,
and almost always substantially, accurate.
AVith legard to the Church of England, Robinson
'

'

'

'

'

'

and Polyander. An attempt has been made on
very slight grounds to discredit the account of a
debate between Robinson and Episcopius, in which
Robinson defended Calvinism against the famous was classed as a Semi-Separatist, Semist, or IndeArminian. Bradford's account of the debate (p. 21
pendent, because he approved of communion with
the Church of England, in the hearing of the word
is partisan, but obviously reliable, and the debate
accounts for the position which Robinson holds in and prayer (though not in sacraments and discipthe Dutch records of the Pilgrim church. From line)' (John Shaw's MS Advice to his Son, 1664,
this time the Independents in Leyden were known
quoted in Z)iVi?, art. 'Robinson, John'). He also
A debate with Episcopius on approved of private communion with godly
as Robinsonians.
a theological subject had all the ardours of a members of the Church of England, and he preached
the lawfulness of attending Anglican services as
political contest, for the Remonstrants, who were
He left a MS on the LawArminians, followed John of Barneveldt, who early as July 1617.
wanted an Erastian National Church and was in fulness of Henring of the Ministers in the Church
favour of the unpopular truce with Spain. The of England, which was found in his study after his
Contra-Remonstrants, who were Calvinists, were death and published in 1634. Robert Baillie 1599on the side of Prince Maurice^in favour of a free 1662), the Presbyterian, writes that Robinson was
Church in a free State, and bent on continuing
the most learned, polished, and modest spirit that
war against Spain.
ever that sect [Independents] enjoyed (A DissuasRobinson's published writings are the most ive from the Ei-rors of the Time, London, 1645,
The English government prevented Robinauthoritative, b<alanced, scliolarly, and positive p. 17).
statement of Separatist [irinciples that we have. son from joining the Pilgrims in the Mayflower
They combine the claim for liberty of worship with owing to his authoritative influence with them, and,
He debates before the embargo was withdrawn, Robinson died
catholicity of feeling and belief.
counsels of peace, considers dissuasions against (1st March 1625), after an illness of eight days.
Separation, discusses reasons against it, confutes In 1891 the National Council of Congregational
errors alleged to be held by Separatists, and deals Churches of the United States affixed a memorial
with the nature of Christian fellowship. His on the outside wall of the Pieterskerk in the
teachings may be said to have leavened all Klokstieg opposite the site of Robinson's house in
Churches with the idea that spiritual affinity is Leyden.
the basis of Christian fellowship. In 1617 he
William Bradford (1590-1667) is the historian of
He was born at Austerfield,
joined with Brewster, who was associated with him the Pilgrim colony.
as elder of the cjiurch in Leyden, in presenting in Yorkshire, and became a friend of William
'seven articles' to the Privy Council, detailing the Brewster, who Avas 23 years his senior. He joineil
ecclesiastical position of the Pilgrims, in order to
the Brownists in 1606, followed the Scrooby exiles
to Amsterdam in 1607, and accompanied tliem to
satisfy the Lords of the Council that they were
proper persons to settle in Virginia. From that Leyden in 1609. He is entered in tlie books there
time till the actual migration in the Mayflower as a fustian-weaver. He was one of the signatories
of the letter from Leyden to Carver and Cushman
(1620) he was a leader in the correspondence with
Sir Edwin Sandys and the negotiations with the in England in June 1620.
In the same year he
Merchant Adventurers.
was
It
in Robinson's sailed in the Mayflower, and unfortunately, while
clear mind that the reasons against settlement in he was on an exploring expedition, he lost his first
Holland first took definite form. The Pilgrims wife, Dorothy May (of Wisbech, Cambridgeshire),
ciierished loyal attachment to the British crown
hy drowning, while the ship lay in Cape Cod
and wished to live under it ; their children were harbour. Chosen governor of New Plj'-nioutii in
being drawn into service as soldiers and sailors 1621, he Avas re-elected every year (with exceptions
under the Dutcli government the difficulty of at his own request) for twelve years till he by
earning a respectable living in Holland prevented importunity got ott'' (Hist, of Pit/mouth Plantaother Englishmen from joining them, and they had tion, p. 307). He had literary and methodical
a great hope and inward zeal of laying some good habits which make his record of the doings of the
foundation or at least to make some way there- Pilgrims of great value.
His history of the
unto for ye propagating and advancing the gospel passengers in the Mayflower, with personal notes,
of the Kingdom of Christ in those remote parts of is priceless to tlie American genealogist.
He left
earth ; yea, though tliey should be but even as in MS a full History of Plymouth Plantation, which
others
for
unto
of
so
stepping-stones
ye performing
lay unidentified for many years in Lambeth Palace
great a work (Bradford, p. 24).
library, till it Mas recognized by Joseph Hunter,
'

)

'

'

'

'

(

'

'

'

;

'

'
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and published by the Massachusetts Historical
Bradford began his histoiy, \vi)ich lie
Society.
modestly calls these scribbled writings,' in 1630
'and so pieced up at times of leisure afterward'
'

The

last sentence was
(p. 6).
tiie narrative stops abruptly

written in
witliont

1(350,

when

any formal

ending.
Miles [or Mi/lcs) Staiidish (1584-1656) was ihc
He came of a
soldier of the Pilgrim movement.
Lancashire faniilj-, the Standishes of Standish,
and had served in the Netherlands before lUO'J.
Longfellow, who has popularized in verse the story
of his courtship, says that he could trace his pedigree plainly back to Hugli Standish of Dux bury
Hall in Lancashire, England, and that he was heir
to vast estates, of which he was basely defrauded.

Duxbury Hall is between Wigan and

C'horley, lying
the highway, and it is true that a page in the
cliiirch
for
1584, the supposed
registers of the parish
vear of Myles Standish's birth, shoM's signs of
He
been
with.
became friendly
Iiaving
tampered
with the exiles in Leyden, and, though probably
not a member of the church, he went with the
He was chosen
Pilgrims as a military protector.
military captain of the colony, and did much to
secure its safety by his rapid and skilful measures
The estates of
of defence against the Indians.
Duxbury, New England, where he died in 1656,
His force
are still the property of his descendants.
of character and romantic career have made him a
favourite with poets and novelists.
Edvxtrd Window (1595-1655) of Droitwich was,
of a
according to Hutchinson,
very reputable
family and of a very active genius (quoted in
Chronicles of the Pibjiim Fathers, p. 269).
He
happened to pass through Leyden on his travels,
oil'

'

so impressed with what he saw of tlie life
of the Christian brotherhood there that he iden ti-

and was

lled himself with them, and eventually went with
the emigrants in 1620. Twenty-tive years later he

wrote

:

persuade myself never people ujion earth lived more
lovingly together and parted more sweetlj- than we the Church
at Leyden did parting not rashly in a distracted humour, hut
'

I

;

joint and serious deliherat ion, often seeking the mind of
fasting and prayer, whose gracious presence was not
found
with us, but His blessing upon us from that time
only
until now (Voung, Chronkles of the Pil'jrim Fathers, p. 380).

upon

God by

'

His name stands third among the signers of the
compact on board the Mayflower. He was in
England as agent for the colony in 1623-24, and for
Plymouth and the Massachusetts settlement in
In 1646 he was chosen to rebut in England
1635.
the charges against the colonists of religious
intolerance and persecution.
He died at sea on
an expedition against the Spaniards in the W.
Indies.

Other eminent men among the Pilgrims were
Johyi Carver (1575-1621), an English Puritan,
who, having been chosen tleacon in the church at
Leyden, sailed in the Mayflower, and was made
:

lirst

governor of

Thomas

New

Breiver, a

who

Plymouth.
wealthy Puritan from Kent,

established himself as a printer in Leyden.
Persecution foIloAved him thither, and drove him to
join the Pilgrims, where he was associated with

William Brewster in printing and publishing
several important documents.
Robert Cushman, who was closely associated with
Carver in the business arrangements of the new
He accompanied tiie Pilgrims as far as
colony.
Plymouth, England, but remained in England to
act as their agent.
In 1621 he was in the new
colony.

The Pilgrim company

—

in Leyden.
The piety
England descendants of the Pilgrim
Fathers has moved them to investigate every record
4.

of

New

of the sojourn

Holland.

of the

exiled

Pilgrim colony

in

A list of the Pilgrim company in Lej'den,
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compiled by H. M. and M. Dexter and published in

theirEngland and Holland o/the Filffriiit.'i, Qonlnhis
584 names, including children. The majority of
these were men and women in the common walks
of life.
Between 7th Nov. 1598 and 4th J.-m. 1617,
the names of 118 Englishmen occur in the marriage
records of

Amsterdam.

Of these 102 have recorded their occupations

38 are fustianworkers, six are tailors, four are glovers, three are masons, and
two are classed in each of the following trades bomtiazinefinishers, button-makers, chandlers, cutt«rs, damask-weavers,
embroiderers, hodmen, 8choolniast«rs, smiths, trunk-makers,
and turners. Besides these, 28 trades or professions are represented by one barber, carpenter, i-obbler, comiwsitor, cooiK;r,
draper, engraver, fireman, furrier, goldsmith, hat-dresser,
ligature-worker, mercer, minister, painter, pewterer, physiiian,
printer, sailors' barber, seaman, sheath-maker, silk-ribbonweaver, smith's journeyman, Spanish-chair-maker, sword-cutt*r,
tobacco-pipe-maker, turner in ivory, and wood-sawyer.
:

:

The.se are typical of the whole

company, apart
They were peojde of good sense,
native intelligence, solid habits of industry, frugality, and self-reliance, and with some education
in the primary sense.
Thej' were not trained by
the exiierience of high commerce to take large
risks, nor bj' the owning of land to tiie duties
from the leaders.

The eminent qualities
rule and government.
needed to explain their great venture are a regnant
conscience and a wide aiqirehensioii of the presence
and will of (iod, making everything else second to
the supreme endeavour to get God's will done on
and these are the qualities
earth as in heaven
Mhich come out in their later history in New
With the increasing complexity of
England.
social life, they found it difficult to agree on
methods of determining the will of God in their
circumstances, and this led to an increasing reliance
on democratic methods and measures.
The Separatist
Pilgrim migration.
5. The
church existed for eight or nine years in Leyden,
of

;

—

marked chiefly by the sustaining and conciliatory
ministry of John Kobinson. But it was not posTheir
sible for its members to remain there.
children began to drift into the habits and customs
of the young Hollanders, and the elders realized
that the next generation would probably have lost
distinctive character.
They had no identity of
interest with the country in which they were living,
and, above all, they realized that Holland ottered
no scope for their providential calling.
They
believed that it was their lot to laj^ the foundations of a Church and to advance the Kingdom of
God in some remote part of the world. It was not
enough to have freedom to worship God.' Their
'

principles were constructive, and they wanted a
fair field for their exercise. Robinson and Brewster
privately discussed the idea of removal to America
England or Virginia. It was then made
enthupublic, and, after much discussion between
siastic optimists and fearful pessimists, the enthuThe period of negotiations
siasts carried the day.
for starting a colony in New England was protracted and dreary, extending from 1617 to the
The usual
sailing of the Mayflower in 1620.
method of launching a colony was for a comi>any
to secure a patent or charter from the king.
The Pilgiims applied to the London Virginia Company, which numbered among its councillors
Brewster's friend. Sir Edwin Sandys. But the
comiiany was torn by dissensions ; and the Pil-

—New

—

—

John Carver and Robert Cusiiman,
found it almost impossible to get their business
were on
through. INIore than once negotiations
the point of being dropped. The church had hoped
to have the right of liberty of religion granted to
but
them and confirmed under the king's seal
the king refused this, although he promised not to
molest them if they Avere peaceable. When, on
19th "June 1619, a patent was at last granted by
the Loudon Virginia Company and confirmed under

grims' agents,

;
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the company's seal, it was found that no tinancial
help was forthcoming, for the company was penniless.
At one point the problem of securing help
seemed so hopeless that the church entered into
treaty with some Dutch merchants wlio were
willing to transport them to the Hudson river and
to provide them with cattle if they came under the
Dutch government. In this extremity help came
from one Thomas Weston, a London merchant,
who visited the church in Leyden. He and some

Merchant Adventurers, who were his friends, had
taken out a patent from the Virginia Company in
the name of John Pierce, and ottered to advance
money to supplement what the Pilgrims had and
to supply them with shipping.
Articles of agreement were draAvn up in London, but after\vards

—

altered in favour of the Adventurers much to the
confusion of Cushman, who had to accept what he
could get lest he should lose their help altogether.
At last, as the sunnner of 1620 threatened to pass
with nothing done, a great effort was made to speed
preparations, and two ships were got ready the
Speedwell, a pinnace of 60 tons, bought and fitted
in Holland, and the JNIayflower, a vessel of 180
tons, hired and fitted in London.

—

The departure from Leyden, which

is

immortal-

whicli

became the basis

colony

of the constitution of the

:

of God, Amen.
We whose names are underj's
written, the loyall sulijects of our dread soveraigiie Lord, King
James, by ye grace of God, of Great Britaine, France and
Ireland King, defender of y« faith, etc., haveing undertaken, for
ye glorie of God and advancemente of y-' Christian faith, and
honour of our King and countrie, a voyage to plant ye first colonic
in ye Northerne parts of Virginia, doe by these presents solemnly
and nnitualy in ye presence of God, and of one another, covenant and combine our selves togeather into a civill body
politick, for our better ordering and preservation and furtherance
of ye ends aforesaid
and by vertue hearof to enacte, constitute
and frame such just and equall lawes, ordinances, acts, constitutions and offices from time to time, as shall be
thought
most nieete and convenient for ye generall good of ye Colonie,
unto which we promise all due submission and obedience. In
Witnes wherof we have hereunder subscribed our names at
CapCodd ye 11 of November, in ye year of ye raigne of our
soveraigne
lord, King James of England, France and Ireland ve eighteenth,
and of Scotland ye fiftie-fourth, Ano. Dom. 1620' (Brown
^
p. 201 f.).

'In

name

;

'

Then

follow forty-one names— the most notable
list of names in the
history of New England.
The landing of the Pilgrims by Plymouth Rock,
as they called the
solitary rock which marks the

sandy shore, ended one series of troubles. The
problems that they had now to meet were those of
a new settlement, wresting at first a bare
living
from nature in a severe climate and surrounded
by
watchful enemies. That the faith and courage of
the little community were sufficient to meet and
overcome these difficulties was largely due to the
severe school of experience through which
they
had already passed successfully.
6. The Plymouth
colony, Massachusetts.— As
with most communities starting on a
religious
basis, the methods of the Pilgrim colony were at

and pictorial art, is the departure of
the Speedwell from Delfshaven.
day of humiliationwas appointed by the Leyden church. Jolin
Robinson gave the farcAvell address from the text
Ezr 8-1
Then I proclaimed a fast there by the
river Ahava, that we might afflict ourselves before
our God, to seek of him a right way for us, and
for our little ones, and for all our substance.'
It
first communistic.
»vas on this occasion that he used the words afterThe capital for starting the
wards recorded by Winslow.
small majority of colony had been advanced by the Merchant Adventurers a commercial undertaking, whose
the church had decided to stay behind, and
profits
by
agreement the pastor was to stay with the majority. were to be derived from the sale of beaver-skins,
collected
and
timber,
sent
the
rest to Delfsliaven, and
etc.,
over by the
They accompanied
committed them affectionately to the care of colonists. The Plymouth settlement agreed that
all
the
of
trade
and
God.
labour
The
were
to be held
arrived
profits
at SouthAlmighty
Speedwell
ampton on 5th August, and was there met by the in common till the end of seven years, and no
Mayflower, which had sailed from London with the individual enterprise could be started by the
rest of the company.
The land-system
planters for their own benefit.
Difficulties still awaited them.
There were was completely communistic, all the land being the
of the community and all the labour
financial difficulties Avith Weston, as tlie
body of property
Pilgrims refused to sign the altered articles, and expended on it being for the common good. The
he refused to give them money that
had people were conscientious and public-spirited, full
ized in poetic

A

'

:

A

—

they

expected. They had to part with their stock of
butter to clear their debts in Southampton. When
the two ships at last got away, it was found that
the Speedwell was leaky. She had been overmasted and had strained her timbers. The ships
put back to Plymouth, where the Barbican quay
Avhich they used is still jwinted out. The
Mayflower took on btfard the most effective
part of the
Speedwell's company and the latter ship was then
dismissed.
Among those who remained (about
eighteen in all) was Cuslmian, who despaired of
the voyage, but later recovered courage and
joined
the colony, where he did good service. Aifter a
voyage of nine weeks in a crowded vessel, which
encountered the usual autumn storms of the
Atlantic, the Pilgrims were overjoyed to sight land
on 19th November. They recognized the headland
as Cape Cod. Passengers and officers consulted
together and decided to sail southward towards the
Hudson river in the direction of the land secured
by their patent. But the ship was entangled in
dangerous shoals and currents, the wind failed
them, and they made back to Cape Cod. The
change in their destination brought with it some
dangers. The Virginia Company had no rights in
New England. Their patent, therefore, had no
authority and could confer none. To avoid the
risks of disorder under these altered
circumstances,
the adult males were called into the cabin of the
and
all signed the memorable
Mayflower
compact

of sympathy and mutual helpfulness, but, in
spite
of this, their honest ettbrt at communism broke
down. Men disliked the fact that their wives had
to work for other men, and
complained that, as

command the labour of their own
servants, the servants that they had brought with
they could not

them were a burden without corresponding com-

In the spring of the third year each
given a small plot of corn-growing
land for himself.
The allotment was only for
present use, not for inlieritance but the value of
the additional incentive was at once felt. The
men worked harder, and women and children went
pensation.

man was

;

willingly to work on their own piece of land.
The following summary of the economic system
is supplied by C. W.

of Plymouth Plantation
Eliot
:

The Pilgrims were plain, labouring people who all worked
with their hands and expected to get their
living as planters.'
They made their living by farming, fishing, hunting, and practismg the elementary trades of a new settlement.
They sailed
'

.

from England under

articles of

.

.

agreement which were to govern

the proceedings of a (joint-)stock company, the shares of which
were held by two classes of persons, one' called adventurers
and the other planters.' The adventurers merely put capital
into the outfitting of the expedition. The planters were
persons
who crossed the ocean and were to bear the hardships and
laboursof the expedition. The planters might or might not
put capital into the venture. Some did acquire shares in the
joint-stock company as adventurers by putting in monev
or money's worth in goods
but the greater part did not
hold shares except as planters.
Every planter aged sixteen
years and upwards received on going a single share in the
stock company rated at ten pounds.
A planter who carried
'

'

:

'

PILGRIM FATHERS
with him his wife and children or servants was allowed a share
in the company for every person sixteen years old and upwards
and for every tw^o children between ten and sixteen years old.
Every child under ten who went in the ship was to receive in
the ultimate division of the holdinjjs of the company fifty acres
of unmanured land.
All the planters were to be fed and clothed
out of the common stock and (foods of the company. Each
four
days in each week for the company,
planter was to work
and two for himself and family. At the end of seven years each
a
a group, should own the house and
head
of
or
family
planter,
garden land occupied by him and his. The undertaking entered
into on these terms was a strong case of co-operation and cooperative management for a short term of years, with acquisition by every head of a family, at the end of that short term, of
a house and garden (The Road toward Peace, p. 169 f.).
For the protection of the colony, every able-bodied citizen
was expected to bear arms. Every youth learnt the use of the
simple weapons which were then available for the chase and for
war.
The Pilgrims started the New England muster and
military system, prototype of the admirable military organization of republican Switzerland (ib. p. 174).

In the fourth year the communal system was
further abandoned.
piece of land was
granted in perpetuity to each family in the proportion of one acre to every person, as near to the
town as miglit be. Gradually room had to be
made for the encouragement of enterprise in tiie
In 1626 the Merchant Advencollection of furs.
turers sold their rights in the plantation to Isaac
All
some
associates for £1800.
and
Allerton
heads of families and able young men of the
The land and
then became partners.
colony
cattle were divided, and each received by lot
twenty acres of land. Bradford, Allerton, Standish,
Winslow, Brewster, and three others accepted
responsibility for the debts of the colony, and hired
the trade of the whole community for a term of
years to enable them to discharge the debts. The
community then definitely broke with its communistic tradition and entered on that capitalistic
phase of social organization which is still an outstanding feature of American life.
A reply to critics. The charge most frequently
levelled against the Pilgrim colony is that of
It is urged that they adopted the
illiberality.
very methods which had driven them out of
England. John Lyford, who had been sent out by
the London INIerchants as a clergyman, was sent
home for trying to set up the ritual of the Church
of England, though his offence was confined to
occasional use of the Prayer Book. They persecuted Roger Williams and drove him out to become
the founder of Rhode Island. Thoy severely repressed the Quakers, and they were guilty of the
confusion of Church and State functions against
which they had protested in England.
The reply to this charge is twofold. (1) In the
early days of the colony it existed in the midst of
enemies. Its Brownist reputation exposed it to
constant criticism both from England and from
other colonies on the Atlantic seaboard. Its verj'
existence depended on maintaining the purity of
its own communion and its solidarity in the face
of hostility.
Bradford's conduct towards Roger
Williams was personally merciful and considerate.
He regarded him as a man godly and zealous
but very unsettled in judgemente (p. 310), and this
was true. Williams was allowed to go to Rliode
Island, which was within the Plymouth patent.
In each case of so-called persecution other elements
were involved besides those of religious opinion.
Action was taken on the ground of civil order
rather than religion. The colony could not afford
to be hospitable to divergences of conduct which
would break up its solidarity. Measures of caution
even carried to the point of excess were preferable,
in the interests of public policy, to taking risks
which might jeopardize the main witness and even
the existence of the colony.
(2) Another line of reply is that Plymouth, in
virtue of its democratic method, contained the
remedy for its own mistakes. The argument for
VOL. X.
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democratic liberalism
right, but that, when

not that it will alwavs be
goes wrong, it can right
An authoritative autocratic government
itself.
is necessarily dogmatic, and, having gone
wrong in
a matter of judgment or policy, generally makes
the wrong worse by using force to make the wrong
appear right. Thus it goes from bad to worse and
hastens to a catastrophe. A democratic government may make as many mistakes as an autocratic
government, but the mistake, once discovered, is
easily repudiated and remedied by a change of
leaders and of policy.
The appeal in democracy is
always to some principle of reason and justice
within the minds of the people, and the democratic
method is the surest way of allowing that principle
The Plymouth colony was reto assert itself.
sponsible for acts that in the modern judgment,
though not in its own, were illiberal, but it wan
never illiberal in princiiile.
It worked out in its
own way a distinction between civil and religious
policy, and ultimately established a much greater
freedom of individual opinion than England has
yet achieved. It led the way towards the di.scovery
that in order to live ]ieaceably and helpfully beside
each other it is only necessary that men should
cherish the same ideals of public liberty, public
is

it

and co-operative management.
Plymouth existed as a
separate State only from 1620 to 1691, when it was
justice,

The Pilgrim colony
with

incorporated

—

—

Massachusetts.

most important part

By far the
of its history is included in

the years before 1660. During the years 162U-60
was under the leadership of such men as Bradford,
Standish, and Brewster, and its influence was due
to the precedents laid down by these outstanding
it

For more than thirty years Plymouth
in enjoying the benefits of democracy
without its drawbacks. The disadvantages of
it tends to be
popular rule are well known
unstable ; it lacks authority ; it encourages placeand
sets a premium
seeking andpopularity-hunting,
personalities.

was fortunate

:

on self-advertisement. From all these Plymouth
was saved by the massive character of its first
He held office without salary,
leader, Bradford.
and .so stimulated public spirit. He promoted unity
in the colonial government by maintaining the
pre-eminence of I'lymouth and by suijervising the
He gave stability to the
growing townships.
government by preventing it from going to extremes, and he introduced social and philanthropic
reforms so far in advance of tiie general custom in
England that many have attributed them to his
sojourn in Leyden, when he may have reaped the
benefits of

centuries of

Dutch experience.

So

was Bradford

elected to the post of
governor that the colony is perhaps best pictured
as a large family over which this wise leader presided with paternal authority. With the exception of about five years, when at his request
Winslow or Prince held office, Bradford was governor from 1621 till his death in 1657.
During his long period of office the characteristic
features of the Pilgrim spirit in public affairs had
time to get well established, such as local selfgovernment based on the primarj' or toAvnship
meeting, elective unpaid officials, State registration
of births, deaths, and maiTiages, the registration
The
of land transfers. State schools and pensions.
foundation of Harvard University was begun in
1636 by John Harvard, a citizen of Massachusetts,
a ' godly gentleman and a lover of learning who
gave one half of his estate, it being in all about
consistentlj'

one thousand seven hundred pounds, towards the
erecting of a college, and all his library (Chi-on. of
His foundation was
the Pilgrim Fathers, p. 142).
made ett'ective by gifts from New England towns
which gave them a voice in the administration of
The public hand of the State added
its affairs.
'
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The imthe rest (Hunter, Collections, i. 242).
portance of those methods lies not in their local
value, but in their having created a type that was
imitated far and wide as settlements multiplied
and colonization spread over the hinterland behind
Plymouth.

—

Heroic
Survivals of Pilgrim influence.
7.
figures in the dawn of a nation's history constitute
one of its most precious assets. Such figures are
the Pilgrim settlers as they stand out against the
background of battle with nature and unsympathetic governments, inspired only by great prin-

Americans have
and a great religion.
learned to treasure the memory of the men of the
Pilgrim migration, and both directly and indirectly
the influence of these men may be traced in the
national ideals. At Plymouth in Massachusetts
an obelisk commemorates the landing of the Pilgrims. The original rock on which they landed is
enclosed to prevent curio-hunters from carrying
away mementos. Articles of furniture belonging
to the Pilgrims are preserved in a special museum.
The names and genealogies of the Mayflower
families are carefully preserved.
society of
Americans in England is known as the Pilgrims,'
and it has recently co-operated in the erection of a
beautiful minaret at Southampton marking the
In the
spot from Avhich the Pilgrims sailed.
Pilgrim clubs, such as that of Philadelphia, which
hold an annual dinner, diminutive models of the
Mayflower are distributed to the guests and the
heroic virtues of the Pilgrims still appear in postprandial perorations. The religious significance of
the Pilgrim migration gives way on such occasions
to their importance as national founders and
ciples

A

'

;

peace with their neighbours. If other
disturbed their relations with
the Indians, they might have continued free
from the disturbances of war.
They never left
peace for war willingly and without regret.
This original bias in favour of peace methods has
grown stronger with the history of the States, and
has left its mark in the fact that America had at
the beginning of the present century the smallest
army in jiroportion to its population of any nation
in the world.
Its long frontier with Canada had
known no fort and only one ship of war for a century.
to live at

white

men had not

American influence

in

President

Woodrow

thrown

is

Europe

tently on the side of peace.

The peace

consistreaties of

Wilson's Democratic Govern-

ment are the most careful and ingenious instrument
yet devised by any nation for the settlement of disputes without resort to the final arbitrament of war.
(3) The special genius of the American people is
a singular combination of practical philanthropy
and commercial shretvdness. It is weak on the
side of governmental co-ordination, strong on the
side of individual initiative and personal development. It regards education up to the university
standard as a right of the American born, and
relies on education as the principal method of proIt has
ducing national unity and patriotism.
l^rofound confidence in its own standards of value,

and is generously active in promoting philanthropy
and Christian missions. It is strongly averse to
class distinction, and accepts alien immigration so
long as the immigrants conform to American
standards of citizenship. In spite of numerous
personal eccentricities, the general standards of
morality are Puritan. The relations of the sexes
are natural and healthy, and a
New England
conscience is a synonym for an exact moral
rectitude that produces a high level of personal
character.
It would be fanciful to trace all these
'

pioneers.
More significant are such institutions as

—

—

Thanks-

giving Day 26th Nov. which commemorates a
turning-point in the experience of the first settlers.
In October of each year the President of the United
States issues a proclamation recalling occasions for
special thanksgiving and recognizing providential
guidance in the events of the year. The governor
of each State issues a proclamation for his own
State with the same general object. The people
are invited to spend a day of thanksgiving on the
date mentioned. Either on this day or, more commonly, on the preceding evening public and united
services are held, at which an address is given on
the religious significance of some public event.
This is probably one of the most genuine illustrations of national religion in any country, and its
general observance is the more notable as there
is no Established Church in any State.
It is an
adequate illustration of the observance of national
Forereligion without an Established Church.
fathers' Day,' which celebrates the landing of the
Pilgrims at Plymouth, is also observed annually on
22nd Dec, though 21st Dec. (new style) more accurately represents the date of the event.
The Pilgrim colony of Plymouth exercised an
influence out of ^iroportion to its numbers on New
England States with which it Avas incorjtorated,
and that influence was specially marked in the
direction of (\) self-government.
The tradition of
the other colonies, such as Massachusetts, had
more of the old-world reliance on authority, tradiThe Pilgrim colony had been
tion, and force.
founded on the basis of self-government, and,
although everything Avas done in the king's name,
it was both in principle and in effect left to evolve
its destiny from its own resources.
It is to the
relative success of these experiments that America
owes its unbounded faith in the adequacy of democracy for the guidance of the attairs of a nation.
(2) Although the Pilgrims were compelled to
defend themselves by the use of arms, their prinTheir first eflbrt was
ciples were ^cace principles.
'

'

characteristics to one origin, but undoubtedly they
have flourished in America owing to the fact that
Separatist Puritanism was hospitable to those
features of human progress and hostile to the
opposing influences.
Democracy in America is
not quite so triumphant over all the evils of the
Old World as some of its advocates have claimed,
but it has encountered so many difficulties in its
course with success that it has reasonable confi-

dence that it will be found adequate in meeting
the remainder.
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PINDAR.— I. Life.— Pindar, the greatest lyric
poet of Greece, was born at the village of Kynoskephalai near Thebes in Bceotia in (522 or) 518 B.C.
The date of his death is not certainly known, but
the year 446 B.C. As his
Pl/t/i. viii. is assigned to
earliest poem, Pt/th, x., belongs to 498 B.C., his
poetical activity covers a period of more than half
a century of the most stirring epoch of Greek
historj'.

The ancient lives of Pindar, which are full of
the usual type of legend attaching to the youth of
His
genius, have little or no independent value.
family was of aristocratic blood, claiming descent
from the Aigeidai (Pyth. v. 75 f.: 'Ikovto QrjpavSe
Alyeidat,

(puires

i/xol

Trarepes)

;

name

his father's

is

variously given in the ancient lives as Daiphantos,
Pagondas, Skopelinos, his mother's as Kleodike or
Myrto. In the course of his poetic career he was
brought into intimate relations with the ruling
families of Greece proper, as well as of Macedonia,

in Egypt.
He appears to have
Sicily,
liad a specially close connexion with Deljjhi, where
in the temple of Apollo, according to Pausanias,

and Kyrene

ov noppiu rqi etTTt'os 8p6voi HivSapov (nSijpou /LieV
Opouo^, eirl Sk avrtZ <\)C.(Tt.v ottotc ai^iKOiTO e? AeA<^ou5,
toi' IliViapoi' Kal aSeiv oTrOcra tCiv atrixixTuiv es
T€
Ka0€^e<rdai
'AjToAAwi'a i<TTiv (x. xxiv. 5).
(ii'aiceiTai

etrrii'

6

He is said to have died
hippodrome at Thebes

His tomb in the
mentioned by Pausanias

in Argos.
is

(IX. xxiii. 2).
Arrian {Anah. I. ix. 10) and Plutarch (Alex. 11) record the
pleasing story that, when Alexander the Gi-At razed Thebes to
the ground, he spared the house of Pindar as well as the
descendants of the poet 'out of reverence for Pindar.' The
ruins of this house were still shown in the time of Pausanias
and beside it a temple of tlie Dindymene Mother (Kybele),
dedicated by Pindar, the image being the work of Aristomedes
and Socrates of Thebes. The practice is to open this temple on
one daj' in the year and no more. I had the good fortune to
visit it on that day and saw the image of Pentelic marble, as
well as the throne (Paus. ix. xxv. 3). To this temple Pindar
himself seems to refer in Pyth. iii. 77ff.
But I will pray to the
Mother, the awful goddess unto whom with Pan beside my door
the maidens sing ofttimes by night.'
'

'

Isthmian, according to the games at which the
It might
particular victory celebrated was won.
seem surprising at lirst sight tliat round a theme
an
athletic
so apparently trivial as
victory Pindar
should have been able to weave poetry of enduring
interest and charm.
But, indeed, the details of
the victory are, as a rule, only lightly touched
upon. The central tlieme of the poem is a mj'th
connected with the history of the victor's family
or city, which Pindar introduces with surprising
propriety and skill. This myth, and the moral
reflexions which it suggests and illustrates, constitute the real suVjstance of the Pindaric poetry.
But, further, it is to be remembered that the
great games for Avhich Pindar ^\Tote were much
more than mere athletic gatherings such as we are
Part of the regular
familiar with in modern times.
ritual at the funeral of a dead chieftain was an
athletic contest an ayiiyv ^iriTd<pios such as that
described in Iliad xxiii., embracing competitions
in feats of physical strength and skill as well as in

—

2.

Works. — Pindar's

lyric production covered a

His poems were
of subject and form.
by Aristophanes of Bj'zantium in 17

wide variety
distributed

books
(2)

;

:

books)

ifiuot, Traidvei, Bidvpa/j.^0L (6

irapdivia (3)

;

\nropxvfJ-a.Ta (2)

;

music and poetry.

Hesiod (Works and Days, 654 ff.) tells us that at the funeral
Amphidamas, king of Chalkis in Euboia, his gn'eat-hearled
sons advertised many prizes and there I say that I waa victorious in the hj'mn and carried off an eared tripod."
'

:

Celebrations of this sort held annually in honour
of a local hero and accompanied by the due performance of oH'erings {(i/ayicr/j-ara) to the dead are
It was an amalgamation
attested all over Greece.
of such local hero-cults with the worship of Zeus,
Apollo, and Poseidon that gave rise to the great
national games of Olympia, Delphi, and the
Isthmus.
Thus these meetings were essentially in the
nature of religious festivals, of national and not

merely local meaning and importance. And as
national festivals they conferred on the victor and
his city a glory to which it is difficult to suggest
a modern parallel. Politically, too, they were of
for the realization of Hellenic
but competitors of acknowledged
Greek blood being admitted to participation in
them. In the brilliant period at which Pindar
wrote the Greeks had everywhere repelled the
barbarians
Persian, Etruscan, Carthaginian.

immense value
unity,

(4).

—

place in the sun,' and
heritage of
intellectual freedom, cham])ions of civilization and
The games celebrated at
conscious of their power.
the hallowed sanctuaries of Greece were not only
for the Greeks of the mother-country but for their
distant colonies beyond the seas an opportunity of
meeting together to worship the gods of their
ancestors and to realize amid the splendour of the
festival their common pride and glory of Hellenic
Small wonder that the victor at Olympia
blood.
or at Delphi seemed to have attained the pinnacle

They had vindicated
had entered into

The

iTTiviKia

accurately

—as

eyKWfj.ia,

— not

always quite

Nemean. and

'

of his life hath a honeyed calm, so far
games (01. i. 97 ff.).
This is the feeling which the sculi«tor of the famous
statue of the charioteer discovered at Delphi in
1896 has sought to realize.
Le conducteur de char est beau, paisible, heureux d'avoir
'

'

as touches

'

il s'en contente' (E. Bourguet, Les Ruines de
le prix
Delphes, Paris, 1914, p. 237).

gagni
3.

We

:

Leading thoughts.— («) The frailtij of man.—
are told that at a Roman triumph it was

customary for a slave to ride behind the general
in the triumphal car, whose duty it was to remind
him of his mortality : ' Respice post te, honiinem

memento
Ne

dprjvoi,

Olj-mpian, Pythian,

are classified

their

full possession of their

of earthly success.
The victor for the rest

wpoaboi.a.

Fragments

completeness.

none

te.'
'

;

of the various types survive, but only the epinikian odes are extant in any
(iiriviKia

—

of

'

:

3/1

et, sibi

placeat, curru ser\-us portatur

consul

eodem' (Juv.

x. 41

f.).

Pindar over against the brilliance of festal
the shadow of
joy and splendour looms always
which is,
a
mortality. Thus in Ncm. xi.— poem
however, not an iiri.vLKiov-^he says
Now if a man hath wealth and in beauty surpass others.

So

in

:

'

PINDAR
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also liatli displayed his might, let him
raiment covers mortal limbs and that last
a
on
he shall put
garment of eartli (16 ff.).

and foremost

in

remember that

games

his

'

of all

But

cannot be too strongly emphasized that

it

this is no pessimism which should blunt the edge
It is only the sober colouring
of enthusiasm.
which human life presents to an eye that hath
kept watch o'er man's mortality.' Hence, so far
as it works in practice, it is made an incentive to
redeem the time by some deed of glory which shall
annul the triumph of death.
'The high adventure accepts not the coward since we must
die, wherefore should one sit in darkness nursing a nameless
age without lot in glorious deeds ? {01. i. 81 ff .). 'A man forgets
Hades wlien he attains his heart's desire' (»6. viii. 72 f.). The
'

;

'

Hera
right spirit is the spirit of the Argonauts, in whom
kindled the all-persuasive sweet longing for the ship Argo, that
none should stay behind, nursing by his mother's side an unadventurous life, but rather, even at the price of death, should
earn along with his fellows valour's drug (Pj/i/t. iv. 184 ff.).
'

'

worthy of remark that in no single passage of
Pindar are the brevity of life and the certainty of
death made a plea for a life of sensual pleasure in
It is

the present.

Nothing

is

more characteristic

of Pindar than

the earnestness with which he preaches this sane
and clear-eyed recognition of the limitations of
Men and gods are, indeed, the children
mortality.
of one mother, Earth, but they are born to ditt'erent
destinies
One is the race of men, one the race of gods, and from one
mother do we both have breath but an altogether separate
power (6i;Va;ais) divideth us man is naught, but the brazen
heaven abideth, an habitation unshaken for ever (Nem. vi. 1 ff.).
:

'

;

;

'

Human

life

has

its

own

appropriate goods health,
wealth, the blessing of children, a good name to
the stable and unbroken felicity of the gods a mere
mortal must not aspire.
I come to pray that thou, O 01}'mpic victor, mayst carry a
:

;

'

cheerful old age unto the end, thy sons, O Psaumis, standing by
thy side. If a man waters his prosperity to health, sufficient in
possessions and adding thereto fair fame, let him not seek to
become a god' (01. v. 21 ff.). 'Mayst thou weave life's web in
everhappiness unto the end and thy children's children have
more the portion that now is and better in the after days * (Nem.
A god might have a heart untouched of woe, but
vii. 98 ff.).
happy and worthy to be sung is that man in the eyes of the
wise, whoso, victorious with his hands or the excellence of his
feet, hath won the mightiest of prizes by his daring and his
strength, and, while he yet lives, hath seen his son duly attain
'

the Pythian crown. The brazen heaven he may never climb
but all glories that we of mortal race attain, these he accomBy ship nor on foot slialt
plishes unto the farthest voyaging.
thou find unto the meeting of the Hyperboreans the wondrous
'If the son of Aristophanes, beingway' (Pyth. x. 21 ff.).
beautiful and doing deeds worthy of his beauty, hath set his
foot upon the utmost heights of valour, it is not easy farther to
pass the trackless sea beyond the pillars of Herakles (Nem.
If together with many possessions a man hath won
iii. 19 ff.).
proud renown, it is not possible that a mortal should reach with
Whatsoever records
his feet any farther height' (ib. ix. 46 f.).
are blown among men touching the infinite glory of the dead or
the living, these tRey have attained utterly ; in deeds of utmost
valour they lay their hands from home upon the pillars of
If
Herakles seek no farther excellence (Isth. iii. (iv.) 27 ff.).
any man fares well and is well spoken of, seek not to become
Zeiis ; thou hast all, if this share of glory be thine.
Mortal
things befit mortals (ib. iv. (v.) 13 ff.).
;

'

'

'

'

'

;

'

Change and uncertainty are the dominant char-

acteristics of human life
Surely man's death hath no appointed term nor know we
shall end a quiet day with enduring good
divers
streams at divers times come unto men, fraught with joy or
with sorrow (01. ii. 33 ff.).
:

'

when we

;

'

The

man

very essence a tangled
For a man to
skein, a chequer of good and evil.
aspire to more would be to seek to overstep the
the alte terminus
boundaries of justice (SLk-t])
hcerens, which divides the destiny of mortals from
that of the gods.
life

of

is in its

—

'A man with his mortal mind should seek such things from
the gods as are meet, knowing that which lies at his feet, such
destiny as we are Itorn to. Aspire not, O my soul, to deathless
'If
(I't/t!i. iii. 59 ff.).
life, but exhaust thy practicaljle mea.ns
thou, O Hieron, canst understand the sum of words, thou
for
men
old
one
from
of
tlie
knowest by
good
hearsay
thing
"
immortals deal to"mort."Js two evils togetlier. Now this the
foolish are not able to bear in orderly wise (koct/xw tfiepciv), but
only good men who turn the fair things out (ib. iii. 81).
'

—

'

On no

other condition can Iiuman prosperity
such relative stability and permanence as
are attainable by mortality than that it be made
up both of these and those (to. Kal rd), of good and

.attain

'

'

evil.

Yet quench the boast in silence ; Zeus giveth both these and
'
They say that
those, Zeus the lord of all (Isth. iv. (v.) 51 ff.).
just so a man's felicity, if it blooms enduringly, must take both
these and those' (Pyih. vii. 16 ff.). 'Even for men who stri\e
there is uncertainty of Fortune till they reach the very end. For
she giveth both of these things and of those (Isth. iii. (iv.) 52 ff.).
'

'

'

—

The strength of the (jods. Over against the
frailty and mutability of mortality Pindar emphasizes the strength and stability of the gods
{b)

:

Time (altiiv) with the rolling da3's brings ever other changes
but the children of the gods are unwounded' (/sfA. iii. 18).
In a little while the pleasure of men grows up, and even so it
falls to the ground when shaken by an adverse doom.
Creatures
'

:

'

of a
of a

day what is anybody? what
shadow' (Pi/^/i. viii. 92 ff.).

is

!

The background

of

Man is

nobody ?

Pindar's

the

dream

is

theology

the

orthodox traditional theology of his race, with its
anthropomorphic representation of the gods as a
race of beings superior, indeed, to men but of like
passions with them. But the reasoned beliefs of
the worshipper are inevitably framed in a setting
of tradition, much of which is repugnant alike to
his intellect and to his moral sense.
It is quite
evident that Pindar, like yEschylus, felt strongly
that the orthodox theology held much that was
inconsistent with a worthy conception of the gods.
He would have sympathized with Xenophanes in
liis censure of
Homer and Hesiod, 'who have
attributed to the gods all things that are a
shame and a reproach among men,' and he M'ould
have agreed with the famous line of Euripides
[a]}.

Plut. Mor. 21

A)

:

deol

el

dpuai cpavXov, ovk

tl

Pindar, that a man
should .speak noble things of the gods the blame
'

el<nv deol.

Meet

'

is it,' .says

:

is less

'

{01.

i.

35).

This feeling is well illustrated by the manner
which Pindar on occasion refines the grosser
elements of the traditional mythology.
in

Thus in 01. i. he deals with the story of Pelops, son of Tantalos.
Legend told how Tantalos invited the gods to a banquet at
which he served up to tliem his son Pelops. The gods did not
flesh, save only Demeter, who ate a portion of his
shoulder, \A'hich was afterwards replaced bj' a piece of ivory.
This story Pindar rejects. It is a mere invention of the envious
neighbours to account for the supernatural carrying off of Pelops
by Poseidon the ivory shoulder (referring probably to some
family birthmark) was congenital he had it even when Klotho
took him from the basin of purification (1- 26) the Ae'/Sjjs
KaOapoi, the bath of purification, not a Medea-cauldron in
which, Pelias-like, the membra disjecta of the boy were cooked
into a new life.
Again, take his treatment of the story of Neoptolemos, son of
There was a persistent tradition that
Achilles, in Nem. vii.
ISTeoptolemos was slain at Delphi. According to one version, he
had come to plunder the temple of Apollo (Pans. x. vii. 1:
Iliippos 6 '.\xiAA.e'a)9 iwexeCpTjaev avTiZ) and was slain at the
instance of the Pythian priestess by the Delphians (ib. i. xiii. 9

partake of the

;

'

:

—

'

:

nvppov Se TOi' 'AxtAAe'oj? 17 WvOCa jrpocre'Tofei' anoKTeh'aL AfK(l>oii)
or by Apollo's priest himself (ib. X. xxiv. 4 Oeda-aio S' av evTavOa
Kat ftrriav ec^' j) NeOTToAe^oi' TOr 'AxtAAew? 6 tepeu? aTre'/CTeti^e tou
In Pindar's version all the untoward elements of
'AttoAAoj^os).
the myth disappear. Neoptolemos came, not as an enemy, but
to offer to Apollo the fiistfruits of the spoil of Troy.
His death
was the result of a chance quarrel that he miglit fulfil the
destiny which required that one of the house of Aiakos should
dwell within the grove of Apollo and be the presiding genius at
the hero-celebrations; so far from the Delphians causing his
He went unto the god,
death, they were much grieved by it
and there in a
bring-iiig treasure of first-fruits from Troy
quarrel over meats a man slew him with a knife (/.taxaipa). The
were
hospitable Delphians
grieved exceedingly. Yet he but
fulfilled his destiny: it was decreed that within that most
ancient grove there should be in time to come, beside this wellwalled abode of the god, some one of the lords Aiakidai, and that
he should dwell there to be keeper of judgments for the sacri:

'

:

:

hero-processions to maintain justice of fair name (Nem.
40 f.).
Yet again. Homer tells us in Iliad v. 395 ff. how Herakles
And giant Hades therewithal
wounded Hades at Pylos (Elean)
suffered a swift arrow, when this same man, the son of Zeus,
smote him in Pylos amid the dead and gave him over to
And he "went unto the dwelling of Zeus and high
pain.
Olympos, grieved at heart and pierced with pain for the arrow
was driven into his shoulder and grieved his soul.' Pindar,
in emphasizing the prowe.ss to which men ni.ay attain by favour
of the gods, instances this feat of Herakles.
liut, as the issue
'

ficial
vii.

'

:

;
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to its fated fulHlment' (A'ej/i. iv. 41 ff.>— words which
almost seem to have been in the mind of Milton when he

upon a god, Pindar, eniplo.\ing tlie figure of
woundaposiopesis, breaks off suddenly and says nothing of the
By favour of God (Sai/j.uv) are men good and
ing of Hades
wise.
For how else could Herakles have brandished in his
hands his club against the trident, what time at Pylos Poseiilon
stood and pressed him hard pressed him, too, Phoibos warriiig
with his silver bow, nor did Hades keep unmoved the wan(f,
wherewith he brings down to the hollow way of them that ilie
Beeins to reflect

'

'

Vet, be

:

of

fools'

When

^M^P ov 7rp€7rct KaxayyeAw
maiveif X"P'5 V Ti/irj dtmv.

seen in his treatment of the story of the
Danaids in Pyth. ix. Ill ff. and in the emphatic novov in Fyth.
iii. lOU f. (oi'Jrep iioPOV adavdra tCkthv ev iKfi'a ©en?), which rejects
in passing the gruesome saga which represented Achilles as the
sole survivor of seven children (Lycophr. 178 schol. Jl. xvi. 37,
Pindar's position is, in fact, precisely that of Euripides,
etc.).
Iph. in Taur. 386 ff., where Iphigeneia rejects the idea of
human sacrifice being pleasing to Artemis
is

:

tyu) juec oxn'
Bfolci.v ecmdiiara

aTTtcra icptVw, iraiSos ijaBrivat fiopa,
Tovs 6* €i>0dS\ avTOVS oi'Tol^ dfOputrroKTOfOVSt
€t? TTjc Oeou TO 4>av\ov dvaffi^pfLV 6oKuf
oufieVa
o7jaat Satfxoi'aiv eii'at KaKOf.

yap

fait

1

homme

4 son image, I'homme

Heaven
ii.

9ff.).

eraipov [frag. 128]),
to the gods.
will
it
be seen that it is

he alludes to

it,

merely a facun de purler and ethically means simply
that a man should not seem to encroach on the prerogatives of the gods,
'

Or pass beyond the goal

Where

all

of ordinance

should pause as

is

most meet

for all

'

(Tennyson, Tithonot, 30 f.)

this is so becomes clear upon an examination
In Pyth. x.
of Pindar's references to the doctrine.
The Aleuadai
19 tf. the train of thought is evident.

That

have had great success may they not meet with
envious reversals {(pdofepal /xeraTpoirlai) from the
gods ; a god may have perfect and unbroken
felicity, man must expect alternatives of weal and
woe he cannot climb the brazen heaven. In the
second passage, 01. xiii. 25, it is little more than
The third passage, Isth. vi.
a form of speech.
(vii.) 39 ff., lightly interpreted, is an admirable
commentary on the ethical content of the doctrine
of the (pddvos deCiv
;

bien

a

le lui

rendu.'

;

The

gods, according to Pindar's view, though
they had birth, like men, are deathless and ageless,
free from disease and pain (frag. 143, ap. Pint, de
6),

Superstit.

omniscient

i.

{01.

64),

and

all-

powerful
God accomplishes every purpose according to his hopes
God who overtakes the winged eagle and outstrips the dolphin
in the sea, and brings low many a proud man, but to others
:

'

;

'Swift is the doing and
gives ageless glory' (Pyth. ii. 49 fT.).
For me
the ways are short when gods are fain {ib. ix. 67 f.).
'

no marvel

beyond

is

God

belief

when

'

'

it

is

wrought by gods

{ih.

x.

able to raise undeliled light from black night
ff.).
and to hide the clear radiance of day in cloudy darkness (frag.
Alex.
Strom, v. 708).
142, ap. Clem.
'

48

of

Kfvioippbvuv

{(pddvoi'

;

Dieu a

:

measure even

would not seriously attribute envy

:

'Si

strictest

Tlie cruder form of the doctrine of the envy of
It is
tlie gods was of course familiar to Pindar.
clear that Pindar, who calls envy 'the companion

'

Ta TovToAov

still in

(Sminets,

I

ev(l)rjfxov

might
wrote

or more, or soon or slow,

To that same lot, however mean or high,
Toward which Time leads me, and the will

the mortal bodies? Flinp from thee, O my mouth, this tale
To speak evil of the gods is hateful skill, and untimely vaunting
Prate not, then, of such things;
strikes a note of madness.
leave war and battle altogether apart (xwpi?) from the inunortals
The word xopis, which Pindar uses here, is
(Pl/th. ix. 28 fl'.).
almost technical in this special sense ; cf. yEsch. Ag. 636 f.
y\to(T(rp

be

It shall

:

The same tendency

it less

is

'

The gods

are the authors of all

human

success and

:

Let not the envy of the immortals disturb (cf. 01. vi. 97)
whatsoever pleasant thing of the day I pursue quietly unto old
age and for my destined life. For ail alike we die, but destiny
But if one looks for far things, his stature is too short
differs.
to reach the brazen abode of the gods the winged Pegasos
threw his master BeUerophon when he would have come to the
habitations of Olympos amid the company of Zeus.' That is to
'

:

say I recognize my mortality ; I will not seek the thing? afar
being the creature of a day, I will pursue quietly (eicaAo5, not
with violence and wantonness, but t](tvx4 vep-dnevoi; ; cf. Pyth.
t«
xi. 54 ff.
(j)6ovepoX &' dpLVvovrai. arai' el ns aKpov i>^u>v r)<n)xa
not the far things, but the good
vejj.otxevo': aivdv v^piv d-neilivyev),
of to-day which is ever the highest for a mere mortal (to &' alel
^apdnepov eo'Abi' VTraTOf epxeToi vavrX PpOTtZ [01. i. 99 f.]). So
shall I not be liable to the envy of the gods.
;

:

:

achievement

:

From the gods are
from them
(operai)
'

means

(/iaxarai) for mortal excellence
are men wise and mighty of hand and
;
10).
Only
eloquent of tongue' (Pyth. i. 41 f. ; cf. 01. x. (xi.)
'
such success as tlie gods give is to be desired
May I desire
glory from God (0e66ev) (Pyth. xi. 50). Only such success can
The prosperity that is begotten by the grace of
be enduring
God is more enduring for men' (iVe?». viii. 17). Man proposes,
God disposes : ' Now I hope, but the issue lies with God (01.
What is done without God is better left unsung:
xiii. 104 f.).
'
Each thing that is without God is not worse hushed in silence
all

:

Pindar's attitude

'

'

:

'

words— il/3pis,

may

be

summed up

in three

The

precise meaning of
these terms is somewhat fluctuating and the relation of the first two is sometimes reversed.
f/3pij
drrj.

K($pos,

'

(i6. ix. 103).

The ineluctability of fate or destiny is strongly
affirmed in Pindar, but it is not an uncompromising
fatalism and is in no way inconsistent with an
overruling Providence, or deterrent of the initiative
man should cherish good
and effort of men.
hope [Isth. vii. (viii.) 15) not the Kfveal iX-rriSes

A

—

whose

issue is vanity [Nem. viii. 45, Pyth. iii. 23)
not the desire of the moth for the star that way

;

:

madness (Nem.

lies

xi.

48).

aim at a reasonable ambition

A

man's duty

{ib.

xi.

is

to

47); in the

perplexities of life to look to the immediate duty
In pursuit of his aim he
{Isth. vii. (viii.) 13 f.).
must spend and be spent, though the issue is
uncertain [01. v. 15 f.). He cannot foresee the

future,

holds

and fortune now bestows and now with-

;

We

must be content to accept what fate has in
store for us not an austere impersonal fate, but
the will of God rb fi6p<n^ov Ai66€v ireirpw/xivov {Nem.

—

:

Pi/th. xii. 28 H'.).
'The mighty mind of Zeus steers (KvPepvq) the destiny
of
men
whom he loves' (Pyth. v. 122 f.).
(SaCfiova)
In this conviction Pindar says
To me whatsoever excellence sovereign Destiny (ndrno?) has
assigned, I know well that Time in his course shall laring it

61;

cf.

:

'

viii. 12, X. 36, xi.

or 'violence' {Nem. i. 50, Pyth. iv. 112).
(c6pos is
'satiety' (01. ii. 95, Pyth. i. 82, viii. 32, Nem. vii.
52, X. 20) or the resulting 'insolence,' 'pride' (01.
56,

i.

Nem.

1.

65).

Hence Pindar

(01.

xiii.

10)

the bold-mouthed mother {fiar^pa.
in Herod,
dpaavfivdov) of Kopos (so, too, the oracle
5?a ALktj a^iairei Kparepbv Kdpov "T/Spios vl6v),
viii. 77
whereas elsewhere (Theognis, 153 Solon, frag. 8)
Kopos is father of "T^pis. 'Att] is in Pindar 'woe'
and
(01. i. 57, xi. (X.) 37, Pyth. xi. 55, Nem. ix. 21,
infatuation {Pyth.
frag. 42 (171). 4), but avdra is
The doctrine of sin implied in these
ii. 28, iii. 24).
terms is illustrated by the following passages

makes

"T/3pis

:

;

'

'

:

[Tantalos] could not digest his great prosperity, but for
his insolence ((cdpu) won an exceeding woe (drav) {01. i. 55 ff.) ;
Ixion was greatly Ijlest, but lust (ii^pis) drove him to an exceedand
ing infatuation (avdTav) and speedily he suffered his deserts
won a choice affliction' (/*i/<A. ii. 28£.).
'

He

'

'

:

"The black fields do not give their fruit continuously nor
will the trees in every circling year bear their fragrant flowers
with equal wealth, but only alternately. Even so Fate (fiotpa)
guides the race of men. There is given of Zeus no certain mark
for men. Yet do we embark on high emprise and plan many
deeds for our limbs are chained by hope unabashed ; but the
river of Foreknowledge is set afar' (Ae»i. xi. 39 ff.).

iv.

'insolence,' 'wantonness,' 'pride' {Pyth. ii. 28,
55, 01. vii. 90, Isth. iii. (iv.) 27),

is

is success (fiX/Sos), pride (CiSpts), infat
nation, or moral blindness (fir?;)—' quern deus vult
a.s
perdere, dementat prius.' iEschylus, rejecting,
Pindar does, the crude conception of the envy of
the gods, gives a similar sequence (Ag. 750 tf.) old

The sequence

:

begets a young "TiSpis and unholy Qp6.croi,
which are dark 'Arai for the house. In other words,
success leads to pride, whence springs sin one sin
leads to another, and with repeated sin comes
aUrgreater boldness (cf. 2220".: pporovs^ dpaavvei yap
I recisely
Xpb/JLTjTis rdXaifa wapaKOira irpurroTr-qinov).
so in the OT Jeshurun waxed fat, and kicked

"T/3pis

;

'

:

.

.

.
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then he forsook God which made him, and lightly
esteemed the Rock of his salvation. They moved
him to jealousy witli strange gods, with abominations provoked tiiey him to anger' (Dt 32i").
(c) Mali's relation to the gods and to fellow-men.
Man's duty in relation to the gods {evari^eia)
necessarily includes the performance of his duty to
his felloAv-men, but it involves, further, the
specifically religious duties of prayer and sacrifice.
According to Hesiod, the doom of the silver race
came upon them because they did not refrain from
violence to one another, neither would tliey worship the immortals nor do sacrifice upon the holy
altars of the blessed ones ( Works and Days, 134 tf. ).
Ho in Pindar

—

'

'

:

'

Success

is

'

Similarly in 01. vi. 77 fl". success in the
directly connected with such observances

games

is

:

Surely as thy mother's brothers, O Hagesias, in their home
beneath Kyllene's hill presented with many prayerful sacrifices
(AiTai5 dvuiai.1;) piously (eu(r«j3e'uis) Hermes, the herald of the
gods, who keeps contests and the dispensation of games, ... it
is he with his father the thunderer who accomplishes thy success.'
The duty of man towards his fellows is summed
up in the word diKTj. This in its essence is the due
'

observance of use and wont, fdfxoi, rpoiro^, SittlichEunomia is the daughter of Themis [01. ix.
15 f.) and sister of Eirene and Dike, -worshipped
the
Korinthians, who are fain to keep from
by
them Hybris, the mother of Koros {ib. xiii. 6 ft".).
Ixion's tenijitation of Hera is described as evval
keit.

Men are tempted to
Trapdrpoiroi (Pi/th. ii. 35).
accept a guileful gain in preference to justice, but
they travel to a stern reckoning (ib. iv. 139 f.).
Dike regulates also the relation of man to the gods
any encroachment on the prerogatives is sternly
;

punished

interpretation, but it

own view

Pindar's
'

Let

me

is

impossible to quote as

:

him who loves me but towards my enemy as an
run upon him like a wolf, treading now this way,

love

:

enemy I will
now that, in crooked paths (Pyth. ii. 83 ff.)Rather Pindar's position is expressed in Pyth. ix.
93 ft'.:
Therefore a citizen be he friend or be he foe, let him not hide
that which is well done for the common weal, nor make void
'

'

the saying of the old man of the sea who said that one should
praise even a foe who doth good deeds.'

the primary duties are honour to parents
and patriotism

Among

:

'

given for the sake of their piety (eva-epdat X"P"')
in answer to the prayers of men' (01. viii. 9).
'Me anywise my
spirit bids declare that to the Emmenidai and to Theron glory
hath come by gift of the Tyndaridai of goodly steeds, forasmuch
as they more than any other among men visit them with hospitable tables, with pious mind maintaining the rites of the blessed
ones (eu<re(3er yyiofxa ^uAao-troires /ia/cdpojc TeAeTiis) (01. iii. 38 ff.).

:

TO ie nap Sixav yXvKv ni.KpoTa.Ta ueVet tcAcuto (Isth.

47

commended, cruelty condemned, by the examples
Kroisos and Phalaris (Pyth. i. 94 ft'.). The
second Pythidn is beset with many difficulties of
is

of

vi.

(vii.)

f.).

In that thou keepest thy father at thy right hand, thou maintainest the precept which of old among the hills they say that
Philyra's son gave to the fatherless son of Peleus to honour
above all the son of Kronos
but never to rob of like honour
the destined life of his parents. Of old Antilochos (^nkonaTujp
[Xen. Kyneg. i. 14]) had this mind, who died for his father'
(Pijth.vi. ]9fi.).
Whoso in this cloud wards off the hail of blood for his dear
:

.

list of specific virtues we
may put
keeping of oaths. Those who enjoy eternal
happiness after death are briefly described in 01.
ii. 65 as those who
rejoiced in keeping their oaths

.

'

fatherland, inflicting death upon the foe, let him know of a
surety that he wins the highest glory for his fellow-citizens,
whether he live or die (Isth. vi. (vii.) 27 ff.).
'

Although Thebes occupied an unworthy position
in the great struggle against the barbarians, Pindar
speaks with real feeling of the glory of the victory

which removed the 'Tantalos-stone' which hung
over the head of Hellas (Isth. vii. (viii.) 10; cf.
Pindar recognizes,
).
Pyth. i. 76, Isth. iv. (v. ) 48
too, the duty of kindness to the stranger within the
ii.
Isth.
ii.
39
and
It is
6,
f.,
gates (01.
passim).
noteworthy that the /LLva-rai in the Ea7i(e of Aristophanes base their claim to bliss on the two grounds
that fi€iui,vri/j.ed' eixTi^rj re di-qyofiev rpdirov wepl rods
ft'.

^fvovs Kai Tov" idiibras (456

fi'.).

Pindar, as an aristocrat, insists
virtues of heredity

much on

the

:

That which

'

85

ff.,

is

bv nature

is

always best

'

(01. ix. 100

;

cf. ii.

etc.);

and he is much impressed with the splendour of a
tyranny such as he witnessed in Sicily
On a tyrant, leader of a people, looks the high Fortune if on
Divers are the kinds of greatness, but
any man (Pyth. iii. 85)
:

'

'

'

First in the

.

;

the crown of greatness

is

for kings' (01.

i.

113 f.).

evopKla,

But

Next comes truthfulness :
{^Xo-^po" eiiopKlaii).
In every sort of state the man of straight speech
((vBvyKuxra-o^)
is best
in a tyraimy and when the loud mob (Aa^pos
o-Tpards)
and when the wise (o-oc^oO keep the city (Pyth. ii. Stiff.).

the (ro<pol or dyaOoi. The middle estate is the more
enduring. The great virtues are those of social
service, those which exalt the State (Pyth. xi. 52 ff. ).
There be some who mock at a man who jeers at those who
spend money on the great games and hoard their own wealth,

'

:

'

The
evil
'

slanderer, on the other hand,

is

an unmitigated

he reaped the blameless
<j)pei'uiv) and delights not his

fares well because

fruit of his soul (Kapn'ov aixtop-Tyrov
heart with deceits, such as ever attend the wiles of whisperers ;
an invincible evil to both parties are the suggestions of slander,
like to the mood of the fox (Pyth. ii. 73 S.).
'

And

it is not only straightne.ss of
speech that
Pindar praises but also straightness in action
Divers are the arts of divers men, but a man must walk in
:

'

straight paths (evflfiais bSoU) and fight according to his nature
(Nem. i. 25 ff.).

'

Diagoras, the heavy-weight from Rhodes, is
described as a 'huge straight- fighting (evdvfidxai')
man' {OL vii. 15). In one passage, indeed, I'indar
does seem to suggest that craft should be met
with craft, when he .speaks of an athlete who
made up for deficiency of stature by the cunning
of the fox
One must do everything to bring low the foe (Isth. iii. 66
:

'

'

(iv. 48)).

Already Plutarch {Mor. 21 A) had noted this as
inconsistent with other passages of Pindar.
Next
the duty of gratitude is pointed by the fate of
Ixion, who was a signal example of ingratitude
'Bound by command of the gods to his winged wheel he
:

men

tliat

one should repay the benefactor with

'

kindly recompense

On

forgetting that at the last they shall

without glory

:

Rhadamanthus

declares to

his personal predilection is for a modern aristocracy in which the government is in the hands of

(Pyth.

ii.

21

ff.).

the other hand, the jioet grieves to see 'envy
requiting noble deeds' {Pyth. vii. 18 if.). Kindness

'

render their souls to Hades

'

(Isth.

i.

68),

Pindar's own ideal of life is beautifully expressed
in the following
May I cleave to the simple paths of life that, when I die, I
may attach to my children no evil fame. They pray for gold
:

'

and some for limitless lands. Mine he it amid the love of my
townsmen to hide my limbs in earth, praising what is worthy of
praise, and scattering rebuke on sinners' (Nem. viii. 35 ff.).

—A

(d) The soul.
special interest attaches to
Pindar's views of the origin and ultimate destiny of
the soul. According to the typical Homeric conception, when death occurs, or in any case after
the body has been consumed on the funeral pyre,
the soul goes to the sunless house of Hades under
earth, leaving behind its 'manhood and youth,'
existing still in a dim half-life, and no more affecting or affected by the things of the upper world.
Only some favoured mortal, like Menelaos, may
by special dispensation of the gods pass without
dying to the Elysian plain (Od. iv. 563), an idealized earthly paradise.
According to Hesiod (Work and Days, 156 tt'.),
the fourth race, i.e. the race immediately preceding our own, was the race of heroes or half-gods
:

ai'Spiov rjpioiov Ofiovyevo^, ol KoAe'oi'Tai
r]IJ.i6eoi

npoTfpr}

yei'ejj

KaT aneipova yalav.

These were the men who warred at Thebes and
Troy, and, after death,

PINDAR
'Zeus the son of Kronos jjave tlieiu a life and an aljode apart
from men, at the ends of the earth, far from the imiiiorlalB.
Among them Kronoa rules. And they, with heart free from
lii the Islands of the lilest beside deep-eddyinj,'
Okeanos, happy heroes, for whom the bounteous earth bears
honeysweet fruit, blooming thrice a year' (16. lOliff.).
both these ideas are familiar to Pindar.

sorrow, dwell

We

Now

have

fir.st tlie

Hyperboreoi, worshijiners of Apollo

(01. in. IG), whose life is perpetual bliss
Disease nor age touches that holy race, but they dwell apart
from toil and battle, escaped from overjust Nemesis' (/'i/</i. x.
:

'

41

ff.

;

cf.

39

processions of ApuUo where at lUe end of il.e marketplace he
lies ajiarl in death.
Blessed was he while he dwelt with men,
and thereafter a hero worshijjped by the people (ijpoj? Aaoo-c^ijc)'
cf. R. M. Smith and E. A. I'orcher, Uitt.
{J'yth. V. S9flf.
</ the
Hi'cent Discoveries at Cyrene, ISCo-til, London, 1864).
Pindar's deep interest in the state after death is
unmistakable. He likes to imagine the dead still
touched by the fortunes of their living descendants
;

;

:

And apart in front of the halls are other holy kings (/3iuriAc({
ifpoi) who have Hades for their lot, and when great deeds are
'

bedewed with song, they haply bear with the hearing

Then we have the miraculous

carryinf,'ott' of Pelojis

and Ganj'mede to Ol^'uipos [01. i. 4Mfi'.); the swallowing up of Ampliiaraos by the earth (A'^e//*. ix.24)
Ino (Leukothea) lives an immortal life with the
Nereids (0/. ii. 2811".); even after death Semele is
raised to Olympos (ib. ii. 25 f.
Polydeukes is raised
;

—

),

to alternate life with his l)rotlier Kastor
half the
time beneath the eartli and half in the golden halls
of Heaven (Ncm. x. 87 f. ) ; and .so on.
But of far more importance is the Hesiodic
passage. The conception of the 'heroes' the
great men of the heroic past as being after death
exalted to perpetual felicity had become part of
'

'

.

'

;

At

the orthodox Greek belief.

And

the word 'hero'

had taken on a new meaning.

It

was no

longer confined to the great (inures who had fought
at Thebes and Troy. Great men of a less remote
past who had deserved well of their fellow-men
were conceived as enjoying an exalted state after
death and received the honours and ofi'erings of
The founder (otVio-r^j) of a city,
hero-worship.
especially, Avas worshipped as a hero in the city

which he had founded.

The full content of this hero-conception cannot
be discussed here. The oU'erings made to tliem
were specificallj' called eyayla/xaTa thus Pollux,
viii. 91, in enumerating the duties of the fipx^
TToX^/iapxos, says
;

:

6v€L

^€v

iniTd<lnov

*ApT€ju.t5t aypoTe'pa Ka\ tu» 'Ei'vaAtw' 5taTi0Tja"t Se rbi'
tHju iv TToAejuu) anoOavoyrojv' Kal TOis ffept

ayiiiva

'Apfxdfitoj' ii'ayi^ei.

Tliey were conceived as occupying an intermediate
state between men and gods, though they seem
rarely to have been appealed to as intercessors for
man with the gods (but see Nem. vii. 95 f.). As
compared with the gods, their range for good or
evil is restricted, their worship and their influence
being local and attached to the place of their
Hence we hear constantly of the bones of
grave.

a hero being brought home from a foreign land
where he had died, that they might find sepulture
there, and there form the centre of his worship.
But, like the gods, the heroes could take on bodily
shape, human or otherwise, to aid their worshippers in a crisis, and such phantom appearances
((pdafiara) are often referred to
e.g., Echetlus
or Echetlaios (the man of the plough-stilt), who
at
Marathon
and, like Hay of Lunappeared
carty, dealt havoc with his plough (Paus. I. xxxii.
5 ; cf. I. XV. 3), Neoptolemos and others, who helped
to rejiel the Gauls at Delphi {rd re tup ijpwuv

—

Tr]i'iKavT(i

<T<pi(nv

i(p6.v7)

(pcifffiara,

6

'Tir^poxos

Kal

6

Aa65iK6sre Kal llvppos [Pans. X. xxiii. 2 ; cf. I. iv. 4]).
Hero-worship is closely akin to the cult of the
chthonian deities and the veneration of the dead,

and found an especially congenial soil in Bceotia,
and hence interests prominentl}' the Boeotian poets
Hesiod and Pindar. Pindar knows of the herocult of Pelops at Olympia where in his grave by
the stream of Alpheos he hath part in splendid
blood-offerings' [01. i. 90 f.), of Neoptolemos and
'

others at Delphi (A^ein. vii. 31 ff. ; cf. NeoTrToXe/uon
Td<pos' Kal oi Kara ?Tos efayl^ovaii' oi AeXcpoi [Pans.
X. xxiv. 6]), and, besides others, most
significantly
.

.

.

Battos (Aristoteles), founder of
630 B.C.):

of all,
(f.

Kyrene

'Aristoteles
.
built greater groves of the god and laid
do^Ti a straight-cut horse-trodden way across the
plain for the
.

.

moment

the su[ireine
'

—

—

.

.

cf. Si'in. iv. 85).

'

{ripuis)

of the

(xBovitf (^pen) of the success which is common to tliem and
to Arkesilas' (I'yih. v. 90 If.).
'Go now, E(.-ho, to the darkwalled house of Persephone, bearing to iiis father the glorious
of his son's victory at Pisa (Oi. xiv. 10 ff.).
"The
tidings
dead too have some part in things duly done, and the dust hides
not the good grace of their kin. May Iphion hear from Aggclia,
daughter of Hermes, and tell Kallimachos of the bright honour
at Ul\ nipia which Zeus hath granted to his kin {01. \ iii. 77 II.

dead

Islk. V. (vi.) 23).

of the family's fate

Entsteigen ihren Griibern manche Schatten,
Die Seelen schweben von dem Himmel nieder,
I»ie Heimat und die Freunde zu besuchen.
Sie nahen dir mit geisterhaflen Schimnier,
Umstrahlt von heil gem uberird'schem Qlanz.
Sie bringen doch die alte Liebe mit
(\V. Hauff, Der Schwester Trauin).
'

But

of quite special importance are certain other
of Pindar, which are best con.sidered

passages
together

:

ii. 53 ff.
Wealth adorned with deeds of excellence
brings occasion for these things and for those, bringing a deep
wild mood a bright star it is, a most true light ("^e'yvos) for a
man. And if he that hath it knows that which is to be— that of
the dead the helpless souls {<i>pev(<; here, not
^v)^aC) straightway
here pay the penalty, while the sins done in this realm of Zeus
one judges under earth, pronouncing doom by hateful constraint.
And, ever more equallj' by day and night enjoying
the sun, the good receive a life free from travail, vexing not the
earth with labour of the hand nor the waters of the sea in that
shadowy life, but with the honoured of the gods those who rejoiced in keejiing their oaths live a tearless life but the others
endure woe not to be beheld. But whoso, abiding unto three
times on either side, have endured to keep their soul (i/zuxdi)
utterly from iniquity, rise by the way of Zeus unto the tower of
Kronos. There round the Islands of the Blest the breezes of
Okeanos blow and flowers of gold are glowing, some ashore on
glorious trees, while others the water feeds, with chains whereof
they entwine their hands and twine garlands, according to the
just council of Khadamanthus, whom the mighty sire, husband
of Rhea throned in the highest, hath as ready assessor.
Peleus
and Kadnms are numbered among these, and thither his mother
carritd Achilleus, when she had persuaded the heart of Zeus by
her prayers.'
For them
(h) Frag. 129 (ap. Plut. Coruol. ad. Apoll. 35)
shines the strength of the sun below while it is night here and
in meadows (Afi/jiii-f?) of purple roses their suburb is shady
with frankincense and laden with golden fruits.
And some
in horses, some in feats of strength, some in draughts, and
some in the lyre take their delight, and by them blooms all fairflowering bliss. And fragrance is spread about the lovely place
(xwpos) as they mingle evermore all manner of offerings in farshining lire on the altars of the gods.'
(0) Fraf'. 131 {ap. Plut. loc. cit.): 'By happy dispensation all
(travel to) an end that delivers from travail {Kvainovof Te\evTdv).
And the body indeed of all men follows overmastering death ;
yet is there left alive a copy of life (aiwi'o? eiSuiXov) for this
alone cometh from the gods and it sleeps while the limbs are
active
but to sleeping men it reveals (SfiKvv<ri.v) in many a
dream the coming judgment of happiness and woe.'
From whomsoever
(d) Frag. 133 {ap. Plato, Meiw, 81 B)
Persephone accepts atonement for the ancient woe {iroivav
iraAaioO TTfi'Sfos), the soul of these she sends back again in the
ninth year to the upper sun. From these spring glorious kings
and the swift of strength and the mightiest in wisdom. And
for the time to come they are called by men holy heroes {rtpufs
ay vol).'
(i) Frag. 137 (ap. Clem. Alex. Strom, iii. 518): 'Happy is he
who bath seen these things ere he goes beneath the earth he
knows the end of life, and he knows its god-given beginning.'
We take no note here of frag. 132, which is generally regarded
'

(u) 01.

:

—

;

'

:

;

.

.

.

;

;

;

'

:

;

as s]>urious.

A

full discussion of these passages is impossible
There are many diffiin the scope of this article.
culties of interpretation, due in some cases to
absence of the context, in others to the fact that
some of the words used may have possessed an
esoteric meaning which we uo not fully realize—
lian. 454 tl".,
e.g., (peyyoi iTvp-ihraTov (cf. Aristoph.

where the Eleusinian
rfKioi Kal (piyyos

Siriyofiev

dyporepav

rpoirov
(it

i\ap6v
irepl

/xvarai.

say

:

/j.6i>ols^

icrriv, ocxoi fji(/jivr)//.€d
^eVous Kal rot/s

tovs

seems significant that

this is

yap

iifuv

evae^rj re
Idiwras),

an epithet
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of Artemis ; cf the sacrifice ottered by the polemarch
[Pollux, viii. 91 ; Plutarch, de Malign. Herod. 26]),
and so on. Also we do not know how far the
passages represent one consistent doctrine.
But in general outline the essentials are as
follows.
The soul and the soul alone comes from
.

'

the

—

gods,'
By reason of ancient sin -rr^vdos,
suffering which is sin the soul is imprisoned in
the body. Then it passes through a period of
trial 'three times on either side.'
Some commentators take this to mean three times in all
once here, once in Hades, and lastly here. But it

—

—

more naturally means once here and then below
then here and again below then once more here
and once more below. Having passed these six
;

;

alternating periods successfully, in the ninth year
—
— Persephone accepting atonethe sacral
evvaerTjpls

ment, the soul enters its final life in the body
of a king, a mighty athlete, a poet, or a philosopher, after which it passes in the guise of a hero
to the Isles of the Blest.
How much Pindar in these speculations owed to
the mysteries of Eleusis (to which frag. 137 especially seems to refer), how much to the rise of
Orphic and Pythagorean doctrines in the latter
part of the 6th cent. B.C., we need not here inNor can we discuss the infiuence which,
quire.
through Pindar, these doctrines exercised on Plato
and later thinkers. What is important is that
Pindar exj^ounds, with all the earnestness of
personal conviction, the doctrine that the soul is
in her origin divine and that she carries in her tlie
seed of emancipation from the flesh an emancipation to be attained, not by some peculiar dispensation of the gods, but by her own ettbrt

—

towards purity.

—

;

Weltanschauunq des PIndaros und Aeschylos, Leipzig,
18G9 J. A. Stewart, The Myths of Plato, London, 1905 J.
Adam, The Religious Teachers of Greece, Edinburgh, 1908
E. S. Thompson, Meno, London, 1901, Excursus \ i.

sittliahe
;

;

;

A.

—

W. Mate.

PiR. I. The term and its synonyms.— Pm- is a
term denoting a spiritual director or guide among
the Sufis, or mystics of Isla,m. The functionary
described by the title is known also under other
names shaikh, murshid, ustadh. Pir is a Persian
word, but is applied to a spiritual guide more
commonly in India and Turkey tlian in its native
home shaikh in our special sense is in general use
:

;

murshid is also wide-spread,
throughout Islam
but in Turkish- or Arabic-speaking countries rather
than in India ustadh is found in Persia. ^
2. The authority of the spiritual guide.
Theoretically speaking, any one who has advanced
;

;

He is under the grand shaikh of his
belongs.
order, who resides at the place where the tomb of
the founder of the confraternity is found. The
grand shaikh, for his part also, proves an authority
He makes
lineally derived from the founder.'
little or no attempt to control the local shaikhs of
It is in his power to summon a general
his order.
council of shaikhs, whose action would be binding
on each of them and on the Dar wishes subject to
them ; but such coimcils are and always have been
of exceedingly rare occurrence.
In reality there
is little official restraint on the independence of
the Darwish shaikhs.^ Even in their relation to
the civil power tliey occupy a position of special
privilege, and shaikhs of pre-eminent sanctity or
strong cliaracter make a large place for themselves
in public life.
The local influence of many shaikhs
is very significant
their word is felt to "have the
force of law, and the demands which they may
;

make on

community are granted without disthey levy a fine because of some ofience
against a member of their order, it will be paid.
pute.

the

If

Government

officials

pay them respect

in various

ways.-*

On the whole, the part played by the shaikhs in
the communities of the Muslim world has been in
favour of order and public welfare. They have
taught by example and precept the principle of
loyalty to authority, and they have been devoted
to the interests of Islam, which they recognize to
be inseparable from the interests of the sovereign
ytate.'*

—

In order to
3. The pir and the mystical life.
act as a spiritual guide in tlie life of the mystic
[tasawwuf, to live the life of a Sufi ') the ph; or
murshid, must hold a sanad from his teacher.
'

Literature. C. A. Lobeck, Aglaophamus, Konigfsberg,
E. Rohde, Psyche'*, Tubingen, 1907 ; E. Buchholz, Die

1829

follows the tradition of the order to which he

—

sufficiently in the mystical experience of divine
reality may undertake to give spiritual guidance
to others.
But, as a matter of fact, the pir, or
murshid, nearly always bases his right to direct
souls on the authorization of some teacher wlio has
directed him in the mystic way {tarlqah). This
authority is valid only in so far as the teacher
traces his claim to teach througli a succession of
teachei's, or murshids, to the founder of some one
of the numerous Darwish orders.
The murshid
1 Shaikh is used also of the
khalifahs, or deputies, of a pir, or
murshid. These men may have their own disciples, usually of
the poorer class or such as are at a distance from their own
proper guide. They may give the mystic way (^nrlqah) to those
who seek it, and may even confer the rank of sliaikh upon such
as have advanced sutficiently.
Shaikh often describes the
official head of a Darwish connnunity rather than the same man
as the spiritual director of a narrower group of disciples
()nim.ds). Pir is employed also somewhat loosely of the founder
of a, Darwish order, and still more generally of a wall, or saint.
In Persia, India, and Turkey the term is current among nonMuslims as well as Muslims. The Hindus apply it to their dead
saints, and in Persia and Turkey it designates an inferior priest
among the Yezidis. In this non-Muslim usage the same extraordinary gifts of knowledge and miracle-working are implied as
the Muslims ascribe to their pirs.

is a written permission (ijdzah) giving him
the right to pass on to others the tarlqah, or
mystical discipline, as he has learned it, and also
conferring npon him the authority to perform
healing miracles and to work signs. The validity
of the sanad depends upon the chain of guides
whose names connect the name of the issuing
shaikh with that of the founder of the tarlqah, or
order. ^ The shaikh may hold the ijdzah of more
than one teacher if he has followed more than one

This

1
The grand shaikh is described as occupying the sajjddah, or
prayer-carpet, of the pir, or founder.
2 The Shaikh
ai-BakrJ, who is supposed to be descended from
Abu Bakr, the first khallfah, is appointed by the Egyptian
Government to have supervision over the Darwish orders in
Egypt, and within the borders of tKat country exercises a real
official authorit5'.
The office which he holds finds no analogy
in other Muslim countries, and in Egypt its purpose is not to
dictate but to prevent excesses.
3
(rt) Occasionally a specially forceful shaikh may be accorded
a controlling influence over several local Darwish fraternities,
and the recognition may even be given to his son after him.
This does not necessarily imply the right to modify the spiritual
discipline of these fraternities or the direction of novices. The
influence is more or less irregular and afiects the general wellbeing of the orders rather than their respective ^ariqahs. The
conduct of the latter is in the hands of the pirs, or murshids
(shaikhs who are spiritual directors).
(6) The history of
Morocco in former times was that of a country governed by
Sufi shaiklis.
In Persia the political power of the shaikhs has
been a constant factor in the history of the kingdom. The great
poets of Persia in most cases have been Sufi teachers. In
Turkey the highest places of power sometimes have been held
by Darwish shaikhs— e.g., Abu Huda, the personal imam of
the Sultan Abdu'l-Hamid. The weight of influence exerted by
hundreds of powerful Darwish shaikhs throughout the Ottoman
empire is admitted by competent observers.
4 The
principles of Sufiism, if pressed to a logical conclusion,
are anarchistic, but Sufi practice knows little of revolt against
either civil or religious authority. Even the Darwish excesses
which are promoted by the shaikhs have in them no spirit of
antagonism to the public order. The Wahhabi, Mahdist, and
Seniisi movements are, indeed, revolutionary in character, but
neither professedly nor really are they part of the Sufi move-

ment.
6

The chain

of supporting

names (isndd)

is,

of course, carried

back from the founder to the Prophet and thence back to
Abraham, Adam, and God Himself. The sanad usually bears
the seals of other shaikhs as additional credentials.

PIR
tariqah and has been admitted to niemheisliip

more than one

in

Da^\vi^^ll order.

The presupposition is that one who hokis a saiutd
has attained to that stage of advancement in the
him to an intuitive
nij'stic path wliich brings
knowledge of God. He has attained to mdrifah
an 'drifC gnostic '). The
(' gnosis ') and is himself
consciousness of self has been absorbed in the consciousness of Allah (fand fi-'llafi) and he is reganled
The one who is to
as viajdhub ('attracted').
guide others in the tariqah must have gone at
He through his teacher
least thus far liiniselif.
has become possessor of the silsilah ('spiritual
chain '), which ensures that the teachings and spirit
(ruhanhjijah) of the founder of his order have come
down to him. Spiritual guides possess a trained
whether
to hypnotic intluences,
mediated through the environment, tlirough other
persons, or through autoliypnosis. Training also
enables them to arrange conditions adapted to
produce hypnotic states in others.^
It may be allowed that a great many of the
susceptibilitj'

Sufi shaikhs

meet

fairly well tlie conditions laid

down by the great Sufi al-Gliazali for the murshid.
They are orthodox,' faithful to the sunnah of the
Prophet, and correct in life. They are not usually

well trained in the higher branches of Muslim
Very many are of humble attainments
learning.
outside of the tradition and ritual of their particuThe greater number hold scientilic
lar order.
knowledge in slight esteem, as conveying a false
conception of reality and so hindering progress
towards an immediate perception of truth [dlicmq].'^
relatively small number of shaikhs are serious
students of theology and law, and some of these
have established for themselves a secure reputation as teachers of these sciences.*
and learning. The attitude of
4. The shaikhs
iXxtifaqihs and idamd towards the spiritual guides
of Sufiism is not now so iiostile as it was in the
Many are still
early centuries of the movement.
covertly suspicious or jealous, but nearly all
recognize that the shaikhs are meeting a deep
craving of the Muslim world for a satisfying
experience of communion with God. They infuse
a spiritual vitality into Islam which theology and
law have never been able to contribute, and the
orthodox doctors admit this. The majority of the
learned teaching class have put themselves under
the direction of spiritual directors and are members

A

—

'

some Darwish

''

order.
The Sufi view of knoAvledge is that to be true it
to
the heart by God {ilhdm). The
must be given
task of the Sufi guide is to prepare the heart that
of

Allah

may open

it

hension of reality.

and lodge therein the appreThe impartation of ideas and

cultivation of logical capacity are not his special
task, but rather the development of the power of
suggestion and direct emotional impression. If
this is secured, the vivid and immediate states of
1 The
Oriental is much more suhject to hypnotic influence
than the Occidental, but the hypnotic powers possessed by
individual shaikhs vary. There are those who maj' induce
h\T)nosis with little or no exercise of will. The vulgar account
of hypnotic states is that the persons concerned are melbus
(possessed by the power of Allah).
2 The ordinarj' believer looks upon the murshid as one who
has been directly taught of God, and therefore has a superior
kind of knowledge to that of him who merely learns from others.
3 The
literary activity of the shaikhs does not commonly
extend beyond tracts or manuals of direction for the use of
their disciples (murlds). The disciple is cautioned sometimes
against allowing others to see his books. The shaikhs often
direct specially gifted pupils to study the works of the great
mystical writers in order to attain more fully the advantages of
the mystic life. Sometimes the shaikh himself will teacli his
disciple theology and subsequent!}' initiate him into the (arujah.
This order of instruction is that apyiroved by the 'ulamd.
^ The
open opposition of the orthodox authorities to Siifiism
is now directed for the most part against the cheap love of
wonders, the hj-pocritical asceticism of the beggmg faqlrs, and
the loose living of such as claim falsel}' to be above the conmion
obligations of morality and law.
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mind which result seem to the untrained observer to be of the nature of supernatural comHighly wrought feelings and ecsta.sy
become tliemselves the most perfect apprehension

munications.

IneH'able emotions, because of the
the real.
intense pleasure which they allord, are in themand a.s, for
selves the experience of tlie divine
the time being, they suspend deliberate attention
and volition, except in relation to themselves, all
knowledge and all being are swallowed up in the
iiiimeiliate consciousness of God, and God becomes
tlie only reality.
Every other thing is but phenomenal ; the real is He. The discipline of the
shaikfis seeks to bring the murid to the point
where this inference from an absorbing emotional
consciousness becomes a fixed belief furnishing a
powerful and con.stant motive for life. In the
greater number of cases the motive of those who
follow the guidance of the imtrshid is a mixed
motive. The emotional satisfactions are made an
end in themselves and not merely an index of
In view of the moral danger
divine reality.
invtdved in the dominance of this lower motive,
al-Ghazali taught that the true Siifi should be
careful to fulhl ethical obligations, and should
make his mystical experiences subserve that end.
Tlie shaikhs of greatest influence to-day follow

of

;

this rule.

—

5. The shaikhs and their circle of influence.
There are certain moral aspects of the Darwish
life

which, indeed, are rarely

if

ever wanting.

The

disciple chooses his spiritual director without
constraint, binds himself to him freely, and holds
to him to the end, though the relation between

them is under moral sanctions only. The devotion given is complete, spontaneous, and marked
by ariectionate veneration amounting almost to
worship. The shaiklis live for their folloAvers, and
inculcate on all the duties of brotherliness towards
one

and general benevolence towards
Hence the assistance given to wayfarers

another

all.

and needy persons at the takiyyahs (or zdmyaJis,
Darwish houses), and the readiness of Darwishes
to share even a meagre portion with those in
want.

The greater shaikhs are men of agreeable and
magnetic personality, and show conspicuous gifts
of leader.sliip and organization.^
They do not
impress one as fanatical or as lacking in practical

The success of
in the direction of affairs.
the Sufi shaikhs in providing for a real spiritual
need has made them effective propagandists in the
cause of Islam. They have been more successful
in this regard than the midlas and other orthoThe mystical fellowship of the
dox agencies.
Darwish fraternities has been of itself an attraction to outsiders, but the pir him.self, with what
he has to promise, has been the indispensable

wisdom

factor. 2

the shaikhs of a lower type are found
of weak or unbalanced minds.
Many
of these are looked upon as saints (ivalis) and
other
in
or
sickness
are
consulted
special
faqlrs, and
need. Their influence lies in this direction and
not in the control and guidance of a group of

Among

some men

disciples.

The influence of the s/mikhs touches women as
well as men.
Indeed, as far as occasional consultation of the pir goes, women turn to him more
There is no prohibition
frequently than men.
and
against their being admitted to the tariqah,
there is eminent Sufi authority for the view that
the female mind' is more sensitive to mystical
of
1 The
temper of the Sufi movement admits the assertion
individual leadership rather than the eflfective co-operation of
leaders.

„

^.

..

^

2 The shaikhs have in their khallfahs very efTective agents to
second their influence. The mwids also actively recommend
their own shaikh to others.
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impressions than the male mind still, the number
of women Darwishes is not relatively great. ^
The shcdkfis high standing with God is attested
by tlie miracles {karamdt) with which God honours
liim.
The shaikh is not said to perform miracles
God gives them to liim.'' In all parts of the Muslim
world healing miracles are attributed to wctlis and
murshids they are a mark of their special holiness.
The most famous instances of these healings
occur in connexion with wounds or serpent-bites
inflicted in the dliikrs (Darwish religious exercises)
of the Darwish orders.
Shaikhs of the soundest
reputation do not favour the extravagant selfmutilations inflicted in the dhikrsoi special orders,
and in general give tlieir ajiproval only to the
miraculous cure of disease or wounds resulting
from accident. They are inclined to demand also
that those to be cured shall be known to be of
good character. There are as striking instances
of cure by means of suggestive therapeutics in the
Darwish circles as are to be found anywhere, and,
similarly, the immunity from injury which may be
secured through hypnotic suggestion is very strikingly illustrated in the self-inflicted woundings and
burnings and the serpent-bites permitted, e.g., in
the societies of the Kifaiyyah order. In hundreds
of instances neither pain nor permanent injury
;

;

;

follows.^

The power
the future

is

to reveal the unseen and to i)redict
exjjlained also as a gift with which
holiness of liis servants.
In

Allah honours the

certain cases the shaikhs show remarkable powers
of mind-reading, telepathy, and clairvoyance, and
some quite accurate verifications of their predictions are on record.
The shaikh's circle of influence includes those
who are in the habit of consulting him when need
arises
those who take part occasionally in the
dhikrs which he directs, because they find it either
tliose who have
])leasant or helpful to do so
chosen the shaikh as their mtirshid, or spiritual
guide, and eitlier look forward to joining his order
or are already members of it ; and those who
occupy a cell in the zdwiyah, or takiyt/ah. The
lirst three classes have not separated themselves
from the world ; the last have done so and are
living a celibate life under the constant superintendence of tlie shaikh. It is possible to have
^uch a class only where there is a zdiviyah that is
large enough to provide lodging for a group of
Inothers in addition to the assembly room of the
;

;

fraternity.
6.

The

may

hold

vocation of the shaikh.— The shaikh
position by nomination on the part
of his predecessor, or, if the latter is his father or
brother, possibly" by right of inheritance, or he
may be elected by the vote of tlie local group of
Darwishes.
His appointment will be confirmed
by the mufti of the place, in rare cases by tlie
Sultan himself, and regularly by the grand s'/iaikh
of his order.
The celibate life is not binding upon
liim, and in certain cases the rule is that his office
is inherited by his son.
Where there is no zdwiyah
with a resident group of disciples, the shaikh,
unless he is a mendicant, will follow some secular
If there is a Darwish hostel, it
vocation.
may
l:ave land attached to it, which will be cultivated
by the resident murlds. The shaikhs who do not
follow any trade are supported by gifts from their
The zdwiyahs over which
disciples and others.
1 There exist orders of women
Darwishes, and among- tlie
outstanding §ufi leaders of histor}' one or two women shaikhs
liis

are named.
2 The karamnt of the shaikh are of a
different genus from
the authenticating: miracles (inu'jizdt) granted to a prophet.
3 In the Daiisa
ceremony, where a mounted shaikh rides over
the prostrate bodies of his followers without injury to them,
the immunity from harm is credited to their faith. Both the
shaikh and the disciples in this instance are under the stress of
intense religious excitement.

they preside are provided for by income from local
endowment funds, grants from public endowment
funds [waqf), or private gifts. The gifts which
fall to the shaikh he regularly devotes
to the
purposes of his community.'
As the shaikh may arrange, meetings of the
local fraternity are held in the assembly room of
the zdiviyah from time to time.
If there is no
zaiciyah, the group meets regularly in a mosque.
The usual meetings are a daily meeting, a inure
important weekly one (often held on the eve of
Friday), a monthly observance in honour of the
founder of the order, a similar service for the
Prophet, and a yearly celebration of the birthday
of the Prophet (Matdid cn-Nabl).
The assembly
room serves not merely for the performance of the
dhikrs, but as a meeting-place for the brothers and
those interested in the order. Not all present are
permitted to join in the religious exercises, and not
care to do so.
The life of the
7. The murid and the tariqah.
disciple (murid) who has chosen for himself a
spiritual guide is subject in all respects to the
direction of the latter.
He confides in him imidicitly, and refers to him all his concerns and
The disciples resident in the zdwiyah take
plans.
part in the regular f//i//^ra (religious exercises), and,
in addition, are assigned special exercises for their
own private observance. In a general way the
shaikh instructs each viurid how to conduct his
life with a view to the attainment of the
mystic
He may from time to time visit the murids
goal.
in their cells.
They visit him each week in his
cell for the purpose of disclosing to him their
religious progress and receiving from him necessary
directions.* The shaikh is one who is practised in
noting the signs of spiritual advancement in his
all

—

disci]iles.

mund

The nature of the shaikh's relation to the
in the iarqah
well illustrated in the typical instance of Tawakkul Eeg's
initiation at the hands of MulJa Shah.^ Tawakkul Beg chose
Mulla Shah as his spiritual director and was accepted by him
as a murid. The fa^/& ('seeker') usually undertakes a long
course of penitential discipline prescribed for him by his guide
with a view to securing a complete detachment from the world
of sensuous things and an utter humility which will prepare
him to receive the positive blessings of the mystic way.-* The
shaikh then admits him as a sdlik, or traveller on the way. He
takes the 'ahd, or oath, declaring particularly his devotion to the
founder of the order whose tariqah he is following and to the
he has selected.
These steps are not
special guide
described by Tawakkul Beg, but in those which follow he shows
how through private exercises of devotion 5 and the hypnotic
influence of Mulla Shah and his khali/ahs the initiate reached
the goal of union with God.
is

whom

The method

of guidance is expressed by the term
recollection.' This iinplies the fixing in the
of some object of thought. It is accomplished
'

dhikr,

mind
by concentrating the attention upon the conception
and its name, or upon some religious idea and its
corresponding formula of expression. To assist in
fixing the notion the mental eflbrt is accompanied
by vocal repetition of the name or formula with
varying tone, pitch, and force of voice. In the
vocal exercises the breathing is timed and adapted
to accord with the strict rhythm and time of the
vocal utterance. In the collective dhikrs of the
1 Some
zdwiyahs have endowments more than adequate to

meet
by

The erection of zdwiyahs is provided for
which may be supplemented by grants from the public

their expenses.

gifts

endowments (iraqf).
The forma! instniclion of the shaikh

religious
2
3

is

called tahjin.

m

Cf Macdonald, Rcliijious Attitude and Life
Islam, pp.
195-200.
Mulla Shah had attained the mystic goal without
the aid of a shaikh.
Nowadays it is held to be enormously
difficult to do this, and the choice of a murshid, or spiritual
director, is insisted on.
i This
repentance' {laubah) is for the purpose of eradicating
the shahwah kadhibah, or evil impulses.
The exercises include oral or silent repetition of formulas
taken from the Qur'an, the recitation of longer sections from
the Holy Book, the repeated thought or expression of one of
the sacred names of Allah or of a pronoun referring to Allah.
The repetitions may be assisted by means of a rosary of 33, 06,
or 99 beads. Such is the usage of the Darwishes to-day.
.

'

f'

PISACHAS
Danvlsli fraternity the shaikh fixes tlie pro^raiuiiie
of exercises and determines the number of repetitions of a t,'iven formula and the manner of recitaHe or his
tion in each part ((Uuirb) of the dhikr.
khullfahs superintend the ceremonies, exercising
constant and close control in order to secure
perfect

harmony

of voice

and movement among

Eacli shaikh holds to the
traditions of liis own order, but at the same time
there is a large element that is common to tiie
dhikrs of the various Darwish orders. It is in tlie
exercises prescribed for tlie private use of indiviiluals that particular 5/trt/A,7w feel free to adapt their
spiritual directions to the needs of special cases.
The advancement of the sCdik is in the hands of
the spiritual director, who lays do\vn the means by
wldch it is to be realized, and decides when the
respective stages of progi'ess have been reached.
There are four major objectives which are to be
The first of these is desuccessively attained.
scribed by the technical term fand fi-'lshaikh ('disappearance in the shaikh '). The di.sciple is directed
to fix attention upon the thought and mental image
of the spiritual director, while the director projects
himself into the consciousness of his disciple.* By
these means and by the help of various external
exercises such as have been already referred to
hypnosis is at last eflected and the sdlik feels tliat
He
his identity is merged in that of the shaikh.
declares to his instructor, no longer ' I am I,' but
'
I am thou.'
When dhikrs have served their purpose in this
way, the director introduces into the mystic discipline exercises in meditation (rnurdqabah) to fix
firmly certain convictions and to intensify spiritual
tliose

taking part.^

"^

longing.

The next major

It is obvious that this pantheistic
teaching of
the Sufi shaikhs in not
consistent with the
logically
and
law
of
Islam.
Sane
Sufi
teachers
tlieology
have explicitly saitl that one who was inajdhiib, or
attracted, was above tlie law and the division of
the Darwish orders into Ba-Shar' ('within the
law') and Bi-Shar
('witiiout the law') gives
ground fur tiie sus])icion which the orthodox nave
felt towards certain of the orders.
For most of
the shaikhs a reconciliation with the law has been
They have looked u])on it as useful in
possible.
the penitential preparation (tnuliah) for the mystic
and
they liave regarded the observance of it
way,
on the part of the Sufi initiates as a useful condescension for the sake of common believers
;

'

('ahlu-'ttaqrid). It may help them to gain paradise,
though for Sufis ('ahlu-'lhaqq) it may atiord no iielp
in their practice of the mystical life {tasavnvuf).
of the
In relation to the sunnah a large

majority
shaikhs are Sunnis, but in Persia and N.\N'^. India
there is a substantial Shi'ah element. The movement is of Shi'ah origin, and much of the Sufi
teaching and method may be traced through the
Slii'ah to Yoga and Vedantist influences in India.
Finally, there are shaikhs who look upon the
desire to guide souls as a lingering attachment to
the world and therefore something to be renounced
in order to an unconditional oneness with God, the
only reality.
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objective*

is

designated

/rt?irt^-'WaA (' disappearance in God'), and tlie shaikh
declares it to have been attained when, through the
hypnotic influence of his will exercised upon the
nturid and through assistance of the prescribed
His
discipline, the murid feels 'I am He' (God).
own identity has become an element in his consciousness of God, and, similarly, his sense of the
phenomenal world has ceased to be separately true
and has passed over to be an element in Iiis sense
of God.
The sdlik who has travelled on the way
(tarlqah) until he has attained to God in the way
'
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'

'

'

described is united (ittihdd) or attracted {maj(I hub) and henceforth will travel on in God.^
He
will be i)ermitted to enter the circle of the initiated,
may wear the characteristic garb of his order, and
may receive authority to pass on the tarlqah to
others as a viurshid. Before the last objective
shall have been reached he must still seek to reach
fand id -fand ('disappearance oi fand'), in which
he loses all sense of union,' attraction,' or absorption,' and the sense of God which results from
these processes is all in all.
Beyond that is the
ultimate goal, baqd, in which the heart returns to
express itself in the relations of the phenomenal
world, while never losing the true vision of reality,
namely, that there is but one real being and that
the world and self are but phenomenal manifestations of the one.®
1 In
many orders the actions of the participants in the dhikrs
'

'

'

are accompanied by music rendered by attendant mursliidn.
This accompaniment materially assists the process of hypnosis
desired by the shaikh. The motions of the body in time wilii
the regulation of the breathing tend in the same direction.
2 Fand is an
equivalent of ghaiba, disappearance,' absence.'
3 The
process is helped forward by the novice fixing his eyes
upon the face of his director.
* Intermediate
objectives may be placed before the sOlik
(traveller), na.me\y,fandfi-'lpir (' disappearance in the founder')
and/a/iart-'njVaM(' disappearance in the Prophet'). A synonym
iorfandfi-'llah is/and fi-'lhaqq ('disappearance in the real ').
5 When one has become
inajdhiib, his soul and its motions are
ruled by gnosis, the mystic knowledge of the real, and love,
the mystic fulfilment of desire. Such an one has attained a
status (wag/ah).
c In
baijd the traveller has reached the gutb, the focal point
in which the onward movement of the spiritual life rests.
It
'

'

;

;

;

;
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—

W. M. Patton.

PI^ACHAS. In modern India a j^^acha is a
kind of ghoul, usually the ghost of some one who
has died an unnatural death, or for whom the
requisite funeral rites have not been performed.
He is clas.sed as a bhfita, or ghost, and the term
bhut-piidch is commonly used to indicate demons
Piidchas haunt burial - grounds and
generally.
Their
places of cremation, and eat human flesh.
speech is a kind of gibberish, and hence modern
goblin langEnglish is called pisdcha-bhdsd, or
uage,' by those who cannot understand it.^ In
S. India the small circular storms, called devils
by Europeans, are called piidch'is, or 'she-ghouls.''*
In ancient India pi.idchas played a much more
prominent part. They are frequently mentioned
'

'

'

Here they are also called
A'edic literature.
kravydd, a term which, like piidcha, is said to
mean an eater of raw flesh.' Most scholars agree
that these Vedic ;)JA«cAo*were malignant demons,^
but A. Hillebrandt* considers it to be quite po.ssible
in

'

be remarked that the discipline imposed by the shaikhs
quite frequently brings to those who subject themselves to it a
weakening of the power of nervous resistance, a lo.ss of will
power, and a general weakening of character. Through selfabsorption, and even autohypuosis, their social value and their
value for work are lessened.

may

1

PR^

2

H. Yule and A. C. Bumell, Hohson-JohsoTfi, London, 1903,

i.

238.

p. 714.
3 Cf.

H. Oldenberg, Die Religion des Veda, Berlin, 1S;)4, p.
A. A. Macdonell, Vedic Mirlhology (GIAP in. i., Strass;
and A. B. Keith,
burg, 1897), p. 104 and A. A. Macdonell
Vedi^ Index of Xames and Subjects, London, 1912, i. 533.
426.
iii.
> Vedische
Mythologie, Breslau, 1902,
2(i4 n.

;
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that they were ancient enemies

who

subsee^uently

became traditional fiends, while Macdonell and
Keith {loc. cit.) admit that in later times the name
have been given in scorn to human tribes.
In one place (Elgvecla, I. cxvii. 21) the commentator Sayana explains the word dasyu generally
explained as meaning non-Aryan aborigines by

may

—

—

the asuras, 2nidchas, etc., who destroy.'
In the RdmOyana they do not apjiear very often,
and then only as ghouls but in the Mahcibhurata,
while the demon character is most often assigned
to them, they also over and over again appear as
a race or races of men inhabiting N.W. India, the
Himalaya, and Central Asia. They are described
as performing human sacrifices and as eaters of
raw flesh. They have a form of marriage which
'

;

cursed them, so that thenceforth the country was
peopled for six months of each year by his other
These came from an island in
sons, the piidchas.
the sand ocean, i.e. from an oasis in the Central
Asian desert, possibly Khotan, where there are
also found similar traditions of yaksas (i.e. piidIn after generations
chas) superseding the ndgas.
the Kashmir jnidchas were finally expelled, and
the country became inhabited only by ndgas and
^
All over the so-called
men, as it is at present.
Dard country north and west of Kashmir, as far
as Kafiristan, there are still told numerous legends,
some of them intimately connected with the
foundation of a tribe or of its religion, in which
cannibalism plays a prominent and important

On

part.F. Lacote^ maintains that there is no sufficient
reason for assuming that thei-e was ever a tribe or
tribes known as Pisacha, and this opinion is shared
*
by S. Konow ; but a consideration of the legends
just recounted and of the references to plidchas
in the Mahdbhdrata entitles us to believe that

and there referred

(1)

embracing a woman who is asleep or
drugged, and are guilty of other abominable pracTwo pik'ichas are specially mentioned as
tices.
living by the river Vipasa, who were progenitors
of an impure W. Panjab tribe known as Bahikas.
consists in

the other hand, individual pisdchas are here
to as pious ascetics living by
holy streams in N.W. India.^
In later Sanskrit literature, with important
exceptions to be noted below, the human nature of
t\\Q pisdchas has disapi)eared, and they are merely
demons. Sometimes they serve men for a quid
Thus, in the KatJmsaritsdgara ([11th
pro quo.
cent. A.D.], I. ii. 262) a jjimcha is possessed of
surgical skill, and will cure a wound, provided he
is always given a new wound to cure as soon as liis
finished.
Otherwise he kills his
this we may ijerliaps compare the
patient.
unknown science called pisdcha-veda, or piklchnvidyd, mentioned in two works of the late Vedic

present job

is

With

period.^

According to the Purdna legends, the valley

of

Kashmir was once a lake. When the water had
been drained off by the god Siva, it was peopled
by the Prajapsiti Kasyapa. This Kasyapa had
several wives.
Tliree were Kadru, Krodhavasa,
and Khasfi. By the first he had as ofl'spring the
ndgas, or snake-gods, by the second the pUdchas,
and by the third the cognate yaJcsas and rdksasas.'^
In Buddhist literature the yaksas and 2}isnchas are

confounded, and both had cannibal propensities.*
Similarly, Kalhana, the non-Buddhist chronicler
of Kashmir (12tli cent. A.D. ), in the Rdjatarahgini
(i. 184),uses tlie word yaksa as equivalent to pUdcha.
At the present day, in Kashmir and the neighbouring countries lying south of the Hindu Kush,
while tlie word pisdcha has fallen out of use, yaksa,
under the form of yachh, is still the name given to

malignant demons who are cannibal.
This brings us to the work knoMu as the Nllaviata, a legendary account of Kaslimir certainly
older than the 11th cent, and perhaps as old as the
6th or 7th. According to it, when tiie valley of

Kashmir was formed, Kasyp.pa

at first peopled

it

witii his sons, the 7idgas, who Avere the former
inhabitants of the now dried-up lake.
wished
to introduce men {i.e. people from Arj^an India ?)

He

also,

but the ndgas objected, and he thereupon

1 For further details and references
see O. A. Grierson,
Pi^acas in the Mahabharata,' in Festschrift fur Vilhr.lm
rAomscji, Leipzig, 1912, p. loSfl. Cf. alsoG. A. Grierson, 'Paii5aci,
'

and "Modern Pi.'5acha," in ZDMG Ixvi. [1912] (58.
GOpatha Brdhmana, i. i. 10 and Aivalayana ^rauta Sutra,
Macdonell and Keith, loe. cit.
'

Pi^acas,
2

there were actual people whom the Aryan
Indians called Pisachas iliixotpiyoi (2) this name
and also the name yaksa were possibly opprobrious
epithets, derived from the names of demons or,

—

;

;

alternative, they were names of tribes,
which hate in later times converted into names of
demons ; (3) the Mahdbhdrata considered these
people as inhabiting the north-west of India and

as an

the neighbouring mountainous tracts, and Kashmir
tradition connected their original home with an
oasis in the Central Asian desert.
The question next arises as to the language
spoken by these pisdchas. There are two independent streams of tradition concerning this. In
the first place, there is the great encyclopaedia of
stories appearing in Sanskrit under various forms,
tlie best known of which is the famous KathdsaritAll these collections come from the
sdgara.^

—

one from Nepal and two others from
Kashmir.^ They purport to be translations into
Sanskrit made from an older version, entitled the
Brhatkathd, which is said to have been communicated to one Gunadhya by &jnidcha, in Paisachi.'
'Paisachi' means 'the piktcha language,' and is
usually explained as signifying the language
believed to have been spoken by these demons or
by tliese people. Lacote, however, maintains (p.
45) that tlie language was given this name simply
because the original narrator w^as represented to
be a piidcha, and that Paisachi was really a literary adaptation of the vulgar speech of the tribes
of the north-west.
As it has been shown above
tliat there were people in the north-west who were
called Pisaclias a fact denied by Lac6te the
point so far is of little importance. The other
stream of tradition is contained in the works of
the Indian grammarians. Several of their grammars of the Prakrit language contain sections
The oldest of them
dealing with Paisaclil.
Vararuclii (c. 6tli cent. A.D.) knows only one
Paisachi dialect, but, as time went on, the number
of dialects mentioned increased till Markaiideya
(17th cent. ) discusses no fewer than thirteen. Without doubt the later grammarians included under
the name many local dialects spoken in various

Himalaya

'

—

—

—

—

;

X. viii. 6, both quoted by
3 The various Puriinic

accounts of these legends are conveniently summarized in H. H. Wilson and F. Hall's tr. of the
Vipni Purd'o.a, London, 1865, ii. 74. The ndgas, of course,
not only were mythical demi-gods, but also represented
memories of a race of men so called.
According to other
legends, the name of the mother of the pUdchas was Kapiaa,
with which may be compared the name of the ancient town
Kapi^a at the southern foot of the Hindu Kush (see F. Thomas,
in JRAS, 1906, p. 461).
Kapi^a looks like a metathesis of
Kasyapa, the femiiiine of Kasyapa.
4
Bee,e.g.,Jdtaka, tr. H. T. Francis, Cambridge, 1905, p. 128,
note 3.

1
Nowadays the ndgas are the presiding deities of the numerous
springs in Kashmir. For full details of the above legends, and
also for other legends of the supersession of ndgas by i/aksns or
pUdchns in other localities of the same tract of country, see
G. A. Grierson, in
Ixvi. 70 ff.
2 See Q. A.
PiSaca = 'n;u.o<^ayoir,' JRAS, 1905,
Grierson,
285
£f.
p.
3 Essai sur Gxmdilhtia et la
lifhatkathd, Paris, 1908, p. 47.
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The Home

5 Tr. C. H.
6 For full

ed.
of
1908.

of Pai;5aci,'
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Ixiv. [1910] 102.

Tawney, Calcutta, 1880-84.
Lacote, op. cit., and also his
Brhatkathd, Clokasarhgraha, Paris,

particulars see F.

Budhasvamin's

PISTIS SOPHIA
parts of India wliich liad nothing whatever to do
with Paisachi and it will be safest to accept the
statement of Ileniachandra (13th cent.) that of the
real Paisachi there were at most three varieties.
The later trrammarians gave lists of the localities
where Paisadii was spoken, but tliese (litter greatly
among themselves, and the localities are very widely
scattered over the whole of India, north, south,
east, and nortli-west.
They all agree in regard to
one, and only one, locality
Kckaya, a country on
the east bank of the Indus, in the N.W. Panjab,
in
i.e.
the extreme north-west of modern India.
Moreover, Markandeva, in his treatment of this
Kekaya Paisachi, which he calls the standard, or
princii)al, dialect, and which closely agrees with
the form described by Vararuchi, quotes in his
examples a phrase that he specially says is taken
from the Bfhatlcathd. We may tlieretore assume
that at least this grammarian, who is our only
authority on the point, considered that the
Paisachi of this work belonged to N.W. India.
Except the accounts of these grammarians, no
traces of Paisachi have survived in Indian litera;

—

ture.
All scholars do not, or did not, accept the theory
of a north-western origin for Paisachi. An account
of the various theories will be found on p. 74 of
the present writer's article on ' Paisaci, Pi.sacas,

and "Modern Pisacha'" already quoted, and the
:
is a brief
In ISSO A. F. Hoernle considered

summary

following

it to be the low Prakrit
spoken by Dravidian aborigines. In 1886 E. Senart suggested
that it was merely the name of the popular language of India.
In 1900 R. Pischei claimed it as an independent Prakrit dialect
of X. \\ India.
Tliis theory was adopted b}' the present writer
in 1906.
In 1908 F. Lacote argued that it was an Aryan lang.

uage

of

N.W.

India,

Konow

hut spoken by non-Aryan people.

In 1910

returned to Hoernle's opinion, and considered it to be
an Aryan language spoken by Dravidians in Central India.
Konow's theory ably argued in his article in ZD3I0 already
quoted is partly based on the fact that much of the main story
of the B-fhatkathd deals with events occurring in Central
India, but the evidence for a north-western home for the language seems to the present writer to be overwhelming. It must
at the same time be admitted that there is clear linguistic evidence of tn-^ces of Paisachi in the modern languages not only of
Central but also of W. India, and this can best be explained by
the assumption that the speakers of Paisachi spread from the
north-west, as from a nidus, down the Indus, into Gujarat,
Central India, and the Maratha country of the western coast.
Konow has, on the other hand, made an important contribution to the discussion bj' pointing out the close connexion that
exists between Paisachi and the Pali language of the Buddhist
Pali has been localized, without great success, in
scriptures.
many parts of India, and, if Paisachi is, as Konow maintains, a
Central Indian language, then the arguments favouring the
localization of Pali round Uj jayini in that tract would be greatly
strengthened. But there is an alternative, and, to the mind of
the present writer, a much more likel.v theory. In the country
of Kekaya was situated the famous university of TaksaiSila, a
home and centre of Buddhist learning.i This at once explains
the close connexion between Paisachi and Pali, and will entitle
us to consider the latter as the literary and polished form of
the folk-speech of the country in which the university was
S.

—

—

situated.
It remains to consider whether Paisachi has left
its former existence in the modern languages of
;

'

Literature.

—This

is

indicated throughout the article.

G. A. Grier.son.
Characteristics.— The
Pistis Sojohia is a miscellany of -weird, fantastic
fragments which apparently voice the theosophy

PISTIS SOPHIA.— I.

See, e.g., the Jatakas, passim.
See also G. A. Grierson, The
India, London, 1906.

iv.

115).

The

(ERE

circles in Egypt
type of Gnosticism

particular

cannot be identified, however, as it exploits the
mythological romance of Sophia's redemption
.some critics have ascribed it to the Valentinians
(q.v.) or even to (a dinciple of) ^'alentinus himself,'
;

others to the Ophites, others, again, to the liarbelovi. 239», •-'41'').
Gnostics (cf.
The first point
to notice is that Coptic scliolars generally agree
that the extant
represents the Sahidic translation of a Greek original.
The
itself, written

ERE

MS

MS

double columns on both sides of a parchment,
cannot be dated earlier than the end of the 4th
or the opening of the 5th
How much
century.
in

earlier the original was composed it is impossible
to say ; the fact that the Epistles of the
are
quoted as Scripture seems to fix a terminus a quo
not earlier than c. A.D. 140; but the internal
evidence is too uncertain to allow any precise
inferences to be drawn with regard to the period

NT

at which it was compiled.
What is certain is that
the Pistis Sophia is a product of the later Gnosticism, especially of Gnosticism as it grew ui)on
Egyptian soil and, as few of tlie Gnostic documents have survived in their entirety, this invests
it with special value for a student of the movement; its contents are often tedious and occasionally trivial, but they are of first-rate importance
for the comparative criticism of the .scattered
pieces which in most cases represent all that is
extant of the rich Gnostic literature.
have
here the morbid craving for an esoteric revelation,
as well as the blending of mythology and ritual,
which made some of the Gnostic circles more than
mere schools of religious philosophy.
have
;

We

We

sacramental rites combined with Christology,* in
a form whose spirit is sometimes not far from
Catholicism. We have theurgical elements fused
with ceremonial (cf. ERE viii. 277). We have
also astrological mysticism in a peculiar combina-

and intricate theosophical
speculation, whose general outlook is most nearly
parallel to the attempt of Bardesanes on more
orthodox and sober lines. Finally, from the point
of view of literary form, we have in the Pistis
Sophia an illustration of how Gnostic writers could
employ the dialogue and the hymn* in order to
convey their opinions, and of how they personified
abstractions as jEschylus had done more dramatiction of Christian faith

ally in the Prometheus Vinctns, and the Hebrews
in the Sophia of Proverbs and of the Wisdomliterature more simply.
The affinities of the theosophy reflected in the
Pistis Sophia are with that branch of
Ophitism
which is called Barbelo-Gnosticism (ERE vi. 238")
the description of this sect, as given by Irenteus
(adv. Hcer. i. 29) in what seems an extract from
C i. 502'),
the Gnostic ' Gospel of Mary (cf.
does not exactly tally with the details of the
Pistis Sophia, but this is not surprising, as the
latter reflects innovations and modifications of any
Gnostic scheme. The Barbelo-Gnostics seem to
have been originally Syrian, and to have passed
south-west into Egypt. The characteristic feature
of their occult speculations was the place assigned
to the female principle (ERE v. 827 tti'.), which led
to an exploitation of the term 'Barbelo.' This
was applied by them to the female deitj', either as
the supreme iwoia of the invisible God * or as the

;

Piiaca Languages of N. W.

DA

1
Appealing incautiously to Tertullian's language in adv.
Valentin, ii. ('porro facies Dei spectatur in simplicitate
quaerendi, ut docet ipsa Sophia, non quidem Valentini, sed
So F. Legge, 'Some Heretic Gospels," in The
Solomonis').
Scottish Review, xxii. [1893] 133-162.
2 Cf. E.
xi. [1912-13]
The Gnostic Redeemer,"
Bevan,

HJ

'

137-152.
'

On

the development of the

ERE xii.

1

2

some Gnostic Christian

of

'

any traces of
N.W. India.

This is denied by Konow but the present writer, in his article
in the
already quoted (p. 78ff.), has shown numerous
points of agreement. The subject is of a character too minute
to be discussed here. Suffice it to say that the writer considers
that the inhabitants of the W. Panjab and of the wild country
to the north below the Hindu Kush may be taken as in the maiii
representing the ancient pUdchais, and that the many varying
languages of these tracts, including Kashmiri, though in fater
times much subjected to Iranian influence and possibly retaining
peculiarities from the proto-Iranian stage of the Aryan language, have at their basis a form of speech not dissimilar from
the ancient Pai.^achi. At the same time the extremely mixed
character of all these tongues prevents him from calling them
Modern Paisachi,' and he prefers to group them, under the
name of the people, as ' Modern Pisacha. '2
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hymn

in Syriac Christianity see

12.

.\ccording to Irenjeus, Barbelo was 'an aeon, in virgin-shape,
who never aged," existing with the innominabilis Pater." The
•«

'

PISTIS SOPHIA

46

lower Sophia, and it gave them their distinctive
name. It is this ligure, not the serpent of the
specific or narrower Ophites, that appears in the
cosmohjgy of the Pistis Sophia. The representation tlius resembles the account of tlie Gnostics
given by Epiphanius {Hcer. xxvi.); whether or
not the Pistis Sophia in its present form or in the
original form of any part is to be identified with
tlie
Little Questions of Mary which Epiphanius
mentions as a document of that sect, the similarity
The insistence
of physiognomy is unmistakable.
on the virgin-birth of Jesus, the salvation of the
spiritual through initiation into the mysteries, and
the identification of the Highest Being with
supreme light recall these Ophites, and, even more
so, tlie description of the tyrants who guard the
'

'

portals of eternity (cf. Origen,
but the functions of laldabaoth

c.

vi.

Cels.

EPE

(cf.

30 f.);
236)

vi.

difi'er, and the adventures of (Pistis) Sophia are
not quite the same as those of Sophia Achamoth
in the Valentinian scheme or in the Ophite in the
;

Pistis Sophia she is not connected Avith the origin
of matter, and she is represented as the object of
redemption by Christ, not as a medium or principle
of redemption, much less as a sister or as the
mother of Christ. The conception of the lightmaiden Barbelo, again, is variously defined in the
extant notices of the Gnostic theosophies, and her
ill-defined characteristics in the Pistis Soj)hia
differ

from the views which dubbed her Prunicus

or set her in the eighth heaven, as the mother of
Sabaoth or of laldabaoth (=nina ni'?', son of
Chaos?), who, to her sorrow, usurped the seventh
heaven. In the Pistis Sophia she is a great Power
of the invisible God, but she does not produce
Jesus as ' the Light ; she merely confers on Him
His vesture of light, and laldabaoth is in the chaos
of the under world, a torturing fiend instead of a
'

demiurgus. The Barbelo-Gnostics were evidently
not homogeneous, but the occurrence of Barbelo in
the Pistis Sophia assigns that miscellany to some
circle more or less allied to the pious theosophists
of the 2nd cent, whom we know as the Ophites
collectively, and as the Nicolaitans, Simonians, and
Barbelo-Gnostics specifically. For the Ophites,
though numerically insignificant, were influential,
and the tenets which they started seem to have
been capable of permutation and modification in
several directions.
Five etymologies of the term

proposed:

(a)

iSyi-mn

(6)

'daughter
'

;

God

in

the

of

'

'
Barbelo (BapjSrjXai) have been
the Lord,' an equivalent for

Tetrad,'

m7X ymxa, which

is

probably the most satisfactory explanation (o) the supreme
Limit,' paracela, from the Indian vela, 'limit' a suggestion
made by Julius Grill (Ifntprsuchungen riber die Entstehung des
viertenEvangeliums, Tubingen, 1902, pp. 395-397), who connects
it with the Valentinian 'Opos, the I5arbelo being called
'the
supreme limit in relation to the XlarTjp aKaroco/iiaa-Tos on the
one side and to the lower syzygies on the other (d) Bousset
{Hauptprobleme der Gnosis, Gottingen, 1907, p. 14 f.) suggests,
on the lines of (a), that the word ia a mutilation of n-apeeVos
the intermediate form, jSapflei'ws, actually occurring in
Epiphanius (Hcer. xxvi. 1) as the name of Noah's wife
(e)
finally, Hort's {DCB i. 235, 249) conjecture has to be chronicled,
which regards Barbelo as identical in meaning with its equivalent 'Babel' in the Gnosticism of Justinus (Hippol. adv. Hcer.
V. 26), i.e. as the chaotic germ of manifold existence
though
the seductive, cosmolo^ical functions of Babel are very different
from the celestial position of Barbelo and her Ohristological
significance in the Pistis Sophia.
'

;

—

'

;

—

;

'

'

—

The only quotations are from the OT and the
NT, the former including the Odes of Solomon
among the canonical Psalms, the latter ranging
over the four Gospels and most of the Epistles
Instead of
(with the exception of Hebrews).
depreciating the OT, the Pistis Sophia believes in
its inspiration
the divine power in Clirist is
traced in the OT as well as in the NT, and this
absence of anti-Semitic bias difterentiates the
;

produces the female tetrad of eVvom, Trpoyvtoo-i?, a^9ap<rCa,
and ^<t)T| aiwi/tos, while Barbelo produces the male triad of (|)<o5,
latter
(

= Christ),

I'oCs,

and

Ao-yo?.

miscellany from the general class of Gnostic
(Ophite) speculations. Furthermore, it makes no
appeal to outside myths, as did the Ophites and
the other Gnostic sects described by Hippolytus.
Whether this was intentional or not, whether the
Pistis Sophia documents came from a circle less
cultured than the rest or from Gnostics who were
shy of syncretism, it is a feature which allies
them, in spite of their fantastic cosmogony and
kabbalistic expressions, to the main body of the
Church. Nor is it the only feature of this kind.
Belief in the absolute efficacy of the sacraments,
a certain reserve in exploiting mythology, a real
devotion to Christ, and an evangelical sense of
God for all the world shimmer through the
coloured and wavering mists of theosophy in the
Pistis Sophia, and suggest that a genuine faith lay
behind the chimeras and amalgamated texture of
these Gnostics' cosmology.^
'

'

—

The esoteric mysteries are as usual repre2. Contents.
sented to be a revelation in this case, as in many otiier
Gnostic documents which are known more or lessfragmentarily,
a revelation made by the Risen Christ to the inner circle of His
The precedent for this method had been furnished
disciples.
by the Catholic Church, in the interests of apostolic tradition.
Thus Justin Martyr {Apol. i. 67) closes his account of the
Christian sacraments and teaching by claiming that he was
Jesus had taught
onlj' setting before his pagan readers what
when He appeared on Sunday to His apostles and disciples '—an
amplification of Mt 2820. in the Pistis Sophia the main purpose
of Christ is to reveal and institute mysteries, and mysteries of
a sacramental order, by which alone redemption from sin ia
possible for the elect. 'The starting-point is the same as in the
uncanonical gospels which dealt with the Resurrection and
passed into apocalypses, viz. the period of forty days which,
according to Ac 13, Jesus spent with His disciples between the
Resurrection and the Ascension. The communications which
He was supposed to have imparted to His followers during this

—

'

interval were shaped into fantastic revelations of heaven and
earth. The Pistis Sophia (1-5)2 starts also from the instructions given by the Risen Jesus to the disciples on Mount Olivet ;
but the remarkable and unique feature is that the writer
extends the period to eleven years. Even this prolonged period
did not enable the Lord to impart more than an elementary

of the mysterious Light-world. Since He had not yet
ascended, the esoteric meaning of the aeons and spheres which
intervene between the human soul and the supreme Light had
still to be revealed, although the disciples complacently thought
that they had already attained a perfect insight. Hence, after
the ascension to the Prime Mystery (or Supreme God) on the
loth day of the month Tybi 3 (cf.
iii. 93) at full moon,
when tiie passage of Jesus through the firmaments into the
higher world had produced confusion among the powers of
heaven and an earthquake which dismayed the disciples. He
returned (cf. W. R. Newbold, JBL xxxi. [1912] 168-209) next
day in dazzling glory and, to their delight, promised to complete
their knowledge of the heavenly world, i.e. to describe the
Ineffable One, who was above the Prime Mystery. The gnosis
is practical ; it is a revelation of the proper methods by which
the disciples can attain, and help others to attain, the goal of
their quest, viz. the attainment of the Light-world, ! instead of
the present mixed (/cepaCT/aos) world which is destined to perish
^
at the end.
The remainder of the first book (6-62) is devoted to this
exposition, Jesus being occasionally questioned in the course of
it Dy Mary Magdalene, Philip, Peter, Martha, John, Andrew,
Thomas, Matthew, James, Salome, and the Virgin Mary, all of
whom not only put questions but reveal for the approval of
Jesus what is in their minds. The literary quality is not high,
but the setting of the dialogue is sometimes quaint Marv
gazing into the air for an hour (17) before she ventures to ask
a question, Philip sitting and writing down the words of Jesus
(22), Peter angrily complaining that Mary talked too much (3(3),
and James reverently kissing the breast of Jesus before he
speaks a word (51). 'The exposition itself ia from time to time
linked to mystical interpretations of OT texts e.g., one of the
grotesque applications of Pa 8510 (' mercy and truth are met
together ') is that these words denote the meeting of the Virgin
Mary and Ehsabeth (Lk 140), since 'Mercy' was the divine

knowledge

ERE

—

'

'

;

1

Christ breaks the

power

of fate (eltiapfievri) over the soul

but this preoccupation with the problem of destiny,
f.)
which haunted the early centuries (cf. Gilbert Murray, HJ ix.
[1910-11] 15 f.) like a nightmare, was faced by Christian thinkers
in the Church, like Origen and Bardesanes, as well as by
Gnostics (cf. the Excerpta Theodoti).
2 Schmidt's
numbering of the chapters, in his standard ed.
(see under Literature), is followed throughout this article.
3 Basilides and his school
generally made this day the date of
the baptism of Jesus (Clem. Strom, i. 21. 146) in the fifteenth
(22

;

year of Tiberius.
4 Cf. and ct. the basal idea of Manichseism
(ERE viii. 397,
400), and the discussion in the second book (xlixf.) of the
Clementine Recognitions. But the Pistis Sophia is prior to the
rise of Manichaeism, and less dualistic in tone.

SOPHIA

PISTIS
Power in Mary which issued in the shape of Jesus, while
Truth in Elisabeth developed into John the Baptist, the herald
of the Truth (02).
Jesus be^'ins (7) by describing the origin of the twelve
'

'

upostles not from the rulers of the sbons (i.e. the zodiac), as in
the case of ordinary njen, but from twelve Powers i taken by

him from the twelve saviours of the Treasure of Light and
John the Baptist's soul is
placed in their mothers' wombs.
similarly formed from a Tower granted to Jesus by the beneficent
His own incarnation
'little l"a6' and from the soul of Elijah. 2
the first power I had received
(8) is due to His implanting of
'

from BarbeI6, that is to say, the body (<rw/xa) which I had borne
in the height, and instead of the soul
the power I had
l^vxri),
received from the great Sabaflth, the beneficent,' in .Mary His
mother. He then describes His investiture with three robes of
light and His ascension through the various compartments or
spheres. His victorious conflict with the archons and hostile
powers of the twelve aeons," who were organized to thwart the
redemption of the light, and His discoverj', behind the veils of the
thirteenth »on, of poor lonely Pistis Sophia (29) seated underneath that seon and mourning over her exclusion. The story
of this pathetic figure is now told. She was the last and
lowest of the twenty-four emanations, and she hart incurred the
hatred of the twelve seons by desiring the light of the Highest
furthermore. Arrogant (auSoSTj;), who sought control of the
thirteenth jeon, dirt his best to keep her out by issuing a lionfaced Power and other emanations in chaos (including
laldabaoth), whose evil fascinations drew Pistis Sophia down
through the twelve aeons until, harried and darkened by her
;

'

and having abandoned her consort (trv'firyos), she reached
chaos itself. Then, coming to herself, she repents of having
mistaken the deceptive light of laldabaoth for the True, and
cries to the Light of lights by a twelvefold act of repentance,
elaborately explained, she e.xpiates the twelve Kons, succoured
at every stoge by help from on high against Arrogant and his
allies, and finally (57), having repented for abandoning the
thirteenth aeon,'* she is led from chaos by a Power of Light sent
by Jesus, 5 which crowns her with unquenchable radiance and
inspires her to praise the Power of Light in a song.
An interpolated paragraph of alphabetical gibberishs has been
inserted at this point (62). The following section (6.3-148) is
'
entitled the second book of Pistis Sophia,' hut the division is
artificial and the name of the original document evirtentlj' was
not Pistis Sophia at all at the close of 100 we read a portion
which covers
of the books or texts (reuxi) of the Saviour
63-100. The next section (101) appears to be the conclusion of
a different document altogether. Another portion of the
books of the Saviour' follows (102-135), and the final section
(136-14S) has a later note appended, which recalls the contents
foes,

;

'

'

'

;

'

—

'

of

Mk

163-20.

The

'

second book of Pistis Sophia continues the
She is driven down by a fresh attack of her
foes, but Jesus orders Gabriel and Michael to assist her by
means of a stream of light against the archons and emanations
who still thwart her progress finally she is set in the centre of
the Light itself, triumphing over the hostile aeons of darkness
by the direct aid of Jesus, who paralyzes Arrogant and his
emanations. Her songs of praise and the revelations made to
her are expounded at length she accompanies Jesus into the
thirteenth aeon
then, after a hymn of praise, she passes
suddenly, singing, out of the storv. No more is heard of her.
The remainder of the book (83 ff.) is occupied by an elaborate
Gnostic survey of hierarchies, aeons, and spheres. The drama
gives place to exposition, and the theme is the next world, with
special reference to the destiny of the soul and its var3ing
'

so-called
heroine's career.

;

;

;

fortunes there. The literarj- method is the same as in the first
book Jesus invites His hearers from time to time to guess the
meaning of what He has said, and praises the answer or He
allows Himself to be questioned. But llary does nearlj' all the
speaking in the second book, though she confesses (72) that
:

;

1

An

indication of the Gnostic claim to apostolic authority
in their theosophy.
The treason

and of the apostolic prestige
of Judas is ignored.

tion.

Even

in

the medle}' of celestial figures Christ

is

supreme

over these tyrannical lords of destiny (ci/aapMe'i'ri). According
to the Pistis Sophia, which tallies here with the Ophite system
in general, the stars in their courses fight against the saints,
and Jesus has to intervene in order to shorten the times for the
sake of the elect.
» This is held to
explain Ps 511-*.
5 After His ascension.
Her fall and preliminarj' rise seem to
be prior to the advent of Christ the completion of her rescue
and uplifting is accomplished by the Ascended Christ.
The jargon of foreign syllables and names in the Pistis
Sophia prompted this scribe to try such composition on his own
account. In 137, e.g., we read a AVord of Jesus to this effect
'
He (Jesu) drew another Power from iil/ai/Taxovvxaivxovx^ax
who is one of the three gods of triple power and bound it to
Ares and he drew a Power from xi'i'X'uwwx ^vho is also one
of the three gods of triple power and bound it to Hermes
and again he drew a Power from Pistis Sophia, the daughter of
Barbelo, and bound it to Aphrodite.' Cf. C. Bigg, Thf Church's
:

*>

—
:

—

;

Task under

the

Roman Empire,

'

'

—

;

'

'

'

'

'

:

;

;

to the mountain of Galilee, institutes (cf ERE vii. 408») a mysti'sacrament (142) of water, wine, and bread, intercedes successfully with the Powers who remit sins, on behalf of the disciples,
and explains the efficacy of the supreme Name as a charm
against the rulers of the spheres. There is a ^ap in the MS at this
When it recommences, we are listening to a recapitulapoint.
tion, uttered with gusto and gloating, of the Dantesque punishments inflicted on the soul guilty of cursing, the slanderer, the
murderer,6 the thief, the scorner, the blasphemer, the sodomite,
the obscene sorcerer,^ and the good man who has not been
.

1 This
may reflect a Gnostic claim for women in the prophetic
ministry of the Church, as against an attempt on the part of
the (Roman ?) authorities to put them down,
^ He
gets the rebuke of Mt 17''' for wondering how the disembodied soul can escape the archons and powers.
3 It is a free
I have called and said to all men,
gospel.
sinners and just persons, "Seek that ye may find, knock that ft
may be opened to you for everyone who seeks in truth shall
For I have
find, and to him that knocketh it shall be opened.
said to all men, that theyare to seek the mysteries of the realm
and bring
w
ill
cleanse
them
and
them
of Light, which
purify
them to the Light'" (133),
oti
could
furnish
more
old
This cry for
light than the
gospel
the problems of the universe marks, as Harnack observes, the
the
of
Gnosticism
and
Catholicism
common plea
;
simple gospel
of Jesus had to be expanded to meet the speculative problems
of the age.
5
sketch,
Among the grotesque semi-Egyptian colours of this
'
the basis
it must be noted that the spheral powers include
a male
(/3<«ri9) of the moon, which was like a ship steered by
and a female dragon, and drawn by two white oxen. On the
poop of the moon there was the figure of a child who drove the
dragons that had seized the light from the archons. At the
bow was the face of a cat,'
and
6 At this
point Peter again protests that the women (Mary
Salome) are putting too many questions, and Jesus bids them
let the men have a chance of speaking (146),
^ These denunciations show how the Pi.<tis Sophia abjured
the libertinism which was rampant in some of the ultra-spiritual'
For the Eg.\-ptian basis of the
istic circles of Gnosticism,
Gnostic hell see E, A, Wallis Budge, The Gods of the Egyptians,
London, 1904, i. 265 f.
'

This is held to explain Mt 1711- 12 nu. The older Gnosticism, described by Irenaeus, made John the Baptist and Jesus
emanations of Sophia herself, through the unconscious agency of
laldabaoth. Here, as elsewhere, the Pistis Sophia departs
from the Christology of the earlier schools of Gnostic specula2
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she is in terror of Peter—' I fear Peter, for he threatens me, and
he hates our sex.'l She even, by permission of Jesus, explains
at a later stage the mystic sense of Ex 21''' to Salome (132). The
special feature of the dialogue is a severe rebuke of Andrew ' for
ignorance, but he is pardoned, at the humble request of the others
At this particular point the book becomes heterogeneous.
(100).
The extract from the books (rtiJx')) of the Saviour gives place
suddenly to the brief (101) conclusion of some lost Gnostic
treatise or
apocalypse of Jtsus ; this beatitude on the members
who are initiated into the mysteries breaks the thread of the
story, and, when a second extract from these books (102-135)
opens, we find ourselves in a different world. The bizarre
element predominates. Conversations between Jesus and the
group continue, but the topics are less ethereal and speculative,
connected for the most part with the gnosis of the initiated
e.g., the power and limits of forgiveness, the influence of the
living over the souls of the departed, the efficacy of baptism, the
rules for imparting the mysteries of the faith, the meaning of
destiny, etc. The sense of sin is deep, but the hope for sinners*
lies in the rites of the Gnostic faith thus revealed.
Finally,
Mary exclaims: 'My Lord, lo, we know plainly, openly, and
clearly ((^ai'fpai?) that thou hast brought the keys of the
mysteries of the realm of light, which forgive the sins of souls
and purify them and make them pure light, and bring them
into the light' (135). The entire section is a blend of puerile
speculation, austere ethics, and sincere piety of the sacramental order, which some critics have thought to connect with
the Marcosian sect.
The MS then contains a section which is usually called the
fourth book (136-148). It has no connexion with the foregoinjf.
Substantially it is a piece of Gnostic sacramentalism, couched in
eclectic and often crude terms. The disciples, including the
women (and, for the first time, Simon the Canaanite and
Bartholomew)i come to Jesus after the Resurrection, as He
stands, clothed in white linen, on the shore of the ocean their
cry is,'! Our Lord, have pity on us, for we have left father and
mother and all the world and have followed thee.' Jesus, then,
by a mystic incantation pronounced at the altar,' moves the
spheres' right and left, transporting Himself and the disciples
to an aerial regfion lying between, where He discourses to them
upon the celestial hierarchies and the various torments endured
by souls before they are released from the different rulers of the
spheres. He comforts them, in view of all this, by reaffinning
His gift to them of the keys of the heavenly realm (141). A
fresh incantation raises them to a sphere of light, where they
receive a vision of fire, water, wine, and blood, which is
explained as the meaning of Lk 12-«9, Jn 41''- n, Mt 2627, and
I brought nothing into the world, when I came,
Jn 19^^
except this fire, this water, this wine, and this blood the water
and the fire I brought from the region of the Light of lights,
from the treasure of light, and the wine and the blood I
brought from the region of Barbelo. Shortly afterwards, my
Father sent me the holy spirit in the form of a dove. The fire,
the water, and the wine were for the purifying of all the sins of
the world the blood was a sign for me of the human body
which I received in the region of Barbelo, the great Power of
the invisible God. The Sjiirit, again, draws all souls and leads
them to the region of light.' Jesus then transports them back

—
—

London, 1905,

;

p. 63

f.

;
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Each case is proposed by a disciple, and answered by
He closes by declaring that (148) a man is punished
separately for every sin, but that the penitent initiate is sure of
pardon "also. He describes the best time for those to be born
who shall be initiated into the mysteries. The original MS then
'
ends with the words, When Jesus spoke thus to his disciples in
"
Woe, woe to the
Amenti, the disciples wept and wailed :
sinners on whom the indifference and forgetfulness of the
archons lies, tUl they leave the body and are led to these
Have pity on us, have pity on us. Son of the
punishments
Holy One, and take compassion on us that we may be delivered
from these punishments and judgments prepared" for sinners
The entire
for we too have sinned, our Lord and our Light
fourth book is kabbalistic as none of its predecessors is the
element
moral demand, which counteracted the magical
(ERE
iv. 115b) in the sacramental doctrine, begins to fall away, and
the religious temper narrows as well as hardens.
initiated.

Jesus.

;

!

—

'

!

;

—
—

The problem of the Pistis
3.
Composition.
The
Sophia is twofold literary and religious.
of the
literary problem is to analyze the structure
Even when the first three books are
miscellany.
taken by themselves, their original title cannot
'
have been Pistis Sophia. This designation may
be retained for the sake of convenience, but it is
the addition of a later scribe, and is just as ap-

propriate as The Book of Una would be for the
Faerie Queens the miscellany is much more comprehensive than such a title would suggest.
Either The Books of the Saviour or Questions
of Mary and the Disciples concerning Kepentance
and Forgiveness, with the Answers of the Lord
would cover the contents more accurately. Even
this, however, does not explain the juxtaposition
One theory (Schmidt) is that
of the fragments.
the fourth book, together with the allied books of
Jefi in the Bruce MS, must reflect an earlier stage
lower
of this Gnostic theosoi)hy, at which the
mysteries as yet consisted mainly of a baptismal
'

'

•

'

'

'

'

'

'

sacramentalism [ERE ii. 388''). The rival hypothesis (Liechtenhan) reconstructs an original document by omitting 64-80 as an interpolation. These
theories are complicated by (a) the probability
that the Pistis Sophia is based upon earlier Gnostic
treatises of the 2nd cent, which are known to us,
as far as they are known at all, mainly by their

obvious connexion between
oui- miscellany and the 'two books of Jefi,'^
which happen to be preserved in the allied Sahidic
MS of Bruce. The Pistis So^Ma mentions these
books (134) as containing the higher mysteries
and as written by Enoch when I spoke with him
from the tree of knowledge and from the tree of
life.'
But the books mentioned here can hardly be
the books of the Bruce MS, for the latter do not
Neverprofess to have been composed by Enoch.
theless, there is a general simiLarity between the

and

titles;^

[b] bj' t!ie

'

two MSS, which involves

literary

and

religious

questions that have not yet been answered defiIn the extant books of Jeft
nitely by experts.
Jesus is also revealing the mysteries of the celestial
spheres to His disciples, the sacramentalism is still
more emphatic, the ascetic note is loudly struck,
and the underlying aim is, as in the Egyptian
Book of the Dead, to provide a safe passage for the
initiated soul through the hostile regions of the
other world. The latter aim, more explicitly than
1 E. Dulaurier and E.
Renan {Marc-AnrHe^, Paris, 1882, p.
120

f.)

proposed to read ma-ni

aojiia.

('

faithful or

believing

Wisdom '), but Faith-Wisdom is quite intelligible, especially
when it is remembered that the twelve aeons posited by Valentinus commence with ttiVti? and end with cro(f>Ca.
'

"

one

'

Odes of Solomon (ERE vii. 13*) has put
our hands the Pistis Sophia quotes,
the canonical Psalms, from five of these Odes ti., v., vi.,

The discovery

of the
of these treatises in

among

;

xxii., XXV.).
3 JeO in the

Pistis Sophia is the father of Sabaoth, and
consequently (see above, p. 47") 'the father of the father' of
Jesus. The pre-existence of Christ is assumed in the storj' of
these books' origin indeed, the pre-existence and the ascended
activities of Christ in this literature are much more vital than
the historical life and mission on earth, the main significance
of the latter being that it inaugurated the sacramental rites.
JeO, in the Pistis Sophia, keeps the lower archons in order,
but his principal mission is to transmit light from the higher
Treasure to the regions below hira, by way of revelation he is
more important as a medium than as a celestial potentate.
;

;

in the Pistis Sojihia, dominates the sacramental
interest ; it must be admitted that the entire
scheme of both works presents a grotesque, weird
elaboration of the sacramental mysteries, compared
with which the later Catholic construction may be

ERE

v. 548'').
described as simple and sober (cf.
Literature. The literature may be grouped under the sucThe
MS
of
the
PiMs
cessive stages of criticism.
Sophia,

—

originally possessed by A. Askew, passed into the keeping of
the British Museum [MS Add. 5114] towards the end of the

18th century. Some passages had been already copied and
noticed by C. A. Woide, the Coptic expert (cf. J. A. Cramer,
Kenntnisse, Kiel
Bcitrdge zur Befiirderung theologischer. .
and Hamburg, 1778, p. 82 f.), who assigned it, on palfeographic
grounds, to the 4th cent. ; and in 1843 it was discussed by
J. Matter, Hist, critiqiie du ynosticisme^, Paris, 1843-44, ii.
E. Dulaurier (JA, 4th ser., ix. [1847] 534-548)
41 f., 350 f.
ascribed the work to Valentinus but his Fr. version was never
published, and the first ed. of the MS did not appear till 1851,
when M. G. Schwartze's Lat. tr. was posthumously ed. by
J. H. Petermann (Pistis Sophia, opus gnoslicum Valentino
adiudicaturn, Berlin, 1851), who attributed the document to
the Ophites, an opinion shared by K. R. Kostlin in his exhaustive essay on the Gnostic system of the Pistis Sophia
(Theologische Jahrbiicher, xiii. [1854] 1-104, 137-196), and by
Portions were translated
R. A. Lipsius (DCB iv. 405-415).
from Schwartze's version into Eng. by C. W. King:, Gnostics
and their Remains'^, London, 1887. A Fr. version by E. Amelineau followed (La Pistis Sophia: Ouvrage gnostique de
Valentin, traduil du copte en frangais, avec une introduction,
Paris, 1895), which was severely criticized by E. Andersson
(Sphinx, viii. [1904] 237-253) and C. Schmidt (GGA, 1891, p.
640 f., 1892, p. 201 f.). An Eng. version, based on Schwartze
and Am61ineau, was published by G. R. S. Mead (Pistis Sophia,
a Gnostic Gospel
now for the first time Englished, London,
C. Schmidt's Germ. tr. (Koptisch-gnost ische Schriften,
1S96).
.

,

;

.

.

.

Leipzig, 1905, i. 1-254) had been preceded bv his ed. and study
viii." 1-2 [1892] (' Gnosof the alUed Gnostic documents iu
tische Schriften in koptischer Sprache aus dem Codex Bruci'
Ueber das
anus'), as weU as by A. Harnack's monograph,
Harnack's
vii. 2 [1891].
gnostische Buch Pistis-Sophia,' in
views are summarized in his Gcsch. der altchristlichen LitteraSchmidt's theory,
tin; i. (Leipzig, 1893) 171 f., ii. 2. (1904) 193 f.
tho.t the two books of JeCl (in the Bruce MS) represent, along
with the (so-called) fourth book of the Pi&tis Soj^hia, an earlier
stage, is criticized adversely by E. Preuschen (ThLZ xix.
[1894] 183-187) and defendedby Schmidt in Z \VT xxxvii. [1894]
555 ff. Harnack tends to think that Schmidt has not proved
his thesis at this point, and a similar scepticism, accompanied
by an indeijendent, positive reconstruction, is reflected by
R. Liechtenhan in his Untorsuchungen zur koptisch-gnosLx. [1901] 236 £f.) and in PREi xiv.
tischen Litteratur'
404 £f. The discovery of the Odes of Solomon, five of which were
already preserved in tiie Pistis Sophia, has reopened the
problem of the latter book cf. J. Rendel Harris, The Odes
H.
and Psabns of Solomon, Cambridge, 1909, pp. 10-35, and
Worrell, 'The Odes of Solomon and the Pistis Sophia,' JThSt
xiii. [1911] 29-46.
The most recent discussions of the Pistis
Bousset, Rauptprohleme der
So2Ma will be found in

TU

TU

;

'

(ZWT

;

W.

W.

Gottingen, 1907, which brings out the syncretistic
features E. de Faye, Introd. d Vitude du gnosticisme, Paris,
1903, pp. 109-139, and Gnostiques et gnosticisme, do. 1913, p.
247 ff., the latter of which thinks highly— some will feel, too
highly— of its reUgious value P. D. Scott-MoncriefF, Paganism, and. Christianity in Egypt, Cambindge, 1913, p. 148ff.,
which elucidates the Egyptian characteristics of the miscellany
and F. Legge, Forerunners and Rteals of Christianity, CamG7iosis,

;

;

;

bridge, 1915,

ii.
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James Moffatt.

f.

PITRS.— See

Ancestor-wor.ship

PITRYANA.— See

(Indian).

Devayana.

PITY. — Pity is pre-eminently a human emotion

;

either not shared at all or shared in a very
inferior degree by the brutes. As a human emotion
it is very widely spread, but affects men at diflerent
times and in different races in different degrees.
are more moved by pity than men, civilized
it is

Women

men than savages, and probably the northern more
than the southern races. Among the Greeks and
Romans pity was less felt than among Christian
nations, in the mediaeval life less than in the
modern world. This is, perliaps, due to the increased ease of communication between one part
of the world and another, and, as a consequence of
this, to the growing solidarity of the human race.
Hostility and anger are both apt to obliterate
on the
pity, or at any rate greatly to diminish it
other hand, affection for and contiguity to the
sufferer enhance it.
In Homer pity is recognized as a
I. Greek.
;

—

PITY
which prevails to some extent and ought
among both gods and men. Yet no
great stress is laid upon it, nor does its absence
qtiality

to

prevail

much indignation. In one passage (of doubtauthority) it or, rather, the respect which
gives rise to pity is described as a quality which
greatly injures and also greatly benefits men (11.
xxiv. 45).
In the tragedians tne feeling of pity is
more marked and occupies a more prominent place.
Indeed, as Aristotle points out, tragedy could not
exist and would have no point, did not human
misfortune excite pity and were not people capable
of being moved by the imaginary misfortunes of
He says that the object of
their fellow-men.
excite
ful

'

'

tragedy is by means of pity and terror to effect a
purging of such emotions' (Poetics, HSQ*", ed. ByIn some ways the most
water, Oxford, 1909).^
remarkable instance of pity exhibited in Attic
tragedy is Prometheus's self-sacrifice for the good
of mankind, brought about by the pity which he
felt for their forlorn condition
vnth this is conThis
trasted the pitiless inexorability of Zeus.
has in it some touch of the Christian doctrine of
in
God's pity for man, though
spirit it stands
greatly opposed to it. In Plato there is no formal
treatment of the emotion of pity, though he recognizes it as a natural and proper human sentiment
'

;

Phcedo, 58 E). It is further characteristic of
Plato that he thinks the condition of ignorance
or mistake more to be pitied than that of those
who fall into misfortune (i2e/>. 539 A). In Aristotle
the emotion is treated more formally and at greater
But in the Ethics he describes it along
length.
with desire, anger, and fear as a feeling (ir&don)
(Nic. Eth. ii. 1105''); in the Rhetoric he discusses
at length the character of the emotion at least as
it can be used for rhetorical purposes.
Of course,
as a simple emotion pity defies definition no one
could ever make the feeling of pity intelligible to
a man who had never known it but it is possible
to analyze the circumstances in which it will arise
and be felt, and this is what Aristotle attempts.
He describes it as a painful feeling arising on the sight of
evil either destructive or painful, which happens to one who ia
{e.g.,

;

;

'

of it, an evil of a kind which one might expect to
suffer oneself or that one of one's friends should do so, and this
evil appears close at hand.
For it is clear that it is

unworthy

when the

necessary that he who should feel pity should be such as to
think that he might suffer the evU either in his own person or
in that of one of his friends, and that the evil should be such,
or very much such, as has been described in the definition'
{Rhet.

ii.

8).

definition gives at first sight a somewhat
complexion to the feeling of pity yet there
can be no doubt that it lays the conditions down
under which pity is most readily felt, and, though
there is a pity which transcends this account of it,
the definition accurately describes the pity by which
the great majority of ordinary men are moved.
2. Roman.
In Latin literature the sentiment of
pity occupies no prominent place the Romans were
not a cqmpassionate people, and their literature
faithfully reproduces this trait of their character.
The passage where the feeling of pity is most
finely touched upon in Latin literature is in Virgil

The

selfish

;

—

;

:

'

Hie

.

.

.

Sunt lachrymae rerum, et mentem mortalia tangunt'
{.•En.

i.

462).

which Tacitus
contrasts the pity felt by some of the rough
soldiers after the battle of Bedriacum, at the
horrors which the field of battle displayed, with
the callousness of Vitellius and his entourage
There

is

(Hist.

ii.

also a striking passage in

Cicero also

70).

knew what

pity

was

;

he described it as ill ease of mind growing out of
the misfortune of another' (Tusc. Qucest. iii. 10),
and the ill ease excited by the misery of another
'

'

who
1

suffers -v^Tongfully

What

'

(ib. iv. 8).

the precise meaning of Aristotle's definition of the
object of tragedy is has been much debated, and need not be
discussed here.
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In the Bible it is to be observed that
3. Biblical.
the terms 'pity,' com{)assion,' and 'mercy' are
used as practically synonymous (being all used in
different places as translations of the same Hebrew
and Greek words), and tliat they occupy a position
which is unique in the religious literature of any
For God is rejiresented in Hebrew as well
people.
as in Christian literature not only as a God of
justice but as pitiful, compassionate, and merciful.
That such are the characteristics of God was a
conviction which grew upon the jironhets of Israel
and the religiims leaders of Jewish thought till
it culminated in the teaching of our Lord Himself.
In the earlier books of the OT tlie pity and
compassion of God are comparatively little emphasized.
The most important passage occurs in the
decalogue in both of the forms in which it has
come down to us
'

:

Shewing mercy unto thousands of them that love me and
keep my commandments' (Ex 20*, Dt 5" [irotuc i\e(K eit
'

XiAioiSas TOts ayairiiiri fit kou toit if>vkdar<rov(Ti.

FO"])

tol

irpoCTaytuiTa

;

but in the Psalms and in certain of the prophets
the thought is very prominent e.g., Ps 86' 103"- "
130^ etc.. Is 548- 10 63», Jer 12", Hos V.
In the NT the belief in God's pity or mercy
follows as a direct consequence from the doctrine
of God's fatherhood and God's love (e.g., Lk 6^**).
To St. Paul God is -a God of mercy. God is the
Father of mercies (2 Co 1') He is rich in mercy
(Eph 2*) mercy and peace come from God through
Jesus Christ our Lord (1 Ti P, 2 Ti P, Tit 1*,
2 Jn »).
Pity towards men is commended to us in the
Bible as a consequence of the pity and mercy of
God, and particiilarly of His pity and mercy as
expressed by and revealed in the sendin" of Jesus
Christ.
Pity and mercy towards aliens and
strangers were in early days perhaps no more
recognized as a duty by the Israelites than thej
were by the Greeks and Romans ; indeed, there is
a passage (Dt 13*) in which it is expressly forbidden
that pity should be felt or shown towards those
who try to pervert God's people from the worship
of Jahweh into the worship of any strange god ;
but throughout the OT mercy and pity are inculcated towards members of the house of Israel, and
the failure to have pity on the widow, the fatherIn
less, and the destitute is stronglj' reprobated.
the NT the command to be pitiful has no such re-

—

;

;

strictions.

The teaching of the parable

of the

Good

Samaritan implies that our acts of charity, pity,
and mercy are by no means to be limited to tnose
of our own nation, and, as a matter of fact, under
the teaching of Cliristianity pity has been extended so as to embrace sufferers of the whole
human race, and in our day embraces the animal
world as well.
In Augustine's de Civitate Dei
4. Augustine.
there is an interesting chapter (ix. 5) devoted to
the manifestation of pity as exhibited by God
and man. He maintains against the Stoics, who
asserted that God could not be moved by pity,
that, while the claims of pity must a,lways be
subordinated to justice, it is yet an emotion which
is not unworthy of God and should be exhibited
by men to their fellow-men, being naturally called
out by the sight of distress. The pity of God, of
course, must depend on the repentance of man ;
can flow
yet, granted this condition, God's pity
out towards man, and, it would seem, inevitably
does BO. The pitiful God of the Christians stands
thus contrast^ with the passionless God of the
the
Stoics, just as the compassionate man under
Christian dispensation is opposed to the unfeeling
man of the Stoical ideal.
idea
Yet, in spite of what Augustine urges, the
of a pitiful God is not altogether an easy one

—
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It has to be taken in close connexion
with the teaching of the NT on repentance. The
good will, the love, the fatherhood of God to man,
IS a permanent attitude which remains, whatever
man's conduct. Sin turns man's thoughts and his
affections away from God ; repentance makes
possible the renewal of the relation between God
and man, which has been there potentially all the
The changed
time, but has been interrupted.
attitude of God to man consequent on repentance
The bearing of this
expresses itself in pity.
doctrine on the question of the Atonement is outside the present article (cf. EXPIATION AND ATONE-

to embrace.

MENT

[Christian]).

—

In the English moralists
the phenomena of pity and the cognate emotions
Hobbes started the
considerable
held a
place.
investigation
Griefe, for the Calamity of another,' he says, Is Pitty and
ariseth from the Imagination that the like calamity may befall
5.

English moralists.

:

'

'

(Sacred)
It is a peculiarity of the
actually experience.
passion, he continues, that the communicated
passion of sympathy sometimes acquires strength
from the weakness of its original feeling.
'A man who is not dejected by misfortunes is the more
lamented on account of his patience

;

and therefore

is

and

in the
therefore for

called also Compassion,

phrase of this present time a Fellow-feeling And
Calamity arriving from great wickedness, the beat men have
the least Pitty ; and for the same Calamity, those have least
Pitty, that think themselves least obnoxious to the same'
(Leviathan, pt. i. ch. 6).
This selfish doctrine of pity is vehemently op:

posed by Butler in his two sermons on compassion
{Sermons, v. and vi.). Having stated Hobbes's
definition of pity as given in his treatise on Human
Nature, ch. ix. § 10, as the imagination or fiction
of future calamity to ourselves, proceeding from
the sense (he means sight or knowledge) of another
man's calamity,' he proceeds to criticize it in the
following way [Sermon v. Upon Compassion ').
'

'

In the

he contends that

first place,

it is

no account of pity or

all.
The sight of a friend's misfortune might in
some minds give rise to the feeling of fear for ourselves which
Hobbes describes, but, if it gave rise to such a feeling, the
feeling would not be one of pity or compassion, but something
quite different. Again, there are objects which give rise to a
sense of our own danger e.g., a sudden sight or sound, or some
association of ideas— but no one would say that we compassionate
or pity such objects it would be ridiculous to do so. Again, fear,
pity, and compassion would be on Hobbes's showing the same
sentiment and a fearful and compassionate man the same character which every one immediately sees are totally different.
Again, while compassion and pity exhibited towards others, and

compassion at

—

;

—

especially towards our friends, commend us to the favour of all
good men, fear or anxiety on our own account by no means
equally recommends us. Pity, then, and compassion, Butler
concludes, are not forms of self-love, but original affections,

being grief at the distresses or misfortunes of others, are a
primitive sentiment in human nature, a sentiment implanted in
us, intended to prompt us to relieve those many miseries and
sufferings of which, in Butler's view, life is so full. The emotion
does not supplant reason, but fortifies it, reason being often too
weak to induce men by itself to alleviate or attempt to banish
the sufferings of our fellow-men unless supported by those feelings of compassion and pity with which, as a matter of fact, the
better class of men are endowed.
One other question Butler touches upon in the course of
these two sermons.
Pity and compassion were regarded by
many of the Stoics in earlier days and by some of Butler's own
a
weakness
which the wise man will seek to
as
contemporaries
get rid of. To this Butler replies that the gratification of the
affection may be, and often is, a source of pleasure to him who
indulges it, and certainly makes compliance with the dictates
of the sense of duty and reason easier and more possible than
without such a sentiment they are likely to prove to the
majority of mankind. In this way he answered by anticipation
the objections of Kant, who took up on this point a position
even more extreme than most of the Stoics. Kant said
The
passions themselves, being sources of want, are so far from
an
for
which
absolute
should
be
.worth
they
having
desired,
that, on the contrary, it must be the universal vrish of every
rational being to be wholly free from them' (Grundleg. ziir
Metaphysik der Sitten [Sammtl. Werke, ed. K. Rosenkranz and
F. W. Schubert, Leipzig, 1833-40, viii. 66)).
'

'

'

:

Hume has a good deal to say about pity and
'
compassion. Pity is defined by him as a concern
for the misery of others' {Treatise of Human
He does not accept
Nattire, bk. ii. pt. ii. § 7).
Hobbes's view, that it is an affection springing
from the sight of others suffering which makes us
It has its
apprehensive on our own account.
•source in the imagination, in the power which we
have of putting ourselves in the place of others
and gaining an impression of the ideas which they

(t"6.).

We wonder with surprise and astonishment at that strength
mind which is capable of so noble and generous an effort
{Theory of Moral Sentiments, Edinburgh, 1849, pt. i. sect.
'

'

of

;

himselfe

'

This principle of sympathy is largely invoked by
Adam Smith to explain some of the phenomena
which pity and compassion exhibit. Why is it, he
asks, as Hume had also asked, that we feel more
compassion for the man who exhibits greater
magnanimity in his sufferings than for one who
allows himself to be overwhelmed by them ? The
reason is, he answers, that we can more easily
enter into, or sympathize with, the actual feeling
which he displays.

iii.

ch.

1).

Conclusion.— Pity, then, is a universal or
almost universal human feeling, of the existence
of which as a fact of human nature there can be
no doubt, though the explanation of the feeling
itself, and still more of the phenomena which it
it is a feeling the
exhibits, may be in doubt
presence of which in men, and still more in women,
we approve, the absence of which we blame and
deplore, but on condition that it leads to active
interposition on behalf of those who are in distress
it is a feeling, moreover, which we readily attribute to God Himself, because we recognize that it
is a form which love takes, a proof not of weakness
but of strength.
6.

;

;
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A. SpOONER.

—

In primitive religious con(Sacred).
ceptions the gods are not exempt from general
limitations of space and time. Arguing by analogy,
the savage ascribes to all material objects a life
similar to that of which he himself is conscious,
and he easily confounds the spiritual force with its

Hence in primitive myth -we
visible embodiment.
find animate and inanimate things equally capable
of feeling and action, while transformations of

The
into animals are perfectly natural.
gods have a physical environment, on and through
which they act. Nowhere ubiquitous, they are
conceived of as bounded by certain local limits
the god's land is the land of his worshippers, and
his immediate sphere of influence is his residence.
Among the early Semites ideas of divine preference
came to be associated with the fertility of particular places, whether from rainfall or from

men

:

springs and watercourses, the local gods, or b^'dlim,
being recognized and appeased by a tribute of
firstfruits, and, by a natural extension of meanThus the
ing, of firstlings of cattle and men.
idea grew that the gods have their proper homes
or haunts where the worshippers lay their gifts on
sacred ground, hang them on a sacred tree, or, in
the case of sacrificial blood, pour it over a sacred
stone.
Later the home or sanctuary of a god was
a temple, which could be erected only in a place
theowhere a god had manifested his presence.
phany was held to justify the act of sacrificing on
came
Hence
the
Ex
the spot (Gn 12^,
17^" etc.).
idea of the sanctity of such places as Bethel,

A

Mamre, Shechem, Beersheba,

Ex

etc.

The theophany

3 took place on Sinai, because it is holy
ground, Jahwen's habitual dwelling-place (W.
Robertson Smith, The Religion of the Semites^,
London, 1894, p. 118). Thus we see that holy
laces are older than temples, and that places
E ecome holy as the natural hatints of a god, these
being in their earlier forms a cave, a rock, a
fountain, or a tree. These places and things, as
in

PLACES
favourite haunts of divine beings, come
naturally to be regarded as holy, as opposed to
common, and are reserved for the use of the
god and his ministers. In relation to man such
sanctuaries come to be surrounded by restrictions
as to access, especially for such persons as are
physically unclean or have shed blood. The right
of asylum in the OT was limited to involuntary
homicide, and confined to certain old sanctuaries
the cities of refuge. But at some Arabian
sanctuaries all fugitives were admitted to shelter.
The idea of holiness had thus come to involve
restriction or prohibition, together with the idea
of protection from encroachment, as
may be seen
in the root-meaning of the Hebrew word hirtid, a
sacred enclosure or temenos. The god and liis

the

—

worshippers belong to a community of kinship,
most probably on the basis of a totemistic conception of mutual relationship.
Hence men naturally
fell into the way of observing rules of holiness
a
system of restrictions on man's arbitrary use of
natural things, enforced by the dread of supernatural penalties' (ib. p. 152), as found among all
primitive peoples. This is the primitive institutabu has been given,
tion to which the name
including both rules of conduct for the regulation
of man's contact with propitious deities and precautions against the approach of evil spirits and
the like. The distinction between the holy and
the unclean is real enough, though it may not be
always precise, and both may overlap, as in the

—

'

'

Levitical legislation.

The sanctuary, being protected by rigid tabus,
of course to be clearly marked in its limits.
The himd in Arabia sometimes included a large
tract of pasture land marked off by pillars, and
the haram, or sacred territory, of Mecca extends
for miles on almost every siae of the city.
The
whole mountain of Horeb was sacred ground.
The customary symbol or permanent visible object
had

at and through which the worshipper comes into
direct contact with his god is sometimes a natural
object, as a fountain or tree, or an artificial erecIt is easy for the
tion, as a pillar or pile of stones.
primitive imagination to connect ideas of animate
life and quickening energy with running water or
with the rustling leafage of a tree. And we find
ideas of sanctity attached to rivers, as the Belus
and the Adonis, and to springs at shrines with
healing qualities, as the seven wells of Beersheba,
etc., into which propitiatory gifts were cast with a
view to divination or prophetic inspiration. The
extension of the idea of sanctity to purposes of
adjuration and ordeal is obvious enough. Trees
were adored as divine among all the Semitic
peoples, and still are as mandhil by the modern
Arabs. The local sanctuaries of the Hebrews were
altar- sanctuaries erected under trees, but the altar
had an (isherdh, or pole, beside it (Dt 16^'). Again,
grottoes or caves were supposed to be specially
sacred, and the oldest Phoenician temples took this
form. The holy cave was the original sanctuary
of the temple of Apollo at Delos, and the adytum,
or dark inner chamber, was common alike in
Semitic and in Greek temples, being frequently the
place where oracles were delivered. The sacrificial
stone or altar in the Semitic sanctuary was the
locality of most intimate communion between the

worshipper and his god, on which sacrifices were
burned and oflerings set forth.
The Arabian
form was usually a cairn or heap of stones, upon
which, or at the base of whicn, the sacrificial
blood was poured out, as was the case also with
the Greeks and Romans. We read in the OT
of monoliths (massebhdth) at sanctuaries, as at

Shechem, Gilgal,

etc.

seems clear that the altar is a differentiated form of the
primitive rude stone pillar, the nof6 or moffefta. But the
'It

(Sacred)
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sacred stone is more than an alUr, for In Hebrew and
Canaanite sanctuaries the altar, in its developed form as a table
or hearth, does not supersede the pillar
the two are found
side by side at the same sanctuary, thu altar as a piece of
sacrificial apparatus, and the pillar ai a viHible symbol or
embodiment of the presence of the deity, which in process of
time comes to be fashioned and carved in various ways, till
ultimately it becomes a statue or anthropomornhic idol of
stone, just as the sacred tree or post was nliimately developed
into an image of wood (ib. p. 204).
;

'

Such sacred stones are found in connexion with
the wonshij) of the most various gods, in all parts
of the world, as

the Ainus, the Brazilian
The dsherdh develops
idol, the primitive unhewn
monolith into tiie marble statue of the god, with
which the altar still continues to be associated, and
from these elements eventually the temple was
built.
The primitive altar grew out of totemistic
ideas, and there is in the earlier stages no need to
suppose that the stone or image in front of which
the rites of worship are performed actually contained the god. The identification of the god and
the abode in which he may be pleased to make his
Thus
resting-place is, however, an easy transition.
among the American Indians the place of national
for
the
Oneidas
was
the Oneida stone
worship
from which they claimed descent. The Dakotas
tribes, the

into

the

among

Samoans,

etc.

wooden

and Ojibwas had similar stones, which they

called

'grandfather.' The shaping of a likeness to the
human face was natural enough, but by no means
universal, as we see in the unchanged idol of
Astarte at Paphos. It must be clearly understood
that the idea of the stone becoming the permanent
rather than an occasional dwelling-place of the god
represents a later stage of development. The
existence of sacrifice implies an earlier totemistic
stage, in which the blood sprinkled is that of the
totem-animal, and the object is the renewal of the
blood -covenant between the totem-clan and the
totem-god (F. B. Jevons, Jntrod. to the Hist, of

This superstiReligion^, London, 1914, p. 141).
tion lingered long.
It was condemned by the
Council of Nantes in 895, but it survives to this
day in some corners of France and Norway.
In ancient Rome, in the earliest times, there was
no temple or image representing a deity. Certain
places were regarded as religiosa, afiected by tabu,
as distinguished from loca sacra, places made over
to the deity by certain formulje, under the authority of the State, by the processes of consecratio.
Such a place, in which a deity had taken up his
abode, was a fanum, containing a sacellum, or
small roofless enclosure, with an ara. Among
loca religiosa were the spots where thunderbolts
had fallen and burial-grounds. This feeling or
scruple {religio) as applied to places finds expression in Virgil's lines describing the visit of ^neas
to the site of the future Rome
Hinc ad Tarpeiam sedem et Capitolia ducit,
Aurea nunc, olim silvestribus horrida dumis.
:

'

Jam tum

relipo pavidos terrebat agrestis
tremebant.
jam tum silvam saxumque
" frondoso vertice
hunc," inquit,
collem,
" '
(Quia deus, incertum est) habitat deus
(^n. viii. 347 ff.).

Dira

loci

;

"Hoc nemuB,

The temple on the

Capitol, with its statue of
and that of Diana on the Aventine, with
its reproduction of the ^davow of Artemis at Massilia, were the earliest statues of the gods in
roofed temples at Rome. From the earliest times
the Roman boundaries, house, burial-place, and
spring were considered as in a special sense sacred,

Jupiter,

The hearth
needing constant religious care.
{focus) was the natural altar of the dwelling-room
of man (' Aust's admirable expression,' as Warde
Fowler styles it, quoting E. Aust, Die Beligion der
Romer, Miinster, 1899, p. 214), and the seat of
Vesta, the spirit of the fire. Behind the hearth
'

'

was the

pentts, or storing-place of the household,

inhabited or guarded by

spirits,

the di penates,
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who

and furnished the Indians with

together with Vesta represent the material
family (W. Warde Fowler, The
Religious Experience of the Roman People, London,
The protecting door-spirit was
1911, lect. iv.).
Janus ; and in the Janus bifrons in the symbolic
gate of the Forum Fowler sees a developed form of
the spirit of the house-door. The lar was originally the presiding spirit, not of the house, but of
an allotment, or the whole of the land of &familia,
including that on which the house stood. The
terminus was the boundary-mark of the land
belonging to.VnQfamilia, or ihepagus (an association of farms and homesteads), and its care was
marked by detailed religious ceremonies.
The

pelts for clothing
as well as covering for their tents. The tribes
regarded these animals as specially provided for
the sustenance and welfare of the native people,
and this gift was gratefully recognized in their

histratio, or purification, of land, city, etc., was
carried out by means of a solemn procession accompanied with saciifice. And, as the ager of the
city-state had its boundary made sacred by a lustratio, so the city had its pomcerium, or boundaryline between the sacred and the profane, like that
of the farm, within whose limits alone the auspicia
of the city could be taken.
See, further, art.

displacement of the native tribes formerly
fradual
welling on the eastern littoral and its streams

vitality of the

Landmarks and Boundaries.

The earliest Teutonic word for temple means also
wood, and the primitive shrine of the deity was a
holy place untouched by human hand, a grove.
A god may inhabit a mountain-top, a cave, or a
river, but the general worship was a forest cultus,
its seat a sacred tree (cf. Tac. Germ. ix.).
This is
not pure nature-worship, for the gods dwelt in
these groves, although as yet no walls were built
or images set up.
Among the Saxons and Frisians
the veneration of groves long survived the introduction of Christianity. At the beginning of the
11th cent. Bishop Unwan of Bremen had all such

woods cut down
Mythology,

and Grimm {Teutonic
us of a holy oak near

in his diocese,

73

i.

f.)

tells

Wormeln, Paderborn,

to

which even in

liis

time

the neighbouring peasants made a solemn procession every year.
The earliest temples were built
on the sites of the more ancient trees or groves,
and, later, Christian churches were erected on the
same spot, so that the old sacredness did not depart
from the place, but merely passed into a higher
relation.
Literature.

—

See, besides work8 already mentioned, C.
Der Baumkulttis der Hellenen, Berlin, 1856
Mannhardt, Antike Wald- und Feldkulte, do. 1876-77

Botticher,

W.
J.

;

;

Grimm, Teutonic Mythology,

J.

tr.

S. Stally brass, 4 vols.,

1882-88 ; W. W. Baudissin, Stttdien zur sem.
Meligionsgeschichte, Leipzig, 1876-78 ; J. Wellhausen, Reste
arabischen Heidentums^, Berlin, 1897 ; also GB^, London, 191115, passim; and the artt. Holinbbs, Ma^sebhah, Poles and
Posts, Tabu, Totemism.
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London,
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Distribution and
The region that gives a geographical
history.
name to this group of American Indians is of an
irregular oblong shape, some 2500 miles from north
to south and 1000 to 1500 miles from east to west.
Roughly speaking, the Plains extend from the
Rio Grande in S.W. United States to the
Saskatchewan River in Canada, and from the
base of the Rocky Mountains to Lake Winnipeg in
Canada and the Missouri and the Mississippi in
the United States. Down the long easterly slope
of this broad stretch of land flow many streams
that take their rise in the Western mountains.
Trees border these numerous waterways, but the
country is barren of forests. This was formerly
the home of over twenty different tribes, belonging
to six different linguistic stocks.
They were as
follows

—

i.

:

Algonquian Arapaho, Blackfeet (or Siksika), Cheyenne,
Arikara and
(2) Athapascan : Apache
(3) Caddoan
Kiowa ; (5) Sboshonean Comanche (6)
(4) Kiowan
Siouan
Assiniboin, Crow (or Absaroka), Dakota, Hidatsa,
(1)

:

and Cree
Pawnee

:

;

;

;

:

:

;

:

Iowa, Kansas, Mandan, Missonri,

Omaha,

Osag^e, Otoe, Ponca,

and Quapa.

To and

fro over the wide Plains formerly moved
vast herds of buffalo, which gave abundant food

religious rites.
of the Plains had been attracted
by the buffalo herds. Some of the tribes
had come from the woods on the north, east, and
west, where the game, although plentiful, was
more or less difficult to secure others had come
up from the south for similar reasons. After the
settlement of the white colonists on the Atlantic
coast a new force was felt over the land. A

The Indians

thither

;

began and went on increasing, until it was felt as
a westward pressure up to the eastern border of
the Plains. This steady displacement, added to
the influence of the white traders, the adventurers,
and the opening up of the country,' brought to
the Indians new diseases, intoxicants, and many
other evils which greatly reduced their number.
'

The horse reached

the Plains with the expedition
Later, strays multiplied
finally formed the herds of wild
horses that became the principal source of the

Coronado
rapidly, and
of

in

1541.

Indian supply. What tribe introduced them on
the Plains and used them for hunting is not
known, but they were first met by tribes of the
Siouan stock, among the Comanche, Avho were
famous for their horsemanship, and from that
tribe knowledge was obtained of the use and care
of the horse.
Not only did the horse modify
hunting methods, but it introduced a new species
of property, changed social customs, and led to
foraging expeditions and to wars.
Although the Plains was never a peaceful
country, the changing conditions inci'eased its
turbulence until it became a great battle-field as
well as a hunting-ground. The greatest blow that
the native life of the Indian ever received came
during the first decades of the latter half of the
19th cent., when, in the interests of trade, the
buffalo were slaughtered by the thousand, until
within a few years they were practically extinct.
What that catastrophe meant to the Indian it is
difficult for one of our race fully to appreciate.
The present writer can never forget the occasion,
some thirty years ago, when its meaning was
really borne in upon her.
The aged Omaha keeper of the sacred rites that inaugurated
the annual tribal buffalo-hunt consented to recite the rituals,
for historic preservation ; he stood alone in his little cabin
before the graphophone to voice for the last time the words
that told of the birth of the buffalo-herds. When he came to
the promise given by Wakonda, in answer to man's appeal, that
the herds should come to the people from all directions, the
tears rolled down his withered cheeks as he sobbingly murTo him, Wakonda had abandoned
Not now, not now
mured
the Indian and the world had become desolate.
The old man did not long smrive this recital.
'

'

:

!

—

The social
2. Religious
and social ideas.
organization and religious ceremonials of the
Plains Indians varied in a number of particulars.
Those tribes belonging to the Algonquian linguistic
stock had formerly dwelt under sedentary anid agricultural conditions, and many of the habits then
formed were lost under the stress of hunting the
binding force of a close social organization also gave
way, with the result that religious rites and social
With the affiliated
customs were modified.
Arapaho and Cheyenne tribes the 'Sun-dance'
became the principal ceremony of the people.
This composite rite spread to some tribes of the
Siouan linguistic stock. It was not directly connected with the worship of the sun, as its name
might imply. It is true that the dancer turned
towards the sun, but it was viewed as a symbol of
the unseen Power that had granted the prayer of
;

'

'
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the dancer usually a supplication for the recovery
of a sick relative, the sincerity of the request to
be proveil by the suppliant going through the
torture of the Sun-dauce. The Sun-dance witnessed by the writer in 1882 was the fuliihuent of
a vow made that the life of a sister might be
spared to her family. There was therefore an
altruistic teaching in this seemingly barbarous
rite.i

Among the Cheyenne there is an ancient ceremonial connected with four sacred arrows that
have been preserved time out of mind, which was
related to the teaching of the
of life
sanctity
within the tribe. Little is known of this rite, as
no one having any white blood has ever been
allowed to witness it. (See art. Cheyenne.
The tribes of the Caddoan linguistic stock had
long been familiar with the cultivation of the
maize which figured in their tribal rites. These
were elaborate, and presented phases of anthropomorphism that were not met with elsewhere.
The tribes of the Siouan linguistic stock dwelt
on the eastern border of the Plains, along the
banks of the Missouri River and the lower part of
some of the tributaries of the Mississippi. The
lived in villages and cultivated maize,
Eeople
eans, and a few other plants ; they went out to
hunt buffalo and other game, returning home with
their supply of meat and pelts.
Early in the 17th
cent, these tribes came into touch with French
traders from the south, by way of the Mississippi,
and across country to the north and east from the
With the
lakes and the St. Lawrence River.
influx of wares during the 18th and 19th centuries,
the native arts of weaving, pottery-making, and
the manufacture of implements and weapons from
stone, bone, and wood declined and finally ceased
Under these influences hunting grew
altogether.
to be more or less a mercantile pursuit, and the
religious rites formerly connected with it began to
lose their power.
During the latter half of the 19th cent, the life
of the tribes became greatly modified and at its
close hardly a tribe was practising its ancient
vocations and rites, or was dependent for social
order upon its tribal form of government. The
entire country was under the control of the white
race, railroads stretched from the Atlantic to the
Pacific, the mountains were no barriers, and
portions of the Plains once regarded as a desert
yielded to modern methods of land cultivation, so
that the old life passed for ever out of sight. The
native race survived under the new conditions, nor
were their ancient beliefs wholly obliterated
these had too long been vital to the race to yield
What those beliefs
to mere external i)ressure.
were has assumed new importance to the student
of the development of the mind and thought of man
while under the direct and sole tutelage of nature.
The American Indians belong to an observant,
thoughtful, out-of-door people who for generations
have lived on intimate relations with an unmodified
All animals pursued their own
environment.
untrammelled mode of life, only the dog being
domesticated. With few exceptions, the plants
were undisturbed in their manner of growth there
were no highways to break the wide expanse of
There was
grass, or bridges to span the streams.
nothing to suggest any break in the continuity of
the natural relation between man and his surroundings. It is difficult for one of our race to
conceive of that once unbroken stretch of country,
giving no sign of the master- hand of man or of his
permanent occupancy. It was amid such untouched,
unforced conditions that the American Indian
attentively watched the various phases of life
about him and pondered upon what lie saw.
;

;

1

For a deecription

of the

Sun-dance see

art.

Phallism, §

a.
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Everywhere he seemed to discern that dual
were employed to reproduce and so tu per-

forces

petuate living forms. The fructifying power of
the sun was needed to make the earth fruitful,
and only on the union of the two, sky and earth,
was life in its various forms made possible. Upon
these two opposites he projected human relations
and made them, to a degree, antiiroponiorphic
the sky became masculine, the earth feminine.
Finally, by thinking along these lines, as hiw
rituals reveal, he was led to conceive of the cosmos
as a unit, permeated with the same life force of
which he was conscious within himself a force
that gave to his environment its stable character,
to every living thing on land and water the power
of growth and of movement, to man not only his
piiysical capacities but the ability to think, to
This unseen, undying,
will, to bring to pass.
unifying force is called by the Omalia and cognate
;

—

tribes

came

Wakonda.

Through Wakonda

into being, are ever related, and

all

things

made more

less interdependent.
Consequently, nature
stood to the Indian as the manifestation of an
order that had been instituted by Wakonda, of
which man was an integral part. To this order he
turned for guidance when establishing those means,
religious and secular, that would ensure to liim,
individually and socially, safety and continuous

or

life.

Finding himself to be one of a wide-reaching
cosmic family, the Omaha (and his cognates) planned
the tribal organization upon the type of that familj-.
The people were divided into two great sections,
one to represent the sky, the other the earth.
Each section was composed of a number of kinship
groups, called by a general term meaning 'village.'
(These are spoken of by our students as clans or
'gentes.') Each village stood for some one of
the forms of life seen in Wakonda's instituted
The sky was the abode of the sun, the
order.
stars, the winds, and the storm-cloud with its
thunder and lightning, and to each village of that
section was committed something regarded as
symbolic of one of these manifestations. The
earth, with its land and water, was the abode of
the trees, grasses, and the various animals so
closely allied to man and his needs, and to each
village of that section was committed something
of one of these manifestations
typical or symbolic
In this way the tribal organization aimed
of life.
at mirroring man's environment, as ordained by
'

Wakonda, and was primarily

religious in character,

The
and secondarily political m its function.
tribal rites were instituted to emphasize that
to
and
which the tribal organization portrayed,
provide means by which the people should together
acknowledge the order inaugurated by Wakonda,
In these rites all the
of which man was a part.
villages of the two sections had a share, as well as
the symbols committed to their keeping, so tliat

the people, standing in the appointed order, with
one voice appealed to the invisible Wakonda for

help to secure food, safety, and long life.
few words are necessary regarding the symbolic objects committed to the villages, as there
has been considerable misconception of these and
the Indian's use of them. Each village, according
to the section to which it belonged, had charge of
one of these symbols. The term by which it was
designated in the Omaha language meant that by
which they make themselves known as a people.'
It is to this object that the term 'totem' has
The symbol, representing, as it
been applied.
on the
did, one of the forms of life in the sky or
had a sacred
earth, as created by Wakonda,
the village and held
significance to the people of
the central place in their ceremonies. It bound
the people together by a sacred tie, made them

A

'
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distinctive among the other villages, and was a
link between them and the invisible Wakonda.
The symbol belonging to a village was always
metaphorically referred to in the name of the
village, and also in the personal name ceremonially
given to every child bom within the village. The

RBEW

Fletcher and F. La Flesche, 'The Omaha Tribe,' 27
Publications of Field Columbian Museum,
p. 15 ff.
Chicago, 111., Anthropological series Amer. Kat. Hist Museum,
Anthrop. Papers Univ. 0/ California Publications in Amer.
A. C. FLETCHER.
Archasology and Ethnology.
[1911],

;

;

;

PLANTS.— See Trees and Plants.
symbol might be an animal (e.g., the buffalo) or a
PLATO AND PLATONISM. —I. Life.—
force (e.g., the wind), and the people might be
spoken of by the name of the symbol of their Aristocles, known always in after life as Plato
(IXXdrwi'), was born at Athens (or, as some say, at
village (e.g., the buflalo people, or the wind people).
This form of speech never meant to imply that iEgina) on 26th or 27th May 427 B.C. (or, as some
the people were descended from the bufialo or any say, 5th or 6th June 428 B.C.). He was well born,
other
Certain articles were his father, Ariston, being of the family of Codrus,
symbolic object.
and his mother, Perictione, or Potone, of that of
regarded as associated with the difl'erent symbols
these were always treated with marked respect, Solon he was well bred he was well-to-do. In
and the people of a village never touched the his youth he received the customary education in
music and gymnastic, and he performed the usual
articles associated with their own sacred symbol.
The tribal rites of the Omaha and cognates were military service. He is said to have had poetical
composed of dramatic acts, the recitation of rituals, aspirations dramatic, epic, lyric. In all probaand the singing of ritualistic songs. In these are bility he looked forward to a political career.
embodied the mj'ths setting forth the genesis of Having been in early years introduced to the
man and his relation to nature. The stories, Heracleitean philosophy by Cratylus, he became
symbols, and metaphors are often highly imagina- acquainted about 407 with Socrates, and hencetive and not
forward was one of his familiars or associates
infrequently touched with poetic feelThese formed a nimbus about the rites that (iralpoL).
ing.
Presumably Plato shared Socrtttes'
both illuminated and made elusive their meaning.
that is to say, he was
political unorthodoxy
In the tribal rites can be traced the gropings of a 'moderate' of the type of Theramenes, and,
tlie Indian's mind to find that power,
greater than whilst he had no sympathy with Critias and the
nian, which was the source of visible nature, to extreme oligarchs, desired a stringent reform of
discover a way for man to approach it and receive the
unmixed democracy.' Accordingly, he was
help from it, and to search for the meaning of the one of those Socratics who, on the death of their
activities that were every^vhere apparent.
The master in 399, withdrew from Athens and found
It is possible
religious and social ideas developed through this a refuge with Eucleides at Megara.
search, extending through generations, as evidenced that Plato returned to Athens in or about 394.
in the rituals, were gradually evolved and formuThen came a time of travel, when he is said to
lated in the tribal rites, wherein were clearly set have visited Egypt, Cyrene, Magna Grsecia, and
fortli the importance of the
perpetuation of human Sicily. At Syracuse he made acquaintance with
life and the recognition that Wakonda is ever
Dion, and with Dion's brother-in-law, the tyrant
present in all things that surround man.
Dionysius the Elder. It is said that Dionysius,
There were no specially designated persons in the taking offence at remarks made by Plato about
tribe whose duty was to teach religion or ethics, nor the ethics of tyranny, revenged himself
by deliverwere there any succinct, practical commandments ing Plato to one Pollis, a Spartan diplomatist
as to the beliefs or actions.
Religious and ethical that Pollis sold Plato in the market-place of
teachings were embedded in the tribal and other Mgina, as though he were a prisoner taken in
rites.
The duty of explanation and instruction war that Anniceris of Cyrene bought him and
to the laity, concerning the
meaning and the set him free that Plato's friends proposed to
teaching of these rites, devolved on the thoughtful repay to Anniceris the sum which he had exelders of the tribe, who
generally belonged to pended and that, when Anniceris declined their
those eligible for the office of keeper and who offer, the
was spent in the purchase of the
money
formed a kind of hereditary priesthood.
garden of Academus. Whatever may be thought
The term loakonda is not modern of this curious story, Plato, when he returned
3. Wakonda.
and does not lend itself to analysis. It is distinct to Athens about 387, established, first in the
from the word meaning 'spirit' and has nothing gymnasium of Academus and afterwards in the
in common with it.
Wakonda is not a synonym garden hard by, the school known henceforward to
of Great Spirit,' of nature, or of an objective
god, all time as the Academy. Here he lived, thought,
a being apart from nature. It is difficult to formu- taught, and wrote. It may be
conjectured that in
late the native idea expressed in this word.
The the earlier days of the Academy Plato not only
European mind demands a kind of intellectual delivered formal lectures, but also gave personal
crystallization of conceptions which is not essential instruction to his abler pupils, using his written
to the Indian and which, when
attempted, is apt dialogues as texts for catechetical teaching; and
to modify the original meaning.
Wakonda stands that he shared the common life of the school.
for the mysterious life-power
permeating all natural But there is reason to believe that in later years
forms and forces and all phases of man's conscious he delegated the
personal teaching to others, and
life.
The idea of wakonda is therefore funda- that towards the end of his life his public lectures
mental to the Indian's relation to nature and to were few and far between. In 367 he made a
all living forms,
including man. While the con- second journey to Syracuse in the vain hope of
ception of wakonda may appear vague, certain winning the younger Dionysius to philosophy,
anthropomorphic attributes were ascribed to it, and thus realizing his scheme of an ideal polity
approximating to a kind of personality. Besides governed by a philosopher-king. A third journey
the insistence on truthfulness in word and
deed, to Sicily in 361, having for its object the reconthere were qualities involving pity and
compassion' ciliation of Dionysius with his uncle, Dion, was
as shown in certain rites. All
experiences of life conspicuously unsuccessful. Plato died at Athens
were directed by wakonda— & belief that led to a in 347.
kind of fatalism.
2. Writings.
In the age of the emperor
Tiberius the grammarian Thrasylus framed a
Literature.— H47 {=Bull. SO BE [1907-10]); J. Mooney
canon
of Plato's writings, and included in it the
'Calendar Hist, of the Kiowa Indians,' 17 RBEW [1898], pt 1
'The Ghost-Dance Religion,' lU RBEW [1896], pt 2
p. 141
Apology of Socrates, which purports to represent
A. C. Fletcher, 'The Hako,' Z3 RBEW [1904],
2
the
A
c'
pt.
unpremeditated defence addressed by Socrates
;

;

;

—

'

'

'

'

;

'

'

'

;

;

;

;

—

'

—

'

flf.,

;
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to his judges the Epistles, a collection of letters
supposed to have been written by Plato to hia
friends ; and 34 dialogues on philosophical sub-

immediately following the death

There has been, and there still is, controversy about the epistles, some thinking that all
are genuine, others that some, and in particular
vii. and viii., are genuine, and others again (with
whom the present writer ranges himself) that all
are spurious.
Doubts have been raised about
certain of the 34 dialogues
but no serious critic
of the present day questions any of the more considerable of them.
It is easy to see why Plato
to his writings a conversational form,
§ave
ocrates had held that the teacher should elicit
and suggest rather than inculcate and dogmatize,
and had therefore preferred spoken to written
discourse, question and answer to continuous exPlato accepted his master's principle
position.
and accordingly, though he deserted his example
so far as to make use of writing, he was careful
in so doing to imitate conversation.
In most of
the dialogues Socrates is the chief speaker
but
Plato's Socrates is an idealized Socrates, who has
an urbanity foreign to the Socrates of history,

they

;

jects.

;

;

;

and he sometimes propounds physical and metaphysical doctrines which could not have found
favour with a philosophical agnostic. In the
Parrnenides Socrates takes the second place ; in
the Sophist, the Politicus, and the TimcBtis he
retires into the background ; and in the Laics he
does not appear. The dialogues difier in structure,
inasmuch as the conversation is sometimes written
down in the words of the supposed interlocutors
sometimes is reported by X, who has taken part
in the discussion or has been present at it
once
is reported by X, who heard the story from Y ;
and once is reported by X, who heard it from Y,
who heard it from Z. They differ also in literary
character and treatment. Some are lively and
dramatic some are eloquent and poetical some
are severely dialectical. Though in general the
conversational form is studiously maintained,
there are upon occasion great stretches of continuous discourse
and in particular there are
imaginative interludes called myths (fj-vdoi), which,
making no pretension to exactitude of statement,
claim notwithstanding to be substantially true,
and, where experience fails, to fill a gap by provisional hypotheses {Phcedo, 114 D).
Thus, the
making and the maintenance of the universe, prehistoric society, the
day of judgment, and the
future state are mythically described. In a word,
the myth is a profession of faith. The introductions prefixed to some of the dialogues and
the description of the last hours of Socrates in
the Phcedo are the very perfection of continuous
narrative.
The style is always the best possible
for the occasion
for Plato's harp has many
;

;

;

;

;

;

strings.
3.

of the dialogues. Assuming
Plato began to write, the fundamentals

that, when
of his system were already settled, and that accordingly the order of the principal writings was
determined by the needs and the conveniences of
exposition, Schleiermacher,^ the father of the
modem study of Platonism, recognized three
groups of dialogues
elementary, transitional,
and constructive. The Phcedrus, he thought, was
the earliest of the dialogues ; the Republic, the
:

Timceus, the Critias, and the Laws were the latest.
On the other hand, K. F. Hermann,- denying that
the system came into existence full-grown, saw in
the several dialogues the results and the evidence
of Plato's doctrinal development, and distinguished
three periods of his literary activity (1) the years
:

1

3

Platans Werke, Berlin, 1855-62, I. i. 32-36.
Geschichte und System der platonischen Philosophie, pt

(do. 1839) p. 384, etc.

;

;

ditl'er in

detail

from one another and from

Hermann, seem on the whole

to agree in accepting
his principle of interpretation.
It will be convenient to note, first, the principal
points in which the critics are agreed secondly,
the principal points in which they differ. The
critics are for the most part agreed in recognizing a group of dialogues in which Plato, despite
certain diflerences of nomenclature and method,
;

has not yet advanced beyond the Socratic standand it is obvious to a.ssign these to an early
date.
Again, tradition ascribes to the Laws the
point

;

and modern scholarship readily assents,
adding that the Timceus and the Critias come next
before it. Further, on internal evidence it is
obvious to suppose that certain dialogues which
last place

;

—

are critical of educational methods Protagoras,
Gorgias, Pluzdrus, Euthydnmus, Symposium, and
Afe/io— preceded the Republic, in whicn Plato propounds his own educational theory. Thus far
there is little disagreement. But there is an
eager controversy about certain dialogues which
have been described as
dialectical
or
professorial,' namely, the Parrnenides, the Phileous,
the Thecetetus, the Sophist, and the Politicus, and
about their relation to the Republic, some regarding them as dialectical exercises preparatory to
the dogmatic teaching of that great dialogue,
whilst others find in them a style later than that
of the Republic, reasoned criticism of its metaphysical doctrine, and substantial contributions to
a revised and reconstituted system. The present
writer, who holds that the five dialogues called
dialectical or professorial look back to the Phcedo
and the Republic, forward to the I'imceus, and
together with the Timceus represent Plato's philosophical maturity, would arrange the principal
'

'

'

dialogues in five groups corresponding to successive stages in Plato's intellectual development,
namely (1) Socratic dialogues, (2) educational
dialogues, (3) Republic, Phcedo, Cratylus, (4) professorial dialogues, Parrnenides, Philebus, Thecetetus, Sophist, Politicus, together with Timasus,
An attempt must now be made to
(5) Latvs.
characterize these several stages of Plato's intellectual development, and to show how the principal
dialogues illustrate and elucidate them.
4. The five stages of Plato's intellectual development. (1) The Socratic dialogues. About
the middle of the 5th cent., say 450 B.C., the
:

—

—

philosophers who sought knowledge for its own
sake were faced and batHed by three questions
(a) What is being? (6) What is knowledge? (c)

:

What is predication ? ; and, for the moment, philosophical inquiry seemed to be at a standstill.
Democritus indeed had not abandoned the attempt

—

The grouping

of Socrates
(2)
the residence at Megara
and (3) the years
387-347.
Subsequent inquirers, however much

i.

to provide a scientific cosmology and cosmogony ;
ana, towards the end of the century, the neo-

Heracleitean Cratylus, recognizing that, if all
things are in flux, there is nothing to be perceived,
looked to etymology for evidence of something
permanent underlying the perpetual process of
phenomena. But Democritus belonged to the
past, and the etymological theory of Cratylus
never established itself.
Accordingly, in the
latter half of the 5th cent. (450-400) the main
stream of thought set strongly in the direction of
philosophical agnosticism, and the intellectual
aspirations of central Greece found expression for
the most part in humanism that is to say, the
the ethical
literary humanism of the Sophists and
humanism of Socrates. Plato's youthful study of
Heracleitean flux had made him a philosophical
agnostic for, even in early days, he must have
recognized the futility of Cratylus's etymological

—

;
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He was then ready to receive and
theory.
assimilate the positivism of Socrates ; and for

These dialogues are
primarily concerned with the criticism of earlier
a time he found a refuge in dialectical theory and and contemporaneous theories of education. Thus
But, whereas Socrates had seen in the the Protagoras brings the educational methods of
practice.
study of ethical consistency a sufficient occupation Protagoras and the Sophists face to face with the
for his energies and had rested in it, Plato, taking educational method of Socrates the Gorgias and
the Phcedrus deal respectively with the moral and
his departure from the logic of consistency, proceeded to build upon it, first, a philosophy,^ intellectual aspects of the forensic rhetoric of
'/
Gorgias and the political rhetoric of Isocrates the
secondly, a science, and, thirdly, a sociology
Moral error, Socrates had thought, is largely due Meno criticizes the makeshift method of those
to the misapplication of general terms which, once who, despising systematic teaching, regarded the
affixed to a person or an act
possibly in a moment practical politician as the true educator ; the Euthyof passion or prejudice stand in the way of a demus caricatures the contemporary eristic
and
sober and serious judgment. In order to guard all these dialogues, together with the Symposium,
against error of this sort, and to secure in the whilst they demonstrate the superiority of Socratic
individual at any rate consistency of thought, dialectic to the current sophistries, show a gi'owing
and, in so far, consistency of speech and action, consciousness of its limitations and insufficiency.
Socrates spent his life in seeking, and helping If education is to do what we expect of it, surely
others to seek, the what,' or the definition, of the it should have for its basis, not personal consisAvords by which the moral quality of actions is tency, but objective truth.
Where, then, is truth
This statement of the aim which to be found? Not in objects of sense, which are
described.
Socrates had steadily pursued exactly describes confessedly imperfect, but in the tj'pe or form
the end which Plato proposed to himself in the with which we instinctively compare them. In the
Socratic dialogues of his first period. But Socrates words of John Stuart Mill ^
had talked, and Plato wrote.
All the objects of sense are that which they are, in only an
Consequently,
whereas Socrates, who talked, having satisfied imperfect manner, and suggest to the mind a" type of what
are, far more perfect than themselves a
something far
himself that the ^e7xos, or cross-examination, they
more
interfused," which eye has not seen nor ear heard,
had made the hearer aware of his ignorance, but ofdeeply
which that which can be seen or heard is an imperfect
What, then, could be
might, and did, point the way to a definition, and often very distant resemblance.
more
Plato, who wrote, if he was not to sacrifice the from natural than to regard the types as real objects concealed
The selfsense, but cognisable directly by the mind?
advantage of the elenctic stimulus, was obliged beautiful, the self-good, which not only were to all beautiful and
to stop short of dogmatic reconstruction.
good things as the ideal is to the actual, but united in themselves
of Plato's Socratic writings.

;

;

—

—

;

'

:

'

;

.

.

.

.

E.g., in the Eiiihyphro Socrates invites his interlocutor to
define 'piety' or 'holiness.' At first Euthyphro does not
understand what Socrates means by a definition. Socrates
explains. Then Euthyphro propounds in succession several
definitions, and Socrates shows their insufficiency.
Again and
again confuted, but in no wise abashed, Euthyphro pleads an
engagement, and the dialogue ends. We may perhaps conjecture that Plato intends to define piety or holiness as that
part of justice which is concerned with the service of the
gods' ; but, in order that the reader may be compelled to thinli
for himself, Plato carefully refrains from formulating his
'

result.

.

.

the separate perfections of all the various kinds of beauty and
must not they be realities in a far higher sense than
the particulars which are within sensible cognisance ? particulars which indeed are not realities for there is no particular
good or beautiful or just thing, which is not, in some case that
may be supposed, unjust, evil, and unbeautiful.'

goodness

—

:

This paragraph is not indeed what Mill meant it
a complete and final summary of Plato's
but it cannot be bettered as a
theory of ideas
statement of the imaginative speculation out of
which that theory was afterwards to grow i. e. as
a description of the process by which Plato arrived
at the conception of a sole reality, eternal, immutable, perfect, whereof perishable, mutable, imperfect things are, in the language of Goethe, no more
than 'likenesses.'
For the exposition of this imaginative speculation in its primitive and poetical form the Phcedrus and the Sym,posium are all-important. There
are, we are told in the Phcedrus (247-250), certain
real existences (^Sj/rwy hvra.), such as self-justice,
self - temperance, self-knowledge, of whose transcendental perfection, revealed to us in a previous
existence, we are reminded by their imperfect
This rudimentary theory
earthly counterparts.
of being becomes a rudimentary
theory of knowledge when we are further told in the Symposium
A
that the lover of beauty rises from the
(210
fi'.)
to be,

;

;

The Platonic dialogue

of this period is, then, an
exercise in Socratic dialectic; but, whereas the
destructive process is set out at length, the constructive process is left to be supplied by the
reader.
Contrariwise, Xenophon, who, being
apologist rather than educator, cares little for
the ^Xeyxos, and is chiefiy anxious to justify his

master's morality, neglects the destructive process
and dwells upon the constructive results. Besides
the Euthyphro (piety), the Charmides (temperance), tlie Laches (courage), the Lysis (friendship), and tlie Hippias Maior (beauty) are characteristic dialogues of the first or Socratic period.
In this period Plato uses the terms 'form' (eT5os) and
idea (I8ia) to mean the characteristic or characteristics included in a Socratic definition, i.e.
the one in the many,' the element common to a
plurality of things which we propose to call by the
same name. But, inasmuch as the Socratic definition of a term of morality or art does not presume,
either in or out of nature, any objective unity corform or itlea has no
responding to it, the
separate existence, it is not x'^P'-'^'r^v tl. In this
stage, then, the forms or ideas are moral and
aesthetic concepts framed by the individual in order
that he may be consistent in thought, word, and
deed, and that he and his interlocutor may not
misunderstand one another.
The dialogues of
(2) The educational dialogues.
the second period show a notable advance upon
the dialogues of the first both in their style and in
their doctrine
in their style, for they are more
'

'

'

'

'

'

'

—

:

complex, more literary, and more dramatic and
in tneir doctrine, for Socrates, the protagonist,
;

propounds doctrines unknown to the Socrates of
history, the Socrates of Xenophon, and the Socrates

sight of persons, souls, and institutions, which are
imperfectly beautiful, through the corresponding
universal or Socratic definition, to the knowledge
of the eternally existent self-beautiful (airrb 8 ivrk
In a word, Plato postulates really existent
KoXSv).
unities, of which unities phenomenal pluralities are
imperfect likenesses, and supposes the really existent unities to become known to us, through Socratic
definitions, by means of reminiscence (dva/j-vrjais).
But he makes no attempt to explain how the imperfectly beautiful particular is related to the perfect self-beautiful ; nor does he define the content
of the world of ideas.
In this second period, then,
the forms or ideas are moral and aesthetic unities,
but we
eternal, substantial, separately existent
are not told how their particulars participate in
them, nor what the things are which have ideas
corresponding to them.
1 Dissertations and Disctissions
London, 1867, iii. 818.
;
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of ideas. And now, in a Theietetus, Sophist,

(3) The earlier theory
third period, taking his departure from the rudimentary conception of eternally existent unities,

to develop a systematic theory
aiford answers to the three

Plato proceeds

which

sliall

^reat

—

articles.

The fundamental

proposi-

the proposition already indicated in the
poetical speculation of the second period, and
henceforward steadfastly maintained
beside
pluralities of phenomena, transient, mutable, imperfect, which become, and are objects of opinion,
there are unities, eternal, immutable, perfect,
whicli really exist, and are objects of knowledge.
The supplementary articles which convert the
poetry of the Phcedrus and the Symposium into
the pliilosophy of the Eepublic, the Phwdo, and
the Cratylus are (a) wherever a plurality of particulars are called by the same name, there is a
cf.
corresponding idea or form (Republic, 596
;
Phado, 65 D) ; thus there are now ideas, not merely
of good, just, beautiful, but also of bad, unjust,
unbeautiful of chairs and tables of fever; of hot
tion

is

:

:

'

A

;

and cold

;

;

in short, of

every

common term

(b) it

;

the presence, immanence, communion (irapovala,
Koivuvia) of tlie form or idea in the particular
or,
in 0; lier words, it is the particular's participation
in
idea
the
that
makes
what
{/tdSeiis)
particulars
the> are {Phcedo, 100 D ; cf. Republic, 476) that
is to say, a thing is beautiful because the idea of
a thing is unbeautiful
bea^ity is present in it
because the idea of unbeautiful is present in it a
thing is both beautiful and unbeautiful because
both the ideas are present in it ; (c) foremost of
the ideas is the idea of good.
is

—

—

—

;

;

;

'

'

For,' says Socrates (^Republic, 509 B), just as the sun furnishes
to the objects of sight not only their capacity for being seen,
but also their generation, growth, and nutrition, even so the
objects of knowledge derive from the good not only their capacity for being known, but also their existence and their reality,
though the good is not reaUty, and is on the other side of it,

transcending

it

in

majesty and power.'

With the

help of these supplementary articles,
the fundamental proposition becomes a theory of
being, a theory of knowledge, and a theory of preIt is a theory of being inasmuch as the
dication.
ideas are eternal, immutable unities.
It is a theory
of knowledge inasmuch as in the Republic (vi. ad
Jin.) Plato hopes to ascend from observed particulars through Socratic dehnitions to a definition of
the self-good, and thus to convert provisional
definitions of things into certified representations
It is a theory of predication inasmuch
of ideas.
at it aflbrds or seems to afford an answer to certain
logical paradoxes which had sorely perplexed
Plato's contemporaries and for the moment himself.

For, whereas the proposition Likes cajmot be unnor unlikes like,' which Zeno had regarded
as a truth, seemed to his successors to cut at the
root of all predication, Plato in this stage conceived
that, though the unities like and unlike cannot be
affirmed the one of the other, a particular can be
simultaneously like and unlike in the sense that
the ideas of like and unlike are simultaneously
in it.
That this was the origin of the
!)resent
lypothesis of the particular's participation (pAde^ii)
in the idea is plainly affirmed in the Pai-menides
and it would seem that, when Plato wrote the
Republic, he was not yet aware of the limitations
and inconsistencies which were speedily to prove
fatal to this, the earlier theory of ideas.
(4) 'I'he later theory of ideas.
Plato's fourth
period, in which his philosophy reached its consummation, is represented by six remarkable
dialogues, of which t\\\eQ—Parmenides, Philebus,
and Tinicetis—a,re chiefiy ontological, and three—
'

like,

;

—

and Politic us, or Statesin/ni—
are chiefly logical. In all of these, unmistakable
references to the Republic and the Phcedo show tliat
Plato has now finally renounced the
supplemenUiry
articles of the earlier theory of ideius
but tlie
critical or destructive element is
especially conin
the
Parmenides
and
the
spicuous
Philebus,
which may be i)laced respectively first and second
at the beginning of the series. The Thecetetus, the
Sophist, and the Politicals, which deal with the
logical problems of the time and clear the way for
the reconstruction of the system, naturally follow ;
cf. Aristotle's statement (Metaphysics, A. vi.) that
Plato's theory of ideas, i.e. the later theory, rested
upon a logic which was all his own. The series
ends with the Timceus, which, if it does not formulate a dogmatic ontology, at any rate lays the
foundations of what K. I). Arclier Hind has well
called 'a thorough-going idealism.' Of each of
these dialogues something must now be said.
In the Parmenides Plato takes up again the proposition Likes cannot be unlike, nor unlikes lilce.'
Socrates, a mere stripling, disputes Zeno's supposed
truth, and maintains that the same thing may be
at once like and unlike by reason of the immanence
in it of the ideas of like and unlike, or, in other
words, by treason of the particular's participation
in those ideas.
That is to say, he attempts to dispose of the contemporary paradox of predication
an
to
the characteristic doctrine of the
by
appeal
Republic and the Phcedo. Hereupon Parmenides
not the Parmenides of history, but an anachronistic
Parmenides ; in fact, Plato himself in the fullness
of his powers intervenes, and shows (a) that,
whereas by assumption the idea is a unity (for
otherwise the difficulties which beset the particular
would beset the idea also), if two or more things
are called by the name of the idea in virtue of
their common participation in it, the unity of the
immanent idea is sacrificed, either by multiplication or by division, in the world of sense (Parmenides, 130 Ett".); (6) that, if without participation
in the idea there is no predication, the unity of
the idea is sacrificed in the world of ideas ; for the
particular man and the idea of man are both called
;

questions, What is being?, What is knowledge?.
What is predication ? This systematic theory, the
earlier theory of ideas, may be summed up in four
propositions a fundamental proposition and three

supplementary

57

i

—

this common predication
implies the existence of a secondary idea of man,
and so on ad infnitnm (131 E, 132 D) (c) that the
theory of the Republic and the Phcedo does not
explain how the idea, which is a unity, can be tiie
for by assumption the
subject of .predication
subject of predication is not a unity, but a complex
or bundle of ideas (129 C, E) (d) that the dogma
Every common term has an idea corresponding to
it conflicts with the
theory of the idea's perfection
(130 C) (e) that, while without ideas there can be
no knowledge, the unconditioned idea can no more
be apprehended by man than the conditioned phenomenon can be apprehendeil by God 134 A ). That
is to say, the theory of immanence,
by which Plato
in the earlier time had sought to explain the supposed paradox of the one thing and its many
predicates, involves another paradox, the paratlox
of the one idea and its many particulars and it
will be necessary for us, if we are to attempt a
reconstruction of the theory of being, to provide a
new solution of the paradox of diverse attributions.
For this new solution, so far as relations are concerned, we must look to the latter part of the
Here, at the instance of the other two,
dialogue.
Parmenides proceeds to investigate his own doctrine
of the existence of the one ; but he extends the
scope of the inquiry so that it shall take account
of the antithesis of the one and the many whether
that one or that many is supposed to be or not to
be, and not only as the antithesis was understood
by himself and by Zeno, but also as it was inter-

man, and by assumption

;

;

;

'

'

;

(

fl'.

;

preted by their successors, and in particular by
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Plato himself both in his earlier theory and in his
In the course of the inquiry the antithesis
of the one and the others, i.e. of the one thing and
its many attributions, is brought before us in eight
hypotheses and in each case we ask ourselves,
How does this particular hypothesis deal with the
paradox of likeness and unlikeness ? Does it recognize that the same thing can be like and unlike,
old and young, and so forth, in which case cognition of some sort is possible? Or does it deny
these attributes, and thus bring philosophy to a
deadlock ? The eight hypotheses and their results
may be briefly stated as follows
later.

;

:

in a strict sense a unitj',
(i.) If the One is one, that is to say,
the attributes like and unlike, great and small, resting and
cannot
be
and
old
predicated of the One,
young, etc.,
moving,
and there can be neither knowledge nor sensation nor opinion

of

it.

are concerned, from the paradox of the multiplication or the division of the idea.
Or, if we prefer
still to recognize eXSij of relations, distinguishing
between efSij which are oyrA Kad' avrd and etdr) which
are not aura Kad' avrd, we may relegate etSt) of
relations to the latter class.
But again, as has been said, the Parmenides
affords hints for reconstruction
( 1 ) the second and
thiid hypotheses show that, if exact predication
and knowledge are to be possible, a finite plurality
must needs intervene between unity and infinite
plurality; i.e., as is affirmed in the Philebus, a
finite number of kinds must needs intervene between the unity of existence and the infinity of
particulars (2) from the fifth hypothesis we learn
what is shown at length in the Sophist, that a
member or members of the finite plurality can be
(3) the seventh hypothesis
negatively described
shows that, where there is no finite plurality,
there may still be a finity of apparent, artificial
groups, by which inexact predication, and opinion,
:

;

in existence and, through a finite
(ii.) If the One participates
(n-oAAa), becomes an mfinite many (an-eipa), diverse predicates such as like and unlike, etc., can be affirmed and denied
and the
of the One in its relations to itself and to the others
One can be known, opined, perceived.
an
infinite
a
finite
If
the
One
many,
is,
and,
through
(iii.)
many can be conjoined in the One, diverse predicates such as
like and unlike, etc., can be affirmed of the others in relation
to themselves and to one another.
(iv.) If the One is, but, inasmuch as there is no finite plurality
to mediate between the others and the One, the others are
wholly dissociated from the One, diverse predicates such as
like and unlike, etc., cannot be afflrmed of the others.
(v.) If the One is not, i.e. if the One is negatively determined
by its otherness from what is, diverse predicates such as like
and unlike may be affirmed about the One and it can be known.
(vi.) If the One is not, i.e. if the One is absolutely non-existent, diverse predicates cannot be affirmed about it, and it

but not knowledge, become possible. It would
seem, then, that the Parmenides which some
have regarded as a dialectical exercise preparatory to the Republic, and most have deliberately
neglected not only disposes of the earlier doctrine,
and maps out the later, but also announces that

cannot be known.
i.e. things
(vii.) If the One is not, and yet there are others
other than one another the others may have the semblance of
grouping, even if there is no finite plurality to determine the
groups, and in this way diverse predicates maj' be affirmed of
the phenomenal others, and opinion, though not knowledge, is
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many

;

—

—

possible thereof.
(viii.) If the One is not, and there is no semblance of grouping,
the others being no more than disconnected particulars, diverse
predicates cannot be affirmed of them.

Now

of these eight hypotheses four, namely i.,
give negative results only ; that is to

iv., vi., viii.,

say, there can be neither predication nor knowledge^
either of the One or of the others as here described.
But (a) of the One and the others as conceived in
ii. and iii., where the finite many mediates between
the unity and infinite plurality, and (b) of the One
of v., which is negatively determined, there may
be predication and knowledge, and (c) vii. permits
qualified predication and opinion in the region of
sense.
Accordingly, we shall find that ii. and iii.
are the foundation of the Phihbus and the Timceus,
and that v. and vii. find a place in the three logical
In a
dialogues, ThecBteUis, Sophist, and Politicus.
word, the Parmenides not only rejects the earlier
theory of ideas, but also maps out the later.
And this is not all. From the eight hypotheses
Parmenides draws the enigmatical conclusion
Whether One exists or does not exist, both One and the
:

'

others are, and are not,

things in all ways, and appear to
be, and do not appear to be, all things in all ways, both in
relation to themselves and in relation to one another.'
all

This summary of the eight hypotheses is Plato's
resolution of the paradox of likeness and unlikeFor he has shown practically in many
ness.
particular instances that, whether we suppose the
One to be existent or to be non-existent, and howsoever we conceive it, we can affirm and
deny, of
it and of them, in its and their relations to itself
and to themselves, diverse predicates such as like
and unlike, resting and moving, small and great,
etc.
Thus, when we affi rm diverse predicates of any
thing, there is no inconsistency such as Antisthenes
had supposed ; because what is affirmed or denied
is always a relation, and the same thing can be
like in one relation and unlike in another.
And
this resolution of the contemporary difficulty
carries with it an important
it is now
corollary ;
open to us to expunge relations from tne list of the
elSi), and in this way to escape, so far as relations

;

—

—

withdrawal of ideas of relation which Aristotle
plainly regarded as a notable characteristic of
Plato's maturity (Met. A. ix. 9901^ 16).
The work of reconstruction begun in the Parmenides is continued in the Philebus. Here Socrates
reverts to the question propounded in Republic, vi.

A

What

ft"..

is

the

summum bonumt

Is

it

This ethical question
is quickly and
summarily disposed of the chief
good of man is a mixed life of intelligence and
pure pleasure. But a new question, wider in its
What
scope, arises out of it and takes its place.
is it that makes the mixed life, or
anything else,
?
In
and
the
Phcedo
the
Plato
had
good
Republic
made answer
A thing is good because, side by
side with the constitutive idea, the idea of good,
the a.vrh 6.ya66v, is present in it.' But in the
interval the theory of the immanent idea has been
discredited, and now in the Philebus we start anew
from the dogma foreshadowed in the second and
'
All things
third hypotheses of the Parmenides
which are or exist in our universe are combinations
plea,sure

?

Is it intelligence

?

:

'

:

:

and we
(Tripas), and indefinity' (direipia)
them good or bad according as they approximate to, or diverge from, the Tripas ?x<"'''<*, their
Whence^ it would seem (1)
constitutive ideas.
oi finity

;

call

that, inasmuch as the particular is good by reason
of its approximation to its formative idea, the
intervention of the idea of good is no longer required to account for the particular's excellence,

and

(2) that, inasmuch as particulars approximate
and diverge from, their respective ideas, the
particular imitates {fufieiTat) the idea and no longer

to,

participates in it

it appears
{fxer^xec).
Incidentally
longer need ideas of 'hot and 'cold,'
inasmuch as these qualities are divergences from
an inditterence point which is neither the one nor
the other.
The Theoetetus, the Sophist, and the Statesman
are a trilogy, not only in the sense that the conversation begun in the first of the three is continued
in the other two, but also inasmuch as the Sophist
and the Statesvutn, though ostensibly they discuss
a new question, Are sophist, statesman, and
philosopher one, two, or three?, resume and dispose of the question left unanswered in the Thece-

that

we no

What is knowledge ?
According to Aristotle (Met. A. vi. 987* 32),
Plato, who in early years had been the pupil of the

tetus,

Heracleitean Cratylus, was true in later life to
the Heracleitean principle, 'All sensibles are in
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and therefore cannot be known,' whence he
inferred the existence of tilings other than sensibles,
and these things he called forms or ideas. The
Thecetetus is Plato's justification of the Heracleitean
flux

principle; and, if the corollary is not explicitly
lormuJated, at any rate the way to it is made
Knowledge, we find, is not sensation, which
Elain.
as sensibles for its object nor is it true opinion,
opinion being judgment about sensibles nor is it
true opinion supported by a definition, Hocratic or
otherwise.
Hence, if there is to be any knowledge
and Plato does not despair there must be things
other than sensibles, and such are the ideas, which,
in the second and third hypotheses of the Parmenides, mediate between the unity of being and
the infinity of particulars.
In the Sophist and the Statesman the interlocutors of the Thecetetus together with an Eleatic
stranger, who now appears for the first time,
discuss the question,
Are sophist, statesman,
and philosopher one, two, or three ? ', and come to
the conclusion that the true statesman is identical
with the philosopher, and the mere politician
Thus in our search for
identical with the sophist.
the sophist we stumble upon the philosopher
(253 C); and it is therefore unnecessary either to
suppose that a dialogue about the philosopher
was planned but remained unwritten, or to find a
philosopher in one of the extant dialogues.
Incidentally, the definition of the philosopher
carries with it a definition of knowledge, and in
this way the Sophist, hereafter to be supplemented
by the Statesman, resumes the discussion raised
and dropped in the Theaitetus, and the unity of the
;

;

—

—

'

'

'

'

'

trilogy

is

assured.
'

In the search for a definition of
sophist the
Eleate finds himself obliged in violation of the
principle of our father Parmenides,' to attribute
existence to the non-existent or non-ent.
An
investigation of the non-ent {/j-tj dv) thus becomes
necessary and, as in the Parvicnides the investigation of the existent unity involves that of unity
which is non-existent, so here the study of the nonent involves that of the ent also. In the investigation of the two taken together the following discoveries are made
(1) beside avra Ka6' avra elSrj,
which are incommunicable, incapable of being predicated of one another, there are yivr) or eiS-rj, not
aiiTo, Kad' avrd, which communicate, some within
narrow limits, others generally but not universally,
such as 'rest' {(rrdais) and motion [Klvricris), and
others, again, universally, namely ent (6v), same
(rairrov), other (ddrepov) ; (2) there is no avrb Kad'
avrb elSos of sophist (3) the function of dialectic
is classification according to kinds (rb Kara, yevrj
'

'

;

:

;

8iaipeT(rdai), whereby we ai'e preserved from thinking
that which is the same dift'erent or that which is
difi'erent the same
and he who can thus classify
is the philosopher whom we seek
(4) ent (fiy) and
non-ent {/jltj 6v) are intercommunicable, if by nonent we mean, not that which is contrary (ivavrlov)
to ent, but that which is difi'erent (grepov) from it,
and accordingly firi ixiya and fii) KaK6v may be as
truly existent as niya and Ka\6v (cf. the fifth
hypothesis of the Parmenides, and ct. Republic, v.
ad fin.); (5) the troubles of contemporary logic
;

;

principally depend upon misunderstandings in
regard to the negative. The merits of this great
dialogue cannot be exaggerated.

The method

of division

[Sialpecrts)

announced

in

the Sophist is developed and illustrated in the
Statesman (iroXiriKdi). Division is indeed no new
thing; but the use now to be made of it is novel
and important. In the Philebus (16 B) Socrates
professes himself enamoured of it, though it has
often left him stranded
and as early as the
Phtedrus (263 A) he has employed it in framing
Socratic definitions with a view to consistency in
:

5U

the use of debatable terms (dfj.<pi<r^r]Trjat)ia) such as
in otlier words, in making artificial
groups where nature does not give us definite
kinds.
In the Sophist, when we seek definitions of

just, unjust

;

dairaXif t/TiKr) and cro<pL<rriKr),ii.ndeveninih(i Statesman,
when the stranger starts upon his inquiry, division

has no more ambitious aim than ofioXoyLa. Ijut at
261 Dtt'., and especially at 266 All., we find ourselves applying it to animal kinds with a view to
the discovery of incorporeal aCn-d Kad' airrd tibyj.
That is to say, bialpeais is now used, not with a
view to the creation of artificial groups in the
region of dn(piff^TjTrj(nfia, but as a means of ascertaining the likenesses and the unlikencsses of
nature's fixities, the airrd Kad' aird etor].
In other
words, the natural types, or avrd Kad' airrd elbrj, are
the proper objects of knowledge, and what can
be known about them is their mutual resemblances
and ditterences. And, when it is understood that
the end of 5ia/pe<ris is now the determination of
the affinities of flbvt a^nd not a mere definition
per genus et difierentias of a single elSos, certain
'

'

precepts here added and exempliiied become for
the first time intelligible. E.g., tha longer dichotomy is, as such, the better, because we obtain by
it fuller information about an iiriaTTp-bv.
have
then here the foundation of the classificatory
science which was for a time to play so great a part
in the Academy.
The latter part of the dialogue
prepares the way for the reconstituted sociology of
Plato's fifth period.
The Timceus is the keystone of the later theory
of ideas.
Here, in a cosmogonical myth, Plato
shows that the universe, as we know it under conditions of time and space, may be conceived as
the thoughts of universal mind togetiier with the
thoughts of those thoughts. The ideas are the
thoughts of God (vo-npxiTa deov), or, in other words,
the laws of universal mind's tliinking.
Kut,
whereas universal mind, the subject, thinks a
plurality of thoughts, it thinks tnose thoughts,
its objects, in space ; and, in so far as it thinks
them under spacial conditions, it thinks them
in terms of certain regular geometrical figures
and
pyramid, octahedron, eikosahedron, cube
these regular geometrical figures are respectively
the ideas of tire, air, water, earth, the elements
which go to make (a) the body of the universe, (h) the
bodies of the stars, which are the first-born thoughts
of creative mind, and (c) the bodies of the animals
and vegetables, which creative mind thinks, not
directly as it thinks the stars, but indirectly
through the minds of the stars, its first-born
thoughts and, whereas God, or mind, the creator,
thinks humanity or caninity, as an eternal unity,
the stars. His first-born thoughts, when they think

We

—

—

;

or caninity corporealized under spacial
conditions, conceive it, not as an eternal unitj', but
as a transient plurality. Thus particular men or
dogs are, as it were, reflexions of the idea of man or
dog, invested with bodily form under conditions of
time and space ; and in this way, in virtue of the
hypothesis that that which superior mind conceives
as a subjective thought is perceived by inferior
mind, however imperfectly, as an objective thing,'
Plato is able to show, at any rate, the possibility
of expressing in terms of mind the materiality and
the externality of things. And these results carry

humanity

'

with them an important corollary. If particular
men and particular dogs owe their respective
existences to eternal, immutable ideas of man and
dog, it should be possible for us even if we cannot
apprehend those ideas to study by the method of
division (Sia/peau) announced in the Sophist and the
Statesman the hodxly resemblances and differences
In a word, the proper function
of natural kinds.
of the man of science is the study of classificatory
zoology and botany, because in these subjects the

—

—
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ideas of the respective animals and vegetables
assure us of the existence of natural kinds. On
the other hand, where there are no ideas, and
therefore no determinate natural kinds, though we
may study the subject as a recreation, and derive
from it a sober and sensible amusement (59C),' there
'

can be no exact science.

E.g., mineralogy, inasas the several minerals are irregular, indeterminate, combinations of the four simple bodies,
combinations which are not definitely marked ofl"

much

from one another by nature, is not an exact science.
Nevertheless it would seem that Plato by no

means confined

his attention to the exact sciences,
the sciences founded upon ideas for in the latter
part of the Timceus he has much to say both about
inexact sciences, such as mineralogy, and about
the parts and organs of the body and their several
His pronouncements on these subjects
functions.
are highly speculative ; but, as indications of his
scientific aims, they are by no means unimportant.
may now tabulate the later theory of ideas
;

We

with a view to a comparison of its supplementary
The
articles with those of the earlier theory.
fundamental proposition is still as it has been
ever since Plato freed himself from Socratic
Beside pluralities of phenomena,
limitations
transient, mutable, imperfect, which come into
being, and are objects of opinion, there are unities,
eternal, immutable, perfect, which really exist,
and are objects of knowledge.'
The supplementary articles are as follows (a)

—

—

'

:

there are substantive, self-existent ideas (aiira Kad'
avTo. etdi}) of the universe ; of fire, air, water,
earth ; of the several stars ; and of the several
animal and vegetable species but of nothing else.
(6) It is not the idea's immanence in particulars, but
the imitation or reflexion of the idea in matter
i.e. in space
that brings particulars into existence
;

—

—

and makes them what they

= good = God

things

;

it is

and even of

are.

(c)

Unity = mind

is the cause, the sole cause, of all
the cause of the ideas, of particulars,

its

own

= evil = necessity,

—

correlative plurality = space
The ideas are the thoughts

(d)

the sole cause, namely, unity or mind, (e)
mind develops within itself a complete
universe of thoughts, primary and secondary ; and
this universe of thoughts, as seen from within by
a finite intelligence included in it, is our universe
of

Infinite

of things.
In this stage, then, the forms or ideas are
unities from which nature's fixities the universe,

—

the four simple bodies, the stars, and the animal
and vegetable kinds are respectively derived
they are substantial and eternal ; they are the
thoughts of universal mind ; they are not immanent
in particulars, but are imitated or reflected as

—

;

particulars in space.

— We

now come to the fifth period
philosophical and literary activity.
Having given to his metaphysic its final shape,
and having shown how, through the doctrine of
natural kinds, it affords a foundation for the
(5)

of

The Laws.

Plato's

study of animal and vegetable species,
Plato leaves to his nephew Speusippus the direction
of the biological studies of tlie school, and himself,
reverting to ethics and sociology, revises his
earlier conclusions about those subjects from the
When he
standpoint of his later philosophy.
wrote the Eepublic, he had hoped to attain through
the self-good to the knowledge of the ideas, and
thus to establish a 'philosophical morality.' If
man could know the self-good and the ideal virtues
which spring from it, he would no longer except
in early years when he had not yet
completed his
education require that popular and civic virtue '
scientific

—

—

'

which society artificially builds up by means of
rewards and punishments the knowledge of the
self-good would be his one and only end and his
;

exceeding great reward. Such had been Plato's
aspiration when in a burst of enthusiasm he wrote
the Republic. But since that time he had become
aware of the limitations of human nature. Man
cannot know the self-good and, what is more,
inasmuch as man has a bodily nature, the self-good
and the human good are not identical. This being
so, we cannot dispense Avith
popular and civic
morality,' and it becomes necessary to do what we
can to strengthen and improve it. Hence, whereas
in the Republic he plans a constitution and provides for its maintenance, but commits to his trained
magistrates all the responsibilities of administration, in the Laws, recognizing that under existing
conditions legislation is indispensable, he seeks to
provide for the guidance of his countrymen a
complete code of enactments. In this remarkable
treatise Plato leaves metaphysic and science behind
him ; but there is one metaphysical pronouncement, and at first sight it flagrantly conflicts with
the teaching of the Timceus. Whereas in that dialogue Plato claims to have found in universal mind
the one and only cause of the infinite variety of
things, here, in the Laws (896 E), he confidently
affinns that there are two world-souls, the one
beneficent, the other maleficent God and devil.
The truth is that, writing popularly, he stops
short of his final analysis. The good world-soul
and the bad world-soul of the Laws are the providence {vpbvoia) and the necessity (av6.-yK-n) of the
Timceus ; and the fact that in the unmetaphysical
Laws Plato rests in the penultimate dualism of the
great metaphysical dialogue is no reason for supposing that he had abandoned his ultimate henism.
Never perhaps was any other philosopher as
progressive as Plato. In his early years he had
studied the two philosophies which were afterwards to be the foundations of his own system
the Heracleitean theory of flux and the Socratic
doctrine of ethical universals. In the first period
of his independent thought he attempted no more
than to carry on by written discourse the oral
teaching of his master and thus to secure a greater
consistency in the use of those terms of morality
which have so great an influence upon actions. In
the second, noting that, in moral and aesthetic
practice, we find ourselves perpetually referring to
an ideal standard, he conceives that in a previous
existence we have known certain supraseusual
realities such as goodness, beauty, and justice, of
which their counterparts in this world imperIn the tl^ird, bewildered by
fectly remind us.
Zeno's axiom that likes cannot be unlike, nor
unlikes like, he assumes that for every predicate
there is a suprasensual reality, and that this
supraseusual reality, though separately existent
and a unity, is present in every particular which
bears the same name. In the fourth, having in
the interval realized that things which are like in
one relation may be unlike in another, and having
disposed of other logical difficulties of the time,
Plato now postulates ideas only where he finds
Such fixities are the universe
fixities in nature.
itself, the four so-called simple bodies, the stars,
and the animal and vegetable kinds. These are
natural fixities because they derive their existence
from the ideas, which are the eternal immutable
thoughts of universal mind. Universal mind is
the sole cause of the universe and all that is in it.
In the fifth period, having learnt to limit his
intellectual aspirations, Plato revises and supple;

'

—

—

ments the

sociological

schemes of

—

his third period.

Ethical teaching^. Plato's ethical teaching
can hardly be called systematic. In his first period
he is a Socratic, pure and simple. In his second
he indicates, but does not develop, the theory of
ideas upon which he at that time hoped to build a
transcendental ethic. In the third, if we look to
5.

PLEASURE
the Republic for a positive morality, we Hnd ourselves disappointed ; for this great treatise, in -wliich
Plato discusses the well-being of the state and the
well-being of the individual, merges ethic in
education, and makes the educated man a law to
In tlie fourth period
himself and to his inferiors.
the Philebus and the Statesman do something to
correlate the earlier morality with the later theory
of ideas.
Finally, the Laws is written, not from
the standpoint of the professional moralist, but
from tiiat of the legislator, who, recognizing the
importance of political institutions and the value
of rewards and punishments, endeavours to improve
See, further,
contemporary methods.
Ethics and Morality (Greek), § 12.

the

art.

—

6, The school of Plato.
It has been seen that
Plato in his maturity was not only philosopher
but also man of science. That is to say, the metaphysical theory of ideas carried with it the physical
theory of natural kinds and thus provided a basis
for the classiticatory sciences of zoology and
botany. But the two theories were not inseparable.
Plato's nephew, Speusippus, who in 347 succeeded
him as head of the school, rested his biological
researches upon the theory of kinds, while he
rejected the theory of ideas as a superfluous hypothesis.
Aristotle, while he impatiently and peremptorily, dismissed the theory of ideas, was
careful to reconstitute the theory of kinds, taking
his departure from the two principles ovdiv dreXes
TTotei

17

(pijcns

and

ivOpunroi S-vOpoiirov yevvq,.

who

Xeno-

—

succeeded Speusippus in 339
a moralist rather than a metaphysician attempted
to maintain the idealist tradition but his arithmetical interpretation of the phrase ideal number
shows a strange misconception of his master's
Polemo, who followed Xenocrates in
teaching.
With
314, took definitely the ethical direction.
who
succeeded Polemo in 270, the so-called
Crates,
Old Academy ended. Platonism, i.e. the idealism
upon which Plato rested the theory of kinds,
ceased td be a living force when Plato died. For
the subsequent history of the school see art.

crates, indeed,

—

;

'

'
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Games, Development

(Mental).

PLEASURE. —

Both pleasure and pain are too
well known to require description and too elemental
to admit of analysis.
They are experiences which
are co-extensive with all other forms of mental life
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—sensations, images, memories, reasonings, willings, emotions, ail being callable of taking on these
pleasant or unpleasant colourings, although all,
ai)parently, e.xcept perhaps the last, are able to
exist in a neutral
Yet in spite of the
phase.
familiarity and ^)rommence of these states, both in
daily

life

and

ethical controversy,

in

tiie

more

exact determination of their nature is one of the
most confused problems in modern psychology.
As a problem it was seriously considered by Plato
and by Aristotle, but it was not until the intellectualist tradition had been questi(jned by Rousseau,
and interest in the more inarticulate phases of
mental life had been quickened by evolutionary
biology, that the feelings were made objects of
exact investigation. Witliin the last twenty years,
however, mucli has been done, and, while it is impossible to say that conclusions have been established, it is at least true that many facts have been
determined and alternative theories defined.
1. The term pleasure itself has been recognized
as too ambiguous for technical use, and there has
developed a tendency to substitute for it agreeableness' or pleasantness,' and to include both it
and its opposite, pain or unpleasantness, under
the common term affection as denoting the noncognitive aspect of mental life. Pleasantness and
unpleasantness would thus be recognized as affective phases of mental complexes into which any
of the other elements or phases might enter.
For
those complexes in which the affective phase is
most prominent or characteristic the term feeling has been suggested, as the feelings of gladness
or depression. Pleasuie, in popular usage, is generally identified with one of tnese complex processes
of feeling and not with the abstract affective phase
of pleasantness.
It is the whole process of eating
a good dinner or of enjoying a reunion that is called
a 'pleasure.' Much of the confusion in ethical
dit^cussions of the good has arisen from failure to
'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

make

this distinction

between pleasure as

all'ective

tone and as complex feeling, the value recognized
by common sense in the latter being identified by
hedonistic theory with the former.
2. The historic problem of quality of pleasure
also has light thrown upon it by this distinction.
John Stuart Mill's revival of the Platonic doctrine
of differences of kind in pleasures involves the
failure to make this analysis into pleasantness and
pleasant object, with tiie consequent apparent
ascription to the one of the moral worth found in
the other, the differences in the plea.^ures of the
fool and Socrates lying not in the affective element
but in the total feeling. So, too, the common
popular classification into higher and lower kinds
of pleasure is really a distinction between higher
and lower forms of experience as a complex whole
rather than between kinds of pleasantness as
such.

Yet, even on the basis of this analysis, modem
psychology is not a unit as to the quality of atiecWundt insists upon a threefold distinction
tion.
within affection itself upon three pairsofopposites
pleasantness and unpleasantness, excitement and
Within each
depression, tension and relaxation.
of these pairs, again, he recognizes an indefinite

—

number

:

of qualitatively distinct affective elements.

This tri-dimensional theory of feeling involves the
concept of pleasure mainly so far as concerns the
recognition of varieties of pleasantness and unpleasantness, although undoubtedly much of what
popular consciousness includes in pleasure would,
under this theory, be assignable to excitement or
In his main contention for the gTeater
relaxation.
complexity of the affections Royce agrees with
Wundt, though seeing his way as yet to the reof differcognition of only two antagonistic lines
ence—pleasantness and unpleasantness, restless-
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ness and quiescence, with their included

minor

distinctions.

On

the other side are those

who

recognize only
—

two antagonistic aspects of affection pleasantness
and unpleasantness
analyzing the other two
dimensions into organic and muscular sensations.

—

Certainly, when we have eliminated our sensations
of muscular strain, the feeling of tension vanishes,
and, equally, excitement seems to have little meaning apart from sensations of tension and respiration
and consciousness of rapidity in the flow of ideas.
On the whole, the dual theory seems to have the
weight of testimony, both lay and expert, in its
favour.
Incidentally, it may be remarked that the unpleasantness recognized in this analysis is not to
be identified with the sensation of organic pain,
which, while usually existing in an extremely unpleasant complex, may yet, when of slight intensity,
have the pleasantness of interest.
The question as to whether pleasantness itself
admits of qualitative differences is not to be
answered with any positiveness.
Introspection
gives varying testimony on the point, and whereas,
if we assume that the phases of affection correspond
to a general central process, we are inclined to
expect only differences of degree, when we also
assume that every element in a complex varies
with the changes in the total complex, we tend to
look for qualitative differences in pleasantness
according as the total process varies. Certainly
the burden of proof seems to rest heavily on those
who affirm such differences in quality.
3. As to the psychological status of pleasure
its place among other mental processes
three
theories hold the field.
(1) The qualitative theory (Stout, Marshall).
Pleasure and pain are general qualities or attributes
of mental process, either of which may be attached
to any mental element.
The term quality is
here explained as used in the same sense as when

—

—

—

'

'

applied to intensity as a quality of sensation.
Pleasantness thus has no substantive standing, but
is always pleasantness of something, just as intensity never exists by itself but always as an
essential attribute of another state.
Pleasure
(2) The sensational theory (Stumpf).
and pain are sensations of the organic type.
Pleasure is a diffused sensation of tickling or a
weak sensation of lust. If pleasure were a mere
attribute of sensation, it would not itself have
attributes such as intensity and duration, nor would
a sensation persist in the absence of its attributes
as is the case relative to pleasure and pain.
(3) The affective element theory (Titchener).
Pleasure and pain are the two phases of a simple
afi'ective process which forms one of the two elementary constituents of mental life, if we group
sensation and image together as the second. Affection is similar to sensation in possessing quality,
intensity, duration, but it lacks clearness, and

—

—

shows an antagonism and incompatibility of its
opposite qualities which mark it off from sensation.
Tickling has its own sensory quality, which may
be either pleasant or unpleasant, but which is not
synonymous with pleasantness.
While no consensus of opinion can be invoked
on the questions involved in these theories, it may
be remarked that the point at issue between (1)
and both (2) and (3) seems to resolve itself into the
somewhat profitless logical distinction between
substance and quality. As between (2) and (3),
while one may not be satisfied with the form in
which the latter theory is usually stated, one cannot but feel that, in its recognition of the distinctness of pleasantness as an elementary aspect of
mental life, it has in its favour the almost unanimous testimony of introspection.

4. As to the conditions of pleasure, our knowledge is still more incomplete. From the genetic
point of view, it has been suggested that affection
is undeveloped sensation or a mode of experience
of which sensation is a later phase, and that the
free sensory nerve-endings may be its organ
have also the biological general(Titchener).
ization that pleasure is the accompaniment of
actions useful to the organism (Spencer), but such
a generalization needs qualifying conditions which
it is beyond our present power to supply.
widely
applicable psychological formula is that pleasure
is the accompaniment of uninterrupted activity, of
progress towards an end, whatever the end may be
This end may not be useful for
(Stout, Angell).
life as a whole, and hence the activity may not
have survival value, but in so far as it is an actual
end the progressive realization of it gives pleasure.
Such a formula seems more adequate for the more
active type of pleasures but hardly for pleasure in
its whole extent.
From the physiological point of
view, there is a general tendency to consider the
conditions for affection as central rather than
peripheral, but guesses differ as to whether it is a
matter of general nutritive condition or of motor
preparedness, as well as to whether a special cortical
region is involved or the whole cortex.
5. For the place of pleasure in ethical systems
see art. Hedonism.
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—
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PLEROMA. —

This term has acquired a certain
books, in relacelebrity from its use in the later
tion to deity, and in one of the most fully developed
systems of Gnosticism, as a designation of what may
be called the Gnostic heaven that supersensible
spiritual sphere in which the Godhead was thought
to exist and manifest itself above and apart from
the material world. There were, of course, many
fantastic and extravagant notions in the Gnostic
idea, but every careful studeiit who follows the
course of Christian thought in the 2nd cent., at
the time when Christianity came face to face with
the advanced conclusions of speculative religious
philosophy, will see how significant a phenomenon
This article will deal
the Gnostic heaven is.
exclusively with the conception embodied in the
'
word Pleroma,' and will endeavour to follow its
use from the
up to the form in which it finally
appears in the Valentinian system of .^ons. The
various elements of thought which are there
united, and which form a fairly well rounded
system of God and the world, had grown up out

NT

—

NT

and had been gathered from, the great systems
which dominated the ancient world; but these
appear here fused and blended with the new ideas
that Christianity had introduced. It was the first
great attempt to exhibit Christianity as a part of
the system of the world and no mean effort either,
of,

—

we shall readily see, if we are able to thread
our way through the tangled maze of grotesque
as

and mythical phraseology

in

which the Gnostic

teachers indulged. In its most fantastic shapes,
however, there are usually visible some gleams of
rational thought.
I.
use of the term ' Pleroma,'
use.—The

NT

NT

PLEROMA
in relation to deity, is given in Col P* 2", Eph 1^
The word is found in other parts of
3i» 4'2, Jn V^.
in the ordinary sense of fullness' variously
the
in a context
applied, but in these passages it stands
which seems to require a special theological con-

NT

'

supposed to be

notation with which the reader
In St. Paul's language two
already familiar.
great conceptions are affirmed or implied (1) that
the whole fullness of deity, the entire plenitude
of divine excellences, energies, and powers resides
in Christ and (2) that, through union with Him,
the Cliristian Church is destined] to share in the
Both these concepfullness which dwells in Him.
tions appear in the subsequent phases of Gnostic
thought, but they are placed in new connexions
and relations, and in the handling of them the
lead of Scripture and the limits within which they
In
are viewed in Scripture are soon lost si^ht of.
the views which St. Paul combats at Colossaj we
which
forms
of
Gnosticism
recognize some incipient
are easily identified with well-known features of
popular Jewish beliefs characteristic of the age
an undue prominence given to angels as mediators
between God and the world, and the false authority
ascribed to various ascetic practices. The revelation of God which was given in the incarnation
and mission of the Son had for ever set aside the
necessity for inferior mediators, whether angels
or men ; and the Apostle's contention is that all
the energies and powers of deity, all divine functions in the order and government of the world,
reside in Him, all things visible and invisible,
thrones, dominions, principalities, and powers being
subject to Him. The Jewish teachers at Colossse
had doubtless taken their stand upon the common
belief that there were many mediators through
is

:

;

—

whom God communicates

His

will

to

men, and

that to each of these a measure of divine honour
or worship might be due.
They had not yet discovered that in Christianity was given the final
and absolute revelation of God to the world.
The idea that the entire fullness of the Godhead
is manifested in Christ is fundamental to Christianity, and is, indeed, a wide-reaching conception,
a mystery prodifficult to grasp by the intellect

—

foundly significant and precious to faith. The
Christian recognizes in Him the embodiment of all
In
divine excellence, the full glory of the Father.
the later books of the NT Ave note an important
advance upon the Christology of the Acts and
In the latter the chief aspects of
earlier Epistles.
His Messianic dignity and glory are set forth as
the ground for faith in Him as the Mediator of
the Messianic salvation. The full content of the
Messianic idea was not laid open, and was probably
not called for in the earlier preaching. But at a
later stage, with the advance of thought and a
growing faith, the doctrine of the person of the
Son became richer and fuller. It was seen that
He is the full and complete expression of the
Father's nature and glory, the image of the inthe effulgence of His glory,' the
visible God,'
very impress of His being.' The Fourth Gospel,
the latest phase of NT teaching, exhibits this
conception in relation to the earthly life of the
Redeemer, showing that the Son is the entire and
It is
complete manifestation of the Father.
doubtless the spiritual and ethical perfections of
deity that are chiefly in view in the passages in
which the Pleroma of the Godhead is ascribed to
the Son, since these chiefly will be thought of as
constituting the great essentials of the eternal
life, which was with the Father, and which the
Redeemer conveys to men. Yet, though we have
difficulty in believing that all the recesses of deity
are open to the knowledge of men, it is manifest that
in the NT conception of the Incarnation there is
given, besides the ethical perfections of the God'

'

'
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head, a universal cosmic principle

— the

energies

and powers which produce and sustain the course
It is not easy to separate in thought
the cosmic and ethical elements in the idea
in
the
two
must meet and blend to form a
reality
whole.
The
ethical
of
the
complete
perfections
Godhead are manifested not in empty space, but in
the complex life of the material world, in which
they must be sustained and vindicated by physical
energies and powers. The Pleroma of the Godhead,
therefore, contains not merely the totality of ail
ethical perfections, but all divine energies which
the cosmos displays and, all these being ascribed
without limitation to the Son, there arises the
necessary inference that He is the final and
absolute manifestation of deity to men.
From the various
2. The Valentinian system.
contexts in which the term 'Pleroma' is used in
the NT it is to be gathered tliat the idea was new
in the sphere of religion, and that towards the
close of the Apostolic Age it was denied or opposed
by other and contrary hjpotheses, viz. that there

of the world.

;

;

—

were many mediating agencies between God and
men, and that the whole fullness of deity could
not be communicated to any one being or jjerson,
however eminent.
The last thought appears in various shapes in all
the forms of Gnosticism, and it is usually implied
that no entire or perfect revelation of deity is
possible in material things, that all perfect manifestations of

God

which deity

is

are confined to the sphere within
the sj>here to which
they apply the term Pleroma in a local or topographical sense. In some passages where the word
occurs incidentally we see that the idea is of
capital importance, and we are prepared for the
bold effort which is made in the Valentinian
system to reach a definite and rounded doctrine
in regard to it.
Among the earlier Gnostics the
attempt was made to obviate the difficulty involved
in the incarnation and passion of the Son, either
by assuming that our Lord's body was not real
flesh and blood, but a form assumed for a time, or
by saying that Jesus was the son of Joseph and
Mary by ordinary generation, and that the Christ
who descended upon him at his baptism, being
a spiritual being and, as such, impassible, departed
from him at the Crucifixion.
to be found
'

—

'

Irenaeus describes this party as maintaining that Jesus was
merelj' a receptacle of Christ upon whom the Christ, as a
dove, descended from above, and that when He had declared the
unnameable Father He entered into the Pleroma in an incomprehensible and invisible manner' (Hcer. in. xvi. 1). The same
view appears in another passage, where it is said that the
Christ from above . .
continuedimpassible.'and that, though
He had descended upon Jesus the Son of the Demiourgos, He
'flew back again into His own pleroma' (iii. xi. 1).
'

'

.

These two examples serve to show the point at
which the Gnostic view diverges from St. Paul and
the NT. He teaches that all divine powers and
energies reside in Christ in permanent form, while
they maintained that only a single power— the
Christ from above had dwelt in Jesus for a time,
and afterwards returned to the Pleroma, from
which thought it is clear that the Pleroma is
viewed as the special sphere or abode of deity,
separate from the rest of the world and not homogeneous with it.
Turning now to the system of Valentinus as it is
expounded by Irenaeus and Hippolytus, we find
that the Pleroma forms the centre of an elaborate

—

theory of the world— of divine emanations, of
It is the exclusive
creation, and redemption.
sphere of deity within which the evolution of the
the
accomplished. It has over against it
the 'void,' the sphere of matter which
includes all that is outward, corporeal, physical,
These two spheres include the totality
sensible.
of being real or conceivable, and there is an
absolute difference and antithesis between them.

Mons

is

Kivu/xa,

PLEROMA
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such that the one is the home of all that is perfect,
godlike, eternal, imperishable while in the other
things are corrupt, perishable, shadowy, unreal.
The ^ons which are begotten from the unfathomable abyss of deity are the divine energies, the
functions of infinite life which manifest themselves
but towards
in a definite order and succession
the end of the series, where presumably their
have
diminished, the last
strength and purity
being far from the centre and source of life, one of
them, Sophia, somehow passes out into the void
beyond, and out of her tears, sorrows, and disThe antitresses the material creation arises.
thesis between these two spheres as conceived by
Valentinus himself is probably better expressed by
the term varipriiM, defect,' than by Kifu/m, void,'
since the view of matter or the world which is
prominent in the teaching of the school regards it
as having its origin in some disturbance in the life
of deity itself, and therefore not of an opposite or
The sphere of the ^ons is
contraiy nature.
marked off by definite bounds from the sphere
beyond, but the movement implied in the generation of the iEons in some of its remoter effects
passes over the limits into the sphere in which
the world arises, so that an affinity is established
laetween the two from the first. The later Mona
Sophia, Christ, and the Holy Spirit— carry over
the living and redeeming energies of the Pleroma
into the lower sphere where, divine seeds being
already sown from the tears and labours of Sophia,
all that is kindred with the Pleroma, after being
;

;

'

'

—

redeemed and purified, returns to
ultimate home.
3. The Gnostic reconstruction.

it

at last as its

— From this out-

we are in a position to see how far the Gnostic
conception has parted from the NT standpoint,
and where it passes over into a region unknown
and unknowable to man. It has already lost sight
of the spiritual and ethical quality of the concept
line

of God, characteristic of Scripture, in which omniscience and omnipresence are implied, and sets

about establishing bounds between the sphere
appropriate to deity and an outer world. In this
respect it still keeps to the old contrast of God
ana the world which dominated all the ancient
systems. A parallel to this drift of thought is
seen in the strong tendency towards the unknown
and the marvellous exhibited in the apocryphal
Christian literature which was contemporaneous
with the great Gnostic movement. Yet the speculative effort to reach an adequate idea of God, in
harmony with the new data wliich Christianity
had established, has much interest and significance.
It was really the first great attempt to construct a
philosophy of religion with Christianity taken into
account. In the Valentinian Pleroma there appear
the chief conceptions regarding the nature of deity
which speculative thought had then reached, but
they are blended with the new view of the world
In the
Christianity had established.
doctrine of God taught in the Palestinian school
the action of God in the material world was
thought to be effected by various mediating

which

agencies and powers of a supermundane angelic
God Himself
character, personal and impersonal.
was too highly exalted in majesty and glory to
come into immediate contact with man's Avorld.
Hence it was thought that the purposes of His

and government were carried through by
various orders of ministering angels. This view
had grown out of the earlier OT doctrine of the
holiness and exaltation of Jahweh, which at first
was preached mainly with reference to sin and the
imperfections of man's life, but in the later theology
of the schools it had practically separated the
Godhead from all contact with the world, leaving
only the abstract idea of a Being exalted above
wdll

human thouglit, inscrutable and unnameable.
With Philo and among the Alexandrians the same
result was reached by much the same process,
all

partly also

Here

also

by the help of Platonic conceptions.
God in Himself is defined in terms of

absolute being, mostly negative, without attributes
His agency in the world is repreor qualities.
sented and sustained by His Logos, or reason, and
the vast multitude of inferior \6yoi which determine all particular things. Among the Greeks,
since Plato and Aristotle, God was defined as the
highest good or the supreme cause far removed
from the actual world, who leaves the care of it to
With Plato [Timceus)
inferior agencies or powers.
the demiourgos, or creator of the world, acts the
part of an inferior deity, since he must build the
world on the patterns furnished by the eternal
ideas and from material already existent.
Now, having such an idea of deity to start from,
and with the conviction that Christianity had
brought something new in the sphere of religion
tliat in fact it was revelation from the highest
God, as was held in all the phases of Gnostic speculation Gnosticism set itself to a reconstruction
along the whole line of the theistic conception, to
provide for the passing of deity from the primal
silence of a past eternity into a process of selfmanifestation in a series of i5£ons, in a Pleroma, or
spirit-sphere, to constitute an ideal world, from
and after which the existing system of material
things arose, in such wise that the creative and
redeeming agencies which Christianity reveals are
found to be not only in accord with the laws of the
higher sphere, but also the immediate revelation
The Gnostics all seem to have been
of them.
greatly troubled with the imperfections of all
earlier conceptions of God, Jewish as well as
heathen, and, by assigning the various defects of
the world and of earlier religions to inferior beings
or agencies, they doubtless thought to secure a
clear field for the new world which they saw in the
new religion. To be thorough, they began their
reconstruction from the beginning, and assumed a
movement from within the depths of the Godhead

—

—

outwards, towards a world different from itself, to
arise out of itself, and destined in its purer parts
to return to it again, by the process of redemption
which Christianity reveals and accomplishes.
A tolerably
4. The process of emanations.
clear account of the Pleroma in the system of
Valentinus is given by Irenseus and Hippolytus.
Their eagerness to expose the absurdities of the
system has often led them off" Uie points of greatest
interest for us, who want to understand, and are
outside the sphere of danger.

—

First of all, then, there exists in the invisible and ineffable
heights above a certain perfect pre-existent IE.on whom they
call Proarche, Propator, Bythos, invisible, incomprehensible,
eternal, and unbegotten, remaining throughout innumerable
Along
cj'cles of ages in profound serenity and quiescence.
with Him there existed Ennoia (' thought '), called also Charia
'
or SigS (' grace,' silence '). At last this Bythos determined to
produce from Himself the beginning of all things. From the
union of Bythos and Sig6 ('depth' and' silence') was produced Nous (' mind,' ' intelligence '). called also Monogenes
('only-begotten'), father and the beginning of all things.
Along with Nous was produced Aletheia (' truth ') as his mate.
These four constitute the first tetrad, and are called the root o!'
things. From Nous and A16theia arise Logos and Zoe (' reason
and 'life'), and from these again Anthropos and Ecclesia
and church '), ideally conceived. Here, then, we have
(' man
the first ogdoad, called (let us be careful to note) 'the root and
substance of all things, the beginning and fashioning of the
entire Pleroma.' In this ogdoad we have given the essential,
the determining, part of the conception, the source or ground
from which the others proceed according to the same principle.
The first movements of life within the hidden recesses of deity
give birth to the ideal forms of all rational life— mind or intelligence, truth or reality, reason, life, man, church. These
must first exist in God, and be evolved in the divine selfconsciousness as the essential and primary functions in the
inner life of deity, the patterns or models of life also in man's
world.
The first ogdoad, then, must be primary, since all the
'

'

'

'
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which follow are contained or given in them by implication.
From Lopos and Zoc arise other ten, from Anthropos and
Ecclesia twelve. Heckoning Bythos and Sige a.s the first in the
series, we have thirty in all— the complete number of the ilCons.
But, since Christ and the Holy Spirit are sometimes spoken of as
jEons, they would have to be added as later developments,
and probablj- in some computations Bythos and SigS are not
reckoned within the thirty, as being the fountain of all the
rest.
The language of our sources varies a irood deal on this
point. Sophia is repeatedly spoken of as the last of the yEons,
through whom confusion was begun in the Pleroma, which confusion was afterwards allayed by Christ and the Holy Spirit
It would
projeete<l by the will of the Father for this purpose.
seem, then, that these two should be regarded as later developments which arise in view of the sorrows of Sophia and the
world, which should arise out of her tears. Christ and the Holy
Spirit undoubtedly belong to the Pleroma, but they differ from
the earlier .Eons in this, that, though belonging to the Pleroma,
they are intermediate with it and the sphere of the world (for
the significance attaching to them see below). Meanwhile,
reckoning the thirty as complete without them, we have three
series an ogdoad, a decad, and a dodecad, thus

—

:

The primary ogfdoad
Bythos (=ProarchS = Propator) and Ennoia (=Charis=Sige),
Nous and Alctheia,
Logos and Zoe,
Anthropos and fkiclcsia.
:

The decad produced by Nous
andAletheia (with some by
Logos and Zoe)

The dodecad by Anthropos and
Ecclesia

:

1.

Bythios, 'deep,'
Mixis, mixture,'
Ageratos, undecaying,"
Henosis, 'unification,'
'

2.

'

5.
4.

i.

Autophyes, 'self-growii,'
Hedone, 'pleasure,'
Akinatos, unmoved,'

8.

Syncrasis,

6.
6.

'

'

:

1.

Paracletos,

2.

Pistis, 'faith,'

3.

Patricos, paternal,'
Elpis, hope,'
'
Metricos, temperate,'

comforter,'

'

4.
6.

'

'

Agape,

7.

Synesis, understanding,'
Ecclesiasticos, ecclesiasti-

8.

'

love,'
'

cal,'
9.

10.

11.
12.

Ainos, 'praise,'
Macariotes, 'felicity,'
Theletos, 'volition,'
Sophia, 'wisdom.'

In the sources there are some small variations in
the lists of the .^ons, as also a difference of opinion
as to the pairs by whom the decad or the dodecad
were produced. From the outline it will be seen
more
that the terms in some cases overlap.
It is
rigid logic could easily reduce the number.
probable that the symbolism implied in the
numbers 4, 8, 10, and 30 may have suggested 30 in
all, as the number denoting the highest perfection.
All the yEons taken together were meant to represent an ideal outline of things, to be realized in the
material sphere, for which reason their perfection
as a whole is more in prominence than the logical
proportion of the parts, if, indeed, Ave should speak
of logic at all in a construction so largely mythical.
The conception offers an outline of the supposed
life of deity, within the sphere of the eternal,
according to which the life of man is to be modelled,
the decad and the dodecad being an ideal sketch
of the Gnostic Church from ditierent standpoints.
It will also be seen that the emanations or projections follow a descending series in such manner
as to show that each series in the succession is a
further unfolding of the essential content of those
above, and the entire company constitute a fellowin which each is necessary to all, and the
ship
felicity of each is dependent on the felicity of ail.
It is an image of the life of deity, not in the
abysmal solitude of a bygone eternity, but at the
stage when it has entered on a process of selfmanifestation in which all the life powers and
functions latent from the beginning take their
in an order of being which constitutes a
Elace
eaven self-sufficing and eternal.

A

But our view

of it is not complete till we see
the process of emanation, begun in the depths
of deity, terminates in the production of the world
and the redemption of man. The process is not
conceived in the manner of pantheism. It has
definite bounds, and terminates at a point where a
5pos,
limit,' is placed at the boundary where the
or the vcTTiptjima, a sphere of another nature,
Kivwjia,
The ^Eons are not nature-powers which
begins.
VOL. X.— 5

how

'

The frame for the conception was
probably suggested by Platonism, from the place
Christian ideal.

assigned to tlie eternal ideas in tlie building of the
world, but the content is essentially Christian, and
the heaven which they constitute is a Cliristian
heaven. They furnish the model for the life of the
lower world from which all that is puri(ie<l and
perfected at last ascends to dwell with the /Eons,
Die first eight represent the great conceptions
which underlie all forms of rational life. The next
ten, which arise from Logos and Zoe, represent
chiefly cosmical principle."} or powers which are
necessary as a ba.sis of ethical life. The last
twelve, produced from Anthropos and Eccle.sia,
are mostly the qualities of the jierfected humanity
which Christianity is destined to produce.
scheme for a Pleroma was contained in the
earlier system of Basilides, but the term does not
seem to have been applied to it. Basilides confined the evolution of the divine life within deity
to the seven
powers mind, reason, thought, wisdom, might, righteousness, and peace. But from
this
the
evolution
continued through
point
numberless grades of existence in a descending
series
a conception which abandons the problem

A

—

—

'

'

composition,'
o n 1 yn o g e n e s,
9. li
begotten,'
10. Macaria, 'blessedness.'

follow a necessity of nature ; they are rather
ethical personalities, and they constitute a
spirit
realm who.se arran<'ements and working toliow a

raised

6.
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by Christianity.

The Pleroma and

—

the world. Returning,
then, to the Valentinian Pleroma, how did the
system account for the origin of the world, and
what is the relation of the Pleroma to the world ?
The passage from spirit to matter, from tlie ab.solute and the perfect to the finite and the imperfect,
is the great problem that confronts all philosophies
which attempt to explain the origin of the world.
The Gnostic attempts on this problem show great
constructive skill and profound conceptions of
what Christianity was expected to effect in the
transformation of the world. Considerable difference of view appears, however, as to the manner
over into
in which the life of the Pleroma
passes
the region beyond. The myth of Sophia, which
generally covers the origin of the world from the
Pleroma, is put in various shapes, and it is not
easy to gain a definite picture of tiie process as the
Gnostics conceived it, if that was possible even to
them. To a certain extent the myth of Sopliia
i.e. the wisdom, or constructive skill, whicli liad
laboured to bring about the world had taken
various shapes before speculative thought had
attempted the bolder task of picturing tlie life of
have seen that schools of
deity in itself.
opposite tendencies were agreed in placing supreme deity at the farthest possible distance from
the world. But Jewisii thought, while agreeing
with the results of Greek speculation on this
point, sought to explain the action of God in
and upon the world by assuming the agency of
various semi-divine mediating beings.
Among
these high prominence was assigned to wisdom
(Sophia) as a world-building and world-ruling
power. Closely allied to this conception was that
of a demiourgos, or world-builder, which was introduced by Plato in his account of creation in the
Timceus, and which became a favourite figure with
the Gnostics. Tiiese personifications represented
agencies more or less inferior to the highest deity,
and, by ascribing the existing world with its many
defects to these or similar beings. Gnosticism
maintained a direct antitiiesis between God in
5.

—

—

We

all inferior agents who might have
in the world.
Deeply penetrated with the

Himself and

sway

absothought that Christianity was something
which
lutely new, that the Jewish dispensation
inferior beings,
preceded it was mainly the work of
that the mission and work of Christ were a revela-
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tion from the highest God, the Gnostics sought for
a conception of the Godhead which should stand in
closer
harmony with Christianity and explain the
present anomalies of the world. To some extent,
then, their speculative construction of the world
had preceded their attempt at the heaven of the
Mona, and the myth of Sophia had probably grown
into some of its forms before the ^ons of the
Pleroma were fully established. The problem was,
not to construct a material world by a process of
emanation from the Pleroma, but to form a bridge
between tAvo systems of thought which had grown
up apart and from the opposite ends of existence.
Already in Christianity Christ and the Holy
Spirit had been revealed as ethical and cosmic

powers. They had come from the great unknown,
and place must be found for them in the Pleroma
of the iEons. The conception of the Pleroma would
not be complete till it was shown how the life of
the Godhead, already perfect in itself in the higher
sphere, is reproduced in the lower, and draws up
into itself all that is susceptible of redemption.
The passage of creative life from the Pleroma
over the Spos, 'limit,' into the region beyond is

represented somewhat thus
The life of the jEona was not one of perfect rest and quiescence like that of the Eternal and the Unbegotten in the
beginning for the desire arose among the iEons to search into
:

;

the depths of the uncreated which remained invisible and incomprehensible to all except Nous alone. He alone exulted in
the greatness of the Father and he sought how he might reveal
to the rest how mighty the Father was. The rest of the ^ons
also had a wish to behold the author of their being.
However,
this was not the will of the Father, and Nous was restrained in
his desire. Yet the last of the .lEons (Sophia), conceiving this
passion by contagion from the others, desired to comprehend
the greatness of the Father. But, aiming at what was impossible, she became involved in great agony of mind, and was
with difficulty restored to herself, by the power of opos. By
another account, a fuller and larger part of the myth, Sophia,
through the excess of her desire, gave birth to an amorphous
spiritual substance which, being separated by opos from the
circle of the jEons, constituted the beginning of the material
world.
Thus arose three distinct kinds of existence, the
distinctions which
spiritual, the psychical, and the material
play an important part in Gnostic teaching.
Now these movements of desire within the circle of the
jEons showed how disturbance might arise even in that world.
Accordingly, by the forethought of the Father, Nous or Monogenes gave origin to another pair of iEons— Christ and the
Holy Spirit lest any similar calamity should happen again,
and to fortify and strengthen the Pleroma, and to complete
the number of the ^ons. By Christ and the Holy Spirit the
.•Eons were instructed as to the knowledge of the Father, since
such knowledge was given to Monogengs alone. Being thereby
restored to rest and peace, out of gratitude they brought
together the best of what each possessed of beauty and
preciousness, and, uniting the whole, they produced a being of
the most perfect beauty, ' the very star of the Pleroma, Jesus,
whom they name Saviour Christ, and everything, because he
was framed from the contributions of all.'

—

—

Returning no\y to the offspring of Sophia, which
was separated from the Pleroma and constituted
the beginnings of the world, the

myth

represents

the world as a growth from seed which has fallen
from the Pleroma. It describes the effects produced upon it by the action of Christ as one of the
heavenly .^ons and Jesus the Saviour. The lower
world is shown to be of a kindred nature w^th
the higher. Spiritual men, who are the seed of
the Pleroma in greatest perfection, yet share in the
benefits secured by the heavenly Logos and the
Saviour, and rise to the Pleroma, chiefly in virtue
of their nature.
Psychical men, who form the

majority of ordinary Christians, stand in special
need of the redemption which Christianity provides,
while those who yield themselves to the seductions
of the material world are subject to the destruction
which awaits it.

—

Conclusion. In this brief outline the reader
much that is fantastic and strange to the
Western mind. Yet there are many gleams of profound thinking. The nearest parallels in modern
systems of thought will be found in those of
6.

will see

Boehme and

Schelling.

For

fuller details see art.

Gnosticism, and the literature mentioned below.
A few general remarks may still be added.
The underlying conception of the Valentinian
Pleroma implies a modified or weakened form of
dualism.
The antithesis to the heaven of the
.^ons is not a world of dead matter which resists
and opposes the creative action of spirit. It is
rather one of emptiness or defect which is waiting
to be filled with the overflowings of divine life,
which yet needs to be redeemed by powers that go
forth from the heavenly sphere.
The life of the
world is an ethical process. The spiritual portion
of mankind, having the largest share of pneumatic
already within the sphere of salvation. The
psychical men, still Avavering between flesh and
spirit, are in need of redemptive help and ethical
trial, while those who are buried in the life of
sense are left to destruction.
It should also be noted that the life of deity
within the Pleroma was liable to disturbance and
had to be restored by the heavenly Logos and the
Holy Spirit. The perfect felicity of the iEons lies
in each keeping within the assigned limits.
The
fullness of deity does not belong to them as indiDisturbance arises when
viduals, but as a whole.
they desire to pass the limits assigned to each.
Individually, therefore, they are beset with limitations, and exhibit the life of the absolute only in
their totality.
They present the manifold life and
energies of the Godhead in a process of selfmanifestation that results in an ideal spirit-realm,
in which the life of each is perfected, not in itself,
but in the whole. The original part of the conception does not lie in the view of an inscrutable
fountain of unknown deity, for that was common
to all the speculative systems of the time.
It lies
in the construction of a heaven of ^ons which
shall constitute the ideal of, and supply dynamic
for, the world that Christianity reveals and creates.
The Gnostic Pleroma is distinctively a creation of
Christian thought, and was meant to exhibit a
general scheme of the world on which Christianity
was thought to be based, and which it was destined
life, is

and perfect. This fully appears in many
other parts of Gnostic thought which aimed at
reaching a comprehensive view of the whole
scheme of revelation and the course of the world.
It did, in fact, oft'er a special philosophy of the
nature of revelation in the pre-Christian time, of
the manner in which deity was given in the person
of Christ, and of the perfecting of the susceptible
portion of mankind through the Holy Spirit.
to realize

—
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Neo-Platonism.

PLURALISM.—

Pluralism is
currently defined
as the metaphysical doctrine that all existence is
ultimately reducible to a multiplicity of distinct
and independent beings or elements.^ So defined,
it is the obvious antithesis to monism (q.v.), and
differs

from dualism not only in emphasizing

many

as distinct from two realities, but also in providing
for greater qualitative
the
diversity among
many.
Dualism (q.v.) is primarily a doctrine of two substances, one material
1

and the other

spiritual,

and

See, e.g., Baldwin's DPhP, s.v. ; Bull, de la soci^tti frangaise
de philosophie, xiii. [1901-05] 182 ; and R. Eisler, Worterbueh
der philosophischen Begriffe, Berlin, 1899. The Bulletin, however, recognizes in a reinarque another form of pluralism which
will be considered in the last section of this article.

PLURALISM
commonly stated in terms of the contrast
between body and mind. It is apparent, however,
that tlie material and the spiritual substance may
each be regarded as reducible to many separate
elements which, in spite of their likeness in kind,
are really independent and self-existent. There
may be many independent atoms of matter, and
there may be
many independent spirits or luiiuls.
In a case like this, aualism is essentiallj' pluralistic.
is

Even monism may be similarly pluralistic if it is
conceived as only a doctrine of one substance,
either material or spiritual, as opposed to more
than one. For it is evident that the one substance
may be considered as reducible to many elements
independently existing al hough qualitatively
alike.
The possible forms which pluralism may
take are, therefore, manj'. It is not important,
however, either to attempt to classify them or to
discuss them, because only materialistic pluralism
and spiritualistic pluralism have had any signilicant presentation in the history of thought.
I.

Materialistic pluralism.

— Materialistic plural-

ism has been represented by the consistent atomists
from the time of Democritus. The atom and the
medium in which the atoms move have, however,
been variously conceived.
The view usually
ascribed to Democritus, and held by many subsequent thinkers, is apparently the simplest statement of the theory. The atoms are very small
particles of matter, so hard that they resist division
or change. They are qualitatively alike, but differ
in size and shape, i.e. in their geometrical properties.
They have always existed and are indestructible.

own

They move

freely in space

by

their

Space is mere emptiness,
the void, and consequently offers no resistance to
the movement of the atoms. The motion of each
atom, if left to itself, would be rectilinear, but,
since the atoms differ in size and shape, they collide
with one another, and the motion of the whole
mass is, consequently, turbulent. As a result the
geometrically similar atoms tend to congregate
and form selected and ordered systems, first the
worlds in space and then the particular things of
each world. But the general instability of the
whole mass keeps any particular combination of
atoms from persisting indefinitely. There is, consequently, perpetual combining and recombining
among the atoms and, on account of the many
geometrical difl'erences between the atoms, the
number of permutations and combinations is
With Democritus, as with
practically limitless.
most of his followers, this view of the atomic
structure of all things seems to have resulted from
the attempt to generalize, solely in terms of the
'

natural motion.

'

;

geometrical properties involved, the empirical fact
of the
of concrete masses of matter.
divisibility
The qualitative diversity which the world obviously
is
usually either disregarded or viewed as
presents
a consequence of our way of perceiving. Democritus is reported to have said that, while we
commonly speak of colours, sounds, etc., in reality
there is nothing but atoms and the void.
The atomic theory (q.v.) admits of many variations, but its pluralistic character is not afiected
so long as the atoms are kept intact and the
medium in which they move is equivalent to
empty space. The atoms may be qualitatively
different or the ultimate elements of a limited
number of difl'erent material substances they may
they may have natural
expand and contract
affinities and repugnances
they may be acted on
forces
exterior
to
them
or be impelled by forces
by
resident in them they may be so closely packed
as virtually to exclude the necessity of a medium,
and yet be conceived as in themselves permanent
and underived. "When, however, the medium in
which the atoms operate is not conceived as empty
;

;

;

;
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space or its equivalent, the pluralistic character of
the system is aifected. For it is evident that the
new medium the ether, e.gr.— cannot be atomic in
structure, but must be continuous. The atoms
cannot break the continuity. The medium must,
therefore, penetrate them, but this penetration
robs the atoms of their original simple character,
and tends to make them appear as modes, rifts,
involutions, or concretions of some sort in the
medium itself. Such a direction bb this recent
chemistry and physics have taken, impelled thereto
not only by speculative considerations, but also by
experiments, like those of Sir William Kamsay,
which have done much to make current once more
the notion that material substances are convertible.
The doctrine of relativity in physics moves in the

—

same

direction.
Judged, therefore, by contemporaneous tendencies, materialistic pluralLsra as above
defined does not represent the progressive ideas of
the sciences which deal with matter. The tendency
is rather towards a monistic conception or a com-

plete relativi.sm.
2. Spiritualistic pluralism.
The leading historical representative of spiritualistic pluralism is

—

Leibniz (q.v.). Although thinkers in all ages have
believed in the existence of many independent
minds, few of them have, like him, made this
belief the dominant and controlling factor in
His philosophy, although among
nietaphj'sics.
those which have had considerable historical
influence, was not the result of the generalization
of empirical fact such as marked the theory of
atoms. It was the result rather of his attempt to
avoid the monism of Spinoza, on the one hand, and
atomism, on the other. In place of the atom he
puts the monad an ultimate, simple, and selfexistent spiritual being.
The monads do not have
geometrical properties, nor do they exist in space
as in a void. Their independence and metaphysical
exteriority to one another constitute a Kind of

—

quasi-space in which they may be said to exist.
Their properties are spiritual or psj'chical, such
as appetite, desire, perception.
Each is selfcontained,
windowless,' and neither influences
nor is influenced by another. Each has its own
inherent law of life or development, so that all the
monads may be represented in a series from the
lowest, or
sleeping,' monads to the highest, or
'

'

self-conscious, each differing from its neighbour by
the least possible diflerence. They are thus all in
a kind of pre-established harmony, each reflecting,
as it were, the whole range of possible development
from its own peculiar position in the series. All
things are made up of monads. The highest monad
in the body is the soul, and the highest monad in
the system is God. But God's relation to the other
monads is not always clear. At times He is one
of the monads, at times their creator, at times the
unity in the system. Among the monads there is
no spatial motion, for their life is not that of
physical movement, but that of purposeful development. It is their externality to one another combined with their concerted life that gives us the
phenomenon of physical movement in physical
'

space.

This doctrine of monads may be taken as representative of spiritualistic pluralism generally. It
has never had the influence on scientific procedure
which the doctrine to which it is opposed has had.
For the atomic theory is an attempt to generalize
the empirical fact of the divisibility of matter and
to employ the apparatus of mathematics to make

As a result it has
been embraced by many who are not materialists,
but who have found it a potent instrument in
The theory of monads-—
scientific investigation.
and similar attempts to construct a pluralistic
system of spiritual entities is, as already noticed,
this generalization workable.

—
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a protest against materialism.
addresses itself to the concrete facts of
nature, it amounts to little more than the attempt
to make the atoms spiritual to substitute psychical properties for physical, and internal purposeful development for external physical motion.
That is why it appears to be more an ingenious
fundamentally

When

it

—

speculation than a fructifying hypothesis.
Although philosophical
3. The new pluralism.
usage has recognized in the theories just considered
tlie two classical forms of pluralism, it should be
observed that neither of them denies the fundamental unity and wholeness of the universe. There
may be many atoms or many minds, but in either
case there is only one universe, and this universe
The
is a coherent and self-contained whole.
resulting speculative opposition between the one
done
more
to
and the many has probably
keep
philosophical interest in these systems alive than
aflibrd.
For
which
illumination
they
any genuine
this opposition has proved itself repeatedly to be
a potent stimulus to philosophical reflexion. In
terms of it a different form of pluralism may be
defined which has many sup^jorters among con-

—

temporary pliilosophers.
This new pluralism is not a doctrine of many
substances opposed to monism conceived as a
doctrine of one. It is rather the doctrine that
there is no absolute unity in the universe, and it
and in
is opposed to the controlling absolutistic
that sense monistic" systems of the greater part of
in
some
form
had
Absolutism
the 19th century.
as its supporters nearly all the leading thinkers of
tiie world, and had become almost a settled dogma
In the face of an absolutistic logic
in philosophy.
and of the principle of the conservation of energy,
few philosophers had the courage to deny that the
universe is a thoroughly coherent system in which,
by virtue of its unity, a place and time and cause
are, at any moment, i:iiplied for every event that
has taken place or can take place. Thinking was
constrained by the principle so eloquently set forth,

—

—

terminate into determinate form, Schiller's ratlier
individual and peculiar type of pragmatism, and
Bergson's insistence that evolution is essentially
creative

and discontinuous,

all

exhibit this

new

tendency in different forms, but to the same end.
There has not yet, however, so far as the writer
is aware, appeared any systematic presentation of
the metaphysics underlying this new movement in

philosophy. What is here called pluralism represents a tendency rather than an achievement.
The general direction of this tendency in various
departments of human interest is indicated below,
but here an attempt may be made to suggest the
basal conceptions which this tendency seems to

imply. Emphasis falls on change, adaptation, reorganisation, or action as an original and genuine
fact wherever

and whenever

it

occurs.

Accord-

ingly there is no moment in the world's history
when all possible changes may be said to be
determined. All things are in process of becoming
determined, and what that process will be is contingent, not simply on what has already happened
,

but on what may happen. But what may happen
a genuine possibility with nothing fully to
determine it before it arrives. The world is thus
never fully made, but always in tlie making. The
fact that it perpetually has a future negatives any
is

absolutistic conception of it.
Our inability to
grasp the world as a single, unified, and complete
system is, therefore, due, not to our incapacity or
ignorance, but to its essential nature as a genuine
time-process w^iich reaches many concrete and
specific ends, but which implies no absolute end
that limits and closes the process as a whole.

We

have in these considerations not, as might
supposed, a revival of the doctrine
of freedom as opposed to necessity, but the beginnings of a genuinely constructive metaphysics of
Tliat is, pluralism does not start with a
activity.
self-contained system of terms and relations which
be

superficip.lly

in general, responsible for everything that
happens, and then claim (''fit there may be free
and spontaneous infractions of the system. It
e.g., in Emil du Bois-Reymond's famous essay,
lieber die Grenzen des NaturerJcennens (Leipzig,
starts rather with the conception of activity as
we
know
1872), that, did
completely the state of empirically exhibited in any change, and tries to
the universe at any one moment, we should be able generalize this conception
and draw out the
to calculate its state at any other moment. Op- implications that seem to be empirically involved.
was
not
to
this
effective
until
takes
As
action
time, the course of the
dogma
very
position
every
towards the close of the century, when the writings action when followed out empirically in detail
principally of William James, John Dewey, F. C. S.
gives us, not the effect of causes all operative at
the moment when the action begins, but the interSchiller, and Henri Bergson effectively challenged
it and put it on the defensive.^
play of causes operative only from moment to
James was, doubtless, the protagonist in the moment as the action proceeds. It is only where
movement. He named his philosophy 'radical the action is viewed retrospectively from some
empiricism,' and occasionally 'pluralism.' In the specific point of view in its career that it can be
preface to The Will to Believe (1897) he gives this construed absolutely ; i.e., only then can any of
its issues be construed as the necessary effect of
general statement of his position
'The crudity of experience remains an eternal element there- causes which have determined it.
Such retrosj)ectThere is no possible point of view from which the world ive views can
of.
give us formulae and laws of accomcan appear an absolutely single fact. Real possibilities, real
and
thus
afford a basis for prediction
plished fact
indeterminations, real beg^innings, real ends, real evil, real
in similar cases, but they cannot »ive us any
crises, catastrophes, and escapes, a real God, and a real moral
life, Just as common-sense conceives these things, maj' remain
action in its concrete vitality and operation,
in empiricism as conceptions which that philosophy gives up
because every action is forward-moving.
Now, x
the attempt either to "overcome" or to reinterpret in monistic
the generalization of this view of activity naturally
form (p. ix).
a monistic or absolutistic view of the world
Dewey's insistence that thinking is a real instru- forbids
ment which brings situations essentially inde- as a whole. For, if we now speak of the world as
a whole, or of the universe in any intelligible
1 For other
writings of the same general tenor see the bibliography at the end of this article. The opposition under con- sense, we must speak of it, not as something
not
borne
the
of
name
sideration has
always
pluralism. One
already accomplished which can be viewed retrofinds the same general tendencies in the supporters of pragmatbut as something moving forward mth
ism (.Q.v.) and the advocates of personal idealism. The latter spectively,
Yet, even
doctrme, represented principally by Henry O. Sturt in England a genuine future and real possibilities.
in
a
Howison
is
reaction
H.
and George
America,
against
so, we could not conceive it as a single movement,
absolutism in the interest of personality conceived as spiritual
but only as the interplay of many movements.
and free. Howison is frankly pluralistic and exhibits close
Otherwise the movement of the universe would be
similarities with Leibniz's doctrine of monads. Sturt bases all
that
the
should
personal experience
principles
speculation on
only movement abstracted from its concrete setting.
be the basis of all philosophical synthesis and that personal
It could not be itself a concrete movement illusin
a
he
beheves
of
but
totality
goodexperience is spiritual
trating the interplay of factors which operate only
ness,' a noetic totality,' and that the cosmos must be dominated
from moment to moment as the movement proby a single intelligence.
is,

:

'

'

'

;

'

'

^
.
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ceeds.
Such appears to be the general metaphysical groundwork of the new pluralLsnni.
In psychology these tendencies had their initiative, and here they have been most eflective.
During the past thirty years the attempt to construe the mind or consciousness as a substance or as
a complex of elementary sensations united by fixed
laws of association has progressively yielded to the
attempt to construe mental life in terms of activity

and response.

Although many psychologists have
independently contributed to this progress, the
publication in 1890 of James's Principles of PsychoHere was the
and systematic attack upon the older
view. To-day the idea that
to have a mind
means to act in a certain way has become a
in
To
think has become
commonplace
psychology.
an adventure ana a real inntrument in adaptation.
has
ceased
to
be
Knowledge
regarded as simply the
mental counterpart or image of an objective order,
and knomng has become an active participation
logy

may

justly be cited as critical.

first effective

'

'

'

'

in the order of events.
In other words, to be conscious of objects does not mean to possess their

psychical equivalents or imply a possible consciousness which might possess the equivalents of all
objects whatever, and so be the perfect and comIt means rather
plete representative of the world.
to operate with objects effectively, to seek and
in short, to organize
avoid, to work changes
experience. This newer conception of the mind

—

has spread

beyond

psychology

and

markedly

affected anthropology and sociology.
Primitive
peoples and society are studied more in terms of
what they do ana less in terms of the supposed
'

consciousness

'

that they were once credited with

possessing.
In logic the new movement has been more
equivocal in its success. It has illuminated in a
brilliant way the concrete procedure of thinking,
showing how distinctions like object or thing and
idea arise in its couise and are not the constituent
elements of thinking itself. It has given us the
logic of 'how we think.' But the opposition to

formal logic which has too frequently accompanied
this service has obscured many logical issues and
problems. The structure of accomplished thought

has been too much neglected. The older logic,
in the form set forth by Bertrand
especially
Russell, IS still an active and constructive opponent
of the newer tendencies.
In morals and religion it is premature to attempt
to state with conclusiveness the effects which the
new movement is likely to produce. Yet, so far as
morals are concerned, tne general direction is fairly
clear, as may be seen from the Ethics of Dewey

and Tufts (1908). The tendency is away from
a priori principles, and towards the concrete
exigencies of life. Morality is conceived, not as a
system of rules which should be obeyed, but as the
type of life which characterizes beings who desire
and wish, hope and fear. Responsibility is conceived, not in terms of an obligation imposed upon
living, but in terras of an increasing sensibility of
the value of human relationships. There are no

fixed,

It is rather
Justice, e.<7., is not such.
the attempt to deal with human adjustments in a
progressively effective manner. In brief, morality
is not an absolute ideal which,
being somehow
imposed on man, orders him to be moral. It is
the kind of life that man conceives to be most
adequately expressive of his natural impulses and

absolutes.

his ideal

hopes.
these considerations a close resemblance to the more refined forms of utilitarianism,
but the doctrine is not utilitarian as commonly
understood. No simple or elaborate computation
of pleasures and pains is
implied. No attempt is
made first to estimate the greatest good of the

There

is in
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greatest number, and then to act accordingly.
There is ratiier the attempt to take hniuan relathe
tionships aa they are empirically given
family, friends, the State, love, property, marriage
to see towards what they
what
desires
point,
and hopes they engender, and then to bring the
resources of knowledge to bear upon the perfecting
of tiiem or the elimination from them of that
which makes communal living difficult and un-

—

—

lovely.
In religion the tendencies are not as yet well
defined. It is possible, however, to recognize among
religious writers influenced by the new movement
a growing appreciation of religion as something
humanly characteristic, rather than as a matter
beginning with the gods. There is, too, as in the
ethical tendencies, the denial of absoluti-stic ideas.

Consequently there is recognized no one religion
which can be judged valid as over against all
In estimating the worth of any religion
others.
moral instead of logical or metaphysical standards
are employed.
It is mainly as a new and potent stimulus to
fresh philosophizing that current pluralistic tendencies are to be estimated. Under the absolutistic
systems of the last century, philosophy had largely
lost its vitality.
It had become almost exclusively
historical, a comparative study of systems, and

was not an intimate companion of living or a vivid
aid to reflexion. It was largely an intellectual

interest set apart from the sum of intellectual
interests generally.
Pluralisfe- has efl'ected a
change in this regard. There is to-day a genuine
revival of philosophical interest which is making
'
its impression not only upon the traditional problems of philosophy,' but also upon the whole
domain or inquiry. It is common to hear of the

'new chemistry,' the 'new physics,' the 'new
'new history.' When we inquire
generally what is the underlying motive of this
biology,' the

'newness,' we almost invariably find a desire for
the recognition of real possibilities and a revolt
against absolutistic systems.
There is, doubtless, some confusion and disadvantage in grouping under the name of pluralism the tendencies which have just been considered, although the grouping has warrant in
There is some confusion
contemporary usage.
because these tendencies are motived not simply
nor always by metaphysical considerations growing
out of the opposition between monistic and pluralistic speculations.
They are motived also by
thinker who
obvious empirical considerations.
takes the world as he finds it, and, in reflecting on
it, follows the lead of concrete tendencies as they
arise and come to an issue, will doubtless be led
to view the world as a process involving many
different factors and not as an already completely
He
unified and permanently organized whole.
'

'

A

might find some disadvantage in calling his view
of things pluralism, because he might feel that, in
so doing, he was affirming kinship with some form
of the substantial pluralism noticed in the beginning of this article, or with the leading motives
and principles of that philosophy. Substantial
The new pluralism
is a positive doctrine.
pluralism
It is not so niuch the
IS as yet largely negative.
affirmation that the world is
denial that the world is one.

many

That

as
is

it is the
the main

why it represents to-day a tendency in philosophy much more than a systematic metaphysics.

reason

—

LiTBRATURB. Fof the older form of pluralism it is sufficient
to refer to the standard histories of philosophy and to introductions to philosophy. For the newer form the following- will be
found illustrating the tendencies set forth in the article, by way
both of support and of opposition : H. Bergson, JIatiere et

mimoire, Paris, 1896, Essai

mr

leg

donnies imm^diaieade

do. 1907 J. H.
conscience'^, do. 1898, L' fJvolutton erialrice,
Boex-Borel, Le Pluralusme, do. 1909 ; J. Dewey, Studtef
;

Logical Theory, Chicago, 1903, The Influence of

^
H.

in

Darunn on
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Philosophy,

New

and

York, 1910,

other Essaj/s in Contemporaneous Thought,
Think, Boston, 1910 J. Dewey and

Bow We

;

H. Tufts, Ethics, New York, 1908

G. H. Howison, The
Limits of Evolution'^, do. 1904 W. James, The Will to Believe and other Essays in Popular Philosophy, London, 1897,
A Pluralistic Universe, do. 1909, Essays in Radical Empiricism,
do. 1912 P. Laner, Pluralismus oder Monismus, Berlin, 1905
A. W. Moore, Pragmatism and Its Critics, Chicago, 1910
C. B.
J. B. Pratt, What is Pragmatism ?, New York, 1912
Renouvier, La nouvelle Monadologie, Paris, 1897, Les Dilemmes de la mAtaphysique pure, do. 1901, Le Personnalisme,
do. 1903
F. C. S. Schiller, Strtdies in Humanism, London,
J.

;

;

•

;

;

;

;

1907, Riddles of the Sphinx^, do. 1910, Humanism^ do. 1912 ;
H. C. Sturt, Idola Theatri, do. 1906, Principles of Understanding, Camhridge, 1915 ; Personal Idealism., Philosophical
Essays by eight Members of the University of Oxford, ed. Sturt,

London, 1902

;

J.

Ward, The Realm

and Theism, Cambridge,
Purpose of History,

New

1911

F.

;

Frederick
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stateyear of Nero's visit to Greece,
of the Academic philosopher

A. D. 46, as
that in 66, the

may

he was a pupil

J.

York, 1916.

Ammonius in Athens (de EI apud Delphos, 1, p.
385 B). He was a native of Cheeronea in Boeotia,

and showed a constant affection for his birth-place,
which he ultimately made his home. Belonging
to a family of good position, he received the best
education open to a young man of his time. He
was instructed in medicine and natural science by
the physician Onesicrates (de Miis. 2, p. 1131 C)
and, though there is no direct evidence of his
public profession of the art of declamation, his
rhetorical training is manifest in such of his early
writings as the de Fortuna Bomanorum (pp. 317326) and the Aquane an Ignis sit utilior (pp,
;

955-958).

While stiU a young man, he was sent as an
envoy representing his native town on a mission
to the proconsul (Prcec. ger. Reip. 16, p. 816 D).
It seems that political business was also at any
rate the ostensible cause of his visits to Rome
(Demosth. 2), the earliest of which must have taken
place in the reign of Vespasian (de Sollert. Anim.
It is a legitimate assumption that
19, p. 974 A).
he made several visits (cf. Qucest. Conv. viii. 7. 1,
p. 727 B), and that they occupied a considerable

time

;

for

he shows an intimate acquaintance with

Roman topography

Poplic.

(e.g.,

8),

and was so

known

there that he was accustomed to deliver lectures in public (de Curios. 15, p. 522 E).
Among the chief of his Roman friends may be
reckoned C. Sosius Senecio, who was four times
consul under Trajan, and to whom several of the
Parallel Lives were dedicated, and Mestrius Floras,
another consular, in whose company he visited the
historical sites of Gallia Cisalpina (0th. 14).
During his residence in Italy he acquired a high reputation as a teacher of moral philosophy, and was rewarded with the devotion of a large band of pupils.
It is evident that in this intercourse the medium
of communication was the Greek language ; for
Plutarch makes the interesting confession that he
was well advanced in years before he commenced
to study Latin (Demosth. 2), and the errors which
he makes in his incidental references to the lanwell

guage

(e.g., alve Trdrpis, olov S,vev iraTp6s [Qucest.

Pom.

such as to prove that his acquaintance with it was never more than superficial.
Subsequently, if we may trust the authority of
Suidas (s.v. UXo^rapxcs), he enjoyed the favour of
the emperor Trajan, by whom he was elevated to
consular rank, while the governor of the province
was enjoined to take his advice upon all matters
of importance.
It is probable that he survived to
witness the early part of the reign of Hadrian, but
for he speaks of the
died not long after 120
103, p. 288 F]) are

;

Olympieium in Athens as unfinished (Solon, 32),
whereas we know that it was completed by
Hadrian between the years 125 and 130.
In the latter part of his life Plutarch seems to

have settled permanently at Chseronea, where he
was uninterruptedly engaged in literary labour,
except during the performance of the duties attached to his municipal offices. At Chseronea he
the post of overseer of buildings (Prcec. ger.
15, p. 811 B), as well as that of archon
Conv. ii. 10. 1, p. 643 F).
He
iiriivvfios (Qumst.
was also an associate of the college of priests to
Apollo at Delphi (ib. vii. 2. 2, p. 700 E), and was a
member of the council which superintended the
organization of the Pythian games (ib. v. 2, p.
674 E). Notwithstanding these activities, he gave
lectures from time to time both on philosophical
subjects and on others of wider interest (cf. de
In his domestic life
Rect. Rat. And. 1, p. 37 C).
his relations with his wife and children were
tender
and
affectionate, and are charmstrikingly
ingly illustrated in the letter of consolation addressed to his wife Timoxena on the death of their
infant daughter, who was named after her mother.
From this letter a single sentence may be quoted
filled

Reip.

:

'As she was herself the dearest object for her parents to
fondle, gaze upon, or listen to, so should her memory remain
to us as a joy far exceeding its pain {Consol, ad Uxor. 3, p.
'

60S E).

From

the same source

(5, p.

609 D)

we leam

that

of the four sons born to Plutarch and his wife
died at an early age. The names of the two sons

two

who

survived, Autobulus and Plutarchus, are
recorded in the dedication to them of the treatise
de Animce Procreatione in Timceo (p. 1030 D) ; and
they are mentioned as taking part in the various
discussions which arose at their father's table (cf.
read also
Qucest. Conv. viii. 10. 3, p. 735 C).
of the marriage of Autobulus (ib. iv. 3. 1, p. 666 D),
who appears again as the narrator of the Amatorius, and as a character in the dialogue de Sollertia Animalium.
But it was not merely within
the family circle that the kindliness and geniality
There is
of Plutarch's character were displayed.
abundant evidence from his Table Talk (Qucestiones
Convivales) and the other dialogues that to his

We

friends he was an object of affectionate regard no
less than of respect for his moderation and common
His writings have made a similar impressense.
sion upon posterity.
Among many testimonies
to his worth we may instance the judgment of

Mahaffy,

We

who

happily remarks

:

him, as we feel Sir Walter Scott, not only the
originator of an inestimably instructive form of historiography,
but also essentially a gentleman a man of honour and of kindliness, the best type of the best man of his day {Greek World
'

feel

—

'

under

Roman Sway,

—

p. 293).

The most celebrated of Plutarch's
his Parallel Lives, intended to exhibit a
comparison of the greatest men whom Greece and
Rome had produced, by the publication of their
biographies side by side in pairs. Forty-six of
these lives have come down to modern times, and
their world-wide celebrity makes it the less necessary to describe their characteristics, especially as
2.

Works.

works

is

we

are more nearly concerned with the other
branch of his writings, which is conveniently but
inaccurately labelled the Moralia. It is enough to
say that the Lives were not so much the fruit of
historical research as an endeavour to illustrate
the moral writings of their author by depicting
the characters and dispositions of men who have
actually lived.

The collection of the Moralia (iidiKd) is so described because most of the treatises which it
comprises deal with what may be called moral
subjects, although not with the principles of formal
The writings are actually a miscellany,
ethics.
containing discussions on religion, literature, politics, education, philology, folk-lore, archaeology,
and natural history, as well as some of a severely
philosophical type. Plutarch is less a philosopher
than an essayist, and the most characteristic of
'

*

PLUTARCH
his writings are those which, in dealing with such
subjects as ganulousness, false shame, restraint of
anger, or flattery ami friendsliip, display, together
with a profusion of illustration and anecdote, the

good

taste,

common

sense,

chequered existence, and in the region of inequaland change which lies between the eartli and

ity

the moon (de Is. et Osir. 45, p. 369 D). God exists
not in time, but in eternity, which for His unity is
an everlasting present, without beginning or end,
past or future. As being absolute unity. He is
incapable of diflerentiation (irepdrrji [de EI apud
Delph. 20, p. 393 A, B]). God sees, but cannot be

and genuine humanity

Not the least of their merits for
the modem world is that, apart from a wealth of
information on literary history, the Moralia are a
plentiful storeliouse of quotations from the lost
writings of early poets and philosophers.
(a) Pnilosophical and religi3. Leading ideas.
ous.
By his adoption of the dialogue form for
most of these treatises Plutarch acknowledged
himself as much a follower of Plato's literary
methods as he was formally an adherent of his
teaching (cf. de Def. Or. 37, P. 431 A). The latest
tendency of tl:e Academy had been in the direction
of eclecticism.
Philo and Antioclms had abandoned the extreme scepticism of Arcesilaus and
Carneades, and, while laying greater stress upon
of their author.

—

seen (de

that which he quotes with approval'
(Mahalfy, p. 301). At the same time the most
important of Plutarch's strictly philosophical
writings are those directed from an Academic
standpoint against the Stoics (de Stoicorum Repugnantiis, de Communibus Notitiis) and against the
Epicureans (adversus Coloten, Non posse suaviter

exceeds

'

absolutely

'

disbelieve in the inspiration of certain individuals,
we retain our belief that God is a lover of mankind.
The ordinary man learns the commands of
God by signs, which the prophetic art interprets,
but there are a few who on rare occasions have
direct intercourse with the divinity.
Further,
when souls freed from the body have at length
become demons, they still retain their interest in
the world which they have left, as Hesiod was
aware (Op. 120), and are allowed by God to assist
the final struggles of those aspiring souls which
are yet in the last period of their incarnation (ofe
if

secundum Epicurum). His positive contributions towards the elucidation of the Platonic text
are contained in the de Anvmce Procreatione in
Timreo, and are of much less importance to the
student of philosophy than the controversial
vivi

writings previously mentioned. Plutarch adopted
from Plato as his two ultimate first principles the
One and the Indeterminate Dyad (5i)as do'ptcTTos).
The latter, as the element of shapelessness and
disorder, is called Infinity {d-rreipia), whereas the
nature of the One, by denning and
the

Gen. Soc. 24, p. 593 AS".). There are, however,
bad demons as well as the good and they are

occupying
which is empty, irrational, and indeterminate, endows it with form, and so makes it
capable of supporting and containing the determination which is a necessary accompaniment of

Infinity,

;

sensible objects (de Def. Or. 35, p. 428 Fff.).
The
combination of these two principles, unity and
duality, is seen most clearly in the production from
them of numbers (ib.). The creation of the world
was the result of the concatenation of three factors
is

is

;

—

Matter

He

381 B).
;

ethical doctrines, had made an
approacii towards
the positions of the Stoics and Peripatetics by
advocating life according to nature, and the
plurality of virtue aa well as its self-sufficiency.
In the 1st cent, of the Christian era the beginnings
of a new movement, of which Plutarch was the
most distinguished representative, gradually become apparent. Its leading features are two a
closer application to the study of the Platonic
writings, and the growth of a spirit of religious
mysticism, which vutimately issued in Neo-Platonism.
Not that the accretion of alien doctrine was
entirely repudiated ; for it has even been said of
Plutarch that ' it would be hard to say whether
the number of Stoic dogmas which he rejects

elsewhere described as belonging to the borderland
which separates gods and men, and as subject
to mortal affections and the changes wrought by
necessity (de Def. Or. 12, p. 416 C cf. 17, p. 419 A,
de Is. et Osir. 25, p. 360 E). These passajjes are
of much in Plutarch, and their Platonic
typical
cuaracter is unmistakable. At the same time, it
should be observed that, in emphasizing his belief
in demons, he was echoing the teaching of the
Stoics (see art. Dkmons and Spirits [Greek]).
The same remark applies to his treatment of
Divination is the gift of God to man (de
fj-avTiK-f).
is
Def. Or. 8, p. 413 C), but the decay of oracles
not on that account to be attributed to Him, but
rather to the failure of matter (ib. 9, p. 414 D, E).
In a curious passage (ib. 40, p. 432 D) he speaks of
the prophetic capacity as resembling a sheet of
white paper, ready to receive impressions from
the warnings of sensation, when the seer is withdrawn (iKarri) from the influences of the present
and is filled with the spirit of prophecy (iveov<na<TThis inspiration may come from the inner
n6s).
constitution of the body, but is frequently conveyed
either through air or through water at particular
;

the shapeless

underlying substratum ; form is the fairest model ;
and God is the best of causes. God, in His desire
to leave nothing indeterminate, but to organize
nature with proportion, measure, and number,
a unity by a combination of His material,
Produced
'his was the universe (/crftr/uos), equal to matter in
extent, and similar to form in quality (Qucest. Conv.
viii. 2. 4, p. 720 A, B).
It must be remembered,
however, that, according to Plato's doctrine,
matter, being itself formless and inert, is not the
cause of evil, which proceeds from a foul and
malignant necessity struggling Avith and rebelling
against God (de Anim. Procr. 6, p. 1015 A, de Is.
et Osir. 48,
The war of these opposing
p. 370 F).
principles is especially to be detected in man's

Is. et Osir. 75, p.

pure and undefiled by any form of existence liable
to destruction and death hence our souls, which
are encompassed by the body and its attributes,
cannot reach God, save only in so far as, by the
exercise of pure reason and through the medium
of philosophy, they may attain to an indistinct
vision of His
ima^e (ib. 78, p. 382 F). Life in the
body upon earth is an exile of the soul (de Exil.
It has come from the gods and will
17, p. C07 D).
return thitiier, so soon as it is discharged from the
trammels of the body. It is like a flame which
shoots upwards in spite of the misty vapours that
cling round it and seek to bind it to the earth.
Hence it is not the bodies of good men that go to
but their souls pass into heroes, from
heaven
heroes into demons, and, when at last they have
been mysteriously cleansed and sanctified, so that
they are free from any mortal affection, then in no
merely conventional sense, but in very truth and
by a blessed consummation, they are caught up to
join the gods (Rom. 28, de Def. Or. 10, p. 415 B).
Some souls are not entirely imprisoned within the
body, but, by keeping the purest portion in external association with the topmost surface of
their owners' heads, who are thus lifted upwards
and saved from complete submersion, they preserve
This
their immortality free from bodily taints.
part, called the intelligence (voOs), and generally
supposed to be innate, is actually external, and
would more properly be known as demon (de
It is unreasonable to
Gen. Soc. 22, p. 591 D).

—

—God, matter, and form.
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nlacea in the form of flowing water or breath.
Elsewhere (de Pyth. Or. 7, p. 397 D) he says more
simply that God does not inspire the voice of the
or the words which she uses, but merely

prophetess
provides the

sense-impressions {^avracriai), and
it to look upon
gives light in the soul, enabling
the future. Thus, though agreeing with the Stoics
in upholding the truth of fiavriK-i), Plutarch refused
that
altogether to countenance tlie Stoic doctrine
the divine spirit permeated every stone and piece
whole
His
of metal in the world (ib. 8, p. 398 C).
attitude towards religion is guided by a spirit of
conservatism, seeking to uphold eacn venerable
institution, while finding elements of truth in the
various devices by which philosophers sought to
remove traditional difficulties (ib. 18, p. 402 E,
Amat. 13, p. 756 B). Thus he would steer a
middle course between superstition and atheism,
recognizing that there is not so much difference in
the nature of the gods as the various conceptions

them by Greeks and barbarians, and the names
given to them, might seem to imply, but that
there is only one Reason that sets in order and one
Providence that controls the world {de Is. et Osir.
The elaborate discussion of
67, p. 377 Ffl'.).
of

(de Iside et Osiride) is a testito the progress of these foreign cults in the
estimation of his fellow-countrymen, and is so
constructed as to show that the ideas which underlay them are essentially the same as those which
are recognized by the theologians of Greece. The
leading motive of the short essay de Superstifione,

Egyptian religion

mony

however, regarded by some merely as a
exercise undertaken in defence of a
paradox, and not therefore characteristic of its
author's real view (Mahaffy, p. 318), is to show
that a perverted and ignorant belief respecting the
nature of the gods and their attitude to mankind
is more harmful to the peace of the soul than an

which

is,

rhetorical

obstinate refusal to

believe in

their existence.

While he had no sympathy with Epicurean rationalism, which destroyed the value of piety {adv.
Colot. 27, p. 1 123 A), he was no less disinclined to
accept the reckless allegorizing of the Stoics, which,
by making Ares a mere synonym for combativeness.

Aphrodite for

desire,

and Athene

for intelli-

gence, destroyed the individualities of the old gods
and plunged their worshippers into a gulf of
atheism {Amat. 13, p. 757 B). It was therefore
quite consistent with his general attitude towards
religion that Plutarch, as we have seen, himself
exercised priestly functions, and attended with his
wife to take part in the sacrifice oflered on the
occasion of the festival of Eros at Thespise {ib. 2,
The saijie moderation may be detected
p. 749 B).
in his attitude towards Orphism. While he wholeheartedly condemns the follies of excess attendant
upon the pojiular celebration of its rites, the modes
of cleansing and purifications which were themselves filthy, the wearing of ragged garments, the
wallowings in the mud, the ridiculous importance
attached to the eating or drinking of particular
solids or liquids {de Superst. 7, p. 168 D, 12, p.
171 B), he was himself the advocate of a reasonable
abstinence and asceticism {de Tuend. Sanit. 19, p.
132 E, de Is. et Osir. 2, p. 352 A), and, by his
abstention from eggs for a season in consequence
of a dream, laid himself open to the suspicion of
having adopted Orphic tenets {Qucest. Conv. ii. 3.
1, p. 635 A).
have seen that Plutarch regarded the existence of evil as an outcome of necessity, but he has
much more to say on the kindred problem why
the gods permit the existence of moral evil mthout

We

exacting appropriate punishment. To this subject
he has devoted the important dialogue de bera
Numinis Vindicta. The occasion is provided by a
supposed lecture of Epicurus, and various answers

are given to the objectioA raised against what is
assumed to be the ordinary dealing of Providence,
namely, that the delay in punishment encourages
the sinner and disappoints the injured. Thus it
is said (1) that the gods wish to give time for
repentance, and thus set an example to others,
teaching them to beware of hasty resentment, and
(2) that by this delay they are able to distinguish
those who are incurable and require extirpation
from those who, having erred rather through
ignorance than of deliberate choice, are deserving
of remedial treatment (5, p. 550 C ff. ).
Again,
since it is always possible that a wicked parent
may beget a virtuous offspring, it is natural that
Goa should not immediately root out an evil

whether it will not
produce a good fruit (7, p. 553 B). But the best
answer of all is that the delay is only apparent,
since sin, by the misery which it causes to the
sinner, brings its own punishment with it, so that
length of life becomes an aggravated unhappiness (9, p. 554 A ff. ). We are then introduced to
the topic of punishment in the next world, and the
dialogue concludes with a myth concerning the
experiences of one Thespesius, who, during a
trance, was permitted to be a witness of the treatment accorded to the souls of the dead. The myth
is obviously modelled on the story of Er in the
tenth book of Plato's Republic, and serves once
more to illustrate Plutarch's admiration for his
great predecessor. The same tendency appears in
the parallel case of the myth of Timarchus in the
de Genio Socratis, where an account is given of the
supernatural visions granted to him after his
descent into the cave of Trophonius at Lebadeia
{de Gen. Soc. 21, p. 589 F ft".).
stock, without waiting to see

(6)

Ethical.

—The

strictly ethical

treatises are

nature of short essays on moral subjects,
based upon psychological observation, and designed
to effect the moral improvement of their readers.
Here we find Plutarch in the character of a
physician of the soul, a public preacher who, so
far from being inspired with the fervour of a new
in the

revelation, sought, by means of copious illustration and apt quotations from the poets, to instil a
reasonable exercise of the humaner virtues. The
practical aim of his advice may be seen in the
three treatises belonging to the consolatory type
{irapafivdrrriKoL), acknowledged by the schools as a
special branch of casuistry {irapaLveriKbs t6-wos ; see
the present writer's notes on Cleanth. frag. 92 f.

[FragTnents of Zeno and Chanthes, Cambridge,
These are the de Exilio and the Consolatio
1891]).
ad Uxorem, which have already been mentioned,
and the more elaborate Consolatio ad Apollonium,
which was largely indebted to Grantor's irepl
In fact, a considerable number of these
HivOovt.
^vritings are open to the suspicion that they are

dependent upon unacknowledged, principally Stoic,
sources.
As an example we may instance the short treatise de Virtute
Morali, which contains comparatively little of Plutarch's
characteristic manner, but, while designed to support the
Platonic psychology by advocating the submission of the emotions to reason rather than their entire eradication, is constructed to serve as a compendium of moral doctrine with
material drawn from the severer text-books of the Peripatetics

and

Stoics.i

He had no sympathy with

the formal dogmatism

of the schools, but did not hesitate to borrow from
them whatever approved itself to his common
sense as conducive to moral welfare. When we
turn to those passages where he seems more especially to give utterance to his innermost convictions, we find him inculcating self-control, patience,
and cheerfulness as the surest defences against the
Thus,
jars and worries of social and domestic life.
1 M.
Pohlena, in Htrmes, xxxi. [1896] 332, 338, finds the
original source of the treatise in a work of Hieronymus of

Rhodes.

POINTS OF THE COMPASS
after mentioning the advantages of various forms
of abstinence, he continues
I
I put beside them a vow no less acceptable to the i^ods
resolved, as if I were makiDg a wineless oblation of niUk and
honey, to keep myself free from passion first of all for a few
days then, to extend the period by Bradual experiment to one
or two months, bo that I continually made progp^sa in the
tolerance of evil, exercising an unceasing control upon my
tongue in order to appear cheerful and void of resentment. I
refrained consistently from base talk and extravagant action,
and repressed any emotion which provoked violent agitatio* or
:

'

:

;

shameful remorse for the satisfaction of a mean or trifling
pleasure. By these means I am contented, and, by the favour
of heaven, experience has confirmed the truth of my conviction
that the spirit of cheerfulness, gentleness, and kindness is to
none of his associates so gracious, welcome, and comforting as
'

to its possessor (de Cohib. Ira, 16, p. 464 C).

In another passage he deduces a similar moral
from the contemplation of the glories of the
physical world, which, following ultimately a
Peripatetic model (I. Bywater, in JPh vii. [1876]
80), he compares with an august temple, where
the most exalted mysteries are being continually
celebrated
Yet men debase this festival which God has provided for
them by unceasing lamentation and dejection, permitting
:

'

themselves ever to be harassed by wearisome anxiety'

Tranq. An.

20, p.

{de

477 E).

Just a.s in religion he endeavoured by compromise
to adjust extreme views, so in ethics he sought to
reconcile the divergencies of the dogmatic schools
by refusing to accept in their entirety the tendencies with which he partly sympathized.
He will not adopt with Plato the equality of the sexes, or
'

with the Stoics the injustice of slavery, or with the Pythagoreans
the rights of the lower animals to justice at the hands of men,
yet he goes a long way with all three magnifying the jiosition
and the dignity of the house-mother both by example and
precept, inculcating everywhere kindness and consideration to
slaves, adopting even vegetarian doctrines in some of his earlier
treatises, and upholding with satire and with paradox the
superior insight and inteUigence of the animals we patronize or
oppress (Mahaffy, p. 301).

—
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which he regarded as attainable.
public lawsuit or a deputation to the emperor is the chief
opportunity for a courageous and prudent man to
seek his own advancement (ib. 10, p. 805 A).
should not always be striving after the highest
offices, such as that of stratequs in Athens, pryUtnis
in Rhodes, or Basotarch in Bceotia ; but rather we
should endeavour to impart lustre to those of
lass account, and preserve a mien suitable to the
sphere of authority ajssigned to us by the responsible powers (ib. 17, p. 813 D, E).
Such was the
temper of the man whose chief title to fame is aa
the biographer of the heroes of the ancient world.
Nevertheless, Plutarch was far from l>eing a timeserver, or one who would put his private interests
before his country's good (ib. 18, p. 814 D).
His

We

quietism was founded on the reasoned conviction
tliat, as resistance is impossible, a cheerful submission is wiser than an inopportune struggle
against overwhelming oddu (cf. Phi/op. 17). But,
\\-hereas the folly of ill-judged patriotism may at
least claim the sympathy of a generous heart, the
conduct of those who make the welfare of Greece
of no account as compared with their own comfort
and enjoyment deserves our profound contempt
(Non posse suaviter, 19, p. 1100 D).
Literature.— The chief texts of the iloralia are by D.
Wyttenbach, 8 vols, in 15, with notes and index verhoruin,
Oxford, 1795-1830 ; by F. Dubner in the Didot series, Paris,
1839-42 ; and by G. N. Bemardakis in the Teubner series,
7 vols., Leipzig, 1888-96.
For the life and opinions of
Plutarch the following may be consulted : R. Volkmann,
Leben, Sckri/ten und Philosophie des Plutarch von Chatronea,
2 vols., Beriin, 1869 ; J. P. Mahaffy, The Greek World under
Roman Sway, London, 1890, pp. 291-350 J. Oakesmith, Th*
Reli'jion oj Plutarch, do. 1902 R. Hirzel, PluUrch,' Heft iv.
of Daa Erbe der Allen: Schri/ten iiber Wesen und
Wirkung
der Antike, ed. O. Crusius, O. Immisch, and T. Zielinski,
;

'

;

A. C. PeAESON.

Leipzig, 1912.

'

PLYMOUTH BRETHREN.— See Brethren

—

In regard to politics, Plutarch
(c) Political.
repudiated the Epicurean advocacy of abstention
(Pyrrh. 20) as expressed in the formula Live in
retirement (Xd^e ^iiio-as), against which he directed
a short treatise {de Latenter Vivendo, pp. 1128But he lived in an age in which the limits
1130).
of political activity were severely narrow, and he
was the last man to waste himself in chafing
against a restriction which it was neither wise
nor possible to break down. Thus he sincerely
believed that monarchy was the most perfect of all
forms of government (An Sent sit Resp. ger. 11, p.
790 A), but that the wise ruler must be careful
to observe a mean between laxity and severity, so
that he may not incur either the hatred or the
contempt of his subjects by aiming at despotism
or making concessions in favour of popular government {Thes. et Mom. Comp. 2). He recognized that
it was idle to rebel against the imperial dominion
or to cast wistful eyes upon the nistoric battle-

(Plymouth).

'

POETRY.—See

'

Marathon and Plata;a (Preec. ger. Eeip.
814 C). The chief political virtues are not
and
stubbornness, but patience and tolerpride
ance, which are the fruits of a well-trained reason
He has even a good word to say for
(Coriol. 15).
Theramenes and his proverbial boot which fitted
either leg' [Prctc. ger. Help. 32, p. 824 B), and
holds that the politician should make it his chief
aim to avoid a crisis. Thus, if the greatest blessings which communities can enjoy are taken into
account, it >vill be found that, in regard to peace,
the Greeks have nothing left to desire, since every
form of warfare, domestic or foreign, has come to
an end ; while, in respect of freedom, they enjoy
as much as their masters allow them, which is
perhaps as much as is good for them [ib. p. 824 C).
What sort of politics other than the petty activi-

fields of
17, p.

'

municipal government was it possible for
Plutarch to recommend ? His own life is now
seen to furnish a near approach to the only ideal
ties of

Hymns, Literature.

POINTS OF THE COMPASS.—

I.

ISTRO-

DUCTORY AND GENERAL.— Ov.ing to the marked
way in which, in several lands, notably in ancient
Greece and in Christendom, sacred buildings have
been placed with their most important front towards the east, this subject is generally known as
orientation, and that term will be used in this
As a title it might, however, in some
article.
cases be open to the charge of begging the question,
and the one here chosen is non-committal and
more comprehensive.
The religions of many peoples perhaps of most
have taken account of the cardinal points of the
compass, though the importance attached to tiiem
may have varied. The feelings aroused by sunrise
and sunset must always have been very much the
same all the world over, and they are in some
degree expressed by the terms used for the cardinal
Skeat (Etymological Dictionary'^, Oxford,
points.

—

—

'

1884) traces the word east to the Aryan root iis,
'shine,' 'bum.'
Bradley (OED) gives the root
Skeat derives 'west' from the
aus, 'dawn.'
Aryan root was, dwell,' and says that the allusion
is to the apparent resting-place or abiding-place
'
South seems to mean
of the sun at night.
'
sunned quarter ; the derivation of
simply the
'

'

'

'

north is unknown (Skeat).
The Hebrew imagines himself to be

the word

'

'

facing east

east, west, north, south by the
'behind,' 'left,' 'right.'
'before,'

and describes
expressions

This nomenclature, even more than the Aryan
of
tongues, suggests ideas about the four quarters
the horizon that were definite and important, and
it is therefore not surprising to find that the point
of the compass is stated with precision in the story
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and elsewhere. This precision is not
really inconsistent with the inaccuracies in Gn !!"•

of the Fall

The Indo-European peoples

and other passages.

picture themselves as facing north and call the
hand towards the rising sun the better hand, the
dexterous one, and the other (although the Greek
veiled it by euphemisms) the sinister. The Etruscans, on the contrary, thought of themselves as

the Roman augurs continued the
tradition and considered the left the lucky hand.
Thus it will be seen that the Indo-European
peoples really had the same notions about the east
as the Semitic.
Walter Johnson gives useful
examples of this habit (Byivays of British Archce-

looking south

;

ology).

The subject may be 3aid to have been neglected if not ignored
till within the last, decade or two.
Most books on architecture,
even those dealing with countries in which orientation is a
marked characteristic of the buildings, make no reference to
it
the most comprehensive genera! encyclopaedias have short
and perfunctory articles or none at all; works on folk-lore,
which are of necessity much concerned with ritual, seldom
record any observations or offer any explanations, while very
often neither the word 'orientation* nor the names of the
cardinal points are to be found in the Index. This neglect, at
least so far as Britain is concerned, is no doubt due to the belief
that the custom of orientation has no historical significance,
that it was even in the earliest historical times inherited from
a long-buried past and had comparatively little relation to the
Hence many published
beliefs of the age that practised it.
plans of buildings have no compass at all of the others most
have but a rough indication with nothing to show whether true
north or magnetic north is intended. It is still more rare to
find a plan which, while stating that the observation is magnetic
north, gives also the date of the observation, although it is well
known that the variation between the magnetic and the true
north changes rapidl3' and irregularly. In the south of England
the needle now points above 15° W. of polar N.
this difference
is diminishing six or seven minutes a year, so that, if the
decrease were constant which it is not— the variation would
be reduced by a degree in about nine years. In works of
the highest scientific value we find such errors as the plan of
St. Peter's at Rome turned round so as to bring the altar to
the east the magnetic variation shown east instead of west
while a third goes to the opposite extreme and carries accuracy
so far as to give not only the date of the observation but the
hour also. Descriptions are often loose to say that a church
faces east may mean either an east door or an east altar
burial to the east is equally vague
when Guiderius says,
Nay, Cadwal, we must lay his head to th' East,' he certainly
meant 'to the west' (Shakespeare, Cymbeline, act iv. sc. 2).
The only unambiguous descriptions are altar to east (or west),'
;

;

;

—

;

;

;

'

'

;

'

'

;

'

'

'

feet to east (or west).'

Lately the architectural side of the subject has been approached by a few observers in a scientific spirit in Germany and
in England, and some records of the customs of savage races

have been made.

In this article we shall deal with the following
questions ( 1 ) ritual acts the direction in which
the suppliant looks while praying or sacrificing,
during baptism, or while performing other ritual
acts (2) the aspect of buildings the direction of
the main axis, or the aspect of the door, altar,
or other feature of the temple, using that word
in its widest sense
the direction
(3) burial
in which the grave is made, or the body of
the dead is placed in the tomb, and consequently
the planning of the tomb itself
(4) beliefs unclassified (called for brevity superstition ')
points
of the compass from which attacks of evil spirits
are most to be feared, and the like.
It is clear that all these, especially the three
first, are in a great degree interdependent.
They
should therefore be discussed together wherever
But in some cases this would be inconpossible.
venient, and it will be necessary to consider separately the orientation of the more important classes
:

:

:

;

:

;

;

'

:

of temples.

—

The practice of orientation has
I. Ritual acts.
been very generally observed in ritual acts, although
from the nature of the case it has not in the past
left such a clear record as have temples and
burials.

direction in which the suppliant looks when
at prayer or performing ritual acts has had, we
shall find, in almost every form of religion a direct
relation to the sun, his beliefs about it and the

The

emotions which it arouses.
Those beliefs and
those emotions range through every shade from
to
and
totemism
perhaps mere wonder
sun-worship
at the never-fading impressiveness of the pheno-

menon

In the relatively few cases in
of .sunrise.
ritual is independent of the position or
course of the sun it is governed by simple and

which

easily ascertainable facts, such as the Muhammadan's prayer towai'ds Mecca.
It is probable that some peoples who did not
orientate their buildings did face a particular
direction when in the act of adoration ; some

savage races who have not reached or have scarcely
reached the stage of temple-building observe an
orientation in their ritual ; the Jew and the
Muhammadan observe what may be called a
local orientation in prayer ; the Christian still
retains a considerable amount of traditional orienta'

'

tion in his ritual.

—

The aspect of buildings must
2. Temples.
almost inevitably have a close relationship with
the direction in which the prayer is uttered or the
rite performed, for it is governed by the same
ideas
this notwithstanding the very varying
degrees in which the building, in different religions,
can be regarded as a house of prayer or as the
home of a god. But, whereas a more or less

—

correct general position sufficed or suffices for the
private person at prayer, the temple is the work
and the instrument of the professors of religion
and for the most part of somewhat elaborate

each acknowledging and dedicating its
buildings to many different gods, as the ancient
Greeks, or in honour of special patron saints, as
in the Christian Church.
This consideration complicates, or has been thought to complicate, the
shall
inquiry into this part of the subject.
also have to bear in mind that in the case of the
building, to a greater extent than in the attitude
of prayer, tradition counts for much, as in the
Christian Church at the present day, long after
the matter has ceased to be thought important or
indeed to have any meaning at all.
The position of the body in relation
3. Burial.
to the points of the compass varies much, but the
underlying idea which dictated it is in the main
Expressed briefly, it is that a dead
fairly general.
person is laid in the grave in that position which
will make the journey of the spirit as easy as
The journey is usually to a home of the
possible.
dead. Consequently the position varies according
to the conception of that home.
This idea of facilitating the journey of the dead

religions,

We

—

however, sometimes found acting in an opposite
it may be desirable to keep the spirit
Thus the soul of the chief should conin the grave.
tinue to reside among and to protect the tribe ; that
of the wicked man should be prevented from returnis,

direction

:

ing to the village and disturbing the peace of the
surviving relatives. J. G. PVazer sees a survival of
the latter feeling in the custom in this country,
not long since given up, of burying a suicide with
a stake through his body (The Belief in ImmorThe further opinion
tality, London, 1913, i. 164).
may perhaps be hazarded that the selection of
cross-roads as the place was suggested by the
thought that, if the spirit did make its escape, it
might be puzzled as to which road led home in
the same way it is still believed that the sick are
cured by being taken to the cross-roads, the
original idea probably having been that, when the
evil spirit was expelled from the patient, it was
;

liable to lose its way.
The journey of the spirit

may be made [a) to the
landof the forefathers, (b) toan under world, (c) to the
isles of the blest, [d) to the place where the totem of
the dead person resides. There are some doubtful
exceptions to this rule, namely burial towards one
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of the cardinal points or in tiie path of the sun
doubtful because the}' may after all prove to be
shall have to conconnected with a journey.

We

Meanwhile we
sider these classes more at large.
must bear in mind Frazer's warning not to expect
uniformity even among people of one tribe modes
in the disposal of tlie dead vary according to sex,
rank, moral character, and manner of death.
(a) The land of the forefathers.— The journey to
the land of the forefathers is the hypothesis of
Herbert Spencer. The land of the dead is the
land from which the tribe migrated. The idea
may be aummed up in the words, The dead man
has gone home.' The body is laid with the feet
It is this hypothesis that now
in that direction.
finds favour as the one which l)est fits the facts,
rather than that of Tylor, to whicli further reference is made below. But it will none the more
bear too general an application. It appears to
;

'

express the most common conception among savage
tribes at the present time.
The most familiar
under world.
(b) The
instance of this conception is that of mediaeval
Christianity. The belief appears to be shared by
some primitive peoples of to-day. A. C. Kruijt,
whose observations are used by Perry, maintains
(see art. Indonesians, vol. vii. p. 245) that an
idea common to all conceptions of the hereafter is
that the soul has to cross the sea, and that this
belief found its origin in the theory that the sun
crossed the sea every day on its way to the land
of souls under the earth ; he points out that the
word meaning setting of the sun is used for
dying, and states that many of the tribes think
that the land of soiils is under the earth.
There are two remark(c) The isles of the blest.
able examples of belief in the happy islands. They
are from opposite ends of Europe. The first is
that of the Greeks. Of the second W. Ridgeway

—

'

'

—

says:
'
There is some evidence that the northern cremationists, like
the Acheans, believed that the Spirit-land lay in the West.
Perhaps the ordinance o( Odin that the ashes of the dead
should be sent out to sea points in this direction, but it is clear
from Procopius [de Bell. Goth. iv. 20] that in the sixth century
of our era, the peoples of north-west Europe held that the soul
mto the western part
of the departed journeyed westward .
of Britain. A peninsula opposite Britain was inhabited by a
folk (probably the Veneti of Armorica [Brittany]), who .
were subject to the Franks, but paid no tribute by virtue of
the ancient service of ferrying the soulf out into the Ocean to
Britain' (Tfte Early Age of Greece, Cambridge, 1901, i. 517).
.

.

.

The expression
in use

that

'

to go west

ana has been extended

is lost.

'

'

.

'

to die is still
for
to include anything

—

Two instances will be noted
Totemism.
below in which a man is buried with his head to
the point of the compass appropriate to his totem
but these may prove to be cases of class (a), the
journey of the spirit to the land of the forefathers.
Each of the above classes presupposes a journey
It remains to notice the
to be made by the soul.
apparent exceptions referred to above. Burials,
chiefly pre-historic, occur which seem to have a
direct relation to the course of the sun and do not
{d)

;

suggest a reference to a journey. Thus the graves
of Teutonic peoples on the Continent and in England often, if not generally, have the foot towards
the N. but occasionally to the S. ; sometimes they
are E. and W. with the foot sometimes E. and
sometimes W., but with the body laid on its side
and facing S. The idea may have been a desire
for comfort, and seems to take the form of a wish
It lends some weight
to lie in the path of the sun.
to Tylor's hypothesis, applied
generally, viz. :

by him no doubt too

Orientation originates in 'the association in men's minds of
the east with light and warmth, life and happiness and glory, of
the west with darkness and chill, death and decay, [which]
has from remote ages rooted itself in religious belief ' and has
affected the position alike of temple and of grave (PCS iL 421).

To

tiie

of souls

;

ancient Egyptian the west was the land
he complains
:

The West

is a land of sleep and of heavy shadows.
Let
be placed by the edge of the water with my face to the
North, that the breezes may caress me' (O. ilaspero, The Davm
of Civilization^, Eng. tr., London, 1901, p. 113).
'

.

.

.

me

that Christ was buried with His head
attributed by Tylor to widespread
have an instance of Australian
tribesmen who prefer to lie in the path of the
sun (Johnson, p. 274). The Tlingits, a people of
Alaska, bury with the head to the sunrise (Frazer,

The legend

to the W.
solar ideas.

is

We

'

'

Totemism and Exogamy, London,

1910,

274)

iii.

;

the reason given, namely to allow the spirit to
return, makes it doubtful whether this class is
reallv an exception to the general rule that position 13 determined by desire to facilitate a journey.
Asa doubtful case we may perhaps class with it
the instance mentioned below of the Egyptian
buried in a cramped position in the hope, it is
suggested, of facilitating the re-birth of the body.

—

No generalizations can at
4. Superstition.
present be made on this branch of the subject.
Most of the beliefs may presumably have some
connexion, now lost, with ntnal and ideas of death.

A

will be noted below (vi. 12, X. i,
of art.).
Probably a good deal of
material still remains to be collected.

few examples
and table at end

—

The Egyptians
II. Egypt.— 1.
Temples.
appear to have been indili'erent as to the direction
in which their temples lay ; at least, if they had a
system, it is by most people considered to be
unknown to us. J. Fergusson expressly states
{Hist, of Architecture^, London, 1891-93, i. 119)
that they did not orientate their buildings but in
his day no system had been suggested, and he
accepted the obvious reading of the evidence.
The evidence is that the temples face in all direcThe silence of other writers on Egyptian
tions.
architecture may be assumed to mean that they
take the same view as Fergusson, and students of
the elaborate religion of the Egyptians give uf^
;

little help.

Attempts have recently been made, however,
reduce the apparent confusion to a system. Two
of these attempts those of Nissen and of Lockyer
were apparently made more or less independently
of one another, but they may be considered
Nissen discusses eleven examples.
together.
<

«

.

—

—

Every temple is directed towards the point on the horizon at
which the sun or the star to which the temple is dedicated rose
or set on the feast-day at the time when the temple was founded.
When the axis of a temple lies nearly E. and \\., it necessarily
points to sunrise on some day of the year and to sunset on some
other day, and the temple is then called a sun-temple. If,
however, the axis points to a spot on the horizon outside the
limits of sunrise and sunset at midsummer, the temple is considered to be a star-temple. The point on the horizon at which
the sun or a star rises on any particular day of the year is constantly changing, owing to the movement of the pole of the
earth round the pole of the heavens, and it is pointed out by
Lockyer that in 13,000 years this point for a star may shift 47'.
Some star is then looked for which rose or set at that particular
must
spot at some time during the epoch in which the temple
be supposed, on arch.-eological grounds, to have been founded.
A likely star having been found, the exact date, to within a
very few decades, at which it rose or set at the point in question

This date is the date of the building. A
is easily calculated.
likely star is one which can be shown to have some possible
and great ingenuity is shown in
with
the
connexion

temple,
Ombos
finding such connexions ; e.g., the temple of Sebak-Ra at
seems to point towards the setting of Arcturus, which was
sometimes represented by the Egyptians as a crocodile, and the
god Sebak-Ra was also represented as crocodile-headed (Nissen,

and

Orientation, p. 52). Inscriptions from Annu, Denderah,
elsewhere are quoted by both Nissen and Lockyer describing
the foundation of temples, a ceremony of the greatest importance the king himself stretches the measuring-cord and dii-ects
his glance to the course of the rising stars, his eye is fixed on
the Great Bear, and he gives the corners of the temple. But it
'' ""efers
is admitted that the Denderah inscription is very late
to the emperor Augustus, who, it is said, was never at Denderah
it must
his
time
in
nor did the Great Bear set at Denderah
Y/ie Uaum
therefore reproduce an earlier inscription (Lockyer,
the
was
of
greatest
of Astronomy, p. 178). An exact orientation
the long series of halls
importance, and Lockyer suggesta that
and courts which formed an Egyptian temple would make an
:

;

;

;
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and not true to the cardinal

excellent telescope ol a sort ; the halls, especially those at the
farther end, were dark, and the dividing walls were each
pierced by a central doorway; a priest standing in the dark
at the farther end, looking through this long series of doorways, would have a good view of a star at heliacal rising, i.e.
rising a little before sunrise, and would thus be warned that it
was time to prepare sacrifice ; the fairway to the horizon was
always carefully preserved uninterrupted. True, later temples
were sometimes built right across the fairway, but that was
done on purpose by the later priests to spite those of the old
temple. The sun-temples make admirable observatories for
ascertaining the exact time of the summer solstice ; the

measurement

of

;

time was a most important matter in an agri-

cultural country ; it was a duty monopolized by the priests.
orientation of star-temples is often what we may call
indirect, i.e., it is not the long axis, but the short, that points
to the rising of the star, as at Denderah and Kdfu (Nissen, pp.
36, 43); and the Egyptians had the habit of buildiug neighbouring temples at right angles to one another (Lockyer, pp. 168,
316 ; Nissen, p. 69).

The

These views have been accepted by R. Phen^
s.v. 'Orientation'), E. A. Wallis
Budge, and F. C. Penrose. They are strongly
controverted by a writer in the Edinburgh Review
Spiers (EBr^^,

The weak points of the
[1894] 418 ff.).
theory, besides those indicated above, are that,
owing to the movement of the earth's axis, the
same star would not serve for more than 200 or
300 years, as Lockyer admits ; that that is a very
short space of time in Egyptian history, so that

—

(clxxx.

the fact must have been observed comparatively
soon ; that the very late inscriptions describing the
setting out of the temple with a cord by the king,
inscriptions rewritten and indeed freely 'edited,'
should not be accepted as plain statements of fact,
devoid of poetic or religious fervour. The writer
in the Edinburgh Review, indeed, points out that
the older inscriptions say nothing about the star,
while in the later instances the Great Bear
simply means 'the north.' Lockyer does not
support his views of Egyptian sacerdotal history
by reference to authorities. Nissen is less fanciful, but scarcely more convincing.
The sun and stars entered so largely into
Egyptian religion and the observation of their
movements was so important for making the
calendar that the case can at most be said to be
not proven. This would seem to be the view of
W. M. Flinders Petrie (art. Architecture
[Egyptian], vol. i. p. 722 ff.), who, however,
appears to avoid a definite statement of opinion.
He does, indeed, give interesting facts about the
temple of Abydos (p. 723*), but no explanation of
them or even a hint as to whether he thinks an
explanation is required. In the earliest plan the
entrance is a passage between walls 4 ft. apart and
35 ft. long, facing S. ; it is probably of the 1st
dynasty in the new temples of the Vlth dynasty
the principal door is to the N. and the lesser to
the S. later still it was several times rebuilt or
remodelled facing N. and then E. ; in all there are
seven (sic) different plans, dating from the 1st to
Vlth dynasty and facing successively S.,
the
N., N. ?, N., N.?, E., E., E.
In the earliest burials in Egypt the
2. Burials.
body is said to be laid on the left side, lying N.
and S. with face towards the E. (Maspero, pp.
112 A, 361). Budge, referring apparently to the
same period, says that the skeleton is laid on the
left side with limbs bent and the face generally to
the S., adding, however, that no invariable rule
seems to have been observed as to the points of the
compass. At a somewhat later but still prehistoric time and before the days of embalming,
the graves are oriented either north or south
(Egyptian Ideas of the Future Life, p. 159). Budge
thinks that the cramped attitude, the ante-natal
position of the child, may perhaps have been
adopted in order to facilitate the re-birth of the
'

'

;

;

XX

—

'

body

'

(p. 162).

The royal tombs of the 1st dynasty at Abydos
made parallel to the river valley and hill line.

are

points, the nominal
N.S. line being really N.W. and S.E. But the
builders recognized this diagonal direction (Egyptian Explor. Fund Report, London, 1900, pt. i.).
The pyramids of Gizeh are of the IVth dynasty
{variously estimated at 4000 to 6000 B.C.). They
are accurately set out so that one side faces due N.
They are not absolutely accurate the sides of
the Great Pyramid, which should point N., do
actually bear 4' W. of N. Petrie (The Pyramids
and Temples of Gizeh, London, 1893, pp. 40-42)
thinks that this discrepancy is due, not to a fault
in the
but to a movement of the pole ;
setting out,
he thus tacitly assumes that absolute accuracy was
Six of the nine remaining pyramids at
desired.
Gizeh have a N. entrance passage sloping down
towards the centre at a mean angle of 26° 47' ; and
at Abousseir, of the only two which are sufficiently
well preserved, one has a passage at an angle of
All these must have
27° b', and the other at 26°.
given view of the then pole star at its lower
a circumstance which can hardly be
culmination
supposed to have been unintentional' (J. F. W.
Herschel, Outlines of Astronomy^, London, 1867,
p. 205 f.).
Opposite to the middle of the E. side of each
pyramid there was a temple, where the worship of
the deified king was carried on.
'

The temple, says

Petrie (p. 81), looked ' towards the pyramid
it (the "blessed West," the land of

which stood on the W. of
souls).'

In connexion with the second pyramid temple
there is a granite temple about a quarter of a mile
paved causeway leads from one to the
away.
This granite temple is duly orientated to
other.
the E,, but it ic about E. by S. of the pyramid,
this position evidently being decided by the lie of
the ground.
causeway also runs E. from the
third pyramid temple.
Most of the other pyramids of Egypt face N.
with greater or less degrees of inaccuracy, and all
have the entrance to the N. Of that at Sakkara
the N.S. line is, according to Fergusson, 4' 35" E.

A

A

ofN.
In the Sudan, however, there are some important
groups of pyramids which are placed diagonally to
the meridian. These are at Gebal Barkal and at
Meroe, east of the Nile, and at Nuri or Belal, west
of the Nile.

The

shrines are against the S.E.

Budge, who made observations, accepts
the views of Lockyer and Penrose [and Nissen],
and holds that these pyramids are orientated to the
sun or, where its rays could no^ enter the shrine,
to some star (Proc. Royal Soc. London, Ixv. 333).
The Sphinx seems to have been called Har-emkhu by the ancient Egyptians (the Harmakhis of
the Greeks and Romans), equivalent to Horus on
the horizon or the sun in the act of rising. The
sun-god Horus takes several forms, one of which
was Horus of the two [i.e. E. and W.] horizons.'
Horus in one of his qualities is primarily the god
of the sunrise, and as such is the counterpart of
Hathor, the god of the west, who received the
dead. It is this eastward gaze of his that has
made the Sphinx so impressive to all who have
beheld him, and that long ago gained for him the
faces.

'

'

'

The work is usually
of 'the Watcher.'
attributed to the XVIIIth dynasty (c. 16th and
17th centuries B.C.), by which time the origin of
all forms of religion was sought in sun-worship,
and nearly every principal deity became amalgamated with the sun-god (A. Wiedemann, Religion
of the Ancient Egyptians, Eng. tr., London, 1897,

name

p. 12).

But, though theology may have changed during
the course of ancient Egyptian history, we may
safely guess that ritual, with which we are here
concerned, remained very much the same in that
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most conservative land. Egypt was a land of sunworship in one form or anotlier from the earliest

dawn
Pa Ra

of the present era.
(the house of lia),
the Greek Heliopolis. Thither a I'haraoli of the
Xllth dynasty went in procession, and on the
sandhill sacrificed before tlie god Ka at his rising
and, returning to the great temple of the sun,
went alone into the holy of holies to see the god,
his father, lia himself (ib. p. 21).
The mastabas, or private tombs of dynasties III.
to X., have generally the entrance to the E.,
sometimes to tne N. or S., never to the W. There
was also a sort of blocked-up door facing E. ; this
was for the use of the dead ; the spirit could enter
or leave by it. An inscription is recorded invok'
that burial might be
ing blessing on the dead
granted to him in Amentit the land of the West'
(Maspero, p. 250). At tlie far end of the building,
set back in a recess in the W. wall, is a stele.
Wiedemann thus describes a funeral
When the tomb had been reached, the coffin was set up on
end, with face turned towards the eoiith, on a small sandhill
intended to represent the Mountain of the West the realm of
the dead (p. 236).
pre-historic times

till

The worship centred

the

in

:

'

—

'

III.

ASSY'RIA, CEALDJEA, PERSIA:

AND BURIALS. — Our knowledge

TEMPLES

of these regions
marred by serious lacunae.
their theory of a world of

in ancient times is still
The old Chaldfeans had
the dead either an under world or one lying E.
or N.
Of burial places other than those of royal
persons nothing seems to be known, and even of

—

those the authorities do not tell us much.
The temple, a succession of terraces about three
in number, forming a sort of irregular stepped
pyramid, was placed with its comers to the cardinal
points
e.g., the temple of Nannar at Uru in
Chaldsea (Maspero, p. 629) and Nin-mah at Babylon
art.
Architecture [Assyro(T. G. Pinches,
Babylonian], vol. i. p. &%Q^). This may be chance,
but, in describing the precinct of the temple-tower
of Belns at Babylon, Pinches says

—

:

'In accordance with the usual Babylonian custom, the angles
indicated the cardinal points, and each side had an entrance.
stood some kind of erection 200 ft.
Inside the enclosure . .
square, connected with the ziijqurat, or tower, and having
round its base the chapels or temples of the various gods, on all
four sides, and facing the cardinal points (p. 690 f.).
.

'

The

principal buildings, with the couch of the god
the throne, were to the W. (p. 691*). Sippara

and
and Larsa, cities where the sun-god was worshipped, have not been thoroughly investigated.
Persepolis was orientated to the cardinal points.
The palace of Sargon in Mesopotamia has its
diagonals pointing to them.
IV. Greece. i. Temples.

—

—

The normal posiGreek temple is approximately E. and
W^., and it was an E. aspect that was aimed at.
But an E. aspect meant the opposite of what we
now mean. A religion like Christianity which
has developed an indoor congregational worship
tion of a

the position of the altar within the
temple and the attitude of the worshipper as the
essential points
the position of the door is a
But in a religion such as that of the
corollary.
ancient Greeks, where the temple is a mysterious
home of the god entered by the few while the
people remain in the temenos to see the sacrifice,
it is the entrance front and the altar before it that
are the first considerations. Greek temples therethe
fore generally have the rntrfinre to th" E.
altar (see art. Altar [Greek], vol. i. p. 343') is, if
possible, placed in front of it on the main axis and
so that the person sacrificing faced E. with his
back to the temple e.g., temples of Apliaia at
iEgina, of Apollo at Delphi. If this was difficult
or impossible, the altar was elsewhere, as that of
Zeus at Olympia and of Athene on the Acropolis
at Athens.
By far the greater number of temples face
considers

;

;

—

towards the E. Nissen's useful list of 113 Greek
temples (pt. ii. p. 224) shows that 75 per cent are
within an arc of 50°, or 25° on either side of true
E,, while more than half are within an arc of 20%
or 10° on either side of E.
Of the remainder there
are four principal groups with the entrance facing
approximately N.E., N., W., and S. There are
several large gaps no temples have the entrance
to S.S.E., N.N.E., N.N.W., or W.N.W., while
there is a gap of no less than 65° from about
W.S.W. to nearly due »S. containing only two
temples. This distribution is partly geographical
and partly according to cult, but never directly
:

chronological.
(Geographically all temples on the mainland,
with but five exceptions, lace between N.E. and
S.E., the bulk of them either just N. of E. or
about E.S.E. ; those in yicily and Italy are for the
most part just S. of E. ; the islands and Asia
Minor form three nearly equal groups facing E.,

and W.
Grouped

S.,

fairly accurately.
under cults, the

temples of Zeus,
Athene, Asklepios, and Hera face fairly uniformly
E., except when in some Asia Minor examples the
The temples of
door is turned to W. or S.
ArtemLs, Dionysos, and Demeter show rather
greater variation.
Temples to Apollo point in
many directions. Among the temples of unknown
dedication there is singular uniformity they all
face nearly due E., except one, which is nearly
:

due S.
Although no general classification according to
period can be combined with;a classification according to direction, yet dates of buildings cannot be
ignored tims the Asia Minor temples of Zeus and
:

Athene facing W. and

S. are late, those of Aitemis
shall have occasion to notice the Delos
Still less can we
temples in this connexion.
neglect the period of the cult in examining the
direction, as we shall see in considering the temples
Most important of all will be
of Isis and Serapis.
the original seat of the cult, as in the cases of

early

;

we

Apollo and the ?]phesian Artemis.
The normal aspect of klie entrance to a Greek
iJeviations from it are
temple is therefore E.
abnormal and are of varying degrees of importance.
The reason of the E. aspect must be sought in sunworship of some sort the time and perhaps the
place of its origin are obscured by distance,
ytatues of gods before house or temple doors were
;

called Saifiovei avrlfKioi,

'

deities facing the sun.'

In

Homer's poems, says L. K. Farnell (art. Greek
Religion, vol. vi. p. 401*), the sun was anthropomorphized, but it is doubtful if it was so for the
average Greek, who merely kissed his hand to it
every morning or bowed to it on coming out of his
The same author points out that the
house.
Homeiic and pre-Homeric of the
earliest temples
Minoan-Mycenaian culture are, with one exception, domestic chapels in royal palaces and mark
the .sacred character of the king (p. 397''). Of the

—

—

palaces themselves those that are known to us do
not face E. Tiryns and Phylakopi face due S.
Troy S.E. ; Knossos
Mycenae about W.N.W.
seems to have had several fronts, one about S. by
W, and others to the corresponding points. Some
of these sites are too cramped to have afforded a
choice of aspect.
:

;

;

Some

light

is

obtained from literature, but

it is

not conclusive.
In the I<m of Euripides the great tent set up b^ Ion, the son
of Apollo, is scrupulously orientated— for it is a itpov, a sacred
or tabu place— so that it should not face the mid shafts of the
sun's fire nor its dying rays Gines 1132-1137). On the roof were
embroidered pictures of the sun, moon, and certain stars.
There is nothing to connect the tent with Apollo;-worehip and
the orientation seems to aim not so much at facmg N. and E.
as at avoiding 8. and W.
„, i.
j n«
Hesiod (c. 800 b.c.) has some passages in Works and Days
stars and the time for reapreferring to the movements of the
.
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iug and other agricultural work, and other ancient authors
refer to the means of measuring time by the heavenly bodies.

Deviations from true E., where these are slight,
as in the case of dedications to Zeus and Athene,
may be explained in one of two ways they may
be due to indifl'erence as to exactness, or we
may, with Nissen and Penrose, see in them deliberate intention in conformity with an elaborate
:

system.
These authors suggest that the axis is directed to the point of
sunrise on the feast-day that the variations among temples
having the same dedication are due to the varying customs in
different states, and to the varying position of the place of sunthat the
rise caused by the movements of the earth's axis
latter cause incidentally gives us an indication of the date of
the temple that it was important for the priest to have warning of sunrise so that he might prepare the sacrifice and that
this was given to him by the appearing of a star which was
known to rise a little before the sun. Both Penrose and
Nissen, by calculating from the known movement of the earth's
axis (the precession of the equinoxes), have arrivedi at dates at
which the axes of most of the extant temples would point to a
heliacal star. They have thus fixed the dates of the foundations of the temples. Penrose points out that the dates thus
deduced are in most cases clearly earlier than the existing
remains. His explanation is that the temple has been rebuilt
on an old site, and the direction of the old axis has been
followed. Lockyer agrees in the general theory, and it has
been accepted by J. B. S. Holborn (art. ARCHiTECTrRE [Greek],
Orientation '), who
vol. i. p. 738a) and by Spiers (£Brii, s.v.
both state that temples of gods face E. and those of heroes
W. It is opposed with force by a writer in the Edinburgh
;

;

;

;

'

Review (cLxxx. 418)
Astronomy.

in

an

article

on Lockyer's

Dawn

of

The theory indeed seems to require a broader
basis of evidence.
Penrose himself points out that
the same star would not serve for more than 200
or 300 years, and he finds that at the rebuilding of
a temple the axis has sometimes followed the star
and sometimes

not.
fact that most temples point nearly due E.
may be due to an old tradition having been adhered
to and fairly accurately carried out.
On the other
hand, we may, with Nissen, find the explanation
in the Greek calendar the chief festivals were

The

— March,

:

and early

May

(from
the opening of navigation to the beginning of
harvest [May]), and August, September, and the
beginning or October, interrupted by vintage and
ended by the closing of navigation.
Certainly the importance of accurate observation
of the movements of the stars for the regulation of
the calendar and for timing agricultural operations was fully realized.
The terms 'heliacal,'
'acronychal,' and 'cosmical' rising and setting
were used by the early astronomers.
After this general indication we may take a
The temples of Zeus and Athene
closer view.
show, as stated above, a general agreement, but
there is considerable diflerence between the two
limits some 36° in the case of Zeus and 21° in the
case of Athene, not including the early temple at
Miletus, Asia Minor. In Asia Minor Zeus has a
temple at Magnesia with the door due W. (220
B.C. [Nissen])
Athene has two at Miletus at right
angles to one another, E.S.E. and S.S.W., and
one at Pergamon due S. With these exceptions,
there is no connexion between direction of axis
and geographical position.
There is a difference
of nearly 4° between the early temple of Athene
on the Acropolis and the Parthenon
they are
respectively 260° 55' and 257° 7', given S.=0° and
sunwise
(Nissen, Penrose).
going
Athene, Asklepios, and Demeter keep thoir E.
door at Priene, Asia Minor. The two temples of
Artemis in Asia Minor, at Ephesus and Magnesia,
have the door approximately to W., though they
differ considerably in direction of axis.
This
reversal is perhaps due to the confusion of the
Greek Artemis with the Asiatic goddess.
The Erechtheum points rather N. of E., being
nearly parallel with the Parthenon. The Theseum
is 13° S. of E. ; Nissen holds with the view that it
equinoctial

April,

—

;

:

has nothing to do with Theseus, but connects it
with lacchus, son of Demeter, and the Eleusinian
mysteries (p. 177).
This brings us to Demeter. Her temples are
mostly not far from parallel with one another
and with one of the two Persephone temples, while
they are only 12° removed from the Theseum on
one side, and 14° from the second Persephone
temple on the other side, their axis pointing 295°
These Demeter temples are
or about E.S.E.
widely scattered Eleusis and Sicily. But in Asia
Minor there is one temple of Demeter at Priene,
and in Arcadia a temple of Despcena, the Arcadian
name of Persephone, Doth facing due E. In Sicily
at Selinus there is a temple said to be of Demeter
this is remarkable because all
facing almost N.E.
the eight other temples at Selinus are exactly
with
and face somewhat S.
one
another
parallel
of E., or not far from the direction of the other

—

;

Demeter temples.

The temples of Apollo present perhaps the
Even
greatest problem in Greek orientation.
Nissen, who has an explanation for most things,
admits that they are difficult. Thev point in
many directions. This is probably aue to the
he has been thought
foreign extraction of the god
to have come from Asia, from Egypt, from the
north. Farnell says (art. Greek Religiox, vol.
vi. p. 395*") that he was no doubt a cult figure of
tiibes other than Achseans, and that in the Hyperborean ritual, which reflects at points the earliest
days of Hellenism, we can follow the track of
Apollo's invasion from the north. Nissen ingeniously suggests that the simple mountain shepherds
of Arcadia and JEtolia accepted with the foreign
god his foreign ritual and gave to his temples at
Bassse, near Phigeleia, and at Thermon the N.S.
axis with the door at the N. end (that at Bassae
has also a door in the E. side) ; but advanced city
:

communities with a popular theology adjusted the
axis to suit their oa\'ti views thus the temples at
Selinus and Syracuse face due E., and that at
Corinth nearly so. But on this hypothesis the
temple at Delphi facing N.E. and that at Didyma
in Argolis a little S. of N.E. are difficult to place.
The temple at Metapontum on the south coast of
Italy, with the entrance to the S.E., may be said
to conform with the custom of the country that in
the .^gean island of Thera is parallel with it
that at Letoon has its door to the S.S.W. There
remain two temples of Apollo at Delos, one facing
due E. and the other due W. these must be
;

;

;

;

purely political, faced according to the dictates of
the times to which they belong, as Athens or Asia
Minor was in the ascendant. Besides these there
are in Delos two old temples facing W. which,
Nissen says, Wilhelm Dorpfeld is inclined to dedicate to Apollo
finally tliere is the nameless
temple at Mycenoe with the doorway to the S.,
which is perhaps more likely to have been dedicated to Apollo than to any other god.
The Delos temples were first built facing W.
the rock-cut, the Leto, two which are nameless,
and one dedicated to Apollo. The aspect is perhaps due to the influence of Asia Minor except of
course the rock-cut. Then, under the influence of
Athens in the 4th cent., the temples of Zeus and
Apollo were built with the door to the E., and
finally, according to Nissen, when the island
passed away from Athens, the temple of the
foreign Isis looked W.
foreign god, as Nissen points out, may retain
or may yield his native ritual.
have seen that
Apollo illustrates both processes. At Alexandria
the parent temple of Serapis faces S. the daughter
at Taormina is turned E., while in Delos she keeps
the door to the S. The temple of Isis is turned to
the W. at Delos, but keeps its S. door at Priene.
;

—

—

A

We

;
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It is probably a mistake to suppose that the
aspect or temples was mucOi more than a fashion,
that it expresses any deliiiite idea in theology.
have an exactly parallel case in the Christian
Church most of our buildings have the door to
the VV., but in some of the most famous it is to the
E. Probably few people are aware of the latter
fact, evenwhen they are attending service, although

We

;

sometimes requires a slightly dill'erent ritual.
Perhaps to the Greek the matter was a little more
important, but not much.
The temple with the door to the W. did not face
W., any more than St. Peter's in Rome faces W.
it only faced E. in a ditterent manner.
Nissen
thinks that it did face W., and that this aspect
symbolizes 'world empire.' So it does, but the
symbolism is of the 20th cent, and Teutonic. It is
generally thought that on the feast-day the rays
of the rising sun were to fall through the open
door and light up the statue of the god, and the
northward-facing temple at Bassse has indeed the
famous side door to the E. opposite the spot where
the statue stood. But how could this have been
arranged in a westward-facing temple ? A hyptethral opening would throw only a reflected light
on the figure. Vitruvius has some remarks on the
subject which we shall presently notice.
The Greek idea of death is com2. Burials.
plicated by many cross-currents, but the notion of
a voyage or a journey of some sort enters largely
into it.
S. Baring-Gould says {A Book of Folklore,
London, n.d., p. 160) that the ancient Greek
it

;

,

—

inscribed the

word

'

eCv'Koia,

favourable voyage,'

on a gravestone and that his descendant carves a
pair of oars.
In five shaft graves on the Acropolis at Mycenae
lie N. and S., with feet to S., and
all the others, eleven or more, lie E, and W. with
feet to W.
At Vaphio the chief is laid E. and
W. with feet to E. ; possibly this is only in order
that he should face the door of the tomb, which is

two bodies

toE.
Ilidgeway (i. 490) thinks that we may infer that
burial with feet to W. was the characteristic
orientation of the autochthonous race. He points
out (i. 516) that Odj'sseus did not descend into
Hades as did iEneas and Dante ; he sailed west ;
and in post-Homeric belief there was no under
world, but isles of the blest, which lay in the west.
At Phylakopi in Melos the orientation of the
tombs depended wholly on the conformation of the
ground (Hellenic Society, suppl. paper no. 4
[1904], p. 234).
In later times the position of the body varied.
Thus Solon proved the justice of the claim of

Athens

to Salamis as against the Megarians by
pointing out that the tombs which he opened faced
E., and that the corpses in them were turned to
the E. in the Athenian fashion. We have therefore the tradition at least that in the days of
Solon (c. 600 B.C.) there were in different parts of
Greece two well recognized positions for the bodj'.
Such customs probably
depend on the ideas
which each people has formed of the direction in
which lies the land of the dead (Frazer, Totemism
'

.

.

.

'

and Exogamy, iv. 214).
V. Rome. i. Temples.
among modern writers that

—

—It

have stood with liis side to the temple, and in some
cases with his back to it.
J. Diirm lays it down
that the Etruscan rule required that the
temple
axis should be N. and S. ; that the Roman turned
to the E. during prayer ; therefore either the
temple statue had to face W. or the axis of the
temple had to lie E. and W. {Handbuch der Architektur, Stuttgart, 1905, sect. 431).
Of the Etruscan practice we know almost
nothing. The Roman augurs inherited as the
basis of their ritual the Etruscan idea of the
natural or normal attitude ; i.e., they imagined
themselves as facing S., so that the lucky side
that towards the E. was the left, and the unlucky
side the right.
But with the Roman populace the
was the rule: they faced N., and the
ojijjosite
Both these notions
right was the lucky side.
show that, whatever was the practice with regard
to buildings, there was in early times a special
veneration for the east.
Vitruvius, who lived and wrote in the Ist cent.
B.C., is a useful link between Greece and Rome.
He was an architect with a practical knowledge of
work in Rome in his own day and with some outside book-knowledge of Greek lands.
He has a
'
chapter on The Position of Temples according to
the Regions
The sacred temples of the immortal gods should be so disposed, that, if there is no impediment and the use of the
temple permits, the statue which is placed in the cell may seem

generally agreed

the Romans, whatever

their theories, did not orientate their buildings
(W. J. Anderson and R. P. Spiers, Greek and

Roman

The
Architecture'^, London, 1907, p. 188).
silence of Fergusson, of Middleton (Remains of
Ancient Rome, 2 vols., London, 1892), and of
Lanciani is perhaps as eloquent on the same side.
E. A. Gardner (art. Altar [Roman], vol. i.
p.
349) says that, the orientation of the temples being
that
of the altar varied also, and that, from
varied,
the position of the altar, the sacrificer
appears to

—

—

'

:

'

to look towards the evening region of the heavens
so that
those who approach the altar, to make their offerings, or perform sacrifices, may look towards the eastern sky and to the
image which is in the temple. By this means the temple, the
eastern sky, the supplicants and sacrificers making their vows,
and the image seeming to rise to behold them will all be seen
at one view for it is proper that the altars of the gods should
be disposed to the east.
;

:

But, if the nature of the place prevents that position, then
the temple is to be turned to the view of the greater part of
the city walls and temples of the gods or should sacred fanes
be built near a river, like those near the Nile in E^ypt, they
should look towards the banks of the river ; so likewise, ii near
a public way they should be so situated that the passengers
may behold it, and pay their salutations' (de Architectura,
tr. W. Newton, London, 1791, bk. iv. ch. v.).
Pseudoperipteral
temples are appropriated to the use of sacrifices, for the same
kinds of temples are not erected indiscriminately to all gods,
because the sacred rites performed to each are different
'Altars should regard the east' (bk. iv.
(bk. iv. ch. vii.).
;

'

'

ch.

viii.).

In these passages, it appears, Vitruvius combines
unconsciously what he had learned from books

about Greek work with his practical knowledge of
Roman custom in his own day. He had not
travelled, and clearly the Greek architecture about
which he had read was, as we might perliaps
expect, chiefly that of Asia Minor. As to Roman
work, he seems to consider the W. orientation to
be a counsel of perfection, which was to give way
before considerations of architecture and convenience.
In practice temples face in every direction ; a
glance at a plan of Rome or at a table of orientations makes this clear, and an attempt to work
the data into a system would indeed be bold.
But it has been made by Nissen his lists contain
33 Roman temples and 34 temples in Italy outside
;

Rome.
That the Romans and the Etruscans before them
were

is

79

—

very susceptible to outside influences
Egypt, and Asia is a commonplace of
It would be remarkable, tlien, if in the
history.
placing of their buildings even in Rome itself they
never followed the practice of countries where
orientation was general countries within whose
borders they themselves were building temples
carefully orientated in accordance with native
custom.
But, if we would look for truly orientated buildings, it must be on open sites or among the early
buildings of a town before the place had become
congested, or at least among those which, if not
Greece,

—

—
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early, might be expected to preserve early traIn Rome the circular temple of Vesta
ditions.
in the Forum faces E.N.E. (R. Lanciani, Forma

Urbis Ro7nas, Milan, 1893-1901, pt. iv. pi. xxix.)
or due E. (O. Riehter, Topographic der Stadt Bom,
Munich, 1901, pi. x.). The old Domus Publica
(Middleton) and the Regia, neighbouring buildings
associated with the temple, have also the E. direction a direction contrasting strongly with all the
buildings round them. The temple of Vesta was
one of the most sacred of buildings, and it owed
both its form and its sanctity to its extreme antiThe house for keeping alive a fire for the
quity.

—

use of the community was probably the earliest
building which primitive man attempted, earlier
even than the shelter for his own head. The actual
building in the Forum was destroyed and rebuilt

more than once, and even its position had been
moved, but the old round form was preThe plan came to receive a symbolical
meaning, but there can be no doubt that it was
simply the natural form in which primitive man
built, and that it was perpetuated in a specially
sacred building by a well-known tendency just
because it was primitive. It is suggested that the
slightly
served.

E. direction also is that of the primitive building,
and that it points to a true orientation having been
observed in early times. The well-known round
temple to Mater Matuta, of early foundation,

opposite S. Maria in Cosmedin has its door almost
due E. (Lanciani, pt. viii. pi. xxviii.). The door
of the Tulliannm also looks due E.
This building
has, like the Regia, the trapezoidal plan which is
believed to be the mark of a very primitive tradition.
The Lapis Niger over the grave of Romulus
is trapezoidal, but its axes run N.W. to S.E. and
N.E. to S.W.
The early quadruple temple on
the Capitol faced about S.S.E. [ib.), and the early
temples on the S.W. corner of the Palatine face
S. by W.
Outside Rome the temple of Vesta at
Tivoli has the door facing S.W. by S. (G. L. Taylor
and E. Cresy, Architectural Antiquities of Rome,
London, 1821-22, pi. Ixvi. [vol. ii.]) probably for
local reasons.
The Artemisium at Nemi runs N.
and S. with the door to the S. Thus it is difficult
to detect a system even among the early buildings,
unless it is perhaps a tendency to make buildings
face approximately either E. or S.
But much
could not be expected from so few remains.
It is possible that other buildings might be found
in which there might be discovered a cause for the
direction of the axis other than practical or architectural considerations. Contact with neighbouring or distant nations may more than once have
had its influence the third legion of the army,
for instance, learned during its stay in Syria the
custom of saluting the rising sun {GE^, pt. vi, The
Scapegoat, London, 1913, p. 416).
The orientation of buildmgs in Rome in historical
times seems to have been made to conform to the
:

;

lay-out of the city generally, as Vitruvius suggests.
The lay-out of the city must be considered in areas.
In the earliest town tne Forum Boarium may have
been truly orientated, either from ritual tradition
or because of the relative
positions of the Capitol
and the river. The Palatine, on the other hand,

on a line running N.E. and S.W.
probably determined by the limits of the
hill and by the valley which formerly crossed it.
To the N. of it were the Forum Magnum and the
Via Sacra running from N.W. to S.E. Some early
buildings in these parts and on the Capitol have
been referred to alx)ve. The buildings of later
times, such as the temples of tlie Forum Magnum,
face in all directions, seemingly without system.
Outside this primitive area and within the wall of
Servius Tullius, the planning generally is determined by the run of the hills and valleys. But
laid out
this was
is

;

the greater part of the flat Campus Martius between
the wall and the river, as well as the Vatican
district beyond the river, is methodically laid out
on lines due N.S. and E.W. The Mausoleum of
Hadrian facing S., four circuses, and most of the
other important buildings have this orientation.
Included among these are the Pantheon, which
faces N., the baths of Alexander Severus and
of Agrippa, and the Porticus Argonautum, containing the Neptunium with door to E., and the
Basilica Matidies with door to E. But the buildings
in the north part of the Campus Martius, north of
the Via Recta, conform to the Via Flaminia (practically the Corso). The important group of buildings
forming the imperial Fora (of Trajan, etc.), with
their temples, are symmetrically arranged on an
axis running N.W. and S.E. Three of the four
remaining great baths those of Diocletian, Titus,
and Caracalla are on an axis running N.E. and
S.W., perhaps partly to fit the hUl-tops and to
suit the principal streets, and partly from conThe baths of
siderations of sun and weather.
Constantino face N.S. and E.W., and appear to
conform intentionally with the Campus Martius

—

—

Bclieiue.

Although

this planning is chiefly secular,

quarters so definitely orientated
that it can scarcely be neglected. Temples seem
to be invariably buUt to suit the road, as, for
instance, that called of Fortuna Virilis facing
N., a group of three just south of the theatre of
Marcellus facing E., and those west of the Capitol
it is in different

which face S.W.
Outside

—

Rome

tliat orientation

the same probably holds good
was observed to some extent, and

way to practical considerations. Nissen
system at Naples and Pompeii. The Forum
at Pompeii runs N. and S., and its two temples of
Jupiter and of Apollo face S. The temple of
Vespasian and the sanctuary of the city Lares
often gave

finds a

face

W.

But,

if

Rome

herself

was influenced more by

and

considerations of convenience than by religious or ritual motive, we
find in the countries which she conquered a very
diflerent result, produced perhaps by the same
causes.
The Roman buildings in other lands are
definitely orientated, though not always to the E.
The determining influence may have been a desire
to conform to the custom of the country or to the
surrounding buildings, though in some cases the
architectural

effect

axis seems to have been fixed by religious influences,
for the temple is at an angle with the street.
The
temple of Zeus Olympius in A'thens is fairly true
E. and W., with the door to E.
The temples of
the sun and of Zeus at Baalbek have the door to
the temple of
E., while that of Venus faces N.
the sun at Palmyra has a N. and S. axis, with the
door in the long W. side.
At Silchester there are two square buildings near
the present church which are believed by the discoverers to be temples, and are compared by them
with similar buildings in Gaul. These temples do
not conform with the general lines of the Roman
city, but they are nearly parallel with one another
and also with the mediaeval church, which, it is
suggested, may itself stand on the site of another
pagan temple. The axes of the church and temples
seem to be a little S. of E., but the point is somewhat obscured because the magnetic variation in
this plan and in others, where it is given at all, is
shown as E. instead of W., which has not been the
case since the year 1656 (Archceologia, lii. [1890]
pi. XXX.).
The Romans for the greater part of
2. Burials.
their history cremated their dead, so that the
orientation of their monuments had not to be
considered.
;

—

VI.

Christendom.— t. Early

ritual.

—Orienta-
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some form was probably practised, if not in
time of the apostles, at least in that immediately
following, for we learn from TertuUian that it ^^ as
observed at prayer in his days (A.D. c. 160-240).
He says that the Christians were thought to be
sun-worshippers because they prayed towards the
tion in
tlie

E. (Apol. 16).
If this attitude was general and its
objections realized and its abandonment considered
possible at such an early time, and if, as was the
case, the temples of both Jew and Gentile had from
time immemorial faced E., the inference is that
the practice was continuous. But Tylor says that
orientation was unknown in primitive Christianity
and was developed in the first four centuries {FC^
ii.

427).

The Apostolical Constitutions are very
as to ritual
'

and as to buildings

After this, let

rise

all

up

witli

clear both

:

one consent, and looking

towards the east, after the calechunieus and penitents are gone
out, pray to God exstward, who a.scended up to the heaven of
heavens to the east remembering also the ancient situation of
paradise in tiie east
and, as to the church, 'let the building
be long, witli its head to the east' (Apost. Const., ed. J.
;

'

;

Donaldson, Edinburgh, n.d.,

ii.

57).

Cyril of Jerusalem in the 4th cent, not only
explains that turning to the E. in prayer was symbolical of the situation of paradise (Catech. Led.
xix. 9), but also describes the actual ritual
We are to remember that at baptism we entered the outer
hall [porchj of the baptistery and there, facing W., heard the
command to stretch forth the hand and, as in the presence of
:

Satan, renounced him(i?>. xix. 2).
The rite is .said to be still

Pope Leo in the 5th cent, complains that people
turned to salute the rising sun as it shone through
the E. door of St. Peter's, and it has been suggested
that this was one of the causes of the reversal of
churches to their present aspect with the door to
the W., though at St. Peter's itself no alteration

was made.

It appears, then, from the evidence of the earliest
writers and of the earliest buildings (1) that

—

was strictly followed i.e., a symbolical
meaning was attached to the attitude of the individual, and the E.W. direction of the main axis
of churches was preserved
(2) that the ritual Avas
not without its inconvenience (as Leo complained)
and (3) that the E.W. axis sometimes means
that the door faced E. and sometimes that it
;

;

faced W.
This result is scarcely surprising when we consider the various facets from which the light of
the gospel was reflected. There were customs both
Hebrew and pagan to be utterly reversed, on the
one hand, or, on the other, to be retained and
infused with new meaning. Of buildings there
were the Temple at Jerusalem and most of the
Greek and Asiatic-Roman temples with the door
to the E., wiiile there were notable exceptions at
Magnesia, Ephesus, and Delos.
2. Early buildings.— It may be that there was
always variety in the buildings omng to the various
influences at work Greece proper, Greek work in
:

Asia Minor, Palestine, Syria, Egypt, Rome. On
the one hand, there is (1) the church of the Holy
Sepulchre in Jerusalem with an E. door, of which
the earliest work begins in A.D. 326 (though here
the site hardly left a free choice) (2) a statement
by Paulinus of Nola (t 432) that the facade to the
E. was more usual (though this is ambiguous) (3)
the description of the early church with E. door
at Antioch, not later than the first half of the 5th
cent.
(4) important churches in Rome, many of
which still exist, while records remain of others,
;

;

;

including the old basilica of St. Peter, fir.st built
and (5) a considerable
early in the 4th cent.
number of early churches in Northern, Central,
and Western Europe.
On the other hand, there is (1) the undoubted
VOL. X.— 6
;

fact that, if churches were originally built witli
AV. altar and E. door, they were reversed in the
Eastern Church at least at a very early
period (2)
Socrates the historian, writing in the first half of
the 5th cent., says that the door was generally to
;

W. (3) the church at Antioch is described as
being exceptional (4) the churches of Constantine
at Byzantium either were all built with the E,
altar or were all reversed by about the time of
Justinian (5) moreover, there is the obvious inconvenience of prayers towards the E. and the
altar to the W.
The churches of Southern, Northern, and Western
Europe retained the W. altar long after the E.,
while some still retain it. That the conservative
East should have changed as it probul<ly did
while the progre.ssive West kept to the old plan
is perhaps an index of the theological activity of
the Ea-stern Church in early times. It
may have
been due, to some extent, to a dread of the influence
of Asiatic sun-worship.
The turning round of churches from what seems
to have been the normal aspect with the W. altar
to the present direction of altar to the E. is somewhat obscure. It seems that all the churches built
by Constantine (272 ?-337) himself had the W. altar
and E. door. Besides the church of the Holy
Sepulchre already mentioned, there is a church at
Tyre 'restored' by him and several churches in
Rome St. Peter's (Vatican), W. altar St. Peter
in Montorio, N.N.W. (since rebuilt); St. Chrysogonus in Trastevere, W.N.W. ; St. Sebastian on
the Appian Way, W. (Scott, Essay on the Hist, of
English Church Architecture, \>. 18). It must be remembered that in addition to these other churches
in Rome built under the direct influence of Constantine, though not nominally founded by him,
such as St. .John Lateran, also have the E. door.
No work of Constantine
3. Eastern Church.
remains above ground in Constantinople, and the
orientation which he there adopted must remain a
secret until some foundations of his churches are
exposed. All the present buildings have the door
to the W.
A. van Millingen (Byzantine Churches
in Constantinople, London, 1912) gives the plans
of 22 churches ; two of these have the door to
N.W. all the rest lie between W.N.W. and
W.S. VV., and about six of them are practically
due W.
(The observations are probably ail
magnetic, though they are not always stated to
be so. )
the

;

;

;

—

—

:

retained in the Greek

Church.

orientation
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;

—

;

The churches of Syria, Armenia, and Cyprus, with scarcely an
exception, have tlie door to the W. Many of these are very
early. All the Jerusalem churches, with the exception of one
with a S. door, have the door to the W. The churches of
Salonica, some of them of the 5th and 6th centuries, and of
Mount Athos have the W. door, except the early church at
Saloiiica, probably late 4th cent., now the mosque Eski Juma,
which had the altar at the VV. end. The church of St. Felix at
Nola and a church at Trieste have the W. altar.

Probably
churches.

many Greek temples became

Christian
into a

The Parthenon was converted

church and an apse was built at the E. end.
In like manner the churches of Greece which
were built for Christian worship all have an E.
altar and a W. door e.g., the 'small metroi>olis'

—

of Athens (8th or 9th cent.), the
Kajmikarjea (9th
cent. ?) in the middle of Rue d'Hermes, the church

at Daphne (12th or 13th cent), and the coupled
10th cent, churches of the monastery of St. Luke
of Stiris in Phocis (due W.) and that of St.
Nicholas near Skripou in Boeotia (N.W.).
The Coptic churches in Egypt, whatever their
age, may be taken to represent very ancient
They all have the altar to theE., and
practice.
the door is at 'the W., although it does not open
church. The
directly into the main body of the
behind the altar,
priests sit in a semi-circular apse

thus facing

W.
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—

The orientation of the
4. Western Church.
churches of Rome forms a strong contrast with the
rest of Christendom, for a large majority of the old
buildings have the altar to tlie W. and the door to
the E. In this connexion we must remember that,
from the circumstances of early Christianity, the
church plan of every type must have been developed
outside of

Rome.

times, when Christians worshipped
least attention, the
orientation of buildings cannot have been observed,
though it would often be possible to preserve it in
ritual even in private houses.
Churches were
indeed built before the time of Constantine, but
thenceforth services were held in all sorts of buildings, and, large as was the increase in the number
of Christians, the buildings available for worshii)
would be adequate from the time when the removal
of the government to Byzantium left, as it must
have done, many buildings deserted. The early
Christians did not object to making use of any
sort of building.
The smaller buildings, such as
temples, were converted bodily into churches ; of
the larger buildings, such as thermae, theatres, and
the like, a part only was used. Lanciani {Pagan
and Christian Rome, London, 1892, p. 160) states
that he has hardly found an ancient pagan building in Rome that has not evidence of having been
used as a chuich at some period.
The Christian adapters of most of these buildings
must have ignored orientation. But they probably
regarded most of them as temporary, and few
pagan buildings are still used as churches ; the
best known are the round temple of Romulus with
the adjoining tcmplum sacrce urbis, since the 6th
cent, the church of SS. Cosmo and Damian, in
which the altar is to the E.N.E., and the Pantheon,
the door of which is to the N.
Of the churches actually built by Constantine
or under his auspices almost all have the W. altar
and the E. narthex. When this is not the case,
there is generally some obvious explanation. Scott
{Essay 071 En ff. Ch. Arch., p. 18) gives very useful
lists of the old churches of Rome showing
approximately their direction. Of the 53 churches recorded
only 11 have the E. altar, the aspects lying for the
most part between E.N.E. and E.S.E. Of these
three may have been reversed and two, the important churches of S. Lorenzo without the walls
and S. Paolo without the walls, certainly have.
Some of them owe their foundation to Constantine.
But the churches which (in Scott's list) have the
W. altar number 42. These include St. Peter's
and the small church of St. Stephen near the
apsidal end, now removed, each with its altar to
the W. tlie great basilicas of St. John Lateran
with altar to the W. ; Sta. Maria Maggiore, N. W. ;
S. Lorenzo without the walls, in its original state,
W. ; and to them must be added S. Paolo witliout
the walls, before it was rebuilt by Valentinian II.,
W. all these except Sta. Maria Maggiore are
attributed to Constantine. Three other Constantinian buildings are included in the list as well as
the important churches of S. Clemen te (the lower
building perhaps 6th cent.), W.N.W., and Sta.
Maria in Trastevere, W. Many of these, like the
first and last, have been rebuilt or remodelled in
late times, but preserve the old orientation.
Half
of them point approximately due E. and W. ;
about a quarter have the altar N.W. and the door
S.E. ; one has the altar facing S. of W.

In early

where they would attract

;

;

The turning round of the two great churches outside the
walls happened in different ways. The W. apse of S. Lorenzo,
as built by Constantine and partly rebuilt by Pope Pelagius 11.,
was taken down in 1216 by Pope Honorius nr., who built a large
nave to the west of it. flonorius then made a raised floor, in
what had been the nave, to form an elevated presbytery this
accounts for the way in which the ancient columns of the
original nave are partly hidden. S. Paolo, on the other hand,
;

was a case of entire rebuilding. Constantine built a very small
church over the tomb of St. Paul on the W. side of the road to
In the 4th
Ostia, the atrium reaching right up to the road.
cent, this little church was taken down, and a very large one

But it was impossible to move the tomb of
the Apostle, and there was not room between it and the road
for a large church. The body of the new church was therefore
built W. of the old church, with the door at the W. end the
site of the old church witii the tomb below it occupies that part
of the transept of the present church immediately in front of
the apse. We shall find evidence of something analogous to
each of these processes of revolution in England.
built in its place.

;

In these early churches the altar stood on the
chord of the apse against the walls of the apse
there wei-e seats for the presbyters, the central one
being for the bishop. The clergy therefore looked
E. over the altar towards the people the people
looked W. towards the altar and the tomb of the
blessed martyr; for many of the churches of
Rome, including the most important, were built
over the tombs of martyrs or on the places where
they suffered death or torture. Lanciani says that
58 churches originated thus. The conditions which
belays down are the.se three: (1) the tomb-altar
was not to be moved vertically or liorizontally (2)
tlie tomb was to be in the centre of the
apse (3)
the [concavity of the] apse and the front of the
edifice were to look E.
Durandus, in the first
book of the Rationale, is clear as to the ritual of
the second half of the 13th cent.
;

;

;

;

:

'The priest is to pray towards the E., whence in churches
which have a W. door he turns in the Salutations to the people
but in churches which have the entrance to E., as in Rome,
there is no need in the Salutations for turning round, because
the priest is always turned to the people.' Durandus gives
several reasons for praying towards the E. {The Symbolism of
Churches and Church Ornaments, tr. J. M. Neale and B. Webb,
;

Leeds, 1843,

V.

ii.

57,

app. B).

Scott gives the following facts with regard to
present day use
The priest faces E. and away from the people when the altar
:

to the E., except In tw-o cases in which the altar arrangements
have clearly been modernized he faces E. towards the people
in 17 cases out of 40 where the altar is at the W. end,
including
the most important and those which have best retained their
is

;

earlj'

arrangements.

Scott fairly claims that from the point of view of medi<e\al
this position of the priest facing the
people is so singular that we may well be surprised, not that
in many Roman churches, having western sanctuaries, the
primitive orientation of the celebrant has been lost, but that it
has been preserved in so many instances, in defiance of the
fashion of mediaival and modern times' (Essay on Eng. Ch.
Arch., p. 22).

and modern ecclesiology

'

The early churches of Italy outside Rome were
built under Byzantine influence and date from a
later time than the adoption of the E. altar at
Byzantium. All accordingly have the E. altar.
Ravenna

po.ssesses the

of this class.

most i-emarkable buildings

are of the

first half of the 6th
century. The basilican church which preceded
the present church of St. Mark at Venice faced in
the same direction its altar was to the E.
but it
was of comparatively late date, being of the 9tli
century.
have seen that Rome
5. Roman missions.
occupies an almost unique position in preserving
the W. altar. But some at least of her early
missions observed the same orientation.
The

They

;

;

— We

Romano-British church recently brought to light
at Silchester {Archceologia, liii. [1892] 26) is a small
basilica with a W. apse and transepts, clear indications of an altar on the chord of the apse, and an
E. narthex.
The evidence that this was indeed a
Christian church only stops sliort of absolute proof.
very uncertain, but it is thought to
belong to the 4th century. Other chiarches of a
later date with the same orientation are not
uncommon. No example is to be found in England now, but it has been thought tliat both the
earliest church at Canterbury, to which reference
is made below, and Wilfrith's church at
Ripon had
their altars to the W.
There are several instances
on the Continent Great St. Martin's at Cologne
Its date is

:
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and St. Geor^jje's, Dinkelsbiilil, of
present buildinj^ is 15th century. St.
Stephen, Mayence, appears to have a choir at tlie
W. eiul. St. Sebalu, Nuremberg, a collej,'iate
churcli, has a choir at each end, but the E. choir
At Verdun
is an addition of tlie 14tli century.
the cathedral has E. and W. choirs, but that at
the W. eml is called the old choir.
There is a remark6. Double-apse churches.
able type of early churcii which it remains to
notice.
It has an apse and an altar at either end.
It is found over a very wide area, and the place
and manner of its origin do not seem to have been
conclusive!}' exi)lained. W. R. Lethaby (il/erftOBya/
cent.)

(12tli

which

tlie

—

Ai-t,

London,

H)04, p. 29),

quoting Strzygowski,

derives it from Egypt and Syria. The importance
of the N. African churches lies in the fact that
they were so planned from the first. Another
well-known example is the monastic church of
St. Gall in Switzerland, near Lake Constance.

A Otli cent, plan of the whole monastery of St. Gall has been
preserved ; it seems clear that this does not represent what
was already in existence it is a scheme in contemplation, and
it was not exactly adhered to in execution.
It is therefore
valuable as showing the ideal of the 9th century (K. Willis,
There is an apse at
Archoeological Journal, v. [1848] 85).
either end. That to the E. contains the high altar and the
In front of it is the monks' choir. The W.
altar of St. Peter.
apse contains another altar of St. Peter, and before it is another
choir, on either side of which are entrances for the public.
There is no bishop's throne. The side altars are so placed that
the officiating priest faces E. The chapels of the infirmary and
of the novices' hostel are placed back to back, the altar of one
being at the E. end and that of the other at the W. end.
;

There are not a few double-apsed churches on
the Continent, and they are known to have been
used in England. But a great proportion of these
reached their ultimate double form by receiving
additions to the original plan. Thej' therefore
come under a ditl'erent category from those which
were so planned from the first, and they ma}'^
perhaps be taken to show one phase in a transition
an abandonment of the W. altar for the E.
Double-apse churches are found at the following places among

—

others: Gernrode, in the Hartz
St. Cyriac's (collegiate);
Hildersheim, St. Michael's; Laach, 3t. Mary (Benedictine);
Worms Cathedral Treves Cathedral (the W. apse is said to be
the latest) Mayence Cathedral (probably both choirs entered
into the original scheme ; the \V. choir is called the parish
choir) ; Naumburg Cathedral (the W. apse appears to be a
creation of the Vilh cent, and not to continue an early tradition); Bamberg Cathedral (the E. apse is rather the earlier and
has a crypt, but the church is thought to follow an earlier plan)
Augsburg (the W. choir is called the parish choir) Oppenheim,
St. Catherine's (the present \V. choir is later, but probably
occupies the site of an early church) Reichenau on the Lake of
;

;

;

;

;

;

Constance.

Outside Germany double-apse churches are
met with on the Continent. J. T. Micklethwaite ('Something about Saxon Church BuildArckceological Journal, liii. [1896] 293)
ing,'
suggests that in Germany they may possibly be
due to the English tradition taken thither by St.
Boniface. In England we know of three Abingdon
(7th cent.), Lyminge, and Christ Church Cathedral,
Canterbury. Of the last-named we have a description of the building that was burnt in 1067.
Below
the E. apse, which contained the high altar (of
Christ), there was a crypt, but the W. apse contained the bishop's throne behind the altar of the
Virgin. About the middle of its length the church
was flanked bj' a tower on either side. It is
thought that St. Augustine found an old building
(Bede [HE i. 33] says Roman) with a W. apse, and
with a narthex and towers at the E. end, that he
restored this, and that after his time the nave was
lengthened eastwards and a second apse built.
At Lyminge the foundations of a W. apse have
been found the work is said by Scott (Essay on
Eng. Ch. Arch., p. 20) to be Roman.
rarely

:

;

7. Position of altar in later Middle Ages.— The
turning round of the churches of Western Europe
so that the altar should be at the E. end instead of
at the W. probably happened in different
at

places
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times.
Micklethwaite thinks that in
double-apse churches a monks' choir at the E. end
over.shadowed
the people's choir at the
gradually
W. end, till in the 11th and I2th centuries the W.
altar came to be looked upon as abnormal, and at
the general rebuilding of churches in that ii^e the
W. altar was put against the rood screen. A simpler
explanation would be that it was a gradual conforming tendency to what had become the orthodox practice at a much earlier period.
Probably the direction of the altar was at no
period held to be of very great importance. We have
noticed a great amount of variety. At all times
minor altars seem to have been often i)lace<l against
side walls so that they faced N. or S.
There are
several in the plan of St. Gall which might apparently have been jil.ued with as great convenience
against the E. walls of their respective chapels.
Tliere are a few striking instances of churches with
a N.S. direction. At Siena Cathedral the altar is
at the E. end, but we may see the beginnings of a
great 14th cent, scheme for a new cathedral wliich
was to run N. and S. and was to absorb tlie old
building (the present church) and convert it into a
transept.
Naples Cathedral is another instance
the old and new buildings are at right angles to
each other.
In England it was natural that Augustine (t 604),
Birinus (t 650), and Wilfrid (634-709), under Roman
It
influence, should place their altar to the W.
might also be expected that the Scottish mission
This
of Aidan (t 651) should u.se the E. po.sition.
we find to be the case. But at an earlj* date the
E. altar predominated and became universal.
8. Deviation from due E.
English churches generally have their axes near enough to true E. W. for
deviation to be unnoticeable to most people. But
the orientation is by no means accurate, and occasionally tlie deviation is very considerable. This
deviation has been explained by the [)retty theory
that the axis is in the directfon of sunrise on the day
of the particular saint in honour of whom the church
is dedicated.
But this theory has not found
favour with serious ecclesiologists in England. It
is just possible that this direction was adopted
occasionally, and in the aggregate such instances
might be numerous, though those who hold the
theory have never been at the pains to compile a
different

;

—

But it is open to serious objections. There
are in ancient writers no directions or orders for so
placing churches and no hint that they ever were
so placed, while Durandus distinctly says that
churches are to point to sunrise at the equinoxes
and not at the solstices (i. 8). And the exceptionare so numerous as to be in the majority.
may notice a few well-known buildings (see table
at end of article).
These and all observations
must be corrected to suit the unreformed calenlist.

We

dar.
1751,

The calendar was reformed in England in
when we had to omit eleven days. If we

take the year 1100 as an average date for the
foundation of our churches, the calendar would
then be seven days wrong. This would not make
a difference of 2°. It will be seen that most
buildings face nearlj' E.

,

regardless of their dedi-

Rochester Cathedral is fairly correct for
its feast-da}% but there can hardly be a doubt that
it is turned so far to the S. to accommodate it to
a cramped site. At Westminster there are three
notable buildings the Abbey, St.
Margaret's
Church, and St. Stephen's Chapel of the old royal
Parliament.
of
Houses
in
the
now
absorbed
palace,
The feasts are 29th June, 20th July, and 26th
December. But the axes of the three are nearly
cation.

—

instead
parallel and point E. or slightly S. of E.,
of almost N.E. and S.E.

Ely Cathedral, an instance favouring the theory,
be quoted to show the rashness of holding it

may
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without very careful inquiry. The dedication is
to the Holy and Undivided Trinitj% As it is a
cathedral church, its history is preserved and we
know that before the Reformation the dedication
was in honour of the Blessed Virgin (25th Marcli),
of St. Peter (29th June), and of St. Etheldreda
(whose feast was 23rd June, and whose translation
in 695 and in 1106 was on 17th Oct. and in 1252
on 17th Sept.). It is not known whether St.
Etheldreda dedicated her church in honour of tlie
Blessed Virgin or of St. Peter or of both. The
feast of the translation of a saint's relics was no
doubt a great occasion, but it is difficult to conceive of its giving the orientation of a building,
because it would be hardly possible to foresee, on

the fixing of the axis, when the new building would
be ready for the translation. Thus the building
probably does not derive its direction from the
first translation of 17th Oct. 695.
But it is to
sunrise on about 17th Oct. that the axis points,
and it may be argued that the present building
was made to suit sunrise on the anniversary of the
first translation.
But it is more probable that, if
any day fixed the axis, it would be either St.
Peter's Day (29th June) or Lady Day (25th March).
We have seen that the direction does not suit
29th June. It would indeed suit Lady Day fairly
well, though not exactly.

We may

test the theory further

by applying it to a gfroup
of small churches taken at random in one district.
None of
the following churches deviates more than 5° N. of true E. or
5° S. of true E., except one which is about 10° N. of true E.
(it will be seen that the dates of the feasts vary from midsummer to nearly mid-winter, at which seasons the points of
sunrise are about 80' apart) St. Maryaret, Norwich and Swannlngton (20th July); St. John Baptist, Alderford (24th June);
St. Andrew, Attlebridge (30th Nov.)
St. Agnes, Cawston
(21st Jan.); St. Nicholas, Brandiston (6th Dec); All Saints,
Weaton (1st Nov.).

because it is difficult to make it exactly perpendicular to the short base atibrded by the piers
(perhaps themselves irregular) of the chancel arch.
And it is not going too far to say that the deflexion
is never found except where one part of the church
has been rebuilt. It is, moreover, seldom found
in the best buildings more often in the churches
of country towns and villages than in cathedrals
and great churches, and more often in great
churches which are in other respects irregular and
of various periods than in those which are of fairly
uniform style and are acknowledged masterline,

—

pieces.
No bend is found in Winchester, Durham, Salisbury, Wells,
Norwich, Lincoln, Peterborough, Exeter, Hereford, Gloucester,
Worcester, Chester, Llandaff, Oxford, Southwell. This list
contains all the buildings of the first rank excejjt a few notable
cases of partial rebuilding. It would be strange indeed if
Canterbury wth its complicated plan and its long history
showed no bend, or Chichester, which is notoriously irregular.
Moreover, the evidence of symbolism in these and other buildings is vitiated by the fact that each has several de\'iation8
Canterbury has four axes Chichester apjjears to have seven ;
Rochester has several axes, but the deviations are very slight
And again, when there are two bends in the axis, thej' are
sometimes in different directions. The only important buildings with a deviation which will serve for symbolism are therefore Lichfield, Bristol, St. Albans, and Ripon, with an inclination of the choir to N.
and Ely and York, to S. In each of
these either the choir or the nave has been rebuilt.
:

;

;

The force of even these few instances is lessened
more when we see that the bend in the axis is
only one irregularity among the many found in old
still

e.g., in .six cathedral churches the W.
not in the centre, and in one, Manchester,
the axes of nave and choir are parallel but not in
the same straight line
only the irregular Lady
chapel at the E. end deviates.
It may be that the above analysis is subject
to correction, because plans, however carefully
measured
A point to be borne in mind in this connexion
(like the Builder series here used), may
is that the dedications of churches have not infreBut, if the
occasionally omit a slight deviation.
quently been altered; some earlier dedications deviation is so slight as to escape the notice of the
have been changed to that of the Blessed Virgin surveyor, it can have but little value as a symbol.
It is true that the cruciform plan of our great
Mary; this Avas common in the 14th cent. others
But it M'as a
were changed to that of the Holy Trinity at the churches symbolizes the Cross.
Reformation. Some places still preserve, it is symbolism read into the cross-form after it had
been evolved on other grounds. Exactly the same
said, a primeval solar feast.
In Rome, out of 45 churches (nearly the whole process is happening now in regard to the inclinanumber in Scott's lists) 15 point reasonably near to tion of the head of the Cross.
10. Details of
orientation in buildings and
the sunrise on the feast-day, and 30 are quite wide
The site chosen for the
of it.
furniture and in ritual.
Another popular English parish church was usually to the N. of the
9. Bend in axis of churches.
theory is this when the axis of a chancel is found village perhaps it would be more correct to say
not to be in a straight line witli that of the nave, that a site was chosen such that the village should
the deflexion was intentional and was meant to be S. of it. There may have^ been some now unsymbolize the drooping of the head of our Lord known motive in this, or it may be simply that
upon the Cross. Here again we have no authority it was preferred to approach the church through
from the ancient writers, and we have no right to the burial-ground, which Avas usually to the S.
attribute to them a meaning which they do not Similarly, there are two possible explanations of
acknowledge. ¥. Bond {Dedications and Patron the burial-ground being to the S. There is a preSaints of English Churches, London, 1914, p. 249) judice against burial on the N. side. J. Brand
indeed quotes the case of a 14th cent, architect records {Popular Afitiquities, new ed., London,
who died of grief on finding that a church that he 1900, p. 475) that it was formerly appropriated
to unbaptized infants, the excommunicated, the
had buUt at Metz had a bent axis.
Bond says that the theory has been sujiported recently by executed, and suicides. This prejudice may be due
Emile Male, Victor Morlet, J. A. Brutails, Anthyme Saintto an old belief or simply to a natural dislike of a
Paul, and to some extent by de Caumont, Viollet le-Duc, and
Thus the
cold, damp place with rank herbage.
Camille Enlart, but rejected by Auguste Choisy and Robert
principal door of the church is generally to the S.,
de Lasteyrie. Johnson (p. 238) suggests tliat the bend was
is
but
there
a
N.
door
almost
intended to produce an agreeable optical illusion. He states
opposite
invariably
that deviation is generally to the S. Bond says that it is to
to it, which is often nearly or quite disused.
the N.
Tombs in the aisles are on either N. or S. side
little consideration will show that the deBut in the chancel the place of
inditierently.
flexion must always be accidental. When a chancel
honour was on the N. side this was undoubtedly
is to be rebuilt, the chancel arch is blocked
by a in order that the tomb might be used as the
temporary wall so that the nave can continue in Easter Sepulchre, which was on the N. side, preuse.
Unless the axis of the nave is carefully sumably because our Lord was pierced on the right
found and continued eastwards before this wall is side.
and
unless the stakes in the ground are careIn early churches the Gospel ambo was on the
l)uilt,
fully preserved, the chances are that the axis of N. side from it sermons were preached and decrees
the new chancel will not be in the same straiglit and excommunications read ; hence there is still a

buildings;

door

is

:

;

;

;

—

—

:

;

;

A

;

;
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slight teiiilency in Anglican clnuc-hes to placu the
pulpit on the N. siile. The Faschal candlestick also

was on the N. side. The Epistle aniho was on the
S. side.
The sedilia of niedijeval type are believed

to be a relic of the presbyters' seats round the apse
of the early churches.
They have been kept on
the S. side and not on the N., doubtless because it
is more convenient for the assistant to approach
the celebrant, mIio is facing E., on hia right hand.
Close to the sedilia was placed the piscina. The
bishop's throne is also on the S. side. There was

a custom, very commonly if not generally kept up
in country places till the beginning of the 19th
cent., of separating the men and women, the men
sitting on the S. side of the church and the women
on the N. This custom had iloubtless continued
without a break from the earliest days of Christianity, and it is perhaps of pre-Christian origin.
It is noted by Durandus (i. 46).
The dissenting bodies from the Anglican Church
do not observe orientation.
11. Burial.
Christianity no doubt inherits the
custom of burial with feet to E. from paganism.
The reason for it given by the early Christians was
that Christ at His second coming will appear in the
E. and the dead will rise to move towards Him.
In i)ractice graves are made parallel with the
churcli without any attempt at accuracj'.

—

12.

—
Superstition. Few

country about

delinite beliefs in this
the points of the compa.ss are re-

The following has not

corded.

published

previously been

shipper out of Palestine should turn towards
Palestine, one in Palestine towards Jeru-salem, in
Jerusalem towards the Temple, in the Temple
towards the Holy of Holies (JE, s.v. 'Mizrali').
In JE, s.v.
East,' however, facing to the E. is
said to have been the attitude of prayer, and reference is made to Apost. Const, ii. 57, which the
writer maintains to have a pre- Christian Hebrew
'

fountlation.
In regard

to buildings the custom of a true
which had been established by the arrangementof the Tabernacle, was continued. It was
followed in Solomon's Temple and in all subsequent
Ezekiel is very precise on the orienrebuildings.
tation of the temple of his vision (40-47). Comparison may bemade witii the Apocalypse (Rev 7- 16").
Synagogues (apparently those of the pre-Christian
era)are siiid by A. W. 15runner (R. Sturgis, Diet. 0/
Architecture and Building, 3 vols., New York and
London, 1901, s.v. 'Synagogue') to have had 'the
holy ark or sanctuary at the E. end, but no
authority is given. Tiiose of the 2nd cent. A.D. in

orientation,

'

Galilee all faced S. {ib. s.v. 'Syria'). Synagogries
are now planned so that the ark may be towards
Pale.stine

An

old gentleman who had to undergo a slight operation
declined to allow it to be performed until the sofa on which he

was lying had been placed N. and
some views about inapcnetism.

S.

It is

thought that he held

said that in Scotland there is an idea that if the passing
of the soul is to be easy the floor-boards of the sick room should
It is

not run N. and

S.

The

association in Ireland of colours with the
points of the compass will be noted presently in
describing similar ideas in other parts of the world
Green is said to be an unlucky
(see below, X.).
colour in England (Baring-Gould, p. 15).
VII. Jews. —The Hebrew word for east means
the front,' and that for west the back,'
literallj'so that south is on the right hand and north on
the left. This suggests some form of sun-worship
at an early period.
The supposition is supported
the Tabernacle
by evidence from a later time
had its door facing E. (' and for the hinder part of
the tabernacle westward thou shalt make six
boards [Ex 2G-- KV]). This true orientation was
'

'

:

'

notwithstanding the ban of sun-worship by Moses
(Dt 41*'').
Lapses into worship of sun, moon, and stars are
Manasseh
frequent all through Jewish history
'worshipped all the host of heaven '(2 K 2P)
Josiah
tuok away the horses that the kings of
Jndah had given to the sun (23^^) ; Amos ujjbraids
Lsrael with carrying with them
the star of your
god' (Am 5-^); Ezekiel sees 'between the porch
and the altar, about five and twenty men, with
their backs towai'd the temple of the Lord, and
their faces toward the east and they worshipped
the sun toward tlie east' (Ezk S^*).
The
custom of saluting the moon by kissing the hand
referred to in Job 31-'''' may have been learned in
Assyria (see JE, s.v. Star- Worship').
The Jewish attitude of prayer is an instance of
what may be called local orientation
it was not
a turning to a point of the compass, but a turning
to a place.
We have a suggestion of this in
Solomon's prayer at the dedication of the Temple
if a man
spread forth his hands toward this
house
then hear thou in heaven thy dwelling
place' (1 K 8^'-).
And, when Daniel prayed, 'his
windows were open in his chamber toward Jerusalem (Dn 6^").
This became the law a wor:

;

'

'

'

;

'

'

'

;

:

'

:

'

;

(JE,

s.v.

'

Mizrah

').

VIII. MUUAMMADAXS.— T\\Q Muhammadans,
like the Jews, observe a local orientation
they
turn in prayer towards a place, Mecca.
The
Ka'bah at Mecca, adapted by Mulianmiad as a
mosque, had been a pagan temple with its entrance
to the E. (J. Gwilt, Encyclopcedin of Aichitecture,
'

'

;

ed.

:

85

W. Papworth,

London, 1867,

§ 118).

The

essential feature of a mosque is the qiblah
or mihrab, a niche or recess in a wall, the direction
of the wall being at right angles with a straight
In front of the qiblah is an area
line to Mecca.
covered by a roof supported on columns which form
a series of aisles running towards the Mecca wall.
These form the prayer chamber ; in front of it is
an open court with covered walks at the sides leading from the entrance, which is generall}- opposite
the Mecca wall. As the Jews had but one temple,
synagogues being but houses of prayer, so the
Muhammadans had only one temple, that at
Mecca (Fergusson^, ii. 516) ; mosques are places
of prayer arranged so as to show the direction
of Mecca, though they have acquired a sanctity
of their own, not less than that of the shrines of

other faiths.
Orientation of a kind was therefore of the first
importance in a mos(jue. At Ispahan the axis of
the great bazaar runs N, and S. The front of the
mosque occupies the S. side of this, but the axis of
the porch is bent at an angle of 45° so as to suit the
mos(jue itself, the main axis of which is duly

pointed to Mecca.
Private prayer on the housetop

is

also directed

towards Mecca.
In burial the Muhammadan is laid on his right
side facing Mecca (see art. Death [Muhammadan],
vol. iv. p. 502a).

—

IX. The East. Orientation in ritual observance is perhaps most pronounced in Asia, which
may be more or less indirectly the source from
which the European observance is derived. Tylor
holds that the adoration of the sun in the ancient

Aryan religion is revealed
The Brahman turns E.

in ritual orientation.

at sunrise, says Tylor,
of the sun, he turns
his
daily portion of the Veda and
again E. to read
to make his daily oflering.
It is with first and principal direction to the east that the
consecration of the fire and the sacrificial implements, a ceremony which is the groundwork of all his religious acts, has to
be performed (PCS ii. 425).
of the orientated altar is given in

and at noon, after adoration

'

'

An

example

Altar (Hindu), vol. i. p. 345''. Hindu temples
are sometimes dedicated to the sun-god, but the
art.
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moon-goil has none (art. Beahmaxism, vol. ii. p.
Temjjles seem to be duly orientated in the
wider sense of the word.
The Indian Buddhist generally orientated his
buildings fairly closely to the cardinal points, and
seemed to prefer to make his entrance face E. But
the Jain temples did not follow a rule, the Jains

805'').

'

indifferent apparently to any particular
direction for their buildings' (H. Cousens, in
Archceological Survey of India, Calcutta, 1907-08,

being

p. 195).

The Thugs, on the other hand,

are worshippers

In her honour human
of Kali, the death-goddess.
victims were murdered ; to her the sacred pickaxe
was consecrated with which the graves of slain
were dug, and the elaborate ritual of this conse-

The medi;eval
was performed facing W.
Tatars made a mound over the grave and placed on
it a statue facing E. (PC^ ii. 423).
Buddhism varies miich in different countries,
and presumably its buildings and ritual vary. In
China it appears that the temples are truly
cration

orientated (see Architecture [Chinese], vol. i. p.
695'') and there is therefore, it is to be supposed,
some orientation of ritual. There is a paradise of
the dead in the W., and the chief book read in the
" Sutra of
presence of the departed person is the
Amitabha," or the Buddha representing the sun
in the west, behind which lies paradise' (art.
China [Buddhism in], vol. iii. p. 554^ cf. art. Con'

;

fucius, vol. iv. p. 19^).
In the Confucian religion there are many sacriThe most
fices offered with an elaborate ritual.
important of these is described in art. CONFUCIAN
Religion (vol. iv. p. 13), and the points of the
compass are carefully mentioned, but their religious significance, if they have any, is not indicated.
The sacrifices of the second rank are made at
altars and temples in and about Peking.
The
sun-god has an altar-terrace outside the main E.
gate towards the region of the sunrise the moongoddess has an altar outside the W. gate, because
the W. is the region where the new moon is
;

the

may

following

be

:

In old Mexico, where sun-worship was the central doctrine of
a complex religion, men knelt in prayer to the E. and doors
The Pueblo
of sanctuaries looked mostly W. (PC'^ ii. 424).
Indians of New Mexico, though they are now Christians, ha\ e
preserved their ancient practice of turning to the sun at his
rising, just as the Christians of Europe turn to the E. at certain
parts of their worship. The cave-templeof the sun-worshipping
Apalaches of Florida had its opening to the E., and the priest
stood in the opening early in the morning of the feast-days

waiting for sunrise. The Comanches, also sun-worshippers,
when preparing for the war-path, place their weapons over
night on the E. side of the lodge to receive the morning sun's
The ancient Peruvians were sun-worshippers, and
first rays.
had in their capital, Cuzco, a temple duly orientated, with a
great golden disk on the W. wall to reflect the rising sun as it
shone through the E. door (ib. ii. 424). The Hopi mother, on
the twentieth day after the birth of her child, presents it to
the sun at the moment of sunrise (see Birth [Introduction],
vol. ii. p. 642'>, and Journ. Amer. Eth. and Arch. ii. [1892]
163).

The following symbolic orientation is characteristic (A. C.
Haddon tells the present writer) of the Pawnee, but to a greater
or less extent applies to the Plains Indians generally. The
'earth lodges' are built in the traditional manner according
to a divinely inspired plan, and serve for ceremonial purposes
as well as dwelling-houses the same sj'mbolism is found in the
tents, or tipi. The entrance always faces E. The
central circular fireplace represents the sun, and the cleared
round
For certain ceremonies an
it the horizon.
space
altar of rugs is placed to the W. of the fireplace, and on it is
sacred
bundle
behind
the
it, in the place of honour,
deposited
sit the priests
the space between the altar and tlie fireplace is
over
which
no
can
holy ground,
priest
pass till purified by thurification.
This region in the W. is sacred to the evening star,
the beneficent I'uardian of fertility, and to her four attendant
messengers wmd, clouds, thunder, and rain. To the N. of
the fireplace there should be a bison's skull to represent at once
the gods in the heavens and the home of Tirawa, the high god,
the all-embracing, the morning star, the bloodtliirsty controller
of the heat of tlie sun in the E., who prevents his brother,
;

summer

;

;

:

the sun, from burning up the world.
The S. is the land of
death and the receivers of the souls of the unfortunate
is stationed in the
while
the
malevolent
of
sickness
deity
dead,
S. W.
In ceremonial pipe-smoking puffs of smoke may be blown
in various directions as offerings to these and other heavenly
bodies.
J. W. Fewkes (</o»;7i. Aincr. Eth. and Arch. ii. 14-22) says
that the underground estnfas or kib-vas (ceremonial chambers)
Tusayan (Hopi) Pueblo of Wal-pi in Arizona are gentrall}' placed with their walls corresponding to the conception of
The
the primary points but not to our cardinal directions.
variation of their N. is W. of the true N. (varying from 42° to
N.S.
lines
of
kib-vas
are
in
the
thier
50°)
consequently
reality
N.E. and S.W. lines.' The orientation is probably intentional,
but it may be determined by the possibilities in direction of the
recesses in which they are constructed.'
R. M. W. Swan considers that the temples of Mashonaland
were orientated (J. T. Bent, Ruined Cities of Mashonaland,
'

in the

.

.

.

;

'

born.

X.

observances

In ritual
noted

Savage races.— i.

Ritual acts.— The ritual

with difficulty ascertained,
The Pangin,
one of the tribes of the Indian Archipelago, on all
ceremonial occasions salute and invoke the directions of the rising and setting sun
the people
sleep with their faces to the E., and on cremating
the dead they place the body to face in the same
direction
the land of the dead is in the E. and it
seems that that is the direction to which most
importance is attached

of primitive

races

is

and not very much has been recorded.

;

;

,

:

'The only disturbing feature is the fact that the "setting
sun" is said to be invoked. This may be due to the influence
of a solar cult' (W. J. Perry, JRAI xUv. 285).

Another

tribe, the Toraja of Central Celebes,
place their houses in an E. and W. direction with
the door at the W. end, thus facing the land of
the dead but this is really religious.
;

a

neighbouring tribe, the Tobada, build their 'village-house'
N. and S., 'so that, as they say, on entering, one faces to the
north, the direction whence they have come, and in which
direction they place the land of the dead. The holv place of
the house is the north centre-pile
.
and there the ghosts
come to live in bunches of leaves of the aruru palm (ib. n
'
.

.

'

290).

This seems to be a first, but very important, step
towards temple-worship.
The largest and most
important teni](le of the Tonapoe has a door on the
E. side, thus facing towards the land of the dead
and in the direction whence tlie tribe came. A
number of cases are recorded in which houses are
built with due regard to the direction of the land
of the dead, and of others in wliich a place is
provided as a residence for the ghost, or an entrance
into the house is made for it.

London,

1892).

We may

here notice the wide-spread association

of certain colours with the various points of the
table is appended showing some of
compass.
the recorded observations. Ij( will be seen that

A

these are from N. and S. America, China, and
other parts of the world, including Ireland. There
is no approach to
uniformity and only a few
tendencies can be faintly tracea, as, e.g., that black
is practically never associated with the S. or E.
It is just possible that the well-known liturgical
colours of the Christian Church, although of late
use, are not entirely unconnected with these
ideas.
2. Burial.

— Practically

all

peoples

who

practise

inhumation follow some rule as to the direction in
which the body is to be laid.
A journey to the land whence the tribe migrated
is prob.ably the most general conception at the
present time. The dead are laid in the direction
of the land of the dead, and this, when botli can be
ascertained, is found to coincide with the direction
of the land of the forefathers.
instances from the E. Indian Archipelago.
parallel to a river up which the
having migrated down the river
another, which believes that the land of the forefathers is to
the S., lays the body on its side with head to W., feet to E., and
facing S. another places the body in a sitting position facing
the land of the dead. In one case the direction of the grave is
towards the land of the dead and in the direction of those
places where the first chiefs procured their wives; in another
the dead are buried on the S. side of the village, the land of the

Perry gives

One

tribe

spirit

must

;

many

makes the grave
travel, the tribe

;
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is situated in the S., and it is from the 8. that the people
themselves to have come. Cases are recorded where the
bodies of the dtad are definitely orientated to the land of their
forefathers, the situation of the land of the dead being unasAn exceptional and special case maj' help to
certained.
illustrate the belief in the journey which the spirit was to take
the body of a man whose head had been cut off by a member of
another clan was brought in and placed sitting on the ground
against a pile of the house and facing the land of his enemy;
when buried, it was placed in a sitting position still facing in
the same direction (JRAI xliv. 289); presumably the lirst
business of the ghost was to go and have his revenge. A tribe
in E. Africa buries a man who dies in a strange place with his
face towards his mother's village (art. Death [Introductory],

(lead

Ijfelieve

:

vol. iv. p. 425b).

\ man

Wotjobaluk tribe of Vetona, Australia, is buried
with bis head towards the point of the compass appropriate to
his totem (ib. p. 426*).
Among the Battas of Sumatra men of different totems are
buried with their heads in different directions, but the reasons
for these differences are not always manifest.
On the analogy
of the Hot-Wind totem and the Sun totem
amonjj the Wotjoballuk we may conjecture that the direction in which the body
was buried was the direction in which the totem was supposed
of the

'

especially to reside, so that the intention of interring the bodies
in these positions may have been to enable the released spirits
of the dead to rejoin their totems' (Frazer, Totein\«m and
Exogamy, iv. 213). But, as Iladdon points out, since the
people are supposed to be related to or descended from their
totem, this seems to be but another form of the journey of
the spirit to the land of the forefathers.

orientation of the graves of some primitive
peoples is recorded without any indication of the
beliefs which decided the direction ; burial with
feet to the W. is observed by races of N. America,
Central Africa, Samoa, Fiji, and Australia. Tylor
mentions some Australian tribes who bury their

The

dead in a sitting position

fa,cing E.,

believing that the land of

the dead

even while
is

in

W.

XI.

Pre-historic

—

western Europe.

the

—

i.

Temples. Under this heading brief reference will
be made to the great well-known megalithic monu-

They are included in this article because
they have been called temples and tomb.s, and have
been said to be orientated in the sense that their
aspect was decided by religious considerations.
But as a matter of fact we do not know their use,
or what determined their direction, their age, or
the religion of the folk who l)uilt them. If we
knew any two or even any one of these facts, it
might be possible to deduce the others. But we
have no working base, not even any uniformity
ments.

among the remains.
The two most famous examples

are Carnac in
Morbihan and Stonehenge in Wiltshire. Carnac
is a series of immense parallel avenues running
roughly E. and W. along the coast of Brittany.
is a horseshoe within three concentric
From the
of stone and one of earth.
outer circle runs a straigiit depression between
line drawn down this depression
earth banks.
and continued tlirough the horseshoe divides it
symmetrically and passes through a flat slab called
the 'altar.' This line points to the place of sunrise on mid-summer day about, according to
Lockyer [Stonehenge, p. 67), the year 1680 B.C.
It may be that Stonehenge is a sun-temple, as
Lockyer argues, and that it was built about that
time. But it may not be a sun-temple, and, as to
the date, A. R. Hinks points out {NC liii. [190.3]
1002 fl".) that, if the first glimpse of tlie sun is
observed, we get the year A.D. 3000 if the middle
of the disk is observed, the conditions are riglit
if we wait for the completion of the
for to-day
sunrise, the date must be put back about 2000

Stonehenge
circles, two

A

;

;

years.

The works at Avebury consist of a large circle
enclosing two others there is an avenue leading
from the outer circle in a S.E. direction.
On
Hakpen Hill there is a circle with indications of
;

an avenue leading N.W.
The circles forming
'King Arthur's Round Table,' Penrith, are
broken towards the N.E. and S.W. The work
at Arbor Low, Derbyshire, seems to be orientated

almost due N. and
Monuments, London,
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S.

(Fergu.sson,

Rude Stone

1872).

Callernish in the island of Lewis is a circle with
a stone in the centre. From the circle single lines
of stone stretch out S. and E. and W., while a
wide avenue runs to the N. (These directions
appear to be approximate only.) A tomb within
the circle has an axis roughly N.E. and S.W., the
entrance being towards the N.E.
There are considerable remains in Ireland.

Those around Lough Gur, Limerick, have been
described by B. C. Windle, who made careful
okservations of the bearings in tlio.se ca.se8 where
they 'might possibly be significant" [Proc. Royal
Irish Acad. xxx. [1912] sect. C, p. 283).
The
monuments near Lough Swilly, Co. Donegal, have
been recorded by H. Boyle Somerville, who detects
several system.s of orientation, monuments being
orientated for the solstitial sunrises or sunsets or
both, for sunrise or sunset at the equinoxes, for
sunrise or sunset at a point equidistant in time
between solstice and equinox, for rising or settijig
of a star or of the moon {Joitrn. Royal Soc. of

Antiquaries of Ireland, xxxix. [1909] 192, 215,
343).

—

2, Burials.
Until recently burials both on the
Continent and in Britain appeared to be haj)hazard. But recent research seems to show that
two or perhaps three definite systems were folloAved, though in each of these there were not a
few exceptions. In some cemeteries the skeletons
are found laid on their backs E. and W. with feet
to E., while in others they are N. and S. with feet
to N., but occasionally to S.
Others again are
laid on the side E. and W. with the feet sometimes
In
E. and .sometimes W., but always looking S.
some cases a single group contains skeletons point-

all four cardinal points, as at Broughtoa
At the Saxon cemetery at Fairford the
were almost invariably to the N., and \V. M.
Wylie thinks that this was the prevailing pagan
practice among Teutons {Archceolor/ia, xxxvii.
[1857] 459). In Sussex and Surrey and in the south
of England generally the feet are most commonly
E., but, when they are not, they are almo.st invariably to the N. In the round barrows of Wiltshire
the tendency is for the bodies to be facing S.
One of the most remarkable examples of orientation (taking the word in its wide sense) is the 7th
or 8th cent. Christian cemetery at Hartlepool, the
Here
first monastic seat of Hilda of Whitby.
Avere found a dozen bodies with memorial slabs
incised with crosses and Christian in.scriptions
yet all were lying N. and S.
There seems good ground for believing that the
Teutons held the north sacred. The classical

ing to
Poggs.
feet

;

passage in mediaeval literature is in Ilcincke Fuclis
is quoted by J. Grimm (Deutsche Mythologie,
Gottingen, 1854, i. 30). Here the fox turns in the
Christian direction, while the wolf is content with
the heathen orientation towards the N. G. B.
Brown (The Early Arts in England, London, 1915,
iii.
161) points out that this orientation cannot
have formed an important item in Teutonic paganism or it would have left a more decided mark in
On their conversion to Christianity
literature.
the Teutons for the most part seem to have abandoned this direction in their burials for that of

and

E.

and

W.

The general conclusions are as follows, though
we must not expect uniformity even in the same

Burial Anth the feet to the N. was probably
the practice of the pagan Saxons, though this was
not universal. For the most part they adopted
the E. and W. position on conversion to ChristiOn the other hand, some Cliristian burials
anity.
Some burials on
are, as we have seen, N. and S.
the side with feet to E. or W. but with the face

race.
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always to the S. suggest a desire to face, or lie in
the path of, the sun. These general tendencies
are interfered with by the survival or overlap of
more ancient customs, by indillerence and ignorance, and by local conditions such as a steep slope
in the ground.
List of English churches showing direction of axis, dedication,
and date of festival, with direction of sunrise on the festival
(see above, VI. 8).
SS. Petbr and Paul, 29 June, N.E. by E.
E. by
Exeter Cathedral
E. by
Gloucester Cathedral
E. by
Llandaff Cathedral
E.
.
.
.
London, Old St. Paul's Cathedral
E- by
.
.
.
.
London, Westminster Abbey
E.
Peterborouofh Cathedral
E. by
.
.
.
.
Winchester Cathedral
E.
York Cathedral
E. by
Chichester Cathedral
.

.

Thk Blessed

S.
S.
S.
S.

S.
S.

Virgin, 25 March, E.

Carlisle Cathedral

E

Fountains Al)bey
Jervaulx Abbey

E. by N.
E. by N.

Holyrood Chapel

E.
E.

Lincoln Cathedral
Rievaulx Abbey
Salisbury Cathedral
Old Sarum Cathedral
Southwell Cathedral
Worcester Cathedral
York, St. Mary's Abbey

E.

E.

Ccthbert, 20 March,

S.

N.E.

Etheldreda,
29 June, N.E. by E.
Ely Cathedral
St.

by

E. by S.
E.

25 June, N.E.

St.

by N.

N.

by

and

E.,

E.

by

S.

St. Peter,

;

B.V.M., 25 March, E.

;

E. by S.

and

E.,

by N.

4 Sept., E.

;

B.V.M.,

25 JIarch, E.

Durham Cathedral (St. Cuthbert and B.V.M.)
Wells, St. Cuthbert's
St.

Wbrburgh, 3

Church

E.

by

S.

E.N.E.

.

Feb., E.S.E. ; SS. Peter and Paul, 29 June,
E. ; B.V.M. 25 March, E.
,

Chester Cathedral
St.

E.

Andrew, 30 Nov., 8.E. by

E.

Rochester Cathedral, present building

Saxon building
St. David's

Andrew)

(S.
.

.

Cathedral (SS. Andrew and David) .

Wells Cathedral (S. Andrew)

.

by N.

March, E. by

St. David, 1

;

.

S.E.
S.E.
E.
E.

S.

by E.

Christ, 25 March, E., 25 Dec, S.E. by E.

Canterbury Cathedral
Norwich Cathedral
St.

E. by S.
E. by N.

John Baptist, 24 June, N.E. by

E.

....

Chester, St. John's Church
Peterborough, St. John's Church

N.E. by E.
E. by

S.

Alban, 25 June, N.E. by E.
(Dedication of Church, 29 Dec, S.E. by E.i)
Alban's Cathedral
E.S.E.
St.

St.

Ethelbert, 24 Feb., E. by S., or 20 May, N.E. by E.
B.V.M., 25 March, E.
Hereford Cathedral
E.
St.

St. Frideswidb, 19 Oct., E. by
Oxford Cathedral

St. Nicholas, 6

Dec,

Cambridge, King's College Chapel
and B.V.M.)
Newcastle Cathedral

S.

E.

S.E. by E.

(St.

Nicholas

by N.
E.N.E.

E.

Yarmouth Parish Church
St.

;

E. by S.

Chad, 2 March, E.

Lichfield

N.E. by E.
St.

Westminster

Margaret, 20 July, N.E. by

(St.

E.

E.

Margaret's Church)

St. Stephen, 26

Westminster (Chapel Royal)
1

Dec,
•

S.E.
.

by
.

Nicolas, Chron. of Hist.

E.
.

E.byS.

Table showing the colours which represent the points of the
compass and the common liturgical colours (see VL izandX. i).
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anes. None of their villages is found at any great
distance from the river, with which their tribal
life is so closely bound up that they have a saying
'The Tsana is our brother' (they call it Tsana,
Tana being the Swahili pronunciation the Galla
name is Galana Maro). Their farthest northwestern limit appears to be about 39° 30' E., on the
bend of the river this is the district of the Korokoro tribe
the rest, in order, going down the
river, are Malankote, Malalulu, Zubaki, Ndura,
;

;

;

Kinakomb'a, Gwano, Ndera, Mwina, Ngatana,
The first nine of these
Dzunza, Buu, Kalindi.
are known as the upper tribes ( ]l'nntu wa dzuu)
the Ngatana (whose district is about 3° 30' S. by
40° E. ), Dzunza, Buu, and Kalindi are the lower
(Wantu ton nsiiii). These two sections difler considerably in dialect and customs they are sometimes said never to intermarry, but the rule is not
absolute.
On the confines of the Kalindi area,
between Chara and K.au, and on the Ozi estuarj',
are some villages of JMahaji' Pokorao who have
become Muhammadans and more or less adopted
Swahili dress and customs. The Zubaki are the
most numerous tribe, numbering about 2000.
The first European to mention the Pokomo is
probably Boteler, who was at Lamu in 1823, and
'

'

;

'

'

;

—

'

says
'

Kow

[Kau], at every twelve or fifteen
miles, there are large villages on the northern bank inhabited
the
a
tribe
Poconias,
b.v
dependent on it, and at the distance of
fifteen days' journey in a canoe, ... is situated the town of
which
the current of the river is too strong
Zoobakey, beyond
to proceed against it' (Narr. of Voyage of Discovery, i. 393).

The town
'

of

of

'

is probably a mistake for
the distance is approximately

Zoobakey

the Zubaki tribe

;

correct.

Krapf, though he never visited the Tana, heard
and mentions their kinship with the
Wanyika (see art. Nyika). He obtained a good
deal of information from two Muhammadan Pokomo settled at Takaungu, who, among other
things, gave him a list of the principal places
on the Tana, most of which are the names of the
others may be those of
tribes already given
of this trilie,
'

Pokomo came, like them, from Sungwaya,
though they moved southward considerably earlier.

the

They wei-e already settled in the Tana Valley when
the Wanyika were driven from their homes by the
Galla invasion. The Kauma version of the matter
is that
we refused to be conquered by the Galla,
'

but the Pokomo consented,' and retained their
country at the price of their freedom. They have

been, in fact, more or less tributary to the Galla
ever since or at least till the Galla power was
reduced by the attacks of the Somali on one side
and the Jilasai on the other. According to Von
der Decken (ii. 271), the Pokomo were, in 1865,
dependent on the Galla ohne jedoch von ihnen
gedriickt zu werden.' The Korokoro tribe have,
like the Wasanye, ceased to use their own language and ado])ted Galla instead.
Krapf recortls the fact that the inhabitants of
the Taita hills call the Wanyika 'Ambakomo,'
because they believe them to be descended from
the Pokomo on the Tana. It also appears, from
inilependent traditions preserved by both peoples,
that some of the Kabai tribe at one time took
refuge among the Pokomo, who have derived one
of their mysteries,' the great ngaclzi (see below),
from them (Krapf, Dirt, of Suahili, London, 1882,

—

'

'

s.v.

:

Above the town

'

'

'

;

The
villages which have since been removed.
Pokomo, though not nomadic, like the Galla, have
at various times been forced to migrate by changes
in the course of the Tana, the last of which seems
to have taken place about 50 years ago, the river
being defiected near Marfano from its old bed,
which ran to the north-east of the present one.
A^on der Decken was at Kau in the early part of
friedliche und
1865, and speaks of the Pokomo as
fleissige Ackerbauer,' whose villages begin above
Chara {Reiscn in Ostafrika, ii. 271). His companion, R. Brenner, returned in 1867 and ascended
the Tana 9,s far as the Malankote district. Between
these two dates the Tana had been visited by Nev/
and Wakefield, of the United Methodist Free
Church Mission, who founded a station at Golbanti,
for the benefit of the Galla, though the
frimavily
okomo were found to be more promising converts.
This station has long been without a resident
European, but is in charge of a native teacher;
and there is a small number of Christian Pokomo
at other stations of the same mission.
Brenner's
estimate of these people, it may be remarked, is
severe.
The
Tana
was
unduly
explored in 1878-79
by Gustav and Clemens Denhardt, who ascended
'

as far as .Masa, in lat. 1° 15' S.
The former gives
some account of the Pokomo in the Journal of the
Berlin Geographical Society for 1884. Subsequent
information is derived chiefly from the German
missionaries belonging to the Neukirchen body,
who began work on the Tana in 1887, soon after
the proclamation of the Gei-man Protectorate over
"Witu, which lasted till 1S90.
2. Origin,
language, etc. The traditions of the
Nyika tribes seem, on the whole, to import that

—

89

'

'

'

Mutsi mwiru

The Pokomo

').

traditions,

together with various features of their language
and customs, indicate a composite origin (1) a
Bantu immigration from Sungwaya, (2) the hunter
:

tribes (Wasanye and Waboni) previously in occupation of the Tana forests, (3) the backward migration from Rabai (Werner, Jonrn. of Afr. Soc. xiii.
xxiv. 457; Bocking, Zeitschr. fur
364 f.,
afrikan. und ocean. Sprachcn, ii. 33). The tribes
seem to have reached the Tana Valley separately.

FL

Buu and Ngatana were the first
coming from the north or north-east
others that the Mwina, Dzunza, and Kalindi were
there before them. A legend given by Bocking
(p. 36), and independently by the present writer

Some say

that the

to arrive,

;

(Journ. of Afr. Soc.

xiii.

363

Buu

derives the

f.),

from a single ancestor, Vere, who appeared in
the country near the oFd Tana and was taught
to make fire (by friction) by a Musanj'e named
As this man is claimeil as a direct
Mitsotsozini.
ancestor by the Katsae clan of the Buu, it seems
that either Yere himself or his children intermarried with the Wasanye. The tratlitions go on
to state that, ^\hen the Pokomo were attacked,
first by the Galla and afterwards bj- the SAvahili
(Watsawaa), some of them emigrated (but subsequently returned), others dug pits (dindi) and
hence the name Kalindi
retired underground
(Bocking, p. 36; [KrafTt], Gramrnatik der PokomoSprache, p. 137). The subjugation by the Galla is
here spoken of as prior to that by the Swahili, but
'

'

'

'

:

—

other accounts indicate that the latter came first
i.e., if the accounts are to be trusted which place
Liongo Fumo in the 13th century. That legendary
hero (whose story is given in E. Steere, Swahili
Tcdes, London, 1870) is said to have made the

he
tributary from Chara to Mwina
went no higher up the river. Some say that he
imposed the tribute of heads (i.e. four slaves
from everj' large village and two from every small
one), which was afterwards commuted into a payment of so many sacks of rice. This was received
by the Sultans of Witu till quite late in the 19th
century (Wiirtz, in Zeitschr. fur afrikan. und

Pokomo

'

'

;

'

'

Sprachen, ii. 89). The Pokomo traditiori
about Liongo agrees quite closely wth the Swahili
one given by Steere, which still lives at Kipini and
Lamu— his grave and other sites connected with
him are pointed out at the former place. Some
which
say that he warred against the Portuguese,
would make him much later ; but the matter is
Some of the
still involved in much uncertainty.
ocean.
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Pokonio make him contemporary with

Y^i"*^,

and

while not asserting this, are positive that
there were Swahili towns on the coast when this
ancestor carae to the Tana Valley, which may
indicate that the Pokorao settled there at any rate
later than 689, the date generally accepted for
the foundation of Pate.
It seems probable that
the Pokomo were the earliest Bantu with whom
the Arab settlers came in contact, and that their
language forms the groundwork of Swahili or at
least of the Lamu dialect.
The Pokomo language contains, as might be
expected, a great many Galla words and also a
number of others which do not seem to be Galla,
but are difficult to parallel in any other Bantu
Considering the traditions above relanguage.
ferred to and other points which make it highly
probable that these people are partly descended
from the Wasanye, we may not be far wrong in
assigning these words to the language of the
otliers,

—

It is difficult to establish this point at
present, because most of the Wasanye have disused their own language, and (like the Korokoro)
speak Galla ; the few who still know the old speech
are to be found in the neighbourhood of Witu.
The Pokomo, though cultivators of the soil, are
also hunters and fishermen ; and their hunting
customs, tabus, and traditions show that the
Their burial
practice is of great antiquity.
oistoms also seem to connect them with the
Wasanye, for, instead of burying in the village, or
even in the dead man's own house, as do most
Bantu tribes, they carry the dead away into the
forest.
One of their 'mysteries,' t\\e fufuriye, is
avowedly borro^\•ed from the Wasanye, as the
great ngadzi, or sacred friction-drum, is said to
latter.

have been derived from the Warabai. We have
therefore every right to assume a composite origin
and this seems also to be borne
for the Pokomo
out, e.g., by the numerous gradations of skincolour met with, black and red {i.e. darker and
;

'

'

'

'

lighter) individuals being frequently seen among
the children of the same father and mother. As a
rule, they are of sturdier build than the Wasanye,
but not often tall. Otherwise their physical type

no special remark.
Denhardt (p. 145)
says that cicatrization was common in 1878, but
it is not often seen now.
The two middle lower
incisors are sometimes removed, or partly chipped
away, but this is not universal, and seems to have,
nowadays at least, no ritual significance. Denhardt, although he found that all boys underwent
this operation about their eighth year, was repeatedly assured that this and the cicatrization
were nur Schonheitsmittel.' The tribes of the
Lower Tana do not practise circumcision (except
such individuals as have adopted Islam) those of
the Upper Tana do.
calls for

'

;

—

Pokomo

The
3. Social organization.
vyeti consist of exogamous clans [masindo, plur. of sindo).

Many

of tliem bear Galla

names

(e.g.,

Uta, Meta,

Hani, etc.); but these are of later adoption, and

some have

their old l*okomo

name

side by side
e.g., Kinakaliani of Zubaki,
which is also Garijela ( = Gardyed). The clans of
the Wasanye also have Galla names. Traces of

with the Galla one

—

totemism, though no doubt it once existed, are not
very obvious at the present day. The tribal organization is similar to that of the Girj'ama and other

Nyika tribes, and also to that of the Galla, the
Masai, and apparently the Wasanye. The system
of ages' (Giryama marika) is known by the Galla
name of luva. Circumcision, as above stated, is
not practised by the Pokomo of the Lower Tana
but all the boys who enter the young men's house
igane, or nyumba ya woranl) at the same time
(which they do about the age of 14 or 15) constitute
a luoa. They remain in the gane till they marry,
'

'

;
'

the next luya entering a few years after them, so
that there are always two companies (vitaro) in
the house at the same time. There is a twofold
division of the tribe, apparently corresponding to
the 'right-hand' and 'left-hand' circumcision of
the Masai, the two halves being called Honge and
Vibare, and the senior luya in the gane belonging
to each of these alternately.
Apparently the
luya does not receive a name till it has passed into
the highest stage of eldership. In 1912 the young
married men of the Buu tribe at Ngao were loana
wa magomba, belonging to the Vibare section the
men of the previous luya, older, but not old enough
to be their fathers, Avere ivana wa mperuya, and
the hiya before that (to which belonged Nyota, the
senior chief, then almost incapacitated through
age) was magomba. The magomba are the fathers
of the loana wa magomba, and the sons of the
latter are at present known as loadzuhuu ('grandThe luya before magomba
.sons') wa 'magomba.
was ynperuya, of which few, if any, were still living
in 1912.
The duration of a luva, would seem to be
about fifteen or sixteen years roughly, half a
generation.
The word rika is used by the Pokomo, but is
applied to a feast given to the whole tribe by the
members of a new luya on their admisi^ion.
These age-classes must not be confused with the
degrees or orders to which men and women
are admitted at various stages of their existence,
and which correspond to the habasi and kambi of
the Giryama. Boys are supjiosed to be bought
into the makombc by their fathers as soon as
possible after birth, but the ceremony may be
delayed if the family cannot attbrd the fee. The
initiate is entitled to wear a coronet of palm-leaf
(tama) and ear-ornaments called vipidl. The next
step is tijcre (Giryama nyere), followed by kundya,
which a man is supposed to have entered before he
marries. Married men are initiated into the klroo,
whose badge is an ostrich-feather worn in a little
clay holder plastered on the head, like tlie ne.st
of the mason- wasp (whence its name, nyumba ya
After this comes the higher grade, ngadzi,
nyiro).
with three divisions the fufuriye, lesser ngadzi,
and greater ngadzi. The sjiecial mystery of the
fufuriye (derived, as already stated, fi-om tJie
Wasanye, who strictly keep the secret from the
Galla) consists of two flutes (called 'male' and
'

'

;

—

'

'

'

'

'

'

:

'

'

'

female

'),

differing in diameter anil in pitch,

which

are played together. They are kept at a lodge in
the forest and shown only to the initiated. The
lesser ngadzi has three stages and the greater
six, one of which is called mwanja ( = Giryama

The ngadzi

mwandza).

drum made

itself is

a huge friction-

of a hollowed log, 12 ft. long and
weighing half a ton. There is one ngadzi for the
Wantu wa dzuu, and another for the Wantu wa

nsini,

with

whom

The members

are included the Wasanye.
'

of the ngadzi are all called elders
(wakijo), though those belonging to the greater
'

ngadzi enjoy most consideration. The government
of the tribe is in their hands, and from them the
two chiefs (mahaju) are chosen. One of them
belongs to the Honge and one to the Vibare
section.
They appear to hold office till they die or
are incapacitated by age. The name haju is the
GuMa, hay H, 'chief.'
The wagangana, or sorcerers, form a distinct
There
gild, with their own rules and initiation.
are five grades of them, the lowest called 'tnu-ana
wa mpcfo, 'son of the spirits.' A man who has
passed through all but the highest is supposed to
be eligible for that when his son enters the lowest.
Both wakijo and wagangana are buried with
special honours, and the face and breast of the
corpse are painted in three colours, with soot,
ashes, and red clay [zazi).

POLES AND POSTS
Women

have two orders, the vara, correspond-

mnkmnbe of the youths, girls being
by their fathers as soon as they can
and the nkaka ya mumio (also called

ing to the

bought
aflbrd

in
it,

which they join after marriage, their
husbands paying the fees. It is probable that
they have a ngadzi (or some equivalent) of their
own, but the present writer was never able to
7igorvsho),

ascertain this point.
An arrangement as yet insufficiently investigated
is the division of each village into
upper and
'lower' sections {danda ya dzuu and dnndn ya
no
which
to
have
relation
to either
nsini),
appears
clans or luvas. At Ngao, in 1912, each section
had two elders (one of the four being the junior
'

'

—

haju).

Pokomo huts are very
Material culture.
like those of the Galla; they are hemispherical, or beehive-shaped, thatched with grass
on a framework of poles, which are planted in a
circle and tied together at the top (not, as by the
Rice was
Zulus, bent over to form arches).
formerly the staple crop cultivated, but, since the
Tana has had a freer outlet to the sea through the
Belezoni canal and the Ozi estuary, the cultivation
of rice has diminished and that of maize increased,
owing to the smaller area now covered by the
All Pokomo are expert
annual inundations.
4.

much

swimmers and canoe-men

the craft generally
used (waho, plur. maho) is the usual African dugout, but for long journeys performed by a large
party they have the sangala two canoes lashed
together, with a platform of sticks between them.
Fishing is carried on with hook and line, by
spearing (the fish-spear, yutsoma, is distinct from
the hunting-spear, fumo), or by means of wicker
The most important
traps (mono) and weirs.
animals hunted (before the game-laws were in
force) were the hippopotamus, the elephant, and
Each has its appropriate cerethe crocodile.
monies and is celebrated in special songs. No
hunt could take place without the permission of
the icakijo, who chose a lucky day, performed
incantations to ensure success, and insisted on the
observance of the complicated etiquette regiilating
the distribution of the meat. The chief hunting
weapon is the spear bows and arrows (with iron
heads, or poisoned ones, with reed points) are
sometimes seen, but are commoner among the
Wasanye. The crocodile is a favourite food, and
the
is therefore to a certain extent preserved
Pokomo are always reluctant to destroy its eggs.
in
of
times
Other items of food, especially
scarcity,
are wild fruits and roots e.g., the fruits of the
and
the
tubers,
mkoma-T^alm. [Hyphane thebaica)
the receptacle, and upper part of the stalk of the
blue or white water-lily (jtmji).
As might be expected from their being largely a
hunting tribe, the Pokomo have an interest in
animals and a knowledge of their habits which
recall the S. African Bushmen.
Bocking has
recorded some of their hippopotamus and elephant
songs, and many others might be gathered from
the lips of the people. A specially noteworthy
point IS the fondness of the women for improvising
songs about birds, many of which are remembered
and handed down. The Tana is unusually ricii in
bird-life, and the creatures celebrated in the songs
(the osprey, a kind of plover, etc.) seem to have
attracted attention by their beauty and grace and
are not, so far as one can discover, considered
from a utilitarian point of ^new.
So far as the Pokomo are
etc.
5. Customs,
ditierentiated from other Bantu, it appears to be
firstly by their affinities with the hunting tribes,
and secondly by the specialized life consequent on
their riverine habitat.
In many waj's their customs
do not call for separate remark e.g., those con;

—

;

;

—

—

—
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nected with marriage are much the same as those
of other Bantu, except, perliaps, that it is more
usual than elsewhere for a man to bespeak liis
friend's daughter in infancy or even before birth.
This may be due to a comparative scarcity of
women and it was tiie present writer's imprt-ssrjon
that men with two wives at once and certainly
with more than two were not common but she
gives this witii hesitation, as her observation of
natives not under missionary influence was limited.
The rules of hlonipa are strictly observed, ajijilying
to a prospective as well as an acttial mother-in-law,
to her sisters, and, in a less degree, to other
members of the family.
Pokomo folklore is of the usual Bantu type, but
has interesting points of contact with that of tlie
Galla, M-hile the latter shows striking parallels
with the Nama and Masai.

—

;

—
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POLES AND POSTS.— In many parts of tlie
world poles and posts have had a religious or
There is reason to believe
magic significance.
that in many countries tlie post or pole has gained
the
as
its significance
representative of a once
sacred tree, the spirit of the tree being supposed to
have passed into it. Whether this explanation
will hold for all parts of the world is problematical.
One of the oldest
I. Babylonia and Assyria.
^
Babylonian inscriptions known (so old that its
on one side the
bears
is
almost
\sTiting
pictographic)
picture of a man who wears a feathered head-dress
and stands before two pillars or posts. These have
and
each a globular enlargement near the top
just beneath this enlargement there are on one
pole four horizontal marks, and on the other eight.
The inscription, of which no translation has ever
been published, refers to the building and dedicaIt begins
tion of a temple.
Wood unworked, reeds unworked, Ennamag,

—

;

:

'

suitable for a dwelling, brought.

Uninjured was the

Ennamag with
made.
By it was a

The

chief,

uninjured was the officer Ennamag.
the princely dwelling

firmness laid the bricks

;

by the tree he planted a post.'
association of trees and posts to which this
tall tree

;

ancient text bears witness is confirmed by a number
of early Babjlonian seals, on which, in connexion
with the picture of a god, a tree and a post are
Thus one seal ^ represents the sunalso pictured.
god stepping over the mountain of the eastern
Before
horizon, and behind him is a palm-tree.
1

E. de Sarzec, Dtcovcertes en Chald^e, Paris, 18s5-1912, pi.

2

w. H. Ward, Seal

1910, no. 260.

Cylinders of Western Asia, Washington,
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him stands the moon-god, and between the two
gods is a post having at the middle a globular
enlargement similar to that of Ennamag. Another ^ represents the seated sun -god, behind whom
is a tree, while two posts, one before and one
behind him, are carved at the top into a slightly
It thus appears that the sacred
tree-like form.
tree and the sacred posts were associated.
The sacred tree was in Babylonia usually a palmtree. This is shoAvn by the pictures on many seals.^
The fact that the god resided in the tree is graphically shown by two seals, on which the tree is
portrayed as an anthropomorphic deity whose head
is surmounted by the horns of divinity, and from
whose body the branches of a tree protrude.^ This
was the spirit which, it was thought in early times,
could be persuaded to go and reside in a pole or
post that could be transported from place to place.
The conception was analogous to the idea that
the spirit of a crag could be persuaded to reside in
a smaller movable stone and then in an idol.
The posts were often surmounted by the symbol
of the deity to whose worship they Avere attached.
The symbol of Ishtar was a star, and on many
seals this symbol is pictured as resting on the top
of a post.^ Out of this combination the sign was
evolved by which the goddess's name was expressed
in later Babylonian writing.^ A late seal, bearing
an Aramaic inscription, actually has a form of the
post practically identical Avith the sign.® The post
was sometimes surmounted by a sun-disk ; at
least once it is surmounted by both the star and
the crescent moon * sometimes it bore a triangle,
and sometimes a bird.* When thus surmounted,
''

;

became the symbol

it

when

of different deities.

Tlius,

bore the head of an eagle or a hawk, it
was the symbol of Zamama, the god of Kish Avhen
it bore the head of a lion, of some unidentified
deity when the heads of two lions, it was the
symbol of Ninib.^" Sometimes the post terminated
at the top in a crook which turned to the right
hand or the left, and in one instance it bore horns
like those of a coav turned downwards. >^
Representations of the post, when so curved,
easily pass into representations of the caduceus,
which, according to Ward, Avas a serpent emblem.
Sometimes objects Avhich he designates as caducei
seem more like posts. ^^ It seems probable that the
posts Avere sometimes c.irved to resemble serpents,
and that the tAvo emblems merge at times the one
into the other.
Another object on the seals is of a puzzlingnature. It looks like a post Avith a projection on
one side.^^ Frequently, though not always, a vase
is pictured above it.
Ward calls the vase the
symbol of Aquarius, and suggests that the object
in question may be the balance of Libra." This
Why should a
suggestion seems most dubious.
balance always stand on end ? The balance-signs
in the Babylonian Avriting are never made like this
The pictures of the posts on the earlier
picture.
seals, Avhich represent them Avith a globular enlargement toAvards the top or above the middle,
indicate that this, too, is a post, though Avhy it
should be made in this form it is impossible to
it

;

;

conjecture.
Ward, Seal Cylinders,
2

no. 271

lb., nos. 302, 388, 389, 421,

;
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and 725

;

no. 374.
cf. also 200, 217, 296,

and

317.
^
lb., nos. 374, 37S.
4
lb., nos. 126, 223, 244, 270, 274, 279, 283, 362.
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in Baby-

lonian, Leipzig, 1911, p. 44 f., and G. A. Barton, The Origin
and Development of Babylonian Writing, do. 1913, pt. ii. p. 64.
6 See CIS
ii., Tabulaa, no. 84.
8
9
/ft., no. 257.
76., no. 1292.
AVard, no. 413.
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See Ward, Cylinders and other Oriental Seals in the Library
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There is reason to believe that the primitive
Semitic name for a sacred post was expressed by
the consonants 'Sr, for in S. Arabia it Avas knoAvn
as athirat, in Phoenician and Hebrew as dsherah,
and in Akkadian as ashirtu or eshirtu.^ Apparently in early times such posts marked the limits
of a sanctuary, for in course of time ashirtu, or
sanctueshirtu, became the Akkadian Avord for
'

and so passed into Assyrian. If we are right
in supposing that the post Avas a surrogate for an
earlier tree, it would folloAV that the limits of the
earliest Babylonian sanctuaries Avere determined
by the ^ position of sacred trees. F. Hommel suggested several years ago that the name of the god
Ashur Avas derived from ashirtu, sanctuary '^a
view that Barton after Avards accepted.* If this be
so, not only the name of Ashur, but the city that
bore his name, as Avell as the warlike empire that
ary,'

'

grcAV out of it, all bear witness to the popularity
of the cultus-post in early Mesopotamian religion.
No shrine was thought to be complete without

Thus, Avhen the Assyrian armies
erected temporary shrines in order to propitiate by
sacritice a river-deity before crossing the river,
such posts.

they set up not only a temporary massebhdh, but
tAvo posts.
This is shown in the case of the army
of Shalmaneser III. in the pictures on the Bronze
Gates of Balawat. The massebhdh here has a broad
base so that it Avill stand on the ground the tAvo
posts, surmounted Avith sun-disks, are provided Avith
a base in the form of a tripod. Friedricli Delitzsch
calls these 'candelabra,''* but in view of the evidence of the seals and the Carthaginian cipjii,
cited below, they are probably representatives of
the older posts. As Shalmaneser does not inform
us of the nature of these objects or of the material
;

of Avhich tliey are

made, we are

left to conjecture.

The object that we have designated a massebhdh

may have been made of Avood. If so, it Avas also
an dsherdh. In any event it has ne<ar the top
some of the horizontal lines borne by the post of
Ennamag already mentioned.
Whether sacredness attached to the posts of
doors and gates is problematical. If H. C. Trumbull's explanation ^ of the origin of the sacredness
of the threshold is correct, the door-post, which
represented the male, should be as sacred as the
door-socket or threshold, Avhich represented the
female.
Possibly this Avas the case in Assyria,
since at Khorsabad foundation deposits Avere found,
not only under tiie corners of the city Avhich were
sacred (see art. CORNERS), but uiider each gate-post
of the eight gates of the city. This seems to shoAv
that the gate-posts shared in the sacredness of the
corners. It is possible, therefore, that some sacred
symbolism attaclied to the gate-posts pictured on
the seals of the sun-god Shamash.® He is represented as stei^ping over the mountains of the east
and through the gate of the morning by Avhich he
emerged from the subterranean passage Avhich Avas
supposed to lead from the Avest to the east. There
are, hoAvever, no symbols at the top of these posts,
as on some Phoenician gate-posts, to indicate that
they Avere sacred, and the point cannot noAv be
determined.
The Assyrian kings sometimes savagely boast
that they impaled their captives on stakes roiind
the cities Avhich they had conquered.' Such victims
were at times killed before they Avere impaled.
It has been customary to ascribe these acts to the
savage brutality of the Assyrians but, in vicAv of
;

a method of
is

it

sacrilice

by impaling

cited beloAV

(§ 8),

possible that Ave have in this custom the
'

See G. F. Moore, EBi, s.v. Ashera.'
Avfsdtze und Abhandlungen, Munich, 1900, ii. 209.
» BASS vi.
Semitic Origins, p. 223.
pt. i. [1908].
8 The Threshold Covenant, New York, 1896, ch. iv.
6 Ward, Seal Cylinders, ch. xiii.
7 See KB i. 56, ii. 86, 164, and Shahiianeser Obelisk, 155.
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survival of a prinutive sacritice by iuipaliiig on a
Such a sacrifice couhl originate only in a
post.
The
period when men were in a very savat;e state.
Assyrians were tlie most brutal of all the Semites,
and it is possible that such a primitive custom may
have survived among them. It was exercised only in
war, when persistent resistance especially enraged
As all their wars were carried on in tlie
tliem.
name of Ashur, such resistance was imjiious to
him, and he would take pleasure in the sacritice of
the victims. If this view be true, the stakes or
posts on which the victims were impaled were a

kind of rude
2. Arabia.

altar.

— Nearly

all direct evidence of the
use of the sacred post in Arabian heathenism has
disappeared along with the rest of the cultus of
the times of ignorance' which Islam supplanted.
The one bit of evidence that has survived is contained in a Minrean inscription published by
Honimel, which mentions a goddess Athirat as the
consort of the god Wadd.^ Atliirat is the S. Arabic
As in
equivalent of Ashera (Assyr. Ashirtu).
N. Semitic lands the word designated first the
name of the post and only later tliat of a deity, it
is probable that the same was true of Arabia,
historical ^
especially as the palm-tree is shown by
and ai-chfeological* evidence to have been sacred
The only
in Arabia as well as in Babylonia.
heathen shrine of Arabia of which we have a tolerat
Ka'bah
is
the
Mecca, and,
ably full description
while in the descriptions of that the sacred stone
is mentioned, there is no mention of the sacred
'

—

post.*

Most of our
3. Phoenicia and her colonies.
knowledge of sacred posts in the Phoenician world
The word
comes from Cyprus and Carthage.
'

asherath in the sense of sanctuary occurs in a
Phoenician inscription from Masub that was discovered in 1885.^ This use of the word accords
with the Akkadian.
seal, possibly Babylonian
'

A

Babylonian influence), seems
to represent the limits of a sanctuary as marked
by two posts similar in shape to one of the Baby(in

any case

it reflects

lonian forms.®

much

evidence tliat in Phoenician
There
religious thought the palm-tree held the same
place as it did in Babylonian thought. In Cyprus
terra-cotta figures of three women dancing round
a palm-tree have been found in considerable
numbers.'' Although these are broken, a reconstruction of the original is possible and furnishes
proof of the devotion of women to this tree.
Evidence of the sacredness of the tree is also
aflbrded by many of the votive cip2'>i from Carthage,
is

more or less realistic
from the tree to the
shown by a terra-cotta object from

drawn in
Tlie transition

on which

it is

fashion. 8

sacred post

is

in the museum of Bonn University."
to the forms whicii the post assumed in the
Phoenician cult we cannot always speak with
definiteness, since from the drawings on the votive
cippi it is not possible to distinguish in every
case which objects were made of wood and which
The dshirdh is once represented as a
of stone.

Cyprus now

As

slender post surmounted by the crescent moon,^"
and several times as a slender post surmounted by
curved lines which form a kind of sun-disk, or two
1 ii.

3

*

2

206.

See
See

CIS iv.,
J.

See Barton, Semitic Origins, p. 79.

Tab., no. 18.

Wellhausen, Beste arabischen Heidentuins'^, Berlin,

1897, p. 74 ff.
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p. Clermont-Ganneau,

RA

v. [1885] 380 ; and G. Hoffl^her einige phimikische Insehriften, Gottingen, 1889,
p. 20 ff.
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Menant, Glyptique orientale, Paris, 1886, ii. 65, fig. 60 ;
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CIS i., Tab., nos. 184, 189, 245, 2719, 2732,
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426.

sun-disks one above the otlier
in some instances
two wavy lines branch out below the sun-disks.'
Tliese are clearly rude representations of the palmtree made by using as few lines as possible.
Anotlier series of figures, more elaborately made,
affords tiie transition to the more common sort of
Tiiese are in the form of posts surmounted
Eost.
y the curves whicii resemble the sun-tlisks, but
they still liave the liorns or streamers which represent tlie hanging date-fruit." The post as most
commonly represented on these cippi is identical in
form witli this conventionalized date-palm, except
that tiie lines which represented the hanging dates
are absent. Sometimes two gloliular curves are
represented at the top, sometimes one, and at
times even one curve is so incomplete that the
jiost apjjoars to be surmounted
by two horns.
This series of pictures demonstrates the datepalm origin of the cultus-post for tlie Semitic
world.
The posts appear on the cippi in various connexions. At times they stana by the triangular
tliis is the most
figure of the goddess Tanitli
common representation.* Sometimes with the
figure of the goddess there stands a iiand wliich
represented at this time the massebhdh, or pillar.*
This hand appears also on various seals made
under the mingled influences of Babylonia and
other countries of W. Asia.^ The hand was a
euphemistic .symbol of the phallus, which tiie
This is its meanpillar was believed to represent.
ing in Is 57* in the phrase thou sawest tlie hand
n'ln T.
Tliat this is the significance of the hand
on t\\GSQcippi is indicated by a picture in which the
posts appear together with the fifpire of the goddess
;

;

!

'

'

and a phallus.* At times it is accompanied by
two hands. Various conjectures have been matle
It .seems clear
as to the significance of the posts.
from these combinations, and from the dance of

the women of Cyprus about the palm-tree, that in
the Phoenician religion they represented the female
principle of fertility as the pillars did the male
principle.

In some representations of Phoenician temples
which have survived the door-posts are surmounted
by curves similar to those at the top of some of the
Apparently, when such posts were
cultu.s-posts.''
of wood, they had a significance .'^iiiiilar to that of
the cultus-posts. Sometimes, however, they were
of stone, like those at Tyre described by Herodotus.*

Perhaps, in that case, the sacredness of the
massebhhth attached to the pillars. In any event
the sacredness of the doorway was connected with
the two sets of symbols.
A number of the cippi are dedicated to Tanith
and to Baal-Shamin, or the sun-god. Naturally
it was thought that the female principle would
appeal to the god, just as the male principle did to
the goddess. The rude representations of the top
of the palm-tree appear, as already noted, some-

what

like sun-disks.

In time, then, these posts
Is 27", Lv 26^,
'

were known as sun-pillars (cf.
where KV renders 'sun-images').
'

4.

Araorites.

—As was

the case with Arabia, no

e%'idence of the use of the cultusand
post has come down to us from the Amorites,
yet we know that they not only used the post,
to
a
goddess.
but, like the Arabians, gave its name
When the El-Amarna Letters were written, in tiie

arclia:'ological

half of the 14th cent. B.C., a compact group
Amorites were living in N. Palestine. Their

first

of

mann,
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habitat stretched from the sea-coast at Accho,
across the territory afterwards occupied by the
tribe of Asher, up into the great valley between the
ranges of the Lebanons. Tlie chieftain of tliis tribe
was called in the letters Arad-ilu-A-shi-ir-ti, the
Alvkadian form of Ebed-Ashera, a name meaning
'the servant of Ashera.'^ The presence of this
name is proof of the antiquity of this phase of the
cult among the Amorites, and of its close association with deity.
The memory of this name of the
Amorite goddess lingered long in the Orient, for in
a Babylonian hymn of the Greek period we read ^
:

'

Unto the god Ainurru, lord of the mountain,
Unto Ashrat, lady of the plain.'

—

There is abun5. Canaanites and Hebrews.
dant testimony in the book of Deuteronomy that
the pre-Israelitish inhabitants of Canaan equipped
their high places with both pillars (7nassebh6th) a,nd

The Hebrews are

M'ooden posts (dshcrim).

strictly

admonished to break down the one and to cut

down

It has often been
tlie other (Dt 7^ 12^ etc).
inferred from 16^^ Thou shalt not plant thee an
'

Asherah of any kind of tree,' that the dsherhn
were trees. In accordance with this view, the AV
translated the term groves.' More recently G. F.
Moore ^ and K. Budde * have endeavoured to show
that the dshcrdh was always a wooden post, and
'

that the verse in question should be rendered an
of any kind of wood.'
It is true that
tlie dsherhn were sometimes erected under living
trees (2 K 17'"), but it was the opinion of some of
the rabbis of the Talmud that it was a living
tree (Aboda Zdrd, 45ab)
and, from what we have
learned of its origin, its resemblance to the living
tree may sometimes have been closer than at
other times. The Canaanitish post must have at
times been quite large, since the one cut down by
Gideon Jg 6^^) furnished fuel with which to burn
the sacrifice of a bullock.
Such posts were a part of the cultus-equipment
of the temple of Jahweh in Jerusalem down to
the reign of King Josiah, for he removed them at
the time of his reform in 621 B.C. (2 K 238). The
sanctuary at Jerusalem was not peculiar in this
respect, since the posts existed at Bethel (2 K 23'^),
Samaria (2 K 13^), and doubtless at all other
shrines.
It is worthy of notice that dsherdh, which
represented the female principle, formed in Hebrew
a masculine plural, dsherim, while the inasscbhdh,
wliich represented the male principle, formed a
feminine plural, massebhdth. Possibly this occurred
because of the supposed affinity of male deities for
the female principle and vice versa. As noted
above, this would account for the fact that the
surrogate of the feminine sacred tree became the
emblem of the masculine sun-god (cf., e.g., Is 27®).
In the Hebrew cult the posts were sometimes
carved into the semblance of the human form or of
its reproductive organs
when carved into such
forms, the posts were sometimes draped down to
the time of Josiah there were connected with the
temple women who wove hangings for the dsherdh
There are several passages, as the
(2 K 23^).
Hebrew text now stands, which indicate that, as
in Arabia and among the Amorites, the dsherdh
became a goddess, or rather a group of goddesses.
Thus Jg 3'' speaks of the Baalim and the Asheroth,'
and 2 K 23^ of vessels that were made for Baal,
and for the Asherah.' We also hear of 'the
'

Asherah

;

(

;

;

'

'

1

The best

ed.
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in

Vorderasiatische

Sckriftdenkmaler derkihiigl. 31 useen zu Berlin, xi. [1914], no. 41.
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tr. see J. A. Knudtzon, Die El-Amarna Tafeln,
Leipzig, 1912,
nos. 84, 103, or Barton, Archaeology and the Bible, Philadelphia.
1916, p. 344
2

The text
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S.

f.

is found in G. A. Reisner, Sumerische-babylonische
Berlin, 1896, p. 92; see line 18. Cf., for a full tr.,

Langdon, Sumerian and Babylonian Psalms, Paris, 1909,

pp. 151-167.
3 In EBi 331.
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In The Nerv World,

prophets of Baal

Asherah'

(1

K

.

.

.

IS'®).

and the prophets of the
Moore' holds that it is

probable that in these cases the text of the OT has
been glossed, and that the presence of a goddess
Ashera is due to a confusion between Ashtoreth
and her symbol. It is probable that, wherever
the name of the post became the name of a
divinity, it was because of such confusion, but it is
certain that among the Amorites and in Arabia
the name of the post passed into the name of a
goddess, and it is quite possible that it was so in
Israel.
We sometimes are too suspicious of the
Massoretic text.
In view of the form of the cultus-post as it is
shown on Phoenician votive cippi, and in view of
the analogy of this form with the shape of the
pillars at the doors of Phoenician temples, it is
tempting to see in the dsherdh the origin of the
pillars (ainviudiin, not massebhdth) that stood on
either side of the entrance to Solomon's temide,
and which were named Jachin and Boaz. They
were constructed of bronze, and their tops were
carved into lily-work. The writer is disposed to
believe that they were transformed cultus-posts.
As already noted, such posts were found in Cyprus
made of terra-cotta, shaped to imitate the natural
wood. It is not improbable that the form of
Jachin and Boaz originated from a much conventionalized palm-tree.
W. R. Smith thought ^ that
they represented the oldest type of fire-altar ; but
this is most doubtful.
Cf. also art. Ma.ssebh1h.
6. Egypt.
It appears that in Egyptian worship
Osiris was the only god with whom a cultus-post
was associated. The Osiris-post was of medium
height and carved so that the upper part (about
one-third of the whole) resembled four cups

—

or four lotus-blossoms standing

one within

ventionalized

readily see in this post also a conventionalized
palm-tree. So closely was the post associated with
Osiris that it became the hieroglyphic symbol for
his

name in

all

periods of Egyptian writing.*

While other gods appear not

to

have been

[1899] 734.

associ-

ated with posts, standards borne upon rods played
a great part in their cults. Thus on the palette
and mace head of Nar-mer, a king of the 1st
dynasty, if not a pre-dynastic king, four divine
symbols are borne aloft on poles, each about three
times the height of a man."
Not only were
these symbols borne in procession, but they are

frequently represented in Egyptian reliefs as
planted in the ground, so that they seem like i3osts
surmounted by the symbol of the god. These are
found from the time of the Middle Kingdom * down
to the latest Egyptian dynasty.^ They appear in
many combinations at times they seem halfhumorous, as wlien one of the divine sceptres and
the sign 'nh, signifying life, are pictured with
hands supporting such standards.^
Similar to these standards are the rod-like
;

sceptres carried by most Egyptian gods.
Possibly
there was originally some connexion between them,
though it cannot now be traced.
Posts and poles do not
7. Indo-Europeans.
play so important a part in the religion of the
as
Indo-European peoples
they do among the
Semites nevertheless they are not wholly wanting.
(1) In the Vedas of India we hear of the 'sacrificial posts
which apparently stood before every

—

;

'

1

EBi

331, 332.

8 See A.
4 Cf. G.

no. 641.
5 E. A.
6 Cf.
7
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POLES AND POSTS
1

Oldenberg believes that in Rigveda I.
such a post is addressed as a 'tree.'^ To
these posts the sacrificial victims were tied before
they were slain.*
In the MahCibharata (xii.) these stakes are
described thus
altar.
xiii. 11

95

antIiropomori)liic figure standing on the pillar
later development.

is

a

The Greek god Hermes apparently developed out

of a post or pillar.^

In the early art he is
represented as a square post with a human head.Gilbert Murray'' holds tiiat the phallic post was
'Sacrificial stakes of timber with their golden fastenings
placed at the head of graves to symbolize the
renewal of life, and that its spirit came to be
raced,
Consecrated by the mantra are in sumptuous order placed.'
regarded as a means of communicating with the
Further on we read
dead. Such a post was called a Herm,' and in
time the collective totality of such posts became
'Six gooil stakes of vilioa timber, six of hard khadira wood.
Six of seasoned sarvavarnin, on the place of ijajna stood.
the god Hermes, the messenger of tlie gods.
Later
Two were made of devadaru, pine that on Ilinialay grows.
the post form of Hermes was discarded for more
One was made of wood of slesha, which the sacrilicer knows,
artistic anthropomorphic representations, and the
Other stakes of golden lustre quaint with curious carving post was even regarded with aversion.
done.
(4) There are many survivals of tree-worship in
Draped in silk and gold-brocaded like the constellations the
customs of modern Europeans, and anujng
shone
these the May-pole celebrations and dances hold
Bulls of various breed and colour, steeds of mettle true and
a prominent place.'' In one form or aiiotiier they
tried.
Other creatures, full three hundred, to the many stakes were
are found in IJohemia, Swabia, among the Wends
tied.'
of Saxony, and in various other parts of Germany
also
in Corfu, Sweden, Alsace, Provence, and IreAt least in poetry a certain personification of
and nowhere do these customs appear in
the stake occurred.* Whether the post became land
such completeness as in England. Tiiey are found
speciallj' sacred in earlier Hinduism is problematical, though it was such a constant accessary in all parts of the country, have persisted almost
to the present, and have found a considerable j'lace
of sacrificial places that, in a hymn in the Atharvaveda, in which the burning sun is apostrophized in literature.' The idea that the May-pole preas sacrificial fire, the mountains of the earth are vents sterility in women and cattle is almost
universal among these peoples. In Saxony Maydescribed as the 'sacrificial posts.' ^
In later Hinduism the symbol of Siva, the lihga trees or May-poles were set up before houses,
or phallus, is usually a smooth post of stone or stables, and cattle-stalls, and even before the
wood.
Whether this is an evolution from the chambers of sweethearts in Sweden, where the
celebration comes in midsummer, young fir-trees
sacrificial post of earlier days, or an intrusion from
the Dravidian population of India, cannot now be are set up at the doorway and elsewhere al;out
the house in Suffolk, according to an old custom,
determined.
a servant who first brought a branch of liawthorn
(2) Among the Persians trees were apparently
sacred in early times, for there is in the Bunda- on the 1st of May was entitled to a dish of cream
hishn a myth of a tree that was supernatural and a custom that until recently continued with some
generated all seeds.^ Worship of trees combined modification in Cornwall.
In many of these countries the May-pole was
with sun-worship appears to have survived among
the Magi, but it found expression in the use of brought into the village each year with great
rods or the branches of trees, rather than in the rejoicings.* In some cases bands had been .seeking
it in the woods all night.
consecration and veneration of posts. ^
Philip Stubbes, writing
in the time of Queen Elizabeth, says that the May(3) Among the Greeks and their Cretan forerunners there are traces of a sacred post. Plato pole was brought home with twenty or forty oxen,
describes* a sacrifice of a bull that is said to have each ox having a nosegay of flowers on his horns,
been ofiered in the sunken island of Atlantis, by while the pole was also decorated with floAvers. It
which it has been conjectured® that he meant was raised in all the countries with rejoicings in
Crete.
The bull was led to a pillar or column on which old and young shared. In England, as in
which the law and a cunse were inscribed, and was many places on the Continent, dancing was an
slain against the top of the column over the Avritimportant feature of the celebrations. In Northuml)erland, in the 18th cent., after the dancing
ing." His blood was thus brought into contact with
the column or post on which the laws were written. there was a feast for which a sillabub was made of
Some coins from Ilium bear witness to the exist- milk warm from the cow, sweet cakes, and wine.
ence there of a cultus-post not unlike the sacrificial A wedding-ring was dropped into this, and the
One of these coins pictures young people fished for it with a ladle. The finder
posts of India.
Athena Ilias with her fillet-twined spear and owl,' was supjiosed to be wedded first. The customs
and on her right a pillar to which a bull is hung. and superstitions associated with the May-pole
Evidently the pillar was connected with the sacri- indicate that it was ia surrogate for a divine tree,
and that the sacredness of the ti'ee was connected
fice in some way, though not in the manner described by Plato. Another coin shows the goddess with the iiloa of fertility.
8. Native races of India.
In HinduisTu the god
standing on a post, while before her is a cow,
third coin Siva is not represented by an idol, but by the linga,
apparently waiting for sacrifice.
or
It is generally supposed
lingani, a phallic post.
pictures the goddess standing on her post, and
before her is a cow hanging head uppermost from that the lihga, of which there is no trace in the
is
a
contribution
from the Dravidian
a tree.^" Miss Harrison thinks that the post was Vedas,
once the goddess, and that the representation of an peoples. The lii^gam are generally made of stone ^
:

;,'

'

:

I

.

.

.

;

;

;

;

—

'

'

'

'

—
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red,^ though possibly at times of wood.
of this symbol seems now to be co-extenOf other religious uses of
sive with the 6iva-cult.
posts in India there seems slight trace.
On the fourth day of the festival of Ankamma, a Dravidian
village-goddess, 'a man disguised as a woiuau carries a paper
balloon in procession on the end of a long pole. Above the
balloon is a pot, and above that a drinking-cup, while the royal
staff and snake hood are carried behind accompanied by drumming and shouting. On tlie last day the cruel features of the
worship take place. The village carpenter prepares a rude cart
on wliich are set stakes sharply pointed at the upper end. The

and painted

The use

usual number of the stakes is nine. On these are impaled alive
a goat, a pig, a lamb, a chicken, and other small animals. The
.
rides to Ankamma's temple in the midst of the
story-teller .
Alter they have arrived at the temple,
suffering animals.
a live sheep is impaled on a stake set for that purpose in the
in
of
the
front
temple. All of these animals of course
ground
die in their agonies.'^ It is believed that Ankamma is pro.

.

.

.

pitiated by this suffering

and shedding

of blood.

In this case the stakes or posts become practically
altars for the ofiering in a most horrible way of
such sacrifices as are supposed to appeal to the
savage god. According to Dravidian legends, men

have sometimes been put to death by being impaled
on such stakes.^
The Red Karens hold a festival every
9. Burma.
year in April at which the principal ceremony is
the erection of a post on ground, in or near each

—

A

new post is
village, set apart for the purpose.
The old ones are left standing,
set up every year.

The posts
but, when they decay, are not renewed.
are really poles, 20 to 30 ft. high. The tree from
wliich each is made is selected each year by omens

obtained from chicken-bones. When the pole is
set up, the people join in rude dances not unlike
the May-pole dances of Europe. They feast on
pork and drink quantities of liquor.*
While in China there is evidence of
10. China.
a semi-sacredness attaching to trees because thej'
are supposed to be the abodes of spirits that must
be propitiated,^ no evidence of the employment of
a sacred pole or post in that country is known to
the writer. The nearest approach to anything of
the kind is the system of poles by which a coittn is
carried from the house to the grave.® The coffin
is placed on a frame-work which is attached to a
heavy pole or beam. At each end of this there are
cross-poles, which rest on the shoulders of the
bearers.
There are never fewer than four bearers,
and, by increasing the system of cross-poles, there
may be eight, sixteen, or thirty-two. These poles
have no sacred significance, except in so far as
everything connected with burial is to a degree
sacred in China. The pole device may have been
dictated by convenience, since the frame on which
the coffin rests is attached to the large pole by a
swivel and can be turned in any direction at will
a great conveniencein passing through the winding
alleys of Chinese cities.
Brooms and bundles of twigs are employed to
drive away evil spirits,'' but this is a development
from the primitive sacredness of trees different from
that represented by sacred poles and posts.
Trees among the Japanese might be
11. Japan.
considered kami, 'wonderful' or 'divine.' Kami
was the nearest Japanese equivalent to 'god.'
Trees, accordingly, were often sacred. This is
shown in the Shinto ritual, where it is directed
that heavenly^ twigs be clipped at the top and
bottom, making thereof a complete array of one
thousand stands for offerings.'* Apparently each

—

—

—

'

1

2
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post for the support of an
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connexion with Shinto there were, accordingly,
many sacred posts kindred in significance to the
sacred posts of the Semitic peoples. In Japan
they represented the male principle, the female
being indicated by an emblem of different shape.
12. Kamchatka.
Among the Koryaks, when a
pestilence is raging, a dog is killed and his entrails
are wound round two poles. The people then pass
between the poles, which are supposed to have
power to prevent the demon of pestilence from

—

following thera.^
(1) Among the Tokoelaivi in the
13. Celebes.
interior of Central Celebes it is customary to hold
a sacred festival on the eighth day after the death
of a man and on the ninth day after the death of a
woman. On the way home from the festival the
guests pass under two poles placed in a slanting
direction the one against the other, and they must
not, while doing this, look round at the house
where the death occurred. In this vray, with the
supernatural or magic aid of the poles, tliey take
leave of the soul of the dejjarted.*
(2) Among the
Tobocngkoe, another tribe of
Central Celebes, when a man buries his wife, he
to
the
goes
giave by a different road from tiiat
along which the corpse is carried, and on certain
daj's afterwards he bathes, and on returning fi'om
tlie bath must pass through' a structure shaped
The structure is formed by
like an inverted V.
splitting a pole up the middle and separating the
two parts widely at one end, while tliey adhere at
the other. The ceremony is believed to protect the
man's second wife, if he has one, from soon following the lirst.^ The leaning poles form an archway,
somewhat similar to that made of boughs by the
people of Borneo, beyond which a spirit is sujjposed
to be unable to pass.
Among the Toboengkoe it
is the spirit of the dead Avife, who is believed to be
her
of
living rival, against which protecjealous
tion is sought.
Among the Melanesians there
14. Melanesia.
are few traces of sacred posts.
(1) In Santa (Jniz
stocks or posts are set up as memorials of the
dead.® They are of the rudest sort, and have only
such sacred character as attacj^s to the dead. In
the Ban/cs' Islands tree-trunks cut into very rude
figures of men are frequently seen at funeral
feasts.
They are memorials of the dead, but have
no sacred character.' In the same islands rough
idols are carved out of tree-trunks, varying from
the rudest stock to elaborately carved images.
The posts of houses are also carved into miles, the
setting up of which is attended by a celebration

—

'

—

called kolekole.^
(2) In Lepers' Island they have a way of communicating with ghosts by means of a bamboo

pole.
They build a little hut in the forest near their village,
adorning it with leaves and coco-nut fronds. The hut is divided
by a partition, through which nins a bamboo pole 12 or 15 ft.
To ascertain whether a ghost is present, the men sit at
long.
night on one side of the partition with their hands under one
end of the pole and call the names of people who have recentlj'
died.
When the bamboo rises in their hands, they know that
the ghost of the last called is present. When they name one of
J See E.
Buckley, Phallicism in Japan ; W. E.
Religions of Japan, pp. 29 f., 49-53.
2 See
Buckley, p. 14 f. GrilHs, loc. clt.
3
GBi, pt. vii.. Balder the Beautiful, ii, 179.
;
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description of the whole structure with drawings is given
in de Groot's Religious System of China, 1. 180 ff.
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to 1872 phallic symbols were
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They were
of
made
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POLES AND POSTS
man

nanied is, the pole
iheniselvc-s, asking the jjhost where tlie
rises and strikes the man named. After this they go out sinking,
with one end of the pole in their hands, and the ghost leads
them whither it will. If they sing that they will go uphill, it
leads them down. If they sing that they do not wish to return
to the village, it leads them there. A man is said to have put a
bamboo pole over his shoulder with a basket attached, when a
ghost came and got into the basket, weighing it down to the
i
ground. After that the pole led people whither it would.
(3)

Some

of the

Torres Straits islanders per-

formed a ceremony with poles when a turtle was
caught.
The turtle was placed on a beach and two

highly decorated
and carved poles were erected, one on either side of its neck.
These poles bore carved faces, somewhat resembling totempoles. They were sui^ounded by a number of men, four of
whom grasped long ropes that were attached to the tops of the
poles.
Beginning at the turtle's head, they walked counterclockwise with a kind of dancing movement round the turtle.
When they had advanced a short distance, they partly retraced
their steps without turning round, then advanced again until
they had gone completely round. All the time they were
making overhauling movements with their hands on the ropes,
and a drum was beaten and a song was chanted. One of the
poles was regarded as male and the other as female.2

Australia. — In

9";

victim had been decapitated. Wrdle this dance was in progress,
the olhoiating priest placed two forked sticks or pobts about
7 ft. high in the ground, one on each side of the entrance to the
rock-enclosed space, and across these he laid a
pole from which
a fringe of palm-leaves was suspended. While the dancing
continued, the victim, in the space described, was laid on his
face and beheaded. The head was placed in a fantastically
decorated earthen pot in the rear, while the body was left
lying where the decapitation occurred.! The sticks and jwle
possessed some ritual significance, though just what it was is
not clear.
(2) On the Upper Congo a chieftain is, after
his death, given a kind of worship for a time.
As a part of the reverence shown to him, four of
his wives are buried alive under liis body, their
legs and arms having first been broken su tliat they
will not crawl out.
In order tliat he may be
properly attended in the spirit world, ten of his
slaves are decapitated tliat tlieir spirits may go
with his. The ritual of this decapitation is as

follows

A

:

is stuck in the ground, at some distance
which the slaves are to be placed one by
of the pole a cage-like arrangement is
suspended by a cord. The pole is bent down, and tlie cage is
He ia blindfolded, but
fitted to the unfortunate man's head.
he knows what is happening,' havuig on former similar occasions
seen it done to others.
The executioner commences to dance,
and make feints at last, with a fearful yell, he decaiiitates his
victim, with one sweep of the huge knife. The pole thus
released springs the head into the air. The crowd yells with
2
delight and excitement.'
'

tall flexible

pole

behind the seat'

in

'From the top

Australia jjoles are associ15.
ated with the toteinic ceremonies of certain tribes.
(1) Thus, in the Arunta tribe, when a hoy is circumcised or subincised, although the number of
performers is very small, a sacred pole is frequently
employed. This usually represents the totemic
animal or plant. At such times the boy beholds
the mystic ceremonies of the tribe for the lirst

one.

time.^

found widely among the American Indians.

the Kingilli a part of the fireceremony as witnessed by Spencer and Gillen was

was planted in the centre of their villaf,'es, or, if
the tribe was nomadic, it was carried about in an
ark or wrapping and set up in a tent by itself in
It typified the communal life
their encampment.
of the tribe and represented the "mystery tree,"
which was intimately associated with tiieir legen-

(2)

Among

as follows
The women danced round a pole about
bore on its top a sort of tuft ^ and
:

15 ft. high, which
after the dance,
while the men were performing other parts of the ceremony,
the women laj' on the ground by the pole for the whole night. 5
In the morning the men approached the pole in single file and
crouched down, while the women, each carrying a little bag of
stones in her hand, danced again round the pole, jingling the
;

stones.B

The performers could give no explanation of the
ceremony it had been handed down to them from
;

antiquity.

and brought to his father and mother. The3' are first
spread out to dry, after which they are wrapped up in paperbark and the parcel is fixed into the fork of a stout stick wiiich
stands upright in the ground. The stick is placed in the
centre of a little cleared space outlined by a raised circle of
sand, in which an opening is left on one side.' Within the
circle a small fire, which must be lighted by rubbing two sticks
together, is made and kept burning. No one may approach it
but the father and mother of the dead, and no stick may be
taken from it. The spirit is supposed to come and hover over
the bones and the fire, and at times may be seen by the father
and mother standing near the fire.'' After the lapse of a considerable time, often a year or more, other important ceremonies having been performed in the meantime,^ the bones are
removed, put into a hollow log, the ends of which are stopped
up, and buried."
collected

'

—

16. Africa.
Posts and poles are used in various
semi-sacred ceremonies by the savage tribes of
Africa, but the religion of most of them is so
inchoate that it is often difficult to tell what
degree of religious significance is attached to the
(1)

A few examples must suffice.
The Yorubas used to employ

ottering

human

sacrifice to

posts

Ogun, their god

when

of war.

A

place was selected where rocks and boulders enclosed a
kind of natural temple. As soon as it was known that such a
sacrifice was to be made and that a slave had been selected as
a victim, the women of the tribe were seized with great excitement. They rushed to the victim, addressed prayers to him,
sent messages by him to departed friends, and gave him their
choicest articles of food. Then, encircling him, they engaged
in a wild dance of amazing rapidity, which continued until the
1

17.
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American Indians.

— 'The

sacred pole was
It

dary origin.'^
The most striking of all the.se are the totem-poles
of the Indian tribes of tlie north-west coast of
America. The largest of these, as well as the
most curious, are those of tiie Tlingit of Alaska

and the Haida
Some

of

Queen Charlotte

Islands.

in front of houses, or very near them ;
others are set near the beach, bej-ond the village. When old
'

(3) Among the Mara and Anula tribes there is
another curious ceremony in which a post figures.
When a man dies and his flesh has been eaten, his bones are

posts.

'

;

of

them stand

they are weather-beaten and gray. They are sometimes compared to a forest of tree ti-uuka left after a fire has swept
through a wooded district.'-'
There are three kinds of these carved posts totem-posts,

—

'

commemorative

and dealh-posts.

The death-posts are
the simplest of the tliree. Among the Tlingit and the Haida
the dead were usually burned. If the man had been important,
After the body had been
a display was made of his hod}'.
burned, the ashes were gathered and put into a box, which was
posts,

.

.

.

placed in a cavity hollowed out of the lower part of the deathpost. ... At tlie top of the death-post was a cross-board on
which was carved or painted the totem of the dead man.'S
The second kind of carved post is the commemorative post,
put up to commemorate some important event.'** Thus an old
chief once erected a post to commemorate the failure and consequent withdrawal from his village of missionaries of the
Gr;eco-Russian Church. On the pole were carved, from the top
downward, an eagle, a man pointing with his right hand to the
sky, an angel, a priest w ith hands crossed on his breast, and a
'

trader.''

The totem-poats are the most interesting. They are taller
and more elaborately carved than the others.
They stand in
front of the houses among the Tliugit to one side, among the
Haida at the very middle and close to the house. In fact
among the Haida "the doorway of the house was a hole cut
through the lower end of the totem-post.' 8
'

;

these tribes every one bears the name of
the wolf, bear,
bird, such as
eagle, whale, shark, porpoise, pulfin, orca, orcabear, raven, frog, goose, beaver, owl, sea-lion,
salmon, dog-fish, crow.' The totem-poles bear the
pictures of the totems of the persons living in each
house. The husband and wife are of diH'erent
totems, so both of their totems appear, that of the
man at the top, that of the woman at the bottom.
Between them other designs are frequentlj' carved
1 R. H.
stone, In Afric's Forest and Juwjle, p. 244 f.

Among

some animal or

2
3
•
6

'

W. H. Bentley, Pioneering on the Congo, i. 254 f.
D. G. Brinton, Religions of Primitive Peoj>les, p. 152.
F. Starr, American Indian.-;, p. 195.
« lb.
lb. p. 195 ff.
p. 197.

? lb.
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the tale of the man's wealth and import^
might represent some family story.'
Descent is reckoned through the mother in these
tribes
consequently the carving at the bottom is
most important, as it tells the totem of the mother
and children. These poles are a kind of door-plate
and tell at the same time something of a family's
history and importance.
Besides the carved totem-poles there are also
frequently carved columns or posts inside their
houses.^
They serve to support the two great
rafters on which the jack-rafters and the roof rest.
The carvings resemble those on the totem-poles
and have, no doubt, a similar significance.
'

to

tell

ance, or they
;

of

it is

—

The literature has been fully cited in the notes.
The more connected
of a fraginentar3' character.
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Economics.

POLITICAL ECONOMY.— See
POLITICS.— I. Scope

of the

article.— The

word

'politics' is used to refer both to administration or legislation and to the study of this department of human activity. Although the usual
sense of the word refers rather to public activities
than to theory, the subject here spoken of must be
what is more strictly called the theory of politics,
or political theory.
The practical importance of
this theory is very great, both because it obstructs
and because it assists the attainment of justice and

liberty.
Theory has often made the accidental conditions of a passing age seem to be the nature of
has therefore perpetuated abuses and
and
things,
it has often shown a better way when politicians
were blind to facts. The facts of political life will,
therefore, be treated here as a basis for speculation,
;

and suggestion (see, further,
That part of life which is political

analysis,

art.
is

STATE).
generally

supposed to be concerned with the organization of
social relations with a view to justice and liberty.
Political theory is the analysis and criticism of the
attempts to attain those ends and such theory
may be divided into political science (an analysis
of facts) and political philosophy (a criticism and
moral evaluation of political society). But, since
political society is not the only form of .society,
the theoiy of politics is only one section of social
theory and it must be distinguished from otiier
kindred subjects.
Political society is distinct
from the earlier or more primitive forms of social
In political as opposed to
organization (q.v.).
primitive society there is a conscious adjustment
of social relations by members of a society.
Until
;

;

1

Starr, p. 200.

2 F. S.

612

ff

Dellenbaugh, The North Americans of Yesterday,

p.

that occurs, there is, properly speaking, no political
although, obviously, there is no moment nor
any one place in which political life appears, and it
must also be allowed that the more primitive social
forces are active even in an elaborate political
organization. Again, in early but not very primitive society there was no distinction between
life,

what we now

and what we now call
There was, therefore,
no separate theory of religious institutions but
there should be one now, if our social theory is to
be complete. Political theory must exclude this.
In still less primitive times, and even as late as the
19th cent., no clear distinction was made between
economic and political purposes.
Therefore a
study called political economy arose and the
of
for
economic
wealth was
study
organization
confused with the study of organization for justice
and liberty. But, however close the connexion
between them, we shall presume that economics
(q.v.) is quite distinct from political theory, at
least in its subject-matter, if not in its method.
Finally, politics is connected, through the general
call

'

'

political

'

'

religious

organization.

;

'

'

;

theory of society, with ethics (q.v.), or the study of
action
but, although ethics should be
regarded as fundamentally social and should not
isolate the individual, it deals with more general
right

;

issues.

—

2. The Greek conception.
The first political
theory was Greek ; and it was based upon the
half-conscious political organizations monarchy,
oligarchy, and democracy which are reviewed in
the famous passage of Herodotus.^ The criticisms
there made mark the beginning of political theory.
They are based upon Greek experience, aided by
observation of Eastern practices
and the forms
of government are distinguished by psychological
observation of the actions of men in half-organized
groups. The immediately following practice and
theory were based upon the experience of the
7r6Xts— a i^eculiar and unique organization or institution which has not only given a name to our
subject, but very profoundly affected the view
usually taken of it. A word is necessary as to the
nature of the roXij. It was the organization of a
small local group of male slave-owners, based upon

—

—

;

what we may call
It was originally

religious or ritual community.
exclusive, segmented according
to military purposes and organized politically, in
our sense of the word (i.e. for the purpose of justice
and liberty), in one of the three ways mentioned
above. But it was a society in which the political

was not yet

clearly distinguisbfed from the economic
or religious needs of man.
For this and other
reasons, therefore, it is impossible to suppose that
the 7r(5\ts was essentially a State (see State). But
upon the experience of the ttoXis was based all the
Greek theory of society ; and the Greek theory of
the 7r6Xi5 is therefore rather an early form of philo-

sophical .sociology than what we now call political
theory. The pre-Socratic views of society probably veered between the idea that all social
organization is a convention (and as such a break
with ' nature ') and the idea that the organization
of civilized society is natural.
The theory of convention was probably connected with the attack
on slavery and the subjection of women.
Nature '
was the name given to what would be better than
the established custom. But we have no complete
statement of tiiis view of society. The most
'

valuable and effective political theory began with
Socrates (q.i\), and is found in Plato's dialogues.
Although it is not .systematically presented, we
can quite clearly see the main lines of the SocraticP] atonic analysis and suggestions of social betterment. This theory of society is part of a general
theory of the nature and purposes of man and,
;

1

iii.
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man is I'ssentiiilly social, elliics is part of the
theory of social life which is called, in our transliteration of the Greek word, 'iKjlitics.'
It is false
to say that politics in this sense is only a part of
ethics it is absurd to suppose that Socrates and
Plato (q.v.) were thinking
or chiefly of what
only
ax call
politics.'
Organized society presented
itself to them as a whole
religions, cultural, and
economic, as well as what we call political and

on other communities
and Alliens, confessedly
the most advanced, if not, in the
philosophers'
judgment, the best organized, was civilized largely
by foreign contacts. Secondly, they omitted to
notice the growing departmentalizing of function
which was making the primitive and all-inclusive
7r(5X(y into one of
many institutions. Voluntary

the discussion always refers to all the relations or
contacts of man with man. For this reason the
psychological analysis of the individual in the
Republic is regarded as an equivalent to an analysis
of society.
The fundamental statement implied in
Plato's work is that society is the result of three
distinct elements of the character or nature of
man the reverse, he would admit, is also true that
the three elements are the result of society.^ For
it is not possible to
say of the individual or of
society that one exists, in time, before the other.
The Republic is in the main an analysis of fact,
and only in a secondary sense a Utopia the fact
is the life of the ttoXis.
Therefore the SocraticPlatonic theory is only in part what we should
now call political, and in that part is concerned
more with the purpose of political action than
with political devices or methods. The discovery
and promulgation of what is worth doing rather
than the administration of society so that its
members should do it were the chief interests of
Law meant to him and to Plato what it
Socrates.
meant to most Greeks a statement of the reasonable rule to be followed rather than a command.
And those who could discover this rule were, therefore, the only hope of society.
Unimaginative

totle.

since

;

'

—

—

;

;

—

commentators have turned this 'spiritual power'
into a military autocracy, because of the Spartan
in Plato
for Plato is indeed too
impatient of the method of trial and error in
But the value of his work lies in suggestpolitics.
iveness as to ultimate ends rather than in ideas of
method. He is the first political philosopher.
The situation had changed in the interval between
Socrates and Aristotle; but Aristotle (q.v.) continues to repeat the established analysis and to depend for evidence upon an already fast disappearing
His an.alysis, however, is carried
life of the irdXis.
farther than Plato's, and his suggestions, though
less radical, are more detailed.
In his Politics he
reviews the general principles on which the iroXts
was organized and he begins to subordinate, as
later ages did more completely, all other interests
of man to the desire for orderly administration.
In addition to principles shared with Plato, he
gives us suggestions as to the dependence of social
organization upon external or natural circumstances he perceives the importance of economic
facts ; and he attempts to combine the good points
of the different systems of government so far discovered by the Greeks. He is the first political
scientist.
Apart from his unsurpassed ability in
analysis of political fact, he formulates well
certain principles already discovered.
The true
State exists not for wealth or power, but for a full
and noble life administration is to provide ojiportunity for the highest social abilities of man it is
to give these opportunities to all who are capable
of using them, women and slaves being proved by
and good government is
'experience' incapable
such as prevents the exi)loitation of some members
of a given society by others.
Great as Plato and Aristotle were, they omitted
or under-estimated the value of certain facts of the
social life which they analyzed.
They treated the
7r6Xts as in essence
but the evidence
self-sufficing
was against them. Nearly all the Greek cityStates were dependent, for food, luxuries, or ideas,

tendencies

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

1

Cf.

Rev. 443.

;

unions existed for economics, religion, or culture,
bj' Plato and Aris-

which are simpl}- disregarded

So much with respect to facts but as to conceptions of social betterment also the two great philosophers are delicient. Although each gives hints
of tiie unity of Greece,' they neglect too much the
attempt or Sophists like Gorgias, Lysias, and
Isocrates to counteract the isolation of the 7r<5X(j
and make an inter-State political structure. And
they hark back to the primitive all-inclusive
organization, since they desire a rr6\i.% which is
merely 'a parochial Sinai.' The history of their
influence has unfortunately been as much a history
of their mistakes and omissions as of their illuminating conceptions, and this both in the sphere of
;

But
politics and in political theory.
give the most suggestive introduction to
the general theory of society and the social nature
of man.
At aljout the same period political
practical

they

still

theory and development were beginning in China ;
but the early promise does not seem to have led to
anything new or strange to the Western tradition,
which, at any rate, continued for more than 2000
years unafl'ected by the East. We may therefore
suppose that political, if not social, theory, as it
now stands, is almost exclusively Western.
contribution to the theory. The
3. Roman
domination of Rome marks the second stage in
A single State gradually
political development.
acquired the administration of all the different
local groups in W. Europe, AV. Asia, and N.
Africa. But even this State was a much more
simple and all-inclusive organization than any
modern State. It was, like the irdXis, in its basis

—

and in the form of its institutions
military ; and, although the same administration
in the 2nd cent, of our era covered vast territory
with many races, the structure of the State was
still sufficiently like that of tiie original urbs for
the conception of the Greek philosophers to be
applied to it. With some modifications made by
Cicero and Polybius, the idea of political life
remained almost Aristotelian. Polybius is perhaps
the more important, since he introduced to the
political tradition the idea of a balance of social
powers as a good method for administration.- But
the real experience of the Romans is contained
not in the philosophical commentators, but in the
lawyers. For the social need of the time seems to
have been orderly administration, and the desire
for local or individual development was sufficiently
satisfied if peace was secured.
The Roman lawyers added to the political tradireligious,

two important conceptions an early form of
the idea of sovereignty and the idea of a natural
law.
The one was a reflex of the imperial unity of
the Roman world, the other an attempt to explain
the basis of civil law.
single source of law and
the dependence of all forms of association upon the
will of the political power are conceptions of extreme importance in the Middle Ages, with sinister
consequences in the Renaissance. And the idea
of natural law lived on to affect the first efforts at
international law and the early claims to 'the
tion

:

A

rights of man.' But no complete and comprehensive theory of politics had been developed aniong
the Romans when the Roman world fell in ruin.
The development of
The Middle Ages.

—

4.

political
1

life

and theory was then

Plato, Rep. 470

;

Arist. Pol. 1327«>.

interrupted.
Hut. -n. 15.
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The Dark Ages contain nothing but gradual

loss of

the civilized administration and exact thinking of
the past, together "with fitful and primitive efforts
to retain the ghost of the dead world or to inspire
a new earth. When the darkness begins to lift,
a single form appears the Roman Church. The
only stable and effective organization, with real
power for ordering and directing life in every
corner of W. Europe, it took over the prestige of
the half- forgotten Roman rule and bestowed it
upon one of the most fantastic creations of the
the Holy Roman Empire.
political imagination
What the Church Avas for the Middle Ages was
largely due to Augustine's de Civitate Dei, which
is an attempt to provide a theory to replace that of
the Roman law and the Greek philosoi^hy. Its
importance for us here is that, continuing some of
the old ideas of administration, it adds to them
1 a
(
conception of another world for which temporal
or earthly life is preparatory, and (2) a vague
theoiy as to the equal value of all human beings.
Mediasval political e.xperience may be summarized under two headings (a) the distinction of
Church and State, and (b) the hierarchy of rulers.
(a) Under the first heading come the two great
facts the distinction between the various human
The interests
interests, and the unity of Europe.
for the first time appearing distinct were then

—

—

)

:

—

and temporal. Men were impressed
with the existence of other values than those of
wealth and power, and they lived in the firm conviction that another and a better existence was to
be attained by all who deserved it. To deserve
heaven involved, indeed, partly moral and partly
magical action but, in any case, the conception
of what was called the spiritual was based upon
actual experience. On the other hand, men felt
the need for material goods and for orderly adminisThis need it is not necessary to explain
tration.
in the 20th century.
Out of those two needs came
the mediaeval Church and the mediaeval attempts
at political administration
but the delimitation
of function was never decided. In political theory
the observation of the facts was complicated by an
called spiritual

;

;

unhistorical reading of the Bible and Aristotle.
Men thought that they saw in the mediaeval sj'stem
the Jewish priesthood and kings, mingled with the
society of the old city-State. And the spiritual

and temporal needs, difl'erently supplied and ditierently explained, gave rise to thinkers whom we

may

roughly classify as ecclesiastical or

since the

civil.

But,

Church had control

ing, the ecclesiastical

view

of most of the teachof society prevailed in

the mediaeval books. Thomas Aquinas may stand
for many others in l\is subordination of the civil to
the ecclesiastical authority.
And even Dante
grants in theory a superiority of the Church which
he feared in practice. The whole issue was discussed as though it were only a question of two

authorities to which all men were equally subject.
As for the unity of Europe, this great mediaeval
idea was not destroyed by the conflict of Church
and State. In fact, Europe was one in its general
culture and in its social classifications, although
No
politically it was one only in sentiment.
effective organization of the political order was
this
sentiment. But in theory all
produced by
tliinkers agreed that the basis of political organization was the interdependence of all the groups of
the humanity which counted. The existence of
the Eastern empire, of heathen kingdoms and of
distant civilizations, hardly seemed to trouble the
theorists.
Civilized humanity for them was one

W. Europe.
Mediaeval political life was formed by the
system called feudal and by kingship. The local
administrations of feudalism remain effective in
the quaint idea that ownership of land implies the
family, the inhabitants of
(6)

right to govern the inhabitants of that land, and
in certain peculiar caste-sentiments ; but as a
political system feudalism gave place to kingship,
and it has hardly been the occasion of any valuable
In fact it was essentially pre-politipolitical idea.

and socially primitive. Kingship, on the other
hand, has been important to political life and to
theory. The mediaeval king was a sacred person,
responsible to God, and an exponent, Avith advisers,
of natural or of customary law.
He was not a
despot, a representative, an official, or the source
He became, especially in England and
of law.
France, the focus of the ettbrt towards settled and
therefore centralized government and the symbol
of the new national sentiment.
In theory the
king has some special divinely-given qualities he
is the necessary result of the desire for one kind of
law in any group, and he seems to be given some
peculiar pliysical power of transmitting abilities to
cal

'

'

;

his childi'en.

—

The decay of the medi5. The Renaissance.
£eval system, towards the end of the 14th cent., left
the unity of Europe a vague memory, the conflict
of Church and State a tiresome and half-forgotten
quarrel, feudalism practically defunct, and kingship supreme. But the influence of a new economic
situation, due in part to discoveries and inventions,
together with the disappearance of old ideals and
the appearance of political realism, soon transformed mediaeval kingship into Renaissance sovereignty.
Theory changed as quickly as practice.
First, William of Ockham and his follower, Marsiglio of Padua, attempted to give to the State the
prestige of the Church by proving it to be fundamentally necessary and not secondary in importance. Then tho minds of great numbers of men
were gradually turned away from the desire for
heaven. This had the double eflect of degrading
all political conceptions into the merely economic
and at the same time of lifting ordinary life by
making it seem more worthy of consideration.
Tlie supreme political fact of the Renaissance was
the existence of personal government in different
mutually jealous groups. The situation is generally described in books on history— a subject that
has become since the Renaissance predominantly

Indeed, conscious political development
And this resulted
in a succession of brilliant analyses of political life
and suggestions of change. Machiavelli is the first
and greatest observer of facts lie is valuable because neither the Bible nor Aristotle obscured his
political.

began again at about this date.

;

vieAv

of

life

as

it

was; and^ince

his time

no

political thinking has been based upon books.
Even his suggestions for the future are not more

than observations of the plans usually followed.
The State is for him an instrument of the prince,
chiefly for the attainment of 'glory'; and it is
essentially an organization for exploitation, either
within its frontiers, of the many by the few, or,
outside of its frontiers, of one group by another
an analysis which is not altogether inapplicable

—
to

modern

States.

A slight change of

experience ia marked by the
consolidation of personal government on a more
economic and less military basis, over nations
rather than districts. France and England provide
the evidence, and Jean Bodin analyzes the new

phase of political life. The monarch is less prominent in theory and the organization more, although
even in Bodin the theory of government in general
is
always tending to become an analysis of personal
rule only.
The Six Livres cle la Republiqice (Paris,
1576) expresses for the first time clearly the comjjlete doctrine of sovereignty, at least with respect
to the internal organization of tlie State.
This
Avas a great step forAvard.
F'rom that time it has
been taken for granted that there is Avithin each

POLITICS
an authority, a source
beyond or above whicli
Legal supremacy of one author-

politically organized group
of law and administration,

no

tiiere is

otlier.

ity within one territory was, tlicrefore, seen to be

necessary lor political life. Boilin, however, never
lost sight of the fact that legal supremacy does
not imply moral superiority, and that legal subHe
mission does not iuiply moral allegiance.
recognizes other institutions anil even grants that
they existed before the State ; but he seems to
say that, the Slate having come into existence,
all other social allegiances derive their force from
the State and bind onl3' in subordination to the
This is probably due to the inlliience of
State.
the Greek theory of the wdXis and of Roman law.
It marks the Renaissance identilication of political
with the whole of social theory. Hobbes's Leviathftn (London, 1651) still remains the best expresThe
sion of the full meaning of this attitude.
State is the highest, most complete, and at the same
time most fundamental or original form of society.
It is doubtful if Hobbes (q.v.) saw anything but
perversity in other social obligations than those of
the State.
For him the real social world was
altogether included in the two problems of the
The original war of
individual and the State.
each against all Avas to be avoided only by the
mutual agreement (compact or contract) to erect
and to obe}' one authority above the whole group.
Groups which had not so compacted were still
This
essentially at war each with the other.
natural war of each against all, according to
Hobbes, survives between organized groups or
States, and it is described as the use of force and
fraud.
Within the frontiers of the State there is
no appeal against the mortal god who, in eti'ect,
is a monarch, although in theory the sovereign
may be a multitude ; and there is no appeal because
As for a Church,
force is against any such appeal.
either it is the State itself in one of its functions
or it is a subordinate form of society like a gooseand
club.
Political realism could go no farther
with some uncertainty perhaps, but with evident
intention, force is made to be the fundamental
Against this Locke's conception of
political fact.
'

'

;

government was in part a protest. Man is
not for him quite so physical, and the state of
nature is clearly distinguished from war. Primitive man is rightly considered to have social tendencies and Locke (q.v.) adds to the idea of a
compact the valuable conception thatcivil administration is not based upon an unlimited surrender
civil

'

'

;

of individualit}', but on limitation of independence
with a view to particular purposes. He imjilies
that these purposes are not the only purposes of
life, and he definitely makes allegiance to a government depend upon its success in attaining the
purpose for which it exists.
The two leading conceptions of the period in all
writers were those of a state of nature and of a
social compact or contract.
They have been many
times proved untenable, and, although they sur-

vived into the Revolutionary period and perhaps
influenced the idea of the rights of man,' they
had been already exploded. For it is obvious that
primitive man was neither so unsocial as Hobbes
imagined him nor so intelligent as Rousseau
thought. And even as a logical basis for society,
as opposed to a historical origin, a social compact
implies far too calculating and conscious an activBut perhaps now we need rather to underity.
stand the element of truth in these two ideas of
the late Renaissance. It is true that political
society is based, logically and historically, on a
tangle of primitive impulses and that its best
purpose is the preservation and development of the
constructive tendencies Avhich are natural
on
the other hand, it is true that a relation not un'

'

'

;
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like a compact is logically implied in the halfreasoned acceptance by citizens of the political
conditions under which they live.
The international law of this period deserves
special consideration, for it reflects a new phase of
political experience and adds something to political theor3% but with strangely little etieet upon
the idea of sovereignty.
International law was
primarily an attempt to supply another conception
lor the mediaeval idea of the unity of civilization.
It was based upon the obvious f.icts that no State
was isolated, and that the relations between SUit'js
were not altogether those of force and fraud.
There were indications that at intervals even
sovereigns regarded other sovereigns as trustworthy
or amicable and, when the peculiar' habit called
war broke out, there seemed to be some limits set
to the amount of force or to the intricacy of the
How was this to be
fraud usually maintained.
The attempts which were made to
explained ?
explain it culminated in Grotius (q.v.), who established or revived for many generations the conception of a natural law, with Christian connexions,
superior to the will of States or princes. Besides
being only the expression of the moral feeling of
that particular period, this natural law, in so far
as it was defined, was a mild restrictive suggestion
which the international lawyers tried to believe
was a command. But its presupposition was that
the agents of States could use anything exce[)t a
few peculiar practices, and need not feel even that
restriction when the existence of their own form
Personal rule had
of government was in danger.
created a mythical State-person, having all the
moral
responsibilitj'.
qualities of personality except
At the close of the Renaissance period another
Charles de
realist
great political
appeared.
Secondat Montes(|uieu set himself, in L'Esprit
des lots (Geneva, 1748), to study political facts by
the method of comparing the usages of diflerent
The evidence at his disposal was very
peoples.
deficient, but he arrived at some valuable con;

clusions

—

e.ff.,

that environment

attects

institu-

His attempt to distinguish the inner spirit
of diflerent forms of government as well as tiieir
external forms is also valuable.^ His aloofness is
partly that of the scholar, partly due to the spirit
of the 18th cent., when passionate feeling had not
yet disturbed or developed the course of political
thought.
6. Influence of Rousseau.— Meanwhile the dumb
majority were living and dying, hardly troubled
by glory and gradually rising to a hope for
something more than food and clothing, of which,
indeed, the prevailing social organization made
The
the distribution more and more uneven.
movements of the following centuries were political largely because economic needs could not
be supplied without political disruption. And it
was beginning to be felt that government for the
good of the governed should not be a kindly concession by the established powers, but a right—
i.e., it must be conceived as the verj- nature of
government and the only basis of moral allegiance.
A new and truer conception of humanity was
shaking the barriers which divided social castes.
The new age was heralded bj- the work of Jean
Still moving in the
Jacques Rousseau (q.v.).
confused region of contracts, rights, and sovereignty, Rousseau redeemed the old words and
foretold a new spirit by his undeluded love of men.
He thought in terms of real life, even when he
used the musty language of his predecessors. In
the analysis of fact Rousseau emphasized chiefly
the dependence of the individual upon society for
his thought and feeling as well as for his material
wants, but he so phrased his conceptions that the
tions.

'

'
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choice of the individual seemed to be the ultimate
As for siiggestions of
source of government.
social betterment, he required a complete supremof all adult men of the group, who were to
acy
rule directly through their agents.
They were,
however, to have power, not because of tlieir
combined force, but because their real will could

This was a moralizing of
mistaken.
but in effect Kousseau only transferred
to popular government the absolutism and the
divine right (q.v.) which had hitherto been allowed
to personal government.
Again, for him as well
as for most of his contemporaries, the State
meant the whole of organized society.
And,
not

be

politics

;

in

again,

the

effort

to preserve local

political

he repudiated the device of representative
government. These are obvious mistakes. But
the great importance of Rousseau is not merely
due to the effect of his work on his own generation
it comes from the fact that he re-established the old
Greek and fundamentally human idea of political
society as an opportunity for the full realization of
Avhat is best in man.
His argument is often bad
and his language always ineffective, because of the
obsolete conceptions with which he had to work.
But one can feel the effort to express a new meanMen were to be truly free in political
ing.
society they were to find in it more than they
had surrendered in the mythical contract and
they were to be citizens,' because subjects only
of the general will.
The Revolution was intoxicated with the word 'citizen
and it marks a new
vitality

;

;

;

'

'

'

'

;

we

consider that for writers like Hobbes
the products of the social contract are only subWith the title of citizen the common man
jects.
felt that he could rise from his knees
and, even
if later he mistakenly worshipiied himself, he was
at least given a dignity without which the political
progress of recent years would have been imposage,

if

;

sible.

Burke, who imagined himself as far as possible
opposed to Rousseau, is full of the same kind of

humanism. He feels the naturalness of institutions and the value of tradition, but his intellectual

analysis of facts is inadequate. The circumstances
of the time oftenmisled him into the maintenance of

what was obsolete, and he saw objections against
any new idea much more clearly than the evils of
the established system.
The two great political changes of the period,
of which the importance is hardly recognized even
to-day, were the political experiments in N.
America and in France. 'The rights of man,'
vaguely conceived by English revolutionaries,
were taken as the theoretical basis for the republic
of the United States and, under tlie influence of
thinkers, adopted by the revolutionaries of France.
The phrase, however, sounds so empty to-day that
it is difficult for us to understand the force that it
once had. It meant that there was to be recognized by every political society a fundamental
humanity in every man which should not be, as it
still is, forgotten in the pursuit of wealth, or
because governments desire to act without being
criticized, or because we know that men differ in
ability.

In the meantime men were turning away from
the comparison of different organizations to the
criticism of all organization in view of fundamental
needs. The new question was not which form of
administration Avas best for the attainment of old
purposes, but what purpose any administration
should pursue.
Political thought
7. Utilitarianism and politics.
renewed its life in the utilitarians. The experience which gave rise to their calculus of pleasures
was the dismal beginning of industrialism. At
first a revolt against the restrictive influence of the

—

remnants of the mediaeval .system, utilitarianism
for the full and
(q.v.) became ultimately an appeal
fi-ee development of all human beings.
Jeremy
The
Bentham was the source of the new energy.
number
became
of
the
greatest
greatest happiness
the new gospel. The eflect of Bentham's theory
upon political practice was so obvious and is still
so recent that even practical politicians admit in
For Bentham
this case the importance of theory.
'

'

modern practice of continuous legislaThe State Avas not merely to maintain, but

initiated the
tion.

to develop and increase the opportunities for
From this period we derive the concivilized life.
ce^jtion of a scientific use of legislation for definite
social effects and the desire to have as few restric-

tions
order.

on individual action as is consistent with
J. S. Mill (q.v.) was the most philosophical

thinker of the new school, especially as regards
the fact that spontaneous individual action is tlie
only source of a valuable social life. So far as the
analysis of fact is concerned, the most important
influence upon political thought came from the new
study of economic facts. At one time the State
seemed to be concerned only or chiefly with wealth.
Mill represents this element in the new phase of
Much discussion turned upon
political thought.
commercial policy, and for the flrst time a proper
attention was directed to the relation of administration and economic production.
English political
thought has since fallen into the hands of the
is
whose
natural
interest
in
methods rather
lawyers,
than in moral ends to be pursued. The problem
of legal sovereignty has bulked largely in their
imagination, and they have done admirable work
in making the machinery of government more
effective.
Their deficiencies were due largely to
an extreme provincialism. French thought, meanwhile, was making progress in the basic conceptions of political society.
It was pez'ceived that
society could not be understood as a machine, and
that the conception of individuals as nerveless
similar units was destroying social vitality in the
attempt to prevent the gi'owth of privilege. The
republic was criticized as severely as any monarchy
had been. In Germany the philosophical study of
man led to conceptions of society vaguely correct
but hopelessly without reference to contemporary
facts.
The most valuable idea developed was that
of the historical evolution of various forms of
organization.
The attitude towards established government,
ado2)ted chiellj' in France and Eagland, was one of
It seemed to imply that the individual
suspicion.
was best when alone or was by nature isolated.
Laissez-faire (q.v.) led to brute conflict, and the
State was becoming a machine for the use of
manufacturers.
The influence of the historical

on the Continent and in England,
should be counted as correcting the mistakes of
In practice it had been
this false individualism.
corrected, for the political influence of tiie later
school, both

by no means directed to isolating
But the theory of the State as a
and natural unit was needed to complete

utilitarians was
the individual.
living

the tendency towards socializing all political activiThe historical school rightly looked back to
ties.
a form of political humanism in their opposition to
what appeared to be a too mechanical conception
of society and the State.
But their ambitions
misled them. They lost sight of the individual in
the endeavour to transceiui him they confounded
the State with society as a whole and, in the
desire for organic conceptions, they raised from
the grave of Leviathan a monstrous ghost the
mystical State which is above all morality.
The crude and as yet
8. A new political theory.
unexamined conceptions of nationalism at present
popular are in part due to the mistakes of the
;

—

—
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Already, however, especially
writers, there is a return to the
individualism (^'.i'. ) of earlier times, with such corrections as must be allowed from the suggestions
of Auguste Conite and his followers (see art.
liisiorical

among French

Positivism). Society is clearly not a mere collection of individuals, nor is the State a mere contract
of citizens
but, on the other hainl, tlie social unit
or the State is not to be explained except as a
form of relation between individuals.
special
Iseither the atomic individual nor the mystical
crowd-mind is a fact ; and with such negatives the
history of political theory ends, except for the
stuily of special or departmental interests.
;

Again,

formuhc
frontiers

life outgrows
the
political
of
establisiicd
Within the
theory.
of every civilized
State independent

however,

quasi-voluntary

associations

have

arisen — the

trade-unions ((/.v.). Across the frontier voluntary
a.ssociations fur the use of cajjital in undeveloped

have become powerful.
State action
immensely increased, and no clear limit
but other
appeal's as to what the State can do
have begun to repudiate tlie
organizations
countries

has

;

idea that they owe tiieir existence to the State.
Further, by contrast to the preceding period,
States are compelled by force of circumstances to
act together and, most important of all, for the
first time in human history every human being is
brought into continuous political contact with
every other, since all the States of the world are
at last connected.
The mass of new facts has led
to extreme specialization in action and thought ;
and so far no comprehensive view has become
common nor is any suggestion of improvement
.:

Recent political thought is to
be found embedded in the discussion of general
social and economic questions.
Socialism and
syndicalism (qq.v.), although implying political congenerally accepted.

clusions, are far-reaching social movements rather
than programmes of State action. For the old
theories of the State begin to appear superficial to
an age impatient of fundamental evils and unlikely
for much longer to be satisfied with the modification of a few officialisms.
Already there is evidence that a new political theory is arising out of
the new social theory ; and the new experiences of
recent years will perhaps require an entirely newanalysis of fact, not to speak of new suggestions of

becoming obvious that political
thought should concern itself not only with devices
of government, but with the establishment of
more ideal purposes than those now commonly
reform.

It

is

accepted.

Although the situation has indeed changed

many ways

tiiat

much

in so
of tlie old political theory

obsolete and all of it is inadequate, we owe
much to the statesmen and thinkers of the past.
The results acquired in practice are probably such
as that the consent of the governed is essential for
good government, that different situations need
is

different systems, that political life changes and
therefore the system of administration should

These are principles which

cliange.

may

be

observed to be implied in

advanced
the

old

tlie action of the more
In the sphere of theory
political groups.
truths still valid are such as that

a real and natural whole, that man is
madeoy society and yet tiie individual is the only
source of development.
But, naturally it is
impossible to distinguish clearly theory from
when
we are making a summary of our
practice
indebtedness for the achievements of past ages.
can only build the future upon the good
The
already established by men now dead.
greatest good, however, that we may derive from
them, in the effort to elevate political action and
illuminate political theory, is the power to repudiate
society

We

is
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what we have inherited when it hampers our perception of evil or dulls our desire to destroy it.
LiTKRATuaE.— W. A. Dunning, A Hist. 0/ Political Theoriu,

New York, 1902-04 P. Janet, lliet. de la science
2 vols., Paris, 1872
Frederick Pollock, Introd. to
the Ilisl. of the. Science of Politics, Loiiiion, IS'.io and, for the
modern period, H. Michel, L'Idie de I'Ktut, Paris, 1890.
2 vols.,

;

potiti<jiit'^,

;

;

Burns.
Family.
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POLYANDRY.— See Marriagk.
POLYD.<EMONISM.

— See

Demoxs

and

Spirits.

POLYGAMY.— See Marriage,

Family.

POLYNESIA.— I.
the

name given

to

Introductory.- Polynesia is
a number of Pacific islands
are closely related to one

whose inhabitants
another, speak dialects of suVjstantially the same
language, are similar in physique, and are, in fact,
a distinct, though not a pure, race. The ciiief
groups of islands included in the area are Samoa,
Tonga, Tahiti and the Society Islands, the Hervey
or Cook Islands, the Marquesas and the I'aumotu,
with the Hawaiian or Sandwich Islands to the
north and New Zealand to the south. Tlie Fiji
Islands form part of Melanesia but their people
are largely Polynesian in character and there are,
scattered among the islands of Melanesia and
Micronesia, small outlying settlements of people
either wholly or partly Polynesian.
The Polynesians have long been subject to the
Mission stations were
influence of white men.
established long ago in most of their gioups, and
the people have been in constant contact with
;

;

travellers, traders, government officials, and others.
old religious beliefs have been swept away,
and superseded by Christianity early social and

The

;

systems and customs have been displaced
It is therefore
past cultures have been forgotten.
necessary, in writing about these things, to adopt
the past tense, even though some of the matters
spoken of still survive. It must not be assumed
that every statement which follows applies to all
the islands, the intention of this article being
merely to indicate, as far as possible in the space
available, some of the more widely spread or characteristic features of Polynesian customs and
political

;

beliefs.
2.

Origin and migrations.

— It

is

believed that,

prior to the migrations about to be mentioned, the
islands of Polynesia, or many of them, must have

been occupied by a people more primitive in culture
than these later migrants. This belief is based

upon a recognition of physical differences among
the people
upon an investigation of the .systems of relationship, nomenclature in connexion
with those systems, and certain relationship duties
and privileges found in Polynesia upon a study of
certain Polynesian l^eliefs, cultures, and cust<jms,
including the custom of ^-a^;a-drinking and upon
a comparison of all these matters w ith what has
;

;

;

been found in Melanesia. ^luch fresh light lias
been thrown upon this difficult subject l)y W. H.
K. Rivers in his recent great work. The History of
Mdanesian Society. The later migrants moved
into the Pacific from the islands of Indonesia
they had probably passed to those islands from an
earlier home on the mainland of further India
and there are grounds for suggesting a still earlier
home to the north-west. Their movements from
;

;

India to Indonesia, and afterwards, by routes
to the
skirting some of the islands of Melanesia,
Pacific, are believed to have been caused by pressure
from behind ; and it is thought that in the course

of their migrations through Indonesia they themselves came in contact with, and to a certain extent

or Melanesians then
pushed before them, Papuans
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Their legends indicate tliat
in the Pacific were probably the Fiji Islands, from which they reached the
Samoan and Tongan groups, and from all these they
spread westward among the other groups which now
constitute the islands of Polynesia. Certain definite
migrations ai-e recorded in these legends but there
must have been unrecorded movements, and, indeed, it is possible that during the whole period
there M-as a more or less undefined and intermittent process of passing from India southward
and eastward. The period of what is regarded as
the first recorded migration from India to Indonesia lias been placed in the last century prior to
the Christian era but it has been suggested that
the movement began some few hundred years
Their first recorded appearance in Fiji
earlier.
has been allocated to tlie 5th cent. A.D., but

occupying the islands.
their hrst

lial ting-places

;

;

probably there were Polynesian colonies in Fiji
It will be seen, therefore, that, if
before then.
these figures are anything like cori'ect, the whole
period of migration may have been extremely prolonged and, Avhatever may have occurred before
the departures from India, there must have been,
during this period, numberless times of separation
;

and isolation of bodies of migrants, and the people
must have come into contact with other races.
Then, again, after the Polynesians were scattered
about in the Pacific, further separation and opporIt is therefore
tunities for dill'erentiation arose.
hardly to be wondered at that, when many

centuries afterwards they came under the notice
of white observers, it was found that, notwithstanding the general similarity among the people, there
were marked differences in their cultures and
The period, extending over centuries, of
beliefs.
occupation of the western islands Fiji, Samoa,
and Tonga has been spoken of as the Homeric
age of the Polynesians, when flourished so many
of their heroes, whose deeds are embodied in the
traditions and songs that form the classics of the

—

—

race.

—

The political division of
3. Political systems.
the people was largely geographical, each village,
and large division of an island,
and each island or group of islands, being to a
a
large extent
separate entity, managing its own
affairs.
The political power, and such rude
systems of justice as the people possessed, were
in some of the islands mainly in the hands of the
chiefs, small chiefs controlling villages and small
districts and great chiefs ruling over the larger
areas, whilst in most of the islands or groups there
were powerful head chiefs, sometimes with special
distinctive titles, who are generally spoken of by
In some of the islands tliere
writers as
kings.'
were classes of landed proprietors inferior in rank
to the families of the cliiefs, from whom they were
subclistrict, district,

'

but

who

nevertheless possessed considerable influence and poMer. This was tiie case in
no
where
Tahiti,
important proposal could be
carried out without the concurrence of the landed
proprietors, and perhaps still more so in the
islands of the Samoan group, where each village,
subdistrict, district, division, and island had its
fwio, or meeting of land-owners, by whom the
affairs of the area under their jurisdiction were
discussed and regulated, and whose powers rivalled,
and in some places seem to have over-ridden, those
of the chiefs.
There was little or no
4. Past clan systems.
clearly defined system of division into clans, with
their accompanying practices of clan exogamy and
clan totemism but there is abundant evidence
that such a system must have prevailed in earlier
days and that some of its features still survived.
An enThis evidence is diverse in character.
ormous number of their gods were incarnate or
distinct,

—

;

in animals and plants or in parts of
them, in inanimate objects, such as stones, and in
phenomena of nature and the attitude of the
people towards these things, and the imagined
attitude of the latter towards the people, seem to
point irresistibly to a totemic origin that is to
say, these visible representations of their gods
were deified totems, or, as has been suggested, had
been the totems of deified heroes and ancestors of
long ago. For instance, a Polynesian would be
unwilling to kill, and still more unwilling to eat,
the animal which was the incarnation of his own
god or that of his people, and the accidental killing
of one of these animals, or the finding of it dead,
M'ould cause great distress, and perhaps involve a
he would, however, have no
religious ceremony
scruples in regard to the god of his neighbour or
He not only trusted
a neighbouring people.
the incarnation of his god to do him no injury,
provided, of course, he had not been guilty of a
grave offence, but he actually looked to it for
guidance, help, and protection. There is, moreover, evidence which points to beliefs as to animal
incarnations having been the ancestors of their

immanent

;

—

;

worshippers, or the offspring of

human

ancestresses.

Then, as regards the more social aspects of a clan
system, the attitude of the people towards one
another includes features highly significant of
clanship these features are various, but by way
of example reference may be made to the idea
;

A

killed
in some of the islands, that, if
Srevalent
it was a social and even religious duty of all B's
people to join in retaliating, and their vengeance
was directed, not only against A, but also against
all his people, a whole village sometimes being
involved in the matter. There were also clear and
unmistakable relics of clan exogamy and in some
of the groups notably in Tonga family rank
descended by a matrilineal system, and there were
traces of the same thing in other groups.
of
5, Myths of creation.— The dominant idea
some of what are believed to have been the oldest
Polynesian myths of creation was the evolution of
,

—

—

;

from darkness, with which was sometimes
associated the beginning of sound and of stability.
light

The Maori myth told of the embrace of the original parents,
sky and earth. So close was this embrace that their children,
who were between them, were being smothered, until one of
these, Tane, succeeded in forcing their father, the sky, upwards
letting in light and air. The same myth was known in
Niue (Savage Island) and the belief that the sky had originally
lieen forced and propped up from below prevailed widely in
Polynesia. The beautiful Marquesan legend told of the victory
of Atea (representing light, or perhaps e/"en the sun) over darkness, and of sound over silence and the marriage of Atea with
the dawn. The Hawaiian myth narrated the achievements of
Kane the Hawaiian spelling of Tane— representing light, and
two other beings, representing sound and stabilitj', who broke
up darkness and chaos, admitted light, and created the heavens
and earth and, lastly, man. In Mangaia (Hervey group) the

and so

;

;

—

legend of creation begins with references to certain spiritbeings, not of human form ; and then goes on to tell of a
woman, called the very beginning,' or the beginning and the
bottom," who dwelt in the depths below the earth, and of the
children whom she produced by tearing off portions of her own
flesh, of whom the eldest, Vatea, representing the noon, and so
in effect the light, was the divine ancestor of mankind.
'

'

Several of the Polynesian myths, in the form of
a recital of a series of consecutive births or evolutions, suggest the development of firm rock or
foundation from sand, slime, or dust. Tane and
Kane were the same god Atea and Vatea were
also the same as Tane, or at least represented the
same conception and to Tane must, perhaps, be
accorded the original primacy in the Polynesian
pantheon though he had not retained it in all the
;

;

;

groups, and in some of them, in particular, had
been wholly or partially forgotten and supplanted
by another god, T<angaroa, who was there regarded
Another idea wliich
as the creator of all things.
was widely scattered in Polynesia was that the
islands or groups had been dragged up by one or
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other of their ancient gods, by
from the bottom of tlie sea.

means of a

tish-hook,

Ideas as to earth, heaven, hades,

6.

was

in

tiiat

etc. — A

the earth

belief prevailing
Polynesia
—
a term generally confined to one island or
of islands and the surrounding sea — was

group
a

flat

overarched by the sky, and ending
abruptly at the horizon, where sea and sky met.
In some of the groups we Hnd the idea that the
heavens, above the visible sky, were formed in a
series of concentric layers or strata, the higher
darker than the lower, and the highest being
being
absolutely dark. These upper or more distant
heavens, spoken of as the region of Po, or niglit,
were believed to envelop all things, botli the visible
sky and the earth, so that it was Po in the remote
heavens above, and Po in the regions below the
This idea has an inijiortant bearing upon
earth.
Polynesian beliefs as to the homes of their gods
and the destination of the souls of the dead. The
old migration traditions anil myths point to the
west as the place from which they came. The
surface,

of their gods, some of them known in most
or all of the groups (possibly gods or living heroes
of Indonesian or pre-Indonesian days), w.as .1
beautiful paradise away to the west, and in the
region of darkness, which was believed in some
islands to be in the sky above, and in others to be
The apparent cimfusion
in the depths below.
between the distant west, beyond the horizon, and
was
above
the sky
natural, for anything coming
from the former was visibly approaching from the

home

sky and the further confusion between the sky
above and the region below arose from their con;

ception of Po. Similarly, the most general belief
as to the destiny of the souls of the dead was
either that they went to live with the gods in their
western paradise or that they passed into Po.
The belief that man
7. The soul during life.

—

a spiritual personality quite distinct
from his physical body a ghostly self, which we
may call a soul and that this soul survived the
body at death is found throughout Polynesia the
statement as to survival must be qualihed, however, by saying that in some islands it was bepossessed

—

—

;

lieved that the souls of the low-class people died
There was a distinction in
with their bodies.
their minds between this soul, on the one baud,
and the mental and moral faculties and emotions,
on the other. The belief that, when dreaming,
the soul of the sleeper left his body and actually
saw what appeared to him in his vision was appar-

and dreams were a recognized
method of inspiration by the souls of the departed
and the gods. In some of the islands the posses-

ently widely spread

;

sion of a soul, or at all events of a mysterious
invisible self, was attributed not to man alone,
but also to animals, and even to trees, plants, and
inanimate objects ; and we hnd beliefs that with
these also this invisible self survived the death of
its

owner.

—

Good and bad

conduct. It may be said
generally that a man's conduct, as between himself and his fellow-men, had no influence upon his
life on earth or upon the future of his soul.
The
only ofi'ences noticed by the gods were acts of
disrespect to themselves omissions of acts of
devotion, shortcomings in performance of the
usual religious observances, breaches of the tabu,
and, perhaps especially, neglect in ofl'ering in
suthcient quantities the required sacrifices, the
last olience being one to which the i)riests, for
obvious reasons, attached special importance.
For offences of this sort the gods inflicted the
punishment of illness and, if the ottence was
serious and the gods were not appeased, the illness
would be followed by death.
The conduct of a man
9. The soul after death.
8.

—

;

—
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during life, even as between him and the gods, had
no influence upon the destination of his soul after
death. In some of the islands all souls went to
the same jilace in others there was an alternative
between what may be called heaven and some
But in
region under the earth generally Po.
nearly all the groups it was solely a question of
the
chiefs
and
cias.se8
rank, only
upper
going to
heaven, and the common people, if their souls
survived at all, going below; though in one group
the alternative depended upon an entirely ditl'erent
matter.
In Samoa and Tonga the souls of chiefs went to
their heaven, Uulotu, which was one of the homes
of their gods indeed, the souls of Tongan chiefs
became gods
the souls of common people of
Samoa went to a sort of hades, called Sa-le-fee,
which was not exactly Po, but was for all practical purposes the same
the souls of common people
of Tonga died (according to the more prevalent
;

—

—
;

;

Bulotu was away to
beliefs) with their bodies.
the west the Samo.ans believed it to be a region
under the sea, and the Tongans thought that it
was an island.
It was a beautiful place, abundantly supplied with plants, bearing the richest
fruits and most beautiful flowers, and with quantities of pigs
and, when the flowers were plucked
and the pigs killed, others immediately took their
Sa-le-fee was under the earth
it was the
j)lace.
home of the family of the cuttlefish god, and,
not
a
though
place of actual torture,
apparently
was an unpleasant place to live in.
The Society Islands heaven was Rohutir-noa-noa,
a home of the gods. It was primarily the destina;

;

;

tion of the souls of members of t!ie great Society
Islands semi-sacred Areoi society but, as any one
could go there whose surviving relatives could
;

somewhat expensive ceremony after his
was also in etl'ect the destination of chiefs
and important persons. All other souls went to
Po.
Kohutu-noa-noa, which was really Bulotu
atibrd a

death,

it

with another name, m as by these people believed
to be near (apparently above, in the sky) a mountain on the north-west side of the most westerly
island of the group ; the description of it is similar
to that of Bulotu.
All souls which did not attain
to life in Kohutunoa-noa had to go to Po, the
journey to which appears to have been a westward

one it was a home of the gods, and was not
garded as a revolting or terrible place.
;

re-

In Mangaia (Hervej' Islands) the alternative
destinations of the souls were paradise in the

heavens above and a subterranean Po

them homes

of

the gods.

—

lx)th of
soul's desthe souls of

Here the

tiny did not depend upon rank
those slain in battle went to paradise, but all
others went to Po.
The heavens were above,
built of azure stone ; and the souls that reached
them were clothed with beautiful and sweetscented flowers, laughed, danced, and enjoyed
;

in every way, looking down with
disgust at the poor wretches in Po, who had to
endure the indignity of being covered ^\'ith the
dung which fell from their more fortunate friends
above. There were three j^oints of departure for
Po but they all faced westward. The beliefs of
the people of Rarotonga (Hervey Islands) were
fundamentally similar to those of Mangaia.
In the Marquesas the souls of the upper classes
went to heaven, this being, they thought, an island
up in the sky, apparently beyond the seas, aboundthose of the lower
ing in everything delightful
Each of
classes went to Po, beneath the earth.
these was a home of the gods.
The Maoris of New Zealand recognized the idea
of Po in its original form, as extending in concentric layers both above the visible sky and beneath
the earth. Po above was the home of the gods

themselves

;

;

;
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ami Po beloAV was tlie destination of all human
souls, which after death descended to the impenetrable darkness of its lowest deptlis, where
they gradually pined away and ultimately became
annihilated.
In Hawaii thei'e was a common belief that the
souls of the dead went to Po and Avere there eaten
or annihilated by the gods ; but there were variations of this belief.
It will be noticed that generally the alternative
destinations were paradise and what we may call
Hades ; that each of these Avas a home of the gods ;
and that, whilst the former was delightful, the
latter, though not necessarily a place of torment,
Avas not a desirable residence among other things
It Avill also be
it Avas always dark and gloomy.
observed that heaven Avas usually supposed to be
situated someAvhere in the Avest ; and so generally
Avas Hades
for the most usual route to either one
or the other Avas Avesterly, commencing Avith a
rock facing tlie sea at the Avesterly end of the
island group, from Avhich the soul leapt into the
sea.
In NeAV Zealand the leaping place Avas at
the northerly extremity of the islands ; but the
migrations to this group of the Maoris were from
central Polynesia, and a glance at a map will

—

;

explain Avhat might otherwise be regarded as an
It may be that the custom Avhich,
inconsistency.
as Avill be seen, prevailed in some of the islands of
placing the remains of the dead in a canoe or a
canoe-shaped receptacle is signiiicant of a belief
as to the journey of the soul Avhen released from
the body.
It is thought that all these beliefs
concerning the Avest must be associated Avith the
early traditions of the people about the quarter
from Avhich their remote ancestors had migrated
for this Avould be the natural habitation of their
oldest racial gods, and, to a certain extent, of
their pantheon generally, and the natural destination of the souls of the dead.
In some of the islands it Avas believed that the
;

soul during its journey might have a chance of
turning back and re-entering its body. This was
In the
so in the Hervey Islands and in Samoa.
latter group the belief Avas that, if the soul struck
against a coco-nut-tree near the Avestern land extremity at Avhich it leapt into the sea, it could

and a man apparently dying, but
afterwards recovering, Avas believed to have died
and come to life again through this fortunate
accident to his soul.
belief Avhich prevailed in many of the islands
Avas that the souls, on reaching their ultimate
destination, were eaten by the gods, or one of
them. Except perl>aps in one or tAvo groups, this
fate aAvaited only tiie souls that Avent to Po, and
not those bound for paradise. It is sometimes
spoken of by writers as a punishment for the
So far as the
people's sins against the gods.
Society Islands Avere concerned, this statement
receives some support ; for Ave are told that in that
group those Avho had sinned Avere eaten and the
innocent Avere spared in other groups it Avas the

come back

;

A

;

fate of

all,

good or bad.

There

is

ground

for

suggesting that this soul-eating Avas not merely a
matter of divine gastronomical enjoyment, but
tiiat there Avas connected Avith it an underlying
idea of the passing of the souls through the gods,
for the purpose of purifying them and making
them fit to live among the gods.
The souls would sometimes linger about their
old haunts before starting on their final journey,
and in some of the groups they Avould actually
return from tiieir abode in paradise or Po and
revisit their friends.

usually in

human

They seem

Their
and mist-like.
dreaded by the people, though
terial

to have appeared

form, but to have been immavisits
it

Avere

much

does not appear

tiiat they Avere usually believed to act malevolently
during their Avanderings.
The Polynesian gods AA-ere ex10. The gods.
tremely numerous, and differed widely in celebrity
and power.
They were greedy of respect and

—

religious attentions and merciless Avith ttiose Avho
failed in these matters ; but it cannot be said that
they Avere regarded merely as a body of malignant
beings, only to be propitiated. The people appealed
to them for active guidance and assistance in all
the affairs of life, both great and small, and relied

confidently upon receiving it ; and a large proportion of the omens Avhich governed the people's
decisions, even in most imjjortant matters such as
peace or Avar, Avere the actions and movements,
most carefully Avatched, of the divine incarnations.
First in rank came Avhat may be called the racial
gods great deities, one or more of Avhose names
these inAvere knoAvn in nearly all the groups

—

;

cluded Tane, Tangaroa, Ptongo, Tiki (or Tii), Tu,
Ru, the demigod Maui, and others they Avere the
oldest gods, possibly the divinities or heroes of
the Polynesian ancestors in the Indonesian days or
At the periods of visits of Avhite men to
earlier.
the islands there Avas much confusion as to these
gods. In one group only one or two Avere knoAvn,
Avhilst in another group it Avould be another or
others of them in one group one held the supremacy, Avhilst in another group another Avas supreme
the beliefs as to the relationships of these gods,
one to another, and even their origins, attributes,
and spheres of influence, differed in the several
groups. As a rule, they Avere not the objects of
prayer and sacrifice, except on specially important
occasions, the reason being that they Avere believed
to be too remote to concern themselves Avith unimportant human affairs. Each island group, and
many a single i-sland, had gods Avholly or mainly
peculiar to itself there were tutelar gods of specific sections of the people, of districts, and of
villages, and family gods and individual Polynesians had special gods, selected by themselves, or by
their parents for them at birth, under Avhose protection and guidance they placed themselves. There
were gods of the air, of the mountains, of valleys, of
streams, of the sea, of animals, of plants, of fishes,
of the forces and phenomena of nature.
There
Avere gods of various trades or occupations, from
the most important productive labours to mere
matters of personal entertainment. Of all these
deities, some (including the great gods above
mentioned) Avere spoken of as/ original gods,' or
gods of night,' being regarded as having evolved
themselves in the far distant past, never having
been human ; others Avere supposed to have been
descended from, or created by, these original gods
others again were admittedly deified human beings.
It may be said generally that these gods were believed to be influenced by sentiments, inclinations,
and passions, and, as regards many of them, to
engage in occupations and enjoyments A'ery similar
to those of the human race, though they Avere
more enlightened and possessed supernatural
Very many of them Avere believed to be
poAvers.
incarnate or immanent in, or to enter or take tlie
forms of, birds, beasts, fishes, insects, plants,
stones, and other inanimate objects and natural
;

;

;

;

;

'

;

phenomena,

necessarily became sacred,
oAvn Avorshippers. There Avere,

all of Avhich

each one to

its

besides these deities, a number of spirits, some
purely supernatural, others human in origin, some
vindictiA'e to humanity in general, others only to
the enemies of their own clients, but all greatly
feared by the people.
It Avas usually through
their help that sorcerj- Avas practised.
As many of
11. Hero- and ancestor- worship.
the gods Avere admittedly departed human beings,
and in some islands chiefs became gods immediately

—
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it may be said that the relifrion of the
Polynesians included the worship of the dead.
Whether it can be said that they were hero-wor-

after deatli,

shippers or ancestor-worshijjpers depends mainly
upon tlie definitions to be put upon these terms.
A3 regards heio-worship, if, as is probable, a
number of the Polynesian deities had been human
beings great chiefs, successful warriors, distinguished navigators, etc. then to this e.vtent their
religion perliaps may be regarded as liaving had
its origin, in part at all events, in hero-worsliip.

—

—

As

regards ancestor-worship, a Tongan chief would
"o to the grave of his deceased father or grandbut tliis does not
father, and pray to liim
the ancestor
necessarily mean ancestor-worship
was regarded by the chief as a god, to wliom he
might pray, not merely because of ancestry, but
because, having been a chief, tlie ancestor after
death had become a god and other people not
descended from the ileitied chief also miglit pray to
him. Some of the myths of creation ended in the
l>irth of a god who was tiie ancestor of the human
race, i.e. of the particular people who believed in
the myth and worsliipped the god ; and this idea
perhaps may be regarded as pointing to a past cult
of ancestors.
There is, however, no evidence to
justify the suggestion of a general custom for
members of families to worship their ancestors,
;

;

;

eitiier
12.

actual or collateral.

Sun-worship.

— The

evidence of sun-worship

and scattered character
but its cumulative weight seems to be irresistible.
Only a few indications of the nature of some of
this evidence can be given here.
Some of the gods
are in certain groups associated with the sun so
much so that Mriters speak of them as sun-gods.
There is a Tahitian legend, almost classic in form,
concerning a god Hiro, which, though he was not
in the past is of a varied

;

—

there regarded as a sun-god,

is

very suggestive.

Hiro was voyaging with his companions in search of the maro
vra, the special red girdle which was perhaps the most sacred
object in Tahiti and is believed to have been specially connected
with sun-worship. On one occasion, when he was sleeping in a
grotto, evidently under the sea, his enemies, the gods of darkness, taking advantage of his absence, raised a violent storm, in
the hope of destroying his boat and companions Hiro, bowever, awaking just at daybreak, reappeared on the surface of
the water, and with a look dispersed his enemies with the
darkness.
;

Other evidence

connected with the great Areoi
Marquesas,
which they
engaged. These societies, which have been compared, and indeed associated, with the secret
societies of Melanesia, appear, both from the
legends as to their origin and from the performances in which tiiey engaged, to have been connected with the worsliip of the sun. Among their
performances in the Marquesas and perhaps in
some of the islands in the Society group were
certain seasonal festivals of a significant character.
The summer, ending in April or May, was a sea.son
of rejoicing
but on its termination feasts were
held to celebrate the departure of the gods to the
abode of darkness and, after these, prayers were
offered to the gods to return.
Then the areoi
went into mourning, suspending all amusements,
and retired to their homes to lament tiie absence
of the gods this continued until the spring, when,
about October, they had anotlier feast to celebrate
the return of the gods (and especially, it would
seem, tiie sun-god) and their period of rejoicing
recommenced. These festivals, as might be expected, if the suggestion as to their significance is
correct, were closely connected with tiie ideas of
is

societies of the Society Islands and the
and with certain seasonal festivals in

;

;

;

and reproduction, and abundant crops
and harvest. It may be noticed that this marked
differentiation between summer and winter must
in itself be regarded as an indication that these
people came from some latitude very different
fertility
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from tliat of the central Pacific islands.
custom
of orientation of tiie bodies of tlie dead
prevailed
in some of the islands, but, in view of tiie belief.of the people as to their place of origin, ilie homes
of the gods, and the destination of tlie .-^oul, this

custom must not necessarily be regarded as evidence of sun-worship.
There is ground for believ13. The priesthood.
ing tliat at one time religious and civil authority
were united in Polynesia. In Tonga there were
two head chiefs or kings, of whom one, the tuitonga, held a purely sacred ofiice, having little or
no secular power, while the other, the tuikanokitbolu or hau, was the actual civil and military ruler
of the people
and the same division of the
supreme power is found in Mangaia and Rotuma.
The Tongan traditions go back to a time when
religious and civil supremacy were united in the
tiiitonga, and tell of his parting with the latter;
but probably the change was gradual. In .some of
the islands tiie head chief or king was the highpriest of the island in all of them the chiefs, or
at all events the higher chiefs, were regarded as
divine or nearly so and in some of them the chiefs
were in many ways closely associated with the
In some of the groups there were
priesthood.
recognized separate ranks or grades of priests, but
this was not general.
Considerable differences
are found in the social status of the priests and
their co-operation as an organized and distinct
In some islands they formed a powerful
class.
united caste in others they were merely members

—

;

;

;

;

lay classes (and not necessarily of the
highest of these), engaged in the ordinarj' vocations of life, and, except when actually inspired,
having no special social status or power. Each of
them, as a general rule, was associated with a
As diviners and interpreters of the
specific god.
will of the gods, able in cases of illness to ascertain
the cause of the divine displeasure and to specify
of the

—

the offerings required for its removal offerings in
which they usually had a substantial interest
they had considerable power and the practice of
sorcery gave them a special method of terrorizing
the people.
In some groups the sorcerers were
regarded as a separate caste, distinct from and
inferior to the priests, and there were certain
ranks of priests who do not appear to have practised sorcery
but in some groups even high-class
and it cannot be said that there
priests did this
was any general defined distinction between priest>
and sorcerers. The father, or other head of the
family, was in some of the groups the person to
approach the tutelar family god.
14. Temples and places for disposal of the dead.
The Polynesians had temples and places for the

—

;

;

;

—

In many of
disposal of the bodies of the dead.
in
the islands the temples were the mortuaries
some the two were distinct. Wliere, as in Tonga,
the
a chief became a god after death,
place where
he was buried became in a sense a temple ; for it
was there that supplications would be addressed to
him but in Tonga they also had temples for their
other gods. The temples included great national
;

;

temples, temples of districts, of villages, and of
families, the places of sepulture generally belonging to families. The great national temples, the
domestic temples of the great chiefs, and in some
of the islands the family burying-places of the
chiefs were often massive structures ; one form of
these was a huge raised quadrangular arena,
enclosed and supported on one or more of its sides
by boundaries made of immense blocks of stone,
the interior being Hat, or rising upwards from the
sides to the centre, and often wholly or partljIn some cases the stone boundary rose in
paved.
steps in some a portion of the enclosed arena was
occupied by a massive stone structure, in the form
;
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of a

truncated pyramid, witli sides rising in steps.

The prevalence

form of step-like boundary
and pyramid may be a matter of some significance.
In s(jme islands the temples were merely houses,
in form like domestic dwellings, and usually
enclosed by an encircling fence.
Similarly, in
some of the islands, where it was the custom to
keep the bodies of the dead above gxound, houselike structures were erected for their retention.
In or about the larger temi)les there were usually
some other erections connected with the religious
rites conducted in them.
These erections were
different in the several groups but they commonly
included images, great and small, altars, upon
which the sacrifices were laid, and houses for
keeping some of the smaller images and other
sacred objects, and for the occupation of priests
and custodians of the temples. The images erected
outside varied in character. Some were of stone
and others of wood
some were rudely carved
with more or less grotesque representations of the
human form, others were not carved at all. And
so with the smaller images kept inside the houses
some were merely shapeless logs of wood, or only
poles or sticks, covered perhaps with sinnet and
ornamented with red featliers that sacred form
others were
of decoration throughout Polynesia
mere bundles of cloth, decorated with red feathers.
of this

;

;

;

—

;

As regards

these objects,
missionary idea

all

it

must be stated

that the people
that the old
actually worshipped them was mistaken. They
were images or symbols of the gods, to whom
alone the worship was offered, and as such they
were of course sacred but this sanctity was not
inherent in themselves, but due merely to their
association with the gods.
Sometimes, as in
Tahiti, the god was supposed to enter temporarily
one of these images, and through its medium to
On such an occasion the
speak to the priest.
;

image would necessarily become specially sacred,
just as the commonest Tongan layman would be
sacred during a period of inspiration by the gods
but this does not mean that the image was worshipped as an idol.'
;

'

—

Fear of the gods
15. Religious observances.
and spirits, the Avish to turn away their wrath,
and the desire to secure their guidance and help
were for ever present in the minds of the Polynesians.
Hence we have records of their methods of
invocation and praise, possession, inspiration and
divination, intercession, self-humiliation, offerings
and sacrifices, and of their belief in omens, use of
charms, and practices of sorcery. Religious ceremonies of one sort or another were associated, not
only with the leading events of the lives of the
people, from birth to death, but also with their
daily life, their industries and occupations, and
even amusements. Many of the prayers repeated
by the priests were expressed in metaphorical and
obscure language, the meaning of which was some-

times hardly understood by the speakers themselves some of them included references to the
traditions of the people, the genealogies of their
chiefs, tiie feats of their heroes and histories of
Avars, and any other events of which the priests
professed to have knoAvledge.
The faculty of obtaining inspiration from the
gods and of expressing their wishes and intentions
does not seem to have been nearly so much a
monopoly of the priests as Avas that of invocation
and intercession. In some of the islands any one
Possession
might become temporarily inspired.
by the gods was generally indicated by great
the
limbs
in
Avhich
became
bodily agitation,
convulsed and the features distorted, the inspired
person sometimes rolling on the ground in his
frenzy, foaming at the mouth, and giving vent to
violent cries. Thus they ascertained and announced
;

the Avill of the gods in matters great and small,
public and private. In cases of illness the priests
and sorcerers were the doctors, for they claimed to
be able to find out the cause of illness aUvays
either an offence by the patient or by some person
connected Avith him, against the gods, or else
sorcery and plead Avith the gods for mercy, or

—

—

try to counteract the machinations of the hostile
There Avere actual remedies for knoAvn
sorcerer.
illnesses ; but the curative powers of these remedies
seem to have been attributed by the people to

supernatural agency, the medicines being the
vehicles or media by which the gods acted.
The
doings of these priests and sorcerers, and the
articles, including medicines, used by them differed
in the several islands, and indeed, as regards different individuals but the predominant matters
seem to have been the fees to be paid to themselves
and the offerings to be made to the gods, this
generally meaning, in part at least, to the priest.
Sometimes one of these men AA'ould, Avithout
actually applying sorcery to make a man ill,
frighten him into the belief that he Avas so and
thus reap a harvest from him and his friends.
Another customary feature was the acts of humiliation of the patient or his friends, intended to
soften the hearts of the gods.
16. Omens.
Omens A\'ere believed in largely in
Polynesia, some of them relating to the ordinary
affairs of life, but the majority being connected
with war. The people noted the position of the
moon, the appearance of the stars, the forms and
movements of the clouds, the advent of shooting stars and comets, the position of rainboAvs,
the direction from Avhich thunder Avas heard, the
character and locality of lightning discharges, the
sunset sky and other mattei's, and especially the
movements and behaviour of birds and other living
creatures in Avhich their gods Avere supposed to be
incarnate. The matters Avhich these signs portended included, besides success or failure in Avar,
the approach of death to a member of a household,
the recovery or otherAvise from an illness, the
death of some chief, Avhose identity the omen did
not disclose, or an invasion from a neighbouring
All these omens Avere believed to be
island, etc.
Avhen the guidance Avas
signs sent by the gods
an
animal incarnation, it Avas the god
given by
himself Avho Avas pointing out Avhat should be
done. The appearance before a Polynesian of the
creature in Avhich the god whom he Avorshipped
was incarnate perhaps a bird, a fish, or a crab
Avas sometimes regarded as a prognostication of
his death
the god had come to receive his spirit.
Tlie principle of the tabu, Avhich Avas
17. Tabu.
in eHect a prohibition based upon the idea of
sanctity, permeated deeplj^ the minds of the
Polynesians it has been defined as a prohibition
There
resting on a magico-religious sanction.
Avere certain forms of tabu Avhich, tliough doubtless
a
similar
in
their application,
basis, Avere,
having
of a social rather than an obviously religious
character
and these cannot be dealt Avith here.
Most of the other tabus fell under one or other of
the foUoAving categories they might be directed
against (a) touching of a sacred pei'son or object ;
(b) entering a sacred place or one in Avhich a
sacred ceremony Avas being performed (c) doing
certain things on cert<ain solemn occasions
and
(d) interfering Avith things upon Avhich a specific
tabu had been placed.
The penalty usually
expected for breach of any of these tabus was
punishment by the gods, inflicted in the form of
illness or even death.
A fcAV illustrations of these
tabus Avill indicate their general character.
;

—

;

—

—

;

—
;

;

:

;

;

(a) Tlie belief as to the sanctity of kings and great chiefs was
almost universal in Polynesia, and none might come in contact
with them, direct or indirect. In some of the islands no one
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niisht touch one of these divine people or anythinij with which
in suuie places his food
lie iiad been in contact, or sit near him
had to be thrown to him. In Tahiti the king was so sacred that
any dwelling-house which he had entered, or furniture which
he had used, or articles from or with which he had eaten or
druuk could not be touched by any one else, and had to be
burnt even the ground upon which he trod became sacred, and
Bo he had to be carried about on the shoulders of a bearer, who
therefore himself became sacred. Any person who broke this
tabu and came into contact, direct or indirect, bec;uno tabu
himself. It was the same with those who had, in performance
of the funeral otflces, handled the bodies of the dead
they
became tabu. The most widely recognized result of such a
situation was that the person thus infected with sanctity must
not handle his own food, as, if he did so, the sanctity would be
transmitted to the food, and he would become ill and die.
The removal of the tabu was effected in different ways in
different islands.
In Tonjra, e.g., a humble act of piety had to
be performed before another great chief, whilst in Samoa the
remedy was sprinkling with coco-nut-water. The tabu of the
dead man was sometimes terminated on the completion of one
;

;

;

of the regular funeral ceremonies.
(h) Entry into temples, or portions of them, and other sacred
places, and even into private houses, when religious ceremonies
were being carried on there, was in manj' islands forbidden to
all except the priests, and perhaps the chiefs
and a violation
of any tabu of this character would be re;.;arded as a sacrilege,
from which the direst consequences would ensue. The most
widely spread form of tabu 8i;;n, intended to warn off trespassers, was a flag or piece of while cloth.
(c) There were certain acts of every-day life which were forbidden during the performance of certain solemn ceremonies
and for a period after the death of a great chief. These differed
somewhat in the several groups ; but they included such things
as eating food, or eating it in the day-time, lighting fires,
engaging in certain occupations, launching a canoe, or passing
in a canoe the place of ceremony or the place where the dead
;

man

lay.

(d) The placing of tabu upon specific things was a somewhat
different matter.
king or chief, or perhaps a priest acting
on his instructions, would place a general tabu upon a grove of

A

coco-nut-trees or a patch of some other produce or upon the
whole of some form of diet and no man would dare to break
;

even in secret. This restraint was not merely based on fear
of discovery and earthly punishment ; the tabu food was under
the protection of the gods ; a violation of the tabu would be an
it,

offence against them, and they would punish the offender.
This point is illustrated by the fact that any man could
place a tabu upon his own property if it were, say, a coco-nuttree, he would tie round it perhaps a frond of coco-nut or a
wisp of grass or leaves and any would-be pilferer knew well
;

;

what

this

meant, and dared not risk the curse which would

follow a violation of the tabu.

i8.

Sorcery.

— Sorcery

was practised by lower
spoken of by writers
some islands, by the

classes of priests, commonly
as sorcerers, and also, in

The supernatural

higher priests.

beings through

was accomplished were usually evil
but the gods
spirits, inferior in rank to the gods
themselves were not always superior to such work,
One method
at all events in some of the islands.
of sorcery was what may be called contagious
magic. A man, wishing to avenge himself on an
enemy, procured some of his hair, saliva, urine, or
excrement, or some remnants of his food, or a piece
of his loin-cloth, or sometliing else which had been
in contact with his body, and handed this, with
whose help

it

;

the

requisite fee,

to

the

sorcerer.

The

latter

might take these things to his house or to the
temple with which he was connected, and engage
in incantations over them or he might place them
in a little bag, in which he carried images or other
sj'mbols of the supernatural beings whose aid he
and the bag might also contain
would invoke
;

;

such things as lizard-skin, parts of special plants,
peculiarly formed stones, etc. ; and he would
probably bury the bag and its contents. Another
method of contagious magic consisted in rubbing
with a human skull food that a man Avas going to
eat.
Another form of sorcery was that of cursing.
No doubt the prayers of the sorcerer engaged in
contagious magic would be of the nature of curses
but in some of the islands it was believed that
disaster could be brought upon the head of an
enemy by merely cursing him. Presumably the
imprecation was supposed to move the god or
spirit, just as did the proceedings in connexion
with contagious magic. In Tonga they had some
special curses, amounting to commands that the
;
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person cursed should maltreat a superior relation,
such as Bake your grandfather till his skin turns
into cracknel, and gnaw liis skull icu' your share,'
or 'Dig up your father by niuunlight, and make
soup of his bones,' and others of a highly indelicate
'

These Tongan curses are referred

character.

to

specihcally because of what they would appear to
involve.
It was a tenet of Tongan religion that
human merit, for failure in which a man might be
punished by the gods, included auiong other things

paying of respect to aged persons and lilial
and it was considered a crime to eat
food that a superior relative had touched so, in
pronouncing either of these curses, a man was
commanding the committal of a double otience, for
which the gods would punish the oli'ender for, if
it was wrong to eat an aged relative's food, it
must have been very wrong to eat the aged
tlie

love

;

;

;

How these curses operated is
but it must not be a.ssuiiied that it
not stated
was believed that the victim would actually be
impelled to commit the crime for many of the
Polynesian ceremonies were purely symbolic, and
symbolism may well have been behind these curse.-,
in the sense that the suggestion of the act took
the place of its actual committal. Sometimes the
victim was not aware of what was being attempted
against him but sometimes he was told of it, and
then he would often pine away and die from sheer
relative himself.
;

;

;

fright.

The underlying idea of Polynesian sorcery seems
to liave been that the supernatural being to whom
the sorcerer appealed actually entered into the
victim, sometimes perhaps througii his food, and
sometimes by direct entry into his body. The
sensations of a person so possessed were far from
pleasant; we are told, e.g., of the evil spirit
twisting and knotting the man's internal organs
and again of his causing the feeling of being transThese descripfixed internally by a barbed hook.
tions suggest certain internal complaints, which
may well have been ignorantly attributed to
;

sorcerj'.

There is a description by a missionary of a young Tahitian
subjected to sorcery. He was lying on the
ground, writhing in anguish, foaming at the mouth, his eyes
ready to start from his head, and his countenance exhibiting
every form of terrific distortion and pain, while his limbs
were agitated with violent and involuntary con\ ulsions.

who had been

In some of the groups, however, the spell seems to
have worked diti'ereutly ; in the Marquesas, for
instance, it is said to have operated only slowly,
the victim first becoming sick and then growing
daily weaker, until, after about three weeks, he

seemed to die from loss of strength.
In some of the islands there were alternative
methods of saving a man who was under the spell
One was to find out who was the
of sorcery.
sorcerer that had inflicted it, and by means of
presents to him, exceeding in value those given to
liim by his original client, to induce him to call off
the malignant and devouring spirit. The other
was to call in the services of another sorcerer,
associated with another supernatural spirit, more
powerful than that which had produced the trouble,
or perhaps, if only equal in power, stimulated to

greater energy by more costly gifts. "When a
victim died, the instigator, or suspected instigator,
of the calamity wotild often become himself the
victim of persecution by the dead man's family.
Something has ahead}19. Funeral ceremonies.
been said about the attitude and conduct of the
priests, acting as doctors, diviners, and suppliants
This matter of
to the gods in time of illness.

—

as

and subsequent death is also interesting
regards the attitude of the people, the relatives
and friends of the sick man, especially when the
invalid was a great chief or king, and thus the
of a deep and
subject of anxiety and concern

illness
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widespread character. Large numbers of people
relatives, friends, and chiefs and other important
personages came to the village of the dying man,
bringing with them enormous quantities of cloth
and of pigs and other food, to be oflered to the
offended gods. There was a general wailing, and
much self-wounding and blood-letting in the
Tongan Islands women or children were in the case
of a great chief strangled and oflered to the gods
in the Marquesas on the illness of a priest enemy
victims were sacrificed sometimes only symbolic
sacrifices were made, the people going to the
temple with ropes round their necks, but not being
actually slain. There is a narrative concerning
the dying of a Tongan secular king, who was
carried by his fi'iends to the cook-house of the
sacred king, and there placed over the cooking-

—

—

;

;

;

liole, as a s,ymbolic offering to the gods of tlie
patient himself we are told also of the same thing
being done with the sacred king. The discovery
that all efforts had been unavailing and that the
chief was indeed dead was usually the occasion for
a general howl of despair.
The methods of dealing with the bodies of the
great dead, and the ceremonies with which the
funerals were conducted, differed so widely in the
several groups that it is impossible even to attempt
to explain them here ; there were, however,
certain interesting features in some of the ceremonies, to which attention may be drawn, and a
short statement may be made as to the modes of
dealing with the corpse.
Immediately and for some time after the death
all the people engaged in loud lamentations, which
were, in most of the groups, renewed at certain
stages of the funeral ceremonies. The lamenta;

tions were accompanied by most amazing selfwounding and laceration. The people in many of
the groups would beat themselves almost senseless
with clubs and other weapons, and stones, cut

themselves shockingly on the heads, temples,
cheeks, and breasts with instruments armed with
sharks' teeth, lacerate themselves with shells,
knives, and spears, sometimes driving spears into
their limbs and bodies, or even through the cheeks
into their mouths, thus making hideous wounds,
from which the blood flowed profusely
they
;

would tear

their hair in handfuls, and burn
their bodies with lighted sticks or pieces of cloth.
off'

Various motives have been suggested by observers
for these wild and excessive manifestations of
One suggestion is that it was intended to
grief.
please the ghost, another that it was to please the
gods, and yet another that it was merely a testimony of respect for the dead man's memory and
his family.
Any, or all, of these
be correct ; but none of them
seems entirely adequate. It may be that a more
correct explanation is to be deduced from the
custom, which prevailed in Tahiti and perhaps
otliers of the Society Islands, of catching the
flowing blood in cloths and throwing these under
the bier which held the corpse
and that the

of fidelity to

explanations

may

;

underlying idea was, or originally had been, an
offering of blood to the ghost of the dead man, to
strengthen it on its journey to the other world.

Another interesting practice, found in some
of the islands, was tliat of giving the dead
man some of his earthly possessions
either
burying them with him or placing them on or
near the bier to which were sometimes added
further ofl'erings by his friends.
Suggestions
have been made by writers that the reason for the
burial of the dead man's property with his body
M'as that they were tabu
and this perhaps may
have been the case as regards garments, mats,
which
had
been
in contact with his
cloths, etc.,
dead body ; but it can hardly be an explanation

—

—

;

of everything.
The idea of providing the ghost
with things for use in its new world is well known,
and must surely be the explanation of many of

the

Polynesian

Samoa valuable

In

practices.

mats and other things were sometimes buried with
the body the^grave of a warrior was surrounded
;

with spears, fixed upright in the ground, while his
club was sometimes placed on the ground and
allowed to decay, no one daring to touch it a few
little trinkets and playthings might often be seen
on the grave of a dead child. In Tonga most of the
valuable property of the sacred chief, together with
presents brought to the funeral, were buried with
him. In Rarotonga they placed the dead chief's
adze in his right hand, and his staff and drinkingcup by his side and with a woman of rank they
buried her cloth mallet and other domestic utensils.
The practice of putting to death the dead man's
wives and burying them with him prevailed,
tliough apparently only to a limited extent, in tlie
Tongan Islands. The custom of placing food on or
near a grave or burial platform, and renewing it
from time to time, was wide-spread.
Boxing and sham tights were usual features in
most Polynesian festivities but in some of the
islands the ceremonies attending the burial of a
chief included fights of a special character.
In
Mangaia (Hervey Islands) they had combats between parties, of which one was called
the
friends
and the other represented malignant
In
spirits, and the former was always successful.
the Society Islands, when the body of a chief had
been put on its resting-place a bier, placed in the
it Avas surrounded by his family and
temple
people, all well armed.
Shortly afterwards an
armed party of friends from an adjoining district
approached they were called the mourners,' and
they asked to be admitted to lament their chief.
Permission was always refused
and thereupon
arose a battle, which, though quite friendly and
and
purely formal, often caused loss of life
apparently the mourners were always the victors.
In Samoa also they sometimes had combats which,
though we have no description of them, there is
reason for thinking had a special significance
connecting them with those of Mangaia and the
;

;

;

'

'

—

—

'

;

;

;

The special interest of these
mock conflicts rests on the fact that a comparison
of them with the ceremonial funeral combats
Society Islands.

usual in a district of Australia and in certain
places in Melanesia seems to suggest that their
underlying idea was an attack upon the hostile
spirit that had caused the irian's death.
Another curious ceremony practised in some of
the islands may be called the ' burying of the
dead man's sins.' In Tahiti a hole was dug in the
ground, beneath the bier upon which the dead
body lay ; and the priest prayed to the god that
the sins of the dead man, and especially that for
which he had been called away, might be buried
in the hole, so that the surviving relatives might
be free from anxiety as to their future the hole
was then filled in, and the priest addressed the
corpse, exhorting it (i.e. the ghost) to be content
with its new conditions, and not to distress its
;

surviving relatives by retuining to them. Somewhat similar ceremonies Avere performed in some
of the other islands.
The methods of
20. Disposal of the corpse.
dealing with the corpse can be stated only in
barest outline.
Throughout Polynesia common
were usually buried underground with but
f»eople
ittle ceremony
but the modes of disposing of
dead chiefs differed in the several groups.
In the Society Islands the body was taken to
the seashore, and there is a statement that it was
usually carried in a canoe as far as the opening of
the reef, and back again. Within a short period

—

;

— generally three or
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was were kept
four days after death —
it

taken to the temple of the chief's family, and there
placed upon a jjlatform or bier, sheltered from sun
and rain by a roof, in shape rather like an inverted
canoe. There it was subjected to a jirocess of
preservation— a sort of simple embalming and,

—

victims were not eaten.

full

the high-priest had

crew.

In New Zealand the mode of dealing witli the
remains of the dead diflered in the several parts of

In some places the ])ody was buried
a sitting posture underground in the hou-e
of the dead man ; one or more of his wives
strangled themselves, and several .slaves were
killed, so that the ghos^t might not be without
attendants. After an interval of ab<jut four weeks
tlie body was taken up for the purpose of a further
After
funeral ceremony, and then reintened.
two years the bones were again dug up, scraped,
of
colour
Polynesia),
painted red (the sacred
wrapped up in mats, and deposited in a canoe,
which was elevated on a pole, or in a small house,
or they were placed on a stage at the top of a
sacred tree, or put into a hollow trunk, or conveyed to a cave or a fissure in the rocks, or burnt.
Another custom was to put the body into a kind
of frame, formed by two pieces of an old canoe,
and standing about 6 ft. high, the body being
placed in a sitting posture on a grating in the
hollow place between the parts of the canoe.
After a time the skeleton was removed and scrapeil.
Near the seaside bodies were often buried in the
sand drifts.
In Hawaii some of the bones of the kings and
principal chiefs were preserved, and either deposited in the temple or distributed among the
relatives and the rest of the remains were either
burnt or buried. The bodies of priests and chiefs
of inferior rank were laid out straight and buried
in that position and a pile of stones, and often a
surrounding circle of high poles, marked the posiPriests were buried in the
tion of the grave.
temples at which they had ofticiated. For other
people natural graves were preferred, mkIi as
caves in the sides of steep rocks, or large subterranean caverns. Their artificial graves were only
the islands.
in

vault being described as capable of holding thirty
bodies.

In Samoa there appear to have been alternative
methods of disposing of the body. The more usual
one was burial underground, some ten, fifteen, or
twenty days after death. Ultimately the body
was placed in a canoe, or a canoe-shaped receptacle, and buried underground, with its head to
the east and its feet to the west, in the family
vault a stone structure within the family temple,
evidently somewhat similar to that of Tonga.

—

Above the vault was erected a mound of stones,
neatly built up in an oblong slanting form, about
4 ft. high at the head, and 3 ft. at the foot.
Sometimes, however, the body was suVtjected to
a rude process of preservation or embalming, and
then either placed in a canoe and sent adrift out to
sea or placed on a stage erected in the forest, and
there left to decay, after which the bones were
collected and buried.
One or two of the leading
families had a custom of embalming the bodies of
their dead, placing them on platforms raised on
double canoes, in houses built for the purpose, and
leaving them there. Some Samoans used to exhume the dead bodies of their relatives, sever the
head that most sacred member in Polynesia and
reinter it in a family burying-place in the mountains, the intention being to save the head from
enemies in case of war.
In Mangaia (Hervey Islands) the bodies of the

—

dead were usually deposited in ca\es. Some of
these were of the nature of chasms, into which the
body had to be let down with vine ropes from
above, and a description of one discloses that it
was full of water, into which the body was dropped
others were apparently caves that could be entered
from below.
Some bodies were buried underground in the temples. They were fixed in a
tloubled-up position, with the chin and knees
meeting, and the limbs secured with sinnet cord,
and were then placed in the grave, face downward,
with the head turning towards the east. A thin
covering of earth was laid over the body, and heavy
stones were piled on the top.
In the Marquesas the body was usually retained
in the house in which the man had died, or in
another house sometimes for weeks or months
and there is a statement that it was flayed, the
;

;

among

If

;

;

the family treasures.

was put in a canoe-shaped cofiin,
which was placed upon a covered platform or bier
Eventually

would seem, was

been killed in battle, and his body had not been
recovered from the enemy, his soul, we are told,
could not travel to its destination until they had
captured and killed a sufficient number of enemy
men to paddle it thither and fighting would
actually take place for the jjurpose of securing a

The interment was
burial-place of his family.
underground in a vault, made of six huge masses
of stone, one forming the bottom, four making the
sides and ends, and one closing it in at the top,
the Avhole being sunk underground, and covered
with earth. These vaults were generally about
8 ft. long, 6 ft. broad, and 8 ft. deep but that of
a very important family might be larger, one such

skin being preserved

it

kept in a private dwelling-house until the time
came for cleaning and breaking up the skeleton.
The death of a high-priest involved human sacrifice
and a cannibal feast ; but apparently all the

snthciently dried up, it was wrapped in
cloth, placed in a sitting posture on the bier, and
allowed to remain exposed for an indefinite time,
ritimately it was buried underground beneath
the platform. In time of war the bodies or their
remains were often carried away to almost inaccessible spots in the mountains, in order to secure
tliem from the sacrilege of the enemy.
In Tonga the body of a dead chief wa.s carried,
generally within a few days after death, to the

—

as relics, the rest being buried in the

Sometimes the body,

temple.

when

—

111

it

(evidently very like that of the Society Islands) in
the temple. Later, Avhenthe flesh had all decayed
away, the bones were cleaned, and some of them

;

;

shallow, and were often dug in their gardens, or
sometimes in their houses or in sequestered spots
near them, the bodies being generally placed in
them in a sitting posture.

—
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;

;
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Rusden, Ilist. of New Zealand^,

J. J.

the stage of monolatry (the worship of one God
combined with the belief in the existence of others).

'),

Jarves, Hist, of the nawaiian

'

As Jevons concedes

the sky-god, i^hose favour is
(p. 239),
essential to the herbage which supports the herdsman's cattle,
as well as to the farmer's crops, may be worsliipped concurrently with the totem plant or animal, and retain his independence, as the Dyaus, Zeus, Jupiter, of the Aryans, did.'

or Sandwich Islands, Boston, 1843.

Robert W. AVilliamson.

POLYTHEISM.— Polytheism is the stage or
phase of the religious development of mankind in
which the belief in and worship of many gods
It is distinguished from the previous
prevails.
stage (polydfemonism) by the nature, and from the
subsequent stage (pantheism, monotheism) by the

Accordingly, we may question whether bis statement, polytheism is the price which must be paid
for political development' (p. 241), is so absolutely
or universally applicable.
Even Avhere totemism
number, of the objects of worship.
does prevail, is it so certain that it must advance
It is not to monotheism?
I. The antecedents of polytheism.
Polytheism need not then be
necessary to retrace the development from its regarded as a relapse from totemism
it may be
beginnings in animism {q.v.) or possibly an even regarded generally as an advance on polydremonism
earlier animatism (R. R. Marett, The Threshold of
in
belief
an
indefinite
multitude of spirits,
(the
Religion, p. 15).
Only two general remarks need and the worship of some of them). It must, of
be made.
be
understood
that
the
distinction is logical,
course,
(a) In the first place, the primitive monotheism
for our thought, rather than chronological, in
which has been asserted has not been proved, as time.
Polydsemonism and polytheism overlap and
the assertion rests on insufficient and inconclusive
intermingle. Gods and spirits may be worshipped
and to this view applies the same obevidence
together but we may call a religion polytheistic
jection as to the view that polytheism belongs to when the worship of the gods is more prominent.
the pre-animistic stage.
2. The transition from polydjemonism to polyI am not at present prepared to admit,' says Marett (p. xvii),
theism. How shall we distinguish the spirit from
the postulate of a world-wide degeneration from the belief in
the god as the object of worship ?
such beings ['high gods'], as accounting for pre-animistic
(a) The conception of the spirit is less definite
phenomena in general. On the contrary, I assume for working
have
had
that
Mr.
must
a
Lang's
"high
gods"
than
purposes
psychothe conception of the god ; he has less inlogical pre-history of some kind which, if known, would connect
he has generally no name. As the
them with vaguer and ever vaguer shapes— phantoms teeming dividuality
is
conceived more definitely, he is less confined
in the penumbra of the primitive mind, and dancing about the
god
fire-circle.'
rim
of
tribal
the
and
more
detached from, the individual object
darkling
to,
From the psychological standpoint the movement than the spirit which inhabits and controls it, and
As the god gets more
of the mind from the indeiinite to the definite, the yet is not separated from it.
incoherent to the coherent, multiplicity to unity, of 'a name,' he has less of 'a local habitation'
than the spirit. As man realizes more fully his
is incomparably more probable tlian tlie reverse
weakness in comparison with the forces of nature,
It is incumbent on us to try to make the
process.
development of the religious consciousness intelli- which he conceives as living, he endows the objects
gible and this we do, not by assuming any belief of his worship with powers, which we may at least
as a
bolt from the blue,' a gift from heaven describe as 'suijerhuman,' if 'supernatural' sugdropped down on earth, but by connecting it with gests too advanced a mode of thought ; the god
the probable movement in the human mind under has more power than the spirit.
the given conditions of life.
{b) Again, as man gets more familiar with the
world, he begins to observe resemblances and con(b) In the second place, totemism [q.v.) cannot
be assumed as jirimitive or as a necessary phase of nexions ; he begins to classify plants and animals
he begins to recognize the effect of the great
the development of the religious consciousness.
on his
The totemistic theory of the origin of worship has been objects of nature sun, moon, earth, etc.
widely propagated through the brilliant and learned monograph
environment he begins to think of the objects in
of W. R. Smith {Joiirn. Philol. ix. 75 ff.), and its fascinating
nature (may we say ?) departmentally rather than
exposition bj' Jevons {Introduction to the History of Religion,
'

—

;

;

;

—

'

'

;

;

'

;

—

'

—

;

but the main body of English anthropologists refuse to
regard it as primitive, while in France the hypothesis has been
subjected to close and learned criticism (Marillier, La place du
Totemisme dans revolution reUgieuse,' in Rev. de I'Hist. des
1896)

;

'

Religions, 1897-98). Totemism seems most intelligible when
viewed as formed under the play of savage thought or misconception, and as intruding upon and overrunning earlier forms
of worship which found a god in nature or the spirits of men
'

(HDB iv. 331b).
Totemism assumes that the stage

of generalization

thought has been reached, as the totem is not
an individual, but an animal or plant class, and

in

also presupposes the stage of tribal unity in life,
neither of which can be regarded as primitive.
There is not the same evidence that all religions
have passed through a totemistic stage as there
and the psychological
is regarding an animistic
can hardly say
probability is not so great.
;

that

We

appears necessary for religious thought to
have passed through this phase. We cannot therefore connect polytheism so exclusively with totemism as Jevons does (pp. 234-248). Where the
phase of totemism did exist, it is not at all improbable that, as he argues, the objects of the
tribal cults, when a political union took place,
were either fused together (syncretism), if for one
or other of the reasons he suggests the spirits were
not definitely enough distinguished either in belief
or in worship to remain apart, or placed side by
side in a national pantheon (polytheism).
Totemism, however, was ijot monotheistic (belief in the
existence of one God alone), nor even had it reached
it

individually.

have

its

own

Each

spirit

;

tree,

there

or stream may
a god of vegetation,

stone,
is

of a land, of seas and rivers.
The material progress made by man,' says Jevons (p. 234),
as he advanced from the material basis of subsistence on roots,
fruits, and the chase, first to pastoml and then to agricultural
'

'

required that he should make an ever-increasing use for
of natural forces. These forces were to him living
beings with superhuman powers, of whom he stood in dread,
but whose co-operation he required. Without some confidence
that it was possible, if he set about it in the right way, to
secure their favour and assistance, his efforts would have been
paralysed. That confidence was given him by religion he was
i)rought into friendly relations -svith powers from which, in his
previously narrow circle of interests, he had had little to hope
or to gain.'
life,

his

own ends

;

This practical interest was the main, if not the
motive of the intellectual development
sketched above. Speaking generally, the relation
to the gods is more definite, intimate, and confident than that to the spirits.
As man conies, as
sole,

were, to be at home in his world, getting to
it, and so to use it more for his own good,
the powers that he depends on, and who.se assist-

it

know

ance he seeks, appear to him more friendly, and he
cultivates their friendship

Man

more

carefully.

only gradually distinguishes himself
from living creatures, and animals especially and
thus his conception of the spirits or gods is not at
once anthropomorphic. He does not at once make
(c)

;

his god in his own likeness.
There is a stage,
which we may call the zoomorpliic, when he thinks
of the spirits as living beings.
There follow as

POLYTHEISM
even where toteniitiin does nut prevail,
where, feeling his kinshij) with some animals at
leant, he thinks of the spirits or gods as altogether
animal, or partly animal and i)artly human. We

stage,

call this the therianthropic stage.

may

when he

lifts

himself above

At

last,

all his

fellow-creatures,
(or women) of like

he thinks of tlie gods as men
passions and forms as himself (the antiiropopathic
or anthropomorphic stage). In Egyptian religion
we have a conspituous instance of this develop-

(see art. God [Egj-ptian]).
Khnuni of Elephantine was a
At first the god is an animal
ram, Hathor a cow, Nekhhebt a vultare, Bast a cat, Horus a
falcon, Anubis a jackal, Sebek a crocodile, Thoth an ibis, and
so on' (G. F. Moore, Hist, of Religicms, i. 147). Next the god
is represented with an animal-head
lastly the god assumes
a human form, but the animal which once represented him
him.
remains sacred to

ment

'

:

;

—

So much it
of polytheism.
seems j)Ossible to state of a general character about
of
{tol^theism in
polytheism. The development
each religion was determined by so many varied
and varying factors that no simple uniformity
3.

The mythology

but a bewildering variety

appeared.

Physical

conditions, racial characteristics, political circumstances, historical occurrences all affected the
forms assumed by the belief and worship of the
many gods. The personification of natural processes, the endowment of these gods with human

—

qualities, passions, relations, and activities, the
free play of the imagination with this varied
material, the reflex influence of language on
thought, metaphor begetting myth, the absence of
any control of this development by scientific know-

—

moral sense, and religious reverence all
these factors combined explain the luxuriant, extravagant, and sometimes grotesque and even

ledge,

mythology which connects itself with
polytheism in the religions of mankind.
The descrip(n) The moral defects of mythology.

ott'ensive

—

tion of natural processes as the personal actions of
gods and goddesses, especially the comparison of
these processes to sexual relations, results in the
ascription to deity of what to a more developed

moral sense appears immorality, although there
was no such intention originally. Religion is more
conservative in belief and worship than is morality,
and much is told about the gods which a decent
man would not do. Paul's condemnation of polytheism had been anticipated by Xenophanes in the
ridicule which he casts upon anthropomorphism
and anthropopathism.

The Ethiopians imagine their gods flat-nosed and black the
Thracians, blue-eyed and red-haired and if cattle and horses
or lions had hands and could draw, horses would draw the gods
as horses and cattle as cattle each kind would make its gods
'

;

;

—

in its

own

likeness' (Moore,

i.

458).

To quote Xenophanes' own words
Homer and Hesiod ascribe
among men is a shame and a
'

decfeit

:

the gods e\'erything that
disgrace theft, adultery, and
to

—

'

(quoted

Moore,

b}'

loe. cit.').

Only one other instance of such criticism of popular
mythology need be given Amphitryon's address
to Zeus in the Herakles of Euripides
O Zeus, in vain I shared my wife with thee, in vain I called
thee father of my son thou hast not proved the friend thou
dost pretend to be. Mortal that I am, I am much better than

—

:

'

;

For I did not betray Herakles's children,
thou, a great god
but thou understandest how stealthily to find thj' way to men's
beds, taking possession of others' couches without their consent,
but how to save thine own friends thou dost not know. Thou
art a stupid god, if not an honest one
(quoted by Moore,
I

'

!

p. 48S).

It is no wonder that Plato desired that these
stories should not be told to children because cor-

rupting to their morals.

—

Not all
(6) National differences in mythology.
nations were equally interested in their gods to
develop a mythology about them. Of the Chinese
deities Moore says
These powers have no plastic, dramatic individuality, like
the gods of Greece no mythology recites their exploits. They
have definite functions, and by these alone they themselves are
VOL. X. 8
:

'

;

—
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In this, as in other respects, the reliKion of China
resenililes that of the Romans
for a practical
people it is enough to know what the gods do, and wiiat their
do
their
have
to
secure
to
favour, without trying
worshippers
to imagine what they are like (p. 22).
defined.

strikingly

;

'

But China and Japan ofler the same contrast as
Rome and Greece for Shinto has an abundant
and even grotesque genealogy of its many gods.
;

in the wealth of its mythology,
from it in the representation of tiie
While Greece represented the gods in the
f;ods.
ikeness of man, in a Japanese temple the deity is
represented by some holy object (shintai) in which
thus a
the spiritual presence (mitama) dwells
mirror is the symbol of the presence of the sunWhile Greece in its matchless art engoddess.
dowed its gods with beauty of form, Indian idols
are 'to our taste grotesquely hideous a human
body with an elephanfs head tricejihalous monheads with a third eye in the middle of the
sters
forehead human trunks with supernumerary arms
and legs, and the like' (Moore, p. 345). Of this
difference Moore oflers an interesting explanation

Like (ireece

Japan

difl'ers

;

—

;

;

;

:

'

should be remembered, however, that all this ugliness is
symbolical the supernatural powers of the deity are intended
to be expressed by these unnatural forms. The Hindu gods
are less beautiful "than the purely anthropomorphic gods of
Greek art, because of the effort to make them more manifestly
divine (p. 345 f.).
It

;

'

In China heaven (T'ien) is the supreme emperor
(Shang-ti), and det€rmines both the moral and the
natural order in Japan the sun-goddess takes the
highest place, but she has no relation to any moral
order, although Japan did possess a customary
morality even before the advent of Confucianism.
on myth(c) The influence of jiolifical conditions
Political conditions very directly and
ology.
potently affected religious ideas. Over each cityState in Egypt a god watched, cared, and ruleil
when political combinations took place, the gods
were brought into relation to one another. The
Anion of Thebes
chief god had a wife and a son.
has as wife Mut ( = Nekhebt of Eleithyiapolis) and
triads have
These
as son Montu (of Hermonthis).
a special peculiarity
;

—

;

:

The son is the successor of his father, and it is his destiny in
turn to marry his mother and so to reproduce himself, that is
his own successor and so though constantly dying he is ever
renewed. The mother, not being a sun-god, does not die. If
we remember that the gods have to do with the sun these
things need not shock us, nor need we wonder at the statement
which is very frequently met with, that a god is self-begotten,
or that he produces his own members' (A. Menzies, IJiit. of
'

;

lielUjion, p. 135).

Ra, the solar deity of Heliopolis, rose to be the

supreme god of the Middle Kingdom but, as the
cities inpolitical importance of the provincial
;

creased, their local cults could not be suppressed,
and each deity was in turn identified with Ra, and

appropriated his attributes.
From the Heliopolitan priests came

also a theogony which
put the god of their city, Atum, at the beginning of all things,
and derived from him, through two intermediate generations,
the gods of the Osirian circle as it appeared in the Delta
'

'

(Moore,

p. 169).

Babylon became the capital of the new
Babylonia, its god Marduk supjdanted
Enlil of Nippur, claimed Ea of Eridu with his
wisdom as his father, and made Nabu, the god of
the
Borsippa, his son and prophet. In one hymn
other gods are treated as only variant names of

When

dynasty

in

Marduk

in his varying functions.
The influence of religion on mythology.— "YhQ
howchanges in thought about the gods did not,
reever, always depend on political conditions
be taken into
ligious belief and worship must also
Before Marduk assumed the supremacy,
account.
the gods at the head of the pantheon were Ea of
held in high
Eridu, Enlil of Nippur, and Ann,
and they
honour, if not the patron deity, in Uruk
owed their place to the influence on the religious
and priestdevelopment exercised by their temples
(d)

;

;

POPOL VUH
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hoods. An attempt at systematic theology appears
the partition of the universe among these tliree
gods Ann rules in heaven, Enlil in earth and air,
and Ea in the waters. The Vedic gods are divided
into three classes also gods of the sky, gods of
the air, and gods of the earth. Another interesting feature of the Vedic polytheism is that there
are indications of the supersession of one order of
gods by another, the asurns by the devas. Varuna,
Mitra, and Rta fall into the background, and
their places are taken by Indra, the Maruts, etc.
While in the Rigveda the asuras are gods, in the
ill

;

—

Atharvaveda they have become demons.

In the
the reverse process took
as
is
the
same
Varuna,
god
place.
he becomes supreme in Zoroastrianism, and is in
conflict with the daevas, the gods of the popular
Iranian sister-religion

Ahura Mazda

If

religion.
India ofl'ers an interesting illustration of the
reflex influence of the worship on the theology.
Sacrifice is conveyed to the gods by means of fire.

Fire itself (Agni) becomes deified, and yet he is
being constantly reborn when two sticks are rubbed
together to produce the spark. The drink of the
gods is soma. They love it so much that the gift
of it can influence them.
Soma becomes a god
with power over the other gods. Brahman, tlie
absolute deity of religious speculation, is probably
to be traced back to the hymn or prayer which

accompanied sacrifice (see Max Miiller, Origin and
Growth of Religion, pp. 358, 359, note). The Hindu
Trimurti is a priestly device to combine their, cult
with the popular worship of Visnu and Siva.
These two gods, together with Brahma (masc),
personal god, are manifestations of

tlie

Brahman

(neut.), the absolute reality.
(e) The reflex influence of language on mythology.
One instance of this must suffice. As a rule,
heaven is thought of as father and earth as mother ;
so in the Vedic mythology, in which Dyaus and
Prthivi are the universal parents, and in the

—

Maori.
gender

Egypt by an accident

In

of

earth (Geb) is masculine, and the
heaven or sky (Nut) is feminine and the relation
in the myth has to be altered accordingly.
The
influences affecting the ideas about the gods and
their functions and relations being so manifold, it
is evident that we cannot treat polj'theism as one
phenomenon of which any description of a general
character can be given.
;

Monolatry and Henotheism, Mono-

Literature.— R. R. Marett, The Threshold of Religion,
London, 1909 F. B. J^-vons, Introd. to the Hist, of Religion,
do. 1902 G. F. Modre, Hist, of Religions, i., Edinburgh, 1914
A. Menzies, Hist, of RHirjion, London, 1895 F. Max Miiller,
The Origin and Growth of Religion (HL, 1878), do. 1878 P. D.
Chantepie de la Saussaye, Religionsgeschichte^, Tiibingen,
1905
A. Bertholet, ReliiiionsgesehichtUches Lesebnr.h, do.
;

;

;

;

;

;

A. E. Garvie.

1908.

P O N T F E X. — See
I

(Roman),

Roman

Priest,
Religion.

Priesthood

POOR MEN OF LYONS.— See Waldenses.
POPOL VUH.— The Popol Vuh is a mythic

and heroic saga of the Quiche Indians of Guateniala,
on whose mythology and ancient history it is our
chief source of information.
It is of great com-

parative value when studied in conjunction with
the mythology of the pre-Columbian inhabitants
of Mexico and Yucatan. The text, as extant, was
written by a Christianized native of Guatemala
some time in the 17th cent., and was copied in
tlie Quiche language, in wliich it was originally
written, by a monk of the Order of Predicadores,
Francisco Ximenez, wlio added a Spanish translation

and

scholia.

;

'

'

grammatical

the

See also
theism.

A great deal of doubt has been cast upon the
genuineness of the Popol Vtih, and it has been
contended that it is merely the imaginative production of a Quiche native whose ideas were
but these
coloured by Christian influences
reflexions on this venerable compilation originated
with persons who were for the most part unacquainted with the history and mythology of
Central America, who possessed no insight into
aboriginal habits of thought, and who, in short,
were improperly equipped for the criticism of such
a work.
C. Scherzer, an Austrian savant, became aware
that such a work as the Popol Vtih had existed
through the medium of a letter from the Abbe Brasseur de Bourbourg to the Due de Valmy, in which
the Abb6 deplored the supposed loss of the collection.
Bent on the recovery of a relic of such profound
interest, Scherzer journeyed to Guatemala in 1854
or 1855, found that the Popol Vuh had been made
use of early in the 19th cent. \>y a certain Don
Felix Cabrera, and was successful in tracing the
missing MS in the library of the university of San
It appears that
Carlos, in the city of Guatemala.
Ximenez had deposited it in the library of his
convent at Chichicastenango, whence it passed to
the library of San Carlos in 1830. Scherzer copied
the Spanish translation of tlie MS, as did Brasseur,
and these were published at Vienna and Paris in
1856 and 1861 respectively.
Most unfortunately
the Spanish and French translations leave much to
be desired as regards accuracy, and the misleading
notes which accompany them must be read very
A Spanish translation, published as a
critically.
number of the Biblioteca Centro- Americano, is
scarcely more accurate, but is burdened by notes
which show a total ignorance of his subject on
the part of the editor, and which are substantialljthose of Brasseur.
The name Popol Vuh means, in its literal translation, according to some authorities, The Book
of the Mat,' or, in more sophisticated phrase, The
Record of the Community,' but it is likely that a
correct rendei'ing of the title is The Collection of
Written Leaves,' popol signifying the j^repared
bark upon which aboriginal writing is often set
doM'n, and vuh, 'paper' or 'book,' from the verb
Thus a still more simple transrioch, 'to write.'
lation would give
The Book of Bark.' It is a
work of the same family as the Chinese History of
the Five Books, the Japanese Nihongi, the Danish
History of Saxo, the Heimshringla of Snorre, and
some of the Hindu sacred books a compilation in
which pure mythology gradually shades ofl" into
veritable history.
The language in which it was
composed, the Quiche, is a dialect of tiie great
Maya-Quiche tongue, spoken at the time of the
discovery in Western Guatemala, where it is still
used by the natives, and it is the only remaining
monument of this tongue. Evidence is not wanting to prove the considerable antiquity of tlie compilation, and a decided metrical tendency in its
composition would lead us to the conclusion that
it was originally composed in metre, and that con'

'

—

sequently, like the poems of Homer and Ossian,
before it was reduced to writing it dejiended for its
On
popularity upon the aboriginal memory alone.
the other hand, it must be admitted that the work
as we possess it probably does not stand in its pristine simplicity ; that it has become sophisticated
in a certain degree by Christian thought and influence can hardly be doubted but it cannot be too
strongly insisted upon that such sophistication is
merely a surface one, and that it has not succeeded
in penetrating to the lower strata of aboriginal
thought. The evidence of language, too, is certain
proof that it Mas penned by none other than a'
member of the Quiche race. The almost insur;

POPOL VUH
inountable (liiiiiultie;? of tlie Quiclie lan<;uase render it impossible tliat a European of the ITtli cent,
could have in any way tanii)ered Mitli the coinjiiiation, and the evidence of its contents is conclusive,
as the Quiche mythology concurs in many resj)ccts
vith those of Mexico anil Yucatan, wiiich were
as sealed books to the scholais of the time in whicii
the MS was written.
Furthermore, the Quiche
mythology, as set forth in the pages of the Popol
Vu.h, accords in its general characteristics with the
great laws of mythologic science.
The Popol Vuh is divided into four books, the
first cosmological, the second dealing with the
adventures of certain hero-gods in the nether world,
the thii'd detailing the origin and early migrations
of tlie Quiclie race, and the last a i)seudo-chronicle
of the Quiche kings.
Ill the
beginning we see the god Hurakan (' the one-legged ')
hovering in the dense and primeval gloom over a waste of
waters. As a mighty wind he passed over the surface of the
8ea and ejaculated the one word 'Earth.' In answer to his
evocation the solid land rose slowly from the deep vast, wet,
and unstable. The gods took counsel together, presided over
by Hurakan. Gucumatz, the serpent covered with green
feathers, and Xpiyacoc and Xniucane, male and female creative
divinities, were present.

—

Gucumatz is merelj' a Quiche variant of the
Mexican Quetzalcoatl, known to the Maya as
Kukulcan. It must be borne in mind that to the
Xahua of Mexico Quetzalcoatl was an alien deity,
and regarded as a culture-hero who brouglit
them the seeds of civilization and then departed,
wliereas in the Pupol Vuh we find him a native
deity, as.sisting in the act of creation. It is strange
to tind him acting as the inferior of Hurakan, and,
in fact, in this pantheon on the whole we cannot
discover much affinity with Maya forms, so far
as we are at present acquainted with the characteristics of these.
The affinities, oddlj' enough,
seem to be Mith Mexican deities. E.g., Hurakan

be safely equated with Tezcatlipoca, and
Xpiyacoc and Xniucane have all the characteristics of Ometecutli and Omeciuatl.
Certainly
Gucumatz has many points of contact with F. Schellhas's god P which he identifies with Kukulcan.
As a Quiche deity, Gucumatz would irndoubtedly
seem to figure as a rain-god pure and simple rather
a different rule from that which he plays in the
mj'thology of the Mexicans. His serjient form is
symbolic of water and, as the god of the elements
whose siiape is serpentine is almost universal
throughout N. America, but by no means so in the

may

—

;

southern sub-continent, there is a possibility that
he originated in the north. Of course, it is possible
tiiat as Quetzalcoatl he may have lieen adopted by
the Mexicans from the Southern Maya, and that
his name and fame may have filtered northwards,
where they are found even to-day, as in the
Kum.snootl, or Kanikilak, of certain British Columbian tribes.
As the result of the deliberations of the gods, animals were
man was not. Tlie want of a higher type of
being was felt, and, to supply the deficiency, the gods carved
niannikins out of wood, and endowed them with life. But
these were frivolous and irreverent, and in their nature too
puppet-like to be quite human so the gods, irritated by their
conduct, resolved upon their de.struction. Hurakan therefore
sent a great flood upon the mannikin folk, which was accompanied by a resinous rain falling from the heavens. In their
created, but as yet

;

drowning the mannikins were tormented by fierce birds which
plucked out their eyes and tore their flesh and, as the rain
increased, the animals and plants, and even the domestic
utensils that they had made, their millstones, plates, and ci^s,
rose up against them and jeered at them. The wretched mannikins rushed hither and thither in their despair, but could find
no place of shelter, until at last all were drowned, save a mere
handful whose descendants are said to be the little monkeys
;

'

that live in the woods.'

The composite character of the Popol Vuh may
be recognized from the circumstance that we discover at least three
agencies assisting in the work
of creation.
From this it appears that three separate cosmologies may have been welded
together
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into one account, as in the ca.se of otiier and more
familiar instances, the most remarkable of which
will readily occur to all students of comparative
religion.
After earth had somewhat recovered from thia deluge, there
arose a being, orgulous and full of pride, named Vukub-cakix,
whicli signilies 'seven times the colour of fire,' or
ver>
brillittiit,' an earth-god like the .Scandinavian Jotunn or Greek
Titans, who took the shape of the arara bird or great macaw.
Ills eyes were of silver, his teeth of emerald, and his body was
composed of various precious metals. His overweening conceit
80 irritated the gods that they resolved upon his destruction. To
that end they dispatched the twin hero-gods Hun-ahpu and
Xbalanque to earth, to chastise the arrogance of Vukub-cakix.
The.se, arriving in his domain, wounded the god severely in the
mouth with a dart from a magic blow-pipe. Afterwards, with
Xjiiyacoc and Xniucane, they proceeded to his dwelling, disguised as physicians, and extracted the unfortunate Titan's
'

emerald teeth, for which they sub><titiited grains of Diaize.
After the operation Vukub-cakix expired.
This would seem to be a mytli explaining the
first fertilization of the earth with seeil, and the
substitution of the maize-plant for the green,
But tlie progeny of Vukub-cakix had
virgin soil.
yet to be disposed of. Zipacna, the earth-heaper,
and Cabrakan, the earth-quake, m ere also destroyed
by craft, so that the race of Titans was now extinct.

The second book yields much interesting material
for the mythologist.
It relates the under-world
adventures of Hunhun-ahpu and Vukub-hun-ahpu,
the suns of Xpiyacoc and Xnmcane.
Hunhun-ahpu and his brothers were great e.\ponents of the
game of ball, a kind of hockey. On one occasion the
course of their play took them into the vicinity of the realm of
native

Xibalba, the under world, the monarchs of which challenged
them to a game with the malicious intent, common to all supernatural folk, of defeating and disgracing them. The challenge
was accepted, and, after crossing over a river of blood, the
brothers came to the residence of the lord of the Quiche hades,
where they underwent a series of insults and tortures. First
they were requested to place themselves in a seat of honour,
but hastily arose when they found that it was a red-hot stone.
Then they were thrust into the House of Gloom, where they were
tortured, killed, and buried. Theheadof Hunhun-ahpu was, however, suspended from a tree, which speedily became covered with
gourds. Xquiq (' blood '), the daughter of a notable of Xibalba,
was standing underneath its shade, when the head of Hunhunahpu expectorated into her palm, so that she conceived. "Die
head told her to go to his home on earth, where she would be
received by Xniucane, to whom she must tell the story of the
brothers' tragic fate. She did so, but Xmucane would not at
first credit her story.
Xquiq, however, to prove her supernatural origin, gathered a basket of maize where no maize grew
quite a natural thing for a deity of the under world to do, aa
they are invariably associated with the growing of grain.
Xquiq became the mother of Hun-ahpu and Xbalanque, the
twin-heroes alluded to in the first book. They were so noisy
that Xmucane, their grandmother, thrust them out of doors.
Extremely precocious, they were made to clear erround for the
plantation of maize, but, as they possessed magic tools which
could work of themselves, they went on hunting expeditions
and neglected their duties, and during the night the wild
animals met and undid the work that the magic tools had accomplished. The brothers watched for the puqiose of capturing the miscreants, but the animals escaped, all save one, the
rat, which in return for its life recounted to them the glorious
deeds of their father and uncle, and how they had been entrapped in Xibalba. Shortlj after this the twins themselves
received a cliallenge to play ball from the lords of the under
world, which they accepted. On their arrival in Xibalba, the
commuiiiti' of which seems to have been conducted on the lines
of a native secret society with a form of initiation, they passed
scatheless through several of the ordeals, and defeated the lords
of the Plutonian realm at ball. They were placed in the House
of Lances, but escaped by bribing the lancers.
They were then
thrust into the House of Cold, where they cheated their tormentors by warming themselves with burning pine-cones. In
the House of Tigers and the House of Gloom tlie.v passed a
night each without misfortune, but in the House of Bats Hunahpu's head was cut off by Camazotz, ruler of the bats. The
head was susjiended in the ball-court, but the tortoise passed
by the severed neck of Hun-ahpu, to which it became attached,
turning into a new head.

—

The Camazotz here referred to is a figure of some
importance. With the Central American peoples
generally the bat was the sj-mbol of glooiu and
darkness, therefore Camazotz is the god of subterranean caves

in

which that animal isusualh* found.

that here we liave to deal with
a form of the deity of mountain caverns and cavePictures of the bat-god are found in the
worship.
all
Borgian, Vatican, and Fejervarj- Codices
It is plain, in fact,

—

Mexican

MSS— as

Seler

first

pointed out, and
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this is strange, as in

Mexico

itself

the cult of a bat-

god does not appear to have been known. But it
is probable that the MSS which give representations
of this god originated near the soutiiern borders of

Mexican empire, nearer the sphere of Maya
In the Borgian Codex the bat-god is
represented as holding a severed human head in
the left hand, and as in the act of tearing a man's
head from the body with his right hand. He is
also frequently met with on the Copan reliefs, and
in the Maya Dresden Codex, and his head appears
the

influence.

in the Maya conventional sign for the cardinal
point of the north. In a vase excavated by E. P.
Dieseldorfi' he is well portrayed with outstretched
wings on which are depicted half-moons, symbolic
find his name also
of his nocturnal character.
reproduced in that of the two roj'al families of the
Cakchiquels, who were called Ah-po-zotzil and

We

ancestors of the Quiche people must have dwelt
in a comparatively cold climate.
T. A. Joyce
(Mexican Archceology, p. 362 f.) sees in this myth
the adoption of a solar calendar or rather the fixing
of a date to form a starting-point for a time-count

modelled on solar time.

The whole myth

is

strik-

that of the wanderings of the
Israelites, but the conditions of migration undergone by the Quiche, though similar to those recounted in the book of Exodus, possess as many
j)oints of difference, and are by no means a mere
variation of the Scriptural version, as stated by
short-sighted collators of both. The best proof
that the myth is of purely native origin is that
such myths of undoubted aboriginal manufacture
ingly akin

to

abound in America. Thus we find in an Aztec
migration-myth in the Boturini Collection that the
Aztecs issuing from Aztlan carried their god HuitAh-po-xa, and, according to another passage in the zilopochtli before them when they came by Mat«r
Popol Vuh, we find that the Cakchiquels designated to Colhuacan. We also find a similar mytli in the
him Zotzilaha Chamalcan, who, we are told, took Wallam Olum, or Painted Records of the Lenap6
the bat for his image. But Zotzilaha does not Indians, which state that the Lenape left the dwellmean bat,' but bat's house,' therefore it is ing of Talli for the Snake Land, to reach which
reasonable to suppose that this god possessed more they passed over the water of the frozen sea. The
than one form, i.e., that, besides the bat which he Popol Viih, indeed, may be a dim and distant echo
of a migration from N.E. Asia to American soil.
symbolized, he had the form of a cave-god.
The brothers, having outwitted their fiendish hosts, now The circumstance that the tribal gods of the Quiche
entered upon a veritable orgy of magic, even submitting to be
were turned to stone on the appearance of the sun
killed and coming to life again, after their bones had been
recalls a myth of the Zuni Indians of New Mexico,
beaten to powder and thrown into the river. The nionarchs of
in M'hich the great gods turned certain animals
Xibalba requested to be killed also, but, as the brothers omitted
CO rexdve them, their reign was at an end.
into stone, which afterward.s liecame fetishes.
Thej' then showed
themselves in their true colours, degraded the princes of Xibalba,
The fourth book of the Popol Vnh is almost
and, after paying fitting funeral honours to their father and
purely pseudo-historical, and as such possesses no
uncle, set them in the heavens as the sun and moon.
interest for the student of comparative religion.
In this myth it is easy to see the harrying of
Enough has been said to prove that the Popol Vuh
hell so common to the mythologies of all nations.
is the New World's richest mythological mine,
The Quiche Xibalba is, of course, a place of the
with treasure awaiting those who will
dead, with many departments, like the Egyptian abounding
take the pains to unearth it. In especial there
where
both
and
alike
are
Amenti,
just
unjust
can be no question that it throws much light upon
lodged. The savage mind trembles at the idea of the
m5'^thologies of the Mexicans and Maj'a, but
a place of eternal doom of which it knows nothing;
our knowledge of these is so slight that at present
therefore it invents myths of the descent into its
it is found not a little difficult to appl}' the light
hades of its most heroic and god-like figures, who
shed by the Popol Vuh so as to dispel the gloom
are described as achieving the conquest of the
which surrounds them.
terrors of death and hell, and making the way
Literature.— Brasseur de Bourbourg, Popol Vuh, Paris,
easy for those who come after them.
In the third book we find the gods once more in ISGl F. Ximenez, Los Historias del Origin de lo.s Indios de
Guatemala,Xienna., 1856 L. Spence,7'A« Piypol Vv/i (in Popular
council, tiieir object this time being the creation of Studies in Mvthologv, Romance, and Folk-lore series), London,
T. A. Joyce,
man.
1908, The Myths of Mexico and Pent, do. 1913
Mexican Archceology, do. 1914. The brief essay of Max Miiller
Four perfect men were fashioned by Hurakan out of red and
Vuh is worthless. A tr. is in course of
the
'

'

:

'

;

'

;

white maize. But these beings w-ere too perfect, and in knowledge closely approached to the gods themselves. The creators,
alarmed at this condition of things, felt that it was not good that
man should approach them in wisdom, so they contracted liis
sight so that he might only be able to see a portion of the earth.
The gods then provided the first four men with wives. These
eight people were the ancestors of the Quiche only, the progenitors of other tribes being created subsequently. As yet there
was no sun in the heavens, and, despite the prayers of the
A desire to migrate
ear]}' Quiche, no luminary appeared.
came upon the first men, and they set out for Tulan-Zuiva.
have
been
made
to
this
identify
Attempts
locality with the city
of Tollan, the capital of the Toltecs of ancient Mexico.
In
that place the Quiche received gods, each man being given a
special and probably tribal deity. One of these, Tohil, whose
name signifies the rumbler,' and who is a thunder- and raingod, probably a variant of Quetzalcoatl or Gucumatz, supplied
the emigrants with fire by striking his feet (which were composed of flint) together, and producing lightning. At Tulan
the speech of men became confounded, so that the four
progenitors of the Quiche could no longer comprehend one
another. Leaving Tulan under the leadership of Tohil, they
wandered on, meeting innumerable hardships, making their wav
through desolate mountain-passes, and passing through the sea,
which was miraculously divided for their journej' from shore to
shore. At length they came to llie mountain Hacavitz, called
after one of their gods, where thej- halted, as they had been told
that at this spot they should see the sun. At last he appeared
above the horizon, weak and as refiecled in a glass, and, as his
beams lighted upon them, the tribal gods were turned into
stone, as were the gods worshipped by the animals.
'

It is probable that this

myth recounts a migra-

tion from the cold north to the warm south.
The
sun grows stronger as the journey proceeds, which
would seem to show that, to begin with, the

upon

Popol

preparation in Austria, and a tr. from the original Quiche is understood
to be in progress by a distinguished German student of Mexican
archaeology.
LEWIS SPEXCE.

J

PORPHYRY.— See Neo-Platonlsm.
PORTENTS.— See

Prodigies and Portents.

PORT ROYAL.— See Jansenlsm
POSITIVISM.— I, Derivation and definition.
—Derived from the Vranch. positif, 'sure,' certain,'
'positivism' was tiie term chosen by Augusta
Comte to designate a system of thought and life
dealing with realities and based on the sure results
reached by scientific methods, which aimed not
'

only at certainty, but also at precision in the varying degree that each particular braneli of science
allows.
When, however, the word was applied to
a system of life as well as of thought, it obtained
the additional connotation of
useful
and, as
our knowledge of the world depends on the powers
of mankind, we also get the meaning 'relative.'
With the study of biology and sociology, science
becomes oi'ganic, and, with the recognition of the
union of mankind in the social organism, .sym'

'

;

pathetic.

name,

is

Positivism, therefore,

not purely intellectual.

in spite of its
It is not only

POSITIVISM
real, certain, and precise,
organic, anil synij)athetic.

chosen task, and wished to direct Ids powers into
more lucrative channels eventually she left him.
Some years afterwartls he formed a devoted friendship for Madame de Vaux, whose husband was a
fugitive from justice. Clotilde de Vaux was not
a woman of exceptional mental cai)acity,
Eerhaps
ut she was quite able to appreciate Comte's
She was not, however, in the least in
genius.
love with him, and their friendship led to no closer
union.
It began in April 1844, and ended by her
death just a year later. This short episode had a
on his career. From the outset, as
ert'ect
lasting
he had shown in his early essays, he had sought
the good of mankind as the proper goal of all
human ellort. But he had sought it by an iutellectual regeneration, a philosophy of science, a
synthesis of human knowledge. Clotilde de Vaux
could add nothing to his intellectual equipment,
but their friendship opened his eyes to sides of
human life previously unseen, to other needs of
the human heart and other values in human conduct.
Henceforth, while recognizing the primary
necessity of scientific synthesis, he saw that there
must be a synthesis embracing all sides of human

but aLso useful, relative,

—

;

History before Comte. The general application of scientilic methods, the accumulation of a
mass of ordered knowledge, the building up in
turn of the various abstract sciences all this has
been a long and gradual jirocess. While in the
2.

—

theocracies of Babylon and Egypt concrete facts
were observed, recorded, and utilized, calendars
made, canals dug, land measured, temples and
pyramids built, it was only in Greece that abstract
laws of co-existence and succession were formuBut the abstract science of (ireece made
lated.
considerable progress only in mathematics and
it was essentially statical, failing to
;
solve even so simple a proldcm as that presented
by the acceleration of a falling body it did not
reach the subjects health, politics, morals most
interesting to mankind, for in these subjects Greek

astronomy

—

;

—

knowledge remained almost entirely concrete and
Other interests and needs, the develop-

empirical.

ment of Roman law, the rise of a new religion, the
inroads of the barbarians, distracted the attention
of the ancient world, and Greek science not only
ceased to make progress, but would have been lost,
had it not been preserved and even slightly
At the Renaissance the
increased by the Arabs.
advance was resumed.
scientific
Copernicus,
Kepler, and Galileo introduced the new astronomy ;
the earth ceased to be the centre of the universe

—

nature, action, and affection as well as intellect
in other words, a religion at once scientihc and
Thus he became the founder of the
human.
Religion of Humanity. This was the dominant
note of the Positive Polity and the Catechism of
Positive Religion.
In his last work, the Subjective
Synthesis, he returned to mathematics, considered
comfrom a social and religious point of view.
panion treatise on morals he ditl not live to write.
He died on 5th Sept. 1857, in Paris, and was buried

;

of

ii:

motion were

successfully solved,
discussed the purpose,

A

Eroblems
lacon and Descartes
methods, and scope of science, and the former
foresaw its extension to social and moral phenomena. In the two centuries after Bacon the

in

sciences of physics, chemistry, and biology made
great progress, and a long series of thinkers began
tentatively to investigate the laws of social struc-

P^re Lachaise Cemetery.

A

monument was

outside the Sorbonne in
1898. Many years before his death he was deprived
for the scientific
of his posts at the Polytechnic
Sjiecialists disliked his insistence on synthesis, and
vehemently rejected his claim that science should
Some of his earlier supfulfil a social mission.
porters, notably M. P. E. Littre and John Stuart
Mill, declined to follow him in his religious developments. But he gathered round him a small
body of disciples who remained after his death to
erected to his

memory

;

ture and development, the working of the human
mind, and the relation of subject and object.
Building on the results of these labours and
gathering up the scattered threads of these IStli

investigations, Comte founded a scientific
philosophy and a purely human religion.
Auguste Comte was born at Mont3. Cerate.
defend his memory and propagate his ideas.
pellier on 19th Jan. 1798, the son of a revenue
His parents were royalists
When twenty years old, Comte became
officer of small means.
and devout Catholics, but he had abandoned theo- acquainted with Henri Saint-Simon (1760-1825),
logy before he was fifteen, and was throughout his who was already famous. Saint-Simon had conAt the Lycee at Montpellier ceived the idea of a reformed social order in which
life a firm republican.
he showed such precocity that, while still a pupil, all the resources of the State should be used for
he took the place of the absent mathematical the benefit of the whole people, and was in fact
Thence he passed to the famous Poly- one of the originators of modern socialism, though
professor.
technic School, iirst of his list in the entrance ex- the word Avas then unknown, while, unlike most
amination when sixteen, though he was not allovved socialists, he had no confidence in democratic
He believed that the new order
In 1816 the year after institutions.
to join till the next year.
Waterloo he took a leading part in a demonstra- must rest on a basis of science ; but he had led
tion against an unpopular official, and was expelled
a roving and adventurous life little compatible
with tlie other students of his year, the whole with scientific studies. This lack Comte seemed
school being suspected of republican sentiments.
eminently fitted to supply. He wrote his two
He was, however, already known to some eminent earliest essays under Saint-Simon's intluenie, and
but, when this was
men, and on their recommendation he obtained the third at his request
Later lie was appointed to two small written, it was the master who hrst perceived the
pupils.
mathematical posts in the Polytechnic as teacher discrepancy between his ideas and those of his
and examiner. Having already published some disciple. Saint-Simon had expressed his purpose
Plan of the
important essays, he began, in 1826, a course of in the title which he had suggested
lectures on the positive philosophy, which Avas Scientific Operations necessary for reorganizing
interrupted bj' a mental breakdown but after his Society.' He wanted an immediate application of
The science to this purj)Ose. Comte saw that much
recovery it was resumed and completed.
course was attended by some of the most eminent more was needed, and that a much longer task lay
men of science of the day, and formed a first sketch before him a new science of sociology must be
of the Positive Phllosuphy (6 vols., 1830-42).
This founded irrespective of any immediate application
was followed in 1848 by the General Vieiv of Posi- and science itself stood in need of reorganization.
He soon came to see that a scientihc philosophy
tivism, the introduction to his second great work,
science.
Thus,
t\ie Positive Politxj (4 vols., the last being
published must precede a polity founded on
in 1854).
Between the two works his outlook on after six years, master and disciple separated and
was
so
case
other
life had developed.
An early marriage had turned Comte, who in every
ready to
out unhappy ; his wife grudged his devotion to his acknowledge his indebtedness to his predecessors,
cent,

—

—

—

;

'

:

;

:

;

'

;

I

I
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always insisted that Condorcet was his iimiiediate
intellectual ancestor, and that he owed nothing to
It is true that he gained little
Saint-Simon.
for Saintintellectually from the connexion
Simon's ideas were constantly changing and often
inconsistent he was a visionary rather than a
;

—

systematic thinker.
attected both for good

Nevertheless,

and

Comte was

for evil
for good, since
well titted to impress on him the
:

Saint-Simon was
need of reconstruction, and had some confused
for evil, because
glimpses of its true conditions
he retained to the end of his life Saint-Simon's
tendency to expect quick results and to outrun
;

scientific forecast in his zeal for social reconstruction.
The first is, indeed, the common failing of
reformers ; the second led Comte to make his fore-

casts of the future more detailed than the complex
character of social phenomena allows.
It was in this third essay (1822) that Comte put

forward his law of intellectual development, which
he named the Law of the Three States,' and his
The former had
classification of the sciences.
already been stated by Turgot in an early thesis,
but without adequate proof or recognition of its
scope and it was open to fatal misunderstanding
unless combined with a classification of the sciences
in the order of their historic development.
Here
is a statement of the law by Comte
human
each
of
of
the
intellect
branch
From the nature
'

;

:

'

knowledge, in its development, is necessarily obliged to pass
through three different theoretical states the theological or
:

the metajAysical or abstract state ; the
fictitious state ;
scientific or positive state (Early Essays in Social Philosophy,
Eng. tr.2, p. 131).
'

In the first stage men, interpreting the unknown
by the known, attribute the phenomena of the
Avorld without to the action of beings moved by
human passions in the third they content themselves with discovering the order in which events
occur, noting the relations of co-existence or
succession, which give the conditions of human
action.
Between these there is a transitional
stage in which personified or merely verbal entities
take the place of divine wills. Thus a pestilence,
which is in primitive times or among backward
peoples a punishment sent by the gods, passes into
;

an entity, which comes and goes without assigned
cause, till with increasing knowledge the conditions
of its appearance and the course of its development
are discovered, its microbe isolated, it may be, and
so its prevention or cure becomes possible.
The
natural rights of man, su[)posed the same in all
ages and under all conditions, supply an example
in politics of the metaphysical transition from the
divine right of kings to the ordering of society in
accordance with the needs of a developing civilization.
Of such entities Nature is the most general.
At the beginning of the transition it is hardly
distinguishable from a divinity or at least a living
being, as in such expressions as Nature abhors a
'

vacuum.'

summary

In the end it becomes a convenient
for the totality of phenomena and Wieir

laws.

But, in order to understand correctly the Law of
the Three States, a classification of the abstract
sciences was necessary.
Comte proposed to range
them in a linear series, beginning with the most
general and simple and proceeding to the most
special

and complex

— mathematics,

astronomy

(celestial physics), physics, chemistry, biology, and
sociology, to which he afterwards added ethics,

the first four being condensed into cosmologj' on
occasion.
This order was that actually followed
by the sciences in their historic develojiment the
order in which they in turn reached the positive
Herbert Sjiencer attacked this classificastage.
tion on the ground that no linear arrangement was
But
possible, the sciences being interdependent.

—

classification is a

logical

artifice,

which usually

accentuates the divisions found in nature, and is
intended for the assistance of human reason. For
exposition a linear order is necessary, and of such
orders Comte's conforms most nearly to the order
of historical

development

and

;

in its

main

lines it

has been adopted by Spencer himself in his exposition of the synthetic philosophy, M-ith one amendment which does not afiect the order of the series.
This amendment consists in the intercalation of
In
psychology between biology and sociology.
fact, the most serious criticism directed against
Comte's classification is that he has treated
the concluding
psychology as a department
section of biology and not as a separate science
if
the
criticism
be
but,
allowed, it would mean only
the insertion of a neAV term, not a recasting of the
whole. Whether psycliologj' is to be considered as
a sejiarate science depends, according to Comte's
principles, on whether it requires a new method
tor the main distinction between the various
sciences lies in the methods necessary for their

—

—

;

;

investigation.
It will thus be seen, if we consider the Law of
the Three States in combination with the classification of the sciences, that at anj- given period all
three stages will be represented, the simpler
sciences being already positive, while the more
complex are partly or wholly metaphysical or theoIn the earliest societies of which we have
logical.
knowledge some simple positive notions will have
been derived from practical life, while even in the
present age the most complex sciences have not

become completely

positive.

Comte is generally recognized as the founder of
It is true that the necessary conditions
sociology.
of human society were discussed by Aristotle, and
that therefore, in its
purely statical aspects, the
subject was studied in ancient Greece.
Early in
the 18th cent. Vico attempted to establish a new
science of society, but the necessary foundation in
the simpler sciences was wanting ; the same
century saw the successful treatment of many
isolated questions relating to social structure and
development ; and towards its close Herder, Kant,
and Condorcet sought the laws of the progress
of civilization in the study of history.
But Comte
was the first to map out the field of sociology, to
show its true relation to the earlier sciences,
especially biology, to distinguish social statics
from social dynamics, and to put forward and
apply the special method proper to tiie latter. In
nistoric filiation
and
this, which Comte called
J. S. Mill 'inverse deduction,' a generalization is
made inductively from the facts of history. Then
the same result is deduced by showing how the
sequence of events could be attributed to the
known facts of human nature, or to what we
already know of the development of societies and
the conditions of social action. By this method
Comte reached his law of intellectual development
and corresponding laws of the evolution of activity
and afi'ection. Thus in the Western transition,
while human activity was at first organized for
conquest and then for defence, eventually industry
becomes recognized as the chief occupation of
mankind. In correspondence with this the status
of the workers changes from slavery to serfdom
and then to freedom. In the last stage there is a
further advance from the metaphysical concept of
individual rights and the absolute control of
wealth by its possessor to the acceptance of social
duty or convenience as regulating industrial rela'

'

tions.
In the language of Pierre Laffitte, Comte's
successor as leader of the Positivist bodj% we
should regard wealth as social in its origin and
destination' {The Positive Science of Morals, Eng.
tr., p. 191).
So, too, there is a widening of the
moral sphere, a law of moral progress. At one
'
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time moral duties are bounded by tlie family, class,
Later they are extended to all of the
same city or nation. Finally, they include the
whole liuman race.
or tribe.

The Held

of social statics, as

we have

seen,

had

been cultivated from ancient times. Comte, however, made some important additions to the work
of his predecessors.
He brou^dit out more fully
than they had done the co-ordination that exists
between institutions in corresponding stages of
social evolution, while avoiding the error of supposing this co-ordination to be as exact as in liiology,
where R. Owen was able from a single bone to
reconstruct the form of an extinct bird.
More
important is Comte's classification of the elements
of society
first into si)iritual and temporal, these
tending to further subdi\ision, the former into
emotionals and intellectuals, the latter into chiefs
and peojde. The progress of sociology has not
1»een so rapid as Comte hoped, but it is now generally recognized as a science under that name,
which he gave it. The chief sociologists since his
time have pursued the study from rather difrerent
standpoints. Herbert Spencer has dealt largely
with the influence on the social organism of the laws
of the lower sciences, especially the biological laws
of heredity. P. G. Frederic Le Play has shown how
the environment chiefly aftects social structure and
development indirectly through its control of
industry, the work of the hunter, the fisher, the
shepherd, and the tiller of the soil each giving rise
to a different type of civilization.
But in sociology
physical and biological laws only give the condi-

—

existence.
The environment is
most powerful in the early stages of civilization
and becomes less and less so as the social heritage
grows. Following the example of other sciences,
sociology must discover laws by the direct study
of social phenomena, the structure of human
societies, and the development of human civilization.
In this field Comte has been the chief
tions of social

pioneer.

The importance

of his discoveries is seen in the
He traces the
light wliicii they throw on history.
development of civilization from fetishism or
animism, through astrolatry, the worship of the
heavenly bodies, to polytheism, found in a theocratic form in the great river valleys, isolated by
strong natural barriers, as in Egypt, or in a
In Greece
military form in Greece or Rome.
the geographical configuration of the country did
not favour a career of conquest, and amid the
freedom and rivalry of the small city-States Greek
art and Greek science arose.
Rome, on the con-

conquered and united the Mediterranean
Polytheism passed into monotheism and
conquest into defence. For some centuries the
energies and intellect of the "West were occupied
in civilizing the barbarian
and creating the
Catholic Church. But, as that was accomplished,
a new intellectual curiosity arose, stimulated by
contact with the Muhammadan world and later by
trary,

world.

the revival of ancient learning. From the 14th
cent, onwards Europe entered on that revolutionary
transition which culminated in the 18th.
But,
alongsideof the movement of destruction, the breakdown of the old institutions and beliefs, there was
a movement of construction, the building up of
modern science. In this growth of science Comte
\sa\v the promise of the close of the revolutionary
lera, for scientific results were true for all, tranIscending national bounds and giving a certitude in
which all could share. From a study of the past
he reached the following conclusions as to the
characteristics of the new era: (1) as the field of

was continually enlarging,
as that was becoming more and more the test of
certitude and the bond of intellectual unity, the

scientific investigation
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j)hilosophy of the future must be founded on
science, and the religion of the future must be
(2) however much the
compatible with .science
peace of the world might be troubled by nations
;

—

in a more backward stage of civilization
and even
in Europe some are behind others
industry was
becoming more and more the chief occupation of

—

man's energies peace was becoming normal, war
abnormal (3) in [lolitics the metaphysical conception of natural rights, the same in all places and
times, was giving way to the acceptance of duties,
changing with the development of civilization
(4) conduct was being more and more judged by
human and social standards. Aristotle had de;

;

;

man as .a civic animal.
We are members
one of another {Eph 4-<'), St. Paul proclaimed.
In the 17th cent, this recognition or .solidarity
was extended at least in the intellectual sphere
to continuitj', when Pascal said
'The whole successioti of men during the course of so many
'

scribed

'

—

—

:

centuries should be considered as one man, ever living and
continually learninjf' (Pr^/ace sur le Traite du Vide, Qiucres,
Paris, 1908,

ii.

139).

In Comte's view the human race formed one great
organism. Humanity, living a continuous life in
accordance with its own laws of development, its
elements becoming more and more closely conThe individual as such is an abstraction
nected.
for every one is a member of a family, then of a
;

city or nation, and finally of Humanity, which is
made up of all the nations of the earth. On these
collective elements the thought and life of each

individual
necessarily

depend, and
in

difi'er

development.

Each

that

thought and

life

difierent stages of human
is the child of his own nation

and time.
Comte's definition, consists in the
life, and embraces equally the
heart and the intellect, for both of these must
concur to produce any true unity of life' (Positive
Its function is to regulate
Polity, Eng. tr. ii. 8).
the individual life and to combine collective lives.
In the earlier stages of man's development this
was attained by the unconscious creation, first of
fetishes, then of gods, the unknown outside being
interpreted in terms of men's own feelings. But i
intellectually, in one department after another,/
natural laws take the place of divine wills, and\
in morals the desire to please or appease the gods
becomes less potent as a motive for good actions
than the love of our fellow-men. Humanity thus y
becomes the new centre of unity the Religion of
Humanity, a religion capable of uniting all, and
'Live for others' its guiding principle. The term
altruism,' now in general use, was introduced by
Comte.
Three sources of misunderstanding must be
guarded against in considering this religion. (1)
It is not mere cosmopolitanism.
Humanity is
made up of families and nations. For the great
mass of men and women indeed, for all in many
relations of their lives it must be served through
service to family and country, to kinsmen, friends,
Religion, in

full

harmony

of

'

,

I

;

'

—

—

and fellow-countrj'uien. Humanity is strengthened, not by reducing all nations to one level, but
by each nation in its free development bringing to

the common service of mankind the special aptitudes and resources which it has developed.
Devotion to Humanity is based upon family affection and love of countiy.
Humanity does not set
aside nationality
it only controls it, making a
nation's glory consist in service and not in domination.
(2) Positivism does not regard the earlier
religions as bad and false.
They are such approximations to the truth as were possible in the ages in
Their
which they arose.
acceptance and, indeed,
;

their continued existence, where they still exist,
show that they answer to certain human needs;
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and, so far as they fullil a necessary function, to
be destroyed, they must be rephiced. They were
centres of unity to their adherents, even when
Thus Positivists
their rivalry made for disunion.
honour the great teachers of all religions and gladly
in
is
their
work e,.g., the
what
accept
permanent

—

separation of spiritual from temporal power under
the niediieval Church.
But they also honour
of
enlightenment like Diderot and
Condorcet, who, though they failed justly to
appreciate the past, made ready the way for
the future.
Altruism is inconsistent Avith
(3)
self-immolation or with purposeless self-denial.
Pleasure is not an evil, except where it involves
neglect of duty in ourselves or pain to others.
To live for otliers implies the maintenance of
our full powers of service, including pliysical
health and cheerfulness of temper. Asceticism,
save as training for service, is alien to the Religion

apostles

of

Humanity.

Comte has been blamed for neglect of epistemology and formal logic. The latter he considered
best studied in the several sciences, methods being
thus seen in their application. As to the former,
the validity of scientilic methods and the underlying
assumptions of science were in his view sufficiently established by the success of modern science
and the continual extension of its sphere. The
uniformity of nature, the reign of natural law,
the relativity of knowledge, the distinction between subjective and objective derived from Kant,
were accepted as postulates of scientific investigation.
He did, however, formulate under the
designation The, First Philosophy a series of general
principles or laws on which the abstract sciences

Hypotheses, far from being condemned,
were held to be legitimate provided they were
rest.

Without the use of hypothesis scientific
discovery is impossible. Knowledge was not to be
verifiable.

pursued for its own sake, but for a social purpose.
'Know in onler to foresee, and foresee in ordej- to provide'
{Politique positive,

i.,

table facing p. 726).

As

to those ultimate problems which occupied so
large a space in man's early speculations, Comte
considered tliem insoluble. The absolute is out of
reach of man's relative powers.
can postulate
benevolence of his immediate environment and the
laws that control his destiny only in so far as they
have allowed Humanity to arise and develop. To
that extent the earth and the whole body of natural
laws
le grand milieu,' in Comte's expression
were rightly venerated by mankind, but only as a
consequence of their relation to Humanity. The
old cosmogonies made man the objective centre of

We

—

—

'

the universe. Comte aimed only at a subjective
In positivism all knowledge is viewed
synthesis.
&n its relation to man, and human knoAvledge is
considered adequate for all human needs. At the
•same time Comte was not purely intellectualist.
He recognized the eflect of practical life and feeling on thought. He took all sides of human nature
He insisted on the need of social
into account.

aims even
'

in scientilic inquiry.

The

Intellect should always be the servant of the Heart,
never its slave' {A General View of Positivism, Eng. tr.2,
original title page).

To the positive philosophy corresponds a positive
education, replacing instruction in letters by a
training in science and a knowledge of realities.
Comte divided the education of the young into
three phases. Till seven years of age the child
would remain entirely in his mother's charge,
gradually exercising his powers, but in an informal
way, and not even being taught to read. From
seven to fourteen, while he would learn to read
and write, his education would be mainly artistic.
He would sing and draw, and become acquainted
with the literature of his own country, and possibly

towards the end of the period he might begin to
study foreign languages. Comte hoped that eventually mothers who had already received a positivist education would be
capable of teaching their
children during the second, as well as the first,
period, but for the present he recognized that this
Avould be impossible.
Finally, in the third stage,
from fourteen to twenty-one, the youth, while
engaged in preparing for the active work of his

—

—

in general as apprentice would follow courses
on all the seven abstract sciences, from mathematics to ethics, on two evenings in the week
during the first two years, on one evening during
the last five. Girls would go through precisely the
same course, except that, to prevent overstrain,
they would have only one evening a week throughFor such classes to be largely attended, they
out.
would obviously have to fulfil certain conditions.
(1) The hours of labour would have to be short.
Comte hoped that the hours even of adults would
ultimately be reduced to thirty-hve a week. (2)
The study of each science must be limited. There
was to be no question of training the boys and
girls to be teachers of mathematics or chemists or
surgeons. For such professional instruction there
would be special institutions. The general courses
would be open to all and would have to recognize two limitations. They must be sufficient only
(a) to give the student a grasp of scientific method,
of the scientific way of looking at the world, and
life

{b)

to enable
science

Each

him

to proceed to the later sciences.

—

till the last was
reached in order to understand its method and
have a firm basis for later studies. (3) The course
of seven years must form a connected whole, and
be infused with a social purpose. The teachers,
therefore, were to be men of philosophic outlook
Comte referred to them as a philosophical priestliood
who, while their chief business would be
teaching, would also form a spiritual power, international as science is, and independent of political
parties, who, as they would renounce all temporal
ambition, could give disinterested counsel in rela-

—

would be pursued

—

—

tion to public affairs.
Many other institutions

Comte.

Of these

it

were

suggested

by

possible here to describe
Library and the Positivist
is

only the Positivist
Calendars.
The Positivist Library for the Nineteenth Century was a selection of books made by Comte,
with the view of guiding .the more thoughtful
minds among the people in their choice of books
for constant use.'
It is divided into four sections
poetry and fiction, science, history, and philosophy
and religion. Of these the first and last have
naturally the most permanent interest, the one
containing the great masterpieces of imaginative
literature from Homer and ^Eschylus to Goethe
and Walter Scott, the other, not only the sacred
books of Hebrew, Cliristian, and Muslim, the Bible
and the Qur'an, with St. Augustine, St. Bernard,
Thomas k Kempis, and Bossuet, but the great
'

:

philosophers, from Aristotle, through Bacon and
Descartes, to Diderot, Condorcet, and Comte. The
collection M'as purely provisional and intended only
for the West.
It includes only those religious
writings that have directly affected Western civilization ; it excludes the great epics of India.
This
is in the main true also of the Historical Calendar,
though the first month contains the names of
Buddha, Confucius, and Zoroaster as well as those
of Moses, Isaiah,

and Muhammad.

The year

is

divided into thirteen months, each representing a
phase in human development theocratic civilization, ancient poetry, philosophy, science, military
civilization, Catholicism, feudalism, modern epic
poetry, industry, drama, philosophy, statesmanThe month is divided into
ship, and science.
:
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twenty-eiglit days. At the head of each month is
a great name, Homer, Dante, Shakespeare for tlie
three months of poetry, Aristotle and Descartes
for the

two

of philosophy, Julius Caesar, St. Paul,

Charleniayne, etc. Other types preside over eacli
week, while every day recalls some eminent man,
with substitutes in some cases for leap-years. The
whole forms a wonderful picture of Kuroi)ean procress from the dawn of history to the French
Kevolution. It is professedly a record of construction rather than destruction
except in the first
month it deals almost entirely with the West it
is temporary, save as a historical sketch, and even
historical values change.
On the other haml, the
Abstract Calendar is general and permanent. In
this the first month is dedicated to Humanity, the
next five to family and industrial relationships,
then three to the preparatory historic phases,
fetishism, polytheism, and monotheism, antl the
last four to the normal functions
the moral providence of women, tiie intellectual providence of
the teachers and thinkers, the material providence
of the industrial leaders, and the general providence of the proletariate. Both Calendars end with
an additional day not included in any month a
day dedicated to no particular individual but to
'all the dead,' since every man, in the course of
his life, however useless or degraded, has done
some useful or even honourable actions. In leapyear one day more has to be added, and this is
devoted to a general commemoration of those illustrious women who, under exceptional circumstances, have, like Joan of Arc, passed beyond the
sphere of woman's ordinary duties. Under the influence of a higher standard of education, Comte
thought the number of such women would increase
in the future, but that the great mass of women
would still devote themselves to the indispensable
duties of the home, and remain the moral providence of Humanity. The first day of the first month
of the year was assigned as the festi\al of
Humanity, not as the daj- of all the dead, a commemoration of the individuals who compose the
human race, but as the day of that great human
organism considered as a whole and built up by
the convergent eflbrts of all generations. Comte
also instituted a series of nine social sacraments
'consecrating all the successive phases of private
life by connecting each with public life' {The
Catechism of Positive Religion, Eng. tr.-, p. 90).
Comte founded the
4. Spread of positivism.
Positivist Society of Paris in 1848.
His philosophy
was spread from an independent standpoint in
England by John Stuart Mill, George Henry
Lewes, and Harriet Martineau. Later a Positivist
Society was founded in London by Richard Congreve, E. S. Beesly, J. H. Bridges, Frederic
Harrison, and Henry Crompton. They concerned
themselves not only with the philosophic but also
with the religious side of his teaching and with the
application of positivism to public aflairs.
Sractical
elieving with Comte that the proletariate class
is not, properly
speaking, a class at all, but constitutes the body of society {A General Viev: oj
Positivism, Eng. tr.-, p. 147), and that trade unionism is a powerful instrument for the emancipation
of the workers, the English positivists were foremost in the agitation for the strengthening and
legal recognition of the Unions.
Believing that
politics should be subordinate to moral considerations, they have actively opposed all schemes of
agg:ressive imperialism, whether on the part of
their own or on that of other countries, and
they
protested in 1871 against the dismemberment of
France. Recognizing that Humanity consists, not
of an unditferentiated
aggregate, but in a consensus
of free nations,
they have supported the claims of
subject nationalities, as Ireland and Poland, to
;

;

—

—

—

'

'
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own internal atlairs and develop in
own way. The term 'Comtist' was repudi-

control their
their

ated by Comte,
as

positivists,

and has not been accepted by

it

misinterprets

the relation.ship

between that great teacher and those who have
carried on the ^lositivist movement and i)ropagated

the Religion of Humanity since his death. I'ositivism being founded on science and on scientific
philosophy, its doctrine and practice must be
adapted to the new truth that results from scienIt is a synthesis, but not a
tific development.
It is a relative, an
closed and rigid synthesis.
organic,

and an expantling synthesis,

in

which

all

new developments of science must find their place.
The positive philosophy neither began nor ended
with Comte, thougii it was under the inspiration
of his genius that po.sitivism ceased to be purely
intellectual, and embraced not only the intellect,
but also the feelings and activity of man.
At present there exist an International Positivist
Society with its seat in Paris, of which Emile
Corra is president, and local Positivist Societies
(some of which are attached to the International

—

Society and some independent) in many places
notably in London and Liverpool, and in several
I)arts of Latin America, with scattered groups or
individuals in almost every country. Among distinguished adherents in the past or present may
be mentioned, in addition to the English positivists
named above, in France Pierre Latiitte, who succeeded Comte, and had among his disciples many
of the founders of the Third P'rench Republic,
George Eliot, the English novelist, John Kells
Ingram in Ireland, Benjamin Constant Botelho de
Magaelens, founder of the Brazilian Republic,
Theophilo Braga, chief of the provisional government and second President of the Portuguese
Republic, Ahmed Riza, speaker of the first Turkish
Parliament after tlie Revolution, and Dwarka
Nath Mitter, first Indian Judge of the High Court
at Calcutta.

La Revue

posit iviste intei-nationale,

published six times a year at Paris, is the organ of
the central body. The Positivist Review is published

monthly
5.

London.

in

Principles.

—The English Positivist Committee

(The Church of
Lamb's Conduit

19 Chapel Street,
London, W.C.) have
following statement under

Humanity,
Street,

recently issued the
the title,
Some Principles of
'

the Religion of

Humanity.'
As the bounds of human love and duty extend from family
to country, from countrj' to all races and peoples, as science
develops till it embraces the laws of the world and of life, of
Man and Society, Humanity becomes recognised as an organic
whole, which has existed through the a^es and has continually
grown in knowledge and unity. The old reliijions are seen to be
worthy of honour so far as they foreshadowed this unity, as
they inspired love and service, the pursuit of social aims, and
the advance in riffhteousness and knowledge. The Religion of
Humanity attains these ends more completely and more
directly ; for it has grown out of the whole past of Man ; it is
inspired by human love it is based solely on human science ; it
has human service as its highest aim. It gives us a criterion of
duty and a test of progress. In the presence of our duty to
Humanity, all lesser duties find their true place and meaning.
We can reconcile family affection and private friendship with
pulilic endeavour, devotion to country with love of all mankind.
The Religion of Humanity does not destroy the older religions;
It docs not weaken family ties it
it fulfils their highest aims.
It does not repudiate the love
purifies and consecrates them.
of country ; it honours each nation, however small or primitive,
as a necessarj' element of a greater whole an element more
glorious as in its free development it brings its special gifts to
the general service and the common task. It does not disregard
physical and material well-being ; but it subordinates them to
the social and moral point of view, considering human happiness of greater importance than the accumulation of wealth,
and the welfare of the great mass of the people than that of
any section. This religion is based on the positive philosophy
which includes in its scope the social organisation, the historic
filiation of the ages, and the conduct of Man in Society, and it
involves full liberty of speech and teaching for all. Humanity
and science, love and knowledge, are alike necessary to right
action. Inspired by the one, and enlightened by the other, we
go forward in the" great work of human service' (Leaflet, p.
'

;

;

—

If.).
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'

invites tlie adiiesion of all those
to see life inspired by a human religion,
a
guided by
pliilosophy founded on science and
directed to the service of Man (ib. p. 2).
LiTERATnRE.— i. PllECURSORS OF COMTE IN THE VTH AND
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'

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

—
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to
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is a history of human progress), Cutechisme positiriate, Paris,
Eng. tr., The Catechism of Positive Religion'^, London,
1891, Appel aux conservateurs, Paris, 1855, Eng. tr., London,
1889, Synthese subjrctive, Paris, 1856, Eng. tr. of introd. ch.
only, London, 1891, The Positivist Calendar of Auguste Comte
and other 'Tables, London, 1905.
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Problems, do. 1908, Realities and Ideals, do. 190S, The Positive
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of Man^ (a hymn book), do. 1908 ; J. K. Ingram, Outlines of
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A System of Logic, London, 1843, Auguste Comte
do. 1865 (answer by J. H. Bridges, The Unity
of Comte's Life and Doctrine^, do. 1910); H. Spencer, The
Classification of the Sciences; to which are added Reasons.for
dissenting from the Philosophy of M. Comte, do. 1S64 G. H.
Lewes, Biographical Hist, of Philosophy'^, 2 vols., do. 1867,
art.
Comte
H. Gruber, August Comte, der Regriinder des
Positivismus, Freiburg, 1889, Fr. tr., Paris, 1892, Der Positivisnius vom Tode Augtist Comte's bis auf unsere 2'rtgre (1857-91),
Freiburg, 1891, Fr. tr., Paris, 1893; F. Alengry, Essai historiqtie et critique sur la sociologie chez Auguste Comte, do. 1900
L. Levy-Bruhl, La Philosophie d'Auguste Cointc, do. 1900,
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;
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Japanese (M. Revon), p. 131.
Muslim. See Semitic and Christian.'
Semitic and Christian (G. A. Barton), p. 133.
Slavic— See Demons and Spirits (Slavic).
Teutonic— See Demons and Spirits (Teu-

—

Deity

(American).
Chinese.— See Taoism.

Greek and Roman (A. C. Pearson), p. 127.
Indian (W. Crooke), p. 130.
POSSESSION (Introductory and Primitive).—
The belief that supernatural powers, spiritual or
divine, may become embodied in man, either permanently or temporarily, is found at all .stages of
human development and has had a profound effect
on the history of religious belief. Possession, a
temporary embodiment of an influence or spirit
alien to the subject, is a conception in full logical
agreement with primitive animi.stic theories ; it
was oflicially recognized in the early Christian
Church ; and it underlay the cruder forms of
modern revivalism. Abnormal physical and psychical manifestations are regarded as evidence of
the presence of a deity or spirit, good or evil, and
every word and action of the subject are held to
be outside his or her control and to proceed solely

from the indwelling power. The primitive mind
has been quick to seize the advantage of the supposed presence of a supernatural being in order to
influence or ascertain the future course of events,
and this in one form or another has per.sisted
throughout the religious and sjiiritual history of
mankind.
And, since those who are, or have
been, under the influence of possession are regarded as oracles, prophets, magicians, and
diviners, it has followed that, where the physical
and mental peculiarities which are regarded as
signs of the spiritual influence are not present
from natural causes, they have been .simulated
or artificially induced.
Pos.session in primitive
custom may, therefore, be distinguished as being
either involuntary or voluntary. This distinction,

though not clearly present to the primitive mind,
nevertheless real.
The spiritual theory of the
I. Origin of belief.
universe, which is the basis of primitive modes of
thought and ascribes powers and attributes which
would now be regarded as supernatural to every
is

—

'

tonic).

man

or Avoman, might be held adequate to account
for the nature of the belief.
It is clear, liowever,
that, while this attitude of the primitive mind has
suggested its general form, its interest centres in
what is abnormal in the phenomena. The constant association of possession with pathological
states of mind and body indicates that as a theory
it is an attempt to explain the existence of
epileptics, neurotics, perverts, and those who are
to
other
forms
of
mental
diseases.
It is
subject
particularly significant that it is precisely in those
areas in which what is knoM'a'as 'arctic hysteria'
is

and especially

prevalent,

in

Siberia, that the

mediumistic side of the shaman's functions are
most prominent and most constantly in request.
2. Description of phenomena.— The
interesting

physical and psychical phenomena of possession as
described both in antiquity and in recent times
are essentially identical wherever encountered.
The subject, having attained by means of some
stimulus or other a state of intense emotional
excitation, is seized with convulsive shiverings and
shakings of the body, makes violent gestures with
the arms, and his looks become wild and excited.

An account of a case of possession in the Sandwich Islands
says that the priest who was the subject worked himself up to
the highest pitch of frenzy, the limbs seemed convulsed, the
body swelled, the countenance became terrific and the features
distorted, the eyes wild and strained. While in this state, he
rolled on the earth, foaming at the mouth as if labouring under
the influence of the divinity. The will of the gods was then
revealed in shrill cries, in violent and often indistinct sounds.
When the response of the oracle had been given, tlie violent
paroxysm grackially subsided and comparative composure
ensued (W.
'

Ellis,

Polynesian Researches'^, London, 1832-36, i.
may well be compared with that given

This account

372-375).

by Vergil

:

subito non vultus, non color unus,
sed pectus anhelum,
niajoique videri.
Nee mortale sonans afBata est numine quando
Jam propiore dei (^En. vi. 47-51).
.

.

.

Non comptae mansere comae
Et rabie fera corda tument
;

'

;

;
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The exclamations, the cry Apollo," and the disjointed utterances with which Cassandra in the Anameinnon begins to
'

of the god (.ICsch. Again. 1072 f.)
in like manner find a parallel in the description of possession
among primitive races. In the Vedda ceremony the shaman
cries Ah, Ah,' as the yaka enters into possession of him and
when it leaves in Fiji, when the priest was seized, the srod
announced his name with the subject's voice (GB'', pt. i., The
Magic Alt, London, 1911, i. 378, quoting L. Fison).

prophesy under the influence
'

;

the paroxysm is not universal.
the Veddas the termination of possession takes place
in the pantomime of which the
a
crucial
act
suddenly after
ceremonial consists and the shaman falls back exhausted into
In
his
a careful study of the phenoof
the arms
supporters.
mena in tlie Vedda shaman Seligmann says that, although the
can
co-ordinate
his
movements, he has only a general
performer
idea of what he is doing and is more or less in an automatic
condition in which he goes through all the emotional movements of the dance correctly and in the proper order. He acts
without complete volitional consciousness. The shamans themselves said that both at the beginning and at the end of the
performance thej' were seized with vertigo and nausea. One
said that he heard booming noises in his ears when tlie spirits
left liim.
Apparently the determining factors are a iiro[(jund
belief in the reality of possession and a gubconscious attitude
of expectancy.
It appears to be clear that Uie possession of
the bystanders is non- volitional. A Sinhalese 'devil-dancer'
considerable pain, or at any rate inconto
suffer
appeared
venience, althovigh he did not wish to be, and had taken pains
to avoid becoming, possessed. At the end of the dance the

The

sp-adual cessation of

Among

performer seems to be genuinely tired. The Veddas show no
particular indications of a neurotic or hysterical tendency
(C. G. and B. Z. Seligmann, The Veddas, Cambridge, 1911,
pp. 130, 134

f.,

209

—

ff.).

Possession and disease.
Although the
primitive theory of possession does not discriminate between the cause of cases which are pathological and those in wliich an abnormal state is
the result of the more or less voluntary action of
the subject, both alike being attributed to the
presence of spirits, in practice a distinction is made
between an accidental or occasional seizure and
the ceremonial observance of rites to summon
spirits to materialize for a special purpose.
Forms of possession which, in the light of this
distinction, might be classed in the former category, would include such as are explained as
arising from neglect of what is fitting in respect
of, or by way of offerings to, a spirit.
Among the Lushei of India, on the occasion of the tribal
3.

feasts, the spirits of the dead are believed to be present and it
usual to place ofTeriiigs of food for them in the eaves of the
houses. If it should hajipen that a girl who has recently lost
her mother should fall in a taint, it is taken as a case of posses'the dead has taken her place.' This is a sign that the
sion
and ornaments with
spirit is not satisfied with the costume
which she was decked on the occasion of the funeral. In order
and
the
be
relieved
that the girl may
spirit appeased, her
clothes, ornaments, etc., are placed on that part of the floor
her
old
and
one
of
where the body lay
petti<oats and cloths is
burnt in the forge (.J. Shakespeare, The Lvshei Kuki Clans,
is

;

London, 1912,

Possession

p. 05).

may

follow

some act

of impiety.

recorded that a Javanese coolie in the Malay Peninsula
cut down a tree known to be tenanted by a hantu (spirit)
was seized by something resembling an epileptic fit, which was
regarded by the Malays as possession. No Malay would cut
down a tree known as the abode of a spirit unless directed to
do so in the course of an exorcism conducted by the medicineman (C. O. Blagden, quoted by W. W. Skeat, Malay Magic,
It is

who

London, 1900, p. 64 f.).
Near relatives appear to be peculiarly susceptible to attacks by spirits of the deceased, as in the
Lushei case of mother and daughter cited above.
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not purely materialistic, like the extraction of a
bone or pebble, are largely directed towards driving out or propitiating the demons or spirits responsible for the disease (see art. Shamanism).
It also finds exinession in the customs of driving
out disease-spirits at sjiecial festivals, of sending
them away in boats, or of diverting them to a
scajtegoat.
It is, however, to the more violent and abnormal
forms of disease in particular that the theory of

possession is applied.
The liathonga hold that possession in the form
recognized among them is caused by the spirit*

in which it is
of the dead,

own dead, but Zulu
among those who travel

or Baoutside
occurs chiefly
The attacks are not confined to the time
of their absence from their own country ; they may bring back
the infection witli them, and, indeed, though now legs fre(luently than formerly, at times the disease has assumed the
liroportions of an epidemic. The preliminary symptoms are a
nervous crisis, persistent pain in chest, hiccough, extraordinary
yawning, and emaciation. If, after consuitation of the divinatory bones, 'he niedicine-nian decides that the patient is posIn the course of the elaboriite
sessed, the spirit is exonized.
series of ceremonies which follows the patient in a frenzj
declares the name of the spirit which possesses him, speakinp
in Zulu or Njao even if he has no previous acquaininiice with
the language. The spirits are appeased by the offering of a
When the throat of the goat is cut, the patient sucks
goat.
blood from the cut until his stomach is full and is then torn
from
the carcass by the bystanders. He is given drugs
away
which act as an emetic and the spirit is declared to have left
him. At the end of the ceremony which closes the rites, and
after a probationary period of a year, the possessed are regarded
as fully initiated medicinemen and are distinguished by white
beads woven into their hair (H. A. Junod, Life of a S. African
Tribe, London, 1913, ii. 436 ff.). Among the Zulu, where possession occurs in a very similar form and v.ith almost identical
symptoms, it is ascribed to the amestral spirits (amatongo);
from some it departs of its own accord, others have the ghofet
laid, while in other cases the disease is allowed to lake its own
course and they become diviners (H. Callaway, Religious System
of the Amazulu, London, 1870, pp. 185, 289, etc.).
The magico-medical tlieories of the Malays which are based
upon the idea of 'mischiefs' are peculiarly instructive as
As an
illustrations of this side of the possession theory.
example may be cited the form of treatment which aims at
inducing the disease to pass along a parti-coloured thread from
the patient to small dough figures of birds, beasts, and fishes

not, be

njao

it

noted, spirits of their

spirits.

It

Thonga boundaries.

(Skeat, p. 432 f.).
In Borneo the pagan tribes regard madmen as possessed by
some toh (spirit), while the Melanaus extend this theory to
other forms of sickness. Exorcism for possession is practised
by all the pagan tribes, least frequently among the Kayans,
most elaborately among the Klemantan. The different forms
of dementia are ascribed to different devils.
They are said to
be ghosts with red eyes ; the amok devil comes from the swamp
and is different from the suicide devil, both being distinct
from the devils which cause simple lunacy (C. Hose and W.
McDougall, Pagan Tribes of Borneo, London, 1912, ii. 28, 31,
46).

It will not be necessary to enter more fullj' into
this side of the subject here, on wliich hirther
information may be found elsewhere (see artt.

Disease and Medicine, Shamanism).

Enough

has been said to indicate that, while possession
one of the more imiiortant theories of disease, it

is
is

applied especially to those cases in which peculiarly
violent or abnormal symptoms are plainly to be
observed.

In other cases,

The pathological
4. Possession and initiation.—
character of those affections which are regarded by
is such
[irimitive peoples as evidence of possession
that the symptoms of the disease or weakness
would recur at more or less frequent intervals. It
is therefore not surprising to find that those who
are subject to such nervous crises come to be
reganletl as a class apart a class of peculiar

ever he has an opportunity. In such cases the medicine-man
If it is not satisfied,
is called in to interpret the spirit's desire.
it will torment its victim at night and probablj' cause madness
With
Prehistoric
K.
a
S.
and
(W.
People, London,
Routledge,
1910, p. 240 f.).

This oilers in part an explanation of
sanctity.
the origin and power of the medicine-man on one
side of his functions as healer, wonder-worker,
and prophet. Those who have been in such clo.se
relation with the spirits are expected to have
of
special power over them and special knowledge
their will (see J. G. Frazer, The Belief in Immor-

as, e.g., among the Akikiiyu, who
believe diseases to be caused by n'gdma (spirits of
there
is peculiar danger for the relatives.
the dead),
The n'g&ma haunt especially the place of the man's death
and, if he has been an evil liver, his spirit does as much harm
as possible, in particular by taking possession of people when-

Possession and causing madness are here specifically mentioned as activities of an evil spirit, but
among the primitive theories of disease causation
by spirits who enter into or torment the patient
holds a prominent place. Tlie therapeutic measures of the medicine-man, in .so far as they are

—

—

i., London, 1913, p. 15).
The Bathonga who had been exorcized for possession after a
a medicine-man and exorperiod of probation himself became
The Melanau woman who has been
cist (Junod, ii. 436 f.).
under the influence of the toh, when she has undergone the full

tality,
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ceremony of exorcism, becomes a medicine-woman with full
powers to summon the spirits to assist her in healing others
(Hose-McDongall,

ii.

130).

In both these cases the abnormal condition did not
bring about the automatic inclusion of the subject
in the class of medicine-men and -women.
The
further ceremonies beyond the minimum necessary
for mere exorcism, as well as the probationary
year in the Tlionga case, suggest that, while the
actual case of possession had indicated the fitness
of the subject, some further process was necessary
before he or she was regarded as fully qualified.
In this connexion it may be mentioned that in the
secret societies, and especially in those of W.
Africa, of which initiation is such an important
feature, the spiritualistic element which is prominent in certain forms of possession appears to be

strongly cultivated (see Hutton Webster, Primitive
Secret Societies, New York, 1908, p. 174 ff., and
P. A. Talbot, In the Shadow of the Bush, do. 1912,
On the other hand, the mere fact of possesp. 40).
sion is sometimes adeqiiate to secure recognition of

magical powers.
Among the Patagonians

those who were seized with the fallSt. Vitus' dance were at once selected to be
sorcerers as chosen by the demons themselves (T. Falkner,
Description of Patagonia, Hereford, 1774, p. 116). In some
cases the power was confined to certain families among some
Siberian tribes the office of shaman tended to become hereditary,
but the supernatural gift was a necessary qualification, and the
shamans also adopted children who appeared suitable to succeed
them, i.e. those who showed signs of an epileptic or neurotic
tendency. Notwithstanding the prevalence of arctic hysteria,
it is probable that the qualities necessary for a successful
shaman were not too common, as not only must he differ from
the ordinary patient in having great control over himself
between the fits, which occurred only at the ceremonies, but he
had also to have a strong personality, tact, and knowledge to
control those with whom he came into contact (M. A. Czaplicka,
Aboriginal Siberia, Oxford, 1914, p. 169 ff. ; PC^, London, 1903,

ing sickness or

;

ii.

133, quoting Georgi).

Yet, notwithstanding their selection on the
grounds of special htne.ss, whether due to inheritance or as manifested in the susceptibility to
possession, the shamans, after a call which usually
follows an acute nervous crisis, have to undergo a
period of preparation varying from tribe to tribe,
but which in the case of the Yakuts is a lengthy

and elaborate ceremony

of initiation.

On

the other hand, even where a predisposition
or the actual symptoms of previous disease were
not a condition of becoming a priest, diviner, or
soothsayer, the novitiate often imposed conditions
which couhl not fail to lead to an abnormal or

unhealthy frame of mind.
The probationary periods required from the aspirant to the
profession of the medicine-man among the N. Anierican tribes
not infre(|uently included long fasts and periods of solitude
spent in tiie mountains', during which the novice saw visions,
dreamed dreams, and entered into relation with spirits, while
the immediate followers of the medicine-men in periodic seclusion in the woods often inflict upon themselves mutilations and
injuries which suggest the influence of hysteria (C. Hill-Tout,
British North America, i.. The Far West, London, 1907, p. 174 f.;
NR, San Francisco, 1S82-83, i. 170 f., 202, 284, 777, etc.). Among
the Chukchi, Koryak, and Gilyak, during the long periods of
seclusion in the forests, not only did the shamans learn and
practise their yirofessional arts singing, dancing, ventriloquism,
and jjlaying the drum but they endured hardships of cold,
hunger, and solitude which could not but intensify their
natural predisposition towards hysteria (Czaplicka, p. 178 f.).

—

These

—

facts appear to lend support to the

view

possession voluntarily induced was not
entirely imposture, as those in whom lay the
power of acting as media would be recruited from
neurotic and mentally weak members of the community who, having a natural predisposition to
instability, Avould be peculiarly susceptible to the
influence of excitement and auto-suggestion.
In view of the sanctity of the chief and king and
the close connexion of these offices with tliat of

that

l)riest and medicine-man, it is not surprising to
lind that it is believed that the presence of the
deity or the spirits may be made manifest in the
person of the ruler or leader of a community.

In the Sandwich Islands the god spoke through the king
In Fiji the god could be approached only
loc. cit.).
through the medium of the priest, who announced the will of
the deity while under the influence of divine possession, but the
offices of priest and chief were combined.
If, however, the
chief was of high rank, it was considered derogatory to his
dignity that he should become possessed (B. Thomson, Fijians,
London, 1908, p. 159).
5. The spirit helper.— As a result of the seclu.sion
which forms part of the novitiate both in Siberia
and in N. America, the shaman acquires a familiar
(Ellis,

which usually appears to him in
form of some animal.
When he becomes
possessed subsequently, it is by the intermediation
of this helper that he comes into relation with the
spirit or helper
tiie

spirit world.
In the Siberian stance, the shaman being a skilled ventriloquist, the voices of the spirits come from all sides of the room
as well as from the ceiling. The spirits speak with their own
voices, unless they happen to be wolf, fox, or raven, which can
speak in the language of man. Sometimes the shaman himself

does not understand the language it may be a mixture of
Koryak, Yakut, and Yukaghir, and it may have to be translated
for the benefit of Russianized shamans.
One Tungus shaman
having Koryak spirits, they spoke through him in that tongue.
The Asiatic Eskimos have a spirit language analogous to that of
the Eskimos of Alaska and Eastern N. America. On the other
hand, a Chukchi shamaness, while in a state of possession, in
which she produced small pebbles from a larger pebble with no
apparent change in the latter, by wringing it with her hands,
was unable to answer questions except by signs, because, it
was said, she had temporarily lost the knowledge of her own
language (Czaplicka, pp. 231, 233).
;

—

Voluntary possession. The theory of possesis not applied solely to those intermittent
manifestations of abnormality to which it owes its
It could hardly be expected that those
origin.
who are subject to attacks should not take advantage of the power given them by the feelings of awe
and terror aroused by their supposed relation to
the spirit worla. But, as a crisis of their disease
cannot be relied upon to coincide with the moment
when their advice may be sought or their assistance invoked by the ordinary member of the community, possession is superinduced voluntarily
by an artificial stimulus. The fact that in the
majority of cases possession is not a morbid state
due to purely natural causes, but is artificially
induced, as well as the comparative certainty and
facility with which the state of exaltation is
attained, has caused question to be raised as to
the genuine character of the manifestations and
the honesty of the performers. When the peculiar
temperament of the performers is taken into
account, however, there can be little doubt that,
notwitlistanding imposture in details, the seizure
is genuine and the performer lumself often believes
to a great extent in the reality of his powers.
Many writers concur in ascribing a peculiar cast of
countenance to the medicine-man as distinct from
other members of his tribe. There is often said to
be an appearance of evasive cunning and malice,
6.

sion

the expression of the eyes. More
due to a highly-strung or neurotic
temperament (see especially writers quoted in
Czaplicka, loc. cit.).
Various means are employed to superinduce the
state of possession.
The.se are usually of such a
character as might be expected to set up a state
of automatism in the chief actor, and, where
possession is not confined to the central figure, to
stir up a sympathetic state of excitement in the
bystanders.
Usually some form of action with a
strong rhythmic appeal is a prominent feature in
the preliminary ceremonies.
The Vedda form of possession is preceded by a dance in which
especially in

probably

it is

the shaman, while uttering invocations to the spirits, circles
round the offerings the dance increases in speed until the
seizure takes place. In one dance in which there were two
principal performers the second joined in wlien the first, who
had already become possessed, waved a cloth in front of him.
This cloth was the vehicle by which the spirit was supposed to
have entered tlie tlrst dancer, and presumably by the action of
waving the cloth in front of the second it was also transmitted
to him (C. G. and B. Z. Seligmann, p. 230).
In Borneo the
Kayan medicine-women, in the course of the exorcism of the
;
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evil spirit for the cure of disease, whirl round until they fall in
a faint (Hose-McDouf,'all, ii. l;i3).
Ainon": all the Siberian tribes the most important part of the
shaman's outfit is the niaijic drum, on which he beats at firsl
softly and Uien louder and louder as his ixiitement increases.
The "shamans of the Chuki^hi and the Asiatic Eskimo sing while
beating the drum, and responses are given by an answerintf
chorus consisting in the former case of novices, in the latter of
the members of the shaman's family (Czaplicka, p. 230 f.). The
Samoyed shaman holds in one hand two arrows, from the points
of which hang two bells, and in the other a mystic staff, with
which he beats the bells rhythmically as he sings (>h. p. 239).
In the course of the Bathonga ceremon.v for exorrizing the
a ceremony which consisted cbietly of an
spirit of possession
orgy of noise made by drums, rattles, etc., round the subject,
sometimes for as long a period as a fortnight the patient composes a song, usually in Zulu, by the repetition of which subsequentl.v he can be roused or arouse himself to a state of excitation.
This is his special song and is used by him on all
occasions when, having become a fully-fiedged medicine man,
he exercises his powers. One peculiarity connected with this
song is that it is invariably composed in Zulu or Njao, even
though the subject is unactjuainted with these languages. In
He
Fiji the priest appears to sec up a state of auto-bypnosis.
takes in his hand, and gazes fixedly at, a whale's tooth until he
begins to tremble with a violent muscular action and to sob
(Thomson, p. 16U). The Yakut shaman also in the preliminary
performance gazes fixedly on some point in the darkened room,
usually the lire. The peculiar effect of suggestion is indicated
in this case by the artificial hiccough which the shaman keeps
up during the early part of the performance in the complete
silence of a darkened room before he begins to beat his drum
(W. Sieroszewski, quoted in Czaplicka, p. 235).

—

—

The action of other means employed is more
obvious.
Intoxicants of various kinds are used.
In Mangaia before giving oracles the priests drank an intoxicating liquor (W. W. Gill, Myths and Songs from the S. Pacific,
London, 1876, p. 75). In Bali incense was inhaled by the seer
or he was surrounded bj' a band of singing men and women
(F. A. Liefrinck, quoted in GB^, pt. i., The Magic Art, i. 379).
Smoke from the foliage of a sacred tree or plant
was sometimes used.
Among the tribes of the Hindu Kush the priestess veiled her
head with a cloth and inhaled smoke from the fire of the sacred
cedar until seized with convulsions (J. Biddulph, Tribes of the
Hindoo Koosh, Calcutta, 1880, p. 97). The priestess of Apollo
ate and was fumigated with laurel, while the Bacchanals ate
ivy (Plut. QiUKSt. Rom. 112). In Uganda tobacco was smoked
Further Notes on the Manners and Customs of the
(J. Koscoe,
Baganda,'t//{.47 xxxii. [1902] 42). Chukchi and Tungus shamans
smoked pipes containing narcotic tobacco the Yakuts also
smoked, swallowing the smoke (Czaplicka, pp. 230, 234). In
Madura the medium inhaled incense as she sat on a tripod
'

;

((?fi3, pt.

i.,

The Magic Art,

i.

384).

A

repulsive but not uncommon metliod of excitation was to suck or drink the Idood of a
sacrificial victim.
Among the Kuruvikkarans of S. India the goddess Kali
descends on the priest after he has sucked blood from a goat
of which the throat has been cut (E. Thurston, Castes atid
Tribes of S. India, Madras, 1909, iv. 187). In S. Celebes the
priest runs to put his head inside the carcass of a pig which has
been cut open. The impulsive character of this act may be
compared with the convulsive sucking of the victim's blood in

the IBathonga case quoted above {GB'^, pt. i., The Magic Art, i.
382).
Analogous examples are to be found in the records of
In Rhetra, the religious capital of the \V. Slavs, the
antiquity.
tasted
the blood of the victim in order to prophesy better
priest

Mone, Gesch. des Heidenthums, Leipzig, 1S22, p. 188). The
lieathen of Harran, although holding blood unclean and the
food of demons, drank it in ordei to enter into conuuunion with
them. In ancient Greece drinking bulls' blood was both a test
of the chastity of the priestess and, in Argos, at yEgira in
Achaia, a preliminary to the descent of the priestess into the

(F. J.

cave from which she prophesied ((?/>*, pt. i., The Magic Art, i.
381 f.). In S. India selfnmtilation was part of the rite. The
devil-dancer cuts and lacerates his flesh with a huge whip till
the blood flows, presses a torch to his breast, drinks blood from
his own wounds and then from the throat of the sacrificial
victim (R. Caldwell, 'On Demonolatrv in S. India,' JASB i.
[1832] 101

7.

desires (usually a request for otlering.s), knowledge
of which makes it possible for it to be expelled by
It requires only a slight extension
pro])itiation.
of the argument that these saj'ings are an expression of the will of the gods to transform them into
a channel for the revelation of the future. There
is abundant evidence in tlie recorded instances of
possession to siiow that this is not merely an
a priori view, Ijut is in accordance with the facts,
have
and, even when the state of possession

may

been induced primarily with another object in
view, advantage has been taken to obtain knowledge of the future through the possessed person.
In the Sandwich Islands it was believed that, when the priest
had reached the height

of his frenzy, he revealed the will of the
But it was also held that the god did not leave him
immediately after his recovery, but continued to possess him
for two or three days
During this time, when he wore
longer.
a cloth of a peculiar kind in order to mark his abnormal
condition, all his acts were regarded as those of the god, and
the greatest attention was paid to his expressions and his whole
deportment (Ellis, i. 372-375).

gods.

When it is believed that these manifestations oi
the deity or of spirits are not such involuntary
seizures as may occur at any time or to any person,
but are subject to what to tlie savage mind must
appear to be certain rules or natural laws, in that
they can be sujierinduced by magical formuhi? or
magical acts, or in virtue of magical powers inherent
in certain imli\'iduals, the custom arises of performing thpse actions or resorting to these individuals
whenever it is desired to obtain knowledge of the
Those who are subject to possession by
future.
entering voluntarily into the state of exaltation at
the request of their consultants attain the position
of oracles.
Analogies more or less close to the
priestess of Apollo at Delphi and the Sibyl at
Cumae are found in almost every part of the world.
The germ of the prophetic character of possession is to be
seen in the Vedda dance in honour of the nue yaku, when the
direction in which game mill be found is indicated by the
direction in which the pot of rice falls after it has been set
spinning by the shaman as his last act before he ends his per-

formance. In another dance the shaman splits a coco-nut with
an aude (ceremonial arrow) if a clean break is made, the
animal to be shot will be a female, but, if the edge is jagged, it
will be a male (C. G. and B. Z. Seligmann, pp. 221, 223).
In
Bali it was held that, when the pirmas had been taken to the
temple and had been raised to a proper pitch of excitement by
the incense and the singing of groups of men and women who
surrounded him, his soul left his body, which was then at the
disposal of the deity, lie was regarded as a god and as such
gave answers to all questions (F. A. Liefrinck, quoted in Gfi',
pt. i., The Magic Art, i. 379).
;

The

belief that the subject spoke no longer with
voice but with that of the god is supported
by peculiarities of diction and intonation. The
utterance may be intermittent or the quality of

his

own

the voice may be changed.
The Patagonian shaman, when he has worked himself into a
frenzy by drumming and rattling, speaks in a low mournful
loc. cit.).
In the Sandwich Islands the god gives
utterance through the priest to shrill cries and sounds violent
and indistinct (KUis, pp. 352, 373). In Guinea the fetish woman
snorts and gasps and her responses are given in a shrill whistling voice (Romer, Guinea, p. 57, quoted in PC-^, p. 134 f.). As
already mentioned, the Siberian shaman, by his skill in ventriloquism, was able to convince his audience of the presence of his
spirit or spirits by the cries, appropriate to their supposed
animal form, which they uttered. In the case of those animals
which spoke with the human voice their utterance was distinguished by a peculiar timbre (Czaplicka, p. 231).

voice (Falkner,

Oracles, divimifion,

and proj^hecy

.

— («)

— It follows from

the primitive interpretation of tliis abnormal state
of exaltation as one of possession by a spirit or by
a deity that anything said by the subject while in
this state should be regarded as the utterance of
the spirit itself.
condition of tlie success of an
attempt to exorcize the possessing spirit is that it
sliould be compelled to declare through the mouth
of the victim either its name, thus
giving the
operator power over it in accordance Avith a generally recognized rule of magical practice, or its

A

—

These abnormal manifestations
Propitiation.
also be evoked in order to propitiate spiritual
j)o\vers or to enter into communion with those
powers ; or they may even become an act of
(b)

IT.).

Objects to be attained by possession.

125

may

worship.
Tliis aspect of the belief is very apparent in the pantomime
dances of the Veddas, which form the most important element in
their ritual and of which the essential object is that the shaman,
the central figure, should become possessed by the spirits invoked.
The end to be attained is the material success of the tribe,
especially success in the matter of food supply, by propitiating
the spirits of the recently dead and those spirits who are specially concerned -ttith hunting, the gathering of honey, and the
like.
These dances are of the greatest interest their details
throw much light on similar dances elsewhere and on the belief
The details of the ceremony, and
in possession generally.
;
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The shaman, while dancing and uttering an invocation
suuunoning the spirits, is seized by the yaka invoked. It is
interesting to note that the spirit cannot enter directly into the
ahaman, but only by some vehicle, an aude, sword, cloth, or
other object held in his hand.i or the leaves of a bower of
branches usually erected near by. The bower is beaten and
stripped when the dance is over in order that the spirits may
not linger in the neighbourhood longer than is thought desirable.
When the spirit enters the shaman, his first act is to approve
the offering this is signified by the shaman bending over the
bowl in which it is contained and then springing away. It is
dead).

;

expected that the spirit

will

grant them what they desire out of

gratitude. The pantomime dance then begins the movement
usually leads up to some critical action, after which the shainan
Kande Wauniya,
collapses. This critical act in a dance devoted to
a hunting hero, of which the object is to secure success in hun ting,
Another
the
medicine-man.
deer
saintar
is the shooting of the
by
dance, in which Bambura Yaka is invoked for success in getting
three
involves
\ ams and
separate possessions
pigs, staple foods,
of the chief performer, one of each of the personages mentioned
as helping Bambura to kill the boar in the hunting story represented by the action of the dance. In each of the dances the
and accept the
spirit invoked to take possession of the dancers
for
ort'erings is appropriate to the end desired, Kande Wauniya
success in hunting, Bambura Yaka for pigs and yams, Pata
Yaka in childbirth, Dola Yaka for success in collecting rock
honey, Rahu Yaku in collecting the honey and in illness. One
of the chief dances is that in honour of the 7iae yaku, the
recently dead. Some of the dances, in addition to being intended to secure success in the future, are thanksgivings for
past favours (C. G. and B. Z. Seligmann, p. 209 ff.).
Possession also forms an element in Malay dances, w''''-li.
a
alltiough now a lonu Or amUoSrr.cnt, retiiri Some traces oi
an invocation and
religious origin. The dance is preceded by
for
is
usual
which
it
of
the
to
dancing, during
spirit
offering
the performer to lie down, but in the 'monkey -dance,' which is
performed by a girl of about ten years of age, she lies in a
swinging cradle, is rocked until she is dizzy, and is fed with salt
and areca-nut. At the end of the invocation the spirit is
supposed to have taken possession of the dancer. Sometimes
the dancer in the monkey-dance is said to perform extraordinary
The cliild
fkvts of climbing while under the spirit's influence.
is called by name when it is time for her to recover or, if that
At the end of the dances
fails, she is bathed with coco-nut milk.
an invocation escorts the spirit home. In the 'spit-dance' the
dancer holds two iron spits in his hand which at a certain point
in the dance he drives into his arms, where they hang (Skeat,
2
pp. 463-467).
;

(c)

The treatment of disease.

—As has been stated

theory of disease, in one of its
forms, attributes it to the influence of spirits.
This being the case, it is thought that its cure may
be ettectecl by enterinjj into relation with the spirits
aliove, the primitive

and ascertaining their
obtain a knowledge
secondary.

The

will.

of

Frequently desire to
the future is merely

function of the Siberian shaman-

possession was primarily to remove
only when this was accomplished did the
shaman at times turn to prophecy. Among the
Yakuts the gift of proi)hecy, however, was retained
for some time after the cessation of the rites

istic rites of

disease

;

p. 237).
instructive instance in

(Czaplicka,

An

which the relation

both propitiation and cure of disease
found in the hori cult of the Kansas

of possession to

is to be
Nigeria and Tunis.
some purely
pagan, who are regarded as the cause of the various diseases.
Each spirit is known by name, is responsible for a particular
disease, and is summoned to the accompaniment of drumming
and the burning of incense by his or her special song. Tlie

Tlie hori are spirits,

some

of

is

illustrated

of

Muhan.madan

origin,

stated that carved bamboos and arrows to be used for
a similar purpose were found in the hut of a Sakai medicineman (W. \V. Skeat and C. O. Blagden, Pagan Races of the Malay
Peninsula, London, 1906, ii. 252). In a Sinhalese devil-dance
at Gonagalla, however, while a sword brought the dancer en
rapport with the spirits, an arrow was used to prevent posA Devil
session by a dangerous spirit (B. Z. Seligmann,
Ceremony of the Peasant Sinhalese,' J RAl xxxviii. [1908] 372).
2
Insensibility to pain or invulnerability is a mark of divine
possession. In Bali, when the divinity had seized the possessed
person, his body became immaterial and therefore invulnerable,
and in the dance with swords or pikes which followed no
weapon could hurt him. The S. Indian devil-dancer cut and
lacerated his flesh until the blood flowed. The Siberian sliaman
apparently stabbed himself in the body with a knife in the course
of the rite as practised among the Kamchadal Eskimos, Chukchi,
Jukaghir, and some other of the Siberian tribes, but close
observers consider this an effect of sleight of hand, at most a
scratch being responsible for the blood shown (Czaplicka, p. 2;'..3).
1

It is

'

'

dancers, both male and female, are mounted by the spirits in
the great ceremonial dances when offerings are made. In
addition to these propitiation ceremonies which avert the
attacks of disease, the medium may be called into consultation
in case of an^ actual illness to make the offerings to appease tiie
offended spirit, or for purposes of divination (A. J. N. Tremearne. The Ban of the Buri, London, n.d. [1914], pp. 243 ff.,
280 ff.).
In S. India and Ceylon in the course of the devil-dances the
performers by becoming possessed enter into relation with the
demons who are responsible for eases of illness. It may be
noted, however, that in some cases the aim of the performer is
to avoid possession by the spirit responsible for the disease,
In the Gonagalla cereespecially if the spirit be very powerful.
mony, at the stage when the Riri Yaka was invoked, a cock was
substituted for the dancer as the subject for possession owing
to the great malignity of this spirit (B. Z. Seligmann, J RAl
'

especially the eating of the offerings after its termination by all
present, point to an attempt thoroughly to unite the spirit in
a community of membership with the group and thus to secure
the exercise of his power to its advantage, the shaman being
both the convener and the vehicle of materialization. The
dances take place around offerings to the yaku (spirits of the

xxxviii. 374).

In such dances as these the object of the dancer
cure or to avert disease by appeasing or propitiating the spirits responsible, and in these cases
possession is only one of the means, though it may
be the most important, by which the goodwill of
the spirits is secured and made manifest.
is to

In Cambodia in the time of an epidemic the villagers will
seek a man whom they consider suitable, take him to the
temple, and then, when he is possessed by the god, ask him to
ward off the plague from their village (J. Moura, Le Royatune
de Cambodge, Paris, 1883, i. 177).

—

But, while in this case and in other cases e.g.,
the bori quoted above spiritual causation is recognized, the exact relation of the spirit to the patient
is not clearly expressed.
When, however, disease
is regarded as due to an indwelling spirit, the
obvious aim of the exorcist is to drive out the
Such is the case in the
possessing influence.
Thonga form of possession, when the object of the
exorcist is to master the spirit by learning its name
and thus acquiring power to drive it away. It is
of the idea of the
possible to trac3 the development
relation of possession and disease through various
The exorcist as among the Bathonga,
stages.
Zulus, Kayans, and many other peoples, some
already mentioned, is usually one who has himself
or herself suffered from possession, and therefore
may be supposed to stand in a peculiar relation to
the spirits. Even when disease is attributed to a
material cause, a pebble or bone introduced by
magical means into the body, the assistance of the
deity may be invoked through his agent.
In Poso in Central Celebes, when the priestess is consulted

—

she becomes possessed and it is the god
her mouth, and through her hands draws
the evil from the patient (GB3, pt. i., The Magic Ai-t, i. 379 f.,
quoting A. C. Kruijt).
be less direct and the god
The intervention
in a case of disease,

who speaks through

may

or spirit

may do

nothing more than indicate the

propitiatory or therapeutic that will
relieve the patient, as among the Akikiiyu (KoutOn the other hand, a logical
ledge, p. 241).
development is to suninion a stronger spirit to
possess the exorcist and drive out the malignant

measures

spirit.
This is the object of the elaborate rite of the Melanaus of
Borneo. If a woman who is possessed goes through the comherself becomes an
plete rite of exorcism known as bayok, she
exorcist and can cast out devils from others. This rite is
divided into three parts, extending with intervals over eleven
nights the first part is to satisfy the people, the second part
to appease the spirits, and the third secures the patient's
acceptance as an exorcist. The bayuk sadong ceremony is
undertaken when fowls and eggs have been offered without
It takes place in a room which is
effect to good spirits.
in
elaborately decorated and on the floor of which coloured rice
the shape of crocodiles, popcorn, maize, tobacco, etc., have been
is
to
of
the
ceremony
scattered as an offering. The object
summon the evil spirits to take possession of the medicinewomen, three or four of whom are present. In the course of the
ceremony the patient is brought to the centre of the room and
is whirled round in a sealed cone of shavings until she has been
worked up into a frenzy. The medicine-women themselves whirl
round until they fall in a faint. The native explanation of the
ceremony is that it serves as a summons to the spirits, who
keep on coming until one sufficiently strong to deal with the
case arrives. This one then takes possession of the chief
medicine-woman, and in her person eats the rice and other
her then
offerings which have been prepared. The spirit in
Sometimes a rattan
calls out the evil spirit from the patient.
swing is provided for the patient and chief medicine-woman.
;
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while near at hand is a stand for the evilspirit(Ho8e-McDouijall,
pp. 2S, ol, 40, 130 IT.).
The Sakai and Jakuii, when they have built their little
shelters, place the patient inside and then call upon the spirits
to descend on themselves. The lilaiidas sninnion the spirits of
elephants and monkevs (Skeat-Bla>,'ilen, ii. 2i>i, '295), while the
Malay pairaug, in dealing with a serious case o( illness after
possession by the tijjer-spjrit, when he imitates the actions and
voice of that animal in movement, in eating, and in licking the
body of the patient, engages in a hand-to-hand conflict with
the "malignant spirit and slabs it after it has taken refuge in
jars of water or other receptacles placed for the purpose (Skeat,
pp. 436-444).

—

Possession of animals and inanimate objects.
Finally it may be iiutcd tliat po.s.se.->i(in is not

8.

conlined to human beings.
The Todas believe that gods sometimes

possess their bulTaloes

H. R. Rivers, The Todas, London, lfK)6, p. 451). This
may be compared with the belief that disease may be transferred to cattle. When the cattle of the Bahima sufter from an
epidemic, it is the custom to secure by means of a ceremony
the transfer of the disease to one member of the herd
which is then driven out for sacrifice as scapegoat (J. Roscoe,
'The Bahima: a Cow Tribe of Enkole in the Uganda ProtecThe Yakut shaman sometorate,' JHAI xxxvii. [190T] 111).
times frightens away disease, driving it off hy spitting and
transferred
to cattle, which are
it
is
but
sometimes
blowing,
then sacrificed. The dance which forms part oi the ceremony
is said to be symbolical of their journey to the sky, and in
olden days, it is said, theie were shamans who themselves
ascended to the heavens (Sieroszewski, in Czaplicka, p. 237 f.).
Among the Malays, in a species of spiritualistic performance,
after invocation and offerings, spirits are made to take possession of inanimate objects such as palm-blossoms or a fish-trap,
and make them go through the motions of a dance. A parallel
may be found in the spiritualistic performances of the shaman
of the Reindeer Chukchi. Their spirits are said to be very mischievous. Invisible hands turn everything in the tents upside
dowTi and throw different objects about. Should the sjieotators try to touch the spirit, they resent it and may kill the
shaman bv stabbing him or breaking his head (Czaplicka,
(VV.

p. 232).

LiTERATiKE.

—This

is sufficiently
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quoted throughout.

E. N. i'ALLAIZE.
(Greek and Roman).— The con-

—

ception of divine possession the incarnation of a
god in human form prevailed extensively in the
It may be
earlier stages of religious history.
that, as evidenced by the practices of Australian
savages, this consciousness in states of excitement
of an internal but overmastering force is felt without relation to a personal god (J, E. Harrison,
Themis, Cambridge, 1912, p. 65) ; but .sucli considerations are inapplicable to the Greeks of the
When the body of the priest or
historical age.
celebrant passed for a time into the jjossession of
the god, all liis acts and words were not merely
by but proceeded from the god himself,
5ronipted
'he devotee identified himself with the god and
Illusaffected to exercise the divine functions.
trations may be drawn from the professions of
savage medicine-men, such as the ivaknn men of
the Dakotas or the Maori tohungas (A. Lang,
Myth, Ritual, and Edigion, i. 112 f.). The best
of the Greek instances is the giving of the name
Bacchus to those who participated as Avorshijipers
in the orgiastic cult of Diony.sus (schol. Aristojih.
Eq. 408) and the impersonations of the Curetes,
who took part in the Cretan mysteries of Zagreiis
(Eur. frag. 472), were similar to tho.se enacted by
the enthusiastic followers of the god at Eleiisis or
Delphi. The ultimate explanation of these phenomena whether the collective emotion of the group

—

;

—

meeting together for

tlie

performance of mimetic

when

projected and externalized, led to tlie
conception of a personalized god (J. E. Harrison,
p. 46), or whetlier, again, the religion of Dionysus
was entirely developed from the ^\ orship of a god
rites,

of vegetation [GB'^, pt. v.. Spirits of the Corn and
of the Wild, London, 1912, i. Ifi'.) cannot be discussed here. It is sufficient to observe that in all
cults where the god enters into the worshipper the
worshipper regularly assumes the name of the god.

—

The famous

line, to which Plato alludes (Phcedo,
69 D)
Many are the tliyrsus-bearers, but few are
the inspired (Bacchi)' may be ascribed to the

—

'

—
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theological movement of the 6tli cent. B.C., which
laid increased stress on the mystical value of the
communion of the celebrant with the god (C. A.
\Mhe(i\<.,

Aglaophainus, Konigsberg, 1829,

p.

813;

T. Gomperz, Greek Thinkers, Eng. tr., London,
Less familiar instances are Sabi and
1901, i. 132).
Sabse, names given to the inspired worshippers of
Sabazius (H. Usener, Gbtternanien, Bonn, 1896,
p. 44), Bassarse and Bassarides applied to the
Maenads (Athenajus, 198 E Nunnus, Dionys. 14.
395), Cybobi, the designation of the enrapt votaries
;

Great Mother (I'hot. s.v. Ki)/ir;/3os), Hermae,
the boy attendants at the o acle of Trophonius

of tlie

(Paus. ix. 39. 7), and Melissaj, the bee-priestesses
of Demeter and other deities (A. B. Cook, in
AVith
XV, [1895] 14 f.; Frazer, Faus. Vlli. xiii. 1).
the last we cannot fail to compare the Thrite, tlie

JUS

jirophetic bee-goddesses mentioned below, and the
dove-priestesses (Peleiades) at Dodora (R. C. Jebb,
The
Soph. Track., Cambridge, 1892, p. 202 ff.).
identity of the Peleiades is ob.'icure, but it has re-

cently been suggested with some plausibility tiiat
the name was given to a class of magicians who,
by intimate association with the birds, bad learnt
to understand their language, and, as the birds'
interpreters, wore a kind of bird-dress when giving
response to their questioners (W. R. Haliiday,
Greek Divination, p. 265 fl'.). The external a.s.sociation displayed

in

this

mimicry

pared with the wearing of horns

be com-

may

Vjy

the Thracian

Mi^nads (MiyttaXXoj'es) in order to identify themselves with the bull-god Dionysus (schol. Lycoplir.
These impersonations are not always or
1237).
even usually to be classed as merely deliberate imThe visionary who is conscious of the
postures.
divine possession yields to the emotional impulses
stirred in his responsive nature by the whirling
dance, the wild music of the flutes, and the inAnd it Mould
toxication of the midnight hour.
not be difficult to adduce modern parallels for the
hallucinations of the Bacchants, when they saw
the earth flowing with milk, wine, and honey, and
inhaled the fragrance of Syrian unguents (Plat.
Ion, 534 A; Eur. Bacch. 141 fl".), or for their insensibility to the attack of fire and sword (Eur.
Bacch. 747 Ov. Trist. iv. i. 41 f.).
The condition of the inspired devotee is described
and the
as a divine seizure (/cdroxoj, ^edXTjTrros)
original .sense of the word enthusiasm (cf. Ivdeos,
ei'ded^fii') is derived from the indwelling faculty
which evokes the display of superhuman power.
Corresponding to the entrance into the devotee
of an overmastering force was the release of the
soul from its corporeal suVijectioii ljK(rTa<ns, our
'ecstasy'; cf. Plat. Ion, 534 B). This temporary
expropriation is defined as a brief madness (Galen,
xix. 462), which is not to be understood as an irresponsible unsteadine.s.s, but rather as the complete
occupation of the mental faculties by a sacred
;

;

'

'

A

energy (Procl. in Plato, Eep.

59. 19).
descripof inspiration is given
visit
of
yEneas
to
with
the
in
connexion
Vergil

tion of tlie

by

outward

the Cunifean Sibyl

efl"ects

:

Even as she spoke neither her features nor her complexion
remained the same, nor was her hair confined within its braid
her bosom heaved, and her wild heart was swollen with fren/y
her stature was larger to the sight, her voice no longer human
so soon was she inspired by the breath of the god as it came
ever nearer. ... At length, no longer submitting herself to
'

;

;
:

Phoebus, the prophetess rages furiously in her cavern, if so be
may succeed in flinging off the mighty god from her bosom.
more he plies her frenzied mouth, subduing her wild
heart, and fashions her to his will by constraint' (-i'ji. vi. 46 ff.,
she

All the

77

ff.).

Even more

explicitly

Lucan

(v.

161

ff'.)

describes

the vapour from the chasm inspiring the Pythia,
and the god forcing his way through the whole of
her frame, and compelling her nature to yield to
Then he pas.=es to an
his exclusive guidance.
account of her distraction, as she shakes the
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sacred garlands from her head, and overturns the
holy vessels of tlie temple in feverish efforts to
escape fi-om the wrath of the god.
The notion that the entrance of the divine
afflatus swells the physical frame of the seer
recui's in Ov. Fast. vi. 537 ff. where Ino consults
Carmentis, the prophetic mother of Evander and
the reluctance of the seer to yield to the overpowering strength of the god is illustrated by
Cassandra's cry
,

;

:

'

fearful pangs of true prophetic vision stir my soul,
'
whirl me with their dizzy prelude (jEsch. Ag. 1214 f.).

Again the

and

Those who would avail themselves of the prophet's
insight must encounter his natural tendency to
resist by binding him fast when they have caught
him (A. Lang, Making of Belirjion, p. 142) a proceeding which receives illustration from the story

—

of Proteus (Horn. Od. iv. 415

ff.
Verg. Georg. iv.
has been observed tliat a divine possession produces the appearance of madness
and,
while especially characteristic of the diviner (cf.
Eur. Bacch. 298), the signs of madness are wont to
accompany every ecstatic impulse, as when Hector
with foaming moutli and flashing eyes rushes upon
the Greek ships, and savage Ares entering into him
tills every sinew with increased might (Horn. II.
For inspiration may be put
XV. 605, xvii. 210 f.).
in operation by the agency of various deities, more
particularly of those whose individuality was less
firmly marked or whose worship was infected with

395

;

It

ff.).

;

To the
Oriental or at least foreign inliuences.
latter class, besides the instances already mentioned, may be assigned the inspiration of Hecate

and Cybele (Eur. Hipp. 142 ff.). The former, who
belong to an earlier and indigenous stratum of
thought, include

Pan

(Poll.

i.

19),

the

Nymphs

and the Muses (fiovubXriirTos). The
are merely a subdivision of the
Nymphs [FHG i. 36) and the Nymphs them-

(vv/xtpdXTjiTTo^),

Muses

[q.v.)

;

whom

the Sphragitides of Cithaeron may
be cited as typical (Pans. IX. iii. 9; Plut. Aristid.
11), were gradually forced to yield the sanctities
of their shrines to the superior majesty of the
Olympians. Plutarch [Aniat. 16, p. 758 E) includes
various kinds of inspiration (^•n-/7rj'ota) which overturns the reason under the generic term enthusiasm.' Besides the inspiration of tlie diviner by
Apollo, he names the Bacchic fi'enzy of Dionysus,
with which he couples the orgiastic ecstasies of
Cybele and Pan, the poets' frenzy inspired by the
Muses, the warlike frenzy of Ares, and what he
calls the fiercest and most fiery of all, the frenzy
of love. It must be remembered that Plutarch was
writing as a philosopher and man of letters for
in popular estimation the inspiration of the seer
was essentially distinct from the rest. Although
Apollo had no monopoly of divination, the presiding functionaries of the leading oracles, such as
the Pythia at Delphi and the Sibyl of Erythra?.,
passed increasingly into his service. Among the
exceptions may be mentioned Ei'ato, prophetess of
Pan at Lycosurain Arcadia (Pans. vill. xxxvii. 1"/.
and the ministers who prophesied at tlie temple of
Artemis Sarpedonia in Cili(da (IStrabo, p. 676).
The entrance into the ecstatic condition was not
effected without the co-operation of the seer himself, and various methods were adopted to bring
him into communion with the god. The drinking
of wine, supposed to contain the vital essence of
the god, was practised by the priests at the shrine
of Dionysus among the Thracian Ligyrsei (Macrob.
I. xviii.
The oracle of the Clarian Apollo at
1).
Colophon was served by a priest drawn from a
particular class, who, although utterly ignorant of
letters, was able, after drinking the A\'ater of a
secret spring, to give utterance to oracles comsimilar
posed in formal verse (Tac. Ann. ii. 54).
potency was ascribed to the waters of the Delphian
selves, of

'

;

A

Cassotis (Paus. X. xxiv. 7) and of the sacred well
The mystical
at Hysioe in Bceotia (ib. ix. ii. 1).
power of the water might be manifested otherwise,
as at the oracle of Apollo Thyrxeus near Cyaneaj
in Lycia, where the spring showed to any one looking into it whatever he wished to see [ib. vil. xxi.
The priestess of Apollo Diradiotes at Argos
13).

became inspired by drinking the blood of a lamb
which had been sacriliced (ib. ii. xxiv. 1), and
Pliny records that, as a preliminary to the exercise
of lier ]jrophetic poM'er, tlie priestess of Earth at
yEgira in Achaia Avas accustomed to drink the
blood of a bull
xxviii. 147).
The crudity of
the conception that the eating of the flesh of a

(HN

jirophetic animal imparts the prophetic faculty by
way of corporeal assimilation is illustrated by the
remarkable statement of Porphyry (de Abst. ii. 48)
that those who wish to become possessed of a prophetic spirit swallow the most effective parts of
similarly endowed animals, such as the hearts of
The temple of Apollo
crows, moles, and hawks.
at Delphi occupied the site of an old Earth-oracle,

which was placed over a deep chasm witJi a narrow
outlet. Here the Pythia, seated on a tripod above
the outlet, received the mephitic vapours which
rose from the hollow, and was thereby inspired to
the utterance of the answers appropriate to the
needs of the inquirers (Strabo, p. 419
Cic. de
i.
ii.
Herodotus
79
206).
Pliny,
relates (vii. Ill) that at a Thracian oracle of
Dionysus belonging to the Satrfe, and situated
among the loftiest peaks, a priestess of the religious order of the Bessi pronounced the oracles
in the same manner as the Pythia, i.e. in a condition of ecstatic rapture but how induced he does
not explain. HoAvever the result was attained, at
Delphi the supremacy of Apollo was acknowledged
by his priestess, when, before entering upon her
duties, she chewed laurel leaves (Lucian, Bis
Accus. 1) or was fumigated with their smoke (Plut.
Pyth. Or. 6, p. 397 A). Similarly, the Bacchic
frenzy Avas believed to be imparted by the ivy
which the Bacchanals ate (Plut. Qua;st. Mom. 112,
The Thrife of Mt. Parnassus were conp. 291 A).
ceived either as actually having the form of bees
or as winged females with a bee's body from the
waist in either case they were fabled as willing
to utter true prophecy when they had fed on fresh
honey and Avere inspired by its intoxicating madness {Horn, hymn Herm. 561 f.
with Allen and
Sikes's [London, 1904] Appendix, p. 313).
Sometimes ins])iration Avas conferred as the result of a
sexual union Numa exercised propiietic poAver in
his capacity as the husband of Egeria (Plut. Num.
and Apollo Avas said to have espoused not only
8)
Cassandra, but also the Sibjl Herophile (Paus.
X. xii. 2) and the priestess at Patara in Lycia
(Herod, i. 182).
Whether Theoelymenus in the Odyssey (xx. 350)
is described as under the inlluence of
inspiration
has been disputed but Calclias and Helenus speak
the Avords that Apollo puts into their mouth (11. i.
385, vii. 53), and the story of Cassandra is a clear
proof that the phenomenon Avas familiar to the
writers of the Cyclic epics. From an early date the
constitution of Lycurgus Avas believed to have been
inspired from heaven, Avhether Lycurgus himself
Avas the direct medium for conveying the divine
message (Plato, Legg. 691 E), or was formally commissioned by the Pythian oracle (Herod, i. 65).
The sayings of inspired prophets began to be
collected perhaps first during the jirogress of the
religious movement of the 6th cent., to Avhich
reference has already been made.
The prophet
Amphilytus encouraged Pisistrafcus Avith an oracle
immediately before his victory at Pallene (Herod,
i. 62), and Onomacritus, the founder of the
Orphic
community at Athens, Avho lived at the court of
Divin.

;

HN

;

—

-

;

;

:

;

;
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the tyrant, was charged v ith the preparation of a
collection of the oracles attributed to Musajus, and
was subsequently banished for interpolating it with
his own compositions (ib. vii. 6). Besides tlie oracles

Musteua the most notorious were those assij:^ned
generic term for a seer,
whence a fictitious personality was developed.
Collections of oracles were not merely preserved
among the state records, but circulated freely
of

Bakis—originally the

to

the public witliout any official endorsement. In fact, the calling of an oracle-monger
to
tended
grow into a profession, which traded on
the credulity and superstition of the masses and
the extent of the evil may be measured by the
violence with which Diopeithes and others of the
same class are denounced by Aristophanes (Eq.
Another impostor of the same period
1085, etc.).
was Eurycles the ventriloquist, who claimed to be

among

;

inspired

AND

by an

indAvelling

demon

the professional diviners (ii. 1211 [Arn.]).
position of special eminence was accorded to

A

the Sibyl, whose earliest mention is to be found in
Heraclitus
The Sibyl with raving voice speaks words that have no part
:

'

in laughter or in rich apparel or in unguents.
Yet she prevails ;
for it is the god who drives her' (frag. 92, in H. Diels, Frag-

mente der Vorsokratiker,

i.s 94).

believed to be of Semitic origin, and
to bear the meaning seized by the god (Gruppe,
Gr. Myth. p. 927).
It will be observed that in
Heraclitus, as in Aristophanes (Pax, 1095) and
Plato (Phcedr. 244 B), there is no mention of more
than one Sibyl and there is very little doubt that
her original home i.e. from the Greek point of
view was at Ery three on the west coast of Asia
Minor (Pans. X. xii. 7). In the later authorities
several Sibyls are mentioned, so that the name,
once introduced, seems to have spread over the
Greek world (cf. Livy, i. 7).
One of the most
famous was the Sibyl of Cumae introduced by
Vergil into the narrative of ^n. vi., and it was
she who, according to the legend, brought the
Sibylline books to King Tarquin.
The idea of possession may be traced also in the
ritual of the dream-oracle.
The dream itself was
a divine message sent to the sleeper in concrete
form (Hom. Ocl. iv. 796 ff.), and clear evidence is
wanting that it was commonly regarded as the
working of a demonic being within the body of the
sleeper himself. On the contrary, it is the normal
belief of savages that the soul of the sleeper passes
out of his body during sleep (GB^, pt. li., Taboo
and the Perils of the Sotd, London, 1911, p. 36ff.)
and there are some indications that a similar view
was adopted by the Greeks (Cic. de Divin. i. 30,
etc.).
Nevertheless, the custom whereby inquirers
were wpnt to spread beneath them the skin of the
sacrificial victim before seeking sleep in the temple
a custom which is well attested for the shrine
of Amphiaraus in Attica, and for other
places
(Frazer, on Pans. i. xxxiv. 5)— shows that the
revelation of the dream required for its transmisVOL. X. 9
is

'

;

—

'

—

;

—

—

sion the establishment of a si)ecial relation between the worshipper and the god. It has al»o
been suggested that the sleeping on the bare earth
attested for ordinary persons (Lucian, Necyom. 7),
as well as for the Selli of Dodona (Horn. //. xvi.
235), was intended to assist the entrance into the
body of the sleei)er of the chthonic inlluences

coming from below. Sometimes the inquirer is
not brought directly into contact with the sacred
influence, but receives his message from the lips of
a i)riestly intermediary, whose functions are suuilar
to those of the medium in modern spiritualism.
At the temple of Dionysus at Amphiclea in Phocis
the god was said to announce cures for sickness
in dreams, not directly, but using the priest as
his inspired mouth-niece (Paus. X. xxxiii. 11).
Further, inscriptional evidence seems to j)rove the
existence of a class of inspired jicrsons (k6.toxoi.),

Demons who

(see

Spirits [Greek]). In later ages the belief in
demons, fostered even among cultivated circles by
the adherence to it of the Stoic philosophy, kept
alive also the notion that the divine power could
When
inform and stimulate the human seer.
pressed to account for the failure of the Pythian
oracle to maintain its former reputation, Chrysippus (ii. 1215 [Am.]) was content to explain that
the peculiar virtue of the locality, which imparted
her inspiration to the priestess by means of the
exhalations rising from the ground, had decayed
through lapse of time. The Stoic theories of the
universal immanence of the divine irvevpLa, and of
the harmonious co-ordination of every part of the
world (ii. 546 [Arn.]), seemed to give a scientific
sanction to the popular belief in the inspiration of
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superintended the incubation-rites at various
dream-oracles in Egypt and Syria (Gruppe, p. 928).
The Greek poets always spoke of themselves and
of other singers as inspired (delos doidoi [cf. Horn.
Od. iv. 17
Find. frag. 150
Bacciiyl. viii. 3]).
This was not so much a metaphor as a survival,
since the origin of the conception is to be referred
to a primitive era in which the functions of poet
and seer were not yet difl'erentiated. The early
medicine-man, like Apollo himself, was at once
but the
prophet, poet, doctor, diviner, and wizard
gradual emergence of the various arts and sciences
continually stripped him of his attributes (Halliday, pp. 57, 75). Hence, even in the earliest of our
literary records, poetry and divination appear as
distinct arts
and in the 5th cent, the sense of
their original connexion had so entirely disappeared
that it was almost a paradox for Deiuocritus to
declare that no good poetry was possible without a
mental ardour and inspiration akin to madness
Similarly, the Platonic
(frags. 17, 18 [Diels]).
Socrates asserted that poets compose their songs
not by virtue of any wisdom or skill, but owing to
a kind of natural inspiration, like that of seers
and prophets (Apol. 22 C, Ion, 533 E). Inspiration
had come to be a general notion covering many
different kinds of activity which seemed to spring
from some transcendent or pre-eminent ability.
It was in accordance with this habit of thought
that Pindar, emphasizing his preference for inborn
over acquired characteristics, spoke of all wisdom
as inspired [01. ix. 28, xi. 10).
Since it was the
characteristic of seers, as being merely the mouthof
the
to
utter
what
god,
pieces
they did not
understand, Plato concluded that statesmen, who,
though often successful in their speeches and
policies, were equally ignorant of the real meaning
of their words, must be guided by divine inspiration (Meno, 99 C, D).
Again, the wisdom of the
philosopher may be described as enthusiasm in the
fullest sense ; for, though derided by the masses
as dotage, it is derived from constant association
with the divine {Phcedr. 249 D).
Roman religion has been so much overlaid with
Greek innovations, particularly in so far as our
evidence is derived from literary sources, that it is
generally difficult to discover old Italian beliefs
which have not been contaminated with foreign
associations.
The early date of this Greek influence may be gauged by the legend which refers the
acquisition of the Sibylline books to the end of the
regal period, and by the authentic statement that
they were first consulted in the year 496 B.C.
It is certain, however, that
(Dion. Hal. vi. 17).
prophetic inspiration must have been as familiar
to the old Roman religion as it has been found to
be everywhere else and it is unnecessary in this
place to do more than refer to some scanty traces
of native divination which occasionally meet us in
Latin literature. Besides the Sibylline books, we
;

;

;

;

;
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read of collections of oracles attributed to Marcius
Of
(Cic. de Divin. i. 115, ii. 113).
the latter nothing further is known, but the carmina Marciana, if Livy's extract (xxv, 12) may be
trusted, contained allusions to Greek myths, and
must have been of comparatively late origin. To
take another illustration, there is no doubt that
Faunus was a native Italian wood-spirit, although
he was constantly assimilated to Pan by Graecizing
wi'iters.
Moreover, Fauni (in the plural) are wellevidenced as the semi-divine occupants of oracular
shrines.
Ennius, in a well-known line, refers to
the verses in which Fauns or prophets chanted of
old (213 [ed. J. Vahlen, Leipzig, 1854]). Vergil
described the visit of Latinus to the dream-oracle
of Faunus at Albunea, where a sacred spring in the
midst of a dark grove emitted sulphurous fumes
This character of Faunus is con(JEn. vii. 81 ff.).
firmed by the tradition that his wife was named
and
that
she
foretold the future in the frenzy
Fatua,
of divine inspiration (Justin, xliii. 1. 8).
He himself also bore the title Fatuus, which, though connected by modern philologists (K. Brugmann,

and Publicius

Comparative Grammar, Eng. tr., London, 1888, i.
151
W, M. Lindsay, Latin Language, Oxford,

A girl becomes possessed by the spirit, and talks and acts, it
said, just like the person who has lately died, calling the
children, relatives, and friends by name, and giving commands
for the future conduct of the surviving members of the family.
'After this, the spirit is severed from earthly trammels, and
attains heavenly bliss (ib. vii. 91).
is

'

*

HN

capacity Faunus was associated with Picus, the
woodpecker-king or prophetic bird-spirit (Plut.
Num. 15 see also Harrison, Themis, p. 10611'.).
;

Literature.— E. B. Tylor, PC\ London, 1903, pp. 124-143
A. Lang, Myth, Rihial, and Religion, do. 1899, i. 108 ff.,
The Making of Religion, do. 1898 J. G. Frazer, GB'^, do.
1911-15
O. Gruppe, Griechische Mythologie und ReligionsE. Rohde, Psyche, Tubingeschichte, Munich, 1906, p. 924 ff.
gen, 1910, ii. 19 ff. W. R. Halliday, Greek Divination, London,
1913, pp. 64-99.
A. C. Pearson.

;

;

;

;

;
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(Indian).— The question of the
possession of spirits in the case of the medium,
who in a state of hysteria mutters incoherent
words whicli are interpreted as oracles, and of
persons in an abnormal condition, as at puberty,
and the like, has been discussed in art.
Eregnancy,
emons and Spirits (Indian), vol. iv. p. 604 ff.
In the present article some points hitherto
unnoticed are considered.
I
Possession at domestic rites. Cases of possession often occur at domestic rites.
The practice of the Paniyans of
(a) Death.
Madras is typical

—

.

—

:

A man

enters with his legs girt with bells, the music of
supposed to scare the malevolent spirits which are
present at the time of a death. He advances with short steps,
rolling his eyes and>staggering to and fro, sawing the air with
two short sticks which he holds in his hands, and thus works
himself into a frenzied state of inspiration, while the mourners
wail and ask why the dead has been taken from them.
Presently a convulsive shiver attacks the medium, who staggers
more violently, and at last falls on the ground. He tries to
support himself by holding one of the poles of the funeral shed,
while he gasps out disjointed sentences which are taken to be
the voice of the god.
object here is to ascertain the fate of the spirit

which

is

The

of the dead

man, and to discover the cause of his
death, which may be due to some misconduct on
the part of his relatives witchcraft, sorcery, or
the like.
In another form of the rite in the
same tribe the intention seems to be to secure
communion with the deity who is supposed to
be responsible for the death.
Here three masked dancers— one representing the tribal
goddess, the other two her ministers — waving sticks and

—

shivering, go before each elder of the tribe and apparently
receive his blessing, the elder placing his hands on their faces
as a

form of salutation, and then rubbing them on

his

own

face.

The man representing the goddess then seats himself on a
stool and gives an address to the assemblage, admonishing them
as to their future conduct (E. Thurston, Castes and Tribes of
S. India, Madras, 1909, vi. 67, 69).

The

communion with the
dead is illustrated by the

desire to effect

a person lately
of the Tiyans of Madras.

spirit of
practice

—

Marriage. The Gollas of Madras at their
marriages worship Ganga, the goddess of the river
Ganges.
{b)

Thej- draw coloured figures on the floor of the house and
during the preparation of these some people, more particularly
boys and those of feeble mind, are excluded from the j'ard, as
some ill luck would befall them if they caught sight of the
figures before the rite of removing the evil eye from them had
been performed. Food and incense are waved before the figure
of Ganga, and a cock is sacrificed, its neck being wrung. The
three men who perform the rite prostrate themselves before
the goddess and salute her. One of them gradually begins to
perspire, and the spectators exclaim that he is about to
become possessed by the spirit of an ancestor. Taking up a
sword, he tries to cut himself with it, but he is careful to use
only the blunt edge. The sword is wrested from him and
placed on the figure of the goddess. He then walks round the
figure, shaking and twisting his body. Then the bridegroom
enters, and he also becomes possessed. Incense and lights are
carried round the figure, and the man representing the ancestor
announces that the marriage will be fortunate in other words,
the family ancestor sanctions the union of the couple (ih.
;

ii.

295).

Possession

2.

;

1894, p. 324) with/a-ri, to speak,' was understood
by the ancients as descriptive of the inspired madness of the seer (Plin.
xxvii. 107). In his mantic

(Indian)

— The

among Muhammadans.

cult of spirits is a later addition to the orthodox
form of Islam, but it is inevitable in India where
so many of the converts are drawn from animistic
tribes and castes.
Among people of this class the
spirit-scaring power of the tombs of certain saints

and martyrs

is

prominent.

The shrine of Miran Sayyid "Ali, at Unja in N. Gujarat, is
famous for Its power of relieving persons attacked by spirits.
When such a patient arrives, the warden (mujdvir) provides
him with accommodation in one of the open rooms or outhouses
of the shrine.
In the evening he takes his place beside the
railing of the saint's grave and is given a cup of water from the
shrine well or cistern. If he is really spirit-possessed, the spirit
manifests itself by causing him to shake his body, or, in the
case of a woman, to fling her hair about and roll her eyes. If
after one or two draughts of water these effects are not produced, the ailment is supposed to be constitutional, and the
remedy prescribed is the external or internal use of the leaves
of the tree which grows near the saint's grave.
This is said to
be of a variety elsewhere unknown, but to have grown from a
of
wood
which
the
used
to
clean
his
teeth
an idea
saint
piece
which savours of Buddhism (^PR ii. 89 f.). In more serious
cases the patient seems to be dragged by some unseen force,
writhing and raving as if he were undergoing chastisement.
At last when he gives a faithful promise of future good
conduct, and when the fit is exhausted, he removes himself
from the place, often with a shoe between his teeth as a sign
of abject admission of defeat, and runs from the shrine
enclosure, and drops as if dead. He is now in his proper
senses, the wild and fagged look in his face during the days of
his possession has disappeared, the dazed expression with the
snake-like fixedness of the eyeb£^!ls is gone. He regains his
usual spirits, and after the perforinance of his vow is sent back
to his home (BG ix. pt. ii [1899] 128 f.).

—

'

'

Shaikh Saddu.

3.

attack

women

—Among

the spirits which
Shaikh Saddu.

in India the chief is

He was a learned man, but a hypocrite, who found
a copper lamp engraved with mystical characters.
When he lighted it, as in the case of Aladdin
(R. F. Burton, Book of the Thousand Nights and
a Night, London, 1894, x. 33 ff.), & jinn appeared
to serve him.
But, when he employed the jinn
to gain for him the daughter of a king and to
appropriate a mosque which he coveted, the spirits
tore

him

to pieces.

common to hear the vulgar people say if any of
is affected with melancholy, hj^jochondria, etc.,
Ay, it is the spirit of Shaikh Saddu has possessed him." In
such cases the spirit is to be dislodged from the afflicted person
by sweetmeats, to be distributed among the poor ; to which is
added, if possible, the sacrifice of a black goat (Mrs. Meer
Hasan Ali, Observations on the Mttssulmauns of India,
'

It is

very

their friends

"

'

London,

1832,

ii.

323

ff.).

Some women, regarded

as impious by the orthodox, dress themselves in men's clothes, and have a
stance in which Shaikh Saddu 'comes on the
'

head of one of them.
She becomes possessed, waves her head about, and women
who desire any special boon, such as the birth of a child,

The medium gives her a packet of beteland some which she has herself chewed, or sweets

implore her aid.
leaves,

POSSESSION
which she with her profound faith, actually eata. However,
is Lord of all, and it depends on His will and pleasure
whether the woman shall be with child or not. But if perchance she should bring forth a child, the belief of these
'

God

unfortunate creatures in these things is wonderfully confirmed,
and they tiirn real intidels. Should she not have a child, she

concludes Miyan [the saint) is angry with her, and repeats the
ceremony with redoubled credulity (Jaffur Shurreef, Qanoon-eIslam ; or Ike Customs of the Musaulinam of India^, Madras,
'

1863, p. 184

f.)-
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(Japanese)

on it So almost immediately the sound of the august
f)layed
ute became inaudible. On their forthwith lifting a liKht and
f.
cf.
looking, [the Heavenly Sovereign] was dead {Kojiki, 2»4
Nihongi, i. 221 f.).
'

;

After the tragic death of the emperor, which
for his impiety, the empress
and her prime minister, alarmed and dismayed,
Purification
perform tne ceremonies of the Great
of the country then Take-uchi tries to obtain a
new inspiration from the gods.

was the punishment

;

LiTKRATi'RB.— The literature has been quoted
see also

is

EJiE

iv.

the article

in

;

W. CkOOKE.

608.

POSSESSION (J&p&nese).—Kangakari, which
a contraction of kami, god,' and kakari, a word
'

implying the idea of 'possession,' means

literally

'god-attachment,' and expresses the idea of the
passive attitude of a man under a superior influence
which takes possession of him. The Japanese also
use two words of Chinese origin to denote inspiration, shiiitaku and takusen, both of which imply
the idea of divine revelation— of a communication
as
divinity by means of an inspired man
In pure Japanese the latter idea
inteiTnediary.
is also rendered by the expression karni no shirase,

made by

'The Noble Take-uchi again stood in the pure court and
the manner of
requested the Deities' commands. Thereupon
their instruction and counsel was exactly the same as on the
former day: "Altogether this land is a land to be ruled over
thine Augustness's august womb." [The
by the august child
deities now speak to, as well as through, the empress.] Then
the Noble Take-uchi said: "[I am filled with] awe, my Great

m

[sort of]
The august child in this Deity's womb, what
Deities
" It is a male
"
child may it be ?
[The Deities] replied, saying
child." Then [the Noble Take-uchi] requested more particularly,
" I wish to know the august names of the Great Deities
[saying]
whose words have now instructed us." Forthwith [the Deities]
!

:

:

"It is the august doing of the Great-AugustDeities
Ileaven-Shining-Deity ; likewise it is the three Great
Bottom-Possessing-Male, Middle-Possessing-Male and Surfaceof the
Possessing-Male [three of the deities born at the time
an hla return from Hades], etc . ."
purification of Izanagi,
{Kojiki, 286 f.).
replied, saying

:

'

.

'information of the god.'
This supernatural Whereupon these divinities reveal the offerings
ancient literature.
I. In
the crossphenomenon is described in the most ancient Shinto and mysterious rites by means of which
documents. One of the most important mytho- ing of the sea and the conquest of Korea will be
Ame no successfully accomplished.
logical tales is that of a famous goddess,
It is to be noted that, in this text, the empress
Uzume (the Dread Female of Heaven), who is a
This title may have
It is she who, by a sacred
sort of prophetess.
is accorded divinity {kami).
dance before the rock cavern in which the sun- been given to her, as sometimes happened, simply
goddess has hidden, finally leads her to reappear on account of her supreme rank (cf. Kojiki, 333,
and lighten the world again. In this connexion an 364 f., etc.); but it is more probable that, as has
expression is employed in the Kojiki (kamugakari- been supposed by the native commentator Motoori,
the prime minister made an exceptional use of the
shite, 'accomplishing divine possession') which is
not very clear, and may be taken in the sense of title here, because at the moment she was divinely
narrafeigned possession (this is the sense adopted by possessed.' However this may be, both this
B. H. Chamberlain, Kojiki^ Tokyo, 1906, p. 69, u.
tive and that of the death of the emperor have a
but the corresponding passage in the Nihongi corresponding passage in the Nihongi (i. 225 f.)
32)
rather seems to indicate that it is real possession which shows that the interrogation of the gods in
a sacred place, with a lute accompaniment, in order
(see Nihongi, Shukai ed., i. 40; and cf. tr. by W.
G. Aston, London, 1896, i. 44). Moreover, Uzume to know their names and desires, was a form of
is regarded as the mythical ancestor of the sarume
divination regularly employed in the most ancient
(monkey-women), who performed religious dances Shinto and we see also that this practice ad{kagura) at court and the divinely-inspired utter- mitted of the presence of two persons, the one, in a
ance which, according to the Nihongi, she pro- state of possession, serving as a medium, and the
nounced in front of the celestial cavern (and which, other entru-led with the asking of the necessary
according to another version, consisted only of the questions, and also, no doubt, with the explanation
words Hi, fu, mi, yo, itsu, mu, nana, ya, kokono, of the obscure answers, as the priests of Delphi into
simply the numerals from one to ten) is the terpreted the unintelligible words of the pythoness.
2. Development and modification by Buddhism.
prototype of the revelations of the miA;o (' august
child '), young priestesses attached to the principal
After these fundamental narratives of the sacred
to
this
who
dance
the
Shinto temples,
day books, mention might be made of many other cases
kagura
and sometimes acted as mediums, particularly at of inspiration in the course of Japanese history.
Ise.
Without relating them here in detail, we may
Another and more characteristic case of posses- draw from them two observations of a general
be possessed
sion is furnished by the prelude to the story of the kind.
(1) Any persons whatever may
expedition of the empress Jingo, the first legendary as subjects of divination. They may be men {e.g.,
conqueror of Korea. The scene, which is one of Nihongi, i. 225, 391 f., ii. 317 f.), particularly inancient grandeur, is thus described in the Kojiki
ferior priests (ii. 76 f., 318), or women (i. 152, 221),

—

'

'

'

;

;

;

—

—

:

The Empress, Her Augustness Princess Okinaga-tarashi [the
ancient name of the empress], was at that time divinely possessed. So when the Heavenly Sovereign [Emperor Chuai],
dwelling at the palace of Kashiki in Tsukushi [Kyiishu], was
about to smite the Land of Kumaso, the Heavenly Sovereign
'

played on his august lute [the Azuma-koto, an instrument 5 or
6 ft. long, with six strings], and the Prime Minister, the Noble
Take-uchi, being in the pure court [sa-niha], requested the
divine orders.
Hereupon the Empress, divinely possessed,
charged him with this instruction and counsel "There is a
land to the Westward, and in that land is abundance of various
treasures dazzling to the eye, from gold and silver downwards.
1 will now bestow this land upon thee."
Then the Heavenly
" If one ascend to a
Sovereign replied, saying :
high place and
look Westward, no country is to be seen. There is only the
great sea"; and sajnng, "They are lying Deities," he pushed
away his august lute, did not play on it, and sat silent. Then
the Deities were very angry, and said "Altogether as for this
which thou oughtest to rule. Do
empire, it is not a land over
thou go to the one road " [i.e. Hades]. Hereupon the Prime
" am filled
Minister, the noble Take-uchi, said
[I
with] awe, my
Continue playing thy great august lute."
Heavenly Sovereign
Then be slowly drew his august lute to him, and languidly
:

:

!

:

!

176), or even children (i.
(i.
find that the objects of inspiration

especially priestesses
163).

(2)

We

are usually the oracles of a god who demands a
cult either for himself {e.g., Nihongi, i. 154 f., 163,
221, ii. 76 f.) or for some other god (i. 391 f.), or
who complains that his already existing cult is
neglected (i. 152, ii. 77, 318), asks for the erection
of a new temple (i. 176, ii. 77), or specifies the
articular offerings and observances agreeable to
AH this
ii. 77, 318).
(i. 153, 222, 226, 391 f.,
It is, in a
represents something rather vulgar.

E im

word, a secondary divinatory practice, which the
court and the upper Shinto clergy, faithful to the
official method of the 'Greater Divination' (see
Divination [Japanese], vol. iv. p. 802), regard
with a certain mistrust. E.g., in the year 812 a
decree announced penalties against peasants who,
without reason, predicted good or bad fortune.

POSSESSION
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It is true that this document ordered the local
authorities to report to the central government all
authentic predictions. But later, when, in 1348,
a bonze of Ise, after a thousand days of prayers,
found floating on the sea a glittering sword, which
a young boy, divinely inspired, declared to be one
of the three imperial insignia— the sacred sword
lost in 1184 at the great uaval battle of I)an-no-ura
the court refused to recognize it as such. This

—

shows that, if possession plays an important part
in the most ancient Shinto, it tends afterwards to
become rather a popular proceeding, more and
more neglected by the official religion.

On

of

it,

the other hand, however,

and often avails

Buddhism lays hold

itself of it in its politics

and

'

'pious exi:)edients [hoben), i.e. cleverly appropriating Shinto by representing its gods as incarnations of its own saints. Thus, in the 8th cent.,
tlie priest Gyogi, having prayed seven days and
seven nights under a tree near the great temple of
Ise, receives an oracle the result of which is that
the sun-goddess must be identified with Vairochana,
a Buddhist personification of spiritual illumination
and purity. At the same time this foreign influence
brings to Japanese possession moral characteristics
which pure Shinto did not know. Henceforth the
gods teach kindness, charity towards the poor,
righteousness, purity of heart all Buddhist and
Confucian virtues. Even Hachiman, the terrible
god of war, enjoins on his followers pity for
mendicants and lepers, for ants and crickets.
glance through the odd collection of oracles of the
its

—

A

Wa

Bongo ('Japanese Analects,' 1669),
Aston gives an analysis (Shinto, London,
367-372),
It is

Avill

of

which

1905, pp.

make one realize this transformation.

a mixture of foreign ideas, attributed to the

gods of various Shintoist temples, which contradict
not only each other but all that we know of these
Japanese gods. At the same time, however, there
ai-e in many cases conceptions of a much higher
moral level than that of the old indigenous religions.
At the present day
3. Present-day practice.—
possession is represented chiefly by popular practices of which the principal element is hypnotism. It is certain that this phenomenon was the
basis of primitive possession, although the ancient
documents do not describe it minutely. Nervous
phenomena in general played a large part in
Shinto, and gave birth especially to some curious
beliefs and legends founded on dissociation of
de la litUrapersonality (see M. Revon, Anthologie
ture japo7iaise, Paris, 1910, pp. 58, 134, etc.).
Hysteria was also well known to the early Japanese,
who treated it "by massage (see W. N. Whitney,
'Notes on the History of Medical Progress in
Japan,' in TASJ xii. pt. iv. [Tokyo, 1885] 351).
This state of things being understood, it is not
astonishing to find that in our day the hypnotic
crisis constitutes the essential point of the spiritual
stances so well described by Percival Lowell
('Esoteric Shinto,' in TASJ xxi. [1893] 106-135,
152-197, 241-270, xii. pt. i. [1894] 1-26, and Occult

Japan, Boston,

1895).

In a purified place a small group of believers assemble, of
whom the principal personages are the naka-za (' middle-seat '),
i.e «he medium, ana the mae-za (' front-seat '), who directs the
ceremony and interrogates the medium himself. It is easy to
have
recognize in these two modern rdles those which we
already found, in primitive times, in the persons of the divinelyTake-uchi. After
possessed Empress Jingo and her minister
various preliminary ceremonies (in which Buddhist influence is
to
sufficiently marked, by the employment, as accompaniment
the songs, of the skdku-jo, a staff to the end of which metal
other foreign
rings are attached, as well as of incense, and by
customs), the naka-za sits down, closes his eyes and receives
from the mae-za the gohei, i.e. a wand adorned with strips of
white paper, which is the sacred emblem of Shinto. Then
there is singing, and the descent of the god (kami-oroshi) is
At first the naka-za remains motionless, but
awaited.
suddenly the gohei quivers in his hands, and gradually trembles
more and more until the man enters into a state of convulsion.
In some cases his eyes remain half-closed ; in others they open.

(Japanese)

when the crisis subsides into a permanent trembling,
remain fixed, OTth the look peculiar to hypnosis. The man has
then become a god, and the mae-za, bowing respectfully, first
asks his name, and then puts some questions to him, to which
the god, on his part, replies. When this dialogue is finished,
the naka-za, after a last prayer, rouses him by striking him on
the back. After that one of the audience offers him a cup of
water, and, when he manages to drink it, others rub his arms
and his body until he recovers from his catalepsy.
and,

It may be added that, even in some forms of inspiration in which hypnotism does not play the
principal part, as in divination by the eJci, tlie
soothsayer allows himself to be put into a certain
nervous state, marked by a violent contraction of
the face, foaming of tlie lips, and trembling of the
whole body. The present writer has seen a man
in this state of traditional delirium in the exercise
of his prophetic office, who was ordinarily quite

—

the famous soothsayer Takashima (cf.
Divination [Japanese], vol. iv. p. 804'').
There is
human spirits.
4. Possession by
another kind of possession, in which it is not gods
gentle

—

but

that are invoked,

human

spirits,

either of

living men, or, more frequently, of the dead, and
These evocations
especially of deceased relatives.
are practised, also by means of hypnosis, by
sorceresses called ichi-ko, or agata-miko, or sometimes azusa-viiko, because in their conjurations
they make use of the azusa-yumi, a bow of azusawood. Some are parish mediums, others itinerant
mediums of a more humble position. This necrois, however, a modem custom.
Animal-possession.-The last form of posses-

mancy
5.

sion to be noticed is possession

by the

fox, the

badger, and other animals. The Japanese emi^loy
for animal-possession the same expression as for
to be possessed bj- the fox ia
divine possession
kitsune ga kakari. But the fox and the badger do
not appear in the primitive documents unless just
as any other animals, and Aston is wrong (Nihongi,
i. 59, n. 10) in including their enchantments among
the calamities {wazahahi) which required ritual
He has confused tAvo aspects of the
Surification.
apanese fox, which must be all the more carefully
distinguished because they are in direct opposition
If the fox holds a place in Shinto,
to each other.
it is only on account of its gradual identification
with the god Inari, the Man of the Rice,' who is
'
the
himself connected with Uka no Mi-tama,
August Spirit of Food,' a hypostasis of the goddess
It is only in Buddhism that
of food, Ukemochi.
he is regarded as an agent of possession and he
god, but, on the
appears there not as a beneficent
^
The traditional
contrary, as an evil demon.
badger {taniiki, which in fact is not a real badger,
but a small black fox, the canis procynoides) also
appears only in popular superstitions, just as does
the mujina, a kind of badger mentioned in some
tales of the Nihongi (i. 184, ii. 155).
'

'

:

'

;

A famous story in Japan
which assumed the shape

is that of the badger in a monastery
of a tea-kettle and, by its fantastic
consternation
caused
among all the priests. When
gambols,
they sold it to a coppersmith, the animal took its own shai)e
new master, who exhibited it
fortune
of
its
made
the
and
again,
as an animal both curious and sacred (A. B. Mitford, Tales oj
Old Japan, London, 1888, p. 175 f.).
That these popular beliefs persist even to-day is

shown by a well-known anecdote.
In 1889 a phantom train suddenly appeared to the enginedriver of a real train on the line from Tokyo to Yokohama.
After a desperate pursuit the phantom train was overtaken,
and a fox was found crushed to pieces under the wheels of the
real locomotive.

For the legendary point of view see W. de Visser, The
in the Japanese Folklore,' in TASJ xxxvi.
Lafcadio Hearn, Glimpses of Unfamiliar Japan,
pt. iii. [1908]
Boston, 1896, 1. 310 f. ; W. Anderson, Catal. of Jap. and Chin.
Paintings in the British Mxiseum, London, 1S86, pp. 391, 424 ;
J. M. James, in TASJ vii. pt. iv. [1890] 270 f., etc.; cf. also
'

1

Fox and Badger
;

Nevius, Demon Possession and Allied Tliemes, Chicago,
of view the
1894, pp. 40, 51, 71, 104, 202 for the medical point
observations of E. Baelz, of the University of Tokyo, a r6sum6
of which will be found in B. H. Chamberlain, Thingt Japanese^,
J. L.

;

Tokvo, 1898,

a.v.

'

Demoniacal Possession.'

POSSESSION

(Semitic and Christian)

It must also be mentioned that, besides persons
possessed by the fox, there are otliers who possess
the fox ( Icitsune-mochi) and can, like the fox himIn
self, employ charms against their enemies.
the old province of Izunio whole families exist who
are supposed to have invisible foxes protectinjf
them
but these families are ref,'arded with a
general feeling of repulsion, and it is only other
families also possessing the fox who will agree to
become united to them by marriage. Lastly, it
may be recalled in this connexion tnat the soul of
the dead fox is sometimes employed in a kind of
secondary divination practised by the kitsune;

ts^ikahi

(see

Divination [Japanese],

vol.

iv.

That

And
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I may destroy the blood of the teeth,
ruin their strength,

Grasp the prong andseize the root."'l

As disease was possession by a demon, so cure
consLsted of expelling the demon from the body.
This is most clearly sliown in an incantation text
in which the demon is addres.sed thus : ^
Out Out Far away Far away
'

1

!

Shame

!

I

!

Shame

1

Perish

Perish

!

I

Turn thy body Out Far away
From my body go out
From my body far away
From my body, for shame
From uiy body perish
From my body turn
From my body thy body
Into my body do not return
To my body do not approach
In my body do not dwell
On my body do not press
By Shamash, the mighty, be exorcized
!

I

!

!

!

I

1

!

!

p.

I

803").

I

Lttkbatdkb.—The

literature is cited

throughout the

article.

Michel Kevon.

POSSESSION

—

(Semitic and Christian).
the Semitic
as among the other
peoples,
peoples of the world, there survived from the
animistic stage of culture the belief that a spirit
can take possession of a person either for good or

Among

for evil.
This will be made
in review the facts in detail.

more

clear

by passing

and Assyria. — Among the

ancient
I. Babylonia
Babylonians the idea of possession in its completest
form survived only in the case of evil spirits, though
some attenuated traces of the conception that the
spirit of a god might take possession of a man are
In every period of Babylonian history
also found.
it was believed that sickness was caused by a
demon which entered into persons and took possesThis conception is reflected in the
sion of them.
oldest Babylonian religious text knoAvn, an incantation inscribed on a foundation cylinder of the
time of the dynasty of Akkad, about 2800-2600
B.C., now in the University Museum in PhilaThe cylinder is fragmentary, the bedelphia.
But in one of the
ginning being broken away.
early columns the demon is addressed thus
:

'

The light of the city, — in the light of the city are they.
The darkness of the city, — in the darknees of the city are they.
The people of the city, — among the people of the city are they.'

In a later column we read
'

Enlil declares to

him

:

:

" Gone is the sickness from the fac« of the land."
Asa protector he removed it,
Enlil's are they,

—

—

As a protector he removed

it.'

I

!

I

By Ea, lord of all, be exorcized
By Marduk, chief exorclzer of the gods, be exorcized
By the fire-god, who bums you, be exorcized
From my body be ye separated
It was a common belief that demons of sickness
might enter the body through the agency of other
Such bewitchment or the casting of a
people.
spell over the body of another was an easy way of
avenging real or supposed injuries. So frequent
were attempts to bewitch personal enemies, and so
potent were the spells or charms believed to be,
that the second section of the Code of gammurabi
is directed against the practice.
It is taken up
immediately after cases in which men are accused
of a capital crime, and one who was accused of
practising such arts was compelled by the law to
purge himself by the ordeal of plunging into the
sacred river. If he could swim out, he was inno!

!

!

'

1

cent.

This belief in bewitchment is recognized in a
of the incantations, as in the following •
An evil curse, like a demon, rests upon the man,

number
'

:

A
A

voice, a wretchedness has fallen upon him,
voice not good has fallen upon him,
An evil curse, a ban of pestilence
!

That man an evil curse has slaughtered like a lamb ;
His god has retired from his body.
His prayer-answering goddess stands aside.
The voice, the wretchedness covers him Uke a garment, it
overwhelms him.
Marduk saw him.
Into the house of Ea, his father, he entered and spoke
"My father, an evil curse, like a demon, has fallen on a
man."
A second time he said to him
" What that man should do I do not Imow.
By wliat may he
be cured ? "
Ea answered his son Marduk
"My son, what dost thou not know? What can I add to thee?
Marduk, what dost thou not know? What can I add to thee?
What I know, thou knowest.
Qo to him, my son Marduk,
To the house of holy cleansing take him.
His ban loose, his ban break
:

:

from this text that sickness was a
demon, but a demon that Enlil could expel. The
beneficent god was more powerful than the
demon.
The Babylonians distinguished one demon from
another just as a modem physician distinguishes
one germ from another. Ashakku was the demon
of a wasting disease, perhaps a form of tubercuIt is clear

seizer,' was the demon of
Labartu, who was pictured as a
monster with swine sucking at her breasts, attacked women in childbirth and their infant children.^ Toothache was supposed to be caused by a
demon that was identified with a worm. This is
made clear by the following text
After Anu [hart created the heavens]
'

Akhkhazu, the

losis.

liver troubles.

:

'

The heavens created the earth,
The earth created the rivers,
The rivers created the canals,
The canals created the marsh,
The marsh created the worm.
Then came the worm weeping before Sharaash ;
Before Ea came her tears
" What wilt thou
give me for my food?
What wilt thou give me as mine to destroy ? "
" I will
thee the ripe fig^s (?) and soft pomegranates (?)."
give
" Me
What are these ripe figs (?) to me ? And soft pome:

!

granates (?)?
me up, between the teeth and the jaw-bone set me,

Lift
1

U. Jastrow, The Utdidne of the Babyloniaju and
Assyrians, p. 7.
Of.

:

1

The

restless evil of his body,
AVhether it be curse of his father.
Or curse of his mother.
Or curse of his elder brother.
Or curse of a pest-demon.
Or curse of a man unknown.
Like an onion may it be peeled off.
Like a date may it be cut off.
Like a palm-raceme may it be broken off
curse, by Heaven be thou exorcized
"
By the Earth be thou exorcized

!

!

'

!

This text makes it clear that, when the demon
took possession of a person, the god or goddess (in
other words, good spirits) was believed to withdraw. A similar conception prevailed among the
Hebrews.
1 For the
original see Cuneiform Texts from Babylonian
Tablets in the British Museum, xvii. [1903] 50, and for trr.
R. W. Eogers, The Beligicm of Babylonia and Assyria, New
York, 1908, p. 155, Cuneiform Parallels to the OT, do. 1912,
and H. Gressmann, Altorientalische TezU und Bilder
p. 52 ff.

mm AT, Tubingen, 1909, p.
;

28.

K. L. Tallqvist, Die assyrischt Beschuorungsserie
Tafel V. 166-184.
,
2

Maqm,
.

.

3H. Zimmem, Beitrage zur Kenntnit d«r habylonxttMn

Religion, Tafel v. Iff.
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In order to exorcize the demon not onl^ words
but symbolic acts were employed. The incantation from which the last quotation comes is continued by a series of sections, each devoted to a
symbolic casting into the fire of different kinds of
material an onion, a date, a palm-raceme, a little
The portion of
fleece, a goat-skin, wool, and seed.
it which accompanied the use of the onion reads

—

:

'

As this onion is peeled and cast
The devouring flame seizes it,

into the

fire,

In a garden it will never be planted,
Amid pools and irrigating-ditches will not be placed,
Its roots will not strike into the ground,
Its stalk will not shoot up, will never see the sun.
Unto the feast of a god or a king will not approach,
So be the curse, the ban, the torture, the bewitchment.
The sickness, sighing, sin, misdeed, wrong, and transgression,

—

The sickness

wliich in

my

body,

my

flesh,

my members

dwells.

As

On

this
this

onion is peeled and
day the devouring flame seizes

.Mav the curse be

removed

I

May

I

'
1

Similar utterances accompanied the burning
of the other materials.
To such an extent did the
belief in the possession of evil demons prevail that,
at least in later times, the whole life of Babylonia
was pervaded by the fear of them. This is proved
by the extent and variety of the incantation literature.
This need not be more fully quoted here,
as its fundamental conceptions are embodied in
the extracts given above. The rest of it presents
in difierent ways and with a variety of outward
symbols endless variations of this theme.
Because of the difficulties of life in the Babylonian climate, struggle, sickness, and pain were
more common than exultant joy. Perhaps it was
for this reason that, while belief in the possession
of demons was developed to a pseudo-science, there
is almost no trace of a belief in the possession of a
man by a good spirit or god. Nevertheless men
who accomplished unusual deeds recognized that
their power was not their own that it came to
them from the gods. As a rule, however, they did
not claim possession of the gods, but held that each
god had imparted to them some special attribute
of his as a gift.

—

Thus Lugalzaggisi, the first to carry the Babylonian arms to
the Iilediterranean coast (c. 2800 B.C.), claims that intelligence
was given him by Enki, the god of wisdom, that he was
nourished with the milk of life by Ninkharsag, that he was
called by Shamash, and chosen to be the king of the world by
Enlil.l
Earlier than he Eannatum, the conquering king of
Eannatum also relates a more
Lagash, made similar claims.
intimate religious experience. When the men of Umma had
raided the fertile plain of Quedin and carried off the crop which
was of such value to the men of Lagash, Eannatum fell on his
face before the god Ningirsu and prayed for guidance in the
important crisis.
Thereupon Ningirsu appeared to him,
apparently in a dreain (we cannot be sure, since the text is
broken) and gave him the desired guidance and power. Filled
with enthusiasm because of this communion with his god,
Eannatum went forth and completely subdued his enemies.-^
Five or six centuries after Eannatum Gudea, another ruler of
Lagash, had a similar experience. The overflow of the rivers
had failed, and a famine had resulted. Naturally the ruler was
most anxious. Two.gods appeared to him in a dream and told
him to rebuild the temple of EninnO.S which he proceeded to
do.
Evidently Gudea believed that in this experience divine
intelligence was imparted to him, for he boasts that he introduced by his superior understauding a new type of temple
architecture.

This method of gaining divine power continued

down to the end of the Assyrian
a somewhat attenuated form.
In the time of Ashurbanipal, e.g.,

period,

—
—

men were possessed by the gods or by divine powers
that led to the deification of a few Babylonian
It has long been one of the puzzles of
Babylonian history why Naram-Sin, Gudea,
Dungi, Bur-Sin, and Gimil-Sin claimed to be gods.
Granted that the last two may have inherited the
title from Dungi, why should it have been accorded
spontaneously to three of Babylonia's great rulers,
and not to a number of others equally great ? None
of the theories previously put forward (such as
Egyptian influence or the possession of the shrine
of Nippur) is adequate.
more probable hypothesis would seem to be that for some reason
and
Naram-Sin, Gudea,
Dungi were believed to be
possessed of the divine powers.
2. Phoenicia.
While most of the Phoenician
literature has perished, interesting evidence of
Phoenician belief in possession is found in an
Egyptian document known as the Report of
Wenamon,' ^ an Egyptian who was sent to Byblos
(Gebal) in Phoenicia in the reign of Ramses XII.
(1118-1090 B.C.). It was a troubled period of
history, and Wenamon had many adventures,
being robbed at Dor on his way to Phoenicia, and
driven by adverse winds to Cyprus on his way
home. Fortunately he lived to narrate his experiences, not the least of which occurred at Byblos
rulers.

A

—

it,

see light

Perhaps it was because of the heightening of
this conception that gods occasionally appeared to
their devoted followers and empowered them to
unusual deeds into a belief that these exceptional

though

in

'

itself.

The king of Byblos, Zakar-Baal, was at first unfriendly.
This part of the narrative runs :
I spent nineteen days in his [harbour], and he
continually
sent to me daily saying " Betake thyself from my harbour."
Now, when he sacrificed to his gods, the god seized one of
his noble youths, making him frenzied, so that he said
"
Bring [the god] hither
Bring the messenger of Amon who
hath him. Send him and let him go."'
The god in this passage refers to an image of the Theban
'

:

:

!

'

—

:

'

ings into

recalled him.

The whole incident shows that the Phoenicians
believed in possession by a god, and that what was
uttered by one so possessed was a divine command
that should be given the strictest heed. It is a
conception of prophecy familiar to students of the

OT.

Thureau-Dangin, Die sumerischen und akkadischen

Konigsinschriften, Leipzig, 1907, p. 152.
2 lb.
p. 13, and L. W. King, Hist, of Sumer and Akkad,
London, 1910, p. 123 ff.
3 See
Thureau-Dangin, pp. 89-93.
* Cf. G. A.
Barton, Archaeology and the Bible, Philadelphia,
1916, p. 417.

—

J

The OT afibrds much evidence that
3. Israel.
the belief in possession in Israel in the early days
of her history was identical with that in Phoenicia.
classical instance of this is Balaam.
The king of Moab sent for him to curse Israel. Balaam
to comply meant rich rewards.
strongly desired to comply
But, according to the E account, Jahweh met Balaam in the
way, and 'put a word in Balaam's month '(Nu 2.3^f). Jahweh

A

;

so took possession of
blessed IsraeL The J

Balaam that in spite of his desires he
document says of his experience, 'The

God came upon him [Balaam] (242).
That Balaam had the ecstatic experience of the
Byblite youth is clearly shown by the poems attributed to him. One of these describes him as the
'

spirit of

man
'

Who

seeth the vision of the Almighty,
Falling down and having his eyes open

'

(24' 8b)

—

clearly a description of the frenzied or ecstatic
The powerlessness of Balaam when thus
state.
possessed by the divine spirit is expressed in the
lines
'

Cf. F.

it.'

He then relates how, as he was about to flee, Zakar-Baal, at
command of the god through the frenzied youth, sent and

the

when the king was once

invading Elam, both he and his troops were in trouble on
account of the river Ididi being in flood. Ashurbanipal prayed,
and the goddess Ishtar answered, but now it was not the king
to whom the goddess appeared in a dream, but a seer.^ The
vision came by proxy.
1

'

god Amon called Amon-of-the-way a kind of travelling Amon
which Wenamon had with him. Wenamon continues
Now, while the frenzied (youth) continued in frenzy during
this night, I found a ship for Egypt, and I loaded all my belong-

:

How

whom God hath not cursed?
whom Jahweh hath not defied ?

shall I curse,
shall I defy,

And how

A still

more patent example

'

(238).

of the view that pro-

1 For the whole document
see Breasted, Ancient Records of
Egypt, iv. §§ 583-591, or, for the most important parts of it,
Barton, pp. 352-355.
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tinued to speak, but, as in the case of Zechariah,
they received their messages through angels.
Eventually even prophecy died out and apocalyptic
took its place, and tne apocalypses record visions
which the God, once nigh, but now most remote,
had formerly vouchsafed to men. In such an age
the idea of divine possession became impossible.
In this period the belief in demons was fully
Demons and Spirits [Heb.]). Apdeveloped (see
parently the older view that men might be possessed

afforded

Saul.

fled for
According to the narrative in 1 S lO'Sff-, when David
to bring David
protection to Samuel, Saul sent messengers
of
the
saw
the
proprophets
when
'And
back.
company
they
head over them, the spirit
phesying, and Samuel standing as
of God came upon the messengers of Saul, and they also jirothree times, with the
phesied." The experiment was repeated
same result. The messengers were so overcome with the
what had
ecstasy that some one else had to return to tell Saul
and fetch David,
hai>pened. Finally Saul himself started to go
and the spirit of God came upon him also, and he went on,
'

And he
until he came to Naioth in Kamah.
also stripped off his clothes, and he also prophesied before
and
all that night.
all
naked
that
and
down
day
Samuel,
lay
Wherefore they say, Is Saul also among the prophets?
and prophesied,

'

clear from this story that the prophetic
frenzy in the case of Saul rendered him unconscious or, at any rate, unable to stand. It also so
the
possessed him that he became regardless of
ordinary proprieties of dress. Not only is it imof
to obtain stronger evidence
possession,
possible
but it is made clear that Samuel's prophecy was
he
Indeed
also of this order.
nibba,'
prophesied,'
is a passive form, indicating that his words bubbled
out under the influence of the power that possessed
It is

'

him.

That this was still the conception of prophecy in
the time of Elisha is shown by the narrative in
2 K 3, which gives an account of the campaign of
Jehoram, Jehoshaphat, and the king of Edom
against Moab.
Elisha accompanied the expedition, and, when the prophet
was asked for an oracle concerning where they could find a waterAs the
supply, he called for a minstrel to play before him.
minstrel played, 'the hand of Jahweh came upon him," i.e., the
oracle.
prophetic ecstasy was induced, and he gave the desired

From

this type of prophecy the literary prophets
time clearly difl'erentiated themselves.
find
Amos declared: 'I am no nabt' !' (7^^).
no trace of possession by demons, for
in this

of later

We

period

Hebrew thought the spirits were not yet differentiated into good and bad. They were still nonethical.
They were regarded by men as good or
evil according as Jahweh sent them on missions
that were for the benefit oi for the injury of mankind. This is shown by the narrative in 1
22,
in which the prophet Micaiah explains the fact
of
Ahab
court
that the other prophets of the
differed from him, because Jahweh had sent forth
a spirit to be a lying spirit in the mouths of these

in

K

prophets.
The case of

King Saul was of the same type.
melancholia or insanity explained
the spirit of Jahweh had departed from

We

find his

thus

:

'

(1

as

Now

evil spirit from Jahweh troubled him
The evil spirit came from Jahweh, just
the spirit of Jahweh did, but it was evil because

Saul,

S

'

and an

16").

Just as in Babylonia
effects were different.
the god and goddess were thought to depart before
the demon could come into the man, so the spirit
of Jahweh departed before the evil spirit entered

its

His possession by this spirit was
into Saul.
believed to be the cause of his darkened reason.
The idea of possession appears also to have

included the belief that a person could be possessed
Thus a necroof the spirit of a departed person.
mancer is described as baal 'ob, the possessor of an
'ob.'
The meaning of 'ob is obscure, but apparently
Thus in 1 S 28,
it refers to the spirit of the dead.
where Saul consulted a woman who possessed an
'ob, the spirit of Samuel seemed to possess her, for
she spoke as though she were Samuel. Necro'

mancers were also called yiddeoni, and they were
and
described in Is 8'^ as those 'who chirp
mutter
because they spoke in the voices
possibly
'

—

.

.
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.

of the dead.

In the time after the Exile the literature affords
little trace of the conception of possession by the
God had become in the theology
spirit of God.
of the time exalted and remote.
Prophets con-

ofasupernaturalbeingcontinued.but it was inferred
in all such cases that the patient was possessed of
a demon and not by the spirit of God. While there
is no direct evidence on this point in the literature,
the prevalence of the l>elief in demoniacal possession by the people of Palestine that is reflected in
the

NT

Zee

13^*-

It is predicted in
is sufficient proof.
that in future, when any shall prophesy,
his father and his mother that begat him ...
shall thrust him through when he prophesieth.'
This prediction belongs to the latest of the Hebrew
prophecies. Was it not uttered because possession
was now coming to be regarded as always possession of the devil?
See, further. Prophecy
(Hebrew).
The beliefs of the early Arabs con4. Arabia.
cerning spirits and possession were similar to those
The Arabs believed in a great
of early Israel.
'

—

mass

name

of spirits called yinw, or jan (the more common
These were not pure spirits, for
is jinn).^

they were often represented as hairy and often a.s
having the form of an ostrich or a snake. It was
believed that, when a jinni was killed, a solid
Nevertheless ih^jinn had
carcass was left behind.
the power to appear and disappear, to assume
temporarily any form that pleased them. They
are usually spoken of collectively, and were not
individualized.
Similarly they were originally
Whether they were good or bad
non-ethical.
depended upon the attitude that for the time being
they assumed towards men. They were generally
supposed to inhabit desolate places and to be
unsocial in nature. Their powers were superhuman
and they were capable of taking possession of men.
Poets were supposed to owe their power to such
possession.
of
E.g., it is related of Hassan ibn Thabit, a devoted follower
Muhammad who was very useful to the Prophet in replying in
a sort of poetry to abusive attacks upon his master, that, while
still a young man, before the rise of Islam, he met one day in a
street of Medina a female jinnl, who leaped upon him and
compelled him to utter three verses of poetry. This was his
initiation into the versifier's art. Thereafter he was a poet,
but each poem came to him as the result of inspiration from
the jinn.2

of the poets from other men
greatly impressed the Arabs.
From time to time, too, in the intense nervous susceptibility
of the Arab race in the keen desert air, there fell upon him

The separateness
'

[the poet] cataleptic rigors, swoons, and dreams, from
returned with strange words in his mouth.' 3

So

the

poets,

when

under

which he

inspiration,

were

believed to be under the power of jinn. This
gave them great distinction. They were, before
Isliim, often the leaders and representatives of
Honour was accorded them, not
these tribes.
from appreciation of intellectual endowment or of
artistic genius, but because of their uncanny con-

There is a striking
between the way in which the poet ^assan
was thrown down by the female spirit and had
verses pressed out of him,' and the way in which
'the first utterances of prophecy were pressed
from Muhammad by the angel Gabriel.'* In

nexion with the supernatural.
parallel
'

1 For more
complete accounts see E. W. Lane, The Thov^and
1838-41, note 21, i. 29 ff.; j-^eUliSff. ; and W. K.
hausen, Reste arabischen Heidentums^, p.
Smith, iiei. Sem.2, p. 119 £F.
,
... ^
j r v, -^
2 Cf. D. B. Macdonald, The Reliffums Attitude and Life \n
Islam, p. 18 ff.
A Tt.
la
»/6. p. 19.
24.

and One Nights, London,

SJft.p.
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Arabian thought only the Prophet experienced
angelic possession.
Beside the poet [shair ), and below him, was the
kdhin, or soothsayer, and below him the 'arraf, a

kind of diviner.

These,

were under the

too,

influence of the jinn, but in a less exalted way.

The kdhins were soothsayers connected with a
sanctuary, while the 'arrdfs, like Samuel, told
where lost articles might be found. Nevertheless
the kdhins usually cast their oracles in verse.
Their inspiration came, however, in the sanctuary,
while that of the poet came as freely as the air of
heaven. The ecstatic inspiration of the kdhin is
interestingly set forth in the following account from
the Kitab al-Aghdnl, viii. 66, of the approach of
the Banu Asad to Imrul-Qais.^
Then the Banu Asad advanced until, when they were a day's
journey from Tihama, their Kahin, who was 'Awf ibn Rabi'a,
prophesied [a prophetic fit came upon him] and said unto them,
"O my servants!" They said, "With Thee! O our Lord!"
'

" Who is the
king-, the ruddy one, the all-conqueror,
among camels as i( they were a herd of
no
clamor
with
by his head? He his blood is scattered"
gazelles,
and spoiled
wide
He, tomorrow, is the first of the stripped
"
"
They said, Who is it, O our Lord?" He said, If my heaving
soul were not disquieted, I would tell you that he is Hujr openly."
Then they mounted all, every beast broken and unbrolien, and
the day had not risen upon them when they came upon the
army of Hujr, and charged upon his tent.'

He

said,

the unconquered,

!

!

I

passage describes the oncoming of the
prophetic fit, which closely resembled those of
which we know in Phoenicia and in Israel it proceeds to tell us graphically what the kdhin uttered
and how it was fulfilled. It reveals clearly to us
the Arabian notions of possession. The speaker
bears witness to the fact that his soul Avas disquieted by a power not its own.
Muhammad, when first his ecstatic revelations
came to him, believed that he was possessed by a
and only gradually came to the conviction
jinni,^
that it was a divine revelation. He seems to have
been subject to ecstatic disturbances, and began
Later he was
his career as a prophet in this way.
compelled to simulate such states in order to keep
up the illusion of his followers. It was accordingly
natural that, when he began to preach, the
Meccans should class him with the kdhins and
attribute his inspiration to iijinni.^

This

;

There is an interesting story of a Jewish boy at Medina, in
the time of Muhammad's residence there, who was subject to
epileptic or cataleptic fits. His name was Ibn §ayyad. When
in his fits, he would lie wrapped up in a rough mantle, muttering to himself, as Muhammad himself had done at the flrst.s
The Jews regarded him as a prophet, and Muhammad appears
to have been puzzled whether to regard the boy as a prophet or
as the Jewish Antichrist.'* In the one case his possession would
be that of angels ; in the other of jinn.

The adoption by Islam

of the Jewish-Christian
conception of angels tended to make demons of the
movement
was never completely
jinn, but the
successful.
Though they are sometimes called
satans (shaitans), they still maintain on the whole
their impersonal character, and draw the satans
into it.
On the whole Islam took over the jinn
in their original form, and in this form believes in
them to this day. Their legal status and their
relations to mankind, such as marriage and
property, were discussed by Muslim jurists, and,
so far as possible, fixed. They were divided into
two classes, good and bad, and Muslim saints,
such as al-Ghazali, are said to have had relations
with them. The jinn were believed to be of a
lower order than men, and the saints are fre-

quently said to have preached to them and to
nave taught them.'
The conceptions concerning posses5. Egypt.
sion in Egypt were more nearly parallel to those
in Babylonia than to those in Israel and Arabia.
In Egypt and Babylonia the spirits were difl'erentiated into good and bad at a much earlier period,

—

1

Tr. Macdonald, p. 31
S
Qur'an, Ixxiv.
B lb.
p. 144 ff.

f.

a/6, pp. 33,87.
<

See Macdouald,

p. 34 S.

and

in Egypt, as in Babylonia, the conception
that a person might be possessed by supernatural
powers was confined largely to belief in demoniacal possession. All disease was accounted for in
this way, and, although a kind of medical science
developed in Egypt to a higher degree of excellence than in many countries, not only did this

conception of demoniacal possession lie behind it,
but the administration of purely medical remedies
was, to the latest time, accompanied by the
recitation of formulae that were supposed to have
power over the disease-giving spirit.
One of the clearest expressions of this view is
found in a tale ^ invented at the end of the XXth
dynasty of some fictitious events that are said to
have transpired in the reign of Ramses II.
That king is said to have married, among others, a princess of
Bakhtan. Afterwards the king of Bakhtan sent to Ramses,
saying that Bentresht, another daughter of his, was verj' ill,
and begged that an Egj^tian physician might be sent to heal
her. The most skilfid physician went, but found her possessed
of a spirit, and could do nothing.
Evidently he laboured in
vain for a long time, for nine years later the father sent again
for aid.
This time a charmed statue of the god Khona,
called
was
Khons-who-executes-plans-and-drives-out-rebels,
sent. This Khons proceeded to Bakhtan, touched the princess,
and the spirit went out of her. Like some of those in the
Gospels, he did not depart in silence. He said : Welcome,
thou great god who drivest out rebels the city of Bakhtan is
thine, its people are thy slaves, I am thy slave. I will go to the
place whence I came, to satisfy thy heart concerning the
matter of thy journey. Let thy majesty be pleased to command
that a festival be celebrated in my honour by the prince of
Bakhtan.' The god then nodded to his priest saying: 'It
behoves that the prince of Bakhtan make a rich offering to this
'

;

spirit.'

As Naville has pointed out, this story was
intended as an advertisement of the god Khons
It reflects Egyptian ideas,
to the Egyptians.
setting forth in a detailed way their conceptions
A god who advertised such cures
of possession.
hoped to have an opportunity to treat many
similar patients in Egypt.
That similar ideas of possession underlay the
Egyptian conception of disease is shown by the
incantations that were to be spoken at the administration of certain prescriptions.
With a fermentation of honey and other ingredients, e.g., one
was to say ^ It has discharged and departed, that which has
no fruit. It has gone away, that which has no arms. Turn
'

:

back (0 mipn-t) for I am Horus. Yield (0 mip7^-t) (for) I am
the son of Osiris. The magic of my mother is the protection of
my members. Thy evil shall not arise in my body nor anj'
It has been discharged seven times.'
»reJpn-t in thy members.
The words were to be spoken over innk-w herbs. They were to
be cooked, mashed, and applied thereto. In like manner, when
a kind of beer 3 called d^r-t -beer was administered, the
«em-priest was to be present with his implements statue, birdDrink
catcher's net, oil, some kind of a flow«r, etc. and say
the beer. I have brought it to drive'out the Ut-e-goA, the male
death, the female death, which is in my body,' etc.

—

—

'

:

The demons of disease were supposed to be
always lurking about, watching for an opportunity
This belief made life a constant
to attack.
terror.
No mother could lay a child to rest
without invoking unseen powers to spare the little
one from malice and disease that lurked in every
dark corner or slipped through the open door as
the gloom of night gathered, to prostrate the little
One can almost hear the
ones with sickness.
voice of the mother as she said *
Run out, thou who comest in the darkness, who enterest in
:

'

stealth, his nose

behind him, his face turned backward,
came.

who loses that for which he
Run out, thou who comest
stealth, her nose
who loses that for

in darkness,

who

enterest in

behind her, her face turned backward,
which she came.'

The demons might come under the guise of friends
Hence the
in order to gain access to the child.
mother continues
'

Comest thou
Comest thou
1

:

to kiss the child?
to soothe (him) ?

not let thee kiss him.
not let thee soothe him.

I will
I will

See E. Naville, The Old Eijyptian Faith, pp. 250-258.
The Hearst Medical Papyrus, p. 6.

3 Cf. G. A. Reisner,
3 lb.
p. 7.
* See

Breasted, Development of Religion

Ancient Egypt,

p. 291.
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Thoxight in
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(Semitic and Christian)

to harm him? I will not let thee harm him.
to take him away ? I will not let thee take

Comest thou
Comest thou

knowledge of the nature of physical disease had
progressed far enough to be distinguished from
possession, though this was not universal.
Once,
at least, the old Hebrew and Arabic idea of the
multitude and impersonality of the demons comee
to the front in the Gospels.
The Gera,sene demo-

him

away.'

The danger from demons not only accompanied
one throngliout this life, hut also followed one
into the liereafter.
Hence the charms that had
been potent to protect one here were applied to the
life beyond.
In the time of tlie empire the folkcharm invaded the Book of the Dead, where it
forms the
Chapter of not Permitting a Man's
Heart to be Taken Away from Him in the Nether
'

World. '1

While belief in possession by demons developed
to an elaborate system in Egypt, belief in possession
In one of the
by gods left little trace.
Pyramid Texts of the Old Kingdom King Unis is
represented as practising on the gods a kind of
cannibalism, in order to possess himself of their
powers.
'King
Lord
It is

The passage reaus
"

Grasper-of-Forelocks living in
binds them for king Unis.
"
"
It is the serpent
Splendid-Head
wat<",hes them for him and repels
It is "He-who-is-upon-the-Willows"
lassoes them for him.
"
It is
Punisher-of-all-Evil-doers"
stabs them for king Unis.
He takes out for him their entrails.

Who
Who

on gods,
messages

Kehew
them

for him.

Who

a messenger whom he (king Unis) sends to [punish].
tliem up for king Unis
for him a portion of them
Id his evening kettles (or " as his evening kettles=meal ").
King Unis is he who eats their charms,
And devours their glorious ones (soulsX
is

Shesmu cuts

And cooks

••

•

•

Hi' has

taken the hearts of the gods

•

;

Hl has eaten the Red,

He

has swallowed the Green.
is nourished on satisfied organs.
IB satisfied, living on their hearts and their charms.

Kinp; Unis

He

Their charms are in his belly.
The dignities of king Unis are not taken away from him
He hath swallowed the knowledge of every god.
Lo, their (the gods') soul
lio,

their soul

is

is

in the belly of

;

king Unis,

with king Unis.'

it

came was

this cannibalistic con-

ception of possession.

In the Egyptian priesthood there was an order of
prophets, but their particular functions are obscure.
They appear to have differed little from the other
So far as appears, their
priests in character.
functions did not depend, like those of the prophets
of earl}- Israel,

upon

ecstatic experiences,

—

6. Possession in the Gospels.
There is considerable evidence in the Gospels that, in spite of the
silence of the later pre-Christian literature on the
subject, belief in the possession of demons survived
among the peasantry of Palestine, and was often
supposed to be the cause of disease. Thus it is
regarded as the cause of dumbness (MtO^^ Lk IP'*),
of deafness, dumbness, and epilepsy (Mk 9='), of
dumbness and blindness (Mt 12^), of curvature of
the spine (Lk 13"), and epilepsy (Mk \^).
Ascription of these diseases to uncle<in spirits is not uniformly made; they are sometimes spoken of
In
merely as disease (Mt \S^,
7^^ Lk IS^').
some passages possession and these diseases are
enumerated as separate things (Mt 10^,
P^,

Mk

Lk

Mk

6"'- 7-1 13^=).

It

would seem

that,

among some,

iSee Breasted, Development of
Religion and Thought in
Ancient Egypt, TO. ^Xn.
2 lb.
p. 127

ff.

Palestine.
The present writer once came upon a group of men near
Beitln (Bethel) who were surrounding another, waving sticks at
him and shoutinjj. At an opportune moment one behind him
dropped his club and caught the hands of the man in the
centre, pinioning them behind him.
the cause, be was informed that
'

When the writer asked
man was rfxaynun,

the

possessed of a jt'nni.'

out demons (Mt 12-''). Je.sus, too, ca.st them out.
Some of His most marvellous cures were of this
nature.
Attempts have been made by some
theologians to prove that Jesus did not Himself
believe in possession, but accommodated Himself
to the views of His patients and their friends.
There is no evidence for this view and much against
it.
He made the validity of the belief the basis of
argument with others, assumed that certain Pharisees could exorcize the demons, and that He, too,
could do so (Mt 122"-, Lk IP*^-). He also assumed
that, after expulsion, the existence of the demons
was real, and that they could still do harm
(Mk S'^"-). His humanity was real, and He fully
shared the beliefs of His contemporaries upon this
point.

This text, which incidentally reveals the cannibalism that lay behind Egyptian civilization, was
written to account for the intelligence, power, and
divine qualities of King Unis.
It reverses the
usual idea of possession, however. The gods did
not possess him, but he possessed them. How all
Egyptian kings came to be regarded as gods we
can now only conjecture, but evidently one path-

way by which

'

:

'

;

It is indicated in the Gospels that in the time of
Christ there were professional exorcists who cast

;

Who

He

when asked his name, replied
My name is
Legion for we are many (Mk 5"). This narrative
and those in Mk 1 and 9 indicate that insanity and
epilepsy were the ills most commonly attributed to
demoniac possession. This belief still prevails in
niac,

*

:

L'nis is one who eats men and lives
of messengers, who [dispatches] his

"
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In the Gospels posses7. The Apostolic Age.
sion appears to be conhned to demons ; in the rest
of the
we hear mainly of being possessed of
the Spirit, though references to demoniacal j)ossession are not wanting.
This change was wrought
by the experience of the day of Pentecost (Ac 2)
when the disciples were so possessed of the Spirit

NT

that they spoke ecstatically and the beholders
thought them drunken. A later historian understood that this speaking, which was called glossolalia,
speaking- tongues,' was the ability to speak
foreign languages (v.*), but the narrative nevertheless contains evidence that this was a misunderstanding (v. 13). The disciples were thrown into an
ecstasy
they were exalted in mood
they m ere
taken out of themselves. We learn from St. Paul
(I Co 12 and 14) that this type of public utterance
was in his time exalted above all other types.
His discussion of the subject also makes the nature
of the phenomenon quite clear.
One who spoke
in a tongue' spoke with his spirit, but his underthe hearers
standing was unfruitful (1 Co H''*)
did not understand (14-); those out of sympathy,
when they witnessed such utterances, naturally
called the speakers mad (I4-^i.
Paul, with his
sound common sense, rated intelligent speaking
more highly than this speaking in a tongue, but
so popular was this type of possession that even
he could not but treat it with great consideration.
Be not drunken with wine, wherein is riot but be
filled with the Spirit' (Eph 5'^) could have been
written only in an age when complete fullness of
the Spirit was supposed to produce effects similar
to the drinking of wine.
The greatest enemies of
the Christians Mere still thought to be demons and
their chief, the
prince of the power of the air
'

;

;

'

;

'

'

'

The

'

militant disciple wrestled against
the spiritual hosts of wickedness in the heavenly
It is implied that these controlled, if
places (612).
they did not possess, men. One instance of such
possession is presented in the Philippian slave(Ac 16'").
girl who possessed a spirit of Python
(2=^).

.

'

'

'

.

.
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did the Philippians believe her possessed,
also, for he addressed the spirit in

Not only
but

Paul did

St.

it (16^^).

exorcizing

—

The

Montanists. In the 2nd cent, the ecstatic type of prophecy was revived by Montanus in
Phrygia, who became the champion of the prounnamed
phetic ministry. Eusebius, quoting an
informant, says
He was carried away in spirit, and wrought up into a certain
8.

:

'

and irregular ecstasy, raving, and speaking and
kind
to
uttering strange tilings, and proclaiming what wasi contrary
the institutions that had prevailed in the Church.'
of frenzy

This

the report of an unsympathetic

is

critic,

but

among the few sayings of Montanus that have
come down to us is one that confirms the view that
he was subject to the phenomenon of possession.
It runs
like a
Man is like a lyre, and I [the Holy Spirit] play him
am awake.' 2
plectrum. Man sleeps I [the Holy Spirit]
The Church had lost the fire of enthusiasm that
made such possession possible, and cast out Mon:

'

;

tanus and his followers as heretics nevertheless
they lingered in Phrygia until in the 6th cent, they
were forcibly exterminated. To what extent the
ecstatic experiences were repeated by the followers
of Montanus after the 2nd cent, we do not know.^
The condemna9. The Church and possession.—
tion of Montanus registered the belief of the
Church that possession of the Holy S]3irit in this
extraordinary way was no longer possible a view
that was maintained by all the Church until the
Reformation and is still maintained by all except
some smaller sections of Protestantism. Belief in
the possession of demons was still maintained and,
as time passed, was intensified. The presence of
this belief in the early centuries clearly moulded
certain features of the ritual of the Church. Thus,
according to the Roman usage, a catechumen, prehimself to the
paratory to baptism, first presented
him (i.e. performed the
priest, who breathed upon
act of insufflation) and recited a prayer of exorcism
\vlth his hand extended over the candidate's head.
Break all the snares
part of the petition was
*
The inof Satan by which he has been bound.'
sufflation typified the reception of the Holy Spirit
whereby the evil spirit was driven out. In the
Galilean ritual the exorcism came first, then
unction, and the insufflation last.' One curious
sentence of this ritual reads: 'I approach thee,
thou most unclean, damned spirit.' The liturgy of
the East contains similar ceremonies of exorcism
and insufflation. 8 The insufflation was a symbolic
when He breathed
repetition of the act of Jesus
Receive ye the Holy
on His disciples and said
Apparently it was believed that
Spirit ( Jn 20^^^).
the candidate, who as a sinner had been possessed
of Satan before, now became possessed of the Holy
Such possession was but an attenuated
Spirit.
form, so far as outward manifestations were concerned, of that of earlier time. The belief that
insufflation imparted such possession extended to
oil and water, for, in the consecration of these,
the priest breathed on them.''
While the belief in possession of the Spirit took
this symbolic form, belief in demoniacal possession
continued in its original vigour. In W. Europe
it was gradually intensified by the survival of
;

—

A

'

:

'

:

'

beliefs,

pagan

stories,

and

practices.

Many

of

these the Church took over and consecrated, but
all those not so consecrated were regarded as of
the devil. He was supposed to possess those who
been banned by the Church.
practised arts that had
Witches who practised them were in league with
him or possessed of him. When in the 13th cent.
1

2

HE V.

4

6

sects began to spring up, it was natural for ecclesiastics to regard them as in league with the evil
one. Thus in 1223 Gregory IX. promulgated a
letter exhorting a crusade against the Stedingers,
a sect in Friesland and Lower Saxony, in which he
accused them of worshipping and having secret
communion with the prince of darkness. In 1303
John XXII. complained, in two letters, that both he
and many members of his flock were in danger of
their lives by reason of the arts of sorcerers.
VIII. in 1484 promulgated his
Finally Innocent
famous bull ' Ad forturan rei memoriam,' in which
he accused many persons of both sexes of mixing
with devils and injuring by their conjurations
unborn children, young animals, all sorts of crops,
inflicting all kinds of pains and sickness on people

and animals, preventing men from procreation and
women from conception, and making them recant
their

Christian

M0NTANI8M.

He

appointed Heinrich

Hammer,* 1489, Cologne, 1520) which, with the
papal bull, precipitated a long drawn battle against
witches, who were believed to be in league with
Satan or possessed of him.^ The movement spread
to England, where in the reigns of Henry VIII. and
Elizabeth laws were enacted against witches. It
called forth Reginald Scot's noted work. The DisThe war
coverie of Witchcraft (London, 1584).
against witches and the devil spread to the New
AVorld; in Salem, Massachusetts, a number of
people were executed at the end of the 17th cent,
on suspicion of exercising demoniacal powers. Of
course the clergy supported the crusade on both
How many lost their lives
sides of the Atlantic.
in consequence of this dread belief cannot now be
ascertained.

Although the increase of scientific knowledge
has stopped the execution of people on such charges,
the belief in demoniacal possession dies hard.
Several cases were reported among the peasantry
of Germany in the early part of the 19th cent.,

vouched for by accredited doctors and clergymen.''
10. Possession and revivals.— With the spread
of experimental religion as distinguished from
ecclesiastical religion since the Reformation there
has been a recrudescence of the ancient belief that
ecstatic experiences are the work of the Holy
Spirit— a kind of possession. Such ecstasies occurred
at times under the preaching of the early Friends
in the 17th cent, in England, stnd were interpreted
as manifestations of the power of God.* They
manifested themselves again in the 18th cent, in
England under the preaching of Wesley,* and in
Massachusetts under the ministry of Jonathan
Edwards." They accompanied the Scottish-Irish
revival in Kentucky in 1800-03® and the revival in
Ulster in 1859.'' They may still sometimes be seen
*
Enthuin the meetings of the American Negroes.
siastic revivalists have down to recent times
regarded them as striking evidences of divine
visitation, though the wisest of them, such as
Jonathan Edwards, lost faith in them, and Wesley's
tended in the same direction.

judgment finally
Under Finney and Moody common sense asserted
itself and evangelism rose to a more healthy plane,
though such phenomena still sometimes appear.
Science has taught us that they are due to disordered nerves, and the primitive belief in possession that has survived so long is fading away.
1 V.
Rydberg, The Magic of the Middle Ages, pp. 173-200.
2 See J. L. Nevius, Demon Possession, p. Ill fif.
3 See,
The Beginnings of Quakerism,
e.g., W. 0. Braithwaite,
•1

.

See L. Duchesne, Christian Worship^, p. 296.
7 lb.
6 lb.
pp. 306, 312.
lb. pp. 317, 319.
p. 328.

faith.

(Institor) and Jakob Sprenger to be prime
Sprenger had
inquisitors to rid the land of such.
composed his Malleus Maleficarum (' Witch-

Kramer

16.

Cf R. M. Jones, Studies in Mystical Religion, p. 40 £f.

3 Cf. art.

and Christian)

(Semitic

Cf. F.

M.Davenport, Primitive Traits in Religious Revivals^

oh. ix.
6 lb. eh.
lb. ch.
"!

viii.

vi.

''

lb. ch. vn.

* lb.
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POVERTY.— I. Definition.— In the Poor Law
Commissioners' Report of 1834 poverty is defined
as the state of one who, in order to obtain mere
subsistence, is forced to have recourse to labour.
This the Commissioners distinguish from indigence,
by which they understand the state of a person
unable to labour, or unable to obtain, in return for
his labour, the means of subsistence.
Probably
B. Seebohm Rowntree's definition [Poverty : A

Study of Town Life) is more satisfactory families
whose total earnings are insufficient to obtain the
minimum necessaries for the maintenance of mere
:

physical efficiency may be described as living in
primary poverty. This he distinguishes from
secondary poverty, under which come those
families whose earnings would be sufficient for
the maintenance of mere physical efficiency, were
it not that some portion of it is absorbed by
other expenditure, either useful or wasteful.
'

'

'

If

this definition

of

gence or destitution

is

poverty is accepted, indiincluded under 'primary'

poverty.
This is of a very restricted nature,
2. History.
and is practically limited to the history of destiEven at the present
tution, or extreme poverty.
day the information available concerning poverty
is very slight, as scientific investigations have been
made in only very few towns, and the results vary
so much that it is impossible to generalize.
The only attempt to compare conditions in this
country at two different periods is that of Robert
Giffen.
give his conclusions, whilst bringing
the figures rather more up to date.
For 1843, the first year lor which we have income-tax returns,

—

We

income of the country to be £515,000,000,
which £280,000,000 belonged to persons with over £150 per
with under £150 per annum.
The £280,000,000 was shared bv 200,000 to 250,000 persons, or,
their
including
families, by 1,000,000 to 1,250,000 persons. The
£235,000,000 was shared by about 25,600,000 persons. The

Giffen estimated the
of

annum and £235,000,000 to persons
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income-tax paying class had about £25u per head, while the
rest of the population ha<i something under £10 per head.
For 1908 Leo G. Chiozza Monev estimated the income of the
country to be £1,844,000,000, of which £9o;),(X)(),iK)U belonged to
persons with over £160 per annum and £930,000,000 to persons
with under £160 per annum. The £909,000,000 was shared by
1,100,000 persons, or, including their families, by 5,500,000
persons. The £935,000,000 was shared by 39,000,000 persons.
The income-tax paying class had about £165 per head as compared with £250 in 1843, whilst the rest of the population had
about £24 per head, as compared with under £10 in 1843.

Other figures which bear out the contention
that the income-tax paying class lias increased
much more rapidly than the non-income-tax paying
class are those relating to the value of estates
pa.ssing at death.
In 1838, 25,368 probates were granted, the average amount
per estate being £2160. In 1908, 67,524 probates were granted,
the average amount per estate being £4000. The increase in the
immber of estates (165 per cent) was much greater than the
increase in the population (70 per cent), so that the wealth of
the country was becoming more diffused, or, in other words, a
growing proportion of the population was leaving estates.

The

figures relating to the consumption of comand conventional necessaries consumed by the
masses confirm tlie improved conditions of the
forts

bulk of the population. The following table gives
the quantities of the principal imported and excisable articles retained for home consumption per
head of the population of the United Kingdom in
the years 1840 and 1911.
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to 21s. per week for a 'moderate family,' and by
'
very poor,' those who from any cause fell mucn
below this standard. Booth obtained his information from the London School Board visitors, who
were in daily contact with the people and had considerable knowledge of the parents of the school
He then assumed that the whole popuchildren.
lation was the same as the tested part, i.e. families
with school children. When it is remembered
that the part of the population which was not
investigated included all the families with children
above school age, and with no children, it will be
realized that the condition of the bulk was better
than the part tested, so that Booth's figures, in so
In other
far as they err, err on the dark side.

expenditure for the maintenance of mere physical
health and then ascertained whether each family
had sufficient earnings to pay for the requisite
food, housing accommodation, and household sundries.

With regard to food, he took as the basis of his
calculations the diet adopted at the York Workhouse, but excluded butcher meat, as this diminished the cost without reducing the allowance of
protein, fats, and carbo-hydrates below the minirequisite for physical efficiency. The weekly
cost of this diet in 1899 was as follows :

mum

words, conditions were probably not so bad as
Booth's figures would suggest.
Booth divided the population into 8 classes
A. The lowest class of occasional labourers, loafers, and

Men.

Women.

Child. 8-16.

Child. S-8.

3s. 3d.

2s. 9d.

2b. 7d.

28. Id.

2s. Id.

average tor children,

2s. 3d.

:

semi-criminals.
'
B. Casual earnings
very poor.'
O. Intermittent earnings f
the 'poor.'
*
^
D. Small regular earnings > together
E. Regular standard earnings above the poverty line.
F. Higher class labour.
G. Lower middle class.

—

—

H. Upper middle class.
result of his investigations he di\'ides the
population among these classes as follows

As the

....

A. Gowest)
B. (very poor)

.

.

.
0. and D. (poor) .
E. and F. (working class,
.
.
comfortable)

G. and H. (middle class
.
and above) .

Inmates of institntions

:

0'9
7-5

37,610
316,834
938,293

22-3

2,166,503

51-6

749,930

17-8

4,209,170

100-0

per cent
„

Average for adults,

:

2 at

Ss.

and 3 at

Household sundries

'

'

of the inhabitants of

London

the probable accuracy of this figure.
(6) Seebohm Rowntree conducted his investigations into the extent of poverty in York in 1899.
As the population at that time was about 75,000,
it was possible to make a house to house investigation in respect of every wage-earning family.
obtained concerning
Particulars were
11,560
families consisting of 46,754 persons. The population was divided into 7 classes
A. Total family income under ISs. for a moderate family.
B. Total family incorne 18s. and under 2l8. for a moderate
:

2l8.

and under

30e. for

a moderate

E. Domestic servants.
F. Servant-keeping class.

this basis

2 at 6d.

:

9

and
2
.

.

3
10

21 8

When the

earnings of every family were examined
by this table, it was ascertained that 1465' families,'
comprising 7230 persons, were living in primary
poverty. This was equal to 9"91 per cent of the
whole population of the city and to 15 '46 per cent
The number of
of the working-class population.
persons living in 'secondary' poverty was ascertained by deducting the numbers of persons living
in 'primary' poverty from the total number of
poverty, the latter number being
persons living

m

an estimate of the investigator, formed by his
noting down evidences of poverty during his house
to house investigation.
By ^is method it was
found that families comprisilig 20,302 persons,

equal to 27 '84 per cent of the population of the
Of these 7230 persons,
city, were living in poverty.
or 9-91 per cent of the population, were living
'
in primary poverty and 13,072, or 17 "93 per cent
of the population, in secondary poverty. According to this inquiry, the percentage of the population of York living in poverty (27 "84) was only
a little less than that in London (30"7). In the
case of the towns mentioned below a similar
comparison cannot be made, as the extent of
primary poverty alone has been investigated.
'

'

G. Persons in institutions.
By moderate family was meant a family consisting of father,
mother, and from two to four children. In classifying, allowance was made for families which were smaller or larger.

On

d.

'

income

D. Total family income over 308.

follows

a.

12
4

1 10

coal
3 at 5d
Other sundries 6 at 2d.

were living in poverty appears very startling, yet
the investigations in other toA\iis seem to bear out

family.
C. Total family
family.

:

2s. 3d.

clothing

99,830

'

3,

mum

Food
Rent

According to Booth's inquiry, 30"7 per cent of the
population of London were living in poverty in
This may be taken to include what Rown1887.
tree calls secondary as well as primary poverty.
'

;

under

With regard to rent, the actual sums paid for
rent were taken as the necessary minimum rent
expenditure.
With regard to household sundries, Rowntree
allowed Is. lOd. ( = li bags [140 lbs.] at Is. 3d.)
for coal, 6d. for adults and 5d. for children for
clothing, and 2d. per lier d for all other sundries.
Thus a table was established showing the mininecessary expenditure per week for families
of various sizes ; e.g., a family of father, mother,
and three children would require 21s. 8d. made up
as below :

4,309,000

That nearly one-third

33.

Child,

Rowntree divided the population as

'

'

(e)
:

A.
B.
C.

D.
E.
F.

G.

1,957
4,492
15,710
24,595
4,296
21,830
2,932

75.812

or

2-6 per cent
5-9
„
20-7
„
82-4
„
5-7
„
28-8
„
8-9
„

100-0

Rowntree, instead of adopting Booth's somewhat
rough and ready method of saying that all families
with less than a certain weekly income were living
in poverty, sought to establish a scientific poverty
line.
Ue estimated the minimum necessary

An

investigation at

Northampton was made

July 1913. There, as
Warrington, Stanley, and Reading, the
system adopted was to investigate the conditions
prevailing in some 5 per cent of the households
and to generalize from these. Further, in each of
these cases it was necessary to make allowance for
the rise in the general level of prices between
1899 and 1913 before using Rowntree's poverty line
Thus the York food allowance of 3s. for
figures.
adults and 2s. 3d. for children became 3s. 6d. and
2s. 7d. respectively.
Fourpence was added for
State insurance, and the expenditure on coal was
adjusted to meet local conditions.

by A. R. Burnett-Hurst

also at

in

POVERTY
In Northampton, of the693 working-class families
57 were below the poverty line.
These were equivalent to 8-2 per cent of the
working-class households of the town and to 6 '4
per cent of all households. These 57 families
contained 9 per cent of the working-class population which fell within the scope of the inquiry.
In York 16-46 per cent of the working-cla.ssi population was living below the poverty line in 1899.
{d) Burnett-Hurst's inquiry at Warrington was
conducted in the early autumn of 1913. Of the
640 working-class families investigated 78 were
below the poverty line. These were equivalent to
12-2 per cent of the working-class households and
to 11*5 per cent of all households.
These 78
families contained 147 per cent of the workingclass population which fell within the scope of the
investigated

inquiry.

raining village of Stanley, in the Durham
was investigated by iJurnett-Hurst in
July 1913. Of the 203 working-class families
whose circumstances were inquired into 12, containing 6 per cent of the working-class population
investigated, were below the poverty line.
(/) A. L. Bowley conducted an investigation in
Reading in the autumn of 1912. 128 families of
the 622 investigated were below the poverty line.
This is equivalent to 206 per cent of the workingclass households and to 15-3 per cent of all households.
The 128 households below the poverty line
contained 29 per cent of the population which fell
within the scope of the inquiry.

The

(e)

coalfield,

(g) An investigation of quite a different character
into the extent of poverty in the United Kingdom

has been

made on two

Money.

His

occasions by Leo G. Chiozza
inquiry related to 1903 and his
second to 1908. As the income-tax I'etums constituted the basis of his inquiry, he divides the
population into three groups, with £160 and £700
as the dividing lines
first

:

Riches.

with in£700 per

Persons

comes

of

annum and
wards and

uptheir

families

Comfort.

with

Persons

in-

comes
between
£160 and £700 per
annum and their
families

POVERTT.
Persons

with

in-

comes

of less

than

£160 per

and

annum

their families
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cent of the adult male population earned under
a week and 35 '5 per cent earned between 20s.
and 24s. When from one quarter to one half of
the adult male populations of these towns was
earning less than 24s. a week, it is not astonishing
that poverty should be very prevalent.
The growth of population has undoubtedly a
serious influence on the general extent of poverty
in old countries.
Sooner or later increasing
supplies of food and minerals can be obtained only
at increasing cost. As the population of an old
country grows and the supply of labour as a consequence increases, the productive capacity of the
country grows, but not in the same proportion as
the population. For a time this tendency may be
overcome by new inventions, the accumulation of
more capital, and the greater efficiency of the
workers ; under these circumstances an advance in
the general welfare of the community may be
achieved, in spite of the increase of population.
This has probably been the case in this country
during the past hundred years or so, but we cannot
look to similar conditions continuing indefinitely
in the future.
At
S. Present system of dealing with poverty.
the present time in this country there are various
well
and
but
not
too
comethods, public
private,
Most are
ordinated, for dealing with poverty.
palliative in character and only too few are
remedial. This, however, is hardly astonishing,
seeing how difficult the problem is.
(1) The poor relief granted
(a) Public methods.
by Boards of Guardians or Poor Law Boards must
be mentioned first. Nearly £18,000,000 per annum
are being spent by these bodies in the United Kingdom, but they assist no one unless he or she is
absolutely destitute, so that their help is accorded
only to a small proportion of the poor. Out-relief,
which with certain exceptions is not granted to
able-bodied persons, is generally very inadequate.
Indoor relief, on the other hand, is very costly, and
not infrequently has the effect of making persons
relieved into more or less permanent paupers, by
bringing them into contact with some of the least
desirable guests of the Guardians.
Undoubtedly,
the most satisfactory work done by the Guardians
is that done in their children's homes and in their
20s.

—

—

hospitals.
(2) Under the Old Age Pension Act, 1908, every
person of British nationality and twelve years'
residence within the United Kingdom whose
income is below £31 10s. per annum becomes
entitled, subject to certain small exceptions, on
attaining the age of 70 to a pension of 5s. a week
from the Exchequer, At the present time about
a million persons benefit by this Act at a cost
As the
to the community of some £13,000,000.
result of the passing of this Act, the number of
paupers in England and Wales over 70 years of
age has greatly diminished. It was 229,474 on

31st

March

1906,

whereas

it

had

fallen to 57,948

on

these 30,662 were found qualified for assistance.
of the applicants were general or

The majority

casual labourers.
far greater
(4)

A

:

are dealt

Labour Exchanges Act, 1909. On 16th Jan. 1914
423 Exchanges were open. During 1913 the total
number of individuals who applied to the Exchanges for employment was 1,871,671, the total
number of registrations being 2,965,893. During
the year 652,306 individuals were given work, the
number of vacancies filled being 921,853.
(5) Another attempt to minimize the consequences of unemployment, and indirectly of
poverty, has been the introduction of compulsory
insurance against unemployment in certain trades,
under pt. II. of the National Insurance Act, 1911,
since amended by the National Insurance Act, 1914.
The principal industries concerned are building,
shipbuilding, works of construction, engineering,
iron-founding, and the construction of vehicles.
On 17th Jan. 1914 the number of workpeople
insured was 2,282,324. The total amount of unemployment benefit paid to workpeople during
1913 was £497,725.
(6) The compulsory health insurance established
by pt. I. of the National Insurance Act, 1911, since
amended by the National Insurance Act, 1913,
should ultimately have a considerable effect in
increasing the welfare of the population, as illhealth undoubtedly lies at the bottom of a good
deal of inefficiency, and the consequent low wages.
return made in February 1914 stated that there
were 13,759,400 insured persons in the United
Kingdom, of whom 360,000 were deposit contribu-

A

tors.

The most direct effort to raise the low level
wages which is at the bottom of so much
poverty was made when the Trade Boards Act,
The Act applied at first only to
1909, was passed.
(7)

of

the four trades specified in the schedule

—tailoring,

cardboard box-making, machine-made lace, and
chain-making but the list may be extended by
Provisional Order, confirmed by Act of Parliament.
In 1913 the Act was applied to four new trades
shirt-making, sugar confectionery and food-preserving, hollow-ware, and linen and cotton embroidery. For each trade or branch of a trade one
or more Trade Boards are to be established.
The
duties of a Trade Board include the fixing of
minimum time and piece rates.
Investigations into the workijig of the Act have
been made in the chain-making and tailoring
trades by K.. H. Tawney, and in the box-making
trade by Miss M. E. Bulkley, under the auspices
of the Ratan Tata Foundation of which Tawney
is director.
The following table relating to the
wages earned by mastermen and journeymen
chain-makers, before and after the establishment
of minimum rates, gives some indication of the
work of a Trade Board

—

—

:

1st Jan. 1914.
(3) The Unemployed Workmen Act, 1905, provides for the establishment of Distress Committees which, if satisfied that an applicant is a person
honestly desirous of obtaining work, but unable
to do so from exceptional causes over which he
has no control, and that his case is capable of
more suitable treatment under the Act than under
the Poor Law, can endeavour to obtain work for
him or themselves undertake to assist him. This
assistance may take the form of (a) aiding emigration, (/3) aiding migration to another area, or
(7) providing or contributing towards the provision
The Distress Committees
of temporai-y work.
have dealt with only a very limited number of the
unemployed in 1912-13 tne applicants for relief
in England and Wales numbered 43,381, and of

number of unemployed

with by Labour Exchanges, established under the

Weekly wages.
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inform us that in Northampton just under onesixth of the school children and just over one-sixth
of the infanta, in Warrington a quarter of the
school children and almost a quarter of the infants,
in Reading nearly half the school children and
45 per cent of the infants belonging to workingclass families are living in households in 'primary'

them into touch with some means
At times of unusual distress, such as is
caused by a famine or a coal-mine disaster, a
special fund is often raised to meet the emergency.
Many trade union.s, although not charitable organizations, relieve distress by the payment of out-of-

povertj'.

people in the grip of poverty are
helped by private efforts, and now much money is
spent in this way, it is impossible to say. Definite
information with regard to ])ublic efforts to alleviate poverty is also very diflicult to obtain. The
ideal of public and private methods should undoubtedly be gradually to reduce the amount of
poverty by abolishing the ultimate causes of
poverty. That many of the efforts are not remedial,
but merely palliative, must be admitted. Further,
no expenditure of money, however lavish, no
raising of wages, no bettering of urban and rural
housing acconmiodation, no improving of sanitary
conditions, in fact, no material improvements alone,
can hope to achieve permanent results, unless they
are accompanied by certain moral changes in the
character of the people. Thrift, sobriety, tidiness,
and cleanliness these and other virtues must be
developed, if people are to reap the full benefits of
any material changes which are likely to be
effected. Much, in fact, could be achieved by moral
development alone, and it is of the greatest importance to realize this, as material improvements
at a time of high prices and great national impoverishment due to the war are hardly likely to
be forthcoming in any large measure in the im-

The

direct efforts of the State to

remedy these

conditions in England and Wales are connected
with the feeding and the medical inspection of
school children.
(a) The Education (Provision of Meals) Act, 1906,
which permits rates to be spent on the provision of
food, is optional, and its adoption by Local Education Authorities is by no means universal.
In
many cases the authorities have contented themselves with making arrangements with voluntary
In 1911-12, out of 322 Local Education
agencies.
Authorities in England and Wales, 131 were making some provision for feeding school children. Of
these, 95 were spending rates on the provision of
In 1908-09, £67,524 from the rates, and
food.
£85,690 in all, were spent in the provision of meals
by Local Education Authorities. In 1911-12 the
corresponding figures were £151,763 and £157,127.
The total number of meals provided in 1911 was
8,487,824 in London and 7,634,395 in the rest of
England and Whales. Both these figures show a
small decrease on the previous year. The total

number

of children fed is given in the returns for
1911 as 124,685. The number is apparently too
low ; and Miss Bulkley, in her investigation under
the Ratan Tata Foundation, estimates that the
total number of children who were fed at some
time or other during the year was about 230,000
out of a total school population of 5,357,567. The

Education (Provision of

removed the chief

Meals) Act, 1914, has

financial restrictions

imposed by

the earlier Act, and provides for an Exchequer
grant which may amount to half the local authority's expenditure. It is hoped that this grant will
prove a stimulus to increased provision of school
meals and a means by which the Board of Education can level up the conditions under which the

made.
provision
(P) The School Medical Service was set up under
the Education (Administrative Provisions) Act,
The medical inspection of all children
1907.
attending public elementary schools is obligatory,
but their treatment is optional. In 1913-14 there
were 841 school medical officers in England and
Wales, and in addition there were 578 officers
appointed for special work, especially dentistry.
Tn 277 out of the 317 Elementary Education Areas
in England and Wales school nurses had been
appointed. Medical treatment was provided by
241 out of the 317 authorities. The treatment is
generally limited to minor ailments, uncleanliness,
ring-worm, and other common skin-diseases of chilis

dren, defective eyesight or hearing, some external
aflections of the eyes and ears, and various temporary conditions of the mouth (including teeth), nose,
and throat.

Private methods.

— These

vary greatly in
individual charity,
who are well-to-do helping those who are
{)eople
ess fortunate.
In many cases it is the poor who
help the very poor, whether they be relatives or
Further, there are many
merely neighbours.
charitable foundations and institutions whose
funds are obtained from endowments or subscriptions, or from both these sources, such as Dr.
Barnardo's Homes and the Church Army. Other
types of organization are the Charity Organization
Society and the Gilds of Help that exist in several
towns ; these organizations exist with the special
object of investigating cases of poverty and helping
(b)

character.

There

is

much

or bringing

of help.

work

benefits.

How many

—

mediate future.

—

LiTERATCRB. C. Booth, Life and Labour of the People in
B. Seebobtn
London, London, 1892-97, esp. vols. i. and ii.
Rowntree, Poverty : A Study of Totcn Life, do. 1901 A. L.
Bowley and A. R. Burnett-Hurst, Livelihood and Poverty,
do. 1915
L. G. Chiozza Money, Riches and Poverty^'^, do.
1912 R. Giffen, Economic Inquiries and Studies, do. 1904,
vol. i. ch. 10
H. J. Hoare, Old Age Pensions, do. 1915
M. E. Bulkley, The Feeding of School Children, do. 1914
R. H. Tawney, The Establishment of Minimum Hates in the
Chain-Making Indxtstry, do. 1914, Minimum Rates in the
Tailoring Industry, do. 1915 M. E. Bulkley, Minimum Rates
in the Box-making Iiidustry, do. 1915 W. H. Beveridge, i'nemployment, a Problem of Industry, do. 1909 T. Chalmers,
Problems of Poverty, do. 1912 The Year Book of Social Progress
Statistical Abstract for the
for I'JIS-IU, and for 1911,-15
United Kingdom; Abstract of Labour StatiHics of the United
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Kingdom Statistical Memoranda and Charts relating to
Public Ilealth and Social Conditio^is (Cd. 4671); Report of the
Chief Medical Officer of the Board of Education.
;

POWER. — The definition

Douglas Knoop.

of power, or potency,
and the distinction of power into active and passive
are most clearly given oy Aristotle. In this respect
later writers, as Hobbes and Locke, have done
little more than repeat Aristotle.

In 3Iet. (iv.) v. 12 Aristotle distinguishes three
senses of the term
"
"
Potency means (1) a source of movement or change,
which is in another thing than the thing moved or in the same
a potency which is
thin^ qua other, e.g. the art of building is
:

'

m

not
the thing built, while the art of healing, which is a
potency, might be in the man healed, but not in him qua
"Potency" then means the source, in general, of
change or movement in another thing or in the same thing
qua other, and also the source of a thing's being moved by
another thing or by itself qua other. For in virtue of that
in virtue of which the patient suffers anything, we
principle,
"
"
call it
capable of suffering and this we do sometimes if it
suffers anything at all, sometimes not in respect of everything
it suffers, but only if it suffers a change for the better.-—(2)
The capacity of performing this well or according to intention
for sometimes we say of those who merely can walk or speak
but not well or not as they intend, that they cannot speak or
walk. The case of passivity is 8imilar.--^3) The states in virtue
of which things are absolutely impassive or unchangeable, or
not easily changed for the worse, are called potencies for
things are broken and crushed and bent and in general
destroyed not by having a potency but by not having one and
by lacking something, and things are impassive with respect to
such processes if they are scarcely and slightly affected by
them, because of a "potency" and because they "can" do
tr.
something and are in some positive state' (Metaphysica,
W. D. Ross, in Works of Aristotle, tr. J. A. Smith and W. D
Ross, vol. viii. Oxford, 1908).
healed.

;

;

;
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In Met. (viii.) ix. 1, having mentioned these different kinds of potency, Aristotle says
:

'Obviously, then, in a sense the potency "of acting" and of
either
capable
being acted on is one (for a thing may be
because it can be acted on or because something else can be
acted on by it), but in a sense the potencies are different.
For the one is in the thing acted on it is because it contains
a certain motive principle, and because even the matter is a
motive principle, that the thing acted on is acted on, one
thing by one, another by another; for that which is oily is
inflammable, and that which yields in a particular way can be
crushed ; and similarly in all other cases. But the other potency
is in the agent, e.g. heat and the art of building are present,
one in that which can produce heat and the other in the man
who can build. And so in so far as a thing is an organic
not two
unity, it cannot be acted on bv itself for it is one and
different things' (tr. Koss ; cf. Reid's Works^, ed. Hamilton,
;

;

Aristotle also refers to the use of the term in
geometry, and says that it is due to analogy.
The foregoing quotations contain not only the
germ of all that has been subsequently written,
but also anticipations of what is suggested by the
most recent results of science.
The language of Hobbes is not essentially different from that of Aristotle. Hobbes reduces all
Hence power is confined by
change to motion.
Hobbes to what Aristotle regards as only one sense
of the word 'power.'
'

'All mutation,' says Hobbes, 'consists in motion only';
there can be no cause of motion, except in a body contiguous

motion is not resisted by rest, but by contrary
motion {English Works, ed. Molesworth, i. 123-126).
'

'

;

'

Hobbes continues
'

:

.

TiVTiensoever

:

;

;

n. xxi. 1).

In these sentences we come face to face with the
psychological and epistemological problems which,
in modern times, circle round the meaning of the
term. Apart from these questions, power is to
Locke, as to Aristotle and Hobbes, active and
passive.
'
Power, thus considered, is two-fold ; viz., as able to make, or
able to receive, any change : the one may be called active, and
the other passive power (ib. u. xxi. 2).

He

suggests that matter may be wholly destitute
of active power, as its author, God, is truly above
all passive power, and that created spirits alone
He
are capable of both active and passive power.
also suggests that the clearest idea of active
power is got from spirit, from reflexion on the
operations of our minds, from which only we have
the ideas of thinking and of the beginning of
motion. These ideas of Locke lead inevitably to
the question as to the relation that the power of
which we seem to be conscious to control our own
thoughts and actions has to power considered as
existing in the external world.
It is not unusiial to evade the problems thus
raised by Locke by distinguishing different senses
of the word ' power ; by saj4ng that, when we
use 'poAver' in the psychological sense, as an
apparent phenomenon of our inner consciousness,
the sense is quite different from and unrelated to
such uses of power as are exemplified when the
mechanical powers are spoken of, or power as
the rate of doing work per unit of time, or, again,
or in
as implied in the phrase potential energy
the theory of potential introduced into electrical
The question as to
science by G. Green in 1828.
the total discrimination of these ditl'erent senses
from the psychological cannot be determined a
'

any agent has

all

those accidents which are

necessarily requisite for the production of some effect in the
patient, then we say that agent has power to produce that
effect, if it be applied to a patient. . . . The same accidents,
which constitute the efficient cause, constitute also the power
of the agent. Wherefore the power 0/ the agent and the

cause are the same thing. But they are considered
with this difference, that catise is so called in respect of the
effect already produced, and power in respect of the same
effect to be produced hereafter; so that cause respects the
past, power the future time. Also the power 0/ the agent is that
wliich is commonly called active power.' Power of the patient,
passive power, material cause are, he says, the same thing,
'but with this different consideration, that in cause the past
time, and in power the future, is respected." The power of the
or plenary potver.'
agent and patient together he styles entire
'
the aggregate of all the
It is the same thing with entire cause
in
the
which are
as
as
well
in
the
patient,
accidents,
agent
requisite for the production of the effect' (ib. i. 127 f.).
efficient

The language of Hobbes reminds us
Mill, who regards the cause as the sum
conditions, positive

of J. S.
total of

and negative taken together,

which being

realized, the consequent invariably
To Mill, however, the distinction of
follows.
agent and patient is illusory, whereas Hobbes
follows closely the Aristotelian analysis given

are two aspects necessarily united.

They

These powers . . are but conditional, namely, the agent has
power, if it be applied to a patient ; and the patient has power,
if it be applied to an agent otherwise neither of them have
power, nor can the accidents, which are in them severally, be
properly called powers nor any action be said to be possible
for the' power of the agent alone or of the patient alone
'

.

;

;

'

(16.

i.

129).

Neither in Hobbes nor in Mill do we find any
account of power as a subjective
This question was first raised by
Ehenomenon.
lOcke, who uses language, in some respects, similar
of
to that
Hobbes, but not so objective. He says
satisfactory

:

also is another of those simple ideas which we receive
from sensation and reflection for, observing in ourselves that
we can at pleasure move se\'eral parts of our bodies which were
at rest the effects, also, that natural bodies are able to produce in one another, occurring every moment to our senses, we
both these ways get the idea of power (Essay, 11. vii. 8).
'

Power

:

;

'

—

This Idea how got. The mind being every day informed by
the senses of the alteration of those simple ideas it observes in
things without, and taking notice how one comes to an end,
and ceases to he, and another begins to exist which was not
before reflecting also on what passes within itself, and observing a constant change of its ideas, sometimes by the impression
of outward objects on the senses, and sometimes by the determination of its own choice ; and concluding from what it has so
constantly observed to have been, that the like changes will for
the future be made in the same things, by like agents, and by
the like ways considers in one thing the possibility of having
'

;

;

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

;

'

—

above.

.

.

'

p. 519, note).

and moved

any of its simple ideas changed, and in another the possibility of
making that change and so comes by that idea which we call
The power we consider is in reference to the change
power.
for we cannot observe any alteration to be
of perceivable ideas
made in, or operation upon, anything, but by the observable
ideas nor conceive any alteration to be
of
its
sensible
change
made, but by conceiving a change of some of its ideas' {ib.

priori,

by mere introspection.

We,

therefore, pro-

pose to consider (1) the psychological data from
M'hich the concept of power is derived
(2) the
scientific uses of the term
(3) the metaphysical
connexion (if any) which exists between the
psychological concept and the scientific use ; and
(4) the epistemological value of the concept.
:

;

;

—

The passage
I. The psychological
origin.
quoted above from Locke was early taken exception to

by Hume.

believe,' says Hume, the most ^neral and most popular
explication of this matter, is to say, that finding from experience,
that there are several new productions in matter, such as the
motions and variations of body, and concluding that there
must somewhere be a power capable of producing them, we
arrive at last by this reasoning at the idea of pow er and efficacy.
But to be convino'd that this explication is more popular than
philosophical, we need but reflect on two very obvious prinFirst, That reason alone can never give rise to any
ciples.
'

'

I

and secondly, that reason, as distinguish'd from
experience, can never make us conclude, that a cause or productive quality is absolutely requisite to every beginning of
existence {A Treatise of Human Nature, ed. T. H. Green and
T. H. Grose, new ed., London, 1909, i. 452).
original idea,

'

In the Inquiry conccriiing Human Understanding,
he says
'From the first appearance of an object, we never can conjecture what effect will result from it. But were the power or
energy of any cause discoverable by the mind, we could foresee
the effect, even without experience and might, at first, pronounce with certainty concerning it, by mere Sint of thought
:

;

and reasoning

'

(sect. vii. pt. 1).

Hume then inquires whether this idea is derived
from reflexion on the operations of our minds, and
is copied from
any internal impression e.g., an
act of volition. His conclusion is
The motion of our body follows upon the command of our
will.
Of this we are every moment conscious. But the means,

—

:

'

by which this is effected the energy, by which the will performs
so extraordinary an operation ; of this we are so far from being
;

POWER
immediately conscious, that it must for ever escape our most
His general conclusion is: 'All events
diligent enquiry (16. )
seem entirely loose and separate. One event follows anotlier
but we never can observe any tie between them. They seem
And as we can have no
conjoined, but never connected.
idea of anything which never appeared to our outward sense
or inward sentiment, the necessary conclusion seems to be that
we have no idea of connexion or power at all, and that these
words are absolutely without any meaning, when employed
'

;

either in philosophical reasonings or
vii.pt.

common

life

'

(ib.

sect.

2).

These views regarding power were accepted and
repeated by Thomas Brown.
We give the name of cause to the object which we believe
to be the invariable antecedent of a particular change
we j^ive
the name of effect, reciprocally to that invariable consequent
and the relation itself, when considered abstractly, we denomi'

;

;

—

nate power in the object that is the invariable antecedent,
stisceptibilit;/ in the object that exhibits, in its change, the
invariable consequent. We say of fire, that it has the jxncer of
melting metals, and of metals that they arc susceptible of fusion
by fire, but, in all this variety of words, we mean nothing more
than our belief, that when a solid metal is subjected for a certain
time to the ajiplication of a strong heat, it will betriii afterwards
to exist in that different state which is termed li(|uidity,
that,
in all past time, in the same circumstances, it would have e.\'hibitfd the same change, and that it will continue to do eo in
the same circumstances in all future time' (Inquiry into the
Relation of Cause and Effect^, p. 15 f.).

—

—

—

The analysi.s of Hume and Brown reduces the
idea of power, efficiency, necessary connexion,
considered as a subjective phenomenon, to an
illusion.
'

In the sequence of events called Cause and EfJect,' says

Mill, 'men were not contented with the Cause and the
they imagined a third thing, called Force or Power,
which was not the cause, but something emanating from the
Cause, and the true and immediate cause of the Effect' (Analysis 0/ the Phenomena of the Uuman Mind, new ed., London,

James
Effect

1869,

;

ii.

328).

In opposition to Hume's opinion, Reid held that
reason might give rise to a new original idea ; in

what way

it is difficult to say.
It is not easy to say in what way we first get the notion or
idea of power. It is neither an object of sense nor of consciousness. We see events, one succeeding another ; but we see not
the power by which they are produced. We are conscious of
the operations of our minds but power is not an operation of
mind. If we had no notions but such as are furnished by the
external senses, and by consciousness, it seems to be impossible
that we should ever have any conception of power' (Works'^,
ed. Hamilton, p. 446).
'Our conception of power is relative to
its exertions or effects '(p. 514).
From the consciousness of
our own activity, seems to be derived not only the clearest, but
the only conception we can form of activitj-, or the exertion of
active power (p. 523).
'

;

'

The view expressed

in these and other passages,
and already suggested by Locke, that the conception of active power is derived solely from the

consciousness of our

own

exertions,

occurs

fre-

In its most
quently in subsequent philosophy.
significant form it seeks to derive the notion of
from
the
consciousness
of our voluntary
power
activities and, in particular, our motor energies.
This view had been already combated by Hume
sect, vii.), and his arguments are reby Hamilton (Lectures on Metaphysics,
Edinburgh and London, 1859, ii, 391 f., Reid's

(Inquiry,

peated

To escape the force of Hume's
Works'^, p. 866 f,).
arguments, H. L, Mansel (Prolegomena Logica"^,
Oxford, 1860, p, 151, Metaphysics, Edinburgh,
1875, p. 269) and V, Cousin (Fragments philosophiques, Paris, 1826, preface) were led to seek an
immediate intuition of power in mind as determining its o^vn modifications in Cousin's language,
in a causation wholly spiritual.
Quite recently an
attempt has been made to prove experimentally
such purely mental determination. Such mental
determination seems equivalent to the Jiat of
William James (Principles of Psychology, London,
1905, ii. 561).
But, just in so far as the element
of effort is eliminated, the
experience becomes
correspondingly unfruitful as the source of the
origin of our notion of power.
If, however, the sense of eflfort, and in
particular
of muscular effort, is retained as an
integral part
of our volitional
consciousness, we encounter a
grave difficulty. The experiment of D, Ferrier

—
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(Functions of the Braiii', Luiidon, 1886, p. 386)
seems to show that the consciousness of eiiort is
an afl'erent, not an ell'erent, sen.sation, and dependent in every case upon some muscular contraction.
Ferrier's argument was powerfully pressed by
Hugo Miinsterberg, in Die Willenshandlung (Freiburg, 1888, pp. 73, 82, quoted by James, ii. 505)
nor does it seem possible now to maintain the view
formerly held by Hamilton, Bain, and Wundt, that
we have a direct consciousness of eflbrt, or energy
expended, accompanying the innervation of the
motor nerves. Muscular afferent sensations are as
subjective as those of brightness, noise, and smell.
Thus P, G. Tait (Dynamics, London, 1885, p. 354)
regards the idea of force as corresponding to some
process going on outside us, but quite different
from the sensation which suggests it. If this view
is sustained, a philosophy like that of Maine de
Biran or Schopenhauer, which seeks to interpret
the universe in analogy with will force, is ex;

cluded.
In his Metnphysic Lotze says

:

'These effects or actions [of things], which proceed from
them and are sense-stimuli to us, are no doubt only motions
and themselves neither red nor sweet; but what is there to
prevent our supposing that, by acting through our nerves, they
make that same redness or sweetness arise, as our sensation, in

our souls, which also attaches as a quality to the things themselves? Such a process would be no more wonderful than the
performances of the telephone, which receives waves of sound,
propagates them in a form of motion quite different, and in the
end conducts them to the ear retransformed into waves of
sound' (Eng. tr.2, Oxford, 1887, u. 204 f.).

The objectivity of the qualities of sensation has
been maintained by J. H. von Kirchmann (Kntechisnms der Philosophic, Leipzig, 1877, p. 103),
H, Schwarz (Das Wahrnehm,ungsprohlem, Leipzig,
1892, p. 76), and apparently by Bergson (Matter
and Memory, Eng. tr., London, 1911, p, 49 ff'.).
Wundt long ago recognized that his argument
against the specific energies of the nerves, according to which the quality of sensation does not
belong originally to the nerves, but is due to the
action upon them of the normal stimulus, involves
as a consequence that the sensation is brought
nearer to the stimulus and made dependent upon
it.
These tendencies in modern writers show tiiat
it may still be possible to interpret the feeling of
effort or force objectively, even though it be mediated by a sensory, not a motor, nerve. The objectivity of our perception of force does not really
depend upon whether the nerve is incoming or
outgoing, but depends upon the nature of the
impression which is thereby conveyed. Here a
In the case of other
impressions the phenomenon disclo.sed to consciousness seems purely subjective. In the perception
of force we are confronted with a transeunt phenomenon. At whatever point the transition into
sensuous consciousness takes place, the nature of
force is to exist and to be perceived only as coming
from without, just as we feel at the point of the
pen the resistance of the paper over which it moves.
This is what Hamilton means by the
quasiprimary phasis' of the secundo-primary qualities
His analysis of the
(Reid's Works^, note D, §2).
apprehension is correct, even if he be wrong in
assigning it to a locomotive faculty instead of to
the muscular sense. It is also implied in Reid's
difference presents itself.

'

'

relative

The

'

notion.
'

—

use of power.' If a force is
applied to overcome a resistance, no matter at
what time-rate the force acts, the force so applied
has been called the power,' and that independently of any mechanical advantage gained. Power
in this sense is now called the effort.
When, by use of a .simple machine, mechanical
advantage is gained, the instrumentality through
which this advantage is obtained has been called a
power,' as in the phrase the mechanical powers,'
2.

scientific

'

•

'
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applied to the lever, the wheel and axle, the inclined plane, the wedge, the movable pulley, and
the screw.
Such a machine is not a force or
power in itself, but only a contrivance for concenSince the
trating force on a particular resistance.
work done by a simple machine may be taken as
equal to that done upon it, it is not itself a power
in the sense of doing work.
Power is the rate of doing work, or the quantity
of work the agent can perform in a given time.
If it can be shown that the power, or actio
agentis, of a material agent stands to the object
upon which it acts in a relation analogous to that
which governs the relations of the material and
spiritual generally, we shall have a confirmation
of the foregoing theory of the perception of force.
3. Metaphysical connexion of the subjective
and objective aspects of power. The well-known
law of Fechner, that the increase of sensation is as
the logarithm of the stimulus, is commonly discussed as a purely phenomenal law a formula to
which the facts of our sensitive consciousness
rather curiously happen to conform. As such it
has been regarded rather contemptuously by
James. In recent years attempts have been made
to extend it not only to the organic, but also to
the inorganic, world. To Fechner himself it was
something infinitely more than such a mere pheno-

—

—

menal

It

rule.

was no

less

than a fundamental

law, governing the relations of the physical to the
psychical, and, conversely, of the psychical to the
It was closely connected with Fechner's
physical.
Fechner's doctrine
psycho-physical parallelism.
was quite different from ordinary psycho-physical

The latter endeavours to find for
parallelism.
each mental state, and each fragment thereof, its
underlying physical equivalent (e.g., Miinsterberg,
Aufgaben und Methoden dcr Psychologic, Leipzig,
1891). Fechner, on the other hand, saw clearly that
to a single mental unity a distinguishable material
multiplicity may correspond (Zend-Avesta^, Hamburg, 1906, ii. 141). This is quite in accordance
with his law.
Here it is only necessary to call
attention to the fact that, if in the physical world
energy increases as the square of the velocity, in
the psychic world the resistance to the stimulus
increases by a similar law.
If there is thus
4. Epistemological conclusion.
in the relations of the spiritual and physical something like that which holds between potential
energy, depending upon configuration, and movement, something analogous to the strain implied
in that which on other grounds has been called
potential (J. Clerk Maxwell, Theory of Heat,
new ed., London, 1894, p. 91), it is a reasonable
inference to say that it is just the very nature of
this power which as
quasi-primary phasis we
experience in our muscular activities, and that the
secundo-primary qualities are experienced in an

—

'

'

'

'

objective sense.

—
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;

POWER OF THE KEYS.— This

term

is

derived from the promise of our Lord to St. Peter
I will give unto thee the keys of the kingdom of
heaven' (Mt 16^*). In Jewish literature the key
:

'

symbolical of authority (cf. Is 22^2, Rev V^ ^P
G. Dalman, Words of Jesus, Eng. tr., Edinburgh,
Here the expression contains a
1902, p. 213).
manifest reference to Is 22^. In that passage the
prophet announces that the key of the house of
David is to be taken from the unworthy Shebna
is

;

'

'

and given
is

to be

in other woid.s, the latter
to Eliakim
appointed the king's minister, and to
;

The Kingdom
govern the kingdom in his name.
of Heaven is the term ordinarily employed by our
Lord to signify the Church which He had come on
earth to found the organized, theocratic society
of those who accepted His claims.
Thus the
promise, it would seem, can have but one meaning
Peter is to be Christ's vicegerent to rule the
Church on His behalf. It is true that a few
recent writers have sought to give another sense
to the passage by connecting it with our Lord's
words to the scribes
Ye have taken away the
key of knowledge' (Lk IP^). They suppose that
scribes were instituted to office by the ceremonial
delivery of a key, and conclude that the words
addressed to Peter signify no more than that he
is a scribe fully instructed unto the Kingdom of
Heaven. The contention is devoid of all probability, for there is no evidence for any such ceremony of institution. The natural interpretation
of the expression as employed in Lk II is simply
that the scribes had prevented all access to the
knowledge of the way of salvation (cf. A. Plummer,
'

'

—

:

'

:

Luke '2, in ICC, Edinburgh, 1898, p. 314).
The nature of the power conferred on St. Peter
indicated by what follows
Whatsoever thou
shalt bind on earth shall be bound in heaven and
'St.

'

is

:

;

whatsoever thou shalt loose on earth shall be
loosed in heaven.' It seems generally admitted
that the power of binding and loosing (q.v.) signifies primarily the gift of legislative authority.
In theological literature, however, from Patristic
times to the present day, the term has commonly
been employed to denote the judicial power
exercised by the Church in regard to the forgiveThis use is not without justification.
ness of sins.
In every State supreme legislative authority carries

with

it supreme judicial authority
the one is the
Hence, when Christ concorollary of the other.
stituted St. Peter and subsequently (Mt 18^") the
whole apostolic college legislators of His kingdom,
He thereby made them likewise its judges. But
;

the judicial power which is proper to the Church
in the nature of things differ very greatly
from that exercised by a civil government. The
function of the State is simply to secure the temporal welfare of its citizens hence it takes cognizance only of external acts and not of the internal

must

;

motive ('De internis non judicat praetor'). The
Church, on the other hand, exists for the salvaFrom this it may be concluded that
tion of souls.
in her judicial capacity she must deal with sin as
such, and must be authorized to remit it or refuse
remission as the case may demand. This power,
as the traditional theology of the Church has
always taught, was granted in express terms on
a subsequent occasion (Jn 20'").
In Patristic literature we find
tions of the promise of the keys.

two

interpreta-

Neither of the
two, however, gives us quite the full force of the
Hebrew metaphor. Thus several of the fathers,
while recognizing that St. Peter is the recipient of
an exceptional favour marking him out as the chief
of the Twelve, understand the privilege as having
reference not to the Church militant but to the
celestial Kingdom.
Our Lord, they hold, foretold
that it should be Peter's office to receive the souls
of the just into beatitude and exclude the unworthy,

this prerogative constituted him the prince
of the apostles.
St. Asterius of Amasea writes as
follows

and by

:

He

receives by this promise the keys of the kingdom, and
becomes lord of the gates thereof, so as to open them to whom
he \vill, and to close them to those against whom they should
justly be shut' (ffom. viii. in SS. Pet. et Paul. [PG x\. 280]).
'

'

St. Cyril of Jerusalem speaks of the Prince of the
Apostles, the key-bearer of the kingdom of heaven
'

PRADHANA— PRAGMATISM
(Cat. xvii., de Spiritu Sancto, ii. [PG xxxiii. 997]
Basil, de Jtidicio Dei, 7 [PG xxxi. 671] ;
Chrysostom, Horn, in St. Ignat. n. 4 \_PG 1. 591];

;

cf.

Eph. Syrus, Serm. Syr. Ivi. [torn. ii. p. 559]).
In another and much the most frequent class of
passages the promise is understood of the power
of absolution alone.
To men thoroughly familiar
with the institution of penance the metaphor of
the keys seemed intended to signify that to Peter
was granted authority to forgive sins and thereby
to open or bar the road which alone gives access to
heaven. This application, as we have explained
above, is admissible, though it is far from exhausting the full significance of Christ's words. But
some at least of those who adopted it failed to see
that the metaphor implied the gift of supreme

authority in general, and restricted its meaning
Thus we
entirely to the sacrament of penance.
find Augustine so completely identifying the
keys
with the power of absolution that he expressly
denies that the gift was personal to Peter. It was
bestowed, he says, no less on all the Twelve, and
it is in virtue of this gift that the Church, wherever
it is found, exercises the right to forgive sins (Serm.
for other examples see
cxlix. 7 \_PL xxxviii. 802]
Ambros. de Pcen. i. 33 [PL xvi. 496] ; August.
Serin, cccxcii. 3[PL xxxix. 1711]
Hilary, in Matt.
xvi. 7 [PL ix. 1010]
Origen, in Matt. xii. 14 [PG
xiii. 1014]; Cone. GEc. Eph. Act iii. [Hardouin, i.
This explanation of the passage leads
1477]).
naturally to the question why, if the power conferred belonged to all the apostles, the keys were
committed to Peter alone. To this it is replied
that thereby is signalized Peter's pre-eminence
among the apostles (Origen, in Matt. xiii. 31 [PG
xiii. 1179] ; Hilary, loc. cit.
August. Serm. ccxcv.
2 [PL xxxviii. 1349]). Stress is further laid on
the consideration that in giving the keys to the
chief apostle alone Christ designed to make it clear
that the Church is in her essence one (August, loc.
cit.
Optatus, de Schismate Donat. vii. 3 [PL xi.
;

;

;

;

;

1087]).

The

Scholastic theologians of the 12th and 13th
when they treat of the sacrament of
penance, devote a special section to 'de Clavibus,'
in which they examine the nature of the power of
absolution (Hugo Victorinus, Stimma Sententiarum,
vi. 14 [PL clxxvi. 152]
Rolandus, Sententice, p. 264
centuries,

;

[ed.

A. M. Gietl, Freiburg im Br., 1891]

Lombardus, Lib. Sent.

;

Petrus

18 [PL cxcii. 885] ;
Petrus Pictaviensis, Sent. iii. 16 [PL ccxi. 1073],
There are, they say, two keys, viz. discretio
etc.).
and potestas the clavis scientim and the clavis
The original source of this curious dispotentice.
tinction is apparently the Glossa interlinearis of
Anselm of Laon, where it occurs in the comment
on Mt 16 (PL clxii. 1396). The idea of a clavis
scientice is most probably connected with Lk IP*.
iv.

—

To

many who are not priests
Thomas Aquinas replies that the

the objection that

possess scientia

clavis scientice is not knowledge as such, but the
authority to inquire judicially previously to pronouncing judgment (Summa Theol. Suppl. qu. 17,
art. 3, ad 2).
It appears, however, from a passage in a decree of John XXII. which deals incidentwith
this
ally
point that some theologians at least
rejected this distinction of the clavis scientice and
clavis potentice as an artificial refinement (Corpus

Juris

Canonici

Quorundam

:

Extravagantes, xiv.

'

5,

Quia
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vicar possessed direct authority over secular princes,
that it lay with him to appoint them, and, if need
Christ's gift of the keys to
be, to depose them.
Peter was employed to support this contention.
It was urged that the gift was not of one key
alone, but of two ; and that this symbolized
Peter's supremacy alike over spirituals and over
temporals. The first, it would seem, to employ this

argument was the famous canonist Henry of Segusio

(Hostiensis) (t 1274), who writes
Ideo etiam Dominus dominorum non sine causa dixit Petro
tibi dabo claves regni coelorum.
Et nota, non dixit clavem
sed claves, scilicet duas, unam quae claudat et aperiat, liget et
eolvat quoad spiritualia aliaiu qua utatur quoad temporalia
:

'

:

Et

'

;

{Summa

Aurea,

lib. iv. tit.

'Qui

filii

sint legitinii," n. 10).

The same claim was made in the following
century by Augustinus Triumphus (t 1328) and
Alvarus Pelagius (t 1352) (de Planctu Ecclesite, 13).
It is perhaps not to be wondered at that, at a period
wlien Marsiglio of

Padua and John

of

Jandun were

advocating their revolutionary theories, the controversialists of the opposite school should have
fallen into exaggerations on their side.
On the
other hand, the theologians who denied that the
pope possessed direct authority over secular princes
called attention to the fact that it was the keys of
the Kingdom of heaven, not those of an earthly
kingdom, that Christ gave to His apostle (cf. Cornelius a Lapide, in loc).
Since the 16th cent. Roman Catholic theologians
appear to be practically unanimous in their
understanding of the passage. By the gift of the
keys, they hold, is signified ecclesiastical authority
in its widest scope.
This authority is multiple,
and embraces (1) the power of order, exercised in
regard to sacrifice and sacrament, (2) the power to
teach authoritatively the revealed word of God,

and (3) the power of jurisdiction, in virtue of
which the Church rules and legislates for the faithful.
This authority was conferred in its fullness
on Peter and his successors. It was, however, to
be shared by others in due measure, though always
in dependence on the chief pastor.
Thus the pope
is the supreme ruler and teacher of the Churcn,
Yet all bishops and priests possess the power of
order
and they receive in due degree authority
to teach, and in most cases some measure of jurisdiction.
In absolving from sin the Church is
exercising the powers of order and of jurisdiction.
This is, however, but one aspect of the gift signified under the metaphor of the keys of the King;

dom

of heaven.

—

F. Suarez, De Paenitentia, xvi. i (ed. Paris,
1856-61, xxiL 357) ; R. Bellarmine, Controvergiae de Rom.
Pont., Ingolstadt, 1601, i. 12 f. ; F. Macedo, De Clavibus Petri,
Rome, 1660, i. 2 J. BlStzer, art. Schliisselgewalt,' in WetzerWelte, Kirchenlexikon, x. [Freiburg im Br., 1897] 1834 Cornelius a Lapide, Comment, in Script. Saor., Lyons, 1872, xv. 370.
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'

;

;

G. H. Joyce.
_
fundaPradhana, properly
mental substance,' is a Sanskrit term employed
in the Sahkhya (q.v.) philosophy as a
synonym
for prakrti, to denote the primeval suDstance.
Since in all material developments this primeval
substance retains a place though transformed, and
the doctrine of the Sankhya expressly asserts the
identity of the material cause and the product,
the words pradhana and prakfti in the Sahkhya
texts not seldom denote also the matter which is
the result of evolution, i.e. the material universe
R. Garbe.
in general.

PRADHANA. —

'

').

Towards the end of the 13th cent, a new interpretation makes its appearance. At this period
the struggle between the empire and the papacy
was at its height, and on either side the pen was
hardly less active than the sword. The imperial
legists claimed for the emperor
complete supremacy
over the ecclesiastical order
and the canonists
replied by maintaining that the pope as Christ's
;

PRAGMATISM.— Pragmatism

has come into
occurred in
William James's pami^hlet on Philosophical Contechnical
ceptions and Practical Results, as the
name for a tendency which can be traced throughhas
out the history of philosophy, but
only of
use since 1898,

when the word

first

grown self-conscious, systematic, and general.
The term had been coined twenty years before by

late
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C. S. Peirce (without regard to the existing, but
obsolescent, word pragmatic') in order to express
- the scientific need of
testing the meaning and
value of our conceptions and terms by their use,
i.e. by applying them to the things which they were
supposed to stand for, instead of allowing their
own apparent self-evidence or intuitive certainty
He
to attest their truth without more ado.
insisted, therefore, that the truth (and indeed the
meaning) of every conception depended on the
difference which it made in a scientific situation
and on the 'consequences' to which its assumption
led, and systematically denied that it could be de'

'

termined in any a priori way. Thus every trxith
became a question of empirical observation and
This critical method was,
scientific experiment.
however, widely understood to mean practical consequences in the way of action alone, and so pragmatism was regarded as a sort of practical ism,'
and as a disparagement of theoretic truth which
was a direct insult to all who cultivated the latter.
But, though many pragmatists emphasized the
importance of bringing fine-spun theorizing to
some sort of definite test, and showed that in point
of fact practical consequences frequently formed
such a test, this interpretation of pragmatism is
untenable. It is not correct etymologically, for
the word is derived from irpay/j-aTa ('things') not
from irpa^is ('action'). It is .seriously misleading
scientifically, unless it is fully understood that
*
practical is taken by pragmatism in a very wide
sense, which includes what is ordinarily called the
theoretic,' for which in practice means in use
for any purpose,' for which every thought is essentially an act, and the test of a thought may be
another thought to which it leads in some psychoPragmatism is really a denial
logical connexion.
'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

of the absoluteness or ultimateness of the tradi'
'
tional antithesis between
theory and practice,'
and relies for its justification on the fact that
everything that we think and do has first to be
'

willed, and has ultimately some biological value as
a vital adaptation, successful or the reverse. The
controversial significance of this critical and
empirical attitude towards doctrines and beliefs
lies, of course, in the wide prevalence of credulity

and dogmatism, Avhich cannot bear questioning.
is
evident, moreover, that this pragmatist
questioning may arise in various contexts and in
various ways, each of which will constitute an aproach to pragmatism which can be used indepenS ently of the rest. Hence what is really a very
simple method is apt to assume the appearance of
a perplexing complexity of doctrines. It will be
best, therefore, first to survey the problems that
most obviously demand pragmatic treatment in
ordinary life and in the various sciences, in order to
appreciate the solutions which pragmatism ofi'ers,
remembering always that this treatment is ultimately logical, i.e. if logic be taken in a sufficiently wide sense.
I. The problems leading to pragmatism.
(1)
Common sense is quite aware that the world is full
of deceptive appearances, that things are not all
what they seem, that not everything is real or
true that claims to be, that not all facts are
facts, that not every form of words has a meaning,
that much which passes for profundity is unmeaning nonsense, that, though all things are real in
some sense (seeing that they can be talked about),
they are very frequently not so in the sense in
which they profess to be in short, that the intellectual world is pervaded and perverted by errors,
It is recognized, therelies, fictions, and illusions.
fore, on quite a simple level of reflexion that precautions must be taken, and the needs of («)
determining the meaning, and (b) testing the truth,
of assertions make themselves felt.
method is

It

'

'

—

'

;

A

'

demanded

for distinguishing the meaningful from
the meaningless, the true from the false, the real
It is also extensively known
from the unreal.
that our ability to form conceptions and to lay
down definitions is not decisive of their real value
and in no way ensures that they wUl apply to
reality in a successful and fruitful way or that

conform to them.

reality will
(2)

The everyday problems

of practical

knowing

in logic and the theory of knowledge as
reappear
'
the problem of error and the questions about the
definition and
criterion' of truth, the 'import' of
propositions, the reference to reality' of judgments,
the formal validity of proof, and the absoluteness
or relativity of knowledge.
But their treatment
has always been vague and inadequate, because it
has not been perceived that they are all concerned
with one and the same central difficulty of knowledge and with the problem of logical values.
(3) Similarly, logic has never succeeded in determining its relations to psychology in a comprehensive and consistent way. It has professed to
be somehow independent of psychology and to
be entitled to regulate the course of actual thought ;
yet it could never quite deny that all logical processes occur in a psychological setting, and are
derived from the cognitive operations of human
minds. These, however, are found to differ widely
from the ideas of pure thought which logic constructs and contemplates.
It appears that all
actual thought is full of non-intellectual factors ;
'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

it

is

emotional, purposive,
active, volitional,
selective, and its understanding presupposes a
of
the
of
effects
interest,
attention, desire,
study
bias, satisfaction.
But, while the actual thought

thus dependent on, and expressive of, its
thinker's total personality, its logical representative has hitherto been permitted to abstract from
Hence there arises an acute problem
personality.
of how to correlate the theories of logic with the
facts of human psychology, and to determine what
effect the actual nature of thought should have on
its 'ideal.'
For, even though this effect may be
considered wholly deleterious, it is ineradicable;
all truths are, and must be, on one side matters of
belief.
Moreover, the discrepancy between the
facts and the theories of knowing is hardly less
marked within the field of psychology proper.
Nearly all psychological theories still abstract from
the biological and functional import of the psychic
processes which they describe and classify ; their
faculties
and
descriptions are in terms yof
'
elements,' which are creatures of abstract analysis
and not objects of immediate experience. They
consequently overlook that all mental functioning
must be understood as a reaction of the total organism, that beliefs are essentially rules for action,
and that valuations occur as the stimuli to thought
as well as to action.
(4) This occurrence of valuations connects pragmatism with the one science that has hitherto
is

'

'

professed concern
ethics.

with

value

judgments, viz.
(a) that all the differof value, ethical, sesthetical, logical, and

Pragmatism notices

ent kinds
economic, have in common a relativity, to their
several purposes in the first place, and ultimately
to the final end of action, ' the good.' They are
all means to intrinsically valuable ends ('goods'),
and as such valuable or ' useful.' It notices (b)
that any
truth asserted about any real is a
latent value both because it is the achievement of
a purpose and because it is selected from a number
of comi)etitors and preferred as the best of them.
Similarly, whatever is recognized as real is logically in a position of superiority to other claimants
to reality.
Thus the true and the real have to
be viewed as forms of the good,' and as satisfactions of desire.
It is evident, however, that goods,
'

'

'

'

—

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

PRAGMATISM
ends, and values may come into conflict with one
another, and that intricate problems arise when
we ask how much beauty or moral goodness will
make up for lack of scientific' evidence for a belief,
or how intolerable a
truth may be before it is
rejected as incredible.
have
(5) Such problems
long a^^tated the philosophy of religion and 'familiarized' it with the
antithesis of knowledge and faith.
Pragmatism
notes, indeed, that most men, especially when
excited, regard the unsupported satisfactorineHS
'
'
of a belief, and their mere will to believe it, as
sufficient proof of its truth ; but it is not true that
it approves of this; for it dispenses with verification no more here than elsewhere, and observes
that religious beliefs also are in fact testedj though
not perhaps as systematically as they might be,
their ' working.
Still it does not
by
simply dismiss
'
'
faith as a source of error alone, with the traditional rationalism.
For the faith-attitude or 'will
to believe' appears to it to have important cognitive functions.
It
may be, psychologically, a
necessary condition of the discovery, not only of
It is, morereligious, but also of scientific, truth.
'
over, latent in the very notion of
knowledge.'
For the principles which every system of knowledge assumes are not to be understood either as
mere generalizations from experience or as sheer
necessities of thought ; they seem to be intelligible
'
only as postulates which are adopted by an act
of faith, before they are * proved by the subsequent
working of the science. Nor, on the other hand,
does it seem proper to regard a belief as established
merely because it evokes a strong will to believe.
The truth is that the religious questions as to the
sort and amount of evidence required by a postulate of faith are peculiarly difhcult.
2. The pragmatist handling of these problems.
(1) The problem of meaning.
Pragmatism contends that alleged meanings, to be tested, must be
applied or used, and thereupon valued or revalued
according as they work well or ill. Of all the
formulae for defining pragmatism none is better
than ' meaning depends on application,' which condemns the absolute distinction between theory and
practice and the entire separation between pure
and 'applied' science (e.g. in mathematics).
Thus inapplicable notions (like unknowable and
absolute truths and realities) are declared to be
Moreover, if two notions do not
unmeaning.
differ in their application, the distinction between
them is said to be unmeaning they are really
identical and differ only in words differences that
make no difference are not worth making.
'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

—

—

'

'

—
;

—

(2) The problem, of truth.
Applying the same
principle to alleged truths (' trutli-claims '), we see
that, since all assertions formally claim to be true,
and mostly are not, truth-claim or formal truth is
not what common sense and science mean by
'
truth,' and that all claims have to be tested by
their applications or consequences.' If they work
well, their claim to truth-value is confirmed ; if
ill, it is doubted or rejected as false or erroneoiis.
Hence the pragmatist formulae, All truths are
useful and Genuine truth must work,' are corollaries from this method of testing truth-claims.
But it should be observed that these formulae are
not formal definitions and so must not be treated
as convertible ; pragmatism does not affirm that
whatever is useful or works is true. To assert this
would be to ignore the existence of lies, fictions,
'

'

'

'

errors, methodological assumptions, and
varieties of truth-claim, which are not

other

generally

called truths, and are the very
things which pragmatism prides itself on distinguishing from genuine
truths.
It should be noted, further, that the
question what sort of ' working is relevant to the
truth of a claim ia relative to the
inquiry, and is
'
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often disputable.
In general it must be left to the
experts in the various subjects concerned. But in
all
subjects truth always remains relative to the
state of knowledge, because only the consequences
known up to date can be used to test a truth-claim.
Hence no amount of successful working ever leads
to the complete verification of
any truth, orr renders
it 'absolute'; further confirmation is alw
ways possible and conceivable.
But this denial that any
truths are ab.solute and immutable is quite in accord with the practice of tlie sciences it leaves
room for literally infinite improvement in the
truths,' and explains their continual
reigning
changes. For a truth remains true only so long as
it is the best to be had ; it becomes false as soon as
it can be bettered.
(3) The problem of truth and error is solved by
regarding both as values, positive and negative,
i.e. as success and failure relatively to a cognitive
bona fide truth-claim is always suppurpose.
posed by its maker to be as true as he can make
it at the time
but it may nevertheless fail subsequently and be declared false, nor is its formal
truth-claim any protection against this fate. Consequently there can be (4) no criterion of truth
which is formal or absolute, nor (5) any formally
valid proof which renders its conclusion certain as
a fact, in advance of observation. Successful verification never amounts to
valid proof,' because it
involves the formal defect of affirming the consequent.' The same conclusion follows from the
formal defects of syllogistic reasoning. It is impossible to get any guarantee of the absolute truth
of the premisses used, because these cannot be
truer than the sciences can make them, and because 'self-evident' intuitions have always to be
tested.
Moreover, as Alfred Sidgwick was the first
to point out, the truth of a premiss is ambiguous.
A premiss may be true in general and yet false for
the special purpose in hand. When, therefore, it
is used, a false conclusion is deduced.
After the
event this failure may be described as a fallacy of
accident,' or as an ambiguity in the middle term ;
but the potential flaw was imperceptible before,
and could not be guarded against. Hence we can
never know whether a formally valid deduction
will be true in fact, nor can we be absolutely assured in advance that an apparent case of a rule,
'law,' or 'universal' will turn out to be one in
actual fact.
As regards the psychological aspects of logic,
;

'

A

;

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

pragmatism demands especially a recognition

of
the relation of thinking (6) to personality and (7) to
doubt.
Emphasis on the former has led to the
systematic extension of pragmatism called humanism (q.v.), but it is evident that in logical theory
also the traditional abstraction from the personal
context and particular occasion of assertions must
be called in question. In particular, the relation
of meaning to purpose and context, the psychological impossibility of asserting truths which are
thought to be useless, the selectiveness of human
thought, the importance of interest in starting
and of attention and relevance in conducting

reasoning, and the massive, and still more the
subtle, efi'ects of bias and passion in distorting it,
may be mentioned as implications of personality

which have far-reaching (and unexplored) logical
effects.
The dependence of thought upon the
stimulus of donbt has been specially elaborated by
.John Dewey, who has emphasized the need of a
continual reconstruction of beliefs and the experimental nature of all judgment. (8) Dewey also
emphasizes the biological function of thinking as
an instrument of vital adaptation, and his name for
pragmatism, instrumentalism,' conceives it as a
radical application of Darwinism to psychology.
But, though it is clear that pragmatism entails a
'
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reform of psychology as well as of logic, and that it
has had a certain effect in promoting psychological
explanation in terms of function rather than of
structure, it cannot as yet claim to have led to the
working out systematically of a non-intellectualistic and biological psychology.
Much the same may be said about the bearing
of pragmatism on the ethical and religious values.
It IS certainly important, for pragmatism cannot
but affect the factitious value which they have
derived from their acceptance as absolute, immutable, and infallible.
Actually, however, they do
not seem to be able to substantiate these claims,
'

'

which are contradicted by the facts of their history,
and they probably stand to gain more than they
could lose by being humanized and brought into
It is also
closer relation with the needs of life.
evident that, whereas the belief that truth, reality,
and good are each one, absolute, immutable, and
infallible was in princijile bound to lead to dissensions between men each of whom believed that
because he was right the others must be wrong,
the pragmatist doctrine that truth, right, and
good, being relative to circumstances though not
less precious on this account, may be different for
different persons, and must, moreover, be developed
by the continuous correction of errors and the substitution of better and more satisfactory views for
worse, is highly conducive to toleration and social
harmony. Even so, it does not seem probable that

on questions which affect different temperaments
so differently anything like universal agreement
will ever be reached
but a convergence of opinion
;

more
ways

sufficient for social purposes is far
greater freedom to experiment in

likely, if

of living
were granted and if men were allowed to see
for themselves which methods are successful and
satisfactory and which are practically sure to
fail.

—

It was natural
3. Pragmatism and absolutism.
that so distinctive and comprehensive an attitude
as the pragmatic should be highly controversial,
as it was diametrically antithetical to
especially
the intellectualistic idealism which conceived the
essential function of intelligence as a static contemplation of eternal truths and possessed great
academic vogue.
The ensuing controversy has
chiefly raged round the conceptions of truth and
its absoluteness.
The pragmatists have accused
the traditional accounts of truth of being unduly
intellectualistic and ultimately devoid of meaning.
Thus the realistic correspondence theory, which
makes truth depend on an agreement with a reality
which transcends the process of knowing, has no
means of establishing or testing the correspondence
which it alleges between the object as it is known
and the object as it is per se. Its rival, the (idealcoherence' theory, not only has to postulate
istic)
an absolutely coherent system of truth on the (inadequate) evidence of the relatively coherent systems
of the sciences, and so (inadvertently) requires a
voluntaristic logic to justify it, but leads to a conclusion which confutes this same premiss.
For it
finds that the absolutely coherent truth which it
demands cannot be possessed by any human mind
it has, therefore, to allege an Absolute to be the
But this is
receptacle of such absolute truth.
equivalent to scepticism as regards human knowledge, while it relapses into a
correspondence
theory as regards the relation of human truth to
absolute.
Pragmatism, therefore, rejects both
these absolutist metaphysics and the absoluteness
of the truths known to man.
They are all
regarded as relative to man and to the condition
of human knowledge for the time being, as the
history of the sciences exemplifies. From this point
of view also, humanism becomes an appropriate
'

'

'

'

'

'

'

;

'

description of pragmatism.

'

LiTERAxnRE.

—^The

literature of

pragmatism

is

still

largely

scattered in the philosophic periodicals, especially in Mind and
the Jonraal of Philosophy. Its history as an avowed doctrine
begins in America, with William James's lecture on Philosophical Conceptions and Practical Jies^dts at Berkeley, Cal.,
1898.
James acknowledged that he had taken the name
from his friend C. S. Peirce, who had written on How to
make our Ideas clear,' in Popular Science Monthly, xii. [1878]
287 fF., without using the word; but James himself had long
been teaching pragmatism in everything but the name. His
Will to Believe, New York and London, 1897, states (p. 124) the
pragmatic test of truth, in a paper dating from 1881. His
epoch-making Principles 0/ Psychology, 2 vols., do. 1890, also
'

is full of pragmatism, and was admittedly the chief source
from which the other leaders derived it. After the movement
had been baptized, James devoted himself to its popularization,
in his Pragmatism, do. 1907, The Meaning of Truth, do. 1909,
A Pluralistic Universe, do. 1909, the unfinished Some Problems
of Philosophy, do. 1911, and the posthumous collection of
Essays in Radical Empiricism, do. 1912. The applications of
pragmatism to logic were made in America by John Dewey
and his pupils, who studied especially the dependence of knowledge on doubt and on the need of reconstructing beliefs

(Studies in Logical Theory, Chicago, 1903, How we Think,
Boston, 1910, The Influence of Darwin on Philosophy, New
York, 1910, Essays in Experimental Logic, Chicago, 1916,
Creative Intelligence, New York, 1917).
In England Alfred
Sidgwiclc had worked out a pragmatic logic independently {Distinction and the Criticism of Beliefs, London, 1892,
The Use of Words in Reasoning, do. 1901, The Application of Logic, do. 1910, Elementary Logic, Cambridge,
F. C. S. Schiller's writings elaborate chiefly the
1914).
epistemolog^ical, logical, and polemical sides of pragmatism,
in 'Axioms as Postulates' (in Personal Idealism, ed. H. Sturt,
London, 1902), Humanism, do. 1903, 21912, Studies in Humanism, do. 1907, 21912, the new ed. of Riddles of the Sphinx, do.
As simple introductions,
1910, and Formal Logic, do. 1912.

D. L. Murray, Pragmatism, London, 1912, and H. V. Knox,
William. James, do. 1914, may be recommended
the full
history of the movement has been written in Dutch in T. B.
MuUer, De Kennisleer van het Anglo-Amerikaanseh Pragmatisme, "The Hague, 1913. The validity of the pragmatic argument from consequences and the connexion of truth with what
works was upheld (d propos of A. J. Balfour's Foundations of
Belief) by A. Seth (Pringle-Pattison), Man's Place in the
Cosmos, Edinburgh, 1897. Other pragmatist books of value are
A.
Moore, Pragmatism and its Critics, Chicago, 1910 ;
I. E. Miller, Psychology of Thinking, New York, 1909
J. E.
Boodin, Truth and Reality, do. 1911. For the religious applications of pragmatism cf. James, Varieties of Religious ExperiG. Tyrrell, Lex Orandi,
ence, London and New York, 1902
London, 1904, Lex Credendi, do. 1906 I. King, The Development of Religion, do. 1910.
Abroad pragmatism has great affinities with the French antiintellectualism of Henri Bergson and his school (especially Le
Roy and Wilbois) and the criticism of scientific procedure by
H. Poincar^, E. Boutrouz, G. Milhaud, P. Dunem, etc. In
Germany the same may be said of the theories of knowledge of
F.
Nietzsche {The Will to Power, Eng. tr., 2 vols., Edinburgh, 1907-10), H. Vaihinger {Die Philosophic des Als Ob,
;

'

'

W.

;

;

;

W.

Berlin,

1911),

E.

Mach

(Zur Analyse der Empfindungen^,

W.

Jena, 1911), W. Ostwald,
Jerusalem, and G. Simmel.
In the way of criticism of pragmatism nothing systematic has
yet been accomplished, but the best materials may be found in
"B. a.
L. J.
Russell, Philosophical Essays^ London, 1910
Walker, Stonyhurst manual on Theories of Knoivledpe, do.
the
M.
Scholastic
Keane, Pragmatism jand
1910;
Synthesis, Dublin, 1910
J. B. Pratt, What is Pragmatism?, New
York, 1909 R. B. Perry, Present Philosophical Tendencies,
do. 1912 W. Caldwell, Pragmatism and Idealism, London.
1913.
A. Schinz, Antipragmatism, do. 1910, is of value as a
display of the emotional reaction elicited by pragmatism, and
F. H. Bradley, Essays in Truth and Reality, Oxford, 1914, as
a record of the reluctant, but in the end decisive, concessions
to which idealistic absolutism has been driven (cf. Schiller's art.
in Mind, no. 95 [1915]).
F. C. S. SCHILLER.

W.
W.

;

;

;

;

PRAISE.—See Hymns, Worship.

PRAKRTI.
Nature

— See

Pradhana,

Sankhya,

(Hindu).

—

PRANNATHIS. This is the name of an
Indian sect founded by Prannath, or Prana-natha,
in the early part of the 18th century.
He was a
Ksatriya by caste, and came from Kathiawar. After
long wanderings over W. India he reached Bundelkhand, and settled near Panna with a large following of disciples. During his stay there he indicated
the Panna diamond-mines to Cnhatrasala Bundela
(t 1732), the local Raja, who became his disciple.
Prannath founded an

eclectic religion

combining

the best elements of Islam and Hinduism. He
was the author of at least sixteen works written
in a strange jargon, a mixture of Hindi, Sindhi,

PRAPATTI-MARGA-PRARTHANA SAMAJ
Gujarati, Arabic, and Sanskrit, by no means easy
to understand.
Growse {'The Sect of the Pranhas edited and transnatliis," JASBe xlviii. j)t. i.
lated one of these tlie Qiydmat-numa, or Account
of the Day of Judgment.' Verses 28 tt". of this give
a good idea of the attitude taken by the teacher

—

)

'

:

'(According to the Hindus) the Kalki (incarnation of Visiju)
make an end of the Kali Yuj^a. The Gospel Bays that
Christ is the head of all, and that He will coiii'- ind do justice.
The Jews say that Moses is the greatest, anti liiat all will be
saved throujrh him. All follow different customs, and e%ch
proclaims the greatness of his own master. Thus idly (juarrelling they fix upon different names but the end of all is the
same, the Supreme God.'
will

;

of the names of this Supreme God is Dham,
lience the Prannathis also call themselves

One
and
'

Dhamis.'

Prannatli disallowed the use of intoxicating
drugs, tobacco, -svine, meat, and unlawful visits to
women, and preached peace and charity. He prohibited idolatry, but at the present day one of
his books, called the Qnlzum, is worshipped at the
temple at Panna. All else that is seen at his
shrines here and elsewhere is a small bed with
a turban on it, called Prannath's seat. In 1764
Murtaza TJusain saw the bed with a stool on each
On one was a copy of the Qui'an, and
side of it.
on the other a copy of the Hindu Purdnas, with
of both religions in attendance ready
men
learned
Most
to give profitable answers to all inquirers.
of the replies made to him involved the unity of

God.
There are only a few hundred followers of this
cult in modem times.
Most of them live at Panna,
and others are found in small numbers in the
United Provinces and in Nepal. Those of Bundelkhand bury their dead at Panna. Elsewhere they
burn them, and carry the relics thither.

—

LiTERATCRB. H. H. Wilson, Sketch of the Religious Sects of
Hindvs, in Works, ed. R. Rost, London, 1861-77, i. 351
F. S. Growse, 'The Sect of the Prannathis,' JASBe xlviii.

the

;

[1879] pt.

i.

171, reprinted in Mathurd, a District Memoir'^,
1880, p. 212 ; [Jageshar Prasad Tiwari], Juvenile
p.

Allahabad,
Hist, of Charkhdrl, by a Native Servant of the State., Benares,
C. E. Luard, Gazetteer of Bundelkhand,
1886, p. 12 ff.
;

Lueknow, 1907, p. 199. Lai Kavi, Chhatra Prakdia, Calcutta,
1829, and Benares, 1903, chs. 133 ff., contains a contemporary
account of Pr.annath's dealings with Chhatra^ala. Murtaza
Husain, AUahyar, wrote the Hadlqatu'l-aqal'an about 1782.
In this is described the author's visit to Panna about the year
1764, with a full description of the Prann3,th!s and their temple
(p. 669 of the lithographed ed., Lucknoiv, n.d.).

G. A. Grierson.

PRAPATTI-MARGA. —Prapatti-marga

was

a development of the Indian Bhakti-mdrga [q.v.)
which took its rise in S. India in the 13th cent.
A.D. Bfutkti connotes active love and devotion to
the adorable, while prapatti is simply passive
surrender. There are two schools of Vaisnava
thought in S. India. The Vadagalai, of the
country north of, say, Conjeeveram, lays stress on
bhakti, and the Tengalai, of the country south of
that town, on prapatti. The attitude of a follower
of the Vadagalai school is compared to that of a
baby monkey, which is carried about and protected by its mother, but nevertheless has to cling
to her, while that of a follower of the Tengalai
school is compared to the passive surrender of a
kitten carried about in its mother's mouth.
They
are hence nicknamed the monkey-school (marcat-school
kata-nydya) and
(mdrjdra-nydya)
The corresponding attitudes of the
respectively.
'

'

'

'

deity in these two cases are, respectively, sahctnka-krpd, or 'grace sought,' and nir-hetukakrpd, or grace unsought,' which may be compared
with the
and irresistible
co-operative grace
grace of Western theologians.
man Avho has adopted the prapatti-mdrga is
called a prapanna,
refugee,' or suppliant,' and
he may be either drpta, 'patient,' or drta, 'impatient.' A patient suppliant is one who lives an
ordinary life, straight in thought, speech, and
'

'

'

'

'

A

'

'
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An impatient suppliant is one whom p7-ahas caused to loathe the ordinary life and
everything connecting him with this world, and
who, impatient of salvation, beseeches and besieges
deed.

j)atti

God to bring him to Himself.
The argument of the teachers of the prapattimdrga is that the active concentration upon and
adoration of God demanded by the bhakti-mdrga
tries the utmost
is a means of salvation that
Btrength and capacity of mortals, and is bejond
the powers of most. Hence God in His mercy has
opened the way of prapatti, which demands merely
unconditional self-surrender, and is accessible to
all, irrespective of caste, colour, or creed.
Although essentially a creed of S. India, the
prapatti-mdrga in later times found its way to the
Ganges Valley in the north, and gave consolation
to many pious souls afflicted by the tragedies that
overwhelmed Hindostan in the 17th and 18th
centuries (cf. art. Charan DAsi.s).
A further development of the ideas contained in
this doctrine is called dchdrydbhimdna, resort to
a teacher or mediator.' In this a mediator, tangibly
present and accessible, conducts the soul to a Goa,
who is to many beyond the reach of human
'

thought. The mediator is represented as possessing two arms. With one ho reaches downwards
and rescues the proselyte soul from the world of
sin, and with the other he reaches upwards and
presents the soul, purified from earthly taint,
before the throne of the Adorable.
Literature. — A. GSvindacharya and G. A. Grierson, Tfce
Artha-panchaka' (text and tr.), JRAS, 1910, p. 565, 'Tengalai
'

and Vadagalai,' ib. 1912, p. 714; A. Govindacharya, 'The
Asht;ada^a Bhedas' (account of the doctrinal differences between Tengalai and Vacjagalai), ib. 1910, p. 1103.

G. A. Grierson.
Prarthanfi
Samaj is the Brahma Samaj {q.v.) of the Bombay
Presidency, but it has noteworthy characteristics

PRARTHANA SAMAJ. — The

of its own.
final defeat of the Marathas in 1818
Presidency, almost to its present

Through the
the

Bombay

extent, came under direct British rule, and MountUnder
stuart Elphinstone was the first governor.
settled government things began to improve
with John
Western education was introduced
Wilson missions took a fresh start, employing new
methods ; and, in consequence, the Indian mind
showed signs of awaking. About 1845 discussions
;

;

on religious and social questions began to agitate
both the Hindu and the Parsi communities in
Bombay. The Hindus took action first. The
earliest organization was a secret society, called
the Gupta Sabha, for the discussion of religious
questions. This was followed in 1849 by a larger
secret society, called the Paramahariisa Sabha,
which was meant to advance liberal ideas, both
social and religious, and above all to break down
But in 1860 the matter was made public,
caste.
and the society broke up.
Yet liberal ideas were not thereby crushed, and
the movement was quickened by a visit which

Brahma Samaj)

Keshab Chandra Sen
paid to

Bombay

in

(see art.
1864.
Finally, in

1867, the

Prarthana Samaj (i.e. Prayer Society ') was organThere was no man of genius among those
ized.
who founded the society, but three strong men,
the brothers Pandurang and N. M. Paramanand,
'

The chief interests of
stood out as leaders.
the Samaj were theistic worship and social
and a simple congregational organireform
zation was adopted. In 1870 two young men of
character and capacity joined the movement,
M. G. Ranade (later Justice Ranade) and R. G.
Bhandarkar (now Sir R. G. Bhandarkar), the
well-known scholar. Ranade was the most influential leader the Samaj has had, and to this day
his
its teaching and activity bear the impress of
;
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The Samaj
Girgaum, Bombay,

was erected in
1874, and since then has
been the chief centre of theism in the West.
In 1882 another young man, now Sir N. G.
Chandavarkar, became a member of the Samaj.
Bhandarkar and Chandavarkar, the former in
Poona, the latter in Bombay, have been by far
the most prominent men in the movement since
Ranade's death in 1901. There have been no
groups of vigorous missionaries connected with the
Samaj such as built up Brahinaism in Bengal, but

spirit.

building

in

who have done
Kelkar and V. R.
for no one reShinde but something hinders
mains long in the work. There are also a number
of cultured laymen whose assistance must be
valuable K. Natarajan, V. A. Sukhtankar, N. G.
Velinkar, and others.
There is also a strong Samaj in Ahmadabad in
the Gujarat! country, the first leader of which
Avas Bholanath Sarabhai.
Poona, Kirkee, Kolhapur, and Satara, all in the Maratlia-speaking portion of the Presidency, have each a Samaj.
Of the
there have been individual workers
faithful .service, notably S. P.

;

;

—

twenty-nine theistic societies in the Madras Presidency eighteen bear the name Prarthana Samaj.
The beliefs and teaching of the Samaj are very
similar to those of the Sadharana Brahma Samaj
of Calcutta.
They are theists and opposed to
idolatry with all its accompaniments. The inspiration of the Vedas and the doctrine of transmigration
and karma have been surrendered. While the
thought and life of the Samaj are largely fed from
Hindu theology and literature the liymns of
Tukaram, Namdev, and other leaders of the bhakti
school of Maratha-land being much used yet the
teaching of Christianity, religious, moral, and
social, has had quite as much influence as in the
Brahma Samaj. One striking difference, however,
has to be noted in the Sadharana Brahma Samaj
and also in the New Dispensation section vows are
taken by every full member whereby he promises
to give up both caste and idolatry absolutely,
while in the Prarthana Samaj no such promises
are made and, though the leading members are
as strict in these matters as any Brahma could
possibly be, there are others who belong to the
Samaj and yet have banished neither idolatry nor
caste from their homes.
Thus the Bombay society
stands nearer Hinduism and has closer relations
with the Hindu community.
The religious services of the Samaj are very
similar to those of the Brahma Samaj, the language being Marathi in Bombay, Poona, and the
other southern centres, butGujaratI in Ahmadabad.
Passages are read from the Hindu Scriptures, and
hymns are sung. There are prayers and a sermon.
The literature of the Samaj is partly in English,
partly in the vernacular. Sermons and hymnbooks are in the vernacular, and have a fair circulation.
The literature in English is very scanty.
Indeed, the weakness of the Samaj in theology is
very notable, and was fully recognized by Ranade.
Attempts are being made to produce books to
enrich the teaching and the thought of the community, but the results are meagre.
Apart from the regular Sunday services, the
religious activities of the Samaj are the Young
Theists' Union, the Sunday School, the Postal
Mission, and the Subodh Patrika, an AngloMarathi journal. The Students' Brotherhood, a
sort of theistic Y.M.C.A., whose active workers
belong to several communities, owes much to the
Samaj.
good deal of educational and charitable work
is carried on.
In Bombay schools are maintained
for children and for Avomen, night-schools are conducted for working men, and there is a Home for
the Homeless ; there is also an Orphanage, with

—

—

:

;

A

a Foundling Asylum, and Distressed Widows'
Refuge, at Pandharpur.
It is a very remarkable fact that, although the
organization of the Prarthana Samaj with reference to social questions is lax as compared with
the Brahma Samaj, yet its services to the cause
of social reform, to philanthropy, and to social
It was Ranade who
service have been very great.
organized the friends of social reform and started
the National Social Conference, which meets annuThe first Conference was held in 1888, and
ally.
ever since that day members of the Prarthana
Samaj have taken a very large part in its activities.
Similarly, the rise of the Depressed Classes'
Mission, a society organized in 1906 to help and
uplift the out-castes, which draws its support from
various communities, is due almost entiiely to
V. R. Shinde and other Samajists. A third instance

the

is

Social

Service

League recently

founded in Bombay under Sir N. G. Chandavarkar.
Like the sister organization in Bengal, the
Prartliana Samaj remains weak in numbers but
strong in influence.
LiTERATCRB.

—

i.

HiSTOitT: Sastri, Hist, of Brahmo Satnaj,

ii. 411-456
V. R. Shinde, The Theistic DirecBombay, 1912 J. N. Farquhar, Modern Religious
Mouements in India, New York, 1935, pp. 74-81.
u. TEAOHINQ
M. G. Ranade, Religious and Social Reform,
Bombay, 1902, Miscellaneous Writings,do. 1915 N. G. Chandavarkar, Speeches and Writi7igs, do. 1911.

Calcutta, 1912,

;

tory,

;

:

;

J.

PRATYEKABUDDHA.— I.
definition.

N. Farquhar.

Introduction and
— In the course of ages the
Law [dharma)

has been successively taught by a long line of
saviours or perfect Buddhas [samyaksambuddha).
They are not only Buddhas, i.e. in possession of
the knowledge (bodhi) that works out arhat-shi-p or
liberation {nirvd7ia) they are perfect Buddhas
omniscient, omnipotent, and very compassionate.
These qualities they owe to the long practice of
the
perfect virtues (pdramitds) as bodhi^attvas

—

;

'

'

(see artt.

BoDHiSATTVA, Mahayana).

The seed of the Law bears difterent fruit accordthreefold
ing to the dispositions of the disciples.
distinction must be made.
(1) Some disciples
of
a
Buddha
or
resolve
immediate)
(mediate
perfect
to imitate him ; they follow the practice of the

A

bodhisattvas, and finally become perfect Buddhas,
revealing the Truth and establishing the Church.
For, after a few centuries, the visible work of a
perfect Buddha perishes, the very name of Buddha
and the path to nirvana die away. It is the lot of
the bodhisiittva to build the path again and again.
(2) Some disciples realize the fruit of the religious
life, and become arhats or Buddhas and reach
nirvana while the Law is yet living the (later)
technical name for such disciples, taught by
Buddha or the Church, is Srdvaka. This word is
commonly translated 'auditor,' 'disciple,' but it
;

means preacher,' and this meaning (supported
by Saddhxirmapundarika, iv. 53, with the commentary of Chandrakirti thereon) points out one
'

also

of the features of these saints they are preachers.
They are the fathers and the doctors of the Church
together AAith the bodhisattvas. (3) But not every
disciple, either monk or layman, becomes an arJuit
or a Buddha during the short period of the duration of the Church.
The consequence is that,
during the much longer periods of the disappearance of the Church, these already converted men
continue to progress in holiness and wisdom they
'
they will finally
develop their old roots of merit
:

;

'

;

reach knowledge (bodhi), without being actually
taught by a perfect Buddha, without being trained
under the rule of the Church created by a perfect

Buddha

;

they

will,

in their last

birtli,

discover

Sakyamuni did and as
all perfect Buddhas do.
But they will not be
perfect Buddhas they will not move the wheel of
the Truth by themselves, as
;

PRATYEKABUDDHA
Law ; they will not re-establish the decayed
Church. These saints are named pratyekabuddhas
{paccekabuddha, rah-sahs-rgyas), 'private Buddhas' (Kern), Bouddhas individuels' (Buraouf) ;
they desire their 'own peace (rah zhi don gner,
they rule themselves, not the
sva&antyarthaka)
others; it is themselves they bring to nirvana'
(ekam dtmdnain damenti parinirvdpayanti).
The name and the nature of a Buddha,' says Chandrakirtl.i

consequence of this solitary

life, of this excessive
distaste for human contact (samsarga) in order
to avoid 'attachment' [sneha), is that they are
unable to preach the truth that they have discovered.

the

'

—

There is little
4. 5isis and pratyekabuddhas.
doubt that this theory of the pratyekabuddha, the
hermit saint, arises from actual fact. The pratyekabuddha embodies the old ideal of a solitary and
silent life an ideal that was flourishing before
Sakyamuni came. Sakyanumi did not favour it
he, indeed, condemned the vow of silence, and did
his best to encourage spiritual exercises in common
reading, teaching, and social activities of many
kinds. But he was shrewd enough to leave some

;

—

'

belong to three classes of persona, the iravakas, the pratyekabuddhas, and the inconii)arable perfect Buddlias. The name of
Buddha is therefore suitable for the pratyekabuddhas. These,
owing to their merits and knowledge, are greater than the
iravakas. But, as they lack the equipment of merit and knowthe
ledge [of the perfect Buddhas], the great compassion,^
'

;

—

universal knowledge, they are inferior to the perfect Buddhas.
And as knowledge [i.e. the knowledge
that brings nirvana] is born in them without a teacher, as they
are Buddhas by themselves, isolated and acting for their own
sake, they are pratyekahuddhas.'

They are intermediary.

—

All
Bodhisattva and pratyekabuddha.
2.
pratyekabuddhas are not iravakas who have failed
to obtain knowledge (bodhi, a»7i«^ship) during the
duration of the Church. A bodhisattva may abandon his career of a bodhisattva and become a
pratyekabuddha in order to obtain nirvana sooner.
'

A

illuslegend told in the Kanakavarndvad&na
trates the leading motive of i\ie pratyekabuddha :
A bodhisattva chanced to be aware of a hideous crime (incest)
he felt disgusted with the creatures whom he was trying to
Beings are corrupt
liberate by becoming a perfect Buddha:
Who would have the courage to
Nay, they are very corrupt
Accordwork so long a time for the sake of so wicked beings ?
obtain nirvdv^a as
ingly, this bodhisattva made up his mind to
;

'

!

!

'

soon as possible (i.e. the prati^thita nirvdvM); he sat at the
root of a tree, meditated on the origination and passing away of
the skandhas (elements of the 'self'), and soon realized bodhi,
the pratyeka bodhi.

The Avadana adds that this bodhisattva, changed
into a pratyekabuddha, did not totally lose his
previous charity.* He thought that he had not
done anything for others, having only provided for
himself (svakdrtham). Being unable to preach, he
in order that the donors might acquire
merit by giving to such a ' holy vessel as a. pratye-

begged

'

kabuddha. Some pratyekabuddhas are known to
for
display miraculous powers a poor substitute

—

the Word, but a proof of their altruism.
pratyekabuddhas do not preach.— The
3.
pratyekabuddha possesses the bodhi, or the knowledge necessary to nirvana, but he is not a perfect
Buddha he lacks omniscience, omnipotence, supreme compassion and the reason is 'clear enough.
The pratyekabuddha is an arhat en retard,' who
has had to work very hard, in an egoistical way
(svakdrtham), to compensate for the want of actual
teaching ; he has not followed the practice of the
bodhisattva which assumes high compassion and
But why
creates omniscience and omnipotence.
does he not preach as irdvakas, as even ordinary
both
comhas
monks and laymen do? For he
and learning. The reason of his silence, of
Eassion
is incapacity for preaching and even speaking, is
to be found in the special nature of his training.
The pratyekabuddhas have led a lonely life for
centuries, as solitary contemplative philosophers,'
as 'hermits' (Kern); they nave not met with
laymen, monks, or other pratyekabuddhas ; they
have had neither teacher nor spiritual friends
(kfdydnamitras). They have been living 'like a
The natural
rhinoceros' (khadgavi§dnakcdpa).^

Why
:

;

'

'

Madhyamakdvatdra, Bibl. Buddhica, be. 8. 18 ; tr. in
Mtision, new ser., viii. [1907] 254.
2 The
compassion {karwo-d) is compassion consisting in
absence of hatred towards beings of Kamadhatu (see CosMO1

'

'

'

'

QONT [Buddhist]) as

far as they are

enduring the

'

first

kind

of

'

saSermg (duhkhadulikhatd). The great compassion {mahdka
rui}d) includes all beings and all kinds of suffering.
3
Divydvadana, ed. Oowell and Neil, p. 293 S. tr. E. Bumouf,
;

Introduction,
•1

iL

p. 94.

Avaddnaiataka, Bibl. Buddh. iii. [Petrograd, 1906-09],
116 the pratyekabuddhas are said to be hinadindnukamCf.

:

paka.
5

'

'

'

'
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Later, it seems, a second category of pratyekabuddha was
admitted (by the Sautrantikas, says Wassilieff [Bttddhismus, p.

scope to the more ascetic tendencies of his countrymen. Accordingly, after they had undergone some
training (novitiate), monks were allowed to live in
tlie forests, like the fsis of old.
Hermits are supposed to have great magical
power, and to be angry when troubled in their
contemplations the same is true of tlie pratyekabuddhas, and there are some legends to this
;

efiect.

The vehicle of the pratyekabuddha.— Owing
their austerities and long meditations, the
pratyekabuddhas are superior to the ordinary
irdvakas in power and in science. But do they acquire bodhi by the same method as the iravakas or
5.

to

by some other method

?

Both Madhyamikas and

Vijfianavadins state that the iravakas and the
pratyekabuddhas are 'conveyed' to bodhi by the

same

vehicle.

The path ai^^'i pratyekabuddha is of the same nature (tulyajdtiya) a? the path of the irdvaka. The difference is that in
their last birth, owing to their former exercise, they realize
without a master the thirty-seven qualities leading to bodhi and
obtain arhattva, the abandonment of all vices' (Bodhisattvailiigton, new ser., xii. [1911] 16S).
bhicmi, I. vi. 6
The Buddhas teach
All saints are born from the Buddhas.
By hearing it, pondiring over it,
dependent origination.
saints will obtain,
the
other
and
iravakas
meditating on it, the
according to their intentions, the perfection of their own state.
do not obtain
.
of
them
But some
[the pratyekabuddhas]
nirvdria in this life; they therefore will obtain it, without
life'
in
another
further exertion,
(Madhyamakdvatara, p. 2;
Chandrakirti quotes Aryadeva,
blusion, new ser., viii. 252
'

;

'

.

.

;

Sataka,

viii.

22,

and Nagarjuna, Mulamadhyamaka,

xviii. 12).

the other hand, Tibetan and Chinese authorities maintain that, while the iravakas meditate
on the Four Truths (chaturdryasatya), the pratyekabuddhas obtain their bodhi by meditating on
'dependent origination' (pratitya samutpdda).
The Chinese translations of pratyekabuddha mean
alone Buddha,' pratyayaouddha.' The Tibetan
equivalents are 'who meditates on pratitya' (rten
hbrel bsgom), 'who understands only the causes'
are told that the proper
(rkyengcig rtogs?).^
way of such meditation is to look at the birth and
decay of the leaves.
The present writer believes that this distinction

On

'

'

We

purely scholastic. Dependent origination
only tlie commentary of the Second Truth.

is

is

to the
6. Mahayanist criticism. —According
Saddharmapxtndarika (p. 44, and passim), there is
not a irdvaka-vehicle ov a pratyekabuddha-vehide.
iravakas &nd. pratyekabuddhas do not reach bodhi
or nirvana. They have to become bodhisattvas to
enter into the Great Vehicle, which is the only
vehicle.*

The PrajMparamitd, on the contrary, maintains that it is not necessary to become a bodhisattva in order to reach bodhi. There is a irdvakavehicle, apratyeka-vehicle (see Saddharma, pp. 79,
260; Dharnux-Saingraha,
304]

;

but

it

etc.).

But one cannot

seems that the Vaibhasikas agree), the pratyeka-

buddhas who are liviner tosrether (vargacharin) hcrn{Manual
m the
of Indian Buddh inn, p. 62, n. 1) compares vaggasann
'

'

;

S««a-iV7pfUa, 371, 800, 912.
„ ^, ,
,~..
q.-o»
123 , Barat
1 See
Eitel, Handbook, p.
Wassilieff, p. 13
Chandra Das, Tibetan-English Dictionary, p. 1166.
2 See also the siUra quoted, Sik^asamuchehaya, p. 87.
;
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Buddh.

become a Srdvaka and pratyeka by the mere understanding of the Four Truths or of dependent
Understanding of voidness {Sunyatd)
origination.
is

353

iv. [1918] 351,

Divydvaddna, ed. E. B. Cowell and
Madhyamakdvatara, Bibl.
p. 293

;

R. A. Neil, Cambridge, 1886,

Budd.
II.

necessary.^

Technical details.— Many technical details
are to be found in the Abhidharma and Vijnanavadin books— e.<7., the theory of the last incarnation of a ivLtnre pratyeka.
7.

;

ix. [1912]2ff.
I.

J.

Schmidt, 'Uber einige Grundlehren des Buddha-

6th ser., 'Sciences
ismus,' 3Um. de I'Aead. de St. Petersbourg,
i. [1832] 241 ; A.
R6musat,
pohtiques, histoire et philologie,'
Fog koui ki, Paris, 1836, p. 165 E. Burnouf, Introd. a I'hist.
du bouddhisme indien, do. 1844 (reprint 1876), pp. 94, 297, 438,
Le Lotus de la bonne loi, do. 1852, pp. 52, 315; S. Beal, A
Catena of Buddhist Scriptures from the Chinese, London, 1871,
E. J. Eitel, Handbook of Chinese Buddhism^, do. 18S8,
p. 253
C. F. Koppen, Die Religion des Buddha, Berlin, 1857p! 123
W. Wassilieff, Der Buddhismus, Petrograd,
59, i. 419, 426
Sarat Chandra Das, A Tibetan1860, pp. 13, 162, 289, 304
English Dictionary, Calcutta, 1902 ; R. Spence Hardy,
Eastern Monachism, London, 1850, p. 290, Manual of Budhism", do. 1880, p. 38 ; R. C. Childers, Dictionary of Pali, do.
H. Kern, Manual of Indian Buddhism, Strass1875, p. 309
L. DE LA VALLISE PoUSSIN.
burg, 1896, p. 61 f.
;

The chakravartin (sovereign king) is conscious when descendand
ing into the maternal womb then he becomes unconscious
The future pratyeka remains conscious in
is bom unconscious.
the womb. The bodhisattva at his last birth is born conscious.
;

LiTBRATORE.— I. MahdvyutpatU, Bibl. Buddhica, xiii. [PetroAnec. Oxon.,
grad, 1911] § 45 (p. 17); Dharma-Sanigraha,
Mahdvastu, ed. E.
Aryan series, ni. v. [Oxford, 1885] ii.
Senart, Paris, 1882, i. 301, iii. 271; Madhyamakantti, Bibl.

;

;

;

;

;

;
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American (H. B. Alexander), p.
Babylonian (S. Langdon), p. 159.
Buddhist (M. Anesaki), p. 166.
Chinese

(J.

Christian

—

Dyer

Theological

Ball),

(C. F.

(Introductory and Primitive).

—

—

—

to the latter those formulse which
contain a vocative (see W. H. R. Rivers, The
Todas, London, 1906, p. 272)—in the rudimentary
forms the underlyihg psychological elements are
hardly distinguishable. In performing a magical
act the performer often supplements the mimetic
action by indicating in a phrase or two what it is
that he wishes to be done.
The Australian black-fellow who works magic against his
enemy by pointing and stabbing with his spear says, Strike
Kill!' Herea simple command emphasizes the action. In another
and more complex example the Maidu medicine-man inflicts

by assigning

'

!

disease on the neighbouring villages by burning certain roots
'
Over
and blowing smoke towards them saying, Over there
Do not come back
To the other place
Not here
there
We are good. Make these people sick. Kill them ;
this way.
The Northern Maidu,'
(R. B. Dixon,
they are bad people
Bull. Am. Mm. Nat. Hist. xvii. pt. 3 [1905] 328 f.). In form
this is a direct command, but in spirit it differs hardly, if at all,
!

!

'

!

from supplication.

A

familiar process of magic is to work evil
against an enemy by performing a ceremony over
some part of the body, such as hair or a piece of
nail, or some object which has been in intimate
contact with the body, such as earth impressed

with a footprint. The ceremony
as a rule by some formula.

is

accompanied

Ailiasahasrika, Bibl. Indica (Calcutta, 1888), p. 379
dhyamakavrtti, p. 353 (a different opinion, p. 351).
1

;

'

:

It is

not earth

But the heart

—

'

p. 196.

B. Carter), p. 199.

The Maori priest was believed to be able to pray mother
and child to death by using the placenta in this way (G.
Bennett, Wanderings in Neiv South Wales, Batavia, etc.,
London, 1834, i. 128).
The relation between formula and ceremony is
shown in a Malay charm in which the nature and
meaning of the treatment of the soil from the
centre of a footprint were indicated by saying
'

or bad, are regarded as dangerous while the idea
of entreaty, though the ostensible influence in
determining the form, is largely coloured by a
desire to compel or command.
Genetically, prayer
is related to the spell or charm ; and it is frequently
a matter of difficulty to determine whether a particular formula should be assigned to one category
or to the other. Although the form of the address
may be of assistance some writers have endeavoured to distinguish between spell and prayer

!

(J.

'

I.

some force or power conceived as supernatural.
Apart from the modern usage of the term, which
connotes spiritual communion, it is usually understood to imply reverent entreaty. It must be said,
however, tliat in the primitive mind reverence is
usually obscured by fear all spirits, whether good

!

p. 182.

181.

Origin and development. In its simplest and
most primitive form prayer is the expression of a
desire, cast in the form of a request, to influence

—

Mair),

Teutonic (E. Welsford), p. 201.
Tibetan (L. A. Waddell), p. 202.

p. 177.

Egyptian (F. Ll. Griffith), p. 180.
Finns and Lapps (C. J. Billson), p.
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Roman

p. 171.

M. Woolley),

Liturgical (R.

158.

p. 170.

D'Arcy),

W.

(A.

Iranian (E. Lehmann), p. 186.
Jain (M. Stevenson), p. 187.
Japanese (M. Revon), p. 189.
Jewish (F. Pbrles), p. 191.
Mexican (L. Spence), p. 196.
Muhammadan (Th. W. Juynboll),

p. 154.

Ma-

thi*.t I

switch.

of So-and-so.'

But, while this instance merely illustrates the
desire to make clear the intention of the charm
(though it must be noted that it is an essential
part. in securing success), another charm from the
same part of the world illustrates by a curious
conjunction the primitive attitude of mind towards
the powers to whom these invocations are adin one of the ceremonies for bringing
dressed
sickness, injury, or death upon an enemy by the
mutilation or transfixing of a waxen image the
operator, in the course of his address to the spirit,
:

says

;

'

Lo,

I

am

burying the corpse of Somebody,

Do you assist
If

in killing

you do not make him

You

shall

him or making him sick
sick, if you do not kill him,
:

be a rebel against God,

A rebel against Muhammad,'
which

illustrates at once the request for help, the
idea of compulsion involved in the charm, and a
threat in case of non-compliance (W. W. Skeat,
Malay Magic, London, 1900, pp. 569, 571). In
some addresses to the dead, especially when the
fear of the dead, however well disposed, has been
much exaggerated by any peculiar or unusual
circumstance, magical ceremony, entreaty, and
command combine in much the same way.
The Oraons appear to regard the spirit of a woman who has
died in childbirth or while pregnant as specially malignant.
Not only is she buried with special precautions (the ankles are
broken and the body is laid face downward with the bones of a
but various invocations are addressed to her, such as,
donkey),
'
The roots
If you come back, may you turn into a donkey
'
of a palm-tree may be burned, while the mourners say,
May
when
the
leaves
of
the
home
palm-tree wither
oiily
you come
Religion and Customs of the Oraons,' Mem. As.
(P. Dehon,
Soc. Bengal, i. 9 [1906], p. 139).
'

!

'

I

'

On

Thonga formula at the
ceremony of collective fishing by the comtakes
which
munity,
place when the lakes are
tj'eba

the other hand, the
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seems to be passing, if it has not
already passed, into the category of prayer.
An offering is made by the descendant of an inhabitant of the

drj'ing up,

full sacramental
country, who, however, does not perform the
in placing part of the offering in the mouth
tsu, which consists
and then spitting it out, but merely spits without having placed
Let them
anything in his mouth, and says, Let fish abound
Let there be enough of them to satisfy
not hide in the mud
'

!

!

'

everyone

1

Notwithstanding the form of the address and the
circumstances of the ceremony, which give it a
magical turn, the stress laid ujion the ancestral
connexion seems to indicate a more definite direction of the supplication than would be expected in
an endeavour to compel a successful issue by magic
alone (H. A. Junod, Life of a S. African Tribe,
Neuchatel, 1912-13, ii. 70). Among the Veddas of
Ceylon many of the invocations which form a part
of the ceremonial dances by which the favour of
the spirits is secured are Sinhalese cliarms Avhich
are meaningless to them and as such are merely
the 'word of power.' But in form, whatever may
be the spirit in which the invocations as a whole
are used, whether merely as spells or as supplications -with full appreciation of their purpose and
meaning, they belong to the category of prayer.
This appears clearly in the following instance of
an invocation to the nae yaku, the spirits of the

dead
O father who went
:

come to this world. Come
the 'sambar deer, the spotted deer.
Come very quickly. Come qvjickly. My
Take
mother's people take the rice, take the rock honey, take the
betel leaf. To place the sambar, to place the spotted deer, come
very quickly (C. G. and B. Z. Seligmann, The Veddas, Cam'

to that world,

quickly to place

((for us)
this betel leaf.

'

bridge, 1911, p. 277).
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when everything goes smoothh
good health, a man does not trouble to pray
but does so only in times of danger or sickness.
If a ghost was troubling a family, offerings were made
and prayer was addressed to a stronger ghost to secure its
assistance. Prayer was offered to Musisi, the god of earthquake,
when he exhiljited his power Nagawonyi received offerings
when the women desired children (J. Roscoe, The liauanda,
London, 1911, pp. 286 f., 313 f.). The Fijian addressed a prayer
to his totem when he was in danger
e.g., a man-who capsized
at sea called on the shark-god, and a shark appeared and towed
him ashore (B. Thomson, The Fijians, London, 1908, p. 115).
It is said of

the liagaiida that,

and the family
or

make

is

in

offerings,

;

;

Illness,

when recognized

as caused by a spirit,
called for prayer,
responsible, or to a spirit

was another occasion which

either to the spirit
which possessed the power to heal.
Among the Kayans of Borneo the chant

of

the dayong

(medicine-man or -woman), before starting on the soul-hunt, is
essentially a prayer for assistance addressed to Laki Tenangan,
the supreme being of the universe, or in the case of a woman
to Doh Tenangan, his wife (C. Hose and W. .McDougall, The
Pagan Tribes oj Borneo, London, 1912, ii. 29 f.). The Thonga
medicine-man, before entering upon the treatment of a case of
one of
illness, prays to his ancestors, and in particular to that
them from whom he holds that his knowledge was acquired, to
The oblagive their blessing to his treatment (Junod, ii. 3<32).
tion which follows the circumcision ceremony performed on
the young men to secure the recovery of a Fijian chief is
accompanied by prayer to the ancestral spirita (Thomson,
p. 157).

—

Drought is a frequent occasion especially in
Africa for prayer in connexion with rain-making
ceremonies, as, e.g., among the N'yanga and
N'goni tribes, when the chief at the head of the
whole community offers up prayers as a part of a
propitiatory ceremony addressed to his predecessors
and ancestors. Every village has its prayer-tree,
usually a fig, standing in the open space, under
which sacrifices are ottered (A. Werner, Natives of
British Central Africa, London, 1906, pp. 51,

—

Notwithstanding the change in mental attitude
involved by the transition from spell to prayer,
53, 62f.).
there is always a tendency for the latter to retain
remarkable development of the theory of
or to revert to the character of the former. The divine
punishment which bears upon the efficacy
of
control
idea
to
the
primitive mind clings firmly
of prayer as a remedial measure in case of drought
iiame
of
the
use
involved
is
which
over power
by
is recorded among the Torajas of Central Celebes.
or formula.
Among the Todas, with whom ritual
Divine displeasure in cases of incest is marked by torrential
has almost overwhelmed religion, prayers are falls of rain. In cases ol prolonged drought they simulate
sow are killed and
divided into two portions, of which the petition incest among their animals. A cock and a The
headman then
laid side by side in an intimate embrace.
or prayer proper forms the second. The first part
on us,
prays, O gods above and gods below, if you have pity
consists almost entirely of names known as kwar- and will that we eat this year, give rain. If you will not give
an
in
intimate
zam it is made up of a number of clauses, each rain, well we have here buried a cock and a sow storms
(A. C.
embrace,' i.e. show your displeasure by sending
consisting of the name of an object of reverence
ii. 113).
Kruijt, quoted in GB^, pt i.. The Magic Art,
followed by idith, for the sake of.' Much care is
Another occasion when the assistaiice of supertaken that this part of the prayer should not be
powers may be sought is in divination.
overheard it is muttered in the throat. It has human
The Baganda leather-thrower, when consulted in a case of
been conjectured that the kwarzam was originally sickness,
or the Thonga diviner, when consulting his bones,
a form of supplication to the gods with which usually offered up a prayer to the god or to the ancestors
339 Junod, ii. 363).
obThe
included.
to
be
p.
come
(Roscoe,
have
other words
of reverence named are of various kinds,
Although it cannot be said that among the more
jects
there is
including the names of gods, buff'aloes, villages, primitive races, with certain exceptions,
As in other cases
dairies, and parts thereof.
any conception of prayer as anything more than a
which there is a call in the hour of need and as occasion arises,
e.g., the Vedda prayers, for
referred to there is an approximation to the idea of an organspecial vocabulary these things are
not by their ordinary names, but by special names ized ritual in the constant but irregularly recurring
This formalization of crises in which it is thought desirable to petition
(Rivers, pp. 216, 229).
or protection.
prayer which assimilates it to a spell can be the spirits or deities for benefit
One of these is death or burial— a time when evil influences
paralleled from the Avesta, in which the concepare brought more intimately into touch
and
are
most
potent
tion of the magical power of prayer is such that the
with human life. Among the Igorots after a death an old man
mere repetition of the words, if correct, is sufficient relates the story of the first man and woman after the flood.
that
should
for efficacy, and it is commanded
Cabunian taught them to bury the dead, and, after burj'ing the
they
and offerings so that
be repeated as a sort of preservative at fixed dead, he said, You should make prayers
may not be affected by any kind of disease (A. Robertson,
hours of the day (W. Geiger, Civilization of the you
The Igorots of Lepanto,' Philippine Joum. Science, sect. D. 9
Eastern Iranians in Ancient Times, Eng. tr., Lon- [Manila, 1914), p. 514). Among the Bathonga a burial, a cereis indicated by the
don, 1885-86, i. 71) a use of 'vain repetition as mony of which the traditional solemnity
one
assigned the uterine nephew, was
the heathen do' which finds expression in an ex- exceptional prominence
which
of the important occasions in the family ceremonial in
treme form in the employment of the Buddhist prayer was offered. Another was a marriage, when the father
union.
of the bride prayed the gods to give children to the
prayer-wheel (q.v.).
It When a man departed on a journey, the medicine-man prepared
2. Occasions on which prayer is offered.
on him, and prayed for his protection (Junod, ii.
spat
drugs,
follows from the close genetic relationship between
ol
In the Philippines the native tribes spend a great part
362).
make feasts.
their time in coUecting animals with which to
spell, or charm, and prayer that the latter, when
to secure their
order
in
feasts
these
to
invited
are
The
first it begins to modify its magical character of
spirits
favour. Thev precede almost every action of any importance,
and
compulsion and to take on the character of an such as the first
hair-cutting of a son, harvest, irrigation
for
is
appeal
assistance,
employed intermittently other work connected with the crops and, inevitably, are part
to

A

'

;

'

;

;

—

—

'

'

'

—

—

only.

of the treatment of disease.

In a feast preceding a journey
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make a purchase a man will invite the attendance of certain
asking them to put it in the mind of whomsoever he

spirits,

may buy from
Harvest

to sell the animal cheap (R. F. Barton, 'The
Feast of the Kiangan Ifugao,' Philippine. Joum.

Science, sect. D. 6 [1911], p. 83). Among the Igorots the feasts,
whether made for a particular object or with the general aim of
securing spiritual assistance, are not only the occasions for a
petition ; the reply is also forthcoming, being furnished by an
examination of the liver of the victim (Robertson, p. 472 f.)Among hunting tribes with strongly developed animistic ideas
it was usual to address some form of prayer to their prey by
way of propitiation, either before or after its death (see Hunting
AMD Fishing). The hunter of N. America sometimes thanked
the animal for allowing itself to be killed (C. HUl-Tout, British
N. America, i. The Far West, London, 1907, p. 168). This
practice was also extended to the vegetable kingdom, and
prayer to vegetation-spirits formed a part of the numerous
firstfruit ceremonies which were a prominent feature in the
culture of the American Indian. Before young people ate the
first raspberry-shoots of the new season they addressed the
plant and asked for its favour. Further, in both the raspberryshoot ceremony and the salmon ceremony of the tribes of the
north-west, ceremonies which inaugurated the new season's
replenishment of the stock of food, the prayer offered by the
medicine-man to the spirits of the raspberry or the salmon was
an essential element in the ceremony (ib. pp. 168 f., 171 f.).
Agricultural ceremonies of all descriptions, and especially those
connected with sowing and the harvest, have had a marked
influence in the development of regularity in the occasions for
At the time of sowing the Iroquois prayed to the
prayer.
thunder-spirit and at harvest they thanked him for the gift of
rain (GB^, pt. i., The ilagic Art, ii. 369). In the Malay Peninsula every one who is to take part in the rice cultivation must
'
bring to the mosque half a quart of grain (for mother seed ') in
order that prayers may be read over it. When they are finished,
every man goes to the rice-field, if possible on the same day, to
begin to plough the nursery plot, and at the various stages of
cultivation in the course of the ceremonies appropriate to each
e.g., in the sowing and in the ceremonial reaping by the
are repeated. In the case of the
pawang charms or prayers
ceremonial reaping the ' ten prayers," which are in effect a petition for daily bread never to be lacking on earth or in heaven,
have to be repeated in one breath (Skeat, p. 240). If there was

—

—

danger that the crop might fail from drought or from other
causes, offerings were made and magical ceremonies performed
which were sometimes accompanied by prayers. The two
elements are combined in a rain-making ceremony in Angoniland when the people repair to the rain-temple and the leader
pours beer into a pot, which is buried in the ground, and prays
'Master Chauta, you have hardened your heart towards us,
what would .vou have us do? We must perish indeed. Give
your children the rains, there is the beer we have given you.'
On their return they find a pot of water set at a doorway by an
old woman, in which they dip branches and scatter the water
aloft (R. S. Rattray, Some Folk Stories and Songs in Chinyanja,
London, 1907, p. 118). At the harvest feast of the Kiangan
Ifugao prayers were addressed to every class of spirit in whose
control lay any kind of influence, for good or ill, on the crop
spirits that make men remember and forget, earth-gods, skygods, the spirits that control locusts, wind, rain, and drought.
The earth- and sky-gods, who are especially concerned with the
growth of plants, are asked to 'speed the harvesters, make the
rice grains numerous as the sands, increase the rice (Barton,
One of the Igorot feasts was given by a man once
p. 89 f.).
every four or five years. To this feast he summoned all the rich
men of the neighbouring towns and all the poor of his own. It
was accompanied by a dance and a petition was oflfered up for
favour to be shown to the host. The petitioners prayed to the
anitos (spirits) and the souls of their dead ancestors not to
destroy his plants and not to kill his animals, so that he might

—

'

be able to use these animals to give another feast for the anilos
(Robertson, p. 513). In the peculiar and exceptional nanga
rites of Fiji prayers to the ancestors formed part of the
ceremony ; these rites also appear from the character of the

offerings to have been in certain of their aspects a firstfruit

3eremony (Thomson,

p. 155).

In a few cases peoples of a primitive type have
advanced beyond this conception of prayer as
intermittent and have incorporated it as a regular
function in their life.

Among

the Todas, e.g., prayer both morning and evening is a
regular part of the ceremonial of the ti dairies, while at the
village dairies it is offeree} in the evening only. Each village
has its own prayer, which is used in all the dairies of the village
(Rivers, p. 213). Among the Masai and peoples of related
culture, such as the Gallas, Nandi, and Suk, prayers form a
regular part of their life. Not only are they offered on special
occasions, such as the appearance of the new moon, a raid
(when the warriors after victory give thanks and pray for safe
return to their homes, while the women and girls who have
been left behind also pray for their safety), the building of a
house, etc., but the Nandi, e.g., believe that the deity takes an
intimate interest in all affairs of their life and pray to him
regularly. Among the Masai the women offer up prayer twice
a day, while the men pray wth regularity, thouirh' less frequently (O. Eliot, in A. C. HoUis, The Masai, Oxford, 1905, p.
'
xix, and The Nandi^ do. 1909, p. xix f. ; K. R. Dundas, Notes
on the Tribes inhabiting the Baringo District, E. Africa Protectorate,'

JRAI xl.

[1910] 61).

must be admitted, however, that these cases
exceptional and that, generally speaking,
prayer is a refuge in time of crisis for purposes of
protection or propitiation. The primitive attitude
in its crudest form is perhaps best indicated
by the
Solomon Islands belief that prayer is not available
for all and sundry, but, to be acceptable to the
power, ghost, or spirit addressed, it should be in a
regular form of words known only to the person
who has access to the power (R. W. Williamson,
It

are

The Ways of

the South Sea Savage, London, 1914,
belief is not universally held in the
Solomon Islands natural calls for help are made
in time of danger or distress but in so far as it is
held it places prayer on a level with the esoteric
magic of the medicine-man, from which the
p. 73).

The

—

ordinary individual

Powers

—

is

debarred.

whom

prayer is addressed.— It
would be impossible to give here a complete
account of the powers, spirits, deities, whatever
3.

to

to whom prayers are addressed.
be sufficient to indicate briefly the general

may be called,

they

It will

principles upon which the primitive jiiind works in
turning to higher powers for assistance. Prayer
has been defined as the address of personal spirit
to personal spirit' (PC* ii. 364).
This definition,
however, at any rate in regard to the lower culture,
by specifying terms of personality, appears to
apply too precise a conception to what is in all
probability a somewhat vague attitude of mind.
The Australian black-fellow's phrase, ' Strike !
Kill
is perfectly definite in its intention of
producing a result by setting certain forces into
operation, but the attention is focused on power
rather than personality, whether that of the
speaker or that of something external to himself.
Prayer, in fact, develops through the conception
of powers, or, as some would prefer to call it, using
'

'

!

the Melanesian term, mana, rather than by an
increasingly precise attribution of personality to
the supernormal, a factor which comes into prominence only at a later stage. This is not necessarily inconsistent with the view that bases prayer
on the analogy of human intercourse ; for, while
the form of spell and prayer may well be modelled
on command and entreaty, the idea of the relative
strength of the powers at the command of ditterent
individuals is perfectly familiar to primitive exThe regular method of combating magic
perience.
is to control a stronger magic.
The Creek shamans held contests to determine their superiority, and among the Shushwap, if two shamans with equally
powerful spirits tried to bewitch on©/another, both died, one
'
shortly after the other (G. Speck, The Creek Indians of Taskigi
Town,' Mem. Amer. Anthrop. Assoc, ii. [1903] 74 J. Teit, 'The
Shushwap," Jesup N. Pacific Exped. ii. 7 [1909], p. 613).
;

Failure to compel by magical ceremony a power
adequate to the purpose would lead naturally to
an attempt to secure the services of greater powers
either
or
through the expert the medicine-man
'
by propitiation and entreaty.
In Uganda, when a ghost troubles a family, prayers and
offerings are made to a stronger ghost to secure its assistance

—

—

(Roscoe, p. 286).

The extent

to

human
ordinary man
to the

which such powers are attributed
individual and the relation of the
to a person endowed with these

powers differ in degree and not in kind from the
relation to the superhuman spirit world. This in
some cases leads to a form of address which to all
intents and purposes is a prayer.
It is recorded that the natives of Brazil, when they went to
meet the medicine-man, prostrated themselves on the ground
before him and said, Grant that I be not ill, that I do not die,
neither I nor my children (GB^, pt i.. The Ma^ic Art, i. 358).
It must not be assumed that all objects of
veneration, or of fear and awe, are addressed in
Indeed, of some primitive races who
prayer.
recognize the existence of spirits it is not recorded
that they made any use of prayer. Further, when
'

"
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lower forms of religion the existence of a
supreme spirit is recognized, tliis spirit is usually
looked upon as otiose, propitiatory oU'erings and
prayer being made to the lower spirits, who, if not
actually regarded as more powerful, are held to he
more actively concerned in human affairs. Even
when this extreme view is not taken, the supreme
being is often approached by intercession rather
in the

than directly.
Among the Philippine

whom

tribes to
reference has been
praj-er is offered to the anitos and ancestral spirits
in order that they may intercede with the batala, the supreme
being (Robertson, pp. 472, quoting Loarca [c. 1580), 514, etc.).
The Kayans, though addressing the godn by name in terms of
praise and supplication, appear to believe that the prayers
are transmitted to them by the souls of domestic pigs and
fowls.
One of these animals is alw.ays killed and charged to

made above

carry the message to the gods. Also a fire is always at hand,
the ascending smoke of which seems to establish communication
with the god. Oding Lahang, who is regarded by the Kayans
as a deified chief, is also invoked for his mtercession with I.aki
Tenangan(Hose and McDougall, ii. 6fir.). On the other hand,
the Masai group (using the term in the extended sense to cover
all the peoples
Suk, Nandi, etc. of related culture in N.E.
Africa), whose exceptional position in the matter of prayer has
already been noted, frequently pray to the supreme deity, the
sky-god; e.g., the Masai women after childbirth pray for
children to the god who thunders and rains, the old men pray
for rain to the
black god,' i.e. the god of the rain-cloud.
This god is Engai, 'who is prayed to and hears' (Hollis,
345
f., xix).
Among the Galla the supreme deity to
Masai, pp.
whom prayer is addressed daily is Wak among the Nandi Asis,
the supreme deity, is supposed to take a friendly interest in
the details of their daily life, and at such events as, e.g., the
The potter, when
building- of a house prayer is offered.
baking pots, praj'S, God give us strengtli, let us bake them so
that men may like them.' It is interesting to note, however,
that the medicine-men, who are Masai, pray to their ancestors
and not to the Masai Engai (Hollis, Nandi, p. xx f.). Among
the gods and spirits summoned to the harvest feast of the
Ifugao are the earth- and sky-gods, while the conception which
underlies the Iroquois prayer to the thunder-spirit at sowing
time and the thanksgiving at harvest is evidently an analogous
appeal to the controlling powers of natural phenomena.

—

—

'

;

'

Natural objects, or rather the indwelling spirits,
are not infrequently addressed in prayer.
When a Masai sees a new moon, he throws a twig or stone at
Give me long life,' or Give me strength,' and a
it, saying,
pregnant woman will make an offering of milk and saj-,
'Moon, give me my child safely (Hollis, Masai, p. 274). The
Nandi also pray to the new moon (HolUs, Nandi, loc. cit.). In
the Kei Islands, when the warriors have gone on an expedition,
the women bring baskets containing stones and fruit, which
they anoint and place on a board murmuring, 'O Lord, Sun,
Moon, let the bullets rebound from our husbands, brothers,
betrothed and other relations just as the raindrops rebound
'

'

'

from these objects which are smeared with oil (C. M. Pleyte,
Ethnog. Beschr. der Kei Eilanden,' Tijd. van het Ned. Aard.
The Baganda, before crossing
Genootsch. ii. x. [1893] 805).
any river, take a few coffee-berries and, after asking the
spirit for a safe passage, throw them into the water (Roscoe,
'

'

p. 319).

The magical element in prayer requires that
the powers addressed should be adequate to carry
out the request of the petitioner.
The Ifugao

of the township of Cayan in cases of sickness
old woman, a baylan (priestess), who makes an
if the prayer has been offered
;
offering
to the right anito, the patient recovers but, if not, another
summoned
and
a
fresh
is
priestess
offering is made to another
anito, and so on until the right one is found.

summon an

and prays to the anito

;

This principle is still more clearly indicated when
departmental spirits and deities are recognized.
In Uganda, e.g., there are four principal classes of objects of
veneration the fetishes which, though made by man in many
cases, possess ghosts and hear and answer supplications
national gods whose duty is the protection of the king and the
State ; ghosts ; and amulets.
Appeals are addressed to the
high gods on special occasions. To Mukasa, the great god, the
king sent an annual offering, when a special appeal was made
for the prosperity of the crops ; Musisi, the fatlier of Mukasa,
was responsible for earthquakes, and, when an earthquake
occurred, he was asked to keep quiet ; Nagawonyi, the goddess
of hunger, was addressed in times of famine ; Mbale was
resorted to by women who desired children ; Nagadya interceded with the other gods when rain was required, and so
forth (Roscoe, pp. 273, 298, 313 ff.).
:

;

The reverence for the ghost which forms part of
the Baganda religion is one phase of the cult of
the dead, which in various forms is wide-spread
among primitive peoples. The offerings made to
the dead either to secure their influence or to ward
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off anj' harm that they might do are
usually
accompanied by some form of address.
In Central Africa among the Taos the spirit of any deceased
person, with the exception of wizards and witches, is regarded
as an object of homage. In the prayers for the community on
such occasions, e.g., as a petition for rain, the chief addresses
his immediate predecessor as the fei)resentative of all who have
lived in the village in past times and the whole line of his
ancestors, and the individual may approach his dead relatives
in the same way on his own behalf (Werner, p. 49).
In the
prayers of the Igorots the ancestors are invoked side by side
with the anitos (Robertson, loc. cit.). The Bathonga, as has been
mentioned above, pray to their ancestors. The medicine-man,
in praying for the sick, will call on the god who caused the
illness, asking him to bring with him all the gods who have
helped, or he may call his own father, asking him to bring his
grandfather and so on until all his ancestors, including collaOn the other hand, the priest, if
terals, have been named.
praying for the country as a whole, will begin with the
remotest ance.stor and name the successors in order until he
An exception is found in the Maluleke
rea<-he8 his father.
district, where at the cooking of the new yams an offering and
are
to
the
made
prayer
spirits of the Ba-Nyai (a people conquered by the Maluleke) as the original owners of the land
ii.
The
Vedda invocations are also addressed
(Junod,
363, 307).
to the spirits of the dead
departmental spirits are invoked
for success in hunting, in honey -gathering, and in getting
food supply (Seligiiiann, pp. 133, 166, '272 f.); but the myths
which attach to these spirits would suggest that they are a
development of the cult of the dead, sijirits which in course
of time have become individualized as heroic figures.
;

—

The
4. Persons by whom prayer is offered.
development of prayer is closely connected with
the growth of a specialized class of priests.
Although it is the case that at all stages of
development prayers are ottered by individuals on
their own behalf, there are two influences which
tend to confine the ceremony, or the principal part
in the ceremony, to a particular class.
One is the
special knowledge of the requirements and powers
of the spirit whose aid is to be invoked a knowledge or the special magic for the occasion and

—

the other

is

the

communal

—

interest of the occasion

on which prayer is offered.
(1) An example of the

first, of frequent and
wide-spread occurrence, is to be found in the
treatment of disease, where, the specialist the
medicine-man having been called in, it is naturally a part of his function that he should utter
the invocations, if any should form part of the
ceremonies of which his treatment consists.
Instances have already been mentioned
e.g.,
among the Igorots, where, if one medicine-woman
fails, another must be consulted until the spirit
who can deal with the case has been found. On
the analogy of other cases it might be assumed
that in this case knowledge of the right formula is
necessary to success, just as it is believed in the
Solomon Islands that those who otter prayer must
know the form of words acceptable to the power

—

—

—

addressed.
In the Ifugao harvest feast, the prayers are uttered by the
old men, who alone know the words which should be uttered,
while the younger men act as acolytes (Barton, p. 83).
is not an isolated
instance, but it states
explicitly a reason which may be held to account
for the form of solo and chorus often followed in

This

offering prayer.
(2) It IS probable that the second influence has
grown out of the first, and that magical power or
knowledge is the basis of the union of temporal
and spiritual which makes the chief the spokesman
of the community in those invocations which seek
the benefit of the whole community.
In such a ceremony as that of the Central African Anjanga,
which the chief utters prayers while alone in a small hut,
while the people outside chant accompaniments and clap their
hands (Werner, p. 63), the chief as rain-maker has become the
chief as priest. In Fiji, where the oflSces of chief and priest were
combined, the tribal gods could be approached only through
the priests. In Uganda the national gods were approached
through the intermediacy of their priests ; at the sacrifice
offered at the building of a temple to the god Mukasa it waa
the chief priest who prayed the god to accept the blood and
but the
food
grant an increase of cattle, children, and
with the
rebuilding of the temple could be undertaken only
consent of the king ; and it was the king who sent offerings
in

;
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(American)
children of the Pawnees
{Life, Letters and
Travels of Father Pierre-Jean de Smet, 4 vols.. New York,
1905, i. 284 f.).
'

annuallj' to secure prosperity of the crops (Roscoe, pp. 292,
In this instance, although the offices of king and priest
294).
are fully differentiated, there is a special and significant relation
between the king and national religion and prosperity.

women and

the otlier hand, the duty of acting as the
fall entirely
representative of the community may
on the medicine-man.
In the ceremonial dances of the Veddas the leader who

Christians

On

and takes the chief part is invariably a
shaman (Seligmann, loc. cit.), and in the firstfruit ceremonies
of N. America the shaman utters the prayer, while the members
of the community stand round in a circle. In Toda ritual,

Yet de Smet could

The position of a father or head of a family is analogous.
the
Among the Bathonga in all ceremonies connected with
of the
family on which prayers are offered this is the duty
father (Junod,

ii.

362).

—

In the preceding analysis of
Conclusion.
prayer in its development from the spell to an
invocation addressed to high gods or to the
supreme deity there is one characteristic in which
it difiers fundamentally from the conception of
the higher religions, viz. that prayer is an entering
the benefit for
into communion with the deity
which petition is made is material and not
spiritual, and the etliicai note is^aTmost entirely
absent. The epithets 'good' and 'bad' in the
prayer of the Maidu medicine-men to the spirits
of disease have a tribal rather than an ethical
In fact, in the lower culture there is
significance.
expressed nejtjier a desire for moral goodness nor
a request for forgiveness for moral sin. On the
other hand, an Aztec prayer for the ruler recognizes the ethical principle in the words
Make him, Lord, as your true image, and permit him not to
5.

:

:

'

be proud and haughty in your throne and court ; but vouchsafe, Lord, that he may calmly and carefully rule and govern
them whom he has in charge' (Sahagun, quoted in PC'*, ii.
373).

—

LiTERATURB. L. R. Fafnell, The Evolution of Religion,
London, 1905 GB3, pt. i., The Magic Art, London, 1911 PC*,
;

;

do. 1903,

ii.
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(American). Any ritual observance
designed to bring man into nearer relation with
the unseen powers of nature is prayer. In this
broad sense prayer includes not merely the spoken
or chanted word, but also dramatic and symbolic
ceremonies, and above all, for the American
Indian, the dances in Avhich most of his cults
Such ritual prayer has elsewhere been
centre.
discussed (see esp. COMMUNION WITH Deity
[American], Music [American], Secret Societies
[American]). But, in a narrower and perhaps finer
sense, prayer signifies a personal and intimate expression, non- ritualistic in spirit and commonly in
form. The degree in which the native American
could possess and consciously prize such expression
may appropriately be indicated here.
Half magical spell, half articulation of desperate
need, are the crude utterances of the Montagnais
which so shocked Le Jeune
'

'

:

'

Their religion, or rather their superstition, consists besides in
rrwn Dieu ! what prayers they make
In the
praying but,
morning, when the little children come out from their cabins,
"
they shout, "Come, Porcupines come. Beavers come. Elk
and this is all of their prayers (R. G. Thwaites, Jesxiit Rela!

;

;

;

;

'

Three centuries later another Jesuit says of the
Kansas Indians a thousand miles away
:

The religious sentiment is deeplj' implanted in their souls.
.
They never take the calumet, without first rendering
some homage to the Great Spirit. In the midst of their
infuriate passions they address to him certain prayers, and even
in assassinating a defenseless child, or a woman, they invoke the
Master of Life. To be enabled to take many a scalp from their
enemies, or to rob them of many horses, becomes the object of
tlieir most fervid prayers, to which they sometimes add fasts,
macerations and sacrifices. What did they not do last spring,
to render the heavens propitious? And for what? To obtam
'

.

.

the power, in the absence of their warriors, to massacre

" Ecce

Homo"

and a statue

of

our Lady of the Seven Dolours ... we beheld an affecting
illustration of the beautiful thought of Tertullian, that the soul
of

man

naturally Christian

is

'

(fb.

i.

285

f.).

So Kagueneau had said of the Hurons (1647-48)

:

'Though they were barbarians, there remained in their
hearts a secret idea of the Divinity and of a first Principle, the
author of all things, whom they invoked without knowing
him. In the forests and during the chase, on the waters and
when in danger of shipwreck, they name him Airsekouy
Soutanditenr, and call him to their aid. In war, and in the
midst of their battles, they give him the name of Ondoutaet4
and belie\e that he alone awards the victory. Very frequently,
they address themselves to the Sky, paying it homage and
they call upon the Sun to be witness of their courage, of their
;

misery, or of their innocence. But, above all, in the treaties of
peace and alliance with foreign nations they invoke, as witnesses of their sincerity, the Sun and the Sky, which see into
the depths of their hearts, and will wreak vengeance on the
treachery of those who betray their trust and do not keep
their word. So true is what Tertullian said of the most infidel
nations, that nature in the midst of perils makes them speak
with a Christian voice, exclamant vocem naturaliter Christianam,—and have recourse to a God 'whom they invoke almost
without knowing him, Ignoto Deo (Thwaites, xxxiii. [Lower
Canada, Abenakis, 1650-51] 226).

—
—

Perhaps more impartial and certainly not less
sympathetic accounts of the Indian's attitude
towards prayer have come from modern students ;
and among these none is more illuminating than
Alice C. Fletcher's account of the initiation of the
Omaha youth to the spiritual life
:

'The

rite

known by

[is]

name

the

word

of

The

Nonzhinzhon.

it here
implies that during the rite the person stands as if oblivious of
the outward world and conscious only of what transpires
The rite takes place at
within himself, his own mind.'
puberty, when the mind of the child has 'become white.'
When" the youth is at the verge of his conscious individual
" old
life, is
enough to know sorrow," it was considered time
that through the rite Nonzhinzhon he should enter into
personal relations with the mysterious power that permeates
and controls all nature as well as his own existence.' The
'
The people felt themhistory of the rite is given in a legend
selves weak and poor. Then the old men gathered together
"
and said
Let us make our children cry to Wakonda that he
may give us strength." So all the parents took their children
who were old enough to pray in earnest, put soft clay on their
faces, and sent them forth to lonely places. The old men said
to the youths : "You shall go forth to cry to Wakonda. When
on the hills you shall not ask for any particular thing. The
answer may not come to you as you expect whatever is good,
that may Wakonda give." Four days upon the hills shall the

literal

meaning

of the

"to stand sleeping";

is

'

:

;

youths;pray crying. When they stop, they shall wipe their tears
with the palms of their hands and lift their wet hands to the
sky, then lay them to the earth. This was the people's first
[1911], p. 128 f.).
appeal to Wakonda' (27
,

RBEW

The youth could repeat this rit? from time to time
until he came to maiTy theif, unless he were a
The Omaha recognized
priest, he gave it up.
other poAvers besides Wakonda, as the Earth,
;

the Sky, the Sun, the Moon, but personal prayers
were addressed directly to this higher power,
penetrating them all.

A man would

take a pipe and go alone to the hills there he
silently offer smoke and utter the call, Wakcmda ho !,
the moving cause, the purport of his prayer, would
.
Women did not use the
remain unexpressed in words.
pipe when praying their appeals were made directly, \^^thout
any intermediary (ib. p. 599).
'

;

would
wliile

.

.

;

'

From
fugitive

the illustrations given (and they are only

examples from

Avide

materials)

it

is

obvious that the American Indians have two kinds
of prayer (1) spells and oaths and pleas addressed
to the lesser, the environmental, powers of nature,
expressed in a magical or hortatory mood and (2)
true spiritual supplications directed to a power
variou.sly interpreted as the Great Spirit, the
Father
Master of Life, the Heavenly Father.
J.
is a frequent epithet in their invocations.
Mooney says of the Arapaho niqa or aniqu that
is a term of reverential affection, about equivait
the
lent to "our father" in the Lord's prayer
is quite different
father
ordinary word for
:

tions, Cleveland, 1896-1901, vi. [Quebec, 1633-3/,] 203).

—

:

:

—

PRAYER

find in these people 'natural

'

'When we showed them an

utters the invocation

the
although the individual may pray for his private ends,
the chief
prayers upon which the prosperity of the dairy,
matter of tribal concern, depends are part of the duties of the
priests or keepers of the dairy (Rivers, p. 229).

!

all

the

;

'

'

'

;

'

'

{URBEW

[1896],

pt.

ii.

p.

966).

Again

it

is

PRAYER

Mooney who says of one of the most pathetic of
the Arapaho prayer-songs—' sung to a plaintive
tune, sometimes with tears rolling down the cheeks
that it may be considered the Indian paraphrase
of the Lord's prayer

May one utter petition unto thee.
May one utter mtercession unto thee.
Oh heart be reconciled, oh heart repose.' 1

'

—

'

'

:

'

Father, have pity upon me
I am weeping from hunger
There is nothiuir here to satisfy me'
!

;

LiTBRATURB.

—See under artt. referred

(t«. p. 977).

lo.

H. B. Alexander.
PRAYER (Babylonian).— Prayer in theSumeroconBabylonian religion was almost exclusively

the private cults, or services for individuals, and the types of nrayer wliich these peoples
evolved maybe classifiea in two distinct groups.
These two types of prayer designed for the rituals
of atonement for individuals are distinguished by
their origin and usage.
(1) The public liturgies
tended to develop a liturgical type of prayer as the
last melody or recessional of the song service, and
these final passages of the liturgies were adapted
for private penance.
Prayers of this type are
always liturgical in character, metrical in form,
and disconnected with eveiy form of magic. (2)
On the other hand, a type of prayer was evolved in
connexion with the magic rituals of atonement,
and formed part of those mysterious and involved
rituals.
They are free from liturgical formality
and usually inspired with great individuality and
Inasmuch as the liturgical
spiritual sentiment.
type of private prayer was the direct offspring of
the public liturgies, we shall introduce their disforms of public prayers
cussion
by describing the
which ended the Babylonian liturgies.'
recessional of the public liturgies.—
I. The
When the Sumerian liturgists of the 24th to the
21st centuries B.C. finally succeeded in the completion of the long and intricate public services,
they introduced a new musical and liturgical
motive to end the service. These epilogues or
recessionals ditier both in literary composition and
in musical accompaniment from the various pasof the service.
sages which compose the main body
*
They were known as er-Sem-ma to the Sumerian
The
liturgists, i.e. 'a song sung to the flute.'
to

fined

choir appears to have been accompanied through
the many choral passages of these public services

lyre, drum, and cymbals, but in the final
passage the instruments were changed to the
In the ancient
flute for the prayer of intercession.
liturgies as well as in the main body of the completed products of the Isin period the element of
prayer or intercession was not prominent. But
these long and intricate services of the Isin period
were completed by attaching the intercessions at
the end, for the need of prayer pressed itself
increasingly upon the religious consciousness of
mankind. These intercessions were at first of a
purely public character and in harmony with the
The
communal nature of the whole liturgy.
following extracts from the recessional prayer at
the end of an Enlil liturgy will serve as an example
of these public intercessions at the origin of their
use
Oh heart repent, repent oh heart repose, repose.
Oh heart of Anu repent, repent.
Oh heart of Enlil repent, repent.

by the

:

'

;

"Oh heart

of the lord repose," let

be spoken unto thee.

Unto thy city hasten in glory like the sun.
Unto Nippur hasten in glory like the sun.

Thy city Nippur be rebuilt.
Thy temple Ekur in Nippur be

159

(Babylonian)

rebuilt.

1 The
Babylonian liturgies, which are numerous and fundamental to the discussion of Babylonian religion, are treated as
a supplement to this article (below, §§ 13-18).
2 The Semitic
rendering of this term is still unknown.
Reisner has suggested takribti J}alballati, and this has been
adopted by Jensen, but the evidence is not satisfactory.

These Sumerian public services were employed
without an interlinear translation by the Semites
before 2000 B.C., but at some unknown point in
the middle period of the history of Babylonia and
Assyria the Semitic liturgists edited these texts
with a Semitic version. They continued, however,
to the very end of Babylonian civilization, as lat€
as the last century before our era, to conduct the
liturgies in Sumerian.
2. Rise of the penitential prayers.
Gradually
the intercessions of these public services became
more individualistic in thought and expression.
In due time arose the beautiful responsive intercessions at the end of the liturgies, where the people
and choir no longer voice the appeal of the city
and nation, but represent themselves as penitents
pleading for mercy before the deity to whom they
had sung a long series of litanies. With the intercessional er-^em-7n« of the Sumerian liturgy, quoted
above, compare the following epilogue said at the
end of a late liturgy to Marduk

—

:

Choir

'Oh

:

lord, not wilt

thou reject me, not, oh lord, wilt thou

reject me.
lord, divine ram of heaven and earth, not wilt thou
reject me.
Oh lord Marduk, not wilt thou reject me.'

Oh

Priest :
'
He that renders petition

am

One
One

of prayer
I,
of intercession

Choir
'

A

am I, thou wilt not reject me.
thou wilt not reject me.
I, thou wilt not reject me.'

am

:

who has begotten I am, thou wilt not reject me.
repose, thou wilt not reject me.
long, oh lord of righteousness? thou wilt not reject

father

Oh soon

How

me.'
Priest
'

:

" Turn
thy neck unto him
"

in faithfulness," I will say to thee.

May thy heart repose," I wrill say to thee.
Mav thy soul repose," I will say to thee.
Thy "heart like the heart of a child-bearing mother may
"

return to

its

place.

As a child-bearing mother,

may

it

aa a begetting father, to

its

place

return. '2

We have here a

fully developed penitential prayer
of the liturgical type, the new element of responses
between priest and choir being introduced. The
influence of the private confessional is obvious,
and this pftblic intercession was probably employed
So arose under
in the service of the confe-ssionals.
the influence of the public recessional the prayers
of private penance .said in secret with a priest in
the seclusion of the temple cloisters and chapels.
These penitential prayers were said in Sumerian,
but are always provided with an interlinear trans-

more important lines.^ They were
apparently unknown to the Sumerians the pure
Sumerian prayers of that type were probably composed by Semites. They are the direct ottspring
of the er-Sem-ma, but, when employed for private
penance, they were known as er-Sag-tug-nuil, weeping that appeases the heart.'*
It is obvious that
3. The er-§ag-tue:-mal.—
prayers of such formal character, said in the sacred
language not understood by laymen and requiring
intonation, could not become popular. The ordinary
lation for the

;

'

of the liturgy to Enlil in H. ZimKultlieder aus altbabylonischer Zeit, no. 12,
restored by the present writer from a Philadelphia text in his
Lititrgical Texts from Nippur.
2 The er-iem-ma of en-zu sd-mar-mar liturgy in S. Langdon,
Babylonian Liturgies, pp. 114-123.
trans3 Pure Sumerian
penitential prayers without Semitic
lations were in use, as is proved bv the fragment of one of this
=
and
no.
K.
11874
B4,
t\'pe in Langdon, Bab. Liturgies,
C. D. Grav, The Shamash Religious Texts, Chicago, 1901, pi.
Texts,
Sumerian
also
Liturgical
xiii. K. 4795.
See
Langdon,
p. 118 (a penitential psalm to the god Amurru).
of
4 The Semitic
rendering was probably Hgrl, the p':??
Hebrew poetrv. This identification is based upon a compari1

Taken from the epilogue

mem, Sumerische

son of

iv.

Raw-1.2 54, no. 2, lines 14 and 21, HgH, with xb.
and rev. 19, er-iag-tug-mal.

er-iag-tug-mMl,

Une

17,

PRAYER
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Babylonian and Assyrian prefen-ed the services
of the magic cults, where he said his prayers
in Semitic.
Consequently few of the liturgical
prayers of penance have been found, whereas a large

(A) Responsive
Enlil.i

and increasing number of Semitic prayers of the
secret cults are known.
Only educated and distinguished laymen employed the liturgical prayers.
They are mentioned in connexion with a ritual
for the king, where they are intercalated in the
service of a magic ritual along with the prayers of
•the lifting of the hand,'^ which were always
We
accompanied by sacramental ceremonies.
possess many rituals of this kind both for kings and
directs
for laymen, but this is the only one which

(j)

the use of the liturgical penitential prayers. The
king is directed to recite these prayers, or sometimes the priest recites them for him. In this
case the service seems to have been performed on
the roof of the palace. ^
Another ritual tablet of this class also orders
the saying of an er-Sag-tug-mal to Ishtar.' So we
have substantial evidence that these liturgical
prayers could be employed in the magic cults, but
perhaps only in the rituals for kings and educated

laymen.

employed

Asurbanipal

homage*

and

liturgical prayers to appease the gods.*
Only ten penitential prayers of this

kind are
known. They may be readily detected by two
easy tests even when the literary note is broken
from the end of the tablets. Used in the proper
sense, an er-Sag-tug-mal^ must be written in
Sumerian with interlinear Semitic version and be
composed in liturgical style. The penitential
psalms are
(a)

to the
is

(b)

On a neo-Babylouian

tablet in Berlin

event

A

'

—one ptsalm

'

;

;

(/)
'

My
My words I
Yea, oh my
deeds

I

Fragment

psalm

:

my unspeakable deeds.
my word unrelatable.
of my deeds I will speak, my needs

will speak of,
will rehearse,

god,

of a

psalm similar to

Oh
Upon him have

woe and

lord open (hearted),

fallen

but sung

not to

be told.'"
(g)

that
that
that
that

Acrostics.

5.

of a beautiful responsive
cannot restrain it.

Fragment

He weeps and

style as (d),

puttest an end to sorrow.
boldest the writing tablet.
puttest an end to sorrow,
boldest the writing tablet.
wise lord, thou hast become angry against thy servant.

Thou of wide ears,
Oh Nebo open-hearted,
Thou of wide ears,

(/).12

suffering.

thrown, the deluge [mounts]
over him.
far away is the dry land.
The shore is far from him,
He has perished in a deep place, upon a reef he has been
caught.
He stands in a river of pitch, be is caught in the morass.
not shall thy servant be brough\
Take thou his hand,
to naught.
lift him from the river of pitch.
Cause his sin to go forth,
not shall thy servant be brought
Oh Nebo, take his hand,

priest.

same

Oh

lines.

In the billows of the flood he

A long psalm to any god and the best example of a
deep sense of religious contrition for moral sin 8 sung
throughout by the penitent.
a fine
(d) Psalm to Aja, consort of the sun-god at Sippar
responsive composition which imitates the pubfic intercesthroughout by the penitent, w

—

remarkable

(c)

sions closely.^
(e) Psalm to Innini-Ishtar in the

;

Besides these
private prayers.
4. Semitic
formal penitential prayers, a few Semitic prayers
are known which probably represent the work of
lay hymnologists, and hence approach more nearly
our modern standards of poetry. They do not
appear to have had any connexion with official
worship. One of the best and longest examples
of this type of private prayer is the fine appeal of
Asumasirpal I. to Ishtar of Nineveh in which he
intercedes for help in governing his kingdom and
mercy upon himself as a sinner. According to one
passage of this prayer, it was made at the time
when the king dedicated to Ishtar a bed of ebony
in her temple.* Another long Semitic prayer to
Marduk, which devotes special attention to this
god's mythical deeds, appears to be a real act of
private devotion by Asurbanipal in which he asks
Zerbanit to intercede for him with Marduk." On
an even more abstract and ceremonially detached
plane stands the well-known hymn and prayer to
the sun-god in which the best Babylonian ethical
wisdom is discussed.®
long but badly damaged
secular prayer of this type to Nebo contains some

god Sakkut and one to Marduk.7 The psalm to Sakkut
Marduk is sung for the penitent
'

;

er-iem-ma

responsive, but that to

by the

prayer similar to (A) mentioning an historical
recited by the penitent (or choir ?) ; possibly an
2 intercession to Ishtar.
Fragment of a beautiful prayer to a god.S

(i)

:

and

prayer in imitation of a public intercession to

A liturgical

—To

is

to naught.' 7

this class of secular prayer

belongs a group of artificially constructed prayers
arranged in sections so that each section has the
same number of lines, and each of these lines
begins with the same vowel or syllable. These
initial syllables of the sections spell out a sentence.
9-33
Sayce, p. 521 ; Langdon, Sum. and Bab. Psalms, pp.
268-271.
1 Text in iv. B,
21*, no. 2 ; ed. Zimmern, Bab. Busspsalmsn,
/
pp. 78-85.
2 Text in iv. R.
19, no. 3 and corrections, pi. 4 ; ed. Zimmern,
;

1

See below.
This ritual for the atonement of a king will be found in
V. R.2 54, no. 2, with additions on pi. 10 at the end.
8 H. Zimmem,
Beitrdge zur Kenntnis der bdbylonischen
2

Religion, Leipzig, 1900, p. 164, no. 51.
*
Takribtu, a Semitic word for liturgy in this passage (?)
(v.

R.

iv. 89).

' The Semitic
prayers, employed only in the magic cults, by
long association in the cults of atonement for royal persons
where the litur','ical prayers were also permitted, were also
erroneouslj- called er-iag-tug-jjial ; e.g., the Semitic prayer
addressed to Ishtar in a ritual for a sick man in iv. R.2 55,
no. 2, obv. 25 rev. 5 is called a iu-il-ld, which is the proper
title, but also an er-iag-tug-mal, which is erroneous.
6 The
reading er-Sag-tug-ga is also possible.
T Text in Reisner, Sumerisch-habyionische
Hymnen, no. 30 ;
tr. in Langdon, Bab. Liturgies, pp. 124-130.
8 Text in iv. R. 10.
The principal edd. are H. Zimmern,
Babylonische Btisspsalmen, Leipzig, 1885, pp. 61-74, and in Der
alts Orient, vii. pt. iii. pp. 22-24 ; A. Ungnad, in H. Gressman's Altorientalische Texte und Bilder, Tiibingen, 1909.
The advanced ethical conception of sin in this text
p. 90 f.
points to a rather late date. The tablet was copied from a
Babylonian original for Asurbanipal's library.
9 'Text in P.
Haupt, Akkadische und swnerische Keilschrifttexte, Leipzig, 1SS2, p. 122 f. ; ed. Zimmern, Babylonische BussA. H. Sayce, Origin and Growth of
psalmen, pp. 51-61
Religion^ {BL, 1887), London, 1909, p. 523.
10 Text in
Haupt, p. 116 f ; ed. Zimmern, Bab. Btisspsal-

—

;

pp. 74-78. The colophon is broken away and hence this
intercession may be the epilogue of some liturgfy. Other fragments of penitential prayers are published by T. Meek, BASS
X. pt. i. [1913], nos. 15, 16 (fragments of three different prayers,
one of which is also published in Langdon, Bab. Liturgies,
p. 183), and 17 ; K. 4648 in the British Museum (unpublished) is
also a psalm of this class.
3 Text in iv. R.
24, no. 3 ; cf. Haupt, p. 208 ; M. Jastrow,
Religion Babyloniens und Assyriens, Giessen, 1905-13, ii. 110.
The number of prayers of this class was certainly more
numerous than the known examples would lead us to infer.
A tablet, Rm. 2220, In the British Museum contains a few
titles of such prayers ; since it is a fragment of a large tablet,
it originally contained a long list of these liturgical psalms.
4 Text in
v. [1S90] 79 f.; tr. in Langdon, Tammuz and
Ishtar, Oxford, 1914, pp. 65-69.
16.

ZA

in J. A. Craig, Assyrian and Babylonian Religious
v. [1903]
Texts, Leipzig, 1895, i. 29-31 ; ed. J. Hehn, in
309-3i9 P. Jensen, Texte zur assyrisch-babylonisehen Religion,
Berlin, 1915, pp. 108-117. The first letters of the lines are an
acrostic and read a-na-ku ai-kur-ba-an-ap-li Ba il-BU-ka bu-iil-li'
fa-ni-ma ma-ru-du-uk da-li-li-ka lu-ud-lul, I
Asurbanipal
who pray to thee ; grant me life, oh Marduk, and I will sing thy
s

BASS

;

am

praise.'
6

.

men, pp. 33-51, and Der alte Orient, vii. pt. iii. [1905] p. 24
Langdon, Sumerian and Babylonian Psalms, pp. 256-258

;

Sayce, p. 521.
11 Text from two
fragmentary duplicates, iv. R. 26, no. 8 and
27, no. 3 ; ed. Zimmern, Bab. Busspsahnen, pp. 85-87, and Der
alte Orient, vii. pt. iii. p. 25 ; Sayce, p. 526.
12 Text in v R. 29**
ed. Zimmern, Bab. Busspsalmen, pp.
;

A

i., ii.,
'

;

Text

long text in four columns, published by 0. D. Gray,
ed. ib. pp. 12-23 also by A. Jeremias, in Roscher,
'

Sbamash

;

see also

pis.
s.v.

Zimmem, Der

alte Orient, xiii. pt. i. [1911]
p. 23; A. Schollmeyer, ib. p. 80flf., and P. Jensen, Texte zur
;

assyrisch-babylonisehen Religion, pp. 96-107.
7 Text in ZA iv. [1889] 252-255 and 256 f.
Similar prayers to
Marduk are published, 16. pp. 36-40, and ed. Hehn, to. pp. 319325 by Hehn, ib. p. 392 f., and ed. pp. 368-373.
;

PRAYER
Naturally a composition of that kind was bound
The best example is
to extend to a great length.
the acrostic published by Ziiiimerni and Craig.The text is badly damaged and only a few words
ub-hi-iba-na-ku
of the acrostic can be reail
I am ... he has cleansed
i-li u 6ar-ri,
ma
name
of
the
... of god and king.' Naturally
some king was spelled out after a-na-ku. Each
section contains eleven lines, and each line is ruled
A fragment of
into four accents, or word-groups.
an acrostic in sections of four lines has been
'
published by Pinches which is obviously a royal
Only one word of the acrostic can be
prayer.
read, viz. zi-kir-Su, 'his name.' The best example
of an acrostic in sections of four lines is a fragment
of which only three sections are preserved.* The
lines begin and end with the same syllable.
He whom thou hast seized not shall be lifted up [his head]
among the gods,
.

:

.

.

'

.

.

.

'

Of the weak and down-cast

thou establishest the [foundation],

He

that

is

entangled in pit

looks unto thee.

and mire

Mav thy good wind blow

have cried unto thee, Oh

I

Nebo

and

I be delivered.
Receive me with favour and

am fallen low among men, I refuse sleep.
am undone like magician who knows not what

I

I

loudly calling.

The down-cast who puts his
trust on thee

Thou

fortifiest

the wall of

be satiated with abundance.
establishest the foundation

shall

and

thereof.

the faithful,

and puttest far away sin.
Thou givest goodness
The stone wall of the wicked thou turnest to clay.'

—

Closely allied to
Prayers of dedication,
these unceremonial prayers and, like them, written
6.

for special occasions are the

nected with dedications.

numerous prayers con-

The

historical inscrip-

Sumerian rulers are usually written upon
At the end
objects of art dedicated to a deity.
*
tions of

stands invariably
king.

the personal petition of the

the deeds of Lugalzaggisi, king of Erech, are written
Enlil in the temple of Nippur and
conclude with a prayer in prose.
May Enlil, king of the
lands to Anu his beloved father, repeat my prayer and to my
life, life add.
May he cause the world to abide in peace.' 6 A
statue of Gudea, patesi of Lagash, dedicated to the goddess
Ninharsag to commemorate the building of her temple, ends
with a prayer, 'The queen who in heaven and earth decrees
fates, Nintud mother of the gods may lengthen the life of Gudea
E.rj.,

upon a vase dedicated to

who

'

built this temple.' 7

The Sumerians no doubt attached a magical
influence to these prayers.
They produced in a
positive sense the intervention of tne gods in the
same way as the curses which they often attached
to monuments were supposed to invoke the wrath
of the gods upon those who violated the statue.
The Semites did not imitate the Sumerian
*
prayers at the end of their historical inscriptions
AH the
until late in the history of Babylonia.
historical inscriptions of Assyria from the period
of the early rulers of Assur to the reign of Asurbanipal in the 7th cent, end with a curse. Although
1

ZA

X. [1895] 1-24.

2
See for a tr. Frangois Martin, Textes
Craig, i. 44-52.
religieux assyriens et habyloniens, 1st ser., Paris, 1903, pp.
164-194.
3 T. G.
Pinches, Teocts in the Babylonian Wedge-Writing,
London, 1882, pi. 15. This text is DT. 83 in the British Museum
and has been studied by Sayce, p. 614, and S. A. Strong, PSBA
xvii. [1895] 131 fC.
* Published
by Strong, pp. 138-141. See also C. Bezold,
Catalogue of the Cuneiform Tablets in the British Museum,
London, 1889-99, K. 8204.
5 That is in case of
objects dedicated to a god.
6 F.

Thureau-Dang^in, Die sumerische und akkadische Kimigsimchri/ten, Leipzig, 1907, p. 155 f.
' lb.
For other prayers of this kind in the Sumerian
p. 67.
period see ib. p. 83, ix. 1-3, p. 194 (z) 209 (a). Note especially
the fine prayer of Arad-Sin, king of Larsa (ib. 215 (d) rev.).
s The
Cruciform Monument of Manishtusu, e.g., ends \vith a
curse (L. W. King, RAssyr ix. [1912] 104) and so does the stele
of the Code of gammurabi.
The historical inscriptions of
gammurabi, Samsuiluna, and Ammizaduga do not end with
prayers.
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in Assyria this Semitic conservatism in regard to
ancient canons of historical composition remained
some examples of prayers
to the end,
yet we possess
on objects dedicated to deities as early as the 15th
cent.,'
of this

and many other beautiful Assyrian prayers
kind in later reigns.* These are regularly

written in metrical form. The following are the
best-known Semitic prayers of this kind
Marduk
(a) A hymn and prayer on a gold censer dedicated to
:

temple at Babylon, by Asurbanipal.3
(6) Hynm, pr.ayer, and curse to Nusku written on an image of
the storm bird.*
in his

A

tendency to add prayers to the end of historical
inscriptions is found among the Semites only in
Babylonia and is probably to be explained as a
survival of Sumerian influence. The Babylonian
inscriptions of Asurbftnijial preface the curse by a

them ends with a metrical
The full consequence of this
movement was realized in the historical

prayer,' and one of
penitential prayer.*
literary
inscriptions of the

Neo-Babylonian empire. Heie
from l^abopolassar onwards the records of these
kings end with admirable prose prayers, and the
curse disappears. From a religious and literary
point of view, this represents a great advance on

preceding historical coin[)Osition. The prayers
and period are numerous and should
be referred to by the student who wishes to study
the secular Semitic prayers at their best. The
following prayer of Nebuchadrezzar is intercalated
in an unusual manner into the preface of his
greatest historical inscription (it is addressed to

all

he shall

for.

pray
cry aloud to the gods,

I

I

shall rejoice.

!
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of this class

Marduk)

:

'Without thee, oh lord, what were the portion of the king
thou lovest, whose name thou callest as it seemed good
Thou directest his being and guidest him in a
to thee?
righteous way. I am thine obedient prince, the creation of
Thou hast created me and hast entrusted me with
hand.
thy
the rulership of all peoples. According to thy kindness, oh
which
thou carest for all of them cause thy majestic
with
lord,
rule to be merciful, and fear of thy divinity cause to be in my
heart. Grant me what seems good to thee.' 7
7. Rise of the §u-i!-la and its later application
to private prayer in incantations.
By far the most
important ' and numerous class of prayers are the^
so-called
prayers of the lifting of the hand
which arose out of the curse in the Sumerian
In the early period the ritual of the
incantations.
incantations consisted in acts of symbolic magic
accompanied by an invocation to one of the deities
and a curse. The whole was said by the priest.
The afflicted person in this period was supposed to

whom

—

'

have been attacked by the demons. Gradually a
more ethical view of sin arose, in which the priests
attributed the invasion of the spell (mamit) and
the flight of the man's protecting deity to the
penitent's own immoral deeds." Pari passu with
this higher conception of sin increased the tendency to secure divine intervention by prayer and

Hence in the course of
confession of these sins.
time the Babylonians developed a ritual of atonement, which, while preserving the magic acts and
1 A short Semitic
prayer at the end of a memorial tablet of
the scribe of Asuruballi j, king of Assyria at the end of the 16th
cent., will be found in King, Annals' of the Kings of Assyria,
London, 1902, pp. 388-390. The fine prayer of ASurna^irpal i.
in the 12th cent, cited above is really a dedicatory prayer
written on the occasion of presenting a bed to Ishtar.
2 Cf. the dedication of a statue of Nebo by a
governor of
Calah, i. R. 35, no. 2 ; J. Pinckert, Eymnen und Gebete an
ycbo, Leipzig, 1907, p. 27.
3 The text is known
only from a copy by an Assyrian scribe
text by Strong, JA, new ser., i. [1893] 365 f., and Craig, pp. 10;

13

;

*

ed. Martin, pp. 46-53.

Text known only from an Assyrian copy, published by

Craig, p. 35

f.

;

ed. Martin, pp. 134-138.

See tlie cylinder inscr. L2, reconL of the rebuilding of
Ebarra in Sippar (0. F. Lehmann, SamaiiMmukln, Leipzig,
6

1892, pt.
6

ii.

19-21).
pt. ii. 21-23, inscr. 43.

Lehmann,

.

.

Leipzig,
Langdon, Vie neubabylonisehe KonigsinschriJUn,
class will be found
1912, p. 122, Unes 65-72. The pra\ers of this
at the end of each inscription m this volume.
8 Sumerian iti-il-la, Semitic nii ^dti.
9 On the principles of the Babylonian atonement see art.
Expiation and Atoxkmekt (Babylonian).
7
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the curses, introduces long prayers to the deities
by the priest and penitent. Finally, a still higher
ritual resulted in banishing the priest's prayers
entirely and assigning them all to the sinner. In a
ritual of the latter class the priest confined himself
to the acts of magic which accompanied the praj'ers.
Usually the directions for the magic ritual are
written after each prayer said by the man seeking
atonement from sin or healing of disease. Sometimes the prayers of the penitent are written on
one set of tablets and the ritual for the priest on
another.^ Prayers said by a penitent are called
lifting of the hand,' and were always said in the
vernacular familiar to laymen. In those rituals
where the priest took over a portion of the prayers
we find them named by an ancient liturgical term

lord has sent me
Yea, the great lord of Eridu has sent me.
Stand forth and learn his command and render his decision.
When thou marchest the dark-headed people, thou directest
The light of peace create for him, and so may his trouble be

The

:

smoothed out.
Punishment for sin has been
His limbs are

ably employ Sumerian

The

priests almost invariin their praj'ers of the

rituals, which were private ceremonies.
Since the ceremonial prayers of private penance
were evolved by the Semites directly from the
epilogues of the Sumerian liturgies, we should
naturally expect that the prayers introduced into
the ceremonies of the secret magic cults were
modelled upon classic Sumerian incantation rituals.
In fact, an Assyrian catalogue of official liturgies
and recessional psalms adds also a long list of titles
of Sumerian prayers of the lifting of the hand
to various gods,^ and a small fragment of another
Since these
catalogue contains several more.^
have Sumerian titles, they perhaps may go back,
like the liturgies, to Sumerian times.
It will be
seen, however, that Su-il-la in these catalogues
designated a liturgical public prayer. Only at a
later period did the term apply to the Semitic
prayers of penitents in the magic rituals. The
present writer does not believe that the incantation ceremonies, as they came into the hands of the
Semites in the age of ^ammurabi, afforded any
opportunity for the prayers of the sinner. They
were too ritualistic and priest-ridden to permit of
such concessions to laymen. Nor had they risen
to the necessary conceptions of sin to produce
private prayers as we have them in the later cults.

magic

When

they passed on their rites of atonement to
the Semites, they had probably arrived at the
stage in which the priest alone adds prayer to the
ban and the magic ritual. These priestly prayers
were called ki-Sub in the Sumerian ceremonies,
and, when the Semites introduced their beautiful
prayers for the sinner into those ceremonies, they
called them Su-il-la ; since they take the place of
the ancient curse,' they invariably bear also the
'

title

'

incantation^'
8. Prayers of the older type in Semitic times ;
the kiiub of liturgies applied to priests' prayers.
Ceremonies of atonement of the Sumerian type in
which the priest said part of the prayers on behalf
of the sinner persisted in the Semitic religion of
Babylonia. These are of course bilingual, said by

—

the priests in Sumerian and possibly interpreted
to the penitent Vjy means of the Semitic interlinear
version.
The following are the best known ex-

amples of this class

'

his

god place

at his side.

At thy command may his punishment be forgiven, his condemnation removed.
That which binds him let be undone, from his sickness may
he

live.

As long as he

lives may he speak of thy majesty.
the magician, thy servant, will sing thy praise.' I
(6) Part of a similar series containing the priest's prayer to
Shamash and the first line of the penitent's Semitic prayer.
A portion of the Sumerian has no interlinear version. 2
(c) Fragment of a similar series.
Only the prayer of the
priest to Shamash is preserved. The last lines duplicate

And

I

no. (6).3
(d) Fragment of a similar series.
Only about half of the
priest's prayer to Shamash is preserved.*
'
(e)
complete series of prayers in the house of washing' for
the healing and atonement of a king. The service begins
follows a section
a
of
the
after
which
by long prayer
priest,
from the lower type of incantations, and then a short
Semitic prayer of the king ; finally a long prayer of the

A

This service is also said to Shamash. ^
Fragment of an incantation ceremony to Marduk. The
end of one of the penitent's prayers in Semitic and most of

priest.

(/)

one of the priest's prayers are preserved. 6
A complete prayer of a priest addressed to Shamash as an

(g)

incantation to deliver a woman at childbirth.7
Fragment of a ceremony in the house of washing, containing a portion of the priest's prayer and the end of the
penitent's prayer. 8
(t) Fragment of a ceremony addressed to Bau, goddess of
healing portions of the priest's prayer and beginnings of a
few lines of the penitent's prayer.
incantation and prayer of
(J) A priest's prayer, called an
prostration to the setting sun,' with catch-line for a succeeding Sumerian prayer, i"
{k) A long and nearly complete bilingual prayer to the moon(h)

;

i*

'

is called a ia-il-la by the scribe, biit it has more
similarity to the epilogues (er-iem-ma) of liturgies than to
the prayers of priests in the magic ceremonies.il It was
followed by a similar Sumenan prayer. This tablet testifies
to the existence of a series of liturgical prayers probably
written for public services and closely related to the

god

liturgies.i2

It is evident, therefore, that the Babylonians
employed the word Su-il-la originally for a Su-

merian public prayer, and, although we have but
one example of these, yet the catalogue shows that
The titles of
they possessed a great number.
prayers in the incantations were, therefore, taken
from the musical terminology of the public services.
The name of the choral passages in the liturgies
(kiSuh) was given to the Sumerian prayers of the
priests in these magic rituals, and the name of
public solo prayers of the temple choristers
(Su-il-la) came to designate the prayers of the
1 This class of
prayer usually has the title, enim-enim-ma ki[iu-bi-im] dingir Xkam, 'An incantation, prayer of prostration
X.'
to the god
This title was taken from an old liturgical term,
kisub, melody in a public liturgy.
2 Text iv. R.
ed. Schollmeyer, no. 4.
20, no. 2
3 iv. R.
28, no. 1 ; Schollmeyer, no. 6.
* iv. R.
no.
21
19,
;
Zimmem, Der alte Orient, vii. pt. iii. p. 15 ;
Schollmeyer, no. 3.
s Text in v. R. 50 f.
restored and edited with omission of the
;
interlinear version in Langdon, Sumerian Grammar, Paris,
187-196
1911, pp.
Schollmeyer, no. 1.
6 iv. R.
ed. C. F. Fossey, pp. 364-369 ; Hehn,
29, no. 1
334-337.
pp.
?
Meek, no. 1.
**
Grav, Shamash, pi. vi. ; ed. Schollmeyer, no. 20.
9 Text
by Craig, pi. IS ed. Martin, p. 70.
10 Text
by G. Bertin, in RAssyr i. [1886] 157-161 with tr. ; see
also Schollmeyer, no. 7. The purpose of this ceremony remains
obscure. It may possiblj' belong to a series of prayers for the
dedication of a temple or some similar service.
11 Text in iv. R. 9
ed. E. G. Perry, Hymnen und Gebete an
Sin, Leipzig, 1907, no. 1 and E. Coinbe, Hist, du culte de Sin,
Paris, 1908, no. 1 ; Zimmern, Der alte Orient, vii. pt. iii. p. 11 f.
The title of this prayer was entered in the catalogue (Langdon,
Bab. Liturgies, no. 103, line 8) and the title of the colophon elimum,un glr-ra in the same catalogue (line 10).
12 The
bilingual prayer said at the close of the public services
of the New Year festival by a priest is also called 6u-il-la (P. H.
;

;

;

follows

;

;

:

A

long bilingual prayer to the 8un-god, followed by a
Semitic prayer of the penitent part of a ritual of atonement for the king.4 A portion of the priest's prayer is as

(a)

upon a man, son of his god.
he lies suffering with

laid

with pain

Oh sun-god, observe the " lifting of my hand."
Consume his food, receive his drink-ofifering and

'

'

afflicted

sickness.

'

ki-lSub}, 'prostration.'

;

;

:

To free the bound, to heal the sick is in thy power.
The god of this man for his son stands humbly before thee

to

accomplish faithfully the freeing.

;

1
E.g., the rituals for one of the rites of atonement in the
'house of washing' (fiit rimki) will be found in Zimmem,
Beitrdge, pp. 122-135. The tablets of prayers to be said by the
penitent (here the king) are also partially preserved (see L. W.
King, Babylonian Magic and Sorcery, London, 1896, no. 1).
a IV. R.
53, iii. 44- iv. 28.
3 No.
103, in Langdon, Bab. Liturgies.
* Text iv. R. 17
ed. A.^SchoUmeyer, Sumerisch-babylonische
;

Hymnen und

Gebete

an Samai, Paderbom,

1912, no. 2.

;

ma

Weissbach, Babylonische Miscellen, Leipzig, 1903, pp. 36-41
R. 18, no. 2).

;

iv.
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Whatsoever

I plan may I attain.
Fix justice in my mouth.
Cause to be words of goodness in my heart.
May guard and watchmen speak of (my) good deeds.
May my god stand at my right.
May my goddess stand at my left.
May a saving god be faithful at my side.
Oh grant to npeak, and hear and be gracious.
The word which I utter, even as I utter it, may be tavour-

Both of these
in these incantations.
a double usage in
literary terms have, therefore,
Babylonia and Assyria, which proves clearly
enough that the prayers of incantation ceremonies
are of much later origin than the liturgies.

laymen

of the magic cult.—
9. The Su-ii-la prayers
From every point of view the pravers of tiie
laymen, said in their own vemacular Semitic,

form the largest and most valuable collection of
private devotional literature of the Babylonians
The tendency to regard moral
and Assyrians.
transgression as the cause of divine anger resulted
in the increasing importance of the prayers of the

Most of

tneir best rituals of atonenient

the prayers of the priests
these
possess a large number of
the lifting of the hand to be used as
the books of the various rituals appoint. They
follow one another, each to a different deity, while
the priest performs the necessary rites of magic.
All the known tablets of prayers of this class
for
belong to the late period, as we must expect ;
fervent intercession based upon a spiritual consciousness of sin is of slow growth in any religion.
was attained by the Sumerians,
It
never
and the Semites themselves advanced to these
higher forms of atonement only after 2000 years
These
and more of their consecutive history.
prayers, despite their fine literary composition
title
the
bear
and lofty sentiment, always
'incantation and lifting of the hand,' but the

Eenitent.
ave eliminated
entirely.
prayers of

We

'

'

former title, implying a low type of religion,
to
appears here only because these prayers belong
the secret rituals of the priests of atonement. It
is possible to give only lists of groups of these
prayer-tablets, since their number is very great.

The earliest known incantation rituals, in which
the prayers are either partly or wholly assigned to
the laymen, belong to the city of Assur, capital of
the early Assyrian empire, and probably belong
to the period of Tiglathpileser l.^ and his sucThese have been recently excavated by
cessors.
the German Oriental Society on the site of modern
Kalah Shergat. The religious texts recovered by
the Germans at Assur were not published until
late in 1915,^ and consequently Assyriologists have
not yet been able to make critical editions of
them. The following list of tablets in the otficial
publications will contain the more important of
the early Assyrian prayers of this class
:

No. 23 portions of two prayers to Marduk. Ritual accom3
panies each prayer.
No. 25 part of a prayer to Nebo followed by the ritual and
beginning of a prayer to Marduk.'* The Marduk prayer was
employed in many other services and will serve as a good
example of these Semitic compositions
splendid one of Eridu,
Mighty and glorified one,
first born of Nudimmud,
Lofty prince,
who maketh Egurra to rejoice,
Marduk the terrible one,
Lord of Esagila, help of Babylon, who showeth mercy unto
:

:

:

'

Ezida,
Who giveth peace unto the soul, chieftain of Emabtila,

reneweth

who

life,

Protecting shadow of the land, sparing the wide-dwelling
peoples.

Regent

of the sacred chapels everywhere,

is good in the mouth of peoples everywhere.
Marduk, great lord, merciful god,
By thy mighty command may I live and prosper and look
upon thy divinity.

Thy name

ably received.
great lord, bestow
that my soul live.

Oh Marduk,

12th century.
Ebeling, Keilschrifttexte axis Assur Reljgiosen Inhalts,

2 E.

Berlin, 1915, pis. i. and ii.
3 It is somewhat rare to find these
prayers addressed to the
same god. A similar service, in which a succession of three
prayers to Nebo occurs, will be found in King, Bail. Matjic,
no. 22. The first prayer to Marduk is a duplicate of the one
mentioned in the following note.
The Marduk prayer is known from a service employed at
Nineveh, where it occurs as the first prayer on one of the
•*

tablets of a series (King, Bab. Magic, no. 9)l
Naturally both
copies came from Babylon. It has been ed. by Hehn,
V. [1005] 347-349).
nearly complete duplicate is the first
prayer in Ebeling, no. 59.

BASS

A

life.

Command

enjoy unto satiety walking in purity before thee.
Enlil rejoice for thee, and Ea be glad for thee.
the gods of the universe adore thee,
the great gods make kind thy heart."
This prayer was followed in the Afisur serv-ice by another to
Marduk, then by one to Sin, the moon-god, and finally by one
to Enlil. After each the scribe gives the ritual for the priest.
a ceremony in which the priest introduces the
No. 26
Then
his sorrows in Semitic.
penitent to Marduk, explaining
The
a
follows
very long prayer to Marduk by the penitent.
service ends with a com|>licated and long ritual.
No. 32 contAins a long prayer to Shamash preceded by a

May
May
May
And

I

:

ritual.

.

No. 55 contains a prayer to Shamash. As no ritual is given,
and ritual
probably belongs to a series in which prayers
were given on separate tablets.
No. 58 contains a prayer to Shamash and four to Nuflka, the
fire-god, without ritual.
No. 59 begins with the prayer to Marduk translated above,
and is followed by one to Enlil.
No. 68 contains only one long and beautiful prayer to Enlil
It

without ritual.
No. 80 begins with ritualistic directions for the pnest, after
which follows a long prayer of the penitent to Shamash.

The Asurbanipal library has been up to the
information conpresent our principal source of
cerning these rituals of atonement. The tablets
of prayers and ceremonies belonging to that
collection have been published together in King's
Babylonian Magic and Sorcery, and they have
been widely studied in special monographs.
These ceremonies, however, have never received a
the various
proper scientific treatment, since
monographs founded upon them, by selecting only
the cereprayers for a particular deity, dissect
monies and omit the rituals.'
Prayers of the lifting of the hand from Babylonia are also well documented. The longest, and
in many ways the finest, of all these &u-il-la
110
prayers is addressed to Ishtar and contains
Several tablets from ceremonies of this
fines."
kind belong to the collection of the University
Museum in Philadelphia and have been published
'

'

by D. W.
Prayers.

Myhrman, Babylonian Hymns and

lifting of the hand' to
Ordinarily these
insertion of the name of
for
the
a
blank
contain
space
prayers
the layman. This and no. 18, a prayer to Marduk, and Ebeling,
no. 55, a prayer to Shamash by Asurbanipal, are the only known
instances where the text gives the name of the person who
used it. In fact, we have two Assyrian ceremonies which
for
employed Myhrman, no. 12, both with the usual blank space
the name of the layman.3
No. 17 a prayer to Enlil, and first line of the next prayer to
»
Ninlil. This praver illustrates Babylonian religion at its best
'
fortress of the heaven spirits.
Oh lord magnified,
solicitous prince.
Councillor of the earth spirits,
fortress of the heaven spirits,
Oh Enlil, lord magnified,
solicitous prince.
Councillor of the earth spirits,
Self-renewing, the utterance of whose mouth is unalterable,
The word of whose lips no god has put aside.
Lord of lords, king of kings, father who begat the g^reat
gods.
Lord of fate and of the designs of things, ordering heaven
and earth, lord of the lands.

No. 12 contains a prayer of 'the

Shamash by the king Shamash-shum-ukm.

:

:

1
1
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The various prayers

to Sin,

taken out of their connexion
together for special study.

Shamash, Marduk, etc., are thus
ceremonies and grouped
This method is peculiar to the

in these

Leipzig school of Assyriologists.
- Text in
King, The Seven Tablets oj Creation, London, 1902,
See B. W. Rogers, Cuneiform
ii., appendix 5 ; ed. in i. 222-237.
rarallels to the OT, New York, 1912, pp. 153-161, and literature
cited.

,

,
was ed. bv
3
King, Bab. Magic, nos. 6 and 10. This prayer
edition in AJai.
Schollmeyer, no. 14. See corrections to this

xxix. [1913] 209.

corrections

4 Ed. S. Langdon, PSBA xxxiv. [1912] 152-156
The same prayer was
by Zimmem, ZA xxviii. [1913] 68.
the king at the dark of the moon (King,
employed in Assyria by
;

Bao. itagic, no.

19).
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Who completest judgment, whose commandment changes not.
Fixing the fates of the gods altogether,
By thy order humanity has been begotten.
Of king and prefect, the being thou definest.
Since to create god and king rests with thee,
And thou hast caused the weak to attain the measure of the
strong,

Among the multitudinous stars of heaven,
Oh lord, I put my trust in thee, I adore thee, and my

ears

fate of

Command
Undo

the

my
that

life

decree.

my name

be created.
create for me justice.

evil,

existed, apparently designed for the use of those
upon whom liad fallen some misfortune, by which
the Babylonians inferred that the gods were turned

against a man, and that atonement was necessary.
This series, which aimed at providing for all sorts
of emergencies, bore the title nam-bnr-bi,^ the reAn event of evil augury having
demption.'
occurred, the priests selected for the person concerned that part of the series which applied to his
case. Much magic was employed, and the unfortunate man repeated a Semitic prayer provided by
these books for the occasion.
E.g., the 135th tablet provided for the event, 'If a man has
'

are unto thee.

The

—A
II. The prayers of the nam-bur-bl series.
much more extensive series of atonement rituals

Pour out upon me a form, bestow upon me abundance.
Put upon me
thy vast abundance.
hold me in esteem.
May god and king
do what I command.
lord
and
prince
May

one that sees me.
there be unto me
In the assembly of elders
may my speech be heard.
May the protecting spirit, commanding acceptance of prayer
and mercy.
Daily walk with me.
may the goddess seek thee.
Ma^- the gods adore thee,
would live, would prosper.
And I thy servant
thy praise I would sing.'
Thy greatness I would glorify,

May

lost or [dropped] into the river a cylinder seal or a stone pestle (?).'
After an elaborate ritual to cleanse that man's house by the
The ritual closes with
priest, the man himself prays to Ishtar.
other complicated magical acts.2 Another tablet of this series
'
come
and
omens
If
evil
upon a king and his
for,
signs
provides
land.' 3 The ritual seems to have preserved parts of two prayers

All the prayers discussed in the above section said by the king or his delegate.*
are designated by the literary note Su-il-la, but Prayers and rituals from this series are frequently
they by no means exhaust the literature of this prescribed by astrologers at times of unfavourable
kind. The incantation rituals of the lower types, omens.''
letter from one of the priests of atonesuch as the Mal^ld and Surpu series, often contain ment to the king refers to the na/n-bur-bi, If the
incantations Avhich are real praj'^ers, and they are moon and Saturn stand together in a misty ring,'
often repeated by the laymen. But the scribes do which was taken as an evil omen.* In the same
not dignify them by the name Su-il-la, and on the letter the priest speaks of having read 21 tablets (!)
whole the distinction which they made, evidently of this series to avoid the ominous events. Another
on a ceremonial basis, holds good. In the Su-il-la letter to the king informs him of a nam-bur-bi at
we have a real prayer in which the sinner takes the time of an earthquake.'' Another letter menno part in the ritual.^ In the other ceremonies, tions an astrological event for which the series
where he utters the incantations, he himself takes provided no prayers and rituals.^
Most of the great rituals of atonement contain
part in the magic ritual. Consequently the incantations not designated as su-il-la are on the whole prayers employed as incantations
consequently
and
from
a
literature
as
of a lower type
religious the number of these compositions is well-nigh unof
view.
a
ritual for purifying
limited.
newly-built
point
10. The ba-gur-da-kam prayers.
possess house to prepare it for the owner's occupation conone tablet of prayers which has the subscription, tains two prayers intercalated with the ritual."
^
Incantation to cause god and goddess to repent.'
The prayers of the priests in the rituals of the
Since all prayers are incantations, we have here in New Year celebrations during the first eleven days
reality evidence that the Babylonians possessed of Nisan belong to the public ceremonies and are
at least some series of private prayers for laymen,
said in a mixture of Sumerian and Semitic. These
bear the title Sub,^'' always employed for the
absolutely untrammelled by magic rituals.
may perhaps assume too much by this estimate of Sumerian prayers in distinction from the Su-il-la,
Babylonian religion, for which this tablet is at or Semitic prayers," and were probably accompresent our only evidence. But the three prayers panied by music.^^
which here follow each other are so lofty and
12. Prayers of preparation (ikrib).— The intricate
fervent, and the second and third so monotheistic,
and comprehensive religious literature of the Babythe
from
refrain
cannot
that we
crediting
Baby- lonians provided rituals and prayers for every
lonians with having attained this the highest level conceivable necessity, and one of the most importof all religion
1 The Semitic loan-word was pr<ft)ably nam-bur-bil (iv. R.
private prayer.
few lines of the second prayer will confirm 17&, 15 King, Bab. Magic, no. 6212)'; nam-bur means freeing,'
unbinding,' and bi means to speak.' The same element bi
this criticism.

A

'

;

A

—We

'

We

—

A

'

;

'

'

'

My god, I know not the sins of
Thy revered name scoffingly have I spoken ?
Thy titles have I forgotten and mightUy have I
Thy work in time of trouble have I neglected ?
Thy boundaries have I transgressed ?
.

.

.

.

.

.

f

are my sins as I have done, mayest thou not requite.
free the toils of my heart.
Oh, my god, sever and undo,
receive my prayer.
Forget my folly,
unto favour.' 3
Turn my sins

Many

;

In a letter to the king concerning a list of rituals of the
series (see below) the priest of incantation refers to
the prayers or incantations in that service as iu-il-la, and
the letter implies that the priest himself said them. This
Here it is used
illustrates the indefinite application of Bu-ii-la.
for the lower type of prayer allied to the real incantations.
See R. F. Harper, Assyrian and Babylonian Letters, Chicago,
1892, i. 23; ed. E. Behrens, Assyriseh-babylonische Briefe,
1

nam-bur-hl

Leipzig, 1906, no. 7.
2
Craig, ii. 6f., and duplicate in Myhrman, no. 14; ed.
xxxiv. [1912] 75-79 ; important corrections in
Langdon,

PSBA

ZA

xxviii. [1913] 71,

and

AJSL xxx.

[1914] 228.

be found a tablet with praj'ers which
Here even the superTo an
all prayers, is omitted.
which
precedes
scription, iiptu,
advanced type of ritual belongs the tablet in Craig, pp. 15-18,
restored by Langdon, ilAssj/r xiii. [1916] 105-117, from Ebeling,
no. 57. The prayers are addressed to Tammuz and Ishtar and
are neither prefaced nor ended by a literary note to designate
.them as incantations.
3

In Craig, p. 13

f.,

will

probably belong to this

tj'pe of service.

For nam-bur-bH see
is
sag-bi=:m(lmUu, 'curse.'
Behrens, pp. 95-97.
2 Text in
f.
ed.
66
Martin, pp. 242-247.
;
Craig, p.
3 iv. R. 60.
Restore the catch-line, Summa iddti ittdti al^dti
found

in

iarri u mati-su ibid.
4
See, for partial tr., Babyloniaca, iii. 25, and Schollmeyer,
no. 6. A similar ritual certainly belonging to this series and
also performed against astrological omens is King, Bab. Magic,
no. 62.
6 See R. C.
Thompson, Reports of the Magicians and Astrologers, London, 1900, nos. 88 and 82.
^Summa Sin u SamaS ana tarbofi zinnatu ibBU issinii
(Harper, Letters, L 23, 15).
7
Harper, Letters, no. 355, 11.
8 A
partial eclipse of the rising sun (ib. no. 470).
9 Text in
xxiii. [1909] 869.
Craig, p. 75 f., and Zimmern,
See also Langdon, Babylonian Magic,' in Scientia, xv. [1914] 239,

ana

ZA

'

and Jensen,

p. 54.

An abbreviation of kiSub.
11 The iu-il-la
designated also Sumerian praj'ersof the priests,
as already stated. When employed in this sense, they are
related to the kiiub or iub, the difference consisting probably
in the use of a musical accompaniment for the kiiub or iub
10

prayers.

The text of the New Year rituals will be found in iv. R. 40,
and RAssyr viii. [1911] 42 (by P. Dhorme). These texts preserve
most of the prayers and rituals for the days 2nd-5th Nisan. An
unplaced fragment was published by Hehn, pp. 398-400, and ed.
pp. 375-380. The final prayer of this service on 11th Nisan is
called a iu-il-la (see above).' Some of these public prayers were
translated by Langdon in Exp vii. viii. [1909] 153-158.
i'-2

PRAYER
ant parts of a priest's duties was to prepare himself
properly for liis sacred services. Undoubtedly the
prayers provided for such preparation were extensive, but our sources supply us with ade(^uate
information upon only one point. The diviners
(barii) invariably prepared themselves for consulting the omens revealed on sheep's livers bj^ performing long puriticatory rites intersperseu with
prayers to the deities Shamash and Adad, who
presided over the art of augury. These prayers
are not called incantations, nor do they bear any
of the Sumerian literary indices so common to the
prayers of the official cults. This points to their
Semitic and comparatively late origin. They were
classified as ikrib prayers
a pure Semitic expression. ^
These prayers all end with a formula which
is practically unvaried

—

:

'

In all that I offer to j-ou, oh Shatnasb and Adad, stand by ; in
my discourse, my prayer, in whatsoever 1 do, in the inquiry
wliich I present let there be trustworthiness.'

—

Liturgies or public prayers. For their public
worship the Babylonians and Assyrians adopted
that of the Sumerians, without any appreciable
change. And they continued to use in the daily
liturgies of that vanished people the language in
Semitic
which they were originally written.
13.

Babylonia and Assyria presented a close parallel
to the Roman Catholic Church, which still conducts
most of its formal public service in the sacred lanAn
guage in which it was originally written.
investigation of the liturgies must concern itself
primarily with the origin, evolution, and use of
Sumerian public worship. When the liturgists of
the late Sumerian period finally constructed the
long public services, the Semites adopted them as
sacred books, and in many cases we can trace the
use of these litanies from Sumerian days to the 2nd
century B.C. Many of the late Assyrian and Babylonian editions are edited with partial interlinear
versions sometimes musical (to us unintelligible)
notes are added comments and variant readings ^
often encumber the text, but the faithful adherence to the ancient Sumerian original is remarkable.
Perhaps a few of the epilogues which were
later adopted as psalms of private penance (er-Sagtng-mal) arose in Semitic times, but even this is
uncertain.
14. Public prayer older than private prayer.
have already seen that in the complicated
rituals of the Semites the prayers of private devoEven
tion are the product of the Semitic mind.
the formal prayers in which the priests took part,
;

;

—

We

although composed in Sumerian, were probably
the work of

Semites. There is no proof that
Sumerian worship possessed any of these private
or public solo chants of the priests.
It is of course
possible that they originated the Sumerian §u-il-la
prayers which, as we have seen, existed alongside
of the Semitic Su-il-la prayers.
But these were

public prayers, chanted by a priest and closely
related to the choral liturgies.
On the other hand,
the Sumerian people, apparently incapable of
individualism in worship, found the full expression
of their religious psychology in common devotion.

And

devotion en masse, public songs participated

by the whole people, arose at an extremely early
The Sumerian cared only to lose himself
period.
in

in the fellowship of religious experience.
It is difficult for
15. Origin of
liturgies.
moderns to understand the problems that confronted mankind in constructing religious services.

—

1
Most of the ikrib prayers and rituals will be found in Zinimern, Beitrcige, pp. 190-219. A ritual of barii preparations containing ikrib prayers to Adad and Sin will be found in Perry,
liymnen und Gebete an Sin, pp. 24-28. Another fragment of
the same ritual with pravers to the astral deities, moon, Jupit«r,
and Venus is published by Langdou in HAssyr xii. [1915] 189-

^E.g., see the much glossed text iv B. 30, no.
Langdon, Sxim. and Bab. Psalms, pp. 247-255.

1

;

ed. in

(Babylonian)
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In Sumer they began by using short chants based
upon .some calamity which had befallen the city.
From the beginning music was essential to these
public choral threnodies, and the earliest known
compositions are characterized by refrains. In the
early period anterior to the last dynasty of Ur
each Sumerian city seems to have possessed its
own corpus of sorrowful litanies based upon local
calamities in its long history. At present Sumerian antiquities have produced only fragmentary
examples of the public services of the early period.^
But a few of these short threnodies survived and
were current in the Ur and Isin periods, when the

complicated liturgies were being worked out.
The following public choral service of Lagash will
illustrate the origin of these compositions (here the
words are supposed to be uttered by Bau, the
mother-goddess of Lagash)
Oh city, alas the treasures my soul sighs for thee.
:

'

1

my soul sighs for thee.
city Girsu, alas the treasures
brick-walls of Lagash, alas the treasures my soul sighs
for thee.
Oh abode o( temple Ninnu, alas the treasures
soul sighs
for thee.
Oh my high altar of Nina, alas the treasures
soul sighs
for thee.
soul sighn
Oh brick-walls of
alas
the
treasures
Sirar,
for thee.
Oh ye highlands (?) of Lagash, alas the treasures
soul
sighs for thee.
are
the
treasures
Of
scattered.
city
My

!

Oh

!

my

I

my

I

my

my

!

I

my

my

In shining Girsu the children are ilistressed.
Unto the interior of the city, oh day of woe
Unto the exterior of Girsu, oh sorrow, my holy place.
Within the splendid sanctuary the transgressor came.
Unto my abode the transgressor came.
Unto joyful . . . the transgressor came.
Unto the consort of the great hero the transgressor came.*
From their queen he caused liim to go forth.
From their temple the august queen he caused to go forth.
The queen of my city with misery [is aftiicted]
The mother, the wild cow queen, with misery [is afOicted]
1

My city my father gave as a

gift.

Girsu Enlil cared for faithfully.
In my city which he 3 ruined altogether,
In Lagash which he ruined altogether,
In Sirar which he ruined altogether,
In Nina which he ruined altogether.
Oh afflicting shepherd, I will appease thee.
Oh aflaicting shepherd, let me appease thee.
Oh lord of lamentation, by the woe of my city, by the woe of
my temple, accept repose (?).'•

These early single song compositions were probably
named after the musical instruments chiefly employed in their composition. The liturgy translament on
lated above was called an er-§em-ma,
the double flute.' All the known early liturgies
It is, however, probable that
are of this class.
other song services were accompanied by stringed
instruments, particularly the lyre, and were called
'lament on the lyre.'' Choral passages of this
kind were always known as sir, 'song,' to designate them as liturgical in character. A pronounced
tendency to enlarge these single song services until
they became of considerable length manifested
Some of
itself at all the great temple schools.
them extend to nearly 100 lines.
As a national
16. Rise of a standard breviary.
consciousness slowly permeated the disunited
Sumerian communities, and the national myths
'

—

and epics became common property, the various
liturgical schools began to borrow from each other.
If, e.g., a choral song of Nippur possessed attractive words and a successful melody, the liturgists
of other cities adopted it into their own breviary,
inserting a line or lines to mention their own
1
They are cited in Langdon, Bab. Liturgies, p. i, note 3, and

PSBA

xxxiv. [1912] 150.
is partially tr. in
and
2 Note how the
people inadvertently forget the situation
reveal the real fact that they themselves are wailing.
to
attributed
was
S The
all
calamity
pronoun refers to Enlil ;

one

the anger of the gods.

.

.

„.

* Text in Cun. Texts, xv. 22, I^ndon, 1902 variant in Zimmern,
Sumerische Kultlieder axis altbabylonischer Zeit, no. 2, rev. u.
10-42 ed. in Langdon, Sum. and Bab. Psalms, pp. 284-2»i.
note 1.
5 See
Langdon, Bab. Liturgies, p. xxxviii, and p. xlv,
;

;
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temples and city.^ The various lamentations to
the weeping mother tended to produce catholicity,
for she was a common possession of all Sumerian
Thus the growth of a standard
worshippers.
breviary received on all sides a powerful impetus.
And the priests of the prosperous and cosmopolitan
age of Ur and Isin were not satisfied with these
short songs. They desired longer services, more
variety in melody, and more dogmatic theology.
They began to evolve longer liturgies by the somewhat crude process of compiling a few old songs
without regard to their content.'' But such uncertain procedure was not tolerated to any great
The hymnologists naturally insisted upon
extent.
working out a single religious idea and upon
designing each liturgy for the worship of a single
They chose some ancient single song service
deity.
for tne first melody, reducing it to moderate length.
The second melody was made by an extract from
some old song. In this way the liturgists obtained
the long services of 20 to 30 melodies, all selected
from songs addressed to the same deity. Finally,
the rule obtained that the next to the last melody
should be a special theological litany, in which the
names of all the gods are sung to a refrain peculiar
This titular melody is followed
to that service.
by the liturgical prayer, er-Sem-ma, which gave
rise to the er-Sag-tug-mal, as explained above.
In most of these long liturgies
17. The word.
we find at least one song to the word,' always
described as the cause of all calamities. In the
case of those liturgies sung to the great gods the
word is described as going forth from the mouth
of God to execute His judgment upon sinful manIn the weeping mother litanies the word
kind.
seizes upon this mother-goddess, causing her to
wail with her people.
For all the liturgies
addressed to the mother-goddess (Bau, Gula,
Innini) represent her not as angered against
humanity, but as sharing their sorrows and wailing with tlieni in their lamentations.
'

'

—

'

The canon of liturgical literature. — Although
we now know a very large number of these litur18.

gies either complete or, as is generally the case, in
fragmentary condition, we are far from possessing
the whole number of the series of songs which
formed the canon of sacred literature. The scribes
of the Isin period probably drew up a list of the
first lines of all liturgies that had received ecclesiastical sanction.
Their number must have been
At any rate, the canon
large, possibly 600 or 700.
was closed by the Sumerian liturgists themselves.
Even in Assyria, which adopted the entire Sumerian canon of sacred liturgy, we find no mention of
any Assyrian city or temple. The local cults of
these northern Semites came too late to be entered
into the songs of the public services, and they
present the curious spectacle of a great people who
said their public prayers in liturgies wliich never
made any reference to themselves.
Literature. For the prayers of the private cults and the

—

public solo prayers of priests the entire literature is cited in the
notes. The subject of liturgies, which is much more extensive
and difficult, may be studied in the following works
I. Texts.
G. Reisner, Sumerisch-habylonische Hymnen,
H. Zimmern, Sumerische Kultlieder aus altBerlin, 1896
babylonischer Zeit, Leipzig, 1912-13; S. Langdon, jBa6j/tonta?i
H. Radau, Miscellaneous Sumerian
Liturgies, Paris, 1913
Texts,' in Hilprecht Anniversary Volume, Leipzig, 1909, pp.
374-457, Swnerian Hyinns and Prayers to god Nin-Ih, PhilaD.
delphia, 1911
Myhrman, Babylonian Hymns and
Prayers, do. 1910; Langdon, 'Fragment of a Babylonian
Liturgy (Babyloniaca, iii. 241-249), Paris, 1910 ; L.
King,
Cuneiform Texts from Babylonian Tablets in the British
Museum, London, 1902 Langdon, Sumerian Liturgical Texts
from Nippur, Philadelphia, 1917.

—

:

;

'

;

;

W.

W.

'

;

II.

Translations and interpretations.

—

Langdon,

See Langdon, Sum. and, Bab. Psalms, pp. 292-295, a Nippur
song emploj'ed at Ur and Larsa.
2 The best
example of a service of this kind is Zimmern,
Sumerische Kultlieder, no. 2, a curious service made by joining
songs to Tammuz, Enlil, and Bau.
1

(Buddhist)
Sumerian and Babylonian Psalms, Paris, 1909, Babylonian
Liturgies, Sumerian Liturgical Texts, and Public Worship in
Zimmern, Babylonische Hymnen
Babylonia (in the press)
und Oebete, in Der alte Orient, xiii. pt. i. [Leipzig, 1911].
'

;
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(Buddhist).— I. General.— Buddhism

teaches that there is no personal creator or ruler of
the world, and that the perfection of religious and
rests solely on one's own selfin the Buddhist religion there
is no room for prayer, in the sense of a petition
This was the
or solicitation addressed to a god.
reason why Buddha so carefully guarded against
the use of prayer (manta, Skr. mantra) addressed
to a god for the purpose of securing a certain
benefit through his special favour.^ But, when
prayer is understood in a broader Avay, there is
the Buddhist prayer as an expression of earnest
faith, determined intention, as a means of self-perfection in Buddhist ideals. Moreover, the Buddhist
religion developed, after the death of its founder,
in the direction of adoring him not only as a perfect
human personality but as an embodiment of universal truth, i.e. in the conception of the dharmakdya. In this developed form an individual striving for the attainment of bodhi ('enlightenment ')
stands to Buddha in the relation of the disciple
to the Master, and of the saved to the Saviour.
Here the practice of expressing the earnest intention of realizing Buddhahood gradually took the
form of solemn vows taken to commit oneself to
practise Buddhist morality, assisted by encouraging assurance given by Buddha, in his actual
presence or in spiritual manifestation. Many of
these vows are in reality prayers, addressed to

moral

ideals

perfection.

Buddha

Thus

as well as to the universal truth revealed

by him. These vows, or prayers, are called
pranidhana in Sanskrit (PaXi panidhdna).
Now, in the Pali books, panidhdna means concentration of mind upon a certain idea or object,
which helps in tranquillizing the mind.
'That disciple should

concentrate (jpanidahitabbam) his

mind upon a certain thing (attha) as the condition of tranquillizing when the mind is concentrated upon that tranquillizing
;

.
(Then he
condition, cheer arises and from cheer joy arises
should think) I shall concentrate mind upon this thing and this
2
thing being realized I shall now dwell on that.'
.

.

In this sense panidhdna is a general name for
various endeavours to calm and concentrate mind,
such as pasddha, repose or faith in the Three

Treasures

and

Buddhist

morality

;

chhanda,

earnest desire for realizing supernormal powers
sati, thought intently fixed on Buddha
(iddhi)
and his teachings, etc.^ Indeed, Buddhism is
exceedingly rich in these terms'^ ideas, and practices
of mental concentration and spiritual drill, and
they all play the part of prayer or orison, with a
special emphasis laid on the concentration of mind
on a certain point of Buddhist truths. These
experiences are described by similes which enable
us only to guess what were the eftects of the
mental concentration and the total result of the
spiritual exercise may be formulated as a direct
assurance and personal experience of the unity of
existence, whicli may be expressed as an expansion
of self or an absorption of the cosmos into self.
There are prescribed formulae for these practices
of meditation and for their results, and these
capital passages in the scriptures served as manuals
of practice as well as a kind of prayer, in the sense
of inspiration and assurance.
E.g., the fourfold
faith {pasddha) mentioned above and the seven
stages of enlightenment (bojjhahga) were used for
expelling the pain of disease, though the real
import of these meditations consisted in something
;

;

more and deeper than mere guards against
1 For the use
Tantra

2

of

mantra

in later

forms of Buddhism see

ills.
art.

Saihyutta, xlvii. 10 (PTS ed. v. 156).
3 Similar terms are
vipassand, samatha, pariyesand, cheto
vimutti, jhdna, etc. ; of. art. Ethics and Morality (Buddhist).
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was the same with the fourfold infinite expansion
mind (appamdna-cheto-vimutti) against hatred
and ill-will and for realization of love, compassion,
It

of

(Buddhist)
tion and finally became Buddha Gotama,
Sakyamuni. The vow.s say

in

reciting the holy texts or in confessing one's

faith, and these expressions naturally take the
form of prayer as found in any other religion.
Prayer in this sense is not a petition, but an utterance of devotion to the Buddliist cause, of determination to accomplish Buildhist ideals, of con-

viction in the final destiny of
Buddhist perfection.

mankind

—

development of Buddhist prayer, because it was this
aspect that stimulated the Buddhists not only to
follow the Master's steps but to emulate his work.
The ideal perfection of Buddhist morality consists
in the attainment of the tathdgata-&\n]i, on the part
of every Buddhist, and, just as Buddha Gotama is
said to have passed a long training of the bodhisattva - ship, every Buddhist is expected, in
Mahayana Buddhism, to be a bodhisattva (cf.
art. Ethics and Morality [Buddhist]).
The
essential condition in starting for the bodhisattva

Since now I make this earnest wish [adhikdra\.
In presf-nce of this Best of Men,
Omniscience sometime I'll achieve,
And multitudes convey acroes.
I'll rebirth's circling stream arrest.
Destroy existence's three modes
I'll climb the sides of Doctrine's
ship [dhamma-fiava].
And men and goda convey across
(verses 67 and 68, Warren's tr.X
;

'

Then Buddha Dipafikara

gives assurance of the
fulfilment of the vows (verses 71-80), and Sumedha
further commits himself to the practice of the ten
methods of perfection (pdrami). When he concludes his solemn pledge, the whole universe gives
response to the vows.
'

to reach

Thus, Buddhist prayer is an expression as well
as an inspiration an expression of belief and
intention and an inspiration of ideal and zeal. As
an expression of faith, Buddhist prayer paj's
homage to Buddha, to his truth and community,
mostly in adoration and exaltation, wliich serve at
the same time as a confession of faith.'
As an
inspiration of ideal aspiration, it takes the form of
a solemn vow to commit oneself to efl'orts in moral
perfection, equally on the part of Buddha himself
and on that of his followers. The latter aspect
had an important bearing on the significance and

or

:

*

etc.i

Buddhist ethics emphasizes the importance of
thought and intention as the source of bodily acta
and utterances of speech. It is on this ground
that the concentration of thought is so persistently
insisted on in the various methods of meditation
and carefixlly formulated in their
descriptions.
Thought may be expressed in utterance, wnether
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Now pondering these conditions ten,
Their nature [scU/hava], essence [sarasa], character [lakkhana].
Such fiery vigor had they all,
That all the worlds ten thousand quaked (verse 176).
'

This corresponds to something like a voice from
heaven the prayer is accepted and will be fulfilled.
This is a metannor, and behind it lies the metaphysical idea of the oneness of existence, the unity
of dharmnatd (the fundamental nature of things).
All existences are one in their basic nature therefore the vows taken and prayers expressed are addressed to a certain Buddha as well as to one's own
self and to the whole existence, while the acceptance of the prayer is expressed in Buddha's vydkarana, whose consequences are the cosmic response
and the bodhisattva's practice of the ten pdrami.
Now, the same thing is told about the prelimiof Buddha, in the Mahasanghika
nary training
book Mahdvastu.^ There the deeds (chdryu) of the
bodhisattva are classified in four stages: (1) deeds
in accordance with his inherent good nature
(prakrti), (2) deeds in accordance with his vows
(pranidhdna), (3) deeds in accordance with his
ideals {anulonut), i.e. the practice of the six jaaramitds, (4) deeds in accordance Avith the indefatig-

—

;

able virtues (anivartana).'^
Buddha's conversion is told.

Then the story of
Buddha, when he

training is regarded as an earnest determination (chitta-utpdda) to go through the severe
discipline of bodhisattva morality, and the determination is expressed in the vow or prayer {pranidhana). The vows are addressed to a certain
Buddha, who testificates the oaths and gives
assurance for their fulfilment. This act of Buddha
'
is called vyakarana,
encouraging assurance,' and
is the necessary counterpart of the vow.
After
the address of the vow to Buddha and its acceptance by him, a bodhisattva is expected to do the
works of self-perfection with the wish to dedicate
all the merits of his works to the Buddhist cause,
i. e. for the sake of all
fellow-beings, that they may
participate in the joint stock of merits {punyaksetra) and proceed on the all-embracing sole road

pranidhdna and

Buddhist perfection.
Buddha's own prayer. This model of taking
is narrated in
the introduction (Nidanavows_
hatha) to the Jataka stories,* where Buddha's first
start on his long training is told in the adoration
of his enthusiasm.
It was in a remote past
that a Brahman Sumedha took vows before the
Buddha Dipankara to march on the way to
Buddhahood and indeed this Sumedha proved, in
the course of time, to be worthy of his determina-

metaphysical conception of oneness was identified
with the ultimate entity of Buddha's personality
(dharma-kdya), and the person of Buddha, who

of

—

2.

;

1

Recitation of holy texts plays a very important part in the
Buddhist religion and serves as credo, prayer, hymn, ritual,

and inculcation at the same time. A collection of the sacred
texts, called the Parittam, is most widely used
among llie
Buddhists of the south. In the north and'east the text used
vanes according to sects, but the most widely used one is the
Lotus {Saddkarinapun(^arika).
See, e.g., Hatana'sutta in Sutta-nipdta
(SBE
x. I[18981J pt.
i\
r
u. pp. 36-39).

Fausboll (i. 11-28), tr. T. W. Rhys Davids,
n^ijf "?"^.®'l" Stories, London, 18S0, pp. 10-18 H. C.
Warren,
n jji
buddhism
14-31.
Translation^, Cambridge, Mass., 1900,
'^'-

•

m

;

pp.

was a Brahman, determined to perfect himself,
and expressed his desire and determination in
presence of the Buddha Dipankara and his con-

gregation. The prayer says
Indeed, let it be so, that I could be born as one who, having
overcome the world, would work in the world for the benefit of
the world and should live for the weal of this world,' etc.
:

'

Dipankara, knowing that the vow-taker would
surely attain the supreme enlightenment, gives

him the assurance
'

Thou

bom

shalt at a certain future time become a Buddha, being
as a son to the Sakya clan, and work for the benetit of

men and gods. '3
3. In Mahayana Buddhism.

—

Now, this idea of
associate conditions was
developed in Mahayana and applied to all Buddhists, who were, therefore, called bodhisattvas.
The underlying idea was the same, yet the significance of pranidhdna was interpreted metaphysically by the doctrine of the basic unity of
existence (tathatd) and its application made wider
by the extension of the bodhisattva ideal. The
of its

the vows, was conceived to be his blissful
manifestation {samhhoga-kdya) or one of iiis earthly
condescensions (nirmdnd-kdya). Thus, the theory
of tlie threefold personality [tri-kdya) of Buddha
testified

1
Mahdvastu, ed. E. Senart, Paris, 1882, Introd. p. xxi, and
i. 1.
The Chinese version of the same book (B. Nanjio, Catano. 587)
logue of Chinese Buddhist Tripifaka, Oxford, 1883,
the
story in more detail.
gives
2 The Chinese version omits the negative a and mterprets
this to mean the
consummating transformation,' i.e. the
transformation of human nature to Buddhahood.
.

'

3

Mahdvastu,

i.

3.
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was brought closer to the life of the bodhisattva
and made the object to which the vows were
every prayer addressed to
Buddha is at the same time a vow by which the
vow-taker commits himself to the practice of the
Vows are taken by a
ideas expressed therein.
Buddhist and assurance is given by a Buddha, but
the two parties are one in the basic entity, and
the response given to a prayer is a necessary consequence of this oneness of existence. Yet, quite
naturally, the vow and the response will remain
void, unless the vow-taker practises his determination and dedicates all his goods to the broad cause
of realizing the all-embracing Buddhist communion.
This is the working out of the thought expressed
in the vow, the practice of moral life with the
intention of dedicating all goods to the Buddhist

addressed.

Thus,

and is called parindmand, 'dedication.'
efficacy of dedication is guaranteed by the
Buddha, who is a pioneer in the realization of the
one road. In this way the Buddhist conception of
prayer emphasizes the unity of its three phases,
ideal,

The

pranidhdna, vydlcaraiia, &nA parindmand.
After all, the Buddhist religion conceives the
world as the stage of spiritual development in
which all beings participate in, and contribute to,
the realization of the truth of oneness [eka-yuna
or ekatvam) or of the cosmic enlightenment [bodhichitta).^
prayer addressed to a Buddha, an
enlightened soul, is meant and destined to awaken
in one's own mind or soul [chitta) the same chitta
as the Buddha's own.
To worship a deity which

A

—

—

admitted by Mahayana Buddhism means, not
to adore it as a being external to oneself, but to
realize the excellent qualities found in the deity.
Likewise, to pray may be understood to mean
asking something of a deity, but the truth is that
the one who is asked and the one who asks are one
in the fundamental nature, and, therefore, the
prayer is in its ultimate significance a self-inculcation, a self-committal to the moral ideals of
Buddhism. Although the Mahayana practice of
offering prayer differs much, in its appearance,
from the practice of primitive Buddhism, the final
goal and the conception underlying the practice
are the same mental training for the attainment
of Buddhahood.
Mahayana books are full of the stories of how a
certain Buddha, in the preparatory stage, or a
bodhisattva, started on his life of bodhisattva-&h.vp,
by taking vows in presence of his predecessor and
master. All those narratives are modelled on the
is

—

of Sumedha, and the vows are essentially
the same, consisting in an expression of the determination to save self together with otliers. As
the typical representative of the Mahayana vows
we take here the four great vows of the bodhistoi'y

'

sattva.^
'

They say

:

There are beinga without limit,
Let us take the vow to convey them

all across.

There are depravities in us without number,
Let us take the vow to extinguish them all.
There are truths without end,
Let us take the vow to comprehend them

all.

There is the Way of Buddha without comparison.
Let us take the vow to accomplish it perfectly.'

Here

emphasized that, without striving to
fulfil the first vow, of saving others, the following three are vain, even if they could be executed.
Another prayer, more frequently recited, is taken
from the Lotus,^ and says
it is

:

1 See art. Ethics and MoRALrr?
(Buddhist) D. T. Suzuki,
Outlines of Mahayana Buddhism, p. 294 f.
^
Saddharm<ipuri(farika, tr. H. Kem, in SBE xxi. (1884).
The quotation here given is a translation from the Chinese
version of Kumarajiva, which is used as authoritative by the
Eastern Buddhists. The extant original differs from this a
little (cf. p. 171 of the Eng. tr. and p. 177 of the original, ed.
Kern and Nanjio, Petrograd, 1912).
;

(Buddhist)
'

Let these merits (now performed) universally pervade
let us, together with them, soon realize the
Buddhahood.'

And

all,
life

of

Another point to be noted in the Mahayana
notion of prayer is that great stress is laid on
the vydkarana given by the presiding Buddha,
and the assurance takes the form of prophecy.
prophecy of this kind is an encouragement given
to the bodhisattva as well as an exaltation of his
future achievements. Glorifications in the prophecy are always proportional to the enthusiasm
of the vows, and these together served to impress
the believers with the grandeur of the start, the
magnitude of the merits accumulated by the
bodhisattva, and to stimulate the followers to the

A

similar practice of pranidhdna and parindmand.
The effects of these inspirations were great, and in
many cases they gave an impetus to enthusiasts,
who thereby became great teachers or reformers.

greatest document of Mahayana Buddhism
this respect is the Lotus of Truth.^ Besides
various points of Buddhist doctrines expounded in
it, the main topic of the book is the continuity of
the vows taken, merits accomplished, and results

The

in

attained, through the Buddhasof the past, Buddha
Sakyamuni, and the future Buddhas.'
The second chapter, entitled
Tactfulness,'
emphasizes the unity of all Buddhas in the
purpose, methods, and goal of their long training.
There shall be no one of beings, who, having heard the
Truth, will not become Buddhas.' 2
'

This is the earnest desire, vow, and prayer of all
Buddhas. The discourse then proceeds to give

vydkarana to many disciples of Sakyamuni, by
assuring them of Buddha's love of all beings and
his power to lead them to the highest goal.
Then,
in ch. xii., entitled 'Perseverance,' Buddha's
disciples are encouraged to emulate their predecessors' zeal and effort and to endure hardships in
working among the perverted people of the latter
days of degeneration. The disciples, in response,
utter a prayer for endurance, pledging themselves
to stand through all kinds of persecution and

After enumerating the perils, the prayer
concludes Avith the following words
They wUl scold us and scorn and ridicule us. And thus we
shall be repeatedly and repeatedly driven out of our own
perils.

:

'

monasteries and sanctuaries. All this, hatred and persecutions,
shall we bear in forbearance and perseverance, because we are
In whichever cities or
mindful of our Lord's command.
vUIages, where there may be any one who wouldilisten to us,
we shall surely go there and preach as has been commissioned by Buddha. We are thy messengers, O Lord of the
World, we have nothing to fear, iiy proclaiming thy truth.
Now we take these vows in thy presence and in presence of all
Buddhas, who have come here from the ten quarters. Mayst
3
thou, O Buddha, know our intention and determination !'

This prayer was not only an expression of
ardent desire for the Buddhist cause cherished by
many Buddhists, but was also a source of fiery
inspiration given to many others who really lived
their lives according to the dictates of the vows.
to the Lotus of the Perfect
4. 'Adoration
Truth.' The Lotus played in Mahjiyana Buddhism
a role similar to the Johannine literature in
Highest tributes were paid to the
Christianity.
book by most Mahayanists, from various points of

—

view, doctrinal, ethical, apocalyptic. The final
was the formulation of a prayer to the book
itself, as the embodiment of the whole content of
result

The man who
Buddhist and cosmic truths.
standardized this formula was Nichiren (1222-_82),
a man of prophetic zeal who was intensely inspired
by the Prayer of Perseverance,' cited above,
His
and lived his life in perils and hardships.
Namu Myo-Horenge-kyo,'' which
formula was
'

'

1

Cited above, usually called Lotus of the True

Law

(q.v.),

SBE xxi.
2

99 (SBE xxi. 5.3).
3 This
passage is in verse and
version (cf SBE xxi. 261).
ii.

.

is

here taken from the Chinese

PRAYER
was the Sino-Japaneee form of Namh Snddharma jnindarika sutrdya,' 'Adoration be to
'

-

'

^Ve

shall give a

the Lotus of the Perfect Tiutli.'
brief account of his theory and practice.
Worship, according to the Mahayana theory,
amounts to the elevation of self to liuddhahood
and the discovery of hodhi in self. This doctrine
was formulated by the Chinese philosopher Chi-i
(531-597) on the authority of the Lotus, as the
truth of mutual participation or interdependence
All existences are interrelated
of all existences.
therefore Buddhahood is found in every being, as
demoniac nature is not lacking but subdued even
The universe consisting of these
in Buddha.
interrelated existences is the stage on which the
truth of interdependence manifests itself, on which
universal truths realize themselves in particular
Nichiren adopted this theory and
existences.
represented it in a palpable way. His representation of the universe Mas to have the sacred title'
(of the Lotus of Truth) written down in the centre,
and the names of Buddhas, sages, gods and men,
spirits and demons, represented round the central
This symbolic visualization of the universe,
truth.
or of the supreme being together with all beings,
of realizis, according to Nichiren, the best means
ing the cdSHiic truth in every worshipper's soul.
in
The adoration of the book Lotus this way is not
a mere bibliolatry, but the worship of the universal
Now, this adoratruth, as revealed in the book.
tion is uttered in speech, i.e. in the formula as
shown above, and the oral utterance is prayer,
hynni, confession, and oath of fidelity all at once.
Altli.ough the utterance is an act of an individual,
it is destined, by the very nature of cosmic struc'

'

;

'

awaken

in one's self, together with all
others, enlightenment in the quintessence of
cosmic truths, and thus to accelerate the full
bloom of the cosmic lotus-flower in every exis-

to

ture,

tence.'^

This thought about the adoration ia expressed by Nichiren
as follows
The letters which open every chapter [of the
Scripture] are five [in Chinese ideojp-ams denoting the Lottis of
the Perfect Truth] and the same conclude each one of the
chapters. Thus, the beginning and the consummation, as well
as the whole between them, amount to the seven letters
[denoting] the Adoration of the Truth. To utter this Adoration
is the sole clue to the propagation of the Truth in the latter
days of degeneration. Any one who does not see the spirit of
the Adoration and therefore fails to j^^asp the key to the
essential principle [of the truth and its propagation] is not
worthy of a teacher in the latter ages, but moreover misses the
For my, Nichiren's, disciples
real spirit of Nichiren's teaching.
and followers there is no need of any other device than the sole
practice [of the Adoration].' In short, the adoration is the
means of realizing the truth of the mutual participation in
every one's life, and the formula is a prayer adilressed to Buddha
and to the truths revealed by him, as well as to all beings and
to one's own deeper self.
'

:

—

Buddha of infinite light.'
the stories of various Buddhas
and bodhisattvas are told in Mahayana books,
with their respective vows of salvation. These
stories and vows became sources of inspiration and
stimulants to emulation for the respective believers
in the superhuman beings.^ Among the objects
of adoration and devotion in this sense Amitabha,
the Buddha of infinite light, played the most
'

5.

Homage

As we have

to the

.seen,

significant part,

and

his worship

formed a distinct

1

This kind of adoration paid to a sacred book is as old as the
origin of Mahayana, and every Mahayana book opens with a
homage paid to the book. In some cases the homage is extended
to Buddha and his community, and the adoration takes the form
of a prayer.
This practice may bo traced back to the Pali
books, in wiiich the formula JSamo tassa Bhagaiato Arahato
Sammd-Sambuddhassa precedes the text. An introductorj*
prayer of this kind is found in nearly every treatise on doctrines,
one of which is cited below.
^ Cf. M.
Anesaki, Nichiren, the Buddhist Prophet, Cambridge,
'

'

Mass., 1916.
3 One of those
deities whose vows are adored and to whom
many prayers are addressed is Avalokite^vara, the chief figure
of ch. xxiv. (xxv. in Chinese) of the Lotus.
For one of the
prayers addressed to him see J. Estlin Carpenter, Comparative
Religion (Home University Library), London [1913], p. 153 f.

1G9

(Buddhist)
stream

of

Buddhist

pietism.'

This

form

of

Buddhism lays more emj^hasis on devotion than
on emulation, in spite of the fact that the vows
taken by Amitabha, while he was still a monk
Dharmilkara, are a specimen of the grand prayer
In any case, the
for the salvation of all beings.
faith in Amitabha's all-embracing compas.sion and
all-saving device caused many prajyers of devotion
to be uttered or written down, and the final result
was a formulation of the prayer in a simple form,
^

Naviu

form of

A mida-butsu,'
'

Namo

whiiih. is

the Sino-Japanese

'mitufjhdya Buddhdya,'

'

Homage

the Buddha

of infinite light.'
be to
Before considering this simple prayer to Amitabiia, we shall give a specimen of the prayers
Vasubandhu opens his comaddres.sed to him.
mentary on the Sukhdvatl-vyuhd (Nanjio, no.

12U4) with a prayer
'

U

:

Exalted One I trust myself whole-heartedly
To the Tathagata whose light pervades,
Without any impediment, the regions in the ten quarters.
And express my earnest desire to be bom in Thy Land.
1

In realizing in vision the appearance of Thy Land,
I know that it surpasses all realms in the threefold existence.
it is like sky, embracing all.
Vast and spacious without lx>undaries.
Thy mercy and compassion in accordance with the righteous

That

way
an outgrowth of the stock of merits (accumulated by Thee),
which are beyond all worldly good
And Thy light permeates everywhere,
Like the mirrors of the Sun and the Moon.
Is

;

[Further description of the excellence of the Paradise.]
Let me pray that all beings, having been born there.
Shall proclaim the Truth, like Buddha Thyself.
Herewith I write down this essay and utter these verses,
And pray that I could see Thee, O Buddha, face to face.
And that I could, together with all my feUow-beinge,
Attain the birth in the Land of Bliss.'
(In this prose translation, the lines of the original verse
are kept.)

Vasubandhu further

prescribes the five

methods

worship to those who desire the communion of
the land of bliss: (1) reverence shown by bodily
acts of worship ; (2) adoration expressed in oral
utterance (3) earnest thought and prayer carried
out by the fixation of mind ; (4) intent thought to
visualize the Buddha and his land ; (5) dedication
of all good will and works to the welfare of fellow-

of

;

beings.

Among these five methods adoration bj* oral
utterance, especially in calling the Buddha's name
(ndmadheya), became an important factor in the
worship, and the final result was the formula cited
above. This kind of prayer tends very naturally
to become a mechanical repetition of the name,
and there were and are many Buddhists practising
the method in that way. Yet we must know that
devotional piety and earnest thought are kept and
stimulated even by the repetition of the Buddha's
name, and also that the leaders of this Buddhist
pietism were always keen on emphasizing faith and
moral life as manifestations of piety.Moreover, there is another interesting phase in
the development of Amita-Buddhism, viz. that a
special theory of prayer was propounded by one
of its leaders, Shinran (1173-1262), a Japanese
reformer. He explains the faithful thought to
mean, not only a thought, but also reverence
shown towards the Buddha, through one's moral
life, as well as the adoration of his grace by oral
utterance of his name. This adoration, the repeti1 The
story of Amitabha's conversion and vows is told in the
Sukhdvati-vyuha (SEE xlix. pt. ii.). The scenes are depicted
in a highly imaginative way and the vows taken are elaborate
and high-sounding, yet all after the model of the storj' of
Sumedha. This link of affinity between the two stories is a

Buddha
strong point against the theory that the belief in this
was a product of Christian influence. Another pomt to the
be
traced
can
which
same effect is the development of the faith,
step by step in India, China, and Japan.
faithful
2 The threefold
is
thought, prothought in devotion
found thought, and the thought to atUin the final bliss by
xlix. pt. 11. p. 188).
dedicating all good to that end (cf. SBE
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tion of the Buddha's name, ought to be uttered,
never with any idea of petition, but always as an
expression of absolute dependence on, and of grati-

tude towards, the Buddha's grace. Shinran taught
this doctrine of prayer because he believed in the
infinite strength of the Buddha's saving power,
which reduces any idea of exertion or self-reliance,
not only to useless redundance, but to a harmful
impediment to tlie true devotion. Thus, prayer is
regarded by Shinran as an expression of absolute
dependence, on our part, on the Buddha's compassion and redeeming plan.
Shinran's religion was, in this way, the antipodes of the religion of self-perfection, as we see it
in the original tenet of Buddhism
yet, in strictly
excluding the idea of petition from prayer, he
returned to the original standpoint of Buddhism,
in contrast to some of the prevailing forms of the
Buddhism of his time.
;

—

LiTERATURB. See the works cited throughout, especially
D. T. Suzuki, Outlines of Mahay ana BvMhism, London, 1907,

M. ANESAKI.

pp. 290-310.

(Chinese)
or adoration.
Those of adoration are the only
kind used in the worship to Confucius.
Heaven and earth, as the manifestations and
revelations of the Supreme Being, were the objects
of imperial worship ^ and also at times of that of
the common people.
The present writer will never forget a most impressive
instance of it during a terrific typhoon. Amidst the howling
tempest, with many drowning, the Chinese nurse knelt down

on the breaking verandah and poured forth an earnest and
impassioned pra3'er.

Ancestor-worship is regularly engaged in by
every family which is not Christian. Numerous
gods and goddesses, deified heroes, sacred trees,
smooth stones from the brook, bridges, etc., or
their spirits, are worshipped with prayer and
offerings.

Buddhist and Taoist monks and priests read
and sutras in the temples and monasteries.
There is no suggestion of prayer in the Tao Teh
King of Lao-tzu,^ though it soon appears in Taoism.
Buddhist gods are ideas personified, mostly
fictitious personations,' so that Buddhist worship,
except among the simple-minded in China, is but
a homage rendered to ideas and is only supposed
to be reflex in its effects. Their worship is useful
as a discipline, but not effectual as prayer.
Prayer
is not absolutely necessary to the Buddhist.*
But
liturgies

'

PRAYER (Chinese). —The

idea of prayer has
permeated the whole religious life of China, under
whatever form that life has manifested itself from
the earliest ages of which we have any knowledge
down to the present time. The Chinese had in
'

made
prayer and supplication
their requests long before St. Paul wrote
'

everything by

known

^

those words.
The present writer has heard extempore prayer
in a temple,* but set forms are very largely used.
Supplications are prepared to meet different circumstances with blanks to fill in personal particulars
of names, etc.
These are burned, this process, it
is believed, ensuring their passage to the other
world. Among such are prayers after bad dreams,*
and when some untoward event has been seen, as
a crowing hen, a dog digging a hole, etc.
AVhen Confucius was ill, one of his disciples
wished prayer to be offered to the spirits for his
master.* The duke of Chow prayed for King Wu,
his brother, to their great - grandfather, grandfather, and father.* The famous general Chu Koliang in ancient times prayed for restoration to
health.* Sons pray for long life for their parents,'
and petitions are offered for offspring (the goddess
of mercy is much sought after for that purpose).
Confucius was born after prayer by his mother.*
Almost as varied as the objects of prayer are the
deities to whom prayers are made, the first and
highest being Shang Ti, the Supreme Kuler.
From ancient times this worship of God has been
As one
regularly kept up by the sovereign.*
instance of it, the emperor Kien Lung *in times
of scarcity
begged grain from the Ruler
.

above.'

With

.

.

^^

this basis of

monotheism there was

also

worship of the spirits presiding over rivers and
hills of note, the mounds, dykes, plains, forests,
and the spirits of sages and worthies of ancient
times' who were subordinate to the Supreme
Ruler. ^^ The prayers to these were in the character of announcements, thanksgivings, petitions,
'

1 E. H.
Parker, Ancient China Simplified, London, 1908, p.
58; Chinese Recorder, Shanghai, 1866-1914, xliv. 133, 146.
2 J.
Dyer Ball, Js Buddhism a Preparation or a Hindrance to
Christianity in Chirm?, Hongkonff, 1907, p. 14fiE.
3 Chinese
Recorder, Ixiv. 369, 370 f.
4 J.
Legge, The Chinese Classics, Hongkong, 1861-72, i.
Confucian Analects,' etc., p. 70.
5 See art. Human Sacrificb
(Chinese) ; Chinese Re^iorder, Ixiv.

'

'

the

common man or woman in China, like the rest
human race, feels the need of prayer and is

of the

not concerned with this esoteric view.
The following prayer was used by the Ming
emperors at the solstice worship of Shang Ti
:

'

numerous

animated beings are indebted to
Thy favour for their beginning. Men and creatures are eraAll the

tribes of

O Ti (Lord), in Thy love. All living things are
who knows whence his blessing
to him? It is Thou alone, O Lord, who art the true
.
The Service of Song is completed but
parent of all things. .
our poor sincerity cannot be fully expressed. Sovereign goodness is infinite. As a potter Thou hast made all living things.
paradised,

indebted to Thy goodness, but

comes

.

Great and small are curtained round.
heart of Thy poor servant is the sense of
feeling cannot be fully displayed.

As engraven on the
Thy goodness, but my

With great kindness Thoii

dost bear with us, and notwithstanding our demerits dost grant
us life and prosperity.'*

This very high level of spirituality is not reached
in many of the ritual prayers.
Though a tablet to the emperor appeared in the
larger temples, it is only recently that prayer for
the government and those in authority has been
desired, and the Chinese turned to the Christians
for it, the emperor having been dethroned with his
State worship.
One of the most eminent GHiinese philosophers,
a great Confucian commentator, said
:

'

the expression of repentance and promise of
amendment, to supplicate the help of the spirits. If there may
not be those things, then there is no need for praying. In the
case of the Sage [Confucius], he had committed no errors, and
admitted of no amendment. In all his conduct he had been in
harmony with the spiritual intelligences, and therefore he said :
praying has been for a long time." '5

Prayer

is

"My
The spirit in which prayer is offered is considered
by the Chinese to be of the utmost importance.
The Master (Confucius) said
Hold faithfulness
'

:

and sincerity as first principles,'* and the spirit in
which prayer is offered must be a sincere one.
Some amount of ceremony is generally observed
with prayer. Offerings of meat and vegetables are
often presented and cups of wine wax candles are
lighted and incense-sticks and mock paper money
;

290, 375.

burned.
The attitude taken in prayer is typical of reverence.
Kneeling mats are provided in temples for

6 Chinese
Recorder, Ixiv. 291.
7 lb.
8 lb.
p. 292.
p. 294 f .
9 J.
Legge, The Religions of China, London, 1880, p. 25.
E. H. Parker, Studies in Chinese Religion, London, 1910,
p. 191.

1
Legge, Religions of China, p. 34 ; J. Edkins, Relvjion in
China^, London, 1878, p. 18 f.
2
Parker, Stitdies in Chinese Religion, p. 111.
s
Edkins, Religion in China'^, p. 60.
* Nelson
Bitton, The Regeneration of New China, London.

'

w

11

Legge, The Religions of China, p. 25 f. ; also his Chinese
ii., 'The Works of Mencius,' p. 193 f., iii., 'The Shoo

1914, ch.

Classits,

8

King,' p. 152.

8

iii.

Chinese Recorder, Ixiv. 289 f .
Legge, Chinese Classics, i. 5.
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—

Monotheistic prayer in its pre-Christian
2. OT.
form reaches its greatest elevation in the UT.
All the forms which the intercourse of the human
soul with God is able to assume will be found there
in unexampled
nobility and splendour. The cry
confession of sin,
of the soul for God, as in Ps 42
as in Ps 51
intercession, thanksgiving, petition
all these are found in tlie UT, and esiiecially in
the Psalms and the Proiiliets, in forms which stand

the worshippers, who not only kneel but often
touch the ground with their foreheads and perforin
the kowtow. If weak and unable to kneel, tlie
worshipper is told in pious books that he may
In prayer the hands are laid palm to iialin
stand.

with extended fingers and raised up and uown
several times.
LiTERATURB.— Authorities are cited

in the footnotes.

J.

Dykr Ball.

to-day as the most perfect utterances of spiritual
devotion.
The principal elements which distinguish the
a vivid consciousness of
prayers of the OT are (1)
God as a living personal Presence and as possessing
supreme power, and (2) an unfailing realization of
His holiness, involving the conviction that only
through moral goodness can men become acceptable in His sight. Ps 139 allbrds a striking
instance of both these elements but they are to
be found everywhere. God as the living God, and
righteousness of life as that which alone can bring
these are the
man into harmony with Him
essentials of the monotheism of the OT and they
are the distinguishing marks of its prayers.
Christian prayer demands more detailed
3. NT.
consideration. The NT is full of exhortations to
prayer and promises of blessing to those who pray
It also contains many
aright.
examples of
So important a place does prayer occupy
prayer.
in its teachings that it may be affirmed positively
that to doubt the efficacy of prayer is to shake
the very foundations of Christianity. To determine the essential elements of Christian prayer, we
must go to the teachings of Christ Himself. The
fullest and most characteristic is contained in
Mt G"''®. A brief analysis of this passage will
exhibit the principles of Christian prayer.

fact of

the supreme proof of tlie importance of
Face to
religion as an element in human life.
face with vast and mysterious forces, beset by
dangers, urged on by unceasing needs, man turns
instinctively for help to powers other and greater
than himself. Prayer is wide as the world and
older than history.
The animistic savage and the
polytheist, as well as the Christian, practise it.
Even the Buddhist, though in strictness his creed
should find no place for it, seeks solace in prayer.
In the presence of such facts, it is not wrong to
speak of prayer as an instinct of the human heart.
It is an instinct springing from man's sense of his
own weakness and limitations and from his recognition of the greatness of the universe in which he
dwells.
Prayer may truly be said to be prior to all
definite creeds, to be indeed the expression of the
He that
need which all creeds seek to satisfy.
cometh to God must believe that he is' (He 11"),
we are taught, and the saying is true but the
belief is often implicit rather than explicit.
With the advent of monotheism, prayer reaches
Belief in the one
a new dignity and power.
Deity, sovereign in the universe, carries with it a
of
elevation
which has an
sense of security and
ennobling influence on thought and life. It makes
men strong and free in the world. Here is the
secret of the transformation which Islam effects
for the African animist.
Christianity offers better
gifts, but the gifts of Islam are not to be despised.
The monotheist, set free from the terrors of the
animistic demon-world, or from the uncertainties
and confusions of the polytheistic pantheon, lifts
his face to heaven and gives his worship to the
Supreme alone, and asks help from a Power which,
he is assured, has no rival.
is

:

;

—

—

*

;

Prayer must have spiritual reality. This
is enforced by means of a warning
against
The warning is
hypocri.sy, i.e. against unreality.
twofold (a) against that unreality which uses the
observances of prayer for outward show, in order
to gain credit
the world, and {b) against vain
(1)

truth

:

m

Definition.

—

tion, the

—

—

;

'

'

1

The RvZe and Exercises of Holy Living, London,

iv. § 7,

1686, ch.
identical with Aquinas's ascensus intellectus in Deum
Theol. n. ii. qu. Ixxxiii. art. 13, de Oratione ').

(Summa

'

'

'

against using the forms of prayer
as incantations or magical formuhe, the mere
of which will, it is imagined, avert some
repetition
evil or effect some good.
Prayer is to be real
between the soul and God
intercourse
spiritual
When thou hast shut thy door, pray to thy
Father which is in secret' (Mt 6'').
(2) In prayer the soul is to approach God as a
child drawing near to a father, with perfect simplicity and directness, in confidence and love.
'Pray to thy Father ; and remember that your
repetitions,

Prayer is not necessarily petiasking for benefits. Any intercourse of
soul
with
a human
higher powers may rightly be
For the monotheist prayer is
termed prayer.
intercourse with God.
Prayer, says Jeremy
Taylor, is 'an ascent of the mind to God.'* All
forms of such ascent
adoration, confession,
thanksgiving, as well as petitions seeking for
definite gifts may be included in the generic
term 'prayer.' Prayer is, in general, the communion of the human soul with God.
This communion is not necessarily an inward
consciousness of spiritual relationship with God.
There is a tendency in modern WTitings on this
subject to regard prayer as necessarily involving
an apprehension of the Divine Presence in an
inward manner. But there is no proof
essentially
The inward apprehension of God is the
of this.
soul of all mysticism and it would be going too
far to claim mystical experience for every prayer.
Such experience is a mark of a somewhat advanced
stage of religion. The child, the uneducated, and
the simple unreflecting mind, as a rule, seek God
Hence the tendency of all
above, not within.
such to speak prayers aloud, no matter how private
and personal the prayers may be. The prayer of
Hear thou in heaven, thy dwellingSolomon,
place (1 K 8**), expresses the natural thought of
the simple mind.
I.

—

;

;
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i.e.

:

'

'

'

Father knoweth what things ye have need of,
before ye ask him (Mt 6**).
He is a P'ather whose
knowledge of your needs is infinitely greater than
your own.
(3) Christ gives a form of prayer which is to
serve as a pattern. The Lord's Prayer teaches us
what to pray for. It also teaches us how to pray.
In it we are taught to pray for the supreme end
which God Himself seeks, and also for temporal
and spiritual good for ourselves. Most remarkable
is the order in which the petitions are arranged.
The prayers for God's glory and Kingdom come
'

From
before the prayers for personal blessing.
this we gather that all private and personal ends
must be subordinated to the higher purposes of the
Divine Will. All our prayers must be offered up
with the condition that the supreme end, which is
the universal good, must overrule all particular
There must be no selfishness in prayer. Tiie
ends.
greatest instance of the application of this principle
When
is to be found in the life of Christ Himself.
confronted with the last great sacrifice, He prayed
that He might be delivered, but added, neverthe'

less

not

my

will,

but thine, be done' (Lk

22^-).
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the same principle as that which Christ
supreme rule of all true living
Seek ye
kingdom of God, and his righteousness (Mt 6^^). In this principle also we tind the
significance of the characteristic law of Christian
prayer that it is ottered 'in the name of Christ.'
The mission, sacrifice, life, death, and resurrection
of Jesus Clirist form the means by which the
Kingdom is established through the overcoming of
In and
evil and the perfecting of humanity.

This

is

sets forth as the
'

:

first tlie

'

identified with
through Him human wills become
'
If ye abide in me,
the supreme Divine purpose.
and my words abide in you, ye shall ask what ye
will, and it shall be done unto you' (Jn 15'').
Prayer which is truly in Christ can never be in
'

'

vain.
It is not going too far to say that, when these
principles are grasped firmly, the difficulties which
have so frequently troubled the minds of thoughtful
people on the subject of prayer will be found
Our purpose here is to
capable of solution.
exhibit this fact as clearly and simply as possible
and to deal briefly with the deeper scientific and

philosophical problems which are involved.
main difficulties. Two great objections
4.
have been made against the efficacy of petitionary
prayer.
This
{a) The moral, or theological, objection.

—

Two

—

difficulty has troubled devout minds in all ages.
It assumes many forms, but, in its commonest

may be presented thus God knows, better
than we do, all that is good for us.
Trusting in His supreme wisdom and power, we may
rely upon Him to do what is best without any
request on our part. To ask Him for gifts is
really an effort to get Him to do something for us
which we fear He may not do. Instead of being
an exercise of faith, it is in truth a manifestation
of doubt, perhaps even of selfishness.
It is, in
effect, an attempt to induce God to change His
mind. Hence it is concluded that the only justifiable prayer is the prayer for resignation or, more
The
properly, for submission of the will to God.
intercourse of the soul with God, it is said, should
never be the asking for definite gifts, but always
the bringing of the human will into harmony with
shape,

:

the Divine.
In all this there would seem to be an element of
truth and an element of error. The element of
truth will be found in the final words in which the
objection has just been stated true prayer must
always involve the bringing of the mind and will
of man into harmony with the mind and will
This is another way of expressing the
of God.
third condition of Christian prayer as given above
all private and personal aims must be subordinated
to the higher purposes of the Divine Will.
The
element of error will be found in the supposition
that this bringing of the human will into harmony
with the Divine renders impossible the asking and
the receiving of special benefits. The true inference is quite opposite. When the will has been
brought into harmony with the great universal
purpose of God, the soul becomes capable of
benefits which were before impossible.
To regard
the Will of God as determining a fixed unalterable
of
events
is
inconsistent with that
arrangement
spiritual view of the universe which is the basis of
the whole argument it is to leave out of account
the incessant action and reaction of the spiritual
world. The unchangeableness of God does not
mean that the universe is a perfectly articulated
:

:

:

mechanical system in which everything is given
from the beginning. It means, rather, that the
principles and purposes of the Divine Providence
are eternal and unchangeable. If God be a living
God a personal Life with whom our souls are in
relationship it follows that to every movement of

—

—

human

will there is some corresponding Divine
When, therefore, the will of man is
into
harmony with the Will of God, the
brought
soul is rendered capable of blessings which were
before impossible. The moral condition on which

the

reaction.

those blessings depend has been fulfilled. Now,
prayer is essentially the fulfilment of this moral
True prayer is the movement of the
condition.

human

soul into a new relationship with God.
Every true prayer, therefore, renders some blessing
possible.
clearer.

An illustration

The
to

response
repentance.

will

make

statement

this

forgiveness of sins is granted in
the prayer which expresses true
Confession of sin which has no

spiritual reality behind

it,

which

is

a mere form of

down par4on. Only when the
harmony with the Divine WUl a

words, cannot call
soul

moves into

movement which

—

finds its inevitable expression in

—

the prayer of contrition is the blessing bestowed.
This instance is that selected by Christ Himself.
Commenting on the petition, 'Forgive us oui'
debts as we also have forgiven our debtors,' He
If ye forgive men their trespasses, your
says
heavenly Father wUI also forgive you but if ye
forgive not men their trespasses, neither will your
Father forgive your trespasses' (Mt 6^^-)- Here
the condition of the great gift of pardon is the
bringing of the mind and will of man into harmony
with the mind and will of God. When that
movement of the soul has taken place, the gift
becomes possible. True prayer is the expression
of a spiritual change which brings a new capacity
to receive blessing from God.
Nor is there any
reason why this capacity should be relative only
'

:

:

to spiritual gifts.
The principle involved applies
to the whole range of blessing, temporal as well
as spiritual.
In a moral and spiritual universe
all the possessions and capacities of moral and
spiritual beings
conditioned.

must be morally and

spiritually

The whole

force, then, of the moral, or theological, difficulty in relation to prayer is derived
from an erroneous indeed impossible view of the
nature of the spiritual universe. This view attributes to the spiritual a mechanical rigidity
which is altogether alien from its true nature.

—

—

—

This difficulty is one
(b) The scientific objection.
which has pressed with great weight upon the
modern mind, for it derives its force from modern
scientific conceptions of the universe.
It depends
upon the scientific princiijle of natural law. The
advance of science, so wondei'ful in the modem
world, has been secured by the progressive discovery of what are termed 'laws of nature,' i.e. a
great order according to which events happen.
Cause and effect are linked together in the natural
world by certain unvarying uniformities of sequence.
When one of these uniformities has been
determined, it is found to be constant and unchangeable. And, the further science advances,
the more fully does it appear that things and
events in nature are subject to the sway of such
uniformity. From this it seems to follow that the
whole course of nature is a perfectly determined
system. Everything that happens is the result of
the previous state of things, in a relationship
which is absolutely necessary.
The effect of all this on many devout minds has
been such that prayer for benefits involving
material elements has been regarded as meaning-

How can we pray for fair weather if we
believe that the weather is determined by natural
causes in a necessary order ? How can we pray
for recovery from sickness if we believe that sickness and health depend on the physical condition
of the organism, and that that condition arises
from certain antecedent causes in accordance with
unvarying laws ? Some of those who have been
less.

PRAYER

by this reasoning divide the woild of
experience into two parts, spiritual and
material.
In the former, they think, prayer is
efficacious
spiritual blessings m<ay be obtained by
in the latter tliey believe prayer to be wholly
it
unreasonable and ineffective. Such thinkers, regarding tlie laws of nature as tlie expression of the
Divine Will, hokl that, when we pray for material
results, we are guilty of tlie folly of asking God to
influenced

human

;

;

abrogate His own laws.
It IS not surprising that a conception of natural
law which has had so great an edect upon sincerely
religious niiiuls should have been even more influential in relation to the common opinion of the
modern world. Materialism and naturalism have
become popular doctrines. They hold (the former
more crudely, the latter in a more subtle manner)
that the universe is a continuous development,
necessarily ordered from beginning to end in accordance with natural law.
In such a system
there can be no place for Divine intervention
is
prayer
meaningless.
It is true that these doctrines find no place for
God in the scheme of their thought, and therefore
they are l)ound to deny altogether the value of
prayer but it must be remembered that many
who hold these views as working hypotheses for
scientific purposes are not prepared to go so far as
Like the devout minds already mentioned,
this.
they are apt to think in water-tight compartments.
They are materialists, or naturalists, while dealing
with the physical world, but are inclined to admit
the existence of a spiritual realm in which events
occur which are not subject to the laws of physical
To such, an answer to prayer involving
causation.
change in the physical order seems impossible, but
in the spiritual realm the intercourse of a soul
with Goa may well be a means of great and varied
;

;

blessing.

In considering this mode of thought, it is necesfirst to take account of the sharp distinction
which is so frequently made between the material
and the spiritual. In regard to the latter, it is
admitted that prayer may have results; its efficacy in relation to the former is denied. And
here again a distinction must be made. There are
some who believe in a real response of God to the
cry of the human soul seeking for spiritual blessing there are others who think that the spiritual
value of prayer is to be accounted for only by its
subjective influence upon the devout mind prayer
attunes the soul to higher things it brings peace,
these are its real benefits.
resignation, trust
None can deny these subjective eflects but, if
prayer be no more, it loses even this value for it
becomes an impossibility for the enlightened. Who
could seek peace in prayer, knowing all the time
tha,t his cry for help could bring no real
response ?
This doctrine is but another form of the cynical
view which regards religion as a useful superstition
—an illusion which gives comfort to those whose
ignorance permits them to enjoy it. More important is (;he view of those who hold that there is a
real Divine response in the spiritual
sphere, as
distinguished from the physical.
Many great
religious thinkers of the 19th cent, made this
distinction.
Their reason for doing so has already
been explained. It was a mode of thought characteristic of the time.
More recent movements
of science and philosophy have been
showing that
this sharp division between the two realms of
being cannot be maintained.
Psychology has
been proving the greatness of the influence of mind
and
upon matter,
physiology has been revealing
the fact that the brain is an
organ which subserves
the directing agency of
(see W.
sary

;

:

;

;
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.

;

;

intelligence

McDougall, Body and Mind, London, 1911 and
H. Bergson, Matter and
Memory, Eng. tr., do. 1911).
;

The

brain has been compared by Bergson to a
exchange. It is the instrument by
which the response of the organism to a stimulus
from witliout is controlled.
In relation to all such forms of thinking, however, our common sense supplies a ready solution
of the problem which we are now considering.
And here common sense is most perfectly expre.^sed
in tiie simple words of Christ
Pray to tliy
Father.' When a child asks for some gift, he
never pauses to think whether the gift is material
His prayer expresses his need with
or spiritual.
As to
the utmost simplicity and directness.
material benefits, he knows perfectly well that his
father can bestow them. Human beings can interman drowning in
vene to help one another.
deep water cries out for help because he knows
that human power may be able to save him.
sick man calls in a doctor becau.se he knows
that his medical skill is often able to arrest the
are all aware that there
progress of disease.
are limits to human power in its intervention in
but that, within
the course of natural events
those limits, its ability to produce changes in that
course are infinite, we are assured by our commonest
experiences. The mind and will of man can subordinate the course of nature to human purpo-ses.
Further, this power is not inconsistent with the
Man is
perfect fulfilment of the laws of nature.
able to use natural forces, and combine them in
tele])hone

'

:

A

A

We

;

multitudes of ways, for his own ends but everj'
its
force so employed
operates in accordance with
proper laws. Thus it is that all human works are
of
whole
surface
Thus
almost
the
accomplished.
the globe has been altered, the seas covered with
fleets, the earth penetrated in pursuit of its hidden
wealth. So it is that man can rise liigh in air in
opposition to the force of gravitation, speak to a
friend miles away, and send his messages round
the world.
And not only is all this done in accordance with
the laws of nature, but its very possibility is dependent upon the existence of natural law. The
laws of nature are only another name for the
trustworthiness of natural forces. When we find
that nature is not capricious, but trustworthy, we
are able to use physical forces to effect the purjjosea
which we have in view. It is the knowledge of
natural law as unfailing that gives man his power
in dealing with nature.
When man has grasped
these unfailing laws, he finds the material world
plastic in his hands.
Now, it is absurd to suppose that this characteristic of natural law, which gives to man all his
power over nature, creates an obstacle in the way
of Divine activity.
Are we to suppose that the
Supreme Spirit labours under a disability from
which His creature, man, is free that He is so
shackled by His o^vn laws that He is unable to
respond to the changing needs of His creation?
Surely it must be true that, if the uniformity of
nature is the means by which human liberty, in
dealing with the forces of nature, is secured, that
uniformity must in some far higher way subserve
the Divine freedom.
It is not difficult to discover the source of the
confusion of mind which is so common on this
question. We forget to take account of the
When applying scientific
practical side of science.
principles, we think only of theoretical science.
Theoretical science discovers the uniformities of
nature practical science makes use of those uniformities for the effecting of human purposes.
But the history of discovery shows that the
Man
practical aim is really dominant throughout.
has learned to master natural forces for his own
The one
benefit by finding out how tliey work.
supreme "lesson is that nature Is thus mastered.
;

;

;
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tliis, and regarding nature
an abstract theoretical way as a system of laws,
we form a purely factitious conception of it from
which all spiritual initiative is excluded. We then

Forgetting to consider

in

apply this conception

to God's relation to the

universe, and forget that the impotence which we
tlms ascribe to God should first be ascribed to
Thus arises the illusion which has
ourselves.
darkened so many souls.
P"ar clearer in thought and truer in principle is
the faith which passes with simplicity from the
common earthly experience to God in relation to
human need. The earthly father can and does
help his child ; how much more must the Heavenly
Father be able and willing to answer the prayers
of His children
It may be urged as an objection against all this
that, in the case of man, we can trace his intervention in the succession of natural causes : we see
him at work, selecting and combining the elements
with which he deals, and so bringing about the
The drowning man
results which he has in view.
cries for help ; his shout is heard ; and, by means
of a rope or a boat, he is pulled out of danger.
But we see no sign of similar interventions by
!

Divine agency in response to prayer. When devout
souls believe that their prayers are answered, it
will be found that the desired results have come
about by means of the apparently undisturbed
operation of natural causes. If this be, in truth,
God's work in answer to prayer, His method must
be very difi'erent from that employed by man when
he controls the succession of events. This is an
important objection, and, up to a certain point,
It is not to be supposed that
perfectly sound.
God's response to prayer takes place in the superWhatficial way characteristic of man's work.
ever conception we may form of the Divine relation
to the forces and laws of nature, we cannot believe
that the Almighty works as man works. Man by
constant and painful trial has burrowed a little
beneath the surface of things and so made useful
discoveries which enable him, in a manner which
is marvellous for him, to guide the course of nature
But God's control of natural
for his own purposes.
Man works upon
forces must be very different.
the surface ; God directs things from the centre.
What we call forces and laws of nature are but
fragments abstracted from the whole and presented in forms which have been shaped by our
human needs and methods. It is absurd to suppose
that the Supreme Spirit must approach the material
universe in the same limited way. But the objection assumes that there can be no other way in
which to approach it an absurd supposition. The
whole meaning of the argument which has been
presented above is just this if man with his very

—

:

limited knowledge and power is able to control
natural forces for the satisfaction of human needs,

how much more must the Eternal God, with His
infinitely larger and deeper grasp of the material
universe, be able to use the laws and processes of
nature for the realization of the ends demanded by
the spiritual relationships into which He enters
Avith His human children
Neither in the human
sphere nor in the divine is it necessary to suppose
violation
or
of
natural law.
suspension
any
!

S.

Some minor

which so

objections.

—The two difficulties

have occupied our attention are by
far the greatest and most formidable of all in connexion with the subject of prayer. Some minor
objections deserve a brief consideration.
It is urged that man
(a) The littleness of man.
is too small a being to claim the interest and
attention of the Almighty. The vastness of the
as revealed by astronomy, and
physical universe
its immeasurable history as disclosed by geology
and biology, teach us that man is of very little
far

—

account in the whole scheme. It is sheer presumption on his part to ask God to attend to his
And how much more does this apply to
petitions.
the individual human being, who is but one out of
many hundreds of millions of beings of the same
sort

?

In a similar spirit, it has been said that it is
inconceivable that God can give serious ear and
individual consideration to each and all of the
multitude of petitions, wise and unwise, selfish
and unselfish,' which are addressed to Him daily
and hourly by hundreds of millions of human
ix. 386).
beings (C. Stewart, in
In answer to such objections, it must be
observed (a) that, no matter how small and weak
man may be, he is yet a spiritual being, capable
of knowledge, goodness, and love, able to enter
into communion with God and (/3) that such arguments, instead of attributing greatness to God, really
detract from His greatness.
worthy conception of
God's greatness will discern that nothing is little,
nothing insignificant, in His sight. He is not like a
collector who prizes a thing because it is rare, nor
like a megalomaniac who admires only the gigantic,
nor like a tired official who finds details wearisome
and settles every question by red tape. In God's
universe the midge is as perfectly formed as the
whale, the snowflake as harmonious as the solar
system. But, above all, God's supreme greatness
'

'

'

'

HJ

'

;

A

is

His spiritual perfection.

To Him

spiritual ends

are supremely important. Therefore the perfecting of every human being possessed of personality
must be a matter outweighing all material considerations.

—

It is
(b) The inconsistency of human prayers.
often said that petitions addressed to God are so
conflicting, owing to the diversity of human
interests, that it is impossible to suppose that
they can be rightly offered, or can call down an

answer. One farmer prays for rain, another for
In every war both sides pray for
fair weather.
victory.

It IS indeed astonishing that this objection
has been seriously entertained by some reasonable
true prayer must be offered up, as
people. Every
we have seen, with the condition that the granting
of it is not inconsistent with the higher purposes of
Not my will, but thine, be
the Divine Will.
done' must express the spirit of every prayer.
Further, every true prayer, recognizing the fact
if it
of human ignorance, must involve the
be possible,' which even Chri|jt Himself uttered.
And it is surely true that no Christian soul ever
expects the answer to his prayer to take precisely
the shape fashioned by his own desires and imagination. On the contrary, he is convinced that,
whatever the appearance may be, the God who
knows our necessities before we ask, and our
ignorance in asking,' will always give to His
children more and better than they can ever ' ask
or think in response to their petitions.
The
(c) Prayer inconsistent with self-reliance.
habit of prayer, it has been thought, tends to
weaken character.
Men should learn to exert
themselves, and so win, by their own efforts, what
not
look continually to some
and
they require,
great power above them for help. The records of
Christianity afford a sufficient answer. St. Paul,
Athanasius, Augustine, Luther, Cromwell, Wesley,
Gordon, were not moral weaklings. Christianity
The
is the religion of the most vigorous races.
fact is that a true dependence upon God cannot
weaken any character, because the true life of
every soul is to be found in God. The identification of mind and will with God brings with it the
consciousness of a new strength. It is also to be
observed that many prayers are answered through
the normal exercise of human powers. Thus the
'

'

'

'

—
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Give us this day our daily bread
prayer,
(Mt 6^'), finds its usual response in the reward
which comes to man when he exerts himself in
'

taking advantage of the opportunities presented to
him. No religious mind regards this response as
the less providential on that account. On tiie
contrary, the oHering of the prayer involves the
recognition that we are to expect a blessing upon
our work, and is therefore a stimulus to exertion.
for it is God
Work out your own salvation
which worketli in you (Ph 2'-'-), is a principle which
pervades all Christian devotion and life.
It has been urged that
{d) Experimental test.
the effects of prayer, if it has any, must be of such
a nature as to be open to proof by ordinaiy
scientific methods.
Tyndall proposed that two
wards in a hospital should be selected in one the
patients should be treated by medical science, in
the other they should be made the subjects of
prayer only (CR xx. [1872] 210). Others suggested
tests by observation.
Sovereigns and royal princes
are prayed for more constantly than other people
can we see, in the records of such persons, that
life and been endowed
they have enjoyed longer
witli greater blessings, spiritual and temporal,
than those who have not been so much prayed for ?
(F. Galton, Fortnightly Review, new ser., xii.
'

.

.

.

'

—

;

;

[1872] 125).

The crudeness of these suggestions is perhaps
more obvious now than at the time when they
were made.
(1) It is now known that the influence of suggestion upon both mind and body is very great,
and there is clear evidence that suggestion can
act subconsciously. Also there is good evidence
for telepathy, i.e. the influence of mind upon
mind at a distance and independently of material
and sensational methods of communication.
(2) It would therefore be impossible to determine the real conditions of such an experiment as
Tyndall proposed. It is obvious also that royal
princes, in their relation to their mental and
moral environment, are in a position very different
from that of ordinary men. Further, it is impossible to isolate any human soul from the influence

of prayer.

In addition to these considerations,

it

should be

remembered that Tyndall's proposed experiment
would violate the very first principle of true prayer.
in spiritual reality.
It would be altogether
lacking
It would be an exhibition of doubt rather than of
It would be treating the Almighty as if
faith.
He were a chemical reaction.
There is a peculiar
(e) Intercessory prayer.

—

We

involved in prayer of this kind.
have seen that, when a soul turns to God in sincere
prayer, the spiritual movement which the prayer
expresses establishes a new relation of the soul to
God which makes possible blessings that would
otherwise be impossible. Thus the prayer of contrition fits a soul to receive«the Divine pardon.
This consideration enabled us to perceive that true
prayer is not inconsistent with a perfect submission
to the unchanging purposes of the Divine Will.
But how, it will be asked, can the movement of a
soul towards God be efficacious for the benefit of
another ?
The problems involved in this question are very
profound, and to consider them with any fullness
would lead us very far. Two principles may be
laid down which will be found to give help.
( 1
Modern psychology has shown that one mind can
influence another in other ways than by speech and
sight, and therefore can alter to some degree the
moral relationship in which the other mind stands

difficulty

)

to God.

(2)

A

soul

which yields

itself to

God

in

prayer may become the channel through which
Divine influences can flow to others as well as to
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As the influence of goodness in a liuman
being can spread from soul to soul, so surely, only
in a far greater degree, can the influence of Divine
goodness pass through one human soul to another.
6. Deeper problems.
(a) Conception of God.
But in what
Praj-er assumes the being of Gou.
sense ?
are now concerned only with Christian
monotheism. The essence of this doctrine is that
God is one, holy, supreme in the universe, and
standing in a moral relationship with His creatures.
All our arguments so far have gone
upon this
But this doctrine is capable of several
postulate.
itself.

—

—

We

interpretations.
(1)

God

is

transcendent.

sometimes conceived as altogether
He is a creator who called the

world into being, giving it a certain definite conThis thought of God is founded on an
stitution.
analogy from human work. An engineer makes
a machine, fitting its parts together, so constructing an instrument by means of which certain
desired results can be accomplished. So God,
having a great purpose in view, created the
universe.
Out of this conception a very great
It is only a very
difficulty is apt to arise.
imperfect machine which requires to be continually
If the universe needs constant interset right.
ference in the shape of answers to prayer, or
miracles, it must be a very imperfect construction.
On the other hand, if God foresaw and ordered
everything from the beginning, what place can
there be for changes in answer to the petitions of
men ? To this question there can be only one
It is an answer which some
possible answer.
theologians have not hesitated to give both the
:

prayer and its answer must be parts of the original
Divine plan (J. McCosh, CR xx. 777).
It must be confessed that this solution seems to
make prayer unreal the spontaneity of human
initiative has disappeared
everything is settled
beforehand. The truth is that it is the conception
with which we started that is at fault. We have
pushed a useful analogy too far.
(2) Our thoughts on this subject can be to a
great degree corrected by introducing another
conception. We can think of God as the immanent
Life of the universe. This conception brings our
thoughts into very suggestive relationship with
modern ideas of evolution. It also enables us to
think of God as one with whom we ourselves and
every other living being, and every element in
nature, are in continual intercourse and contact.
are thus lifted out of those purely mechanical
ideas within which the former conception confined
us.
At the same time, the idea of immanence is in
constant danger of drifting into pantheism, and
therefore of losing belief in that moral relationship
between God and man which is the very life of a
monotheistic creed, and the foundation of all faith
in the efficacy of
^)rayer.
(3) There is a higher conception of Divine transcendence which is not inconsistent with belief in
the immanence of God. This conception is founded
on a full recognition of all the data of experience.
Discerning in the principle of personality our
surest guide to the nature of the ultimate reality,
it takes account of the moral freedom of the human
individual.
It therefore thinks of God as the
supreme personal Life, within the sphere of whose
being there is room for the free interaction of the
whole multitude of finite persons. He is at once
the Infinite in whom we live and move and have
our being, and the Father of spirits on whose love
;

;

We

and providence we depend.

The difficulty of
this conception perfectly consistent is
simply due to the difficulty of reconciling in one
scheme of thought the diverse elements of the
The true value of this
world of our

making

experience.

view of God, as at the same time immanent and
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transcendent in this highei* sense, is that it takes
account of all the facts and holds fast to that
fundamental monotheism which is the ultimate
justification of the conviction that the moral aim

eclipse, or the rollinij of the St. Lawrence up the Falls of
Niagfara, no act of humiliation, individual or national, could

supreme in the universe.
The unchangeablcness of God. The conception of God which has just heen set forth gives us
the true solution of this problem. When we speak
of God as unchangeable, we do not mean that the
whole universe is fixed by His fiat in a complete
That is the mechanical conception which,
rigidity.
as we have seen, is wholly inconsistent with the
facts of life and morality.
God is unchangeable in
the sense of being absolutely trustworthy. His
purpose cannot be altered. That purpose is the
It is the good of
realization of the moral ideal.
It is the Kingdom of
all and the good of each.
God, or Kingdom of Love. In its application
to the infinite variety of human and moral situations, this unchangeable purpose must take the
form of an unfailing Divine response to every
element and tendency of good in the character and

This argument, enforced as it was by the
authority of a distinguished man of science, had
an enormous effect at the time when it was first
presented (see Stopford Brooke, Christ in Modern
Life, p. 132) and is not witiiout influence even
now. But, as Oliver Lodge points out, it is open
to objection

is

—

(b)

of finite personalities.
Conception of law. Much confusion has been
caused by the failure to distinguish between the
various meanings of the word law.'
speak of
the laws of nature, and also of the moral law. It
has sometimes been asked, Are we to pray to God
to abrogate His own laws ? The reference is to
the laws of nature which have been ascertained by
science ; but the whole force of the question resides
'
in the connexion of the word law with God, and
our reverence for the great moi'al laws which we
have been taught to trace to Him.
law of
life

—

(c)

We

'

'

A

merely an observed uniformity, a sequence
of physical cause and effect, a certain order in the
way in which events folloAV one another. Such a
law is not, in itself, capable of effecting anything.
It is even wrong therefore to speak of nature as
being governed by laws. A law of nature is, in
fact, simply our way of grouping our observations.
It is a description and nothing more.
Nor are
we at all sure that such descriptions of grouped
natural processes as have been so far ascertained,
and labelled laws, are anything but provisional
statements. There are indications that even such
nature

is

vast generalizations as the law of gravitation or
the law of the conservation of energy may some
day be merged in larger descriptions of the

sequences which they include.
deeper philosophy is now showing good reason
to believe that these laws of nature, which are
essentially the description of natural processes in
terms of human intelligence, are relative to our
mode of grasping our experience of the physical
world with a view to the satisfaction of our needs
(see Bergson, Creative Evolution, Eng. tr., London,
1911, ch. ii.).
They have, that is, been shaped by
the practical aims of human life. It is altogether
in harmony with this doctrine that the knowledge
of these laws is the very means which man employs
in order to control natural processes for his own

A

His amazing success in this work is
purposes.
revealed at every turn in our wonderful modern
world. The absurdity of supposing that the discovery of these laws makes it improper for us to
pray to God for benefits which involve changes in
the physical sphere is therefore manifest.
The most notable expression of the doctrine that
the laws of nature forbid prayer is Tyndall's
famous attempt to show that the principle of the
conservation of energy rules out all possibility of
Divine intervention in the phj'sical world.
The principle,' he writes, teaches us that the Italian wind
'

'

gliding over the crest of the Matterhorn is as firmly ruled as
the earth in its orbital revolution round the sun and that the
fall of its vapour into clouds is exactlj' as much a matter of
.
Without a disnecessity as the return of the seasons. .
turbance of natural law, quite as serious as the stoppage of an
;

.

call

one shower from heaven, or deflect towards us a single
of the sun (FragmemU of Science, p. 35 f., Prayer and

beam

'

'

Law

Natural

').

—

'

Even from the

the law of
strictly scientific point of view
is needlessly dragged in when it has
nothing really to do with it. We ourselves, for instance, though
we have no power, nor hint of any power, to override the conservation of energj', are yet readily able, by a simple physical
experiment, or bj' an engineering operation, to deflect a ray of
light, or to dissipate a mist, or divert a wind, or pump water
:

the conservation of energy

uphill {Man and the Universe, p. 7
Matter).
'

and

;

see also chs.

i.-iii.

,

and Life

George Stokes deals with objections of this kind
a similar manner and with equal clearness and
decision {Natural
These utterTheology,-^. 220).
ances of competent scientific authorities are in
perfect accord Avith what has been said above on
this subject.
The principle which they express is
just this natural law is indeed unfailing, but all
in

:

experience proves that this constancy does not
prevent human intelligence and skill from making
use of physical forces and so effecting results which
the natural course of things, left to itself, could
never bring about. If human power can do so
much, why should Divine power be helpless ? As
we have seen, the existence of those constant
uniformities which we call the laws of nature is the
very foundation of all human power in dealing
with the forces of nature. Therefore Ave have
reason to believe that, in a far profounder way, the
order of nature subserves the operations of Divine
Providence.
(d) Prayer and miracle.
Objection is sometimes
made that prayer is in essence the request that
God should interfere miraculouslj'^ for our benefit.
Fundamentally, it is said, answers to prayer and
miracles, if such things happen, are indistinguishThis is not the place to discuss the great and
able.
intricate question of the miraculous (see art.
Miracle). Let it suffice to say that those who
believe in miracles do not, in our time, suppose
that a miracle is a violation of law. It is usually
held to be the manifestation of forces, and possibly
of laAvs, which do not enter into our ordinary
But, while all this is admitted, it
experiences.
must be remembered, as showi/above, that natural
laws, as we apprehend them, belong to abstract
realms of experience and are jn'obably relative to
our mode of apprehension. There is a sense also
in Avhich it must be said that the miraculous is
relative to our mode of apprehension.
As the
control which civilized men exercise over natural
forces appears, or might appear, miraculous to the
intelligent savage, so a superhuman control of
natural forces may well be the true nature of what
we call miracle. There is therefore no objection
to miracle on the ground of scientific principle.
But this is not a sufficient account of the matter.
The Christian miracles, as recorded in the NT, are
not mere wonders. They are not even mere displays of superliuman power. Their distinctive
quality is to be found in the fact that, while
exhibiting superhuman power, they also reveal
Divine character. They might be described as
acts of revelation.' Here is the force of the term
signs {ffrjiiela) by which they are designated. This
consideration at once makes clear the distinction
between a miracle and an answer to prayer. It
may well be that, so far as the method of their performance goes, there is no difference between them.
But the former is intended to reveal the operation

—

'

'

'
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of One who is aV)le to exert superhuman power and,
in exerting that power, to m<anife«t His character.
The latter is for the simple bestowinj^ of a benelit.
In the former the Divine element is made startliiigly
manifest in order to attract attention. In the
latter we must expect that the Divine direction of
events takes place secretly, in the inmost heart of
things, producing results which are as obviously
natural as the falling of a leaf or the flowing of a
river.
The dill'erence between the two is to be
found rather in the purjjose which guides the
operations of Divine Providence than in the nature
of the method by which the results are effected.
Miracles are therefore exceptional. They do not
happen,' to quote a famous ])hrase, in our ordinary
experience. Answers to prayer occur every day.
The result of our whole inves7. Summary.
tigation is this to a believer in a living God the
of
efficacy
prayer is capable of ample justification.
'

—

:

None of the objections which have been made
against it on scientific or philosophical grounds
can be sustained.

—
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PRAYER

(Christian, Liturgical).— If prayer is
the natural and necessary outcome of belief in
God, it is most natural and most necessary to the
Christian believer. Before the Christian dispensa-

God was

from man, unapproachable,
man and the needs of man.
of the Son of God brought man as
it were into touch with God.
God revealed Himself to man in the Incarnate Christ, and the Son of
God, bv taking our nature upon Him, lifts humanity
into close communion Avith God.
God was no
longer far away, beyond the ken of mankind, no
longer so far beyond man as to seem unable to condescend to the needs, the longings, and the understanding of His creature. The Son of God reigning in highest heaven is also Son of Man, understanding and knowing by virtue of His incarnation
tion

far otY

unknowable, far above

The incarnation
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man's needs and man's weaknesses, loving man
not only with a love divine, but with a perfect

sympathy inasmuch as in virtue of His manhood
lie is of the same sub.stance as man.
Prayer then,
since the Incarnation, became something infinitely
more real than ever it could be before a real and

—

connexion between heaven and earth,
between God and man. Our spiritual aspirations
and worldly needs can be brought before the
Eternal Father by the mediation of Him who lived
and prayed and died among us, and ascended to
the right hand of the Father to be our Mediator
intimate

and Saviour.
Our Lord bade us pray, and Himself in this as
First there is
in all things sets us an example.
individual prayer, which concerns the needs of the
But
individual, whether spiritual or temporal.
Our Lord
there is another aspect of prayer.
teaches us above all things the brotherhood of
man, that the whole race of humanity is one
great family with a common Father. So prayer
must also be collective, consisting of worship
which is due from the whole family alike to God
their Father, and supplication for tho.se many
necessities both of body and of soul which are
common to all men. Our Lord has therefore
taugiit us to pray in common, and indeed His own
model prayer, Our Father,' is a common prayer.
'

Individual prayer is essentially private, bearing
on personal and private needs. Such a prayer as
God of the crosses that are laid upon us, help
thy servant Apphouas,' which has survived in a
4th cent, fragment (Ox. Pap. vii. [1910] no. 1058),
may be taken as an example of prayer to (iod in
time of intense personal need such a prayer as
has been prayed millions of times.
Collective prayer is public, the common prayers
used when the family of God gather together to give
Him the worship due from all. The history of
common prayer is to be found in the liturgical
service of the Church.
Christ came to fullil the
The Christian Church
law, not to destroy it.
regarded itself as the fulfilment and the perfection
of the Jewish Church.
Christ Himself taught in
the synagogues and took part in the synagogue
'

—

worship. He went up to Jerusalem and took part
in the Temple worship at the great feasts.
The
Eucharist was instituted by Him at the Passover
Supper, and is the Christian Pa.ssover, the
memorial of our redemption.
So we find the
Apostles in Jerusalem after the Ascension still
frequenting the Temple and taking part in its
The Eucharist only seems to have been
worshij).
their own distinctive act of worship.
St. James
the Lord's brother frequented the Temple till the
day of his death. Even St. Paul used the sjma-

gogue worship as long as he could, and it was not
the Church that cut the connexion with Judaism,
but Judaism that cast oti' the Cliurch.
Thus, when we come to consider Christian praj-er
in its i)ublic forms, we should naturally expect to
find that it is a Christian development of Jewish
forms of worship.
U^nfortunately there exists
very little Jewish liturgical material of the time of
Christ, but none the less it seems, from that which
is extant and from what we know from other
.sources, that Christian worship is based upon the
worship so familiar to the majority of the first
generation of Christians before they came to the
faith of Christ.

Jewish public worship consisted of the synagogue
worship and the Temple worship. The synagogue
services were held every Sabbath day, and there
were also services on the third and fifth daj's of
the week, Tuesday and Thursday. The synagogue
service was definite and fixed, and we know from
the Mishnah of what it consisted. It began with
the Shema (' Hear, O Israel ') then came a lection
;
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from the Law and a lection from the Prophets
then came the blessing, followed by the Targum,
an explanation in the vernacular of the Hebrew
lections, and a discourse or sermon on what had
been read. Such a service our Lord, as we know
from the Gospels, was not only present at on Sabbath
days, but frequently took part in as reader and
;

preacher.

The Temple service existed of course only in
Jerusalem. Here day by day there was the morning and the evening sacrifice. In connexion with
these was* the singing of psalms, and the
eighteen
benedictions or ascriptions of praise to God were
made daily. Then there were the great annual
festivals, at the chief of which, the Passover, many
thousands of Jews gathered together from all
parts of the world. The ritual of the Passover
Supper we know partly at least from the Mishnah,
which probably represents the use of our Lord's
The liturgy of the Paschal Supper begins
time.
with ritual question and answer, and then the
celebrant recites the Haggadah, the story of God's
mercies to Israel, speaking of the bitter treatment
of the people in Egypt, and of their wonderful
redemption from slavery, and closing with a burst
of worship and praise.
It is almost a certainty that
I. The Eucharist.
the Eucharist was instituted by our Lord at this
Tlie Haggadah is doubtless
Passover Supper.
represented by the expression, when he had given
thanks'; then followed the giving of the Bread
and the Cup to the disciples, with the charge that
they should always do this in remembrance of
Him. Thus we see how closely Christian worshijj
is bound up with the older worship, how true was
the feeling that there was an unbroken continuity
between the old and the new dispensations, and
how the new dispensation of Christ was but the
fulfilment and perfecting of the old.
P'or the
Eucharist was the central act of Christian worship
from the very first.
Of the early ritual of the Eucliarist we know
very little. In the Acts the Sunday reunions of
Christians for the breaking of bread doubtless
imply the Eucharist, whether in connexion with
the Agape or not. Elsewhere of course the expression 'breaking of bread,' as, e.g., at Emniaus,
simply implies an ordinary meal. In St. Paul's
references to the Eucharist in connexion with the
abuses at Corinth (1 Co 11) we are told nothing
definite
but the words that he uses
For I have
received of the Lord that which also I delivered
unto you' (v.^'*) seem to iniply some recognized
outline, at least, in the form of thanksgiving used,
which would apparently include some reference to,
or perhaps recitation of, the account of the instituThe Didache gives forms which are most
tion.
certainly Eucharistic prayers, but the date of the
Didache is so uncertain, and the authority of the
work so doubtful, that it is not safe to build too
much on these forms. They seem to be a form of
the grace before and after meals specially adapted
to the Eucharist.
These forms of grace are found
again in the tract of St. Athanasius On Virginity,
but simply as graces.
The first actual description of the Eucharist is
found in St. Justin Martyr (c. A.D. 150) in \\m First
Apology (65), and thei'e are several references to it
in his Dialogue.
According to the description in
his Apology, the Eucharist begins with the kiss of
peace, then the offering of bread and the mixed
cup is made, and the celebrant proceeds to ofler
praise and worship and thanksgiving, to which tlie
people answer, Amen,' and then follows the communion. Elsewhere he speaks of the evxapiaria, or
thanksgiving prayer, as including thanksgiving for
the creation of the world and all that is in it, for
our redemption, and for the breaking of the power

—

'

'

'

—

;

—

'

'

His reference to the words of
institution perhaps imply that they were included
But there were as yet no
in the thanksgiving.
forms fixed except in outline. Justin's description
of evil (Dial. 41).

implies that everywhere the Eucharist would be
celebrated in the same way, but, on the other
hand, he states definitely that the actual wording
of the prayers was left to the celebrant.
But, according to Justin, the Eucharist proper
was preceded by another service in close connexion
with it {Apol. i. 67). This consisted in lections
from the Gospels or Prophets or both, then a
sermon by the bishop or celebrant, and this was
followed by prayers. Closely on this followed the
Eucharist. One is struck at once by the similarity
between this service, which is the later Prreana-

phora of the liturgy, and the synagogue Sunday
service, and we are drawn to the conclusion that
this first part of the Eucharistic liturgy is based

upon the synagogue worship just as the anaphora,
or Eucharist proper, is based upon the ritual of
the Passover Supper.

Clement of Rome, St. Irenaeus, Tertullian,
Cyprian also refer occasionally to the
Eucharist.
In Cyprian the beginning of the
Eucharistic prayer already has a technical name,
St.

and

St.

'

the
Preface [prcefatio). Also in certain nonorthodox works of the end of the 2nd cent, or the
beginning of the 3rd, the Acts of John and the
Acts of Thomas, we are given partial descriptions
'

of the celebration of the Eucharist.
It is when we reach the era of the Church Orders,
however, that we first come to definite accounts of

The Church Orders
been almost authoritative, or
wide vogue, and are certainly

the actual Eucharistic ritual.

seem

have

to

certainly of very

based on the writings of Hippolytus. There seem
to be two recensions of the Church Order, the first
about A.D. 250, existing now in various versions,
Latin, Coptic, Ethiopic, Arabic (including the socalled Canons of Hippolytus), and Syriac (embedded
in a work called The Testament of our Lord, and
in its present form of about A.D. 350).
The second
recension seems to have been made inthe4tli cent.,
and in this the original Greek survives, with
versions in Coptic and Ethiopic.
In addition to these there is what is known as
the Didascalia, a work which forms the basis of
the first six books of the Apostolic Constitutions,
the 8th book of which is the latest recension of the
Church Orders.
The 7th book of the Apostolic
Constitutions is based on the Didache, the wliole
work belonging to the second half of the 4th
century. In this extremely valuable collection of
documents we have a detailed description of the
Eucharistic liturgy of the 3rd and 4th centuries.

The two

divisions of the Eucharistic liturgy are
clearly marked. First comes the Prajanajjliora,
consisting of a series of lections from Law, Prostill

phets, Gospels, Acts, and Epistles, apparently unfixed in number, interspersed with psalms which survive in the introit, gradual offertory, and communion
of the Latin Church.
These are followed by the
sermon, and tlien, as in Justin, comes the prayer
for all estates, after which catechumens and those
under penitence depart. Then follows the ana-

phora introduced with the kiss of peace. The
Sursum corda' and
anaphora begins with the
'

The

Preface, or thanksgiving, contains
thanksgiving for all God's mercies to mankind,
leading up to the Passion and an account of the
institution, and ending with the anamnesis, or
formal act of remembrance, and the invocation of
the Holy Spirit, the whole concluding with the
Lord's Prayer. After the communion come the
act of thanksgiving and the dismissal.
This construction of the liturgy appears in all
these documents, the later recensions already showPreface.
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Thus in the earlier Church
definitely left to the celebrant to
use his own words, the forms provided being apparently a model, or for the use of those who iiad
not a ready flow of words. It is in the invocation
of the Holy Spirit that the most interesting,^ development took place. Tiie invocation was originally an invocation of the Holy Spirit on the act of
ing developments.

Order

it is still

communion, a prayer that those receiving might
This idea
receive the full virtue of the sacrament.
extended gradually to the idea of the invocation of
the Holy Spirit on the elements that He might make
them the Body and Blood of the Lord. The invocation of the Apostolic Constitutions is half-way
between the two that of St. Cyril is definitely on
;

is the invocation in all later
Eastern liturgies, which, however, retain some
signs of the earlier idea. In the liturgy of Sara-

the elements, as

pion, bishop of

have perhaps the

was

Egypt (c. A.D. 360), we
example of a liturgy used as

Thmuis
first

in

of the analiturgy consists
phora only, and is interesting, moreover, in the
fact that the invocation is of the "Word and not of
the Holy Spirit. The liturgy generally tended to
become deKnitely a fixed and written service about
the end of the 4th century.
In the East the extant liturgies are all of the
same structure as that of the Apostolic Constitu-

it

tions,

written.

Tiiis

and have developed only

in length.

In the West the history of the liturgy is not so
In the work once attributed to St. Ambrose,
the de Sacra7nentis of c. A.D. 400, there is an
This liturgy is
account given of the liturgy.
apparently that underlying the later Roman Alass,
and already contains the chief prayers of the latter.
The later history in the West is obscure. In
Charlemagne's time there were two types of
liturgy extant in the \^'est, the Roman and that
The latter type, less formal
called the Galilean.
and much more verbose than the Roman, was
displaced by it, and survives only in the Mozarabic
rite and in the Ambrosian Liturgy of Milan,
though the latter has been very much Romanized.
It is from the Roman that all other Western
Thus the uses of England
liturgies are derived.
the Sarum, York, Hereford, and Bangor are all
with
the
Roman,
exception of certain prayers
peculiar to the use added. And this is true of
very many Continental uses, all of which had their
o\NTi peculiarities, and of which those of France
survived till the middle of the 19th cent., when
they were displaced by the Roman rite. All alike
are fundamentally Roman. The English Prayer
Book is based on the older pre-Reformation uses,
and is thus Roman in type. See also art. LiTANY.
The Eucharist was from
2. The daily offices.
the first the central act of Christian worship, but
alongside of this other forms of additional worhave seen,
ship very soon sprang into being.
e.g., that the liturgy is formed of two parts, the
and
tlie
and
that
the union
Prseanaphora
Anaphora,
of these two was at first veiy loose. In fact, it seems
that the former could be and was used separately
with a sermon. So it was used, in certain places
e.g., Alexandria ^on the station days, Wednesday and Friday. But the growth of other services
was very early, and this too seems to have been a
Christian development of Jewish devotion. In the
book of Daniel there is a reference to three set
hours of prayer, and perhaps the same is implied
in Ps 5.5^^
Evening, and morning, and at noonday, will I pray.' Again in the Acts we find the
three hours the third, sixth, and ninth observed
as times of prayer. In the Didache the Lord's
Prayer is ordered to be said three times a day.
TertuUian and the Church Orders refer to prayer
at the third, sixth, and ninth hours, but these
were private devotions only and said at home.
clear.

—

—

We

—

—

'

:

—

—
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—

There were, however, ajiparently, when it was
morning and evening praj'ers said
possible,
jtuhlicly, and forms of these prayers are given in
the Testament of our Lord and the Apostolic Constitutions, consisting of
psalms and prayers.
Gradually the three hours began to become times
of public service, and this was perhaps largely due
to the rise of monasticism, by which these hours
tended to become common services in the case of

women living in communities. In addito these there was the night office, which
originated apparently from the vigil of Easter,
was strictly kept, and was
wliich in
early days
extended to the eves of local saints and thence
became a definite night service. Tlie night service
seems to have originated as a regular observance
in Syria, and it was introduced into the West by
In the
Cassian the mattins of the Breviary.
Feregrinatio of Etheria (Silvia) we are told that
men

.and

tion

—

the hours observed at Jerusalem were mattins, the
sixth hour, the ninth, and vespers, and to these in
Lent was added the observance of tlie third hour.
Eventually the offices in the Breviary amounted
to eight mattins, lauds, prime, terce, sext, none,
vespers, and compline.
Originally monastic, they
were enjoined on all clergy, ana the laity were
expected to (and did) attend at least some of them.
But the hours tended to
3. Popular devotions.
become more and more a clerical office, and the
devotional book of the laity from the 10th or 11th
The
cent, is the Little Hours or the Primer.
little hours were originally additional devotions
in honour of the Blessed Virgin, and were generally called 'the Hours of the Virgin.' But they
speedily became the popular devotion of the laitj',
and as such tended to develop so as to meet the
needs of lay folk. Thus the little hours contained
a series of hours of prayer, sometimes several such
series
e.g., 'the Hours of the Virgin,' 'the Hours
of the Cross,' the Hours of the Holy Ghost.' To
these were appended the gradual psalms, the
penitential psalms, sometimes the whole Psalter
also the offices of the dead, the commendation,
generally a litany, and various prayers for various

—

—

'

'

'

'

—

'

;

These Horce were very popular and
purposes.
very common, both in Latin and in the vernacular.
They are frequently mentioned in wills, and a
considerable number of them survive to the preOther popular works there were, such,
sent day.
e.g., as the Layfoiks' Mass Book, instructing folk
how to occupy their time devoutly at the Mass.
But the Primer remained the book of the laity.
The Reformation of course made a great dilTerThe fact of the Reformed service-books
ence.
being in English tended rather to obviate the need
But for some time
of such books as the Primer.
after the Reformation editions of the Primer conThree
tinued to be issued.
primers were issued in
Of
several editions in the reign of Henry Vlli.
these the first, Marshall's Primer, contained a
good deal of novelty. It contains the hours of
prayer, dirge, and the commendations, but with an
admonition against praj'ing for the dead. It also
contains a good deal of instruction and exposition
This book appeared in 1534,
of a reforming type.
and was denounced in Convocation, but was reissued at least twice. In 1539 the Primer of John
Hilsey, bishop of Rochester, appeared. This contains the hours and dirge, but many of the lessons
are changed to new ones, the litany with many of
the saints omitted, and an instruction on hearand
ing Mass, and other matter of a devotional
instructive kind. Both these primers were superseded by The King's Primer in 1545 and its Latin
form, the Orarium (1546). These were much less
and contained
pronounced than the former books,
the hours, penitential psalms, litany, dirge, and
commendations, the psalms and devotions of the
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The King's

and a few private prayers.
Primer was reprinted in the reign of Edward VI.
and again in 1551 with some omissions — e.g., the
Hail, Mary,' and the names of the saints in the
litany and again in Mary's reign. In 1553 appeared tlie Primer of Thomas Cottesford. It is of
an entirely different character from the preceding
books, and is simply a book of private prayer for
each day of the week, followed by tlae collects and
Passion,

,

'

—

'sundry godly prayers,' omitting entirely the
hours, etc.
In Elizabeth's reign the Primer of 1551 was reprinted in 1559 and a very similar edition in 1566.
The Primer of 1553 was reprinted in 1560 and
1568.
Also in 1560 she published a Latin form of
her primer, the Ovarium, ditiering, however, in
some respects from the English book. In 1564
appeared her Preces Privatce, containing a Latin
order for mattins and evensong similar to but not
the same as that of the Prayer Book, with hymns,
and a large collection of various forms of devotion.
This was republished with some additions in 1573.
A Book of Christian Prayers appeared in 1569,
and was several times republished (with some
alterations from the original edition) in Elizabeth's
reign and in the reign of James I. This consists
of many devotions for various occasions, and has
the litany as an appendix.
By this time the English Book of Cominon
Prayer seems to have become to lay people what
the Primer was to them in the days of the old
Latin services. Devotional books henceforth were
put forth only by private enterprise, and were
simply intended to be used with the Prayer Book.
One exception perhaps may be instanced, [and that
is Cosin's Collection of Private Devotions, which he
published in 1627, and which is based on the
Primer of Elizabeth of 1560 and follows the old
Later devotional books
arrangement of hours.
which had a great vogue may be instanced, such
as Bishop Andrewes' Preces Privatce (Oxford,
1675), Jeremy Taylor's Holy Living and Holy
Dying (London, 1686), Bishop Wilson's Sacra
Privata (London, 1900), and through the 18th
cent, the Prayer Book was commonly bound up
with a Com-panion to the Altar, containing devotions for preparation for communion and for communion, and forms of thanksgiving. In the 19th
cent, an inmiense number of devotional books has
been issued too many to deal with here.

—
—

Literature. F. E. Warren, The Liturgy and Ritual of the
Ante-Nicene Church"^, London, 1912
J. H. Srawley, The
Early Hist, of the Liturgy, Cambridge, 1913 R. M. Woolley,
The Liturgy of the Primitive Church, do. 1910 J. Wordsworth, The Holy Communion?, London, 1910 G. Horner, The
Statutes of the Apostles, do. 1904
J. Cooper and A. J.
Maclean, The Testament of our Lord, Edinburgh, 1902 F.
X. Funk, Didascalia et Constitutiones Apostolorum, PaderF. E. Brightman, Liturgies Eastern arid
born, 1905
L. Duchesne, Christian Worship,
Western, Oxford, 1896
H. Littlehales, The Prymer, do.
Eng. tr.*, London, 1912
Three
Primers put forth in the Reign of
1891-92 E. Burton,
Henry VII., Oxford, 1834 E. Hoskins, Horce Beatat Marim
1901
F.
Procter and W. H. Frere, A
Virginis, London,
Nero Hist, of the Book of Common Prayer, do. 1914.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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(Egyptian).

M.
— Of K.forms

'

but late copies contain a short prayer to all the
gods for the welfare of the dead (E. Scliiaparelli,
11 Libro dei Funerali, Rome, 1882-90, ii. 108),

While attitudes of adoration, submission, etc.,
are represented frequently on the monuments,
there seems to be none which is distinctive of
Of times and places for prayer also little
prayer.
can be said ; sunrise and sunset appear to have
been the special hours for adoration of the forms
of Re, the sun-god
the graffiti on temples and
sacred places belonging chiefly to the late ages of
show
that
paganism
prayers were offered in and
;

about them.

From

the Old

Kingdom very

little is preserved
prayers beyond the funerary
formula (see below)
this applies even to the
enormous body of the Pyramid Texts in which
ritual charms and hymns are brought together for
the welfare of the dead king. The texts of the
Middle Kingdom are more productive in this
In the New Kingdom, especially after
respect.
the days of Akhenaton (the enthusiastic monotheist and heretic at the end of the XVIlIth
dynasty), an age of personal piety began in which
the worshipper turned naturally to his god for
protection, help, and comfort. This spirit, finding
utterance in combined hymns and prayers, was
never lost, though formalism and magic reasserted
their sway with greater strength than ever in
the lives and writings of the ultra-religious Egyp-

in the nature

of

;

tians.

—A

The funerary form/ula.
form of prayer for
the comfort of the dead, beginning with an obscure
Grace that the king grants, grace that
phrase,
Anubis (or other gods) grants,' is seen everywhere
from the Old Kingdom onwards, and continues
almost to the end of paganism. In the Old Kingdom
the prayer, as prescribed on the great tombs, usually
for a good burial after a good old age, for food,
to travel on
etc., daily and on the feast days, and
the roads on which worthy veterans travel,' etc.,
is addressed to the funerary gods
later it was
addressed also to local and other deities and often
greatly developed according to individual taste.
Tombstones request the passer-by to repeat it,
adjuring him by his love of life, hatred of death,
and devotion to his local god, and by his desire to
'

'

;

bequeath his
that it
breath.

and remind him
him no more than a little

office to his children,

cost

will

—

In speech and in writing these
Salutations.
were prayers. After the na^e of royalty or a
superior it was proper to add^ (May he continue)
living prosperous and in health.' Letters of the
Middle Kingdom end, May your hearing (of this)
be fortunate.' In the New Kingdom a letter
addressed to a king begins with prayers for his
prosperity and long life (Griffith, Hieratic Papyri
from Kahun and Gurob, London, 1898, pp. 67 &.
and 91). In later times a petition or letter to a
great man commences,
May Ammon cause his
'

'

'

life

Woolley.
of prayer in

Egyptian ritual little is known.
Among the
magical forraulre, addresses, statements, and adorations in the daily ritual of the temples there are
few, if any, words of request in one passage,
when the officiant in the temple of Amen-re
Come unto me, Amen-re, open for me
exclaims,
the gates of heaven, throw open for me the gates
of earth,' etc., the demand seems directed to carrying out the immediate objects of the ritual on
behalf of the deity rather than the direct benefit
of any one (cf. A. Moret, Le Rittiel clu cnlte divin
journalier en Egypte, Paris, 1902, p. 81 [several
in this tr. would be better interpreted as
Srayers
irect statements]). The funerary ritual is similar,
;

(Egyptian)

to be long.'

In early times to

wanton shouting)

'

lift

up the voice

'

(probably

tomb chapel was conand doubtless both tomb

in the

sidered a gross offence,
and temple were places of solemn silence during the
greater part of the day hence religion tended to
be associated with silence. On the vivid realization in the New Kingdom of personal relationship
between the individual worshipper, however
;

humble, and his protecting deity, we find insistence laid upon the value of secret prayer and
contemplation.
Thoth is as a sweet well to him who thirsts in the desert,
closed to him who finds utterance, open to him who is silent
(Papyrus Sallier,
8, 5-7); 'Be not of many words, for in
silence thou shalt gain good. ... As for the precinct of God,
'

'

i.

his

abomination

is

whose every word

crying out ; pray thou with a desiring heart
is hidden, and he will supply thy need and
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'

hear thy speech and receive thy offering (Maxiiiws d'Ani, 3,
1-4 ; see J. H. Breasted, Development o/ lieliyion and Thought
in Ancient Egypt, New York, 1912, p. 355).

At

the same period models of liuman ears and
sculptured with ears were dedicated in the
temples to the succouring god or goddess, who
heard the prayer of the traveller afar oti' and in
a group of little shrines in tiie necropolis of Thebes
votive stela; were set up in honour of various
deities, recording the plagues inllicted on the
sinner and their goodness to the repentant who
stelre

'

;

sought their aid.
The goddess is a lion she smiteth as a fierce lion suiiteth
and pursueth him that trespasseth against her. I cried to my
mistress and found that she came to me with sweet breath.
She was gracious to nie after she had caused me to see her
'

;

She turned again to me in favour, she let me forget the
sickness that was on me,' etc. (EIrman,
Uenksteine au3 der
tbebanischen Graberstadt," in SliAW, 1911, p. 1086).
taxKRATrRB. An elaborate examination of the funerary
formula by Gardiner, who explains it as a statement rather
than a prayer, is printed in N. de G. Davies and A. H.
Gardiner, The Tomb of Amencniket, London, 1915, p. 79 ff.
HiiTiins and prayers prefixed to the Book of the Dead are tr. by
E. A. Wallis Budge in various edd. of that text.
hand.

'

—

Griffith.
Ancient Finns
and Lapps. The ancient Finns and Lapps attributed to every natural object a living spirit. The
men
Lapps sometimes called these sjnrits
water-spirits, e.g., were known as cacce-olviak,
'water-men.' Indeed the relations between men
and spirits were at first, as Castren has pointed
As a man
out,^ like those between men and men.
would naturallj' call a neighbour to his assistance
rather than a stranger, so the ancient Finns and
Lapps would pray to familiar spirits, like those of
well-known trees and streams, rather than to
remote beings, like sky-spirits, whom they did
not know and could not expect to control. But
spirits came to be thought of as free, personal
beings, able to move about and occasionally visible,
whose existence was not entirely dependent upon
the objects of which they were the spirits and
guardians, so that the spirit of one object miglit
guard also other objects. In the course of time
(before A.D. 6uO) they were named ludtiat (Finnish)
or hcddck (Lappish), a Scandinavian word meaning
'rulers' or 'guardians.'
The most important
So
spirits were undoubtedly those of the dead.
awe-inspiring were the spirits of dead men buried
in the forest or by the side of lakes and rivers,
and so much more full of power than any other
spirits of land or water, that they were credited
with the guardianship of animals and fish, which
could not be taken without their permission.
Thus, when the Lapps praj-ed for help in hunting,
as we are told they did every morning and evenF. Ll.
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i.

'

'

;

'

alder-tree-man,' the spirit to
which they praj^ed was a forest-god, who was probably, like Tapio and Hiisi, the forest-gods of the
Finns, connected with the cult of the dead, and
who was the tutelary spirit of the bear, the most
powerful animal that they knew. Again, when
they prayed, as they did constantly,^ to 'watermen to aid their fishing, they were addressing
ing,^ to Leib-olmai,

relationship with the living, whom they could
either help or injure, so that their favour was in

There
every respect of the utmost importance.
were several methods by which they might be
approached, viz. through (1) idolatry, (2) reincarnation, (3) shamanism, and (4) the use of special
means and instruments.
1

SI.
Alexander Castren, VorUsunfjen iiber die Jinnische
ilythologie, ed. A. Schiefner, Petrograd, 1853, p. 195.
*

K. Leem, De Lapponibtis Finmarchice
eorumque lingua,
religUme, Copenhagen, 1767, pp. 412 f., 417, Eng. tr. in
Voyages and Travels, London, 1808, i. 458 f.
r?^^"^^"*'^
* lb.

ntaet
•'•.

the ancient Finns spirits were located
wood, in rocks or trees of

in pillars of stone or

peculiar appearance, and in pebbles, twigs, or rude
All the Finnish tribes seem to have
images.^
possessed as houseliold gods loose stones or faggots,
images, or dolls, which almost certainly embodied
the spirits of dead ancestors.* The Lapps too
worshipped idols of stone or wood called sometimes
by the Scandinavian name storjunkare,
great
'

governors,' sometimes seitas, sometimes passe^
gcdge, holy stones.'
Every Lapp family and clan
had their storjunkare standing near their settlement, and private persons sometimes had one or
more of their own. Prayers were ottered to these
'

with both communal and private oblations.'*
The Lapp Fjellner described to von Diiben a communal
sacrifice of which he had been an e}"e-witness, where the worshippers knelt down and prayed after a sacrificial meal.' A
man, before going to hunt or fish, kissed his seita three times,
and promised it some of his prey." A Lapp told Fellman that
his seita helped him as long as he kept it in a good buuiour ^
If sextan did not help, they were often whipped or abandoned.8
(2) Spirits of the dead might also be embodied in
the person of a living man. They then became
his guardians, and he could make a bargain with
idols

them that they should help him whenever he
called upon them.
According to the Lappish
saiuo-doctrine, ancestors came to life again in
persons named after them ; by obtaining the
names of several ancestors a Lapp could obtain
several guardian-spirits.
(3) Both Finns and Lapps at one time made use
of intermediaries between themselves and spirits.

These were the shamans (Finnish noitas, Lappish
noaides), men who, owing to their exceptional
nature and training, could communicate with the
spirits of the dead, and through them learn the
wishes of remote gods. The Samoyed shamans
sent their spirits up to the sky-god Num to ask his
Various Finnish tribes practised divination
and Esthonian and Karelian
shamans are sometimes described as diviners.'
The Lapps divined through their magic drums,
but they retained the primitive mysteries of
will.'*

for a like purpose,

'

shamanism

;

when

for,

as often happened,

their divination

was

failed,

necessary for the
noaide to make a journey to the world of the dead,
to appease the spirits or to obtain their help.
(4) Distant spirits, like those of the dead, could
not hear men's feeble voices. But, if ordinary
words and tones could not reach them, they might
perhaps hear strange shouts, mysterious whispers,
or the noise of a drum. Two special means were
used by the Lapps to attract the spirits' attention
(a) juoigen, incantation, and (b) myran, magic
it

still

:

action, especially magic drumming.
This was a sacred chant, the tenor of which no
(a) Juoigen.
Lapp has ever been willing to confess.' i* It was taught to every
so
that
the boy, before he could speak distinctly,
Lapp boy,
had mastered the elements of this rude melody, or rather, if it
this
pleases better,
howling.' H Acerbi described it as the most

—

'

'

1 C. E.
Lencqvist,
1782, p. 16.

1898,

De

superstitione veterum

Fennorum, Abo,

Abercromby, The Pre- and Proto-historic Finns, London,

2 J.

'

themselves to local spirits of the dead who guarded
difierent fishing-places.
Moreover, the spirits of
the dead were thought to be still in very close

Among

(1)

181

i.

167, 179.

3 P.
Hfigstrom, Beskrifning ofver de til Sveriges krona
lydande Lappmarker, Stockholm, n.d. [1746-47], p. 181 G. von
Diiben, Om Lappland och Lapparne, Stockholm, 1873, p. 236;
Leem, p. 457. HogstriJm (p. 193) calls these idols saivos.
Their connexion with the «attio-cult, or worship of the dead,
;

was

first

established by Castren, p. 207

ff.

should be stated that women were rigidly excluded from
They paid their devotions apart to certain birthgoddesses.
-»

It

this worship.

Von Diiben, p. 258.
6 J.
Qvigstad and G. Sandberg, Lappiske eventyr ogfolkesagn,
Christiania, 1887, p. 112.
T Von
Diiben, p. 287.
s O.
Donner, Lieder der happen, Helsingfors, 1876, p. 26.
9
Ca8tr6n, Nvrdiska Resor och forskingar, Helsingfors, 1852,
5

i.

207.

10
Trondhjem MS, ap. J. A. Friis, Lappisk Mythology eventyr
og folkesagn, Christiania, 1871, p. 24.
11

Leem,

p. 484.
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hideous kind of yellin^j.i In E. Lindahl and J. Ohrlin^'s
Lexicon Lapponicum (Stockholm, 1780, p. 96) juoiket is defined
as Lapponum more canere, tremulo cantu canere.' The words
of such incantations are not known.
Fjelhier said that some
prayers were presented in a whisper with words not used in
word would render the
of
one
The
omission
ordinary speech.*
chant ineffective, and might cause a shaman's death."*
of
When
the
spirits was sought on importhelp
(b) Myran.—
ant occasions, several noaides went into a hut set apart for
the purpose, and tiiere shamanized 'per to juoigen et myran,'
i.e. by incantations mixed with magic action and especially
drumming.5 Although the magic drum was adapted by the
Lapps and others to di%'ination, its original object was to attract
the attention of the spirits of the dead who lived underground
out of ordinary ear-shot, and who were thereby sunmioned to
place themselves inside the drum and help the shaman.
The kamlanie of the Lapp noaides resembles that of Siberian
and other shamans, and the best accessible account is that
'

'•^

translated from Mikhailovskii in JAI xxiv. 145 f.6 The JMOi.yoi
which accompanied it was of great importance, and, if the onlookers ceased singing during the noaide's trance, he could
never come to life again. 7 Nevertheless, the main feature of
the performance was coercive action. Prayer was in a very

rudimentary stage.

—

It seems certain that the
2. Finns of Finland.
Finns of Finland, like other members of the FinnoUgrian family, anciently used shamanistic methods
of coercing spirits similar to those of the Lapps.
But they soon left the Lapps far behind, partly
because they came under Christian influences some
centuries earlier, but chiefly because their higher
intelligence led them even before that time to assimilate the culture of more advanced neighbours.
The Finns must have reformed their old religion
long before the 12th cent., when Christianity was
introduced to them. There is evidence of this in
their traditional poetry, known chiefly through
Lonnrot's compilation, the Kalevala^ i^-v.}, which,
though very largely mediaeval, is not entirely so,
and reflects much of the old life of the Finnish
people, but has little or nothing to say of primitive
shamanism." The heroes of Finnish poetry are
magicians, but they do not perform any shamanTheir magic is carried out by tlie
istic actions.'"
For instance, the
utterance of word-charms.
rivalry between Finnish and Lapp wizards which
is expressed in the strife of Viiinamoinen and
Joukahainen in Kalevaln, vi., is a contest not in
kamlanie but in the singing of spells. Divination
'^

'^

or by the sieve.
practised by rhabdomancy
The magic drum has been forgotten and is never
mentioned.'^ The rude incantations which accomis

panied the sliaman's performances have given place
to those magic songs which are so prominent in
Finnish poetry. Of the large number of such songs
published by Lonnrot in 1880 under the title Lo'dsumnoja^* most seem to be later than the 12th

(Greek)
cent., and few can have come from professional
magicians. They are certainly popular products,
and presuppose a revolt against the official shamanism which prevailed generally among FinnoUgrian peoples.^ As a result of this reformation
laymen must have taken to themselves the power

of approaching spirits which had been restricted
Personal supplications, and
to an initiated class.

word-charms which were always benevolent and
which were gathered mainly from the common
stock of European magic, entirely superseded the
crude mimetic actions and unintelligible incantations by which tlie official wizard tried to enforce
his will on spiritual powers.
Thus the prayers
and spells of the Finlanders were not, like the
Accadian formuhie to which Lenormant compared
them,2 priestly incantations in a secret tongue,
nor, like the Lapp juoigen and myran, mere
mechanical acts of sorcery, but they were aids to
popular religion belonging generally to mediaeval

and comparatively modern times, when a man had
learnt to approach the spirit world on his own
account either with spells or with genuine prayers.

Lonnrot's collection comprises, besides general formulie of
magic, a large number of exorcisms, which are borrowed
mainly from Scandinavia, and include some well-known and
wide-spread charms, such as the Merseburger Gebet.3 It also
contains
births (sj/ntj/),-* songs which describe
origins,' or
fantastically, and often in a derisive manner, the genesis of
animals, diseases, and other things, the aim of the singer being,
apparently, to demonstrate the feebleness of the object and
induce it to act as he wishes. The remaining 73 songs are
called prayers,' most of them having several variants, some as
many as 30. They are addressed indifferently to old Finnish
gods and spirits, such as Ukko, Iliisi, Tapio, Ahti, etc., and to
various objects of Christian worship, the most popular of
whom is the Virgin Mary. She is addressed sometimes by her
own name, but often by beautiful Finnish epithets such as
'
Suvetar,
daughter of summer,' Eteliitar, daughter of the
south wind,' Luonnotar, 'daughter of creation,' Kivutar,
A large proportion are hunters' and
'daughter of pain.'
Most of these seem comparatively modern,
fishers' prayers.
and so do the agricultural prayers, excepting perhaps those
relating to a vegetation-spirit known as Siimpsa 'Pellervoinen,
which were sung at the spring sowing festivals of Ukko's Cup
and Ukko's Chests,' vestiges of which have been noted in
recent years. These sowing charms may be read, woven together by Lonnrot, in Kalevala, ii.5
'

'

'

'

'

The 'prayers'

out Lencqvist's
for material
benefits.®
Nevertheless, they reveal the kind and
simple heart of the Finn, his warm love of nature,
and his peculiar but genuine gift of poetic imagination.
may quote a short sailor's prayer :'

We

Ilo-lintu ilinahhien.

•O bird

Von

Diiben, p. 260.

reh'ljione

Jessen,

De Finnorum Lapponnmqtce Norwegicorum

pagana, Copenhagen, 1767,

p. GO.

See also Leem, pp. 477-479.
7J. Scheffer, Lapponia, Frankfort, 1673, p. 139 f. In the
Journal de la Sod^ti Finno-Ougrienne, viii. [Helsingfors, 1890]
121-123, E. N. Setiila gives the text of the MS on which Scheffer's
account is based.
•>

8 1st ed.
(32 cantos), Helsingfors, 1835, 2nd ed. (50 cantos), do.
1849, Eng. tr. by W. F. Kirby, in 'Everyman's Library," 2 vols.,
London, n.d.
9 See D.
Comparetti, The Traditional Poetry of the Finns,
Eng. tr., London, 1898, p. 263 f. (the progress of Finnish research
has invalidated some of Comparetti's work).
10 Their occasional
changes of shape are not necessarily reminiscences of shamanism.
11

Ealevala, xlix. 75-110

138, 143
p. Ill

;

Suomen Kansan

;

KanteletarS, Helsingfors, 1887, ii.
Muinaisia Loitsurunoja, do. 1880,

J

Over the wide waters,
Across the far-spread

;

5 E. J.

of joy, bird of the air.

Fly whither I command,/
Fly to the infinite East,
Fly to the chambers of the morning Sun
Puff out your cheeks.
And blow a favouring gale ;
That I may have a fair wind,
And may freely pass

charm.
3

generally bear

remark that the Finns pray only

1 J.
Acerbi, Travels through Stveden, Finland, Lapland to A'.
Cape, London, 1802, ii. 311.
2
Donner, p. 28 ; Acerbi (ii. 311) quotes a fragment of a wolf-

4 JAI xxiv.
[1894] 146 of. Kalevala, xvi. and xvii., where
Vainiimoinen goes first to Tuonela and then to Vipunen to
recover three magic words which he has forgotten.

'

'

LiTERATURK.— Most
critical literature is

sea.'

indicated in the notes
published in Finnish.
of this

is

Lencqvist, p. 91 ; Loitsurunoja, p. vii f.
The only allusion to it known to the present writer is in
Loitsurunoja, p. 29, where kdsikannus, 'hand-drum,' is used as
a synonym of the Laplander. Friis's view (pp. 147, 199) that
sampo was a magic drum is quite untenable.
1^ A
good deal of this material had been used in the Kalevala,

and some had been published by

earlier collectors

;

e.g.,

see

other

Charles J. Billson.
(Greek).— I. Expressions used to
denote prayer. The normal expression in Greek
for 'prayer' is evxv, for 'to pray,' evx^<^dai, with
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H. G. Porthan, De Poesi Fennica, Abo, 1766-78 ; Lencqvist, op.
C. Ganander, Mythologia Fennica, Abo, 1789 ; and esp.
;
D. H. R. von Schroter, Finnische Runen, Upsala, 1819.
1 See
Abercromby, ii. 45.
2 F.
Lenormant, Chaldean Magic, Eng. tr., London, 1877, ch.

cit.

xvi.
3

f.

Loitsurunoja, p. 75

4

f.

There are 83 origins (including variants), over 50
may be read in the Kalevala see FL vi. [1895] 345.
'

'

of

which

;

6

'

'

Of the Planting of the Barley (^Loitsurunoja, p. 296) L. L.
le Due wrote:
Les vieux Finnois prononcent encore aujourd'hui cette invocation en ensemen^ant leurs champs (Le Kalevala traduit, Paris, 1879, p. 17, note). Comparetti (p. 188) identified Siimpsa with the Biblical Samson, but his name has since
been explained as that of a kind of grass which springs up as
soon as the snow melts. The songs of Sampsa show influences
of the Scandinavian cult of Frey.
6
7
Loitsurunoja, p. 267.
Lencqvist, p. 54.
'

f.

12

13

;

'

PRAYER

(Greek)

phanes tvxai occurs three times, tvxv twice, evxofiot twenty
times, «vx<^Ajj once he has no case of Auai AcVao/xai occurs
in Pax, :S82, addressed to Hermes
AiVo^ai is coujjled with

compounds irpocrei'xecr^ot, ^Treuxeo'&ai. Another word,
used chietly by the poets, is Xtr-^, or rather Xirai,
with its corresponding verb XlatTecdai.
In Homer the regular verb of prayer addressed by men to
;

Althougli, naturally enough, these expressions
tend to get confused, it seems to the present writer
that there is a fundamental distinction between
them. Ei"xo/uai corresponds very closely to the
Latin vuvcv in its double sense of vow and wisli
and hence is the regular word for a prayer to the
gods for future blessing. On the other hand, Xiral
are not properly prayers for future blessing, but
are in the nature of prayers for forgiveness, prayers
of atonement.
This is lj(jrne out by the use of the
corresponding Latin verb litare, wliich is not to
pray,' but to propitiate.'
'

'

'

'

'

'

Thus, to take first Od. xi. 34 f. (the passage occurs in the
Nekyla) Odysseus digs a trench into which he pours offerings
to all the dead.
He then vows to perform certain sacrifices to
them on his return to Ithaca. Then the passage proceeds
TOVI &' iirei iv\ij>kji<Ti. AiTfJtrt T«, edvea veKpuiv, eAAitra/xiJi', where
one may suppose that ev\<o\ai refers to his vows, Atrai to his
:

:

entreaties or propitiatory prayer.
rhereTurn now to J I. ix. 490 £f., which Leaf translates thus
neither beseemeth it thee to
fore, Achilles, rule thy high spirit
have a ruthless heart. Nay, even the very gods can bend
((TTpeTTTOi Se re Kai 6(ol avToC), and theirs withal is loftier majesty
and honour and might. Their hearts by incense (0i;e'e<r<ri), and
:

;

reverent vows

(c^x'*'^???

ayavjja-i.)

and drink

offering (Aoi^jj)

and burnt offering (/chot)) men turn with prayer (Aio-o-o/xei'oi),
80 oft as any transgresse'th and doeth sin. .Moreover, Prayers
of penitence (Airai) are daughters of great Zeus, halting and
wrinkled and of eyes askance, that have their task withal to go
in the steps of Sin ('Anj).
For Sin is strong and fleet of foot,
wherefore she faroutrunneth all Prayers, and goeth before them
over all the earth making men fall (/SAaTrrouo-' afOpuinovs), and
Prayers follow to heal the harm (ai S' i^aKeovrai oiricraiu). Now
whosoever reverenceth Zeus's daughters when they draw near,
him they greatly bless and hear his petitions but when one
denieth them and stiffly refuseth, then depart they and make
prayer unto Zeus the son of Kronos that Sin may come upon
such an one, that he may fall and pay the price. Nay, Achilles,
look thou too that there attend upon the daughters of Zeus the
reverence that bendeth the heart of all men that be rightminded. For if Atreides brought thee not gifts and foretold
thee not more hereafter, but were ever furiously wroth, then I
were not he that should bid thee cast aside thine anger . .
but now he both oflfereth thee forthwith many gifts, and
promiseth thee more hereafter, and hath sent heroes to beseech
thee
dishonour not thou their petition.'
;

.

.

.

.

An

examination of Greek literature confirms this
view of \iTal.
kC<ra-oiiat, and only one case of
(Theog. 469) of the prayer of Rhea to Earth and
starry Heaven, before the birth of Zeus. On the other hand,
€VX«' occurs (ib. 419) of prayer to Hecate and (frag. 246) in a
proverbial line, epya viuyv, ^ovAal 5e ^le'crwv, iv\ai 6e yepovruiv.
Euxo/xai occurs in Thfog. 441, Works and Days, 405, 738, and
68.
frag. SI
€vx(oKrj in
Theognis has neither AtTot nor
Ai(T<ro(iai, but he has eux^ (341) and evxo/uai (13, 129, 171, 1141,
In the group of early lyric poets Archilochua, Simon1151).
ides, Mimnermus, Solon, Tyrtaeus— there is no case of either
AcTtti or Ai'cro-ofioi, while fuxo;uai occurs in Simon, frags. 7, 84,
and Solon, frag. 5. In Pindar Ai'o-o-o/iai has become practically
the same thing as evxo/noi {Pyth. i. 71, 01. xii. 1, A'em. iii. 1,
frag. 90, Pytji. iv. 207), and in Isth. v. (vi.) 45 is combined with
evxac eiiYais v-no Setrn-ffTtais AiVao/xai. But KltolC occurs Only
twice 01. ii. 88, where Thetis Zr]voi r\Top Airais inncre, and got
Achilles conveyed to the Islands of the Blest, and 01. viii. 8.
What appears to be an adjecti\ al form occurs twice : 01. vi. 78,
Airal dvaiai. (sacrifices of propitiation offered to Hermes, no
doubt in his character of i/iuxotto/htto; the right use of AitoO and
Pyth. iv. 217, Airoi eTroocSac (propitiatory incantations— again
the normal use of Atroi). In frag. 21, Ki-rnv 'Hui, it is, as the
scholiast says = ci>KTai'ai'. In Bacchylides AiVo-ojiiai occurs in
V. 100, where it is definitely of prayers to appease the
anger of
Artemis a chthonian deity and in x. 69, where it is used in
the Homeric sense of an appeal by mortals to mortals, lie has

Hesiod has neither Aixat nor

—

AiTav'6u'(i)

SC

;

—

:

—

—

no example

—

of Atrai.

When we

turn to the dramatists, we find that iEschylus has
once only {Suppl. 748), in an appeal bv a mortal to a
mortal Acrat' he has in Prom. 1009, Sept. 143, 173, 214, 320, 626,
020, Pers. 499, Ag. 228, 396, Eiim. 362, Suppl. 173, 378, 521.
An examination of these passages confirms our general view.
and evxai occur in -Eschylus very frequently, and are
Y.yxoixa.1.
his normal expressions for pray and
prayer.' The usage of
Sophocles is quite in accordance with our position. He has
evxai in Qid. Tyr. 239, El. 636, evx^i in Ph. 771, and ^vxonai
f
requentl}'. At'crcro/iat as a general term for entreaty occurs some
seven or eight times Airai occurs in Ph. 60,
495, (Ed. Col. 4S5,
1015, 1311, 1554, El. 137, Ant. 1006— all normal uses. In Aristo-

Aio-tro/Liai
;

'

;

'

'

;

;

;

Th. 1040 Airo/xat is definitely supplicating.'
Of prose authors Herodotus has evxoiJ.ai. and <rvx<oA^, no case
apparently of AcVaoAiai, but Airai (i. 105) of propitiatory prajer.
Tliucydides has no example of AiVaofuu or Airot, nor do the
words occur in any of the orators.
tvX'*' '"

the
gods is euxo^""'- Only in one pas.suye {II. ix. 501) does he use
has
in
Homer
this
On
the
other
Aicrao/aai
hand,
tvxT (•"
way.
plur.) only in Od. x". 526 Amj(in plur.) in Od. xi. 34, 11. ix. 502.
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'^'^-

313

;

'

in

the normal Greek word for prayer
nature of penitential or propitiatory
npoaeijxofj'a-i is normally 'thanksgiving'

Vlvxal, then, is

;

Xtra/ are in tlie

prayer;
(e.g., Aristoph. rinC. 841, 958, Brm. 891, Fax, 560),
though also used (e.g., Plato, C'rit. 106 A) as practically equivalent to eiJxo/JLai.
Other expressions for prayer and pray are
'

'

'

'

dpij (apd) and dpdofiai.
There is no clear distinction in

Homer between dpao^at (occurring some 39 times) and cvxo/xat, with which, indeed, it is
frequently expressl}' equated, as, e.g., 11. v. 114, 121, x. 295 f.
and the same is true of op>) (occurring six times) e.g., II. xv.
The fact is that
377, rvxojiefos followed by apauv (378).
prayer and 'curse are essentially undifferentiated. Thus it
happens that Althaea's prayer (11. ix. 565 ff.) is a prayer for
death to her son Meleager, and is therefore a curse,' just as it
happens that ap»)<r«T' 'Epii/i/s {Od. ii. 135) is a summoning of
the Erinyes to exact vengeance and so amounte to a curse. The
notion that it could mean curse the Erinyes' is utterly wrong,
being consonant neither with the Homeric use of apaoy-ai nor
with Greek syntax. It is noticeable that Homer has 6.pjfrnp =
'
priest {II. i. 11, 94, V. 78). In Hesiod apao^ai does not occur
and dpac in the one example of it {Works and Days, 726) =
prayers." Pindar has dpoi once only (never dpaofiat) in Isth. v.
But in the dramatists * curse iB
(vi.) 43, where it=' prayers.'
the normal, or even the invariable, sense of dpa {apaC) e.g.,
^sch. Sept. 70, 095, 833, 894, 954, Eum. 417, Ch. 406, 593 ;
Sophocles, (Ed. Tyr. 295, 744, 820, Uid. Col. 152, 956, 1377,
So dpdo^iot is 'curse' in iEsch. Prom. 912,
1386, Ant. 423, etc.
Sept. 633 (the only examples); Soph. (Ed. Tyr. 251, 1291, etc.
Yet Sophocles has the verb in the sense of pray three times
ffid. Col. 1447, Tr. 48).
In later Greek the sense ot
{Aj. 504,
'
curse prevails completelj-.

—

'

'

'

;

'

'

'

'

'

—

'

'

'

—

The most striking char2. Attitude in prayer.
acteristic of the Greek attitude in prayer is directness
of address.
The worshipper endeavours to be, so
far as possible, literally in touch with his god.
Thus, in Pindar, 01. vi. 58, w hen lamus prayed to Poseidon,
'he went down into the midst of Alpheus [Poseidon being a
river-god as well as a sea god) and called on wide-ruling Poseiand he stood beneath the heavens, and
don his grandsire
it was night.'
So, in 01. i. 71, Pelops 'came and stood on the
margin of the grey sea, alone in the darkness of the night and
called on the deep-voiced Lordof the Trident.' So, too, in Horn.
II. i. 348-351,
Achilles wept and sat down apart ... on the
beach of the grey sea, gazing over the boundless deep he
stretched fortli his hands and prayed instantly to bis dear
.

.

.

'

:

mother,'

i.e.

to Thetis, a sea-deity.

Typically, when Zeus or any other of the Olympians was invoked, the worshipper turned his face
to the heavens (e.g., Hom. II. iii. 364 f.
Thereat
Atreides groaned, looking up to the wide heaven
"Father Zeus,'" etc.), the hands uplifted palms
upwards (x^'pes virrlai. [Philostr. Imag. 341 Plutarch, Compar. Philopoevi. et Tit. 2 toO TItov ras
'

:

:

;

:

rbv ovpavbv virrias dvareivovTos, etrrC^os xal
Xelpas
TrpocrevxoM-^vov] ; cf. the manus supince of the Roman
eis

prayer [Verg. Jin. iii. 176, Ovid, Met. viii. 681
Hor. Carin. iii. 23. 1]). Of the veiled head (caput
vclatum) of the Roman worshipper (Verg. .^n. iii.
545; Cic. de Nat. Dear. ii. 3. 10, etc.) there is no
trace in Greek, nor of the turning to the right
xi.
(east) so typical of Roman prayer (Pliny,
Plut. Blarcell. 6 Plant. Cure. i. 69 Val.
45, 251
Place, viii. 246 ; Sueton. ViteU. 2 ; Stat. Thcb. vi,
215
Livy, v. 21). Prostration was regarded as
Oriental and un-Greek.
Normally the Greek
prayed standing upright. Yet a fragment of a
bas-relief from the Asklepieion shows Asklepios
standing upright and a woman on her knees before
him, touching his l/j-driov with her right hand
;

HN

;

;

;

;

(REG xxix.

[f916] 131, p. 78).

a sea-deity were invoked, the worshipper
stretched his hands towards the sea (Hom. II. i.
351), though Polyphemus, praying to Poseidon
(Od. ix. 527), raises his hands to the starry heaven.
In prayer to river nymphs the worshipper fixed
his eyes on the water (Hesiod, Works and Days,
737 f.). Achilles in Troad, addressing his home
If

PRAYER
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river Spercheios, looks over the sea (//. xxiii. 143 f.)In prayer to a chthonian deity the liands were held
downwards or placed on the ground
Come now swear to me by the inviolable water ol Styx, and
with one of thy hands grasp the fertile earth, and with the
:

'

other the shinin<r sea, that all may be witnesses to us, even all
the gods below that are with Kronos,' etc. (Horn. II. xiv. 271 ff.;
cf. Bacchyl. v. 42, vii. 41).

Sometimes, to reinforce his prayer to a chthonian
would beat the ground with

deity, the worshipper
his hands
:

'

Althasa, grieved for her brethren's death, prayed instantly
to the gods, and with her hands she beat upon the fertile earth,

on Hades and dread Persephone, while she knelt upon
her knees and made her bosom wet with tears, to bring her
son (Meleager) to death and Erinnys that walketh in darkness,
whose heart knoweth not compassion, heard her from Erebos
(Hom. II. ix. 565 ff.). 'Straightway the ox-eyed lady Hera
prayed, striking the earth with the flat of her hand, and spake
" Hearken to me now, O Earth and the wide Heavens
saying,
above, and ye gods called Titans, dwelling beneath earth in
Tartaros'"
(Hom. Hymn. Apull. 332 f.). 'So spake she
great
and lashed the earth with her stout hand and earth, giver of
livelihood, was stirred, and Hera, beholding it, was glad at
heart, for she deemed that her prayer would be fulfilled {ib.
'I know too that on the most
340 ff.); cf. Paus. viii. 15. 3
important affairs most of thePheneatians swear by the Petroma.
There is a round cover on it, which contains a mask of Demeter
Cidaria this mask the priest puts on his face at the greater
mysteries, and smites the Underground Folks with rods I
calling

;

'

:

—

:

imagine, in conformity with some legend.' On Theocritus,
And if, dear Pan, thou dost those things, may the
106,
Arcadian boys not smite thee on sides and shoulders with
squills, when there is little meat,' the schol. remarks: Mouvaros
flvai iv jj oi naiSei tov Ilafa cTKtAAats
4>TI(TI.V copTTjv 'ApxaSi.Krii'
jSoAAoutrt' yiVcTac Si Toi/TOOTavoi x°PT)"" ^^''^°'' i«p«tov flvtroxri
LKavov
iadlovcn.
(cal IJ.T)
Similarly, in CoUuthus, Rape of
fi toU
Helen, 46 ff., Strife, who had not been invited to the marriage
and
rose
often
from her stony seat and again
of Peleus
Thetis,
sat down and with her hand she smote the broad bosom of
earth and heeded not the rock. She would fain have burst the
bars of the darksome hollows and roused the Titans from their
pits beneath the earth and laid waste the heavens, the seat of
vii.

'

'

:

Zeus who rules on high.'

—

3. The utterance of prayer.
Normally prayer
was not merely thought, but uttered aloud. The
same was the case among the Jews, as is well
illustrated by the prayer of Hannah (1 S P'^'-)
:

'
And it came to pass, as she continued praying before the Lord,
that Eli marked her mouth. Now Hannah, she spake in her
heart (naS'Sv
LXX, eAoAct iv rfj KapSCa outtjs) only her
therefore Eli thought
lips moved, but her voice was not heard
she had been drunken.'
;

;

:

It
all

would be easy to illustrate
periods of Greek literature

from

this practice

:

Hom.

'

'

i. 450, iii. 275
jneyaV euxero, prayed loudly ; so
in Od. xvii. 239. Prayer is overheard (II. xix. 255 f.,
Xen.
;
Spmpos. iv. 55 xal nptariv iy<a aov i^kouoi'
ei/xotJLevov Ttpbs Tovs 6eovi).

II.

:

fieya ev^aro
Od. xvil 24S

:

The loudness of the voice
of the prayer.

It

may

increased with the fervour
a /So??, or loud cry

rise to

:

iyuy Si Seovs cTri/SaJco/iat aliv tdrras (Hom. Od. i. 378, ii. 143),
of great peril, Nestor p6cwe natSa
precisely as, in a
F6v (Pind. Pyth. vi. 36).

moment

the Komans, the mother prays
more loudly for beauty in the case of her daughters
than in the case of her boys, according to Juvenal,
X. 289 f
Similarly,

.

'

among

:

Formam optat modico pueris, maiore puellis
Murmure, cum Veneris fanum videt anxia mater.'

When

prayer is not uttered or is uttered in a low
motive is generally expressed or implied.
And the motives are several.
(a) In Hom. //. vii. 194 ff., the motive is apparently the fear that the knowledge of the prayer
might enable the enemy to counteract it by some
more potent spell it might in fact give useful
information to the enemy.'
voice, the

'

;

Ajax is about to fight with Hector in single combat, and he
asks the Greeks, while he is putting on his armour, to pray to
Zeus 'in silence by yourselves that the Trojans may not know,
nr even openly, since we fear no one' {(riyfi i<\> vixfioiv, Iva )xr\
Tpoue's

y€ TTvOoiVTai,

\

T\i

Kal aiKftaSiriv, enelovTiva. SiCSinev

External circumstances might
prayer impossible.
{b)

e/i7ri)9).

make a spoken

Thus Odysseus, swimming for his life, 'prayed in his heart'
(evfaro ov Kara. Bvnov) (Od. V. 444) ; and this may be the motive
of II. xxiii. 769, where Odysseus in the crisis of the footrace
prayed to grey-eyed Athene in his heart.'
'

Again, the motive might be a natural desire
a desire, as we say, to be alone with

(c)

for privacy

—

God.
Thus, in Od. xii. 333 fl., Odysseus says 'Then I went away
through the island that I might pray to the gods, if haply some
one should show me the way to go. And when on my way
through the island I had avoided my comrades, I washed my
hands where was a shelter from the wind, and prayed to all the
gods who keep Olympos.' So Pind. 01. i. 71 f. Pelo^s 'went
nigh unto the gray sea alone in the darkness' (otos iv op4>i'a) to
pray to Poseidon. So going apart' (anavivde Ktuiv) is said of
one who prays (II. i. 35, Od. ii. 260).
:

:

'

{d) The motive is obvious which makes Orestes
pray silently or rather in a low voice in presence of

Aigisthos

:

fietrTTOTT)? S' ifioi

'

;

mmo

(Greek)

TavavrC

rfix^T',

oi

ycyuivC(TKiiiv

\6yovi (Eur. El. 808

t.).

modesty. This is especially the case with the prayer of the lover.

Another motive

(e)

is

ix. 97 ff., of the successful athlete: 'Full
times at the yearly festi\al of Pallas the maidens have
seen thee victorious and mutely prayed each for herself that
such an one as thou, O Telesikrates, might be her beloved
husband or her son' (aijiuivoC 0' cos eKaora tftCKraTOv irapBeviKoX

Thus Pind. Pyth.

many

irocnv

i)

w

vlov evxoi'T',

TeAeatVpaTfj,

cfijaer).

The

opposite of /i^7a (pdiyyeffdai is \pidvpl^eiv,
whisper,' and doubtless this explains the cult-title
oi' AcppoSLrrj ^j/idvpos, to whom prayers were whispered
Catull. Ixiv. 104).
(cf. TibuU. II. i. 83
leading motive is that the prayer is a
(/)
'

;

A

shameful prayer.
Pythagoras (Clem. Alex. Strom, iv. 26, § 173) enjoined /aera
Seneca, Ep. x. 5, quotes from Athenodorus
eiixeo-Sai.
Know that you are free from all desires when you reach a
stage where you ask nothing from God except what you can ask
most
openly,' and he goes on to say that men now whisper the
shameful prayers to the gods if any one hearkens, they become
man
to
do
not
want
what
God
they
silent, and they tell to
hear' cf. Hor. Ep. i. 16, 59 f. Pers. ii. 3-75 Mayor, on Juv. x.
Book.
of
voice
the
289 f. Cf the loud
Prayer
of the magician
{g) The prayers or incantations
voice.
in
a
low
are natui-ally spoken
Seek unto them that have familiar
So in the OT Is 819
and that mutter (LXX
spirits and unto the wizards, that chirp
:

(^(ovTJs
'

'

;

;

;

;

'

'

.

'

;

'

^rfT-rjo-are

TOVS iyyaa-TpifJ-vBov;

.

.

.

ot eK r^s KOiAi'as

'fiuii'ovcn.i').

—

the suppliant to his god. In
4. The relation of
the earliest times the suppliant compelled his god
to do his will traces of which may be found in
the beating of the ground and the flagellation
of Pan mentioned above, and the smiting of the
viroxSdi'ioi in Paus. loc. cit.
The next stage is one of bargain, which is the

—

Homer. This bargaintheory of prayer may assume different forms.
(a) If ever I did that for thee, so do thou this for
me.
typical form of prayer in

Thus Horn. II. i. 35 ff. of the priest Cluyses : Then went that
aloud to King Apollo, whom Leto of
man apart and prayed
" Hear
the fair locks bare
me, lord of the silver bow, that
standest about Chryse and holy Killa, and rulest Tenedos by
if ever I built a temple pleasant in thine
O
Smintheus
thy might,
eyes, or if I ever burnt to thee fat flesh of the thighs of bulls or
So Od. iv. 763 ff., II. xv.
of goats, fulfil thou this my desire."'
'

old

:

!

372 ff.
(6) If thou do this for me, I will do that for thee.
typical example is Hom. Od. iii. 380 ff., where Nestor prays
'
Be gracious, O queen, and give me fair fame for
to Athene
myself and my children and gracious wife ; and I in turn will
cf. II. vi. 115.
sacrifice to thee a heifer,' etc.

A

—

:

;

of this is the explicit assertion that it is
for the advantage of the gods to protect their

One form

worshippers.

Thus Theognis, 773 ff. 'O Lord Phoebus, thyself didst build
the High City, doing a favour to Alcathous son of Pelops thyself keep from this city the froward host of the Medes, that
with joy the people may send thee glorious hecatombs when
spring comes round, rejoicing in cithara and delectable mirth,
in pajan choir and song around thy altar.'
Similarly and still
more frankly, ^Eschylus, in Sept. 76 f., makes Eteocles pray to
the gods to save Thebes : Be our refuge. And I think I speak
for a prosperous city honours the
for our common interest
:

;

'

:

gods.'

is that which J. Adam [The
Teachers of Greece, Edinburgh, 1908, p.
46) has compared to our
God of our fathers, be the God
(c)

The

third type

Ecligloii.1

'

Of their succeeding race,'
i.e.,

even as thou didst of old, so do also now.

PRAYER
Thus Horn. II. i. 4oOfT. 'Then Chrysea lifted up his hands
and prayed aloud for them " Hearken to lue, god of the silver
even as erst thou didst hear my prayer and didst me
bow,
honour and greatly afBictedst the people of the Danaans, even
:

:

.

.

BO

now

278 ff.

.

me

my

this
desire.'" Cf. II. i. 453ff., v. 116ff., x.
Pind. Isth. vi. 42 f. In II. x. 284 ff. this type is combined

fulfil

;

with type

(6).

is the tj'pe in which man makes no
bargain, the normal type from the 5tli cent. B.C.
e.g., Pind. 01. xiv. 5, Puth. v. 124 /E.sch. Ag. 946 f.
Soph, ffirf. Tyr. ISl i. Demosth. de Cor. i., and

There

{(i)

—
;

;

;

passim.
It is to be noted that the personal piety of the
worshipper em^^eia was considered by the Greeks
t-o make his prayer more likely to be answered.

—

Thus Horn.

II.

—

i.

218

iK\\jov
to him,'

os rt eeocs inintierfrai, fiaXa.

:

t'

avTov, 'if a man obej's the gods, they surely hearken
and Pind. 01. viii. 8 avercu Si irpos X^'P"' fvae/Sia? avSpdv
Airai;, fulfilmeDt is granted to the prayers o( men for the sake
of their piety.' Cf. Xen. Mem. i. 3. 3
Eur. frag. 946. Contrast
the case of the wicked man ' No god hears his prayers (i£tich.
cf.
iii.
x.xiii.
Sat. ii. 73).
3S7
Hor.
Cann.
17
Pers.
;
Ag.
:

'

;

when he saw his army flying, as he happened to be pourinur
libations on the victims, he threw hiiuself into the flames, ana
thus, being burnt up, disappeared (Herod, vii. 107).
'

meets us in the
account given by Herodotus vii. 54 of the prayer
of Xerxes as he was about to cross the Hellespont
for the invasion of Greece

;

ritual of prayer.

—The

simplest form of

prayer is little more than an ejaculation, and is
in Greek by the name of the
tj'pically expressed
god in the vocative case, followed by an infinitive
(dependent on some word for give or grant
'

'

'

'

understood) expressing the request.

:

:

;

;

:

Zev ava fj Alavra Aaxf i>', V TuSe'oj vlov,
avTOV ^atrt-Krja 7ro\vxpv(rot.o yivKrjurjs 1*

r}

Cf. Herod, v. 105, where Darius, hearing that Sardis had been
burnt by the Athenians, called for a bow, and, having received
one, he put an arrow into it and shot it into the air, with these
'

words

:

i

Zev, exyei'e'aflai

/ioi 'Aflrjcaiovs TicracrOai.'

A

still shorter form of the ejaculatoiy prayer is
the use of the vocative alone e.g.,'ATr6\\wv diroHerondas, vii. 74
rpd-rraie (Aristoph. Av. 61, etc.)
cf. such ex'Epfiyj re Kep54<i)v Kal av, KepBir) II e 16 ol
pressions as Hercle,' 'mehercule,' medius fidius,'
in Latin.
The ejaculatory prayer is commended
by Marcus Aurelius, v. 7.
The more elaborate ritual will be best explained
by definite examples.
(a) The account of the Argonauts starting on
their voyage in quest of the Golden Fleece
'Now when that goodly crew were come to lolkos, Jason
mustered them with thanks to each, and the seer Mopsos
prophesied by omens and by sacred lots, and with good will
sped the host on board. And when they had hung the anchors

—

:

;

;

'

'

:

over the prow, then their chief, taking in his hands a golden
goblet, stood upon the stem and called on Zeus whose spear is
the lightning, and on the tides of waves and winds and the
nights, and the paths of the sea, to speed them quickly over,
and for kindly days and the friendly fortune of return. And
from the clouds a favourable voice of thunder pealed in answer
and there came brisfht lightning flashes bursting through.
Then the heroes took heart in obedience to the heavenly
signs and the seer bade them strike into the water with their
and in their rapid
oars, while he spake to them of happy hopes
hands the rowing sped untiringly' (Pind. Pyth. iv. 188 flf.).
;

;

;

scourged the Hellespont
that gift to

and as a compensation made

ritual of prayer is: (1) the hands
(if this were omitted, libation and

are washed
prayer are vain [Hes. Works and Days, 724 tf.,
740 f. Hom. II. vi. 266 ff.]) (2) prayer is made;
(3) after the prayer comes the sacrifice
(4) last of
all comes the pouring of libations.
in
order
(or
the
set
Thus Horn. II. i. 447 IT.
They
god the holy
hecatomb about his well-builded altar next washed they their
hands (x^pvi-'iia-vro) and took up the barley corns (ouAoxvrai).
Now when
Then Chryses hfted up hia hands and prayed.
they had prayed and sprinkled the barley corns, first they
drew back the victims' heads and slaughtered them and flayed
them, and cut slices from the thighs and wrapped them in
fat, making a double fold, and laid raw coUops thereon, and the
old man burnt them on cleft wood and made libation over them
of gleaming wine.' Next they feasted, and then, 'when they
had put from them the desire of meat and drink, the young
men crowned the bowls with wine, and gave each man his
;

;

;

'

:

.

which they were to put to sea was on board, the signal for
silence was given by the trumpet and they made the customary
prayers before putting to sea, not ship by ship but all together,
led by a herald
((c^pvf) throughout all the army, marines and
generals alike making libation with cups (cKiruifiaTa) of gold and
silver.
And in their prayers joined also the general crowd on
shore, not only Athenians but any other friendly person who
was present. And when they had" sung the paean and finished
TeKcuxravrei to?

o-n-Offids)

Or, again, take what is really a Greek view,
though it refers to a Carthaginian— the story of
the conduct of Hamilkar
during the battle of
Him era
(c)

:

'The following story is related by the
Carthaginians \^-ith
great probability, that whilst the barbarians were engaged with
Greeks of Sicily in that battle, which
began earlv in the morning
and lasted to the twilight of the
evening, Ami"lkar, continuing
in the camp, sacrificed entire victims
upon a large pile and
:

.

—

Mode

of addressing the deity {iniK\ri(n^). It
of importance that the deity invoked
should be addressed by his right cult-titles.
Thus Achilles (II. xvi. 233 f.) at Troy invokes Zeus as Zev aviL,
6.

was a matter

-njAoflt vaiiav, AiuSiovr}^ ikScuv Svorxeipiipov.
invoked by Chryses in II. i. 37 ff. as apyvpoTo|os and
Especially noteworthy is iEschylus, Ay. 160 ff. where
we find the curious expression Zeus whoever he be, if it please
him so to be called, by that title I address him,' on which the

AwSwi-ate, IleAacryiKe',

Apollo

is

'S.p.(.v0rui.

,

'

'One excellent
refer to Plato, Craiyl. 400 Df
principle which, as sensible men, we should follow that with
regard to the gods we know nothing, either with regard to
themselves or the names by which they call themselves ; for it
The
is evident that they call themselves by their true names.
second best principle of correctness is, as it is customary in our
prayers to praj', that we ourselves call them by the names and
titles, whatever they may be, by which they like to be named
{oirivH re Ka.\ biroBev x<"-P'>v<Tiv ovotia^oixtvoi), since we know no
more ; for that appears to nie a right custom.' The phrase Zev?
o<TTi? eo-TiV (cf. Eur. Troad. 885, Here. Fur. 1263, frag. 483
[Melanippe]) carries out this principle (imitated Hor. Sat. 11. vi.
20
Milton, Par. Lost, iii. 1-7). In the same way Callim.
to Zeus, i
How now shall we sing of thee? as Diktaios
to Apollo, 69 ff.
O Apollo, many call thee
or Lykaios?',
commentators

:

:

;

Hymn

'

:

Hymn

'

:

Boedromios and many
Karneios
'

'

;

cf. ib.

47

:

call

thee Klarios,

.

.

.

but

I

call

thee

ix. 66 :
<toipov xaX Ndnioi-, and Pind. Pyth.
'
called Aristaios ; cf. Eur.

Agreus and Nomios and by some

phrase for

:

.

portion after the drink-offering had been poured into the cups.
So all day long they worshipped the god with music, singing
the beautiful paean, the sons of the Achsans making music
to the Archer-god ; and his heart was glad to hear.'

expedition to Sicily in 415 B.C.
'Now when the ships were manned and everything with

ical

(vii. 36),

it.'

The normal

frag. 781. 11

'

the sun was risen, Xerxes, pouring a

'

(b) Compare with this the famous passage in
which Thucydides tells of the start of the Athenian

their libations (naiiovicrai'Tei Si
they put to sea (vi. 32).

When

myrtle branches.

libation into the sea out of a golden cup ((nrei'Suv tK xpvtrirft
^loArjt if TTjc 6dXa(Tcrav), addressed a prayer to the sun, that he
might not meet with any impediment so great as to prevent him
from subduing Europe.' Then follows a less Greek incident :
After which he threw the cup into the Hellespont with a bowl
But I cannot determine
of gold and a Persian scimitar.
whether he wished by throwing them into the sea to consecrate
these things to the sun, or whether he repented of having

;

Thus Horn. II. vii. 175 ff. : 'So he spake and each marked his
lot, and they cast them into the helmet of Ajjamemnon, son of
Atreus and the people prajed and lifted up their hands to the
gods and thus would one say as he looked unto the wide
heaven

ritual

'The rest of the day was spent in disposing all things in order
to their passage and on the next day they waited for the sun,
as they wished to see it rising, and in the uitanlime burnt all
sorts of perfumes upon the bridges, and strewed the way with

'

The

same

Precisely the

{d)

:

5.
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(Greek)

f.

—

To whom

prayer is addressed. The general
prayer is 'pray to the gods'
{6eoh €i5xecr^at, 8aiiJ.ocnv dprjcracrdai [Horn.]), but the
particular deity addressed varies with the situation
the poet prays to Apollo or the Muses, the
hunter to Artemis, the farmer to Demeter, and so
on.
Not an unusual thing is to pray to Zeus and
the particular god more especially concerned e.g.,
Hesiod {Works and Days, 463) bids the farmer
to Zeus and Demeter.
Again, a god may be
prajinvoked under a special cult-title in reference to
the particular boon desired— e.p'., Zet>s 'Ofj-^pios for
rain, Zei/s Oi'piox for a favourable wind, and so on
hence the point of the amusing prayer of the
Achamian farmer as he holds up his tattered
7.

oti'ering

:

;

;

garment

to the light

:

Zev Aioirra. Kat KaroTrra Tron-ax^
iftj-Kivda'atjOai n' otof dSAiwraTa
S>

(Aristoph.
Stossgettet.

Acham.

435

f.)

—

an

excellent

example of the

PRAYER
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Not altogether unlike is Pindar s
Some pray for gold and some for limitless land
it with the favour of my townsmen to hide my

is the case
of prayers
special classes of people to minor deities
or semi-divinities, in whom they have a, so to say,
Thus, e.g., the sailor prays
'superstitious' faith.
not merely to Poseidon but to the Samothracian

Particularly interesting

'

made by

'

:

'

that which

to as

is evil,

me

here, grant

to

me count

man

the wise

a wealthy

:

1

I

cleave to simple
die I may leave to

honest, true] paths of
children no evil name.'

life,

[i.e.

my

that

when

LiTERATtTRE. — In addition to general works on Greek religion,

The Evolution of Religion, London, 1905
C. Ausfeld, De Grcecorum precationibus qucestiones (Fleckeisen,
C. Ziegler, De
Jahrbiicher, Suppl. xxviii.), Leipzig, 1903
precatiomim aptid Grcecos formis qucestiones selectee, Breslau
bei
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Der
Fluch
1905
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Lasaulx,
Dissert.,
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Schelten und
ff.
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L.
Radermacher,
[1906]
;
Beten,'
MaIR.
Fluchen,'^iJirxi. [1908]llfl.
A.
see L. R. Farnell,

;

;

probability inscribed to the
of a recital of its contents).
the lips of Iphigeneia are gagged
Thus in ^sch. Ag. 226
to prevent her uttering a curse. Similarly, in the Choephorce
as she makes
(83 f.) Electra does not know what words to utter
an offering at her father's tomb, but she feels that she can
hardly do it without some prayer spoken to do so would be
just like throwing out refuse
all

;

'

flf.

;

'

W.

—

PRAYER

Zoroastrianism being
(Iranian).
essentially a religion of ritual observance and of
practical morality, Zoroastrian prayer is bound to
be different from that of religions of a more cultual
or devotional type.
What we call prayers in the
Avesta are either mere invocations of gods and
celestial powers a recitation of names in a list of
or condeities, such as often occurs in tlie Yasn-a
fessions of a more theoretic or dogmatic character,
as the Ahuna Vairya, the Ashein vohu, and other
also find especially in the GcUhas
formulas.
personal petitions, more for instruction and mental
enlightenment, however, than for help or direct
salvation.
system of prayers for the dead is
included in the ritual. Bequests for material
gifts are far less important in the Avesta than, e.g.,
in the Vedic ritual.
The usual form in the
I. Ritual invocation.

;

:

ojcTrep ovv airutKero

TraTTjp, rdS'

iKXfOV<Ta, ydnoTOV xv(7lv,
KaddpfiaB' £5 Tis eKirifiifia^ ndXiv
SiKovcra revxos do"Tpd<^oi(rii' o/ii/natrii' (S8 £f.).
<7Tei'x«'>

'

'

—

occasions of prayer. No business of
9.
indeed,
importance was begun without prayer
the pious man begins no business of any sort without first praying

—

;

:

'
Socr. It would be your business, it seems, to speak next, after
'
duly invoking the gods {KaKeiravTa Kara, vofiov Beov's). Tim. All
men, .Socrates, who have even a little portion of right feeling, on
on
God.
or
call
small
business,
great, always
starting upon any
And we who are about to discuss the nature of the Universe
how it was created or exists uncreate if we are not completely
out of our wits, must certainly call upon gods and goddesses
and pray that our words may be acceptable to them and consistent \vith ourselves (Plato, Tim. 27 C ; cf. Xen. CEc. v. 19 f .).

—

—

—

—

We

'

A

'

Prayer was made on all solemn occasions, at the
opening of the ecclesia or the law-courts, on the
new moon (Demosth. Aristop. 99), etc. at sunrise
and sunset (Hesiod, WorJcs and Days, 338 f.).

—

Yasna

;

'

For prayer at sunrise cf. Plato, Symp. 220 D, where Socrates,
having stood in a trance from one morning to the next, prayed
to the rising sun and went home (eitrnJKei. nexP"- ^<"' iyivtTo /cal
jjAios dveax^V CTreira <fixeT' ottiwi' Trpoceufa/jici/os Tcp rjAt'tu).
It would not be
10. The content of prayer.

—

true to say that the Greek prayer was never a
prayer of thanksgiving. This conception is more
a question of language than anything else, and
vpoaevxeadai gives more nearly what we generally
But it is
include in 'prayer' than euxeo-^ai.
undoubtedly true that prayer in general, as we
find it in the Greek authors, is essentially a petition for blessings of a utilitarian kind— health and
wealth, children, success in business and in battle.
The special circumstances of the case make it
absurd to quote Sinionides, frag. xxii. 17 ft"., as an
example of the prayer of a contrite heart.
The rehnements of the philosophers perhaps
hardly concern us here.^ Socrates emphasizes the
efficacy of the prayers (and the curses) of parents
in Plato, Legg. 931 C.

He

himself 'prayed to the gods simply that they would give
him good things, believing that the gods know best what sort
As for those who prayed for gold or silver
of things are good.
or a tyranny or such like, he believed that was just as if they
prayed for gambling or battle or any thing else the issue of
which is uncertain (Xen. Mem. i. 3. 2).
'

See Max. Tyr. xi. 8 (prayer a 6/iiAca koX SiaAeKTos >rpbs tous
0(ovt nepX tCjv vapovTuv, not an olT>)(r4S T&>>' oil TrapovTwi)
Marc. Aurel. iv. 23, ix. 40 ; Philostr. Apoll. Ti/an. iv. 40 (iSe
Sen. Ep. x. 5, xli. 1.
iixo/jMA., S> Oeoi, SoCrfri fioi to. 6<j>ei.\6iieva)
1

;

;

Let

within.

is

me

need only be said here that the ritual of the
is so far at least like the prayer that it
apparently requires to be spoken (even the /card-

—

but what

man. As for gold, give me just so much as none but the
prudent man could bear or carry,'
is very close in spirit to the prayer of Pindar just
referred to which commences
'O father Zeus never may such a character be mine, but let

It

The

;

become beautiful within (koAu) yeviaOai. tSlvBoB^v), and grant
that whatever outward possessions I have may be friendly to

'

trly' aTtjLto)?,

who were

His prayer in Plato, Fhcedr. 279 B,
O dear Pan and other gods who are

curse

7}

believe, his friends,

I

things are good, give us even without asking
keep away from us even if we ask them."'

KoX ot vn-ffepOe KafxovTai
av9p(anovi Tiwadov, oris k' iniopKOU o/JLOCcrri
all seeming, Zeus Karaxdovioi
(the dual indicating especially, in
and Persephone). It is to their ministers, the Erinyes, that
for
will
vengeance (Od. ii. 135). It is to them
appeal
Penelope
that people devote enemies by a solemn devotio ((carafieo-fios).

5eo-yuos was in
accompaniment

36 ff.).

viii.

foolish men, praying for and
doing things which it was not good for them to do, offered a
all
to
in
behalf
of
them
this
effect: "King Zeus, what
prayer

as

:

'

and sowing rebuke on

of praise

'

;

In Horn. II. iii. 278 f., they are specially appealed
punishers of perjury

worthy

is

In Plato, Alcib. ii. 143 A, Socrates is made to say
He seems to have been a wise poet, Alcibiades, who, seeing,

the Cabeiri or the Dioscuri (Callim. Ep.
47 Diod. iv. 43 Theophrast. 6'>^«r. ^xvii. [xxv.]).
8. The dead and the chthonian gods.— Prayers
to the dead and the chthonian gods have certain
cannot be
special characters in common, which
discussed here. The dva/fXijcrts, or solemn evocation
of the dead, is illustrated by yEschylus's Persw a.nd
The chthonian gods are especially
Choephorce.

powers of vengeance.

what

earth, praising
sinners (Nem.

i.e.

;

but mine
limhs in

:

be

'

gods,'

(Iranian)

I

the following, repeated continually
announce and I (will) complete (my offering) to Ahura
is

:

Mazda, the Creator, the radiant and glorious, the greatest and
the most firm, the wisest. ... I announce and
the best . .
complete to Vohu Mano, Asha Vahista, Khshathra-Vairij'a,
etc. . .
.
Yea, all ye lords, the greatest
Spenta Armaiti
ones, holy lords of the ritual order, if I have offended you by
thought, or word, or deed, whether with my will, or without
intending error, I praise you (now the more) for this {Ys. i. 1-22).
.

.

.

.

'

Another form

(as in Ys. xvii. 11

fi.

)

is

:

We
We worship thee, the Fire, O Ahura Mazda's son
We worship
worship the good and best waters Mazda-made.
We worship the good and pious prayer
the Mathra-spenta
'

!

.

.

.

for blessings
ritual order.'

.

.

.

and

.

.

.

.

.

.

all

the greatest chieftains, lords of the

Most of the verbs used in these texts are of the
I
ritualistic type
nivaedhayemi, hankdrayemi,
'

:

announce and complete,' yazamaidlz, we worship'
The
(in the sense of performing devotional acts).
'

'

verb stuye,

I praise,' in

i.

22,

means oral praise, as

known from the Sanskrit si!o^?-rt, hymn
'

'

all

;

these

terms convey the idea of glorifying the deities and
the religion.

Sometimes, as in Ys. xviii. 4, the worshipper
ask for the blessings of religion

may

:

'

Grant me, Thou maker of the plants and waters, Immor-

tality,

Mazda

'
!

;

but ordinarily he expects to possess these prerogatives as a righteous man (i.e. a Zoroastrian) and
otiers Mazda his praise in return for salvation
'

'

:

'As to those, Immortality, the Righteous Order, and the
Kingdom of Welfare, which Thou, O Mazda hast given through
gifts [shall] be offered
(holy) deeds, words, and the sacrifice
!

.

(by us) in return to Thee,

.

.

O Ahura \' {Ys.

xxxiv. 1)

;
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(Jain)

—

be<^s Maztla to continue to ujiliold this
order of salvation and to keep his followers in the
truth
We pray for Thy Fire, O Ahura strong through Righteous-

happiness
e.g., Neriosangh comments on this
strophe
Let them continue to live well, and be prosperous in all
things, those females who are born thus,' etc. {SUE \xxL 77,

ness, inostswift, [niost] powerful, to the liouse with joy receiving
it, in many wonderful ways our help, but to the hater, O Mazda
it is a steadfast harm as if with weapons hurled from the

n.7).

and now he
:

'

!

!

hands

'

(ib. 4).

—

Peti2. Petitions for personal enlightenment.
tions for mental enlightenment take up a great
deal of space in the Gcithas ; not a few of the iioly
truths are communicated in the form of questions

and requests addressed by the prophet to Ahura
Mazda or Vohu Mano. The whole of Yitsna xliv.,
dealing with the theory of creation and cosmology,
in this form

is

•This

I

artisan, hath

O Ahura

made the

lights

!

tell

me

aright: who, as a skilful

and the darkness?'

(5).

of

prayer when the worshipper a«ks for special instructions necessary for his own personal salvation

:

'(Come Ye) and show me the worthy aims of our faith, so that
fulfil them with (Thy) Good Mind, the offerMazda of the One like You, or the words of praises
offered with Righteousness. And give Ye, as Your offering (of
grace to me) tlie abiding gifts of Your Immortality and WelI

may approach and

fare

!

1' (I's.

xxxiii. b).

In most of the Gdthas the prophet continues in
the same idealistic but intellectualistic way. As
the Zoroastrian believer must know and receive
the truth in order to be saved, Zoroaster, as an

—

—

example to his followers, must pray for his own
and for their enlightenment.
Another
3. Prayer for the dying and dead.
form of praying for salvation is seen in the prayers
for the djing and the dead who belong to the

—

religious community ; unbelievers are excluded
These prayers, which are still
fi-om salvation.
made among the Parsis after the death of a beloved

one (see J. H. jNIoulton, Early Zoroastrianism,
London, 1913, p. 313, n. 2), are called dfringdn and
srosh daran in Avesta. Their aim is to secure for
the dead eternal bliss and happiness in heaven and
in the future world, and they consist in sacerdotal
ceremonies, celebrated on various occasions, but
especially at the time when the dead are expected
to visit the earth, and in connexion with funeral
At these ceremonies the priests invoke
festivals.
many gods and genii, especially the angel of death,
Srosh (Sraosha), the psychopompos of the Iranians,
who carries the dead to heaven and protects them
from demons. In this dangerous task Sraosha
needs tlie assistance of the otterings and prayers of
the survivors. Yet the ceremonial act is an opus
operatum of mere invocations, no immediate petitions being made in the ritual.
Only the final
words (of late date) in Srosh YtiH Hddhokat (Yait
xi.) express a direct request for bliss for the
deceased
[Give] unto that man brightness and glory,
give him
:

'

.

.

.

the bright, all-happy, blissful abode of the holy Ones
23).

!'

(Ft. xl.

—

Material gifts are
4. Prayer for material gifts.
desired and asked for in the Avesta as in other
religions, particularly as the general aim of the
Zoroastrian religion is the conservation and renovaSuch petitions occur
tion of the material world.
more frequently in tlie later Avesta than in the
Gdthas, whose abstract and solemn character forbids them to descend to personal and private
The earthly bliss that the Ga^Aa-singer
desires.
longs for is more the general state of material
happiness than any single advantage.
strophe in this respect is Ys. xxxiii. 10

A

typical

:

'

All prosperous states in being which have been en jo}'ed in
the past, which men are now enjoying, and which shall be
known in the future, do Thou grant (me) these in Thy love.
(Yea), cause (our) bodily and personal life to be blest with salvation.'

The paraphrases
far

spirit of the later Avesta, which
realistic in tone and is always seeking for

They breathe the
more

is

the material help of the gods.
An offering is made to Mithra, Ashi

Vangruhi,

and the other

'

gods of the Yaita for bringing swiftness to our teams,
strength to our own bodies, and that we may watch with full
success those who hate us, smite down our foes, and destroy
at one stroke our adversaries' (petition to Mithra, Yt. x. 94).
Oye waters, I beseech of you for wealth of many kinds, power,
and for an offspring self-dependent whom multitudes will
In the Fravardin
bless "(to Ardvi Sura Anahita, K». Ixv. 11).
YaU (xiii.) to the Fravashis such petitions abound and the
genii bestow wealth and fertility on their own kindred, when
May my country grow
they make offerings to them, saying
and increase!' (6y), offering to them 'for a dominion full of
splendo\ir, for a long, long life, and for all boons and remedies
to withstand the evil done by oppressors '(135).
The piety of the Zoroastrians was more realistic
in the later Avesta, but not more personal or
devotional tiian in the times of the Gdthas. On
the contrary, in these hymns of old we meet with
strophes of a very noble tenor, where the prophet
tells .of his sutterings and hopes and ardently beseeches his Lord and Master for help and consolation in his striving
ThereHow shall I conciliate Thy (grace) O Lord ?
fore I cry to Thee
behold it. Lord desiring helpful grace for
Thee, for mine exhorter and
me, as friend bestows on friend.
commander. Living Lord I choose {Ys. xlvi. 1-3).
Literature. There is no general discussion of the subject
'

'

:

Such questions assume the typical character

ing,

'

;

:

ask Thee,

:

of the commentators are usually
more concerned with concrete and individual

.

.

.

:

'

.

.

.

!

;

.

.

.

'

!

—

;

for details see the introductions to the ritualistic hymns in
J. Darmesteter, Le Zend Avesta, Z vols., Paris, 1892-03, esp.
K. F. Geldner,
his general introduction to the Yasna.
ii. [1896-1904] 23, gives a short description of the prayers (§ 20).
The ritualistic hymns are translated by L. H. Mills and
xxxi. [1887] and xxiii. [1883].
Darmesteter in

GIAP

SBE

E.

Lkhmaxn.

PRAYER (Jain). — It is extraordinarily difficult
to discover the exact place that prayer holds in

the Jain system. Every Jain is on the defensive
lest his creed should be considered atheistic, and
is unwilling to make any admission that might
seem to point in that direction. Again, Jainism,
like every other Indian faith, is so influenced
by
its environment and, in especial, borrows so much
from Hinduism that not infrequently orthodox
Jains in actual practice do many things not really
in harmony witli the principles of their religion
the dithculty is further enhanced for the investigator by the inexplicable ignorance which
prevails among many Jains as to the articles of
their creed. The most satisfactory way, perhaps,
of arriving at any conclusion is to divide the
subject of prayer into various elements, such as
petition, intercession, adoration, confession, worsliip, and thanksgiving, and to note under each
head the actual practice and the sometimes conflicting opinions of the Jains.
As the Jain system is based on the
I. Petition.
root-idea of previously acquired karma, automatically conditioning every incident of a man's life,
past, present, and future, there is no subject which
could logically be affected by petition. If a man
;

—

strong, happy, and wealthy in this life, it is
to the merit that he has acquired in previous
births but no petition can prolong his fortunate
condition.
Again, if he is ill, unhappy, and
poverty-stricken, it is due to his separate sins in
a previous existence, and, as long as the accumulated energy of past bad actions lasts, his lot is
evil and continues to be so until the moment
arrives when the ill-omened energy is expended,
the mechanism stops, the clock runs down, and the
man, having worked out that particular sentence,
eftects of the
passes on to endure the good or evil
succeeding karma that he has attracted. But no
of karma, no
petition can aflect the mechanism
prayer mitigate his sentence of lives-long imprisonis

owing

;
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ment

to

it.

The Jains therefore hold that logically

no use to pray

for health, wealth, or fame,
since all are inexorably fixed by karma.

it is

of

there no subject that could be
but there is no one to whom
could be addressed, since the Jains acknowftrayer
edge no supreme God, not knowing Him either as
Creator, Father, or Friend. Nor would it, logithe deified men
cally, be of any avail to pray to
who have passed to the still land of endless inaction ; for they take no more interest in worldly
Of wliat use would it be for us to pray
afiairs.
to a Siddha? ', said.a Jain gentleman to the present
he would no more hear us than would a
writer,
dead animal.' Consequently, though the Jains
perhaps lay greater stress on the duty of forgiving
others for all personal slights, injuries, and offences
than the followers of any other religion, one great
subject of petition forgiveness for sin is, they
hold, logically excluded, since there is no one to
forgive the sin, no one greater than the mechanism
of karma, no one who has never experienced its

Again, not only

affected

by

is

petition,

'

'

—

—

sway.

—

Intercession. In the same way there is no
As the
in the Jain system for intercession.
belief in karma dries up all sympathy for the
sufiering of others, so it impedes any intercession
child-widow is merely
for their deliverance.
expiating the sin of adultery committed in a
previous birth ; a leper is only serving his sentence
2.

room

A

for

some former, though unremembered, crime

;

and no intercession could mitigate or shorten their
penal term of suffering.
Indeed, not only

is

intercession inefiectual, but
by actual sin the sin of

—

to Jain ideas it is tainted
spiritual

bribery.

If

(since

human need and

human

longings are greater than any creed) a
prayer is wrung from an anguished mother in her
extremity as she watches beside the sick-bed of
her little child, she is told that she has committed
the grave sin of lokottara mithyatva} under which
would also be included a childless woman's vow
that, if a son be born to her, she will offer a cradle

some

at

saint's shrine.

No

people in India are prouder than the Jain
community of their loyalty to British rule, but it
is impossible for them logically to otter up praj'ers
for the success of the Allied cause, as the Muhammadans and Hindus frequently do all that is permissible for them is to hold meetings to express
their ardent good wishes and fervent desires for a
;

victorious peace.
Some well-instructed Jains account for the fact
that some of the members of their community do
use such phrases as O Lord (Prabhu), give me
'

wealth,'

'O Lord (Prabhu), forgive me

my

sin,'

by saying that the prayer is addressed neither to
a' supreme God nor to a deified man, but to their
own inner consciousness, to stir themselves up to
greater efforts others, again, say that such phrases
are metaphorical a third explanation sometimes
given is that they are due to the pervading influence of Hinduism.'^
A Jain said to the writer
3. Adoration.
are not beggars, and we cannot petition for boons
like beggars, but by remembering our Tirthankara,
we can pluck up lieart to follow their example.'
To this extent one element of prayer adoration
Sthanakavasi
is found in the Jain system.
(non-idol-worshipping) Jain will declare that he
rises before sunrise and, rosary in hand, adores the
great saints and the great principles of the Jain
creed ; but, when the meaning of his devotion is
fully explained, one realizes that the act is salutaThe attitude of the
tion rather than adoration.
;

;

—

'

:

—

We

—

A

(Jain)

worshipper seems (to quote an illustration which
all the Jain friends consulted by the writer have
accepted) nearer to that of a French soldier paying
his homage at the tomb of Napoleon and saluting
the memory of a gieat hero than to the warm,
personal adoration and loving faith connected with
the Hindu idea of bhakti. Indeed, a Hindu told
the writer that the vital distinction between the

two creeds seemed to him to lie
the Jain system had no room

Jain telling his rosary of 108 beads would salute
the Five Great Ones (Arihanta, Siddha, Acharya,
Upadhyaya, and Sadhu) and the great principles of
knowledge, faith, character, and austerity. Then,
repairing to the monastery or to some quiet place
in his house, he would perform sdnictyika,^ during
which, after begging forgiveness for any injury
done to the tiniest insect on his way to his devotions, he would promise to commit no sin for the
space of forty-eight minutes, and then praise the
twenty-four Tirthankara, saluting each by name
in a set form of Magadhi words, and would conclude
by a salutation to a director (guru) if present ; if
not, to the north-east corner of the building.
This is followed by the con4. Confession.

—

fession of sin, or padlkamanuin, which is an essenThe object of this contial part of Jain worship.
fession, the Jain says, is not to obtain forgiveness
of sins and removal of the guilt, but, by confessing

and carrying out the penance imposed by the
director, to perform an austerity, in the fire of
which if: is hoped to burn up some of the karma
acquired by sinning. A difficulty has occasionally
arisen in tlie minds of students of Jaiuism owing
to the use of such expressions in Jain prayers as
'I crave forgiveness,' whereas the accepted Gujarat! comment or translation of such words appears
to be little more than an expression of desire to

be free from the fruit of such sin.- In this formal
confession, however, the worshipper acknowledges
his sins in the most careful way, confessing if he
has sinned against knowledge in any of the fourteen special ways, or against faith in five ways, or
if he has uttered any of the twenty-five kinds of
falsehood, or committed any of the eighteen classes
of sin, or in any way sinned against the Five Great
Ones of the Jain faith, being specially careful of
course to confess any sin against animal life, the
taking of which is the most heinous crime to a
Jain.
This is followed by a repetition of the
salutation to the Five Great pnes, and this, in
turn, by another form of confession of the sins of
that particular day, by a vow to fast in some way
or other, if only for an hour (for the Jains lay the
greatest stress on fasting), and the whole is concluded by an act of general praise. A devout Jain
will repeat these religious exercises (which generally take about forty-eight minutes) in the evening.
It is illuminating to notice that the director never
seems to pronounce an absolution he imposes a
penance, generally concerned with fasting in some
way or other, ana the penitent simply goes away
and performs it to the satisfaction of his own con;

science.

No Jain is content with the austerity of a confession of sin night and morning ; it is also incumbent upon liim to examine his conscience still more
scrupulously every fortnight, even more thoroughly
at the four-montiily confession, whilst the most
important of all is the great yearly confession at

Samvatsarl

A

(see

art.

Festivals

and

Fasts

[Jain]).

After the evening confession the Jain, before
the praises of tlie Tirthankara, and

sleejjing, sings
1

M. Stevenson, Heart ofJainism, p. 131.
Svetambara Jain friend of the writer keeps Hindu gods
in his house, that he may address petitions to them.
1

2

in the fact that
for bhakti. The

255

For further details see Stevenson, Heart of Jainism, p.
fli.

2 Cf.

what

I

Sdmayak (in Magadhi, with Gujarati tr.), p. 11
have done wrong be without fruit to my ji»a.'

:

'May
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his beads,

tells

again making salutation to the

Five Great Ones.
5.

Temple-worship.

— Besides

medijfcation

and

confession, tiie daily devotions of a Svetambara
Jain include a visit to the temple, which he circumambulates three times before entering (as he crosses
the threshold he touches it and utters three times
the word A^issahi,' which puts on one side all sins
and worldly cares).
The morning ritual ' has
'

—

eight parts bathing the idol, marking it with the
auspicious mark, ottering it flowers and garlaniis,
waving a lighted incense-stick in front of the
image, waving a lamp before the shrine, offering
The
rice, oflering sweetmeats, and ollering nuts.
first part, bathing the idol, can be performed only
once, so only one worshipper can do that, but any
man who has time to bathe at the temple and to
don the special dress may mark the idol, offer
flowers to it, and wave the incense-stick, which all
involve entering the inner shrine and therefore are
forbidden to any not in special clothes and to all
women, Avho, however, may perform the remaining
acts of worship.
Before leaving the temple, the
worshipper may sing the praises of the Tirthafikara (this can be done at any time by any one
entering the temple), and he then strikes a gong
to show that he has finished. _Ashe recrosses the
temple threshold, he says, Avissahi' before resuming his usual vocation. About sunset he would
perhaps go to the temple again and perform the
evening w^orship, which consists in waving a lamp
before the idol. On great festivals and at pilgrim
resorts the worship is of course more elaborate.
Just as no Jain can beg
6. Thanksgiving.
boons, so no Jain returns thanks for answered
'

—

prayers,

sins

for

for

forgiven,

hopes

fulfilled.

Every good thing that happens to him in this life
is in direct payment for his own good actions in a
past existence.
'
Certainly,' says a recent writer,2 the Jaina does not hope to
" back of another." To him
ride into heaven on the
hope has
about the same meaning as it has to the scientist who knows
that H2O would never fail to give him a drop of water if he
would only take the trouble to work out the formula in
'

practice.'

European the whole Jain attitude
to prayer is best summed up in Henley's words
I am the master of vay fate
I am the captain of my soul —
lines which it is interesting to compare with the
§loka which many devout Jains repeat at night
after they have read their sacred books
Perhaps

for a

:

*

:

'

:

'
The soul is the maker and the non-maker, and itself makes
happiness and misery, is its own friend and its own foe, decides
The soul is the cow from
its own condition good or evil.
which all desires can be milked, the soul is my heavenly
.

garden.'

.

.

—

Literature. The information contained in this article has
been derived directly from Jain informants. The reader may
also consult the present writer's Notes on Modern Jainism,
Oxford, 1910, The Heart of Jainism, do. J915, and vernacular
prayer-books and hymn-books, such as Sri Sdmdyaka tathd
Suiidha Sraddhd svardpa, Ahmadabad, 1899, or AnupHrvi ane

Sadhuvandana,

do. 1894

;

and

SEE xxii.

[1884], xlv. [1895].

Margaret Stevenson.

—

PRAYER

(Japanese). The prayers of Shinto,
the Japanese national religion, are of a type conforming more to the formulae of primitive magic
than to modern Western prayer (see Magic
[Japanese], vol. viii. esp. pp. 296'', 299'', in fine).
They can be best understood by analyzing the
characteristics of prayer in the earliest times.
I. By whom offered.
Private individual prayer,
addressed l)y the worshipper directly to his god,
The
scarcely ever occurs in the earliest sources.
Kojiki and the Nihongi, collections of the traditions

—

mythology and earlj^ history of the empire,
are naturally not concerned with the details of

of the
1

For further details see Stevenson, Notes on

p. 102
2

Modem Jainism,

£f.

In the

Jaina

Gazette,

Lucknow, Aug.

1915, p. 196.

(Japanese)
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individuals, and merely uteution now and then the
worship of some legendary hero or iuii)ortant
personage in some temple (e.c/., Kojiki, tr. B. H.

Chamberlains Tokyo,

1906, pp. 216,' 238, 260, etc.).

But, when we notice that among the numerous
archaic poems preserved in those collections (111 in
the Kojiki, 132 in the Nihovgi) there is not a single
hymn or other such religious effusion, we are
almost forced to the conclusion that prayer must
have been of little moment in the everyilay life of
the primitive Japanese. On the otiier hand, individual prayers are fairly often mentioned in the
poems of the Manyoshin, which are not mucii later
in date (9th cent.); but it is often diliicult to
distinguish the true Shinto element in these from
tiie Buddhist influence already in evidence.
In
the pre-Buddhist period, then, we have scarcely
any evidence of prayer except in its official, public
form ottered, i.e., in the name of the wliole people
first by the Mikado in person, whose office, according to etymology (matsurigoto), implied the idea
of worship, then, when he delegated his sacerdotal
function and retained only his political power, by
the priests officiating as his representatives, tlie
nakatomi, 'intermediary ministers,' the privileged,
hereditary reciters of the norito (rituals). Another
hereditary corporation, however, the imibe, abstaining' priests, used to read certain of the norito
see
(nos. 8 and 9 in the Engishiki collection
Magic [Japanese], vol. viii. p. 297). Apart from
the emperor, the heads of noble families had charge
of certain forms of cult
which explains the establishment, in 577, of a hereditary corporation for
the worship of the sun.
Finally, as the priesthood underwent organization, ditterent classes
of
local
similar functions,
priests performed
from the kanmishi, chief priests in charge of a
temple, down to the hafnri or hori, inferior priests

—

'

;

—

who were originally sacriticers but whose name
came to be written with the Chinese cliaracters
meaning prayer-officials,' and the ncgi, also of
humble rank, whose name seems simply to come
'

from the verb negafu, 'to pray.'

—

2. To whom offered.
The norito were addressed
sometimes to one or several individual gods, sometimes to a class of gods (e.g., in 866 to the deities
of all the provinces of the Nankaido district), and
sometimes to all the gods (see Magic [Japanese]).
An interesting point to notice here is that, with
the development of the imperial prestige on the
one hand, and ancestor-worship under Chinese
influence on the other, the custom arose of addressing prayers to deceased Mikados. These prayers
are not mentioned in any of the norito of tne Engishiki, but only in the later norito (9th cent,

onwards).
Prayers for rain were made in 841 to the emperor Jimmu and
the empress Jingo in 850 Jimmu was again besought to cure
an illness of the reigning Mikado in 864 and 866 prayei-s were
offered to the emperor Ojin, who, under the name Ilachiman,
was destined to become one of the favourite figures in the
:

;

Japanese pantheon.

—

3. For whom offered.
Prayer was made for the
emperor, his court, and his people (see MAGIC

[Japanese], vol. viii. esp. p. 296'', rituals 1-3, p.
297, rituals 4, 8-10, p. 298, rituals 12, 15, p. 299,
rituals 25, 27).
But it must lie observed tliat in
this very simple conception there is none of the
moral ideas that lead us at various times to pray
specially for the just, or for sinners, or for infidels,
and so on. Similarly, there were no prayers for
the dead, the idea of the soul's survival and fate in

another world being very vague among the primitive Japanese (see ANCESTOR- worship [Japanese],
vol.
4.

i.

p. 456'').

For what offered.— Prayer was not made

for

the spiritual blessings that are regarded as the
primary object of prayer in the West, but for far
more practical and everyday boons. The Christian
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his final
prays for whatever will help him to attain
when he
viz. happiness in the future life
asks for grace, virtue, or other spiritual blessings,
and he does not pray
it is with this ideal in view
for bodily or material blessings, such as health and

goal,

;

;

The primisuccess, except as means to this end.
Their iiorito
tive Japanese had no such ideas.
have no conception of moral progress or eternal
salvation they simply seek for earthly goods— for
the emperor health, long life, protection of his
palace from all forms of destruction, especially
lire, safe journeys for ambassadors to foreign lands,
and internal and external peace for his empire (see
art. Magic [Japanese], vol. viii. p. 297, ritual 8f.,
rituals 23, 27) ; for
p. 298, rituals 11 f., 14f., p. 299,
the people a good harvest, protection of the crops
from inclement weather or floods, rain in times of
;

drought, safety from epidemics, and general prosperity {ib. p. 296b, litual 1, p. 297, ritual, 4, p.
The idea of puri298, ritual 13, p. 299, ritual 25).
fication, which often appears in these texts [ib. p.
297b, ritual 10, and passim), is confined mainly to
ritual purity, though the moral element is not
to
quite excluded. Sometimes the norito is meant
appease the anger of the gods, when the care of
their temples or the precautions for ritual purity

necessary for their worship have been neglected.

Finally, besides i^etitions and expiations, i\\Qnorlto
sometimes a means of announcing some important piece of news to the gods an accession to the
throne, the changing of the name of an era, an
enemy invasion, the nomination of a prince as heir
or of a vestal of imperial blood, and so on. The
most interesting among these announcements are
unquestionably those advising a deity of his promotion, by the emperor, to a higher rank in the
celestial hierarchy (based on the Chinese system of
official ranks, in the 7tli century).
In 672 three deities supplied gome useful military information
as soon as the war was finished, the emperor, upon the report
is

—

;

received from his generals, raised these deities to higher rank.
In 838 a similar distinction was bestowed on a young god in
defiance of seniority, and a jealous goddess showed her anger
by pouring a volcanic shower on the eastern provinces. In 840
the great deity of Deha sent a shower of stones, and the emperor
conferred the second grade of the fourth rank on her, with congratulations on her marvellous power. In 851 Susa-no-wo and
Oho-kuni-nushi (see Nature [Japanese], vol. ix. p. 235b, and
Heroes and Hero-Gods (Japanese], vol. vl. p. 662b) obtained the
second grade of the third rank, and, eight years after, the first
grade of the same rank, which, however, does not make them
higher than an important minister or a successful chamberlain.
In 860 a volcano of Satsuma was placed in a lower subdivision of
the second grade of the fourth rank. In 868 the gods of Hirota
and Ikuta caused seismic shocks, and were immediately presented with a diploma. In 898, 340 gods were promoted by the
emperor Daigo as a bounty, at his happy accession. In 1076
and 1172 promotions were made en masse.

These examples show the essentially positive
character of the norito and the distance that
separates them from the lyrical outbursts that we
think of when we speak of prayer properly so
called.
Even in those norito which approach most
nearly to normal prayer the formula is more of the
nature of a contract with the gods
gifts and
vague praises are offered to them in exchange for
their benefits, and they are promised further rewards, if necessary, should their services turn out
;

satisfactory (see MAGIC [Ja))anese],
296^, rituals, 1-3, p. 297, ritual 4).

vol. viii. p.

—

We must distinguish be5. Nature of prayer.
tween the basis and the form, the moral dispositions
and the material conditions. As regards the inner
feelings, a reading of the norito shows that the
primitive Japanese, though they felt sincere regard
for the beneficent gods (see Nature [Japanese],
vol. ix. p. 233), never had that implicit confidence
in addressing them which is generally considered,
especially among Christian peoples, an essential

m

quality
prayer. On the contrary, it is clearly
seen that they often distrusted their gods, for
they sometimes made them conditional ofierings

(Japanese)

Magic

[Japanese], vol. viii. p. 296*',
This attitude throws
3).
light on the magical rather than religious character
of their invocations.
As regards the material conditions, it is not
so polite,
surprising to find that this people, always
maintained a most respectful attitude towards
Sometimes they bowed to the ground
their gods.
to pray,' comes from icori(the verb wogamu,
philkagamxi, 'to bend,' according to the native
sometimes they bent the knee ' like the
ologists)
'
stag,' or plunged down the root of the neck like
the cormorant ; they clapped their hands (kashi-

only

{e.g.,

ritual

1,

and below,

ritual

'

;

'

—a

mark

of respect in .ancient Japan they
humbly presented or raised aloft in front of
them or on their heads [itadaku) their offerings,

hnde)

;

'

'

'

'

which, they declared, had been
prepared with
and in the same deferential attiprofound respect
tude they lifted their eyes (atvogu) to the heavens
'

'

;

'

'

TASJ

vii. [1889], pt.
(see
pp. 426, 433 f., 444, etc.).

ii.

pp.

116

f.,

130, pt. iv.

But there is no doubt
point was the perfect accuracy

that the essential
of the formula pronounced, for on it
magical virtue of the prayer (see,

depended the
e.g.,

Magic

[Japanese], vol. viii. p. 298*). The Japanese, however, gave the gods the credit of being sensitive to
the literary beauty of the text, to the sonorousness
of their long, majestically balanced periods; e.g.,
in one version of the Nihongi (i. 46 ; tr. W. G.
Aston, London, 1896, 1. 49) the sun-goddesa is represented as having been won over by the harmonious language of the ritual composed to persuade
her to leave her cavern and light the universe
again.

6. Place of prayer.— The place for offering
prayers naturally depended on the ceremonies with
which they were connected. It was often the palace
itself [e.g., to mention only some of the important
rituals, nos. 1, 8, 10, 12, etc.), the great temple of
Ise {e.g., nos. 16-24), or other sacred places, and
sometimes the temple of a local god {e.g., no. 5, at
Hirano, a village in the province of Settsu). In
many cases the chief ceremony took place at
Kyoto and was repeated in the province. There
were also domestic celebrations, as at the Nihiname (see Magic [Japanese], vol. viii. p. 298'',
ritual 14), which, besides its public rites in the
temple, was performed privately in the family,
and to which no stranger was admitted for fear
of pollution, no doubt. What the texts never
mention is the intimate individual prayer in the
inner chamber which the gospel recommends
(Mt 6*). This seems to have had practically no
place in the devotions of the primitive Japanese.
Sometimes prayers were
7. Times of prayer.
monthly (the title of the 7th ritual, Tsukinami no
Matsuri, shows that originally at least it was a
'monthly' celebration), sometimes tw'ice a year
sometimes annual {e.g., 1st
{e.g., 10th ritual),
ritual), at certain appointed months and days {e.g.,
10th ritual,
1st ritual on 4th day of 2nd month
on last day of 6th and 12th months), and at fixed
hours {e.g., 3rd ritual, at sunrise 10th ritual, at
Others were used only when the occasion
sunset).
for which they were suited arose {e.g., 14th ritual,
The priestly
at the accession of a new emperor).
functionaries, from the Mikado himself, seem to
have prayed much more frequently we know, e.g.,
that a high official called haku, who presided over
the Jingikwan ('Department of Religion'), took
the emperor's place whenever he was prevented by
But here
illness from saying his daily prayers.
again the texts make no mention of daily prayers,
far less of prayers twice or thrice daily, among the
people, and it is probable that they Avere usually
content to leave that duty to those whose professional function it was to offer prayers.
As a
8. Typical example of Shinto prayer.

—

—

;

;

;

—

PRAYER
typical example, in which the general features of
the rituals are combined under tlie recognized

form, we may quote the 3rd nonto, which is neitlier
among the finest nor among the poorest, but is a

good average, and is short. It is addressed to the
goddess of food, one of the great figures in Shinto
(see Natuue [Japanese], vol. ix. p. 239^ last paragrapli, and p. 240), and, secondarily, to the gods of
ravines who send water to irrigate the imperial
farms.

He [the nakatomi, in the name of the Mikado] declares the
name of the sovran god whose praises are fulfilled at
Kahahi in Hirose [a village in the district of Ilirose, where the
goddess has a secondary temple, her chief temple being at Ise].
Declaring her august name at the Young-food-woman's augustness [Waka-uka-no-me no mikoto, one of the alternative names
of the goddess], who rules over the august food, he fulfils
He sajs
praises in the august presence of this sovran deity.
Hear all ye kannusni and hafuri the fulfilling of praises, by
sending the princes and councillors to lift up and bring the
of the sovran august grandchild's augustgreat august offerings
"
ness." He says
Ueign to declare in the presence of the
sovran deity that as to great august offerings which are set up,
he deposits in abundance and offers up, as to august clothing,
'

aufTUSt

:

:

bright cloth, glittering cloth, fine cloth, and coarse cloth, the
five kinds of things, a mantlet, spear, and august horse
and as
to august liquors, raising high the beer [sak6]-jars, filling and
ranging in rows the bellies of the beer-jars, in soft grain and in
coarse grain [i.e. hulled rice and paddy] as to things which
dwell in the mountains, things soft of hair and things rough of
hair [birds and beasts] as to things which grow in the great
as to things which
field plain, sweet herbs and bitter herbs
dwell in the blue sea plain, things wide of fin and things narrow
of fin, down to weeds of the offing and weeds of the shore."
He saj'S " Declare in the presence of the so\ran deity that, if
the sovran deity with peaceful and tranquil heart accepts as
peaceful august offerings and sufficient august offerings the great
august offerings thus set up, and if the sovran deity will deign
to perfect and bless in nianj'-bundled ears the sovran deity's
harvest-fields in the first place and also the late-ripening august
harvest which tlie august children [princes of the blood],
princes, councillors and great august people of the region under
heaven shall make by dripping the foam from their arms and
drawing the mud together between the opposing thighs, in order
that it may be taken by the sovran august grandchild's augustness
with ruddy countenance as his long august food and distant
august food, he will draw hither the firstfruits both in liquor and
in husk, even to a thousand plants and many thousands plants,
and piling them up like a range of hills, will offer them up at the
autumn service." He sa3's " Hear all ye kanmishi and hafuri."
He sets up the great august offerings of the sovran august
grandchild's augustness, bright cloth, glittering cloth, soft
cloth, and coarse cloth, the five kinds of things, down on the
mantlet and spear, in the presence of the sovran gods also who
dwell in the entrances of mountains of the six august farms of
the province of Yamato. As to the setting up of offerings in
this way, if the water which the sovran gods deign to send
boiling down the ravines from the entrances of the mountains
which they rule be received as sweet water, and ye [gods of the
mountains] will deign to bless the late-ripening harvest which
the great august people of the region under heaven have made,
and deign not to inflict on it bad winds and rough waters, the
princes, councillors, functionaries, down to the male and
female servants of the six august farms of the province of
Yamato, will all come forth on the [number] day of the [number]
month of this year, to set up the firstfruits in juice and in tlie
husk, raising high the beer- jars, filling and ranging in rows the
bellies of the beer-jars, piling up the offerings like a range of
hills, and plunging down the root of tne neck cormorant-wise
in the presence of the sovran gods, will fulfil praises as the
morning sun rises in glorv' (hirose oho-imi no matsuri, tr.
;

;

;

;

:

:

E. Satow, in

TASJ vii.

Modern

pt. iv. p. 433).

—

Later, when the nationalist
prayer.
scholars tried to revive pure Shinto, in opposition
to Buddhism and Confucianism, the most devout
of them, Hirata, composed in 1811 a book of
prayers called Tamadasuki, which, unlike the
ancient norito, was meant for private worship.
It is interesting to see how prayer was conceived
by tlie chief theologian of modem Shintoism.
Hirata's views are as follows
As the number of the gods who possess different functions is
80 great, it will be convenient to worship by name only the most
9.

:

'

important, and to include the rest in a general petition. Those
whose daily affairs are so multitudinous that they have no time
to go through the whole of the following morning prayers, may
content themselves with adoring the residence of the emperor,
the domestic kami-dana [the shelf on which the household gods
are placed], the spirits of their ancestors, their local patron
god, and the deity of their particular calling in life. In praying
to the gods, the blessings which each has it in his
power to
bestow are to be mentioned in a few words, and thev are not to
be annoyed with greedy petitions ; for the Mikado in his
palace
offers up petitions daily on behalf of his
people, which are far
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more effectual than those of his subjects. Rising early in the
morning, wash your f.-ice and hands, rinse out the mouth, and
cleanse the body. Then turn towards the province of Yamato,
strike the palms of the hands together twice, and worship,
bowing the head to the ground. The proper posture is that of
kneeling on the heels, which is ordinarily assumed in saluting a
superior.'
Then follows a

From a distance I reverspecimen prayer
worship with awe before Anie no Mi-ha-shira and Kuni no
also
no kaini and Shina-tsu
called
Shina-tsu-hiko
Mi-hasliira,
hinie no kami [the god and goddess of wind see art. Nature
vol.
ix.
to
whom
is
consecrated the palace
[Japanese],
p. 230],
built with stout pillars at Tatsuta no Tachinu in the department
of Heguri in the province of Yamato [cf. art. Maoic [Japanese],
I say with awe, deign to bless me
vol. viii. p. 297", ritual 4].
by correcting the unwitting faults which, seen and heard by
you, I have committed, by blowing off and clearing away the
calamities which evil gods might inflict, by causing me to live
long like the hard and lasting rock, and by repeating to the
gods of heavenly origin and to the gods of earthly origin the
l>etitions which I present every da}', along with your breath,
that they may hear with the sharp-eared n ess of the forthgalloping colt." (Other analogous prayers follow, addressed to
other deities, for which see Satow, 'The Revival of pure
Shin-tau,' in TASJ iii., App., Yokohama, 1883, p. 72 fl.)
'

:

etitly

;

Without emphasizing the artificial nature of
these prayers, which, in spite of the express aim of
their author to the contrary, are patently inspired
largely by Buddhist tendencies and especially by

Chinese ideas, we may question whether they were
ever used by the worshippers for whom they were
intended, for the first five volumes of Hirata s book
were not printed till 1829, and the following four
not till some time after his death, which occurred
in 1843.
Official norito are composed to this day, for all
special occasions [e.g., the conferring of posthumous
honours on early Mikados, invocation of the gods
of war, etc.).
On the other hand, the common
people offer informal prayers to various familiar
gods e.g., to Inari, originally the protector of
agriculture, then a kind of Japanese Providence,
when they are sowing rice or beginning a com-

—

mercial enterprise, etc. The wor.shii)per who may
be seen standing in front of a temjile, pulling the
Avhite cord that rings a bell to attract the attention
of the god, and then praying for a moment with
clasped hands, is usually oflering a personal petition of the most paltry kind.
The more general
tyi)e of modern prayer asks for peace to the land,
safety to the household, and abundant harvest.'
But modern Shinto prayers, like those of twelve
hundred years ago, are always essentially positive,
inspired by human wisdom alone and, whenever
a somewhat elevated moral or mystical idea appears
in them, it is the result of Budclhist influence.
'

;

LiTERATURB.

—See the sources cited in

PRAYER

—

(Jewish).— I.

tfco article.

JNllCHEL REVON.
Biblical axd pre-

TAL3IUDIC. As far back as we can trace its
history, we find prayer occupjdng a central position in the Jewish religion.
It was an inseparable
accompaniment of sacrifice, and its significance in
the religious life of the individual and of the nation
at large increased in the same degree as the knowledge of the power, justice, and goodness of God
advanced.
profound conception of the nature
of prayer is betrayed in the designation tqihilluh,
which, according to Goldziher, really means invocation of God as judge.' In the mouth of almost
all the important characters of the OT, from
Abraham onwards, we find personal prayers
prayers of thanksgiving and praise, of intercession
and confession.
very characteristic example is
found in Solomon's prayer at the dedication of the

A

'

—

A

Temple

(1

K

S'^-M),

which, although undoubtedly

of a later date, contains all the four kinds of
Down to the last daj's
praj'er mentioned above.
of the first Temple there were no formal prescribed
prayers not even a general command to pray.
Prayer was rather, both in form and in contents,
an individual thing, nor was there any kind of

—

precept as to

its

time or place.

In

Dt

26'""'-

'*-'^
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we meet

for the first time with forms of prayer,
which are to be uttered on the occasions of offeiing
the firstlings and the tithes. Among the prayers
of individuals before the Exile those of the prophet
Jeremiah are of the highest order (Smend,

AT

Meligionsgeschichte^, p. 263
1.

The

making

—

f.).

The work of the prophets in
more of an inward thing, which

prophets.

religion

found expression chiefly in their low estimate of
the sacrificial cult, did not have its full effect
among the mass of the people till the time of the
Exile, when it found its natural expression in the
prayers of the Jews. Towards the end of the
Exile a projihet (Is 56'') describes the temple of
the future as a house of prayer for all peoples.'
2. The Psalms.— At a later date the prayers
known to us as the Psalms took their rise, but,
owing to a tendency of a still later period, they
were referred back to remote antiquity to the
time of David. Tliey are far more probably the
'

'

'

—

fruit of the religion of the prophets, giving in
prayer-form the thoughts that had entered into
the consciousness of the people from the teaching of the prophets. After the return from the
Exile, and when the second Temple had been
erected, the Psalms became the Temple liturgy, in
spite of the fact that, to a considerable extent,
they formed a protest against the sacrificial cult
That God desires and needs no
of the Temple.
sacrifice, but only the pure heart and the good
deed, is a constantly recurring theme of the
Psalms. Besides the moral teaching of the religion
of the prophets, the Psalms deal chiefly with the
sufferings of the people particularly of the righteous the sins of the nation and of the individual,
memories of the nation's past, hopes of the final
mercy of God, and His justice and power in nature

—

—

and

in history.

The

which was gi"adand the
Maccabfean period, was undoubtedly made in the
collecting of the Psalms,

ually accomiilished between the Exile

first place for liturgical purposes ; still it is very
questionable, in the case of many Psalms, whether
they were originally composed as songs for the
congregation, while, in the case of others, the
titles themselves as well as internal evidence point
In form the Psalms are
to their liturgical use.
very varied and differ much in value, but, as far as
their contents are concerned, they rejiresent the
highest product of the religious poetry of all
nations.

(Jewish)
days, and the market-days
days), the people were at

(Mondays and Thursfirst

entirely passive,

listeners.
Gradually prayer was
only in the form of several important sections of the T6rah, which bore the character
of a devotional or edifying reading, and Avhich
were repeated by the people as a sort of confession.
This is the so-called Sh'ma (Dt B^'S lli^-^i, Nu IS^''").
It was regarded by Josephus (Ant. IV. viii. 13) as
an institution that had long existed. Gradually
the Sh^ma' was provided with a framework of introductory and concluding pieces, which were no
longer taken from the T6rah, but were original
compositions that, as far as their contents were
concerned, were prayers in the real sense of the
term.
Besides these, there arose, perhaps at the same
time, a quite independent prayer, which was
designated as the prayer /car ^^0x^1*, as t'philldh.
This prayer, which has gone through a considerable historical development and in its later form
was called Sh^moneh 'Esreh (i.e. 'eighteen,' because it contains eighteen benedictions), seems to
be influenced in some way by the Hebrew Psalm of
Sirach (5P^). The oldest part of the prayer is
composed of the first three and the last three
The Sh^noneh 'Esreh remains to
benedictions.
the present day the real congregational prayer of
Judaism. It is very well suited to this purpose,
as it unites in simple speech the four chief kinds
of prayer (thanksgiving, praise, petition, and confession), and gives expression to them from the
standpoint of the people as a whole.
Along with the synagogue
4. Family prayer.
the home also became a place of worship. It is
doubtful whether the praying three times a day
mentioned in Ps 55" and Dn B'** was a standing
institution.
In any case it is certain that at an
early date family prayer, with a special liturgy for
the evening of the Passover and for the beginning
and end of the Sabbath (Qidclush, Habhddldh),
was customary. Then, too, prayer was ottered at
the beginning and end of every meal ; and, later,
on the occasion of every enjoyment whatever, at
the commencement of every important work, at
every outstanding event or experience, a special
b'rdkhdh (blessing) was spoken. Thus in course of
time every activity of life, every place, and every
portion of time were permeated with thoughts of God.
The demand that every action should be l^shem
shdmdyivi (' to the name of God,' 'consecrated to
God ') was thus literally fulfilled and the whole of
life became a Divine service ^ith interruptions
(M. Steinschneider).
5. Rivalry between synagogue and Temple.
This new form of worship in the synagogue and in
the home constitutes perhaps the greatest and
most radical reform in the whole history of the
Jewish religion.
For, although we possess no
historical report of any revolt against the introduction of this worship, there naturally existed
from the beginning a deep-seated opposition between the ancient Temple cult, which presupposed
only one central sanctuary, and the synagogues,
which existed in countless numbers and could be
erected even beyond the confines of Palestine,
wherever Jews were to be found. In the Temple
a hereditary priestly aristocracy conducted the
service, while the new form of worship was based
on a purely democratic foundation, and any one
who possessed sufficient knowledge and commanded
In the one case sacrifices,
respect might officiate.
which at least in part were of a sacramental nature

being

added

—merely
at

first

—

'

'

After reading the prayers of other nations, no unprejudiced
would deny that the Hehrew Psalms stand out unique
among the prayers of the whole world, by their simplicity,
their power and the majesty of their language, though, like all
collections of prayers, the collection of the Psalms also contains
some which one would not be sorry ',to miss' (Max Miiller, On
Ancient Prayers,' in Semitic Studies in Memory of Rev. Dr.
critic

'

Alexander Kohut,

Berlin, 1897, p. 40X

The synagogue. — The

Psalms, which indeed
presuppose the sacrificial cult, and were sung
in connexion with it, symbolize the transition to
the new form of worship which we find in the
synagogue. The origin of the synagogue is hidden
in obscurity, but it is pretty certain that the work
of Ezra, in introducing the T6rah as the law-book
and book of devotion for the whole people, led to
the institution of the synagogue (Mth hakk'^neseth,
•
house of assembling
then translated Gr. awaThe first mention of
•yuyi] along with Trpoaevxn).
synagogues seems to occur in a Maccabsean Psalm
In the first place the synagogue served the
(74**).
purposes of religious instruction, and was the
means by which the T6rah entered into the flesh
and blood of the people a result which we see
In the readclearly in several Psalms (19*'"^'* 119).
ing of the Tdrah, with accompanying translation
dialect
of the
and explanation in the Aramaic
people, which took place on all the Sabbaths, feast3.

still

'

;

—

'

—

(e.g., the sacrifices of atonement and purification),
formed the chief part of the service, while the
liturgy had only a secondary place. In the synagogue, on the other hand, the model of a purely
Here
spiritual service was seen for the first time.

PRAYER
was to be found nothing mystical or sym-

there

—

bolical only prayer and instruction, without any
In this respect the synaritual accompaniment.
goj^'ue is the most real result of the prophetic
It made Judaism entirely independent
religion.
of the Temple, and prep.ared men's minds for its

overthrow.
It is also worthy
6. Use of the popular dialect.
of mention that everywhere the dialect of the
people was used in prayer along with Hebrew. In
fact, in many important prayers the popular language was prescribed for those who did not know

—

in particular, who
used the Septuagint instead of tiie Hebrew
originals in divine service, developed also a Greek
prayer-book. The numerous prayers contained in

The Egyptian Jews

Hebrew.

the Apocrypha and the Pseudepigiapha indicate

how

rich this literature

The

must have

been.

liturgy ia entirely modelled on the
seen not only in the Lord's Prayer, which is
entirely composed of parts of Jewish prayer, but also in the
other ancient Christian prayers as well as in the whole organization of the service.
early Christian

Jewish.

This

is

Consequences of the destruction of the
7.
Temple. After the fall of Jerusalem and the destruction of the Temple the synagogue, which had
for long been the most important representative
of Jewish religious life, became the only centre
uniting the Jews of the Dispersion. From this
time onwards the scribes sought more and more to

—

establish, as far as possible, uniformity in the
With the exception of a few ancient
services.
in the Aramaic dialect (e.fj. the Qaddish),
grayers
[ebrew alone came to be used in public prayer.
The language of the prayers also became more
fixed ; in particular, the Sh'^moneh 'Esreh underwent what was for the time at least a final revision ;
new prayers for the service of the congregation
were composed ; the time and the outward form of
the service as a whole were more and more fixed
with painful exactness. While at an earlier date
the element of instruction held the chief place,
now prayer came to occupy an equally important
,

The reading, translation, and explanaposition.
tion of the Scriptures on Sabbaths and feast-days
continued to form an integral part of the service.
In addition to the reading of the T6rah, lessons
were also read from the Prophets, to which the
name haphtardh (i.e. 'closing') was applied, be-

cause they concluded the service, or because they
concluded the reading of the T6rah. The explanation of the sections read from the T6rah was called
the Midrash, and developed gradually into lectures
based on a Scripture text and embracing the whole
body of Jewish religious and national ideas. These
lectures formed the model for the Christian
sermon.
The

classical

work

of Zunz,

Die gottesdienstliche Vortrage der

Juilen, gives a critical history of the Midr.ish and at the same
time of the synagogue service, while it brings out clearly the

intimate historical connexion between prayer and sermon, which
mutually completed and enriched each other.

The content of the prayers was widened after
the destruction of the Temple, when the desire for
the restoration of political independence, the rebuilding of the Temple, and the re-introduction of
worship came to occupy an important place.
This desire appears, for the most part, in connexion
with the Messianic hope, which is found in prayers
from the time of Sirach, but first obtained decisive
significance in the consciousness of the people after
the great national catastrophe. This hope appears
now in a gross form in the purely external conception that an earthly saviour would free the
people
from misery and servitude, now in a deeper and
more spiritual form in the vision of the coming of
the Kingdom of God (Malkhiith
shamdyim), i.e. the
time when God shall be
acknowledged and worall
shipped by
peoples, and when righteousness and
peace shall reign on the whole earth.

its
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This thought finds full expression in the prayers
appointed for the New Year Festival and for tlie
Day of Atonement, partly composed at the
beginning of tiie 3rd century A.D.
As an example we may refer to the prayer ascribed to Rahh

Lay then Thy fear on all
(175-247) based on Sirach 36 (33)ltfThy creatures, that all beings may worship, that all whom Thou
hast created may fall before Thee, and that all may make one
only covenant to do Thy will with all their heart, as we have
'

:

long known that the power and the might belongelh unto
Thee, and that Thy name is exalted over all that Thou hast
created.'

In the liturgy associated with these two festivals
the creative religious genius of Talmudic Judaism
was specially manifested. For the richness of this
New Year's liturgy in beautiful and thoughtftil
prayers was really the first thing to lend a religious
significance to this festival, and to give it the
place which it has since held in the popular consciousness alongside of the festival of the Day of
Atonement as one of the chief festivals of the
year. These praj'ers, in which the national element
recedes into the background, ascribe to God tiie
dignity of the world's Judge on the one hand and
that of the forgiving Father on the other, and ofler
us a clear view of the Avhole Jewish .system of
doctrine regarding sin, repentance, and forgiveness.

Talmudic and 31EDI^val.—i.

Prayer
Talmud. The predominating
place which the synagogue service came to occupy
in the religious life finds outward expression in
II.

and service

in the

—

the fact that the Mishnali, the official law-book
(closed about A.D. 200), begins with the treatise
B'^rakhdth, which deals with prayer in all its
The wealth of material contained in this
aspects.
treatise, as well as in the treatises M'gilluh and
Tdantth in the Mishnah, and in the contemporaneous but unaccepted collection Tosephta, was
the following three
in
materially increased
centuries in the high schools of Palestine and

Babylon, and its religious and historical significance has never been sufficiently appreciated. In
spite of tiie scruples entertained among Jewish
scholars about reducing prayers to a fixed form,
and although they even censured tliose who could
not vary them, and opposed the writing down of
prayers (' Those who commit prayers to Avriting
burn the Torah [Tos. ShabbcUh, xiii. 4]), the
necessities of life brought about a uniformity
in the synagogue service and partially even in
family Avorship. Tliis was the case among the
wliole people, the individuality of the worshipper
being disregarded. It required several centuries,
however, before congregational prayer really
Within tlie prescribed
assumed a fixed form.
prayers room was of course left at various places
for the individual needs of the worshipper.
service wa.s of the
Tliis stated synagogue
greatest importance in the religious training of the
Prayers were offered three times every
people.
day (shahar'dh, ininhdh, vmaribh) ; on Sabbaths
and feast-days a fourth supplementary prayer
(musdph) took the place of the earlier sacrifices.
By means of these services the most important
religious duties, the chief doctrines of Judaism,
and the most important hopes of his nation were
ever afresh brought home to tiie consciousness of
the worshipper, so that he never was actually
freed from the atmosphere of prayer.
On the other hand, there was a danger in these
as to
prayers which were fixed and unchangeable
They tended, among the
liour, content, and form.
a
purely
masses of the people, to make prayer
external and mechanical affair. Hence tlie scliolars
who were the framers of the public liturgj- conwas to be regarded
stantly emphasized that prayer
not as an obligatory service, but as a 'worship
'
with the heart'— that God desires only the heart.
'
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Accordingly, short prayers were frequently recommended, and as early as the beginning of the
3rd cent, a short extract was taken from the
Sh'^monch Esreh {Hdbhinenu). In this connexion
there is a specially signiticant conception for which
we have no term in any other ancient language
not even in the NT namely, kaivionndh, 'devotion (more exactly kaimvdndth hnlUbh, 'direction
The kawiodndh is, in numerous
of the heart').
passages in the Talmud, demanded as the chief
These passages
requirement for every prayer.
'

—

—

'

have been collected by Maimonides (12th cent.),
who has expressed the demand for contemplative
devotion in the following form
Prayer without devotion is no prayer at all. The man who
:

'

has prayed without devotion ought to pray once more. He
whose thoughts are wandering or occupied with other things
What then is devotion ? One must free
need not pray.
his heart from all other thoughts and regard himself as stand.

.

.

ing in the presence of God. Therefore, before engaging in
prayer, the worshipper ought to go aside for a little in order to
bring himself into a devotional frame of mind, and then he must
pray quietly and with feeling, not like one who carries a weight
and throws it away and goes farther. Then after prayer the
worshipper ought to sit quiet for a little and then depart.
The pious folk of old waited an hour before praj-er and an hour
One ought
.
after, and engaged in prayer for a whole hour. .
not to go to prayer immediately after jest or frivolous talk, or
discourse
after
a
or
but
only
conversation, quarrelling
anger,
of a religious tenor' (Mishneh, Tdrdh, HiUkhdth Tephilldh
.

iv.

15

f .).

—

Social significance of the service. Since in
the prayers of the congregation the individual's
private interests had to take a second place, the
public services constituted an important social
In the synagogue there was no room for
factor.
egoistic prayers, and even in the prayers for the
congregation requests for material good were
subordinated to petitions for the enlightening of
the spirit and for moral power. As these prayers
did not satisfy the individual needs of the worshipper, a number of personal prayers were formed
for private devotion which ditiered in outward
form from the prayers of the congregation by the
use of the singular, while the latter invariably use
the plural. These personal prayers were said at
the end of the public worship (cf. Elbogen, Stiidien,
p. 41).
They are characterized by a special tenderness and inwardness and only a few of them have
been included in the JeAvish Prayer Book. As an
example of these private prayers we may quote
the prayer of R. Yehuda, the redactor of the
Mishnah, which is still preserved in the daily
2.

morning prayer

:

be Thy will, eternal God, our God, the God of our
'
keep us [in the Prayer Book me '] from insolence
that is foreign to us, or arrogance that is our own, from an evil
man, an evil fate, an, evil instinct, an evil companion, an evil
neighbour, from the tempter who brings destruction, from a
cruel judgn)ent-seat and a cruel enemy, be he a son of the
covenant [i.e. a Jew] or be he a stranger' (BerdkkSth, 166).
A number of other private prayers are found translated in the
.
.
kritisch
present writer's Bousset's Rel. des Judentums
'

May

it

fathers, to

.

untersucht, p. 99

f.

Beautiful thoughts on prayer are to be found
scattered through the whole of the Talmudic
literature, and they testify to a sound moral
judgment as well as to keenness in psychological
We may here quote the most interesting
insight.

sentence

:

'

It can be discovered from the prayers of a man, whether he
be a tahnidh hdkhdm [i.e. a man of culture in the moral and
religious sphere] or a hCrr [i.e. an uncultured person]' (Tos.
BerdkhOth, i. 6, and parallel passages).

—

3. External form of the service.
Regarding the
external form of the service, we can gather very
little from ancient sources.
The reason for this
silence is, of course, to be found in the absolute
simplicity of the service, which was devoid of
anything like ceremony. Owing to the lack of
any written prayer-book in the age of the Talmud,
the prayers had to be spoken by a reciter (sh^liah
sibbdr, lit. 'deputy of the congregation'; later,
liazzdn), and the people took part in them, repeat-

(Jewish)

many places 'Amen,' but often expressing
agreement in longer responses.
Any fullgrown male Jew might act as leader in prayer, but
the duty was preferably entrusted to the most
The leatler went (at least in Babylonia
learned.
cf. Elbogen, Stiidien, p. 33) to a lower place in
front of the worshippers and prayed standing,
with his face turned towards the sacred ark. The
congregation, consisting of at least ten male adults,
stood during a part of the prayers (particularly
during the Sh'tnoneh 'Esreh, which thus came to
be called Amidhah). At other parts they bent
their heads, and at some portions sank down on
their knees.
During prayer the worshippers
covered themselves with the prayer-cloth (tallith),
which was provided with fringes [sisith).
On
week-days the phylacteries {Pphilltn) were also
worn on the head and the left arm. The use of
these was based on the literal interpretation of the
two passages contained in the Sh'^ma' (viz. Dt 6®
and Nu 15^'"^-). The tallith and t^phillin were
supposed to serve as memorials (6th), but not as
amulets. Neither to any of the customs mentioned
nor to prayer at all (contrasting with Christianity)
Avas there any kind of material influence ascribed.
ing in

their

;

'

Nor, as was expressly emphasized, did the benediction of the priest have any external effect, as
'

God but not the

'

can grant blessing
{Siphre, § 43, on Nu 6^). Moreover, the strict monotheism of the Jews permitted no kind of mediation
in prayer by higher beings.
Only in a few places
(and in none of the official prayers) do we find
the angels called on to intercede, while eminent
scholars protested emphatically against the custom.
It was not till the Middle Ages, when, owing to
external oppression and internal ignorance, a
darker spirit took possession of Judaism, that the
expression the angel of mercy was introduced
into the Prayer Book by the Kabbala. Even the
names of the angels invoked in prayer Sandalphou
and Metatron show that we have here to do with
ideas introduced from without.
priests

'

'

—

—

The

close of the

Talmud

(c.

A.D. 500),

when

all

Jewish traditions were reduced to writing, did
not by any means give the liturgy a stereotyped
form, although prayer-books can be traced back to
the 7th century. On the other hand, we have
now, much more than formerly, alongside of the
statutory prayers, to reckon with the minhdgh,
i.e.
the local usage which not only decided on
form and use and created nmny new prayers, but
In consealso often directly opposed the Talmud.
quence of the dispersion of the Jews in the different
lands, climate and external circumstances exerted
quite as strong an influence on the minhdgh as the
language, customs, and civilization of the neighbouring peoples. In order to restrict the variety
that thus arose in the ritual, the G'^onfm, or heads
of the Babylonian high schools, whose authority
was recognized by all Jews, gave reasoned
decisions, in answer to questions addressed to
them. These decisions were then collected, and
are preserved to the present day.
have to
thank the G^onim for the first ordered form of
called
Siddiir, of
prayer with reasons for the same,
which the oldest extant is that of Gaon 'Amram
attaches
to the
(9th century).
Special importance
Siddiir of Ga6n Sa'adya (lOth century).
The
later and more complete collections of this kind

We

—

were called il/«Az6r (lit. 'year-cycle') an expression which came to be used for prayer-books
generally, particularly in connexion with the
feast-days.
In spite of all decisions and ordered forms for
prayer, in spite also of all endeavours of the great
codiiiers

(among them Maimonides

[q.v.]),

attempt to obtain uniformity of service
successful.

In

fact, there

came

to be

Avas

the
not

two groups

PRAYER
of sharply contrasted liturgical services which were
further subdivided into many smaller groups: (1)

the Palestinian group, which permeated the nations
N. Europe, and thus came to be called the
German ; and (2) the Arabic group, which drew
its adlierents from the Jews dwellmg round the
Mediterranean (with the exception of Greece and
Italy), and, as it was in use principally in the
Peninsula, was called the Spanish group. These
of

'

'

'

'

two groups, which

exist alongside of eacli
other, ditter particularly with regard to the
poetical prayers which, since the 8th cent., it has
been customary on the feast-days and on certain
Sabbaths to insert in the principal prayers.
Little can be dis4. The synagogue poetry.
covered with regard to the origin of the synagogue
poetry piyytU, as it was called.
It is not at ail improbable that the Syrian and Greek hymns
of the Church had an influence in the matter. The term
applied to the pott of the synagogue pai^dn or paj/j/df (f rom
TToiTfT^s)
points at once to a foreign origin. Zunz rightly emphasizes the fact that the Jews had in their Psalms an ancient
foundation, to build on which they required only the fitting
materials. Any account of the history of the pipyut must be
based on the work of Zunz, Die synagogale Poesie des Mittelstill

—

—

—

—

alters.

oldest poetical compositions were without
or metre, and for the most part with alphabetical arrangement of the lines and sections.
Ilhj'me is found as early as the Sth cent. while verse
measure was introduced by Spanish poets after the
second half of the 10th century.
Zunz traces the origin of synagogue poetry to the tendency
'to give to the history and sacred traditions of Israel a form
ennobled by art and beautified by song, and (by changing the
couiraanded service into a spontaneous homage) in this way to
make the synagogue to the Jew what the Olympic games and
tragedies had been to the Greek a place where the national
genius was embodied and spiritualized, where it was seen and
felt to be the costliest possession of the community and of

The
rhyme

,

—

everv

individual

'

{Literaturgesch.

der synagogalen Poesie,

p. 22f.).

The authors of the oldest synagogue poems are
unknown to us. These were composed, no doubt,
most part by the leaders in prayer themand were, to begin with, only listened to by
the congregation but not repeated. Before long,
however, these poems were also sung, so that the
voice of song in divine service, which had been
silent since the destruction of the Temple, was
heard once more, and the leader in praj-er became
the precentor. Poetical sections were first inserted
in the passages preceding and following the Sh^md
hence their names (yoser, ophdn, ztildth). But the
main endeavours of the paitfmim were directed
towards adorning the first blessings of the t^philfor the
selves,

;

Idh.

The compositions, belonging

to

this

class

mass ').
were called q^rohhdh (cf. Syr. kurobho,
Further poetical compositions were provided for the
Day of Atonement ('abhodhdh, a description of the
Temple service at that day in old times), for
shdbhu 6th (' azhdruth, enumerations of the precepts
of the TOrah), for the 9th of Ab (the day of
mourning for the destruction of the Temple,
called qlnCth, 'lamentations'), and for the seventh
day of the Feast of Tabernacles, called hoshdnoth.
'

'In course of time the p'tyyui found its way into every part
of the religious life and every portion of the service.
Nor was

confined to the synagogue. It entered into the family, and
its place there at the Sabbath meals, at the close of the
Sabbath, in the joys as well as in the sorrows of the house, at
births and at funerals '(Zunz, Die synagogale Poesie des Mittelit

had

alters, p. 70).

Material for the piyyut was found in the inexhaustible wealth of ideas contained in the Midrash,
whose place was gradually taken in the course of
the centuries by the plyyiit, as the ever-increasing

number

of

poetical compositions quite displaced

the lecture.

A specially important kind of

synagogue poetry

the s^li/u'th, prayer for forgiveness, penitential
prayer. The service for the Day of Atonement was
the first to be enriched with special prayers, which

is
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(Jewish)

belong in part even to the age of the Talmud.
of the service, which lasted from morning till evening, and the special significance of the
day led to the expan.sion of the liturgy. Thus
Biljle verses referring to God's forgiveness were
collected, and poetical prayers dealing with the
same subject were composed. The q'robfulh, along
with these sHihOth, was called maamddh. The
s^iihoth became in course of time even more artistic
in form and rich in content.
Special pieces proThe
vided with a refrain were called 2^i2"'on.
between
the i^^yyM ^^d
diflcrence of content
s'lihdh is thus stated by Zunz

The length

:

The piyyUt gives history and Midrash, the i'lihdh feeling
and presence
the piyyi'if tends to become prophecy, the
'

;

s'llhdh a psalm'

(16. p. 83).

While

in the piyyut the element of teaching is in
the forefront, the s^lihdh is in form and content
more the expression of the feelings with which the
people were filled, and thus more a prayer in the
The chief theme, which
strict sense of the term.
is treated in endless variations, is sin and sutt'ering.

The unceasing

affliction which a thousand years of
persecution brought upon the Jews finds as touching expression as does the believing humility with
which they sought the reason of their mi.sery in
themselves rather than in the injustice of God.
also find the undying hope that God will finally
put an end to their sorrows. Thus the s'lihoth are
the most valuable testimony to the piety of the
Jewish people during the Middle Ages, and must
from this point of view be regarded as the continuation of the Psalms.
See, further, for the synagogue poets, LlTKRATURE (Jewish), III. 5, iBN Gabirol, Ibn Ezra,

We

Halevi.

—

In spite of the fact
5. Influence of philosophy.
that we possess synagogue j)oems from almost all
the Jewish philosophers of the Middle Ages, from
Sa'adya onwards, and although the greatest poets
were also philosophers, we have comparatively
only a few philosophic prayers (e.g., 'the King's
Crown of Gabirol). The reason for this striking
phenomenon is probably to be found not so much
in the difiiculty of clothing philosophic thought in
prayer form as in the fact that prayer was an
attempt to satisfy the claims of the heart by warm
personal outpourings, which the coldness of philosophic rationalism rendered well-nigh impossible.
If there are few
6. Influence of mysticism.
traces of philosophy proper in the prayers of the
sj'nagogue, mysticism, on the other hand, has
exercised a most harmful influence, since the end
of the 12th cent., on both the conception and the
content of prayer.
Although the more respectable mystics did something for
'

—

'

and for devotion as opposed to thoughtless
formalism, yet the liturgy lost more than it gained by their
influence (Zunz, Die Kitus, p. 24).
spiritual religion
'

the beginning of the 16th cent, the
liturgy has hardly been enriched except by additions from the ^abbala, which only burdened the
form and content of the service. On the other
hand, the mystical sect of the ^asidim, which
arose about the middle of the 18th cent., originated
a most important mo vement among the people. This
movement directed itself chiefly against the rigid
codification of all matters relating to prayer brought
about by Joseph Qaro's ritual code, called Shidhdn
'Arukh (1565), which had been generally acknowledged since the end of the 16th century. In opposition to it, the ^asidim denied that the traditional
form and the appointed times of prayer were binding, and, in place of meaningless habitual repetitions, demanded devotion sprin<,ang from i)ersonal
Unfortunately this important moveinspiration.
ment, which at first seemed likely to be so fruitful, soon exhausted itself, owing to the opposition
of the rabbis and to internal degeneration.
Since

PRAYER (Mexican)— PRAYER (Muhammadan)
conditions. — Since the last he furnishes us with numerous
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III.

Modern

quarter of the 18th cent.,
ally in
culture,

Germany, began

when the Jews,

especi-

to participate in general

examples of Aztec
devotion, of a public and ritual as well as of a
private character. As he lived and worked in the

an important change has gradually come
over the Jewish service. It was no real innovation to i^rovide the Prayer Book everywhere
with a translation into the language of the

generation immediately succeeding the Spanish
conquest of Mexico, and had abundant opportunities of meeting and speaking with natives who
well recalled the times of Aztec paganism, there is
country, for, as early as the 16th cent., Italian, no reason to believe that these productions are not
Spanish, and Jewish-German translations had the genuine outpoui'ings of the Aztec mind or that
appeared. The innovation rather concerned the they have in any manner been sophisticated.
The ritual and public prayers consist for the
service itself. Kefined taste demanded a corresponding form, and changed circumstances called for a most part of appeals made to the various gods on
In the occasion of religious festivals, war, sacrifices,
partial change in the contents of the prayers.
bajitisms, funerals, and purifications, or in time of
particular, tlie greater part of the poetry of the synagogue no longer suited the needs of modern times. pestilence, and are extremely hortatory in tone,
It was only after bitter contests that in the course
the purpose being the edification of the hearers.
of the 19th cent, a series of reforms were generally
Particularly noteworthy are the prayers to Tezcatin
of
W.
In
the whole
the first lipoca on the occasion of confession. These are of
accepted
Europe.
the
sermon
in
the
of
the
the
most intense earnestness and lofty in tone and
place,
language
country,
which in Germany and elsewhere for various language. Nearly all the ritual prayers are of
reasons had wholly fallen into disuse, was reintro- considerable length, and arQ> obviously the produced. Prayers in the popular speech, alongside of ducts of a priesthood possessing ample time for
those in Hebrew, and the curtailing of the syna- pious consideration. It is only occasionally that
gogal poetry, have not, however, been so gener- Mexican prayer throws any light on the theological
number of congregations have beliefs of the Aztec people, and, as practically
ally accepted.
also introduced choir-singing and even organs to every deity is addressed in the most exalted terms,
accompany the prayers, as well as a shortening it is impossible to judge the relative importance of
and reformation of the old chief prayers. One the gods from the prayers offered up to them.
Private prayers, which appear to have been of a
congregation in Europe (viz. the reformea congregation in Berlin, founded in 1845) and many American ritual character, were offered up to avert
poverty,
congregations have absolutely broken Avith tradi- to obtain the necessaries of life, for agricultural
the
instead
of
the Jewish reasons, and, indeed, for heavenly assistance in
tion, by keeping
Sunday
Sabbath, by almost entirely abolishing Hebrew as every activity of life. The exhortations of parents
the language of prayer, by creating a completely to children, which have frequently been called
new liturgy, which omits all the national memories prayers and are so characteristic a feature of
and hopes, by doing away with the separation of Mexican life, are, in reality, advisory sermons
men and women in the sj'nagogues, and by pray- embracing codes of conduct for young people.
ing with the head uncovered. In this way the The whole body of matter has been brought
unity of the liturgy is irrevocably lost. Thus the together in the sixth book of Sahagun's work
divine service, which for more than two thousand mentioned above.
Lewis Spence.
years had been the chief mark of the unity of
Judaism, has become a bone of contention among
(Muhammadan).— I. The ritual of
opposing parties a circumstance which has not the daily salat. The most important part of the
failed to exercise a baneful influence on the whole
Muslim liturgy was, from the beginnings of Islam,
the ritual prayer, the so-called saldt. Muhamreligious life.
Literature.— i. General JE viii. 132, art.
mad's
intention in prescribing this ceremony as a
Liturgy

A
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—

'

—

'

:

'

(L. Blau), X. 164, art. Prayer '—-the chief part on Prayer "in
the Rabbinic literature' (J. D. Eisenstein [uncritical]);
L Abrahams, Some Rabbinic Ideas on Prayer,' JQli xx.
'

'
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iii.

gottesdienstl. Vor-

L. L6w,
trdge der Juden, Berlin, 1832, 2Frankfort, 1892
Gesammelte Schriften.Szegedm, 1889-1900, iv., Der synagogale
;

'

Ritus,' v., 'Synagogale Altertiimer: Plan und Kollektaneen'
E. Schurer, GJV^, Berlin, 1901-11, ii. Index
Bousset,
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Zeitalter^, Berlin, 1906, pp. 201 ff.,
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;
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;

W.
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94-108;

'

'

'

Studies in the Jewish Liturgy,' in
gebets, Breslau, 1903,
xix. [1907] 229 ff., 704 ff., Sludien zur Gesch. des jiidischen
Oottesdienstes, Berlin, 1907, Der jUdische Gottesdienst in seiner
geschichtl. Entwicklung , Leipzig, 1913.
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iv. Synagogue poetry: M. Sachs,
Relig. Poesie der Juden
in Spanien, Berlin, 1845, 21901 ; L. Zunz, Die synagog. Poesie
des Mittelalters, do. 1855, Die Ritus des synagog. Gottesdienstes,
do. 1859, Literaturgesch. der synagog. Poesie, do. 18C5, and
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251 (S.
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M. Dubnow).

Eelix Perles.

PRAYER (Mexican).— The great repository of
Mexican aboriginal prayer is the work of Bernardino de Sahagun, Historia General de las Cosas
cle Nueva Espafia (3 vols., Mexico, 1829), in which

duty to his followers was undoubtedly to
imitate the ritual prayer of the Christians and
Jews in the Orient, at least as far as it was known
to him.
Like this prayer, the Muslim saldt consisted chiefly of prostrations, praises of God, the
Tlie name saldt is not
reciting of formulae, etc.
originally Arabic, but borrowed fi'om the language
of the Eastern Christians and the Jews (viz. the
religious

Aramaic xni'^s).
The Muslim law prescribes in great detail how
a Muslim must perform his saldt. A considerable
proportion of these regulations may really be
based upon the old sunnah (the common practice)
of the Prophet and his contemporaries, but many
of the rules concerned with details, as to which
there still existed dilierence of opinion;;in the first
centuries after Muhammad's death, must be of
later date.
Wlien performing a faldt, a Muslim stands, raises his open
hands on either side of his face, and says: AUdhti akbar!'
('God is most great!'). This ejaculation is called takblr (or
takbirah). Then, still standing, he recites some verses of the
'

Qur'.an, especially the Fatiliah {i.e. the opening chapter, i. 1-7).
After this recitation the various inclinations and postures
follow (described, e.g., by E. W. Lane, Manneis and Ciistoms of
the Modem Egyptians, London, 1895, ch. iii., with figures in
the text) (1) the worshipper first inclines his head and body
till his hands reach the height of his knees, and then rises
again (this is called the rukn, 'inclination') (2) then he proceeds to the first prostration (sujud), dropping gently on his
knees, placing his hands on the ground a little in front of his
knees, and putting his forehead also to the ground
(3) he
raises his head and body (but his knees must remain on the
ground) and performs the second sujud. This completes a
rak'ah {i.e. one of the subdivisions of the ^alcit). Having
finished one rak'ah, the worshipper rises to his feet and goes
:

;

;

PRAYER

(Muhammadan)

through the same a^ain (the recitation of some verses of the
Before the ruku' and
Qur'&ii, the niku' and the two isujiuis).
before and after each iiijud of every rak'ah he recites tho
takl/lr
and after the last rak'ah he recites : (1) the shahadah
(i.e. the confession of faith) ; (2) a salutation over the Prophet,
knd (3) a second salutation (the taslimah, i.e. the invoking of a
blessing, saying al-eattiTn alaikum'), which is considered by
most Muslims to be addressed to the guardian angels who watch
;

'

over the worshipper.

—at least immediatoly after the hifrah
—At
the Prophet used to turn his face towards JerutirMt

salem during the §alnt, like the Jews. But in the
second year after his arrival at Medina a revelation (Qur'an, ii. 136-145) changed this, Muhammad
having quarrel led with the Jews in that town.
Ever since that time the Muslim must turn his
face towards Allah's house, the Ka'bah at Mecca,
to perform the saldt.
While performing the snldt, the worshipper is
in a state of consecration [ihram) and must observe
special prescriptions.
According to the primitive
conceptions, every worshipper was supposed to be
exposed to particular dangers from evil spirits
when he was adoring his Lord. Many of the
religious observances of the §alat may originally
have had no other purpose than to protect the
worshipper against the maliciousness of the
demons. 1 Thus (1) he must take care that his
according to the
body is surKciently covered
Muslim lawbooks, a woman must cover her whole
body during the salat (except her face and her
hands) and a man at least the part of his body
between his waist and his knees the heads of both
men and women are also supposed to be covered.
(2) He must say before reciting the Qur'an verses
*
I seek my refuge near God from Satan
(cf.
Qur'an, xvi. 100), and raise his hands in protakhlr
in
order
to avert the evil
nouncing every
spirits that may be present (or, according to the
do
so
he
must
in
^anifites,
only
pronouncing the
first takhlr, the takbirat al-ihrdm ; cf. Goldziher,
'Zauberelemente im islamischen Gebet,' in Fest;

;

;

:

'

schrift-Noldeke, Giessen, 1906, i. 320-325).
(3)
Special emphasis is laid on ritual ablution before
the saldt. It was a general custom of the ancient
Araljs to employ water as a charm arainst demoniacal influences (see
Wasser als
Goldziher,
'

Damonenabwehrendesmittel,'

in

ARW

xiii.

[1910]

20-46) ; some of the earlier Muslim scholars held
that an ablution was necessary before every saldt

(cf. Qur'an, v. 8), but this view was rejected by
other faqlhs (see Goldziher, Die Zdhiriten, Leipzig,
1884, pp. 48-50).
Accordin^^ to the four orthodox
/^g^A -schools, a ritual ablution {ivudu or ghusl) is
required before the salftt only M'hen the worshipper
is in a state of ritual
impurity. It must be
observed, however, that the ritual ablution is
usually considered simply as a purification (see
art. Purification [Mii.slim])
the original purpose
of this ceremony may have been forgotten by
the Muslims. (4) Further, it is desirable for a
Muslim to recite the formulae of the adhdn
see below) before beginning
(i.e. the call to prayer
a saldt at least when he is not already summoned
the
adhdn
is
that
chanted
from the mosque.
by
This usage must also be regarded as a kind of
charm the demons are sujjposed to flee when they
hear the sacred words of the adhdn.
;

—

;

;

Obligatory and supererogatory daily salats.
— Some
of the earlier verses of the Qur'an (see xi.
2.

SOf., XXX.

require Muslims to perform the snldt thrice
every day in the
morning before sunrise, at the close of day, and
116,

xvii.

16f., Ixxiii.

—

1)

during a part of the night. To these salats another
was added after the hijrah, the '"middle saldt'
1
^

See for the following

rules

especially A.

J.

Wensinck,

Annnisnms und Damonenglaube im Untergrunde des jiidischen und islamischen rituellen
Gebets," Der Islam, iv. [1913]
219ft., and Die Entstehung der muslimischen
Reinheitsgesetz_

'

gebung,

lb.

Hauptes,'

V. [1914]

ib. vi.

68-SO;
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ff.

I.

'

Goldziher,

Die Entblossung des
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al-wustd), mentioned in Qur'an, ii. 239,
probably an imitation of the Jewish mid-day
Moreover, the Prophet,
prayer (the ininhdh).
acconiing to the tradition, used to perform salats
on various other occasions. In the first generations after his death it was a subject of discussion
which of the daily ^aldts must be regarded as obligatory, and there was also dillerence of opinion as to
the exact times of day at which the I'rophet had
usually performed his devotions.* But gradually
it was recognized in the whole Muslim world that
the five following §aldt.i were obligatory for every
Muslim: (1) the §aldt al-sxibh (at daybreak); (2)
the saldt al-znhr (at noon, or rather a little later,
when the sun has begnn to decline) (3) the saldt
al-'a^r (in the afternoon, about half-way between
noon and nightfall) ; (4) the saldt al-maghrib (at
sunset, or rather about five minutes later, for it is
forbidden to perform a saldt just at sunrise or
sunset, because the heathen Arabs used to do so) ;
{.mldt

;

(at nightfall, when it is
of the five prescril)ed periods
ends when the next commences, except that of the
saldt al-sitbh, which ends iust before sunrise.
The worshipper is recommended, however, to perform every saldt as near the beginning of the prescribed period as possible. The saldt at daybreak
must consist of two rak'ahs, that of sunset of
it is merithree, and each of the others of four
torious to add some supererogatory rak'ahs to each
of the five daily salats.
The four^^/t-schools disagree as to the exact number of these voluntary

and

(5)

the

."ialdt (d-'i.ihd'

(juite dark).

Each

;

i-ak'ahs.

The three following daily saldts, though not
prescribed by the law as obligatory, are regarded
as commendable and meritorious
(1) The ^alat al-tahajjud (the night-?a?af) mentioned in some
verses of the Qur'an (see above). This faldt had e\'idently
been gradually neglected by most of Muhammad's followers
at Medina not all the members of the continually increasing
Muslim community could show so much zeal for the service of
their Lord, and Allah at last yielded to their wishes
(see
:

—

;

!

Qur'an, Ixxiii. 20). This faint was no longer to have an obliNe>ertheless it is still regarded aa very
gatory character.
meritorious by the Muslims. It must consist of en even
number of rak'ahs two, four, or more. The middle third of
the night is thought to be the best time for this devotion.
Hence in many Muslim lands a sign is given in the mosque
about midnight to announce tlie time of the tahajjud.
It is meritorious to make odd the
(2) The i/aldt al-wiir.
even number of rak'ahs of the last ^alrit of the night (i.e. the
al-'ieha
or
the
^alat
tahajjttd) by adding an odd number of
rak'ahs or at least one rak'ah. Usually the ^aldt al-ti-itr is
axided to the Saldt al-'ishd' (since most people neglect the
tahajjud). A well-known tradition says: 'Allah is tvitr (odd)
and lovea the witr,' and the Muslims therefore pay a certain
respect to every odd number. According to the IJanifites, the

—

—

faldt al-vxitr is even obligatorj'.
(3) The saldt al-4'ihd (i/aldt in the morning) at the time
between sunrise and noon, consisting of from two to twelve
rak'ahs. This ceremony also is not obligatory, though some of
the earlier Muslim scholars thought it was. According to some
traditionalists, it was a custom of the Prophet to perform this
faldt every morning, but this is denied in many other tradi-

—

tions.

3. The mosque and the daily public service in
the mosque. The so-called mosque of the Prophet
at Medina was only an open enclosure, adjacent
On one side there was a kind of
to his dwelling.
portico, a flat roof supported by wooden pillars.

—

Muhammad

This was where
usually ])erformed his
saldts, either alone or with some of his followers.
But this masjid was used also for various other
purposes it was, e.g., the place where Muhammad
received the embassies of Arabian tribes and where
he gave banquets to his guests.
may assume
that the houses of other men of rank at Medina
had also a masjid of the same type.* Originally
1
See, for further details, M. T. Houtsma, let« over den
;

We

'

dagelijkschen galat," Theolog. Tijdschrift, xxiv. [1890] 127 ff.
Goldziher, 'Die Bedeutung der Nac:hmittag3zeit im Islam,*
ix. [1906] 2.«3ff.
T. Noldeke and F. Schwally, Gesch. des
Qordns\ Leipzig, 1909, p. 57, n. 1 E. Mittwoch, Zur EntstchPhil.Gebets und Kultus,'
des
Islamischen
ungsgesch.
hist. Classe, 1913, p. 11 ff.
Wensinck, in Der Islam, iv. 232 ff.
that there
2
Maqrizi (Khi{at, Bulaq, 1270. ii. 270. 11) says
;

ARW

;

'

;

;

ABAn

,
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(Muhammadan)
take fixed forms.
liturgy began to develop and
The service of the Christian churches and Jewish
may have influenced this development

the mosque in Muslim society took the place of the
old heathen majlis, the open space near the tent
or dwelling of the head of the tribe where all
deliberations of the tribesmen took place (see
H. Lammens, Ziad ibn Abihi,' in Bivlsta degli
L. Caetani,
studi orientali, iv. [1911-12] 240ff.

synagogues
Zur Entstehungsgesch. des
(see esp. Mittwoch,
and Becker, Zur
islam. Gebets und Kultus
It became a general
Ge.sch. des islam. Kultus').
custom to announce the times of the daily salat
from the minarets of the mosque (the origin of
the minaret is discussed in detail by H. Thiersch,
Pharos: Antike, Islam mid Occident: Beitrag zur
The adhdn,
Architekttirgeschichte, Leipzig, 1909).
which is chanted from the minaret by the muad'

;

;

Islam, Milan, 1905, i. 432 ff. C. H.
in
Becker, Zur Gesch. des islamischen Kultus,'
Der Islam, iii. [1912] 394 f.)- Once a week the

Annali

dell'

;

'

Muslims were convoked to an assembly in Muhammad's masjid—ii usage probably originally introduced by the Prophet in imitation of the weekly
Jews. But
congregations of the Christians and
the Muslims assembled on Fridays—at least at
Medina, some time after the hijrah. One Friday,
a caravan with merchanjust before the service,
dise arrived at Medina, and most of the believers
in
forgot their religious duty, being occupied
Ixu. 9, was
buying and selling. Then Qur'an,
revealed
'

When

dhin, consists of the following formulse
God is most great (this is said four times)
there

of

;

*

On special
331-351).
his followers went out

before
open field). Later, a lance was carried
the Prophet as an emblem of his authority on
the musalla this lance was stuck into the ground
before him, marking the direction of the Ka'bah.^
After Muhammad's death the Muslim liturgy
remained very simple. In the great encampments
of the Arabs in the conquered countries each of
the tribes had its own masjid, where the tribesmen assembled. There was also a general mnsjid
near the dwelling of the wali, the head of the
Originally
place or the governor of the province.
this head mosque was very simple, often being
surrounded
by a ditch or
only a large open square,
by walls and with an open portico in front facing
towards Mecca, supported on stone pillars and
covered with a roof (see, e.g., Tabari, i. 2489). It
was a general place of meeting, not reserved for
the Friday service and other religious purposes.
;

the
general deliberation was necessary,
believers were convoked to a public salat before
the further transactions, and the wali, or, in the
residence, the khallfah himself, presided at these
xlix. [1895]
meetings (see Goldziher, in
315 Beladsori, edl M. J. de Goeje, Leyden, 1866,
hist, arabic, ed. de Goeje
p. 229. 3 [Fragmenta
and P. de Jong, do. 1869, p. 217. 5] ; al-Bayan aled. R. Dozy, do. 1848, p. 55. 16 ; al-

When

ZDMG

;

Fahri, ed.

W.

p. 95. 11

Ahlwaidt, Gotha, 1860,

Come

is

most

;

I testify
'

I testify

that

Muhammad is
Come to
(twice)
that

to prayer
great (twice)

'

;

'

'

;

There

is

no

every mosque has its own imam, who officiates
over all who may be present at the times of the
that the posidaily scdc'ds.^ It must be observed
tion of this imctm is very difierent from that of a
not perform any sacramental
priest, since he does
action he is only the leader of the salat, and,
according to the theory of ]\Iuslim law, he may
even cede his place to any other member of the
The
congregation who is competent for the office.
beginning of the salat is announced in the mosque
which
by a second call to prayer, the iqamah,
consists chiefly of the same formulae as the adhdn
are
(most of the formulse of the iqamah, however,
recited only once, and the words, The time of the
salat is [now] come,' which are twice repeated,
must be inserted after the formula, 'Come to
The imdm then places himself before
security').
the mihrdb, the niche that indicates the direction
to Mecca,* and performs the scdat with the congreOnly the voice of the imam, who recites
gation.
the prescribed formulae, may be heard during the
In the great mosques, however, where the
salat.
that the becongregation is usually so numerous
lievers cannot all see and hear the leader, the
various
postures
takbirs of the imam, marking the
of the salat (see above), are repeated loudly by
;

to the tmisalla (the place where the
and other ceremonies were performed in the

Mughrib,

'

'

The public salat in the mosque requires a leader,
since all worshippers must perform the prescribed
ceremonies together and at the same moment;

Medina

saldt

no God but Allah (twice)
'

About A. H. 7 or 8 a minbar, a sort of wooden
throne or raised seat with tAvo steps, was placed in
Muhammad's masjid, and the Prophet always sat
upon this when presiding at the meetings (see
Becker, 'Die Kanzel im Kultus des alten Islam,'
and

is

Allah's apostle (twice)
'
security (twice) ; God
God but Allah."

:

Muhammad

:
'

;

'

the call to praver soundeth on Friday (or on the day
then go to praise the Lord and abandon

occasions

'

'

of the connrregation),
business,' etc.

in Festschrift- Noldeke, pp.

'

'

'

;

'

persons especially
7nuballighs).

charged with this

office

(the

service and the public salat on
4. The Friday
the
feast-days and other occasions.— On Friday
saldt al-jumah (the scdat of tlie Friday) must be
substituted for the ordinary noon-prayer. It is a
service celebrated by the whole community in the
head mosque {jami) of the place, consisting chiefly
of two parts: the khutbah ('sermon') and a salat
In later times the khutbah preof two red: alls.
ceded the salat but this was not the original
According to Muslim tradition, it was an
usage.
innovation introduced by the first Umayyad khcdlBefore the beginning of the
;

fah, Mu'awiyyah.
sermon the adhan, which has already been chanted
from the minarets, is repeated in the mosque.
The preacher {khntlb) then delivers his sernion,
standing on the minbar, and holding, as prescribed
sword (or a
by ancient custom, a staff" or wooden
bow) in his hands (see Preaching [Muslim]).
AVhen the khatib has finished his khutbah, he
descends from the minbar, then the iqamah is
chanted, and the whole congregation performs the
two prescribed ralcahs of the scdat al-jum'ah. It
is considered meritorious to perform, before and
after the obligatory Friday scdat, the usual superwere nine masjids at Medina besides that of the Prophet see
erogatory rak'ahs of noon.
also the traditions concerning the masjid al-i}irar (mentioned
The Friday service formerly required a general
in Qur'an, ix. 108).
in the mosque1 other
1 At a later time it was still a custom in some Muslim
persons perform the lower offices

Becker, in Der Islam, iii. 395 and Lammens, in
The
Rivista degli studi orientali, iv. 24211".).
Umayyad khalifahs and also many of their high
functionaries in the provinces used to sit on a
minbar in these assemblies just as the Prophet
had done before them. At first, however, this
was regarded by some people as improper for a
the khallfah 'Umar forbade 'Amr, his
ivali
governor of Egypt, to sit on a minbar.
It was only gradually that the mosque became
a place exclusively dedicated to worship a regular
Muslim
daily service was instituted, and the
;

;

;

;

countries to indicate the direction towards Mecca by means of
a staff or lance, behind which the leader of the ?alat placed
himself. The faldt was then performed 'ala 'l-'asd (i.e. in the
direction of this

staff).

lighting the lamps, sweeping the mosque, attending
the ablutions, etc.
receptacles for water necessary for
2 See further, on the inihrab, N. Rhodokanakis, in
71
ff.
and
xxv.
[1911]
xix. [1905] 296 £f.,

to

the
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Muslim law
of the wliole cumimiiiity.
therefore forbids that this service should be celebrated in dillerent mosques of the same town,
unless the pl.ace is so populous that it would be
practically impossible to assemble in one mosque.
RIoreover, accordinf^ to the Shfdi'ites, the salcit aljamah is valid only when at least forty persons
join in it; the ^anilites, on the other hand, hold
that no fixed number is required, and that the
Friday service can be validly celebrated by an
imam and only three persons.
Twice a year, on the two Muslim feast-days (at
the end of the fastinj,' month and on the 10th of
the month of Dhu'l-hijjah, in connexion with the
sacrificial feast of the pilgrims in the neighbourhood of Mecca) a special service, the sahlt al'ld
(' fea3t-5a/«< ') is celebrated which resembles the
Friday service in many respects. There are, however, some points of diiierence
(I) the time recommended for the saldt al-'ld is the morning,
.about half-way between sunrise and noon ; (2) it
is supposed in the lawbooks that this ceremony
should take place not in a nios(]^ue but in the open
field ; (3) the service consists of a khuibah and a
saldt of two raUahs like the Friday service, but
the saldt must precede the khutbah ; and (4) the
aclhdn and iqdinah are omitted the muaddhin beAlsaldta jdmiatan !
fore the service only calls
(' [Now perform] the saldt together!').
may
assume that in all these respects the tenst-saldt is
still more ancient than the Friday service.
assembly

:

;

'

'

:

We

Another religious assembly takes place on each
evening of the fasting month. It is counted meritorious to perform the saldt al-tardw'ih (' the salut
with pauses') after the daily saldt al-'asr in this
holy month. This ceremony consists of twenty
rak'ahs, each pair of whicli is separated from the
rest by a tasUmah (see above).
Though this saldt
is not obligatory, many persons usually take part
This great zeal for the saldt al-tardw'ih can
in it.
only be explained by its particular connexion with
the holy fasting month.
When there was a great drought, the pagan
Arabs tried !to induce rain by enchantments.

These heathen practices were replaced

in Islam by
saldt al-istisqd' (' the saldt for imploring
rain'), a public service that difiers little from the
service on the two feast-days.
It is still characterized by the following ceremony
after the saldt
imdm
the
other
the
and
worshippers who are
move
about
and
shake
their
upper garpresent
ments this custom is probably to be regarded as
a survival of Arabian heatiienisin (see Goldziher,

the

:

;

Zauberelemente im islamischen Gebet,' pp. 308312).
During an eclipse of the sun or moon a
public service is celebrated which resembles the
'

in most i^espects.
As regards details of
the liturgy on these and other occasions, tlie
opinions of the difierent^jA-schools disagree.

feast-sr^ZcTi

—

LiTBRATURE. Besidcs the works mentioned throughout see
Snouck Hurgronje, Mekka, Hague, 1S88-S9, ii. 78 ff.,
The Achehiicse, Leyden, 1>JI16, i. 61 fit., SO S., 230 ff., ii. 283, and
'Islam und Phonograph,' in 2'ijdschrift van hct Bataviaasch
Genootschap, xlii. [1900] 401-404 E. Sell, The Faith of Islam,
London and Madras, ISSO, p. 188 ff. A. J. Wensinck, Mohammed en de Joden te Medina, Leyden, 1908, p. 102 ff., and the
first and second chapters of the various Muslim fiqh-hooka.
esp. C.

;

;

PRAYER (Roman). — As

Th. W. Juynboll.

in many other phases
of religion, the religious life of the Romans ofiers
an exceptional opportunity for the study of prayer.
Between the prayers of Cato and those of Marcus
Aurelius we have, as it were, a complete gamut of

though these two landmarks are less than 400 years apart, Cato represents
ceiituries
before his time, and Marcus
many
religious experiences, and,

Aurelius

the prototype of many centuries to
Prayer, as distinguished, on the one hand,
from magic and, on the other, from
mystical abfollow.

is

(Roman)
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is

the orthodox communication between

sorption,

man 'and those powers outside of him which are
called God or gods according to circumstances.
Upon the orthodoxy of the act depends this distinc-

tion, and it is this element of orthodoxy alone that
distinguishes primitive prayer from the mazes of
magic, and advanced prajer from the formlessness
of mystical absorption
so true is it that primitive

—

prayer is closely akin to magic, and advanced
prayer to religious absorption.
But, before we begin even this outline study of
Roman prayer, we should make ourselves fully
aware of three facts: (1) that the actual number
of Roman prayers transmitted to us is relatively
small (2) that many prayers, so called, especially
those in the poets, do not represent trustworthy
evidence, and are apt to be either fanciful or under
Greek inHuence, and therefore not available for
our present purpose and (3) that there is scarcely
an ()|icration in the world more delicate, and therefore more ditlicult, than the attemj)t to deduce the
religious attitude of the individual from the formal
experiences handed down to us.
I. Primitive prayer.
Here it should be noted
that this title includes not only praj"er as practised
in the historical period which we call primitive
and prayer as practised in later times by persons
of primitive intelligence, but also many primitive
forms of prayer retained by religious conservatism
and practised by all orthodox persons. This ol)servation is very necessary owing to the peculiar
conditions under which the religious life of ancient
Rome had its development. This development
represents a series of accretions a mechanical
Man's
rather than a physiological growth.
spiritual evolution expressed itself not nearly .so
of
okl
in
the
formulfe
as
much
the transforming
in their absolute conservation and the adding to
them of outer coatings, new tree-rings of more
modern thought. This was possible because of
the absolutely formal character of all Roman
and the only excej)tions to it
religious concepts
are found in the more spiritual cults of the Orient
and in the impotent enthusiasms of a spiritual
The success of primitive prayer dephilosophj'.
pended principally upon two things the scrupulous exactness of expression and the correctness of
the name and title of the deity addressed. Exactness of expression is an absolute requisite. This
idea is, of course, common to botli prayer and
magic, and the orthodoxy of the one and the illegitimacy of the other form almost the only criterion
of distinction.
The question whether all primitive
the
praj'ers M'ere of a rhythmical character
carmina, common to both prayer and magic is a
difficult one to answer,^ but certainly very many
primitive prayers were, for we have instances of
them.
Every effort was made to obtain the strictest
verbal accuracy, on the theory ^ that whatever
was said had legal validity.* The formulae them.selves were collected and preserved in the books of
the priests.'* The formula} were never changed,
even tliough the language was so archaic that the
This
priests themselves scarcelj' understood it.
was true, e.g., of the praj^ers of the Salii, of which
*
Quint ilian says
;

;

—

—

;

—

—

—

:

'

The prayers

understood by the
conservatism forbade the
forms
nmst still be
and the consecrated

of the Salii

priests themselves,
changing of them,
used.'

but

were

scarcelj'

religious

1 Cf. R.
Westphal, Theorie der griech. Metrik, Leipzijf,
C.
18S7, iii. 1, 67, AUgemeitie Metrik, Berlin, 1892, p. 223
Zander, Vers. Ital. antiqui, Lund, ls90, p. 36.
s.v.
Paul.
and
ii.
88,
Deot:
p.
de
A'at.
I'rrba certa
Cic.
10,
'
Faiium.'
'
As the tongue has spoken, so is the
Cf. Festus, p. 173 :
law' and Cic. de Oraf. i. 245.
^
„ ,„
;

•^

;

.

;'

;

4 Cell. xiii. 23. 1.

•

' •^»»'-

0"- '

6-
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In the cult of the Arval Brothers > a similar
state of affairs existed, and as a safeguard against
mistake the priests used prayer-books out of which
they sang as they danced. In other cases the
of the prayer as
worshipper repeated the words
^
The penalties for
they were said by an assistant.
an error were indeed great, for a trifling mistake
rendered the whole performance null and void. In
the
176 B.C.,^ at the celebration of the Latin
year

Festival, the officiating magistrate from Lanuvium
forgot to pray for the Roman people, and, when
the matter was discovered, the senate referred it
to the pontifical college, who in turn decreed that
owing to the omission the festival could not be

considered as performed and must be gone through
all over again, and, as the magistrate from Lanuvium had made the mistake, Lanuvium must pay
the cost of the new performance ; and Plutarch

remarks

:

'In later ages one and the same sacrifice was performed
thirty times over because of the occurrence of some defect or
mistake or accident in the service— such was the Roman reverence and caution in religious matters.'*

In relation to this verbal accuracy, we find ourselves between the realm of magic and that of law.
Regarded as a charm, the prayer needed to be
absolutely accurate in order to be eftective, but in
prayer regarded as a legal transaction such accuracy was equally important.
E.g., in the year 200 b.c. we read that 'the Roman people
directed the consul to vow games and an oflFering to Jupiter.
But the vow sufTered a delay the Pontifex Maximus Licinius
asserted that one could not make a vow of an indefinite sum
;

because this money ought not to serve for the needs of the war
but should be put apart at once and kept apart and not be
mixed with any other money, for, if such a mixture took place,
.
The consul
the fulfilment of the vow would be irregular. .
was asked to consult the College of Pontifices to know whether
The
it were possible to vow in regular form an indefinite sum.
Pontifices replied that the vow was possible and entirely
regular. The consul, repeating the exact expression of the
Pontifex Maximus, pronounced the vow in the form employed
5
previously for five year vows.'
.

We shall

have occasion below to return to the

legal aspect of Roman prayer, but, before leaving
the interrelation of prayer and magic, it is important to notice that they have one other point in
common, namely, that they depeiid for their effectiveness upon a knowledge of the exact name of

In order that a prayer

the object addressed.

may

must be addressed not only to the
roper deity, but to some particular phase of that
S eity's activity as expressed in some adjective or
cognomen. Hence the development of a great
science of nomenclature lists of gods and lists of
be effectual,

it

—

cognoviina.^
It is the same line of reasoning that makes it
desirable to keep secret the name of one's special
deity so that one's enemies may not be able
to take advantage of it in prayer and call forth
one's gods by the mysterious process of exauguHence Servius'' tells us that in pontifical
raiio.

law special precautions were taken tliat the gods
of the Romans should not be called by their right
names, in order that they might not be exaugnirated.
Similarly, Macrobius says
:

'It is certain that every city has a god under whose protection it is placed ; and the Romans had a mysterious custom, of

which many persons are ignorant, that when they were besieging a city and thought they were on the point of capturing it,
they worked tlie deities by means of a certain formula. Without this they did not think the city could be captured, or, at
least, they would have considered it a sacrilege to take the gods
It was for this reason that the Romans always kept
captive.
concealed the name of the god who protected Rome, and even
the Latin name of the City.'**
1
'i

Arval Brothers.
Sacra Carmina prcecantare.
Verba prceire pnefari

Cf. art.

"

;

*

3 Cf.
Livy, xli. 16.

Coriol. 26.

B

Livy, xxxi.

9.

the Indigitamenta G. Wissowa, De dis Romanorum
iyidigetibus et nooensidibus disputatio, Marburg, 1892 J. B.
Deorum Romanorum Cognominibtis, Leipzig, 1898
De
Carter,
Warde Fowler, Rel. Exper. of the Roman People, p. 163.
8 Cf.

(Roman)
Of course, much nonsense was talked among the
antiquarians regarding the secret name of Rome
and of the goa who protected Rome, and very
possibly the secret names were so secret that they
never existed, but the principle underlying the
is a genuine one.
Practically all the writers on Roman religion,
with the exception of Warde Fowler,^ have un-

whole discussion

duly emphasized the magical and the legal bargain-

ing aspects of Roman prayer. These two aspects
were indeed prominent, but alongside of them
existed, if only in embryo, the concept of the
power and greatness of the deity and the powerlessness of man.
'The language is the language
of prayer, not of compulsion or even of bargain2
see this most clearly in the famous four
ing.'

We

Farm

many

ii.

351.

8

Sat.

iii.

9.

Almanack

'

—prayers

pages of explanations.

the cattle at the Jioirering of the pear-trees (Cato,
'
:
At the flowering of the pear-trees make
Thus shall the offering be made.
the cattle.
.
Give to Jupiter Dapalis a measure of wine, as much as you see
fit.
On the day of the sacrifice let there be a holiday for the
cattle, the herdsman, and for those who make the sacrifice.
When you have to make the offering, jou shall do as follows
"O
Jupiter Dapalis, in regard to the sacrifice of a measure of
wine which I make to thee in my house and in my familj',
maj'st Thou be graciously increased by this sacrifice." Then
wash your hands and afterwards take the wine, saying, " O
Jupiter Dapalis, mayst Thou be increased by this sacrifice which
I make unto Thee, niayst Thou be increased by this wine which
I offer Thee.'"
'
Before commencing the
Prayer before the harvest (ib. 134)
harvest, it is necessary to sacrifice a pig in the following
manner 'The sacrifice of a female pig should be made to Ceres
before harvesting the following spelt, wheat, barley, beans,
and turnips. Before sacrificing the pig, invoke with incense
and wine Janus, Juoiter and Juno. Present the pig to Janus
with this prayer, "O Father Janus, in offering Thee this pig I
pray that Thou wouldst be propitious to me, to m.y sons, to my
house, to my family. Be Thou increased by this offering."
Then offer the sacred pig to Jupiter, saying, " O Jupiter, in
offering Thee this pig. I pray that Thou wouldst be propitious
Be Thou
to me, to mj' sons, io my houB9, to my family.
increased by this offering." Afterwards give wine to Janus as
" O Father
follows
Janus, just as in offering the pig to Thee I
prayed good pra3'er to Thee, for the sake of this thing maj'st
Thou be increased with the wine which I offer Thee." And
thereafter pray to Jupiter as follows: "O Jupiter, mayst
Thou be increased with this offering, and mayst Thou also
be increased with the wine which I offer Thee." Thereupon
slaughter the pig.'
Prayer on making a clearing (ib. 189): 'According to the
custom of the Romans, thus should a clearing be made. Make
an expiatory sacrifice of a pig and recite the following prayer
"Whether Thou be god or goddess to whom this wood is
sacred, be there paid to Thee tny d>ie, the expiatory sacrifice of
a pig for the cutting of this sacred wood. For this purpose,
whether I perform the sacred act or others do so at my command, may it be well done, even as itf has been done. With
this intention I sacrifice this pig in expiation, and I turn to
Thee my pious prayers that Thou shouldst wish to be kindly
disposed toward me, my house, my dependents, my sons.
Therefore mayst Thou be increased by this pig of expiation
which I am offering to Thee." '
Prayer at the higtration of the farm (ib. 141) 'Thus should
the lustration of the fields take place. Thus shall you order
" With the consent of
the suovetaurilia to be led about them
the gods and with everj' favourable omen, I commit to you, O
Manius, the task of leading the suovetaurilia about my farm,
my fields, my land, in whatsoever part you should think best
that they should be led about." Then make libation with wine
and invoke according to formula Janus and Jupiter, and speak
" O Father
as follows
Mars, I pray and beseech of Thee that
Thou wouldst be well willing and propitious to me, to my house,
to my dependents ; and for this reason I have ordered that the
suovetauriliashould be led around my fields, my land and my farm,
that Thou shouldst hold back, hinder and drive away sickness

Prayer for

d«

Re

Riist. 131 f.)

sacrifice for

.

.

:

:

—

:

:

:

:

:

:

and invisible, desolation, ruin, damages and storm and
to grow and prosper the fruits of the
the
soil,
grain, the vineyards and the thickets ; that Thou
shouldst keep in safety the shepherds and the sheep that Thou
shouldst give prosperity and health to me, to my house and to
my depe7idents. For these reasons, and because, as I have said,
I am lustrating and causing to be lustrated my farm, my lands,
and my fields, mayst Thorn be increased by this suovetaurilia
which is being offered Thee. O Father Mars, mayst Thou be
increased by this suovetaurilia which is being offered Thee."
visible

that

;

Thou shouldst cause

;

'

;

;

jEn.

'

Cato's

which are such precious and unique documents
that the quoting of them in full is better than

2.

;

7

in

prayers

of
1

Prayer as a votum.
the

Roman

Rel. Exper. of the

— Prayer

in the religion

State was virtually

Roman

People, p. 182 ff.

a
2

bargain
n. p. 189.

PRAYER
between man and god, whereby man,

t!ie

party

of the first part, agreed to pay to the god, tlie
party of the second part, sudi and such things if

party oi the second part, performed
certain acts for man, tlie party of the lir^t part.
Sucli prayer was called a vuttim, a vow,' because
the important and distinguishin'' feature was the
promise to pay if service was rendered. As a rule,
payment was not made until the deity had performed the desired acts.
But there was one
important exception to this general rule, the
the god,

tlie

'

which case payment was

in

devotio,

advance.

It

not at

is

all

made

in

impossilile that such

payment in advance may have been intended as a
means of binding the god and thus exercising a
species of compulsory magic. The devotio is the
vow uttered by a Koman general in the moment of
battle whereby he agrees to give up his own life
in order that his army may be victorious.
If he
succeeded in this act of self-destruction, it was
felt that the gods had accepted his death, and
that, having accepted it, they were compelled to
grant the victory to his side. This curious reasoning was carrien one step further, and it was
thought that the gods were free from any obligation if the enemy succeeded in opening theii* ranks

and letting him pass through unharmed.

The devotio may therefore be considered as in a
certain sense forming the link between the magical
and the legal point of view, for all ordinary vota
were a strictly legal performance. The favours
demanded of the gods were as infinitely various
as were the promises to pay in case of fulfilment.
These promises included votive ofi'erings, games,
sacrifices, tlie building of an altar or of a temple.
3, Outward characteristics of Roman prayer.
The worshipper faced the image of the god, and, as
the god usually faced west, so the worshipper usually
faced east. His position, as a rule, was standing,

—

^
though occasionally he walked round the altar.
During the actual prayer itself the worshipper
often held the altar.'-* Generally the hands were
raised, but sometimes special
positions were
required; e.g., in a prayer to Neptune the hands
were stretched out towards the sea,^ while in
praying to Tellus or Ops the suppliant touched

We also

the earth.*

find references to kneeling.*

At the end of the prayer there followed the
moment of adoration [adoratio), when the worshipper put his right hand to his mouth."
Prayers were normally said in a distinct and
usually a loud voice. This was the natural method
in antiquity, just as all reading was done aloud.
This fact makes possible many scenes in the
drama when prayers are overheard.^
Silent

prayer was sometimes motived by modesty,** and
sometimes by shame " but whispered prayers
were not orthodox,'" and he who indulged in them
fell readily under the suspicion of practising
magic.
4. Spiritual
prayer.
Philosophy and the
spiritual cults of the Orient, which entered Kome
at the beginning of the empire, tended to introduce gradually an entirely new concept of prayer.
;

—

1

Serv.

Mn.

iv. 62.

219 ; Vt-rg. ^n. xii. 201 ; Ovid, Amores, i. 4. 27 ;
Varro, ap. Macr. Sal. iii. 2. 8.
3
Macr. Sat. i. 10. 21, iii. 9. 12.
Verg. ^'»i. V. 233.
5 For
Umbria, Tab. Iguv. vi. Q. 5 for tiie Oscans, J. Friedlander, Die oskischen Munzen, Leipzig, 1850, v. 81 ff., Taf. ix.
9-12, X. 18-19 H. A. Grueber, Coins of the Koman liejmblic in
Britinh Museiun, London, 1910, ii. 323 ; cf. Quintil. Inst. Or.
ix. 4. 11
Petron. 133.
6
cf. Daremberg-Saglio, Diet, des Ant.,
Pliny, Jjy xi. 251
Paris, 1877-1916, i. SOff.
7 Cf. Plaut.
8 Cf. Tibull. ii. 1. 83.
RiulcHf, 258.
9 Cf. Hor.
Epist. i. 16. 60, where a man prays aloud to Janus
and Apollo, and whispers a petition to Laverna to give him
success in cheating cf. also Persius, ii. 3 ff.
10 Cf
'
Seneca, Ep. x.
Speak to God as though all men were
2 Ih. iv.

(Teutonic)

It was no lonrrer a formal process by which man
obtained physical benefits from the gods either by

compulsory magic or by legal bargaining. It became
instead an efibrt of adoration, a communion with
God, a moment of spiritual exaltation ;i and it
was into this atmosphere that Christianity came.

—

Literature. G. Wissowa, Reli(jionund Kultus der ROmer,
W. Warde Fowler, The iieliyiom
Munich, 1902, p. 318 ff.
Experience 0/ the Roman People, London, 1911, pansim,
;

esp. pp. 181-191 ; Brissonlus,
populi Romani verbis, Halle and

;

;

.

listening.'

:

Leipzig,

et

1731,

soUemiiibus
1-69; S.

i.

Lautes und leises Beten,' AJtif ix. [1906] 185 ff.
L. Friedlander, Sittenfjesch.^, Leii>zig, 1888-90, iii. 578 ff. S.
Dill, Roman Society from Nero to Marcus Aurelius'^, London,
1905, pp. 394-420; R. R. Marett, ERrii, s.v. 'Prayer.'
'

Sudhaus,

;

;

Jesse Benedict Carter.

PRAYER

(Teutonic).— I. Prayer to the gods.
Our knowledge of heathen jji-ayer among tlie
Teutonic peoples is very scanty, and conies almost
Prom the
entirely from Scandinavian sources.
prose Edda we leani that prayer was a regular
nart of the wor.ship of the Aesir and Asynjur.
Njoi-Cr is to be invoked for sea-voyages and for
hunting {Gylfuginning, xxiii. {Die pros. Edda, ed.
E. Wilken, Paderborn, 1912, p. 32]).
Freya is
particularly well-disposed towards those who praj'
to her for help in love affairs {Gxjlf. xxiv. [p. 34]).
In the sagas we frequently hear of men who have
a special devotion to Thor, whom they invoke in
difficulties and whom they consult before any
important undertaking. In these cases it is hard
to distinguish between prayer and divination.
'Thorolf Mostrarskegg made a great sacrifice and went to

—

'

consult with Thor, his beloved friend (F. Holthausen, Altiildnd.
Leselnich, Weimar, 1896, p. 6-1).
Helgi was very niised in his
faith.
He put his trust in Christ and named his homestead
after him but yet he would pray to Thor on sea-voyages, and
in hard stresses, and in all those things which he thought were
of most account to him' (Ldndnamabuk, iii. xiv. 3, in G. Vigfusson and F. Y. Powell, Origines Islandica;, Oxford, 1905, i.
'
Then Anr-lyg called upon bishop Patrec, but as for Coll
149).
'

;

he called upon Thor

'

(ib.

I.

vi. 2).

In Vigaglum's Saga, 9, there
example of prayer to Prey

is

an interesting

:

'Thorkel had been forced to sell his land to Glum. Before he
departed from Thvera he went to the temple of Frey, leading
thither an ox, and said "Frey, who long hast been my patron,
and hast accepted many gifts from me and rewarded me well,
now I give this ox to thee, so that Glum may leave Thveralaud
as much against his will as I do now ; let me see some token
whether thou acceptest it from me or not." At this the ox
bellowed loud and fell dead, which Thorkel liked well, and he
was less sad because he thought his prayer was heard (P. B.
du Chaillu, The Viking Age, London, 18a9, i. 352).
:

'

There are several stories of Earl Hakon's devotion to Thorgei'Or HolgabriiSr (aLso Hori5abru5r,
HorgabriiSr) and the earnest prayers that he was
to make to her in moments of crisis.
On
Hakon desired her help for liis friend
into
whom
he
led
her
temple.
Sigmund,
Hakon and Sigmund with a few others went into this house,

wont

one occasion
'

where there were manj' gods
so that there was no shadow
;

it

had also many glass windows

in it.
At the inner end was a
magnificently dressed. The Earl threw himself down
at her feet, and lay there a long time. Then he rose up and
told Sigmund that they should make her some offering, laying
" and we shall have this
the money on the seat in front of her,
" whether she will
token," said he,
accept it or not, that 1 have
wished her to let go the ring that she has on her hand. From
that ring you will obtain good luck." The Earl then laid hold
of the ring, and it seemed to Sigmund as if she closed her
hand, so that he could not get it off. The Earl lay down again
before her, and Sigmund noticed that he was in tears. Again
he stood up, and laid hold of the ring, and this time it was
loose.
He gave Sigmund the ring (Flateyjarbdk, i. 144, quoted
in W. A. Craigie, Scandinavian Folklore, London, 1890, p. 33).

woman

'

An instance of

;

;

De formulis

and

•»

;

201

in

HonVs Saga,

prayer addressed to a stone occurs

37

:

Hold's brother-in-law Indridi wished to slay the bondi
Thorstein Gullknapr (gold-button), and waited for him on the
way to his sacrificing house, whither he was wont to go. When
Thorstein came, he entered the sacrificing house and fell on his
face before the stone he worshipped, which stood there, and
then he spoke to it (du Chaillu, i. 3S3).
2. Prayer and sacrifice.— The obscure verse in
Lieder der dlteren Edda, ed.
176
'

'

Hdvamdl,

{Die

1

Cf. Seneca,

Ep.

x. 5, xli. 1.
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'

K. Hildebrand, Paderborn, 1912, p. 56), Betra's
ubeSit an se ofbl6tit,' may perhaps be translated,
It is better not to pray at all than to sacrifice
overmuch ; but it is not clear whether sacrifice
and prayer are here contrasted or considered as
Certainly in Teutonic as
practically synonymous.
in otlier religions the two modes of worship were
closely connected.
'Sacrifice is a prayer offered up with gifts. And wherever
there was occasion "for prayer, there was also for sacrifice
(Grimm, Teut. Mythol. i. 29).
Ibn Fadhlan gives a detailed account of the
worship of the Scandinavian Russians
As soon as the ship arrives in the haven, each one of them
milk and
goes ashore, taking with him bread, meat, onions,
tall piece of wood
intoxicatini,' drink, and makes his way to a
and is
face
a
human
set up, which has something resembling
surrounded bv small statues behind which are erected still
wooden
to
the
great
other tall pieces of wood. He goes up
"O
ray lord,
image and throws himself down before it, saying
I am come from distant lands, bringing with me such and such
a number of maidens, and such and such a number of sable
skins." When he has counted up all his stock, he proceeds
" I have
what he has
brought this gift to thee," and lays down
" I desire that
brought before the wooden statue and says
thou wouldst provide me with a merchant who has plenty of
to sell and
gold and silver and will buy from me all that I wish
'

'

'

:

'

:

:

:

He then goes away. If,
will challenge nothing that I say."
however, his trade does not proceed favourably and his stay is
too protracted, he comes again, bringing a second or even a
third gift. If he still has ditliculty in obtaining what he wants,
he brings a gift to each of the little images and asks them for
their intercession, saying, "These are the wives and daughters
of our Lord"' (C. M.Frahn, Ibn-Foszlan's ttnd andercr Arabcr
Berichte iiber die litissen alterer Zeit, Petrograd, 1823, p.

7ff.).

Prayer was not always accompanied by

offerings.
Sigrdrifa, having been roused from a magic sleep by Sigurd

Hail sons of
Hail day
Fafnirsbane, makes this invocation
With favourable eyes,
Hail night and lier kinswoman
day
Hail
look upon us who are silting here, and grant us victory
aesir; hail asynjur! Hail "also to the bountiful earth! Give
wisdom and eloquence to us two glorious ones, and hands of
healing during our lives!' {Sigrdrifiimdl, ii. 3 [Hildebrand,
p. 317 1.]).
When Earl Hakon and Gudbrand were pursuing Hrapp,
who had plundered the shrine dedicated to Thor, Thorgerft'r
Holgabru'i5r, and Irpa, 'the earl went aside by himself, away
from other men, and bade that no man should follow him, and
He fell down on both his knees, and held
so he stays awhile.
his hands before his eyes after that he went back to them
{The Story of Burnt Njdl, tr. G. W. Dasent [Everyman's
'

!

:

!

!

!

'

;

Library], London, 1911, p. 156).

his fight with the Jomsborg Vikings
to ThorgerSr HorSabruSr, but his
prayer proved unavailing until he had sacrificed
his son Erling (cf. Craigie, p. 33).
Little is known of the
3. Manner of prayer.

During

Hakon prayed

—

Tacitus
form and nianner of heathen prajer.
(Germ, x.) informs us that among the Teutons
divination w\as practised by a priest or paterfamilias, having prayed to the gods and glanced
'

In the sagas we hear frequently of
worshippers prostrating themselves before images
of the gods.
'The island was thickly wooded, and Hakon went to a clear-

up

to heaven.'

ing in the forest, where he lay down, looking to the north and
praved in the way he tliouglit best, calling upon her in whom he
put all his trust, Thoiger5'r Hor&abru^r (Craigie, p. 33 for the
heathen custom of turning to the north in prayer cf Grimm, i. 34).
'

;

.

LiTKRATnRE.— J. Grimm, Teutonic Mythology, tr. J. S. StallyLondon, 18S2-SS, vol. i. ch. iii. ; P. Herrmann, Nordische
Mythologie, Leipzig, 1003, p. 449 ff., Deritftche Mythologie, do.
E. Mogk, Mythologie, Strassburg, 1900, in
1898, p. 420 ff.
H. Paul's Gntndriss der gennanischen Philologie, iii. 384 ff.

brass,

;

Enid Welsford.

PRAYER (Tibetan). — Prayer is more prevalent

Land of the Lamas than
other nation perhaps in the world.
This is owing partly to the extreme devotion
fostered by tiie hierarchy which wields the temporal rule of the country, and partly to the intense
piety engendered by generations of extreme isolation from the rest of the world, amidst environments where Nature in her severest moods tends
to inspire a superstitious dread of malignant spirits,
wlio can be appeased or coerced only by jnayer
and sacrifice. Prayers are thus ever on the lips of
the laity in all spare moments, apart from the
daily priestly services in the temples, and in the
the people of the

among
among any

(Tibetan)
houses of the well-to-do, which generally possess a
small shrine with miniature altar, before which
domestic prayer is rendered.
The
of the prayers
1. General character
prayers are generally genuine petitions addressed
to one or more bountiful Buddhas or Buddhist
divinities, whose spiritual or material succour is
or they may be stanzas uttered in
entreated
praise of the particular deity or deities invoked
and, in nearly all, one or other Buddha, human or
celestial, is referred to in addition to the other
deity implored. The frequent repetition of such
formal prayers tends to degenerate into a mechanical routine.
Yet, although the prayers consist
usually of formal litanies and other rituals extracted from the Indian and Tibetan Buddhist
canonical scriptures, spontaneous private prayers
The present writer lias often
are not uncommon.
heard Tibetan votaries, after making an offering
of lamps on the altar of wayside temples, address
;

;

God

for spiritual

and temiioral

blessing, for

))re-

vention of bodily peril or ailment, and for provision for daily wants, very much after the manner
of Christian worshippers at the present day.
The
Buddhist form of Tibetan prayers.
2.
formal prayers, collected in printed or written
manuals, consist mainly of extracts from the
Indian Buddhist canon or from the rituals composed by early Indian and Tibetan monks. The
class of canonical works furnishing these prayers
is generally the same as that employed by the
Southern Buddhists of Ceylon, Burma, and Siam
for the purpose, under the name of paritta or pirit
= protection'), and are siUtas from the Pali

—

'

'

(

canon

specially

composed

and

prescribed

by

to be recited as prayers to avert
malign influence, for recovery from disease, to
remove physical difficulties, and to procure happiness and a good rebirth. They are addressetl-to

Buddha himself ^

the moon, sun, and various other divinities, especiyaksha a general term for the orthodox

—

ally the

Buddhist gods on Asoka's monuments (250 B.C.),
thongh latterly viewed as more or less malignant.
While the Tibetans thus use for prayers the corresponding canonical texts to the Hinayana Pali
canon of the Southern Buddhists,- they have the
advantage over the latter in that they have translated these texts into the vernacular so that the
people can understand the meaning of the prayer
or praise, whereas the Southern Buddhist laity
repeat the texts in the foreign and long dead

which is unintelligible to tliem, making the
'prayer' .an unmeaning mummery. Even the ingenious Biin religionists in the remoter districts
have now generally assimilated their prayers to
the type of the dominant Buddhists.
The gods chiefly
3. Deities and saints invoked.—
invoked by tlie Tibetans are found by the present
writer to be orthodox Buddhist gods. For, conon
trary to the statements of Western writers
primitive Buddhism,^ he finds that gods enter very
largely into the religion of Sakyamuni himself, as
evidenced in the earliest Pali canonical books, and
into that of his greatest propagandist, the emperor
Asoka, not only in his inscribed monuments at
Bliarhut, but also in his edicts. Thus the latest
authoritative reading of the Sahasram rock-inscripPali,

tion states
Men in Jambu-dvipa (India) who up
:

'

till

this

unassociated with the gods, have (now) been
with the gods.'*
1

Cf. D. J. Gogerly,

2

For

list of

'

the Buddhist canonical texts used as prayers

and trr. of several, see
3
Ji.g., T. W. Rhvs Davids
* Tr.
E. Hultzsch,

Pali,

associated

Ceylon Buddhism, Colombo and London,
Dharani Cult in Buddhism,'

and L. A. Waddell,
1908, ii. 328
Ostasiat. Zeitschr. ii. [1913] 156 f.
;

time had been

made

in

Gogerly, ii. 329-393.
and H. Oldenberg, passim.
JRAS, 1911, p. 1115 cf. also Waddell,

by
'Dharani Cult.' pp. 155-171.

;

PRAYER
The tirst deity or divine saint to be invoked is
Buddha himself, thouj,'h not the most frequently
addressed by the Tibetans. This also is navalleled
in Southern Buddhism, which is supposed to represent the primitive form of Gotama's religion,
wherein Gotama (Sakyamuni), although regarded
as having passed away totally from the world, is
not regarded as 'extinct,' as in the later mystical
Buddhism, but is invoked as a still existing
divinity, and not a mere pious memory
I bow my head to the ground and worship
:

*

The sacred dust
If

in

aupht

I

May Buddha

He

ol his holy feet

:

have sinned against Cuddha
forgive nie

my

sin."

'

is

We

More frequently than the quondam human
Buddiia are invoked the celestial Buddhas of
Indian Mahayana Buddhism. They are regarded

as everlasting gods, and are reflexes of the Hindu
or Buddha's
gods to whom the title of 'Buddha,'
other favourite title, 'Jina' or 'the Victor,' has
been transferred. Of these the primordial selfexistent god, corresponding to the late Brahinanist
and he bears
creator-god Brahma, is Adibuddha,
various titles according to different sects of Lamas.
Thus he is the 'Thunderbolt-Holder' (rDorje
Thunderbolt'chan = Skr. Vajradhara), or the
Souled' (rDorje sems-dpa=Skr. Vajrasattva), or
'Receptacle of Light' or 'Ever-shining' (rNama
=
par snan-mdsad Skr. Vairochana), presumably
form of the popular solar Buddha, Amitabha, or
the 'Boundless Light,' the god of the Western
'

Paradise, though nominally different from
of
latter.
Latterly there was a fivefold division
these celestial Buddhas according to the five
the
and
directions, namely the four quarters

the

zenith.^

frequently implored are the celestbodhisativas, or nominally potential Buddhas
among the gods, most of whom are everlasting gods
of an energetic order and invoked for their active
One of these, common to Southern Buddhism
aid.

Much more

ial

is the Buddhist Messiah,
Byams-pa), who was placed by
Sakyamuni in, the heaven of Indra or Sakra.
Gotama's (or Sakyamuni's) frequent references to
him and to his abode in Indra's heaven offer
another confutation of the statement so frequently

and Indian Mahayana,
ilaitreya (Tib.

made by

the Pali school of writers that

Buddha

atheistic and did not recognize the Hindu
gods in his system. Of this Buddhist Messiah
many colossal images are carved on cliffs along
roads in Tibet, and are the object of prayer to

was

passers-by.

But the most frequently worshipped

and invoked

of all is the Indian

Buddhist goddess
Saviouress (sGrol-ma, pronounced Do-mii,
the
the Skr. Tara), who is the primordial Mothergoddess, Maya, which was also the name of
Buddha's mother and, under the name Maya,
Tara is worshipped by the Burmese and other
Southern Buddhists. She is the special patron of
women and children, and succourer in distress on
land and sea. She is the Queen of Heaven, independently on her own account as well as in the
form of consort to the Indian Avalokita (sPyan-ras'

'

;

1

Patimokka, Dickson

Pali

5

;

this does not

version translated by Gogerly, i. 160-210, and
sumably not used by all Ceylonese Buddhists

is
;

appear in the
therefore pre-

but

it is

found

the Tibetan versions— e.i;., E. Schlagintweit,
Tibet, London, IsBo, p. 12Gf., where the text
'
I believe that the body of all the Buddhas does
specially adds
not enter into Nirvana (of Extinction),' evidently intended to
confute as a heresy the doctrine of total extinction.
2
Waddell, 'Lamaism,' in Gazetteer of Sikhim, Calcutta, 1894,

almost

literally in

Buddhism in

:

p. 308.
3 For details see

pp. 346-352.

pronounced Cha-ra-si), the 'All-seeing One'
Clad with Eyes,' according to its Tibetan
The latter as the god of transmigratranslation).
tion is the special favourite and patron-gotl of the
Tibetans, and is associated with two others, as

zigs,

'

(lit.

the defenders of LSmaism,

who

also are of Indian
'

'

origin, namely the Thunde/bolt-Wielder (Phyagrdor, Skr. Vajrapani), the Saivist Jupiter Piuvius,
and the Sweet- Voiced god of wisdom or Buddhist
all three of
Apollo ('Jam-dbahs, Skr. Manjusri)—
are in
though Avalokita, to
'

'

whom

great request,

Om

wliom the

manipadmc

Hnm

formula

is

ad-

the most frequently invoked of all, and
dressed,
by all sects. The other i)opular bodhisattva gods
and goddesses are enumerated in the list of their
prayer-spells below, § 6.
Of the saints who are specially invoked for aid,
each ditlerent sect of monks gives pre-eminence to
thus the Yellow-caps
its own particular founder
invoke Tsongkliapa the new lled-Cap, Dug-pa,
invoke Marpa or Milarapa and the old Ked-cap,
the original founder of the order of tiie Lamas,
The
Padmasambhava or Padmakara (q.v.).
is

also invoked daily in the refuge-formula:
word or law
go for refuge to Buddha, to his
CDharma), and to his order of monks (Saiigha),' in
Tibetan - as in iSouthern Buddhism, as if he were
still existent.
'

203

(Tibetan)

Waddell, Buddhistn of Tibet, London, 1895,

;

;

;

laity,

however, of

all tlie sects especially

invoke

the last-named saint and esteem him to be practifavourite god, and he
cally as powerful as their
receives full divine honours— though this is paid
the Yellow-cap
covertly in communities where
priests predominate,

by

whom

he

is

banned as

unorthodox.
'

Demons'

are not ordinarily invoked as such, or

by the unreformed Red-caps, except
on certain rare occasions of feeding the devils
and in disease- or death-ritual and even then the
invocation is usually preceded by some Buddhistic

directly, even

'

'

;

Bon
ceremony, although embodying aboriginal
But the Saivist forms of the Thunderboltrites.
Holder as the Defender of the Faith,' although
not technically regarded by the Tibetans as devils,
are really demoniacal and are identical with the
demonist forms of the Hindu god Siva as the spirit
These demonist forms
of destruction and death.
were not inventions of the Tibetans, as generally
asserted, but were all borrowed by the Tibetans
ready-made from mediaeval Indian Buddhism,
which, to maintain its popularity, had been forced
to adopt these depraved elements from the degenerated Indian Brahmanism, while the poor deluded
Tibetans believed that they were all right, as they
Buddhism at
imported them from the home of
Bodh Gaya. As a result, each "Tibetan monk has
to select one of these demonist Sivas as his tutehe privately invokes him
lary,i and each morning
But the
for his protection throughout the day.
for this purpose
unsophisticated layman invokes
the deiiied saint Padmasambhava, and the women
implore Do-ma, or Tara, when they proceed beyond
'

the self-sufficient Om manipadme Hum.
services.— The priestly
4. Prayers in celebration
arrangement of [irayers for the worship of each
Buddhist divinity amongTibetans is usually divided
into seven stages, and the text is printed or written
in separate little pocket manuals or prayer-books for
each deity, all in vernacular Tibetan. The stages
are: 2 (1) the invocation— calling to the feast or
be seated on the
sacrifice
(2) inviting the deity to
sacrificial oflerings—
altar
(3) presentation of
sacred cake, rice, water, flowers, incense, lamps,
musical instruments; (4) hymns in praise; (5)
of the deity in
repetition of the special spell
Sanskrit (6) prayers for benefits, present and to
come (7) benediction. When demons have been
to depart before
worshipped, they are 'invited
the benediction.
,
good exritualistic prayer.—
5. Specimen of
followthe
in
seen
is
formal
prayers
ample of the
222 f.
1 See Waddell, Buddhimn of Tibet, pp. 152,
;

;

;

;

A

2

For

details see ib. p. 424 f.
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iug extract from the ritual of Tara, tlie Queen of
Heaven, which has been translated in full by the
present writer.^ It is composed in metre.
Invocation.
'

O

The Saviour of all beings
verdant Tara
Descend, we beseech thee, from thy heavenly mansion at
Hail

!

!

!

Potala,

With all thy hosts of gods, titans, and deliverers.
We humbly prostrate ourselves at thy lotus-feet
Deliver us from all distress, O holy Mother
!

'

!

(Tibetan)
The king of the revered ones and leader of all the dead.
He owns infinite knowledge, immeasurable fortitude.

commands are all-perfect, his voice all-pleasing.
is without equal, without desires, w^ithout evil.
delivers all from sorrow, from sin, from worldliness.
His senses are the sharpest. He bravely cuts all knots.
He delivers all from deepest misery, from earthly woes.
His

He
He

He has crossed the ocean of misery.
He is perfect in foreknowledge.
He knows the past, present and future.
He lives far from death.
He lives in the pure land of bliss, whence enthroned he
all

Presentation of sacrificial offerings.
'
We hail thee, revered and sublime Tara
Who art adored by all the kings and princes
Of the ten directions,3 of the present, past and future.
We pray thee to accept these offerings
Of flowers, incense, perfumed lamps, precious food,
The music of cymbals and the other offerings
We sincerely beg thee in all thy divine forms *
To partake of the food now offered.
!

'

On

confessing to thee penitently their sins

The most sinful hearts, yea, even the committers of
The ten vices and the five boundless sins
Will obtain forgiveness and
Reach perfection of soul, through thee
5
If we have amassed any merit in the three states,
We rejoice in this good fortune, when we consider
The unfortunate lot of the poor (lower) animals
!

piteously engulfed in the ocean of misery.
we now turn the wheel of religion
implore thee by whatever merit we have accumulated
To kindly regard all the (lower) animals.
And for ourselves, when our merit has reached perfection.
Let us not, we pray thee, linger longer in thia world.'
Still

On

We

their behalf,

Hymns

in Tdra's praise.
the metre of which
here reproduced.)
'
Hail exalted Tara-the-Saviouress
Heroic mother, the messenger
Of the three-world Lord,
Rich in power and compassion.
in verse,

is

not

!

!

Hail to thee whose hand is decked
By the golden lotus.
Eager soother of our woe.

Ever

'

worker, thou

tireless

!

(and so on for 21 verses).
Repetition of the spell and prayer of the deity.
repeated 108 times on the rosary, or, if time presses,
as often as possible, the special mystic spell of Tara in Sanskrit,

Here

namely
'

Oih

is

:

Ta-re tu Ta-re tu-re Sva-hd

!

Prayers for

!

'

blessi7ig8.

'We implore thee, O revered Blessed One,8 Victorious and
Merciful Mother purify us and all other beings from the two
evil thoughts.
Wherever we dwell, we beg thee to soothe there disease
and poverty, lighting and disputes, and increase the true
I

.

.

religion.

.

.

.

.

Let us obtain the favourite tutelary angels'' of our former

and entry into the paradise
present and future.'
lives

of the

Buddhas

of the past,

Benediction.

Now, O

speedy Soother and gracious
Mother,
Holding the utpal-lotns flower, may thy glory come and all
happiness
One of the ordinary hymns to Buddha opens as follows
'Om Hail to the Omniscient Ones Buddha, (His) Law, and
(His) Order of Monks
Hail to the blessed Buddha, the victorious and all-wise
Tatha-gata Arhat, who has gone to happiness
He is the guide of gods and men.
'

mighty

Worker,

'

I

:

:

!

!

!

He
He
He
He
He
He
He

1

the root of virtue and fountain of treasure.
is adorned with perfect endurance and all beauty.
is the greatest flower of all the race.
is admirable in all his actions, in the eyes of all.
delights in the faithful ones.
is the Almighty Power, the Universal Ouide.
is the father of all the Bodhisats,
is

See Waddell,

Buddhism

=

'
2 'A;7ior
circle.'
3 That is the four

points, the zenith

and

of Tibet, p. 435.

cardinal points, the

intermediate half-

nadir.

This goddess has different forms and names as incorporating all aspects of the primordial divine mother; see Waddell's
tr. of Tibetan Dhdratnis, in I A xliii. [1914] 37-95.
5 The three
mystic worlds of Brahmanism desire, form, and
formlessness (kdma, rupa, and a-rupa).
6
Bhagavatl, the feminine of bhagavat, the ordinary title for
Buddha in the Pali and often in the Sanskrit.
7 Lit.
spirit or gods (Iha).
1

:

'

'

!

'

'

—

The supposed efficacy of the
6. Rosaries.
mechanical repetition of prayers as devotional
exercises has led in Tibet, as in the Roman Church,
to the extensive use of the rosary ; and nearly
every layman and woman in Tibet carries a rosary
to register the performance of these pious tasks.
Tlie rosaries are formed of various materials of
mystical significance,^ and the beads reach the
mystic number of 108. The leading prayer-spell
formulae recited on these beads are of a Sanskritic
character, and are shown in the following table
along with the deity or saint to whom they are
addressed and the kind of rosary employed.

1

(The hymns are

sees

'

beings

Deity.
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Om manipadme Hum,

which

the Pater Noster

is

In
of Tibetans, though it is of Indian origin.
virtue of the suj)posed efficacy of its nieclianical
of
on
times
long
repetition, it is printed thousands
strips of paper which are coiled inside revolving
handform
the
so-called
to
metal cylinders
'

prayer -wheels which are the most conspicuous
part of the pious outfit of the Tibetans, laity and
Lamas, and are carried spinning in their hands, in
the belief that each revolution of the printed
sentences is equivalent to uttering the formula
an equal number of times (cf. art. PrayerOn the
Wheels).
prayer-flags,' which are
erected on tall masts in the neighbimrhood of
temples and wayside shrines, and, fluttering in the
'

'

breeze, form a very artistic and picturesque
feature of the landscape, are inscribed various
prayers of an astrological kind, especially for the
good fortune of the person erecting these flags,

which are really luck-flags.' Their name hmg-rta
has been shown by the present writer to incorporate the Chinese long-ma, hoi'se-dragon,' which
has an analogous ritual. After several spells in
'

'

'

Sanskrit we find written in Tibetan
May all the above deities [Avalokita and others] prosper
:

the
inserted the year of birth of the individual votarj]
and prosper the body, speech, and mind of this year-holder and
may the true religion [of Buddha] prosper
'

year [here

is

'

!

Analogous paper banners, in the shape of
dragons and other animals, are offered also by the
Southern Buddhists of Burma at temples and
other shrines inscribed with similar sentences in
Pali and the vernacular, such as
:

'

man born on Friday gain reward by this pious
May the man born on Monday be freed from sickand the three calamities.'
By the merit of this may

May

the
'

offering.'

ness

'

Wednesday's children be blessed by

spirits

and men.'

2

These Tibetan luck-flags are also tied to certain
bushes over dangerous parts of streams and near
cairns, like the rag-bushes in Muhammadan and
other Eastern countries.
Literature.— See the works quoted throughout.
L. A. Waddell.
i.
In-

PRAYER, BOOK OF COMMON.—

troduction.

—

{a)

now have

it,

is

The English Prayer Book, as we
a very composite production. A

study of the title-page alone is sufficient indication
It runs thus
of this.
The Book of Common Praj-er and Administration of the
Sacraments, and other Rites and Ceremonies of the Church
according to the Use of the Church of England 3 torrether with
the Psalter or Psalms of David, pointed as they are to be sung
and the Form and Manner of Making,
or said in Churches
Ordaining, and Consecrating of Bishops, Priests, and Deacons.'
:

'

;

;

The cumbrousness of this title is not merely a
days when such prolix titles to books

relic of the

were in fashion, but is also due to the fact that by
the middle of the 16th cent, the still recent invention of printing and the constant improvements in
it enabled our Reformers to begin to bring together
into a .single volume all the more necessary services
and other materials for public worship, which had
as a rule hitherto been copied out with much
labour in several separate tomes."*
Thus the
Common Prayer represents the former Breviary
(and perhaps we may add the Primer); 'the Administration of the Sacraments,' etc.,
represents
the Misf;al and the Manual; the P.salter speaks
for itself and the 'Form of Making,' etc., stands
for the old Pontiflcal.
This, of course, is far from
exhausting the books in use before the Reformation, such as the Hymnary (of which we now have
1
Waddell, Buddhism of Tibet, p. 412 f.
2
Shway Yoe (J. G. Scott), The Burinan, his Life and
'

'

'

;

Notions, London, 1882,
s

Its

The

i.

225.

ended here until 1662 the Psalter had
title-page and the Ordinal still has, though
has also been printed on the front page (see

title originally

;

own separate

since 1662 it
below).
Cf. the Preface of 1549

no

authorized representative), the Antiphoner,
Lectionary, etc. Some of these {e.g., the Antiphoner) have been almost entirely removed from
the services in the present book, the reason being
thus stated in the Preface of 1549
:

'

For this cause be cut oil Anthems, Uesjionds, Invitatories
and such like things as did break the contmuul course of the
reading of the Scripture.' 1
Others are either provided for as by the references
in tiie Table of Lessons or printed in full as in the
Epistles and Go.spels of the Day, etc., while the use
of liyinns in numerous unauthorized collections
has taken the place of the ancient Hymnary.*
The musical notes, however, which the old books

often sujiplied are

now wholly wanting," except

use, thougli the rubrifs in various
places contain references to the clerks and their
singing, which obviously recognize the place of
music in public worship as legitimate ; and the
Psalter is specially said to be pointed for singing
or saying * in churches.
l>v prescrijitive

'

'

In the Ordinal, which was first issued .separately
March 1549-50, the most notable omi.ssion, when
we comiiare it with the ancient Pontificals, is of
any pi-ovision for the consecration of ciiurches and
It is not
for the coronation of the sovereign.
easy now to account for this serious oversight,
of
at
lea.st
in
the
case
new
churches
which,
opening
for public use, has been a great drawback ever
since.
AVe have no exact guide as to what was
the mind of the Church at that period, and the
celebration of the divine mysteries as an essential

in

of tlie rite has usually

been almost entirely

lost

sight of.*

We

(6)
may now proceed briefly to review the
reasons and principles which guided the first compilers of the new book, and which have been
accepted in the bulk by all subsequent revisers.
(1) One main reason for the fundamental change
of substituting English for Latin throughout is
the obvious one and is thus stated in the Preface
of 1549
that the people might understand and
have profit by hearing the same." But it is <a
mistake to suppose that this was an entirely unheard-of innovation in the reign of Henry vili.
Apart from the fact that it was after all only a
return to primitive practice,* it is worth noting
that in the marriage service of the unreformed
rite the betrothal had from of old taken place in
the mother tongue, though the rest of the ceremony
was conducted in Latin, while for at least 150
years the private devotions of the laity had been
provided for in English by the Primers, which
were put forth by authority from time to time.^
These contained .some of the more important
prayers, canticles, etc., from the Breviary offices,
'

:

1

A

few traces, however, are

left

:

(1)

the reference to the

Advent antiphon O Sapientia (16th Dec.) (2) the mention of
the anthem 'in Quires and Places where they sing 'at Mattins
and Evensong this rubric, however, dates from 1662 (3) old
'

'

;

;

;

(' O God,'
the Burial Service ('Man that is born,' etc., and 'I
heard a voice,' etc.), and (f) the Visitation of the Sick ('O
Saviour,' etc.), and (d) the collect for the Sunday after Ascension day is an adaptation of an old antiphon.
Only one metrical hymn is now contained in the Prayer
Book, viz. Veni Creator' (in two versions) in the Ordinal.
3 Merbeck's notation
(1550) was apparently to be the norm at
one time but see Procter and Frere, New Hist, of the Book of
Common Prayer, p. 42 f.
*' Sing' = recite with musical inflexions; 'say'=recite in

antiphons have been introduced into (a) the Litany
etc.), (6)

'

;

monotone.
5
Obviously, if this contention is correct, the usual method of
a priest celebrating the Holy Communion before the consecration by the bishop is uncanonical and reduces the Episcopal
In the order of consecration provided
service almost to a farce.
in the American Prayer Book, Holy Communion does form an
integral part, though it is rather spoilt by too much attention
being directed to Mattins which precede it.
6Cf. A. Fortescue, The ^fass, new ed., London, 1914, p. 126:
There was no idea of a special liturgical language at that
time [for the first 2 centuries] ; people said their prayers in the
'

•»

'

by this order the curates shall
need none other books ... but this book and the Bible and
... the people shall not be at so great charge for books as in
time past they have been (these words are now
omitted).
'

205

:

vulgar
tongue.'
"
For the Reformed Primers of Henry vni.'s reign see Procter

and Frere,

p. 43

f.
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206

and
ful

tlius for a considerable period the more thoughtand religious lay-folk had become familiarized

with a certain portion of the Cliurch services.
the restoration of the use of the vernacular
into public worship a use which had ceased for
many centuries was a new departure of the very
highest importance and was under God due to
Henry Vlll. and his advisers.^
The first step taken in that direction was in
Still

—

—

1543, when the Canterbury Convocation ordered
Lessons from the English Bible to be read at
Mattins and Vespers. But the first service proper
to be published in English was the Litany in the
It is interesting to note
year following (1544).
that the reason which suggested this was very
similar to that which originated litanies in the
West in the 5th and 6th centuries, viz. the prevalence of bad seasons and other troubles at home and
of wars abroad.
The next step in the same direction was at the

—

beginning of Edward VI.'s reign, when pending
the decision as to the use of En<^lish in general
an Order of Communion -in English was issued in
March 1548. This^ contained the Exhortation,
Confession, Absolution, the Comfortable Words,'
the Prayer of Humble Access,' nearly as we have
them now, and was to be inserted in the Latin
Mass before the Communion of the people. The
Epistle and Gospel were also to be read in

—

'

'

English.

Three other principles guided the Reformers in
compiling the Prayer Book, as the original Preface

makes clear.
(2) They aimed

at clearing away that which was
only legendary and calculated to foster superstition
Here are left out many things, whereof some are untrue, some
uncertain, some vain and superstitious,'
:

'

and at restoring the continuous and orderly reading
of the Holy Scripture day by day together with the
monthly recital of the whole Psalter.
(3) They greatly simplified the forms and ceremonies in vogue
:

and the mani'The number and liardness of the rules
man3- times
changes of the service was the cause that
there was more business to find out what should be read than
to read it when it was found out.'
.

fold

.

.

.

.

.

this process was much more drastically
carried out in the case of the Daily Offices than in
that of the Liturgy proper, where in 1549 a very
considerable portion of the ancient usages was
retained, whilst those in Morning and Evening
Prayer were reduced to a bare minimum suitable,
as it was thought, for the busier members of the
But later changes
laity as well as for others.
(especially in 1552) in the Liturgy itself were far
Even
less conservative and liturgically defensible.
so the first paragraphs of the present Preface drawn
up by Robert Sanderson, bishop of Lincoln, and

At

first

—

prefixed to the original portion ('concerning the
service,' etc.) so late as 1662 still profess
to observe the like moderation as we find to have been used
... in former times. And therefore ... we have rejected all
such [alterations] as were ... of dangerous consequence as
'

laudable practice of the Church
secretly striking at some
of England or indeed of the whole Catholic Church of Christ.'
.

.

.

(4) They desired uniformity of use tliroughout
the kingdom.

Whereas heretofore there hath been great diversity
some following Salisbury use, some Hereford use, etc.
now, from henceforth all the whole Realm shall have but one
'

.

.

.

.

.

.

use. '3
1
Of the two schemes drawn up before 1549 by Crannier
(recently published by Henry Bradshaw Society, vol. I. [l'J15])
the first retains the Latin language throughout, but the second
introduces the use of English for the Lord's Prayer and the
Lessons.
2 Published
by H. Bradshaw See., vol. xxxiv. [1908].
3 It is curious to reflect that after the Council of Trent (15G3)
the Eonian Curia followed suit, and since then has rigorously
repressed local uses, with rare exceptions.

(5) Yet another principle of the Reformers has
so far been taken for granted rather than asserted,
except as the use of the English tongue and supplication of the forms give evidence of it, viz. their
intention to give the laity proper facilities for
This of course
joining in the divine service.
The theory
specially refers to the Daily Offices.
had
been
that
the
people as well as the
always
clergy should attend the day hours in the parish

church, though it may be doubted if it was ever
very generally put in practice. In 1549 and onwards the aim was to facilitate the practice as
much as possible, though still with doubtful
success.
The Preface, as it now (since 1662) stands, bids all Priests
and Deacons to say daily the Morning and Evening Prayer
either privately or openly, not being let by sickness or some
other urgent cause (in 1552
preaching and studying of
And the Curate
bedivinity' had been particularized).
shall cause
ing at home and not being otherwise hindered
'

'

'

'

.

.

.

.

.

.

a bell to be tolled thereunto a convenient time before he begin,
that the people may come to hear God's Word and to pray with
him.'

Eresh emphasis was likewise given to the obligawhen the words daily to be said and
used throughout the year were added to the first
'

tion in 1662,

'

'

title of

Morning and Evening Prayer.'

It should be observed that much of the original
Preface recalls the language of Cardinal Quignon's
Preface to his Breviary (1535), because it shows

that the Spanish Reformer's ideas had clearly as
influence on Crauraer as, if not more than,
tho.se of Luther and other less conservative Reformers on the Continent.
It is now matter of
2. Historical resume.
common knowledge that, though a great deal of
the work of constructing the Prayer Book had
been done in Henry vilL's reign, yet the first
edition was not actually published till 1549, when

much

—

Edward
ijune.^

had been on the throne more than a
was to come into u.se on Whitsunday, 9th
But the great and rapid progress made

VI.

It

year.

by the extreme Puritan party during this reign
availed very soon to bring about much more
radical changes, and by All Saints' day 1552 the
First was superseded by the Second Book, the
contents of which are much more nearly Avhat Ave
are familiar with in our present Book in fact
most of the subsequent modifications have been
by way of addition to, rather than alteration of, its
;

text.

of

Edward died in July 1553, and during the reign
Mary the old unreformed services and ceremonies

were restored in their entirety. /

When

Elizabeth in her turn came to the throne
(1558), she had to be content with the fewest possible improvements in the Second Book, Avliich was

then again (1559) brought into use: such as the
addition of Sunday Lessons, the omission of the
the Bishop of Rome and his
petition against
detestable enormities from the Litany, and the
present words of distribution in the Holy Communion, Avhich combine tlie formulas of 1549 and 1552.
By the end of her reign the Puritans had regained
such strength that they hoped on the accession of
James I. (1603) to get rid of much that they disliked, but at the Hampton Court Conference, to
which both sides were summoned, hardly any
The most
conceded.
of their demands were
important change was the addition to the Catechism of the part about the sacraments (by John
Overall, then dean of St. Paul's, afterwards bishop
of Norwich), which the Puritans can hardly have
regarded as favouring their views.
The next stage in revision Avas at the Restoration of Charles II. (1660), Avhen the Prayer Book
Avas brought back into use, after being suppressed
during the Commonwealth. In 1661 a conference
Avas held in the Savoy, at Avhich it was again felt
'

'

1

But without the Ordinal

at first (see above, p. 205).
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impossible to entertain most of the Puritan proposals, such as tiie doing away witli the sif,'n of the
cross in Holy Baptism and with the kneeling
fair number of
posture at Holj' Communion.
changes were, however, admitted under the direction of John Cosin, bishop of Durham, and they

A

were

distinct improvement.
into force in the year following (1662).
Another attempt at revision made in 1689 was
inetl'ectual, and not much has been done since
^^"e may note, however, (a) that of four
then,
State services drawn up for occasions of national
importance in the 17tn cent, only one has been
retained since 1859, that for the king's accession

mostly by way of

They came

(revised 1901) ; (6) that a new Lectionary was
issued with the sanction of Canterbury and York
Convocations in 1871 and (c) that a limited permission was given in 1872 to shorten or modify the
Of these changes the
service and use hymns.
first two must be reckoned as of advantage, while
the third is of more questionable value. But
that the time has come, or ought to have come,
when yet another general revision should be taken
in hand to meet modern needs on carefully considered and wisely conservative lines is obvious to
most thinking Churchmen. But so far only tentative proposals are forthcoming and adhuc sub
iudice ns est,' though a certain amount of progress
;

'

has recently been made.
3. The contents of the present Book in detail.
It will not be possible to describe in full the various contents under separate heads. We must be
content with drawing attention to salient features

—

as best

we

can.

(a) The Preface.— The first five paragraphs were prefixed in
1662, having' been composed by Sanderson of Lincoln .and
slighth' altered by Convocation before approval.
Here the original
(6) Concerning' the service of the Church.
Preface (1549) betran it was probably the work of Cranmer, as
was also the section that follows, Of Ceremonies but the latter
was transferred from the end of the Book to its present place
in 1552, while Certain notes for the more plain explanation
and decent ministration of things contained in this Book were
Besides one or two verbal alterations of
then expunged.i

—

;

;

small importance, three interesting sentences are now omitted.
The first has been already quoted (p. 205", n. 4), the second
justifies the adoption of a single use throughout the realm, and
the third, which only in a general waj- bound to the saying of
the Dail)- Offices such of the clergy as serve the congregation in
cathedral and other churches, has given way to the present
much more definite and stringent regulation (see above, p. 206).
(c) The order hov the P.mlter is appointed to be read originally
contained a special provision for the first three months of the
year, by which 31st Jan. and 1st March were to be treated as if
they were 1st and 29th (or 30th) Feb. respectively and the rest
of the days of the month shifted forward by one {i.e. 1st Feb.
became 2nd and so on) and in leap-year on the intercalary day
(between the 25th and 26th) the Psalms (and Lessons) of the
previous day were to be repeated. The order about repeating
'Gloria Patri' at the end of each Psalm, always provided for
in the rubric, was not originally inserted here.
^The
(d) The order how the rest of the Holy Scripture, etc.
original provisions in this section were modified in 1871 to suit
the New Lectionary now in use. It is impossible here to compare the old with the new course or to indicate the changes
made and the principles of selection.
(e) The Calendar proper as publwhed in 1549 contained but
few commemorations and of these the only one that calls for
notice is [St. Mary] Magdalen (22nd July), because it was at
first furnished with a special Introit, Collect, Epistle, and
Gospel, but in 1552 all mention of her was removed. The bare
name, however, was restored in 1561 together with several
other names, St. Anne (26th July) among them.
The list of commemorations underwent various vicissitudes
(1561, 1604, 1662) chiefly in the way of addition, though it is not
always easy to arrive at the reasons for the selections some of
the saints are very obscure e.g., Valentine Bp., Nicomede
Mart., Enurchus(Evortius) Bp., 2 and Machutus Bp. and there
are some notable omissions (e.g., of Eastern worthies).
The following details are to be observed (1) St. Alban's day,
now 17th June, is usually the 22nd, and St. C^^prian's, now 26th
(2) the Transfiguration (6th Aug.) was not
Sept., the 14th
formally authorized in the West till 1457 (to commemorate the
;

—

—

:

deliverance of Belgrade from the Turks) it now has a proper
Collect, Epistle, and Gospel in the American l*ra\ tr Book (3)
the Name of Jesus (7th Aug.) was never a very general commemoration (4) Enurchus lip. (7th Sept) is probably a misprint for Evortius, bishop of Orleans (4lh cent.) (5) it is somewhat strange to find the Visitation (2nd July) and Nativitv o(
B.V.M. (8th Sept.) included, since her Falling asleep (isth
Aug.), a n)u<!h more general feast-day, is omitted; (6) 'O
Sapientia' (10th Dec.) marks the beginning of the series of
Advent antiphons before Christmas, tliough no provision is
made for their use in Magnificat during that season (7) K.
Charles Mart. (30th Jan.) was added in 1662 and has been
omitted without authority, since the s|>ecial senice of that day
was abolished in 1859.
These were first
(/) Tables and rules for feasts and fasts.
added inl662, probably at Cosin's suggestion. Hitherto they had
been kept according to tradition and custom only, except that
It is to be noted,
in the Calendar the vigils had been marked.
'
red letter days among the feasts are here
(1) that only the
mentioned (2) that the Friday fast is of unusual strictness,
being now only relaxed when Christmas falls on that day of the
week ; the ancient rule extended the relaxation to all Fridays
within Easter and Christmastide and those on which a feast
falls ; and (3) the distinction between fasting and abstinence (as
if the latter were less strict than the former) is to some extent
a modern (Konian Catholic) innovation.
(j) The tablen for finding Easter are too technical and
elaborate to find treatment in this article (cf. Calendar
And the same may be said about the Omamentf
[Christian]).
Rubric, that stands before the Order for Morning Prayer.i
Roughly speaking. Morning Prayer is
(h) The Daily Offices.
coujpiled from the mediaeval offices of Mattins, Lauds, and
Prime, Evening Prayer from those of Vespers and Compline,
with certain new elements added to each later. Thus the
former, from the first Lord's Prayer (with which in 1549 the
service began) to 'Te Deum,' followed the lines of Mattins and,
from the second lesson to the third collect (with which it ended),
the lines of Lauds. But Evening Prayer was made to conform
more to the new Mattins, and therefore the materials taken
from the ancient \'espers and CompUne were subjected to
rather greater changes, though here again the first part up to
Magnificat more or less corresponds to Vespers and the latter
part to Compline. The opening sentences. Exhortation, Confession, and Absolution, were added to Mattins in 1552 and to
Evensong in 1662. The concluding prayers were transferred
from the end of the Litany to their present place in 1662. Of
these the second was comjiosed in 1604 ; the others were
inserted in 1559, the first dating from 1545 (or possibly 1534)
and the third being found in the so-called ' Gelasian Sacramentary. The fourth concludes the Deacon's Litany before the
Little Entrance in the Liturgies of St. Basil and St. Chrysostom. It stands therefore suitably at the end of our Litany,
when it is followed by Holy Communion, as was originally
intended, but is less suitable at the end of Mattins and Even;

;

;

;

;

—

'

;"

'

'

—

'

'

'

song.

(t)
Quicunque vult before the Reformation had been
appointed for daily use at Prime, In 1549 it was turned into
English and ordered to be used immediately after Benedictus
on the six great festivals and in 15.'i2 seven saints' days were
added, which brought up its recitation to about once a month
throughout the year. The direction that it is to be said
instead of the .Apostles' Creed was added in 1662.
0) The Litany in its present form is perhaps Cranmer's
Any one acquainted with
greatest liturgical triumph.
mediieval litanies will appreciate the masterly skill with which
he has by various devices (such as the grouping of petitions
drawn from different sources 2 and the exercising of great
wisdom both in selection and in omission 3) turned the old forms
from barren strings of names and short petitions into an
astonishingly rich and satisfactory instrument of devotion— at all
events for occasions when humiliation of the soul and deep
penitence are timely, even if we could desire an alternative
form which should be more suitable for times of uplifting and
;

'

'

rejoicing.
As to the second part of the Litany after the Lord's Prayer,
the
it is impossible to give here a complete description of
materials of which it is built up. The first versicle, resj^onse,
and collect are taken from Luther's Litany ; the collect, how-'
'
ever, is ancient, being that in Missa pro tribulatione cordis
(Sarum) the 'Amen' has never been printed. Then follows a
section taken from a litany for Rogationtide ; it consists of
;

anthem and psalm with 'Gloria Patri'; only (perhaps by
•
accident) the repeated anthem precedes the Gloria instead
of following it, as it ought to do. The versicles and responses,'
which come next, ought properly to be sung by the clerks
they were for special use in tempore belli in the Sarum use.
'

'

:

'

'

—

:

;

But partly incorporated (much modified) in the rubrics at
the beginning of Morning Praj-er.
- Not included in the
Elizabethan Calendar (1561), but added
in 1604, perhaps because it had been Elizabeth's birthday and
therefore a pubUc holiday for some vears. Similar national or
even local reasons may have guided the selection in other cases
(e.g., St. Audrey [17th Oct.], the great E. Anglian fair-day).
1

20/

1 Much that is
reasonably and usefully to be said on opposing
views of this rubric will be found in F. C. Eeles' tract no. 17 in
^loyfbTa.y'3 Churchman's Penny Library and in G. Harford's art.
s.v. in Prayer Book Dictionary, p. 516 ff.
• Not onlv did he use the old Roman forms, but he also used
Luther's Litany (1529) and the Deacon's Litany in the Liturgy of
St. Chrysostom.
. „
j
u
of God. the
3 At first
(1544) invocations of St. Mary Mother
were retained, but
angels, blessed spirits, patriarchs, etc.,
1549 they were removed.
4 The variation in the anthem is unusual.
5 The address O Son of Da^ id probably sUnds for the onginal
Fill Dei vivi,' as if it were Fill Davldis.'

m

.

'

'

'

'

.

,
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The concluding versicle, response, and collect are freely adapted
from the Sarum Rogations. The Grace (2 Co 13) was added in
1559.

Holy Communion. — We here deal mainly with the present

(A;)

order, characterizin<; the contents seriatim as briefly as may be.
The first Lord's Prayer and the Collect for Purity appear in
the Latin rite among the private devotions of the priest before

hence perhaps comes his repeating the former
Amen and all.
The Ten Commandments have been a special feature of our

the Mass

;

'

'

alone,

service since 1552.1 Apparently they are intended to recall or
represent the Lectio Prophetica (the OT lesson) of the early
Their present use with the tenfold (instead of the
Liturgies.
former ninefold) repetition of Kyrie eleison (specially applied
to each individual soul) is a very happy inspiration of Cranmer's,
to which, in spite of certain difficulties of interpretation and
application, English Christianity owes much of its certainty as
to the true standard of good living.
The (alternative) Collects for the King, composed in 1549,
were then ordered for use after the collect of the day, not
before as now.
The Collects proper may be divided into three classes (i.)
those which belong to the pre-Reformation period, some of
them as old as the 'Leonine' or Gelasian or 'Gregorian'
books; 2 (ii.) those first issued in 1549; (iii.) those issued in
But it must be remembered that many of the older forms
1662.
have received important additions or modificatious in either
1549 or 1662 or at both dates.
As to the Epistle (during which the right position for the
people is that of sitting), it is worth noticing that out of 90
passages chosen seven are taken from Isaiah or one of the
Prophets (only one of these being for a Sunday, viz. that next
before Advent), thirteen out of the Acts, and four out of the
Revelation (of which two are from the last book for Sundays,
viz. Whitsunday and Trinity Sunday).
As to the Gosjiel (for which the rubric especially orders the
people to stand), all that need be said is that the ascription
before (' Glory be,' etc.) inserted in 1549 was removed in 1552
and was not restored in 1602, though Cosin desired it and it
had been inserted in the Scottish Offlce (1637) together with
•Thanks be,' etc., afterwards.
The rubric ordering a Sermon after the Creed is one of the
very few references to preaching during service in the Book,
the others being in the baptismal and marriage services, while
in the Ordinal the Sermon is put before the Litany instead of
The traditional and natural place for
in the usual place.
exposition or exhortation is after the reading of God's Word.
In 1549 one or more of these were to be
Offertory sentences.
sung where there be Clerks,' but this direction was removed
in 1552 and now only the saying of them by the priest is
mentioned.
The Prayer for the Church [+S{ilitant here in earth, 1552].
This portion of the Canon of 1549 was separated from the consecration of the elements and placed here in 1552 and at the
same time the Lord's Prayer,^ with which in accordance with
ancient use the Canon ended, was placed after the Communion
of the people as now, and the first of the two following prayers
was likewise cut off and put separate, as an alternative to the
Thanksgiving.
It is to be observed (1) that with the Church militant are
now included ' all thj' servants departed this life in thy faith
and fear (which is strictly inaccurate), and (2) that oblations
are generally considered to mean the sacred elements in
contradistinction to the 'alms' for the poor; but there are
grounds for holding that they more correctlj' refer to the
people's contribution to the support of the clergy or their
'

'

:

'

'

—

'

—

:

'

'

'

offerings in general.

The three Exhortations which follow are a

special feature of
our Bool originally introduced in 1549 since then they have
been subjected to many changes, and are still printed, though
but seldom used, the neeH of them having now in a large
;

measure gone.
Nevertheless, they contain much valuable
teaching and advice, though some of it has given rise to
unfortunate misunderstandings (e.g., as to the 'unworthiness of those who receive). The first is for ordinary use in
giving notice of Communion, and suggests the lines on which
private confession to a minister is desirable in the English
the second (attributed to Peter Martyr) is to be
Church
substituted when there is negligence as to attendance the
third is to be used at the Communion itself, after the communicants have been conveniently placed for the reception. No
reference to the withdrawal of non - communicants now
remains.
The section from 'Ye that do truly,' etc., down to 'We do
not,' etc., came after the Consecration and immediatelj' before
the people's Comnmnion at first (see above, p. 206). It was
'

;

;

'

'

its present much less appropriate position in 1552,
the Prayer of Humble Access being then separated from the
rest of the section by the first part of the Canon.
The Canon began with The Lord be with you,R? and with thy
but this was
spirit,' in 1549, in accordance with ancient usage
omitted in 1552. It is now much broken up, and other traces of
unobjectionable pre-Reformation beliefs and practices besides
In particular the
those mentioned have been obliterated.
With thy holy spirit and
beautiful Epiclesis of 1549 has gone
bless
and
to
these
word vouchsafe
sanctify
thy gifts and
creatures of bread and wine, that they may be unto us the body
and blood of thy most dearly beloved Son Jesus Christ.' The
directions for the manual acta, removed in 1552, were brought

removed to

'

'

'

;

'

:

back

in 1662.

of words at the people's Communion
happily combines both the forms of 1549 and 1552 and dates
from 1559 (see above, p. 206).
The second post- Communion prayer of thanksgiving was
composed in 1549 and then stood alone, but is now (since 1552)
an alternative for the prayer of oblation (see above).
The Gloria in Excelsis in 1549 occupied its ancient place
between the Kyrie and the collect, but was removed in 1552
to the end of the service and, though this position is contrary
to all precedent, it may justly be considered a fitting conclusion
to our worship.
The Blessing (1549) is likewise a distinct improvement on the
rather abrupt ending of the Roman Mass (' Ite missa est'), to
which, however, since 1604 an appendix with a short blessing
has been added, i
The last six collects, of which the first, second, and fourth
are old and the rest date from 1549, were originally appointed
for use after the offertory, when there is no Communion,' but
may now be used at other times.
(0 Holy baptism. Of the three offices now supplied the
first, as issued in 1549, was mostly derived from the ancient
services considerably modified and simplified. From the first
the use of salt and the Ephphatlia were omitted, but the chief
points then retained and now since 1552 given up are the
exorcism, the anointing, and the chrism ; the interrogations,
the sign of the Cross, and the reception into the Church are,
however, still kept. The novel feature is the insertion of the
several exhortations suggested by Luther's Baptismal Book
and Hermann of Cologne's Consultalio (1543).
A second form (for private baptism and subsequent reception
into the Church, if the child survived) also appeared in 1549
and has always been retained with such modifications (esp. in
1662) as were required to safeguard the validity of the sacrament and also to bring it into conformity with the first ofiice as

The present form

'

'

'

'

;

:

'

—

altered in 1552.
The third form (for baptism of adults)

(George
of the

Griffith,

bishop of

committee that drew

was inserted

in 1662

Asaph, being the chief member
up) to meet the growing needs of

St.
it

the natives in our 'plantations' ( = colonies) and others converted to the faith (from anabaptism, etc.). It follows the
lines of the first office with such adaptations as are appropriate,
and the rubric prefixed definitely recognizes (1) that the bishop
is ultimately responsible for the administration of the sacrament
per se vel per alium,' and (2) that fasting as well as instruction
and prayer should form part of the candidate's preparation.
The former part was drawn up and issued
()n) Catechism.
The latter part (on the
in 1549 and has not been altered since.
sacraments of the Gospel) was due to Overall, dean of St. Paul's
2
which
need rectifying,
In
of
certain
in 1603.
defects,
spite
the whole is a valuable manual of elementary instruction in
far
as
it
so
Christian doctrine,
goes.
The order in 1549 Jaegan at ' Our help,'
(n) Confirmation.
etc., and' included the signing on the fm-ehead as well as the
laying on of hands but the former of these ceremonies was
abolished in 1552 and the present prayer at the imposition of
hands substituted for the older form. The preliminary exhortation, which incorporates the sxibstance of a former rubric (and
this accounts for its complete inappropriateness) 3 together with
the bishop's question and the answer, were not added till 1662.
This addition has had the unfortunate effect of obscuring the
true meaning of the rite in the minds of many.
This office has remained without any
(o) Holy matrimony.
change of much importance since 1549. But the following are
of sufficient interest to be noted (1) a phrase in parenthesi,
after bracelets and jewels of gold given of the one to the other
'

—

—
;

—

:

'

'

'

matrimony,' after as Isaac and Rebecca in
the prayer O Eternal God,' etc., was omitted in 1552, when the
words in the rubric which suggested it were also omitted
a
ring, and other tokens of spousage as gold or silver
(2) the
phrase about the sending of thy Angel Raphael to Tobias and
Sarah the daughter of Raguel was altered to the sending of
thy blessing upon Abraham and Sarah in the prayer O God
of Abraham,' etc. (an undoubted improvement) (3) the phrase
husband' in the prayer 'O God who,' etc., was
'loving
substituted in 1662 for a quaint reference to the wifely virtues
of Rachel, Rebecca, and Sarah which had stood there hitherto
Then shall he
(4) before the address in 1549 the rubric ran
begin the Communion, and after the Gospel shall be said a
Sermon,' etc., whilst another rubric required the newly-married
persons to receive the Communion the same day. These indicafor tokens of their
'

'

:

'

;

'

'

'

'

'

;

1 In the
Nonjuror's Prayer Book (171S) Mt 22^7-*o was substituted for them. The Scottish Office (of 1764) allows these
The present
verses as an alternative for the Decalogue.
American Prayer Book (1892) allows the alternative only on
days when the Decalogue has already been recited.
2 This nomenclature is
misleading, but much of their contents
to the 5th cent, at least. The great majority of the
belongs
'
Sarum ' Collects are drawn from them.
3 The
present position of the Lord's Prayer here seems to be
in accordance with a principle of the Reformers noticeable elsewhere it occupies a similar position at Baptism, Confirmation,
Matrimony, and Burial, i.e., when the principal or essential
ceremonyhas been performed.
;

.

.

.

;

'

:

See Fortescue, p. 392 ff.
E.g., the answer does not usually contain the gist of the
question ; the unity of God is not established, and there is no
mention of the Church and its constitution.
3 See F.
H. Chase, Confirmation in the Apostolic Age,
1

2

London, 1909,

p. 13 n.
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In the Consecration of bishops the collect was added and the
present selection of Eyjistles and Gospels was made in 1062.
There has been no traditio instrumentoruin since 1552 in 1549
the bishoj) elect received the pastoral staff and the Bible was
The present vaguer injunction (to read and
laid on his neck.
be a good shepherd) was substituted in 16&2. In 155(J he was
so likewise were the bishops
to wear a surjilice and coj>e
who presenteil him (also their staffs) in 1562 no direction was
vested
with his rochet' was added
rubric
the
given
present

tions of the retention of a nuptial mass were not oblitcriiled till
address was substituted,
1662, when the present rubric before the
'
and afterwards it is only stated to be convenient (i.e. suitable)
that thev should communicate at the first opportunity.
form in
(p) Vusitatiun of the sici.— After the salutation the
'

1549 proceeded with

'Hear

(omitted 1552).

I's 1-13

made mention

us,' etc.,

of

The second

;

collect,

Peter's wife's mother, the

;

captain's servant, and Toliias and Sarah preserved from daiiijer
by the an^el, in 1549 the last reference was omitted in 1552,
and the other two in 1U02, when the prasent form was adopted.
The second part begins with an exhortation and proceeds to
an examination of the sick person with a view to his confession

;

'

;

;

in 1662.
j

he

feel

—

at Iloly Communion.
The third part consists of collect (partly old) and Psalm 71
with anthem (' O Sa\iour,' etc.) and blessintr. The commendation
to God's mercy was added in l(j02 and also the appendix (containing four well written though somewhat long occasional prayers).
A service for anointing the sick if desired, which was included
in 1549, has been omitted since 15.52.
(q) The Coiamunion of the siefc.— The present form (with
certain alterations in 1602) ha.s been in use since 1552, when
preservation of the sacrament for the sick in the modifit-d form
of 1549 was abolished.
(r) Burial of the dead.— The present form dates practically
from 1552, when the definite expressions of praj'er for the dead
and the provisions for Holy Communion made in 1549 were
omitted. The last 'collect' was originally the collect at the
Communion. The alternative Psalms were not added till 1662
and the lesson was then transferred to its present place, having
previously been read at the grave between the anthem (' I
heard a voice,' etc.) and the Lesser Litany. The Grace was

LiTKRATCRK. Of the large number of books that have been
published on the subject only some of the more practically
useful (and mostly more modern) are here mentioned.
the Welsh (only a tr. from the
(o) The Irish Prayer Book, 1877
English), 1.567 and onwards the Scottish, 1637 the Communion
has important diflerenccs which have undergone various
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

'

;

'

do. 1901

A Comini nation was

(t)

The present

was given to the service

title

in 1552,

when

was

ordered to be used at 'divers times in the year.' Its use on
Ash Wednesday was again specified as well in 1662.
The opening address advocates the restoring of the primitive
church discipline of open confession and penance, which had
gradually given way to private confession (whether occasional
or regular). The final prayer of humiliation by minister and
people is called an anthem to be said or sung in 1549. The
special form of Blessing (from Nu 624ff.) was added in 1662.
Those were first inserted in
(u) Prayers to he vsed at sea.
1062, though gome provision of the sort had been made preof
in
1644
order
by
viously
parliament.
The Preface was altered
(b) The Ordinal (see above, p 205).
in 1662 (1) better to guarantee epis-wpal ordination after the
laxity which had prevailed during the Commonwealth, (2) to
raise the age of deacons from 21 to 23, (3) to restrict the times
'

'

—

—

Ember seasons.
(1662) orders candidates for either the
diaconate or the priesthood to be decently habited.' The exact
meaning of this is doubtful probably it was intended to restore
such distinctive clerical attire (e.g., cassock, surplice, andhocxi)
as had fallen into desuetude during the Commonwealth, and
that is how it is now interpreted. In 1550 they were to wear a
in 1552 no direction is given at all.
So, too, in 1550
plain alb
the Gospel Deacon was to put on a tunicle (for which see
also the 4th rubric before Holy Communion [1549]).
But since
1552 this direction has been omitted.
The special petition in the Litany did not actually mention
either the deacon's or the priest's office till 1662 in fact the
petition was omitted altogether in 1559.
Since 1885 the Oath of the Royal Supremacy has not been
administered to either priests or deacons during the service.
The present Gospel (f^k 1233ff) at the Making of Deacons was
substituted for the Gospel of the day in 1662.
In the Orderiiuj of priests the first presentation of candidates
came after Veni Creator,' which followed the Gospel, till 1662,

of ordination usually to the

The present rubric

'

;

'

'

;

'

'

'

'

;

'

when the present arrangement was made.

The present Epistle (Eph i^«') was sulwlituted for two others,
which were alternative, in 1662.
Jn 201S9'. has been a third alternative Gospel (for priests) in
1552, but this was omitted in 1662 and is now one of three
alternatives at the consecration of bishops.
Vent Creator. The first and shorter version (in all probability by Cosin) was added in 1662 and is far superior to the
diffuse anonymous version of 1550, which has been slightly
touched up and improved since then but is verj' seldom used.

—

The Commission Receive the Holy Ghost.'— The very important addition for the Office and Work of a Priest
hands
was made in 1662.
The ancient ceremony of handing ' the chalice or cup with the
'

'

*

.

'

bread to the priests has been omitted since 1552.
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.

J.

Wordsworth, Miniitry

of Grace, do. 1901.

C. L.

—
ian).

1549.

it

;

Feltoe.
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Communion.
on Ash Wednesday only in

;

;

'

for use

W.

;

Annotated Book of Common Prayer, London, 1866 F. Procter
and W. H. Frere, Ne.to Bint, of the Book of Cummon Prayer",
Teacher's Prayer Book, ed. A. Barrv-, do. 18«2
do. 1902
Prayer Book Commentary, ed. F. E. Warren, do. 1906; J. H.
Maude, Hist, of the Book of Common Prayer, do. 1899
Leighton PuUan, Ei.'st. of Book of Common Prayer, do. 1900
E. Burridge, Liturgies and Ofices of the Church, do. 1885 W.
E. Scudamore, ii'otitia Etu:haristica'^, do. 1876 J. Dowden,
Workmanship of the Prayerbook"^, do. 1902, Further Studies in
H. B. Swete Church Services and
the Prayerhook, do. 1908
The Prayer
Service-books before the Reformation, do. 18%
Book Dictionary, do. 1912 F. E. Brightman, The English
Cranmer's Liturgical Projects, ed. Henry
Rite, do. 1915
Bradshaw Society, 1. [1915] W. H. Frere, Soine Principles
of Liturgical Reform, London, 1911 C. Gore, Body of Chritt,

added in 1662.
The title (1549) was Purification
(s) Churching of women.
In the first
of women,' altered to its present form in 1552.
rubric (1) the phrase 'decently apparelled,' added in 1662, is
a
veil, which had
thought to refer to the old custom of wearing
the words
been discarded during the Commonwealth
(2)
defined
as 'nigh
more
'convenient place' had been
carefully
unto the quire door' (1549), or nigh unto the place where the
Ps
121
was
Table standeth (1552).
(1549)
replaced by Ps 116
and the alternative Ps 127 also added in 1662. The final rubric
woman's
shows that the office is intended as the
preparation
for

;

vicissitudes (see J. Dowden, Annotated Scottish Com. Offies,
London, 1&84); the American, 1789; alterations have since been
made in 1877, 1886, 1889, and 1892.
(6) C. Wheatley, A Rational I llustratit/n of the Book of
Common Prayer, ed. O. E. Corrie, Cambridge, 1858
Palmer, Origines Liturgicce*, Oxford, 1845 ; J. H. Blunt,

;

—

—

(w) Accession service. This is now the only survivor of four
senices (see above, p. 207). The present revision, which
proviiles three separate forms, was made in 1901 and is on
sound Iiturgi<;al lines. We may note in particular the careful
way in which the method of pointing preserves the oouipoeite
character of 'Te Deum.'
(a;) The Articles of Jleligion (1571), though usually printed in
the volume, fonn no proper part of our Prayer Book.
St.ate

his conscience troubled with any
and absolution,
weighty matter (on the lines laid down also in the Holy Communion Office [see above]). Since 16(12 the sick person is to
'
'
be moved to do this ; previously it had been left to his own
The form of absolution here is naturally more
initiative.
authoritative and personal than those in the Daily Offices and
if
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(Christian)

(Ciirist-

The custom

earlier than the development of
prayers for the faithful
of history, depend
a
matter
as
departed do not,
necessarily on any particular doctrine of the interI.

doctrine. — That

mediate state between death and judgment is seen
from the fact that they existed long before the
doctrines on that subject were developed. Even
in comparatively late tmies the form of the prayers
for the departed was framed before the teaching
The only thing that the custom
wa.s stereotyped.
necessarily assumes is that the departed, or some
of them, can make progress in holiness after death
and before the Last Day.
The custom does not necessarily even assume that the
departed are conscious; for it is quite conceivable that prowas the
gress might be made by an unconscious soul. But it

the souls
practically universal belief of Christian antiquity that
of the departed, good and bad, are conscious, the belief being
based chiefly on passages such as the promise to the penitent
robber (Lk 23-i:'), the descent of our Lord to Hades (1 P 3i»f- 4«

and on the
etc.), the parable of Dives and Lazarus (Lk 16'9''^ ),
desire of St. Paul to be absent from the body and at home with
the Lord, to depart and be with Christ (2 Co 5«, Ph IM).

This article, then, will not deal with doctrines
about the intermediate stat« except so far as it is
necessary to refer to them in order to explain the
historical custom of prayers for the departed.
It was
2. Jewish background of the custom.
only in the two centuries immediately preceding
the Christian era that Jewish conceptions alx)ut
the dead were developed. But in 2 Mac 12^'"
we find prayers for the departed mentioned and
defended. For the soldiers who had fallen, when
it was discovered that under their garments were
consecrated tokens of idols and that this was the
cause of their death, their companions 'betook
themselves unto supplication, beseeching that the
and
sin committed might be wholly blotted out
Judas Maccabseus sent alms to Jerusalem to oHer
This the writer justifies,
a sacrifice for sin.
If he were not exbecause of the resurrection

—

'

;

'

:

fallen would rise again,
pecting that they that had
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were superfluous and idle to pray for the dead.'
This book is an abridgment of a lost work by Jason
of Cyrene (2^).
Jason wrote c. 150 B.C., and the
abridgment was made between that date and the
destruction of Jerusalem (A.D. 70). The passage
in question probably shows the existence among
the Jews of the custom under consideration in the
but whether Judas
2nd cent, before our ei'a
extended it beyond the limits afterwards approved
by the Christians (below, § 6) is another matter.
That Jews inscribed on their tombstones words
similar to Requiescat in pace,' and that in later
times (as at the present day) they habitually
prayed for the dead, is universally agreed ; but
the dates of the tombstones are uncertain (for the
evidence on these heads reference may be made to
Luckock, After Death?, pp. 56-65). It has often
been said that the Jews would never have borrowed
the custom from the Christians. This is a line of
argument which history shows not to be very safe
but in this case we have the evidence from 2 Mac.
for tlie early existence of prayer for the dead
among the Jews. We must not, however, push
this argument too far
the practice was, almost
certainly, not universal among the Jews at the
beginning of our era, for the Sadducees would not
have used it. And it is hazardous in any case to
say that our Lord approved everything in the
teaching of the Jews which He did not condemn.
Thfe silence of
3. Early Christian evidence.
the very earliest ages on the subject is somewhat
remarkable, in view of the fact that the custom
was in existence among the Jews. Our Lord does
not refer to it. A phrase in the Pastoral Epistles
(2 Ti P*) has been not unnaturally judged to be a
prayer for Onesiphorus after his death (see the
context, v.^* 4^'). The wording is not much more
than a pious wish
the Lord grant unto him to
find
mercy of the Lord in that day.' The lately-

it

;

'

;

;

—

'

:

discovered liturgical portion of Clement of Rome's
Epistle to the Corinthians (59-61), though it contains intercessions for the living, has none for the
departed (c. A.D. 96). The Didache (c. A.D. 120 ?)
in its prayers at the agape (or eucharist) only prays
God to remember His Church and deliver it from
evil, perfect it in His love, and gather it
together from the four winds (§ 10) a petition
which must by its wording include the whole
Church, but does not explicitly mention the
departed.
find, however, copious evidence of prayers
for the departed in the catacombs, usually in the
simple form Mayest thou live in peace, or the
like.
There are some inscriptions asking those
who come to the catacombs to pray for the deceased
person (Swete, in JThSt viii. 502). The exact
dates of these are uncertain, but they are unall

—

We

'

An inscription in Phrygia
doubtedly ancient.
the remains of the epitaph made for himself
gives
by Avircius (Abercius) Marcellus, bishop of HieroThis is also given by
polis, in the 2nd century.
other authorities, and has been restored by Lightfoot {Apost. Fathers, pt. ii., 'Ignatius and Polycarp,'* London, 1889, i. 496) ; it contains this line
'
Let every friend who observeth this pray for me '
For
(the extant inscription breaks off before this).
Perpetua's prayer for the dead at the end of the
2nd cent, see below, § 6. Tertullian {de Monogam.
10 [c. A.D. 217]) bases an argument against refor her
marriage on the fact that the widow
:

prays
have refreshment

deceased husband that he may
and fellowship in the first resurrection. Of later
writers it is necessary to mention only Eusebius,
who describes how all the people, with the priests,
prayed for Constan tine's soul after his deatn (A.D.
337

;

4.

This

Vita Const,
first

does not treat it as a novelty and for some time
we have no absolutely certain evidence of it outside
read of eucharists
the province of Africa.
for the departed on their anniversaries, as birthday honours,' in Tertullian (de Cor. 3, de Monogam.
and so in Cyprian (Ep. xxxix. [xxxiii.] 3, on
10)
the ordination of Celerinus) we read of them being
offered for the repose even of martyrs and confessors on their anniversaries (see also § 6 below).
At the end of the 3rd cent, the African Arnobius
speaks of the Christian churches (conventicula) in
which peace and pardon are asked for all
for those still living and those freed from the bond
of the bodies' (adv. Gentes, iv. 36).
Such anniversaries were apparently known to Origen, who
testifies to the reading of Codex Claromontanus in
Ro 12^* of nveLaii, 'memorials,' for xpf'^^'S) 'needs'
but some think that this passage
[of the saints]
is due to Rufinus's Latin translation and not to
Origen.^ Two references in the Canons of Hippo;

in public

—

worship.
appears in Tertullian, who, however,

'

'

We

'

;

'

'

'

.

.

.

;

TU

vi. 4 (1889),
lytus (xxxiii. [ed. H. Achelis,
§ 169 f.], and in E. Hauler's Didascaliai Apostolorum
Fragmenta Veronensia Latina, Leipzig, 1900, p.
85), which, though themselves perhaps of the 4th

yet, if so, adhere closely to a 3rd cent,
original, attest memorial eucharists for the departed
cent.,

at the time when they were written, and perhaps
In the 4th cent, memorial
100 years earlier.
eucharists are constantly attested
e.g., in the
Constitutions
(vi. 30 [c. A.D. 375]), which
Apostolic
say that they were held in cemeteries (so the
Verona Fragments, as above) in pseudo-Pionius

—

;

(Life of Polycarp, § 20 [Liglitfoot, iii. 452]), who
says that at the funeral of Bishop Bucolus (Polycarp's predecessor at Smyrna; early 2nd cent.)
they offered bread for Bucolus and the rest (we
can only take this as evidence for the 4th cent.,
when the Life was Avritten) ; in Ambrose (de
'

'

Excessu Satyri, i. 80, ii. 5, and elsewhere), who
speaks of the eucharists on the solemn anniversaries

An earlier example is in the
Leucian Acts of John, which speak of a eucharist
on the third day after death at a grave but the
date is not quite certain. Augustine describes the
eucharist at the grave when his mother Monica
was buried (Conf. ix. 32 [12]), and says that it was
a universal custom, because eucharist and alms
help the departed (S«rm. clxxii. 2). We also read
of an agape, or commemorative feast, for the
Apost.
departed (e.g.. Can. of Hipp., loc. cit.
of the departed.

;

;

44 ; see also art. AOAPE). And we
frequently read of alms being-given for the benefit
of the dead
in the Testament of our Lord (c. A.D.
350 ?) they are taken out of the deceased's possessions and given to tlie poor that he may be profited
Const,

viii.

;

(ii.

15, 23).

As the earliest written liturgies known to us are
of the 4th cent, (but see below), we cannot tell
whether the departed were prayed for at the
ordinary eucharists before that time and, indeed,
the intercessions were probably developed into
fixed forms somewhat later than the other parts
of the service (see art. INTERCESSION [Liturgical]).
In the early liturgy known as the Old Ethiopic,
which some believe to be a translation of Hippolytus's liturgy of the 3rd cent., there is no intercession given (Brightman, Liturgies Eastern and
Western, i. 189). But we find the departed prayed
for either in the
Great Intercession or in the
people's prayers given in the Testament of our
Lord, by Cyril of Jerusalem (A.D. 348), by Sarapion, bishop of Thmuis in Egypt (c. A.D. 350), in
the Apostolic Constitutions (bk. viii.), and the
Arabic Didascalia (c. A.D. 400 ?), as in all the
;

'

'

'

'

1

iv. 71).
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Origen

is

clear that the departed praj' for the living

—

e.g..

Com. in Ep. ad Bom. ii. 4. So the Testament of Abraham,
§ 14, a work probably of the 2nd cent. A.D. (ed. M. R. James, in

TS ii.

2 [Cambridge, 1892], p. 94).
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Great Liturgies of the following ages. Sarapion
also gives a prayer for the departed, to be usetl at
a funeral (§ 18).
In several of our
5. Purport of the prayers.
authorities the language is severely restrained,
as
in
the prayers being,
Sarapion, for the repose of
the departed in 'chambei's (ra/xeiots) of rest' and
for his resurrection
in the day which thou hast
ordained,' and that his transgression and sins be
not remembered (§ 18), or, as in the prayer which
follows the recitation (utto^oXtJ, lit. 'prompting') of
the names of the departed at the eucharist, for
their sanctification.
So in the Testament of our
Lord the prayer is for a i)lace of rest and remembrance (i. 23, 35). Note especially the oration of
Gregory of Nazianzus on his brother Ciesarius (c.
A.D. 369).
He prays for him that he may have an
entrance into heaven, and enjoy 'such repose as
the bosom of Abraham attords,' and 'behold the
choir of angels and the glories and splendour of
sainted men and share their joy,' etc. (§ 17).
Nothing is said of sutiering for sin. Compare also
Gregory's oration on his deceased sister Gorgonia
(§ 23).
Man}' of the Great Liturgies have an
the
prayer for' the dead
equally restrained
'
Basil
and
St.
St.
Chrysostom
Byzantine

—

'

:

'

'

(Brightman, i. 332, 388) the Greek St. Mark
(Egyptian [ib. i. 129]), which asks for them rest
and that they be made worthy of the Kingdom of
Heaven, and for us a Christian end the Coptic [ib.
i.
170), which has nearly the same language, but
'

'

;

;

somewhat

(Syrian rite
440).

the Greek 'St. James'
am[)litied
\_ib. i. 57]) ; and the Armenian [ib. i.
;

In other cases the forgiveness of the sins of the
departed is explicitly prayed for. In Arnobius we
find the first instance of this (above, § 4), though
perhaps he nreans pardon for the living and
peace for the dead. But forgiveness of sins is
emphasized by Augustine {Conf. ix. 34 f. [13]; he
is speaking of his mother ISIonica)
and so in the
Apostolic Constitutions (viii. 41: 'that God
may forgive him every sin, voluntary and involuntary'), and in several of the Great Liturgies, as in
the Syriac 'St. James' (Brightman, i. 95), the
E. Syrian 'Addai and Mari' {ib. i. 265); and in
the West in the Leonine, Gregorian, and Gelasian
sacramentaries (for the Gregorian see H. A.
Wilson's ed., Henry Bradahaw Soc. [London, 1915]
Theodoret tells us (HE v. 36) how
p. 209, etc.).
the emperor Theodosius II., when the body of St.
Chrysostom was brought to Constantinople, laid
his head against the bier and 'prayed for his
parents and for pardon on them M'ho had ignorantly
sinned, for his parents had long ago been dead.'
Augustine [Enchiridion, 29) uses the word pro'

'

'

'

;

.

.

.

'

pitiation.'
Cyril of Jerusalem had already spoKen
of propitiating our merciful God both for them
'
[the departed,
though they be sinners '] and for
ourselves' [Cat. xxiii. [Myst. v.] 10).
'

—

6. Who were prayed for.
[a) There seems to
have been a difference of opinion in Christian
antiquity as to whether all the faithful departed
should l)e prayed for, or the martyrs and great
saints should be excepted.
Cyprian (Ep. xxxix.

speaks of offering sacrifices for certain
martyrs as often as we celebrate the passions and
days of the martyrs in the annual commemoration.'
At the end of the 3rd cent., in Africa,' Arnobius
makes no limitation (see above, § 4
for all ').
In
the 4th cent, also there is no limitation in the
in
the
Testament of our Lord (i. 23, 35),
prayers
and Epiphanius of Cyprus expressly says
We make our meruorial on behalf of righteous and of sinners

[xxxiii.] 3)
'

'

'

:

:

'

on behalf

;

of sinners
praying- for the mercy of God, and on behalf of righteous and fathers and
patriarchs, prophets and
and
and martyrs and confessors, and
evangelists
apostles
bishops and anchorets and all the estate (rdvixoTos) [of man],

that

we may separate the Lord Jesus Christ from the order
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(Christian)

men by means of the honour given to him, and that
wc may render worship (aejSai) to him, remembering that the
Lord is not to be put on the same footing with any man (Hcer.

(rafeo)!) of

'

Ixxv. 8).
it seems, there was a tendency to exalt
the greatest saints to a superhuman position.
In
Syria the Apostolir Constitutions mention
assemblies in the cemeteries with lections and with
psalm-singing (i/'dXXoi'rer) on behalf of [inrip) the
martyrs and all saints who have fallen .asleep (vi.
30), and the liturgy in bk. viii. explicitl}^ says

Already,

:

'We offer to thee also on behalf of all the saints who from
the beginning have pleased thee, patriarchs, prophets, just
men, apostles, martyrs, confessors,' etc. (ch. 12).
In the era of the Great Liturgies the same feelstill survived in some Churches.
The Greek

ing

Mark' prays for rest and remembrance for
souls of the patriarchs, prophets, apostles,
martyrs, confessors, and others, including St.
'St.

the

Mark himself by name (Brightman, i. 128). In
the Byzantine rite the Greek St. Chrysostom
and the Armenian liturgy have an almost identical
»
prayer [ib. i. 387 f., 440).
On the other hand, there was a tendency in
some circles in the 4th cent, to abstain from
prayers for the martyrs and the greatest saints.
Cyril of Jerusalem, speaking of the Great Intercession in the eucharist, makes a distinction
We commemorate
first patriarchs, prophets, apostles,
martyrs, that at their prayers and intervention God would
'

'

:

'

.

.

,

receive our petition. Afterwards also on behalf of the holy
fathers and bishops who have fallen asleep before us, and, in a
all who in past years have fallen asleej) among ui,
believing that it will be a very great advantage to the souls, for
the supplication is put up, while that holy and most
awful sacrifice is presented' (Cat. xxiii. [Myst. v.] 9).

word, of

whom

Augustine [Serm. clix. 1) expressly denies that
martyrs are prayed for, though they are commemorated at the altar ; and he considers that it
is an insult (injuria) to pray for a martyr, 'to
whose prayers we ought to commend ourselves.'
And we see the same feeling in several of the
Great Liturgies in the Greek St. James' (Syrian
rite [Brightman, i. 47 f.]), the E. Syrian 'Addai
and Mari (ib. i. 264), and the Abyssinian Liturgy
The Coptic takes a middle
(ib. i. 206, 208, 228 f ).
It asks for rest and remembrance
line [ib. i. 169).
for all the great saints, including the holy Theotokos Mary,' but goes on to say

—

'

'

.

'

:

Not that we

'

are worthy to intercede for their blessedbut
that
they may in recompense intercede
our poverty and weakness.'

ness
for

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

The question depended much on whether
believed that the greatest saints
received their full reward or await

it

was

have already
it at the Last

That they have already received it is
Day.
denied by Justin Martyr (Dial. 80) and Irenseus
Tertullian (de Anima, 55, de Ees.
[Hair. V. 31).
Cam. 43) makes an exception only in the case of
the martyrs. In the 3rd cent. Origen makes no
not even the
exception [Horn, in Lev. vii. 2
apostles have yet received their joy '). So, indeed,
Augustine, though with some hesitation, makes
the Last Day the time for all the faithful to receive their complete reward (Serm. cclxxx. 5).
But gradually in the West the view prevailed
that all the great saints, whether martyrs or not,
are already reigning with Christ, and ought not
to be prayed for (for a review of belief on this
subject see A. J. Mason, Purgatory, pp. 81-96).
(b) There was a general feeling that it was of no
avail to pray for the heathen departed, for any but
the baptizea. There might, indeed, be an exception, especially in times of persecution, in the case
'

:

1 This article is not concerned with the subject of the invocation of saints but, as an illustration of the feeling expressed in
these authorities that all the faithful departed are of one class,
the
it may be mentioned that the Greek Orthodox Church at
invokes the prayers, not only of the
;

present day habitually

were espscially
saints, but of departed relatives, whether they
Alexis Khomiasaintly or not. There is a beautiful poem by
him (Birkbeck, Russia
koff, asking his dead chUdren to pray for
and the English Church, p. 21).
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of a

catechumen who desired baptism but died

before he

could receive that sacrament.
Tlie
Canons of Hijrpolytus (x., ed. Achelis, § 63) say
that catechumens are already Christians,' and so
the 7th canon of the Council of Constantinople
The former work (xix. [101]), the
(A.D. 381).
Egyptian Church Order (Sahidic, § 44), and the Testament of our Lord (ii. 5) recognize a martyred catechumen as baptized in his own blood.' But, generally speaking, only the baptized were prayed for.
for
ofier
Augustine says (Enchir. 29)
all baptized departed.'
do, indeed, read that
Perpetua prayed for her brother Dinocrates, who,
as we gather from her own words, was unbaptized,
similar case is
thougli Augustine denied this.
found in the Acts of Paul and Thecla (Swete,
JThSt viii. 502 f.). Gregory the Great prayed for
the soul of the emperor Trajan, and was warned
in a vision not again to pray for the unbaptized
But these were mere
(Lightfoot, Ifinntius, i. 5).
private speculations, which did not represent the
of
ordinary feeling
Christianity.
For those who died in wilful sin it was felt that
could
not
be
offered.
The Apostolic Conprayer
stitutions (viii. 43) say that one will never help
the wicked (daepiov), even though he gave all the
goods in the world to the poor. Augustine (de
Civ. Dei, XXI. xxiv. 2) says that prayers are not
for unbelieving and unholy dead
they are (Enchir.
29) neither for those who are very good nor yet for
those who are very bad. In the 3rd cent. Cyprian
had forbidden the eucharist to be offered for the
soul of a cert.ain person who had seriously transgressed an ecclesiastical rule and had died impenitent [Ep. 1. [Ixv.] 2, to the clergy and people at
'

'

We

'

:

We

.

.

.

A

;

Furni).
7. Early objectors to the custom.— In the 4tli
cent. Aerius, a presbyter in Fontus, the founder of
the sect named after him (it seems scarcely to have
survived his death), protested against prayers for
the departed.
learn about his history and
his views from Epiphanius, who says that he was
alive in his time {Hce.r. Ixxv. 1), and from Augustine [de Hicr. liii. ).
He had been disappointed at
not being made bisliop, and lapsed into Arianism.
other
b.e said that the eucharist'
Among
thinj^s
'ought not to be ollered for them that sleep.' He
adduced as the reason for his objection the danger
of a man leading a sinful life in the hope that he
would be saved from punishment by the prayers of
his friends.
Though Aerius is the only person in antiquity
known by name who objectecf to prayers for the
departed, there must have been others. Cyril of

We

Jerusalem says that

'

'

many held that tiiey were
profitless (Ca<. xxiii. {Myst. v.] 10) ; and the language
of Augustine [Enchir. 29) and others seems to imply
that the question was frequently debated in the
4th century.

much

Yet the objection cannot have been

pressed, for

[Serm. clxxii. 2)

Augustine
says
that the custom was universal, and Epiphanius
(Hcer. Ixxv. 8) traces it back to primitive times.^
8. Mediaeval Western views.— As doctrines about
the intermediate state developed in the West,
chiefly in consequence of the tentative suggestions
of Augustine and
visions related by Gregory
the^.
the Great, the principal aim of prayer for the
departed came to be the deliverance of souls from
a penal purgatory. The schoolmen discussed the
matter at considerable length. Their speculations
concern us here only so far as they resulted in the
This

At the time TrpocT<t>ipeiv and
clearly the meaning^.
offerre were used ahsolutely, without a substantive, as the
technical terms for celebrating the eucharist. See the present
writer's Ancient Church Orders, Cambridg-e, 1910, p. 48.
2 On the
subject of prayers for the departed reference may be
made to a learned catena of Patristic and liturgical writings (as
far as they were known in his day) by James Ussher, archbishop
of Armagh (1625-56), reprinted in the Oxford Tracts for the
1

is

Times (Tract

72,

London,

1837).

(Christian)

When
particular shape taken by the prayers.
purgatory was conceived as a place of punishment
wliose tortures differed from those of hell only in
not being eternal, it is not surprising that men's
energies were directed to the deliverance, by
prayer and alms, of their friends therefrom. Yet
the prayers of the mediaeval Latin service-books
show great restraint, and do not reHect popular
beliefs to any very large extent.
But they exhibit
a sadness which is not found in earlier rites. The
keynote to the Sarum service for the burial of the
dead is struck by tlie opening antiphon
:

Circumdederunt me gemitus mortis, dolores inferni circumdederunt me (see W. Maskell, Monuinenta ritualia Ecclesice
'

'

Anglicanai'^, Oxford, 1882,

i.

142).

The popular conceptions about purgatory
necessarily the

official

are not
the Church of
Catholic writers of

views of

Rome. According to Roman
repute, the only statement which is of faith in
that communion is that ' there is a purgatory and
that the souls detained in it are helped by the
prayers of the faithful' (Creed of Pope Pius v.).
The Council of Trent (Canoncs et Deer eta, sess.
xxii. § 2) says that the eucharist is offered for the
departed in Christ not yet fully cleansed'; and
sess. XXV. (decree on purgatory, A.D. 1563) has the
'

words just quoted from the Creed, adding 'especially the acceptable sacrifice of the altar,' and
enacting that a sane doctrine of purgatory, handed
the holy fathers and sacred councils, is
to be believed and taught.' The last Avords probably are meant to rebuke the extravagances of
some popular teaching.
9. The Church of England at the Reformation
took a middle course. In the First Prayer Book
of Edward vi. (1549) there were explicit prayers
for the departed.
But since 1552 these have been
removed from the public services the only relics
of them remaining are the petitions in the Communion Service (perhaps purposely left ambiguous)
that ' we and all thy whole Church may obtain remission of our sins,' etc., and (in the prayer for the
Church militant) that with them (the departed)
we may be partakers of thy heavenly kingdom
in
the latter case the title does not exactly correspond
with the contents of the prayer, as is sometimes
the case in the Thirty-nine Articles. In the
Burial Service there is a prayer that we, with all
those that are departed in the true faith of thy
holy Name, may nave our perfect consummation
and bliss,' etc. But, while thus removing explicit
prayers for the departed from its Prayer Book, the
Church of England declined
condemn the pracIn the original draft of art. xxii. it
tice in itself.
was proposed to do so, but the condemnatory words
were struck out (see E. C. S. Gibson, The Thirtynine Articles, London, 1897, p. 537 f.). And the
Act of Uniformity of 1552 expressly declared that
the First Book of 1549 was a very godly older,
agreeable to the Word of God and the primitive
Church.' In the Second Book of Homilies, on the
other hand, the homily on prayer repudiates
and this book is said by
prayers for the dead
art. XXXV. to
contain a godly and wholesome
doctrine,' though all its opinions are not necessarily
the official views of the Church of England. The
position of that Church is thus a mediating one.
It neither commands nor condemns the practice,
and leaves it, as far as private practice is concerned,
to the discretion of its members.
10. The Westminster Confession.
This was
adopted as a standard by the Presbyterian General
Assembly in Scotland, A.D. 1647. It takes a very
precise line on the subject now under consideration.
It says
Prayer is to be made ... for all sorts of men living, or that
'

down from

;

'

'

;

'

^

'

;

'

—

:

'

shall live hereafter
it

may

(xxi.

4).

be

known

but not for the dead, nor for those of whom
that they have sinned the sin unto death

;

'

PRAYER-WHEELS
The same statement

(with a slight tUHerence of
found in the Larger Catechism of 1648
(qu. 182), but is not contained in the Shorter
Catechism of the same date. Already in 1580 the
Scottish National Covenant, when denouncing (in
that Roman
the strong language of the day)

wording)

is

'

had repudiated among many otlier
purgatory prayers for the dead.'
for the prohibition of prayers for the
departed in the We,<itr>iiiu:ter Confession is seen in
its teaching as to the state of the faithful after
death. All progress after death is denied. After
saj-ing that at death man's soul does not die nor
sleep, it goes on
The aouls of the righteous, being then (at death] made perAnticlirist,'
'

things

liis

The reason

:

'

fect in holiness, are received into the highest heavens, where
tliey behold the face of Uo<l in light and glory, waiting tor the
full redemption of their bodies : and the souls of the wicked are
cast into hell. . . . Besides these two places for souls separ-

ated from their bodies, the Scripture acknowledgetb none'
(xxxii.

1).

the wording of the Larger CateThe well-known words of the
Shorter Catechism (qu. 37) are
'The souls of believers are at their death made perfect in

Very similar

chism

(qu.

is

86).

:

and do immediately pass into glory; and their bodies,
being still united to Christ, do rest in their g^ves till the
holiness

resurrection.'

This may be taken to be the general teaching,
not only of Presbyterians, but of a large number
of other Protestant communities throughout the
world. Luther, however, favoui'ed the practice
of praying for the departed (see S. C. Gayford,
The Future State, London, 1903, p. 58).
The teachII. The Eastern Orthodox Church.
ing of this Church remains much the same with
regard to prayer for the departed as that of the
Greek Fathers of the 4th and 5th centuries. It is
remarkably cautious in refusing to dogmatize. The
eminent Russian layman, Alexis Khomiakofi",
remarks (Birkbeck, p. 217 f.)

—

:

Each person owes his prayers ou behalf of all, the living and
the dead, and even those who are as yet unborn.
We do not
acknowledge purgatory, that is the purification of souls by
sufferings from which they may be redeemed by their own
Who will forbid us to pray [God]
works or those of others.
to glorify his saints and to give repose to his elect?' (see
'

.

.

above,

.

.

.

.

§ 6).

The

On

Duty of Parish
Priests (§ 16 [Blackmore, Doctrine of the Russian
Church, p. 281]) says that we ought to pray for the
departed in the hope and faith of the resurrection
of them that sleep, and bases this teaching on
Bar 3^'-, 2 Mac 12"*-, and on apostolic and primitive tradition.
The Synod of Jerusalem (or Bethlehem, A.D. 1672) went farther than Khomiakofi'
and most Eastern theologians would approve.
'The doctrine of purgatorial fire has never been
recognized or admitted in the Eastern Church
but the
(Duckworth, Greek Manuals, p. 63)
Synod, which was held at a time when the Eastern
Church was largely under Roman influence, pronounced in favour of some sort of punishment in
purgatory for a certain number of sinners, and
affirmed that they are released by God's goodness
in answer to the prayers of priests and the benefactions done in the name of the departed by their
of
kinsfolk,' and that for this the eucharist is
but the time of their, release we
especial avail'
know not (ib. p. 64 f.). On the other hand, Archbishop Philaret of Moscow, the author of the
Longer Catechism of the Russian Church in its
present form, denies that there is such a thing as
purgatory in which souls have to pass through
fiery tomienta in order to prepare them for blessedness (Headlam, Tenrhing of the Russian Church,
And the Catechism itself (Blackmore,
p. 17).
p. 98 f
says nothing of any punishment even for
those who have died without having had time to
bring forth fruits worthy of repentance, but affirms
that they may be aided towards the attainment of
treatise

official

the

'

;

'

'

'

;

'

.

)
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a blessed resurrection by prayers, eucharists, and
works of mercy offered for them. It .says of all
the rigliteous dead that they
are in light and
rest with a foretaste of eternal happines-s," wliile
tlie wicked
are in a state the reverse of this
the
righteous do not attain to perfect happiness till the
resurrection of the body.
12. The Separated Churches of the East— The
'

'

'

;

ser^'ice-books of tliese communities have already
been dealt with, in reference to prayer for the
departed (§§ 5, 6).
may, however, in conclusion notice a
very remarkable custom which is
found among both tlie Armenians and the E. Syrians
(Nestorians), namely that of animal sacrifices.
These seem to be properly memorials of the dead
(for the custom among the E. Syrians see A. J.
Maclean and W. H. Browne, The Catholicos of the
East, London, 1892, p. 334 ; for the Armenians
see F. C. Conybeare and A. J. Maclean, Rituale

We

Tliis
Armenoi-uin, Oxford, 1905, pp. 54-60).
custom appears to be a curious survival of
paganism.
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—
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JTfiSt viii. [1907] 500 ff. ; H. M. Luckock, After Deaths,
London, 1881; E. H. Piumptre, The Spiritg in Prison^, do.
F. G. Lee, Christian Doctrine of Prai/er for
1886, ch. ix. f.
the Departed^, do. 1876 ; F. E. Brightman, Liturgies Kastem
and Western, i., Oxford, 1896 (for the Eastern lituixies);
W. E. Scudamore, art. Obsequies of the Dead,' in DCA
P. J. Toner, art. 'Dead, Prayers for the," in CE iv. 663 ff.;
R. W. Blackmore, Doctrine of the Rtissian Church, Aberdeen,
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'

;

;

;

PRAYER-WHEELS

(or 'magical wheels').—
This name is applied to wheels or cylinders which
are made to revolve in the expectation of spiritual
or magical profits.
Sometimes they are actual
wheels, hung in a temple and turned by hand or
by means of a cord. To this category belong the
small metal wheels fixed in the wooden pillars
at the entrance of certain Japanese pagodas.^
Such also are the so-called wheels of fortune,'
suspended from the ceiling or attached to the
pillars of some Breton churches.
Worshippers
are allowed to turn these on payment of a few
pence for behoof of a saint whose image is placed
and wliich bears the name of Saint of
alongside,
the Wheel' (Santic-ar-rod). The Japanese wheels
have metal rings, which slide along the spokes and
make a silvery soiuid. The Breton wheels produce the same effect by means of the small bells
with which they are decorated. The use of these
instruments is of long standing in the Church.
According to the Monasticon Annlicanuin, St.
Etlielwold, bishop of Wincliester in the loth cent.,
introduced into his cathedral a wheel of gilt metal,
all covered with little bells (' tiutinnabulis plenam'),
which was made to revolve on saints' day-*, to
increase the devotion of the faithful ('ad majoris
excitationem devotionis').^
Among the ancient
Greeks the grammarian Dionysius of Thrace notes
the wheels which are revolved in the temples of
the gods.'^ Plutarch and Heron testify to their
in Egyi)tian temples of a late period,
Eiresence
'lutarch makes them a sjonbol of the instability
of human things,^ Heron an instrument of purifi'
Below the colonnade of the Egyptian
cation
temples are placed movable bronze wheels, which
are turned by tliose entering, in the belief that the
bronze purifies.''
'

'

'

:

1

See illustration in Simpson, The Buddhist Prating- Wheel,

p. 116.
*

Monasticon Anglicanum, ed.

VV.

p. 104.
3

ap. (31em. Alex. Strcm. v. p. 568.

5

Veterum Mathematicorum Opera,

Dugdale, London, 1655,
*
JVunui, xiv.
Paris, 1693, p. 220.
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Again, the instruments used may be cylinders,
or rather cylindrical boxes, containing texts or
sacred objects. Such are the praying-mills, which
have assumed special importance among the BudThe smallest ones are bobdhists of the North.
bins, often of silver, attached to a wooden handle,
which the lamas by a slight movement of the
wrist keep steadily revolving for whole days,

while they repeat the invocation engraved on the
surface generally the famous formula, Oin mani
*
Other
padme Hilrh, O the jewel in the lotus
cylinders, of a larger size, generally of wood
painted in bright colours, are to be seen in the
Passers-by make them
vicinity of the lamaseries.
revolve by means of a handle which returns to the
hand, making a bell ring several times. As many
as 300 of these wheels may be found, placed side
by side like barrels in a beer-cellar.^ Some are of
such a size that it requires several persons to set
them in motion. The traveller Gerard saw one at
the monastery of Sunura which carried 108 lighted
lamps. Others contain shrines, images, and prayers,
and occasionally a number of manuscripts. Each
revolution confers on the worshipper the same
spiritual benefits as the reading of all the texts.
Miss Gordon Gumming found some in Japan which

—

'

!

—

were veritable libraries 'circulating libraries,' as
William Simpson wittily called them.^ Gabriel
Bonvalot mentions havmg encountered, in the
monastery of Dotou, 100 large bobbins, each conAs a few minutes
taining 10,000 invocations.
suffice to revolve the whole in succession, one may
thus rapidly gain the benefit of the indulgences
attached to the recitation of 1,000,000 formulae.*
In the Himalayas these mills are often erected
above a rusliing stream, which turns unceasingly
a wheel with blades dipping into the water. It
appears that the merit mechanically engendered
by these applications of natural forces goes to increase the karma of those who constructed the
apparatus. E. R. Huc,^ Gilmour, and W. W.
Rockhill' report that among the Mongols there
are mUls made of paper and hung in the tents over
the fireplace in such a way that they may be
set in motion by the displacement of the heated
air.

Such is the fashion in which the Buddhists of
the Northern school have materialized the wheel
of the Law,' the Dharmac/iakra, the chain of
causes and effects. There is no mention of prayNor
ing-mills in the oldest Buddhist treatises.
are these instruments known among the Buddhists
of the South.
Nevertheless the symbol of the
wheel was in very early times held in high esteem
by the followers of the Buddha. It is to be seen
on Buddhist monuments prior even to the first
The
appearance of the image of the Master.
v-lieel figures in the oldest Buddhist sculptures, in
the place of honour upon altars, where it receives
A. Cunningham
the homage of the faithful.^
supposed that it represented the Buddha himself.''
But it is more probable that it personified his
teaching, the wheel which lie set in motion for
the salvation of humanity,' by the revelation of
the Four Great Truths in his famous sermon at
Benares.
'

'

1

J. Gilmour,
2 P. 21.
3

A(yross

monde,
*
8

the Mongols,

Ixii.

JRGS for May,

8 J.

London,

London, 1891,

n.d., p. 164.
ii.

170

tr.,

London

[1852], vol.

i.

ch. ix.

of translation

in

space, has

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

!

that the praying-mills must turn in the direction
followed by the sun.'
On the principle of imitative magic, to revolve
the wheel in the apparent direction of the sun's
course is to facilitate or assure the beneficent
movement of the sun, and thus to secure general
luck, as in the similar case of circumambulation
Hence the popular customs, described by
(q.v.).
Mannhardt'" and Gaidoz," in which the inhabitants of certain districts in Germany, France, and
England may be seen driving a wheel, sometimes
set on fire, across the fields. As Mannhardt maintains, this is simply a solar charm, intended to
secure an abundant harvest.
Finally, mention must be m5.de of certain forms
of rattles used by the inhabitants of New Mexico.
In so far as they are magical instruments, they
resemble in construction the invocation-cylinder,
but they belong to quite a different symbolism.
L1TERATUR8. — C. F. Gordon Gumming, 'The Wheel as a

—

—

Symbol in Religion,' in Scribner's Monthly, xxii. [1881] 733
William Simpson, The Buddhist Praying-Wheel, London,
1896 H. Gaidoz, Le Dieu gaulois du soleil et le symbolisme
de la roue,' in RA iii. iv. [1884]; Goblet d'Alviella, 'MouUns
h. priferes,' in Revue de VUniversiti de
Bruxelles, 1897, and Les
Roues symboliques de I'ancienne Egypte,' in Bulletin de I'Academie royale, Brussels, 1899.
GOBLET D'AlVIELLA.
flf.

Topes, London, 1854, p. 352.

pi.

;

'

;

'

1 This identification is
questioned by Percy Gardner, who
reproduces the coin in his Indian Coins in the British Museum,
Greek and Scj'thic Kings of Bactria and India,' London, 1886,
'

Lucretius,

* J.

a894] 22 f.).

R»r. Nat.

v. 434.

Grimm, Teutonic Mythology,

701 f.
1882-88,
5 J.
Rhys, Celtic Heathendom'^',
8 V. vi. 66.

1894, p. 303.

1.

Bhusa

movement

everywhere been one of the images most frequently employed to represent tne sun. The
latter is called by the Latins rota altivolans,^
in the Edda
the beautiful wheel {fagravel),* by
the Celts the luminous wheel {roth fail),^ and
the Bigveda invokes the god who directs
the
golden wheel of the sun.'* The wheel thus becomes the symbol of the regular course of the sun,
and consequently of the celestial or cosmic order,
the rita. Another passage of the Rigveda ' speaks
of it as the immortal wheel which nothing stops,
on which all existence depends.' It was this symbolism that the Buddhists applied to their wheel
of the Law,' with its thousand spokes, the Dharmachakra, that wheel which not by any Sahmana
or Brahman, not by any god, not by any Brahma
or Mara, not by any one in the universe can ever
be turned back * All observers agree in stating

tr. J. S.

Stallybrass,

London,

ii.

F«rguB8on, Tree and Serpent Worship, London, 1888,
figr.

implies a

(SBE xli.

Tour du

;

Hoerkes or HQvichka this monarch holds in his
hand a spindle-shaped object in which some have
On the
thought to recognize a praying-mill.^
other hand, William Simpson has found in the
Brahniana
a
text
which
shows
beSatapatha
yond question that the Brahmans revolved chariotwheels horizontally around a stake fixed in the
ground, while they chanted a hymn from the
Samaveda in honour of the sun -god Savitri.*
What was the original purpose of this rite?
The wheel, which has a round shape, and which

pi. xxvii. no. 16.
2 V. i. 5. 2
3
de

[1891] 390.

Travels in Tartar y, Eng.

xlili.

T

Among

Thibet, Eng. tr.,

We may suppose that the Buddhists have combined their symbolism of the wheel with a magical
rite previously practised either by the Scythian
races of Central Asia or by the Brahmans of
Northern India. In support of the former of these
conjectures use may be made of the circumstance
that on a coin of the Indo - Scythian king

9 J.

7 V.

i.

164.

London, 1892,
8

p. 214.

SBE xi.

[1900] 168

Edkins, Religion in Chind^, London, 1878, p. 238.

10

RA

11

Der Baumkultus,

III.

iv.
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Berlin, 1875, p. 510.
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Christian (J. Stalker), p. 215.
Jewish (H. Hirschfeld), p. 220.
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PREACHING

The early
i.
(Christian).
the accounts of Christian worshijj in the NT, especially in the Epistles to
the Corinthians, it can be gatliered that great
liberty of prophesying was allowed in the meetings
of the primitive Christians, although there was a
general tuiderstanding that the prompting to speak
should come from the Spirit of God. As early as
the Didache the 'propliets' are mentioned as a
separate class, the members of which wandered
from commimity to community in the exercise of
Church.

— Fnmi

;,

their gift
but already their inspiration was so far
from being above suspicion that the churches were
coming to be better satisfied with any authentic
light they could receive from their own elders than
with the illumination allbrded by those wandering
stars. This tendency was increased by the growing
sense of the inexhaustible treasures of wisdom and
spiritual power lodged in the Holy Scriptures the
canon of which was gradually forming. From the
synagogue the Church had inherited the practice
;

of reading aloud the sacred writings and attaching
When
to this reading the word of exhortation.
the Christian community had the whole of the NT
and the OT thus to draw upon, it could not lack
the bread of life, if a moderate amount of attention
or skill were given to the application of what had
been read to the life of the individual and the community. At all events the first form of preaching
was homiletical, a homily being a running commentary on a passage read. This is known to have
been the form of instruction given at the lirst
college for the training of preachers, the Catechetical School of Alexandria, of which Clement and
Origen were the shining lights. Many of Origen's
homilies have come down to us and they show
how boundless a thesaurus of truth he was sensible
of possessing in the Word of God, though the
;

heritage left by him to succeeding ages was sadly
vitiated
by the introduction of the allegorical
method, which tempted nimble wits into excessive
ingenuity, but, in incompetent hands, could make

almost any passage of Scripture mean almost anything.

During the first 300 years of its existence Christianity, in spite of the persecution to which it was
subjected, made more rapid progress than it has
ever done since yet tlie names of outstanding
preachers, after the death of the apostles, are so
;

it cannot have been by this means that
was gained. It Avas ratlier by a kind of
preaching which has been too little practised in

lew that
success

subsequent centuries, but will have to be rediscovered if the world is to be fully evangelized. At
the Hrst the gospel was so intense a blessedness
that no one who lieard it with faith could keep the
secret to himself.
Neighbour told it to neighbour,
slave to fellow-slave the sailor carried it to every
;

shore visited by his ship, and tlie soldier communicated it even to the enemy whom he had conquered
on the field of battle. Justin Martyr, after becoming a Christian, continued to wear tlie philosopher's
cloak, because this gave him access to those to
whom he talked the gospel, and the verb to
talk is a good name for preaching in the NT.
2. The Middle
Ages. When, at the beginning
of the 4th cent.,
Christianity was adopted as the
religion of the Roman empire, there immediately
took place a great revival and extension of preaching for it was no longer necessary to confine such
testimony to the places where the myrmidons of
'

'

'

'

—

;

(D. S.

Margolioutii),

p. 221.

persecution could not find the worshippers, but,
under imperial auspices. Christian places of worship, of growing size and magnificence, rose all
over the empire.
The first Christian emperor
himself set an example of preaching, like a wellknown imperial figure of the present day ; and, as
at least one of his efi'orts has come down to us, we
can judge of their quality for ourselves. It is by

no means bad jjreaching for an emperor. Even
the apostate Julian, who attempted to restore
heathenism, betrayed his consciousness of the
importance of preaching by exhorting his priests
to make sermons with the pagan myths for texts
and by setting an example himself.
But his
attempt was very soon at an end and in the
courts of the Christian emperors by whom he was
succeeded preachers and i)reaching held a con;

spicuous place. The more famous became as much
topics of conversation at court as favourite
charioteers or actors had been before and in the
sunshine of imperial favour preaching attained to
a notable development. The 4th and 5th centuries
contain many outstanding names, the greatest of
which in the East is that of Chrysostom, in whose
hands the homily was transmuted into an oration,
which the hearers applauded in church, as they
might a speech in a political meeting. In the
West the greatest preacher was Augustine, whose
sermons, being addressed to audiences of fishermen,
were more simple and practical. But the first
impression made by even the greatest sermons of
that age is, how much the long continued exegesis
of the Scriptures through the Christian centuries
has benefited congregations for, in explaining the
book of Acts, e.g., the humblest preacher has now
within easy reach materials far more true to the
text and useful to the people than were at the
command of even a genius like Chrysostom, who
has left lectures on this book of Scripture.
Many other names of the period could be
mentioned, such as Gregory and Basil in the East
and Ambrose and Hilary in the West, to show
that this was a great age for preaching and it has
another sign of distinction in the appearance of
books on the preacher's art, both Chrysostom and
;

;

;

Augustine having produced examples of

this species
of literature.
But it was not long before the
descent of the barbarians from the north, and then
the pressure of Muhammadanism from the east,
nearly squeezed the life out of the Church, and
preaching, like the other functions of her life, was
Yet
reduced for centuries to the lowest terms.
this was the time when monasticism arose and

spread with extraordinary rapidity over the
Church, occupying territory from which it has
never since been wholly dislodged ; and in the
monasteries and nunneries preaching obtained a

new sphere of influence. Monks and nuns nmst
often, in the centuries that followed, have been
unusually intelligent and sympathetic hearers, and
the opportunities thus opened up to a spiritual
and gifted preacher may be inferred from the
relation of Staupitz to the youthful Luther ; for
this worthy, who was inspector of monasteries in
the district of Thuringia, must have made use of
preaching as one of his ordinarj' activities. A
still more attractive aspect of the preaching of the
Dark Ages is that of the missionaries for, in spite
of its repellent features, this was one of the great
eras of missionary progress, when, issuing from
the monasteries of Great Britain and Ireland, the
;
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heralds of the Cross not only evangelized the tribes
who had occupied the countries of S. Europe, but
carried the gospel to the inhospitable regions of
the north out of which the invaders had come.
Names like those of St. Columba and St. Patrick,
St. Columbanus and St. Gall, are worthy of everlasting remembrance, and in the remains of St.
Boniface, in some respects the greatest of them all,
Ave can still see for ourselves the kind of message

with which they operated. It was a message of
realism and terror; for the conditions were very
rude with which the missionaries had to deal. Sin
was then the chief theme of the pulpit, because
there was abounding iniquity in the world ; and it
Avas not for centuries yet that preaching learned
to deliver in its fullness the gracious message of
deliverance from sin.
It was in the reaction from Muhammadanism
that the sound of a new era of preaching began to
be heard in the atmosphere of Europe. Peter the
and the
Hermit preached the first Crusade
preacher of the second Avas no less a personage
than St. Bernard, usually reckoned the greatest
preacher of the Middle Ages, although the sermons
for Avhich he is most famous those on the Song of
Solomon belong not to popular oratory but to the
preaching of the monastery. The tendency, hoAvever, to consider the multitude had, as Avell as the
romanticism of the Crusades, a place in the movements Avith Avhich the names of St. Francis and
St. Dominic are identified.
Preaching Avas one of
the principal instrumentalities made use of by
and
reformers
even in our time, in
both of these
Roman Catholic countries, it is a red-letter day in
the history of a country congregation Avhen a
stranger in the graceful garb of the Dominican
order rises in the pulpit, as a A'isitor, to occupy the
of the ordinary incumbent.
Among the
Slace
'ranciscan preachers Antony of Padua and Berthold of Regensburg are the foremost. The matter
of preaching Avas adapted for presentation to the
general mind through the labours of the School'

'

;

—

—

;

men, not a

Avhom were themselves famous
and, after these had had their day, the

feAV of

preachers ;
hardness of their doctrine was softened in the
atmosphere of the mystics, Avho gave to the pulpit
some of its A'ery greatest names, such as Eckhart
and Tauler. The chapters of the Imitatio Christi
preserve the exquisite blossom and flower of monastic preaching at its best.
Immediately before the
3. The Reformation.
Reformation preaching suffered in most parts of
the Church a sad decline. In many quarters there
was hardly any preaching at all, the Christian

—

mere pagan round of
forms and ceremonies, pilgrimages and penances.

religion being reduced to a

In vain did councils summon the clergj^ to their
duty for the higher clergy, Avho presided in such
assemblies, Avere themselves the most remiss in the
discharge of this function, and the lower clergy
were too deeply sunk in ignorance to be equal to
the task. The description of the preaching of the
time given in Thomas McCrie's Life of John Knox
is not exaggerated, and it may be applied Avithout
hesitation to the rest of Christendom.
It is difficult for us to conceive how empty, ridiculous, and
wretched those harangues were which the monks delivered for
;

'

Legfendary tales concerning the founder of some
religious order, his wonderful sanctity, the miracles which he
performed, his combats with the devil, his watchings, fastings,
flagellations the virtues of holy water, chrism, crossing, and
exorcism the horrors of purgatory, and the numbers released
from it by the intercession of some powerful saint these, with
low jests, table-talk, and fireside scandal, formed the favourite
topics of the preachers, and were served up to the people instead
of the pure, salutary, and sublime doctrines of the Bible {The

sermons.

;

;

;

'

Warks of Thomas McCrie, new

ed.,

Edinburgh, 1855,

i.

11).

Erasmus that Ave see most
both the ludicrous and the deplorable
but, in
aspects of the preaching of the time
It is in the writings of

clearly

;

(Christian)

Ecclesiastes, one of the Avorthiest of his books,
this great Humanist exhibited the image of Avhat,
The Rein his opinion, a preacher ought to be.

formers before the Reformation, especially Wyclif,
Hus, and Savonarola, revealed popular talent in
the pulpit, and in the last-mentioned especially
the gift rose to the prophetic strain.
The Reformation Avas a crowning era in the
Innumerable abuses were
history of preaching.
pushed aside, Avhich had been preventing the
pulpit from having its chance. The Word of God
Avas exalted above all other authorities, and it Avas
not only heard Avith neAV fullness and force from
the pulpit but put into the hands of the common
man, in his OAvn tongue, so that he could bring
Avhat he heard to the judgment of the laAV and the
testimony. The Reformers had themselves passed
through the great experiences of the soul, and they
spake that Avhich they knew and testified that
which they had seen. Among the people there
was the most extraordinary appetite for the neAV
message, the more prominent among the preachers
being called on to preach every day, and no limit
being put to length. In Luther there Avere accumulated all the elements of a great preacher learn-

—

men, humour, homeTo this day the
liness, indignation, spirituality.
best of his discourses have not lost the freshness of
their prime, and everyAvhere in them the music of
free grace sounds like the tinkle of a hidden Avell.
Zwingli was more of the orator, bringing into the
ing, experience,

knowledge

of

movement the treasures of tiie Renaissance,
but his testimony to the neAv truth is also clear
and strong. Calvin excelled in the exposition of
the Scriptures, and his great dogmatic Avork, the
Institutes, SAvelled, in the course of his lifetime,
to five times its original size just because he
ncAv

the successive editions the best
things gathered from the Word through incessant
preaching and lecturing. John Knox applied the
examples of the Bible to the problems of the passing hour and the English ambassador, in a letter
to Queen Elizabeth's Chief Secretary of State, bore

croAvded into

;

to

him

this testimony

:

assure you, the voice of this one man is able in one hour to
life in us than five hundred trumpets continually
blustering in our ears' (McCrie, Life of Knox, p. 17S).
'

I

put more

In all the countries in Avhich the Reformation
took any hold there arose preachers of power,
Avhose names are cherished to this day as household Avords, and in many cities and toAvns men of
the second or the third rank atose, Avho directed
the course pursued by their fellow-citizens and left
a name still identified Avith the scenes of their
Tlie pulpit had the making of the
labours.
people's convictions, the moulding of their manners,
and this conthe direction of their education
tinued for generations, in some places more and in
;

others less visibly.

The

—

Puritan era and after. In England, in
such early names as Hugh Latimer,
Nicholas Ridley, and John Hooper, the effective
Reformation was long in commencing but, Avhen
it began, it produced the same appetite for preaching and there Avere not Avanting those capable of
In the Long
satisfying this spiritual hunger.
Parliament it Avas quite an ordinary practice to set
time apart for the hearing of sermons, and days of
humiliation or thanksgiving were frequent, in
which not only sermons an hour long but even
prayers of like extent Avere the order of the day.
To satisfy such a critical assembly can have been
no ordinary responsibility ; but, if eA^er there Avas
a dynasty of gi-eat preachers in England, it was in
this age.
On the Puritan side Avere such names as
Thomas Cartwright, Richard Sibbs, Richard
Baxter, John Owen, John Bunyan, John Howe,
4.

spite of

;

;

Thomas Goodwin, and Thomas Adam

;

and

for
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intellectual ^rasp, mastery of Scripture, spiritual
these men have
analysis, and constructive skill
never been surpassed. He who is in search of the
substance of Christian truth can turn to their
works still with the certainty of finding in abun-

dance that which he is seeking, lint, with few
form
exceptions, they were as defective in literary
and grace of utterance as they excelled in solidity.
What, however, was lacking in them was supplied

—

rivals
the Cavalier
their
of the period, such as Richard Hooker,
olin Donne, Joseph Hall, Thomas Fuller, and
Sreachers
in

abundance by

Whether it was that these hail
audiences to preach to less hungry for the bread
of life than those who listened to the Puritans, or
whether it was due to a marked difl'erence of
natural endowments, it is undeniable that these
are as exuberant in all the graces which make style
and literature as the others are deficient in them
and yet it cannot l)e said that there is any lack of
substance in their discourses. On the contrarj',
although the ornamentation is sometimes excessive,
the Cavalier divines, as well as their rivals, were
great exponents of Cliristian truth and experience.
So great a revival of religion as Puritanism
could not be confined to the British Isles and on
the Continent the stirring of the dry bones first
appeared in Holland, where the signal of the new
movement was the emergence of what is called the
Federal Theology. This is usually fathered on
Cocceius, a native of Bremen and a professor at
Franeker and Leyden but it is certain that the
conception of revealed religion as a series of covenants belonged earlier to the Puritan thinkers, as,
indeed, it is developed in the documents of the
Westminster Assembly, which were in existence
before the publication of Cocceius' renowned
From Holland the revival
treatise on the subject.

Jeremy Taylor.

;

;

;

movement spread to Germany, where its principal
representative was Philipp J. Spener, court preacher
but it is
successively at Dresden and Berlin
known that he was influenced in youth by Puritan
authors, especially by Richard Baxter, whose
Beformed Pastor has been an inspiration to
preachers and pastors in all parts of the Christian
world. Spener was only the most outstanding of
many preachers of the Pietistic order, the names
;

of

some

whom,

of

like

A. H. Francke,

J.

A.

Rambach, have taken their
places among the worthies of the Church universal.
Out of the Pietistic movement issued directly the
Moravian Church, whose founder, Count von Zinzendorf, and his successor, A. G. Spangenberg, were
noted preachers who have communicated their

Bengel, and

J.

J.

inspiration to many successors in their small
but active community. To the Moravian Church
John Wesley owed his experience of the gosjiel ;
and the same may be said of his coadjutors, Charles
These were
Wesley and George Whitefield.

who shook

not only England but
America to the heart, and they have transmitted
fire
to
sacred
iimumei'able
successors not only
the
in the denominations founded by them but far
beyond. Though the Established Church was not
preachers

able to retain their services, there arose witliin it
many who imitated their methods and reproduced
and the succession of Evangelical
their spirit
;

divines, reaching

from John Newton down through

Charles Simeon to the shining lights of this section
of the Church at the present day, may all be
An
looked upon as derived from this source.
original step on the part of Wesley and Whitefield
was preaching in the open air and, in the churches
founded by them, lay-preaching has been a promi;

nent feature, with memorable effects not only on
the community but on the character of the preachers
themselves (cf. also art. Laity, § 7).
Charles li. was not without a taste for preach-
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and a curious letter has survived in which,
before a visit to Cambridge, he lays down the law
that the university preachers must refrain from
reading their discourses, as the extempore style,
to wliich he had been accustomed whilst living
abroad, was more in harmony with the royal mind.
But the recoil from Puritanism soon became so
universal that anything like enthusiasm in the
as vulgar, and the quenchpulpit was looked upon
ing of the fire soon proceeded from form to subing,

stance, the tone of belief becoming lukewarm and
the distinctive message of the gospel being forPreachers formed their style on that of
gotten.
Addison, and many a sermon hardly attained to
the warmth of an article in the Spectator. The
model preacher of the time was Archbishop
Tillotson, and even in the chapels of the Dissenters
cold respectability held sway, although there were
not wanting figures like Isaac Watts and Piiilip
Doddridge to keep alive the memory of a better
The Latitudinarianism of England had its
time.
equivalent in the Moderatism of Scotland, whose
apostles were such men as William Robertson,
Hugh Blair, and 'Jupiter' Carlyle, as well as in
the rationalism of Germany, which was represented

one extreme by the vulgarity
Bahrdt and at the other by the eloquence
von Mosheim.
The 19th century. (a) Britain.— AW his-

in the pulpit at the

of K. F.
of J. L.
5.

—

torians of preaching are agreed that the 19th cent,
has been an epoch of unsurpassed maturity and
productiveness. It has been a peinod when the

human mind

has blossomed in every direction, and
preaching has both enriched itself from the progress
of investigation and discovery and risen to the
demands coming from every side. The most native
impulse has been that of the Evangelical Revival,
and this has been visible in its purest form in
Scotland, where, at the beginning of the century,
the movement was received into the mighty mind
of Thomas Chalmers, taking on there a form of
singular benignity and dignitj-, which has never
since ceased to hold the heart and mind of his
Indeed, at the end of a
fellow-countrymen.
century it is more in possession than ever, there
being hardly any preachers of note at present who
do not look up to Chalmers with veneration or are
not proud of the name of Evangelicals. Chalmers'
ovm eloquence was believed by the best judges of
the time to be not inferior to that of the very
greatest masters of the oratorical art in any a^^e
and his coadjutors in the ecclesia.stical conliict,
such as R. Murray McCheyne, Robert S. Candlish, Thomas Guthrie, Robert Buchanan, were
all
preachers possessed of popular gifts and
The Establishment from which
spiritual power.
these seceded, however, continued to produce
preachers of eminence, such as Norman Macleod,
;

Caird,
George Matheson, and James
The United Presbyterian Church,
MacGregor.
which had originally sprung from the gospel
preaching of the brothers Erskine, had such outstanding names as John Cairns, Robertson of
Irvine, John Ker, and W. M. Taylor, who, how-

John

ever, rendered his principal service in America.
The English Presbyterian Church, in spite of its
limited size, was rich in gifts, having such names
as Edward Irving, James Hamilton, J. Oswald

Dykes, and W. G. Elmslie.
In England there was much more variety. The
Evangelical school in the Church of England had
a nursery for talents in the Church of Simeon at
Cambridge and in the Keswick Movement it has
have been
produced speakers whose messages
;

carried to all parts of the world.

The same views

have had much more powerful intellectual representation in such Congregational preachers as
Tliomas Binney, R. W. Dale, and Joseph Parker.
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The Methodists had such

distinguished

names

as

Richard Watson, Jabez Bunting, W. M. Punshon,
But the Baptists,
J. H. Rigg, and W. B. Pope.
for their number, were the most fruitful of all,
with such celebrities as Robert Hall, Alexander
Maclaren, and C. H. Spurgeon, who held an
archiepiscopal position during the latter half of
the century among the Dissenters of the world.
In sharp distinction from the Evangelical school
rose the Broad Church at Oxford and, although
its predominance did not last long, it yielded some
fine fruits in the pulpit, such as A. P. Stanley,
above all, F. W. Robertson
Charles
Kingsley, and,
of Brighton, whose sermons were probably the
most widely read in the last half of the century,
while in the 20th cent, they are obtaining a new
lease of usefulness through having been translated
;

German. With the Bi'oad Chuich preachers
be mentioned a very eminent Unitarian,
The Broad Church was
James Martineau.
succeeded by the High Church school, which has
to a large extent superseded it and is still in process of expansion.
It was by a sermon of John
into

may

Keble's, preached at the assizes in Oxford, that
the movement was started, and its best known
representative. John Henry Newman, would be
esteemed by many the greatest of modern preachers
on account of the intensity of his convictions, his
power of probing the conscience, the nimbleness of
his wit, and the perfection of his style.
But
another of the same school, J. B. Mozley, seems to
not a few of the discerning to indicate the highwater mark of Anglican preaching and the school
had a noted orator in H. P. Liddon.
Wales is a land of preachers. Nowhere else are
favourite preachers more beloved or better remembered and it is no wonder that the Welsh people
have invented a name for the,/e ne sais quoi which
makes preaching effective. This is the hnil, which
is a combination of nature, art, and grace.
It is
the happiness of the preacher it is the thing that
grips the hearer and it expands and culminates
The present writer has heard
like the rising tide.
Cyndyllan Jones, secretary of the Welsh Calvinistic Methodist Church, do it to perfection in an
hour's discourse, the tide setting in about a quarter
of an hour before the end.
But the efiect can be
attempted and missed and then the preacher feels
deserted,' and the people complain of the absence
of the Spirit of the Lord.
Among noted Welsh
preachers the Anglicans have had Henry Thomas
John
the
Edwards,
Evans, the Baptists
Wesleyans
Christmas Evans and William Jones, the Congregationalists William Williams, Herber Evans, and
John Thomas, and the Calvinistic Methodists
John Elias, John Jones, Henry Rees, Edward
Mathews, Edward Magan, and many of the name
of Edwards, including two principals of theological
The
colleges, of enormous influence in their day.
Irish pulpit has had its own share of both the
Celtic tire and the spiritual power of the Welsh,
and among the names that are household words
are E. H. Plumptre, J. H. Bernard, and William
;

;

;

;

;

'

Alexander (Episcopalians), and Henry Cooke and
Fleming Stevenson (Presbyterians), while none of
the smaller denominations has been without
preachers of power, remembered with affection
and reverence in a more limited circle.
If the impulse of the Evan{b) The Continent.
gelical Revival was predominant in Great Britain,
it was still more obviously so in some of the
Continental countries. A visit to Geneva of a
Scotsman, Robert Haldane, who had come powerfully under this influence was the occasion of a
revival, which spread through the churches of
Switzerland and brought to the surface such
preachers as Cesar Malan, Merle d'Aubign^,
Alexander Vinet, Frederic Godet, and, much later.

—
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Gaston Frommel.

The same

evangelist,

who was

not himself a clergyman, was tlie means of initiating a similar movement in France, issuing from
the college of Montauban and giving rise to the
labours of such eminent preachers as Adolphe
Monod, one of the most perfect sacred orators of
all time, E. D. de Pressens^, and E. A. F. Bersier.
In neither of these countries, however, was the
gift of eloquence confined to men of one school ;
and in France especially Timoth6e Colani and the
Coquerels, father and son, must be mentioned as
belonging to the less Evangelical tendency.
In Germany in the 19th cent, everything in
religion and theology dates from Schleiermacher,
and preaching is no exception for this second
Luther both excelled in the art and expounded the
theory of preaching to such a degree that great and
small have in both respects been aflected by him
since. Many volumes of his sermons have been preserved, and they exhibit him as an original and
daring thinker, a close interpreter of Scripture, and
a Christian of spiritual power.
sermon by
Schleiermacher usually begins where the sermons of
other preachers end that is to say, he takes for
granted all the commonplace and ordinary remarks,
and then inquires what else there is in the text.
Sometimes what he finds left may be paradoxical,
and not infrequently he leads for a considerable
distance through a pathway which is obscure but
it is seldom that he does not at last come out
on some height from which there is a wide and
rewarding view over the fields of truth. The only
German preacher since Schleiermacher who can be
called a rival, as regards either the excellence of
his own productions or the extent of his influence
on subsequent generations, is F. A. G. Tholuck,
who has also written, in the form of a preface to
his collected sermons, an incomparable disquisition
on the preacher's art. Tholuck is as infallible as
even Robertson of Brighton in discovering something in the psychology of the hearer to which to
he has the
attach the message that he brings
same gift of unfailing interest and he has an even
stronger hold on the essentials of Christian truth.
These two leaders have had a long and distinguished
line of successors, exhibiting great variety and yet
not forsaking the type. Among the more outstanding names may be mentioned L. F. F. Theremin, Klaus Harms, W. Hofacker, K. I. Nitzsch,
F. W. Krummacher, J. F. Ahlfeld, G. C. A. von
Harless, C. E. Luthardt, J. K. W. Lohe, and Karl
Gerok. The court of Prussm has for generations been careful to attract distinguished preachers
to Berlin.
When one heard Rudolf Kogel, the
chief court preacher in the days of Pru.ssia's greatness, it seemed impossible to conceive of any one
;

A

;

;

;

;

position and his work
yet,
listening to Emil Frommel, who was
preaching in Berlin at the same time, this divine
seemed to have more genius for the business in his
little finger than Kogel had in his whole body.
The Ritschlian movement in theology has not
failed to produce eminent preachers giving currency to its views. Among recent names may be
mentioned E. Dryander, B. Dorries, C. Geyer, and
F. Rittelmeyer.
In the neighbouring countries of Holland and
Denmark there have been similar currents of
and among preachers
opinion at the same time
whose renown has passed into other lands may be
mentioned J. J. van Oosterzee, C. E. van Koets-

more

fitted

for his

;

when one was

;

veld, and A. Kuyper for the one country ; and
N. F. S. Grundtvig, S. A. Kierkegaard, and H. L.
Martensen for the other. For Norway may be
added the names of W. A. Wexels, O. A. Berg,
and for Sweden
C. Knudsen, and J. G. Blom
J. O. Wallin, S. L. Oedmann, C. P. Hagberg,
J. H. Thomander, and F. O. Nillson.
;
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In Canada the Anglicans have had Bishop
J. de Soyres
the Methodists George
Douglas, Potts, and C. L. StaHbrd the Baptists
E. A. Crawley, Denovan, and R. A. Fyfe
the
Congregationalists H. Wilkes and P. S. Henson
and the Presbyterians G. M. Grant, D. H.
MacVicar, and Barclay.
Protestants are
6. The Roman Catholic pulpit.
apt to overlook the history of preaching since the
Reformation among Roman Catholics but these

In no part of the world has preach(c) America.
ing been a greater power in tlie 19th cent, than in
America. The energy of the surrounding life lias
communicated itself to the pulpit also, and not
infrequently have great preachers been the leaders

Orleans.

Baldwin and

;

;

names becoming so identipublic progress, their
Hed with the places in wliich tliey have been settled
that the mention of the city still suggests the
preaclier or tlie mention of the preacher the place.
Certain bodies, like the Methodist and the Baptist,
have accompanied the pioneers on their westward
way, suiting their ministrations to the stage of
culture and the spiritual aspirations of tliose
under their charge, and they have had their reward
in the
phenomenal development which these
denominations have attained in the ncAver States.

—

;

have had their own tradition and have embodied
their practice both in books and in prelections on

sacred eloquence in their seminaries. The prominence given to the Mass and other ceremonies
tends to eject preaching from its lawful place on
the other hand, the arrangements for the observance
of the Christian Year afford special opportunities
for preaching on the greatest themes of the Christian system, and men possessed of oratorical gifts
are trained to deliver courses of sermons at Lent
and other seasons, which often attract very large
audiences.
There has been one scene of extraordinary development in the art of sacred oratory
This was the court of
since the Reformation.
Louis XIV., during whose long reign a succession of
orators was maintained, embracing the names of
Bishop Bossuet, Louis Bourdaloue, Esprit Flechier,
Archbishop Fenelon, and J. B. Massillon. These
lights of the pulpit were accounted among the
principal ornaments in the court of the Grand
Monarque their merits and performances were
compared and contrasted by the courtiers in the
same way as the dramas of the poets and the books
of the men of letters; and the stimulus of the
cultivated audience excited the speakers to the
;

Preaching has been a very conspicuous social force,
and preachers have occupied a commanding posiNowliere
tion and exercised unusual influence.
else has talent been surer of recognition, and the
demand has called forth the supply. Not only has
every variety of preaching been exemplified, but
the art itself has been thoroughly studied and
taught and books on the subject have been produced in exceptional numbers and of high quality.
At Yale Universitv the Lyman Beecher lectureship
on preaching has oeen established since 1872, and
in the successive issues every phase of the subject
has been handled by experts from both the Old and
similar lectureship now exists
the New Worlds.
at Union Seminary, Richmond. The countless
sects into which Cnristianity is divided in the
United States have all had men of spiritual power,
whose names are warmly cherished within a
limited circle but it will be possible to mention
here only those who have attained something like
a world-wide reputation.
Here again the beginnings were Puritan and
Evangelical. The Pilgrim ]?athers carried to the
shores of New England the convictions of the age
of Cromwell, and these were powerfully reproduced
in the pulpit by Jonathan Edwards and the other
leaders of New England theology, such as Joseph
Bellamy, Samuel Hopkins, N. \V Taylor, Samuel
The piety of the country
Harris, and E. A. Park.
was deeply affected by revival movements, which
emerged from time to time and in no small degree
affected the character of preaching.
Among the
more noted revivalists may be mentioned C. G.
Finney and D. L. Moody. But some of the
denominations which kept apart from revivalism
produced distinguished preachers nevertheless,
the Unitarians having in W. E. Channing and Theodore Parker representatives of very opposite types,
and the Episcopalians, besides producing many
distinguished preachers such as S. H. Tyng, H. C.
Potter, F. D. Huntington, and W. S. nainsford,
having in Phillips Brooks a pulpit representative
of the first rank, whose Yale Lectures on Preaching
may be characterized as the finest product of the
kind yet given to the world by America, whOe the big
humanity of the man, his spiritual power, and his
literary charm will long keep his memory green.
The Congregationalists had many names of great
eminence, and reached a supreme preacher in
Henry Ward Beecher, who possessed in the highest
degree almost every gift of the pulpit orator, and
who was the first of the Yale lecturers on preaching.
Among the Baptists, while the names are
very numerous, the greatest is perhaps that of
John A. Broadus, in the south, who not only illustrated the best qualities of the preacher in his
practice, but wrote on both the theory and the
history of the subject with distinguished success.
The Presbyterians have not been behindhand, as
the names of the Hodges and Alexanders at Princeton testify, as well as those in the south of M. D.
;

A

;

;

utmost exercise of their powers. The sermons were
expected to be lengthy and to deal with great
themes in a great way and in some respects the
discourses thus produced remain as imperishable
models of the art. Some of the greatest of them
were on the death of princes, and the vanity of
human things was a constant theme, as if the
frivolity and the extravagance of the courtiers
required this foil to make their enjoyment com;

.

at

Richmond and

B.

M. Palmer

at

New

;

;

of

Hoge
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The memory of this brilliant period has
never died out in France, and from time to time
there have been more or less successful attempts
to revive it, as by J. S. Maury in the French
Revolution and J. B. H. D. Lacordaire, F. A. P.
Dupanloup, and Pfere Hyacinthe ( = Charles Loyson)
In other parts of the Catholic
in the 19tn century.
world there have been striking personalities in
the pulpit, such as J. M. Sailer and Martin Boos
in Germany, Theobald Mathew, Tom Burke, and
T. J. Potter in Ireland, and N. P. S. Wiseman
and H. E. Manning in England. In the United
States such names are mentioned as Bishop England, Archbishop Spalding, Archbishop Kenrick,
and Cardinal Gibbons.
plete.

—

LiTBRATURK. There are books of the past ou preaching which
be called classical, such as AugTistine (t 430), de Doet.
Christ, iv. ; Alanus ab Insulis (t 1203), Summa de Arte
Prcedicatoria Bonaventura(t 1274), ^rs Conci'onandt; Erasmus (t 1536), Ecclesiaites ; Melanchthon ft 1560), Rhetoric
Hyperius (t 1564), De Formandis Concionilms Sacris (republished, Berlin, 1901, bj- E. O. Achelis and E. Sachsse as Die
Uomiletik und die Katechelik des Andreas IJyperiu.t)
J.

may

;

;

;

Wilkins
(t 1751),

(t 1672),

Ecclesiastes,

Lectures on Preaching

London, 1646

;

the Ministerial Office, do.
Pulpit Eloquence, do. 1807 ; F.

G. Campbell (t 1796), On
Theremin (t 1S46), Die Beredsamkcit
1804

;

P. Doddridge

and

eine Tugcnd, Berlin, 1S14
A. Vinet (tlS47), HomiUtique, Paris, 1853, Eng. tr., Edinburgh and New York, 1858. But the modern books are bett-er,
as they not only include whatever was of value in their predecessors but address themselves to the tastes and requirements of
the present day. Valuable to the practitioner are C. H. Spurgeon. Lectures to my Students, two series, London, 1875-77;
H. W. Beecher, Yale Lectures on Preaching, 3 vols, in one,
New York, 1881 R. W. Dale, A'ine Lectures on Preaching*,
London, 1882; A. Phelps, Theory of Preachirig, do. 1882;
;

;

H.
1

Bassermann, Uandbuch der

Stuttgart, 1885
York, 1881 ;

;

geistlichen

Beredsamkeit,

on Preaching, New
Phillips Brooks, Lectures
Carpenter, Lectures on Preaching,

W. Boyd
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London, 1895 J. A. Broadus, The Preparation and Delivery
of Sermmis^^, ed. E. O. Dargan, New York, 1905; A. E.
Garvie, A Guide to Preachers, London, 1906 P. Kleinert,
Die Uomiletik, Leipzig, 1907 P. T. Forsyth, Positive Preaching and Modern Mind, London, 1907. Preaching holds a place
;

;

;

on Practical Theology, such as those of
K. 1. Nitzsch (Prakt. Theologie, 3 vols., Bonn, 1859-68),
A. E. Krauss (Lehrbuch der prakt. Theologie, 2vo\8.,Freihvirg,
1890-93), E. C. Achelis (Prakt. Theologie, Tflbingen, 1903),
J. J. van Oosterzee (Fraotical Theology, Eng. tr., London,
1878), as well as in series of books on the same subjects, like
H. Hering:'s Sammlung von Lehrbiichem der prakt. Theologie,
50 vols., Berlin, 1895-1908, which includes both history and
theory, in a series edited by himself. In the same way the
subject is included in works on Pastoral Theology, such as those
by K. Harms {Pastoraltheologie^, Kiel, 1878), P. Fairbairn
(Pastoral Theology, Edinburgh, 1875), W. G. Blaikie (For the
Work of the Ministry, London, 1896), J. O. Dykes (The ChristChoice books, worthy of
ian Minister, Edinburgh, 1908).
mention by themselves, are George Herbert, A Priest to the
1652
W. Loehe,
the
or
Parson,
London,
Country
Temple,
of course in worlcs

;

Der evangelische Geistliche, 2 vols., Stuttgart, 1852-58; John
Watson, The Cure ot Souls, London, 1899; and H. van Dyke,
The Gospel for an Age of Doubt, do. 1S99. On the history of
preaching there are an ex|5ellent work bj- Broadus (Lectures on
the Eist. of Preaching, New York, 1876) and a small but
characteristic one by John Ker (Lectures on the Hist, of
Preaching, London, 1888) but the best work in the English
language is an American one, by E. C. Dargan (A Hist, of
Preaching, New York and London, 1905-11), vol. iii. of which,
dealing with the preachers of America, it is to be hoped will
not be long delayed. The two volumes already published
trace the theme from the beginning to the present day, and
they are characterized by learning, insight, and vigour. In
German there exist voluminous works on the history of both
preaching in general and German preaching in particular, some
of the outstanding names being R. Rothe (Gesch. der Predigt
von den Anfdngen bis auf Schleiertnacher, Bremen, 1881),
A. Nebe (Zur Gesch. der Predigt, Charakterbilder der bedcutcndsten Kanzelredner, 3 vols., Wiesbaden, 1870), K. H.
;

Sack (Gesch. der Predigt in der deutschen evang. Kirohe^,
Heidelberg, 1875), C. G. F. Schenk (Gesch. der deutschprotestantischen Kanzelberedsamkeit, 1841), C. G. Schmidt
(Gesch. der Predigt in der evang. Kirche Deutschlands,
Gotha, 1872). Of writers on French pulpit eloquence there
are many, among whom may be mentioned E. Boucher,
L'Eloquence de la chaire, Lille, 1894 ; A. de Coulanges, La
Chaire frangaise axi 18me siicle, do. 1901 ; A. Vinet, Hist, de la
predication parmi les riformis de France au xvii'' si&cle, do.
1860 ; P. Stapfer, La grande Pridication chritienne en France,
do. 1898. On the history of preaching in Holland and Denmark
there are works by J. Hartog (Geschiedenis van der Predikkunde in de Kerk van Nederland, Utrecht, 1887) and V. L.
Nannestad (Portraiter fra Kirken-Bidrag til en Karakteristik
of dansk Praediken, Cojienhagen, 1899), and on the same in
Italy b}' U. Micocci (Antologia delta sacra eloquenza moderna,
Turin, 1897), and F. Zanotto (Storia delta Predicazione,
Modena, 1899). J. E. Kempe has edited two volumes on the
Classic Preachers of the English Church (London, 1877-78),
and J. C. Ryle published a volume entitled Christian Leaders
of Last Century (Edinburgh, 1869). O. Jones has written on
the great Welsh preachers (PreacMrs of Wales, London, 1885),
while to the Scottish pulpit the same compliment has been paid
G. Blaikie (The Preachers of Scotland, Edinburgh,
by both
1888) and W. M. Taylor (The Scottish Pulpit, London, 1887).
Under the title of Representative Modern Preachers, New York,
1904, L. O. Brastow published elaborate essays on nine
preachers belonging to different countries. Finally may be
mentioned collections of sermons, of which by far the greatest is
thatof J. P. Migne (Paris, 1844-66) in no fewer than 86 volumes.
H. C. Fish's well-known Hist, and Repository of Pulpit
Eloquence, New York, 1856-57, is modestly limited to two
volumes and a supplement (PitZpif Eloquence of the 19th Century,
do. 1857). Recent publications in America are The World's
G-reat Sermons, 10 vols., ed. G. Kleiser, Chicago, 1910, and
Modern Sermons by World Scholars, 10 vols., ed. R. Scott and
W. StUes, New York, 1909.
StALKER.
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JaMES

(Jewish)

The Mishnah (Taanlth, ii. 1) states
that in times of proloncred drought the community,
in deep contrition, gathered in the open and were
addressed in stirring words by the oldest member
present. John the Baptist preached (iKifipvKe) in
the wilderness of Judsea (Mt 3'), and Jesus preached
in the synagogues.
Preaching seems at that time
to have been a regular feature of the Sabbath
It grew out of the reading of the lessons
service.
from the Tdrah, and consisted of the interpretation
of the passages read and exhortations connected
therewith. Since the people could not be trusted
to follow the Hebrew text when read out, the
latter was accompanied by a translation into the
Aramaic vernacular, known as the Targum. The
translator (methurgemdn) was bound to be a person
well versed in the original text. As a literal translation of many passages was impossible or impracticable, the translator frequently resorted to
paraphrastic rendering, introducing into it elements
of the Haggadah as well as of Hjtlakhah.
Instances of homiletic translation in the so-called
Targum of Onqelos are Gn 49»"^ ^«-, Dt 32"-, which
contain expressions of comfort, hope of speedy
delivery and the rebuilding of the Temple, also admonitions to observe the Law and to study the
Tdrali.
Broader still are the homiletic additions
to the other Targumim, but it seems that these
were meant for private rather than public reading.
The Greek-speaking Jews proceeded in a similar
way, using the Greek language for their religious
are in possession of two Greek
lectures.
sermons and the fragments of a third ascribed to
Philo.^ He is himself credited with ha^^ng acted
as preacher, and I<"reudenthal is probably right in
regarding his allegorical writings in the light of
public lectures actually delivered.^
The transformation of these rather informal
lectures into sermons proper, based on Biblical
Their promoters were
texts, proceeded gradually.
the heads of the Sanhedrin, who were distinguished
and spoke.

We

by

i\\Q title

darshdnim

('interpreters').

As

inter-

pretation was the main feature of the lecture, the
preacher opened (nhs) his sermon with a quotation
from the weekly portion, or haphtdrdh, or from
any part of the Bible in some way connected with
the occasion.
These occasions were not only
'

'

Sabbaths and

festivals, but also marriages (Talmud
B'rdkhdth, 600) and funerals {ih. and M'gilldh, 600).
The sjjecimens of introductions of funeral sermons
given in these passages are in pure Biblical Hebrew,
which is a sign that the pregfchers were highly
trained persons who bestowed great care on their
sermons.
The ordination of rabbis was also
solemnized by homiletic allocutions (Sanh. fol.
14vo).
large number of such introductions
(xnn'nB) are to be found at the beginning of the
Midrash on Lamentations and the P'^stqfds, together
with the names of the preachers, each paragraph
giving either a complete sermon or the nucleus of

A

one.

PREACHING

(Jewish).— The word 'preach'
is derived from Latin prmdico (Gr. irp6<priiJ.i), and
means to foretell or to announce (in public). Generally speaking, the term conveys the idea of making
a proclamation on behalf of God. The notion of
preaching is based on many passages in the OT,
such as Is 29^1, Am 5'*, etc. The Biblical prophets
are, therefore, to be considered as preachers in the
In Dt 31'^ the injuncliteral sense of the word.
tion is laid upon the king to read the Law before
the assembled people once in seven years. Such

K

23^, Neh 8^"*,
public readings are recorded in 2
kind of
and in the Mishnfth S6tdh, vii. 8.
model sermon may also be seen in Pr V'-^.
During the second Temple, and some time after,
preaching retained Its spontaneous character.
Whoever felt caUed upon to preach stepped forward

A

As a

rule the sermon was spoken in the vernaHebrew or Aramaic in Palestine and
Babylon, and, correspondingly, Greek, Persian,
and Arabic. Of the use of Arabic we have direct
evidence in Muslim tradition. There existed a
Beth 'Midrfts' in Medina, where the Jews interpreted the T6rah in Arabic* The preacher (also
styled the hakhdm) often did not address the
people direct, but spoke to the methurgemdn (or
amord), a paid official who translated his words
cular,

1 Ed.
see J. Freudenthal, Die
J. B. Auoher, Venice, 1826
Flavins Josephus beigelegte Schrift iibvr die Herrschaft der
Vernvnft, Breslau, 1869, p. 9 ff.
;

2 P. 7.

8
Bukh^ri, S<^Mi, ed. L. lirehl and T. W. JuynboU, Leyden,
1862-1908, iii. 198 ; see also H. Hirschfeld, New Researches
into the Composition and Exegesis of the Qordn, London, 1902,
p. 23.
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aloud to the congref,'ation. From this it follows
that the mcthui-ge7)uin himself uinst have been a
man of some learning. He had to add explanations
and to answer questions, and the latitude allowed
him is probably retlected in many passages of the

Targumim and Midrashim.

Whilst the ordinary sermon was delivered in the
synagogue, lectures on H.llakhah, which demanded
some preliminary knowledge, were left to the school
There was not, howhall (Beth Hanimidrash).
ever, any fixed rule for such an arrangement,
especially where the school hall was also used as
On certain occasions, especia house of worslnp.
ally on Sabbntiis preceding festivals, the public
had to be instructed on certain duties and prohibitions, and the sermon assumed a mixed form.
This custom is still observed in most communities.
The natural place of the sermon was immediately
after the reading of the lesson from the Pentateuch
and the hnjMdrfih from one of the Prophets. We
read in Massckheth Sojiherim, xii. 7 'On Sabbath
the Targuman or Preacher {nfyn) recites the hnphtdrah from the Prophets.'
passage in the
Midrash Yalqiit (92ct) states that, when a person
wakes from his sleep, he goes to the synagogue,
reads the Sh^md and the Tephillah ('Eighteen
Benedictions'), and listens to the Torah and to the
There are many passages in the
elder (preacher).
Midrashim containing similar statements. Occaits
sionally, when the morning service exceeded
limits, tlie sermon was delivered before the terminaIn some places this
tion of the afternoon service.
custom is observed even in modern times.
The laonic i)eriod saw some changes. Whilst
the preacher was honoured by the title hakJidm,
darshdn, or zdqcn ('elder'), the methurgemdn became a mere precentor, and the Midrash marks the
to them the
contrast between the two by
applying
verse Ec V. The latter embellished the service
by his melodious voice, but contributed nothing
towards the uplifting of the congregation. The
The function of the transliturgy became fixed.
lator was either abolished or greatly restricted.
Relics of the same, however, still exist in congregations of Sephardic rite, where during the service of
the Fast of Ab the Aramaic Targum of the haphtdrdh is read in an enlarged Spanish version. In
Oriental congregations Arabic versions of the
Targum are read of the Blessing of Jacob, the
Song of Moses, the Decalogue, the hnphtardh of
the first and last days of Passover, and similar
:

A

<

pieces.

Even the function of the preacher did not escape
the vicissitudes of time. During the persecution
of the Middle Ages many synagogues were closed,
the public service was banned to secret places,
and expulsions made an end of many congregaAnother cause which affected the sermon,
tions.
chiefly in German congregations, was the enlargement of the liturgy, by the insertion oi piyyutim,
The large
unofficial poetic compositions.
i.e.
Haggadic elements which they contained in some
measure replace the homily, and sermons were
delivered in intervals or on special occasions. The
'

'

'

'

names

of

famous preachers

in

France and Germany

A list of

are, therefore, comparatively few.
is given in Zunz's Gottesdienstliche

Juden^ (Frankfort, 1892,

p.

to the expulsion, offered a

435

ff.).

more

them

Vortrdge der
Spain, prior

fertile soil

for

eloquence, probably on account of the
simplicitj' of the rite.
Only on one Sabbath in the
year and the minority of festival days are some

pulpit

This country, therefore, propiyyutim recited.
duced a large number of renowned preachers. Of
those not mentioned by Zunz^ must be named
Jonah of Gerona'' (t Toledo, 1340), who was one
of those
1

who

P. 443

ff.

joined the

movement against Maimoa

nxTn nao

(1430

?).
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(Miislim)

nides' plulosophy, Nissim b.

and Ahher

b.

Keubon Gerondi (1350),'

Jehiel (t

A

great preacher of
Shem Tob. F'rom u
the 15th cent, was
note prefacing a collection of his sermons - we gain
some interesting information.
It was in June
1452, when Prince Enrico arrived at Andalusia,
of
that the Jews
Segovia dispatched a complaint
to him concerning a persecution which had taken
place on Christmas day. The prince sent Joseph
with a written order to the authorities of the town
commanding peace, and in another letter he assured the Jews of his protection. On the following
Salfbath Joseph preached in the synagogue after
the reading of the lesson. Subsequently he preached
In Italj'
three more sermons in the same j)lace.
there were Abraham Farissol and Obadiah Sforno,
both in the 15th cent., and David Zaccuth, who
In the 16th cent,
left a collection of 300 sermons.*
i;i40).
Joseph b.

we find Joseph Taytazak of Salonitta.
The following two centuries were not favourable
to any furtiier development of the spiritual life
of the Jews, and this circumstance also att'ect-ed
There exists a rather extensive
public preaching.
literature of sermons
produced in Italy, the

German

lands, and Poland, but, as they were
written in Hebrew, it is doubtful whether they
were actually delivered. In the Sephardic communities of Holland and England, where the Jews
lived in comparative safety, sermons were delivered
In other countries,
in Spanish and Portuguese.
with the exception of perliaps Italy, the vernacular
was lost to them. In German-speaking countries
the Jews could converse only in the Jewish-German
dialect, whilst tiie use of pure German was almost
regarded as rank apostasy. This condition lasted
The betill Mendelssohn inaugurated a reform.
ginning of the 19th cent, brought the revival of
the sermon. Its effect made itself felt all over
Europe, and the old-fashioned derdshdh was gradually replaced by its modernized substitute.'* It
has not died out entirely, and travelling and resident maggldlm are listened to by large congregations in E. and W. Europe.
Even the modern form of sermons has undergone
some modification in the direction of curtailment.
The rather ponderous lecture, with its three (or
more) points, which was fashionable fifty years
ago is now a thing of the past, and is generally
A
replaced by an address of about iialf-an-hour.
competent preacher can find sufficient scope for
edification even in this short space of time, as long
as he remembers that the sermon owes its origin
to the exposition of the Law.

—

Literature. See works
Philippson, Die lihetorik

mentioned

und

throughout,

and

L.

jiidische Uomilelik, Leipzig,

Prediger, Sittenlehrer vnd
vom IS. bis Eiuie des IS. JahrApoloqeten in dem Zeitratnn
'
hunderta, Trfeves, 1895, Die Darschanim vom 15. bis Ende des
18. Jahrhunderts,' in Winter and WUnsche, Gesch. der jiid.
1890

;

Zrt'«.,

S.

Back,

Die,

jtidiscfien

Leipzig, 1892-95,

ii.

609-696.

Hartwig Hirschfeld.
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PREACHING
The

puljjit is

i. The
(Muslim).
pulpit.—
designated in Arabic by the Ethiupic

word minbar,

'

literally

seat,' or

'

throne,' ecclesi-

the bishop's throne, in Greek Kadiopa,
whence the French chaire. In early times the
Arabic synonym majlis seems to have been occasionally employed in lieu of minbar (Bukharl,
Sahih, Cairo, 1312, i. 107). Such a throne was
introduced into the Prophet's mosque at Medina
before his death it was of tamarisk wood, and

astically

;

me'n, Constantinople (?) 1530.
2 MS Cod. Montefiore 166; see H. Hirschfeld, 'Descriptive
m
Catalogue of the Hebrew MSS of the Montefiore Library,
1

JQR
3

xiv. [1901-02], xv. [1902-03J, no. 61.

See Benjacob, Ozar Ha-Sepharim,

p. 122, s.vv.

nil and

J uduche
For a selected literature of sermons see S. Jil&yh&um,
M. Kayserhng, BMwthek
Homiletik, Berlin, 1894 ; see also
2 vols., do. 1870-i2.
Kanzelredner,
jiidischer
•1
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^vas

mounted by two

The

steps.

traditions con-

cerning the occasion and purpose of its introduction
are contradictory, but tlie name indicates that it
was conscious imitation of what was seen in
Abyssinian churches; according to a tradition,
tlie Prophet said that his purjjose in introducing it
was to enable tlie congreg.ation to see how he
performed the saldt ceremonies. Of these, however, the prostration could not be performed on
the minbar, whence it was eventually used only
for the sermon, which Avas probably delivered by
him standing, though there is some doubt about
the matter. In 50 A. H. the Umayyad Mu'awiyah
contemplated removing this pulpit to the mosque
of his cai^ital, Damascus, but was prevented (it is
said) by an eclipse of the snn, which was supposed
this scheme ;
to mark divine disapproval of
Mu'awiyah accordingly disavowed this project,
and instead raised the height of the pulpit by
The eclipse is apocryphal.
six additional steps.
Several of the later Umayyads had the same idea,
but they were all dissuaded (Tabari, Chronicle,
Leyden, 1881, ii. 92). Peculiar sanctity naturally
attached to this pulpit, which, since perjury by it
M'as thought to bring terrible punishment, was
used for the settlement of disputes. It is said to
have lasted till 654, when the mosque was burned
('Ann al-Ma'bud, on the Sunan of Abii Dawud,
Dehli, 1323, i. 421).
Pulpits were after a time erected in the mosques
of the cities occupied or founded by the Muslim
conquerors. Thus we hear of Mu'awiyah, when
governor of Syria, exhibiting the relics of the
murdered Khalifah 'UthmSn on the minbar of the
mosque in Damascus. The material is properly
wood hence the beams is often used as a
synonym for minbar. In the more elaborate
'

'

;

mosques it is richly ornamented
such manabir are to be found
Kensington Museum.

;

specimens of
the South

in

—

;

Querry, Droit musuhnan, Paris, 1871-72, i.
86) ordains that he shall wear a turban and a
the Umajyad Khalifah
striped Yemen cloak
Walid II. used to robe himself in white when
preaching (Aghdni, vi. 141) but in'Abbasid times
it would seem that the preacher \vore a black
gown (Ibn Abi Usaibi'ah, i. 274 A. von Kremer,
Culturgesch. cles Orients unter den Chalifen, Vienna,
In a description by Ibn Jubair
1875-77, i. 137).
(ed. M. J. de Goeje, London, 1907, pp. 222, 15)
the preacher uncovers his head ; the covering of
the head was doubtless more usual, though the
illustration cited by von Kremer (loc. cit. perhaps
refers to a special occasion.
He should lean on
a staff, bow, or sword, held in his left hand,
indicating that this religion is maintained by the
use of weapons (Sherbini, Conim. on the Minhaj,
(A.

;

;

;

)

'

'

Avhile his right hand rests on
the pulpit-edge and he should face the congregation, turning neither to the right nor to the left
i.

286),

^

;

(Shafi'I,

Umm,

Cairo, 1321,

i.

177).

(Shafi'i,

Jahiz, Bayan, Cairo, 1232, i. 165 ;
T. Houtsma, Leyden, 1883, ii. 98 ;
108), but these are
very clearly

179

i.

ed.

Yaqubi,
Bukhari,

;

M.

i.

Jahiz produces others by early Khalifahs,
and in the Nahj al-baldghah there are several
supposed to have been delivered by the Khalifah
'All.
Outside the metropolis the preacher was the
the nistorian Abu'lKlialifah's representative
spurious

;

;

(ed. T.

Mahasin

W. JuynboU,

reproduces a sermon of

Leyd_en, 1852,

'Amr ibn

i.

81)

governor of
Egypt for 'Umarl. During Umayyad times the
Khalifah continued to deliver it 'Abd al-Malik
declared that his hair had been whitened by the
fear of making a mistake in his Arabic when
preaching (Fakhri, ed. W. Ahlwardt, Gotha, 1860,
In'Abbftsid times it would seem that the
148).
S.uty began from an early period to be delegated
the preaching of the Khalifah Radi in 324 A.H. is
mentioned as exceptional (Miskawaihi, ed. H. F.
Amedroz, in the press, i. 334). As late as 987 A.H.
the emperor Akbar tried to deliver a sermon at
Fathpur but the experiment was a failure. An
official called the khatlb was ordinarily appointed
by the sovereign to discharge this function, and
it was normally held that the sermon should be
delivered only in cities, and in each city only at
the official mosque. Where (as was the case with
Baghdad) the city was bisected by a river, it might
count as two cities. In the Shi'ite manual it is
suggested that the mosques in which it is pronounced should be at a distance from each other of
not less than three miles.
The occasions on which the
3. The sermon.
law prescribes a sermon are before the mid-day
prayer on Fridays, and after prayer on the feastdays, and in the services at times of eclipse and
drought. Sermons are also delivered at weddings
and on many public occasions. The language,
according to the orthodox law-books, should be
Arabic
the Zaidis, however, permit the use of
Persian or any other language understood by the
congregation (Muntaza al-Mukhtar, Cairo, 1327,
i.
221), and some other authorities permit this,
though use is rarely made of the leave on the
al-'As,

;

;

;

—

;

The orthodox law-books pre2. The preacher.
scribe that the preacher shall be properly clothed,
without specifying the mode the Shi'ite manual

Cairo, 1308,

(MusUm)

The sermon

is of two parts, between
which the
*
if,
however, bodily
preacher should sit clown
render
it
he
sit
infirmity
necessary,
may
throughSome
out, or even maintain a recumbent posture.
authors recommend an elaborate ceremonial (so
Rashid Pasha, Dini Mtibini Islam, Constantinople,
The preacher (khatlb) was in
1328, ii. 145-147).
early times the sovereign, i.e. the Prophet and his
successors ; various authors
to reproduce
profess
discourses pronounced by the Prophet himself

(khutbah)

;

1 The orator's staflf is an institution far earlier than Isl&m.
2
Possibly this practice was suggested by the Christian sermon
following the reading of Scripture (F. E. Brigbttnan, Liturgies
Eastern and Western, Oxford, 1896, Index).

prescribed occasions.

Orthodox jurists enumerate the elements of the
sermon as five the words Praise be to Allah
a
blessing on the Prophet an admonition to piety,
of which the minimum amount is the phrase Obey
Allah ; a blessing on the believers and a lesson
from the Qur'an, not less than a complete verse.
'

'

:

;

;

'

'

;

The fourth belongs

to the first pjirt of the address,
and the fifth to the second. 'This list fails to
include the prayer for the reigning sovereign,
which is prescribed in the Zaidi law, the legitimate
sovereign to be named or not according to the
needs of the time. Although an innovation, the
practice is so general throughout Islam that orthodox jurists advise its observation, for fear of
giving offence ('All al-'Adawi, Comm. on Sidi

not quite
200 A.H.)
disapproves of prayer either for or against any
individual being made part of the khutbah (i. 180)
yet by 324 the prayer for the sovereign had become
so regular a part of the Friday sermon that the
Khalifah, having undertaken to deliver it, required
expert advice as to his treatment of this passage
(Yaqut, Dictionary of Learned Men, ed. D. S.
Margoliouth, London, 1913, ii. 349) and omission
of it on the part of a preacher was at this time
regarded as a sign of rebellion against the sovereign
(Miskawaihi, ii. 90). Some writers assert that the
was introduced by the Prophet's cousin,
fractice
bn "Abbas, when governor of Basrah (Ahmad
Rasim, Manaqib Islam, Constantinople, 1326, ii.
the historian Ibn al-Athir states that the
437)
first person for whom this prayer was offered in
Khalil, Cairo,

clear

when

it

1307,

i.

432)

;

was introduced.

but

it is

Shafi'i

(c.

;

;

;
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Baghdad was the Buwaihid Sultan 'Adud alDaulah in 367 A.H. his meanin<^ probably is the
person other than the Kiialifah.
the introduction of a prayer for the sovereign
was late, the practice of cursing public enemies
from the pulpit was early the second Khalifah is
said to have so cursed a man who was guilty of
what was thouglit an immoral practice (Mabsut,
Cairo, 1324, xxiv. 20), and in the lirst civil war
'Ali and Mu'&wiyah introduced imprecations on
each other into their sermons. Tlie cursing of
'Ali in the Friday discourse was continued ;till the
end of the 1st Islamic cent., when the pious 'Uniar
II. put an end to it; as late as
321 A.H. there
was a question of re-introducing the cursing of
first

If

;

i.

;

260).

On

the question whether the audience should be
greeted at the commencement of the discourse
there is a difference of opinion between the
schools.

;

The Prophet is

said to have recommended brevity
to preachers, and the discourses attributed to him
are of
ten words,' i.e. a few sentences. The
early discourses recorded by Jahif (ii. 25 tf.) are
'

somewhat longer than the minimum permitted,
but are still very short. Some of them are partly
in rhymed prose, and this style at a later time
became normal. The cultivation of the sermon as

a branch of literature may have been stimulated
by the work of Jahi? (t 255 A.H.), but the classical
collection of sermons belongs to the 4th cent., and
is the work of 'Abd al-Rahim b. Muhammad,
ksown as Ibn Nubatah (t 374). The best edition
of these is that published at Beirflt, 1311 A.H.
They are throughout in rhymed prose, and occupy
on the average five minutes in delivery. The
subjects with which they deal are such as are
natural

in homilies
owing to the preacher's
patrons being princes who fought against the
of
are exhortations to the
them
Byzantines, many
Sacred War. Probably from the time of their
publication it became the practice of those official
preachers who had no talent for their vocation to
learn them by heart, and they are still largely
used in the mosques of Egypt and perhaps elsewhere. In Turkey a collection by various authors
is now ordinarily used for this purpose (Rashid
Pasha, ii. 149, where one of these sermons is given

in full

the preacher began to discourse,
the audience
listening in rapt attention, some weeping, some
groaning and some siirieking' (Subki, fahaqAt alThe crowds
Shajilyyah, Cairo, 1324, ii. 39).
which gathered to hear these orators roused the
curiosity of Jews and Christians, some of whom
were moved by the sermons to embrace Islam
(Asr&r al-Taufild, ed. V. A. Zhukovski, Petrograd,
With the growing fashion of erect1899, i. 169).
ing religious buildings of various sorts which
characterizes the 5th cent, of Islam the chronicles
pay more attention to the presence of influential
the ground occupied by
preachers in Baghdad
the male audience of the preacher Ardashir b.
MansQr, who came to Baghdad in 486 A.H., was
175 cubits bj' 120, and the female audience was yet
The
larger (Ibn al-Athir, ChronivU, ad. ann.).
p>ilpit of the Nizamiyyah College in this city was
occupied bj^ famous preachers in this anu the
following century the sermons of 'Abd al-Ka^ilm
al-Qushairi (t 624) delivered here led to riots between
the Ash'arites, whose cause he supported, and the
an halites, in consequence of which the nreacher
was exiled to Nisabur (Ibn Khallikan, tr. ueSlane,
The arrival in Baghdad
Paris, 1842-71, ii. 154).
of powerful preachers belonging to these respective
sects is recorded by Ibn al-Athir for the year 516
the sermons of the Ash'arite were attended by the
Khalifah himself, who presented him with the
headship of one of the royal monasteries. For the
middle of the 6th cent, we possess a volume of
sermons by the famous Sufi, 'Abd al-Qadir alJilani (t 561), called al-Fath al-ltahbdnl (Cairo,
1302), some of whose discourses are also incorporated in the biography of him called Bahjat alAsrdr (Cairo, 1304)
they were delivered on
various days of the week, chiefly Sundays,
Tuesdays, and Fridays (before the mid-day service)
'

;

Mu'awiyah (Miskawaihi,
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(Muslim)

;

with Turkish translation).

The famous

poet and sceptic Abu'l-'Ala al-Ma'arrl composed
several collections of homilies (see Centennrio della
nascita di M. Amari, Palermo, 1910, i. 230), but
The polygraph
they had little popularity.
Shamim al-^Iilli (601) informed Yaqut that his own
collection of sermons had superseded those of Ibn
Nubatah in popular estimation (Diet, of Learned
Men, V. 130), but this boast was not justified.
Besides the formality
4. Unofficial preaching-.
of the Friday service many persons felt a call to

—

encourage their fellows to virtue and piety, to
propagate the Islamic religion by exhortation, or
to spread particular
The name usually
opinions.
applied to discourses of this kind is viajlis,
'

'

he held assem'aqada nutjlisa'l-wa'z,
blies for the purpose of preaching,' being the
to
of activity.
describe
this
form
phrase employed
Ja^iiz (iii. 86) speaks of Thursday as a natural day
for such assemblies.
Tabari (ii. 507) gives a
specimen of a sermon delivered in 65 A.H. by the
most eloquent preacher of the time in the interest
of the Prophet's house
it is partly in rhymed
prose, but the artifice is irregular and tlie language
on the whole simple. Most of the famous Suiis
were powerful preachers, and their etlects on the
audiences are described in the hagiologies at a
meeting held by Muhasibi (t 243 A.H.) the company
sat in silence after
evening prayer until midnight
then some one propounded a question, whereon
sitting,'

;

;

;

I;;!

;

;

different buildings of Baghdad, and would
generally occupy about five minutes. They are
and
in ordinary prose, but
undoubtedly eloquent
he claimed to have made 500 converts
spiritual
to Islam, and to have reformed more than 100,OoO
Contributions to
criminals (D. S. Margoliouth,
the Biography of 'Abd al-Qadir,' JJiAS, 1907, p.
His personal character appears, however, to
304).
have left something to be desired, and it is to be
observed that the authors of the MaqCinuihs (a word
which properly means 'addresses' or 'sermons')
place affecting homilies in the mouths of notorious
the historical
evil-livers ; and the success of
preachers at times led to their amassing gieat
fortunes and maintaining harims of a colossal size.
The traveller Ibn Jubair, who visited Baglidad in
580 A.H., notices the preaching of Baghdad as its
one favourable characteristic

in

;

'

:

'Scarcely a Friday passes without a discourse by a preacher,
and those among the inhabitants who are specially favourttl
whole time in meetings where such are delivered
pass their
He dcFcribes a Friday service at the
(ed. de Goeje, p. 219).
Nizamiyyah College, where after the mid-day prayer the s-haikh
Qazwini ascended the pulpit chairs were placed in front of him
for the yur'an-readers, who chanted elaborately, after which
the shaikh delivered a powerful discourse questions were then
addressed him on strips of paper and he replied forthwith to
every one. The historian Jamal aldin Ibn al-Jauzi held services
at tills time every Saturday, and his eloquence also greatly
The results were similar to the
impressed the traveller.
phenomena at times seen at revivalist meetings many in the
sobbed
and
fainted, and crowds of penitents
congregation
It would have been worth
thronged to touch the preacher.
hear
one of these sermons' (p. 222).
while to cross the sea to
On Thursdays this preacher's gatherings were held in a private
court of the palace, from which the Khalifah and his family
could hear them. The text was a verse of the Qur'an \vhich
ended in nus, and the preacher maintained this rhyme throughout his diticourse. Into the sermon he introduced compUment«
he
to the Khalifah and liis mother and prayers for them
further recited many verses, some encomia on the sovereign,
others of the Sufi erotic style, which affected the audience
'

;

;

;

'

;

powerfully.

This anecdote
the

difficult

is

of interest as indicating that

artifice

which

characterized

the
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(Buddhist)— PRECIOUS

we find it
sermon was at the time unusual
practised in a volume of sermons by a preacher of
;

the 8th cent., Shu'aib al-^Iuraifish

(t

801

Al-Baud

;

al-faHq, Cairo, 1280), which closely resemble the
style which affected Ibn Jubair so vehemently.
These are interspersed with erotic verses or hymns,
which appear to be the preacher's own compositions, and are much more lengthy than the sermons
of 'Abd al-Qadir; the time which their delivery
would occupy is probably from twenty minutes to
half-an-hour, or in some cases considerably more.
They are clearly intended to work on the feelings of
the audience, and to produce something resembling
The narratives introduced are highly
ecstasy.
imaginative, though they are often attached to
historical names.
The style which has prevailed since seems to resemble that of Ibn Nubatah more nearly, when his
collecdiscourses are not actually reproduced.
tion published in Damascus in 1909 by Muhammad

A

al-Qasimi contains sermons extracted from volumes
of the years 653, 772, 873, and 1079 A.H., intended
to be delivered at the Friday service and on the
the time which they occupy rarely
feast-days
the continuous rhyme is
exceeds five minutes
carried on through the opening sentences, but
does not usually extend beyond the first third of
the sermon. The Majdlis of the official preacher
of Baghdad, Alusi-Zadah (Ghaliyat al-mawaiz,
Cairo, 1911), resemble in length and to some extent
the verses introin artifice those of ^uraifish
duced are not, it would seem, original. It is said
that the Islamic preachers have in places where
there are Christian missions modified their theory
of the sermon in order to provide something as
the reproattractive as the Christian discourses
duction of Ibn Nul>atah has had to give way to a
style more closely related to the spiritual needs of
the time.
;

;

;

;

Literature.

—This has been cited throughout the article.

D. S. Margoliouth.
(Buddhist).— The early Buddhists
had very naturally quite a number of injunctions,
precepts, short sentences on etliics or conduct,
the compopular texts, or short verfses current in
'
munity. European writers call these precepts.'
The Pali word thus rendered is usually sikkhapada is ambiguous,
pada. Sikkhd is training
meaning either foot-step or quarter verse,' and
both meanings were called up by the word. Hence
sikkhd-pada is either 'first steps in self -training'

PRECEPTS

dances, songs, and music,^ (8) not to wear garlands
or to use perfumes, (9) not to use luxurious beds,
Each of the ten
(10) not to receive gold or silver.
occurs in different groups and in different order in
earlier parts of the Canon eight of them, e.g., in
a different order, in the Sutta Nipata, one of the
But the above are the
earliest documents.^
number and order that have survived in the use
of all those Buddhist communities which adhere
It should be added that no
to the older tradition.
one of them is exclusively Buddhist. What is
Buddhist is the selecting the omission, e.g., of
any precept as to obedience, or as to belief in any
particular doctrine. But we need not here make
any comparison between this list of first steps for
the Buddliist novice
and similar lists for the
novice in European or non-Buddhist Indian orders.
Of the many moral precepts for the use of
ordinary Buddhists, not members of the order, it
will be sufficient to refer to the well-known
DhaniTna-pada, an anthology of such precepts in
verse gathered from the extant early books and
other sources now lost. They are tliere arranged
in groups of about 20 verses each on 26 selected
Where the verses deal with ideas that
subjects.
are common ground to ethical teachers in Europe
and India, the versions are easily intelligible and
often appeal strongly to the Western sense of
Where any verse is based on
religious beauty.
the technical terms of the Buddhist system of selfculture and self-control, none of the numerous
translations is able to convey the real sense of the
Pali.
The best translation is by Silachara.
There is a pretty custom that was current from
very early times among the Buddhists in India,
and is still current in Ceylon, Burma, and Siam.

—

—

'

'

A layman (or laywoman), moved by some religious
influence or emotion, will formally
take upon
himself,' for some definite period, the observance
alx)ve
ten
of the first five of the
precepts for
This is done by kneeling with clasped
novices.
hands before a member of the order, and solemnly
repeating after him, usually in Pali, the words of
each of the five precepts. This is called in Ceylon
'

'

taking pan-sil,' i.e. taking the five moral preIt is not known when or where the custom

cepts.

originated.

'

'

;

'

'

'

or
textlets of training.' The basic idea is an
influence from within, not an injunction or command from without.
An anecdote will show how such rules were looked upon by
the new community. There came to the Buddha a bhikkku of
the sons of the Vajjians, and he said
Lord, it is more than a
hundred and flftj' precepts that are intoned to us every fortin
all
train
these
Could you
I
cannot, Lord,
myself
night.
'

STONES

—

Literature. Afhguttara Nikdya, ed. R. Morris, E. Hardy,
C. A. F. Rhys Davids, PfS, 1885-1910; T. W. Rhys
Davids, Dialogues of the Buddha, Oxford, 1899-1910, Buddhisin^\ London, 1910 Khuddaka Pdtha, ed. H. Smith, PTS,
1915
Vinapa Pitaka, ed. H. Oldenberg, London, 1879-83

and

;

;

;

Dhamma-pada,
London,

ed. Siiriyagocja,
Buddhist Society, 1915.

PRECEPTS

PTS^

1916,

tr.

Sllachira,

T. W. Rhys Davids.
(Christian).— See Counsels and

Precepts.

'

:

'

—

precepts.^
'

'

In both of these cases the precepts are for full
Another group consists of
of the order.
ten precepts for novices. It is often referred to in
European books, but is found as a group only in
the latest portions of the Nikdyas^ and in the
Vinaya (i. 83). In this group the novice takes
upon himself in succession ten precepts. These
are (1) not to destroy any living thing, (2) not to
steal, (3) to be celibate, (4) not to lie, (5) to abstain
from strong drink, (6) not to eat save at the right
time, (7) not to frequent variety shows with

members

:

Sairiyutta, iv. 251.
Davids, Dialogues of the Buddha, ii. 171.

1

AUguttara,

2

Rhys

3

E.g.,

i.
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;

cf.

Khuddaka Pdtha,

1.

PRECIOUS STONES.— The first difficulty in

'

1

train j'ourself, brother, in three the higher morality, the
higher intelligence, the higher wisdom?' was the reply. He
said that he could. And he did. And thereby he put away
lust, ill-will, and stupidity (i.e. reached nirvdxia), and all the
So also it is related of
lesser matters were gained at once.'
the Buddha that on his death-bed he told the order that they
could revoke, if they chose to do so, all the minor and subsidiary

considering the opinions of earlier times regarding
gems is that of realizing the standpoint before
modern chemistry had revealed the nature of
matter. Only 140 years ago the editor of Tlieo-

Jolm Hill, Avas publishing entirely
futile classifications, lumping together as varieties
of sappliire such different materials as ruby, topaz,
phrastus. Sir

emerald, hyacinth, garnet, carbuncle, amethyst,
chrysolite, and prase, and assigning the mixture
which caused the colours of each, because we
know the ingredients which give their colour by
experiments in colouring glass' [Theophrastus's
History of Stones, London, 1774, p. 286). Long
classifying of spars and earths follows, which has
no more reality tlian tlie epicycles of planets. All
this was an advance on Pliny and earlier observers,
yet it has been extinguished by modern chemistry,
'

—

sometimes rendered ' concerts or plays
wrongly,
time in India they did not exist. See Rhys Davids,
Dialogues of the Buddha, i. 7, note 4.
2 See
Rhys Davids, Buddhism^, p. 139.
1

This

'

is

for at that

PREDESTINATION
so that we can hardly realize the ancient confusion
To unclerstand the ancients we must
of thou<,'ht.
set aside all chemical ideas, and regard stones only
in their colour and hardness. Such a position must
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eye madrepore against witchery and worms.
Obviously the use of a large part of these is due to
.sympathetic magic,' or, as it may better be called,

evil

;

'

A

'

confound together materials entirely different, and
divide identical substances which differ in colour.
Thus the Egyptians had but one word, mafkat, fur
turquoise and malachite, a phosphate of alumina
and carbonate of copper.
The questions about the ancient names and their
modern equivalents are difficult to settle owing to
the confusion of substances which look alike. The
actual ancient usage of materials must be the
guide, as it is impossible to connect with ancient
names any gems that were then unknown. For

the doctrine of similars.'
considerable revival
of fancy beliefs about gems has occurred in recent
times among the ignorant and superstitious of
wealthy classes in Europe and America. There is
little or nothing collected as to traditional beliefs
about stones in other lands outside of Italy.
An examination
3. Motives for use of gems.
of subjects engraved upon gems throws some light
on the purposes for which they were worn. For
this inquiry the number of occurrences of a subject
in P'urtwangler's great catalogue may be taken,
supi)lemented by a few published in Petrie's

the equivalents of

Amulets.

—

the IJiblical names see art.

Stones, Precious,' in HDB.
In Egypt several stones are named
1. Egypt.
anciently with specimens, and some others are
named as the material for amulets which are
Thus we can be certain
regularly of one material.
of sef, white quartz ; sef taken, amethyst ; khenem,
red jasper, or sard ; hersed, carnelian ; khesdeb,
lazuli ; qesonkh, a variety of lazuli ; nemehen,
jade ; qo or qada, hiBmatite ; neshen or inafkat
*

—

Strength and love seem to have been the great motives,
Herakles and Eros each occurring 173 times. Far below these
come wisdom, with 75 of Athene and Minerva Seilenos (C<j) for
good li^ing; Hermes and Mercury (63) for trade Apollo (61)
for music and Daiinon (53) for proiiitiation of evil
Dionysos
Nike and Victory (53) come next and,
(53) for mysteries
strangely, Aphrodite comes as low as 52. Of the lesser classes
are Gorgoneia and Medusa (45), Psyche (31), Artemis (20),
Majnad and Bacchantes (2b), Bes (18), Siren (17), Zeus (10),
Perseus (15), Isis (14), Nereid (14), Ares and Mars (13), Bonus
Eventus (11), Serapis (11), Pan (10), Nemesis (9), Cerberus (8).
Eos (6), Harpocrates (6), Ilelios (5), Leda (5), Forluna (5), Tyohe
Dioscuri (4), Triton (4), Ganymede (4),
(5), Asklepios (4),
Hephaistos (3), Hera (3), Hekate (3), Agathodaimon (3), lionheaded serpent (3), Ceres (2), Abundantia (2), Europa (2),
Thanatos (2), and one each Adonis, Orpheus, Osiris, Anubis,
and Set.
It is .surprising how popular some deities were,
nine surpassing Aphrodite while Zeus, Asklepios,
Fortuna, and Ceres were strangely neglected.
Literature. Pliny, HN; G. Bellucci, Amuleti Ualiani
;

;

;

;

;

;

neshen, green felspar and beryl mafkat of Syria,
malachite mafkat of Amen, turquoise ; the last
two may be perhaps reversed. The use of some
stones was almost constant for certain amulets
carnelian or sard for the leg, hand, name-badge,
and serpent-head
jasper, or imitation in red
glass, for the girdle of Isis and the sacrificial cow
diorite for clothing
green felspar or beryl for the
papyrus sceptre and the writing tablet lazuli for
haematite
figures of goddesses and the cartouche
obsidian for
for the head -rest, square and level
the double feather and sma sign of union. The
reasons for such usage can be guessed in some
cases
the green stones symbolized verdure and
growth the red jasper is called the blood of
Isis
the weighty haematite is for the repose of
the fiesh-coloured
sleep or of levelled building
carnelian for the hand and leg. Some of these
amulets are ordered to be made of such materials
in the directions in the Book of the Dead.
2. Italy.
Italy is the land of which we know
most regarding amulets, anciently from Pliny,
recently from Bellucci. The ancient ideas attaching to stones are diamond for poison or delirium
hcematite for success in petitions or to reveal
treachery siderites (black hiematite or meteorite)
to cause discord in law-suits brown hydrous oxide
of iron (limonite) for pregnancy ; quartz crystal for
parturition amethyst and emerald for intoxica;

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

—

contemporanei : Catalogo delta colleziune, etc., Perugia, 1898,
Gli Amuleti, do. 1908, II Fetici»mo primitivo in Italia, do.
1907 A. Furtwangler, Die antiken Gevimen, 3 vols., Leipzig,
1906 W. M. F. Petrie, Amulets, London, 1914.
\V. M. F. Petrie.
;

;

—
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I.

— The

Idea.

;

'

;

;

—

:

;

;

;

;

against spells, hail, and

tion,

locusts,

and

for

access to kings ; agate against scorpions ; jasper
for public speaking ; blood jasper for invisibility ;

black jasi)er for taking cities and fleets yellow
quartz against jaundice ; amianthus against spells
serpentine against headache and serpent- bites
white steatite for increase of milk malachite for
amber for throat affections,
preserving infants
and against fevers
ammonite for prophetic
dreams.
In modem Italy pyrites is used to preserve the
eyes red haematite stops bleeding black haematite is for the evil eye
limonite for pregnancy ;
sapphire is for headache, and promotes contentment quartz crystal for evil eye white chalcedony for milk red chalcedony for bleeding agate
eyestone for evil eye blood jasper to stop bleedblack jasper against lightning
staurolite
ing
against witchery
nephrite for kidney disease
garnet for widows, and comfort in misfortune
serpentine against reptiles malachite for the evil
eye dendrite against venom selenite for increase
of milk
amber against witchery white coral for
increase of milk red coral for menstruation and
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

— 15
;
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largely

the

in

Idea and parts.

predestination bulks
of
thought.
leligious

idea of

'

history

It has come
two connotations, the one more
strictly theological, the other more purely philosophical and in both references severer definition

Recently

down

it

has grown in interest.

to us in
;

demonstrates the reasonableness of

its essential

truth.
(a) As a technical term in theology the word
stands for that voluntary act of the divine will
whereby God predetermines or foreordains whatsoever comes to pass, and in particular the destinies
of the good and evil.^ The inclusion of the reprobation of the wicked has lent the term an ill
savour. Shorn of this part, the dogma remains,
the divergences of the schools in other points
appearing less firm under the pressing practical
The
and social needs of the modern Church.
predominant tendency is to identify this, the
with
election
redemptive, aspect of predestination
(q.v.), and to use the three terms— predestina'

—

'

foreordination,' 'election' as synonyms.
(b) In its philosophical character the word
stands for a conception much more comprehensive
tion,'

and

profound, viz. that original all-inclusive
definite purpose of God and act of His all-holy
will to manifest His glory in self-revelation, which
self -revelation takes effect by stages in time,
appearing not only in redemption, but in creation
Here the idea is not
and providence as well.
in
given immediately in experience, but emerges
reflexion upon it and lias in consequence to vindi-

It has won favour
cate its rational validity.
under the aegis of the modern discipline of the
philosophy of religion, its subject-matter furnishing
one of the indispensable problems of that important science, where its claims are strengthened by
several currents of the deeper thought of the age,
'

1

The Weitminxter Ccmfeggion used 'predestination only

eternal

'

life,'

foreordination

'

'

to eternal death.'

'

to

PREDESTINATION
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the philosophy of nature and of history, comparative religion, the higher mysticism, man's tragic
experience of life. The history of theism, moreover, shows predestinarianism to be an invariable
concomitant of that form of religious thought, and
to be as fundamental to theism as its other
As theistic reconstruction proceeds, the
features.
idea of predestination correspondingly gains.

—

'

Note on the term. The term
has long
predestination
been in disrepute, and for three reasons etymologically it is
and
it
is
in
meaning,
theoloffically
unscriptural,
depraved
philosophically it is not sufficiently distinctive. The word is
not in the Bible. The verb and noun come from the Patristic'
period the verb through the Vulgate won its way hesitatingly
mto the AV in the RV its place is taken by foreordain.'
The Latin predestinare translates the Greek irpoopiitiv a better
translation is proefinire. Then, in meaning, two declensions
have occurred npoopiifiv does not include reprobation,' while
predestinare has come to include it on the other hand, popularly the term has lost the larger reference to the totality of
'

:

;

'

—

;

'

:

;

divine self-revelation other than that in redemption. Further,
the speculative understanding finds the theological controversial taint of the term repugnant, and prefers to argue for
the idea under other names.
Is this disparagement wise ? Three considerations maj' help
to a negative answer. (1) Both Hebrew Wisdom and Christian
theology worked out a large conception of God's relation to the
world and to man as part of the world, which it was found
difficult to embody in a single word.
Accordingly, in both
developments there occur a number of terms each of which
conveys some special nxiance of the general idea, for that is
how the religious consciousness works. The philosophic coiisoiousness, on the other hand, desiderates a term for the idea
in its largest breadth
that is its nature. In Hebrew probably
the nearest equivalent is ni/S.
In Greek in the NT there ia
none hence Patristic thought coined predestination precisely
as in the case of another doctrine, that of the Person of Ohrist,
;

'

'

;

coined o^oovcrio;.
'
foreordination
be interpreted in a purely religious
sense as the equivalent of election, referring to man's salvation
from sin by grace, then it is not adequate to the whole idea
intended in 'predestination.' God gathered His own in His
electing will ; hut He has other activities in creation and
providence, and, if these have a relation to redemption, they
also have independent relations to God and each other, and, as
such, have their ground in the divine will a fact unrecognized
in foreordination,' which, even if it be of wider compass than
'election,' embracing the reference of the divine predetermination of the works of creation and providence to that of redemption as its preparatory' stages, is still inadequate to the whole
idea of 'predestination.'
(3) The philosophical demand for stricter definition is not
due simply to prejudice there is a real need in the interests of
truth to separate clearly the facts of religious experience from
inferences deducible from them. The speculative impulse and
the religious instinct move in different spheres and speak best
each in its own tongue. The above contention is corroborated
The three greatest
by the history of predestinarianism.
protagonists are St. Augustine, Calvin, and Jonathan Edwards
The special worth of these three is to have combined
{qq.v.).
in an unusual degree the religious and intellectual powers
they all feel the need of this term predestination.' It is noteworthy in this connexion that, in those forms of pure philosophy
in which the spiritual aspect of existence has justice done to
it, idealism becomes predestinationism
as, e.g., in the German
succession from Kant, through Schelling and Krause, to
Lotze ; and that those ft>rms of theology in which philosophy
finds a constituent place exhibit the same tendency as, e.g.,
in the theosophy of F. X. von Baader i or the ethics of R. Rothe.2
is

'

(2) If

—

'

;

;

'

—

—

S.

—The predestination idea comprises
(a) prescience, and
prevenience.
Prescience. — 'Foreknowledge'

Parts.

two parts
(a)

:

(6)

(Trpbyvw(Ti.s) is
It is involved

a necessity of God's omniscience.
in His knowledge of Himself and of His own will,
and the immutability of His knowledge for He
sees all things future in the mirror of His will,
and has ne\er at any time been ignorant of what
He was to do and what would be the consequences.
Foreknowledge of the actions of free agents has
sometimes been excluded from the idea of God's
omniscience on the ground of its alleged inconsistency with human freedom,^ and indeed the
difficulty of explaining how actions are free yet
ordained has never been solved. But that God
has perfect foreknowledge of all events and that
man has free agency, implied in moral responsi;

1

Spekulative Dogmatik, pt. i., Stuttgart, 1828, pta. ii.-v.,
Miinster, 1830-38.
2
Theologische Ethik, 5 vols., Wittenberg, 1867-71. For this
and the above English readers may consult O. Pfleiderer, The
Philosophy of Religion, London, 1886-88, vols, i.-iv.
3
E.g., by the Socinians, Rothe, Martensen, etc.

bility, are truths supported by sufficient and
ap[>ropriate evidence, although we may not be
able to compose their harmony until our knowledge is such as God has. His foresight need not
lessen man's freedom, if freedom be understood
not as simple self-will, but as tlie growing faculty
of co-operating Avith the divine purpose.
That

purpose is working out a higher thing than can
be wrouglit between precise forecast and exact
fulfilment it is rather the evolution of men's free
intellectual and emotional life, adapting them to
;

environment and improving their conditions.
can conceive of God influencing His whole
creation in this way, persuading eveiy grade of
living things to assimilate more and more of His
life-force, and go forward in the full tide of
progress, while they are still free to close their
pores, so to say, to His wisdom and life that
encircle them a^s an atmosphere.
Such a purpose etches itself out against a background of much that seems purposeless, where
much happens that is not His will but the will of
an autonomous creature not yet won by His persuasive agency.
As the divine knowledge is
intuitive, not inferential, free, not necessitated,
we are bound to assign to it the prescience of
all things and all relations of things, of all actions
their

We

and

all

conditions of actions.^

—

Prevenience. Again, the premotion of God
a necessity of His omnipotence. Predestination
is no mere idea in God
not simply His resolve to
enter on modes of self-revealing activity
it is
(6)

is

*

—

;

action creative of creaturely destinies and
productive of His eternal purpose it is the actual
acting upon His resolve, action whereby He is the
immanent spirit in all nature, history, life.
note, further, that God's prescience and prevenience exclude the deistic and naturalistic formulations of His relation to the world, since both deny
His active presence in it, as certainly as they
exclude the pantheistic formulation which regards
the world as illusion, emanation, or self-evolution
of God.
Thus it will be seen that in the predestination idea lies the thought that all the works of
God form one whole and move to one goal, that all
find their ground in His attributes, their cause in
His will, that all are the issue of one presupposition
in the divine nature.
How do we affirm this ?
Religious experience postulates it as the basis of
also

;

We

certainty (predestination in redemption)
philosophical reflexion postulates it as the integral
ground of its view of the world and man's history
(predestination in creation and providence). The
its

;

word predestination sums up both postulates
and witnesses to secret affinities between the
natural and revealed wills of God, wherein the
realities both of reason and of faith find their
'

'

ultimate reconciliation.
II.

Source and issues.— i. Source.— Here

two points require to be noted.

Predestination
has its origin in the divine nature alone, and there
alone in the divine attributes.
God's act of
resolving to enter upon the various modes of His
self-revealing activity is a free yet responsible act
1

This excludes the celebrated distinction of scientia media,
the proper discussion of which falls in connexion with the
divine omniscience. It was invented by the Jesuits, defended
and propagated by the Molinists, assailed by the Spanish
Dominicans, ami at a conference in Rome convened b3' Pope
Clement viii. was condemned. The agitation continued. The
Arminians of Holland spread the view among the Reformers.
In England it spread widely in the 16th century (see J. Strang,
De Voluntate et Aetionihus Dei oirca pecoatum, Amsterdam,
The hypothesis of scientia media is untenable. There
16.57).
can be no such intermediate knowledge, all knowledge being
either necessary or free. Again, as inferential knowledge it
cannot worthily be ascribed to God, whose knowledge is intuitive.
He knows all the relations of things, but does not reason
out those relations in the act of knowing.
2 The favourite term in Scholasticism
for prevenience.' St.
Thomas Aquinas discusses it with fullness. Cf. also the controversy of Malebranche with Boursier.
'
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He is determined by nothing outside of
Himself, or alien to His nature, and by nothing in
the way of an internal necessity of His being, or
of any defect in His being, except the insistence
of His own gracious character and good pleasixre.
There is no life outside the divine life. The life of
God is inclusive of all life. It is a life with
Himself alone and witiiin Himself alone. In the
vastest area of being there are no reaches beyond
His boundless being or beyond the causation and
to which

control of His will. The whole actual and possible
universe is at the last a monistic system, centring
in a single truth to which everything in it may be
referred.
That truth is the one and absolute
Being, who comprehends all being, the substance
of all existence, God.
God thus is not one side
by side with others, whether like Him or unlike,
co-equal or prepotent, relationship with whom He
is bound to recognize and consider in His own
He is God and beside Him there is
action.
none other.' To be Himself is the sublimest glory
To go forth continually in selfconceivable.
manifest«,tion is His constant good pleasure or
will.
Such a Being, overflowing with the sense of
His beauty and infinite blessedness, must communicate Himself in love in every form and
degree possible through which the features of His
His self-exhibition and self-comlife may shine.
munication are the only and original necessities of
His action, and these reside in His own nature.
From that fact it follows that those original
necessities operate in accord with the divine
attributes and with nothing else power, justice,
'

;

—

God is not all-powerful in
can do anything. He does what
He likes,
likes only what is according to
His character, that which is true, just, holy.
There can be no caprice in His action, for His will
learns from His wisdom and works out what is
His power is at the service of an idea which
just.
gives to His endeavour stability and worth.
There can be no question here of His predetermining any thing or person to what is contrary to His
character. The attributes of God, since they alone
regulate His action, are the basal principles of
existence and the supreme categories of thought,
which takes origin in their exercise. All finite
existences through which He designs to manifest
and to bestow His life, founded in the qualities of
His nature, find their real principles, their ratio
essendi, there, and represent each one or more of
those divine qualities. All life is rooted in the
divine Being, is in Him an organic whole, and includes the life of nature, of history, of humanity,
in which He displays His power, wisdom, righteousness, truth, goodness, and love, and no
attributes opposed to these.
All these lives are
intlependent unities within their own spheres, yet
related to one another in the all-embracing whole,
which is neither identical with God nor separate
from Him, but in which He is so present (and it in
Him) that He is not merely the cause of it and all
its parts, but is its and their immanent and active
ground, so that they truly appear as His finite
expression and image through a series of ascending
stages in an organic process which tends to His
honour and glory.
wisdom, holiness,

love.

He
but He

the sense that

—

Issues.
Such is the divine design.
The
of accomplishing it science and
philosophy
unfold.
To their investigation nature, history,
and man are all separate if related economies, susceptible of distinctive analysis— a task to which
2.

method

the modern spirit has addressed itself with
eagerness.
Here we are concerned only with an inductive generalization of broad results.
These would
appear to be three (1) God works towards an end
:

through means (2)
succession in time

He employs means

;

;

in a graded
(3) the character of the end
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displays the principle of the whole and motives
the etlort of progress towards it. If these results
be kept in view, we shall be led in tlie path of a
true theism and a right predestination.
The
universal dualism deeply seated in the entire
constitution of things cannot be denied it raises
There are speculative systems that
the problems.
easilj' set it aside, in the way of logic joining
opposites that are held to be originally one but
;

;

redemption no strength is given to
or moral aims.
Theistic monism
cannot thus proceed it must show the dualism
overcome in the way of historical fact and moral
process, such that God is seen to be all in all,
realizing Himself in His attributes in finite forms
through the free play and independent life of their

by such

logical

human thought

;

The steps of the proof are clear.
creation, operating freely within
limits imposed only by its own material, is an
orderly system working out its special end in man.
Man is tlie living synthesis of nature, which in all
internal forces.^

The

physical

parts prefigures him, and in its functions aspires
to what IS only satisfied in him.
History is characterized by the same independent interplay of all
her forces and moves on under laws which reduce
the acts of the countless conscious subjects who
make events to a world of order, the progress of
which is the evolution of the spiritual man. Man
its

himself, granted that he is by nature a divided and
complex being, is nevertheless in the healthy
personality one. Aim, will, resolve, make him a
complete unit ; as mind or will he is a whole and
the more he advances in intelligence and ethical
power, the better he is fulfilling the ideal of his
;

own

life, and responding to the preparatory movements beneath the human sphere which have

gradually disclosed it. Humanity is thus the final
cause of the world, history, human nature. Now,
as it belongs to the nature of God to actualize
Himself in humanity, the human spirit, as it descends into the depths of its own being, recognizes
itself to be divine in principle.
The perfect consciousness of this

He made known

we
to

see in Curist, and owe to
his inborn divinity.

man

Him,
His

incarnation exhibits the unity of the divine and
human. That consciousness comes first in a single
individual, in isolated form, a present divine fact,
serving to stimulate the human spirit to new life.
The last consideration is of the highest importance.
It contradicts all ideas which resolve the revelation
of God in Christ into a general fact belonging to
the phenomenology of spirit, and implies the
personal God communicating Himself in dynamic
force in positive historical form.
Man has not
grown into the consciousness of his own divinity
it has been revealed to him.
Revelation is not
simply an extension of the knowledge of God it
brings in an actual economy of grace as actively
employed in the redeeming of men. Only by a
sum of saving acts, unfolding His mind and will,
can the living God become fully unveiled. In this
sense Christianity alone is the revelation of God's
redemptive love, since the whole person of Christ
His words, works, death, resurrection, exaltation
serves to bring into actual view the will of God
as concerned in the salvation of men.
Not througli
Christ merely, but in Him, in the undivided whole
of His personality and history, as Head over all
things to the Church,' God was reconciling the
world to Himself.
The Christological element
leads us to regard the will of God for our salvation
not as abstract, but as personal and positive in
His Son. That, however, could not have happened
haphazard in the divine mind ; as it was essential
;

;

—
—

'

1
The first thinker clearly to expound this position was the
Italian G. B. Vice; cf. his 'La scienza nuova,' in Opere, ed.
E. Flint, Vico, in Blackwood's
G. Ferrari, Milan, 1836-37
Philosophical Classics,' Edinburgh, 1884.
;

'
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to the setting forth of His glory, it was
before
the foundation of the world,' by His determinate
'

and it determined the foundation of the
world and the subsequent fortunes of all therein.
Predestination is by the will of God, in an organic
process,! in Christ who is its primal and final

counsel

;

principle.

Stga'IFICANCE.—i. For the idea of God.—
predestination idea safeguards three factors
in the relation of God to the world {a) His free
III.

The

:

agency and responsibility in His activities, (b) His
co-operation with His creatures in their true life,
and (c) His efficiency in the fulfilment of His
jiurpose.
(a) Arbitrariness has been associated with God's
Yet predestination forbids arbipredestination.
trary caprice on His part. The great advocates of
its truth know nothing of arbitrary acts of God.
The acts of God, they argue, are consistent with
the character of God ; the nature of God is prior
to His laws, and His nature and character are of
the absolute and perfect good. Itiscrutability has
been associated with predestination, as a cover for
any injustice that may emerge in its issues. Now,
while on any theory of the universe the last reasons
of the constitution and course of things must
always be sought for in the council of an eternal

wisdom which it is beyond our capacity to fathom,
and therefore inscrutable, in the inscrutability
there can be no injustice or partiality for those
reasons are the outcome of an eternal wisdom,
;

righteousness, love. God's action here can never
be that of a selfish man. He acts according to His
glory, which cannot be dissociated from His nature
as absolute good.
In that character His moral
perfection implies an absence of arbitrary or unInaeterminism has been associated with
just act.
But God cannot act as an indepredestination.
terminate power. He is intrinsically and neces-

—

sarily good not by necessity, bvit freely, Ijecause
He wills the freedom which lends His action its
ethical character.
The necessity which keeps
Him from evil is moral conformity to love, goodness, holiness.

—

In contradistinction from these, the divine predestination is an act of sovereignty, in the exercise

which God shows only mercy and goodness.
Sovereignty is not simple supremacy ; it is the
sphere of divine freedom whence issues 07ily blessing,2 for there divine procedure is not limited by

of

considerations of man's excellences or sins.
{b) God's blessing us is His co-operation with us
to cultivate in us His life. As in Him, so in man,
true life is attained by a combination of necessity
and freedom. Man everywhere, as he ascends in
intelligence, is inwardly conscious that He is able
to do right.
He is also convinced that God is on
the side of the right. The tendency to excellency
It grows in man by
of life indicates God's will.
his response which he makes in his freedom as he
directs himself more perfectly towards God.
Yet
it is not simply by his desire and aspiration and
the efforts born of these that he ascends, but also
by their satisfaction in the answering care and
recreative energy of creative love.
These experiences point to the transcendent truth that creation
was with God from all time, came from God, is in
part turning of its own will towards God, is in part
ever turning more and more consciously towards
Him, and becomes at last completely, self-consciously, at one with God in will— the doctrine of the
Logos, the hope of the eschatologist, the dream of
the mystic.
(c)
1

ts it

The

but a hope and a dream

?

Can God's

philosopher clearly to recognize the organic process
of the divine purpose was St. Augustine.
'
'
2 Calvin terms the
opposed doctrine frigid and jejune
{Inst.

i.

first

16. 1).

purpose fail ? Our conception of omnipotence must
be modelled on what we know of finite power,
though not limited by it. In our experience the
.secret of power lies in the ability to conceive the
end in view and to regulate action towards that
Those are not absent from God. For the
end.
creation of the finite He is responsible.
He has
chosen to create it not a passive thing, but a life
with a way of its cnTi. Why should we not believe
that it is only the possibility, not the actuality, of
evil that is necessary ?
If the end which God has
in view is a form of life produced by the ability to
co-operate with or to resist Him, it must be part
of His omnipotence to be able to give the ability
to resist Him.
The resistance would be evil. In
so far the Creator is responsible for the possibility
of evil and its attendant risks.
On the other hand,
the divine prescience cannot be conceived as dim
or vague, or the divine blessedness as uncertainly
fluctuating with the uncertainties of men's choices,
as Calvin asks, How can the contingent affect the
'

'

it entirely dei)ends ?
The
possibility of future failure on His part must,
God must be credited with
therefore, be limited.
provision against the results of all possible disaster.
Is not fatherhood the best symbol of omnipotence?
His creation must not finish in itself, but must go
on to recreation a consummation visible in Christ

First

Cause on which

—

in whom
the whole
world is reconciled to God.'
God, then, has willed all men to be saved. He
has predestinated all men and things in His
Son.
Creation is prelude to incarnation, and was
never designed to furnish occasion for irreformable

and Christian humanity,

'

In the foreordination as in the judgment
say, I never knew you sinners.' He
has contemplated all in Christ He has foreknown
all in Christ
He has loved all in Christ He has
elected all in Christ and by the one same act.
He has taken every possible means to fulfil that
act ^vith success.
Through creation, history,
redemption, He has graduallj' exhibited and comsinners.

God might

'

;

;

;

;

municated His life to men, to raise men to its
likeness step by step.
Respecting his liberty God
forces no man, yet presciently and preveniently
seeks to persuade men. He reserves also the right
to intervene by His omniscience and omnipotence
Both
in order to avert thoroughgoing disaster.
courses He takes in the exercise of His sovereignty,
which is the field of His freedom. That preferential action ^ of His can faO only if the infinite
resourcefulness of His nature'iails a result incon'

'

—

ceivable.'

—

The predestination
2. For the idea of man.
idea yields two precious assurances for man's conviction along with a grave warning
(a) the
certainty of his practical fi-eedom of will, [b] the
ability to attain his destiny, (c) the fact of failure
as both possible and permissible.
(a) Necessity has been associated with predestinaThe problem that it raises is perennial.
tion.
:

Its reproach

As the

no system can

roll

away from

itself.

is a harmony of necessity and
freedom, so they run through all His handiwork
In themselves they are
inclusive of man's life.

divine Being

not antitheses, and they are but crudely conceived
when opposed. A theistic predestination excludes
their opposition and leaves the vindication of
necessitarianism to the wisdom of this world as
in men of science
in materialism and idealism
like Huxley, Spencer, etc., in men of speculative
idealism like Hegel and others more pronouncedly
pantheist, who assert that they see in all things
the working out of an eternal necessity. Philo'

'

—

1

Martineau's phrase.

2

The foregoing excludes three positions

(a) the notion that
predestinates fixed numbers, (6) the notion that God predestinates to evil, and (c) the notion that God predestinates,
by permission,' eternal consequences of evil.

God
'

:
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sophers of the type of Schelling, Lotze, and
otiiers are truer guides.
History, they urge, is
characterized by a union of freedom and necessity,
the product of a freedom somehow pervaded by
necessity, composed of the acts of countless conscious subjects which yet form a world of order.'
How can this be ?, they ask. Only througii the
operation of a principle superior to both in which
they are one Gml. History is the evuhition of
that principle. It reveals itself through the free
play of individual wills, and could not be were
those wills not free so that they are fellowworkers with it. Free will is incapable of rigid
objective presentation ; it is best e.xliibited by a
process corresponding to the development of freedom itself. What is freedom ? It is only in terms
of experience that it can have any meaning at all.

—

So with necessity.

They are two constantly alternating poles of our experience. The only solution
a repeated appeal to the subject. The freedom
which we at once oppose to and collate with
necessity is subordinate to the higher freedom
of consciousness on which the distinction rests.
Thus modern psychology. In the metaphysical
reference the difhculties arising from finite freedom may be met by the contention that, while the
is

however far back we go, are
fixed, yet within these, however far forward we
go, contingencies arise,* and the best is reached
only by living through the less good.
(6) Fatalism has been associated with predestotal

possibilities,

tination.
Calvinism is alleged to be specially
chargeable with the error in Christian times. Unquestionably paganism furnishes abundant traces.
The popular misunderstanding of foreordination is
fate.
Predestination, however, is not fate. Fate
is a conception for which there is no foothold in
the Christian system. Belief in one's fate or star
or fortune is apt to characterize both great men
and small, and to prompt both to trust in their
strongest qualities, which may not be their best.
In so far as a man is possessed by a blind feeling
of being an instrument of destiny used by an irresistible force he knows not to what end, his belief
is a weakness.
It bears no likeness to the Christian idea, which has two features it makes a man
rationally conscious that he has a mission to
accomplish, and it impels him when he learns the
divine will to be humbly submissive to its dictates.
I will do God's will and what I choose,' said
General Gordon. The Calvinistic fate is incentive to heroic effort, a challenge to play the man.
God's predestinations are moral inspirations.*
What God ordains man realizes. Yet withal there
is more.
Calvinism in its severer aspect embodies
something additional. It is often neglected in
Christian thought it was seldom absent from the
1 F.
W. J. von Schelling, Philosophiache Untersuclmngen
:

'

'

'

;

'

menschliche Freiheit,' in PhilosophUche Schriften,

liber die

Laiidshut, ISO'J; R. H. Lotze, Microeosmos, Eng.
Edinburgii, IbSo.
-

tr.,

2 vols.,

Martineau'8 solution, accepting it from Dugald
A Study of Religion, bk. iii., 'Determinism and
is
the position gradually but cogently won
through the succession from Kant to Lotze. Science, as distinct
from metaphysics, has also in recent years begun to vindicate
'freedom' as rational; with the activistic and vitalistic philosophies of Eucken and Bergson it has entered on a new era.
In a recently published letter of more than ordinary interest
Bergson writes: 'From all this [the contentions of his three
works, Essay on the immediate Facts of ConsciousTiess, Matter
and Memory, and Creative Evolution] there clearlj' emerges the
idea of God, Creator and Free
the generator at once of
matter and of life, whose creative efforts as regards life are
continued through the evolution of species and the constitution
Tliis

Stewart

ig

;

Freewill.'

cf.

It

;

of

human

3

personalities.'

Cf. J, Orr, The Progress of Dogma, London, 1901, lect. i.
Calvin and Knox in their treatises strenuously deny that predestination is fate. Sir W. Scott credits Montrose with the
ditty:
'
He either fears his fate too much,
Or his deserts are small,
That dares not put it to the touch,
To gain or lose it all.'
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pre-Christian conscience. In India and Greece,
tiie old Teutons, in many Christian sects
and not a few of tiie noblest Christian minds it

among

found impressive expression, viz. man's profound
sense of the radical obscurity and deep underlying
tragedy of human existence the VVeltsch/iierz of
modern pessimism. It centres in that sutlering
in which the subject is victim.
It is the tragic
mystery of the worl.i, something pite«us and
fearful
not emergent merely from external
forces nor from human acts, not the moral order
nor yet a mere fate cruel and indifferent
but
something inscrutable and inevitable outside all
these which bears on man's life and assails it.
It
is a demonic force, ready to spring, when circumstances or character or both give occiision, upon
its victims to wreak upon them a dire doom, in
the drawing down of wliich motives are nothing,
circumstances nothing
the motives may have
been adame with goodness, the circumstances
such that any other course was impossible, yet
with sharp and swift consequence the stroke
descends out of the place where dwell the Nornir
(Teutonic), the Hathor (Egyi)tian), the Erinyes
(Greek), the 'divine jealousy' (Hebrew), and all
such as work woe to mortal man.' It is this almost
universal dark instinct more than tiie I'auline
election that is responsible for the horror of much
Christian eschatology and Calvinistic gloom
it
inheres in the natural man. Early Greek dramas,
Maeterlinck's
Shakespeare's tragedies,
es.says, cover
a stretch of many centuries and represent widely
in
this
divergent civilizations, yet
they are one.
It is an insistent sense in all thought which has
these two grievous wants the lack of personality
in the Deity and the lack of reality in the world.
It is the great merit of Christian thought to
remedy both defects and to lift in some measure
the awful burden from human hearts. It does so
by teaching the unity of the physical and moral
spheres, tlie organic character of all existence in
God. It agrees that these spheres do not exhaust
the content of reality nor enable us to grasp the
depths of being, and so cannot be erected into the
working powers of the world or made the complete
expression of the divine will. But what is beyond
them is not dark, cruel, vengeful, jealous of men,
eager to slay, but an order far deeper and richer
than that which we know in time and space,
where God's will alone abides unchanged and unchangeable, working itself out not only in spite of

—

;

;

;

'

;

:

but even by means of all opposed to it and it is
a will of good to man.
It is vital
so real and
(c) Opposition there is.
serious as, not indeed finally to thwart, yet
;

;

grievously to hinder, the fulfilment of the divine
purpose, and at the same time completely disintegrate its own spirit-power. God cannot fail
individual men may. The forces adverse to Him
are autonomous, and the autonomy is real ; hence
;

may not work to will and to do of His
good pleasure.' His workmanship is not merely
mechanical, infallibly realizing His conceptions.
He has His conception and also its completion before
Him, as every purpose must but tiie first has to
reach the second not forcibly but freely through
all

'

;

tlie

seeks to be expressed.
in the
in the individual
for the indi-

material in wiiich

it

That material may never move against Him

mass, but it may
vidual is not wholly moved by tiie mass and may
use the energy that is his own at variance with the
Wiien this is so, what then ?
force of the whole.
Are there refuges, reservoirs of latent self, for the
rebels? The energy of life-force which they misby lapsing
use, is it transformable? Periiaps
into the universal life, tliere to be re-formed.'
At any rate, it may utterly fail in its present form.
1 Cf. the Biblical
Bgure of God as the potter.'
;

;

'
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Individual tragedy is too frequent here to render
^
improbable or impossible hereafter, unless,
within the reaches of the divine resourcefulness and
the possibilities of the organic life of the race,
there be means of conversion and renewal at which
Men must 'give all
we cannot even guess.
diligence to make their calling and election sure.'
IV. History.— 1. Ethnic— Predestinarian conceptions arise at a certain stage of religious reflexion of necessity ; and kindred conceptions are
to be found in all religions which have been influenced in their development by speculative thought.
Even polytheism adumbrates them in divine

it

personittcations of Destiny.
The best instance of this
(a) Greek.

—

we

find in

the Greek poets and tragedians, with whom the
belief passed through a variety of forms
^ddvos,
:

These are less intellectual solutions of the problem than deifications of
experience and they are remarkably comprehenAt first, as in Herodotus, Pindar, and
sive.
Theognis, envy and caprice characterize the OlymMen are the
pic gods in their dealings with men.
restless rivals of the gods, and must be taught
Att), fMoipa, y^/xecns,

Epivves.

;

Occasionally a righteous purpose governs the divine dealings occasionally also
defects of character in men bring on their misBut such features do not manifest
fortunes.
themselves in force till we come to the great
themes of ^schylus and Sophocles, whose tone is
vastly superior. The caprice of the gods is by
them modified in an ethical direction. Personal
calamity is a judicial act pronounced by a moral
their proper place.

;

governor on men's

follies

and crimes.

'

Divine

The mental
Justice displaces the divine Jealousy.
and moral clouding gives way to the notion of
events baftiing human foresight and so leading
Even the dark power
to unconscious crimes.
of Moira is part of the moral order, designed to
'

*

man

to resistance, in making which he may
fall, but in his fall he is greater than if he had
Within increasingly
never met the challenge.

incite

broad limits, too, man's freedom is recognized. In
Sophocles there is the mature idea that suffering
is not always final, but is foreseen in the counsels
of the gods as part of the permitted evil which is a
condition of a just and harmoniously ordered
It is not inconsistent with this that
universe.
epic poetry gives more prominence to circumstances and external forces in the determining of
character ; for such is the nature of epic as distinct
from drama. Thus there is little justification for
the common theory^ that in the Greek drama
everything is foreknown and develops inevitably
from the beginning\ Tragic fate needs a tragic
Cf. art. Fate (Greek and
trait in the victim.

Roman).

—

{b) Roman.
Nothing like the same subtle
sensitiveness is found in the Roman early theology.
The citizens of Latium and the surrounding parts
were a more secular and political race ; and destiny
with them amounts to little more tlian a belief in
their own genius and the enterprise that renders it

The deity Fortuna embodies

efi'ective.

Destiny

is

this faith.

seldom regarded as personal doom

;

it

rather racial mission. Nor does it often occur
to the Roman thinker to inquire into the origin of
is

1 Granted
this, it follows that the total effect of individual
tragic failure hereafter on the whole world-plan may be dealt
with as in the case of individual failure in this life's progress.
The Creator's method, righting what goes amiss, here may
indicate His method in the hereafter. What is that method?
if defects perBriefly nature's desire is to rid itself of defects
;

sist, the cause is not in them, but in the
But
of life in which they are survivals.

progressive organism

the primal and final
God can have no inheniit defects.
H. Butcher, Some Aspects of the Greek Genius^, London,

plan of
2 S.

1904, p. 109.

so-called reproductions of Greek dramas illustrate
popular but erroneous idea.

3 Scliiller's

this

the special genius of his people. The metaphysical and ethical implications of the belief were not
canvassed. Cf. art. Fate (Greek and Roman).
Remarkable is the contrast in the
(c) Teutonic.
Teutonic idea of destiny. It forms a prime element in an elaborate mythology whose foci are
Odin and Urdr, divinity and fate. It is difficult
to delimit the respective jurisdictions of these
two but the lion's share of power fails to Urdr
(Vyrd). She is the goddess of fate, and also of
death a significant conjunction. Slie is the dispenser of life and death, with her m-aids the Norns
(arbiters -of life) and the Valkyries (arbiters of
death), who dwell with her under the world-tree
(Ygdrasil), which stands forever green, watered by
her gold-cased fountain.
The might of Odin
standing behind is no relief ; he wields a lawless
power, with a loveless will. He stands for blind,
arbitrary, elemental will will cut off' from wisdom,
a brute, blundering, pitiless, eccentric will (with
the single bright feature that it chooses the
warriors for Valhalla), which surrounds human
passion and aflection with a tragic cloud against
which the heroic figure is shown oft'.
deep
pessimism pervades the Eddas. It is as if the
cruel and dismal climate of the North, the
hu^e
terror of storm and sea, the high courage of reckless hearts crushed by the irresponse of apathetic
deity, were all gathered up in a vast and bitter
that general spirit which for modern
gloom
understanding has been so powerfully portrayed
in the romantic operas of Richard Wagner.^ Cf.

—

;

—

—

A

—

Doom, Doom-Myths

art.

—

(Teutonic).

Indian.
On a higher plane, turning to
ancient India, we find a definite theistic development in the later stages of the Upanisads, in the
Kdthaka and the ^vetdSvatara, where there occurs
the clear idea that 'only by the man whom he
chooses is God comprehended to him the dtnmn
In the Buddhistic teaching
reveals his essence.
pi'ominence is accorded to the law of karma (q.v.),
according to which the soul in its successive transmigrations has each stage irrevocably determined
by its conduct in the previous stage a suggestion
of ethical necessitation which even in its fullest
Apart from express
expression remains vague.
(d)

—

—

teaching,

Hindu

life

and ideas are predominantly

fatalistic, unfree, unenergetic.

The drama

is full

of deus ex machina ; the actors seldom rely on
The religion, largely a ritual,
their own will.
shows the divine wi-ath ready to burst out on the
trivial occasions and foi? the
offences. 2 Cf. art. Fate (Hindu),

most
(e)

Chinese. — In ancient

most

China there

is

trifling

the great

of Tao, circumscribing the course of human
in a cosmos of omnipresent order.
It overrules the entire animation of the universe in both
its aspects of light and darkness, life and death,

law
life

good and evil. It never deviates or diverges. It
metes out justly and equitably to all men, by
means of the spirits or gods rewarding the good,
by means of the spectres punishing the bad, witli
perfect impartiality.
Blessing comes to those who
conform to its laws, hurt to those who violate
them. The fear of the spectres is very great
there is an all-pervading demonism, counteractives
to which make up a large proportion of Chinese
;

The evil spectres may interfere
moment with human business and fate,

religious practice.*

at any

favourably or unfavourably. These spectres are
Tao is
the instruments of retributive justice.
1

Cf.

Eng.

on this paragraph V. Rj'dberg, Teutonic Mythology,
London, 1889, §§ 61-64.

tr.,

Deussen, The Philosophy of the Upanishads, Eng. tr.,
Edinburgh, 1906, pp. 172-179. Consult on the subject generally N. McNicol, The Religious Quest of India ; Indian Theism,
Oxford, 1915 ; Mrs. Sinclair Stevenson, The Heart of Jainism,
2 P.

do. 1915.
3 J. J. M. de
Groot, The Religion of the Chinese, 4
Leyden, 1892, bk. i. p. 935 f., bk. ii. ch. ii.

vols.,
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both the creation and the creator, the motive force
of the universe and the free determiner of its
agency, spontaneously working from all eternity.
His favour, won by obedience to his motions, may
be secured by faithful observance of them in the
actual movement of the world and life.
Having
no superior or co-equal, he secures it that human
and
is
ciark
it
is
clear
neither
nor
cruel
destiny
;

orderly as himself. Cf. art. Fate (Chinese).
In ancient Egypt the moral con{/) Egyptian.
ditions of character and destiny are similarly conspicuous.
Egyptologists are divided as to the char-

—

acteristics of primitive Egyptian religion, whether
they are those of a polytheism or those of a monotheism. But even that school which asserts its
polytlieistic

character agrees that underneath the

is always the feeling
multiplicity of deities there
of their unity and, whenever that unity is at all
recognized, it carries with it the further concept of
the spirituality of the divinity in things ^ a spirit;

—

uality that is righteousness. The goddess Hathor,
the jiatroness of joy and happiness, is also the
cosmic principle, the personification of the gieat
universal power of nature perpetually creating and
maintaining all things, great and small ; she is
further in the judgment a foremost figure on the
bench. In ' The Precepts of Khensu-hetep (F. J.
Chabas, in L' Egyptologie, Paris, 1876-78, ch. vi.)
the explicit references to sekher yieter show a clear
and definite idea of divine providence,^ by whose
'

goodness men subsist. To the supreme being who
is thus regarded is attributed at the same time
the creation of the world and all things and, as
he is righteous, his plan is righteous. We owe it
to this religion that it emphasizes the fact that the
guilty suffer, the penalty being exacted at the
time of the wrong-doing, not deferred to a later
;

day or generation.^ Cf. art. Fate (Egyptian).
2. Jewish and Muhammadan.— The OT and NT
ideas are given in extenso in the art. Election.
There all in creation, history, redemption, is referred back to the divine sovereignty. The special
features of that relationship as experienced in
vital religious activity alone are set forth
the
;

general idea never gets beyond its most general
The same speculative reserve characexpression.
terizes later Jewish thought.
Its particular
interest is not high except in the case of individual rabbis, nothing further is ventured than
the statement of a comprehensive dependence of
all tilings and all persons on the divine supremacy,
and an insistence, always in subordination to God's
;

sovereignty, on man's free will. Intellectual problems are evaded as beyond human solving. Of the
Jewish sects in the time of Christ Josephus is
responsible for making the Pharisees material predestinationists, the Essenes absolute predestinationists, and the Sadducees hostile to all forms of
predestination, since they traced all events to
chance.
Material predestination limits the divine
decree to this material life an example from Rul.
vii. 6 is to the etiect that a man does not hurt his
It
finger in this world unless it has been decreed.
is a peculiarly Judaic idea, and belongs to the
main stream of Rabbinic conviction. Other currents represented in Kabbinism are the two
familiar to Christian controversy the one emjiliasizing man's freedom, the other divine ovenule.
According to the one, the decision rests with man,
whose conduct determines his destiny the spirit's
prime endowment is freedom. According to the
;

—

;

other,

God

directs

sentative utterance
1

Cf. O. P. Tiele, Hist,

and foreknows
is

all.

A_ repre-

that of R. Akiba (Ahh6th,

of the Egyptian Religion, Eng. tr.,
London, 1882, pp. 216-230.
3 Cf. E. A. W.
Budge, Gods of the Egyptians; or Studies in
Egyptian Mythology, 2 vols., London, 1904, i. 125.
3 Cf. on this E.
Naville, La Religion des anciens Egyptiens,
I'liris,

1906, pp. 150-175.
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iii. 15)
All is foreseen yet freedom is granted
a position whose last eminent apologist was the
renowned Maimonides.^
Muhammadanism teaches an absolute predestination, to both good and evil, happiness and
misery. God is conceived of as absolute will,
operating by rigid law, moulding the material by
whose instrumentality it works, after the manner
'

'

:

of Oriental despotism. Muhammadan philosophers
expound it in a more extreme way than it is set
forth in the Qur'an until the doctrine has become
The reaction set in by tlie
practically pernicious.
Mu'tazilites, who assailed the orthodox view with
keenness, made room for free will, but was eventuCf. art. Fate
ally overcome by orthodoxy.-

(Muslim).
3.

Christian.

— Predestination holds a large place

It has
of the Christian Church.
fanned burning controversies, and generated
it has fostered stern
ideals, and
popular fear

in the history
;

moulded strong natures. In its largest sense the
finest intellects of the Church have been attracted
to it, and those periods that have been most fruitful in reconciling the development of Christian
ideas with the growth of culture have been indebted

for inspiration.
The epochs of
marked by these periods.
The first stage is signalized by
(a) Jiirst stage.
the conflict of the Greek Fathers with Gnosticism,
the conquest of the Greek mind by Christian
theology. The problems of Gnosticism are in the
main two (1) the nature of the Absolute, and the
method whereby He can be the creator of matter,
and (2) the origin of evil. The Gnostic solution is

above

to

it

its

progress are

all

—

:

found in an endless succession of aeons or emanations of the Absolute which serve to span the gulf
between Him and creation. Gnosticism, in establishing its theory, had to deny free will.
a solution metaphysical and necessitarian.

It is

The

Greek Apologists and Fathers, addressing themselves to the problem, reached a solution ethical
and personal. They know nothing of uncondiBetional prede.stination ; they teach free will.
lieving in the sovereign efficacy of reason and conscience, they interpret the Aosolute in terms of
them. Their contribution combines four points,
viz. (a) the Absolute requires mediation ; (/3) the

mediator
Absolute

is
is

the Logos
creator
;

;

through the Logos the
freedom is the mark of

(7)

(5)

man.
All schools at that period held an abstract notion
The central quest was after an appropriate medium of communion between the Supreme
Being and the world. The Gnostic attempt failed
before the magnificent doctrine of the Logos (q.v.)—
the issue of the controversy and its end. The doctrine of the Supreme as Creator through the Logos,
and the activity of the Logos in nature, history, and
man, are the primary ideas of Patristic theology,
set forth partially in the Apologists, with fullness
and learning in Clement and Origen, and preached
It is essentially a new Gnosis,
by Chrysostom.
summing up the divine design of cosmic history.
The second stage opens with
(b) Second stage.
the Latin F'ather, St. Augustine (t 430), and the
That event gives the motif
fall of imperial Rome.
to his profoundest thought that history is the
history of two antagonistic cities, so that he can
compare the ordered series of the centuries to an

of God.

—

antistrophic hymn pervaded by an antithetic parallelism which turns on the call of God and the
Into his
response of man (de Civ. Dei, xi. 18).
we
particular opinions on religious predestination
need not enter (see Augustine, Election). His

""

1

F.

TheoWeber, System der altsynagogalen paldstinischen

loqie, Leipzig, 1880.
^ E.
Sell, Faith of Idarri^,

,

„

,.

.

,

.

London, 1896 D. B. ilacdonald,
Development of Muslim Theology, London, 1903.
;
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positions are not always superficially consistent.
But his great merits are clear. He distinguishes
prescience from ]n-edestination, and aids to a
He expounds a richer
better analysis of the latter.
idea of will than the inherited views of the Greeks
and the Pelagians ; and initiates a discussion from
the main position of which Christian thought has
never since withdrawn, viz. that the unregenerate
will is not free ; freedom is growth in the power to
do right. 1 Great as these services were to the
progress of truth, they are not his chief contribution to the predestination idea. That concerns
itself with the nature of the divine purpose the
motif of which is referred to above. He unfolds
his ideas in his main book, dc Civitate Dei, called
forth by the decay of the Roman State. The
underlying principle of that masterly exposition is
the organic character of the divine purpose. It is
pervaded by his deep sense of the continuous
evolution of the divine purpose in all things. It
sums up his conviction of a life's study. Throughout his life he was intent on reducing to a consistent unity the varied elements of nature, history,
and revelation, as they presented themselves
So successfully has he
believing consciousness.

m

vindicated that i)rinciple that subsequent develoiJit, always the more

ments have proceeded upon

clearly to demonstrate its essential truthfulness.
The controversies that ensued, directed against
in particular the
St. Augustine, assail details
doctrine of ' predestination to evil or the repro-

—

'

Rabanus
impenitent
Hincniar (t 882), and others argued
the inconsequence of that doctrine by Scripture
proof, John Scotus Erigena* (t c. 877) its inconsequence metaphysically both legitimate corrections.
The Augustinian doctrine in its general
drift worked on with increasing cogency throughout mediaeval Christendom, quickening an extraordinary ferment of ideas, creative of new impulses
in every direction, religious and disciplinary,
Into the stream of religious
political and social.
and general culture there entered currents widely
dissimilar, deriving from the study of Aristotle
and of Dionysius the Areopagite, really alien to
the Latin genius. The pregnancy of St. Augustine's
philosophy succeeded in acclimatizing rich elements
in both in the atmosphere of Western theology.
Of this the constructive intel(c) Third stage.
bation

of

Maurus

(t 840),

wicked.

tlae

—

—

of St. Thomas Aquinas (c. 1227-74),
quells the maelstrom of mediaeval thought.
In him we see St. Augustine pruned of his many
verbal and logical inconsistencies and his view of
the world and history so presented with a logical
thoroughness and developed on different sides as to
Of specific
exhibit a proper system, or summa.
value is Aquinas's discussion of prevenience or
pi'emotion, and the grace of natural virtues
features of Augustinianism that have obtained a
secure lodgment in Romanist theology, but not in
Reformed. The whole effort of Aquinas results in
a fusion of the best culture and most spiritual
faith of his age.
The Augustinian spirit pervading
it is in his work definitely incorporated M-ith the
the Roman Church.
official teaching of
St.
Thomas inspired the Decrees of Trent (1545-63),
while
which,
affirming several Scotist positions,
define a mild Augustinianism.' The Augustinian
three
are
(a) God is absolute master by
principles
lect

was that

who

—

:

Augustine's denial of freedom is really denial of capricious
choice the assertion of self-determination along the lines of
one's true character.
'
2
Erigena's contention, no predestination to evil because
that would imply a duality in the divine nature, or else the
existence of some power above God determining His will, is
acute (cf. his tractate de Predeatinatione). It undermined for
the future the recurring idea of God as the author of evil.
3 Loofs's
statement, the history of Catholicism is the history
of the progressive elimination of Augustinianism,' we regard as
a (^ross exaggeration.
1

—

'

'

His grace ol
of
man remains

all determinations of the will ; (/3)
free under the action of grace ; (7)
the reconciliation of these two truths rests on the
manner of the divine government. The Tridentine
formulae reaffirm original sin and man's need of

grace as against Pelagianism (sess. vi. can. 2), the
freedom of man and the ability of doing good and
evil even before embracing faith (vi. 6. 7) as
against the Protestants. Trent further, with St.
Thomas, teaches the universal offer of salvation
and divine provision of the means of grace. The
problem of harmonizing grace and freedom is left
undefined; the brief of Benedict XIV. (1748) gives
liberty to all schemes of reconciliation the strict
Augustinian, the Thomist, and the Molrnist.^
The fourth stage came with
(d) Fourth stage.
the Reformation and the awakened moral conscience.
The absorbing interest of the 16th cent,
was religious, not speculative. No commanding
intellect of the comprehensive order of an Origen,
Augustine, or Aquinas arose to offer the new
synthesis of faith and culture which the times

—

—

imperatively demanded, and little progress was
made in the growth of the predestination idea.
Luther and Erasmus, Zwingli and Calvin, with
minor divergences, agree in reverting to St.
Augustine on the main issues and in the supposed
interests of evangelical piety but none of them
had adequate philosophical equipment to formulate
anew the problem in consistent and convincing
form.
Hence Western Christendom remained
divided.
Its continuance in disruption was due as
much to the absence of a first-rank philosopher as
to the presence of a fiery Reformer
for fresh
;

;

religious feeling is less divisive than stale religious
dogma, and the speculative reason of the Reformers made but indifferent flights. The proper
contribution of that age lies elsewhere, in the
fresh emphasis set on the doctrine of election as
the believer's ground of certainty of salvation as
against the Church and its machinery of grace.
Polemical motives against Roman ideas of authority
impelled the Reformers to give election a paramount place in their system, with the result that

philosophical counterpart, predestination, as-

its

sumes, not only in general theory, where it is
relevant, but also in theological construction,

where

it is not, the position of basal
principle conThe Institutes of John
trolling the entire system.
Calvin (t 1564) is representative. It asserts the
double predestination, to life 'and death quite
The central idea'^ is that of
irrespective of merit.
an independent and immutable decree of God, in

which foreordination and foreknowledge are inseparable. Beza, Calvin's successor at Geneva, is
the father of

'

high,' or supralapsarian, Calvinism.
of the Reformed Confessions,
confirmed alike by the Synod of Dort (1618-19) and

The common view

the Westminster Assembly (1647), is infralapsarian.
The infralapsarian {infra lapsum) theory of predestination, or the decree of predestination viewed
as subsequent in purpose to the decree
permitting
man to fall, represents man created ana fallen as
the object of election. The supralapsarian theory
designates the view which supposes that the ulti-

mate end which God proposed

to Himself was His
glory in the salvation of some men and the
damnation of others, and that as a means to that
end He decreed to create man and to permit him
to fall.
Strict Calvinism subsequently found
mitigations in the Federal Theology,' expoimded
by Cocceius (1603-69), professor at Leyden, who

own

'

introduced the idea that God's judicial charging
1

Cf. a valuable

account by B. Portali6, in CE,

s.v.

'Augus-

tine.'
2

Ritschl, Sneckenburger, etc., have denied the centrality
Schweizer proves it fully. M. Scheibe (Calvina Pradestinationtlehre, Halle, 1897) describes the religious motives underlying

;

Calvin's construction.
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of the guilt of

Adam's apostasy

to his descendants

and not personal and in the contemj)orary Sauniur school of Cameron, Amyraut, and
others in France, who attempted a combination of
election and universal salvation (subterf)articuhir
Bold opposition was oH'ered by the
apsarianism).
Ilemonstrantsled by Arminius, professor in Leyden
from 1602 to 1609. A year after his death his
disciples, as an organized party, presented a Remonstrance to the States of Holland pleading for
toleration, and, for the sake of defining their

was

racial,

;

position, presented soon afterwards five Articles
expressing their views. This is the origin of the
famous 'Five Points' in the controversy between
Calvinism and Arniinianism. Of Calvinism the
Five Points are unconditional predestination,
particular election, efficacious grace, divine reprobation of the wicked, and final perseverance of the
elect.
Of Arniinianism the opposed points were
conditional predestination on foreseen merit,
universal salvation, resistible grace with the
provision of means sutricient for salvation, preterition of
the wicked, and possible lapse of
the justified from grace.
Later, Methodism
came with a synergistic solution which is logichas
but
proved serviceable for
ally indefensible,
The Calvinistic victory was one of logic
piety.
only even the victors felt that, if not handled
with special prudence and care, the doctrine would
be the reverse of helpful to morals and piety.
'

'

;

The

Calvinistic

Synods restate old positions

— Dort

with relentless rigour, Westminster a little more
cautiously.
They contribute nothing new to the
theology of the subject. The work of the Protestant scholastics was one of systematization for civil
and religious reform rather than of inspiration to
It had unquesspiritual or apologetic progress.
tionable merits.
It demonstrated the political
of
the
idea
in
common life,
potency
predestination
when men are found to believe implicitly in the
absolute will of God and to range themselves submissively under its behests in simple obedience.
It established as never before the religious principle
as the controlling principle of civilization, taught
the civil power definite ethical function, laid thereby the only workable basis of free democracy, and
thus, when the unity of the world's life and Knowledge had been shattered by the break-up of the
mediaeval Church, pointed to fresh sources of cohesion which prove the more efficient the more
they are tested in the complexities of modern
growth. Whatever criticism may be urged against
Calvinism as a religion and a theology, it is certain
that as a polity it has been a triumphant success,
as the maker not indeed of kings the claim of the
mediteval Church but of what is much greater,

—

—

States.

The most commanding

Calvinistic

intellect

appeared where there was obvious relief from the
Jonathan
political pressure, i:^ New England.
Edwards (1703-58) draws ir to the system somewhat of the wider expanses of the New World
that gave him birth. He sets fortl. the Calvinistic view of the Avorld with a masculine strength

and

rich insight of rare excellence, and in face v>f
the most imposing critical antagonism which
Calvinism has ever encountered New England
Unitarianism. He prepared the way for the final
outfit of the predestination idea for its modem
task and he did so by having greater confidence
in reason than his
contemporaries. Edwards was
no reactionary. In the widely prevailing scorn of
human reason he dived deeper into its depths and
achieved two superlative results— the reconciliation of tlie divine decrees and free \vill, and the
exposition of the divine motive for predestination
as resting in the divine
glory.
Regarding the
former he argued that the law of
causality is

—

;
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that, while every man is free to act in
accordance with his will, his power to will is controlled by cau.ses outside of himself, so that ultimately the will must obey the behests of a power
independent of its own purposes. Regarding the
latter he argued that God's freedom is exercised in
self-exhibition and self-communication
a self-

universal

;

'

'

'

'

communication which
religious affections

creative in

is

'

man

—

of

'

the

form that union of rnan

(the

with God takes) which display the reality of predestinating grace. His work is a distinct advance
towards overcoming the dualism in the Calvinistic
position, leading directly to

the idea of

God

as

moral personality, the controlling principle of
modern theology. In the Catliolic theology God
is construed as substance
and in Scotist, Socinian,
and Arminian theology as will. The Reformers
conceived God as the emlMxliment of the moral
law, bound by His own nature to punish sin and
;

to ujihold the eternal principles of righteousness.
conception, however, was not clear ; and side
by side with it we find the old conception of
sovereignty as arbitrary will. Calvinism recon-

The

ciles

the two by distinguishing between the nature

will of God
nature is the sphere of necessity,
will of freedom
ju.stice belongs to the one, mercy
to the other.
Edwards makes the love of being
his controlling principle
lying behind both

and

:

;

'

'

—

and mercy, containing them within itself.
but a step from the divine self-love to the
divine Fatherhood
the idea which fresh experience of the redemptive love of God in
Christ (the discovery of the modern Church)
justice
It is

—

revealed.

— Under

(e) Fifth stage.
reneAved study of

the

the influence of the

life

of

Clirist

modern

theology has brought into fresh prominence the
ethical and spiritual qualities which were central
in Jesus' thought of God.
For the abstract
Absolute of the earlier theology and the arbitrary
will of the later it substitutes the God and Father
of our Lord Jesus Christ, and seeks to show that
in His wise, holy, and loving character we have
the ultimate reality of religious truth. In this
attempt it receives aid from two quarters.
Through a better understanding of the nature of
the will modern psychology makes it possible to

overcome the supposed opnositicjn between freedom
and law, while philosopny, through its renewed
emphasis upon the immanence of God, opens a
way for the conception of (iod which shall include
the concrete features essential to Christian faith.
So far as the first is concerned, we are coming to
see that it is not will, but character, that is fundamental for our idea of personality. That man is
most truly free whose Avill is most completelj'
dominated by a consistent moral purpose and
whose acts given a knowledge of that purpose

—

—

we can most

Character denotes
certainly predict.
to us such consistency of moral purpose
and
law, so far from being a limitation of freedom, is
its most effective .means of expression.
In Christ,
then, we can fill up the mere good pleasure of
historic Calvinism with the inner constraint of
redemptive love. Not less significant is the help
are seeing that the
iFom modern philosophy.
ultin.ate
being the most
reality, instead of
the
of all concepmust
be
most
concrete
abstract,
do not explain the world by thinking
tions.
away all that is most characteristic in experience
into a coloui^ess residuum, but rather by studying
experience to discover, amid the infinite variety
which it contains, the elements of permanence.
Life is to be interpreted by its highest forms, not
its lowest, and the lualities which Christian faith
finds central in God 'become those most needed for
an explanation of the actual facts of life. The
main outline of the historical growth of the pre;

'

'

We

We
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destination idea is thus evident.
In ethnic
religion, lower, we have the instinct of fatality
predominant ; in ethnic religion, higher, we have
the dawn and gradual growth of the instinct of
freedom. In Hebraism there is a definite conviction of the general idea of predestination,
combining the two features of divine sovereignty
and human liberty. Judaism, on the whole, conMuhammadanism
serves the same general idea.
reverts to fatality.
Christianity, primitive and
Patristic, preserves and defends predestination as
received from Hebraism along ethical lines. The
mediaeval Church deepens the idea, and develops
its
definition by setting in strong relief the
absolute supremacy of grace over nature in St.
Augustine and the congruity of grace with nature

Thomas.

in St.

The Reformation Church deepens

the idea, and develops its definition by setting in
strong relief the absolute spirituality of grace as
resting in God's mercy (in the Reforming leaders)
and its finality as resting in God's glory (in

Jonathan Edwards). The modern Church, relying
on modern philosophy, which has gathered up the
results of the modern sciences, of nature, history,
and man in a broad synthesis centring in the
Supreme Being as moral personality, accepts the
vindication of the

harmony

and human

of divine sovereignty

liberty, thus closing the most prolific
source of conflict concerning this subject. The
two foci of the predestination doctrine are both

true, and every theory exalting one at the expense
of the other has had to give place to the more
The stubborn protest of
adequate formula.

orthodox common sense, which has never in any
age lapsed, has been justified. The facts of the
religious consciousness have availed to beget the
theory, not the theory the facts.
V. The modern TASK.—HhQ supreme desider-

atum

of

modern

religion is strong individuality,

with its enterprise, romance, ever-fresh experience,
and transforming impulses. It may be secured by
that enlarged conception of the divine will regulating man's destiny to which every vital pulse of
the modern spirit points. It will include a larger
theism, a freer society, a richer soul.
I.
larger theism. The ajititheisms of the age
are not wholly in error. They are popular because
of the meagreness of the current theism.
They
are attempts to do justice to factors to which the
prevailing theism does scant justice or even
violence.
They are not negative ; their negations
and in their
proceed from a positive faith
positive contribution to thought they correct one
another and enable us to discern the lineaments of

—

A

;

an impressive philosophy. Superficially regarded,
they all seem to lead to determinism, apparently
absorbing the individual in the whole. Pantheism,

—

materialism, socialism, secularism, naturalism
they look like the deification of the finite world.
But only in the popular or semi-popular intelliIt is a term to
gence. Take, e.g., pantheism.
which the vaguest and most contradictory meanings are attaclied, the clearest being that which
identifies the world with God and regards man as
part of the world. Yet that is a notion destitute
of historical foundation and, indeed, of any rational
meaning. How can pantheism say that the finite
world is the infinite ?
may say that it represents the infinite, but not that it is the infinite ;
and that is the precise opposite of the deification
of the finite.
It implies not the divinity, but the
nothingness, of the world of sense ar.d sight. The
formula which expresses it is not All things are
God,' but God is all in all
or, in the comprehensive phrase of Indian philosophy, There is but one
or the Christian conception,
Being, no second
'There is one God, beside Him no other.' Do not
materialism and naturaJism, when their real signifi-

We

•

'

'

;

'

'

;

cance is seen, imply the same truth ? Tliey are
eager to exalt the cosmic life-force as the dominating world-force. But how do they interpret it ?
Not abstractly, but from detailed observation of the
actual phenomena of the world hence its general
conception is not untrustworthy ; it is the concrete
content of the abstraction of pantheism.
And
what is the contention of socialism ultimately but
this, that no individual stands alone, that his
perfection can never accrue in isolation, that, as
the attraction of physical particle for particle
causes every material body to retain its form and
relations, so the self that will separate from the
influence of other selves is on the sure path to disintegration ? Together these antitheisms in their
essential pleas urge that God is the only reality in
the universe, that the life-force of creation is one,
that man's safety and perfection rest in right relation
with them. God's immanence in the world is the
modern understanding of the eternal reality of its
process and progress. Such conceptions are as
profound as they are novel. They^arise directly
out of the minutest investigation into the facts
with which science and history deal. They appeal
to the theological mind to be drawn up into the
idea of God and His relation to the world and man
to enrich our apprehension of His transcendence
and divine purpose. They teach us definitely concerning that purpose in the world that we know,
and of Himself standing above it working out its
ends.
On the foimdatioji of that knowledge we
are summoned to build up convictions of the
character and will of Him who thus acts and of
the destiny of all His actions.^
2. A freer society.— Social theory is a.s multi;

form as antitheism.
Anarchism, communism,
socialism, nationalism, imperialism, are imperfectly
understood apart from the ideal and emotional
impulses prompting them. They are preparing
the physical basis, the material conditions of large
advances in human liberty. Thej' are adversely
criticized for doing the very opposite.
But surely
in their broad spirit they are operating to restrain
those who need restraint within the attainments
of human progress already won, in order that
human welfare may enter on higher acliievements.
Social pressure, law, is not the foe of liberty ; it is
its nursing mother.
Life depends on environment.
'
fullness of time and place must be before
fresh growth can come.
Conditions must be
organized if new life is to be generated. It is
from lower forms that the higher arise as the
appropriate metier of their life is secured. The
social and industrial unrest of the times implies
the bringing to birth of a fresh life of humanity.
The new quality of life cannot live except with
new social advantage. Here we note two facts of

A

'

modern psychology (a) social integration promotes
individual independence, and (b) personality is
enhanced by progress in matevic! uouuitions. Tjie
individual is conditioned by his environment
that is the basis ot all sound sociology. As a
machine cannot work in an atmosphere that freezes
its oils, or a plant flower in beauty in the Arctic
zone, so man cannot grow to his full stature in a
world of squalor, sin, and disease. This is the
modern rendering of the ancient fate,' yet with
what a difference for human hope
large share
of man's destiny is sealed by his birth and surroundings. On the one hand, while a certain power
of choice remains his, his moral entleavour and
moral vision are due quite as mucli to the community which produces him as to himself. On the
other hand, it is a fact as well that this is for
man's benefit it is the grace of the universe to
his growth.
man is, first of all, a unity and
his nature as such prevents his easy descent into
:

;

'

!

A

;

A

1

Cf.

;

R. Flint, Agnosticism, Edinburgh, 1903, last chapter.
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the mass or dissolution into weakness. The more
that unity of his is preserved and pressed, the
stronger rises the outflow of original force of
Is
character, the result of social amelioration.
this the mode of operation of the divine will upon
the human ?
Our wills are ours to make them
Thine' have we here the method of discipline?
Here once more is a summons to revise that
harassing perplexity of foreknowledge and free
will
here too a mightier incentive than before
conceived for material progress and Christian
'

—

;

enterprise.
richer soul.
The practical experience of
3.
that old doctrine, the mystical union with Christ,
has almost died down. It is well worth revival.
The time is opportune. The stream of mysticism
runs with a strong current in the modern conscience.
It will enter theology as a power for
Modern mystics are training us in their
good.
way of experience, and teaching the sacramentalism of nature they are renewing our confidence
in the validity of both in grace.
Redemption is
an economy like nature and providence ; its spirit

—

A

;

can be known and

The
felt equally with theirs.
ordinances of Christ's appointment which sum up
His saving acts to represent, seal, and apply their
benetits, are its proper medium of communication,
conferring God's essence and His very self on
There is a spirit in creation there is a
believers.
there is a spirit in grace. These
spirit in history
three are not one, but the experience of the first
prepares for the last, in which their partial union
with the divine life is consummated in perfect
union. That union feeds the spirit of man, for
the simple reason that the spiritual nature of man
is not some special faculty or out-of-the-body
ecstasy, but the conversion and sustenance of his
ordinary powers. It is because we confine our
union with the divine Being to communion with
Him by our ordinary powers that our religious life
is so pulseless.
But the fault rests, not in the
powers, but in the method of using them.
commit two blunders.
use our powers in
analysis, not in synthesis; and the result is that
the self is not offered to the divine life for its
The self is more than the collection of
unfolding.
its faculties
and we have to realize that there is
no end to the spiritual treasure latent in it when
God has access to it. Then, again, we think God
rather than experience God. But a thought God
a lived-with God is power action
is abstraction
and passion.
have to learn that in the infinite
personality there is no end to such action and
These recognitions, of our own deeper
passion.
self and of the divine self, open the way for inflows
from God constantly increasing unto perfection.
Within our self God speaks and to our self there
'

'

;

;

We

We

;

;

—

We

;

no identity,

for identity would close intercourse.
In this the fine principle of the higher mysticism
of our day
lies the sure hope of further spiritual

is

—

—

advance.

But now every increase
this sort brings with it

uj) by induction from what we have seen are the
data alone intelligible to the modern mind. They
will then assume their proper position as the controlling principles in a scientific theology fitted to
enlist the finest symj)athies of modern culture and
to effect its greatly desired harmony with modern

faith.
LiTERATURB.

— W.

A. Copingcr,

A

Treatise

011 Predi'stiiia-

and Grace, London, 1889 (a full bil)liograpliy in
Appendix, up to recent times). The classical authors are in
need of re-p>eru8al and study Origen, de Principiig, ii., iii.
lion. Election

;

;

Puvdenthiatione
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;

;

;

;

of living experience of

an increase of power to

understand what God's will is, what it is doing,
and by what method He is doing it. Those ideas,

the divine immanence in the world, the social
solidarity of the race, the enhancement of selfconscious life, have as yet no place in theological
system.' The divine ti-anscendence idea and predestination idea have been drawn deductively from
data that are abstract ; we must now build them
1
Fragmentary essays in that direction have been forthcoming
during the latter half of the 19th century. Modern theology
has moved away from the old moorings partial reconstruction
is proceeding
apace the comprehensive synthesis still lags.
Yet the most fruitful interpretation still of the divine nature is
that of will, motived by love,
showing that in its general decline
the heart of Calvinism, like that of
Shelley in the ashes of his
funeral piTe, remains entire.
;

;
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;

;

PRE-EXISTENCE.

—

—

Prei. Definition.
existence, from being a general term, has come to
have a limited, technical application in the philoin stating the docsophy of religion. It is used
trine that the human soul has already been in being
before the beginning of the earthly life, i.e. prior
The preto the time of its union with the body.
cise character and conditions assigned to the preexistent state cannot be brought out in a general
of
definition, as these vary in different systems
Where this belief appears it is generally
religion.

PRE-EXISTENCB
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held in conjunction with belief in transmigration,
but in a strict sense it has reference to a state of
being prior to any incarnation. The reference is
to the human soul.
For the pre-existence of the
divine nature of Christ see the art. Jesus Christ
Doctrines regarding the pre(cf. also art. Logos).
existence of the souls of animals and plants are
treated, for the most part, in connexion with trans-

migration (q.v.).
2. Origin of the doctrine.

—The
Man

origin of belief

has difficulty in
conceiving himself as non-existent, but experience
familiarizes him with the facts of birth and death.
When he reaches the conception of a soul in distinction to the body, his thought turns not only to
What is its origin ?
the future but to the past.
Among the answers which suggest themselves is
tills, that it has already existetl before its union
with the body. The inquiry may not proceed
beyond the thought of previous incarnations, and
of this we have many examples in the more primiBut in other cases the inquiry has
tive religions.
been pushed beyond this, or has advanced independently, to the thought of the existence of the
soul in a spirit-world previous to its embodiment
on earth, and a definite doctrine has been formuIf we cannot for the present discover more
lated.
exactly the origin of the doctrine, or the precise
influence which one people exercised on another
with regard to it, we can in some cases trace its
development and observe the extent to which it
has prevailed. It is found in a well-developed
form in Greek religion and philosophy, in Judaism,
in the early Christian Church, in the religions of
India, and to a very considerable extent associated
with modern thought in the West.
Belief in the
3. Greek and Roman doctrine.
pre-existence of the soul prevailed widely among
the Greeks from an early date, and at a later time
became a theorj' of their jjhilosophers. The influence of Greek thought in this respect was strongly
felt in the early Ciiristian Church, and is still
apparent to some extent throughout the whole of
Western civilization. To gain a knowledge of the
subject it is well, therefore, to begin by observing
its place and character in the Greek religion and
philosophy. Regarding the origin of the doctrine
among the Greeks there is no reliable evidence
that, in the early stages, Egyptian or Oriental
thought had any considerable influence. It appears
to be of native origin and to have two distinct
sources (1) the early religious ideas of the people
which found expression in certain ceremonies and
myths and (2) the philosophic principles which
were gradually formulated in the schools, and
from a statement of which this doctrine followed
as a corollary
but, even in the latter case,
religious pre-possession was not without its influin pre-existence is obscure.

—

:

;

;

ence.

To the Greeks, as to many other peoples, the
soul is air or breath {irvevfia, ^vxf]), or an essence
of a similar nature.
It departs with life ; it comes
at the beginning of life.
What is its origin ?

Homer and Hesiod do not

tlie

answer

divine.

The

give us

much

help, but

of the Orphic religion is that it is
direct testimony as to what was

taught in the Orphic religion as early as the 7th
cent. B.C. comes from a later date.
Plato Bpoaka of it as an ancient doctrine that the souls of
men, having gone there from here subsist, and return hither
again and are produced from the dead (Phcedo, 70 0). Philolaus
tlie ancient theologians and soothsayers bear
states that
witness that the soul is joined to the body by way of punishment and as it were buried in it' (Clem. Alex. Strom, iii. 433a ;
cf. Plato, Phcedo, C2 B).
'

'

'

The statement of Plato and even of Philolaus may
refer only to transmigration, but their testimony
must be taken in connexion with the evidence
of the Orphic tablets, on one of which the soul

A cliild of Earth and of starry Heaven
but of Heaven is my race.' There is also
the strongest probability that Pythagoras derived
his views on the soul's pre-existence from Orphic
The egg used in the Orphic ritual was a
sources.
symbol of the cosmic egg from which sprang the
We have here indications of
principle of all life.
an ancient religious belief that had already taken
At a later time it gained precision
definite form.
of statement at the hands of the philo.sophers who
adopted it, and became an integral part of their
theories of the universe. The pre-Socratic philosophy prepared the way for the dogma. Some
Tliales
unifying principle was being sought.
found in water the princi])le of all things ; Anaximander in undetermined, unlimited matter ;
Deraocritus in atoms which are indestructible ;
the Pythagoreans in number. The Eleatic school
accounted for the phenomenal world by the prinHeraclitus by
ciple of eternal, immutable being
continual change, becoming and the Atomists by
an attempt at combining those two principles.
'

declares,

am

I

;

;

;

The

thouglit of the indestructibility of atoms
involved that of the pre-existence of the constituents of the soul
and, as already in the
Orphic religion, its transmigration was taught by
and
Pherecydes
Pythagoras (c. 540 B.C.). The distinction between soul and body is worked out by
Anaxagoras (c. 470 B.C.). He introduces into his
philosophy the thought of a world-forming mind
(vous) that is absolutely separate from matter and
that acts upon it. This matter-forming mind is immanent in different degrees as an animating soul
in plants, animals, and men.
The human soul is
thus a portion of the world-creating mind, and
existed in it prior to its manifestation in the
In his treatment of the vods, however,
body.
the conception of immateriality is not yet made
;

clear.

Plato (c. 387 B.C.), developing the teaching of
Socrates, turns his attention in the first instance,
not, like the earlier philosophers, to the investigation of external nature, but to reflexion on the
mind itself, its essential qualities, its endowments
and activity, and in this way arrives at his theory
of ideas.
The idea is not a mere abstraction, but
is a real archetypal essence and is eternal.
The
highest idea is the idea of the good, and this idea
of the good Plato seems to identify with God who
existed from eternity. Matter also existed eterAt the
nally, but without quality or order.
beginning of time God appet)fl:s as the worldbuilder or demiurge, and out of the ideal world

and the germs

of the material

world forms the

soul of the world.
The chaotic matter is reduced
to order and fitted to this world-soul as its body,
it animates and rules.
The universe, which
the result of this creative work, is fashioned for
the sake of what is good only, in beauty and
harmony, after the model of the eternal ideas.
Of this universe man is a part. He consists of
soul and body, and in the embodied soul there are
three elements (1) the cognitive soul, which has
its seat in the head, and sways and controls the
body but at the same time is debased by association with it
the lower,
(2) the appetitive soul
sensuous faculty ; and (3) the courageous soul,
the
other two.
which in man forms a link betAveen
The relation of the last two to the first resembles
that of two steeds to a charioteer. Sometimes
Plato seems to think of the whole soul as preexistent and immortal, but in general it is the
cognitive soul alone that is thus represented.
This rational soul, as distinguished from the irrational and mortal elements, is of the same nature
and character as the world-soul.
certain definite
number of souls have been created by God, and
this number is neither increased nor diminished.

which
is

:

—

;

A

PRB-EXISTENCE
life begins, the so\il, with
true personality, exists in a state of purity so
refined that it is difficult to conceive its orij;in.il
estate from beholding,' it, as we now find it, iii.urcd
by its abode in a mortal body. It has knowledge
or the divine and eternal, and enjoys a life of bliss
From this state
in contemplating the ideal world.
of purity, for the sake of completing the worldorder, the soul is brought into union with a mortal

Uefore the terrestrial

body.

Its

higher nature

is

still

shown, when

incarnate, by love of wisdom and by a yearning
The soul is
for the divine to which it is akin.
indestructible, but in the conllict of the earthly
life, if it is overcome by the sensuous, it migrates
at death into another human body, or even into a
lower form of existence if it maintains its purity,
it returns to its original state of bliss, from whicn,
however, it will again become incarnate. Through
all these changes the continuity of its life is maintained.
The soul in any particular body may,
apparently, be undergoing its first or any subsequent incarnation. In the Ph^edo •a proof of preexistence is found in the doctrine of reminiscence,'
the meaning of which is illustrated in the Meno.
It is shown that in mathematical and philosophical
learning the knowledge of universals is not acquired
by direct experience or by teaching, but is drawn
out of the soul that the gaining of knowledge is
an awakening of the memory which has become
dulled through the soul's embodiment, the recollection of ideas with which it was familiar before
;

;

the present terrestrial life began.
Aristotle (335 B.C.) regards the soul as an organizing principle, manifesting its activity in plant,
animal, or man. The human soul is a microcosm,
uniting in itself all the faculties of the lower
grades of organic being with the additional faculty
This reason, which is divine and imreason.
mortal but not subject to transmigration, is the
only element in the soul that exists before the
body. His statements are, however, conilicting
and his reference may be merely to the univer-

—

sal reason.

For the Stoics (from 310 onwards) the soul is an
inborn breath pervading continuously the whole
body. It is an emanation from the deity or a
part separated from him. The fiery breath or
germinative reason which pervades the whole
world appears in man as a rational soul. This
purest portion of the central fire outlives the body,
but at the end of the world-period at longest it
returns to its source.
Stoic teaching, as Avell as Platonism, Pythagoreanism, and Oriental mysticism, had its influence on Greek and Jewish speculation at Alexandria
from before the Christian era, and the thought of
emanations was given a prominent place. Tiiis
thought was taken up and developed by the NeoPlatonic schools which arose from the teaching of
Ammonius Saccas (c. A.D. 210). Besides its intluence in Alexandria the Neo-Platonic movement
gave rise to Roman, Syrian, and Athenian schools.
The most notable exponent of Neo-Platonism is
Plotinus, the mystic who founded the Roman
school in A.D. 224.
In the system of Plotinus the
Absolute One or the Good is not merely, as with
'
Plato, the highest of the ideas, but is greater than
all we call being, greater and better than reason
and intelligence and sense, though it is that which
gives them whatever reality they possess' (Enn.
v. 3, 14).
The ideas are emanations from the
Absolute One and the soul is an emanation from
the ideas. As the sun emits rays, the One, through
its very perfection, overflows and sends forth an
image of itself and this image in turning to
behold its source becomes the vous, or
pure intelligence. In like manner the soul, an immaterial
substance, is an emanation from the vovi of which
;
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is an image.
T!ie ideas, endowed with true
being and life, are immanent in the coDt. .\s the
vovi exists in the One, so the soul exist.s in the voZ%
and thus partakes of the divine. The soul has a
generative power which enables it to produce and
fasiiion its material environment.
Of souls the
highest is the world -soul. It occupies the lowest
stage of the ideal world and produces the world of
matter and change. Other souls are not mere
but, although they are
parts of the world-soul
included in it, they have a distinct existence. The
life of the human soul, derived from the universal
intelligence, is prior to its union with the body and
is independent of it as regards power of thouglit,
memory, and even sensuous jierception. It is in
itself indivi-sible and permeates the body as fire
permeates th« air, or, rather, we ought to say that
Its union with the body
the body is in the soul.
is the result of a fall from its original state.
In
its self-will it has revolted and has sought to Ije
for
it
has
chosen
the
unrest
of
itself
something
time instead of the peace of eternity. In consequence of its own act it is shut out from the universal life of reason and joined to a mortal body.
It has forgotten its dignity and its divine origin,
but it has not lost its freedom it can attain to
consciousness of its own nature
by a faculty
higher than discursive reason, by ecstatic feeling,
it can rise into contact with God and partake of
the truest bliss.
it

;

;

;

;

Except in so far as they adopted Greek ideas,
the Romans do not appear to have formulated any
theory of pre-existence. Where the influence of
Greek speculation concerning the soul is apparent
in the writers of the classical period, the interest
generally centres in transmigi-ation, as we see
by the references of Ennius, Persius, Horace,
Lucretius, and others ; and, when inquiry is made
into the soul's origin, the answer is mythological,
or is given in a pantheistic sense, as \>y Virgil, or
in other terms suggested by the theories of the
Greeks. Cicero thinks of the human soul as an
essence of a divine nature, a portion of the divine
and rational princii)le.
The Sextians favoured
the Pythagorean doctrines, and Marcus Aurelius,
although he is vague on this point, speaks of the
divinity within a man (Meditations, iii. 6, 16,
Later came the Neo-Platonic doctrine,
V. 10).
elaborated by Plotinus and maintained bj' his
'

'

Amelius and Porphyry

disciples

in

pagan

circles

Avhen Christianity was spreading at Rome.
4. The doctrine in Judaism.— According to the
teaching of the OT, the soul had no previous
existence apart from the body. The representaIn the
tion of man's origin excludes the idea.
case of the first pair there is a direct creation
(Gn 5^*- etc. ). When the other works were finisiied,
man was not yet made (Gn P^), and in the statemale
ment God created man in his image
and female' (v.") the same verb is used as in v.',
and
the earth,'
where the object is the heaven
The
sea-monsters.'
and in v.^ with object
the dust is
account in 2^ is more in detail
fashioned and man becomes a living .soul (nephesh)
by the divine inbreathing. The life of the soul or
AVith reof the body is not contemplated apart.
gard to other individuals of the race, there is
nothing to suggest the view that the soul exi^ted
before the joint life begins on earth. The few
passages most frequently quoted as favouring preexistence are to be explained otherwise.
In Job 121, 'Naked came I out of my mother's womb, and
'

.

.

.

*

'

:

shall I return thither,' 'mother's womb,' on account of
'return thither' in the parallelism, has been taken to mean
the deep bosom of mother earth, Sheol, in which the soul
This is a strained interpretation, and it
previously dwelt.
Mother's womb is to
makes the I' identical with the soul.
be taken in its natural sense (cf. 3iof- !« lOSf-) then in return
thither' there may be an abbreviated comparison between this
and the depths of mother earth (cf. Sir 401); or, less pre-

naked

'

'

'

;
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cieely, the state after death is
the conditions in the

thought of as being similar to
womb whence man issues wlien life
Another passage is Ps 13915, When I was made in
secret, curiously wrought in the lowest parts of the earth.'
The term 'lowest parts of the earth' is elsewhere used of the
realm of the dead (Ps 639), and it is suggested that it means
here the abode of the soul before birth but two things are
against this application (1) the whole passage (vv.i3-i6) jg a
description of the growth of the embryo, and (2) the reference
We have
is explicit in v.isa to 'my bones' (RV 'my frame').
here, therefore, a poetical comparison of the mother's womb
'

begins.

;

:

'

'

of V.13 with the deep, mysterious recesses of the earth. In
Job 3821 the context shows that the words are used in an
ironical sense
Thou knowest for thou wast then born (LXX
'I know then that thou wast then brought forth'); i.e. Job
was old as the first dayspring. The reference is to birth. It is
only by a fanciful interpretation that passages like 1 S 26,
Dt 29i'*f- can be thought to have any bearing on the sabject.
'

'

:

;

Outside the Hebrew canon, however, we have
early traces of the doctrine, and in Hellenistic
circles and in later Judaism we find it fully
The idea of a disembodied soul,
developed.
:ivith an individuality of its own, had
already
become familiar to the Jews through their contact
with Persian and Greek thought. The question
of the disciples (Jn 9^ [see below]) shows that
theories of pre-existence were known to the Jews
of Palestine in the time of Christ.
Josephus tells
us that it was a doctrine of the Essenes that souls
are immortal and continue for ever ; that, when
they wander forth from the most subtile ether,
they are drawn down by a kind of natural allurement and entangled in bodies as in prisons {BJ
Whether his account is exact or not,
II. viii. 11).
the idea was familiar to him. The Essenes were
probably influenced by the Pythagorean views
that spread with Hellenism. Parsi and Buddhist
influences are also suggested.
Among the Jews of Alexandria the doctrine was
held before the Christian era, as we see from the
statements of Philo and from the Apociyphal
writings (Wis 8^^'-, 'Now, I was a child of parts,
and a good soul fell to my lot ; nay rather, being
good, I came into a body undefiled '). He speaks
first as if his personality was distinct from his soul
is required
(.so, too. Wis 15^ where man at death
to render back the soul which was lent him [RV]),
but then he corrects this and speaks of the soul
which pre-existed as being the real self. He implies, further, that there is a distinction between
souls, as being pure or corrupt prior to union with
the body (cf Slav. Enoch, xxiii. 5, All souls are
prepared to eternity, before the formation of the
'

'

'

.

world ; Syr. Apoc. Baruch, xxx. 2 and 2 Es 4^^,
sometimes quoted, are not to the point). Philo
the Jew, at the beginning of the Chiistian era,
developed this doctrine under the influence of
'

Plato's idealism, and fitted it into his allegorical
method of interpreting the OT. Man is composed
of soul and body.
The soul consists of two parts,
the rational and irrational principles. It is only
in speaking of its functions that he adopts the
Platonic tripartite division. The irrational part
of the soul, like the soul of animals, rises by
generation, and, being material in its origin, is
mortal. The rational principle, which is the true
is pre-existent and
immortal.
It is an
emanation from the Deity and, although Philo
makes a distinction between the Supreme Source
of all things and the world, he speaks of the
human soul as a fragment of the Soul of the
universe' {Mutat. Nom. 39), and as 'a fragment

soul,

;

'

or a ray

'

of the divine reason [de

Mundi

Oinficio,

which are emanations
from the Deity, there are two classes, and these
have their abode in the air and the heavens. The
higher class, called 'daemons' in philosophy and
angels in the Scriptures, do not descend into
bodies and are incorruptible but the other class,
viz. the souls of men, being nearer to the earth,
are attracted by the body, and by their union
with it become corruptible. The soul finds in the
51).

'

Of incorporeal

souls,

'

;

its prison-house or tomb, from which it
escapes at death to enjoy its true life.
In the Talmud and the Midrash the pre-existence of souls is clearly taught. They are created
by God and given a distinct existence as living
There are variations in the statements
beings.
regarding details such as the time of their creation
and their abode. In B^reshith Rabbdh, 8, God is
represented as taking counsel with the souls of the
righteous before He created the earth. According
to Tanhmnd, 3, all souls which were to enter
human bodies were formed during the six days of
creation and were in the Garden of Eden. Before
their descent to earth the souls are kept in the
seventh heaven (Hagtgdh, 126) or in the storehouse {Sifre, 1436), and it has been said that the
Messiah will come when all the souls in the gUph
have passed through the earthly life (Aboddh

body

Zdrdh, 5a cf. Y'bdmdth, 62. 1). It is not settled
whether the soul conies to earth at the time of
conception or after the embryo has taken form
(Sank. 90a). The doctrine appears in great detail
in the ]^^abbala literature.
According to the book
;

Z6hdr (13th cent.), the soul in its essence is
derived from the Supreme Intelligence, the Universal Soul.
When the Holy One purposed to
create the world, it was brought before Him in
His will, and He formed all the souls that were to
be given to men ; they were there made in the
exact form in which they were afterwards to
appear as children of men on the earth they were
created pure, but He saw that some of them
would afterwards corrupt themselves in the world
(ZChdr, i. 966). They are sent into their bodies
that they may be educated by taking their part in
the universe and by contemplating creation. The
doctrine was further developed and rendered
popular by Isaac Luria (16th cent.) and his school.
All souls destined for the human race were created
together in Adam. They had their place in different parts of his body the brain, the eye, the
hand, etc. and, as there are superior and inferior
organs and members, there are corresponding
As every
differences in the qualities of souls.
human soul is a spark from Adam, all bear the
These theories of the
taint of his first sin.
^^abbalists are put forAvard in connexion with an
elaborate system of transmigration (cf. Luria,
Sefer Haggilgulim). At present the doctrine, as
taught in the Talmud and the Midrash, is part of
the creed of the Jews (cf. Prayer ^ook, passivi),
whilst the ^asidim, who const/cute perhaps half
of the race, adopt in addition the Kabbalistic
views. In the Morning Prayer in the Synagogue
the form of expression, the soul which thou hast
given me,' is similar to that used in Wis 8^*, but it
is understood in the sense made explicit in v.^* (cf.
of

;

—

—

'

above).

—

Pre-existence is
S. In the Christian Church.
not taught in the NT. When the disciples asked
the question, 'Who did sin, this man, or his
parents, that he was born blind?' (Jn 9^^), they
probably had the doctrine of pre-existence in
mind but this would merely show that it was
current in Palestine at the time, and that they
may have still held it at this stage of their
Through the influence of Hellenistic
discipleship.
philosophy and the Zoroastrian and Buddhist
religions, it soon made its appearance among
certain sects who derived part of their teaching
from Christianity, notabl3r the Manda^ans (q.v.),
originating in Palestine in the 1st cent. ; the
Gnostics (q.v.), spreading from Antioch and
Alexandria in the 2nd cent. and the Manichseans
It is involved in
(q.v.) from Persia in the 3rd.
their theories of emanation and of the inherent
evil of matter, by association with which spirit is
An illustration may be given from the
defiled.
;

;

PRB-EXISTENCE
speculations of the Valentinian Gnostics. From
the dust of the earth and the pneumatic seed
which Achamoth had conveyea into it the

-Demiurge formed man and

breathed

into

him

He placed him in the lower
psychical life.
heavens, bxit in consequence of disobedience banhim
ished
to the earth, and clothed him in a
Men multiply and the best of
material body.
them those with pneumatical natures have an
innate longing to return to the Pleroma. With
the Manichfeans the soul is a particle of the

—

—

heavenly light imprisoned in matter, from which
may, at death or after further purification,
return to the realms of light.
Under the influence of Greek philosophy many
of the Church Fathers made a theory of preexistence part of their system of doctrine. As
as the middle of the 2nd cent, it was taught
early
by Justin Martyr, who, being a Platonist before
his conversion, allowed his philosophy to colour
his views of Christian doctrine
but its most influential advocate was Origen, who works it out in
a clearly defined form in his great dogmatic treatise,
de Principiis.
Origen was familiar with the
Alexandrian philosophy, being a fellow-student of
it

;

Plotinus at tlie school of Saccaa. Fundamental to
the system of Origen is the thought that God is
immutable and spirit indestructible. Among the
spirits which God has created from all eternity are
the spirits of men, and these were made in the
image of God. All created spirits are endowed
with fi'eedoni, and in the exercise of that freedom
the spirits of men have fallen.
The material
world was subsequently created for the discipline

and purification

of spirits

who have misused

their

freeuom. The fallen spirits of men are banished
Man has a
into bodies in this material world.
threefold nature
body, soul, and spirit, the
material body and the rational soul or spirit being
united by the animal soul. The rational soul is
the immortal and eternal part which has suflered
the premundane fall. Origen was followed in this
teaching by Pierius, John of Jerusalem, Rufinus,
Nemesius, and others. Jerome at one time believed in it, and Augustine acknowledged himself
in doubt.
It was opposed by Methodius and
Gregoiy of Nyssa, and condemned by a decree of
Justinian in A.D. 543, and by a synod at Constanbut in the Western
tinople in the same year
Church it maintained itself in some quarters till
the time of Gregory the Great at the end of the
6th century. Since that time it has been commonly held that the existence of all men was
present to the foreknowledge of God and that it is
part of the divine purpose but a definite statement of actual pre-existence has not had a place
in the acknowledged creed of any of the great
Christian Churches. Still, individual theologians
are to be found who have explicitly maintained
:

;

;

it.

particular phase of this doctrine occurs with
regard to the person of Christ. It was taught by
Origen and held by his followers that, like the
souls of men, the htiman soul of Christ was created
by God from eternity. It did not, like the others,
sufler a premundane fall.
The divine nature of
Christ united with this undefiled soul and through

with the body. Among modem writers Isaac
Cf. also Julius
(1747) adopted this theory,

Watts

Miiller.

—
—

6. In Indian religions.
The doctrine of preexistence has a place in some form or other in most
of the religions of India Buddhism and Islam
Whether it was
being the chief exceptions.
brought there by the Aryan invaders or afterwards
originated among them, or was adopted by them
from the pre-Aryan inhabitants, has not yet been

determined.

conditioned by the varying conceptions of the
Deity which have been current in dillerent periods
in difterent religious systems.
The prevailing
mode of thought is pantlieistic, but in the Vedic
hymns it sometimes shades off into polytheism

and

— as the case also in the later
— it aproximates to monotheism. In
;

and .sometimes
codes of laws

Buddhism

is

becomes practically atheistic whilst
Brahmanism becomes blended
with polytheism in Hinduism.
In the Rigveda the mother Aditi, 'immensity,'
is conceived of as the substratum of all existences
she is wliat has been born, and what will be born.'
The teaching already a part of Brahmanism
becomes clear in the Upanisnds (c. 50U u.c.) and
in most of the systems of philosophy founded on
it

;

the pantheism of

;

'

—

—

them, as well as in the codes of law.
is

common

to all

these writings

The doctrine
that the soul

It has
is eternal.
In the
will exist.
case of man the soul, when united to the body, is
brought into bondage and endures the misery of
an earthly life. Of the various modes oi presenting the doctrine only examples can be given here.
According to one representation, all organized

{piirusa, or

'

the

self,'
it

always existed and

dtman)
always

existence, material and immaterial, develops out
of a primal substance, prakrli, in virtue of its own
inherent energy. In the earliest Upanii^ad.s- this
view. is set forth in such a way as to involve a
materialistic monism, but in the Sfthkhya philosophy the basis is dualistic. According to tlie last
theory, besides the pirtkrti, there are individual
souls existing eternally and indestructible, and it
is to unite with these that the prakrti energizes
itself.
There is no supreme soul, for all souls are
equal ; but the modifications of the prakfti with
which they unite produce ditterences in the earthly
When the soul comes to recognize its distinclife.
tion from matter, it can free itself from it and regain its liberty. There is another way of present-

ing the theory in the Upanisads and worlved out
in the VedSnta philosophy which is essentially
idealistic and involves a pantheistic view of the
universe. One principle of life animates man and
in
It
nature. It is the Citman, or self.
appears
nature as air or ether and in man as breatn. The
individual soul (jivdtman), which has its abode in
the heart, is part of the supreme soul (paraindtman), but has an independent existence of a
The consciousness
practical, experimental kind.
of separate existence is, however, illusion, ignorance of its real nature, and true knowledge consists
in recognizing itself as identical with the supreme

dtman.

A

doctrine of pre-existence cannot be said to
Indian Buddhism (which denies the
dtman), but it appears in a distinct form in the
The Jains beclosely related system Jainism.
all animate beings
lieve that the world is eternal
the soul has
are composed of soul and body
always existed and always will exist, but during
the earthly life or series of lives it is in bondage
through its association with matter.
find a place in

—

;

;

A

it

839

The

significance of the doctrine is

The two most prevalent forms of religion among
the Hindus are Vaisnavism and Saivism, although
the sects which represent these have been subjected
to almost endless subdivision.
The materials for
their creeds are derived chiefly from Brahmanism
but partly also from ancient ideas, Aryan and
aboriginal, that were independent of Brahmanism.
Vaisnavism has the greatest number of adherents,
and among most of its sects the influence of the
Vedantic idealism, as expounded by Sankara, is
apparent, although as time went on dualistic
Sometimes
conceptions became more common.
Krsna, one of the incarnations of Visnu, is represented as being alone real, the absolute being in
human form, and the consciousness of independent
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men is the product of his deceptive
but in the teaclung of the Pancharatras
individual souls are emanations from the Supreme
Being and, till they are absorbed in him again,
enjoy a real and distinct existence. The followers
of Kamanuja, who are numerous both in N. and in
S. India, attribute a distinct but finite reality to

towards pantheism, and in others by belief in a
personal God. Tliere are many varieties in the
form of the doctrine, and all that can be done here
In Spinoza it
is to refer to typical instances.

existence in

magic

;

individual souls
and the followers of Anandatirtha in the south regard individual souls as
having an eternal existence distinct from matter
and from God.
The Sikhs in some respects
deists
follow the Vedantic teaching on this

occurs in a pantheistic sense, the individual finite
forms being modi in which the Infinite Substance
In Hegel's philosophy finite
particularizes itself.
persons are differentiations of the Absolute Spirit,
who is the sum of reality. God is the One-and-All

;

—

—

subject.
In Saivisni, which is more closely related to the
deism of the Safikhya philosophy, the distinction
of the soul from God on the one hand and from
matter on the other is made clear. While the soul
is united to matter, it is subject to error and sin
;

separated from God, held back as by a chain
which the faithful should earnestly seek to have
broken. There is, however, a branch of the Saivite
it is

religion, represented chiefly by ascetics in Benares
and in the Deccan, in whicli a pure idealism is

God

adopted.

is

regarded as the only substance,

and

objects, including the individual ego, as His
ideas.
These notices are far from an exhaustive enumeration of the modifications of the doctrine to be
but from them we
found in the Indian religions
see that pre-existence has been part of the teaching
of all the great religious systems of the Hindus
except Buddhism ; that it is still a definite part of
the teaching of that Hinduism, whether the cult
adopted be that of Visnu or that of Siva, which is
now the religion of more than 200,000,000 of the
people of India, as well as of the smaller communities of the Sikhs and tlie Jains.
The belief in previous
7. In other religions.
incarnations common to many primitive religions
;

—

—

among N. x\merican Indians, Australian

aborigines,
African tribes, and elsewhere is discussed under
the title Incarnation ; here we are concerned
with the origin of the soul previous to any incarna-

—

tion.

On

existence

the other hand,

it is

probable that pre-

was believed in among some races whose
system was more developed, but where

religious
This is probably
direct evidence is now wanting.
true of the Celts of the Druidic period, who believed in transmigration.
The references to the
cosmic egg in Teutonic legends, in the Orphic
mysteries, and in Indian myths show that all these
had certain ideas in common regarding world-

origin.
Among the ancient Egyptians there was a
belief that one element in man
the khu is a godlike essence, a spark of the divine intelligence.
It
comes down from heaven and forms part of the
human soul, or ka, from which it is separated at
death and, rising again to heaven, becomes a spirit.
The Pharaoh was regarded as an incarnation of

—

—

which every man is a part.
Tlie whole is in
every part, and every part is essential to the
whole (J. M. E. McTaggart, Studies in Hegelian
For
Cosmology, Cambridge, 1901, p. 243 f.).
Leibniz human souls are monads of a high rank.
They have existed since the beginning of things
and have been in the ancestors since Adam's time.
They have been, however, merely sensitive souls
possessed of perception and feeling, and are
endowed with reason at the time of generation
by a kind of transcreation. From the beginning
they have the imperfection inherent in finite things.
Kant is generally referred to as teaching preexistence in discussing the origin of evil, but the
statement of his position requires care. Man at
his birth has an innate bias, which Kant calls
radical evil.
This bias is referred to the will,
and (as jjeecatum originarium) is itself an intelligible act, cognizable only by reason, performed
by the individual, not in the phenomenal world
but in the supersensible sphere.
He does not,
however, represent this act as taking place in a
'

of

'

'

'

pre-existent state.

The

act

is

timeless [Religion

innerhalb der Grenzen der blossen Vernun/t,

ii.

[Gesammelte Schriften, Berlin, 1900-13, vi.]). The
thought thus darkly suggested by Kant was given
more definite form by subsequent philosoi^hers.
Schelling, postulating pre-existence, conceives of
man as falling at the beginning of all things from
absolute to self-dependent existence, in which
state he remains till birth. Variations of a theory
of pre-existence on a basis of idealism or of realism
are to be found in Schleiermacher, Schopenhauer,
I. H. Fichte, Herbart, and
many others. Julius
Miiller presents the doctrine in a clearly-defined
form.
threefold primitive condition is assigned
to man his primitive state in the eternal ideas, in
the extra-temporal existence of every ego, and in
the temporal beginning of his earthly develop-

A

—

ment.

Believing in trichotomy, he regards the
being generated with the body, and the
irvevfia as being the element that is pre-existent.
The irveOfxa of every individual, except Christ,
became involved in a condition of primitive sinfulness in the extra-temporal stage of existence.
Among recent philosophers J. M. E. McTaggart
thinks that pre-existence can be proved in a
ypvxn as

directly metaphysical way.
plurality of lives both before
life.

He believes in a
and after the present

Henri Bergson, developing

his

theory of

the sun-god and subordinate princes as incarnations of various gods.
Chuang Tse (c. 300 B.C.),
the opponent of Confucianism and the expounder
of the philosophy of Lao-tse, the founder of Taoism,
teaches that the soul is an emanation from God
that life on earth is a misfortune, involving a
breach of the partnership with God, to whom the
soul returns at death.
Some forms of Buddhism,
through contact with native religions outside of
India, have developed a doctrine of pre-existence.
Among certain Arab philosophers the Neo-Platonic
teaching Avas revived, notably by al-Farabi of
Baghdad (t A.D. 950).
8. In modern philosophy and general literature.
In modern times and within the bounds of

creative evolution, speaks of souls as being continually created, which, nevertheless, in a certain
sense pre-existed. William James, in explaining
his transmission theory of the function of the
brain, thinks of our consciousness as being continually derived from something mental (a mind or
from a consciousness
minds) that pre-existed
that exists, behind the scenes, co-eval with the
world. The direction in which the minds of many
writers are turned is shown by the frequent use of
such terms as 'oversoul,' 'soul- stuff,' 'mind-stuff,'

Western civilization
pre-existence has
been shown by various philosophers, poets, and
other writers. In some cases it is accompanied by
a pantheistic faith or undefined views tending

The Retreate (1654), the leading thoughts
which are borrowed and amplified by Wordsworth in his Ode on the Intimations of Immortality,
In the treatment in both cases there is an echo of

;

—

belief in

—

'

subliminal

self,'

and Fechner's

'

psycho-physical

threshold.'
Belief in pre-existence is expressed
English poets and by other writers.

has
of

it in

by several

Vaughan
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Plato's doctrine of reminiscence, with this difference that it is the child in its earliest days tiiat
has the clearest recollection of the heavenly
world and the impression becomes dimmed as
life advances.
Rossetti, in The House of Life,
assumes pre-existence to account for his familiarity
with a strange place, and for the bond that binds

two

Cristina as
feeling that ages past the soul existed (cf. La
Saisiaz).
Tennyson expresses it in Early Sonnets,
i., and in Crossing the Bar (cf. The Two Voices).
Of course in jjoetry it is sometimes difficult to
distinguish between the statement of a conviction
and the play of poetic fancy or what is spoken in
character.
Jules Michelet, in L'Oiseau (1856),
whilst not advocating transmigration in the
ordinary sense, speaks of birds as embrj'O souls,
candidates for the life to which the human soul
has attained. Edward Beecher is an advocate of
A. B.
pre-existence in 'The Conflict of the Ages.
O. Wilberforce, in The Hope That is in Me, says,
I believe we have all been in being prenatally.'
The evidence of a similar belief can often be seen
in recent Russian literature.
Among modern
theosophists the belief is common that the conscious spirit is an eternal entity, a unit from
lovers.

Browning represents

'

'

'

convincing, and the phenomena observed can be
better accounted for on other grounds.

is
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9, Summary.— By referring to the particulars
given aboveit will be seen that belief in pre-existence
prevailed very widely in ancient times, especially
in the more developed ethnic religions.
To what

extent borrowing occurred has not been determined,
but the probability is that in several cases the
belief originated independently.
It is held at
present by most of the Hindus, by most Jews, and
by many philosophers and other writers in Christian countries. There seems to be a tendency to
revert to it in philosophic arguments in favour of
the immortalitj' of the soul. The doctrine appears
in at least three distinct forms, each of which has
several variations.
(1) In the pantheistic form
the soul pre-existed only in the Deity, and in the
present life it continues to be merely a manifestation of the Deity.
The Vedantic philosophy,
Spinoza, Hegel, and many others may be cited.
It ought to be noted that in strict pantheism the
same theory applies to the body as to the soul.
(2) Another form is where the soul is thought of
as having a distinct independent existence during
the present life, and as having existed previously,
but not as a soul. Manichseism and some of the
Hindu systems supply instances. (3) In the other
form the pre-existing soul is a distinct individual
The degree of consciousness ascribed to it
entity.
varies, but the present life is a continuation of
that which went before. The soul is an emanation
from or is created by the Deity, or is eternally
existent.
It is in one of the varieties of the last
form that the doctrine generally appears. The
conditions in which the pre-existent soul lives are
seldom described with any attempt at exactness,
but generally it enjoys a state of bliss or at least

freedom

from

distress

exceeding anything
the doctrine of the
Essenes, Plato, Philo, and the Saivites. In many
cases pre-existence is simply postulated, but
attempts have also been made to justify belief in
it.
It has been regarded as more easily credible
than any other account of the soul's origin than
either creationism or traducianism
as accounting
for the feeling of familiarity that one sometimes
has with a place never visited before, and the
affinity that certain persons discover to each
other at their first meeting (so in modem poets)
as accounting for innate ideas (Plato), for
original
depravity (Miiller). Origen derives it from the
nature of the soul and regards it as the correlative
of immortality
the idealists from the conception
VOL. x.
16

known on

of existence.
McTaggart hopes (191.5) to justify
his belief
a discussion of the fundamental
by
nature of reality. None of the arguments advanced

'

eternity.

of
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earth.

This

is

—

;

;

—

;
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II.

Moore.

PREFERENTIAL DEALING. —

'Preferential dealing' has been defined {e.g., in the
Christian Social Union paper on Preferential Dealthe practice of purchasing goods only
ing) as
'

from tradesmen who observe the standard regula'

'

and standard regulations
tions for each trade
are taken to mean the best that can be secured at
a given time in a particular locality,' whether the
result of an agreement between capital and labour
In this sense of
or of an award by an aibitrator.
the term preferential dealing was first applied by
the C.S.U. in 1896.
'

;

'

An attempt had been previously made in
England to organize a movement on similar lines
under the title of a Consumers' League,' but no
definite results seem to have been obtained by this
It should be noted, however, that in
method.
America the 'National Consumers' League' has
established a permanent position, with a wider
'

scope of action, including the promotion of legislation by the various States in regard to the early
closing of shops, the limitation of the hours of
work for women and children in factories, etc. At
an earlier date the principle of preferential dealing
had been publicly recognized in England by the
Fair Wages Resolution passed by the House of
Commons in 1891, requiring the payment of
'standard' or 'current' wages under all Govern'

'

ment

contracts.
initiated by the C.S.U., this practice was
described at first as 'exclusive dealing,' but this
negative term was soon replaced by the positive
term, 'preferential dealing.' It was found that
the mere suggestion of an organized attempt to
exclude tradesmen from public custom, for any

As
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reason however just and valid, was liable to legal
action as being in restraint of trade, whereas it
was quite legitimate to ofler preferential custom
to those who were willing to adopt the standard
regulations for their respective trades.
To give practical eflect to this purpose, lists of
tradesmen who observe the standard regulations
(commonly called 'white lists') have been circulated, to be used by ordinary consumers at their
discretion.
Such a list may be published (a) by a
Trade Union, dealing with a single trade as organized throughout the country
e.g., the Typographical Association (i) by a Trades and Labour
trades
in a particular
Council, including many
locality e.g., at Leeds; (c) by a society like the
C.S.U., primarily for its own members e.g., a
joint list of tailors in London, Oxford, Cambridge,
Liverpool, Exeter, Eton, and Rugby or (d) by a
C.S. U. branch, giving a list of local trades— e.ff.,
at Oxford. It should be noted that, so far as the
C.S.U. is concerned, it assumes no responsibility
either for .the code of rules or for their observance.
The code is taken to be a mutual agreement
between capital and labour, and it is assumed that
it is the duty both of the Masters' Associations
and of the Trade Unions to see that the standard
AH that the
regulations are faithfully obeyed.
C.S.U. supplies in this respect is an educated
conscience ready to act on information given.

by more or less magical means, but in many
instances this is in addition to actual cohabitation.'
Some writers have maintained that ignorance of
the cause of conception must once have been
M'idely spread, and possibly at one time in the
The reasons
history of early man was general.
alleged for this ignorance are several conception is
found not to result from the wide-spread practice
of cohabitation before puberty why then should
it follow it after puberty ?
Premature intercourse
tends to impair fertility. There is again a disproportion of births to acts of sexual union.
:

;

—

And even where the cause is known, it
regarded as invariable and indispensable. In spite of all this, it may be doubted whether the

;

—

—

not

belief in

In most cases where
virgin-birth has ever been wide-spread.
conception is due to a god or spirit these are envisaged in very
material and human aspects.
Among the Sinaugolo (British New Guinea) pregnancy is
thought to result from frequent cohabitation.
Conception
begins in the breasts (from signs of pregnancy seen in them).
Later the child drops to the abdomen. There is no idea of an
intra-abdominal organ. 3 Among the Yakuts the woman is
thought to have a greater share in procreation than the man,
who therefore takes no responsibility for monstrosities.''

;

Averting barrenness and

2.

—

securing

male

As the possession of some children at
least is regarded as a necessity with savage peoples
children.

as well as at higher levels, many devices are made
use of to avert barrenness.
The Eskimo woman of Behring Straits goes to a shaman, who
gives her a kind of doll over which rites have been performed.
She sleeps with this under her piUow.6 This is a piece of
mimetic magic, and may be compared with a Japanese method
in which the woman is put through a form of cielivery wltli a

The ethical basis of preferential dealing was
enunciated by the bishops of the Anglican Communion at the Lambeth Conference in 1897, when
it was declared that Christian opinion ought to
press upon retail purchasers the obligation to
consider not only the cheapness of the goods
supplied to them, but also the probable conditions
of their production.' It has also received support
from modern economists
W. Smart of
e.g.,
Glasgow University wrote
The producing man is, essential!}', the servant of the con-

Various practices with a doll-like
in Torres Straits
the Maoris, the Huichol Indians, the Basutoa
and other Africin tribes, etc.'' Among the Bahima women are
thought to be barren or fruitful at the will of the clan deity.
The husband who wishes a child prays to him and commits his
wife to the god's care during her pregnancy. 8 In the Congo
region barrenness is supposed to be cured bj' entering the ndembo
secret society, when the entrant gets a new body.9 Among the
Awemba barren women wear vwo tiny horns in hope of bearing
children, the reproach of barrenness being the worst insult.^
In E. Central Africa the woman provides a black hen, which ia
tied to her back, and there fed as if it were a child. n In Egj'pt
barren women pass seven times under the stone on which the
bodies of decapitated criminals have been washed, and then
lave their faces in the polluted water. Others step over the
body of a decapitated man.i2 Bathing in or drinking the waters
of a sacred well or spring is often resorted to for the cure of
barrenness in various regions, and some legends tell of girls
becoming mothers after doing bo.13 in modern Muhammadan
districts favourite places of resort are the tombs of saints, where
prayers and an offering are made a practice found also in
Christian countries. Contact with fixed rocks or boulders or
megalithic monuments is often believed to be effectual for the
removal of barrenness the spirit (ft the stone or of the dead
buried there perhaps being supposed to assist the rite or even
to be reborn of the woman.
doll at the phallic festival.6

image occur elsewhere— among the Battas,

'

islands,

;

:

'

suminw man, and the final direction of industry lies with the
consumers.
.
There are two distinct responsibilities which
must not be confused one is responsibilit}' for the conditions
under which goods are made the other is responsibility for
their being made at all. A slight awakening of the public conscience has induced some to ask, if it is not possible to demand
some guarantee that the goods we buy are made by workers
paid decent wages and working under healthy conditions'
(studies in Economics, pp. 265, 268).
LiTERATDRK. See Preferential Dealing, Commercial Morality,
JAst of Tailors, etc., papers published by the Christian Social
Union, Oxford, 1897-1912; J. G. Brooks, The Consumers'
League, Cambridge, Mass., n.d. [1897]; Work of National
Consumers' League (American Academy of Political and Social
Science), Philadelphia, 1911; W. Smaiit, Studies in Economics,
London, 1895.
J. CARTER.
.
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.

:

;

—
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—

—

PREGNANCY. —

Sometimes special ceremonies occur to ensure
that the expected child Avill be a boy.

i. Ignorance of the cause of
conception. Among the Arunta and other tribes
of Central Australia conception is regarded as the
result of the entrance of an ancestral spirit individual into the woman.
They have no idea of procreation as being directly associated

—

In Sabai, Torres Straits, the expectant mother nurses the
of a male child made by her husband's sister.
Or, to
obtain a male child, the woman presses to her abdomen a fruit
like the male organ in shape and then gives it to another woman
who has only male offspring.i4 in Japan the expectant mother
puts on part of her husband's dress, and, having gone round a
well three times, looks at her face in the water. Without lookWoman is unlucky, man is lucky.'
ing behind, she repeats,
Then for three days she leaves the cover on the well, which is a

image

'

with sexual intercourse, and firmly believe that children can be
born without this taking place.' i

'

Similar ideas are found among other Australian
tribes,'' and the belief that conception can take
place apart from sexual intercourse is found sporadically elsewhere, though perhaps not always
with the same ignorance of the real cause of it.
Examples of this have been found in New Guinea,
in Melanesia, formerly among the Baganda, and
in the Niger and Senegal regions.* Folklore and
mythology show that conception might take place
1
cf. p. 150 ff. ; Spencer-Gillena,
Spencer-Gillenb, p. 330
p.
123 f. W. B. Spencer, Introd. to the Study of certain Native
Tribes of the Northern Territory, Melbourne, 1912, p. 6.
2 W. E.
Roth, N. Queensland Ethnography, Brisbane, 1903,
p. 22 ; other instances cited in GB^, pt. iv., Adonis, Attis, Osiris,
London, 1914, L 103 £f.
3 R.
Neuhauss, Deutseh Neu-Guinea, Berlin, 1911, iii. 26 ;
W. H. R. Rivers, JRAI xxxix. [1909] 173 f. J. Roscoe, The
Baganda, London, 1911, p. 46 f. ; M. Delafosse, Haut-SinegalNiger, Paris, 1912, iii. 171.

LP

1 Instances in E. S.
i. 71 fl.. Primitive PaterHartland,
nity, London, 1910, passim ; H. de Charencey, Le Folklore dans
les dieux mondes, Paris, 1894, p. 121 ff.
2
Frazer, GB^, pt. iv., Adonis, Attis, Osiris, i. 106, Tote-mism
and Exogamy, London, 1910, i. 155 ff., iv. 40ff.
Hartland,
Prim. Paternity, ii. 249 ff., 275 ff.
3 C. G.
xxxii. [1902] 300.
Seligmann,
* W. G.
Sumner, ib. xxxi. [1901] 80.
6 18 RBE»'
[1899], pt. i. p. 435.
6 W. G.
xxiii. [1912] 187.
Aston,
7
Examples in &&, pt. i., The Manic Art, London, 1911, i.
;

JAI
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;

;

70

ff.

8

« FL xxi.
Roscoe, JRAI xxxvii. [1907] 110.
[1910] 467.
H. West Sheane, JAI xxxvi. [1906] 154.

10 J.
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FL

12 E.
13 D.
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XV. [1904] 73.

W. Lane, Modern Egyptians, London,

1846,

ii.

79.

McKenzie, FL xviii. [1907] 271 J. A. MacCulloch, The
Religion of the Ancient Celts, Edinburgh, 1911, p. 196.
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A. C. Haddon,
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JAI
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PREGNANCY
domestic god.' In India a low-class mother of daughters only
has been known to kill a neighbour's girl as a sacrifice in order
to procure a son. 2

—

The expectant
3. Tabus during pregnancy.
mother and sometimes also the father are the
subjects of various tabus, for the mother usually

connected with food, for the father with that
also, but more usually with his actions or pursuits.
The woman in pregnancy is generally herself
in a tabu state, since her condition is associated
with those sexual crises which are so mysterious
Some
to and so much feared by savage man.
of the tabus imposed on her or her husband may
arise out of direct observation of ill-eHects following tiie eating of some particular food others are
the result of mal-observation or superstition
others are purely arbitrary. Only a few typical
examples need be given here.
;

;

the Australian tribes food restrictions are general for
the woman, less so for the man, for fear of hurting the child or
3
In Murray Island birthmarks are attributed
causing its death.
to the mother's eating a certain fish, the juices of which
touched the child.* With the Sinaugolo of British New Guinea,
lest the child should be deformed, certain species of yam and
5
fish are forbidden to the mother, who often tabus her own food.
Among the western tribes of Torres Straits no woman may eat
of a certain pigeon till past child-bearing.*" In Halmahera the
woman is not allowed to eat the remains of her husband's food,
for that would cause difficult labour.'? In Assam one of the
gminas, or tabus, is that the woman must not eat many specified
8
With the
articles of food for fear of harm to the child.
Wawanga (E. Africa) the woman must not eat meat called ivechi,
If she
if it has been placed in her hut over night uncooked.
does, her child will be sickly, and, when it begins to crawl, its
hair will fall out, and sores will come on its scalp.8 Among the
Bageshu, while there are no special tabus, precautions are
taken against eating foods which might do the child harm.
The husband must not take violent exercise or climb trees,
rocks, or the house-roof, lest a miscarriage occur.i" The father
is prohibited from eating certain foods among the Bangala, and
may not hunt or fish unless the wife has certain ceremonies performed over her by the nganga (medicine-man). The husband
Tabu is also placed on certain
is said to be in a state of lihoi.
foods for the woman by the ngamia, but not the same for all.'i
With the Baganda sickly or delicate children are kspt away
from the woman, who is forbidden to eat several kinds of food,
lest the child be still-born or delicate.12 Among S. African
tribes there are several restrictions prescribed by custom, but
no evil consequences are thought to follow departure from
these.i3 In ancient Persia the woman was forbidden to eat
dead matter under pain of death, and she could not be purified
from this pollution. i-* A final instance may be taken from the
Indians of the Issa-Japura district, S. America foods are much
restricted e.g., paca flesh, lest the child's skin be spotted,
is
capybara, lest it have teeth like that animal's, etc.

Among

:

—

A further tabu is seen in the very general avoidance of sexual connexion between husband and
wife either during the whole period of pregnancy
or during part of it, especially towards the enci.
Sometimes a definite reason is given for this e.g.,
lest the child be deformed (Sinaugolo, British New
1^
or lest the hunting and fishing of the
Guinea),
father should be bad and the child sicken or die
(Bangala)." Such avoidances are the result of the
belief that any time of sexual crisis is dangerous.
'^
Examples are found in many parts of the world.

—

FL
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xxiu. 192 f.
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Macdonald, ib. xix. 267.
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Shdycut Id-shdyast, ii. 105
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Burmese

K. R. Dundas, JRAI xliii. [1913] 33.
J. Roscoe, ib. xxxix. 184.
J. H. Weeks, ib. pp. 444, 456.
Roscoe, JAI xxxii. 29.
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Whiffen, FL
[1913]
Seligmann, JAI xxxii. 301.

In British Central Africa a man will not commit
adultery during the pregnancy of his wife because
he would be accused of it if she died.*
In connexion with this subject of tabus certain Hindu rules
are worthy of notice. The pregnant woman must be given food
before the householder and even before guests 2 way must be
made for her 3 no toll is taken from her at a ferry * she is not
fined for committing a nuisance ;* a Brahman must not eat in
her house ;* the crime of killing her is equal to that of killing a
;

;

;

Brahman.''

Other tabus are of a precautionary nature,
though the link between them and the unborn
child or the process of birth is of a magical kind.
One of these is that no knots may be tied during pregnancy
by the woman or sometimes also by her husband. 'The reason
of this was that delivery would be diflicult— the woman being
thus herself apt to be tied up, or the child constricted. 8 This
is akin to the custom of unlocking all locks in the house at
child-birth, lest the womb should be locked up, or to the
German superstition that a pregnant woman should not creep
So, too, Ainu men should not spin or twist
through a hedge.
ropes when their wives are pregnant, lest the child's intestines
should be entangled, and Roman women praying to Lucina were
to loosen their hair, so that she might loosen their wombs.io
For similar reasons a pregnant woman should not sit with legs
crossed, nor should her husband do so, nor any one sitting near
her nor should they sit with clasped hands. Lucina sat by
the house with legs crossed and hands clasped at the birth of
Hercules hence his mother travailed with him seven days."
In Sumatra the woman must not stand at the door or on the
top rung of the house-ladder, lest she have difficult labour ; and
among the Torajas standing or loitering on the ladder is forbidden to every one for the same reason.12 In India an eclipse
No
is thought to have its dangers for the expectant mother.
work must be done— e.g., locking or unlocking a door lest the
child be deformed, nor any sewing or cutting, lest it have holes
in its flesh or a hare-lip.i3 An ancient Parsi regulation was that
no toothpick should have the bark left on it. This was dead
matter, and, if a woman stepped on it, her child would come
to harnLi-i In India no one should step over a fallen broom, lest
he cause suffering to a pregnant woman. 15 The woman herself
in the W. Indies should not step over a rod or small branch,
and in Fife folklore stepping over a hare's form causes the child
**

;

;

—

to suffer from hare-Up.is

In some instances charms are worn to prevent
any mischief which might happen to the woman or
the child, or to give an easy delivery.
Among the Bangalas in the later weeks of pregnancy pig-

ments are painted by a medicine-man on the woman's brea-st,
abdomen, shoulders, etc., and she wears charms to cause easy
1''
After her marriage a Nandi woman collects pieces
delivery.
of their dress from unmarried girls in the neighbourhood and
wears them as a charm to ensure pregnancy taking its normal
course. After birth they are returned and a feast takes place. 18
With the Awemba the woman wears necklaces of little wooden
balls with fetish-medicine inside to avert dangers of pregnancy
and cause easy delivery. They are made by the medicme-niftn.18
Muhammadan women in the Pan jab wear charms or a cowry on
the navel. They are procured from a priest, who blows upon
them. 30 See also Charms and Amulbts, and for other Instances
A. E. Crawley, The Mystic Rose, London, 1902, p. 9.

Pregnant women being

in a state which renders
liable to the attacks of evil spirits, various
precautions are taken against these. The charms
so often worn probably form one of such precau-

them

tions.
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Among the Sinhalese the woman is protected from devils by
nianlras for charming each day's first food and drink. > Among
the people of Nias spirits of murdered infants cause miscarriage.
The woman is protected at night by an idol, which is connected
with a second by a chain of pahn-leaves, wiiile before the latter
a small banana-tree is placed. The spirits, seeing the first idol,
run along the chain in fear and then leap on the tree, mistaking
With the ancient Parsis fire was maintained
it for the woman. 2
in the woman's house, the reason being that such a fire protected Zoroaster's mother when attacked by demons. 3 Amonp
the Nagas, pregnant women being exposed to attack from evil
to
spirits, the river-spirit and also the Python are worsliipped
cause easy delivery. ^ Protection of the woman against jinn is
from
house
effected in Tlemseii by keeping a black fowl in the
the seventh month onwards. After delivery it is let loose in the
Jews' quarter, carrying the jinn with it.8 Among some of the
Veddas the aid of the pakxis (spirits) is invoked, and a religious
dance performed as soon as pregnancy is diagnosed. G Prayer is
For a Bavenda
also made by the woman's father for her safety.
goddess

of

pregnant

Sometimes

women

tlie

cf .

ERE

ii.

364b.

elaborate nature tlian
described.
In Java in the seventh month husband and

wife go to a river
or well. Banana-leaves are fastened round the upper part of
of these the
an
in
front
woman's
the
opening
body. Through
husband drops a weaver's slmttle, which an old woman catches,
of
the
An
emblem
it
is
a
child.
that
afterbirth,
egg,
pretending
is then passed through, and a cut is made at the opening in the
leaves in imitation of cutting the navel-string. The purpose of
this ceremony is to facilitate delivery .'7

Most elaborate of all are the rites followed in
India, of which, as practised by Hindus and Muhammadans, a detailed description has been given
by H. A. Rose.8
vary from tribe to tribe, and consist of ceremonies
in the 3rd, 5th, or 7th month or in all three, or in the 8th or
9th month. Tliere is an interchange of presents between the
woman and her mother. Offerings are made to the spirits.
The woman is bathed and dressed in new clothes not worn
before the performance of the rites. The kinsfolk assemble, and
gifts of food or fruit are placed in her lap. She and her husband
The Muhammadan rites are analogous to
adore the gods.
these, but without the worship of the gods.
The Khatris, a Panjab tribe, perform funeral rites for the
father in the 5th month, while the parents are remarried after
the birth. 9 This goes back to the belief found in the Laivs of
Manu that, after conception by the woman, her husband
becomes an embryo and is reborn from her. 10 He dies when his
son is quickened hence the funeral rites.

These

rites

—

—

;

The condition
4. Power of the pregnant woman.
of the pregnant woman is often thought to have
magical power, especially for fruitfulness.
Corn ground by her is used to fertilize the growing crops

among the Zulus, n

She eats of the food at the feast held among
the Minang of Sumatra when a rice-barn is built, in order to
increase the fruitfulness of the rice. 12 in the Nicobar Islands
gardens are made more fertile by her presence in them or by
her planting fruit there. 13 Similar ideas are wide-spread among
savages and survive in European folklore. Probably for similar
reasons pregnant cows were sacrificed at the Roman Fordicidia
to the earth pregnant with the seed, the unborn calves burned,
and their ashes used at the ParUiaM
It may be noted here that in Lancashire gypsy belief a pregnant woman protects a man from hurt by mortal hands.i*
'

'

—

Many methods
5. Determination of sex, etc.
are adopted to discover whether a woman is with
child, its sex, and the like.
If a Kagoro woman is in doubt as to her condition, she goes to
a medicine-man, who, after washing his eyes with a magic drug,
looks into a calabash of water and tells what is to happen.* In
Banks' Island divination consists in pinching a leaf cup full of
water. If the water squirts out, a boy will be born if not, a
5
Sex is determined among the Veddas by the position of
girl.
strips of bast as they fall on the woman's head in the dance
already referred to. If they fall over the face, a girl will be
born if on the occiput, a boy.6 In Japan, if some one calls a
pregnant woman who is walking southwards and she looks liack
from the left, the child is a boy if from the right, a girl.
Another method of determining sex is to add together the years
if the
of the father's and mother's ages and divide bj' nine
remainder ie odd, a girl will be born.T Among Muhammadans
in the Panjab it is thought that, if the woman's milk before
birth is thin, she will have a boy if, when it is put in a shell and
fire is applied, it dries up, she will have a girl.s
According to
the Saddharma Puridarlka (xviii. 34 f. [SBE xxi. (1884) 344]), a
preacher of the law (Buddhist) can discern if a woman is pregnant of a dead child or if she will have a healthy child. He
discerns by the odour whether the child will be a boy or a girl.
Literature. Besides the works cited, see H. Ploss and M.
;

;

;

a more
those which have just been
rites are of

pregnancy

in the Panjab it is held that a snake becomes
blind if the shadow of a pregnant woman falls on it.2 Parsi
texts say that, if a dead pregnant woman is carried by two
3
men, both must be cleansed by the bareahnum rite.

hunt again.i

On the other hand, pregnant women being more
or less in a tabu state,^* their influence on the crops
may be dangerous, as examples from New Guinea
and elsewhere show."

;

;

—
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PRESBYTERIANISM.—

The name 'Presbyterianism may be applied in a general sense to
aims at realizing
which
that theory of the Church
its visible unity through government by presbyters,
clerical and lay, such presbyters being set ajmrt
by their peers with popular consent, being all of
equal status, and being organized for purposes of
ecclesiastical administration into Church courts,
which rise one above another in an ascending
In
scale, from the congregational to the national.
a sense more particular Presbyterianism is used
to denote the concrete effort after the realization
of that idea which, originating in the work of
John Calvin, was elaborated by those who followed
him into a definite form of Church organization,
with a distinctive type of doctrine, morals, and
ritual, and whicli in one form or another counts
Presbyperhaps 100,000,000 adherents to-day.
terianism seeks to avoid, on the one hand, the
absolute subjection of individual congregations to
government from without and above, and, on the
other, their absolute independence of all restraint.
Of the three great types of Church government it
is therefore the middle one, between Congregationalism and Episcopacy.
'

i.

141.

9, 54.

'

'

I.

Emergence of the Calvin ist Presby— I. The NT basis.—Serious

terian SYSTEM.

Presbyterian scholarship is long past the stage of
the crude jure divino defence of Presbyterianism,
as if it were the only form of Church government
expressly sanctioned by the Word of God and the
institution of Christ.
During the first phase of
the famous controversy between Puritans and
Anglicans the Puritans claimed divine sanction
for their ecclesiastical system, or, at least, divine
disapproval of that of their opponents, as against
the Anglican argument from the expediency of the
episcopate but in the later stages of the conflict
the two sides reversed their r61es. The controversy died down about A.D. 1700 after the battle
over the Ignatian Epistles and the whole question
as to the primitive form of Chnrch government
only revived under the stimulus of modern histori'

;

;

1 E. F. im
Thurn,
1883, p. 233.
2
ii. 143.
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the Indians of Guiana, London,

ii. 6 (SBE v. 247).
A. J. N. Tremeame, JRA I xlii. 172.
«
W. H. R. Rivers, FL xxi. 46 1.
Seligmann, p. 250.
7 Aston, FL xxiii. 193.
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Rose, JAI xxxv. 281.
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The Mystic Rose, pp.

MacCulloch.

PRESBYTER.— See Ministry.

'

In British Guiana, again, if a pregnant woman eats of game
oaught by hunting dogs, it is thought that they will never

A.

Presentiment.

5

Shayast la-shdyast,

PRESBYTERIANISM
cal scholarship, with new methods, and under a
new form. It is now realized by impartial critics
that no one form of Church government is to be
definitely discerned in Holy Writ more than
another. While Calvin, therefore, and others of
his
day believed themselves the restorers of primitive Christianity, freed from the errors and corruptions of Komanism, modern scholarsliip cannot
Even if the
absolutely subscribe this opinion.

Reformers had

possessed

tlio

necessary critical

a clear picture or the NT
Church, they must have found it impossible to
reproduce with perfect faithfulness a primitive
creed and polity which later had been in successive contact with the Grseco-Roman and barbarian
worlds conversely, such a rei)rodnction of primitive institutions would be a poor guarantee for
their success in modern times.
A living organism
is necessarily subject to change, and the attempt
to ignore a millennium of ecclesiastical history
could not but fail. So far, then, as the advocate
of Presbyterianism makes use of tlie NT to-day, he
must claim to reproduce the spirit and intention
of the primitive Clmrch, and not its mechanism
he will draw his main argmnents rather from coninsight to construct

;

;

siderations of expediency.

He

will

show how

Presbyterianism has proved itself particularly
suited to the genius of its adherents ; how it has
played a prominent part in the political development of those peoples who have worked out
systems of representative government ; how it has
produced a unique and admittedly worthy type of
character ; and, if these and other possible contentions savour to some extent of pragmatism, he
may reply to this criticism that Church government can be, as an actual fact, traced in all ages
the
age included to motives of expediency,
and that one of the fatal errors which have helped
to rend the Church has been the injudicious elevation of government into the region of dogmatics.
Although the conditions prevalent in the early
Church are inconsistent with the possible existence
of either Presbyterianism or Episcopacy as we

—

—

NT

understand them, we find both presbyters and
NT ; and the problem of
their relationship, which has given rise to endless
controversy, cannot be passed over. Whether we
argue with Jerome that bishop and presbyter were
originally identical, and hold Avith Lightfoot that
the episcopate was developed from the presbyterate by elevation ; whether we contend, with
Harnack, that the offices were distinct from the
beginning or whether, with Lindsay and Loofs,
we hold that irpea-^vrepos was the official name,
while 4irl(TKoiros described the function, the problem
remains the same, viz. How did the bishop come
to overshadow the presbyter, and finally reduce
him to a definitely inferior position? The most
feasible explanation yet suggested seems to be
that which is founded upon the bishop's connexion
with the Eucharist, a connexion indicated by
bishops mentioned in the

;

practically all the sub-apostolic literature.

—

Sub-apostolic development. While the dydini
existed, the official in charge of the celebration would enjoy a distinctive place, not only in
tlie Churcli itself, but in the eyes of outsiders.
As
the dydirr] fell into disuse, and the sacramental
aspect of the Eucharist gained prominence, the
2.

still

The
bishop's pre-eminence would develop with it.
crux of the entire episcopal development seems
to lie here
and, once the bishop had definitely
asserted his special position among the officials of
the Church, circumstances favoured his
steady
elevation.
Roman imperialism and Jewish nationalism were in deadly conflict about the close of the
1st cent. ; Jewish
Christianity was rapidly disappearing and all the conditions were in favour
of the Gentile iirio-Koiros and his function being
;

;
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recognized as against the Jewisli wpea^^irrepos and
his function.
The Didache is the most valuable
document for this transition period
and in
Ignatius we first find the threefold ministry, with
the supremacy of the bishop, clearly set forth as
the divinely-appointed form of Church government.'
It is difficult, at this time of day, to
accept Ignatius's own view that lie received this
theory by divine revelation and the brief interval
;

;

of time between him and Clement of Rome shows
that his theory cannot have been extensively in
practice wlien he wrote ; but his martyrdom
barbed and fledged his teaching, and gave undue
weight to his ecclesiastical expedient. Moreover,
tiie Church was faced in times im mediately follow'

'

ing by heresy within and hostility without, and
the concentration of power in as few hands as

The forming of a
possible proved of great value.
creed, and of a collection of Holy Scriptures upon
which to base it, was logically followed by the
need of an authoritative interpretation for Vjoth.
The bishop, already prominent, naturally if not
logically became the authoritative moutiipiece of
the Church in matters of the faith ; and apostolic
succession followed in due course.
Irenreus, e.g.,
definitely connects the theory of the apostolic
succession of the episcopate with the necessity of
maintaining sound doctrine and the bishop thus
emerges from the comparative obscurity of earlier
times with a status in matters of the faith equal
to that which he had previously enjoyed in matters
;

of administration.
Cyprian's position introduces
a new factor. By his time creed and canon had
attained a position of greater certainty, and the
and also
sacerdotalism of the Church under
pagan influences had been intensified, so that

OT

apostolic succession is now a guarantee not so
much of sound doctrine as of the validity of the
priesthood. The evolution of tenitorial from con-

gregational episcopacy was completed by the
gradual assimilation of the ecclesiastical system to
the imperial. The fall of the Empire, the transference of barbarian respect from it to the Church,
the conversion and absorption into the Church of
the northern peoples, all assisted in the process of
closer organization
and so by degrees grew up
the great mediaeval hierarchy the feudal system
being theoretically crowned by t!ie twin summits of
a papacy supreme in spiritual afi'airs and an empire
supreme in temporal.
3. Medisvalism.
Superficially considered, the
whole histoiy and tendency of mediyevalisni might
seem designed to bury ever deeper the very idea of
any but monarchical Church government and the
Reformation systems might seem so .-ndden and
complete a contrast to previous developments as to
justify Calvin's theory of a reversion to primitive
Christianity by tiie ignoring of medirevalism. But
nothing ever makes its appearance in history
witliout preparation and, while we cannot eliminate the genius of Calvin and the rest by explaining
their systems out of any or all of their antecedents,
we may discern certain medijeval tendencies which
led up to their work.
Presbyterians may find the
beginnings of their history either in the NT or in
of
book
if
the
Exodus,
they will but the mediaeval
continuation of it has been too much neglected.
Although the practical needs and problems of
medisevalism served to exalt the ecclesiastical
society at the expense of the individual, and to
sacrifice the intellectual and homiletic interests of
the Church to the organizing and sacerdotal tendencies, yet the homiletic, intellectual, and individual element never completely perished. Practical exigencies might favour the creation and
maintenance of a rigid monarchical system, which
or intellecdeprived the individual of all political

—

;

—

:

;

;

1

This episcopacy was congregational, not diocesan.
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tual scope
but the mastery of the system was
never wholly undisputed, and the essential Christian ti'uth of the worth of the individual before
God never fell completely out of sight. Throughout the growth of ecclesiasticism we can discern
a continuous process of revolt against it, which,
manifesting itself primarily in the form of Montanism (q.v.), was suppressed, but, in its essence,
defied extinction.
Athanasius was faced by Arius,
Augustine by Pelagius, Bernard by Abelard,
Aquinas by Scotus ; the slavery of intellect was
But it is in monasticism
always incomplete.
(y.'y.) that we can see most clearly the opposition
of individualism to the tyranny of the institution.
The impulse which, in the successive forms of
Montanism, Novatianism, and Donatism (qq.v.),
succumbed to the need for closer organization persisted in the form of monasticism, and established
an unbreakable hold upon Western Christendom.
From the beginning of monastic history the conversion, the education, and the civilization of
N.W. Europe were almost entirely the work of
monks ; and, Avhile the episcopate succeeded in
forcing the monks into the priesthood, monasticism
conquered by forcing celibacy on the Western
clergy and emancipating the orders from episcopal
control.
The opposition between the secular
clergy and the monks runs throughout mediaevalism and the monastic side of the opposition represents the preparation for the Keformed Churches.
Whereas the secular clergy obeyed a monarchic
bishop, the monks obeyed a presbyter-abbot.
Their vow of poverty gave expression to the truth
that a man is of value apart from his property,
their vow of celibacy destroyed the feudal fetish
of family prestige, their vow of obedience was
that of rree-Avill obedience to a superior in whose
election they had a voice, and in making this vow
a man left a society in which he was a mere irresponsible cog accidentally placed in a machine for
one into which he entered voluntarily.
Thus,
while, as A. V. G. Allen puts it, 'every direct
specific purpose of the monk seemed in the long
run to have been reversed, or to have proved a
failure,'^ yet there was 'a deeper purpose which
could not be defeated,
the accomplishment of
;

;

—

individual personality.'
It is in this presbyterial,
as we might call it, conception of Christian organization that we discern the germ of the Reformation.
Moreover, whereas the secular clergy and
the episcopate had all along represented sacramentarianism in worship and rigid solidarity in government, the monastic system, on the whole, had
stood for the homiletic aspect of worship and a
form of organization at once more elastic and more
representative of the popular voice. Of course,
each side reacted upon the other.
The monks
were often the stoutest champions of orthodoxy,
and their services were often most highly ritualistic
on the other hand, the Church was democratic enough to make it as possible for the most
obscure Churchman to ascend to the papal throne
as it is for any citizen of the United States to
become President and the semblance, at least, of
representative government was retained in the
election of bishops by the cathedral
chapters and
the choice of the pope by the conclave. But, in
essence, the difference which afterwards became
open in the Reformation between Catholic and
Protestant subsists throughout the Middle Ages
between the episcopate and monasticism and it
only required favourable circumstances to set on
foot the process of disruption.
4. Decline of papacy and the Reformation.
The decisive factor in the final separation of the
16th cent, was the weakening of the papacy, Avhich
'^

;

;

;

—

1

Christian Institutions, Edinburgh, 1898, p. 173.
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was the only power capable

of holding together
the opposed sides of ecclesiastical life. The fate
of Boniface Vlii. marked an era in the decline of
the papal monarchy, which had ruined the Empire,
only to find a new and more vigorous opponent in
the growth of European nationalities the Babylonish captivity of the Avignonese popes weakened
the papal grip upon England and Germany. Early
in the 14th cent. William of Occam and Marsiglio
of Padua outfaced the pope in the interest of Louis
of Bavaria.
Marsiglio's fully-developed democratic idea of Church and State is a sign of the
times ; the facf that the Fraticelli were deeply
involved in the anti-papal revolt is another and
the whole incident has been well named the Miniature Reformation. The work of Wyclif in England
is a manifestation of the same
spirit, which, passing from England to Bohemia and John Hus, remained active there far into the 15th century.
These various movements combined projects both
;

;

—

and of ecclesiastical reform they attacked the dogma as well as the organization and
morals of the Church. To the growing distrust
of the papal monarchy and the whole system with
which it was bound up the Great Schism contributed in no small measure
and tlie conciliar
movement, while it represents in essence the
struggle between the aristocratic episcopal form
of Church government and the autocratic papal
form, helped to pave the way for democracy by
of political

;

asserting the responsibility of rulers to those whom
they affected to rule. With the close of the
Council of Basel in 1447 the papacy secured an
illusory victory over its foes, but not even the
splendour of the Renaissance period could blind the
eyes of serious men to the moral and financial
corruption of the Curia. The rise of European
nationalities, the inventions of printing and of gunpowder, revolutionary discoveries both geographical and scientific,contribut3d to the general ferment.
Moderate men might desire a reform of the Church
on the existing basis, but others were driven by
the monstrous indifference of the Curia towards its
own corruption to consider the evil as inherent in
the system itself, and to desire a more radical
In particular, the New Learning,
reformation.
by exposing the hollowness of many ecclesiastical
pretensions, by weakening the belief in transubstantiation and sacramentarianism generally, and
by reviving the interest of Europe in the teaching
and homiletic side of Church activity, helped to
relax the hold of the
papacj^ u|)on the Church, and
to set free the monastic side of its life from the
long alliance with the episcopal. Finally, in the
hands of Luther, Zwingli, and Calvin, the crisis
came
and
divergence matured into division

—

—

monasticism achieved
formation.

It is

independence in the Reno accident, but the result of a
its

profound historical necessity, that the lands which
remained in the Roman obedience were precisely
those which had been
Christianized in prefully
monastic days, whereas the lands in which monkish
missionaries, especially of the Iro-Scottish type,
laboured went over to the Reformation

had

side.

From one

point of view, the Reformation repreand the rending of Christendom in
but the pieces into which the Church fell

sents revolt
pieces

;

correspond, with some definiteness, each to some
previous tendency within medisevalism and, from
another standpoint, the Reformation is the substitution of spiritual unity under the headship of
Christ for external, mechanical unity under the
The democratic constitution
papal monarchy.
proposed for the churches of Hesse, e.g., was the
;

work

of Lambert, a Franciscan monk, and recalls
the Benedictine organization.
Lutheranism reof the Augustinian order ; and

minds us forcibly
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the Prefibyteiian type of constitution iiudtT Calvin
his followers calls to memory tlie or<;anizution
of tlie great monastic orders of later mediajvaiism,
wherein many houses were afliliated into one great
Point for point, tiiis parallel between
society.
mediivval tendencies and Reformation facts could
be worked out in much detail. It will suHice,
however, to note that Presbyterianism, like other
ecclesiastical systems, was no new phenomenon
suddenly entering about 1550 on a career totally
unprepared for, but was the emergence into freedom of a tendency many centuries old. Substitute
Christ for the pope as the head of the Church, and
spiritual for corporeal unity, and you have at once
the explanation of our Protestant divisions, and
the antidote to much of the alarm which they
cause in unreflecting minds.
When we con5. The question of government.
sider the great importance which by and by came
to be attached to the question of Church government so that the form of organization adopted
by Presbyterianism became, in time, its chief
differentia from the rest of Protestantism, and
jure Divino arguments went hand in hand with

and

—

—

'

'

armed
rights

force to resist

—

it

is

any encioachment upon

its

curious to reflect that, in the early

days of Protestantism, the question of government
was a secondary consideration. The Reformers,
following the monastic lead, were more concerned
Avith teaching than with administration
and, provided they got ilvl of olie papal tieadsnip and could
;

secure the safety of great truths like that of justification by faith, they kept a reasonably open mind
on the question of organization. The salvation of
the individual through the direct mediation of
Christ was the vital point other matters were
Being in revolt against over-organizasubsidiary.
tion and all the loss of individual Christian liberty
which that implied, Luther, Calvin, and the rest
could scarcely make a virtue of ecclesiasticism.
Ecclesiastical organization was perhaps the
least important activity of Martin Luther and the
Lutheran Church. In common with the Calvinists,
this Church recognized the priesthood of all believers and the parity of ministers, but, unlike the
Calvinists, did not harden this into a fixed principle
In the Scandinavian countries,
of organization.
where kings and bishops co-operated in the work
the episcopate was retained,
of reformation,
though in a modified form in the German principalities the J2is episcopale was delegated to the civil
power, which in turn delegated it to Consistories,
and the persistence of civil government and patronage in the Church prevented Lutheranism from
ever attaining to the firm rejiresentative organization which lias become a feature of Presbyterianism.
The attitude of Melanchthon, who would
have recognized either bishops or a pope if they
;

;

have been shown to be of real use, has remained typical the small crop of Lutheran Free
Churches has resulted mainly from doctrinal objections to the union of Lutheran and Reformed a
century ago in Prussia and allied states, and at
least one such body seceded on the question of
whether government was an essential feature of
the Church at all.
The Calvinist bodies were prevented by circumstances from any such indifference to the form of
Church government for, whether by accident or
by necessity, they found themselves situated either
in republics or in principalities and kingdoms where

covild

;

;

the absence of a sympathetic ruler rendered the
Lutheran plan impossible, and where the opposition of the bishops sooner or later demanded the
As has now been
repudiation of episcopacy.
shoAvn, the retention of episcopacy in some Reformation lands and its rejection in others was no
accident, but a logical consequence of the attitude
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assumed by the bishops and the

civil authorities

towards the Reformati<jn.
II.

— In

Subsequent DEWKLOPMENT.—i. Doctrine.

the dogmatic sphere two great doctrines
off the Calvinist system from all others.
(a) The first of the.se is the doctrine of the
absolute sovereignty of God, which is the keynote
of all the other Calvinist develo])ments.
This
carried with it the doctrines of election and predestination iqq.v.), which, in their rigid Supralapsarian form, denied man any participation whatever in the work of saving himself, and, in their
milder Infralapsarian form, left him only a very
minor part to play in it. This dogma, harsh as it
may seem to the more lenient spirits of to-day, is
not to be dismissed off-hand as if it were a mere

mark

The mere good
negation of man's free will.
pleasure' aspect of the doctrine is not the vital
In the days when Calvin promulgated
part of it.
it the agony of a dying age and the birth-iiangs of
a new might well seem to renew the circumstances
under which Augustine had set it forth, and to
force upon men anew the conviction that God was
to depend absolutely
all and man was nothing
on the sovereign will of God for salvation was
better than to depend upon the arbitrary will of a
corrupt decaying papacy and an ignorant, evilthe folly of too much freedom
living priesthood
was demonstrated by the excesses of Anabaptists
and other irresponsible sectaries, and Lutheranism
hesitated between univfcisaiism and the ^'•"/lestined
release of certain elected men from the cons'equences of a totally depraved and enslaved human
wUl.
Calvin's doctrine of election was not so
much a gloomy and pessimistic denial oi human
freedom as the joyous proclamation that man lived
in an ordered universe where the sovereignty of
God removed from the region of doubt the salvation
It is an attempt to recognize
of the true believer.
necessity and order in the world of God's creation
to see temporal things, in Spinoza's immortal
phrase, 'sub specie eternitatis.' This teaching
runs throughout the Calvinist Confessions and,
though the settling down of modern civilization
has induced in many quarters a revival of the
softer Semi-Pelagian ideas, it still remains the
official belief of Presbyterian Christendom.
(6) The other doctrinal dillerentia of Calvinism is found in connexion with the sacraments. It
differs from Lutheranism in regard to baptismal
regeneration and the ordinary necessity of baptism
but the chief difference is in regard to the Lord's
Supper. The Roman Catholic doctrine of transubstantiation fell into disfavour as vitally connected
with the ideas of priesthood and organization
against which Protestantism was an avowed revolt
and the Lutheran idea of consubstantiation, with
its insistence upon the corporeal presence of Christ
in the sacrament, seemed to more radical Reformers
to differ so little from the Catholic notion as to be
an insufficient guarantee against the reintroduction
of a tyrannical priesthood using unscrupulously a
magical key by which they could open or close
heaven to the rest of mankind. On the other
hand, Zwingli and his following, by denying any
real presence at all and reducing the sacrament to
a mere memorial, seemed to many to go too far in
the other direction. In actual fact the difference
between Luther and Zwingli seriously divided the
Calvin's theory of the sacrament
Reformers.
it
occupies a position between these extremes
substitutes for the corporeal presence of Christ
the
for
a spiritual, though quite real, presence
it
magical opt/s operatum of Roman Catholicism
substitutes an operation of the Holy Spirit wherefeeds upon
by the believing communicant really
it professes to find in the real presence
Cfhrist
a mystery too profound to be explained by
'

;

;

—

;

;

;

:

;

;
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the simple mechanical theory of Catholics and
Lutherans or to be explained away by the equally
simple denial of Zwingli and, while the mediating
position of the Calviiiist theory has brought it under
the suspicion of being an elprjviKdv cunningly devised
in the mterest of ecclesiastical and political union
among the Reformers the work of a Presbyterian
politician rather than a philosophic theologian so
far as is known, no scrap of evidence exists to show
that Calvin liad any such deliberate purpose. It
tits in quite
with the rest of his theoarticulately
logy, and is the natural result of an effort on the
part of one who was not an extremist to devise a
theory of the sacrament which would retain the
real presence of Christ without degrading it into
the mechanical production of a priest with a
formula. If it has served to hold together a great
mass of Protestant opinion upon a subject so vital,
that is not so much the result of any definite
political design as a tribute to its innate reasonableness and moderation. It remains yet a feature of
;

—

—

confessional Presbyterianism.
ii. Polity.
The most characteristic aspect of
Presbyterianism, however, is its evolution as an
ecclesiastical polity.
It is a natural inference from
the doctrines of justification by faith and of the
sole sovereignty of God that all men are equal
before their maker, and the status of the clergy as
a special caste wielding the powers of spiritual life

—

and death was thereby destroyed. The ecclesiastical
organization was looked at no longer from
above but from below the call of the people and
:

the approval of his peers replaced episcopal consecration in the making of a minister ; the laity
received a share in the government of the Church,
and the responsibility of officials to the general
body became a recognized feature of ecclesiastical

Thus, behind

organization.

all

the formal shapes

assumed by Reformed Church constitutions, an
All was,
essentially democratic spirit is discerned.
at first, experimental definite and rigid systems
;

A

jure humano
episcopacy did not frighten Calvin ; and Knox, the
founder of national Scottish Presbyterianism, approved, before his death, the reintroduction of
bishops for certain specified purposes and on a basis
of responsibility.
But the fundamental ideas of
the Reformed Churchmen had sealed the doom of
the old type of episcopate, and, before long, the
dangers involved in the preservation of even its
outward form rendered a definitely Presbyterian
Circumstances
theory and system inevitable.
forced upon Melville and others a greater rigidity
of view and practice than had been found necessary
and the conception of
by Calvin and Knox
ministerial parity as an essential feature of the
true Church was forced upon the Calvinist com-

were evolved only by degrees.

'

'

;

ecclesiastical and political strife.
The
effusion or blood, as well as ink, in its defence
the
to
set
a
caused
Presbyterians
great, perhaps
an exaggerated, value upon their theories of
Church government, for which they have suffered
and fought, as other men for their faith.
The starting-point of any inquiry into the nature
and history of Presbyterian Church government is
necessarily found in Calvin's Institutes and especially in bk. iv., which deals with the doctrine of
the Church. According to Calvin, a Church and
ministers are necessary as external helps to the
true believer, for whose edification the ministers at
careful
public worship expound God's Word.
distinction is drawn between the invisible Church
kno^vn only to God and the visible Church which
'
is discerned
wherever we see the Word of God
sincerely preached and heard, wherever we see the
sacraments administered according to the institution of Christ (bk. iv. ch. i. § 9).
This very simple
idea of the marks of the true Church renders the

munions by

A

—

—

'

independence of many various bodies consistent
with the essential requisite of true spiritual unity
taken in connexion with the idea of an invisible
Cliurch known only to God, it renders secession,
except for the weightiest reasons, wicked and
Calvin will not even go so far as to
frivolous.
unchurch Rome, though he contends that the
insignificance of the remnants of a true Church
contained in it abundantly justifies men in repudi'
We behoved to
ating the Roman communion.
withdraw from them in order to draw near to
;

Christ' (bk. iv. ch. ii. §6).i
In the Church God uses men for the useful and
honourable office of the ministry, and in Holy
Scripture, the touchstone of all his ideas, Calvin
finds only two permanent orders of ministry the
pastor and the teacher though temporary offices,
such as those of apostle, prophet, and evangelist,
existed in
times for special purposes, and might

—

—

NT

profitably be temporarily renewed on sufficient
occasion.
Of the permanent officers the pastor
the apostle, whose function he
roughly resembles
'
What the apostles did for the whole
localizes.
world, every pastor should do for the flock over
His
wliich he is appointed (bk. iv. ch. iii. § 6).
office entitles him to preach, to administer the
sacraments, to exercise discipline, to admonish,
'

and

to

exhort

;

and, while

this

is

ordinarily

church to which lie
should be restricted, Congregationalism is avoided
to be done for a special

by the qualification that the pastor shoulii iiiuve
by public permission or be moved by public
authority when the public good demands it. The
idea of ministerial parity, which later became a
rigidly defined principle of the Presbyterian system,
conies out in the contention that, in Scripture,
bishop, presbyter, pastor, and minister are interchangeable terms for the same ecclesiastical ofiice.
Calvin's later correspondence serves to show that he
had no objection to episcopacy in so far as bishops
might be useful and expedient ; but his doctrine
of the Church leaves them no essential place in it.
Historically he regards the ancient bishop as a
mere chairman of presbyters
and, with him,
Jerome's famous dictum as to the original equality
no controwhich
raised
and
of bishop
presbyter,
versy in Jerome's day, and yet was never forgotten,
became at length the basis of a Church polity.
The teacher, who corresponds roughly to the
prophet and evangelist, is restricted to a purely
educational function.
Among the offices mentioned in Ro 12 and 1 Co 12, tyfo are recognized as
permanent government and the care of the poor ;
and the secondary position of government, in
Calvin's eyes, is slioii\Ti by the admission of the
Elders assist in the
laity to a share in these.
government of the Church, and deacons are divided
into two classes according as they care for tlie
poor and sick or deal with almsgiving. The permanent officials of the Church therefore are :
The essenpastors, teachers, elders, and deacons.
the call of
tials for the making of a minister are
God, examination as to life and doctrine, the call
of the people, and a solemn setting apart to his
office.
Calvin almost goes out of his way to defend
the people's right of electing their minister, but
recommends that, in the interest of peace and
;

—

;

common

sense, other ministers should preside over
In the above conception of the
election.
Church we have in essence many of the features
of present-day Presbyterianism e.g., the equality

the

—

1 It is not
surprising that, in time, Catholicism came to
regard Calvinism as the arch-enemy. The Calviniats, r.g.,
were excluded from the Peace of Augsburg (1555), and were
only recognized in the Peace of Westphalia as late as 1648.
How far the feeling had become mutual may be gathered from
the fact that, as late as 1647, the stately and balanced Westminster Confession cannot refrain from abuse of the pope

(xxv.

6).
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of ministers, their election by the people, the share
of the laity in Clmrch {government, and so on.
But so far notliing unique is present, except perhaps the unusually vijjorous defence of popular
The determinative feature of Calvin's
rights.
system, however, appears on consideration of his
tneory concerning tlie relations between the civil

and
to

ecclesiastical powers.

iiitn,

The Church, according

has a threefold power

:

(1)

she can declare

and interpret dogma, tliough she has no right to
invent new dogmas not found in
(2)
Scripture
she can legislate for the Church, hut siie has no
right to force purely human expedients and ceremonies upon her members to the i)rejudice of their
consciences thus he frees men from the Roman
tj'pe of bondage to tradition and custom, and
reauces the spirit of Ciiurclj government to the
observance of mutual charity and edification (8)
and here the most distinctive feature of Calvinism is reached he insists upon retaining for the
Church a certain sphere of jurisdiction. Unlike
Luther and Zwingli, who freely surrendered the
administrative and disciplinary power of the
Church to the civil authorities, whether princely
or republican, Calvin attempted to mark off for the
Church a sphere of spiritual jurisdiction distinct
from the civil and on the determination of his
followers to define and preserve this sj)liere, irrespective of all difficulties, hangs much of the
trouble that fell to the lot of Prosbyterianism in
later years.
Spiritual government, in his view,
;

;

—

;

—

;

was as necessary to the Church as civil government
and the two jurisdictions, though
mutually helpful rather than antagonistic, were
quite distinct. The Church could not surrender,
voluntarily or compulsorily, the power of the keys
to the State

;

;

she claimed no right to inflict civil punishment,
but only to admonish anc^, if necessary, to excommunicate, for the purpose of pioducing repentance
in oti'enders
a purpose in which the civil procedure
frequently failed. This useful power of ecclesiastical discipline for spiritual evil-doers was to be
the hands of a Consistory of elders which is in
the Church what a council is in a city' and the
basis of its judgments upon individuals was of
course to be Christian doctrine. The enor of the
Roman Clmrch lay not in the claiming of this
power, but in the abuse of it for unworthy and
worldly ends through the agency of corrupt and
Calvin does not seek to
irresponsible individuals.
interfere with or to minimize in any way the
scope of the civil power. He calls the magistrates
'ambassadors of God,' 'vicegerents of God,' and
says that God considers their office an honourable
one and, while he indicates his personal preference

—

m

'

;

;

for aristocratic

government tempered by democratic

consent, he holds that it is the duty of all Christian
men to obey whatever lawful rulers have dominion

over them.

The only circumstances under which

resistance, active or passive, is justifiable arise
when the commands oi rulers clash with the commands of God. Conversely, it is the duty of
rulers to preserve public peace and happiness, and
their first care must be for religion and morals.
Their co-operation is due to the Church in this

regard,
'

provided this

is

done to preserve, not to disturb, the order of

the Church, to estabUsh, not to destroy, discipline. For, seeing
the Church has not, and ought not to wish to have, the power
of compulsion (I speak of civil coercion), it is the part of pious
kings and princes to maintain religion by laws, edicts, and
sentences' (bk. iv. ch. x1. § 16).

While thus

fully recognizing the civil jurisdiction,
Calvin holds that it should not interfere with the
ecclesiastical, unless by direct invitation or necesand in this eftbrt to define the respective
sity
limits of Church and civil
power, to secure civil
;

co-operation while keeping spiritual jurisdiction
and liberty inviolate, he stands alone among the
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The forms of procedure set forth in
ch. X. are of only secondary imjK)rtance.
The point of his system which is distinctively
characteristic of Presbyterianism consists in his
determination to keep ecclesiastical discipline in
ecclesiastical hands.
Such, in brief, are Calvin's ideas of Church
government ; but he lacked a field in which to
test them, until, overwhelmed by tlie
formidable
obtestation' of Guillaume Farel, he con.sented to
In that city tlierehad long been
settle in Geneva.
an unstable equilibrium of three forces the vicedominus of the house of Savoy, the bishop, who was
Reformers.
bk.

iv.

'

—

often a member of the same house, and the people ;
and, when Calvin arrived in the city in 1536, the
people had just won their freedom, after a contest
in which independence and the new faith ha<l
a state of confusion
played an e([ual part. ]5ut
had supervened and Farel the Reformer knew
that no one in the city was canabie of reducing
tlie chaos to order.
Accordingly, lie persuaded
Calvin to relinquish his project of furtner study
The .system of
for the work of organization.
Church government introduced was naturally
not only did Calvin's own idea.s
Presbyterian
run in that direction, but the attempt to continue episcopacy would have had scant hope of
which had just shaken oil' the
.success in a
city
tyranny of a bishop. Nevertheless tiie people
hated the bishop less as a Roman Catholic, or a
corrupt Churchman, or an official without NT
;

:

warrant than as an interferer with their libertj',
just as they afterwards hated Calvin and the rest
for the same reason.
Trouble began almost at
once.
In a memorandum of 15th Jan. 1537 Calvin
asked the Council for a body of incorruptible men
to exercise Church discipline up to and including
excommunication. But the civil authorities did
not like Calvin's request that the Church might
have a disciplinaryauthority which neither Luther
nor Zwingli had asked for it, ami many citizens
In 1538 a
feared for their personal freedom.
majority of the new Council consisted of Calvin's
opponents. Strife began, and grew so keen that
the ministers were forbidden to preach politics.
Disgusted by this, and angered by the attempt to
force upon them the observance of the Bernese
usages, the ministers finally revolted openly at the
Council's command to exclude no one from communion, and on 21st April they brought matters
to a crisis by refusing to dispense the sacrament.
They were banished, and all mediation was
This refusal to accept
rejected by the Council.
dictation from the civil power on a matter vital to
and
of
the Church, and the
the welfare
liberty
choice of banishment before surrender, are a new
departure in Protestant history, and are determinative of Presbj'^terianism.

Calvin's first experience of Geneva, however,
did not deter him from returning, tliough reluctantly, three years later for no city in France was
;

and no city in Germany politically free, and
in Geneva alone could he hope to find a sphere
of operations.
Within twenty-four hours of his
return he was at work and the Ordonnances were
the final outcome of his labours. He wished to
embody the distinction between civil and spiritual
safe,

;

jurisdiction, to secure tlie independence of the
Church witliin her own sphere, to obtain tiie acceptance of a creed based on Holy Scripture alone,
and to tune up Genevan morals to a
pitch.

NT

The

difficulty

was that he must gain the consent

of the civil powers to his solution of a problem

which had hitherto been solved very diflf'erently,
and must induce them to relinquish a great part of
At the same time the enforcetheir authority.
ment of a NT standard of morals was distasteful
to

many

citizens.

Accordingly the Ordonnances,
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while Calvin's sole work, do not represent his ideal.
Four classes of official are recognized in the
Church pastor, teacher, elder, and deacon. The
ministers were chosen by those already ordained
Tlie
after an examination as to life and doctrine.
civil power tlien approved of them
finally the
people heard them, and they were ordained witiiout laying on of hands. The democratic idea of

—

;

became

aristocratic in practice for, in actual
the people accepted, rather than elected, their
The ministers were to meet once a week
ministers.
in conference and once in three months for mutual
in this 'venerable company,' which did
criticism
not, except by censure and moral weight, interfere
in civil affairs, we discern a germ of the Presbytery.
The teachers were purely for educational purposes.
The ruling elders were in the Church what the
magistrates were in the city. Their function was
purely spiritual, confined to the judging of spiritual
offences and the infliction of spiritual penalties,
the aim being to secure the repentance of the
offender.
But, though Calvin, in accordance with
his general principles, attempted to mark off this
eldership, with its ecclesiastical sphere of action,
distinctly from the magistracy, with its civil
?^uite
unctions, he could not quite secure what he wanted,
and had even the worse of the compromise which
He was unable to secure the election of
followed.
the elders by the Church alone, or on the pure
ground of spiritual and moral fitness. The Council,
besides fixing the number of elders at twelve,
decreed that two must be chosen from the Little
Council, four from the Sixty, and six from the Two
Hundred. The twelve, in the first instance, were
really civil functionaries, and a committee of the
Council only secondarily and nominally did they
form part of a Church court. Calvin may have
had a paramount influence in that court, but his
this

;

fact,

;

;

was a purely moral

influence

one,

and he never

Indeed, in spite of the presence of these
presided.
twelve councillors in the Consistory, along with the
ministers, Calvin had much ado to secure for it the
It was agreed that, if
right of excommunication.
no repentance resulted from judgments up to and
including excommunication, the persistent offender
should be handed over to the civil power. As this
applied to doctrinal as well as moral cases, it
really amounted to a declaration of the right of
here at least Calvin is not in advance
persecution
of his age, and his readiness to admit the interference of civil power, so long as it is not opposed
to him, weakens his position as against hostile
The deacons discharged the funcinterference.
tions already indicated in the Institutio, but were
not organized, as recommended therein, into two
classes.
Calvin's machinery for the doctrinal and
moral regeneration of Geneva, thei'efore, consisted
of a verbally inspired Word of God, ministers to
expound the same, a Consistory to enfoi-ce it, and
the Council to deal with recalcitrants.
great
deal of petty and almost ridiculous business came
before the
it
accomplished its
Consistory, but
main purpose of raising the undoubtedly low
standard of Genevan morals. Even to hold what
he had got cost Calvin a long and bitter struggle.
He was opposed by many old Genevans who had
taken a prominent part in the liberation of their
city and resented foreign intrusion, however
salutary and by that section of the citizens who
resented the strictness of his moral control. His
gains were not secure for over a decade and not
till he received the citizenship of Geneva in 1559
did he attempt to define more clearly the distinction between Church and State, in a series of
demands which were practically all granted by
Before his death in 1564 he had
the Council.
vastly bettered Genevan morals, given the city a
splendid educational system, and made it a refuge
;

A

;

;

for the oppressed of Europe, and he had the satisfaction of knowing that in France, in Scotland,
and elsewhere his ideas of Cliurch government and
of the relation of Church and State were being

extensively put into practice. The Presbyterian
Church as a distinct and definite ecclesiastical
body had entered upon its honourable career.
iii.
History in Europe.— i. Scotland.— Presbyterian ism, in its national form as an established
Church, is best exemplified in the case of Scotland,
where, after an eventful history of three centuries
and a half, it still retains a powerful grip upon
the people. The Scottish Reformation, in the
Lutheran form, was already so far advanced in
1525 as to call for stringent government interference ; but, when it became strong enough to
dominate the nation forty years later, it had
assumed the Calvinist form, and it was the
Calvinist type of theology and polity that received
official recognition in 1560.
The great protagonist
of the movement was John Knox, who was called
to the ministry at St. Andrews by popular acclamation during the period of excitement which followed
the murder of Cardinal Beaton (1546). Knox was
made prisoner when the French fleet captured St.
Andrews castle in 1547, and spent two years as a

After his release he
galley-slave.
exile till 1559.
Part of this period

remained in

was spent

in

England, where he more than once refused preferment, part in Frankfort, where he and others
vainly attempted to set the Church upon a Puritan
basis, and part in Geneva, where he was enabled
to see at work opinions and ideas which he had
independently drawn from Scripture. His views
were moulded and confirmed rather than created
by his Genevan experience. Returning finally to
Scotland in 1559, he became at once the head and
front of the Reformation movement and, if any
confirmation of his Presbyterian convictions was
necessary, he found it in the opposition of regent
and bishops. By the middle of 1560 the Treaty of
Edinburgh marked the triumph of Protestantism
and English influence over Catholicism and the
French interest, and the religious influence of
;

Knox held the field in Scotland. The Confession
of 1560 is thoroughly Calvinist, and is conspicuous
for a wise moderation, which is unfortunately less
apparent in the conflicts of later times. The first
Book of Discipline embodies an essentially Presbyterian conception of the ministry. The differences from the Genevan organization are exactly
what we might expect from ^e diftering ecclesiastical needs of a nation and a city-state ; the
differences from the modern Scottish organization
may be explained from the diflerent circumstances
of the age.
Knox and his coadjutors were faced
by the difficult problem of an abundant harvest
and a lack of labourers they had to find 100
ministers where Calvin had to find one.
The
first General Assembly, e.g., contained only six
ministers accordingly, the ministerial office was
;

;

supplemented in
office was added

two

directions.

The

reader's

the gaps in the ranks of
the regular ministry, the temporary nature of
the expedient, however, being fully recognized.
Readers Avere expected and encouraged to justify
by their work eventual promotion to the regular
ministry
persistent incapacity to do so was
followed by exclusion from office. The scarcity
of ministers also implied the necessity of making
the best possible use of those available, and the
country was therefore divided into ten dioceses,
each in charge of a superintendent, who had to see
that kirks were planted at the proper strategic
points, to help the ministers in their work, and
generally to exercise supervision. Some of these
were laymen. The contention that these superintendents were virtually bishops cannot be upheld
;

to

fill
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still lebb the almost fantastic contention that
they were intended in time to be superseded by
In this connexion we may
fully-qualitied bishops.
note a curious anci instructive parallel to the
in
Scottish system of 1560
the Canadian organization of to-day.
There, similar needs have called
forth similar expedients. The difficult problem of
Church extension in the rapidly-filling West has
called into bein-' the office of superintendent without any aftertliought of episcopacy.
Divinity
students in full standing and lay missionaries who
look forward to ordination after a special course
correspond to the readers of 1560. Knox's doctor
is represented by the professor, the lay elder by
his kind, and the deacon by the manager.
The

parallel is strikingly complete.
In the Church of 1560 the germ of the later
Presbytery is discerned in the weekly meeting of
local ministers in the towns, the Synod is fore-

shadowed by the superintendent's Council, and the
General Assembly, irregularly constituted as yet
and with uncertain powers, met at frequent intervals.
The fully articulated system of later times
Knox and his fellowgrew only by degrees.
workers took substantially the same view as
Calvin regarding the relation of the civil and
ecclesiastical powers ; indeed, though his own
views on the point were independently matured,
Knox had consulted Bullinger and Calvin on it
during his exile and the struggle of Geneva was
repeated on a national scale in Scotland. The
return of Mary Queen of Scots from France in
1561 ushered in a period of strife. The Reformers
mistrusted Mary's good intentions towards the
new Church, and resented the withholding of
recognition from certain of their standards ; she,
on her side, was piqued by ministerial interference
in her private concerns, and saw in the Church
a formidable obstacle to her scheme of Roman
Catholic reaction. Politics and the greed of the
nobles went hand in hand with ecclesiastical strife
;

make

difficult the way of the new Church
and
war at length broke out, as a result of which
the unhappy queen was driven from Scotland
(1568) and the Roman Catholic power in the
But the defeat of
country was finally broken.
the Roman Catholic party and the establishment
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temporary needs; the second Book, on the other
hand, aimed at the deduction of general |)rinciple.->
from the NT. E.g., the offices of superintendent
and reader were excised as episcopal and unand, whereas the first Book had set
scriptural
up no Church courts, the second supplied the
omission, but, strangely enough, left out the most
characteristic court of all the Presbytery.
Presbyteries, however, were coming rapidly into existence and the Assembly which adopted the Book
erected several in 1581.
Of the offices mentioned
in the Book, the doctor and the deacon have
practically disappeared minister and elder alone
remain with their original functions. The second
Book of Discipline, with its determined attempt
at a closer organization than that of 1560, never
secured, in its entirety, the sanction of the civil
power.
From the time of Melville's return to Scotland a
determined struggle raged in the country for a
century. On the one side we have Melville and
those who followed him, holding the most rigid
views concerning the parity of all ministers and
the divine necessity of Presbyterian Church
government on the other, the determined Ej>iscopalianism of the Stuart kings. Parallel to this
divergence of view, and vitally connected with it,
ran the question of the relation between Church
and State, which became acute in every state
where the Reformed Church had trouble with the
authorities.
Melville, on his side, believed in the
double jurisdiction of Christ and the temporal
and
king,
strenuously resisted any interference
with the Church within her own inviolate sphere ;
James vi., on the other side, believing in the
Divine Right of kings, saw in the Church's claim
to spiritual independence as great a menace to the
royal power as the papal jurisdiction had been.
Moreover, as his succession to the English throne
became more and more assured, the king was
moved by a sense of the risks attendant upon the
;

—

;

;

;

ing, however, that such bishops should be responsible to the General Assembly.
The experiment
proved a disastrous failure. Not only did the new
episcopate escape ecclesiastical control, but they

maintenance of two differing ecclesiastical polities
within his dominions, and his consistent aim was
to conform Scotland to Anglicanism.
By means
of episcopacy he could best hope to maintain
control over the Church.
Throughout the long
struggle absolutism by Divine Right, episcopacy
in the Church, and royal supremacy over all causes
were banded together against limited monarch}-,
Presbyterian Church government, and ecclesiastical supremacy in spiritual affairs.
The details of the struggle need not be closely
The king, on his part, aimed at the
followed.
complete subordination of Church and people to
his views
the Church, on her part, resisted royal
interference in spiritual matters.
But the Church
founded all her activities, beliefs, and claims
and, as the
ostensibly on the Word of God
ministers alone had the right to interpret that, no

also rendered

practical limit could be set to the claims of the

to

;

civil

of the Protestant succession in the person of the
infant James VI. did not bring peace to the Church.
The ministers found it nearly impossible to secure
their stipends in terms of the agreement come to
with the civil authorities ; and, after some discussion, bishops were re-introduced into the Church
by the Concordat of Leith (1572). To this expedient Knox consented before his death, recommend-

the clergy poorer than ever, by
becoming the cat's-paws of the nobles in their
seizure of ecclesiastical revenues, instead of the
pay-masters of the unhappy clergy. The contulchans
temptuous name of
applied to the
bishops of 1572 shows the estimation in which
they were generally held, and the contemptible
part which they played in the history of the time
was a severe blow to the cause of Episcopacy in
Scotland. In 1574 Andrew Melville returned to
Scotland from Geneva, and proceeded to uphold
the view that the office of bishop was unscriptural
and by no means to be tolerated in a pure Church.
Circumstances assured his success. By 1580 the
*
tulchans' had disappeared; and in 1578 the
second Book of Discipline was
prepared, to be
endorsed by the General
in 1581.
The
Assembly
first Book had
grown out of the circumstances of
the time, and found its best sanction in con'

'

;

;

Church, except by eflective intervention on the
part of the civil power. The king, as it turned
out, would concede nothing, and the ministers
claimed too much and there is some truth in the
thesis that Scotland had to choose between the
tj-ranny of a king and the tyranny of a ministry
self-constituted as the interpreters of an infallible
Bible.
But, on the whole, the Church represented
the popular will, and served the popular cau^e.
The ministers were chosen by popular election,
they educated the people to the best of their
and
ability, and sought to win their confidence
there is no doubt that during the 17th cent, the
General Assembly was a more representative body
than the subservient Scottish parliament. Presbyterianism won a victory in 1592, when it secured
from king and parliament what has been called its
Magna Charta but Episcopacy was re-introduced
;

;

;
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1610, and the next opportunity of the Presbyterians came in 1638, when the injudicious and
obstinate interference of Charles I. and Laud with
the liturgy caused a wave of feeling to inundate
Scotland tliat made the National Covenant possible.
The Glasgow Assembly of that year swept away
Episcopacy and the king, whose hands were tied
by diracuities in England, was powerless to save
the bishops. Four years later civil war broke out
Now
in England between king and parliament.
at length the long opposition culminated in an
appeal to arms, and by the Solemn League and
Covenant the Scottish Church and the English
parliament were united in the cause of representative government and religious freedom.
It will be convenient at this point
2. England.
to refer to the history of English Presbyterianism,
which in 1643 found itself allied with its Scottish
in

;

—

neighbour. The growing rigidity of ecclesiastical
arrangements during Elizabeth's reign stimulated
nonconformity into life both within and without
the State Church. Of the nonconformists within
the Church one party agreed on the whole with
the Anglican establishment, but wished to see
certain Romanist survivals purged away another
party, taking up the Presbyterian attitude, disOf
agi'eed entirely with existing arrangements.
the fortunes of the former party little need be said
zeal
of
varied
with
the
degree
persecuting
they
exercised by the authorities. But both parties
have their essential connexion with Scotland from
the beginning
for the troubles of the English
congregation at Frankfort, in which John Knox
was involved, were in fact a struggle between
Anglicanism and Puritanism, and the first really
Puritan congregation was John Knox's in Geneva.
To that city, therefore, may be traced, not only
the genesis of Scottish Presbyterianism, but also
the beginnings of Presbyterianism and Puritanism
in England.
English nonconformity was largely
the result of what the Marian exiles had seen and
done abroad.
The movement of repression was well under way
in 1561, by which time Acts of Supremacy and
Uniformity and other measures were in operation
;

—

;

A

second Act of Uniagainst nonconformity.
formity followed in 1563. About 1565 Parker
declared that Presbyterianism was the Church's
most threatening foe and certainly it was the
most definite and concrete form of opposition to
existing ecclesiastical arrangements. About 1570
Cartwright, a Cambridge Divinity professor (later
deprived for his anti-ecclesiastical views), brought
Presbyterianism into prominence by his activity ;
and in 1572 the propaganda evolved into the
'Admonition to Parliament.' The 'Admonition'
consisted of two manifestoes which never reached
the stage of presentation to parliament. It is
fanatically Presbyterian in tone, and aims at the
substitution of presbytery for episcopacy in English
Church government. In the same year the first
English Presbytery was erected at Wandsworth.
Cartwright was forced to flee the country, but
maintained from his exile a vigorous literary
defence of Presbyterianism against Whitgift.
Other writings in defence of presbytery, such as
that of Travers in 1574, continued to appear and
in 1583 enough Presbyterians existed in England
to make possible the issue of a Directory of Church
Government but after that date the Presbyterian
movement, having flourished for a decade, began
to decline.
Whitgift, though he did not, like
Bancroft, insist on the divine right of episcopacy,
was sternly set against nonconformity ; and, by
means of an ecclesiastical commission, forced from
all ministers the admission that episcopacy was at
In 1584 the Presleast not contrary to Scripture.
byterians failed to introduce into parliament a bill

—

;

;

in favour of their discipline ; the Marprelate Tracts
of 1588-89 roused Whitgift to a fresh access of
persecuting zeal ; the incident of the Armada in
1588 helped to confound in men's minds the ideas
of nonconformity and political disaffection.
Thus,

though about 1590 there were some 500 Presbyterian ministers in England, the Act of 1593 ended
meanwhile all effective opposition to the State
Church. Presbyterianism found itself in especial

when subjected to persecution, because,
unlike Independency, it could not realize its ideal
except by means of an elaborate organization, and
so could not retire into hiding till the storm blew
over, without relinquishing essential principles.
Driven by the Act of 1593 to exile, or silence, or
the assumption of the cloak of Puritanism, Presbyterianism languished for a time ; and the hopes
raised
by the Hampton Court Conference (1604)
proved illusory. But, as time went on, the ideas
of James I. and Charles I. concerning Divine Right
gradually drove into alliance the causes of civil
and religious liberty, and the consistent harshness
of Laud towards nonconformity helped to preAbout
cipitate the great crisis of the Civil War.
the time when the Long Parliament met (1629)
Presbyterianism had begun to raise its head.
London was strongly Presbyterian, and Presbyterianism was widely diffused throughout England.
In 1630 appeared Alexander Leighton's Sion's Plea
against the Prelacie, for which the author was
severely punished. Other incidents of the same
nature occurred ; and, while the Long Parliament,
to begin with, merely desired to abate the overweening pretensions of the bLshops, there were
many who desired more, and their ideas gradually
prevailed. Scottish commissioners were in London,
reaching frequently, writing, holding conferences,
fn 1641 appeared Smectymnuus, a plea for Presbyterianism which recalled the days of Cartwright.
Tlie Root and Branch petition of Dec. 1640 and the
ministers' petition of Jan. 1641 were on the same
lines.
Parliamentary defeats in the early part of
the Civil War rendered the Presbyterian alliance
necessary, and the Solemn League and Covenant
of 1643 ushered in the period of Presbyterian
ascendancy, which lasted till 1648. Charles I. had
now combined against himself all the elements of
ecclesiastical and political revolt in the British
Isles
and Presbyterianism was meanwhile the
dominating religious factor in the combination.
The decision of battk went against the royalists,
who were decisively beaten ax Naseby in 1645 ;
and Presbyterianism enjoyed its triumph. The
terms of the Solemn League and Covenant show
how far short Presbyterianism yet was of learning
from its own sufferings the lesson of toleration.
One of the avowed aims of the treaty was to force
all the British Isles into Presbyterian conformity ;
and, though the English Presbyterians were less
difficulties

;

narrow and fanatical than their covenanted Scottish brethren, and though the Independents, a
growing body, were still more set on liberty of
conscience, the Scots had their way. The Westminster Assembly was overwhelmingly Presbyterian in sentiment and policy, and adorned the few
years of the Presbyterian ascendancy with those
classics of English-speaking Presbyterianism which
almost make us forget the narrow spirit of the time
and are the fine flower of Calvinist dogmatics.
The Westminster Confession of 1647, still the
official

Confession of English-speaking Presbya noble monument to its authors and to

terians, is

in its stately and
the age which gave it birth
balanced style, in tlie completeness with which it
sets forth the Calvinist theology, in its pointed
avoidance of what is merely controversial, it is
the model of a Confession for a great
body of
Christian believers who are conscious enough of
;
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own worth

in

the world to refrain from

others.
sent forth the
evil of

speaking

Tlie

same Assembly

of

Form of Church Governdivines
ment, the Directory for Public Worship, and tlie
Longer and Shorter Catechisms and oi them all,
whether we judge by its intrinsic excellence or its
long and widely-dilFused influence, the Shorter
Catechism is undoubtedly the best. A new version of the P.salms also appeared in due course
and the sacrifices made to the cause of union by
the Scottish Church consisted in the repudiation of
Knox's Psalms for the new version, in tne adoption
of the King James Uible in place of the Genevan,
in the dropping of Knox's liturgy, the Book of
Common Order, and the Confession of l;i60.
3. Wane in England and Scotland.
But, even
;

;

—

while the Presbyterians rejoiced in the creation of
an imperial Presbyterianism and in the consent of
thereto, their power was on the wane,
farliament
ndependency was growing in the army, and men
like Cromwell and Milton were already on tiie
Independent side. Independency Avas gradually
preparing to play the chief jjart in the religious
situation
and 1646 may be taken as the highwater mark of Presbyterianism. After that date,
in
London
and Lancashire, a thoroughly
except
Presbyterian organization ceased to exist in
England and, when Charles I. escaped to Carisbrooke, and made promises which turned the
Presbyterians royalist, Presbyterianism fell with
the falling cause. The Scots made a desperate
effort
to save the situation.
Parliament, in
defiance of the General Assembly, who thought
Charles's concessions insufficient, entered into the
'Engagement,' and the 'Engagers' invaded
England, to suffer a crushing defeat at Preston
CroniAvell was now master of the situation,
(1648).
and Pride's Purge and the execution of Charles I.
rapidly followed. But the Scots were not yet
crushed.
After the disastrous failure of the
'
Engagers the Covenanters seized the reins of
government, excluded all non-Covenanters from
official positions by the Act of Classes, and offered
Charles II. the crown only on the most rigid and
humiliating terms. Nevertheless they did offer him
the crown, and prepared to fight for him, but
stultified their efforts by first purging the army of
80 uncovenanted officers and several thousand
uncovenanted men. The defeat of Dunbar in 1650
brought them to their senses but even then the
excluded soldiers were re-admitted to the army
only under humiliating conditions, and the repeal of
the Act of Classes rent Scotland with the strife of
•
resolutioners and 'protesters.' Cromwell's final
victory at Worcester (1651) involved both in a
common disaster
yet,
though the General
Assembly was dismissed in July 1653 after the
manner of the English parliament, the minor
Church courts continued to exist and the antagonism of resolutioner and protester rent Scotland
during the rule of Monk.
In England also the regime of Cromwell was
tolerant.
The Rump Parliament having failed to
touch the religious question, Cromwell had finally
to take it up himself and, as the Presbyterians
outnumbered their colleagues in the ministry,
Presbyterianism still existed in a shadowy way.
The minimum of ecclesiastical machinery that
continued to exist was Presbyterian
but what
was left was the ministry rather than the system.
In 1660 Monk set up Presbyterianism once more,
but not for long it was the calm before the storm
let loose under Charles II.
(a) England.— Ho take England first: Charles
would doubtless have tolerated Presbyterianism,
if he could have secured for Roman Catholicism a
share in the toleration but the anti-Catholic and
anti - Presbyterian sentiment of Commons and
;

;

'

;

'

;

;

;

;

;
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country was bound to prove too much for the easygoing king whose chief desire was to avoid further
exile.
The reluctance of the parties themselves
his efforts to secure a working agreement
between presbytery and episcopacy. Bills introduced into parliament were of no avail
the
Commons concluded a series of proceedings hostile
to nonconformity generally by passing the Act of
Uniformity, which became law on 19th May 1662,
and signified the defeat of English Presbyterianism.
About that time the rise of a latitudinarian school
in the English Church which included such men as
Benjamin Whichcote, John Moore, John Tillotson,
and Edward Stillingfleet, and which based episcopacy on no higher ground than that of expediency,
might have held out hopes for Presbyterianism
and Charles himself made various attempts to gain
for the Presbyterians by the use of his royal prefoiled

;

;

what parliament refused to grant. But
parliament pursued its course by passing the V'wst
Conventicle Act (1664), the Five Mile Act (166.')),
and the Second Conventicle Act (1670), and wiien
Charles, on his own initiative, declared an Indulgence in 1672, parliament forced him to withdraw it
within a year. The Test Act supervened in 1673.
Neither the use of the prerogative nor occasional
personal generosity on the part of the king
and the
arrested the fall of Presbyterianism
efforts of James Vll. and II. produced no better
result.
The Presbyterians distrusted Indulgences
which showed Roman Catholicism an equal kindness with themselves.
On the accession of William
III. they could not secure ascendancy nor even a
working compromise with Episcopacy, but only
rogative

;

toleration.
Between 1660 and 1690 Presbyterianism and Congregationalism had drawn together in
the wildernessof persecution amovement apparent
in local working agreements and in a lowering of
Presbyterian Calvinism. Socinianism became rife
and in 1727 the ministers of the Three Denominations
(Presbyterian, Congregationalist, and
The PresbyBaptist) formed an organization.
terians who remained steadfast were few except
in the north.
During the time of nonconformist
revival about the middle of the century the Presbyterians were of more intellectual than spiritual
account, and they played a conspicuous part in the
struggle for religious liberty about 1780. Before
1843 there were in England Presbyterians connected with the Established and with other
Churches of Scotland the first of these bodies
retains its affiliation up to the present, while the
others in 1876 united into the Presbyterian Church
of England, which has 12 Presbyteries and nearly
400 congregations with missions in China.

—

;

'

'

—

—

(b) Scotland.
Turning now to Scotland, we find
that the theocracy which had existed in 1638 a
narrow theocracy with presbytery and the covenant
in place of Christianity, hating alike prelacy and
prelate, false faith and false believer, episcopacy
and independency had received a rude shaking at
the hands of Cromwell.
Worse was to follow
under Charles li. The Restoration fell heavily
upon Scottish Presbyterianism, as upon English. In
1661 the servile Scottish parliament enacted the
royal supremacy in all causes, and in 1662 passed
the Act Rescissory, which, by undoing the legislation of the previous twenty-seven years, destroyed
at a blow all the work of the Covenanting period.
The Presbyterians discovered all too soon how
easily Charles ll. could sacrifice his promises to
his inclination or interest.
Episcopacy was reestablished in 1662 ; ministers were outed and

—

—

replaced by curates, whose characters, in many
cases, as ill fitted them as their scholarship to take
the places of those who had been deprived. The
outed ministers and their flocks took to holding
conventicles the system of dragooning them into
;
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compliance began, and, as feeling on both sides
vas exasperated, the situation in Scotland grew
Previous experience made the
steadily worse.
Presbyterians chary of attempted compromise,
and such Acts of Indulgence as were passed did
little to mollify the growing bitterness.
On the
one hand, we have Test Acts and the like, abuses
of justice, persecution of the most odious kind, the
doings of a Claverhouse in the field and a Mackenzie
in the forum, torture, imprisonment, proscription,
death.
It is little wonder if we find, on the other,
wild fanaticism and rebellion mingling with a
singleness of purpose and an endurance that sometimes rise to the sublime. After the unsuccessful

when the

rebellion of

1679,

was

by the defeat

eclipsed

sensions broke out

among

victory of

of

Drumclog

Bothwell Brig,

dis-

the persecuted Cove-

nanters, and the fanatical societies came into
existence with their Apologetic Declarations, their
fondness for the OT as a guide to the treatment of
enemies, and their desperate anticipation of what
the English Revolution achieved ten years later.
In the last few years of Charles's reign the persecution grew so tierce that the name of
Killing
Times has been applied to the period but the
triumph of the Presbyterians came not long after,
when James Vll. and il. was deposed in favour of
AVilliam ill. Even then the issue hung in the
balance for some time
but the sensitiveness of
William III. to public opinion, coupled with the
influence of Carstares, decided the establishment
of Presbyterianism in Scotland.
Since 1690 no
Scottish Presbyterian has ever been called upon to
suffer for the name.
It would be easy to exaggerate
the sufferings of the period from 1662 to 1690.
Much of the country remained quiet
Kirk'

'

;

;

;

Presbyteries, and Synods continued to
function under the bishops
the old Creed and
worship were little interfered with the bishops
did not err on the side of worldly pomp
and a
large proportion of the people had no objection to
some features of Episcopacy. But where real
antagonism existed, as in Galloway and in Fife,
persecution steadily rendered it worse incidents
like the murder of Archbishop Sharp and the
punishments which followed it could not be forgotten the Covenanting and anti-Erastian element
was too severely antagonized ever to be reconciled
and the sufferings under Charles II. have scored
their mark deep upon the religious histoiy of
Scotland. To this day the suspicion with whicli
the old Scottish Presbyterian looks upon anything
that savours in the least of Episcopalianism
remains a heritage from Covenanting times.
After the establishment of Presbyterianism the
question of jurisdiction as between Church and
State continued to be a source of strife, but the
political sense of William III. rendered easier the
smoothing over of difficulties. The last martyr to
die the victim of opposed religious convictions was
Aikenhead in 1697 the same year saw in force
for the first time the educational ideas of the
Scottish Reformers
the educational fruits of
Episcopal enterprise under an Act of Parliament
of 1633 having fallen into decay under Charles II.
Presbyterianism by degrees justified its establishment in Scotland, its victory being largely helped
by the contrast of its loyalty in the Fifteen and
the
with the undoubted Stuart
Forty-five,'
sympathies of its Episcopalian and Roman Catholic
rivals.
a
better feeling grew up beMoreover,
tween the opposing bodies, so that Archbishop
Denison of Canterbury, in a debate in the English
House of Lords on the Act securing Scottish
Presbyterianism, could say that
Sessions,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

'

'

'

he had no scruple against ratifying, approving, and confirming
he thought the narrow
it within the hounds of Scotland
notions of all Churches had been their ruin, and he believed
'

;

the Church of Scotland to be as true a Protestant Church as tht
Church of England though he could not say it was so perfect'
(W. Carstares, State-papers, Edinburgh, 1T74, 759, 760).

The Toleration Act of 1712 lent the sanction of law
to the new spirit of peacefulness but the successful
issue of the struggle with Episcopacy did not, any
;

more than the victory over Roman

Catliolicism,

end the troubles of the Scottish Church, for, in the
same year, the Patronage Act introduced a new
cause of discord whicli rent the Church in pieces.
The first Book of Discipline had advocated the
popular election of ministers patronage, with the
General Assembly as the final court of appeal in
disputed cases, was decreed by parliament in 1567.
Patronage was abolished in 1649, restored in 1660,
abolished in 1690, and now restored in 1712 from
which time onwards this ancient cause of strife
assumes the position of chief disturber of the peace
of the Church of Scotland.
From time to time also
the old question of civil and spiritual jurisdiction
is raised.
The result is to make the Church
history of Scotland for the past two centuries a
perfect kaleidoscope of separating and re-uniting
sects.
During all that period the Church remained
singularly free from doctrinal troubles of any
sort; the 'Marrow' case about 1720, the Simson
case of 1729, and the Leechman case of 1744 represent all the heresy troubles of the Church until
;

—

but already in 1733 secession
very recent times
was at work. Troubles arose over the working of
the Patronage Act-^troubles encouraged by the
indefinite practice of a perfectly definite law and
the strife between patron and people tended always
to be fought out on the higher ground of spiritual
;

—

versus

civil

The

jurisdiction.

Erskines, after

taking the definite step of constituting the
'Associate Presbytery,' refused the concessions
made to them by the General As^^embly of 1734;
and would not re-enter the Church wliich thus
sought to make amends for their ejection their
final ejection by the General Assembly of 1740
confirmed their secession. Previous to this their
Judicial Testimonj of 1736 had recalled all the
;

'

'

and, after the CamWark and the visits of Whitefield in
'
1741 and 1742, they produced The Declaration,
Protestation and Testimony of the Suftering
Remnant of the anti- Popish, anti-Lutheran, antiPrelatic, anti-Whitefieldian, anti-Erastian, antisectarian, true Presbyterian Church of Scotland,'
old Covenanting bitterness

buslang

;

'

'

—a

document whose character is sufficiently
In 1746/when the Fortyits title.
five' had definitely failed, the Associate Synod
itself split in two over the question of taking the
Burgess Oath, and burgher and anti-burgher excommunicated each the other in 1747.
Meanwhile the question of patronage continued
to agitate the Church of Scotland, which divided
into the
moderate and evangelical
parties.
Both objected to patronage but the moderates
etc.

'

indicated by

'

'

'

'

;

believed in the enforcement of the existing law,
while the evangelical party attached greater importance to the popular call. Disputed settlements
resulted, often attended by painful scenes, and,
as a consequence of one such disputed election,

Thomas

who had been deposed

Gillespie,

for re-

fusing to assist at the ordination of an unpopular
presentee to Inverkeithing, formed with Thomas
Boston and Thomas Collier in 1761 the Presbytery
of Relief.' Another sect was thus launched upon
its career, but the kindly attitude of Gillespie
towards the Establishment and his desire to get
back to it contrast most favourably with the
determined hostility of the Erskines. The moderates had the best of the battle within the Church
but their ascendancy was purchased at the cost of
increased dissent
for, in 1764, there were 120
meeting-houses in Scotland, served by ministers
'

;

;
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whom the people had forsaken unpopular
presentees and parish churches, and the rigid
enforcement of the patronage law seemed of set
purpose to aggravate the popular opposition. The
moderates certainly nacihed the Clmrch, and put
an end to the painful scenes only too common at
unpojjular settlements ; by 177U the people had
learned either to submit quietly or to secede quietly,
but secession was more frequent than submission.
William Robertson, who led the moderate party to
victory, was one of a group of brilliant men who
adorned the Church of Scotland at that time
among others may be named John Home, the
author of the tragedy oi Douglas, George Campbell,
who answered Hume, and Thomas Reid, who
answered Locke. One result of the labours of the
for

;

moderates was an improvement in the literary

—

;

;

'

century.

The end of that century witnessed important
changes the slackening of the anti-popish spirit,
the beginning of debates concerning creed-subscription, the shifting of population with the resultant need for new churches, the rise of a
missionary spirit and of a sentiment of greater
Roman Catholic emancipation in 1829
catholicity.
and the Reform Bill of 1832 were symptoms of a
Avave of liberalism, which had its etl'ect on the
Church of Scotland. The Church's sore was still
patronage, and from 1832 onwards overtures began
to pour in from Presbyteries, asking for the restoration of the Call to its old place. The General
Assembly of 1833 threw out the Veto Act, which
confeiTed upon the majority of heads of families
in any church the power to veto the appointment
of any presentee on reasonable gi'ounds and this
in spite of the powerful support of Thomas
Chalmers. But this was the last victory of the
moderates, who could not prevent the passing of
the Veto Act and the Chapels Act the following
Ten years of strife supervened. A number
year.
of causes ciUbres brought the Assembly and the
Court of Session into violent conflict, and the
question was raised as to the competence of the
Assembly to pass such Acts. The Claim of Right
of 1842 took very high ground in regard to spiritual
independence, and nothing less than total abolition
of patronage, with complete independence of the
civil power, became the claim of t' e extreme nonintrusionist' party.
The quarrel over patronage
had developed into the old quarrel over jurisdiction,

—

—

'

and

in 1843 occurred the great secession known as
the Disruption. Out of 1203 ministers, 451 left
the Church.
In 1874 patronage was abolished
but the Churches in Scotland still continue their
separate existence, though the signs of the times
Indeed, the tendency of
point to better things.
nearly a century past has been, on the whole,
towards the re-union of the broken fragments of
the Scottish Church. To take the more important
examples, in 1820 the two bodies of Old and New
Lights coalesced into the United Secession Church
and, by the union of that body Avith the Relief
Synod in 1847, the United Presbyterian Church
was brought into existence. Thus the Secession
Church became the pioneer of union and in 1900
was consummated the wider union of United
;

;

;

Presbyterian Church and Free Clnuch into the
United Free Church of Scotland. A remnant refused to enter the new Church, and Wius declared
after an appeal to the House of Lords to be the
The latest statistics show that
legal Free Church.
the Church of Scotland has 16 Synods, 84 Presbyteries, 1442 parish churches, 53 chapels with ordained
ministers, 201 mission or preaching stations, 718,719
communicants, 2149 Sunday Schools with 19,662
teachers and 218,702 scholars, adult classes numbering 59,091 scholars, and a Christian liberality of
The United Free
£555,116, 16s. lOd. per annum.
Church has 12 Synods, 64 Presbyteries, 1565 congregations, and 18 congregational missions with ordained ministers communicants number 512,003,
Sunday Schools 2224 with 24,055 teachers and 223,559
scholars, adult classes 2018 with 77,666 pupils and
the annual income is £1,046,049, 8s. 4d. In addition
the Church of Scotland has a Synod in England, a
Presbytery in British Guiana, and missions in
Africa, India, and China, while the United P'ree
Church has Presbyteries in the Italian and Iljerian
peninsulas and missions in India, Manchuria,
The Free Church of
Africa, and the W. Indies.
Scotland has 4 Synods, 13 Presbyteries, and about
160 congregations (many of them vacant) with a
mission in Africa. Of the smaller bodies, the
Reformed Presbyterian Church, which is in full
communion with the Reformed Presbyterian
Churches of America and Ireland, has 11 congregations, and the Synod of United Original
Seceders has 4 Presbyteries, 26 congregations, and
a mission in India.
Presbyterianism in Ireland took its
4. Ireland.
rise among the colonists who were settled in Ulster
after the abortive rebellion of the early 17th
;

quality of Scottish pulpit work.
Towards the end or the century the burghers
the Old Lights and the New Lights
split into two
over the question of the Covenant and the powers
of the civil magistrate
the anti-burghers also
divided into two Synods over the question of the
civil magistrate
and, as the Cameronians, in their
new Macmillanite form, contrary to expectation,
remained aloof from the secession, forming the
'Reformed Presbytery in 1743 and renewing the
Covenants for the last time in 1745, the Church in
Scotland was torn in pieces by the end of the 18th

—
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;

—

century. These settlers were mainly of Scottish
birth and, as Episcopacy was just then enjoying
one of its brief triumphs in Scotland, Ireland
received her fair share of exiled Scottish ministers.
Thus the spread of Presbyterianism was rapid.
The Anglican Churchmen, poorly supported from
England, could not in any case have made etlective
as it was, following the lead of
opposition
Archbishop Ussher, they welcomed the Scottish
for a time Presbyterian and Angliand
ministers,
can worked amicably together. Under the new
conditions the original evil repute of the Ulster
but the growcolonists was gradually lived down
ing success of Presbyterianism at length aroused
the antagonism of the bishops, who, forsaking the
spirit of Ussher for that of Laud, secured, for the
time being, the suppression of Irish Presbyterian;

;

;

The process was complete by 1636. Five
years later Scottish troops were sent into the
country to aid in the suppression of a rebellion
and, as the completion of their task demanded a
prolonged stay in Ireland, the chaplains of the
force were able to re-introduce Presbyterianism.
A Presbytery was formed at Carrickfergus on 10th
June 1642, and within twenty years tlie Church
numbered 5 Presbyteries, 80 congregations, and 70
This brief period of rapid expansion
ministers.
was followed by a century of persecution, which
was interrupted by a short space of toleration and
the institution of the Regium Donum under "William
in., only to be re.sumed under Queen Anne by tiie
Test Act of 1704. The results were made apparent
in a steady stream of American emigration, which
drained Ireland of vast numbers of her best citizens ;
but not till near 1800 was the obnoxious Act of
1704 cancelled and even since then Irish Presbyterianism has enjoyed freedom rather than priviism.

;

;

leges.

controversies have agitated the Church.
these gathered round the New Light
movement, which, beginning in 1709 as a revolt
in a wide-spread
against creed-subscription, resulted

Two

The

first of
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laxity of doctrine.

The movement was not

de-

checked till about 1750, when the arrival
from Scotland of a sufficient number of rigidly
orthodox seceders turned the tide. The Arian
controversy broke out in the early half of the 19th
cent., and, after a ten years' battle, Henry Cooke,
a prominent figure on the orthodox side, forced
matters to a decision in 1829. The secession of
only 17 ministers was a sufficient proof of the
triumph of orthodoxy. There followed in 1840 a
union between the Secession Synod and the Synod
of Ulster, and gradually the scattered congregations
of the soutli and east came in, till, in 1854, there
was only one Presbyterian Church in Ireland.
From that time onwards progress has been rapid
The Regiura
in every department of Church work.
Donum was discontinued in 1869 but the loss has
addition
of a
been more than balanced by the
Sustentation Fund to the interest on the commutation of life-interests. The Irish Church has been
of great influence, especially in Ulster, where
powerful opposition has had to be faced, but also
wherever Ulstermen have congregated abroad. It
cisively

;

numbers at present 36 Presbyteries, 562 congregations, 653 ministers, and over 100,000 communicants.
Alone among the Presbyterian
5. Wales.
Churches of the British Empire, the Welsh Church
owes nothing to Scotland. Its formation resulted
from an evangelical movement within the Anglican
Church, which was begun by Howell Harris in
As the movement grew and spread, societies
1735.
were formed, and the treatment meted out to those
societies by the Established Church at length drove
them to separatist courses. The unwillingness of

—

the episcopate finally forced the societies to seek
ordination for their pastors elsewhere and, after
they had adopted the practice of ordination by
(1811), the society organization speedily
Sresbyters
eveloped into a strong Presbyterian Church which
has nearly 200,000 members to-day. There is also
a Welsh Presbyterian Church in the United States
of America with over 13,000 communicants.
6. France.
Early in the 16th cent, a movement
of reform had begun in France under the impulse
Francis I., an enthusiastic
of the New Learning.
patron of the Renaissance, was keenly interested,
was
fostered
and the movement
by men of weight
and learning like Jacques Leffevre, Briconnet, and
;

—

private house in the Faubourg St. Germain, constituted themselves the First National Synod of
tiie Reformed Church in France (26th May 1559).
They adopted a Calvinist Creed (the Confessio
Gallica), and, with such changes as the different
conditions rendered necessary, reproduced in their
Each conconstitution the polity of Geneva.
gregation had a pastor, elders, and deacons ; but
the Genevan practice was departed from by regarding the diaconate as a spiritual office, and
admitting the deacons to a seat in the Consistory
which directed congregational affairs. The first
set of these officials in each church was chosen by
popular election, but subsequently such gaps as
occur were filled by the Consistory and this
might
•
aristocratic method of election was long maintained in the face of popular opposition. To bind
the congregations together, provision was made
Provincial
for a gradation of Church courts.
;

'

Synods, composed of all the pastors within the
bounds, with one elder or deacon from each congregation, were to meet twice a year, in order to
decide upon appeals from congregations, to arrange
and effect the translation of pastors, and generally
General
to administer all competent affairs.
Synods, representing the Avhole Church, and composed of delegates from all the Consistories, were
As time revealed defects
to be held as need arose.
in the system, means were devised to remedy these.
A CoUoque the analogue of the Presbytery was
inserted between the congregational Consistory
and the Provincial Synod ; and, by the additional
arrangement that delegates to the National Synod
should be commissioned by the Provincial Synod
instead of the Consistory, the Church was provided
with a compact conciliar organization, which fitted
it to play a part in the political sphere.
The Church had now a definite constitution its
members came to be known by the name Huguenots
probably Eidgenossen, 'oath-com([q.v.']
panions'), and it found itself definitely linked with
the party whose chiefs were Anthony, King of
Navarre, Louis, Duke of Conde, and Admiral

—

—

;

'

'

Coligny, as against their political and religious
opponents, headed by the Guises, Duke and
Cardinal. Henry II. died in 1559, the year of the
and Francis II., the husband
first National Synod
of Mary Queen of Scots and the tool of the Guise
faction, did not live long enough to do serious
mischief.
During the minority of his successor,
Charles IX., the regency was in the hands of
Catherine de Medici, who pursued the policy of
plajdng oft' the two parties in the realm one against
the other. The CoUoque of Poissy (1561), at which
Beza pleaded the cause of Protestantism with an
eloquence that drew a reluctant tribute from his
;

Guillaume Farel, and by women of position like
Margaret of Navarre. The prospects of reform
were bright enough, until the outbreak of Martin
Luther alarmed the Church in France as elsewhere.
Francis passed over to the side of the enemies of
reform, and from 1535 Protestantism was proscribed.
Yet, during the persecutions under
Francis l. and Henry II. Protestantism continued
to make headway in France and, as this was due opponents, was a consequence of this policy and
mainly to the influence of the exiled Calvin, who, the result of the conference was the tolerant Edict
from Geneva, poured into his fatherland a steady of St. Germain (1562). But in March of that year
stream of letters and messengers, it was the a massacre of Protestants, inaugurated at Vassy
Calvinist form of Protestantism that gradually by the Duke of Guise, ti'ansferred the issue from
diffused itself throughout the country. In 1555 the council- chamber to the camp, and in the course
La Ferrifere, a noble Frenchman, who desired 'of the next thirty years France was torn by no
baptism for his child, but could not visit Geneva fewer than eight civil wars. The Roman Catholic
for the purpose, succeeded with difficulty in perparty enjoyed almost invariably the military
suading his immediate circle of friends to elect superiority, but the Huguenots were always forLa Rivifere, one of their number, as pastor, and midable enough to extract good terms even from
thus form a congregation. So rapidly was this defeat and to renew the contest as need or opporexample copied that, in the three years following, tunity arose. Sometimes, indeed, the Crown seemed
2000 congregations were formed throughout France. about to lend them definite support, as, e.g., in
Church and king had hitherto seen in Protestant- 1571-72, when Coligny was all-powerful at court,
ism no more than religious nonconformity they and the English marriage project and the union
now began to discern in it a political menace as actually arranged between Henry of Navarre and
On the other the king's sister were devised to cement the alliwell, and persecution was redoubled.
hand, as the result of a discussion at Poitiers, the ance between Protestantism and the Crown, But
Reformed Church in Paris summoned delegates the regent feared undue Protestant influence no
less than the undue preponderance of the Guises
from all over France to a meeting in the capital
and 150 delegates, assembling in due course in a and the reaction from this brief period of friendli,

;

;

;

;

;
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ness took the shape of the massacre of St. Bartholomew (24th Aug. 1572). Except in Rome and
in Madrid this horrid butchery excited universal
disgust and, as a result of it and of the renewed
civil war which followed, a large moderate party
began to form in France. Toleration, however,
had the same efl'ect upon the extreme Roman
Catholics as persecution upon the Protestants, viz.
an increase of zeal and war, conducted by leagues
on the one side and on the other, each affiliated
;

;

with sympathetic foreign powers, continued
distract the

to

At

length, in 1588,
Henry III., seeing in the Guises the chief disturbers
of the peace and the chief menace to the royal
power, took the desperate step of having the duke
and the cardinal assassinated ; and the support of
the Crown might, as a consequence, have passed
speedily and definitely to the Protestant side, but
for the assassination of the king in his turn by
a fanatical Jesuit emissary (1589).
Henry of
Navarre, leader of the Huguenots since the death
of Coligny in the great massacre, was now king
but, while he could and did win victories in the
field, he could not, so long as he remained Protestant, conquer so definitely as to pacify France.

unhappy country.

;

Accordingly, he turned Roman Catholic (20th
July 1593) and, after the peace of Vervins had
ended a war with Spain which united all France
for a common object, the £(iict of Nantes (1598)
was issued. The Protestants were given the right
of public worshin, except in Paris and a few other
places they still had to recognize the establishment of Roman Catholicism, but their own members had full civil and political rights and they
were given, besides an annual grant, full control
of such towns and f .rtresses as had been in their
;

;

In many
possession the year before the Edict.
ways the Reformed Church had suffered during
the c;*n' vars the absence of many members in
the held had woefully reduced the
of the
:

livintjs

clergy, the number of congregations had shrunk
from 2150 to 763, the influence of Henry of Navarre
as leader was in sad and unspiritual contrast to
But the constitutional framethat of Coligny.
work of the Church had been well looked to, and
altogether 15 National Synods had been held
during the wars. At one of these, held in La
Rochelle (1571) under the moderatorship of Beza,
the Creed and constitution of 1559 had been revised

and renewed, and Presbyterian government formally

adopted during the brief sunshine of royal
Thus, though the growth of the Reformed

favour.

Church was checked, owing to many of the
Huguenot nobility and gentlemen following the
king's lead and turning Roman Catholic, a strong
body remained staunch, and the growth of the
Church's wealth was some compensation for its
slower increase in numbers. The grant of 43,000
crowns per annum was devoted to the foundation
and upkeep of theological colleges at Montauban
and Saumur, and the independence of the French
Church was rendered complete.
After Henry's
death in 1610 his work as a statesman was taken
up by Richelieu, but Richelieu's fear of the
Huguenots as a possible menace to the royal power
gave his religious policy a reactionary character.
An expedition was sent against Beam, which had
been a Protestant stronghold for sixty j'ears, and
a massacre of Protestants resulted in the re-establishment of Catholicism. In 1623 it was decreed
that a royal commissioner must be present at all
meetings of the National Synod to ensure that
none but strictly ecclesiastical matters should be
discussed.
The policy culminated in a demand
for the surrender of La Rochelle, which was
refused
but the city was forced to capitulate
after a year's resistance (1628), and, Mith the
;

capture of the sadly-reduced stronghold, the
VOL. X.
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cal power of the Huguenots disappeared.
Thereafter the Provincial Synods were suppressed ; and
the consequent removal of all organization told

heavily upon the individual congregations. The
Huguenot nobles were tempted with offices and
political preferment, the pastors were tempted
with higher stipends and many yielded to tnese
temptations. Under Louis xiv. and Mazarin the
process was carried on Colloques were suppressed
in 1657, and in 1669 the Synod of Loudun was
informed by the royal commissioner that Synods
would be held in future only if the king considered
it expedient
which of course the king never
afterwards did. Yet, up to the death of Mazarin
in 1661, the Huguenots continued to be numerous
for their commercial honesty enjoyed no less repute
than their commercial skill, and, realizing their
economic value to the nation, Mazarin did not
But he had deprived
push them to extremity.
them of their last shred of organization, and, after
his death, the king fell under the influence of
Roman Catholic bigots, who used the opportunity
to destroy the Huguenots.
Bribery again did its
work, backed now by the exclusion from ottice of
all Huguenots ; converts to Protestantism were
banished, while converts to Catholicism were held
in honour, and their former pastors forbidden even
to speak to them.
Protestant children were kidnapped in great numbers by Catholic priests, to be
reared in the Catholic faith, and tlieir parents had
no redress. About 1681 the practice began of converting Huguenots by quartering upon them troops
of dragoons, whose iniquities and licence were
connived at. The desperate Protestants at length
took to emigration as a relief from their troubles ;
but, after about 50,000 had got away, a royal
Jinedict stopped even that loophole of escape.
ally on 22nd Oct. 1685 the Edict of Nantes was
formally revoked. All Protestant ministers were
to leave France within fourteen
all Protesdays,
tant churches and schools were to be closed, and
the children, after baptism by Roman Catholic
If
priests, to be brought up in the Catholic faith.
any of the unhappy people were caught in the
to
flee
the
men
were
sent
to
the
attempt
country,
the galleys and the women to prison, for life
seven months later the penalty was altered to
death.
Nevertheless, some 250,000 made good
their escape to Holland, England, Germany, and
America, and by forcing them to flee France committed economic suicide. In Toulouse, e.g., only
one-tenth of the skilled silk-workers remained,
and, from first to last, 4,000,000 to 5,000,000 of
France's best citizens were lost to her by senseless
small remnant held out in the
persecution.
Cdvennes, where, as in the case of the Scottish
Covenanters, the hard, uncertain life and the lack
of educated pastors gave rise to wild fanaticism.
Like all fanatics, these Camisards (q.v.) endured
and fought well ; with a total strength of 10,000
desperate men they held out during a three years'
war against all the troops that France sent against
them, and not till 1715 did the royal power feel
justified in saying that persecution had done its
work. But persecuted heresy dies hard, and in
the same year began the work of Huguenot reorganization under Antoine Court. He was finally forced to flee the country when his growing
success attracted attention
but from Lausanne
he continued to send trained pastors and to direct
Persecution hindered the work, but
operations.
could not stop it; the Huguenots increased in
numbers, and spread their organization far beyond
the Cevennes. Finally, when Voltaire had made
Protestants
religious indifference the fashion, the
received their civil rights in 1787, and the Revolution shortly afterwards restored their religious
as well ; but very soon the orgy of secularism
;

:

—

;

;

A

;
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which supervened drove Catholic and Protestant
alike into the wilderness.
Robespierre's death,
however, brought saner counsels, and Protestantism received in 1795 the full measure of liberty
which she has since enjoyed. Napoleon, from the
absolutist standpoint, greatly modified the Presbyterian constitution of the Church in his enactment
of 8th April 1802.
Congregational Consistories
and National Synods were abolished. Congregations were grouped into consistorial churches, each
consisting of 6U00 souls, and the Consistory for
each was composed of all the pastors in the group,
together with 6 to 12 elders, who were chosen from
among the principal tax-payers. Five such consistorial churches were grouped into a Synod
circle, and these Synods were made up of one
pastor and one elder from each congregation ; they
required State permission to meet, and a State
functionary had to be present at their meetings.
Indeed, so many were the resti-ictions that, durinj'
Napoleon's reign, none of those Synods met and
no Church court intervened between the consistorial church and the minister of culture.
The
Reformed Church, thus hampered, fultilled government expectations by giving no trouble, but she
suffered from lack of organization.
Yet Protestantism grew in the country, and
amid the excitement of 1848 a great national
gathering, with representatives present from 89
out of the 92 consistorial bodies, ventured to meet
;

and make an effort at re-organization. They set
up the old Presbyterian system once more with
the complete machinery of Church Consistories,
General Consistories, Provincial Synods, and
General Synods, and would, no doubt, have secured
State sanction for their proposals, had not a secession occurred among- them.
During the long
period of disorganization differences had grown up
unchecked
and friction immediately resulted
from the ellbrt at closer organization, becoming
;

acute over the question of theological belief. The
representatives of the old theology, under Monod
of Montauban, seceded, sacrificing State connexion
and State grant, and setting up on a voluntary
basis the Union of Evangelical Churches.
Their
organization is a mixture of Congregationalism
and Presbyterianism and, though their numbers
remain small as compared with the parent body,
they have increased to some extent and are notable
for their evangelical zeal.
The parent body
obtained, within three years, all that they asked
for except the National Synod ; even that they
obtained in 1872. But the concession was followed
almost immediately by a dispute over the framing
of a new Confession
and the government took
away from the General Synod all legislative power.
Nevertheless, the body continues to meet once
every three years, and, if it does no more, it at least
represents the unity of the Reformed Church, and
crowns its organization. All along the Protestant
Church in France has wielded an influence out of
proportion to its numbers ; and its divorce, in
common with all the other Churches, from State
connexion should not impair its future usefulness.
It has always, like other Reformed Churches, been
on the side of civil as well as religious liberty, and
it would be interesting to investigate how much
suppressed Huguenot aspiration found vent in the
French Revolution. Huguenot refugees have been
the best of citizens in every land of their adoption,
and the martyr Church of France is entitled to
occupy a place of pride among its Reformed
neighbours. Between them, the two Evangelical
Churches of France count about 80,000 members,
of whom about 95 per cent are in the parent
body.
The situation of the
7. The Netherlands.
Netherlands on the borders of both Germany and
;

;

—

France, together with the comparatively advanced
state of education and independence of character
among the Netherlanders, favoured the spread of
the Reformation in that country. As early as 1st
July 1523 the martyrdom of Henry Voes and
John Esch at Brussels testified to the progress of
the movement, which, Lutheran at first, but later
markedly Calvinist, found from the outset a determined opponent in Charles V. The excesses committed by the Anabaptists duiing a rising in 1534
gave the authorities an excuse to intensify the perseciition ; the Inquisition was introduced into the
land, and in 1550 the anti-Protestant movement
culminated in a barbarous Edict against the possession of Protestant books, the reading or discussion of Scripture, and all connivance at such
If a man convicted of such offences reoll'ences.
pented of them, he met death by the sword ; a
woman in similar case was buried alive ; any one
persisting in error was burned. In spite of this
climax to the measures of persecuting zeal, and
the death in all of 30,000 victims during the reign
of Charles v. Protestantism grew to such an extent
that the need of a Creed and constitution began to
be seriously felt, especially in the south. In 1559
Guido de Brfes, who had been trained in Geneva
and England, drew up a Creed modelled on the
French Confession of the same year. This Creed,
revised by Francis Junius, developed into the Confessio Belgica ; in 1563 a Synod at Antwerp adopted
a Presbyterian constitution, and later, when the
southern provinces had relapsed into Romanism,
this Creed and Confession were accepted in the
northern provinces. Meanwhile Charles V, had
abdicated (1555) ; but the accession of Philip II.
brought no relief to the Protestants. Philip increased the number of Roman Catholic bishoprics
in the Netherlands from 4 to 14, made merciless
use of the Inquisition, drafted troops into the
country, and began to interfere with the civil
liberties and privileges of the people.
These
aggravations of the 1550 Edict gradually identified
in the popular consciousness the causes of civil
and religious liberty, and Protestantism developed
from a party into a national movement.
goodly
number of the younger nobles formed a league,
and approached the regent the Duchess of Parma
with the request that the Inquisition and the
Edicts might be withdrawn. Pending the arrival
of a rescript from Spain, the regent relaxed the
and a,-^reat wave of Protesseverity of the laws
tant enthusiasm forthwith swept the land. Huge
crowds, thousands in number, assembled to hear
the Protestant ministers, and the resultant enthusiasm found vent in an outbreak of iconoclast
fanaticism, which was responsible for the wrecking
of some hundreds of churches, but fortunately
avoided the reproach of bloodshed,
Philip retaliated by sending the Duke of Alva into the
,

A

—

—

;

country with 10,000 fresh troops, and he employed
the most barbarous means to end the revolt. His
Council of Disturbances, by the severity of its
sentences, soon earned for itself the name of the
Council of Blood. In three months nearly 2000
executions took place, and the incipient organization of the Proc^estant Church was broken up by
the death or exile of the pastors. At this stage
William of Orange, hitherto a Roman Cathofic

and a loyal supporter of Philip, was moved to
change his religion and his allegiance together,
and then began in earnest that struggle for independence which issued in one of the most obstinate
and bloody wars known to history a war which

—

with brief intermissions,

In the
1609.
course of the struggle the southern provinces were
won over to Catholicism ; but in 1579 the seven
northern provinces, by the Treaty of Utrecht,
banded themselves together, declared their indelasted,

till
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pendence, and launched

tlie

Dutch Republic upon

electing William of Orange their hrst
Stadtholder. The organization of the Protestants
had been shattered at Alva's first onset, but a
number of the exiled pastors had met at Emden in
1571 and framed a set of Calvinist articles against
the day of their return. They took up inter alia
the question of the relation of Church and State,
which thej' solved after the usual Calvinist fashion.
But, when the improved situation in Holland soon
after permitted their return, and they renewed their
Emden Articles at the Synod of Dordrecht (1574),
the Stadtholder and Council refused to recognize
these.
Lutheran and Z\nnglian elements had
played their part in the moulding of the Dutch
Reformation ; and, while the Calvinist theology

its career,

was generally accepted, there were many, William
of Orange among them, who were not prepared to
concede to the Church the measure of independence
demanded by Calvinism. William had set before
himself the ideal of toleration, and he believed
that this could best be secured if the State were
supreme.
Accordingly, he submitted to the
Church in 1576 a set ot proposals which combined
a Presbyterian constitution with State control.
But the Church rejected his proposals in their
turn, and counter-proposals from the Synods of

Dordrecht (157S) and Middelburg (1581) also failed
to secure agreement.
The situation was further
complicated by the ecclesiastical independence of
the seven provinces and the consequent diversity
of views.
Finally, the problem was solved by the
omission of a National Synod from among the
courts of the Church, which was organized under
These
seven independent Provincial Synods.
Synods were made up of representatives from all
the Classes,' the Classis being a body which had
the characteristics partly of a Kirk-Session, partly
of a Presbytery.

over

'

'

'

The

civil

power was dominant

all.

Although war went on till 1609, this settlement
of the Dutch Church was followed by a marvellous
outburst of intellectual activity. Between 1575
and 1650 five universities were founded at Leyden,
Franeker, Groningen, Utrecht, and Harderwyk
and the Netherlands speedily became the chief
theological school of the Reformed Church. This
intellectual activity disclosed itself in two great
controversies the Arminian and the Cocceian.
Arminius combated the Calvinism of his day, as
Pelagius 1200 years before had attacked the Augus-

—

—

—

tinian theology.
In 1603 he set forth the thesis
that Christ died, not for the elect only, but for all,
and that grace was not irresistible. This protest
against the harsh doctrine of unconditional election

was vigorously counter-attacked by Gomarus from
the Calvinist standpoint, and interest in the controversy rapidly spread to all ranks of society.
Nor was the battle merely doctrinal, for the
Calvinists still held out for spiritual independence, while the Arminians were ready to accept
a large measure of State control. The
political
situation added a third element to the complication.
While the majority of the States favoured
Arminianism, Maurice of Orange, who was suspected of aspiring to the supreme power, took the
opposite side. Even after the death of Arminius
in 1609 the trouble continued.
In 1610 the
Arminians, chief among whom were Grotius the
theologian and Bameveldt the statesman, issued
the Remonstrance
disquieting incidents occurred
in various quarters, and
finally, in 1618, the Synod
of Dort was assembled to settle the matter.
At
this Synod were
present 28 foreign delegates—
from Germany, England, Scotland, etc.
Early in
the discussions the Arminians were ruled out
of the
house because they would not submit to the rules
of debate; thereafter their
positions were con;

demned under
followed.
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chief heads.
persecution
of their pastors were exiled ; Gro-

five

Many

was seized, but escaped and Bameveldt, who
was less fortunate, was executed. After the death
of Maurice of Orange the exiles were permitted
to return, and were given complete liberty of
speech and action. They founded the dissenting
Remonstrant Church, which, thougli it has produced some eminent theologians, has remained so
weak in numbers as to confer a pragmatist sanction
upon its Calvinist opponents. Even to-day it has
not more than 5000 members.
The second great controversy— the Cocceian
was so named from its originator Cocceius, a
tius

;

—

professor at Franeker, who sought to save the
Calvinist theology from traditionalism and scholasticism.
He contended for a Biblical theology, and
held that Scripture should be its own interpreter.
Working along these lines, he arrived at the
Federal Theology, with its doctrine of the OT

covenant of works, which had been superseded by
the NT covenant of grace. This Covenant Theology {q.v.) was vigorously opposed by Voetius and
others but the spirit of the age was on the side of
Cocceius, whose type of doctrine was accepted by
the English Puritans, embodied in the Westminst«r
;

Confession, and speedily became dominant in the
Calvinist churches.
During the whole of the 17th cent. Holland was
a refuge for oppressed Presbyterians from other
lands, notably from Scotland.
Many Scottish
ministers were trained in Dutch universities ;
Scottish congregations flourished in many Dutch
towns ; and the influence of Dutch theology spread
thus to Scotland, and to all the colonial Churches
that OAvn the Church of Scotland for their moth.er.
This was also the century of Dutch colonial expansion, and Presbyterianism flourished in all the

Dutch

colonies.

Up to about 1800 the only interference with the
old Presbyterian system was in the direction of
more efficient ministerial supervision an object
secured by the appointment of a visiting committee
in each Classis.
But about 1800 the Netherlands
was attacked by the prevalent disease of constitution-mongering, and the Church shared in the
general disorganization for about two decades.
The return of the House of Orange to power in
1813 brought the trouble to an end ; and the
Church constitution, as renewed in 1816, was

—

thoroughly Presbyterian, the organization, moreby the addition of a National
Synod. The State supremacy, however, remained,
was
and it
further strengthened by a decree of
1827 authorizing a permanent committee of the
National Synod. This committee was composed
of 7 members, chosen by the Crown, out of 14
nominated by the Synod. In 1852 the State adopted
the policy of the concurrent endowment of all
churches, and, except for the endoNvments, all connexion between Church and State has since been
For the last century rationalism has
at an end.
been a marked feature in the Dutch Church. In
1816 the Synod sanctioned a change in creedsubscription whereby the subscriber accepted any
doctrine, not quia, but quatenus it was contained
in Holy Writ.
The result was soon evident in a
wide-spread relaxation of Calvinist rigidity ; and
the fear of this laxity on the part of the more
orthodox Presbyterians has given lise to two
important secessions (1837 and 1886). These have
of
seriously weakened the parent Church in point
numbers, so that in times comparatively recent
many of her pulpits were vacant but a return
to greater orthodoxy, coupled with a gratifying
increase in the number of Divinity students, holds
out a brighter hope for the future. The Reformed
Protestant religion is professed by the Dutch

over, heing completed

;
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royal family and by about three-fourths of the
Protestant population, and at the end of 1912 the
Dutch Reformed, Walloon, English Presbyterian,
and Scottish Churches had between them 1 Synod,
10 provincial districts, 44 Classes, 1362 parishes,
and at least 700,000 communicants. Branches of
the Reformed Church also exist in the E. and W.
Indies.

—

8. Other Continental Churches.
By their sanguinary initial struggle for existence, and their widespread influence, the Churches in France and Holland have earned their title to pre-eminence among
the Presbyterian Churches of the Continent. But
other Presbyterian or partly Presbyterian Churches
exist in Europe, which, by reason of persecution,
politics, or geographical situation, have remained
isolated until the recent creation of ;a General Pres-

byterian Alliance.

Indeed, some are isolated

The National Evangelical Church
bines

still.

Germany comLutheran and Presbyterian elements. The
of

Decree of Augsburg

(1555), by its adoption of the
Cujusregio, ejusreligio,' introduced into
Germany a fruitful cause of religious hardship and
In 1559 Frederick lii., an
ecclesiastical discord.
enthusiastic Calvinist, succeeded to the sceptre of
the Rhine Palatinate, and, in terms of the treaty,
began the endeavour to make Calvinism the
His methods, which
religion of his dominions.
were not above suspicion, failed in the Upper Palatinate, but were successful in the Lower ; and,
where they did succeed, he prevented the introduction of Presbyterianism in its entirety
by keeping
in his own hands a large measure of ecclesiastical
control.
The Presbyterianism of the Palatinate
has made for itself an enduring monument in the
Heidelberg Catechism, the work of Olevianus and
Ursinus, which, intended originally for local use,
speedily won ecumenical significance as a Calvinist
standard. The Catechism softens the rigidity of
Calvinism with regard to predestination and some
other points, and is remarkable for its general
moderation of tone. Among the duchies of the
Lower Rhine Presbyterianism was planted by
refugees from Holland, France, and Britain Alva's
persecution drove Dutchmen over the border in
thousands, and the influx gradually changed the
prevailing type of Protestantism from Lutheranism
to Calvinism. Presbyterian Church government
replaced the consistorial system, and the Presbyterianism of the district allied itself with that of
the Palatinate. Synods were held, notably that of
Emden (1571), when the Calvinist and Presoyterian
But the civil
Emden Articles were adopted.
authorities have prevented Presbyterianism from
itself.
When
the map of
ever fully realizing
Europe was readjusted after the fall of Napoleon
in 1815, these Presbyterian provinces fell to Prussia
and 1817, the tercentenary of the Reformation,
appealed to Frederick William ii. as a favourable
occasion for uniting the two Protestant Churches
The united Church was called
in his dominions.
the National Evangelical Church of Prussia, and
the Prussian lead was followed by most of the
other German States, Each of the two uniting
Churches retained its own standards and its own
system of government, but modifications introduced from time to time have rendered it necessary
for the stricter adherents of both Churches to
secede. The Lutheran theology and ritual have
made serious inroads on the Reformed Church, but
the Presbyterian form of Church government has
been equally successful in the invasion of the
Lutheran body. The civil power, however, maintains its firm hold upon the Church organization
as a whole.
In Bohemia a modified type of Presbyterianism
existed long before John Calvin ruled in Geneva.
The intestine wars of the Hussites (q.v. ) about the
'

principle

;

;

middle of the 15th cent, led to the forming of the
Unitas Fratrum, who, abhorring the idea of strife,
repudiated both the warring sects, and contented
themselves with a life of simple piety, seeking
guidance from the Bible alone. A constitution
essentially Presbyterian,

embodying the eldership

and thediaconate, was adopted in 1496, and testified
to the presence in the Church of a strong lay
element. But a distinctive feature was introduced
into the government of the Church by placing the
presidency of each Synod in the hands of a bishop
elected by the pastors.
In 1557 the Church was
strong enough to assemble no fewer than 200
It had indeed
pastors in one of its Synods.
achieved the status of a national Church, and in
Reformation times the most cordial relations were
inaugurated and maintained between the Bohemian
Church and John Calvin. At the beginning of the
Thirty Years' War the abortive rebellion of the
Protestant nobles and the crowning of Frederick v.
the Elector Palatine by the rebels gave to the
persecuting zeal of Ferdinand ll. an excuse for
increased severity, and his victory was followed

by the ruthless suppression

of Protestantism

in

Bohemia. Joseph ii.'s Edict of Toleration (1781)
gave the persecuted Church the first opportunity
of renewing its activity, and, even after a century
and a half of repression, the submerged Protestantism of the country soon blossomed forth into
vigorous life and development only to be crushed
again by the measures of a reactionary successor.
A better constitution was granted in 1861 but the
;

by means

of its ecclesiastical Council, still
keeps a firm hold upon the organization of the
Church, and rules over its Synods and superintendents to the detriment of a complete Presbyterianism.
The Church in Bohemia and Moravia continues small in numbers ; ^ but its heroic past and
its present zeal for Home Mission work and education hold out the hope that a more liberal policy on
the part of the State may usher in a more prosperous time.
In Hungary, as in many other lands, Calvinism
superseded in time the original Lutheran form of
the Reformation, and, whereas a Synod at ErdCd
in 1545 adopted the Augsburg Confession, the
Synod of Debreczen (1567) made the Heidelberg

State,

Catechism and the Second Helvetic Confession the
standards of the Church, which has since faithfully
adhered to them. When Hungary fell into two
separate political entities ab;Z)ut the middle of the
16th cent., Transylvania came under the rule of
Reformed or tolerant princes, and the Church

grew unchecked till 1602, when Rudolf of Hungary
conquered the principality, and began to persecute
the Protestants. But the Treaty of Vienna (1606)
restored Transylvanian independence and ushered
The Church
in a period of seventy years' peace.
prospered till 1677, when Leopold i. of Hungary
again subdued Transylvania, and persecution,
marked by the imprisonment, exile, enslavement,
and even death of Protestant pastors, plunged
Protestantism into misery once more. The century
which followed ended only with the
Toleration Edict of Joseph II. (1787), which conferred upon the Protestants a new lease of life.
The Protestant Church has become strongly
identified with the political aspirations of Hungary,
and has been greatly benefited by the comparative
independence which Hungary enjoys within the
Dual Monarchy. Congregations to the number of
2000 and a membership of over 500,000 testify to
the strength and prosperity of the Church.
Up to
1881 the old territorial division of the Church was
retained, but in that year the organization under
five independent provinces was unified by the
Synod of Debreczen. In her isolation this Church

of humiliation

1

About

67,000 in 1912.
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has developed distinctive features in her government. Eacli Tractus, or Church county, the body
corresponding to our Presbytery, is presided over
by a senior elected by the nastors, and a coadjutor
curator elected by the elders.
Similarly, each
province has a clerical superintendent and a lay
curator.
This arrangement combines the benefits
of Episcopal supervision with those of Presbyterian
The (Jliurch has been chiefly remarkable

educational work and its organization of
parish schools, high schools, and colleges vividly
recalls the
devote imagination of John Knox
concerning Scottish education. In a land hemmed
in by circumjacent Catholicism the work done by
the Church in maintaining single-handed its army
of some 5000 teachers with 300,000 pupils is of
immeasurable importance for Protestantism.
The cantonal system of Swiss government has
served to restrict the honour of Calvin in the land
of Calvin's adoption.
All the cantons except three
Geneva, Vaud, and Neuchfttel favoured the
Zwinglian rather than the Calvinist form of
Church government ; and in the three cantons
named the Church remained isolated and quiescent
till the beginning of the 19th
century. The period
of renewed activity which was then inaugurated
had been characterized by secessions and divisions.
In Geneva, on the occasion of a visit paid by the
Scottish preacher, Robert Haldane, in 1817, a revival of evangelical zeal began.
C. H. A. Malan,
J. H. M. d'Aubign6, and others took up the movement, and the Church showed its resentment by
fiarity.
or its

;

'

'

—

—

A

deposing Malan.
separate ecclesiastical community at once began to gather round him. In
1832 d Aubign^ and others founded the Evangelical
school of theology, and were deposed in their turn.
At the same time the State was engaged in an
attempt to destroy the independence of the
Church ; and the agitation finally issued in the
formation of the Free Evangelical Church (1849).
This Church is still weak in numbers, but it withdrew sufl&cient strength from the national Church
to leave it at the mercy of the State, and since
1874 the national Church has really become

Zwinglian.
In vaud the famous theologian A. R. Vinet advocated the policy of separation between Church
and State and, when the State, as in Geneva,
attempted to subordinate the spiritual to the civil
power, 100 ministers seceded in 1845, forming the
Free Evangelical Church of Vaud, which has been
remarkable for its missionary zeal. The national
Church is now controlled by the State, but not too
;

rigidly.

In Neuchatel a similar effort by the State to
assume control of the Church resulted in a secession
under F. Godet in 1873.
In Italy, Spain, Portugal, and Belgium 16th
cent. Protestantism was strangled in its infancy
and only in the last century have more liberal
ideas permitted the rise of a Reformed Church in
;

those countries. The Italian Church, the descendant of the Waldensians, began its work in
Piedmont in 1849, received an additional impetus
when the unification in Italy under a constitutional
government took place in 1861, and now exercises its
semi- Presbyterian government over a membership
of more than 20,000.
In Spain the work was
Persecution and
begun by Scotsmen in 1852.
exile followed in 1860, and the refugees, meeting
at Gibraltar, took over the Westminster Confession,

and adopted

Presbyterian Church government.
of 1868 permitted their return, and
since centred mainly in Seville and
Madrid. This Church owes a great debt to the
support forthcoming from Scotland and Ireland.
Belgium has recently become possessed of two
Reformed Churches, each about 7000 strong, one

The revolution
their work has
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which has laid claim to a historic succession by
adopting the Confessio Belgica. Small Reformed
of

bodies also exist in Denmark,
Austria, Greece, and Poland

Alsace-Lurraiue,
and, if we are
justified
democracy as the type of
future government, we may confidently assume
the present to be only the day of small things, and
anticipate a great future for this sanely democratic
variety of Church organization.
The total number of Presbyterian communicants
in Europe is now well over 3,000,000 more than
half of them in the British Isles.
;

in reg.arding

—

iv.

History outside Europe.

—When we come
—

to consider Presbyterianism elsewhere than on the
continent of Europe e.p., in America we reach a
new phase of Presbyterian history, in which petty
obstruction takes the place of sanguinary persecution, in which battles and martyrdoms are replaced

—

and construction
and,
whereas in the heroic days of early European
leader
often
bulked
the
Presbyterianism
larger
than the cause, in other continents Presbyterian
progress was, on the whole, a triumph of principles
rather than of individual men.
To American Presbyterianism
I. America.
England, Holland, France, and Germany have all
made their contribution, as is seen below but the
contribution of the Church of Scotland has been
greatest of all. Episcopacy arrived in Virginia
with the early colonists of 1604, and in 1620 the
Pilgrim Fathers {q.v.) laid the foundation of Indein America but not till near 1700 did
fendency
'resbyterians begin to arrive in considerable
numbers, and not till after 1700 was the first

by slow development

;

—

;

;

The

Presbyterian wing of
Presbytery organized.
English Puritanism was represented from the
beginning, but its adherents Mere at first too
scattered to

make

organization possible or profit-

and only when the persecutions under Cnarles
II. began to drive men trom Scotland and Ulster
to the colonies did numbers to be organized and
minds to organize them make their appearance in
the American colonies. Emigration from Scotland
was encouraged during the persecution, and from
able,

1660 to 1688 a steady stream poured out of the
often in compact bands of several
country
in New Jersey
hundreds. These settled
mostljjr
and Pennsylvania, and the first church was built at
Freehold, N. J., in 1692. By 1700 there were over
30 congregations half of them in the two States
above named ; indeed, Presbyterianism soon became
a feature in the life of the middle colonies.
Francis Makemie, a licentiate of the Presbytery of
Lagan in Ulster, had been sent out in 1683 in
pastoral charge of a band of emigrants and, combining in the land of his adoption the callings of
itinerant trader and evangelist, he found in the
country a sufficient number of Presbyterians to
make organization worth while and enough Epi-

—

—

;

scopalian opposition to make it expedient. In 1699
he was called to the charge of Snowhill in Maryland, and in 1706 seven ministers, with Makemie
as leading
founded the Presbytery of Philaspirit,
Thereafter a rapid development took
delphia.
place.
Appeals were made to Scotland, Ulster,
Dublin, London, and considerable assistance was
forthcoming, notably from the Synod and the
University of Glasgow, While the home churches
supplied ministers, the operation of Test Acts at
home supplied the Church with a steady influx of
emigrant members, and in 1716 she was strong
enough to combine her four Presbyteries into the
Synod of Philadelphia. The need of a Creed and
a constitution soon made itself felt, but, when
the Presbytery of Newcastle, alarmed at the lax
doctrine of some of the incoming ministers, ordained
in 1724 that all its future licentiates must subscribe the Westminster standards, and overtured
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the Synod to make this rule general, the discussion
in the Synod revealed the existence of two parties
In New England elements of
in the Church.
Independency had been at work, and the nativeborn New England clergy looked askance at the
more rigid Presbyterianism of Scots and Ulstermen.
The resultant controversy lasted some
years, and it was mainly the tact of Jonathan
Dickinson that ended it in 1729. In that year a
compromise was effected by the passing of the
Adopting Act, whereby the Westminster standards
were taken over as embodjdng in essence a sound
and their
system of doctrine and government,
oljservance was enjoined upon the Cliurch as far as
circumstances might allow or Christian prudence
dii-ect.
By this wise measure the Church was
enabled to retain its historic connexions, to avoid
Congregationalism, and to secure a degree of
flexibility fitting it to deal with the conditions
fresh
prevalent in a new and growing country.
controversy soon arose over the question of miniThe supply of ministers, both
sterial education.
from the colony itself and from overseas, fell so
far short of the demand that a lowering of the
standard was hard to avoid. William Tenneht, a
Dublin emigrant, attempted to meet the case by
founding a seminary, later known as the Log
College ; but his students frequently possessed
more zeal and piety than education or culture, and
The
filled the older Presbyterians with dismay.
visit of Whitetield in 1739 was followed by an outand
at
unbreak of revivalism,
length the
Presbyterian methods of the Tennent school moved the

A

to insist upon Presbyterian discipline and a
standard of education for all its miriisters.
disruption resulted in 1746, when the Church split
into the Synod of Philadelphia, or oil side, and the
Synod of New York, or new side. But the new
side were quite alive to the benelits of education,
and the old side not less alive to the blessings of
evangelical ::eal ; and a sense of duty, combined
with mutual esteem and a common interest, secured
re-union in 1758. The cause of mi^isions to the
American Indians, which had been in operation
since 1741, was warmly espoused by the reunited
Church, which also interested itself deeply in the
New Jersey College. Wlien the Itevolutionary
war broke out in 1775, the Presbyterians of the
middle colonies, who had not forgotten the liistory
of their Chui'ch at home, took the colonial side
almost to a man, and their dev',,tion to the llevolutionary cause earned for tlie Ch\irch the lasting
John Witherspoon, who
respect of the nati .u.
had come from Scotland in 1768, was the principal
actor in the compteti m of the Church's organization, when, in 1789, 13 Pre.sbyteries, meeting by

Synod

A

their representatives at Philadelphia, constituted
themselves the first General Assembly of the

They organized the Church on Scottish
and adopted the Westminster standards,
making deterndnative the principle that God
alone is Lord of the conscience.* At this stage the
Church numbered 4 Synods, 13 Presbyteries, 186
About the end
ministers, and 419 congregations.
of the 18th cent, 'unions 'and federations were
the order of the day and in 1801 the Presbyterian
and Congregational Churches drew up the Plan
of Union,' which was really an effort to secure
external and operative unity by ignoring the
differences between the Churches.
As a result
the Presbyterian Church increased rapidly in
but
became
numbers,
thoroughly leavened with
Church.

lines,

'

'

'

;

'

Congregationalism.
rate of

10,000

Members poured in at
per annum; but

to 20,000

younger churches became lax

the
the

in their adherence to
Presbyterian doctrine, discipline, and tradition.
A test case came at length
1830, when Albert
Barnes, a Congregational minister called to a

m

Presbyterian charge in Philadelphia, was vetoed
of liis Icnown laxity
'
This breach of the Plan of Union
of doctrine.
of
ecclesiastical strife,
ushered in seven years
which ended in the repudiation of the Plan in
1837.
disruption of the Church into old school
and new school followed in 1838, and endured for
thirty-two years. Feeling ran high in both schools
over the slavery question
in 1857 the northern
half of the new school repudiated their brethren of
the south, and in 1861 the southern portion of the
old school seceded.
This fresh dismemberment
drew the two northern bodies together, and they
re-united in 1870.
During the separation the two
Churches had been vigorously engaged in Home
Mission work, having sent out between them no
fewer than 25,000 mi.ssioners
and the united
Church followed up the work with enthusiasm.
Missions
had
been
inaugurated in 1810 as
Foreign
the result of undenominational activity, but in 1838
the Church took over her own. Early in the'period of
separation the new school reverted to the original
plan, but in 1854 she resumed control of her own
missions; and now the Church has missions in
Mexico, Brazil, Africa, Syria, Persia, India, and
China. With over 9000 ramisters, almost 1,500,000
members, 300 missionaries, and a dozen seminaries,
including such famous schools as Princeton and
Union, this Church is, in point of size, the greatest
single Presbyterian organization in the world.
Of the other Presbyterian bodies of British origin
in the United States little need be said.
The
Presbyterian Church in the United States (South)
was formed in 1861 by the union of the old and
new schools ia the southern States. It possesses
missions in Mexico, Brazil, and India, but its
principal mission work has naturally been among
the emancipated negroes. This Church has upheld
the conservative tradition of the South. Since the
end of the Civil War it has become increasingly
friendly with its northern neighbour, but re-union
has not yet taken place. It has over 1700 ministers
and nearly 300,000 communicants.
The Cumberland Presbyterian Church, which,
with its Coloured Branch, numbers about 160,000
members, had its origin in the Kentucky revival at
the end of the 18tn cent., when doctrinal and
ecclesiastical vagaries increased to such an extent
that at length the General Assembly intervened,
forbidding the Cumberland Presbytery to ordain
illiterate men to the ministry.
The consequent
secession gave birth to the 'Cumberland Presbyterian Church, which retains the Presbyterian
polity, but has lowered the standard of ministerial
education, and has relaxed some of the severer

by the Presbytery on account

'

A

;

;

Calvinist doctrines.
The United Presbyterian
Church of N. America represents the main stream
of 18th cent, dissent in Scotland, and its memberis over 100,000 strong.
It remains very strict
ship
in its adherence to old standards, but is notable
for its great evangelical and missionary zeal.
Amon^ the Presbyterian Churches in the United
States wliich trace their origin to continental
Europe it will suffice to mention two. The Reformed Church in America (q.v.), which till 1867
retained its historic name of the Dutch Reformed
Church, enjoys the distinction of being the oldest
The
Presbyterian body in the United States.
first congregation, A\'ith Jonas Michaelius as pastor,
was formed in 1628 in what was still the town
of New Amsterdam, and the Church grew and
flourished under Dutch rule till 1664, when the
colony passed into English hands and became New
York.
The English authorities confined the
activities of the Church to the Dutcii inhabitants
of the colony ; and by this restriction, which

remained in force till about 1700, its expansion was
checked. Thereafter the Church itself hampered
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jjrowth by the exclusive use of the Dutch
its services and by retaining its affiliaBut in 1764 the
tion to tlie Classis of Amsterdam.
use of Englisli in the services was permitted, and
in 1785 the Church declared its independence of
the Amsterdam Classis as the Synod of the Dutch
Reformed Cliurch iu America. Since then it has
grown slowly and steadily to the number of
100,000 memuers. The Dutch element and influence in it have naturally decreased, but the old
doctrine, government, and ritual are still adhered
to, and the doctrinal standard, the Heidelberg
its o\\'n

language in

Catechism, is expounded weekly in every congregation, the complete exposition covering a period of
four years. Foreign missions in India, Japan, and

China constitute an important feature of the work
of tliLs Church
and tlie ellbrts of the Scudder
family have made Arcot (S. India) a perfect model
;

of

what a mission ouglit to be.
The German Itefornied Church was founded by

emigrants, chiefly from the lihine Palatinate,
about the end of the 17th century. These settled
mostly in Pennsylvania, and in 1747 M. Schlatter
and four other ministers formed the first Coetus or
Synod under the Classis of Amsterdam. Schlatter
paid a visit to Europe in 1751, and secured substantial help from Holland, England, and Scotland.
The Churcli declared its independence in 1773, and
since then it has grown to such an extent that it
now numbers about 300,000 members. It is estimated that of the German immigration to America
during the last century two-thirds have found
their way into the Lutheran Chmch, and the
remaining third into the Reformed Church. The
German Church has retained its native language
much more tenaciously than it« Dutch neighbour.
The Heidelberg Catechism remains the doctrinal
standard, and German customs and ritual are
strongly adhered to, particularly in connexion
with the great festivals of the Christian year.
The six Churches already spoken of represent well
over 95 per cent of American Presbyterianism.
Presbyterianism stands third in order of numbers
among the Protestant Churches of America a
very creditable position, considering the comparative smallness of Presbyterian immigration
and the restriction that the Church has placed
upon her expansion by her insistence upon an
educated ministry. Her membership is increasing
over 50 per cent faster than the population of the
country ; and in culture, influence, wealth, and
catholicity of spirit she calls no American Church
her superior. The huge sphere of labour presented
by the United States prevents the overlapping
caused by denominationalisra in smaller countries,
and this, together with the friendly rivalry that
exists between the various bodies, is a happy
augury for a prosperous union at some future date.
The history of Presbyterianism in Canada presents two main features enthusiasm for unity and
tenacity in the face of opposition. The Huguenots
first attempted to lay the foundations of Presbyterianism in Canada, and, while the tradition of
Henry of Navarre persisted, they were not unsuccessful
but the revocation of the Edict of

—

—

;

Nantes

(1685)

made an end

of their

work and
The second

turned Canada into a Jesuit preserve.
impulse began from Britain in the latter half of
the 18th cent., and, since then, Scottish characteristics have been well to the front.
The increase

which
and all the
home Churches, as weil as the American, did what

of

immigration early presented a

was solved by seeking
they could.

difficulty,

for outside help,

In this connexion the

work

of the

Glasgow Colonial Society in Nova Scotia is especiIn the early part of the
ally worthy of mention.
19th cent. Episcopal opposition had to be faced in
Canada as elsewhere. One-eleventh of the unceded
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lands in Upper and Lower Canada had been set
apart for the maintenance of a Protestant clergy,
and it cont the Presbyterian Church twenty j-eara
of struggle to wrest its share from the grip of the
The battle raged from 1817 to
Episcopalians.
1840, at the end of which time the Presbyterians
obtained a third of the 3,000,000 acres of clergy
In 1832, feeling the need of a training
reserves.'
college, the Church applied to the government to
endow additional chairs in King's College, Toronto ;
but, Episcopal opposition proving too strong to be
overcome, the Church herself founded Queen's
University in 1841.
The Disruption of 1843 aroused echoes in Canada,
and this, with the territorial divisions obtaining
In
till 1867, kept the Canadian Church divided.
1845 there were seven principal bodies of Canadian
debut mutual goodwill speedily
Presbyterians
veloped, and in 1860 a succession of unions began.
four
separate Churches were left,
By 1875 only
and these united on 15th June of that 3'ear to form
the Presbyterian Church in Canada. At present
a scheme is afoot to bring about a wider union of
Presbyterians, Methodists, and Congregationalists.
The General Assembly approved the ba-sis of union
in June 1916, but a considerable minority left the
house ; and so far the matter is incomplete.
The Church does excellent work among the
French Roman Catholics, but her finest and most
productive activity has been along the line of
Church extension in the West, where, especially
since tlie opening of the Canadian Pacific Railway
in 1885, a notable work has been done in what is
practically a new nation.
The Church at present has 70 Presbyteries, 2336
congregations, 1769 ministers, and about 300,000
'

;

communicants.

—

Four-fifths of Australian Presby2. Australia.
terianism is concentrated in New South Wales
and Victoria. The Presbyterian Church of New
South Wales came into existence as the original
population was outnumbered and absorbed by the

respectable immigration of later times. The first
Presbyterian minister in the colony was John
Dunmore Lang, who went in 1823 and some years
later was instrumental in founding the Presbytery
In course of time certain
of New South Wales.
ministers resented Lang's virtual dictatorship, and
tried to end it by insisting upon punctilious ooservance of the rules of the Church of Scotland. Lang
and his folloAving, who considered such rigidity
injurious to the prospects of a new Church in a
new land, seceded in 1838. Union was restored in
1840, only to be broken by a similar secession in
The Scottish Disruption produced a further
1842.
She did her best to
split in the colonial Church.

remain neutral, but her dependence upon Scotland
for men to till her pulpits produced the inevitable
division in 1846. At length, however, her growing
independence, and the problems which she was
called upon to face, paved the way for union and
since 1865 all sections have been united.
In Victoria the gold rush, and the situation
created by the rapid influx of a certain type of
population, brought about union in 1859 and by
Since 1886
1870 all the remnants had come in.
there has been a federal union of the original six
Australian Churches, with an annual Federal
Assembly. Its 44 Presbytei'ies, over 600 congregations, and about 60,000 members witness to the
;

;

strength of Presbyterianism in Australia.
3.

New Zealand.—The

first

Presbytery of what

in time the Presbyterian Church of New
Zealand, occupying the north island and half of
the south, was founded at Auckland in 1856. The
d^a^s^l from the Church of
was

became

largely
personnel
Scotland, but comprised Irish and other element*.
Since its early days this Church has done splendid
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Home Mission work, and has giown with the
growth of the colony. The Presbyterian Church
of Otago and Southland resulted from a resolution
of the New Zealand Company to ask the co-operation of the Free Church of Scotland in the settlement of the new colony. The Free Church accepted
the proposal, and the experiment of founding a
model colony was tried at Otago. The first batch
of emigrants arrived in 1848, with a nephew of
Robert Burns as their minister, and in 1854 the
The gold rush of
first Presbytery was founded.
1861 presented the Church with a problem which
has been very satisfactorily solved. The united
strength of the Church in New Zealand now totals
17 Presbyteries, 230 congregations, and 40,000
members.
There was a Dutch Reformed
4. S. Africa.
Church in Cape Colony from 1652 but, in spite of
the steady stream of Dutch immigration and an
influx of Huguenots about the end of the 17th
cent., the Church had practically no history for

—

;

the first century of its existence. After British
rule began in 1806, better days dawned for the
Church ; and a Synod was organized in 1824.
Dutch law of 1804 had given the Church a con-

A

had left the supreme ecclesiastical
hands of the State. Ministers of a
{>ower
ater date found State control irksome, and agitated
to such purpose that the obnoxious feature was
stitution, but
in the

abolished in 1843

;

in 1875 State support also

was

withdrawn. The mutual animosity of Briton and
Boer caused great Boer treks, and the Presbyterian Church in S. Africa was split into a

number of territorial fragments. The various
Dutch Reformed Churches have a communion-roll
of about 200,000, and the British Church numbers
over 11,000 communicants.
Leaving out of account the spiritual, ethical,
intellectual, political, and aoonomic influence of
its splendid history, and regarding it from the
of view of mere statistics, we may allow the
f>oint
oUowing figures, reported to the last General
Council, to vouch for the progress of Presbyterianism and to bear testimony to the fact that the seed
planted in Geneva has become a great tree over-

shadowing the world.
Continent of Europe
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of polity in modern times
based on the Calvinist doctrine of tlie Cliurcli.
iiurcli is a fellowshij)
According to this view, the
of believers which aims at realizing the fellowsliip
of each member with the others and of all witli
Such an essentially spiritnal idea of the
Chi-ist.
Church renders it impossible for the Calvinist
Presbyterian to unchurch any professed believer
or body of believers on merely external grounds.
The true Church is invisible, known only to CJod
and the mechanical exclusion of any man from

The Presbyterian form

is

'

;

salvation bj' reference to

some hxed

ecclesiastical

In fact, evangelical
theory is a presumption.
Protestantism must place first the true preaching
of the Word and the proper administration of the
sacraments, and all Church government is justified
only as a means to that end. Up to this point
Presbyterianismand Congregationalism are agreed
they dill'er only as to the means by which the
Church can best serve those ends ana express her
mind to the world. Presbyterianism recognizes
more fully than Independency that, in order to
secure the three general ends of true preaching,
true administration of the sacraments, and true
discipline within an orderly and united body of
believers, a certain amount of organization is unavoidable, even if of secondary importance, and
the founders of Presbyterianism went to the NT
for their models.
In so far as they attempted or
claimed to effect an exact and mechanical reproduction of the NT Church, they were mistaken,
but they may at least claim to nave worked out a
system as nearly like it as anything that can hope
to adapt itself to modern times.
I. Ecclesiastical offices and officials.
In order
to grasp the significance of ecclesiastical office it is
no less important to see the connexion of gift
and 'office' than to distinguish between them.
At first the ministry of gifts that prevailed in the
primitive Ciiureh rendered office unnecessary and
even impossible, but it was not long before the
failure or the capriciousness of gifts rendered office
inevitable in the growing community, and offices
;

—

'

'

were undoubtedly existent in NT
on the other hand, were the basis of
office, the holding of which originally signified a
recognition on the part of the Church that the
official possessed eminent gifts.
As the Church
grew in numbers, and had to face heresy within
and persecution without, oflScialism naturally
assumed a position of ever-growing importance.
Montanism, e.g., was, from one point of view, a
against the growth of officialism in the
grotest
ihurch, and the reaction against Montanism
fostered the very growth against which it protested in vain.
Ordination at first simply the
setting apart to a special task of a man with
for
it
became a more formal thing
special gifts

and

officials

times.

Gifts,

—

—

;

the ritualism of the act came to surpass in importance the prayer which was originallv its essence
and gradually the right to confer orcTination, from
being a distinction between clergy and laity,
became a distinction between superior and inferior
orders of clergy. The whole
tendency of mediaevalism was in tlie direction of this growing sacerdotalism, the original freedom and spontaneit}^ of the
Church were crushed rather than preserved as the
machinery of it became perfected, and the Reformers aimed at getting behind this
perfection
of lifeless mechanism to the simpler ideas and
of
organization
primitive times, the earlier among
them recoiling even from such harmless symbolism
as the laying on of hands in ordination.
The
Calvinist and Presbyterian wing of the Reformation distinguished in the NT certain offices which
were intended to be ordinary and permanent from
certain others which were of an
extraordinary and
;

temporary character.

These permanent

offices

were

(a)
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the ministry of the Word,

(b)

ruling and

discipline, (c) tlie care of goods, their distribution
in needful cases, and the care of the poor and sick.
Doctrine, discipline, and distribution were the
distinguishing features of the three types of permanent official. Or a twofold classification might

be made, into (1) elders, (a) teaching and (b) ruling,
and (2) deacons. In the earliest times the Church
modelled itself on the Synagogue rather than on
the Temple, and the ruling
body would naturallj'
be the elders, the recognition of whom as a body
of

men

possessed of special gifts of ruling soon
a body of men possessed of office.
But, as some of them would be better teachers
than others, and the need of sound teaching soon
became apparent, the distinction between the
teaching and the ruling types of presbyter i*
clearly marked at an early stage of ecclesiastical
development. The needs of the Church, the disappearance of charisms, the rise of official doctrine
and official books, fostered the need of competent
teaching such teachers would naturally be sought
in the eldership, and the presbyter capable of

became

tliat of

;

teaching gradually assumed a position of greater
distinctiveness a distinctiveness emphasized by
the fact that teaching power and business gifts
form a sufficiently rare combination in the individual.
Finally there comes about a clear distinction
between the office of preacher and teacher and
that of ruling elder; we find in Cyprian, e.g., a
clear recognition of the difference between teaching

—

and ruling presbyters. The modern Presbyterian
Church has always made a point of this distinction,
which is very clearly brought out in the theory and
If ordination, as some have
practice of ordination.
contended, admitted merely to order, then no
special new ordination would be required to transform an elder into a minister. But the Presbyterian system regards ordination as admitting, not
to order, but to office, and the requirement of a
special ordination for a minister is a recognition
of the different offices of teacher and ruler.
Yet
there has always been a certain confusion in the
mind of Presbyterianism with regard to the exact

relationship between the minister and the elder,
the teaching and the ruling presbyter. Some, like
John Calvin, followed by Gillespie, interpret 1 Ti
5''' as if
preaching and ruling presbyters had held
distinct offices from the very beginning ; others,
like Campbell, have considered the niling elder
simply as a lay coadjutor and councillor of the
minister, his spiritual work being only such as
might be done by any other pious member of the
kirk ; a third and more sensible group of thinkers
hold that the distinction of office has arisen
naturally out of a distinction of gifts in a Church
faced by the problems of growth and maturing
It is, in fact, better to consider the office of
age.
presbyter from the practical than from the theoretic and Scriptural point of view.
The ruling
elder, at the least, discharges the useful function
of representing lay needs, ideas, and interests, and
of keeping the minister in touch with the general
life 01 the Church ; and his tenure of an office
which renders him of equal status with the
minister as a member of any Church court is of
Both
immense practical value to the Church.
offices declined in the Middle Ages, that of the
But at the
ruling elder vanishing altogether.
Reformation the removal of the crushing burden
The
of sacerdotalism caused both to revive.
minister as pastor, preacher, and teacher came
into his own again, and, in the Presbyterian
Church among the rest, he has ever since retained
the highest place in the esteem of the membership.
The office is ministerial, not sacerdotal, and, whatever 'presbyter' may be etymologically, it is
certainly something quite different in practical
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content from 'old priest writ large.' Regarding
episcopacy and the episcopal office as a late
development, unscriptural and unjustifiable, the
Presbyterian reformers have always insisted upon
the parity of the clergy, whose functions are
preaching, the administration of the sacraments,
and the exercise of discipline ; and the sacerdotal
side of the office lias always been carefully kept
in the background, lest the minister, in the guise
of priest, should stand between God and men.
The ruling elder disappeared, as has been said, in
the Middle Ages ; the attempt to trace him back
to the Waldensian movement has not been successful ; nor did he reappear in the Lutheran Church.
From the beginning the need of a body of men to
exercise Church discipline was recognized by the
Reformers, who felt that, while the jus episcopale
ought to be transferred, it must not be allowed to
lapse. But the question at once arose as to whether
these men should be chosen by the Church or by
the civil authorities, and the first to see quite
clearly that the Church ought to choose them was
John Calvin. In this he differs from both Luther
and Zwingli, who left the exercise of Church
discipline to the civil power, and, alone among the
Reformers, he insisted upon the exercise of discipline by means of an eldership, chosen by the
people, founded upon the NT, and possessed of
spiritual office for the discharge of a spiritual
function.
With tliis is bound up the theory of
the relation between Church and State. It
may
be noted that the very alliance between Churcn
and State in Geneva which realized one aide of
his ideal baulked him in the realization of its
other half, viz. the maintenance of a distinct and
separate sphere for both. In France, however, the
alliance
hostility of the State reversed the case
was impossible, but the Church was therefore free
And the same
to develop along her own lines.
In these
state of affairs obtained in Scotland.
two countries, therefore, the Presbyterian eldership came to its full development, and the office is
distinctive of Presbyterianism.
The elders are
chosen by the general body of the membership,
and specially ordained to their office. At first
they held oflice only for a limited period, and then
resigned, usually by rotation, to make room for
other representatives of the popular voice ; but in
later times the office has come to be held ad vitam
aut culpam,' and Presbyterian Church government
is by representation rather than by direct reference
to the popular will. The elder is recognized as a
and, while he is debarred
spiritual functionary
from the ministry of the Word and sacraments,
he has the right to assist in the administration of
discipline and in the government of the Church, in
whose courts his vote is of equal value with that of
the minister. The work of the diaconate, since
the decline of that office, has largely fallen to the
eldership ; and the assistance of a competent body
of elders is invaluable to the minister.
Early in the history of the Church it was found
advisable to take the work of almsgiving off the
shoulders of men otherwise too busy to attend to
It is
it, and thus originated the office of deacon.
an open question whether the Seven of the Acts
of the Apostles were the first of those to be chosen
at all, whether we have here the first instance of
their work being formally recognized by the
Church as the work of ecclesiastical officials, or
whether these seven were then chosen in the
in office
Gentile interest, because those
already
did not command Greek confidence. The Presbyterian deacon, so far as the office still exists, is
a more faithful copy of his prototype than the
deacon either of Roman Catholicism or of Anglicanism, The office was never generally regarded
as a spiritual one, implying any spiritual function.
:

'

;

'

'

though the French Church originally took that
view all that is implied in it is the application of
;

The
spiritual principles to certain secular affairs.
originally unspiritual nature of the office may be
gauged from the fact that, in spite of the disabilities of women for public speaking and the
like, deaconesses were very early at work in the
Church.

Yet the deacon

is

more than a mere

of a managing board.
He holds an
ecclesiastical office to which ordination is necessary.
describe
the
deacon
of
Reformation
times
may

member

We

as a secular Church official. The office has largely
fallen into abeyance, especially where State connexion has eased the financial affairs of the Church,
and the passing of the diaconal functions in such
cases into the hands of the elder has done much to
secularize the eldership.
Minister, elder, and deacon are the three

ordinary and permanent officials recognized by
Presbyterianism, but Calvin and the rest held
that NT precedent Avould authorize the temporary
use of extraordinary offices to meet special circumThe internal needs of the Church herself
stances.
or the pressure of outside factors determined the
nature and use of such special offices. In the
earliest days of the Reformed Church, e.g., there
existed the office of teacher, as distinct from that
of minister, an office which has quite naturally
for, with a growing knowledge of
disappeared
Reformed doctrine on the part of the people, and
after the issue of Catechisms for the instruction of
the young and comparatively ignorant, the special
work of the teacher became unnecessary. Similarly, in John Knox's day the difficulty produced
in Scotland by the inadequate supply of ministers
to meet the national need gave rise to the two
special offices of superintendent and reader, both
of which disappeared as the ecclesiastical situaThe chairmen of General
tion became settled.
Assembly committees and the Divinity students
who spend their spare time in mission work represent the nearest survival of those two offices today; but it is noteworthy that, in Canada, a
;

problem similar to John Knox's

is

responsible for

the existence of superintendents at the present
time, and for the use made of special-course men,
have
who are virtually equivalent to readers.
seen also that special officials exist in the Bohemian
and Hungarian Churches, and, though a strict
Presbyterian might, on the ground of these special
offices, call in question the/really Presbyterian
nature of these Churches, it is interesting to find
that the state of affairs in the Bohemian Church,
e.g., raised no qualms in the breast of John Calvin.
Undue State interference has in many cases caused
modifications in the Presbyterian theory and
but the offices of
practice with regard to office
minister, elder, and deacon are alone recognized or
required as permanent in a thoroughgoing Presbyterian system, and even the deacon tends to disappear when the Church is prospering,
2, Church courts.
By the organization of her

We

;

—

into a carefully graded system of Church
courts Presbyterianism seeks to give expression to
the unity of the Church. These courts exercise a
threefold function : (a) legislative
they frame
laws for the purpose of securing discipline, and for
of
ecclesiastical
the proper control and dispatch
business ; (6) executive they give efi'ect to these
laws ; (c) judicial they inflict and remove ecclesiastical censures ; and the higher courts review the
The basis of these
proceedings of the lower.
activities is, of course, the constitution of the
Church, but the claim is made that both the
constitution and the activities of the Church are
ultimately based upon Holy Writ. In the Presbyterian Church the holding of a spiritual office is
a necessary qualification for a seat in any of the
officials

:

:

:
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Church courts. Thus only teaching and ruling
elders are eligible for membership, and the membership of any court must be composed of botli.
Congregational Churcli govornnient is probably
more directly popular in its nature, but Presbyterianism is also vigorously democratic ; for both
ministers and elders are pojiularly elected, and
represent, in the last resort, the will of the people ;
nor is it more difficult to deduce the representative
than to
form of Church government from the
deduce any other. In actual practice, even where
the eldership of the Clmrch is tlieoretically adde<l
to by co-optation, popular consent and approval
form the basis of election ; they are always aimed
at, even if they are not considered indispensable.
All members of any ecclesiastical court are equal
qtM members e.g. , it is open to lay elders to
consider judicially even the most abstruse theoIn legislative work as well all
logical problems.
members of any Church court have equal deliberaBut in the executive
tive and voting power.
dissphere there are certain duties whicli can be
charged only by an ordained minister such as the
and
pronouncement of censure or of its removal ;
herein lies the explanation of tlie apparent anomaly
that in a system of Presbyterian equality only
ministers can normally preside over Church courts,
and tliat the presence of at least one minister is
This does not
therefore necessary to a quorum.
render the presiding minister a man of special

NT

;

—

rank ; he is only temporarily primus, and even
and his primacy
then a primus inter pares
deprives him for the time of his deliberative vote.
In the Presbyterian system the courts of the
Church are graded, the lowest being congregational in their representation and the scope of
;

The essentheir activity, the highest national.
tial courts are the Kirk-Session, Presbytery, and

if the Church is very large, a National
Synod, General Synod, or General Assembly
crowns the edifice. In this way the rights of the
individual congregation are neither exaggerated
nor minimized. The higher courts supervise and
review the work done by the lower and the distinctive feature of Presbyterianism lies in giving
to its higher courts authoritative control over its
Morelower, and not merely advisory powers.
over, it has now become the practice of the Church

Synod

;

;

that these courts shall meet at regular intervals,
and not merely when occasion seems to demand it.
The idea of gradation can be justified from Scripture and is, besides, of so great practical value
that Independency even follows it to the extent of
giving the association power to cast refractory
congregations out of fellowship. The grading of
Church courts frees the individual fiom the fear of
local prejudice, and at the same time serves to
impress upon him the idea of the unity of the
Church. Of course, the gradually matured and
elaborate organization of Presbyterianism renders
inevitable a certain externalism ; but, so long as
this does not drive men to mistake ecclesiastical
sameness for Christian unity, no harm is done.
Of the various courts of the Presbyterian Church
and their respective functions only a general outline can be given, which may be taken as broadly
characteristic of the Presbyterian system.
need not enter in detail into exceptions.
At the foot of the scale of
(a) Kirk-Session.
the Presbyterian Church courts comes the KirkSession, which consists of the ministers and elders
of the individual congregation.
Its numbers vary
with the size and needs of the congregation, but
they should be sufficient to secure efficient working and, if the congregation is too small to provide a quorum for the dispatch of business, it is in
the power of the Presbytery to attach an elder
or elders for the purpose. The jurisdiction of the

We

—

;
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Kirk-Session extends over its own congregation,
but it must act witiiin the limits of tlie constitution, and its acts can be revised by a higher court.
Subject to these limitations, it is a kind of
parochial Presbytery. The Session supervises tlie
congregation, takes charge of the communion-roll,
and is responsible for its correctness. If necessary,
it

censures members, its findings being declared
its sentences executed by the moderator.^

and

It is resiionsible, too, for admission to ordinances.
The work of the minister is also looked aft«r by
the Session, whicli, if it sees tit, may bring before

the Presbytery any matter connected therewith.
In certain cases the Session also sees to the proper
distribution of ecclesiastical goods.
Where a Deacons' Court exists, the last-named
function naturally falls to it. The functions of
the Deacons' Court are not of a spiritual nature ;
it is responsible directly to the Presbytery.
otherwise
The Presbytery
(b) Presbytery.
known under the various names of Classis,
of
the PresbyColloque, Tractus, etc. is the unit
terian system and the means of realizing Church
This
court is a
smallest
scale.
the
unity upon
distinctive feature of Presbyterianism. The extent
of its bounds and the number of individual congregations within its jurisdiction are matters of convenience.
On the Presbytery are represented all
the Kirk-Sessions within the bounds, the representation consisting of all the ministers, together with
one elder for each Session. Thus, as the moderator, who is always a minister, has no deliberative,
but only a casting vote, it may quite well happen
that, if there are no collegiate charges within the
bounds, the lay element will command a steatdy
majority. Formerly a doctrinal discussion or the
study of a portion of Scripture might form part of
the proceedings of a Presbytery, but such study or
discussion would take place now only under very
special circumstances, and, for the most part, the
court confines itself to purely business matters.
This court has the power to grant licence and
ordination, and also to take them away subject,
of course, to the laws of the Church and the
It has in its hands the
revision of superior courts.
oversight and the refilling of vacant charges. The
superintendence and review of the proceedings of
lesser courts also belong to it e.g., in Scotland
since 1639 it has been the practice of the Presbytery annually to examine the books and records of
Sessions within its bounds and it hears references
and appeals from these courts. The Session as a
body, individual elders, or ordinary members of a
congregation may petition the Pres bytery concerning a moderator of Session. In the ordinary way
the proceedings of Presbytery are regularly submitted to the Synod of the province. But it is in
the power of any Presbytery to submit a sugges-

—

—

—

—

—

—

tion direct to the General Assembly by means of
what is called in Scotland an overture ; and the
converse of this appears in the Barrier Act of 1697,
which forbids any General Assembly to pass an
act affecting the constitution of the Church until
it has submitted the proposal to all the Presbyteries, and their opinions on it have been received
by a later Assembly. In the act of ordination only
the ministerial members of Presbytery take part.
The Synod in some cases called the
(c) Synod.
Coetus is of the nature of a larger Presbytery.
It is composed of the sum of its Presbyteries,
together with a minister and elder from each of
any neighbouring Synods as corresponding mem'

—

—

'

—

As the court intermediate between the
Presbytery and the supreme court of the Church,
the Synod has a comparatively narrow range of
frmctions.
It reviews the proceedings of Presby1
Moderator is the name applied to the president of any
bers.

'

'

ecclesiastical court.
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examines their records, can overture the
supreme court, can call the attention of any Presbytery to errors and omissions of duty, and is
Those
directly responsible to the supreme court.
teries,

three are the necessary courts of the Presbyterian
system and, where there is nothing higher, the
Synod Avould, of course, have extended powers.
(d) General Assembly.— In all Churches of more
than provincial extent the highest court is the
General Synod, National Synod, or General
Assembly. The General Assembly has unlimited
power subject to the constitution of the Church,
the constitutional rights of inferior bodies, and
the law of the land. Its aim is to be representative of the whole Church
but, while Kirk-Sessions
are represented in the Presbytery and Synod,
Presbyteries are represented in the General
Assembly. The proportion of elders to ministers
varies in the various Churches. In the Church of
Scotland the scheme is as follows
By an Act of Assembly, a.d. 1694,
;

—

;

:

(a)

from Presbyteries
1 elder

(6)

of 12 or

fewer parishes, 2 ministers,

;

from Presbyteries of 12 to 18 parishes, 3 ministers,
1 elder

;

Presbyteries of 18 to 24 parishes, 4 ministers,
2 elders
(d) from Presbyteries of 24 or more parishes, 5 ministers,
2 elders.
By an additional Act of a.D. 1712,
from
Presbyteries of 30 or more parishes, 6 ministers,
()
3 elders ;
a
rule
of Assembly enacted in 1893 every Presbytery
(/) by
sends one minister for every four ministers on roll of
Presbytery and for a part of four, and one elder for
every six ministers and for a part of six ;
67
town council elders from royal burghs, and two from
(g)
the city of Edinburgh
a
(h)
representative from each university.

(c)from

;

;

The Free Church simply took one-third

of each

Presbytery (ministers and elders alike) and every
Church has its own scheme of representation.
The personnel of General Assemblies necessarily
varies much more than that of inferior courts from
one meeting to another ; and, as a consequence,
any given Assembly may diSer widely in its
But the judicial
opinions from its predecessor.
findings of one Assembly cannot be reversed by
another e.g., if the Assembly of 1889 has suspended
a minister, that of 1890 may think its predecessor
wrong, but can alter the decision of 1889 only by
finding that the suspension has already been long
enough to satisfy justice, or express its disapproval
by coming to an opposite conclusion on a similar
On the other hand, legislation passed by a
case.
previous Assembly any act, indeed, which is not
a judicial decision
can, subject to the usual
limitations, be reversed, although, up to the time
If
of its reversal, it is binding upon the Church.
the constitution of the Church is affected by any
proposal, the Barrier Act prevents hasty action.
It will be seen from the above that in the lowest
court, the Kirk-Session, the lay element must predominate that in the next lowest, the Presbytery,
it may
and that in the Synod the same state of
affairs will prevail as in the sum of the PresbyNot until we come to the highest court of
teries.
all can a clerical majority ever be theoretically
certain, though, as a matter of fact and practice,
the ministerial element does usually predominate
in every court higher than the Session.
Still,
when we consider that all ministers and elders
eligible for a seat in any court of the Presbyterian
Church are originally elected by the people, and
must therefore, in the main, reflect popular opinion,
and when we consider that such devices as the
Barrier Act stand in the way of hasty and irresponsible decisions even on the part of the highest
court of all, we cannot deny the right of Presbyterianism to be called a thoroughly democratic
form of Church government.
The Presbyterian system did not spring suddenly
;

;

—

—

;

;

into being full-grown, but is the result of long
development, patient study, and long resistance to
On the general lines above indicated
opposition.
it is in use in Great Britain, the colonies, and N.
differences occur in various Contibut
America ;
nental Churches, due either to their smallness or
to undue interference by the civil power.
3. Difficulties of the system.— The comparatively
elaborate organization of the Presbyterian Church
is, on the whole, an advantage ; but it has its disadvantages as Avell. When English Presbyterianism was subjected to persecution which it was
unable to withstand, it could not, like Independency, simply go into hiding till the storm blew
over.
It had either to remain organized, in which
case it became obvious and was crushed by force,
or to sacrifice its organization and so cease to be
On the other hand, when the
Presbyterianism.
successors of Richelieu set themselves to crush
French Presbyterianism, they began by suppress-

ing its organization, and the result justified their
scheme. This is merely to say that close organization is an advantage in times of strength, but an
inconvenience in times of weakness.
From the beginning the political influence of the
Reformed Churches has been on the side of popular
as has been noted in the case of
fovernment,
'ranee, Scotland, and Holland, where the Church
found itself in conflict with the established ecclesiastical system and the civil power, and under the
necessity of fighting for its existence. The action
of the existent authorities in each case contributed
to identify in the general mind the causes of civil

and religious liberty and modern democracy owes
a heavy debt to the religious impulse of the Reformation. It is noteworthy, e.g., that the American
War of Independence found the Presbyterians
;

—

practically solid for the colonial cause a circumstance due as much to their settled belief in representative government as to their memory of past
wrongs on the other side of the Atlantic. In
the case of Geneva the people had already won
their civil liberty, and were prepared to recognize
the Church, so that events took another turn;
and in certain Continental states the civil power,

while recognizing the Church, has felt itself under
the necessity of putting pressure upon Presbyterianism in the interests of its own supreme
authority. Indeed, in every land where Presbyterianism has made good its footing the question
of the relation between Clyirch and State has
arisen in a more or less acute' form. Calvin's ideal
was that the State and the Church ought to be in
alliance, but that there should be no confusion
between them. Each should have its own separate,
clearly defined sphere of action the State should
not interfere with spiritual affairs, nor the Church
But a Church member,
with secular matters.
who enjoys in that sphere a great measure of
religious liberty and a share of ecclesiastical
government, will not long be content with less in
his civil capacity, and a king who believes in
Divine Right, or an aristocracy clinging desperately to its privileges, cannot but look askance at
John Knox and Mary
a democratic Church.
Stuart, Andrew Melville and James I. , the Dutch
and Philip ll., must sooner or later find peace
impossible ; no theory of the independent spneres
of Church and State could discount the truth, from
his own point of view, of James l.'s shrewd saying,
No bishop, no king.' But, even when that phase of
the conflict is over, and the position of the Church
secured, the difficulty remains of defining the
:

'

respective limits of civil and ecclesiastical jurisdiction, a difficulty increased by the very fact that
friendly relations exist between Church and State.
For alliance without mutual interference is hard
to secure ; the members of the Church are in
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another aspect the members of the civil community,
and it is constantly hard to mark off a definite
boundary between the secular and the spiritual.
The same problem as vexed niediaevalism on a
European scale has recurred on a national scale in
Presbyterian lands, and has been a fruitful cause
In Geneva Calvin experiof trouble and division.
enced this difficulty of keeping alliance free from
a confusion and conflict of interests ; and in
Scotland, where a fairly successful solution of the
problem has at length been arrived at, this has been
accomplished only at the coat of prolonged conflict
and wide-spread secession.
In spite of Calvin's
desire for the alliance of Church and State, the
modem tendency of Presbyterianism has rather
been towards separation in the interests of peace

and concord.

— The

Educational

activity.

general and the Calvinists

in particular

;

the interest of sane self-government.
Moreover, the Reformers believed themselves to
be possessed of a system of doctrine so near to the
absolute truth that it could challenge comparison
with any other, and had only to be fully known in
order to be accepted by intelligent and educated
men. They therefore believed that an educated
public was the best guarantee of a successful propaganda. Their doctrine and polity were new,
and even among their own adherents many req^uired
citizena in

some detailed and

definite instruction in addition to
the general considerations that had induced them
to adhere.
From the beginning, too, an educated
ministry was one of the deepest desires of the
Reformed leaders. To them the chief thing of all
was that the Word of God should be properly
In this
expounded and properly understood.
exposition and understanding, which called alike
for an educated ministry and an educated people,
lay the best hope, not only for the expansion of their
Church, but also for the saving of souls. For all
these reasons the Reformed Churchmen were ardent
educationists. The school of Geneva, under Calvin's
the
care, soon became famous throughout Europe
first use that the French Church made of Henry IV. 's
annual grant was to found and endow colleges ; the
settlement of the Dutch Church was followed by
an amazing outburst of intellectual activity and
the destruction of John Knox'a splendid scheme
for Scottish education was a blow from which his
country took long to recover. Knox advocated a
scheme whereby every parish should have its
school, and every considerable town its grammar
school, and the scheme was to be completed by
the maintenance of universities in certain important cities. The passing of likely pupils from the
lower institutions to the higher should be in the
public care, and, if need be, at the public expense.
Knox shrewdly advocated compulsory education
for the children of the
very rich and the very poor ;
he seems to have trusted to the common sense
of the middle class.
One-third of the confiscated
funds of the old Church was to be applied for
purposes of education, but the greed of the nobles
ruined the project, which became in sad fact a
'
devote imagination ; and only in recent times,
with her system of prlmaiy schools, secondary
;

;

'

schools,

and

universities,

went on, the educational liurizon widened ; and,
though for a time the Church becanic the victim
of a scholasticism as deadly as the mediiuval type,
the principle of free inquiry, upon which tlie Reformation itself rested, could not for ever be denied.
The Church, with her doctrinal system fixed and
hardened, has not infrequently been unsympathetic
and even cruel towards her intellectual ofispring
but modem science, with much else that has been
attacked by the Church, owes a greater debt to the
underlying principles of Presbyterianism than is
Even the much-abused
superficially apparent.
Higher Criticism is a truer spiritual child of the
Reformation than the rigid orthodoxy which
opposes it, for the Reformers were the higher
critics and
revolutionary Biblical students of
their day and there are encouraging signs that
on
the whole, is coming to see this.
tlie Church,
It is all to the credit of the Church that, having
set on foot educational systems and institutions,
she has been content to see other authorities take
them over in their maturity, secularize them, and
use them in a wider interest than the ecclesiastical, while she herself undertakes the religious
education of her own. No part of the work of the
Presbyterian Church does her more honour than
her efforts on behalf of education.
The morality which accompanies
5. Morality.
the Presbyterian form of Church government and
the Calvinist form of doctrine is quite distinctive.
It might be logically expected tnat a profound
belief in the sovereignty of God, in election and
irresistible grace, would fill the individual with a
deep sense not merely of his insignificance but also
of his helplessnesB, and would conduce to a fatalism
destructive of all energy and activity. But in
Calvinism we find the same paradox as in early
Islam, viz. that a creed apparently inimical to all
human activity has animated men to the moat
prodigious efibrts. Calvin and Knox, and others of
the same faith, when they considered themselves
merely as men, were the humblest of creatures,
giving God the glory for all that they did and
were but, when they considered themselves as
instruments in the hands of God, they were filled
with a sense of their usefulness in the world that
made them marvels of energy and even of arrogance. Like Paul, they valued themselves little,
but they magnified their office. This combination
of personal modesty with diligence and fiery energy
has always been characteristic of the best Calvinist morality.
The Calvinist morality has
generally been a little hard and unsympathetic,
tending rather to the concealment and repression
than to the consideration of personal feelings, and
sometimes the Church's sense of official duty
has driven her into tyrannical and inquisitorial
interference with the private affairs of men but a
certain probity, a sturdy independence, a reluctance to act except from real conviction, a stiftnecked insistence upon just dealing, and the
energetic will to make the best of any given
situation have characterized Presbyterian morals
throughout, and have made of tlie Presbyterian a
sound and trustworthy business man, an excellent colonist, a soldier to be feared indeed, a
man to be reckoned with in any walk of life.
Considering his creed, which makes the almost
;

;

Reformers in
were from
the first deeply impressed with the need for popular education
for a democracy must educate its
4.
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with free and compulsory

education as far as possible, and bursaries to help
the needy scholar, has Scotland reached a stage of
educational development resembling that devised
by her gi-eat Reformer three-and-a-half centuries
It must not be forgotten that the educaago.
tional schemes of the Reformers were devised in
the religious interest. Knox, in his enthusiasm,
even recommended that likely men should, if need
be, be forced into the ministry.
But, as time

—

;

;

—

arbitrary will of God everything and man nothing,
the Calvinist's fervency in prayer is as paradoxical
as his energy and activity, but is equally a fact.
It has frequently been made a
6. Conclusion.
in
reproach against the Reformation that it broke
and for this
pieces the unity of Christendom
rending of the vesture of Christ tiie Reformed
Churches have had to bear their share of the

—

;

blame. But, as has already been pointed out,
Church
divergences existed in the Roman Catholic
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Modem

the Reformation which that crisis only
what
brought to light, and, to a great extent,
occurred was really the substitution of spiritual
for
mechanical
unity under the headship of Christ
Moreunity under the headship of the papacy.
over, the breaking up of the mediaeval Church
into national Churches was an inevitable result of
the growth of nationalism in Europe ; and, while
Calvin and those who followed him were deeply
of the
impressed with the great truth of the unity
Church, they found that circumstances prevented
its realization in the meantime on any wider scale
than the national. Yet, even when this is said, it
must be admitted that the overscrupulous conscience of Presbyterianism has led to further
divisions which are less justifiable, and not in the
same degree necessary. The history of Scotland
since 1700 affords abundant illustration of the
truth of that statement. It must, however, be
noted that, for the last century at least, the
has been
general tendency of Presbyterianism
towards union and reconciliation, as the truth has
been increasingly realized that the things which
are common to the Churches are more important
than the things which divide them.
Apart
altogether from the schemes which are now afoot
in various quarters to unite Presbyterianism with
other denominations, in Scotland, America, Canada,
and elsewhere, the different Presbyterian bodies
have been uniting and are pursuing the policy of
union on a wider scale. In 1884 a significant
Assembly took place, when for the first time the
effort was made to hold an Ecumenical Council
Since that time ten such
of Presbyterianism.
Councils have met in various centres, and one by
one all the representatives of Presbyterianism in
the world are being gathered in. The alliance
has no authoritative control over the various independent Churches, but at least it sei-ves to provide Presbyterians throughout civilization with a
sense of the unity of the great Church to which
before

;
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;
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W.

W.

'presentiment'

meant a more

is

or less vaj^ue anticipation or
apprehension of an event, which befalls the individual
himself or some one in whom he is interested as a
rule al:so it i.s imjilied that there arc insufiicient, if
any, grounds in his conscious mind for the antici;

pation and it is usually implied that the event is
an evil, a misfortune. A vague apjirchension is
one in which the details, the particular mode of
the event, are not consciously thought of; e.g., a
presentiment of death implies that the manner
or the death is not foreseen
it juay be merely
a feeling of depression, which suggests the idea,
more or less definitely, of some unfortunate happen;

'

'

;

ing.

The Society for Psychical Research and corresponding bodies in other countries have investigated a large number of cases in which an individual, either in normal waking or sleeping state
or in a hypnotic trance either without apparatus
or by means of a mirror, a crystal globe, a pool
of ink, etc.
has been said to be aware of, and
to have reported, an event about to happen to himself or to a relative, a friend, or even a stranger,
which, after the report was recoided, took place as
The correspondence beit had been described.
tween the anticipation and the reality varies from
the representation in the former merely of the
emotional element of the latter, something terrible
about to happen,' or of its central fact, A is going
to die on the voyage,' up to the complete repre-

—

—

'

'

sentation of date, place, and circumstances.
One of the most famous examples of this class is Williams'
dream of the murder of the Prime Minister, Perceval, in 1812,
more than a week before it occurred (/"roc. Soc. Psych. Research,
V. [1889] 324, and at the end of Spencer Walpole's Life of the
Right Hon. Spencer Perceval, 2

vols.,

London,

1874).

Another

the painter Segantini's vision of his own death, thirteen days
before it happened, which he represented in his last picture ; a
third, Countess Toutschkoff 's dream of her father announcing to
her the death of her husband at Borodino (Maeteriinck, The
Unknown Guest, pp. 112, 158 ; Memoirs of the Life and Labours
of Stephen Grellet, London, 1860, i. 434), three months before
it occurred, that place being unknown both to her husband
and to herself at the time. A case of simple presentiment is
that of a lady who dreamt that something terrible was going
to happen to a friend, with various circumstances in the dream
is

'

'

which were afterwards verified, along with the fact, not
visualized in the dream, that the daughter of the person in
question became insane.
It does not

;

.

1'kede.stxnation.
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belong to this article to discuss the
that arise in connexion with this

many problems

The question of
psychical research.
all-important, and it may be said that
in none of the cases is the evidence such as would
satisfy the rigorous requirementsof natural science
obviously the prevision, presentiment, or premonition must be fully recorded, before the event to
which it refers occurs ; the event must be such
that it could not have been anticipated or inferred
as probable, at least in its details, by the seer ;
even then we should have to exclude mere coincidence (e.g., dreaming of a person's death, and the
death occurring within, say, a week afterwards,
would not be a premonition to a person who frebranch

of

evidence

is

;

quently had such dreams, but not, except in this one
case, followed by the death of the person in question).
Again, we must exclude cases in which
there is a possibility that the presentiment or the
dream has led to its own fulfilment where, e.g.,
nervousness caused by the presentiment of failure
in a difficult or dangerous undertaking is itself a
cause of such failure in more extreme cases the
death of the individual may be brought about by a
to take
belief, however caused, that it is going
hour {e.g., the
place on a given date at a given
death of C. C. Brooks, Proc. S.P.R. v. 291).
of error are
Supposing, however, that all chances
excluded, and that either one perfect and unassailable case or a multitude of imperfect cases compels

—

;
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us to agsunie the possibility of prevision, different
will still be available (1) spiritualism:
explanations
it IS suggested that spirits, whether of the dead or
of higher beings, have clearer vision and deeper
intelligence than the living man, and therefore
can anticipate more accurately what is to occur,
and that they may transmit this knowledge by
vision or otherwise to human beings in whom they
are interested ; (2) telepathy from one living mind
dreams of an event happento another, as when
ing or about to happen to B, the conditions leading
to this event being present in B's mind and transmitted to A's without the intervention of the
and this view may be extended
ordinary senses
facts of which B is only latently aware (whatever
and
that may mean) may be transmitted to
enter his consciousness as a dream or vision ; (3) if
there occur cases in which a future event, of which
the conditions are not and cannot be present to
any living mind, is yet foreseen, we must assume
a power, perhaps in our subconsciousness, in the
subliminafself, of reading the future in the present.
The future, in this interpretation, exists in the
present, as the present in the past time, like space,
and to the perfect vision of God, of
is unreal
which perhaps our higher unconscious self may
have partial glimpses, past, present, and future
are seen in one glance. It is obvious that this
mystical interpretation explains nothing neither
spiritualism, nor telepathy, in the sense defined,
nor the supposed powers of the subconscious self,
nor the possibility of seeing the future by any other
means than the imperfect ones of inference and
analogy can be admitted without evidence far more
thoroughly tested and far more overwhelming than
that which at present exists. Meanwhile we are
left with three much less heroic and less attractive
suggestions (1) slight impressions which are felt,
but not noticed in our waking life t.g., the onset
of a disease may force their way into fuller consciousness, in dramatic form, in a dream ; we may
then in the dream have a vision of what actually
occurs, in the future, but through causes which are
perfectly natural and normal (2) we may be conscious at a given time of certain facts, without
drawing from them the conclusion which they
bear as to the outcome of the situation that they
represent ; the conclusion may be drawn subconsciously i.e. in dissociation from our conscious
personality, which it then affects either as a mere
feeling with a vague sense of coming disaster or as
dramatized into an actual vision of the conclusion
or (3) the conclusion may have been
realized
reached unconsciously, by a sort of summary intuition, by putting together a number of apparently disconnected facts it may have been forgotten, and yet, again in dissociation from the
self, may influence the latter as a presentiment or
as a premonition, in any of the possible forms.
:

A

:

;

A

;

;

;

—

:

—

;

—
;

;

LiTERATORB. —Proceedmy* of the Sooietp for Ptyohical Re$earoh, esp. vols. v. [1889], xi. [1895], xx. [1906]; F. Podmore,
Studies in Psychical Research, London, 1897, oh. xi. N. W.
Thomas, Thought Transference, do. 1905 E. Borzano, Des
Phenomines prHnonitoires, Paris, 1914 M. Maeterlinck, The
Unknown Guest, tr. A. T. de Matto», London, 1914, oh. iii.
J. L. MclNTYRE.
;

;

;
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woven of the fact and fancy of the Middle Ages,
the fact warped by the varying aspects of European
policy, the fancy coloured by Oriental imagination
is

and

tradition.

Until the 14th cent, the evidence points to Asia
as the home of Prester John. In the 15th cent.,
after the conquest of Timur and the overthrow of
Christianity in Central Asia, the African claim
took hold of the popular imagination. But the
true claim of Asia has never lacked support in the
writings of explorers and scholars.
Prester John is no mythical personage, though

myth and legend have gathered round his name.
The simple uncoloured report of Friar Johannes
e Monte Cor vino in 1305 is historical evidence of
the

first

order,

and

it is

supported by

many

wit-

12th and 13th centuries.
This
evidence supports the conclusion reached by J. B.
his
note
to
in
Gibbon
(ch. Ixiv.)
Bury
Sir H. Howorth has shown very clearly {Hist, of the Mongols,
nesses of

the

:

'

i. p. 696 sqq.) that the Karaite were Turks, not Mongols,
'fheir
was near the Upper Orchon, between the rivers
They were Christians. Their chief
Selinga and Kernlen.
Tughril received the title of Wang ("king ") from the (Manchu)
Emperor of Northern China for his services in 1198 against the
Naiman Turks of tlie regions of the Altai and Upper Irtish.
Chingiz also took part in this war, and his services were recognised by the title of Dai Ming, "high Brightness." For an
account of Prester John the name by which the Karait khans
were known in the west and the legends attached to him, se«
Howorth, i. cap. x. p. 584 sqq. (Gibbon, Decline and Fall, ed.
BuryS, vli. 2, n. 8).

territory

—
—

'

AsiA.—i. Otto of Freisingen

—

In
(1145).
appears as an Eastern
who had estabhsned a wide dominion
priest-king
in Central Asia.
This rests on the Chronicle of
Otto of Freisingen (vii. 33, sub anno 1145 [MGH
The bishop of Gabala (Jibul in Syria)
XX.]).
visited the papal court in 1145, and stated that not
many years before a certain John, king and priest,
who dwelt beyond Persia and Armenia, a Christian
but a Nestonan, had made war on the kings of
Media and Persia, the Samiard brothers, ana had
captured Ecbatana, the seat of their kingdom.
He had then marched to the relief of the Church
of Jerusalem, but was stopped at the Tigris.
He
was said to be one of the ancient race of the Magi,
solid
emerald.
and had a sceptre of
2. The letter of Prester John (i 165). —The letter
was presented by the ambassadors of Prester John
to the Greek emperor Manuel I. and the Western
emperor Frederick Barbarossa (Albericus, in
Chron. 1168).
In it Prester John, by the power and virtue of God and the
1.

1145 Prester John

first

'

Lord Jesus Christ King of Kings,' claims to be the greatest
monarch under heaven. He desires to visit the Holy Sepulchre,
and to fight against the enemies of the Cross. Seventy-two
kings were under his rule. His empire extended over the three
Indlas, including Farther India, where lay the body of St.

Thomas. In his dominions were the unclean nations whom
Alexander the Great walled up among the mountains of the
north, and who were to come forth in the latter days. Among
the marvels of his territory were monstrous ants that dug gold,
flsh that gave purple, the Fountain of Youth, pebbles that gave
When he went
light, the Sea of Sand, and the River of Stones.
forth to war, thirteen great crosses were borne before him, each
followed by 10,000 knights and 100,000 foot. His palace waa
built after the model of that erected by St. Thomas for the
Indian king Oondophoros. He was,'waited on by 7 kings and
365 dukes 12 archbishops sat on his' right hand, and 20 bishops
on his left, besides the patriarch of St. Thomas, the proto-pope
of the Sarmagantians, and the proto-pope of Susa, where the
;

royal residence was.

This letter enjoyed great popularity in the West.
Zarncke (Der Priester Johannes) refers to 100
MS copies of it, 8 in the British Museum, 10 in
Vienna, 13 in Paris, and 15 in Munich {EBr^^ xxii.
804

f.).

(1) The exaggerated style of the letter, the work of Nestorian
imagination, was an appeal speciallj' to the Byzantine court.

brilliant fStes and tournaments of Manuel i. were renowned
throughout Europe as the most magnificent spectacles of the
kind ever seen (G. Finlay, Hist, of the Byzantine and Greek
Empires, Edinburgh, 1854, ii. 179). There were also political

The

reasons for the reception given to the embassy. The Seljuk
Sultan of loonium, Khilidy-Arsl&n ii., wsiS consolidating his
power in Asia Minor, while the Greeks were steadily losing
ground during the reign of Manuel {ib. p. 234). The Latin
of Omad edprincipality of Edessa had fallen in 1144 to the arms
din Zengi, the atabeg, or ruler, of Mosul. His son, Nur ed-din
(1146-74), united the Muhammadan powers, added the kingdom
of Damascus to that of Aleppo, and waged a long and successful
war against the Christians of Syria. The Latins and Greeks
alike looked favourably at the promise of Christian help against
their foe (Gibbon, ch. lix.).
(2) The reference in the letter to Alexander the Great points to
the influence of the Alexander romance in the colouring of the
It arose in
story. This romance is attributed to Callisthenes.
Egypt about a.d. 200. It spread in Latin translations to the
These
and
versions
to
the
East.
and
in
Armenian
Sj'rian
West,
would be known to the Nestorian ministers of Prester John. It
became very popular in the West in the 12th cent, through the

PRESTER JOHN
epic of Alberich ot Besaugon and the Alexanderbuch of the
German Pfaffe Lamprecht (Chambers's Encycl., s.v. Alexander the Great ').
(3) Two further references in the letter witness to the Asiatic
ori^dn of the story. The Three Indias are traceable in the
The earliest
geographical conceptions of the 12th century.
MS of the Ravenna Cosnio/jraphj/, itself a work of the 7th cent.,
is of the 13th cent, (liavennatis Anon. Cosmogr.,e(i. M. Pinder
and 0. Parthey, Berlin, 1860), and ia the source of the Three
Indias (pp. 40, 44 f.).
(4) The reference to the Sea of Sand, taken in connexion with
the Three Indias, points to the Great Desert of Central Asia,
and not to the Sahara.
'

'

'

—

The

letter of Alexander III. (1177).
Alexander III. was in the midst of his quarrel with
Barbarossa when the embassy of Prester John was
3.

The reconciliation
by tlie emperors.
between them took place at Venice on 24th July
Alexander remained at Venice until Oct.
1177.
1177; it was there that he "ave audience to an
embassy from Prester John. Philip, a physician of
the papal court, had travelled to the Far East and
visited the court of Prester Jolin.
He had put
forward the claims of the Western Church and
had returned to Italy with letters from Prester
John to Alexander. These letters are lost, but
the letter from Alexander to Prester John is prereceived

served in several English Chronicles. The best text
that of J. Brompton (Pagi, Critica HistoricoChronologica, in Baronins, Annales Ecclesiastici, iv.
Prester John not only had asked for instruc650).
tion, but had requested to have a church in the city.
This was conceded to him, with the right of an
altar in the church of the Holy Sepulchre in Jerusalem [Chron. Joh. Brompton, ap. R. Twysden,
Hist, Angl. Scriptores X., London, 1652, col.
1132 f.). The letter was entrusted to Philippus,
who was commissioned to return to the East and
deliver it to Prester John.
is

—

The
4. The conquest of Jenghiz Khan (1202).
realm of Prester John was one of the first to fall
before the conquering hosts of Jenghiz Khan. It
was then ruled by his son David. Pagi gives three
authorities: (1) the CAj-ontc/e of W. de Nangiaco,
sub anno 1202 ; (2) Marinus Sanutus (lib. iii.
'Fidelium crucis,' pt. xiii. ch. iii.); and (3) the

older authority, Vmcentius Bellovacensis (Spec.
Hist. ch. Ixix.).
They agree in assigning a wide
dominion to Prester John before the conquest of
Jenghiz and Gibbon, on their testimony, states
'The boldest chieftains misjht tremble, when they beheld,
enchased in silver, the skull of the khan of the Keraites, who
under the name of Prester John had corresponded with the
Roman pontiff and the princes of Europe (ch. ixiv.).
5. The letter of Philip to Gregory IX. (1237).
On the death of Jenghiz Khan in 1227 his son,
Ogotai, was proclaimed Great Kiian, or emperor,
of the Moguls and Tatars.
In the year 1237 a long
report was received of the successful missions of
the Dominicans among the Jacobites and Nestorian
Christians in Asia.
Matthew Paris (Hist. Angl.,
;

:

'

—

sub anno 1237,
372) speaks of

ed.

W. Wats,

London,

1674," p.

it as 'jucundus rumor de Terra
report was sent to Gregory IX. by
Philip, provincial of the Dominicans in the Hoiy

Sancta.'

The

Land, and was forwarded by Godfrey, the papal
to
the
Dominicans throughout
England and France. William of Montferrat with
two others had studied the languages of Central
Asia, and had received a promise from the archbishop of the Nestorians to submit to the unity of
the Catholic Church. It is important to note, in
view of the African claim, that Friar Philip had
penitentiary,

sent also to the

patriarch of the Jacobites of

Egypt, who had made the like promise.
Paris adds

Matthew

:

'Huic subdita est minor India, Aethiopia et Lib3'a cum
Aegypto. Sed Aethiopes et Libyi non sunt subject! Saracenis.'
The realm of Prester John is not therefore in
Ethiopia, but in the Far East.
6.

The

report of Johannes e Piano Carpino
Matthew Paris between

(1246).— The annals of
VOL. X.
18

—
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1238 and 1245 record the ravages of the Tatar
hosts under Batu and the terror which
they
inspired in the West.
They were stayed at
Neustadt in Austria by the valour of the Franks.
In the winter of 1242 they withdrew to the east.
Tliis was in part due to the death of the Great

Khan Ogotai

son,

in 1241.

He was

succeeded by his

Kujuk.

Meanwliile the letter of Philip had stirred up

interest in the West, and the missions to the
Nestorians opened the way for missions to the
court of the Great Khan. This may also have
been favoured by the policy of the Venetians,
who were on good terms with the Mongols in the
Crimea (Bury's note to Gibbon, vii. 15, n. 42).
Johannes e Piano Carpino was present at the
enthronement of the new khan, and states that he
was well-atlected to Christianity and had many
Christians in ins service. Tliere was a Christian
chapel before his tent (Raynaldus, Ann. EccL, sub
tiie

anno

1245, xiii. 595).

The

mission of Friar Ascelinus (1247).— The
hostility of the otiier leaders is illustrated by the
mission of Friar Ascelinus to the Tatars of Persia.
He had an audience with the Khan Bajothnoy in
the Tatar camp. After sufl'ering much ignominy,
he returned with letters from Bajothnoy to the
7.

pope, Innocent IV.
8.

(16. xiii.

The Tatar embassy

642).

to Louis IX. (1248).—

The Tatar embassy to Louis IX. at Cyprus throws
much light on the position of the Great Khan and
his relations to Prester John and the Christians of
Central Asia. The embassy was sent by a Persian
khan named Ercalthay, who had been for
many

years a Christian, but was not of the roj'al blood.
David, the chief ambassador, had been baptized
the year before. The Great Khan of Tartary had
been baptized with his eighteen sons and manj' of
his magnates three years before (c. 1245).
The
king asked many questions of the ambassadors.
He was told that Ercalthay was anxious to join
hands with the Christians against the enemies of
the Cross, and that Bacho, the khan who had
insulted the ambassadors of Innocent IV. in Persia,
was a pagan and had Saracen councillors. They
also reported that Quiothay, the mother of the
present khan, was a daugnter of Prester John
(G. de Nangiaco, Gesta S.
Ludovici, ap. A.
Duchesne, Hist. Francorum Scriptores, Paris, 163649, V. 349, 354).

the
9. The mission of Rubruquis (1253).— In
narrative of Rubruquis the title of King John is
to
of
the
who
Kushlulc, king
assigned
Naimans,
had married the daughter of the last lineal
descendant of the Gur Khans. Kushluk was son
of a powerful king of the Naimans, whose name,
'

Ta- Yang-Khan,
Chinese.

is

'

precisely 'Great

It is evident that

King John' in
Rubruquis supposed

king of the Naimans to be the original of this
widely spread legend (Yule, EBr^^ xxii. 306*).
Bury says that a new edition of Rubruquis is
wanted. Gibbon (vii. 6) refers to the first volume
of Hakluyt.
Yule gives, among the chief points
in the narrative of Rubruquis, the relation between
the rulers of the Naimans and the Keraite khans
and the habit of exaggeration common among the
Nestorian writers.
ID. The journey of Marco Polo (c. 1270).— The
travels of Marco Polo brought him from Yarkand
past Cherchen and Lob Nor to Tenduc. This is
placed near the point where the Great Wall crosses
the north-east portion of the great bend of the
Hwangho. To the north and north-west lay the
country of the Keraites with their old capital of
Karakorum on the north edge of the desert of
Gobi, on the bank of the upper reach of the
Orchon river. It is here that he speaks of Prester
John, whose kingdom, though still ruled by a
this

PRBSTBR JOHN
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member of the same family, is tributary to the
Great Khan of Tartary {Travels, i. 64, ap, Pagi,
iv. 649).

mission of Johannes e Monte Corvino
Kujuk, the son of Ogotai, died in
He was succeeded by his cousins Mangu
1248.
and Khubilag, the grandsons of Jenehiz Khan.
On the death of Mangu in 1257 Khubilag became
the Great Khan, and on the conquest of N. China
removed the royal residence from Karakorum to
Peking (Cambaluc). It was here that Marco Polo
met him, and it was at his court that the Minorite
friar Johannes e Monte Corvino established his
mission-centre in the Far East. The letter written
to Clement v. in 1305 is valuable testimony to the
successors of Prester John and to the realm which
was still ruled by them as tributary to the Great
Khan (Rayualdus, sub anno 1305, xv. no. 19 f.).
The
12. The evidence from 1145 to 1305.
evidence for Prester John from Asiatic sources is
continuous for 160 years, and the report of the last

The

11.

(1292-1305).

—

—

writer points to the old capital of Karakorum as
being the seat in the early 14th cent, of the tributary kings of the dynasty. It is difficult, therefore,
in the face of this evidence, to follow Yule in his

statement
'

:

However vague may have been the

ideas of Pope Alexander
respecting tne geographical position of the potsutate whom
he addressed from Venice in 117 <, the only real person to whom
the letter can have been sent wai the king of Abyssinia. Let it
be obierved that the "honourable persons of the monarch's
kingdom" whom the leech Philip had met with in the East
must have been the representatives of some real power, and not
It must have been a real king who professed to
of a phantom.
desire reconciliation with the Catholic Church and the assignation of a church at Rome and of an altar at Jerusalem' (EBr^^
III.

xxii. 306b).

The Prester John of the 12th and 13th centuries
was not the king of Abyssinia, but the name by
which the Keraite khans were known in the West.
It would seem to have shrunk from the wide rule
of the Gur Khans in 12th cent, to the tributary
rule of the khan of Karakorum in the early 14tn
century.

The Tatar

mission from 1308 to 1370.—
(1) The work of Friar Johannes was recognized
by Clement V. in 1307 by the constitution of the
archiepiscopal see of Cambaluc (Raynaldus, sub
13.

anno

1307, no. 2Q).

In 1318 John XXII. took a further step in
the organization of the Church among the Tatars
by the founding of the archbishopric of Sultania
Sultania
for the empire of the Ilkhans of Persia.
was situated south-west of Resht on the
Caspian Sea, and north-west of Kazvin. Friar
Francus of Perugia, a Dominican, was appointed
His jurisdiction
to the see with six suffragans.
was to extend over Chagdo and India and Ethiopia
The juxtaposition of
(i6. sub anno 1318, no. 4).
India under the authority of the
Ethiopia and
of
importance in the
archbishop of Sultania is
development of the story of Prester John. It is to
the work of this mission-centre that the transposition of the story from India to Ethiopia may be
(2)

traceable.
states that it was the policy of the
to favour the frequent exchange of letters
and embassies to the Tatar khans as a check on
the encroachments of the Saracens (sub anno 1322,
no. 41).
(3)

West

Raynaldus

In 1326 Andreas de Perugia sends a report
of his work in the Far East to the Father Guardian
He states that, after many dangers
of Perugia.
by land and by sea, he reached Cambaluc in 1308,
and consecrated John as archbLshop. He stayed
there for five years. Gerard was appointed bishop
He was succeeded by Pereof Zaitun in J ukien.
on whose death in 1322 he himself became
frinus,
ishop of Zaitun. Four of the brothers were
martyred in India by the Saracens.
(4)

(5) Yule gives a further reference
John about the same year (1326)

to

Prester

:

Friar Odoric, about 1326, visited the country still ruled by
the prince whom he calls Prester John; "but," he says, "as
regards him, not one-hundredth part is true that is told of him'"
'

(££rii

xxii. 306^).

Johannes e Monte Corvino died in 1333.
John XX. appointed as his successor another
Minorite friar, Nicolaus. He wrote letters not
only to the Great Khan but also to Secede Chigista,
king of Corum, who may be a descendant of the
Georgius referred to in 1305 (Raynaldus, sub anno
(6)

1333, no. 35).
Urban v. in
(7) The last mission was in 1370.
this year appointed the Minorite friar Guillelmus
to the archiepiscopal see of Cambaluc.
There are
letters to the Great Khan and the people of Tar{ib. sub anno 1370, no. 91).

tary

The curtain then falls. The great conqueror
Timm* ascended the throne of Zagatai, and was
crowned at Balkh in April 1369 (Gibbon
Bury adds in a note to Gibbon

vii. 46).

:

As the Mongol power in China was overthrown about the
same time by the revolution which set the Ming dynasty on the
throne (a.d. 1370), this period marks a general decline of
Mongol influence in Asia {ib. vii. 68, n. 74).
The conquests of Timur meant the overthrow of
Christianity and the triumph of Islam in Central
Asia.
In the 15th cent, after the overII. Africa.
throw of the Christian missions in Asia by the
'

'

—

conquest of Timur and the consequent difficulties
of the land-routes to India, it seems that the
Indian traditions of Prester John filtered into
Europe through Aden and the African coasts of the
Red Sea. India, in the popular imagination, lay
behind and beyond Egypt and Ethiopia. But there
is evidence also in the 14th cent, that the same
tendency was taking place perhaps, as has been
suggested (I. 13 (2)), through the grouping of India
and Ethiopia under the jurisdiction of the archbishop of Sultania.

I. The
14th cent, evidence.— Yule definitely
states that the assertion of Ludolf in his History of
the Ethiopians, that the ascription of the title
Prester John to the Christian kings of Abyssinia
was an invention of the Portuguese, is a mistake.
He brings the following evidence to support his

statement
(1)

The

:

Yule gives

earliest witness that

is

Friar

Jordanus.
'Friar Jordanus "Catalani," who returned from the East
before 1328, speaks of the emperor, of the Ethiopians "quem
"'
V08 vocatis Prestre Johan
(£JSri^xxii. 306).

an example of the original source of confusion ? In 1330 John xxil. wrote to the Naacarines of S. India, commending to them the
Dominican friar Jordanus, whom he had consecrated bishop of Columbo, and the Dominican and
Minorite friars who were associated with him in
the mission. In a letter written the same year to
John of Core, archbishop-elect of Sultania, the
bishop of Columbo is referred to as one of his suffraIs this

gans (Raynaldus, sub anno 1331, nos.
(2)

Yule gives two witnesses

c.

51, 57).

1350.

aiJostolic legate in Asia, speaks of Ethiopia
are, and which is called the land of Prester
John. And a Spanish work of the same date by an anonymous
Franciscan states that the emperor 'Abdeselib, which means
" servant of the Cross," is a
protector of Preste Juan, who is the
is lord of many great
patriarch of Nubia and Ethiopia, and
lands, and many cities of Christians (Libra d«l conoeimiento
de- todos reynos, Madrid, 1877).

John Marignoli,
where the negroes

'

A

fourth witness is Simone Sigoli.
(3)
He visited Cairo in 1384, and speaks in his Viaggio al Monte
Sinai of 'Presto Giovanni' as a monarch dwelling in India,
but it is the India which is conterminous with the dominions of
the aoldan of B^ypt and whose lord is master of the Nile, to
close or open its discharge upon Egypt (SBrii xxii. 306»).
It is on this evidence that Yule states that the
title

'

'

Prester John had been used long before the
ceased to be attached to the descendants

name had

PRIDE
The juxtapowition
India and Ethiopia under the archbishop of
Sultania and the liltering in of Asiatic tradition
throuf^h Aden at the close of the 14th cent, appear
an adeijuate explanation of the dilliculty.
2. The Ethiopian embassies of 1441.— Eugenius
IV. in the previous year had sent tiie Minorite friar
Albert on a mission to reconcile the Jacobite
Christians of Ethiopia. In 1441 Andrew, abbot of
St. Antony, and I'eter the Deacon were sent to
Italy as ambassadors to the pope on behalf of
Con.stantine, king of the Ethiopians. They were
receive<l at the Council of Florence, and a form of
union' was agreed upon. They then went to
Rome with a letter of introduction to the canons
and chapter of St. Peter's to allow them to see the
Veronica. In this letter the title of Prester John
is given to the emperor (Raynaldus, sub anno 1441,
In the same j'ear another embassy from
no. 2).
the Ethiopians was convej'cd to Italy by Angelus
Maurocenus. On their return Eugenius IV. gave
to them a letter of commendation in which he
again used the title (ib.).
On the occasion of these missions an oration was
made before the council by the abbot Nicodemus,
who presided over the Ethiopians residing in Jerusalem. In his address he alludes to the remoteness
of their country as almost beyond belief, and distinctly asserts that their separation from Rome is
due not only to this, but to the negligence of the
jwpes for 800 years (16. no. 3).
3. The map of Fra Mauro (1459).— Yule states :
From the 14th century onwards Prester John had found his
of the kinj^s of the Keraites.

of
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not corresjMjnd with

Ethiopia did

the

Prester

John

of history in dominion, in name, or in ))riestly
office, and Petreius in India found the tradition of

the Prester John whose power had ended with the
Mongol conquests. But the 15th cent, in Spain
and Portugal was an age of romance, and the fable
of popular imagination triumphed over the facta
discovered by the travellers of 1486. In Portuguese writings of the last years of the 15th cent,
and the opening years of the 16th cent, the history
of Ethiopia and Abyssinia is the story of Prester
John. He is synonymous with the emperor of

'

'

seat in Abyssinia. It is there that Fra Mauro's great map
"
Qui il Preste Janni
(1459) presents a fine city with the rubric,
fa resideiitia principal"' (£^rii xxii. 306b).

The Roman

diary of Jacobus Volterranus
(sub anno 1481). Raynaldus refers to a mission to
the Roman court under Sixtus iv. in 1481, on the
authority of the journal of Volterranus. He speaks
of it as a mission from Ethiopia, but says that the
writer gives to Prester John the title of King of
India' (Raynaldus, xix., sub anno 1481, no. 40 f.).
in the
Muratori publishes the DUiriuin from a
There is nothing in the MS
library of Ferrara.
to indicate the country represented by the mission,
no mention either of India or of Ethiopia. There
which may
however, a lacuna in the
is,
betoken some doubt in the writer. The brief
record shows the interest aroused in Rome by the
strange character of £he mission (Jacobi Volterrani
4.

—

'

MS

MS

Diarium Eomanum, sub anno

ap. L. A.
Muratori, Rer. Ital. Script., Milan, 1723-51, xxiii.
1481,

156).

The

quest of Prester John (i486).— John 11.
made many attempts to get into communication with Prester John, hoping to form an
alliance with him.
Among other missions is that
of 1486 entrusted to Alphonsus Paiua and Johannes
Petreius. They travelled as merchants and at
last reached Aden.
There they heard of a Christian king in Ethiopia, but had doubts as to his
identity, because they had been instructed that
Prester John was a Christian king of India. It is
clear from this doubt that the Asiatic tradition of
Prester John still maintained its hold among the
more educated circles in the West. To solve this
doubt they thought it best to separate. Petreius
sailed to India and left Paiua to await him in
Egypt. The quest of Petreius was successful. He
found among the Nestorians of S. India the tradition of the Prester John whose power had been overthrown by the Mongols (Rajmaldus, sub anno 1486,
5.

of Portugal

no. 67)

—

6. Prester John of Ethiopia (c. 1500).
The quest
of 14SG proves that in 1486 positive and negative
evidence alike pointed to Prester John of Asia.
The two travellers asserted that the king of

Ethiopia.
7, Christopher Marlov/e (1587),— In the earliest
English draniii when Prester John takes his place
in English literature he is Prester John of Airica,
In the second i)art of Marlowe's
not of Asia.
Tamburlaine the Great, Techelles, king of Fez,
relating his conquests to Tamburlaine, says :
'

And I have marched along the river Nile
To Machda, where the mijfhty Christian priest,
Called John the Great, site in a milk-white rob«.
Whose trijile initro I did take by force,
And made him Hwear obedience to my crown
'

(pt.

ii.

act

i.

»c. 3).

The

drier facts of history have to stoop at times to
jNIarlowe haa
the romantic claim of literature.
his authority to the African story, and the
given
Prester John of literature still lives as an African
priest-king in John Buchan's romance of Prester

John (London,

1910).
GibboH, Hist, of the Decline and Fall 0/
ed. J. B. Bury2, London, 1900-04, v. 149,
vii. 2, 15
C. Baronius, Annaleg Ecclesiastiei, 12 vols., Rome,
O.
1588-1607;
Raynaldus, Annates Ecchsiattici, 9 vols., do.
164ft-77
A. Pagi, Critiea Hiiturico-Chronologiea, in BaroniuB ;
H. Yule, Cathay and the Way Thither, 2 vols., London, IdWJ,
and in EBr^^ F. Zarncke, Der Priester Johannes, Leipzig,
1876-79 G. Oppert, Der Presbyter Johannes in Sage und
M. P. d'Avezac, Recueil de voyage*
Gcsehiehte'', Berlin, 1870
et de mdmoires pitblie par la Soo. de Giogr. iv. [Paris, \^S>\
547-564; H. Howorth, i/is(. o/tA* J/an.'/oi*-, London, 1876-88, i.
LiTERATiRB.

thi

— E.

Roman Empire,
;

;

;

;

;

Thomas Babns.

PRIDE. — Asa

self-regarding passion or sentiis associated in popular
ment
with
several
related qualities of the selfish
speech
disposition such as arrogance, conceit, vanity, and
egotism. Conceit or self-conceit is an exaggerated
form of self-satisfaction ; arrogance is an attitude
of presumption manife6t€d in temper and act and
calculated to arouse resentment or disgust in
others ; vanity, as a showing off of one's supposed
superiority, seeks the praise or good opinion of the
world and egotism is a habit of self -consciousness
or self-regard which affects mind, manner, and
speech, as in the case of the hero of George
Meredith's Egoist, while the same writer's portraiture of Alvan in the Tragic Comedians is an
exposure of vanity. On the other hand, in pride
there is frequently no idea of a comparison or comPride is a
petition with the rest of the world.
habit of self-isolation or conscious independence, a
perversity of will which is indifferent to the opinions
and favours of others. It repudiates all idea
of obligation.
Cf. the hero of Scott's Bride of
Lammermoor as a typical example.
of self-love, pride

;

'Pride, unlike vanity, does not involve belief in one's own
superiority to others. "The most deeply rooted pride may be

connected merely with the conception of independence or
equality and may be manifested mainly by a refusal to accept
favours or to be under an obligation (see DPhP iL 339, s.v.
'

'

Pride

').

The

distinction between arrogance and pride
be illustrated
by the phrase, toujours arrogant, jamais fier,' which has been applied to the
demeanour of the Prussian officers in defeat (see
Times Literary Supplevient, no. 740 [23rd March,
d^hier
1916], p. 135, quoting G. Lendtre, Prussiens
et de toujours, rQx\s,\^\^).
Again, pride as a self-regarding sentiment \»
to be ditferenriated (cf. \V. McDougall, Introd. to
Social Psychology^ ^. 191 f.) from 'self-respect'

may

'

PRIDE
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by the

fact that the latter is susceptible to the
pressure of outside opinion or authority. Pride,

on the other hand, is without this negative selffeeling, and, as a law unto itself, lives on the deference and admiration of others, while at the same
time it is indifferent to moral praise or blame.
One of its worst features is indifference to the
sufferings of others (cf. J. S. Mill, Essay on Liberty,
London, 1859, ch. v., who speaks of 'the pride
which derives satisfaction from the abasement of
It is self-love opposed to due respect for
others').
humanity and based on a tixed sentiment of satisfaction with one's qualities, actions, views, powers,

and reputation.

It is capable of
verdict of others coincides with
its own preconception and of resentment when this
is otherwise.
But it is of the essence of pride to
be moved by scorn or ridicule rather than by moral
censure.
Pride desires from others an honour it refuses to them and
shows, therefore, a spirit which is really abject and mean'
(E. Caird, The Critical Philosophy of Kant, ii. 391).
There is a pride of race, a pride of birth, a pride
of position ; a pride of
goodness, a pride of evil ; a
pride of ignorance, a pnde of learning ; a pride of
eccentricity, a pride of conventionality, and so
forth.
The forms of self-satisfaction are innumerable. On the one hand, we have Sir Percivale
in Tennyson's Idylls of the King (see The Holy
Grail ^) exhibiting the pride of monastic repression and holiness, to which the highest vision is
denied ; and at the other extreme in R. L. Stevenson's Master of Ballantrae, the hero personifying
the pride of wickedness as a man who ' entirely loved
all the parts and properties of himself
a sort of

social

elation

status,

when the

'

:

imbecility which almost necessarily attends on
wickedness' (ch. ix.).
It may be useful to classify chronologically the
treatment of pride and to discuss its place in
ethical thought.
I. In
In
Aristotle's
pre-Christian ethics.
famous characterization of the high-minded man
(lj.iya\6^vxos) in the Nic. Ethics (iv. 3, ed. Grant)
we have a species of pride described as inseparable
from this type of excellence. The high-minded
man is not only worthy of great things, but holds
himself to be worthy of them. His estimate of his
own merits is independent of the verdict of others.
If he holds himself to be worthy of great things
when actually unworthy of them, he is vain
(xaOvos), while he who underestimates his own
worth is mean-spirited. High-mindedness, then,
is a mean between vanity and want of spirit.
It
is, in fact, a lofty type of pride which is its own star.
It is without the sense of duty or moral obligation.
Its motive is honour (n/xij) and it owes
nothing to the instinctive sense of right. External
honour is the best thing that the world can give to
the high-minded man. He is glad to confer a
If he does
benefit, but ashamed to receive one.
r-eceive a benefit, he will wipe it out by doing a
he
will
those
whom
remember
he has
greater ;
benefited, but not those by whom he has been
benefited
he will be in want of no one
he
will serve any readily ; he will be proud (M^7as) to
the great and prosperous, and lenient towards the
lowly. He will not aim at the common objects of
ambition ; only for great honour or deeds will he
strive ; he will be open in friendship and hatred,
disdaining timid concealment, contemptuously
straightforward, really truthful, but reserved and
ironical towards the common people.
Indifferent
to the praise and censure of others, he will bear
no malice and be no gossip. On the whole, vanity
is better than mean-spiritedness, which is to be
condemned for its lack of energy. Aristotle men-

—

;

1

Of.

;

the lines beginning
'
O son, thou hast not true humility,
virtue,

mother

of

them

—

subtle than the peculiar self-consciousness
described by Aristotle in the above picture and
more familiar to the Greek mind.
has its root in want of reverence and
Insolence or v/3pis
want of self-Ijnowledge
[and] is the expression of a selfcentred will recognising no power outside itaelf, and knowing
no law but its own impulses.
This Insolence in the Greek
tragedy is the deepest source of moral evil. ... It is opposed
to both aiSuJs and eroxfipoo-vi'j} (S. H. Butcher, Some Aspects of
less

'

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

'

the Greek Genius^,

London, 190i,

p. 109).

In the Antigone of Sophocles the tragedy centres
in the V^pis of Creon, the author of a cruel and stern
decree which outrages the laws of humanity and
results in the sacrifice of Antigone, who defies the
decree at the bidding of sisterly love while in the
Prometheus Vinctus of ^schylus it is the v^pis of
revolt or self-assertion of the human intellect
against the supreme deity.
Theophrastus of Eresus (374-287 B.C.), the successor of Aristotle as the head of tlie Lyceum, gives
us in his Characters a picture of the vireprjcpapo;, or
arrogant man, defining arrogance as a certain
scorn for all the world beside oneself.'^ In the
Stoic and Epicurean ethics there appears to be no
distinctive treatment of the passion of pride as
such. But the moral independence of the Stoic
;

'

sage, his avrdpKeia (see art. CONTENTMENT) and his
equality with Zeus in all but non-essentials (cf.
Seneca, de Prov. 1) indirectly illustrate the defects of the self-regarding temperament.
On the
other hand, the tendency of Epicurean ethics
favoured the cultivation of the social virtues and
helped to tone down the exclusiveness of ancient
manners by its emphasis on friendliness, beneficence, and gratitude.
In the OT, especially in the Wisdom literature,
we find frequent condemnations of pride in the
sense of self-exaltation as manifested by the wicked
or foolish (cf. Pr 11* 13^» 14^ le^^ 29-"), while the

prophets inveigh against national pride

— the

pre-

^sumptuous and scornful sense of power (cf. Is 2"*
16«, Jer I3» 4829, Zee 9« 10"), though the context
occasionally suggests mere excellency or greatness' Avithout the implications of moral defect.
In the later Wisdom literature the warning against
'

*

'

recurs (see esp. the essay in Sir 10^'*).
PerEride
aps, however, the evil of pride is most clearly
revealed in the character of outstanding individuals
like Saul, Absalom, Joab, Rabshakeh, and others.

As

J.

H.

Newman

J

says,

temptation and his fall consisted in a certain perverseness of mind, founded on some obscure feelings of selfimportance, very commonly observable in human nature, and
sometimes called pride (Oxford University Sermons, new ed.,
'
London, 1890, serm. Wilfulness, the Sin of Saul,' p. 158).
'[Saul's]

'

—

2. In Christian ethics, early and mediaeval.
The
Christian ethic shows a great advance on the
highest Greek thought in its valuation of such
virtues as humility, meekness, and reasonableness.
The NT conception of love in association with the
doctrine of the divine Fatherhood and in its
supreme revelation of the humanity of Christ
gave a new signilicance to the moral defectiveness
In 1 Co 13^ love is stated to be free from
of pride.
both arrogance and self-conceit. In Ro l**" we find

proud speech, and vireprjcpavla, vainglorious disposition, classed among the sins of
paganism ; but it is in the human character of
Jesus as one who did 'not strive nor cry,' as
'meek and lowly of heart,' that we find a fresh and
unique criterion of the sin of pride. Christianity
is the apotheosis of self-surrender ; and the Christian character cultivates an outlook upon the world
entirely free from 'the pride of life' (1 Jn 2^^) or
dXafoveia, or

1 La
Bruyfere renders wn«pij</)a»'oi by 'un homme fler
cf. Les Caractires
superbe,' entitling the section De I'Orgueil

:

The highest

tions one thing that will provoke the resentment
of the fjLfyaXSxj/vxos, and that is vjSpis calculated, if
This is a form of pride much
irrational, insolence.

'

'

;

all.'

ou

les

moeurs de

ce siicle, Paris, 1688.

PRIDE
the valuation of earthly possessions which disregards their transiency and insutKciency. Jesus
is no respecter of persons, condemns the Jewish
self-righteousness (cf. the parable of the Pharisee
and the Publican) and exclusiveness, has no
sympathy with the national prejudice against
Samaritans, and in His conception of the brotherhood of mankind invests the claims and rights of
The soul of
one's neighbour v.ith a new dignity.
the individual has an intrinsic and eternal worth.
Hence His emphasis on tlie laws of mercy and
forgiveness, which are the foundation of His ethical
teaching. His inculcation of iirielKfia, or a gentle
reasonableness, His eulogy of the poor in spirit'
and of the voluntary surrender of power. His proclamation of self-repudiation as tlie condition of
moral greatness, His warnings against self-assertion
and self-advertisement. Pride is obviously a contradiction of the Christian ideal of unselKshness
and stands condemned by the general spirit of the
Christian ethic as well as by its positive precepts.
So deeplj' had these aspects of the teaching of
Christ and His followers sunk into the consciousness of Christendom that Dante gives pride the
Earlier than Dante,
first place in his seven sins.
Augustine had defined the unpardonable sin as
a state of mind consisting of a desperate and
impious obstination in sin, with a proud refusal to
humble oneself before God (Epistolce ad Romanos
'

'

'

Inchoata Expositio, § 23, quoted in W. Montgomerj', St. Augustine, London, 1914, p. 198).
Moreover, he had linked superbia with voluptas
and curiositas in his analysis of the causes of sin
But Dante derived his 'moral
{Conf. X. 36).
topography from the Stimina Totius Theologice of
'

Thomas Aquinas (see Summa,
5-8), who regarded pride as

II.

ii.

qu. 162, artt.

a mortal sin and,
further, as the first and most serious of all the
sins.
It is the first sin because every kind of sin
springs from it, and the most serious because it
involves non-subjection to God. It is most difficult to avoid because it takes occasion from our
very virtues, so that some people are proud of their
very humility. In art. 7 he asserts
'Aversio a Deo quae foriualiter complet rationem peccati,
:

pertinet ad superbiam per
quent!.

se,

ad

alia

'

autem peccata ex conse-

Dante classes pride with envy and anger as sins
of the spirit, and again follows his master in tracto that disordered love from which all moral
In the first terrace [Purg. x.-xii.)
Dante meets with those who represent respectively
the pride of birth, the pride of intellect, and the
pride of dominion. They are depicted as being

ing

evil

it

flows. ^

down by terrible weights and reciting a
paraphrase of the Lord's Prayer for themselves
and those whom they have left behind on earth.
Others follow, dra^vn from mj'thology and history,
sacred and secular. The poet describes them as
sick in mental vision, putting trust in backward
steps, and, in spite of their soaring thoughts,
but insects and worms. Celestial voices chant,
Beati pauperes spiritu,' the sin of pride is expiated,
and Dante passes on his upward way.
Pride in its many phases
3, In modern ethics.
is naturally a theme for moral reflexion, and it
finds a place in the discourses of the essayists from
Montaigne onwards. Montaigne (see Essayes, tr.
J. Florio, London, 1603, bk. ii. 17, bk. iii. 9) has
disquisitions on
Vanitie,'
Presumption and
while Bacon treats of 'Vain-glory' in his 54th
The
translators
or
imitators
of
essay.
English
Theophrastus, such as Joseph Hall (Characters of
Vertuesand Vices, London, 1608), Thomas Overbury
Characters or Witty Descriptions of the Properties
of Sundry Persons, do. 1614), and John Earle

pressed

'

—

'

'

*

(

1

See Aquinas,

loe.

eit.

6

art.

contrariatur dilectioni divinae
112-118

'

;

'

:

Superbia semper quidem
cf. Dante, Purg. xvii.

and
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[Microcosinoyraphie, do. 1628, *1633), with the exception of the last-named, are not wholly successful as analysts of human nature.
Overbury, e.g., in his chapter on A Proud Man has confused
'

the characteristics of Haughtiness and Vanity ^¥hich could hardly
exist in such a union as he depicts '(see preface to Theophrastus,
Characters, tr. K. C. Jebb, new ed. by J. E. Sandys).

Of the English ethical philosophers, Hobbes is the

moral value to pride. He reas an ott'ence against the lawesof Nature,'
which are immutable and eternal (Leviathan, xv.).

first

to give a special

gards

'

it

'

'

He

repeats this in a subsequent chapter (xvii.)

:

'The lawes of Nature (as Justice, Equity, Modesty, Mercy
and (in sunime) doing to others as wee would be done to, of
themselves, without the Terrour of some Power to cause them
to be observed, are contrary to our Naturall Passions, that
carry us to Partiality, Pride, Revenge and the like.'
'

But Hobbes's psychological egoism was rejected
by Shaftesbury, who sought to establish a harmony
'

or balance of the various impulses or all'ections as
conducive alike to private and social good. In his
Inquiry concerning Virtue or Merit he states
If there be found in any creature a more than ordinary selfconcernment or regard to private good, which is inconsistent
with the interest of the species or public, this must in every
respect be esteemed an ill and vicious appetite, and this is wha(
we commonly call selflshnese and disapprove so much in whatever creature we happen to discover it (Characteristics, 2 vols.,
:

'

'

ed. J.

M. Robertson, London, 1900,

Pride would naturally

1.

248).

fall into his class of

'

self-

'

self-passions' which, while aiming
at private good, become harmful to society at the
point where they are harmful to the individual.
Butler follows Shaftesbury in recognizing the
general good as the aim of conduct, but clearly
regards 'reasonable self-love and conscience' as
the chief regulative principles of human nature.
Where self-love and conscience are in conflict, the
obligation of duty has to supersede that of selfinterest.
Pride therefore, as a natural or deliberate form of self-love, falls under the condemnation
of conscience as being opposed to the happiness of
But there is no detailed analysis of pride
society.
in these writers comparable with the study of it in
David Hume's Treatise of
Nature (ed. L.
A. Selby-Bigge*, Oxford, 1896 ; see bk. ii., Of the
ailections' or

Human

'

He calls pride an
Passions,' pt. i. § ii. p. 277 f.).
'indirect passion i.e., it proceeds from tlie same
principles as the direct passions (such as desire,

—

'

aversion, grief, joy, fear, etc.), but by conjunction
of other qualities.
The indirect passions have the
same object, namely self, which is not their cause.
For the cause we have to distinguish between

quality and subject, the latter being something
related to us e.g. in a beautiful house beauty is
the quality and house the subject which must be
our property or contrivance. In such passions as
;

,

pride in country, in friends, in family, in riches,
etc., the relations of contiguity and causation are
consePride is a pleasant feeling
required.
quently it is derived from the double relation of
Hume further suggests
impressions and ideas.
that the transition from pride to love is not so
easy as that from love to pride. He finds in contempt or scorn (see art. Contempt) so strong a
tincture of pride that hardly any other passion is
discernible ; whereas in esteem or respect love and
humility are the prominent ingredients. Finally,
he asserts that nothing invigorates and exalts the
;

mind equally with pride and

vanity.

It is to be

noted that the psychological analysis of the

aflec-

had also engaged the attention of Hume's
predecessor, Francis Hutcheson, who had divided
the aftections into the 'calm' (or extensive) and
tions

the 'turbulent' (or narrow).
of philosophy represented by

The

Scottish school

Dugald Stewart and
Thomas Bro%vn continued the study. The latter,
in his Lectures on the Philosophy of the Human
Mind, arranged the emotions under the heads of
The
immediate, retrospective, and prospective.
first he subdivided into those passions which do
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not involve moral affections, such as wonder,
melancholy, etc., and those which are distinctive
of virtue and vice, such as love and hate, pride
and humility. It is clear from a study of the
history of ethical thought that the individual
treatment of the affections is coloured by the
philosopher's ethical standpoint, whether utilitarian or intuitional.
The hedonistic ethic of
Hume, e.g., is in violent contrast with the Kantian
ends
that
the
at
which duty has to aim
theory
exclude all consideration of personal happiness a
theory which has powerfully influenced all subsequent schools of thought, Hegelian, neo-Hegelian,

—

and Pragmatist alike.
Kant places all inclinations and desires under the single term 'selfregard,' distinguishing between philaulia, excessive fondness for oneself, and arrogantia, satisfaction with oneself (see

Pride ').
It remains to add that in most of the
^eat
modem dramas of the soul pride has a prominent
place as a passion destructive of the moral order.
Both the Satan of Milton's Paradise Lost and the
Mephistopheles of Goethe's Faust are incarnations
under difi'erent phases of the pride of the evil will,
the former taking the form of an obstinate hostility to good which will not brook defeat, the latter
that of a conscious versatility in evil suggestion
which is utterly scornful of the weakness of its
instruments. If we pass from dramatic creation
to actual history, we shall be reminded of the
popular estimate of the character of Napoleon as
one who was the embodiment par excellence in
modern times of Dante's pride of dominion. Nor
can it be denied that, as the result of scientific

DPhP,

s.v.

'

(Primitive)

progress and our increasing control of the forces of
nature, a pride of efficiency has developed in the
civilized nations.
Pre-eminently is this the case
with Germany, whose consciousness of power,
fostered by tlie philosophies of Nietzsche and
Treitschke on the intellectual side and on the
material side by an era of unexampled prosperity,
is at the root of the militarism which
plunged
Scientific efficiency
Europe into war in 1914.
need not be divorced from ethics but the progress
;

of the

war has shown that

civilization is

no

safe-

guard against a recrudescence of barbarism when
pride of power dominates the ideals of a nation.
To sum up, pride, whether in an individual or in a
nation, is an anti-social passion which disregards
the rights of humanity,

—

DPhP
DAC

LiTERATURB. There is a useful art. s.v. in the
(see
under ' Emotion and Feeling," vol. iii. pt. ii.
for an
p. 1040 ff.), and reference may be made to the
article on pride as treated in early Christian literature.
The
following works, some of which have been quoted in the course
of the art., may be consulted : A. Grant, The Ethics o/

also biblio^aphy

AristotW^, 2 vols., London, 1860 ; Theophrastus, Characters, tr.
R. C. Jebb, London, 1870, new ed. by J. E. Sandys, do. 1909;
Totius Theologiae ; E. G. Gardner,
Dante^, l^ndon, 1903 W. Boyd Carpenter, The Spiritual Message of DanU, do. 1914 ; J. Butler, Fifteen, Sermons Preached
at the Rolls Chapel (esp. x. Upon Self-Deceit')i do. 1726 ; Lord
Shaftesbury, Inquiry concerning Virtue or Merit, do. 1711 ;
F. Hutcheson, An Essay on the Nature and Conduct of th«
Passions and Affections, do. 1728 ; D. Hume, A Treatise of
Human Nature, 3 vols., do. 1739-40 ; D. Stewart, The Philosophy of the Active and Moral Powers of Man, 2 vols.,
Edinburgh, 1828; T. Brown, Lectures on the Philosophy of the
Human Mind, 4 vols., do. 1820 L Kant, Kritik der praktischen
Vernunft, Riga, 1788, tr. T. K. Abbott, London, 1879 E.
Caird, The Critical Philosophy of Kant, Glasgow, 1889, esp.
bk. ii. oh. vii. p. 390 f.; W. McDougall, Introd. to Social

Thomas Aquinas, Sumina
;

'

;

;

Psychology^, London, 1912.
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Primitive (G.

Landtman),

Iranian (E. Edwards), p. 319.
(H. Hirschfeld), p. 322.

p. 278.

Babylonian (T. G. Pinches), p. 284.
Buddhist (A. S. Geden), p. 288.
Chinese (H. J. T. Johnson), p. 290.
Christian.— See Ministry.
Egyptian (A. M. Blackman), p. 293.
Greek (W. J. Woodhouse), p. 302.
Hebrew (H. P. Smith), p. 307.
Hindu (A. B. Keith), p. 311.
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iewish
Mexican

Spence),

p. 325.

vol.

ii.

p.

42

f.

Ugro-Finnish (U. Holmbero),

(Primitive).

—

Priesthood among uncivilized races includes not
only the priests proper, who conduct the religious
rites and communicate with the gods, but also
magicians, sorcerert, etc., who practise magic, i.e.
utifize impersonal supernatural forces acting in
accordance with certain fixed rules, 'Priests' or
magicians of some kind or other appear among
all peoples of whom we have adequate knowledge,
and also among those of a very rude type (Australians, Bushmen, Hottentots, Andaman Islanders,
The origin of priestVeddas, Fuegians, etc.).
hood therefore goes back to a very early stage of
social evolution
the first indications of a priest's
or sorcerer's office can be traced back almost to the
very origin of religious and magical practices.
When comparing the origin of priesthood with
that of social ranks generally, we become aware
that priests and sorcerers everywhere differ from
the mass of the population at an earlier period of
culture than any of the lay classes priests and
sorcerers are, as a rule, found among all peoples,
whereas among a number of peoples at a low stage
'

'

(L.

Muhammadan (D. S. Margoliouth), p. 325.
Roman (G. J. Laing), p. 325.
Teutonic and Slavic— See Aryan Religion,

;

:

development no distinction whatever of social
ranks exists.
I. The need of mediators with the supernatural
world.
Priesthood, broadly speaking, owes its
origin to the universal need felt by mankind of

p. 335.

all peoples the belief exists that, under
certain circumstances, advantages of some kind or
other are obtainable from the supernatural world.
Man endeavours to influence by propitiation the
powers which govern the universe, or to control
the course of events by magical means. Not all
the benefits supposed to be obtainable in either of
these ways consist of positive blessings ; on the
contrary, they may in the first place imply the
prevention of an evil. The desire for guidance in
these matters lias given rise to the various kinds

Among

of religious

and magical practitioners among savage

peoples who are to be considered as pioneers of an
organized priesthood. But even among civilized
peoples surviving traces of the same need charIn spite
acterize the authority of the priesthood.
of the universal belief in the existence of more or
less infallible means of influencing fortune, certain
persons are, as a rule, supposed to possess greater
knowledge and power than others to secure the
proper results. These appear to us in the form of
priests

In

and magicians.

many

cases savages think themselves unable

communicate directly with the gods.

Acknow-

of

to

superhuman assistance

ledging
inferiority in this respect, they
regard the priests as the only mediators between
them and the supreme powers. The priests are
their only protectors without them the ignorant
population would be abandoned to the misfortunes

—

in

the

struggle of

life.

their

;
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from witcharising from the anger of the gods or
craft (instances from the Kalirs, some American
Indians, Eskimos).
The principal duty of the priests is to administer,
or give adviie as to, the worsliip of the gods. As
all gods do not stand in the same relation to men,
the assistance of the priests must often be called
in to point out the special deities to whom the
people should otfer their .sacrifices. Very generally
the gods are believed to bear ill-will to men, and
tlierefore it is aKso the duty of the priests to give
It is all the
directions as to the proper ofierings.
more necessary to know how to please the gods, as
they are among certain peoples held to be very
particular about the form of prayer and sacrifice
(tribes in E. Russia and Siberia, Lapps, natives of
Nias).
In short, the need of priests appears in the most
various respects
they are required to influence
the wind and rain, to cause gooa growth, to ensure
success in hunting and fishing, to cure illness, to
foretell the future, to work harm upon enemies,
:

etc.

types of priests.—The worship of
confined, as a rule, to the kindred
first place to the separate
group, and in the
families.
Owing to the exclusive character of
ancestral gods in this respect, a regular priesthood,
in the sense of universally acknowledged mediators
with the gods, hardly occurs on the basis of mere
family-worship. The authority of that member of
the family who conducts the worship for his nearest
relatives does not extend beyond the group worshipping the god to whom he is related, viz. the

The first
deified men is
2.

family

itself.

Deification of ancestors, however, is not confined
Whole tribes also frequently worship
to families.
the spirits of departed men, but in such cases the
ancestral gods tend, in a way, to amalgamate with
other classes of generally worshipped deities.
Whilst ancestor - worship originally tends to
centralize the cult within families, or kindred

groups, no such tendency is manifested by worship
of gods in nature.
Depending on the more or less

general occurrence of the

phenomena which give

gods or nature, such gods are
within larger or smaller
likely to be worshipped
divisions of mankind, with little or no precedence
given to certain kindred groups. Therefore the
origin of Hie priesthood connected with the gods
of nature is not influenced by any regard to family
These two forms of religion, however, are
ties.
intermingled to a very great extent among most
rise to the belief in

peoples.

In the earliest history of cult no proper priestAlthough various kinds of priestly
practitioners belong to a very early period of
religious evolution, all conclusions point to the
rule that originally everybody invoked the gods
each for himself. Cult therefore existed in some
form or other before there were any professional
men entrusted with the duty of conducting the
different religious observances.
Among some
peoples every individual still performs his religious
or magical rites for himself without the assistance
of professional priests (certain Papuans, Melanesians, Australians, and many more).
Among the people who in the early ages
attempted to interpret the wishes of the gods and
practise magical art the more expert who managed
to gain the confidence of their fellow-tribesmen
seem, in the course of evolution, to have attained
a certain pre-eminence. Some men, more fortunate
and more cunning in their predictions, acquired a
local celebrity in the art
such men would soon be
consulted by their neighbours, pupils or apprentices
would be attached to them, and thus would be
gradually formed a special class, which would

hood existed.

;
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assume the functions of intermediaries between
the people and the gods.
Witliin the .separate families, in which, as has
been pointed out, ancestral gods are particularly
worshipped, one member is generally invested with
the duty of sacrificing for the whole family. As a
rule, the priestly functions are put into the hands
of the paterfamilias, and the reason seems to be
that he is the oldest and most experienced male
member of the family, who is generally believed to
stand in closer communication with the ancestors
than the other memliers (tribes in India, Africa,
Sometimes the oldest female
and Polynesia).
member of the family may also officiate as priest
(Serers in W. Africa).
Among the Barais in India
the deities are worshipped only by that member of
the family who is under the influence of the special
divinity a fact shown by his getting into a state

—

Among some
ecstasy and uttering oracle«.
lower Dravidian tribes the family-worship is conducted either by the head of the household or by
In the
the .son-in-law or the brother-in-law.
of

Tarawa and Apamama

islands, of the Kingsmill
group, every family that has a tutelary divinity
has also a priest whose offic-e may be filled by any
young man of free birth able to recite prayers.
As regards the first appearance of priests, we can
distinguish among some peoples certain classes of
men who, owing to their unmistakable priestly
affinities, seem to be forerunners of a regular

priesthood.

of
(1) One group
persons who occasionally
exercise priestly functions without being priests
are those who, when in a state of ecstasy, are
believed to be inspired by the gods. During their
convulsive fits such persons are sometimes interrogated by the people as to the will of the gods,
future events, etc., and the gods are believed to
speak through them. These ecstatic individuals
thus act as mediators with the supreme powers
From the idea
(peoples in India and Polynesia).
of occasional inspiration it is an easy step to the
conviction that certain persons are able to put
themselves into communication with the gods

whenever they like. On the whole, facts show
that in the early ages of priesthood men often
retain the office only for a specified time or with
intermissions.
Among some rude tribes, we are
told, the priests take up their office and leave it,
as they like (Todas, Khotas, Bodos and Dhim&ls,
Dophlfts,
(2)

Munda

Kols).

Another beginning
'

of priesthood
'

may

be seen

in the observance of sacred places or other kinds
of sanctuaries which, for some reason or other, are
held in high veneration by the peoples in the

neighbourhood. As a rule, they are thought to be
the abodes of a god, and the men charged with
guarding the sacred rooms naturally tend to
become mediators between the people and these
gods (Gonds in India, natives in Madagascar and
Yap, certain Arabs, certain priests in ancient
Greece).

(3) We have further to regard as a kind of foreninners to a regular priesthood the holy men
who, without being real priests, exercise a certain
This
religious authority among some peoples.
class of men make
themselves renowned by
occasional miracles, or acquire the religious
veneration of the people by their eccentric habits
'

(Muhammadan

'

peoples).

In early stages of cult the rites are naturally
very simple, and consequently almost any one is
able to undertake the performance of the priestly
functions.
In general a simple cult and a superseem to go
ficially-instructed, mutable priesthood
one is
together. And it is clear that, where every
qualified to assume the priestly office, priesthood
as such is not likely to be held in great veneration.
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Of many peoples we are told that the priests do
not form any distinct class, and that almost any
man may become a priest (Maoris, tribes in India

and Madagascar, Galla, some American Indians).
As ritual observances and magical practices
gradually became too complicated for the average
man to master, a professional priesthood became
necessary. When the people were uncertain about
the proper ceremonies, they applied to the more
experienced practitioners, asking them to perform
the ceremonies on their behalf (Cheremisses).
Kindred customs seem to be one reason for the
old men officiating as priests and sorcerers among
several tribes (Kiangans in Luzon, tribes in India,
Certain facts show how,
Africa, and Australia).
especially on important occasions, the task of performing religious or magical ceremonies seems to
have been put into the hands of priests, or of those
at the
possessing most experience in the tribe
same time every one was supposed to know how to
;

sacrifice

for ordinary

private purposes (Kafirs,
Ostyaks, Lapps, ancient Teutons, and Finns).
The authority of the first semi-priests and semisorcerers evidently varied to a great extent.
While some exercised only a local influence, the
more fortunate and cunning among them gradually
extended their fame over wide districts. In this
way a class of priests and sorcerers common to
whole tribes originated (tribes in Africa and
Siberia, certain Eskimos and American Indians).
It is a remarkable fact that among many peoples
the sorcerers of neighbouring races are helcl in
greater awe than those of their own tribe. Whole
tribes are in certain regions known as powerful
wizards, whose services are frequently sought after
by their neighbours. E. B. Tylor's^ explanation
is

that nations with some education, who, however,

believe in the reality of the magic art, cannot shut
their eyes to the fact that it more essentially
belongs to races less civilized than themselves.
This theory, interesting as it is, does not explain
the cases where, e.g., certain tribes attribute to
each other reciprocally a superior power of magic.
The superstitious fear in wliich peoples in many
parts of the world hold other tribes seems also to
be connected with a universal belief that the secret
powers of strangers are greater than those of well-

known

people.
remarkable feature in the
3. Kin^-priests.
history of priesthood is the combination of priestly
functions with royal authority. Instances of kingpriests are met with throughout Polynesia and
Melanesia, in India and other Asiatic countries,

—A

among many Negro and American Indian
^

tribes,

and

in ancient Europe.
J. G. Frazer thinks that
the priestly king has developed out of the public
the
latter
being a personage of such
magician,
influence that under favourable circumstances he
may easily attain to the rank of chief or king.
When once a special class of sorcerers has been
segregated from the community and entrusted by
it witli the discharge of duties on which the public
safety and welfare are believed to depend, these
men gradually rise to wealth and power, till their
leaders blossom out into sacred kmgs.
may
add that ancestor- worship also tends to invest the
Simiking or cliief with sacerdotal authority.
as patriarchs of families conduct the worship
larly,
on behalf of the family, so patriarchs of villages
and provinces are the persons likely to perform
the sacred offices on behalf of their respective clans
or tribes. In the opinion of their followers they
are often more intimately connected with the gods
than any other individuals, being their nearest
living relatives, and therefore all the more naturally can mediate between the gods and men.

We

iPC3i. 122 ff.
2
GB3, pt. i., The Magic Art, London,

1911,

i.

875.

(Primitive)

Besides the union of a royal title and priestly
kings being worshipped
as gods, which indicates the highest potentiality
Frazer has
of the sacerdotal character of rulers.
called attention to various instances in which the
divine king or priest is put to death by his worshippers, which he explains in the following way.^
Primitive people sometimes believe that their own
safety and even that of the world is bound up
with the life of one of these human incarnations of
the divinity. They therefore take the utmost care
of his life.
But no amount of precaution will prevent the divine king from growing old and feeble
last
and at
And, in order to avert the
dying.
catastrophe which may be expected from the
enfeeblement of his powers and their final extinction in death, they Kill him as soon as he shows
symptoms of weakness, and his soul is transferred
to a vigorous successor before it has been seriously
But some
impaired by the threatened decay.
peoples appear to have preferred to kill the divine
king while he is still in the full vigour of life.
Accordingly, they have fixed a term beyond which
he may not reign, and at the close of which he
must die, the term fixed upon being short enough
to exclude the probability of his degenerating in
the interval. E. Westermarck has a somewhat
different explanation, according to which the new
king is supposed to inherit, not the predecessor's
soul, but his divinity or holiness, which is looked
upon as a mysterious entity, temporarily seated in
the ruling sovereign, but separable from him and
transferable to another individual. See, further,
offices there are instances of

'^

art.

King

(Introductory).

—

Priesthood is
generally a hereditary institution, although the
rules of inheritance can rarely be strictly followed
(Polynesians, Melanesians, Australians, peoples in
the Malay Archipelago, India, Siberia, Africa,
and America). Among certain peoples who have
a hereditary priesthood the sacerdotal dignity is
not assumed by the son of a priest one generation
is passed over, and the grandchildren are selected
Of other peoples
(Kafirs, tribes in W. Africa).
we learn that priesthood is hereditary, but that
the aspirant must in addition be qualified by
certain necessary endowments. Thus the faculty
to 'see the spirits' and converse with them is in
some cases a further condition (Tlingits, Sioux)
and the like power is often required of the priests
4. Qualifications for priesthood.

;

;

where priesthood as a

strictlj?

hereditary institu-

tion is not heard of.

As the principal duty of the priests is to mediate
between mankind and the higher powers, so the
for entering the priestcjualification requisite
is the faculty of communicating with the
This
faculty, however, may be proved in
gods.

chief

hood

different ways.

Thus, when certain wonderful

—
—

things happen to a person especially when he
falls into a state of ecstasy
the people may think
that he is under the influence of some spirit ; and
such a man is competent to become a priest
(Kafirs).
Among other peoples the supposed connexion between the priests and the spirit-world
appears more particularly in the belief that the
priests have one or more tutelary deities of their
own, who always give them assistance when
In some cases it is even stated to be a
required.

necessary qualification for priests to have such
at tneir disposal (Eskimos, Algonquian
fods
ndians).
As the faculty of conversing with the gods is so
very generally confined to the priests (other people
being excluded from communication witri the
spirit-world), it is an easy step to the conclusion
that the gods themselves have selected their repre1

GBS

2
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among mankind. In conformity witli
notions of this kind, many peoples believe that
the gods confer divine powers upon certain men,
and that the only way in which a person can
become a priest is by bein-,' chosen by the gods
in
(Eskimos, American Indians, Kafirs, tribes
Generally the
Siberia, India, Borneo, Australia).
the
gods communicate the necessary secrets to
in dreams (Australians, Sea Dayaks,
priests
Tunguses), but there are various other means by
which the gods are believed to choose their favourSometimes they
ites for the priestly vocation.
intimate their wishes in a more or less peculiar

sentatives

way.

The Moxo in Brazil think it necessary that the aspirants to
the priestly office should have been attacked and wounded by
a jaguar, this animal being the visible object of their worship ;
they believe that he sets his mark upon those whom he chooses
to be his priests. The Uuriats in Siberia regard men who have
been killed by lightning as chosen by the gods, who have thereby conferred a certain distinction on the family of the dead
nian he is considered a shaman, and his nearest relative enjoys
the right to shamanhood. In ancient Peru and among the
Apache we meet with a kindred idea regarding lightning. The
Munda Kola find out the proper pahan, or priest, to perform
their sacrifices by such means as watching a frightened bull
which stops before a certain house. When an additional priest
is wanted in a village on the Gold Coast, a general meeting of
the inhabitants is held, and a number of young men and women
are made to stand in a circle. The fetish-priest, after weird
and gruesome ceremonies, places on the head of each candidate
a bundle of herbs and leaves. In most cases it happens that
one or more of the youths and girls fall straightway into a
kind of fit and appear to be possessed by somelstrange influence. This is taken as a sign that the fetish ha8spoken,!and
that the deity has chosen the person or persons so. affected for
;

his service.

evil spirit
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which compels a person to become a shaman makes

known by continual yawning, shrieking, and
The incipient shaman begins to iee
round, etc.
itself

leaping
visions,

endeavours to throw himself into the water or fire, and seises
knives to hurt himself, after which he declares that the spirits
have ordered him to become a shaman. See artt. PossESSio.s
(Introductory and Primitive), Shamanism.

Instances of similar ideas are furnished by PolyAmerican Indian, and African tribes.
Among certain peoples the mere faculty of fallof unconsciousing into convulsions or into a state
ness seems to be almost all that is required for

nesian,

becoming a

priest.

It is stated, e.g., of the Fijian priests that the power of receivwill of the deity during a
ing inspiration and of announcing the
violent fit of muscular or nervous shaking, supposed to betoken
the possession of his body by the spirit, is a necessary qualificaBefore a Fijian is acknowledged as
tion for the priestly office.
a trial and is required to show publicly
priest, he has to undergo
that the spirit is entering into him. The proof of this is supto be involuntary, and
posed to he in sliiverings, which appear
of which none but an expert juggler could
in the

performance

succeed.

Statements to the same

effect refer to native tribes

in Australia, Africa, S.

America, India, N. Asia,

etc.

The great importance attached to ecstasy as a
symptom of divine visitation also appears in the
numerous cases when priests before or at their
initiation reduce themselves by special means (such
as fasting or narcotics) to a state of delirium or
trance which is supposed to indicate their sacred
calling.
Would-be priests among the Eskimos,

several

American

Indian tribes, as well as peoples in Africa, Asia, and Oceania,
withdraw for a longer or shorter period to a solitary place,
where they subsist without food until they begin to see into
shamans use the
futurity.' Of narcotic or fiery drugs Siberian
the medicine-men of certain
fly-bane (,Amanita muscaria), while
Indians in Guiana drink potions of strong tobacco-juice. The
sorcerers of the Ouarani Indians during their period of preparamaize only.
tory retirement live on pepper and roasted
'

the endowments requisite for aspirants
to priesthood a very important one is the faculty
are told in fact of many
of wonder-working.
to
peoples that the would-be priests are expected
to
perform miracles, and that the candidate has
manifest his powers in that respect before he is
admitted to the sacerdotal order.
person ambi-

Among

We

A

tious to become a priest will, e.g., profess to have
been told of future events by some spirit ; should
any of his predictions relating to something which
greatly interests the people happen to come true,
he is regarded as a duly inspired priest (Fijians,
natives of the Isle of Pines, Malers in Bengal,

Siberian tribes, Greenlanders).
Some peoples judge from mere outward signs
that certain persons possess mysterious powers and
are able to act as sorcerers or priests.
the Ojibwa Indians individuals gain a reputation
for witchcraft without making any pretensions to the art,
merely because they are deformed and ill-looking all esteemed
witches or wizards among these Indians are, as a rule, remarkably wicked, of a ragged appearance and forbidding countenance.' i The Congo natives are said to number dwarfs and
albinos among the priesthood.

Among

;

'

Outward peculiarities in chUdi'en are in certain
cases believed to denote that they are bound to

—

priests e.g., being born with the eyes open
(Australians), or bleeding at the nose or mouth

become

(Tunguses in Siberia).
The mental disposition which is supposed to
a
qualifj' a person for the priestly office reveals
very important feature of early priesthood.

a great number of peoples the priests must
a considerable excitability of temperament consequently certain qualifications of a
pathological and psychological nature generally
characterize the priests and sorcerers of uncivilized
From several parts of the world we are
races.
informed that individuals of an eccentric disposition are considered to be specially apt for the

Among
display
;

sacerdotal vocation.
The Siberian shamans are recruited from a

class of

men

dis-

by their habits of contemplation and insight into
mysteries as well as by their ardent imagination, and their
qualifications for shamanhood are further thought to appear
in frequent fits of giddiness and fainting, besides other signs.
Certain tribes in those parts believe that the influence of the
tinguislied

1

P. Jones, Hist, of the

Ojebway Indians, London, 1861, p. 145

f.

It is natural to the savage mind to ascribe
The convulsive gesecstasy to spiritual agency.
tures and incoherent utterances of the inspired
seem to show that his own will is absent, and that
some strange being has taken possession of his
to
spirit or god is therefore supposed
body.

A

his
speak through his mouth and to command
This faculty of falling into an ecstatic
actions.
condition is all the more necessary for would-be
manifestations
priests, as among savage peoples
of a prophetic or divine delirium do almost univer-

accompany religious ceremonies.
ilie observation that an ecstatic disposition is
universally associated with priesthood draws attencases insane persons
tion to the fact that in
sally

many

are looked upon with superstitious awe. The main
distinction between insanity and ecstasy seems to
be that the former is generally ascribed to a permanent, the latter to a more casual, possession by
a spirit. Some people believe the insane to be
under the influence of demons, while others assume
that they are inspired by good spirits. In conveneration is
formity with the latter idea, great
paid to the insane, who are also sometimes thought
to possess the spirit of prophecy (Arabs, natives of
Celebes, Polynesians, Melanesians, certain American Indian and Siberian tribes).
As a rule candidates
S. Initiation of priests.—
for the profession of priest or sorcerer have_ to
undergo a preparatory instruction wluch is imSiberian,
parted by an expert practitioner (African,
Eskimo tribes).
Polynesian, American Indian, and
instruction
necessary, and
Not always, however, is
the
it seems that those who have been inspired by
than those
gods are less in want of information
wlio are self-chosen.
Among some tribes people
assume the office of fetish-man after suitable trainin addition to be
ing, but the priestly order is said
that the spirits
augmented by persons who can prove
in

have suddenly seized upon them (certain tribes
and N. America).
Africa, India, Siberia, Australia,
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(1) As regards the knowledge imj)arted to the
candidates, mere theoretical learning is little
thought of ; according to our scanty reports, most
importance is attached to practical knowledge
which may be of use in the magical and religious

The scanty
intelligent elements of their peoples.
learning of savage races is almost exclusively confined to the priests, who are generally the only
preservers of tribal traditions they alone possess
the knowledge of certain useful arts, and the whole
ciiaracter of their functions tends to develop their
intellectual powers and to give them a superiority
over their fellow-tribesmen.
It is frequently reported that the priests distinguish themselves from the rest of the people by
a more or less considerable knowledge of certain
natural phenomena, by means of which they secure
the popular confidence in their powers. They have
studied the use of medicines, the properties of
herbs and other plants, the changes of weather,
and the habits of animals; and this knowledge
materially assists them in the maintenance of
their authority (Negroes, Hottentots, Dayaks,
Tahitians, Araucanians, Eskimos).
In order to preserve the faith of the people in
their prophetic powers the priests often collect all
kinds of information, and whatever they learn in
this way they ostentatiously foretell as future
In many cases they are also said to act in
events.
collusion with each other, in keeping the people
under their influence (tribes in W. Africa, American Indians, etc. ). When the priests exercise the
precarious art of prophecy, great significance is
attributed to their utterances. Hence we often
hear that, in order to ensure that their predictions

performances.

shall prove true,

The preparation of the novices in
begins at an early age.

many

cases

Among the Eskimos and Aleuts the priests are brought up
to their calling from their infancy. The Ojibwa Indians encourage their youths from the age of ten to manhood to fast,
for in this way they obtain the favour of the gods.
Boys
destined to be places among the Panama Indians are taken at
the age of ten or twelve to be instructed in the office.
Similar examples come from the Apurina Indians,
and tribes in W. Africa and Borneo. It seems to
be the rule that, where the priests are subjected to
a regular course of instruction, the preparatory
commences early in life, whereas the more
period
or
impulsive assumption of priesthood, with little
no previous training, is liable to take place at any
age.

As a rule we can draw a distinction among most
peoples between two different phases of the priestly
education. (1) During one period the novice is
generally under the care of some experienced priest
who imparts to him the necessary religious instruction and initiates him into the practices of the
(2) Another phase of the preparation
profession.
includes a course of self-training, during which the
aspirant has to place himself in proper correspondence with gods.

In Greenland the teacher seeks, in the first place, to make the
pupil entirely fearless and to direct his mind towards the spiritworld, to the horrors of which he must be rendered insensible.
In the Mosquito tribe of Central America the sorceresses,
during their preparation for the office, learn various tricks from
their predecessors, such as allowing poisonous snakes to bite
them, and handling fire. The priestly novice among the
Indians of British Guiana is taught the traditions of the tribe,
the medical qualities of plante, and to find where game is to be
had. During his novitiate the medicine-man of the Bororo in
Brazil has to learn certain ritual songs and the languages of
birds, beasts, and trees. The priests of the Kukis in India first
of all seem to have been taught the secret language which they
have among themselves, while the rest of their knowledge is
their practice. The instruction of
probably picked up during
the priests among some African tribss is said to comprehend
a good deal of empirical knowledgfe and other secrets of the
craft.

The

of

a candidate

for

the

(2)
self-training
priestly office evidently has for its object the preof
his mind for intercouree with the gods.
paration
During this period he generally lives for a longer
or shorter time in retirement, whilst in some cases
a rigorous asceticism is also prescribed, such as
fasting or subsisting on a scanty diet. In certain
tribes the novices are required strictly to refrain

from connexion with the opposite

.sex.
With the Eskimos thi* phase of the priestly education consisted in strict fasting and invocation of the deity while dwelling alone in solitary places, until the soul became independent
of the body and of "the external world
finally the god appeared
;

and provided the novice with a helping or guardian spirit.
Of a similar description is the self-preparation
of the priests among certain American Indians as
well as tribes in Africa, Australia, Siberi*, and
In .'some cases the neophytes use narIndia.
cotics or stimtilants in order to work themselves
into a passion of excitement, during which they
are supposed to hold converse with the spirits.
Among certain peoples candidates are admitted
to the sacerdotal order through a
special initiatory
ceremony (Negroes, Waraus Indians, Siberian
It is also stated that in
tribes, Laplanders).
certain cases the consecration of a priest takes
several times in succession as he rises from
{dace
ower to higher degrees of the order (Buriats in

Moxo Indians).
The social position

Siberia,
6.

of the priest.

— One

cir-

cumstance which has powerfully tended to distinguish the priesthood from the community at
large has been the fact that the priests and
sorcerers are, as a rule, recruited from the most

;

they

make them

sufficiently

ambiguous or uncertain to admit of a variety of
interpretations (tribes in Africa, some American
If, in .spite of all precautions, they fail
Indians).
to produce the effects promised by them, they
generally have recourse to various excuses. The
non-success is attributed, e.g., to some defect in
the medicine, or the applicant is labouring under
the displeasure of the gods, who refuse to be
appeased unless renewed and richer offerings are

made

American
Indians,
Negroes,
(certain
Hawaiians). A very general excuse is the counteracting influence of some demon (Dayaks, Oceanians,
natives

of

Victoria,

Hottentots).

No

less

fre-

in performquently priests and sorcerers who fail
ing miracles save their reputation by accusing
other persons of having, by secret necromancies,
frustrated their endeavours (tribes in N. S. Wales,
India, N. America).
The respect which the priests and sorcerers enjoy
is increased by the myst«ry in Wiich they generally
envelop their proceeding.^. Tney do their best to
inspire the people with fear, if tlity think such a
course necessary for the strengthening of their
Thus they may threaten to send the
power.
spirits or some magic substance into those who

them (Tlingits, natives of Victoria), or
some other way let the spirits avenge even

disbelieve
in

the slightest neglect or disobedience (Tahitians,
The bizjirre external appearance of most
Fijians).
priests among savage races also serves to a great
extent to impress the popular imagination.
By
painting their bodies in all colours and dressing
them.selves in the most fantastical manner they
their tribesmen with feelings of mystery
inspire

and awe, and sometimes

this effect is

expressly-

sought (Indians of Virginia, Siberian tribes), it
is likewise beyond dispute that a strong impression of fear is produced upon the people by the
ecstatic orgies which so often form an essential
part of the rites of savage priesthood. The gestures
and other morbid manifestations of the priests,
vivid descriptions of which are given by numerous
eye-witnesses, necessarily strike the bystanders
with awe and terror. It is in this connexion
interesting to note that the religious and magical
rites of savages very generally take place in the
dark, and in some cases darkness is even repre-
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sented as a necessary condition for success. The
Siberian shamans perform their ceremonies in some
gloomy place and generally at niyht, in order to
appear more mysterious and terrible in the darkness and the same is said regardinj,' the sorcerers of
the Eskimos, Waraus Indians, Congo natives, etc.
Among certain peoples the priests strengthen
themselves to the
their authority
by attaching
kings and noble classes in a community, while at
the same time tliey are said in return to suj)port
the ruling system (Polynesians, Khonda in India,
;

Kafirs, certain American Indians).
One of the most important methods by which the
priests increase their intluence is by convincing the
people of their supernatural endowments through
various miracles. There are reports from many
peoples that confidence in the priests and sorcerers
depends upon their supposed faculty of performing
miracles one successful instance often causes all
previous failures to be forgotten. Priests and
sorcerers strengthen their reputation through
delusive demonstrations of their invulnerability
in ditterent
e.g., by stabbing themselves with knives
parts of tlie body (Ostyaks), by throwing thernselves into the fire or seizing live coals with their

—

—

hands (certain Tatar tribes), by allowing poisonous
snakes to bite tiiem, etc. (Mosquito Indians).

How

essentially the influence of the priesthood
depends on their presumed power of wonderworking is shown by the fact that among several
tribes priests who fail in their eflbrts, or otherwise lose the confidence of their people, at the
same time forfeit their office and sometimes are
subject to punishment (tribes in India and Africa,
Andamanese). They are even liable to be killed
by the enraged people ; this may be due to the
idea that Avorthless priests are of no use and therefore cannot hold the sacerdot-al office, but, as they

possess dangerous powers, they must be made away
with. There are also grounds for connecting the
killing of priests with the killing of the divine king.
The methods by which the priests and sorcerers
of savage races acquire confidence and reputation
among their countrymen raise the question Avhether,
on the whole, we are to look upon them as a class
The opinion predominant in
of impostors or not.
theoretical literature is that we cannot suppose
that the priests and sorcerers of the uncivilized
races are, generally speaking, impostors (Lord
Avebury, J. G. Frazer, A. R6ville, R. de la
Grasserie, Julius Lippert). The opinions of travellers, again, are divided, but many of them have
considered the question from different points of
view. There is no reason to condemn the priests
and sorcerers as deceivers because their proceedings
seem meaningless to European observers, or because
some travellers have ascertained, by experiments,
that the savage mystery-men are not endowed
•with those miraculous powers which they claim to
possess.

The

believe in their

seem

principal point is whether they
or not ; this they very
to do, although, on the other hand,

own powers

generally
impostors are undoubtedly met with among the
at all stages of early beliefs.
Cf. art.
Priests
'OSSESSION (Introductory).
"7. Observances, etc., disting^shing priesthood.
Numerous practices and obiervanees are among
many peoples obligatory upon the priests and tend
to separate them from the rest of the community,
as they cannot in general be combined with the
circumstances of ordinary life.
(1) There are certain ascetic regulations which
apply to sexual life. The fact that persons devoted
to religion are often obliged to live a single life has
been ascribed to the notion that there is something
impure and sinful in marriage, as in sexual relations generally. Among many peoples the members
of the priesthood are forbidden to marry, and must

—
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keep themselves pure (several American Indian
Kalmuks, Todas, etc.).
Celibacy and
chastity are, however, by no means universally
on
the
of
the
contrary, they seem
priests
required
in some cases to be distinguished from the people
as a whole by extraordinary liberties in sexual
tribes,

;

The ius priince noctis accorded to the
priesthood among certain peoples exemplifies the
sexual privileges whicli are sometimes enjoyed by
the sacerdotal order. Among certain peoples the
must not marry, for the reason that,
Eriestesses
elonging to the god, they cannot become the

respects.

But this prohibition extends
and a priestess is not debarred
from sexual commerce (tribes in W. Africa).
(2) Other ascetic regulations concern fasting and
property of a man.

to marriage only,

prohibited

articles

of

food.

Fasting generally

seems to be observed when a person wishes to put
himself in correspondence with the spirits performing some religious rit« (iSantals, Siberian
triljes, some Melaneeians and American Indians),
and sometimes for the same purpose the priests
reduce themselves by artificial means to a state of
mind which is supposed to indicate their close communion with the supernatural world. Food restrictions of various Kinds are imposed upon the
priests.
(3) Among many peoples the priests are distinguished by a special costume and also by the

colour of tneir dress.
The prieate of the Sinhalese and in Siain are clothed in yellow
and in the Malay Peninsula the priesUy magician shares with
the king the right to niake use of cloth dyed the royal colour,
yellow. The priestetaes of the Manipuris in India dress in
white.
Amonff the Peruvians the priest wore white when
invoking the goids. The ordinary dress of the Zapotec priests
was a full white robe, that of the Toltec priests a long block
robe, and the common Totonac priests wore long black robes of
;

In ancient Mexico a class of priestesses called maids
penance ordinarily wore a habit all white.
(4) It is rather a general custom for priests to
distinguish themselves by the length of their hair
(certain tribes in N. America, India, and Africa).
Frazer explains the custom of sacred per.sons
leaving their hair long by referring to the dangers
which, in the primitive view, beset the cutting of
it.^
Such dangers are common to all, but sacred
persons have more to fear from them than ordinary
I)eople ; the simplest way of evading peril is not to
'

cotton.

'

of

cut the hair at

all.

A

remarkable fact is that the priests almost
universally distinguish themselves from the community at large by means of a separate language
which they use in the divine service or in intercourse with each other.
(5)

The angakokg, or priesta, of the Greenlanders have a peculiar
language^ altogether different from the ordinary tong^ue of the
country, and words of the general lanjrunge they use in an
This particular idiom they
opposite or metaphorical sense.
make use of only at their practices of witchcraft and when they
are consulted by the people.

Similar reports are given of the priests among
several tribes in N. and S. America, Africa, India,
the

Malay Archipelago, and Oceania.

8.

Classification of priests.— Of the

two

classes

of supematuralistic practitioners the priests are
those who represent the religion of a people ;

they exercise the duties incumbent on them by
invoking the aid of the supernatural beings, and
in influencing the will of the
Magicians, on the other hand, act independently or the supreme rulers, with whom they
have no communication in the sense in which the
priests have.
By their magic they are themselves
able to bring about the desired results, and the
same means of coercion may be applied by them
even to the gods.
But, although theoretically separated, the types

their

power consists

latter.

of priest
1

GBS,

p. 268fl.
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almost inextricably blend into one

Communication with supernatural beings

in no way confined to the
sorcerers
monopolize the

'

priests,' nor do the
practice of magic.
that
Very frequently
happens
practitioners in
whom the priestly type preponderates have recourse
to magic also, and that representatives of the type
of sorcerer maintain a religious communication

is
'

'

it

with

sjjirits.

Certain writers associate the diflference between
and sorcerers with the occurrence of a
benevolent and a malevolent class of priests among
many peoples, the one group of functionaries helping the people, the other exercising a pernicious
influence (Eskimos, certain American Indians,
There is on the whole a tendency
Kafirs, Buriats).
to identify priests with protectors of the people,
whereas magicians or sorcerers are represented as

priests

evil-doers who endeavour to inflict distress upon
Facts go to prove, however, that the disothers.
tinction between well- and ill-disposed classes of
'
priests is often very arbitrary ; sometimes priests,'
e.g., forfeit their sacerdotal dignity and are transferred to the class of 'sorcerers,' merely because
they have lost the popular confidence in their goodwill (American Indians, Eskimos, tribes in Central
Africa).
In a few cases distribution of function makes
the types of priest and sorcerer distinct from each
other.
Thus weather-doctors, fortune-tellers,

exorcists, and physicians, who form special professions of their own among certain peoples, also
supply, in some cases, instances of the typical
magician. Examples of such practitioners acting

means

by magical
—which
can also

solely
rare

are,

however, extremely

be said of the occurrence of

the unadulterated priestly type.
To a certain extent the numerous functions are

performed by special classes of priests. Although
the regular priests almost universally also practise
divination, yet among many peoples the diviners
form a distinct profession within the priesthood,
and in a great number of such cases the performance is stated to take place through other means

than consulting the gods.
In the Kafir tribes the amatola, who practise augury by
burning certain roots, are distinct from other classes of the
priesthood. In Uganda the bahurnu, who foretell the future
from the entrails of fowls, constitute a separate class of diviners.
Among the Malagasy tliere is a class of men called panandro,
'astrologers,' who calculate and declare unlucky days and hours
and foretell the destiny of children. The natives about the
Altai mountains in N. Central Asia, besides shamans and
weather-makers, have four separate classes of augurs distinguished from each other by different names and different

methods

of procedure.

Instances of a similar kind are given by the
Kirghizes and several American Indian tribes.
The priests and physicians are very generally
the same men, but cases of physicians forming a
profession of their own in association with the
priesthood are not rare among uncivilized races
(Polynesians, Melanesians, tribes in India, Negroes,

American Indians).
Weather making

is among the lower races
universally associated with priesthood, although it
is sometimes difficult to
ascertain when this
function refers to the regular priests and when to
a special class of individuals.
Among certain
peoples, however, the weather-doctors are clearly
identical with the priests (Greenlanders, some
American Indians, Negroes, and Siberian tribes).
In other cases the profession of a weather-maker is
kept distinct from ordinary priesthood.

Among

the natives of the Altai district there is a special class
of shamans who profess to manage the weather by means of a
magic stone. The Kirghiies have a class who not only foretell
th« weather but also have the power to cause or avert rain,
wind, and lightning. Among the Yagas in Congo the scingilli,
or rain-makers, form an inferior class under the gangas, or
fetish-men. The Okanda Negroes have priests to whom the
people apply for producing rain when a bad year is impend-

(Babylonian)

The rain-doctors of the
ing, and these have a special name.
Ganguelas in S. Central Africa are pronounced distinct from
other classes of the priesthood. Among the Apache and certain
other Indian tribes, weather-making and other priestly functions

are distributed among different classes of the priesthood. A
few peoples even make a distinction between different branches
of weather-making as represented by different groups of priests
(Maoris).

To the offices associated with the priesthood
belongs the judicial authority with which its
members are often invested. As a rule the rights
of the priests in this respect are closely connected
with their religious duties, their supernatural
called into requisition for the
administration of justice in the various communities.
From the Congo, Loango, and other African
countries, as well as from Hawaii, we hear that on
such occasions the priests are the chief officiators
at ordeals.
Similarly, when a person is accused of
practising witchcraft, the priests are the most
competent to conduct the case (Greenlanders, E.
African and Congo tribes).
Thieves and other
evil-doers are often detected by the assistance of
the well-informed priests (Apache, Tlingits, E.
African tribes). In a few cases the priests are
entrusted with a regular judicatory dignity, as, e.g.,

endowments being

in

Hawaii, where some appearance of judicial forms

was preserved

in cases or litigation.
the Badagry in Guinea the fetish-priests are the only
judges of the people, and the statutes of their country are
recorded in their own breasts only,' yet the people are said never
'

Among

murmur against their decisions.^
From almost all parts of the world where uncivilized peoples live come reports that women also
to

as priests and sorcerers ; in general no
very great distinction seems to be made between
the sexes as
their qualification for priestregards
hood. Often, liowever, men take precedence in
the sacerdotal profession.
Female priests or
sorcerers are met with among the Greenlanders,
American Indians, Negroes, some Siberian tribes,
officiate

From some peoples we
Fijians, Dayaks, etc.
learn that all the great ceremonies must be conducted by men, or that the women are not
admitted to the priesthood at all (certain Siberian
Chippewa Indians, Andamaness, Austra-

tribes,
lians).

The

priestly offices to which women seem princito devote themselves are foretelling the

(certain American Indians, Kamchadales)
and healing diseases (Negroes, American Indians,
fially
uture

It

Papuans).

is

a

widely-spread

notion that

women are endowed with mysterious powers in a
much higher degree than m^n (Arabs, Negroes,
tribes in India, Australians).
Such ideas of the
spiritual propensities of women account for the
inclination displayed by many peoples to attribute
witchcraft particularly to the female sex (Eskimos,

American Indians, Hottentots, Siberian
In a few instances some peoples
who have both male and female priests confine

certain

tribes, Arabs).

special classes of priestly functions to one or other
of the two sexes exclusively.
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PRIEST, PRIESTHOOD
view of the great antiquity

(Babylonian).— In
going

of their religion,

back, as it does, to over 4000 years before Chi'ist,
there is no doubt that the priesthood of the Babylonians, in most if not all of its numerous orders,
was very ancient. It is impossible, however, to
1
E. Lander, Rewrds of Captain Clapperton'a Last Expedition
to

Africa, London, 1830,

i.

281.
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estimate the dates of the institution of these
orders, the more especially as they must have
grown up rather than come into such sudden
existence as founding by any po^Yer of the State or
the people would imply. There seems to be no
doubt that the remote antiquity of the Babylonian
priesthood had brought to its members great influence and wealth, as well as the veneration of the
people.

The number and the nature

the priestly

of

Babylonia were determined
by the requirements of their religion. Theology,
mythologj', legends of the gods and heroes illustrating their faith, and temple history were probably taught by the scribes (tupSanni), or by such of
them as had been educated at and received orders
through the temple schools. But the superstitions
contained in their creed necessitated not only a full

and orders

ofiices

in

staff of sacrificial priests, conductors of special cere-

monies, etc., but also numerous conjurors, soothsayers, magicians, etc., each with his special domain,
which, however, in case of need, overlapped the

The

others.

sacrificer, therefore, might perform
incantations, and the spell-maker might interpret

—

'

'

—

a man's priestly
i.e.
'priesthood' in general
character, as in the case of a Babylonian or an
or
the
priestly body to which a
Assyrian king,
man might belong. The Sem. form, Sangu, seems
to have been borrowed by the Sumerians, who attached it to the character mes, hero,' ' man of
worth.' ^ It is this root that is found in the Sem.
'

rendering of the Sum. pa-te-si, namely, iSSakku,
from the Sum. ig-sag, 'he who is at the head,' a
word often rendered by priest-king.' Though
probably often a priest, the iSSakku was generally
a kind of viceroy, under a royal ruler (lugal-Sarru,
king '), and took his title from the place which he
governed, as Gudea patesi LagaS, Gudea, viceroy
'

'

'

of Lagas.'

—

Several words which may
2. The high-priest.
be thus rendered are known.
Sangu rabil (so
L. Delaporte), 'great priest,' is shown on the
Cylindres oriencylinder-seal published in his
taux (AMG xxxiii. [1909]). This object, which is
a talisman rather than a seal, shows Assur-nimeli,
the personage in question, standing before Istar.
His costume is that of an Assyrian of the higher
class, and he wears wig and beard.
In what way the Sangu rabu differed from the
Sangu dannu, mighty priest,' and from the SanguIn the
mahhu, supreme priest,' is uncertain.
^
Surpu-series of incantations (v./vi. 173) the lastnamed is spoken of as kindling the fire and the
brazier, and throwing therein the means of loosing
the spell. He is also spoken of as the holy libationpriest {ramku cllu) of £a, and the messenger of
Merodach, As a result of this; and similar acts,
the man on whose behalf the ceremony was performed would be saved and freed from his sin that
very day. Evidently these high-priests had not
the power of releasing a man from the effects of
his sin, and uttering words of pardon, without
these magical ceremonies.
During the period of the Sumerian dynasty of

A
'

'

'

'

'

Priest
•

'

also

man

'

;

seems to be expressed by the simple word
cf.

Assurbanipal's Cylinder

A

(col.

vii.

48),

where Nabfi-qata-sabat is called ttwil Sin, man (priest) of the
moon-god.' Awel-Marudak (Evil-Merodach) and many similar
names may express the same idea.
2H. Zimmern, Beitriige zur Kenntnis der hah. Religion, pt. i.,
'

'

the high-priest, or a similar temple magnate,
called en,
the lord,' and was seemingly appointed by an oracle and invested by the Icing.
Thus the 11th colophon-date of King Uungi records
the proclamation of the lord true prince (en nir-zi)
of Anu and the lord (en) of Nannar (the moon-god).^
These two temple officials were invested two
years later (The Amherst Tablets, London, 1908,
vol. i. p. xiv).
Other examples of similar investitures are Dungi's 31st and 46th dates, as calculated
'

by H. Kadau, andBar-Sin's4th, 5th, 8th, and 11th,
En was apparently Semiticized as Snu, fem.
etc.
intu, written in Sum, nin-dingir, 'lady of the
god '=

'

—

jtriestess.'

The

subordinate orders. Unfortunately no
3.
trustworthy list of these exists, so that their rank
and consequently their order of precedence are
Certain priests were atdifficult to determine.
taclied to the palace of the Assyrian king, but, as
their order does not coincide with what is given
elsewhere, this list is of doubtful authority. We
find

in

it

seers,

magians

incantation-priests,

(?),

and, apparently, inquirers.' Another short list
in a letter mentions the aba, probably
temple
the seers ;
scribe,' and then secretary in general
the incantation-priests the dse, or physicians ;
and the dagil issure, or
bird-prognosticators.'
Here the order of their importance seems to be
'

'

'

;

Priests in general. In all probability the
most usual term for priest in Babylonian was
Sangu, possibly a nasalized form of the Sumerian
(non-Semitic) sag, 'head.' The Sem. plural was
SangS, though the plural for professions of men,
Sanguti, was probably not excluded. The last
would coincide in form with the abstract Sanguta,
1.

1

Ur

was

'

a dream.

(Xtcilu,

285
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Die Beschworungstafeln Surpu,' Leipzig, 1S96.

'

'

;

'

roughly indicated.

4. The priests' clothing, and the perfection of
their persons.
Though tlie priests shown in the
early cylinder-seals wear dresses practically identical—a fringed cloak reaching to the feet, leaving

—

the right arm uncovered and therefore free, with
bare feet and (generally) shaven head there seems
to be no doubt that distinctive clothing was worn.
Thus the British Museum letter K. 626 (R. F.

—

Harper, Assyrian and Babylonian Letters,Ch.\c&go,
1910, no. 24) describes the maSmaSu as wearing a
red robe and a mitre of the same colour (Behrens,
Assyrisch-babylonische Briefe kultischen Inhalts).
Details as to priestly clothing are meagre, but apparently the right garments had to be used, or the
list (WAIv, 28)
ceremony would be a failure.
gives the words puliamu-tSdiq bSli, robe of a bSlu
(chief priest, Sem. for en, above), s^ibat nikt,
'dress of the sacrifice,' etc.
To appropriateness of dress was added, at least
in the case of the higher orders, the highest perfection of birth and of person.
He who aspired to
the office of seer (bdru) and who was of the everlasting seed of Enweduranki (Euedoreschus,
the king witii the woollen garment of
yi. 642''),
Samas,' should be the offspring of a parent whose
forbear was holy, and he himself should likewise
be perfect in form and feature. ^Such a one only
might approach the presence of Samas and Adad
(the sun-god and the wind-god), the place of the
vision and the oracle.
One not being thus holy
and perfect, defective as to eyes ( ? squint-eyed),

A

'

'

ERE

'

wanting teeth, mutilated of finger, with earthgrey flesh, filled with leprosy, etc., could not be
keeper of the decrees of Samas and Adad, approach
the place of Ea, Samas, Merodach, or Niu-edina,
or join the brethren at the decision of the seers.

They could not reveal to him the word of the
the
oracle, and he could not hold in his hand
'

cedar beloved of the great gods.'
There are many
5. Consecration and tonsure.
references to priestly consecration, but nothing is
known as to the distinctive marks which the priests
bore.
The seal-impressions show that they were
often clean shaven, and it seems certain that this
was part of the rite of consecration, which was
performed by the priestly tonsure-cutter, Sui (Sum. )
His work was probably peror gallabu (Sem.).
formed before the statue of the deity to whom the

—

1

For a

parallel cf. the use of the

Heb. [ns in

Gn

14i8 etc.
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neophyte was to be dedicated (PSBA, 1893, pp.
The importance of the ceremony is in417-420).
dicated by the fact that even the king might perform it
:

'At the beginning of the tonsuring,! according to what was
their command, (as for) the priest of the house of the junior
food-distributor, Sennacherib tonsured him {ugdallib-su)'
(Letter K. 122, Harper, no. 43).

This was apparently followed by the giving of
the priestly tiara. In another inscription Assurbani-Apli, after referring to the appointment of his
eldest brother, Samas-sum-ukin (Saosduchinos), to
the kingdom of Babylon, states that his younger
brother, Assur-mukln-palSa, was consecrated to be
uru-gallu before Aiisur, and his third brother,
Assur-etil-same-ersiti-balati-su, to the same office
'
before the god Sin. The word used is ugdallib, I
(or he) tonsured.'

The priesthood and the king. — All

the higher
priests were naturally in close conununication
with the court, as many documents, especially the
Babylonian and Assyrian letters, show. As has
been foreshadowed in § i, the king himself was
(perhaps always) the great high-priest. His position as head of the State, however, must have
prevented him from fulfilling many of his priestlj
functions, except those which had to do with his
Specialists among the various
I'oyal position.
orders of priests had naturally to instruct him Avith
regard to the things which he could not go into
6.

thoroughly

—lucky aud;unlucky days, celestial and

omens, the tablets to be used at the
various ceremonies, and the time required for the
performance of the rites, which sometimes extended
over many days. The tall tiara which the king
wore, and the cord behind, which, arising from its
highest point, descended, in the case of the Babylonian rulers, to the hem of his robe, were also,
terrestrial

probably, priestly signs or necessary portions of
The cord probably has some analogy
their dress.
to that worn by the Parsis under their clothing.
Not less
7. The priesthood ajid the people.
important was the connexion of the priesthood
with the people, who were not only its justificaAs intermediaries
tion, but also its main support.
between the gods and the people, in sacrifice, pro-

—

pitiation, penitence, prayer, and oracle, they were
the interpreters of all the religious texts, expounders of omens, and indicators of lucky and
unlucky days and seasons. It is uncertain whethei'
the judges were of priestly rank or not, but the
priesthood had also much to do not only with the
interpretation of moral and religious law, but also
with many of the civil enactments.

That laymen, and even

slaves, could

take part

in the temple services is shown by Harper's Letter
no. 368, where we read that Ninqaya, the handmaid of the king's mother, is not suitable for the
service (worship)
She shall not enter (therein). As the mother of the king, my
lord says, let her open the (money-) chest, let her perform the
:

'

service.'

In other words, she had money, and could make a
let her do so, and then take part in the
worship. Another letter asks the king whether
certain women might enter the temple and take
part in the worship, and, if so, would the king's
instructions apply to a slave-woman who was with
them. It seems probable that the ordinary citizen
was merely a tithe-payer, and that the very poor
and the landless gave labour. It is not impossible
that certain of the more intelligent of the laity
were initiated into the mysteries which the tablets
show to have been common in the higher orders of
the priesthood.
Besides offering sacrifices, the priests conducted
gift;

1 Gallubu
but perhaps this word here means the whole
ceremony, in which case the rendering would be 'consecra;

tion.'

(Babylonian)

the services, and arranged the lectisternia, or tables
It was also the duty of
of ofierings to the gods.
some of them to receive the tithes, and to certify
that they had been paid (the tablets referring to
these are very numerous during the early period).
Some of them looked after the temple itself, Avhile
others arranged for the services and the processions.
What proportion of the offerings the priesthood
took for itself is uncertain, but, as the temples
became enormously rich, there is no doubt that the
priests who served them lived on the fat of the
In their posiland, and even grew very wealthy.
tion, however, the possession of private means
must have been a matter of indifierence for all but
the most avaricious, but many passed on what
they could not use themselves to their family,
relatives, or friends (cf. Bel and the Dragon, ^^^•).
That these two
8. The masu and masmasu.

—

classes of priests were closely allied is proved
by
the fact that the Sum. mctS and viaSmaS were botn
mdi^o.
form
The
the
Sem.
simple
reproduced by
nwSmaSu was the priest who had especially to do

with

ceremonies

and

ritual.

He

anointed

the

king's head, consecrated his couch, and drove forth
the evil which had made its home in the royal
abode.
After this ceremony a procession was
formed, in which torches and a lamb for sacrifice
were carried, and it was the custom on these
occa-sions to otler likewise many natural products.

After the sacrifice came the purification of the
It was also the duty of the maSniaixi to
palace.
pronounce numerous incantations on these ceremonial occasions. The order seems to have been
classed with that of the bare, 'seers,' and the Ase,

'physicians.'
In Letter no. 23 of Harper a maSmaSu is referred
to as not having taken the tablets of the series
'

the unpropitious day, the day not good

raising,'

'

i.e.

:

hand-

These were apparshould have used in

act(s) of prayer.'

ently documents which lie
In Letter no. 118 inaimaSe
certain ceremonies.
seem to be spoken of in connexion with the
instruction of certain persons in the ceremonies.

The

writer, Arad-Gula,
of this order.
9.

may have

been a member

Theasipu. — Like i\\QmdSu and the maSmaSu,

was

the aiipu

priests of the

also one of the most important
Babylonian hierarchy. The duty of

the order was to make incantations, either for
spell or for releasing a man therefrom.
The latter is referred to in the book of the BabyIonian Job, Lidlul the Sage,' and from the same
work it seems that he was able to diagnose in
cases of illness (Jastrow, Die Rel. Bahylonieiis
und Assyriens, ii. 129. 5) an indication that he
belonged to the physician class. Another form of
his name, apparently, is iiljipu, from the Sum.
i&ib, and under that title the tablets refer to the
iSippu Sa a&nan, 'grain- (or wheat-) magician.'
The incantation-series Surpu seems to indicate
that there were priestesses of this class (sal i&ib =
The lists indicate that the aSipu
dSiptu, viii. 52).
was also a paSiSu, 'anointer,' as well as a baru,
seer.'
AHpu is represented in Heb. by li^N,
aS&aph, from the same root (Dn l-'\ etc.). See

imposing a

'

—

'

HDB

iii.

210.

—

As this word translates
uru-gallu.
the Sum. maSmaS, which is also rendered m&hi,
the priest indicated seems to have been one of the
same class. The meaning of the word is 'great
protector,' and it seems to indicate several groups.
A portion of his duties (those connected with the
New Year festivities) had to be performed during
the night
10.

The

:

In Nisan, day 2nd, for an hour (double hour) of the night,
the uru-gallu shall rise up, and shall pour out the waters from
the river (the Euphrates). He shall enter before Bel (Merodach).
He shall let down the curtain (gadalalw) he shall utter this
prayer before Bel.'
'

—
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Here follow the words of the supplication, in
and the second
couplets, the lirst line Suuierian,
Babylonian in each case (see EliE vii. 3^). As
Merodach's
priest of the temple of Belus (E-sagila,
as the
temple), the uvu-gallu glorified this god
fortunate king, lord of the world, glorying in his
He ends his ])rayer by asking the
strength,' etc.
god's favour on his city Babylon, and on E-sagila,
As indicated above (§ 5), Assur-banlhis temple.
'

younger

apli's

Asiur-muktn-piiliia, was

brotlier,

appointed to the position of uni-gallu of (apparently) the god As.sur.
11.

real

The

sa'ilu.

— There

is

much doubt

as to the

of this word.

meaning

Interpretations given
are man of god and man of the spell.' In both
cases, however, a phrase like durl Sa'ili would be
expected, at least for the second alternative.
'

'

Another word

'

for this priest

was

ensi (Sum.

and

rendering the characters en-me-qub, 'lord
His special
of the holy incantation,' or the like.
province seems to have been the interpretation of

Seni.),

ZA

His
iii.
[1888] 233).
(see Zimmern,
duties, however, as indicated by Lidlul the Sage,

dreams

included offerings
'The

ia'ilu did

:

not bring forward

my

cause by an offering.'

Modifications of the ideographic writing expressed
the Sum. cngiina and endib, translated by ia'ilu
and a word which Zimmern completes as nuhatunmu
and translates baker.' This, however, is doubtful, the more probable rendering being 'foodThe feminine is Sa'Utu.
distributor,' or the like.
This was the anointing priest,'
12. Thepasisu.
though the duty of anointing was apparently not
confined to any one class. That early type of Noah,
Zi-tisuddu (Ztcru^Tjj in Lucian, de IJea Syria, xii. ),
is described as having belonged to this order, as
did Adapa (ERE vi. 6-44). Jensen renders the
word as the anointed one,' but there is no doubt
that the real meaning is anointing priest,' or the
Divine priests of this class were regarded
like.^
as dwelling in tlie Abyss (paHS apsi, anointers of
the ApsQ). As it was the custom to cleanse with
oil the foundation-memorials of the Assyrian kings
when restorations of buildings were made, the
king himself, to judge from the inscriptions, acted
as anointer, and may have been regarded, like the
pre-historic rulers, as belonging to this same
Whether the paSiSu, who was not
priestly order.
of royal race, anointed the palace foundation-stones
or not is uncertain and unlikely.
The above deals with the Sum. group provisionally read
'

—

'

'

'

'

a}^-me,

but paHkii also renders the Sum. to^ and Tnar-mal).
cleanser,' and then also
apparently means
'

JLafy

(laf^f^a)

'anointer' for the purpose of producing some undesirable effect
on a person believed to be hostile (see K. L. Tallqvist, Die
assyr. Beschxoorungsserie Maqlu, Leipzig-, 1895, vi. 102 ff.,
110 ff., where the fern. paiiAtu occurs). These, however, were
probably not the priestly anointers, but belonged to the
sorcerer class.

The

— This

word, which comes
generally translated messenger or minister' (of a god, etc.). There were
many classes of sukkalla, with duties correspondingly various. As the ideograph expressing this
ofiice is lah, his work may have been
originally
analogous to that of the /Jo^titf, and, for this
anointer.' The
reason, he was regarded as an
Babylonian physician, dsu, also called himself
because
sukkallu, probably
anointing formed part
of the medical
treatment.
In the sense of
numerous
minister,'
gods bore the title or the
13.

sukkallu.

from the Sumeriiin,
'

'

is

'

'

'

name

of

Sukkallu

(see § 23, below).
In W. Hayes Ward's Seal Cylinders of Western Ana,
Washington, 1910, no. 52b, Uru-Nanpar appears as the sukkalmaf} of the Babylonian (Urite) king Su-Sin (c. 2500 li.c). The
seal shows him shaven, thus
indicating his priestly position.
1

An

'

•anointed

anointer,"
'

at

(it

may

however, would probably be
be supposed) his consecration.

himself
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The kisal-lah. — Semiticized as kisal-lahhu,
may be classed among the minor orders, f he

14.

this

etymology of the word is kisal, oil-place,' and the
above-named lah, to cleanse.' His duties must
therefore have been similar to those of Wie paii&u
and the sukkallu, and he may have assisted the
king on the occasion of his ofticial building-conse'

'

crations.

—

The 3urru. Priests bearing this title appari^.
ently belonged to one of the most important of the
Babylonian sacerdotal classes, and might even
aspire to the high-priesthood, as is indicated by
the fact that the gura-mah is once rendered in
Bab. as &angamahhu, 'high-priest' (see § 2). The
lists give also the word sura-gal (Sura.), 'great
The surru probii. 21. 41, 46, 47c).
surru (
ably belonged to the highest class of the musician
priests, as represented by the kalu, (see § 16).
Though read Sanganv(h(h)u, it is really the
sni-anuihu who is spoken of as kindling the fire
and tliebrazier (§2). In the list of priests, IVAIii.
32. 9, either aa suramaku or as Sangamahu, he is
mentioned between the libationer (ramku) and
the mainuiiu (see § 8).
Semiticized form of the Sum.
16. The k£ilu.
gal, dialectic inulu, this, like surrti, stood for a
From
the inscriptions and the
variety of offices.
bilingual lists it is clear that he wa.s, like the
surru, a singer, a worker (? of ceremonies, gaga,
dialectic nux-nia), an utterer of lamentation (*'/•),
Ann's (or god's) fortress (bad ana or bad dingira),
and the invoker of the oracle (niinuz-pd = tam'd
Kalu also explains the Sum. groups sura
piriiti).
and sura-gal, great surru (see § 15).
Besides being the temple singer, the kald wrote
astrological reports, witii, probably, the forecasts
derived therefrom and the ceremony of making
In connexion
offerings Avas also part of his duty.
with,his musical duties, it is noteworthy that the
of
god Ea, as patron of their order, bore the name
Lumha, the ideogram expressing which is regarded
of
a
musical
as a wedge-formed picture
instrument,
the lyre.
was
naru.
This
the
The
17.
apparently,
musician-priest par excellence. Tiie god Ea is

WAI

'

'

'

—A

'

'

;

—

have had a special ndru of his own
Hg,sisu, 'the wise one,' and as the god of
the ndre Ea bore the name of Dunga. They seem
to have joined in the lamentations, and thus were

said

to

named

classed with the mourners.
For representations of priests of this class (they were shaven),
see Earl of Southesk's Catalogue of Collection of Antif/ue Gems,
London, 1908, ii. 64, and L. de Clercq, Catalogue, Paris,
The ndri and ndrdte of the historical inscripISSTff., no. 101.
tions, like those sent to Sennacherib by Hezekiah, were eviSee Mnsic
dently not connected with the temple services.
(Babylonian).

—

The

For the work of this priest
gallabu.
from which it would appear that the rite
which
formed an essential part
performed by him,
of priestly consecration, was sometimes, either
wholly or in part, undertaken by the king. The
gallabu and the dsv. carried the implements of
18.

see

§ 5,

their profession in cases of skin or leather
V. 1. 2ti'.).

(WAI

—

This was the most important or
19. The baru.
one of the most important of the orders of seers.
Their duties are indicated shortly by Lidlul the
Sage
:

'The

hari'i

forecast not the future by soothsaying." 'The
mv forecasts away (Jastrow, ii. 125, 169,
'

bdrO. has taken
129, 4).

The Sum. corresponding word is gaSSu, attached
'
to
to a character with the general meaning of
as
the
lists
'to
The
give,
bilingual
pierce,'
open.'
may express this word, the Sum.
groups which
'
azu, zalzu, mezu, meaning
uzu, azu, physician
and
respectively 'water-knowing,' 'oil-knowing,'
the last referring, probably, to
'

;

'voice-knowing,'
supernatural vocal revelations.

Another group
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means 'he who explains an oracle (or vision).' As
indicated by Lidhil, his duty was to direct men by
visions bdru ina biri ul xcSteSir-Su, the seer has
not directed him (the troubled one) by a vision
(WAI iv. 22, 42b). To all appearance the bdril
corresponds with the seer of the Hebrews (hozeh,

—

'

'

'

'

roeh).

The above

descriptions of his duties corresponded
with those of the o'sann, hartinnniim, of the
(Gn 4P, etc.), but he "had other duties of greater

OT

Thus Martin's Textes
to us in the assembly of the
other members of the order, when, raising a
branch, he intoned the incantation beginning
Samas and Adad, arise. In my supplication, the raising of
my hands, whatever I do, let the" invocation which I offer be
importance and dignity.
reltgieux pictures

him

'

the truth.'

When the presages were not satisfactory, and
the god did not answer, he had to perform the
ceremony of washing the mouth,' pronouncing
afterwards the following prayer
'

:

'Sama§, lord of judgment, Adad, lord of the oracle, I bring
you, I offer you, a pure fawn, the young of the gazelle, whose
(Here
eyes are bright, face perfect, hoofs without defect.'
follows a list of the innocent pleasures which the fawn has
He does not yet know the stag's desire, and I offer
enjoyed.)
'

him

to you.

Samas, Adad, arise, and in my supplication, in the raising of
whatever I do, let the invocation which I offer be

my hands,

the truth.'

Priestly supplication was generally accompanied
by the lifting of the hands. They seem not to
have been raised on high, but simply to the level

with the finger-tips approaching.
accompanying the duties of the bdril
were very numerous, as might be expected from
priests of such ancient origin and important
of the face,

The

rites

The abarakku. — Closely

connected with the
functions of the bdru were those of the abarakku,
of whom, however, very little can be said.
The
word is written with the same character as is used
for ittti, sign,' omen,' and the like, and was pronounced in Sum. isikim. A mutilated explanation
implies also that it was rendered by bdrti, 'seer.'
Abarakku is probably the ^^3^<, abrek, of Gn 41"*^
and, if so, the proclamation made by the Egyptian
heralds did not mean 'bow the knee,' but 'the
The existence of the
(great) seer,' or the like.
word in Hebrew is due to Babylonian influence.
It is doubtful whether the similar word abriqqii,
from the Sum. abrig, has anything to do with
but it may be noted that the last is exthis
'
pressed by the characters nun-me-dti,
prince
(divine), command bringing,' or the like.
21. The asfl.— Tbere may be some doubt as to
this being a priestly order, but the leech in ancient
times was so important that the Babylonian priesthood can hardly have failed to include the professors of the healing art among them.
Nevertheless, in IJammurabi's Code, they came under the
severest clauses of the lex talionis a fact which
may be taken to show that priests in general were
not a privileged class before the law.
'

come to this conclutablets (some of them letters) show.
into Heb. -Aramaic as ndn, dsd,
with derivatives.
It is possible that the mugu was also a physician (Harper,
no. 108, rev. 3). The rab-mugi is probably the rab-mag of Jer
Assyrians, however, had not

sion, as

many

Asu has passed

39 (Gr. 46)3.

—

Whether the aba,
a similar formation to azu=dsu, was a
It might be
priestly class or not is uncertain.
translated water- [i.e. medicine-] giver.' As a
he
was
a
scribe
or
rule,
secretary (in Harper's
33rd Letter he heads a short list of priests). It is
on
his
account
of
probably
apparently secretarial
duties that he has been regarded as one of the
classes of scribes, ttipSarru, the tipsar of Jer 5V
and Nah 3'''.
Notwithstanding their various
secular occupations, the scribes were often priests.
Considerations of space prevent notice of various
other priestly titles, but it is necessary to add to
the list the temple-officials designated by the Sum.
to enter '-ttu-S, 'temple visitor,' or the like {tti,
house or temple '). They had apparently cone,
siderable power, but it is not known in what their
great influence originated. One of these, Nabfisum-ukin, attached to the great temple of Nebo at
Borsippa, married Gigitu™, daughter of Neriglissar
22.

which

Other priestly classes.
is

'

'

'

'

'

RP

II. iv. [1890] 101 ff.).
(see
23. The heavenly hierarchy.
Though the
priestly titles of the gods of the Babylonian
pantheon were imitated from those of their earthly

—

priesthood, it is probable that the Babylonians
Thus
regarded the reverse as being the case.
Engur, mother of £a, was the true abrakkatu (§ 20)
of the heavenly (and the earthly) ^-kura, or
temple Nin-sah was the supreme messenger or
minister (sukkal-mah) of Anu, the god of the
heavens ; Eninna-ni-zi was the sukkallu of EnUrta (' Ninip '), one of the gods of healing ; Azagasud was the sura (§ 15) of Enlilla, etc. All, or
nearly all, of the great deities had their sukkale,
and Samas, the sun-god, had several he of the
right, he of the left, the one who was supreme
heart-resting.'
(mah), and two sukkal Sa-kuSSa,
He had also a galldbu (§ 18), one who shore him
(of his rays), either when he set or when he was
;

functions.
20.

(Buddhist)

'

;

—

The etymology of Asii is interesting, as it comes from the
Sum. azu, meaning, probably, water-knowing,' either from
the medical 'waters' that he used or from the knowledge that
he was supposed to have of the fluids of the body. Other Sum.
words translated by As'O. were nizu or zalzu, oil-knowing,' and
mezu or iiihzu, 'voice-knowing' or 'incantation-knowing' (see
As azu also stands for bdril, seer (§ 19), it is clear that
§ 19).
he belonged to the same class of temple-official.
'

'

'

'

—

'

The name of this deity was Engana,
eclipsed.
lord of repose,' or the like.
The great god of the various orders of priests
seems to have been Ea, who was patron of the
'

'

kale, 'chanters,' ndre, musicians,' (55yL>e, 'incantation-makers,' bare, seers,' tuj^arre, scribes,' dse,
'
physicians,' and galldbe, priestly tonsure-cutters.
The abode of Eres-ki-gal or Allatu"\ goddess of
'

the under world, was regarded as similarly organNam tar, or Fate,' was the goddess's sukkalu,
and she had, as well, a divine (? and priestly) food-

expected of them (see ERE iv. 259 f.). Herodotus
(i. 197) says that the Babylonians made no use of
physicians, as the people trusted to tlie advice of
those who had already suffered from the maladies
which afllicted them.
The inhabitants of the
capital at least therefore seem to have had unsatisfactory experience of their healing powers. The

'

ized.

The lists of
distributor (ni2i or mu-haltimmu).
gods also give ceitain divine titles, which may be
priestly, but are not represented on earth.
Literature. Morris Jastrow, Die Religion Babyloniens
und Assyrians, Giessen, 1905-12 E. Behrens, Assyrischbabylonische Briefe kultischen Inhalts, Leipzig, 1906 and the

—

;

;

special lexical articles in F. Delitzsch, Assyrisches HandMuss-Arnolt, Concise
worterbuch, Leipzig, 1890 ; and
As the subject
Diet, of the Assyrian Language, Berlin, 1905.
is a very extensive one, notes on priestly titles are scattered

W.

throughout recent Assyro-Babylonian literature, the most notevvorthy being F. Martin, Textes religieux assyriens e.t babyloniens, 1st ser., Paris, 1903.
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The

severity of the lex talionis under which they
practised proves that a knowledge of surgery was

'

T. G. PINCHES.

(Buddhist).— For

purposes, ecclesiastical and social, the priesthood in Buddhism is conterminous with the order

all

monks (Safiglia). Every ordained member of
the Sahgha is qualified to act as priest, and to
perform those duties which in Buddhism may be
Of priestly
considered to attach to the office.
function, however, in the narrower, more restricted
sense of the term with which Western ecclesiastical

of
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history is familiar, Buddhism knows nothing. The
or priest, in so far as he has obligations and
duties towards the laity, is the servant of all, for
His relation to
their edification and conversion.
them is that of a minister to their religious necessities, and a coniidant and guide on all the critical
occasions of life, as they on their side serve his
temporal needs and j)rovide him with the requisite
minimum of food and clothing. In neither of the
great schools of the North and the South is there
any suggestion of the thought that through a
hnman intermediary man may or must approach
unto God ; and Bucldhism has no order or ritual
of sacrifice to require the services of an officiating
priest with expert knowledge of the modes and
Whether, as in the
significance of the rites.
Hinayana, in theory at least a man must rely
his
own
endeavours
and virtues to
solely upon
achieve salvation, or, as in the Mahftyana, upon
the merits and assistance of powerful bodhisattvas
to sustain his faltering and wayward steps and to
bring him to his goal, in neither case is deliverance
through or by a human priest.
This was the view consistently adopted and enforced by Gautama Buddha himself, if the Pali
books rightly interpret the tenor of his directions
and teaching. After his deatli the Law which he
had given to his disciples was to be their guide.
Each man might gain a knowledge of the truth by
his own insight and exertions, as the Buddha himself had done ; and there was no other road to
emancipation and rest. If, however, the MahaySnist teachers are right in maintaining the
fundamentally mystical and esoteric character of
his later instructions, he himself made provision
for efiectual external aid to be at the disposal of
all who sought deliverance from suffering and
wrong but that deliverance was from a superior
divine source and not mediated through a man.
The offices, therefore, which the Buddhist priests
undertake for the laity are chiefly those of reading
and exposition of the Scriptures. In most of the
monasteries also, especially in Burma, instruction
is given by the older monks or those appointed for
the purpose in the elements of secular learning and
the simpler doctrines of the faith together with
narrative of the life or lives of the Buddha. In
this service the Buddhist priests have been for
many centuries the national schoolmasters ; and
in most Buddhist countries, except as undertaken

monk

;

and forwarded by European government authority
or missionary enterprise, no other teaching has

On all important occasions, moreover, in the private life of the people, at marriages
and births and especially in cases of sickness, the
priest is summoned to perform ceremonies and prophylactic rites, to pronounce incantations, and by
recitation of sacred texts to expel and keep at a
distance evil influences. In some instances simple
been available.

remedies may be applied. For the most part it is
only in Vassa that formal exhortations or orations
are made. The practice varies, however, in tiie
different lands in which Buddhism
prevails.
Usually also the sermons or discourses are delivered not in the temples, which the laity are
not expected to frequent for that purpose, but
in private houses or in halls erected or lent for
the occasion.
The preaching work of the early
itinerating monks seems to have been done to a
but this practice
large extent in the open air
obtains little if at all at the present day.
The services within the temples themselves can
hardly be said to call for the exercise of any
priestly function. They consist for the most part
of invocation and recitations, in which all the
resident members of the monastery share, but the
laity are not present, unless as accidental spectators. The latter frequent the
temples for worship
;
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and to present tlicir ullerings individually or in
small groups. There are no general assemljlies or
coml)ined devotional services.
At the principal
service of the day tlie senior monk or another to
whom the duty is delegated will deliver a .sermon
or exj)osition on Buddhist doctrine or ethics
he
acts, however, less by virtue of his position or
office as priest than on account of the superior
;

knowledge

witli

which he

is

credited.

From him

the junior monks may expect to receive instruction
in the right way of life.
In his private capacity
also the priest will give advice, and receives confessions.

The most elaborate ceremonial and suggestive
found in Tibet. Here, at a .service
that has derived some at least of its main feature.-;
from Christian example and the commemorative
observance of the Last Supper, the Buddhist Lama
Formal Buddhism, however,
officiates as priest.
owns no doctrine of sacrifice or prooitiatory otterTlie Lamaism of Tibet is Buudiiist in little
ing.
more than name, and the Lama priest of high rank
is endowed with more of priestly fiuiction and consideration than the Buddhist monk of other lands.
The services in the temple include formal and
elaborate liturgies, in addition to the ordinaiy
At the frequent
recitations and instruction.
festivals the ritual observed is often intricate as
well as highly ornate.
Extra services also are
held at the request of laymen, for which^pajnnent
is made in the form of gifts to the monastery, the
merit of which accrues to the donor. To a considerable extent these practices have been derived
from the West through the agency of early
Nestorian missionaries. The monks also visit the
houses of the laitj^ to perform ceremonies and lo
read portions of the Buddhist sacred books.
Among the various peoples professing the faith
there is no great difference in the offices thus
undertaken by the Buddhist priests.
Recitation
of the Scriptures and more or less formal and
regular discourses in the temples on the topics of
the Buddhist religion form the larger part of their
recognized duties. Moreover, in all the northern
countries at least Buddhist usage and ceremonial
have been to a considerable extent modified,
as in Tibet, by indigenous beliefs and iiractices.
With this one exception the proce-ss has advanced farthest perhaps in China, where Buddhist and Taoist priests interchange facilities and
mutually officiate in the temples of either faith.
Chinese monks conduct the services and perfonn
their duties in a very perfunctory manner. The
Japanese priests, on tlie contrary, are alert and
intelligent, often well-read and interested in the
history and doctrines of their sect, and punctiliously ol)servant of the duties that are incumljent
upon them. In some sects they add to their other
services that of an active missionary propaganda
in defence of the faith.
Between the Shintoist
and Buddhist priests no interchange of ministry
or office takes place at the present time, and the
demarcation in manners and appearance, as in
duty and ceremonial, is complete. The relations
formerly must have been much more intimate and
frienilly, and Buddhism has taken over from the
national faith functions which would seem to be
ritual is to be

entirely incompatible with its principles and creed.
At funerals especially Buddhist priests are summoned to officiate ; on the other hand, at
marriages and births, on the more joyous occasions of the family life, the services of the Shinto
clergy are in request. In the presentation of the
ancestral offerings also the Buddhist priesthood
takes an active and recognized part. The equipment and dress of the monks is similar to that
in China, and the same practice of branding
at initiation into the order prevails. Whereas,

found
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China the branding is upon the shaven
however,
head, in Japan the mark is made upon the arm of
the monk.
It is in Korea that the priesthood holds a
position of least prominence, having maintained
in

little authority or dignity.
It was otherM'ise in
the earlier centuries of the history of the country,
when Buddhist priests took a leading part in the
political as well as in the religious control of the
More recently their influence diminished,
people.
and for a long time they have had little interest
or concern in the national life.
Their numbers do
not increase, they live apart from the people, and
are little honoured or consulted.
The service of the priest or monk therefore in
Buddhism has been closely determined by the
origin and early history of the faith, and, except
where other conditions have been imposed by its
environment, has not travelled beyond those limits.
The absence of a doctrine of sacrifice, or of any
recognized belief in a future life beyond this world,
has necessarily placed a hindrance in the way of
the development of a priestly office, and has retarded or altogether checked the growth of any
felt need for the ministry of the priest.
Notwithstanding, the Buddhist priest, although to a less
extent than in Christianity or Hinduism or some
other faiths, has a real place among his people,
and his office carries with it prerogatives and an
influence that are of much importance.
It is true
that the honour paid to his office has not always,
any more than in other countries, been transferred
to his person
and the order is sometimes recruited,
as in China, from the lower classes of the population.
There can be little doubt, however, that
the ascendancy of the priest or monk has been a
and
real
perhaps decisive factor in the history and
development of the Buddhist religion.
Literature. — R. S. Copleston, Buddhism in Maqadha and
;

London, 1908 J. Edkins, Chinese Buddhism'^, do.
Hackmann, Buddhism as a Religion, En<r. tr., do.
R. F. Johnston, Buddhist China, do. 1913 H. Kern,
Manual of Indian Buddhism, Strassburg, 1896 M. MonierWilliams, Buddhism, London, 1889 K. J. Saunders, 2'he Stury
of Buddhism, Oxford, 1916
Shway Yoe (J. G. Scott), The
Burman : His Life and Notions^, London, 1910 L. A. Waddell,
The Buddhism of Tibet or Ldtnaism, do. 1895 see also art.
MoNASTiciSM (Buddhist).
A. S. GEDEX.
Ceylorfi,
18113; H.

1910

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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(Chinese).

— The

statement, which is so commonly made, that there
are three religions in China is apt to convey a very
misleading idea of the religious state of that
country. Setting aside the members of the various
Christian churches, and the adherents of Judaism
and Islam, and perhaps the Buddhist monks and
nuns, it would be hard to describe the average
Chinaman as being an exclusive adherent of any
of the three systems which are usually called the
three religions of China Confucianism, Buddliism,
and Taoism. It would scarcely be too much to
say that the basis of his religion is practically the
same as that of his ancestors in the days before
any of the three teachers from whom these systems
professedly derive their origins had been born.
As a clearly defined physical type of man has been
in occupation of Eastern Asia .since pre-historic
times, so certain elements in the religious stratification of that area appear to have remained
unchanged for an immense period. These elements
are shamanism {q.v.} and ancestor-worship (see art.

—

Communion with the Dead [Chinese]). When
we first meet with the Chinese, we find them
practising shamanistic rites and paying honour to
their ancestors, though in addition there appears
to have existed belief in a supreme being.
Under
the Chou dynasty (1122-249 B.C.), when we are
to
touch
firmer
there
beginning
ground,
appeared
two remarkable ethical teachers, Confucius (551-478
and
his
elder
B.C.)
Lao-tse,
contemporary, and a

(Chinese)

somewhat more shadowy

personality, whose teaching exercised a great influence on the subsequent
of

development

Chinese

religion.

became

It

separated into two currents Confucianism, which
is more correctly described as a moral than as a
religious system, becomes the basis of the state
cultus (for the sacerdotal functions performed by
the emperor before the fall of the Manchu dynasty
in 1912 see art. Confucian Religion)
and
Taoism, the more popular current, becomes to a
large extent identified with the shamanistic substratum of Chinese religion, M'hich de Groot terms
'universal animism,'! or the worship of the shc7i,
departmental spirits animating the various jmrts
of the universe.
In the 1st cent, of the Christian
era Chinese religion became profoundly modified
by the advent of Buddhism, wliich now became
influential in its northern form, the Mahayana, or
Great Vehicle,' during the reign of the emperor
Ming-ti (A.D. 58-76), though the first missionaries
of the Indian faith may have reached China as
early as 217 B.C. From Buddhism the national
religion of Taoism borrowed the conception of
monasticism, which now became acclimatized on
Chinese soil by the votaries of the two faiths.
I. Primitive shamanistic priesthood.
From the
earliest times there appear to have existed in
China persons of both sexes credited with the
possession of mana, or spiritual power (see art.
Mana), of a kind found all over the world, which
enabled them to wield extraordinary powers in the
These shamans are for the most
spirit-world.
part to be identified with the wu, exorcists, mentioned in very early literary records. From the
Shu king, or Canon of History,' it appears that
they were entirely possessed by spirits of yang
material, which represents the principle of light
and warmth, according to the primitive dualist
philosophy of the Chinese (see art. COSMOGONY
AND Cosmology [Chinese]).
Their functions
appear to have been threefold (a) invocation of
the spirits of the dead for the purpose of inducing
them to partake of offerings
(6) prophecy by
means of knowledge obtained from the possessing
(c) exorcism of all evil ; this they accomspirits
plished in virtue of the yang power which resided
in them and enabled them to neutralize the yin
element, or element of darkness. In this capacity
:

;

'

—

'

:

;

;

they would accompany potentates when entering
a house of death. Ch. xii. leaf 46, of the Li kl,
Treatises on Ceremonial Usages,' says
When a ruler goes to the f une^itl rites of a minister, he has
'

or

:

'

with him a

wu and

an invoker, holding respectively a piece of
peachwood and reeds.' (The peach-tree was believed to be a
source of terror to ghosts, and the bundle of reeds has a
magical significance, being employed for the purpose of sweeping away

evil.)

The Cheu

or

li,

'

Book

of Institutions of the

Dynasty,' ch. xxv. leaves 30 and 39, says
When the sovereign pays a visit of condolence,

Cheu

:

'

the invoker
for the funeral rites marches in front of him, in company of the
um ; and the male %vu on the same occasion walks ahead of
him with the invoker.'
'

'

In the time of the Shang dynasty (1766-1122 B.C.)
these wu appear to have been a kind of order of
singing and dancing dervishes. They danced at
sacrifices to secure rain.
At the altars raised to pray and sacrifice for rain,' says de
'

Groot, 'tlie priestesses, representing the Yin or female part of
the Universal Order, to which clouds and water belong, performed dances and when disasters prevailed, they conjured
the gods by means of chants expressive of grief and distress.' 2
;

The

early texts appear to suggest that the

wu

were the Chinese representatives of a primitive
animistic priesthood found all over Asia, such as

the dervish of Muhammadan countries, the Indian
and the shaman of the Siberian aborigines.
When possessed,' they suUer convulsions and distortions.
The possessing spirit is believed to
endow them with the power of second sight and of

faq'ir,

'

1
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exoicizing spectres. Some .ancient texts refer to
the male wu as hih. They also mention a class of
persons called chuh, i.e. invokers or conjurers. In
texts of the Han dynasty (c. 200 u.C.-A.D. 200) tiie
expression imt-chuh occurs, thus indicatin<( that
the functions of the two classes had become assimilated.
The ^ml were frequently employed by tlie
emperors of this dynasty. Since disease was popularly ascribed to demoniacal possession, the ivu,
being exorcists, were much sought after as
In this capacity they were employed
physicians.

the 4th cent. A.D. to cliase

away foxes and
which were believed to bring disease.
What gave the wu their greatest inlluence, however, appears to have been the fact tiiat in their
mediumistic capacity they claimed to reveal to
in

lizards,

their clients the wishes of their departed ancestors.

The southern provinces have always been the great
stronghold of wu-Um. Its inlluence with women
was enormous, and probably in early times there
were more female tiian male v.-u. Any woman,

married or unmarried, who felt herself capable of
A state of
becoming a medium could do so.
ecstasy was induced by dancing, and perpetuated
by monotonous music and the beating of drums.
At certain periods t«it-ism constituted a grave
political danger, and, under the influence of its
representatives, mandarins were induced to plot
Its social influence was,
against the emperor.
moreover, so great that it led to the complete
of
the
canons
of Confucian morality,
transgression
by which women were forbidden to appear in
public in the presence of men.
Repressive edicts
against i:;i<-ism were therefore not infrequent.
The ivu were often employed as exorcists by the
Tatar dynasty of Liao, but under the Ming dynasty
which succeeded it (1368-1643) vigorous measures
were adopted against them. Texts of the Ming
period make it clear that the wii. had temples and
images of their own gods, to whom they offered
sacrifice.
They were no doubt the same as the
thousands of village-temples existing in China at
the present day. In all ages the wu appear to
have been paid for their services in employing
spells, and also for the crime of life-plucking,' i.e.
dismembering a living body for the purpose of
At the present time their functions fall
sorcery.
into three classes: (1) clairvoyance and .soothsaying (2) exorcism (3) sacrificial work, with invocation and conjuration. Formerly there existed a
division of labour, one class exercising each of
'

;

;

these three functions separately, and this condition still exists in the province of Fukien and on
Amoy Island. All over China, however, there is
found a class of so-called sai-kong, which is almost
exclusively occupied with sacrificial work and
magical exorcism. In popular estimation this class
is the most important branch of the wu-\f,i
priesthood. The sai-kong, who are permitted to marry,
wear no distinctive costume. Their houses are
indicated to clients by sign-boards, on which are
written the characters, 'There is a Taoist altar
here,' showing that they regard themselves as
Taoist priests.
In practice the ww-ist priesthood is more or less
it is usual for every
sai-kong to design
one of his sons for his own profession, as he does
not like to initiate strangers into its arcana.

hereditary

;
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While he undergoes this ordeal, a bundle of
Kiby-clothes and some paper charms are fastened on his back ;
the latter he throws down when he reaches the top of the
ladder, and the former are restored to their owner at the conclusion of the ceremony. After the ordeal of ladder-climbing
is over, the neophyte kneels before the chief to receive the
joyful news that he is now a fully qualified nai-kung. His influence will be proportionate to the number of rungs which he
for its rungs.

has mounted.

No sai-kong may adopt more than one pujiil to
succeed him in his profession. Each has a State
iliploma granting him permission to exercise its
Tiiis must be registered by the prefect
functions.
and a fee must be paid. In Amoy the sai-kong
to
a
club to which each member is bound
belong
to contribute, and has the privilege of drawing
upon it in time of illness.
sai-kong will call
himself a tao .<thi, or Taoist doctor, and most of his
ritual is Taoistic in character.
The work of the
sai-kong is the pro[)itiation of the gods, who constitute the yang part of the universe.
The line of
demarcation between ujw-ism and Taoism is illdefined.
It was from the tmi that the too shi
derived the art of exorcism.

A

The difiference between the tao shi and the wu class,' says de
Groot, was flnallj- effaced entirely when the older part of the
function of the tao shi, viz. assimilation with the Tao by mental
and bodily discipline in seclusion, was discarded, being incapable of being maintained by them against the competition of
Buddhist monasticisin, and against the oppression of ascetic
and conventual life hy the Confucian State.' i
'

'

A

respectable sai-kong accepts what his employer
him in the shape of money or kind in return

ofl'ers

for his professional services, but never demands
In officiating at religious ceremonies
the sai-kong wears a square silk garment, resembling a chaauijle in being without sleeves, and embroi-

payment.

dered on the back. It is of magical significance,
representing the shape of the earth according to
primitive Chinese pidlosophy, and invests the
wearer with the power of the order of the world or
Tao, and enables him to restore that order. It is
called to po, 'gown of the Tao.^
There exists also a class of youths known popudivining youths.'
larly as ki-tong,
They are
believed to possess shen. They usually acquire it
at a religious ceremony in a temple, at which they
suddenly begin to hop and dance, making strange
When a youth behaves in this way, the
gestures.
bystanders realize that he has become possessed.'
The case is investigated by a sai-kong, and the
possessed youth begins to form a clientele, who
The ki-tong are
employ him as a medium.
employed as exorcists. When an epidemic prevails, they are organized into processions, in which,
stripped to the waist, and covered with blood
flowing from self-inflicted wounds, they indulge
in frantic dancing.
They have even been seen
oarrj'ing heavy pewter lamps, fastened to hooks
tlu'ust through their arms.
Female wu are frequently mentioned in Chinese texts subsequent to
the Han dynasty. De Groot knows of no female
sai-kong in the Amoy district. Women, however,
participate in other kinds of ?Pi<-ist work.
2. The priesthood in the State religion.
learn from the Cheu li tliat at the time of its composition the wu were not the only priesthood in
China there was also a body of ofhcials charged
with the performance of rites and ceremonies,
among which those connected with the State
religion were the most important.
'

'

—We

;

Under the direction of a Minister, entitled Ta tsung poh or
those officers had to direct
Superintendent of the Ancestry,
the erection and conservation'of the temples and altars of the
State and the mausolea and tombs of the reigning House,
furthermore, the celebration of sacrifices with music and
dances, victims and implements, besides the funeral rites in the
royal family, divination and auguration, etc. This ministerial
department was undeniably a priesthood of Universal Animism,
the gods whose \\orship they had to maintain and regulate being
the shen which animate Heaven and Earth and their constitu'

Before initiation the prospective sai-kong undergoes a fast or
When the hour for the ceremony arrives, attired in clean
underwear beneath a sacrificial robe, and with bare feet, he is
carried on some one's baclt to the temple in which it is to take
place. The reason for his being carried is that the earth is a
great repository of yin substance, and contact with it might
therefore be dangerous, as it might neutralize the
yang substance within him. The ceremony of initiation is
performed by
a wu of advanced age, who is known as a kao
chief of
tsa,
religion.' The chief portion of the ceremony of initiation consists in the candidate
the
ordeal
of
undergoing
chmbing a to
t ui, or ladder which has swords with
the blades placed upwards
vigfil.

'

.

.

.

ent parts and phenomena, as also the spirits of the dead.'
1 vi.

1254.

2

De Groot,

vi. ll&J.

'-
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This priesthood was in its inception an official
creation, not a spontaneous development of the
animistic substratum of Chinese religion.
It was probably the prototype of the li-pu,
board of rites,' Avhich in later a.ues supervised the
ceremonial aspects of the State religion. The board
of rites was the fifth in order of precedence among
the eighteen boards to which the administration of
the empire was entrusted prior to the Kevolution
'

when

was suppressed,

functions
being absorbed into those of the ministry of the
interior.
The Cheu li (xvii.-xxvii.) gives a list of
the officials Avho served under the ministry of rites,
with a description of their functions. Thej^ include
the superior of the sacred ceremonies and his assistant, a master of the sacrifices, an officer in charge
of the vases containing the libations and of the
preparation of the sweet-smelling wine, an officer
charged Avith providing the sacrificial cocks, an
official who sets in their places the cups containing
the libations at sacrifices, one to set in order the
mats, a keeper of the ancestral hall of the imperi<al
family, a keeper of the seals, a keeper of the
imperial wardrobe, annalists and imperial secretaries, musicians, a grand augurer, invokers, and
sorcerers.
The last were the wu, who were already
at that period incorporated into the State religion.
The board of rites cannot, however, be regarded as
a priesthood, since it was charged with the sui^ervision of the State sacrifices merely, and was not a
body charged with the task of mediating between
of

1911,

it

God and man.

its

—

The Buddhist

priesthood. There is not in
marked distinction between
the priest and the monk as in Catholic Christianity.
In the latter religion the priest is one Avhose duty
it is to officiate at the holy mysteries, while the
monk is one who seeks to sanctify his soul by a
life of retirement from the world, it being unusual
during the earlier period of Christian monasticisra
In Buddhism, however,
for monks to be priests.
there is only one type of religious official whom
we may call priests or monks, some of whom live
In the
in communities and some of whom do not.
3.

Buddhism any

earliest

clearly

form of Buddhism, which was agnostic,

the idea of mediation was of necessity completely
absent. In the first tAvo and a half centuries after
the introduction of Buddhism into China Buddhist monks were all foreigners, as it was not till
the 4th cent. A.D. that Chinese subjects were permitted to adopt the monastic life. At the present
time Buddhist monasteries in China are usually
situated outside the cities in the open country, the
ideal situation being a Avooded height.
Their
inmates are for the most part recruited from the
ranks of children, Avho are frequently sold to them
by a necessitous mother after the father's death.
Hackmann mentions a case in Avhich twenty-five

Mexican dollai's (40s.) Avere paid for a child. ^
Only a feAV monasteries receive any appreciable
number of adult novices. When in their seventh
year, these children begin to be initiated into their
Their heads are completely
religious duties.
shaved, and a special teacher is appointed to each.
When the final conseci'ation takes place, the
novice is branded on the head as a sign of his
Sometimes this
Avillingness to endure hardship.
branding is voluntarily repeated in later life. Nine
voAvs are usually taken to abstain from taking
life, stealing, adultery, slander, reviling, lying,
and feelings of jealousy, hatred, or folly. Sometimes others are added. Devotional exercises,
which consist of invocations, praises, and the reading of extracts from the scriptures, usually take
place three times a day. They are frequently
accompanied by a sacrifice, in Avhich the oblation
usually consists of rice or tea. Meditation, both
1 Buddhism as a
Religion, p. 218.

—

(Chinese)

ambulatory and sedentary, is still continued in
some monasteries, but it has Avidely fallen into

A

moderate-sized community consists
There is a
of about thirty to forty members.
Avell-organized domestic economy. All OAve obedience to the abbot {fang-chang). The community
is divided into an eastern and a western half.
The eastern deals mostly Avith secular matters.
desuetude.

It includes a book-keeper, guest-master, commissioner of stores, superintendent of field labour,
superintendent of water-supply, overseer of the

kitchen, manager of the clothing department,
another for giving out tea, superintendent of
repairs,

and

others.

The

Avestern division deals

life, and includes sacristans, chanters, lectors, and monks, Avho expound
the sacred science to laymen. Chinese monks
Avear trousers, stockings, and shoes, besides an
undergarment extending from tlie Avaist to the
knees, and a garment covering the whole body. A
Avide garment is Avorn over this for full equipment.
PoA-erty has ceased to be enforced, and monks
The average monk has no
freely accept gifts.
Penalreal knoAvledge of the Buddha's teaching.
ties are imposed on those monks Avho commit
ritual offences,
but moral ofiences often go
Punishment is generally adminisunpunished.
tered byfiogging on the naked back by lay-brothers.
The monks are for the most part at a low
stage of intellectual cultui-e, though a thousand years ago, Avhen Europe was in the Dark
Ages, the monasteries of China Avere filled Avith
philosophers and scholars. A person of good
family rarely becomes a monk. When he does so,

the religious side of

Avitli

hoAvever, he speedily attains to abbatical rank.
Immorality is Avide-spread, and this led to the
suppression of all the monasteries in FucIioav in
the years 1830-40. It is, however, unwise to
generalize on this point, as the reputations of
individual monasteries vary very greatly ; that of
the celebrated monasteries of Chiu-hua and Puto
stands high. The use of opium is also prevalent
among the monks. Individual monks of ascetic
life are found, and even in recent times a monk
has sometimes been voluntarily burnt alive on
a funeral pyre. Monks are usually cremated at
Besides the ccenobitical communities,
death.

Buddhist hermits are found in China. They dAvell
in poor huts or in holes in the mountains, and are
maintained by alms or by a neighbouring monasThe liermits do not shave their heads, but

tery.

wear

their hair long.

Some AA'fto

are

more

ascetic

small mountain caves,
into Avhich the sunlight never penetrates. When
embalmed in a special
his
is
one
such a
dies,
body
manner, and, after being painted and gilded, is set
up in a temple as an object of veneration. There
is no supreme authority over all the monks in
China, each monastery being self-contained. The
government has, however, bestoAved an official
status on some of the abbots, Avho act as intermediaries betAveen it and the monasteries. These
abbots are responsible to the government for the
conduct of the monks. Any ordained monk may
move at will from one monastery to another, on
showing a pass issued by his abbot, or he may
adopt an itinerant mode of life. Buddhist monks
are usually known as bonzes, a Japanese term
introduced into China by Roman Catholic mission-

than their

felloAvs live in

aries.
4.

The Taoist

priesthood.

— The

indigenous

religion of Taoism, which, though it professes to
be founded on the ethical teaching of Lao-tse,
nevertheless in some of its manifestations appears
to merge imperceptibly into the popular animism of
the country, began under the influence of Buddhism to evolve an organized priesthood and ritual
soon after the opening of the Christian era. At
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present there are two orders of Taoi^t priests, one
celibate and one married, the latter, however,
being composed of priests niaiTied before ordination.
They reside in their own dwellings and
wear the ordinary dress of the country. The
Taoist priests do not shave the head like the Buddhist ones, but bind the hair on the top of the
head. Many lead an itinerant life, and derive a
livelihood from the sale of charms.
Tliey are for
the most part as ignorant of the teaching of Laotse as are the Buddhists of the teaching of Sakyaniuni.
They study instead the pseudo-sciences of
astrology and alchemy. Candidates for tlie Taoist
priesthood study for five years. Before initiation
they fast for three days, and bathe in water scented
with orange-leaves then, going into the presence
of an image of Lao-tse, they seek his blessing.
licence has then to be obtained from a mandarin.
The abbots of Taoist monasteries are called sze-sze.
At the head of the Taoist Clrnxch is a patriarch
who lives in the temple known as Shang-ch'ingkung, on the Dragon and Tiger mountains in Kiangsi.
He is descended from Chang-ling, a noted
healer, who flourished in the province of Sze-ch'wen
under the Han dynasty. His cures obtained for
him a great reputation, and he healed a number of
sick persons by inducing them to write down a
confession of their sins on paper and swear not to
sin again.
When this had been done, he threw the
confessions into the water. Chang-ling's cures
attracted a great number of followers to him, and
he instituted a semi-clerical caste, which appears
to have been the genesis of the Taoist priesthood.
His work was continued by his son Heng and his
grandson Lu. It is said that the patriarch is
chosen in the following manner. When one dies,
all the male members of the clan assemble, and the
names of each are engraved on pieces of lead, which
are deposited in an earthenware vessel full of
water. Priests then invoke the deities of the
Taoist triad, to cause the piece on which the
name of him whom the gods have chosen is
inscribed to float to the top.^ The services of the
Taoist and Buddhist clergy are for the most part
made use of quite indiscriminately by the population.
The late empress-dowager once employed
Buddhist priests to pray for rain at one altar and
Taoists at another. At the funeral of Li Hung
;

A

priests of both religions officiated.
Owing,
however, to the elaborate eschatology evolved by
Buddhist theologians, the priests of this religion

Chang

rather than the Taoists are generally employed
for the purpose of offering sacrifices to alleviate
the sufferings of the departed.
The monastic
5. The clergy and the State.
ideal was naturally alien to the Chinese temperawith
its
inbred
ment,
deep
respect for the ties of
family life, and this antipathy showed itself in
the hostility of official Confucianism towards Buddhism on its arrival in the country. In A.D. 714
a tierce per.secution broke out, during which 12,000
religious of both sexes were compelled to return
to the secular state, while in a still more bitter
persecution in the following century 4600 religious
houses were closed and 200,000 monks and nuns
were secularized. Buddhism, however, survived
these persecutions and was very powerful in the
10th and 12th centuries. The Taoist church also
felt the hand of the State,
celibacy being enforced upon its clergy by the first emperor of the
The
Sung dynasty.
legislation affecting the convents and clergy is embodied in the Ta Tsing luh
Fundamental and Supplementary Laws of the
li,
great Ts'ing Dynasty.' * ]\Iany of the laws contained in this work are also found in the
Ming

—

'

1

2

Graj',

China,

i.

103.

The Slanchu dynasty, which gained possession

in 1644.

(Egyptian)

code.

It provides that, if any Buddhist or Taoist
priest is ordained without a State diploma, he shall

receive eighty strijjcs with a long stick.
No abbot
may administer the rite of ordination without

permission. Since this has been
frequently refused, tliere has grown up a large
of
unconsecrated
body
clergy, who wear clerical
dress.
Buddhist or Taoist priest is permitted to
one
on
adopt
pupil
attaining the age of forty.
Hung-Wu, the founder of the Ming dynasty, who
ascended the throne in 1368, ordained that all the
clergy demanding State recognition should pass a
competitive examination in the Confucian classics,
thus creating an intellectual link between them
and the national culture. Various edicts were
issued by the Manchu emperors, restricting the
growth of the clergy, though their services were
often made use of during the rule of that dynasty.
In the southern provinces Buddhist priests have

governmental

A

frequently been employed by mandarins in rain-

making ceremonies and in exorcizing swarms of
locusts.
Of late years, however, monasticism has
declined rapidly, and the clerical profession is

A census taken by the
despised.
Peking police in 1908 revealed the fact that there
were in the capital only 1553 Buddhist and 133
Taoist priests. It seems most probable that one of
the chief causes which have operated in checking the
growth of a powerful sacerdotal caste in China has
been the system of making admission to public
offices dependent on the results of competitive
universally

examinations.
LiTERATURB.— J. J. M. dc Groot, The Religious System oj
China, 6 vols., Leyden, 1892-1910, Sectiirianism and Religions
Persecution in China, 2 vols., Amsterdam, 1903-04, 'Oii the
Origin of the Taoist Church,' Trans, of the Third International Congress for the Hist, of Religions, Oxford, 1908,
i.
138 £f.; Le Tcheou-IA, tr. E. Biot, Paris, 1851; H. Hackmann. Buddhism as a Religion, Eng. tr., I>oi!don, 1910
R. F. Johnston, BudJ. H. Gray, China, 2 vols., do. 1878
dhist China, do. 1913.
H. J. T. Johnson.
;
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—All

(

Egyptian ).i—L

the numerous communioccupied the Nile valley just before the
dawn of history possessed their respective local
divinity or divinities.' Civilization had already so
far advanced that the members of each political

lA'TRODUCTIoy.
ties that

group would have been severally engaged

in agricultural, industrial, or administrative occupations.
Consequently the task of performing the services
which every community as a whole owed to its
gods would have devolved upon, or been deliberately deputed to, a special body of men. An

Egyptian priesthood, therefore, may be described
as a body of men separated from the rest of the
community for the service of a god. At the head
of the local priesthood or priesthoods was the local
chief, members of whose family held all or some of
the more important priestly offices.
This is presumed from what we know to have been the prevailing practice of the historic period, in accordance with
which the nomarch, or chief official in a district, seems ipso
facto to have been 'superintendent of the prophets' (Jwy-rJ
limu>-ntr) of the local divinities.^

The POSITION OF THE KING.— 1. The king

II.

—

as high-priest. In historic times, under the
strongly centralized form of government instituted by Menes or his immediate successors, all
the religious functions of the local chiefs, along
with their political functions, were united in one
Thus the king became in theoiy
]ierson, the King.
the high-priest of all the local divinities. The
of this article is indebted to Dr. A. H. Gardiner
valuable suggestions and references.
A Hist, of Egypt, London, 1906, p. 30 f.
i. (Leipzig,
E.g., K. Sethe, Urkunden des dgyp. Altertums,
1903) 24 ff. ( = J. H. Breasted, AJicient Records of Egypt,
Bent
P.
E.
Hasan,
Newberry,
Chicago, 1905-07, i. 213 ff.);
London, 1893, i. 12 F. LI. Griffith, The Inscriptions of SiHf
and Dir Rlfeh, do. 1889, pi. 3ff. ; Breasted, Anc. Records,
1

for

The writer

many

2 J.
3

H. Breasted,

;

of the throne

293

iv.

787.
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current beliefs about the divine nature of the king
facilitated his assumption of all the high-priesthoods.
He was not merely looked upon as the
earthly representative of the god Horns, who,
originally the local god of Buto, was early identified with the sun-god Ke of Heliopolis,* but he was
actually regarded as a form or manifestation of
that god.'' The king was therefore a god, and
^
indeed wascommonly spoken of as the good god.'
Moreover, by the tinie of the Vth dynasty the king
Avas believed to be the physical son of the sun-god,
the State god of Egypt.^' The king was thus the
natural mediator between the gods and mankind
he was in fact the lugh-priest par excellence. In
and in the
this capacity he built the temples
reliefs which adorn their walls he alone is depicted
as worshipping the gods and making offerings to
them.^ But it was impossible for the Egyptian
king, Avho Avas the responsible head of a highly
'

—

;

complex system of government, to exercise his
high-priestly functions except on rare occasions
he accordingly was obliged to depute them to
the heads, or higher members, of the various
local priesthoods,^ who were conceived of as the
Pharaoh's representatives, or else to special emis;

saries.'
(a) The foregroing statement explains why a priest of Harshef
of Herakleopolis Magna is called king of Upper Egypt (nysirt).^
One of the formulae used in the daily service in the temple distinctly states that the officiating priest represents the king
I am a prophet {hm-ntr), the king has sent me to behold the
'

'

:

'

god.'S
(b) The king always appears to have retained the right to
appoint the high-priest of the temple, who was his deputy in a
special degree (see § XII. i).

The king as son of the divinity,— The king,
we have seen, Avas Horns, and also the son of

2.

as

of the local gods, in
their prestige, were identified

Ke, the State god.

Many

order to enliance
Hence the king would not only be the
Avith Re.^"
high-priest of these local gods but also be regarded
as their son. This idea of the sonship of the king
Avould soon affect the relationship of the king Avitli
The living king,
all divinities, male or female.^^
according to the characteristic theological conception of him, was Horns. But Horus was son of
Under the influence of
Osiris ( = the dead king).
the Osiris myth the relationship of the king Avith
any god or goddess Avas conceived of as that of

Horus

Avith Osiris ; accordingly every divinity Avas
for cult purposes.^^ The high-priests, or
leading members of the local priesthoods, Avere, as
Ave have seen, the king's deputies, and as such
impersonated the king in the temple services.
Occasionally, therefore, as Avill be seen in the tAvo

an Osiris

folloAving sections, the priest appeared in the role
of the son of the god Avhom he served, or he displayed some of the characteristics of sonship.

The priest as son of his god.—i. The

III.
*

son

whom

he

loves.'

—A

priest Avith

the

title

1
Sethe, Zur altagpp. Sage vom Somienauge das in der
Frernde war, Leipzig, 1912, p. 5 f.
2 A.
Erman, A Uandbook of Egyptian Religion, Eng. tr.,
London, 1907, pp. 35, 37 ; Sethe, Zur Sage vom Sonncnauge,

p. 5f.
3

Erman,

5

Ih. p.
6 lb.
p.

p. 36

52
53

4 lb.
p. 37

f.

f.

f.
;

N. de G. Davies and A. H. Gardiner, The

Tomb of

Amenemhet, London,

1914, p. 87 t.
E.g., H. Schiifer, Die Mysterien des Osiris in Abydos unter
Konig Scsostris 111., Leipzig, 1904, p. 10 ff. see>Iso § III. i.
7

;

8

H. Brugsch, Diciionnaire geographique de I'ancienne
Egypte, Leipzig, 1S77-80, p. 1377; Sethe, ZX xlix. [1911] 33.
The title of a priest of Min in the Dendereh list (Brugsch, p.
1374) which looks as though it were blty, 'king of Lower
Egypt,' is probably, in view of W. M. F. Petrie, Koptos, London,
1S9C, pi. viii. line 2, the word generally determined with the
'

'

and translated treasurer or chancellor.'
Moret, Le Rituel du culte divin joumalier en Egypte,
Cf. also Davies-Gardiner,
1902, p. 42 f., and ct. p. 55.
'

seal-sign
9 A.

Paris,
p. 87
10

f.

Erman,

12 lb.
p.

lb. p. 52.
see also art. Purification (Egj-ptian), § X. 4.

p. 67.

45

;

"

(Egyptian)
'

'

son Avliom he loves figured in the Opening of
the Mouth,' a ceremony performed on behalf of
statues in Avhat the P^gyptians called the House
of Gold,' i.e. the sculptor's studio.^ The 'son
Avhom he loves' represents Horus,^ while the
statue from the ritual standpoint is Osiris. At a
very early date the use of this ceremony may
possibly have been restricted to the statue of a
dead king = Osiris). In such a case the son Avhom
he loves Avould naturally have been the living
king ( = Horus). When the use of the ' ceremony
Avas extended to all statues, the office of son Avhom
he loves' necessarily devolved upon a deputy.
'

'

'

(

'

Thus Sehetepibre', a high official under Sesostris iii., informs
us that he acted as son whom he loves in the procedure of the
House of Gold' at Abydos i.e., he took the part of the king at
the consecration of a new statue of Osiris.s So also Ikhernofret, who was commissioned by the same king to superintend
the making of a statue of Osiris and other accessaries of the
'

—

Osirian cult.*

The fact that the sem, a title of the high-priest
Memphite Ptah, plaj'^s a prominent part in the
Opening of the Mouth ^suggests that the ceremony

of
'

'

originated in the sculptors' workshops, Avhich, from
an early date, Avere closely connected Avith Memphis
and the great temple of Ptah.^ The sem figures
not only in the Opening of the Mouth but in all
the funerary ceremonies (see § XIV. [e]), Avhich, as
is noAv generally recognized, Avere originally performed on behalf of the kings of the Memphite
'

'

dynasties.''
Son whom he loves was also a
'

title of one of the priests of
Harshef, the god of Herakleopolis Magna.8 It was not a distinctively high-priestly title, for it was held by a tve'eb of
Harshef.9 Herakleopolis, it should be remembered, was the
seat of the IXth and Xth dynasties, the successors of the feeble
kings of the Vllth and Vlllth dynasties, who were Memphites.io
That probably accounts for the presence of a 'son whom he
loves and a king of Upper Egypt (see § II. [a]) among the
priests of the Herakleopolitan god Harshef.
'

'

'

'

For the mortuary priest as Horus, son of Osiris,
see beloAv, § VI. 2.
2. The ihy priest of Hathor.— IJathor, the goddess of music and dancing, is often depicted Avith a
small boy rattling a sistrum in front of her. This
the child, also called
boy is her son, ^larsamtoAvi
" The
king, in the capacity of
'Ihy or great 'Ihy.'
rattles a sistrum in front of
y^athor's son, similarly
'
her and is called goodly 'Ihy of the golden one of
the gods,' i.e. of ^athor.'^ Like the king Avhom
they represented, ^athor's priests also impersonated
her son I;IarsamtOAvi, for ihi/ occurs in the list of
^^
titles of the priests of Pathor of Dendereh.
variant form, ihwi/, is applied,to priests of ^lathor,
represented as dancing and clattering^*castanets, in
and in that
the tomb-chapel of a Cusite nomarch
^^
The inscription attached to
of a Theban official.
a similar scene in another tomb-chapel at Meir
clearly shoAvs that the iAwy-priests there depicted
belonged to the temple of $athor of Cusae.^^
'

A

IV. The priest exercising the functions
OF the god. — In human families the functions of
the parent often descend to the son.

Does that

2 /ft.
Davies-Gardiner, p. 57 f.
pp. 56, 59.
3
Breasted, Anc. Records, i. 746.
4 Schiifer,
i.
667.
Anc.
15
f.
Records,
Breasted,
p.
6 E. A. W.
Budge, The Book of Opening the Mouth, London,
1909, i. 155 ff. ; Davies-Gardiner, p. 59 f.
tiM. Stolk, Ptah: ein Beitrag ztu Religiwisgesch. des alten
Aegyptens, Berlin, 1911, pp. 12, 21.
7 Davies-Gardiner,
pp. 55, 87.
8
Brugsch, pp. 1361, 1377 Si'.hiifer, p. 16.
9 F. Li. Griffith, Catalogue of the Demotic Papyri in the John
I

;

;

Rylands Library, Manchester,

1909,

iii.

83, 108.
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Breasted, History, p. 147.
E. Naville, The Temple of Deir el Bahari, London, 18981908, pt. iv. pi. civ. ; C. K. Lepsius, Denkmdler aus Aegypten
nnd Aethiopien, Berlin, 1849-69, iv. pis. 33, 40, 52, 69a-<;, 76,
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79c.
12
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Brugsch, p. 1375.
A. M. Blackman,

A. M. Blackman, The Temple of Blgeh,

The Rock Tombs of Meir, London,

i. 22 ff., pi. ii.
Davies-Gardiner, p. 94

1914-15,
15
16

ff., pi.

xix.

Blackman, Rock Tombs of Meir,

f.

ii.

p. 24

f.,

pi. x\'.

PRIEST,

PRIESTHOOD

the hiyh-pviest (a) of
of Heliopolia?
Ptah was the
of Ptah.
1. The high-priest
craftsniaji of tlie j^'oils^ and the patron of craftshe who is
men.'^ His liip;li-priest was entitled
great at directing; the craftsmen,' ivr hi-p hmwt
one of ills duties was to supervise the work of the
royal craftsmen, who were closely associated with
the Ptah temple.'
2. The high-priest of Re .—The chief title of the
high-priest of Itc' was he wiio is great at seeing,'
%vr m]].
He was also described as being over the
he who sees tlie
mysteries of heaven,' or as
mysteries of heaven.'^ A. H. Gardiner has suggested to the writer that the sun-god's high-priest
bore these titles not because he was permitted to
gaze upon the god, but because the god's function
of unrestricted vision was transmitted to him as
deputy of the king, to whom, as 'son of Re,' this
and other functions and qualities of Re" were fre-

account for the

rtah

of

of

titles

Memphis,

Ke-Atum

{h) of

—

'

;

'

'

'

quently assigned.'
V. IIOSORIFIC PRIESTUOODS.

—A

somewhat

similar conception to that discussed in § IV.
lies, perhaps, at the back of the honorific priesthoods of the Old Kingdom,* the holders of these
priesthoods rellecting in their functions the character of the divinity whom they served. Thus the
prophet of the great morning-god,' hm-ntr
dwl-ivr,'' seems to have been the king's barber, the
god in
question being the royal beard personified.^
The ' prophet of Me et,' the goddess of righteous^
the ' prophet of
ness and truth, was a judge ;
'
pro^like',' magic personified, a magician ;^* the
phetess of ^lathor,' the goddess of music and
^^
dancing, a dancer.
'

Impersonation

VI.

of

PRIESTS AND PRIESTESSES.
and

priestesses not
of divinities they
;

—

by

divinities

Egyptian priests
merely exercised the functions
sometimes actually imperson-

ated them.

'

shown by a number of inscriptions, is a name for
the young god Horus. ^^ Most of the representa-

tions of lun-nuitef, however, depict not the god,
but a priest impersonating him.^* lun-mutef is
E.g., Naville, Das iigyn.
clxxii. line 32 ; Stolk, p. 13.
s
Stolk, p. 13.
I

Breasted, A7ic. Records,

Ancient Egypt, Eng.
p. 53

Tudtenbuch, Berlin, 1SS6,

i.

211,

i.

ch.

239; A. Ennan, Life in
p. 290 f.. Handbook,

London, 1894,

tr.,

f.

A. Mariette, Les Mastabas de I'ancien empire, Paris, 1882xlvii.
89, p. 149; Erman, Life, p. 290; cf. A. H. Gardiner,
For other titles of the high-priests of
[1910] 92, pi. 1, line 1.
Re' of Heliopolis see G. Daressy, Annates du Service, xvi. [1917]
193 ff.
^
E.g., Breasted, Anc. Records, i. 747=H. O. Lange and
H. Scliufer, Grab- rind Denksteine des miltleren Rcichs iia
Museum von Kairo, 2 vols., Berlin, 1902-08, no. 20538, ii.
line 11 f.
Pap. Anastasi, iv. 5, line Q^.=Select Papyri in the
Hieratic Character from the Collections of the Brit. Miis.,
London, 1844, pi. Ixxxvi. art. Pukification (Egyptian), § V.
I (c)
cf. Breasted, A nc. Records, ii. 141 ff
«
Erman, Hand hook, p. 53.
Mariette, p. 366.
s See art. Persosikicatio.n
(Egyptian), 9 (g), 4.
•*

ZX

;

;

"•

Erman,

1« A.

PSBA

2. In the funerary ceremonies as originally performed " in the early Memphite age the parts of
Osiris and his son Horus were duly lilled by the
dead and the living king. Since the king could

not possibly officiate in the funerary temples of all
his dead predecessors, the part of Horus the son
would be deputed to the chief mortuary priests ^^
(cf. §§ II. 2 and III.). When the funerary rites came
into general use and all dead persons were identified with Osiris, every mortuary priest, when
making oflering to the dead, impersonated Horus."
Again, the embalmer (wt) impersonated Anubis
the god who embalmed Osiris, and hence the prototype of all embalmers and accordingly often
wore a jackal mask."

—

—

(a) A funerary priest is therefore actually entitled 'Anubis
the embalmer,' 'Inj^w wf.is The same title is also borne by
Defaihap, ruler of the Lycopolite nonie of Upper Egypt.i* at
whose capital AsyiiJ, there was a temple of Anubis as well as
one of Upwawet.i'' Defaihap held this title in his capacity of
high-priest of Anubis, whom, in certain religious performances,
he must have impersonated. In a funerary scene in a tomb'
chapel at Meir a priest, instead of being labelled wt, embalmer,'
is called
he who presides in the god's booth,' a regular epithet
of Anubis.18 Similarly a priest, who seems to have otticiated at
the Opening of the Mouth (see above, § III. 1), is entitled on his
friend's stele li* 'Anubis in the House of Gold.' Another priest
(mentioned in the same stele), who was 'chief of the lectors in
his town,' bears the appell aion 'Anubis in the Good House,'
i.e., this priest impersonated Anubis in the embalmer'e workshop (see below, § XIV. 6).
(I)) 'The officiants who wash the corpse during the process of

.xxxviii.

[1916]

Erman,

Life, p. 290; Davies-Gardiner, p. 94 ff.; see also

embalming impersonated Horus and

Sethe, Zur Sage vom Sonnenauge, p. 5.
Sethe, ap. J. Garstang, Mahdsna and Bit Khalldf, London,

3

and

Sethe, Zur Sage com Soniienartge, p. 11.
Sethe, Urkunden, iv. [1905] 157= Breasted, Anc. Records,
ii. 138
E. L. Lushington, PSBA vi. [1878] 527 J. Capart, Zif
xli. [1904] 88 f. ; A. Mariette, Abydos, Paris, 1869-80, i. pis. 28a,
33,
34, ii. 54, 55 ; Lepsius, iii. 202 f., 20O.
31,
16 An
exception, perhaps, is Lepsius, iii. 123a.
14

;

;

[a)

'Thoth.^o

priests,

Naville, Deir el Bahari, iii. pi. Ixiii. ; D. Randall-Maclver
C. L. Woolley, Buhen, PhUadelphia, 1911, p. 52, pi. 20 cf.
;

Lepsius, iii. 53.
J
Lepsius, iii. 36.
5
Mariette, Abydos, i. pi. 31; Lepsius,
Temple of Btgeh, pi. xxvi.

iv.

Blackman,

71a;

123n Naville, Deir el Bahari, pi. lix.
Lepsius,
7 See Davies-Gardiner, p. 79 ff.
8
F.
J.
Champollion, Monu7nents de I'Egypte et de la
E.g.,
Nubie : Notices descriptives, Paris, 1844-89, ii. 436 ; Mariette,
33.
i.
28a,
Abydos,
pis.
9
Sethe, Urkunden, iv. 157 ; Breasted, Development of Religion
aiid Thought in Ancient Egypt, New York and London, 1912,
6

p.

iii.

;

'29 f.

10

Gardiner,

ZA

xlvii.

94

;

F.

LI. Griffith,

from Kahun and Gurob, London,
II

11

Hieratic Papyri

1898, p. 30.

12 lb.
Davies-Gardiner, pp. 55, 87.
p. 88.
Cf. Sethe, Die altiigyp. Pyramidentexte, Leipzig, 1908-10,

p. lla.
14 Davies-Gardiner,

p. 58

;

Naville,

Das dgyp. Todtenbuch,

pi.

f.

Lange-Schiifer,

16 Griffith, Siiit

n
18

15

Two

impersonating Horus and
Seth, or Horus and Thoth, and wearing appropriate
^'
masks, sprinkled the king with water before he
officiated in a temple.
I
Sethe, Zur Sage vom Sonnenauge, p. 5.
- Cf.
Lepsius, iii. 129, text behind AmOn, line 5.
3.

15

1903, p. 23.

'

'

IS

xxxvii. [1915] 261,

§ VI. 4.
12
13

bility.io

Life, p. 290.

H. Gardiner,

129.
II

dead ki:ig, in whose presence he is often
seen pronouncing the hotp di nisuf formula and making offerSince lun-nmtef was Horus and the dead king Osiris, the
ing.
latter would naturally be expected to appear in the rOle of the
former's father. The reverse, however, is the case, and the
dead Pharaoh is spoken of as lun-mutef's son.**
(//) lun-nmtef represents Horus as a youth in KhenmiiB,^ the
lunsupporter and protector of his widowed mother Isis.
mutef, therefore, generally wears the side-lock of hair. Com'staff
of
his
with
the
name
mother'
the
expression
'pillar
pare
of old age,' used of a young man who is associated in office with
his aged father in order to lighten the burden of his responsihis relations with the

.

;

9

a.ssociated with tlie king, and he seems to
'
represent Horus in the role of tutelary god of the
Egyptian Piiaraohs.^ In this capacity he orticiateil at the coronation,^ and at the jubilee, or serffestival,'* walked in front of the king in the procession to the temi)le,° and acted as intermediary
between the king and the gods."
(a) The divine status of lun-mutef is strongly emphasized in

always

'

The classic example of this is of course the Pharaoh himself.
The primitive kings of Buto and Ombos were originally no
doubt high-priests of their respective local gods, Horus and
Seth. The historic Pharaoh actually was Horus and Seth (see
above, § II.), '^- and his queen is called 'she who sees Horus and
Seth.*'-* Similarly the king is the embodiment of the Upper
Egyptian vulture-goddess of El-Kab and of the snake-goddess
of Bute, and as such is called iibty, 'the two mistresses.' i^
I. lun-mutef,
pillar of his mother,' as is clearly

3
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(Egyptian)

i.

line 3.
Rifeh, pi. 4, line 23, pi. 10, line 1.

no. 20558,

and Dir

I.

lb. pi. 8, line 305.

Blackman, Rock Tombs of Meir,

iii.

28,

with note

19
20

12, pi. xxi.

,
,
Lange-Schafer, ii. no. 20457.
-im..
G. Mbller, Die beiden T'denjmpyrus Rhmd, Leipzig, 191c,
see art. Pirificatio.v (Egyptian), § V. a (e).
I. vi. 1 ff.
10
i. pi.
Blackman,
21
Mariette, Dendereh, Paris, 1869- SO,
The Temple of Deir, Cairo, 1913, pi. xlii. Lepsius, ui. pi. 124d
see also art. Pl-rification (Earyptian), I V. i (d).
•

;

;

;

;
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(6) Atura and Month, or Re-yarakhte and
Aniun, may have been similarly impersonated by

priests at the purification of the infant heir to the
throne.^
(c) So probably also was the god Yahes, who
officiated at the coronation. ^
4. The priestesses of ^atbor, who danced in her
honour, consciously impersonated her.*
They
partook in consequence of the nature of the goddess, and were able to impart her qualities to her

devotees.*

Two

'

female mourners, called the ' great kite
impersonated Isis anclNephthys
in the funerary ceremonies.*
In two passages in the Pyramid Texts Isis and Nephthys are
spoken of as two birds — the form which they assumed when
5.

and the

'little kite,'

they set out to seek for the missing corpse of the murdered
Osiris."

VII. Further relationships of priests
AND PRIESTESSES WITH DIVINITIES.— 1. 'Father

—

The relationship of the priest with
the god could be other than that of son.
very
common priestly title in the New Kingdom and
subsequent age is 'father of the god,' it ntr the
holders of this title, in the enumerations of priests
of those periods, come between the prophets and
of the god.'

A

;

we

cb-priests.''

The appellation father of the god primarily belonged to the
As a priestly title it probably meant
king's father-in-law.8
that the holder had one or more daughters in the god's harim.^
'

'

The

2.

god's concubines.

— Human
—

concubines

were assigned to certain gods
e.g., Amun of
Thebes,^" Onuris,'i lun-mutef:'^ also possibly
Upwawet of Asyut'3 ^nd Khnum of Hermopolis.'^
These concubines are in a special degree a feature
of the cult of Amun, probably owing to his
markedly sexual character they are frequently
referred to in the texts of the New Kingdom and
^^
subsequent period.
;

It

name

should be noted that the

of the great

temple at

Luxor is 'southern harlm of Amiin.'is and that the inscription
on the statue of Ibe 17 mentions Amuu's liarim of concubines
(lp',t-f n bnryt-f).

At

the head of

Amun's concubines was the wife

of his high-priest, her title being chief concubine
of Amun.' ^8 The concubines were doubtless the
'

female musicians {Sni'ivt)'^^ Avho were attached to
his, as apparently to every other, temple (see
below, 3 [6], and § VIII. 3 [d] i. ). The view that the
female musicians of Amun formed his harlm is
further supported by the fact that in one instance
the wife of a high-priest of Amun, instead of the
A. Gayet, Le Temple de Louxor, Paris, 1S94, pi. Ixxv. ;
Naville, Deirel Bahari, iii. pi. Ivi. ; art. Porification (Egyptian),
V.
I (a).
§
I

,

^

Deir el Bahari, iii. pis. Ixiii., Ixiv. ; Sethe, Ur262 Breasted, Anc. Records, ii. 99.
3
Davies-Gardiner, p. 95.
*
Blackman, Rock Tombs of Meir, i. 23 ff.
s
Lepsius, ii. 1016 ; J. J. Tylor and F. Ll. Griffith, The Tomb
of Paheri at tl-Kab, London, 1894, pi. vi. ; Davies-Gardiner, p.
49 of. Naville, Das dgyp. Todtenbuch, i. pi. iii.
6
Sethe, Pyramidentexte, 1255 ff., 1280 fE.
7
Gardiner, ZA xlviii. [1911] 94.
"
8 L.
Borchardt, Der agyptische Titel Vater des Gottes" als
Bezeichnung fiir "Vater oder Schwiegervater des Kbnigs,'" in
Berichte der philoloqiseh-historischen Klasse der konir/l. siichsischen GeselUchaft der Wissenschaften zu Leipzig, Ivii. [1905]
254 ff.
9/&. p. 266ff.
10
Erman, Life, v. 295 f., Haiidbook, p. 72.
II J.
12 /&.
Capart, ZA xli. 89.
13
Griffith, Siiit and Dir Rlfeh, p. 113, line 29 f.
H. Brugsch,
Eiero(jlyph.-demot. Worterbuch, Leipzig, 1867-82, Suppl. 938.
14
Lange-Schiifer, i. no. 20025, a, line 7.
15 W.
Wreszinski, Die
ohenpriester des Amon, Berlin, 1904,
A. Mariette, Catalogue giniral des monup. 10 and pnxsu«
ments d'Abydos, Paris, ISSO, no. 1137 Annales du Service, v.
[1904] 95 f. ; Gardiner, ZA xlv. [1909] 127, note 2.
16
see Gardiner, ZA xlv. 127,
Sethe, Urkunden, iv. 409
note 2.
17 Annales du
Service, v. 96
Breasted, Anc. Records, iv.
958 L.
18
Ice.
cit.
Wreszinski,
;
Gardiner, ZA xlv. 127, note 2 Erman,
Naville,

kunden,

iv.

;

;

'

;

U

;

;

;

;

'

chief concubine,' bears that of
regular title
^
singer (hnt) of Amun.'
The god's wife.' (a) From the Vth dynasty
3.
onwards^ the king was regarded as the physical
n ht-f, 'son of Re of
offspring of the sun-god (s\
his body ').* According to the scenes and inscriptions in the XVIIIth dynasty temples of Deir elBahri and Luxor,* Amun, then identified with the
the form of the reigning
.sun-god,* assumed
Pharaoh,* had intercourse with the queen, and so
The queen was
begot the heir to the throne.
therefore called the god's wife,' \\ith the additional
'
'
title of votaress of the god.'
'

—

'

R

'

Possibly the union of Amun and the queen was supposed to
take place in Luxor temple, the southern liarlm of Amun (see
above, 2); 8 that would explain the presence in this temple of
the scenes depicting the birth of Amenophis iii., by whom the
greater part of the present building was erected. A statuette
in the Cairo Museum 9 represents 'the god's wife,' 'the god's
votaress,' Amenirdis, sitting on Amiin's lap ; the pair mutually
embrace.
'

'

The
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f.

,

Handbook,

p. 72.

'

acted as chief priestess of
duties, as we know from inscrip'
before his
tions, consisted in rattling the sistrum
beautiful face.'^^ In performing this service she
would be assisted by the concubines, ^^ over whom
she presided in her capacity of Amun's legitimate
consort.^* The concubines, as we have seen, were
probably the female musicians of
{Sm'wt n
Imn), who are specifically stated to have been
attached to the house of the god's votaress.' "
Perhaps the statement in Herodotus, i. 182, about the woman
who 'lies in the temple of Theban Zeus,' refers to 'the god's
wife' or to the chief concubine of Amiin.is
(b)

Amun

'

The god's wife is first mentioned in inscrip(c)
tions of the early XVIIIth dynasty. ^^
'

'

After the fall of the XXth dynasty Thebes became a spiritual
by the high-priests of Amun. But from the
reign of Osorkon iii. of the XXIIIrd dynasty to that of Psamtik
III. of the XXVIth, Thebes was governed, not by the
high-priest
of Amun, but by a succession of five god's wives.'
The god's
wife
was now no longer the queen, but a daughter of the
ruling house, and she had to adopt a daughter to succeed her.i''
principality ruled

'

'

'

(d) While Thebes was governed by these sacerdotal princesses, the high-priest of Amun was
merely a religious figure-head, all power being
vested in the hands of individuals of minor
sacerdotal importance, such as Menthemhet,^* Avho
Mas only fourth prophet of Amun. Finally, upon
her adoption by 'the god's wife,' Nitokris II., the
first prophetship (high-priesthood) of Amim was
bestowed upon Psamtik lll.'s daughter, 'Enkhnes-

V

neferibre'.^*
1

Wreszinski, p. 9.
2
Breasted, History, p. 121 ff., Anc. Records, ii. 187 ff.
3
Lepsius, iii. ie, &d, and passim.
i
Naville, ii. pi. xlvi. ff.
Sethe, Urkunden, iv. 215 ff. Gayet,
Temple de Louxor, §§ 62-68, and 75 see also Breasted, Ane.
Records, ii. 187 ff.
5
Erman, Handbook, p. 57 f.
6
Sethe, Urkunden, iv. 219, line ll=Breasted, Anc. Records,
;

;

;

ii.

196.
V

Erman, Handbook, p. 72, Life, p. 296 Breasted, Anc.
Records, iv. 521, 942 f., 958c.
8 See also E. Chassinat's remarks in Bulletin de I'Institut
fran^ais d'archiologie orientate du Caire, x. [1912] 191 f.
9G. Legrain, RTr xxxi. [1909] 139 ff., Statues et statuettes de
rois et dc particuliers, Paris, 1907-14, iii. no. 42199.
10 Cf.
Brugsch, Diet, geogr. p. 1361.
11 lb.
;
Breasted, Anc. Records, iv. 943 Annales du Service,
;

;

91

f. ; cf. Schafer,
Urkunden, iii. 105, line 3.
Cf. Breasted, Anc. Records, iv. 958 L.
13
Erman, Life, p. 296.
i-*
Abbot, Papyrus, 3, 17 = Breasted, Anc. Records,
see also Erman, Life, p. 296.
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15

See Legrain,

RTr

xxxi. 139

iv.

521;

ff.

E.g., Sethe, Urkunden, iv. 26 = W. M. F. Petrie, Abydos,
London, 1902-04, iii. pi. Iii. Sethe, Urkunden, iv. 29 = Breasted,
Anc. Records, ii. 110; Sethe, Urkunden, iv. 34 = Breasted, Anc.
Records, ii. 344; Sethe, Urkunden, iv. 396 = Breasted, Anc.
Records, ii. 360-362 see also Sethe, Urkunden, iv. 77 Champollion. Notices descriptires, i. 565
Erman, Handbook, p. 73.
17
Erman, ZA xxxv. [1897] 28ff., Life, 165 f. Breasted, Anc.
^^
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;
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;

iv. 935 ff., 988 A ff.
Breasted, Anc. Records,

;

Rf cords,
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Service, v. 89
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god's wife

'

Amun,^" and her

;

Handbook, p. 72.
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Erman, Life,

(Egyptian)
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iv.
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f.

Breasted, Anc. Records,

iv.

988 D.

;

Maspero, Annales du
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'

The god's hand.'— IJelow the god's wife in
4.
rank, but above the chief concubine, was the
priestess called the god's hand,' drt nir.^
The fact that the god's hand was also called the daughter
'

'

'

'

'

'

whom

2

of Aniun of his body,
loves," suggests that this title
was perhaps oriKinally assigned to a daughter of the queen. ^
Both titles were Dome by "Enkhnesneferibrg", a 'god's wife' in
the Saitic period. Since, however, god's hand conies last in
her titulary,'* it was possibly the title which she bore as the
adopted daughter of Xitokris* i.e. before she became 'god's
wife at Nitokris' death.

he

'

'

—

'

VIII.

UOOD. —

The cossTiTUTioy of tub

priest-

— In
'priest.'

I.
The general term for
ancient Egypt purity was considered to be essential
in all persons and things associated in any way
with the cult of the gods (see art. Purification
[Egyptian], § V. I, 5-8). Accordingly the general

for 'priest' is ivb, 'pure per.son.'
The word
was retained in Coptic to denote the Christian
priest, and is written oyhhB; hence 7db is to be
vocalized tveeb.
The verb w'b, officiate as tveeb,'.^

term

'

used also to denote the service of the highest
grades in the hierarchy.''

is

—

2. The two main classes of the priesthood.
The priesthood consisted of two main classes — the

prophets, hmw-ntr, being the higher, and the wecbpriests, w'bw, the lower.
(a) The word }im-ntr (Coptic 20NT),8 which, after the Greek
custom, is usually rendered prophet,' literally means 'servant
'

of the god.' 9
(6) Weeb, besides being the name for a member of the lower
class of the hierarchy, was also, as already stated, a general
'
term for ' priest 10 (cf the general application of the verb w'b
discussed above). Defaihap, a nomarch of the Lycopolite nome,
and a 'superintendent of the prophets," in an address to the
governing body {Ifnht) of the temple of Upwawet,ii asserts that
he is the son of a tc^eb like each one of them, though Defaihap's
father and the fathers of some of the members of the knbt
almost certainly must have belonged to the higher order of
.

priests.

(c) From the time of the New Kingdom onwards the members
of the priesthood were roughly classified as ' prophets, fathers
'
12 The ' fathers of the
of the god, and
god are to
we'efc-priests.'
be regarded as belonging to the same class as the ' prophets,'
the title 'prophet' being reserved for the higher members of
that class. As Gardiner 13 points out, the rare titles, ' first father
'
'
of the god and second father of the god,' are synonymous with
'

first

prophet and second prophet.'
'

'

!*

"The Decree of Canopus (hieroglyphic text, line 2 ff. =Sethe,
Urhunden, ii. 126) gives the following correspondences between
the Egyptian and Greek titles of priests: 'the superintendent
'
•
of the temple = apx^ep€vi,^s ' high-priest ; 16 the servants of the
(rf)

'

god,' ^inw-7ilr = iTpo(f>TiTai, 'prophets';!'' 'those who are over
the mysteries,' hryw-sH', = a-To\i(rTai' ; 18 the learned scribes of
the god's book = n-T€pod)dpoi icai iepo-ypoji/iaTets, 'feather-bearers
and sacred scribes !» while the fathers of the god and the
we't'6-priests in their entirety = ot aXAol ItpeU, 'the rest of the
priests.' For the Traa-T0(l>6poi, 'shrine-bearers (?)' = Egyp. wnw,
'(shrine) -openers,' 20 who were functionaries below the class of
we'e6-priests,2i see Otto, i. 96 f.
(e)
priest had to begin his career as a we'eb, becoming a
'

'

'

;
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(Egyptian)
'

father of the god before he passed on to the rank of prophet. 1
Even a king's son had to serve as a we'eb before he could be
'

'

appointed to a prophet8hip.2

'

—

The

The priesthood in
staff of the temple.
was called the ' staff (wnwt, lit.
The
'service') of the temple,' wnwt nt }),t-ntr.
wnivt seems to have included the 'prophets' as
find mention of the wnivt
well as the weebs.
of royal mortuary temples.*
The word xcnwt means regular service.'* According to the
5
generally accepted view, the wnwt consisted of lay priests.'
But Defaihap of Asyijf speaks of the members of the wnwt
as we'ei-prieste * moreover the expression the entire staff
{xniwt) of the temple often sums up a preceding enumeration
of priests among whom are prophets and we'efc-priests.''
3.

each

tenij)le

We
'

'

'

;

'

—

The phyUe, or courses, of priests. Tiie temple
with one or two exceptions (see below [b])
was divided into four courses (Egyp. s]w wnwt,
courses or gangs of the service '), or, as the Greeks
called them, <f>v\al.^ The priests of royal mortuary
Each
temples were also divided into phyla?.'
phyle served one lunar month on end by rotation
thus every priest had an interval of three months
between two periods of service.'"
(a)

staff'
'

;

This system, probably already established under the Old
Kingdom, 11 remained unaltered, except for the addition of a
12
phyle in the reign of Ptolemy in., till the middle of the
3rd cent. A.D., and probably till the fall of paganism. is
fifth

In the small temple of Amun at Teuzoi each phyle contwenty priests.i^ In Orseco-Roman times each phyle in
the comparatively small temple of Soknopaios numbered thirty(i.)

sisted of

one members. 15
(ii.) Middle Kingdom papyri from lUahun show that every
outgoing phyle drew up an inventory of the temple property
Both parties
this was handed over to the ingoing phyle.
verified the list, and the members of the incoming phyle
in
token
their
names
to
the
document
that it was
appended
found correct.16
in
in
as
Graeco-Roman
each
times.i^
dynastic
(iii.) Over
phyle,
there was a phylarch, who changed every month with the phyle. 18
In the Xllth dynasty the phylarch was called mty n «;, 'regulator of a phyle.' 1'* In the New Kingdom the usual term for
;

phylarch' is "ftrs;, 'over a phyle.' 20 In the Decree of Canopus
the phylarch is called great one of the phyle.' 21 The office of
phylarch could be held by a prophet,22 a «e'e"6,23 or even the highpriest himself.2^ According to the Decree of Canopui,"^ the
phylarch must be a prophet. We have therefore good grounds
for supposing that, in dynastic as in Grseco-Roman times, the
]iriests both of the higher and of the lower grades belonged to
the phylae.'-S
'

'

—

From
(b) The permanent officials of the temple.
a Middle Kingdom papyrus found at lUahun we
learn that the superintendent of the temple of
Anubis (like the iiriardT-qs of the Grteco-Roman
period)^ and the 'chief lector' were permanent
functionaries and not members of a rotating
'

'

'

A

phyle.^
1

ZA
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'

Urkunden,

iv. 406).
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PRIESTHOOD

PRIEST,

The superintendent

temple apparently often was identical with the hij?h-priest (cf. en-io-Tarrys Kal apxiepcus),^ who
also frequently held the office of chief lector or lector.'^
of the

Minor oHicials, such as the door- keepers and the
temple-sweeper {k]wty),^ were also permanent.*
(i.) During the Middle
(c) The governing body.
Kingdom. The administration of an Egyptian
temple at this time seems to have been in tlie
hands of a small committee. The temple of Upwawet at Asyut, e.g., was administered by a body
of ten priests called the knbt^nt ht-ntr, governing
body of the temple,' at whose head was the nomarcli
in his capacity of high-priest or 'superintendent of

—

—

'

the prophets.'^

(1) The members of this groverning body are given their administrative, not their priestly, titles.^ so that we do not know
whetlier thev were all prophets, or whether included among
them were priests of the rank of iv&'eb only. But they were
«
Compare the list of
certainly members of the priesthood.
members of an incoming phyle,!* in which each individual is
denoted not by his priestly rank, but by his special priestly
function.
(2)

The governing body

of the
committee of

Xllth dynasty might be com-

councillor priests (/SouAeural
pared with the
lepeis) of the Ptolemaic period,!" who assisted the superintendent of the temple or high-priest (e'jrio-TaTrji ical.apxifpev?) in the
administration of the temple. The councillors, who changed
every year, belonged to the phylce of priests, by whom they
were elected, each phyle contributing five members.!! We have
no information as to liow the governing body of the temple was
chosen in the Middle Kingdom.
King(ii.) Under the Empire.
During the
dom the high-priest Iiad supreme control of the
often great wealth of the temple, and was responsible for the administration of its estates, for the
care of its buildings, and for the erection of new
He had a great host of officials of all grades
ones.
serving under his almost autocratic rule.^^

—

(iii. )

In the

New

Roman period. — Though

there were

still superintendents of the temj^les (^irtordrat) in
the Roman period, ^^ the temple administration
generally was in the hands of the college of irpea^vTepoL or i]yov/j.€voi, who, like the ^ovXevral lepels,
changed every year.^* After A.D. 202 the temples
lost all that still remained of their once specially
privileged position and were placed under the
administration of the municipal senates.^^
{d) Priestesses and the position of xvomen in the

—

Women played a by no means unimportant part in the worship of the Egyptian
divinities, and the assertion of Herodotus^** that no
woman could serve as a priestess is incorrect, and
indeed does not agree with his own statements
temple.

elsewhere."
Musician

priestesses.

chief priestess was doubtless in most cases the
wife of the high-priest.'- Evidently the principal duty of these
priestesses was to rattle sistra and to dance and sing in honour
of the deity whom they served. 3
The musician priestesses in the Middle Kingdom were called
l}mvt, var. ^nyt,^ but from the New Kingdom onwards generdivinity.!

sm'wt both words mean 'musicians.' In the New Kingof all classes, from the highest to the lowest, were
musicians at some temple or other.5
functions
of the priestesses of the Ptolemaic and Roman
The
periods were doubtless mainly musical.6 The Decree of Cano= Sethe, Urkunden, ii. 151) gives
i>i«s (hieroglyphic text, line 33
the title tve'eb to musician-priestesses (sm'ivt), in the light of
are
to
be
which, perhaps,
explained the iv'bt of Upwawet ' and
the wbt who was the wife of a soldier.8 "lepetat are commonly
mentioned in Graeco-Roman documents.9
(ii.) Prophetesses.— In the Old and Middle Kingdoms women of
It was
important families often bear the title 'prophetess.'
nearly always the goddesses Hathor and Neithio that they
served in this capacity.!! Occasionally during the Old Kingdom
we meet with prophetesses of a god or king e.g., the queen
Meres'onkh was a prophetess of Thoth.i2 The royal acquaintance Hetpheres was prophetess of King Kheops.i-* Upon a
certain Nitemhe, the wife of a priest who lived in the XXVIth
dynasty, was bestowed the share of the prophet of Khons.' !*
15
Griffith,
referring to Herod. ii. 35, presumes that Nitemhe did not
act as prophet of Khons, but that she only received the stipend
while the duty would be performed by her husband.' But in
the Vth dynasty we find the sons and daughter of a noble and
high-priest all serving as prophet of their local divinity,!^ by
rotation, and apparently exercising exactly the same functions.17
In the reign of Psamtik ni. the first prophetship (high-priesthood) of Amun was held by the sacerdotal princess of "Thebes
(§VII. 3[rf]). In the Ptolemaic period we meet with the daughter
of a father of the god who is described as a we'efi-priestess
of Amiin and a prophetess of Zemi.18
(iii.) Phylce of priestesses.— In the New Kingdom the musician
priestesses, like the priests, were divided into phyte with a
priestess as phylarch.19 The phylse of the priestesses are often
mentioned in Ptolemaic and Roman documents.20 A prietsess
who married a priest remained in her original phyle.2i
ally

;

dom women

;

'

'

'

'

IX. Payment of priests.— The priests derived their incomes from tAvo sources the temple
estates,"^ and 'all that enters the temple,' i.e. the
daily and incidental offerings.^*
The revenue produced
I. The temple estates.
by the lands belonging to the temple of Amun at
Teuzoi was divided into 100 equal portions.
Twenty portions, a fifth of the whole revenue,^'*
went to the chief prophet, while one portion was
assigned to each of the 80 priests who served under
him.^^ These stipends seem to have been paid

—

—

yearly.-®

Kingdom as in Ptolemaic times (A. Kamal, Annates du
Service, xv. [1915] 214, 238 Brugsch, Diet, giogr. p. 1361).
I
Brugsch, Diet, geogr. pp. 1361, 1368 ; Erman, Life, pp. 291,
295 f.
Lange-Schafer, i. no. 20026, c, 9.
the Old

;

;

E.g., Wreszinski, p. 9f., and passim; Kamal, Annales du
In the last instance Tihnt,
Service, xv. 214, 238 cf. p. 201.
who bears the title of the chief priestess of Hathor of Cusae, is
the mother of the high-priest mentioned here, but she was
probably the wife of the previous high4>riest.
'^

;

— All

temples, apparently, had a
number of priestesses attached to them, at the head of whom
was a chief priestess with a special title,i8 followed by the attribute 'playing with the sistrum in front of him (her),' i.e. the
(i.)

(Egyptian)
The

Dawn

3 G.
of Civilization, Eng. tr., London,
Maspero, The
1894, p. 272 f.
Brugsch, Diet, giogr., pp. 1361, 1368 ; Erman,
Life, pp. 291, 295 f.. Handbook, p. 72 f. ; Blackman, Rock Tombs
of Meir, i. 22 fl., ii. 24 f. ; Davies-Gardiner, p. 94 ff. ; Schafer,
Urkunden, iii. 105 ; Sethe, Urkunden, ii. 150 f. ; see also § VII. z,
;

1

Otto, i. 38 ff. ; Sethe, l/rkunden, ii. 126, 153 Erman, Life,
See, on the other hand, Blackman, Ruck Tombs of Meir,
p. 292.
ii. pi. XV. p. 24.
2
E.g., Grimth, Siut and DSr Rlfeh, pi. 6, line 268, pi. 10,
line 12
Blackman, Rock Tombs of Meir, i. 18, ii. 2, iii. 2
Sethe, Urkunden, i. 78, 120; Breasted, Anc. Records, iii. 542.
s J.
Capart, Bulletin critique des religions de I'Egypte, 190U,
Brussels, 1905, p. 39.
;

;

•»

Borchardt,

;

ZA

x.xxvii. 94, xl. 114.

5 The word hiM is also
applied to the Pharaoh's chief ministers
of State (/"rep. Petersburgh, 11163 recto, line 2 = A. H. Gardiner,
Journ. of Efjyp. Archceology, i. [1914] 101). It is likewise used
'
xvii. [1879] 72).
of a board' or bench' of judges (Erraan,
6
Erman, Life, p. 291 ff. ; Griffith, Si-at, and Dir Rifeh, pi. 7,

ZA

'

Hne283ff.
Breasted, Anc. Records, i. 550.
See Griffith, .Snif and hir Rifeh, pi. 7, line 288.
9
Borchardt, ZA xxxvii. 97.
10
n Otto, i. 37 f.
Sethe, Urkunden, ii. 136.
12
xliv.
Erman, Life, pp. 104 f., 294;
[1908] 31, 33;
Breasted, Anc. Records, iii. 564, 619, 627.
13 See
Grenfell, Hunt, and Goodspeed, no. 306.
14 U.
Wilcken, Grundziige und Chrestomathie der Papyruskunde, Leipzig, 1912, p. 127; Otto, i. 50; cf. F. Krebs, ZA
xxxi. [1893] 35 Grenfell, Hunt, and Goodspeed, no. 298.
15 Wilcken,
For the working of these local senates see
p. 115.
B. P. Grenfell and A. S. Hunt, The Oxyrhynchus Papyri, London,
xii.
26
fT., esp. p. 29, note on lines 1-3 of papyrus no.
1898-1916,
1412 ; see also p. 134, introd. to no. 1449.
!? ii. 54, 56,
le ii. 35.
cf. i. 182.
171, 182
18 The
antiquity of these titles is attested by the fact that the
title of the chief priestess of Hathor of Cusae was the same in
7

8

Zl

;

;

4

Blackman, ii. 24 f. Lange-Schafer, i. no. 20026, c, 9.
6
Erman, Life, p. 295.
otto, i. 92 ff.
Mariette, Mastabas, p. 162 Lepsius, ii. 1006.
»
8 Griffith, Hieratic Papyri, text 21, 32.
Otto, i. 92 f.
ifi The wives of the Beni Hasan
princes (Newberry, i. 14, 43)
Pakhet
are prophetesses of
(PJht).
II
Erman, Life, p. 290 Newberry, i. 14, 43.
13 lb.
12
Mariette, Mastabas, p. 183.
p. 90.
15 lb. note 6.
14
Griffith, Demotic Papyri, iii. 84.
16
as
the men
was
on
the
same
footing
Perhaps the woman
because the divinity in question was a goddess IJathor.
17 Sethe,
24
ff.
i.
Urkunden,
;

5

^

;

;

—

Zl

18

Griffith-Wilcken,

19

Legrain, Statttes et statuettes, i. no. 42122, d, line 11.
otto, i. 35, 92.
R. Beitzenstein, Zivci relig.-geschichtl. Fragen, Strassburg,

20
21

xlv. 110.

1901, p. 19.

22 Sethe, Urkunden, i. 25 = Breasted, Anc. Records, i. 217;
Demotic Papyri, iii. 98ff. ; Wilcken, Grundziige, p.
94 f. cf. Hieroglyphic Texts from Egyptian Stelce, etc., in the
British Museum, i. pi. 54.
23
Griffith, sua and D^r Rifeh, pi. 7, Une 284 ff.; Sethe, tTrkunden, i. 25; Griffith, Demotic Papyri, iii. 45 (the last-mentioned
enumerates the varied assortment of commodities forming

Griffith,
;

the income of a prophet in the Saitic period).
24 Cf. Grenfell, Hunt, and
Goodspeed, no. 294, line 12.
25 Griffith, Demotic
Papyri, iii. 65, note 4, 90, note 5.
26 lb.
65.
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In Roman times the temple estates became Crown property,
which the priests couKl hold on lease from the State.i The
temples were also supported by taxes and voluntary contributions."-

2. The offerings.— Tlie oHerings, or, as in the
temple of Amibi.s at Illahun (see below), a portion
of them, seem to have been divided every day^

the priests proportionately according to
their status/ On this principle the chief prophet
of the temple of IJathur of Keonet (Tehneh) re'
ceived as his share a tenth of all that enters the

among

temple."''

The priest's daily rations consisted of bread, beer, and meat.6
7
Accorcling to Herodotus, they included 'a g^reat quantity of
beef and geese and also wine. With this ajfrees a document of
the Saitic period." In the above-mentioned temple of Anubis
at lUahiJn the greater part of the daily offerings of bread and
'9 was handed
beer, 'after the gods were satisfied with them,
over to the Jta-servants(see § XIV. [a]) of course in return for
adequate remuneration io_for presentation to the dead, the
priests getting what remained over.'i
'

—

3. Other sources of income.— The priests could
increase their incomes by performing periodical or
daily services for the dead.'-'
In
4. Special perquisites of the high-priest.
addition to receiving the largest annual stipend and
daily rations, the high-priest of a temple evidently
had special perquisites.
At Asyut, e.g., the superintendent of the prophets of Upwawet
was entitled to a roast of meat for every bull slaughtered in the
temple and a «i;-measure of beer for every rfs-vessel of beer

—

offered on a day of procession. 13

the wives and daughters of
5. Stipends
According to the Decree of Canopus (line
priests.
35 = Sethe, Urkunden, ii. 152 f.), an allotment from
the temple revenue was due to the daughters of
The same
priests from the day of their birth.
authority also informs us that the wives of priests
received an allowance of bread.
of

—

—

Priestly privileges. i. Immunity from
forced labour. — The fact that a man was a iveeb
did nut necessarily bring him exemption from compulsory State labour, such as work in the quarries
X.

or on the dykes and canals.
Thus the phylae of W'c'e6-priests

among

are

place.

of

Hemiopolite noiue

of the

the colossal statue of
to its appointed resting-

those depicted dragging

Dhuthotp from the quarries

Hatnub

!*

Perpetual immunity from all .such labour was
granted to the priests of certain temples by special
royal decrees."
In the later Ptolemaic period the priests seem to have been
In Roman times
all compulsory State service.
they forfeited more and more of their old privileged position,
force
for
the
cultivation of Crown
being sometimes taken off by
land. 16 Only priests of important temples (\dyifia iepa) enjoyed
17
labour.
immunity from compulsory

immune from

—

In
2. Immunity from taxation and imposts.
the Old Kingdom the temples were liable for imposts, such as the furnishing of government otficials
I
Grenfell, Hunt, and Goodspeed, no. 302, note on line 8
p. 88.
- lb. no.
29S, p. 75, and p. SI, note on line 34.
3 Not
every month, as Borchardt wrongly asserts.

4

Borchard't,

6

Borchardt,

and

Cf.

5
Sethe, Urkunden, i. 26.
Sethe, Urkunden, i. 26; Griffith,
line 286
cf. Petrie, Koptos, pi. viii.

p.

;

;

;

;

Wileken, Grundzuge, p. 129.

—

Immunity from poll-tax. The priests were
from poll-tax under the Ptolemys.* Under
Roman rule all but a specified number of priests at
each temple had to pay this tax.^
the
4. Right of asylum.— All teinples possessed
right of asylum in the later Ptolemaic period.'
free

Under Roman rule

this right

was severely

cur-

tailed.''

tub
XI. Admission to
Tendency of the priesthood to become hereditary.
— The priestly status, i.e. that of iveeb, seems in
some cases " to have been hereditary as early as the
Xllth dynasty. But there are no grounds for suppriesthood.— i.

Roman times, the priesthood
to all but persons of priestly descent.
(«) In the Middle Kingdom numbers of weebpriests appear to have been the sons of non-priestly
parents." As late as the XXth dynasty we find
that out of six sons two are priests and the rest
posing that then, as in

was denied

oflicials.!"
(b) It is not till after the XXth dynasty that the
purely priestly families seem to have begun to

come

into being. '^

I5y the time of the early Ptolemys admittance
to the priesthood seems to have been restricted to
^^
Possibly this restricpersons of priestly descent.
tion was already in force in the Saitic period. 1*
In
2. Tests for admittance to the priesthood.
(c)

—

Roman

times these were very

strict.

(i.) No one could be admitted unless it was satisfactorily demonstrated that the applicant belonged to a priestly family 1^ he
had to show that both his father and grandfather were priests, i'
It may here be noted that a priest the purity of whose birth
had been challenged was considered to have satisfactorily
proved his claim by being able to read a hieratic book produced
by the lepoypatifiareii.^^
(ii.) An aspirant to the priesthood had to be free from all
17
Cf. perhaps the
bodily defects as well as of priestly birth.
instructions of Psamtik I. with regard to the appointment of
Let Peteesi be priest in
Peteesi as we'eb in various temples
them if it were fitting.' 18
19
(iii.) By a law of Hadrian only priests might be circumcised.
If a candidate proved his priestly descent and his freedom
from blemish, permission was granted to circumcise. Until he
had been circumcised, no person could exercise the priestlj'
For full particulars of the procedure to be followed in
office. 20
order to obtain permission to circumcise see Grenfell, Hunt,
and Goodspeed, no. 292, p. 58 f. See also art. Circumcision
;

'

:

(Egyptian).
(iv.) It is probable that admission to the priesthood entailed
circumcision as far back as the Old Kingdom, for even kaservants, who probably were not as a rule we'et-priests (see
1

Sethe, Urkunden,

i.

131, line 6

;

cf. Griffith,

Demotic Papyri,

1U9.

Demotic Papyri, iii. 80, 108 f.
3 Wileken,
cf. Davies-Gardiner, p. 87,
p. 95 w ith note 5
on the question of temple land-tenure in dynastic times.
2

Griffith,

4

Wileken, p. 94.
lb. p. 128 Grenfell, Hunt, and Goodspeed, pp. 61, 74 f.
7 lb.
p. 114.
Wileken, p. 94.
Griffith, SiUt and DSr Rifeh, pi. 7, line 288=Breasted, Anc.

5

§ 6,

;

8

family-group some members are tceVfi-priests and some minor
otficials.
10

Lepsius, iii. 231a.
11
E.g., Legrain, Statues et statuettes, ii. nos. 42138, 42188,
RTr xxvii. [1905] 73 ff.
42189, 42211, 42215
1-' Decree of
Canopus, hieroglyphic text, line 14 f.
13 See Griffith, Demotic Papyri, iii. 80 f., 83 f., 97.
14 Grenfell, Hunt, and
Goodspeed, no. 293, lines 17-22, 291, and
the editors' statements on pp. 55 f., 58 f., and 61 Reitzenstein,
;

;

p. 5
15

;

16

;

iti

I.

3.

9
E.g!, Lange-Schiifer, i. nos. 20074, 20142, ii. nos. 20432,
20712. Cf. also no. 20545, according to which in the same

pi. 7, line 286.

Griffith,
i.

§ IX.

;

Stilt and Der Rtfeh, pi. 6 ff. = Breasted, Anc.
538 ft.
T. E. Pet-t,
Davies-Gardiner, p. 79 f.
Annals of Archcenlogij and Anthropology, vli. [Liverpool, 1916]
82 f., pi. XV. line 9 f. (contract with the lector Intef) ; cf. Sethe,
Urkunden, i. 25, 27 f.
13
Griffith, Siut and Bir Rifeh, pi. 7, line 302 f. = Breasted,
Anc. Records, i. 568 ff.
I'*
P. E. Newberry, El-Bersheh, London, n.d. [1905], i. pi. xv.
1'
J. Capart, Bull, critique
E.g., Petrie, Abydos, ii. pi. xviii.
des religions de I'Eavpte, 190ft, p. 39 f.
Weill, Decrets royaux
A. H. Gardiner, PSBA xxxiv. [1912] 257 f. A. Moret, Chartes
d'immuniti dans I'ancien empire egyptien, i. (Extrait du
Journal asiatique, Juillet-AoOt 1912), Paris, 1912, ii. (Extrait du
Journal asiatique, Mars-Avril 1916), do. 1916.
12

taxation.'*
Under the Ptolemys the majority of the temple estates were
Only the estates made over as a gift to the
god and administered by the priests themselves were immune.^
For the position of the temple estates in Roman times see
liable to taxation.

6

Demotic Papyri, iii. 45.
47
Egyptian Stelm in Brit.

Mns., i. pi. 47, line 3.
10 See Griffith,
Si'iif and Lit Rtfeh,
II
Borchardt, Zl xl. 114.
Records,

'

;

ZA xl. 114.
Zl xl. 114;

Erman, Handbook,

with supplies.! It appears that in the Saitic period
tiie
great temples of Egypt' at least were exempt
both from the above-mentioned imposts and from

iii.

Siitt and D^r Rifeh, pi. 7,
;
lines 6, 11.
8
7 ii. 37.
Griffith,
9
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17 lb.

;

Wileken,

p. 218.

Reitzenstein, p. 17
Grenfell,

Hunt, and Goodspeed,

17

Wileken, p. 128.

IS

Griffith,

2«

f.

ii.

no. 291, lines 40-53.

.„^

" Otto, 1. 214.
Demotic Papyri, no. ix. 8/18.
no. 293,
Wileken, p. 128; Grenfell, Hunt, and Goodspeed,

lines 19-22.

,„
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PRIESTHOOD

Griffith sug-gests that the de[a] i.), were circumcised. i
scriptive label attached to one of the two groups in the scene
in question, viz. sbt hm-k',, should be rendered: 'qualifying
the A;a-servant8 bj' circumcision.'
For a full discussion of
the circumcision of Egyptian priests see art. Circumcision
§ XIV.

(Egyptian).
With the scene in the temple of Khons at Karnak,2 depicting
two motliers presenting each a son to be circumcised, we
might well compare Grenfell, Hunt, and Goodspeed, ii. no. 292.
(v.) We learn from the Decree of Canopus (hieroglj^jhic text,
lines 14, 34 f.), that it was the king who admitted new priests.
This seems to have been the custom also In Saitic time8.3 We
know nothing about the regulations for admittance to the
priesthood in the earlier periods.4 In Roman times it was
the IS Lokoyo^, or high-priest of all Egypt (the representative of
the emperor in all religious matters),' who, after the necessary
particulars had been laid before him, granted permission
to circumcise the candidate and then admitted him to the
priesthood.5
(vi.) In Roman times a new priest, on being admitted to the
priestly order, had to pay a fee to the State called to TeKta-riKov.^

XII. Appointment to priestly offices.—
High-priesthoods. High-priests seem regularly to have been appointed to their office by the
See below, 2{f), and above § II. i.
king.''
(a) When the central power was weak, the high-priesthoods,

—

I.

along with the local governorships, tended to become hereditary 8 and in all periods, too, the high-priesthoods of certain
famous temples seem frequently to have become vested in one
family for several generations.^ But even so the actual appointment to the high-priesthood seems still to have rested with the
;

sovereign. 10

(jb) We have two instances of the high-priest of Amiin of
Thebes being chosen by an oracle of the god himself.n In the
first case the king confirmed the choice of the god
in the
second we may presume that the king ratified the choice, as
;

new

the

high-priest

was

his son.

Priestly offices below the rank of high-priest.
—Such offices could be {a) assigned by the king, or
(b) by his i-epresentative. the local governor and
2.

high-priest, (c) purchased, [d) conveyed by deed of
transference, (e) bequeathed to descendants.
(a) A king of the XVHIth dJ^lasty promoted a certain
Amenemhet from the rank of we'eb to that of father of the
12
He was perhaps later appointed prophet by the
god.'
'

king.13
local governor and high-priest, as Pharaoh's represenseems to have appointed persons to vacant priesthoods.i-*
(c) Priesthoods were bought and sold from the earliest times
onwards.15 Appointments to priestly offices in Roman times
were usually obtained by purchasing them from the government. i^
(tZ) Priesthoods could be conveyed by the holder while living
to another person by deed of transfer. 17
{b)

The

tative,

W. Max

1

Miiller,

Egyptological

Researches,

Washington,

1906, p. 61 f.; J. Capart, Uiie Rue de tombeaux d Saqqarah,
Brussels, 1907, pi. Ixvi.
2 F.
(Euvres diverses, Paris, 1899-1905, ii. 115 B. (vol.
Chabas,
'
X. of
Bibliotheque ^gyptologique,' ed. G. Maspero, Paris,

1893-1909).
3
Griffith, Demotic Papyri, pp. 83, 81, note 8.
* The statement of
Amenemhgt, high-priest of Amun in the
XVIIIth dynasty
I was admitted to|hear what the M'«'«6-priests

—

'

'

(«) Priestly offices were frequently obtained by inheritance.'
In the case of mortuary priesthoods it is often specifically
stated in the deeds of appointment that the offices are to be
transmitted to the children. 2
CO In Roman times a person, on entering upon a priestly
office, whether obtained by inheritance or otherwise, had to
pay to the government a tax called to etcncpiTtKoi-.s This tax
suggests that perhaps even in the dynastic periods all such
appointments had to be ratified by the State i.e. the king (cf.

—

[a], lb]).

Investiture

3.

Ramesses

292.
«
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Reitzenstein, p. 10.
xliv. 30 ff. ; Breasted,
'Sethe, Urkunden, i. 26, 84 f.,
Anc. Records, iii. 565 [7]; Brugsch, Thesaurus Inscriptionum
Aegypticarum, Leipzig, 1883-91, pp. 908 f., 942.
s
Breasted, History, p. 126 ; Blackman, Rock Tombs of Meir,
i. 9 ff ;
Petrie, Koptos, pi. viii. lines 6, 12
Breasted, Anc.
Records, iv. 787 ff.
9
Sethe, op. L. Borchardt, Grabdenkmal des Kbnigs ^a]hxi-re',
Leipzig, 1910, ii. 162 ; E. Schiaparelli, Cat. del Museo drcheologico di Firenze ; antichitd egizie, Rome, 1887, p. 201 ff.
Brugsch, Thesaurm, p. 889 ff. ; Breasted, Anc. Records, iii.
618 ff. ; Brugsch, ZA xvi. [1878] 41 f.
10
Newberry, Beni Hasan,i. 57 ff. = Breasted, Anc. Records,
i. 622 ff. ; Petrie, Koptos, pi. viii. lines 6, 12 —
Breasted, Anc.
Records, i. 778 ff. ; Sethe, Urkunden, i. 84 ; Brugsch, Thesaurus,
pp. 908 f., 942.
11
xliv. 32 ff. ; Erman,
xlv. 4.
Sethe,
Otto,

i.

;

Zl

.

;

;

ZX

ZX

Gardiner, ZA xlvii. 93.
lb., line 15 f. of text.
E.g., Sethe, Urkunden, i. 26 ; Griffith, Demotic Papyri, pp.
96 f. ; cf. perhaps Breasted, Anc. Records, iii. 620.
15
Sethe, Urkunden, i. 12, 36 ; Griffith, Hieratic Papyri, pi.
xiii. line 19 ff.. Demotic Papyri, iii. 44 ff.
16
Wilcken, p. 127 f. ; Grenfell, Hunt, and Goodspeed, nos.
294-297; Wilcken and Griffith, ZA xlv. 103 ff.
17
Griffith, Hieratic Papyri, 29=pl. xi. line 10 ff., Demotic
Papyri, iii. 92 with note 2, 102 Sethe, Urkunden, i. 12, 36.
12

13

14

81

ff.,

;

'

'

Arniin, 'Enkhnesneferibre', 'the prophets, fathers of the god,
we'eb-priests, lectors, the staff (wnwt) of the temple of Amiin,
were behind her and the great companions were in front
thereof, performing for her all the customary ceremonies of the
induction of the god's votaress of Amiin into the temple. The
god's scribe and nine rvi'eb-prieBta of this house fastened on for
her all the amulets and ornaments of the god's wife and god's
votaress of Amiin.' 8 The newly-appointed prophet of Amiin of
Teuzoi had to 'anoint the hands' at his induction.9

XIII. The functions of
the temple
PRIESTS.—The temple was the house of the god,'
and
the
in
certain aspects was
ht-ntr,
priesthood
regarded as domestic service.^" The word hm-ntr
'

(Coptic gONT)," which we, following the Greeks,
render 'prophet,' means 'servant of the god.'
'
Similarly the tomb Avas the house of the kaj'
kaht-k], and the mortuary priest was the
'

servant,' hm-k].^^
I. Accordingly in the
daily services the priest
sprinkled the god with water a ceremony derived
from servants bathing their master ^^ fumigated
him with incense," clothed and anointed him,i^
applied cosmetics to his eyes,^* and arrayed him in
his various ornaments."
(ffl) The formulae that were repeated during the performance

—

—

of these ceremonies are full of allusions to the legendary tales
about Osiris and Horus, and brought every one of the priest's

manual acts into relation with some episode in the Osiris mj'th.iS
The god was regarded as Osiris, and the priest (=the king) as
his son Horus.iS

The daily duties

(6)

of the prophet, or, as the chief daily

was sometimes called, the 'great tve'eb,'^^ involved
opening the doors of the shrine containing the god's statue and
taking the statue out of it. 21 He is therefore described as entering in upon' such and such a god or gpddess, 'seeing him 22 or
officiant

'

Breasted, Anc. Records, iii. 624-626, 753 f. ; Moret, Ritxml,
Legrain, Statues et statuettes, iii. no. 42230, a Grenfell,
294, note on line 2 ; Herod, ii.

1

p. 105

;

;

Hunt, and Goodspeed, no.
pi. 6, line

no.

—

Amun

years.
ii.

of priests.

installation

11.,

lation of the chief priestess (ihyt) of
of
Napata a silver pail for libations of milk ' was
placed in her right hand and a silver sistrum in
her left.® Perhaps on his appointment or at his
installation the high-priest of Ptah of Memphis
was invested with his curious chain of office.''
At the installation of the god's wife and high-priestess of

37.
2

Wilcken, p. 128; Grenfell, Hunt, and Goodspeed,

and

on appointing Nebwenenef to the
high-priesthood of Amun, invested him with two
gold signets and a gold (d'm) staff".* At the instal-

hear (A. H. Gardiner, ZJi xlvii. 93)-— apparently does not refer
to his admission to the priesthood, but to some special promotion that came to him after he had been a we'eb for many
5

(Egyptian)

Sethe, Urktmden, i. 12, 36 ; Griffith, SiHt and D£r Rifeh,
269 ff. ; cf. Newberry, Be7ii Hasan, i. pi. xxv. line 99.

3 Reitzenstein,
10, note 5 ; Grenfell, Hunt,
no. 294, note on line 20 ; Wilcken, p. 128.
4
xliv.
33.
Sethe,
5 Cf. H.
Junker, Das Gbtterdekret tiber das
9fl.
1913, p.
6 Schiifer,
iiL 105.

and Goodspeed,

Zl

Abaton, Vienna,

Urkunden,

7
Erman, ZX xxxiii. [1895] 22 f. ; M. A. Murray, Saqqara
Mastabas, London, 1905, i. pis. i., xxxvi.
8 G.
Maspero, Annales du Service, v. 85 ff. cf. Breasted,
Anc. Records, iv. 958 D.
9
Griffith, Demotic Papyri, iii. 97 with note 1, 238 with note
;

5

cf Gardiner,
.

;

10

Griffith,
xlv. 141.
12

ZA xlvii.

Erman, Handbook,

11

93

[8].

p. 46

f..

Demotic Papyri,

Life, p. 275.

iii.

45,

note 4

;

G. Steindorff,

ZA

Davies-Gardiner, p. 78 f. Erman, Handbook, p. 39.
See art. Purification (Egyptian), § III. i Moret, Rituel, p.
;

13

;

171

ff.

1*

Moret, Rituel,

glH.

p.

176 ff.

;

cf. art.

Purification (Egyptian),

I.

15
Moret, Ritual, pp. 179-199.
i"/6. p. 238 ff.

18

Erman, Handbook,

Purification (Egyptian),
19 See
above, § II. 2.
21

"

p. 45
§

V.

f.,

16 lb.
p.

Life, p.

274

f.

;

179

f.

see also art.

4.

20

Moret, Rituel, pp.

7, 42.

Erman, Handbook, p. 45; Moret, Ritxiel,pp. 35 ff., 167.
Her in the actual inscription quoted, as the divinity
'

question

'

is

Hathor.

in

PRIEST,
his beauty,'!
two arius."-

and

'

perforniinp: the ceremonies for

PRIESTHOOD
him with the

(c) Another dutj' of the priests was to carry in procession the
image of the divinity, placed in a boat-shaped shrine, on the
occasion of a festival. 3

The

2.

addition to the ordinary
father of the god, and wceb,
rank in tlie hierarchy, Lore a

tenijile ])riest3, in

appelhitionsi

jut'iiliet,

which denoted

tlieir

number of titles,'* many of which convey very little
meaning to us or are quite unintelligible. These
additional titles denote special administrative or
special religious functions."

—

A very important functionary in
(a) Scribe of the temple.
each phyle was the scribe of the temple, who, durinsf his term
of office, kept all the temple accounts and made all the entries
in the temple day-book.'' He was certainly of priestly rank.7
There were 'ordinary lectors' (iryw-i!i6
{b) Lector {hry-hb).
'»;«•) and a 'chief lector' Qiry-hb h,ry-d',d]) on the temple staff."
The chief lector was on the permanent staff ordinary' lectors

—

;

were members of the rotating phylaj."
(i.) The chief lector ranked third on the staff of the Middle
King-dom temple of Anubis at lUahOn, only the phylarch coming
between him and the superintendent of the temple, i.e. the
high-priest.io The office of high-priest was often combined with
that of lector or chief lector.n
(ii.) The priestly grade of the ordinary lectors seems generally
to have been that of we'e6.i2 a lector could also be a phylarch. 13
(iii.) The duty of the lector was to recite the formulae, to the
accompaniment of which the rites in the temples were
performed.!*
(iv.) For the lector as a mortuary priest see under § XIV. (c); as
a magician, see art. Maoic (Egyptian), § g, and Gardiner, PSUA
xxxix. [1917] 31 as a ph\ sician, see under § XVI.
Probably male as well as female
(c) Dancers and musicians.
dancers and musicians were attached to all temples ;15 they
seem to have figured especially at festivals.!* In the Middle
Kinc^dom many of them were foreigners chiefly Aamu !'' and

—

;

—

—

perhaps slaves.i^

— The temple

included minor func(d) Door-keepers,
tionaries such as door-keepers and sweepers.!^ In the temple of
Anubis at lUahun these were permanent functionaries, not
members of phyla9.20 But a temple door-keeper could be a
we'eb and a second prophet of the endowment of the altar.2i
etc.

staff

XIV. The mortuary priests.— The

cult of

the dead in many respects resembled that of the
gods (see above, § XIII.). The officiants most commonly represented as performing the services
requii'ed by the dead bear the titles '^-a-servant,'
'embalmer,' 'lector,' 'chief lector,' 'treasurer of
the god,' sem, imy-khant.
1 Cf.

Moret, Rituel, p.

55.

Kamal, Annates du Service, xv. 213; Lange-Schafer, no.
For further descriptions of the priest's daily duties see
Lange-Schiifer, nos. 20359,
Breasted, Anc. Records, iii. 564
20530 cf. Schafer, Die Mysterien des Osiris in Abydos, pp. 18,
19 with note 1.
3 Erman, Life, p. 275 f.. Handbook, p. 49 f.
cf. Griffith, SiiU
arid Dir Rlfeh, pi. 6, line 274 f. =Breasted, Anc. Records, i. 640 f.
2

20359.

;

;
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(Egjrptian)

(a) Ka-servant (/imi;).— The ta-servant was responsible for
the maintenance of the services (daily or periodical) performed
on behalf of the dead in the tomb-chapel or house of the ka,' '
as was the prophet, or 'servant of the jcod,' for those performed
on behalf of a divinity in a temi)Ie;2 and the same methods
'

were employed to secure the services of both.s The daily or
periodical services consisted mainly in the pouring out of libations, the burning of incense, and the presentation of offerings
of food and drink to the deceased.
'It is a man's ifca-priest,"
says Defaihap, 'who maintains his possessions ('ifiwt)^ and his
•*

offerings.'

•>

(i.) Not unnaturally A;a-servant8 were on the staff of the
temple of Osiris at Abydos ? and of Anubis at Illahun ;8 but the
impression gained from the majority of texts is that the kaservants formed an organization distinct from the temple
priesthood, as did the clwachytce (xoaxvrai) of the Grajco-

Roman
(ii.)

period. 9

The choachytte

filled in

(

= Egip.

the Ptolemaic and

ii'h.-mic, 'water-offerer') lo ful-

Roman

as the Aa-gervants in earlier times.

periods the same functions
They were responsible for

the upkeep of the tombs and for the safety of the mummies
within them.il As their name shows, one of their chief duties
was to pour out libations to the dead,!2 the ancient funerary
offering having degenerated into little more than a periodical
libation accompanied by the repetition of the prescribed
fomiultB.i-*
(iii.) Like the choachytce,^* the ita-servants were divided into
phyl!e,i5 and were under the direction of superintendents and
'
inspectors.' 1*
(iv.) Judging from the determinatives of iFimic-t; (ta-servants)
in Selhe, Urkunden, i. 11 ff., 36 (cf. 27 f.), the Jta-servants, in
the Old Kingdom at least, seem, like the choachytte,^'' to have
been of both sexes.
(v.) Both fca-priests and choaehytce were in the habit of disposing of their offices and the attached emoluments by will (or
deed of transference) or by sale. '8 in Old and Middle Kingdom
documents it is sometimes stipulated that the fca-servants are
not to dispose of the endowments by sale or by will {imyt-pr)^
to any people, but are to transmit them (of course with their
'

'

attendant responsibilities) to their children. 20 Or, again, the
fca-servant is to choose one particular son as his heir, and that
son in his turn is to do the same. 2!
The embalmer (u'O is a familiar figure from
(b) Embalmer.
the earliest times in the representations of funerals and other
mortuary ceremonies.22 The laboratory in which he exercised
his art was called the 'place of purification (w'bt),^ or 'good

—

'

house,' 24 or,
house.' 25

more

fully,

the 'place of purification of the good

(i.) From the inscriptions accompanying a series of scenes in
the tomb-chapel of Pepi'onkh at Meir,26 the embalmers in that
locality seem, like the paraschistce and tarichexUce of GrEecoRoman times, to have formed an organization or gild of their
own under the direction of one or more ' inspectors' (.''hd- wt)
and a superintendent (Imy-r', wt). In the temple of Anubis at
Illahun, however, each phyle of priests appears to have contained one embalmer,27who therefore must have been at least a
we'eb.

(ii.) In the Ptolemaic and Roman periods the embalmers were
called paraschi.stce (napaax'^irTaC) and taricheutce (rapixivraC),
the former making the necessary incisions, etc., in the corpse,

the latter carrying out the embalming and wrapping. ''8

At

;

(see also

iii.

622).
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!2 lb. i. 99-101.
1! Otto, i. 100.
13 See
Blackman, in Journ. of Egyptian Archceology, iii. 33.
15
'•i
Sethe, Urkunden, i. 13 f., 36.
Otto, i. 103 f.
ii>
Murray, Index of Names and Titles of the Old Kingdmn, pi,
6 Griffith,
7

ZA

xxiii.

ZA
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xlv. 104.
Otto, i. 102 Griffith-Wilcken,
xlv. 103 ff.
Sethe, Urkunden, i. 12, 36 Griffith- Wilcken,
'
'Imyt-pr also means deed of transference (see Griffith,
f
Hieratic Papyri, p. 29 .).
20 Sethe, Urkunden, i. 12, 36.
2!
Griffith, Sii(( and Dir Rtfeh, pi. 6, line 272.
E.g., I^psius, ii. pis. 4 f., 25, 35, 1016; Blackman, Rock
Tombs of Heir, iii. pis. xvii., xxiii. 2.
23
Davies-Gardiner, p. 45, note 3.
24
Lange-Schiifer, nos. 20088, 20457 ; F. LL Griffith, Stories of
the High Priests of Memphis, Oxford, 1900, p. 29.
25 Davies-Gardiner,
p. 43, note 3.
26 See Blackman, Rock Tombs of Meir, L 6 ; Davies-Gardmer,
note
4.
p. 45,
28 Qtto, 1. 105 ff.
xxxvii. 94.
Borchardt,
;
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;
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'
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Menijihis they and the chnachytce were united in one large group
and their functions were interchangeable.!
For the enibalmer's impersonation of Anubis see § VI. z.
These figure as prominently in
(c) Chief lectors and lectors.
the funerary as in the temple services. As mortuary officiants
their duty was to direct the ritual of the enibalmer's workshop
and of the tomb-chapel, and to recite the accompanying
formulae. The functions of the lector and embalmer were not
sharply differentiated. Thus a chief lector is described as being
over the mysteries of the good house,' 2 and an ordinary
lector is entitled
Anubis in the good house, chief of the
lectors 3 or treasurer of the god, Anubis the embalmer.''*
This explains, perhaps, why Diodorus calls the chief embalmer
a scribe, ypa/x^aTeu's,^ and why the Greek rendering of hry-fib,

—

'

'

'

'

'

'

lector,' is Tapixcv-njs,

embalmer.'

—

8

Treasxirer of the god.' The presence of a functionary
bearing this title at funerary ceremonies'? is a legacy from the
time when they were performed for the Pharaoh only.** The
'
treasurer of the god was closely associated with the acquisition of precious commodities 9 such as turquoise,'" the produce
of Byblos and Punt," stone from Hammamat for monuments,!^
incense, et«., from the Sudan 13 he would naturally, therefore,
play an important part in the royal obsequies, for he would
have to supply nianj' of the articles required for the embalming
and burial of the king. ' Treasurer of the god,' as a mortuary
title, could be combined with those of 'lector' and 'Anubis the
'

((f)

'

;

embalmer.'

1-*

—

The funerary officiant with this title repre(e) Sem-prieat.
sents, of course, the high-priest of Ptah of Memphis.is That
ecclesiastic naturally pronounced the offering formula,!* and
burned incense and offered libation, 17 at the burial of a
Memphite king.' As was to be expected, the setn was the chief
officiant in the Opening of the Mouth i" a rite originally performed, perhaps, on royal statues,!^ and therefore in early times
a function of the Memphite high-priest in his capacity of chief
'
artificer, ivr^jxp Jiinwt (lit. great in directing the craftsmen ').20

—

'

—

(/) Imy-khant {imy-^j^iit). This priest is frequently figured
in representations of funerarj* ceremonies, especially those of

New Kingdoms. 21

the Middle and

Sethe22 thinks thattmj^-Jnf

means festival priest.' Connected with the Osiris
Abydos there was a great imy-khant who was also
prophet and great wi'eb.' -3
'

'

'

'

'

cult at
entitled

'

XV. Priests of the reigning king.— The
we'eb priests and propliets of the reigning Pharaoh ^^
were a prominent feature of the Old Kingdom

We also meet with them later.

priesthood.

XVI. Priests as doctors.— The
of physician

and

priest {tveeb or lector)

^'

professions
were often

Otto,

2

105-107.

i.

3 lb. no. 20457.
6

lb. no. 20538,

I.

d, line 3

;

Lange-Schafer, no. 20088.
5

see also § VI. 2.

Otto,

i.

105.

Demotic Papyri, iii. 122, note 3.
E.g., Blackman, Roch Tombs of Meir, iii. pi. xxiii. 2;
Newberry, Bent Hasan, i. pis. xx., xxxv.
8 Cf. § III.
I, and see Davies-Gardiner, pp. 55, 87.
9
i"
Erman, Life, p. 96.
Breasted, Ana. Records, i. 342.
Griffith,

'^

11

14

^ 12
lb. §§ 297 ff., 388.
no. 20538, I. d, line 3

76. §§ 351, 361.

Lange-Schiifer,

ii.

13 lb.
§ 336.
see also Otto, i.

;

105.
15 See
Griffith, Stories of the High Priests of Memphis, p. 3 ff.
Stolk, p. 35.
16
E.g., Newberry, Beni Hasan, i. pis. xvii., xxxv. ; DaviesGardiner, p. 21 Griffith, Siiit and D(r Rifeh, pi. 2.
17
E.g., Blackman, Rock Tombs of Meir, i. pi. iii. ; Junker,

•

;

Stundenwachen,
18

p. 5.

Davies-Gardiner, p. 59 Budge, The Book of Opening the
i.
155 ff
cf Schafer, Die Mysterien des Osiris in
;

Mouth,

.

;

.

A bydos,

p. 18.
19
Davies-Gardiner, p. 57
20
Stolk, p. 13 see § III.
;

;

see

§ III. i.

i.

E.g., Blackman, Rock Tombs of Meir, iii. 22, 33, pis. xiv.,
xxiii. 2; Davies, The Rock Tombs of Deir el-Gebrdivi, ii.
pi.
vii. ; Davies-Gardiner, pp. 52, 54 ; Davies, Five Theban
Tombs,
London, 1913, pi. vi. ; Borchardt, Grabdenkmal des Konigs
21

Sa',hu-re',

ii.

Ap. Borchardt, Grabdenkmal des Konigs 6a',li7i-re', ii. 96.
Lange-Schiifer, ii. no. 20514. See also K. Dyroff and B.
Portner, Aegyptische Grahsteine und Denksteine aus siiddeutschen Sammlungen, Munich, 1902-04, ii. 2ff., pi. ii. =W. E.
Cruni, PSBA xvi. [1894] 132 f.
23

Erman,

Life, p. 290.

25

E.g., Borchardt,

26

See

du

art.

as

ZA

xxxvii. 94.

Magic [Egyptian],

vol. viii. p. 268*

;

magicians.

—

See

art.

(Egyptian), vol. viii. p. 268 supplemented
by A. H. Gardiner, PSBA xxxix. 31 tf.
XVIII. Priests as judges.— Vrieats acted in
Of a board
this capacity in the New Kingdom.
[knbt) of ten judges who sat on one day, six were
prophets (including the high-priest of Amun, who
presided), and three wee6-priests.
Only one, a
;

was a layman.^
XIX. Purification and purity of priests.

scribe,

—See art. PURIFICATION (Egyptian), § V. 7.
XX. Clothing, etc., of priests.— See

art.

Purification (Egyptian), § V. 7 {(/), (h).
XXI. The priesthood as a civil function.
The higher priestly offices were sometimes

—

evidently civil appointments i.e., the holders of
them were not professional priests.^
Defaihap, e.g., a Middle Kingdom ruler of the Lycopolite
nome and therefore ipso facto high-priest (superintendent of
;

the prophets of the local divinity),^ cannot have exercised his
priestly functions for a considerable part of his career, as he
was resident governor of the newly acquired territory in the
Sudan, the administrative centre of which was the modern
Kerma.6 The same may be said of a local prince like Ameni' of
Beni Hasan, who, in addition to being very active as civil
administrator of the nome, went on military and mining expeditions.7 Similarly Seti, an important official in the reign of
Ramesses ii., combined with a number of important civil and
military appointments several priesthoods, which must surely
have been sinecures.8 Cf. also the case of Peteesi, a busy civil
servant of the Saitic age, to whom was assigned the share of
the prophet of Amun of Teuzoi and his ennead of deities,' but
who, apparently', never once officiated in this capacity.9
The offices of sem,, 'son whom he loves,' and »m|(?), in the
case of Ikhernofret, were practically civil appointments, and
were doubtless only temporarily held by him in his capacity of
10 he
was, as we
special envoy and representative of the king
can see from his titles,ii not a professional priest. The same
may be said of Sehetepibre' 12 also of Menthhotp,i3 who, though
he bore several priestly titles,!'* was vizier and chief justice.i*
and held several other posts of secular administration.
'

;

liTTBEATURE.

—This

has been bufficiently

Kama!, Annates

Service, xv. 244.
27 J. E.
Quibell, The Ramessenm, London, 1896, pi. xxxvi.
28
VVreszinski, Der Papyrus Ebers, Leipzig, 1913, i. 99, 2f.
29
Blackman, ijoct Tombs of Meir, iii. pi. iii.
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—

(iepei^s,

The
I. General characteristics.
Greeks did not possess a priesthood, in the sense
of a sacred caste or class of men through whose
medium alone the gods could be approached.
Priests and priestesses existed everywhere among
them in great numbers, but their significance is
quite other than that of a sacred order, such as
was seen among the most highly developed of the
surrounding nations. It is toue that there are
in Greece also considerable traces of ideas of a
kind that nii^ht have led to similar hierarchic
For the Greeks were familiar with
institutions.
Upeia, Upu3(Tvvri).

the idea that certain individuals or classes of
people possessed some inherent capacity for particular sacred functions that women, e.g., were
the chosen medium of communication between
gods and men at certain oracular seats, or that
some men possessed inherent mantic powers, and
but this does not greatly affect the
the like
general Hellenic attitude, which was on the whole
to refuse to define any department of life as tabu,
but on the contrary to throw open all its possibilities to any and every individual claiming the
name of citizen. This is true also of the Homeric

—

;

1

ZX

xxxvii. 72 ff.
Griffith-Wilcken, ZA xlv. 107
xvii. 72
see also Breasted, Anc. Records,
Erman,
iii. 64 f.
4 See
292.
Erman, Life, p.
5
Griffith, Sirtf and DSr Rlfeh, pi. 6.
6 G. A.
Iii. [1914] 43.
Reisner,
7
Newberry, Beni Hasan, i. 21 ff. ; Breasted, Anc. Records,
i. 519 ff.
Schiifer,

2

ZA

8

pi. 19.

22

24

XVII. Priests

Magic

article.

also a physician {ncnw) pronounces the sacrificial victim pure. 27
Priests of the goddess Sakhmet were
28
as
The
regarded
especially skilled in the art of medicine.
business of the priest of Sakhmet depicted with cattle in a
scene in the tomb-chapel of a Cusite nomarch at Meir 29 was thus
evidently to decide whether they were fit for sacrificial purposes
or not. There was apparently a medical school at Sais attached
to the temple of Neith. It was restored in the reign of Darius

•>

by a 'chief prophet of Neith' who was also styled 'great in
medicine' (tor sum).'^ In a Ptolemaic bilingual an embalmer,
termed syn, 'physician,' in the Demotic version. 2

Tapixeu-njs, is

;

combined. ^^
A we'eh who is

1

(Greek)

;

ZX

8
Breasted, Anc. Records, iii. 542.
9
Griffith, Demotic Papyri, iii. 82, 84, 92.
10 Schafer, Die
Mysterien des Osiris in Abydos, pp. 10, 15, ISff.
11 lb.
12
p. 10.
Lange-Schafer, ii. no. 20538.
13

76. no. 20539.
i. line

18 76. side

"

1.

76. side

i.

lines 13-17.
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poems, which, while admitting the claim of, e.g.,
Kalchas to special mantic endowment (//. i. 72),
and indicating the high honour in whicli priests of
various deities were held (//. v. 78 tfeds 5' lij t'uto
of. xvi. 605), exhibit Nestor s<acrilicing to
Sr)ij.tf>
Athene with the assistance of his sons only, no
priest being mentioned, and none, so far as we can
:

;

any place

see, finding

in

the ceremony {Od.

iii.

This accords with the facts of historical
times.
Priests and priestesses alike tliroiighout
the Greek world enjoy considerable social and
civic distinction, which tends to increase ratlicr
than to diminish as Greek civilization develops,
yet Isocrates can say, with but slight exaggera6Vi
tion, that any man might be a priest (ii. 7

430 f.).

:

ilxTwep

jSacriXeioj'

iravrds

lepuxrvvrjv

dudpbs

flvai

vo/j.iiovffiv).

Wliatever may have been, among the Greeks, in the ages
below the historical horizon, the relations existing between
priest, king, and community, in historical times the priesthood,
like everything else, has had to submit to the all-embracing
sway of the idea of the State, and has become to a very considerable degree secularized and is regarded almost purely
from the politico-social point of view. This is clearl^v and
emphatically asserted not only in regard to the administrative
activities of the priest, but also in regard to his purely sacerdotal functions (.Eschin. iii. 18 SiSa^ta S' v^los n-pwroi/ tirX tCjv
vapaSo^ujv, olov T0U9 ifpeis (col rd? iepei'as vnevOvvovi elfai
(ceAeuei 6 v6/xo?, ical (rvWrj^Sriv airavTa'S Kal x^pU eicdo-TOUS Kara
cu/xa, Toil? rd yepa. Aa/j/3di'0tTOS Kal to! cvxds uirep iifxiiv Trpbs
T0U5 6eov^ evvo/jteVovy, *cat ov fjiovov ISia dAAd Kal Koivrj rd ye'i'Tj
of. Dem. in Seair. 116
Plut Quxst. Gr. 38). Only the actual
sacred rites which priests perform escape from this secular
control, simplj- because, being traditional, they dated from an
age anterior to the birth of the historical State itself, and
owed much of their force to that very fact. Hence the socalled leges sacrce are found to be confined to regulations
touching qualifications for office, priests' perquisites, the establishment of additional ceremonies, etc. just such details as
fell to be regulated in connexion with purely secular offices
they teach us nothing of the details of ritual. In this sense,
then, it is not incorrect to describe the Greek priest as in some
sort a State official. The ultimate authority in a question
concerning rd lepd is not a svnod of priests, but the council and
the asseinljly (Ar. Ath. Pol. 43). i
:

;

;

—

;

priest or priestess, then, is one who
is charged with certain specific religious functions
or ritual acts, directed godwards, in the due performance of which the State, either as a whole or

The Greek

its

through
families,

groups

organic

etc.),

is

vitally

{gentes, phratries,
interested.
These

functions, based as they were
traditional ritual, demanded a
high, degree of professional or
ledge, just as did many other

mainly upon a
often a

certain,

technical

know-

departments of

civic life
the priest is simply one who is skilled
in the rules of sacrifice, prayer, and purification.' -

(Greek)
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able use or style of worship, notwitlistanding the
large common element in the manner of making
prayers and ofierings.^
The existence of a priesthood, however, by no
means abrogated the religious functions exercised
by, and as a matter of course demanded from,
laymen, such as magistrates of the State, heads of
families or other organic groups witliin the State.
It was, in fact, hardly po.ssible to say where the
layman stopped or the priest began. Xor, on the
other hand, did the holding of a priesthood
necessarily involve the surrender of all other
occupations and interests on the part of tiie priest.
Certainly this was not the case with many of
precisely the highest and most distinguished
In tliis respect there seemed, indeetl,
j)riesthoods.
some room for improvement, as a matter of mere
civic organization, and Aristotle proposes that one
and the same individual citizen shall assume
successively the functions of soldier, statesman,
and priest, according to his time of life the
I)riesthood thus tending to be regarded as a digniHed sinecure for men no longer able to serve tlie
State in a more active capacity (Pol. iv. [vii.] 9. 4 f.
= 1329 A).
The combination of sacerdotal functions with royal authority

—

as familiar as it was normal in the ancient world. In Homer
the king with his own hand strikes the victim on behalf of the
whole people (II. iii. 249 f., 271 f.). In this sense the king was
head of the State religion, as being capable of and responsible
for the proper performance of the ritual acts designed to
secure the favour of the deities that were in the strict sense
national. Thus in Sparta, almost the only purely Greek .State
retaining monarchical government in historical times, all Stnte
sacrifices were offered by the kings, as descendants of the god
(Xen. Rep. Lac. 15. 1
e&Tjice ydp 8veiv y.iv jSacriAea irpb tVjs
Ar. Pol. iii. 14. 3
TToAecus Td SfipLOaia dirai'Ta, u»s aTrb Qeov ovra
= 1285 A cTi Se ra irpbs TOvs Sfoiit aTroSeSorai Tois /Soo'iAevaii'),
one of the two kings holding the priesthood of Zeus Lakedaimon, the other that of Heavenly Zeus, with the usual
cf. Hom. Od. iv. 65).
perquisites (Herod, vi. 56
Sometimes,
on the decay and abolition of the royal office, the descendants
of the old kings were allowed to retain these immemorial
sacred functions and privileges, and even at times also the
is

:

;

:

;

title of king (e.g., Ephesus [Strabo, p. 633], Cyrene
[Herod, iv. 161]). Or, again, the title and the functions rnight
pass to one or other of the republican magistrates. Thus in
Athens the second archon was called king (ySaaiAevs), and his
wife queen (fiaa-CKiwa), both with religious functions, the king
archon superintending the Eleusinian mjsteries and the
Lenaian Dionysia, there being a.ssigned to liini, as Plato says,
the most solemn and most truly ancestral rites of the ancient
sacrifices' (Pol. 290 E; cf. Dem. lix. 1370; Lysias, Andoc. 4:
av
.
.
Adxj) ^a(TiKev<;, dAAo Tt r\ virip Tf^iiov ical BvirCai 6v<Tti Kai
«UX"5 eufeTai <caTd Td TraTpta).*

honorary

'

.

Within the family

'

;

its starting-point,

itself,

which had been

this primitive

in fact

coincidence

of

Practically, therefore, the lepevs implied the existence of a temple or some form of holy place
dedicated to the particular deity in whose service
he ministered. For the Greek priest was always
the servant of a particular deity, and that at a
particular shrine,^ and at none other. There was
no such thing as a priest with a general competence of sacerdotal functions at any and every
shrine, or as minister to any and every deity,
simply by virtue of his priesthood as such. For
there was in fact no general or universally applic1 This is true even in cases where
reference was made to an

{dv<riai Trdrpiot) and physical or
legal headship continued undisturbed,^ and was
reflected in tlie larger groups, of phratries and
gentes, which purported to be merely the family

oracle, for such reference could be

a matter of State,
nor was such
only by properly accredited representatives
reference absolutely essential, though it was in harmony with
Hellenic, and especially Athenian, sentiment to refer such
matters to Apollo (cf. Plat. Rep. 427 C oCtos ydp SrJTrov 6 9ebj
Trepl rd roiavra na<n.v avOpuiiroL^ Trdrpios f^TyjTTJS iv ^eVu Tijs yi^s

8.

Tou ojLL(f>aAoi) KaOijpievo^ e^T/yeirac).
2 Stob. £cl.
Eth., ed. Gaisford, ii. 562: rbi' ydp iepe'a e'vax
&e1v efinetpov v6n<av riov rrepl Ovular Kal evxa^, Kal Ka0apij.ovi,
<cai i6pu(rei5 koI ndvra to. Toiaira.
Perhaps tiie best defliiition
is gi\en in Plato, Pol. 290 C
koI (ii7v Kal to tCiv
Upduv av yeVos,

in Asia

made,

in

;

:

CTrl

:

a>9

TO

vofXLp.6v

(^TJ<7t,

Trapd

/xci'

t/^uji'

fiajped?

Ocot^

5id 6u<TiCiV

€(7Tt KaTd vovv €*cecVot9 Scupeicr^at, Trapd 5e eicetfcof
evxali; KTrjaiv ayaOiav alrqa^atrBai- raina Kk SiaKovov Tfx^^
c<rTL TTOV miopia afxffiOTepa.
eTTLiTTrifJiOi'

T^filv

A

3 Cf. Plat.
:
Laws, 759
Xe'yw/xei' iiev Sri tois ficf iepois
ceioKopou! Te Kai iepe'as Kal iepei'a? Selv yt'yce<7flai.
Large temples
would have more than one priest, but one was the rule; cf.
Diod. 1. 73. 5 : ov ydp, unjirep napa tois 'EAAijcriv, eis avr)p j) fiia
yvvri TTJK Lfptocruvrjv TrapeiXii]<^€v, kt\.

sacred function

'

writ large,' and, indeed, in every sort of organization within the State, by the institution of
priests of the particular association, that is to say,
bj' the endowment of certain of its members with
religious functions ; for all such corporations liad
a religious as well as a political or social aspect,
1
Though traces are not wanting of the tendency towards
such universalism or panhellenic use. Cf. Ar. Pol. viii. (vi.)

20=1322 B:

exo/i«Vi) Si TauTijs 17 Trpbs Tds 6u<ri'as di^upiCTneVij
Trdcrai, o<rai /htj tois lepevcriv anoSiSuxriv b vo/ioi, oAA'
ot u-iv apxovrai
koiitjs eaTiaj exovcri ttji' Ti.fi.riv KoXovcri.
TOVT0V5, 01 5e ^ao-iAeis, 01 Se Trpvraveif. For the sacred func-

Td9 KQivai
aTrb

TTi<;

tions of the Athenian archons see Ar. Ath. Pol. 56-58.
3

We

merely mention here the curious religious polities found
Minor in the Roman age, ruled by hereditary highby royal and hierarchical families, sometimes of a
not very religious type e.g., Komana (Strabo, pp. 550, 574).
For these see J. P. Mahaffy, The Greek World under Roman
Sway, London, 1890, p. 225 f. They, of course, fall outside the
purely Hellenic institution here treated, just as the deities
worshipped in such communities were Asiatic in character,
though called by Greek names.
3
Upd tiriSe
Strictly taken, Plato's language (in Laws, 909 I)
priests, or

—

:

(Xi iv i6iais ocKi'ais kKrrftjOu- Bvftv S'

orav

eJri.

vovv

tfi^

Tin,

T7p'oi

9vaaiv, Kal TOi? icpevcrt re (cal ifpet'at! fyxeipt^irio
Td ei;|u.aTa, oU dyvec'a tov'tcov eiri/ifXrii) would indicate & desire
See W. L. Xewman,
to abolish these domestic worships.
Politics 0/ Aristotle, i., Oxford, 1&S7, p. 179.
TO. Sriiioa-ta itoj
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and had their special

(Greek)

and religious

on intellectual, qualifications. In regard to the
last point, it is to be remembered that a Greek

Perhaps this very multiplicity of individuals invested with priestly or quasi-priestly functions did
as much as anything to check the rise of a detinite
class, the conception of sacerdotal function
Eriestly
eing too inextricably intertwined with that of
civic life in general.
Undoubtedly, also, much
Avas due to the general sanity of Greek institutions, from which it resulted that the rites performed by the priesthood were, as a rule, not of
such sort as to enthral the intellect by extravagant
claims to a specially recondite or mysterious character.
It was, in fact, partly by way of reaction
against this somewhat threadbare simplicity that
Orphic and Dionysiac mysteries won such vogue.
further powerful factor making against the rise
of a priestly caste was the fact that temple funds
were, as a rule, not controlled by the priests of the
temple themselves and at the same time the interpretation of sacred law was almost entirely
beyond their control, being, at Athens, in charge
of a special secular board of interpreters (i^r)yy}Tal
[see P. Ehrmann, De inris sacri interpretibus
The significance of the
Atticis, Giessen, 1908]).
last feature can hardly be overrated in this connexion. It meant that nothing of the nature of a
sciiool or course of training for priesthood could

priest was not called upon to deliver ethical
teaciiing of any kind or to handle any problems
The case of the Delphian
of interpretation.^
priesthood and that of the priests of certain great

deities,

rites,

observances.

A

;

arise.

oracular healing shrines are somewhat special and
do not affect the general validity of what is here
said.

There was naturally great varietj' in the special qualifications
for priesthoods of the different cults.
These special qualifications are hardly referable to general principles. The hierophant
at Eleusis, e.g., must, in the time of Pausanias at any rate, be
celibate ; not so the hierophant at Phleious, although the latter
mysteries professed to be based upon the Eleusiniaii (Paus. ii.
xiv. 1 : \aixpdpiiji', fiv edek-ji, Kal yui'aiKa- Kal ravra fj.ii> 5id(^opa
Tu>v 'EAeucTii'i vofii^ovTi, to. Si es ai/rrju ttjv reKerriu eKeiviav ecTTii'
The foremost place here must be assigned to cerees fiiixria-iv).
monial puritj', especially chastity. In its strictest form the
demand is for absolute virginity, 2 the priesthood being held by
There is no attempt to violate nature, as in
iraiSe^ or napBcfoi.
the eunuch priesthoods of Kybele and the Ephesian Artemis
and other Asiatic cults, which do not call for further consideration here.
The same end was more wisely pursued by the
selection either of the age when the passions are yet dormant,
or that in which they. have subsided' (C. Thirlwall, Hist, of
Greece, London, 1835-47, i. 204). Examples are the priestess of
Herakies at Thespiai (Paus. ix. xxvii. 6
Uparai Si avrov
KapOevo^ itjT av €7riAaj37j to xp>^itiv avTrju) Of Poseidon at Kalaurcia {ib. II. xxxiii. 3 lepara iSi ainta jrapfleVos, tar av cs iiipav
Of Athene at Tegea [ib. VIII. xlvii. 3
TrpoeASr) yafxov)
leparai
Si rp 'k8y]va Tral<; xpovov ovK olSa oaov rivd, irplv Si rj^aaKdv, Kal
'

:

J

:

:

;

Or, again, chastity during the term
ifpuiavvriv).
of office might be held sufficient, and this could be secured with
care (cf. Plut. de Pyth. orae. 20 voni^erai toi/ lepiiiixevov iv tc5
cvtaurcjj yvvaiKi jlltj OjutAetc* 6tb Kal npea^vra^ eTrtetKws tepets
a-iToSfiKiruova-i
at the temple of Misogynos Herakies in Phokis).
So Artemis Hymnia in Arcadia was served by a priestess opaKiai
avSpaiv an-oxpwvTwt exov(ra, a temple legend accounting for the
change from a priesthood held by a (cdpr/ napOivo^ (Paus. viii.
V. 12
cf. what is told about the Pythia, Diod. xvi. xxvi. 6).
Yet another form of this qualification is found in the condition
that no woman more than once married could be priestess of
Ge at Aigai (Paus. vii. xxv. 13 a curious test, by drinking
bull's blood, applied to candidates).
What proportion of Greek
cults demanded a celibate priesthood, as compared with those
which permitted marriage, is not known. It is to be remarked
that the requirement of chastity stands in no sort of relation
to the nature of the divinitj', as is clear by comparison of JG
ii. 550, married priestess of Athene, and Paus. n. x. 4, virgin
priestess of Aphrodite of Sikyon (whose veuKopos also may no
more nap' avSpa ifjoiTrjo-ot). Nor, again, is there any necessary
argument from the sex of the divinity worshipped to that of the
minister (e.g., Paus. ii. xxxiii. 3 [napOevoi priestess of Poseidon],
vm. xlvii. 3 [boy priest of Athene]).
oil n-pdo-o), rrji'

:

Qualifications for priesthood.— Plato, following doubtless the universal requirement, lays it
down for his ideal State that a priest must be
sound and perfect in body, and of pure and
genuine civic pedigree (Laws, 759 C SoKipA^eiv 5k
2.

:

rhv ael Xa7X'^''0^7'a irpHbrov fikv oXSkXtipov Kal yvrjaiov,
No alien could hold an Athenian priestkt\.).
hood or perform its rites a rule that was prob-

—

ably general.^
The tendency was not to be content with this,
but to put priesthoods into the hands of men of
leisure and substance (just as, in Athens, the State
services, or leitourgies, naturally fell to the same

So Aristotle would have no husbandman
or mechanic appointed, but only citizens, who, in
his scheme, would be the sole landed proprietors
(Pol. iv. (vii.) 9. 9 = 1329 A: oine yap yecopybv ovre
^avavaov lepea KaTacTariov' virb yap twv iroXiTwv
Cf. Paus. VII. xxvii. 3
irpiireL TLfiaadai roiis Oeovs.
Kara d6^av 7e;'oiis fidXiara aipov/xevoi, at Pellene ; D.
594. 10
(hvelcrdio Se os /ca y oXdKXapos Kal (J 5afjt,iopylas
At Halicarnassus the
liireari, at Chalkedon).
priestess of Artemis Pergaia must be of full
citizen pedigree on both sides for at least three
a.(TTT]v e^ daTuv dft.(poTipuiv
generations (D. 601. 6
class).

:

:

:

iTrl

7ej'eas yeyevrjfiivqv Kal irpbs Trarpbs Kal irpbs

rpeh

Good looks weie a recommendation,

/jLT}Tp6s).

in

some cases an essential (Paus. Vll. xxiv. 4 [the
boy viKiov KaXXei, priest of Zeus at Aigai] cf. IX.
;

X.

4 [Thebes]).

Notorious vice naturally disquali-

and Plato insists upon purity from the stain
of blood and the graver offences.
On the whole,
the insistence is upon somewhat external or formal
qualifications, identical with those demanded of
candidates for purely secular offices
no great
stress is laid on moral, and none at all apparently
fied,"

;

Cl. DeiTl. lix. 1369 : etfiei/ a ov TrpoayJKCv avrrjv bpav ^evrjv
^^
W. Dlttenberger, Sylloge Inscriptionum Grcecantm'^,
ov<Tav
3 vols., Leipzig, 1898-1901 (hereafter cited as D., followed by a
number to indicate the running number of inscriptions quoted),
565. 3 : fiT) i^elvai Karapxta-Oai. eU to 'Hpaiof f eVo) /iriSevC
(Amorgos) ; Herod, vi. 81 : pov\6ii.ei/ov Si avrov e-ueiv iiri. toO

—

;

—

—

These were, of
3. Regulations concerning- age.
course, closely connected with the foregoing, and
there is no general rule. Some cults demand ripe
age in their ministers, especially in the case of
piiestesses (Paus. VI. xx. 2 irpeff^vris 17 depa-n-evovcra
In many
in temple of Sosipolis at Olympia).
temples the priesthood was h^d by a girl, until
she reached an age for marriage (ib. II. xxxiii. 3
[Poseidon at Kalaureia], Vll. xix. 1 [Artemis
Triklaria], xxvi. 5 [Artemis at Aigeira]), or by a
boy, up to the age of puberty (ib. Vlll. xlvii. 3
[Athene at Tegea], IX. x. 4 [Apollo at Thebes], X.
xxxiv. 8 [Athene Kranaia, near Elateia]). In such
cases the functions of the holder of the priesthood
must have been purely ceremonial, carried out
under the guidance of a permanent temple staff
which controlled also the administration of the
:

temple.

;

Pco/JLOV 6

—of

cepeus aTTjjyopevc,

(|)as

oO/c oerioi' el»'ai

feiVw aird^i Bvav

the Spartan Iting Kleomenes at the Herai'on of Argos.
Foreign cults and religious associations authorized by decree
would, one supposes, be served by their native priests (cf. inscr.
from Peiraieus [A. Wilhelm, Jahreshe/te der Oest. Arch. Inst. v.
(1902) 127 eTTtiSj) tou SrjfjLov toO 'AOrivadai' BeSiaKoro^ tois ©pafl
ju.di'ois TWf aXXiov i6v5>v rr)!/ eyfcnjo'tv ical tjjv 'LBpvdiv tov iepov,
:

ktK.]).
2 Cf.

^schin.

i.

183

:

oiiSevoi 9eov Kk-qpiatreTo-i,
<Tai/ua, <ctA.

koI 6 aiiro^ ovto? aiojp tepucrvmriv fiiu
cos OVK tiv eK rO>v vofiinv KaOapoi to

Under such a system abuses would be

Hence in a decree of Kos a stipulation
possible.
of a minimum age is found (Leges Grcecorum
Sacrce, e titulis collectce, ed. I. de Prott and L.

CM

1 Cf. F. de
antiqiie^'^, Paris, 1885, p. 195 :
Coulanges, La
La doctrine 6tait peu de chose ; c'Waient les pratiques qui
6taient I'important.' It should also be noted that there must
have been a tendency, especially on the part of priests of
limited tenure and priests by purchase, to lean upon the
knowledge and experience of the permanent temple staff, just
as the head of a government department must rely upon the
trained experience of the civil service. This in part, doubtless,
explains the importance of the neocorate in Asia Minor, where
purchase of priesthoods was in vogue.
2 No doubt this demand was reinforced by the idea, in some
cults at any rate, that the priestly function implied in some
sense union ((Tuvovoria) with thedivinity. Cf. Ar. Ath. Pol. iii. 5,
for the marriage of the wife of the Athenian king archon with
'

Dionysos.
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Ziehen, pars altera, fasc. i., Leipzi<,', 19u6, no.
133):^ d 5^ npiaiJ.iva. iaruj Oyirjs Kai oK6K\apo^ Kal /xij
cf. 135, also
veiiiripa irOiv 5^/ca" Upaaerai 5i 5ia, ^lov
of Ko3, where the minimum age is laid down at
fourteen j'ears). It is to be remembered that tliis
M'as not a matter of caprice, but that in many
on the
cases youth, and sometimes extreme
youth,
part of the priest or priestess was demanded by
the cult itself (cf. the demand for a irais afi<pL0a\ris
as essential in certain ceremonies).
Often, no
doubt, the temple legend would profess to explain
such regulations, but these legends have mostly
Plato, naturallj-, has no patience with
perished.
all this, and, going to the opposite extreme, would
have all priests to be not uncler sixty years of age,
and would allow them to hold oHice for a year only
(Lau's, 759 D).
4. Modes of access to priesthood.— (a) Inheri;

—

Originally, perhaps, all cults were family
worships, whether or not they were all cults of
dead ancestors. In historical times many cults
which have come to be national are demonstrably
still closely connected with particular families,*
which retain their priesthoods as a hereditary
possession guaranteed by an appeal to legencl.
Some are perhaps really cases of blending, so that
several families or clans maintain their representatives side by side,
though not all on the same level,
as hereditary cult ofhcials (cf. Paus. IV. xv. 7,
tance.

I.

xxxvii.

Such hereditary national priesthoods can be seen in the
making. Thus the family of Gelo of Syracuse claimed to be

:

—

How

succession was arranged within the family itself in respect of these hereditary priesthoods is not always clear.
Obviously, the ordinary rules of inheritance might sometimes
give an unsatisfactory result. An inscription of Ualicarnassiis
(D. 608) shows us that the priesthood of Poseidon had passed
from brother to brother, thence to sons of the eldest brother in
succession according to seniority, and so to sons of the next
brother, and back again to grandsons of the eldest brother.
Naturally, a priesthood arranged on principles of hereditary
succession was just aa liable as any other propertj' to give rise
to disputes. Such in Athens were settled in the court of the
Kav tis iepworuVT)? a/ac^icr^rjTY^
king archon (Ar. Ath. Pot. 57
!7pos Tii-a" SiaSiKoi^ei. Be Kol rot? yevecri Koi tois iepeOtri ras
tCiv
ray
The oldest
a/itif)io-|3T)n)(reis
vnep
iepCjv aird(Tais o5tos).
cults seem in general to retain this method of filling their
:

The tenure under

Election,

system was naturally for
and a conduct that did not

this

priesthoods.
life, subject to the proviso of sanity
flout public opinion.

'

—

:

)

;

Often a mixed method, of election and lot, is used,
the sortition being preceded by a selection from
among the candidates (cf. Dem. Ivii. 1313 irpo:

Hereafter cited as L.S., followed by the

number

of the

inscription.
2

An

excellent example of the process involved is aflEorded
by
L.S. 112, of the 4th cent. B.C., a decree relative to the transfer-

ence

of_the_t€pa of the Klytidaiof Chios— ri Upa. ra kolv^l ck tuv
oiKimv eis TO icoii'ov oIkov
iveyKilv ; cf. Ar. Pol. viii.
4. 10 = 1319b
T€
j_
if>y\aC
yap erepai nonqTfai wAei'ous Kai
ippaTpuu, Kai ra twv iSiuv lepwv o-uvaKTeov eU oKiya KOi KOiva,
kt\. ; see Mewman, iv. 524.
(,«iwTiKu)i/

(VI.)

VOL. X.

K\r)pov(jOai TTji lepoiavvrji

For Syracuse, Cic. Vcrr. ii. 126
lex est de religione, quae in annos singulos lovis
sacerdotem sortito capi iubeat, quod apud illos
ampli-ssimum sacerdotium putatur cum suffragiis
tQ

"Hpa/cXe?,

:

'

;

tres ex tribus generibus creati sunt, res revocatur
ad sortem'; cf. Paus. VII. xxv. 13).
In .some
ca.ses a method of election seems to have replaced
the older hereditary priesthood e.g., in the great
inscription of Andania relating to the mysteries
(D. 653), where the representative of the old sacerdotal family seems to have surrendered his rights
to the State.
In course of time lack of suitable
candidates for election led to a partial revival
of the older method (cf. D. 592 [priesthood of
Asklepios of Pergamum confirmed to Asklcpiades
and his seed for ever by decree of the peojile] ;
L.S. 56 [decree of Gythion confirming the priesthood of Apollo to Philemon and his son and their
descendants flvai airrovs lepeTs toO AirdWwvos Kal
iKy6fovs aiTuv det Bid, /Siou Kal etvai irapa56cnfji.ou rb
Trpoyeypa/J.ivoi' lepdv roh ^Kyovoii avTwv ad 5td ^iov, in
recognition of their munificence in restoring the
cult and temple fallen on evil days]).
Even when reliance was placed upon the lot alone, it is probable that, in Athens at any rate, its frequent use, and perhaps
not infrequent manipulation, in connexion with secular official
life much impaired its significance as an indication of dirine
will, though that way of looking upon it might linger in formal
expression (e.g., Plato, Laws, 759 C to niv o5i' riav lepCiv tw SeoJ
innpinovTa avrm to Ke\apiixp.ivov yiyvecrBai, KKrjpoxiv outu rn Stia
TVXT7 anoSihovra. but, he continues, the successful candidate
must [subsequently?] be duly approved as ceremonially pure
and of proper age, and the like that is to 8a3', in the eyes of
Plato also the priesthood is on all fours with any ordinary

—

—

'

:

— 20

;

secular

office).

Under this method limited tenure was usual (cf. D. 609, 610),
a year being the general term. Longer tenures, short of a life
tenure, are found («.</., five years [Paus. x. xxxiv. 8: toi' &i
lepea iK naCSwv aipovi'Toi toiv avrj^tov, Trpovoiav ttoiou^ci^i
TTpOTepof Tr)s ifpioarvmii efjjiceti' ot tov xpofoi' irpli' ij i/^rjo'ai'
i-rq

crurex')

vivrt

— boy

priest of .\thene Kranaia]).
in all cases connected with
the festival cycle of the particular deity, as is expressly asserted
of the priesthood of Demeter at Eeleai (Paus. ii. xiv. 1
iepo(^acTTjy 6e oujc €S rov ^iov iravTa a7ro5e'6etKTat, Kara. 6e tKatjTTp*
rfKcTTiv oAAoTe iariv oAAos (T<i>LtTi.v aipero?— the celebration taking
place &l' kvLavToii TeToprov, every third year).
icpoOrat Si

Such longer tenures are probably

:

—

This method was especiallj' in
(c) PurcJiase.
vogue in the coast cities of Asia Minor and in the
islands.^
The earliest examples belong to Miletos,
the home of Ionic free-thought but it is unknown
in Athens, the reputed mother of the Ionic colonies.
;

The method does not necessarily imply the abandonment of older methods (e.gr., at Halicarnassus
the priesthood of Poseidon Isthmios is held Kara,
yhos [D. 608 see above]). Possibly it is not unconnected with the general financial distress of the
age after Alexander, though its origin undoubtedly
;

lies

—Possibly

the earliest example of
this method occurs in Homer, where it is said of
Theano that the Trojans had made' her priestess
of Athene (II. vi. 300
tt)v
yap Tpuies iO-qKav
but the inference is not very
'AO-rjuaiTji Upeiau)
The
mutilation
of
the
rigid.
inscription D. 911. 5
in.stituting a priestess of Athene Nike (460-446 B. c.
i^ 'Adrjvaiup airavTuv does not allow us to say whether
pure election was employed in that instance. RIore
commonly the practice was to elect by means of
the lot (cf. D. 558.9: 6 etX^jx^s !epei>j 'Ao-/cX7j7rtoO /cai
and often in inscriptions).
'Tytdas, at Athens

1

€Kpi0y]v iv ToTs €vy€V€<jT6.Toi$

—

1).

hereditarj' hierophants of Denieter and Persephone at Gela
because their ancestor Telines had orifjinally possessed the
sacred sj-mbols (iepa) of the cult (Herod, vii. 153). So Maiandrios of Samos proposed to lay down his sovereignt}- on condition of his family being allowed to retain in perpetuity the
priesthood of Zeus Eleutherios, whose cult he founded and endowed {ih. iii. 142; cf. the Battiadai at Cyrene [ih. iv. 161j).
Inscriptions furnish examples of private foundations of this
type {e.g., the will of Epikteta of Thera [CIG ii. 2448, § 5 to-v
fie teparetar rav Movo'aj' koX riov ijp(Mov
e\€TUi 6 ra? fliryarpdy pLOV
vtos 'Ai'fipayopa?, el 5e Tt /ca nddri ovtos, aet 6 Trpea^vTaTOS ex toO
the latter her daughter]).
ye'i-ous Toi) 'ETTtTeAcias

(b)

305

(Greek)

A

much

farther back.^

priesthoods sold at Erythrai, with the prices
is extant (D. 60(i; 3rd cent. B.C.), distinguishing
several varieties, showing that the method was carefully organized from both a Cscal and a legal point of view. Three species
are recorded
iepareiai irpa^eio-ot, priesthoods sold as then
vacant, with immediate possession ; itpaTciat iiTi.irpaJB(lcra.i,
eventual succession upon death of the existing occupant ;

long

list of

paid for each,

—

6iao-u'o-Tao-is, where the priest in occupancy purchases the right
to appoint his own successor, that is to saj-, generally his own
son.
Prices show great variety, the highest being that paid for
the priesthood of Hermes Agoraios, probably because it carried
with it a claim to market dues (4610 dr. the lowest price is
10 dr., for the priesthood of Ge several run to over 1000 dr.).
It is clear that purchase of a priesthood was simply one method
of making an investment for a livelihood, or provision for one's
family, with a soimd title. Inferences as to a general decay of
;

;

1
Proved, by inscriptions, for Ervthrai, Miletos, Sinope,
Chios, Priene, Magnesia, Mylasa, Chalkedon, Halicarnassus,
Kos. It is to be observed that the vendor is always the State
itself, which consequently takes a certain percentage {iirwviov)
of the purchase monej', according to a sliding scale.
2 The
inscription given by Otto, in Hermes, xliv. [1909] 594 f.,
from Miletos, belongs to the 5th cent. B.C., or at latest to the
beginning of the 4th cent., and certainly refers to the purchase
Nor is this the onlv e.xample to be referred to
of priesthoods.
a date before that of Ale.xander. Whether the origin of this
traffic lay in Eastern, non-Hellenic influences cannot as yet be

determined, but

it

seems

likely.
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religious sentiment are beside the mark. Naturally, under
this system the tenure was for life (cf. D. 595, 603, and many

examples).

Duties of priests.

S.

— These

were partly

The Greek

urgical, partly administrative.

—

lit-

priest

in

:

:

:

dk avrbv Kal tSs orotas tSs irbr rip 'Atr/cXaTrteiy ottws

Where

y—nt Chalkedon).

Kadapa

there

was a

vewKdpoi'ihe priest's duties would be lightened (cf.
D. 589. 6 : Kal ^wavayKa^eiV rbv yewKdpov rod re lepov
Illicit use of the precinct by tresiinpLe\e7<T6ai).
stock, and mutilation of the trees within

passing
much trouble (cf. D. 568
it, evidently caused
Paus. II. xxviii. 7). The priest was also responsible for decent and orderly conduct on the part of
visitors to his temple,'^ and for observance of its
iirifieXeX^dat dk Kal
special regulations (D. 592. 24
rb Upbv irda-tji rbv iepia cis 5.v
TTJs evKO(yfj.la% rijs (carot
;

:

doKy koXCos ^x^iv Kal balws, i.e. he is empowered
by-laws. Cf. Herod, v. 72 [priestess of
Athene Polias at Athens forbids the Spartan
ov yap
king Kleomenes to enter her temple
Beixirbv Acopcevcn irapUvai ivdaxrra'], vi. 81 [a similar
aiiTip

make

to

—

scene at the Argeian Heraion]). In the smaller
temples and country shrines the financial administration also fell to his care (Ar. Pol. viii. (vi.) 8.
18 f. = 1322b), but in general this belonged to State
officials or boards {rafiiai, lepo-rroLoi, iirifj.^\r)Tai, etc.).
These took over most of the active administrative
functions that once perhaps had been solely in the
hands of the priests— repairs, provision of victims
and accessaries, disposal of skins and offal, disbursements from the temple treasury, etc.^
Just as the administrative competence of the priesthood was
diminished in historical times, so also its ritual side in
certain respects survived only in a somewhat mutilated form.
In certain festivals it was still the duty of the priest or priestess

much

How

1

prayer

far a priest

in his

had an exclusive

own temple

rij^ht of sacrifice

not quite clear

is

;

and

on the whole

it

would appear that he had no right

of exclusion, as a rule,
against ordinary decent people, subject of course to such bylaws as were locally in force.
worshipper would always be
well advised in inviting the co-operation of the recognized
expert, under pain of finding his private sacrifice vitiated
through neglect of some ritual detail (cf. D. 633. 8 : koI ^irfdeva

A

au^v Tou KaSei6pu(ra/ie'rou to lepov iav fie Tis ^id(ri)Toi,
where note the absence of
airpocr5e)CT05 7) Ovaia napa tou 6eov
any sanction). In 396 B.C. Agesilaos of Sparta, on his way to
Asia, attempted to sacrifice to Artemis at Aulis (Plut. Ages.
Kal KaTaaTe'i/zas eA-af^or, CKeKevo'ev andp^acrdai rbv eauToG
6
ctw^ct toOto noieiv o vtto Ttoi^ BoLotTuiv
(o(r7rep
jLtavTiJ', ovY*
The Boiotarchs sent men to forbid it (aTrayopTeTayixevof).
evovTCS Toi 'Ayq<TL\dw ^>j 6veiv irapd rov^ v6fj.ov^ Kal to. iraTpia
Here the
Boia)Tu>'),'and scattered his sacrifice from the altar.
and political considerations
ritual was confessedly irregular
also came in the Boiotians had no very tender conscience in
regard to Panhellenic sentiment in this domain (cf. Thuc. iv.
97 napa^aiuovTei; to. fd/itjuta ru}v '"EKk-qvoiv) in 424 B.C.
2 On the other hand, in the case of the
temple of Aphrodite
Pandemos in Athens this duty fell upon the astynoinoi (D.
556) ; but there the circumstances were naturally somewhat

—

BvcrioL^eLV

:

—

Artemis Laphria at Patrai r\ Upuiiiemr) TrapSeVos oxelrai reKevTota
TTOfiTTTJs inl cAd<^<ov vno to apixa e^euy/i,eVior], vni. XV. 3
Sometimes also
[priest wears mask of Demeter at Pheneos]).

Trjs

no sense a teacher, or expounder of dogma.
His duties for the most part began and ended
within the precinct of his own temple. Firstly, he
must conduct, or at least superintend, the sacrifices and other ceremonies oll'ered by the State
or by private persons, making or indicating the
the duly
proper prayers and invocations as being
appointed expert (cf. the parody in Aristoph.
Birds, 865 f. iepev, abv Ipyov, dve toIs Kaivoh deoTs,
dvcrei rh lepk to. dTj/j-daia /cat
kt\. ; D. 594, 601. 9
TO. iSiuriKo.).'^
Secondly, the priest, like the dean
of a cathedral nowadays, was personally reof the temple
sponsible for the care of the fabric
and the cultus image and contents of the shrine,
and for conservation of the precinct (cf. D. 594.
24 Koanelv 5k rbv lepi] rovvabv kut a/x^pav' iTn/jJXecrdai

was

(Greek)

of particular cults to don the garb and mask and to impersonate the divinity (cf. Paus. vii. xviii. 12 [priestess of Artemis
impersonates the goddess in the procession in honour of

;

:

must resume his primitive character as magician,
spells, especially for rain (ib. ii. xii. 1 [wind spells
at Titane], viii. xxxviii. 4 [rain spells by the priest of Zeus on
Both these occasional roles are survivals of the
Jit. Lykaion]).
primitive conception and the once normal duties of the
the priest

and work

priesthood.

A

similar gradual narrowing of functions is
observable when we consider more definitely what
it was that the priest actually did in connexion
with the act of sacrifice and worship.
In historical times his participation does not appear to have
been essential on purely religious grounds, so as to make the
sacrifice

ritually effective

;

for

many

inscriptions specifically

guard against the practice, not infrequent on the part of
economical worshippers, of performing the ceremonies without
invoking the assistance of the priest, in order to save his
nijSe Kadaptxovs ttolCktiv nrjSe vrpos
perquisite (cf. L.S. 33. 6
Tovs j3(o/AOvs /i")Se TO fi.iyapov Trpoo'iuo'ir di'ev Trjs tepe'as i6. 41. 7
napa^y-ia 8e fi.r\ 6vei.v ix-qSiva ev tw icpu)— a fine being imposed
He 'would, in the larger
for breach of this regulation).
shrines at least, use his own discretion about participation,
whether invited or uninvited, according to the importance of
the occasion. In Herondas, 4, where two women offer the poor
man's offering of a cock in the Asklepieion of Kos, we hear
nothing of the priest, but only of the veuicopos (cf. L.S. 65
:

:

;

'

The perquisite, however, must always be given.
Originally, there is no doubt, the priest must
actually have performed the sacrifice, slaying the
victim with his own hand and dismembering it
for offering, assisted by the worshippers and the
temple servants. So in Horn. II. in. 271 f. the
king both initiates the sacrifice by the ritual
cutting of hair from the victims' heads (rpixas

[Oropos]).

dirdpxecrdai) and subsequently himself slays them
(so also in Jl. xix. 252 f. ; Eur. El. 791 f., where
Aigisthos performs the sacrificial slaying, but by

way

of

compliment invites Orestes to show his
dismembering the animal.

skill in flaying and
Cf. Eur. Jj)h. Taur.

40

:

KardpxofJ-ai

fj.iv,

(T(f>dyi.a

&\Xoi(nv /xiXei, and 623 f. : 6 5^ crcpayeiis ris
etaoj 86fxuv tQp8' dcrlv oh /xiXei rdbe, where the poet
seems at pains to explain a departure from normal
8'

.

;

.

.

In the smaller temples the priest
in
continued to perform this office
others there were apparently sjiecial slaughterers
lepodvrai, at Phigaleia
(Paus. VIII. xlii. 12
rod XriTovpyowTos Ovtov rg woXei, at
D. 553. 19
Magnesia).
The special function of the priest was thus reduced, it seems, in general, to the preliminary
ceremony of dedication by^cutting the hair from
the forehead of the victim, and to the formal
prayer or invocation {Karevx'rj) and the placing of
the parts of the sacrifice in due ritual manner
upon the altar (cf. /Eschin. iii. 18, already quoted
Herond. iv. 79 f.). The temple law of the Amphiareion at Oropos in fact thus expressly defines the
procedure).

perhaps

;

:

;

:

;

duty of

26

its priest {L.S. 65.

Karevxea-dai 8k tQiv
Trapei, rbv lepea,
OTav 8k 1X7] irapei, rbv dvovra, Kal rel OvaLei avrbv eavroi
Karevx^ffOai 'kKacTTOv, tOiv 8k 8ripLopio)v rbv lepka).^
lepdv Kal iwl rbv

^oj/jibv iiriTLdelv

:

Srav

—

Privileges of priests. Greek priests do not
to have been able to claim any special privileges simply by virtue of their office, but such were
The inscriptions on the extant
freely bestowed.
seats in the theatre of Dionysos (Athens) illusfor special place in
trate the gi-ant of irpoeSpla
religious processions cf. D. 653. 29 ^v 8k rSi tro/xTrdi
6 lepeiis tQv deCiv oh
dyeicTTti} "MuaalaTpaTos, iireirev
Freedom
rd jj-vcTT-qpia ylverai /xerd rds Upkas, ktX.
from taxes (drAeia cf. D. 592. 20), from warservice (D. 603. 14), right of aiTrjan kv wpvravelip,
were some of the more highly prized privileges
that might be bestowed upon particular priests.
1 In Homer the two
designations of a priest are Upevs, as
6.

seem

;

:

;

special.

For inscrijitions relative to Athenian administration of
temples see E. L. Hiclts and G. F. Hill, Manual of Greek
3

Historical Inscriptions, new ed., Oxford, 1901, p. 88 f. (Delos),
124 f. (inventories of the Parthenon treasures of which
there is an almost complete series extending from 434 to
404 B.C.). The financial management of great temples like
that of Delos, with their vast accumulations of capital, was a
matter of great importance see W. S. Ferguson, Hellenistic
Athens, London, 1911, p. 346 f.

—

p.

lists

;

sacrificer,

and

dpTjTTjp (II.

i.

11, v.

78

:

aprjTrjp

cTeVvicTO,

flebs

n'ero S^/ntu) as invocant, showing the importance of the
So these two functions are pitched upon by
latter aspect.
Plato in his definition quoted above from Pol. 290 C.

6" uis
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Even more substantial, ami more
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universal,

were

These are carefully defined and enumerated in a large
In j;eneral, the priest had a right to
of inscriptions.
a leg (crice'Aos or kwAtj) of each victim, and very often to the
skin i to the skin not always, even in private sacrifices (cf. D.
601. 14), and in the case of the great State sacrifices, in Athens
at least, the SepnanKov was an important item of State revenue (cf. 1). 62U). In some instances the priest receives also,
from the vsorshlppers, a small fee at each sacrifice, orobably to
cover incidental expenses,''' for wood, oil, etc. all of which
small accessaries it was his duty to provide for those who
wished to sacrifice (cf. Paus. v. xiii. 2f. of the fuAfv? at
D. 734. 39 [Kos]
Olympia
napextTu ii rai (v\a jtotI toi'
The priests of certain cults had also the right of
Sucriai').
vwip u>v 6 i«p<us nlji
ayfp/xd?, street collection of alms (L). 66<5
'Icrio? eBero ttji' iKerripiav iv rp /SovAn koI iyvuir^ eyvonot t'vai

number
;

—

:

:

—

a^iiov rn 0eiZ icaSoTt »cai np6Tfpov ayeipetv, ktK.
evidently a
case of appeal against restricting legislation cf. Plat. Hep. ii.
364 B, and 381 D *lipav i^AAoicjjllcVijc w? leptiav ayeipovo'av).
This was mainly an Eastern custom which received little
encouragement among the Greeks, and is somewhat strictly
regulated—*.^., in the case of the cult of Artemis Pergaia at
Halicarnassus (D. 601. 26 cc w Si mtj^I 17 SvcrCa. avvrtKfiTai. -q
:

:

:

iTjuoTeArjs,
iro,3evo/i«'io)'

ayeiperix) npo
6 Si ayepfibs eario nrj? ifpei'as).

ttj? 6v<ri.a<; r)fi(pa<;

rpet?

in'

o'lKiay

;

—

Minor

,

—

points. (a) Tabus. These apparently did not
differ from those imposed upon all who would use the temple
avoidance of impurity from contact with the dead(cf. Paus. iv.
xii. 6 [ilessene]
law of Kos, in
x. [1907] 400 f.), and
avoidance of certain foods, either permanently or for a season
(cf. D. 633. 3
Ka9api^e<rr(t} Si airo (TKopStov Kai \oip€tov, kt\.
See the curious regulation forbidding the priestess of Athene
Polias to eat fresh Attic cheese [Strabo, p. 395 •nji' if'peiac ni?
IIoA(d6o9 'AOrji'a.^ \X.u}pov Tvpoif ToO ixiv e7rt;i(a>piou fXTj a7rTe(70at,
^fVLKOt^ Si fxovov Trpo(7ft>€pf<T9at, ^pTjfrOaL Sk Kai Tui ^aXjifiiviu)]
cf. Porphyr. de Abstin. iv. 5
tois rotVur iepcOcri rots tJ-iv t<ou
7.

—

AUW

;

:

:

;

;

T019

ira^roj?

npoaTCTaKTai aTTi\€tT0aL
popat, av re 'EAAtji'iicoi' «6o5 <TiconTJ9, av re fidp^apov). The
priest of Poseidon at Pylos might not eat fish (Plut. Qtuest.
Conv. viii. 8. 4), nor might the priestess of Hera at Argos eat
red mullet (Plut. de Sollert. Anim. xxxv. 11 cf. the reluctance
of the Homeric Greeks to eat fish [Od. iv. 368 f., and J. G.
Frazer, Coinm. on Paus. vii. 22. 4]). Probably similar tabus
were operative to a much greater extent than is revealed by
our literary sources. Yet regulations of the severity imposed
upon the priest and priestess of Artemis Hymnia (Orchomenos)
do not seem to have been in accord with general Hellenic
practice, apart from the imported cults (Paus. viii. xiii. 1).
^oJoii/

navruii^,

Tit'coj'

fie

;

—

Priests and priestesses wore no uniform distincexcept that priests seem all to have worn the long
ungirdled x'-''''"^ that once had been the ordinary civic dress
cf. sculpture,
and especially vase-paintings).
(Thuc. i. 6
Fillets and chaplet were also probabl3' worn by all, at least
when officiating. Of the numerous titles borne by priests,
according to the local usage, those of Stephanephoros and
Daphnephoros are derived from distinctive accessaries (Paus.
(b) Dress.

tive dress,

;

IX.

X.

4

;

c7rtKA7j(7ts

Si

eoTtV oc

Satjjvatfiopo^'

tTT^fjidi'OV^

y^P

the priest of Apollo
Ismenios at Thebes]). The WTeath, however, was as much a
mark of the magistrate as of the priest. White was the usual
colour of the dress, but purple is not infrequent white being
held appropriate for the heavenly powers and purple for
chthonian deities (Plato, Laws, 956 A: xP'"M"''"a Si Aruca
TTpeTTOvr' ay 8<ols ftij Kai oAAodi KoX iv v<j>jj- /Sd/m^ara 5e (xrj
So the archon
TTpo<T<i>ip(iv oAA' 7] ;Tpb; rd iroKiixov KO<TIJ.r\iJ.aTa).
at Plataiai, who was also a priest, always wore a white dress,
and was forbidden to touch iron, but exchanged his white for
purple, and a sword, on the day on which he offered the great
sacrifice to the spirits of those who fell in the Persian war (see
Plut. Arist. 21 for the very striking ceremony).
For various
interesting regulations concerning dress see the Andania in(Ji.-AAioi'

Sd<f>vT]^

<j>opovcri.v

01

iratSf?

[sc.

—

1 So in
Sparta the kings receive as perquisite the siJns of all
State sacrifices (Herod, vi. 56
tCiv Si Suo/xeVioi/ oTravTiof ra
Sepnord re <cal ri i-wxa \aij.pdvii.v crjiea^. Cf. Horn. Od. iv. C5).
- In D. 591
(Kos) certain categories of worshippers apparently
receive the privilege of paying a lump sura of five obols to
cover all such incidental charges
ttcVt'
6/3oAbs SiSovvaa
:

—

aTToAeAvo'dcu Ttov

aWtav

dvaXtafJidTutv ndvruiv.

scription (I). 653 cf. 9:i&). The hair was worn long (Herod, ii.
36
oi lepeti tuv deiiv rfj niv aAAjj xo/xeoi/cri, iv .Klyvirrui Si
(vpuivrai; cf. Plut. Arist. 5).
of an enthronement, vN-ith
(c) Something of the nature
accompanying festivities, seems to be alluded to in D. 594. 22
inel Se Ka rdv ri/xai' naaav KOTa^dArj, dvaTfBijO'flTat.' to Si
avd\tjifj.a TO it rdv avOtaiv irapefci auTOS iavTiZ, but we know
nothing further of any ceremony of consecration or in;

:

auguration.

— A. BoeckH, De sacerdotiis Grsecorum,' in
Museum, Cambridge, 1S33, ii. 449 f. E. Curtius,
'Das Priesterthum bei den Helletien,' in Alterthum und
'

LiTKRATi'RK.

Philulogical

;

Geijenwart, Berlin, 1882, ii. 38f. P. Foucart, Des As.iociatiim8
Les
religieuses chez les Grecs, Paris, 1.S73; J. Martha,
Sacerdoces ath^niens, do. 1882 H. Herbrecht, iJe sacerdotii
Otto,
apud Grcecos einptif/ne venditione, Strassburg^ l^ibo
;

;

;

und Tempel im

W.

Agypten, 2 vols.,
P. Stengel, Op/erbrdnche der Grieehen, do.
Leipzig, 1905-08
Kauf
und
Verkauf
von
bei
Priestertumern
1910
Otto,
den Uriechen,' in lUnnes, xliv. [1909] 594 f. I. de Prott and
L. Ziehen, Leges Groecorum Saerie, e titulis coUecfce, faso. i.
Fasti sacri,' Leipzig, 1896, fasc. ii. 1,
Leges Graeci<e et inC. T. Newton, Essays cm Art and
sularum,' do. 190(i
ArchiKoLogy, London, 1880, p. 136 f. (from epi^^raphic material).
J'riester

hellenistischeji

;

;

W.

'

;

'

'

;

W. J. WOODHOUSK.
PRIEST, PRIESTHOOD (Hebrew).— I. Date

p.ri

As a salaried otfite the priesthood is known in
very few cases, notably in that of the prieste.ss
of Athene Nike in Athens, who receives fifty
drachmai a j'ear, together with the usual perHicks and Hill, p. 59 f.).
D. 911
quisite (L.S. 11
How far, if at all, the priest enjoyed the income
from the temple endowment of lands, etc., is not
known. The variety of the sources of wealth
open to priests, as revealed to us from inscripThis,
tions, is very great (cf. Paus. I. xxxviii. 1).
of course, gave them the means of enhancing the
pomp of their processions, and of spending large
sums upon the adornment of their temple, for
which liberalities they were duly honoured, as
appears from numerous decrees {e.g. D. 558).
;

307

:

the rights of perquisite {Updicrvva, y^pa).

;

(Hebrew)

—

Those portions of the OT which
of institution.
are most priestly in tone are latest in point of
When we lay these aside and try to get
time.
a historic view, we discover that the earliest
It
legislation^ does not mention priests at all.
may be said that, where firstfruits and festival
but
oll'erings are spoken of,^ a priest is implied
this is not necessarily the case.
The earliest
;

including tithes and firstfruits, were
brought directly to the Divinity and presented to
Him in a feast in which the Avorshipper and his
family, with their invited guests, consumed the
whole. For sacrifice it was not deemed essential
to have any official.
Many i)assage3 of the UT
oti'erings,

show that the ritual was familiar to eveiy adult
male of the clan and that any man could perform
the ordinary acts of worship.
It does not follow, however, that priests were
unknown even in the earliest stages of Israel's
For other purposes than sacrifice a
religion.
priest is implied even in the earliest documents.
NVhen the Covenant Code provides that cases of
dispute shall be brought before God,^ it thinks of
the sanctuary as a place where the will of the

Divinity is
that there

made known. But this clearly implies
some per.son to interpret that will

is

men. When the narrator speaks of the perplexed Rebecca going to 'seek Jahweh,''* he has
in mind an oracle and its interpreter.
From this
point of view we understand the primitive priestto

hood.

—

The Hebrew word for priest
2. Designations.
kohen, and the corresponding Arabic word (kcihin)
means a soothsayer
more exactl j', as we learn
from the Arabic lexicographers, one who has a
familiar spirit to tell him things otherwise unknown. This priest is the familiar friend of a
god or demon, and his interpreter to those who
seek him.
'

is

'

'

'

'

—
'

The priestly caste, however, is designated by
another word in Hebrew, the explanation of which
is not so easy.
To understand it, we must think
of the many sacred places in the land which otter
an a.sylum to fugitives or criminals. It would
easily happen that the broken man, who was
outlawed by his kin, one who had survived the
massacre of his family, would settle in such a
place under the protection of the god as his client.
Gradually he would become acquainted with the
customs of the place if susceptible, he would
receive intimations of the god's will in dreams of
the night or visions of the day, and would serve
as guide to strangers who resorted to the place.
Thus the man would become an attach^ of the
;

1

The Covenant Code, Ex

2

Ex

2319

;

20-23.

the occurrence of tithes in the story of Bethel (Gn

2S22) is parallel.
3 Ex 227ff-.

*

Gn

_

2522£.
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place, a slave of the god, as he would doubtless
delight to call himself. The Hebrew word for one
attached to another is leivi, which we translate
Levite,' but which originally meant one joined
to a person or place. ^ The Levite is the priest
viewed as an attache of a sanctuary ; the Icuken is
the same person ministering as the interpreter of
the oracle.
may illustrate the state of things in Israel
3000 years ago by Avliat is found in Sja-ia to-day.
That country, M'e are told, is full of local shrines
dedicated to saints Christian or Muhammadan.
Each shrine has one or more attendants who are
supported in part at least by the sacrifices, generally receiving the hide and one of the quarters of
the slain animal. The office is usually hereditary,
though cases are known where a boy is given to
the saint and becomes his slave. Holy men con^
nected with the shrines claim prophetic power.
So priests and prophets were both found at the
sanctuaries in Israel. Samuel was a boy who was
presented to the Jahweh of Shiloh, and he would
have succeeded to the priestly office had the sanctuary not been destroyed. At the same time he
'

'

'

'

'

We

—

developed prophetic powers which made him the
vehicle of the divine will, though not bound to
any one place.
Of the two Hebrew words Utvt and kShen, one
came to designate the man qualified to act in
divine things, the other described him as officiating at a sanctuary. This is well brought out by a

narrative in the book of Judges (ch. 18).
Here we read of a man named Micah who had an idol of
precious metal. At first he set apart one of his sons as its
attendant. But one daj' a stranger announced himself as a
Levite from Bethlehem. Micah recognized his opportunity
and engaged him. The way in which he congratulated himon having a Levite for priest shows the light in which the

self

was looked upon. There was nothing illegal in
the ordination of the layman who had first undertaken the
was in every waj' better to have a man who bebut
it
office,
longed to the gild.
professional

If we may argue from this case, the Levite was
often obliged to seek his living by entering the
service of strangers, and we can see how the
decline in the popularity of a sanctuary might
force its attendants, or some of them, to emigrate.
The earliest priests, then, were
3. Functions.
not sacrificers, but guardians of the sanctuary and
its treasures
gold or silver images or utensils
would need such and interpreters of the oracle.

—

—

—

The

It
last point must be borne clearly in mind.
comes out in the story of Micah, for, when the
Danites came to the house of Micah, they asked a

response from Jahweh. So favourably were they
impressed by this experience that they carried oil'

image and

priest

and settled them

in their

new

(Hebrew)

neglect of the teaching function as tlieir most
serious crime. ^ The priests of other nations were
supposed to liave the same duty as those in Israel.
When the Philistines were at a loss how to treat
the Ark, they consulted their priests, who told
them the projjer method.^ Jeremiah speaks of the
priests as those who handle turah, and, when
Haggai wants to know about a matter of ritual
cleanliness, he seeks tdrah from the priest.^ Even
the Priestly documents, which lay stress on the
sacrificial duties of the priest, speak of imparting
tdrcih as one of his offices.
The activity of the
priest at the examination of the leper and at the
*
ordeal of jealousy is therefore in line with his

From giving responses in answer
earliest duties.
to such legal questions as were brought before
the
him,
jiriest easily assumed the office of judge.

Both Deuteronomy and Ezekiel indicate that the
priests act as judges, and the earliest picture
drawn of Moses shows that he was as much priest
as prophet in making known the decisions of
Jahweh.^

—

The Levites
4. Priestly and prophetical ideals.
early traced their origin to a common ancestor.
Whether there was a clan or tribe that bore the
name Levi before the rise of the priesthood is a
question on which scholars are not agreed, (a) In
the Testament of Jacob^ we find such a tribe
spoken of in terms used of its brother tribes. It
'

'

coupled with Simeon in a denunciation which
ends with the threat to scatter them in Israel.
Of Simeon w^e know that he was ground to pieces
in the struggles between Israel and the frontier
It is natural to think of Levi as
Bedawin.
scattered in a similar way. But this is not a
The author of the poem,
necessary inference.
living in the time of Solomon, may have inferred
the threat from the scattered condition of the gild
a fact which must attract attention from its
is

—

singularity.
(b) The next mention of Levi shows a considerable advance in the esteem in which the tribe was
held.
It is contained in the poem called the
Blessing of Moses. Here we read
:

'Thy Urim and thy

Thummim

belong to the

man

of thy

friendship

Whom

thou didst prove at Massah,
For whom thou didst strive at the waters of Jleribah
Who says of his father and his mother I have not seen
;

:

them

;

does not recognize his brothers and does not know his
sons ;
For they keep thy word
And they guard thy covenant ;
They teach Jacob thy judgments
And Israel thy tordh ;
They bring fragrance into thy nostrils
And whole burnt-offerings upon thine altar' (Dt 33S-if>).

He

y

In the history of Saul we find a priest
The change of tone between this and the precedwith an ephod in the camp,^ and no step was ing must be evident. Here the tribe or gild is said
taken without the approval of the oracle. When to be isolated because its members have chosen to
the priests of Nob were massacred, the one who ignore father and mother, brothers and sons, for
escaped brought the ephod to David and gave the sake of Jahweh. The priesthood is the reward
him counsel in the same way.* Whatever theory of this disregard of the ties of kindred. And the
we may adopt concerning the ephod, we must great leader and prototype of this calling is JMoses,
We recall
recognize in it the instrument by which the priest who was tried at Massah and Meribah.
ascertained the divine will. The ephod remained that Moses was an outcast for the sake of his dethe property of the priest down to the latest time, votion to his mission, and that he was priest as
as did the Urim and Thummim, which we know to well as
prophet. One thing more comes into view
have been the sacred lot.
This is that the Levites are now
in this poem.
The technical name for the instruction given by the ministers of the altar. They not only teach
the priest is tordh. From the earliest to the latest the torCih, but also burn the sacrifices. It is not
period of Israel's history, it is assumed that tordh asserted that they have an exclusive right to do
belongs to the priest. The severe arraignment of this, and in fact it is very doubtful whetlier an exthe priests by the older prophets specifies their clusive right could have been established in the
1 The wTiter of Nu 182-7 and 36-10 is aware of the original
The earliest legislation
face of early example.
meaning of the word lewl, and plays upon it (see A. Kuenen, makes it the duty of every Israelite to erect a
and Universal
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possession.
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plain altar of earth or unhewn stone in every
place where he discovers traces of God's presence,
and there to offer his sacrifices. The exchisive
riglit could hardly have been established where
this law was distinctly in mind.
But it is clear
that at the more conspicuous sanctuaries the ritual
would, as it became more complicated, fall more
and more into the hands of the ofticial ministers.
(c) The Blessing of Moses was written some time
after the division of Israel into two kingdoms.
It
shows tl.iat at that time the Levites were rej^arded
as an organism, and that to them belonged preferential rights to minister at the altar as well as
to manipulate the sacred oracle.
The next document of importance is the book of Deuteronomy.
To understand its positicm we shall have to recall
the sharp polemic of the prophets against the

popular worship.

These preachers of righteous-

ness believed that the cultus

was

useless because

Him

demnation which the prophets so emphatically
The
utter the priests have their full share.
sanctuaries are represented as centres of moral
corruption, and the priests are active fomenters of
what by their calling they ought to oppose. The
people perish for lack of knowledge, oecause the
whose business it is to teach the will of
This state of things is
Sriests,
tod, neglect their duty.
not con lined to the northern kingdom. In Judah
also we hear of priests who are drunken, ignorant,
violent, and addicted to lying.^ Hosea,
fTofane,
saiah, and Jeremiah are the witnesses to these
charges.

The author

book of Deuteronomy was a
He was in sympathy with the
saw that the cultus could
but
he
prophetic ideas,
not be dispensed with. Vested interests were on
practical

its side,

of the

man.

and the craving

of the heart for religion

ordinances.
His book
therefore represents a compromise between prolearn from him that all
phets and priests.
priests belong to the class of Levitts and that all
are entitled to the same rights and privile^'fes. In
fact he usually speaks of them as Levite-priests.'*
Although in some cases he uses the simple term
'Levite,' he nowhere intimates that there was
any difference of function between a Levite and
a Levite-priest. The Levites are called carriers
of the Ark (the carrying of the Ark is elsewhere
the Levite-priests have
assigned to the priests)
charge of the curious expiatory rite over the
body of a man found slain disputes are to be
brought to the central sanctuary, there to be decided by the Levite-priests, such decision being, as
we have seen, a distinctively priestly function. In
a passage in Jeremiah, which is in the tone of
Deuteronomy, we learn that the Levite-priests

needed the

traditional

We

'

;

;

have the privilege of offering bumt-ofierings
and of performing sacrifice for ever and in the
same connexion we find the Levites described as
the priests who minister to Jahweh.*
The thing that comes prominently into view in
shall

;

reading this author

the poverty of the class as a
a class. While we may suppose that the great
sanctuaries, especially those which had kings for
is

their patrons, gave an adequate support to their
officials, the mass of the Levites connected with

the village high places were dependent on the
charity of their neighbours. They are mentioned
along with the widow and the fatherless, and commended to the benevolence of the people. The
Hos 41-12 69, Zeph S-", Is 28', Jer 28 613 810.
Dt 179- 18 248 cf. Jos 833, jer 33I8.
Dt 3125, where the Levites are called carriers of the Ark,
with Jos 33, 1 S t>i5, 2 S 1524 further, Dt 215, jer SS" 22, and
Dt 185.
1

2

;

3 Ct.

;
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Levite is to be invited to the family feast, for he
has no portion or lot with thee.' Tithes and freewill offerings are to be shared with the Levite, and
every third year the tithe is to be wholly distributed among the needy, the Levite being exThis care for the Levite
pressly mentioned.
extends to the time when, as the author intends,
the country sanctuaries shall be done away in
favour of the exclusive right of the Jerusalem
Temple. The privation that will thus be intlicted
on the priests of these shrines is in the author's
mind, and he directs in so many words that the
deprived Levites shall be admitted to the service
at Jerusalem on the same terms as the priests
already in possession. This provision was never
carrieti out, but the enactment shows what now
that the author knew no difference
interests us
between priests of one sanctuary and those of
'

—

another.'

Jahweh required something very

diflerent, viz.
righteousness between man and man ; or else thej'
believed it to be an abomination to
because it
was really oHered to another divinity. In the con-

(Hebrew)

(d)

As Deuteronomy exerted a

great influence

union of priestly and j)rophetic ideals, so
the next step was taken by a man who united the
two offices in his own person Ezekiel, a priest by
birth and a prophet by calling.
He was fully
possessed by the idea of the earlier prophets that
the calamity which had overtaken Israel was the

by

its

—

But his priestly training
sin as a trespass upon ritual
requirements. Ritual and ethical transgressions
were alike violations of the holiness of Jahweh.
The problem of the future was to prevent the intrusion of either on the isolation in which the
Deity lives. The problem was solved in the profor

punishment

sin.

made him look upon

gramme drawn up by

the prophet, the foundation
that only consecrated persons
and consecrated things shall approach the place of
principle of which

is

worship.
The distinctness with which this matter is formulated shows that Ezekiel was conscious of
introducing something new. In fact, the kings
of Judah had been accustomed to have the inferior
offices of the sanctuary performed by slaves of
foreign origin, whom they presented to the Temple
or to the priests.
Ezekiel's statement and his
correction of the abuse are combined in the

following passage

:

'

Enough of all your abominations, house of Israel, that yon
have brought foreigners uncircunicised of flesh and uncircumcised of heart into my sanctuary to pollute it when you offered
my bread, the fat and the blood, and broke my covenant by all
You did not keep guard over my sacred
your abominations
things, but set them as guards over my sacred things in your
No foreigner uncircunistead. Therefore thus says Jahweh
!

:

cised

in

Israel

heart and

uncircunicised

in

enter

flesh shall

my

But the Levit«s who departed from me when
wandered away after their idols they shall bear their

sanctuary.

.

—

.

.

guilt; they shall be in my sanctuary, serving in the place of
sentinels at tiie doors of the House and serving the House.
shall slay the burnt-offerings and the sacriflces and shall
.
stand to serve them.
They shall not approach me to act as
But the
my priests to approach the most sacred things.
Levite priests, the sons of Zadok, who kept watch over my
sanctuary when the sons of Israel wandered from me, they shall
come near to serve me, and they shall stand before me to present fat and blood, says the Lord Jahweh. They shall come into
mv sanctuary, and they shall approach my table to serve me
(Ezk 44« 16).

They

.

.

.

.

.

'

The innovations which are thus made
new law are two. (1) The entrance
but consecrated persons into the Temple is
the

even the worshipping

part of
of

any

strictly
Israelite is de-

prohibited
(2) The consebarred, as we learn elsewhere,
crated persons are divided into two classes. For
the first time the family of Zadok receives special
Below them stand the
duties and privileges.
Levites, who are to have the menial offices once
With regard
in the hands of the Temple-slaves.
to the promotion of the sons of Zadok, we may say
that Ezekiel only sanctioned a statics quo. This
the Jerufamily was in hereditary possession of
salem priesthood. The book of Deuteronomy had
1 Dt 186-8 1212- 18f. 1427- 29 Ifi"- !* 2611.
;
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demanded that the Levites fiom the country
sanctuaries be admitted on an equality with those
But the most that the
already in possession.
immigrants had been able to secure Avas admission
to the lower offices.
Ezekiel gave the stamp of
his authority to this arrangement and thus intro-

duced a new period of ecclesiastical history.
(e) What took place in Jerusalem in the time of
Darius at the rebuilding of the Temple is not very
well known to us, but one thing stands out distinctly the chief priest at once assumed a prominent position in the community. This was inevitable, because the unity of the Jews was no longer
There are, indeed,
political but ecclesiastical.
:

indications that Joshua, the chief priest, was the
object of enmity on the part of some whether
rival claimants to the office or defenders of the
rights of the secular authority cannot distinctly be
made out. While Zerubbabel, a scion of the house
of David, was civil governor, the community seems
to have cherished the hope that the civil and

—

ecclesiastical powers would work harmoniously ^
for the introduction of the Messianic kingdom.
Perhaps for this very reason the Persians thought
it unwise to retain Zerubbabel in office.
His removal left the chief priest the highest Jewish
dignitary in the country, and there was no check
This prominence
to the growth of his influence.
of the chief priest was quite apart from Ezekiel's
thought, for he makes no mention of such an
officer.

(/) Nevertheless the ideas of Ezekiel did work.
The evidence is found in the two documents which
are dominated by the priestly ideal the Priest
Code, now embedded in the Pentateuch, and the
books of Chronicles. They differ from Ezekiel in
that he located his ideal commonwealth in the
The
future, while they place theirs in the past.
divergence of their picture from the one drawn by
earlier historical writers did not trouble them.

—

history, even when they
seemed to themselves to be doing so they were
embodying an idea. That idea was Israel, not as
a political community, but as a Church whose only
business was to carrj'^ on the worship of God.
The central object in the wilderness wandering
is therefore the Tabernacle, and the Tabernacle as
nearly like the historic Temple as a movable
building could be like one of stone. Its plan was
exactly the same as that of the Temple, the dimensions being reduced one half.
In ornamentation it
was not inferior, for the imagination of the author
was able to furnish gold and gems and the finest

They were not writing

;

even in the desert of Sinai. This dwelling
of J ah well in the midst of His people is exactly
the ideal of Ezekiel, though Ezekiel did not suppose
it had been actual in the past.
What immediately
concerns us is that the staff of attendants assigned
to this sanctuary also realizes Ezekiel's idea.
The Tabernacle has the whole tribe of Levi
assigned to it to care for it, and the tribe is
divided into the two classes of priests and Levites.
stuffs

In the representation

made by the author the

historic process is exactly reversed ; i.e., instead of
the whole tribe being taken and then the family
of Aaron being separated to their
special duty, the
family of Aaron is first consecrated to the priesthood and then the rest of the tribe is assigned to
this family as helpers.
The enormous number of
Levites finds an ostensible justification in the
of
down
the Dwelling and transnecessity
taking

porting
priests

it.
Yet the discrepancy between tiie three
and the 22,000 Levites remains surprising

and even grotesque.

Ezekiel ordains that the Levites shall camp
about the Temple so our author makes them
camp around the Dwelling in the desert. The
;

(Hebrew)

importance of having consecrated persons in this
position to guard the sanctuary from the danger
of pollution is seen in the consecration of the
Levites.
They are purified by the triple rite of
sprinkling with holy water, washing of clothes,
and a purificatory sacrifice. Thus prepared, they
are waved by Aaron in imitation of the presentation of a sacrifice.
The significance of the whole
is to indicate that the Levites are given to Jahweh
by the Israelites, and by Him in turn given to
Aaron and his sons to assist in the service.
The priesthood is the prerogative of Aaron and
his sons.
How Aaron came to take the place of
Zadok, to whom Ezekiel gave the office, is still
a mystery. Earlier indications are that Aaron
was connected with the calf-worship of Bethel.
Between Ezekiel and the time of the Priestly
writer some influence of the northern kingdom
'

'

must have made

itself felt in Jerusalem.
The
fact stands out quite clearly that in the Priest
Code Aaron and his sons are fully established in
the priesthood. The Avhole responsibility for the
service is theirs
they bring the blood of the
sacrifice to the altar, burn the fat, offer the unbloody gifts. It is their duty to light the lamp in
the sanctuary, to eat the bread of the presence,'
and to burn incense within the Dwelling. For
them the ritual of the great festivals and of the
daily offerings is laid down.^ For them also the
author includes in his book the so-called Holiness
Code 2 a body of regulations drawn up in the Exile
for the government of the priests in their daily
;

'

—

life.

It will be seen that the office of the priest

sacrificial.
But the old theory
duty as interpreter of the will of God still
remains in such cases, e.g., as the inspection of
Here the priest appears as examiner and
leprosy.
judge of the kind of infection, and director of what
is to be done for the ritual restoration of the
afflicted person to the community.
The difference
between the present system and the earlier administration of the oracle is that now everything is

of his

down in a book by which the official must be
guided. The result of thus formulating the cultus
is to deprive it of its old character as an expression
of joy and gratitude on the part of the worshipper,
and to emphasize it as an opus oj^eratum by which
alone the relation between Jahweh and His people
laid

is

kept intact.

The prominence of the chie^ priest in the postExilic community has already been spoken of.
In
the Priestly document his position is made sure by
In him, in fact, the culminadivine appointment.
tion of the sacerdotal system is found.
It is he
who represents the people before God, and whose
ministration secures them the divine grace. He it
is who once a year goes alone into the Most
Holy
place to restore the purity of the dwelling and of
the people. No part of the OT is more familiar to
Christian and Jewish students than the ritual of
the great Day of Atonement. Its solemnity indicates the intercessory value of the high-priest.
But the sacerdotal head of the community is also
in this writer's mind tlie political head.
His vestments are regal, and they are meant to be so. He
wears a tiara which cannot be distinguished from
a kingly crown, a robe of royal purple, gold and
gems of untold value. In the theory of the code
there is no one above him in rank. Moses, indeed,
may be said to be his superior, in the sense in
which the king-maker is above the king. But this
is because Moses was the necessary
inaugurator of
the new state of things a special organ of divine
who
is
to
have
no
successor.
The civil ruler
grace,
in his relation to the high-priest is represented
by
1
Lv
2 Nu 28 and 29.
- Lv l__and based
no
doubt on earlier tradition.
17-26,

—

;

1

Zee 3 and

4

;

cf. 6ilf-.

has

now become mainly
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it is jilainly

one of inferiority.^
of Chronicles is wholly of tlie mind
the Priest Code in recognizing; tlie dillerence
between priests and Levites. But the auth<*, who
was perhaps himself a Levite, takes <,'reat interest
in the lower clergy.
In a part of his work we find
(perhaps under the inlluence of tradition) the postExilic community divided into Israel, priests,
Levites, Nethinim, and tlie sons of Solomon's
In another place tlie door-keepers and
servants.
singers are found between the Levites and tlie
Nethinim. 2 Tlie Netliinim (q.v.) we know to be
descendants of those Temple-slaves to whom
Ezekiel objected, and the sons of Solomon's servants were one particular class of the same order.
Ezekiel's regulation had not been able to overcome
the traditional claim of these men to a place in the
hierarchy. What actually took place was the

The book

of

all classes of lower clergy into tiiat
of tiie Levites.
The Chronicler shows a purpose
to defend this absorption and establish its legitiThis
he
does by dating the organization of
macy.
the Levites (into gilds of singers and door-keepers)
in the time of David.* His desire to magnify the
office of the Levites leads him to vimiicate for
them the function of teaching the Law. He
pictures them also as having in charge the sacred
vessels of the Temple as well as preparing the shew-

absorption of

bread and the sacred ointment.*
The Levites never assumed the importance in
actual life which they had in the system of the
scribes.
The inferior offices fell into the hands of
the priests, while the high-priestly family formed
an aristocracy which arrogated the higher functions
In iSIaccabpean times and later we hear
to itself.
of higher and lower orders of priests, but scarcely
any mention is made of Levites. The reason for
this is not far to seek.
The income of the Temple
was never sufficient to support the large body of
attendants provided by the Law and what came
;

was

seized bj' the higher orders of the clergy.
The economic situation is revealed by the list in
the book of Ezra, which gives one in seven of the
population of the restored commonwealth as
It was impossible for a poor people, who
priests.
had to pay taxes to the Persian power, to support
so large a body of Temple-servants.
to

it

—

Revenues. In conclusion a word must be
given to the matter of [iriestly income and
In the earliest times there was no fixed
support.
income for the priest. Some portion of the
sacrifice was given to him by the offerer, and the
hide of the slain animal came to him from the
nature of the case. Deuteronomy goes so far as to
It
legislate on this as on some other subjects.
5.

gives the priest the shoulder, the cheek, and the
maw of the sacrilice.^ In this book we also have
mention of the tirstfruits and the tithe.
These
were not given to the priest directly, but were
to
the
brought
sanctuary, where they were consumed in a joyful feast by the one who brought
them the priest being invited to share, no doubt.
Every third year, however, this author directs
that the tithe be distributed to the needy classes,
among which the Levites were counted, as Ave

—

have seen.^
The advance in ideas is seen in the Priest Code,
which ordains distinctly that a tenth part of the
produce of the land is to be given the Levites for
their support.
of in the same

The

firstfruits are

also disposed

way, the sin-offerings and trespassofferings become the property of the priests, and a
tax
of
half
a shekel is laid upon each male
yearly
1 Nu 2718
cf. Jos 211.
er.

;

i

Neh
Neh

S'l f-,

as judsres
5

Dt

3 1 ch 2327.
cf. 1 ch on. 33.
Ch 925
xhe Levites even appear in
Ch 2629 23'', 2 Ch 198- n 34l», Neh lli«).

lis 1028

183-

(1

1

;

f.

6

Dt

this history

1217-19 1422. 29 2612
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'
Israelite for the support of the
In
sanctuary.
fact the provision, if carried out, would have
given adequate support to the whole sacerdotal
caste.
But the difficulty in collecting so heavy a
tax must be evident. The theory of tlie Law gave
the priests a tenth of the tithes collected by the
Levites, and logically the high-priest would receive the tenth of wiiat came to the priests, but
this is nowhere enjoined.
purely ideal construction is the assignment of
cities with pasturage, though without farms, to
the Levites, a certain number of them going to
the priests. Almost all the towns of importance
in the country are thus given to the Levites by
the Priestly writer. The earlier historical writers
know nothing of any such arrangement, and in
fact to them the most striking mark of Levi is that

A

he received no territory at the conquest and
settlement of Canaan.
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veda.

(Hindu).—:. Rig—As a collection of sacred poetry
covering in

luobability the period from 1200 to 1000 B.C.,
the Rigyeda cannot be expected to afford any complete picture of the actual position occupied by the
priests in the age in which the hymns composing it
came into being. It represents only the priestly
activity of a limited number of families among a
certain body of Yedic tribes settled for the most
part in the country later known as Madhyade.sa,
and there is no probability that it completely
mirrors that activity on all its sides. But the
information which it does attbrd is consistent and,
so far as it goes, gives a clear picture of the sacerdotalism of the period.
The priestly function appears to have lain
entirely in the hands of a special class, to which
appertained the duty of acting as the instrument
of securing the divine favour.
There is nothing in
any hymn of the Eigveda to suggest that it was
composed by a man of other than the priestly
class, though of course it is impossible to prove that
the authors were all priests.
Later tradition *
indeed asserts that the author of one hymn
(X. xcviii.) was Devapi Arstisena, a prince of the
Kuru family, but the hymn itself makes no such
statement, and Devapi appears in it in a purely
The tradition of the Brahmanas
priestly capacity.
treats occasionally as of royal origin great priests
of the Rigveda, such as Visvaniitra and the more
all

1

Nu

1821-24.

2

Yaska, Nirvkta,

ii.

10.
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mythic Prthi Vainya, and, still later, tradition
ascribes several hymns to royal authorship, but
none of these traditions has any support in the
actual text of the Samhitd. On the other hand,
the collection is full of references to the activity of
the priests under the generic title of brahman, and
to several different kinds of priests, and the hereditary character of the priesthood is attested by the
word brdhmana,
descendant of a brahman.'
Moreover, there is abundant proof in the Samhitd
itself that, as in the immediately folloAving period,
the brahmans worked in the service of kings or
wealthy nobles, whose generosity in sacrificial gifts
is celebrated in the ddnastutis appended to several
hymns the amounts of the gifts recorded are too
great to be accepted as genuine records, but they
at least prove that the priests already set upon
Side by side with
their services the highest value.
these praises of the generosity of patrons and with
l)road liints to others to follow their example in the
form of encomia on generosity, there are many
proofs of the extremely good opinion of themselves
entertained by the brahmans, tnough it is not clear
in any passage that they had
yet arrogated to
themselves the description of goas on earth which
they claimed shortly afterwards. They seem to
have adhered as strictly as possible to their own
occupation ; if priests like Vasistha and Visvamitra appear as assisting their princes in battle,
doubtless it was by their priestly power, not by
their prowess in arras.
But the priestly sphere
included in all probability medicine, for one poet
declares (IX. cxii.) that his father is a physician
an occupation in which, to judge from all analogy,
the use of spells would be of the highest importance.
Naturally enough, the Bigveda contains
very little of tliis side of priestly activity, but in
its tenth and latest book there are found certain
spells which touch on the medical art, one against
the disease Yaksma (x. clxiii.) and two to preserve
the life of a man lying at the door of death
'

;

—

(X. Iviii., Ix. 7 ff. ). These hymns, Mith a few others,
containing spells to procure offspring, to destroy
enemies, and to oust a rival wife from a husband's
affections, constitute, in conjunction with the
funeral and wedding hymns, practically the only
sign in the Bigveda that the activities of the
priests extended to the ordinary affairs of human
life, the domestic ritual which is of so great importance in modein India. It is probable that, as
in the next period, the activity of the priests was
confined in the main to the greater sacrifices and
to such only of the domestic rites as had begun to
assume special importance the wedding liymn
(X. Ixxxv.) bears clear marks of comparatively
late origin and is not primitive in character, and
the funeral hymns exhibit a decidedly complicated
;

and refined religious

belief.

It has proved impossible to trace to the Bigveda
the full sacrificial liturgy of the following period,
but the hymns abundantly i^rove that there already
existed much complication of ritual and subdivision
of function among the
The main subjectpriests.
matter of the Bigveda is clearly the soma-sacrifice,
and it was precisely in this sacrifice that the
greatest number of priests was required. In one passage (II. i. 2) to the god Agni are assigned the ofhces
of hotr, potr, nestr, agnldh, praidstf, adhvaryti,
and brahvian, as well as that of the lord of the
house for whom the sacrifice is being performed.
hear also of an upavaktf, who is doubtless to
be identified Avith the pra&dstr, as his business is
to give directions to the hotr,\oi an udagrdbha, and
a grdvagrdbha, and of two iainitrs. The latter are
doubtless the slayers of the victim, who in the later
literature rank merely as attendant priests, their
function of killing probably having tended to lower
them in rank compared with the ordinary priests.

We

(Hindu)

while the two former, whose functions, to judge
from their names, must have been the drawing of
the Mater and the taking of the pressing stones
required for the sacrifice, disappear as special
There are also menpriests from the later ritual.
tioned m^nan-singers in general and the prastotr
and udgdtf in particular. These various priests
fall clearly into three divisions, according as their
main business was the recitation of hymns to
accompany the oti'ering, or the actual manual
acts of sacrifice, or the singing of songs.
It is
probable enough that the original ritual Avas of
simpler character, and that the actual sacrifice
and the uttering of prayer were entrusted to one
priest; this conclusion, based on a prion grounds,
is strongly supported by the fact that the name
for the reciter of hymns is hotr, a term which
denotes the offerer of the oblation, but tlie evidence of the Avesta agrees with that of the Bigveda in showing a multiplicity of priests, so that
it is fair to conclude that the specialization of the
ritual is prior to the separation of the Iranians and
the Vedic Indians, At any rate in the Bigveda
the hotf is the reciter of hymns celebrating the
feats of the gods who are to partake of the otierings, and to him also we must assign the verses to
accompany the actual offering, series of which
occur in tlie Samhitd. Closely associated with
the hotf was the pra§dstT, at whose instigation the
hotf recited his litanies doubtless it is he who is
meant when in the ajonlitanies of the animal sacrifice the two hotfs are referred to.
The brahman
of the Bigveda is probably the name of the priest
'

'

;

later called brdhm/xndchchhamsin, an assistant of
the hotf. Of the second group of priests the
adhvaryu is in the later ritual, and probably
enough in the Bigveda, already the chief of the

at the

actual

the potr, or
dsnaterc, the
agnldh by the dtarevakhsha, who, like him, is
charged with the care of the sacred fire, while the
ncstf, or leader, may already have had the function
from which he, later at least, derives his importance as the leader up of the wife of the sacrilicer
to play her part in a fertility ritual in the course
of the soma-sacrifice.
The mTnan-singers had even
in the Bigveda a double duty
on the one hand,
they had to recite the addresses to Soma Pavamana
which are collected in the ninth book of the Samhitd, and, on the other, they had to sing songs
addressed to the deities to whiph the hotr recited
the hymns. The singing of sdmans was doubtless,
in the form in which it occurs in the Bigveda, a
much elaborated form of the ritual, and it is
worthy of note that the list of priests given in
II. i. 2 does not include any singer.
In addition to those priests who were engaged in
the performance of special sacrifices for which they
were selected by the sacrificer as occasion required,
the Bigveda mentions the purohita, the domestic
It
priest of the king or of some wealthy noble.
may be assumed that he himself performed the
domestic ritual of the king, but at the great sacrifices he probably merely superintended the whole
There is, however, clear evidence that he
rite.
might act as the chief of the priests, the hot^.
Agni is both the hot\' par excellence and \j\i% purohita the two divine hotrs of the dprl litanies are
also called (X. Ixx. 7) the two priests the purohitas.
Unlike the other priests, the purohita was
not merely in the constant and intimate service of
the king, but he was closely concerned M'ith the
king in liis more worldly functions. Visvamitra,
Vasistha, and others appear to have taken part in
their priestly capacity in the wars of their kings,
and the hymn X. xcviii. records the activity of
officiants

cleanser, is paralleled

sacrifice

;

by the Avestan

:

;

—

Devapi for his master Santanu and its success. It
was rather from the purohitas than from the
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ordinaiy sacrificial priests that the high chiiius of
the brahjmms to priority in the State proceeded.
Great as the i>osition of the priest clearly was
in the Vedic coinniunity, he does not claim as yet
to be powerful enough to constrain the gods to
liis will
it is probable enough that in his own
view and that of the people he was possessed of
magic powers we have indeed in the lligveda
(X. cxxxvi. ) the mention of a muni, one of those
;

;

divinely inspired ascetics wlio figure in all tlie life
But on the wiiole the relation of the
of India.
priests of the Rigveda to the gods is that of devout

worshippers who

seek by skilful song and wellpaid otl'ering to win the favour of the god for the
sacrificer, in whose service they are.
In the BrCihnuina literature,
2. Brahmanas.
which covers the period up to the 6th cent. B.C.,
the priesthood appears quite definitely as a separate class, contrasted with the Ksatriya, or warrior
class, the Vaisj-a, representing the main body of
the people whether engaged in agriculture or trade,
and the servile Sudras. The priesthood was normally hereditary, but the class system at this
period and much later still allowed marriages
between priests and women of inferior castes, and,
though priests might be despised, as were Kavasa
Ailusa and Vatsa, for descent real or alleged from
slave-girls, still they would not thus necessarily
be regarded as excluded from priestly functions.
Nevertheless, much stress is laid on descent from

—

a fsi and on purity of origin, and certain ceremonies could be performed only by priests who fulfilled the prescribed condition of birth in a family
which for a number of generations had practised the

On

the other hand, there are assertions (e.g.,
1) that what matters is
not descent but learning, and we actually hear in
the Chhdndogya Upanisad (IV. iv, 4) of Satyakaraa Jabala, who was allowed to be taken as pupil,
though his parentage was uncertain, his mother
being a slave-girl who had been connected with
several men. This evidence, however, merely shows
that the class was not absolutely closed by tfie rule
Nor was the practice of priestly
of heredity.
functions absolutely restricted to the members of
the priestly class. The legend which treats Visvaniitra as a king of the Jahnus (Paiichaviviia
Brahmana, XXI. xii. 2; Aitareya Brdhmana,
VII. xviii. 2) is supported by the occurrence in the
Brahmanas of the terms devardjan and rdjanyarsi, referring to a seer of ro5'al origin ; all the
stories which mention such kings are of a legendary character, but that does not alter their significance as evidence that the view of the priestly
class of the time did not see any impossibility in
kings composing poetry for the sacred rites.
As in the period of the Eigveda, the sacrifice is
carried out for the profit of an individual, even in
the case of the horse-sacrifice, which is formally an
ottering of the king alone, although intended to
secure the prosperity of all classes of the people.
To tliis rule the only exception is in the case of
rite.

Kdthaka Samhitd, xxx.

a sattra, or

sacrificial session, Avhich might last
days to any number of years, and of
Avhich the most important form is the gavdmayana,
lasting a Avhole year in that offering all the participants must be conseci-ated and thus made for
the time being priests, and the sacrifice is for the
benefit of all and not merely of the sacrificer.
The
sattra is known as early as the Rigveda, and it is
possible that we may have in it a trace of an earlier
period when the sacrifice was a clan sacrifice, but
of that we have no proof.
As in the Rigveda, the
sacrifice is conducted
by priestly families, but the
traditions
of
these
separate
families, though they

fi'om twelve

;

are often recorded, are of relative insignificance
in comparison with the general
uniformity of the
sacrifice throughout the texts, which indicate that

(Hindu)
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a steady process of assimilation of customary usage
was in nrogre.s8. This assimilation was doubtless
helped by the lack of temple worship and by the
absence of any close connexion between the ^tate
and the cult, such as is so marked in the growth
of early Greek religion.
The number of priests mentioned is gieater than
in the Rigveda, and more specific information as to
those required for each type of ottering is given.
The adhvaryu alone is required for the agnihotra,
the daily offering to Agni
for the agnyudheya
and the new and full moon offerings the agnldh,
the hotj-, and tiie hrahnuin are required besides
the adhvaryu for the four monthly otterings also
the pratiprasthaif and for the animal ottering, in
addition to the kimitf, who does not rank as a
In the
priest in the full sense, the maitrdvaruna.
soTwa-sacrifice the number rises to sixteen, classified
in the ritual texts as hotf, nuxitrdvaruna, achhdvdka, and grdvastut ; adhvaryu, pratiprasthdtf,
nestV, and unnetr ; udgatf, prastotf, pratiharty,
;

;

,

and subrahnuinya ; brahman, brdhmandchchhavi'
and dgnldhra. To this list the Kausitakin school added a seventeenth the sadasya,
who was charged with the duty of general surveillance of the sacrifice.
The arrangement of

sin, potf,

—

does not, however, correspond to their
actual employment in the ritual, in which the
three assistants of the brahman and the nestj
are really assistants of the hotf, and not of the
brahman and the adhvaryu. Of the priests the
maitrdvaruna is identical with the jirak'istr or
upavaktf of the Rigveda, and bears his name
because of his reciting litanies to the gods Mitra
and Varuna
the achhavdka is clearly a later
addition, the Brahmanas themselves (Aitareya,
vi. 14 ; Kausitaki, xxviii. 4-6) emphasizing his
The functions of the
exceptional character.
On
U7inetf and subrahmanya are unimportant.
the other hand, the brahman is a priest of great
importance, wliose task it is to take charge of tlie
priests

:

whole

any

rite

errors

and by his silent presence to make good
which may be made in the carrying out

of the sacrifice.
He is actually declared to be as
important for the sacrifice as all the other priests
put together, and the tendency to multiply the
piiestly functions evidenced in his appointment is

curiously indicated by the addition by the Kausitakins of the sadasya, who would seem to have
merely duplicated the work already performed by
the brahman. The existence of the brahman in
this capacity has been seen ^ even in the Rigveda,
but the evidence for this view is extremely doubtful, unless perhaps in one of the latest hymns
On the contrary, the evidence of
(X. cxli. 3).
tradition supports the view that the brahman as a
special priest was an innovation of a comparatively
recent period in the history of the ritual by the
Vasistha family, and that tor a time only one of
that family could perform the duties of the office,
doubtless because such a priest alone would be
in possession of the special knowledge which constituted tlie characteristic of the post.
At the same time, the purohita steadily increased in importance ; even the Brdhnvinas are
sufficient to show that he had become in temporal
matters the constant adviser of the king in some
cases at least the same purohita acted for two or
even three tribes, which placed him in a position
;

quite exceptional consequence and influence.
relation between king and purohita is most
effectively described in the Aitareya Brdhm/uui
(viii. 27), where the formulae of appointment are
given
they are based literally on those of the
maniage ceremonial the purohita thus becomes
for practical att'airs the alter ego of the king, and
of

The

;

;

1 See E. Pischel and K. F. Geldner, Vediscfie Studien, Stuttgart, 1888-1901, ii. 144 f.
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the duty of the purohita is made out to be the
defeat of the king's enemies and the securing of
the prosperity of the realm. The importance of
the aid of the purohita in war is indicated by the
fact that the gods in their struggles with the
asuras repeatedly are worsted until they are able
to summon to their aid Brhaspati, who is par
The A tharvaexcellence the purohita of the gods.
veda (iii. 19) shows us the purohita engaged in a
spell ifor success in battle. When a king, as often,
is sent into exile by his people, it is his purohita
Avho is expected to extricate him from his misIn one respect, however, there is a
fortune.
change in the position of the pui'ohita from that
occupied by him in the earlier period when in a
sacrifice he takes the part of any special priest, it
is not, as formerly, that of the hotf, but that of the
brahman, as is proved by the concurrent testimony
of two texts (Taittiriya Saiiihitd, III. v. 2. 1
Aitareya Brahmana, vii. 26) a fact which stands
in accord with the clear indications that the hoti'
has ceased to be the chief priest in the ritual.
The Brahmanas claim for the brahmans high
privileges.
priest deserves respectful reception
:

—

;

A

and hospitable entertainment wherever he goes,
and no limits are set to the amounts of the gifts
which should be made to him at the several rites
or portions of rites, one specially excellent sacritice
being that in which a man bestoMs all his wealth
upon the sacrificial priests. On the other hand,
the value of their services was maintained by the
rule that no priest could accept gifts which another

The sacrificial offerings also
priest had rejected.
fell to be consumed by the priest, as he alone was
holy enough to partake of them ; even in the royal
consecration the king cannot partake of the soma,
but only of a special drink prepared for the purpose.
The priest also claims to be superior to the royal
jurisdiction ; when the king is proclaimed to the
people, the proclaimer adds that the king of the
brahmans is Soma. The king may not censure a
brahman when he gives away all the earth with
what is in it, still he cannot include in that gift
the property of a brahman. Tlie crime of slaying
a brahman is the only real form of murder, and
it can be expiated only by the expensive horsesacrifice. The fine for an insult to him is 100 cows
;

or coins ; for a bloAV, 1000.
In a civil case the
arbitrator must give his decision in his favour as
against a non-brahman. But there is evidence in

(Hindu)

On the other hand, the
influence in the land.
priests are theosopliists, and find in the sacrifice
the explanation and cause of the universe, which
is daily renewed in the performance of the piling
of the sacred tire, and from this speculative side of
their ettbrts comes into being the priest of the
schools which oppose themselves to the sacrificial
ritual.

—

From
3. Upanisads, Buddhism, and Jainism.
the time of the earliest Upanisads, dating about
600 B.C., a new function of the priest comes clearly
into view, which differentiates him more and more
from the sacrificial priest. The sacrifice ceases to
be for some priests the chief object of their interest,
which centres in the attempt to explain the nature
of the universe and its relation to the self.
The
l»hilosophy of the Upanisads is not in any sharp
manner differentiated from the philosophy which
commences with the doctrine of the unity of the
universe in the sacrifice, but it is carried far
beyond its first beginnings and to a certain extent
the earlier Upanisads in particular hold aloof .from
the study of the Veda and the sacrifices
the
former is shown not to be the true means of knowledge thus in the Chhdndocjya Upanisad (vii. 1)
Nilrada confesses that all his Vedic learning has
not taught him the true nature of the self, and in
the same text (vi. 1) Svetaketu, despite his study
of the Veda for the prescribed period, is merely
conceited and not well instructed. The Brhadaranyaka Upanisad contains (I. iv. 10, III. ix. 6, 21)
several distinctly hostile references to the sacrifice,
and the same spirit may be traced more faintly in
the Chhdndogya Upanisad (i. 10 f.). At the same
time, these tjpanisads show no complete approval
of the rival method of holiness, which undoubtedly
existed at this time and was much in favour
For the sacrifice, for Veda study, and
asceticism.
for penance they substitute knowledge as the allimportant thing, and the life of the brahman
becomes concentrated upon study on the one hand
and the teaching of pupils on the other. Stress is
also laid on the fact that knowledge can be gained
from others than brahmans if the stories which
ascribe the teaching of brahmans to kings like
;

;

—

;

Janaka, Pravahana Jaivali, Asvapati Kaikeya,
and Ajatasatru cannot be pressed into proof of the
derivation of the doctrines of the Upanisads from

the Ksatriya class, as has been maintained, still
they do show that intellectual activity was enthe Panchavitida Brahmana (XIV. vi. 8) that a couraged by free discussion, a^i the mention of
treacherous purohita might pay for his sin with women in the Upanisads as taking part in such
his life, and it appears from the Aitareya Brah- discussions reveals a new feature in religious life
mana (vii. 29) that, as regards his place of abode, the sacrificial ritual knows of no woman priest,
the priest was not exempt from the general power and the functions permitted to the wife of the
of the king to remove his subjects from their sacrificer are even more limited than his own.
settlements at pleasure.
The later Upanisads, however, show a distinct
In return for their special position the priests attempt to reconcile the claims of the study of the
were expected to show such qualities as kindness Veda, the sacrifice, and asceticism with the search
and gentleness, devotion to duty, and knowledge for true knowledge, and, without making these
of the ritual.
Intellectually their outlook on the things adequate means of discovering that knowsacrifice with which they were busied has underledge, they treat them as a useful or necessary
gone a profound change since the period of the propaedeutic. The same view is in effect already
liigveda, and presents a curious admixture of enunciated in the Brhaddranyalca Upanisad (IV.
The principle of the iv. 22), where we find the germ of the theory of
magic and speculation.
sacrifice is not merely that of giving in expectathe four aSramas, or stages of life, which an Arj^an
tion of a return ; the priests assume that the or at least a brahman should follow the first is
return is compelled by the gift, and that they are study of the Veda, the duty of the brahmachdrin
complete masters of the universe tlirough the the second sacrifice and almsgiving, the lot of the
mechanism of the sacrifice, if only that is duly grhastha, or householder and the third is ascetiperformed. This power enables them not merely cism, the lot of the vdnaprastha, which later into assure to the sacrificer for whom they act what genuity unjustifiably divides into two states that
he desires, but at their pleasure, by the slightest of tiie forest-dweller and that of the wandering
error in the rite, to bring him to ruin.
They and homeless beggar, bhiksu or parivrdjaka. The
are powerful by the sacrifice to heal dissent Chhdndogya (II. xxiii. 1) carries the matter a little
between the people and their princes ; they are farther it ranks as three branches of duty sacriequally powerful to produce such dissent a fact fice with Vedic study and the giving of alms,
which explains clearly enough the rise of their asceticism, and studentship with a teacher, and
;

:

;

;

—

—

:
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over against them the abiding in i>v/7(»ian,
later developed into the fourth dsrama.
The Kena (33) and the Katha Upanisads (I. ii. 15)
are equally clear in their recognition of the value
of study and asceticism, and the Kena also mentions sacrifice expressly as a condition of true
knowledge. The signilicance of these requirements
is clear
in face of the tendency of tlie day to
resort to asceticism and to abivndon the use of
sacrifice, which indeed in the Buddhist texts is
regarded with much contempt, the Brahmanswere
anxious to find due place and room for the different
sides of human activities, even if their doctrines of
the nature of the dttnan Averc such as logically to
deny all value whatever to Vedic study, asceticism,
tlien sets

which

is

:

and

sacrifice.
It is clear that great

importance attached to the
relation of pupil and teacher, especially as the
doctrines of the philosophical schools were held to
be specially sacred, such as could indeed be imparted in some cases only in the seclusion of the
wild, whence the title Aranynka, Forest Book,' for
portions of the philosophic literature. The teacher
is bound to impart all his knowledge to the pupil,
'

who

and in return the pujjil is
to aflbrd all possible assistance in the affairs
of daily life to the teacher to tend his cattle, to
collect fuel, to guard the sacred fire, and to beg.
The giving of payment for teaching is not approved
by the texts, but the practice seems to have grown
up under which at the termination of his studentstays with him,

bound

—

ship, which might extend over any period, twelve
years being a common time, the pupil took leave of
his teacher by presenting him with a gift proportioned to the pupil's means. Not only Brahmans
might go as pupils ; the Sutras formally contemplate members of the Ksatriya and the Vaisya
class studying, but doubtless these cases were
comparatively rare, just as the normal ascetic was
the Brahman, not one of the other two classes.
The teacher was expected to perform for his pupil
the formal rite of initiation by which his sjiiritual
training commenced an event which is the refined
form of the puberty rites of new birth which are
The
found wide-spread throughout the world.
relation of pupil and teacher is of special interest,
forms
the
root
of
Hindu
veneration
as it
the
and
deification of the guru.^
The relationship of the pupil and teacher doubtless led in many cases to the formation of schools
of thought in which the views of a distinguished
teacher gradually spread and attained considerable
vogue, as we may judge from the frequent reference
to teachers such as Aruni or Yajnavalkya. In two
famous cases, however, the influence of the teacher
has far surpassed normal limits, and given rise to
the formation of a sect which has created a form

—

of religion differing in essentials from Brahmanism.
The older and the more closely akin to Brahmanism
is undoubtedly Jainism, which represents a definite
tendency to develop systematically the ascetic side
of Indian views of life.
The ideal is to reach the
condition of perfection, which is the end of existence, by means of rising superior to all the needs
of the ordinary life of man, and by laying aside all

the passions which man feels. Hence the regulations which applied in the Brahmanic sj^stem, and
which enjoined abstinence from the taking of life,
honesty, chastity, and the speaking of the truth,
ajjpear in Jainism in forms exaggerated out of all
The doctrine of ahh'iisd was a natural
reality.
enough revolt from the absurd prodigality of life
in the ordinary sacrifice, and its growth can be
traced in the Brahmanic literature in Jainism it
degenerates into an objection to the destruction
of even the most infinitesimal insect life, which
compels the most ridiculously minute precautions
;

1

See K. Glaser,

ZDMG Ixvi.
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to be taken against h.arm to such life or even to
the air itself.
The doctrine against the taking of
another's property is carried by Mahavira to a prohibition of attachment to any object or person,
which counts as the fifth of the great vows of the
The Digambara sect of the Jains go
priesthood.
farther, and carry out the principles of the school
to the logical conclusion, which seems to have
been adopted by Mahivvira, of wearing no clothes.
It was inevitable that tlie success of Mahavira
and the spread of his doctrines among a far wider
class than the followers of any particular Brahman
teacher should lead to the formation of a community with some distinctly original features.
Such a community followed the lines of the preexisting system of pupilship ; a formal initiation
by a priest of the order acts as a preliminary to
the adoption of the life of the Jain monk, who
then becomes a homeless wanderer like the Brahman ascetic, forbidden to possess any property,
and compelled to beg his food, to live on what he
thus obtains, to wear at most the rags that he can
gather, and to avoid dwelling long in any one
place save in the time of the rains. The necessity
for fixed dwellings during the three or four months
of the rainy season gave the impulse to the development of the quasi-monastic life, more or less permanent dwelling-places, though of the simplest
kind, being allotted to the monks by the kindness
of laymen.
But the rule of wandering is still
The essential duty of the monk is
applicable.

meditation and spiritual exercises, life being supported by begging, but in the course of its development the intellectual part of the discipline has
become of less importance than the devotion of
ettbrt to avoid the destruction of life, and the
provision of food. Moreover, from an early date,
perhaps as early as the 2nd cent. B.C., a definitely
Hindu element has been introduced in the form of
idol-worship, accepted by both the 6vetambara and
the Digambara sects, but rejected by the reforming
sect of the Sthanakavasi from the 15th cent, onwards. The introduction of this new element has
added to the duties of the Jain monk a temple
worship, consisting in the main of mental devotion
and contemplation of the idol of the Tirthahkara,
accompanied by the singing of hymns in his
honour. There has also arisen a temple priesthood, who in the case of the Digambaras must
be Jains, and who perform to the idol the ordinary
Hindu rites of washing, dressing, and adorning it,
the waving of lights before it, the burning of incense, and the giving of oft'erings of fruit, sweetmeats, and rice. The Jain priest does not, however,
eat the food thus presented, diflering in this from
the Brahman priest and the Hindu temple-priest.
In the temples of the Svetambaras men who are not
Jains, even Brahmans, may be employed.
Besides the monks the Jains recognize an order
of nuns, subject to the same general rules of life as
the monks, and, what has been of the first importance for the persistence of the faith, orders of lay
male and female adherents, irdvakas and Srdvikds.
This recognition gives the laity definite duties
and obligations, based upon but modified from
those binding on the monks and nuns. Among
the vows undertaken by tlie laity are those of from
time to time observing for a brief period the full
restrictions incumbent on the sddhu, and of constantly helping the monks by gifts to them of the
food and other articles which they are allowed to
have, and the lending of such articles as they may
not take for their own. Probably from the first
these adherents have been largely of the mercantile class— a result contributed to by the fact that
the Jain restrictions on the taking of life shut
many avenues of profession even to the lay cora-

munity

(cf. art.

Moxasticism

[Hindu]).
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Tradition, probably correctly, ascribes Maliavira
Ksatriya family, and the Buddha was un-

to a

doubtedly not of Brahman birth. Moreover, in
the eastern country in which he preached there is
evidence 'that the Brahmanical system was much less
rigidly determined than in the west, and that the
practice of Ksatriyas and Vaisyas becoming ascetics
was far more widely spread. But the Buddha in
his precepts of life for his followers diti'ered essentiallj- from Mahavlra in laying stress on avoiding
extremes of asceticism, such as the religious suicide
encouraged by Jainism ; great€r freedom was accorded to the monks to receive the aid of the laity,
and no attempt of any kind was made to organize

the laity into a community formally dependent on
the order of monks. The admission of women as a
special order of nuns was only grudgingly conceded,
and subjected to such restrictions that the spiritual
effect of the community of nuns on the faith cannot be discerned. But from the death of the
founder there entered into the duty of the pious
monk the obligation of paying reverence to the
four places of special importance in his life that
where he was born, that in which he obtained
enlightenment, that in which he decided to set
going the wheel of the law, and that in Avhich he
entered nirvana. The actual reverence of the
relics of the departed Buddha was perhaps at first
reserved to the laj' adherents, but it passed naturally
enough into that idol-worship which assimilated
the worship of Buddha to that of a Hindu god.
Moreover, the doctrinal development of Buddhism
in the Mahayana school displaced the historical
Buddha as the centre of Buddhism by mythological

—

figures essentially divine.

In one important point both Buddhism and Jainism agreed the introduction of the formal confession of sin as an essential part of the duty of the
monk and in Jainism also of the laity. In both

—

fortnightly gatherings and the great
yearly meeting of the monks were the specially fit
occasions for the confession, but great stress was
laid in Jainism on immediate confession to the
guru in order to avoid by repression the accumulaFor such systematic confession
tion of karma.
there was no place in Brahmanism with its lack of
defined tenets, though the importance of confession
for certain ritual purposes was recognized.
In
these formal assemblies there was the possibility
of the development of an ecclesiastical organization,
but such an organization never developed itself
any more than Hinduism has been able to produce
a regularly organized hierarchy.
The Indian ascetic, whatever his religious
belief, is credited with the attainment of magical
powers of every kind, and this is true of both the
Jain and the Buddhist indeed in even a higher
degree of the latter faith, for one of the four rules
for monks in that belief is not to boast of the
possession of such powers as they do not enjoy.
This is the better side of tlie magical powers
which ordinary Indian belief ascribes to the priest,
and of which so much is made in the Brahmanical
cases the

—

literature.

—

The two great epics of
Mahdhhdrata and the Edmdyaym, taken
in conjunction with the early law-books and with
the Buddhist and Jain scriptures, present us with
a form of religion and custom to which the name
of Hinduism can fairlj' be given as distinguishing
it from
the doctrines of the Brdhmanas. The
4.

Early Hinduism.

India,

tlie

religion of these texts is only in part the natural
development of the religion of the Brdhmanas ;
it contains many elements of faith, doubtless as
old as that religion, but appealing to diflerent
it is essentially a more
sections of the people
;

1

See Fick, Die sociale Gliederung

p. 117

ff.

im

nordostlichen Indien,

(Hindu)

popular faith than that which was concerned with
the sacrificial ritual and the speculations arising
out of it. Hence the priest of the sacrificial ritual
is of less prominence, while the purohita comes
forward. The priests of the epic may be divided

whose life is spent amid
simple surroundmgs in the performance of their
and
the
functions,
spiritual advisers of the kings,
who of course were often also the spiritual teachers
of their youth.
The office was one which tended to
be hereditary in the same degree as the monarchy,
and the mere fact that a priest might be at once
the g^iru of the king and his purohita naturally
exalted the claims to importance of the latter
office.
The boast of the Brdhmanas that the
priests are the gods on earth is repeated with increased force ; the gods are made out to be dependent on the priests, who, if need be, could create new
The power of the king is really derived
gods.
from the priests, and they have the power to
destroy a king who proves unwilling to meet their
into the ordinary priests,

demands

for gifts which have now grown beyond
measure cows and land are expected as matters
of course and even villages and districts, i.e. the
revenues derived from these places. The assembly
of the people, which is a real thing in the Rigveda
and still seems to have lingered on in the age of
the Brdhmanas, disappears in the epic, passing
through the forms of the council of warriors and
of priests, and finally becoming in eftect the secret
conclave of the king and the priest, who gradually
was able to persuade the king that his advice was
worth much more than that of the people or even
of the warriors.
Naturally enough, tliis -view of
the comparative value of the two elements
all

;

for the purposes of State affairs was not accepted always by the warriors ; the legends of
disobedient kings like Visvamitra and Nahusa
show, indeed, the terrible fate of those who were
bold enough to question the position of the priests,
but also indicate that there were kings impious
enough to doubt the all-sufficiency of the priesthood.
Naturally enough, the claims of immunity to
punishment made by the priests are of the most
wholesale character ; even for the gravest crimes
they insist that no corporal punishment of any
kind can be inflicted on a priest, though, as in the
Brdhmanas, kings seem to have felt themselves
entitled to punish treacheiy by deatli.
In return
for this privileged position, the priests were
evidently conscious of the need^f providing themselves with all the learning possible to help them
in the guidance of the king in his administration
of justice and his executive government, as well as
in the conduct of his sacred duties of sacrifice
the
horse-sacrifice, as especially an imperial sacrifice,
revealed the value of the skilled assistance of the
priests.
priest, however, might also actually
perform feats of arms, though the general rule is
opposed to anj'' active participation in fighting bj'
the priest of this there is a classic example in
Drona, who combines, with the greatest success in
each, spiritual and warlike functions, while his
son, who was a warrior of no small fame, was
taunted with impropriety in bearing arms against
the rule of the priesthood. But it was not only
by the legitimate arts of statesmanship that the
jmrohita commanded so fully the obedience of the
king he was an expert in astrologj' and a soothsayer and magician, all of which features are
given prominence in the tales of kings and their
Further, his
jnirohitas narrated in the .Idtakas.
position at court lent itself to intrigue of every
as
is
evidenced
the
kind,
by
semi-mytliical account
;

A

;

;

of

Chanakya's relations to his sovereign.
probably to this period that we must

It is

attrib-

ute the beginning of the division of the Brahman
class into different sub-classes divided by occupa-
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tion, though probably as yet still theoretically and
in feeling one.
Tiie Buddhist texts show us Biahnians as agriculturists, as engaged in pastoral

between the diiferent classes of Brahmans is most
marked. At tiie lowest level stands the villagepriest, who is, however, of great importance in tiie

occupations and in trade, and the Dh(irnuisutras

life of

12; Gautdmn, vii. 1 fi'.)
confirm this account to the extent of permitting
these occupations, in certain circumstances of
It is possible also
jtressure, to the Bralnuans.
that in the eastern country, such as Magadha,
Brahmans went farther and undertook professions
of a class never approved by tiie stricter schools
in the Jdtakas (iv. 361 ff. ) wo find suggestions that
they could act as hunters, and fulfil other menial
tasks.
It does not ajjpear that Bralinians who
occupied themselves in these unpriestiy functions
at tiie same time devoted themselves to any priestly
offices, whether sacrificial or intellectual ; and we
may therefore see in this adoption by priests of
other than their appropriate functions the b<;ginning of the breaking up of the unity of the cla.S3
into castes determined in the main by hereditary

(Apastamhn,

vii.

I.

20.

:

occupation.
The attitude of the priestiiood towards the gods
as depicted in the epic is what might be naturally
expected as the outcome of the theorizing of the

Brdhmana period. The priests then degraded tlie
gods from all real importance except in their connexion with the sacrifice, and the priests of the
epic have likewise no real respect for or belief in
the minor deities of the pantheon, and to this rank
even Indra and Varuna have sunk. The great
gods of the epic are in the first place Visiiu, and in
the second place, as the result of later working
both these gods are of essentially
over, Siva
popular origin, but in the epic that popular worsliip
has been overlaid by the philosophic pantheism
which is most congenial to the temperament of the
Brahman. Even the devotion of the worshipper
to the divinity, which was clearly prevalent in
some sects, as reproduced in the epic, is overlaid
with pantheistic elements.
The priest of
5. Mediaeval and modern India.
the middle age of India as revealed in the Purdnas
and in the classical Sanskrit litei'ature presents
essentially the same features as the priest of
;

—

times.
The chief distinction between this
and the epic age is that of the growing
complexity of life and the progressive Hinduization
As a result the
of the centre and south of India.
priestly class becomes split up more and more into
different subdivisions which in effect constitute
castes within the main class, between which there
is no marriage possible and sometimes not even
complete freedom of intercourse and commensality.
The tendency of the Brahmans to adopt very
diverse modes of life, of which tiiere are only traces
in the earliest period, becomes more and more
marked, and, combined with geographic differences,
this fact has contributed to the growth in the
number of the castes. Further support has been
given to the development by the practice by which

modern
period

aboriginal deities have been taken over bodily into
the Hindu pantheon, doubtless, at least in some
cases, together with the priesthood attached to
the deity, just as the ruling family of the tribe
was taken into the rank of the Ksatriyas. Hence
arose innumerable subdivisions among the ten
great divisions into which the Brahmans are
popularly divided the Sarasvatas, Kanyakubjas,
Gauras, Utkalas, and Maithilas north of the
Vindhya range and the Maharastras, Andhras
or Tailarigas, Dravidas, Karnatas, and Gurjaras
south of that range. But of these castes many
have no priestly functions at all, and have devoted
themselves to occupations of the most diverse
type, ranging from the learned professions to the
humblest duties of agriculture, and even trade.
Even within the sphere of religion the differences

—

;

the village, as his presence is requisite for
the due performance of the religious ceremonies
which make up so great a part of the life of a
Hindu at initiation, at marriage, at birth, and
at death his presence is essential, even if other
priests may be allowed to take part in the more
important of these functitms and in return for
his services he receives a fixed allowance of grain,
;

;

with special i)resents on important occasions. The
vill&ge-purohita is often also the astrologer, who
prepares horoscopes, predicts the days for sowing
and reaping, tells fortunes, and often as a magician
averts disease and controls evil spirits. The im]iurtant science of omens is also in the hands of the

Other Brahmans, again, are engaged
performance of the temple worship, though
many of the functions of that worship are performed
by men of lower caste. In its normal form tlie
ritual of a great temple is mainly centred in the
ceremonial treatment of tiie idol of the god whose
temple it is. The daily round involves the awaking
of the god from slumber, his dressing and undressing, bathing, anointing, and painting, and frequent
the priests partake of the food, which
feeding
through its consecration by the eating of it by the
god is holy, and which is therefore sometimes given
astrologer.
in the

;

or sold in part to the people.
Further, incense is
burned, lights are waved, bells are rung, and
flowers and other ofl'erings as well as food are

presented.
During these performances Brahmans
often recite texts taken from the holy books of
tlie religion of the god in question, mainly, in the
case of Krsna, the Bhdgavata Furdna, in the case
of Siva, the Lihga Purana, Siva's most potent
representation being in the form of a lihgn. The
priests, however, while they superintend and control
the performance of the temple ritual, do not claim
for themselves the sole power to perform the acts
of

which

it consists.

The layman, on payment

of

the due fees, may be permitted to perform most if
not all of the acts of worship.
As opposed to the Brahmans who concern themselves with the temple worship, a far higher intellectual rank is occupied by those who are
members of one of the religious sciiools, the abundance of wliich is attested throughout the period.
These schools have naturally undergone numerous
changes in the course of time the devotees of the
.^un, who appear to have flourished in the time of
;

Sahkara (yth

cent. A.D.), have disapi)eared, and
the Vaisiiava sects have attained much greater
))rominence since the revival of Vai.siiavism by
Kaiiianuja in the 11th cent. A.D. In the Vaisnava
schools the traditional respect for the teacher,
which is seen in the claim of the Brahmans in the
Vedic age to be gods on earth, reveals itself in its
highest form in the sect of Vallabliacharya, in
which the gurus are even in life treated as living
embodiments of the god, and receive the formal
marks of respect Mhich are accorded to the images
of the god whom they serve.
But, even in the
sects that carry the process of deification of the

guru less far, the gi-eatest importance is placed
upon him, as he is the source from which alone
the saving knowledge wliich will procure tiie
heaven of bliss open to Vaisnavas can be derived.
The Sikh guru baptized the disciple and taught
him the name of Hari, Avhicli alone can procure
him salvation, and in return demanded and received
the implicit obedience which raised the Sikh to so
high a pitch of military power when its bent was
definitely turned under Govinda to warfare ^vith
the

Muhammadans.

Common

again to

all .sects

Vaisnavism is the stress laid on the sacramental
meal, which is decidedly a development of the

of
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giving or selling of the sacramental food by the
temple priests to outsiders, and wliicli is the most
definite sign of the belief, more or less clearly held
by the Vaisnava teachers, that caste divisions were
not ultimately in accord with the principles of
their faith. Both in the practice of the sacramental
meal and in the respect paid to the guru there has
been seen the influence of Christian doctrines, but
in the latter case at least the supposition is gratuitous, the respect being a natural Indian develop-

ment. ^

The teaching of the schools is not normally
antagonistic to idol-worship, which it allows as a
mode of approaching the divinity ; even the Sikhs,
who are in theory opposed to idolatry, make a
fetish of the Granth, tlie sacred book of their
scriptures, and guard it in a shrine, paying to it
the same rites as are oll'ered to Hindu idols. There
is therefore no necessary incompatibility in the
combination of the duties of priest in a temple and
spiritual teacher, and the two functions are sometimes united. This is essentially the case with the
priests of the Tantric rites, who themselves take
a part in the performance of the rites which tliey
approve, and to which they give in their theoretic
teaching a symbolical signification. These priests
are reckoned as gods by their followers, for their
command of mantras, or spells, makes them
superior to the gods, on whom again the whole
world depends. The possession of magic power by
the priest is a commonplace of later as of earlier
Indian belief, but it is carried to its farthest extent
in Tantrism, which in this aspect is closely allied
to the

Yoga

jihilosophy.

Another

side of the

same

element of priesthood is seen in the varied classes
of ascetics, who undergo severe penances of all
kinds in order to produce ecstatic states, and many
of whom are doubtless connected in origin with
the ascetics of whom we hear in the Buddhist texts.

The

better side of asceticism shows itself in the
persistence of the practice by which, after the
performance of the duties of life as a householder,
in old age the Brahman, be he priest or politician,
ends his days in the meditation of the sannydsin.
In one respect there is a clear distinction between
modern and epic and, still more, Vedic India. The
Vedic sacrifice is all but extinct at the present day,
and has clearly been moribund for centuries in
;

place have

its

come the temple worship on the one

hand and the great popular festivals on the other.
These festivals, such as tlie Makarasafikranti, the
Vasantapanchami, the Holi, and the Dipali, are of
essentially popular origin, and traces of them can
be seen in the Vedic ritual, but in that ritual they
have been deprived X)f their original nature and
brought into the scheme of sacrifices performed by
and for the profit of the sacrificing priests and their
Doubtless outside the Braiiemployers only.
manical circles they persisted in their simpler form,
which can often be recognized in the ceremonials
of the present day, though many elements of
sectarian religion have found their way into these.

A

certain distinction in the religious

adopted by the priesthood

methods

may be observed between

this and the earlier periods.
In place of the schools
of the Brahman ritual or the Avandering monks of
the Buddhists or the Jains, we find the Avandering monk of the type of Sahkara, Ramanuja, and

Madhva, who go here and there challenging others

new theories of the Veddnta Siltra
which they have to propound, and retiring from
time to time to a monastery for study and literaiy
composition these are obviously in spirit and in
method a natural development of the philosophers

to discuss the

;

of

the

Upanisnds, but

activity definitely directed
1

See R. Garbe, Indien

p. 276.

with

by

intellectual
the authority of the
their

und das Christentum, Tubingen,

1914,

(Hindu)

A

Veddnta Siltra and of the Upanisads.
very
different method of religious propaganda appears
in the Tamil south, at an undefined but certainly
early date, in the shape of the itinerant poet,

devotee, and musician, who wanders hither and
thither with a lai'ge retinue, singing his own compositions in the vernacular in honour of the god
whose shrine he frequents this is a type of priest
corresponding to the conception of bhakti and
differing entirely from the type of theologian produced by the Brahman schools, and of more popular
Raniananda, to whom is due the spread
origin.
in N. India of the doctrine of Ramanuja and the
more definite rejection of the importance of caste,
introduced the type, at once intellectual and
popular, of the wandering theologian Avho could
dispute with the most learned opponents, but was
anxious to preach in their own tongue to the
people and to express in vernacular verse the
tenets and principles which he sought to inculcate.
An attempt to strengthen this appeal to the popular
mind Avas made by Chaitanya at the beginning of
the 16th cent, by introducing from the south its
ecstatic religious dancing and singing.
The older
method of Raniananda Avas, however, folloAved by
Nanak (A.D. 1469-1538) and TulsT Das (A.D. 1537both of these were married men, as opposed
1622)
to Raniananda, Avho was a monk a fact which
distinguishes the adherents of the hliakti cults
from the Buddhists or Jains.
Since the beginning of the 19th cent, the influence of Christianity has produced considerable
effects in the Hindu conception of priestly methods
and ideals. Apart from the effects on doctrine,
the general x-esult of this influence has been, on
the one hand, to create for Hinduism a feeling of
unity and individuality hitherto not to be discerned there has even been created a society, the
Bharata Dliarma Mahamandala, for the defence of
Hinduism as such. It is, hoAvever, characteristic
of the nature of Hinduism that no eflbrt has been
made to create a controlling spiritual centre, such
as Avould assimilate Hinduism to the'great Churches
of the West.
On the other hand, the minor reforming bodies have some conception of church
;

—

;

;

organization, and in

practically

all

aspects

of

Hinduism a strong impulse has been given to the
priesthood to undertake the direction and support
forms of social service.
Animistic tribes. The primitive tribes have
from the beginning of Indian iiistory been continually falling under the influence of the higher
culture of the tribes among them, and their conceptions of priesthood have been afl'ected by the views
of various
6.

—

and practices of these tribes. There are still, however, abundant traces of a more primitive vieAv in
which the priest is mainly a medicine-man, Avhose
strength lies in his magical poAvers and his ability
In
to become the subject of divine possession.
this vicAv the priesthood is not, as in Vedic India,
a hereditary profession based on sacred learning
and knoAvledge of tradition, but a spiritual exaltation which betrays possession by the divinity.
Thus among the Kols, Avhen a vacancy occurs in
the office of village-priest, the next holder of the
A
office is determined by a process of divination.
Avinnowing-fan Avith some rice is used, and the
person Avho holds it is dragged towards the man
on Avhom the office of priest is to be conferred. A
similar practice is observed among the Oraons.
In N. India in addition to the professional exorcists there are others avIio do not learn their Avork
from a guru, as do the professionals, but are

naturally inspired by a spirit. In accordance with
this vieAV is the practice of the semi-Hinduized
Dravidian tribes of the Vindhya range, Avho often
Avorship Gansam or Raja Lakhan. The shrine of
the god is in charge of the village-6«tV7«, Avho is
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ruder
invariably selected from among some of the
INIuch of the
forest tribes such as the Bhuiya.
work of the baiga is sorcery pure and simple, and
for this purpose no doubt the most uncivilized
touch
person is the best adapted, as being in closer
with the spirits in nature. Similarly the Kurumbas
in the Nifgiri Hills are employed by the Badagas,
who are much above them in culture, for the sake
So it is with the ordinary
of their special powers.
axe carried by the dweller in the jungle that the
victim is slain at the slirine, the batc/a then taking
as las share the head, while the rest of tlie mout
is consumed by the male meml)ers of the tribe.
When the baiga in villages of the hill-country
south of tiie Ganges desires to exorcize a diseaseghost, he attains the necessary divine possession
by beating liimself with the iron chain which
hangs from the roof of the shrine of the villagegod, and which among the Gonds is considered to
be in itself divine. The same principle of divine
possession is exhibited in the worship of Bliiwasu,
the regular Gond deity, who is identified with
Bhimasena, one of the Pandavas once a year a
at which the
special feast is held in his honour,
god inspires the priest, who, after leaping franticIn an analogoiis
ally round, falls in a trance.
manner throughout S. India priests in fantastic
attire, often with masks human or animal, dance
in order to cause the entry into themselves of
some spirit, possessed by whom they can predict the
future for those who make inquiry. Moreover,
even the sacrifices in which the priests take part
in large measure are obviously mere fertilitycharms, as in the case of the famous human
The cult which they
sacrifices of the Kandhs.
performed was simple in the extreme the elaborate
temples and formal worship of the Hindu gods is
unknown in aboriginal religions, where the temple
is often of the simplest possible formation, consisting merely of a heap of stones, while even in
more advanced communities at most a small hut
forms the abode of the priest of the god, who is
Of the development of higher religious
aniconic.
conceptions among the aboriginal priesthoods we
have no clear proof, as the occasional appearance
of what may be considered higher beliefs may
easily be explained by boiTowing from the sur;

;

rounding tribes which have fallen under Hindu

the Kandhs there are priests
other occupation than their sacred
functions
others, again, can engage in other
employments, but are forbidden in any event the
profession of arms, just as in theory this profession
was closed to the Brahman. The Todas in the
south have a celibate priesthood, but it is uninfluences.

Among

who have no
;

certain whether this conception is borrowed from
Hinduism or is merely one instance of the superiority
of the celibate for the exercise of functions connected with divinity, of which there are traces in

the Vedic period itself, though the principle is not
In many cases, however, the
carried very far.
penetration of Hindu practice goes very far thus
tribe
of the Tiyas in Malabar have
the out-caste
since A.D. 1890 created for themselves a temple
worship modelled on the ordinary Hindu type but
much older
served by non-Brahman priests.
example of the same principle is probably to be
seen in the growth of the Luigayat (q.v.) sect of
^aivas in S. India, whose priests, jahgamas, are
not Brahmans, but may belong to any other caste.
;

A

—
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PRIEST, PRIESTHOOD (Iranian).— i. PreZarathushtrian times.— That the religious beliefs
and practices of the Iranians before the reform of
Zarathushtra necessitated and actually commanded
the services of a priestly class scarcely admits of
any doubt, though, in the absence of direct

records, the proof of this, as of so many other
facts relating to the early life of the Iranians,
In the Avesta we
rests upon indirect evidence.
find that the generic term for 'priest' is athra.van,
'
a fact which is
fire
clearly derived from dtar,
significant alike of the early origin and of the
principal function of the sacerdotal office in Iran.
That reverence for fire was a marked feature of
the religious life of the Iranians in the most primi'

—

tive period is well established;' and, when taken
in conjunction with the fact that the word utharvan
in the Rigveda has, among other related senses,

the same connotation as the Iranian form athravan,
the inference becomes irresistible that both the
office and its Avestan name are derived from IndoIranian days. Moreover, although athravan, as
the common appellation of the priests, .suggests
that they had as their chief care the maintenance
and guardianship of the sacred lire, nevertheless
it can hardly be supposed that even in the preZarathushtrian period their duties were not more
The old Iranian pantheon enshrined
extensive.
other highly venerated divinities,^ whose cults
would naturally require the mediation of priests.
The cult of Haoma, to name only one, involving,
as in all probability it did, in the earliest times a
somewhat elaborate ritual, would afiord a special
Later
opportunity for priestly intervention.
tradition also, as reflected in Ys. ix. 1 f., lends
In
that passage the
support to this contention.
poet describes Haoma approaching Zarathushtra
in the morning while he was chanting the GCdhna
in the presence of the sacred fire, and entreating
the prophet to pray to him, to consecrate his juice
for libations, and praise him as the other sages or
Nor can there be any
priests were praising him.
doubt that prayers, invocations, and sacrifices
offered to all their gods at this period were mediated by their priests.'
Regarding the organization of the priesthood
and the relation of the priests to the laity and to
other classes in society at that period, we have
but little data from which to draw any conclusions
with absolute certainty.
Although Firdausi's
attribution of the establishment of the three
orders of priests, warriors, and husbandmen to
Yima belongs to the sphere of legend rather than
to that of history, still the division itself represents an early stage in the development of the
Iranian commonwealth. Moreover, the position
of the priests at the head in every enumeration of
these orders in the Avesta, suggesting the venera-

;

;

1

2

See
See

3 Cf.

art.
art.

Altar (Persian), vol. i. p. 347, with the
God (Iranian), vol. vi. p. 291.

Herod,

i.

132.

references.
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which they were held, is in perfect accord
with what we know of the deep moral earnestness
and marked religious susceptibilities of the ancient
Iranians.^ There_ is no evidence, however, that
the dthravans of Iran were regarded or claimed to
be regarded with the same superstitious awe and
reverence as the Brahmans of India arrogated to
tion in

themselves. No superiority as regards descent or
by the
higher nature was ascribed to or demanded
^

That priestly families existed at
priests of Iran.
this period, wlio handed down to their descendants
the secrets of correct sacrificing and the approved
forms of invocations, may very well have been the
case, though nothing in the nature of a close
at least during the
priestlj' caste resulted in Iran
period now considered. The high regard in which

—

agriculture came to be held at an early period and
the constant dependence of the community for its
defence upon the warrior-class would in themselves
militate against the development of castes in Iran.^
Moreover, the fact that, according to the Avesta,'*
Zarathushtra was the first priest, warrior, and
agriculturist indicates that tradition at least did
not regard the gulf between those classes in the
earliest times as an impassable one.
In the nature
2. The Zarathushtrian reform.
of things it was very unlikely that the great
spiritual movement which is associated with the
name of Zarathushtra should leave the priesthood
unaffected. What its influence actually proved to
be, so far as it is ascertainable, must be learnt
from its reflexion in the hymns, or Gdthas, of the
Avesta. In those hymns the dthravans are not once
mentioned by name. In one passage,^ it is true,
the prophet applies to himself another old Aryan
term for 'priest,' namely zaotar (Skr. hotar),
which may serve to show that, however insignificant the sacerdotal element in the new movement
proves to have been, he did not entirely renounce
But the character of his
priestly functions.
reform helps to account for the recession of the
dthravans into the background. It was a change
in the basal truths of the religion more than in
It was a question not of the
its external symbols.
manner of expressing their devotion to the deities,
but rather of the object to whom their worship

—

should be directed.

It

was a great prophetic and

religious revolution, not a priestly transformation.
New and more spiritual conceptions of deity were
born, which were only afterwards to be clothed
and expressed in ritualistic forms." Still, no doubt
the dthravans of the old religion, at least those of
them who yielded themselves to the great reform,
found a place in the religious life and ministry of
the new Mazdseism ; for tlie sacred fire continued
to burn and was jealously guarded during the new
and more spiritual epoch, eveniif it found a higher
meaning and significance in the reformed religion.
That all the old Iranian priests did not conform,
as might naturally be expected, can be proved
from the frequent references to the bitter opposition of the kavis, usij, and karnpnnsJ
It should be observed that all that has been said
so far has application, in all probability, to only
eastern Iran, our knowledge of the religious institutions of the west during this period being
On the other hand, in reference
practically nil.
to tlie succeeding periods, matters are entirely
reversed.
3.

The Magi and

the

Iranian priesthood.

—

See W. Geiger, Civilization of the Eastern Iranians in
Ancient Times, tr. D. P. Sanjana, London, 1S85-86, ii. 158.
2 See M. W. Duncker, Eist. of Antiquity, tr. E. Abbott,
London, 1877-82, v. 186 ct., however, J. H. Moulton, Early
Zoroastrianism, do. 1913, p. 194.
3 For other reasons
supporting this contention see F. Spiegel,
Erdn. Alterthiimskunde, Leipzig, 1871-78, iii. 546 ff. ; also
ii.
76
ff.
Geiger,
4 Yt. xiii. 88 f.
I's. xxxiii. 6.
"
6 See
Cf. Vs. xliv. 20, etc.
Moulton, p. 118.
1

;
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When we turn to Greek and Latin authors, the
other important source for Iranian history, we
find no evidence of any acquaintance whatsoever,
on their part, with the priesthood under any equivalent of its Avestan name.^ According to all the
classical writers from Herodotus to Agathias, the
sacerdotal office in Iran was occupied by a tribe or
caste of Medes called Magi (Old Pers. Magu, Gr.
Mdyos, Lat. Magus) and no suggestion is given
that any other sacerdotal class shared with them
the priestly functions at that period, or that they
were the heirs of an earlier order of priests. But
it should be observed that these writers speak
mainly, if not exclusively, of Iranian religious
and
rites as they existed among the Medes
;

speaking geogi'aphically, as they
western Iran. Furthermore, with
of
the exception
Herodotus, the classical authors
in question wrote of events and at a date posterior
to the condition of things represented by the
earlier part of the Avesta.
Nevertheless, an additional explanation of the
difference of nomenclature in the Avesta as compared with the writers of Greece and Rome is felt
to be necessary when it is remembered that much
of the so-called Later Avesta was written under
Persians,

or,

were found

in

the influence of, and probably by, the Magi themselves, and at a period contemporarj' with several
of the Greek authors.
In this connexion it is to be remembered that
even in late Achsemenian times the Magi had not
outlived the prejudice which had become associated with their name in the mind of Persians since
the revolt of Gaumata, and hence they had a
strong motive to avoid the use of the term magus
under all circumstances while the preservation of
the old term dthravan throughout the Avesta, besides being a convenient substitute for the oft'ensive
ethnic designation, may have been prompted by
the desire to further establish the claim of the
Magi to the succession of the ancient dthravans in
the Iranian priesthood.
That the Magi were the recognized priestly order
in western Iran in the earliest Achcemenian times
(and, probably, in pre-Achaemenian days, i.e.
during the ascendancy of the Medes) cannot be
What influence or authority they
doubted.
achieved and exercLsed later in eastern Iran as a
result of the conquests of Cyrus in Bactria we
and for the rehave no means of determining
;

:

of this article, therefore, magus and
priest will be convertible terms,^ and Iran, in the
main, coincident with Media and Persia.*

mainder

4.

late

The

organization of the

Magian

priests in
It is

Avestan and post-Avestan times.

—

sufiiciently established that the priesthood during
this period possessed a more or less definite inner
organization, though probably varying much in
character and completeness at difierent epochs.
Even in Achannenian days the ISIagi seemed to
have recognized a chief or liead of their order.

Diogenes Laertius,"* quoting Xanthus the Lydian,
speaks of a long succession {diadoxv) of jMagi
between the time of Zoroaster and that of Xerxes,
and names Ostanes, Astrapsychus, Gobrj'es, and
Pazates.
These, there can be little doubt, were
among the chief priests who stood at the head of
the sacerdotal order during that period.' In his
succinct account of the Magi Ammianus Marcel1

The one probable exception is Strabo, who says (xv. iii. 15)
in Cappadocia the Magi were also called Pyraethi

that

(HiipotSot), which is, there can be little doubt, a Greek
of the Iranian dthravano.
'
2 Cf.
Apuleius, de Magia, xxv. : Persarum lingua

rendering

Magus

est

qui nostra sacerdos.'
4 Prooem. ii.
3 See art. Magi, vol. viii.
pp. 242-244.
B It should be
stated, however, that Pliny (HX xxx. 1 f.)
regards these, and others whom he mentions, merely as distinguished teachers and not necessarily superior in priestly
rank.
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says tliat the Magi tribe was at first a small
one, and that the Persians, who were politically
in the ascendancy, availed themselves of their
Graduservices for the conduct of public worship.
ally they increased in number and founded an
exclusive class, with a special area for their dwelling-place and a proper constitution.
But the Later Avesta itself contains clear indications of the existence of a priestly organization,
although there is much uncertainty as to the time
to which they have reference.
In Ys. i. 3-7,'
where the names of the gdhs, or divisions of the
day, are mentioned, the priestly writer proclaims
his
purpose to bring otterings at each gdh to a special
divinity, and also to the fravashi, or spirit of a
chief or holv person.
One of the chiefs whose
i.e. the
spirit is invoked is the zarathushtrutema'
one most like Zarathushtra, or the successor of Zarathushtra. Now, the zarathicshtrotema, as we learn
'

linus

—

from other passages,* being the spiritual (and, in
Ragha, also the secular) head of the community,
the Pahlavi commentators have inferred that the
other chiefs whose fravashis are associated with
the other gdh^ also represented members of the
same organization. These were daqyuvia, or lord
of the province
zantuma, or lord of the tribe
visya, or lord of the village or clan nmaniya, or
lord of the house.
The interpretation is no doubt
entirely fanciful, but it has served a valuable
purpose in that it has preserved for us some
;

;

;

vestiges of the organization of the priesthood as

it

seems to have existed at least in Sasanian times.
At the head, according to the tradition embodied

Yasna passages, we

in this interpretation of the

have the zarathushtrotema, who was a kind of
supreme pontiff at Rai. Under him each satrapy
or province (daqyum) had, as Darmesteter surmises, a superintendent of the cult, or andarzpat.^
In each district {zantu) there was a bishop— ?•«< or
9'atu
in each borough (vu) a mobed or magupat.^
;

Beneath the mobeds, and yet belonging to the
priestly race, were the civil judges (ddtobar,

Mod. Pers. i.\ J). We know that the priesthood
underwent a thorough re-organization under the
Sasanians and at that period attained its fullest
development.'^ Another classification of the priests

is known to the Avesta,^ not according to social or
ecclesiastical rank, but according to their functions
in regard to certain parts of the Mazdsean ritual.
On this basis they wei'e divided into eight classes,
and their names for the most part indicate their
The zaotar (now called zot or
special functions.
zoti) had the supremely sacred dut}^ of reciting the

Gdthas. The hdvanam pressed out the juice of
the Aao?wa-plant, which was such a marked feature
of the ritual in all ages.
The atarevakhsha had as
his primary charge the nourishing of the sacred
fire, but in addition he was responsible for the
washing of three sides of the fire-altar and making
the responses to the zaotar. The frabaretar, besides his duties of preparing and
handing the
utensils to the zaotar, washed the fourth side of
the fire-altar. To the asnatar was assigned the
work of filtering and washing the haoma, while
the rathicisJcare made the mixture of haoma and
milk.
The abcret, in keeping with his name,
brought the water necessary for all the priestly
1

xxui.

3

Tema

2 Cf.

6.
is

the superlative

maritimus and flnitimus as
* Cf.
Visp. ix. 1, etc.
s Armenian

suffix.

Ys.

Spieg:el,

5-9.
562, cites Lat.

vii.

iii.

parallel instances.

writers of the Sasanian period attest the existence of this dignitary; see J. Darmesteter, Le Zend-Avesta
( = Annales du Musee Guimet, 21, 22, and 24),
Paris, 1892-93, i.
31
JA, 6th ser. vol. vii. [1866] p. 114 f.
6
Magupat (Mod. Pers. mobed or mauhad), as meaning head
of the Magi,' indicates the existence of deifrees in the
priestly
ranks.
The name does not occur in the Avesta.
"
See Duncker, p. 59 f.
8 Vend. v. 161.
VOL. X.
21
;

'

—
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He

bears also the name ddnazvdza
sraoshavarez, who seems to
have superintended the whole ceremony. At tlie
present time the functions of these eight priests
are all performed by only two
the zot, who has
much the same functions as in earlier times (see
below also), and the rd.spi or rathwi (Pahl. rdsp'ig),
who is in attendance upon the zaotar, whUe discharging the duties devolving upon the seven
ancient assistant priests.
Though taking his
name from the Avestan ratkmskare, his chief
functions correspond more nearly to those of the

ceremonies.

.'^

The eighth was the

:

atarevakhsha.
This great reduction in the personnel of the
priesthood resulted, there can be little doubt, in
the first instance from the Arab conquest in the
The change is reflected in the
7th century.
tone of the Bahman Yasht and the Ddtistdn-lDiiilk.

—

The prin5. The functions of the priesthood.
cipal functions have already been touched upon
tiie
so
sacrifices,
Performing
incidentally.
long as
they were practised,^ mediating the ofierings and
public worship, constituted the central and
most characteristic parts of the priestly duties.
No sacrifice, Herodotus' tells us, could lawfully
be iiiade without the presence of a Magus. Still
all

the extent of the priestly intervention at these
on the one hand, and of the lay-assistance* at these and other parts of ritual, on the
other, seems to have varied at different epochs in
Iranian religious history. In the days of Herodotus the part of the Magus in the sacrifice was
confined to merely chanting the theogony or hymn
the person who brought the sacrifice both prepared
it and disposed of the flesh after the
ceremony.
In Strabo's days the priestly duties at such sacrifices were more extended.'
The purifications constituted another primary
function of the priesthood, and formed the most
fruitful source of their revenue.
Duncker maintains that even the purifications could be performed
by a layman.* It is expressly stated in the Vendiddd^ however, that none could perform these
ritualistic cleansings unless they had learnt the
law from one of the purifiers or priests. It is
scarcely probable that tne priests would impart to
many laymen the qualification which would enable
them to share with themselves their already slender
means of subsistence. It becomes very clear from
the Aerpatastdn^ that the priestly revenue did not
suffice to maintain the whole of their tribe, and as
a result the participation in secular pursuits was
It is true, their fees were substantially
legalized.
augmented by what they obtained from the practice
of medicine.
The art of healing was a priestly
function in very early times in Iran, and, if not
originally, yet ultimately fixed dues were attached
to such services." The priesthood, as we have
already stated, was intimately associated with
judicial functions in the Iranian commonwealth.
'To the Magians,' Duncker says,'" 'belonged the
judicial power.' It is quite legitimate to infer that
the zarathushtrotema' s position at Kagha, referred
to before," would entitle him to high legal authority
among his other prerogatives. During the ascendancy of the Arsacids the Magi together with the
members of the royal race formed the Council of
the Empire,'- and during the Sasanian period the
Grand Magian performed the coronation of the
sacrifices,

;

'^

kings.
1
Fragments of Xasks, vi. {SBE Iv.
2 See art. Altar
(Persian), vol. i. p.

[1895] 355).
348.

3

i.

132.

4

According to the Aerpatastdn (ed. Bulsara, ch. iii. f.), even
women and children were considered eligible to assist at tlie
ritual.
5
8

f ix. 47-57.
6 p. 189.
XV. iii. 13-15.
9 See
hoc. cit.
Geiger, tr. Sanjana, i. 215-218, ii. 59
12
11
Duncker, p. 56.
Visp. ix. 1, etc.

10 P. 60.
13 See

Agathias,

11.

26.

f.
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and

of the priestly
— However much orsymbols
little at different periods

Qualifications

office.

PBIESTHOOD

racial or tribal descent may have counted as affording a right to exercise the priestly functions, the
primary qualifications clearly and strongly insisted
upon in the Avesta were of a moral and spiritual
character.
According to the Vendiddd, the priest
must be patient, contented, satisfied with a little
'
bread, and should eat what is offered to him.
Call him a priest, O pure Zarathushtra, who enquires of the
pure intelligence the whole iii.nht of the wisdom which purifies
from gin and makes the heart wide. ... He who sleeps the
whole night without praising, or hearing, or reciting, or learning, or teaching call not such an one a priest.'*
'

—

The Aerpatastdn speaks
'Which member

of the

in the

same tenor

:

house shall proceed to the sacred

calling? He who has the greatest thirst after righteousness,
that is, he who is the truest friend unto the soul whether he be
great or humble.' S

Diogenes Laertius,* after Sotion, says that the
Magi were forbidden to wear ornaments or jewellery their resting-place was the ground
vegetables, a little cheese, and bread their food.
Nevertheless they possessed certain outward symbols of otffce.
The first was the paitiddna (Parsi
^
pendm), a cloth or napkin with which they covered,
and still do cover, the lower part of the face as
they recited tlie Avesta and especially when tending the sacred fire, lest perchance any pollution of
the fire should result therefrom. Secondly, they
had the khrafstraghna, a leathern thong or strap
with which they killed insects and other unclean
;

;

creatures.

They also carried the urvara, or staff,
and the astra mairi, or knife, with which to kill
snakes. But perhaps the most characteristic symbol was the baresma, or barsom, a bundle of slender
rods or twigs of a specially sacred tree, but now
substituted by a bundle of metal wires, which are
held before the face at the prayers and sacrifices
vol. ii. p. 424 f
cf. Ezk 8").
priesthood in modern times. To-day the
priesthood is a hereditary privilege, though it does
not seem always to have been so.* All priests in
India at the present time claim to be descended
from a single priest, Minuchihr, who came from
Persia with the first settlers in the 7th century.
The unity of the priesthood is a cardinal doctrine
among the Parsis. Every son of a priest, however,
is not ipso facto himself a priest able and entitled
to officiate. Although no consecration can make
a layman a priest, still every acting member of the
priestly family must pass through a series of symbolic actions to initiate him into the different
grades of the sacerdotal office. There is in India
a preliminary f unetion called nozud (really meaning
'new 0ao<«r'), which, although not a door to any
stage of actual priestly grade, is essential to every
aspirant to such dignity, and by which he becomes
a recognized member of the Zoroastrian church or
community a bihdin, a status corresponding to
full membership in Christian churches, or, as
Darmesteter observes, a .ni^P 13 among the Jews.
In Persia this ceremony is called sudrah va kvstl
dddan, i.e. the investing with the sudrah, or sacred
shirt, and kustl, or holy girdle, which are the outward distinctive marks of the Zoroastrian. The
tei-m nozud is employed by the Zoroastrians of
Persia for the ceremony termed ndbar by the
Parsis of India, and is the function that makes a
mobed's son into a priest of the lower grade called

(see art.
7.

Barsom,

.

—

;

The

—

1 viii.

3

126-129.

2 xviii. 11-17.

Ch. i. p. 4f., ed. Bulsara.
Proceni. vi.
In Strabo's time we read that the Magus's headgear consisted
of a high felt turban reaching down on either side of the face so
as to cover the lips and cheeks (xv. iii. 15).
6 D. F. Karaka, Hist, of the Parsis, London, 1884, ii.
235, says
that the Parsi religion does not sanction the hereditary character of the priesthood, ' which is, indeed, contrary to the
The custom is merely derived from usage.'
ancient law.
Duncker also (p. 189) strongly contends that the priesthood was
uot a closed caste in earlier Iranian times.
5

•*

(Jewish)

herbed^ (Avestan aithrapaiti) and qualifies him
performing the ceremonies of the second grade.
Before he is allowed to perform the ndbar ceremony
the candidate must have completed his fourteenth
year, and must know by heart all the texts and
formulie connected with the sacrifices of the Yasna,
Visjmrad, and Khurda Avesta. He twice undergoes the great purification of nine nights called
bareshnum, after which he is conducted to the
temple by a dastur and his patron, followed by his
friends and other guests.
He carries the giirz i
gavydni, or club, a reminder of that which was in
the hand of Faridun, and a symbol of spiritual
The head of the
authority over the demons.
assembly asks if they admit him as a candidate
for the holy office, and, taking their silence for
assent, he enters the Izdshnah Gdh, where he
celebrates the Yasna the zot, or head priest, who
initiates him, acting for the time being as his i-dspi,
or ministering priest. He performs the purification
of nirang and water for four successive days, and
on the fourth day he has attained the degree of
herbed, with a right to celebrate all the ceremonies
of the Khurda Avesta.
For exercising the more
important ceremonies of the Vendiddd together
with that of initiating other candidates to ndbar
it is essential that he should be a mobed, or
fully
To attain the 7rto6erf-ship he must
qualified priest.
have passed through the ceremony called in India
for

—

mardtib

of Arabic <::^X'.^,

meaning 'grade'
This consists of another nine nights'
On the morning of the succeeding
Surification.
ay he performs the Ya^na with a fully qualified
On the following or second day again he
priest.
perforins the sacrifice of the fravashis or that of
the srosh at midnight the Vendiddd is performed
and henceforth the candidate is a mobed and entitled to all the privileges of a fully qualified priest.
Another frequent designation of the chief priest
in India is dastur.
The name and office prooably
arose, as Darmesteter observes,- after the Arab
conquest of Persia. The origin of the term is not
altogether clear.^ It is used in the translations to
render the Avestan ratu. In the Shdh-ndmah it
sometimes denotes a high ecclesiastical functionary
at other times a minister of State. To-day in India
many mobeds assume and are accorded the title
without any real or moral right to it. But it is
frequently applied as a title of honour to a learned
or

(-pi.

'

degree

').

;

;

mobed wlio knows his Zend or Avestan and Pahlavi.
But it specially and more coi'rectly designates the
priest attached-in-chief to a fire-temple of the
highest order, i.e. an dtash i bahrdm. The office
is generally hereditary, but not necessarily so,
inasmuch as the patron or founder of such a temple
may choose his own dastur. See, further, artt.

Sacrifice (Iranian) and Worship (Iranian).

—

Literature. In addition to the works referred to in the
article the following maj- be consulted : Anquetil du Perron,
Zend-Avesta, Paris, 1771, ii. 529-619 A. Rapp, Die Religion
und Sitte der Perser und iibrigen Iranier,' in
xx. [1866]
68-77. Much further additional material may be found in the
Aerpatastan, ed. S. J. Bulsara, Bombay, 1915, which could not
be included in the compass of this article.
Darmesteter's
excellent Introduction to vol. i. of his Le Zend-Avesta already
referred to, to which in the treatment of the modern period
this article is greatly indebted, may be further profitably
'

;

consulted.
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PRIEST, PRIESTHOOD (Jewish).— i.
—

Ex-

clusiveness of the priesthood. According to the
Levitical code, the Hebrew priest is born, not

This principle has always been so rigorously upheld that, after the return of the Jews
from the Babylonian captivity, all those who

made.

1 Herbed did not
originally designate a priest of inferior as
opposed to one of superior degree, but only the master or instructor as opposed to havishta, or disciple. See Ddtistdn,

xlv. 4.
2

Le Zend-Avesta (=Annalet du Musde Guimet,

3

See Spiegel,

iii.

596.

21, p. IvX
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claimed priestly rank but were unable to produce
documentary evidence of tlieir descent from Aaron
were disnualitied (Ezr 2"^, Neh 7**). In order to
safeguard tlje purity of lineage for future generaBiblical
laws regulating priestly
tlie
tions,
marriages were not only strictly enforced, but aho

(Jewish)
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K

12" and similar
'keepers of the door' in 2
The Tdsefta remarks that all seven
passages.
'amarkeliiii had to be present when the door was

We might infer from this that each one
opened.
had a dillerent key, so that the door to the
Temple could never be opened without a certain
of iiublicity, strict control being kept over
strengthened in various directions. Priests were amount
forbidden to marry a halu-sdh (childless widow every one who wished to enter. As the word is
whom the brother of the deceased husband had also emploj^ed in connexion with secular superrefused to marry), or a woman who had spent some visors, it does not
describe any priestly
really
time in captivity, or a freed slave, or the daughter function, although the officers who bore this title
of a proselyte, unless the mother was of Jewish were priests.
with
the 'uimirkdtm are
Together
descent (^lishnah, Bikkurim, i. 5). The high mentioned three gizbCiriin, or treasurers, who were
priest was bound to be wedded to a pure virgin,
probably responsible for the golden vessels and
who, however, was allowed to be of lay origin. the Temple funds.
These restrictive regulations, added to ancestral
One of the highest offices was that of
(c) S'^gan.
pride, gradually converted the priestly class into the s'gan, commonly believed to have been the
an e.xalted theocracy which, from the nature of high priest's lieutenant. Here, however, it should
public affairs, at the same time forme<l the social be noted that the Mishnah {Vuind, i. 1), when
The priestly family of the Hasmo- speaking of the appointment of a deputy high
aristocracy.
nseans acquired royal dignity. Later the hi;^h ])riest for the Day of Atonement, does not use the
Thus term s'gan, but simply says 'another priest.'
priest was the president of the Sanhedrin.
power, both spiritual and temporal, and wealth Other passages {YOttuI, vlL I; Sdtdh, viii. 7f.)
accumulated in some priestly families.
have it that the s'gan stood next to the high
2. Classification.
(a) The principal duties of
priest and handed the scroll of the Law to him.
the priests were those connected with the sacrificial Tlie Talmud ( Yuma, fol. 39vo) records a tradition
It was also on the authority of R. Qanina, himself a s'gan,
service of the Temple in Jerusalem.
'
their business to prepare and kindle the perpetual that, if the high priest was suddenly disqualified
lamp daily and to arrange the shewbread on from ministration on the Day of Atonement, the
the golden table every Sabbath. From Biblical s'gan took his place. Now this IJLanina is always
sources we know that the number of priests had in called
s'gan oi the priests' (in plural), which
the course of time increased to such an extent that cannot mean that he acted as deputy to a priest of
only a limited number could be employed in the lower rank, or to one high priest only. It seems
Temple at the same time. The four clans rather that he did duty to several high priests
mentioned by Ezra (2**"^^, Neh 739-*2) numbered more either by fixed appointment or by re-election. It
than 4000 male members. It was, therefore, stands to reason that at a time when many high
necessary to fix a rota of attendance, in order to priests were ignorant or neglectful of their duties
every priest an opportunity of discharging his an experienced assistant had to be near at hand
five
The
uty at the service. For this purpose the whole to prevent them from making mistakes.
priestly tribe was divided into 24 companies,
frequent change of high priest was most likely of
probably irrespective of the 22 families mentioned less importance as long as a tried s'gan looked
in Neh 12^"^.
At what time this division was after the proper execution of his duties. He was
first made is uncertain, but the most reliable
probably also meant to be in constant attendance
tradition seems to be that preserved in the TdseftS on the high priest in order to give greater dignity
Talm. Jer. fol. 68a) to the effect to his office. According to the Mishnah {Tdmid,
(Ta'anith, ii. 1
that the classification was undertaken by the vii. 3), one of his duties was to assist the high
prophets. As both Jeremiah and Ezekiel were priest whenever the latter ascended the staircase
to burn the perfume.
Then he took the flags and
priests, it is not unlikely that they, especially the
latter, had a voice in the constitution of the
gave the Levites the signal to start singing.
order.
Each section was called upon to
The office of the high priest
(rf) High priest.
Sriestly
o duty in the Temple for one week.
Each is characterized by his title. He was the spirit'
called
or
ual
head
of
the
watch,'
mishmar,
company, officially
people, but since the period of
was again subdivided into several
houses of the Hasraonaeans he added the regal crown to
His participation in the
Fathers,' each of which was probably composed of the ecclesiastical mitre.
the members of one family. The mishmar was sacrificial duties during the year was left to his
presided over by a 'head,' and the 'house* by discretion, but he was supposed to act as offering
the eldest member. Besides these there was a priest on the Day of Atonement. There is no
number of officers, but much uncertainty prevails reason to assume that even on this day he
as to their status and functions. In the older nominated any other priest for his work, as othersources (Mishn. Shekaltm, v. 1 V6md, ii. 1, iii. 1 ; wise the Mishnah would have had no cause to
Tds. Shek. ii. 14) they are described as m'munntm describe the preparations which began a week
One of them superintended the beforehand, when he had to make himself familiar
(sing, m'munneh).
daily morning offering, determining by lot the with the details of his task for the holy day.
share which each priest had in the ceremony. He Even an emergency wife was appointed for the
also gave the signal for the beginning of the morn- event of his wife's sudden death.
His evening
ing prayer. Others were keepers of seals, keys, meal was restricted, and sleep was denied him
Before
the
stores, vestments, tapisserie, overseers of the manuentirely.
entering
Temple hall he was
facture of shewbreaa and perfume, musicians and solemnly warned by the lay heads of the Sanhedrin
choirmasters, criers and constables. Their number not to alter anything of the Pharisaic teachings.
was 15, but not all of them seem to have held The service itself, which claimed his undivided
equal rank. Thus m'viunneh is a general descrip- attention and included the fast, five baths, and
tion of office-holder rather than a fixed title.
ten lavings of hands and feet, must have made
Of somewhat higher status great demands on his physical strength. When
(b) 'Anmi-kelim.
seem to have been the seven 'amar^lim (Shek. we add to this the anxiety not to commit a mistake,
2 Tds. ib. 15). The exact meaning of the word we can understand the Mishnaic allusion to the
y.
is doubtful, but it
seems that they were the satisfaction expressed at the close of the day
keepers of the keys to the sanctuary itself. The (Yomd, vii. 4) which is reflected in the glowing
Targum uses the term for the translation of the tribute given to the high priest by an eye-witness

—

—

'

'

;

—

'

;

—

;
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Poetic
in the person of Ecclesiasticus (ch. 50).
descriptions by various authors form an integral
part of the present liturgy for the Day of

Atonement.
3, Rules for the
priesthood. There was one
condition which all priests, high or low, had to
fulfil, viz., they must be free from bodily defects,
and the rules M'ere as elaborate as their enforcement was strict. It made no difference whether
the blemishes were chronic or temporary (Mishn.
The Mishnah even forbade a
Bekhbrdth, vii.
priest whose hands were stained with dye to pronounce the blessing over the people {M'gillah,

—

).

iv.

9).

A

careful compilation of these blemishes

(amounting to 140) is given in Maimonides, Mishneh
Tdrdh (HUkhoth biath hammiqdashih, viii.).
Needless to say, the Biblical prohibition against
drinking wine or any other intoxicant was most
'the Talmud (Taantth, fol.
strictly enforced,

17vo) strengthens these rules considerably for the
it was to attend the Temple
similar rule holds good for the present
service.
time as far as the public blessing is concerned.

company whose turn

A

—

As the priests were allowed
4, Remuneration.
no share in the land (Nu 18^"), the Levitical law
(vv.8-19) assigned certain emoluments to them in
compensation. These originally formed their sole

On the basis of the passages
mentioned, the T6sefta (Halldh, ii. 7f.)
enumerates 24 classes of priestly gifts,' viz., 10 to
be partaken of in the Temple premises, 4 within
the precincts of Jerusalem, and 10 within the
borders of the Holy Land. These gifts consisted
source of income.
just

'

'

'

in the first instance of the flesh of sin-offerings and
trespass-offerings, which was eaten by such male
priests as were not debarred from so doing by
None of it could be eaten
Levitical uncleanness.

outside the Temple. The officiating priests were
also entitled to the skins, including those of the
In view of the large number of
bumt-oft'erings.
'heavy' sacrifices, the income derived from the
skins must have been considerable. Of the lighter
kind of sacrifices, such as peace-offerings and
festival-offerings, the priests received only the
breast and the right shoulder. These not only
could be eaten within the boundaries of the holy
city, but also could be shared with women,
Another source of
children, and even slaves.
revenue was the cereal offerings, viz. the part of
the meat-offerings which was not burnt on the
Priests who
altar, the shewbread, the 'omer, etc.
lived in the provinces were recipients of the
t'rumdh, the gift of fruits from field and garden.
From the Levites, they claimed the tithe of the
To these
tithes due to them from the people.
were added the firstfruits and first-bom domestic
animals suitable for sacrifices. First-bom sons
had to be redeemed by the payment of five shekels,
which belonged to the priest who performed the
,

ceremony.

The

first-born of unclean

animals were

likewise subject to redemption according to the
To these were added gifts of the
priest's estimate.
of wheat, barley, spelt, oats, and
first dough
rye, and of the first cut of wool from a flock conAll these regular
sisting of at least five sheep.
'

'

imposts were occasionally supplemented by vows
and fiee gifts either in kind or in the form of
be mentioned things
Lastly must
money.
devoted (herein), which no layman was allowed
'

'

to touch.

Such was the income of the ordinary priest. If
he was free from any physical blemish, he shared
the emoluments of the sacrificial service twice a
Priests who lived in Jerusalem benefited by
year.
the influx of the people for the celebration of the
three festivals of pilgrimage. It may be assumed
therefore that the majority of priests lived in or
near the holy city, as the care of their families

(Jewish)

touch with clients who
on them. In the nature
of things there must have been a great disparity
of income, and the social status of priestly families
must have varied. The greater number probably
remained poor. Many, as alluded to above, were
forced

them

to

be in

bestowed dues and

gifts

obliged to practise some trade, in sjute of the fact
that the imposts seem to have been regularly

paid (Neh lO^^*^-). This is vividly illustrated by
the Mishnah {Bikkurim, iii.), which gives an
account of the cutting and conveying the firstfruits to the Temple.
Rich and poor joined in the
festival procession, every one carrying his basket,
and even the king, probably Agrippa I., handing
his gift in person to the officiating priest, whilst
reciting the prayer prescribed in Dt 26'"*".
The revenue of the high priest Mas placed on a
different level His position d emanded that he should
be wealthy. If he came from a poor family, it was
the duty of his brother priests to make him rich.
Josephus (Ant. XX. viii. 8, ix. 2) speaks of the
violent conduct of some higli priests who sent their
servants into the threshing floors of the people to
take away the tithes so that their poorer brethren
died from starvation. Unfortunately he mentions
no names, but attaches this remark to the paragraph in which he tells of the appointment of
Ismael b. Phabi II. as high priest. This, however,
is the priest of whom the Mishnah (Sotdh, ix. 15)
relates that with him the lustre of priesthood
came to an end. It is therefore probable that the
censure of Josephus (who was himself a priest)
was meant for Ismael's predecessor, the avaricious
Ananias, son of Nedebaios, who was removed from
office, and later met with a violent death at the
hands of the peo]ile.
Notwithstanding
5. High priest's legal status.
his exalted position, the high priest did not stand
above the law, at least in theory. Both the
Mishnah and Tdsefta point out that, in the event
of his committing breaches of the religious or
moral laws, he was liable to be called before the
court.
No such case is recorded in the sources.
.

—

High priests were occasionally removed from office,
but for personal and political motives rather than
In flagrant cases of defiance of
the traditional teaching the people acted indeMishnah
(Sukkdh, iv. 9) relates
pendently. The
that one high priest (whose name is not given) who
endeavoured to introduce Sadducean practices
during the ceremony of pouring out water on the
Feast of Tabernacles was done to death by the

for religious ones.

who pelted him with their citrons.
Decline of the priesthood. The destruction
of the Temple by the Romans not only put an end
to the sacerdotal service, but also deprived the
Although
priests of their chief source of income.
the laws connected with land-tenure remained in
force, the Jewish population was so reduced in
numbers and so impoverished that their tithes and
The
gifts could not have amounted to much.
priests living in the Diaspora were reduced to a
number of empty privileges, and only the redemppeople,
6.

—

which is practised to this
day, preserved a remnant of monetary gift due to
them. In the storm and stress of the times the
real control of priestly pedigrees has been irretrievably lost, and is replaced by familj^ tradition.
Certain family-names, some of them being of
considerable age and literary renown, carry an
indication of the priestly descent of the bearers
with them. In modern times the claim of priesthood has lost its title to social distinction. The
religious duties of priests are limited to pronouncing the blessing (Nu e^"*'^®) over the people during
the public worship on festival days. The ancient
rules of disqualification are still in force, with the
exception of the preservation of Levitical cleanlition of first-born sons,
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ness, since tlie means of re-establishing the same
exists, and are merely intimated by the
ceremony of washing of hands with the assistance
The prohibition of coming in contact
of Levites.

no longer

with a dead person or a grave, with the exceptions
mentioned before, is likewise still in force. There
is still one
privilege specified in the Mishnah
(HorayOth, iii. 8) to be mentioned, viz., the precedence of the priest over a Levite or an ordinary
Israelite in every religious ceremony, especially in
the order of persons called to the reading of the
lessons from the Pentateuch during public worship.
The same paragraph holds u]) to contempt those
high priests who held office not by virtue of learning and piety, but from worldly motives. It
places them beneath the maimer in the Rabbinical
sense (Mishnali, Y'bhdmufh, iv. 13). The historical
background of this is undoubted.
'

'

day.
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(Roman)

The education and preparation of a priest were
The neophyte commenced his priestly life

severe.

at about the age of seven by sweeping the temple
buildings and preparing the body-paint for the
priests from pine-soot, gathering aloe spines for
blood-letting, and making adobe building bricks.
Later he made night pilgrimages to a holy mountain in the vicinity as a test of austerity.
Tiie Mexican priests were, however, above all,
diviners, and their practice in thir- re.spect is
minutely outlined in the works of .Saiiagun. The
basis of their calculations was the astronomical
calendar known as the Tonalamatl {'Book of
which they cast horoscopes and foreDays'), from
told lucky days and seasons (see DIVINATION

[American],

Calendak

[Mexican]).
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(Mexican). —In
PRIEST,
ancient Mexico the priestly office had arrived at
a condition of high complexity, the various grades
of the priesthood being sharply differentiated.
At first the priest was merely the tribal medicineman, and in nomadic times had charge of the tribal
god, the image of which he carried from place to
The temporal and religious authorities
place.
were never quite distinct, the tlatoani, or king,
being necessarily a man conversant with hieroIn the
phantic as well as military practice.
Mexican hierarchy proper, as apart from those of
the surrounding and subject peoples, were two
chief priests, each of whom was entitled Quetzalcoatl (the name of the god who was the founder of

PRIESTHOOD

one another by the

who were

distinguished from

titles of totec tlaniacazqui

and

tlaloc tlamacaequi, and who were respectively the
leaders of those castes which especially served the

gods Huitzilopochtli and Tlaloc. These pontiffs
were equal in grade and held their positions in
virtue of their piety and general fitness. Occupying a lower rank was the mexicatl teohvatzin, head
of the cahnecac, or priestly college, and interpreter
of ritualistic difliculties, in which duties he was
assisted by the huitznauac teohuatzin and the
tepan teohuatzin, the latter being executive educational officer.
The rank and file of the priesthood
consisted of two grades the tlanamacac, or upper
Beneath these were
grade, and the tlamacazqui.
the tlamacazton, or neophytes. The first grade

—

included many special functionaries who served
various deities or performed definite rites.
The costume of the priesthood in general consisted of a black mantle, the body being painted
black, relieved, in some cases, with yellow designs.
The hair was allowed to grow long, and the ears
were torn and ragged from the practice of penitential blood-letting.
The priest who performed the
act of

The

human

sacrifice

was garbed

in red.

the Mexican priesthood were
and, besides sacrifice, the care of the

offices

of

numerous
temples, and ritualistic labours, they were employed
in astrological observation and divination.
The
amamoatini, a special class, were engaged in the
preparation of the painted MSS which served the
Mexicans as written records and others were employed as singers and dancers. Ritual practice, however, occupied most of their time, especially incense-burning, which was performed several times a
;

;

(Muhammadan),—

Muhammadan

system there is pro])erly no
caste, class, or profession which monopolizes the
performance of religious rites when these were at
first performed in public, the leader was properly
the chief of the community, and the name imdvi,
leader in prayer,' is therefore used for sovereign,'
'chief authority,' and the like.
Taking the lead
in the religious service of the mosque was therefore the duty of the sovereign in the capital and
of his representative in the provinces ; but in
'Abbasid times we find the salut, or
public
the governorprayer,' occasionally separated from
office
another
with
e.g., the
ship and combined
judgeship (Tabari, Chronicle, Paris, 1867-74, iii.
378 [anno 156], 458 [anno 158]) or the headship of
As mosques multipolice {ib. iii, 469 [anno 159]).
plied it became customary to make provision for
an imam, and, if there was a Friday sermon, for a
khatib ('preacher'). Such a man was supposed to
be of good character (Aghani, Bulaq, 1868, xvii.
11), and of course had to possess sufficient learning to discharge his functions.
The legal aspect of the matter is treated by
Mawerdi, Constitutiones Politicce (ed. M. Enger,
distinction is there
Bonn, 1853, pp. 172-185).
made between royal and civil mosques in the
must
former the minister
normally be appointed
by the sovereign, in the latter by the congregation
if there are more than one candidate, a majority
are to appoint if votes are equal, the sovereign
The founder of a mosque has not the
is to do so.
right to lead prayer in it himself, but on this point
there is a ditierence of opinion. Prayer may not
be led by a woman, if there are any men in the
In the

;

H. HiRSCHFELD.

religious orders), but

Lewis Spence.

do. 1914.

'

'

'

—

A

;

;

;

congregation.

D.

S.

Margoliouth.

PRIEST, PRIESTHOOD (Roman).— Under

the old Roman monarchical system the office of king
included religious as well as secular functions. The
ruler was both king and priest. But on the establishment of the Republic a line of cleavage was
drawn, and, although religion remained a branch
of the general State administration, all its technical
phases were assigned to priestly organizations.
The relation of the priestly colleges to the secular
authorities was one of the characteristic features
The powers of the priests were
of Roman religion.
not co-ordinate with those of the senate and the
control.
magistrates, but were subject to their
office
They performed the routine duties of their

without special instructions, but, when unusual
circumstances arose, it was only at the command
of the State authorities that they

became

active.

Neither pontifices nor haruspices took measures

m
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regard to prodigies until the senate liad ordered
them to do so the qtiindecimviri were nut permitted to inspect the Sibylline books except at the
express command of the senate.
Of the numerous priestly organizations (sacerdotes ^ piihlici populi Momani Quiritium) four were
of special importance (5acerrfo<M7/i qiiattuor aviplisthe pontifices, the augurcs, the
sima collegia)
commission in charge of the Sibylline books and
of all ceremonies conducted ritu Graeco (quindecimviri sacris faciundis), and the college which
supervised the sacred banquets (septemviri epulNext to these in rank came the priestly
ones).
the fetiales, the sodales Titii, the
sodalitates
sodales of the divi imperatores (modelled on the
sodales Titii), the Salii, and the fratres Arvales.
There is evidence that the rank of t\\Q fetiales and
of the sodales A ttgustales approached very closely
that of the four great colleges ; of the relative
ranking of the Arvales, Titii, and Salii we have
no definite indication. The runners of the Lupercalia (the Lnjjcrri) were inferior to the others.
The sodales Aitgiistales were ionnded A.D. 14; but
all the other priesthoods mentioned, with the
exception of the septemviri epulones, go back to
the regal period. This fact is significant of the
conservatism of the Roman national religion.
Moreover, the septemviri epulones Avere organized
(196 B.C.) merely for the purpose of relieving the
the priesthood
pontifices of one of their functions
did not represent any new religious ideas. There
were, however, some minor priesthoods organized
during the Republic to take care of the rites of
some god or gods belonging to communities which
the Romans had assimilated [sacerdotes Lanuvini,
sacerdotes Tusctdani, etc.).
The Greek and
Oriental cults introduced during the Republic and
the Empire brought their own priests Avith them.
The qualifications for membership in any of the
;

:

'

'

:

;

priesthoods were free birth, Roman citizenship, an
unblemished civil record, and a physique free from
infirmities.
Originally, with the exception of the
quindecimviri, all the old priesthoods were limited
But in the course of time this exto patricians.
clusiveness passed away, except in the case of the
rex sacrornm, the Salii, the three great ^^awine^,
and later the fiamines of the deified emperors. By
the lex Ognlnia (300 B.C.) five of the nine places
in the colleges of the pontifices and the augures
respectively were reserved for the plebeians, while
the four others were open to both orders. Wissowa -

suggests that in all probability it was the lex
Ogulnia that opened to the plebs the other priesthoods also. From the beginning of the Empire a
new classification prevailed senatorial and equesTo the former belonged the
trian priesthoods.
four great colleges, the sodales of the divi imperatores, sodales Titii, fetiales, fratres Arvales, and
Salii ; to the latter the Luperci, the minor^amine^,
the minoT pontifices, and the sacerdotes Tuscidani,
:

Lanuvini, etc.
The extent to which the accumulation of priesthoods in the hands of one man Avas customary
varied with the kind of priesthood and with the
As regards the combination of two of the
period.
four great priesthoods, we find examples in the
earlier Republican period, but not in the later
until the time of Caesar, Avho was both pontifex
maximus and augur. Moreover, the accumulation
of priesthoods of this class did not become common
till the 3rd and 4th centuries, except in the case of
the emperors and other members of the imperial
family. There was less objection to the combina1 We find this word used of the whole
body of Roman priests
as in this phrase, but it is not applied to the priests of individual Roman gods, with the exception of the municipal groups,
sacerdotes Lanunni, etc. It is used, however, of the priests
attached to various Greek cults.
2
Religion und KtUtus der Romer-, p. 492 f.

(Roman)

tion of one of the great priesthoods Avith one or
more of the sodalitates, and many examples occur.
The Salii, hoAvever, could not hold any other
priesthood. If they joined another, they ceased

Whether a fiamen
automatically to be Salii.
could hold any other priestly office is doubtful.
Priests Avere alloAved to hold civil and military
This probably Avas not intended in the
offices.
readjustment of civil and religious offices that
took place after the expulsion of the king-s, but
gradually it became the regular practice. There
The rex sacrorum
Avere, hoAvever, exceptions.
could not hold any civil or military office, and the
flamen Dialis was virtually prevented from doing so
by the numerous tabus Avhich hampered his actions.
In the early Republican period the usual method
of choosing members in the priestly colleges and
sodalitates Avas that of co-optation, but in the year
103 B.C. the lex Domitia Avas passed, by Avhich
vacancies in the four great colleges were filled by
election at the comitia sacerdotmn, Avhich consisted
of seventeen (that is a minority) of the tribes,
chosen by lot. The nominations to the sacerdotal
comitia Avere made by the respective colleges,
Avhich after the election went through the form
of co-optation.
In the case of the sodalitates the
old syst«iu of co-optation remained.
Under the
Empire the influence of the emperor in the appointments both to colleges and to sodalitates Avas
almost unlimited. Appointment to a priesthood
Avas generally for life.
The Vestals and the Salii

Avere exceptions.
The priests Avere provided by the State Avith
funds for the maintenance of the various cults and
for the performance of the duties of their office,
and Avith attendants and slaves (apparitores,
Some of
lictores, tibicines, viator es, servi publici).
them were furnished AAdth residences e.g., the rex

—

sacrorum and the Vestals.

They had the

priAdlege

of Avearing the toga prcetexta, and, if they cared to
take advantage of it, exemption from ciAdl and
military duties {vacatio militice munerisque publici).
WhUe
I. Collegium pontificum.
(a) Pontifices.
the old derivation oi pontifex from, pons and facere
is probably sound, it is not possible, with the data
available, to determine precisely the original signiIt is not even known posificance of the term.
bridge,' though
tively that pons here means
tend
to interpret the word in
scholars once more
that Avay, finding an explanation in those religious
associations of bridge-building/^hich are knoAvn to
The priesthood
have existed in ancient times.
Avas not peculiar to Rome, but existed also in other

—

—

'

—

Latium
e.g., Praeneste and Tibur.^
According to the tradition, the pontifices were
Including the king,
originally five in number.
hoAvever, Avho doubtless performed the functions
Avhich under the Republic fell to the pontifex
maximus, there Avere six.
Subsequently the
places in

number was
hy Sulla

increased to nine (300 B.C.),

and

later

to fifteen.

With the pontifices Avere closely connected
certain other priests or priestesses : the rex sacroSo close was
rum,, the fiamines, and the Vestals.
the association that from the beginning of the
Republic all these Avere regarded as belonging to
the college of pontifices. Towards the close of the
*
Republic the pontifices minores AA'ere also members
of the college (cf. Cic. de Har. Resp. vi. 12).
The pontifex maximus w as. the president of the
and represented its authority. But it is a
mistake to suppose that the other pontifices consti-

college
1

See indexes to

2

The

CIL

xiv.

maiores was applied to the regular
pontifices only towards the end of the 3rd cent, after Christ.
The title was used to distinguish them, not from the pontifices
minores, but from the pontifices Solis, the priesthood founded
by the emperor Aurelian to supervise the worship of his sungod.

title of pontifices

PRIEST,
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tuted merelj' an advisory body. A question submitted liy the senate was discussed by the whole
college, and the opinion of the niajovity prevailed,
even if the pontifex viiximnx held a different
view.' But along many lines he could act without
In the earlier period especially
reference to them.
his
power was very great; e.g., he originally
and the
appointed the rex sacrorum, the flmnines,
Vestals, even against the wishes of the appointees.
Later this power seems to have been mouitied, and
in the case of the rex (Livy, XL. xliL 4) and the
flamines Diaiores (Tac. Ann. iv. 16) he made his
appointments from a list of candidates nominated
probablj' by the college, while Vestals were chosen
oy lot from a list of twenty whom he nominated
He had also the power to
(Aul. Gell. I. xii. 11).
punish these priests the rex and the flamines he
could fine, and nnder some circumstances dismiss
from ofBce in the case of the Vestals he had the
:

;

right of corporal punishment, and originally of
inflicting the death penalty.
It was the duty of the pontificea to conserve the

body

of

Roman

religious tradition.

They were

primarily theologians, professors of sacred law.
They were the final authority on all questions
pertaining to the old Koman gods, and on the

proper methods of maintaining satisfactory relaIt was a fundamental belief in
Roman religion that a benevolent attitude on the
of the gods could be secured only by scrnpuf)art
ous attention to all the minutiae of ritual. With
these minutife the pontifices were familiar. They
knew not only the names of the gods, but also
their attributes and the formuh^ by which they
should be addressed.
They were consulted not
only by the magistrates in regard to matters which
but
also by private citizens
concerned the State,
who found themselves under the stress of some
tions with them.

religious problem.
They were not, however, merely authorities on
sacred law. They themselves took an active part
in religious services, and their sacerdotal functions
are clearly indicated by the insignia of their office,
which include the bowl for libations (simpulum),

(Roman)
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though recognized by the State, were not provided
with special priests. And it was they who, in
order to prevent the complete disa])pearance of the
worship of certain ancient divinities like Angerona,
Carna, Acca Larentina, and others who were fading out of Roman religious life, made annual libations and .sacrifices in their honour.
Moreover,
they were in charge of certain ceremonies belongof
to
the
lustration, as, e.g., the
ing
categoiy
Fordicidia on 15th April. They al.so took part in
the rites of the Argei (in March and May).

On all these occasions t\\e pontifices either officiated in person or were represented by subordinate
But there were many important cerepriests.
monies in which they participated merely as the
advisers or assistants of the magistrates
e.g.,
when vows were made on the outbreak of a pestilence or at the beginning of a war, or on the
occasion of the annual vows on 1st Jan., which
were pronounced by the consul or other magistrate,
who repeated the words after the pontifex maxim.us.^
When relations with the gods were endangered by a flaw in a ceremony, the pontifices
were consulted and charged with the supervision
when a prodigy
of appropriate expiatory rites
(monstrnm, prodigiiim) was reported to the senate,
that body consulted the pontifices, who gave their
opinion as to the best methods of placating the
gods of whose anger the prodigy was regarded as
a manifestation. At a comparatively early date,
however, the pontifices relinquished for the most
part the care of prodigies to the haruspices or to
the priests in charge of the Sibylline oracles,
reserving for themf<elves the expiation of certain
ones only [e.g., showers of stones, speaking oxen,
etc.), in regard to which the efficacy of their
methods had long been established. Moreover,
the ceremony of consecration {consecratio) was
performed by the pontiffs; e.g., a new temple or
altar was dedicated by the magistrate who had
vowed it, or, if he was no longer in office, by a
committee aj)pointed for the purpose (duoviri cedi
dedicarulce), but was consecrated oy t)\& pontifices.
By the act of dedication the magistrate gave it up
to the god
by the consecration i\\e pontifex maximus or one of his colleagues declared it to be the
property of the god {res sacra). To the pontifices
also belonged the act of consecratio capitis et
honorum. A husband who had sold his wife, a
son who had killed his father, or some other

—

;

the sacrificial knife (sece-fpita), and the axe {secnris).
It was, moreover, with special reference to their
duties as officiating priests that, at least in the
earlier period, they were subject to tabus similar
to those which persisted with so much more rigour
in the case of the flamen Dialis they could not
look at a corpse or mount a horse. The pontifex equally reprehensible offender could, after ademaximus in particular was not permitted to absent quate investigation, be expressly consigned by the
himself from Rome, or at any rate from Italy, for pontifex to this or that divinity or group of
a period of any length.
They officiated at the divinities ('Sacer esto'); and one who had been
most important ceremonies in the public worship pronounced sacer could be killed with impunity by
In
of Vesta and the pennies as well as at those of any one of those whom his crime had injured.
the Capitoline triad, for with these cults, which historical times, however, the punishment of one
embodied some of the oldest and most sacred of upon whom the sentence of Sacer esto' had been
Roman religious ideas, they, as members of the passed was left to the tribunes. Another ceremony
ranking priesthood of the State, had especially in which the participation of the pontifices was
close associations.
They had the rare privilege of indispensable was that known as devotion (devotio).
entering the inner sanctum of Vesta the regia, The words in which the commander of an army, in
the official headquarters of the pontifex maximus, the hope of extricating himself from a perilous
was adjacent to the house of the Vestals, and he position, devoted himself, or one of his countrystood in loco parentis to them. When Augustus men, or the army of the enemy to the gods of the
became pontifex mnxiTnus (12 B.C.), he built a lower world were pronounced first by a pontifex
temple of Vesta close to his own residence on the the commander repeated them, phrase by phrase,
Palatine. The cult of tlie Capitoline deities hati after him. Again, the pontifices supervised both
an equal claim on the attention of the pontifices. the making of the vow of the sacred spring {ver
They supervised the monthly sacrifices offered by sacrum) and, if necessary, its fulfilment. Through
the rex and the flamen Dialis on the kalends and another activity they not only were brought into
the ides. On the ides of September and November contact with political life, but sometimes influenced
the college celebrated a sacred banquet (ep^dum. it to a very considerable degree. This wa.s their
lovis in Capitolio), till in the year 196 B.C. this supervision of the calendar.
Besides providing for
function was transferred to the college of the
1
Dictator, praeemite A. Comelio ponttIjvv, IV. xxvii. 1
epulones.
Furthermore, the pontifices officiated at
id votum in haec
ludos vovit,' xrxvi. ii. 3
the ceremonies held in connexion with cults which, fice niaxinio
consul nuncuverba, praeeunte P. Licinio pontifice maximo,
;

:

'

;

'

'

;

'

:

'

.

1

A

cas€

is

cited (or the year 200 B.C.

by Livy, xxxl

ix. 7.

pavit.'

.

.

:
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the proper observance of

the

which was incumbent on them as the representatives of the rights of the gods tliey had charge of
the intercalations, and there is evidence that they
sometimes manipulated them to further the aims

—

of political leaders or parties.
In the early period of Roman society law and
religion were inextricably intermingled, and so we
find that the pontijices were authorities in the
former as well as in the latter field. Even in later
times, when the legal system had attained to

independent development, the pontifices still retained functions that belonged to the sphere of
law e.g., their participation in the marriage rite
of confarreatio, in the kind of adoption known as
arrogatio, and in the making of wills, as well as
their control of burial, of sepulchres, and of the
whole cult of the manes. In the case of an arrogation or the making of a will they convoked the
people in the comitia calata in order to secure
their approval of the act.
The archives of the college wei*e in the regia.
These included the formulae which had to be used
in appealing to the gods {indigitamenta [q.v.]) the
the directions
forms for vows, dedications, etc.
for the proper observance of all the details connected with sacrifices ; the necessary instructions
for the performance of expiatory rites, or, whei-e
the offence could not be expiated, for the infliction
and the
of the penalty
the calendar {fasti)
annual transactions of the college {annales
maximi), which, on account of the connexion of
the pontijices with the political administration of
the country, became so important an element in
Roman historiography. But the archives contained other documents of even greater importance,
namely the decrees and responses which the college

—

;

;

;

;

formulated on questions submitted to them by
magistrates or by the senate. These decrees dealt
with the new problems which were constantly
arising in regard to vows, dedications, sacred sites,
festivals, the cult of the manes, and other phases
of Roman religion which fell within the scope of
the activity of the pontijices. These decrees formed
a growing body of pontifical law.

—

On the establishment of the
(6) Rex sacrorum.
Republic, while most of the spiritual activities of
the king devolved upon the pontifex onaximus,
some of them were assigned to a priest whose office
was instituted at that time, and who was given
the name of rex sacrorum.^ While the office, as we
see from the name and know from other sources,
was one of great dignity, it was vastly inferior
to that of the pontifex maximus in power and
influence.
The rex could not hold any political
office, and it is clear that appointment to the office
was regarded as equivalent to political
The incumbent was honourably but

extinction.
effectively

shelved for the rest of his life.
He officiated at the regifugium, the ceremony
held in the comitium on 24th Feb. ; and the
calendars show the notation Q.B.C.F. ('quando
rex comitiavit, fas') on 24th March and 24th May.
At the regifugium, the rex sacrificed a victim as a
sin-offering, and immediately after the sacrifice
took to flight, apparently with the idea of escaping
the taint.* The old explanation, by which the
name of this rite was referred to the expulsion of
the kings, is wholly witliout foundation. Equally
unsatisfactory is the explanation usually given in
regard to the functions of the rex on 24th March
and 24th May. It is generally said that these two
days were especially appointed for the making of
wills (testamenti factio) and that on them the rex
1 This is the form of the title attested
by inscriptions. Latin
authors use rex sacrifietdus frequently. Livy, ix. xxxiv. 12, has
rex sacrificiarum.
2 Cf. the
poplifugia (5th July), where, from a similar motive,
the people fled from a sin-offering.

No

purpose.

calata convened for the
adequate evidence has ever been

to establish this theory, and in all probaas Rosenberg^ contends, comitiavit here
means 'has come to the comitiu7n (and sacrificed
there),' and the ceremony in each case was, like
that of the regifugium, of an expiatory character.
The rex also made an offering on the Capitol on
the nones of each month, when he announced the
festivals to be held during the rest of the month
(Varro, de Ling. Lat. vi. 28). Macrobius (I. xv. 9)
tells us that in the early period the rex made
sacrifice on the kalends, after the pontifex minor
had announced to him the appearance of the new

adduced
bility,

moon.

But

this

ceremony apparently was given

up. In fact the evidence of its ever having taken
place is somewhat flimsy.
The rex was the special priest of Janus, and we
have record of the otlering which he made to that
god in the regia on the occasion of the agonium on
9th January. It is partly in his capacity as priest
of Janus, who presided over all beginnings, though
partly also in recognition of his position as a representative of one phase of the royal power, that the
rex sacrorum is given first place in the old ranking
of Roman priests: rex sacrorum, flamines Dialis,

Martialis, Quirinalis, pontifex maximus.
(c) Flamines.
The_^amme*^ were special priests
attached to the service of individual gods, and
with
the
duty of officiating at sacrifices
charged
and other ceremonies in their honour. The name
of the god is regularly indicated by an adjectival
form flamen Dialis, flamen of Jupiter, flamen
Martialis, of Mars, and so forth. Only one exception is cited to this system of designation, namely

—

:

the title of the flamen of the deified Septimius
Severus flamen divi Severi. The best attested
form of the name of the office is flamonium, but
flaminatus is also found.
The most important of the flamines belonged to
the college oi pontifices, and were fifteen in number:
three flamines maiores, the flamen Dialis, flamen
Martialis, and flamen Quirinalis, and twelve flamines Tninores, ten of whom are known to us
Carmentalis,
Volcanalis,
Portunalis,
flamen
Voltwnalis, Palatualis,
Furrinalis,
Cerialis,
Pomonalis.
The
Falaccr,
Floralis,
flamines
maiores were always patricians. This was true of
the flamines m,inores also in early times, but later
Under the Empire
this office became plebeian.
flamines m.inores were frequenjiy members of the
:

:

equestrian order.
In regard to the flamen Dialis we are reasonably
well informed. He w^as chosen by the pontifex
m,aximus out of three candidates, nominated by
the college oi pontifices, only those born of parents
married by confarreatio, and themselves married
by that rite, being eligible. He had many prerogatives (the right of the toga prcetexta, of the
sella curulis, and the services of a lictor and
heralds), but was subject to galling restrictions
and a long list of tabus. Although in the old list
of priests his title appears before that of the
maximus, and he had precedence over
{wntifex
lim at the priestly banquets, he was, so far as all
the duties of his office were concerned, completely
under his control. In the early period he was not
allowed to spend a single night away from Rome,
and even in later times his absence from the city
was limited to two and afterwards to three nights.
From the year 200 B. C. he was eligible for political
office, but the rule that required his continuous
presence in the city acted as a bar to his holding
any office which required residence in the provinces.
1

Pauly-Wissowa,

s.v.

The derivation

is uncertain.
It has been connected with
(from kindling the altar fire Marquardt), with
with the Skr.
flagrare, flumma ' (Curtius, Corssen, Usener)

2

flare, 'blow'

;

;

brahman,

'

priest

(Meyer).
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The numerous tabus by which he was bound show
the degree of sanctity associated with his office.
He could not tounh, approach, or name any animal or object

with which in Roman reli(;iou3 consciousness an idea of uncleanness was associated a corpse, a bier, raw meat, beans, a dof^, a
or a horao.
He was forbidden to hear the sound of the
goat,
nutes played at a funeral. In a word, he was e.xcluded from
every possible contact with death or with anything connected
with the cult of the dead.i
Moreover, there was another series of tabus, which, while indicating the freedom of the /am«n from the usual tics of human
society, emphasized the extent to which he belonged to his god.
He could not come in contact with anything that was tied or
knotted,- or with a ring or chain. If he wore a ring, it had
to be a broken one. His garments could be fastened only by
safety pins (jibulce), or some other device lacking continuity.
He could not touch or name ivy on account of its tangled and
intertwining fibres he could not walk under a trellis or in a
vineyard. If a man in fetters entered his house, he was
immediately released and the chains, in order to prevent the
pollution of the house, were thrown out throuifh the comA slave could not touch him, and only a free man
pbii'iuin.
was allowed to cut his hair. He coulii be shaved only with a
bronze razor. Furthermore, for him every day was a holy day,
and he was not permitted to see any kind of work. On his
walks an attendant always
preceded him to warn workmen to
desist from their labours while he was passing.
:

;

One of the cluef duties of the flamen Dialis was
to officiate at the sacrifice of a sheep to Jupiter on
the ides of each month (ovis ididls). He himself
laid the entrails of the victim on the altar fire.
He officiated at the sacrifice of a lamb to the same
god at the beginning of the vintage. His services,
however, were not confined to Jupiter, for we find

him participating

in rites that pertained to the
worship of other gods; e.g., he took an important
part in the expiatory ceremonies of February. It
was from him that the pontifices received the
materials Avhich they used in the purification of
the houses.
He presided at the Lupercalia, and
he officiated at the celebration of weddings by
In short, he seems to have been not
confarreatio.
merely high priest of Jove, but, so far as actual

participation in sacrificial and other rites is concerned, high priest of the whole national religion.
Like the fiamen Dialis, the flamen Martialis
was a patrician married by confarreatio, and the
son of parents who had been wedded by the same
ceremony. In the early period, when the power
of Mars was not limited in men's thoughts to the
operations of war, it is quite possible that the part

of t\\Q flamen Martialis was an important one, but
in historical times it seems relatively insignificant.
He was not subject to the tabus which have been
mentioned in connexion with t\\Q flamen Dialis,
though originally some of them at least had
applied to him. His comparative freedom from
restrictions enabled him to hold political offices
even in the provinces. Of his sacerdotal duties

almost nothing is known. Curiously enough, he
had very little to do with the numerous festivals

god which were held in March.
In the case of the flamen Quirinalis, the
requirements in regard to birth and marriage were
the same as those of the other two flamines
maiores.
Though he ranked below the flamen
Martialis, he is more frequently referred to as
of his

at sacrifices.
He sacrificed a dog to
Robigus on the Robigalia (25th April) on 7th July
and 21st Aug. he sacrificed at the subterranean
altar of Consus in the Circus; on 23rd Dec. he
made an offering at the tomb of Acca Larentiua
in the Velabrum.
These functions are not so disconnected as at first sight they seem. Quirinus
seems originally to have been a spirit of
vegetation, and the ceremonies in which his flamen has
been
described as taking part were connected
just
officiating

;

with agriculture.

Of the other twelve flamines we know

little

The flamen Dialis Merula, before
]
committing suicide, laid
aside the msignia of his office, on the
ground that it was technically inconceivable for a. flamen to die in his costume.
- Aul. GeU.
X. 15
nodum in apice, neque in cinctu, neque in
aha parte ulluni habet.'
'

:
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more than their names. In some cases it is only a
chance reference to the flamen that has preserved
the name of the god.
The insignia of Iht flamines,

besides the toga preetexta, were
the Usna, a short red cloak worn over the toya, and
especially
the pileus or galerus, a conical cap, on the top of which was
a small spike-shaped piece of olive wood, covered with wool.
This was the npex, though the term is sometimes applied to the
whole cap. The cap was provided with strings so that it could
be tied under the chin, and would be less likely to vitiate a
ceremony by falling off. It was made from the hide of an
animal killed in sacrifice, and in the case of the flamen Dialis
was white {aWogalerun). The apex was not confined to the
flamines it was sometimes worn by pontifices and other prieste,
but was most closely associated with the flamines, and especially iha flamen Dialis.
;

The flamines of the deified emperors {flamines
divorum) also were attached more or less loosely to
tlie

Down to the 3rd cent, a
college of pontifices.
for every emperor enrolled

flamen was appointed

among

the gods.

There were other flamines

in

Rome, who were

—

not connected with the college of jmntifices e.g.,
ilififratres Arvales had nflamen {flamen Arvalium),
and so too had each of the curia of the city
{flamen curice).
The wife of the flamen Dialis {flaminica Dialis
or merely
flaminica) participated in the sacred
duties of his office. She was not the priestess of
^
There is no evidence,
Juno, as Plutarch supposed.
for historical times at any rate, that the wives of
the othGX flami7ies had sacerdotal functions.
The Vestal virgins, six'''
{d) Virgines Vestales.
in number, were attached to the public cult of
Vesta. They were chosen by lot out of a list of
twenty compiled by the pontifex maximus. At
first they were drawn from patrician families, but
later the daughters of plebeian houses were eligible,
and under the Empire we hear of daughters of
freedmen being admitted.
Only those whose
parents were both living were eligible. A candidate who had been chosen was formally accepted
by the pontifex maximus.^ Siie was then conducted to tiie house of the Vestals {atrium Vestte)
her hair was cut off* and hung on a lotus-tree, and
she afssumed the garb of the order. She was from
six to ten years of age when she entered, and the
term of service was thirty years. After its completion she was at liberty to leave the order and
marry.' The thirty years of service were divided
into three decades, in the first of which the
priestess learned her duties, in the second practised
them, and in the third instructed the novices.
The eldest Vestal was the head of the order {virgo

—

;

Vestalis

Like

maxima).

others, the cult of Vesta, goddess of
the hearth-fire, had begun in the family, but had
subsequently become a State-cult also.^ It was
the duty of the priestesses to keep up the sacred
fire.
Once a vear only was it allowed to go out
and be rekindled (1st Marcli). If it went out at
other
time, the incident was regarded as a
any
prodigium, and tlie Vestal on w\atch was liable to
punishment. The fire could be rekindled only by
the primitive method of the friction of sticks.
The priestesses also brought water from a spring
or running stream, with which they sprinkled the
temple. They made daily offerings of simple food
to the goddess, and each day prayed for the safety
.ind prosperity of the people.
Besides these daily
duties the Vestals had otliers, some of them connected immediately with the cult of Vesta, but
1
QucBst. Rom. 86.
3 In the
days of BUng Numa, according to the tradition, four,

many

but increased to six before the end of the regal period.
3 Aul. GeU. I. xii.
14, 19; the words of the pontifex maximus
were 'Te, Amata, capio.'
* The hair was an
The cutting was not repeated.
offering.
The Vestals whose statues we have had long hair.
6 The number of cases in which this
happened is very small.
6 For an
interesting account of the Vestals see GB^, pt. i.,
where the author
ii.
199
The Magic Art, London, 1911,
ff.,
retracts the theory advocated by him in JPh xiv. [1885] 154 ff.
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some pertaining

(Roman)

to ceremonies not primarily or
Chief among
definitely belonging to that goddess.
the former was the festival of Vesta on 9th June
At this season (from 7th to 14th June)
(Vestalia).
the pemis Vestce ^ was open to matrons, who with
bare feet thronged to the temple to ask a blessing
on their households ; offerings of food were sent to
the temple offerings of sacred salt-cakes (mola
salsa) were made by the Vestals ; the millers and
bakers had a holiday, and donkeys and mills were

authorities on the significance of the various signs
by which the gods manifested their favour or
disfavour.
The college of augures is attributed by some
ancient writers to Romulus, by others to Numa
traditions that have no value except in the fact
that they are indications of a general belief in the
From three the
antiquity of the institution.
number of members was increased to six, afterwards to nine, and then by Sulla to fifteen.^

On 15th June the temple
In regard to the activities of the
Vestals that seem to be outside the cult of Vesta
proper it may be pointed out that it was they who
kept the blood of the October horse and the ashes
of the unborn calves sacrificed at the Fordicidia,
giving them to the people for use in the ceremonies
of lustration held on the occasion of the Parilia
(21st April).
They were present at the sacrifice
of the sheep to Jupiter on the ides of each month.^
On 15th Feb. they provided the mola salsa used at
the Lupercalia. On 1st May they offered prayers
to the Bona Dea.
On 15th May they took part in
the ceremonies of the Argei. On 21st Aug. they
participated in the Consualia ; on 25th Aug. they,
together with the pontifex maximus, attended the
secret sacrifice to Ops Consivia in the regia.
Fowler [Roman Festivals, p. 149 ft".) has pointed
out the connexion between these ceremonies and
the food-supply, with which the Vestals from the
earliest times were closely associated.
The Vestals enjoyed many privileges.
lictor
attended them when they went out on the street,
and even the highest magistrates had to make way
for them ; on certain occasions they could use a
carriage in the streets of the city ; if a criminal on
his way to execution caught a glimpse of them,
he could not be put to death places of special
honour were reserved for them at the public
games
they could be buried Avithin the city.
But, on the other hand, the life was an exacting
one.
They were subject to discipline at the hands
of the pontifex maxirmis, who could have tliem
beaten for any negligence in their religious duties.
It was he too who, in case of violation of the vow
of chastity by any member of the order, pronounced
the sentence by which she was buried alive in a
chamber-tomb on the Campus Sceleratus near the

Membership in the college was always highly
esteemed, and the roll of members included many
of Rome's most distinguished citizens.
The presidency of the college was vested in the oldest «i{i7 Mr,
and the respect paid to seniority is attested by
Cicero (himself an augur from 53 B.C.) in his ae

;

adorned with garlands.

was cleaned.

A

—

Senectute, xviii. (64).

The most weighty measures

in

Roman

political

were undertaken only after the auspices indicated that the gods were favourable. The election
of magistrates, their assumption of office, the
beginning of a military campaign, the passing of
laws by the assembly of the people, and other acts
of a similar nature were all subject to this rule.
The omission of the auspices or any irregularity
life

in the procedure of the magistrate taking them
nullified the act.
The augures did not take the
That
auspices, at any rate in the older period.
was the duty oi the magistrates. But irregularities, on being reported to the senate, would be
referred by that body to the college of augures.
They, after investigation and discussion, drew
up a reply (rcsponsum, decretum) and sent it to

spex, a derivation about

the senate. If the reply established the presence
of a flaw (vitium), the senate annulled the act.
It
should be noted that the response of the augures
did not carry with it the annulment of the act.
This took place only as the result of a senatus
consultutn, although the latter was based on the
do not know that the
reply of the college.
senate invariably followed the recommendation of
the college, but it is certain that they generally
did so.
preliminaiy to the taking of the auspices was
the marking off of the temphim or place of observation.
Then the magistrate, after announcing
the leges auspicii {i.e. the rules that \\ ould govern
his observation of the signs), stationed himself at
that point of the templum prescribed by augural
law, and, addressing Jupiter or other gods, asked
for a cei'tain, definitely specified sign or signs of
the divine approval of the proposed action. Signs
that were specifically asked for were called
auguria or signa impetrativa, while signs that
appeared without being asked for were known as
signa oblativa. Quite apart from this classification,
five different kinds of signs were recognized
from

whatever

birds,

;

;

Porta Collina.^
2. Augures.

—

The derivation of augnr is as
uncertain as that of pontifex. Ancient etymologists connected it with avis and garrire* with avis
and gustus,^ with avis and gerere,^ or with
augustus.'' Nor do ipiodem scholars agree on the
question. The present drift, however, is to see
avis in the first part of the word (cf. auspcx = avi-

may

which there is no doubt),
be the significance of the latter

part.^

The kind of divination which the Romans called
disciplina auguralis seems to have existed in Italy
Its purpose was
prior to the foiindation of Rome.
a narrower one than that of reading the future ; it
was intended merely to determine the attitude of
the gods towards some action that was contemplated or even in process. The attgw-es were
The store-room

of the house.
Horace's worils (Od. ni. xxx. 8) may refer to this occasion :
'dum Capitoliiim scandet cum tacita virgine pontifex.'
3 J. E. Harrison sees in this custom the survival of a ritual
marriage to secure fertility for the crops (Jissays and Studies
presented to William Ridcjeway, Cambridge, 1913, p. 144). Her
theory is criticized by E. T. Merrill, Classical Philology, ix.
1

2

[1914] 317.
'
* Fest.
ab avium garritu.'
p. 2 :
6 Suet. Octav. 7 : 'ab avium
gestu gustuve.'
6 Fest. loc. eit. : '
Augur ab avibus gerendoque dictua, quia

per

eum avium

gestus edicitur

'
;

Serv. ^En. v. 623

'
:

Augurmm

dictum quasi avigerium quod aves gerunt.'
7
8

Ovid, Fast. i. C09.
See discussion by Wissowa, in Pauly-Wissowa,

We

A

:

from thunder and lightning, from animals
{signa ex quadrupedibus), from the sacred chickens
{signa ex tripitdiis), and from incidental occurrences
of evil

omen

{dirm).

The

birds

were,

in

the

language of augury, either alites or oscines. The
former gave signs by their manner of flight, the
latter by their songs or cries.
Among the alites
were the eagle and the vulture as well as the
osprey (avis sanqualis or ossifraga), the buteo (a
kind of hawk), and the immusuhis. In the list of
oscines were the raven {corvus), the crow {comix),
and the owl {noctua).^ Some lairds were included
in both lists, and we hear of some that as oscines
were believed to give favourable, but as alites
unfavourable, signs, and vice versa.
The signa ex ccelo (thunder and lightning) belong
to a very early stage in the development of augury.
1

Die Cass.

xlii.

61 speaks of a sixteenth

member added by

Osesar.
s.v.

«0f. Festua, p. 197; Varro, de Ling. Lat.
X. 43 ; Cic. de Div. i. 55 (120).

vi.

76; Pliny, Hli
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Their precise interpretation involved a considera- of the disapproval of the divine powers, there was
business transacted being subsetion not only »>f all the details connected with the danger of the
of tiie nature of the
quently annulled by a decree of the senate. It
appearance 'itself, but also
that during the
occasion in rej^ard to which the goda were being was on this account, doubtless,
custom grew up of
asked for a sign. The most favourable of the last century of the Kepublic the
to
from having augures present
help tlie magistrate
signa ex ado was a flash of lightning passing
Yet even this sign, with their professional advice at the takinjj; of
left to'right of the observer.
the auspices before the holding of the comitia.
though generally auspicious, was un propitious for
took the auspices
a meeting of the comitia, and its appearance would Whether they ever actually
of the meeting, or, if business themselves is not certain.*
the
holding
prevent
The inauguration of persons and places was
had already begun, would result in its discontinuanother important function of the augwes. They
ance.
Signa ex ccclo were used at a coniparatively
not themselves conducted this ceremony, and the
early date in the auspicict of the magistrates,
evidence advanced in support of the theory that
only as signa obhttiva but also as impetrativa. By
acted
the end of the Republic they were practically the on the occasion of an ihauguration they
It was merely as assistants to the pontifex maximtis is,
only signa that were used by the magistrates.
in Panlynot so much that they had crowded the others out as Wissowa has shown in his article
After the expulsion
as that in the general decay of the augural system Wissowa, wholly inadequate.
who
were
of the kings the only j^ersons
inauguthey survived as the most convenient. Moreover,
\Ve have definite record of
rated were priests.
it M-as no longer regarded as essential that the
rex
the
of
the inauguration
sacroi-um, of the
magistrates themselves should take the auspices.
of Jujiiter,
subordinate official, the puHarius, -whose original augures themselves, and of fhcflamines
the deilied Julius. There is
function had been the care of the sacred chickens, Mars, Quirinus, and
of pontifices, and
could do so. The phrase servare ex caelo,' which we no record of the inauguration
probably the Vestals were not inaugurated. Livy
find used of this official's observation, is an indicathe ceremony.
tion of the kind of sign of which he was supposed (I. xviii.) describes
The augur, after indicating with
It took place on the arx.
There is, however, abundant
to take co^izance.
2
the
his wand (litung)
regions of the sky within which he would
evidence tnat his announcement of a favourable make his observations, laid his right hand on the head of the
do with any actual appear- candidate, and asked the god to show by a giffnum ex ceelo
sign had very little to
ance. The auspices had become a mere form, and whether the candidate was acceptable to him.
the nature of the announcement in regard to them In regard to the places that had to be inaugurated,
we find that the list includes all those intended
was dictated by political exigency.
Of the other signs, the signa ex quadrupedibus for business which could be transacted only after
never seem to have been very much used as signa the auspices had been taken. Among them we
as oblativa, find
impetrativa, though, when occurring
many temples, and such places as the rostra
they could not be left out of consideration. They and the curia. Moreover, the city itself was inhad to do with the behaviour of animals appearing augurated as well as the land just outside the
To
within the bounds of the templum.
walls, as far perhaps as the first milestone.
The signa ex tripudiis were the signs derived this district the term ager effatus was applied.
end
of
the
the
know
from
chickens.
from the sacred
There were other loca effata, as we
By
Republic these were practically the only auguries Varro (de Ling. Lat. v. 33), who gives the followauthorities.
observed
were
They
that
by military
ing list of five additional kinds of territory which
came to have in the camps a place similar to that were inaugurated so as to make possible the taking
which the signa ex ccelo had in civil life. This of auspices by magistrates absent from Rome :
was largely owing to the convenience of the method. the ager Ronuinus, Gabinus, peregrinus, hostinis,

A

'

The chickens were brought in cages, and, after the general
who was to take the auspices had placed himself at the door of
the tent within the bounds of the templum, they were let out.
He observed their manner of walking and especially the way in
which they ate the food that was thrown to them. The most
favourable omen that they could give (attspictum aolislinum)
was to let pieces of food fall from their beaks. When such an
omen was wanted, it was easily obtained either by giving the
chickens crumbly food or by starving them before they were
liberated and so causing a degree of haste in eating that resulted
in numerous manifestations of the kind desired.

The dirce were unexpected events of an untoward nature which occurred either during the
taking of the auspices or afterwards during the
action itself. The fall of some object, the sudden
illness of some one present, the gnawing of a mouse,
All
etc., belonged to the category of the dirce.
dir<e

were

ileterrent.

the possibilities involved in the numerous auguries mentioned above, it is easy to see
that the magistrate taking the auspices would
frequently find himself at a loss in regard to the
proper interpretation. Moreover, till a comparatively late date the augures were not present to
The statement made by some ancient
assist him.
authorities that he had assistants does not imply
that these were members of the augural college.
To be sure, the difficulties of his position were to
a certain extent modified by his announcement of
the signs for which he was watching. But signa
impetrativa, which of course were always favourable, might be counteracted by the appearance of
unfavourable sigmt oblativa, and the possibilities
of conflict were endless.
If he made a mistake
or if he deliberately ignored manifest indications

With

all

The term templum in its technical sense
buildapplicable only to an inaugurated place or
ing that is rectangular in shape. The city of Rome
and the various territories referred to were not
templa, strictly speaking, but loca liberata et
could be taken.
effata,^ in which also auspices
know very little about the ceremonies with
which places were inaugurated, beyond the fact
that a star-shaped piece of metal was brought in as
a sign of the completion of the inauguration.
Other ceremonies in which we find the augures
of the magistrates are
officiating
incertus.

is

We

independently
the augurium salutis, the vemisera auguria, and
the augurium canarium. The last-mentioned took
intended
place every year in midsummer, and was
to gain the protection of the gods against the
action of the heat on the crops. The ceremony
was accompanied by a sacrifice of red dogs. The
vemisera auguria probably had to do with the
agricultural operations of the spring. In regard
to the augurium salutis there is a good deal of
uncertainty.
Apparently the purpose was to
continuprocure from the gods some assurance of a
ance of the safety and prosperity of the nation. It
could be held only Avhen there was no Roman army
Tacitus* speaks of its being celebrated
in the field.
in A.D. 47 after an interval of seventy-five years.
last period of the
1
Possibly they sometimes did in the
makes a claim to
Republic. Cicero (de Leg. iL 20) apparently

this effect.

...
'

„,

sine nodo aduncum (Livy, i. xviii. ()
from
freed by the formula spoken by the augur
associations.
previouslv existing religious
* Ann.'xxi. 23.
a

'

Baculum

3 I.e.

all
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archives of the augures, which were kept
auguraculuni on the arx, consisted of fasti

{a list of members past and present), acta (the
record of the transactions of the college), and, most
important of all, the libri or commentarii in which
all the lore of the craft was contained.
Both terms,
libri and commentarii, are used indiscriminately of
the traditional material and of the numerous
accretions consisting of the responses given to

questions submitted by the senate.
The third of
3. Quindecimviri sacris faciundis.
the great priestly colleges is the quindecimviri
s(acris) /(aciundis).
Originally it was a commission of two members (duoviri s.f.), and it was
not till 367 B.C. that it became a collegium of ten,
In
of whom five were patrician and five plebeian.
Sulla's time the number was increased to fifteen.
Caesar made it sixteen, and under the Empire
others were added supra numerum. In the time
of Augustus the college was administered by a
group of five magistri^ (chosen annually by
the college from its own membership), later by

—

one.^

While the priesthood is less ancient than the
and the augures, it goes back as far as
the Tarquin dynasty, and its foundation is one of
the indications of the foreign influences at work in
Rome during that period. Its activity was con-

pontijiccs

fined to the Sibylline books, to the cults introduced
in accordance with their oracles, and to the ceremonies jierformed, after consultation of the books,
to avert the wrath of the gods.
But, as the Sibylline books were Greek oracles, the cults introduced
through them were Greek, except in such a case
as that of the Great Mother, which came from
Pessinus in Asia Minor. The result of this was
that the quindecim,viri bore to all cults which were
conducted according to Greek forms of ritual (ritus
Grcecus) a relation analogous to that of the pontijices to the cults whose ceremonies adhered to
Roman tradition {ritus Romanus).
The Sibylline books contained the oracles of the
Sibyl of Cumte, to which perhaps some others from
different sources were added from time to time.*
When brought from Cumse, they were placed in
the temple of Jupiter on the Capitoline, M'here

(Roman)

divinities whose cults were introduced as
the result of an inspection of the oracles. Among
these are the cult of Apollo (with whom the
oracles are most closely connected), Ceres, Liber
and Libera (Demeter, Dionysus, and Kore),
Mercury (Hermes), Neptune (Poseidon),^ and
Hercules.* At a later date came yEsculapius, Dis,
and others. The quindecimviri did not themselves
perform the sacrifices or rites, for the Greek cults
list of

had their own priests but they supervised them.
They had a similar supervision over lectisternia,
;

supplicationes, and other ceremonies ordered by
the books in expiation of prodigies. That Oriental
cults were not regarded as lying outside the field
of their activities is shown by the fact that they
were in charge of the cult of the Great Mother
(see art. Mother of the Gods), introduced in 204

Their
B.C. in accordance with a Sibylline oracle.
connexion with this cult was especially close.
actually participated in some of the rites,*
and from the latter half of the 1st cent, after Christ
they were thought of in two capacities priests of
the Great Mother and custodians of the Sibylline

They

:

books.

—

This priesthood was
4. Septemviri epulones.
instituted in 196 B.C., and to it was assigned the
administration of the sacred banquets of Jupiter
on the ides of September in connexion with the
ludi Bomani, and on the ides of November on the
occasion of the ludi plebeii. The theory held by
Marquardt* and others, that at the time of the
organization of the priesthood the only banquet to
Jove was that held in connexion with the ludi
plebeii, and that the epulum lovi at the ludi
Romani was established much later, is highly imThe epulum of the ludi Romani is in all
f)robable.
ikelihood an old institution.'' These banquets,
though they were wholly independent of the
lectisternia in origin, were doubtless strongly influenced by them.
At the banquets a triclinium, was set up in the
temple of Jupiter on the Capitol. An image of
Jupiter reclining and images of Juno and Minerva
seated were placed at the table, and food was put
before them. The senators attended the banquets
as representatives of the State, and had places

they remained till the year 83 B.C., when they at triclinia set up in front of the temple. In a
perished in the fire that destroyed the temple. A word, this epulum lovis was not merely an ofTering
commission was sent to Greece to make a new to the god it was a communion of the god with
his people. The practice of holding sacred banquets
collection, and returned with 1000 verses, which
were deposited in the new temple of Jupiter that increased in frequency. They \vpre given not only
had been built on the Capitol. They were left on the ides of September and of November, but on
there till Augustus moved them to the temple of the occasion of triumphs, dedications, games, etc.
Apollo which he had erected on the Palatine. Not only the senators but also the people in general
Augustus made a careful inspection of the oracles participated in them, being acconmiodated at tables
and rejected such as bore evidence of having been that were set up throughout the entire length of the
introduced into the collection for political reasons. forum. The strictly religious element in the instiTiberius subjected them to a similar inspection, tution receded into the background. They became
and there are other indications that the books great public banquets, but remained under the
were sometimes manipulated in the interests of supervision of the epulones.
Before the institution of the epulones the pontipolitical factions.
No one had access to the books but the quindecim- fees had had charge of the epulum lovis. It was
and
even
could
not
consult
them
viri,
they
except the burden of tlieir other duties that compelled
when authorized by the senate. Moreover, it was them to relinquish this function, and the epulones,
on
the
occurrence
of
which
seemed
only
prodigies
though an independent college and forming one of
to be of special importance that the senate gave the four great priesthoods, were always regarded as
the order for the inspection. When the quindecim- supplementary to the pontifical college and to a
viri had consulted the oracles, they made a certain extent
subject to its influence.
When first instituted, the college had three
report to the senate, stating by what sacrifices
or ceremonies the gods could be appeased.
The members {treviri epulones). This number was
senate then decreed the performance of these rites subsequently increased
to
seven (septemviri
under the supervision of the quindecimviri.
epulones) and still later (by Ca;sar) to ten. But
Tlie clearest indication of the nature of the even after this increase the college was known as
1 Before 399 B.C.
activity of the quindecimviri is furnished by the
;

The emperor himself was one.
When this office was held by the emperor, a deputy (promagister) was also appointed.
3 There is no real evidence
that the Carmina Marciana
1

2

formed part

of the collection.

2

The cult of Hercules in circo Flaminio.'
As in the laving of the sacred stone of the jroddess, and
during the 3rd and 4th centuries in the taurobolixiiu.
4 Rom.
Slaatsverwallung, iii. 349.
'

8

5

Fowler,

Roman

Festivals, p. 217.
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member

called septeinvir epulonum.
The fetiales were the
fetiaies.'
5. Sodales
authorities on the Insfetiale, the sacred forms that
should be observed in international relations. To

of the college

—

them the senate or magistrates appealed in regard
to questions pertaining to demands for redress,
It was
declaration of war, or conclusion of peace.
they who served as the emissaries of the State to
the country with which the negotiations were being
In the discussion of problems subcarried on.
mitted to them by the senate the whole sodalitas, which consisted of twenty members, took part.
On the missions to foreign countries, however, a
smaller number went. When the purpose of the
embassy was the making of peace, the number of
fetiales was two;- when redress was demanded,
four were employed. That the sodnlitas was a very
ancient one

is

seen from the use of the stone

(silex)

in killing the victim.
It was in fact an old Italic
institution, for we hear of fetiales not only at
other places in Lat ium but also among the ^Equians,
the Faliscans, and the Samnites. At Kome the
priesthood ranked next to the four great colleges ;
and in A.D. 22 an effort, which, however, failed,
was made to place it on an equality with them.^
Its members were men of distinction during both
the Republic and the Empire. Augustus himself
was afetialis, as were later emperors.
In Livy, I. xxiv.,;we are given some details in
regard to the appointment and procedure of a
deputation oi fetiales on a peace mission.
The verbeiiarius * asks the king to authorize him definitely
and specifically as the envoy of the Roman people. 5 The king
formally gives the authorization requested. Then the verbenariiis asks for the sacred herbs (herba pura, verbence, sagmina)
and is instructed by the king to gather them on the arx. These
herbs are the symbol of his oflBce. The verbeTiarius then
chooses another of the fetiales as pater patratus,^ touching
his hair with the herbs. The pater patratus is the plenipotentiary and spokesman of the deputation, and it is he who carries
the sacred stone and the sceptre. The treaty is made in the
presence of the commanders and of the armies by the patres
patraii of the two nations. After the terms have been read, the
pater patratus of the Romans, holding his sceptre and calling
to witness the people present as well as the gods Jupiter, Mars,
and Quirinus, swears that his nation will keep the treaty.^
Then he kills a pig with the sacred stone, calling upon Jupiter,
if the Roman people shall be the first to break the treaty, to
treat them as he treats the victim. After the sacrifice he
throws away the stone, saying
Si sciens fallo, tum me Diespiter salva urbe arceque bonis eiiciat, ut ego hunc lapidem.'S
When the game ceremony has been performed by the other
pater patratus, the treaty is signed by both. 9 The fact that
the stone is thrown away is distinctly favourable to the
theory that it is nothing more than a primitive weapon that
has survived from the stone age, and not, as W. Helbigio has
suggested, a symbol of the god of lightning.
'

:

In the case of injury at the hands of citizens of
fetiales were sent to demand

some foreign power,

redress."
The pater patratus goes to the boundary of the enemy's territory and states his country's case, swearing to the justice of
the claims which he makes.i* Then, crossing the border, he
repeats the claims to the first native of the country whom he
meets. He repeats them again at the gate of the capital and in
its forum.
If the offenders are given up, he
departs as a friend.
If the nation addressed asks time for further
consideration, he
1

The Roman grammarians connected the word with

fides

(Varro), faedus (Servius), ferire (Paulus) Lange derives it from
an old substantive /e«(S(cf. fateri,fari,fas); Weiss compares
the cult-title of Jupiter Feretrius.
;

2
Wissowa, Religion und Kulttcs^, p. 551, thinks that the
number was afterwards increased to four, but his reasons seem

inadequate.
^ Tac. Ann. iii. 64.
* I.e. the bearer of the sacred herbs
(verbemx). How he was
chosen is not known.
5
lubesne me, rex, cum patre patrato populi Albani foedus
'

ferire?'
6 Wissowa
plausibly derives this word from patrare, to make
a father.' On this theory pater patratus is a father
artificially
created
as opposed to a natural pater familias.
'
The formiilse are given in Livy, i. xxiv. 7.
8 Paul.
9
p. S2(Thewrewk de Ponor).
Livy, ix. v. i.
10 Die Italiker in
der Poebene, Leipzig, 1879, p. 92.
11
Livy, VII. vi. 7, .xxxii. 1, x. xlv. 7.
12 On the ethical
element in the fetial rite see Tenney Frank,
in Classical Philology, vii. [1912] 335.
'
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grants thirty days, publicly repeating his claims at the end of
each ten days. After the expiration of this time, if satisfaction
is not given,
he solemnly calls the gods to witness, and,
returning to Rome, reports the circumstances to the senate.
If the senate decides on war, the pater patratus is
dispatched
again to the boundary, and in the presence of three adults
throws into the enemy's territory a spear smeared with blood
and charred at the end. Under the (etial law only a war
declared in this way is pium.

Just as it was the duty of the fetiales to demand
from another people tho.se who had committed an
offence against their nation, so also it was their
duty to give up similar ofi'enders among their own
people.'

Octavian declared war against Cleopatra in 32
according to the fetial rite ; the emperor
Claudius concluded treaties (Suet. Claud. 25) as
Marcus Aurelius declared war
pater patratus
against the Marcomanni in this way. But it had
long since become a symbolical act. In the war with
Pyrrhus a piece of land near the Circus Flaminius
at Kome had been legally conveyed to a captive.
This was declared enemy territory, and into it the
pater patratus flung the spear from the columna
oellira near the temple of Bellona.
6. Fratres Arvales,
See art. ArvalBrothkrs.
There were two groups of Salii in
7. Salii.^
Home, the Salii Palatini whose headquarters were
the ciiria Saliorum on the Palatine, and the
i;i
Salii collini, or Agonenses, of the Quirinal hill.
The former were the dancing priests of Mars, the
B.C.

;

—

—

Each organization consisted of
twelve members and had a magister, a. prcesul, and
a vates. The magister was in general charge, the
prcesul was the leader of the dance, and the vates
of the singing.
latter of Quirinus.

The period of their greatest activity was the
month of March, with its many festivals in honour
of Mars.
Although the calendars specifically
record only three days of the month (the 1st,
9th, and 24th) on which the Salii took down the
sacred shields,^ their processions seem to have taken
place every day from the 1st to the 24th. Their
dress consisted of tunica picta and trabea.
On
their left arm they carried the shield, which as
they danced they struck with a spear or club held
in the right hand.
The dancing took place at
certain sacred places in the city at which the procession paused.
Each evening they halted at one
of the mansiones, erected for the purpose, where
the shields and other paraphernalia were kept till
next morning.
There also the priests dined

together, their banquets being proverbial for their
luxury. Next day the procession was resumed, and
in the evening a halt was made at another mansio.
After 24th March there was no procession of the
Salii till 19th Oct., the armilustrium, when they
danced on the Aventine. This ceremony corresponds to the q%dnquatrus of 19th March, which

was originally a festival of lustration. After the
armihcstrium the shields were replaced in the
sacrarium, and were not moved again till 1st
March. The significance of this institution of
dancing priests is variously explained. Wissowa
claims that Mars was from the beginning nothing
but a god of war, and in the shields and other
equipment of the Salii he sees merely an appropriate costume for the priests of the war-god. The
dance, he thinks, was a war-dance, and it was
given in March and October because these two
months were most closely associated with the
beginning and the end of the annual campaign.
On the other hand, those * who regard Mars as a
the Salii
spirit of vegetation classify the dance of
among the warlike and noisy demonstrations which
are frequently adopted by primitive peoples for the
2 From salire,
1
leap,' dance.'
Livy, VIII. xxxix. 14.
'

'

not certain whether the shields (ancilia) were kept in
the curia on the Palatine or in the regia.
*
Mannhardt, Roscher, Frazer, Fowler.
3 It is
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the evil spirits that

might harm the sprouting crops or interfere with
the transmission of tlie vegetative principle from
year to year.
8. Sodales Titii.
Of this priesthood we know
almost nothing. Tacitus (Hist. ii. 95) tells us that
it was organized by Romulus for the worsliip of
the Sabine king, Titus Tatius.' Dionysius {ii. 52)
makes a similar statement. It seems to have been
defunct at the end of the Republic, but was revived
by Augustus and lasted till at least the end of the
2nd century. The members belonged to tlie senaWe have no
torial order or to the imperial house.
information in regard to its activities.
In the case of the L iqjerci we have
g. Luperci.
a priesthood whose activity was confined to a single
day of the year, 15th Feb., the date of the celeThere were Luperci
bration of the Lupercalia.
Quinctiales and Luperci Fabiani.'^ In 44 B.C. a
third group, Luperci lulii, was added in honour of

—

—

Julius Caesar, and of these Antony was magister.
But this group did not last long, and it was
omitted on the reorganization of the priesthood by
Augustus. Membershij) in the order of the Luperci
did not carry with it a distinction equal to that of
the other priestly sodulitates. It was an equesThe festival
trian, not a senatorial, priesthood.
lasted into Cliristian times, not being abolished
till the pontificate of Gelasius (A.D. 494).
The meaning of the title Luperci has been the
subject of a long discussion. Till recently the prevailing view was that the word meant simply
wolves,' like hirpi (in the Sabine language
•wolves'), the name applied to the priests of the
god (Soranus pater) worshipped on the top of Mt.
and it was claimed that we had here
Soracte
another manifestation of the vegetation - spirit,
which often turns up in the shape of animals.*
But this theory seems too fantastic for serious
consideration, and the author of the latest detailed
xiii,
investigation of the cult (Deubner,
482 ff.)'* has returned to the old etymology (Ser v.
^11. viii. 343) by which Lupercus is derived from
lupus and arceo and means 'one who keeps oft'
wolves.' Deubner's reconstruction of the festival
is ingenious and in regard to many points very
'

;

ABW

plausible.
The most important features of the celebration were as
follows (1) goats and a dog were sacrificed (perhaps to Faunus,
though this IS by no means certain) (2) two j'oung men 5 were
smeared on the forehead with the blood of the sacrifice, which
was then wiped off with wool dipped in milk, whereupon they
laughed (3) the Luperci, in two bands, naked except for goatskins stripped from the victims about their loins, ran round the
base of the Palatine hill, and as thej' ran struck with strips of
the same goat-skins all those (mostly women) who threw themselves in their way.
have in the Lupercalia traces of a pastoral
festival (implied in the protective measures against
wolves), of a lustration of the community (seen in
the encircling of the hill), and of a rite for fertilization (for which the striking with the thongs of goatskin furnishes the evidence). According to Deubner,
:

;

;

We

the course around the hill goes back to the early
days of the Palatine settlement, when it was
actually necessary to protect the sheep-folds from
wolves, and individuals from certain families were
appointed luperci, those who keep off the wolves.'
1 Tacitus' own information on the
subject seems to have
'

been somewhat vague, for in another passage (Ann. i. 54) he
says that the priesthood was instituted by King Tatius for the
purpose of keeping up the religious rites of the Sabines.
2 It is
generally assumed that the former represented the
Palatine community, the latter the inhabitants of the Quirinal.
But Fowler (Roman Festivals, p. 320) points out that this is
inconsistent with the fact that the runnmg of the Luperci was
always around the Palatine only.
3 W. Mannhardt, Aiitike Wald- UTid Feldkulte'^, Berlin, 1905,
p. 318 ff.; G£3, pt. ii., Balder the Beautiful, London, 1913,
ii.

14
4
5

f.

See also Fowler, Religious Experience, p. 478 ff.
Perhaps the magistri of the Luperci Quinctiales and Luperci

Fabiani respectively.
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practice was not at that time connected with
worship of any god, but later was brought into
The other elements in the
relation with P'aunus.
festival, the striking with thongs and the wiping
off of the blood, were, according to Deubner, subsequent additions, tlie latter belonging to the
period of Augustus' reforms. That this is a final
solution of the Luperci cannot be positively
asserted, but that it is a more i)lau.sible theory
than any that has hitherto been advanced may be
tlie

confidently affirmed.

—

Sodales Augustales. When Augustus died
was deified by senatorial decree, and
a priesthood (sodales Augtistales) was founded to
pay the honours due to him as a god (divus). The
sodalitas was organized on the analogy of the
sodales Titii. It consisted of twenty-one regular
members from the senatorial order and four^
honorary members from the imperial family. This
number, however, does not seem to have been
rigidly adhered to, for there are references which
indicate that in later times the membership was
as high as twenty-eight.
The sodalitas was administered by three magistri. It had charge of
the games held in honour of Divus Augustus and
of the ceremonies conducted in the temple erected
to him near the north-west corner of the Palatine.
Moreover, it took over the ancestral shrine of the
Julian gens at Bovillje and once a year held
services and games there.
At Bovilke also the
archives of the priesthood were kept, and we may
assume that its official headquarters were there.
When the emperor Claudius was declared divxis
by the senate, his cult was assigned to the same
sodalitas, which, however, was now called sodales
Augustales Claudiales. The close relations between
the Julian and Claudian gentes justified such an
arrangement. But a new situation arose on the
deification of Vespasian, who belonged to the gens
Flavia, and another priesthood was accordingly
This sodalitas
organized, the sodales Flaviales.
also took care of the cult of Vespasian's son Titus
when he was deified. It is probable that there
Mas no change in its title during Domitian's reign,
and that it was only after his death, when there
was a recrudescence of the popularity of Titus,
10.

(A.D. 14), he

that the designation sodales Flaviales Titiales was
used.^
third sodcditas was founded on the

A

deification of

Hadrian (sodales Hadriunales) and a

fourth on that of Antoninus Pius (sodales AntoninTo the last were assigned/ the cults of all
iani).
the subsequent emperors who became divi. For
the empresses and princesses who were deified
(and the number, especially in the first 150 years
of the Empire, was considerable) special sodahtates
were not instituted. Their worship was for the
most part conducted by the sodalitas pertaining to
their gens e.g., the cult of Livia by the sodales
Augustales, that of Domitilla by the sodales
In addition to the
Flaviales, and so forth.
sodales each divus had a flamen. It is probable
that iXiQjlainen was not one of the sodales. Special
priests were assigned also to some of the divce.
11. State priests of municipal cults.
There
Avere also, in addition to the collegia and sodalitates that have been discussed, some minor State
These were organized to take care
priesthoods.
of the sacred rites belonging to certain Latin communities that had been absorbed by Rome. The

—

—

incumbents were Roman citizens. The ceremonies
took place sometimes in Rome, sometimes at the

The list consists of
original seat of the worship.
the following : sacerdotes Cabcnses (Caba), sacerdotes Cceninenses (Caenina), Albani (Alba Longa),
'
Tiberius, Germanicus, Drusus, Claudius.
2 This
point seems established by a recent art., 'The Date of
the Arch of Titus,' by D. McFadyen, in Classical Journal, xi.

[1915] 140.
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sacerdotes Lanuvini (Lanuvium), srtcerdotes Laurentes Lavinates (Laviniuni ami Laurentnin), sacerdotes Snciniani (SuciniaV),^ sacerdotes Tusculani
(Tnsculiim).
In the municipalities thronghout the Empire
there were, besides tlie local priests, sacerdotes

on those in

publici modelled

Rome

:

puntijices,

augnres, and for tlie iniiii-rial cult fiamivcs as well
as the organizations of the seviri Atnfust(des.
More important than any of these municipal
priests

was

tiie

provincial

priest, sacerdos'^ pro-

who was elected by the provincial assembly,
generally for a year, and who was the chief priest

vincice,

of the imperial cult in the province or group of
provinces to which he belonged.
12. Haruspices.
Altliough the h/iriispires never
became State i)viests, they played a part of considerable importance in Roman religion from the
time of the war with Hannibal.* They were of
Etruscan origin, and the field of their activities
was threefold (1) the scrutiny of the extci of
sacrificial victims, (2) the explanation of portents,
and (3) the interpretation of lightning. None of

these

was new

in

Roman

of the exta of victims

regular

Roman

Examination
religion.
was made by members of the

priesthoods, portents were cared

by the pontifices, and the interpretation of
lightning was included in the lore of the augures.
But the haruspices supplemented the work of the
Roman priesthoods, and along many lines showed
a degree of specialization and an elaboration of
detail which went far beyond that attained by the
for

Roman priests e.g., the examination
by Roman priests was not intended
;

than to determine whether the god

of the exta*
to do more
to whom the

otiering was made M'as propitious or not, but the
haruspices, by means of a complicated system, one
element in which was the charting of the liver in
sixteen difierent parts,* claimed to read not simply
the mind of one god on the subject, but the secrets
In dealing with a portent they
of the future.
undertook to show what its meaning was. Their
science of lightning transcended in detail and complexity that of the augures. The division of the
liver into sixteen parts is obviously to be connected
with the division of the iieavens into sixteen
regions upon which their interpretation of light-

ning was largely based.

The science of the haruspices was traditional in
the noble families of Etruria, and so important
was it considered by the Romans that in the 2nd
cent, before Christ they took measures to assure
its continuance in the chief cities of that country.
For the haruspices whom the senate consulted were
Distinct from
regularly brought from Etruria.
them were the haruspices who resided in Rome,
and who were of two classes ( 1 ) those attached to
the service of officials and forming the ordo haruspicxtm LX,^ and (2) private harusjnces resorted to
by citizens for advice on domestic problems. The
status of these, especially the latter, was distinctly
inferior to that of the haruspices summoned from
:

Etruria.

Recent researches tend to show that the system
practised by the haruspices in the examination of
the exta is derived from Babj'lonia, and that its
use in Rome constitutes an important channel of
Oriental influence.
1 This i3 a
conjecture. No city of this name is known with
See J. Toutain, in
have existed in Latium.
Daremberg-Saglio, iv. 948.
2 In the East called
in
the
West
sacerdos (in the
apxitpevi,
three Gauls and elsewhere), or jlainen (Spain, Oallia Narbonencertainty to

sis,

Africa, etc.).

There is no satisfactor}- evidence of the Roman Government
having called in haruspices at an earlier date.
• While the term includes all the
large internal organs, the
science of the harxispices dealt chiefly with the liver.
A bronze liver, found at Piacenza, shows this division.
The earliest reference to this ordo ia an inscription belonging to the end of the Republic (C/i vi. 32439).
i*

•^

i*

—
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(Ugro- Finnish)

J.

Laing,

PRIEST, PRIESTHOOD
The

among

priests

(Ugro-Finni.^li).—
the Ugro-I'"iniiish people did not

form a separate social class. Their importance in
tlie community, generally speaking, was evident

only at the sacrificial feasts. The otlice of jiriest
was regarded as an honour, and usually brought
no remuneration. We can best study the observance of the pagan sacrilice in the home among the
Votyaks, who retain the relics of a sacrificial feast
observed in the old native hut {kurda). Here the
father of the family was the natural sacrificial
That dignity descended to his eldest son,
priest.
and, in the absence of male lawful issue, to the
nearest male relative. Besides the family sacrifice,
we find a tribal sacrifice held in common by several
families in a tribal hut called a 'great hut'

{budzim kuala). These sacrifices were performed
by a descendant of the progenitor of the tribe an

—

eldest son,

if poi?sible.

One and the same Votyak

thus belongs to two A;tfa/a-families, a smaller and
a larger.
Sacrifices were also offered in sacred groves.
Groves were dedicated both to underground spirits
i.e. the gieat men, princes, etc., of a community
and to great nature-gods. If a family, for some
reason or another usually when a great misfortune
had befallen them dedicated a grove to some
great man who was dead, it was deemed right that
the sacrifices should be continued in that group by
When the priestly office did not
his posterity.
pass by inheritance, a priest was chosen from
conamon^ the members of the family or tribe in a
cerned.
Nature-gods might be worshipped
grove set apart by one particular village community,
or in a common sacrificial place belonging to a

—
—

—

—

—

of communities sometimes as many as
For both, sacrificial priests were
twenty-five.
chosen. As a condition of appointment, the priest
was required to have the respect of the community
and also to be skilled in prayer. Often the sacri-

number

ficial prie.st

remained

in office all his life.

When

several animals were to be sacrificed at
the same time, as many priests took i)art in the
In the
service as there were animals ottered.
groves used by several communities the service
was usually performed by the priests of the larger
towns or villages of the district. When several
priests took part in the service, the people occasionally called the oldest among them the great priest' ;
and his duty was to supervise the small priests
The most
in the discharge of their functions.
general appellation for a priest M'as old man.'
He had always one or more colleagues, to whom
special duties in connexion with the sacrifices
were entrusted. When an individual wished to
'

'

'

'

sacrifice in the grove of his village, he summoned
the priest to hold a service for him. The seer
could also sometimes appoint the priest to make
the sacrifice.
In earlier times, when shamanism prevailed, it
was the duty of the shaman to attend to the sacrifices.
The shaman priest was held in very high
esteem among his people. It was said, e.g., of the
.

.
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Lapps that they always gave the shaman the best
seat in the house, set before him the daintiest
viands, and presented him with valuable gifts indeed, sometimes they even paid tribute to him and
his opinion and advice Mere alwaj^s higlily esteemed.
It is uncertain whether the UgTo- Finnish priest
wore a special sacrificial robe. It is known that
he had to wash before every service, and to put on
a new, or at least a perfectly clean and, if possible,
;

;

white robe. Fasting before the sacrifice may also
have been customary. Women, as a rule, could
not take part in the sacrificial service, and were

deemed unworthy
LiTERATDRB.

of the priestly office.
A. Castrdn, Nordische Iteisen und Forsch-

— M.

Suomen suvun

ungen, i.-v., Petrograd, 1853-62; J. Krohn,
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laisten uskonto, Porvoo, 1914-15
HOLMBERG.
runojen xiskonto, do. 1915.
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;
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PRIMITIVE METHODISTS.— See Methodism.

(2) On the other hand, when we talk about the
'principle' of the steam-engine or of the electric

we mean

the truth which gives the explanaPrinciple is here the formal
of a fact.
At the same
in
case
while
this
time,
principle means a scientific
premiss for logical explanation, the use of the term
is not wholly dissimilar from that which it has
in the previous instance.
By a principle is here
meant the ultimate and simple truth which stands
at the beginning of our explanation. Again, the
fact expressed in our ultimate premiss is held to be
the actual cause of the phenomena explained.
(3) Principles of conduct stand on a somewhat
different footing.
They are generalized rules of
good conduct which form the logical starting-point
when we deliberate upon the rightness and wrongness of a particular action.
man of principle
(cf. Carlyle, Cromwell, speech iv.) is one whose
conduct is regulated by the agreement of his projected acts with the general laws of moral action.
By a man of good principle we mean little more,
for it is assumed that, when a man regulates his
conduct by testing its agreement with general
maxims, he employs maxims which are morally

motor,

tion of their working.

and not the material cause

A

'

'

PRIMOGENITURE.— See

In-

First-born,

heritance.

PRINCIPLE.— I.
'

Philosophical.—The

word

principle,' reproducing the h&tin principium, is a

Greek philosophical term dpxvThis term designated two very ditterent kinds of
translation of the

— principles

of knowledge and principles of
This double
Aristotle, Met. 995''7).
application of the term runs through English philosophical literature. Not only the axioms of logic
Law of Contradiction
to which
e.g., the
Aristotle refers in the passage cited, but the fundamental truths of any body of doctrine are called
its principles (cf. the title of the work Principles
of Mathemntics, by B. Russell). Sometimes by a
'
redundancy of expression these are called first
principles' e.g., in Herbert Spencer's work of that

facts

reality

(cf.

—

—

—

name.
Again, anything fundamental in the nature of
things may be called a principle. Thus, when T. H.
of
the spiritual principle in nature,'
or B. Jowett, translating Plato (Dialogues^, Oxford,

Green talks

'

1875, iv. 229), mentions a principle which is above
sensation,' they refer to a real existent.
principle in the sense of a principle of reality
may be conceived of either as a cause or as a constituent.
It is in the latter sense that water is the
principle of all things in the philosophy of Thales.
But, even when a principle is conceived of as a
constituent, other things are usually supposed to
be in some way causally dependent on it.
To be fundamental is the essential notion of a
If we ask.
principle, of whatever sort that be.
'

A

How

fundamental

the
?, the answer is, Logically
that M'hich comes first in the order of
whether
we
are
the
nature
explanation,
explaining
of a demonstration or the nature of a concrete fact.
Thus, if the principle of the universe is spiritual,
it is the existence of spirit that
explains all other
facts.
On the other hand, the principles of
morality are the truths about moral relations on
principle

;

is

which depend all our explanations of particular
moral phenomena (cf. T. Fowler, The Principles
of Morals).
2.
Popular.
'Principle' has various popular
significations which are directly derivative from

—

the

dift'ei-ent

(1)

We

philosophical uses of the term.

constantly

speak

the

of

'poisonous
in substances,
that
is the
concrete
which
meaning by
something
source or origin of the definite character which
these things possess.
These are not far removed
from such more philosophical expressions as the
vital principle
or the
spiritual principle in
nature.
'

principle

'

or

'

bitter

'

'

principle

'

'

'

A man of no principle is one whose
conduct is not regulated by being compared by him
with a moral law. Regard for principle in politics
is strictly analogous to what it is in the case of
morals.
It means the regulation of action by
noting its agreement with a general rule which
has been established as a law of social well-being,
without taking into account the immediate advantages which the infringement of that rule might
'

excellent.

'

bring.

—

LiTERATDRB. T. H. GrecH, Prolegomena to Ethics, Oxford,
H. Driesch, The Hist, and Theory of Vitalism, London,
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;
;

G. R. T. Ross.

PRISCILLIANISM.— The

Priscillianists or
sect charged with

were a heretical
Manichsean and Gnostic opinions, which made its
under
this name in Spain towards the
appearance
end of the 4th cent., and, after exercising considerable influence in S.W. Europe, was confined within
ever narrower limits until it disappeared after a
history of about two centuries.
The sect took its name from Priscillian, its
reputed founder, but it is very doubtful whether
he is justly made responsible for the views which
were held by his followers. Tli^ conditions of this
problem have been altered since the discovery in
1885 and the publication by G. Schepss of the
The other primary
extant works of Priscillian.
authorities are very scanty (a letter of Ambrose, a
notice in Jerome, and a reference in Pacatus), but
they support rather than contradict the evidence
to be drawn from Priscillian himself, by which the
witness of secondary authorities must be conPriscillians

trolled.

Priscillian was a layman of good family, of fair
education, and of considerable wealth, born probably at Merida, in Lusitania, shortly before the
middle of the 4th century. He was attracted by
that wide-spread movement of thought which
found approval and safety when it went to the
extreme of monasticism, but was exposed to the
dangerous hostility of the ecclesiastical authorities
when it gave itself to the cultivation of piety and
an austere life apart from and not without criticism of the ottices and officers of the Church. S.W.

Europe had many groups of ascetically disposed
Christians, known in some quarters as 'Ab-

who nourished their faith not only on
the canonical Scriptures but also on apocryphal
writings, such as the Acts of Andrew, of Thomas,
and of John. In these it is probable that Manich-

stinentes,'

'

'

PRISCILLIANISM
aean ideas and ascetic practices found a common
root (see Babut, Prisculien et Priscillianisinc, !>.
231 ft".).
One of the earliest works of Priscillian,
the Nonaginta Canoncs in Pauli Epistolas, a series
of contents-headinf,'8 prefixed to groups of cognate
sections of the Epistles, shows him in general
with this movement, emphasizing those

sympathy

elements in St. Paul which look towards dualism
and asceticism (canons 33 and 57), the 'canial'
character of the Law (can. 77), and the virtue
of 'beata voluntaria paupertas' (can. 37).
The
first tendency of the movement was schismatic
rather than heretical, and the fact that it captured
several of the Spanish bishops e.g., Salvianus and
Instantius alarmed Idacius, bishop of Merida,
who, after consulting Pope Damasus on the matter,
summoned a synod at Saragossa for its considera-

—

—

tion (A.D. 380).^ No individuals were condemned
this synod, nor do its decisions and anathemas
contemplate errors in doctrine of any kind they

by

;

are concerned with practical matters such as fasting, the use of the Eucharist, and the frequenting
of conventicles.
Priscillian took up the cnallenge
thrown down by this synod, and, by accepting the
bishopric of Avila, at once put himself in the forefront of the movement, and entered the lists
against Idacius. Idacius proceeded to obtain from
the emperor Gratian a rescript condemning in
'
general terms
pseudo-episcopos et Manichseos,'
and authorizing tne expulsion of all heretics from
Spain. This he then applied to Priscillian in a
circular to other bishops in Spain, and also in a letter
to Ambrose.
Through the latter an unfavourable

was provided for Priscillian when he proceeded to Italy in company with the bishops
Salvianus and Instantius cum uxoribus,' to lay

reception

'

their case before

Damasus and Ambrose

in turn.
His Liber ad Damasum contains his apology, in
which he repudiates every kind of heresy, and
Damasus
especially that of the Manichaeans.
probably refused to interfere, but an appeal to the
with
success
met
better
the
emperor
rescript was
cancelled, and Priscillian returned to his diocese
:

in peace (382).

The next two years formed a period of great
and successful activity for Priscillian. Most of
his tracts (iv.-ix.) were now produced, and the
important de Fide et Apocryphis, in which the
note of independence

is

distinctly heard.

The quotations made by Priscillian supply valuable evidence
as to the pre-Hieronymian text of the Latin Bible.
Le texte
de Priscillien pr^sente tous les caracteres des textes
bibli(^ue
"italiens": il semble former la transition entre ces textes du
ive sifecle et leur rejeton, le texte " africain de basse dpoque"
que nous retrouvons regnant ^ la fin du ve sifecle dans I'empire
des Vandales (S. Berger, Hist, de la VulgaU', Paris, 1893, p. 8).
'

'

The 'comma Johanneum'

(1

Jn

5'')

has what

is

probably

its

earliest witness in Priscillian, tract, i. (ed. Schepss, p. 6). The
Canons of Priscillian, often under the name of Peregrinus, and
possibly modified in some respects by him, had a considerable
vogue for several centuries in Provence and Spain (see Berger,
p. 26

ff.).

The

progress of the sect

Babut's words

may

be described in

:

The government supported them, their adversary Ithacius
was in flight, their influence was extending. The triumph of
the spiritual and ascetic reform might well appear to them
'

assured

'

(p. 167).

The

swift disaster which overtook Priscillian
and the whole movement was closely connected
with the successful revolt of Maximus and the fall
and death of Gratian. Ithacius (bishop of Ossonoba) had fled to Treves, and there claimed the
assistance of Maximus in suppressing the
Manichaean heresy in Spain.
Maximus seized the
opportunity of acquiring credit for orthodoxy.
'

'

There was another possible motive in the wealth
of the
first
1

'

reputed to be veiy great. Tlie
step was to summon a synod at Bordeaux,
heretics,'

See Mansi, Sacrontm Conciliorum Collectio, iii. 635; Prisnemo e nostris reus factus tenetur,
Sev. Chron. ii. 47. 1.
;

cilliani, ed. Schepss, p. 35

nemo accusatus' Sulp.
VOL. X.^22

'
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before which Priscillian and Instantius were arraigned as prisoners. To the charge of heresy was
added that of gross immorality and the practice of
magic. According to Sulpicius, who Ls probably
folloM'ing the Apology of Ithacius, Priscillian
refused to plead, and appealed to the emperor.
Condemned by the synod, the accused were transferred to Treves. There Priscillian, though still a
bishop, was put to the torture, and the confessions

from him were sufticient to condemn
him then and ever since. Ambrose happened to
be in Treves on an embas.sy at the time, and was
so indignant at the s{)ectacle of bishops demanding
so extorteil

the death of anotiier bishop that he refused to

communicate with Idacius and

Ithacius,

and was

dismissed from Treves in consequence (Ambrose,
Ep. xxiv. 12). Having received from Maximus
permission to proceed to a capital sentence, Evodius
the prefect ordered Priscillian and his companions
to be beheaded, and thus they perished
Priscillian,
two of the clergy, Armenius and Felicissimus,
Latronianus, a poet, and Euchrocia, the widow of
Delphidius, the first heretics to be sent to the
scaffold by the Church.
The execution of Priscillian was followed first by
a reaction and then by a counter-reaction. The
horror which was felt throughout the Church was
marked by the indignant protests of St. Martin of
Tours, the excommunication by a Spanish synod
of Ithacius, the forced resignation of his bi-shopric
by Idacius, and the sentence of exile pronounced
upon both bishops by Theodosius. On the other
hand, Latinius Pacatus pronounced a panegyric on
the victims in the presence of the emperor their
remains were removed with all honour to Spain,

—

;

and

names were

inscribed on many sacrathere as martyrs. In Galicia the
clergy and the people were almost wholly adherent
to the movement.
Of the counter-reaction which followed we have
no satisfactory record, beyond that which is indirectly given in the accounts of Priscillian and
his followers which were circulated by Orosius and
Turribius, and the judgment, probably based on
Councils
Orosius, which was passed by Augustine.
held at Toledo (400 and 447) and at Braga (448 and
563) successively dealt with the Priscillianists.
After the latter date they disappear. Isolated and
persecuted, it is likely that they fell into heresy of
the Manichaean or Gnostic type, but the evidence
on which the movement in its early stage is labelled
with either of these names is precarious. Much
turns on the authenticity of a quotation from
Priscillian given by Orosius (Commonitorium, 2
their

mental

lists

\_CSEL xviii. 153]). Its genuineness has been taken
for granted by most writers, and is maintained by
Kiinstle and Lezius but the searching criticism to
which it has been subjected by Babut (p. 279 AT.)
All the other
lays it under serious suspicion.
;

—

evidence points in the other direction the silence
of the synod of Saragossa, the express and repeated
statements of Priscillian himself, the cautious
judgment of Jerome, the protest of Ambrose, and
the championship of St. Martin. The case was
soon found to be weak, and the evidence of Priscillian himself turned against him by the assertion
that he held and taught the duty of perjuring oneself in order to conceal dangerous views.
This
Augustine believed of him on the authority of
which
is
of
one
the
who,
Dictinnius,
authority
having left the Priscillians and been reconciled to
the Church, was seeking to demonstrate the completeness of his conversion.
LiTERATURK.— i. SovuCES.—PrisciUxani quae supersunt,

ed.

Vienna, 18S9 Jerome, de Vir. III. 121;
Sulpicius Severus, Chronica, ii. 46-51 (see J. Bernays, Die
Chronik des Sulpicius Severus, Berlin, 1861) Orosius, Com-

G. Schepss

(CSEL xviii.),

;

;

monitorium (CSEL
ii.

xviii.).

Cp.ittcism.—C. Schepss, Priscillian, Wurzburg, 1SS6

;
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A. Hilg-enfeld,

The sentence pronounced in 1630 upon Archbishop Leighton's
and divine, for writing against Prelac)- in

;

father, a ph\sician

liaa. fill

terms no more extravagant and not less honest than those
employed by his accusers against Presbytery, was an extreme
instance, in degree, but not in kind. It ran as follows (1) to
be twice publicly whipped, (2) to be pilloried in Cheapside, (3)
to have an ear cut off, (4) to have the nose slit. (5) to have both
cheeks branded with the letters *S.S.' ('Sower ol Sedition'),
(6) to pay £10,000, and (7) to be imprisoned for Ule.

;

C. A. Scott.
PRISONS. The one essential quality of every
prison, ancient, mediaeval, and modern, for untried
and for convicted prisoners, for those confined for
a fixed period or for life, a dungeon of the Inquisition or a modern establishment conducted on the

:

—

most humane and enlightened principles, is that it
a place of detention, where the inmates are
deprived of that personal liberty and volition
which men and women, civilized and uncivilized,
have risked life itself, in all ages of the world, to
is

secure.

The

vital

importance of this obvious fact

is

generally ignored even by experts. Edmund F.
du Cane, chairman of the Prison Commissioners
for England and Wales, an eminent authority on
prison history and management, wrote in a description of Elmira

State

Reformatory

in

New York

:

'The prisoners enjoy a luxurious dietary, and many indulgences are granted to induce them to worlt, so that the penal
element of a sentence of imprisonment is entirelj' absent.
If du Cane had opened the prison doors, he would
iiave found that a cage is a cage, although the
bars are gilded ; not one inmate of luxurious
Elmira, however miserable his circumstances

To be under
outside, would have remained.
ocular inspection every hour of every day (doorknockers are unknown, but there are peep-holes in
every cell door) to be compelled, in strict obedience to printed rules and verbal orders and on pain
of punishment, day after day, month after month,
year after year, to rise up and sit down, to eat,
;

sleep, speak, listen, Avork, walk, read, write, and
receive letters and visits, even from wife and
children, at the will of another such treatment,
if long continued, permanently unfits a human
being for membership of a free community ; and
all this in the most depressing surroundings
eating, day after day, the same kind of food,

—

—

wearing the same clothes, seeing the same official
or degraded people, and doing, without substantial
remuneration and for the benefit of others, the same
uninteresting tasks. It is more than difficult, it is
impossible, for a free man to realize what it means
to be distinguished not by a name but by a
number; to be lost to the outside world, audits
news and activities, nature's sights and sounds

excluded with perverse ingenuity ; to be deprived
of all social intercourse or family life, receiving no
acts of kindness and unable to do any.
A convict (the kind of man that the newspapers, the novelists, and the playwriglits make copy of as a hardened ruffian ')
burst into tears when a prison visitor suddenly shook hands
'

with him.
I beg your pardon, sir,' said the man,
has shaken hands with me for ten years.'
'

With

'

but nobody

and self-reliance
diminishing day by day, no wonder there come
initiative,

self-respect,

the prison look, sullen, apathetic, or furtive, like
a hunted animal, and the prison manner, half
no Avonder that the
abject and half defiant
released prisoner finds himself unfit to work, if
indeed he can get anybody to employ him. Disqualified for re-absorption in the community, a
useless macliine, and a social alien, he turns to
drink and vice to droAvn and divert his misery,
and drifts through crime back again into prison.
John Howard's State of Prisons in England and
Wales, with an Account of some Foreign Prisons
and Hospitals was published at Warrington in
1777, but until early in the 19th cent, the treatment of criminals and the punishment of crime by
Church and State had scarcely a point of contact
with Christianity or civilization it was not even
consistent with the instincts of ordinary humanity.

How

long old ideas survive may be inferred from
Children Act of 1908. By sections 102 and 103 of
that great statute it is solemnly enacted that, in
Great Britain and Ireland, no cliUd (a child is
defined as a person under the age of 14 years)
shall be imprisoned or sent to penal servitude
or the gallows.
England obtained a Court of
Criminal Appeal in 1907. But in Scotland, while
a question of property of trifling value, tried in
the civil courts, may be the subject of two, in
some cases three, appeals, there is as yet, except
in a case of conviction for habitual criminality, no
appeal from the verdict of a jury, disposing, in
the criminal courts, of a citizen's life or liberty.
For the system, the trail of which still impedes
prison reform, a false tlieological view was partly
responsible, along with an inadequate estimate of
the sacredness of life and liberty. Lunacy and
criminality were looked upon as works of the
devil, to be exorcized by death, starvation, fetters,
or the lash. That the State, by its own shameful
neglect and its iniquitous laws, was itself largely
responsible, along with the cynical indiflerence of
the community, for both crime and lunacy was an
idea as new as that insanitary conditions, i>erniitted by the State, were the chief cause of
disease.
Original sin was an easy explanation of
all abnormal conduct.
So thought Mr. and Mrs.
in
Nicholas Nickleby.
Squeers
'"That young Pitcher has had a fever." "No," exclaimed
Mr. Squeers, " damn that boy, he's always at something of that
tlie

" Never was such a
sort."
boy I do believe," said Mrs. Squeers,
" whatever he has is
always catching too. I say it's obstinacj',
and nothing shall ever convince me that it isn't. I'd beat it
out of him " (ch. vii. ).
'

Neither the pictures of Hogarth nor

argu-

ajipointment of chaplains, the erection of sanitary
prison buildings, the classification of prisoners, the
separation of tlie sexes, and^ihe appointment of
female warders for female prisoners. Yet, writing
James Neild, who followed in HoAvard's

in 1812,

footsteps, said
'

:

The great reformation produced by Howard was merely

Prisons are relapsing into their former horrid
temporary'. .
state of privation, filthiness, severity and neglect' (State of the
Prisoners in England, Scotland and Wales, London, 1812).
.

.

The movements for tlie amendment of the criminal law and the reform of prisons dated from the
American and French Revolutions and they were
both connected with the growth of democratic ideas
and institutions.
;

The importance

;

;

tlie

ments of Jeremy Bentham, neither the disclosures
of John Howard, Mrs. Fry, and Thomas Fowell
Buxton nor the eloquence of Samuel Romilly had
much practical etiect till the reform of Parliament
in 1832.
In the beginning of the 1 9th cent. Acts
Mere passed abolishing gaol fees, ordering the

and the

interest,

of

the

subject,

its

human

which it presents
There is no more difficult

difficulties

cannot be exaggerated.
question, unless it be the labour question, the
housing of the people, or the liquor question, Avith
all of Avhieh the subject of crime is vitally connected.
Unfortunately, most critics of present
methods are purely destructive. Some ignore the
responsibility of the community, and others seem
blind to the large share played by poverty and
unemployment, drink, gambling, and vice in the
production of crime. The index to du Cane's Punish-

ment and Prevention of Crime (London, 1885) does
not contain the word 'poverty' or the Avord
drink
and J. Devon's original and interesting
'

'

;
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study, The Criminal and the Coinrn unit tj (London,
The subject
1912), breathes a spirit of despair.
has been canvassed at national and international
in
the
United
and,
congresses
Kingdom, it has
been considered by Government Commissions,
;

and departmental, whose reports have rea large numl)er of valuable Acts of
Parliament and prison regulations, each one advancing more and more in the direction of the
treatment of prisoners as human beings, and not
as things.
Under these .statutes and regulations

royal
sulted in

the penal side of prison life has been diminished,
and the reformative side increased, not, as sometimes ignorantly asserted, to gratify a sentimental
humanitarianism, but in the best interests of the
community, outside and inside the prison. Reformation is cheap at any i>rice. It is a moderate
estimate that a thief costs the community £150 a
It is significant that in
year, while at liberty.
no single instance has there been any return to

former

less

Two hundred

humane methods.

years

ago, Montesquieu wrote
As freedom advances, the severity of the penal law decreases
:

'

(Esprit des

lots, Paris,

1833, bk. vi. ch.

'

i.x.).

While prisons should not be beds of roses, neither
should they be torture-chambers.
Experts have written on prisons and prison
reform in every European language. Ex-convicts
have described their experiences, with little value
for the cause of prison reform, including aristocrats
like Lord William Nevill, members of parliament
like Michael Davitt, financiers like Jabez Balfour,
ladies of fashion like Mrs. Maybrick, and literary
men like Oscar Wilde. No subject is more in
favour with the novel writer it is staged by the
playwright and discussed on the platform, in the
Too often the case for
pulpit, and in the press.
reform is jnejudiced by gross exaggeration. As in
Oscar Wilde's powerful Ballad of Beading Gaol
(London, 1898), pictures are drawn which depend
for their point on hardships and cruelties no longer
anywhere to be found. It is of little practical
benefit to denounce present-day administrators.
The question is one of system it can be solved
only by experiment on a large scale and over a
prolonged period ; and such experiments are being
carried on by governments, by communities, and
by individuals in the United Kingdom, the United
States, and many Eiiropean countries.
Happily
for the future, many prison problems will solve
themselves, by the diminution and ultimate disappearance of persons requiring penal treatment,
through the gradual removal of the chief causes of
;

;

crime, namelj',

(a)

unemployment and

irregular

employment, with attendant idleness, the formation of bad habits, lack of energy, and starvation
(6) drunkenness, one of the chief causes of poverty
and crime, and likewise one of their most common
and dehumanizing concomitants and effects and
(c) the failure to seclude the mentally deficient,
the habitual drunkard, and the habitual criminal,
so as to prevent the
perpetuation of a degenerate
It is no exaggeration to say that the greater
race.
portion of crime in this country is due to economic,
rather than to directly moral, causes.
I. Past and present-day prisons.— Boyvn
to the beginning of the 19th cent, the time-honoured
methods of dealing wth criminals made the question of prisons and prison-management of small
Prisons were places in
practical importance.
which the accused awaited trial and the condemned
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pillory, the stocks, and branding, (e) compensation
payable to the injured or fines ])ayable to the
Under the Jews,
State, and (/) compulsory exile.

Greeks, and Romans, as also among the Saxons
and Germans, the chief and usual punishment of
crime consisted in the enforcement of compensaFor this rational procedure
tion to the injured.
the feudal barons and the Church of the Middle
Ages substituted imprisonment, torture, mutilation,

and death.

degrees, partly through the writings of men
like Cesare Beccaria in Italy and Jeremy Bentham
in England, partly because a greater value came to

By

be put on

human

life,

and partly through the

necessities of colonization, while the judges continued to pass capital sentences for trifling as well
as serious offences, the executive, especially in the
case of young offenders, frequently remitted the
extreme penalty. People may be better than their

creed ; and legislators and administrators have
often been more humane than the laws which they
enacted and executed.
Tiiese causes led to the system of transportation,
which was introduced in the reign of Charles ii.
Criminals whose death-sentences were commuted
were sent to the American colonies, along with
those who were directly sentenced to transportation.

The

old system, thus modified by transportation,
till the loss of the American colonies in
hulks,' were established
1776, when ships, called
for convicts in the Thames, and at Port.smouth

continued

'

and Chatham. The first hulk was opened in 1778,
and the system was not finally abandoned till
1857.
Concurrently with the hulks a fresh field
for transportation was found, in 1787, in the
Australian colonies. In 1834, 4920 convicts were
transported to W. Australia. The system of
transportation continued till 1867, when the last
batch of convicts sent to any British colony was
prevented by the colonists from landing in W.

Australia. Both systems, tran.sportation and the
hulks, were attended with misery, cruelty, disease, and loss of life, avoidable and unavoidable.
In the hulks the inmates were herded together in
'

unchecked

Vice, profaneness, and demoralization prevailed (du Cane, Chambers's EncyIt appears that
clopcedia, s.v. 'Prisons,' viii. 418).
about a fourth of the deaths in the hulks were due
to a deadly, but preventable, malady called hulk
fever.' Transportation was condemned in a Government report of 1838 in these terms :
The s.ystem of transportation is unequal, without terrors to
association.'

'

'

the criminal class, corrupting to both convict and colonist, and
very expensive (quoted by du Cane, The Punishment and Prevention of Crime, London, 1885, p. 139X
'

;

;

The old plan of getting rid of
a\yaited execution.
crime was to get rid of the criminal, as distinguished from the modem endeavour to reform him
and to prevent crime by stopping the manufacture
of criminals.
This is obvious from a bare enumeration of the methods
formerly in use (a) capital
punishment, (6) mutilation, (c) flogging, {d) the
:

Yet, in view of the importance of emigration for
those in danger of falling into crime, it is important
to remember that many transported con^-icts, in
new surroundings, away from old companions and
temptations, and freed from poverty and idleness,
became industrious and respectable citizens, and
that some of their descendants overseas now occupy
responsible positions in Church and State.
The next phase, concurrent for a time with the
maintenance of transportation and the hulks, was
the cellular prison and convict settlement, with
the accompaniment either of solitary confinement
by night and day or of solitary confinement by
night and association at work and at meals during
the day, but in both cases with silence by day and
by night. It is doubtful Avhether England, Italy,
or the United States is entitled to the credit or
discredit of the origination of the cellular system,

which had been aSvocated by John Howard as
early as 1776, always, however, with the accompaniment of work, instruction, and moral and
religions influences.
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The cellular system, so far as involving isolation
at night and continuous silence while the prisoners
are in association, still remains in almost universal
use in all European countries. But in the United
Kingdom the accompaniment of solitary confinement during the day, except as a punishment for
oflences committed in prison, was abandoned in
it has
1899 for prisoners with short sentences
also been abandoned in Scotland in the case of
convicts, and reduced in England in 1910 to one
month. So far as the present buildings and surrounding ground will allow, the prisoners work,
eat, and exercise in association, but in silence.
The various kinds
I. Kinds of modern prisons.
of prisons which, in the United Kingdom, have
superseded the single prison of the past may be
divided into seven classes but it is not meant
that there is any hard and fast distinction, so far as
buildings are concerned.
(a) Local prisons, for those sentenced to not
nioie than two years' confinement, are vested in
and managed by three bodies of Prison Commissioners for England, Scotland, and Ireland respectThere had
ively, created by the Act of 1878.
been great waste of money, and also, except in a
few cases of exceptional local interest and intelligence, great abuses, due to want of any uniform
system of treatment, to inhumane or incompetent
officials, to antiquated and inadequate buildings,
and to the existence of a large number of small
and unnecessary prisons. The differences in prison
treatment were so great that criminals were known
to select for their operations the locality of the
gaol with soft beds, generous diet, and lax rules.
;

—

;

The Prison Commissioners have always been
hampered by want of funds in introducing humane
and reformative methods they have done much
to minimize the disastrous effects of prison life,
and their annual reports do not disguise their dissatisfaction with much that is done, and much that
These
is left undone, under their administration.
reports show a progressive realization of the compatibility of humane and reformative treatment
;

with good discipline.
(b) Convict settlements, for prisoners sentenced
'
to what is called penal servitude (first introduced
in Great Britain by the Penal Servitude Act of
1853), that is to say, any period of imprisonment
from three years up to a lire sentence. There are
three periods in a convict's sentence: (1) the first
month, when he works alone in his cell, (2) the
remainder of his period of detention, during which
he works in association with other convicts, but in
silence, and (3) the balance of his sentence, when
he is outside on a ticket-of-leave, liable to be reapprehended if he fails to report himself or breaks
any of the other conditions of his licence. Penal
servitude involves so much more food and so much
more open-air work, in association with .others and
not in solitary confinement, that many old hands
prefer a sentence of three years' penal servitude (to
be served in a convict settlement, such as Dartmoor
in England, where the convicts are employed reclaiming ground and in farm-work, or at Peterhead
in Scotland, where they quarry granite and build
a harbour) to one of imprisonment for two years in
'

'

'

an ordinary prison.
Comparative statistics of criminal offences and
criminals require to be dealt with cautiously, and
with intimate knowledge of the whole field, if one
age or one country is to be fairly and accurately
compared with another. The comparison between
transportation and the hulks, on the one hand,
and penal servitude, on the other, is not a complete
one but, subject to all deductions, it is encouraging that, whereas in the days of transportation
there were, in 1837 (when the population of
England and Wales was some 15,000,000), about
;

50,000 convicts, in the colonies or at home in the
hulks, in 1869 the total number of convicts under
sentence of penal servitude was only 11,660, of
whom 9900 were men and 1760 women. This
number under penal servitude was reduced in 1891
to 4978 (4654 men and 324 women), and in 1903 to
2799 (2669 men and 130 women).
Taking local
prisons and convict settlements together, it seems
to be established that of first offenders about
three-fourths never return, while of those convicted
for the third time about three-fourths re-appear as
prisoners in local prisons or convict settlements.
(c) Preventive detention prisons, or departments
of prisons, established under the Prevention of
Crimes Act of 1908 for convicts who have received
a sentence of penal servitude, and who have also
been proved to have been 'habitual criminals 'at
the time the offence was committed, engaged in
no occupation except that of crime. These are the
recidivistes
of France, the
revolvers of the
United States. The period of preventive detention,
which begins when the sentence of penal servitude
ends, instead of being unlimited, as it ought to be
and as was proposed in the original bill, is limited
to a maximum of ten years.
In the discretion of
the Prison Commissioners the convict may have to
serve the full period of preventive detention named
in the sentence or he may be liberated at any time
on probation. This useful Act requires amendment, because the old hands,' when out of prison,
even while truly pursuing a life of crime, take care
to do just as much work as will make it impossible
to convict them, under the definition in the statute,
of being 'habitual criminals.'
(d) Criyninal inebriate prisons, established under
the Criminal Inebriates Act of 1898, to which
habitual drunkards, falling into crime, may be
sent for lengthened periods.
It was recognized
that the short sentences usually inflicted on the
habitual drunkard were worse than useless, and
that to send a man or a woman to gaol for a day,
a week, or a month on, say, their 200th appear'

'

'

'

'

ance

is to

make a laughing-stock of

legal proceaure.

Such short sentences, while long enough to rehabilitate the drunkard for further excess, are too
short to afford any opportunity for his or her per-

manent reform. Hitherto the results of the treatment in criminal inebriate prisons as a reforming
agency have been disappointing. Legislation is
wanted to enable these mstitutions to deal with
criminals whose offences are, directly connected
with drink, but whose moral sense is not so ob-

make reform practically impossible.
unreforniable habitual drunkard must be shut

literated as to

The
up

for

life.

Criminal lunatic prisons, where prisoners
convicted of crime, who were insane at the time
the offence was committed, or when they were tried,
(e)

who become insane in prison, are confined
during His Majesty's pleasure.' When deemed
advisable by the Home Office or Secretary for
Scotland, an inmate may be transferred to an ordinary lunatic asylum. On complete recovery from
insanity, he may be handed over to his relatives,
under proper precautions and guarantees.
Borstal institutions, established under the
(/)
Prevention of Crimes Act of 1908, pt. i., for persons
or
'

'

'

Du Cane says that most
16 and 23.
habitual criminals have begun their malpractices
before 20 years of age, and 60 per cent under 15
between

Juvenile Criminals).
Beformatories for boys and girls under 16,
convicted of crime, to be detained for not less than
three or more than five years, of which there are
38 in England, 7 in Scotland, and 2 in Ireland (see
art. Juvenile Criminals).
2. Differences between the prisons of the past
and the prisons of the present in the United King(see art.
(<7)
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— Ownership and administration ofiwisons.
— The possession,
or assumption, of judicial powers,
dom.

(a)

and the use of dungeons attached to their castles
and monasteries, formed one of the chief sources of
the power of the landed classes, titled and untitled,
and of the Church in the Middle Ages. After
imprisonment by private persons was rendered
illegal, there came the system of small prisons,
which, while inadequately inspected by Government oflicials, belonged to, and were maintained
and managed by, local bodies. In 1818, in 59 of
the 518 prisons in the United Kingdom women
were not divided from men, and in 445 there was
no work of any kind for the prisoners to do. Some
of these prisons were described as scenes of abandoned wickedness. In 1813 Mrs. Fry, on her first
visit to Newgate, found 300 women, tried and untried, with their children, crowded together, in rags
and dirt, and with nothing but the floor, without
bedding, to sleep on. Tiie Act of 1878 already
referred to, which vested all prisons in Prison Commissioners appointed by the Crown, efi'ected large
savings in cost as well as improvement in the
buildings and treatment, without sacrificing the
benefit of local inspection.

—

Prison management. A writer (M. F. Johnston) in the Fortnightly Review, new ser., Ixix.
[1901] 560, says
(b)

:

'

The improvements which have been effected in recent years
in prison management are of so radical a nature that they
practically amount to a change of attitude towards the offender.
... It has come to be recognised that hardships imposed for
the sake of the suffering they entaU do not act as a cure. They
rather tend to brutalise the subject, and serve to intensify the
anti-social instincts which led him, in the first instance, to raise
his hand against his fellow-men.'

The

old class of official and prison administrator
not unnaturally, in view of his training, considered
only what would maintain perfect prison discipline,
and was not influenced by the fact that, wiiile
flogging and the black hole undoubtedly crushed
the prisoner into sullen and revengeful submission,
these methods rendered him unfit, on release, to
be re-absorbed into the decent part of the community. From every relaxation of the last century the old-time official has prophesied disasters,
which have in no case occurred. He did so when
the black hole
it was proposed that the use of
should cease, with the crank (denounced by Charles
Reade in It is Never too Late to Mend) and the
that windows should be increased in
treadmill
size and dim glass removed so that at least the
sky, if not the earth, might be visible when an
'

'

'

'

;

;

was made to substitute for oakum-picking
when flogging
interesting and educative work
ceased, except for mutiny or gross violence on
warders, and then only when authorized by a
visiting magistrate or a Prison Commissioner
when work in association was introduced when
eftbrt

;

;

;

were started when, instead of everything
being done to weaken the family tie (perhaps the
only remaining motive for reform), prisoners were
allowed to have their children's photographs in
their cells when a little bit of mirror, to promote
tidiness, was fastened into the walls of their cells
libraries

;

;

;

when it was proposed to lay wooden floors over
the miserably cold cement of which cell floors are
constructed when Swedish drill for women and
ordinary drill for men were introduced, instead of, or
in supplement to, the weary pacing round a circle in
the prison-yard when work in the flelds was tried in
connexion with local prisons ; when a variety of food
was substituted for the eternal skilly ; when good
conduct marks, carrying a money value, were
introduced ; when magic-lantern lectures, which
have been found a valuable aid to discipline, were
first started.
It is only fair to say that he has, in
most cases, admitted that his fears were unfounded
to his amazement he has found that discipline can
;

;

'

'

;
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be maintained better by the stimulus of moderate
rewards, judiciously given, than by the deterrence
of the most severe punishment. In 1868, in English
there were 61,000 ordinary punishments ;
prisons,
in 1884, under the so-called
humanitarian
methods, the numbers had fallen to 37,000 a
figure which has been since steadily reduced.
Convicts on whom the terrors of the lash or the
dark cell produce no eflect will stop their bad
behaviour if they know that perseverance will
deprive them of the magic-lantern lecture or cut
ott' tiie right, recently conferred
upon them, of
spending a small portion of their earnings on
The old class of
margarine or confectionery.
official still clings to the stereotyped prison in
or near towns and within high walls, although he
lias to admit that reformatories for juvenile and
Borstals for juvenile-adult criminals, not to speak
of such startlingly successful experiments as George
Montagu's Little Commonwealth in England, are
conducted successfully in the country, without liigh
'

'

—

walls, and with only a manageaole number of
attempts to escape.
Prison management is in the hands of the

following

officials

:

Governor and matron.
uniform all over the country
(1)

— Prison

rules

are

but the humanity
and reasonableness of their execution depend on
the head of the prison the executive st-^'if" take
their tone from him or her more than from the
Prison Commissioners or from the chaplain or
medical officer. No absolute rule can be laid down
for the selection of governors and matrons.
Admirable appointments have been made by promotion from the rank of warders ; in other cases conspicuous success has been achieved by governors
who have been in the army or in civil life, and by
matrons who have had experience and acquired
fitness in other employments, such as nursing.
The modern governor and matron are as efficient
in the routine part of their work, and they are
more ready to make allowances for special weakness, mental and physical, and more anxious to
secure the prisoners a fair chance for well-doing
For the difficult duties of a
after their release.
governor or matron there are wanted a keen intelligence, shrewd judgment of character, a personal
knowledge of the social conditions of the masses
of the people, and a sympathetic heart.
In 1814 the legislature made the
(2) Chaplain.
appointment of prison chaplains compulsory.
Previously, and for some time after 1814, their
chief work consisted in ministering to the prisoners
under sentence of death and attending them to the
Till 1868 that spectacle continued to
scattbld.
be a public disgrace, denounced by Dickens, but
successfully upheld by Samuel Johnson.
;

;

—

'Tj-burn itself,' Johnson said, 'is not safe from the fury of
innovation.
The old method was most satisfactory to all
The public was gratified by a procession and the
criminal was supported by it. Why is it all to be swept away ?
(quoted by du Cane, Punishment and Prevention of Crime,
.

parties.

.

.

;

'

p. 22).

Nowadays the right kind of chaplain becomes
the prisoners' friend, and keeps in touch with
them after their release. Realizing acutely the
share of responsibility of the community for their
undoing and misdoing, he is at the same time fully
The
alive to the prisoners' own share of blame.
present writer knows a convict settlement where
nominally Protestant convicts have entered themselves as Roman Catholics in order to have the
The
services of a particularly friendly priest.
chaplain, Protestant or Catholic, is not readily
His disappointgullible, as the public believe.
ments do not arise from the prisoner's insincerity,
but from his weakness of will, his want of friends,
and the temptations which the State licenses or
Prison-eflected reformation may be quite
permits.
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genuine at the time but it is generally too tender
a plant to stand the storm of temptation. Chapshort terms,
lains nsed to be appointed for life
which may be renewed, undertaken by local
clergymen, are now found to secure greater freshThe chaplain has in many cases the superness.
vision of the educational work of the prison and
of the library, and he organizes prison lectures.
More money is spent on education and the prison
Education does not make
library than formerly.
men and women moral or religious, but it prevents
;

;

them from becoming

In prisons persons
criminal.
of good education are almost as unknown as total
abstainers. Tlie library is one of the few things
in a prison which preserve a prisoner's individualIn Mountjoy Prison in Dublin the writer
ity.
Avas told that Dickens is the favourite author

among the men, and Annie SM'an among
women.

the

—

The prison doctor's most
(3) Medical officer.
important duty used to be to certify, in cases of
hanging, that life was extinct, and, in cases of
Now
flogging, to see that death did not ensue.
his observations of the mental condition of a man
charged with murder may determine whether the
accused is fully responsible and can be held to
account as a normal human being, or whether, as
to a certain extent mentally defective, he may
have '..Lt crime, if proved, treated as one of manslaughter or culpable homicide and not of murder,
or whether he is in such a mental condition that
he is incapable of instructing a defence and must
be committed to a criminal lunatic asylum. Every
prisoner is seen at short intervals by the doctor,
inside or outside the prison hospital the doctor,
particularly under Scotch administration, has a free
;

hand in the increase or decrease of the prisoner's
and in regulating his work moreover, he soon

diet

;

acquires marvellous skill in detecting malingerers.
Prison doctors have opportunities of studying

medico-legal questions of scientific and practical
importance, including the proportion of prisoners
who have been from birth, or whose habits have
made them, mentally and morally defective a
question which has an obvious bearing on punitive
as well as reformative treatment.
(4) Warders, male and female.
'The officer who has charge of prisoners has such power, tor

—

—

good or

many

evil,

I do not think there are
Nor are there many in which

over his fellow-men, that

positions

more

responsible.

the officer is exposed to more temptation to neglect his dut}',
or abuse his trust' (du Cane, quoted by W. Tallack, Penological
and Preventive Principles'^, London, 1896, p. 278).

.
.
It is to this organized eflfort of charity and goodwill, which
has been specially directed with increasing force during recent
the visitation and after care of prisoners, that the
yearly improvement of our criminal records, especially with
regard to the young offender, is due (p. 21).
.

3'ears to

'

Devon writes

:

'The visits to prisoners on the part of people from outside
are of great benefit ; anything is that helps to break the
monotony of the day, and give opportunity for conversation.
They must have preserved many from desperation, and even
insanity. They do something to keep up self-respect and to
show the prisoner that he is not considered an outcast, impossible of redemption' (p. 237).
As to prison lectures, 'anything
that prevents prisoners from sinking into apathy, from broodon
incidents
the
that
petty
go to make up their lives in
ing
prison, from beating against the bars of their cage, is bene•

ficial

(p. 241).

—

Prison work.
The provision of work in
prisons, which is a cardinal principle in the Prisons
Act of 1898, is attended with great difficulties, if
it is to be (1) sufficiently interesting to preserve
(6)

the prisoner's humanity, (2) educative, (3) remunerative, or at least not productive of loss, (4) not
competitive with philanthropic institutions, like
blind asylums, and (5) not hostile to trade union
rules and the legitimate interests of free labour.
In connexion with the present European War, the
writer has noticed with what increased industry,
and even enthusiasm, work of a patriotic kind has
been done by prisoners, toiling extra hours without
remuneration other than the much-esteemed privilege of having the war news of the day read to
them.
In connexion with prisoners working in association, the question of classification presents great

An

efibrt is made to keep so-called
'
first oftenders separate from so-called hardened
'
criminals.' But in many cases the first ofi'ender's
act of fraud, or assault, is not his first offence, but
only the first case which has been reported to the
police or in which there was evidence to convict ;
and there are so-called hardened criminals,' more
difficulties.

'

'

'

'

sinned against than sinning, whose moral nature
is by no means totally depraved.
It is a widespread and pernicious delusion that an assault
implies normal quarrelsomeness or brutality, and
that an indecent attack implies normally ungovernable lust ; in both cases, apart from any question
of provocation, the disgraceful conduct which has
converted a respectable citizen into a felon may be
the diiect result of drink taken to such an extent
(which may be far short of drunkenness ') as to
destroy self-respect and respect for the rights of
'

others.

,

The

The difficult question of the universal enforcement of silence among ordinary prisoners in our

of repression

local prisons

warders' daily routine, spent in an atmosphere
and degradation, is not favourable to
the development of human sympathy ; but in the
general case no complaint can be made of the fairness of their treatment of prisoners. Instances of
favouritism are due rather to the good conduct of
the prisoners favoured than to any improper preference. As in lunatic asylums, cruel treatment
by prison officers, which cannot be entirely prevented even under the best system of selection and
supervision, is associated almost invariably with

grievous provocation. Attempts in prison to commit suicide, which are seldom successful, are the
fault of the system, not of those who administer it.
It was not till the Act of
(5) Prison visitors.
1899 that lady visitors were ordered for all local
Reliprisons where there are female prisoners.
gious and philanthropic visitors, who ought in all
cases to have a special knowledge of the conditions
of the classes from which prisoners come, are now

—

welcomed to

local prisons,

under suitable regula-

tions.

The English Prison Commissioners' report for 1915 heartil3'
endorses the praise bestowed on ministers of religion, lady
visitors, aid societies, workers, secular and religious, who work
day by day with patience and undiminished hope, for the rescue
and reinstatement of the criminal of both sexes, and of all ages.
'

and convict settlements remains

for
difliculty consists in reconciling in practice the two principles, It is not good
Evil communications
for man to be alone,' and
corrupt good manners.' In this important respect

consideration.

The

'

'

our prisons and convict settlements are more
dehumanizing than transportation and the hulks
in old days or than modern Siberian and Turkish
But, then, it is said that suppression and
prisons.
not supervision

is

necessary, because conversation,

however carefully regulated, is unavoidably subversive of discipline, and prisoners would abuse the
if not for the concoction of plans of
escape, at all events for corrupting communications about past and future villainies expressed in

privilege,

blasphemous and obscene lani^uage. The difficulties are admitted, but the rule might be relaxed
in the case of well-conducted prisoners, furnished
with the ordinary material for carrying on decent
conversation, by access to newspapers as well as
books after the day's work is over, as is done with
good results at Borstals, among female convicts in

England, and

among male

convicts undergoing

preventive detention. The hardships as well as
the pernicious efl'ects of the present system are
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much felt that the writer knows at least one
governor wiio, when dealing with prisoners' marks,
does not count those bad marks which have been
caused by a jirisoner passing a harmless observaso

tion to his neigiibour.
It is riglit to add, in regard to prison

manage-

ment

generally, tliat no prison administrators,
unless the most old-fivsliioned, are satisfied with the

present system and its results. Therein lies the
hope of the future.
If
Societies.
(7) Disc/uirgcd Prisoners' Aid
efforts to reform are to be of permanent avail, the
prisoner must, before release, be gradually prepared for approaching freedom, and must also, on
leaving the prison, have work found for him and
be otherwise befriended. More might be done in
both directions, even under the jjresent system.
It is not enough to allow the prisoners to grow
their hair of a normal length for a few weeks
Additional relaxations would
before their release.
not be abused, because abuse would mean forfeiture of gratuity and of the period of remission.
Opportunity is needed to overcome the shyness
and nervousness and the reluctance to face the
world which prolonged seclusion produces.
An Act of 1792, enlarged by the Gaol Act of
1823, made provision for discharged prisoners out
In 1802 the first Discharged
of public funds.

—

Prisoners'

Aid Society,

'

The Hampshire

Society,'

Others followed ; but it was not
1862 that these societies obtained statutory
Since 1887 every prison of any
recognition.
size has had a Discharged Prisoners' Aid Society
working in connexion with it. In 1898 the Prison
Commissioners issued schemes for the guidance
of these societies, containing provisions as to
funds
and when, in 1899,
grants in aid to their

was founded.

till

;

lady visitors were appointed to all local prisons
containing female prisoners, this was stated to be
with the special object of aiding in the reformation
of the prisoners and finding employment for them.
In 1000, 39,413 discharged prisoners passed through
the hands of 62 Aid Societies, of whom 2000 were
found unworthy and 1100 refused assistance. These
societies are doing admirable work despite inadequate funds and an insufficient number of voluntary
helpers.

—

The modern
(c) Prisoners icith special privileges.
prison contains two classes of inmates who should
not be confined in the same building as those convicted of actual crime, namely (1) untried prisoners,
who are entitled to furnish their own rooms, wear
their own clothes, provide their own food, cany on
correspondence with persons outside, and receive
visits from their friends, and (2) debtors (now,
happily, under

modern

legislation,

few in number),

who have somewhat

similar privileges.
In the
case of convicted prisoners in good health there is
little respect of persons, in either accommodation,
It w^as not so in former
food, dress, or work.
days. Just as, in mediaeval warfare, all officers
if
were,
possible, captured alive, that they might
be made a source of profit to the captors, so imprisonment was then used as a means of obtaining
what would now be called blackmail but was then
known as ransom. In old days the wind was
tempered in many ways to the 'woolly lamb, clerical and secular.
The so-called benefit of clergy
was gieatly abused ; but, on the whole, like the
right of sanctuary, it acted beneficially for the
'
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more humane. Sometimes it was more than
humane, if we can judge from Archbishop Bliss's
Constitutions (dated in 1357)

:

'

They are so deliciously fed in prison that the prison, intended
for a punishment for their crimes, Is turned into a refreshment
and delicious solace, and they are pampered in their vices by
ease and such inducements.'

Prisoners in modern prisons who tvere abold prisons. These are long-sentence
Long sentences were originally the outprisoners.
come of the false theological view of sin already
referred to.
But it does not follow that prolong^
{d)

sent

from

—

imprisonments must cease. Under totally different
conditions, they will continue in the case of the
reformable, until the offender has shown that he
may be released with safety to the interests of his
In the case of tho.se who have
fellow-citizens.
been proved, by repeated and prolonged trials, to
be unreformable imprisonment for life will be
substituted for the present absurd system, under
which a prisoner, who has shown after a short
period that he may safely be released, has to be
maintained in prison, and his family in the poorhouse, at the public expense to the end of a fixed
sentence ; and a prisoner is released at the end of
a fixed sentence, even although he openly boasts
that he means, on liberation, to resume his Ishmaelitish trade, his hand against everj' man.
(e) Prisoners in old prisons tvho are not to be
found in modern prisons. (1) Children convicted
or untried.
For centuries prisons were nurseries
of crime.
Children, some of them born and

—

brought up in prison, were sent, for trilling offences,
In
to the gallows, to Botany Bay, or to pri.son.
prison they became accustomed to the prison
to
and
left
it
and
indifferent
it,
they
atmosphere
gaol-birds,' with the prison-brand on them figurThe estabatively, and in some cases literally.
lishment of industrial schools for children under
14 ill danger of falling into crime, and of reformatories for children under 16 who had been convicted
of crime, and the marked success of these establishments had gradually reduced the number of
children in our prisons.
But, as already pointed
out, it was not till the passing of the Cnildren
Act in 1908 tliat it was declared illegal to send any
boy or girl under 14 in any circumstances to prison ;
'

and it was provided by the same statute that no
sentence of imprisonment, except in a very limited
class of cases, could be imposed on any offender
under

16.

Debtors. Literature has made great use of
the abuses connected in old days ^^ith debtors'
(2)

England. The whole iniquitous system was terminated by the Abolition of
Imprisonment for Debt Act, 1880. The number
now imprisoned for debt is negligible. They consist, in England, of debtors who are able to pay,
but will not, and, in Scotland, of debtors for CroAvn
taxes and for aliment, these cases forming exceptions in the English and Scottish statutes abolishing imprisonment for debt in the two countries.
In England it
(3) Prisoners waiting for trial.
used to happen that the king's judges would not
vi.sit the place of trial for several years, during
which prisoners languished in prisons, usually of
the most insanitary kind, and their families, being
deprived of their bread-winners, starved. Now, if
a prisoner is not tried within a short time after
pri-sons, especially in

community, for it preserved the only cultured class
from the brutal treatment to which secular persons
were exposed. But for the benefit of clergy and
the riglit of sanctuary, both history and literature
would be poorer. The mediseval Church rivalled

apprehension, he is entitled to release.
(4) Prisoners acquitted of the offences for which
they had been apprehended, but unable to pay the
and
gaoler's fees, which were alwaysextortionate,
often illegal.
Now all gaolers' fees are abolished,
and instant and unconditional liberation follows a

the State's brutal treatment of all prisonere,
lay or
charged with heresy but its treatment of
non-heretical prisoners was, on the whole, much

verdict of acquittal.
as distinr/tiished from
(/) Security of modern
old prisons.— In former times the facility of escape

clerical,

;
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from prison lielped to explain some of the practices
mistakenly quoted in evidence of our ancestors'
brutality.

Nowadays the

safety of the

community

can be attained without taking away the criminal's
life or mutilating him by blinding or by cutting
off a limb, and, at the same time, punishment can
be inflicted by imprisonment in place of the old
sentences of flogging, the pillory, the stocks, or
branding either on the hand or on the face, as
the statute of William III. passed in 1699, ordered.
It was attempted to attain security by confinement in subterranean chambers, like the pits of
Jeremiah and Joseph, and Daniel's den, or by thick
walls, small and heavily-stanchioned windows,
high above the ground, ponderous doors, and
weighted fetters. It is now achieved by properly
constructed buildings, constant personal superOur ancestors should
vision, and reliable warders.
not be blamed for practices which were forced upon

—

,

them by

necessity.
(g) Hygienic conditions.

—

Until the 19th cent,
these were bad, beyond our power to realize. The
inmates were starved, housed in a manner inconsistent with health and with decency, and they
were in the absolute power, constantly abused, of
keepers of brutal habits. In Henry Brinklow's
Complaynt of Boderyck Mors, written about 1542,
the monastic author says
:

a pytyful abuse for presoners. Oh Lord God, their
too bad for hoggys, and as for their meate, it is evyl
lodging
inough for doggys, and yet, the Lord knoweth, they have not
inough thereof (ed. J. M. Cowper, Early English Text Society,
•

I see also
is

'

1

London,

1874, p. 27).

In the third edition of his great book, published
in 1784, John Howard says
Many, who went in healthy, are in a few months changed
to emaciated dejected objects. Some are seen pining under
"
diseases,
sick, and in prison," expiring on the floors, m loathsome cells, of pestilential fevers and the confluent smallpox
:

'

'

(p. 4).

Gaol fever was one of the commonest as well as
most deadly maladies.
Lord Bacon (quoted by du Cane, p. 43) spoke of ' the smell of
the gaol the most pernicious infection next to the plague.
When prisoners have been long and close and nastily kept,
whereof we have had in our times experience twice or thrice,
both judges that sat upon the trial, and numbers of them
that attended the business, or were present, sickened upon it
or died.'

Nowadays gaols are models of sanitation ;
prisoners are well fed the death-rate is below that
of the outside population ; and the old moral evils,
arising from the absence of separation between the
The outward reforms for
sexes, are unknown.
which John Howard and Elizabeth Fiy and their
;

coadjutors worked have been thoroughly accomplished, and the crying abuses, physical and moral,

which they denounced have been removed.

Great

attention has been paid to the cleansing of the
outside of the cup and platter. But whether the
proportion of prisoners who leave our prisons more
inclined and better fitted to lead law-abiding lives
than when they entered is greater or smaller than
under the brutal systems of the pa.st is by no means
so clear.
Dickens exaggerated the disastrous
effects of the separate cell, and, since his day, it
has been ameliorated by good libraries, the friendly
visits of the chaplains and prison visitors, and in
other ways, but it still remains true that in their

modern

prisons, with all their
vast cost, their perfect discipline, and the good
intentions and endeavours of the Prison Commissioners and the officials who manage them, are
little better than whited sepulchres.
The modern defini(h) Reformatory methods.
tion of punishment by imprisonment is founded on
the idea (1) of discipline so severe as to act as a
deterrent, and (2) of such reformatory influences
as religious and moral teaching, and good example
and training in self-control, promoted by offering
advantages to industry and good conduct, as well

dehumanizing

effect

—

However inas punishment for the reverse.
adequate this conception may be, it is at least a
great advance on old ideas and methods. At first
employed only for detention, imprisonment became
one of many methods of punishment, and, ultimately, the only method of punishment, except
hanging, flogging, and fining. What is said by
F. Pollock and F. W. Maitland applies to the
usages of all European countries
:

'

Imprisonment occurs in the Anglo-Saxon laws only as a
means of temporary security.
Imprisonment would have
been regarded in these old times as a useless punishment it
does not satisfy revenge, it keeps the criminal idle, and, do
what we may, it is costly (Hist, of English Law before
.

.

.

;

'

Edward I., Cambridge, 1898, i. 49).
H. de Bracton, who wrote in 1268, expressly states
that prisons were to confine and not to punish
:

'

'
Career ad continendos et non ad puniendos haberi debet
{de Legibus et Consuetudinibus Anglice, London, 1569, fol. 105).

Persons were often kept in prisons for lengthened
periods and even for life, not as a punishment, but
as a means of avoiding the prisoner's right to trial
or in order to compel payment of fines or ransom,
or to elicit testimony.
It mu.st not be supposed that the idea of deterrence, which, along with expiation, is at the root
of our modern system, was unknown in former
times.
Indeed, the principle of deterrence must
have a place, large or small, in every criminal
system and in all schemes of prison management.
But its importance is usually exaggerated. Tested
by the criminal records of all ages and in all
countries, even the most savage punishments are
conclusively proved inadequate either to stop the
supply of offenders or to turn criminals into lawabiding citizens. On crimes of passion deterrence
has not time to operate in cases of deliberate
crime the fear of detection and punishment only
makes the criminal more wary. The question in
the end must be. Are the results worth the expenditure, as our prisons, even the best of them,
are at present carried on, that is to say, under
a system so identified with exploded theories of
punishment that the reformative elements which
have been engrafted on to it do not have a fair
chance of success ? No doubt, persons who would
be dangerous to the State if at large are withdrawn
On the other
for periods more or less extended.
hand, thousands are housed, fed, clothed, and
doctored by the State who, if at large, would be
supporting themselves and their families, and
adding by their work to the productiveness and
wealth of the State. Some are benefited by good
influences under which they come in prison, but,
for one of these, there are scores who are brutalized
by prison life and who come out worse than they
went in. There are cases where, in their results,
notwithstanding the best endeavours of their
managers, our prisons may come under the condemnation pronounced by Mirabeau on the Old
a prison to propagate
Bicdtre, which he called
crime and a hospital to propagate disease,'
It may be said that these are grave statements
to be made by an administrator of the present
system ; but they are in accord with a growing
section of expert opinion.
;

'

It must be at once admitted,' writes A. G. F. Griffiths,
H.M. Inspector of Prisons, that the system of isolation has
produced no remarkable results. Solitary confinement has
'

'

.
.
neither conquered nor appreciably diminished crime.
Cloistered seclusion is an artificial condition quite at variance
with human instincts and habits, and the treatment, long
continued, has proved injurious to health, inducing mental
.

breakdown. A slow death may be defended indeed on moral
grounds if regeneration has been compassed, but it is only
another form of capital punishment' (EBr^^, s.v. 'Prison,'
xxii. 363).

In 1895 a Departmental Committee reported
The great, and, as we consider, the proved danger
'

:

of this

highly centralized system has been, and is, that, while much
attention has been given to organization, finance, order, health
of the prisoners, and prison statistics, the prisoners have been
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much aa a hopeless, or worthless, element of the
comnuinity, and the moral, as well as the legal, responsihility
vld to cease, when they
of the prison authorities has heen
passed outside the prison jjates. The satisfactory sanitary
conditions, the unbroiien ordtrlin.'^s of prison life, economy,
and hijfh organization are held anil justly held to prove good
administration. But tiie moral condition, in which a large
number of prisoners leave the prison, and the serious nunilier
of recommittals have led us to think that there is ample cause
(or a searching enquiry into the main features of prison
treated too

1

'

life

(p. 7).

II.

The PRisoy of the future.— The word
'

But in the criminal
prison is used in this title.
institutions of the future many of tlie features
associated with the word will be eliminated. In
the Children Act of 1908 places of detention (not
prisons') are, by sections 102, 106, and 108, to be
provided for certain classes of iuvenile offenders.
The criminal institutions of the future will be
*

'

'

'

places of detention and reformation for the rerormable, and places of detention for the unre-

But this can be done only by the
reconstruction, generally on new sites, of existing
which were built to carry out erroneous
prisons,
Instead of
ideas hj methods now discredited.
in the country, with ample ground
situated
being
inside the bounds for the erection of workshops as
occasion may demand, and ample ground outside
forraable.

for farm work and for exercise, existing prisons
the
are generally situated in or near towns
ground, originally insufficient, has been gradually
encroached upon for the erection of workshops and
other buildings to meet in some small measure the
demands of prison reformers and the only exercise
;

;

round and round a circle
marked by stones on the ground a ghastly
travesty, euphemistically referred to in an English
prison report as 'the prisoners enjoying exercise
in the open air.'
It is true that there are important respects in
which the prison of the future cannot hope to
possible

is

in Indian

—

file,

excel the prison of to-day. The large areas of
ground that will be required and the ampler

buildings will make the initial expense greater
than the continuance of the present system ; but
thereafter, when the reformative methods get a
fair chance to tell, the expense will rapidly lessen,
until the premises are used only to detain those

who, after repeated trials, have proved themselves
hopelessly unable to be at large with safety to the
community. The future prison Avill be less rather
than more secure against escape, although the
motives prompting escape will be materially
No ingenious devices will be employed
lessened.
to prevent the inmates catching even a passing
glimpse of earth and sky and sea but in cleanliness, heating, and ventilation its buildings cannot
improve on those at present in use. The prisoners
of the future will not work for the beneht of the
State, but for those whom they have defrauded
and for the support of their own wives and chilThere will be greater variety in food, but
dren.
there can be no possible advance on the quality of
the excellent, but unvarying, diet which at present
The prisoners' clothes may be rougher
prevails.
than the jiresent uniform, but they will not be
such as to prevent any man with a shadow of selfrespect from allowinj^ his wife and children to
visit him.
The discipline may be less mechanically
perfect, but it will not prevent such conversation
as is necessary to keep the inmates human, nor
will it be thought essential, in every ordinary
interview between husband and wife, to interpose
two sets of iron bars between the visitor and the
visited, with a warder sitting in the intervening
The discipline will not be lax, but it will
space.
alloAv some opportunity for the exercise of volition
and initiative, the complete stifling of which under
the present system renders prisoners on release
unfit to stand alone and fight their own battles.
;
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Generally speaking, discipline will be maintained
Even a
by just treatment and human kindness.
lion key will go farther after a carrot than when
driven by a stick.'
The essential difl'erence between the present
prison and the prison of the future may be thus
stated in tiie prison of to-day tiie system is not
wholly directed to detention and punishment, as
it was immediately before Howard's time, yet it is
primarily punitive and hardening, and only secondarily and remotely reformative, whereas, in the
prison of the future, the whole ellbrt will be
'

:

directed to secure that, when the offender is relejised (if he ever is released), he shall be at least
so far reformed as to make it safe that he should
return, under friendly supervision and help, to
be a free member of the community. Whatever

be the precise system, it must be based on the
comparatively modern discovery that a healthy
ojien-air life, interesting and educative work, and
wholesome moral and religious intluences are the
chief panaceas for human maladies
physical,
mental, and moral. A Dutch proverb was a

—

favourite of John Howard,
Make men diligent,
and you will make them honest.' Griffiths' wellknown epigram is subject to the qualifications to
which aliepigrams and generalizations are exposed
yet there is some foundation for his statement
that half the inmates of our prisons should never
be let out and the other half should never have
been let in.
There are certain classes of persons at present
forming part of our prison population who will not
be found in the prisons of the future, but in
'

;

separate establishments
(«) Persons accused of crime
:

either refused, or

who have been
who have been unable to find,

bail.

Persons for whose offences fines are deemed
and who are, under the present system,
sent to prison in default of payment. By recent
legislation time is now given for payment of fines,
and part payment of fines can be made, thereby
reducing pro tanto the period of imprisonment.
The result has been to lessen greatly the number
{b)

sufficient,

of prisoners of this class.

Such prisoners, whose

offences, generally speaking, are not crimes, but
only breaches of social discipline, are really detained for non-payment of debt and, so far as it
is necessary to deprive them of liberty, they ought
not to be kept in an ordinary prison, but in an
institution in which they could earn, by their
work, the balance of the fine imposed upon them,
without being branded for life as criminals.
These are now sent to
(c) Mental defectives.
prison because judges have to deal with all
;

criminals, except lunatics and imbeciles, on the
false basis (1) that they are normal, physically,
(2) that they have had,
mentally, and morally
and have made, a deliberate choice between good
;

and

and

(3) that they were in a normal
the act was done, the fact generthat
ally being
they were more or less under the
influence of drink, which, like other drags, can,
during the time of its operation, completely transform the most law-abiding disposition.
These
persons are unable, with the facilities and temptations authorized for them by the State at their
doors, and with their wretched surroundings, to
refrain from drink, and they are unfit to earn an
honest livelihood. The report of the Departmental
Committee of 1895 says

evil

condition

;

when

:

'Weak-minded persons spend their lives in circulating
between the prison, the asylum and the workhouse' (p. 34).
there is risk of injury to themselves or
others, they otight to be confined in asylums;
when there is neither homicidal nor suicidal

When

tendency, their proper place

is

in

farm colonies.
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where, while prevented from committing crime
and from perpetuating their degenerate stock,
they will be saved the needlessly rigorous treatment to which they are at present subjected.
Much in our present system contravenes the maxim
that all unnecessary pain is cruelty.'
(d) Those whose cases can be met by placing
them on probation under the supervision of probation officers, in accordance witli the Probation of
Offenders Act, 1907. This is known as conditional
in Massaliberty, on probation,' first introduced
chusetts, as distinguished from the conditional
liberation accorded to prisoners after serving part
'

'

'

'

of their sentences, but without any adequate provision for looking after them.
Although the

system has as yet been worked only imperfectly,
it has already saved this country large sums of
money, which would have been spent in maintaining offenders in prison and their families in poorhouses, and the country has had the benefit of the
The probation system
offenders' continued labour.
and sooner or
is capable of great developments
later the State will find it economical to employ,
and adequately remunerate, probation officers. If
people can be got to take charge of lunatics, it
should be possible, for adequate remuneration, to
pi'ovide for the guardianship, outside of prisons, of
criminals who are sane. In England, among those
who are known as juvenile-adults those between
the commitments fell from 12,178 in
16 and 21
1900 to 3663 in 1915. Before long all committals
to prison of persons under 21, when the offence is
trivial and the antecedents of the offender are
good, will be avoided by the extension of the
;

—

—

system of supervision.

who receive short sentences. The
(e) Those
Borstal Committee for Wakefield Prison, reporting
in 1915, state
There is not a single redeeming feature
:

'

in a short sentence.

It carries with it all the social stignia and industrial penalties
of imprisonment, with no commensurate gain to the offender,
or to the community. If there still survives in the minds of

administrators of justice the obsolete and exploded theory that
prison is essentiall3' a place for punishment— and for punishment alone for the expiation of offences in dehumanizing-,
senseless tasks, and arbitrary discipline, truly there could be
devised no more diabolical form of punishment than the short

—

'

sentence oft repeated {English Prison Commissioners' Rejjort
fvr 1915, p. 18).

Yet, in spite of such views, which represent the
opinion of all criminologists, there were in England,
in 1914, 1106 sentences of one day.
Whatever improvements may be effected in the
future in the system and methods employed to deal
with crime in prison and to reform the criminal
during detention there, to the extent at least of
making him on his release a safe member of society,
it must never be forgotten that these are merely
It is
palliatives to reduce the effects of a disease.
an undoubted fact that the present system and the
present methods have failed, and are failing, to
If it is also true that no
rid the country of crime.
effective system of reformation is compatible with
the conditions necessarily involved in imprisonment because effectual reformation, to be permanent, requires retention of individuality, and
retention of individuality involves innocent and

—

wholesome

social intercourse,

—

which

is

practically

impossible in prisons then the claim for preventive,
in preference to curative, measures becomes all the
more manifest and urgent.
There is much to be said for that view, and, if
it is sound, the main effort of the statesman and
the philanthropist must evidently be to go to the
fountain-head and to cut off' the supply.
Adopt, so far as possible, other means than imprisonment
The best economy of preventive
for the repression of crime.
and repressive effort must be that which reduces incarceration
'

.

.

.

to the lowest extent compatible with public security, and which
seeks its objects chiefly through influences to be applied outside
.
Even the best
.
the gates of jails, rather than within them.
.

prisons are in a certain sense evils. One of the chief aims of a
wise Penology is to devise means for advantageouslv and safely
dispensing with them (Tallack2, p. 299).
'

Every movement calculated

to improve the social

well-being of the people is a step to empty prisons
and convict settlements and to reduce and extinguish crime. So far as trivial offences go, it is
better not to punish at all than to send to prison.
If prisons are to be emptied and crime is to be
prevented, it must be done by the State securing
(1) that no citizen shall, without fault or physical
or mental feebleness on his part, be unable to earn
a continuous living wage for liimself and his family
(2) that every citizen shall be able to obtain such
housing and surroundings as shall make it possible
for him and his family to live decent law-abiding
lives; (3) that every child capable of education
shall receive an effacient physical, mental, and
moral training ; and (4) that, whether or not, in
the interests of personal, social, and national
efficiency, the sale of alcohol, like the sale of opium,
should be prohibited except for medicinal use, the
existing temptations to use alcohol either in
moderation or in excess such temptations being
often found at the maximum where the power of
resistance is at the minimum shall be ended.
An eminent criminologist has said
The immense majority of cases that pass through our Courts
;

—

—

:

'

arise out of sheer need, or wretched education and surroundings, and would disappear with the establishment of decent
social conditions' (Edward Carpenter, Prisons, Police, and

Punishment, London,

1905, p.

5).

Judges have often declared, as the result of long
and varied experience in dealing with criminal
cases coming from all parts of the United Kingdom,
urban and rural, that but for the use of alcohol
(although not necessarily to excess in the ordinary
sense of the word) certain classes of crime would
cease to exist, and all classes of crime would be
greatly reduced.
If the State does its duty in these essential
particulars, the Christian Church will not be slow
to avail itself of the opportunity, which it has
never yet had, of bringing to bear the power of the
gospel of Christ, without the hindrances and pitfalls which at present, to so large an extent, render
nugatory the best efforts of religion and philanthropy. The present generation will not see it;
but the day will come when no member of any
civilized community will be able to say to any
judge what a criminal, young in years but old in
crime, once truthfullj' said, before sentence, to the
writer of this article,
My lord, I never had a
'

chance

'
!

Literature.— See the works cited throughout the

Charles

article.

Guthrie.
PRIVATE JUDGMENT.— 'Justification by
faith and the right of private judgment are the
two watchwords of the Keformation. Neither, of
course, was new, but each expressed an old truth
And what gave them their power
in a neAV way.
to open a new chapter in man's history came
through the personality of Luther, from whose
'

J.

'

'

faith burst forth as the destroyer of
Paul and Augustine had
hierarchical religion.
felt before him the same urgency towards the
assertion of the ultimate autonomy of the individual, but it remained for Lutlier to reap where
they had sown. Pfleiderer^ has expressed the
relationship of the three in the remark that

fiery soul

Augustine was a Romanized and Luther a Teutonwas a Christian

But Paul, in his turn,
ized Paul.
individualist partly Judaized and

partly Hellen-

ized.

The two tyrannies which

pressed on the re-

ligious man of the 16th cent, were those of the
practical system of religion controlled by the
hierarchy and of the scholasticism iq.v.) which had
1

Philosophy of Religion,

iii.

229.

PRIVATE JUDGMENT
been adajited from Aristotle to serve the theoemls of the Church's dogmatic system.

retical

The weight
these became more and more intolerable when tlie civil power allied itself with
of

hierarchy against all who claimed liberty to
judge for themselves in matters of religion. It is
true that in no century were there wanting men and
groups of men who to some extent sought to think
and speak with freedom. Tlie names of Abelard
iq.v.), Wyclif (q.v.), Roger Bacon, John of Goch,
John of Wesel, John Hus (see Hussites), Jerome
of Prague, and tlie Brethren of the Common Life
Moreover, the
iq.v.) will at once come to mind.
protagonists of another movement, mysticism [q.v.),
than
all others to
contributed perhaps even more
the formation of a deep subconscious belief in the
inherent right of the individual to formulate iiis
tlie

Of the preilecessors of the
religion for himself.
Reformation men like Hus and Savonarola assailed
current ecclesiastical practice ; John of Goch,
Gerson, and John of Wesel devoted themselves to
theological thought, while mystics such as Ruysbroek, Eckhart, Tauler, and Suso aimed directly
at transcending in individual experience all the
externals of religion, while treating these as convenient expressions of the independent life that

they lived immediately with God.
In Martin Luther {q.v.) these three streams ran
A student of St. Paul and Augustine,
into one.
he early became aware of the cleft between their
doctrine and the scholasticism which had trained
him. As an Augustinian he knew and practised
tiie austerities associated with the monastic life
in Rome he performed all the exercises appropriate
to pious pilgrims Tetzel with his indulgences set
the match to his latent zeal for reform. And
Tauler and the Theologia Geronanica taught him
what spiritual power mysticism could exercise.
The result of the three influences thus brought to
bear on him was the assertion of the Christian
principle of 'justification by faitli' a phrase
which was but a theological variant of the philo;

;

—

sophic principle of

ERE

'

the right of private judgment'

vii. 619).
(see
It is not in the realm of physics alone that the
law of the equality of action and reaction holds

which constitute history it
powerful hierarchy and an
authoritative dogmatic system had set themselves
in the Middle Ages to crush all spontaneity of
individual thought and practice which might seem
dangerous to the ecclesiastical system. Luther
thereupon did but give expression through his
In the forces
also asserts itself.

good.

A

forceful personality to the inevitable reaction for
which the minds of all in different degrees were
ready. And in doing this he builded more wisely
than he knew. The three factors which had gone
to make him what he was again separated when
his work was done.
One gave the principle that
lies explicitly or implicitly at the heart of all the
Churches of the West which are out of communion
with the pope, and is the source of the idea of the
democratic State. The second has been the fruitful mother of all later science and philosophy, and
has profoundly influenced theology. The third
reappears in the lives and writings of all subsequent

But

one and the same

Christian mystics.
the riglit of
principle that appears in all three
few words will suffice to
private judgment.'
set out the filiation.
I. Social polity.
The chief difference in the
conceptions of the basis of all social order which
ruled before and after Luther is that in the former
the individual was the passive recipient of rights
at the hand of the authority Avhich ruled him jure
divino in Church and State alike, while in the
latter he is their active creator.
Nor is the distinction more than obscured by the fact that to

A

—

it

is

—

'
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establish his rights he must co-operate wiili his
fellows, for such co-operation is only a means to
an end, and that end is tlie establislimeiit of the
pi'inciple tliat througli the right of private judgment alone man attains his proper good. In all

Protestant Churches and in all liberal States this
principle has now stormed out into reality.' It
13 true that it did not triumph all at once
that
Luther himself did not always give it its dominant
position that the substitution of the authority of
the Bible as the written Word of (iod has for three
centuries been every wliit as tyrannical in its
application as the older Inquisition {q.v.)', that
autocratic empires are but now l>eing got rid of at
the hands of democratic jieoples that the ideal of
a free Church in a free State is not fully actualized and that democracy is yet on its trial.
But
in spite of these short-comings the principle has so
far triumphed that a return to the medi;eval ideal
is to the modern mind unthinkable, and survives
only in relatively obscure coteries which are of
the nature of atavistic survivals in bodies under
the otherwise undisputed sway of the principle of
A people's oible,
the right of private judgment.
then, a reading people, a preaching ministry
these are characteristic of the modem Church.'
'

;

;

;

;

'

'

—

vote,' and 'manhood suffrage'
their civic equivalent.
Robert Browne's
Treatise of Reforrmition without tarying for cinie
(Middelburg, 1582) is can early land-mark of the
principle in English religion (see Brownism).
The hanging of two men at Bury St. Edmunds iii
1583 for circulating it was tlie counter-blow of the

'One man, one

form

government, which had assumed the opposite
The doctrine of the
principle of the papal court.
'
Manchester school
the theory of laissez faire,
laissez passer, in economics and politics which
from 1845 to 1875 dominated political thought
shows the extent to which the principle of private
judgment has swayed the minds of men.
2. Modern thought.
Though the free thought
of to-day Avas prepared for by events prior to
Luther, such as the invention of the printing-press,
the rediscovery of Greek, and the
of
opening up
the New World, yet to Luther still falls the
credit of bringing to its support the forces of reThe survival of mediaeval dogmatism in
ligion.
the churches of the New Learning only serves to
civil

'

—

—

—

show how much harder would have been the

progress of thought towards freedom had not Protestant Churches appeared to counteract the Catholic
reaction known as Jesuitry. Milton states the
case fairly when he says that it is a general maxim

of the Protestant religion that no man, no synod,
no session of men, though called the church, can
judge definitively the sense of scripture to another
man's conscience.'* Hence, where the right of
private judgment is explicitly maintained, heresy
13 impossible, and a trial for so-called heresy is at
bottom merely an action for breach of contract.
'

In the room or the inquisitor
master.

now

sits

the school-

his controversy with Luther on the
free will, asserted caustically that
Lutheranism flourishes the sciences perish.'*

Erasmus, in
question
'

where

of

This could hardly be maintained to-day, especially
of Luther's fatherland.
Rather should we have
to say that where Luther's principle of private
obtains
there
is
the door opened for the
judgment
full life of science and philosophy.
Not that
thought was inactive through the earlier period.
The great Schoolmen were no mean thinkers, but
The end of their
they thought in blinkers.
journey was prescribed at the start, and hence
And thought
free thought was denied them.
1

T. H. Green, Works^, iii. 285.
Power in Ecclesiastical Causes, p. 13.
Diatribe, p. 4.
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3
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which is not free runs the risk at least of not being
thought at all. It may under the guise of thought

—

the 'double truth' that of
philosophy and that of theology or rest in a delimitation of boundaries which is made by the
assertion that dogma is not contrary to reason,
but above reason. But the principle of the right
of private judgment cannot stop short of the demand that faith and reason,' religion and science,'
shall resolve their antinomies at the bar of reason
and extend the right of reason to autonomous
judgment over the whole domain of faith.
How far we have travelled along the road of
private judgment, and with what difficulty, may
be conveniently seen by comparing a declaration
The Congregation
of 1633 with another of 1900.
of Prelates and Cardinals ruled in the case of
Galilei that the doctrine that the earth is not the
centre of the universe, and is not immobile, but is
moved with a motion that is daily, is not only an
absurd proposition but false in philosophy, and
theologically considered at least erroneous in
On the other hand, Karl Pearson makes
faith.''
the assertion [Grammar of Science^, London, 1900,
and
p. 366), while deprecating its one-sidedness
exaggeration, that the chief motor of modem life
with all its really great achievements has been
sought and perhaps not unreasonably sought in
the individualistic instinct.' And, though this
instinct may need to be balanced by those of socialism and humanism, yet each of these, even while
striving to promote individual or national cooperation in the pl0.ce of competition, does so
avowedly in the interest of the highest good of the
deliver us over to

—

'

'

'

'

—

—

individual, of all individuals.
It

must not be assumed, however, that the right

judgment, when asserted, triumphed at
once or even in a short time. At first the civil
power stepped into the place of the papal, and
Where the individual appealed
adopted its spirit.
to the powerful (individual) spirit within him,
Luther would have none of it. Further, in politics
nothing was heard of save the good of the State,
The National Church sought
or the general -wefd.
to clothe itself with the autocracy of the rejected Roman Church little respect was paid at
first to the rights of individual persons or individual communities. This transition spirit persisted in philosophy until Descartes {q.v.), by
rejecting all authority and starting de novo from
the thinking Ego as the basis of all philosophy,
became the founder of all philosophy that is enWhile philosophies
titled to call itself modern.
are in conflict from- generation to generation, they
are agieed on one point, and that is, that the
appeal of all philosophy is in the end to reason
In
speaking through the individual thinker.
philosophy the right of private judgment is irreThe most striking proof of this is given
fragable.
indirectly by the long sway of the political theories
of Bentham and by his maxim that the end of
government is to ensure the greatest good of the
greatest number. Society exists to perfect the
individual, and, if the individual is called on from
time to time to sacrifice himself to society, it is
only that he may lind his life enriched by losing it.
This third element has not en3. Mysticism.
joyed in modern times the same popular vogue as
or
rationalism, and indeed it may be
empiricism
questioned whether it ought not to be regarded as
the inspirer of thought rather than as an independent and co-ordinate factor. In philosophy
indeed it has its definite exponents in More and
Cudworth. In religion it underlay Quakerism and
It
the Wesleyan and Evangelical movements.
of private

'

'

'^

emerges in literature in poets such as Wordsworth
and Shelley, and in writers such as Novalis, Amiel,
Emerson, Walt Whitman, and Coventry Patmore.
It inspires the pre-Raphaelites, and art-symbolists
of every sort, and Henri Bergson and the pi'agmaIt is paramount in thinkers
tist schools of tiiought.
like Schlegel (alike in his ironic stage and in his
later, where he treats the individual as insufficient
to himself, but progressing towards divinity), in
'
Schelling (especially in his fourth period '), in the
'
Scottish school,' which identified philosophy with
the observation of the facts of consciousness, in
Rousseau, in the Wolfenbiittel Fragments of
Reimarus, in Jacobi, and in Jacob Boehme.

Finally, it should be observed that private judgis properly or directly concerned not with
matter of fact but with values. The discussion of
matter of fact belongs to science, where private

ment

judgment has no legitimate place, but the values
of things, whether partial or ultimate, are values
for the individual.
Interest in them is personal,
and hence private judgment must in them assert
A good, to be a good to me, must be a
itself.
good for me. But this is not to say that my
private judgment is self-originated or self-sufficient.
The social whole and the activities of nature play
a large part in supjilying the content of that

1 See Karl von
Gebler, Galileo Galilei und die romisehe Curie,
Stuttgart, 1876, p. 398 f
2
Erdmann, Hist. 0/ Philosophy, ii. § 264, p. 6.
.

self-

consciousness of which private judgment is an
inevitable expression. The perfect correlation,
however, of the individual and the society remains
one of the gravest problems which man has yet to
solve.
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—

'

'

— Probabiliorism

is

a

The

principle niay be
stated thus the opinio m,inus tufa quce libertati
favet may be followed to the detriment of the

form of probabilism

(q.v.).

:

opinio tuta quce legi favet when the former is more
probable than the latter although it is not quite
certain, i.e. when the reasons and the scholars

militating in its favour have more weight than
those militating in favour of the opinio tuta.

There have always been probabiliorist casuists,
but probabiliorism was peculiarly in favour during
the first half of the 19th century. Among its defenders may be mentioned Thiels and BUluart.
Thiels wrote a treatise in which he refutes the
so-called reflex arguments upon which mainly the
artisans of simple probabilism rest, viz. (1) 'lex
S ubia non obligat,' (2) 'lex dubia invincibiliter
ignoratur,' (3) 'melior est conditio possidentis.'
BUluart, after severely condemning simple probabilism and equiprobabilism (q.v.), declared himself in favour of probabiliorism with the help of

arguments drawn from reason and from Pope
Alexander vill.'s condemnation of the following
non licet sequi opinionem probabiproposition
lissimam.' If we can follow the opinio probabilissima, which always implies a minimum of doubt,
'

:

follows, accoraing to him, that we can also
follow the simply probabilior opinio without the
doubt which it leaves in existence sufficing to
render it suspect. He demands, however, that the
reasons for probabiliority should be very genuine.
The resolutions of the assembly of the French
clergj' in 1900 also seem to him favourable to

it

PROBABILISM
In the matter of the sacraments
probabiliorism.
he leans towards tutiorism. During the second
half of the 19th cent, probabiliorism was gradually
forsaken. Gousset is inclined towards it, although
he does not debar probabiiism.
cannot include in the number of probabiliorists the theologians who demand probabiliority only in certain cases— e.^., when the doubtful law is a natural law, or a very important one
or those who, like Gury, demand it only ubi de
solo honesto agitus,' i.e. in order that an action

We

—

'

be thought honourable, not when it is simply
a question of licito vel illicito,' i.e. whether it is
permissible or not. The only purpose of this distinction between the honestum and the licitum
is to limit simple probabiiism in appearance, by
leaving consciences in reality free to adopt it.
The probabiliorists apply this principle only to
the question of law, not to that of fact. In theory,
we may follow the opinio minus tuta because it is
more probable than the opinio tuta, but in order
to make sure whether the concrete conditions,
under which alone the surplus of probability exists,
are realized or not, more than probabiliority is
needed, viz. certainty; e.g., the law forbids the
nevertheless the
eating of meat during Lent
contrary is more probable, viz. that in certain
circumstances I can eat meat even then from that
time I can admit in principle that in these circumstances I can eat meat during Lent ; I cannot,
however, do it in a given case unless I am absolutely sure that I am in these circumstances.

may

'

;

;

LiTERATDRB.

— Tbiels,

De

reHezis probabilismi principiis

C. R. Billuart, Summa S. Thonuz
discu^sio, Malines, 1844
hodiemis Academiarum moribus accommodata, seu ctirsus
theologice juoUa mentem divi Thomce, new ed., Paris and Lyons,
T. M. J. Gousset, Theologie morale^'^, Paris,
1837, vii. 407 ff.
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PROBABILISM.—

By probabiiism is signified
the moral system according to which, when there
are divergent views as to the lawfulness of an
which solid arguments may be
advanced, then, provided the lawfulness be alone
action, for each of

we are under no obligation to follow
the more probable of the two views, but are equally
in question,

adopt either course.

free to

the teaching of all theologians that no one
may do any action which he is not sure is right.
If a man acts with a doubtful conscience
not
knowing whether the thing he is doing is right
or wrong that alone suffices to make his action
for it proves that he is willing to do it
sinful
even though it should be •wrong. He is deliberately
exposing himself to the risk of committing a sin.
And to expose oneself to the risk of sinning
mortally is by common consent a mortal sin. Yet
in the conduct of life cases are constantly arising
in which we are uncertain whether a given course
is forbidden or not.
The problem, then, is to
determine the conditions in which, notwithstanding
this uncertainty, a man may act as though no prohibition existed, with full assurance that his action
The various moral systems,
is morally right.
tutiorism (or rigorism), probabiliorism, equiprobabilism (qq.v.), probabiiism, and laxism give the
diflerent answers to the question. Since immediate
and direct certainty as to the lawfulness of the
act is not to be had, each system appeals to some
principle of morals to provide the required assurance. In this connexion these are termed principles
It is

—

—

;

of reflex certainty or,
ciples.'
In all

occasionally,

'reflex prin-

the cases which we are considering there
said to be, on the one hand, a probable
opinion
in favour of the law, and, on the other, a
probable
opinion in favour of liberty, the respective probais
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bility of the opinions being determined according
to the weight of the reasons which can be advanced
on either side. In order to avoid miscunceptions
it seems desirable here to call attention to the fact
that the meaning of the word 'probable' in theology diflers somewhat from tliat now commonly
attached to it. In the present sense of the term
a thing is said to be probable only when it can
claim a greater likelihood than the other alternatives.
These are not said to be probable at all.
Moreover, the idea suggested is in many minds
linked up with the mathematical theory of proba-

chance-happenings). In theology, on
the other hand, the word is used in its etymological
An opinion is probable which commends
sense.
itself to the mind by weighty reasons as being very
possibly true. The idea of chance is altogether
absent.
Confining our attention, then, to the
three systems which alone can Ije said to have had
any actual importance in the theological schools,
the probabiliorist theologians hold that we are free
to follow the opinion in favour of liberty w hen and
only when it is the more probable of the two.
According to the equiprobabilists, in order that
we may take this course it is necessary that the
two opinions should have at least an equal degree
of probability.
The probabilist system teaches
that, should thei-e be a solid reason to suppose the
action not prohibited, then we are free to follow
that opinion, even though the reasons on the other
side are more weighty, provided that the difference
is not such as to render the existence of the law
bilities (i.e.

not merely probable, but morally certain.
Before giving the arguments on which the system
based, it will be well briefly to explain two points
of importance: (1) what con.stitutes solid probability, and (2) the limits within which the system
of probabiiism is applicable.
(1) An opinion is said to possess intrinsic probability when the grounds on which it is based are
such as to have serious weight with men of competent judgment. Moreover, the grounds must be
such as to retain their value even in face of the
reasons which can be adduced on the other side.
By this it is not meant that they must be equally
cogent. But they must be such that the opponent
arguments do not render them nugatory. When
the arguments on the two sides are drawn from
diflerent, and even from disparate, considerations,
it will often be the case that those advanced for
the less probable cause are in no sense invalidated
by those which support the more probable. Extrinsic probability is that which belongs to an
opinion by reason of the authorities who can be
cited for it.
Ordinarily speaking, it is held that,
if five or six writers or recognized weight in the
theological school can be reckoned as independently
supporting a view, that view may be safely followed.
The condition that the authorities quoted must be
theologians of real weight is to be noted. An
opinion does not acquire extrinsic probability
because it is found in a few works which at one
time or another have enjoyed some popularity.
is

(2)

There are certain

well-defined

spheres of

human activity in Avhich probabiiism has no place.
If we are under obligation to ensure the validity
some act, it would be altogether unlawful to
adopt means which will only probably be efficaIn such
cious, should a safer course be open to us.
a case we are bound to take the surest means at
our disposal. Thus, probabiiism is excluded (save
in a few exceptional cases) fn regard to the administration of the sacraments. If, e.g., a man
had some doubt as to whether there was not an
ecclesiastical impediment of affinity to the marriage
he was intending to contract, he ^yould be bound
of

to procure the necessary dispensation to proceed.
fact that there was a sound probability

The mere
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against the existence of the impediment, and that ful cases were somewhat more stringent ; but all
the question would certainly never be raised, would were agreed that a confessor was bound to absolve
constitute no justification for neglecting to take penitents who should announce their intention of
the precaution. So, also, probabilism is inapplic- following a probable opinion, even though he himable where the rights of another
person are con- self should be aware that this opinion was the less
cerned.
are under strict obligation not to probable of the two. In such a case the confessor
our
and
it
to put had no right to tell the penitent that he was guilty
is
unlawful
wrong
neighbour,
ourselves in danger of so doing. There may be of sin in not following the more probable view.
excellent reasons for thinking that a match thrown Medina carried the
to its logical issue in
principle
at random over the hedge will not tire the hayrick maintaining that a man is always free to adopt a
on the other side. But a man would be acting probable opinion as a basis of action. His teaching
wrongfully if on the strength of those reasons he found general acceptance in the schools, as being
should take the chance of causing the damage. in full accordance with admitted principles and
Finally, probabilism may not be employed when from 1600 to 1640 it was, with a very few excepthere is question of some end that one is absolutely tions, the universal doctrine of moral theologians.
bound to attain. No man may use merely probable Towards the middle of the century a change took
means to ensure his eternal salvation ; he is bound place. The leading Jansenists were advocates of
to take measures which he knows to be sufficient.
tutiorism in its extreme form, maintaining that in
It would be erroneous to speak of these as excepall cases of doubt a man was bound to put himself
Probabilism is applicable on the safe side by acting as though the law
tions to probabilism.
only where the obligation itself is dubious. In actually existed. They attacked probabilism as
all these cases, although there is a doubtful element
immoral ; and, inasmuch as the Jesuit theologians
in the situation, the obligation is certain.
had been extremely active in opposing their docThe argument for probabilism can be stated very trinal novelties, they held the order up to obloquy
Whenever there is a solid reason for because of the support accorded by its writers to
briefly.
questioning the existence of a law, that law is ipso this system. In 1657 Pascal, at the instance of
Jacto doubtful. But a doubtful law imposes no Antoine Amauld, composed his Lettres provinciales
obligation on the conscience (' lex dubia non obli- in the interests of Jansenism. The mordant carigat '), and may therefore be treated as non-existent. cature of probabilism contained in this work,
This principle, that a doubtful law has no binding remote though it was from the truth, was a conforce on the conscience, seems scarcely to require troversial success of the first magnitude. It brought
But two considerations may be advanced the system into disrepute for many decades, and,
proof.
in its support.
In the first place, a law binds only among those who know little of the points at issue,
in so far as it is known.
still passes current as a satisfactory account.
If, therefore, after taking
all reasonable means to make certain, a man still
From 1650 to I'iSO the majority, perhaps, of theodoes not know whether a given law exists, he is logians inclined to some form of probabiliorism,
not yet under any moral obligation in its regard. though there Avas always a succession of moralists
P'or practical purposes, he is in the same position
of real eminence who were faithful to the probaas a man who has never heard of it ('lex dubia bilist solution.
From the beginning of the 19th
invincibiliter ignoiatur').
Secondly, it is urged cent, nearly every name of real note may be
that an obligation is always to be viewed as a reckoned among the probabilists e.g., Genicot,
restriction on a previous state of liberty.
Liberty Ballerini, Lehmkuhl, Ojetti, and Slater. A few
is in possession till
the obligation is imposed. authors still defend a mitigated equiprobabilism ;
Since this is so, and since melior est conditio but there is little practical ditterence between the
possidentis,' unless the obligation is absolutely two standpoints.
But in the cases
certain, a man remains free.
LiTBRATURE. — A. Lchmkuhl, Probabilismus Vindicatus,
which we are considering the obligation is not Freiburg, 1906, Theologia Moralis, do. 1910 F. Ter Haar, De
Systemate Morali Antiquorum Probahilistarum, Paderborn,
certain but dubious.
1894 A. Ballerini, OpiM Theologicxim MaraleS, Prato, 1898-99
These reasons, it is urged, are conclusive, and J. M. Harty,
CE, s.v. 'Probabilism' T. Slater, Short Hist, of
put the validity of probabilism as a moral system Moral Theology, New York, 1909.
G. H. JOYCE.
Hence, whenever there is a
beyond question.
reason for doubt as to the law, a man may adopt
PROBABILITY. There are certain phenothe opinion in favour of liberty with absolute assur- mena of such a nature that their antecedents,
ance that he is justified in doing so, even though
being extremely complex, cannot be adequately
there be greater probability on the opposite
comprehended by observation, however searching
side.
nor can they be subjected to any
it may be
Probabilism, it is manifest, is concerned solely analysis that will disclose the causal elements to
with what is of obligation, not with what is the which the effect in question is due.
most perfect course of action. In other words, it
In the throwing of dice, e.g., the antecedent shaking of the
belongs to moral, not to ascetical, theology. It is box and tossing the dice upon the table is about the same each
of no little importance to avoid confusing the two time — at least the diflference cannot be determined — and yet
issues.
man is not bound to adopt the more the results vary with each successive throw. The causal determination in each case is so complex as to be beyond computaperfect course in all his actions, and the attempt tion the initial position of the dice, the force of their ejection
to impose what is most perfect as a matter of from the box, the height of the box above the table when they
obligation always results at last in the total re- leave it, the inequalities of the table itself, a variation between
the physical and geometrical centres of gravity of the dice,
jection of the moral law, as being too burdensome etc. —
all make the antecedent so complex that a slight variafor flesh and blood.
It seems necessary to call tion in
any one of these conditions will affect the result. We
attention to this point, as probabilism has often find, therefore, double sixes at one time, a three and a four at
been attacked on the ground that it proposes a another, and so on indefinitely.
Again, it sometimes happens that with perfect sanitary conlow standard of perfection. The fact is that it is ditions
an infectious disease will appear that has always been
in no way concerned with perfection.
The study regarded, and that correctly, as due to imperfect sanitation,
whereas an entire disregard of sanitary requirements and of all
of Christian perfection belongs to ascetical theology.
laws of health may yet give rise to no disease of special
The first to enunciate clearly and to defend the the
moment. Certain conditions of temperature, atmospheric pressprinciples of probabilism was the Dominican, ure, velocity and direction of the wind, may one day bring
Bartholomew de Medina, in his Expositio in i"™ 2°-' storm and rain, and, as far as observation can detect, similar
D. Thomce (Salamanca, 1577). The rules given by conditions may again bring fair weather. So also the rise and
fall in stock and money markets is extremely susceptible to the
previous moralists e.g., Navarrus to enable a varying conditions of indefinitely complex forces wholly beyond
man to form a safe conscience for himself in doubt- all powers of determination or of prediction.

We

;

—

'

;

;

;

;

—

;

A

;

—

—
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Such phenomena present a problem witli wliich
the methods of inductive inquiry cannot deal.
Observation is not far-reaciiing enough to provide the data for the solution of the problem,
and, even if it were, our methods of computation and determination are not adeqiiate to solve
problems of so many terms and of so complex a
nature.
The causal connexion may be established beyond
all reasonable doubt, and yet tlie cause obtains in
the midst of so complex a setting that the problem
is really tiiis
to detei'mine whetlier a cause, uhose
exact nature may be known or unknown, will
prove operative or inoperative. The cause may be
always present and even its exact nature may be
known, and yet the complex circumstances attending it may be of sucii a cliaracter that one alone,
or two or more combining, may neutralize the
operation of the cause, and, on the other hand, a
slight variation of the combined circumstances
may promote and even accelerate the operation of
the cause in question. The problem then is to
determine how often the event happens, and how
often it fails of happening, tiie complex and indeterminate antecedent being present in all the
instances examined.
When we begin to count instances, we are
reminded that we must be in the neighbourhood
Enumeraof the sphere of enumerative induction.
tive induction treats instances by noting the
number of observed coincident happenings of the

—

antecedent and consequent under investigation, no
attempt being made to analyze their respective
contents or to determine a causal connexion more
definitely by means of any one or more of the
inductive methods of research and verification.
Tlie result of such an investigation may be formulated in a proposition of the form, Every A is B.'
This, strictly interpreted, has the force of Every
A that has been observed is B.' There are cases,
however, in which observation leads to a twofold
result a set of instances in which it is observed
that tlie As are B's, and another set of instances
in which the A's are not B's.
These instances are
of such a nature that the observed A is an antecedent so extremely complex that the element within
it, which is a cause capable of producing B, either
may be absent without producing an appreciable
change in the general nature of A or, being present,
may be neutralized by some other element of A
itself.
The result gives a basis for a probalde
inference only and the nature of that inference
will depend upon the preponderance of the observed
happenings or of the failure of the event under
'

'

—

;

investigation.
The probability attached to such an inference,
however, is different from the probability which
characterizes the nature of enumerative induction.

when the observation has been widely
extended and no exceptions noted, it is usual to
say that the result expressed in the proposition,
Every A is B,' has the force of a high degree of
But in the instances whose investigaprobability.
tion shows the result that some A's are B's, and
some not, and yet where the former far outnumber the latter cases, it may be inferred that
the A's which in future we may meet will probably
be B's and the degree of probability expressed in
such a proposition is commensurate with the preponderance of the number of observed affirmative
In the latter,

'

;

instances over the negative. Here the probability
refers to the validity of an inference concerning
certain pnrtimdar instances, be they many or be
they few, wliich lie beyond the sphere of our
present knowledge in enumerative induction the
probability is attached to the universality of the
proposition affirmed as a result of observation that
has not so far detected an exception.
In the
;
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former case the question of tlie universality of the
result is conclusively answered in the negative
there can be no universal proposition possible, as
;

some instances give

A

A and B

together, others give
and the question of

with the absence of B
probability that here arises, therefore, refers to
individual cases not yet examined, as to whether
they severally will more likely correspond to the
set of affirmative or to that of the negative instances
already noted.
The comparison of the number of hai)peiiings
with that of tlie failures of an event aflbrds a basis
for several kinds of inference, all of them in the
sphere of probability.
find in such a comparison a basis for the
calculation of the probability of a particular event
happening when there is a repetition of the
circumstances which, in former cases, have sometimes produced the event and sometimes failed to
produce it. If, according to former observation,
the event has happened, let us say, seven times,
and failed three, the probability, expressed numeriThe rule is
cally, of its happening again is /j.
to express the probability of an event, take as
numerator the number of times which the event
has been observed to occur, and as denominator
the total number observed, both of
happening and
failure the fraction thus expressed will represent
the probability of the event happening.
The
counter -probability may he represented by the
number of observed failures of the event divided
by the total number of cases observed. The
counter-probability plus the probability evidently
is equal to unity.
If, therefore, the probability is
unity, the counter-probability will equal zero i.e.,
the probability in that case has merged into
Zero, therefore, represents absolute
certainty.
All fractions between the limits
impossibility.
and
zero
one represent varying degrees of probafrom
bility,
impossibility at one extreme to certainty at the other.
Not only may there be this inductive basis for
the calculation of probability, arising from actually
observed instances there may be also a deductive
calculation of probability based upon the known
structure or nature of the phenomena themselves
in advance of any observation as to their actual
behaviour.
;

We

:

;

;

;

We

that the probabUity of a penny turningr np heads
of the jjenny and that there are but
no reason why
one
say that there
is one chance favourable to heads against the two chances which
of
the
total
number
under
the existing
possibilities
represent
circumstances. With a die, in the form of a perfect cube, we
there
of
is
one
chance
its
the
face
marked 1
say
turning up
against the six chances represented by the six faces— the total
number here the probability is J. Thus the basis for the
calculation of probability may be a theoretical as well aa an
empirical one.
is \.

two

say,

e.(j.,

Knowing the form

possibilities, heads or tails, and there being
la more likely to turn up than the other, we

;

In the estimate of the probability of an event
conduct of affairs we seldom express
that probability numerically we express a degree
of probability adverbially rather than numerically
i.e., we say an event is quite probable, very probThe fact is that, as
able, or extremely probable.
regards most phenomena, we do not keep an exact
or even approximate memorandum of the number
of happenings compared with that of the failures.
We rather classify our observations in terms of
more or less. Certain circumstances that we
observe produce about as many failures as happenings of an event, other circumstances produce far
more happenings than failures, others far less, and
so on.
Consequently we receive certain psychological impressions of varying degrees of intensity
over
according to the preponderance of happening
the
failure, or vice versa; this impression becomes
basis for estimating the probability in question,
and the degree of that probability is commensurate
in the actual

;

;
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with the intensity of the original psj'cliological
impression arising from concepts of more or of less.
In such a sphere, however, as that devoted to the
interests of betting, gambling, pool-selling, bookmaking, etc., probabilities are estimated according to observations and theoretical considerations
whose conditions are expressed numerically ; and
the amount risked in each case is strictly estimated
according to the exact ratio of probability to
counter-probability under the existing circumstances.

The estimation of probability in terms of a
greater or less degree is, however, more usual, and
applicable to the conduct of human life generally
(for the theory of probability as the guide of life
It has special force and utility
see art. Butler).
as a mode of inference when the observed instances
so far outnumber the exceptions as to create an
impression of such a high degree of probability
as to approximate practical if not theoretical
certainty.
It has been noted over a wide field of observation that a
second attack of scarlet fever is extremely rare. Exceptions
have occurred and, therefore, by enunierative induction it is
impossible to generalize the universal proposition that a second
attack will never occur. It is, however, possible to assert with
somewhat positive assurance that it is highly probable that a
person will be exempt from a second attack.

The comparison

of

failure

and happening

of

events based upon observation or theoretical considei'ations of structure and nature leads also to inferences concerning large numbers of instances considered together. If a memorandum is kept of the
number of times an event has happened and of the
number of times it has failed, and the total number
of instances examined be sufficiently great, then
the resulting ratio of favourable instances to the
total number will be found approximately repeated
if a second set of an equal number of instances be
likewise examined. There is a law of tendency
whereby Nature seems to repeat herself even when
the attendant circumstances of an event are most
complex and beyond all powers of accurate determination.
As the result of observations extending over thousands and
thousands of instances, it is affirmed that about i of the children
born in the world die before the age of sixteen. In a group of 10
children the ratio would perhaps be deviated from very materiin a
ally
group of 100 the deviation is apt to be less in a group
of 1000, still less and in a group of 100,000 the ratio as above
given would be substantially realized. The approximation
would be 80 near that the error would be insignificant as compared with total number of cases.
;

;

;

The following

this ten-

dency

instances

law, therefore, expresses
— that, while
in a small number of

there is irregularity in the observed ratio between
the number of times a given event has happened
and its failures, still in a large number of instances
this ratio tends towards a constant limit.
This is clearly seen in the pitching of a penny 10 throws
might very possibly result in 7 heads and 3 tails in 100 throws,
however, the ratio expressing the result as to heads and tails
:

;

will be much nearer I than in the former case
while,
1000 or 10,000 throws be observed, the result will approximate
the ratio J.

observed

;

if

The comparison of observed cases with the
number given by the calculation of the probabilities in question has been made by Qu^telet, and
also by Jevons.
Their results are most significant
and interesting.
Qu6telet made 4096 drawings from an urn containing 20
black balls and 20 white. Theoretically, he should have drawn
as many white as black balls, 2048 each the actual drawings
resulted in 2066 white balls and 2030 black. Jevons made
20,480 throws of a penny the theoretical result should have
been 10,240 heads the actual result was 10,353 heads.
The tendency towards a constant ratio in ag;,aegates containing a considerable number of instances is strikingly illustrated in the record of baptisms taken from an old parish
register in England. The number of male baptisms registered
to every 1000 females ran as follows for the respective years
from 1821 to 1830 1048, 1047, 1047, 1041, 1049, 1046, 1047, 1043,
We see with what surprising accuracy the constant
1043, 1034.
ratio was repeated substantially year after year.
;

;

;

:

A

like regularity

seems to pervade every depart-

ment of life. The total number of crimes is approximately the same, year after year the annual
death-rate, the ajiportionment of deaths, moreover,
to the several diseases as their evident causes,
the number of missent letters each year, the annual
;

number

—

of suicides, of divorces all these diverse
events indicate a regularity in the long run, as
regards their numerical estimate.
The results which are thus attained regarding
aggregates cannot be stated as probable results.
If a sufficiently large number of instances are
taken, the result will be certain within a very
small, and in many cases an insignificant, margin.
In estimating the probability of a single event the
question is whether it will happen or not happen,
and the element of uncertainty is therefore promiIn dealing with aggregates, however, no
nent.
such element of uncertainty enters the question
is not whether or not there will be certain results,
but concerns rather the degree of exactness with
which the results will approximate a definite ratio.
And the law of tendency is that the larger the
number of instances, the greater will be the approximation of an accurate and definite result.
This is especially illustrated in the numerous
insurance companies Avhose business is conducted
upon the basis of an approximately constant deathrate.
The general procedure is somewhat as
follows
;

:

Suppose 10,000 persons insure their lives at £200 per individual, and the annual death-rate observed over a wide extent
of territory, and including a very large number of instances,
amounts to 200 persons out of 10,000. The losses then to the
insurance companj' will amount annually to £40,000 on such a
basis.
These losses, distributed among the 10,000 insuring in

the company, would amount to £A apiece. The company,
therefore, has a numerical basis for calculating the amount

which each person must pay in order to cover the annual
losses and to provide an assured revenue for the company.

The problem has been

stated in round numbers
merely to illustrate in general the principle in-

volved ; the actual calculation is more complicated,
because, in each particular case, the age of the
individual and the varying death-rate for different
years must be taken into account. The substantial
standing of the innumerable insurance companies
in our country bears witness to the fact that these
enterprises are based upon a practical certainty
regarding death-rates when applied to large aggreChance is thus eliminated almost entirely
gates.
that which would be a serious risk as regards an
individual is substantially void of all risk when
large numbers are concerned.
Moreover, phenomena indica'te a marked departure from the ratio of frequency as determined by
prior observation or by theoretical considerations ;
then it is ordinarily inferred that a new cause has
become operative, not before existent, or, if present,
;

with

We

its efi'ect neutralized.
would naturally expect a die

to show the face 3, on an
average, about once in six throws. But, if it repeatedly turns
3
in
and
if
no
number
other
succession,
up
appears, or appears
but rarely, we are warranted in inferring that the die is loaded.
The number of homicides in the United States in 1894 far
exceeded the annual number observed for the several years
preceding. This discrepancy is easily accounted for by the
fact that the natural number was swollen bj' the deaths caused
by the strikers and rioters in the month of July of that year.
So also a marked departure from the annual death-rate of a
large city is at once an urgent suggestion to the public health
authority to start investigations that will unearth the hidden
cause that one is constrained to believe must be present. Such
causes as defective drains, prevalence of epidemics, etc., are
again and again found to accompany an increase of the average
death-rate.

Under such circumstances the method of investigation which should be pui'sued, when practicable,
is to endeavour to break up the total into smaller
groups of a specific nature. Thus, if tlie deathrate for the year is appreciably increased, examine
the death-rate per month. See if any month shows
a marked departure from the average. If so, this
will suggest a careful investigation of the circum-
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tlie month in question.
be possible to make a f^eograpliical distribution of the total over difleient sections of the

stancesand charaetei istica of

Or

it

may

under investigation. Some special locality
may indicate an unusually large death-rate. Investigation, therefore, at that point may reveal a
lurking cause of disease, otherwise unnoticed.
By similar considerations it is often possible to
distinguish between a chance coincidence and a
city

determinate cause which has produced the event
in question.
For, if the possibility of some one
definite cause is considered out of the question,
and if the origin of the event is found among complex phenomena of sucli a number and variety that
they may form an indefinite number of combinations only one of which can possibly produce the
event in question, then the probability that the
event has actually been produced by such a chance
combination is extremely small. We are then
thrown back upon the other hypothesis, that,
instead of one out of
many possible combinations,
there is some one determinate cause operative in
the case. Its nature may not be definitely indicated, but at least the possibility of its presence is
suggested.

Kirchhofi":
'On comparing the spectra of sunlight and
ceeding' from the incandescent vapour of

of the
iron,

Hght probecame

it

apparent that at least sixty bright lines in the spectrum of
iron coincided with dark lines in the sun's spectrum. Such
coincidences could never be observed with certainty, because,
even if the lines only closely approached, the instrumental
imperfections of the spectroscope would make them apparently
coincident, and if one line came within half a millimetre of
another, on the map of the spectra, they could not be pronounced distinct. Now the average distance of the solar lines

on Kirchhoff's map is two millimetres, and if we throw down a
line, as it were by pure chance, on such a map, the probability
is about i that the new line will fall within one-half millimetre
on one side or the other of some one of the solar lines. To put
another way, we

may suppose that each solar line, either
of its real breadth, or the defects of the instrument,
possesses a breadth of one-half millimetre, and that each line in
the iron spectrum has a like breadth. The probability, then, is
jnst J that the centre of each iron line will come bj- chance
within one millimetre of the centre of a solar line, so as to
appear to coincide with it. The probability of casual coincidence of each iron line with a solar line is in like manner i.
Coincidence in the case of each of the sixty iron lines is a very
unlikely event if it arises casually, for it would have a probaThe odds, in
bility of only (})60 or less than one in a trillion.
short, are more than a million million millions to unity against
on account

such a casual coincidence.

But on the other hypothesis, that
iron exists in the sun, it is highly probable that such coincidences would be observed
it is immensely more probable
that sixty coincidences would be observed if iron existed in the
sun, than that they should arise from chance. Hence, by our
principle, it is immensely probable that iron does exist in the
eun.'i
;

This principle is also illustrated in instances of
circumstantial evidence. In such cases the obBerved combination of so many diverse circumstances, even as regards an indefinite number of
minor details, precludes the hypothesis of casual
coincidences, and suggests some one definite cause
that will prove a unifying principle of explanation
of all the attendant circumstances.
As Bullen
says
'A presumption is very often more convincing and more
:

satisfactory than any other kind of evidence. It is not within
the reach and compass of human abilities to invent a train of
circumstances which shall be so connected together as to
amount to a proof of guilt without affording opportunities to
contradict a great part, if not all of these circumstances." 2

In the various illustrations which have been
given we find that the theory of probability provides a method of dealing with phenomena which
cannot be subjected to the ordinary inductive
methods. The phenomena are so complex that a
specific cause cannot be determined, for the real
1

W.

S.

Jevons, The Principles of Science^, London, 1900,

p. 244 I.
2 Famous Cases

p. XV.

VOL. X.

cause in question is a correlation of manj- diverse
forces, and, if only a few instances are examined,
no causal connexion will be disclosed it is necessary, therefore, to deal with large numbers, statistical averages, etc., in order to detect an emerging
relation of a causal character, expressed by a
constant ratio. This ratio once determined, it
becomes a further test, as we have already seen,
when the results widely depart from it, to suggest
tlie presence of a new force outside of the combinations to which the effect would be naturally
referred according to the indications of tiie probaThe latter mode of inference is akin
bility-ratio.
to the method of residues, for the inference in
question is ba.sed upon the fact tliat the probabilitj-ratio will account for only a certain frequency of
occurrence of the event under investigation
a
marked excess must be accounted for by positing a
if
an
cause.
antecedent
And,
definitely oi>crative
of such a nature is known to be present, the sugat
once
ari.ses
in
our
gestion
thought that this in
all probability is the cause producing this excess
in the results.
;

;

—

LiTERATL'RB. J. Bertfand, Calcxd des prohabiliUs, Paris
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des prohabilitis, Paris, 1843 E. Czuber, Wahrscheiiilichkeiten
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do. 1891, Wahrscheinlichkeitstfieorie, do. 1898 A. de Moivre,
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;

This line of reasoning is illustrated in the following account of the discovery of the existence of
iron in the sun, in the researches of Bunsen and
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of Circumstantiai
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Evidence,

New

York,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

W.

;

Cambridge. 1901.

PROBATION.— One

JOHN GeIER HIBBEN.

of the

most obvious and

striking aspects of experience, one which forces
itself upon a man's mind as soon as he begins to
reflect at all, is its incomplete and
fragmentary
In the pursuit of trutii he finds himcharacter.
self confronted sooner or later with unansv.erable
questions, face to face with insoluble mysteries.
Knowledge may be real as far as it goes, but
In the pursuit of the
finality is not to be found.
good, again, there is a perpetual discrepancy between the actual and the ideal, a constant failure
of achievement.
And the passion for the beautiful
is never really satisfied, though its
hunger may be
In all these directions neither
partially stayed.
the mind nor the heart of man ever finds absolute
satisfaction ; his capacity finds neither limit nor
adequate response.
The questions, then, are inevitably thrust upon
us
is aspiration so far in advance of attainment? Has it always been so? Will it alwaj-s
remain so? The incomplete, the inadequate, the
fragmentary, is abhorrent to us, aestheticallj^ and
:

Why

and we cannot 'sadly and soberly
without at least attempting to find
acquiesce
some explanation of this character of the given.
The theory of probation is an attempted answer
to the above questions.
have seen that experience does not satisfy, that this world is not
adequate to the complete realization of our desires.
spiritually,
'

We

There

is

no doubt about that.

But how

if it

was

not meant to satisfy ? How if its incompleteness
and fragmentariness and apparent illusion were
not eiTors and defects in the character of the
world, as we are first inclined to think, but ju.st
those very qualities which give it such value as it
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has ? The workl, as we perceive it, may be only a
part of a larger universe our temporal existence
may be but a phase in an experience that is not
to be numbered by years in a word, this
present
world may be but a period of probation, a period,
that is, whose explanation and justification lie
beyond itself in the idea of an end to which it may
serve as means, of a purpose of which all
the
change and chances of this mortal life may be so

in the fullest sense partaker of the Divine nature
only by a process of probation, in which temptation
plays an essential part. Character is an

;

;

'

'

of fulfilment.
probation of which this life is the scene
to be conceived not as a process that goes on
impersonally, as it were, but as the direct work
of the God and Father of mankind.
The theory

many ways

Now the

is

that there has already been
of a personal God, with

presupposes, then,

formed the conception

whom

the spirit of man is in immediate contact.
For probation is a teleological concept, and a purpose or end is the expression of the will of a
person, and cannot have its source in a mere
'
tendency, not ourselves, that makes for righteousness.'
Hence it is an idea that seems very closely
bound up with the belief in a personal God. Probation is a distinctively religious, not only a moral
or philoso])hical, theory.
The ideas of discipline and purification are to be
found in any religion which has any ethical quality
at all, but that of probation does not seem to have
been fully developed
except among the Jews, of
whose theology it is an important element, and
whose history is interpreted by the prophets in the
The history of the Jews, broadly
light of it.
speaking, is the history of a people whose high
calling, to be in a special sense the medium of
Divine revelation and blessing to the world, was
equalled only by their failure, as a nation, to discern its import and to rise to its fulfilment.
For
this fulfilment all the vicissitudes of their
history,
as that of a * chosen people par excellence, were
'

meant

them all was meant, in Scripture
language, to humble them, and to prove them,
whether they would keep God's commandments or
no (cf. Dt 8-).
Elect peoples,' it has been said,
to

fit

;

'

•have tragic careers,'^ and the tragedy is never
more deep and complete than when the nation is
spiritually blind to the

meaning

of its

destiny,

which is throughout recognized, by those who
have eyes to see, to be of Divine appointment and
It was the unique relation of the nation to
plan.
a personal God, known as such, that is, as a
Being
of moral nature, that gave their failure the further
character of sin.
To regard this world as the scene of probation
is to regard it from a
point of view that throws
light on much that is otherwise hopelessly obscure and inexplicable in experience for
instance,
some such conception as probation, that is, of life
as a time of testing and
training the will rather
than of complete moral achievement, seems the
only possible direction whence the nearest approach to a solution of the problem of evU could
come ; it is along these lines
only that we can
justify the twofold deliverance of the religious
consciousness, that evil and sin are temporally
real, and yet that God is good and that He is
almighty. The only justification for even the
temporary existence of evil would lie in its being
an essential condition of the attainment of an end
;

which

is of supreme value.
If we may
attempt to
define the end for which this world was called into
being as the realization of the conscious communion of every soul with the God and Father of
that soul, then it at once becomes plain that from
the beginning the possibility of evil must have been
For
recognized, and recognized as worth while.
man can attain the Divine likeness and become
1

A. B. Bruce, Providential Order of the World, London, 1897,

p. 186.

acquired
no virtue or goodness is assured which
product
has not been put to the test in some way or another,
and such trial or probation is accomplished through
an experience in which the
necessity of a choice
between good and evil is constantly
presented.
One of the most profound truths embodied in the
OT narrative of the Fall is that man, though
originally innocent, i.e. ignorant of the distinction between good and evil, can attain holiness
only through such a process of probation and
temptation.
;

'

Goodness as a moral experience is for us the overcoming of
evil. ... So, in the
good act I experience the good
evil lost in goodness, as a rebellion
againdt the good conquered in the moment of its birth, as a peace that arises in the
midst of this triumphant conflict, as a satisfaction that lives in
experienced

my

as

this restless activity of inner warfare.
is

the good, and the only moral good,

This child of inner strife

we know. ... No genu-

ine moral goodness is possible save in the midst of such inner
warfare. The absence of the evil impulse leaves
naught but
innocence or instinct, morally insipid and colourless. Goodness
this organism of struggling elements (J. Royce, The
Religious
Aspect of Philosophy, Boston, 1885, pp. 452, 456, 459).
'

is

Goodness is not forced upon us we make it
our o\vn by willing identification of our will with
the good. Hence probation implies freedom, power
to choose the good and refuse the evil.' This is
not the
place for a discussion of the interminable
Free Will versus Determinism
It is
controversy.
enough to point out what will be denied by none,
that those who regard this life as a period of
probation make the implicit assumption that man is
free— an assumption which receives most emphatic
confirmation from the witness of the moral consciousness.
It would be futile to speak of the
probation 'of a being who could not be otherwise
than unfailingly regular in the perfonnance of
duty ; in fact, such an one could scarcely attach
any meaning to the word. Freedom, as Kant
pointed out once for all, is a fundamental presupposition of morality, and the belief in probation
Hence prolays great stress on this side of truth.
bation is not consistent with determinism, Calvinistic or otherwise.
This world is no scene of probation for Johannes Agricola in Meditation.'^
If this life is a period of probation, it makes a
constant appeal to the will to take sides with a
cause not yet won '—that is the testimony of the
moral consciousness, while yet the religious consciousness possesses the fundamental assurance
that the victory is already accomplished. God's
will shall be done ; that cannot fail.
But then
arises the question as to the attitude of the individual, Avhether he will co-operate in its fulfilment
or not.
The constant pressure of this question is
;

'

'

'

his probation.

And, just because the probation to which man is
is an appeal to his
willing spirit, it is no
merely theoretic experiment to see what he will or
subject

can do, but is essentially practical, leading to
definite issues for conduct, which can then be dealt
with by Avay either of con-ection or of confirmation.
It is a test or experiment not
simply to
increase the knowledge of the one who makes it,
but continually carried on to affect the nature of
the subject. This leading to a definite issue,
Avhether for good or for evil, is an important aspect
of probation.
Indifference, neutrality, lukewarmness calls for the remedy of 'a piercing pain.'^

Acts may be forgiven, but not even God Himself
can forgive the hanger-back.
At every instant,
at every step in life, the point has to be decided,
our soul has to be saved, heaven has to be gained
or lost.'^ Hence probation, even
though it may
'

1

Browning, Poems.
Poems,

2 R. L.
Stevenson,

Rev
3

'

The

Celestial

3i<-22.

R. L. Stevenson,

Lay

Morals, ch.

iii.

Surgeon

'
;

cf.

also

PROBATION
result for the time in the choice of evil, is the first
step of the way that leads through purification

towards perfection.

The

belief tliat this is the divinely appointed
for man finds its classic expression in the
He knoweth the way that I take
words of Job
when he hath tried me, I shall come forth as gold.' ^
It may be objected that, in the case of Job at any
rate, we see an instance of probation for purely
The drama represents Job s
theoretic interests.
trials as being sent to supply an answer to the
'
cynical question, Doth Job fear God for nought ?
Here mere knowledge seems the end in view. But
Two things must be rethis is not really so.
membered. First, Job's real devotion to, and trust
were
in, God
practicality tested, and the issue of
his probation was a far higher, more deeply rooted,
tjrpe of goodness than was possible to tne merely

way

'

:

:

'

God-fearing man who is first depicted,
Srosperous,
[is choice of the good becomes a perfect passion
for right.
the more righteous the man,
Besides,
the more urgent the demand for a testing ex'

^
And, secondly, even if the testing had
been unnecessary for Job himself, the results are
never limited to the individual.
Piety and prosperity must sometimes be dissociated, if it were
only to let piety have an opportunity for evincing
silence doubt as to the
its sincerity,' and to
reality of goodness.'' And the eflects go even
further than this, as the language of St. Paul
makes abundantly clear.^
AVe have seen, then, that this life is meant to
be a stage in the progress towards perfection,
through probation and purification of the will and

perience.'

'
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course, that the probation of a nation does stop short
But the case of the individual is
at suc4i a point.
scarcely parallel ; here we do not judge that his
value consists only in his capacity to be an instrument, and that, if at a given point he is a failure in
this respect, no further eflbrt will be made by liLs
The relation of man to God is not exCreator.
hausted by the category of the clay and the potter.
Each individual is in himself of inestimable worth
of view.
to God, at least from the Christian

point
Probation, then, demands a future life for its completion, both for those in whose case the results
are already evident and for those who as yet are
still blind to spiritual issues.
But, even with regard
to such, life beyond death holds hope, the hope that
under other conditions, through other experiences,
the awakening may come, evil be renounced, and
good chosen.'^
Such speculations, such deepest hopes, only serve
to emphasize the supreme significance of that
probation which is the key to temporal experience.
After all, it is first for its illumination of the present
that the theory has value. The belief is a marked
A
characteristic of Browning's philosophy of life.
brief analysis of the argument of a poem, Easter
'

Day, which
throw some

'

character.
'

It

if

were made only

this strange life of ours

A Christian
the exclamation which opens the dialogue. In the admitted
hardness lies the test ; were it easy to be a Christian, easj- to
the flesh, to the mind, or to the spirit, it would be comparatively
The difficulty is to see vividly and acutely, to grasp
valueless.
once for all, the relation between the finite and the infinite.
Hence the need for faith. Now faith demands, not proof, but
'

!

is

probability

;

it is

—

for

For all other purposes the making of fortune,
the enjoyment of pleasure, the securing of worldly wealth or
position or fame this is a life ill-adapted. The flux of things,
the uncertainties of fate, the varied unforeseen combinations
of circumstances adverse to or destructive of health or wealth
or happiness all these make life a place obviously not formed
primarily for these ends, the attempt to gain which is so easily
and often thwarted, and which, even when gained, are held on
so uncertain a tenure. This is really not the world for worldliBut ... all these conditions this flux, this risk, this unness.
certainty are the very conditions that help to form character.
make
They
just the discipline by which a man may become
tender and spiritual, patient and humble, unselfish and losing.
The circumstances of life may defeat all other ends, but they
cannot defeat, and they even must contribute towards, this
end (P. Carnegie Simpson, The Fact of ChrUst, London, 1900,
.

'

'

looks as

p.haracter.

is typical in this respect may help to
light on the doctrine itself.
How very hard it is to be

.

.

:

—

—

—

—

satisfied

So long as there be just enough
pin my faith to, though it hap
Only at points from gap to gap
One hangp up a huge curtain so.
Grandly, nor seeks to have it go
Foldless and flat along the wall.'

To

But the 'faith' that is a mere balancing of probabilities and
choice of that which in the long run may prove to be the most
profitable is by no means the true faith consisting in that
strenuous attitude of will which is demanded by the facta of life
as we find it.
It is not to elicit a merely inteUectual and cold
selection of the safe side that we are set in the midst of all that
the world has to offer. To one who can penetrate beneath the
shows of things issues the most profound disclose themselves.
To the purged eyesight it becomes a marvel
'

'

'

'

why we grudged
and idly judged
Of heaven, we might have gained, but
'

Our labour

'

p. 82f.).

here,

see probation taking effect in
the complete purification of character, much less
'
in its perfection.
Life, as we know it, does not
give full scope for the working out of individuality,
ethical or intellectual.'
The gradual perception
that this is so leads to two alternatives : either to
a form of pessimism which stops short with the
couAnction that
All my life seems meant for fails,'
or to a belief in immortality a belief that is due
not to a selfish desire to 'call into being a new
world to redress the balance of the old,' or to a

Such an one recognizes,

mere craving for continuance, but a belief that is
seen to be not so much a postulate as a positive
implication of morality.
spiritual being cannot
be a mere temporary phenomenon. And probation,

infinite

But we do not yet

—

A

taken in its deepest implication, seems essentially
a process that demands a sphere of completion. We
can scarcely conceive that it should stop short with
the bare judgment that the subject of the testing,
having failed to discern its true meaning, is useless
and unfit for the purpose it was meant to serve, and is
therefore to be left as a castaway.
It is possible, of
'

'

1

Job

2 A.

'

This world,
This finite life, thou hast preferred.
In disbelief of God's plain word,

enough

hunger of a soul cannot be satisfied with
the things of sense. ^ God alone is great enough
As St. Augustine
to satisfy the heart of man.
says, Tu fecisti nos ad Te, Domine, et inquietum
'

nostrum donee requiescat in Te.' But God
does not force this truth on any one He sets us
here to learn it for ourselves, through a manifold
experience, upheld by the confidence that He is
dealing mth us as with sons.'
And so I live, you see,
Go through the world, try, prove, reject.
est cor

;

'

struggling to effect
My warfare happy that I can
Be crossed and thwarted aa a man,

Bruce, Morai Order of the World, London, 1899,
18 45-12

ph

112.14,

Col

123. 24.

1903,

still

;

1

Co

to infinity.
for thee.

Here the probation was

To show thy soul the earthly mixed
With heavenly, it must choose betwixt.'
He finds that neither nature, nor art, nor culture,
nor even love itself, taken as complete in itself,
The
is
to satisfy the spirit's hunger.

Prefer,

5E. M. CaiUard, Individual ImmortalUy, London,
p. 65.

To heaven and

2310.

B.

p. 239.
3 lb.
p. 241.
4 Cf. 1 Co
49-16, 2

'
I

shows and symbols.

"*

'

lose

moment

of sudden, intense illumination, that the failure to choose heaven means choice of the
renounce
the
finite and transitory is
refusal
to
that
the
world,
the rejection of the Infinite and Eternal, of which they are the
in a

Caillard, p. 92.

2
Henry Jones, Brouming as
Teacher, Glasgow, 1912, p. 83.
3 Cf.

He

127.
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Not left in God's contempt apart,
With ghastly smooth life, dead at heart,
Tame in earth's paddock as her prize.'

in force, to shoAV the strength of the

This constant silent process of insight, of judgment, of appreciation and choice, is our probation.
To be ali^'e to its reality and significance is to
interpret experience from the point of view of the
man who judges the finite sub specie seternitatis.'
'

Literature.—This has been cited throughout the article.
F. R. Shields.

PROCESSIONS AND DANCES.— I.

—

—

—

—

'

—

—

Roman

nobiles is remarkable.
The dead man
was accompanied by all his ancestors, represented
by persons resembling them in form and stature
and wearing wax portrait masks {imagines). In
Western civilization the funeral and the wedding
processions survive in some completeness, while
those celebrating other life-crises are more or less

obsolete.
As social organization develops, the solemnity
of the procession is applied (1) to the economic
operations on which the existence of man depends
agriculture, owing to its sedentary character,
being conspicuous for this feature of celebration
and (2), as social operations are gradually ditt'erentiated, to the various subdivisions of activity

—

—
—

religious, legal, social, royal,
2.

Earlier

processional

and even

forms.

—

athletic.
The earlier

forms of these applications throw light upon the
meaning and purpose of procession. To expel the
demon of cholera, a Chinese population marches
in procession, with music and dances.^ In such a
case tlie idea is probably that of a demonstration
1 See J. J. M.
de Groot, The Religious System of China,
Leyden, 1892 S., passim, and E. W. Lane, Manners and Customs
of the Modern Egyptians, London, 1895.

2

De

Groot,

vi.

981f.

Roman

Salii.

The

community.

the procession
priests of this college

were armed with peculiar helmets, shields, and
and their processional ritual was obviously
a military pantomime, intended to overawe the
demons of blight and infertility.^ The processions
of the Perchten in Austria were of a similar
staves,

character.'^

Pro-

cessions. In the history of social ritual the
procession occupies an important place. The most
cultured and the most primitive society known to
us alike lay stress on what is in the first instance
merely the act of moving a body of the people
from one place to another a social mobilization
or route-march, conducted with solemnity or in
accordance with the emotions expressed by the
purpose of the movement. Similarly, the return
home is of a ceremonial character a recession.
Using the term worship in the wide sense of all
solemn social action, we may regard procession as
being in itself an act of worship.
Besides the primary use of procession as a
means to an end the celebration of a particular
ceremony procession may have virtue in itself,
and express a particular emotion or idea, or produce a particular eftect. Again, it may serve to
do honour to a person or thing carried in procession, or to exhibit to society the actual persons
engaged. But these purposes cannot always be distinguished, and in many cases they are combined.
1. Types of procession.
Procession being employed for practically all social ceremonial, it is
unnecessary to enumerate every ceremony served
by it, but some types may be mentioned in which
procession as such is emphasized.
Ceremonies which bind the individual life to the
social, by making solemn the various physical
crises, usually accompany in all cultures circumThe lowest
cision, marriage, burial, and the like.
cultures, however, such as that of the Central
Australians, do not celebrate these to any considerable extent, if at all.
But at the stages
represented by the ancient Hebrews, Greeks, and
Italians, mediaeval Europe, and modern Egypt,
these and other occasions are emphatically celebrated, and the procession is an important feature.
Some of these peoples may be said to live processionally.
Very complete examples may be seen
among the Chinese and the modern Egyptians.^
Among funeral processions that of the ancient
'

we have

In a more elaborate form
of the

It

is

that,

possible

besides

their

minatory aspect, such mobilizations of the people
were intended to disseminate the virtue of vegetation-spirits, who may have been represented by
certain of the performers.*
Many processional
rites have the object of exhibiting sacred things
and distributing their potency.
Thus, in the ancient Greek world, the gardens of Adonis,' a
vegetation-charm, were carried in procession.* In Egypt at
the festivals of Osiris women carried in procession phallic
images of the god, perhaps as a charm to ensure the growth
of the crops.' s
Greece and India have similar phallic
'

'

processions.

But the meaning

of the

symbol

may

be simply

minatory.
The human

sacrifice of the Khonds of Orissa, the meriah, is
clearly an agricultural charm, and his virtue was distributed to
the inhabitants in solemn procession. 6 What Frazer terms the
form of communion in which the sacred animal is taken from
house to house, that all may enjoy a share of its divine influThe sacred
ence,' is well illustrated by the rite of the Gilyaks.
bear is taken in procession 'into everj' house in the village,
His
where fish, brandy, and so forth are offered to him.
entrance into a house is supposed to bring a blessing.'' The
Hebrew Ark of the Covenant carried in procession served both
'

.

.

.

as a protection and as a blessing.

The carrying of sacred sheaves, trees, and other
innumerable symbols of corn and wine is a regular
practice of agricultural ritual, which Frazer has
abundantly illustrated.

—

Civic and religious processions. The probeating of the bounds seems to have
had primarily a piirificatory intention. Processions
of a disciplinary character, to inspire respect for
law and custom, and so forth, are frequently combined with pantomime and mask-performance
e.g., by such 'societies' as the Duk-duk and
In such cases as the fall of
Mumbo-jumbo.
Jericho in early Hebrew story there seems to be
implied a belief that procession round an object
not only hems it in but also dominates it.
The converse idea, illustrated by some uses of the
magical circle (q.v.), is that procession round an
object protects it. This idea may perhaps exist in
the customs of beating the bounds and of civic
processions round the city area. Of this character
are mayoral shows, though originally derived
from gild-processions, celebrating both the gild
and its patron, and the Panathenaic procession of
ancient Athens, in which the sacred pe2)his of
Athene served as the sail of the shija carried or
drawn on rollers through the city, perhaps symbolizing the maritime power of the Athenian empire.
Magnificent processions of athletes, horses, and
chariots introduced the performance of the great
games of Hellas ; and the modern revival of
Olympic games includes the procession. When
crime was still expiated in public, a procession
attended the malefactor to the place of punishment and execution. In this case there was a
striking contrast between the outlying rabble and
the procession itself, which should be an organized
advancing in a formal or ceremonial
body of people
In modern times the procession is
manner.' 8
retained to dignify the law, royalty, parliament,
civic and municipal functions, and is a special
3.

cessional

'

'

—

'

'

'

1
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pt. vi.,
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bodies with a
public appeal by
grievance or desirous of demonstrating this or tliat
Friendly Societies and similar
political view.
bodies make great use oi it, and it is one of the
chief instruments of tlie Salvation Army.
Procession is a simple means either of honouring
or of degrading a person. The triumphal entry
The
of Jesus balances the procession to Calvary.
triumph of Roman generals was a very elaborate
It was
procession, including captives and spoils.
remarkable for some peculiarities, which, in the
opinion of Frazer, constitute an impersonation by
the victor of the Jupiter Capitolinus to whose
He wore the
temple he was borne in procession.
rol>es of the god, and his face was painted with
vermilion. The custom survived the regal period
into the republican.^
4. The procession in Roman Catholic ritual.
The procession and the recession, as modes of proceeding to and receding from a ceremony, and also
as acts of worship in themselves, have always been
of great importance in the organized religions.
An exception is the Churches of the Reformation,
which practically abolished, along with other
ritual, every procession but the funeral,^ and this
is more or less extempore, and not arranged by the
Ever since Christianity, as early as the
clergy.
4th cent., adopted the procession from the existing
religions, pagan rather than Jewish, and primarily
for the funeral, the Roman Catholic Church has

instrument of

'

*

—

exploited it thoroughly. Litanice, rogationes, and
siipplicationes were processional functions.' After
the time of Gregory the Great the processional
entry of the celebrant and the procession to the
In processions to the
station became regular.
stations of the Cross the Saviour's route to Calvary
The procession of
is represented and symbolized.
the blessed sacrament is an old Roman Catholic
function.* The rulings of the Rituale Romanum
(tit. ix.)

must be noted,

as showing the continuity

of processional ideas.
There are
(1) processiones generales, in which the whole
body of the clergy takes part (2) processiones ordinance on yearly
festivals, such as the Feast of the Ascension of the Virgin, the
procession on Palm Sunday, the litanice majores and minores,
the Feast of Corpus Christi, and on other days according to the
custom of the churches (3) processioties extraordinarice, or
processions ordered on special occasions e.ff., to pray for rain
'

:

;

—

;

or fine weather, in time of storm, famine, plague, war, or in
quamnqve tribidatione procession of thanksgiving, translation of relics, the dedication of a church or cemetery. There
are also processions of honour e.g., to meet a royal personage,
or the bishop on his first entry into his diocese.'

—

—

5.

The

'

—
Brittany. Processions of

'

pardon of

a

special character or unusual interest are numerous.
Purificatory processions through fire, or in which
the people walk upon fire, occur in agricultural

To the same sphere belong the

ritual.^

processions

of giant figures, carried to the burning, processions
to the midsummer bonfires, and those in which

torches are waved over the gardens and fields.''
The carnival processions of France and the pardons
of Brittany are remarkably developed.
The latter
play an important part in the religious and social
In Normandy such festivals
life of the people.''
are rare ; in Flanders they survive partially in the
Kermesse, e.g., of Brussels. It has been suggested
that the Breton pardon is a survival of pagan
feasts of the dead.
But in the most famous, that
of Notre Dame de Bon Secours at Guingamp, held
about midsummer, there is certainly a connexion
with the agricultural ritual of fire, the central act
of the night proce^^sion being the lighting of a huge
1

GB3, pt.

i..

2

EBrii xxu.

3

Du Cange,

The Magic Art, London,

1911,

ii.

174

f.

416b.

'
Gtossarinm, Niort, 1886, s.v. Processic'
1 H.
Thurston, in CE, s.v. Processions,' xii. 447 flf.
5
GB3, pt. vii., Balder the Beautiful, London, 1913, ii.
'

6 76.
"

ii.

33,

i.

107, 110, 113

The term pardon
'

'

ff.,

4.

lS4ff.

an application to the whole festival of
not necessarily the primary feature, viz. the
is

a particular detail,
.ibsolution obtained after pilgrimage to the shrine of the saint.
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(ire in the chief place of the town.'
The pardon
aptly links togetlier pilgrimage and procession.
It illu-strates equally well the early connexion of
Fairs of all
religion with all spheres of social life.
kinds are held during the pardon, and merrymaking is interpolated between solemn functions.
From far and wide the people crowd to this festival (the
Pardon of Guingamp). The chief procession ia by night
'down every dark street flowed a aouble file of lights, each
casting a bright reflexion on the face of the person who bore it
'

'

;

Thus, most of the pilgrims being in black and their bodies not
distinguishable from the darkness, it seemed a procession of
white-capped white-winged cherubs of various ages, floating in
mid-air, while in their midst appeared rich banners, reliquaries,
statues of favourite saints, and finally Madame Marie de Bon
Secours herself, in embroidered satin and sparkling jewelled
crown.'*

Each

parish procession

is

accompanied by

its

clergy, who lead the singing of ancient canticles.
The several processions, as many as can be
accommodated in the available space, halt round
tlie gieat wood-pile, which is solemnly set alight

by the priests.^ The Godiva procession and the
Bezant procession of medireval England seem to be
developments of the 'ridings' or 'watches' connected with agricultural worshiiJ.'*
Before refening
6. Procession and the drama.
to the accessaries of procession and its development
by aid of the drama into such complex forms as
the pageant or trionfo, some details of method
may be noted. The most elementary forms of
ceremonial procession perhaps are supplied by the
performers in the altherta (corrobborees) and intlchiwma dramas of the natives of Central Australia.

—

in single file, chanting.
On certain
occasions they trot, using a curious high action of
most
the knee.' Perhaps the
artistically dignified
of processions were those in which the Kav-qcpopoi
maidens of Hellas figured as bearers of sacred
things.^ Such processions as those of the Greek
Maenads and Thyiades may be regarded as among
the most emotional.'' The chorus of the Greek
theatre came on the stage in procession (irdpooos),
and left it in recession (?fo5os). Mediajval village
festivals have been divided, as regards method,
into two classes
(1) the processional dance (e.g.,
in beating the bounds
this is the country dance '),
and (2) the ronde,' or round movement round a
worshipped object, such as the Maypole. Variation
in the latter method was produced by moving
either with or against the sun or clock, deasil
or withershins.^ The term of
limping dance,'
or halting rhythm, mentioned in tlie OT, was
characteristic of Hebrew procession
hence the
term hajj applied to pilgrimage,* which in essence
is a prolonged procession.
typical order is supplied bj' the Rituale

They march

:

—

'

'

'

;

A

Romanum

(tit. ix.)

:

'Those taking part in procession are to walk bareheaded
(weather permitting), two and two, in decent costume, and with
reverent mien clergi' and laity, men and women, are to walk
separately. The Cross is carried at the head of the procession,
and banners embroidered with sacred figures these banners
must not be of military or triangular shape. Violet is the
colour prescribed for processions, except on the Feast of Corpus
The otficiating priest wears a cope, or at least a surChristi.
plice with a violet stole.'
;

—

was probably the lack of great theatres capable
accommodating the whole population, such as

It

of

those of ancient Greece, that led the medicneval
'
to make the
mysteries
processional
through the streets. The scenes were staged on
moving platforms.'" Another reason was the
'

peoples

1 A. Le
Braz, The Land of Pardons, Eng. tr., London, 1906,
p. 22.
2 F. M.
28 /.
Gostling, The Breions at Home, London, 1909, p.
3 lb.
p. 25.
4 E. K.
Chambers, The Medivsval Stage, Oxford, 1903, 1.
lis f., 222.
5
Spencer-Gillen», pp. 173 ff., G18, and passim.
"^
lb. pp. 153 f., 156.
6 See L. R. Famell, CGS v. 159.
8 Chambers, i. 164 f.
9 E. G. Hirsch, in JE, s.v. 'Dancing,' iv. 424 f.
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natural tendency to make processions dramatic.
Two converse causes thus helped to unite the proThe 'ridings' on St.
cession and the stage.
George's Day and other occasions were glorified
by these pantomimic representations or dumbThese culminated, or rather
show pageants.^
reached an artificial climax, losing their folkinterest, when Elizabethan artists elaborated the
conspicupageant and the Italians the trionfo.
ous example of sucli processional exhibitions,
though the scenes were not apparently always
acted, is the dance of death, clause macabre, TodtenCars, draped in black
tanz, trionfo delta morte.
and white, were drawn through the streets. On
these were the Angel blowing the last trump and
Death with his scythe. Before and behind marched
men robed in black and white, and wearing death
This
Choirs chanted the Miserere.'^
masks.'
dance of death, and the possible origin of the
Breton pardon in the funeral, taken with the fact
that the earliest Christian procession was funeral,
while it is to-day the latest to survive, show the
funeral procession to be the most constant expression of the religious march.
II. Dances.
Dancing and procession are sometimes confused terminologically a result partly
due to the existence of processional dances, or the
enlivening of the procession by the dance. The
heretic Albigenses called dancing the procession of
the devil.* The bear dance (apKrela) of Athenian
girls was probably processional rather than choric.'*
The 'dances' of the old Roman collegia, such as
that of the Salii, were dignified processions with
some variety of movement.^
I. Physical and psychical aspects.
Dancing*
is an instinctive mode of muscular expression of
feeling, in man and many animals, especially
In the social life of the human race it has
birds.
played a part which touches every activity of the
individual and society. Dancing may be described
as play in its absolute form. Rhythm is inseparable from its movements, as it is from any bodily
function, and therefore belongs to it without
saying. It is in the middle stages of culture that
dancing is seen at its highest development. Here
it is much more, and also less, than a
poetry of
It is
motion,' or the silent poetry of Simonides.
rather life expressed in muscular movement. The
human instinct of play is closely connected with
the human love of excitement. The dance satisfies
both, and its rhythmical character also makes it
suitable for the expression of the most solemn and
It is at once the servant of
controlled emotions.
'

'

A

'

—

—

—

'

'

'

'

'

Apollo and of Dionysus.
Dancing, in the proper sense, consists in rhyth-

movement of any part or all parts of the
body in accordance with some scheme of individual
As Aristotle remarked,
or concerted action.
dancing is imitative and in all its forms it is an
mical

;

artistic imitation of physical
of emotions or ideas.

movement

expressive

'
In its simplest terms it has been described as merely the
voluntary application of the rhythmic principle, when excitement has induced an abnormally rapid oxidization of brain
tissue, to the physical exertion by which the overcharged brain

is relieved.' 7

The

importance of dancing depends on its
It has been
instinctive causation and its results.
noted that the physiological effects of dancing
1

social

Chambers, i. 221, ii. 165 f!.
G. Herbermann, in CE,

2 0.

s.v.

'

Dance

of

Death,"

iv.

617.
3
vii.

*

W.

C. Smith

and A. B. F. Young,

Dance,

796h.

CGS

ii.

5

436 ff.
20 Quintilian,

Livy, i.
Sat. ii. 10.
6 R.
Voss,

;

i.

2.

18

;

Seneca, Epp. 15

Der Tanz und seine Geschichte,

£Brii

vii.

795».

;

Macrob.

with the physiological

results

of

which the dance is the most comMuscular movement,
plex expression, is undoubtedly a method of auto-intoxication
'

of

of the very greatest potency.' ^ 'A girl who has waltzed for a
quarter of an hour is in the same condition as if she had drunk

champagne.'

*

to the muscular movements involved,
the following has been observed of Kaffir dancing

With regard

:

'

The perfection

able to put

of the art or science consists in their being
every part of the body into motion at the same

time.''*

Sergi notes that

'touches every vital organ.'

it

Of the Marquesan

^

girls Melville writes
They dance all over, as it were not only do their feet dance,
but their arms, hands, fingers, ay, their very eyes seem to
dance in their heads. In good sooth, they so sway their floating forms, arch their necks, toss aloft their naked arms, and
:

'

;

glide

and swim and

whirl.' 6

embraces all movements of the
Primitive dancing
limbs and body expressive of joy or grief, all pantomimic representations of incidents in the lives of the dancers, all performances in which movements of the body are employed to excite
the passions of hatred or love, pity or revenge, or to arouse the
warlike instincts, and all ceremonies in which such movements
7
express homage or worship, or are used as religious exercises."
'

.

.

.

Groos speaks of the 'self-created world of the

dance,' in which the dancer realizes himself in a
'
The sensation of motion,'
physical improvisation.
'a
is
sensation,' and
Kline,
pleasure-giving
says
^
Aristippus defined pleasure as a 'gentle motion.'
On the physiological side dancing develops energy
and releases it ; it promotes tumescence and effects
^

detumescence.
I have seen a young fellow's muscles quiver from head to
and his jaws tremble, without any apparent ability on his
and with his
part to control them, until foaming at the mouth,
lO
eyes rolling, he falls in a paroxysm upon the ground.'
'

foot

In both individual and social functioning the
dance is thus a translative engine of emotional
energy. Philosophy has noted tliis, and Pythagorean mysticism found in it a replica of the move-

ments of the stars in their courses, when the
morning stars danced together.' Folk-lore has it
that the sun dances on Easter Day. John Davies
'

elaborated such fancies in his poem Orchestra
(London, 1596)."
The dance is thus a natural method of celebrator social
ing anything, and of expressing individual
emotions or ideas. Primarily mere physical play,
it has developed in many spheres, gymnastic and
artistic, as a pastime, and as a sexual stimulus ;
but in social evolution its main applications are the
ceremonial and the dramatic, which of course may
include various other functions of the dance. Thus,
in the mimetic dances of the simpler cultures there
are combined worship, drama, exercise, excitement, pastime, play, art.
2. Range of movements.— The range of movements in dancing is naturally very considerable,
connecting on the one side with marching steps,
the gestures of
parades,' and on the other with
the hands used in conversation. Metrical terms
in versification are frequently derived from choric
In modern dancing as a pastime, movesteps.
ment is practically confined to the legs. But in
earlier stages the rest of the body and especially
the hands are employed.
'

330.
I G.
Sergi, Les Emotions, Fr. tr., London, 1901, p.
- F.
Lagrange, Physiology of Bodily Exercise, Eng. tr.,
. o
London, 1S89, ch. ii.
„
,
,
3 lb
H. H. Ellis, Studies in the Psychology of isex, in.,
44 f.
Anali/ks of the Sexual Impulse, Philadelphia, 1903, p.
Past and hulure of the
1
Eilis, loc. cit., citing W. C. Holden,
Kaffir Races, London, 1866, p. 274.
6

Sergi, p. 288.

« Ellis, iii. 46, quoting
7 A'C;ll vii. 795».
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[1S9SJ62.

H.

Melville, Typee,

London,

der Menschen, Jena, 1899,

JAl

xxi. [1892] 366

1903.

p. 112.

Mrs. French-Sheldon, in
\V. Skeat, Etym. Diet., Oxford, 1910, defines dancing 'to
with measured steps." This definition ignores all the body
connected with O.H.G.
except the lower limbs. The word is
tinsen, 'to draw or drag forcibly," to trail along.'
10
II

Berlin, 1869, devotes

identical

pleasure.^

9

twelve pages (3-15) to cited definitions of dancing.
7

'

in EBr^^, s.v.

are

W.

trip

'
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The typical Malay movements are shufflini^ of the feet and
An old Roman writer speaks of tlie
of the lianiis.'
2
The funeral danceloquent hands of a pantomime dancer.
a curious outward twistine; of the
ituUided
in
ancient
init
K^'vpt
hands raised above the head.3 The dancing of the Indians of
Guiana consists chiefly in stamping on the ground, and stagger»
ing in different attitudes as if intoxicated.

swaying

'

'

'

Movenient.s uf tlie trunk are con.spicuou.s in
National and
ancient and primitive dancing.
racial ditlerences in method are not fundamental,
and the use of music and of paraphernalia, such as
weapons and scarves, is an obvious aid to physical
expression.
Most of the ancient Greek ball-games were dances.

In a

Malay dance the perfonners carry sheaves of areca-pahn flowers,
to which their movements give the appearance of being alive.'
In some of its aspects artistic dancing borders
Tlie
on the acrobatic and the juggling arts.

majoritj' of social religious dances, on the other
hand, are more akin to tlie procession, and consist
largely of processional dancing, evolution, or

pantomime.

That dancing is a development of physical play is shown by
the familiar fact that some animals, especially birds, dance, not
only as a method of courting, but at other times, as an individual expression of play, often combined into social dancing.*
The dance of the argus pheasant, the waltz of the ostrich, the
bowing and scraping of the penguin, are well known. It has
been observed that animal dancing is very human-like in apInsects and birds perfonn air-dances, and fishes
pearance.''
water-dances.
Dancing on skates is man's use of another
element.
'

'

A

dance of the Tiniagami Algonquins will typify
the ordinary pastime dance of the simpler peoples
and of peasantry generally.
The common Round Dance is an outdoor performance generOne man sings any one of a set of
ally performed at the camp.
'

tunes, which seem to be mostly improvisations in which humorous passages are often introduced, accompanying himself upon
drum which is suspended from the branches of a tree. The
dancers form a circle, generally with the men at the head of
Then they begin trotting
the line, some carrying rattles.
around to the left quite close together, in time to the music.
There is very little form to the dance. It seems to be for the
most part merely a form of amusement in which women and
children join for' the sake of excitement. At irregular intervals
the dancers may face right about and circle in the opposite
direction a few turns.' *

a

This and other dances of the Timagami were still
l>eing performed in the ordinary course at the
time of writing.
The power3. Auto-intoxication and ecstasy.
ful neuro-muscular and emotional influence, leading to auto-intoxication, is the key both to the
popularity of dancing in itself and to its employment for special purposes, such as the production
of cerebral excitement, vertigo, and various epileptoid results, in the case of medicine-men,
shamans, dervishes, prophets, oracle-givers, visionThe
aries, and sectaries even in modern culture.
similar results attainable by the normal person
indicate that the dance with its power of producing tumescence was the fundamental and primiThe effect of dancing
tive form of the orgy.'^
among the spinning Dervishes or in the ecstatic
worship of Bacchus and Cybele amounted to something like madness.'^" It is probably due to some

—

'

'

instinctive appreciation of these effects, as well as
to the similar desire to retain self-possession and
dignity, which is one of the chief causes of aversion
from intoxication generally, that the ancient

Greeks and Romans and many Oriental peoples
confined dancing to professionals. Socrates danced
1

W. W.

2 L. C.

Magic, London, 1900,

Skeat, Slalai/
Purser, in Smith's Diet, of Gr.

p. 459.

and Rom.

Antiq.^,

Pantomimus,' citing Cassiodorus, Var. iv. 51.
Lilly Grove (Mrs. J. G. Frazer), Dancing, London, 1895, p. 16.
VV. H. Brett, Indian Tribes of Guiana, London, 1S68, p.
'

s.v.
3

4

349.
5
6
iii.

Skeat, Malay Magic, p. 466 f .
Grove, p. 16, referring to Darwin
23 ff., 29-34, citing authorities.

7 Ellis, iii. 34.
8 F. G.
Speck,

10

£Brii

'

:

saltat sobrius nisi forte insanit.'^
The Bororo medicine-man, by dancing and singing for several
hours and by incessant smoking, works himself up into a state
In European folk-Tore it was believed that witches
of ecstasy.'danced unholy dances.3 The Hebrew prophets often availed
The spinthemselves of this method of inducing inspiration.
ning of the dancing dervish is paralleled by the dancing
manias' of the Middle Ages and the performances of the
Shakers in more recent times. The howlmg dervish would cut
himself with knives and eat live coals. He was unconscious
••

'

'

Russian sectaries, such as the
Khlysti, produce religious excitement by wild dancing.8 To
induce possession it is a favourite method among all classes of
shaman and it was practised lor this purpose by African
the acts of his body.'*

of

;

kings.'

Courtship and dancing.— Just as the male
bird of several sjiecies parades and dances before
the female, with the object of producing tumescence
both in himself and in her, so to the savage dancing is the chief means of courting a woman, and
In both bird and man the
for the same reason.
'intention' is unconscious; it is prompted and
The 'showing off' of
engineered by instinct.
modern youth is equally instinctive. The dancing of the modem ball-room is of course one of
the recognized means of bringing young people
It is arehned form of stimulus, though,
together.
when the waltz was introduced into England about
a century ago, it caused much popular indignation,^
due mostly to the detail of mutual clasping by the
dancers, practically unknown till then in social
dancing. It is stated that the waltz was originally
the closing act of a dramatic dance representing the
'romance of love, the seeking, and tiie fleeing.'*
4.

In New Guinea courtship no words are spoken. The suitor,
on convenient occasions, dances before the girl, making athletic
bounds, and going through the movements of spearing and the
like.io
Conversely, the Minnetaree girl dances and then taps on
the shoulder the man of her choice. 11 In Torres Straits, as elsewhere, a good dancer is admired by the women.'- Here, as in
masculine admiration for women-dancers, may be seen an

The Australian natives,
of how art and sex interact.
like many primitive peoples, celebrate with dancing various
This is often in
social ceremonies and solemn meetings.'S
example

men and women vis-d-vis. Licence generaUy
Many peoples perform such dances at ceremonies

group-formation,
follows.

celebrating sexual crises—e.i;., the Kaffirs at circumcision and
14
It is significant that intercourse of the sexes also
marriage.
follows group-dancing in Australian celebrations of peace. 1* In
pastime dances for purposes of courtship or artistic dances for
the excitement of spectators appropriate movements are naturThe Nias women emphaally employed in the earlier societies.
A sarong
size the curves of the body, and undulate the ft.-xnks.
i**
This is a
is wound and unwound over the face and breast.
The
various
dances
such
for
basis
peoples.
among
many
typical
hula-hula of Tahiti and the danse de ventre of N. Africa are

well-known examples.

—

The primary aim of the
5. The war-dance.
war-dance seems to be the development of physical
excitement, and consequently courage, in the
dancing warriors, and, secondarily, as magical
ideas attach themselves, the aim of frightening the
enemy by a demonstration of violence is added.
But, throughout, the practical but unconscious
result for the savage regiments is drill and a
rehearsal of

attack.

The

latter

;

Ellis,

meaning

also

takes on the notions of imitative magic. In the
same way a modern peasant soldier, rehearsing an
1
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attack or practising with the bayonet, may imagine
that he is actually fighting the spiritual forms of
the enemy or some vague ghostly foe. There can
be little doubt that the war-dances of barbarous
peoples and even those of the ancient Spartans
unconsciously, rehearsals of battle.^
War-dances are performed also for the purpose
of combating supernatural influences of any kind.
The Arunta of Australia, after returning from an expedition
of vengeance, dance an excited war-dance, by way of repelling
M-ere,

the ghost of the

man whom

2
they have executed.

In agricultural ritual the evil influences of blight,
bad weather, and general infertility with its various
causes are often assailed by a war-dance or similar

demonstration.
'

Thus, in ancient Italy, the dancing priesta of the god [Mars]
derived their name of Salii from the leaps or dances which they
were bound to execute as a solemn religious ceremony every
.
Similar colleges of dancing priests
year in the Comitium.
are known to have existed in many towns of ancient Italy.''*
But their dancing was a war-dance with curious weapons (see
above), more potent, doubtless, for expelling demons of infertility* than their high leaps were for making the corn grow
The natives of French Guinea prepare the fields for
high.
Fifty or sixty blacks in a line, with bent backs,
sowing, thus
are smiting the earth sinmltaneouslj' with their little iron tools,
which gleam in the sun. Ten paces in front of them, marching
backwards, the women sing a well marked air, clapping their
hands as for a dance, and the hoes keep time to the song.
Between the workers and the singers a man runs and dances,
crouching on his hams like a clown, while he whirls about his
musket and performs other manceuvres with it. Two others
dance, also pirouetting and smiting the earth here and there
with their little hoe. All that is necessary for exorcising the
5
spirits and causing the grain to sprout.'
A remarkable Greek parallel to this is the agricultural cereof
the
ancient
and
.lEnianians termed Kapnaia.
mony
Magnates
Men ploughed and sowed, but acted as on the alert against
robbers. The drama ended in a conflict and the repulse of the
enemy. 6 The old English morris-dancers \vore bells fastened to
their legs to frighten away evil spirits.''
.

.

'

:

dances. — In

Agricultural
many such ceremonies at the operations of agriculture the movements of the performers may be supposed to
stimulate, by the action of imitative magic, the
growth of the crops, or the performers may be
supposed themselves to represent the spirits of
vegetation, and by their jn-esence to disseminate
virtue and fertility.
It is not impossible that such
ideas should have been combined. Many European
cases are thus explained by Frazer
They are intended both to stimulate the growth of vegeta6.

:

'

tion in spring

and

to expel the

demoniac or other

evil influences

and these two motives of stimulation and expulsion,
blended and perhaps confused together, appear to explain the
quaint costumes of the mummers, the multitudinous noises
which they make, and the blows which they direct either at
invisible foes or at the visible and tangible persons of their
.

.

.

fellows.' 8

Where, however, the operations of agriculture
are ceremonially imitated, the stimulation is probably uut so much from the supposed presence of
the corn-spirits or from any precise action of imitative magic as from the actual, practical result of a
rehearsal, the instinct to which conies naturally
from the human tendency to imitate and dramatize
—in simpler terms, to play. Among the later
developments of this instinct into 'magical'
applications the most important seems to be the
production of movement (or growth) in nature,
following upon the movements of man.
Many
'sympathetic' rites are explained by this idea,
which is derived straight from the psychology of
the dance.
On war-dancea

de M6nil, Hist, de la danse d travers
pp. 217-235.
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fl.
Spencer-Gillena, p.
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leg Ages, Paris, 1905,
2

goat, p. 235.
6 G. E.
Marindin, in Smith's Diet, of Gr.
s.v. 'Saltatio,' ii. 593.

and Rom.

'

'

'

The Cora Indians of Mexico at their sowing-festival depute
women to represent the goddesses of sowing they
imitate in dancing the operations of digging and placing the
tvpo old

;

seed.i

This kind of description may fairly represent the
belief of the informants at the time, but, in view
of the previous considerations and of others to be
stated, it is probably one of the late sophistications
of which folk-lore is full, and Avhich obscure the
natural origin of many social customs and ceremonies.
The Motu of New Guinea dance that there may be a large
harvest. If the dancing is not given, there will be an end to
the good growth.' These people hold that every dance haa
some material result; 'no dances are useless.' ^ The Kayans
of Borneo dance in order to bring to the fields from its distant
home the soul of the rice.' *
'

'

Simple folk have not always a reason to give for
their instinctive acts, nor is it possible always to
assign a reason except instinctive reaction to this

But the

or that desire.

with others, which

may

cases just cited fall in

be described as merely

persuasive in intention. The dancer seems to be
saying, I am energetic and am proving it ; I pray
thee, do likewise.' The idea that to be busy oneself will inspire other persons or things to be the
same is the psychological explanation of many of
'

these 'magical'

processes,

'

especially the 'sym-

pathetic.
In Scotland the farmer's wife danced at the harvest festival
with the sheaf on her back.* In the Danzig district the
people dance round 'the Old Man' (the last sheaf), or the
woman who bound it dances with ' the Old Man.' *
'

'

festivals round a sheaf,
May trea and the like,^ is the
those folk-dances which combine
ritual with pastime.
Dancing round an object
may apparently have an honorific intention. The
following is a type of a large number of agi-icul-

Dancing at agricultural
tree, or pole, the

commonest

of

tural dances
To ensure a tall crop
:

of hemp, it is the custom among the
peasants of Franche Comt(5, Transylvanian Saxony, Baden, and
Suabia to dance wth high leaps. So in the case of flax and
various cereals.^ In such customs as this the notion that the
higher the jumping the taller will be the crop is probably an

after-thought.

There are numerous

rites in which the sexual
beings is supposed to assist the
fecundity of nature. Sexual processes are often
imitated in the dance, and may lead to magical

activity of

human

ideas.
Thus, the natives of N.VV. Brazil imitate in dance the act
and 'are believed to stimulate the growth of

of procreation
8
plants.'

Such dances seem to be in origin rather celebrathe season or its work than magical
charms, and, when the magical meaning is added,
it is probably only half-serious.
The permanent
and original element is the vigour and movement
tions of

of the dancers, representing tlie workers.
At the Matabele festival of the new fruits the soldiers danced
round the king, who sometimes joined in.
When he did so,
the niedioine-men and their satelliti-s, armed with thorn-bushes,
rushed about among the dancers and incited them to fresh
efforts by a vigorous application of the thorns to the bodies of
such as seemed to flag. The king's wives also sang and danced
'

him

before

in long lines,

holding the marriage-ring in their right

hands and green boughs in their left.' Similarly at the Kaifir
corn-festivals generally in one of these the king dances in a
mantle of grass or of herbs and corn-leaves. This mantle is
'

;

'

1
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E. K. Chambers, 1. 195, where the most probable derivation of
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blackened faces of the nmmmers.
8
GBS, pt. vi.. The Scapegoat, p. 251 f.
'

Thus, appointed, though ceremonial, overseers
very practically inspire the workers and
instruct them in the details of their work.
In
modern slang, they cause not only nature but the
workers also to get a move on by themselves
moving.

may
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afterwards burnt and its ashes are si-attered and trodden into
the ground by cattle.' i Here tlie king acts aa master of the
ceremonies in a celebration of harvest. It is unnecessary to
suppose that he definitely represents a corn-spirit ; his costume
is naturally adapted to the occasion.

Magical dancing.— The notion

7.

tliat dancinf;

rea.son of its vigorou.s movement can induce
movement in the environment is illustrated by
curious customs employed for rain-making.
In Morocco ball-games of the hockey tyi«; are played for this
purpose the rapid movements of the l)all and the players are
supposed to induce movement in the clouds.* Anotner case of
ceremonial movement (which is of the essence of magical dancing) is that of the rain-maker of the Australian Arunta. To
produce a shower of rain, he goes through a curious process of
quivering in his body and legs, while his assistants chant in
time with his movements. At day-break he makes a final and
exhaustive effort.'*

by

;

It

has been

suggested

iy^pavos) of Greek
dance for assisting

case

is

crane-dance

the

that

mythology records a magical
This

the progress of the sun.

complicated.

'When Theseus landed with Ariadne in Delos on his return
from Crete, he and the young companions whom he had rescued
from the Minotaur are" said to have danced a mazy dance in
imitation of the intricate windings of the labjTinth on account
" the Crane."
of its sinuous turns the dance was called
;

'

In various parts of the world, pantomimic dances
This may be the
tiight of birds.
similar dance was practised by the
case here.
Romans, as the Game of Troy.' The inaze-scheme
for dancing evolutions, however, is quite common,
and would easily attach to itself famous names
and exploits. Frazer suggests that the intention
of both was to imitate, and so to assist, the sun's
progi'ess through the sky.**
The data are insufficient to analyze such cases
as that of the king of Onitsha, on the Niger,
who danced annually before his people, possibly
to show his physical fitness.* But, certainly,
throughout what may be called the positive
applications of dancing, personal vigour is demonstrated and invites attention. In many customs
it may be said both to compel attention and to

have imitated the

A
'

invite imitation.

Some applications of

'

'

the dance are sympathetic
the natural sense, without being necessarily
magical.
Thus, it is recorded of old Madagascar that, while the men

in

'

are at the wars, and until their return, the women and girls
cease not day and night to fiance.
They believe that by
dancing they impart strength, courage, and good fortune to
o
Yuki
women
danced
So
their husbands.'
continuously that
their men might not be weary.' These very natural practices,
would
such as children
instinctively develop, are not primarily
magical. On the Gold Coast, when a battle is expected, the
kind
of sham fight, in which they cut to
women at home have a
^
The wves of
pieces green gourds, as if they were the enemy.
in
have
shown
a fundamental desire to be
all ages,
soldiers,
fighting by the side of their husbands.
.

.

.

Dancing very frequently accompanies the
and no less frequently is performed at or
round the death-bed.
These customs are still
funeral,

found

to-day among the peasantry of Spain,
France, and Ireland, as well as among such natives
as those of the E. Indian islands, and N. and S.
America." Various beliefs attach to this application of the dance.
The Gauchos dance to celebrate the dead person's entrance
into heaven. 10

in 1879 the congregation of a coloured church in
Arkansas danced for three nights round the grave of their dead
pastor, trjing to bring him back to life.u
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8. The religious dance.
Dancing as a form or
part of religious worship is a natural plienomenon,
whatever may be the precise meaning or application
In early Christianity
of the particular occasion.
bishops letl the faithful in the sacred dances both
in the churches and before the tombs of the
The practice was forbidden by the
martyrs.
Council of 692, but the prohibition was inefl'ective.
Centuries later the Liturgy of Paris included the
rubric, le chunoine ballera mt premier psaurne.
As late as the 18th cent, dancing by the priests on

days was practised in French provinces.'
The various ideas connected with dancing will

saints'

be found latent in the religious dance. When
David danceil before the Ark, the act no doubt
meant something more than the desire to honour
In some ca-ses where the intenthe sacred object.
tion is certainly to move the deity, the vigorous
movements of the dancer make the dance a real
form of prayer. The following example is sug'

'

gestive
The Tarahumare Indians of Mexico hold that the favour of
the gods maj" be won by what for want of a better term may be
called dancing, but what in reality is a series of monotonous
movements, a kind of rhythmical exercise, kept up sometimes
for two nights.
By dint of such hard work they think to preTheTarahumares
vail upon the gods to grant their prayers.
assert that the dances have been taught them by the animals.
Dance with these people is a very serious and ceremonious
matter, a kind of worship and incantation rather than amuse:

'

.

.

.

.

ment.'

-

The

honorific element pervades many customs.
In some cases it is direct.
Thus, among the Timagami Indians the feast-dance is 'a
celebration in honour of someone who has pro\ided a feast for
the camp. The guests are invited in the afternoon, and the
food is shared from a common place where it has been spread
upon the ground, each guest being provided with his eating
When evening
utensils. Tobacco is distributed after the feast.
comes on, the chief performs the feast-dance in honour of the
donor. He wears some extra apparel and carries a drum in his
.
While singing the feastshand to accompany his singing.
song, inserting a few words at times in honour of the feasthe
dances
before
the assembly. Soon
and
maker,
drumming,
he threads his way in and out amongst the people, continuing
his song, and when he has gone through the ranks of the spectators he dances back to the fe.ast-ground and ends his dance. '^
.

.

—

From the point of
9. Pantomimic dancing.
view of aesthetics dancing may be described as
muscular music. Like music, it expresses primsecondarily it expresses whatever is
arily itself
within the scope and material of the art. In this
secondary function dancing is pantomimic.
The pantomimic has the longest history of all
forms of dancing. It is highly developed in the
lowest cultures, such as the Australian, and it
is popular in the highest civilizations of to-day.
Like other forms, it is applied to various purposes
and on various differing occasions. Many other
forms (see examples cited above) are pantomimic.
Practically all the ceremonial of the Arunta and
other Australians is pantomimic, and special ornamentation and dress are usual accessaries.*
A good deal of mysticism is attached to the
masked dances or pantomimes which have had so
remarkable a development among the natives of
N.W. America. They represent incidents in the
lives of the guardian spirits of the tribe.
;

The gift of a dance means that the protege of the spirit is
to perform the same dances which have been shown to him.
.
The obtaining of
In these dances he personates the spirit.
'

'

'

.

1

2

GBS, pt. v., Spirits 0/ the Com and of the ^Yild, ii. 70 f., 66 ff.
E. Westermarck, Ceremonies and Beliefs
in Morocco,
.

.

.

Helsingfors, 1913, p. 121 ff.
3
Spencer-Gilleni', p. 189 ff.
*
GB^, pt. iii., The Dying God, London, 1911, p. 75 ff., quoting
Plutarch, Theseus, 21 Julius Pollux, iv. 101.
6
lb., pt. ii.. Taboo, London, 1911, p. 123.
s E. de
Flacourt, Hist, de la grande Isle Madagascar, Paris,
;

1058, p. 97

f.

7 S.

8

Powers, Tribes of California, Washington, 1877, p. 129 f.
A. B. Ellis, The Tshi-speaking Peoples of the Gold Coast,

London, 1887,
9
10

Grove, pp.
R. B.

p. 226.
4, 15, 19, 41, 61

1896, p. 17.
11

J^Fii.

[1896183.

75-79, 116f., 185, 275, 291, 329.
in Sat. Rev., Christmas suppl.,

.

the magical gifts [e.g., the 'death-bringer,' and the water of
lokolife, as well as the dance itself] from these spirits is called
ala, while the person who has obtained them becomes naualahi,
himself.
of
the
which
is
also
the quality
spirit
supernatural,
The ornaments of all these spirits are describerl as made of
cedar bark, which is dyed red in the juice of alder bark. They
'5
appear to their devotees only in winter.

In so far as any worship is connected with such
animal-dances, they will involve various religiotLs
emotions.
1

f.,

Cunninghame Graham,

.

.•

Sat. Rev., 18th Jan. 1896, p. 52.

.

2C. Lumholtz, (Inknou-n Mexico, London, 1903, i. SJnt.
*
3
Spencer-Gillen=>b paggim
Speck, p. 27 f.
5 f:
Boas, in RepoH (T.S. Sat. Hist. Mus.for 189o, Washmgton, 1897, p. 396.
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Artistic and
10. Dancing as a social pastime.
dramatic dancing has frequently and among various
a
social
under
been
ban, in the same
placed
peoples
i\Iore
waj^ and for the same reasons as the drama.
rarely this has been the case with dancing as a
social pastime.
Apart from ceremonial dancing in
religious worship, Greeks and Romans and most
Eastern peoples, while encouraging dancing as a
form of entertainment e.g., at banquets have
refused to admit it as a social pastime. There is
thus a professional class. The Malays never dance
tliemselves, but will pay well for good professional
dancing.^ Roman dancers were Mi/«w?e5.^ But as
a professional class they had an important though
unofficial status, like that of the bayaderes of
India, the g^eisAas of Japan, or the«^?HeAsof Egypt.
Even religious dancing developed a professional
class, if the q'dheshdth, e.g., of Hebre'w sanctuaries
may be so described.*
In the history of the world's art the great dancing
geniuses, such as Taglioni and Pavlova, are entitled to a position only second to that of great
singers and musical composers.
The use of dancing as a social pastime is comparatively modern. Plato was in favour of boys
and girls dancing together. The only approxiiaation to this was the opyuos, in which boys and girls
The 15th cent,
danced in counter-formation.'*
renaissance of dancing in Italy passed to France,
which has been termed the school of the art of
dancing, and Spain its true home.'® It is outside
the scope of tliis article to di.scuss the development
of this form of dancing, which belongs to the sphere
of pastime.
But it may be noted that the evolution of the art throws much light on the evolution
of society and the individual, and in a more clearcut manner than the evolution of music. For, in
the case of dancing, the whole system is involved.

Thus, if no reason is given, we assume that, when the Yuchi
Indians in some of their dances imitate the movements and
cries of their totem-animals, they are doing them honour.i
The Zuni dance before sacred tortoises may be to intercede
with the ancestral spirits, incarnate in the animals.' 2
The secret societies of the Nass River Indians possess as heirlooms ceremonial dances in one of which the performers practise
cannibalism in another they eat dogs in a third they break
objects with a long club, paying for the destroyed property with
^
The last detail is akin to the system
property of higher value.
'

;

;

—

of potlatch.

In the bear-dance of the Timagami Indians the men and
a large circle, with a leader to direct opera'The circle of dancers led by the chief, wlio carries a
tions.
drum and sings the bear-dance song, then starts around counterclockwise.
The leader sometimes dances backwards, turns
The
around, stoops, and in other ways imitates the bear.
idea of this
circling keeps up until the song is finished. The
dance seems to be to honour the bear by imitating him.' ^ In
another dance of the same people, the duck-dance, the movements of a flock of ducks and drakes are represented by the
It is
evolutions of the dancers, in swerving chain-figures.
curious to note that such a dance is interlarded with European
between
tlie
steps—' a modern waltz turn or two is introduced
movements. At the close the performers quack two or three
5
This is purely a pleasure-dance.'
times.

women form

.

.

.

'

'

Pantomime is recognized as an educative process
in elementary schools to-day, simple operations,
such as sowing and reaping, being represented by
appropriate movements.**

A good illustration of the pantomimic dance as fine art with a
touch of superstition remaining, or revived for artistic effect, is
found among the Malays. In their monkey -dance pantomime
represents the spirit of a monkey' entering the girl-dancer as she
Then she imitates the behaviour of a monkey,
is rocked in a cot.
and performs some remarkable tree-climbing.''

In pantomime itself the drama is more important
than in pantomimic dancing, as it is, e.g., in the
ceremonial dances of the Australians and American
Indians. The representation of a dramatic story
in dumb show, with more or less of dancing
is the ballet of Europe and the pantoUnder the Roman
of ancient Rome.
Empire this form of dancing attained extraordinary

movement,

popularity, superseding other shows, and with it
remarkable artistic excellence. Thefabidce salticce
used plots from old mythology, a love-motive being
the favourite. The best poets of the day were
commissioned to write the scenarios, which seem
at times to have been drawn from contemporary
The modern cinema picture-drama is a clo.se
life.
parallel, but in the fabula saltica an explanatory
recitative was sung by a chorus accompanied by an

As

schools,'

assisted the institution.
the ballet passed to France, where it
as the ballet iV action.^''
1

;

'

origin.^

G&,

2

lb.

pt. v., Spirits oj the
179.

Cornand

with European culture, native
throughout the world soon assimilate
European dances; e.g., the people of Ceram
(E. Indies) have adopted the yy/sMz.^ Conversely,
the higher cultures assimilate the dances of the
simpler peoples, and the ephemeral popularity of
the tango and 'ragtime' serves to illustrate the

Roman

of the Wild,

ii.

Speck,

p. 28.

6

5 lb.

See
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Ellis, vi. 74.

Skeat, Malay Magic, p. 465.
L. C. Purser, in Smith's Diet, of Gr. and Rom. Antin.^, s.v.
Pantomimus,' ii. 334 f. See Sueton. Nero, 54, Tit. 7, Catiij. 57
Macrob. ii. 7 Ovid, Ars Am. i. 595 Lucian, de Saltatione.
9
Purser, Inc. cit.
It is there defined as 'a
10£ijrii, s.v. 'Ballet,' iii. 269 f.
theatrical representation in which a story is told only by geswhich
should
be characterized by
ture, accompanied by music,
stronger em])hasis than would be employed with the voice.'
The etymology of ballet, ballad, ball, etc., is doubtful. Skeat
the
and the OEIJ refer them to L. Lat. ballare, to dance
former favours a connexion with the SiciUan Gr. /SoAAi'^eii', 'to
dance,' but the origin of paXKi^eiv (? /SaAAecv-) is uncertain.
Some derive from balla (ball) on the alleged ground that in the
Middle Ages tennis was accompanied with dancing and song
(OED). Neither of the classic authorities on tennis (Julian
Marshall, in The Annals of Tennis, London, 1878 J. J. Jusstrand, Les Sports et jeux d'exercice dans I'ancienne France, Paris,
1901) corroborates the musical accompaniment of tennis. E. B.
Tyler thought that these words came from the Grseco-Roman
ball-dance.
'

;

;

'

—

Intro-

—

Interpretation of prodigies. What
fortune or misfortune the prodigy portends is
determined for the individual by the culture to
which he belongs. Its origin in the culture is
properly matter of historical research, for the same

ductory.

8

'

physical evolution.

A. E. Crawley.

76.

''

;

human

LiTERATURK.— The authorities quoted in the article supply
satisfactory data, but there are no treatises written on any
scientifically comprehensive lines.

Survey of Canada, Ottawa, 1915 (Bulletin 19),

p. 28.

in contact

continuity of

Italy
perfected

ii.

3 E.
Sapir, Geol.
4

When

peoples

From

was

of evolution,

have developed a method, to be super-

seded by another. Among typical movements may
its character was probe mentioned the pavane
The minuet has been described as the
cessional.
But actually it expresses
fine flower of the art.®
merely an artificial code of courtesy. The type of
pair-dancing is the waltz, a dance of uncertain

In another form, parallel to modern skirt-dancing, the dancer represented all the action of the
various characters by the movements of his body
and the manipulation of a long cloak.**
The modern ballet, in common with artistic
dancing generally, dates from the 15th century.
The great Renaissance included a new birth of

Probably the tradition of the

in music, so in dancing, stages

'

orchestra.*

dancing.

'

'

'

mime

pantomimi

—

I.

and

interpretation may have had ditterent origins,
different interpretations may have the same objective cause, the respective similarity and ditterence
representing the varied reactions of the cultures in

Were the interpretations given by ditler-

question.

;

'

'

;

1

Skeat,

- C. L.
3

Malay Magic,

Souvay,

JE iv.

in

CE,

p. 458.
s.v.

'

Dancing,'

iv. 619.

425.

4G. E. Marindin, in Smith's Diet, of Gr.
s.v. 'Saltatio,' ii. 594; Plato, Legg. vi. 771.
5

£Brii

vii. 798».

and Rom.

Antiq.^,

« lb. 7971^.

7 lb. 799h ; French volte, from the Volta of Provence
Gemiaa
has walzen, to revolve.'
8 J. G. F. Riedel, De Shiik- en kroesharige rassen tusachen SeUbes en Papna, The Hague, 1886, p. 130.
;

'
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ent cultures wholly arbitrary, they would not
present sucii thoroughgoing, or even such partial,
Some of the resemblances may be
reseml)lance.
attributed to cultural diHiision, where the phenomenon is really continuous in development, overllowing, as it were, the cultural bounds within

The
which it orginates.
good instances, for liere we have

classical cultures are

historical proof of
the ditiusion, such proof, in the nature of the case,
being verj' ditticult to obtain in primitive society,
where tribal tradition is an unsafe guide. The
spontaneous effect of the phenomena upon the
mind is, however, in some cases such as, if not to
rule out diH'usion, at least to make this supposition superfluous.
The eclipse and the earthrjuake,
The reason is not far
e.g., never portend good.
to seek
earthquakes never effect any good, and
frequently leave disaster in their train the comof what the eclipse partly effects, in bringpletion
ing about a diminution of light, would be the
culmination of disasters darkness has ever been
the harbinger of evils which the garish light of
:

;

;

day

dissi pates. 1

other instances the prodigy points its
own moral, though one largely determined by the
predisposition of the people who interpret it (as,
Whether or
e.g., Napoleon's 'sun of Austerlitz')not the inference made is historically true, the
following passage shows that the suggestion of the
interpretation grows out of the nature of the
event

many

In

:

At the time of the amplification and enlarging [of the village
from which Milan grew] by Bellonesus there happened a very
strange accident, which gave occasion of tlie denomination.
For when it was new building, a certaine wilde Sow that came
forth of an olde ruinous house very early in the morning,
hapned to meet some of those that were set aworke about the
building of the city. This Sow had halfe her body covered with
hard bristly haire as other Pigges are, and the other halfe with
very soft and white wool which portentum, Bellonesus took
for a very happy and ominous token, so that he caused the cit3'
What his
to be called Mediolanum from the halfe-wooled Sow.
reason was wliy he should esteem this strange spectacle for
such a luckie token I know not but I conjecture it might be
this
perhaps he supposed that the bristly haire might presage
strength an<l puissance in his subjects, and the wooll plenty of
necessary meanes that might tend to the clothing of their
'

:

:

bodies.'-

—

The realm of the unknown. The unknown
highly charged with mystic power.
Many
peoples, like the Thonga, have added faith in
because
come
from
a
medicines
just
they
foreign
distant land.^ For this reason the Bakongo seldom
engage the medicine-man of their own village.
'They know too nmch about him to waste their money on
2.

is

him.

They

village of

flout

whom

him and send

they

know

for the

little

medicine-man of another

or nothing.'

•*

worked there is
Among the Bakongo, as
something mystical.
among many of the tribes of Africa and of India,
In the

skill

with which iron

is

the blacksmith holds an honourable position, or is
despised and feared. Similarly, the forge is often
regarded as a sacred place, and respect is shown
towards the anvil and the fire.''
In the Middle Ages this superstitious fear and
dread attached to the higher learning and superior
skill.

A good instance of this tendency is the attitude taken
towards Michael Scot, an Irishman of the 13th cent, who
narrowly escaped being an archbishop over the see of Cashel.
'He was so widely renowned for his varied and extensive learning that he was credited with supernatural powers a number
of legends grew up around his name which hid his real merit,
and transformed the man of science into a magician. In the
Border country traditions of his m.agical power are common.
Boccaccio alludes to "a great master in necromancy, called
Michael Scot," while Dante places him in the eighth circle of
;

The Hist, of Mankind, Eng. tr., i. 49.
Coryat, Crudities, London, IGll, i. 114.
* H. A.
Junod, The Life of a S. African Tribe, Neuch^tel,
1912-13, ii. 414 R. JI. Lawrence, Primitive Psycho-therapy
1

Cf. F. Ratzel,

- T.

;

and Quackery, London,
* J.

H. Weeks,

o. 285.
s lb.

1910.
the Primitive

Among

Hell '^all because his learning was beyond the compreliension
In the 14th cent, similar magic powui-s were
attributed to Gerald, the fourth earl of Desmond, solely on
account of his learning.i In Ireland, during the witchcraft
women were put to death on the charge of
superstition, many
usmg black magic solely because of their skill in simples and
their knowledge of the medicinal value of herbs just such skill
and knowledge as have given rise to our present phannacopceia
of his fellows.

—

The realm of the unknown is jjeopled by many
monstrous beings. This is especially true of the
celestial regions and what are, for the people in
In the
question, the remoter parts of the earth.
moon and on parts of tlie earth, say the Eskimos,
are manlike creatures without head or neck, but
having a broad mouth, armed with sharp teeth,
across the chest. ^ Many tribes in Afiica have
similar beliefs.
They prevailed in Europe until a
In fact, the disposition to make
century ago.^
monsters out of the distant and poorly-known is as
old as history.
The early Babylonians reported an
attack by a strange people who had the bodies
of birds and the faces of ravens, whose dwellingplace was in the mountains to the north of Mesopotamia.

—

has expressed

it,

is

not moved with the utmost

violences of fortune, nor with the extremities of
fire and sword, whereas a fool is afraid of his own
shatlow, and surprised at all accidents, as if they
As Pliny * says, the
were all levelled at him.
Ilomans could not be sure of anything, not even
that a person was dead there are, in fact, many
examples of the dead returning to life, in .some
cases after the funeral pyre had been lighted and
the flames had proceedea too far to permit rescue.
There are critical moments when the mind, group
and individual, is especially liable to harbour
hallucinations and to magnify the ordinary into
;

Intense expectancy gives
something prodigious.
exaggerated proportions to every event which is
extraordinary, and heightened anticipation leaps
forward into supposititious realization.
The
politico-religious fervour of the down-trodden Jews
affords

many

illustrations.

Prior to the revolt in Juda-ji which broke out in a.d. 66 this
expectanc}' gave life and permanency to a host of terrifying
rumours, which, in turn, fanned the fervour into greater
Men dreamed only of signs and omens the apocavagaries.
Ij-ptic hue of Jewish fancy stained everything with a blootiy halo.
Comets, swords in the sky, battles in the clouds, light breaking
forth of itself from the depth of the sanctuary, victims at the
moment of sacrifice bringing forth a monstrous progeny,
these were the tales told with horror from mouth to mouth.
One day the vast brazen gates of the Temple had flown open of
themselves and refused to close. At the Passover of a.d. 65,
about 3 a.m., the Temple was for half an hour lighted as bright
as day some thought that it was on fire.
Again, at Pentecost,
the priests heard a sound as of many persons in the interior,
as
if
for
and saying to one
flight,
making hasty preparations
another, "Let us depart hence!" The great disturbance of
mind was itself the best of signs that something extraordinary
was about to happen.' 8
'

;

—

;

The devil you know is better than the devil you
don't know, and the latter always excels in power
and malignity.
An observer of the Iroquois has declared that no Iroquois
lives who would not in the night-time quail at seeing a bright
light the nature of which he did not understand.' The Jesuits
who visited the Huron in 1653 found them entertaining 'a
superstitious regard for everything which savored a little of the
uncommon. If, for instance, in their hunt they had difficulty
in killing a bear or a stag, and on opening it they found in its
head or in the entrails a bone, or a stone, or a serpent, etc.,
1 St. John D.
Seymour, Irish Witchcraft and Demonology,
Dublin, 1913, p. 52 f.
2 E. W.
Nelson, in IS JiBEW [1899], p. 442.
3
See, e.g., Lord Monboddo, Of the Origin and Progress of
Hist, of
Langnaqe, Edinburgh, 1774-92, i. ; PC^; Ratzel,

Mankind.
Bakongo, London,

1914,

—

(n) Recogni3. The psychology of prodigies.
tion of events as prodigious.
What phenomena
are recognized as prodigies and what importance
attaches to them depends upon the state of mind,
social and individual.
The wise man, as Seneca*

4

Qua-st. Xal.

6 E.

p. 93.
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7

,

*

vi. 1.

Renan, The Anti-Christ,

3/^BJ?H'[lSS3], p.

68.

„»r ^"^^

^
Paris, 1876, ch. x.

..

,„
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they said that such object was an oki, that is, an enchantment
which gave strength and vigor to the animal, so that it could
not be killed and they used it as the superstitious do reli;

i
quaries, in order to be always prosperous.'
In many parts of England and of America a crowing

hen

is

considered very unlucky and can by no means be permitted to
strut and fret with impunity
'
A whistling woman and a crowing hen
:

Always come to some bad end.'
The Australian is somewhat afraid of the unique and weird
The
of the laughing jackass.2
Ha ha and Hoo hoo
!

'

'

'

'

!

!

!

it wise not to hnitate the cry of any unknown bird,
for strange birds are often sent by the devil and carry about
Double fruits in bananas, nuts, etc.,
the seeds of disease.3
in N. Queensbeini,^ somewhat out of the ordinary, are believed
land'to be made by certain invisible beings. The Romans were
head of
double
of
a
the
with
similarly impressed
presence
the liver of a victim, as also by the absence of a head.'-*
talkthe
heard
ascetic
Brahman
elephant
When the devout
'
Ha what is this
ing to a tree, he exclaimed in amazement,
an
with
should
intelligible
an
speak
elephant
wonder, that
'5
voice, and that I should understand him?
Those trees are regarded as sinister and are considered mfrom seed, and bear no
auspicious which are never propagated
It portends evil when the cultivated olive changes into
fruit.6
the wild, and the white grape or fig becomes wild. It was an
evil portent when, upon the arrival of Xerxes at Laodicea, a
and sank into the
plane-tree was transformed into an olive
earth shortly before the civil wars of Pompeius JIagnus began,
from the ground.
leaving onlv a few of the branches protruding
The Sfbylline Books were consulted, and it was found that a
war of extermination was impending, which would be attended
with greater carnage the nearer it approached the city of Rome.
Another kind of prodigy is the springing up of a tree in some
extraordinary and unusual place e.g., the head of a statue, an
A fig-tree shot forth from a laurel at
altar, or another tree.
like manner, at
Cyzicus, just before the siege of that city in
statue of the
Tralles, a palm issued from the pedestal of the
dictator Caesar, at the period of his civil wars. So, too, at
a
Rome, in the Capitol, in the time of Perseus, palm-tree grew
from the head of the statue of Jupiter— a presage of impending
a
victory and triumphs. This palm having been destroyed by
tempest, a fig-tree sprang up in the very same place, at the
to
time
at
Piso,
which, according
period of lustration made at a
'an author of high authority,' 7 all sense of shame had been
Above all the prodigies that have ever been
utterly banished.
heard of, however, we ought to place the one that was seen in
our own time, at the period of the fall of the Emperor Nero, in
the territory of Marrucinum a plantation of olives, belonging
to Vectius 'Marcellus, one of the principal members of the
fields
Equestrian order, bodily crossed the highway, while the
that lay on the opposite side of the road passed over to supply
»
the place which had been thus vacated by the olive-yard.'

Ainus find

'

'

'

!

—

;

'

;

The

fear of ghosts is universal.
the supposedly dead Geraint, hero of the Mabinogion,
rose up and slew one of the assembled company, all left the
board and fled away. And this was not so much through fear

When

'

of the living as through the dread they felt at seeing the dead
man rise up to slay them.' 9 It was natural for Teigue O'Neill,
the Irish blacksmith, when he discovered that the rider of the
'
lo
horse was a ghost, to recoil with a terrified prayer.'

This fear is not a fear of physical injury, but a
In this territory all
fear far transcending this.
natural restraint breaks down.
Horror was on the faces of the friends of a certain John
Browne of Durley when, as he lay dying in the year 1(554, they
saw a great iron triple-locked chest, which stood at the foot of
the bed, 'begin to open, lock by lock, without the aid of any
^
visible hand, until at length the lid stood upright.'

Horror would be on our faces too, if we accepted
the fact that there was no natural explanation.
There is no other attitude to take in the presence
of events that shatter our every-day working

—

categories.'^
The concepts and emotions
(b) Ileligious aspect.
that harbour prodigies, and lind in them a wealth
of mystic meaning, have much in common with the
Disasters of all kinds are
religious attitude.
recognized as the inflictions of an angry god.
'

Pindar's remark,

I

ween there

is

no marvel impos-
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longer, evidenced by oracles, portents, and supernatural displays of various sorts.
The Christian army of Ferdinand of Spain, when besieging
the Moors in the stronghold of Mochling, near Granada, disOne
charged from their guns inextinguishable combustibles.
of these, which passed high through the air like a meteor, sending out sparks and crackling as it went, entered the window of
a tower which was used as a magazine of gunpowder. The
The Moors,
tower blew up with a tremendous explosion.
who had never witnessed an explosion of the kind, ascribed the
destruction of the tower to a miracle. Some who had seen the
descent of the flaming ball, imagined that fire had fallen from
The pious
heaven to punish them for their pertinacity.
Agapida, himself, believes that this fiery missive was conducted
by divine agency to confound the infidels an2 opinion in which
Thus each interhe is supported by other Catholic historians.'
'

.

ii.

oh.

[1913]

.

.

;

preted the event in a way that fitted in with his intellectual
background, while both parties found in its superhuman and,
for them, supernatural character something of the divine.
When, later, the Spanish forces had suffered a year of discouraging reverses with scarcely a bright spot in all their
campaigns againstthe Moors, the unusually severe storms which
swept the land seemed to have a sinister meaning, and suggested
visitations from on high.
High winds prevailed and rains
deluged the land, overflowing the " valleys, undermining the
A vast black cloud moved
flocks.
the
and
drowning
houses,
over the land, accompanied by a hurricane and a trembling of
the earth. Houses were unroofed, the walls and battlements
of fortresses shaken, and lofty towers rocked to their foundations. Ships, riding at anchor, "were either stranded or swallowed
up others, under sail, were tossed to and fro upon mountain
waves, and cast upon the land, where the whirlwind rent them
Some
.
.
in pieces and scattered them in fragments in tlie air.
of the faint-hearted," adds Antonio Agapida [the Spanish
as a
elements
of
the
chronicler], "looked upon this torment
In the weakness
prodisxious event, out of the course of nature.
which
troubles
of their fears, they connected it with those
occurred in various places, considering it a portent of some
the violence of the
gi-eat calamity, about to be wrought by
bloody-handed El Zagal and his fierce adherents."
of Coninhabitants
the
A like interpretation was given by
stance, in Switzerland, of a terrific storm of rain and hail which
on
a
came upon some encamped soldiers,
Sunday night (8th May
'
blown over. It was
1642), when all the tents were in u thrice
not possible for any match to keep fire, or any sojor to handle
Our sojors, and some of our
his musket or yet" to stand. .
officers too (who suppose that no thing which is more than
ordinarie can be the product of nature) attributed this hurrikan
to the divilish skill of some Irish icitches.' *
'

;

.

'

'^

.

The

catastrophic drives

.

men

to their wits' end,

and even beyond the bounds of reason. He who is
deterred by no clearly apprehended danger becomes panic-stricken in the face of mysterious

The feeling of human inability to cope
with the situation intensifies the individual's helpThere is nothing to do but cringe and
lessness.
forces.

/

ho]ie.

'

For what can one believe quite safe,' asks Seneca, if the
world itself is shaken, and its most solid parts totter to their
fall?
Where, indeed, can our fears have limit if the one thing
immovably fixed, which upholds all other things in dependence
on it, begins to rock, and the earth lose its chief characteristic,
find? Whither
stability? What refuge can our weak bodies
shall anxious ones flee when fear springs from the ground and
If roofs at any time
is drawn up from the earth's foundations?
there is
begin to crack and premonitions of fall are given,
of doors, they abandon
general panic all hurry pell-mell out
their household treasures, and trust for safety to the public
'

:

itself stir up destruction what refuge or
and
help can we look for? If this solid globe which upholds
defends us, upon which our cities are built, which has been
called by some the world's foundation, stagger and remove,
whither are we to turn ? 5

street.

But if the earth

When

there

'

public alarm through fall of cities,
burying of whole nations, and shaking of earth's
foundations, what wonder that minds in the distraction of suflering and terror sliould wander
forth bereft of sense? Indeed, on no occasion
Avill one find more instances of raving prophets
than when mingled terror and superstition have
is

struck men's hearts. The Malakand tribes that
attacked the British in 1897, under the leadership
1

3.

of Chivalry, Philadelphia, 1900, pt.

^

sible if gods have wrought thereto,' is profoundly
The divine nature of the ruler himself was,
true.
from the time of Alexander the Great to that of
tlie Roman emperors of the 1st cent, and even

Pyth.

X.

49

f.

2
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4
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1.

PRODIGIES

AND PORTENTS

Mad Mullah, are one of many example.s of
a people assailed by supernatural terrors and
doubts, lured liy liopes of celestial glory, and taught
to expect prodigious events.'
II. History.— 1. The Greek view of prodigies.
According to Empedocles, the various parts of
animals had a separate existence. Heads grew
supported by no necks, arms wandered about
detached from shoulders, and disembodied eyes
pierced the solitudes. These several parts united,

3G5

Romans

of the

as portentous.
During the reign of
Augustus the liirth of four children at one birth
was quickly followed by a famine.

—

u])on

forming in some cases normal creatures, but,
because of their vagarious juxtajiosition, in some
cases monstrosities, such as man-headed oxen.
The normal ones, being better adapted to the conditions of life, survived, while the monsters perished
because of their maladjustment.
The stress of the times always heightened the
interest in prodigies.
Thus, during the Peloponnesian War there were earthquakes unparalleled
in their extent and fury, and eclipses of the sun
more numerous tlian are recorded to have happened
in any former age, if we are to believe Thucydides." Again, while Xerxes was leading his army
into Greece, prodigies of his defeat were not wanting a mare gave birth to a hare, signifying, says
Herodotus, that Xerxes would return fleeing for
his life, and a mule brought forth a colt with
the organs of both sexes. ^
Again, when the
Persian army approached the temple at Delphi,
numerous prodigies appeared the sacred arms
the
temple
transported themselves outside
thunder struck two crags above the heads of the
barbarian force and brought them down upon the
foe with considerable mortality.* Two days after
the olive-tree in the Erechtheum had been bvirned
down, a shoot a cubit long had sprung up from the
stump.-' Salt fish that were being fried leaped
from the pan this signified that the deceased
Protesilaus would leajj from the dead and avenge
himself on the one who had wronged him.^
By reading the horoscope Greek astrologers
were able to predict the birth of monstrosities. If
there was disjunction {aaiivSera) between all or
most of the recognized proper positions of the
It
planets, a monstrous birtii might be expected.
would not be of human birth if the planets in
question were in the sign of one of the animals.''
:

:

;

;

—

The speculations of Em2. The Roman view.
pedocles found place in the pliilosophy of the
Romans. The earth in the beginning produced
various monsters that sprang up with v/onderful
faces and limbs. But these prodigies and portents
'

'

were generated to no purpose, for nature abhorred
and prevented their increase.^ Pliny* speaks of
races having but one eye, and that in the middle
of the forehead veritable Polyphemoi.
Some had
their feet turned backwards
they could proceed
with wonderful velocity, and wandered about in-

—

;

discriminately with the wild beasts. Some peoples
were partly male and partly female. Some had
only one leg, but with a foot so large that they
could lie down in the shade of it. Some had no
noses, some no mouths, subsisting upon odours,
and needing neither meat nor drink. Some lived
to be 400 years old.
Livy relates three prodigious births at Frusino,
a lamb with a sow's head ; at Sinuessa, a pig with
a human head among the Lucani, a foal with five
feet.'**
Women gave birth to elephants, to serpents,
to hippocentaurs." The birth of more than three
children at one birth was looked upon by the
1 W. L. S.
Churchill, Story of the Malakand Field Force,
:

;

London,
2

1898, p. 38.
3

i. 23.
5 lb. 55.
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A. Bouche

p. 399
8
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6 76. ix. 120.

vii. 57.

Leclercq, L'Astrologie

grecque,
9

Lucretius, v. 837.

HN

xxxi. 12.
Val. Maximus,
;

and prodigies of
Prominent among these were monstrous births, especially cases where several heads
were possessed by tiie progeny. To the Roman
mind each of these represented an emperor. Real
or pretended hybrids were given a similar interA hog with claws like a hawk's was
pretation.
accepted as a perfect image of Nero.^
from the
IJrigiit lights sometimes proceeded
heavens during the night-time, as though the day
a burning
liad suddenly ventured to intrude
shield was seen to dart across the sky at sunset,
case a
In
one
from west to east, scintillating.
spark fell from a star, increasing in size as it approached the earth, until it attained the magnitude
It afterof the moon, shining as through a cloud.
wards returned into the heavens and was converted
spectres, monsters born of slime,

every

sort.

;

Stars moved about in various
bow, or a circle of red, might
suddenly appear about the sun.
In ancient Rome it rained milk, blood, a flesh
which did not putrefy, wool, iron, and baked tiles.
During the war with the Cimbri, and at other
times, the air was filled with the rattling of arras
and the sound of tnimpets. Armies were seen
marching, countermarching, and fighting, and the
heavens themselves were seen in flames.^ In the
district of Mutina two mountains ruslied together,
falling upon each other with a very loud crash,
in the daytime flame and
and then receding
smoke issued from them. There was the usual
All the farmhouses
great crowd of witnesses.
Avere thrown down by the shock, and many of the
animals in them were killed. This heralded the
Social War, Avhich was even more disastrous for
Near Harpasa, in Asia, was a large rock
Italy.
which could be moved by the finger, but not if the
Near the river
entire body was applied to it.
Indus a certain mountain had such attraction for
were placed on
iron
iron that, if shoes containing
it, they could not be withdrawn, while another
repelled iron to such an extent that the foot within a shoe containing iron could not rest upon it.
In several places things pushed into the ground
could not be pulled out.
Prodigies might appear at any time, but they
were especially frequent in time of political or
national danger or disaster. In the year in which
Fabius Maximus was for the third time elected to
the consulship the sea appeared on fire at Sinuthe statues in
essa a cow brought forth a colt
the temi>le of Juno Sospita, Lanuvium, sweated
blood, and a shower of stones fell in the neighbourhood of that temple.
into a lampas.

directions.'*

A

;

;

;

'On account of this shower the nine days' sacred rite was
celebrated, as is usual on such occasions, and the other pro*
digies were carefully expiated.'

Prodigies announced from many places while
Hannibal was threatening Rome augmented tlie
In Sicily several darts of the soldiers had
teiTor.
taken fire in Sardinia the staft' of a horseman wlio
was going his rounds upon a wall took fire as lie
held it in his hand the shores were frequently
ablaze at Prseneste two shields sweated blood at
Arpi red-hot stones fell from the heavens at
Capena shields appeared in the heavens, and the
sun fought with the moon two moons rose during
one day the fountain of Hercules flowed with
;

;

;

;

;

;

Herod,

Paris,

f.

10 xxvii.
37,
vii. 3

11

-

In the troublous times following immediately
Nero's reign, and inaugurated by it, there
appeared tlirough the Roman world loathsome

vi. 5,

i.

6.

EN
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Antium bloody

ears of grain
spots of blood ;
fell into the basket as the people were reaping ; at
1
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ample fulfilment in the near future. The
famine came in the year 68 inundation from the
Tiber in 69 and from the sea along the coast of
Lycia the pestilence visited Rome in 65, carrying
ott' 30,000 inhabitants
Lyons was swept in the
same year by a devastating conflagration, and the

if with a
great chasm, and from the cleft came a vast light
the prophetic tables suddenly diminished in size,
and one fell out, on which appeared the inscripThe statue of Mars
tion, Mars shakes his spear.'
at Kome, on the Appian Way, sweated at the
of
wolves
at
Capua the lieavens
sight of images
seemed to be on fire, and the moon appeared to be
This must, indeed, have
falling amid the rain.
been good preparation for smaller wonders.

Falerii the heavens appeared cleft as

its

;

;

;

'

;

Campania by

;

'

—

;

:

;

with full-grown, partly with sucking, victims.'

i

Punic AVar, another flood of pronew fear to supplement the old.
Crows had torn some gold in the Capitol with their
beaks and had eaten it at Antium mice gnawed
a golden crown an immense quantity of locusts,
coming apparently from nowhere, filled the whole
country around Capua at Reate a foal with five
at Anagnia scattered fires appeared
feet was born
at
in the sky and were followed by a meteor
Arpinum the earth sank into an immense gulf, in a
head
of
was
level
the
place where the ground
the liver was absent from the first victim immolated
by one of the consuls. These prodigies were expiated by offerings and sacrifices.*
Later, in the
digies aroused

;

rary and biographer, Eginhard

;

;

;

;

'

A circle of stars near the moon was visible when
Augustus entered Rome, after the death of his
father, to assume the name by which he was afterwards known. ^ Shakespeare is following ample
precedent in announcing the ominous appearance
of five moons immediately after the death of Prince

joining.3

Arthur.'*

III.

early Christian view.—The spirit of
typified by the Roman power or by the
violent party of Jerusalem, as the case may be, is

The

'

'

'

hornslikealamb.' Nor are there lacking elements
of the prodigious in that hated Antichrist, the
empei-or Nero, whose life has been likened to the
discordant cries of a grotesque witches' revel.
In the bloody troublous days of Nero meteors
and celestial signs received heightened attention.
Comets, eclipses, mock-suns, northern lights, in which
appear crowns, swords, and streaks of blood, fantastic forms of
clouds in time of heat, with traces of battles or strange beasts,—
drew eager attention and seemed never to have been so vivid
as in these tragic years. All the talk was of showers of blood,
of wonderful thunder-bolts, of rivers flowing up-stream, or
A thousand things never noticed in
of bloody torrents.
ordinary times came to have a high importance in the feverish
excitement of the public mind.' 7
'

Christ Himself had prophesied that nation would
rise against nation, kingdom against kingdom
there would be earthquakes, terrors, famines, pestilences on all sides, and great signs in the sky
;

Mk

137-9^

Lk

21»-").

The prophecy had
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the cause of disease or for the discovery of a thief. A written
law was given by God to the chief tribal ancestor of the Buriats,
who, on his way home to his own people, fell asleep under a
haystack. A ewe came to the stack and ate up all the law as
well as the hay, but the law remained engraved on the ewe's
shoulder-blade. 5 The Kayans of Borneo cast bears' teeth as
dice by way of divination, and the Igorot resort to divination
with chickens. Before going to battle the Samoans observe
the movements of a lizard in a bundle of spears. If it runs
about the points of the spears and the outside of the bundle, it
if it works its way into the centre for concealis a good omen
ment, it is a bad omen. If a lizard comes down on the bare
post rather than on the matting which partly covers it, this is
a bad portent similarly if it crosses the path of a man going
to battle.6 The Thonga preserve, as useful for divinatory purin the stvihls of
poses, the astragalus of a smaller animal found
a hyena—' a most uncommon discovery.' 7
;

;

See, further, artt.
2.

Mazdiisine, Pans,

Omens.

DivlNATlON.

— Omens

likewise are

common among

primitive people.
The flocking of vultures denotes impending war, it being the
habit of these birds to prey upon the bodies of the slain.8
The snake portends death to a Bushman. 9 Among the Thonga
The screech
it is a bad omen for a mole to cross one's path.i"
of the eagle informed the Takelma that some one would be killed
1 G. F. Fisher, The Beginnings of Christianity, Edinburgh,
1878, p. 250 Clemen, pp. 137-139.
2
Eenan, ch. xiv. Mishnah, S6{ah, ix. 15.
gee, further,
tr. S. E. Turner, New York, 18S0, p. 72
;

;
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'Wonders,' 'Earthquake,' and DAC, s.v. 'Dreams.'
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G. Turner, Samoa, London, 1884, p. 47.
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Junod,
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;

*

1912, pp. 127-137.

— Divination

;

and who puts the mark of the beast upon men
Elsewhere (13") the false prophet
(I314-17 16 19).
two
is a monster, speaks like a dragon, and has

248-8,

Divination.

to the classical cultures.
It is practised by means of lice in the Torres Straits, and on
the island of Mer is a divinatory shrine where omens are taken
from the movements of insects, lizards, and other animals.*
The Kirghiz divine by means of the shoulder-blade of a sheep the
Buriats use the shoulder-blade of a sheep or a goat in divining

or Antichrist is especially liable to representation
The false prophet whom the
as some prodigy.
writer of the Apocalypse represents as an ally of
Nero is a wonder-worker who causes fire to fall
from the sky, graven images to live and speak,

(Mt

Animals. — i.

by no means confined

a dragon which pours out a flood of water to sweep
away the Church (Rev 12^^-^^). Tlie concept is
possibly of Babylonian or Egyptian origin," though
The false prophet
it is found also in Mazdajism.^

'

—

;

'

;

'

:

There were frequent eclipses, both solar and lunar, and a
black spot appeared for seven days on the sun, during the last
three years of his life the gallery between the basilica and the
accidental fire consumed the
palace fell suddenly in ruin
wooden bridge over the Rhine at Mayence both gallery and
bridge had been constructed by Charlemagne during his last
campaign into Saxony a ball of fire fell suddenly from the
It rushed across the clear sky
heavens with a great light.
from right to left, and everybody was wondering what was
when
the horse which he was riding
of
the
the meaning
sign,
gave a sudden plunge, head foremost, and fell.' His javelin
was struck from his hand with a violence that sent it twenty
The palace at Aix-la-Chapelle frequently trembled,
feet away.
the roofs of whatever buildings he tarried in kept up a continual
crackling noise, the basilica was struck by lightning, and the
gilded ball that adorned the pinnacle of the roof was shattered
by the thunder-bolt and hurled upon the bishop's house ad-

;

3.
evil,

—

;

;

'

and

tornadoes ; tempests spread terror broadcast, and
nature seemed everywhere perverse. It was a
prevalent belief that portents, hiding of the sun
and moon in darkness, brandishing of swords in
the sky, were to usher in the Messianic kingdom. ^
This view that calamities were signs of the
Messiah's approach was in vogue among the
Jews for many centuries after tlie time of Christ.*
Similar interpretations, inherited no doubt from
Rome, were rife as late as the 9th cent., and perIt was during a
sisted through the Middle Ages.
wild storm that Cromwell passed away for had
not the devil come to carry ott' his soul ? Numerous
and more terrible were the omens heralding the
death of Charlemagne, recounted by his contempo-

After these,' says Livy, credit was given to prodigies of less
magnitude tliat the goats of certain persons had borne wool
that a hen had changed herself into a cock and a cock into
a hen; these things having been laid before the senate, as
reported, the authors being conducted into the senate-house,
the consul took the sense of the fathers on religious affairs. It
was decreed that these prodigies should be expiated, partly
'

scarcely less destructive cyclones
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PRODIGIES AND PORTENTS
by an arrow. When a snake crosses a person's path, it is a sijfn
that one of his relatives will die if a rattlesnake bites a person's
shadow, it is a siirn that he will voiuit.i The Yana declare It a bad
2
If the rail-bird flies before
sign if a fox talk before daybreak.
a Samoan war party, it is a good omen it is a bad omen if seen
toflv in any other" direction. If a certain fish swims rapidly,
the Samoans s" t" battle cheerfully but, if it turns round now
and then on its back, the party would not dare to proceed. S
The flight of the owl is a good or a bad omen according to the
direction taken. If the cuttle-fish is close to shore when the
party is about to set out, it is a good siprn i' far away, a bad
Evil is portended when the sea-eel is driven upon the
sign."
shore as often happens after a gale and the event creates a
commotion throughout that locality. If the heron flies before
the war party, it is a good sign but, if it flies across the path,
this is a bad "omen. The appearance of the creeper-bird in the
morning or in the evening means that one's prayers are
accepted, while its failure to appear means that the god is
angry. If the teeth of the sperm-whale, after being placed in
position, lie east and west, it is a (jood omen ; while, if they
point towards the north or south, it is a bad omen. A war
part.v will return if a lizard is seen crossing its path.*
In Borneo an expedition, prepared by months of labour,
will turn homeward if bad omens are observed
cy., if a particular bird calls on a certain side or flies across the river in
some particular fashion and a newly-married pair will separate
if on the wedding day the cry of a deer is heard near the house.
Similar beliefs prevail among the Todas.6
In Holland, as early as 1611, the presence of a stork upon a
house was looked upon as a good omen, and its leave-taking as
a bad omen.''
;

'

'

;

;

;

—

—

;

—

;

rustic
3. The crow and the raven.— The English
Avho pronounces a curse on the ill-betiding croak of
the crow might well be considered the inheritor of
the Roman belief that the crow is a bird of illomened garrulity and especially inauspicious at
the time of incubation, i.e. just after the summer
In the Shetlands the raven is believed to
solstice.
keep close to a house in which there is a corpse,
and in Northumberland the cry of the raven is an
omen of ill-luck. In rustic England the raven has
generally been considered a bird of ill omen.
similar belief is current on the west coast of
Africa, where the white-breasted raven is called a

A

man-eater, and magic medicine

No

when

is

manufactured

—

lays its eggs the
exact contrary of the belief prevailing in the
western part of the United States. Its flocking
portends impending war.'' Pliny declares that
ravens are most direfully ominous when they
swallow their voice, as if being choked. They are
unique among birds in having a comprehension of
the meaning of their auspices. When tlie guests
of Medus were assassinated, all the ravens departed
from the vicinity of Attica and the Peloponnesus.
Both Alexander and Cicero were warned of approaching death by the raven. In some instances,

from

it.

rain falls

however, the presence of
divine favour.*

The

—In

owl.
4.
o^vl that flies to

with the words
cry,

O owl

raven betokened

HiranyakeHn Grhyasutra the
is

addressed

:

'
!

the

the abode of the gods

'Flying round the village from

by thy

it

left

to right, portend us luck

9

Striges, screech-owls,' was the Roman appellation
for witches.
The horned owl was especially
funereal and greatly abhorred in all auspices of a
public nature. Its appearance in the city was a
dire omen, though its perching on a private house
portended no ill. During the consulship of S.
Palpelius Hister and L. Pedanius one entered the
'

very sanctuary of

Capitol, in consequence of
purified on the nones of March
in that year, as also again in the consulship of L.
Cassius and C. Marius (A.U.C. 647).^" The note of

which the

city

tlie

was

an owl heard on the left annuls the auspicious
note of other birds." The note of the strix and
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the presence or cry of the bubo l>ode

ill.^

Among the titles
are 'divine little bird,' '.servant of tlie
mediator of the world.' When about to
world,'
sacrifice one of them, the Ainus otter the following
bird is regarded as benevolent.

given

it

'

prayer

:

Beloved deity, we have brought you up because we loved
now we are about to send you to your father. We
herewith offer you foo<l, Inao, wine, and cakes take them to
and he will be very pleased. When you come to
your parent,
him say, " I have lived a long time among the Ainu, where an
Ainu father and an Ainu mother reared me. I now come to
thee. Mv father, hear me, and hasten to look upon the Ainu
and help "them." '2
'

you, and

;

In one Samoan village the god was said to be
incarnate in the owl. If an owl flew ahead of a
it was regarded as favourable
party going to fight,
but, if it flew across the road or towards the rear,
it was unfavourable.*
Among the Vao the owl
was a favourite companion of the witch, and Thesfeathers as a magic
salian women used its
In Shetland the old women say that
ingredient.
a cow will give bloody milk if it is frightened by
an owl, and will fall sick and die if touched by it.
Screech-owls are ghosts among the Arapaho, and
in many American tribes the owl is regarded as a
bird of ill omen or of magic power, as, notably,
With the Navaho it is
in the south-west area.
a sort of bugaboo used to frighten children into
submission.
Aurora
i.
IV. Natural phenomena.
The Mandans say that the northern
borealis.
lights are occasioned by a large assembly of
medicine-men and distinguished warriors of several
northern nations who boil their prisoners and slain
enemies in huge cauldrons. The Eskimos say that
they are the ghosts of the dead playing football
with a walrus skull.* To the Malecite they repreThe Tlingit
sented blood and portended war.
share with the Eskimos the belief that the northern
lights are the spirits of the dead at play,* while
the Saulteaux say they are the spirits of the dead
dancing.® The aurora borealis heralded the defeat
at sea of the Lacedoemonians and the loss of their
This 'flame of a bloody
influence in Greece.
appearance (and nothing is more dreaded by^
mortals) which falls down upon the earth
appeared again when King Philip was harassing
Greece. Pliny is inclined to interpret it as due to
natural causes, but does not deny its association
with untoward events
;

—

—

'

:

of great events, but I
conceive that the evils occurred not because the prodigies took
because
the
evils were appointed
took
but
that
these
place
place,
to occur at that period. Their cause is obscure in consequence
'

They have indeed been the precursors

of their rarity.' 8

—

2. Earthquakes.
According to Pliny,* the
Babylonians attributed earthquakes to the influence of the stars when in a certain conjunction
with the sun or with one another. The Greeks
attributed thunder and earthquakes to one and the
same cause, the former to agitation of the air
above the earth, the latter to disturbances in the
air beneath the earth.
Yet, in spite of the scientific theories, such as we find in Aristotle'" or
1*
Herodotus, an earthquake was a portent by which
Statins, Theb.
Tibullus, I. V. 51 ; Seneca, Here. Fur. 688
610 fif.; Ovid, Met. vi. 431 f., x. 452f.,xv. 791; Silius Ital.
the
viii. 637
Ovid, Ihis, 223. See E. W. Martin, The Birds of
Latin Poets, s.vv. Bubo,' Spinturnicium,' Strix,' ap. Leland
Stanford, Jr., Univ. Publicaticms Stanford Univ., California,
1914, pp. 43-46, 200-203.
3 Turner, pp. 24-26.
2
Batchelor, pp. 408-429.
4 E. W. Hawkes, The Labrador Eskimo {Anthropological benes
137.
of Geolorjical Survey, no. 14), Ottawa, 1916, p.
1

;

iii.

;

1

JAPL XX.

'

[1910] 49.
Sapir, Yana Texts {Univ. of Pennsylvania
Publicatimis), Philadelphia, 1910, pp. 22 f., 221-223.
2 E.
3

Turner, p.

4 Cf. 11
5 \V.

6
^
8
30

Museum

34.

RBEW [1894], p.

477

f.

H. R. Rivers, The Todas, London, 1906, pp.

201, 273.

Corvat, i. 38.
R. F. Burton, Mission to Gelele, London, 1864, ii. 246 f.
9 I. V. 17. 3
X. 15.
{SEE xxx. [1892] 183).
11
jEr..Y X. 16 f .
Lucan, v. 295.
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The

Ainus .say that the owl can bewitch people by its
The eagle
lioot, and its cry must not be imitated.
owl is especially respected. To imitate its cry
would be nothing short of blasphemy, tliough the

s

2e

RBEW [1908],

6 Coll. Minn.
7
ii. 27.
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10

Meteorology.

'

'

p. 452.

.

Hist. Soc., Minneapolis, 1886,
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tlie deity intimated to men the evils that were
about to befall them. During the 2nd cent, of our
era, when earthquakes were both frequent and

frightful in their destruction of cities, the Stoic
philosophers, feeling the old explanation insufficient
to account for such disasters, attributed them to
the displeasure of the gods a view which later

—

Christian theology welcomed and made popular.
The earthquakes which were so prevalent in the
region of the Bay of Naples in the 1st cent. A.D.

were interpreted by Christians as signs of divine
wrath visiting deserved punishment upon the
wicked and licentious Romans and the latter also
regarded them as supernatural. Lucretius, following Epicurus, Democritus (water and air), and
Anaxagoras (fire and air), ascribes earthquakes to
;

the fall of great substances beneath the earth as
well as to air escaping from subterranean caverns.
Seneca attributes them to escaping air.^
Earthquakes occurring during the day or a little
after sunset are heralded by a long thin cloud
extending over the clear sky. The water in wells
is more turbid than usual and emits a disagreeable
odour. Birds settle upon vessels at sea and give
the alarm. Yet so ominous are earthquakes that
Pliny, who is inclined to find their cause in subterranean winds, declares that the city of Rome
never experienced a shock Avhich was not the forerunner of some great calamity.''
The Japanese once held that the magnet loses
its power during an earthquake or even immediately prior to one.
They attributed earthquakes
to movements of a tortoise, on which the earth
rests, or to the flapping of a large subterranean
fish, which, when it wakes, wriggles about and
causes the vibrations. During a severe earthquake
masses of people can be seen, robed in white, some
of them on their knees, attempting to appease the
wrath of the gods or demons who are responsible
for the disturbance.^ The Indians of the southwestern part of the United States have a similar
belief.
They say that the shaking of the earth is
caused by the wriggling of a large subterranean
serpent or dragon. The Tlingit attribute them to

Old-woman-underneath.^ This is almost identical
with the belief prevalent in Melanesia and Polynesia.
The Arabs regard an earthquake as the
will of Allah and resign themselves to it calmly,
not anticipating any greater calamity.
The
Caribs attribute earthquakes to a subterranean
people.^ The natives of Bali and of the Pagi
Islands atti'ibute them to evil spirits, as do the
Mao Naga. With these peoples, as also among
the ancient Hindus and in ancient Rome, a tabu
was placed on all ordinary occupations a Brahman
might not read the Veda. Earthquakes were so
common in Rome in the year 193 B.C. that all
public business was blocked, and during the
following year shocks lasting thirty-eight days
called for a total cessation of business.
As late as
the time of the emperor Claudius an earthquake
was always followed by the appointment of a
holiday for the performance or sacred rites.^
After the occurrence of an earthquake during a
battle Earth would be appeased.'' In the first
centuries A.D. the pagan Romans usually attributed
them to displeasure towards the Christians.^ In
the 8th cent., Bede® attributes earthquakes to the
leviathan in his subterranean prison, who, in his
indignation, shakes the earth. Aristotle's view
;

1

s

eN

2
ii. 83.
Qumst. Nat. vi. 5-32.
R. B. Hubbard, U.S. in the Far East, Richmond, Va., 1899,
W. Tyndale, Japan and the Japanese, New York, 1910,
;

p. 108
p. 151

f.

S6 RBEW,
SLivy, i. 31,

4
7

p. 452.
iii. 5, vii.

5

RBEW [1915], p. 378

sO
28, xxi. 62, xxv.

See

;

—

—

—
—

'

Xerxes [remarking an eclipse of the sun] was seized with
alarm, and, sending at once for the Magians, inquired of them
" God is forethe meaning of the portent. They replied
showing to the Greeks the destruction of their cities for the
sun foretells for them and the moon for us." So Xerxes, thus
instructed, proceeded on his way with great gladness of lieart.' 1
:

;

An

eclipse caused

home.

Cleombrotus to bring his army

'For while he was offering sacrifice to know if he should
march out against the Persian, the sun was suddenly darkened

mid sky.' 2
In 585 B.C. a sudden eclipse of the sun caused the
fighting Medes and Lydians to lay down their
arms and hastily make peace ; and the Athenian
expedition which was about to depart from
Syracuse in 413 B.C., after ignominious defeat, was
delayed by an eclipse of the moon which filled the
soldiers Avith fear.
Thales was reputed able to
predict an eclipse of the sun and to account satisfactorily for the phenomenon.
Pythagoras likewise explained eclipses as natural phenomena, as
did Aristotle and Pliny. The Egyptians also
attempted to explain them as part of normal celestial occurrences and to predict them.^
Lucretius
explains eclipses of the sun and moon in the
modern way,^ as do Seneca and Livy.^ Livy
says that Caius Sulpicius Gallus, military tribune,
lest they should any of them consider the matter
a prodigy,' foretold ito the army an eclipse of the
moon on the following night. He refers also to
the custom of making a din during an eclipse of
the moon, presumably to frighten away the beast
that is devouring it.'' Pliny admits, with his pre
valent inconsistency of reason and superstition,
that many eclipses are portentous, especially such
as are unusually long. This was the case when
Caesar was slain, as in the war against Antony,
when the sun remained dim for almost an entire
in

**

'

year.

Driving away an eclipse by beating drums

and cymbals

is

referred to

by Tacitus.^

7, et al.

The

inhabitants of Turin long continued this practice.*
The Armenians believed eclipses of the moon
to be caused by the interposition of a dark body
between it and the earth during the earth's revolution about the moon.^" Orthodox Hindus look
upon an eclipse as the arrest of the sun by his
creditors, Rahu and Ketu.
They accordingly
2 lb. ix. 10.
1 Herod, vii. 37.
Bouch6-Leclercq, pp. 43-49, 246. 333, 354, 581 H. R. Hall,
Ancient Hist, of the Near East, London, 1907, p. 18
ii. 7.
5
vi. 753.
Qiusst. Nat. i. 12.
:i

;

;

f.

Florus, Hist. i. 19.
W. E. H. Lecky, Hist, of European Morals^, London,
New York, 1910, i. 408.
9 de Nat. Rer. xlix.
(PL xc. 275).

8

1888,

was generally championed by the later mediseval
theologians (as by Cardinal d'Ailly, Concordia
astronomicce veritatis cum theologia, Paris, 1483)
yet in 1580, during the reign of Queen Elizabeth,
earthquakes were generally considered by the
clergy as evidence of God's wrath a view popular
in the New England States as late as the last half
of the ISth cent., and revived on the Pacific coast
after the earthquake of 1906 which destroyed San
Francisco.
The Chaldseans explained eclipses
3. Eclipses.
on the supposition that one half of the moon was
When she suddenly
bright, the other half dark.
turned the bright side away from men and presented to them her Jark visage, they had evidence
of her displeasure.
Some event of importance
a pestilence, a famine, a war, an earthquake
followed hard upon each eclipse. For the Greeks,
It signified
similarly, an eclipse boded no good.
the turning aside of the face of the god and the
approach of a dire crisis. The moon hid the sun,
and the sun fell into a swoon, or iKXei^pis [defaillThe moon, assisted by the other planets,
ance).
then provided the energy which the sun temporarily could not supply.

HN

•«

6 xxxvii. 4.
8

Ann.

i.

7 xliv.
37, xxvi. 5, xxii. 1.

28.

9 R.
Ceillier, Hist. gin. des auteicrs sacris et eceUsiastiques,
Paris, 1858-69, xiv. 607.
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give alms and observe a fast during the eclipse.
There is another belief to the effect that it is

caused by a demon, called Svarbhanu.' This is
similar to the Chinese belief that the sun or moon
is being swallowed by a dog or other beast.
They
accordingly beat gongs to rescue it by frightening
away the devourer.' Since an eclipse of the sun
portends some awful and mysterious event, the
natives of Ceylon observe a fast on that day.*
The Todas fire off guns and send up rockets to
frighten away the snake that is trying to eat the
hare in the moon, and accompany tliese demonstrations with shouts. They observe a fast also.'*
Shinto religion ordained that, at the time of an
eclipse, certain jewels, regarded as amulets, should
be suspended from the highest branches of the
sacred cleyera, their brilliance being suggestive of
the light of the sun whicli it was desired to restore.'*
The lighting of fires, doubtless for the same reason,
will dispel an eclipse, and so will the crowing of
cocks, as they are the usual heralds of the sun's
return.
The penultimate surah of the Qur'an
contains a spell designed to ward off the evil influences that normally accompany an eclipse.
Pierre Bayle argues in some detail that comets
and eclipses do not presage ill. He refutes the
doctrine of the ancients and tliat of his contemporaries, by shoAving that no more misfortunes came
aft«r the appearance of certain comets of his day
(17th cent.) than before them.®
On the west coast of Africa an eclipse of the
moon is attributed to the shadow of the sun, which
The natives throng the
is constantly in pursuit.
Be
streets, shrieking and shouting, Leave her
^
off
Go away
But Junod ^ declares that the
Thonga are not much impressed with eclipses,
being more struck with wonder at the supernatural
knowledge of the white people than with fear of
the phenomenon itself.
For the Maori an eclipse of the moon presages
the fall of the enemy's fortress.^ The Tahitians it
filled with dismay.
They supposed it under the
'

!

'

!

!

some

influence of

evil spirit

which was about

to

destroy
They accordingly repaired to the
temple and offered prayers for the release of the
moon. Some said that the sun or moon, as the
it.

case might be, was swallowed by a god whom,
through neglect, the celestial body had offended.
Liberal presents were offered to induce the god to
abate his anger and eject the luminaries of day
and night from his stomach. The Tonga Islanders
are content to explain the eclipse of the moon as
due to a thick cloud passing over it.^" The N.
Queensland natives attribute an eclipse to the
^^
and the Sandwich Islander says
anger of spirits
that the moon is bitten, pinched, or swallowed. 'The Bellacoola believe that during an eclipse
the moon paints her face black. At this time the
moon performs one of the most sacred ceremonies
of the Isusuit, which are thought to be very
dangerous to the performers. The black paint
;

1 H.
Zimmer, AUindisches Leben, Berlin, 1879, p. 351.
2 E. H.
Parker, Juhn Chinaman, London, 1901, p. 346 Lady
Susan Townley, 3fp Chinese Xote Book, do. 1904, p. 284 f.
M. E. Stewart, Everyday Li/e on a Ceylon Cocoa Estate,
London, n.d., p. 39.
;
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with which her face

is covered is supposed to be
a protection against these dangers. Aialilaaya.
tlie guardian of the moon, restores her to her full
The
size, and cleans her face after an eclipse.'
Dakota discharge their rilles in the air to drive
away the demon or evil spirit that is causing the
The Eskimos of the Lower Yukon
eclipse.*
believe that a subtle essence or unclean influence
descends to the earth during an eclipse. If any of
it should be caught in utensils, it would pro<luce
To avert this, at the commencement of
sickness.
an eclipse every woman turns all her pots, wooden
and
dishes upside down.^ The Navahos
buckets,
is caused by the death of the
say that an eclipse
orl), which is revived by the immortal bearers of
the sun and moon. During an eclipse of the moon
the family is awakened to await its recovery.
Similarly, a journey is interrupted and work
ceases during an eclipse of the sun.
Songs referring to the hozhoji, or rite of ble.ssing, are chanted
by any one knowing them otherwise the passing
It is not conof an eclipse is awaited in silence.
;

sidered auspicious to have a ceremony in progre-ss
during an eclipse of the sun or moon, and a ceremony
The rising
is often deferred on this account.
generation, however, pays little or no attention to
this custom.* The Tlingit say that the sun and
moon are hiding their faces during eclipse, and
they blow their breath towards them in order to
blow away the sickness which the eclipse is

bringing.'
Hail was formed by the freezing of an
4. Hail.
entire cloud (Posidonius). At Cleona*, according
to Seneca,' were hail-guards appointed by the
State to notify the people of the approach of hail.
Upon such notification the people offered sacrifices,
some a chicken, some a lamb. If these were not
to be had, they pricked the finger with a wellsharpened stile and made atonement with their
own blood.
Aristotle considered hail and snow the same in

—

formation,
For Pliny

diflering
it

in

only

size

and

shape.''

was merely

frozen rain, probably
but the star Arcturas

caused by the winds
scarcely ever rises without accompanj'ing storms
of hail.^ Lucretius leans towards a similar interpretation, but his views of its formation are not
clearly expressed.* Hail is the result of frozen
'"
but the Lex Visigothorum,
rain-drops, said Bede ;
the earliest Teutonic code, provides a penalty for
those who, by incantations, ijring hail-storms upon
the fields and vineyards."
Hail is often personified in N. American mythology, but the phenomenon is seldom regarded as of
;

Among the Nandi no
was permitted during the twenty-four hours
'^
The Kafirs permitted no
following a hail-storm.
field work on the day following a hail-storm, for
this would bring down more hail.^^
Thunder, especially
5. Lightning' and thunder.
on a cloudless day, was the great omen of Zeus.
any

special significance.

Avork

—

1

F. Boas,

Sat. Hist,
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p. 91.
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heard on the right, it was favourable, and therefore unfavourable to the foe, who would hear it on
the left. The thunderbolt was cast by Zeus.

The Mission Indians

If

'

All night Zeus the counsellor meditated evil against them,
And pale fear seized them and they
thundering terribly.
poured wine from their cups upon the ground, nor did any one
dare to drink before he had poured a libation to the exalted son

of Kronos.'i

'

Deity strikes with thunderbolt those beasts that tower above
their fellows, but the little ones worry him not and thou seest
also how his missiles always smite the largest buildings and
trees of such kind ; for God loves to truncate all those things
that rise too high. Thus, too, a large army may be ruined by a
small one, when God in his jealousy hurls a panic or a thunderbolt, through which they are shockingly destroyed ; for God
2
permits none but himself to entertain grand ideas.'
;

P'or the Komans thunder predicted the good or
evil fortune attendant upon an undertaking, and
might itself be compelled or invoked. According

an Etrurian legend, thunder was invoked when
the territory of Volsinium was laid waste by the
monster Volta. To perform the ceremonies improperly was to court death from the lightning a
punishment visited upon Tullus Hostilius for such
shortcomings. Thunder on the left was propitious,
for the not very enlightening reason that the east
is on the side of the heavens.
It is very propitious
if the thunder proceeds from the north to the east
and then returns to the north. The remaining
quarters of the heavens are neither so propitious
nor so much to be dreaded. When Marcellus was
about to enter upon the duties of consul, it
thundered. The augurs were summoned and declared the election invalid, whereupon the fathers
spread abroad the report that the gods were displeased because of the election of two plebeians as
to

—

Seneca

finds marvellous effects in light-

ning, which leave no doubt that a subtle divine
power is inherent in it. But he discountenances
the prevailing view that lightning has the sovereign
power of destroying the force of other portents,
and also the view of Coecina that, when something
is simmering in one's mind, the lightning-stroke
either urges it or deters from it.
The truth is, if
one has a design, then the lightning that occurs
counsels ; but, if one has no such design, it warns.
Nor does he agree that the bolt which occurs
first after entrance on an inheritance, or when a
city or an individual has entered upon a new phase
of existence, embraces in its prognostication the
series of events through the whole subsequent life.
Sometimes it portends nothing, or at least nothing
that we can discover e.g., if it strike in the sea or
in the desert.^
The Stoic Attalus, according to
Seneca,^ recognized a class of lightning portending
nothing that concerns us, and a class intimating

—

what does concern

us.
Of the significant lightning
there are several varieties a favourable, an unThe unfavourable
favourable, and a neutral.
portents may be (a) unavoidable, (6) avoidable,
such
as
(c)
may be mitigated, or {d) such as may
be delayed. If benefits be foretold, they may be
or
(a) abiding
(h) transient.
In violent storms at sea stars seem to settle on
the sails. This is accepted as aid from Castor and
Pollux.
It is, says Seneca," really a
sign that the
storm is breaking and the wind subsiding otherwise the stars would flit about Avithout settling.
When Glyppus was on the voyage to Syracuse, a
star appeared resting on the very tip of his lance.
At other times stars rested on the points of the

—

;

Roman

spears.''

Iliad,

vii.

478-481.

HN

2

Herod, vii. 10. 5
see
ii.
53, xxviii. 5
Cicero,
Divin. ii. 39 Suetonius, Caligula, li. Cod. Theod. lib. ix.
;

;

xvi.
S

;

;

was of diabolical origin and eccentric in its workIt would strike the sword in its sheath, gold
ings.
in the purse, the foot in the shoe, leaving the re-

it would consume
spective coverings unharmed
a human being internally and leave the skin unscathed it would destroy nets in the water, but
not on land. This is in keeping with the belief
that the thunderbolts with which the leaders of
the lapygians were stricken down were for a long
;

;

time afterwards

visible.^
belief in thunder-stones, usually the stone
implements of previous and forgotten peoples, is

The

Bushman philosophy declares
that it is the rain that lightens. The Bakongo
that
thunder
is
the
voice of a great fetish and
say
the lightning the fetish itself.*
On the north-west Pacific coast of N. America
the thunder-bird, which is associated with the
thunder, plays an important part in mythology,
in art, and in initiation ceremonies.
almost world-wide.^

The Tlingit say that 'the thunder bird causes thunder by
flapping its wiiigs or by moving even a single quUl. When it
winks, lightning flashes. Upon its back is a large lake, which
accounts for the great quantity of rain faUing during a tliundershower.
The thunder bird keeps on thundering and the
sky continues cloudy until the bird catches a whale.' 5
.

.

.

The Tewa say that

1.

3

;

Eusebius,

Livy, xxiii. 31.
76. ii 50-59.

HE

;

;

v. 5.
-i

Qtccest.

« lb.

Nat.

ii.

32-34, 39-49.
7 lb.

f?e

tit.

'lightning

is

produced by

—

'ok'uwa, who throw it from the clouds'® a view
prevailing throughout the Plains area, as also in
Guiana.'' The Mewan of S. California say that

thunder is caused by two personages who entered
the heavens in the form of birds. Another account
attributes its origin to Mother Deer and Coyoteman, who made thunder by shaking the dry skin
of the bear, while lightning was made from the
To the northern Mewuk
eyes of boy fawns.
thunder is a prototype of the valley bluejay living
down below to the Avest, in the San Joaquin valley,
where the clouds are. The rumblings that come
from him when he is angry are called thunder by
human beings.* The Takelma caused thunder to
cease rumbling by pinching dogs until they barked.
Probably the dog's bark Avas supposed to frighten
aAvay the racoon-like animal whose drumming Avas

the source of the thunder." The Mandans attribute thunder to the flapping of the Avings of a huge
When the bird flies softly, as is usually the
bird.
case, it is not heard ; but, when it flaps its Avings
It has tA\'o
violently, it occasions a roaring noise.
toes on each foot, one pointing ahead, the other
behind. It dAvells on the mountains, and builds
nests there as large as one of the forts. It preys
upon deer and other large animals, the horns of
which are heaped up around the nest.
The
Hidatsa, similarly, attribute thunder to the flapof
of
bird
the
a
which
causes
l^ing
wings
large
rain,
1 T. O.
Cockayne, Leechdoms, Wortcunning and Starcra/t
(Rolls Ser. xxxv.),

London, 1864-66,

iii.

2

169.

AthensBUs, xii. 24.
See esp. White, i. 266 ff., 329 ff.
Brand, iii. 316 f. ; John
Evans, Ancient Stone ImpUmeiits of Great Britain and Ireland 2,
London, 1S97 AV. Y. E. Wentz, The Fairy-Faith in Celtic
Conntries, do. 1911.
1
Weeks, p. 287 Bleek, pp. 395-397 ; Ratzel, i. 56.
5 S6
6 29
RBEW, p. 454.
RBEW, p. 59.
7 SO
RBEW, p. 269 f.
8 C. H.
Merriam, Dawn of the World, Cleveland, Ohio, 1910,
pp. 173, 199, 223.
9 E.
Sapir, Takelma Texts (Univ. Penn. Anthrop. Pub.),
Philadelphia, 1910, p. 95.
3

;

;

;

1

3

ing malign power.
In the belief of the Saxons thunder on Sunday
of a certain year betokens great bloodshed in some
on Monday, that a royal child shall be
nation
on Tuesday, failure of crops ; on
put to death
Wednesday, the death of the field labourers; on
Thursday, the death of the women on Friday,
the death of sea animals ; on Saturday, the death
of judges and bed-fellows. ^
The thunderbolt, according to mediaeval belief,
;

believed that lightning was intended to terrify the damned in Tartarus. The
Persians considered it a missile of divine Avrath.
Said Artabanus, the adviser of Xerxes, Thou seest how the

The Pythagoreans

consuls.^

of California personify ball possess-

which they generally regard as

lightning,

PRODIGIES AND PORTENTS
the glance of its eye when seeking prey giving rise
to the lightning.^
The Australian native alleges that thunder
causes tortoises to come out of the water and lay
their eggs.^

—

6. Meteors,
meteoric stones, and comets.
Meteors were generally portentous among the
Greeks and lloiuans, and meteoric stones were
venerated by them. In the Clymnasium at Abydos
was a meteoric stone which Anaxagoras was said
to have predicted would fall in the middle of the
earth.
Another was at Cassandria, formerly
Potidsea, 'which from this circumstance was built
in this place. '^ Pliny reports seeing one which
had been brought from the fields only a short tin>e
before, in the country of the Vocontii (modern
He regards meteors as stars whicii
Daui)hine).
are visible only wlien falling.*
Alexander, in

Lemaire," gives the following dehnition
'Meteora

adhuc incerta

inditjent.'

the seventh day of the seventh
said to have fallen from the
shores of the Silver River, Heavenly River, or
Milky Way, after being used by the goddess as
weights to steady her loom.^
It is not stars but fire that falls from heaven,
'

festival,

They were

Bede

:

sprin^eth off the heavenly bodies as sparks do from fire.
In fact tliere are as many stars still in heaven as there were at
the beijinning when God created them.'**
It

The Chaldteans explained comets asspecial thunderbolts, flaming torches hurled by the thunder-gods.
The Greeks held, among other views, that they
were rockets formed of particles thrown off' by the
earth and set on tire in the higher regions of the
sublunary world. Here they were consumed, and
afterwards fell back to earth.® Aristotle held the
much more advanced view that they were the
result of a certain juxtaposition of the stars. i"
Pliny adopts in large part the classification of

comets inherited from the Greeks

:

There are the Crinit;«, 'as if shaprgy with bloody locks, and
suiTounded with bristles like hair the Pogoniie, having a mane
hanging down from their lower part, suggestive of a beard,' etc.
'There is also a white comet, with silver hair, so brilliant that
;

it

can scarcely be looked

of the Deity in a

human

at, exhibiting, as it were, the aspect
form. There are also some that are
fleece, surrounded by a

shaggy, having the appearance of a
kind of crown.' 11

The

rising of a comet does not convey a threat
of wind and rain in the immediate future, as
Aristotle says, but casts suspicion over the whole

Hence it is plain that the comet has not
derived prognostications from its immediate surroundings to reveal them for the immediate future,
but has them stored up and buried deep within
by the laws of the universe. The comet which
appeared in the consulship of Paterculus and
Vopiscus fulfilled the anticipations of this kind

year.

1

A. P. Maximilian, Travels in the Interior of

Eng.
2 J.
3

N. America,

London, 1843, p. 399.
Dawson, Australian Aborigines, Melbourne, 1881,
ii.

59.
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p. 96.

25.
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Poetce Latini minnres, Paris, 1824-26, i. 302.
6 E. H.
Parker, Ancient China Simplified, London, 1908, p.
269 Thomas Wright, Travels of Marco Polo, do. 1854, p. 304 ;
C. J. L. de Guignes, Voyage a Pekin, Paris, 1809, i. 195-250.
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Bouch6-Leclercq, p. 357 ff.
Meteoroloqy i. 4.
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22.

A

waging war against Perseus.

similar portent

appeared about the time of the death of Augustus,
when Sejanus was executed, and before the death
For the Roman sailor many
of Germanicus.'^
shooting stars were the sign of a storm.
Shooting stars are the embers thrown down from
the lires kept by spirits of the dead.^ They are
usually unpropitious. The Spartan ephors might
depose a king at the end of eight years, if, during
their vigil on a clear and moonless night, tliey saw
a meteor or shooting star.
Frequently they
portend some important event
When beggars die, there are no comets seen
:

'

;

forth the death of princes'
(Shakespeare, Julius Ctesar, act u. 8C. il.).<

The Milky Way.— The Jews thought

7.

Milky

of the
the heavens,
an idea derived

Way as a river flowing through
—

proceeding from the throne of God
The
in its general conception from Jiabylonia.'
Japanese say that the River of Heaven or the
Milky Way is a vast river in the sky, whose overflow is represented by the Yangtse. Across this
river is neitlier bridge nor ferry, but once a year,
on the seventh day of the seventh month, Kas.tpagi, an immense jay, comes to it and spreads its
wings across. Over this bridge meet Kengin, the
neatherd, who presides over arms, and Shokujo,
the weaver, who presides over weaving and other

feminine arts.*

A tradition current among the Micmacs states
that the Milky Way was formed when the Virgin
Mary, returning across the heavens with a pail
of milk, stumbled and fell.
The Tlingit say that
the Milky Way was made by the culture hero
Lqlayak when journeying across the heavens."
The Tewa call it the backbone of the Universe
Man. 8

—

8. Perihelion.
The perihelion was explained by
Aristotle as due to refraction from the sun," and
by Seneca as the reflexion of the sun in tiie
heavens.'" To the Romans it portended rain, and
often some considerable misfortune.
The Tlingit
say that, if a mock sun goes down with the sun,
good weather is portended ; if it goes away before
^^
sunset, bad weather.
Bishop Latimer in 1552 speaks of rings about the
sun as signs of the approaching end of the world. ^^
The Catawba (as also the Tlingit)
9. Rainbow.

—

the rainbow the 'dead people's road.''^ The
Teton Dakota will not point at the rainbow with
the index-hnger, though they can point at it with
the lips or elbow. Should one forget and point at
it with the fore-finger, the bystanders laugh at
call

By-and-by, O friend, when your
finger becomes large and round, let us have it for
^^
a ball bat.'
The Hopi and the Thompson Indians
of British Columbia have a similar tabu.
The
Hidatsa call the rainbow the cap of the water
or the cap of the rain,' and attribute its formation
him, saying,

'

'

'

'

The Mandans say that
a spirit accompanying the sun.
of the underneath is tlie rainbow-god of the Yoruba. It comes up at times to
to the claws of a red bird.
it is

The great snake

'

'

2 lb. vii. 15.
Seneca, Qiuest. JVat. vii. 3, 11, 1, 27, 2.
Swanton, 26 RBEW, p. 452 (Tlingit).
For an excellent account of the niediseval and later Christian
view of meteors see White, i. 171 ff. also Lecky, i. 367-369 ;
1

S

*

tr.,

HN

'

The heavens themselves blaze

The Aleuts and the Eskimos use meteoric stones
as amulets, and the Dakota consider them imbued
with mj'stic power. In Pechili and Manchuria
they are worshipped because they come from
heaven. In some parts of China they are supposed
to originate from thunderbolts, and the fall of
one is an evil omon.'^ In Japan meteorites were
given over to the priest and Avere kept in the
temple. They were offered annually to Shokujo

declares

;

:

super cervices nostras transeuntia, diversaque
a stellis labentibus, inodo nerolithis ascribenda sunt, inodo
vaporibus incensis aut electrica vi prognata videnter, et quamvis

on her
month.

entertained by Aristotle, and, for that matter, by
for there were everywhere proTheophrastus
longed storms, while in Achaia and Macedonia
A meteor
cities were overturned by earthquakes.
as big as the moon appeared when Paulus was

ista,

frequentissinie recurrant, explicatione

371

;
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drink water from the sky.
A variety of the
python is the messenger of this god.^
Pliny gives a purely naturalistic explanation of
the rainbow, denying that it is either wonderful
or ominous, yet he admits that it means either
war or a fierce winter which will make an end of
men's work and injure tlie sheep.- Seneca tells
us that a rainbow in the south portends a heavy
fall of rain
one in the west, a dew or liglit
;

rain.*

To

the

Arawaks the rainbow heralds

the

approach of white people from that quarter in
which it appears. When the Caribs see it at sea,
they accept it as a good omen, but, if it appears
while they are on land, they hide in their homes,
considering it a strange and masterless spirit
which is seeking to kill somebodJ^*
For the Itomans volcanic
10. Volcanic activity.
activity presaged dire calamities.^ Avernus, in
Italy, was commonly thought the entrance into

—

the infernal regions.
The old crater in Ceylon contained salt water
which was considered the residue of the tears of
Adam and Eve, who retreated here after their
expulsion from paradise and for one hundred years
copiously bewailed their sin.® Gregory the Great
saw the soul of Theodoric going down a volcano on
the island of Lipari.
The waterspout took the form
11. Waterspout.
of a great animal and was much dreaded bj' the
''

—

Roman

sailor.**

—

Will o' the wisp. The Yorkshireman can
elude a will o' the wisp by putting a steel knife
into the ground, handle upwards.' It will run
round this until the knife is consumed, thus providing the pursued an opportunity to escape. The
mysterious power of attraction which it possesses
can be escaped by twining one's apron. In 16tli
cent. England many superstitions were associated
with this phenomenon."
Among the Micmac, as also among the Dakota,
the word for will o' the wisp means also ghost.
Both tribes believe that it will pursue one. The
Dakota have a medicine Avhich will protect the
wearer from such pursuit. The Micmac elude it
by putting a pin point upwards in their tracks
this the skedegamutch will not go past.^"
In
12.

;

Maryland the superstitious Whites believe that it
is the evil eye pursuing them.^^
V. Physiological and psychic phenomena.
I.
Albinos. The albino person or animal is
often the object of religious reverence.
The
sudden and mysterious appearance of the white
buffalo was the sign for which the Fox Indians
waited.'^ For many of the American tribes the
white buflalo or the white deer portended some
The skin of the white
extraordinary fortune.
buflalo cow was an eminent fetish with the
Mandan and Hidatsa, worn on rare occasions and
sometimes used as a sacrifice. The Crow have a
When
superstitious fear of the white buflalo cow.
they meet one, they address the sun with these
words: 'I will give her to you.'
They then
attempt to kill the animal, but leave the flesh
untouched, saying to the sun, Take her she is
yours.' They never make use of the hide of such
a cow. 13

—

—

'

'

Throughout the Lower Congo an albino or the
hair of an albino person

is necessary to supply the
needed magical power for the Ndembo society.*
On the West Coast the albino is regarded as a
sacred person, and is ipso facto a candidate for the

priesthood.^

The white dog was sacred among the Iroquois
and was sacrificed. In Siam the white elephant
or white monkey was sacred and might not be
killed an inconvenient restriction to those who
'had a white elephant on their hands.' A white
horse, a white pig, and a white cock were among
the offerings at harvest-time prescribed by Shinto

—

ritual.
By virtue of such gifts the diviners
obtained from the god of harvest the secret of a
magical process which enabled them to save the
imperilled crop. The white horse also served to
establish the ruling house
:

'As this white horse plants firmly his fore-hoofs and his hindhoofs, so will the pillars of the Great Palace be set firmly on the
upper rocks and frozen firmly on the lower rocks ; the pricking
up of his ears is a sign that your Majesty will, with ears ever
more erect, rule the Under Heaven.' s

In the book of Enoch * the Messiah, at the conclusion of the world drama, appears under the
figure of a white bull, and in this guise secures the
respect and fear of all the heathen, who, thanks to
this apparition, are converted to righteousness.
He is feared by all the beasts. When all the other
animals have become white. He changes into a
buffalo with black horns.^
Xerxes sacrificed white horses and young men

that the gods might give him victory.
To assure
2. Birth.
(a) Siqicrnatural birth.
the divine nature of the ruler, and as a logical

—

result of his alleged divinity, his origin was attributed to some other than natural birth.
It seems to me that a hero totally unlike any other human
being could not have been born without the agency of the
'

deity,' said the biographer Arrian, when discussing the parent'
He to
the gods themselves
age of Alexander the Great.6
reveal the future, who impose their will even on kings and

whom

peoples, cannot be fashioned by the same womb which bore us
ignorant men,' said the Augustan writer Arellius Fuscus in his
discussion of astrologers.^

In N. America the concept of a supernatural
origin is frequently held with regard to tlie culture
hero or heroine, who often originates from a bloodclot or from menstrual blood.**
The Navaho accept twins as a divine
(6) Tioins.
gift, though the advent of twin colts is viewed as
an evil omen and both mare and colts are killed.
Many primitive peoples, however, consider twins
uncanny and may kill one or both of them. Most
of them regard triplets unfavourably, thougli in
some instances they are welcomed.

—

—

The prophetic nature of dreams
3. Dreams.
and their use as auguries are familiar themes to
the student of Greek and Roman culture." Prometheus, says .(Eschylus,^" was the first to teach men
what sort of dreams were destined to prove realities.
In obedience to dreams the great emperor Augustus
went through the streets of Rome begging. ^^ Incubation was practised there as in the temples of
China at the present tirae.'^ Pliny doubted the
mind's knowledge of the future, when in sleep,

'
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but in snite of his amazing credulity he was an
advanced sceptic*
Muliarnniau, according to tradition, said
:

jfood dream is of God's favor, and a bad dream is of the
devil's
therefore, when any of you dream a dream which is
8uch as he is pleased with, then he must not tell it to any but a
beloved friend and when he dreams a bad dream, then let him

'A

;

;

God both from its evil and from the
wickedness of Satan and let him spit three times over his left
shoulder, and not mention the drecm to any one then, verily,
no evil shall come ni^ch him.' 'The truest dream is the one
which you have about daybreak.' ^
seek jirotection from
;

;

Specific and conventional interpretations are
often given to dreams.
In Persia seeinjj bees in a dream indicates riches. To dream
of eatin;^ tjrapes presages sorrow and flowinff tears. To dream
of buffaloes fighting means that the angels will come for the
'

member of the family.' 3
In Northumberland to dream of a hare means that

soul of sonie

you have an enemy if one crosses your patli, it is
an omen of ill-luck. To see many eagles is to be
warned of plots and intended assaults. If it be
bees carrying honey, you will earn money from
wealthy peoi)le. If the bees sting you, your mind
If bees fly into
will be tormented by foreigners.
the house, the house will be destroyed. To dream
of many fowls together is a sign of jealousy and
Any dream on the first night of the
chiding.'*
moon's age is a good omen, while the second and
;

third nights are neutral.

The following two nights

The dream of the sixth night
betoken good.
should not be forgotten. That of the seventh is
sure to be fulhlled. Whatever is dreamed on the
eighth and ninth nights will become public. If it
is unpleasant, turn the head towards the east and
pray for mercy. Similarly, birth has its fortune
embodied in the days of the lunar calendar, and
each month, from the first to the thirteenth, has
its

**

particular portent.

Dreams play an important part

in the lives of

most primitive peoples, and usually betoken something in harmony with their content. Among the
It is
to dream of the moon is unlucky.
lucky to dream of hawks, but unlucky to dream of
bears, for the latter are slow and easily wounded.
dream about snakes will be the result of killing
one, and no good comes from snakes, they say (the
Menominee have the same beliefs). As among all
the Plains tribes, in the dance associations of the
Eastern Dakota dreams play a prominent part.
In the Buffalo society of the Santee only those who
had had visions of the buffalo, or the sons of such,

Dakota

A

were entitled to membership.
One man might dream that he was
'

a buffalo and had been

shot with an arrow so that he could barely get home. The
arrow continued to whirl round in his body. He dreamt that
the only way to recover was to go into a sweat-lodge. First he
asked for one of four different kinds of earth to mix with water,
drank the mixture inside a sweat-lodge, and then recovered.
Such a man painted himself vermilion to represent the trickling
down of blood. Another man dreamt of being shot with a gun.
Such a one would act out his dream during a Buffalo dance. A
third man dreamt that a bullet pierced his eye and came out at
the back of his head. He announced his dream, and shortly
afterwards was actualh- shot in that way. Still another man
announced a dream to the effect that he was shot through his
While dancing, dreamers
temples, and this also came true.
would call on outsiders to bear witness to the truth of their
statements about such experiences. Once a heyoka (a Clown)
challenged a dreamer's account, saying that no man could
recover from a wound of the kind described. Straightway the
dreamer offered to be shot by the Clown, who sent a bullet
through him. The wounded man staggered off, went to a
6
sweat-lodge, and actually recovered within a few days.'

Among

the

Arapaho dreams were

revelations.

To the Omaha the moon would

appear, having in
one hand a burden strap, in the other a bow and
arrows, and the man would be bidden to make a
1

UN X.
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I.

98.

Adams, Persia by a Persian, London,

1906, p. 450.

3 lb.
p. 446.
1

;

he reached for the bow, the moon
its hands and attempt to force the
strap on him. If he should wake before taking
the strap, or if he should succeed in capturing the
bow, he would succeed in escaping the penalty attached to the dream. If he failed and the strap
was taken, he would become like a woman, follow
her vocations, and adopt lier dress. Instances are
reported in which the unfortunate dreamer, unable to ward off the evil influence, has re.sorted to
suicide as the only means of escape. To the
Menominee a dream about the moon brings long
Such
life, but a life that will end in misery.
people are strong when the moon is full, weak and
sickly when it is on the wane.^ To the Huron the
dream gives voice to the soul's desires.^ Among
the Hidatsa only those dreams that follow prayer,
^
while for the
sacrifice, or fasting are portentous
Mandan dreams are always prophetic or ominous.
A Mandan dreamt of fire-arms, and soon afterward tlie Whites arrived with them. They dreamt
of horses in similar manner before they obtained
any. For the fasting youth to dream of a piece of
cherry-wood, or of any animal, is a good omen.
The Thonga profess to be disgusted when any
dream is fulfilled,'' but this must depend somewhat on tJie nature of the fulfilment. The Kafir
medicine-man acquires his powers through dreams,
and the expectant mother learns by this medium
the sex of her unborn child." Similar predictions
were made from dreams by the Maoris, by whom
much attention was paid to the dreams of the warchief or of the principal priest, especially on the
night before an engagement. They were guided
by the omens of which the dream was an index.'
The Japanese recognize a creature by the name
of baku, whose particular function is the eating
of dreams. The male baku has the body of a horse,
the face of a lion, the trunk and tusks of an
elephant, the forelock of a rhinoceros, the tail of a
cow, and tlie feet of a tiger. The picture of the
baku hung up in the house will secure the protection of the animal.
The Cliinese character representing its name used to be put in the lacquered

clioice.

If

would cross

;

wooden pillows

of lords and princes.
By virtue of
this character on the pillow the sleeper was protected from evil dreams. Wlien a man awakes

from a nightmare, or from any unlucky dream,
he should quickly repeat three times the invocation,
Devour, O baku, devour my evil dream
The baku •will then eat the dream and change the
misfortune into good fortune and rejoicing.'' The
Vedic texts direct one who has had an enl dream
to wipe his face in order to get rid of its malign
influence.^ This is more simple than the Navaho
remedy, which may call for a rencAval ceremony.
4. Epilepsy.
Many peoples attribute epilepsy
This was the view held
to possession by a demon.
by the Hindus, and in the Vedic texts a ritual
ceremony is prescribed for its exorcism. Its uncanny nature has generally been recognized.
From the time of Edward the Confessor to that
of Queen Anne epilepsy was considered curable
'

'

!

'

'

—

^
by royal touch.

—

The liver has long been considered an
5. Liver.
unusual organ of the human body, and unusual qualities have been attributed to it."-" In ancient Greece
goose liver was used as being efficacious in medical
1
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treatment ; ' the liver of the lizard would impart
^
The Lushais eat
peculiar powers to the eater.
the witch's liver in order to destroy the witchcraft,^
and the Cochin-Chinese express their deepest
hatred of a person by saying, ' I wish I could eat
his liver.'* In ancient Arabia Hind, the wife of
al-Fakih, inspired by similar motives, gnawed the

a modern
snake in
of
the
an
order to acquire
language
understanding
of birds.
In N. Morocco the Jbaia bride and bridethe
at
wedding ceremony of the
groom partake
liver of a sheep, to make them 'dear to one
another'; and in Andjra the bridegroom, though
not the bride (for no woman may eat of it), partakes of the liver of the bullock.** Arabian intiuence may be reflected in the Apocryphal account of
the evil spirit who loved Sarah and was exorcized
by flames arising from the heart and liver of a
fish which Tobit, by the instruction of the angel,
burned on the evening of his wedding.''
Similar attribution of unusual powers to the
The
liver of a person or an animal is wide-spread.
Veddas of Ceylon chew the dried liver of a man in
order to imbibe his virtue, and the Sinhalese have
a tradition to the effect that they formerly followed
liver of her arch-enemy IJamza,* while
will eat the liver or heart of a

Arab

the same practice.*

In Erub (Torres Straits) the

presumably of a deceased male,' was cut up
and distributed among the young male members of
the family to make them plucky.^ The Koita of
British New Guinea allowed only girls to partake
'

liver,

the liver of the wallaby, the virtues of this
animal affording no enhancement to males. ^^ In
Australia the virtue elsewhere usually attributed
to the heart or the liver resided in the fat around
the kidneys.^' The Maoris gave the liver of the
kalawi-tish to a nursing child as a cure for flatuof

lence.
The liver is the seat of the affections, as
also among the Greeks ; and a piece of the liver of
the first man slain must be offered, along with a
piece of the heart and the scalp, to the goblin god,
Whiro. So acute is the power of the liver that the
Maoris call one of their implements for cutting
wood the kotiate, 'liver cutter.' ^^ The Tonga
Islanders believe that turtle has a peculiar effect
upon the liver and they will not eat it, fearing the
enlargement of the liver which indulgence in this
food will produce. The liver is the seat of courage,
and therefore the largest livers pertain to the largest
men. They have found also that in left-handed
people it tends to shift to the left side, and in the
ambidextrous it is in the median line of the body. '^
The Kayans of Borneo knew that the omen was
bad if the under side of the liver of the pig was

dark, good if it was pale.^* So general was haruspication among the Borneans that W. Warde
Fowler is convinced that its origin is common with
I

"
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that derived by the Romans from the Etruscans.^
But, as the phenomenon is so common to savage
culture, any theory of the connexion of the divination rites of the natives of Borneo and those of
ancient Rome will have to take account of this
fairly wide distribution of similar and related
The
things in the larger world of savagery.
supposed uniqueness of the phenomenon does not
exist, and the historical hiatus must be bridged by
data that show the probability of actual contact
between the two in the past.'^ Geographical proximity as well as early historical contact makes
Africa a much more probable land of origin for
Etruscan influence, especially since the ancient
Arabians entertained such beliefs, and they are

common among African

tribes.
Leo Fiobenius^
has attempted to establish the African origin of
Etruscan culture, but the argument remains unconvincing to those who feel the need of historical
demonstration.
Several tribes of Central Africa attribute special
virtue to the liver in some cases to the liver of
the alligator.* It is the seat of the soul, and to
eat of it is to enhance one's own spiritual being,
though, as often happens, this beneficence is denied
to women.® Accordingly, the Bakongo drink the
blood and eat the liver of those killed in a fight.®
For similar reasons the Kagoro (of Nigeria) evilwisher will catch one's soul or take one's liver.'
The pottery-makers of the Thonga (at least those
dwelling near Morakwen) may not eat the liver of
any animal. In the ceremonies and superstitions
of this region the gall-bladder plays an important
When two
part, as does also the liver of the ox.
parties not within the permitted relationship wish
to marry, they must break the tabu by a ceremonial eating of the raw liver of this animal.
They must flrst tear it out with their teeth, for it
is tabu to cut it with a knife, and then eat it.
'You have acted with strong shibindji,' they say
to those who are eating their way to matrimony,
Eat the liver now
{shibindji means both liver
and 'determination,' a history of the interdependence of the two).^ When an ox is killed by the
headman of the village for distribution among the
grandfather
villagers, the liver is given to the
and the old people, because it is soft and they
but
to
the
have no teeth
bones,'
doubtless,
gnaw
also, because it imparts, more than does any
other portion, the strength of the animal.® The
Ovaherero, of Damaraland, attribute their black
complexion to the eating by their ancestors of the
black liver of an ox killed when the first people
emerged from the tree that gave them birth.'"
Matabeleland native who wished to learn sorcery
paid a big price to one of the recognized medicinemen in order to induce him to accompany the
candidate to the grave of a recently buried person,
unearth the body, cut it open, remove the liver,
'^
and, by its help, inculcate the desired instruction.

—

'

'

'

'

!

'

'

'

A

The Bechuana

find effective, in their prescription

designed to defeat the enemy, the gall of a black
bull whose eyelids have been sewed up, the animal
then being allowed to wander for three days. If
they find little gall in the gall-bladder of an
animal, they say that some ancestral spirit has
man often cleanses
previously sucked it out.
himself with the gall of an ox, and a chief will
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drink it to acquire strenj,'th to withstand his
enemies.
During the initiation ceremonies the
boys eat a portion of the liver of an ox killed for
that purpose, and thereby acquire courage and
Yet any one who eats a certain
intelligence.
tongue-shaped lobe of the liver (the lobus Spigclii)
will forget the past, and this is given only to the
old women, who thus enter into forgetfulness of
their sorrows.^

—

—

The liver sometimes the heart is spoken of by
the Kafir as the seat of courage, the gall being the
fluid that contains its very essence.
'

Arbousset declares that the Basuto consider the gall to
represent the anguish of death ; but it seems problematical
whether the natives have any conception of such an abstract
thing as the anguish of death. The gall is regarded in most
tribes as the seat of courage and boldness.
When the natives
wish to describe the braverj' of a great man they say that he
has a large liver.
Perseverance, that elemental faculty in
human nature, is coupled in the native mind with perspiration
and, as the first place this is seen is on the skin of the forehead,
they frequently consider that its seat or "centre "(as physiologists would say) is there.
Intelligence or enlightenment is
also sometimes considered to reside in the liver
but I fancj'
the sort of intelligence that is referred to is that which is disin
battle.
The
man
who
is
of
played
enduring
capable
hardness is said to have a hard liver.' 2
;

;

.

.

.

The Chukchis of Siberia, in order to bring
sickness upon a murdered man's kindred, eat the
liver of tlie corpse, and the Eskimo practised a
similar rite that the dead man's relatives might
not possess tiie courage to avenge his death. ^
Moreover, by eating the liver of the murdered
man, they deprive the ghost of the power that he
would otherwise have of rushing upon them.*
story given by Rink shows the importance attaching to the liver
At last there was silence and during this, one of the two

A

:

'

;

brothers stood forth, and, taking a bit of dried liver (this being
exceedingly hard), raised his voice, saying, "I have been told
that I have an enemy in Niakunguak." At the same time he
tried to crush the piece of liver he held in his hand ; but failing to do so, he again put it by. Silence still prevailed, when
Niakuns'uak's son advanced, and, taking up the same bit,
crushed it to atoms with his fingers, so that it fell like dust
upon the floor. All were utterly amazed, and not a word was
spoken. '6

Here some special significance seems attached to
this crushing of the liver in the manner portrayed.
It seems probable that liver was associated with
magic power.
'

They thus entered, and saw

all the brothers stretched out at
length on the ledge, only their feet visible on its outer edge
They were treated to some frozen liver in an
oblong dish but when they had got onlj' half through with it,
the frozen roof fell in and covered the dish with turf-dust. '6
When she had ended, Habakuk went closer to them, saying,
"
Well, take the skin of my seal with blubber and all, and the

full

(a sign of wrath).

man a clear voice and imparts courage.^ Accordingly, the youth who has shot his first buffalo
eats the liver with the gall over it as a potent
dressing.^ The Plains Cree warriors also, when
The
they killed a bison, ate its liver raw.*
Northern Shoshone imparted additional power, and,
in this case, malign power, to the liver by placing
rattlesnake heads on hot coals in a hole in the
ground. The liver was that of a wild animal and
was covered with the gall.
The liver absorbed
the poison from the fangs and was then carefully
preserved iu a little buckskin bag carried by the
<a

owner.*

A society of Liver Eaters is found among the
Crow,' and members of the Bear clan of the Teton
Dakota (Oglala division) sometimes eat the liver
of the dog raw.
A male must not eat the liver of
a female dog, nor a female that of a male dog.
Sores will break out on the face of an offender.*
The 'Dog-Liver- Eaters' Dance Association' is
one peculiar to the Eastern Dakota.
It takes its name from the fact that the raw liver o( the dog

liver besides."

'"

An angakok gave the liver of a seal caught by a
lucky hunter to one who was unlucky, and the
latter acquired the desired luck by slowly chewing
and swallowing the flesh.
In Greenland the
mother giving birth to her first child might not
eat the liver of any animal in Labrador she might
partake of a portion of it.^
The chenoo of Micmac mythology, an ogre,
representing, not improbably, Eskimo influence,
showed a special liking for the liver of a conquered
foe."
The Chippewas were long ago admonished
by the Crows to leave them the liver of the animal
as part of their portion, and this custom is followed
The Siouan tribes of the Plains area
to-day.^"
attach gi'eat importance to the liver of the buffalo
;

and, in some instances, to that of the dog. The
Omaha eat the liver of the bufl'alo raw. It gives
I

'

eaten by the performers. It is not often performed, and
The performers are
only on some extraordinary occasion.
usually the bravest warriors of the tribe, and those having
stomachs strong enough to digest raw food.
When a dog-dance is to be given, the warriors who are to
take part in it, and all others who desire to witness it, assemble
atsome stated time and place. After talking and smoking for
a while, the dance commences. A dog, with his legs pinioned,
is thrown into the group of dancers, by any one of the
spectators.
This is dispatched by one of the medicine-men, or
The side of the
jugglers, with a war-club or tomahawk.
animal is then cut open and the liver taken out. This is then
cut into strips and hung on a pole about four or five feet in
length. The performers then commence dancing around it ;
smacking their lips and making all sorts of grimaces showing
a great desire to get a taste of the delicious morsel. After performing these antics for a while, some one of them will make a
grab at the liver, biting ofl a piece, and then hopping off, chewing and swallowing it as he goes. His example is followed by
each and all the other warriors, until every morsel of the
liver is eaten.
Should any particle of it fall to the ground, it is
collected by the medicine-man in the palm of his hand,whocarrie8
it around to the dancers to be eaten and his hands well licked.
After disposing of the first dog, they all sit down in a circle,
and chat and smoke a while until another dog is thrown in,
when the same ceremonies are repeated, and continued so long
as any one is disposed to present them with a dog. They are
required to eat the liver, raw and warm, of every dog that is
presented to them and while they are eating it, none but the
medicine-men must touch it with their hands. Women do not
join in this dance.
The object of this ceremony is, they say, that those who eat
the liver of the dog while it is raw and warm, will become
possessed of the sagacity and bravery of the dog.'
is

;

;

"^

The Ainu have the custom

of cutting up the
is one of their sacred
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liver of the bear, which
animals, and of eating it raw. If a Pima woman
ate liver, her child Avould be disfigured by birthmarks.^ The Zuni hunter takes the liver from his
captured game, and, while eating it, exclaims,
Thanks * The Aztecs practised a well-developed
system of haruspication, reading omens from the
liver or other organs of the slaughtered animal,
and the Araucauians of Chile were given to related
practices.
They dissected the body of a person of
distinction in order to examine the liver.
If it
was found to be in a healthy state, the death was
attributed to natural causes if inflamed, malign
magic had caused the death. The gall is extracted,
placed in a magic drum, and, after various incantations, taken out and put over the fire in a careIf, after sufficient roasting,
fully covered vessel.
a stone is found in the bottom of the pot, it is
known to have been the cause of death.'"
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Roman ideas have persisted to the present day.
Vesalius recognized a natural spirit emanating
from the liver, as a vital spirit came from the
heart and an animal spirit from the brain.
Mediaeval belief attributed to the eating of the
liver of a goat good sight after dark, for the goat
could see as well during the night as during the
In Macbeth the liver of a
blaspheming
day.
Jew is one of the concoctions iised bj' the witches. ^
There was a curious belief to the effect that the
liver of the mouse increased and decreased with
the waxing and waning of the moon. The Saxons
attributed many complaints, and some of them
rightly enough, to disorders in the liver. Blood
that was thick and saturated was spoken of as
the liver.
'livery,' i.e. such as Hows through
They cured stomach and intestinal troubles by the
application of a burned goat's liver rubbed somewhat small and laid on the womb,' or stomach.*
In Italy at the present day a fresh human liver,
especially that of a woman, is believed to confer
magical powers upon the one who eats it.* This
may be directly related to the belief recorded by
Pliny that the liver of the weasel will cure pains
'

'

'

in one's

own

liver.*

—

From time immemorial the sneeze
6. Sneezing.
has been deemed worthy of notice and has usually
elicited some form of salutation from bystanders
or some expression from the agents. The phrase,
'not to be sneezed at,' has behind it an importance
attaching to the act of sneezing to which the whole
human race bears witness. Even children notice
it as something peculiar and have sayings of their
The origin of
or Shoo
own, such as Scat
the importance attaching to sneezing is thus a
question of psychological import as well as one of
'

'

'

'

!

!

culture diffusion.
'It is,' as W, R. Halliday has remarked, 'per se a startlinff
phenomenon to find the body, which in normal action is the
slave and instrument of its owner's will and intention, behaving in a way independent of his desire or volition. Simply
it is involuntary, the twitching of the eyelid or the
tingling of the ear must be miraculous. And primitive man
finds a significance in everything which attracts his notice,
5
particularly in cases where there is no obvious cause.'

because

is good psychology, and ample facts could be
adduced to support it. The superstitions connected with sneezing and the omens dra^vn from it
are noticed in art. NosE, vol. ix. p. 398, and need

This

not be repeated here.
Many of the American
7. Miscellaneous.
Indian tribes attach some significance to belching,
crackling of the joints, ringing in the ears, twitching of the eye-lid or arm or leg. Thus the Navahos
frequently omit or postpone a journey if the one
intending it belches or has a ringing in the ears
a Micmac, however, considers belching a sign of
good luck in hunting the hunter will soon find
game. European peoples, likewise, often attach
some prophetic meaning to such bodily involuntary
disturbances.

—

;

—

—
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ethics and economics is more directly at the distribution (q.v.) and the consumption (q.v.) of
Because it put
wealth than at its production.
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production before them, the classical or formal
economics has often been called soulless. But it
was natural at that time to put stress on the
increase of capital, and on the great merit of
saving. And it was easy for readers to slip wrong
meanings into the terms productive and unproductive spending' and 'productive' and 'unproNor did economists wrong the
ductive labour.'
actual system
it,
too, made production the
measure of prosperity, regarded wages as the
means of keeping labour efficient, and saw in high
interest and profit the best guarantee for the
upkeep of capital. Neither the economists nor
the system were without good reason ; for, what'

'

'

;

ever the best use and distribution of wealth, these
are limited by the amount of it, and by the efficiency that can be given to the three agents that
produce it nature, capital, and labour.
It is through labour that the efficiency of nature
and capital is discovered and made real. Capital
is its product ;
and, while nature does all the

—

work, it needs directing. One has only to compare
the unimproved value of nature in land and beast,
plant and mineral, heat and electricity, with the
Hence two
value that only minds can give.
ethical topics are traditional in the text-books,
when they are dealing with labour as producer.
One concerns its quantity, the other its quality.
The first is connected with the doctrine of Malthus
(see Malthusianism), the second with education,
and not merely technical education, but even more
with its product in grit and conscientiousness.
The two questions have now a unanimous answer
from ethics and economics.
When, however, we ask about the fitness not of
the labourer for the economic system, but of the
system for the labourer, the question becomes
The division of labour that is essential
critical.
in the system may mean to the man monotony,
ill-health, and loss of the market for his skill.
All the books, since the Wealth of Nations, discuss
the advantages and disadvantages, but the only
practical question now is how to meet the disadvantage from the gain. This has been the work
of factory and other labour legislation. At first
the argument for higher wages, for shorter hours,
and for better health was their economy as measured by the work done. Labour, however, does
not rely on this argument ; it claims a better share
on the ground of justice ; it refuses to abide by the

open market measure of its price. And it is still
true, though less than before, that the harder and
more debasing the labour, tlie worse it is paid.
The reason is that the lower the grade, the greater
the competition. There are two ways of reducing
the competition one by combination, the other by
moving some of the stress from lower to higher
It has
grades. The latter is the perfect way.
been universal in economics since the death of the
iron law of wages the doctrine that cheap labour
is necessary has come so near its end that it has
and the
disappeared from press and platform
right way tends to make itself permanent and
But progress on it must be slow, and its
easier.
results are mainly enjoyed by the next generation.
And so, though it would be even more necessary in
a socialistic system than in the present one, there
is nothing like a militant spirit on behalf of it, as
there is for the other way.
Here too the quarrel between ethics and economics has been settled. But one far more serious
has opened between them, on the one side, and the
actual working of the industrial system. It did
not appear in the early days of capitalism, when
competition was unchecked. This made for tlie
greatest production of wealth, and to ethics it
seemed that the rude justice of the market could
be made more and more equitable by equalizing
:

;

;

PRODUCTION
Thus it was both the moral and tlie
economic policy of the 19th cent, to keep the
course open and see fair play. It was a new policy

opportunity.

But
it deserted rej,nilation for competition.
competition has become more and more regulated
one
over
from within.
The advantage of
large
many small units of production has led to aggregations of capital that give virtual monopolies ; and
the advantage of collective bargaining iias brought
an aggregation of labour, and another of employers
to meet it.
The original notion was that competition would give the best form of co-operation
it was a child-like faith that one hates to surrender.
But the competition has come to a state of war in
which the morals of war play havoc and they do
it without remorse, because a class conscience has

in tiiat

;

;

(of
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The older forms are never quite
industry.
superseded, and they may all be seen to-day.
In the earliest system the family was an industrial unit supplying nearly all its wants there
was a division of labour according to sex and
capacity with slaves and otticials the unit grew
large, but kept its unity even when the slaves
were hired out, or were employed in producing for
a market. When a family became too large for
its land, it was natural for some members to learn
skill in a trade, and to confine their labour to it,
working for other families, often living with them
till
the job was finished, or having the work
brought to their forge, oven, or loom. Thus came
the formation of artisan families and tools, skill,
and custom passed down like the land. So far the
of

;

;

;

made itself superior to private scruples and regret.
The concentration of capital has not in itself

payment is almost all for labour. At a later stage,
when the workman began to keep a stock of raw

been prejudicial to production, for it seeks to
regulate rather than limit the output ; it obviates
the waste and dislocation of too many plants and
shops, and the advertising and other costs of commercial rivalry ; and there is plenty of scope for
competition within. The evils have been notorious
in
company promoting, in crushing rivals, in conAnd mere
trolling prices as buyer and as seller.
size may prevent the coming of a competition that
But the best course is to
would be healthy.
accept the natural development from competition
to amalgamation, and to meet the evils by developing regulation, from which, indeed, monopoly
was never m.ade exempt. Co-operation is always
the final word. Competition is only a means, and
a better means the less it is a jostle, and the more
it is a directed course, where there is no loss in the

materials, his profit included interest aa well as
wages ; and he had apprentices and hired lalx)ur.
The first great sjilit in the industrial system was
complete the separation of the workman from the
Industrial capital increased, but there was
soil.
not yet capitalism, for the owner took little risk
of producing on the chance of a market ; the

:

struggle.

Unlike the concentration of capital, the concentration of labour easily becomes prejudicial to production. To over-time, piece-work, all speeding-up
and labour-saving, there is opposition ; and no
measures are taken, as by the old gilds, to prevent
fraud and incompetence.
This is only another
instance of the division of function, and nothing
to condemn.
But, again, it is a competition that
has broken away from co-operation. The hostile
relation of master and man is thought to be not
The
incidental, but inevitable and permanent.
men see that it is the interest of the management
to use as little labour as possible, and they think
that the owners are an incubus, and dividends a

tax on their wages. As well, therefore, try to
instruct a nation at war in the arts of peace as
point to the injury they do and the loss they sutler;
they think the injury to be deserved, and the
loss to be a sacrifice for their class.
To many of
them the crimes of syndicalism are no more
criminal than machine-breaking Avas at an older
day. There are several things that keep the war
civilized
but the main consideration is failure or
success and in either event the damage to the
is
oppressor
always a pleasure. In times of peace
a union is always preparing for war men who are
not members are denied the right to work and
;

;

;

;

others of the old natural rights and duties are
made subordinate. It has been futile to insist on

them, for an unnatural system
wrong.

is

thought to make

rigiit

The contentions against the system are often
ignorant, Imt, as a rule, they are honestly urged
and so, as in the days of slavery, it is the system
itself that holds the centre in an ethical view of
industrial life.
It is a late system, and the forces
;

have always prevented it from resting
But they may be directed, and it may
grow, in either of two ways that have a very
ditlerent moral value.
The root of the system,
and the directions in which it grows, may best be
seen from its origin, and as a stage in the history
within

it

where

it is.

—

customer was

still

the

Capitalism

employer.

came when the risk was definitely undertaken.
The entrepreneur was sometimes the manufacturer,
oftener the merchant but the work of those two
the work of making, moving, and selling the
product can be distinguished from the more invisible work of ordering it and finding a market.
This is the work of the entreprenexir or business
man. In the art. Distribution it is exjilained

—

;

—

the business man is the pivot of the system,
guarantees to all the other agents of production
their share in the price, and pays himself from the

how

residue.

Thus the second great separation of labour from
the other agents was the separation from capital.
It is often held that both separations were by disBut no
possession, and that they were an evil.
one looks for peace by undoing either by replacing men on the land, or by giving them the capital
that employs them, that each may employ himself.
Nothing would give greater stability than for
workmen to be shareholders in the enterprise that
employs them, or in others and it would be the
best kind of revolution if unions tried to establish
themselves in business. But the great majority of
owners must always lend their capital instead of
using it themselves. And, if we look from the
owner to the real user, we find that the emphasis
is on him, the acting capitalist, and not on the
Just so it is on the sculptor and the
capital.
inventor, though nature does all the work that is
done by the invention, and though the statue Is
all in the marble.
The process of production has become more and
more roundabout an ever greater distance has

—

;

;

The workseparated producer from consumer.
man is bewildered by the number of intervening
agencies and to his divorce from land and capital
he adds, for a general source of inequity, that the
system allows many parasites to live on his product.
He has been taught that the real value of a
product comes from the labour spent on it, and he
sees that, besides rent and interest the extortions
of the idle ownership of land and capital mone}'
and middlemen lay hold on his work, and make a
better living out of it than he does. He does not
see that the production of a commodity is not
complete its value is not produced till it is in
the hands of the consumer. If advertising, drumming, and commissions do not help to sell it, they
Useless measures of comwill not be employed.
merce are no more secure than labour that is made
It is through economy in
useless bv a machine.
;

—

—

—

—
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marketing, no less than in manufacturing, that

Everything uselarge capital has its advantage.
less and predatory tends to be expelled ; for everything must be demanded by an employer, if it is
and, provided there is publicity
;
and knowledge enough, he pays no more for it
It is natural for those whom he
tlian he must.
employs to think his profit an extortion from
them, and that 'what is somewhere gotten is
somewhere lost.' But the profit of an enterprise
is like the royalty from an invention, Avhich gives
more than it gets. Interest is difi'erent it is like
the royalty paid for mere wvnership, and simply a
burden. W. Smart thought that the community
gets its employing done for it more cheaply than
it gets any other service' (Distribution of Income^,
to get its price

;

'

London, 1912, p. 159 f.).
If a system of production were more moral and

more it crushed incompetence,
again the jjresent system could well defend itself.
Its path of progress is by curtailing cost, and
employers are driven on it by the competition of
one with another, or with the consumei", who is
the final employer. It is a precarious position for
a working man, and the thing that really threatens
the life of the system. He cannot but want to be
a civil servant, and have his future a charge on
the community instead of at the necessity or the
He is in the
mercy of competing employers.
majority and, however little we like it that the
lives of men should centre on his livelihood, he
has been given the power to bring that about.
progressive the

;

Wages-boards and courts of arbitration are useful,
but they add evils of their own animosity remains
and preparation for war. To co-partnership and
;

often to co-operation (q.v.) the war-spirit is actively
The moral situation on the other side is
hostile.
no better there it is thought that socialism must
;

come, but that everything should be done to resist
and postpone it. And botli sides think that they
are acting in the highest human interest, and that
this consists in giving the freest scope that can be
given to our spirit.
It is something that they make the same appeal,
for so far the dispute becomes a question of means.
The question breaks into tM'o, one about the best
management of the forces of production, the other
about their ownership. The best management of
the bane that
an enterprise is from within
weakens a public enterprise is interference from
witliout.
Democracy has kept some of its selfdenying ordinances fairly well, but it is far easier
to refrain from interfering with the bench or the
navy, where there are no profits and the voters are
few, than with the conduct of a railway, and with
industries that are less subject to mechanical re;

If there were as little interference as
gulation.
that of the shareholders in a going concern, and if
the same price were paid for ability, the efficiency
and even the enterprise might be as great. Assuming the best in regard to management, would it be
well to pool the stocks of every enterprise, and pay
the owners a uniform rate of interest? This is
what socialism recommends, because it assumes
that there must be an annual surplus for the
ordinary shareholder, the tax-payer.
rapid change to such a system would intensify
the moral chaos of the present ; if it has any chance
of working well, it must come gradually and
through a long apprenticeship in the joint-stock

A

system. And then, no doubt, the single amalgamation of socialism would lose its attraction. But

the demand for it will persist in embittering the
present relations of owners and workmen unless
the number of owners is greatly increased. The
best way to retain the freedom and efficiency of
the present system is by such increase. It is a
form of co-operation like that of the co-operative

distributing societies, and, like them, would be far
more effective than co-partnership and the cooperative ownership by workmen in the same
enterprise ; and it would give these a fairer field.
it would have come long
If the thing were
easy,

ago
it

;

less difficult than now ; and
easier.
It would ofi'er a stronger
to thrift than the fear of a rainy day has
The forecast of such a development is at

but

it

impulse
proved.

was never

made

could be

least as histoi'ical as that of a single amalgamation,
which is the hope and the fear now confounding
every effort at amelioration ; but it will not come
of its own accord.
Literature. The general text-books on economics all devote
a main division to production, and P. H. Gastberg, Production, London, 1907, shows that nearlj' the whole subject may
be seen from this point of view. The earlier boolss dealt mainly
with the three agents of production, the later with their
organization. This is naturally approached through its history,
and C. Gide, Political Economy, tr. O. H. M. Archibald, New
York, 1914, well illustrates the closing of the old division
between deductive and historical economics. The history of
production from the point of view of organization can be read
in C. Biicher, Industrial Evolution, tr. S. M. Wickett, New
York, 1907, and can best be studied in the increasing literature
of economic history which deals with particular periods, and
Recent collections are
publishes contemporary records.
Economic Annals of the Nineteenth Century, 1801-20, ed.
Economic
and
VV. Smart, London, 1910,
History, Select
English
Documents, compiled and ed. A. E. Bland, P. A. Brown, and
R. H. Tawney, do. 1914.
W. MITCHELL.
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PROFANITY.— I. Meaning and use of the
term.— In popular usage the term profanity is
'

'

frequently limited to a verbal reference and identified with
profane swearing.' It is perhaps unnecessary to say that such a limitation cannot be
'

justified by historical and etymological investigation.
It is undoubtedly true that an unfitting and
frivolous use of certain verbal symbols has been
almost universally included in the class of practices
condemned as profane. The names of the gods in
primitive religions and the name of the one God in

more advanced religions have been considered as
too sacred to be ordinarily employed, and even the
sacred usage has been restricted to certain privileged
Thou shalt not take the name of the
persons.
Lord thy God in vain is one of the commandments,
and the OT writers constantly Mam the people
against
profaning the holy name of Jahweh.
Sacred formulae have been, in all religions, rigorously safeguarded, and the employment of them
by other than authorized persons at the proper
time and place has been regarded as constituting
the sin of profanity. It is true also that, by
investigating those prohibitions having a verbal
'

'

'

'

reference, we may approach an understanding of
the ideas underlying the disapproval of the profane.
The words which must not be carelessly used refer
to a world which is separated by a wide and deep
gulf from the world of the ordinary, and the fact
that verbal formulae are of a somewhat artificial
origin indicates that the separation is to be maintained not so nmcli by a recognition of rational
distinction between the two worlds or an appreciation of the inherent superiority of the sacred as
by elaborated and external regulations. Yet, not'

withstanding all this, the term 'profanity includes
far more than mere indillerence to the distinction
in verbal matters, and the wider meaning must be
clearly kept in view.
The etymology of the word 'profane' (lit. 'before
or in front of the shrine') may give us a certain
amount of guidance because of its spatial suggestiveness.
There immediately arises in our minds
the idea of a walled or fenced enclosure within
which only peculiarly precious objects and specially
privileged persons may remain, and outside of
which there is a world of rigorously excluded
persons and things having lesser assigned worth
than those within. The same kind of suggestion
comes to us from a consideration of the Greek

PROFANITY
words,

/3e/3?jXoj

and

/36/37j\6w,

indicate profanity in the
threshold
the idea of

which are used to

NT, and
'

—

wliich introduce
tlireshold strictly

a
guarded, which should not be crossed, but yet
wiiich is crossed by those to whom the epithet
profane applies. Such persons properly belong
to the world outside the sacred edifice, but they
illegitimately enter in.
As we consider these
2. The idea of artificiality.
spatial implications, we arrive, first of all, at the
idea of artificiality. There is no intrinsic reason
why one particular place should be more sacred
than another. If the temple had been founded
a few yards away from its actual position, the
ground which is now profane would have been
rendered sacred, and that which is now sacred
would have retained its common or profane charIn primitive religions the location of the
acter.
sacred and, contrariwise, of the profane depends
very frequently upon chance. The importation of
reason for the distinction comes entirely from the
are thus not surprised to find that,
outside.
e.g., in certain Australian religions the totemic
animal or thing which is worshipped has no intrinsic value entitling it to special reverence.
Profanitj' lies in a failure to recognize an imposed
rather than an actual value. The sacred object
has not such a position in a universal scheme as
It has not
will entitle it to permanent reverence.
within itself a power of protection sufficient to
'

'

'

—

We

guard

sacredness.

its

that the

religions

It follows,

more generally,

which most commonly avail

themselves of the distinction between the sacred
and the profane are not those which have attained
to the highest level of security.
They are still at
the stage of struggle. Their gods have still to
of
other
with
the
tribes, and the
gods
compete
people who worship the particular gods, and who
thus acquire something of their sacredness, have
to be preserved by external means from the infiltration and pollution of other tribes.
Even in the
OT the disapproval of profanity is closely connected
with the giving of worship to other gods, as, e.g.,
participation in the rites of Molech (cf. Lv 20^).
The house of Israel is profaned among the heathen
because the people have disregarded the restrictions
upon which the exclusiveness of the nation depended
The stage has not yet been
(cf. Ezk Se^o-as).
reached at which it is recognized that all people
and
that there are no other gods
may be sacred,
who can come into rivalry with the God of Israel.
It is therefore easily intelligible that the distinction between the sacred and the profane is based
originally, for the most part, upon definite injunction

The

and prohibition.

religion or the

body of
sacred things has to be zealously guarded by law,
and the profane person is the man who transgresses
the law protecting the sacred ideas and rites. Of
course, in the more advanced religions these ideas
and rites acquire a greater degree of intrinsic value,
but within the region of thought, where the distinction between sacred and profane is most intensely regarded, such value either has not yet been
recognized or has been forgotten, and we may use
the word artificiality in order to draw attention
to this dependence of the distinction upon external
'

'

support.

Perhaps the most striking illustrations of artiare to be found in connexion with the

ficiality

verbal formulae, prescriptive of rite or expressive
of doctrine, to which we have already referred.
The connexion between the sacred character which
they now possess and their inherent meaning is
exceedingly weak, and it is just where this meaning is most completely overlooked or forgotten
that the disapproval of an unauthorized use of the
formulae is most intense. The more elaborate a
system of ceremonies is, and the more clearly it
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it the marks of
artificiality, the more
numerous are the injunctions against profanity.
The more complex the rite, the stricter is the
The danger of
priestly monopoly regarding it.
profanity seems to be regarded as in inverse proportion to the degree of intelligibility possessed by
that which is liable to desecration.

bears upon

the Australian tribes it is an act of profanity to speak
of some of the totems, and even the men of certain
have a sacred name besides their ordiiiari' name which

Among
the

names

tribes

must not be made known to women and children, and must not
be used in every-daj' life. In Vedic times in India we find the
doctrine of 'secret names' of the gods, and these names were so
sacred that it would have been considered profanity to re%-eal
them to the vulgar. In the same land also, even at the present
day, it is considered a disgraceful thing for a wife to utter the
name of her husband, ancf ceremonies of initiation are accompanied by the giving of a sacred formula, or mantra, which has
value rather as pven by the priest than as understood by the
initiate, and which the initiate is forbidden to reveal to others
if he wishes to escai)e the sin of profanation of sacred things.
3.

The idea of separation. — Another idea, related

and also suggested by the spatial
word profane,' is that of absolute,
abrupt, and rigorous separation between the sacred
and the profane. The sacred enclosure is definitely
sejiarated by w all or some other eftective protection
from the profane world, and access from the one
world to tiie other is only through a rigorouslyguarded portal. The dominant characteristic of
tlie two Avorlds is their heterogeneity.
The close
connexion between the ideas of artificiality and
to the foregoing
etymology of the

'

separateness is obvious. It is the fortresses without natural strength that require the broadest
and deepest moats. Risks of contact between the
sacred and the profane must be avoided at all costs,
and the mind of the worshipper must be kept constantly alive to the dangers of the profane.

—

An exceedingly large class of prohibi(a) Place.
tions against the profane have reference to separateness of place.
In many of the primitive religions
we find emphasis upon the profanity of entering
the place where the sacred emblems of totem worship are deposited, and
within the sacred enclosure

all
is

ordinary work
forbidden.

We

the same attitude also in connexion with
OT worship. Ezekiel, e.g., prescribes elaborate
measurements in order to make a separation
between the sanctuary and the profane place
(42-"), and by the same prophet a certain portion
of the city land is called
profane to distinguish
it from the portion assigned to priests and Levites.
One of the chief arguments brought against St.
find

'

'

'

'

Paul by later Jewish orthodoxy seems to have
been that he had profaned the Temple by bringing
into it men of an alien or unprivileged race.

—

(b) Time.
Very commonly also profanity is held
to consist in disregard of a strict division of time.

The ordinary world

is so separate from the sacred
that the occupations of the former have to be
altogether given up when the latter is entered.
The time which is assigned to the sacred must be
characterized by rest from the regular forms of
If at such a time work has to be carried
labour.
on at all, this work must have an essentially
religious character and be freed from connexion
with utilitarian considerations. If it bears any
resemblance to ordinaiy work, it can be redeemed
from profanity only by the fact that it is performed
by privileged persons. In Mt 12* the priests are
said to be without blame when they profane
the Temple, because, though performing on the
Sabbath actions similar to those of ordinary life,
they are yet absolved by reason of their sacred
This
office from the sin of Sabbath desecration.
failure to observe the sacredness of the Sabbath
and of other special times and seasons is, in the
Jewish religion generally, one of the most frequent
grounds for the accusation of profanity (cf,

Neh
(c)

131''-,

Tabu.

Ezk

—An22^intense desire to keep the profane
23=*).
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at a distance

is

clearly seen in connexion \vith

and the religions in which this conception is important. The word connotes exclusiveness (being derived from a root ta,
mark,' and
pu, an adverb of intensity). It is opposed to noa,
the general or the common. It is from this idea of
tabu that the distinction between sacred and profane arises in many communities, and the rigour
of the distinction owes much to the awe which the
tabu inspires. Profanity is a grievous sin and at
the same time more frequently possible where the
transition from the ordinary world to the profane
tabu

iq.v.)

'

made as difficult as possible. The constant
demand is that all actions and interests belonging
to the ordinary world must be left behind by the

is

Literal contact is of course
would-be initiate.
forbidden, and the prohibition extends to the
contact involved in the taking of food. The food
of the profane must not be eaten by the initiated,
and, contrariwise, the food of the priests must not
be eaten by the profane. The latter must not
even have the degree of contact which is implied in
the sight of the sacred objects. In some communities certain instruments of worship are profaned
if, e.g., women catch the faintest glimpse of them.
The whole idea of asceticism has originally a very
close connexion with this idea of absolute separation.
Everywhere also elaborate ritual is accompanied by the most zealous care for the separation
of the priestly class from the ordinary community.
Many of the uses of the word profane in the OT
have reference to this withdrawal. The priests
are to symbolize their separateness by changes of
garments when they enter into the inner court.'
They are to avoid ordinary food and the ordinary
forms of family relationship, and in many other
ways prepare themselves to teach the people the
diHerence between the holy and profane' (cf. Ezk
-pi^g erring priests are those who have
4417-25J
themselves put no ditterence (22^^).
of sacred doctrine. The danger
Profanation
4.
of profanity also attaches itself to an incautious
use of the body of sacred doctrine. This is often
regarded as the exclusive property of certain privileged classes. The ancient sacred scriptures of
India, e.g., are profaned if they are read or taught
In
to people outside the prescribed classes.
various parts of the literature terrible penalties
are announced for those who venture to teach the
doctrines of the Vedas to a Sudra.
'

'

'

*

'

'

—

'
The ears of the Sudra who hears the Veda are to be filled
with molten lead and lac' (Saiikaracharya, Commentary on
Veddnta-Sutras, i. iii. 38 [SDE xxxiv. 228]), and, if lie dares

pronounce them,

'

his

tongue

is

to be

slit.'

Occasionally the idea is that the sacred doctrine
is also to be kept strictly separate from other
truths or opinions which are of lesser value. To
mingle sacred and other knowledge is in itself profanity.
Perhaps there is a lingering trace of this
idea in the use of the word profane in the First
Epistle to Timothy. Timothy is urged to refuse
profane and old wives' fables' and to avoid
profane and vain babblings, and oppositions of
science falsely so called (1 Ti 4^ G^").
The idea of
'

'

'

'

'

a strict line of demarcation certainly persists in
the mediaeval distinction of sacred and profane
learning.
5.

Reasons

—

for distinction

between sacred and

profane. So far we have been content with noticing the character and the breadth of the distinction
betAveen the sacred and the profane. If we go farther
and ask for reasons for the distinction reasons

—

which

lie

deeper than mere artifice

— we shall

find

these partly in belief in a divine revelation and
partly in tradition and the social custom and
pressure enshrined in such tradition. Though we
have emphasized the artificial character of many
of the defences of the sacred, it does not follow

that these

not have previously involved a

may

clearer consciousness of the inherent value of what
The original reason for the
is regarded as sacred.
consecration of certain experiences and disapproval
of unauthorized incursions into the sphere which
they occupy may have been a sense of a divine reve-

even though that reason may now have
been forgotten. The sanctuary at Bethel may
have, in later times, become a home of priestcraft,
but none the less it was the vision of the angels of
God ascending and descending that gave it originEven in religions where a
ally a sacred character.
divine revelation is not recognized the artificial
character of the interdictions against profanity is
not the whole of the matter. These interdictions
are not of recent growth ; they enshrine tradition,
and in this tradition we may perceive the embodiment of a social consciousness. The totem-animal
is protected from profanity because it symbolizes
the spirit of the clan and represents a social
pressure which the individual recognizes as superior
lation,

and authoritative. Among men more religiouslyminded or more enlightened this law of the community is regarded as the law of God, and the
profane person is one who transgresses the ordinance of God and deserves, like the prince of Tyre,
to be cast as profane out of the mountain of God
(Ezk 28^^). But whether the divine origin of the
law and its reference to an all-comprehensive
'

'

community be recognized or not, the antisocial character of profanity seems to be an unmistakable reason for disapproval of it. The profane
person is the anti-social person who refuses to
recognize the code of the community, and therefore
the law falls. Esau is called a
one upon
*
profane person seemingly for the reason that he
sold his birthright or despised his connexion with
divine

whom

'

community (He 12^*). In India the person
who has broken through caste regulations becomes
at once profane and a source of pollution for those
who remain within the caste. The anti-social character of profanity is also illustrated by the frequency
with which accusations of profanity are brought
against those who indulge in magical practices.
It is no doubt possible to speak of profaning a
magical rite in the sense of doing it in an unaccustomed and inefi'ective manner, but, for the most
part, magic as a whole is itself condemned as
profane just because it indicates a separatist procedure and a contravention of the regularized and
socially approved worship of the community.
Otherwise it is difficult to see why magic rites,
which have a considerable resemblance to religious
rites, should be regarded with such horror as
profane in those communities, at least, where a
the

worship has been firmly established.
We have
inadequate differentiation.
emphasized certain inadequacies in the distinction
between the sacred and the profane, arising from
the artificial and abrupt character of the distinction.
But this must not blind us to the elements of
enduring value associated with these conceptions.
Among primitive peoples the idea of tabu has
often been the foundation of morality, and in the
more advanced communities the rigorous protection
of the priests from possible profanation may indicate a regard for personal purity as well as
The development of the social
for privilege.
consciousness which underlies the abhorrence
of profanity has been an ethical asset, and the
social
6.

An

—

asceticism by which the heterogeneity of the
sacred and profane worlds may be transcended has
often been a first step towards personal holiness.
Yet it must be admitted that the distinction
between sacred and profane, as it is usually
applied, does not belong to the highest level of
It still betrays the dominance of merely
tliought.
spatial categories ; it is still influenced by the idea

PROPHECY
that the divine
operation, that

is

liniiteil

God

in

the sphere of

a

seal

its

upon certain
persons, places, and times, relating them with
special closeness to Himself, and leaving the rest
of the world to be reckoned as common and profane.
We must transform the distinction if we
are to retain its underlying value. We must be
permitted to honour as sacred tiie whole of the
world which God has made, and encouraged to
sets

condemn

as profane, not certain specified places,
things, or persons, but the spirit of the dweller,
whether in tlie temple or in the street, whose
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(American)

vision is narrow and whose aim is low, who fails
to recognize that the way to the Holy of Holies
lies along the path of the good citizen, and that
even in the lonely wilderness he may lind the
very gate of heaven.' See, further, artt. Holiness.
'

—

LiTF.RAirRK. Cf. E. Durkheim, FAementary Forms of the
Religiims Life, Eny. tr., London, 1915; jKfir", «.bu. 'Talioo,'
'Totemism'; W. S. Urquhart, The UpanishaiU and Life,
Caloutta, 1916 J. M. Baldwin, Genetic Theory of Reality, New
York and London, 1915, p. 132 IT. ; V. R. Lennard, Our Ideals,
London, 1913, p. 39ff.
S.
RQUHART.
;

W.

PROPERTY.— See

U

Wealth, Iniiekitance.

PROPHECY.
American

Spence),

(L.

Hebrew

p. 381.

Christian (E. K. Mitchell),

PROPHECY

(American).—Among both the
and the savage aboriginal peoples of
the American continent prophets were held in
peculiar veneration, and on many occasions thej'
have moulded the destinies of tribes and nations.
The advent of the white man in America, we are
informed by many authorities, was heralded by
numerous prophecies, but in most cases the
autlientic character of these is open to the gravest
doubt. The vision of Papantzin, sister of Mocteuzoma, Tlatoani of Tenochtitlan (Mexico), is a case
semi-civilized

in point.
This princess, it is said, fell into a deathlike trance, on emerging from which she said that
she had been led by a spirit through a field littered
with dead men's bones to a place where she had

seen strange, bearded, white men approach the
coast of Mexico in large vessels. Another prophecy appears to have been current in Mexico in
pre-Columbian times, to the efi'ecttliat Quetzalcoatl

god whose worship dilFered in certain of its
from that of the other native cults,
and who had come from the Land of the Sun and
had been driven from Mexico by hostile deities)
would one day return. The coming of Cortes and
his comrades was regarded by the Mexicans as a
fulfilment of the prophecy, and the title of Teule
('godlike being'), conferred by them upon the
(a

characteristics

Spaniards,

is

proof

that

the

tradition

of Central

America prophecies

were delivered by the priests at stated intervals.
Writings which profess to incorporate some of
these are to be found in the so-called books of
Chilan Balam {q.v.), and these also deal with the
advent of Europeans. There are not wanting
statements to the effect that in Incan Peru prophecies were current about the coming of white
strangers, but the events alluded to in at least
one of them are not in accordance with known
facts.

In modern times numerous prophets have arisen
the N. American Indians, usually in periods
In 1675 Pope,
of crisis in the history of the tribe.
a medicine-man of the Tewa (Pueblo Indians) near
San Juan, New Mexico, was charged along with
others with the crime of witchcraft. He preached
the doctrine of independence from Spanish rule and
the restoration of Indian customs, and instituted
a wide-spread conspiracy to drive the Spanish
colonists from the country.
Pope, along with his
disciples, Catiti, Tupatii, and Jaca, set apart 13th
1680
as
the
of
massacre.
Aug.
day
Extraordinary
precautions were taken to ensure that no European
should learn of the intended revolt, but the news
leaked out, and Popd had perforce to strike three
days before the time. Four hundred Spaniards
were massacred and Santa F6 was besieged, but a
successful sortie ended in the rout and discomfi-

among

ture of the Indians.
The Spaniards were, however, forced to abandon the town and to retreat to

El Paso. Pope washed with a native preparation
those of his followers who had been baptized into
the Christian Church, burned tiie ciiurches, and
obliterated every remaining mark of Christianity.
But his rule became so despotic and was followed
by such misfortunes that he was finally deposed.
He was re-elected, however, in 1688, and died in
1692.

Tenskwatawa ('open door') was a famous
prophet of the Shawnees and a twin brother of
Tecumseh. An ignorant and drunken youth, he
was one day engaged in lighting his pipe when he
His friends, believfell back in a state of trance.
ing him dead, were preparing for his funeral when
he revived and stated that he had paid a visit to
the spirit-world. In 1805 he assembled his tribesmen and their allies at Wapakonita, now in Ohio,
and announced himself as the bearer of a new
revelation from the Master of Life.
He declared
that, whilst in the spirit-world, it had been granted
of
him
lift
veil
the
future
and
behold the
to
to
the
blessedness of those wiio followed the precepts of
the Indian god and the punishments of such as had

strayed from his path. He vehemently denounced
witchcraft and medicine practices, the drinking
of fire-water,' the intermarriage of Indian women
with white men, the wearing of European clothing,
and all White customs and institutions. If these
things were eschewed, tiie Master would receive
the Indians into favour once again. He further
announced that he had been granted the power to
cure all diseases.
These statements caused great excitement among
the people of his tribe, and those who dealt in
From time to time
witchcraft Avere boycotted.
Tenskwatawa announced further M'onderful revelations to his followers from his abode near GreenHe predicted an eclipse of the sun
ville, Ohio.
which took place in the summer of 1806, and this
greatly enhanced his reputation as a prophet. His
apostles ti'avelled from tribe to tribe disseminating
his doctrines, and a belief arose that within four
years all those who did not credit his predictions
would be overAvhelmed in a great catastrophe.
Shortly before the war of 1812 a confederacy was
entered into for the purpose of driving out the
Wliites, but Harrison's victory near Tippecanoe
destroyed both the faith and the movement connected with it. Tenskwatawa received a pension
from the British Government. Although of somewhat forbidding appearance and blind of an eye,
he had great gifts of fervour and personal magnetism.
Kanakuk, tiie prophet of the Kickapoos, received
Tenskwatawa. In
inspiration from the career of
1819 the Kickapoos ceded their extensive territory
'

really

existed.

Among the Maya

(E. KciNic), p. 384.

p. 3S2.
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in Illinois to the United States, and were assigned
a reservation in Missouri. This region, however,
was occupied by the unfriendly Osages, so that tlie
Kickapoos were unable to take possession of it.
Kanakuk exhorted his people not to abandon their
territory and preached a moral code which forbade
superstition, the use of alcohol, and internecine
quarrels, promising them that, if they recognized
it faithfully, they would in time inherit a land of
He became chief of that remnant of them
plenty.
which remained in Illinois. He was in the habit
of displaying a map or chart of the true path
through which the virtuous must proceed, beset
with fire and water, did they desire to attain the
happy hunting-grounds, and he furnished his
disciples with prayer-sticks engraved with holy
Ultimately the tribe was removed to
symbols.

(Christian)

The mysterious sect or secret society known in
Central America as Nagualists, which had for its
object the destruction of Christianity, numbered
several prophets among its priests and adherents.
Jacinto Can-Ek, who led a Maya revolt at Valladolid, Yucatan, in 1761, propliesied the destrucMaria Candelaria, an
tion of the Spaniards.
Indian girl, headed a similar and previous revolt,
and likewise falsely prophesied the Spanish downfall.

See also

COMMUNION WITH Deity

(American),

and Secret Societies (American).

§ 5,

Literature.— D. G. Brinton, NaguaLism, Philadelphia,
1S94 L. Spence, 'Magic and Sorcery in Ancient Mexico,'
Occult Review, xxii. [1915] 145-152, The Myths of Mexico and
[1896],
Peru, London, 1913, pp. 6-9 J. Mooney, lU
[1892], p. 451 ff.
J. G. Bourke, 9
p. 670 fl.
;

RBEW

;

RBEW

;

Lewis Spence.
PROPHECY (Christian).— I. Primitive form.—
The opening of the Christian era was signalized

'/
Kansas, but Kanakuk remained its chief until his
death from smallpox in 1852.
Tavibo ('white man'), a Paiute chief and by a remarkable awakening of the spirit of
medicine-man, w-hen his ti'ibe was forced to retreat proijhecy, and this was accepted by all believers
before the Whites, went into the mountains to as the fulfilment of Jl 2-8'- (Ac 2^'^^-).
Moreover,
receive a revelation, and prophesied on his return our Lord Himself had seen in His own equipment
that the earth would swallow the Whites and that and ministry the fulfilment of the promise of the
And 'to the people he
their possessions would be given to the Indians.
Spirit (Is 61"-, Lk 4"'-).
But his followers were unable to entertain the was a prophet, strong in action and in utterance
idea of an earthquake that would discriminate (Lk 2419'- cf. 13^2 7'«, Mt 13" etc.). Earlier still
between the Red Man and his enemies. He there- John the Baptist had attracted the multitude by
fore sought a second vision, which revealed to him the declaration that the baptism of the Spirit was
And Zacharias and Simeon,
that, although the Indians would be engulfed along at hand (Mk P).
with the Whites, they would rise again and would Elisabeth, Mary, Anna, and many others who
enjoy for ever an abundance of game and provisions. were looking for the consolation of Israel had
Followers flocked around him and, when they borne witness a generation earlier to the presence
became sceptical, he had a further revelation, of the Spirit and His fuller advent as heralding a
which told him that only those who believed in new era of divine grace (Lk P"'- 2-^"-). FurtherHe died in more, the whole Jewish Apocalyptic literature of
his prophecies would be resurrected.
the period testifies to the general expectation of
Nevada about 1870.
the son of Tavibo, was responsible for the dawning of the last days and the bestowal
Wovoka,
'
the Ghost-dance' religion and prophecies, perhaps of the spirit of prophecy.
The demonstration of the Day of Pentecost was
the most important from a political point of view
the opening of a new era in the religious history
in the history of the relations of the Whites and
Indians.
This creed he nurtured among the of mankind (Ac 2'^'-)- Tongues were loosened,
Paviotso of Nevada about 1888. It spread rapidly and the impulse to prophesy spread like wild-fire
This was
until it embraced all the tribes from the Missouri among the converts to the new faith.
Wovoka natural and indeed inevitable under the circumto the Rockies and even beyond them.
(who was known to the Whites as Jack Wilson), stances. Believers were at once impelled and comlike other native prophets, declared that he had
pelled to account for to themselves and to explain
been taken into the spirit-world, where he had to others the things that were happening among
received a revelation from the god of the Indians them and what was about to come to pass. For
to the eflect that they would be restored to their the Day of the Lord had dawned, and they were
inheritance and united with their departed friends. all eager to know what it meant to themselves and
They were to prepare for this event by practising to the world. Looking back over the history of
song-and-dance ceremonies given them by the Israel, they sought to trace the purposes of God,
prophet. During these dances many of the Indians and they then projected them into the future in
the light of the fresh dispensation of grace. This
fell into a condition of hypnotic trance, and intense
excitement usually prevailed. The movement led was Christian prophecy in its primitive form, and
to an outbreak in the winter of 1890-91.
It has
the apostles w^ere its first exponents. But other
voices were soon heard explaining the ways of God
now degenerated into a mere social function.
Smohalla was the originator of a religion current and expounding the gospel of salvation. Stephen
among the tribes of the Upper Columbian River arraigned the Jewish leaders for resisting the Holy
and the adjacent region. The name (Shmoqula) Spirit, killing the prophets, and murdering the
means 'preacher,' and was conferred upon him Son of man (Ac 7").
after he had attained celebrity.
The persecution
In his boyhood
2. Spiritual gifts differentiated.
(he was born about 1815 or 1820) he frequented a which followed the stoning of Stephen scattered
Roman Catholic mission, from which he appears to the disciples widely and multiplied the number of
have derived certain of his religious ideas. Begin- those who sought to interpret the signs of the
ning to preach about 1850, he quarrelled with a times.' It thus came about that each little comrival chief, left his tribe, and wandered south as
munity of believers had those among them who
far as Mexico.
On returning, he declared that he spoke as the Spirit gave them utterance and
had visited the spirit- world, whence he had been were accounted as prophets of the Lord. Many
sent back to deliver a message to the Indians. were no doubt often overwrought and distraught
The substance of this was that they must return to and promised things that failed of fulfilment but
the fittest survived and held high rank among
their aboriginal mode of life and eschew the Whites,
Smohalla those who set themselves to minister unto the
their teachings, and their customs.
found many adherents, and the sect which he in- saints.' The freedom that prevailed everywhere
stituted, known as The Dreamers,' and possessing in public assembly encouraged each disciple to
an elaborate ceremonial, has maintained its religi- exercise whatever gift the Spirit had bestowed
ous organization.
upon him for the upbuilding of the brotherhood.
'

;

'

'

'

'

—

'

'

'

;

'

'
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As time went

on, tliese gifts became distinguislieil
from one another and more sharply outlined (1 Co
12^'- ).
It is St. Paul who gives us the first clear classification of ' spiritual gifts and announces that they
have been bestowed for the common good. * God
has set people witliin the Church,' he says, ' to be
'

of all apostles, secondly prophets, thirdly
teachers, then workers of miracles, then healers,
helpers, administrators and speakers in tongues of
first

(1 Co 12-8'- ; cf.
22" 4'"-, 1 Ti V« 4'*,

various kinds'
12«-s,

Eph

12»'-, 1

2 Ti

1«).

Th 5'^, Ko
And yet

these gifts were not bestowed singly and to the
exclusion of all the others.
For the apostles
prophesied, taught, governed, and exercised their
manifold ministry. And the prophets also taught
and sometimes spoke in a tongue, wrought miracles,
and healed. But the individual became classified

by his most conspicuous gift, and each little communitj' of believers looked to this one or that for
the performance of his chosen function. Certain
gifts, however, from their very nature, were unstable and intermittent e.g., speaking in a tongue,
working miracles, healing, and even prophesying.
On the other hand, there were gifts that were
naturally stable and continuous e.g., teaching,
administering, and governing. The intermittent,
unstable gifts were liable to lapse in any given
community. There were not enough accredited
prophets, healers, or speakers in a tongue to go
round ; and, where genuine inspiration failed, the
pretender often came to the front. St. Paul found
it necessary to advise restraint and moderation in

—

—

speaking in a tongue (1 Co 142'-); and he also
warns against unrestrained prophecy
Let only
two or three prophets speak, while the rest exercise
Should a retheir judgment upon what is said.
velation come to one who is seated, the first speaker
must be quiet.
Prophets can control their
'

:

.

own
3.

.

.

prophetic spirits'

The Church and

dom

(1
'

Co

14^'-).

false prophets.'

—The

of the early years gradually came under the
restraint of the general judgment of the Christian
communities and their accredited leaders. The
stable continiious functions in the life of the Church
grew in influence and power. The apostles themselves saw to it that the churches were supplied
with permanent leaders, sucli as presbyters and
deacons, who should direct the affairs of the
brotherhood and guard the purity of its life and

teachings (Ac 6"- 11-"- 14^*

Gal

Co

15-'-

2P»'-,

Th

1

5-^'-,

Ti V«).
They were careful, however, not to put the ban on
the exercise of any God-given power or to restrain
any genuine efibrt to minister in the name of the
Master. For every disciple was a member of the
body of Christ and under obligation to contribute
to the welfare of all to his own Lord he stood or
fell.
And yet abuses of freedom were sure to arise,
and did occur. Not all saints were sanctified, and
impostors and pretenders appeared here and there.
The apostles began to recall that Jesus had warned
them against false prophets (Mt 7"'- 24'*'-). And
His forecast was soon fulfilled (Ac 2029'-, 2 Th 2-'-,
Col 2^- 18, 1 Ti 119'-, 2 Ti 2'«'- 3"-, Rev 2'^ and often,
22f-,

1

•

14»"-,

Eph

2^\ Col

2'8,

1

'

;

1

Jn

4^'-).

The

ajipearance of these false prophets,

pretending superior wisdom, ere long created distrust and aroused the churches and their leaders
to the dangers that threatened their welfare.
But
as yet there was no recognized form of discipline'
for
the
of
those
would-be
adequate
suppre.ssion
'

spokesmen and pretentious revealers of the secret
counsels of God. There were no specific standards
by which to test and try those spirits.' Standards,
however, were sure to be found, and, if not found,
then created, by the churches for their protection
'rom vagaries in doctrine and aberrations in life.
The apostles, whether in common councils or as
'

individuals, were the first court of appeal.
They
based their judgments on the words of the Lord
and the mind of Christ. Then the appointment of
bishops {i.e. elders or presbyters) and deacons
supplied the place of an apostle when he was
absent. Letters were a substitute for personal
Tlie disappearance of the apostles and
presence.
the first disciples tended to leave the churches,
now widely scattered, open to the invasion of presumptuous claimants to leadership, and the words
of the Lord were not often specific enough to meet
the case. And who could claim to have the mind
'

ofChiLst'?

—

The rise and
4. Warnings of the early fathers.
development of the monarchical episcopate was
here and there favoured and fostered in the interests
of sound doctiine and as a restraint against newHennas,
fangled notions, foreign to the faith.
Pastor {Maud. xi. and xii.), and Ignatius (Eph.
Ti-al.
Phil,
and
vi.,
ii.,
vii., ix.,
xvi., Mag. viii.,
iii., Sttn/r. [v., vii., ad Pol. iii.) are full of warnings
teachers;
andadmonitionsagainstfalse prophetsand
and Ignatius especially exhorts to obedience of the
bishop. This was his hope for the maintenance of
souncl doctrine.
Clement likewise relies upon the
bishops {i.e. presbyters) for the preservation of the
unity and purity of the Church (1 ad Cor. xlii.xliv.). Prophecy, however, was not yet suppressed,
but only repressed and somewhat regulated by the
The Didache
rising officials in the Churches.
informs us that prophecy was still free and in good
in
often
counterrepute
Syria (or Egypt), although

and condemned (xi. 7-12). Its days, howwere numbered, for it was soon to sliare the
general distrust and opposition towards all extravagant claims to divine wisdom. The Gnostics
and Marcion had prophets as well as the churches,
and they were sometimes indistinguishable from
each other (see artt. GxcsTlciSM, Marcion'ISM).
feited
ever,

Then the
free-
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(Christian)

rise of

Montanism

{q.v.)

was

some

in

It was
respects but a resurgence of prophetism.
an effort to revive primitive Christian conditions
where each believer was free to exercise his God-

given

gift.

—

The
5. Disappearance of the prophetic office.
churches were now put on the defensive and they
soon sought to co-operate in the maintenance of
their apostolic heritage.
Joint action in councils
was the most effective means at haml.
This
brought the bishops together and greatly increased
The appeal to the words
their prestige and power.
of Christ was enlarged to include an appeal to
the teaching and writings of the apostles, and
the use of the OT as a book of discipline and
standard of doctrine grew in favour. The Law
and the Prophets had sufficed for Israel, and the
Old Covenant needed only to be supplemented by
the New with its apostolic guarantees. Prophecy
was thus placed under the restraint of written
records, and it was considered more important to
interpret the old prophecies than to utter new
All the unstable, intermittent spiritual gifts
ones.
shared the fate of the prophetic. Tongues, miracles,
healings waned and by the end of the 2nd cent,
they were all, including prophecy, under the restraint of the regular officials of the respective
churches and subordinated to them. Prophecy as
well as the rest was not denied its theoretic claims,
but it must keep within the bounds of Holy
Scripture and the standards of discipline. The
pressing primitive need of interpreting the signs
of the times,' however, seemed to have pas.sed
away. Men were now trying to adjust Christianity
There were sporadic
to its place in the world.
efforts to reinstate prophecy as a special function
in the life of the Church, but it had served its day
Its most
v. 7).
(Iren. adv. Hcer. ii. 32 ; Eus.
important and essential element was absorbed by
;

'

HE

O
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the teachers and preachers, and the otMce practically disappeared.
LiTERATnRB.—A. Hilgenfcld, Die Glossolalie in de.r alten
Kirche, Leipzig, 1850 G. N. Bonwetsch, Die Prophetic ini
apost. und iiachapost. Zeitalter," in ZKWL viii. [1887] 408 f., ix.
A. Harnack, Die Lehre der zwiJlf Apostel, Leipzig,
[1888] 460 f.
1884, pp. 119-131, Die Mission und Aiisbreitung des Chrigtetitums^, Leipzig, 1906, i. 296 ff. H. Weinel, Die Wirkungen des
Geistes, Freiburg, 1899 J. Armitage Robinson, s.v. Prophetic
E. C. Selwyn, The Christian
Literature,' in EBi iii. 3883 ff.
E. K. MITCHELL,
Prophets, London, 1900.
'

;

;

;

'

;

;

(Hebrew)

Kuenen, Wellhausen, Stade) connect ndbi' with yaj, ndba',
'
to well forth,' to bubble up,' but this theory ignores the
difference between the final gutturals, and severs 7idbu' from its
Semitic cognates ; moreover, if 7idbi' meant bubbling up,' a
'
prophet would hardly have been blamed for boiling over
(pahdzuth, Jer 23^2 cf. Zeph S*) while Kuenen's assertion (De
Pro/eten, i. 50) that the sense of
bubbling up may have
developed into that of 'speaker' still leaves it open that the
The rendering
nebl'im were 'speakers' from the outset.
'
speaker is supported also by the fact that one's 7idbi' is sometimes styled his 'mouth' (Ex 416 71, Is 30=, Jer 1519, 2Ch 64),
and that a na6£' of God is also called His vieli?, 'interpreter,'
ambassador (Is 4327). Cornill's interpretation of [jthe word is
but relatively different from that maintained here from the
Arab, ndba'a he infers that ndbt' means authorized speaker
since ndba'a signifies, not
wrongly, as the present' writer thinks,
'
simply to speak,' but to inform,' to announce.' J. A. Bewer
xviii. [1901] no. 2) proposes to connect ndbV with Assyr.
(AJSL
'
one who is
N33. to carry off,' and to give it the sense of
(e.g.,

'

'

'

'

;

'

—

(Hebrew).— I. Soothsaying and

'

;

'

prophecy. According to Cicero {de Div. i. 18),
there were, traditionally, two kinds of divination,
the one based upon an art or theory [ars), the other
lacking such basis. The former consisted in the
application of certain rules which earlier generations believed to have been drawn from the observation of occasional coincidences between certain
appearances and certain subsequent occurrences
thus the Greeks (looking to the north) regarded a
bird appearing on the left as of evil omen, and one
seen on the right as a harbinger of good fortune
(cf Horn. Od. XV. 159, 173 f ; so 524, as contrasted
with XX. 242), while the Romans, looking towards
the south, saw a favourable sign in an avis sinistra.
Those, again, who cultivated the second main type
of divination are described by Cicero as perceiving
the future beforehand by means of a certain agitation (concitafio), or unconstrained and free movement of the mind. The two modes of seeking to
foretell the future are now usually distinguished
Now the historical
as divination and prophecy.
Avriters of the OT, who have of late been frequently
accused of suppressing the truth, do not conceal
the fact that in almost every age the first type of
prediction had a considerable vogue in Israel.
.

Thus (a) 'onen is forbidden in Lv 1926, Dt ISio, 2 K 216, Mic 5i2,
Jer 279, Is 573 the term seems to have denoted the observing
of cloud-formations and of the weather in general, and certainlj'
the practice of observing the configuration and colouring of the
clouds played an important r61e among the Babylonians and
Assyrians (cf. C. Bezold, Nineoe und Babylon, Bielefeld, 1903,
p. 85). Again, (6) the practice of rhabdomancy is deplored in
Hos 412 this form of divination, according to Herodotus (iv.
67), was found among the Scythians, and Tacitus (Germ, x.) describes the way in which it was practised among the Germans
Further, (c) there were people in Israel who
(see EREiv. 827").
believed that they had a connexion with an '6b, most probably
'one who returns' (cf. Fr. revcnant), i.e. a spirit that could not
rest in the grave, and might bring tidings from the under
world the pi. '6b6th is used in Is §19 as a parallel of mHkim,
'the dead,' and the word may be derived from Arab, 'dba,
'
rediii (cf. the form q6in instead of the regular qdm [2 K 16"]
the may have been used also to distinguish the word from 'ah,
father '). Those who were believed to be connected with such
a spirit imitated-its supposed weak voice by hollow tones (Is 29'*),
like those of the ventriloquist, whence LXX sometimes gives
;

;

;

'

;

'

eyyaaTpCfJivOot.

This whole species of prediction, working with
objects or persons as its media, was called qesem,
the agent being the q6sem (Is 3^ etc.). The term
'
is connected with Arab, qdsama, lit.
to cut in
'
and
then
to
would
thus be
part,'
qeseia
pieces,'
what gives a decision regarding the future. The
representatives of the lawful religion, however,
were convinced of their superiority to the qSscm in
every respect (1 S 288, Is S'\ Jer W^, Zee lO^ etc.)
and it was a principle of that religion that there
was no qesem in Israel (Nu 23-^), i.e. among those
who were faithful to the lawful religion. The true
religion of Israel nevertheless countenanced the
second type of divination noted by Cicero, and
actually traced its origin to those 'who bore the
the meaning and history of which we
title 7tabi'
must now investigate.
The
2. The vocation of the Hebrew prophet.
nature of the prophetic calling can best be studied
by starting from the name nabf, pi. n^bi'im.
;

—

—

The word means speaker,' being formed from the verb Kli,
ndhd', which corresponds to the Arab, ndba'a, signifying to announce' ; so, too, the Assyr. nabu, 'to call,' 'inform,' 'command cf. Naba = Nebo(Is46i), identified with 'Epnij; (Aol4i2),
and the Eth. nabdba, ' to speak.' It is true that many scholars
'

'

'

;

'

—

'

'

'
transported (by a supernatural power), but
Babylonian-Assyrian usage does not give the slightest hint of
such a derivation ; the divine name Nabfl points rather to the
derivation from the Bab.-Assyr. nabil, 'to name,' 'to call.'

carried away,'

;

.

'

'

'
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'

;

'

'

n^bi'tm, accordingly, were
speakers,'
of course understand that they were sucTi

While the

we must

a unique sense, i.e., that they were heralds or
messengers in the highest sphere of human interests,

in

viz. religion.
They were not, e.g. legal counsel or
advocates, as is asserted "by H. Winckler {Religioiisgesehichtlichei' und geschichtlichcr Oi'ient, Leipzig,
1906, p. 23 f.); for the preparation of 'written
contracts,' to which he refers, required not a
are
writers
speaker but a writer, and, while
mentioned, as in the admittedly ancient Song of
hear
of a ndbi' as
Deborah (Jg 5''*), we never
spokesman or counsel in any record of judicial proI
Jos
S
cf.
22i'=ff-, Ru 4'^V^*^-,
ceedings (Ex IS^^S
2 S 15^'-)'
In tne Code of Hammurabi, moreover,
we find the Hbu, 'elder,' 'assessor' (cf. z'^kentm,
Ru 4^"^')> ftiitl the dmd7iu, 'judge,' but there is no
infer therefore that
mention of the nabiu.
the Hebrew ndbi' was the speaker in the religious
sphere, thus corresponding to the Greek jrpo<prjrr]i,
originally the interpreter of the oracle,' and thus
the expounder of divine revelation,' so that neither
term at first connoted the idea of prediction.
the Hebrew proi>hets, accordingly, were
If
speakers in the religious sphere, it is obvious
that they were neither priests (kohdnim) nor
judges (skopfi^ttm). It may not be quite so.clear,
however, whether they were poets, as they have
recently been often called. The present writer
would here refer to the conclusion at which he
arrived in his Stilistik, Iihetoi-ik, Foetik in Bezug
,

'

'

;

We

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

aiif die bibl. Littei-atur (Leipzig, 1900, p. 308ff.j,
viz. that, while the Hebrew prophets occasionally
introduce lyrics (cf. Is 5^'® 23^'^), and often involuntarily break into the rhythm of the dirge [e.g..
5^), they were otherwise speakers or orators.
Further, the author of Ps 74, Avriting in the Mac-

Am

(cf. 1 Mac 4'*"* 9-'^ H*'), could never
have said (v.*) There is no more any ndbi',' had
he a poet—regarded himself as one while, again,
the poetic books of the OT are, in the Hel)rew
arrangement, kept quite apart from the prophetic
For sijiiilar reasons the n'bi'ini cannot
writings.
be classed as philosophers. The Hebrews too had
their philosophers, the Mkhdmtm, or wise,' whose

cabsean period

'

—

;

'

literary productions are found, e.g., in Proverbs,
Job, and Ecclesiastes but no prophet of the OT
ever calls himself a hdkhdm Isaiah (29") indeed
positively difierentiates himself from the class—
and in the Hebrew order of the OT books the
n'^bfim and the Mkhdmtm appear in different
;

divisions.

—

—

The present
3. The rise of Hebrew prophecy.
writer would begin here by giving the conclusion
to wliich his own investigations have led him, viz.
that prophecy was from the first, so to speak, the
heart-throb of the lawful religion of Israel. This
is just what we might expect, and, besides, it
agrees with the testimony of the Pentateuchal
\\

i,^>^'
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source E, which, while some scliolars regard it as
at least second in point of age, the present writer
and others believe to be the oldest of all (cf. E.
Konig, FAnleitung in das AT, Bunn, 1893, pp. 200,
203 f.) thus E in Gn 20^ calls Abraham a 7idM (as
in Ps 105" the name is given to the patriarchs
generally, and in Dt 18", Hos 12'^ to Moses). And,
if other religions found a voice in some form of
prophecy, why should this not have been the case
from the first with the lawful religion of Israel ?
;

A

somewhat different view is taken by Comill, who inclines
to think that Arabia was the native soil of no6t-ism (Der israelitische Prophetiinrws'^, p. 12).
He seeks to support this theory
by pointing to the fact that the basal form of the verb corresponding to ndbl' is not found in Hebrew. But Hebrew has

many nounsthat have no corresponding verb at all, as,

e.g.,

dam,

'blood,' ^aphta', dung,' and these words certainly did not connote foreign or imported concepts. Moreover, while kikhen,
'to act as priest,' the verb corresponding to kohin, is as much
a mere vermim denominatiDumaanibbd' or hithnabbe', 'to prophesy (from nabV), no one would ever deny that the priesthood was an ancient and indigenous institution among the
Hebrews. Yet some scholars go even farther than Comill
thus Wellhausen (Die israel.-jud. Religion, Leipzig, 1906, p. 20)
asserts that prophecy arose in Israel in the agitated period
before the outbreak of the Philistine war. At first sight this
view seems to find support in 1 S 9^*'' ' the prophet (TulbV) of
The present
to-day was formerly called the seer (rd'eh).
writer is of opinion, however, that in the e.xposition of this
passage certain points have not been fully taken account of.
isf.
(cf. i Ch 922
(1) Samuel bears both titles—r6'e/i in 1 S 911and we need not attach much importance
29*9), ndbi' in 320
to Cornill's statement (p. 13) that he is always called 'seer' In
the earliest source, for he is there also styled man of God
Moreover, Hanani (Asa's reign, c. 900 B.C.) is still
(96-8. 10).
called a seer in 2 Ch lb'- ^o, and there, accordingl}', it is not
that
the two terms belonged to different periods. In
implied
point of fact, the man of God might be described either as one
who perceived, or as one who proclaimed, religious truth, so
that the ndbi' was subsequently also called rd'eh (Is 3010) ; and
the prophet's act of reception or perception is always (from
Am 71 onwards) denoted by the verb rd'dh, of which the rd'eh
Hence Wellhausen's idea of
of 1 S 99b is the active participle.
an absolute distinction between prophet and seer is unfounded.
(2) We must take into account the purpose of 1 S Q^b^ that
purpose being to explain why Saul chose the term rd'eh (v.ii)j
which is not used of Samuel in the previous part of the chapter.
It seems very probable, therefore, that the LXX has here preserved the true reading (on rhv irpo4>rJTr]v exoAei 6 \ab ; e/un-pocrBev, 6 BAe'Trojv) ; for (a) the Hebrew here presents a difficulty,
and, even if we read lin^bl' hayy&in, this would mean 'the
(6) the adjunct hayyOm is never found in
prophet of to-day
the many other references to changes of designation (cf., e.g.,
'

'

;

:

'

2^

;

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

;

Gn

from ha' am, 'the people,'
which is
LXX, and certainly other
passages {e.g. 1 K 3^) seem to speak of 'the people' in the
special sense of the multitude.' Thus the statement that the
nebt'im appeared in Israel shortly before the Philistine wars
finds but frail support in 1 S 99b.
That statement, moreover, is confronted by the fact that in
the historical consciousness of Israel there had been n'bi'lm,
long before the period indicated, as may be inferred from Gn 20'
(already noted as belonging to E), from Nu lissf. 29 (j)^ from
reminiscences of the prophetic function of Moses (Dt 1815,
Hos 1213), and from Jeremiah's utterance regarding the unbroken prophetic sequence from the Exodus (Jer 725). Notwithstanding all this, however, the statement in question has been
amplified by the assertion that prophecy in Israel was derived
from the Canaanite religion. It was Kuenen (De Pro/eten, ii.
easily arise
precisely the reading of the

17'); hayyviii

might

'

227 f.) who formulated the theory that in the closing period of
the Judges the Canaanite phenomena of geest-vei~rukki.ng
(' ecstasy ') passed over to the worshippers of Jahweh, and that
Samuel placed himself at the head of the movement. This
theory won the approval of Wellhausen and others, including
W. R. Harper (ICC, ' Amos and Hosea,' Edinburgh, 1905, p. Iv).
(a) It is to be noted, however, that Harper himself (p. liv)doe8 not
deny that prophecy was indigenous to other Semitic religions,
and it would be strange that Israel should be an exception, (b)
It is extremely unlikely that the Israelites should borrow an
institution from a religion which they despised and to whose
gods and orgiastic practices thev were bitterly hostile (Ex
203 2313 3412H'., Dt 23i8f- etc.).
the
(c) H.ad the Israelites, in
period of the Judges, not possessed the institution which constitutes the deepest source of their religious power, then the
Canaanites, with their superior external culture and an alluring
form of religion, would almost certainly have absorbed them.
(d) The statement of Wellhausen and his successors, viz. that
prior to Samuel's time there was a whole host of nebl'im in
Israel, and that Samuel simply put himself at their head, finds
no support in the sources. We read of no religious movement
before Samuel's day, for we can hardly think of Samson in this
connexion, while in Eli's time the Ark itself was not guarded
against capture by the enemy (1 S 4"). Far from there having
been a multitude of prophets before Samuel's day, we read that
'
the word of the Lord was rare in those davs ; vision was not
'

widely spread

—25

(3i).
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The actual situation, as it appeared to the historical consciousness of Israel, was, in contrast to
the foregoing views, rather as follows. The fervour
of faith in Jahweh as supreme among the gods
(Ex 15" 18"), which had been kindled by the
deliverance from Egypt, never wholly died out
on the contrary, clear-sighted
(Jos 24*', Jg 2'")
representatives of the true religion, such as Deborah
Jg 4*), and God-fearing men like Gideon (S-"*) had
striven to maintain it.
Nevertheless, the national
and religious life sank to a very low level, and, in
particular, the nation seemed about to be overwhelmed by the Philistines, who were constantly
being reinforced from Crete (A. Noordtzij, De
Even
Filistijnev, Kampen, 1905, pp. 39, 123 f.).
the high-priestly family fell into a state of complete
;

(

degeneracy in Eli's sons, Hophni and Phinehas
the ancient symbol of the divine covenant was captured by the enemy ; and a daughter - in - law of
Eli, heart-broken at her people's calamity, gave
her child the name Ichabod, dishonour,' ignominy'
It was in this extremity that Samuel
(1 S 4'*"^).
stood forth on behalf of his people speaking as a
messenger of his God, he brought them to repent,
;

'

'

;

It was Samuel who
to turn to Jahweh (7*'*^).
once more raised the standard of religion and
and
this
standard
was
then seized and
nationality,

and

and wide by others. It is only after
his great victory, which he commemorated by
setting up the stone called Eben-ezer ( stone of
[Jahweh's] help,' 7'^), that we find traces of the
carried far

'

'prophetic companies'

The development

4.

(10").

of

Hebrew prophecy. — [a)

— We

would note here,
to begin with, the operation of the general law
according to which the great figures in the prophetic
field draw round them numbers of emulative
Thus Moses has satellites in Miriam,
disciples.
the prophetess, who led the women in their chant
of victory at the Red Sea (Ex 15^'''-), and the elders
who received a portion of his spirit (Nu 11-*''^[J]).*

Companies of

the prophets.

In a similar way those who had been moved by the
religious and patriotic spirit of Samuel drew round
him as their leader. Such prophetic bands often,
though less correctly, called 'schools of the prophets'
come once more into special prominence in the

—

—

struggle between Baal and Jahweh, when Elijah
and Elisha stood forth as champions of the legitimate religion of their people. Even Amos (c. 760
B.C.) makes reference to 'sons of the prophets,' as
such disciples or scliolars could be called in the
Hebrew idiom (Am 7'^ cf. 1
The status
20^*).
of the prophets Samuel, Elijah, Elisha, and Amos,
in relation to the members of the prophetic companies, may to some extent be made out from the
following references the latter prophesied before
Samuel (1 S 192^), or sat before Elisha (2
A^),
and, as this mode of expression finds a parallel in
the well-known affirmation of Elijah, the Lord,
before whom I stand' (1
17' etc.), we infer
that they were the agents or pujiils of the greater
men moreover, they addressed Elisha as man of
God' (2
4^"); and Elisha treats one of them as
his servant (6"'" ; cf. also 9').
In Samuel's time,
again, we see the bands of prophets marching in
procession to the sound of harp and timbrel, and
from this fact, as from other references in the
sources, we infer that the part which they played
in the religious development was of a threefold
kind (1) they disseminated the ideas of men like
Samuel, Elijah, and Elisha among the people (in
2
8" Gehazi recounts the great deeds of Elisha) ;
(2) in chants expressing the great historic meniories
of their people they sounded forth the praise of
God to the accompaniment of musical instruments
of
(3) in all probability they recorded the history
1 On the trustworthiness of the earlier strata of the Hebrew
;

K

:

K

'

.

.

K

.

'

;

K

:

K

;

historical record cf . E. Konig, Gesch. des Reiches Goltes, p. 12

ff .
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Israel in the spirit of the prophetic religion ; and
accordingly it would doubtless be in their circle
that the book of Jashar (Jos
2 S V«), the book
of the wars of the Lord (Nu 21'^), and especially

W^

the many other prophetic Nvritings mentioned as
sources (1 Ch 29'''^ etc.) were composed. As regards
the inner relationship between men like Samuel
and these prophetic societies, we may say that,
while the former were vehicles of revelation, the
members of the latter were derivative or reproductive prophets. But a more important mark of
distinction is the fact that, Avhile these derivative
propliets caught the excitement of the times and

would throw themetc.) upon the
such enthusiastic and ecstatic

in their vehement movements
selves half-naked (ardm, Is

58''

ground (1 S 19-''),
behaviour is never ascribed to Samuel, Elijah, or
Elisha hence Stade, in attributing such action to
the leading prophetic figures as well [Bibl. Theologie
des AT, Tiibingen, 1905, § 64), is speaking entirely
without authority. Thus, to sum up what the
sources tell us regarding a possible first step in the
/development of genuine Hebrew prophecy, we may
say tliat the leading representatives became centres
of groups or circles of emulative disciples who
sought sometimes, doubtless, in ways not wholly
commendable to spread the true light. This view
contrasts with the genetic theory advanced, e.g.,
This scholar speaks of the
by Wellhausen.
members of these prophetic unions (I S lO*''-),
somewhat disparagingly, as 'sAvarms of prophets'
{Prophetenschwdriiie [p. 20, etc.]), compares them
to the modern dervishes of the East and to the
Thracian Bacchantes of Greece, and regards them
as having provided the raw materials from which
the prophetic function of a Samuel or a Nathan
was developed by a process of refinement.. This
now widely accepted theory (propounded also by
K. Marti, Ge^ch. der israelii, lieligion, Strassburg,
1907, p. 139), however, stands opposed to the statements of the sources. For (i. ), as was shown above,
Abraham and Moses were thought of as having
;

[/

—

—

been prophets, and Samuel

expressly called a
ruibf (1 S 3^**).
(ii.) None of the later prophets
who occupied an independent position is ever described as having been previously a member of a
prophetic society thus Elisha was called from the
lough (1
19'*), and Amos plainly declares that
E e was not the son (i.e. disciple) of a prophet, but
a herdsman and a dresser of sycamore trees, the
Lord having called him from following the flock
(7^^").
(iii.) It seems probable that the members
of the prophetic companies, by reason of their
national and more material points of view, became
the popular prophets refen-ed to in the passage of
Amos just cited and in Is 3^ etc. Thus the tiieory
of Wellhausen conflicts with the actual data, and
in point of fact it rests upon the evolutionary
hypothesis, which so many scholars of the present

K

is

;

day treat as an axiom.
(6)

those

Eals& prophets. — A further distinction among

who claimed

between true and

to speak for

Jahweh was that

A

false prophets.
concrete illustration of this distinction will be found in the
scene in which Ahab and his ally Jehoshaphat seek
to ascertain the possibilities of an attack upon the

K 22"*-

Four hundred prophets assured
but another, Micaiah the son of
Imlah, predicted a difterent issue, and went to
prison rather than keep silence regarding the defeat
which his prophetic consciousness divined. Here,
then, we find a cleavage which aft'ected not merely
Other
the rank but also the spirit of the prophets.
representatives of the class to which the four
with
whom
Amos
conhundred belonged are those
trasted himself (Am 7^'**), those whose removal
was predicted by Isaiah (Is 3^ etc.), and those who
were denounced by Micah (Mic 3**-) cf. also the
Syrians

them

(1

)•

of victory,

;

(Hebrew)

collision

between

Hananiah and Jeremiah (Jer

2811- )•

How are we to explain the rise of this inferior
type of prophet ? It is not adequately accounted
for by the desire of court favour or of material
The true explanation lies
S^^-).
gain (cf.
rather in the fact that the conception of God set
forth by Samuel, Nathan, Elijah, Amos, etc., was
unwelcome to many in Israel. Thus, while these
greater prophets represent God as the stern patron
of justice and the avenger of wrong-doing, and
therefore as one who must often threaten retribution, others ventured to regard the Deity as a
weakly indulgent being.
These, accordingly,
fawned upon the rulers and upon all who were
inclined to violate justice within the State (cf. Is
28^ they reel in -vvine
they stumble in judgment '). From the period of the Assyrian invasion
of Palestine (c. 733 B.C.), again, there emerged a
fresh element of ditterentiation among the prophets
of Jahweh.
About that time the prophet Isaiah
arrived at the conviction that it was not the task
of those who had received the true religion to
emulate worldly states in political undertakings
or in amassing munitions of war.
But, while
Isaiah accordingly denounced alliances with Egypt
and other countries (30^^-) and reprimanded the

Am

'

.

.

.

boastful display of military stores

(39^''-),

there

were other prophets who sided with king and
people and whom the people called their wise
ones (29"- '^ i«). It was the habit of these coun'

'

sellors to paint the horizon of external politics in

the brightest colours (cf. Jer 6'^ saying. Peace,
peace ; when there is no peace ').
Now it can scarcely be doubted which of these
classes represented the true Israel.
For, while
Harper (p. ex) says that the adversaries of the
OT prophets should not be called false prophets,'
this was
precisely the designation applied to them
by the characteristic representatives of the nation,
who found the true prophets of Jahweh, e.g., in
Moses, not in Balaam in Micaiah, not in the four
bundled partisans of Ahab in Isaiah, not in tho.se
who joined the wealthy in their dissipations (Is
in Jeremiah rather than in Hananiah (Jer
28'')
That Moses and his successors were given
28'*-)the pre-eminence appears from the fact that their
words were preserved among the treasures of the
national literature, and this procedure finds
absolute justification in the circumstance that in
the face of tlie people (who were acquainted with
both classes) Isaiah stigmatized his opponents as
drunken, and Micah (3^^) his as diviners for
'

'

;

;

;

'

'

Our

conclusion, accordingly, is
money
that the prophets whose writings appear in the OT
represent the true type of Hebrew prophecy, Avhile
their opponents were a degenerate species.
(cf . § 9).

(c)

Idolatrous prophets.

— Not

a

few prophets

among the Hebrews rendered homage

to the cults
of Baal and Astarte, personifications respectively
of the sun and the moon such were those who
IS'"*'*, 2
enjoyed the patronage of Jezebel (1
Other phases of the development
10^', Jer 23^').
below.
of
less
and
are
discussed
are
moment,
;

K

K

of the true prophets.— (a) The aim
was not, as has recently been
asserted (Wellhausen, p. 15; E. Meyer, Die
Israeliten und ihre Naehharstdmme, Halle, 1906,
pp. 82, 84, 136), the realization of the so-called
Bedawi ideal.' The hypothesis is all the more
inconceivable because there was in Palestine a
non-Israelite clan, viz. the Rechabites (q.v.), whose
great object it was to maintain the Bedawi mode
of life, and who sought to honour their ancestral
tradition by not building hou.ses or planting vineyards (Jer 35^'- )• But none of the Hebrew prophets
adopted this principle, and even Elijah did not
17"*
always live in the desert or in caves (1
5.

The aim

of the true prophets

'

K

"

I
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on the contrary, the genuine })rophets appreciated
the efforts and achievements of human culture,

and accordingly we read in the OT that man is to
subdue the jiowers of nature (Gn l'^), and tliat he
permitted to enjoy the products of the land
3* etc.), a& well as the gratifications of adornment (Gn 242--«f- etc.) and of the arts (Ex 15-»'-

is

(Ex

The 'Bedawi

ideal'

'

coming age they
vine and under his

siiall

sit

fig tree'

is

every man under his
(Mic 4*). Nor did the

prophets stand aloof from the common life of their
As a
fellows, or from their duties to the nation.
matter of fact, their patriotism was one of their
most characteristic qualities, as is shown by what
we read of Abraham (Gn 14), Moses, Deborah, and
Samuel. Isaiah identified himself so closely with
his people that it wrung his iieart to hava to
prophesy calamity (Is G"), 'mfl I'ow sorely, with

other prophets, did he mourn the political disruption of the nation (Is II'*, Jer 3>X Ezk 37^"^-,
Hos 1" 3')
Jeremiah in particular was second to
none in the intensity of his patriotic feeling (cf.
Jer 4^9 9' etc.).
(b) The real aim of the true Hebrew prophecy
'was to uphold the religion of Jahweh as the
Eternal God, and to supply spiritual guidance to
the nation which had been chosen to be the earliest
The function of the
focus of that religion.
prophets, accordingly, was to perform a task in
the highest sense religious, and to work for the
!

il

human civilization.
The means employed. — [a] Actions. — It was

loftiest ideals of
6.

natural that the Hebrew prophets, especially in
the earliest times, should seek to reinforce their
words by actions. In point of fact, Abraham, the
iierald of what became the recognized religion of
Israel, championed it almost exclusively by his
conduct, and his greatest service to it was his
obedience to the impulse that led him to abandon
his polytheistic neighbours (Gn 12^, Jos 24^) and to
found a new home for his faith in a strange land.
Moses himself was a man of deeds rather than a
man of words (Ex 4^"), and we note a similar
energy of action in prophetic personalities like
The proplietic
Deborah (Jg 4*"^-) and Samuel.
work of Elijah and EUsha (I
17-2
13'^) likewise consists almost entirely of actions. Now,
while many features in the records of these actions
may be regarded as later embellishments for
Hebrew history cannot claim to be free from what
'

•

K

K

—

a characteristic of all human tradition (cf.
Konig, Gesch. des Seiches Guttes, pp. 7 if. 37 ff. )
yet, before rejecting the marvellous deeds ascribed
to the prophets, we should bear in mind the following points ( 1 ) the Hebrew historical books contain many remarkable indications of trustworthiness (ib. p. 15 fi.) (2) the narratives regarding the
patriarchs are free from the miraculous element

is

—

,

:

I-

;

;

we

King Ahaz an evidensign from the upper or the under world (Is 7")
here, therefore, a man of most discerning mind
(cf. o-"'^-) thinks it not impossible that the Supreme
(4)
Spirit should overcome other cosmic powers
it is easier to accept the theory that the marvellous
deeds have been embellished than to reject the
substratum of the records relating to these deeds
there can be no husk without a kernel.
The
kernel in question here, however, consists in the
deepest convictions of a whole people a people,
moreover, that stands at a relatively high stage in
the development of human culture and was com(3)

find Isaiah offering to

tial

—

;

f
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source of help (Ex 17"). Samuel pours oil upon
the head of Saul (1 S 10'), and so indicates the
lamp of the sanctuary, which was fed with oil and
symrjolized the knowledge that streams from God.
The prophet Ahijah, in meeting Jeroboam, rends
his garment in twelve pieces in order to show that
God is about to divide the kingdom (1
II**"-).
In 1
20*^''- we read that one of the sons of the
of
his
fellows
asked
one
to
strike
him, so
prophets
that by his wounds he might concretely depict the
punishment which Ahab had incurred. Another
action of a symbolic character is mentioned in 22",

K

K

surely something
very different from the prophetic hope that in the
etc.).

(Hebrew)

;

—

by a destiny of the sternest character to
test the objective validity of its religious
position.
link between deed and speech as media of the
prophet's work is found in the sj'mbolic action.
Moses, during a battle with Araalek, holds up his
pelled

A

rod toAvards the sky, thus pointing to the true

and

still

A

another perhaps in

Am

9'.

peculiar group of such actions is furnished by
the following passages from the Prophets Hos 1. 3,
:

Is 20--*, Jer 13i-" 18'-« 19.
"• 1"-=^ 243"^123f- 21*37'«"'-,

Ezk

25'5-*i etc.,

41^- 5"^-

Zee ll**^-. A key to the
solution of the problem presented by these passages
may perhaps be found in tne narrative of Jer 25'"'^-.
Here the prophet is commanded to make a whole
group of nations drink from the cup of God's fury
a command which could not of couise be literally
carried out, although the story runs as if it had
been. Jeremiah's words would therefore simply
imply that he had been prompted by his divine
monitor to perform the action indicated, and that
he performed it in his own consciousness and the

—

;

aim

of the narrative is to depict the corresponding determination of God in the clearest way
v. 174-176).
(full discussion in
Another type of symbolic action brings us closer
still to the distinctively prophetic media.
This is
found in the instances in which a symbolic name
is given to a person or thing, as, e.g. when Isaiah
calls one of his sons Sh6'&r-jashftb, a remnant shall
return,' in order that, when this son should pass
through the streets of J^^salem, he should be a
silent yet eloquent witness to the hope that at
least a minority of Israel would return to their
real

HDB

,

'

God

(Is 7»

;

cf. 8^ 7^* S^-

Speech
prophets, or
(b)

and

1»

30^ Zee

toriting.

— The

11').

earlier

Hebrew

'

'

prophets of action (J. G. Herder,
Vom Geist aer ebrdischen Poesie, in Werke,
Carlsruhe, 1820-27, 11. ii. 135), whose utterances
consisted mainly of brief oracles, may be clearly
distinguished from the 'literary prophets,' the
authors of the distinctively prophetic literature
that took its rise (c. 760 B.C.) in the composition of
the primitive Obadiah (cf. Konig, Einleitung, pp.
360-362). The grounds of the literary development have been found mainly in one or other of
the following factors (1) the injunction to make
a permanent \vritten record of prophetic utterances
(Is 81 30», Hab 22'-, Jer 30* 36^), as was urged by
Oeliler(rAeo%iec?e5^r, Tubingen, 1873-74, §180);
as a matter of fact, however, more than one book
of prophetic discourses was extant prior to Is 8'
the more ethically reformative eflbrts of the
(2)
prophets of the 8th century' (so Kuenen, Einleitung in das AT, Germ, tr., Leipzig, 1885-94, §48. 1)
a theory that seeins questionable in view of the
powerful defence of morality made by men like
Nathan and Elijah while, again, the connexion
between the reformative efforts of the prophets
and the recording of their speeches is far from
clear.
The present writer's view is that the
change was due not to a religious development at
As
all, but to the general progress of civilization.
noted above, the utterances of the earlier prophets
are of the nature of isolated sentences, and light is
thrown upon this by the fact that, M-hile the words
of Balaam are described as m''sh(llhn (Nu 23' etc.),
the word mdshdl, in this sense, never occurs in the
Prophetic utterance, however,
prophetic books.
would naturally share in the progress which raised
Hebrew literature in general to a higher level.
At a time when such methodical and yet plastic
historical works as J were being composed the
:

;

'

—

;
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simple oracle of the prophets gave place to more
elaborate discourses, and some prophets vere now
indeed writing books of their own.
The
7. Period and chronological sequence.
chronological succession of the literary prophets as
well as their actual date is a matter of great
importance, since the historical background of the

—

discourses furnishes the best commentary upon
them. The chronological succession may be made
out from certain indications both in the form and
in the contents of the books.
(1) Linguistically,
we note, e.g., that the ratio in which 'anoMI and

the two Hebrew words for 'I,' occur in
in Kings 9 45 ; and in Chronis 48 50
icles 1 30
and, again, that in Amos it is 10 1,
in Hosea 11 10 (owing perhaps to a mid-Palestinian
colouring of the work); in Isaiah (1-39) 5:8; in
Micah 1:2; in Jeremiah 37 53 in Ezekiel 1 138
in Haggai 0:4; in Zechariah 1:8; and in Malachi
1 5.
Here we notice that in the prophetic books,
as thus arranged, the use of the form '&ni constantly increases. Now, as the three historical
works named by way of example doubtless came
ani,

Samuel

:

:

;

:

:

;

:

:

:

;

;

:

into being successively in different centuries, it
follows that these prophetical writings, running
parallel to them in their linguistic character, must
^
also have arisen in the order given.
(2) Still
clearer indications of the date of a particular
conditions
in
the
to
be
found
political
prophet are
Thus the discourses of Amos
to which he refers.
allude to a number of still independent states lying
around Israel Damascus (P"^), Gaza, i.e. Philistia
(6-8)^ Tyre (**•) ; while Samaria too is still indepen-

—

Further, Amos (5^) and Hosea (9* 10*
12^) make but cursory allusion to Assyiia as the
power which was to execute judgment upon the
unfaithful portion of Israel. In Isaiah {^"-^^- \^^etc.), however, the allusion is quite unmistakable
Assyria, in fact, has now trodden Damascus (732

dent

(T"^-)-

;

B.a) and Samaria (722) under foot (10=*);
mention is made of Sargon, the Assyrian monarch
who, according to the cuneiform chronology,
reigned 722-705 B.C. and in the later discourses
in 20^

;

Judah

the only kingdom that still preIn Nahum and
serves its independence (28'^-).
Jeremiah, again, we see the fall of Assyria and
Babylonia's advance to the hegemony of W. Asia.
The Exile, which Jeremiah had predicted (25^^
etc.), was a fact of experience for Ezekiel (P'etc.); and, finally, Haggai, Zechariah (1-8), and
Malachi refer to the Persian king, or to the viceroy
(Mai 1*) who now ruled in Jerusalem.
The mass of the prophetic literature, accordingly,
arose in the period 760-460 B.C.
and, in the
present writers opinion, a gi'oup of five books
(Amos, Hosea, Isaiah, Micah, Nahum) represents
the golden age of Hebrew rhetoric, while other
three
Joel,
(Jeremiah,
Zephaniah,
groups
of Isaiah

is

;

Deutero - Isaiah
Habakkuk
Ezekiel,
[40 ft'.],
Jonah
Haggai, Zechariah [1-8], Malachi) may,
in view of their tendency to pleonasm and their
;

;

metaphorical style, be assigned to the silver
The concluding portion of Isaiah (55-66),
age.
while containing perhaps some literary remains of
the prophet, will then, in its present form, proband
ably be the work of a disciple (cf. 8^*)
Daniel will be a recast of traditions and expectaconnected
with
a
tions
historical Daniel (Ezk
24U. 20 283), circulated during the Maccabsean wars
with a view to exhorting the weak and comforting
the godly (cf. Dn 8"^', and Konig, Einleitung,

less

'

'

;

'

'

§§ 78-82).
Recently,

it is true, the theory has been hazarded that the
WTltlngs of all the Hebrew prophets were composed in the
period 300-200 B.C. (so, notably, M. Vmms, Essais bihliques,
Paris, 1891, p. ix, etc.)— a theory which oiftiands some examination in view of the fact that
(Duhm, P. Haupt,

cA^^icnolara

distincti\e lingTiistic^fflffaSfristics of the prophets are
59.
fully discussed in the present writer's Einleitvnn, §
1

The

(Hebrew)

etc.) assig-n portions of the prophetical literature (Is 24-27, Hab.)
to the 2nd cent. B.C.
(a) the type of Hebrew written e.
300 B.C. is found in Chronicles, Ezra, and Nehemiah. It is true

Now

that Vemes (Precis d'histoire juive, Paris, 1S89, p. 802) believes
that the editor of these three books lived c. 150 B.C. the latest
hand in the composition of Nehemiah, however, closes the
genealogy of the high-priestlj- family with Jaddua (Neh 1211- '-^),
a contemporary of Alexander the Great (Jos. Aivt. xi. viii. 7),
so that we must still assign the books in question to c. 330-300 ;
and hence the prophetical writings, reflecting an older stage in
the development of Hebrew, must be products of an earlier
period. (6) It is easy to see why Hebrew contemporaries of
Nabu-kudurri-uzur (604-562 B.C.), king of Babylon, should
reproduce his name in the form Nebukhadrezzar, which occurs
27 times in Jer. (212 etc.) and is the only form found in Ezk.
If Jer. and Ezk., however, were written in the
(26" 29i8f. 3010).
3rd cent. B.C., i.e. some 300 years after the time of Nabuthe
form Nebukhadrez?ar is by no means so
kudurri-u?ur,
intelligible, quite apart from the fact that in Hebrew works
which really date from the post-Exilic period the form
Nebukhadne?zar is used- (c) It is surely mere caprice to say
that the kingdoms of Damascus and Israel, Nineveh, the
Babylonian monarchy, and the Persian empire would be made
the historical background of books written (according to the
theory) at a time when these political magnitudes were no
longer in existence (for a full discussion of the theory cf. Konig,
Einleitung, § 59).
;

8. What the true prophets actually accom(a) They upheld the Jawful religion of
plished.
their nation. 'We see this in Samuel, who by his
appeal for loyalty to Jahweh moved the people to
express their penitence by a common symbolical
see it in Elijah, who at a
action (1 S 7^).
critical moment stood forth as the champion of the
likewise find it
ancestral religion (1
17').
in Amos, when, in his very first discourse, he presages a divine retribution upon Damascus for the
evils which it had wreaked upon Israel (Am 1^).

—

We
K

Amos

We

here assumes that the Disposer and Judge

of all will act on Israel's behalf, and makes it clear,
as by a lightning flash, that the nation was con-

nected with the Eternal God by an ancient bond
which it is the prophet's one aim to maintain. It
was with the same conviction in their hearts that
Hosea (IP etc.), Isaiah (!-'•)> and the other representatives of true prophecy came upon the scene.
Hence the prophets of the 8th cent. B.C. were in
no sense creators of a new era in religion, as is so
widely held to-day a view that reappears in
Wellhausen (p. 23), while Marti (Die Religion des
unter den Religionen des vorderen Orients,
Tubingen, 1906, Eng. tr., London, 1907) finds
three successive periods in the spiritual history of
Israel, those namely of the Bedawi religion,' the
peasant religion (beginning with Israel's arrival
in Canaan), and the
(from
prophetic religion
Amos onwards). This quite modern hypothesis,
however, rests upon a misconception of the permanent and fundamental character of the lawful
This, even on the lowest estireligion of Israel.
mate, comprises the following elements (1) belief
a God who is not, like the
of
in the existence
Babylonian or Greek deities, a product of the
cosmic process (Gn P 2^'', Is 3P) (2) a thoroughgoing monotheism, involved in the universal scope
of the religion that began with Abraham (Gn 12^'',
from an ancient Jahwistic source) (3) the thought
of God as purely spiritual there being at first no
the history of the earliest patritrace of an idol
archs (Gn 12^-25'^)
(4) the rejection of magic

—

AT

'

'

'

'

'

:

;

—

;

m

;

and soothsaying (Ex 22i8, Nu 23^3), etc. The supthat Amos
porters of the modern hypothesis assert
made the idea of justice the main element in the

conception of God. But, besides the fact that
Amos himself says nothing of any such radical
change and adopts no new divine name to signalize
the God of the
it, it must be remembered that
prophets had all along been the patron of justice
and law. Was it not in the name of this Grod
that the great principles of justice found in the
Decalogue were promulgated, that Moses instituted
courts of law (Ex 18'^'^ [E]), and that even royal
18) ?
transgressors were arraigned (2 S 12, 1
All that can be said of Amos in this regard

K
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is

that he strongly emphasized the divine iustice

by proclaiming that the Eternal God would not
pass over His own people when His day came

What Amos

did with reference to the
in fact precisely what, a little
later, Hosea did with reference to God's love (cf.
Hos l^^- IV), and Isaiah with reference to His
asasanction for universal righteousholiness (6'^-

(Am

5^*^-).

justice

of

God was

;

Nevertheless, the prophets
ness, 1* 5'*-" etc.).
of the 8th cent., in thus emphasizing individual
of
were
attributes
God,
certainly not the founders
of a new religion.

The prophets directed the affairs of the
Kingdom of God. Originally and in principle
God Himself was to be the sole ruler, and could
be represented only by those who were filled
by His spirit. When at length an earthly king(b)

dom was

sanctioned, the prophets still retained
their religious jurisdiction, and acted as the conscience of the nation. This explains Samuel's conflict with Saul (cf. Konig, Gesch. des Belches Gottes,
pp. 133 f., 199 f., 202 f.) and even to a David prophecy in the person of Gad had to make clear that
the king's part in external politics was to maintain
the independence of the country and to avoid wars
Solomon's political and religiof offence (2 S 24).
;

ous

obliquities

K

were denounced by Ahijah the
11"*-), and Shemaiah and Elisha

Shilonite (1
likewise intervened effectively in national affairs
The most important factor
9').
12^^^-**, 2
(1
In
here, however, was Isaiah's great utterance,
quietness and in confidence shall be your strength
(Is 30'*), and his assertion that by political alliances
and material preparations for war Jahweh's people
were only trying to rival the Gentile nations
the contemporary passages Zee 9°'-,
(v.^8, and
Hos 2^). The chosen nation must keep to its
mission of being a light to mankind (Is 42^ 49^'-)
and, if it had but obeyed this prophetic injunction,
it would not only have preserved its existence as
a state, but would have discharged a supremely
great function in the world's history.
On similar lines the Hebrew prophets solved the
related problem of their attitude to foreign nations.
As was said above (§ 5 (a)), the true prophets were
ardent patriots. Isaiah identifies himself fully
with his guilt-laden nation (of. P 3^^), and Micah
can but wail and howl for its calamities, deserved

K

K

'

'

;

True patriotism, however,
(P).
does not consist in pandering to the natural
instincts of the masses instincts but too easily
directed to the conquest and exhaustion of alien
though they were

—

The genuine patriot, on the contrary,
must ever keep in mind the higher ideals of his
nation. Hence the Hebrew prophets, with their
peoples.

of a spiritual leadership, brought
' unparalleled gifts
all things under the moral and religious point of
view, and it is this too which regulates their attitude to the great monarchies of their time. The
prophet might hold over his own people the doom
of foreign invasion, but the invader himself was
only an instrument in the hands of the Supreme
Disposer. Thus the Assyrian was the rod of God's

which he wreaked

and the evils
upon Israel were an element in the retribution to
wnich the majority of Jahweh's people were rightly
liable by reason of their unfaithfulness.
Similarly,
foreign rulers are sometimes even called the
anger

'

(Is

servants

when

10*),

'

of

God Jer
(

STjch rulers in

25» 27» 43i°,

Ezk

26').

But,

mere ruthlessness pass beyond

the limits of their divinely appointed work of
retribution, the prophet threatens them with
judgments of the sternest kind (Is 10" Woe to
^^•
Asshur, the rod of mine anger [RVm], Jer 50'"•
ss^ Ezk 38»«f-, Erwch, Ixxxix. 69).
'

'

!

In view of the actual facts, it is strange that the old charge of
unduly favouring the Cbaldseans should recentlj- have been once
more brought against Jeremiah in particular (H. Winckler,

389

(Hebrew)

RAT^ [1903], p. 170f.). We can but repeat, however, that, aa
the sources make absolutely clear, Jeremiah demanded the
submission of Israel to an alien domination only by reason of
his divinely inspired conviction that God had sc decreed it in
order to punish the unfaithful majority (so, e.g., K. H. Graf,
Der Prophet Jeremia,

Leipzig, 1862,

and others, as

cited in

Konig, Gesch. des Reiches Gottes, p. 260 f.).

A third phase of the prophets' activity appears

(c)

expanding, and spiritualizing
That they loyally defended the
legislative basis of the Jahweh religion scarcely
requires proof. In view of certain modern theories,

in their preserving,

the Law.

(1)

however, it may be well to state that Amos accused
his people of rejecting God's Law and not keeping
His statutes (2^) and Hosea bitterly denounces
the same evils (4' 8"). But, without adducing
further testimony, we may affirm that what the
prophets did witn regard to the divine commandments was, in the first place, to guard the longinherited religious and moral ideals of the community. They were primarily reformers, and their
demand for
or repent
repentance could never have appealed
to the conscience of their contemporaries except
upon the common ground of a recognized law. -^
(2j_That the prophets also expanded the Law,
though not quite so obvious, is nevertheless disat the
tinctly shown by the following incidents
institution of the human kingship Samuel defined
'the prerogative of the kingship,' i.e. some kind of
;

I

:

before the Lord,'
constitution, and deposited it
i.e. in the most holy place of the chief sanctuary
of the time (1 S 10^); in Hosea (2'«), again, we
'
Ba'al'
find the injunction that the designation
'
owner,' husband ') shall no longer be applied
(lit.
in
the
to Jahweh, the implication being that,
critical days of the conflict between the Ba'al cult
and the worship of the Eternal, the people must
avoid what had previously ranked as an adiaphoron ; once more, the law in Deuteronomy
'

'

(23^ [Heb. ']) by which eunuchs were excluded from
the community of Jahweh is repealed in the closing
the result of a
(Exilic) division of Isaiah (56^"'*)
deepening sense of the ultimate universalit j' of God's
Kingdom. (3) The prophets spiritualized the Law
by the emplrails which they laid upon religion and
morality as the all-important factors in human life.
This appears from a long series of prophetic utterances which begins with Samuel's great saying,
To obey is better than sacrifice '(IS 15^), and is
continued in the q^uestion of Amos (5^), Did ye
in the wilderness forty
bring unto me sacrifices
Devotion to God can find expression
years?'
a truth that is even more
without sacrifice

—

'

'

.

.

.

—

strongly insisted upon in Hos 5«6« 8" U\ Is 112 29'^,
Mic 6*"*, Jer 7^-. Nor does even Ezekiel in any
degree depart from this attitude. He severely
reproaches his people with their impiety and immorality ; he calls Israel a rebellious house (2'
etc. ; he insists above all things upon an inward
transformation (11^ 36^-2^) ; he is anxious to prevent disloyalty in every form (37^'*-) his zeal for
the rebuilding of the Temple was a means of
'

'

)

;

making

Israel

(43^' 44"- 45'"")

ashamed of its past transgressions
and one of his great aspirations
;

was the benevolent treatment of aliens (47*^- )•
If Ezekiel was also concerned for the ceremonial
law, it was simply in order that by means of a
regular order of worship the impious might be
warned against a repetition of their former disThe propnets, moreover, sought to
loyalty.

contrast
spiritualize the Law positively thus, in
to the ordinance regarding fasting (Lv 16^^- etc.),
Is not this the fast that
we read in the prophets
I have chosen ? to loose the bonds of wickedness,
the
etc. (Is 58«^' ; cf. Zee 7*-^"), while, in place of
of mourning
rending of gsBlfcents as a symbol
the people rend their
(cf. 2 S 3"), Joel^JJ^ids
317 ff.).
hearts (cf. Konig,
of prophetic activity
(d) These three aspects
;

'

:

^ii^p.

.
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Law

now largely ignored,
usually laid upon what
the prophets say about the future. Here, however,
it is to De noted that they were much less concerned
with prediction (of concrete occurrences) than with
true prophecy, i.e. the verbal portrayal of the great
regulative lines of the future course of things.
Sometimes, no doubt, they foretold special events,
such as the fall of Shebna (Is22i*^-), the withdrawal
(29^*^-) and the destruction (3P) of the Assyrians,
the death of Hananiah within the year ( Jer 28^^'- ;
8
In
25'- ^], Zee 7»).
cf. also
7*, Jer 34«[2
the main, however, prophetic utterances regarding
the future were designed to set forth the fundamental lines upon which the divine kingdom would
with regard to the

and the main emphasis

Am

are

is

K

evolve.

The

vistas of the future thus

opened are mani-

fold and glorious ; a notable instance is the vision
of the nations flocking exultantly to the Temple
of Jahweh (Is 2^'* Mic 4i-»).
Still, these unveilings of times to come could not, in view of human
guilt, but be sometimes full of menace, and it was
only in rarer moments that the prophets could
depict the splendours of the final consummation.
It must be remembered, of course, that the more
ominous forecasts were given conditionally, as
Jeremiah (IS^'^**) realized in the potter's house,
though this conditional character extends no doubt
The conditional nature of
to the promises as well.
prophecy is a fact of the utmost significance, for
it serves as a preliminary explanation of that nonfulfilment or only partial fulfilment of certain
which has led some recent scholars to
\\

Srophecies
isparage OT prophecy in general (cf. e.g. Kuenen,
Profeten, i. 114 tf., with Konig, Der Offenbarungsbegriff des A T, ii, 374 ff. ). There are other
explanations, no doubt, and the most important of
them lies in the supreme achievement of the prophets in the distinctively prophetic sphere, viz.
the spiritualization of prophecy relating to the
future of the divine kingdom.
Of this spiritualizing process we may trace the
The relation
(1)
following main indications,
between the divine kingdom and its earthly sphere

De

more and more relaxed. The noteworthy circumstance that the patriarchs had no permanent
possession in the Land of Promise except a burial
cave (Gn 23^° etc., 47^° 49''*) seems to presage the
later historical development the restriction of the
Davidic dynasty to the lordship of Judah and its
immediate neighbourhood (c. 937 B.C.), and the
final overthrow of that dynasty (c. 586 B.C.).
Prophecy is often an eloquent commentary on
these facts. Isaiah (IP) had said that the perfect
governor of the divine kingdom would spring from
the root (not the top) of the Davidic tree, and
Micah (b^) added that he would be born in the
is

—

ancestral village (not the capital) of the dynasty,
while in the post-Exilic section of Isaiah (esp.
55*'®) the Davidic line recedes into the background,
and Malachi (3') makes no reference to the Davidic
descent of the coming messenger.
Other
(2)
indications of the growing spiritualization of prophecy are found in the increasing clearness with
which the following truths were realized the
superhuman gifts of the coming leader (Is 9'''- IP,
Mai 3') suffering as an element in his work (Is
:

;

lis Mic 51, Zee 9« 12i<>, Is 53), and finally his
priestly function (Ps llOS Zee 6^^) inward change
as the necessarycondition of salvation (Jer 31***',
Ezk 36'», Mai 32s'- [4"-]) ; the universalistic tendency of the divine kingdom (Zee 8^, Mai 1'^). For
a more detailed account of this process cf. Konig,
Gesch., pp. 267-278.
Notwithstanding these lofty ideals, the Hebrew prophets have
in recent times been charged with one-sidedness and partiality,
more especially by Kuenen, who {De Godsdienst van Igrael,
Haarlem, 1869-70, ii. 358 f.. Ens', tr.. Religion of Israel, London,
;

1874-75) exclaims

ourselves be robbed of the

(Hebrew)

God rules in all historj'.' (1) This protest, however, does not really affect the design by which, according to
the prophets, the human race was to be disciplined and refather who permits his son for a time to go his own
deemed.
way cannot be accused of indifference regarding that son's
So may the providence of the Heavenly Father
welfare.
'
encompass even the peoples whom He suffers to walk in
their own ways' (Ac His), and He actually does more: He
the
husbandman
instructs
in the heavens He mani(Is 28^6)
fests His glory to all (Ps 19'); He instructs the nations and
teaches man (94io). (2) Nor do the destinies of Israel violate
the justice of universal history. In Israel the law of equipoise
conviction that

A

;

and duties was maintained with remarkable
held good that mighty men shall be mightily
66), and here were enforced the principles that
to whomsoever much is given, of him shall much be required
(Lk 12^8 cf. Ro 212) and many shall be last that are first (Mt
Exultation in the covenant with God is often stifled by
1930).
sorrow for the frequent violation of that bond and the attendant
as between rights
strictness

here

;

'

it

'

tormented (Wis
'

'

'

'

;

penalties. (3) Friedrich Delitzsch (Babel und Bibel, Leipzig,
1903, ii. 38) asserts that in OT prophecy the history of the
ancient world is looked at from a most oblique visual angle.
Here, however, Delitzsch not only overlooks the facts just
adduced, but ignores the universalism that forms the subUme
element in the historical design unfolded by the prophets. He
'
in
quotes Gn' 123a, but omits 3b (repeated in 18" 2218 26* 28^)
thee [or
in thy seed '] shall all the families of the earth be
blessed.' He likewise leaves out of account the excellence ol
the laws relating to aliens, in which the OT surpasses both the
Code of Hammurabi and the Hellenic attitude to 'barbarians.'
Nor has Delitzsch any real understanding of that lofty stage of
culture from which sprang a passage like Is 22-4 y Mic 4i-3 (see
above). Our rejoinder to his strictures must therefore be that,
on the universalistic side of OT prophecy, the history of the
ancient world is surveyed from a pre-eminently ideal point of
view.
:

The consummate achievement of OT prophecy,
however, lies in the idea of the new covenant a
covenant which is to secure the effacement of
human guilt, in which the fundamental law of
8.cknowledging God is alone to prevail, and which
is to be observed in hearts renewed by gratitude.
This idea first emerges in Jer 31*^'**, and nothing
could more clearly indicate the aspiration towards
a higher stage in the development of tlfe divine
kingdom. The work of the Hebrew prophets thus
culminates in a prospect which corresponds at once
to the highest longing of the human heart and to
the most perfect conception of God.
In the dis9. The inner sources of prophecy.
courses of Micah (3^) that prophet says, I am full
of power, even the spirit of the Lord' (RVm), so
expressing his conviction that his prophetic gift
came from a superhuman source. Similarly Isaiah
(8") says, The Lord spake to me with strength of
hand (RVm), implying that he felt himself profoundly influenced by something outside the range
like impression, as from the
of ordinary forces.
wave-beats of some 'immortal sea,' was knoMTi
also to Jeremiah (23^3) and the Psalmist (Ps 10429'-)
interprets these throbbings as the pulsations of a
heart at the centre of things, and sees in them the
source of cosmic movement. Now, reflexion upon
the origin of this cosmic movement {irpur^ Klprja-is)
really brings us, as far as the present writer can

—

—

'

'

'

A

;

—

judge, to the conclusion that in agreement likewise with Aristotle the truth that God is Spirit'
(Is 31*, Jn 4-"') contains the only reasonable solution
of the primordial riddle of the universe.
But, if
we admit the possibility of an abnormal impulse
proceeding from this focal energy, may not the
consciousness of the prophet have oeen afiected by
it in an abnormal way?
May not his power of

—

'

spiritual vision have been peculiarly intensified?
As a matter of fact, if the prophet's conviction of
his being influenced by an unwonted spiritual
impulse has a basis of reality, this increased

sensitiveness is psychologically quite intelligible.
Even in the sphere of ordinary experience, sense

and memory

may be strangely quickened by some
unusual impression ; thus, in moments when a
is suddenly brought face to face with the
peril of death, scenes long forgotten will pass
before his mental vision, and he may make discoveries that at ordinary times seemed beyond
him. Hence it is in no sense incredible that a

man
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an impression from
a regiun otlierwise unknown, should thereby be
endowed with a capacity for a knowledge beyond
the ran^'e of wonti'd ex]iL'rience.
The prophets also atlirin that they are granted
visions of what lies behind the ordinary process of
This is implied in tiieir repeated use of
events.
the expressiiin 'I saw' an assertion all the more
significant iiecause it is always expressed in a
Thus
30 times;
7** etc.).
special way (over
the true prophets, when speaking of their abnormal
word
for
visions, use the verb rd'cih, tiie Hebrew
simple ordinary seeing, whereas, when referring
to those who falsely claimed the title of prophet,
they expresslj' denied that such could see (rd'dh),
what they
.
saying of them that they follow
have not .seen (Ezk 13^), and ascribing to them at
most a certrJn power of beholding,' looking at
{chdzdh), i.e. a purely sensuous faculty, and not
'seeing' in the proper sense at all. That the true
prophets were able to speak of others in this way
argues a remarkable degree of conviction regarding
their own powers of prophetic vision.
It may be asked, however, whether the prophets
were not simply men like Swedenborg, who, e.g.
(as we shall not deny, and as is admitted by Kant
[Wcrke, ed. G. Hartenstein, Leipzig, 1838-39, x.
453 f.]), 'saw' a conflagration in distant StockBut
holm, a letter in a secret drawer, etc.
Swedenborg's clairvoyance (parallels to which may
be found, e.g., in Ezk 8^* IV^ 24'^^) falls short of the
true prophetic faculty of prescience. The prophets
claimed to foretell new things before they sprang
forth (Is 42^), and they actually did foretell them.
The prophecy, sometimes associated with the
characteristics given on p. 390, anticipated the
course of events, as shown in signal fashion by Is
55^''.
Thus, too, Isaiah amazed his fellows by his
conviction that Jerusalem would be delivered from
the Assyrian beleaguerraent in 701 B.C. (Is 29''"'') ;
he also foretold that the Assyrian host would be
destroyed by a 'not-man' (31"), i.e. a superhuman
power, as actually took place on the Egj'ptian
frontier (37^; Herod, ii. 141).
Similarly Ezekiel
(33^^"-) knew of the fall of Jerusalem the day lief ore
it took place.
These examples suffice to furnish us with a
principle that governs the relations of history and
prophecy (cf. Konig, Der Offenbarungsbegriff cles
ATy ii. 278 fl'.), viz. that, while the aiscourses of
the OT prophets run parallel to history in form
and matter (§ 7 above), history is not their
Thus Jeremiah's conviction that he was
source.
called to a great religious task doubtless came to
him during the Scythian invasion of W. Asia
his work as a
Herod, i. 103-106)
(c. 628 B.C.
prophet, however, was not causally connected
with that invasion, but is simply concurrent with
The historical events of his day merely
it.
supplied him with imagery (Jer 1^*^"), but countless utterances of the prophet show that his commission was not derived from the course of events,
and could not be so derived ; cf. e.g. 20^ (it is
Jahweh who prevails over him) and 32^*^- (the
symbolical action with the deed of sale, expressing
his conviction that the departed Israelites would
soul, receiving, as it believes,

—

Am

'

'

'

.

.

'

'

;

'

'

;

return).

The knowled^'e of the future which we find in the words of
Isaiah and other prophsts cannot be explained as resting upon
'the interpretation of the historical revelation of God' (F.
Wilke, Jesaja und Aesur, Leipzig, 1905, p. 96). Isaiah certainly
reproaches his people with disregarding the work of the Lord

(512), but bv that work he means the events that have already
His prophetic knowledge, however, was of a
happened.
peculiar kind cf. 28^ 'I have heard,' and the fact that, when
the king's counsellors were at their wits' end (299), he himself
knew what would happen, and was convinced of his superiority
'
'
to the prophets whom the people called
their wise men
The present writer's belief that the insight of the
(vv.io. 14).
prophets was something distinctive and exceptional is shared
by such modern scholars as C. F. A. Dillmann, F. Bleek, S. R.
"

;
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and S. Oettli {Die
Driver, R. Kittel, and C. von Orelli
J'ropheten ala Organe der gottlichen Offenharumj Berlin, 1904)
puts the matter admirably when he says that to speak here
of religious genius is merely to substitute one mystery for
;

,

'

another.'

Here we must once more consider the judgment
passed by the true prophets uj)on certain of their
contemporaries who likewise claimed to speak in
the name of Jahweh.
(1) As regards the conmiission of the latter, the true prophets
held that it was not from Jahweh at all (Jer 14'* etc.). The
motives of these pretenders were really of a material kind (Mic
3'- "), and arrogance and presumption lay at the root of all that
they did (Jer 23^2^ Zeph 3-» etc.) 'they follow their own spirit'
(Ezk 133). (2) As regards the sources from which their utterances were drawn, these are stigmatized as lying visions' (Jer
14'4, etc.), 'what they have not seen' (Kzk 13^ AVm), visions by
night (Mic 38), i.e.. mere dreams (Jer 2325- M), or 'their own
heart' (14'* 23'*, Ezk 13-- ''). As already said, these characterizations indicate a remarkable intensity of conviction on the
part of the genuine prophets, all the more so because they wera
uttered iu face of a public to which both classes were known.

—

'

The claim of the
being met with

still

true prophets, nevertheless,

is

that Ezf'!:i'l -'iffired fioni tonii)orary
dumbness and hemiplegia (A. KloBlerinauii, SK 1. (Itt771_391fl.,
417 f., 422; A. Bertholet, B. Kraetzschmar (Commentaries on
Ezekiel]; A. Jeremias, Dai AT im Lichte del alUn OrienUfl,
Klostermann finds symptoms of these diseases
Leipzig, 1906).
in the prophet's occasional dumbness (S^^-^? 2425-27)anrthi8 lying
(1)

It is said,

e.y.,

But this is
alternately on his left and his right side (4-"f).
assuredly mere caprice for we must not isolate these occurrences from other actions of a kindred character imposed upon
Ezekiel by God. What bodily idiosyncrasy would such critics
associate, e.g., with Ezekiel's shaving his head and board (5'),
his baking with excrement for fuel (4>2), or his withholding his
tears (241*)? (For a full discussion of the points at issue cf.
V. 175 f.
also Konig,
iii. [1892] 050 ff., and J. Hermann,
Ezechielstndien, Leipzig, 1908, p. 72.) The theorj- of bodily
indisposition is in any case quite inadequate to account for the
spiritual insight so ciiaracteristic of the prophets.
(2) A fairly common theory is that the prophets were subject
to ecstasy, and a recent scholar of some eminence, F. Giesebrecht(i>i'« Berujsbefiabung der
PropheUn, Oottingen, 1897,
p. 47), comes to the conclusion that their prophetic consciousness
was in part due to the ecstatic state. The prophets in question,
however not to be confounded with the ' sons of the prophets
(§ 4 (o))
give no hint of any state of ecstasy, i.e. unconsciousness or frenzy. It is true that Jeremiah was said bj' one of his
opponents to be mad (Jer 292*'). Hosea, agrain, referring probably to himself, says that the prophet is out of his senses (9');
quite obviously, however, his meaning is that the iniquities ol
;

UDB

NKZ

;

AT

—
—

'

his people (cf. Is l2-i, Jer 210-13 gi*) were enough to derange the
of a true prophet and patriot.
It is clear, accordingly,
that the theory of ecstasy finds no support in the passages cited,

mind

while we have the positive evidence that the prophets live<l an
ordered life in the family and the State, and that their discourses,
alike in construction and diction, are the work of sane and sober
minds. Moreover, even in the hour of their call, i.e. when most
deeply moved by abnormal influences, they perfectly retain
their self-consciousness and their memory it was precisely in
such experiences that Isaiah realized his own sinfulness (6*),
and Jeremiah felt that he was too young for the task set before
;

him

(15).

(3) The Hebrew prophets have also been charged with ignorance in matters of psjchology. In answer to this we may recall
Isaiah's severe strictures against the sophistical perversion of
moral concepts (520) and the remarkable precision of his own
ideas and judgments. How often does Jeremiah reprove his
It is
people for 'the stubbornness of their evil heart' (3I7 etc.)
he too who speaks of his Ood as searching the heart and trying
a
such
mind
would
is
that
the reins (1710), and it
most unlikely
mistake its own phantasies for divinely-given con\ictions (cf.
Cornill, Das Buck Jeremia erkldrt, Leipzig, 1905, p. 420). This
may be said also of Ezekiel, who (spe^ng in God's name)
declares, 'I know the things that come into your mind' (11^).
Such utterances are not easily reconcilable with ignorance
regarding the nature of the human spirit.
•

!

In point of fact, taking into account the precise
intellectual distinctions and the delicacy of moral
feeling displayed in the prophetic writings associated with the names of the prophets, we find it
impossible to charge the propnets even with self-

deception.
Self-deception always implies some
lack of discrimination and of religious and moral
sobriety the very opposite of the characteristics
set forth above, to ignore which were to reject the
one line of evidence that can avail in the question
at issue.
Wellhausen (p. 15) has finely said that the individual upon whom the grace of God has come
In view of what the prophets
remains a

—

.

mystery.

.

V

objections.
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Winckler has also sought to disparage men like Amos and
Jeremiah by speaking of them as political agents (Gesch.

did, however, we must go beyond this
and recognize that they were wrought upon by
1895-1900,
Israels,
95), and as the
spies or prosome mysterious force lying behind the veil of fessionalLeipzig,
agitators of the rulers of Nineveh or Babylon (KA T^,
is said to have laboured on behalf of the
Amos
170
Thus
for
Difficult
as
be
it
p.
f.).
ordinary phenomena.
may
the modern mind to acknowledge this, there seems policy of King Ahaz (Winckler, Religionsgeschichtl. tind g»In answer to this, however, we need
schichtl. Orient, p. 38).
to be no other way of doing justice to the historical
onlj' recall the fact that, when Amos was ordered by Jeroboam
facts.
to leave Bethel, he asserted that he had been called to his
After all, as the phenomena of life and of
the human consciousness cannot be explained by religious office by God (Am 715), and in all his utterances we
overhear his conviction that he is in the service of the Eternal
reference to their antecedents, it need not seem
As for Jeremiah, again, it is clear that the
(13
etc.).
strange that the paramount position of the true Monarch whom he believed himself to serve was none other

said

and

'

'

'

'

'

i.

'

II.

S''

prophets in the spiritual history of the Hebrew
people should defy every attempt to explain it on
natural grounds.
10. Non-Israelite analogies.
(a) In Babylonia
and Assyria divination, which was rejected by the
prophetic religion of Israel (§ I), was an organized
function of the State (cf., e.g., C. Bezold, Die
babylon.-assyr. Lit., Leipzig, 1906, p. 44 f.), the
Babylonian-Assyrian religion being in this respect
on a level with the religion of Egypt, Greece, and
Rome, but assuredly falling far short of what we
find in Israel.
In Hebrew literature, moreover,
we hear nothing of any person like Enmeduranki,
to whom Babylonian literature traces the art of
divination. But we must still ask whether, outside the recognized practice of divination in these
lands, there were individuals of prophetic character who might be compared to the prophets of

than the King of kings, and that he regarded himself as belonging to that great succession which had championed the supreme
interest of Israel throughout the ages (Jer 725).
His patriotism
and his attitude in political affairs have already been dealt with
Jeremias {Das AT im Lichte des alten Orients'^, p.
(§ 8 (6)).
35) suggests that the Hebrew prophets were the vehicles of
Babylonian culture
Mercury is the morning-star his name
"

—

Israel.

A

personality of this type has been found in
(cf. art. LAW [Babylonian], vol. vii.
p. 817 ft'.), who, in a relief preceding his well-known
Code, is depicted as standing before the sun-god
(Shamash). From this, however, we are to infer
that Hammurabi is not the pupil or prophet of
that deity, as Bezold thinks (p. 3), but rather his
counterpart; for in the introductory lines of the

^ammurabi

inscription we read
Anu and Bel called me, Hammurabi, the exalted prince, the
worshipper of the gods, to "go forth like the Sun ... to enlighten the land,' etc. (R. F. Harper, The Code of Hammurabi,
:

'

Chicago, 1904, p.

3).

Further, the particular laws are as often ascribed
to gammurabi himself as to the sun-god, and
towards the close of the inscription we find such
utterances as
weighty words I have written
'

My

upon my monument

'

and 'My

(Harper, p.
my wisdom (Harper, p. 103,
deeds ') unrivalled
sayings which we cannot
well imagine coming from Moses (cf. Ex 3^^'- [EJ],
Nu 1129[EJ] 123 j-Ep-]^ or from the literary prophets
of a later age (cf. Is 5", Jer 23'«% Ezk 132- " etc.).
In the cuneiform literature of the 7th cent. B.C.
another writer speaks of himself as follows

words are weighty,

'

'

101),

—

:

'

the servant, the prophet (?), of his lord the king, utter my
prophecies for my lord the king. May the gods whose names
I have enumerated accept and hear these prophecies on behalf
of my lord the king; may they add to him more than his
But may I, the prophet
portion, and give to my lord the king
of my lord the king, stand before my lord the king, and with
all my heart worship on my side (?).
When my sides become
weak, may I exert my power to the utmost by the power of my
word. Who must not love a good lord ? Surely it is said in the
of thy gracious lips, my
song of the Babylonians: "Because
"
shepherd, all men look to thee
(We follow the version of F. E.
iii. [1898] 257 f.;
but the original term here
Peiser, in
rendered ' prophet simply means ' servant,' worshipper.')
I,

!

'

MVG

'

Winckler {KA'P,

'

p. 170

f.)

refers to this passage

as exhibiting a Babylonian-Assyrian counterpart
to the Hebrew prophet, as, e.g., Jeremiah.
In
point of fact, however, a speaker who stands
before the king,' and is obviously subservient to
'

him

in all things, rather suggests the 'prophets'

who, while claiming to speak for Jahweh, were
but the servile agents of King Ahab (1 K 22") or
those who in the days of Isaiah were regarded by
the ruling faction as their wise ones (Is 29^'^* ^*,
Jer 28^^' etc.
men from whom the representatives
of the lawful religion of Israel distinguished them;

'

)

—

most decided way (1 K 22^*-, Am
291"- 1*, Mic 2,^-^^, Jer 1^ 23^ etc.).

selves in the
Is 32 91* 28''

'

7"'",

'

:

;

means

harbinger." Here we come upon the astral interpretation of the word ndht', " prophet " he is the harbinger or
vehicle of a new age.' The Babylonian-Assyrian diviners, however, found their patron, not in Mercury, but in the sun-god
;

(KAT^, p. 368), while the genuine Hebrew sources say nothing
of any such connexion between their
prophetism and Mercury,
and in fact actually protest against divmation in every form
(§8).

If, therefore, we find in Babylonia and Assyria
no direct evidence of the existence of prophetic
personalities comparable to the Hebrew prophets,
it remains to ask whether we have any indirect
traces such as might be afforded, e.g., by the
literature.
Here, however, as in Assurbanipal's
library, we find nothing higher than series of omentablets, in one of which, e.g., we read

—

:

'

the

If in

first

the

and

month

of Sivan (June) an eclipse occurs between
thirtieth day, vegetation throughout the land will

lag behind.'

But where

in the Babylonian-Assyrian literature
do we find anything to compare with the profoimd
religious ideas, the earnest moral exhortations,
and the glowing anticipations of the future, so

of the writings of the Hebrew
prophets ?
Attention has been directed to the following
passage as indicating Babylonian visions of the
future (F. Homrael, in Glauben und Wissen, i.
characteristic

[1903] 9 f.):
The god Marduk, seeing a sick person, says to his father Ea
My father, disease has come upon man I know not by what
means he may be healed." Then Ea answered his son thus
My son, what may there be that thou knowest not ? What
new thing might I still teach thee? What I know, thou
knowest, and what thou knowest, I know go, ni}' son, and
break the spell upon the sick one.' Then come the directions
:

'

;

:

'

:

for exorcizing the disease.

Now, while this may show that the BabylonianAssyrian deities were regarded as ready to heal
man, it is to be noted that the healing implied was
only of a physical kind and, besides, the passage
T. K. Cheyne {£Bi
is not really predictive at all.
iii. 3063), however, finds the predictive element in
the following passage
;

:

Sea-coast against sea-coast, Elamite against Elamite, Cassite
against Cassite, Kutha3an against Kuthsean, country against
country, house against house, man against man. Brother is to
show no mercy towards brother ; they shall kiU one another.'
'

Hammu-

But this prediction, referring probably to
rabi's triumph over the neighbouring kings, is a
purely political one. It is hardly necessary to

point to the contrast with Hebrew prophecy, which
moved essentially in the sphere of religion, and
for which the founding of a divine kingdom has as
its supreme practical end the culture of the ethicoreligious interest assuredly the highest element
in the life of a nation.
(6) E. Meyer {Die Israeliten und ihre Nachbarstdmnie, Halle, 1906, pp. 451-453) asserts that
Hebrew prophecy was derived from Egypt, and
cites a prophecy (partlj' from the earlier, partly
from the middle, period of Egyptian literature,
and recently more accurately deciphered) to the
following effect

—

:

'
A wise man (or the inspired lamb) reveals to the king the
future of Egypt, and then with his last word falls down dead,
and is ceremoniously interred by the king. His prophecies,
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—

however, are put on record and handed down to future ages.
Their tenor is that there is coming, to begin with, a period of
awful distress, in which everything in Egypt turns topsy-turvy
—foreign peoples make inroads, servants become masters,
people of position are slain, women enslaved, the entire social
order subverted, temples plundered and desecrated, and their
mysteries laid bare, while the king himself is carried away
captive or forced to flee to a foreign land. Then follows an
epoch in which the gods once more bestow their favour upon
the country, and in which a just king, beloved of the gods and
sprung from the sun-god Re', expels its enemies, restores its
worship and its ancient order, subjugates the neighbouring
lands, and enjoys a long and happy reign.'

he said about himself a contrast to which due
weight lias not yet been given.
The Hebrew prophets
(iii.) Disinterestedness.
never strove for earthly honour or for material
on the contrary, indeed,
gratification of any kind
neither popular misunderstanding nor persecution
on the part of the ruling classes turned them from
We
their task (cf. 1 K 22'^«-, Jer 38^*-, 2 K 2\^^"-).
should also remember how, as tlie living conscience
of their nation, they fought against tiie perversion

Meyer maintains

of ethical concepts

that

this

traditional

'fixed

schema was known to the Hebrew prophets, who,
in fact, merely elaborated it in detail and applied
'

to the situation of the day.
But there is
certainly no positive evidence to show that Hebrew
prophecy was based upon any such design. This
schema was not followed even by the popular
prophets, Avhose gi-eat watchword for the future
was 'peace' (Jer 6'* etc.). /The important point,
however, is this the distinctive features of Hebrew
prophecy are that its predictions of good or evil
were conditional upon the moral and religious
bearing of men, and that it was concerned throughout with the founding of a peculiar divine kingdom,
which was instituted in the call of Abraham
(Gn 12^"^) in order to establish in Israel a nursery
of true religion and morality (Is 5^"''), and so to
open a fountain of blessing for all nations (42^
it

:

Egypt

etc.).

supplies nothing that

moment compare with

may

for

a

this.

Finally, as to a possible comparison of the
find an OT
scholar (J. Koberle,
xvii. [1906] 202) giving
expression to the view that their consciousness of
their vocation loses significance when we look at
Muhammad, who likewise, for that matter, regarded himself as a divine messenger. In answer
to this we must carefully examine the qualities of
(c)

Hebrew prophets with Muhammad, we

NKZ

Hebrew prophets them-

the evidence which the

As the value
selves give regarding their mission.
of a witness's testimony may be measured with a
fair degree of objectivity by certain of its characteristics, we shall compare the Hebrew prophets
and Muhammad with reference to the following

—The
definiteness.

points.

Clearness and
clear conwhich underlies the utterances of men like
Amos, Isaiah, etc., meets us everywhere in their
works
they had distinct recollections of their
call (cf., e.g.. Is 6^^-), as also of a certain reluctance
to respond to it {e.g., Jer 1* 20'').
Such definiteness
is certainli^ not exceeded by the utterances of
Muhammad. Moreover, scholars who, like A.
Miiller {ThLZ xii. [1887] 278 ff.), are anxious to do
all justice to the latter speak of his indeterminate thinking,' his
self-deception,' in that he
claims a divine source for narratives which, like
the 'Joseph' surah (xii.), are obviously mere
plagiarisms.
(ii. ) Difficulty of the situation in which the testi(i.)

viction

;

'

'

—

wets given.
The genuine prophets had to
a distinction between themselves and others
who claimed to represent tlie same God (cf. § 9),
while Muhammad had no such difliculty in what

mony

affirm

—
;

and against all immorality. In
the other liand, we find no such
renunciation of worldly honours and enjoyments,
or of material expedients for the furtherance of
Silrah xxxiii., relating the various exhis plans.
ceptional privileges alleged to have been accorded
to him in the matter of marriage, cannot but
excite repugnance in any unprejudiced mind, and,
as A. Tholuck ( Vermischte Schriften apologctischen
Inhalts-, Gotha, 1867, p. 13) suggests, speaks le^s
of a devout enthusiast than of a godless deceiver.
Even apart from the moral aspect, however, and^
regarded simply as an enthusiast, Muhammad
still falls far oelow the true Hebrew prophets, in
whom, as was shown above (§ 9 (2)), we find no
trace whatever of fanaticism or ecstasy. So fear-

Muhammad, on

a critic as
pelled to write

Cheyne {EBi

less
'

A

succession of

iii.

3854)

was cqm-

:

men

" the
so absorbed in
living God," and at

—

the same time so intensely practical in their aims i.e., so
earnestly bent on promoting the highest national interests—
cannot be found in antiquity elsewhere than in Israel.'

moreover, a remarkable circumstance that in
that long succession no single prophet ever
appealed to the words of another, wnUe the fact
that the succession came to an end all at once in
the person of Malachi is another point that has not
yet been sufficiently pondered.
Thus, when compared with Muhammad, the
It

is,

all

prophets of Israel still maintain their distinctive
place in the history of religion, and we would
summarize, in closing, the factors by which this
These are
historical position may be appraised.
(1) the prophets* clear and definite consciousness of
their vocation
(2) their unquestionable disinterestedness ; (3) their achievement in the development of culture, i.e. their mediation of moral and
religious principles which even to the present day
compel the recognition of thinkers and scholars
and, finally connected with the foregoing (4) the
relationship between their place in history and the
appearance of Jesus, who nevertheless did not
answer to their prophetic presentation of the future
in any mechanical way, but with fresh and original
power carried it to its most sublime consummation
(cf. Konig, Gesch., pp. 317-328).
;

—

—

;

—

LiTERATUKB. A. Kucncn, De Pro/eten en de Profetie onder
Leyden, 1875, Eng. tr., London, 1877 E. Konig,
Der Offenbarungsbegrijf des Alten Testaments, 2 vols., Leipzig,
1882 S. R. Diiv^r, Sermons on Subjects connected with tne V
Old Testament, London, 1892, p. 60 ff.; C. H. CornUl, Der
Israel, 2 vols.,

;

;

israditische Prophetisrnus, Strassburg, 1894, 31898, Eng. tr.,
'
Chicago, 1898, B1906 Borchert, Die Visionen der Propheten,'
in SK Ixviii. [1895] 217 ff., esp. p. 241; A. B. Davidson,
Old Tentament Prophecy, Edinburgh, 1903 ; E. Konig, Gesch.
des Reiches Gottes bis a%if Jesus Christus, Brunswick, 1908.
;

E. Konig.
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M. Kerr),
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(Introductory and Biblical).
— PROPITIATION
Propitiation (h&t. propitiatio, pro2ntius, 'perhaps

originally a term of
ward [pro] or well;

augury meaning flying

for-

Skr. pat, to fly, Eng.
cf.
feather [Webster, s.v.
Propitious ']
Eng.
petition ') may be defined as the appeasing of the
'

cf.

'

;

'

Greek

(A. Fairbanks), p. 397.
(A. C. Pearson), p. 398.

Roman

wrath of one by another in order to win his favour
or the means adopted to that end. The root ideas
of the term imply that he who propitiates feels
himself in some manner to be lacking or at fault,
and that the favour of him who is propitiated is
worth the gaining. It further implies that he who
;
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propitiated

pitiates

;

else

is

(Introductory and Biblical)

more powerful than he who prolatter would not I'equire to
by entreaty or by oflering, those

the

implore, either
things which he considers necessary to his welfare.
It is with propitiation in its more definitely theological sense, i.e. as affecting the relations between
God and man, that we have here to deal.
I. The idea in primitive religion.— Religion finds
its origin in the conviction of man that iiis life is
overruled by forces other and greater than those
which he finds in himself. This power man has
construed, from the earliest times, and according
to his light, in the terms which he applies to his
own life and personality. The only difference is.
that those characteristics which he recognizes to
be rudimentary and fragmentary in himself are
conceived of as existing in all their ideal perfection
In this sense all
in the nature of the divine.
religions, whether their development be high or
low, are anthropomorphic. Again, since man, in
the earliest stages of his evolution, has little selfsufficiency, and is in all things closely dependent
upon Nature and her forces, even for his bodily
wants, he is instinctively impelled to find this
superior power in every external object or circumThis is the stage of
stance affecting him.
animism, when worship is paid to the spirit or
spirits which reside in trees, fire, wind, cloud, or
sky.

Yet the mere

ibelief in

the existence of those

superior powers would not be sufficient in itself to
It is felt also that these
give rise to religion.
powers are interested in the welfare of man ; and,
further, that their interest can be quickened, or
restored when lost, provided that proper means be
Primitive man
adopted to achieve this result.
attributes to his god the same feelings of like and
dislike, of love and aversion, of friendship and
hostility, as he finds to exist between himself and
his fellow-men.
Hence, from the first, there are
present in religion the elements not merely of
thought, but also of feeling and of will. In fact,
it is due to the conjunction of these that religion
ever came into being. Man does not merely think
of his god since, through nature, that god manifests his power often in terrible form, he conceives
of him, now with feelings of utter dependence,
now with awe and fear, as of one who smites and
Yet the
visits him with wrath and destruction.
emotion is not entirely that of fear. Fear in itself
has the effect of sundering and driving farther
apart. But, in point of fact, religion is the expression of an exactly contrary effect upon the will.
Viewed in its practical aspect, religion is the effort
on man's part, not to flee from, but to draw near
to his god.
While the beginning of religion is not to be
attributed entirely to fear, it is unquestionable
that that emotion played a great, and even a predominating, part in the awakening of the religious
consciousness.
The things by which primitive
man is first prompted to think of the divine are
generally those disastrous to himself or to the
community. Any misfortune or disaster that he
cannot trace to known human or natural sources
he attributes to the direct agency of his god.
Since, then, in primitive times the realm of the
;

unknown was much wider than

it

is

now, and

since also, leaving out of count man's spiritual
wants, even his bodily comfort was then more open
to attack, there was all the more room for the
working on him of that fear of his god which is
the beginning of wisdom.
But, if fear thus awakens him to a knowledge of
his god, it is his instinct of self-preservation that
impels him to give to that knowledge a practical
turn. The aim of religion is not solely to draw
near to gods, nor even to propitiate them, but to

secure the worshipper's well-being and happiness.
It is just because man recognizes his present
happiness to be imperfect, because he feels that
only through his god can that deficiency be
supplied, that he ever seeks to win his favour.
And the means which primitive man adopted
towards this end were those which he employed in
his dealings with his fellows
conciliation and
From this arose the ancient religious
petition.
system of propitiatory sacrifice.
While the broad aim of sacrifice is thus to please
the gods, the meaning and content attached to it
are more clearly defined by reference to (a) the
nature of the god who is to be propitiated and (b)
the evil which renders propitiation necessary.
It
may happen that man identifies this evil not with
himself, but with the essential being of his god.
This god is conceived of as one who delights in
violence and bloodshed, and who sends plagues,
storms, and floods in order to satiate himself with
the suffering of man. Man therefore offers such
sacrifice as he imagines will appease this passion
for blood on the part of his god, that the impending doom may be averted from himself. It is with
this notion that some of the darkest rites of early
sacrifice are associated.
degraded idea of the
god leads to a degraded form of worship.
On the other hand, man may feel that the cause
of his suffering lies not so much in the nature of
his god as in his own misdoings or shortcomings.
This was the idea that ultimately prevailed.
Experience accumulated throughout the ages
taught him that much of his misfortune was simply
his own fault, and that by methods of forethought,
of industry, and of hygiene he could avert many
of those evils which formerly he traced solely to
supernatural influence ; and that which experience
taught him to be true of part of his existence he
came more and more to infer as true of the whole.
Thus he reached the conception that, wherever his
present happiness was marred, it was due not to
the arbitrariness of his gods, but to his neglect to
pay deference to them or to obey their commands.
Once this truth emerged, the idea underlying propitiatory sacrifice assumed a new and more hopeful
Man aimed no longer at changing the
trend.
original nature of his gods and bringing them into
a temporary state of favour to himself ; he sought
rather to restore them to that normal condition of
benevolence which, by his ofl'ence, had for the
time being been disturbed. How, then, could he
better accomplish this than by sacrificing a part of
his goods and possessions, in order to show the
gods that he valued their favour more than anything else ? It is not, of coursse, contended that
primitive man regarded his own confession as part
That idea lay as yet
of the propitiatory sacrifice.
He still retained a mechanical
in the background.
conception of the relations between sin and punishment, between sacrifice and benefit. In his eyes
not his repentance, but the material offering that
he made, was the thing of propitiatory value as
Yet, despite all this, in the
affecting his god.
higher sacrificial forms of primitive religion, in
which man dimly confessed himself as the sinner
and his god as the standard of righteousness and
love, were embodied the rudiments of those truths
concerning propitiation which were to receive a

—

A

and more spiritual meaning in ethical
religions, and which at last attained to their perfection in Christianity.
In the religion of the Hebrews
2. In the OT.
the intermediary stages of this evolution are clearly
is now not merely conscious of
traceable.
the fact that he offends against God that fact has
taken on for him a moral significance he is conscious of it as sin.
Davidson (The Theology/ of the
a distincOT, p. 315 ff.) points out how in the
fuller

—

Man

;

—

OT
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(Introductory and Biblical)

tion conies to be drawn between (a) sins of ignorance or ina<lvertence and [b) sins done with a high
hand or of imrjjose.
To these
(a) Sins of ignorance or inadvertence.
In this
alone do the Levitical sacrifices apply.
The idea of
there is a certain natural fitness.
sacrifice in general arose at that stage in man's
development when he conceived of his relations to
God as being semi-mechanically rather than morally

—

conditioned
when, too, he imagined that the
Deity could be propitiated in a correspondingly
mechanical fashion, by material offerings. The
Hebrew priests merely carried forward this idea
and gave it a greater symbolism and elaboration.
In the first place, the moral sense being as yet imperfectly developed, there was in their conception
of sin no element of personal guilt.
The idea of
sin was attached to no specific acts of which the
perpetrators were conscious at the time that they
were wrong
it belonged rather to
the entire
nature of man, as being tainted and impure. Thus
sin was placed by them in that region intermediate
between the purely physical and the definitely
moral i.e., it belonged to the region of the aesthetic,
and partook of the nature of uncleanness. Again,
corresponding to this view of sin as uncleanness
was their view of the manner in which it offended
Being not yet definitely of the
against God.
moral, not yet a wilful transgression of God's law,
it did not violate God's righteousness, and so did
not provoke His wrath. It was rather an offence
against God's holiness. These are the considerations which lie at the root of the ancient Jewish
sacrificial system.
They explain how the priestly
offerings were regarded as atoning not for definite
misdoings, but for the whole life as being imperfect
or impure. They explain, too, how the symoolical
•covering,' or 'wiping out' the root ideas of the
Hebrew word "iss, which stands at the centre of
Levitical thought on sacrifice (cf. HDB, s.v. Pro;

;

;

—

'

pitiation,' vol. iv. p, 131)

—had in itself

a propitia-

tory value as affecting God. Since God's justice
had not been offended, and His actual wrath had
not been provoked, there was no need that any
There was
positive recompense should be made.
need only that the cause of offence to His sesthetic
nature, i.e. to His purity and holiness, should be
removed. That being accomplished by the priestly
sacrifices,

And,

harmony

complete

lastly,

though no

was

definite

established.

explanation

is

given in the OT itself, these considerations may
help to make clear why special emphasis was laid
on the efficacy of the blood-sacrifice as a means of
Since the life of the flesh is in the
propitiation.
blood (Lv 17^^), so the offering to God is the effort
on man's part to make propitiation not for certain
sins, but for the whole soul or person.
Again, the
blood, as it is sprinkled on the altar, symbolically
or
cleanses
and
uncleanwipes out,
away, impurity
ness.
God is thus enabled to look on the inadvertent sins of His people as covered or non-existent
He is propitiated in this negative sense, in that
the stain ofiensive to His holiness is washed away,
and His favour is restored.
(6) Sins done loith a high hand or of purpose.
Just as the sense of personal guilt implies a new
stage in the growth of the moral personality, so
also does it lead to a higher conception of the
divine nature and of the means of propitiation.
The relationship between man's offence and the
wrath of God is uplifted from the physical and the
pesthetic to the moral and the spiritual.
Material
sacrifices are felt to be no longer available to proGod.
But
need
the
for
pitiate
propitiation is even
more poignantly felt. This was the class of sins
with which the prophets especially dealt and for
them the only remedy was for sinners to cast
themselves upon God's mercy, when He Himself
'

'

;

—

;
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would cover

their sins (Ps 65^).
Here the propitianot by any ottering on man's part,
but by some transaction within the being of the
Divine. God's mercy jjrevails over His justice, so
tion

is eff'ected

that His wrath is done away. But no hint is given
that this victory of God's love or mercy is won at
any cost to itself. At the same time, it is dimly
suggested that the self-surrender of the soul in

repentance and prayer to God possesses an element
of propitiation
'A broken and a contrite heart, O
God, thou wilt not despise' (Ps 51").

—

The
when

last idea

emerges into clearer consciousness

the intimate connexion between suffering
sin is recognized.
Since sin is the cause of
suffering, the thought inevitably arises that suffering may in turn have some propitiatory value.
But the ethical note is not lost sight of. Thus it
is essentially the sufferings of the righteous that

and

are regarded as having expiatory value. This
coupling of suffering with merit as having power,
by vicarious means, or in a substitutionary sense,
to propitiate God is Avitnessed to in the frequent
OT references to the trials of Abraham and other
patriarchs and prophets, and reaches its culmination in the passage describing the Suffering Servant
of Is 53.
Yet even there the idea is not fully
Avrought out. It is simply stated that it pleased
the Lord to bruise him (v.^"), and that with his
Thus the relationship
stripes we are healed (v.').
between the propitiatory act (the bruising) and the
beneficial effect (the healing) is still I'egarded as
in great part mechanical ; and to mankind, apart
from the Servant, is relegated simply the part of
the passive onlooker, who reaps the results, but
who himself has no vital or active part in the
transaction.
It has been indicated how in the
3. In the NT.
OT the idea of propitiation developed in its higher
on
aspects along two different lines of thought
the one hand, the consciousness of personal guilt
led to the casting aside of material sacrifice and
to the surrendering by the sinner of his soul to
the mercy of God ; on the other, the connexion
'

'

'

—

:

between sin and suffering gave rise to the thought
that suffering, and especially the suffering of the
Yet
righteous, possessed a propitiatory value.
both these conclusions were deficient. The former
certainly recognized the need for a change in the
attitude of the soul but it did not give sufficient
consideration either to God's justice or to the
;

demands of His wrath. It simply made God's
mercy take the place of the Levitical sacrifice, in
that the mere exercise of that mercy was sufficient
wipe out all past transgressions, even those
done with a high hand. No account is taken of
the fact that not merely God's holiness, but also
His righteousness, has been offended, and that this
violated righteousness demands a certain satisfacIn the latter
tion before His mercy can intervene.
there is a procedure to the other extreme. Emphasis is now laid upon God's just indignation,
to

and how it is by suffering that it is propitiated.
Yet this is viewed wholly in a vicarious sense,
and no vital organic connexion is traced between
the propitiation rendered to God and the spiritual
change effected in man. It will thus be seen that
the two trends of thought are in a sense complementary. The connecting link between them
consists in this, that both lead up to the idea that
divine act, and consists
propitiation is in itself a

m the interaction

of certain aspects of, or certain
personalities in, the godhead. Such was the truth
embodied in the Incarnate Christ; and a conreferred
sideration of the
passages where He is
to under the heading of ' propitiation will render
this clear.

NT

'

(1)

In

1

Jn

tuv ifuipnuv ijiuav, Christ
the propitiation for our sins.

22, lAao-MOS e'oTii' rtepX

simply stated to be

'

ia
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The main thought of
(2) In 1 Jn 410 thi8 idea is elaborated.
the passage (vv.8-2i) is that God is love, and that God is fully
Himself only when that love is completely exerted. But the
realization of the divine love is checked by the presence of sin
in man, which produces in him fear (v.i8) and want of love
towards God (v.o). Thus, though the situation or the occasion
for propitiation is created by man, it is in God that the active
stimulus and the felt need for reconciliation initially arise.
Herein is love, not that we loved God, but that he loved us
i.e., it is not so much that man feels himself alienated from
God as that God feels Himself alienated from man. In the
same waj', it is not man, but God, who not only feels the need
but also provides the means or the instrument of propitiation.
Here, then, is repeated the OT priestly idea of God's mercy or
love 'atoning' or 'covering' the sins of His people. But it is
no longer stated in bald terms that God's mercy or love simply
prevails over His righteousness. That victory is effected at the
cost to His love of sending His own Son. There is further this
new idea, prominent in the teaching of St. John, and in many
ways the dominant note of the NT, that the sending of Christ
is not merely in satisfaction to God's justice, but also
and this
far greater emphasis exerts a
thoug'ht received from St. John
in
effect
that
it
shows
forth, or expropitiatory
upon man,
hibits, God's love to him, and so wins him to draw near to God.
this
indication
of
the
connexion
between the
By
vital, dynamic
divine propitiatory act and its spiritual effect on man does St.
John supply the other deficiency in the OT theory of atonement
It is God's love that stimulates Him to
(cf. abo\e on Is 53).
send His Son, and this exhibition of His love in turn stimulates
man to love God. Hence, for St. John the immediate propitiatory effect of the gift of Christ is not upon God, but upon
man. But this is not the ultimate end of propitiation. Once
this immediate effect is accomplished in the awakening of man's
love through faith in Christ, then God's love assumes its proper
function of bestowing upon man eternal life (Jn 316). Thus
God's love first treats itself as a means, in order that it may
return to the normal mode of its activitj', in which it is at once
the means and the end of its own existence, and in which alone
it realizes its complete self-satisfaction.
'

'

;

—
—

(3)

He

21'',

ffiCTTos apxiepeii^ to. Trpb? toi'

9e6v ei? to iKdcrKecr-

If in the second reference prominence
Ttts a^uoprtas Toi) A.aoO.
given to the 'covering,' or 'annulling,' of sin by God through
Christ, emphasis is here laid upon the element of suffering in
propitiation. According to the writer of the Epistle to the
are divine
Hebrews, the qualifications of a ' true high-priest
'
appointment to his office (6I) and at oneness with his people
To this high-priest Christ is now compared (217). But
(211).
Christ's appointment is ratified, and His identification with
His people is sealed, by the fact that He is ' made like unto
them' in undergoing the experience of suffering (21''- 17). Thus
it is in virtue of His sufferings that Christ is qualified to make
propitiation for the sins of His people. In this there is a
correspondence with the thought of Is 53. But the aim of the
writer to Hebrews is now to develop this thought and show
how Christ's sufferings produce this effect. The underlying
idea is not that suffering in itself gives satisfaction to God.
For what God supremely and ultimately desires is to ' bring
many sons unto glory' (21"). But sin is the barrier which
stands in the way of this perfection, and suffering is the only
means by which it can be removed (cf. 214) hence, in this
derivative sense, suffering does possess a pleasing aspect in the
eyes of God. Again, since Christ's sufferings bring Him into
greater sympathy with His brethren, and so enable Him to
render them greater help (2i8), suffering has the additional
propitiatory effect upon God in that it furthers the attainment
of that by which God is completely satisfied.
It has been suggested that the view taken by the writer to
Hebrews regarding Christ's sacrifice may be that its propitiatory
value lies not in its suffering but in its obedience (cf. W. P.
'
Paterson, HDB, s.v. Sacrifice,' vol. iv. p. 345). Yet it is not
necessary to place these two views in so sharp a contrast. In
the interpretation of the writer to Hebrews, suffering and
obedience both possess a propitiatory value, but in a different
sense. The immediate purpose of suffering is not to please
God. Its direct effect is (a) upon Christ, to teach Him obedience (cf. 210 58) and to create in Him sympathy towards man,
(b) upon man, awakening his trust and confidence in Christ
This confidence then passes into obedience and in this
(4i*>).
waj' does Christ become the author of man's eternal salvation
Thus suffering is propitiatory only as a means but
(69).
obedience the end towards which suffering is directed— is
propitiatory in itself, as being that by which God is imme-

Oai
is

;

;

—

;

diately satisfied.

That this is the view of the writer to Hebrews regarding
suffering is corroborated by the manner In which he relates
Christ's sacrifice to sin. The class of sin for which Christ is the
propitiation is not so much a wilful transgression of God's law
as a state of moral or spiritual uncleanness (cf. 1022). Because
sin, then, while it offends God's holiness, does not offend His
justice, there is attached to suffering no idea of expiation, i.e.
as satisfying the divine wrath. The death, or the blood, of
Christ is interpreted rather along the line of the OT Levitical
sacrifices (cf. He 9).
His perfect and spotless offering suffices
to sprinkle men's hearts from an evil conscience and to wash
their bodies with pure water (91* 1022). That being accom'
'
plished, their sins and iniquities will God remember no more
But just as, according to the Mosaic law, there were
(1017).
c«rtain sins to which the priestly sacrifices could not apply, so
also, according to the writer to Hebrews, there is one especial
sin for which not even Christ can atone, and that is wilful
transgression after knowledge of the truth (cf. Dt 171-7 with

He lO'-iB). It is only when the unpardonable sin of rejecting
Christ's sacrifice has been committed that God punishes man in
wrath. But the suffering which this punishment involves,
being not disciplinary but penal, in no way leads to any reconThe sending of it is indeed in
ciliation between man and God.
satisfaction of God's wrath ; but the enduring of it by man
does not tend towards the appeasing of that wrath or to the
restoration of God's favour. It comes upon man only in utter
It is a fearful thing to fall into the hands of
condemnation
the living God (1031). Thus again it is seen that for the
writer to Hebrews there is no propitiatory value in suffering
except as it is borne in the spirit of obedience and leads to a
further development of that virtue.
(4) Ro 325, ov TTpoeSeTO 6 flebs lKa(TrrjpLOV Sia jriCTTews iv rai
avTov a'c'/nttTi. In the passage Ro 319-26 st. Paul also takes his
starting-point from the OT. But Christ is now regarded not
as a high-priest, the active agent who through His suffering
unto obedience propitiates, but as the passive means or place
through which that propitiation is wrought, and in which God's
righteousness is declared. This may be the reason why St. Paul
uses the Greek word iKcun-qpiov instead of iAowrjios. In further
contrast to the writer to Hebrews, his aim is not so much to win
men to accept Christ as the sacrifice as to show the necessity
for that sacrifice in the nature of the godhead.
While the teaching of the writer to Hebrews concerning
suffering is a great advance upon that of Isaiah in that it
explains its educative value, it does not sufficiently make clear
the divine aspect of suffering, as being a law immanent in the
very being of God. It treats it rather as something extraneous
to the divine nature, and merely imposed upon man to bring
him to obedience. This defect, as is indicated above, is a consequence of the view which the writer to the Hebrews takes of
sin as uncleanness and of God as essentially holy. Thus for
him God is still in great part the God of the OT, who accepts
the offering made by Christ, and who, at no cost to His own
nature, simply pardons or forgets the sins of His people. These
In the first
defects, then, St. Paul sets himself to correct.
place, he takes a more serious view of the nature of sin. It is
not simply uncleanness, but a definitely moral disorder, and is
connected with the will. In the second place, he makes the
chief attribute of God's being to consist in righteousness. With
these two principles alone no atonement would, according to
OT theory, be possible. But St. Paul finds a way out of the

—

'

'

dilemma by putting a new construction upon suffering. He
treats it no longer as external to the godhead and operative
merely upon man, but as a vital principle of the divine nature
itself.
Suffering, In so far as it falls upon man in consequence
of his sin, is simply the working out of his condemnation. But,
if that suffering be assumed and vicariousl.y endured
b.v one
who is himself sinless, the demands of God's wrath will be
appeased, and that reconciliation with God will be effected
which man by his own efforts or by his own suffering cannot
achieve. This is the view which St. Paul expounds. It is

because Jesus Christ is the setting forth or the declaration of
this truth that He is the propitiation for our sins (Ro 319-26).
Further, since God is the one who requires to be propitiated,
and is both the provider and the offerer of the sacrifice. He is
at once just to Himself, or true to His own righteousness, and
the justifier of the man who believes in, who accepts, or who
appropriates that sacrifice as made on his own behalf.
4. Summary and conclusion. —The form of the
idea of proiiitiation, from its appearance in early
religion to its presentation in the theology of the
NT, is constant God has been oflfended, and
means must be found whereby His wrath may be
appeased and His favour restored. It is in the
content given to that form that the development
takes place. Man seeks first to propitiate God by
material offerings. To these, and especially to the
blood-sacrifice, a symbolical meaning is afterwards
attached, as representing the offering by man of
his own life to God.
clearer understanding of
the nature of sin then leads to the casting aside of
material sacrifices and to the idea that God is
pleased only with repentance and personal obedience (cf. Is I"-'^"). Side by side with this, the
connexion between sin and suffering suggests the
thought that suffering may possess in itself a profurther stage is reached when
pitiatory value.
man begins to realize that he is utterly unable of
himself to make any offering sufficient to recover
God's favour. Hence the idea emerges that God
Himself must provide the sacrifice. But, if God is
the provider of the sacrifice, it cannot be the whole
of His nature which is the object of propitiation.
He is no longer simply the God of holiness, or the
God of righteousness but He partakes of the
complex nature of a personality. Thus it is only
one aspect or attribute of that personality which
is propitiated, while another
aspect or attribute
provides the propitiation. But this in itself would
:

A

A

;
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lead to notliing further than that God becomes
reconciled to Himself. Yet it is in the interests
of man that God's love seeks to propitiate His
righteousness and therefore man must also be
involved in the transaction. Two difficulties, howThe first
ever, stand in the way of his inclusion.
is that recompense must be given for his past sins
and the second is that, since man's natural state
is sinful, therefore there must be infused into him
that divine life which alone can make him acceptable to God.
The theories of St. John, of the
writer to the Hebrews, and of St. Paul are all
endeavours to show how in Jesus Christ these
difficulties are met and overcome.
St. Paul alone
lays emphasis on the first. It is by the vicarious
suffering of Jesus Christ that the wrath of God,
aroused by the sin of man, is appeased. St. John
and the writer to the Hebrews deal principally
with the second. According to St. John, God's
love, made manifest in Christ, appeals to man's
love, and so induces him to lay open his heart to
the inflow of the divine life. According to the
writer to the Hebrews, suffering, borne in the
spirit of and under the guidance of Jesus, is that
which makes man perfect. It is to be remembered,
however, that St. Paul also gives consideration to
Faith is the contribution
this second difficulty.
that man must bring before the process of pro;

;

It may thus be
pitiation is finally completed.
concluded that the propitiation made by Jesus
Christ acts both upon God and upon man. It acts
upon man in that it is a revelation to him of the
immensity of God's wrath and of the intensity of
His love. It thus wins him to draw near to God
in reverence and humility, yet in faith, trusting
in the efficacy of the sacrifice made on his behalf.
It acts upon God in that it satisfies His offended
justice, and enables His love to go forth in all its
fullness to the man who now has a share in the
righteousness and life of Jesus 'Christ. Finally,
just as the appeasing of wrath is only the first
term in propitiation in order that favour may be
restored,' so the ultimate end of Christ's sacrifice
is that God may be able to say of each of his
'
children, This is my beloved son, in whom I am
well pleased.'
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—The

nature of
(Greek).
divine anger, as conceived by the Greeks, has been
considered in the art. Expiation and Atonement
(Greek) the special rites for allaying the anger of
the gods remain to be treated under the present
heading.
Briefly stated, calamities not easily
traceable to human causes are referred to the gods
failure of the crops, plagues and diseases, childlessness, disaster at sea, and defeat in battle and,
when they occur, the anger of the gods is assumed.
It is necessary first to remove the causes of divine
anger, and then to propitiate the gods, as in the
first book of the Iliad Chryseis must be returned
to her father, the army purified, and sacrifices
offered to Apollo who had sent the plague.
While
;

—

—

the thought of possible anger and its propitiation
was doubtless present in all worship, the proper

an angry god were totally different
from the normal worship to the Oljnnpian deities.
The normal form of sacrifice was the communion
sacrifices to

(Greek)

SQ*;

meal, in which the ;iniinal was consecrated to the
god, certain portions were burned on the altar,
and the remainder was cooked and eaten by the

worshippers. This form of sacrifice (dvaia) was
frequently described in the Homeric poems (e.g.,
II. ii. 421 f.), and with slight variations it was the
typical form of worship to the greater gods of
Greece. In sharp contrast with it is another type
of sacrifice, called

by a

name

different

ivayl^fffdai, ivrip-veiv, etc.)

(<r0d7ta ; cf.
difl'erent

and decidedly

in character.
Ordinarily it took place at night
rather than in the morning ; the animal prescribed

was often black when its throat was cut, the
blood was allowed to flow on the ground the altar
was a low mound {i(Jx<i-po-)y not the structure used
in ordinary sacrifice (/Sw/iiy)
and the body of the
animal was never eaten, but was usually entirely
consumed by fire. Animals not suited for food,
;

;

;

the dog, were used for these sacrifices at
but offerings of food as such, grain or
cakes, found no place in them. These sacrifices,
however, were not reduced to one definite type,
but retained variations peculiar to the goa to
whom they were offered and the occasion of the
offering.
Similarly, the libations to angry gods or
gods prone to anger differed from the usual libation
to Olympian gods, in that wine was regularly used
for the latter but never for the former
honey and
milk were the more fitting to soothe angry cfeities
like

times

;

;

(lieCKlyfiaTa).

According to tradition

in Greece,

human

sacrifice

was at times demanded to soothe the anger of the
gods. Agamemnon, who had offended Artemis by
slaying a hind in her sacred precincts, was prevented from sailing for Troy till he had sacrificed
to the goddess his daughter Iphigeneia and the
death of Polyxena alone made it possible for the
Greeks to start on their homeward
voyage. A
sacrifice of Egyptian youths was attributed to
Menelaus as a means of stilling winds that prevented his voyage (Herod, ii. 119 ; cf. .^sch. Again.
146 f.) and it seems possible that (r<^d7£a offered in
later times to secure favourable winds (cf. Plut.
Ages. 6; Herod, vii. 191) were substitutes for
human sacrifice. According to Plutarch {Aristid.
9, Them. 13), three captive Persians were sacrificed
by Themistocles before the battle of Salamis. In
;

;

myth

similar sacrifices to secure success in battle

were demanded by the oracle of Creon (Eur. Phoen.
890 fl".), of Erechtheus (Apollod. Bibl. III. xv. 4;
Lycurg. Leocr. § 99), of Aristodemus (Pans. IV. ix.
It is Greek tradition
2, 5), and of other heroes.
that the oracle at Delphi commanded human sacrifice on the occasion of pestilence to allay divine

anger. Human sacrifice is also reported as part of
the regular worship of Zeus Lykaios in Arcadia, of
Apollo Katharsios in Leucas, and of Apollo at the
Athenian Thargelia. The explanation given (Eus.
Proep. Evang. iv. 16, p. 156'* cf. Eur. El. 1026
Virg. ^n, V. 815) is that the anger of a god which
threatens to destroy a whole people may perhaps
be satisfied by the voluntary sacrifice of one of
;

;

their number.
The Greek practice, however, was
to substitute an animal for the man, as a deer is
said to have been substituted for Iphigeneia (cf.
the calf treated like a child and sacrificed to
Dionysus at Potniae [Pans. IX. viii. 1]).

The gods who received propitiatory sacrifice
regularly were not the Olympian deities, but
spirits Avho had sho^vn their anger or who were
Such were the Eumenides
ea.sily stirred to anger.
at Athens, whose very name of kindly ones was
a euphemism to denote the blessings which the
Furies might send when propitiated (cf. ^Esch.
the deoi /j.€i\ixioi of Mj'onia
Eiimen., passim)
(Pans. X. xxxviii. 4) Hecate, goddess of spirits of
the night the wind.s and in particular Boreas, the
'

'

;

;

;

north wind (Pans.

II. xii.

I

;

Xen. Anab.

TV. v. 4)

;
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gods of the sea (Ait. Anab. VI. xix. 5) and of rivers
(I. de Prott, Leges Graconini sacrce, i., Fnsti sacri,
Leipzig, 1896, p. 14, no. 5, line 36 f.). The spirits
dead received sacrifices simih\r in character,
doubtless to prevent evil results that might be
caused by their anger (Herod, v. 47), and it was
the regular method of worshipping local heroes
of the

who might send

special blessings, but whose anger
was terrible if they were neglected. When ircpdyca
were offered to Olympian deities, as not infi'equently occurred, it was because of some special

reason for fearing their anger. Zeus Meilichios,
feared like the Beol //etXi'x'oi, received holocausts of
to allay bis possible anger and secure hi.s
Eigs
lessing (Xen. Anao. vil. viii. 4, and accounts of
the Diasia at Athens), and Zeus Chthonios, a god
of agriculture, received propitiatory offerings at
In Ionian regions these sacrifices were
Mj'conos.
offered to Apollo to avert danger from the crops,
as in general they were offered to him to get rid of
pestilence (G. Kaibel, Epigr. grcec, Berlin, 1878,
no. 1034; Paus. II. xxiv. 1, &nA passivi).
Before
the battle they might be offered to Artemis (Xen.
Hell. IV. ii. 20).
Some of the peculiar sacrifices to
IX. viii. 1) and Demeter (Diod.
Sic. V. iv. 2, IV. xxiii.) as well as to Poseidon (Arr.
Anab. VI. xix. 5) should also be classified as proThat propitiatory sacrifice
pitiatory in nature.

Dionysus (Paus.

found no larger place in the worship of the Olympian gods is due to the intimate and normal relation which existed between these gods and their
worshippers, a relation that found tit expression in
the communion meal sacrifice.

The occasion for propitiatory sacrifice was the
presence of calamity or the fear of calamity. A
pestilence that attacked men, herds, or crops, or
the fear of possible calamity before battle, a
voyage, or any important undertaking, furnished
such an occasion. These sacrifices were offered in
Athens before marriage and childbirth (yEsch.
In agriculture specific dangers
Euvien. 835).
threatened the crops at certain seasons, and at
these times rites to avert them were performed.
dangers or blessings might at any time
be expected from such spirits as the Eumenides
and heroes and souls of the dead, propitiatorjsacrifices to them occurred both at stated intervals
and on special occasions.
Finallj', as

The meaning
one type

is

of this type of sacrifice, in so far as
is clear from its form.
While

found,

the communion meal the victim was shared
by god and worshippers together and the rite
in

strengthened the actual bonds that united them,
the propitiatory sacrifice assumed no such bond,
but rather the opposite. The rite here seems to
centre in the death of the animal, sometimes
clearly the death of an animal as a substitute for
a man its life-blood is poured out to appease tlie
gods, and it only remains to dispose of the body by
burning it or casting it into the sea. When I'olj-krates followed the advice of Amasis (Herod, iii.
41) and threw into the sea the ring that was his
most valued po.ssession, he acted on the naive
principle that too much prosperity was likely to
bring calamity from the gods, and sought to proIn the Greek divine world were
pitiate them.
many powerful spirits who were easily offended,
be it by too much prosperity, by neglect, or for
some reason not clear to men. If their anger
could be anticipated and allayed, its effects might
be escaped
accordingly, propitiatory sacrifices
were offered before important undertakings and
even at regular intervals.
It was the same
principle that led men to bring votive offerings to
the gods that the gods might not look with disfavour on the undertakings which they had in
view. When the calamity was i>resent, the need
of propitiatory sacrifice was so much the greater.
;

;

life of the animal was given to the god, sometimes clearly as a substitute for the life of the
man, in the hope that thus divine anger might be
It is the peculiarity of Greek religion
allayed.
that ordinarily men feared the anger of other than
the Olympian gods, and that therefore propitiatory
sacrifice to the great gods of Greece was unusual.

The

—

'

LiTERATURB. E. von Lasaulx, Die Siihnopfer der Griechen
und Romer,' Akad. Abhandl., Wiirzburer, 1844, p. '236f. R.
Suchier, De vi^timis liumanU, Hanau, 1S4S P. Stengel, in
Jahrh.fiii- Philoloaie, 18S3, p. 361 f., and Dv nriechische Kttltu.tA. Fairbanks, 'The
altertumer^, Munich, 1S9S, p. llOf.
Chthonic Gods of Greek Religion," .4i»t>r. Jouni. of Philology,
;

;

"

;
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PROPITIATION

(lloman).— If

we

accept the

'
definition of religion as an effective desire to be in
right relation to the Power manifesting itself in

the universe
(W. Warde Fowler. Religiotis Experience of the Roman People, p. 8), propitiation
in its widest sense is co-extensive with religion.
Every utterance of prayer and every act of sacrifice, as being
religious, is necessarily propitiaBut it is iinnecessary to make this the
tory.
occasion for a general survey of the Roman attitude
towards religion, more especially since the ambit
of propitiation is usually confined to the placation
of an offended deity, as distinguished from the
effort to secure a continuance of divine good-will.
On the other hand, propitiation is a religious act
whicli assumes the personal intervention of a deity,
and has nothing to do with the objects and
methods of tabu or magic. Thus, certain ceremonial piactices of which we have a record from
historical times may be survivals from an era antecedent to the development of the national religion.
Horace's triste bidental {Ars Poet. 471), the walled
enclosure preventine ingress to the spot where a
'

thunderbolt had fallen, is an example of a permanent tabu not associated with any particular
But a definite act of propitiation is involved
cult.
in the sacrifice of two black lambs to Summanus
by the Arval Brethren, which took place whenever the grove of the Dea Dia was struck by
lightning at night (W. Henzen, Acta Fratrum
Arvallum, Berlin, 1874, p. 146). For Summanus,

though an obscure personality (Ov. F"st. vi. 731),
was associated with Jupiter as lord of the thunderbolt, and his name appears occasionally as an
epithet of that god (G. Wissowa, Religion tend
Kultusder Romer, p. 124, n. 4). Another example
may be quoted to show the difficultj- of tracing the
The
historj' of the most primitive Roman cult.s.
mysterious rite of the 14th of May, on which day
27 straw puppets known as ai-gei were thrown into
tlie Tiber from the jwn^ sublicius, is sometimes
interpreted as a magical ceremony whose chief
intention was to serve as a spell ensuring an
adequate rainfall in the coming summer (Warde
Fowler,

Roman

Festivals, p. 119).

In that case

it

would be unnecessary to suppose that any deity
was specially concerned with it. Much the same
may be said of the rite of the lapi^ manalis, which
Avith Jupiter
as-sociated
is nowhere definitely
But the above-mentioned
Elicius (ib. p. 233).
explanation of the argei

is

not generally accepted,

and an alternative view treats the puppets as substitutes for human victims, holding that on some
of stress during the 3rd cent. B.C. a
piacular sacrifice of foreigners (kp-^eloi.) was introduced on the advice of a Sibylline oracle (Wissowa,

occasion

Gesammclte AbhandltLngen p. 228). We should
then be in possession of a parallel to the otherwise
isolated sacrifice of two Gauls and two Greeks,
who were buried alive in t\\e forum boarium in the
,

year 216 (Livy, xxil. Ivii. 6).
A few examples of propitiatory rites which go
back to the oldest stage of the native religion may
now be mentioned.

PROPITIATION (Roman)
On the 25ih of April, in order to remove from the crops the
of mildew or red rust, a procession marched to the grove
of Robi',iU8 near the fifth mile-stone on the Via Claudia, and a
dog was eacriflceii bv the Hainen Quirinalis (Ov. Fast. iv.
905 fl.
On the 15th of April at the
x'viii. 2«))l
Pliny,
Fordicidia pregnant cows (JordcB boueg) were sacrificed to Tellus
as well in the several curies as by the pontifices on the Capitol
(Ov. Fait. iv. C29fl.). The unborn calves were torn from their
mother and burnt, with the object of securing; the fertility of
danger

BS

;

the

com

then

lyinj; in

the

womb

of the earth

(Warde Fowler,

Roman Feslivals, p. 71). Volcanus, the i;od of fire, had his
special festival on the 23rd of August at, a time of the j ear when
the danger of fire was particularly to be dreaded for the new
grain. The antiquity of his cult'ij shown by the existence of
the jtamfu Volcanalis, but, beyond the appearance of the
Volcanalia in the calendar, very little is known about it.
Domitian probably followed ancient precedent when, in erecting:
an altar to Volcanus in commemoration of the flre in Nero's
time, he ordered the sacrifice of a red calf and a boar on the
day of the Volcanalia (CI L vi. 826). We also have the curious
infomuition that on this day it was the custom to throw living

the tire as a piacular offering (Varro, de Ling.
Fest. p. 238).

fish into

20

;

LaL

vi.

Although the in.stitution oi flamines marks the
establishment of a State religion, the earliest cults
indicate its development from a worship by the
family intended to secure the prosperity of each of
its members.
The powers to be propitiated were
which were severely
spirits oripinally nameless,
limited in the extent of their operations, and onlj'
by degrees acquired a distinct identity (Warde
It is
Fowler, Religions Experience, p. 117).
noticeable, however, that there liad arisen a
tendency to ^oup the divinities in pairs, a male
and a female, Faunus and Fauna, Liber and
Libera, Quirinus and Hora, and that there were
grades of dignitj' among them, as is shown not
only by the distinction between gaming.? maiores
and minores, but also by the fact that piacular
oti'erings were made to fhe famuli diui as well as
to the diui themselves (Wissowa, Reli<fion und
Kvltus, p. 19). Even the great gods of the city,
Mars, Jupiter, and Quirinus, being disconnected
from any traditional mythology, were, as original! jworshipped, devoid of any personal characteristics
(E. Aust, Religion der Romer, Miinster, 1899, p.
Thus propitiation was onl}' in a limited sense
19).
possible for the Romans, who, apart from Etruscan
and Greek influences, had no conception of
anthropomorphic deities. Varro (ap. Augustine,
de Ciu. Dei, iv. 23) made a very instructive comment on the spirit of the old Roman religion when
he stated the remarkable fact that for a period of
170 years, that is to say, up to the time of the
building of the temple of Jupiter on the Capitol in
the reign of Tarquinius Priscus, the old Romans
worshipi>ed the gods witliout making images of
them, and added that the man who first made such
images for the people not only destroyed the fear
of God, but introduced a source of distraction.

Whatever

possibilities of spiritual

growth lay

in

the recurring festivals of the old agricultural communities were conducted in a particular direction
by the rapid development of the city-State and the
The
increasing influence of the priestly colleges.
general tendency of Roman religion to place every
of
human
life
under
the
department
protection of
a separate numen, which is displayed in its most
conspicuous form in the pontifical classifications of
the indigitamenta, and the practical and utilitarian
outlook of the average Roman, who desired to
settle his relations to the gods upon fixed and
definite terms, combined to produce that rigid
system of formalism which made tlie ius ditiimim
a series of precise regulations adapted to secure
the pox deorum upon everj' possible contingency.
It has been succinctly stated that the general
object of the Roman festivals was so to propitiate
the gods as to forestall any hostile intention
by
putting them under an obligation (C. Bailey, in
EBr^'^ xxiii. 578).
It was the interest of the State
to see that its concord with the gods remained
unbroken. This purpose was secured in particular

399

by the periodical observance of lustrations, which
served both to purify their object from all contracted stains and to ensure a renewal of divine
protection against the danger of further contamination. The lustration was accompli.shed by symbolic
acts of cleansing with water or fire, or by a
procession conducting the sacrificial victim round
the area which required purification. The former
method was observed at the Parilia (Prop. iv. 4.
75 ft".), the latter at the AmV>arvalia (Cato, de Re
Rust. 141; Verg. Georg. i. 34.Stf.), and both
together at the Lupercalia (Piut. Rom. 21).
Besides these annual celebrations, lustration was
required on special occa-sions, such as the invasion
of an
enemy's territory or the departure of a fleet.
Above all, it became necessary wnen special notice
had been received by means of extraordinary
portents that the pax deorum had been broken
and the anger of the gods incurred. Among these
signs were thtinder and lightning, solar eclipses,
showers of stones and of blood, and monstrous
births, all of which are frequently- recorded in the

pages of Livy (e.g., xxu. i.). On the announcement of such an occurrence the first duty of the
senate was to determine whether the report was
trustworthy, and, if so, whether the event had
happened within the limits of the public jurii«liction
(cf.
Livy, XLiil. xiii.). If these questions were
answered in the affirmative, the d\xty oi procu ratio
fell to the consuls, who would take the advice of
the sacerdotal authorities so far as might be
Before the innovations consequent
necessary.
upon the introduction of the ritus Grcecus, the
usual means adopted Avas the lustratio urbis
(Lucan, i. 592 fi".), i.e. an additional celebration of
the amburbimn annually held on the 2nd of
February (Wissowa, in Pauly-WLssowa, i. 1817).
Old-established tradition required that the portent
a shower of stones should be purged by a
nouenuliale sacrum (LiAy, I. xxxi. 4). The introduction of the ritus Grcecus at the suggestion of
the Sibjlline oracles prepared the way for the
employment of new methods in the placation of
divine disfavour. The most remarkable of these
was the lectistemium, or the symbolical entertainment of the six Greek gods, Apollo and Latona,
of

Hercules and Diana, Mercurius and Neptunus, in
some public place (Livy, XL. lix. 7) by serving a
banquet before their images, each of which reclined

on a sacred couch [puluinar).
It is expressly
recorded by Livy that the first institution Avas
due to a severe pestilence in the year 399 (v. xiii.
After the disaster at Trasimene in 217, when
6).
the altogether exceptional consecration of a tier
sacrum was vowed, a lectisternium of unusual
was celebrated in honour of six pairs
magnificence
of deities who were identical witli the twelve great
Olympian gods of Greece (Livy, XXII. x.). Another method adopted for restoring the pax deorum
in times of national crisis was the si/pplicatio.
On
such occasions the senate had always been accusto
decree
which
tomed
extraordinary /er/oE, during
the people, clad in suitable garb, passed from
to
temple
t«mple imploring the assistance of
heaven (Livy, iii. v. 14, vii. 7). But the systematization of the practice was a development of the
ritus Grcecus, as is sIiomti by the regular mention
of pnluinaria, by the fact that it was usually the
result of an application to the Sibylline books, and
by the responsibility for its administration being
given to the decemuiri sari-is faciundis (AVissowa,
Religion und Kultus, p. 358). Among the details
of the celebration may be mentioned the wearing
of wreaths and the carrj-ing of laurel branches by
the participants (Livy, XL. xxxvii. 3) and the
xxiii. 1).
public oblation of wine and incense (X.
The solemn invocation of help (obsecratio), a chant
led by the magistrates and repeated by the people,
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was the climax of the whole proceedings (iv.
xxi. 5).
The portent of a monstrous birth at Frusino in the year 207
was made the occasion for a procession of maidens, 27 in number,
who marched from the Carmental gate to the temple of Juno
Regina, preceded by two white cows, and followed by the
decemuin crowned with laurel and wearing the prcetexta.
Behind the maidens were carried two images of Juno Regina
made of cypress wood. A halt was made in the Forum, while
the maidens, all holding to a rope which passed from hand to
hand, sang a hymn composed for the occasion by Livius
Andronicus and accompanied their singing with appropriate
dances (Livy, xxvii. xxxvii. 7-15). The Greek origin of this
rite, which in certain of its details is identical with the ceremonies described in Horace's! Carmen ScBculare, is manifest
(H. Diels, Sibyllinische Blatter, Berlin, 1890, p.

89fif.).

(Tac. An7i. vi. 37, Hist. iv. 53), whereas in the
expiation of prodigies hostice maiores were the rule,
and often in considerable numbers (Livy, XLIII.
xiii. 7, XXII. x. 7).
In the case of the failure of an
ordinary sacrifice, a second victim of the same
kind as the first was required Si.^ & piaculum (hostia
succidanea [Aul. Gell. IV. vi. 6]).

—

LiTERATORE.
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iii.2,

;
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The various modes of restoring the former goodwill of the gods which have been enumerated are
often described as piacular a nomenclature which

—

was sometimes adopted even by the Latin authorities (Livy, XL. xxxvii. 2).
But, according to the
strictest acceptation of the term, a,piaculum is not
a prayer for divine protection or renewed favour,
but a compensation rendered for a breach of the
ius sacrum, arising out of a fault either of commission or of omission (Wissowa, Religion und
Kultus, p. 329). Every sacred ordinance had to be
carried out with the utmost precision and accuracy,
and even the slightest irregularity in the ritual

proceedings, however little deliberate, constituted
an offence which might have serious consequences.
To avoid such dangers precautions were sometimes
taken before the beginning of a festival, as when
a porca prcecidanea was oflt'ered to Ceres before the
gathering in of the harvest with the object of
purging the celebrant from the effects of any
offence which might have been previously committed by him in the performance of the funeral
rites of any member of his household (Aul. Gell.
IV. vi. 7f.).
The immediate result of the breach
of contract was to give a claim for compensation
(postilio [Cic. de Har. Resp. 20]) to the god whose
interests were involved.
The occurrence of a
portentl was a notification to the citizens that the
claim must be made good. It followed as a matter
of course that the celebration of the rite where
even a slight irregularity had occurred became
null and void, and it was essential that the whole
of it should be repeated.
Hence Cicero remarks
in reference to the Megalesian games
:

'

a dancer halts, or a flute-player suddenly stops, or if the
carefully selected youth who drives the sacred car slips from his
seat or drops the reins, or if an aedile misses a word or uses the
wrong vessel tor libation, the whole celebration becomes
irregular, the mistake must be expiated, and a renewal is
necessary to appease the wrath of heaven {de Har. Resp. 23).
If

'

The same circumstances caused Plutarch
at the scrupulousness of

Roman

piety

to marvel

:

'
If one of the horses that draw the chariots in which are
placed the images of the gods, happened to stumble, or if the
charioteer took the reins in his left hand, the whole procession
was to be repeated. And in later ages they have set about one
sacrifice thirty several times, on account of some defect or
inauspicious appearance in it (Plut. Coriol. 25).
'

But the public renewal did not exonerate the
individual whose fault had made it necessary. If
his sin was wilful, lie became impitis, and the
favour which he had forfeited could not be restored
to him (Varro, de Ling. Lat. vi. 30).
If the act
was inadvertent, or performed at tlie bidding of
an inevitable need, it could be expiated by an
appropriate oflfering, as when the sacrifice of a dog
was prescribed as compensation for the performance of pressing agricultural duties during ferice
(Colum. II. xxii. 4). The particular sacrifice necessary was generally fixed by precedent but all cases
of doubt were referred to the pontiffs for decision
(Livy, XXIX. xix. 8). In this connexion it may be
remarked tliat tliere was a noticeable tendency to
act liberally in the matter of sacrifices required
for expiatory purposes.
Thus the complete ottering of suouetaurilia was reserved for lustrations
;

££rii
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xxiii. 577-580.

PROSELYTE,
— PROSELYTISM.-i.

Mean-

ing of term. The term 'proselyte' is usually
employed in both a wider and a narrower sense to
include one who is attracted by, and inclines less
or more to, another form of faith, as well as one
who has altogether come over and been incorporated.
The half -proselyte, or the quasi-proselyte,
who accepts a part but not the whole, is to be distinguished from the full and strict proselyte, who
becomes even as one born in the faith. An extremely comprehensive use of the term is recognized by A. C. Lyall ^
... if the word proselyte may be used in the sense of one
who has come, and who has been readily admitted, not neces:

'

sarily

being one that has been invited or persuaded to come.'

This permits consideration of specific forms of
religion whose growth is by agglomeration over
and above extension by missionary zeal, and the
inclusion of religions non-proselytizing in character
as well as those which are admittedly proselytizing.
The scope of this article is
2. Scope of article.
restricted by leaving out of account religions that
are professedly missionary e.g., Christianity and
Muhammadanism, which have been already treated

—

—

The proselytism of sects
artt. MISSIONS).
also be omitted as falling to be dealt with in
the numerous articles under this head (see artt.
(see

may

Inasmuch as the gain resulting from
Sects).
missionary propaganda is concurrent with loss to
the religion or religions forsaken, the converse of
proselytism is to be found in apostasy (see art.
Apostasy).^
In this way it is possible to narrow down consideration of the subject to nearly the usual limit
of articles on
Proselyte appearing in Bible
dictionaries, which have treated of proselytism
solely as a feature of the Jewish faith. At the
same time it is fully recognized that the religion
which has given the name (proselyte) to the world
has not stood alone in the practice of the thing.
Within Judaism itself the period of missionary
activity, during which proselytes were sought and
It is generally
found, is comparatively short.
recognized as having ended in the beginning of the
2nd cent, after Christ, when the Jews were forbidden by the laAvs of Rome to make proselytes,
and when they also ceased to desire additions to
'

'

their

number and retreated more and more upon
The rise of proselytism is found in

themselves.

post-Exilic influences, particularly the Dispersion,
and the period of its bloom is set in the age of

Hellenism.
great deal of our information regarding proselytes is subsequent to this period of activity, being
stored in the Talmud and reflecting the views of
the Rabbis upon the past, with or without histori-

A

The distinction between proselytes of
righteousness' and proselytes of the gate,' full as
opposed to quasi-proselytes, was evolved by the
later Rabbis, but is to be regarded as without
'

cal basis.

'

1

Asiatic Studies, i.2, London, 1907, p. 136.
Philo, de Poenit. 2, where proselytes are contrasted

2 Cf.

with apostates.

PROSELYTE, PROSELYTISM
meaning

may

be

for the life of the past.'
still

Jewish faith
cf. vol. iv.

p.

The

distinction

binding upon the orthodox of the
(see art. Judaism, vol. vii. p. 592'';
245') although for various reasons

—
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usage as on the whole dictated by
the freer conditions of the Hellenistic period, when
proselytes were recognized in botii the wider and
the narrower sense. The usage of Philo, Josephus,
regard the

the proselytes of the gate have ceased to be recogand until recently it won
nized in Judaism^
acceptance with most Biblical scholars. To E.
Schiirer belongs the credit for the discovery of the
With
right historical perspective in this matter.
the fall of such a main prop the greater part of
the superstructure collapses.
Proselytes of the
convenient anachrongate,' once emj)lo;^ed as a
'
is
now dismissed as a misnomer.' *
ism,'
In view of the restrictions imposed both from

and NT (Acts) will be found to accord with this.
Those who were in reality but half- or quasito be
proselytes are considered by Schiirer
denominated bj' the phrase (po^ovfievoi or ffe^dnevoi
«
!»• «• w
"
Tbv dedu (Ac 10=13'8161^ 17'*18'), in
which opinion he stands opposed to Bertholet, who

without (chiefly on account of persecution) and
from within (oecause of insistence upon circumcision) proselytism might be regarded as
almost non-existent in Judaism throughout the
Christian era from the 2nd cent, onwards. A
modern Jewish writer has collected the evidence

then find the crucial diflerence to be that the one
class adhered to the Jewish theological and moral
code, while the other were bound by the ritual
also, in particular having submitted themselves to

—

'

'

'

for the survival of proselytism in spite of adverse
circumstances, and he affirms that within the last
half-century tens of thousands of proselytes have
entered the Jewish fold, notwithstanding the
laissez-faire attitude of modem Judaism towards
the proselyte question.* The strict adherence to
the traditions received from the fathers
may be
judged from the fact that until the last decaae of
the 19th cent, no official sanction was given to relaxing the bond by which the proselyte was fully
initiated to the Jewish (Reformed) faith (see art.
CiRCXTMClsiON, vol. iii. p. 664»). It is only in a
wider sense, therefore, that proselytes have been
added. Intermarriage has accounted for most of
the gains,* yet has given occasion for some losses.''
3. Materials essential for the study.
Although
the term proselyte is now universally employed,
we must still seek the materials essential for the
study of proselytism in the centuries immediately
preceding and following the coming of Christ to
An introduction is generally found in a
earth.
discussion of the position of tne gSr, the stranger,'
or rather the 'client' (EEE vi. 77") of OT.
The
reproduces this word some 75 times by
irpo(T-fi\vroi, and in a few cases by other Greek
substantives, but a detailed examination of all

—

'

'

'

LXX

passages would fail to disclose a scientific discrimination on the part of the translators which
might in any way De compared with the results
yielded by the modem documentary theory. The
vpocrrjXvros seems to have been already so
familiar to the
translators that it was made
them
to do duty for nearly all occasions, even
by
when the current sense of the term failed to suit

term

LXX

past historical circumstances {e.g., the Israelites
are called irpoarjKvroi. in Egypt).* Commenting on
the difference between
and P regarding the gir,
S. R. Driver states
In P the term is already on the way to assume the later
technical sense of irpocT-nAuros, the foreigner who, being circumcised and observing the law generally, is in full religious communion with Israel.' 9
W. C. Allen concludes" that in the
a later
meaning like that of the Mishna was read into the
word. But no strict law can be laid down when it
is so evident that the word irpoji^XvTos was made to
do duty for most cases, and it seems better to

D

:

'

LXX

'

endeavours to prove at length that thej' are equal
to Trpo<n^\irroi in the narrower sense. ^ Apart from
the question of a specific term for each, we may

admit the existence of two main

were not two but many kinds of proselytes, according to the degree of affiliation and the amount conceded by the one party or required by the other.
In the provinces and among the Jews of the

Goodman,

p. 104

were particularists

v.
universalists, legalists v.
The
apocalyptists, literalists v. spiritualists.''
atmosphere of Mt 23'* is suggestive of the one, and
of Acts (see reff. above) of the other.
way of
reconciling such difference has been sought by
supposing that the proselyte of Mt 23'* is a proselyte to the sect of the Pharisees, not to Judaism in
*
but this is against the meaning of the
general
word Tr/KWT^Xi/ros,' or at least is pressing it to an

A

;

extreme.
The rivalry of the Jewish sects of the period has
indeed to be reckoned with, and even the exclusive
and separatist Pharisees must be credited with a
zeal to

win converts, who,

'

7

Goodman,

:

a Study

p. 380.

8

A. Bertholet, I>ie Stellung der Israeliten und der
den Fremden, Freiburg and Leipzig, 1896, p. 260 ;
n.
125
p.
9
Deuteronomy^ (ICC), Edinburgh, 1896, p. 165.
10
Exp X. [1894] 264-275.
VOL. X. 26

—

IP.
3 A.

2

123ff.

Schiirer,

had

to

come

Pp. 328-334.

Harnack, The Expansion of Christianity^, L, London,

DAC,

'

Hellenism,' secc. 3 (c).
*
PUES, art. Proselyten (von Dobschiitz), sect. 3.
8 Schiirer,
Der jiidische Bekehrungseifer hat sich
p. 122
f.

;

cf.

art.

'

'

'

:

niit

dem

Erreichbaren begniigt.'

W. M. Ramsay, The

Letters to the Seven Churches, London,

1904, p. 151.
7 W. O. E.
Oesterley, in

Foakes Jackson, London,

Juden zu

it is true,

over wholly or not at all. The Essenes secured
proselytes notwithstanding a strict and prolonged
novitiate, and they even adopted children to
ensure additions to their number (see art.
Essenes, vol. v. p. 397 f.). For the methods employed by the sects in order to gain adherents there
IS but slight evidence, but it is otherwise with
regard to the propaganda of Judaism as a whole.
The testimony of Josephus as to the outcome of

6

f.

6
EBr^i, art. Proselyte,' and M. Fishberg, The Jews
of Race and Environment, London, 1911, p. 179 fT.

quasi-proselytes,

;

eben

*

or

proselytes,

Gentiles (cf. Ac21*'^-).* It is not to be supposed
that at the very centre of the faith bom Jews
would have stopped short at any intermediate
stage in their efibrts to make proselytes, yet in
general their own position among the nations was
such that they had to content themselves with
what they were able to secure.* That there were
Judaizers before the time of St. Paul is not to be
denied even Hellenized Jews remained Hebrews,
with a zeal for the whole law.' Yet in the main
there was a cleavage between Palestinian Judaism,
a religion of law, and Hellenistic Judaism, a
religion of hope, and, corresponding thereto, there

Age, Edinburgh, 1S97, p. 101,

n. 2.

the

Dispersion

would have laboured under slight disability, but
Jerusalem >vithin the Temple precincts they
would have been barred, lacking circumcision.
The Greeks of Jn 12^*, e.g., seem to have been
proselytes in the wider sense, yet they had to
stand without the chel, or terrace, like other
in

1908, p. 10

A

It is conceivable, indeed, that there

circumcision.'

E. Schurer, GJV3 iii. 127 ff.
2 P.
Goodman, The Synagogue and the Church, London,
1908, p. 90.
3 J. B.
Lightfoot, Galatians^, London, 1876, p. 296 n.
* A. C.
Hist, of Christianity in the Apostolic
McGiffert,
1

and we

classes,

The Parting of
1912, p. 81

the

Roads, ed. F.

J.

^
,
A. Plummer, An Exegetical Commentary on the Gospel
A. Edersheim,
according to S. Matthew, London, 1909, p. 317 f.
u.
The Life and Times of Jesus the Messiah*, London, 1887,
ff.

.

8

;

412.
9

Expositor's Greek Testament,

i.
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is clear,^ while beneath the contempt
^
in the allusions of classical writers to the Jews we
can detect the measure of their success in making
converts.
This, it must be remembered, was accomplislied in spite of the obloquy to which tlie con-

are expressly mentioned as being found (see reff.
At the time of Christ a
to Acts already given).
keen missionary .spirit prevailed among the Jews,
their trading proclivities going hand in hand with
Until the destruction of the
religious propaganda.

a point elaborated by Philo.^
the exception of one short period during
the Maccabsean triumph, when force was employed
to bring over the Idumpeans and Itura?ans to
Judaism,* the propaganda made lieadway through
the inherent merits of the Jewish system of religion
and morality. As to the ritual, Josephus specifies
that both Greeks and heathen learned to copy the
observance of the Sabbath, fasts, kindling of
lights, and many restrictions in the matter of
food.^ These last invite comparison with certain
of the decrees of the Council of the Apostles in
Jerusalem (Ac 15^") and with the Seven Noachian

Temple

such efforts

vert exposed himself

—

With

'

Laws'

(see

NoACHiAN Precepts,

art.

vol.

ix.

but in neither case can identity be established.
None of the items specified by Josephus
touches the vital point, which is circumcision, and
the conclusion to be drawn is that relatively few of
the adherents proceeded to the utmost. The preponderance of female proselytes is taken to indicate
the unwillingness of males to fulfil all that the
law required of them.
According to the Talmud, three things were
required of the full proselyte: (1) circumcision
(niilnh), (2) baptism (tebildh), and (3) sacrificial
offering (haresd'ath, ddmim, korbdn), all of which
may be taken to have been in operation at the
time of Christ.
(3) fell into disuse with the
destruction of the Temple, although substitutes
for it Avere found.
(1) has already been referred
to as essential at all times for full proselytes.
(2) would have passed unquestioned as a requirement of the ceremonial law but for the dispute
which arose in the 18th cent, regarding the
priority of Christian v. Jewish baptism (see art.
Baptism, vol. ii. pp. 378^, 408 f.). It may be
assumed that the instruction of proselytes was a
necessary preliminary to these ceremonial acts
p. S19^),

(see artt.

CATECHUMEN,

Initiation [Jewish],

vol.

vol. vi. p. 683").
4.

Historical sketch.

vol.

iii.

vii.

— The

p.

p.

n.

256'',

324'';

3;

Hillel,

limits of the period

Judaism have alreadj'^
been assigned. The Rabbis afterwards maintained
that the Dispersion was with a view to securing
proselytes, but the truth is rather that in the cosmopolitan atmosphere of the Dispersion the Jews
first gained the incentive to add to the number of
of missionary activity in

The evidence for the existence of
proselytes among the Jewish colony at Elephantine
in Egypt (5th cent. B.C.) is doubtful.^ The nature
the faithful.

of the records prevents us drawing any conclusion
as to the conditions among the Jews in Babylonia
at the time of Ezra.''
During the period of
Hellenistic influence the development of proselytism was rapid, the influence of Jewish colonists

and their synagogue worship in every place being
supplemented by literary aids of many kinds the
LXX translation of OT, commentaries on Scripture, philosophical and historical books, apologies
and even forgeries after the manner of the Sibylline
Books. 8 The issue of all this is plainly to be seen
in the many cities and towns in which proselytes
:

1

BJ vn.

iii.

Ap.

3, c.

> Tacitus, Hist. v. 5

ii.

39.

Juvenal, Sat. xiv. 96-106 ; Horace, Sat.
142 f.
8Reff. in Bertholet, p. 285 ff.; cf. P. C. Conybeare, Mpth,
Magic, and Morals, London, 1910, p. 154 ff.

I.

;

iv.

* Jos. Ant. xiii. ix.
1, XIII. xi. 3.
6 A. van
Hoonacker, U7ie Cominunaute

6 e.
A}),

ii.

39.

j^icUo-aramienne d
EUphantine (Schweich Lectures), London, 1915, p. 24 f
7 S.
Daiclies, The Jews in Babylonia in the Time of Ezra,
.

London,

1910, p. 30

8 O. J.
Thatcher,
Boston, 1893, p. 26

f.

A

ff.

Sketch of the Hist, of the Apostolic Church,
;

Schiirer, § 33.

(A.D. 70) they persevered in their efforts
to secure converts.^ ^yith the Hadrian persecution

and the bitterness engendered by the subsequent
revolt against Rome, the Rabbis were prompted to
change their attitude towards the outside world,
and henceforth the terms of conversion were made
as difficult as i;ossible.2 The missionary epoch
may be said to close with the prevalence of Gentile
over Judaistic Christianity, or, from another point
of view, when Pharisaism conquered Hellenism.'
A remarkable parallel to the general course of
the history of Jewish proselytism will be found in
the account given of Zoroastrian missions (see art.

Missions [Zoroastrian], vol. viii. pp. 749'', 151^).
The
5. Numbers and outstanding instances.

—

of proselytes made during the centuries of
missionary zeal was doubtless very large— amounting to millions, although there is reason to believe

number

that they were mostly adherents, and not members
in the proper sense.*
Syria appears to have been
the most fruitful field,^ but it was in Jerusalem at
the time of the feasts that the most striking testimony to the power and i-esults of Jewish propaganda could be obtained (Ac 2*^- ).
Outstanding proselytes in the wider sense are
to be recognized in the centurions of Lk 7^°^" and
Ac lO^*^- and the eunuch of Ac S^^^-. The most
complete triumph of Judaism is to be seen in the
conversion of the royal house of Adiabene,* the
story of which is instructive as revealing a temporizing spirit among the leading Jews of the time on
the question of the chief ceremonial requirement.
Among the imperial family there have been
reckoned as converts Flavins Clemens, cousin of
Domitian, and his wife Flavia Domitilla (see art.
Judaism, vol. vii. p. 592''), although most authorities incline to regard them as converts to Christihistorical instance, which might be
anity.''
brought within the Rabbinical category of Esther 'proselytes (whose motive in conversion was fear),
is forthcoming in the Roman general Metilius.*
Instances within the department of literature are
Aquila (On^elos), 2nd cent. A.D., translator of the
Scriptures into Greek, and (doubtfully) Theodotion.*
Within the realm of Rabbinism are R.
Akiba, R. Meir (son of a proselyte), and other

A

'

^^

Talmudic

sages.
ethics of proselytism.
In judging of the
motives which led the Jews to seek for proselytes
during the period of their missionary zeal we must
believe that they were actuated chiefly by a desire
to impart to others that best form of religion
which they felt they had received of God. This
serves to explain their keenness as missionaries.
The agents whom they sent forth to make proselytes
were imbued with the same earnestness to convert
the world as were the first Christian apostles.
6.

—

The

Their propaganda succeeded, they believed, because
power of their laws." While they
accommodated themselves so far to those whom they
sought to win as to present first the most attractive features of their faith, as judged from the
outside, they steadily kept in view the ultimate
purpose, which was to make the converts as themselves, filled with a zeal for the whole law and
willing to make sacrifice of themselves in body
of the inherent

1

2
4

M. M. Kalisch, Bible Studies, London, 1877-78,

JE X.

6 Jos.
7

223, art.

'

Proselyte.'

Schurer, pp. 115, 125

Ant. XX.

118,
'Proselyten,' sect. 3.
8 Jos.
II.
xvii.^0
9
Schurer, p. 318 ff.
11 Jos. c.
ii. 30.

Ap.

3

95.

ii.

Thatcher, p. 23.

6 Jos.

BJ

11.

xx.

2,

vn.

iii. 3.

ii.-iv. etc.

Schurer, p.

BJ

f.

n.

;

53;

Bertholet,

p.

301;

PRE^,

Bertholet, p. 341.

Goodman,

p. 89.

art.
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estate.
Being of a subject race and in a hopeminority among the nations, they were under
no temptation to employ violent methods. The
proselytes when made were, in theory at least,
subject to no disability, save that which must ever
attach to the naturalized as compared with the

and

less

native bom.

In actual

life

and practice

disabilities

must have

existed,^ although tiiese are not brought
to light until Talmudic times, when they may no
have
been operative.
longer
It cannot be supposed that there were not disinterested motives present in the seekers any more
than in the sought. The gifts of the converts
helped to swell the riches of the Temple," and
Josephus openly allows an instance of misappro-

by a Jew and

his accomplices of purple
made over for this purpose by Futvia, a
Roman convert of great dignity.* In other waj's
the Jews doubtless invited others to follow them
ostensibly for their soul's good, yet with an actual
view to the material advantage to be reaped by
themselves and their nation.
Those who were the sought were for the most
part in a position to invite themselves, if they felt
thus disposed.
They Avere Roman citizens, or
tinder the protection of the conquering power of
that time, or else were inheritors of the professedly
superior culture of the Graeco-Roman world. Yet
many of them voluntarily surrendered themselves
to Jewish influence, abandoning the gods in whom
they had ceased to believe, and finding in the
higher morality of Judaism a refuge from the
licentious spirit of the age.
The latter motive is
said to have had special Aveight with heathen

priation
and gold

women. The monotheism and moral purity of
Judaism held a powerful attraction for minds of a
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'

They chiefly serve to illustrate the strong animus which a
large section of post-Christian Jews displayed against proselytizing and proselytes.' i

The judgment of the present day is determined
according as one belongs to a religion which considers proselytism, in the modern sen.se, to be an
^
essential and a sacred
or to a religion, such
duty,'
as the Jewi.sh, which reckons that the fulfilment
of its mis.sion does not require the
support of
numbers.*
Christian opinion is largely moulded by a sense
of indebtedness to proselytes, for they, in the
wider acceptation, were the feeders of Christianity
at the beginning.
Ry this standard of judgment
the
God-fearers,' regarded as proselytes, are
superior to those their number relatively few
who became punctilious in observing all the ceremonial requirements of the law. In the case of
these the .saying,
the more converted the more
perverted,'* may well have been true.
Proselytes
in the strict sense formed no link between Jew
and Gentile, and did not prepare the way for
Christianity.' All that legal Judaism achieved
over against Christianity, which came after, has
been pithily summed up by Stopford A. Brooke
thus
A few swallows do not make a summer, nor a few thousand
'

'

—

—

'

:

'

proselytes a regenerated world.' 6

Modem

Judaism

concerned to clear itself of
its very constitution the
and has ever been, hostile to
is

the reproach that by

Jewish religion

is,

the reception of proselytes.
It points to past
successes in this respect, to the debt which Christianity owes to Judaism for providing it with universalistic sympathies,^ and it further maintains
that willing
are still freely received,
proselytes
once their good faith has been proved.* But the
missionary zeal has departed from Judaism, and
indifierence as to increase of numbers prevails.
How great the change is between the present and
the era of proselytism, which has been considered,
appears to be reflected in the following condemnation of the missionary methods of Christianity and

philosophic cast in every province.
Considering
the obloquy to which the converts were exposed,
and the persecution of a later day, which led many
to profess the JeAvish faith in secret,
proselytism
must have been attended by a greater or less
measure of conviction. Josephus admits that not
all who came over continued in the faith
some
had not courage and departed.* Yet 'the vast Muhammadanism
of
devout Gentiles certainly sought in
History and experience teach us that the proselytizing spirit,
majority
which is bred by the craving after
the synagogue nothing but the true God.'*
universality, generally
engenders a tendency which develops into an indirect negation
On the side of the proselytes also certain of
human brotherhood.' 'To the Moslem as to the Christian,
unworthy exceptions must be allowed for, viz. questions of love or humanity were of little moment in the
those who came over to avoid military service spread of their religion the stranger could only become their
brother-in-faith, or remain their implacable foe.'*
(from which the Jews were exempt), those who
While remitting nothing from the
were actuated by superstitious motives, and those
duty to
who thought to secure commercial privilege or strengthen the confederation of Christians over
the
world as still lying in unbelief, the
social advantage through marriage with a noble or
against
apologist for Christianity is free to admit the
wealthy Jewess.*
and
The judgment of the outside world upon the presence
operation of an objectionable proselyproselyte movement, as conveyed by classical tism, whose root is found in particularism, not
writers (refi". above), counts for little.
The most universalism.'"
judicial estimate of the principles and methods
grievous charge they make, viz. atheism, has no
foundation, nor yet has the scoffing dictum of goveming Christian and Muhammadan propaganda
Seneca:" Victi victoribus leges dederunt." The will be found in art. Missions, vol. viii. pp. 743 f..
references in
are favourable to proselytes, with 748^
hiTF.R\TunE.— ERE, art. Judaism (H. Loewe) and other
the single exception of Mt 23i6, Avhich after all is
above artt. s.v. in HDB (F. C. Porter), SDB (J
more a condemnation of the leaders than of the artt. quoted
Gilroy). EBi (W. H. Bennett), Pii£3 (E. von Dobschutz),
followers, and that perhaps within a sect
EBrii
(I. Abrahams), and JE(E. G. Hirsch).
only.
Of the works cited in the footnotes those
The most abundant materials for
a
by Bertholet
formmg
Schurer,
Harnack, Kalisch, Thatcher, and
judgment on the ethical value of the proselyte Goodman Hausrath,
(from Jewish standpoint) may be selected as givuig
appear to be found in Talmudic literature, but a more or less detailed treatment of the subject, and to these
their worth is discounted by the fact that
they may be added A. Edersheim, Hist, of the Jewish XatUm,
are often contradictory [e.g., stories of HUlel v.
London, 1896, pp. 85-SS, 293 f.; G. Hollmann, The Jewish
Aation in the Time ofJe/ms, London, 1909,
p. 15 ff. See, further,
Shammai),^ that they were evolved apart from the extensive
iii. 116 n., HJP n.
bibUography in Schiirer, GJ
actual historical conditions, and that in the main "• ^^ '
VV. Cruickshank.
they are disparaging.
;
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;
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'
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;
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Bertholet, pp. 339-346.
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p. 108.
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6 Christ in Modern
Life, London, 1872, p. 38.
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PROSTITUTION

(Greek)

PROSTITUTION.
Greek (W. J. Woodhouse),
Indian (W. Crooke), p. 406.

PROSTITUTION

Roman (W.

J. Woodhouse), p. 408.
See Chastity (Semit. -Egyptian),
HiERODOULOl (Semitic and Egyptian).

p. 404.

(Greek).— The Greeks had

notion of moral purity in the modern
sense of the term. The virtue of chastity with
them was confined within very narrow limits,^
being obligatory upon the wife (or daughter),
while the husband {or son) was required only to
refrain from adultery, i.e. from violating the
The husband's
family rights of his neighbour.
honour was fully protected by law, but the wife
had no legal remedy against her husband's irre"
nor did public opinion, capricious and
gularities
ineffective at best, supplement the law's deficiencies, except in cases of gross neglect and outrage
of the forms of respectability.* Morally, according
to the opinion of the day, this sort of indulgence
was upon exactly the same plane as any other
satisfaction of appetite.
The question was one
simply of more or less. Self-control,* if not itself
carried to undue lengths, was, it is true, something
to be admired, and by common consent must be
a main element in that careful and worldly-wise
balancing of competing desires to which Greek
thought and practice reduced the art of correct
living (cf. the saying njjSiy Hyav).

but

little

;

The philosophers themselves took no higher ground than this
(see, e.g., Socrates in Xen. Mem. i. iiL 14, and Sympos. iv. 38,
where he lays down the rule with his accustomed crudeness
arid simplicity).
Even Plato practically goes no farther than to
say that a wise man will attach no great value to these particular forms of pleasure {Phcedo, 64 D) and in his Republic: he
;

would so far consult the weakness of the flesh as to allow promiscuous intercourse to both sexes when past the age for
rearing children for the State—always provided that incest be
avoided, and that no child be born of such unions {Rep. 461 B
:

OTOi' hi

Sri, oT/biac,

oi re yv^aixes koX oi avSpe^ tou ytwav ck/Suo-i
u av
irou e\ev9epovi aiiTOus
<TvyyCyve(T6ai

TT|>' i7Aiict'ai', o.(^T\aoit,iv

In the Laws he hopes to be aole to restrict
i9e\<acri, ktK.).
such intercourse to persons legally married, or at least to
enforce a regulation that in other cases it shall be covered with
a decent veil of secrecy (Laws, 841). Aristotle is of the same
mind (Pol. iv. (vii.) 16. 17 = 1335b: to Si Kolwov vyieCas \<ipi.v ^
Tivoi oAXtjs TOiavr>)S alrCai <j>aCve(rdai Sel iroiov/;i€Vovs

ri);' 6/ntX.tai').

matter, then, the Greeks are to be
pronounced not so much immoral as non-moral.
Their practice was due to the simple directness
with which they regarded the facts of life and
human nature. There were few facts of human
nature for which they felt it necessary to apoloIn a very literal sense they were naked
gize.
and not ashamed. Not that they interpreted life
simply in terms of animalism, though there were
among them also plenty of men to Avhom bodily
indulgence was the sole end or the chief end of
life
for the average man, as for the better sort
also, it meant just the sober exercise of natural
faculties and the moderate enjoyment of natural
Taken in the mass, the Greeks were
pleasures.
probably just as far from being sensualists as from
being ascetics. Aristotle's somewhat mechanical
doctrine of virtue as a mean expressed a deeprooted instinct of the race.
1 This is so in Homer
also, where Odysseus hangs his incon-

In this

;

tinent handmaids simply on the ground that their unchastity
has dishonoured his family (Od. xxii. 418 ai tc /a' an^iafoiicrt
:

and 424

f.

:

avaiSeC-rji

;

ovt'

e/ie

riovaai

out'

eireira

ras

iropi/os

KaraTraOa'ai

i-ni^rj<Ta.v,

\

avrriv

Tltfl/eKoTreiav).
-

Cf

.

Arist.

Eccles.

718

f.

:

aTTofaTroo-as, ktA.
E.g., the case of Alcibiades (Andoc. iv. 14 outus v^pio-Trjs
Kal Sov'Aas koI
^v, CTreio-dyoji' ei9 rriv aiiTijv oiKiav iraCpa^,
iXevBepai, ui<n' lifayxacrc tt)1' yvvaxKa au>j>povi(rTa.n]v oStrai'
Tbr
Kara
It is
Tov
iK6ov<Ta-v
v6p.ov).
apxovra
irpbs
anokiTTeiv,
evident from the sequel that his wife had no legal remedj;.
4 Cf. Xen. Mem. I. v. 4
apa ye ov y^pri iravra afSpa r\yr\a6ip.iVOV TT\v iyKpareiav aperrji elvai Kpi^TriSa, ravTriv npu>TOV iv rfj
5
tt)>' (caKi'trrrji'
ypvxH KaracrKevdiTacrBai. ; ktK. and Mem. IV. v.
apa SovKdav ol aKpareis SovXevovaiv, ktA.

jSouAofiai

I

3

—

Semitic.

:

:

:

This purely naturalistic or humanistic attitude
of the Greeks towards life was reinforced not only
by their ingrained selfishness but by certain facts
of political and economic significance.
The net
result was that, from the point of view of morality
and social institutions, and the place held therein
by women, two distinct types of life were found
among them. Without, of course, asserting an
absolute and rigid distinction, we may recognize,
on the one hand, a Dorian or Achaean (^^olian)
type, in which women enjoyed a relatively large
degree of freedom, and, on the other hand, an

Athenian (Ionian) type, in which women were
mostly restricted, if not to the ywaLKuvTris, at any
rate to the house and its precincts, ^ Avith but rare
opportunity of mingling with external life, and
none at all of social significance (cf. the question
put to Critobulus in Xen. (Ec. iii. 12 ian S^ Urtp
i\6.TTova diaXiyet fj r^ yvvaiKl
and his reply el di

—

:

;

iroWois ye).
Typical of the one sort are Sappho and Oorinna, the

/t7j,

five

oil

times the successful rival of Pindar

;

latter

the spirit of the other

mode breathes in the oft-quoted words put by Thucydides in
the mouth of Pericles 2 Hers is the greatest glory, of whom
men speak least whether for good or bad (Thuc. ii. 45 ^icyoXr)
'

:

'

:

7]

So^a, Kal

av in' e\d\i(TTOV aperrjs

—words
fji

ffc'pi

fj

KJ/oyov ev TOis ap(re<Ti

which must surely have sounded strangely,
coming from the lips of the professed lover of the most noted
courtesan of the day
Within each of these types of societj'
irregular sexual intercourse, in different fomis, exercised a most
profound and far-reaching influence. The actual physical facts
of that intercourse were necessarily the same then as to-day,
but their relation to public and private life was to a large extent
peculiar to the Greek people, and has in fact never been reproduced in the world in quite the same colour. The low standard
of intellectual attainment of Athenian women (due to a defective education,* which was itself but one consequence of a
kA«'os J)

!

defective social system), standing as it did in startling contrast
with the multifarious and hyperpoliticized interests of masculine
life, no doubt partly explains and partly excuses the reluctance
and inability of men to find satisfaction in the home circle. We
must, however, be on our guard against attaching too much
importance to this excuse, for after all it is a fact that the
majority of the iralpai. with whom a man associated were,
apart from their superficial accomplishments, just as uneducated
as his own wife or sisters. The sensuous appeal was, then as
now, primary. The main reason for the failure of home life to
hold men was that the social code did not permit a man to
entertain his male friends in his own house, at any rate in the
bosom of his family.

In Athens comparatively few native-born women
had to earn their own living, the system of dowry
and marriage making them, generally speaking,

independent

economically

(see

Marriage

art.

[Greek]), though there were of course instances
in which the ravages of war or other disaster
had driven native Athenian women to rely upon
The case of alien women
their own industry.*
1

Cf.

jSaiVeis,

yvvaiKi

Menand.

in Koch, iii. 546 : tov'; •ngs yafieni)? opovs vTrepavKiav jre'paj yap avAeios Ovpa eAcufle'pa
yvi'ai,
tij;'
to 5' en-tSiuj/cciv eis re TT)v6S6i'Tpe'x«H',
vev6p.i<TT' oi.Kia';|

|

I

|

In the same strain
Athens after Chseroneia, says
Lykurgus, describing the panic
S'
Leocr.
ewi
tuv
40) opai'
JjV
fiiv
0vpuiv yvvaiKat iKevBepa^
(c.
eTt KoiSopovp-dviriv, Kvv6i eo'T* fpyov, "P65r).

m

:

7repi(^d^ovs (care7rr»;x'"''S"
2 Of. jEsch.
Sept. 182 f.

:
fieKei yap avSpi, fiT) v"'^ /SovAeueVw
Ta^oi9ev (vSov S' oiaa (u.t) ^Aa/3r)i/ TiOjj where Eteocles is made
to speak quite in the manner of a 5th cent. Athenian, and even
to repeat the stock gibe at the sex in line 242.
3 Cf. here the curious
symptom of the way in which women
lagged behind the intellectual standard of their men-folk, in
Plato, Crat. 418
ovx TJKicrTa at yui-aixe;, acTrep /noAitTTa ttji'
apxaCav (jyoivTiv a-d^ovcri. See also the intolerable condescension
and priggishness of Ischomachus, the model Greek gentleman

—

|

:

(koAo! re KayaBo's), in Xen. (Kc. vii. 1 f.
4 See the
inscriptions published in BSA viii. [1901-02] 197 f.
Dem. Ivii. 30 f. n-apa toik; vofiovi, o'i KeAevoucrii- ei'oxoi' (tvai, rn
KaK-qyopCa tov ttji' epyatrCav ttji" iv rjj ayopa i) Ttoi' ttoAitoii' t/
TMV noKiTtStov oveiSi^ouTd Ttvf 17^619 6* o^oAoyoOjuer Kal Tatvtas
an important
TrwAeti/, Kal ^fju ovx oi/Tii-a TpoTrov ^ovXafxeSa
passage (the speaker is a lone woman) as showing the suspicion
;

:

—
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resident in Athens was very different.
Coming,
as most of them did, from Asia Minor, traditionof
freedom
ally accustomed to a larger measure
than the native-Vtorn women, they for a time bade
fair to bring about a radical alteration in the
attitude of Athenians towards women and the
question of their i)lace in society. Suddenly this
normal development of liberalism received a rude
check. The purifying Acts of 451 B.C. (Plut. Per.
37; Ar. Ath. Pol. 26. 4), rigidly defining the conditions of Athenian citizenship, had the further
effect of drawing a sharj) line between alien and
native-born, making it impossible for the children
of mixed unions to attain citizenship. This vitally
affected the general relationship of alien women to
citizens, and virtually compelled a
large number of women to rely upon their own
and
mental
endowment as a means of
physical
livelihood.^
From this period, then, dates the
beginning of the enormous expansion and social
importance of the class of iraipai in Athens, and
For the
through At liens in Greece generally.
main profession henceforth open to such alien
women was, in fact, that of companion (iralpa).
From this time on the professional companion

Athenian male

'

'

'

'

played a definitely recognized and accepted role
Greek society, and one thoroughly in accord
with the economic and spiritual factors of the age.
Hence there is nothing surprising in the naive and
striking definitions expressed by Dem. lix. 122
in

:

T(is ixh'

yap iralpa^

-qSovrii

eveK

e\oixev Taj 5e TroAAaicas, r^s
tov naiSo-

KaO' rjixfpav Bfpaireia'; toO (riafiaTOi, ras Se yvvaiKa^
noi.ii<T0ai ynjai'ws Kal tHiv evSov <f>vKaKa jriorrji' ex*"*

—

definitions which ought to preserve us from
illusions as to the real nature of the demands
which the class of irdtpat existed to satisfy.
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(Greek)

Athens, as a centre of maritime trade, was
probably from the earliest times familiar with
of this class.
Drakon (Athen. 569) seems
to have legislated against them, but after his time
the State not only tolerated and protected, but
even to a certain extent exploited, them. The

women

change was traditionally fathered upon Solon,
who is said to have established State houses of
prostitution, and to have built a temple of Aphrodite Pandemos from the profits
:

(TT^crai npia.nev6v Trore

yvvaiKat Kara T&irovi KOivat anaai

ica*

KaTt(TKevaxrfiivai (Athen. 569).

However this may have been, it is the fact that
in post-Solonian Athens tliose who followed this
profession paid a licence fee to the State, which
was farmed out in the usual way to reXw^at (also
^

TTopvoTeXCovai).

of this tax was one of the
duties of the iffTwd/xoi.^ The non-existence of contagious disease for which they were responsible
made the policing of prostitutes in ancient times a

The superintendence

comparatively simple problem.
The vase-paintings of the early 6th cent., and later, indicate
the great importance of the cratpou in the social life of the
time, 3 and furnish a score of names of courtesans then flourisliing (see W. Klein, Die priech. Vasen mit Meintersignaturen'-,
Vienna, 1887, passim, or P. Hartwig, Die griech. Meisterschalen,
Berlin, 1893, passim,).
Sparta naturally stood in great contrast,
because her men had little time and little money to spend on
such things (Plut. de Fort. Rom. 4 uxnrep ot ^napTiaTai ttjv
:

'A^tpo^Crrjv A€'yoi'<rt, Sta^atVouo'at'

toj'

EvpcoTav,

to. jutec

etronTpa

KcaTov ano6e<T6ai, 56pu hi xai acTTrtia
XajSeti' KoapLovixivtjv t<J) Au/coupyu) ; and Keos boasted, or others
did for her, of her poverty in this respect (Athen. 610 : ec rait
Keta)v n6\ea-i,v ovre eratpa; ovre avArfrptfios ISdy etrri). On the
other hand, Corinth was notorious throughout the Greek
world for her eraipai, most of whom were in the service of the
great temple of Aphrodite there (cf. the saying, ov navrh^
avSpos h Kopivffov i<TS' 6 ttAovs see art. Hierodouloi [QraecoRoman]).'*
Kal Tovs xAtSw^as Kal

rbi'

;

By Sappho the word eraipa is used without any opprobrious
significance (cf the similar fate of the English word mistress '),
just as even in the days of Athenaeus (end of 2nd cent, a.d.)
KaXoixri
girls applied it to their female friends (Athen. 571 D
yovi' Kal al eAev^epat yvvoLK^s ert Kat vvv /cat at TrapOevoi raj
As early as the time of
<Tvvri6eL's Kal <|)tAaj ejat'pas cos ri 2o7r<|)u)).
Herodotus, however, it was applied by way of euphemism to a
woman who followed a life of promiscuous intercourse for gain,
for whom the proper word was noptrq (iropvCSiov),
whore
(Herod, ii. 134 f., where he sketches the history 'PoSwrrtos
iraiprfi yuvaiKos, with whose fame Hellas ranjr).^ A long list
of synonyms for the class is to be gathered from Hesych. and
In this sense the word iraCpa had a wide
Pollux, vii. 201.
range, from the concubine (properly n-oAAaio)), who was wife in
all but legal status (like Aspasia), through the t-raipai TroAvireAets
(lieyaXopiia-Ooi) to the lowest prostitute that was koivov awatri, for
which the Greek language, rich in opprobrious epithets, had a
great variety of terms of terrible significance. These were
doubtless appropriated to infinite fine gradations of the pro-

Among the Athenian eraipai two main classes
must be distinguished. Probably by far the greater
number were slaves' bought or otherwise obtained
by owners, male and female, who as iropvo^oa-KoL
(also otK-ri/ia, ^pyacrrripiov, and
kept them in a iropvetov
^
many other terms) ipya^bfievai. airb tov (rJifiaros.
These would be under the general conditions

fession. 3

Aafi^di'cti' Tr]v

'

.

:

'

'

1 Cf. -Esch. i. 119 :
anodavfid^ei yap el fj.r) navref p.4iJLini\<jff otl
KoB* «Ka(7"T0J' eviavTQV rj ^ouAtj TTwAet to iropVLKOv Te'Aoj, ktA.
2 So also
apparently in Corinth; cf. Justin xxi. 5: 'apud
aediles adversus lenones jurgari.' As regards Athens there is
some confusion. Speaking of the Astynomoi, Aristotle says, in
A th. Pol. 50 : icat Tct! T< av\TfTpiSa<; Kal to? i/zoATptas «cai to?
(ciSaptCTTptas OUTOI <TK07rov(Ti.v oirw? jitj irAei'ofo? jj Sveiv Spaxiiaiv

ktA., but he does not mention prostitutes.
According to Suid. S.v. 5idypa^t^a Sitypa<{iov yap, cxrov c&et
haipav iKairrqv, the Agoranomoi (nic) fixed the
this must surely be a mistake
tariff oi the licensed prostitutes
(Aa/a/Sdi'eti' for KaTa/SoAAeti') for the amount of tax to be paid by
them if, indeed, the notice refers to Athens at all. There
was a similar tax in Roman Egypt (B. P. Grenfell and A. S.
Hunt, (r'r. Pap. ii. [Oxford, 1S97] 07 f.).
s Cf. Athen. 576, where Themistocles is said to have driven
through the Athenian Agora with the courtesans Lamia,
o\mu>
Nannion, Satyra, and Skione. See also Athen. 533
tj.L<x9io6ri(Tovrai,

:

;

attaching to such cases. See also the interesting experiment
in domestic production, suggested by Socrates, in Xen. Mem.
ii. 7 f
cf. Horn. II. xii. 433 f.
tva
yyvyi xepi'^iTts aArjflrjs
naLo-lv deiKca p.ia-6ov aprfrai, and Aristoph. Thesm. 445 f (a widow
with five children who earns her living <TTe(i>avTf7rKoKov(ra iv rats
.

:

:

.

.

.

.

fiupptVais).

:

Frag. Com. Gr., Berlin, 1839-57,
(contrasting the kra-Cpa with the yvvr)
r) p.iv v6p.io yap KaTa(f)povoviT' evSov p.evei.,
yap-eTT))
-q &' olSev on
Tots TpoTTots tiinjTe'os avOpMnoi idTiv t) Trpbs aXXov awireov
1)
which p\its the matter crudely, as simplj- one of supply and
demand and market competition.
2
Rhodope (or Rhodopis), a Thracian slave at Naucratis in
1

iii.

Cf. Ainphis, in Meineke,

301

= Athen.
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:

|

|
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Egypt, was ransomed by Charaxus, brother of Sappho, who
'roundly rebuked him in a poem '(Herod, ii. 135). According
to Strabo, p. 808, the name of the eraCpa to whom Charaxus
fell a victim was Doricha, and, according to Athen. 596, it was
Doricha whom Sappho attacked, and not her brother, Doricha
and Rhodopis being two different persons. The poem first
published in Oxyrh. Pap. i. [1898] lOf. (see also J. M. Edmonds,
in Class. Quart, iii. [1909] 249) must allude to this.
Herodotus
(ii.
135) mentions also a courtesan Archidice who became
ifa
'BWdSa.
He
was
interested
in the
doi'(5tnos
evidently
-niv
subject, and in this respect is a forerunner of a large number
of writers who afterwards wrote many books jrept eraipui/, or
Trepi riav
K6r)VT)(Ti.v iTaipiSiov, which were the sources from
which Athenaeus gathered the material of his own 13th book on
'

'

Courtesans.'
s Cf.

—

what Antiphanes says

in his

Hydria,

frag. 1 (Meineke,

iv. 124), speaking of an acrx^ turned
eraCpa : ^Sds rt ypvirovv
ovtio? eratpa?- ot fiiv oAAat rovvoixa.
irpbs aperriv KeKrrifUvTi^,
/SAdiTTOvcTi TOis rpoTTots yap oirtoy ov Ka\.Qv.
\

\

*X$i)vaCiov p.€QvuK0p.4viav ovS' CTatpas Xpu}ucy(t)V, eK<pavui^ Te'flptTnrof
^ev^as tratptfiojv 5ta toO Kepa/xet/coO n\r}6voVTO^ etu^ti^bs riAaaev
a fact vouched for, he says, by Idomeiieus, who, however, did
not make it quite clear whether the iraipai were on the car or
were themselves yoked to it
Although the information about it comes to us through
Greek sources, and the practice prevailed among many who
doubtless counted themselves genuine Greeks, we do not here
treat of what may be called sacred
prostitution, in which
before marriage, or for a season, respectable women must give
themselves up to promiscuous intercourse (e.g., in Cyprus
in Lydia girls earned their dowry by this
[Herod, i. 199]
means, though that was probably not the raisrm d'etre of the
practice [ib. i. 93 Athen. 515]). Cf. W. M. Ramsay, Cities and
Bishoprics of Phrygia, Oxford, 1895, i. 94 f., and J. G. Frazer,
GB -i, pt. iv., Adonis, Attis, Osiris, London, 1914, i. 36 f., 57 f.
5 Hence in
Kal Tds ye Sou'Aas ovxl Sel
Aristoph. Eccl. 721 f.

—

!

•*

'

'

;

;

:

The temple
(COCTfioufieVas
Tijf riav ekevOepoiv vipapTrd^eiv KvTrpiv.
prostitutes were simply a variety of this class, for the most
part certainly all those in Corinth.
in which
6 Akin to these
places were the taverns (KajiTjAeta)
also TTopj-at were to be found. Cf. Sanger, Hiet. of Prostitution,
Minor
Asia
in
Karoura
<f)a(rl
at
In
560.
Strabo, p. 578,
p.
<ruv jT-oAAa» rrA^dei
nopvoPoa-Kov avKia-Oevra iv Tois n-av5ox"'ot?
But
Trturott.
f
crvva^avKT^vai.
creicrp-ox)
o^teVou
yvvai-Kuiv vvKToip yf
perhaps this was an itinerant company.
|

—
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governing the institution of slavery in Athens and
elsewhere (see art. Slavery). This class must
have been largely recruited from the number of
female infants pot-exposed,' i.e. cast out to their
fate by fathers unwilling to rear them.^ Of this
sort, perhaps, were the seven TraiSto-fcat brought up
by the freed woman Nicarete to stock her brothel
(Dem. lix. 18 f.), she being 8eivi} <j>v(Tiv fUKpCiv iraLdLuv
'

raOra iin<TTaijAv7) 6p4\pai
einrpeirrj, Kal
iraideiKTai. ifiireipios, rix^V^ ravTr)v KaTeaKevaanivri
ffWLdeti'

Kal
Kal

TovTwv rhv ^Lov aweiKeyfiivri. She called them
her daughters, apparently a common deception
to enhance the price.
Often such slaves were instructed in accomplishments, and were then hired out as flute-girls,
as we
harpists, dancers, etc., at banquets, where,
see from countless vase-paintings and literary
references, ample opportunity was as a matter of
course given for other services. This species of
more or less educated prostitute trenches upon
the second great class, and, indeed, under the conditions of Greek slave life, it was possible to rise
from the one class to the other. This higher class
consisted partly of freed women, partly of free-born
aliens, more rarely of native-born Athenians,^ who
for various reasons adopted this profession on their
own account. The story told by Sino in Terence
'
ita ut ingeniumst omnium homi(Anclria, 69 ff. :
num ab labore proclive ad lubidinem' [77]) Avas
doubtless as familiar then as now ; and that of
Corinna, daughter of Crobyle, forced by her mother
into a life of shame (Luc. Dial. Mer. 6), perhaps
not less common. These independent courtesans,
again, fell into varieties fi'om the rpiavTos irdpvrj of
Hesychius to the eralpai /jxyaXS/jucrdoi (Athen. 569)
at the head of the profession in the hey-day of
their charms (cf. the story of Demosthenes and
Lais, in Aul. Gell. Noct. Att. i. 8).

—

iirb

—

In spite of her would-be apologists, Aspasia (of Miletus ?) the
concubine (n-oAAaic^) of Pericles, must still be taken as a tj'pe of
this higher grade of cratpa in the 5th century. The most
absurd claims have been made on her aocount, both in ancient
and in modern times (e.g., in the Meneoxnxis, generally ascribed
to Plato, she is a rhetorician, instructress of both Socrates and
Pericles.

Cf.

Xen.

CEc.

14

iii.

:

o-verT^crco

Se

o-oi

eyi>

kcX

e/xoC crot Tavra. jrai'Ta imSeC^ei,
ij eiri(m)(ioi'e'(TTepov
says Socrates, referring to the subject of female education but
surely he is speaking with his accustomed irony). She was
doubtless highly gifted and highly educated, but withal an
adventuress with a very practical turn of mind but that does
not imply our acceptance of the gross stories and epithets
applied to her by the comedians and others (e.f)., Aristoph.
Acharn. 524 f. ; Plut. Per. 24 f.). Far more Uluminatingas to
this whole class of what ma.v be called 'respectable' traipai is
which
the conversation of Socrates with the eraCpa Theodote,
he discourses with her pleasantly and quite as a matter of course
upon the rationale of her profession (Xen. Jl/em. iii. 11. Ifif.).
But not all interviews with eraipat were of so innocent a sort.

'AoTTOfrCav,

—

;

m

It is to the 4th cent. B.C., and later, that the
of ira?pai. belong e.g., Phryne
(story of the orator Hypereides unveiling her bosom

—

most famous names

before the jury, and so securing her acquittal as
TTjv vTTocpTJTLV Kal

'

^aKOpov

A<ppo8lrrjs,

in Athen. 590,

where also are other examples of her insolence and
extravagance) Thais, the evil genius of Alexander
the Great at Persepolis (burning of the palace at
Persepolis at her suggestion [Athen. 576]) Lamia,
who for years held Demetrios Poliorcetes in
thraldom Pythonice and Glycera, who went to
Babylon to Harpalus, Alexander's treasurer, who
;

;

;

1

Cf. Aristoph. Frogs, 1190

:

efe'Seo-av ev ba-Tpajeo),

and Clovds,

TraW 5' erepo ns Xaj3ou<r' aveiKeTo. Opinions differ widely
both as to the probable number of children thus exposed and
as to the proportion of those who were rescued from death as a
speculation. Naturally, no conclusion at all, beyond the bare
fact that such rescue sometimes took place, can be drawn from
the frequency of this motive in the New Comedy.
2 That native-born Athenians did sometimes sink into the
class of eraipat is certain, from Antiphanes, Uydr. frag. 1
(Meineke, iv. 124) I5uiv craipas eU epwr' 6.<j>iK€TO, dcrT^s ep^/iou
as well as from the apologies put
S' imTpovov Kal
avyyeviiv,
forward in Dem. Ivii. 34 f., already (juoted even if v\e were not
told that one famous eraipa, Lamia, a mistress of Demetrios
Poliorcetes, was daughter of Cleanor an Athenian, and presumably therefore herself of free birth (Athen. 577).
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(Indian)

decamped with over a million and a quarter in
gold these and scores of other courtesans were,
for the most part, products of Athens, who in this
;

way

repaid her long-standing debt to Asia

;

for in

age Athens became to Hellenistic potentates
what Miletus and the Ionian towns had been to
the Lydians and the Persians the most popular
source of their supply of "pleasure women'"
(W. S. Ferguson, Hellenistic Athens, Loudon,
'

this

—

1911, p. 70).
'There was perhaps no business more capitalistic in its
organization and international in its scope than the traffic in
courtesans, so that, despite its losses, the Athenian demi-monde
maintained ita lead and its reputation (ib. p. 71). i
'

Into this world of superficial accomplishment,
tawdriness, vulgarity, and heartlessness, in which
men and women frankly preyed upon each other
for what each could otter, Athenseus in his 13th
book gives us more than a glimpse. In a sense it
is true that the iralpa was the one free woman in
Athens ; moreover, it is probable that the general
simplicity of ancient life was itself a check upon
the descensus A vemi which inevitably characterizes
The comparative
this class in modern times.
feebleness, and almost non-existence, of the sense
of degradation in the career of the iralpai must
also have tended to keep them individually upon
the social plane to which their respective intellectual and physical qualifications, that is to say,
their true economic measure, raised them so that
the more terrible issues of prostitution remained
unrevealed to the Greeks. To the Greek iraipa
Lecky's famous phrase is thus only partially
eternal priestess of humanity she
applicable
was, it is true, but hardly blasted for the sins of
the people' {Hist, of European Morals*, London,
;

'

'

;

'

1890,

ii. 283).
LiTBRATURB.
K. Schneidcr, art. 'Hetairai,' in PaulyWissowa, is very complete on the archseological side W. W.
Sanger, The Hist, of Prostitution, new ed., New York, 1913
(uncritical and superficial in dealing with the ancient material) ;
W. A. Becker, Charides, tr. F. Metcalfe, London, 1845, is
still perhaps the most complete collection of material, outside
the 13th book of Athenaeus, our chief source of information.
Nothing very recent seems to have been written on the general
subject, which requires investigation from the point of view of
economics and female industries.
J, WOODHOUSE.

—

;

W.
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(Indian).— i. Early history
was the case in other parts of
the world, the trade of- the prostitvite has been
practised in India from a very early period.
Prostitution is found in
(a) The Vedic period.
the Bigveda, but its extent is disputed. Brotherless girls were frequently compelled to earn their
of prostitutes.—As

—

livelihood in this way, and the putting- away of an
illegitimate child is mentioned (1. cxxiv. 7, IV. v.
Terms like j^um^cali, mahdnagni,
5, II. xxix. 1).
and rama clearly mean harlot,' and there are
unmistakable references to the trade. Expressions
like kumdrl-putra, 'son of a maiden,' and agru,
'
son of an unmarried girl,' point in the same
The Vdjasaneyi Samhita seems to
direction.
recognize prostitution as a profession ; but the
exact meaning of the references collected by R.
Pischel and K. F. Geldner (Vedische Studien,
Stuttgart, 1888-89, I. xxv. 196, 275, 299, 309 ff., ii.
120) is not certain (A. A. Macdonell and A. B.
Keith, A Vedic Index of Names and Subjects,
London, 1912, i. 395 f., ii. 480 tt'.). In the case of
a widow the custom of satl .seems to have been in
abeyance ; in some cases she was burned with her
dead husband (Atharvaveda, XVIII. iii. 1), but in
other cases the levirate prevailed and, as she
married the brother of her late liusband, this
1 But the
predominance of the courtesan in the New Comedy
must not destroy our sense of proportion. It was, in part, a
necessary outcome of the convention which laid the scene
always in the street, into which respectable women could not
venture, except under escort and upon rare occasion. Hence
the plays mirror social, but not domestic, life, and work thread'

bare a few stock motives.

PROSTITUTION
source of prostitution may have been generally
closed (Macdonell and Keith, i. 488).
Manu (Laws, ix. 259)
(b) In the law-books.
directs that harlots are to be punished, and a
Brahman is forbidden to touch food given by harlots, which excluded him from the higher worlds

—

The same prohibition applies to
"209, 219).
food given by an unchaste woman, and libations of
water are not to be oB'ered to women who through
(iv.

lust live with many men (iv. 211, 220, v. 90).
Brahman was for(c) In the Buddhist age.
bidden to witnes.s dancing or hear music, the trade
of the eralpa, (T. W. Rhys Davids, Buddhist India,

—A

London, 1903, p. 185 f.). But numerous references
to prostitutes in the Jatahi siiow tiiat they were
tolerated and to a certain degree held in respect.
The fees paid to some of them were exceedingly
high {The Jatnka, Eng. tr., Cambridge, 1895, ii.
40, 261, iii. 283, iv. 157) ; 700 courtesans are found
in the palace of a king (vi. 145).
Sakka, after
giving money to a harlot, does not visit her, but
rewards her continence by hlliiig her house with
jewels of seven hoards (ii. 259 f. ). One of this class
On the
is said to keep tlie five virtues (ii. 251).
other hand, the roguery and rapacity of prostitutes
are referred to, and it is regarded as a misfortune
for a virtuous man to be reborn in a harlot's womb
Somadeva, who used much Buddhist
(vi. 117).
material, writes

:

O

King, even hetairai are occasionally of noble character and faithful to kings as their own wives, much more than
matrons of high birth ; he also speaks of the famous kra-ipa of
Ujjayini, Devadatta, who had a place worthy of a king {Eathasarit-sdgara, ed. C. H. Tawney, Calcutta, 1880, u 854, ii. 621).
'

Thus,

'

In the Buddhist legends we read of Ambapata,
the famous courtesan of Visala, and the princess
Salawati takes this profession (R. S. Hardy, A

An
1853, p. 244).
inscription of the W. Chalukya dynasty of Badami,
early in the 8th cent. A.D., records gifts made by
a prostitute to a temple {BG i. pt ii. [1896] 372,
Manual of Budhism, London,

394).

At the present day prostitutes are tolerated in
India to an extent which can hardly be paralleled
It is considered
in any other part of the world.
lucky to meet a prostitute at the beginning of a
journey, probably because she can never become a
widow, whose appearance is an evil omen (E.
Thurbton, Castes and THbes of S. India, Madras,

One class of dancing-girls, known
1909, ii. 139).
aa matangi, are held in much respect, and among
those castes in which girls are prostituted this is
done after a regular session of the council (below,
§3)(d)

Under Muhammadan

rule.

— The Muhamraa-

dans kept prostitutes under supervision.
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(Indian)

women enjoyed

great liberty, and were found in great numbers
For a time, at the beginning of his reign, Aurangzeb said nothing, but afterwards he ordered that they must marry
or clear out of the realm. This was the cause that the palaces
and great enclosures where they dwelt went to ruin little by
little ; for some of them married and others went away, or, at
least, concealed themselves.'
in the cilies.

The elaborate organization of the brothels at
Vijayanag.ar in the 15th cent, is described by
Alxlurrazzak, Matla'iis-sa'dain {¥,\\iot, iv. lllf.).
2. Temple-dancers.
The appointment of women
as dancers and courtesans in connexion with the
greater Hindu temples is not peculiar to India (G5',
pt. iv., Adonis, Attis, Osiris, London, 1914, i. 57 If.).
Such women are known in India as devaddsi or
'
devaratidl, slaves of the gods,' or in Travancore
as kudikkar, those who belong to the house.'
'The rise of the caste and its euphemistic name seem both of

—

'

them to date from about the 9th and lUth centuries A.D., during
which much activity prevailed in S. India in the matter of
building temples and elaborating the services held in theraL
The dancing-girls' duties, then as now, were to fan the idol with
Chaniaras, or Tibetan ox-tails, to carry the sacred light called
Kumbarti, and to sing and dance before the god when he wag
carried in procession. Inscriptions (i'lnttA Indian Inscriptions,
ed. E. Hultzsch, Madras, 1890-1903, ii. pt. iii. p. 259) show that
in A.D. 1004 the great temple of the Chola king Rajaraja at Tan" women
jore had attached to it 400 talic'cheri pendugal, or
of the temple," who lived in free quarters in the four streets
round it, and were allowed tax-free land out of its endowment*.
Other temples had similar arrangements. At the beginning of
the last century there were one hundred
danoing-girls attached
to the temple at Conjeevaram i (F. Buchanan, Journey from
Madras, London, 1807, i. 12 f.), and at Madura, Conjeevaram
and Tanjore there are still numbers of them who receive
allowances from the endowments of the big temples at those
places. In former days the profession was countenanced not
only by the Church but by the State. Abdur Razak, a Turkish
Ambassador to the Court of Vijianagar in the 15th cent.,
describes women of this class living in State-controlled institutions, the revenue of which went towards the upkeep of the
police. [A similar account of the State regulation of prostitution at Golkonda is given by J. B. Tavemier, Travels in India,
ed. V. Ball, London [18S9], i. 157 f.] At the present day they
form a regular caste, having its own laws of inheritance, its own
customs and rules of etiquette, and its own paiichayate [caste
councils] to see that all these are followed, and thus hold a
position which is perhaps without a parallel in any other countrj-.
Dancing-girls dedicated to the actual profession are generally
married in a temple to a sword or a god, the tali [gold trinket
worn round the neck as a symbol of marriage] being tied round
their necks by some man of their caste {Census of India, 1001,
'
for full accounts of the
XV., Madras,' Madras, 1902, i. 151 ff.
devaddsis see Thurston, ii. 125 ff. ; J. A. Dubois, Hindu Manners,
and
Ceremonies, Eng. tr.3, Oxford, 190C, pp. 337,
Ctistoms,
584 ff. Census 0/ India, 1901, xxvi., "Travancore,' Trivandrum,
1903, i. 276 f. ; V. Nagam Aiya, Travancore State Manual, do.
1906, ii. 383 ff. ; R. V. Russell, TC Central Provinces, London
for other references see 0B>, pt. iv., Adonis,
[1916], iii. 374 S.
'

;

;

;

Atlis, Osiris,

i.

61

ff.).

In W. India this class of women is known as
bhdvin (Skr. bhdvini, a handsome, wanton woman),
devli (Skr. devala, an attendant on an idol), or
ndikin, mistress,' procuress.' They are said to be
descended from the female servants of the Savantvadi or Malvan chiefs, but some of them are of
'

'

Under Akbar the prostitutes of the reahu8(who had collected
and could scarcely be counted, so large was their
number) had a separate quarter of the town assigned to them,
which was called Shai(anpura, or Devilsville. A Daroghah
[superintendent] and a clerk were also appointed for it, who
registered the names of such as went to prostitutes, or wanted
to take some of them to their houses. People might indulge in

and their ranks have been recruited
from the households of the chiefs women of other
Sudra castes, besides Marathas and Biiandaris,
who may become bhdvins by pouring water from
the god's lamp in a temple over their heads.
When a bhdvin gfirl attains puberty, she undergoes a form of

Buch connexions, provided the toll collectors heard of it. But,
without permission, no one was .lUowed to take dancing-girls
If anj- well-known courtier wanted to have a
to his house.
virgin, they should first apply to His Majesty, and get his permission '(AbulFatjUil, Zin-i-Akbari, tr. H. Blochmann, Calcutta,

marriage \rith the god, the rite being performed both at the
house and in his temple by the officiant (gurav, rdul).
These and other servants of the temple go in procession to the
house of the girl, taking with them a dagger and the mask of
the god. The marriage rites are performed in the usual way,
with the lighting of the sacred fire {hmna), the mask taking
the place of the bridegroom. The rite involves considerable
expenditure, and in some cases, with a view to economy, the
girl worships Gapapati or Gape^, god of enterprises, and goes
to the temple accompanied by a party of her own caste and
temple servants, taking in her hand a coco-nut and a packet of
sugar. She places these things before the image of the god and
bows to him. The gurav and other temple servants then invoke
on her the blessing of the god, and the ceremony ends.
and differs
The bhdvin

'

at the capital,

1873-94,

i.

192).

Khafi Khan (Muntakhabu-l-lubab [H. EUliot, Hist, of India,
London, 1867-77, vii. 283]) states thfkt the minstrels and singers
of reputation in the service of the Court were made ashamed of
their occupation, and were advanced to the dig^nity of inanfabs.
Public proclamations were made prohibiting singing and dancIt is said that one day a number of singers and minstrels
ing.
gathered together with great cries, and having fitted up a bier
with a good deal of display, round which were grouped the
public wallers, they passed under the Emperor's jhdrokha-idarian, or interview window. When he enquired what they
intended by the bier and the show, the minstrels said that
Music was dead and they were carrjing his corpse for burial.
Aurangzeb then directed them to place it deep in the ground,
that no sound or cry might afterwards arise from it.'
According to Manucci (Storia do Mogor, ed. W. Irvine, London, 1907, ii. 9), in the reign of Shahjah.T.n dancers and public
'

'

earlier origin,

—

girl's

practises

prostitution,

from common prostitutes only

in

being dedicated

From her children she chooses two or
to the god.
In the
three to succeed her as temple servants.
social scale she ranks below the kulavant, the
1 See art. KXSchTpuram.
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who is not allowed to
Her duties in the temple
sing and dance in public.
are to sweep and purify the floor by washing it
with cow-dung and water, and to wave a fly-whisk
before the god. The male members of the caste,
known as devil, blow the temple horns and trumpets
to Avake the god from his slumbers.
They are paid
partly in cash and partly by a share of the offerhigher class of courtesan,

ings (Ethnographic Survey,

Bombay, monographs

Bombay, 1907-09 BG x. [1880] 128). In
Marwar a class of dancing-girls and prostitutes is
known by the ironical title of bhagtan or bhagtdni,
60, 92,

;

'wives of a bhagat, or holy man.'
It is necessary for a daughter among them
'

to be nominally

married before she enters on her profession, as it is considered
a sin to allow their maiden girls to offer themselves to their
infamous employment before the ceremony of marriage is performed. No betrothal takes place in such cases, and the girl
is only nominally married to a Sadhu [one of the Hindu ascetic
orders], who is always prepared to give up every connection
with his bride on payment of a rupee and a half. If, however,
no Sadhu is available, the ceremony otphera [circumambulation
round the sacred fire] is performed by procuring the portrait of
Ganesh, a Hindu divinity, invoked at the commencement of
every affair' (Census Report Marwar, 1891, Jodhpore, 1894, ii.
124).

—

Since the
3. Prostitutes under British rule.
abolition of the Contagious Diseases Act there has
been no regular supervision of prostitutes, and, as
it is impossible to draw the line between those
who practise the trade as profession and those
who prostitute themselves in a surreptitious way,
no statistics are available. At the last census they
were included in the class of unproductive labour,
with beggars, vagrants, receivers of stolen goods,
and cattle poisoners (Census of India, 1911, i.,

At the pre•India,' pt. ii. [Calcutta, 1913] 432).
sent day prostitutes in N. India are known as

tawdif(T^\. of Arab, tdifa, 'troop,' band '), ^a^ar,
patur, paturiya (Skr. wa^ra, 'an actor'), kanchan,
'golden,' randl, 'widow,' or kasbl (Arab, kasb,
'acquiring,' 'earning'), while those who practise
the trade secretly are called khanagl, those of
the house,' or harjdi, 'gadabout.' They are often
recruited from widows or women expelled from
caste for immorality or other misconduct.
In the
port towns, like Calcutta and Bombay, they are
sometimes Eurasians or foreign women, mostly
French or Austrians. Native prostitutes often live
in brothels managed by a procuress (ndika, sdqin,
bhangerin) who treats her customers to tobacco
and various compounds of opium or hemp (W.
Hoey, Trade and Manufactures in N. India,
Lucknow, 1880, p. 176). Many of the gypsy-like
nomadic tribes in N. India prostitute their girls.
Thus, the Bediyas of N. India reserve nearly all
their girls for prostitution, and the men keep concubines drawn from other castes ; in some places,
if a man marries a girl of the tribe, he is
expelled,
and if he marries a girl who has been reserved for
he
is
hned
the
council (Crooke,
prostitution,
by
TC, Calcutta, 1896, i. 245). The Kolhatis of Bomare
to
a
extent
bay
large
dependent on the prostitution of their women, a girl on attaining puberty
being allowed to choose between marriage and
prostitution if she chooses the latter occupation,
she appears before the caste assembly, and, with the
consent of its members, becomes a prostitute the
tribe is now kept under supervision, as
they sometimes kidnap high-caste girls to bring them up as
The same is the habit of the Harnis,
prostitutes.
Berads, and Mang GSrudas of the Deccan (M.
Notes
on the Criminal Classes of the BomKennedy,
bay Presidency, Bombay, 1908, pp. 13, 122, 274,
The Dombar, a caste of acrobats in Mysore,
283).
are notorious for dedicating their smart and goodlooking girls as prostitutes. In a troupe one girl
is generally reserved for this trade.
The dedication is made when the ^irl comes of age, when, on
'

'

;

;

an auspicious day, the caste people assemble by invitation.
The girl is bathed and seated on a rice-pounder before the

assembled caste people. Married women or dedicated prostitutes smear her with red powder and turmeric, pour rice over
her, and fill her garment with coco-nuts, rice, and other lucky
substances. On rising, she bows to the elders of the caste and
receives their blessing. She is then taken in procession to the
temple of Anjaneya or Yallamma, a man beating a drum and
the women singing. She is given holy water (tirlha) by the
and she is again seated on a rice-pounder in the midst of
Eriest,
er caste people. Rice is poured over her by basavl prostitutes
and married women, and the ceremony ends with a feast. She
is then made over to her first lover.

Such women are said

to remain faithful to their
protectors when kept as concubines, and it is
asserted that they may be flogged and fined by the

A

castemen if they prove false.
woman who does
not enter into a connexion more or less permanent
with a man is free to consort with other men, provided her lover be not of a caste lower than her
own.
basavl, or dedicated prostitute, if she
wishes to live a chaste life, can be married, and
she then ceases to perform acrobatic feats in public.
Her children born before the marriage are left with
her relatives (monograph 13, Ethnographic Survey,
Mysore, Bangalore, 1908, p. 12 f.). In the same
province the Beda, Golla, Kuruba, Madiga, and
other castes often dedicate their eldest daughter,
in a family where no son has been born, as a basavl
prostitute ; and a girl falling ill is likewise vowed
to be left unmarried, with the usual result (B. L.
Rice, Mysore, rev. ed., Westminster, 1897, i. 256).

A

—

Literature. The authorities have been quoted in the article ;
see also Al-Biruni, India, ed. E. O. Sachau, London, 1910, ii.
142 £f.
Crooke.

w.

PROSTITUTION

(Roman).— The

difiference

between Roman and Greek views on this subject
flows not so much from a deeper appreciation of
the family 1 on the part of the former as from a
deeper conception of personality and of the value
of the individual citizen as such, independent of
sex.
Doubtless there was hence reflected back
upon the family a sentiment that contributed
much to the enhancement of its dignity and authority ; but the primary result was to create an attitude of mind, on the part of men, towards free
Roman women in general, and especially towards
them as wives, entirely different in quality from
that exhibited among the Greeks. This is not to
say that the legal position of the Roman woman
was actually very different from, though it was
certainly superior to, that of her Greek alsters.
Especially as wife and mother (materfamilias), her
position was one of dignity and esteem she was
not servant, but mistress (' ubi tu Gains, ego Gaia,'
ran the old marriage formula). She was denied
neither freedom of movement nor share of social
intercourse, within or without the house.'' Custom
debarred her from direct access to public affairs,
but her position was free from any suggestion of
intentional personal abasement, though it was
true that in the older Roman system she was subject in law in the strictest degree to her husband
or other male tutor (see T. Mommsen, Hist, of
Borne, Eng. tr., new ed., London, 1901, i. 74f.).
The Greek influence, when it was finally brought
to bear upon Roman society, proved one of its
1 Cf. Cic. de
54
nam cum sit hoc natura commune
Off.
;

'

i.

:

animantium, ut habeant lubidinem procreandi, prima societas
in ipso coniugio est, proxima in liberis, deinde una domus, communia omnia id autem est principium urbis et quasi seminarium rei publicae.'
2 Cf Corn.
Contra ea pleraque nostris
Nepos, Prcefat.
moribus sunt decora, quae apud illos turpia putantur. Quern
enim Romanorum pudet uxorem ducere in convivium? aut
cuius materfamilias non primum locum tenet aedium, atque in
celebritate versatur? quod multo fit aliter in Graecia.
Nam
neque in convivium adhibetur, nisi propinquorum
neque
sedet, nisi in interiore parte aedium, quae gynaeconitis appellatur, quo nemo accedit, nisi propinqua cognatione coniunctus."
For freedom of social intercourse see Cic. pro CceI. 20
qui
dicerent uxores suas a cena redeuntes attrectatas esse a Caelio
cf. Plut. Rom. 20
'AAAa fxeVrot ttoAAo. raU yvvai^lv ets rifuriv
;

'

.

:

;

'

:

'

;

:

aneSiaKav
Verr. i. 94.

.

.

.

i^C<XTacr6at,

fxiv

66ou

j3a6tfou<raty,

ktA.

;

Cic.

PROTAGORAS
most powerful solvents, so that the tone of those
gi'ades of society which liml expression in the
literature of the Empire was in complete disaccord
with that of tlie early Kepiihlic. It i^*, in fact, a
striking phenomenon that, while the Greeks, on
the one hand, made no pretensious to any loftiness
of principle in reference to the intercourse of the
sexes, but maintained upon the whole a high
degree of outward decency, the Romans, on the
other hand, whose principles, and for a long time
their practice, were upon a higher plane, exhibited
a declension whicii apparently reached a depth far
below that ever attained by the Greeks, save in
This difference must, in part, be
isolated cases.
explained by the existence in the Roman of some
deep-lying coarseness of instinct, due perhaps to
some early racial (Etrascan?) infusion.
curious
result was that in Greece it was the free lances of
love (the iraipai) who in individual cases attained
to great wealtii and to social and political influence in Rome the class of professional prostitutes
remains throughout in the shadows of the background,^ the adventuresses whose charms make
them a power in politics being drawn exclusively
from the ranks of free-born Roman society ladies
(e.g., the fascinating Clodia, the notorious sister of
Cicero's enemy, 1'. Clodius ; see G. Boissier,
Ciceron et scs amis'', Paris, 1884, p. 174 f.). The

A

;

emancipation of Roman women, the
relaxation of the family tie, and the vogue of the
laxer forms of marriage are symptoms of a moral
disintegration that has no parallel in the history
of society in Greece, and one all the more grave as
it was for the most part independent of economic

economic

pressure.

As a matter of strict principle, then, among the Romans
prostitution wa.s per se shameful (flagitiuiri) for both parties.
That this was the Roman sentiment, at its best, is clear enough
even from the passage in which Cicero, with his usual verbose
Veruni si quis
insincerit>- as an advocate, denies it {pro Ccel. 48
est, qui etiam meretriciis amoribus interdictum iuventuti putet,
est ille quideni valde severus negare non possum sed abhorret
non modo ab huius saeculi licentia, verum etiam a maiorum

—

'

:

—

—

Quando enim hoc non factum
quando reprehensum? quando non permissum? quando
fuit ut quod licet non liceret?').^ Perhaps from the
earliest times there was in use in Rome a system of police
repstration analogous to that found now in most European countries.
consuetudine atque concessis.
est?

denique

Women adopting the career of a prostitute (meretrix, scortum,
prostibulum, arnica) were required to regfister themselves at
the aedile's office, and to take out a licence upon paj'ment of a
tax. The register gave full personal details of the licensee, with
her professional name and price, etc. Once placed upon the
register, the name could never he erased, but remained as a
perpetual memorial of shame. That is to say, the moral turpitude of the act of prostitution itself (qticvsttiin co]yore facere)
was felt to oxerride completely all other aspects, so that
recovery of status was for ever foreclosed. The unwillingness
of the Roman mind to draw upon its own facility of legal fictions
in order to open a way to repentance and recovery for the
prostitute is in startling contrast to the humane and reasonable attitude of the Greeks towards this class. From this same
thoroughgoing attitude of the Romans sprang also the minute
regulations which imposed upon prostitutes a distinctive dress, 3
dyed hair, or yellow wig, and other civil disabilities, designed
to mark them out for public reprobation and to penalize their
profession.
wealth and luxury increased, and tlie spirit-

As

ual strength of the Republic decayed, while Greek,
and especially Oriental, models of profligacy,
springing from a quite different religious and social
conception, poured into Italy in an ever-swelling
flood, these repressive regulations were of no avail
to prevent the recruiting of the ranks of open or
1
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secret prostitutes from even the upper strata of
Amid the general depravity prostitution
society.
ranked merely as one form, and that not the
As emperor, Tiberius
gravest, of immorality.
tried to check it by more stringent enactments,'
but his own libido effrenata et inclomita, real or
suspected, made it impossible for him to exercise
authority over the licence of the age.*

any

Caligula even exploited the registered prostitutes
as a source of revenue.^ The prostitute's tax continued to be levied until the time of Theodosius in
the 4th cent., and was not finally aboli-shed until
a century later, by Anastasius I., when the old
registers of the prostitutes were also consigned to
destruction. Justinian, in tiie 6th cent., removed

some

of the civil disabilities of prostitutes (possibly
only to enable himself to marry the reformed prostitute Theodora ; see E. Gibbon, Decline and Full,
ed. J. B. Bury, London, 1898, iv. 215).
Probably the influence of Theodora is to be seen
in the interesting experiment made by Justinian,
who converted a palace on the Asiatic side of the
Bosporus into a monastery as a rescue home for
500 reclaimed prostitutes of the capital. Here, to
be saved from themselves, they were kept in a
perpetual seclusion, to which many preferred
It
suicide, so that the experiment was a failure.
marks, however, an approach to the modern attitude of charity and sympathy in dealing with the
class, as contrasted with both its theoretical repudiation by the Romans and its frank acceptance
by the Greeks. So far as our scanty knowledge
goes, neither the Greeks nor the Romans had to
face the problem of dealing with prostitution in
the interests of national hygiene.
The Roman
system of registration and public supervision is of
interest in that it represents practically the utmost
that, as yet, appears possible in dealing with this
With the exception that there is no
problem.
tax, and that the door to recovery is not legally
closed, the procedure of most of the Continental
peoples is simply a reversion to the Roman system.
The object of botii is the same, namely, outward
control of the phenomenon ia the interests of
public order and decency; to this, for modem
societies, the protection of public health falls to be
added as a further complication, towards the solution of which the ancient procedure can oft'er no

suggestion.

—

Literature. Save for incidental references, mainly upon the
general subject of social morality under the Republic and the
Empire, nothing dealing with this specific topic is known to the
present writer.
J.

W.

WOODHOUSE.

—

PROTAGORAS. Protagoras was the most
famous of the Greek sophists of the 5th cent. B.C.
(see Sophists).

—

Life and writings.
Protagoras was a native
Abdera in Thrace. Plato, our best authority,
tells us that he was seventy years old when he
died, and that he had spent forty years in the
practice of his profession [Meno, 91 f:), and he
visited Athens not for the first time after the
pioduction (in 420 B.C.) of a play by Pherecrates.
I.

of

With such data

as

we

have, his birth seems to fall
B.C.
The subjects

between the limits 490 and 480
1

Tac.

Ann.

ii.

arum

85: 'gravibus senatus decretis libido femin-

coeicita cautumque, ne quaestum corpore faceret cui
Nam
avus aut pater aut maritus eques Romanus fuisset.

Of course they are frequently alluded to, especially by the
poets, but not in such a way as to reveal any specifically Roman
details, or to make it necessary here to multiply quotations
which do little more than prove the existence and wide prevalence of vice in Roman brothels and other meeting-places.
- When
it suits his purpose, his
language is very different
e.g., pro Mil. 55: 'ille, qui semper secum scorta, semper

Vistilia, praetoria familia genita, licentiam stupri apud aediles
vulgaverat, more inter veteres recepto, qui satis poenarum
adversum impudicas in ipsa professione flagitii credebant'; cf.
Suet. Tib. 36
feminae famosae, ut ad evitandas legum poenas
iure ac dignitate matronal! exsolverentur, lenocinium profiteri

exoletos, semper lupas duceret,' and cf. Cat. ii. 10.
3 Prostitutes
might not wear the matron's stola, but must
wear a toga of sad stuff {toga pulla) cf. Juv. Sat. ii. 69 f
'talem non sumet damiiata togam' Hor. Sat. i. ii. 63
quid
interest in matrona, ancilla peccesne togata ? and cf Cic. Phil.
ii. 44
qui te a meretricio quaestu abduxit et, taniquam stolam
dedisset, in matrimonio stabili et certo conlocavit."

W. E. H. Lecky, Hist, of European Morals^, London,
ii.
303: 'There have certainly been many periods in
the Caesars
history when virtue was more rare than under
but there has probably never been a period when vice was more
extravagant or uncontrolled."
3 Suet. Cal. 40
'ex capturis prostitutarum quantum quaeque
uno concubitu mereret,' etc.

;

.

;

'

:

;

'

:

',

.

:

'

:

coeperant.'
2 Of.

1890,

;

:

PROTESTANTISM
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that he taught included oratory, grammar and the
right use of words (Plato, Phccdr. 267 C; Diog.
Laert. ix. 53), the interpretation of the
poets
(Plato, Protag. 339AflF.), and, generally, those
which
enabled
a
Greek
to
take a
accomplishments
prominent part in the politics of his native city
His popularity was unbounded (ib.
lib. 319 a).
309 C, ThecBt. 161 c) Plato even pits him against
Homer as an authority on the education and
improvement of mankind (Rep. 600 c). At the
same time, like Socrates, Protagoras incurred the
dislike of certain sections of society typified by the
demagogue Anytus {Meno, 91 B-92 C). The ])ublication of a work on the gods is connected with the
traditional story which we find in Cicero (de Nat.
Deor. i. 63) and earlier still in Timon (Sext. Emp.
adv. Math. ix. 55-57), that the Athenians condemned Protagoras and publicly burnt all the
copies of his book which they could collect; and
that he saved himself by flight, but on the voyage
to Sicily was drowned at sea.
This account
receives some slight support from the words
KaraSus in Plato [Theat. 171 D).
dvaKv\^€ie
few fragments, or at least the titles, survive
of some sixteen works attributed
by the ancients
to Protagoras (Diog. Laert. ix. 55
H. Diels, Die
der
Fragmente
Vorsokratiker", Berlin, 1906-10,
dealt
with
p. 536). They
mostly
literature, rhetoric,
or education. The title of the work, which contained the famous maxim that man is the measure
of all things, is quoted by Sext.
Emp. (adv. Math.
vii. 60) as Kara^dWovres {sc.
Xoyoi), but the reader
of Plato is forced to infer from
many allusions that
the work was commonly known as the I'i-uth of
Protagoras (J. Bernays, Gesammelte Abhandlungen, Berlin, 1885, i. 117-121). Considering his
great fame, it would be interesting to recover some
specimens of his style ; Gomperz conjectured that
the apology for medicine, one of the tracts in the
With
Hippocratean corpus, is by Protagoras.
greater certainty peculiarities of his stately method
can be inferred from Platonic imitations (Protaq.
316 Cff., 320C-322D, 333 d ft;, 339 A-D,
perhaps
even 342 A ft'., Themt. 165E-168C) and from the
unmistakable allusions of Aristophanes in the
Clouds (112-114, 658-671, 677-679), though the
sophist is not named in that play.
2. Doctrine.— In the
dialogue of Plato named
after him Protagoras appears as an
exponent and
:

.

.

.

A

;

champion of customary morality
dperri.

The human

—

Plato's 8i]fj.oTiKri
instincts of reverence and right

(alddjs, dlKT]) are the weapons by which helpless man
has been protected against the teeth and claws of
other animals (Protag. 322 c, 329 C). Man's
history
is a record of progress
the criminals of a civilized
would
be
virtuous
if
society
compared with downHence the aim of legisright savages (ib. 327 D).
lators and educators is to
displace harmful
opinions by wholesome and profitable ones (Thecet.
167 A ff.).
Hence, too, the aim of punishment
should be to reclaim the offender and to deter
others from his offence (Protag. 324 Alt'.). Virtue
is inculcated in an
enlightened community by
public opinion, by good laws and institutions,
forces working silently (ib. 324
Of the
Dff.).
vagueness and contradictions of this unwritten
code the sophist has little
conception. Indeed,
when the Platonic Socrates offers him a foundation
in the shape of a hedonistic first
principle (ib.
351 Off.), he declines to accept it, and even
argues
against it. The same vagueness is shown in
the sophist's claim to turn the 'weaker' into the
stronger case (rbv jjttu \6yoi> Kpdrrw iroieiv). The
;

'

'

desire to excel was a passion with Greeks,
especially to win forensic honours ; why should the
pursuit of this branch of excellence impair another
a scrupulous regard for right ?
Absolute
inability to see where the Socratic elenchus will

—

land him is a main feature of comic relief in
Plato's presentation of Protagoras, as of other
early sophists. Among other tendencies of his
time, Protagoras took part in the protest of philosophers against the theological opinions of the
His famous utterance runs thus
poets.
:

'

Of the gods

cannot say whether they exist or not, nor of
are.
For there are many obstacles to inquiry,
especiaUy the obscurity of the problem and the shortness of
I

what nature they
life

'

(Diog. Laert. ix. 51).

Here the nature of the gods is obviously the real
problem, and frank agnosticism, however provocative of odium, was in
keeping with the highest
thinking of an era of 'enlightenment.' The most
original opinion ascribed to Protagoras is of course
that man is the measure of existence and nonexistence.
Ever since its publication this maxim
has been a subject of controversy, as Plato's
Thecetetus
It seems to be an affirmation
proves.
of the subjective element in all
all

experience,

There may have been
thought and language.
need for such emphasis in Greece, but in Rome the
very forms of giving evidence (arbitral-, videtur
mihi) were a perpetual reminder that in the lawcourt, at

any rate, in the investigation of facts, it
was impossible to go behind the individual. Some
that
the
maxim amounts to a recognition of the
say
It should rather be of
relativity of knowledge.
opinion.' There is nothing in it to forbid the conclusion that absolute knowledge is
impossible, but
that opinions are relatively true
and so Plato
seems to have understood' it.
That its author
never intended it to bear any destructive practical
'

;

is admitted
by Plato (Thecet. 165 E168 C).
Nor would it be fair to link it up, as
Plato has done, with Heracliteau doctrine— 'all
things are as they seem to all,' for all things flow
like a stream
or with a subtle theory
privately
imparted to disciples (Thecet. 155 tt.) ancf, though
Sextus fathers this theory on Protagoras
(Pyrrh.
Hypotyp. i. 217), he cites no authoritative work, and
may therefore be presumed to be drawing upon tlato.
Lastly, the brilliant defence put into the mouth
of Protagoras by his critic (Thecet. 166 C
suggests
that the author of the dialogue had become conscious that his handling of the maxim had been
somewhat too free, and that he wished to redress
the balance.
Generally speaking, it is most
improbable that the first framer of such a maxim
could have foreseen, much less intended, all that
acute metaphysicians like Plato and Aristotle have
deduced from it. Even the psychological
implications of the doctrine were but
imperfectly understood a,t a time when no one could explain
why
perceptions of tastes and flavours were variable,
while men agreed in their perception of
weight.
It seems safest, therefore, to make of
Protagoras
neither a positivist nor a pragmatist, whatever
superficial analogies to these later doctrines may
be ingeniously read into his maxim.

consequences

'

—

'

;

ft'.

)

Literature.— E. Zeller, Philosophie der Griechen*, 3 vols.
Leipzig, 1876-1903, Eng. tr., London, 1881-1903 ; T. Gomperz,
Grvechische Denker, 3 vols., Leipzig-, 1896-1909,
Eng. tr., London,
1901-12; J. Bxiraet, Gh-eek Philosophy, pt. i., London, 1914;
G. Grote, Plato, 3 vols., do. 1868; B. Jowett, The Dialogues
of Plato^, 5 vols., Oxford, 1892. From a mass of monographs
may be cited H. Jackson, JPh xiii. [1885] 242 ff. ; F. C. S.
Schiller, Plato or Protagoras f, Oxford, 1908. See also the
literature of art. Sophists.
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PROTECTION.—See Economics.
PROTESTANTISM.— I. Derivation and definition.-— The Lat. protestari, a postAugustan word
found in Quintilian and frequent in law, means
'to profess,' 'bear witness (or declare)
openly,' so
that it is nearly equivalent to
profteri in both
cases the preposition adds the idea of
openness or
It has
publicity to that of witness or declaration.
no inherent negative force as a protest against
;

PROTESTANTISM
in law as a
sometliing, though it is often used
declaration that the speaker's meaning has been

misunderstood.
Of the cognate English words,

we

find

'

protesta-

in Hampole (c 1340), and thenceforth they
imply, like the Latin, an open declaration.
Thus in Shakespeare, iht^h Ado about yothing, v.' i. 149:
'Do me riu'ht, or I will protest your cowardice"; Macbeth,^
Vouths that even now protest their first of maiiliood.'
V. ii. U

tion

'

'

:

The negative meaning common in modern English
came in later. Thus a bill might be protested
(from 1622), i.e. an open declaration made that it
'

'

had been presented and not paid.

There were also
from

protestations' (later protests') in the Lords
1626 and in the Civil War, though they were not
common till after the Restoration.
Johnson,
however (1755), still defines 'protestation' as 'a
or
of
solemn declaration
resolution, fact,
opinion,'
though he notices the negative meaning under the
'

'

noun

'

—

protest.'

Tneological meaning. The word received a
technical meaning in theology from the protest
made by the Lutheran princes and some free cities
before the Diet at Speyer in 1529. An earlier Diet
at Worms in 1521 had put Luther to the bun of the
Empire and ordered the suppression of heresy.
But the heresy spread nevertheless, and, when
another Diet met at Speyer in 1526, it was
supported by strong princes, and a compromise
had to be made on the principle of 'Cujus regio,
2.

ejus religio.' It was decided, and that unanimously, that, till a General Council met, every
prince should be free to make religious changes if
he thought fit. But by a second Diet at Speyer in
1529 the compromise was annulled ; all further
innovations were forbidden to Lutheran princes,
and the Zwinglian doctrine was made unlawful.
Hereupon (19th April) the 'protestation' was
drawn up. In it the princes (of Saxony, Brandenburg, Brunswick-Liineburg, Anhalt, Hesse) and
fourteen cities (some of them Zwinglian) declare
that they will not carry out the new edict or tolerate
the Mass in their dominions, further maintaining
that the unanimous decision of one Diet could not
be reversed by a mere majority in another, and
that, as they had acted according to Scripture and
conscience, they could not in any case admit the
right of a majority to control them. There is no
question here of any particular doctrines only an
assertion of the liberty of particular churches
the
actual doctrines of the princes were set forth next
year in the Confession of Augsburg,
and Calvinists. Thus
Protes3. Lutherans
tants at first meant Lutherans as opposed alike to
Papists and Zwinglians. The word was convenient
from a political standpoint, and came into use in
spite of Luther's own dislike of it, so that it soon
became the current name for Lutherans in Germany
and England. Then came a double development.
On one side the Komanists persisted in stigmatizing the heretics of the Keformation all over Europe
as Lutherans ; on the other the heretics themselves
came to adopt from the Lutherans the common
name of Protestants. The unifying force was the
consciousness of a common cause against Rome
but it worked slowly.
The breach between
Luther and Zwingli in 1529 was never made up.
So four of the fourteen cities presented a separate
Confession (Tetrapolitana) at Augsburg, and
Zwingli sent a third. Calvin some years later
signed the Augsburg Confession of his own accord
but all through the second half of the 16th cent.
Lutherans and Calvinists hated each other almost
as they hated Rome. The Lutherans established

—

;

—

'

'

;

;

'

their principle of Cujus regio, ejus religio' at the
Peace of Augsburg in 1555, and henceforth were
(so to speak) respectable heretics, but the Calvinists

had no protection.

They bore

the brunt of
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battle with Rome, and they gained on the
So the quarrel was
Lutherans in Gernianj'.
bitter, and the misfortunes of the liist period of
War
Years'
the Thirty
(1018-24) were in great part
caused by the vmwillingness of Lutheran princes
to help Calvinists, and it was only under the
of the calamities which followed that they
pressure
learned to sink their dillerences under the common

the

name

of Protestants.

—

In England the Lutherans
had little inlluence after the time of Henry VIII.,
and their consubstantiation is repudiated in Art.
xxviii. ('only after an heavenly and spiritual
manner '). The Reformers looked to Bnllinger and
Calvin, rather than to Melanchthon and Chemnitz.
In doctrine, then, the Church of England leaned
more to Calvin but it had a political tie with
Lutheranism. Among the everciianging phases of
Elizabeth's policy in her early years was the idea
of gaining something from the Peace of Augsburg,
by trying to pass herself off as substantially a
Lutheran ruler ordering the religion of her own
4.

Anglican usage.

;

The strange
people like the German princes.
tricks in her private chajjel indicate this policy
rather than any leaning to Romanism. Moreover,
she appreciated the Erastian obedience of the
Lutherans, and detested the ecclesiastical independence of Calvinism. Thus there was a true
affinity between the Erastian church of Elizabeth
and the Erastian churches of N. Germany, and
English Churchmen of the official sort learned to
call themselves Protestants like the Lutherans,
while the Puritan section clung to Geneva, and
was not forward to ado^it the name. It is not
found in any revision of the Book of Common
Prayer, nor in Jewel's Apology (London, 1567),
and even the Canons of 16U4 only claim that the
Church of England is 'a true and apostolical
church.' But by 1608 we find mention of Papists,
Protestants, Puritans, Brownists,' where the word
is used strictly of the Church in opposition to
In this sense
Puritans as well as Romanists.
it became a watchword of the Caroline divines, and
'

was frankly adopted by Laud

Even

himself.

Chillingworth's Religion of Protestants a Safe Way
to Salvation (Oxford, 1638) has the Church in view,
and forms a transition to a wider meaning only
because the supremacy of Scripture is the doctrine
of all the Churches of the Reformation.
So, too,
when Charles I. declares his attachment to the
Protestant religion, he is disavowing Poriery and

Puritanism together. So also Laud. But what
the Thirty Years' War did for Germany was done
for England by the Puritan policy of the Commonwealth and the Protectorate and by the Romanizing policy of the Stuarts. In difierent waj's both
brought the Nonconformists nearer to the Church
in a common consciousness of antagonism to the
common enemy, so that they began to be known
as Protestant dissenters in contrast with Popish
recusants and some of the extreme sectaries.
Thus Protestantism became a general name for
every sect sprung from the Reformation which
The
could be considered passably orthodox.
Quakers were included, out the claim of Socinians
and Deists was more doubtful.
They are not
among the Protestant dissenters relieved by the
Toleration Act.
find 'Protestant dissenters'
in a bill of 1672, and constant mention of the
Protestant religion or the Protestant interest. At
the Revolution the Prince of Orange declares
(10th Oct. 1688) that he comes over because the
Delamere in
Protestant religion is endangered
Cheshire rises in defence of it ; and the Bill of
Rights limits the Crown to such persons as being
Protestants' shall make the declaration imposed
on members of Parliament in 1678 denying transubstantiation and disavowing the worship of the

We

;

'

PROVERBS
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Virgin Mary or any other saint and the sacrifice of
the Mass as
superstitious and idolatrous.' By
the Act of Settlement the sovereign must be a
Protestant perhaps a Lutheran like George I.
but he must join in communion witli the Church
of England as by law established.' So the law
still remains, except that the declaration of 1678
was abolished for members of Parliament in 1829,
and softened for the King in 1911, though he is
still required to be a Protestant.
The word has undergone
5. The modern view.
no serious change of meaning since the end of the
17th century. But, being now opposed to Romanism
instead of to Puritanism, it was disliked by some
of the High Churchmen a century ago, such as
Alexander Knox and it is now cordially detested
by the Tractarians and their successors, not only
as summing up most of the things that they chiefly
hate, but even more as linking the Church of
England with Churches of Christ which they
count no better than unlawful assemblies. But,
if we look at the general
position at things
instead of words there can be no doubt that the
official doctrine of the Church of England is as
To sum up
definitely Protestant as it can well be.
in the words of Bishop Stubbs of Oxford
'

—

—

'

—

;

—

—

:

While, however, I distinctly claim for our Church her full
Catholic character unembarrassed by any such committal [to
the dogmatic utterances or disciplinary machinery of any of
the communities that have called themselves Protestant], I
would in the strongest way condemn the idea that would
repudiate the name of Protestant as a mere name of negation, as
well as the notion that the maintenance of Protestant negation
is the whole or the most important part of our religious work and
I should unhesitatingly reject the theory that regards
history.
Protestantism by itself, either at home or abroad, as a religious
of spiritual constructive energj'' (Visitation
devoid
system
Charges, London, 1904, p. 342).
Literature. It will be enough to name OED vii. 1504 f. ;
W. Wace, in CMirch and Faith (Essays on the teaching of the
Church of England by various writers), Edinburgh and London,
1899 ; the ordinary histories of the Reformation, and for the
Continent the elaborate art. by F. Kattenbusch, in PRE^
'

—
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PROVERBS.— I. Definition.—While the formal
definition of a proverb is difficult to frame, and
every authority attempts to give his own, there is
a general agreement as to the chief characteristics
Four qualities are necesof proverbial sayings.
sary to constitute a proverb brevity (or, as some
prefer to put it, conciseness), sense, piquancy or
salt (Trench), and popularity.
Aristotle, in writing of proverl3s, embodied three of these properties
'
in defining them as remnants which, on account
of their shortness {<xwToiJ.lav) and correctness
(Se^toTijra), have been saved out of the wrecks and
ruins of ancient philosophy.'^
More modern
a short pithy saying in
definitions, such as
common and recognized use,' ^ or ' much matter
decocted into a few words,'* or 'the wisdom of
many and the Avit of one,'* set forth the same
elements in sliglitly varying phraseology. Mere
brevity, however, will not give an expression the
force of a proverb ; it must in every case present
a serious thought, and expressions dealing with
trivialities can never gain the force and prestige of
proverbial sayings. By piquancy or salt we understand the wit that is embodied in a genuine adage.
In its wit the proverb expresses a pungent criticism
of life which frequently has a flavour of cynicism
about it. On this quality depends the power of a
proverb to do more than amuse the hearer. Its
wit, like the barb of an arrow, makes the maxim
:

'

1

According to

following reasons

:

Aristotle, proverbs are important for the
on TroAacS? eicri ^lAoo'Oi^iat iv rats /nryiVrats

anoKoiievr)^ eyKaTokeiniuiTa irtpKTioOtvra. fiio
Kal 6efion)Ta (ascribed to Aristotle by Synesius,
Encomium Calvitii, ed. ' Tumeh,' p. 59).

avOpunriov

<j>9opai';

<jvvTop.ia.v

2

OED,

3

Thomas

s.v.

Fuller, Gfnomologia, Adagies,
1732, pp. 1728-31.

London,
4 Lord John Russell
(1792-1878)

There are many sayings in
stick in the memory.
all literatures Avhich are not recognized as proverbs
because they lack the element of popularity. To
attain the rank of a proverb, a saying must either
spring from the masses or be accejited by a people
In a profound sense it must be the vox
as true.
populi. Eiselein, a German collector of proverbs,
has emphasized this element in his definition : '

A

a sentence coined with the public stamp,
current, and of acknowledged value among the
To put it more briefly, a proverb is a
Eeople.'^
ousehold word of the people. James Howell, an
English parcemiographer, incorporated in his collection 500 proverbial sayings which he himself
invented, but, as they were not coined with the
public stamp, they have never been used or quoted.^
true proverb, then, is a spontaneous growth out
of the soil of national character ; it is in a sense
autochthonous, and among the people who gave it
birth it possesses a finality from which there is no
This popular element is implied in the
appeal.
etymology of both the Latin and Greek terms. In
the former language the term was proverbium,
The
signifying 'a word uttered in public'
synonym adagium, which is usually traced to the
aptum, and from which we get
phrase ad agendum
our English ' adage,' besides suggesting this popular
origin, also suggests a moral tone and brings out
the practical nature of the proverb. The Greek
correlative is similar in import, vapoifila, signifying
a trite roadside expression.
The stamp of public approval gives proverbs a
profound influence even when they convey a false
genuine proverb may not embody a
morality.
true ethical principle, yet it is an index to what
the people regard as true, and presents their ideals
of life and conduct.
Certain groups of proverbs
have a peculiar authority for a special, and in a
sense an artificial, reason. All the sayings of the
canonical book of Proverbs among Jews and Christians, those of the Vedic writings among the Hindus,
and those that are embedded in the Qur'an among
Muslims have wielded a tremendous authority, on
account of the inspiration claimed for these books.
Many of the sayings of Jesus are in the form
of proverbs, and He frequently used proverbs to

proverb

is

A

A

He took some
teaching impressive.
from Jewish literature and others from the current
make His

speech of the people ; still others He coined HimThe authority of these and their influence
self.
on ethics and religion are due to the unique position of authority in which the Founder of Christianity is acknowledged to stand. In the sphere of
religion the proverbial sayings of Jesus have exercised the widest and most pervasive influence of
of proverbs.
In discussing the origin of proverbs
Origin.
it is necessary to make a sharp distinction oetween
the popular proverbial saying and the literary proverb, or gnome. The latter is the product of reflexion, and its final form is likely to be the result of
considerable literary polishing, while the former
is naive and was originally uttered spontaneously
and in connexion with some occasion or event that

any group
2.

—

It is in keeping with its
stirred the imagination.
popular origin that the author of a genuine pro-

it is a spontaneous utterance
is unknown
which has been called forth by an unusual and

verb

;

incident

stirring

or

experience.

It

originated

with the people and has gained circulation and
authority through universal acceptance of its
1 J. Eiselein, SprichwHrter des deutschen Volkes, Freiburg,
'
Das Sprichwort ist ein mit offentlichem Geprage
1840, p. X
ausgemiinzter Satz, der seinen Curs und anerkannten Werth
hat.'
In this connexion the famous definition
Volke
dem
vmter
Celebre
of Erasmus (Adagioi'um Chiliades tres) may be given
Bcita
dictum,
quaplam novitate insigne.' The second part of
this definition is not generally accepted by recent investigators.
2 Proverbs and Old
Sayed Saws and Adages, London, 1659.
:

'

:

and Proverbs, 2

vols.,

PROVERBS
The sages of Israel may have started with
the popular proverb as the basis of their work, but
their hnished product shows evidence of careful
The literary flavour of
literary workmanship.
the gnome is unmistakable, and its lineage can
very frequently be traced. If tliis distinction is
maintained, the polished gems of the canonical
book of Proverbs are gnomes. They are fruits of

truth.

long reflexion.
The genuine popular proverb takes us back to
the infancy of races and civilizations in their
origins they belong to the age which gave birth to
the folk-song and the ballad. The OT reveals the
manner of the genesis of the folk-proverb. An
impressive event called it forth. The incouCTuity
of the situation when Saul fell under the innuence
of the prophetic ecstasy produced such a profound
impression on the popular mind that it led to the
utterance of the proverb, Is Saul also among the
prophets?' (1 S lO""'). We also know an ancient
;

'

Egyptian proverb M-hich owes its origin to some
historical event.
Alluding to Merenptah's fame
in Libya, it runs
The youth say to youth, con" It has not been done to us
cerning his victories,
before since the time of Re.'"^ Freytag thinks
that many of the oldest Arabic proverbs arose in
connexion with some notable event in the history
of a tribe or some striking personal experience.^
The historical occasion that gave birth to famous
popular proverbs is more easily traced in the Greek
'

:

With

'

Don't
the words,
the Greeks
were accustomed to caution each other to give
questions fraught with uncertain issues a wide
berth.
The allusion is historical and refers to the
draining of the lake north of Camarina contrary to
the advice of the oracle, thus weakening the
The famous Latin adage,
defences of the city.
Romanus sedendo vincit,' sprang from the effecHannibal's opponent, Fabius
tive
of
tactics
Maximus. The popular proverb, 'When you go

and Latin

literatures.
'

move Camarina

(/jltj

kIvci

Kafidptvav),

'

to Rome, do as Rome does,' is an interesting
instance of how an aphorism may grow out of an
incident which was subsequently forgotten. Few
who use it know that it had its origin in connexion
with Monica, the mother of St. Augustine. As
the Sabbath was a feast day in Milan according to
prevailing Roman usage, but a fast at her native
place of Tagaste, Monica was perplexed as to
her course and her conscience troubled her. St.
Ambrose settled the case of conscience by uttering
this oft-quoted adage.
Another group of proverbs were derived from
riddles iq.v.), and it may well be that many of the
maxims of the
canonical collection originated
in this way.
The adage of Pr 22^
good name
is rather to be chosen than great riches, and loving
favour than silver and gold,' is probably the finished
form of an answer to a riddle.
The riddle was

OT

'

A

What is worth
probably propounded as follows
the answer would be, A good
name.'* Again, a proverb may be the condensation of a fable or parable into a single phrase.
Thus arose the popular Greek adage, To play the
fox to another fox (dXwTre/cifeti' irpbs ir^pav dXuiireKa).
A popular maxim even in modern times, Every
cock on his own dunghill,' can be traced back to
Seneca, who thus summed up the quintessence of
one of ^Esop's fables ('Gallus in suo sterquilinio
plurimum ').* This process accounts for the genesis
of English aphorisms like
sour grapes and dog
in the manger.'
'

:

more than gold ?

'

'

'

'

1

J.

iii.

2,

Famous proverbs whicii owe their popularity to
their well-balanced symmetrical
phraseology have
long individual histories behind them. This literary development frequently cannot be traced in
the languages of antiquity. I>ut the process by
which a popular saying was cut and polished into
a gem by a succession of artists may be seen in the
case of Sterne's famous adage,
God tempers the
wind to the shorn lamb.' Sterne found it in the
of
Herbert
(1640) in the form,
writings
George
To a close-sliorn sheep God gives wind by
measure ; Herbert in turn borrowed it from the
French, and it has been traced back to the
Latin.
'

'

'

'

'

H. Breasted, Ancient Records of Egypt, Chicago, 1905-07,

Arabum

Proverbia, Bonn, 1843

;

cf. esp.

pp. 221-323.

3 Cf. H. Oort and I.
Hooj'kaas, The Bible for
Boston, 1S7S-79, ii. 80.
*
Apocol.

Learners,

— While

the folk-proverb, when it
not circulate in poetic dress, yet
well-established proverbs and gnomes are almost
invariably expressed either in rhythmical language
or in poetry proper.
The Hebrew proverbs of the
OT canon, as well as those of Sirach,' possess all
the characteristic features of Hebrew poetry, the
most notable of which is parallelism. Sumerian
proverbs, among the most ancient that have come
down to us, display the same characteristic.
Arabic proverbs are couched in the various rhymes
of Arabic poetry.
Gnomic poetry forms a large
section of the ethical side of Sanskrit literature.
The Chinese proverbs are in the form of couplets.
With this people it has been a favourite practice
in the schools for the teacher to give one line and
the scholar to furnish the second.* The majority
of Greek proverbs are metrical in form.
The
Greek gnomic poets, like Theognis and Solon, did
for Greek literature what unknown poets did for
the Hebrew gave many of the popular proverbial
sayings a literary setting and thereby invested
them with a permanent influence.
The usual
metres of Greek proverbs are the anapaestic, iambic,
In modern literatures
trochaic, and dactylic*
proverbs usually assume poetical form, for rhyme
and alliteration lend charm not only to English
proverbs but also to those of all modern nations.
A few samples must suffice A king's face should
Who goes
Slow help is no help
give grace
'Qui prend, se
a-borrowing goes a-sorrowing
rend
Chi v^ piano vk sano, e vi lontano ;
Wie die Arbeit,
Gutes Wort find't gute Statt
so der Lohn.'
popular Italian proverb combines
the three qualities of brevity, rhyme, and allitera-

Form.

3.

may

originates,

—

'

:

'

'

'

;

'

;

'

;

'

'

'

;

'

'

A

'

;

tion: 'Traduttori, traditori,' 'Translators, traitors.'
Proverbs abound in certain figures of speech which
add to their impressiveness. The two most characteristic of these figures are hyperbole and
paradox. The forcibleness of the proverb is largely
due to the employment of these figures of speech,

which the Oriental especially afiects.
As an
example of hyperbole let us cite an Arabic proverb
Fling him into the Nile and he will come up with
a fish in his mouth,' or the German Wer's Gliick
hat, dem kalbert ein Ochs' ('The lucky man's ox
:

'

'

'

;

'

§ 611.
2 Q. \V. F.
Fre.vtag,
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calves');

answer

is

as a paradoxical
also an answer.'

proverb,

note

'No

— Proverbs are of universal occur4. Occurrence.

rence ; there is no speech or language in which they
are not found. Going back to the remotest antiquity, we discover them embedded in the literary

remains of Babylonia and Egypt.
The oldest
are found in a Sumerian text. Rawlinson, ii. 16, is
the copy of a tablet inscribed with examples for
instruction in Sumerian grammar, and a number
of these examples consist of ancient Sumerian proIn all, this tablet has preserved eighteen
verbs.
proverbs and riddles, some of which are very
1 In
addition to commentaries on the Apocr\-pha, consult art.
'Sirach,'inifZ»B.
2 A. H.
Smith, Proverbs and Common Sayings from the
Chinese, Shanghai, 1902.
3 An excellent art. on classical proverbs is to be lound in
Quarterly Review, cxxv. [1868] 217 ff.
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similar in structure to those of the OT.^ Among
the Egyptians the viziers Kegumne, Imhotep, and
Ptahotep, of the Vlth dynasty, put their wisdom
As these officials belong
into the form of proverbs.
to the Old Kingdom, i.e. prior to 2500 B.C., some
conception may be gained of the antiquity of proverbial literature among the Egyptians. Long
before the days of Confucius the Chinese had
embodied their wisdom in gnomes, and they were
a favourite vehicle for morfu instruction with that

The proverb had reached a position of commanding influence among the Greeks prior to the
sage.

great gnomic poets, Solon, Phocylides, and TheThe great lyric poets who preceded them,
ognis.
and the seven so-called wise men who followed,
put into literary form the popular wisdom of preceding generations. An adequate testimony to this
fact is the famous anthology, Sa-rngadhara-Paddhati, of the 14th cent., containing 6000 verses
culled from 264 different writers.^
Bohtlingk
collected 7613 verses of Sanskrit gnomic poetry
and published them under the title Indische
Aphoristic ethical
Spriiche (Leipzig, 1870-74).
poetry was zealously cultivated among the Hindus.
Turning to one of the standard collections of proverbs, such as La Sapienza del Hondo by G. Strafforello,

a monumental Italian dictionary of pro-

we

find catalogued in it proverbial sayings
from every nook and corner of the world. No
race, whether high or low in the scale of civilizg,Nations renowned
tion, has been without them.
for the cultivation of literature have treasured
their proverbial inheritance and have polished
Nontheir adages until they have become gems.
literary people, the savages of primitive culture,

verbs,

have had their proverbs, which have been learned
only through direct intercourse with the people.
The missionary and the adequately equipped
notable
traveller have collected these for us.
anthology of this kind is R. F. Burton's Wit and
Wisdom from W. Africa (London, 1865). C. M.
Doughty, in the classic Travels in Arabia Deserta
(Cambridge, 1888), records a few that he heard in
conversation with the Bedawin. While proverbs
are universal in their occurrence and are found to
take local form and colour even in the dialects of
modern languages, yet they are especially beloved
by Oriental peoples, and it is among them that
they were seriously cultivated. In the modern
world of Europe and America the folk-proverb still
wields a potent influence among the masses,
while the gnomic saying which has behind it the
authority of great literary genius is often quoted
by the cultivated.
Proverbs and gnomic
5- Value and significance.
literature are worthy of serious study for two
principal reasons (1) they have had a subtle and
(2) they
pervasive influence on popular opinion
are trustworthy witnesses to the social, political,
ethical, and religious ideals of the peoples among
whom they originated and circulated. Gerber says

A

—

:

;

:

The significance of the proverb in its influence on the formaand preservation of the modes of thought is to be rated
very high. Its influence on the civilization of nations is exceedingly far-reaching. With silent guidance it moulds public
opinion as powerfully and as manifoldly as the estimate of the
'

tion

relations of private

life,

indeed even the reflections of the

'

highly cultured {Die Sprache als Kunst,

ii.

405).

The

greatest literary geniuses have set the seal
of their approval upon popular proverbs and made
them household words by quoting them or placing
them in the mouths of their characters. Among
the Greeks many of the earliest proverbs were
their poets were fond of
responses of oracles
;

quoting and coining maxims and proverbial sayAll the great writers of Hellas aftect them.
ings.
1

M. Jager,

'

Assyrische Rathsel

[1891] 274 n.
2 This Sanskrit

und

Spriichworter,'

BASS

ii.

They are found in the verses of Hesiod and Homer,
among the lines of the lyrist Pindar, the gnomic

poets Solon and Theognis, the great tragedians
and comic poets. ^ The moral of many of the stories
of the Homeric poems was summed up in a single
line which gained currency as a proverb.
The
great Latin poets loved the proverb, and many
proverbs that are common in the modern world go
back to Horace, Juvenal, or Terence; e.g., the

Frenchman characterizes the favourite of fortune
as 'le fils de la poule blanche,' a phrase which can
be traced to Juvenal's 'gallinae filius albse.'^
Shakespeare has given popularity and authority to

many a

striking sentence which has become a proverb in cultivated circles. Two may be mentioned :
'
Something is rotten in the state of Denmark,'
and All's well that ends well.' Dante's Lasciate
ogni speranza,' Molifere's Vous I'avez voulu, George
Dandin,' and Schiller's Die schonen Tage in Aranjuez sind nun zu Ende are examples of proverbial
sayings which have become household words through
the popularity of national poets.
The great philosophers of antiquity did not
disdain proverbs. The pages of Aristotle and Plato
are liberally sprinkled with terse, pithy sayings,
and Cicero's writings teem with proverbs. More
'

'

this, proverbs and gnomic literature were
of the seed-plots of Greek philosophy.
The
political and moral philosophy of the Hellenic race
had its origins in the isolated maxims and gnomes
of the seven sages of Greece and the gnomic poetry
of Theognis and his contemporary, Phocylides (6th

than

two

century

is

analyzed in

ZDMG xxvii. [1873].

B.C.).*

While Greek philosophy oiitgrew these humble
beginnings and developed into an elaborate metaphysical system, the spirit that produced the
proverbs of Solomon and Sirach reached its full
development within the pale of later Judaism.

The number of proverbs was legion, and they were
used by the learned rabbis, were current in social
intercourse, and were the favourite means of imparting ethical instruction to the youth. The two
Talmuds, Jerusalem and Babylonian, the Mishnah,
and the Midrashim, as well as the Targums, are
rich in proverbs and proverbial sayings.
They
occur both in Aramaic and in Hebrew, touch upon
almost every conceivable subject, and extend over
a period of more than 800 years of Jewish history,
from Simon the Righteous (high priest, 310-291 B.C.)
down to Rabbi Asher. The best known and most
popular collection of Jewish proverbs is found in
the Mishnic tract entitled Pirqe Abhoth ('Sayings
of the Fathers').* Another famous collection is
the AbhSth de B. Nathan. The former, usually
bound with a Jewish prayer-book, contains the
sayings and proverbs of 63 rabbis and teachers
arranged chronologically and covering a period of
500 years, from 300 B.C. downwards. Its importance may be judged from the rule requiring a reading of one of its sections each Sabbath. The
Abhdth de R. Nathan, a Tdsefta or Haggada of the
Mishnic tract Abhdth, consisting of 41 chapters
which contain proverbs and their explanations,
reached its final form in the 8th century A.D.
The Jews of this period delighted in gnomes.
A quotation from the Midrash Rabbdh to Canticles
will give an idea of the esteem in which they were
held:
Let not a proverb be despised in thine eyes, for by means of
a proverb one is able to understand the words of the Torah
(Midr. Cant. lb).
It was all the more highly esteemed if it could be
'

supported by a proof text from the OT.

In this

Menander's collection entitled Sententiae MonosticluB was
famous in antiquity.
1

2
3
1

work

'

'

'

xiii.

141.

E. Zeller, Philosophie der Griechen, Leipzig, 1892, i. 105 fl.
Sayings of the Jeivish Fathers''^, ed. C. Taylor, Cambridge,

1897.
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it was introduced by one of two formulae
(1)
There is for it a proof text («<-ji?? •>^:), or (2) Lo it
So
is a verse of the Scripture (wn K-jp
popular
'unj.
was it, and so highly esteemed, that it was used to
elucidate problems in almost every sphere and
circumstance of life. Proverbs were considered
efficacious in removing doubts and difficulties
they were quoted to elucidate names and obscure
amid sorrow they shed
passages of Scripture
comfort, and in social gatherings they increased
the good cheer. With a mdshCil it was customary
to speed the parting guest, and with one a literary
man found an appropriate close for his book.
In this period of Jewish history a careful distinction was drawn between the proverb of the
scholar and the folk-proverb, and a distinctive
formula was used to introduce each kind. To the
former was prefixed one of the following formulae

case

investigation leads to the conclusion that
Orientals and peoples of primitive culture
a gnomic literature forms the foundations of moral
and political philosophy. In races of advanced
civilization and culture it plays no part in the
teaching of formal schools, but continues to exercise a potent influence on popular ideals of conduct
and conception of character. Proverbs continue
to be employed by poets and religious teachers to
impress upon the minds of the masses fundamental

:

'

•

'

i":-

!

'

;

;

The
principles of morality and noble living.
authority of proverbs is acknowledged by the
people generally because they constitute the hoard
of a nation's wisdom, the sUent unconscious accumulation that grows up in a long lapse of time.
Literature. — R. C. Trench, Proverbs and their Lessons,

London and New York, 1905 (the best general work in English,
with a valuable bibliography including a list of proverbial
collections in various languages) G. Gerber, Die Sprache als
Kunst, Berlin, ls85 (the author discusses the proverb as a
literary form, ii. 397-442) ; Erasmus, A dagiorum Chiliades Ires,

:

;

•a proverb in the mouth of the rabbis,' 'the rabbis
they teach,' or some say ; to the latter
•according to the words of the people,' 'so speak
the people,' 'the Judseans say,' 'the Galilseans
If the proverb happened to occur in Scripsay.'
ture, there was a special introductory formula
'the proverb runs' (ncin Sa'ian). To the folkproverb belong the maxims of the trades and gilds,
for each such organization or profession had its
own special proverbs ; to the former belong the
gnomes of the collections mentioned in the preceding paragraph. To gain an adequate idea of the
scope of the topics embraced in Jewish proverbs
and to form an estimate of their influence, one
must turn to J. R. FUrstenthal, Rabbinische
Anthologie (Breslau, 1835), L. Dukes, Rabbiniscfie
Blumenlese (Leipzig, 1844), or J. Fiirst, Perlenschnure Aramiiischer Gnomen und Lieder (do. 1836).
It is worthy of note that, among the Chinese,
proverbs and proverbial sayings enjoy a similar
position of high esteem and a far-reaching influence.
The classics of the Chinese abound in them, and
have
ignorant peasants are said to coin them.
noted above that the schoolboy is furnished with
one line and, as an exercise, is required to comEvery class of society takes
plete the couplet.
delight in the proverb, from the emperor on his
throne to the beggar in his hovel. There is no
conceivable situation in life for which the proverbial
wisdom of the Chinese cannot furnish some apposite
'

'

*

teacii,'

:

Venice, 1508 (a great treasure-house of classical proverbs from
all subsequent writers and collectors have borrowed)
G.
Strafforello, La Sapiema del Hondo, 3 vols., Turin, 1S83 (an
elaborate collection of proverbs from every quarter of the globe
ti'anslated into Italian)
H. Bois, La Puisie gnomique chez les
Hihreux et chez les Grecs, Toulouse, 1886. Other important
works have been mentioned in the article and notes.

which

PROVIDENCE.— I. Use
The English word

no corresponding word in Hebrew, though the
thought is present throughout the OT. In Greek
irpbvoia is used freely in classical literature for
forethought, human and divine. It is employed
absolutely in Xenophon and Plutarch for the
watchful care of the gods, and it forms one of the
names under which Athene Avas worshipped at
is

Delphi. It occurs twice in Wis (14^
Thy provithe vessel amidst the
dence, O Father, guideth
waves, and 17" lawless men are said to be exiled
from the eternal providence '). In the
irp6voia. is
found twice only (Ac 24^, Ro 13'^), in both cases to
describe liuman prevision. But the doctrine of the
Divine ordering of the affairs of the world pervades
all the
In a very wide sense some
writings.
such idea would seem to be indispensable to
as in Buddhism anci some forms
religion, although
of pantheism the word
providence cannot be
legitimately used as of a relation between God
and the world.' In popular parlance it has too
often included superstitions and unworthy ideas of
deity, which responsible teachers would not countenance.
In the more restricted area of Christian theology
Divine Providence is theoretically distinguished,
on the one hand, from God's preservation of all
His creatures, including man ; and, on the other,
from His moral government. The latter is said to
concern the character and education of men as
moral creatures, their welfare and destiny, while
Providence is concerned with the aflairs and events
of life and the way in which a Divine purpose is
'

:

'

'

:

NT

NT

citation.

the nations of the Occident gnomic
poetry does not flourish, and proverbs are not used
in the formal instruction of the philosophical
schools, yet the popular proverb has been of importance in the formation of the standards of
public morality. Proverbs like the following are
valuable ethical precepts which have kept high
ideals before the masses: *
lie has no legs' (the
A lie has short legs the Swiss
Spaniard says
It takes a good many shovelfuls of earth to bury
*
the truth
a Spanish parallel runs
Tell the
truth and shame the devil '). On the other hand,
there are proverbial sayings accepted by the masses
as current coin of the moral realm which have
been very pernicious in their influence. Trench
strikingly terms them 'scoundrel maxims' {Proverbs and their Lessons, p. 102).
They are
frequently quoted to justify sin and immorality.
Outstanding examples are
Every man has his
price' (Dutch: 'Self's the man'); the German
'
Einmal keinmal,' which has had a very vicious
influence in defence of sin
similar to it is the
Italian
A sin concealed is half forgiven.'
Some proverbs are distinctly Christian and reach
the heights of evangelical morality
Love rules
his kingdom without a sword' (Italian); 'The
to
heaven
is
way
by Weeping Cross (English)
God never wounds with both hands (Spanish) ;

Among

—

'

:

'

:

'

:

;

'

:

'

:

'

;

'

'

Every

'

(English).

'

'

accomplished in and through them. The two are,
however, almost inseparable even in thought.
The Christian doctrine is one of faith, resting upon
the attributes and character of God generally, but
Providence
especially as made known in Christ.
implies a God of unbounded wisdom, power, and
goodness, who unceasingly directs human affairs,
great and small, for the accomplishment of the
on
highest spiritual ends. Divine action depends
and this perfectly expresses
a Divine purpose
Christian
the Divine nature and perfections.
faith holds that God rules and overrules all that
;

'

cross hath its inscription

'

'

'

;

—

'

A

;

James A. Kelso.
of the word.—

'

providence,' meaning by derivation foresight, is in practice applied to thoughtful
for
future
needs. As used in religion.
preparation
Providence is understood in a theistic sense to
denote the care of God for His creatures. His
general supervision over them, and the ordering of
the whole course of things for their good. There

We

'

;

;

:

:
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takes place in the universe, so as ultimately to

It is always
realize His own eternal purposes.
to be understood, however, that such language
As
in creation
of
symbolism.
implies a measure

God

'

is not a Divine
artificer,' though the phraseology employed may seem sometimes to 'imply this,
so in Providence He does not need to plan and
scheme as men do He views all things sub specie
cEternitatis.
But, allowing for the imperfection of
human speech, the truth as to the relation between
God and the world is best conveyed by some such
'

;

—

phraseology.
II.

Historical.

i.

Introductory.

— Beliefs

implying some kind of living relation between
divine and human beings are found in all religions
in proportion as these die down, the character of
the system changes from a religion to a philosophy.

;

Even

fetishism, or in Caliban's description of
of purpose is discernible, some
measure of protection is granted to worshippers
who take the steps necessary to propitiate the
in

Setebos,

some kind

In polytheism, with its 'gods
ruling powers.
many and lords many,' such a word as Baalim
for unknown forces in nature or
may stand
'

'

simply

for particular deities who quite arbitrarily reward
their favourite devotees. But, as in Greek mythology, an order may be discernible in the pantheon.
Such a measure of superiority may be assigned to
Zeus that his decrees may run, and his rewards
and punishments be distributed, as those of a kind

Above him may stand,
of secondary Providence.
or hover, a dim figure Motpa, 0^/iis, or'Ac<i7/c77 so
that it is often difficult to say whether the rudimentary control of all things, as thus outlined, is
blind or intelligent. The Buddhist idea of karma
the inexorable linking of all acts with their

—

—

—

—

consequences excludes Providence. Karma does
not indeed, as has been said, necessarily lie outside
moral order may be
the pale of religion proper.
bound up with it a saviour of a sort may appear,
in
other ways than by nirvana,
and there may be,
an end beyond the end. But in none of these cases
can the word Providence be applied in its usual
acceptation, since this implies intelligent purpose
and an end presumably good and beneficent,
together with active and constant operation for the
attainment of clearly conceived designs.
2. In the OT.— The OT conception of life is
dominated by the thought of Divine Providence in
some sense, but progress is discernible in the ideas
entertained of God's purposes and methods and of
man's relation to them. In the early stages of
Israel's history these were necessarily crude and

A

;

'

'

Tribal and national ideas of deity prepartial.
vailed, and only after the Exile was the God
of Israel identified with the God of the whole
Without attempting in this sketch accurearth.
ately to distinguish the stages of development, it
may be said that, throughout the whole, God is
recognized as accomplishing His purposes for men
(1) in the ordinary course of nature, and (2) by
means of special interventions, or miracles. Ps 104
gives a striking illustration of the belief that God
in nature works for the benefit of all His creatures,
making winds His messengers and flames of fire
His ministers. In Jer 31** 33^^ the succession of
day and night is viewed as part of a beneficent

Divine

'

covenant

'

with man, which cannot be

violated or modified.
The great symbolic picture
of the chariot in Ezk 1 portrays the glory of
Miracles are special proofs
sovereign Providence.

that God,

who can do whatever He

wills,

makes

subserve His designs, especially for
His own people. He works, however, not as fate,
nor as mere abstract law. Man's power of choice
and voluntary action is presupposed ; appeals are
made for obedience, and disobedience will be
Ultimate control, however, lies with
punished.
all forces to

the All-Sovereign, who moulds His material as a
in dealing with the headstrong
potter the clay
The story
wills of men God rules and overrules.
of Joseph shows how actions intended for evil were
made to accomplish good. The moral of this and
nearly all OT stories is summed up in Pr 16'
'
A man's heart deviseth his way but Jahweh
directeth his steps.'
Even where exceptions arise so serious that it
would appear either that the idea of superintendence is a mistake, or that God has forgotten, or
that 'my way is hid from Jahweh,' the godly man
In the later history
will not lose his confidence.
certain standing riddles of Providence were explice.g., the visiting of the sins of the
itly raised
fathers upon the children, the sufferings of the
righteous, and the prosperity of the wicked.
These problems were faced by the prophets
Jeremiah and Ezekiel, in certain Psalms, and in
the book of Job, more or less unsuccessfully^. The
book of Ecclesiastes stands by itself, and its main
Its presence in
drift has always been disputed.
the canon is probably due to the view that the
awkward knots presented in earlier chapters were
cut by the sharp knife applied to them all in 12^*'But some of the sceptical suggestions made in
Qoheleth were recognized in passing moods by the
writers of such Psalms as 49, 73, 77, and 88, who
nevertheless did not abandon their belief in a
Providence both wise and kind.
In the extra3. In the extra-canonical writings.
canonical writings of the 1st and 2nd centuries
B.C. Greek and other external influences are occasionally manifest, but they show no weakening of
belief in God's righteous government of the world.
Anthropomorphic expressions become less frequent,
and the transcendence of God is emphasized, but
the moral qualities of the Deity righteousness
and loving-kindness are as fully maintained as
In Wis 8^ Divine wisdom
in the canonical books.
is identical with Providence, which 'ordereth all
things graciously,' and in ll** the same power is
said to have
ordered all things by measure,
number and weight.' Delays in the execution of
judgment are due to the fact that 'Thou, being
sovereign over thy strength, judgest in gentleness,
and with great forbearance dost thou govern us
(12^^).
power of choice is given to man, for the
Lord who made him left him in the hand of his
own counsel,' so that before man is life and
and whichsoever he liketh, it shall be
death

—

;

:

—

—

—

—

'

'

A

'

'

;

given him (Sir 15"). The language of Josephus
in a much-quoted passage is not quite clear, but he
seems to ascribe to the Pharisees a belief in fate,
which co-operates in every action,' while the
Sadducees 'ascribe all evil to man's free choice'
'

'

The chief differviii. 14, Ant. XIII. v. 9).
ences, however, in the Jewish doctrine of Providence during this period are due to a growing belief
in a future life and in judgment beyond the grave,
as well as to the general tenor of Apocalyptic
teaching concerning the relation of the present
and the coming age. In 2 Mac 7 the hope is
'
the King of the
several times reiterated that
world will raise up those who have died for his
^^
laws unto an eternal renewal of life (vv.^etc.).

{BJ II.

'

NT. —The NT

continuous with the
OT, but its doctrine of Providence is more minute,
more personal, more tender. The teaching of
Jesus in the Sermon on the Mount strikes the
key-note. Not the Lord of heaven and earth,
mindful of Israel alone among the nations, is there
celebrated, but your Father which is in heaven,'
who clothes the lilies with beauty, and without
whom not even a sparrow falls to the ground.
The Lord's Prayer is .addressed to a Father who
can and will care for both the bodies and the souls
The impartiality of the Creator
of His children.
4.

In the

'

is

PROVIDENCE
reign of law is reco{,'nizecl in Mt 5^, as
well as the special response which He makes to the
believing prayer of true disciples (Mk 9-^ 11^"-^).
Rash conclusions concerning the character of those
upon whom grievous calamities have fallen are
condemned (Lk 13^"') the anomalies and inequalities of earthly conditions will be rectihed at the
great Judgment that is to come, by the rewards
and punishments then to be allotted. The parables
of the Tares, of Dives and Lazarus, and those
recorded in Mt 25 are sufficient indications of

under a

'

'

;

this.

The Apostles in their teaching follow the lines
thus laid down. St. Paul occasionally affords a
glimpse into his philosophy of history, as in
Ko 9-11 and 1 Co 15-"-^. The teaching of 1 Peter
on sufiering, of Hebrews on the two Covenants
and their issues, of 2 Peter on Divine forbearance,
and of the Apocalypse on present and future jinlgnients shows how largely the early Church in
times of severe persecution found its theodicy in
expectations of a coming age. The OT teaching
concerning the Divine purposes in ordering the
course of this world is for the most part preserved
in the NT with special emphasis on the redeeming
love, as well as the judicial righteousness, of God.
But nothing less than a revolution was created by
the revelation of a future life and the Resurrection
and Second Coming of Him who had abolished
death and brought life and immortality to light
through the gospel.' WhDst the same elements
'

are preserved in the spiritual landscape, the focus
of the picture is so altered, and its proportions and
values are so different, that the effect is wholly
new. Problems of Providence almost disappear in
the light of grace and the glory which shines into
the present life from beyond the grave.

—

Grteco-Roman
5. In Graeco-Roman teaching.
teaching on what corresponds to a doctrine of
Providence is chiefly represented in the Stoic
schools.
Earlier traditions are found in popular
mythologies, which present for the most part a

The
superficial view of life and human afiairs.
schools of philosophy represented by Herakleitos and Anaxagoras inculcated a belief in the
Eternal Reason, while lofty views of justice and
retribution appear in the great Greek dramatists.
Plato stands for the supremacy of the Right and
the Good, for a World-Reason, and a World-Process,
the teleological character of which he maintained.
But he taught no doctrine of the personal care of a
personal God. Aristotle followed on similar lines,
and may be said to have taught monotheism
^^ithout God.
He believed in order, harmonj^

unity of control in the course of the world, but the
fact that his interpreters still debate concerning
the connotation of the term God in his writings
speaks for itself. Cicero represents the best side
'

of

'

paganism when he makes Balbus say that,

granted the existence of the gods, it must be
that the administration of the
world is carried on 'eorum consilio' {de Nat, Deor.

acknowledged
ii.

30).

Epicurus and Zeno represent opposite poles of
The Epicurean held that fear of the
thought.
gods was servile, that those who wish to live in
serenity care nothing for the gods, as the gods, if
there be such, care nothing for them. The Stoic,
on the other hand, emphasized the unity of life
and often spoke of Providence, though without
theistic implications.
His doctrine was a philosophic monism, the world being a single substance,
a kind of self-evolution of the Deity. God was
but a mode of matter, or matter a mode of God.
The resemblance between Stoicism and Christianity is superficial and largely a matter of phraseology, though the coincidence of words and phrases
is often very striking.
Lightfoot, in his essay on
VOL. X. 27

—
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and Seneca

{Fhilij)pia7is*, London, 1878, pp.
270-328), has illustrated this sultject at length.
Parts of Cleanthes' Hymn to Zens might be used
by a theist believing in Providential government.
But the God of Stoicism is sj'nonj'mous with
nature, neces.sity, fate, the all. The Stoic said
'God is spirit,' but his wvtvfia was an etherealized

form of matter, and for him the universe itself is
alive.
The Providence of the Stoics was a kind of
causal nexus running through the whole universe.
All that happens is through determination, ei/xapThe glorification
fi^v-q, that which is fixed by fate.
of airadeia, which Avas characteristic of the school,
shows that no personal interest or care was ascribed
to the abstraction called God.
To live according
to nature' meant that each man formed part of a
mighty and orderly system, in harmony with
wliich it was his duty to live, submissive to that
uviversum of which Marcus says
'

:

'O Nature! From thee are all thinfrs, In thee all things
and to thee all tend' (Meditations, iv. 19).
Neo-Platonism exhibits more affinity with

subsist,

Christianity on the mystical side, but its speculative doctrine of an ineffable and absolute deity
stands diametrically opposed to such a relation
between God and the world as is implied by a
fatherly Providence.
6. Patristic and Scholastic.
In the Patristic
and Scholastic periods of the Christian Church
interest, so far as our subject is concerned, circles
chiefly round the great standing problems of the
existence of evil and of predestination versus free
will.
general doctrine of Providence is assumed
by Chi"istian teachers as essential to belief in God.

—

A

The Greek Fathers from Clement and Origen

on-

wards taught human freedom and responsibility,
and were disposed to explain the presence of evil
in the world by describing it as negative, not a
substance.

West was

The teaching
in

of predestination in the
practice held side by side with a

belief in Providence, Augustine furnishing a striking example of this. In a famous passage (Co7if.
bk. vii. chs. 11, 13) he describes God as the only
'
unreal or
reality, evil being at the same time
'partial good' (see also Soliloq. i. 2f.).
But, com'

bined with these distinctly Neo-Platonist elements,
Augustine taught a clear and elaborate doctrine of
Providence as controlling events in their utmost
details.
His treatise de Chntate Dei formulates a
philosophy of history based on this fundamental
conception. Scholasticism, by its intimate blending of i)hilosophy and theologj', did much to
develop Christian doctrine on the relation between
God and the world. Thomas Aquinas brought all
his resources to bear on questions of this kind.
His position is that of a modified predestinarianism.
The Divine foreordination which he teaches leaves
room at the expense of some inconsistency both
for human free will and for a doctrine of Providence

—

—

which theoretically embraces

Roman

all details in

human

Catholic doctrine as formulated
is based on Aquinas, and exhibits God as
Ruler and Guardian of men in the minutia; of
individual life, as well as in the broad outlines of
national history,
Protestantism manifested little
7. Protestant.
divergence on the great fundamental questions of
natural theology.
Luther, Calvin, and Zwingli
alike understood by Providence a Divine foreordination, which included the operations of man as well
as the course of nature.
They believed that the
actions of wicked men are so overruled by Divine
wisdom and power that the presence of evil in the
world is no blot upon God's character and government. Few attempted to work out these general
theories in detail. The 'occasionalism' {q.y.) of
Malebranche, which implied the continuous interposition of the Deity and treated finite things as
history.
at Trent

—
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aflbiding only 'occasions' for Divine operations,
may be mentioned as one hypothesis. It was not

accepted by many, and was
charge of implying a kind
It made way for the more
'
concurrence (see below).
of the 18th cent, produced
'

obviously open to the
of perpetual miracle.
reasonable theory of

The rationalism

{q.v.)

both the Theodicie of
picture of the world as, in spite
of all its imperfections, the best of all possible
worlds, and the caustic scepticism of Voltaire, who
in Candide satirized an optimism which could accept
the earthquake of Lisbon with a light heart. It
was left for the 19th cent, to show that neither
the faith of the optimist nor the sneer of the cynic
was adequate to deal with the facts of life and
Leibniz, with

its

—

history.

Modern

i.
III.
conceptions.
19th cent,
The changes discernible in the course
theolog'y.
of the 19th cent, were produced in the main by the

—

following causes, themselves more or less closely
(1) a change in the conception of God,
which may be described as a passing from deism
to theism, from a belief in a transcendent Deity,
set over against the world which He originally
created, to a God immanent as well as transcendent, informing and sustaining a created universe,
which continues to be entirely dependent on His
indwelling power the cold rationalism which was

connected

:

;

satisfied with a mighty absentee Deity was displaced by belief in One who meets the craving of
the human spirit for union and communion with

the living God
(2) the influence of modern
physical science, which in the first instance
attemjited a mechanical explanation of the universe, but which ultimately, through its doctrine
of evolution, revealed the world as an organism
developing under the influence of indwelling life
(3) philosophical tendencies of an idealistic type,
operative mainly at the close of the century.
These afiected very deeply the view taken of the
relation between God and the world, and consequently the meaning of Providence. As a matter
of fact, in the Christian theology of the period the
name God covered various undefined meanings,
ranging from bare theism to views which approached
pantheism. The prevalent orthodox opinion was
described by the term concursus, adapted from the
Schoolmen, implying a joint activity of God and
man, so that the ettect of every act is produced
not by God alone, nor by an independent creature.
There is one efficiency of God and the creature,
the evil in sinful deeds being due to man alone.
The signifi2. The crucial question of to-day.
cance and bearings of concurrence had certainly
not been thought out. The scientific discoveries
and philosophical activities of the 19th cent, forced
upon theologians a number of questions which they
were only partly prepared to answer. The worlds
of theology, philosophy, physical science, and
ordinary practical life had been so far apart that
what may be called the necessary exosmosis and
endosmosis of ideas was not effected. Such intercommunication is still far from complete, but the
process has been carried far enough to show that
the complex questions raised by the term Providence can be answered only by a deeper understanding of the relations between God and man.
Hume, among other questions which roused men
from dogmatic slumber, put this very searching
one Is the philosophy of the universe to be wholly
empirical ? If so, all depends on the definition of
What are the facts on which an
'experience.'
inquiry into Providence in the sense of belief in
an Orderer of human life, both onmipotent and
benevolent is to be based ?
Physical facts are
The whole experience of man
clearly insufficient.
must be taken into account, and mere colligation
of happenings will not sufifice.
Their interpreta;

;

'

'

—

'

'

'

'

—

—

—

;

(

tion is all-important, and in the i)rocess postulates
are employed concerning which fundamental differences of opinion exist. The hypothesis of blind
force as the originating and sustaining cause of
the universe may be read into Avhat are called
facts, as well as the hypothesis of a celestial
Artificer, or of an indwelling as well as overruling
Issue between them can be joined only on
Deity.
the question. Which of these theories best accounts
for all the facts of human experience, and what
doctrine of Providence, or the maintenance of a

Divine purpose in human affairs, is warranted in
the light of the best modern knowledge ? Granted'
that the doctrine is one of faith, is the faith reasonably based upon all the facts, physical, moral, andj
It is from this standspiritual, of human life?
point that the subject has been approached during
the close of the 19th and the opening of the 20th

\
|

J

'

,

century.

Does the theory of an overruling Providence,
and all-good, work ? That is,
does it give a permanently satisfactory account of
the facts of life, and result in a permanently satisfying explanation of them from a moral and spiritual point of view ? If it be granted to the theist
that there is a God, who operates within, as well
as over, the existing order, do the facts warrant a
belief that He has power and wisdom enough to
co-ordinate the whole and accomplish a purpose
beneficent enough to bear out the statement that
He is as gracious as He is powerful and wise ? No
doctrine of Providence can satisfy the modern
mind which cannot frankly meet this question.
But the issues raised are so vast and complex, and
they are so distinctly personal and ethical, rather
than philosophical and scientific, that they are, as
they always have been, differently determined by
'

'

all-wise, almighty,

different inquirers.

|

J

—

General Providence.' The answers given by
3.
the best representatives of modern Protestant
theology may be described under two headings
general and special (or particular) Providence.
Certain general principles in the ordering of human
affairs which imply a controlling Deity are such as
these (1) God works by law, i.e. by a regular and
uniform, not by an irregular and arbitrary, method ;
and this recognized order, while it raises serious
difficulties in particular cases, is obviously advanBut the^
tageous to the welfare of the whole.
Divine operation in question is exerted not upon a
plastic material substance, but upon the partially
'

—

:

independent and largely recalcitrant wills of men.

Hence conflict is discernible, contradictions appear,
and at best delay arises in the accomplishment of
The principles of (2) solidarity and (3)
results.
are also discernible. These imply that
as a race stand or fall together that, in the
family, in society, in the nation, and as time
advances in the history of the race, individuals are
made to realize the importance of self-denial, self-

sacrifice

men

suppression, and

;

it

may

be

self -surrender, for

the

The relation between the
good of the whole.
parts and the whole in the organism, imperfectly
understood at first, and still ignored in thought
and practice by many, becomes increasingly clear
as the knowledge and experience of mankind
extend. And the twin principles of solidarity and
sacrifice are pillars upon which any doctrine of
While
Providence must ultimately rest.
(4)
advance in the accomi)lishment of Divine purposes
is slow and is retarded by only too obvious retrogression, progress is on the whole discernible,
though the goal which by hypothesis is being
aimed at can be reached only by advance of
an admittedly gradual and imperfect kind. The
above considerations belong to natural theology.
The believer in a special Christian revelation
turns naturally to that as normative and determin-

(5)

I
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nated Lo the accomjilisiiment of the Divine will and
to purposes of perfect benevolence.
Some of the
problems raised are metaphysical and concern the
relation of the One to the many, or the compatibility of Divine foreknowledge with human free
w-ill.
Others are ethical and can be satisfactorily
dealt with only as parts of a complex whole (see
Good and Evil).
Others can only be
art.
The term 'special described as standing difficulties, which must
4. 'Special Providence.'
Providence tlates from the time of the Schoolmen, always attach to what Butler described with
who distinguished between Providence universal, characteristic caution as a scheme imperfectly
understood.' To relegate a portion of the problems
general, particular, special, and most special.
Discredit has been brought upon the idea
by the of Providence to this category is not an unworthy
way in which it has been interpreted and the evasion, because these proofs of human ignorancci
inferences drawn from su[)posed Divine interven- remain on
any alternative theory of the universel
tion in particular cases.
But it is obvious that the and are as the theist holds far less satisfactorily'
Providence which does not concern itself withspecies dealt with on the hypotheses (say) of naturalism^
and genus as Avell as with universum, and with deism, or pantheism. The essential conditions of
the individual as well as with the race, is none at human existence make a measure of ignorance
all.
A deity who is careful of the type and concerning what may be called the plans and
careless of the single life does not exercise promethods of Providence to be inevitable, and all
\ idence in the usual
The reasonable theories of the universe allow for it.
.acceptation of the word.
doctrine of
Providence means that God is None the less, no doctrine of Providence can be
special
able and willing, not only to promote general well- defended, or is likely to be generally accepted,
being, but also to secure to every one who trusts which does not find a place for great catastrophes
and obeys Him that all things shall work together
the earthquake of Lisbon, the eruption of
for his true personal welfare.
God does not gener- Krakatoa, the Black Death, or the colossal worldIt does not come within the scope
Such a process is as war of 1914alize without particularizing.
meaningless in the realm of intellect as it is iniqui- of the present article to do more than indicate
tous in the realm of morals. The Father in heaven some of the ways in which outstanding problems of
Providence may be, not solved, but reasonably met.
makes His sun to shine on evil and good alike
Evolution as part of
He operates by general laws. But He also so
1. Evolution and design.
rders their working in the natural and spiritual the Divine method in the genesis and history of
Mode does
ivorlds taken as one whole that all things are
life is not inconsistent with teleology.
not exclude purpose. The study of processes need
iiade, sooner or later, to contribute to the abiding
.•elfare of the faithful servant of God.
In this not interfere though in practice it may often do
ordered whole there is no distinction of small and so with a belief in ends. The principles of evoluThe tion as traced in the lower organisms can be
great, as the words are often understood.
criterion of magnitude and importance is to be applied to human society only with very important
found in the spiritual world.
The care for the modifications but, so far as evolutionary methods
welfare of the individual does not abrogate general are discernible, they do not interfere with design.
laws.
doctrine of si)ecial Providence does not Though they may destroy the evidence for certain
imply the deliverance of the individual from separate and specific designs and ends, they help
ispecific dangers or the granting to him of specific
greatly in Imilding up a conception of one vast
'advantages. The same event has a totally differ- purpose, which as yet only dimly looms in view.
ent significance for different men. Opportunities Man is on this planet the consummation of life,
proverbially come to him who is ready to use them. and it is quite consistent with all that is known of
And all things may av ork together for good to his development to hold that by the operation of
them that love God in a sense that is not, and Providence the history of mankind is being so
cannot be, true for those who are not found in ordered that the race may realize its highest conunion with Himself and in harmonj'^ with His ceivable capacity.
The idea of
2. Immanence and transcendence.
great designs.
It
be said that some belief of this kind is Divine immanence, which has "gained such hold of
may
essential to a tlieistic religion.
It is tested in
recent years, may seem to undermine belief in
practice by a belief in the efficacy of prayer and Providence a doctrine essentially dependent on
by a corresponding doctrine of values in personal, Divine transcendence. The theist claims to mainIf immanence is
It cannot be
tain both doctrines side by side.
social, national, and racial life.
proved by a priori reasoning or established by a accepted as sometimes taught, it approaches
complete induction from the events of experience, pantheism, and the possibility of Providence proA professed theist, who
especially as understood by those for whom the portionally disappears.
word spiritual has little or no meaning. But it yet ignores or denies the transcendence of a personal
a
reasonable
a
in
Providence. But even
not
belief
credulous
or
has
no
real
/represents
faith,
God,
The Eternal, not ourselves,
superstitious attitude towards the universe, because Matthew Arnold's
it is open to receive all well-attested facts and
that makes for righteousness' at least prepares the
furnishes the best explanation of experience as a way for a doctrine which Shakespeare's divinity
whole, when studied from a moral and spiritual that shapes our ends, rough-hew them how we
point of view.
Also, immanence
will,' carries a stage further.
IV. Problems raised.— The difficulties in the is a word only recently adopted to express, not
way of the acceptance of a doctrine of Providence quite happily, the fact that the Divine relation to
are in the main those raised against theism {q.v.).
tiie creature, and especially the course of human
Theists maintain their view of God and the world history, is not purely external. This may, and in
in spite of the prevalence of pain, failure, death,
contemporary writers frequently does, imply moveand other factors of existence, of which under the ment in one or more of tlie following directions
Divine
rule of a perfectly good God only partial
explana- (a) a protest against undue reliance on
tions can be given.
The doctrine of Providence is intervention from without, especially on miracle,
/the feature of theism most
frequently assailed and as the chief evidence of Divine action (b) the
most difficult to defend, making, as it does, the acceptance of self-limitation on the part of the
(lofty claim that all human activities are subordiDeity as beginning in creation and continuous
ative aniiilst the bailUng c;oiii))le.\ities of liuiiiaii
Faith in Christ holds a clue to the
histoiy.
labyrinth which unaided reason disdains to use.
Whether Christian faith can be proved to be in
itself reasonable or not dejjends upon the extent to
\\iiich the Christian solution, restin;^ upon tlie
Incarnjition, the Cross, and the Resurrection, can
be shown to meet the demands made ujion it.

—

'

'

—

—

'

'

'

'

^

—

.

—

;

'

—

—
;

A

'

'

—

—

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

:

;
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throughout in His relation with the creature ; (c)
hence the admission that the course of human
history, whilst ordered for good, is not the best
Man has a measure of
possible or conceivable.
power to delay, or mar, a Divine work which he
cannot ultimately prevent.
If the action of
Providence is discernible in the destruction of the
Armada or the baHishment of Napoleon to St.
Helena, account must also be given of the murder of
Lincoln at a critical moment in the history of the
United States and the cutting short of the career
of the German Emperor Frederick ill. and the
succession of so dill'erent a ruler as William ii.
(d) Arguments for or against a belief in the Divine
control of human affairs can never be satisfactorily
based on isolated events. It is the power to
compel all seeming and real discords into ultimate
harmony that is asserted and this by means of an
indwelling life, rather than a merely external
control and mastery.
Discussions concerning
3. Divine omnipotence.
the nature of Divine omniscience and omnipotence,
and the relation of these to man's freedom of
choice, cannot be dealt with here (see Free Will,
God, Predestination). It may be said, however,
in a word that the doctrine of omnipotence has
often been seriously misunderstood
that the
creaturely will may be real and operative within
limits without impugning the doctrine of Divine
control.
As Herbert puts it,
;

—

;

'

Either thj' command, or thy permission,
Lay hands on all they are thy rig-hc and
:

(The Temple—

A line in

the context of the same

truth

more

still

left

Some moral

Providence

')•

thine.'

large

class of

perpetually recurring problems arises from the
constitution of nature as a whole, man forming
only a part of this, and sometimes a distinctly subordinate part. The phenomena of physical pain
and death fall to be considered under this heading.
The theistic contention is that the facts point not
to essential dualism in the order of nature, but to
the development of designs which include the
welfare of the human race as a whole, but as a
relative rather than as an absolute end.
The
existence and course of moral evil in the world
constitute a still graver difficulty, which is discussed in art. GoOD AND EviL, but which does
not necessitate either, on the one hand, an explanation of sin as mere negation or, on the other, a
denial of the holy love of God.
No doctrine of Providence can
5. Immortality.
be complete which does not deal with the question
of immortality.
If life beyond the grave is wholly
denied, our estimate of human nature and the
significance of human life is altogether changed.
Natural theology cannot prove immortality, but it
can build up a strong argument in its favour,
'since a contrary supposition is negatived by all
that we know of the habits and methods of the
cosmic process of Evolution (J. Fiske, Life Everlasting, London, 1901, p. 86 f.).
But, at the best,
strong and confident hope is all that can be reached
on the basis of natural theology, and hope cannot
be used to establish a doctrine of Providence. If,
however, the Christian revelation is to be trusted,
the solution of the most perplexing problems in relation to the Divine government of the world may be
postponed until the dawn of a future life illumines
them. Enough if it be true concerning God as
revealed in Christ that 'of Him, through Him,
and unto Him are all things,' and that the 'one
far-off Divine event to which the whole creation
moves' will be realized in the End beyond the end,
when the Son has delivered up the Kingdom to the

—

'

Father and God

is all in all.

NT
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;

;

;

;
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;

;

;
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;

;

;

;

PRUSSIANS,— See Old

Prussians.

PSALMODY.— See Hymns, Music (Christian).

poem puts the

none but

—
problems. One

Jewish period E. Schiirer, HJP, 5 vols., ao. 1886-90; also
H. J. Wicks, The Doctrine of God in the Jetvish Apocr. Literature, London, 1915; W. Bousset, Die Religion desJudenthums
in
For NT theology the text-booka
Zeitalter, Berlin, 1903.
of B. Weiss {Biblical TheoL of the NT'i, Eng. tr., 2 vols.,
Edinburgh, 1882-83), W. Beyschlag- (NT TheoL, Eng. tr.,
2 vols., do. 1895), and G. B. Stevens (The TheoL of the NT,
do. 1899). For pagan thought Cicero, de Nat. Dear, ii., de
Finihus, iii. Seneca, de Providentia.
For the history of Christian doctrine R. Seeberg-, Lehrhnch
der Dorjrnengeschichte, 2 vols.,
Leipzijr, 1895-98; Leibniz,
Essais de Theodicie, Amsterdam, 1710 S. Charnock, Treatise
of Divine Providence, London, 1683 J. Martineau, A Study
of Religion, Oxford, 1888; A. B. Bruce, The Providentifd Order
of the World, London, 1897, Moral Order of the World, do.
1899 S. Harris, God the Creator and Lord of All, Edinburgh,
1897
W. N. Clarke, The Christian Doctrine of God, do.
1897 W. Adams Brown, Christian Theology in Outline, do.
1907 (see ch. xiv. 2) A. C. Fraser, Philosophy of Theism^,
W. L. Walker, Christian
Edinburgh and London, 1909
Theism and a Spiritxtal Monism, Edinburgh, 1906 J. Oswald
Dykes, The Divine Worker in Creation and Providence, do.
1909); J. Le Conte, Euolution in Relation to Religious Thouyht^,
London, 1901 V. F. Storr, Development anrl Divine Purpose,
do. 1906
R. Otto, Naturalism and Religion, Eng. tr., do,
1907 J. Telford, Man's Partnership with Divine Providence.
do. 1908 J. Ward, The Realm of Ends ; or Pluralism and
Theism, Cambridge, 1911 C. C. J. Webb, Problems in the
Relations of God and Man, London, 1911, Stxidies in the Ilist.
of Natural Theology, Oxford, 1915 C. F. D'Arcy, God and
Freedom in Human Experience, London, 1915. Useful essays
on the subject are found in The Faith and the War, ed. F. J.
Foakes-Jackson, do. 1915.
"W. T. DaVISON.

'

succinctly,

'All things have their will, yet

4.

'

—

Literature. For the OT the well-known handbooks of G.F.
Oehler (rfteo^. of the OT, Eng. tr., 2vol8., Edinburgh, 1874-75),
H. Schultz {OT TheoL, Eng. tr., 2 vols., do. 1892), and A. B.
Davidson (The TheoL of the OT, do. 1903). For the later

PSYCHICAL RESEARCH.— During the ages
of universal belief in ghosts

and

spirits

phenomena were commonly attributed

unusual
to

their

agency. In antiquity visions, haunted houses,
and clairvoyance were, as a matter of course,

The

referred to spirits.

old

Romans

practised

crystallomancy and hydromancy, i.e. clairvoyance
by gazing in crystals and at' the surface of still
water. They knew also the divining rod in the
form of the pendule exploratctir. The forked rod
has for centuries been used to discover treasures,
and even to trace criminals to their hiding-places ;
and the belief in premonition, received in dreams
or in apparitions of waking life, was current ages
'
before Gurney's Census of Hallucination.'
But these and other unusual phenomena, real or
alleged, readily explicable through spirits while
the belief in their existence was unshaken, grew
mysterious in the extreme as soon as that simple
form of explanation became open to suspicion.
Scepticism regarding the existence of spirits led in
1882 to the foundation of the now well-known
Society for Psychical Research (S.P.R.), the
purpose of which was officially expressed as the
'

'

various alleged phenomena
investigation of
apparently inexplicable by kno\vn laws of nature
and commonly referred by Spiritualists to the
agency of extra-terrene intelligence, and by others
to some unknown physical force.' And Andrew
could state in a presidential address that
Lang
'
the Society, as such, has no views, no beliefs, no
hypothesis, except, perhaps, the opinion that there
is an open field of inquiry ; that not all the faculties and potentialities of men have been studied
and explained up to date, in terms of nerve and
brain.'

society counts among its leaders men of the
in science William Crookes, Oliver
;
Lodge, W. F. Barrett, and Charles Richet in
philosophy and letters Henry SidgAvick, William
James, A. J. Balfour, Andrew Lang, and F. W. H.
Myers. These names are sufficient warrant that
its work is carried out with great seriousness and
The 27 volumes of its Proceedings already
ability.

The

first

rank

;
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issued contain extensive reports upon telepathy
(thought- and feelinj^'-transference), automatism of
various sorts (divining-rod, table-moving, automatic writing, slate-writing, etc.), clairvoyance,
haunted houses, premonitions, spirit-communica-

and other topics.
For convenience' sake the facts studied may be
roughly classified as physical tand psychical. The
first class inclutles levitation and translation (of
tables, chairs, human bodies, etc.) and materialization (of ghosts and other objects), the production
tions,

premonitory
-

(crystal

or

gazing,

To the second

class belong
otherwise significant visions
apparitions), the discovery of
of the divining-rod or the pen-

of noises, music, etc.

objects by means
dulum, slate-writing, and the alleged messages'
from spirits expressed through a medium.'
The outcome of the work of the S.P.K. with
regard to the physical phenomena may be conservatively summed up as tlie establishment of
the improbability of there being anything in them
but conscious or unconscious fraud unconscious
when the medium performs while in a trance. The
evidence for this unfavourjiblc verdict cannot be
adequately given liere. But, in order to illustrate
the conditions under which the performances of
'
physical mediums are conducted, the difficulty
of obtaining their consent to satisfactory testconditions, and what happens when those conditions are accepted, we shall consider briefly the
case of the latest and best studied great claimant
to the possession of mysterious power, Eusapia
Palladino.
Palladino, an Italian peasant woman, who had from her early
jouth shown mediumistic powers, became widely known by the
'

'

—

'

report in 1913 of a series of sittings held in Milan before a
number of distinguished scientists. She submitted thereafter
to numerous investigations conducted in several countries by
men of international reputation. Already, in Milan, fraud had
been shown to be the probable explanation of some of her feats.
Plai'ed on a balance, she would gradually lose 17 lbs. of her
weight (a more accurate balance decreased considerably the
This startloss of weight), and then recover it, also gradually.
ling fact lost much of its mysteriousness when it was observed
that, whenever her dress was prevented from touching the floor
beyond the balance, no change in weight occurred.
Valladino's performance before a committee of the Inetitut
General de Psychologie uncovered not only a number of tricks,
but also her rooted aversion to really scientific control, and the
impotency to which she is reduced when she submits to conditions satisfactory to the investigators. One of the interesting
discoveries of this committee was made by means of a device
recording, unknown to the medium, the weight of the chair in
which she sat during the table-levitation performances. It was
found that, whenever the two feet of the table nearest to her,
or three, or all four feet were lifted, there was an increase in
her weight, corresponding to the weight of the table and,
whenever the two feet opposite the end at which she was seated
were lifted, a decrease in her weight was recorded by the
apparatus. This is just what would be expected on the supposition that in the former cases the weight of the table rested on
her body, and in the latter she pressed upon the near end of the
table in order to cause the raising of the opposite end.
Her
success in deflecting * without contact a delicate balance gave
way to complete failure when it was protected in various ways.
It was, moreover, discovered that a long hair and a pin were
among the apparatus apparently required for the performance
;

'

of this feat.

These and similarly suspicious or condemnatory tests might,
seems, have convinced the committee that they were
investigating merely a very clever prestidigitator; yet their
report adnnts the possibility of Palladino's possession of an
unknown power. It is argued that deception in a medium does
not preclude the possession of supernormal power, and that the
detection of occasional or even frequent deception is not
sufficient warrant for judging all the feats to be tricks.
The
answer to this argument is that a combination of frequency of
deception, kinds of performance, and nature of the required
conditions may be realized which would decrease to the vanishing point the probability of the presence in the medium of a
supernormal force. This combination of factors is I'eahzed in
it

Palladino's case.

Before the French investigators she operated under the
following conditions. The room in which the e.vperiinents were
made was darkened, and, at times, quite dark. The darker
the room, we are told, the more remarkable the performance.
The control of the medium's hands was theoretically secured bv
two persons, each holding one of hers but in practice she
insisted, when she chose, upon the riirht to place her hands
on those of the controllers, and even, at times, to give them
gentle taps instead of remaining in uninterrupted contact wth
;
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them. Corresponding conditions existed as to the control of
her feet. Durmg the sittings her hands were in motion carrying with them those of the controllers. She refused to have
pieces of tape seven centimetres long sewed between her
sleeves and those of the controllers. She refused to allow
oliservers to be stationed in the room elsewhere than around
the table. After the first flash-light photograph had been
taken, she refused to permit any to be taken witliout warning
on the ground that it caused her a most painful shock. She did
not propose to wear dark glasses, but expressed a willingness to
give the signal herself, htwcu !'
Together with these facts nmst be weighed two important
considerations: (1) the performances in which she was not
caught at tricks are of the same sort as those in which she was
(2) every one of the conditions that she maintained against the
wish of the investigators favours deception. Why is it so?
Why must there be a cabinet closed in front by a curtain';
Why must the stand, the clay, and other oljjeots be within reach
'

;

hands or feet? Why the jioor illumination? Why was
she not willing to suffer the annoyance of an une.xuected flash
of light and of a safe control of her hands and feet? Were she
occasionally honest, she might, it seems, occasionally dispense
with some or all of these suspicious conditions. That certain
requirements must be observed in order to make possible the
manifestation of any power is not disputed. But wnj' is it that
tliose demanded here are precisely those that would afford the
medium a chance to deceive?
We need not be deterred from a negative conclusion by the
sitters' declaration that they cannot possiblj' understand how,
in light sufficient for observation and with her hands and feet
under control, Palladino could by normal means accomplish
certain of the things which they have seen her do. Photography
shows how unable they were to realize what was going on. In
the only photograph taken without warning Palladino is seen
acttially lifting the table with her hands, while the controllers
have theirs upon hers, and yet they were not aware of her
action. In another photog^raph the stand which they thought
they had seen floating freely in the air appears supported on the
medium's neck and head. Their judgment as to the sufficiency
of light and the occupation of the mediiun's hands while under
control can evidently not be relied upon.
of her

What

is

true of Palladino

is

true in substance of

mediums, so far as the production of physical
Every one of them,
phenomena is concerned.
with the single exception of Daniel Dunglas Home,
has been detected in deception. The distinguished
personality of this famous medium inspired too
much respect among the small and carefully
selected circle before Avhom he performed t(j
all

the suspicion of trickery. He was,
therefore, spared the humiliation of an investigation implying the possibility of fraud.
Certain of the wonder-exciting phenomena

permit of

recently subjected to scientific study are complicated by automatism and by the possible presence
in the agent of unusual susceptibility to certain
It has been established, e.g.,
sen.sory stimuli.
that the movement of the rod which indicates the
presence of water is unconsciously imparted to the
rod by the dowser and that the finding of a'hidden
object, by a person in contact with one knowing
;

achieved by the 'reading* of slight
unconscious movements. But automatism is only
the beginning of an explanation of these phenomena. Why should the hands of the dowser move
when over water, and how is it that movements
seemingly too slight to offer any guidance are,
nevertheless, in the experiments referred to,
sufficient to lead the percipient to the hidden
object? The existence in the percipient of an
extraordinarj'^ delicacy of sensory perception is, in
most cases of the kind, the pertinent explanation.
Should cases occur which this explanation does not
the possibility of telepathic communication
(it,
between the persons in contact, or even perchance
l)etween the percipient and some one else than
the person in contact with him, would have to be
considered.
Neither one nor the other of these
explanations is applicable to the dowser. Vision,
or another kind of perception of the water or the
ore, through the intervening opaque media, has
been suggested as a possible explanation but,
before recourse is had to clairvoyance, it may be
demanded that the fact itself be more firmly estabThe doubter must, howlished than it now is.
ever, admit that the reported experiments (W. F.
BaiTett, 'On the so-called Divining Rod,' Proc.
its location, is

;
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xiii.
[1897] 2-280, xv. [1900] 130-383)
establish at least a presumption in favour of the
possession by certain persons of a peculiar aptitude
for this sort of discovery an aptitude not dependent
upon knowledge of an acknowledged kind.
The greatest achievement of the psychical
researchers is the well-nigh unquestionable demonstration of occasional communication between

—

living persons without any known intermediary
Tlie evidence is now of such quality
(telepathy).
and quantity tliat even particularly sceptical investigators find it impossible to deny its adequacy.
The evidence consists of experimental and of

spontaneous communications. Among the notable
experiments are those conducted by Prof, and Mrs.
H. Sidgwick, in which a percipient named numbers
Of
of two digits taken out of a bag by the former.
644 trials 133 were entirely successful i.e. the
two digits were correctly given and in 14 trials the
right digits were given, but in the reverse order.
None of the tricks known to the professional
prestidigitator could apparently find application in
this, or in several other instances of the same sort.
In Phantasms of the Living Edmund Gurney
has published over 200 well-attested instances of
His
Census of
spontaneous communications.
Hallucination and the subsequent more elaborate
census of a committee of the S.P.R. apparently
prove that the number of veridical hallucinations
is much greater than is indicated by the rule of
chance (Proc. S.P.B. x. [1894] 393). It must, moreover, be acknowledged that, when hallucinations
include several veridical incidents not logically
connected, none of which is ordinary or to be
naturally expected by the percipient, a small
number of them seems sufficient to exclude coincidence as an explanation.
But, even were it possible to dismiss these
spontaneous, premonitory hallucinations as due to
coincidence, mistake, or deceit, there would yet
remain the weighty experimental evidence for
Nevertheless, the critical
thought-transference.
investigator may well stop short of complete
assurance when he considers that these experiments are only sporadically successful. The only
persons able to produce, whenever desired, alleged
telepathic feats either are definitely known to be
deceivers or are open to serious suspicion. No
fact may be incorporated in any science unless the
conditions of its appearance are known sufficiently
to make possible either its reproduction or the
circumstantial prediction of its reappearance.
Conviction of the reality of telepathy will not
become general among meia of science until one
or the other of these conditions is realized.
As to the tentative explanation of telepathy, we
may say here merely that the dominant tendency
is to seek for a physical explanation on the
analogy
of the wireless transmission of electric energy.
Vibrations of some sort, produced by a brain in a
particular physiological state, are supposed to be
transmitted to another brain in a condition that
makes it an appropriate receiver. The main difficulty in the way of this theory seems to be the
distance (half the circumference of the earth)
through which these waves would at times reach
the receiving brain.
But, until we know more
about this supposititious brain-energy, there is
force
in
little
the objection that its energy is

—

;

'

'

insufficient.

Clairvoyance,

or, as it is also called, telsesthesia,

in a crystal or at
other polished surfaces (cf. art. Crystal-gazing).
The percipient sees, often with great clearness of
detail, objects and happenings at practically any
distance.
Tliis very old belief has been neither
placed on a secure scientific foundation nor discredited by the labours of the S.P.K.
If the
is

commonly produced by gazing

numerous well-authenticated reports of telaesthesia
are to be accepted at their face value, we are in
the presence of a problem the solution of which is
This reclearly beyond our present knowledge.
mark is applicable also to the preposterous accuracy in the estimation of time-intervals displayed
by some persons, either in the normal condition or
in hypnosis (see the experiments of J. Milne
Bramwell, Hypnotism : its History, Practice, and
Theory, London, 1903, pp. 119-139).
The wonderful physical phenomena to which we
have referred, the no less wonderful clairvoyance,
supernormal time-estimation, and telepathy might
all be what they seem, and yet the problem of
survival after death remain untouched. But there

—

'

another class of phenomena the alleged spiritwhich are not so easily detached from
messages
The most famous of
the spiritistic hypothesis.
the living spirit-mediums is doubtless Mrs. Piper
No other medium has been so long
of Boston.

is

'

—

and carefully studied by so many able investigators, and none has contributed so much that
seems beyond the ingenuity of any one to explain.
The stage-setting of these seances is somewhat
The medium passes into a trance
complicated.
and speaks or writes automatically messages purporting to come from some spirit ; but this communicating spirit is introduced and superintended
by a familiar spirit called the 'control.' Mrs.
Piper's reputation for honesty has never been
shaken.

We need not enter into a critical analysis of
Mrs. Piper's utterances, but pass on to the more
decisive experiments in cross-correspondence, the
latest and most promising of a settlement of the
question of survival after death. The theory of
cross-correspondence is that, if several persons
receive messages which are singly unintelligible,
but have meaning when combined, we ought, it
seems, to admit on the supposition that fraud is
excluded that these messages have been suggested
to the percipients by a single mind.
If, moreover,
the thing communicated does not seem to have
been possibly within the knowledge of any one of
the percipients ; and if it is discovered that some
dead person possessed that knowledge when on
earth and, finallj', if that person is mentioned by
name as the communicator in one or several of the
unintelligible parts of the message, then at least a
strong presumption in favour of the existence of
that spirit may be regarded as having been

—

—

;

established.

The experiments in cross-correspondence (Proc.
S.P.E. XX.
[1906 ft'.]) have been conducted chiefly
through three English ladies, one of them residing in India, and Mrs. Piper, Chance coincidence
is absolutely insufficient to account for the results
fl".

secured, and collusion is rejected by all those who
know something of these persons and of the condiThere is apparently no escape
tions of the tests.
from the conclusion reached by that acute critic
and tenacious sceptic, Frank Podmore
'The automatists unquestionably show that they possess
:

information which could not have reached their consciousness
by normal means' {The Newer Spiritualism, p. 302).

Whether the explanation

these mysterious

of

cross-correspondences will be found in telepathy
acting at any distance, taken together with the
well-known fact of the reappearance in certain
mental states {e.g., in trance-consciousness) of
things once known but long forgotten, even of
things of which we never had more than an imperfect knowledge and should at no time have
been able to reproduce correctly, remains for
future investigations to disclose. As long as we
can affirm with Podmore that the trance personalities have never told us anything which was not
'

possibly, scarcely anything

which was not prob-
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knowledge of some living person
telepathy will appear the more plausible
and the less revolutionary hypothesis. But who
will venture to formulate the test which will mark
particular messages as not within the 'possildy
Known to some one living anywhere on the
surface of the globe ?

ably, within the
(p. 312),

'

The telepathic hypothesis of siiirit-raessages
receives sui)port from the unexpectea meaninglessness of the revelations made by the alleged spirits
reganling their state and the circumstances of
their existence. They have been fairly loquacious
yet none of them, not even those from whom
'

'

;

much could have been expected, have revealed anything at all. More signilicant still than the insignificance of their remarks concerning the other
the pertinacious eflbrt of these alleged spirits
answering the many and pointed questions
addressed to them on that subject. From Kichard
Hodgson, the late secretary of the S.P.K., nothing
enlightening has been learned, despite his haste in
life is

to avoid

For several years
giving sign of his existence.
after his death Mrs. Piper scarcely held a sitting
without some manifestation of what professed to
be Hodgson's spirit. Of trifling incidents which
may be useful in establisliing his identity he
talked abundantly but, when questioned concerning the circumstances of his existence, he either
drivelled or excused himself clumsily and departed.
Frederic Myers and William James have been
;

equally disappointing.
It has been urged
difficult to work with

that the spirits may find it
the muscular mechanism of
the medium a disincarnate soul may be inefficient
in the matter of bodily control ; he may also be
The
for a time not fully conscious and muddled.
fact is, however, that spirits do communicate a
great many things it takes volumes to record
The difficulties are apparently
their utterances
of such peculiar nature that nothing concerning
and
the other life,
only things that have taken
place on this earth, transpire. None of the hypotheses ottered accounts for this puzzling aspect of
the communications not even the latest suggestion which would shift the blame from the spirit
Here we are asked to admit that,
to the medium.
because of the peculiar condition of spirit-existence,
the spirit's mental content is transmitted whole
to the medium in a lump, as it were instead of
coming out in the organized and selected form
which is ensured by normal speech. Were it so,
it would be small wonder that the medium should
gi"ow confused, contradict himself, and speak
But why, when he knows that the
irrelevantly.
sitter seeks information on things above, does the
medium not succeed once in a while in choosing
in the total consciousness of the spirit something
which would gratify the sitter's curiosity? Why
are the things picked out always trifling, meaningTo this pertinent question no
less, or ridiculous?
The
satisfactory answer has ever been given.
limitation of the knowledge of the alleged spirits
to earthly facts points to an earthly origin of the
medium's information.
One may, perhaps, venture to quote William
James as a fair representative of those among the
Avell-informed who regard the mystery of death as
unsolved. Shortly before his death he wrote
;

;

!

—

—

—

:

'

For twenty -five years I have been in touch with the literature of Psychical Research, and I have been acquainted with
numerous Researchers
yet I am theoretically no further
than I was at the beginning '(Aynerican Magazine, Ixviii. [1909]
.

.

.

580).

As to those who regard the results of the S.P.R.
as proving survival, they must admit that no

amount of optimism and ingenuity in explanation
can hide the repulsiveness of such glimpses of the
future life as they think they have caught and its
lack of the essential features of the Christian con-
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In any case, then, the belief in the
Christian hereafter, elaborated by humanity under
the pressure of exalted desires, remains entirely
unsubstantiated.

ception.

If, after thirty-four years of activity, many of
the mysteries whicli the S.P.R. set out to explore
are still unfathomed, much has, nevertheless, been
Thus the mischief which mj'stery
explained.
works upon credulous humanity has been decreased
by the extension of the field of scientific control.
This is particularly true with regard to the various
forms of automatism.
But the greatest accomplishment to record is the approximate demonstration that, under circumstances still mostly unknown, men may gain knowledge by other than
the usual means, perhaps by direct communication
between brains (telepathy) at practically any
This dark
earthly distance from each other.
opening is indeed portentous. It may at any time
lead to discoveries which will dwarf into insignificance any of the previous achievements of science.

—
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;

;

JAME.S H. LEUBA.

Definition and scope.
— I.PSYCHOLOGY.—
Psychology the study of the world of experience. — A cursory survey of the literature of this
I.

subject shows that it deals chiefly with the direct
impressions of sense, such as colours, sounds,
with their complex integratastes, and smells
tions, such as visual forms in one, two, or three
dimensions, groups of consonant and dissonant
tones, tonal intervals, melody, and the localization
of these sensory experiences; with our apprehension and appreciation of
space with our perception
of objects and our general notions regarding them
with memory, imagination, thinking; with feeling,
emotion, and sentiment with voluntary activity
and
of all kinds, whether ideational or practical
with a number of general questions arising out of
these topics. It does not deal with the parts and
processes of the material world, but with all our
awareness of, and our activity and interest in, the
world.
Or, if the difficulty of separating the
material objective world from our activity with it
is pointed out, we may say that psychology deals
with all of the world that is immediately or directly
or with the world in so far as it is
before us
;

;

;

;

;

;

momentarily dependent upon our own activity if
we shut our eyes, all colours and their forms and
localizations vanish from us as actualities if we
cease to remember, the things of the past are no
longer with us when love takes the place of hate,
the incompatibility of another person with us
vanishes like a frown and there is only agreement
and harmony. But we do not therefore suppose
that the things that appeared coloured, or the past,
or our neighbour, have momentarily vanished or
have been replaced by others.
This obvious distinction between the world in so
far as it is dependent upon itself and upon us is
commonly expressed by saying that, whereas the
;

;

;

natural sciences study the world of nature, psychology studies the world of experience. The
known as
objects which psychology studies are
sciences
experiences. There are many other special
that deal with experiences but psychology is the
fundamental one. It holds the same place in the
world of mind as physics does in the world of
nature. It is the basal mental science.
;
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In such a statement of the subject-matter of
psychology as this three terras inevitably emerge
into prominence:
'nature,'
'experience,' and
'self.'
The world appears to us in experience.
Experience is that aspect of the world that is
(momentarily) dependent upon our activity. The
world is that mass of implications of experiences
that is not momentarily dependent upon our
We are that which, over against the
activity.
fleeting medium of experience, partakes somewhat
of the

permanence

Now,

if

it

is

all regions.

of the woi'ld.

commonly admitted that the

primary object of psychology

is

the study of

must
what concern psychology has with the
experience to the world and to the self.

experience, the further question

arise as to
relation of

—

2. Relation of experience to the world.
(a)
In its broadest form
Psychology and epistemology
of
the relation to the world is the problem
episte.

—

mology not. How
aware of the world

—

in actual fact
?

(that

cal problem), but. By
existence of a world

is

no prejudice to the possibility that there may be
many aspects of knowledge that are much broader
in their scope and relations than are tlie minute
aspects of knowledge, such as come within the range
These broad aspects
of a few seconds' duration.
may be studied by special broad methods, just as
certain broad aspects of health are studied by
certain broad (statistical) methods which ignore
the single individual. But the broad aspects rest
in the end scientifically upon the narrow ones in

do we become

a purely psychologi-

what right do we

assert the

independent, to whatever
extent, of experience (and of the self) ? It might
well be asserted that the only possible answer to
the question of right is the correct answer to the
question of fact. But an artificial distinction is
of ten made to the effect that psychology can have
no legitimate concern with truth or error. It is
the business of logic to establish correct conclusions, and perhaps to classify fallacies ; psychology will record and describe with impartiality
the correct conclusion drawn by one man and
the wrong conclusion drawn by another. Because
the problem of psychology includes both the
'correct' and the 'false' process, it will make
generalizations valid for both, and therefore invalid
And in any
for what is logically true or rational.
case it requires a separate, not descriptive but
normative, discipline to distinguish between the
true and the false. That seems to be the line of
argument taken by those who hold this view. They
often give further support to their view by reference to the unconcern of natural science; for truth,
beauty, good, or weal. Two stars disrupt each
other it is a case of impact or tidal motion. The
beauty of a rose is a problem in the minute
chemistry of coloured compounds. The woe of
mortal disease may be the struggle of two forms
of life-force equally valid as biological energies.
That is all quite true, of course. But, though
the sciences of medicine study health and disease
impartially if not indeed disease rather than
health—and make generalizations valid for both,
do they not also strive to win a special body of
generalizations valid for health alone? Similarly,
though the psychology of cognition will speak of
the forms common to both truth and error, will
they not also separate the variations peculiar to
truth from those peculiar to error? If there is
none such, how then does the other discipline
proceed to distinguish between truth and error?
If a general, reflective method, not regulated by
the general methods of scientific iirocedure, can

—

—

gain knowledge of the ways of truth, will not a
special, introspective, experimental method that
looks microscopically through the experience of
single thinkers, fulfil tlie re!|uired task better in
the end ? If a man by introspection cannot discern
the forms of truth, how will they ever be discerned ? And, if the method is introspective, will
it not be improved as much by the exact methods
of psychology as other special problems of psychology have been ? The discipline that distinguishes
between the true and the false does not make or
create the truth any more than it makes the falsehood or than a chemist makes or creates new
organic compounds. And yet this, of course, does

Psychology, therefore, has full right to all that
can accomplish regarding the relation of experience to the world, and no discipline that concerns
itself with that relation can aflbrd to ignore the
relevant work of psychology.
In so far as
(6) Psychology and physiology.
psychology is concerned with the proximate relation of experience to the world the relation to the
body and specially to the nervous system of the
individual its science merges into that of psychophysics. The science which holds the other end of
it

—

—

—

the relation is physiology. Much obscurity prevails
regarding the relation of physiology and psychology, so that it is necessary to review it here in
spite of its essential simplicity.

Psychology is the scientific study of experience,
physiology that of the functions or activities of
the body. Whatever asserts the existence, the
time, the manner, the properties, or anything
whatever, directly about an experience is an item
Whatever asserts anyof psychological science.
thing about the body or a part of it other than its
topography and morphology is an item of physiological science.
Consequently, the work of psychology consists in the increase of psychological
science, in the increase of statements about experiAn assertion regarding a touch-organ, an
ences.
eye, an ear, or a nerve is an item of physiology, no
matter how it was gathered, whether by the
microscopical examination of the organ, or by inference from the observation of sensations of vision
or of sound, or of loss of memory, or what not.
This obvious distinction is not in itself important in an exposition of psychology. Most people
would agree to it at once. But they generally
omit to draw the equally obvious deductions from

and so

It
to dispel their favourite prejudices.
prejudice of scientists especially
interested in physiology that psychology claims to

it,

is, e.g.,

a

common

be able to do what they already know they cannot
yet do. It tries to show how consciousness arises,
how the brain senses, feels, thinks, and acts ; but
with flimsy, superficial methods, such as the asking
of questions, the recording of reaction times ;
ignoring all the while, e.g., such a flagrant fact as
that the occurrence of intelligence is dependent
upon the proper functioning of the thyroid gland,
and so on. It is in face of such a mistake that it
is so necessary to point out that the fact regarding
the thyroid gland belongs to psycho-physics, and
that it does not add anything to our knowledge
of experience as such.
Many physiologists have
definitely excluded any consideration of experiences from the scope of reference of their science.
That is all the more reason why they should admit
the scientific study of the field of experience as
the task of others.
Another application experimental psychologists
are rightly highly impressed by the importance of physiology. The first foundations of the
physiology of the senses are easier of access than
are the foundations of a psychology of the senses.
This diflerence of bulk and systematic coherence in
the two spheres of knowledge relating to sensory
life creates a prejudice in their minds, so that,
when they proceed to study sensory experiences,
they apply their own psychological methods to the
:
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gathering of facts of observatiun, but, when they
come to the problem of exphanation, they are often
completely cliverted to the terms of pliysiological
explanation, ignoring, it may be, altogether their
dut}' of giving a psychological systematization of
the facts gatiiered in other words, a psychological
This prejuilice commonly governs
explanation.
professed psychologists even in dealing with questions relating to higher experiences, such as
memory, feeling, emotion, etc. In the field of
sensory experience it is almost universal.
The physiologist is correct inj holding that, if
he, specially active in the direct study of the
functions of the body, and not ignorant of the
indirect sources of phj'siological knowledge, cannot
advance a true theory of neural action in some
special department, such a theory will hardly be

reveal themselves in frequent scepticism as to t!ie
survival of the self beyond the life of the organism.
The popular self, then, is quite problematital.

—

After Hume's leading it is commonly agreed tliat
no unitary self is distinguishable among the objects
What we mean by the self may
of introspection.
therefore be the unity of experience in detail, or
the continuous unity of it throughout life, or a
certain logical or real implication of experience.
It is a common
(a) Self as the fount of unity.
argument against the view tliat the self is to be
identified either with the sum total of experience or
with the stream of experience that by no conceivable
means could a mere series of experiences turn into
a consciousness of that series as a unity. Hence
the sum total of experience simply coulu not exist
as a sum total, unless we suppose that some
miracle of unification is perpetually hapnening.
The stream of experiences can be unified only in so
It is only through
far as it is a stream-for-a-self.
the presentation to one self, through the common relation to one self, that the mass becomes individual.
It is true that we cannot rationalize the process
of unification or synthesis that we find broadcast
throughout our experience nor can we rationalize
the synthesis of atoms to a molecule, of molecules
to a cell, or of cells to an organism.
But, axlmitting that, M'e have the strength to perceive that a
to
one
is
and
irrelevant.
reference
impotent
subject
It is irrelevant because it blandly begs the quesHow do experiences ever arrive before one
tion.
subject's gaze? And what is this gaze? It is
impotent, because no amount of reference to one
subject will explain the great variety of forms in
which experiences integrate to unities, or the laws
If it is difficult to conceive
of their integration.
of an experience by itself having an object, it ia
just as ditticult to conceive the rationality of a
subject thinking objects through experiences. In
short, the hypothesis of the self as a unifj'ing
form, though it undoubtedly gives a sense of great
comfort and satisfaction to many minds, is nevertheless useless.
It is of no service whatever in a
scientific sense, and that must be the final test in
a science of psychology. Its acceptance cannot be
advocated on this ground.
The doctrine is really an inheritance from Kant.
The leading idea of his philosophic reconstruction
of experience was the postulation, not of one singleall-important synthesis (Hume), but of a whole
hierarchy of them, forming an easily exhaustible
system. But Kant failed to draw the proper inferences from this idea and from what success he
achieved in applying it in detail. He failed especially to see that the data of experience and the
forms that emerge from them must synthesize
themselves /rom below upwards according to common laws. In the search for a source of synthesis
he then looked upwards in experience instead of
downwards, and found the synthetic unity of
apperception, the consciousness of 'I think.' The
eflicacy of that notion, however, is nothing but
the notion of synthesis itself and so nothing was
gained by his whole procedure. At the same time,
For the confusion
almost everything was lost.
into which Kant worked himself in his various
deductions left the almost indelible impression
that all such deductions are hopeless undertakings.
So the very valuable idea with whicli Kant started
was emasculated beyond further usefulness. In
his successors, and especially in Hegel, it was
and
degraded to a scheme of purely fanciful
imaginary forms, whose only claim to actuality
was the vague atmosphere of logical connexion
that pervaded them. At the same time, the universal function ascribed by Kant to the synthetic
until the
unity of apperception was exaggerated
real world seemed to fade utterly away and only

—

deduced solely or chiefly from indirect sources.
On the other hand, the psychologist, who is
specially active in the direct study of experiences,

more likely to be able to systematize these
completely in his special department, and so to
explain them psj'chologically, than he is to be able
to deduce from them, in their unsystematized and
therefore unregulated and perhaps incomplete
form, a scheme for the completion of the knowledge
and for the systematization of a neural field that
has not been specially the object of his direct study.
All this is, of course, without prejudice to the fact
that one man may be equally fitted for, and may
do equally complete, work in some field of both
psychology and physiology. If so, he is merely
formally two scientists in one, and must in both
capacities work as perfectly, without prejudice, in
the interests of each science as he would if he were
a specialist in one only.
Psychology, then, is primarily a pure psychology,
the scientific study of experiences in terms of
experiences, involving their complete description,
In
analysis, classification, and systematization.
the connecting science of p.sycho-physics it has
equal rights with physiology. In the connecting
science of epistemology it has equal rights with
any philo.sophical discipline which may concern
and so on for all other
itself with that science
sciences through which psychology may be related
to other sciences.
is

;

—

—

3. Experience in relation to the self.
Having
dealt thus with experience in itself and in relation
to the world, we have now only to deal with experience in relation to the self. But there is this
difference between the world and the self, that,
whereas there are highly developed sciences other
than psychology that deal ^^ith the world, there is
no other distinct science than psychology tliat deals
with the self. In fact, psj'chology is by name the
science of the soul, or self, that which is of the
nature of experience perhaps, but certainly transcends the single, momentary, fleeting experience.
might, then, expect psychology to include a
special field devoted to the study of the self.

We

A

survey of psychological literature, however, will
hardly reveal this field. In fact, there are many
who flatly deny that there is any such thing strictly
as a self, distinguishable from the sum tota,l, or

;

or stream, of experiences.
And, where there
no dispute as to the existence, there is frequent
difference of view as to the nature, of the self.
About the popular view there is no doubt. The
self is something more than the experience of any
moment. Though in sleep its activity is tempofield,

is

rarily suspended, yet it persists in consciousness of
itself through years, and it is the leader of all the
mind's activity. It thinks, observes, feels, and
senses.
And yet common sense in this region often
gets into difficulties ; it has to distinguish between
the true and false, better and worse, selves. Its
doubts about the independent nature of the self
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remained

in its universe of experience.
succeeded in solving the problem of the
scheme of synthesis in experience from below upwards, there is no doubt that he would never have
developed his phenomenalism, nor would the idealistic extravaganzas of his successors ever have been

the

self

Had Kant

propounded.
So much, then, for
(b) The metaphysical Ego.
the self as the fount of unity in experience in its

—

There is, of course, just as little reason
details.
for assuming the existence of a self in order to

give unity to the data of experience of a lifeIf experience cannot raise its own unity
time.
upon its own foundations and upon the hierarchy
of special integrations just discussed, no notion of
self will ever inspire the data of experience, which
are as the sands of the sea for number, into one
coherent whole. All this mysticism of the self is
nothing but a failure to grasp the problem of tlie

system of experience positivistically and scientihAs it stands, and is expounded still, it is a
cally.
distinct barrier to proper progress in psychology.
For it cannot yield any fruit of detail problems,
and so it clogs the minds of those who hold it.
As to the implications of experience, they are
rather the result of psychological study than a
part of its subject-matter. If the psychologist is
concerned to draw all legitimate inferences from
his data, implications regarding the self, whether
they be logical or real, will follow of themselves.
There is no fear of anything being ignored here.
The intensity of the individual's struggle for existence and his desire to survive indefinitely will
coerce him into probing for all possible reasons for
Every
believing in the perpetuation of his self.
possible reason, however improbable, will be hope-

doctrine is now commonly held either to be insufficient to account for the facts or to involve too
great assumptions regarding the variability of
appearance of sensations in aggregations. Obviously, too, the proof of the presence in all experiences of a complement of sensations, approximately
co-extensive with the experiences discerned in
aggregate which is the chief line of proof followed
by sensationalists does not exclude the alternative
theory that all experiences are either single or
multiple sensations, or special integrative complexes
of sensations.
Here the only interest in the sensation is that it is the lowest rung on an indefinite
ladder of integrative processes, one that cannot be
further resolved by us.
Another line of theorists hold that there are
other ultimate, irreducible constituents of experience than sensations feelings, thoughts, etc. But

—

—

need not be taken to have
proved anything more than that feelings, thoughts,
and the rest are special points, units, or parts of
a certain range of experience, just as cells are
special and, in many senses, unique parts of the
body, and are held by many to be irreducible
wholly to the next lower units of matter molecules
and their laws. The burden of proof lies heavy
on any school that draws such limits. For it has
The best policy for
for its task a negative proof.
united work is obviously the plea that, while feelings and thoughts may be reducible to lower
grade units, this reduction has not yet been satisThus all theorists may
factorily accomplished.
work forward together, each supplementing the
this type of theory

—

and interpretation.
Whatever the outcome may be, the theoretical
work of psychology may well be set up as if it
would ultimately converge on the sensationalistic
ideal, when that is re-animated by the substitution

other's outlook, observation,

and appraised.
sometimes said that psychology
does not fulfil its duty, which is to study the self
and its states, not to study the objective contents
of experience, such as colours, sounds, concepts,
thoughts, and memories. Quite possible but the
other things are more clearly there, and call for
study.
They are what most psychologists now
study chiefly. If any one can develop a method
of demonstrating the existence of the self, in some
sense clearly distinguishable from experience and
its syntheses, of studying its states, and of making
our knowledge of it progressively larger, his
fully contemplated
It

is,

finally,

of integration for aggregation.

;

success will surely be highly acclaimed. Thus far,
however, in the opinion of the writer, no one has
done so. The field of psychology, therefore, is
properly described exclusively as a study of experiences in the systems in which we find them and of
the relations of these experiences and their systems
to the fields which in the universe surround experiThese are, apart
ence or rest in part upon it.
from the biological (process) sciences already referred to, the (product) sciences of history, linguistics, aesthetics, and the like, and the social sciences
of political pldlosophy, and economy, social economics, etc. (cf. art. CONSCIOUSNESS for fuller discussion from opposed point of view).
II.

The sensory cognitive system.
-

—

Theories as to the constituents of experience.

of psychology, as Ward has said,^ is to
ascertain the ultimate constituents of all experiences and to determine the laws of their interThe matter is still under dispute, but it
action.
is possible to maintain with perhaps increasing
show of probability that the ultimate constituents
Where this
of all experiences are sensations.

;

theory goes upon the assumption that all experiences that do not directly reveal themselves as
sensations are in some subtle way aggregates of
more or less obscure and attenuated sensations, we
have the ancient doctrine of sensationalism. That
£firii, s.v.

'Psycholo^,'

xxii. 548b.

Certain other theories refuse to consider any
such analytic, dissecting, and devitalizing outlook
as these.
They stand fast by the indivisibility
and qualitative unity of experience, its ever changing and developing wholeness and completeness,
which are only brought to the inert forms of the
above theories by the destructive work of the
abstracting intellect. In its older form this group
of theories made great use of the earlier notions of
the biologists. The organic unity of experience
was constantly emphasized.
Experience is an
organism in which every part detectaljle by abstraction stands in living, moving interaction with
from it without
every other, and is inseparable
the destruction of the (spirit of the) whole. Doubtless ; but modern biologists are not deterred by
this thought from a progressive analysis and
synthetic reconstruction of the wonderful life of
the organism. They do not allow themselves to
be held up in their progress by the contemplative
admiration of completeness and unity. A recent
form of this type of theory clothes itself anew in
biological terminology, taking as its prototype of
action the mystic unity and the insight-withouta very fine doctrine for
intellect of the instinct
those who love to linger on the hill-tops of philosophy, chanting the wonders of the stars, the
clouds, the trees, and the clover, and yearning to
embrace the universe in a great wave of life, and
very refreshing to the tired mind, but hardly the
way of progress. The world, no doubt, is full of
wondrous forces but we happen to be soldiers of
the intellect and must do what we best can.
A third group of theories, which also lie somewhat aside from the main drift of psychological
work, looks upon experience as not ours, not subjective or mental, coming between our self and a
but as really of the world, objective,
real world
pliysical, the same in stuff as the things that we

—

i.

—

The task

1

—

;

I
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In a certain sense tiie dillerence is
only a matter of words, and, provided such a theory
has the interest to study experiences or objects in
detail, the same results will emerge as are found
by the more orthodox psychologist, so to speak.
But in its older form of oujective idealism this line
of doctrine acted almost as an excuse for not investigating the minute, systematic build of objects
If the alleged experiences were
(experiences).
really objects, the study of them migiit well be
left to the scientists.
And, if there were a .science
that might be called exj)erimental psychology,
then that title was in a sense a misnomer the
science was really a branch of physiology, obviously
not part of the work of a philosopher. In a recent
form the theory shows a special interest in the
minute buiUl of objects or of the first physical

call material.

'

'

;

data.
For knowledge is required to show how
these data are so directly related to, or continuous
with, the material things of science as they seem
to our common sense to be.
This group of theorists
is obviously forced into the attempt to make a
special plea for, and a special study of, the self.
For one can hardly solemnly go the length of
asserting that there is nothing in the world but
the objective, tiie physical, and its complexities

—

no self and no personal activity. These views evidently carry us back to the problem of the self
They do not yet affect the
already discussed.
detail work of psychology (or of this new physics
that the physicists do not promote). If the field
of work and the drift of fact and theory are clear,
psychology may leave the classificatory names to
the wider comprehension of philosophy.
When
we have all the knowledge of fact required for
exhaustive systematization and understanding, we
shall hardly object seriously to any useful drawing
of boundaries and naming of provinces.
2. Sensations and their attributes.
The ulti-

—

mate constituents

of all experiences, then, are prob(Sensations are indicated in the

ably sensations.
universe of things as being the simplest experiences
that are directly dependent upon the stimulation
of a sense-organ or of a sensory nerve.
They are
familiar in the five senses of man but the work of
later years has increased that number considerably.
The senses may be divided into three groups.
Tlie first con(a) Simplest senses of the skin.
tains the simplest and perhaps more primitive
senses of the skin and, in an irregular way, of the
viscera.
They are four pain, touch, cold, and
warmth. Itch and tickling are related to pain
and touch respectively.
The problem of the
psj-chological description of the simplest experiof
ences
these senses is a useful preliminary and
guide to the psychological definition of sensation
in general.
It is the important problem of the
;

—

:

attributes of sensation.
There are at least six attributes. (1) Qualitrj \s
the name for the radical difference between the
sensations of different senses e.g., colour, sound,
touch. And touch, pain, warmth, and cold are all
(2) The variant known as
qualitatively diflerent.
iyitensity is too familiar to require any indication.
These two attributes have been universally
admitted and are readily acceptable by all as
direct properties of, or variants in, tiiese simplest

—

experiences.

The next most frequently admitted

attribute is
colour mass is extensive so is
a bath or the pain of colic, as
compared with the coldness of a drop of rain or
the pain of a pin-prick. Some folk feel a repugnance of a kind to the assertion that our experiences are extended or spread out. But that is
merely traditional prejudice. Thought may not
be extensive, but sensations certainly are only it
is not the spatial kind of
extensity that is meant.
(3)

extcnsity.

A

the

warmth

felt in

;

;
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but another kind or sub-cla.ss of extensity. The
attribute of extensity has not always been admitted. Some have tried to derive it from groups
of qualitative and intensive differences ; but the
attempt was never convincing hence the gradual
;

recognition of the primacy of extensity.
Now, those who thus admitted extensity u.sually
proceeded to attempt to develop a further attribute
of localization out of those three.
The cover for the
act of conversion involved in tliis attempt has been
since Lotze's time the term 'local sign,' the idea
being that the skin is of such different texture, etc.,
at different parts that a touch at one part would be
distinguishable from another at another part of
the total extent by its qualitative and intensive
differences.
But the same futility attaches to this
attempt at derivation as to the previous one. The
intellect can by no device convert into local signs
what are after all only groups of items devoid of

These must remain
any sort of arrangement.
what they are, unless tiie intellect can correlate
them with a spatial order otherwise provided.
And then the spatial order so obtained would not
become inherent in the sensory complex, as would
be required. No, mere extensity is insufficient.
For it implies no definite construction, form, shape,
or extent, but only extensity as a variable magniIf this magnitude is at the same time to
tude.
have form or shape, it must be supposed to include
orders implicitly or explicitly. And the magnitude
cannot be definite without the help of explicit
orders.
This is, then, the fourth attribute (4)
order.
It is not to be confounded with spatial
order, as which it appears most definitely before
our cognition in the sensory experience of the skin.
It is the basis of the spatial construction.
Space,
as we shall see, is a form or complication of sensory

—

order.

Two

other parallel attributes are the basis of our
differentiation of sensory experience,
namely (5) duration and (6) temporal order. The
former order may be distinguished from (6) as
systemic order, because it is the kind of order
that depends psycho-physically upon a system of
elementary sense-organs (receptors).
Another attribute has been proposed by Titchener
clearness.
But there are great difficulties in
the way of its acceptance.
sensationalistic
system, of course, as already indicated, requires
some primary variant to account for the apparently
great difference between the higher psychical complexes and any obvious aggregates of sensations.
But an integrative .system, full of variously directed
streams of action and of diff'erent levels, the one
more remote from the other than a third, can probably account for all the facts without such a

temporal

—

A

difficult attribute.

This first easy group of sensations has an appendage in the sense or senses of taste. No newprimary fact is met in it.

—

Articular, rmiscular, and organic senses.
of senses differs from the first in
ottering in each case some feature of obscirrity or
The senses here are the articular, the
difficulty.
muscular, and the organic (a medley of hunger,
The difficulty consists
thirst, lust, nausea, etc.).
in properly classifj'ing the attributes of each and
the ob.scurity in detecting their presence. Thus
the quality of articular sensations has been generAnd a
ally held to be their indication of position.
class of positional qualities has even been distinguished from a quality of movement. But the
'positional' variation must be classed as the
ordinal attribute, while the difference of movement
does not constitute a separate sense at all, as we
The obscurity attaching to
shall see
later.
articular sensations, on the other hand, concerns
But we can with care produce
their intensity.
(b)

The second group
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intensive differences in this sensation, and we then
recognize that the obscurity is not in Titchener's
sense attributive, but is only apparent. Failing to
recognize the fact that the physiological basis of
intensive differences in this sense is almost lacking
from the nature of the case and expecting
intensive variations that we do not find, we call
these variations obscure, just as visual presentations are when we try to read in the gloaming.
feel that we cannot detect fully all that is
there. But when we cease to expect more than
there is, we also drop the term ' obscure.'
The third
(c) Senses of sound, sight, and smell.
group of senses presents very complex and very
difficult
cases that can be made to conform
completely to the formula of attributes only after
elaborate study. The senses here are sound, sight,
and smell.
The present writer has given ^ a re-interpretation
of the sense of sound on the basis of the formula of
the six attributes which completely alters our view
of this sense and brings it into perfect conformity

—

—

We

—

with the psychology (and, by inference, with the
physiology) of the other senses. It may be dogmatically indicated here. There is one quality in
sound, that which distinguishes sight from sound.

The difference generally
Intensity is familiar.
classed as quality pitch is really the attribute of
order, while the extensity of sounds is apparent in
their volumes, which run parallel to the pitch
series, low tones being large and bulky, high tones
thin and small.
These volumes, however, are
really extents or masses of sensation, so that tones
are not the primary particles of this sense, but are
Avell-rounded, balanced, symmetrical masses of
sound, in which one (hypothetical) particle (or a
few) is prominent in a central position, and is
known as the pitch of the tone. Thus all audible
tones may be reduced to a single series of jjarticles
of sound sensation, the lowest tone involving the
whole series, and the higher ones progressively less
and less of the series, the end particle on one side

—

—

common to all tones. This is only another
of expressing the fact that, as we rise in the
tonal scale, the pitch series moves progressively to

being

way

one side.
There is no need to attempt to reduce noises to
For noises are themselves masses of sound tones.
particles.
They differ from tones only in their
irregularity and want of balance and in their lack
of a prominent ordinal centre, i.e. pitch.
All
degrees of variation, however, from tone to noise
are obviously possible.
In the sense of vision the systemic attribiites

and order offer no difficulty. That
attaches only to the attributes of intensity and
have interesting and highly developed
quality.
physiological theories of vision, of which the most
familiar are those of H. L. F. von Helmiioltz and
of E. Hering.
But we have still to get a satisfactory psychological account of the elements of
of extensity

We

this sense.

The

sense of smell

is

specially peculiar because

of the fact that we seem unable as yet to give a comare unable to tell
plete survey of its qualities.

We

whether the enumeration that we already have is
complete. This merely means that we have not
yet got the key to the psychological analysis of
this sense.

In spite of these outstanding difficulties, we may
look forward to bringing the attributes and varieties
of aggregation of the elements of all the senses
some day finally into full agreement with one
another. This solution may be expected to conform at least closely to the formula of six attributes
indicated above.
3.

Modes and laws
1

of integration.
The Psychology of Souiid.

— The

other

task of pure science in psychology is to ascertain
the laws of the interaction of these probable ultimate constituents of experience ; or, better, to

determine their modes and laws of integration.
The problem of these modes has been before the
minds of psychologists for some time in the form of
the figure-qualities described by C. von Ehrenfels.
A melody, e.g., must be something more than the
sum or sequence of the tones that form it. For it
remains the same melody even when it is raised or
lowered in pitch so far that none of the tones of the
first version occurs in the second.
And a square
is a square, whether it be given in blue colour or
Similar distincred, or even in tactual sensation.
tions and arguments are found in older philosophical
literature.
Kant's forms of sense and of understanding are essentially the same idea. They are
something more than any data that they may
include or synthesize ; they are the mind's own

work or contribution to the build of knowledge
they cannot come from without they are, as we
;

;

'

'

may

say, purely integrative

processes

of experi-

ence.

Following Kant's suggestions farther, we may
think of these integrations as a hierarchy coextensive with experience a scheme that, as being
in experience, is directly before our observation
and may well be completely described by our
science before very long.
Moreover, it is one that
should bring with its gradual discovery a sense of
its own completeness and
necessity.'
Unlike Kant, however, we cannot hojie to succeed
unless we can put our scheme of integrative processes into relation to the properties or attributes
of the elementary data of experience the sensations.
This connexion is expressed in the following two laws. (1) The integrative product must
bear a close resemblance to the lower-level product

—

'

—

or to the attribute

We

cannot,

e.g.,

upon wliose integration

it rests.

expect localizations to rest upon

differences of intensity or of quality or of both,
but only upon differences of order. In such a con-

nexion there would be no inner coherence, insight,
necessity (Kant), or whatever it might be called,
that makes our experience coherent in all its parts
instead of a mere mechanical conglomeration.
'

'

Wherever similar attributes (or integrative
products) integrate (anew), there we must expect
to find products both introspectively and functionThus, if the integraally similar to one another.
tion of visual orders gives systemic intervals and
motions, then, if pitch is really properly classified
as ordinal, we must expect to find differences of
pitch integrating to similar products. And these
are to be found, namely, (tonal) interval and (a
certain aspect of) melody.
third law states a fact that has already
(3)
been referred to and is of the greatest importance,
namely that the integrative product is an addition
to the mass of integrating experiences, whose
existence and continuance -within the integrative
It is this fact that
process it in no way impairs.
makes such a profound difference between the
scheme of sensationalism and that now expounded.
At the same time, this addition to experience gives
a place Avithin experience to all that has been
claimed and taught regarding the creative synthesis
But this interpretation
or evolution of experience.
or description of experience may claim to be more
scientific than others, in so far as it is more positivIt does not gather all the creative talents of
istic.
experience in a greedy hand and bestow them upon
a single agent the brain, or the soul, or apperIt leaves them all in tlieir
ception, or what not.
It lets psychical creation come forth in its
places.
order, just as the natural and biological sciences
set forth the order of natural creation.
forms. No proper
4, Scheme of integration
(2)

A

—

—
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of
exposition of the dilieient forms of sensory and
cognitive integration can be given in this short
to
forms
of
those
But a scheme
article.
may help
bring some comprehensive arrangement into the
mass of data that the reader will hnd in the

with
cliapters of textbooks of psychology dealing
Of the six
sensory and cognitive experience.
attributes the chief integrating one is order.
DifVurcnces in systemic order alone give systemic
distance, ditterences in temporal order temporal
distance or time interval. The unity of simultaneous and progressive differences in these two
ordinal attributes is motion. These three integsize or speed.
rates all vary in magnitude
Distances are found in all the senses that show
of order— touch
in
the
attribute
distinct variations
and the other skin sensations, articular sense,
sound, and sight. All senses give diflerences of
temporal order, but some give them much better
than others. So we have specially temporal, or

—

senses.

rhythmic,

Obviously

motion

will

be

limited to the senses that give distance well. No
other attribute than order integrates well, or even
at all perhaps. An exception seems to occur in
vision, where lustre is found to involve differences
of brightness and seems to be a new character
supervening upon these differences. It also obeys a
further law of integration in that it supervenes
both upon simultaneously (binocularly) and upon
successively (uniocularly) presented differences.
This law appears to be oDserved in all integrations
that do not involve differences in temporal order,
which, as we know them, are always successive.
But the problem of lustre is not quite clear
lustre may, in fact, belong to the next level of
_

;

integration, which is called bisystemic, because it
involves two systems of elementary sense-organs,
or two ordinal systems, of the same kind e.g.,

—

two

eyes,

two

ears.

This bisystemic level gives, in vision, a new
third dimension to the forms that are found in the
plane field of vision of one eye. With two eyes
simultaneously, or with one eye successively, we
see solidity, i.e. stereoscopically. Binaural hearing
It gives a new (transverse)
is similar, but simpler.
The pitch series of each ear is a
line of orders.
The combined
single (longitudinal) dimension.
use of these two (not mathematical, but merely
narrow) lines allows of (transverse) oscillation of
emphasis from one side (or ear) to the other, and
so provides a basis, though a very imperfect one,
for our correspondingly weak power of localizing

sounds round the head.
The next level of integration is intersysteraic
it holds between systems of different kinds of
This kind of integration is still more
senses.
difficult for the individual to acquire than the
preceding. We may express the problem materially by asking how the impressions of the different
;

plane forms or figures that appear in the
integrating systems of the two eyes. Similarlj',
the systems of the different senses may be supposed
to unite to form our sensory space only by the
integration of their systems by means of the very
similar forms and motions that are impressed upon
the different senses by one and the same real object.
Thus too the contributions of the different senses
are brought together to form units of perception

of the

—

'orange.'
The interaction of the distances and forms presented within the system of a single sense offers a
rich field for study.
This is most apparent in the
many visual illusions (.q^.v.) now so familiar.
These figures are illusions simply because tlieir

e.g.,

when presented together, modify one
parts,
another and so appear otherwise than they do
when presented alone. They are chiefly illusions
of distance or size, and of direction a derivative

—

of distance.

The sclieme of sensory cognitive integrations may
summed up schematically as on next page.

be

—

—

We

'

offers

association.

A minute study of

visual bisystemic integration
shows that this basis is the identity or similarity

'

'

'

Thus, e.g., we need make no speculative references to the brain for a basis of integration.
Whether there is in the brain a parallel or preceding, real, unifying process or not is a question
for the physiologist to settle.
An answer to it,
whether positive or negative, can in no way affect
the work of psychology in the study of the inteWhether
grative process as it is in experience.
parallelism or interaction be the time answer to
the psycho-physical problem is not very important
for the present, for the simple reason that it will
be very long before proper material for an answer
is to hand.
On the other hand, a p^chical agent,
such as the soul, is quite useless. Even the spytn
glass role of thought may be dispensed with,
that theory thought is held to be an indispensable
accompaniment or attribute of sensation. It conies
with it in some germ-like form, and over and
through sensation, as it Avere, it spies out the
How could an
object or cause of sensation.
experience have or know an object, if it were not
so ? How could it even if it were so ? we may ask

has been perpetually ignored, the same question
must be asked about the (vast) mind. How do the
systems of the different senses become reconciled
and con"elated with one another ? How do the
impressions of the different senses ever meet
together in the mind ? The question becomes
specially acute when we turn to examine the
psychological origin of the object.' Take the old
How do the
stock example of the 'orange.'
different sensations given by an orange hitch on
to one another in the child's mind ? Not by mere
simultaneous association, for not all things that
are merely together in the mind associate together.
There must be a specific basis that regulates
'

'

We

in reply.

'

—

(a) The
5. The higher cognitive powers.
The cognitive w(nk
psycho-physical problem.
of experience thus appears as a great hierarchy,
developing upwards by its own initiative from
the data given by the senses w^e say
by its
own initiative,' because in such a scheme we do
not need to postulate any sort of developing agent
to work or even to guide development.
can
study the whole process positivistically, just as the
physical, chemical, and biological sciences study
the course of development within their spheres.
may speak of development because the higher
unities are more comprehensive and also (we may
confidently assert) later than the unities of the
lower levels.

senses ever meet together in the vast brain, so as
to form a unitary whole.
Although the problem

'
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The scheme propounded, on the other hand,
a direct basis for constructive work on the

'references' of thought.

An

integrated state

is

always attached to, and so refers to, the basis
upon which it is integrated. A melody is not a
unity that is just present along with tones, as the
title-name of the melody more or less is. It is
intimately blended into the being of the tones, as
it were.
It is this intimacy of connexion that

makes a psychologist like Titchener altogether
overlook the presence of something new in the
melodj'-total (or in a square) bej'ond the ultimate
data of sense. In the same way in a perception
each sensation which enters into the unity is
and
equally it.' The colour of the orange is it,'
so are the taste, the smell, and the feel (of it ').
And, on the other hand, the it of the perception
refers to each of these.
'

'

'

'

'
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SCHEMB OF THE IKTEQRATIONS OF COGNITIVE EXPERIENCE.
Temporal

Systemic
Attributes'.

Quality

only in smell

(variable)

Intef/rations

and

vision

Extensity

Intensity

not at

in all senses

(vision

not at

in all senses

all

(smell

?)

Order

Duration

Older

all

always

?)

:

1st level (intra-

systemic,
single sense)

Distance

Motion

Size

Speed

Interval

:

Variant

:

Size
I

I

Complications

Forms, figures, areas, masses,
volumes in one or two dimen-

:

sions

level

Znd

I

Illusions— f.,'7., visual,
and direction

Interaction
of
units of first

Times and
rhythms

Motions in figures of time and
torm~e.g., melody

of

size

(Ulusiona?)

Illusions of size

:

Lustre

level (J/isys-

two systems of same

temic,
sense)

(No further development. There

Stereoscopy

(tri-dimensional
vision from binocular, simul-

taneous, distances and forms,
or from uniocular, succestrisive,
(articular
forms)

:

is

only one tem-

poral system [or

(?)

receptor
linear

dimensional forms?)

—up

!]

of

capacity
to

c,

2-6

seconds)

Srd

level

Sensory space

(inter-

si'steniic,

(J)

be-

tween different
senses)

Uh

:

(objec-

Perception, ordinal 'it-centres'
of sensory complexes

5th level (concep-

Conception, ordinal 'a-centres'
of percepts

level

tive)

:

I

tual)

:

etcetera.

The stage

of perception {q.v.) at

which the cause

of a percept comes into view is certainly not the
earliest form of perception, where the integrate is
nothing but an it-centre of sensory experience, but
a ratlier advanced stage in which there is some
conceptual concentration of individual perceptions
and some of the ' knowledge about that then
'

'

This ' knowledge about is not the
result of an excursion or observation beyond the
confines of experience, as the cause-idea might
suggest, but merely the attachment to one another
of experiences above the first perceptual stages by
the same or similar mechanism as produced these
first stages, whereby the
higher integration is
supervenes.

attained that we
conception {q.v.).

know

as abstract knowledge or
All these abstract units must
not, however, be supposed to have to hang in the
air above the sensory levels of integrations, as if
they were the gases of corruption mounting
upwards from them. They are attached or refer

downwards

to their basis through a continuous

line of integration, just as the other integrative
products do. And it is just this attachment which

puts substance, cause, and interaction, particles or
parts of various levels atoms, molecules, and the
rest into the objects of perception.
The study
(6) Development in tnan and animals.

—

—

—

of development {q.v.) is, readily accessible in this
way. If a certain level of integration can by
indirect evidence of conduct, learning-by-experiment, and so on be proved to exist in any animal,
we know what earlier levels of experience are
implied in it. Research thus far seems to have

—
—

shown conclusively that no animal other than man
shows any evidence of commanding the conceptual
But recognition and, still
level of integration.
more, perception are by no means excluded among
the higher animals. The task of deciding in each
particular case is very difficult, involving a great
deal of very elaborate and precautious experimentation.

To the

further important question why every
is well endowed with efficient sense-

animal that

organs does not develop to as high an integrative
level of experience as man, psychology is unable as
yet to give a definite answer. This appears the
more strange as man seems in certain respects to
be possessor of senses which compare unfavourably
with those of many other mammals. This is

especially so in the case of smell and of hearing.
In vision we are relatively efficient. But in one

important respect we have a great advantage ; we
are possessors of mobile hands and fingers. The
significance of this is that it endows us with a
second highly elaborate and clear field of tridimensional forms, namely the tactual-articular.
The otjier mammals, with the exception of our
nearest relatives, use their articular sense almost
only for the general purpose of postures and bodily
movement, while their touch is imprisoned behind
their masses of fur.
There can be no doubt that the possession of a
plurality of tri-dimensional senses is highly important for development. For hearing is only weakly
dimensional, and smell in ourselves (and possibly
in the other mammals as well) is not so at all.
All our other senses, apart from the visual and
articular, are only vaguely dimensional, inactive,
and of poor discriminatory power. But, as we have
seen, the correlation and integration of active and
complex dimensional senses are required for the
proper development of sensory space, and that in
its turn is the gateway to the higher cognitive
powers. So we may maintain as probable the
view that the height of development of the mind
depends largely upon the extent of variation given
And we
in the elementary data of the senses.
sliould, therefore, expect to find that the size of
the brain depends not so much upon the room
'

'

required for tlie cerebral mechanisms of conception
as upon the size of the parts required for the biand tri-dimensional senses of fine discrimination.
Of course neural centres may also be required for
all integrative levels.
But these are problems
which we must leave to the physiologist.
6.

Memory and

imagery.

—With

memory

{q.v.)
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another aspect of experience comes into view that
It seems clear that
is of the greatest importance.
there can be no memory work except upon the
basis of the spontaneous integrations or experience.
Memory is not mechanical association of contiguous
parts of an aggregate, as sensationalism is comMuch, if not all, has yet to be
pelled to suppose.
done before the springs of memory are clearly
exposed. But there is a growing tendency of
evidence and conviction to show that memory presupposes some form of integrative activity whicli
makes the old form of contiguous association
untenable except as a formula that presupposes
but ignores this integrative activity.
But, if this is granted, there seems no doubt that
association gives experiences a new grip of one
another, so that, even when an inte'grative unity
is dissolved by lapsing as an actuality, it can l)e
reinstated from a part of its original foundations
by the extra bond established before the integration lapsed.

And, as we know,

repetitive con-

templation of the integrative complex helps to
make associations more powerful and enduring.
The experimental study of memory in recent years
has greatly extended our knowledge of the conditions afiecting strength of association.
By
association, too, we can extend the scope of
wider
them
include
a
so
to
make
as
integrations,
scope of experiences than they otherwise would
spontaneously at any one moment. If integration
gives height of growth to experience, as we might
And the
say, then memory gives it breadth.
growth that can be attained in breadth by effort
is enormous.
At the same time this redintegrative action of

memory makes

an integrative proside, as it were,
And
instead of by its full conditions from below.
the revival of these lower springs does not seem to
be necessary in memory work.
concept, e.g.,
can never be got originally except from below.
And yet in the fluent operations of thought, which
depend so much upon the work of memory, that
concept may be revived, and used as an essential
link in the process of thought, without the revival
of any of its sources of integration, even in the
possible for

it

duct to be revived from the

A

form of imagery.
And from this issue we

may pass directly to the
question of the value of imagery. An older evaluation of imagery considered it as a mere trace or
record of previous direct impressions of sensesensations now called up accidentally owing to the
associative linking that supervened to bind it and
the present reviving sensation together when both
were previously present as sensations. But that
vieAv is almost certainly wrong.
Imagery is
revived more often because of the integrative complexes into which it was as sensation wrought up,
and because it is now wan ted for the redintegrative
and new integrative processes of thought. Thus,
when one is asked, Does the water-line of a ship
rise or fall as it passes from fresh water to salt ? ',
the reason why an image-scene of a ship passing
from a river-mouth to the sea appears in some
form or other in almost every one's mind is that
such a scene presents all the material of the question in a natural and familiar scheme, each concept
attached to its own peg. The memory has then to
work upon the instructions given in the question
and to revive what material is readily available in
it, so that some of that material may perhaps cohere
well with the points of the question and thus
yield the answer.
And, according to the drift of
this work of memory and coherence (thought), so
a person will even see the ship rising or falling in
his mind's eye.
Compare with that easy question
such a one as this
John is twice as old as Mary
was when he was as old as Mary is. If John is
'

'

:
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how old is Mary?' Conceptually the two
questions are probably equally easy but no image
is readily forthcoming in the second to hold all
the concepts and their relations together in the
mind and make action between them easy. When
that action is easy, the answer to the question is
its outcome, or rather is the verbal exjjre.ssion of
The thought involved in answering
its outcome.
the question is partly the memory work, partly
the trying of the concepts and the memory additions together to see if they will not give the
definite comjilex implied by the question.
Now, one is tempted to elaborate the point and
to show the question groping for its answer, like
the tentacles of an octopus searching in some dark
And
cave for what is movable and appetizing.
the reader may feel impatient at the futility of
trying to make the mind work like a machine. It
is the self that thinks and .searches, is it not?
The self is the groper that searches and sees fitness
and judges? It is the self that attends, at least,
for sure? It is difficult to see how one self could
do so many different things.
ought at least
to have the case for the self put more convincingly
before us than hitherto. This will doubtless be
done, if it can be done. But this much may be
said, that recent psychologists in general do not
seem to find that line of construction the most
Of course, very
hopeful at the present time.
much further study by experimental and systematic methods is required if the complex field of
cognitive activities is to be fully understood.

21,

;

We

III.

Emotive aspects.

— Thus

far

we have

dealt with the sensory-cognitive range of experience.
have now to consider the emotive
aspects of it.
One of the
I. Integrative theory of feeling.
most familiar views of feeling is incorporated in
the three-aspects theory, according to which every
experience has three aspects cognitive, emotive,
conative ; knowing, feeling, and will. Or these
three are merely one and the same experience
from different points of view. Now there can be
no hesitation about rejecting this theory so far as
concerns feeling.
Feeling is not an aspect of

We

—

—

it is an experience definitely
Nor does it
distinguishable from every other.
even accompany every other kind of experience
one
familiar
with
the
regularly.
Any
experimental practice of introspection knows that he is not
or
In
constantly feeling pleasure
displeasure.
fact, he will have found that he is in a state of
Whole
feeling rather seldom than otherwise.

every experience

;

complexes and trains of experience pa.ss by ^\^thout any feeling of pleasantness or of unpleasantness appearing.
It is for this reason that the
theory of feeling as an attribute of sensation has
also been rejected.
The difficulty has been at all times to know
where to place feeling. The attributive theory is
the only attempt that has been made to give it a
The
definite place in the sensory cognitive range.
older sensationalists tried to work it into their
field as a definite sensation or by the device known
as mental chemistry. In this a group of sensations was held to turn by combination into an
experience that did not at all resemble sensation,
just as the gases hydrogen and oxygen combine to
form the very different liquid water. So feelings
might really be groups of tactual or organic sensaThat theory
tions and yet not appear as such.

has been rightly rejected by everybody and has
wrongly created a prejudice against every inclination to gather ideas towards the elucidation of
experience from such a science as chemistry.
But even in recent times an attempt has been
made to show that feeling is psychologically a
It has quality— pleasantness and unsensation.
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pleasantness and intensity and the two problemattributes of extensity and 'localization'
(supposed in this theory to be an attribute) can
he made plaui^ible with an eflort ; feeling is not
located at the beautiful picture and in the beautiful sound, but it seems to be spread out in the
head more or less indehnitely. If no sense-organ
of feeling is known, at least we may suppose that
one does exist. Only it would not appear on the
periphery, but would probably be concealed within
the peripheral sense-organs or within the central
nervous system, revealing to us how these organs
are being affected, whether as usual (pleasantly)
or far away from the range of their normal
functions (unpleasantly).
This theory of feeling-sensations has not found
many supporters not that it has been definitely
proved to be wrong but it is too supposititious
and speculative. Something as plausible and more
in accord with the psychical facts is imaginable.
need not discuss the theory that looks upon
feeling as an irreducible element of experience.
This view is the natural outcome of many fruitless
attempts to resolve feeling into sensations or the
But it does not preclude renewed attempts
like.
at reduction in general, and in particular an integrative theory of feeling is still a possibility.
Titchener has attempted to carry this theory of
feeling as an element to its logical conclusion a
psychological definition of feeling as characterized
by a different set of attributes from that peculiar
His important point is that feeling
to sensation.
lacks the attribute of clearness pos.sessed by sensashall not renew the discussion of cleartion.
What we may notice now specially is the
ness.
subtle difficulty of positing elements of experience
of which one possesses attributes that another
lacks.
Besides, in this talk of the non-clearness
or unclearness of feeling and of the difficulty of
observing feeling are we not looking for a mare's
;

atical

—

;

We

—

We

nest, as it were? Suppose motion
as a specific experience by such

were regarded
a theorist as
Titchener. What would he say about its quality
and intensity? Would they be non-existent or
non-clear? And would motion, then, have only
two attributes of extensity and localization ? Or
would it also be said to lack clearness ? Probably
no one is ever in doubt as to whether he is pleased

Where, then, is the non-clearness? Nor
he in doubt about how pleased he is. Then, if
all that and nothing else is clear, probably there
is nothing else in feeling to be clear about.
Feeling would then be very like motion, as it appears
within an integrative theory. It is just motion
(its quality, if you like), and it has magnitude
So feeling has quality and magnitude
speed.

or not.
is

—
—

intensity.

The work

—

distinguish the emotions from the instincts, which
are concerned with the great functions of reproduction, nourishment, self-protection, and the like.
But there are those who tack on special instincts
to the emotions in order to explain the typical and
neurally inherited expressions of the emotions
e.g., fear and the instincts of flight and concealment, anger and the instinct of pugnacity.
Other disputed emotions are sorrow, pride,
humility, parental emotion, disgust, curiosity,
No one would dispute the presence
loneliness, etc.
of an emotive state in these aflections.
The question rather is Are they piimarj- emotions or are
'

'

—

:

they variant forms of a few generic emotions
that difler only in the objects to which they
refer

?

This object of emotions offers as many hard
Not
problems as does the object of cognition.
only is it hard to see how emotion comes to
be directed upon an object at all on that rock
the James -Lange theory of the emotions, e.g.,
foundered but the peculiar individuality of the

—

—

object

know

Of the object

is

puzzling.
at least that

of cognition

we

only gradually emerges into
clear view, and we can form plausible theories of
the gradual emergence of a definite objective relation.
But in emotion the object may appear
suddenly upon the mental horizon without any
sort of previous preparation, and lo
the emotion
is directed upon it at once in full force.
This
peculiarity is found also among the instincts.
Many insects seem to be born with a nervous
system prepared specifically for attention to special
The physiological difficulty lies in the
objects.
complicated process that seems required to account
for the 'perception' of those special objects.
Animals may recognize their other sex by simple
smell-impressions. But how should a wasp recognize a certain kind or size of caterpillar in that
way ? Hence even the possibility of innate ideas
has been seriously considered to be re-admissible.
But that way out of the difficulty seems to the
writer intolerable in science.
Then, again, the emotions renew the psychophysical difficulty. They are held to be strange
phases of the spirit, as strange and unaccountable
as the sensations of red and yellow in their dependence on etheric wave-lengths. The feeling of fear
is said to be an experience for which we cannot
account by relating it to other experiences it is a
gift from the brain ; something happens in some
remote corner of that vast mechanism, some subtle
neural congestion, and the colour of our mood is
determined by it in accordance with unknown
psycho- physical laws. This doctrine may be illuswe
trated by an example from another region
draw the hand away from heat because of the
the real
pain, so we think that is an illusion
reason for drawing the hand away is neural
mechanism ; we should draw the hand away in
just the same way if even pleasure were substituted for pain and we should then think, as now,
that we drew it away because of the pleasure of it.
The writer is firmly convinced that this is a
it

!

'

'

;

of

an integrative theory of feeling

really begins when the double basis of feeling has
to be shown up, and also the difference in the parts
of that basis that integrates to form feeling.
There are many lines of evidence that converge to
support this theory and to make it at least probable as an advance beyond the more conservative
theory of feeling as an irreducible element of
experience. But their exposition is too long to be
given here.
2, Problem of the emotions.
may consider
briefly the other great division of the emotive life

—We

—the

emotions proper.
The feelings are only
slight movements of the soul, as it were emotions
are rolling waves and storms whose troubles reach
And the scientific
far do^^•n into the deep waters.
problems of emotion are equally deep and agitated.
Even the enumeration of the emotions is by no
means settled. Of course about the great emotions
there is hardly a ^ubt.
fear, anger, and love
Questions are sometimes raised about the primacy
;

—

—

the attempt may be made to attach it so
closely to the sexual instinct as to endanger its
dignity as an emotion whereas there is no such
introductory function of bodily origin for the emotions of fear and anger ; they come upon us like
the thunder-storms of summer.
This absence of a bodily preparation serves to
of love

—

:

;

;

;

doctrine disastrous to any form of psychological
science and a| mockery to the sense and coherence
of the whole of experience.
For, if it is a doctrine
applicable anywhere e.g., in the emotions it is
And
then, as has been so
applicable every^vhere.
often deduced, Shakespeare's work is the accidental product of a sAvarm of chance variations.

—

—

PSYCHO-THERAPEUTICS
We may

well mij^ht one truly think tliat, if a fount of
type were cast into the air often enough, it would
come down one day as Kin(j Lear. These reminiscences of scientitic speculation carry us back to a
line of thought that is far from rare, although it

As

But we must not be content with vague 'spiritual'
We
ideal
terms and generally
expressions.
must carry over the methods and spirit of the
constructive
into
the
natural sciences
systematic,
M'ork of psychology and show how purely ps5'chical
laws will yield us a satisfactory understanding of
the world"^ of spirit, just as purely material laws
give us a satisfactory knowledge of the world of
matter. The evolutions and actions of the material
world can be worked by no agents or guides, so
Of course,
far as science is concerned at least.
science is only the systematic mirroring of realities
in cognition.
Being other than what it pictures,
it can hardly repeat the inner spontaneity and
being that are the essence, as against the form, of
Nor can psychical evolutions and
its objects.
actions be worked by spiritual agents or guides,
We
so far as the science of mind is concerned.
can only hope to find general laws of mind or of
psychical stuti" and to explain particular psychical
phenomena properly according to them, as the
ways of science demand. Then we may let matter
and mind come into cognitional harmony with one
another, as they undoubtedly can and will, in due
'

course.

The problem of conation makes possible a reference to the line of tliought that distinguishes the
content, or objective side, of an experience from
Those two sides
its subjective side or the act of it.
can be distinguished in all experiences. So we
have for the series of sensum, percept, concept a
corresponding series of acts sensation, perception,
conception. Thisdistinction carries us l»ick again to
the distinction of the ol)jective aspect of experience
from the self which acts experience or does it. It
is in fact only a variant upon this tiieoiy.
Ingenious attempts have been made to build up a science
of these acts
sensing, perceiving, remembering,
imagining, etc. wliich deserve .serious consideraBut the writer, at least, is not convinced of
tion.
the validity of the results claimed or of the merits
and necessity attributed to this line of construction.
At the same time, he is aware that a psychology
without a soul,' and still more without such a
series of acts, may seem to many to be a wooden affair.
It seems to him that the dispute is not one which
as yet makes great difference to the detail work of
psychology, and he inclines to think that the
difficulty discussed is the appearance in psychology
of the difficulty of substance and action, matter
and energy, that runs throughout all the sciences
of the real.
Content and act are, then, rather inseparable aspects of one reality— the reality described statically by the titles of its distinguishable
unities and dynamically by the titles of the chief
interactions of its parts rather than the waters of
matter and the spirit that hovers over them to
divide them hither and thither.

—

—
—

'

—

—The

following works will introduce the reader
facts, and theories upon which this
A Text-book of Experimental
with
Laboratory Exercises-, Cambridge, 1911;
Psychology;
E. B. Titchener, A Mamtal of Laboratory Practice, 4 vols.,
London, 1901-06 G. M. Whipple, Manual of Mental and
Physical Tests, Baltimore, 1910 F. Aveling, On the Consciorisnesg of the Universal and the Individval, London, 1912
McDougall, An Introd. to Social Psychology, do. 1908 A. F.
Shand, The Pouiulations of Character, do. 1914 Titchener,
Lectures on the Elementary Psychology of Feeling and A ttention.
New York, 1908, Lectures on the Experimental Psychology of
H. J. Watt, The Psychology
the Thought- Processes, do. 1909
of Sound, Cambridge, 1917 ;
James, The Principles of
Psychology, 2 vols., London, 1891; W. B. Pillsbury, The
Fundamentals of Psychology, do. 1916 G. F. Stout, A Manual
of Psychology'^, do. 1913; Titchener, .4 Text-hook nf psychology.
New York, 1909-10; J. Ward, art. Psycholojj'-y,' in EBA^ \
J. B. Watson, LV/iawior; an Introd. to Comparative Psychology,
New York, 1914 S. Alexander, Foundations and Sketch-plan
of a Conational Psychology,' British Journal of Psychology, iv.
[1911] 239-267 ; McDougall, Body and Mind, London, 1911 ;
B. Russell, Our Knoidedge of the External World as a Field for
Scientific Method i7i Philosophy, do. 1914; Stout, 'The Nature
of Conation and Jlental Activity,' British Journal of Psychology,

Literature.

in detail to the
article is based

methods,

C. S. Myers,

:

;

;

;

And

a psychology on these lines of construction
is in no sense a descent to a lower level, an abandonment of higher ideals. It is rather a confidence
and claim in the equal primacy of the sphere of
experience as a basis for the derivation of laws
alongside any other part of the scientific universe.
have every right to expect that the world of
experience will be as amenable to the strict ways
of science as the world of matter upon which it is,

We
as

expect the right key to unlock the door

quite easily.

was probably much more universal among biologists
a decade or two ago than it is now.
Hut, as far
as the outlook upon pure psychology is concerned,
It means, after all,
it has changed very little.
only that a coherent sphere of law has not yet
been recognized in experience, and tliat the recognition of it as such has been made very much less
likely by the success of the theory of chance variaIt is
tions in the neighbouring sphere of biology.
pleasant to think that such an absurd doctrine has
so often been rejected by the professed philosophers
of the mind.
'
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we know it, dependent.
C'oyATWN.—The only other sphere

of experience to be mentioned is conation. In so far as
that is conation within experience, as in attending,
remembering, thinking, and the like, the study of
it is continuous with that sketched in tlie preceding pages. In so far as conation involves muscular
movement, we enter upon a new region of special
Here psychology is still struggling
difficulty.
with the barest facts and first principles, as the
dearth of information on the topic in any of the
textlx)oks indicates. The reader must simply be
referred to special treatises on the subject.

IV.

is an introspective one
precisely lies before the mind's observation
in the case of voluntary movement ? And how can
we make a coherent, systematic whole of all the
facts gathered by the experimental pursuit of this
problem? One of the common earlier answers to
do not necesthe question has been disproved.
sarily anticipate our voluntary movement in a
mental image of it and will movement from that
basis. But the true psychological formula of voluntary movement has still to he determined. The
way to knowledge is probably blocked in this, as
in other regions of experience, by the confused
notions left from the wrecks of previous theories.
VOL. X, 28

The primary question

:

What

We

—

W.

;

;

;

W.

;

'

'

;
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PSYCHO-THERAPEUTICS.

J.

Watt.

— This

is

the

for the processes by which man
attempts to infiuence disease by measures acting
through the mind. It is a subject which brings
out more prominently than any other the close

name employed

which has existed throughout its whole
history between medicine on the one hand and
The earliest
magic and religion on the other.
modes of healing of which we know are psychotherapeutic, and, if the remedies of existing peoples
of rude culture provide any indication of primitive
relation

modes of thought and action, psycho-therapeutics
would seem to be the oldest branch of medicine.
A distinction must be made, however, between
the use of measures for the cure or amelioration
of disease which act through the mind and the recharacter.
cognition of their psycho-therapeutic
the
Though psycho-therapeutics may have been
last to
the
earliest^omi of medicine, it has been
treatscientific
be brought within the scope of
rationalment, the last to undergo that process of
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ization

and foundation upon

scientific principles
essential feature distinguishing
medicine from those social processes with which it
has been closely allied throughout its history.
study of the behaviour of savage man towards
disease shoAvs that it consists almost exclusively
of measures which, when successful, must have
acted tiirough the mind, especially by means of
faith and suggestion.
leech who treats a case
of headache on the assumption that it has been
caused by the magical actions of a sorcerer, and
either performs counter-charms or induces the
sorcerer to remove his spell, is evidently acting
In other cases
purely through these agencies.
faith and suggestion only assist a process which
acts in some other way.
Thus, a leech who treats
a case of constipation on the assumption that the
trouble is due to the presence of a snake or octopus
in the abdomen will produce a good effect by the
mechanical action of manipulations designed to
destroy the imaginary animal, but in such a case
In
faith and suggestion also play a great part.
most of the cases in which leaves, bark, or roots
are employed by lowly peoples to cure disease we
can be confident that success is due purely to faith
and suggestion.
The history of pharmacology
reveals a process, still far from complete, in which
medicaments supposed to act upon disease have
failed to justify their reputation when subjected
to scientific study and have evidently owed their
reputation for medicinal virtue to faith and suggestion.
While faith and suggestion are processes
inextricably interwoven with the employment of
therapeutic measures from the earliest stages of
medicine down to the present time, these agencies
have taken many other and more direct forms.
The modern explanation of miraculous cures given
by those who rationalize religion is that they act
through faith and suggestion, and the systems of
healing which are continually coming into existence in opposition to the orthodox medicine of
modern civilized peoples owe their success largely,
if not entirely, to the power and efficacy of these
The large measure of success w^hich
agencies.
these movements obtain in popular opinion is due
to their exploitation, wittingly or unwittingly,
of processes which orthodox medicine has failed
adequately to recognize.
I. Scope.
It is often supposed that psychowhether belonging to orthodox
therapeutics,
medicine or to some form of faith-healing, is
especially applicable in cases of hysteria or similar
diseases.
There is, however, hardly a variety of
disease for which this mode of treatment may not
be useful. It is customary in medicine to distin-

which

is

the

A

A

—

guish between

though these

organic

and functional

are, in fact,

disease,

merely categories con-

venient for practical purposes, which pass insensibly into one another and are difficult to define.
Roughly, by functional disease is meant disease
for which existing knowledge does not allow us to
assign any sti'uctural or chemical basis, which has
been found by experience to tend towards recovery.
There are other diseases, such as so-called idiopathic epilepsy, of the physical basis of which we
are ignorant, which are characterized by a tendency
towards permanent loss of function and death, and
these diseases are not usually included in the
functional category.
Organic diseases, on the
other hand, are those whose structural or chemical
basis has been discovered.
They again fall into
two main groups
those which tend towards
and
which
those
tend
towards loss of
recovery
In addition many mixed
function and death.
forms occur. Nothing is more frequent than the
occurrence of functional disturbance as an accompaniment of organic disease, the real nature of
which it often conceals or obscures.
:

It is in the treatment of functional disease and
of the functional accompaniments of organic disease
that psycho-ther.apeutic measures are most obviously applicable, but the scope of their usefulness is
far from being limited to these. When it is claimed

that some psycho-therapeutic measure, employed
by physician or priest, has cured a case of organic
disease, it will often be found that all that has been
done is to remove the functional disorders which
so often accompany organic disease.
Psychocan certainly influence
therapeutic
agencies
organic conditions themselves, though the investigation of cases like these is attended by such difficulties that the mode of action is still surrounded
know that suggestion, especiby much doubt.
ally in the form of hypnotism, can produce changes
in organic processes and especially in the circulaIf such an organic change as a blister can
tion.
be produced by suggestion, it is easy to understand
how other organic changes can be ameliorated or

We

removed by similar means.
A more frequent cause of the success

of psychotherapeutic measures in organic disease depends
on the fact that many forms of progressive organic
disease even so grave an illness as cancer are
liable to periods of retardation or quiescence.
Disease usually depends on a struggle between
some noxious agent which has found its way into
the body and the mechanism of the body itself.
Progressive disease is that in which the external
agents have the upper hand in this struggle. Any
factor which raises the efficiency of the intrinsic
forces, or, in other words, which reinforces the
vitality of th? patient, may diminish the ravages
of the destroying agent and lead to retardation or
quiescence of the disease or may even in some
cases turn the balance in the direction of recovery.
It is thus intelligible that psycho-therapeutic
measures should be capable of the beneficial action
upon organic disease so often imputed to them by
leech or priest, quite apart from the mere removal
The scope of psychoof functional complications.
therapy is therefore as wide as medicine itself. It
is especially applicable, however, in those states
which depend on diminished efficiency of the
nervous system and are classified together as
neuroses.
Certain principles are now Avidely
2. Basis.
recognized as of universal application in the
domain of therapeutics, while others have been

—

—

;

—

put forward to support special .systems.
One widely-accepted principle is that psychical
disorders and bodily disorders due to psychical
conditions require psychical remedies. There are,
of course, limits to the application of this principle.
The influence of abnormal bodily conditions upon
psychical states stands beyond all doubt. If there
are morbid states of the body which are capable of
being treated by physical means, it is essential
that they shall be put right as a preliminary or
accessary to the employment of psychical measures.
In many cases, however, it is far from easy to
estimate the need for the two kinds of treatment.
Thus, there is no doubt that the retention in the
body of waste products consequent upon constipation influences mental states, but in many cases

the constipation

itself is largely or

altogether due

As in every other branch
to psychical conditions.
of medicine, the essential preliminary to successWhen
ful psycho-therapy is a correct diagnosis.
we have estimated correctly the relative shares
in
conditions
the
taken by bodily and mental
production of an illness, there will be no difficulty in
how
far
the
is
to
be
treated
deciding
by
patient
measures acting through the body and measures
acting through the mind respectively,
second principle which is now coming to be
widely accepted is that in disorders of the mind or

A
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aHections of the body due to mental conditions it
is necessary to discover the causes by which this
morbid state has been produced. Tiie history of
medicine has been one of gradual progress from
the treatment of symptoms to the treatment of
the conditions by wiiich symptoms are produced.
In this progress tlie treatment of disorders of the
mind has lagged far behind that of bodily disease.
Tiiere are many practitioners of medicine who,
although fully recognizing the importance of
ietiology in bodily disease, fail to recognize that it
applies equally to the mind, and they continue to
treat symptoms as they arise or practise a purely
empirical system of therapeutics.
To those who accept tne two principles which
have just been considered, every case of mental
disorder or of bodily disorder consequent u])on
mental conditions is the outcome of the mental
life-history of the patient, and the conditions to
which it is due can be discovered only by the
investigation of that history.
third principle, now widely accepted by
workers who otherwise diller greatly from one
another, is that mental disease is predominantly
due to disturbance of the emotional and instinctive
It is believed that in the
aspects of the mind.
search for the conditions which have produced an
is necessary to get back
state
it
abnormal mental
to experience which has been associated with a
strong emotional tone, and it need iiardly be said
that either this emotional tone must have been of
an unpleasant kind in itself or the unpleasantness
must have arisen out of consequences which the

A

experience has brought in its train.
Closely associated with this view is that according to which the intellectual disturbance in a case
of mental disease depends on a process of rationalization through which the patient endeavours to
account to himself for liis morbid emotional con-

The direction taken by this process of
rationalization is often such as leads to the formation of those beliefs at variance with reality which
we call delusions.
principle which actuates more than one system
of psycho-therapeutics, but is still far from meeting with general acceptance, is that mental disorder is predominantly due to experience which
has passed out of manifest consciousness. It is
customary to speak of the body of experience
which does not enter into manifest consciousness
as the unconscious mind which shades off into
manifest consciousness through an intermediate
region of subconsciousness.
Putting aside the largely verbal question
dition.

A

whether this body of apparently forgotten experience is or is not to be regarded as forming part of
the mind,^ we are met with the far more vital
problem concerned with the distinction between
experience which is merely lying dormant, ready
to a])pear in manifest consciousness whenever the
suitable stimulus arises, and experience which has
come to stand in that relation to manifest consciousness which is known as dissociation.
A
dissociated body of experience is one which has
been separated from the body of experience making
lip manifest consciousness through some kind of
active process a process resembling in many

—

respects that

known

as inhibition in neurology.
Such dissociated experience is not recalled even by
otherwise suitable stimuli in normal mental conditions, but requires abnormal or at least unusual
conditions to bring it to the surface.
good example of such a dissociated mental state is that
which occurs in the deeper stages of hypnotism.
One of the most vexed problems of psycho-therapeutics turns on the question how far such dissociated bodies of experience, Mhen accompanied
1 Cf.
Lancet, 16th June 1917.
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by tan unplea.sant tone of feeling, act as the basis
of bodily and mental disorder.
One theory of the
rAle taken by such unconscious experience in the
of
mental
disorder
which
is now especiproduction
prominent is that of Freud.
FreucVs theory of the nnconscioiis. From the
point of view which concerns p.sycho-therapeutic3,
the most important part of Freud's system is his
theory of forgetting. According to Freud, forgetting is not a passive process, but one wliich, at
any rate in so far as unpleasant experience is concerned, depends on an active process of repression.
It is held that unpleasant experience which lias
passed out of memory to such an extent that it
does not enter into the manifest consciousness of
everyday life has not ceased to exist, but continues
It may
to exert an intlucnce upon the mind.
express itself more or less continuously in the
form of a phobia, a tic, stammering, dreams, etc.,
or, after a long period of quiescence, it may show
itself under the influence of some shock or strain
as a paralysis, contracture, afl'ection of sensibility',

ally

—

some form of mental disturbance. The disturl)ance, whatever may be its nature, is held to be
the result of a conflict between a suppressed body
comof experience, now generally known as a
l)lex,' and the general personality of the patient.
Freud has not been content merely to ascribe
abnormal bodily and mental conditions to such
conflict, but has put forward an elaborate theory
of the mechanism by which the suppressed experience or complex produces its eti'ects. He supposes
that its modes of expression are governed by a
mechanism of control which, using a metaphorical
or

'

he terms the 'censor.' This censorship
allows the suppressed body of experience to find its
way to manifest consciousness only in some indirect
and often symbolic manner.
Two special features of the psychology upon
which the Freudian system of therapeutics is based
may be considered here (a) the importance of the
experience of childhood and (6) the role of sexuality
in the production of morbid mental states.
(rt) According to the earlier views of Freud, the
suppressed experience of childhood forms the chief
simile,

:

factor underlying morbid mental states, whether
these express themselves explicitly in the form of
mental symptoms or as paralyses, contractures, or
other bodily ail'ections. These states, he argues,

depend on complexes dating back to early childhooil,
or even, in the more grotesque forms of the theory,
to parturition or ante-natal experience.
Freud
has himself acknowledged the unsatisfactory character of much of the evidence upon which he
originally based his belief in the importance of the
experience of early childhood. The trend of modern
work has been to accentuate the importance of
recent traumata in the production of morbid mental
states and to make of less account the experience
of early life. This movement should not he allowed,
however, to go too far and obscure the great extent
to which early experience is responsible for the
phobias, tics, and tendencies to morbid modes of
thought, and still more of feeling, which form so
fertile a soil for the growth of morbid mental
states in later

life.

(6) Another principle of the Freudian psychology
which has led to much controversy, and has
through the exaggeration of its importance gone
far to wreck the immediate success of the whole
is concerned with the r61e of the
sexual in the production of morbid mental states.
Freud has come to the conclusion that the bodies of
suppressed experience which he believes to underlie mental disorder invariably centre in incidents
of the sexual life.
So far as he himself is concerned, the form thus taken by his psychologj' of
the morbid rests largely on an extension of the

construction,
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connotation of the term sexual fai* beyond tlie
piistomary, but, in the hands of his disciples and
to a large extent in his own, the theory has come
to deal almost exclusively with crude sexual experience, morbid mental states being ascribed to
the working of repressed sexual trends and especiThere is no question
ally of perverse tendencies.
that disorder of the sexual life, especially when its
nature leads to repression, takes a vast part in the
causation of mental disorder and of functional
affections of the nervous system.
It can also be
<nanted that Freud and his followers have made
definite advances in our knowledge of the sexual
life, but, following the ordinary lines of scientihc
progress, the importance of the sexual has been
so exaggerated by its advocates that it has produced a wide-spread failure to recognize the undoubted merits of the Freudian psychology and
of the system of psycho-therapeutics founded
'

upon

it.

When

regarded dispassionately, Freud's theory
only an extension and systematization of a
principle, now widely accepted, that mental disorder, in the broadest sense, is not merely the result
of the shock or strain which seems to be its immediate cause, but is the outcome of life-long processes by which the mental life has failed to adapt
itself to its social environment.
Every case of
mental disorder is the product of two factors a
shock or strain, on the one hand, and the body of
experience making up the mental constitution of
the patient, on the other hand. The main principle
upon which any system of psj^cho-therapeutics
must be based is that this mental constitution
must be studied and analyzed so as to discover the
elements of weakness which have allowed the shock
or strain to produce a morbid effect. The great
merit of Freud's theory is that it provides a scheme
of mental structure which, though it will doubtless
have to be greatly modified, yet furnishes a most
useful hypothesis from which to start in the study
of mental disorder and of the measures by which
its effects may be combated.
The measures
3. Psycho-therapeutic agencies.
employed by those who practise psycho-therapeutics, Avhether they be leeches, sorcerers, or
priests, depend on belief in certain agencies, though,
as a matter of fact, the vast majority of practitioners employ their remedies without definitely
formulating to themselves, or even without being
at all aware of, the nature of these agencies or,
if the practitioner has definite notions
concerning
the mode of action of his measures, the agencies
upon which his success really depends are often
different from those in which he places his trust.
The chief agencies upon which psycho-therapeutic
measures are based are supernatural agency, direct
human agency, faith and suggestion, and three
agencies of especial importance which may be
called catharsis, autognosis, and sublimation, while
is

—

—

;

more subsidiary
and occupation.
(a)

r61es fall to reasoning,

sympathy,

SupernaUiral agency. — The belief that super-

natural beings are able to act upon disease is
common to nearly all, if not all, the religions of
the world.
Eveiywhere man believes, or has
believed, that beings with powers superior to his
own can be induced to influence the course of
disease if they are approached by suitable rites.
This belief applies not only to beings who can be
regarded as gods, but also to the spirits or ghosts
of the dead, and especially of dead ancestors, the
cult of which forms the essential element in the
religious systems of most of the peoples of the earth.
In the ruder forms of religion the efficacy of the
rites which make up the cults of the gods, the
ancestral ghosts, or other spiritual agents is universally ascribed to the direct action of these

beings upon disease, but in the more developed
forms of religion it is recognized more or less explicitly that the supernatural being works through
some natural agency, such as faith. The modern
belief that supernatural agents do not directly
influence the course of di.sease depends on the
wider belief in the universality of natural causation
which is the foundation of science. This belief is
supported by the experience that the more closely
we examine cases in Avhich the cure of disease is
ascribed to supernatural intervention, the smaller
becomes the residue which cannot be ascribed to
some category of natural causation. The more
highly developed the religion, the more do its
leaders themselves adopt the theory of natural
causation and ascribe successful results of their
rites to the working of faith and suggestion.

—

Human

Thei'e is a wide-spread
agency.
the peoples of the earth that
human beings are able to cure disease bj' their
own powers. This is usually associated Avith the
belief in the production of disease by magical rites,
manual and verbal. In such cases the cure is
effected either by inducing the sorcerer to remove
his spell or by employing some other human agent,
believed to be more powerful than the sorcerer, to
counteract the spell or avert its consequences. In
many of these cases the belief attaches in large
measure to the objects or words which are used in
tlie curative rites, and it is probable that the
powers ascribed to these objects and words can
often be traced back to a belief in divine or ghostly
agency. It is certain, however, that efficacy is
largely ascribed to the personality of the sorcerer.
Some degree of confusion between personality and
measures runs through the whole history of
medicine. Even at the present time, and in the
most civilized communities, the efficacy of therapeutic measures and of religious rites in connexion
with disease is largely ascribed by the less educated
members of the community to the personality of
the physician or priest. Here, even more clearly
than in the case of supernatural agency, the trend
of modern opinion is to ascribe the efficacy of
personality to the action of faith and suggestion.
In modern writings
(c) Faith and suggestion.
(b)

belief

among

—

on therapeutics and allied subjects it is not
customary to distinguish between faith and suggestion, or, if they ai-e distinguished, faith is
regarded as a form of suggestion or is held to act
through suggestion. This attitude is the result of
a tendency to make the scope of suggestion so wide
as to include nearly every process by which one
mind is acted upon by another mind, by an object
of the environment, or even by itself (auto-suggestion).

When

it

is

said that

faith acts

through

meant that through the process of
belief, which is the main element in faitii, a deity,
person, or object jiroduces a certain ettect upon the
mind which is classified with other effects ascribed to
Belief is an active and conative prosuggestion.
suggestion,

it is

cess, dift'ering

fundamentally from the condition of

passive receptiveness which

is

the essential feature

which the concept of suggestion
was originally framed. Though the two processes
are poles apart psychologically, they are often
combined. Suggestion often produces its effects
through faith, but this is very dift'erent from
of the cases for

We

could just as
explaining faith by suggestion.
well, or perhaps with more justice, say that suggestion is explained by faith. The fact is that
they are two distinct processes, differing essentially
from one another in psychological character and
producing their effects in very different ways.
Both faith and suggestion are of the greatest
importance in psyclio - therapeutics. It is undoubtedly to them that the remedies employed by
savage and barbarous peoples owe their efficacy.
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and they continue to be operative in the most
modern forms of medicine where the confidence of
the patient in his physician is generally acknowledged to be the first and most important step
towards therapeutic success.
Throughout the
whole history of medicine from the stage of its
close association with magic or religion to its full
emergence as an independent social institution,
the personality of

the healer has been of pre-

dominant importance. It is through faith in this
personality and its influence in directing the process of suggestion tliat therapeutical measures
attain a large proportion of their success.
The influence of faith and suggestion pervades
the whole system of treatment of the sick. Not
a dose of medicine, not even a measure of diagnosis,
can be used without bringing them into action.
Their ell'ect often begins even before the physician
has seen his patient, and usually they are the more
efficacious the more unwittingly they are employed.
There are many practitioners of medicine, among

both savage and civilized peoples, whose measures
would lose most of their efficacy if they realized
the true mode of action of the remedies in which
they have so profound a faith. Here, as in so
many branches of social life, it is half-measures

A

that are esnef^ially likely to fail.
physician who
understands the real nature of psycho-therapeutic
activity and one who is wholly ignorant in this
respect will succeed. The un.sirccessful practitioner
will be one who knows enough to destroy his faith

medicaments and diatetic remedies without
having acquired a sound knowledge of the processes
which
the success of these remedies so largely
upon
in his

depends.

—

The two factors, faith and sug(d) Catharsis.
gestion, run as manifold threads throughout the
whole texture of psycho-therapeutics. They are
of special importance where the mind is intact or
\vhei"e, more correctly, the mental disorder shows
by some physical manifestation rather tlian
some overt disorder of the mind itself. The
agency now to be considered is of especial importance where disorder of the mind is due to some
mental injury which produces a condition of
anxiety. Catharsis is the most important psychoitself

in

therapeutic agent in the process of confession,
this form part of a religious rite or of a
manifestly medical procedure. The process relieves
a cumlition of mental tension produced by some
trouble which gives cause for anxiety, grief, or
other emotional state associated with an unpleasant
In cases where a i>erson has nothing
feeling-tone.
with which to reproach himself the relief produced
by communication with others is well recognized.
Where the grief due to pent-up trouble is combined
with shame the relief is even gi'eater, though the
obstacles to the employment of this means of relief
are greater.
The term catharsis should properly be limited
to the agency by which a pent-up grief, anxiety,
or shame is relieved by the process of confession
and that in Avhich a mental conflict is resolved by
measures whicii bring to manifest consciousness
some element of suppressed experience.
Another most important ele(e) Autognosis.
ment, both in confession and in the revival of forgotten experience, is that the subject learns the

whether

'

'

—

ijetter to

know

himself.

An

important factor

in

production of mental disorder, still more
important in keeping it in being when it has
already been produced, is that the patient fails to
understand his condition. His whole disorder is
enveloped by a sense of mystery which greatly
accentuates the emotional state upon which his
troubles primarily depend. The process by which
the patient learns to understand the real state of
his mind and the conditions by which this state
the
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has been produced forms a very important thera^
peutic agency which may be called autognosis.'
Autognosis as a therapeutic agency includes a
large number of processes.
Owing to the ignorance of the elements of physiology and psychology
which is general even in the most highly civilized
communities, persons suffering from mental and
functional nervous symptoms often wholly misunderstand, or vastly misrate the importance of,
any unusual mental or bodily experience. Thus,
the more or less normal hallucinations of the state
'

between sleeping and waking (hypnogogic hallucinations) may give rise to apprehensions of approaching insanity, or normal pny.siological occurrences
may be regarded as symptoms of serious disease
a misconception often gTeatly assisted by the
teaching of quacks or ill-educated medical practitioners.
In such cases the process of autognosis

—

consists in imparting elementary

knowledge for
which the patient should not have waited until he
has become the subject of some mental stress.
Another value of autognosis depends on the
wholly mistaken estimate of the gravity of offences
against morality which frequently accompany
states of mental disorder.
It is noteworthy that

who sutler in this May are not habitual
offenders, who seem to pass as a rule through
periods of mental stress without sutiering. The
persons whose neurasthenic or melancholic state
centres in some old moral delinquency are usually
persons of undue sensitiveness who may perhaps
those

have only once lapsed from virtue, or may have
been !only innocent partners in, or even mere
spectators of, some immoral act sometimes they
have offended only in thought and not in deed.
It is in such cases that the process of autognosis is
especially valuable, though to have a fair chance
of success it should be employed in the early
;

the malady before the condition of
anxiety has })ecome habitual and some unnatural
explanation has been systematized to form a
delusion.
Old injuries of this kind usually produce their efiect after some strain and stress which
lower vitality and produce disorder of various
The awakening of the old
bodily processes.
mental injury only serves to aggravate and perpetuate this state, thus producing a vicious circle
in which the trauma brought to the surface by a
pathological condition accentuates the condition
by which it has been produced. By the process of
autognosis this vicious circle may be broken or
weakened and an opportunity given for a movement towards recovery.
Of greater interest and of more importance is
the process by which the patient is led to understand how his disorder has developed.
Many
mental disorders are only exaggerations of tenclencies towards modes of feeling, thought, and
action which go far back into the life-history of
the sufferer. If he can be led to see where he has
strayed from normal paths and can learn to know
the factors to which this straj-^ing has been due, a
long step will have been taken towards recovery.
If the patient learns that his disease is only the
expression of an exaggeration of a wide-spread
trend of feeling, thought, or action, his condition
will no longer appear mysterious, terrifying, or
horrible, but will assume proportions which can
be faced rationally and dispassionately.
The instances of autognosis just considered are
examples in which mental conditions underljung
form.
patliological states are present in a manifest
One of the leading problems of p.sycho-therapeutics
at the present time is to discover how far the
to include
process of autognosis can be extended
past experience which has wholly disappeared
from the conscious mental life. It stands beyond
stages of

1

The present writer owes

this

term to Dr. William Brown.
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doubt that past experience which has taken so
part in the conscious mental life of a person
that it seems to be wholly forgotten may reappear
in consciousness during the state of anxiety following some period of physical and mental strain.
Moreover, this experience, supposed to have been
forgotten, may come to dominate consciousness so
All gradaas to dwarf all other mental content.
tions occur between cases in which the memory
of
an unpleasant experience has never long
been out of consciousness and experience which
has been so nearly forgotten that the patient may
not remember its coming to consciousness, perhaps
for years before tlie period of stress which again

all

little

The doubtful j)oint is
to the surface.
this series can be extended to include
past experience which has so wholly passed from
consciousness that it can be brought to the surface
brings

it

whether

only by sjiecial means, such as hypnotism, or by
the process called psycho-analysis.
Of the agencies common to
(/) Sublimation.
the work of pliysician, priest, and teacher none is
more important than that to which the name
'sublimation' has been given.
The process of
autognosis often shows the presence of some faulty
trend of thought and action which is capable of
being turned into a more healthy channel. Many
nervous and mental disorders depend, at any rate
in
on tendencies which are altogether antipart,
social, or, while suitable to one kind of civilization, are out of place in the society into which the
In' such a case sublimasufferer has been born.
tion furnishes an alternative to satisfaction or

—

repression.
One of the chief directions which may be taken
by the process of sublimation is towards religion.
The specific group of sentiments and emotions
which make up the psychological basis of religion
can often be substituted for those associated with
the anti-social trend. Less frequently, the sentiments and emotions associated with art can be
utilized, or the morbid energy may be directed
into some other channel of activity.
The great
im23ortance of religion in the process of sublimation, and in the whole field of psycho-therapeutics,
is that it is able to satisfy both emotional and
practical needs, its specific emotions satisfying one
kind of need while its many practical activities
An additional value which attaches
satisfy others.
to religion as a means of sublimating morbid
energies is due to the fact that in their histori-

development modern religious systems have
brought religion and moral teaching into close
relation with one another, so that a definite system
of beliefs opposed to various anti-social trends
cal

serves to rationalize and fortify the process of
sublimation. The relative failure of art, as compared with religion, in the process of sublimation
is largely due to the absence of any such association between its specific emotion and moral teaching, most followers of art explicitly denying the
connexion with morality which forms so definite
a part of modern systems of religion.
(g) Reason.— One of the most difficult problems
of psycho-therapeutics is to assign its proper
place
to reason as a therapeutic agency.
It is a universal experience of those who have to deal with
the insane that it is useless to attempt to reason a
patient out of his delusions, and this holds good
also to a large extent of the obsessions and hypochondriac fancies which are so frequent a feature
of the broad borderland between sanity and insanity.
By such reasoning the sufferer is of uen driven
to adopt the r6le of an advocate, so that the only
result may be the strengthening of his delusion or

Where reasoning does good, it is often
only through the influence of faith and suggestion,
in which case the reasons given by the physician
fancy.

or priest only reinforce processes of other kinds
which act through emotional or instinctive
While reason is thus of little direct
channels.

and may even be harmful, it forms a most
important element in other psycho-therapeutic
use,

Once the
agencies, and especially in autognosis.
true emotional cause of a morbid state has been
discovered and explained to the patient, the exercise of his own reason comes to form an essential
element in his amendment or recovery. There is
all the difierence in the world between the use of
reason by one who does not understand the real
underlying conditions of the malady and reason
exerted when these conditions have been discovered
and are themselves the material from which the
reasoning starts and upon which it acts. As with
other therapeutic agencies reason is useless or
harmful only when it is employed in ignorance of
the real nature of the morbid state upon which the
physician or priest is acting. Here, as in other
branches of medicine, the proper use of the remedy
depends on the exactness of the diagnosis.
The nature of the action of
(A) Sympathy.
sympathy in psycho-therapeutics raises a problem
of considerable difficulty.
The sympathy of the
physician is essential in gaining the confidence of
his patient and is thus an important element in
psycho-therapentics, but, unless very judiciously
expressed, sympathy will have a bad effect. It
has long been recognized that removal from his or
her ordinary surroundings is in most cases essential
if a neurasthenic or hysterical patient is to have
the best chance of recovery.
One very important
reason for this is the necessity of removal from
the almost invariably injudicious sympathy of
relatives and friends by which the attention of the
patient towards his symptoms is accentuated. The
physician himself should always be on his guard
lest an excess of sympathy should increase the
attitude of self-regard which is one of the main
characteristics of many forms of neurosis.
Cases
are frequent in which at one stage or another it may
be useful to act towards a patient in an apparently
unsympathetic manner. In so far as sympathy can
be regarded as a direct therapeutic agent, it is as
capable of harm as of good. It is in paving the
way towards the employment of other agencies
that its importance in psycho-therapeutics is most

—

definitely shown.

—

In some systems of psycho(i) Occupation.
therapeutics work has been put in a foremost
It has been held that the chief need in
place.
cases of neurosis is that the mind should be
occupied in Mork of a kind which will direct the
attention of the patient away from the morbid
activities of his mind and body.
Since a prominent feature of
many cases is
abnormal preoccupation in some unhealthy trend
of thought and feeling, such a course would seem
at first sight to be sound, if not obvious.
In
practice, however, the will to work is present
in
excess among persons suffering from
perhaps
neurasthenia or other states which call for psychical
while
in a still larger number there is
treatment,
such a lack of interest or such bodily or mental
weakness as to make the effort to work even
harmful. In such cases it is necessary to restrain
In most cases,
rather than encourage activity.
however, there comes a stage at which the patient
is in danger of acquiring a habit of inactivity, and^
occupation then becomes a most important tlierapeutic agent. In other cases in which the process
of autognosis shows the presence of sloth or misdirected energy the regulation of occupation
becomes of the utmost importance in psychotherapeutics.
4. Psycho-therapeutic measures.— The lines of
treatment adopted by one who practises psycho-

PSYCHO-THERAPEUTICS
therapeutics will depend on Ins beliefs concerning
the nature of the agencies by which disease is produced and cured. If he believes in the efficiency of
superhuman agency, his treatment will consist of

religious rites of prayer, sacrifice, and propitiation, together in many cases with other rites, sucli
as those of purification, confession, penance, and
atonement, designed to put both patient and priest
in a proper relation towards the superhuman being

whose help

is

bein^ souglit.

By some Churches

these various rites nave been combined so as to
form organized systems in which large numbers of
the sick undertake pilgrimages to places believed
to have miraculous efficacy in the cure of disease.
Similarly, if one believes in human agency as
the cause of disease and tlie means for its removal,
either he will adopt measures designed to propitiate
tlie person by whom the disease is believed to have
been produced or he will employ, or induce others
to employ, measxires designed to neutralize those
of the sorcerer to whose actions the disease is
ascribed.
If the physician believes in suggestion, he will

agency wittingly in one of its many
he believes in the value of autognosis,
treatment will consist chiefly in measures
designed to bring the patient to a sound knowledge of himself and of the conditions by which his
disease has been produced and can be remedied.
If he believes in occupation, he will set the patient
to tasks designed to turn the morbidly directed
energy into this channel.
The discussion of psycho-therapeutic agencies in
the preceding section will have pointed the way to
other modes of treatment, but a few measures may
be more fully considered.
It is now generally accepted
(ft) Hypnotism.
that hypnotism as a therapeutic measure is only a
mode of utilizing suggestion, the chief feature of
the hypnotic state being a condition of heightened
suggestibility.
Closely allied to hypnotism is
the condition, known as hypnoidal suggestion, in
which a patient is placed under conditions especially designed to enhance his receptiveness for the

employ
forms.

this
If

his

—

influence of suggestion.
prominent characteristic of hypnotism is the
production of a state of dissociation, so that, on
coming out of the state, the patient has no conscious recollection of any suggestions which may
have been made or of any other events which have
occurred during the hypnotic state. Nevertheless
the suggestions will act in the manner intended by
the hypnotizer, and other events may be recalled
when tlie patient is again hypnotized or may
revive in dreams or under other conditions.
In
the state of hypnoidal suggestion there may also
be some degree of dissociation, but the patient, at
any rate in its slighter degrees, is aware of the

A

suggestions and other experience.
Perhaps the most debated question of psychotherapeutics is how far it is legitimate to practise
hypnotism and hypnoidal suggestion. The physician who recognizes that every word that he utters
may carry a suggestion will naturally utilize this
agency as much as possible. The question which
is disputed is how far it is legitimate to accentuate
the influence of suggestion by the production of
the dissociation which characterizes the hypnotic
state, or to give suggestions to the patient in such
a way that he is led to believe that some force

with an element of mystery is being employed.
One of the points on which the question turns is
how far hypnotism produces a harmful etiect. It
is generally
acknowledged that a person who has
once been hypnotized can be more easily hypnotized a second time, not only by the original
hypnotizer, but also by others if a definite counterThis definite
suggestion has not been given.
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in the character of a person can hardly be
altogether for the good, to say the least. Moreover, it often happens that a definite craving to be

change

hj'pnotized is set up, though it is claimed by
advocates of hypnotism that this happens only
when the agency is employed unskilfully. Since,
however, we can be confident that, if hypnotism

became a regular part of medical practice,
would often be employed unskilfully, a vista
possibilities is opened which it is not pleasant

it

of
to

contemplate.

These arguments are especially directed against
the habitual employment of hypnotism as a remedy
for minor ailments or for ailments which experience
has shown to be amenable to other measures.
There are certain conditions, however, long the
despair of medicine, for which tiie success of
liypnotism is undeniable. Such conditions include
dipsomania, morphinomania, and other forms of
drug-habit, as well as certain forms of sexual aberraThese states, being desperate, may require
desperate remedies, and, when they liave failed to
react to other modes of treatment, it would be
difficult for
the most strenuous opponent of
hypnotism to deny its use. A more doubtful
of cases of functional disease due
is
that
category
to shock such as have been so frequent in the great
European war. There is no question that symptoms can be removed, sometimes by a single
hypnotic treatment. It may be argued, on the
one hand, that experience has shown that these
cases tend to recover quickly by other means.
On
tlie other hand, it may be argued that the cases,
having been produced by a sudden shock quite
foreign to the experience of everyday life, should
be treated by some equally drastic remedy.
do not know enough at present of tlie history ot
such cases to allow any decisive answer concerning
must await the investigation of
this problem.
the after-history of the many cases in which hypnotism has been employed during the war.
The chief objection to the employment of liypnotism is not, however, its possiole harmfulness or
the dangers of unskilful application, but rests on
tlie fact that the use of suggestion and hypnotism
ignores a fundamental principle of medicine in
that these agencies are directed towards the symptoms of disease and do not touch the morbid
process to which the symptoms are ultimately due.
The action of a i)hysician who hypnotizes for
headache and sleeplessness is to be classed with
that of the practitioner who administers aspirin or
morphia for these symptoms without inquiring into
the conditions by which the headaclies and sleeplessness are being produced.
Both actions are
examples of a slipshod and short-sighted employment of therapeutic agencies. The most recent
systems of psycho-therapeutics hold that in the
treatment of mental disorder, as in other branches
of medicine, it is our duty to discover causes and
to remove or amend symptoms by discovering and
attacking the deeper and less obvious states upon
which the symptoms depend. Hypnotism may be
used to discover causes and may thus be an instrument in autognosis, but, as more usually employed,
it merely touches the surface and ignores, or may
even obstruct, inquiry by which the real nature of
the malady may be revealed.
This word has been very
(b) Psycho-analysis.
unfortunately chosen, for every physician who
endeavours to discover the conditions which have
tion.

We

We

—

produced an abnormal mental state must of
necessity carry out a process of psychical analysis.
The term is so widely used, however, for the
system initiated by Freud that its use can hardly
be avoided. By psycho-analysis is meant primarily
the process by which the physician discovers the
'
complex or body of forgotten experience which
'
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physician, the teacher, the social reformer, and the
It is the prospect that principles of action
priest.
and modes of inquiry discovered by any one of
these may be helpful to the others that makes
these movements so full of promise. Some of the
modern measures of the physician are little more

school, the diagnosis is itself sufficient to bring
about a cure, its use included also a system of
According to Freud, a complex
therapeutics.
cannot be discovered by the ordinary methods of
introspection, but expresses itself in dreams, in
such abnormalities of conduct as forgetting, slips
of the tongue or pen, and apparently meaningless
acts.
The investigation of these processes forms
one of the chief departments of psycho-analysis.
In addition to these more or less indirect means
of analysis, two other methods have been widely
employed. In one, known as the method of free
association, the patient has to express freely every
thought that comes into his mind in response to
an idea suggested by his symptoms. In another
method, which is due especially to Jung, the
patient is given a number of words in succession
and is asked to express as rapidly as possible the
ideas that each word calls up in his mind. It is
found that there is a delay, or even total failure to
respond, if the given word arouses ideas in close
relation with the complex ; and, if a series of
Avords is repeated, the responses on the second
occasion will not agree with those of the first when

than his adoption of modes of treatment which
have long been familiar, in the form of confession,

believed to underlie abnormal mental states or
abnormal bodily states ascribed to mental conditions.
The word applies primarily to the method
of diagnosis by which the conditions underlying a
morbid mental condition are discovered. Since,
according to the earlier ideas of the Freudian

the words have

aroused the complex.

In the

method
as

of free association the patient is put into
tranquil a state as possible and the experi-

ence succeeds the better the more the condition
approaches a minor degree of the hypnotic state,
in which thouglits aroused by immediate association are controlled as little as possible by volition.
The method of closed association with reactiontime has a far narrower scope and is chiefly useful
If
in providing clues for other lines of analysis.
employed without full knowledge of its purpose on
the part of the patient, it savours too much of the
methods of the detective and may do harm by
interfering with the state of confidence between

physician and patient which

is

the

first

condition

of success in psycho- therapeutics.

—

This term is used for the
of measures which the physician employs as
the result of the processes by which he has led his
patient to a knowledge of himself and of the conditions which have produced his morbid state.
In
rare cases a patient may be so intelligent and
balanced that the mere acquirement of such knowledge may itself be sufficient to enable him to
shake otl" his morbid symptoms and set him on the
path leading to a healthy mental life. This holds
(c)

Re-education,

body

when the experience which he has
understand belongs to his fully conscious
but
life,
also, and perhaps still more conspicuously, in those cases in which the process of
psycho-analysis has brought to light some longforgotten experience. In most cases, however, the
full therapcTitic value of autognosis is brought out
only through a process of re-education in which
the patient is led to understand how his newly
acquired knowledge of himself can be utilized. He
has to be shown liow to readjust his life in
the light of his new knowledge and hoAv to turn
energy, hitherto morbidly directed, into more
healthy cliannels.
The processes which have been considered in
this article under the headings of autognosis and
re-education are as applicable to moral defects as
to those more usually held to lie within the sjihere
of medicine.
Recent movements in psycho-therapeutics go far to bridge the gulf between medicine
and moral teaching and will help us to co-ordinate
and reduce to common principles the work of the

good, not only

come

to

mental

While the physician may learn
the long accumulated exjjerience of the
priest, the priest may in his turn be helped by
such a study of the psychology of confession as
his special knowledge and experience allow the
physician to undertake. Moreover, the experience of both priest and physician may be utilized
by those who have to do with niental and moral
training or with the amendment of faiilty moral
tendencies which have led to the commission of
crime.
Using the term in the widest sense,
psycho-therapeutics may furnish a body of organized knowledge which can be utilized by all those
who are interested in the regulation and improveto the priest.

much from

ment of social conditions.
The great interest of modern trends

in psychotherapeutics is that at this late stage of social
evolution they seem to be again bringing religion
and medicine into that intimate relation to one
another which existed in their early history.
have here a typical case of social evolution in
which social processes once so closely combined
as to be with difficulty distinguished from one
another have followed widely divergent paths only
to meet again as each has come to spread its
branches widely over the whole field of social

We

activity.
Cf. also artt.

Body and Mind, Brain and
Mind, Faith-healing, Hypnotism.

—
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PUBERTY.— Puberty

is

W. H. R. Rivers.
the period of life at

which reproductive power is attained. Its commencement is marked by certain external signs, ^
and it is characterized by certain changes, structural and organic, intellectual, emotional, and
moral.^ The age at which it is reached vai-ies con^
and these
siderably in the case of both sexes
variations occur not only in different races but in
;

ditt'erent individuals of

the

same

race.^

I. Initiation and puberty.— It is a familiar
feature of uncivilized societies that those of their
members Avho are of the same sex, age, or occupa1 Of these the most marked
are, in females, enlargement of
the breasts, the growth of hair on the pubes and armpits, and

the menstrual flow and, in males, the breaking of the voice,
and the growth of hair on the armpits, pubes, and face.
2 As to the
changes and the disorders of mind and body to
which puberty has special relation, see art. Adolescence and
authorities therein cited. See also A. E. Crawley, The Mystic
Hose, London, 1902, p. 198.
3 A. van
Gennep, Les Bites de passage, p. 95 ff. These variations are due to manj- causes, among which may be reckoned
race, climate, diet, housing, clothing, occupation, temperament,
mode of life, and state of health (H. Ploss and M. Bartels, Das
Weib in der Natur und ['olkerkunde^^, i. 421 ff.).
4
Thus, in Egj'pt, the average age at which menstruation
begins is, according to one authority, 9-10 years, according to
another 10-13 years, while, among the Somali, it is 16 years.
For 584 women of Tokyo the figures were at 11 years, 2 ; at 12
years, 2 at 13 years, 26 ; at 14 years, 78 ; at 15 years, 224 at
1(3 years, 228 ; at 17 years, 68
at 18 years, 44 at 19 years, 10
at 20 years, 2 (Ploss and Bartels, i. 432 ff.
van Gennep, p. 95).
;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

PUBERTY
tion, or who have been participants in the same
rite at the same time, or who are allected by

and sometimes a puberty rite loses its original
significance by being merged in a rite of another

common to all of them, tend to form
themselves into subordinate social groups, membership of which confers special rights, imposes special
duties, secures special privileges, and exposes to
To attain egress
special supernatural inltuences.
from or entrance into such a group requires as its
the
observance
of
certain customs
necessary joj-iffs
or the performance of certain rites
and we find,
accordingly, that, in many instances, admission
into the ranks of the mature is restricted to those

kind.^

interests

II.

the street,^ and sometimes it is a complex rite, init or accompanied by subordinate
Thus the northern

tribes of Central Australia celebrate two
'—circumcision and subincislon— which are obligaton.- on
males, and which always take place at puberty.* In the
Urabunna tribe the novice who has undergone both operations
is shown some of the sacred toteniic ceremonies, and receives
instructions as to his conduct. He must give a present of food
to the operators ; and they, by touching his mouth with a piece
of meat, release him from the ban of silence.^
In one of the northern central tribes— the Larakia the
novice is subjected, not to any mutilation, but to hard usage
such as kicks and blows, and to tests of strength, endurance,
and courage 8 and finally he is shown and given a sacred bullroarer which he may not show to his younger brothers or any
woman." Among the Yuin of S.E. Australia, who practise
neither circumcision nor subincision, a tooth is knocked out ''"
by a medicine-man. 11 During the ceremonies the bull-roarer is
frequently heard. Its sound represents the thunder, which is
the voice of Daramulun.i* The chief rite is followed by dances,
pantomimic representations, and other solemnities, of which
one of the most important is the mock burial and resurrection
of a tribesman. 13 The novices are subjected to certain food restrictions.
Charcoal dust is the appropriate covering during
the ceremonies and, when they close, it is washed off as an
indication that everything connected with them is done with.
The youths are painted and invested with the belt of manhood,
and retire into the bush, where the men who have had charge
of them during the rite instruct them and give them their
totem names. The novices do not take their place as men in
the community until the medicine-men are satisfied of their
fitness.
Then they are pennitted to marry.i-*
Among some of the Victorian tribes the chief rite consists of
a fight between the novices of two tribes which are at feud,
rites

all

who have undergone the appropriate preparation.*
common practice to give to the rites which
mark separation from childhood and entrance upon
manhood or womanhood the name of rites of
It is a

—

'

puberty.' And yet it is only to certain of those
rites that the name can be accurately applied
for
admissibility to the ranks of mature persons is,
in many instances, determined not by arrival at
puberty, bur by something having no necessary
connexion with it, such as attainment of a certain
age^ or possession of a certain capacity or quality.''
Objection upon these grounds to an indiscriminating use of the name has, we venture to think, been
pushed too far by van Gennep.^ At the same time,
he has done good service in insisting on the limits
of its applicability ; and, accordingly, we shall
confine our employment of it to those rites whose
celebration is determined in point of time by
reference to puberty.
It is, however, to be kept in view that, in some
instances, a rite which is undoubtedly a rite of
puberty does not take place until full development
of puberty is attained,* while, in others, it is postponed for reasons of convenience or by force of
In cases in which initiation is
circumstances.''
spread over a long course of years it may be that
none or some only of the rites are puberty rites
;

;

;

tribes of Central Australia the throwing up ceremony precedes
circumcision and subincision (see below, II.).
'
1 See
below. III. 1 (/) note, and J. Kohler, Das Recht der
xiv. [1900] 361 (Tami Islanders).
Papuas,'
2 See S.
Die
Buschmiinner der Kalahari, Berlin,
Passarge,
1907, p. 101 f.
3 E.
Beardmore, 'The Natives of Mowat, Daud.-ii, New Guinea,'
JAI xix. [1890] 460 H. H. Bancroft, NR, London, 1875, i. 584
(Ceris and Tepocas). In the Marshall Islands the occurrence of
first menstruation is celebrated by festivities, accompanied with
singing and gifts of flowers (J. Kohler, Das Recht der Marschall-
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•*

;

Van Gennep,
1.

;

p. 35 f. ; H. Schurtz,
artt. Isitiatioh.

rite

cluding within
ceremonies.

'

1

Description of puberty rites.— X

of puberty is sometimes a simple rite, consisting
merely of a dance," a feast,^or a procession through

;

biinde, p. 52
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Alterklas»emitid Udntier-

;

2

In Fiji uncircunicised youths were regarded as unclean
(B. Thomson, The Fijians, London, 1908, p. 216) and among;
some of the hill tribes of Central India an uninitiated person
was tabued. Thus, a child who had not undergone the rites of
hair-shaving or ear-piercing was treated as bhiU, or devil, not
subject to tribal restrictions as to food, etc. (W. Crooke, 'The
Hill Tribes of the Central Indian Hills,' JAJ xxviii. [1898] 246).
E. J. Eyre (Journals of Expeditions of Discovery into Central
Australia, London, 1S45, ii. 201) says of a S. Australian blackfellow : ' He is a stupid idiotic sort of man so that the natives
have not deemed him worthy of receiving the honours of their
ceremonies, and still call him boy or youth, although he is an
oldish man' (see A. W. Howitt, The Native Tribes of S.E.
Australia, London, 1904, p. 530).
3 As in ancient Rome (see F. C. von
Savigny, System des
hetitigen rbmischen Rechts, Berlin, 1840, iii. 56 B. W. Leist,
Graeco-italische Rechtsgeschichte, Jena, 1884, p. 65 ff.).
•*
Such as ability to carry arms (J. Grimm, Deutsche Rechtsaherthumer^, Gottingen, 1881, p. 413) or prowess in war or
forav (van Gennep, p. 125).
6 P. 93 ff
6 See the account of the
ceremony of the Yuin tribe (below,;

'
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insulaner,'
••
B. Cruickshank, Eighteen

London, 1853,
5

193

f.

tril>e3

these rites are preceded by a ceremony
in the air and caught in the
cf. Spencer-Gillen»,
p. 337

which the novice is thrown up
arms of the men (Spencer-Gilleno,
in

;

pp. 214-218).
6
Spencer-Gillenb, p. 328 f. Among some of the tribes of N.W.
Central Queensland (Roth, p. 170 ff.) and S.E. Australia (Howitt,
p. 530, note 2) the ceremonies are performed at full development
of puberty, when the moustache and beard begin to show.
In
the case of the Narrinyeri the principal rite of admission to the
ranks of men consists in plucking out the beard and moustache
In the Yerkla-mining tribe circumcision does not
(ib. p. 674).
take place till about the eighteenth year (ib. p. 664), while
the
Dieri
it is performed at the age of nine or ten years,
among
when the novice receives a new name, and it is followed some
afterwards
years
by subincision, in virtue of which the youth
becomes a 'thorough man' (ib. p. 6.^6 f.). In the case of the
Arunta and other tribes the rite of painting the boy and throwing him up takes place when he is ten or twelve years of age.
He may be circumcised at anv time after puberty (SpencerGillena, pp. 214-218).
7
8 lb.
9 Ib.
Spencer-Gillenb, p. 334 f.
p. 331 f.
p. 332.
10 Where the
practice of knocking out teeth prevails among
the northern central tribes, it has, at the present day at all
events, nothing to do with initiation (ib. p. 329).
11 In the case of the
ceremony in which Howitt took part there
were three novices, of whom two were fourteen or fifteen years
of age, while the third was older and had an incipient moustache
(Howitt, p. 531 ; cf. p. 530, note 2).
12
Among some of the northern central tribes the women and
children believe that the sound of the bull-roarer is the voice of
a spirit who devours and subsequently restores the novice
(Spencer-Gillenb, pp. 366, 501 cf. pp. 343, 499). Beliefs fundamentally the same are found in all Australian tribes (SpencerHowitt, pp. 538, 628, 631 ff. ; cf. p. 506).
Gillena, p. 246, note 1
See also Krieger, p. 167 ; J. Holmes, Initiation Ceremonies of
the Natives of the Papuan Gulf,' JAI xxxii. [1902] 419 f.
13 The ceremonies are intended to impress and terrify the
boy in such a manner that the lesson may be indelible, and
niav govern the whole of his future life. But the intention is
also to amuse in the intervals of the serious rites (Howitt, p.

;

.

n.), and W. E. Roth, Ethnological Studies among the N.W.
CentraZ Queensland Aborigines, Brisbane and London, 1897, p.

170 ff.
7 It is
postponed sometimes until a sufficient number of candidates has been collected (L. Fison and A. W. Howitt, Kamilaroi
and Kumai, Melbourne, 1S80, p. 192), and sometimes until
sufficient food has been procured for the feast which forms
part of the ceremony (M. Krieger, Next-Guinea, Berlin, 1899, p.
167 W. S. and K. Routledge, With a Prehistoric People : the
Akikvyu of British E. Africa, London, 1910, p. 151X or to pay
the superintendent of the rite (B. T. Somerville, ' Notes on
some Islands of the New Hebrides,' JAI xxiii. [1893-94] 5), or
until the chief's son is old enough (G. JlcCall Theal, Hist, of S.
In some instances the
Africa, London, 1888-93, ii. 205).
ceremony takes place only every four or five years (H. A. Junod,
The. Life of a S. African Tribe, London, 1912, i. 74 ; W. C.
Willoughby, Notes on the Initiation Ceremony of the Becwana,'
JAI xxxix. [1909] 229), while in others it is suspended owing to
the occurrence of a calamity (Theal, loc. cit.), such as war,
famine, or plague (L. Fison, The Nanga, or Sacred Stone En:

;

'

;

'

'

closure, of Wainimala, Fiji,' JAI xiv. [1885] 19).
8
Spencer-Gillena, p. 212 f. Among the A-kamba the children
of both sexes are circumcised when about five or six years old,
and a second ceremony is performed at puberty (C. Vf. Hobley,
The Ethnology of the A-Kamba and other E. African Tribes,
Cambridge, 1910, p. 68). Similarly, amon^"- some of the northern

ii.

Among some

Years on the Gold Coast of Africa,

'

'

532).
I

14

Howntt, pp. 556-561.
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among others, of painting llie novices and cutting their hair in
a peculiar fashion, while, in some instances, plucking out the
hair accompanies the rite of knocking out teeth.i
Women, while usually taking part in the preliminaries to, and
accompaniments of, the rite, are excluded from its actual performance. 2
As to the initiation of girls, we may observe that the ceremony of rubbing the breasts with fat and ochre, ^ and the
operation of cutting open the vagina, followed by sexual intercourse with men who stand to them in certain relationships,''
appear to be the equivalents of the ceremonies of throwing up
in the air and subincision.
Among the Arunta and Ilpirra
tribes, a girl, during her first menstruation, is secluded at a spot
5
apart from the women's camp, unvisited by men, while at
Upper Yarra she is, at the same period, tied with cords so
These are not removed
tightly as to cause her acute pain.
until the flow has ceased. 8 Among the Dieri the practice of
knocking out two of the lower middle front teeth is not con-

(c)

noted the main characteristics of afew of thepuLerty
rites practised by some of the Australian tribes,
and found that they included mutilations, the imposition and removal of tabus, tests of endurance,
strength, skill, and courage, ceremonial painting,
decorating, hair-cutting, and the like, dances and

pantomimic representations, ablutions, naming
anew, seclusion, instruction, investiture with a
new dress, sexual intercourse, and certain other
usages, which we shall now proceed to consider.

—

—

Mutilations. (a) Circumcision. This operation frequently serves as a rite of puberty either
alone ^ or in conjunction with other rites.^ It is
employed sometimes in the case of males only^"
and sometimes in the case of females as well.^' It
I.

takes place sometimes on arrival at puberty,^^ or
^^
and sometimes at stated intervals.'*
full puberty,
Occasionally it is postponed owing to special
circumstances.^'
{b)

teeth. — Among

Knocking out

Murrum-

the

bidgee, Murray, and Goulburn tribes two of the
incisor teeth of the lower jaw are knocked out in
the case of boys on arrival at puberty ; '® and
among the Batoka there prevails the custom of
knocking out upper front teeth of both girls and
boys at the same period.'^

Ho Witt,

pp. 602 f., 610, 613.
Spencer-Gillenh, p. 358. The Warramunga tribe is an exception ()'6.) see also Roth, pp. 171, 177.
^
Spencer-Gillena, pp. 269, 459 f ; Spencer-Gillenb, pp. 4741

;

.

476.
«
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Spencer-Gillenb, p. 133

f.

;

Spencer-Gillena, p. 92

f.

;

Roth.

p.

f.

pierced at puberty.''

;

•i

practice.

The operation takes place when the child

Howitt, p. 655.

from eight to ten years

is

of age.

Travels in the Interior Districts of Africa,
London, 1799, p. 265 (Mandingoes) ; B. Thomson, p. 216
G. H. von Langsdorff, Voyages and Travels in
(Fijians)
Varioiis Parts of the World during the Years lSOS-07, Eng. tr.,
London, 1813-14, i. 158 (Nukahiva).
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Routledge, p. 151 ff. H. R. Tate, Further Notes on the
Kikuyu Tribes of British East Africa,' JAI xxxiv. [1904] 265
(Akikuyu) ; H. H. Johnston, British Central Africa, London,
1897 (Wa-yao) ; J. Roscoe, 'Notes on the Bageshu,'t/.4/ xxxix.
185 f. ; Junod, i. 71 ff. (Thonga)
D.
Theal, p. 205 (Kosa)
Livingstone, Missionary Travels and Researches in S. Africa,
London, 1857, p. 146 f. (Bechuana and Kafir tribes); Krieger, p.
167 (Kaiser Wilhelmsland).
10
K. Endemaim, 'MittheilKrieger, p. 167; Junod, i. 73 ff.
ungen iiber die Sotho-Negrer,' ZE vi. [1874] 37 f. von Langs**

Mungo Park,
;

'

;

;

;

;

;

dorff, p. 158 ; B. Thomson, p. 216.
II
Park, p. 265; Routledge, p. 154 f.
The Circumcision
p. (18 ; S. Bagge,
'

Naivasha Masai,'

JAI

;

Tate, p. 265; Hobley,

Ceremony among the

xxxiv. 167-169.

JAI

1-

xxxiv. 169 (girls) ; E. Torday and
Park, p. 265 ; Bagge,
T. A. Joyce, 'Notes on the Ethnography of the Ba-Yaka,'
xxxvi. [1906] 46 ; Johnston, p. 409 f. ; von Langsdorff, i. 15S ;
B. Thomson, p. 216 (ilji ; in heathen times it took place at an
earlier date).

JAI

13 J.

Macdonald, 'Manners, Customs, Superstitions, and Re-

ligions of S. African Tribes,'

JAI

xix. [1890] 268.

Bagge, JAI xxxiv. 67 Junod, i. 74 f. ; Endemann, p. 37;
Willoughby, J A I xxxix. 229.
15
Willoughby, loc. cit. ; Routledge, p. 151 ; Theal, ii. 205.
14

;

le

17

— Among

Scarification, tattling, etc.
scars are made on the face

Mbala

the Ba-

and body of both

males and females at puberty.* Part of the
puberty rites to which the girls of the Abipones
are subjected consists in pricking them with
thorns, ashes mixed with the blood being rubbed
into the punctures so as to render them indelible.
The operation must be borne without wincing.^
Very similar accounts are given of the rites in the
case of girls among the Charruas, Minuanes, and
Payaguas,'" theTupis,'' and certain tribes of the

The Oraon girls, when adult or nearly
are tatued on the arms and back.'^ In British
New Guinea the completion of a girl's tatuing is a
'*
and in Raiatea, one of the
sign of her maturity
Society Islands, it was considered a disgrace to be
without the tatu marks of puberty. '^ Among the
Bushmen incisions were made on the forehead and
between the shoulders, and charcoal was rubbed
into them, as the final puberty rite in the case of
'®
and among the Ba-Ronga women tatuing
boys
seems to have connexion with marriage or, at
Orinoco.'''

so,

;

;

least, nubility."

—

In
(/) Dilatatio vagince, artificial defloration.
the case of girls in Azimba Land, the vagina is
'*
a similar practice
enlarged on arrival at puberty
prevails among the Wa-yao of British Central
;

De sluik- en kroesharige rasseji tusschen
Papua, The Hague, 1886, p. 418. As to the practice
and in S. Celebes see B. F. Matthes,
Bijdragen tot de Ethnologic van Zuid-Celebes, The Hague, 1875,
1

J.

G. F. Riedel,

Selebes en
in

Ceram

see Riedel, p. 137,

p. "70.
2 W.

W. Skeat and C. O. Blagden, Pagan Races of the Malay
Peninsula, London, 1906, ii. 33 f.
*
3 lb.
Junod, i. 183.
5 A. Krause, Bi^ Tlinkit-Indianer, Jena, 1885, p. 218
A. Erman, Ethnographische Wahrnehmungen und Erfahrungen
an die Kiisten des Berings-Meeres,' ZE ii. [1870] 319. The
Kolushes' by Erman and other writers
Tlingits are called
(T. Waitz and G. Gerland, Anihropoloyie der Naturvolker,
;

Spencer-Gillena, p. 4G0 Spencer-Gillenb, p. 601.
R. Brough Smyth, The Aborigines of Victoria, London and
Melbourne, 1878, i. 65; see also p. 61 f. as to another curious
''

I

Makisar the teeth of

—

(e)

Characteristic features of puberty
RITES. — In the preceding paragraph we have

— In

;

fined to boy8.7

III.

Filing the teeth.

both sexes are filed at puberty, and a five days'
tabu in respect of certain foods is imposed.' It is
said that among the Kedah Semang the teeth are
^
and a similar
filed at puberty irrespective of sex
custom is practised by tlie Malays at or about the
same time of life.^ The custom of pointing the
teeth of the Thonga girls at puberty is dying out.*
(d) Per/orating the lips or ears.
Puberty rites in
the case of girls include the boring of the lower lip
for the later insertion of an ornament among the
Tlingits,* and the piercing of the ears among the
Tsimshians.* The ears of the Thonga boys were

Brough Smyth,

i.

.

'

Leipzig, 1859-72,

is

practised

iii.

316).

6 F.
Boas, 'First General Report on the Indians of British
Columbia,' in Report of the British Association for the Advancement of Science, 1SS9, London, 1890, ji. 837.
7
Junod, i. 95 f. It may be noted that among the Incas the
ears of the youths were pierced on admission to knighthood
(Garcilasso de la Vega, First Part of the Rot/al Commentaries
of the Yncas, ed. C. R. Markham, Hakluyt Society, London,

1869-71, ii. 176).
» E.
Torday and T. A. Joyce,

'

Notes on the Ethnography of
xxxv. [1905] 403.
9 M. Dobrizhoffer, An Account of the Abipones, Eng. tr.,

the Ba-Mbala,'

JAI

London, 1822, ii. 20 f.
10 F. de Azara,
Voyages dans VAmirique miridionale, 1781ISOl, Paris, 1809,

ii.

10, 33, 127

f.

The Captivity of Hans Stade of Hesse, i:>!t7-1555, among
Wild Tribes of Eastern Brazil, ed. R. F. Burton, Hakluyt
Society, London, 1874, p. 144.
11

the

12 J. Gumilla, Hist, naturelle, civile et giographique de
VOrinoque, tr. from Spanish by M. Eidous, Avignon, 1757, i. 184.
13 E. T.
Dalton, Descriptive Ethnology of Bengal, Calcutta,

see also pp. 248, 252.
Krieger, p. 296.
R. Forster, Observations made during a Voyage round
the World, Eng. tr., London, 1778, p. 433 f.; cf. B. Thomson,
p. 218; G. Brown, Melanesians and Polynesians, do. 1910,
p. 103 (Samoa).
16
Passarge, p. 101, who thinks it probable that the marks on
the forehead were tribal marks.

1872, p. 251

n

;

15 J.

17

18

Junod, i. 180.
H. Crawfurd Angas, 'The Chensamwali, or Initiation CereGirls as performed in Azimba Land, Central Africa,' ZE

mony of

62-65.

A somewhat similar usage
Livingstone, p. 532 f
in the case of girls before marriage.

by the Seri

'

XXX. [1898] 480.
see above, II.

As

to the practice

among

the Australian tribes
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Africa ^ and in the Pelew Islands * tlie girls are speech with certain persons only is permitted,' or it
frequently deflowered at or a little before puberty.* is conlined to whispering.* In other ca-ses archaic
2. The imposition of ta.by%
(a) Exclusion of or foreign words are used during the ceremonies.^
Instances are to be found in
(c) Miscellaneous.
tvomenfrum rites, etc. Among' the tribes of Central
Australia women are excluded from the actual which the novices are prohibited from feeding
performance of circumcision and subincision to themselves,* scratcliing themselves witli their
which the males are subjected.* Among the hands,"* touching the hair or face," touciiing the
Thonga the lodge (sungi) where the initiatory ground with their feet,' looking upon the sun* or
ceremonies take place is tabu to them ;' and, in fire," lighting the fire,'" looking back," washing,'*
many instances, the novice must avoid women working,'^ or sleeping.'*
during the rites.® Among the Narrinyeri he may. » 3. Tests of endurance, etc. In many cases the
not taste of food belonging to a woman ' and the novices are forced to jiractise a rigid fast." Thus,
Kumai do not permit him to eat of a female anlong the Musquakie Indians, the youth underanimal.*
goes a prolonged fast at puberty, wandering alone
It may be
until he dreams what his medicine is to be, and,
(6) Exclusion of men from rites, etc.
regarded as a regulation of almost universal pre- sometimes, what his vocation is.'* Sometimes the
valence that, during a girl's ceremonial seclusion novices are forced to remain in deep water," or to
at her first menstruation, she is not permitted to tiirust their heads through collars of thorns,'* or
see or be seen by men, or to hold
any communi- are gaslied'* or scarified*" or beaten*' with supple
cation with them.*
Among the trioes of the wands ** or stinging nettles,*' or are exposed to the
Tanganyika Plateau an exception seems to be bite of venomous ants,** or are deprived of sleep,**
or are bound so tightly as to suffer great pain.**
made in favour of a father of twins.'"
The novices are in many Among the Thonga they must suffer cold, thirst,
(c) In relation to food.
instances subjected during the rites to certain food and ciuel punishments.*' Sometimes they must
In some cases a certain food is show their prowess by killing a man,** or their
restrictions.
**
while,
forbidden," while in others a special food is intelligence by deciphering picture riddles;
in some instances, austerities in the case of women
prescribed.'*
as
seen
that
as
than
We
have
serve
remedies
rather
to
In
relation
to
are
(d)
designed
speech.
sts.3"
among some of the northern tribes of Central
1
Australia the novices are under a ban of silence.'^
Roth, p. 171.
~2 J.
Macdonald, JAI xx. 117 E. W. P. Chinnery and W. N.
similar prohibition prevails at Tutu, Torre
Notes on the Initiation Ceremonies of the Koko,
Beaver,
Straits," in the Elema District, Papuan Gulf,'^ and Papua,' JRAI xlv. [1915] 75 Howitt, p. 668.
3
*
80.
among some of the Brazilian tribes,'^ Sometimes
Junod,
Seligmann, pp. 201, 204.
;

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

—

A

;

'

;

i.

1

Johnston, p. 410.
2 J.
Kubary, Die socialen Einriehtiuigen der Pelauer, Berlin,
1885, p. 50 f. It is verj- doubtful if this instance refers to a
puberty rite.
3 It has been observed that ' when
marriage follows closely
after puberty it is difficult to determine whether the custom
really belongs to the puberty rites, or to those of marriage. .
Ir will be admitted that as puberty rites gradually became
simplified or altogether obsolete such a custom [as defloration]
could only mainbiin existence as part of the marriage rites'
(E. Sidney Hartland, 'Concerning the Rite at the Temple of
Slylitta," in Anthropological Essays presented to E. B. Tylor,
G. A. Wilken,
Oxford, 1907, p. 198 ; cf. Crawley, p. 313
Plechtigheden en gebruiken bij verlovingen en huwelijken bij
de volken van den Indischen Archipel,' in bijdragen tot de Taal-,
Land-, en i'olkenkunde van Nederlandsch- Indie, v. i. [1886]
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.

;

'
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a
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Gottschling, 'The Bawenda,' JAI xxxv. 372 f. ; Junod,
i. 177 f ; Rattray, p. 103.
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des Marchais, iv. 865 f. cf. E. F. im Thurn, Among
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Brough Smyth, i. 65 cf. Schomburgk, ii. 431.
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28 J. L.
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in Eastern Africa, London, 1860, p. 14".
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Rattray, Some Folk-Lore Stories and Songs in Chinyanja,
London, 1907, p. 102 Passarge, p. 101.
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4. Ceremonial daubing, masking, painting, etc. ;
ceremonial dress. We have seen that charcoal
dust is the appropriate covering during some of the
Australian ceremonies. ^ It is put to a similar use
in Yam and Tutu.^ The face, shoulders, and chest
of the Indian youth seeking to find his medicine
are blackened.^ So are those of the girls among
the Kolushes,* while, among the Sotho Negroes,
they are smeared with ashes.* The Kosa,^ the
Wanyika,^ and other African tribes^ daub the
In some instances the
boys with white clay.
novice is masked,® while among some of the tribes
of Central Australia he is painted with distinctive
patterns.^" Among the Hupa," the Tlingits,^^ the
^^
Bechuanas, and the Kafirs the girls and, among
the Kosa,'^ the boys wear a distinctive dress; in
N.W. Central Queensland the novices are decorated
with necklets and feathers. 1*

—

—

—

—

5. Dances and pantomimic representations.
Dances are sometimes the sole ceremony at
and much more frequently form an
puberty,
Elaborate
important part of puberty rites.'''
pantomimic representations take place duiing the
Central and S.E. Australian solemnities,^^ one of
the most important of which is that of mock burial
and resurrection. 18 Elsewhere we find mimic combats -" and symbolic practices representing defloration ^^ and new birth. -^
6. Naming anew.
Among the Wa-yao a new
name is given at circumcision, and the old name is
^"^

—

discarded."^ The Andamanese girl is given a flower
name after the one of the sixteen selected trees
which happens to be in bloom when she arrives at
puberty.^ On the occurrence of the same event
the Inca girl received a name from her chief
relative;'^" and among the Jakun of Johor^^ and
some of the E. African tribes " names are changed
at puberty.
Among some of the Australian tribes
an individual^ or a sacred ^^ name is given at
tion is regarded as a disease
and elsewhere as tiie result of
connexion with the moon in the shape of a young man (Seligmann, p. 206 cf. J. Roscoe, Further Notes on the Manners
and Customs of the Baganda,' .7^/ xxxii. 39). For other ex;

'

;

planations see Crawley, pp. 10 f., 192, 196.
1 See
2
above, II.
Seligmann, pp. 202, 209.
3
Charlevoix, vi. 67 see Lafitau, i. 336.

initiation

;

and instances

change of name

of

at

^
puberty might easily be multiplied.
Among the Tlingits a girl at her
7. Seclusion.
first menstruation was shut up in an isolated hut
of boughs for a year.
She might not leave it
except at night nor be visited by any but her
nearest female relatives.* Similar practices prevail
among many of the Indian tribes of N. America,'
among the Koniagas,* the Malemut and Unalit,*
and the Aleuts,^ and in some of the islands of
Torres Straits.^ Among the Caribs,* the tribes of
the Upper Amazon, ^ the River Plate, 1® and French
Guiana," and the Macusis the girl's hammock is
slung close under the roof, where she is exposed to
the smoke, which is increased as much as possible. '^
In New Britain girls are placed in cages at an
early age, and kept there until marriageable.^*
We find less rigorous forms of seclusion among
the Hupa and Wintun,i* the Pend 'Oreilles,i^ and
the Tsimshian 1^ and ]Musquakie Indians," at
Ceram in former times, 1^ and among many African

—

tribes. 18

Boys are secluded sometimes in the bush,^ sometimes in isolated huts,2i and sometimes in a lodge
constructed for the occasion.*^

—

8.
Instructions.
The instructions given to
novices differ in different cases in nature, scope,
and value. Sometimes they are concerned with
the sacred mysteries "^ or tribal legends ^* sometimes they deal with the duties of a tribesman
towards the women of the tribe, the aged, and the
poor,^ or towards the community'^® e.g., in time
;

—

war 27 and sometimes they embrace politics and
government,^ economic regulations,28 or matters
such as tribal etiquette and decorum,^" intercourse
between the sexes,*i or domestic duties ^2 or they
inculcate such lessons as that pain must be endured,** and that selfishness*^ and greediness *5
must be avoided. Very frequently the duties of
implicit obedience during the ceiemonies and
of never divulging what he sees or hears *^ are
strongly impressed upon the novice.
(a) Investing with a
9. The final ceremonies.
new dress, ornaments, etc., ceremonial washing,
of

;

;

—

;

4
•!

'•

'•>

Erman, p. 318.
Tlieal, Hist, of S. Africa,
Krapf, p. 147.
Holmes,

JAI xxxii.
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Endemann,
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;
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s E.
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iViJi. 415.

See Spencer-Gillen*, chs. vii.-xi. ; Howitt, ch. ix. t.
Similar conceptions
Howitt, p. 554 ff.; see above, II.
receive ceremonial expression in certain initiatory rites, which
cannot he classed as puberty rites see Spencer-Gillena, p.
523f. ; Spencertiillenb, p. 480ff.
Riedel, p. 107 ff. (Ceram); L.
cf. G. Dale, 'An
Fison, JAI xiv. [1S85] 14 ff. (Viti Levu)
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see Crawlej', p. 308 f. Frazer (GB',
pt. vii.. Balder the Beautiful, ii. 248) takes a different view.
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Routledge, p. 151 f. Among the AKamba the novices are
thrust through an open door and told to proceed through a
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PUBERTY
—

TUe Tupi girls wore cotton strings
round wrist and waist to show that they were
marriageable,' and the girls of Jap^ and among
the Herero received a special dress at puberty.^
When an Oraon girl approaches maturitj', she
gathers up her hair in a knot,"* and among the
Southern Slavs a girl at the same period winds
her hair under her fez.* Among the Musquakie
Indians a girl is secluded at puberty, and at the
close of her seclusion is washed and dressed in new
and the practice of clothing, ornamentclothes
ing, and decorating the girls at the conclusion of
the ceremonies is widely prevalent.' Sometimes
the novice is marked on the forehead witli a spot
of blood, ^ or with the symbol of the sliaman's
familiar spirit.®
In many instances the boys
receive some badge of manhood on the completion
of the rites, and are clothed in new garments,
anointed, and decorated.'"
In one case the novice must, after the completion of the ceremony, visit another tribe and is
feasted on his return."
Bathing or washing frequently forms part of
puberty ceremonies,'^ especially at the final stage.
Thus, among some of the Victorian tribes, the

/lair-cutting.

"^

;

novice is given over to the women, avIio wash off the
clay and charcoal with which he has been daubed,
paint him, and dance before him. He is now a
in
Kaiser
man.'^
Similar practices prevail
Wilhelmsland,'* at Torres Straits,'^ and among
njany African tribes.'® Among the Swahili the
girl is symbolically cleansed by being rubbed with

powdered sandal-wood.'''
Ceremonial hair-cutting takes place sometimes
at the commencement'^ and sometimes at the
close '® of the ceremonies.
Among the Narrang-ga
tribe the hair and beard of the novice are plucked
out on three successive occasions, ^o
In many instances the
(6) Feasting, sat^irnalia.
end of the ceremonies is marked by feasting 2' and

—
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dancing,' and
great licence.^
(c)

is

frequently

made

the occasion of

Disencfiantmeyit, religious servire.

— Sometimes

the final ceremony consists in puiilication ^ or disenchantment * by a medicine-man, or in performing a religious service over the novice.'^
In many instances
{d) Sexual intercourse.
sexual intercourse completes the rite."^
10. Destruction of things used during the ceremonies. Among the Pitta-Pitta tribes of Queensland' and the Thonga of E. Africa^ the enclosure
used during the rites is burnt when they are
ended and the ^Nlacusis destroy everything that
the novice has used during her seclusion."
similar practice prevails among some of the tribes

—

—

;

A

of S. Africa.'"

—

11. Privileges secured by initiation.
Among
the most important of these are the rights to eat
certain articles of food previously forbidden," to
join the young men's camp,'^ to take part in the
sacred ceremonies'^ and in the dances and <leliberations of the men,'^ to marry,'" and, in many
instances, to assume the position of a full-grown
man.'" Frequently initiation entitles the youth
to wear a distinctive dress, ornaments, or other

decoration.'''

— We

have seen
ly. Object op the rites.
that a rite of puberty may include or indeed consist of a ceremony which is not exclu.sively employed
as such a rite. Circumcision, e.g., serves many
other ends than to indicate an important epoch in
the life of a member of a community. But, where
it is practised as a rite of pubertj', while it may
and frequently does continue to serve those ends,
it marks or operates a momentous change, by
which the novice is severed from the things of
childhood and enters upon the rights and duties of
manhood or womanhood. It is easy to trace this
conception in the symbolism of mock burial and
resurrection, in the passing through a new gateway and along a new road, in festivities preceded
by seclusion, in the washing off of a ceremonial
covering of charcoal or clay, in the reception of a
new name, in the investiture in new clothing or
ornaments and the like. Such practices may be
intended to efiect purification or change of identity
or purposes other than those of a rite of puberty.
Still, when employed as such a rite, they expres,s
the notion of severance from the past and entrance
upon a new life. In the tests of endurance, in
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some, at all events, of the mutilations inflicted,
and in the instructions given we see a preparation
for tliis new life an attempt to form the character and educate the novice for the duties of full
membershijj of society and we see in the feasting,
dancing, and sexual intercourse which frequently
take place as the final stages of the ritual his
introduction into the corporate life of the

—

;

community.
Literature.— H. Ploss and M. Bartels, Das Weib in der
ViilkerkundeiO, Leipzig, 1913 J. G. Frazer, GB^,
Balder the Beautiful, London, 1913, i. 1 ff. A. E.
Crawley, The Mystic Rose, do. 1902, pp. 10 f., 294 £f. A. van
Gennep, Rites de passage, Paris, 1909, p. 93fif. H. Schurtz,

Natur und

;

pt. vii.,

;

;

;

Alterklassen

und Mannerhiinde,
P. J.

Berlin, 1902, p.

95fiE.

Hamilton-Grierson.

or Popelicani (a corrupted form
of Paulician).
This is the designation under which
the Cathari (see Albigenses) are frequently referred to by both P'rench and English writers in
the 12th and 13th centuries. Schmidt considers
that the name, in this form, was introduced by the
Crusaders, in evidence of which he cites Tudebod
[Becueil des historiens des croisades, iii. [1866] 26)
and G. de Villehardouin (J. A. C. Buchon, Collection des chroniques nationales frangaises, Paris,

PUBLICANI,

—

1824-28,

iii.

156).

J.

Bass Mullinger.

PUNISHMENT.— See
ments,

Crimes and PunishRewards and Punishments.

PUPPETS. — From

the earliest times human
a varying degree of realism have been
man
fashioned by
which, from their character or
their purpose, do not fall witliin the categories of
votive
idols,
offerings, or purely artistic products.
What may have been the object of the ivory and
bone human figures of the palaeolithic age cannot
be stated with any certainty, but it is not improbable that they had a magical intent. The physical
peculiarities which they exhibit, dividing them
into two groups, one of which shows marked
steatopygia, indicate that the aim of the artist
was a realistic reproduction of the human
form. In this respect the figures of the palaeoeffigies of

period differ from many human effigies
produced by primitive peoples which, whether
from lack of skill or indifference, often show

lithic

signs of little attention to accurate reproduction
of form.

Among the ancient Egyptians models formed a regular
feature in the sepulchral ceremonial of wealth^' or important
personages. These figures, representing men engaged in occupations of a menial type such as agriculture, domestic work, or
baking, as well as the oarsmen of the model boat, were buried
with the dead to serve as his ministers in the after life, while
the ushabti figures were intended to take his place as labourers
in the sacred fields of Osiris.
They were a substitute for the
slaves and other members of the household who, in accordance
with primitive custom, were once sacrificed at the death of the
master of the house. This substitution of a puppet or doll for
human or animal sacrifice is not confined to Egj-pt. In the
Malay Peninsula the sacrificial tray which is prepared on all
ceremonial occasions for the propitiation of the spirits holds,
among other offerings, ooco-nut-leaf models of animals and
dongh models of human figures. Their intention is clearly
indicated by the fact that the dough models of human beings
a'e actually known by the name of 'substitutes (tukar ganti)
(W. W. Skeat, Malay Magic, London, 1900, pp. 72, 432). In
India the Lushei Kuki clans, in a very solemn, but rare, form
of sacrifice to the spirits of woods and streams in cases of sickness a sacrifice of which use is made only when other means
have failed prepare two small clay figures representing a man
and a woman, which are placed on a platform they then sacrifice
a pig and make the blood run over the platform. The flesh of
this victim may not be eaten in a house (J. Shakespear, The
Lushei Kuki Clans, London, 1912, p. 74). On the Nile a doll
is thrown into the river when the rise is delayed, and a similar
ceremony took place on the Tiber, where a straw puppet was
employed, in each case in substitution for a human being (GB^,
pt. v., Spirits of the Corn and of the Wild, London, 1912, ii.
'

—

—

;

107).

The

spiritual basis of the use of models as substitutes appears in other connexions.
In cases of serious illness in the Malay Peninsula the wandering soul is charmed into a dough figure as an intermediate step

or dough figures, animal as
the receptacle of ' mischiefs
resident in a human patient, a thread acting as the conductor
under the influence of a charm (Skeat, pp. 432 f., 452 f.).
Among the Achewa of Central Africa spirits of the dead wandering in the bush are supposed to annoy the living until they have
been confined by the medicine-man in a receptacle consisting
of a few short pieces of wood bound together with a scrap of
Inside the figure is a
calico in the semblance of a child's doll.
box made of the handle of a gourd-cup which is the actual
resting-place of the ancestral spirit (A. Werner, Natives of
British Central Africa, London, 1906, p. 69). It is possible
that a curious custom followed by the Thonga chiefs may be
connected with this belief. It was their practice to carry about
with them wooden images called angoza, representing men,
women, and animals. These were little more than sticks with
heads carved at one end. They were lodged in the house of the
chief wife and were displayed only on special occasions.
When
important cases were being discussed, they were planted in the
ground at a little distance, and they also accompanied the chief
on a journey (ib. p. 68 f.). It has been suggested that they were
emblems of authority. Possibly, if this were the case, they are
to be regarded as an embodiment of the chief's ancestral spirits.
The association of an ancestral spirit with a doll also appears
in the shamanistic cults of N. Asia.
In some tribes the
shaman's powers were regarded as closely connected with his
shamanistic ancestors and as originating at their call. The
shaman's coat was an object of peculiar reverence it was an
essential concomitant of the vocation, and in use it was both a
to its restoration to the
well as human, may be

body

1

;

made

'

;

protection and a source of inspiration (see art. Shamanism).
Potanin records that among the Uriankhai tribes a small doll
was attached to the coat which represented the shaman's
ancestor (M. A. Czaplicka, Aboriginal Siberia : a Study in
Social Anthropology, Oxford, 1914, p. 217).
In European folk-custom the belief in the embodiment of a
spirit in a puppetTappears in the custom of fashioning a doll
from the last sheaf at harvest-time a belief which in various
forms is wide-spread among primitive peoples (see art. Harvest).
Among the Akikiiyu a sun-dried clay figure is produced at the
dance following the maize-harvest (W. S. and K. Routledge,
With a Prehistoric People, London, 1910, p. 190 f.), which may
with probability be regarded as the analogue of the corn-doll",
the material abiding-place of the corn-spirit. This view of the
custom, however, is a matter of inference, and the fact that the
dancers appear to regard the figure with adoration when
elevated before them would suggest that it is passing into the
category of idols. On the other hand, the fetishes in human
form of W. Africa owe their virtues to the medicines placed in
or on them. A wooden fetish figure, e.g., of Bambala origin,
now in the British Museum, is said to have no supernatural
value unless plastered with the special magical clay (British
Mtiseum Handbook of the Ethnographical Collection, London,

—

1910, p. 266).

How far the belief in the endowment of a puppet
with a personality may be carried appears in the
customs connected with the female fetish Nantaba,
an appanage of the king in Uganda, which has to
be provided on his accession by his father's
mother's clan.
This fetish consists of a gourd in which the wind is supposed
to be caught at a ceremony in which a tree is cut down and a
goat sacrificed. The man who carries the fetish back to the
king conducts himself as, and imitates the appearance of, a
woman who is enceinte. The image is provided with a hut and
a guardian a wife of the king whose dut.y it is to attend
Nantaba and carry her into the sun when she desires it. The
king's wives come and sit around her, hoping thus to gain
favour and have children. At the death of the king the fetish

—

—

'

thrown away (J. Roscoe, Nantaba, the Female Fetich of the
King of Uganda,' Ma7i, viii. [1908], no. 74%
The relation of Nantaba and fertility can be
paralleled by the use of puppets to promote fertility and well-being in otlier connexions, but
One instance,
especially in relation to the crops.
that of the corn-doll and the corn-spirit, has been
is

mentioned above.
In Liberia steatite figures are employed to promote the
the farms. Tliese figures are the relics of an earlier
culture, but, when found in tumuli or elsewhere by the present
natives, they are buried in their fields. Sometimes the image
fertility of

placed on a platform, usually an old ant-hill, and the fanner
his household march round it, striking it with a whip and
chanting an appeal for a good harvest (T. A. Joyce, Steatite
Figures from W. Africa in the British Museum,' Mail, v. [1905],
no. 57). In S. India, when rain fails, a puppet of ashes from
the potter's field figures in ceremonies performed by Kapu
women they model a small figure of a naked human being,
which they carry from door to door, asking gifts and singing
indecent songs. After this collection of alms, which may last
for three or four days, the image, which is called Jokumara,

is

and

'

;

the rain-god, is thrown away in a field. A cultivator may also
make a figure himself and place it in the fields, after spreading
1 For further instances elsewhere see
GB'^, pt. ii..
the Perils of the Soul, London, 1911, pp. 53 f ., 62 f.

Taboo and

PURANAS
on them leaves, ashes, and (lowers which he has received in
return for alms from Barike women (E. Thurston, Omens and
Superatitioiis of S. India, London, 1912, p. 307).
In these eases the image is one element in a

whole which forms the fertility charm. It may,
however, also be emi)loyed purely for protective
purposes.
In S. India the crops are protected aj^ainst the supposed
dangers of an eclipse by inia(,'es made, as in the rain-charm, of
ashes from a potter's field a material apparently regarded as
peculiarly efficacious. The figures are placed on four sides of
the field "(Thurston, p. 44). The parallel with the tentiinalia
and other protectors of the fields in Roman religion is rendered
closer by certain physical peculiarities in the effigies used for
protective purposes in other connexions mentioned below.
Puppets are used to ward otl' evil influences of

—

various kinds.
In Car Nicobar a wooden figure is used to scare evil spirits
(British Museum Handbook of the Ethnori. Collection, p. 77).
In the case of an epidemic among the Lushei Kuki clans a
village to which it is feared the disease will spread is protected
by a gateway across the road on which are straw figures of men
armed with dahs and spears (Shakespear, p. 76). The closest
parallel to the Priapus figures, however, is found in S. India,
where, at the Mangalore races, a figure of a man with enormous
genitalia is carried in procession, or at the Canara races, where

the procession is headed by figures of a man and woman in
coitxt, and in the indecent figures on the temple cars fThurston,
In this district, again, the employment of puppets to
p. 114).
avert misfortune is closely connected with the evil eye.' Dolls
made of straw and covered with black cloth, splashed with
white and black paint, sometimes representing a man and
woman embracing, are hung on poles in gardens or fields near
the road to scare away birds, but principally to avert the evil
eye."
Figures of all kinds, but especially grotesque, indecent,
or hideous human forms, are hung on houses or shops, particularly when in course of erection, to catch the eye of the passerby, and distract it from the main structure {ib. p. Ill f.). It is
hardly necessary to point to the Gothic gargoyle as an obvious
European parallel to this form of the custom of averting the
evil eye bj' some peculiarity or protective sign.
'

'

A

familiar use of the doll in magic depends upon
action.
The employment of the

sympathetic

waxen image which was melted, pricked by pins,
or otherwise injured was one of the commonest
practices attributed to witches in

European super-

It is one of a number based on the belief
stition.
in the possibility of harmful action on a human
being at a distance.
In Japan nails are driven into a straw image, which is buried
under the place on which the victim sleeps. In order to make
a debtor pay his debts a broom, inverted, is made into a lay
figure to represent him it is then knocked down and belaboured.
This will make the debtor dream of his delinquency and come
to pay his debt. A wife punishes her husband for infidelity by
naUing his efflgy to a tree (VV. L. Hildburgh, Notes on some
Japanese Magical Methods for injuring Persons," Man, \v.
;

'

[1915], no. 65).

Similarly, in S. India,

whenaParivaram woman

commits adultery with a man outside the caste, she is punished
with excommunication and an image is made of her into the
eyes of which thorns are driven before it is thrown away outside
the village. As a protection against witches a wooden figure is
made, into which nails are driven, a hole cut above the navel,
into which a lead plate, with the name and star of the person
and a charm written on it, is sometimes inserted, and it is cast
into the sea. A favourite practice of the S. Indian magician,
however, is to mould an image of a plastic material, such as dough
or clay, which is buried at night in the Hindu cremation ground
after thorns or nails have been driven into it, or is nailed on a
of a child, which is dug up and
used instead of a figure (Thurston, pp. '^45, 247,
clans use bamboo splinters to drive into
the limbs of clay figures, and in the Malay Peninsula wax figures
are buried while powerful charms are recited (Shakespear,
tree.

Sometimes the corpse

reburied,

is

254).

The Lushei Kuki

p. 109

;

Skeat, pp. 420, 569

f.).

The interest of the ceremonial and magical use
of the doll has tended to divert the attention of
observers from its use as a child's plaything. Not
only is this use wide-spread, but it is also of great
antiquity.

Among the objects which have been found in children's
graves in Egypt are dolls both of animal and of human form
which show some considerable degree of development the limlis
are movable and one of them apparently had an apparatus for
emitting a squeak (Guide to Efti/p. Collectionin British Musernn,
;

London, 1909, p. 7S). Children's dolls have also been found in
the graves of the early inhabitants of Peru (T. A. Joyce, S.
American Archceology, London, 1912, p. 147), and it has been
pointed out that some peoples, such as the Zuiii of N. America,
give ceremonial dolls to their children as playthings when no
longer required for ceremonial purposes (see E. Lovett, The
Child's Doll: its Origin, Legend, and Folklore, London, 1915,
p. 10).

W,

has been suggested that tlie child's doll is a
from the ceremonial doll.
In some
cases, it is held further, the form would support
It

derivative
this view.

Among the Yao of Central Africa, e.g., the dolls show very
resemblance to the human fonn and may have been
originally fetishes like the angoza of the Thonga chiefs already
little

mentioned (Werner,

p. 69).

On the other hand, it must Ije remembered that
both the .savage and the cliild indulge freely in
make-believe, and indeed very few of the cliildren's
dolls show much resemblance to human beings.
In the Sijdan a piece of stick with lumps of clay for the head
and the swell of the hips is dressed up in native costume (E. A.
Gates, Soudanese Dolls,' Man, iii. [1903], no. 22). On the Congo
a piece of firewood or a manioc root serves the purpose, and
these were even preferred to more realistic European dolls
(J. H. Weeks, Cvr^o Life and Folklore, London, 1911, p. 350).
In Australia gum cement figures are sometimes modelled to
resemble women, but just as commonly pieces of forked cane
with joints manipulated to imitate the limbs are carried round
'

in bark
the neck like real bal)ies, while pieces of grass
wrapped
are also used (N. W. Thomas, Natives of Australia, London,
1906, p. 132 f.).

Even granting that the

u.se of dolls in ceremonial
have originated the use of the doll as a child's
toy, imitation ami the almost instinctive desire to
train for the business of life which appears in a
large number of children's games is probably
almost equally responsible.
On the Lower Congo a doll made of a piece of firewood or a

may

root is washed in an old saucepan and hung out in the sun to
dry by the little girls just as they themselves have been treated
by their mothers. They dress them in strings of beads, hang a
few charms around them, and tie them on their backs as babies
The Boloki girls, in fact, call
are carried (Weeks, p. 350).
their dolls bana, 'babies' (Weeks, Among Congo Cannibals,
London, 1913, p. 149), while the Yao name for a kind of wooden
doll witli the rounded end covered with scarlet seeds, fitted on
The Bathonga
like [a wig, is mwali, 'girl' (Werner, p. 113).
children imitate their mothers in playing with dolls made of a
banana-stem or a hollowed spherical fruit fitted on a stick and
with knotted string for hair (H. A. Junod, Life of a S. African
Tribe, Neuchatel, 1912-13, i. 173).
In "Tunis among the Hausa the use of a doll as plaything is
carried further. The offerings in the medicine-house to the
younger bori, the children of spots,' which cause rashes and
sore eyes, consist of nuts, sugar, toys, and sweets, covered with
a white cloth, to which are attached two dolls, 'the playthings
of Mai-Nassara.' These bori in all probability are spirits of dead
children (A. J. N. Tremearne, The Ban of the Bori, London,
1914, pp. 269, 275).
'

Puppet-plays resembling the fantoccini und Pun-

chinello are not uncommon among primitive peoples.
In the Indonesian area they are a constant entertainment. Leather figures are used for shadowplays which represent historical dramas {Brit.
The
Mils. Handbook Ethnog. Collection, p. 101).
dubbo dubbo of W. Africa is almost an exact
to
Punch
and
the
Judy show, presenting a
parallel
number of scenes in which Kachella Dambulla,
like Punch, when called upon to meet his obligations, evades payment and maltreats his creditors
'
Dubbo Dubbo ; or Notes on
(D. Alexander,
Punch and Judy as seen in Boriiu,' Man, x. [1910],
no. 85).
Literature. —See the works cited throughout.
E. N. Fallaize.

PURANAS.— I. Introduction.— The Puranas
form a class of books written in Sanskrit,
expounding ancient Indian theogony, cosmogony,
genealogies, and accounts of kings and rsis,^
religious belief, worship, observances, and philosophy, personal, social, and political ordinances,
and opinions about all kinds of miscellaneous
matters the whole illustrated and enforced by
tales, legends, old songs, anecdotes, and fables.

—

or popular exposition of
those subjects, while the Vedic literature contains
the strictly Brahraanic thought and teaching in
The Puranas are always
matters.
religious
reckoned as eighteen in number. No Purdna
a holy and ascetic
1 The word
r?t denotes in the Puranas
when human, generally a
sage, sometimes semi-divine but,
Br.ihman. Muni means much the same, but is always human,
and often of lower rank than r?»-

They present the general
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treats of all those subjects, though some are very
wide indeed in their scope, Avhile others confine
themselves to narrow limits; but, taken collectively,
they may be described as a popular encj'clopredia
of ancient and mediajval Hinduism, religious,
historical,

philosophical,

personal,

social,

and

political.

The word purdna
'ancient'

;

and the

tii\e

is

Sanskrit

Purdna

and

signifies

means

'Ancient

Lore,' indicating that these books profess to declare ancient lore as handed down for the most
part by tradition. Its fuller form is Purdna-sam'
The eighteen
hitd, Collection of Ancient Lore.'
to the list

Purdnas, according
often,
Siva,

are these

— the

which occurs most

Brahma, Paclma, Visnu,
Bhdgavata, Ndradli/a, Mdrkandeya, Agni,

Vardha,
Brahmavaivarta,
Lihga,
Skanda, Vdmana, Kurma, Matsya, Garuda, and
This list omits the well-known
Brahmdnda.
Vdyii, but there can be little doubt that the Vdyu
and Brahmdnda were one originally and have become differentiated for they agree, almost word
for word, in the great bulk of their contents.
The
name Brahmdnda then in that list must be taken
to include its twin, the Vdyu, and the Kurma eaUs
it by both names, the
Vdyaviya Brahmdnda.
The Matsya, Garuda, and Vdyu treat them as
Bhavisya,

;

distinct, and, in order to preserve the total eighteen,
omit one of the others, the Siva or the Vdmana.

Altogether, then, there are really nineteen. The
{I'm. 11-58) declares the number of verses
in each Pitrana, and so also the Vdyu (civ. 2-11),
but not quite completely. They agree, or nearly
agree, as regards most of them, but differ widely
about the Brahma and the Matsya alone gives
the length pf the Visnu, Agni, and Liiiga both
omit the Siva. These figures, however, do not
altogether agree with the dimensions of the present
Purdnas, being generally excessive, and are merely
round totals mostly reckoned in thousands. Each
Purdna is constructed as a discourse delivered by
some person of authority to one or more hearers
the subjects are expounded, often in the form of
question and answer, and not always methodically
and into the narration are woven stories and discourses uttered by other pereons with the result
that the whole often appears involved, defective in
consistency, and marred by anachronisms.
They
are mainly in verse, which is generally the common
sloka or anustuhh, but passages sometimes occur in

Matsya

;

;

;

;

—

prose.
2.

Origin and development.

the Purdnas

came

— An account of how

into existence

Brahmdnda

is

given by the

(n. xxxiv. i.),Vdyu (Ix. f.), and Vimu
(III. iv., vi.); that in the Bhdgavata (XII. vii. 4-^7)
is late and untrustworthy.
The great rsi Krsna

Dvaipayana divided the
Vedas and arranged them.

single

Veda

into

ifour

Hence he obtained the
the arranger,'
by which he is generHe lived and did that about the end
ally known.
of the Dvapara age, about the time of the great
Bharata liattle. He then entrusted them to his
four Brahman disciples, one to each, and thus
Paila became the teacher of the Bigveda, Vaisampayana of the Yajurveda, Jaimini of the Sdmaveda,
and Sumantu of the Atharvaveda.
Then with
tales, anecdotes, songs, and lore concerning the
ages he compiled a Piirdna-samhitd, and taught it
to his fifth disciple, the sfita, or bard,' Romaharsana or Lomaharsana (the two names are the
same). After completing that Avork he composed
the great epic, the Mahabhdrata, and made Romaharsana his disciple in both the Itihdsa (by which
is generally understood the epic) and the Purdna.
Statements occur sometimes that he taught a
particular Purdna to his Brahman disciples, but
The suta
these appear to be late assertions.
Romaharsana divided that Purdna into six parts

name Vyasa,

'

'

them to his six disciples,
Sumati Atreya, Agnivarchas Bharadvaja, Mitrayu
Vasistha, Alcrtavrana Kasyapa, Savarni SaumaThe last three
datti, and Susarman Sariisapayana.
or versions and taught

made each a further sai'nhitd, or collection. The
suta's sixfold Purdna was called the Romaharsanika collection [samhitd), and those of his three
disciples were named after them, the Kdsyajnka,
Sdvarnika, and Sdniiapdyanika collections. Vyasa's

Purdna is not further mentioned and may
have been merged in the Romaharsanika. The
collections made by the suta and his three disciples
were regarded as the four original collections, the
'xoot-samhitds' as they were called. They were
all to the same effect, but differed in their diction.
Savarni's version was noted for the correctness of
its expressions, and Saihsapayana's for its stirAll were divided into four parts,
ring style.
and all except Sariisapayana's contained 4000
verses.
None of them is now in existence, but
several of the disciples appear in some of the present
Purdnas. The suta had a son called Ugrasravas
and sauti Raumaharsani, son of the sfda RomaharSuch is
sana,' and taught him also the Purdtui.
the account given, and it is not improbable. The
suta was a bard, and the origin of the sutas is
placed in remote antiquity, for the first silta is
fabled to have come into existence at the sacrifice
of a primeval king, Prthu, son of Vena (e.g. Vdyu,
Ixii. 137-148), whose stories are often narrated.
original

'

The antiquity is, of course, genuine, because bards
have existed from the earliest times. The term
suta was afterwards applied to denote the offspring
of a father of the Ksatriya, or military caste, and
a Brahman mother, but he had nothing to do
with the original sutas. It was their duty, as the

Vdyu (i. 31 f.) and Padma (v. i. 27 f.) explain, to
preserve the genealogies of the gods, rsis, great
These were matters of
kings, and famous men.
ancient tradition, for which the Purdna and
Itihdsa would be the appropriate receptacles, and
thus these works would be naturally entrusted to
the sfda Romaharsana. His descendants had the
right of reciting the Purdna for their livelihood,
but the account states that the Purdna passed into
the hands of his disciples, of whom five at least
were Brahmans, and was multiplied by them.
The foregoing account does not say how the
present eighteen Purdnas were developed, and
their origin is explained by another and inconsistent statement, that there was originally one
Purdna, and Vyasa himself divided it into eighteen
This is certainly spurious,
(e.g. Matsya, liii. 9 f. ).
and the reason for it seems to have been rivalry
between the advocates of the Vedas and those of
the Purdnas, the eighteen Purdnas being thus
made coeval with the four Vedas. 'Excxj P urdna,
in fact, says that it is of equal measure with the
Veda,' thus placing itself in the same rank as
the Vedas, and indeed the Purdna is sometimes
In the Purcalled the fifth Veda [Vdyu, i. 18).
dnas teaching of all kinds is often put into the
mouth of the chief gods, so^placing it beyond cavil
indeed, the Vdyu (i. 200) and Siva (V. i. 35) aver that
a Brahman was not really wise if he did not know
the Purdna. Further, the Brahmans put forward
a claim to primeval antiquity for the Vedas, and
the Purdnas, while acknowledging that, answered
it with a claim on their own behalf to equal or
,

'

;

Thus the Mdrkandeya (xlv. 20 f.)
prior antiquity.
says that in the very beginning it and the A^edas
issued from Brahma's

mdnda

mouths

;

and the Brah-

Vdrju, (i. 60 f.), Matsya (liii. 3),
Padma, and Siva assert that he remembered the
Purdna then, the first of all the scriptures, before
the Vedas issued from his mouths.
Moreover, the
Brahmans claimed the monopoly of religious revelation and worship, and the Purdnas outbid that
(I.

i.

40),

PURANAS
by declaring that to recite or even listen to them
delivered a man from all sin, the Mar kaijdeya proclaiming that by acquiring it a man attains to a
benefit superior to all the Vedas.
There was thus a
clear rivalry between the Purdnas and the Vedas,
and, in asserting priority for the wMrnna, or ancient,
tradition over the Vedas, tiie Purdnas were right
to this extent that ancient tradition unquestionably
existed before the Vedas, for the Vedic
hymns
allude to bygone persons and events (mentioned
also in the Purdnas), which could have been

remembered only through

tradition.
Tradition
has always existed from the remotest antiquity,
as far back as man preserved any memories of his
ancestors.
This is a platitude, yet it must not be
overlooked when examining the Purdnas', though
what value the present Purdnas have in that
respect is a different question (see below, § 13).
In accordance with such exalted claims, all the
Purdnas except three, the Linga, Ndradlya, and
Vdmanxi, assert that they were originally declared
by some god in primeval time. Those three say
that they were hrst declared by some great rsi.
Accordingly, each PurOna had to provide a succession of persons through whom it was handed down.
Most of them form the chain perfunctorily of a
few links, but the Brahmdnda (iv. iv. 58-66) and
Vdyu (ciii. 58-66) give a long list of 29 names,
which occur, partly at least, in chronological
order. Apart from fabulous occasions, nearly every
Purdna particularizes the occasion when professedly
it was actually recited.
The Vdyii, gives this circumstantial account
:

After the great Bharata battle the Pandavas were succeeded
of the Pauravas at Hastinapura (on the Ganges,
north-east of Delhi) by Arjuiia's grandson Pariksit, and he by
his son Janamejaya, to whom the Mahdbhdrata was professedly
The Vdyu says that the T?is dwellin;,' in Naimisa
recited.
forest on the river Gomati (the modern Goomti in Oudh)
offered a long sacrifice on the bank of the river Drsadvati (the
modern Chitang approximately) in Kuruksetra (the country
70 miles north-west of Delhi), and the suta Romaharga^ia went
there and at their request recited it to them, during the reign
of Janamejaj'a's great-grandson Adhisimakr^na i.e. a century
or rather more after the great battle (i. 12-28, xcix. 258 f.).

on the throne

—

The Matsya says almost the same of itself, and
the Brahmdnda suggests much the same. The
other Purdnas fall off from this account, and the
measure of their falling off' agrees in a way with
their probable posteriority.
Most of the others
lay the scene in Naimisa forest, and the late
Bhdgavata makes the sacrifice last 1000 years.
The Ndradlya removes the scene to Siddhasrama
on the Ganges, and the Vardha gives no particuFour Purdnas drop that account altogether.
lars.
The Visnu, Mdrkandeya, and Vdmana say that
they were declared by the r.ns Parasara, Markandeya, and Pulastya respectively, and the
Bhavisya says that it was recited by Vyasa's

Brahman disciple Sumantu
King Satanika.

to Janamejaya's son,

—

Most
3. The five original subjects.
Purdnas declare that a Purdna should

of the
treat of
hve subjects original creation (sarga), dissolution
and re-creation {pratisarga.), the periods of the
:

Manus (manvantara),

ancient genealogies (va/nsa),
and accounts of persons mentioned in the genea-

These appear to have
been the original subjects of the Purdnas, and
were so specially their province that the epithet
having five characteristic subjects was an old
synonym of the title Purdna hence religious instruction apart from these subjects was not one of
their primary aims, nor do they appear to have
been composed for sectarian purposes originally.
Sectarian designs seem rather to have been an
after-modification, except in the latest Purdnas,
which are frankly sectarian.
logies (vairmjdnuffuirita).

'

'

;

The first three of these subjects are closely connected and may be considered together.
The
VOL. X. 29
'
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teaching is neither uniform nor consistent, but
seems to combine different schemes. Its general
purport may be stated thus
:

postulates the primordial essence called prakfti and praspirit called pui-ufa, and the god Brahma (or lirahnia),
with whom both prakfti and pitntxa are sometimes identified.
Prakfti contained the three qualities, goodness (>iattva),
passion {rajas), and darkness {tamas), in equilibrium. It first
evolved the great intellectual principle (mahat) as the first
From this was evolved the principle of individuality
stage.
(ahafikdra), and from this the five subtle elements (tan-mdtra),
sound, touch, form, taste, and smell, which became manifest
respectively as the five elements (6/i«ta), ether, air, light, water,
ana solid matter. This was the second stage, the elemental
craalion (bhuta-sarga). In the third stage the ten organs of sense
and action and the mind proceeded from the intellectual principle. These three stages were the creation tromprakrti(pr(ikrtasarga). All these principles and elements, through the influence of spirit, combmed and formed an egg, the egg of Brahma,
wherein he, assuming the quality of passion, became active.
He brought the world into existence as the fourth stage,
and through meditation originated, fifthly, the animal kingdom,
sixthly, the gods, seventhly, mankind, eighthly, the intellectual notions called anugraha, and, ninthly, Sanatkumara and
other semi-divine mind-born sons who remained celibate,
whence this creation is called kaumdra. In all these the
three qualities existed in different states of predominance.
It

dhnna,

In the main this account follows the ideas of the
Sahkhya philosophy, but other accounts are added
which seem more primitive.

Brahma assumed four different forms in succession and
from them were produced the demons, the gods, the forefathers (pitrs), and mankind and, afterwards assuming another
form, he produced from his limbs all other living beings,
;

and vegetation. But those beings did not multiply,
and he created from his mind sons, whose number is variously
creatures,

given as seven, nine, ten, or eleven, Bhfgu, Marichi, Dak^a,
etc., all known as r?is, and also the deities called Rudras.
Seven of these sons were specially known as the seven rpis
(saptar^i), who hold a unique and pennanent position in cosmogony. The Rudras are generally identified with Siva. Next
t^rahma created the first Manu Svayambhuva and a woman
Satarupa. These two had two sons, Priyavrata and Uttanapada,
and a daughter. Dak^a married her and had 24 daughters, of
whom 13 were married to Dharma (righteousness) and bore
Love and other personified feelings 10 were married to the
other mind-bom sons and Agni (fire) and the forefathei-s, and
'

'

;

one named Sati became Siva's wife. But this account is complicated by a further story that Dak^ was re-born in Uttanapada's lineage as Dak^ Prachetasa, and then created movable
and immovable things, bipeds and quadrupeds, and also begot
60 daughters, of whom 10 were married to Dharma, 13 to
Marichi's son, Kasiapa, 27 to the moon, and 10 to others.
Then Ea^yapa by his wives begot the gods, good and evil beings,
animals, birds, and trees and thenceforward living creatures
were engendered sexually.
Creation naturally involves the question of the
;

ages.

Time is divided into various great periods. A human year is
a day and night of the gods, and the divine year consists of
360 human years. Of divine years 12,000, i.e. 4,320,000 huma;i
'
years, constitute a four-age period (ehaturyuga), in which
the four ages (yuga) are, first, the Krta of 1,440,000 human
years, then the Treta of 1,080,000 years,'the Dvapara of 720,000,
and lastly the Kali of 360,000 and each of these ages is preceded by a twilight {sandhyd) containing as many hundreds of
years as the age has thousanils, and is followed by a twilight
This 'four-age' period
(sand/iydm^a) of like duration.
repeated a thousand times is a day of the god Brahma and is
called a kalpa. Creation takes place and lasts during his da3%
and at its close the three worlds are dissolved for the same
length of time, which constitutes his night. His year consists
of 360 such days and nights, and 100 such years is the length of
his life, which is called a para.
FHirther, a day of Brahma
comprises the periods of 14 JIanus {manvantara), a Manu being
a mythical regent of his period and progenitor of life therein.
Each manvantara thus comprises 71 four-age periods, with a
surplus, which is due to the impossibilitj' of dividing lOOO
'four-ages' exactly by 14, and is sometimes accounted for by
assigning it to the intervals between the manvantaras.
This is the reckoning generally set out, but variations are
sometimes introduced incidentally, and the terms yuga and
kalpa are sometimes used loosely. While most Pi(rdrias agree
about Brahma's duration and hold that Vispu and ^iva outlive
him greatly, they differ as to which of these two endures longer
according to their view whether Visnu or i^iva is the greater.
One four-age period succeeds to another. When a manvantara closes, an interval occurs during which life ceases in
the world, and the Manus, minor gods (all save Brahma, Vigpu,
and Siva), the seven r^is, and the forefathers depart upwards to
a high celestial sphere, and remain there for the duration of a
Krta age in order to presene life. Then they resume their
activities as new persons under new names, and introduce the
next manvantara, restoring all life in the world. So the
manvantaras succeed one another, and at the end of the fourteenth, when Brahma's day closes, occurs the great dissolution,
called naimittika pratisarga. The three worlds are burnt
'

;

'

'

'

'
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fire, and a deluge of rain dissolves everything into one
vast ocean life is reabsorbed into the god who sleeps on that
ocean, and the three qualities become inactive in equilibrium
yet the seven great r?is are said to persist in certain celestial
worlds through his nights, watching him as he sleeps. Such
When his night ends, he awakes and
is the close of the kalpa.
begins to create again. That dissolution does not involve the
elementary principles evolved during the first three stages of
creation, and as regards them a further dissolution is spoken of,
called the prdkrta pi-alaya, wherein everything evolved from
prakrti disappears. Half of Brahma's life has expired, and the
second half has begun in its first kalpa called the vdrdha, in

up by

;

;

six Manus have passed away, namely Svayambhuva,
and
Svarochisa, Auttama, Tamasa, Raivata, and Chak§u§a
Vaivasvata is the present Manu. The theory of the succession
of the kalpas, manvantaras, and ages developed into the
doctrine that succession implied repetition, that everything
repeated itself in essentials in the manvantaras and in the
Brahma, Vis^iu, and Siva outlived the
'four-age' periods.
dissolutions, and their existence was so vast that they were
as
practically eternal ; but Indra and the other gods
regarded
were subordinate and temporary, holding their deity for a
manvantara only. Each manvantara thus has its own subordinate gods and its own Manu, great T?is and kings, who all
come into existence at its beginning and pass away at its end.
This scheme is carried out into such detail that their names are
set out, not onlj- for the present manvantara, but also for the
past six and the seven that are yet future.

which

;

Since the Vedas were arranged and the Furdna
compiled at the end of the Dvapara age, this theory
required that the same had been done in every
Dvapara age of the four-age periods, and that a
Vyasa had appeared for that purpose. Hence it
was necessary to propound a list of those Vyasas.
The list (mentioned above) of the 29 persons who
handed down the Brahmdnda and Vdyu, reduced
to 28 by combining two names at one stage, seems
to have suggested the idea that 28 Dvaparas had
occurred. Certainly, however, that list (e.g., Vdyu,
xxiii. 114ff.), with a few variations, agrees with
the names of the 28 Vyasas ; and consequently 27
four-age periods have elapsed in the Vaivasvata
manvantara, and we are now living near the end
of the Kali, or last age of the 28th period.
Manu Svayambhuva's son Priyavrata, mentioned
above, had seven sons, who became sovereigns of
the seven continents (dvipas) of which the earth
Thus
consists, and their progeny peopled them.
the subject of geography is introduced. It is not
always treated fully, but the general scheme stands
thus
The earth consists of a central circular continent named
'

'

'

'

:

Jambu-dvipa, around which the other continents form a series
of concentric rings, namely, Plaksa, Salmala, KuSa, Krauncha,
Saka, and Pu^kara, the outermost; and these continents are
separated by a similar series of six circular oceans alternating
vrith them, namely, of salt water, sugarcane-juice, wine, clarified
butter (ghl), curdled milk, and milk respectively. Each continent and each ocean is twice the size of that which it encircles.
The central continent Jambu is alone subject to the law of the
four ages. It was assigned to Priyavrata's son, Agnidhra, and
has nine countries which were named after his nine sons.
Uavj-ta is in the middle, and is flanked on the west by Ketumala
and on the east by Bhadrai5va. Along the north of these lie
Bamyaka, the Northern Kurus, and Hiranmaya and along the
south lie Harivar^a, Nabhi, and Kimpuruja. In the middle of
navrta is the immense fabulous mountain Meru, on which are
the gods' abodes, with Brahma's in the centre. Various mounThe
tains, forests, and lakes are mentioned in those countries.
Ganges flows down Meru and divides into four great streams,
the
Alaknanda
which flow away, the SIta east,
south, the
Yafik^u west, and the Soma, or Bhadra, north. Nabhi's country
but
this is a
his
was named Bharata after
grandson Bharata,
mere fancy. Bharata again has nine divisions named Indradvipa, KaSerumant, Tamravarpa, Gabhastimant, Nagadvipa,
Saumya, Gandharva, Varuya, and another which appears to be
India proper and is more strictly called Bharata. The accounts
then deal with India itself, its dimensions, mountains, rivers,
and peoples, which some Pwrd^os set out in copious lists. The
subject of cosmogony leads, on the one side, to a notice of the
nether regions with sometimes a description of the hells, and,
on the other, to a description mainly mythological of the sun,
_

;

moon, planets,

stars,

and the

celestial worlds.

The remaining two of tlie five special subjects of
the Purdnas are ancient genealogies and accounts
of persons mentioned therein.
They profess to
give ancient history as handed down by tradition,
and they certainly give the only approach

to con-

nected ancient history that is to be found in
Sanskrit books. They are full of interest, but lie
rather outside the scope of this article, and can

therefore only be touched briefly.
They begin
with the progeny of the great T§is, which is
on
to
the
and
genealogies of the
pass
mythical,
chief dynasties of kings who reigned for centuries
in N. India and lists of the great Brahman families.
That the genealogies are not spurious but have
some historical value is pioved by the fact that
they (and they alone in Sanskrit books) furnish an
account of how the result that is known as the
Aryan occupation of India took place through the
growth and conquests of a distinct race, which they
call Aila,

and which they suggest entered India

from the north.

Of the five subjects proper to Purdnas the first
three concern early religion and mytliology, and
the other two deal with traditional history

—

subject, of course, to later co-ordination, restatement, and amplification in both groups. The former
were the general product of speculative thought,
but the latter were based on actual history, though
both are now open to the doubt how far tradition
has preserved early beliefs and historical facts

The former were naturfaithfully and correctly.
ally shaped out and transmitted bv religious
teachers for general instruction ; the latter were
composed by royal bards and ballad-makers,

i.e.

The dissutas, and were handed down by them.
The Purdnas thus drew
tinction is important.
These old
their subject-matter from two sources.
subjects (paurdniki hatha) provided general instruction and pleasure, and it is often said that
princes and munis entertained themselves with
The traditions found in the Purdnas
their recital.
were not primarily borrowed from the Mahdbhdrata, for they contain old tales and genealogies
which are not to be found in that epic, and the
stories which appear in both are not always narBoth are based on the
rated in the same way.
same body of ancient tradition, and the Purdnas
incorporated old matters independently, though
probably later additions to the Purdnas have been
borrowed from the epic, and possibly also vice versa.
Of the stories told about ancient kings and fsis
some appear to be ancient, but others are certainly
either later fabrications or at best genuine tradition

They may generally be
corrupted.
broadly divided into two classes those that appear
to be Ksatriya stories, i.e. stories narrating occurrences from the point of view of the royal and
military class (which often appear to be ancient),
and those that are Brahmanical, the difference
between them being similar to the distinction
between tales of chivalry and legends of the saints.
References to the heroes of the epic are not infrequent, but its story is not narrated except in
the few cases where an abstract of it is given, as
in the Agni, Padma, and Garuda, which also
summarize the Harivaniia.
and losses. The
4. Additions, interpolations,
Purdnas, like the epic, have grown by continual
additions and interpolations, as abundant evidence
shows, both direct and indirect. The Lihga (II.
Iv. 36 f.), e.g., says that it contains 108 chapters in
this is correct as
its first part and 46 in its second
regards the former, but the latter now contains 55
chapters. Again, the Bhavisya (I. i. 103-105) says
that it contained 12,000 verses and was augmented
by various stories to 50,000, just as the Skanda
was amplified. The indirect evidence is of various
kinds, (a) Many Purdnas mention the eighteen
Purdnas, which they could not all do unless the
enumeration were an addition made after all the
eighteen had become established. In the Padma,
which professes to have been recited by tXxesuta, pt.
vi. continues pt. iv., ignoring pt. v., which begins as
a separate Purdna recited by the suta's son. (b) The
same matter is sometimes told more than once thus
the story of the sun is told twice in the Mdrkan-

seriously

:

—

;

;
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deya and that of Jalaiulhara

is told twice in pt.
the Faditui. (c) Some of the stories are
manifestly late, such as the portion of the Brahvui
which dilates on the sanctity of I'urusottamaksjetra
in Orissa.
(d) There are dillorences in language
in some Purdnas, certain passages being marked
by irregularities in grammar and metre not found
in the remainder of the same work,
(e) Dillerent
and sometimes inconsistent doctrines occur in
various places even in one and the same Parana,
as is noticeable in the two jmrts of the Kurma.
Addition and interpolation have been practised
thus the Garuda quotes from the
continually
Mdrkaiideya ami Yaj naval kya's law-book and,
since the Bhaoisya professes to deal with the
future, the edition published lately in Bombay has
boldlj' brought its prophetic account down to the
19th cent., besides incorporating a summary of the
Biblical account from Adam to Abraham.
It often
happens that the same i)assage is found in several
Purdnas, so that they either borrowed from one
another or borrowed from a common original.
Indeed, it almost seems from many peculiarities,
such, e.g., as that noticed above in the case of the
Padma and the triple structure of the Vd7}utna,
as if there had been dillerent Purd^ms bearing the
same name, or as if a particular Purdiui existed
with different versions, and that they were brought
together and formed into a whole. On the other
hand, there have been losses, as much evidence
shows. In the Padma, e.g., pt. v. says that
the Padnut which it introduces consisted of live
sections, but that part contains only the first
section called the Pauskaraparvan, and the other
four appear to be missing, while the entire Padma
has six parts. Again, a comparison of Brahmdnda,
III. Ixxiv. 103 f., with the corresponding passage in
the Vdy^i (xcix. 101-291) shows that about 190
verses have been lost in the former. The arrangement of the contents of the Purdnas accords with
these conclusions, for in several there is no logical
scheme, and matters are expounded piecemeal as
if by additions.
On the other hand, some Purdnas
deal with their subject-matter on a consistent plan,
such as the Visnu, Agni, and Bhdgavata, betraying
apparently a late stage, when the matter had been
co-ordinated and systematized. The Visnu is one
of the best arranged, yet it hardly professes to be
early, for it declares that it was compiled out of
the four voot-Purdnas mentioned above.
The Purdnas claim to
5. Additional subjects.
expound, besides the five characteristic subjects,
the four subjects which comprise all human endeavour righteousness (dharma), wealth [artJui),
love (kd)na), and final emancipation from existence
{moksa).
These, with the copious religious teaching now found in the Picrdnas, are Brahmanical
additions to the original live subjects.
Of the four
ages the Krta was the golden age when righteousness was perfect, but it deteriorated through the
Treta and Dvapara, until it has well-nigh perished
in this evil Kali age. This is figuratively expressed
in the adage that dharma hail four legs for its
support in the Krta age, tliree in the Treta, two
in tlie Dvapara, and has only one in the Kali age.
6. Theology.
The theology taught is heterogeneous, and most deities that enjoyed a certain
amount of popular acceptance can be found praised
in the Purdnas.
Of the Vedic gods, Indra and
Agni retain a prominent position, and Indra is the
chief of the gods, i.e. generally of the subordinate
gods, those other than Brahma, Vi^nu, and Siva.
Varuna is the god of the ocean and appears at
times, but Mitra has disappeared. The sun (Surya)
holds an important position, and the names Vivasvant, Savitr, Aditya, and Pfisan are freely given
to him.
He is highly extolled in the Brahma,

vi.

of

;

;

'

'

—

—

—

Mdrkandeya, Agni, Padma, and Garuda, but

his
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most fully inculcated in the Bfuivisya
which says that it was introduced
with the sun's priests from Sakadvipa into the
Banjab by Kr^na's son. Samba, who suliered from
It
leprosy and was cured by worshipping the sun.
calls the sun's priests magns and bhojukoji.
The
sun's children were Manu Vaivasvata, Yama, and
worship
(I.

is

xlviii.

ir. ),

the Asvins, who are celestial physicians. Yama
is the god of the dead, especially of the wicked
dead, and holds a dread position as the puuisher of
sinners in his hells.
Vayu, also called Matarisvan,
is a god of some note.
Soma is the moon. BrliasThe gandluxrvas are
pati is the divine priest.
celestial musicians, and the apsarascs are celestial
nymphs and courtesans, who often play the part
of beguiling /•si*, whose austerities (/a^fw)awakeuetl
fear in the god.s.
On the evil side were the ccsuras,
wlio were demons. Daityas, ddnavas, and rdksasas

meant

in tlie earlier traditions hostile races,

some-

times uncivilized and always hated and dreaded ;
hence these names took on the meaning of demons,'
especially in passages that appear to be late, where
they and also asura are treated sometimes as interchangeable.
Midway was Kubera VaLsravana,
tlie god of riches, whose attendants were the yaksa-t
and guhyakas. In late Purdnas or passages local
cults are commended, such as the worship of
Manasa, the goddess of snakes, and the tulasland the veneration of the
plant, the holy basil
cow is noticed in the Padma (V. xlv. 122-190).
The three chief gods are Brahma, Visnu, and
Brahma is tlie creator of the world, Visnu
Siva.
Brahma is
its preserver, and Siva its destroyer.
sometimes extolled as the highest, &a in the
Mdrlcandeya (xlv. f.), but is generally held to be
inferior to Visnu and Siva, and the relative supremacy of these two is the higher theology taught.
The Purdnas are sometimes classified according to
their teaching on this subject and the three qualiThe Matsya
ties, goodness, passion, and darkness.
(liii.
6Sf.) says that the Purdnas which extol
Visnu as supreme are called sdttvikq, 'characterthose that extol Siva and Agni
ized by goooness
are tdmasa,
characterized by darkness ; and
those that extol Brahma are rdjasa, characterbut these distinctions are purely
ized by passion
fanciful.
It adds a fourth class, those which extol
the goddess Sarasvati and the forefathers (pitfs)
and which it calls sahkirna, 'mixed'; but no
Purdnas display this character, though Sarasvati
is praised here and there and a high position is
assigned sometimes to the forefathers (see below,
The Padma (VI. cclxiv. 81-84) says much the
(c)).
same, and distributes the Purdnas in sixes thus
as sdtivika, the Visnu, Ndradlya, Bhdgavata,
as tdmasa, the
Garuda, Padma, and Vgrdha
Matsya, Knrma, Lihga, Siva, Agni, and Skanda ;
and, as rdjasa, the Brahmdnda, Bjahmavaivarta,
Mdrkandeya, Brahma, Vdyiuina, and Bhavisya.
The Vayu must be understood to be included in
the Brahmdnda. But this division is only roughly
true, because the Agni, e.g., gives instniction
about the worship of both Visnu and Siva. The
Padma {loc. cit. 85) further declares that the
sdttvika lead one to final emancipation from existence, the rdjasa to heaven, and the tdmasa to hell
but this estimate is merely Vaisnavite, for the
^iva (II. ii. 63), which is classed lowest as tdmasa,
declares that a man who reads it completely and
respectfully attains final emancipation even while he
is alive, and that the gods attain diereto only by
attaching themselves to Siva. The Saivite Puranas
show a difierence from the Vaisnavite in that,
also
though they make Siva supreme, yet they
extol Visnu higlily and they almost suggest tliat
doctrine
imposed
the exaltation of Siva was a later
on that of Visnu's supremacy, as appears indeed
li.
Purdna
5-11).
(I.
to be implied in the ^iva
'

;

'

;

'

'

'

'

;

—

;

;

;
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The rival advocacy of Visnu and Siva was
carried to the farthest length, and the partisan
Purdnas sometimes introduce these gods themselves, each as explicitly declaring the other's
supremacy. The rivalry thus reached an impasse,
from which the only escape was to affirm that both
were one and the same god, in difierent persons.
This is often taught and, with the corollary that
Brahma also was one with them, constituted the
highest theology inculcated the triple manifestation (tri-murti).
Thus the three were one, yet it
was open to a partisan to maintain that Visnu or
Siva was the true and chief person, of whom the
other was a manifestation and so a Purdna is
able to extol one or the other as supreme, while
This monotheistic concluaffirming their unity.
sion carried the teaching to the Vedanta stand-

—
;

point, that God alone really exists, eternal, immutable, that He is everything, and that every tiling
animate and inanimate is but a portion of Him.
This doctrine is elaborated and enforced most in

Vaisnavite Purdnas, and is stated fully and clearly
in the Visnu.
It is essentially the same as that
expounded in the Bhagavad-GUd, except that it
does not go so far in enunciating that the whole
world is mdyd, 'illusion' a view which is mentioned in places, but is stigmatized as Buddhistic

—

and bad by the Pacbna
highest religious
theistic

The
(VI. cclxiii. 70).
is therefore mono-

philosophy

and pantheistic

;

its

popular presentment

The

doctrine of transmigration is
and is thoroughly inculcated, both
as a consequence entailed on all human beings by
their actions (karma), often with elaborate and
fanciful apportionments of particular evil conditions to particular sins, and as an explanation of
misfortunes, serving to solve or justify distressing
situations and perplexing problems.
Visnu is said to have ten incarna(a) Visnu.
tions.
The lists have some variations, chiefly as
regards Buddha but the following list is a general
In it the fii-st five incarnations are mythoone.
logical, the next four have a historical basis, and
the tenth is still future
(1) As a fish (matsi/a), when he saved Manu Vaivasvata amid
the deluge and when the Matsya says it was declared by him
to Manu (2) as a tortoise (kurma),' when he supported the
mountain Mandara at the churning of the ocean, and I^ksmi,
is

polytheistic.
involved in it

—

;

:

;

;

divine nectar, and other things were produced ; the Kurma
says that in that form he declared it (3) as a boar (vardha),
when he raised up on his tush the earth that had sunk to the
bottom of the universal ocean ; and when the Vardha says he
declared it to the earth ; (4) as the man-lion (nara-sirhha),
when he delivered the gods from HiraijyakaSipu and other
demons who had vanquished them (5) as a dwarf (vdrrtana),
when he delivered the gods from the demon king Bali, and
accomplished his purpose by obtaining from Bali the boon of
having as much space as he could cover in three steps (6) as
the Brahman Rama, son of Jamadagni (sometimes called
Para^u-Rama, Rama with the axe ')_, who destroyed all the
Ksatriyas off the earth twenty-one times, in revenge for the
murder of his father by the sons of Arjuna Kartavirya, king of
the Haihayas; (7) as Rama, son of Da^aratha, king of Oudh
(sometimes called Ramachandra), whose wife was Sita, and
whose story is the subject of the great epic, the Rdmayaxia
(8) as Krpna, who reigned at Dvaraka in Gujarat over the
Yadavas, the friend of the Pandavas and one of the chief
figures in the Mahdbhdrata
(9) as Buddha, who founded
Buddhism ; (1(1) as a warrior, Kaiki or Kalkin, who will appear
at the close of this Kali age, overthrow all adversaries, and re;

;

;

'

;

;

establish pure Hinduism.

All these incarnations are often mentioned, and
sometimes described at great length. The sixth
often appears in the

Haihaya genealogy. Tlie
seventh is narrated in the Agni and Padma as a
condensation of the epic, and the Pndma (iv. cxii.)
relates what it calls the ancient Rdmdyana.
The
ninth is least often mentioned. The eighth, the
of
is
a
favourite topic ; his life,
Krsna,
story
doings, and youthful frolics are often described at
and
his
favourite shepherdess,
very great length
Radha, is deified in the Brahmavaivarta and the
Padma.
Krsna is completely identified with
Visnu so much so that his name, his patronymic
;

—

Vasudeva, and others of his epithets are habitually
used as synonyms of Visnu in his purely divine
character. These are the well established incarnations, but others less acknowledged are also mentioned indeed, the Garuda and Bhdgavata mention 22, and add that his incarnations were really
innumerable. The superlative work attributed to
Vyasa naturally created the belief that he was no
ordinary rsi, but a divine incarnation consequently
he is often called an incarnation of Visnu, and so
also all the other Vyasas mentioned above ; while
the Kurma in its second part (xi. 136 f.) makes
him an incarnation of Siva also.
The position of Siva differs markedly
[b) Siva.
from that of Visnu. Visnu is celestial and takes
no immediate part in terrestrial affairs except
when incamatea, but Siva is largely a terrestrial
god. He is often spoken of as dwelling humanwise on the Himalayas or in Benares, and as pracSimilarly with their
tising human asceticism.
Visnu's wife, Laksmi, is a beautiful
wives.
abstraction, but Siva's wife, Uma or Parvati, is
She was Sati re-born as the
very realistic.
daughter of the Himalaya range. Siva's wooing
and wedding of Parvati and their conjugal life and
conversation are often introduced and sometimes
narrated at length, yet always in wholly human

—

;

—

fashion.

They had two

sons,

Skanda

9r Kartti-

keya, and Ganesa, the god of wisdom. Siva takes
part in terrestrial afiairs and especially in contests
between the gods and the demons, who are always
terrestrial, even when the nether world is their
Siva and Rudra are synonymous.
special abode.
Parvati, esijecially in her terrible forms, and
Skanda also join in the battles. Stories of this
kind are often narrated, such as the destruction of
Tripura and of the demons Andhaka, Sumbha,
Nisumbha, Mahisa, and Jalandhara. Her victory
over the demons is the theme of the Devwidhdtm,ya
in the Mdrkandeya Purdna— & gruesome story
much esteemed by the worshippers of Kali, who is
identified with her ; and the worship of her as
Durga is inculcated in the Padma, BrahmavaiSiva was worshipped as
varta, and Gartida.
Pasupati, the lord of cattle,' beneath whom all
the gods and all creatures ranked as mere cattle
'

;

and this Pasupata cult is commended in Saivite
Purdnas, but reprobated in others. Siva had thus
no genuine incarnations, yet his worshippers propounded that he had 28 incarnations contemporary
with the 28 Vyasas, and their names are mentioned
in the Vdyu (xxiii. 114 fi".), Lihga, and Siva, but
they were merely rsis who expounded yoga,
'

Siva's lihga, the phallus, is
ascetic devotion.'
often mentioned and extolled, and its worship is
well established in Purdnas th&t appear to be late,
and especially in the Lihga (II. xlvi. 13-21), which
exalts Siva in this form as above all gods and as
Instructions are given
containing everything.
about its construction, establishment, and worshiji.
The female counterpart, the yoni, is not noticed

and then only in late Purdnas.
The
Vdmana identifies it with Parvati, but the Padma
with Sita. The Sahtis, female energies,' are not
often mentioned and then generally as somewhat
abstract conceptions. Tliey proceed from Brahma,
Visnu, and Siva in the Vardha (xc. ff.) and Mdrkandeya (Ixxxviii.); they are identified with, or
The
related closely to, Parvati in the Kurma.
worship of the iaktis, however, existed, for the
Kurma (I. xxx. 25) reprobates the Vamacharins,
or obscene left-hand votaries.
As already mentioned, the forefathers
(c) Pitfs.
(pitf, 'father') are accorded high dignity someThis
times.
term means a man's dead ancestors,
but in tliis connexion denotes a class, comprising
seven groups, of abstract forefathers, divine yet
hardly personal, for they are always spoken of

much,

'

—
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The Brahnulnda {U. xxi., III. ix.-xii.)
and Vayu (l, Ivi., Ixxi.-lxxvi.) esitecially magnify
them, and similar references occur in tlie Matsya
and
(xiii., XV.), Mdrkaudei/a (xcvi. f.), Padma,
Garuda. They are ranked with the gods and even
called the earliest gods tliey and tlie gods stand to
each other in reciprocal relationship as fathers, and
they are also the gods' gods, to wliom the gods
ufier sacrifice.
They and the gods come into existence with each manvantara, and pa.ss upward to

collectively.

;

a high celestial world at ita close, out apparently
do not perish till the universal dissolution. They
perpetuate in some undefined way the existence of
mankind through tlie ages. They have a path in
the sky between the sun's southern course and the
star Canopus, and Yama is their king.
They are
the
particularly connected with the h-dddhci
sacrifice offered in honour of and for the benefit of
one's dead ancestors and thereby confer blessings
on their worshippers. This teaching appears to
be ancient, and is not found in the latest Furdnas.
See Anckstor-worship (Indian).
Heretics and heretical teaching are
(d) Heresy.
often alluded to. Such teaching is always sharply
and contemptuously reprobated, especially in the
form of Jainism and more particularly Buddhism,
though often without being named and the distinction between them is not always made or

—

—

—

;

Books that teach heretical doctrines

observed.
are called moha-idstras, 'scriptures of delusion,'
and are accounted for as the work of Visnu or Siva
or both, or Parvati, intended to beguile haters of
the gods and Vedas to destruction. The longest
notice of such teaching occurs in the Visnu (III.
largely fanciful, for it makes both
Jainism and Buddhism originate in the Narbada
xvii.

f.),

but

is

The Garuda (i. 32) says that Visnu
valley.
became incarnate as a Jina's son named Buddha in
Behar and the Agni (xvi. 1-3) says, as Suddho;

dana's son who beguiled daityas,
demons,' to
The Kurma (I. xvi. 117)
become Buddhists.
denounces also the Pancharatras (who are followers
of Visnu) and more particularly the Saivite sects,
Kapaias, Bhairavas, Pasupatas, and Yamalas.
The Brahnulnda (ill. xiv. 39-42) and Vdyzi (Ixxviii.
the naked
30-33) class contemptuously among
and such like both Buddhist and Jain orders, also
Brahmans who pretentiously wore matted locks or
shaved their heads, and those, too, who pretentiously observed religious exercises or uttered
'

'

'

prayers.

—

Under the head of dharma, right7. Dhartna.
eousness,' the Purdnas provide a great deal of
religious teaching, both popular and what is more
All deeds, both good and
strictly Brahmanical.
'

produce necessary consequences, which a man
Good deeds may raise a man after
evil deeds certainly
death to svarga, heaven
entail punishment.
The doctrine of sin and its
punishment is clearly laid down. At times lists of
sins are set out, together with the penances by
which they may be expiated and the specific
punishments provided for them in the various
hells.
Also, and sometimes in this connexion, a
description of the hells is given with more or less
fullness and ingenuity.
As regards the popular

evil,

must undergo.

'

'

;

teaching, the most striking features are catholicity
and the provident care to make religious practice
and the acquisition of blessings easy for all. It
deals with sacred places (tirthas) and pilgrimages
to them, religious exercises, gifts, prayers, and
spells, and miscellaneous observances
many of
the provisions are expressly declared to be available to women and the lowest classes, thus disregarding mere caste and personal limitations.
8. Tirthas, etc.
The subject of tirthas and the
benefits which they confer on pilgrims occupies a
;

—

very large space, being a favourite subject, for

it
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and indulgences to the people
Sometimes
profit to the Brahmans.
itineraries are set out, instructing the pilgrim what
offered absolutions

and brought

he should do at each place and what l^enefits he
would gain thereby and at other times these
matters are woven into a discourse on .some point
of belief or conduct as edifying illustrations.
Some Purdnas deal with tirthas comprehensively,
while others advocate the merits of particular
and in connexion with each important
spots
tlrtha is generally narrated the tale which ex;

;

plained its fame and merits. The sacred places
in N. India receive most attention and praise
Benares, Allahabad, and Gaya were the chief
centres, while the Ganges is often pronounced
supreme. But the doctrine of tirthas was firmly
established in the Deccan also, and many places
there are extolled.
The rivers Narbada and
Godavari attained a sanctity hardly inferior to
that of the Ganges, and were crowded with tirthas.
The merits of the Narbada are expounded in the
;

Matsya (clxxxvi.-cxciv. ), Agni (cxiii.), Padma,
and Kurma (II. xxxix.-xli.), and those of the
Godavari in the Brahma (Ixx.-clxxv.) especially.
The explanatory tales are sometimes simple, with
a real basis, but generally are mythof)ossibly
ogical or fanciful and all the resources of Hindu
mythology with its myriads of divine and semidivine beings, together with accretions from Dra;

vidian beliefs such as the reverence towards the
monkey Hanuman, were available either for the
new localization of some old legend or for tlie
fabrication of pious fables, in order to furnish a
tlrtha with a title to sanctity.
Pilgrimages were
and, though the toil and
open to every one
expense may have been burdensome sometimes,
yet these were far outweighed by the benefits
promised. Some places conferred heavenly joys
hereafter, others delivered the pilgrim from the
evil of being bom again, and others bestowed
plenary absolution from all sin and many shrines
proclaimed their power to free even from the
deadly sin of brahmanicide. Gifts also procured
blessings for the donors and were lucrative to the
Brahmans. The making of gifts is warmly commended and sometimes expounded with great
detail, as in the Bhavisya and Matsya, as regards
both their manifold varieties, from the most costly
munificence to simple almsgiving, and also the
occasions when and the procedure with which
they should be made. Further, various religious
exercises {vrata) are lauded as procuring benefits,
;

;

especially those prescribed for certain auspicious

days and months, and this subject is sometimes
expounded minutiely, as in the Matsya, Agni,
Even occult
Garuda, Padma, and Bhavisya.
practices to effect both good and harm are commended and explained, such as mystical formnlne,
magical spells, and prophylactic verses, in the
later Purdnas such as the Agni, Brahmcivaivarta,
and Garuda.

The readiness displayed in all these ways to provide relief from sin ana enable every one to acquire
substantial future blessings was carried so far that
in the Matsya (Ixix. 2) and Padma (ill. i. 5) the
how a man could gain final emancipation
Juestion
rom existence with the least amount of asceticism
naively asked and soberly answered. It may
well be surmised that these features of popular
Brahmanism evireligion were not haphazard.
dently found it expedient to smooth tiie path of
that it
religion for the people, and this suggests
was outbidding other claims to popular favour.
But, whether deliberately provided or not, these
and reaping
easy ways of practising religion
blessings must have presented strong attractions,
Buddhism
compared with the self-regimen that
life and the dreary
required of its adherents in this
is
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future existences that it announced for the ordinary
man. It is probable, therefore, that all this
popular teaching contained in the Purdiias materially helped the Brahmans to stem the spread of
Buddhism and finally to oust it from general
acceptance.

—

The more special Brahman9. Caste and ritual.
ical instruction lays down the rules governing the
tlie
castes are taken as four
castes.
Ordinarily

—

—

the ancient theoretical number viz. the Brahmans,
the Ksatriyas, or military body, the Vaisyas, or
trading classes, and the Sudras, who comprised all
the lowest strata
yet the existence of other
castes, whose origin is theoretically explained as
the intermixture of those four castes, is noticed at
For the
times, though only in a general way.
most part it is the Brahman's life that is considered worthy of description, and the duties of
The
the other castes are summed up briefly.
Brahman's four stages, as the religious student,
forest
the
the married householder,
recluse, and
the ascetic mendicant, are explained, often at
much length. Directions are often given about
sacrifices, purifications, sacred texts, and various
rites and
ceremonies, especially the kraddha.
;

Information is offered about images and their
worship in the Matsya, Bhavisya, and Vardha.
Elaborate instruction is sometimes set out about
•virtuous custom,' or correct behaviour in all
matters, religious, social, and personal. All these
subjects appear to be later additions, and are
generally expounded in the encyclopfedic Agni.
Next may be mentioned the subject
10. Kama.
of kdma,
love,' in so far as it is noticed in the
Purdnas. It may be regarded as illustrated by
many stories. Such treatment as it receives deals
mainly with women. Rules are laid down about
marriage, and personal characteristics are sometimes described. The care that a wife should
show towards her husband and relatives is exand as examples of
plained in the Bhavisya
perfect wifehood are often cited Sita, the muchtried wife of Rama, and Savitri, who saved her
husband Satyavant by her devotion. The practice
of sutl a M^idow's immolating herself on her
husband's funeral pyre is alluded to sometimes,
but ordinarily the subject of widowhood is left
untouched, as if it needed no particular notice.
Lastly, rules are laid down even for courtesans,
which it is said were originally given to Krsna's
wives after his death.
11. Artha, etc.
The subject of artlux, •wealth,'
is not itself discussed in the Purdnas, but the
welfare of a king and his subjects falls partly

—

'

;

—

—

—

title and partly under dharma, and is
the subject of works called artha-Sdstras. This is
dealt with under the title of rdja-dharma, 'the
righteous functions of kings,' and is expounded
with regard to a king's personal and religious
duties, civil, criminal, fiscal, and military administration, tlie conduct of war and peace, and the
safeguarding of his realm from calamities. The
Matsya treats the subject fully, and so also the
Agni, as expounded by Puskara ; while the
Garuda lays down wise maxims, both generally
and with special reference to kings. Here may
be also noticed various other
subjects that are

under this

sometimes expounded.
The Agni and Garudn
treat of medicine and veterinary science, architecture (which is also in the Matsya), the scrutiny
of gems, astrology, and grammar.
The Agni
further

treats

of

archery,

poetry,

metre,

the

drama, and dancing. Many Pwmnas (e.g., Vdyu,
Ixxxvii.) discourse on music, generally in connexion
with the fabled visit of an ancient kmg of Gujarat
to Brahma's court, where the gandharvas were the
musicians.
12.

Moksa. — The fourth additional subject

is

from existence.'
(q.v.), 'final emancipation
Transmigration was believed in unquestioningly,
and every man had to experience and so consume
the consequences of his actions in subsequent
Some shrines promised deliverance from
lives.
existence, but generally religious rites and observances, pilgrimages, and such like conduced merely
That was as
to amelioration of future existence.
much as the ordinary man was capable of, but did
not satisfy earnest souls who desired to be rid of
re-birth and obtain absorption into the Supreme
To attain to this was the highest aim of
Soul.
philosophical religion, and two ways to this end
were taught, namely, yoga, 'complete ascetic
mediation on and devotion to the Supreme Soul,'

moksa

Pure ascetic self'loving faith.'
mortification (tapas) could enable a man to acquire
and exercise superhuman knowledge, faculties,
and powers ; and that is often described and held
up to admiration in the marvellous stories of the
ancient Tsis ; but there its fruit is treated rather
as an object in itself, for the doctrine of final
emancipation was not the highest aim of human
aspiration in ancient times as it became established
and bhakti,

The yoga that achieved

later.

was twofojid

'

(\)

:

final

emancipation

the yoga of spiritual

jnana-yoga,

knowledge,' which was exclusive, ascetic, and contemplative devotion, rejecting all works and (2)
karma-yoga, the yoga of works,' which consisted
in the full and single-minded performance of all
one's earthly duties, and was also called Sdrikhyayoga. Both kinds are taught and are contrasted
sometimes, but on the whole the yoga of spiritual
The
knowledge is more highly commended.
Vdyu, Brahma, Visnu, and Lihga give instruction about yoga, especially the yoga of spiritual
knowledge, and the Visnu extols it highly. On
the other hand, the Matsya (Hi.) lauds the yoga
of works as far superior to that of spiritual knowledge, and declares that it is the yoga of works
that produces such knowledge and the yoga of such
knowledge, and that there can be no spiritual
;

'

knowledge without it. The Kurma (I. iii, 21-27),
however, commends a middle course in a combination of both, because works lead on to spiritual
knowledge. .The other path, bhakti, is connected
indeed with Siva, but more especiallj^ with Visnu
and Krsna, who are completely identified. Faith
in Siva is alluded to incidentally in various Purdnas,
and is inculcated in the Lihga (I. viii.) and in the
3iva (VI. viii.), which bases it on knowledge.
Faith in Visnu is not only alluded to often, but is
enjoined in the Brahma, Brahmavaivarta, and
Garuda, is expounded in its various forms in the
Padma (IV. Ixxxv.), and is the special theme of
The Brahmn (ccxxviii. 8-13)
the Bhdgavata.
says that one rises through faith in Agni, the sun,
and 6iva successively to faith in Visnu, that men
of even the very lowest classes can possess it, and
that man fails to reach it because of Visnu's m^yd,
•illusion.'
The teaching of the Bhagavad-Gltd on

is summarized in the Agni (ccclxxx.),
Garuda (ccxix.), and Padma (vi. clxxi. tt".). Faith
in Brahma also is expounded in the Padma (V. xv.

these subjects

163-192) similarly to faith in Visnu and faith in
the sun is inculcated in the Bhavisya (I. xlviii. fF.).
The Padma, moreover, in a late allegory personifying bhakti as a woman, says
Bhakti was born in Dravi^a, grew up in KarpStaka, became
;

:

worn out in Maharastra and Gurjara, sought refuge with her
two sons, Jriana (spiritual knowledge) and Vairagj-a(passionle88ness), in Vpidavana, and regained her vigour there (vi. clxxxix.
and it concludes, Enough of vratas, tirthas, yogas,
51-56)
sacrifices and discourses about knowledge, faith alone indeed
'

;

bestows

'

final

emancipation

(vi.

cxc. 22).

—

The age of the
a question much disputed and quite
In a general way it is not difficult to
unsettled.
perceive differences of age in the Purdnas coUec13.

Age

Purdnas

is

of

the

Puranas.
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iu the component partsi of a single not before 8th cent. A.D.) is the most striking inbut the Pnrdnas (except the latest), as .stance of such. Further, whatever the age of any
they exist now, can hardly be assigned to any Purdna may be substantially, it has undoubtedly
definite age, because additions and modifications been augmented and modilied later than the 4th
have been made, as shown above, and they now century. Various points which touch the relative
present the combined results of many centuries. age of the Purdnas have been noticed in the
While, then, it is required that the dillerent strata course of this article, but, until the Purdiuis
been studied far more carefully than
in their contents sliould bo distinguished as far as have
they hitherto have been (and they deserve such
possible, the important question is, not so mucii
What date do the latest additions prove for any study), it is impossible to aflirm anything positive
Pnrdna ? as What dates do its eaniest features about their ages. A preliminary estimate of the
indicate? Tradition says, as already mentioned, older matter, however, may be offered thus. The
that Vyasa, who was alive at the time of the great oldest appear to be the Brahiruinda and Vdyu, and
Bharata battle, and his disciple, the sfita, compiled the Matsya also, though it has large later additions.
the first Purdna. That a collection of ancient The latest seem to be the Brahmavaivarta, 6iva,
traditions was made not long after that period
Vdnuina, and Bhdgavata, the last of which may be
called
the Bible of the worshippers of Visnu.'
receives strong confirmation from two patent facts
The others appear to be intermediate, and among
(1) that tlie royal genealogies (which are given in
most Purdiuts) terminate at that stage, the three them an early place may probably be assigned to
chief lines only being continued later in a few the Mdrkandeya &nd Brahma, the last often styled
Purdnas and then professedly as a prophetic addi- the A dipur ana, 'original Pumna,' though a large
The
of its contents is certainly not ancient.
tion ; and (2) that stories of tiie kings mentioned in
*adma has old matter in so far as it has affinities
the genealogies stop short at that stage except as ?art
regards the next two Paurava kings, Pariksit with the Matsya, but the bulk of it is late, ajid
and Janamejaya. These two facts suggest strongly some of its tales show a stage of transition to
that the period following the great battle was the the moral fables of the PamhutarUra and Hitotime which determined the lower limit of ancient padeia.
Besides the Purdnas proper
tradition, i.e. when ancient tradition was collected
14. Upapuranas.
there is a class of similar but later and inferior
regarding genealogies and stories about kings
the two out of the five subjects characteristic of works called Upapuranas, 'minor Purdnas.'
Purdnas that admit of chronological scrutiny. They also are said to be eighteen in number, and
Hence it is probable that the first Pnrdna Avas their names are given thus in the Kurma(l. i.),
compiled about that time, and the four 'root- Garuda (ccxv.), and Padina Purdnas (IV. cxi.)
Piirdnas soon afterwards. Those original Piir- Sanatkumdra, Narasimha, Skanda, Sivadhanna,
dnas do not exist now as such the present Purdnas Durvdsas, Ndradiya, Kdpila, Vdmana, UJanas,
have been developed out of them, as the Visiiu Brahmdnda, Vdruna, Kdlikd, Mdhe-ivara, Samba,
The
expressly asserts about itself ; yet portions of Saura, Pardkira, Mdricha, and BMrgava.
those Purdnas may survive embedded in existing Kurma and Garuda say that these were declared by
Purdnas, and there is no good reason to doubt that the munis, but the Padma attributes them to
the royal genealogies and their incidental notices Manu to give them spurious antiquity. Some of
of kings mentioned therein are really ancient them have been published, but they have not been
matter, Purdnas are cited as authorities, and a studied.
Literature. — Mainly the Purdxios themselves.
See also
Bhavisyat in particular, in the Apastamba DharH. H. Wilson's tr. of the Visnu Ptirdna, ed. Fitzedward Hall,
masiitra, Avhich is not later than the 3rd cent. B.C. 5
vols., London, 1864-70, preface; Le Bhdgavata Pur'nia, ed.
and may be nearly two centuries older. Moreover, E. Bumouf, Paris, 1840, i., preface M. Monier- Williams,
epigrai)hic evidence, in the shape of verses quoted Indian Wisdom, London, 1875, pp. 489-501 A. Holtzmann,
in land-grants which are dated, shows that even Das Mahdhhdrata und seine Theile, Kiel, 1892-96, iv. 29-53
Macdonell, Hist, of Sanskrit Literature, London, 1900,
Purdnas which do not appear to be early must A. A.
M. Wintemitz, Geteh. der indischen Litteratur,
pp. 299-302
have been in existence in the 4th cent. a.d. at Leipzig, 1909. i. 440-483.
F. E. PARGITER.
the latest. On the other hand, some Purdnas are
no doubt later still, and the Bhdgavata (probably
See State of the Dead.
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(Introductory
Introductory remarks.

Roman

the

more prominent factors both in the regulation of
primitive life and in the determination of the character of religious ritual are the conception of the
state of purity and the attendant ceremonies
requisite for the preservation of that state, and
for its recovery should it be impaired.
It must be
noted, however, that purity as conceived by the
primitive mind has a wider significance than is
usually attached to the modem use of the term
among civilized peoples, in which emphasis is
laid on the positive side of its meaning, purity

p. 495.

p. 496.

(J. S. R?:id), p. 500.

Teutonic

and Primi-

— Among

(T. Harada),
—See
'Hebrew.'

(B. S.

Phillpotts),

p. 503.

being almost regarded as the equivalent of continence or chastity.
The difference is sometimes
expressed by applying to the primitive idea the
epithet 'ceremonial,' and further by pointing out
the non-ethical character of ceremonial purity or
'ceremonial uncleanness.'
But, apart from the
question whether it is correct to deny the term
'ethical' to any body of rules goveniing conduct,
it would be more correct to describe ceremonial
in
purity as pre-ethical in that, as will appear,
certain respects it provides the basis for higher
moral codes.
Owing to the emphasis on the negative and
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inhibitory aspect, which is generally characteristic
in primitive rules of conduct, it is as a negative
state rather than a positive ideal that purity
governs primitive action, while purificatory ceremonies have as their object protection from harmful influence rather than the attainment of righteousness even of a ceremonial kind. The state of
purity would be defined by the primitive savage
as one which resulted from such a course of action
that defilement, whether by intentional or by inadvertent act, had been avoided.
Ceremonial purity is closely bound up with the
class of ideas and rules of conduct described by
the generalized term 'tabu.'
Infringement of
tabu, whether voluntary or involuntary, renders
the individual subject to spiritual inliuence or,
to use the Melanesian term, an adverse mana.
As
such he not only is a danger to himself, but may
transmit the danger to others, and may afl'ect the
whole community. Hence certain restrictions are
imposed upon him he is isolated, his actions are
regulated that they may not affect the well-being
of the community e.g., in such a matter as the
food supply until such time as he has been freed
:

—

—

from danger by a purificatory ceremony or, in a
case in which defilement is so great that the
interests of the community are paramount, the
adverse influence has been removed by his outlawry or death.
2.

Loss of purity by defilement.

Ceremonial defilement

— (a)

Death.

—

closely connected with
the occasions of crisis in human life, both social
and natural, such as birth, initiation, puberty,
is

The ceremonies which
marriage, and death.
accompany these crises are to a great degree both
and
directly
indirectly purificatory in intent.
Death to the primitive mind is the greatest
pollution of all

—so much so that

it

commonly puts

an end for a time to all activity over a social circle
of varying extent.
As the Bathonga say, the
uncleanness of death kills if it is not properly
treated.' Not only the corpse, but the possessions
of the deceased, are regarded as infected with
danger, which must be averted by ceremonial
treatment.
Many customs testify to the peril
which is supposed to attach to contact with a dead
body. There is a reluctance to handle it.
Among the Lillooets of N. America the last offices of preparing
'

the body for the grave are performed by the shaman, whose
innate magical qualities are regarded as in themselves sufficient
to secure his immunity from harm. Among other Indian tribes
of the north-west the duty of disposing of the body is performed
by grave-diggers, who themselves become unclean and must for
some days observe certain restrictions with regard to food,
relations with their wives, and the like.i Among the Bathonga
the grave-diggers, who are employed because of the great
danger involved should relatives handle the body, plug their
nostrils with the leaves of a strongly-scented plant as a protection against the dangerous influences of the corpse.
They
must undergo a rite of ablution and, with their wives, they are
subjected to vapour baths. They also suffer from disabilities
such as those mentioned in the case of the N. American Indians.
They eat with special spoons, and for five days must not take
food from the common plate.2

The wide-spread custom of placing implements,
weapons, etc., in the grave for the use of the spirit
also no doubt to some extent an outcome of an
idea that they are 'unlucky,' while the custom,
almost equally wide-spread, of avoiding the use of
the name of the deceased is based on a disinclination to afibrd an opportunity for an adverse influence to make itself felt by the use of a word which
is associated with the 'unclean.'
Such possessions
as are not devoted to the spirit of the dead are
is

frequently destroyed.
The Loucheux crush and break the dead man's beads.
Thompson Indians the tepee in which a man died is
if death took place in the more permanent hut, it is

the
burned, or,

Among

washed with water in which juniper or tobacco has been
steeped. In the lodge no one sleeps in the dead man's place
In Uganda the hut in which the
for a considerable period.'
queen, the king's mother, or one of his wives had died was
When a man dies, the main post of his house is
destroj'ed.
taken down by his sister's son and is partially burned in the
fire.2
Among the southern clans of the Bathonga the crown of
leaves which tops the hut is taken down and used to block the
doorway, where

C. Hill-Tout, British

2

N. America,

i.

Tfie

Far WeM, London,

f.

H. A. Junod, The Life of a S. African Tribe, London,
i. 138 f

1912-13,

.

remains for some time until tlie hut is cereThe food and the gardens belonging to the
purified.3

In these instances, which could be multiplied
indefinitely, it is clear that material things which
have been in intimate contact with the deceased
are dangerous to those who handle them. The
same danger attaches with added intensity to
human beings, first those in his immediate circle
his wives, who are especially impure, and his relaand ultimately the whole community.
tives
Each is a centre of danger to others until a purificatory ceremony has removed the defilement.
Hence the restrictions which surround any one
who has become polluted aim at segregating him
or her from the remainder of the community.
Certain mourning customs, signs of grief and
bereavement, such as allowing the hair and nails
to grow and the wearing of special clothes, mark
the mourners as a class apart ; * the resumption of

—

—

their ordinary appearance and attire marks their
return to a state of purity.
In addition to the custom of segregation, general

among

primitive

peoples,

special

regulations,

varying according to the locality and people, may
have to be followed.
Among the various tribes of the D6n^ and Salish the segregation period extends in the case of mourners to a period of two
moons, but in the case of widows for twelve months. The
possibility that they may affect the food supplj' adversely by
their action is recognized, and precautions against such a contingency are taken. They must observe a period of fast, varying from four days to four months, during which no fresh meat

must be eaten food must not be handled or cut,
but must be torn by the teeth, and a special birch-bark cup,
is thrown away after four days, must be used for drinkNot onlj' must a widower refrain from eating venison,
ing.
flesh of any kind, or fresh fish, and from smoking, but, should
he touch another man's net or fish from his place, the net and
the station become useless for the season. Both widows and
widowers are regarded as specially unclean the former may
retire to the woods for a period of one year, performing purificatory ceremonies, bathing in streams, and taking sweat-baths,
while the latter must in some cases watch the place where the
corpse was buried for a like period, eating no fresh meat in that
or hot food

;

which

;

time. 5

Among the Bathonga widows form a secret society. Until
the great mourning the chief widow lives in a special hut in
front of the mortuary hut, and the period of mourning of all
the widows lasts for one year. Before another husband could
be taken, the ceremonj- of ' throwing away the malediction of
death had to be performed, in which a stranger, ignorant of
the circumstances, was deceived by the woman, and, b}' a
ceremonial sexual act in the bush which was not completed,
took upon himself the pollution and had to be purified in turn.
Pollution by death is sufficiently strong to attack the members
of the family who are absent even so far away as Johannesburg.
A relative who returned home even months after the death
could not enter the village or eat any food in it until purified.
This people in fact recognize grades of impurity following on
death, in which the degrees are first the widows, then the
grave-diggers, thirdly the community, and lastly relatives
and wife's relatives in other villages.
At the death of
the headman the village was abandoned, and, although the
an
in
the
case
of
death
was
not sufficiently
ordinary
pollution
grave to require such an extreme measure, the community was
affected in a certain degree. No sexual relations were allowed,
and the warriors were unable to go out to battle until they,
holding their assegais, had taken part in a purification ceremony
in which the whole of the community was aspersed by the
medicine-man. No fire could be kept burning in the village
except that which had been kindled in the open by the medicine-man with fire from the mortuary hut. This was used by
the whole village for its requirements until the fifth day, when
it was put out by the medicine-man and a new fire kindled,
from which the people lighted their fires. This was a part of
the ceremonial purification of the village.6
'

1

Hill-Tout, pp. 192

2 J.
8

f., 206 f.
Roscoe, The Baganda, London, 1911, pp. 116, 121.

i. 144 f
is not incompatible with the explanation that mournare a disguise against spirits. This aspect of the
clothes
ing
custom emphasizes the danger to the infected person.
5
6 Junod, i. 135, 197 f.
Hill-Tout, p. 193 ff.

Junod,

1

1907, p. 199
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dead man must also be

4
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Among the Greenland Eskimo tho restrictions which followed
death were very distinctly of a protective character. Not only
was the corpse buried as quickly as possible, but the relatives
were secluded for five days, and every one avoided crossing the
tracks of those who had "dra^fifed the corpse to its burial-place.
No man who was in a state of pollution by death was allowed
to disentangle the dog traces a boy accompanied every expedition to perform this ollice.
During the five days' seclusion
there was no hunting or Ashing, and no work was done but, if
any sewing was necessary, the eyebrows were blackened.!
Among the Todas, owing to the peculiar ritual importance of
the dairy and the susceptibility of the cattle and the milk to
ceremonial defilement, great stringency prevails in the regulations to be observed after a death.
A siiecial hut is provided
for the corpse, or (among the Tatharol division of this people)
a special dairy with three rooms is set aside for mortuary ))urposes. All who are near the corpse are impure, while the
whole family of any one who comes to the village in which the
relics of the deceased
a lock of hair and a piece of skuU are
kept, in the period between the first and the second funerals,
are polluted. All who attend the funeral, unless they take up
their position at a distance, are affected in like manner, while
the unirsol (dairyman-priest) who attends to kill the sacred
buffalo loses his office. The pep the ceremonial portion of the
dairy product which preserves ritual continuity from day to
day is thrown away, and new pep is prepared. Relatives of
the deceased remain in a state of impurity until the moon after
the second funeral. 2
;

;

—

—

—

—

The break in continuity brought about by death,
is marked among the Todas by the casting
away of the pep and the preparation of new pep,
Avhich

frequently finds expression in a cessation 01 all
normal activities. Action is rendered unlucky or
All work done by the
useless by the defilement.
Basutos on the day on which a cliief dies is defiled.*

The

pollution of death is intensified

be due
be justi-

if it

to violence, even though the killing
fiable or accidental.
In the Cameroons an accidental death must be followed by a
purificatory ceremony,'* while among the Akikuyu, although
the death of a member of another tribe entails no disabilities,
the killing of a fellow-tribesman requires atonement by a ceremony in which the slayer eats with the brother of the slain, and
the ghost, in the shape of a wild cat, partakes of part of the
food placed for it at the foot of a tree.5 Even warriors are not
immune from the consequences of their act. As the Bathonga
say,
they are black, the black must be removed.' Consequently, Bathonga warriors, on their return from an expedition,
must remain at the capital for some days, wear old clothes, eat
from old or broken vessels, and have special food, partaking of
no hot meals until they have been purified.* The Awemba
warrior must not sleep in the hut until he has washed in a
stream and been smeared with medicine,7 while the Basuto
must be purified by his chief.8 On the Wanigela river, British
New Guinea, the man who is guilty of blood sits apart on the
logs of sacrificial staging.' He is then placed apart in a special
hut in charge of two or three boys, and is re-admitted to the
community only after a hunt in which a kangaroo is killed, with
the spleen and liver of which he is smeared. 9 The Chinook
murderer is strictly quarantined no one eats with him, nor is
he allowed to see any one eat until he has been purified, i" The
Pima Indian who has slain an Apache is not allowed to look at
a blazing fire during the whole of the sixteen days in which he is
undergoing purification.il

may

'

'

;

Contact with the murderer may transfer his
unclean state to others.
Among the Akikuyu, if a homicide sleeps and eats in a village,
those who entertain him are polluted to such a degree that
they must have recourse to the medicine-man. 12

Some form

of penalty may be imposed, whether
regarded as sin or not.
In Rajmahal, if two men quarrel and one wounds the other,
the guilty man is fined a hog or a fowl, but the intention is

the killing

is

purificatory as well as penal the blood of the fine is sprinkled
over the wounded man to prevent him from being possessed by
a devil.18
;

467

It has sometimes been thought that the disabilities
which follow murder are an expression of horror
at the intentional spilling of tnat precious .substance, blood.
Now, while it is undoubtedly true
that blood is highly tabu, and while the importance
attached to it in various purificatory ceremonies
shows its .sacred character and ceremonial value,
yet the explanation of the ceremonies and disabilities given by natives themselves appears to
minimize the importance of the spilling of ulood in
death by violence, while emphasizing the fact that
those who are guilty of the death of a human being
are subject to attacks from the spirits of those
whom they have slain, and that through them the
danger may be transmitted to the whole community. The penalty, e.g., which follows omission

of ;the purificatory ceremony is usually madness
caused by the spirit of the dead.
The Bathonga warriors are pursued by their slain enemies,
who would drive them mad if the proper precautions were not
taken. The Basuto warriors are anomted with the gall of a
sacrificial ox, this preventing the ghost from pursuing them.'

On the other hand, there is a connexion between
the ghost and blood in the explanation given by
the Kai of German New Guinia.
The3' say that the souls of the slain follow the returning
warriors to recover those parts of the souls which cling to the
blood clots on the clubs.2

Not only is it the souls of those slain in battle
that are feared the soul of the murdered man
pursues his murderer.
;

Among the Eskimo of N. Greenland the victim's soul drives
the murderer mad, or it may tear him to pieces, should he
venture far on the ice.3
It Avould be possible to

multiply instances to

show that that which renders the man unclean

—

unfit to re-enter on the life of the community— is
not the fact that there is blood upon him, that he
is physiologically unclean, but the fact that he is
the storm-centre of a dangerous force which, unless
appeased or sterilized, will prove harmful to himself and to all witli whom he comes into contact.
When these conditions may arise after any death
for which an individual is responsible, it is clear
that intention, which constitutes the murder,
is, from a ceremonial point of view, of little importance. Such a conception belongs to a difl'erent

and only gradually rises into prominence in
the development of moral ideas.
This view of the primitive theory of the consequences of murder is supported by the ideas which
prevail about the killing of animals.
code,

The Hottentots, e.g., purify themselves after slaying animals.
The character of the beliefs held by the Bathong^a makes it clear
that the source of the danger is the spirit of the animal.
Purificatory ceremonies, closely resembling those to which returning warriors must be submitted, must follow the killing o)
certain animals, under penalty of persecution by the soul of the
animal which has been killed. Some animals are more dangerous than others. Unless the medicine-man performs a purificatory ceremonj' after the killing of an eland, madness follows,
while, if the man is accompanied by his wife, she shares his impurity a bracelet of the skin must be made for her, or they
cannot eat together, and on the following day the couple must
repair to an anthill and there set fire to the bracelet.*
;

Cf. also art.
(b)

Death

Childbirth.

and

Primitive).
(Introductory
— Childbirth
another of the
is

important crises of human life it is marked t)^intimate and peculiar character and by experience as requiring special measures for the protection
of the motherland child, sometimes of the father,
and of the other members of the community.
;

1 K.
Rasmussen, The People of the Polar North, Eng. tr.,
London, 1908, p. 113 f.
2 W. H. R.
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'
5 C. W.
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In the Malay Peninsula it is believed that mother and child
are the special objects of attack of certain spirits of an extremely virulent and dangerous character, themselves women
who have died in childbirth or have lost their children at birth.
The belief in the danger of attack by these and other spirits is
probably to be regarded as the explanation of the peculiar
custom which requires the Malay mother for the whole j)€riod
of impurity, lasting for 44 days after labour, to mount daily
(and sometimes two or three times a day) a platform upon
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which she is subjected to intense heat from a fire for a considerable period and, after returning to bed, to have a heated stone
from the furnace applied to her stomach. i

That expectant mothers are regarded as impure
and a source of defilement to others is indicated
by the period of seclusion imposed upon them by
the customs of

many

peoples.

life.

Among the Kota of the Nilgiri Hills the wife dwells in three
different huts in the first three months of pregnancy, staying
for one month in each, then for a time in the house of a relative,
while the husband purifies himself with water and smoke.2 A
period of segregation also follows after birth. In N. India
husband and wife are separated, and the mother is unclean for
a period of five weeks.3 The Basuto father is separated from his
wife for four days, when the medicine-man performs a ceremony
in which the woman, sitting on the lepheko (a log four or six
feet long), and the man, sitting opposite wdth his legs touching
her legs, are anointed vrith a preparation of roots and fat, and
drink healing water. 4 Among the Bulgars birth is followed by
a rigorous tabu period of 40 days. At the end of this period
the woman goes to church with the child. On her return she
visits three houses, where the people make gifts to her and
sprinkle the child with flour. On the next day the relatives

visit the mother's home, and she sprinkles with holy water all
the places in the house and courtyard where she has been
during her 40 days' seclusion.^ Segregation among the Todas
takes place in the fifth month of pregnancy ; the mother retires
from the village, the distance being determined by the degree
A special hut is built for her, where
of sanctity of the village.
she is visited by the relatives, who, however, may not come
near her. When she enters into seclusion, her wrist is burned
ceremonially after the erection of an artificial dairy, and then,
when she has stayed in the hut for a month, a second ceremony
'
called to the village buttermilk we pour is performed, after
which she returns to her ordinary hut. For the next 30 days
she lives on a diet of buttermilk and food cooked in buttermilk.
After the birth mother and child go to the seclusion-hut again.
On her way the mother steps over a leaf on which are some
threads from the garment of the dairyman known as wursol,
and water from an artificial dair}' erected for the ceremony is
poured over a calf and given her to drink, while a few drops
are sprinkled over the child. In the procession to the hut of
seclusion the woman holds up a leaf umbrella, does not look at
the sun, and avoids looking at the star or other body called
Keirt, which is believed to be near the sun. The ceremony is
intended to avoid and avert the evil of Keirt. Among the
Teivaliol division of the Todas the husband assists his wife in
her journey, and thereby himself becomes unclean and must
remain with her at the hut.s The intention of some of these
Toda customs is obscure, but the ceremonial of stepping over a
leaf and part of the gannent of the holy man appears to be a
case of transference of evil, the wrist-burning is purificatory,
while the 'buttermilk ceremony' is a ceremonial re-introduction of a person in a transitory state to a sacred substance. The
use of an umbrella by the Toda woman to keep off the rays of
the sun is connected with a vdde-spread belief, which also
appears in connexion with female puberty, that neither the
mother nor her offspring must see the sun. In Korea the rays
of the sun are excluded for 21 or 100 days after birth, according
to the rank of the family.^ New Guinea tribes confine the
mother to the house for a month ; when she leaves it, unless
she covers her head with a mat, a male relative will die.8
The object of the Eskimo customs is less obscure. Here too
there is segregation. The expectant mother must leave the
house which she inhabits with her husband. Her conduct may
affect the well-being of the community, especially in the most
important item of food. Therefore on the day of birth she
must eat only meat fried in fat on a flat stone. After the first
night following the birth she must make herself new clothes, as
her old clothes must be thrown away, and immediately after
the birth she must wash from head to foot. Women who have
fewer than five children may not eat young rough seals, eggs,
'

entrails, heart, lungs, or liver.9

The impurity

mother extends

to the child.
For ceremonies admitting the child and re-adthe
to
see
art. BiRTH
mitting
parents
society
(Introduction).
of the

—

In the ceremonies which mark the
(c) Puberty.
introduction of the individual to full sexual and
tribal life, at puberty or at initiation, purificatory
rites in some form or another are usually a

prominent feature.

These

rites,

which present

certain general resemblances, by such observances
1 W. W. Skeat,
Malay Magic, London, 1900, p. 342 1.
a H. Ploss and M. IJartels, Das WeifiS,
Leipzig, 1904-05, ii. 413.
3 W. Crooke, in NINQ i. [1891] 277.
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London, 1898, li. 248.
8 J. L. van
Hasselt, quoted in GB^,
Beautiful,
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20.

Rasmussen,

p. 119

f.

as a period of seclusion, a special diet, frequent
ablutions, the use of pigment for the body, and
bodily mutilation such as circumcision or the loss
of a tooth, emphasize or, as the primitive mind
would regard it, bring about the separation from a
former status and the entry on a new phase of

pt.

vii..

Balder the

In some cases among the tribes of Australia the novices are
regarded as having died. Among the American tribes (e.g.,
the Shawanese) not only did ithe initiates observe a special
dietary, but they also took an emetic at regular intervals an
obvious and common method of purification.! in the Kurnai
initiation mothers and sons sprinkled one another with water
to mark the separation. 2 Further, it was a common custom to
take a new name at initiation. In the Fijian nanga rites, at the
close of the ceremonies, all the initiates went to the river bank
and washed off the black paint with which they had been
smeared. 3
As in the case of mothers after childbirth, pubescent girls
during their period of impurity were rigorously secluded
from the rays of the sun, and frequently were not allowed
This waa
to touch the earth with their bare bodies.
the case in Loango.* Girls of the Zulu and kindred tribes,
should they perceive that they have attained puberty while
away from iiome in the fields, were required to hide in the reeds
lest they should be seen by a man, and to cover their heads lest
the sun should shrivel them up. At nightfall they ran home,
avoiding the paths, and were secluded for a fortnight, during
which time they and the girls who waited on them were not
allowed to drink any milk, lest the cattle should die.* In New
Ireland pubescent girls were confined for four or five years in
cages, in which they were kept in the dark, and were not
allowed to set foot on the ground.6
In the Bathonga nubility customs followed in the case of girls
among the northern clans a period of seclusion took place at
the appearance of the menses. Three or four girls who ran
away to an adoptive mother lived in association each morning
they were covered with a cloth and led to a pool in which they
were immersed to the neck. On their return from the pool tiiey
were imprisoned in a hut, where they received instruction.
Any man who saw them during this period was smitten with
blindness.7 In the case of boys, on leaving the village for their
period of seclusion, thej' leapt over a fire of scented wood which
had been made in the road every morning while they were in
the school they were smeared with white paint as a mark that
they had abandoned the darkness of childhood. Before the end
of the school the medicine of purification was administered to
them in a mouthful of beer, and on the last day their foreskins
were burnt and made into a powder which was smeared on the
pole which stood in the place of seclusion. Finally, all the
paraphernalia of the school were destroyed by burning an act
in which all the filth and ignorance of childhood was burnt.'
The boys were then led to a stream, where they washed off the
white clay, cut their hair, anointed themselves with ochre, and

—

;

;

—

'

put on new clothes.s

Circumcision, like other forms of initiation,
being a ceremony introducing the novice to a new
status in life, is usually found to be accompanied
by some period of seclusion or withdrawal, in
itself a purification, but it also as a rule included
some element of a more obvious kind, such as the
taking of emetics, washing, plastering with clay,
the individual being thus prepared to face the new
spiritual influences with which he or she was to
be brought into contact. The position of the
uncircumcised in Fiji was indicated by the fact
that they were regarded as unclean and not
allowed to carry food for the chief.*
The ritualistic observances which
(d) Marriage.
precede, accompany, and follow the marriage
ceremony are of such a character as to indicate
that, when this important stage in the individual
life is reached, the parties immediately concerned

—

particularly liable to spiritual influences.
of the practices are more obviously
of a purificatory character than others, as a whole
they are intended to minimize the danger (1) of
contact between the individuals, and (2) of the
entry into a new set of conditions and a new phase

are

Although some

of

life.

On

both grounds marriage

is

brought
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human

life

which require the olnervance of purificatory rites.
The measures taivcn to guard against the firstnametl danger ui^ually take the form of seclusion.

ahuost invariably the case among primitive
peoples tliat, from tlie time of betrothal until the
actual ceremonj', bride and bridegroom do not
meet, repeating in the individual the segregation
whicli takes place between the sexes as a whole at
puberty or initiation.
It is

In

New Guinea

betrothed persons

may

not see one another.'

The Menanjrkabauers allow no communication before marriafre,while the Malay fiancee makes every endeavour to avoid her
The Wa-taveta bride is 'sealed' to the
future hushanci.'f
bridegroom by the pajinent of the first ox of the bride-price,
and until the price is complete must see no man.*
Measures may be taken to prepare for contact
between the
just as initiation prepares for
parties,

sexual maturity.
Loanda ^rls, e.fj., are excised eight daj-s before marriag* by
the medicme-man, while the ceremony performed on girls at
puberty amonjr Central Australian tribes is actually the marriage
rite and initiation ceremony.*
It is significant that re-marriage of a widow or
widower requires less elaborate ceremony.*^ This,
especially if taken in conjunction witli the fact

that intercourse with a medicine-man or other
person of essentially magical quality, such as a
chief, is sometimes exacted from a virgin, and precedes marriage, suggests that the ritual precedent
on marriage is a preparation for the entry on a
new state. It is also no doubt the result in some
degree of the conception that the sexual act
involves uncleanness.
The ceremonies Mhich accompany the marriage
rite indicate that those who are in contact with
the bride are also involved in the danger. It is
usual to take some measure of precaution to avert
the influence of the spirits during the marriage
procession.

'
In Nizhegorod the ' best man walks three times round the
party, against the sun, holding a holy picture. He then
scratches the ground with a knife, cursing evil spirits and
7
Guns are fired during the progress
evilly-disposed persons.
to or from the church a custom at one time followed in the
8
In
Manchuria
the bridal procession is preof
north
England.
ceded by two men, each of them holding a red cloth to ward off
the
arrival
of
the
bride's
sedan-chair
at the groom's house
evil,
is signalized by firing crackers, and the chair itself is afterwards
with
incense.!*
purified

—

A common

preliminary

is

lustration.

In 8. Celebes the bridegroom bathes in holy water, and the
bride is fumigated, lo The Matabele bride pours water over the
man on arriving at his house, n while among the Malays lustration continues for three days after the ceremony ; at the actual
wedding the first operation is the fumigation of the bride and
groom with incense and the smearing with the neutralizing
'rice paste,' which forms such an important element as a punflcatory or protective agent in all the magico-religious observances of Malay life.^' In all Muhammadan countries purification
by water in the bath and painting with henna are among the
more important of the preliminaries to the wedding rite. The
bath usually takes place a day or two before the departure for
the groom's house. In Egypt the bride goes in state through
the streets in a procession as elaborate as means allow, accompanied by her friends. 'S
L. van Hasselt, Sitten und Gebrauche der Noeforezen
Guinea,' ZE viii. [1876] 180.
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The custom of cutting the hair or of wearing old
clothes, which in other connexions marks an occasion for, or forms part of, a purificatory rite, also
occurs in connexion with marriage.
Among the Muhammadan tribes of N.W. India both bride and
brideirrooni wear old clothes for some days before niarriai^'e.i
The head of the Kafir bride Is shaved, while the Fijian bride
cuts off a long lock of hair or shaves her head.*

Notwithstanding the great variety of marriage
rites and ceremonies, they agree to a great extent
in the same manner as the preliminary rites in

having as their object the prevention of the transmission of harmful influence from one individual
to another and the aversion of the influence of
malicious spirits. The ceremonies may be supple-

mentary to those preliminary rites, marking especially the separation from the former life with
Of
all its circumstances and magical influences.
such, lustration, cutting the hair, and the abandonment of old clothes are sigTiificant instances. Or
they may be protective, a.s the use of the veil and
of fire-arms, or the custom of Muhammadan countries, where one of the moat important days of the
wedding ceremony is that on which the smearing
of hands and feet with henna, antimony, etc.,
takes place. ^ Another form of protective rite at
marriage occurs in Morocco in tlie tapping of the
bride with a sword on the wedding night by the
bridegroom to drive away evil spirits.*
Finally, the wedding observances may be purificatory in neutralizing or preparing the individual
for the new existence upon which he or she is
about to enter. In this category would fall such
customs as the ceremonial intercourse by men of
the tribe, as in Australia, or by the chief or the
medicine-man, as in America,' sometimes by
friends of the groom, as among the Wa-taveta.'

The customs of substituting a bride, which occurs,
among the Beni Amer, and of marriage to a

e.g.,

tree preceding the actual marriage, such as occurs
among the Mundas,^ have the same protective and
preparatory object.
After the ceremony bridegroom or bride or both
may still continue to be regarded as impure and
It is not uncommon for a
a (ianger to others.
further period of seclusion to follow marriage.
Among the Arabs of Mount Sinai the bride mast remain in
her hut for a fortnight.8 In the Am Islands and Ceramlaut the
pair are shut up for some days,^ and among some of the Bedawin
the wife may not leave the house or touch any work for three
years.

Skeat, p. 353 f.
13 E. W.
Lane, An Account of the Manners and Customs of
the Modern Egyptians^, London, 1846, i. 217; Westermarck,
p. 136 f.
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Sexual relations. Notwithstanding the preor post-nuptial looseness of sexual relations found
among many peoples, among others irregularities,
and in particular incest in the wider sense in which
it includes all the rules of exogamy, are regarded
as a great pollution especially to be avoided on
account of its eflect not merely upon the individual
but upon the life of the community. The infecting
influence is removed by death, segregation, casting
out from the community, or other purificatory
process, such as sacrifice, smearing with the blood
This class of crime is
of the victim, lustration, etc.
closely connected with the well-being of the crops.
At certain periods of the crops' growth married
(e)

couples live apart.
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In ancient Greece the olive was planted by virgins or pure
boys, and, in default of such workers, the crop was gathered by
men who had taken oaths of their marital fldelity.i The Karens
believed that illicit love blighted the crop the guilty man in
his prayer in the course of the ceremony of purification accused
himself of having destroyed the productiveness of the country,
and went on to say : Now I repair the mountains, now I heal
the hills and the streams and the lands. May there be no
failure of crops.' 2 In Rajmahal the adulterer furnished a hog
to avert plague and the ravages of tigers.*
;

'

In some cases incest was regarded as the cause of
barrenness.
This was the case among the Dinkas and Bathonga, while
among the latter people as well as among the Akikujoi marriage
of cousins, being within the forbidden degrees, required a
special ceremony which purged the uncleanness and loosed the
bond of relationship.'' In Borneo first cousins could marry only
after the ceremony of bergaput.^ The Sulka of New Britain
considered the pollution of pre-nuptial unchastity so great that
not only was it fatal to the parties unless they were purified,
but their mere presence was sufficient to tarnish the instruments of the sacred dance,6 while among some Dayak tribes the
family was made responsible for any death by drowning which

happened a month before the atonement.7

The frequency with which death by drowning or
the use of substitutes, either sacrificial animals or
personal possessions, follows sexual crime, and
especially incest, is due to the fact that the degree
of defilement is so great that even shedding the
blood of the guilty is avoided in order that the
earth may not be polluted. Consequently among
the Torajas of Celebes adultery was expiated by
the sword, but incest by clubbing or throttling.^
The importance of sexual purity is further indicated by the numerous occasions upon which it is
emphasized as a condition of a certain course of
action or its absence is regarded as a deterrent.
In Morocco no man who is not clean in regard to sexual
matters maj' enter a granary or vegetable-garden.9 No sexual
act may be committed in a holy place, nor must a person so
polluted present himself in a holy place until he has washed ;
otherwise he will go blind, become lame, or go mad, he or his
family will die, or ne will lose some of his animals or his crop.
A person sexually unclean may not pray. An act usually considered sacred will lose its magical efficacy if performed by a
sexually unclean person. i" Among the Romans a cook or butler
might not handle food or butter while unclean. Reference has
already been made to the cultivation of the olive in Greece and
the incense tree in Arabia. During the Cherokee New Year
Feast 11 sexual relations were forbidden, and the same regulation is found in the Bathonga community after the death of a

headman and when a

12
village is removed.
Among the Todas
the relations of the dairymen-priests were regulated according
to the degree of sanctity of their grade of office. The number
of nights they might sleep in their village huts varied according
to their grade, but the highest grades, the pohkartpol and the
palol, were required to avoid women altogether while holding

office. 18

—

The regulations
(/) Belations of the sexes.
governing the relations of individuals and of the
sexes are based upon the idea of the transmission
of evil either maliciously or inadvertently from one
person to another. The danger may be permanently present, but in any case is considered to be
peculiarly acute at particular times, such as the
performance of natural functions, eating, drinking,
The penalty for the
etc., or at natural crises.
infringement of the tabus which regulate action
and intercourse is of such a character, or the consequences are averted by such means, as to indicate that disregard of the tabu entails pollution.
widely -recognized danger lies in contact with
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some ritual act of expiation. Although
some cases such violations may be regarded only

requires
in

as breaches of correct social behaviour, the observances and the ritual are such as to appear to
from a tabu connected with
be derived
originally

danger, and especially with danger arising out of
impurity.

A

p. 334

f.

157.
13

Rivers, p. 236.

where

typical attitude finds its expression in Morocco,

women, because of their uncleanness, are subject to many tabus.
They are forbidden to enter the threshing-floor or granary
for fear of destroying the virtue of the corn
some tribes do
not allow them to work in a vegetable-garden or to ride
beasts of burden, and they are injurious to bees and must not
handle them. In some places, should they enter a shop, its
prosperity will be destroyed, and they are not allowed to visit
;

certain holy places or to attend the feasts of the saints who
died fighting Christians.!
In Nukahiva, if a woman sat on or passed near an object
which had become tabu by contact with a man, it could not be
used again, and she was put to death. 2 Among the people of
Rajmahal, if a man detects a woman sitting on his cot, he
kills a fowl furnished by the woman and sprinkles the blood on
his bed.
For the converse the man pays a fine of four fowls to
the woman. s Among the Samoyeds and Ostyaks a wife may
not tread in any part of the tent except her own corner, and,
after erecting the tent, she must fumigate it.* The clubhouses which form a feature of social life in the Pacific are
sometimes tabu to persons of the opposite sex. In the Mar-

quesas, should a woman pollute the men's house by her presence,
the penaltj- is death. s

The

differentiation which extends to occupation
also in many cases enforced by con.sequences
which are explicitly stated to involve either a condition of impurity or something analogous to such
a condition.
Pastoral and cattle-keeping peoples, especially in Africa, frequently debar their women from tending the flocks and herds.
The Todas, with their rigorous exclusion of women from the
work of the dairy, and the tabu which keeps them and their
characteristic domestic implements apart from contact with the
cattle and the dairymen and even forbids their use of the
cattle paths, are a case in point.S Among the Bantus of S.
Africa women are not allowed to touch the cattle.'? As already
stated, pubescent Bantu girls and their attendants were not
is

allowed to touch milk. Some of the pastoral tribes of the
Sudan and E. Africa forbade women, especially at certain times,
and those sexually impure to come into contact with the milk,
and among the Dinkas even old men were not allowed to milk
the cows, this duty devolving on boys and girls who had not
yet attained the age of puberty.8 The same applies to men in
the case of women's occupations. Tapa-making, e.g., is tabu to
men, while the use of canoes is forbidden to women.9 In the
case of man's most important occupations huntuig and fighting
a certain precaution must be observed in relation with the
other sex ; continence for a varying period is often a necessary preparation. In certain S. African tribes the warriors
must abstain from women. 10 Among the Nutka Indians a
In
preparatory abstinence of some weeks is required.H
New Guinea warriors are not allowed to see or approach a

—

—

woman. 12

In both hunting and war success depends upon
the observance of these regulations. The purificatory ritual underlying these disabilities and
exclusions is still more clearly indicated when it
appears that women are debarred from participation in religious ceremonies.
In the Sandwich Islands

women were

not allowed to share in

religious worship because their touch polluted the oflferings;
whUe, if a Hindu widow touched an image, its divinity waa
1
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2 J. S. C.
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the inferior female sex. Violation of the rules
governing the relations of the sexes usually
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destroyed and it had to be thrown away.i Australian women
were not allowed to see a bora under pain of death, and in Fiji
they could not enter any temple.-

Reference to the customs attendant on the
attainment of puberty, to initiation ceremonies
rites in themselves largely of a purificatory nature
will sliow the importance attaclied to the protection of one sex from tlie evil of tlie other, even
when conveyed by such a means as tlie sight.
Among the Basatoa, e.g., no woman may come near the boys

—

—

The practice alluded to above of confining
pubescent girls in seclusion both protects them from harm
barrenness appears to be the consequence most generally
feared and at the same time prevents defilement being conveyed to others. In New Ireland girls are kept in cages from
puberty to marriage during this period they must be seen
by no males except their relatives * and in Cerani no male
must come near girls at the puberty ceremonies.*
The aim of preserving purity is, however, most
clearly markea in the case of sexual crises such as

at their initiation. 3

—

—

;

;

menstrtiation, when both segregation and a subsequent ceremony are almost invariably practised.
Among the Pueblo Indians a man will fall ill if he touch a
woman during menstruation or pregnancy.* In the Island of
Yap there, are special houses for nienstruous women.'' Among
the Bathonga the woman separates from her husband, wears old
clothes,

which she brought from her home at her marriage for

and at the termination

the purpose,
hut.8

of the period purifies her

—

(g) Contact of sacred and profane.
Apart from
the impurity which is the result of some specific
act or contact, there is also an impurity which
attaches normally to the individual, and oecomes

when he

brought into
especially pronounced
relation witn things or persons of a tabu or sacred
This belief is respon.sible for such
character.
regulations as those which govern the relations of
castes in India and for the secrecy surrounding
the practice of the rites of the mystic religions of
is

'

'

Greece, which found expression in a warning cry
addressed to non-initiates, such as the Procul
of the Sibyl.' Instances of such
este, profani
beliefs are of frequent occurrence among primitive
'

'

races.

Among

the Polynesians the tabu character of a chief

is vio-

lated by the touch of an inferior, although in this case the
danger falls upon the inferior. On the other liand, in Efate the
sacred man who comes into contact with namim (ceremonial
uncleanness) destroys his sacredness.l" In Uganda, before
building a temple, the men were given four days in which to
themselves." On the other baud, the chief and his
purify
belongings are very often regarded fis sacred and therefore as
dangerous to others of an inferior rank. In Tonga Island any
one who touched a chief contracted tabu it was removed bj'
'

'

;

touching the sole of the foot of a superior chief. 12 Xhe sacred
quality of the chief in the Malay Peninsula also resided in the
royal regalia, and any one touching it was visited with serious
Illness or death. 13

Even the ordinary individual may

in

some degree

possess this quality.
In New Zealand any one who touched the head of another
received 'sacredness' from the contact.'''
The impurity of the ordinary individual is responsible for the purificatory element in a number of

ceremonies.
In the case of the ceremony of pouring drugs on the roof of
the hut practised by the Thonga hunter the purification takes
on a protective character. In the Mambura ceremony which
precedes the circumcision of Kikuyu youths in the Masai
fashion those who were present purified themselves by licking

W.

1

Polynesian Researches-, London, 1832, i. 129
W. Ward, A View of
the Hindoos, London, 1817-20, ii. 13.
3W. Ridley, 'Australian Languages and Traditions,' J.1I/ ii.
T. Williams, Fiji and the Fijians^, London, 1860,
[1873] 271
Ellis,

;

.

.

.

little of the diatomaceous earth used in their puriflcatioti
ceremonies and then smearing themselves on throat and navel.
The candidates themselves were purified by an elder with his
principal wife, two sisters, and another elder after smearing
them with the white earth, he sprayed honey-beer upon them
from his mouth. This purified them and at the same time protected them from any thahu which might otherwise pass from

a

;

1
spectator to candidate.
A most striking exam]>le of the influence of the relation of a
sacred substance and profane society is to be found among the
Todas, the whole of whose elaborate ritual and (it would not be
too much to say) the whole basis of whose social orf^anization
are directed towards securing the ceremonial purity of the
sacred herds, the sacred dairy, the vessels, and the millc, and of
those whose dutj- it is to minister, the strictness and elaboration of the rules and methods to attain this object varying
according to the degree of sacredness of each dairy. In the ti
dairy, e.g., the sacred vessels are always kept in a separate
room, and the milk reaches them only by transfer to and from
an intermediate vessel kept in another room. The priests or
dairymen, of whom there are four grades, are admitted to office
only after an elaborate ordination, which in effect is a purification, removing them from the ranks of ordinary men to a state
of fitness for sacred office, while their conduct is
governed by
regulations such as those which permit only certain gfrades of
priest to sleep in the village and only at certain times, or that
which entails that a priest who attends a funeral should cease
from that time from his sacred function. On the other hand,
the milk, a sacred substance, is to be used by the profane,
and in the migration ceremonies, when the dairies are moved
from one village to another, the sacred vessels are open to profane view. It has therefore been conjectured that the aim of
much of the ritual is to avert the dangers of profanation and
prepare or neutralize the sacred substance for consumption by
those who are themselves unclean.2

Contact of old and new; strangers; strange
It is a familiar dogma of primitive
thought that anything new or doing anything for
the first time entails peculiar dangers. Reference
has already been made to this belief in connexion
with other matters above. Its importance lies in
the fact that it involves an endeavour to protect
the agent by a purificatory ceremony in which the
pollution of the former state is cast ofi'. This ia
especially the case in seasonal festivals such as
harvest, when it is held desirable to avoid all contact between the new crops and the old, or the
influences connected with the old, in order that
the former may not lose their virtue or harm those
who consume them.
The peculiar namja rites of the Rjians appear to have been
[h)

countries.
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ceremony.

In

firstfruit cere-

crops.

On the other hand, it is not only necessary to
observe certain precautions to safeguard the virtues
of the new crop
it is almost equally important
that it should be neutralized or prepared for consumption by a purificatory process. This is the
object of many of the firstfruit ceremonies which
are observed.
;

The Bathonga regard it as dangerous for the subjects of the
king to eat certain foods before they have undergone the luma,
or purificatory process, in which they are mixed with royal
drugs. The most important of these rites is the luma of Kafir
corn, the staple crop.-*

Another instance in which entry upon a new
state requires special preparation is on the removal
of a village from one site to another, when each
dwelling and the community as a whole must be
purified.

°

A

related idea, which, however, in its application
is the converse of these practices, governs the precaution that must be taken in entering new ground
or a new country.
Here it is not a case of the new
being protected from the profanation of the old,
but those who are passing into it must be protected from its dangers. It is therefore customary
for a purificatory ceremony to be performed before
*
Rivers, p. 231 ff
Hobley, JRA I xl. 444 f
*
Junod, 1. 366 f.
Thomson, Fijians, pp. 146 ff., 216 ff.
For a description of the elaborate Bathonga ceremonial see
Junod, i, 290 f.
3

Districts of

firstfruit

monies of the Cherokee were accompanied by the clearing out
and purification of the whole village, the taking of emetics, the
throwing away of old and the wearing of new clothes, and other
measures. The devil-driving ceremonies at harvest or at the
end of the old year or beginning of the new year were sometimes
a similar protection and sometimes a remedy for indifierent

1

Skeat, Malay Magic, p. 23 f.
E. Shortland, The Southern

—

certain elements they were puriflcatory.3

;

pp. 232, 238.
3 K.
Endemann,
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crossing the borders from the known to the unknown. That that which is outside or strange is
powerful for evil unless neutralized is a familiar
belief.
believed that those who travel outare peculiarly open to danjjer from
and in particular from demoniac
influence,
foreign spiritual
possession.! Stranjjers are tabu because, worshipping strange
influences
with them.
They are,
they
bring
strange
gods,
therefore, fumigated or purified in some other way.2 In the
Dieri and neighbouring tribes even a member of the tribe returning home after a journey was treated as a stranger, and no
notice was taken of him until he sat down.

Among the Bathonga

side their

it is

own country

In the same manner tliose entering a house from
the outside world should perform some ceremony,
even if it were only to remove their slioes, which
would purify the incomer from the evil with wliich
otherwise he might contaminate those within,
while the thresliold, door-posts, and lintel important as points of contact M'ith the outer world are
smeared with blood or sprinkled with water when
any member of the household or of the community
has become a source of pollution, or a horseshoe is
suspended over the door to keep out evil and bring

—

—

good luck.
The danger of entering a new country is as great
as that which attaches to those who come thence.
In Australia,

when one

tribe approaches another, the members
the air,* just as the Spartan kings

carrj' lighted sticks to purify

making war had sacred fires from the altar carried before
them to the frontier, where they sacrificed. This attitude
towards a foreign country and those who belong to it is perhaps
in

best expressed in that passage in the Vedas which is the basis
of the rule that higher castes lose caste if they cross the sea or
sojourn beyond the recognized borders of their land. Manu *

says : That land on which the black antelope naturally grazes
is held fit for the performance of sacrifices ; but the land of
Let the three first classes [Brahforeigners is bej'ond it.
mans, Ksatriyas, and Vai^vas] invariably dwell in the abovenamed countries but a Siidra may sojourn wherever he
chooses.' In the Brdhmaxias it is said that Agni, the fire-god,
flashed with fire over five rivers and as far aa he burnt the
Aryas could live.*
'

.

.

.

;

—

(i) Illness.
Illness, frequently attributed to the
influence of spirits or to violation of the regulations
of ceremonial purity, may itself be regarded as a
source of defilement for others.

In Borneo the Kayans hang leaves of long (a species of caladium)and a large sun-hat on the door of a sick-room to signify
tabu. In returning thanks for recover}' from a long
an altar consisting of a bamboo is set up the upper
and a fresh fowl's egg inserted.6
While the use of the egg suggests a propitiatory
rests the
offering to the toh, or spirits, upon
responsibility for punishing the infringement of

that

it is

illness

part

;

is split

whom

any tabu, the use of the split bamboo may be compared with the split bamboo through which the
mourners step in a funeral ceremony (see below),
and further with the custom of passing through a
fissure in

or

a tree as a cliarm in the case of deformity
The purificatory intention of the cere-

illness.''

which propitiatory offerings of eggs and
mony
fowls are made to the toh when a tabu is infringed
is indicated by the sprinkling of the
culprits with
the blood of young fowls or pigs, which is performed by the chief.^ As a rule, however, the
purificatory element in observances connected Avith
illness, whether directed against the dangers of
in

contact or intended for the benefit of the suflerer,
can be readily distinguished.
The Beni Amer cure their sick by bathing them in the blood

some animal or the blood of a goat is poured over
the man's head or body.9 Changing the name, a method of
putting away the past at a critical moment, was one means

of a girl or

1
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;

ii.
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rid himself of dangerous influences
In Fiji disease was often introduced by
and strangers were therefore quarantined and sometimes killed. In the Marquesas on one occasion the natives of
Kau Atolls disinfected or disenchanted the ciew of a European
one man in each
vessel at the end of a conference held at sea
Marquesan canoe held a handful of ashes wrapped in leaves,
which he scattered in the air at the close of the interview. In

employed by the Dayak to

after a serious illness.i
foreigners,

;

Normanby

Island, in the D'Eiitrecasteaux group, the natives
until an old

would not hold parley with an exploring party

man had chewed a scented bark and spat it over the visitors and
his own party. 2 The use of the sweat-house in America as a
cure for disease is largely, though not entirely, magical
its
use in ceremonial purification is frequent. The vapour bath
also appears in African ceremonial.
Among the Bathonga it is
employed both as a cure for certain complaints, especially when
a ritual defilement is feared, and after a death. Further, among
the same people an obligatory ceremonial purification, in which
the patient, sitting on a mat, rubs himself with psanyi (the
half-liquid contents of a goat's stomach) mixed with drugs,
follows a successful treatment of a serious disease 'to disperse
the bloods which have made him sick so that they cannot
return to him violently.' This ceremony is also obligatory after
The drugs themselves of the medicine-man are
weaning.
subjected to an annual ceremony in which they are purified
and renewed by the addition of new material (part of which is
dried and part roasted, the whole village assembling to inhale
the smoke) a goat is sacrificed, and psanyi squeezed on the
;

;

burning drugs to put them out. The ceremony of renewing
the drugs cast away the evils and misfortunes of the old year
and prepared the community for the year to come, in the words
of the medicine-man, that it may not be too heavy for us.»
'

3. Results following from ceremonial impurity.
The consequences which are thought to follow
upon an act involving loss of purity or upon failure
to remove pollution when incurred help to throw
light upon the nature of the conception as it exists
among primitive peoples. Not only is the ceremonial character of tliese beliefs clear, but at the
same time it is apparent that any attempt to ward
off these consequences is frequentlj' undertaken as
much in the interest of the community as in that
of the individual.
Sometimes the consequences of impurity are
conceived only in a vague way ill-luck or danger
At other times the form
follows transgression.
wliich the danger will take is precisely defined.
One form of evil which frequently follows loss of
purity, especially after contact with a corpse, is
The danger may be general,
illness and death.
affecting the whole community, or it may attack
the individual and spread from liira to others, or it
may be confined to the one person contaminated.

—

:

An instance in the first category occurs in Rajmahal, where
incest is followed by plague or the ravages of tigers.'* The same
offence among the Khasis, in this case in the form of contravention of the laws of exogamy, leads to great disasters, people
being killed by lightning and women dying in childbed.6 On
the other hand, such an individual misfortune as barrenness
may be

the consequence.

The Dinkasand the Bathonga regard

incest as the cause of barrenness,'' while among the Sulka of
New Britain the death of both guilty parties ensues as a result
of the fatal pollution that they have contracted.'' Barrenness
is frequently regarded as a consequence of the infringement of
regulations governing conduct at puberty. It is necessary that
a Baganda girl should immediately inform her parents of her
condition, that her father ma}' perform the ceremonial act of
jumping over her mother at the end of the period otherwise
The Akamba hold that a like result
barrenness followed.
follows from disregard of the prohibition of the use of public
paths to girls at their first menstruation. This comes about if
they should leave a spot of blood on the path and a man have
connexion with a woman after stepping over it. 3 Among the
Thompson Indians, again, should any of the purificatory ceremonies and prohibitions which should follow a de.ith be omitted
or neglected, it is believed that the culprits will suffer from sore
;

throat, loss of voice, or loss of sight.9

An Akikuyu who is under

the ban of thahu must be relieved, or he will suffer from boils
and probably die.io In New Zealand the breaking of a tabu enthis took the form
tailed punishment bj' the atua, or spirits
of deadly sickness or disease." A Thonga hunter who failed to
ran the risk of
an
eland
after
rites
the
killing
requisite
perform
losing his head and of being unable to find the way home,
while a similar neglect, if his wife were travelling with him at
:

Uelbourne

f.
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the time, brouj,'ht niiafortune ou their child, which
was also
weak, miserable, and emaciated. Ritual defilement
held by this people to be the cause of many forms of disease,
and
joints, and
but in particular of swellins of the hands, feet,
of pains in the bones.i Among the Basuto, if the medi.ine-man
follow
should
which
did not perform the purifi>-atory ceremony
childbirth, the father swelled up and died.!*

had to remove the pollution of his touch by chewing deer-fat
and spitting some of it on the fish before he let it go, bidding it
farewell and telling it to propagate its kind. 1
The implication in these cases is that contact with
pollution would endanger a wliole species or class.

a conseInsanity not infrequently followed as
quence of a death by violence unless atonement by

sexual

became

purification were made.
Among the Aweniha the slayer of a man was believed to go
mad.» In Fiji, should any of the uninitiated see those who are
become insane.*
beiiiji initiated in the namja rites, they

This form of penalty is not uncommonly associated with the idea that venf^eance for the violation
of the tabu is tlie work of the spirits of the dead.
Tlion^'a warriors, until purified, are in great danger from the
and for the same
spirits and run the risk of becoming insane,
reason after a death all members of the community cut their
hair to a degree of shortness! determined by tiieir connexion
with the deceased.* Among the Greenland Eskimo the spirit
of a murdered man will torment his murderer until it frightens
him to death, or, if he goes on the ice after neglect of the rites

and regulations following death, may tear him to pieces.'
That the fear of ghosts or spirits lay at the root
of the purificatory ceremony and that those who
were ceremonially impure were peculiarly susceptible to their attacks is in many cases either exIn addition to the cases
or implied.
pressly stated
or
already mentioned in which insanity, disease,
death caused by spirits is to be feared, attention
may be called to the ceremonial as a whole of those
Indian tribes of N. America to which reference has

already been made. In some matters it is directly
stated that the danger apprehended comes from
the ghost in others the character of the belief is
such as to justify the same explanation.
;

The guests at the funeral feasts, e.g., would not eat, drink, or
smoke in the open air after sunset, nor did they sleep for four
Widows underwent a ceremonial
days for fear of ghosts.
and inpurification in order that they might be long-lived
nocuous to their second husbands, while among some tribes a
protective breech-cloth was worn for some days. The sleepingplace of a dead man in the hut was not occupied for a considerable period, and then first by an adult male for four nights in
succession.^ In Africa e.g., in Uganda, among the Basutos,
the purificatory ceremonial is
and among other peoples
intended to lay the ghost and prevent its troubling those upon

—

—

whom lies the responsibility of causing death.8
That fear for the comnmnity rather than for the
individual is the more potent influence is suggested
by the number of prohibitions connected with food
and the precautions taken to preserve the foodsupply from contamination. Food should on no
account come into contact with impure persons.
No Basuto who is unclean should handle the corn when it is
exposed to view." Reference has been made above to the precautions taken in Morocco to protect the corn from the adverse
influence of women and those polluted by sexual intercourse.
After a death the Bathonga perform a ceremony purifying the
food which belonged to the dead man.iO

Everywhere, in eating and drinking, the impure
Avith their hands or
follow certain rules which mitigate the danger.
Among the American Indian tribes those who take part in a
burial or who are nearly related to the deceased must refrain

must avoid touching food

from fresh meat for a period their food should be cold and not
cut with a knife, but torn with the teeth they must be fed by
others or eat with the help of a twig, and must drink from a
special vessel which they carry with them.n In Samoa relatives
of the deceased must be fed by others. The Bathonga require
those who are unclean e.g., widows, those who have helped to
bury the corpse, or those suffering from a disease which is the
result of defilement to eat with spoons and drink from their
own cups, while victorious warriors who have killed eat with
special spoons from special plates or broken pots and take their
food cold, lest, being hot themselves, they swell internally. 12
Among the Thompson Indians, if an unpurified widow gathered
berries, the whole crop would fall off the bushes or wither up.
If a widower transferred a trout from one lake to another, he
;

;

—

—

however, particularly in connexion with

It is,

impmity that the

prosperitj' of tiie crops
involved.
Illicit love is held to bligiit the crops,
while at certain seasons legitimate relations must

is

be suspended.

In Arabia those who tended the incense-trees were required
to be free from the pollution of sexual relation and of death.
Ceremonial purity increased the crop.^ Among the Karens bad
crops were the consequence of adultery.* If the Battak found
an ;unmarried woman with child, she was married at once ;

The purificatory ceremony of
otherwise the crops failed.*
Celebes in which the blood of the sacrificial goat or buffalo,
victims
substituted for the human
guilty of incest, was poured
on the field was intended to preserve or restore their fertility.'
and
bigamy, and among the Torajas
Among the Dayaks incest
of Central Celebes unnatural unions, were l)elieved to be the
6
cause of incessant rainfall.

Laxity in sexual matters or acts in contravention of sexual tabus involved other penalties, in
particular through sympathetic ties. The belief
that the conduct of the wife afiected the success or
safety of the husband while he was absent at war
or on the chase is of frequent occ\irrence.
The Dayaks believed that, if the wife was unfaithful, the
husband would lose his life.'' A somewhat similar example, in
which the consequence by sjTiipathy falls upon another as well
as the guilty party, occurs

When

among

the northern Bathonga.

a community moves its village to a new site, sexual
relations are forbidden until renewed ritually as part of the
purification of the community in its new quarters. Any violation of this tabu is followed by the illness or paralysis of the
headman, while the woman herself becomes barren, and the

work
4.

of

removal must

begfin again.8

The purification ceremony. —(«)

of the

Water.

mediums most frequently employed

— One

to dispel

impurity, as well as one of the simplest, is water
either in aspersion or in ablution.
On the fifth day after handling a corpse the Samo&n, who
between that day and the time of the pollution was not allowed
to handle food but was fed by others, bathed his face and hands
with hot water.9 After an interment on the Gold Coast those
who have touched the corpse go to the nearest brook and
1*
sprinkle themselves with water.
Water is frequently used as a purifying agent in
other cases in which al.so the idea of its cleansing
properties is prominent, as, e.r/., after childbiith,
when both mother and child are thoroughly

washed.
One of the duties of the Eskimo mother is to wash herself
completely after the birth. H The Malays purify mother and
child by washing them in warm water, and this is repeated
every morning and evening for some time.i- The first act of
the Uganda mother, on leaving the hut after seclusion, is to
wash herself ; the sponge which she uses is sent to her husband,
and with it he washes the private parts of his body.
Bathing at the public bath has already been mentioned above
as one of the most important items in the ceremonial preceding
marriage in Muhammadan countries. In Morocco at Fez the
bride is purified with water and henna. On the fifth, fourth,
and third days before the wedding she goes to the hot bath,
aud on the last occasion seven buckets of lukewarm water are
poured on her by seven women, 'so that she shall have no
quarrel with her husband.' 13 In S. Celebes the bridegroom
bathes in holy water, while the bride is fumigated. P* In
Abyssinia for several days before the marriage the bride
performs ablutions and restricts her diet.i' while the Matabele
bride, on arriving at the bridegroom's hut, pours water over
him. 16

The physical contact in such cases probably both
suggests the remedy and is responsible for its
1

3
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On the other hand, simple lustration
be employed where the idea of superHcial
way to one of ingrained and

simplicity.

may

contact has given
essential impurity.
In

the legend, in the kingdom of
Munster, the crops were blighted by the incest of the king and
his sister. The nobles demanded their offspring in order that
they might be burned and their ashes cast into the stream.
One of the princes was saved by being sent out of the kingdom
to a Druid, who purified him daily by placing him on a white
cow with red ears and pouring water over him.i
Ireland, according

to

Water may be used, possibly to some extent in
a symbolical sense, as the final mark of separation
from a previous state at a critical stage in the lifehistory of the individual. As has already been
stated, initiation ceremonies usually include, as
part of their ceremonial, some form of puriKcatory
operation.
The Eurnai initiation ceremony, in which the boys and their
mothers sprinkle one another with water, signifies, it is said,
that the boys are no longer under their mothers' control.2 The
Hausas of Tunis practise a ceremonial purification of half-adozen boys and girls before the harvest. They are shut up in a
large house for a period during which they are stuffed with food
to make them strong, and taught the Bori dances as well as
their duty to totem and clan.
At the end of the period the
medicine-man washes the boys and the medicine-woman washes
the girls in the forest. In both cases the washing is medicinal.3
The last instance presents two features which
commonly occur: (1) the fortification of the
purificatory agent by medicine, and (2) the intervention of the medicine-man, the expert in these

Both these elements tend to
become more prominent as greater attention is
sacred

matters.

paid to the spiritual or magical side, the manifestation of which, however, is still conceived as
material and to be treated on material lines.
At a Boloki funeral a trench about 20 ft. long is dug, and the
mourners take up their position on the side nearer the grrave.
The medioine-man's assistant pours water into one end of the
trench, and the medicine-man then helps the mourners over the
trench as the water runs down.*

In this ceremony the idea of the cleansing power
of water has given way to that of the magical
efficacy of running water as a barrier which the
noxious influence of the ghosts is unable to pass.
On the other hand, the two ideas combine in
the Thonga cure for childlessness in which the
medicine-man pours water over a married couple
who have no children.^ The class of regular or
professional hunters also fortified with drugs the
water used in the purificatory ceremony performed
before they set out on a journey.

A pot of

drugs was cooked, in the froth of which the hunter
washed himself. He then poured the contents of the pot on
the roof and allowed the water to drip on him as he entered the
hut. The medicine-man at the same time uttered a prayer and
incantation
Go and be happy. Though the rain will fall on
you, though the dew make you wet, when you sleep you will
be everywhere as in a hut,' and so forth, making it clear that
the object of the ceremony was to protect him from the dangers
'

:

of the bush. 6

That

ceremony is purificatory rather than
protective, as might be thought from the character
of the prayer, is indicated by the further condition
which must be observed to secure not merely
success but also safety in hunting. Sometimes a
this

fowl is sacrificed, but only children may eat it
the hunter must not partake, must not touch salt,
and must abstain from sexual relations; i.e., he
must in all respects be pure.
Water is used in various ways in a number of
ceremonies connected with special seasons of the
In many places, e.g., a water fight follows
year.
the bringing in of the harvest or the last sheaf, or
an individual may be attacked with water, usually
As a general rule these practices
by women.
;
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must be regarded

as rain charms.
Sometimes,
however, they have a purificatory intention.
end
of
solar
In Burma, at the
the
year in April, when a great
feast lasting several days took place, in order to wash away the
impurities of the past and commence the new year free from
stain, it was the custom on the last day for the women to
throw water over every man they met, and for the men to
A visitor, on entering the house of a dignitary, was
retort.
met by the family and presented with a bottle of rose-water, a
little of which was poured into the hand of the host, who
sprinkled it over himself. The mistress of the house poured a
little rose-water over the host, and then over each of the
guests,
after which a water fight began.i

—

In the use of water as a
{b) Other detergents.
purifying agent it would be reasonable to assume
an obvious connexion in idea with its effect in
cleansing physical impurity. The same idea may
be at the root of the use of other materials.
In the Kai Islands the warriors smear themselves with the
juice of a disinfecting plant. The Akikuyu remove thahu by
a process of lustration which in the more serious cases is performed by the medicine-man or the native council.
The
slaughter of a sheep accompanies the ceremony, and they
smear themselves or are smeared by the medicine-man with

the contents of the stomach and with a white diatomaceoiis
earth. 2 Such a custom as the complete smearing of a Kafir
woman with green and red clay after childbirth is perhaps
connected with the custom of donning new clothes at the end
of mourning or after a period of seclusion due to ceremonial
impurity. In New Britain men guilty of unchastity may rid
themselves of the taint by drinking sea-water in which coconut and ginger have been shredded. They are then thrown
into the sea and, on emergence, throw away their dripping
i*

clothes.4

clothes once more. A woman who loses an infant is deeply
defiled, and after a period of impurity of some two or three
months' duration she undergoes purification in a ceremonial
sexual act by her husband, and then buys new clothes.6

New

clothes, however, are rather a sign of the
termination of a period of uncleanness than a
In mourning they mark the close of
purification.
the period of danger to others the final putting
off of the pollution of death.

—

At the end of the Thonga purification of the warriors everything that they had used during the tabu period was tied in a
bundle with their clothes and hung on a tree at some distance
from the village, and left to rot.'' Among the Kayans, after
the termination of the mourning in a ceremony for which a
freshly-taken human head was required and in which everyone had been sprinkled with the blood of a sacrifice of pigs
and fowls, mourning garb was laid aside and new clothes put
on.8

The complete severance with

the old and impure
which is brought about by the purification
is
further
marked
in
some cases by
ceremony
life

changes or modifications of the toilet.
On the death of a relative the eyebrows or head may

be
shaved, as in the case of the Baganda warriors mentioned
heads
are
shaved
on
their
whose
return
from
battle
above,
or,
on the contrary, the hair and finger- and toe-nails may be
allowed to grow. The Bathonga cut their hair completely for
the death of a near relative, the operation being performed,by
a doctor or some one who knows the correct method.9 The
father and mother of twins among the Baganda allow their
hair and nails to grow until the purification ceremony, when
they are cut and wrapped in bark cloths. They are kept until
the men go to war. At the end of the period of mourning for
the king all shaved their heads, cut their nails, and put on new
clothes. 10 The Lillooets on the fifth day after a burial a period
spent in fasting and ceremonial ablution had their hair cut by
the mortuary shaman who prepared the corpse for burial.
They then returned to their homes and painted their faces,
while the hair which had been cut was rolled up into a ball,
taken into the forest, and fastened to a tree.n
;

p. 197

—

{d) Artificial stiimdation of natural processes.
Other methods, based in an equal degree on getting
1
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(c) Changing clothes, cutting hair, nails, etc.
The Eskimo mother after childbirth begins to make hei-self a
new suit of clothes.^ The Thonga woman is rigorouslj" secluded
from her husband at the regular periods, sleeps on a special mat,
and wears special clothes which she brought with her at her
marriage. At the end of the period she puts on her ordinary
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rid of all influence of the past, depend upon an
artificial stimulation of natural processes.
Before the new season's corn can be eaten, an emetic must be
taken. 1 In Fiji one of the flrat acts after a birth is to give the
infant an emetic* Pastoral and cow-keeping tribes in Africa,
Bucli as the Masai or the Nandi, require a certain period of time
to elapse between the eating, in some cases, of meat, in others,
of vegetables, and the drinking of milk. 3 The Shawanese boys
during the period of their preparation for initiation took an
emetic at regular intervals. The Seminoles took black drink,'
which was supj^sed to efface from their minds all wrongs that
they had committed and to endue them with courage.* The
Lillooet widower induced vomiting by means of a stick thrust
'

down

the throat.*

—

sweat - bath.
Among N. American
Indians the employment of the sweat-bath is
almost universal as a means of removing physical
It also serves
impurities.
by analogy to remove
spiritual influences, to cure illness, and to remove
A widower during the
ceremonial impurity.
is required to bathe frequently
period of seclusion
a special 3weat-hou.se erected near a stream.*
(f) Beating and other forms of expulsion of
mateHal evils. A methoa which showed a combination of the belief in the material and spiritual
character of defilement was followed in Car
Nicobar.
A man possessed of devils was rubbed all over with a pig's
(e)

The

m

—

blood and beaten with leaves, the idea being that the devils
were swept off by the leaves, which were then folded up and
Before daybreak all the packets of
tied tightly with string.
deWls were thrown into the sea.'
The purificatory ceremony of driving out the
devils is sometimes practised on an extensive scale,
especially at critical seasons of the year such as
before or after a harvest.
The Iroquois practised an annual expulsion of evils, while at
the Cherokee New Year festival all old clothes were burnt and
pots, pans, and utensils were broken, all cabins swept clean,
provisions destroyed, and all fires extinguished. The warriors
took medicine and fasted for three days, abstaining from sexual
On the
intercourse, while all malefactors were pardoned.
festival day new clothes were donned, new fires lighted, and the
new corn cooked and eaten.8 On the other hand, the Nicobarese

method

of dealing with the physical side of the belief finds ita
analogy in the Navaho custom of scraping the body with a
bundle of stuff and blowing away the evil from the bundle
through the smoke-hole of the dwelling ;9 or the New Hebrides
custom of sprinkling or pouring water from a coco-nut or of
drawing a forked branch of a particular plant over the body. 10
The tribes of N.W. Canada
e.g., the Thompson Indians
after a death passed through rose-bushes, the object no doubt
being to leave the impurity behind them as the thorns entangled
their flesh or garments, llie rose-branches that formed part of
the beds on which they slept during the period of impurity were
in like manner doubtless intended to entiangle the ghosts whose
attacks they feared. They also cleaned themselves with fresh
fir-twigs morning and evening for a period of one year.n
Blood, being of extreme
{g) The use of blood.

—

—

—

importance in ritual, not unnaturally figures
prominently in many purificatory acts, both as a
cleansing agent and as a symbol.
The Caribs washed the new-born infant in some of the blood
But the blood with which the ceremony is peris more commonly that of the victim offered by the

of the father.l2

formed

In
guilty or unclean in part as an expiation of their offence.
cases of adultery—e.(/., that in Rajmahal cited above both
parties are sprinkled with the blood of the hog furnished by the
lover.
Among the Dayaks the incessant rain caused by sexual
irregularity is stayed by the use of the blood of a pig to purify

—

the earth and atone for the moral guilt.i3 The pollution may
attach more particularly to the dwelling. The Batang Lupar
Dayaks, in cases of a daughter's frailty, sacrifice a pig and
sprinkle blood on the doorway to wash away the sin.!* For
I

3

*
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incest the tribes of Borneo purify the household with the blood
of pigs and fowls, the property of the offenders,' wliile in Ceram
every house in the village is smeared with blood. -

Blood is also used as a medium of purification in
other cases than sexual impurity e.g., death from
other than natural causes, when the blood of a
sacrificial animal may be used.

—

In the Cameroons an accidental death is ex)>iated by the
an animal, with the blood of which the relatives of
both slayer and slain and all present are smeared. 3
sat^rifice of

Blood is also used in
called 'the purifying'

the interesting ceremony
which forms a part of the

complicated Toda funeral

rites.

At the second funeral, which takes place some time after the
first and simpler ceremony, the blood of a buffalo is mixed in a
cup with powdered fwdr-bark. A Teivali man, dressed in the
mantle of the deceased and many ornaments, accompanied by
a wursol (dairyman-priest), walks to a female buffalo-calf under
one year old, the timrsol throw^ing the blood from the cup as he
goes before and behind him. On reaching the calf, the Teivali
man hangs a bell on its neck, and the vmrsol touches the
remains three times with bow and arrow. The calf is driven
away, and all fall down touching the earth with their foreheads.
The skull and hair of the deceased are then rubbed with the
blood and «!wJr-bark. The object of the ceremony is apparently
that any one who in his lifetime has not been purified bv the
sacred <ud.r-bark, which is used in the ordination of the dairyman-priest, should be so purified after death.-*

—

The
(A) Death or excommunication of offender.
use of blood in purification ceremonie.s appears to
be due to one of two distinct trains of thought.
In some cases, such as those already cited, the use
of blood seems to be dictated largely, if not entirely,
by a belief in its purificatory qualities. If, however, these instances are examined more closely
and especially in relation to the general character
of the belief in purification, it will appear that this
belief in all probability is a growth from the desire
to rid the community of an individual whose conduct has endangered himself and the community
As this usually involves in
in which he lives.
serious cases the death or exile of the otiender,
what is objectively a purification of the community
This conbecomes subjectively a punishment.
nexion between punishment and purification is
particularly apparent in the case of sexual crime.

While the purificatory ceremony involves the use
of sacrificial blood, the animal to be sacrificed
must be furnished by the ofl'enders. This may in
itself

be regarded as a punishment by

fine.

In Rajmahal, as stated, the pig required by the ceremonial is
furnished by the adulterer. Among the Nias of Sumatra, who
regard rain as the tears of the god weeping at adultery or
fornication, the culprits are buried in a narrow grave with their
heads projecting and are then stabbed in the throat with knives ;
then the grave is filled up or they may be buried alive.*
Among the pagan tribes of Sarawak a bamboo is driven through
the hearts of the offenders into the ground, where it is left to
take root. But it is said that this is rarely done, because it is
difficult to get any one to assume the responsibility of taking
Therefore a commoner method is to put the offenders in
life.
a cage and throw them into a river.
;

—

(i) Substitution of expiatory victim.
Among the
Torajas of the Celebes adultery is punished by the
This aversion
spear, but incest by throttling.
from shedding the blood of the incestuous is not
infrequent and is, it is to be presumed, to be attributed to a fear that the blood of a person already
so
infected is noxious in an enhanced degree
much so that sometimes a goat or buffalo is sacrificed and the blood mixed with water is poured on
the fields to appease the spirits and restore fertility.*
This doctrine of substitution is frequently encountered in connexion with sexual crimes. It is
clear that it is a case of substitution arising out of
a disinclination to spill the blood of the guilty,
and not primarily a propitiatory offeiing.

—
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from evil influences and evil spirits, and therefore, like the
devil-driving or devil-clearing ceremonies, may be regarded in
a broad sense as purificatory in intention. 1

In the Dayak ceremony of
i
niarriag'e of first cousins, the

bergapi'it, preparatory to the
couple go to the river and fill
a small pitcher with personal belongintjs and sink it in the river.
They also fling a plate and chopper into the water. A pig is
eacriflced on the bank, and the carcass, when drained of blood,
is thrown into the water.
The pair themselves are then pushed
into the water and made to bathe together. Finally a joint of
a bamboo is filled with blood, and the couiJle parade the country
2
In another case, among the
sprinkling blood as the}' go.
Kayans, in a closely analogous practice, the idea of substitution
or mitigation is still more clearly indicated. The property of
the pair is smeared with blood, eggs are sent floating down
stream, and the pair, as they come out of the water, are
attacked with grass blades representing spears.* A still more
significant case is that of the Toniori expiatory (purificatory)
ceremony for the marriage of uncle and niece again a case of
incest in which a garment of each is laid on an open vessel,
the blood of a sacrificed animal is allowed to drip 011 to them,
and the vessel with its contents is set to float down the river.'*

—

—

than blood. —An act of

Parts of victim other
purification may be performed with parts of the
sacrificial animal other than the blood.
ij)

After the bathing of the returned Basuto warriors in the
stream it is sometimes the custom of the chief to complete the
ceremony by the sacrifice of an ox in the presence of the army,
with the gall of which the warriors are smeared.*
On the Wanigela river in British New Guinea a man who has
taken life is unclean and is segregated from the community
until he has undergone certain ceremonies.
As part of the
ceremony he hunts and kills a kangaroo, which is cut open and
whose spleen and liver are rubbed over his back. He then goes
to the nearest water and washes himself straddle-legged, while
the young warriors of the village swim between his Iegs.6
A custom of interest in connexion with the reverence for
grass which exists among pastoral peoples is found among
the peoples of the eastern side of the African continent, extending from the Dinkas in the north to the Bathonga in the
south. This is the use in nearly all the purification ceremonies
of the half-digested grass found in the stomachs of goats,
bullocks, or sheep, when killed, with which the person undergoing the ceremony is smeared. In cases of incest among the
Diukas, the abdomen of the guilty man or woman is smeared
with the contents of the large intestine of a bullock. Among
the Bathonga cousins who niarrj' are purified and saved from
the consequence of their sin bj' a ceremony in which they are
smeared with psanyi. A hole is cut in the goat-skin, in which
the heads of the pair are inserted. The medicine-man's assistants take psanyi and place it on the head of the bride, sajing,
'Go and bear children.' 7 The use of cow-dung e.g., by the
Kavirondo in the purification of warriors returning from war in
which they have killed, when they are smeared writh this substance bj' their friends and their heads shaved, or among the
Wa-wanga when the warrior must smear with dung the cheeks
of his wives and children as he enters the hut not iinprobablj'
must be traced to the same idea as inspires the use of psanyi.^
The custom of clothing the subject in the skin of the goat or
sheep or making an anklet or wristlet of the skin is also frequent
among these tribes. The Thonga hunter made one for his wife
if he killed an eland while
bringing her home.9 Among some
of the Indians of N. America it is also customary to wear a
circlet of willow withies round the waist or a thoiigof buck-skin
round the wrist, ankle, neck, or knee.W

—

—

—

(k) Fire and fumigation.
Fire, or the concomitant smoke, and incense are other means which
are held to be efficacious in dealing with defilement.
The less serious thahu are removed by means of smoke among
the AkikujTi.ii In the Kakadu tribe of Australia after a death

a circle of grass is made, in the middle of which is placed the
bark in which the corpse was wrapped when it was carried to
the grave. All the possessions of the camp, but especially the
dilly bags of the women, are then purified by smoke from the
flred grass, while the men of the tribe
pour water over one
another and rub themselves with charcoal.i* Jumping across a
fire in preparation for a journey was at one time
practised in
Persia,i3 and the custom has already been noted above in connexion with the boys' seclusion among the Bathonga. The
fire festivals of the
European peasantry, as well as the
fire-walking ceremony, ajjpear in like manner to have for their
object the general freeing of the community in the districts

great

1

3

2 h.
See above, p. 460.
Ling Roth, JAI xxi. 133 f.
A. W. Nieuwenhuis, Quer dureh
Borneo, Leyden, 1904-07,

p. 367.
*

Kriiijt,

quoted by Frazer, Psyche's TasL^,

p. 53.

'
5 P.
Porte, Les Reminiscences d'un missionnaire
land,' Les Missiotis catholiques, xxviii. [1S96] 371.

6
7

R. E. Guise,
Seligmann,

du Basuto-

loc. cit.

ERE

iv.

709

243-245.
8

;

Hobley,

JRAI

xl.

429

;

Junod,

i.

H. H. Johnston, loc. cit. K. R. Dundas, in Frazer, Psyche's
Task^ p. 121
9
10
Junod, ii.' 58.
Hill-Tout, p. 210.
11
Hobley, loc. cit.
12 B.
Spencer, Native Tribes of the Northern Territory of
Australia, London, 1914, p. 243.
'* Extracts from the Travels of Pietro delle Valle in
Persia,'
;

'

Pinkerton,

ix. 11.

(Babylonian)

—

The
{I) Transference of impurity ; the scapegoat.
principle of the transmissibility of impurity was
sometimes called into play in order to remove the
defilement.
It was transferred to some one who
was already tabu.
In New Zealand, if any one touched the head of another, the
head being a peculiarly sacred part of the body, he became
tabu. He purified himself by rubbing his hands on fern-root,
which was then eaten by the head of the family in the female
line.2 In Tonga, if a man ate tabued food, he saved himself
from the evil consequences by placing the foot of a chief on hia
'

'

stomach. 3

The idea

of transmission

appears in the

also

custom of the scapegoat.
In Fiji a tabued person wiped his hands on a pig, which
became sacred to the chief,^ while in Uganda at the end of the
period of mourning for a king a scapegoat,' along with a cow,
a goat, a dog, a fowl, and the dust and fire from the king's
house, was conveyed to the Biin3oro frontier, and there the
animals were maimed and left to die. This practice was held
to remove all uncleanness from king and queen.'
'

The same idea underlies the practice of sineating (q.v.), by Avhich the sins of tlie dead are
assumed by any stranger who may eat of a cake
and other food prepared for the purpose.*
LiTBRATURE.— A. E. Crawlcy, 'Taboos of Commensality,
vi. [1895] 130 ff.. The Mystic Rose, London, 1902; L. R.
Farnell, The Evolntion of Religion, do. 1905; J. G. Frazer,
On Certain Burial Customs as illustrative of the Primitive
Theory of the Soul,' JAI xv. [1886] 64 5., 0B3, London, 1911-15,
pt. ii.. Taboo and the Perils of the Soul,vt. i.. The Magic Art,
ii., pt. vi.. The Scapegoat, pt. vii.. Balder the Beautiful, Psyche's
F. B. Jevons, An Introd. to the Hist, of
Task\ do. 1913
Religion, do. 1896; A. van Gennep, Les Rites de passage,
E. Westermarck, MI, 2 vols., London, 1908.
Paris, 1909

FL

'

;

;

E. N. Fallaize.
(Babylonian),— Purification
be
considered
as
may
including any ceremony or
ritual observance undertaken with a view to
purging
or cleansing a person, place, or thing from the ritual
of
was
a
bar to
consequences
impurity. Impurity
communion with the deity, often to social intercoui'se, and was sometimes a real danger to the
health and well-being of the person or community.
Most writers who refer to purification among the
Babylonians and Assyrians are influenced by the
OT views on the subject, for which see PURIFICATION (Hebrew). Consequently, some chiefly seek
for parallels to the Hebrew treatment of clean and
unclean. Others take a wider view and compare
the usages connected with purification in all the
religions and civilizations where they can be

PURIFICATION

The subject of rites, exorcisms, and
recognized.
other ritual ceremonies is already dealt with in
art.

Babylonians

and

Assyrians,

vol.

ii.

316-318.
For the Babylonian
especially pp.
attitude to oftences against chastity the art.

Chastity (Semit. -Egyptian), vol. iii. p. 498, §3
should be compared with Chastity (Introductory).
For the Babylonian conception of sin and the need
to be purified from it compare CONFESSION (AssyroThe way in
Babylonian), vol. iii. pp. 825-827.
which disease was regarded may be gathered from
art. Disease and Medicine (Assyro-Babylonian),
vol. iv. pp. 741-747.
The connexion of expiation
and atonement with purification is brought out in
art. Expiation and Atonement (Babylonian),
vol. V. pp. 637-640.
Holiness (Semitic), vol. ^±
pp. 751-759, illuminates the ideas of cleanness and
purity, and their opposites.
No formal treatise on the subject has come down
to us amid the mass of cuneiform literature, mostly
fragmentary, which, however, supplies instruction
1

See, for instances

GBS,
2
3

pt. vii.,

*

of object of fire ceremonial,
329 f.

i.

p. 68.

Shortland,
W. Mariner,

London, 1818,

and discussion

Balder the Beautiful,

ii.

An Account

of the Natives

'

l

Tonga

Islands'^,

220.

Crawley, p. 231, quoting C. Wilkes, Narrative j/the United
States Exploring Expedition, W3S-i5, PhUadelphia, IS 15, ii. 99 f.
6
6
Roscoe, p. 108 f.
GB3, pt. vi., The Scapegoat, p 43.

PURIFICATION
and formuhie

for many cases presumably involving
the need for puritication. From this mass of exorcisms, medical receipts, prayers, hymns, spells,

and magic ceremonies we have to deduce what
was the Babylonian view of impurity and what
was the method of cleansing or removal of that

461

(Babylonian)

to ascertain from their names, such as
herb of Dilbat' (perhaps the place of VenusIshtar), a date-stone, straw, gatstsu, unqu aban
nisikti (perhaps a ring, set with precious stones,
possibly as fee to the priest), GAM-GAM scent,
The btnu plant is
hurashn (possibly cypress).
It is probable that
thought to be tamarisk.'
such additions had magical efficacy. The washing
of the hands was repeated often, accompanied by
difficult

binu,

'

'

impurity.

—

This is a long and by no means easy task long
because of the enormous amount of material to be
considered, difficult because so much of it is merely
implicit and admits of so many diH'erent estimates
of its implications.
We have rarely much security
that we estimate rightly the intention of the
ceremony, Avhich may really have been directed
to a completely different aim.
The sufferer may have been the victim of some
affliction and quite mistaken as to its origin and
cause ; indeed, it is likely after all to have been
or implied
If the
purely imaginary.
supposed
cause of his distress was
wnat he suspected,
really
we may fairly charge the ancient Babylonian with
being very nervous about himself. But we may
well believe that the Babylonian ministers of
religion exercised their ingenuity in inventing
many cases of conscience and providing remedies
for tnem to an extent far beyond the demands of
those who came to them for help and comfort. To
judge from what we already know, every abnormal
experience must have given the Babylonian uneasiness, as to his health of body or soul. Certainly
the belief in demons and their power to plague
humanity, the suspicion of having offended the
gods, or broken tabu, must have added many
terrors to the natural feelings of discomfort and
apprehension, the prickings of conscience or
despondency. To the average layman it was by
no means easy to say wherein he had offended, nor
against whom, and his good intentions were but a
slight solace to a man who believed that he might
be called to suffer not only for unwitting misdeeds
but also from the malice of devils or men. So he
hastened to the priest or soothsayer, the magician
or astrologer, to discover for him his offence or the
evil influence that was upon him.
He may have
gone in turn to all and certainly was called upon
to suffer many things of them.

Whatever

their diagnosis of his evil case, it
seems probable that purification was the first
But that was not all. When the thing
requisite.
to be removed from the man had been recognized
as sin, disease, anger of the gods, possession by
devils, or the spell of some witch, a further treatment appropriate to the case awaited the victim.
An obstinate case might have to undergo all the
treatments in turn. But none was likely to take

he had not been purified.
In itself purification might be a washing with
pure water. This requirement was strongly insisted upon.
Pure water must be procured from
the Tigris or the Euphrates or, even better, from
the mouth of the rivers, where their waters met
and where were the Isles of the Blessed. The
water must have been kept in a pure
place 'preserved faithfully in the aoyss.' The abyss, apsii,
was properly the cosmic sea which
underlay the
whole earth, on whose bosom the earth rode, to
which the kings boasted that they had dug down
their palace foundations, the fresh water sea from
which arose the springs and rivers. But in every
the laver, also
great temple stood the great sea
called apsu, like Solomon's brazen sea.
Doubtless,
it is this temple abyss Avhich held the
pure water
referred to.
It is called the water of Eridu, the
sweet or good city.' But, in default of such holy
water, the water of wells was allowed, if only it
were consecrated by a correct incantation.
Pure water was often modified by the addition
of herbs or aromatic woods.
What these were is
efi'ect if

'

'

—

'

different incantations, usually cited by their first
lines, of which we often know no more, but which
we may hope gradually to know completely. But
to follow out in detail the various accompaniments
of the hand-washing would demand a treatise.
It does not seem in any case to have been
necessary to bathe the whole person ; usually the
hands sufficed, though the head or forehead is
sometimes ordered.
Special cases demanded a
cleansing of the mouth, and the water was sometimes drunk. Sprinkling sufficed occasionally.
proper time had to be determined, which was the
object of divination and the subject of omens. The
literature of these fit times is extensive and usually

A

Often it is prescribed that the ceremony
a clean place the open
be performed
country or the desert would do. But for perfect
security a bit rimqi was built. This was a washobscure.
shall

m

;

'

ing-house,' or lustration-chamber, and was often
attached to a house in the city, possibly to a priest's
house or for the convenience of any who could pay
There was a distinct ritual for the bit
for its use.

The
rimqi, whither the polluted should be taken.
ceremony was performed in special vestments of a
sable hue, worn both by the suppliant and by the
minister.
Apparently the motive of the washing was the
symbolical removal of the contamination and often
its symbolical transfer by the water to some object,
rendered by incantation a representation of the
supposed author of the trouble e.g., a clay or wax
image of the witch. This image could then be
buried, burned, or otherwise destroyed, and the
sufferer freed from his uncleanness.
But in this
case also the methods are most varied, and no

—

exhaustive treatment is possible here.
It is not clear just how much of the treatment
was merely purification.
sick person had to be
purified before he could be cured, for witliout
he
could
not
cure to work at all.
the
purity
expect
But the full cure may be regarded in his case as a
Hence the word has been used to
purification.
cover all the process by which a man who believed
that his distress came under the head of uncleanness was relieved of his ailment. As he did not
confine the idea of uncleanness to any
very simple
category, it is hard to say what cleansed hira of it,
and the whole of the above-named articles must be
read to exhaust the already recognized ideas of
It is dangerous to attempt classificapurification.
tion of the kinds of uncleanness.
But analogy
suggests some classes.
is
Sexual impurity
very hard to define. On the
one hand, all sexual intercourse involved the
for
purification.
But, on the other
necessity
hand, the Babylonians seem to have allowed even
homosexuality. It is difficult, therefore, to state
wherein consisted the impurity of irregular intercourse. Possibly excess, leading to the reaction of
lassitude, was productive of the suspicion that the
patient was under a spell or a demon. This may
have been extended by fear to all cases of indulgence.
But we must know more before we can
all its
fairly generalize, and our material, with
fullness, has many omissions, which may or may
not be significant.
Fear of consequences, when there was so much
to fear, hard to distinguish from consciousness of
wrong-doing, was evidently the motive to declare

A
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oneself unclean and seek purification.
The spiritual director would move the penitent to confession

(Buddhist)

mans or not. Nevertheless
Brahman is made to say

and quite honestly prescribe a treatment deemed
likely to be eft'ective.
Literature. The literature quoted in art. Babylonians and
Assyrians and the relevant sections of artt. Chastity, Confession, Disease and Medicine, Expiation and Atonement, etc.,
Much
is ample for a prelirainar}' treatment of the subject.
further research is needed before a clear and consistent view
can be set out, if that can ever be attained now. Distinction
will have to be made between the usages of different periods,
and changes of view may be detected.
C. H. W. Johns.

—

—

PURIFICATION

The religious
(Buddhist).
movement which is known as early Buddliism
did not take as its central doctrine an ideal of
purity to be aimed at by a system of ritual purification.
Its own keynotes are those of individual
enlightenment, of release, of spiritual vision, and
But
of movement to a goal discerned thereby.
early Buddhism largely made itself felt as a protest
and reaction against a system, or systems, of
elaborate rites and practices cultivated for the
exjjress purpose of obtaining absolution and purification from the impurities inherent in this fleshly
mechanism and in the deeds wrought by it. As
formulated doctrine, a religion was referred to as
clhamma, but, as end gained by ritual works, it
was referred to as suddhi (or visuddhi, 'purity,'
Buddhism laid down
'purifying,' 'cleansing').
its own dhamma as insight into truth, and as path
we see it turning
attainment.
But
or means of
aside from these to take account of the prevailing
notion of ritual purification. It condemned the
inward
it
substituted
metliods in practice
spiritual gi'ace for external symbols, and upheld
vision and way as the true Kd6ap<ns.
its own
Salvation envisaged as {vi-)suddhi, when Buddhism arose, appears in many of the early Pali
documents, as the belief or 'view' of Brhamans
and recluses
'

;

'

'

'

'

'

:

'The views of recluses and brahmins, not of us, who deem
that Buddhi is by moral conduct, that suddhi is by ritual, or by
both' (Dhamma-sanf/axii, § 1005). i
'
With us alone is suddhi, so they declare ; not in other norms
(dhammas) is Visuddhi (Sutta-Hipata, 824).a
'

Not so
to be reached
'

Were pure (religion)

The

celebrant in
fostered sacred

I

(Psahns of the Brethren, 893).3
a sacrifice,
oblations made ;
"*

" These be the
pure and holy

i

'Painful the penances I wrought tor heaven,
All ignorant of purity's true path
(Psalms of the Brethren, 219).
'

Protest against the belief that such practices
for real purity finds expression in a sutta
describing the Buddha resting in the sense of
enlightenment and of deliverance from his own
self-torturing exercises that had brought him no
The tempter assails him by suggesting
light.

made

doubt
'

:

His penitential tasks abandoning,

Whereby the sons of men are purified,
The impure fancieth that he is pure.

When

rites

!

methought

f

'

(ib. 341).

[The

i.

80

—

—

{Sarnyutta,

A more typical

i.

view, however, is that of
the Bharadvaja referred to as Suddhika (' purityman,' puritan ')
Though he be virtuous and penance work,
'

:

'

is in all the world no brahmin found
Thus rendered pure.
In Veda-lore expert and in the course
thus is he purified,
His class lays down

There

:

—

Unique 'mong men (ib.
expertness in the latter
'

i.

166).

field (charana,
This
explained by the commentary as gotta-charana,
the practice of the clan or geyis in Sanskrit,
charana) includes (a) all religious observances
colour or
l)eculiar to the Brahmans, and [b] all

—

'

'

The specific diflerences marking
class regulations.
off the four social classes of early India one from

another are called 'colour-purity' (cMtu-vannl
The Brahman
suddhi) in Majjhima, ii. 132.
claimed priority in class 'on account of his preeminence, of the superiority of his origin (Brahma),
of his observance of restrictive rules, and of his
(Laws of Manu, x. 2
particular sanctification
[SBE XXV. (1886) 402]). The Buddha, as against
such a claim, affirmed that social worth depended
work. There
solely on character and quality of
was no colour bar to purity, social or religious :
And be he noble, brahmin, commoner,
'

'

'

—

Or labouring man, or of a pariah class
Who stirs up effort, puts forth all his strength.
Advances with an ever-vijjorous stride.
He may attain the purity supreme
:

'

f.).

who

blindly worship constellations of heaven,
fostering Are in cool grove wait upon Agni,
Deeming ye thus might find purification (sitddhi) "...
(Psalms of the Sisters, 143).

Lo

ye

1

Ye who

The rites and practices to gain suddhi— othevvnae
referred to as release (moJcsa [q.v.]) from demerit
most frequently condemned in Buddhist scriptures
are of three kinds: (1) asceticism, (2) fire-ritual,
immersion in any con(3) baptism, or frequent
venient (usually) running water. Thus the dietthe daily
ing alluded to above consisted in reducing
food to a minimum vegetable diet, even to a single
bean. There was, again, the tapas ('austerity')
of the five fires (one on each side and the sun overhead), and all the petty acts of self-thwarting and
self-denial enumerated in Digha-Nikaya, i. 165 f.
elsewhere.
(Dialogues of the Buddha, i. 226 f.), and
They were less characteristic of Brahmans than
Brahwere
these
of recluses generally, whether

—

i.

'

1 Ed
PTS, London, 1885 Dhamma-Sangairti a Buddhist
Manual of Psychological Ethics, ed. C. A. F. Rhys Davids,
:

;

1900.

2

Ed.

3

PTS,

* Lit.

misdirected and futile.
themselves

this is stiddhi.'

Let the suttas speak

'

[The Buddha :]
Nay, brahmin, deem not that by mere wood-laying
Comes purity. Such things are all external.
To him who thus purification seeketh
By things without, none is made pure, the wtae wy.
lay no wood, brahmin, for fires on altars.
Only within burneth the fire I kindle.
Ever my fire burns, ever tense and ardent,
the life that's holy
I, Arahant, work out
I

'

(Saijiyutta,

i.

who was making

Cf.

Jdtaka,

iv. (tr.) 117.

169).

her regular
food-offering to Brahma, while her son, a saintly
bhikkhu, stayed without on his round for alms,
the Buddha; says

Again, to a matron

'

1913.

for

:

:

PTS, London, 1913.
ed. C. A. F. Rhys Davids, London,
»
'

166).

religious observances, which every Brahman
house-father was qualified to celebrate (see art.
Brahman), none appeared to incur the protestant
of
disapproval of early Buddhism so often as those
oblations to fire and of ceremonial bathing. Both
are denounced as merely external, and therefore

Of

'

London,

103).

Brahman

(Saifiyutta,
'

;

'

.

.

:]

Yea, nothing good they bring along with them,
Like oar and rudder in a ship on land.
But morals, concentration and insight
The Path to Enlightenment these were my tasks
That Path creating and developing.
Have I attained the purity supreme

'

.

Buddha

Full well I understood how any rites
Austere, aimed at the overthrow of death.
Belong to matters useless for our good.

Some recluses and brahmins hold that purity is by dieting
... by transmiajration 6 ... by rebirths ... by sphere of
by oblations ... by tending a (perpetual) fire'
being
(Ma)ihima-Nikaya,

he hath strayed from path of purity.

'

'

many
fire,

anthologies a

in the

:

Far hence,

O brahminee,

And Brahma

is Brahma's world,
feedeth not on food like that .

.
.

.
.

.

PURIFICATION
Lo here

Brahmadeva, son of thine,
A man who past the gods hath won his way,
hath come up to thy house for alms
Meet for oblations from both gods and men,
By evil undefiled, grown calm and cool,
.

.

this

!

.

.

.

.

X.
.

.

Sutta (Majjhima, i. 36 f.).
Puritication from all these spiritual defilements
consisted, as the latter s^itta sliows, in a mental
awakening (1) to new ideals, (2) to the nature of
defilement as such and in an emotional upheaval
and subsequent tranquillization, the defiling
tendencies having been ejected. The process of
course took time, and was held to be perfected only
by orogress along the Four Pat! is,' i.e. stages

.

(16.

'

i.

141).

Another

of the ritualistic Bhiiradvaja clan invites
the Buddlia to go bathing in the Bahuka river.
The Buddha asks
What of the river, brahmin, what can it
do?' The reply is 'Many consider it as a means of deliverance and of merit many people let it bear away their evil
'

:

;

:

;

deeds (kai-ma).'
'

[The Buddha :]
What boots the Bahuka, or the Gaya? ... 1
For ever and a day his foot may plunge
Therein, yet are his smutty deeds not cleansed.
They will not purge the man of passions vile.

'

of tne path, to saintship.
It is illustrated (ib.)
negatively and positively by a well-cleansed cloth
taking on a fine dye, or again by refining in fire
Little by httle, one by one, as pass
The moments, gradually let the wise.
Like smith the blemishes of silver, blow
:

To him that's pure, ever 'tis Phalgu-time,
To him that's pure, ever 'tis Sabbath-day,
To him that's pure and in his actions clean,
Ever

'

his practices effectual prove.

The specks that mar

—

that thou shouldst bathing go :
sure for all that breathes ;
thou
no
harm
thou no living thing.
Speak
lies,
Steal nought, have faith, in nothing be thou mean.
80 living, what are river-rites to thee ?

Here, brahmin,

is 't

Become a haven

'

To another Brahman who
:

The Norm's a lake, its strand for bathing virtue,
Clear, undefiled, praised by the good to good msD,
Wherein in sooth masters of lore come bathing.
'
So, clean of limb, to the beyond pass over
(SarfiytUta,

i.

183).

In the anthologies Sister Punna pours ridicule on
a Brahman seeking a shivering purity in the
water, in which he must inevitably be excelled by
any animal having its habitat in that element
{Psalms of the Sisters, Ixv.).
The quoted passages throw some light on the
advocacy by Buddhism of ethical purity unaided by
ritual symbols.
Some further testimony will assist
in bodying out their ideas of purity, and their

application of it to their own specific doctrines.
We find the purification idea applied to the
possibility of melioration in all rational beings.
The Buddha maintains, against a current sceptical
doctrine, that beings either deteriorated ('became
defiled') or advanced ('became purified') through
a suflBcient cause. This was the nedonically mixed
nature of the factors of life. In other words, our
experience is sufficiently pleasant to make the
things of this world seductive, and sufficiently
painful to make us long for something better
This is called the 'twofold
{Sajnyutta, in. 69 f.).
doctrine hard to penetrate (Dlgha, iii. 274).
How did Buddhism conceive the nature of
defilement (sahkilesa, upnkilesa) and its opposite ?
Consciousness, or heart (chitta), was not considered
'
as intrinsically
Though formless or
impure.
immaterial, it was likened to a radiant or flashing
clarity, infinitely swift and plastic in procedure,
but liable to defilement by adventitious influences
'

'

(Ahguttara,

i.

5-11).

These made their advent on

occasion of sense. In reacting to
sense-impressions, a number of mental adjuncts were hehi to
come into play, such as feeling, volition, emotions,
etc.
Prominent among these were the three
radical conditions ('roots') of immoral
activity
appetite or lust, enmity, dullness or unintelligence.
The corresponding three opposites might come into
play instead disinterestedness, love, intelligence
or insight.
The karma from previous lives would
decide this in the first instance ; nurture and
training would modify the adjuncts during life.
But defilement consisted in the three immoral conditions exerting themselves in
response to the
calls of sense.
That defilement is fully described,
in
the
e.g.,
Amagandha Sutta (Sutta-Nipata, SBE
1 The
typical ceremonial bathing was in the Gaya, at the

—

—

spring-festival of

Phalgu (Psalms of the. Brethren,

p. 181).

his purity

'

away
(Dhammdpada,

Another favourite purity simile

is tliat

sun getting free from cloud,

resplendent

clear

skj'^

of

239).

moon

or

in

a

:

'

{Majjhima-Nikdj/a, i. 39).
confesses to belief in the

moral cleansing power of water, the rebuke takes
this form
'

[1881]

obstinacy and

.

.
.

469
as

inju.stice,
.

His heart at utter peace, all vices purijed
Let him enjoy the choice meats thou hast served
.

40

f.),
consisting in violence and
sensuality, covetousness, and deceit,
conceit, etc.
Again, .sixteen forms
of cAi^^rt-detilement are given in the Vatthupama-

.

.

.

.

(Buddhist)

Passionless, purified, undefiled as the
blotting (cloud)' (Sutta-Nipdta, 636).

moon when

clear of

We have

seen Buddhism using purity ritual as
metaphor to emphasize the inwardness of its ideal.
More appropriate is the figure borrowed from that
craft on which its central doctrine was
modelled,
to wit, medicine.
The possible cure of certain
ailments for which the physician prescribes purging and cathartics {vamana, virec/iand) are compared (Ahguttara, v. 218 f.) with the sure remedy
for all suffering in the Ariyan Eightfold Path of
the perfect life. The convalescent is described,
not as purified, but as emancipated or released a
more characteristic Buddhist ideal, as has been
stated above, than that of purification.
Once annexed, the ideal of purity was applied to
every kind of proficiency of heart and head. The
acme of purity (koti-parisuddha) in conduct was
to exercise self-reference not to do unto others
what would be disagreeable if done to one's self
(Samyutta, v. 252 f.). The inward purifying fire
referred to by the Buddha (see above) is explained
as his insight. Vision and insight have to be
cleansed,' but different temperaments are stated
'

'

—

—

'

to attain this ideal in different ways (16. iv. ,191195).
Mystical or supernormal sight and hearing
are also defined as purified or clarified (visodhita)
as well as ' divine' {dibba, godlike,' or ' angelic ').^
Achievements of this kind are attributed, in
varying degrees, to recluses graduating in saintBut none of the emphasis of Christian
ship.
mysticism on the purity or clarity as such is to be
found in the Buddhist canon.
Finally, three special applications of the purity
ideal may be noted, namely, to morals, to the work
of teaching, and to the summum bonum.
Thus observance of the five sets of rules for the
order are technically called ' the five purities
'

'

(Vinaya,
(1881)],

i.

v.

132;

cf.

Vinaya Texts [SBE

xiii.

15, 55, etc.).

'

'

Perfectly pure teaching is such as is undertaken because of the excellence of the doctrine's
ideal and method, and out of love and compassion
felt by the teacher (Samyutta, ii. 199).
Purity is again annexed as one of the 44
synonyms for salvation or nibbdna (ib. iv. 372), and
this is at times referred to as the purity supreme.'
Thus envisaged, the sovereign means of attaining
it was that of the exercises in
self-knowledge
known as the Four Applications of Mindfulness
(Dialogues, ii. XXII. )
the path that leads only to the purification of beings ... to
the realization of Nibbana.' (The translation 'one and only
path in that work (ekayano) is not correct.)
'

'

'

'

'

:

'

'

1

See, e.g.. Dialogues,

i.

89, 91.
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Insight into impermanence, sutiering, and nonexistence of soul are called no less the path to
purity (Dhammapada, 277-279 ; Psalms of the
Brethren, 676-678)— a phrase that became immortalized for all Buddhists of the Theravada teaching
down to the present day as the title of Buddhaghosa's classic work, the Visuddhi-Magga.
LiTERATiTEB.— All the texts and translations quoted are named
in the text, and all, except those in SBE and in SBB, are
among the Pali Text Society's publications.
C. A. F. Rhys Davids.
PURIFICATION (Chinese). The technical
term usually employed by the Chinese to denote
the rites connected with ceremonial purity is a
'

'

—

word which in modern Pekingese is pronounced
chai.
The word is used, especially among Buddhists, to denote the practice of abstinence from
animal food but it implies much more than this.
;

The written character

for chai is a modification of
another character cKi (radical 210)
indeed, in
classical literature cKi is used where modern
writers would use chai ; and this fact provides us
with an unmistakable clue to the original ideas
which the term was intended to convey. CKi
means 'to regulate,' 'to arrange in order,' 'to
;

make even,' to equalize,' to establish uniformity'
and, when used in an ethical sense, it implies the
'

'

;

due regulation or adjustment

—

of the

whole person-

The proality physical, intellectual, and moral.
cess of adjustment (chai) was regarded as an
essential preliminaiy to the exeicise of priestly or
functions, and it implied fasting, selfcontrol, and an inward purity of which physical
cleanliness and spotless raiment were outward and
visible signs. ^
sacrificial

The

—The

State
principal authority
and other religious rites in ancient
the Li Chi {SBE xxvii. and xxviii. [1885]).
In that Chou dynasty classic we find the greatest
stress laid on the necessity for gravity, sincerity,
and reverence in all who take part in such rites.
are told that sacrifice is not a thing coming to
a man from without ; it issues from within him,
and has its birth in his heart.' Religious ceremonial is not merely an external show, nor should
it be carried out for selfish reasons or in expectait is the outward expression of
tion of reward
inward feelings, and, unless those feelings are of a
pure and disinterested character, the ritual in
which they find expression will necessarily lack
dignity and impressiveness. Hence it is only men
of exalted virtue who should presume to officiate
at sacrifices {SBE xxvii. 61 f., xxviii. 236 f.). But
even men of the noblest character must not occupy
themselves with sacred things without scrupulous
self-preparation ; hence, when the time came for
ofifering a sacrifice, the man wisely gave himself to
the work of purification {SBE xxviii. 239). To
effect this purification, he had to guard himself
against all noxious and unclean things and to keep
his desires under strict control.
He shunned music,
because music would cause mental distraction and
excitement. He kept all wayward thoughts out
of his mind, and concentrated his attention on the
way of rectitude. He refrained from unnecessary
movements of his hands and feet. He strove to
bring his intellect and his moral sentiments to the
highest degree of clarity and refinement. When he
had succeeded in conducting himself in this manner
for the required number of days, he was in a fit
condition to enter into communion with spiritual
beings {ib. 239 f.).
Of this purificatory process there were two stages.
The lower stage, known as san chai, lax purificathe higher, known as
tion,' lasted for seven days
chih chai, strict purification,' occupied the three
days immediately preceding the performance of the
I.

ritual.

for sacrificial

China

is

We

'

;

'

'

'

;

'

'

Cf. art. Fabting, vol. v. p. 761, § 4.

(Chinese)

sacrificial

The

ceremony.

process involved bathing

{rmi yu), the wearing of clean raiment, restriction
to the simplest food, and abstinence fiom sexual
The person undergoing 'strict' chai
relations.
separated himself from his family, and lived by
himself in apartments other than those which he

usually occupied.

He wore unadorned garments

were regarded as
consonant with, or symbolical of, the solemn nature
of his thoughts, which should be concentrated on
see also J.
the unseen world {SBE xxvii. 448
Legge,!Z'Ae Chinese Classics^, i., Oxford, 1893, p. 248).
Great stress was laid on the inutility of attending
merely to the external aspects of the purificatory
rites.
Mencius implies that a well-regulated mind
was far more important than outward comeliness
and correctness, when he tells us that even a leper
of a black colour, because these

;

(or a person of external repulsiveness) may sacrifice
to God, provided he carried out the rules of chai in

the proper

The
and

spirit.^
sacrificial rites for

which purification was

considered necessary are mainly those
connected with the cult of ancestors, and purification is therefore theoretically binding upon all
heads of families and others whose business it is to
lay sacrificial offerings before the family tombs or
the spirit-tablets in the ancestral temple. But the
rule applies with equal force to the stately ceremonies which are or were conducted by the emperor
or his deputies in connexion with the cult of canonized sages and heroes such as Confucius, Kuan-Ti,
and Yo-Fei ; the worship of the Supreme Deity
and the divinities of earth, mountains, rivers, and
and the propitiation of the
other nature-spirits
spiritual beings whose function it is to distribute
the rainfall, to ward off pestilences and other
calamities, to promote the growth of crops, and to
The impressive
regir'ate the seasonal changes.
ceremony of the worship of Shang-ti (the Supreme
at
winter
solstice
took
the
place at the
Being)
marble Altar of Heaven, which is situated in the
midst of a wooded park in the southern section of
the city of Peking. The theoretical sanctity of
the emperor's person did not exempt him from the
duty of undergoing chai before he was qualified to
act as high-priest for myriad-peopled China.
Three days before the ceremonj' his majesty moved into a
still is

;

the chai kung, 'purification palace,' situated
building called
within the ' forbidden city.' Here, in cloistral stillness, he was
remain
two days and nights. On the third day he
to
expected
proceeded to the sacred enclosure of the Altar of Heaven, and
was conducted to another chai kung, where he kept solitary
vigil during the last of the three nights of 'strict purification.'

Similar purificatory rites were in ancient times
performed by the emperor at the beginning of the
four seasons.
Three da3'8 before the festival of Li-Ch'un (' Beginning of
Spring ') the Grand Recorder informed the emperor that on
such and such a day the spring will begin.' Thereupon the
eon of Heaven devotes himself to self-puriflcation, and on the
day he leads in person the three ducal ministers, his nine high
ministers, the feudal princes (who are at court), and his Great
officers, to meet the spring in the eastern suburb.'
'

'

The emperor's duties and

prerogatives in connexion
with these State rituals were to some extent shared
by his consort, though the imperial pair were
separated from one another during the period of
purification.^ In the third month of spring a
ceremony took place in which the empress acted
alone.
In this month orders are given to the foresters throughout
the country not to allow the cutting down of the mulberry
.
The trays and baskets with the
trees and silk-worm oaks. .
'

.

1

J.

Legge, The Chinese

Classics^,

ii.,

Oxford, 1895,

p. 330.

For the translation of leper,' which is doubtful, see H. A.
Confucianism and its Rivals, London, 1915, p. 93.
Legge's tr., 'wicked,' is unsupported by the eommen ators
'

Giles,

and

is
inappropriate.
2 SBE xxvii. 253.
For similar observances at the other
seasons see ib. pp. 269, 284, 297. For a reference to the
emperor's restricted diet when undergoing purification see
E. Biot, Le Tcheou-Li, Paris, 1851, 1. 72 f.
3
See, e.g., SBE xxviii. 433 cf. Biot, ii. 15, 18 f.
;
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worms and cocoons)

are got ready. The queen,
after vii;!! and fastitifir, goes in person to the eastern fields to
work on the mulberry trees' (SliS xxvii. 265 ; of. xxviii. 223 f.).

stands (for the

This was done in order that the women of China
might be encouraged to feel that, when tliey
laboured at one of tlie great national industries
the production of silk— they were following the
example and carrying out the precepts of the first
lady in the land. Similar recognition was accorded
by the emperor to the industry of agriculture for
the custom was that in tlie first month of spring the
emperor prayed to heaven for bountiful uarvests,
ana then, with his own hand on tlie plough, turned
up three funows {SBE x.\vii. 254 f,). This rite has
been kept up till our own day.
2. Purification in Confucianism.
A modern
writer has hazarded tiie statement that in Confucianism fasting is perhaps wholly unrecognized
Tills remark is by no means
(Elir^^ X. 193).
accurate, for ritual fasting is an essential part of
the rites of purification referred to in the Li Chi,
and tlie Li Chi ranks as a Confucian classic. In

—

;

—

'

'

bk. xxix. we find the following remark attributed
to Confucius himself
Vi^il and fasting are required (as a preparation) for serving
the spirits (in sacrifice) the day and month in which to appear
:

'

;

—

before the ruler are chosen beforehand
these observances
lest the people should look on these things without reverence {SBE xxviu. 331).
:

were appointed
'

From other sources also we have ample evidence
that Confucius by no means ignored these ritual
In a classical passage we are told
observances.
that there were three things which Confucius took
very seriously and in regard to which he showed
the greatest reverence and circumspection. These
were puiification (chai), warfare, and disease (Legge,
i.
The selection is not so whimsical and
198).
arbitrary as may be supposed. The third, it will
be observed, concerns the individual human life,
which it mars or cuts short the second affects
the welfare of society and the rise and fall
of states ; while the first is associated with the
solemn rites that are believed to open a channel of
communication between living men and the spiritual
world.
From another passage we learn that Confucius 'purified himself with water' before going
to court to announce the murder of a feudal prince.
Legge rightly points out in connexion with this
passage that the Chinese phrase {niu yii) represented by these words implies all the fasting and
all the solemn preparation as for a sacrifice or other
great occasion (i. 284). In the same classic (the
Lun Yii) we read that Confucius, when undergoing
chai, arrayed himself in clean linen cloth, clianged
his diet, and sat elsewhere than in his usual seat
(Legge, i. 232). In the classic usually known to
Europeans as The Doctrine of the Mean Confucius
is represented as having uttered the
following
;

'

'

words
How

:

'

actively do the spiritual beings manifest their powers
They are beyond the ability of eyes to see or ears to hear, yet
tliey are immanent in all things.
It is for them that men
purify themselves and don rich array and establish the rites of
sacrifice and worship.'
1

Not only was purification known to and practised
by Confucius and his di.sciples and contemporaries
forms part of the ritual of the cult of which
;

it also

Confucius

the central figure.
The chief
seat of this cult is the imposing temple at Ch'ii-fou
in Shantung.
The temple stands near the enclosure
which contains the sage's tomb, and adjoins the
palace of the ennobled i-epresentative of the Confucian family— the Yen Shdng Kung, 'duke of
extended sagehood.' As the rites of the Confucian
cult throughout the empire are modelled on those
practised at Ch'ii-fou, special interest is attached
to a book called the Sheng Men Li Yo
Chih,
'Records of the Ritual and Music of the
Holy
whicli
is
in
two small volumes printed
Temple,'
from wooden blocks preserved in the temple prehiiiL^^elf is

(Chinese)
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The latest edition of this work was published in 1887 under the editorial supervision of a
committee composed wholly of tlie .sage's reputed
descendants. Jrom this handbook we may gather
cincts.

authoritative information concerning the place
occupied by purificatory rites in the Confucian
ceremonial.
Fifteen days before the date fixed for the sacrificial ceremony
the duke (as hereditary custodian and superintendent of the
its rituals) carries out a rite technically known as
ti shing,
the purification of the sacrificial animals' (ox, sheep,
pig, etc.). The duke and his assistants, arrayed in their robes
of office, go to the park in which the animals are kept (the
hsi-xhinij-so) and select unblemished anrl well-conditioned
victims for the forthcoming Bacriflce.l These animals are then
ceremonially washed with warm water; and every day thereafter, until the time comes for the sacrifice, this cleansing rite
is repeated.
On the same day a proclamation is isjjued at one
of the temple-gates, called the Vang-kao-m6n, 'the gate of
gazing upwards,' whereby the temple otficials and all whose
duty it is to take part in the ceremonies are called upon to
prepare themselves for the rites of purification, which in their
lax form begin on the tenth day before the sacrilice. From
the tenth day onwards the teniple-ollicers go daily to the
temple and carr>' out a thorough cleansing of it. The courtyards are weeded, and all dust and rubbish are carefully
removed. This process is technically known as aa mo. On
the third day before the ceremony the ministrants enter upon
the period of ' strict chai. At noon on this day there is a
solemn procession of robed officials, beaded by the duke himself, to one of the temple-gates known as the T"ung-w4am6n, where they stand in order of precedence. The persons
who are ta officiate at the ceremony, and who are therefore
about to enter upon three days' chai, then perform the
treble obeisance (kutow), while a herald {hsuan-tu-shing)
reads aloud the chieh-tz'u and shih-Wu, i.e. the vows
(shih) by which the ministrants bind themselves to a faithful
observance of the rules of abstinence (chieh).^ After this
ceremony the candidates for purification proceed to the special
pavilions set apart for their use buildings known as chai-guBetween the hours of 3 and 5 on
so, 'purification lodgings.'
the same day they must bathe and array themselves in clean
garments made of plain black cotton. They then walk to the
Hall of Poetry and Rites (one of the main temple-buildings),
salute each other decorously, and carry out certain duties
connected with the iirrangement of the sacrificial vessels.
Their nights have to be spent in the 'purification lodgings,'
where they are under the supervision of otficials who after
dark go their rounds with lamp in hand to see that there is no

temple and
'

'

'

'

_

—

unseemly breach of

rules.

Into the details of the sacrificial ceremony
enter.

The culminating moment

arrives

itself

when

we need not

the sacrificial

articles are

solemnly placed in front of the 'spirit-tablets' of
Confucius and his canonized associates. This can be done
only by persons in a state of ceremonial purity, and the
privilege falls therefore to those who have just completed their
three days' strict chai. Even they, however, are not allowed
to approach the altars with the sacrificial meats and fruits
until a final ceremony of purification has duly taken place.
From a richly-garnished vessel (chin lei) a ministrant takes a
ladleful of clean water and transfers it to a smaller vessel
{kiian-p'en), which is simply an ordinary washing basin placed
on a four-legged wooden stand. The officer (chiixg-hsien-kuan)
who is to take the offerings up to the altars then goes through
the form of washing his hands. One of the ministrants takes a
long narrow strip of fringed cloth from a bamboo basket (ssfi),
kneels down, and passes the cloth to the ckitig-hsienkuan,
who uses it to dry his hands.^ The latter then proceeds to
wajih seven goblets (chio) which are to hold the sacrificial wine.
The chio is a three-legged cup with two ears and a projecting
Three of the seven are intended for the altar of Confucius
lip.
the other four are destined for the altars of the four subordinate sages who are associated with Confucius in the sacrificial
rites.
'Ihese are Yen ilui (the favourite disciple), Tsfing TzQ,
;

M&ng Tzu

(Mencius),

and Tzu-ssO.

There are various rules of discipline which have
to be observed by all persons who occupy permanent
posts in connexion with the Confucian rites.
Among the offences which entail dismissal from
office two are of interest as bearing on our present
One is the offence of j'li miao pu chai,
subject.
entering the temple (to perform duties connected
therewith) without having undergone purification.
The other is the off'ence of ni sang ju miao,
entering the temple while in a state of mourning,

and concealing the

fact.
The temjile-ministrant
1 For
references to similar functions carried out in ancient
times by the monarch see SBE xxviii. 222 f. cf. Biot, i. 455 f.
2 For a similar custom in ancient times see Biot, ii. 107 f.
3 For further references to hand-washing as a ritual act in
China see Biot, i. 466 f. ii. 230. It will be seen that there were
occasions on which the ablution iiad to be performer! by the
emperor himself. For observations on the religious significance
of the rite, and its use in other parts of the world, see art.
;

,

Hand,

vol. vi. p. 498

f.
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who

is in mourning is expected to notify the fact
without delay to his official superiors, in order that
arrangements may be made to have his duties
temporarily delegated to some one else.
There are several references in ancient Chinese
religious literature to a curious belief that, when
the rites of strict purification had been scrupulously
fulfilled, the purified worshipper would see the

spirits to

on

whom

e.g.,

whom

his sacrifice was to be offered and
his thoughts had been concentrated (see,
This rather
xxvii. 448, xxviii. 211).

SBE

startling statement should not be taken as the
expression of a literal belief that the spirits would
present themselves before the worshipper's bodily
It is not impossible, indeed, that statements
eyes.
of this kind indicate the survival of pre- historic
beliefs similar to those which existed down to our
own time among the Eskimo or the American
Indians, who believed that the fastings and other
austerities which a youth underwent at puberty
would enable him to see his guardian-spirit.^ It is
also possible that among the ancient Chinese, as
among many sects kno^^Ti to Christendom, fasting
and other ascetic practices were the cause of
'
psychical disturbances which resulted in visions.'*
An interesting parallel to our Chinese text is to be
found in the oracle of the Montanist prophetess
'

'

which declared that purity unites (with
the Spirit), and they (the pure) see visions, and
bowing their faces downward, they hear distinct
words spoken.' * The Chinese, however, under the
sober influences of Confucianism, have shown little
inclination to carry their religious austerities to
morbid extremes
indeed, worshippers are told
that they should not emaciate themselves till the
bones appear, nor should they let their seeing and
hearing become affected by their austerities.*
Confucian Chinese, therefore, prefer to interpret
the classical references to the visibility of spirits
in a sense similar to that in which the term t'ien
yen ('heavenly eye') is understood by Buddhist
mystics. This heavenly eye is much the same
thing as Plato's eye of the soul when it is turned
towards reality, or the mind's eye and heart's
eye' of Gregory of Nyssa and St. Augustine.
When our Chou dynasty enthusiast expressed his
belief that the spirits would become visible to their
'

Priscilla,

;

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

and purified devotee, he probably meant
exactly what was in the mind of the 15th cent.
Christian mystic who said
faithfiil

:

'Si tu esses intus bonus et puma, tunc omnia sine impediet bene caperes. Cor purum penetrat caelum et

mento videres

infemum

'

{de Jmit. Christi,

ii.

4).

Purification in ancestor-cult.— Strict purity
has always been enjoined on those who officiate at
the sacrifices to the dead.
3.

When a filial son is about to sacriflce, he is anxious that all
.
The temple and
preparations should be made beforehand.
its apartments having been repaired .
the husband and
wife, after vigil and fasting, bathe their heads and persons and
array themselves in full dress.' 6
'

.

.

.

.

Purity is indicated by the very name of the
great spring festival of Ch'ing-ming, at which the
famUy graves are visited, repaired if necessary,
and swept clean for ch'ing
means pure and
bright.' This phrase contains an allusion to the

(Chinese)

nature achieves a general
This was symbolized by
the lighting of new fires to take the place of the
old fires which, in accordance with ancient custom,
had been extinguished on or before the preceding
The term han shih ('cold eating') was
day.
applied to the day (or to the three days) preceding
the Ch'ing-ming festival because, as the old fires
had been put out and the new ones were not yet
lighted, it was impossible to do any cooking.^ The
ceremony of lighting new fires is almost forgotten
now, but there is ample evidence that it once took
place and that it was regarded partly as a purificatory rite by which evil was extinguished and the
old life transformed into something new and clean.*
Both pure water and pure fire occupied a place
in the ritual ofTerings of ancient China.* Frazer,
referring to a certain fire-ceremony still celebrated
in the province of Fuhkien, records the significant
fact that 'the chief performers in the ceremony
refrain from women for seven days, and fast
for three days before the festival.'* The wellbelief that

on this day

purification

all

and renewal.

'

'

'

'

.

.

'

'

.

known custom

of letting

intended to exorcize

ofi'

fire-crackers,

evil spirits

purification, is still well

and

efl'ect

which is
a general

known throughout China.
'

Disembodied spirits,' as de Groot says, are afraid
of fire.' ' The original meaning of the Ch'ing-ming
festival has been obscured in China by the fact
that the day came to be regarded as the appropriate
occasion for the performance of the spring ceremonies in honour of deceased ancestors ; and the
importance of the ancestral cult naturally caused
the other associations of the festival to recede
into the background.
But the idea of purity is
associated with the performance of the ancestral
rites no less closely than with the renewal of
nature's activities, though, as we shall see below,
pollution of a distinctive kind was believed to be
inseparable from the mere fact of being in mourning or of having come in contact with death. The
ancient customs forbade any approach to the tombs
or the spirit-tablets by any member of the family
who had sullied the honour of his house by com'

mitting a crime, or who had brought disgrace
upon himself or his ancestors.^ This is interesting
as showing that something better than mere ritual
purity' was expected of those Avho paid religious
honours to the dead.
Apart from the
4. Popular purificatory rites.
State rituals and the national cults of Confucius
and of ancestors, there are many occasions on which
ceremonial purification in some form or other was
formerly practised by the people, though in modem
times most of these rites have tended to become
At an ancient triennial drinking festival
obsolete.
described in the Li Chi there was a ceremonial
washing of hands and rinsing of cups {SBE xxvii.
In the Confucian Analects there
56, xxviii. 435 f. ).
is an interesting passage which, according to the
commentators, contains a reference to an old custom
of washing the hands and clothes at some stream
in the third month, to put away evU influences'
'

—

'

See H. Spencer, Principles of Sociology, London, 1876-96, i.*
261; Tylor, PC* ii. 410 f.; J. B. Pi-att, The Psychology of
Religious Belief, New York, 1908, pp. 66, 97 see also art.
Fasting, vol. v. p. 759.
3
Quoted by Rufus M. Jones, Studies in Mystical Religion,

i. 249).
Purification ceremonies, whereby
See R. F. Johnston, Lion and Dragon in Northern China,
There is a well-known Chinese
185-187.
London, 1910, pp.
legend which professes to trace the Han Shih festival to an
cent. B.C., but it was probably
attributed
to
the
7th
episode
invented to explain a ritual of which the original meaning had
been lost. See L. Wieger, Moral Tenets and Crisloms in China,
Ho-Kien-fu, 1913, p. 427 f. ; and H. A. Giles, A Chineie Biographical Dictionary, London, 1898, no. 353.
2 See
PC\ pp. 194 f., 297, 429, and G5S, pt. vii., Balder the
Beautiful, London, 1913, i. 136L, ii. 3; cf. art. Fire, Firb-Gods,

London,

vol. vi. p. 28.

mmg

;

1

See

artt.

Pasting, vol.

v. p.

761

f.,

'

Austbrities, vol.

ii.

pp.

228, 230b, 23la.
2

;

SBE

1909, p. 52.

4
xxvii. 87.
We may refer to the book of Mencius, however, for a curious case in which fasting and purification were
carried to a morbid extreme (see Legge, ii. 284 f.)
5
xxviii. 214 ; cf 292 and see xxvii. 87.
For observations
on the ritual washing of the head see art. Head, vol. vi. p. 538

SBE

.

The Chinese phrase here used is mu-yu, which is the
term ordinarily employed to denote ritual ablutions and includes washing of the head (see Legge, i. 284).
(§ 7 (&))

(Legge,
1

3

Biot,

ii.

297, 316, 381

f.

;

SBE xxvii.

445.

*
GBS, pt. vii., Balder the Beautiful, ii. 3 see art. FibeWALKiNo, vol vi. p. 30 cf. Virgil, ^?i. xi. 786-788.
6 J. J. M. de Groot, I'he
Religious System of China, Leyden,
;

;

1892-1910, bk. i. p. 355 see also bk. it. pp. 941-952.
6 For an
early Chinese discussion and criticism of this custom
Wang Ch'ung's Lwn HSng, tr. A. Forke, Berlin, 1911, pt. ii.
;

see

p. 379.
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disease and other thiujjs of ill omen were expelled
from the house or locality, wero regularly i)ractised
in the Chou dynasty, as we know from the Choii
Li (liiot, ii. 225) and in vari ms forms similar rites
are still performed on New Year's Evo and other
great occasions, and at some of the village festivals.'
Purification and fasting formerly look place when
marriages were announced to the spirits of the
ancestors (SEE xxvii. 78). Before marriage the
;

bridegroom went through fast and vigil,' and wore
a dark-coloured cap to .signify the solemnity of his
thoughts [lb. p. 441). At one time it appears to
have been the custom for a father to fast on the
occasion of the birth of a child. ^ Purification was
resorted to in cases of extreme illness.
'

about the establishment was swept clean, inside and out.
Males and females changed their dress' (.?BB xxviii. 173).

'All
.

.

.

The patient
less,

if

himself,

recovei-y

was deemed hope-

in new raiment.
as in many other parts of

was clothed

In China,
the world,
contact with death has been supposed to cause
We have already seen that a person in
pollution.
mourning is forbidden to take part in the rituals
of the Confucian worship, and tnat, if he conceals
the fact that he is in mourning, he is liable to the
Purification is somepunishment of dismissal.
times undergone by those who have merely paid
to a bereaved household,
though purification of this kind is probably carried
out as a matter of local custom only, and in a
visits

of

condolence

perfunctory manner.

'Some condolers,' saj-s de Groot, 'hide a few garlic roots
under their garments, convinced that the strong smell wiU
prevent the influences of death from clutching to their bodies
on leaving the house they throw the roots away in the street.
Others, on re-entering their dwelling, purify themselves by
steppinp: over a fire, or over some burning incense powder of a
kind considered especially suitable for this and similar ends and
therefore styled tsl'nri hhnw^ "purification incense." 'S The
same writer mentions cases where pollution caused by contact
with a corpse is removed by passing through a small Are of
straw kindled on the pavement.'*
;

'

It seems not improbable that the well-known
custom of Government officials, after the death of
a parent, vacating their posts and retiring into
private life until the period of mourning is over

(three years in theory, 27 months in practice) was
based not merely on the traditional doctrines of filial
piety but also on a belief that the interests of the
State would sutler if persons who were in mourning, and therefore ceremonially impure, were
allowed to take part in public affairs.
^Buddhism has various puri5. Buddhist rites.
ficatory rites of its own, and the rituals of all the
sects make provision for ceremonial abhitions and
other cleansing rites but, as these do not materially differ from the ceremonies already described,
it is unnecessary to mention them in detail.
Reference has been made to the fact that chai
is used by Buddhists to denote abstinence from
animal food. Pilgrims to sacred hills and famous

—
;

known

shrines are

tang mountain

in

some places

(e.g.,

the

Wu-

Hupei) as chai kung, a term which
indicates that such pilgrims have undertaken to
confine themselves to a vegetarian diet until their
pilgrimage is over. To certain bands of rebels and
revolutionaries the curious name chxdfei, 'fasting
in

The term is derived
robbers,' has been applied.
from the fact that the illicit societies which were
responsible for some of the anti-dynastic movements
of modern times often assumed the guise of quasiH. Dor6, Recherches sur les superstitions en Chine,
Shanghai, 1911-16, iv. 416 Johnston, pp. 179, 183, 193 f.
1

Cf.

3

SEE xxvii.

;

471 ; for instances of this in other countries see
Fasting, vol. v. p. 759 f.
3De Cxroot, bk. i. p. 32; see also pp. 162, 209 f., 231, 640 f. ;

art.

SEE xxviii.

cf.

*

in

De

151 f.
bk. i. p. 137.

The steps taken to purify a house
which a death has occurred are described by the same writer

(bk.

i.

Groi-.t.

pp. 107-110), but the description does not apply to

all

parts of China. Purging the grave with incense and by means
of various rites and incantations (described by de Groot, bk. i.
p. 209 f.) is practised in some localities (cf. PC* ii. 436 f.).
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(Chinese)

Buddhist sects, or borrowed certain Buddhistic
usages and formulas for the purpose of throwing
an air of religious mystery over their secret rites.
Such was the White Lotus Society, which was the
cause of an immense amount of bloodshed in the
reign of Cli'ien-Lung.
6. Taoist view of purity.
In the Taoist system
purity and purification are regarded from a point
of view which differs
very considerably from that
of Confucianism.
Chai hsin,
the fasting (or
purified) heart,' is strongly contrasted with the
chi ssU chihchai, the ceremonial purification, which
may be merely external and fictitious. But, when
Chuang TzQ and other Taoist writers speak of the

—

'

fa.sting heart,' they do not mean exactly what
the Confucian means when he insists, as we have
seen, that true purification must be internal as
well as external.
For the Taoist the only thing
worth fastings and purifications is the attainment
of Tao, and for the single-minded seeker after Tao
all ceremonies are superfluous and meaningless.
The fasting heart is a negative state in which
the individual shuts himself off" from sense-contact
with the outer world, and, by discarding everything that is treasured by ordinary mankind, fits
himself for the reception of the only thing that
endures and is incorruptible the transcendental
Tao.^
The height 01 self-discipline,' says the
But the orthodox
Taoist, 'is to ignore self.'*
Confucian cannot ignore self (so the Taoist would
argue) so long as he lays stress on outward observances and attributes importance to the correct
fulfilment of 'rites.' Moreover, ceremonies imply
activity and activity of a kind which, from the
Taoist point of view, is u.seless. Man's function is
to be rather than to do.
The true sage 'does
nothing, and therefore there is nothing that he
does not do.'* He is one who has cleared away
all the impurities that dimmed the lustre of his
true self and who knows that he has transcended
the limitations of his phenomenal Ego.
His
'

'

'

—

'

—

perfectly purified nature is in complete conformity
with the ineffable Tao, which is never so fully
possessed as when it eludes all observation and
makes no outward manifestation of its presence.
At the outset of his search for Tao the sage usually
retires to the lonely hills, where he makes himself
a romantic hermitage among the rocks and woods
and lives on wild herbs and the pure water of the
mountain streams. The beauty and wonder of his
surroundings gradually enter into his soul and

teach him that all the most glorious manifestations
of external nature are but signs and symbols of
spiritual glories that lie far beyond the range of
unpurified vision. As he grows in spiritual stature,
he catches fugitive glimpses of that loveliness, and
'
after a long upward struggle he learns at last to
ride upon the glory of the sky, where his form can
no longer be discerned.' * He is now a hsien-jen

—

a Chinese term which etymologically means nothing
more than a man of the mountains,' but which in
Taoist lore means one who has attained the immortality and the spiritual graces which Tao alone
can confer. One of the highest grades of this
transcendent state is that of the chin-jen, the true
man,' one who fulfils his destiny. He acts in accordance with his nature. He is one with God and
man.'
He is a being whose flesh is like ice or snow, whose demeanour is that of a virgin, who eats no fruit of the earth, but lives
'

'

'

'

air and dew, and who, riding on clouds with flying dragons
for his team, roams beyond the limits of mortality.' 5

on

Such is the language in which the old Taoist mystics
strove
1

to

H. A.

express

the

Giles, Chuang
xxxix. [1S91] 208 f.
2
Giles, p. 205.
3 lb.
pp. 97, 121, 138, 209
xxxix. 26, 48, 79-90, 106 f.
4 Giles,
p. 1.11.
Cf.

SEE

inexpressible

— language

TzH, London, 1889, pp. 42

„

;

^

f.,

,.

see also the Tao-U-ching,
s lb.

pp.

7,

151.

2o2

;

„„„
SEE
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which led in later ages to pitiful misunderstandings,
and which fostered the growth of that degraded
modern Taoism whicli is a hotch-potch of magic,
ritualism, priestly mummeries, and demonology.
The priests of t!ie cult are, for the most part, com-

—

paratively harmless members of society if, indeed,
it is possible for uselessness and harmlessness to
But they are ignorant, unenterprising,
co-exist.
and superstitious and, though they may know a
good deal about the mysteries of talismans and
exorcisms, it must be confessed that they show
very little knowledge of, or interest in, the mystic
;

'

'

of philosophic Taoism.
See also Chastity (Chinese), vol. iii. p. 490.
Literature.—This has been indicated in the article.

way

;

—

—

NT

—

—

Mk

'

We

principle of purification.

The ceremonial rites of Judaism, though not
formally abolished, are here relegated to their
proper subordinate position.
'

It

cannot be too carefully noticed that no condemnation

is

passed upon these rites of purification in themselves. Had the
Pharisees recognised their symbolism and deep moral signiflhad Jesus been certain that when they washed their
canoe
hands they thought of or prayed for purity of heart and life, He
would have been the last person to rebuke them, however
much they multiplied external forms and ceremonies. These
are useful as stepping-stones to higher things ; but the moment
they begin to satisfy in themselves they become snares, and
:

lead to superstition.' s

1

Only the greatest saint can

realize that

be

is

the greatest

Mk

2
1« 78, Lk 5'4, Ac 2124. 26, etc.
E.g., Jn 26 325, Lk 222,
3 H. M. Luckock, Footprints of the Son of
as traced

Man

Mark,

ed.

London, 1902,

'

secration, with a twofold reference
a new— so was it in Christianity. '2

p. 149

f.,

on

Mk

7.

by

Not only does

He orders the

observance
Yet it should be rememof rites of purification (cf. Mk 1-").
in
the
traditions
Himself
observe
did
not
bered that He
always
this respect (Lk 1138), nor did His disciples (Mk 72).
Christ not condemn, but, on occasion.

— from an

old state

and to

gift of the Holy Spirit does not seem at
to have been associated with the baptismal
ceremony (cf. Ac 8^^). The rite seems to have

The

first

been regarded by the primitive Church simply as
a cleansing from sin, bringing about the renewal
The convert must be
of a former undefiled state.
purified in the laver of regeneration,* as a prepara*
So
tion for the reception of that which is to follow.
effective is the purification here that it can be
regarded as a death unto sin, and a new birth
not a generation, but a reunto righteousness
This conception is maintained in
generation.
the Baptismal Office of the Church of England in
the prayer for the sanctification of the water to the
mystical washing away of sin and in the vow of
'

'

—

renunciation."
'Since the middle of the second century the notions of
baptism in the Church have not essentially altered. The result
of baptism was universally considered to be forgiveness of sins,
and this pardon was supposed to effect an actual sinlessnesa
which now required to be maintained.' 6

This maintenance was supplied by the second
great sacrament, which, ottering the means of com-

munion with God, through outward and visible
became the recognized channel for the conveyance of grace and strength to the soul, purified
already in baptism, and a guarantee of the continuance of that purification. Yet it was soon realized
that the flesh still remained weak and continued
signs,

an instrument of defilement to the spirit.
Thus, just as it was necessary that the purification
of baptism should cleanse from sin and so prepare
for the gift of the Holy Spirit, so it became
necessary that a formal purification should precede,
cleanse, and prepare for the gift received in Holy
Communion. Hence the further sacrament of
to act as

penance (g.v. )and absolution, which was entirely
a rite of purification in its conception and eflect.^
The original position was that liaptism alone was the cure
in itself sufficient for the needs of the believer.
; it was
Experience, however, showed the difficulty of this position ; it
became more and more clear that Christians were not immune
from the attacks of sin, and if sinlessness were really required
from them as a condition of salvation few indeed would be
saved. Sin after baptism thus became a practical problem a
'

for sin

;

1

Ac
2

Henceforth there can be no ceremonial, but only
moral, defilement. It is sin alone that defiles a
man and renders him impure. It is from sin,
therefore, that purification must be sought and
obtained. Unless ceremonial purification is truly
sinner.

symbolic of that which is much higher, much
holier than itself, it is indeed a vain thing.
Thus purification becomes entirely symbolic for
Christians. 1 St. Paul's treatment of the question
of circumcision illustrates his attitude towards
purification and shows that he had grasped the
principle of Christ's teaching in this matter.
2. The sacraments.— The primary significance
of baptism seems to have been that of cleansing,
and usually, though not always, it was understood
in a more than material sense.
The Pauline
Epistles throughout regard baptism as a cleansing
from sin. It has been said that the idea of purification attains its highest form in the Christian rite of
baptism certainly it is on the spiritual purification
that the emphasis is now laid.
As baptism had in Judaism come to mean pxirificatory con;

R. Fleming Johnston.
PURIFICATION (Christian),— Purification of
course implies defilement. It is the act or operation of cleansing, and may be spoken of in regard
to things physical or things spiritual.
The sense of sin, wliich has from very remote
times oppressed man's understanding, has led to a
general consciousness of un worthiness in relation
to the Deity and this consciousness is develo^jcd
in proportion to the increasing realization of the
The purer the religion, the
holiness of God.^
stronger the conviction of separation far-offnsse
from the Deity, through personal defilement.
In Christianity, therefore, we may expect to find
this sense-impression at its highest.
modification of Jewish teaching.
I.
Formerly, when religion itself was regarded more
or less as an external thing, external purification
was considered essential and adequate. Rites of
purification ceremonial cleansing are common to
The Jewish religion had
all ancient religions.
many elaborate rites of this nature. Tiie references to ceremonial purification which are found in
the NT are purely Jewish, and therefore do not
It is, however, quite
call for consideration here.*
otherwise as regards the teaching. Examination
of our subject from a specifically Christian standpoint must start from the controversy about
purifying between Christ and the Pharisees, of
7 (cf. Mt 15).
which a record is preserved in
The teaching of Christ here, as ahvays, is concerned with the inward rather than the outward.
It is true that this was not a new teaching' (cf.,
Jewish teachers
e.g., Is 1"""), yet so far had the
of the time departed from the higher ideals of
their own prophets that it might well seem so to
take
the majority of people who heard it.
Mk 7, then, as the locus classicus for the Christian

—

(Christian)

Cf. esp. Tit 115,

Eph

159,

ERE

SOStom's

ii.

Ro

1414- 20, 1

He

Co e",

2

Co

7i, 1

(New Testament)

oi axperiKoX

Jn

33, 1

P

cf.

also

Ohry-

l2a,

Ac

IQi^f-.
526,
9i3f.,
377'', art. Baptism

pdimcrtia

;

exou<rti', ovi (^<ot«7hio,

ap. Suicer,

Thesaurus, Amsterdam, 1728, s.v. <^u)Tio-/ia.
3 At a much later period Cyprian speaks of lavacrum regenerationis et sanctificationis (cf. Cyprian, Ep. Ixxiv. 7,6, de Bono
Patientice, 6 also TertuUian, delKes. Carnis, 47 for other references in Cyprian to purification in baptism see de Hob. Virg.
'

'

;

;

Ixviii. 16, Ixxiii. 18.

2, 28, Ep.
* Cf. 1 Co 611,
6 Note also the

He 1022.

prayer, We call upon thee for this infant,
that he, coming to thy holy Baptism, may receive remission of
bis sins
« A.

'

by spiritual regeneration.'

Hamack,

140.
7 Note

Hist, of Dotjma, Eng.

tr.,

London, 1894-99,

ii.

'
the comprehensiveness of the words of absolution : by
bis authority committed to me, I absolve £hee from cdl thy

PURIFICATION
second baptism, eutrKested by some, was regarded as impossible,
but nevertheless aiuiloj,'ous rites in so far as they were looked
were established. Penitence (or I'enaiice,
iipoti as sacraments
to use the more customary word) aiul the Mass came t-o be used
as the sacramental means whereby Christians could be cleansed
from the stains of post- baptismal sin, and the ministry of the
Church developed into a great system for their administration,
in order to heal and comfort Koula stricken with sin and calling
for the care of a physician.' '

—

—

The Roman

Cliurcli to this

insists

day

this

upon

formal purification for tlie individual before allowing access to the second great sacrament. It is
impossible not to recognize in the provision for
frequent and continual purification of a formal
kind, even apart from any particular material
ceremony, a dangerous resemblance to the older

and pre-Christian usages.* The Church of England
has never insisted upon this pre-communion purification, yet has rigntly recognized the essential
idea in tlie collect at the opening of the Communion
'
Office:
Cleanse the thouglits of our hearts
.,'
and in the confession and absolution which must
is
on
the
of
the
sacrament.
It
precede
reception
these lines that purification is treated in the other
oflSces and prayers of this Church.*
The
3. Purification and the contemplative life.
.

.

—

idea that underlies purification has always appealed
most strongly, as we have already hinted, to the
more earnest and sincere Christian. It has been
the initial cau.se of many great movements, both
within and without the orthodox body ; the
Novatian and the Montanist movements, cgf., were

attempts to realize this idea. But it is above all
in mysticism {q.v. ), with its passionate desire for
communion with God, that we find the greatest
stress laid upon purijfication.
It is an essential
It is the earliest path
the
part of the system.
'
which alone can lead to ' illuminapurgative way
tion.'
To those who follow it will come indeed
many a 'dark night of the soul,' until the end is
reached and the achievement of purification brings

—

—

'

The process is a gradual advancement, step
light.
by step, at each of which something is left behind.
As the runner strips himself of one garment after
another in order to attain the goal that is set
before him, so the mystic must disencumber himself of all material or spiritual hindrances, as he
strives after purification.
'
Now be assured that no one can be enL'ghtened unless he be
first cleansed or purified and stripped.
Thus there are
.

.

.

three stages: first, the purification ; . .
The purification concerneth those who are beginning or repenting, and is brought
to pass in a threefold wise ; by contrition and sorrow for sin,
by full confession, by hearty amendment.'*
.

This notion of purification as an absolutely
essential element in the religious life was the
immediate cause of monasticism {q.v.). It was
in order to escape the defilement which, it was
thought, was almost necessarily incurred in living
the ordinary life of men that the extraordinary
life was adopted.
There were fewer enemies to
contend with in the seclusion of the cell or the
monastery, and against these the most severe
measures were taken— fastings, self-mortifications,
and constant prayer. Only a state of purification
could bring about that condition of holiness which
is the passport to
eternity." The practice and
exaltation of celibacy most probably find here their
root motive. Thus the two greatest developments
of the contemplative life
mysticism and monasti-

—

1

Kirsopp Lake, The Stewardship of Faith, London, 1915,

p. 116.
2
Cf., e.g.,

Eur. Ion, 96,
.

.

.

KoBapdl^ Si Sp6a'0ii

the Collect for the Sixth Sunday after Epiphany
us,
thee, that, having this hope, we may
purify ourselves, even as he is pure'; see also Clem. Rom.
xxlx. 1, and many references in The Shepherd of Herman.
*
Theologia Oermanica, tr. S. Winkworth, London, 1854,
Of., e.g.,

Grant

:

we beseech

ch. xiv.
s Cf. Mt 68

God.'

:

Blessed are the pure in heart

—

may fairly be said to be developments of
the Cliristian idea of jmrilication.'
No article
4. Purification through suffering.
on Christian purification would be complete
without consideration of the purificatory inlluence
inherent in sud'ering. Perhaps tlie best illustration of this to be found in literature is contained
in the beautiful ptoem of Mrs. Hamilton King,
Ugo Bassi's Sermon in the Hospital.'^ It is not
given to many to attain purification in this way,
cism

—

though opportunity

rarely lacking.

It is

Those, however, who do through suffering win the
peace of God which i)a.s.«eth ah understanding
reach a level of purification which is higher and
more perfect than that which can be attained in

manner.
which comes to us through the
fault of another would seem to posse-s a very high
capacity for purilication. This kind of purification embraces the idea that lies at the root of
atonement. It is exemplified in its most perfect
form in the life of Christ Himself,* and it is on
these lines only that it is possible for men to
become pure even as He is pure and, in so scaling
the rugged heights of true Christian purification,
to win for themselves the beatific vision of the
the glory that
promised land which lies beyond

any

otiier

The

suffering

—
conscience. — When
•

shall be revealed.'

it has
5. Cleansing of the
been once realized that it is no longer purification
of the body but purification of the conscience aud
character that is the really essential thing,' it
will be seen that the need for purification may
exist even when the act which would render the
person obviously impure has not been committed.
This is indeed definitely taught by Christ Himself
in the Sermon on the Mount. ^ Many other nations
besides the Jews have required a ceremonial purification of the body after deeds of lust aud blood-

shed. Christianity, if it is to follow the conception
of its Founder, requires the purification of the
conscience after the will to commit such deeds,
'

'

even when the opportunity of actually doing them
has been lacking. Again, non-Christian ceremonial
purification can be and sometimes has been refused,
but Christian purification can never be refused to
the true penitent

who

seeks for

it.

Ceremonies of purification

observed in
—
Christianity. The Feast of the Purification of the
6.

still

Blessed Virgin Mary is still observed by the
Church. But the ceremony which it commemorates was a purely Jewish rite, though it has
been taken over by Christianity in the Office for
the Churching of Women after childbirth. The
notion of legal uncleanness, which prevented the
Jewish mother from appearing in public until after
the ceremonial purification had been performed,
has been dropped.^ The many women who still
insist very strongly on going to this service before
going elsewhere do so from the notion of thanksgiving rather than from that of purification. They
have no idea of being legally unclean. The ottering of the lamb, pigeon, or turtle-dove which was
connected with the purification idea has given
place to a money-ofl'ering, which, though forming
1 For
many references to purification in mysticism see
E. Underbill, The Mystic Way, London, 1913.
2 H. E. Hamilton
90King, The Disciples^, London, 1887, pp.
Lnix
121.
See also J. R. Illingworth, 'The Problem of Pain,'
do.
113-126.
Mvndi,
1889, pp.

a
•*

W. Temple, Church and Nation, London, 1916, p. 66.
6 cf. Ja 48, 1 P l^.
He 210 cf. Rev 7".
;

Mt

6 Cf.
522. 34. 28.
7 Innocent
in

the canon law {Cap. unteo de Pnnf. post
m.,
If women after child-bearing desire immediately
to enter the Church, they commit no sin by so doing, nor are
thev to be hindered.'

partum)
:

is

only those who are already far in the path of spiritual
growth who are purified by sulfering, even as the Captain of
our Salvation was thus made perfect.'"
'

m

ifjivSpavaiifvoi (7T€ixeTe I'oov;.
a

'
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(Christian)

(or they
' shall see

'

:
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an actual part of the

service, again emphasizes
the thanksgiving motive.
after suicide, sacriof
churches
Purification
7.
lege, etc.— Ceremonies of purification are still
observed in many churches for reasons of this
nature. The idea is that of restoration to the
former state of holiness conveyed by consecration.
The
8. Purification of the sacred
person.
Church of Rome has many elaborate directions for
after
the purification of the individual priest
accidental or unconscious defilement.

—

LiTERATDRE. —See the works mentioned in the article.

(Egyptian).—

I.

INTRODUC-

TORY OBSERVATIONS.— Owing to the prevailing
climatic and geographical conditions the entire
water-supply of Egypt is derived from the river
When the weather is hot, the modern
Nile.
Egyptian bathes at least once a day either in a
bath in his house or else in the river or a canal.
The heat and dust combined make washing essential
for health and comfort.
Washing, therefore, must
have been one of the common acts of daily
ancient no less than in modem Egypt.
The ground that the Nile cannot reach by

life in

irriga-

tion, inundation, or percolation is to all appearances dead a barren and dusty tract of crumbling
clods.
But, when once this ground is inundated or
irrigated, it soon begins to show signs of life and
grows green with vegetation in a remarkably short
space of time.
Thus the same Nile waters both cleansed and
vivified a phenomenon that seems to have profoundly influenced the ancient Egyptians' ideas
about purification (see below, esp. V. I, 3).

—

—

II. Materials and vessels employed for
PURIFICATION. I. Materials.—Water was the
most usual as well as the most natural purificatory
medium. Natron, i.e. native carbonate of soda^
(variously named hsmn, smn, smin, ntr, bd),^ was
often dissolved in the water to enhance its cleansing
properties.* Natron was also used dry (see below,

—

7 (a)) a box of this substance is included
among the requirements of the dead in certain
Middle Kingdom funerary prayers.* Incense was
used for fumigation, but was apparently also employed like the dry natron (see below, V. 2(c)(ii.)).
Sand was likewise regarded as purificatory (see
below, VI. 4), and so, in a secondary sense, were
food and drink (see below, V. i (d)).
Two varieties of metal ewer and a
2. Vessels.
basin were used for washing the hands.*
The tall thin ewer was named snb-t,^ the squat one, apparently, 'pr-t"' or lismny 8 the basin was named i^',w^ or i'wty.^'^
The same kind of basin was used for feet-ablutions,"
but the ewer employed for this purpose was of a
^^
very curious shape.
All these vessels could be made of gold or silver,
but were more usually of copper. '* For bathing or

V. 2

{d),

sprinkling

employed

;

purposes, earthenware pitchers were
vase named hs-t, or a

also a metal

snb-t-ew&T.^
The pitchers, variously designated nms-t,"^ dir-t,^ and '',h-t,^
were sometimes of gold.B The hs-t-vs,s& was usually copper,
but sometimes gold orsilver.* Pi'ankhi Stele, line 112, mentions
all the vessels for the purification of a king, of gold and every
precious stone.' The stone vessels would perhaps be those
'

For fuller details and a number of
originally made of pottery.
useful references see Kees, Der Opfertanz des dgyptischen
54
and 212-214.
1912,
fl.,
pp.
Kimigs, Leipzig,
III. Secular
washing, sanitation, and
SANITARY OBSERVANCES.— In an Old Kingdom

palace the toilet-rooms were designated House of
the Morning' (pr-dw\-t), in a noble's house of the
Middle Kingdom 'Cabinet of the Morning' (hnwty
dio\4).
They would have comprised from quite
early times a privy' and a batnroom,^ of which
excellent examples (XVIIIth dynasty) have been
or
The ' House
unearthed at El-Amarna.®
Cabinet of the Morning was probably so named
because, as in modern Egypt, ablutions were per'

H. C. TOWNSEND.
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;

—

'

'

'

formed immediately upon

rising.

Morning ablutions were so much a matter of course that
wash {i'tv) is not an uncommon term for a light morning repast—a petit dejeuner doubtless being served directly
the morning toilet had been completed. 1*
The compound pr-dw]-t, ' House of the Morning,'
obsolete after the Old Kingdom, survived right
down into Ptolemaic times as the name of the

a

'

'

temple vestry."

1. Bathing.— A Pharaoh or noble, when he took
a bath, seems to have squatted or stood in a tank,
or upon a stone slab or pedestal, while servants
^^
poured water over him ; the water often contained
natron.^' Two attendants rubbed him dry,^* after
which he was sometimes fumigated with incense.'"

2. Purification of the mouth.— The mouth was
ceremonially purified by chewing natron (see
below, V. 2 (e) (ii.), 7 (a)) but this was doubtless
Incense was apparently
also a secular practice.
put to a similar use. The mouth, one would
imagine, was afterwards swilled out with water.
;

The natron was

certainly spat out.'®

After the mouth had been cleansed with natron, it was said
17
to be like the mouth of a sucking calf on the day it was born.
A light repast, consisting of a loaf of bread and a jar of drink,
18
word
the
i'w,
was called i'w-r\, 'a mouth-wash.'
Perhaps
If
'breakfast,' mentioned above, is an abbreviation of i'w-r',.
of the king's mouthso, the official in charge of all the places
ablution 19 was not a courier who assisted at the royal toilet,
but, as Sethe supposes,^© the person responsible for the proper
serving of the Pharaoh's breakfast.
'

'

feet would have
3. Washing of the feet.— The
^^
been frequently washed, as in the modern East
there was a special ewer for feet-ablutions (see
;

above,

II. 2).

;

1

See A. Lucas, Journal of Egyptian Arclweology

i.

[1914]

120.
2

E.g., K. Sethe, Die altdgyp. Pyramidentexte (hereafter
cited as Pyr.), Leipzig, 1908-10, 26 f., 849, 2015.
SE.g., P. E. Newberry and F. LI. Griffith, El-Bersheh,
London, n.d. [1896], i. pi. x.
4 P.

Lacau, Sarcophages anUrieura au nouvel empire, Paris,

1903-07,
203,
56, 58 ; Newberry-Griffith loc. cit.
6 N. de G. Davies, The Rock Tombs
of Sheikh Said, London,
M.
ix.
A.
1901, pi.
Blackman, The Rock Tombs of Meir, do.
1914, iii. pis. xxiv. 2, xxxviii. 2 ; Lacau, figs. 37, 38, 46-48.
7
6
Lacau, 28118, no. 32, fig. 46.
Pyr. 11796.
8 I.e. ' the thing that belongs to or contains natron (-water)'
no.
no.
25, 28027,
26).
(Lacau, 28024,
9 Pyr. 1322a
Book of the Dead, clxxii. 32 f. ; Book of the
Dead, unless otherwise specified, stands for E. Naville, Das
ii.

i.

;

;

dgyptische Todtenbuch der xviii. bis xx. Dynastie, Berlin, 1886.
10

Lacau, 28024, no. 26, 28027, no. 26.
11 Book
of the Dead, loc. cit.
12 Lacau, 28035, nos. 27, 28, 28037, nos. 37, 38, fig. 88 ; Sethe,
ap. L. Borchardt, Grabdenkmal des K&nigs Sa',h.'u-rf', Leipzig,
1910,
13

ii.

93.

Lacau, 28024, nos. 25, 26, 28123, nos.
Dead, loc. cit.

41, 42

;

Book of the

Newberry-Griffith, i. pi. x. C. R. Lepsius, Denkmdler aus
Aegypten vnd Aethiopien, Berlin, 1851-69, iii. pi. 2316.
1

:

3
Lacau, fig. 55.
Pyr. 1180a ; Lacau, figs. 53, 56.
» H.
4
Kees, RTr xxxvi. [1914] 7.
Pyr. 11166.
6 Lacau, 28024, no. 29, 28027, no. 27.
7 For a Ilnd d3-na8ty tomb latrine see British Association
Report for 1914, p. 215.
8 N. de G. Davies and A. H. Gardiner, Tomb of Amenemhet,
London, 1914, p. 74 ; A. Mariette, Les Mastabas de I'ancien
empire, Paris, 1882-89, D47, p. 308; Gardiner, RTr xxxiv.
2

[1912] 198.
9 Borchardt, Mitt, der deutsch. Orient-Gesellsch., no. 50 [1912],
p.

20 f.

Pyr. 716a, l&76(i, 6; F. LI. Griffith, Hieratic Papyri from
A. Erman,
Gurob, London, 1899, pp. 8, 101
Gesprdch eines Lebensmilden mit seiner Seele, Berlin, 1896, p.
10

Kahun and

;

60, n. 1.
11

RTr

xxxiv. 196-198, xxxvi. Iff.
V. z
; see below,

Newberry-Griffith, i. pi. x.
13 Newberry-Griffith, loc. cit.
14
Pyr. 6196.
i« lb. 26c, d.

12

'''

(c) (d), 7 (6).

lb. 1164c, 11816,

20mb.

'7 11). 27d.
E.g., M. A, Murray, Saqqara Mastabas, London, 1905, pis.
is
a
There
variant, 'bv}-r\, purification
xxl. xxiii. ; Pyr. 60a.
of the mouth.'
Accordingly, Ineni, an XVIIIth dynasty
'
magnate, says : I was supplied from the table of the king,
with bread of the king's mouth-purification' (Sethe, Urkunden
des agyp. Altertums, iv. [Leipzig, 1906] 5fl ; Griffith, The Inscriptions of Siu% and DSr Rlfeh, London, 1889, pi. i. lines 44, 51).
'i^

'

19

Mariette, p. 229

21

Book of the Dead,

;

cf. p. 185.

clxxii. 33, 41.

20

Ap. Borchardt,

ii.

93.
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Cleaning of nails.— Care ^ was taken to keep
and toe-nails clean.
From the time of the
5. Shaving.— (rt) TAe /nee.—
^
was
early Old Kingdom and onwards the custom
to shave off all facial hair, a false beard being
assumed on special occa-sions.* The moustache is
4.

the

tin<,'ei-

very rare.*
(b) The head.— From early Old Kingdom times
the hair of the head was either closely cropped or
shaved oil" entirely, wi^s being worn by the upper

and well-to-do

classes.'

For cooks and personal servants with their hearts close shaven
Hock Tombs 0/ Heir,
Newberrypi. xviii. 16, iii. p. 31, pis. xxiii. 1, xxv. xxvl.
P. Virey, Le Tomheau de
Griffith, El-Bersliek, i. pi. xiii.
Alias zur
xlii.
W.
Wreszinski,
Rekhmara, Paris, 1889, pi.
altdgyp. Kxdturgeschichte, Leipzig, 1914, pi. la. For representations of barbers shavini^ men's heads see Newberr>", Beni
Hasan, ii. pis. iv., xiii. Razors (?) formed part of the burial
8
equipment in the Ilird dynasty.
There is evidence for thinking
6. Depilation.
that depilation was i)ractised by the upper classes
for the sake of cleanliness see Blacknian,

ii.

;

;

;

—

and

Old and Middle Kingdom, as

priests in the

it

priests in later times (see

certainly was by the

below, V. 7 (/)).

a passage in Sinuhe Gine 291 f.) which suggests
that part of that exile's toilet upon his return to civiliz.-\tion
consisted in the removal of body-hair.7 It should be noted,
too, that the modern Ejfj-ptian peasant* of both sexes shave
off their pubic hair.

There

is

Purification before a meal.— The Egyptians,
modem times, purihed themselves
before partaking of food indeed, as Griffith points
'
'
take a
out,'
purify oneself is equivalent to
meal.' This purification would usually have consisted merely in the washing of the hands.
thy ka washes himself, thy ka
Thy hands are washed
Bits down, he eats bread with thee.'» Even before drinking a
cup of beer, a man would have his hands washed by his wife.io
The washing of the hands was often followed by
fumigation with incense.
In the list of requisites for a banquet " water for washing
the hands' is immediately followed by 'incense.' Da vies"
shows two servants, one of whom pours water from a ewer into
7.

in ancient as in

;

'

'

.

.

.

'

a basin, while the other holds a brazier of burning incense. 18
Table servants were required to have clean hands.i*

IV. Social purity and purification.— By
meant the avoidance or removal of impurities
which impair man's relations with the community.
1. Circumcision.— See art. Circumcision (Egyptian), vol. iii. p. 670 fF.
child was washed
2. Purification at birth.
^^
The cutting of the
immediately after birth.
umbilical cord seems to have been associated with
puritication and is given a religious signification
this is

—A

Book of the Dead,

in

xvii. 19.^®

—

The
3. Purification after sexual intercourse.
modem Egyptian men of the peasant class are
very scrupulous about purifying themselves after
sexual intercourse or after a nocturnal emission,
sometimes having a bath, and always washing
the genital organs.
1
Pyr. ]368rt, 2015d cf. below, V. a (d), 7 (a) ; for a pedicurist
attending to a man's toe-nails see Newberry, Beni Hasan,
;

London, 1893-1900,
2 J.
3

E. Quibell,

ii.

reg. 2, left end.
of Ilesy, Cairo, 1913, pis. xxix.-xxxii.

pi. iv.

Tomb

Erman, Life in Ancient Egypt, E^g.

p. 225.
* lb.
p. 124.
*

;

tr.,

London, 1894,

G. Hliot Smith, The Ancient Egyptians, London, 1911,

See Erman, Life in Ancient Egypt, p. 219 ff.

8

Quibell, p. 33 f., figs. 14, 15.
^ A. H. Gardiner, Notes on the Story of Sinuhe, Paris, 1916,
p. Ill f.
8
Catalogueof the Demotic Papyri in the J. Rylands Library,
Manchester, 1909, iii. 82, with n. 11 see also his Stories of the
High Priests of Memphis, Oxford, 1900, p. 44.
9
Pyr. 788C-789C ; cf. Virey, p. 127.
H Murray, pi. i.
10
Pap. D'Orbiney, xii. line 8 1.
12 Rock Tombs of Sheikh Said, pi. ix.
13 See also Blacknian,
1. [1912] 66 ff.
1-1 A.
H. Gardiner and A. E. P. Weigall, Topographical
Catalogue of the Private Tombs of Thebes, London, 1903, p. 24,
nos. 92, 101, p. 32, no. 176, p. 38, no. 238.
15 Erman, Die Mdrchen des
Papyrus Westcar, Berlin, 1890, 1.
H. Grapow, Urkunden des dgyp. Altertums, v.
cf.
63
[Leipzig, 1915] p. 23, line 15, p. 24, line 18.
;

Zl

;

16

See Grapow, Germ,

tr., p. 10, n. 1.
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Perhaps this explains why the citizen (ndx) regularly bathed
spending the day with the wife of Ubadner in

in the )>ool after

the pavilion. 1

Purification of

4.

tion.

— The

women. — (n) During menstruawomen washed themselves

Kgyptiaii

-

with water containing natron during

tlieir periods.
menstruate' is Ir hsinn, 'make a purification
with natron' (for h^mn aa an active verb, 'purify,' see II.
Brugsch, Uici-oglyph.-demot. Worterbtich, Leipzig, 1867-82, p.
996; RTr x\\. [1897J 50 f.).

The Egyp.

for

'

The women evidently performed

these particular
ablutions in a special part of the house.' This,
and the women's quarters in general, seem, as in
a modem Egyptian house, to have been upstairs.^

—

Women purified them(6) After childbirth.
When
selves for fourteen days after childbirth.
this purification was accomplished, they could reThe
sume their household duties.*
purification
consisted in washing and in fumigation with inin
a
also
eating
cense,*
special kind of
perhaps
'V\\Q pr-inst,
cake.''
'birth-house,' also called
ht-bw, house of purification,' attached to Ptolemaic temples of goddesses, suggests that a woman
'

remained secluded in a special apartment during
her accouchement and subsequent purification.*
Chassinat believes that this seclu-sion extended
also over the whole period of pregnancy.
V. Religious purity and purification.—
By this is meant the avoidance or removal of impurities which impair man's relations with the
gods.

I. Purification of the living Pharaoh.— Many
ceremonies and beliefs which originally were connected with the king alone obtained, during the
feudal period, a general use and application un;

recognized, their true significance
often obscured.
this

less

is

is

—
infancy. The

Pharaoh was apparently
(a) In
fitted for the kingship by a purification undergone
The officiants, according to
in early childhood.
the XVlIIth dynasty accounts, were supposed to
be the gods Atum and Month, or Re-Harakhte and
Amun.* The ceremony, which consisted in sprinkling the child with water, was not merely purificatory it endowed the prospective ruler with vital
force and certain divine qtialities.^" It is possible
that in early times royal children were washed at
birth in the sacred pool of the State god."
Piankhi, on his way to
[b) Before coronation.
Heliopolis, was purified in the midst of the Cool
his face was washed in the water of
Pool,' and
;

—

'

'

Nun

which tiie sun-god washes his face."'- By
Piankhi was brought into close as.sociation
with the sun-god, who was about to be a.sked to
recognize him as his son. Like the pilgrimage to
Heliopolis itself, it probably formed part of a procedure followed by every Pliaraoh.'^ It was with
a view to his being affiliated to the sun-god that
the deceased Pharaoh, apparently reborn, is said to
bathe, or be washed by Atum, in the sacred Heliopolitan waters."
in
this act

1

Erman, Mdrchen des Pap. Westcar, pi. ii. lines
line 13 cf. below, V. 8, and Herod, ii. 64.
Griffith, Stories of the High Priests, p. SS f.

iii.

pi.

2

10-12, 24

f.,

;

3 E.
Revillout, Chrestomathie demotique, Paris, 1880, p. 233 ;
von Setna ^a-m-us, Leipzig, 1888, p. 24.
J. J. Hess,
* Erman, Mdrchen des
Pap. Westcar, i. 68 ; Hess, loc. cit.
6
i.
67.
Erman,
6 E.
Chassinat, Bulletin de I'Institut fran<;ais d'ArchMogie

Roman

orientale, x. [Cairo, 1912] 190.
7 lb.
p. 184 ; cf. below, V. i (d)

» Chassinat,
and 3.
p. 185 ff.
E.
A. Gayet, Le Temple de Louxor, Paris, 1894, pi. Ixxv.
Naville, The Temple of Deir el-Bahari, London, 1895-1908, iii.
Records
J.
H.
Ancient
Chicago,
Ivi.
Egypt,
of
Breasted,
pi.
1906, ii. 216; Sethe, Urkunden des dgyp. Altertums, iv. 242,
9

;

;

Germ,
10

tr., p. 118.
Naville, loc. cit.,

and see below, (c) (d).
Book of the Dead, ch.

17, Imes 20-23 ;
see also below, (b) and 8 (6).
H. Schafer, Urkunden des dgyp. Altertums, ni. [Leipzig,
iv. 870.
1908] 37 ; Breasted, Ancient Records,
iS
.
Bre&sted, Ancient Records, ii. 222.
,„,
clxix. 19 f., and see
the
14
Dead,
Book
also
of
Pyr. 211 f. ; cf.
above, (a).
11

See Pyr. 211

ff.

Grapow, Urkunden,

;

v. 22-'25

;

12

,

,

.
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coronation. — The

(Egyptian)

coronation purification
(c) At
was a renewal of that undergone in infancy. It
was performed before the diadems were placed
upon the Pharaoh's head,^ by a priest impersonating the god Yahes (I',hs).

As tlie Pharaoh during his lifetime had to be
purified before entering a temple, so after death
he had to be purified before he could enter the
solar, or Osirian, kingdom, the inhabitants of

The god thus addresses the king^: 'I purify thee with the
water of all life and good fortune, all stability, all health and
happiness.' The Pharaoh, therefore, was not only purified, but
endowed with the qualities which fitted him for his new position,
and which he possessed, qua Pharaoh, in common with the sungod.2 Perhaps this ceremony and that of (a) above have some
connexion with the primitive ideas about kingship and fertility.

pure.
Examples are the abodes of the sun-god, 1 those who sail in the
boat of Osiris,2 the lotus-flower which the sun-god holds to his
nose,3 and the deceased's throne in heaven or his seat in the
sun-god's bark, either of which he can occupy only if he himself

In both scenes 3 the water issues from the vessels as strings of

eymbola of

life

•f-

—

Before he
(d) Before officiating in a temple.
could enter a temple to participate in any ceremony,
the Pharaoh had to be purified by two priests
impersonating Horus and Thoth^ or Horus and
Setli.^
Cf. Horus and Thoth hold out their hands
to receive thee when purifying thy body.'* This
'

purification, which took place in the House of the
Morning,^ consisted, when the full procedure was
carried out, in sprinkling the king with water,

which sometimes contained natron,* fumigating
him with incense, and presenting him with natron
to chew ® and thereby cleanse his mouth (see below,
V. 2 (d) (c)) he was also offered food and drink.'"
;

The water, called the water of life and good fortune,' n and
'that which renews life.'i* was brought ttom the sacred pool
with which every temple seems to have been provided.i3 The
purification, therefore, besides cleansing the Pharaoh, imbued
him vnth divine qualities it also reconstituted him, as is shown
by other formulie pronounced during the ceremony, which are
like those accompanying the funerary purifications.
Food and
drink were also purificatory in this secondary sense, for they
1*
water
and
similar
virtue
to
that
of
incense.
possessed
'

;

Probably on ordinary occasions the king merely
washed his hands,'* after, perhaps, being lightly
sprinkled with water by the two priests. It is unlikely that the fumigation with incense was ever
omitted.
The king is described as 'pure of hands when performing the
ceremonies.' l* For a realistic representation of the king washing his hands in the House of the Morning see Lepsius, iv. pi.
4«. In the sun-temple of Nuserre some or all of the ablutions
were probably performed in the two basins which are sunk in
the pavement just outside the door of the vestry, one on either
side of it.i7
(e)

At a

Sed-festival.

—At

this festival special

importance seems to have been attached to the

washing

of the king's feet

'*

and hands.^*

In the mutilated scene from the sun-temple part
special can for feet-ablutions is still recognizable.20
2.

of the

—
Purity and purification after death. Many of

the funerary texts found in general use during and
after the feudal period treat of what was once considered the destiny of the royal dead only (see
above, under
1

Naville,

kunden,

iv.

i).

Deir el-Bahari, iii. pis. Ixiil.,
Breasted, Ancient Records,

262

;

Ixiv. ;
99.

Sethe, Ur-

ii.

E.g., D. R. Maclver, Bu?ien, Philadelphia, 1911, p. 84 (138),
and passim in the temple reliefs.
3

See Sethe, Urktmden, iv. 262, note (b).
Mariette, Dendereh, Paris, 1869-80, i.
Temple of Derr, Cairo, 1913, pi. xliii.

pi.

10

Blackman,

6
Lepsius, iii. pi. 124d.
Mariette, Dendereh, pi. 9.
7 See
also Kees, RTr xxxvi. Iff. ; Schiifer, Urabove. III.
kunden, iii. 35-37 ; Breasted, Ancient Records, iv. 866, 871.
8
Mariette, Dendereh, i. pi. 10, inscr. left of scene.
s*
Cf. A. H. Gardiner, The Admonitions of an Egyptian Sage,
;

1909, p. 76.

Kees, RTr xxxvi. 6-9 ; and cf Chassinat, p. 183 f.
11
Mariette, Dendereh, i. pi. 10 Lepsius, iii. pi. 124d.
12
Mariette, ib., inscr. behind Thoth.
13 J.
Diimichen, Bauurkunde der Tempelanlagen von Dendera,
10

.

;

viii.

Leipzig, 18C5, pi.

1* J. H.
Breasted, Develop^nent of Religion and Thoiight in
Ancient Egypt, New York and London, 1912, p. 60 cf. Black-

man,

ZA

;

1.

69

ff.

RTr

;

see below, V.

3.

15
xxx\Ti. 5.
Kees,
16 Mariette, Dendereh, ii.
pi. 596.
17
Borchardt, Re-Ueiligtiim, des

II. 2.,

Accordingly, the dead Pharaoh's ascent to heaven did not
take place until his purity was assured. ' Thou art pure, thou
ascendest unto Re. '6
this Piopi ascends
.
.
'Piopi is pure
to heaven.'* The guardians of the gates of the under world
allow the deceased to cross their thresholds because he is pure.'^
.

This purity as originally conceived was to a large
extent physical.
Before Thoth and the sun-god can draw the dead king up to
The mouth of N, is pure, the
heaven, it must be said of him
Great Ennead have censed N., and the tongue which is within
his mouth is pure.
What N. abhors is dung, N. puts urine far
from him. N. abhors this. N. eats not this abomination.' 8
'

:

The purity demanded by the gods of the dead
Pharaoh, according to the Pyramid Texts, was not
incompatible with gross sensuality or flagrant imIt is, however,
morality.'
occasionally stated
that something more than physical cleanliness was
expected of him."* From the time of the Vlth
"
dynasty onwards the claims made by the dead to
moral integrity and purity become more and more
prominent ; they find, perhaps, fullest expression
in the Book of the Dead.
In ch. cxxv., the Assertion of Sinlessness,' among the many
'

which the deceased claims to be innocent of are fornication,
masturbation (' Introduction,' line 15), and adultery (' Confessins

sion,' line 20).

In their conceptions of moral purity and righteousness the Egyptians very rarely, at any stage
of their religious development, lost sight of the
sanitary observances in which they had their
origin.
Let me pass,' says the deceased to certain gods who block
'
I have purified myself upon this great %v'r-t, I have
put away my evil, I have banished wrong, I have driven to the
'

his way,

my flesh.' 12
There were several ways of attaining that purity
upon which the welfare of the dead so entirely
earth the evil appertaining to

depended,
(a) Ceremonial acts perfortned by the deceased in

—

These acts, which had associated, or
his lifetime.
identified, him with certain divinities and so
rendered him pure, are (i. ) bathing in sacred waters
or pools (see V. I and 8 (b)) ; (ii.) participation in
the Osiris mysteries (see V. 8 (c)).
asserting (i.) that those acts had been
that all impurities had been
(ii.)
By means of these potent formulae the

(6) Spells,

avoided.'*

things alleged, however untrue they might be,

became

actualities.'*

Ablutions performed after death by the
deceased himself (i. ) on earth in the water of
'

:

2 /ft. 1201c,

1

Pyr. 13596.

3

*

Book of the Dead, Ixxxi.A, 3.
Pyr. 7lOa-c Book of the Dead, clxxxi.

6

Pyr.

7

Book of

;

see also
8

733c.

the

Dead, cxlv,

10.

6 lb. 1411a, b.
[ed, Lepsius, Leipzig, 1842] 3 f.

;

ciii. 4.

Pyr. 127a-128a.

Breasted, Religion and Thought, p. 177,
" lb. p. 168 ff.
171 f .
Book of the Dead, Ixxxvi. 7 f. ; see also cxxv. [' Conclusion ']
12 f., 17-20, clxxxi. 13-15; P. J. de Horrack, Le lAvre des re9

10 Ib.
p.

12

spirations, Paris, 1877, pi. i., § 2.
13 Book
of the Dead, xvii. 20-23, cxxv. [' Conclusion '] 17-20,
cxlv. passim, i. 3, 8-10, 13 f., clxxxi. 13 ff., and see below, 8 (c).
1*
E.g., the Assertion of Sinlessness,' Book of the Dead, ch.
'

Konigs Ne-Woter-Re, Berlin,

ZA

above,

pure.*

Purity was therefore the only passport to posthumous happiness.

cxxv.

1905, pp. 15 f. and 49 with fig. 42.
IS lb.
xxxvii. [1899] pi. i.
p. 15 f. ;
19
Naville, TAe Festival Hall of Osorkon II.,
pi. xi.
20 See

things connected with them, were

(c)

;

s

London,

is

all

performed;''

2

*

which, and

London,

and Newberry-GriflSth, El-Bersheh,

i.

1892,
pi. x.

IS Of. Gardiner's remarks about the ceremonial
voyage to
Abydos (Davies-Gardiner, Tomb of Amenemhet, p. 47 f.); cf.
also Pyr. 921, which describes the followers of Horus not only
as washing the dead king, but as reciting spells whereby he was
rendered righteous and so might ascend to life and happiness
(Breasted, Religion and Thought, p. 171 f.;.
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Khereha,' the two pools at Herakleopolis Magna
in the other world
he rai{,'lit, like the sun-{^od,
cleanse himself in the Field or Pool of Eani,^ or
squat on a stone (cf below, V. 7 (b)) beside the Pool
of the God and wash his feet.*
(d) Ceremonies performed for him by the gods (i.)
on earth the deceased might be waslied by Satis
the source of
in the waters of the First Cataract
the Nile, according to tradition," and therefore
and sacred * or by Atum at Helioespecially pure
(li.) in the other world: in the Field of
Eolis;''
life, the birth-place of the sun-god, Kebhowet,
daughter of Anubis, might empty her four pitchers
of water over the deceased and then fumigate him
with incense.* He might bathe with the sun-god
in the Pool of Earu and then be rubbed dry by
Horus and Thoth,' or wash his feet in the sungod's own silver basin which had been fashioned by
Sokar.^" He is described as sitting upon the lap of
Mekhentirti while hia mouth is purified with natron
(see below, (e) (ii.)) and the gods clean the nails of
'

;

(ii.

:

)

.

—

:

—

and toes.'^ Again, he is shaved by Duaand his face is washed by that god and
massaged by Sokar.^'
Purifica(e) Ceremonies performed by the living.
his fingers

tory rites figured prominently in the funerary
ceremonies, in which the deceased (originally the
dead Pharaoh) was identified with Osiris^'' the
officiants impersonating Anubis, Horus, and other
Doubtless it was believed that the
divinities.!*
to be performed by the gods
purifications supposed
the otlier world actually were performed if they
mimicked
on earth and the proper
were faithfully
formulae recited. ^^ One of the funerary libation
formulae describes the washing of the dead Pharaoh

—

m

by Horus."
'

Place of Purification,' i.e. the embalmer's
(i.) In the w'b-t,
workshop, 18 the corpse was washed with water in which various
kinds of natron had been dissolved, 19 and with wine, milk, and
beer. 20

At the

'

(ii.)
i.e. the

Opening

of

Mouth in the House of Gold,'
and at the burial and periodical
'

the

'

21
sculptor's studio,
services in the tomb chapel, various purification ceremonies
These consisted in
sprinkling the mummy, or its substitute, the statue, with water,
fumigatingit with incense, offerinff itlibations, and holdingup to
its mouth (see III. 2, V. 3 (d), 7 (a)) balls of natron and incense.22

were performed on behalf of the deceased.

and so keep him perpetually rejuvenated, thereby securing a high Nile and a fruitful
season. Since every per.son (originally onlj- the
Pharaoh) became at death an 0.siris, the same ceremonies were performed for the dead as for the god.

The funerary

The significance of the posthumous purifica—As Junker has clearly shown in his Gotter-

3.

dekret iiber das Abaton (Vienna, 1913), the object
of the ceremonies performed on behalf of Osiris
was to furnish the god with never-failing supplies
Book of the Dead, clxix. 19 f
W. Wreszinski, Aegyp. Insehriften
1906, p. 63 Grapow, Urkunden, v. 23.
1

.

2

tn Wien, Leipzig,

wa.shings,

sprinklings,

tions, etc., possessed, therefore,

we might term sacramental,

fumiga-

a secondary, what

signilicance
they
both helped to reconstitute the deceased and,
with
the
foodand
together
drink-ofl'eiings,
sujiplied him with nutriment which enabled liim
to continue his existence and to maintain unimpaired all his reconstituted faculties and powers.
;

or statue was washed or
(1.) The water with which the
corpse
sprinkled not merely cleansed the deceased from his impurities
but brought together the head and bones and made the Ijody
complete (tin) in every particular.! Accordingly either stream
of water that flows about the figure of the dead User* terminates in a large 8>'mbol of

life,

•¥• (see above, V.

i).

With the

offering of libation-water to the deceased is associated the
giving to him of his spirit (t'lft) and his power (*4i/i). and at the
same time he is bidden to stand upon his feet and to gather
together his bones. 3

Incense-smoke bad the same effect, cleansing tlie dead
the evil appertaining to him,' and making him strong

(ii.)
'

from

'

all

and powerful above all gods.'*
For the mysterious virtue
(iii.
)

of the food-

and

drink-offer-

ings see Breasted, Religion and Thought, p. 60.
(iv.) The deceased was also, of course, supposed to be similarly
reconstituted by the purifications that he underwent in the
other world. After ablutions in the Field of Earu he received
'his bones of metal' (WJ) and stretched out his indestructible
limbs which are in the womb of the sky-goddess.' * Bj- the
washings of Horus and Thoth and other divinities the dead was
cleansed from all impurities, moral and phjsical, his body came
together again or was entirely refashioned, and he was fit to
enter heaven or the Tei, i.e. under world.
'

*>

Purification of divinities in the temple ritual.
—4.Owing
to the influence of the Osiris myth, and

to the fact that the Pharaoh was Horus and every
god was conceived of as his father, the ceremonies
performed in the temple and tomb-chapel were in

many respects identical. Every divinity, for cult
purposes, was treated as an Osiris, and his or her
statue was purified like that of a dead person and
for the same reasons.
When his statue was sprinkled,'' Amun was acclaimed not

—

Unite unto thee thy
merely as pure but as reconstituted
head, unite unto thee thy bones, make fast for thee thy head
unto thy bones
what appertains unto thee is complete
pure, pure is Amiin, Lord of Karnakl'8 The libation-water
also is life-renewing.'9 The incense both jiurifles the god"J
and imbues him with life and vigour.n
'

:

.

tions.

479

of vital force

Aver,*^

—

(Egyptian)

.

.

;

'

5. Purity and purification of offerings to gods
and dead.— (a) Purity. All offerings made to the
gods and deaid, and everything used in their
service, had to be pure.

—

The door-posts of temples often bear the following, or a
The offerings and all that enters the
inscription
temple of such-and-such a divinitj' it is pure.' 12 The living
that
the
mortuary equipment of the dead may consist of
pray
<
every good and pure thing.' is
'

similar,

;

3

Pyr. 918a, 1408 ff., 1421, 1430.
* Book
5 Cf. Herod, ii. 28.
of the Dead, cxxvii. 42.
6
Breasted, Religion and Thought, p. 103.
V
211
V.
1
8
see
Pyr.
(6).
(o),
^
Pyr. 1189 ff. Incense, like the water, is purificatory (16.
1017a, b, 2066a, 6), and upon a cloud of purifying incense-smoke
the deceased is wafted up to heaven (16. 2053 f
cf. 3656).

:

—

;

.

9 76.
10

519a-c

;

1247f:-d.

cf.

;

H

Book of the Dead,

clxxii. 32 f.
Pyr. 1367c-13686.
1428a
see Sethe, ap. Borchardt, Grabdenkmal des
Konigs Sa\hu-re\ ii. 97.
15
2042a, 6.
" Pyr.
Cf. Blackman, The Temple of Bigeh, Cairo, 1915, p. 28, «.
1*
Davies-Gardiner, Tomb of AmeiiemJiH, p. 56.
16 Cf the
employment of models (Book of the Dead [Pap. Nu.],
rubrics of chs. 133, 13GA), or pictures (H. Junker, Die Stimdenwachen in den Osirisynysterien, Vienna, 1911, p. 6f.); cf. G.
MOIler, Die beiden Totenpapyrus Rhind, Leipzig, 1913, 1. vi.

12 76.

;

.

line 1

£f.

A. W. Budge, The Book of Opening the Mmith, London,
85 f.
Davies-Gardiner, p. 45.
19
Junker, Stundenwactien, p. 82 Moller, I. vi. lines 1-4 ; cf.
Horrack, pi. i. § 2 Book of the Dead, clxix. 18 f.
20 Junker and
Book of the Dead, clxix. 6-8.
Moller, locc. citt.
21
Davies-Gardiner, p. 45.
1" E.

1909,

ii.

18

;

;

;

22

Budge, Book of Opening the Mouth,

i.
14 f., ii. 2£E.
E.
Schiaparelli, II Libro dei Frinerali, pt. i., Turin, 1882, pt. ii.,
i.
30
ff.
T/ie
the
Rome, 1890,
Budge,
Liturgy of
Funerary Offerings, London, 1909, p)>. 42 ft"., 151 ff.
Davies-Gardiner, pp. 55 fl.,
G. Maspero, La Table d'offrandes des tombeaux igyp76 ff.
tiens, Paris, 1897, pp. 4-12.
;

;

;

;

1
Junker, Stundenwachen, p. 103 f. ; Budge, Book of Opening
the Mouth, ii. 4, 80 ; Schiaparelli, i. 31-33. u. 128-130 ; Pyr. 10,
837-843, 1908, 2043c.
2 Davies, Five Theban Tombs,
London, 1913, pL xxi. ; cf.
iKnivre Stele, 0. 15 ( = E. Gayet, Stiiles de la XII' dynast ie, Paris,
A.
1886, pi. liv.) ;
Moret, Mystires igyptiens, do. 1913, pi. i., and
see also Davies-Gardiner, p. 57. The water is apparently being
a
poured through sieve, in order to break up and distribute the
flow all over the man who is being washed. See also Virey, pi.
XX. ; J. J. Tylor, El-Kab : the Torrib of Renni, London, 1900,

pi. xi.
3
Pyr. 857
* Junker,

f.

StwideniDaeJien, p. 90 ; cf. Blackman, ZA 1. 71 ff.
; cf . 7496, 1464, 2051d.
6 76. 211C-213, 619,
921-923, 1141 f., 1247, 2170 f.; Moller, I.
vi. lines 1-9 ; Ilorrack, pi. i. § 2.
^ Cf.
Lepsius, iii. pi. 66c Naville, Deir el-Bahari, ii. pi. xlv.
8 Ritual of Amon, xxvii. 2 f.
see also Mariette, Dendereh, ii.
repi. 69a, where the water of the nnw-(-pitchers is said to
juvenate her [Hathor's] body.'
9
Mariette, iii. pi. 62o ; cf. Junker, Stundenwachen, pp. 79 f.,
82, Gotterdekret iiber das Abaton, p. 14 f.
1" Ritual
of Amon, viii. 2.
11 76. xii. 8-xiii. 8
see also Zl 1. 71 ff.
;
12
iv. pi.
E.g., Maclver, pi. 17, p. 49 ; Naville, Deir el-Bahari,
xcv.
B

Pyr. 629 f.

;

;

'

13

Griffith, Siut, pi.

i.

passim on the funerary

;

Newberry, Beni Basan,

stels.

i.

pi. xx.,

and

PURIFICATION

480
Herodotus

describes the measures taken to ensure
tlie ceremonial purity of victims offered to the gods,
and in Grfeco-Roman times this was reckoned a
matter of supreme importance.^ The testing of at
least funerary victims was customary as far back
as the Old Kingdom.^
In A.D. 122-123 a regulation was introduced forbidding the
officiating priest to offer a victim until he had received a written
certificate of its purity.'' For an extant example of such a
certificate see L. Mitteis and U. Wilcken, Grundz. und Chrestomathie der Papyruskunde, Leipzig, 1912, i. ii. Chrestomathie,'
^

'

p. 118, no. 89.

— Offerings
Purification.

were purified by
(b)
pouring libations over them and by fumigating

them with

incense.'
Virey (pi. xxv.) shows a lector pouring water over the carcass
of a victim which a butcher has begun to dismember. Offerings
presented to the dead could be washed or sprinkled with water
containing natron, the purifying qualities of which were thus
transmitted to the dead.*

The

purification of the offerings possessed the same
significance as the other purificatory rites.
As alreadj- seen (V. 3), the water used in lustrations and
libations, incense-smoke, and food- and drink-offerings were
endowed with m3'steriou8 reconstructive powers. The soaking
in the liquid, therefore, and the fumigation added to the
already existing virtue of the food, and, when the formula of
presentation was recited, the combined qualities were imparted
simultaneously to the god's (or dead person's) soul {b]).^

The

table or altar upon which the offerings were
placed had first to be purified with water and
incense.^
The following formula shows that the water might contain
natron

'

It is pure.
Purified is the offering-stand (wdfiw) with
natron, with cool water (Ipb^iw), with incense ... for the ka of
the Osiris N.' »
:

— and

Purification of temples

6.

of buildings used

for religious ceremonies.
(a) Consecration of a
new temple or shrine.
new temple was solemnly

—A

purified before

was handed over

it

owner.^"
The two chapels or booths

to its divine

Upper and Lower Egypt that
figure in the funerary ceremonies appear to have been purified
by having water sprinkled over them.u
It was sometimes
(b) Renewal of purification.
thought advisable to purify a temple afresh.
A certain Sebekhotp informs us that he was sent by Sesostris
n. to purify the temples in the Theban nome
for the sake of
the pure celebration 12 of the montlily festival and the clean
of

—

'

observance of the half-monthly

festival.' 13

would naturally be necessary after the

Purification

(Egyptian)

appears in the ordinary word for priest,
'pure one,' Coptic 07HHB.

tve'eb,

word by the Christian Egyptians suggests
that even with them it was still his purity, rather tiian his
sacrificial and intercessory functions, that separated the priest
The retention

of the

from the layman.
number of measures were taken bj' the priests
to ensure their absolute purity.
(a) In the Grseco-Roman period a priest had to
purify himself for several days before entering
upon his course^ a practice that is evidently very

A

—

ancient.^
Pap. Turin, pi. 57, line 9 fl. (temp. Harnesses iv.-v.) shows
that this prefatory purification comprised drinking natron for
a specified number of days until they were accomplished, the
priest could not enter certain parts of the temple precincts nor
carry the image of the god.s The wailing women who bemoaned
Osiris had to purify themselves four times before they could
*
stand within the door of the Broad Hall
they also "washed
their mouths and chewed natron (see V. 2 (d), (e)), and fumithemselves
with
in
order that both the.y and the
gated
incense,
lanientations with which they 'spiritualized' the dead Osiris
might bo pure. 5 A passage in Gardiner, Admonitions of an
Egyptian Sage (p. 76), suggests that the bread eaten l)y a priest
during his prefatory purification and his course must be white
bread (ijifia).
;

'

'

;

{b) Priests and priestesses had always to wash
or sprinkle themselves before entering a temple or
engaging in a religious ceremony every temple
seems to have possessed a tank or pool set apart
;

for this purpose (of. V. i (c?)).
A priest pronounced a special formula when entering the
temple 'after making his purification in the pure pool.''"
During the service he continually refers to his purity.7 G.
Legrain and E. Naville (L'Aile nord du pylone d'Amenophis
III., Paris, 1902, pi. xi. B) reproduce a mutilated relief depict-

ing priests and priestesses purifying themselves before entering
the temple.
They seem to be standing in two shallow poofi
or tanks, while water is poured over them.8 The descriptive
text reads : ' Going down to wash by the prophets, the god's
wife, the god's hand (dr.t ntr), in the Cool Pool, (and then)
entering into tha temple.'
According to Ht'rodotu8,'J the
priests washed in cold water twice every day and twice e\ ery
night.

Legrain found at Karnak an alabaster pedestal— bearing a
dedicatory inscription of Tethmosis m. on whi>h the priests
stood while they purified themselves.i" Of. the stone beside the
Pool of the God on which the deceased washed his feet.n

—

(c) The priests also
perhaps fumigated themselves with incense before officiating in the daily
service (see (a) and V. i (d)).
Before taking hold of the brazier, which was to contain the
'

...

am

profanation of a temple or sacred city.
The day after Piankhi had taken Memphis by assault he sent
men into it to protect the temples of the god, hallowed (?) the
sanctuaries of the gods, offered to the community of gods
(d',d\-t) of
Hetkeptah, purified Memphis with natron and

burning incense, the priest said
cleansed by the Eye of Horus.' 1*
text must surely mean incense.

So also Mentemhet purified all the temples in the
nomes of all Patoris, according as one should purify violated

Ikhernofret says of himself
I was pure handed in adorning
the god, a sem-priest with clean fingers.' 13 ' Pure of fingers is
the oft-recurring epithet of priests.i-*

'

incense.' 14

'

temples,' after the Assyrian invasion in 667 B.c.is

—The
priests.

7. Purity and purification of the
characteristic mark of the priest, from the earliest
down to the latest period, was his purity. This
lii.

38 f.

2 W.
Otto, Priester
Leipzig, 1905-08, i. 62
Brich, Leipzig, 1890,

und Tempel im

hellenistischen Agypten,

79 A. Wiedemann, Herodots zweites
180-183 R. Reitzenstein, Archiv fUr

f., ii.
ii.

;

;

Papyrus/orschung und verwandte Oebiete,
3 J. E.
Quibell, T/ie

Ramesseum and

the

ii.

[1902]

Tomb

8.

ofptah-hotep,

pi. xxxvi. ; Erman, Life in Ancient Egypt, p. 289.
Otto, i. 62 f
5
Lepsius, iii. pis. 66c, 1806 ; Blackman, Derr, pi. xxxvi.,
Meir, ii. pi. x. ; RTr xxi. [1899] 142, xxii. [1900] 87 see also
Schiaparelli, ii. 164 Budge, Book of Opening the Mouth, ii. 94
Junker, Gotterdekret iiber das Abaton, pp. 10 ff., 20, 30.
6
Blackman, Meir, iii. 31 f
Pyr. 1112c, d.
7
Junker, Gotterdekret iiber das Abaton, p. 14 f.
8
Schiaparelli, ii. 157 Budge, Book of Opening the Mouth, ii.
90 f.; Virey, p. 125.
9
Lacau, Sarc.ophages antirieurs au nouvel Empire, ii. 50.
The same formula occurs in Cairo, no. 20455 ( = H. O. Lange and
H. Schafer, Grab- und Denksteine des mittleren Reichs, Berlin,
.

;

;

;

.

'

Hail brazier

Eye

Horus'

of

I

in this con-

upon the purity

of the

'

:

'

—

The priests cut their nails
(e) Paring the nails.
short so as not to harbour dirt which would render
them ceremonially unclean.^*
Reliefs in the masiaba of 'Enkh-me'-lior, a sewi-priest and
1

Otto,

2

Gardiner, Admonitions of an Egyptian Sage, p. 76 f.
The present writer is indebted to Dr. A. H. Gardiner for

8

London, 1896,
*

{d) Great emphasis is laid
priest's hands.

:

reference
4

;

25.

cf.

Blackman, Blgeh,

Junker, Stundemvachen, p.

6 lb.
p.

Budge,
6

i.

TO

f.

;

cf Festival
.

this

p. 47.

6.

Sungs of Isis and Nephthys, i. 2 f. =
Book, London, 1896, p. 39.
culte divin joumalier en Egypte,

An Egyptian Reading

A. Moret, Le Rituel

du

Paris, 1902, p. 8, n. 1, p. 79, n. 2.
7 Ritual
of Amon, 1. 5, 7 f., ii. 2, et passim.

;

8 Of.

,

the word-sign for wteb,

'

priest.'

;

with the word natron omitted.
Biasing, Die Reliefs vom Sonnenheiligtum des
Rathures,' SB AW, 19i4, p. 3 of., perhaps, Gardiner, Admoni-

1908,

'

ii.

10 F.

'

49),

W. von

'

;

tions of an Egyptian Sage, p. 76.
11
Virey, pi. xxvi.
12 For this use of w'b and twr or.
13
14

Egyptian Stelae, iv. pi. 7.
Schafer, Urkundcn, iii. 34
Breasted, Ancient Records,

Annates du

;

;

;

clxxxi. 13.

Breasted, Ancient Records,

p. 132.

902, 905.

Amon,

15
iv.

f.

Records, i. 668.
14
Newberry-GrifBth, El-Bersheh, ii. pi. vii. Lange-Schiifer,
Grab- uiid Denksteine des mittleren Reichs, ii. 148 [7], 155 [10]
Gardiner- Weigall, Catalogue of the Private Tombs of Thebes,
in Wien, p. 22 cf.
p. 43 ; Wreszinski, Aegyp. Inschriften
.

f.

service, iv. 225

of the Dead, olxxii. 41 f.
Ritual of Amon, ii. 1.
13
Schiifer, Die Mysterien des Osiris in Abydos unter Kimig
Sesostris III., Leipzig, 1904, in Sethe's Untersuchimgen zur
Gesch. und Altertumskunde Aegyp. iv. 18 f. Breasted, Ancient
12

;

Book of the Dead,

iv. 865.

15

10

9 ii. 37.
11 Book

du

Moret, Rituel
xxvi. 7-10

;

cf.

.

.

culte divin journalier, p.
V. 2 (d), ii.

:
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PURIFICATION
lector.i

finger-

of priests'
possibly depict the cutting and cleaning
and toe-naiU, and not, as has been suggested, surgical

operations.

—

Ueiodotus' states that the
if ) Depilation.
priests in his day shaved their whole body every
third day to ensure ceremonial purity.
Depilation seems to be an ancient practice (see above III. 6).
The depilation of a priest Is perhaps depicted in the mastaba of
"Enkh-me'-hor :3 the man's leg is being rubbed to remove hair.
The adjacent scene possibly represents a priest having his back
scrubbed to render it ceremonially clean. It is said of the
women who impersonated Isia and bewailed Osiris Their body
is pure
the hair of their body has been removed.'*
'

:

.

.

.

—

The clean-shaven head does not
ig) Shaving.
appear to have become the distinguishing mark of
the priestly caste ' till towards the end of the
XVIIIth dynasty.* In tlie Grteco-Iloman period
the regulations about the priests shaving their
heads were very strict."
From the time of the New Kingdom
{h) Dress.
onwards the priests seem to have been very punctiAs early as the
lious in the matter of dress.*
IXth to Xth dynasties we learn that a priest
during his period of service had to wear white

—

sandals.®
(i)

Circumcision.

—

See
670 fi".

CIRCUMCISION

art.

(Egyptian), vol. iii. p.
8. Purity and purification of the laity.— (a)
or sacred
Purification before entering a temple
Until the Grscco-Roman period we know
place.
of the
practically nothing about the purification
^ye may
fay people before entering a temple,!" -y^^
be certain that ablutions of some sort were deemed
necessary. There is possibly a reference to this
of
practice in an insciiption dating from the reign
King Teti of the Vlth dynasty." In the Old King-

—

dom

it

also appears to

have been reckoned impious

who had

eaten an impure thing, hwt,'^'^ or
who were still purifying tliemselves,
'bio-sn,^^ to
approach the portrait-statue in a tomb-chapel, or
indeed enter the building (cf. below, VI. i). Ch.
Ixiv. of the Book of the Dead, line 46, speaks of
a worshippers hands as pure when praising the
Herodotus '^ says that a man had to discard
god.
his woollen cloak before entering a temple.
Hero of Alexandria (fl. c. 250 B.C.) says that
•stoups {irepippavrripia) for the sprinkling of those
who enter stood at the entrances to Egyptian
for those

m

'

temples.!®
Perhaps we have examples of the irepippavrqpLn of Hero
in certain large stone vessels of the Ptolemaic age, which,
as the inscriptions show, came from temples, and which,
apparently, were meant to hold water. Some of them are
on

decorated

the inside

with the symbols

'good

j-T-jT.

Hero also .speaks of bronze wheels, which were
appaiently fixed to the doors of temples, and were
1 J.
Capart, Une Rue de tombeaux k Saqqarah,' in L'Art
W. Max Miiller, Egyptoigyptien, Brussels, 1907, pi. Ixvii.
'

;

2
*

Washington, 1906,

pi.

turned by those entering 'because
that bronze cleanses.' ^

105.

3
37.
Capart, pi. Ixvi. ; Miiller, pi. 105.
Festival Songs of Isis and JNephthys, i. 2f. = Budge, Egyptian Reading Book, p. 49.
5
E.g., Lepsius, iii. pi. 1286.
6 See
Davies, The Rock Tombs of El-Amama, London, 1903also Erman, hife in Ancient Egypt, pp.
08, i. pis. viii., xxii.
ii.

An inscription of the Ptolemaic period • states
that people who had become impure through
sexual intercourse," birth, miscarriage, menstruation, etc., had to pay dues before being admitted
These
into the temple of Asklepios at Ptolemais.
were apparently paid into a money-box (6T)<ravp6s)
at the entrance to the temple.*
bronze wheel was sometimes, it seems, associated with the
thus a person paid his or her dues and then was
wheel. Hero 7 proposes to make a compurified by turning the
Dined money-box and wheel the fonner is to be surmounted by
a bird which will sing when the wheel is turned." We also
learn from Hero!* that bronze wheels were set up near the
make a contrivance of
water-stoups. He therefore proposes to
such a kincf that when the wheel is turned the water runs out of
'O
For further particulars as to these two
it for the sprinkling.'
contrivances, the former of which was a penny-in-the-slot
machine worked by 5-drachma pieces, the latter an ingenious
swivel tap, see Rochas, Annates du Service dea Antiquitis, xi.

A

money-box

Otto,

8

'

[1911] 95 a.

Erman, Life in Ancient Egypt,

i.

63,

ii.

p. 297

Pap. Petersburg, 1116 A, recto

Papyrus hih'atiques No No

;

Herod,

1115, 1110
;

;

A

[Gol^nischefF, Les
et 1116
del' Er milage

B

= Jourtial
tr.,

15

ZA

VOL. X.

—

(i.)

'

;

their offerings were

washed

in

them

also.'^

the Saite period records that he built a wall
'behind the Pool of Me'et.'i*

An

oflScial of

First Cataract, the tra(iii.) The water at the
ditional source of the Nile,!* -^y^g believed to be

endowed with special cleansing properties, and
therefore was used (or supposed to be u.sed) for all
the lustrations and libations offered to the gods and
the dead.!* The fact that the dead go there to be
bathed by the goddess Satis!'' suggests that the
living also performed ablutions there.!*
Participation in the
(c) The Osirian mysteries.
Osirian mysteries!® was productive of religious
This is suggested by certain statements in
purity.
the Book of the Dead.

—

E.g., the deceased thus addresses the gods in the other
I am pure of mouth, pure of hands, one to whom is
"
Welcome, welcome by those who see him for I have
heard those words which the ass spake with the cat' (cxxv.
he says to his ka who stands in
13
f.).
Again
['Conclusion']
'
Let me pass, for I am pure. I have made Osiris
his way
to triumph against his foes' (cv. 8); see also i. 3, 8-10, 13f.,
clxxxi. 13 ff.

world
"

'

:

said

;

9. Purification before going into battle.— Apparently the only reference to this custom in Egyptian writings is Pyr. 2190rt-2191i,-'' which says
Horus comes forth from Khemmis. Buto Town arises for
:

'

Horus, and he purifies himself
he may avenge his father.'
1 i.

2

32 ; Erman,
C. C. Edgar,

ZS xxxviii.

there.

Horus comes pure that

53.

ZA

xl. [1902] 140 f.
.\xxix. [1901] 144 f.
4
ii.
3rd
ser.,
[1883] 181 ; cf. 3rd ser., xiii. [1889] 70
RA,
5 Cf. Herod, ii. 64.

3

ZA

8

Otto,

7

ii.

i.

390

;

see also Edgar,
8

32.

ZA

xxxviii. 53

ZA

ff.

loc. cit.

»

xxxviii. 54.

i.

32.

see also Otto, i. 397.
11 Piankhi Stele, line 101 f.
Breasted, Ancient Records, iv
870 ; cf Book of the Dead, clxix. 19 f.
Pyr. 211c-213 see V.
;

;

.

I,

;

;

2 (a).
13

Book of the Dead,
Book of the Dead,

xvii. 21

;

Orapow, Urkunden,

v.

23-25.

loc. cit.

P. Pierret, Recueil d' inscriptions inidites du musie igyptien
Paris, 1S78, p. 16.
15 Breasted,
Religion and Thought, p. 103.
16 Pvr. 8646, 1908a-c, and passim in the religious texts.
1-*

Sethe, Urhinden, i. [Leipzig, 1903] 87.
12 lb. i. 58
147-153.
; cf. Piankhi Stele, lines
13
Sethe, Urkunden, i. 49, 50, 142 ; H. Sottas, La Preservation
de la propriiti fun4raire dcins I'ancienne Eijypte, Paris, 1913,

[1901] 270-274.

'

'

12

i.

1907, p. 40.

p. 9ff.
14 ii. 81.
16 Erman,

pools.

were two
(ii.) At Herakleopolis Magna there
great pools in the precincts of the temple of ^arPool of Natron and the Pool of
shelF, called the
Me'et.''^ The worshippers of the god washed in
these pools and so were cleansed from their sins

10

pi. yi\.]

and

same."

Otto,

See Ei-man, Handbook of Egyptian Religion, Eng.

London,

"

37

line 64

Imperial A St. Pitersbourg, Petrograd, 1913,
of Egyptian Archcenlogy, i. 27 cf. below, VI.
10

ii.

Purification in sacred waters

(b)

Near Khereha (tlie Grseco-Roman Babylon) there
was a pool connected with the Heliopolitan sunIn its waters the sun-god washed his face,
cult.
and it was of advantage to mortal men to do the

78.

78, 256.
9

;

;

;

ii.

thought

This is quite an un-Egyptian device, and waa probably imported from the Eixst.^ Von Bissing describes what may be an
actual example of one of these wheels and gives a drawing of it.*

260, 298.
7

it is

:

fortune, life, stability,' which are associated (see above, V. i)
with religious ablutions.'^

logical Researches,
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(Egyptian)

Otto,

i.

396

xxxviii. [1900] 54

— 31

Hero, Pneumatika,

;
;

Wiedemann,

i.

PSBA

32.
xxiii.

du Louvre,
17 lb.
18 See

ni6a, b.
Egyptian

= Breasted,
19
20

Steles in the British
i. 611.

Museum,

..,„,-„

a. pi. 9, line 3

Ancient Records,

See Breasted, Religion and Thought,
n. p. 29.

p. 285

ff.
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Purity and purification in magic—

VI.

The

I.

reciter of a spell and a magician must be
He who would recite ch. cxxv. of the Book of

(Greek)

PURIFICATION
religions

(Greek).

— All

the

lower

and most of the higher are concerned

[w'b) and clean (timr), must
be clothed in the finest linen and shod with white
sandals (cf. above, V. 7 (A)), have his eyes painted
Avith stibium, and be anointed with the finest

with the ritual of purification in its manifold
forms the higher are also deeply interested in
purity as a spiritual ideal. The history of Greek
leligion falls into line with the general history of
Its 'cathartic,'
religions in both these respects.

unguent.

or purificatory, ritual agrees in essential respects

pure.
the Dead

must be pure

The purity demanded of the reciter could be obtained by
1 or
by washing and
washing- with water containing natron
fumigation in the sunlight.^ Impure food, such as venison and
In the case of
fish, and sexual intercourse are to be avoided.^
one spell the reciter, and his servants also, are directed to
purify themselves for nine days.*
'

To be

'

successful in

must be

spirit-gathering the magician

pure.®

In vessel-divination by the moon the magician, if a medium is
not used, must be 'pure for three days.'o In divination by a
lamp without a medium the magician, who must be 'pure
from a woman,' is directed to lie down on green, i.e. fresh,
reeds. 7

2.

Purity of the medium.— In 'spirit-gathering'
medium must be a boy, pure, before he has
*

the

gone with a Avoman.'*

—

3. Purity and purification of the objects used.
The papyrus upon which a spell is written must be
pure." The table used in spirit-gathering is to
be of olive-wood, having four feet, upon w^ich no
^^
'

'

'

man on

earth has ever

sat.'

In laiiip-divination the lamp must be a white one 'in which
no minium or gum-water has been put, its wick being clean'
it is to be filled with clean genuine Oasis oil, and is then to
be set upon a new brick, n The Book of the Dead, ch. cxxv.,
;

rubric, directs that the representation of the Hall of the

Two

Truths be drawn upon a pure tile of porcelain fashioned of
earth upon which no pigs or small cattle have trodden. The
canopy (?) placed over the model of a boat used in a magical
ceremony is to be purified with natron and incense.12 In
Griffith-'Thompson, xxviii. 4, we learn that the bronze vessel
used in divination is to be washed with water of natron.
4. Purity and purification of the place where the
ceremony was performed. The place where the
magic rite was to be performed must be clean.'*
Sometimes it had to be both clean and dark
without light,' ^* and in addition must be purified

—

'

'

'

with natron water '" or sprinkled with clean sand '*
" Furthermore, it
brought from the gi-eat river.
is laid down that there is to be no cellar underneath it.'^
'

*

Purity of those who wished to
HAVE AUDIENCE OF THE PhARAOH. — In the
Piankhi Stele, lines 147-153, we are informed that
of the foul- princes who came to the Pharaoh to
VII.

fish-eaters, were not
the royal presence. Perhaps this
Piankhi
was due to the
of
scrupulosity on the part
fact that he had just been affiliated to the sun-god
(see above, V. i (b)), to whom fish was evidently
supposed to be an abomination.'"

pay homage three, being
admitted

to

LiTERATUBB.

—^Thia

haa

1

been sufficiently indicated

in

the

AyLWARD M. BlACKMAN.

article.

Book of the Dead,

ch. xx., rubric.

vol. viii. p. 267».
2 lb. cxxxv. A, rubric.
s lb. ch.
Ixiv., rubric
Stele, line 151
*

f.

;

cf.

;

V. 8

PSBA

cf.

rubric of ch. cxxv., and Piankhi

(a), VII.

6/6.
9
10

"

LI.

;

Griffith

^ lb. v 32.
Dead, ch. c, rubric.

xxiii. 23.

Book of

the

8 Jb.

iii.

11, xxvil. 15

Griffith-Thompson, iv. 1 f.
lb. vi. 2-10 see also xvi. 21-25, xxiii. 81, xxv. 8-16, xxix.
;

1-3, 30.

Book of the Dead, ch. cxxxiii., rubric [Pap. A'u.] = E. A. W.
Budge, The Book of the Dead [Hieroglyphic Text], London,
12

1898 D. 291.
IS Griffith-Thompson,
1* lb. vi. 1

iv. S.

" lb.

f.

V. 3 f., xvii. 23.

w Cf. the mound of sand upon which the statue is to be placed
'

with that of the other communities noted in the
various sections of this article it agrees also with
the history of the higher religions in that a spiritual ideal, appealing to the more exalted or more
Neversensitive minds, emerged from that ritual.
theless, the phenomena of Greek purification, the
ideas and the value attaching to it, bear the
impress of the unique temperament of the people,
and especially illustrate the pliancy with which
the Greek communities could adapt the traditions
of ritual to serve the purposes of legal and ethical
;

development.
The student of this department of Greek religion
is at once confronted by a chronological question
that is also a question of origins At what period
and from what source did the cathartic system
It has been maintained that
arise in Greece?
the whole of it was post-Homeric, and that in
origin it was non-Hellenic, being derived from some
Oriental or Anatolian source e.g., from Lydia.*
This view rests mainly on Homer's supposed
silence concerning it, and his silence is explained
by his ignorance of any such ritual, which therefore could not have existed in the period when the
poems were composed. But we have now learned
that Homer's 'silence' has to be carefully and
and interpreted before it can be
critically judged
acceptea as certain evidence that what he is silent
about did not exist in his time. Also the statement that the Homeric poems are wholly silent
concerning any ritual of purification from stain
ignores the plain or the probable significance of
certain texts. We read that Odysseus purifies his
hall with fire and sulphur after the slaughter of
the suitors ^ we may suspect a religious sense of
impurity as a motive, though we cannot prove it.
But Hektor's words, It is not meet for a man
stained with blood and grime to oSer prayers to
God, '^cannot but be interpreted in relation to a
contemporary simple rule of ceremonial purity
the same religious rule that compels Achilles to
wash his hands in lustral water before raising them
:

—

;

'

—

in prayer to Zeus,^ or Telemachos to wash his hands
in sea- water before praying to Athene.' Also, we
find the x<^P»""/'> or lustral water, the purificatory
value of which cannot be doubted, a constant concomitant of the Homeric sacrifice and libation.*
Again, we should consider the purification of
the Achsean camp, ordered by Agamemnon as a
metliod of expelling the plague, as by no means a

merely sanitary or hygienic act, but as inspired by
daemonic or divine fear and therefore as a religious
act of purgation for it is the immediate preliminary to a sacrifice to Apollo, and the Achajans
throw the X^fiara, the articles with which they had
into the sea ;
purified themselves and their tents,
and this is a formal act suggesting that these
things are tainted with a curse or religious con;

see art. Maoio (Egyptian),
iv. [1876] 16
and H. Thompson, The Demotic Magical
Papyrus of London and Leiden, London, 1894, iii. 6.
Naville,

BF.

;

opening the

mouth

'

for the ceremony of
(Davies-Gardiner,
Tomb of Amen'emhet, p. 58 Budge, Book of Opening the
Mouth, i. 9, 148, ii. 1 f.). An Egyptian Muslim uses sand instead
of water for the ablutions preceding prayers, if no water is
;

obtainable (cf. art. Purification [Muslim]).
18 Ih.
17
xxy. 16-18.
Griffith-Thompson x. 9 f.
19 See Book
of the Dead, Uv. 11 fl. ; Grapow, ZA xlix. [1911]
61 ; Lacau, Textes religieux igyptiens. Pans, 1910, i. 91 [xliv.].

tagion or the

/xlaafia of evil spirits.'

Therefore the evidence of the Homeric poems
does not allow us, still less compel us, to suppose
that the Greeks of the Homeric period were wholly
destitute of purificatory ceremonies had they been
so, we should have to regard them, in the light of
;

1 G.
Grote, Hist, of Greece, 10 vols., London, 1888, i. 22; P.
Stengel, Die griechischen Alterthilmer, p. 114.
S If. vi. 267 f.
2 Od. xxii. 481 f.
8 Od. ii. 261.
4 lb. 228.
B
e.g., II. i. 449, xxiv. 306 ; Od. iii. 440.
7 II. i. 314
cf. the throwing into the sea of the slaughtered
boar upon which the oath-curse had been laid (II. xix. 267 f.).
;
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modern

antluupolo{,'y, as in this

distinguished from a"ll the other
Donbtless tlie invaders from
blending with the southerners,
Minoan culture, generated the

important respect
races of the world.
the north, wliose
the peo})le of the
Hellas of history,
cathartic ideas and

brought with tliein their own
accounts
practices and the evidence of legends and
;

by the later Greek writers
that they found on the soil of Greece and
suggests
in Crete a more elaborate system of the same
significance and of immemorial antiquity.
But there is indeed a marked dill'erence between
Homeric society, so far as tliat is mirrored in the
Homeric poems, and the succeeding periods of
Greek life and this difference should be noted at
the outset before we proceed to tlie details of the
If we call the people to whom those
subject.
poems were originally addressed the Achajans, we
may venture to say tliat the Achaean conscience took
its cathartic duties, such as they were, very easily
and lightly on the other hand, the later Hellenic
conscience became anxious and at times even
sombre in regard to such matters, and was often
liaunted by terrors of the ghostly world and by
the feeling that certain acts, especially homicide,
might arouse the wrath of unseen spirit-powers or
ghosts, and that such dangers could be averted
only by an elaborate prophylactic ritual of puriThere is a wide cleavage between the
fication.
Achaean and the later Attic religious consciousness
in this vital respect, as Avide as that between the
genius of Homer and the genius of iEschylus.

of festivals recorded

;

;

impotent and piteous, of no
no shadow on
the brightness of that early epoch. ^ And nothing
more vividly illustrates the moral light-heartedness

The Homeric ghost

is

in the social-religious world,

power

Homeric world, so splendidly endowed in
normal indifference concerning ordinary homicide. Man-slaying was regarded
in certain cases as a sin and might at times concern
the whole community but nowhere in the poems
is there any hint of the need of purification from
the stain of bloodshed, which in later Attic law
was prescribed even for the accidental slaying of
a slave. Tlepolemos, who has committed the sin
the

of

most

respects, than its

;

of shedding kindred blood, has merely to flee from
the Avrath of his kinsmen ;^ the suppliant who has
fled from his home for having killed a man is at
once admitted by Telemachos at the moment of a
religious service.^

Now, much that appears post-Homeric, merely
record of it belongs to the later
be an ancient inheritance of the preHellenic stock that Avas submerged temporarily by
the Avave of northern invasion but rose to the
surface again and re-asserted its traditions. So
the later prevalence of a cathartic system, especially elaborated in regard to bloodshed, may only
be another example of revival.
Such a revival AA'ould receive strong stimulus
from the diffusion from Thrace through Greece of
the religion of Dionysos, a religious phenomenon
of great import for the spiritual history of the
The cult had begun its Hellenic career
race.
already in the earlier Homeric period, but had
finally established itself in most parts of the
Greek-speaking Avorld, and especially at Thebes,
Delphi, and Athens, at the close of the later
The god
migratory and colonizing movement.
was aboriginally associated Avith the ghostly Avorld
and some part of his ritual Avas cathartic
and
this aspect and function of his cult Avere strongly
proclaimed by the brotherhoods of Orpheus,' Avho
Avere propagating doctrines and establishing their

because the
period,

first

may

'

'

'

'

;

'

1

The ghost

Elpenor backs up his prayer to Odysseus by
the threat of the gods' wrath, not his own, if the latter neglects
it

(Od.

xi. 73).

2

ii.

J I.

of

661-666.

i

Od.

iii.

222-281.

48S

(Greek)

influence in (ireece perhaps as early as the 7th
cent, and with marked success in the tith and 6th.
And the religious-philosophic system knoAvn as
I'ythagoreanism, maintained by the Pythagorean

brotherhoods which played a prominent part in
the religious and political world of those tAA'o
centuries, bore the closest affinity to Orphism,
agreeing Avith it on the Avhole in its views as to
the destiny of the soul and the need of an elaborate ritual of purification and a careful rule of
Fortunately the Orphic-Pythagorean
purity.*
mission did not succeed in capturing the Greek
democracies or the chief centres of the national
Avorship ; but it undoubtedly helped to render the
general religious consciousness more sensitively
and
anxious concerning purity and impurity
Aristophanes Avarmly acknowledges, in terms that
are doubtless too sweeping, the deep indebtedness
;

of his

countrymen

spiritual

to

'

for

Orpheus'

much

of their

life.'*

We may now revicAv

briefly the details of Greek
and consider the ideas attaciiing thereto
our records are mainly late, the literature from
the 5th cent. onAvards and certain later inscriptions but Ave must always bear in mind that a

KdOapaii

;

;

'

fact is not necessarily late because the earliest
record of it is.
The technical inquiry is concerned always Avith
two questions (a) What are the acts, states,
objects, agencies, seen or unseen, that are supposed ,to leave a stain on the soul or body of a
person, which unfits him for intercourse Avith man
or deity because he is spiritually, not merely
physically, unclean and is liable to infect others and
render nugatory any divine service by his /iUkt/mi ?
(b) What are the cleansing, purgative, or cathartic
processes, material or spiritual, by Avhich he can
rid himself of that stain ?
The Greek evidence on these tAvo questions, which
is very multifarious and scattered, may be briefly
summarized thus, (a) The causes of impurity
were bloodshed, the presence of ghosts and contact
with death, sexual intercourse, child-birth, the
evacuations of the body, the eating of certain food
such as pea-soup, cheese, and garlic, the intrusion
of unauthorized persons into holj" places, and, in
certain circumstances, foul speech and quarrelling.
(6) The purgative means, usually called Kaddpcia
by the Greeks, were lustral Avater, sulphur, onions,
'

:

fumigation and fire, incense, certain boughs and
other vegetative growths, pitch, avooI, certain
stones and amulets, bright things like sunlight
and gold, sacrificed animals, especially the pig,
and of these especially the blood and the skin
;

finally, certain festivals

and

festival rites, especi-

ally the ritual of cursing and the scapegoat {q.v.).
More exceptional methods might be cutting off
the hair of the polluted person, or sacrificial
communion with the deity. To philosophize on
these bizarre phenomena belongs to the more
general exposition of the theme ; and little studj'
is needed to convince us that they concern in the
first instance the sphere of primitive psychology
rather than ethics ; but, if Ave look more carefully
into their history, Ave shall find hoAv closely they
are interlinked Avith the higher moral and religious
life of the people and states.
The deepest imI. The causes of impurity.
purity Avas that caused bj' the shedding of human
blood in certain circumstances and the groAviag
sensitiveness of conscience in this matter Avas a
^^ e
vital force in the development of society.
have noted the weakness of the sentiment in the

—
;

Homeric

Avorld,

and that world

Avas still barljaric

The first record
in its rules regarding homicide.
1
See ERE, voL ix. p. SO also art. Pttuaoorab ; E. Eohde,
;

Psi/eh^, Freiburg, 1898,
2
Frogs, 1032.

ii.

38-56, 103-136.
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in feeling is the citation of an incident
the Aithiopis, an epic poem by Arktinos of
Miletos, composed probably near the close of the
8th century B.C. Achilles, provoked by the gibes
of Thersites, slew him and was thereupon obliged
to quit the army for a time and to retire to Lesbos,
where he was puiified by Apollo and Artemis. ' It
is very doubtful if the poet of the Iliad or Odyssey
would have comprehended this. Thersites was no
kinsman to Achilles, and at most only a degraded
member of the same Achaean stock. Yet the
Milesian poet feels that his homicide, liowever justifiable, deeply concerns the whole array and is
a stain upon Achilles, who must be purged by a
religious ritual at some distant place before he can

a change

of
in

safely resume fellowship with his compatriots.
The ifegend represents, no doubt, the contemporary
State law of Miletos, and exhibits that State as
having advanced soon after its foundation beyond
the stage of culture wherein homicide is only a
matter of tlie blood-feud and the wergild to the

higher religious thought that the slaying of any
of the community brought a stain on the
slayer and a danger on the whole society against
which it must protect itself.
are still very far
from the establishment of advanced secular law ;
the various stages of progress in later Greece and
the ideas that inspired and assisted it are obscure
and difficult to trace. On one point we may form
a probable hypothesis. As ideas of purity and
impurity are closely related to natural sensations
of horror and aversion, and in Greece as elsewhere
these feelings were most strongly excited by the
shedding of kindred blood, it is probable that this
type of homicide was the first occasion for the
institution of an elaborate ritual of purification.
Some of the few legends concerning its origin and
vogue convey this impression. Ixion, who slew

member

We

his father-in-law treacherously, figures in Greek
first murderer, and he is also the

mythology as the

suppliant who is pitied and purified by Zeus
the god who hears the prayer of the suppliant and outcast.
Bellerophon was purified by
King Proitos for the accidental slaying of his own
brother ; Theseus, who slew the roober Sinis most
justifiably, had to be purified from the stain, as
Sinis happened to be his cousin ; and the typical
exemplar of the divine law of purification is the
matricide Orestes.^ But, if the law was in origin
limited to this special kind of homicide, it had
already enlarged its scope at some indefinitely
early period. The law of Miletos, as illustrated
by the passage referred to above in the poem of
Arktinos, attests such an enlargement for the 8th
and the legends that Athens purified
cent.
Herakles from the blood that he had copiously
shed,' and that Apollo himself, the pure god, had
to be purified in Crete from the blood of Pytho,*
bear the same significance, and may have arisen in
the same early period. To explain this extension
of the ritual we might suppose that the sphere of
kinship, in which it originated ex hypothesi, was
enlarged when the city-State was built up and
included various kins within its union, until the
slaying of any member of the political community
came to be regarded as a stain sunilar to that of
kindred-slaughter. But this would not explain
the belief, which some of the legends cited attest,
that the same impurity might be contracted by
the slaying of an alien enemy, unless we are to
attribute to the Greeks of an early period the
advanced conceptions of the kinship of the whole
human race and the sacredness of all human life.
But no one would hazard such a theory to explain
1 Q.
Kinkel, Epicorum Orcecorum Fragmenta, Berlin, 1877,
first

'iK^aios,

;

p. 33.
2
*

See CGS i. 66-69.
Paus. 11. vii. 7, xxx. 3

X. vi. 7.

3
;

CIG

Eus. Prcep. Evang.

2374,

v. 31

;

i.

29.

cf.

Paus.

(Greek)

any evolution of the early post-Homeric epoch
and we may seek a more probable explanation in

;

the increasing terror of the ghost-world

;

for

we

have the evidence of the later funeral laws and
ritual, confirmed by many legends, to suggest that
this was more potent in the post- Homeric than in
the Homeric and Mycenaean periods. Given an
intensified belief in the dangerous power of the
ghost, and the conviction that purification from
bloodshed was the only safeguard both to the
individual and to the community against the
wrathful spirit of the slain, we can well understand
the wide extension of the law, until it covered the
slaying of a slave ; for even the ghost of a slave
might be dangerous.^ The miasma emanating
from a ghost was supposed to attach also to inanimate objects that had caused the death of a man
the civilized Attic law required that the axe which
had slain the sacrificial ox of Zeus IloXiei/s should
be formally tried and cast into the sea a means of
solemn purificapurging and purifying the land
tion ceremonies were performed over the head of
the bronze ox at Olympia that fell upon a boy and
killed him.*
This sensitiveness to bloodshed and death may
become extravagant and morbid, and has at times
evoked such strange vagaries of the ritual law of
purity as may half-paralyze the life of a community ; but the Greek was saved from this by his
moderation and a certain secular common sense,
which protected him from the extreme logic of the
view that all bloodshed was impure. We are not
sure that any purification was imposed by Greek
State law or social custom upon a man who had
slain an alien in foreign lands that would depend
on his own sensitiveness or on his desire to be
initiated at any of the great mysteries, which
would demand a KdOapa-is from such a stain. Nor
have we any record proving or suggesting any
rule, such as prevailed with stringency among the
Hebrews or still more and with detrimental results
among the Indian tribes of N. America, requiring*
the purification of the army returning from battle
the Greek soldier was probably content with an
ordinary washing, sufficient for the purposes of
refinement. Nor, again, was the ordinary Greek
troubled by over-sensitiveness in regard to the
blood of animals shed for sport, for food, or for
there is no hint that the butcher or, as a
sacrifice
general rule, the sacrificer incurred impurity.^ At
least, the only evidence that can be quoted of some
such feeling is isolated and peculiar the priest
who slew the sacred ox in the Attic Bouphonia
had to go for a time into exile ; but this ox was a
mystic, theanthropic animal, charged with the
divine spirit of the altar, and the priest had shed
divine blood * there is no reason to believe that at
any time the Attic people regarded the slaughter
of an ordinary ox as a heinous impurity.
may
note also the fact that a certain altar of Apollo in
Delos was specially called ayv6s, the pure,' because
the offerings and ritual Avere bloodless, no animalsacrifice being allowed ^ this is no proof of ordinary
Greek feeling, but suggests rather some peculiar
sacerdotal development of thought concerning
;

—

''

;

;

;

;

;

'

'

;

We

'

;

blood.

Not bloodshed alone, but any contact with death
and the ghost-world was a strong source of im1

Antiph. Or.

2

Demosth.

3
*

Paus. V. xxvii. 9 f

764

vi. p.

;

Eur. Hec. 291

k. 'Kpta-TOKp. § 76, p.

645

;

f.

cf .

CGS i.

56

f.

.

The Macedonian arm3' was purified in spring before the
campaign (Livy, xl. 6) a similar Boeotian custom described by
Plutarch {Qucest. Rom. Ill) may have had a similar significance.
B As
regards the hunter, there is a passage in Arrian, Kyneg.
32, recommending the purification of the hounds and the hunts;

men

after the chase in accordance with ancestral rule
text is not well preserved.
6 See CGS, loc. cit.
7 Clem. Alex. Strom. 848 P ; cf. CGS iv.
432, R. 276.

;

but the

PURIFICATION
purity or fiia<Tfj.a. The household to which the
corpse belonged was impure even the friends and
In
others wlio attended the funeral were impure.
the tolerant Greek world this did not mean that
they were severely boycotted, but only that they
were unlit to approach the altars and to take part
in divine service with others, also that it might be
unlucky for them to carry on any serious business
while in that state Hesiod is our first witness to
a superstition which descends from a far older
period, that it was unlucky for a man returning
from a funeral to try to beget a child.* The
inscriptions and other evidence show that the
period of impurity varied in the different states
at Lindos in Rhodes (in the time of Hadrian) it
lasted for forty,^ at Eresos in Lesbos for twenty
days.* Those who merely attended the funeral
were under the tabu for three days at Eresos, but
at Pergamon they could recover purity on the
same day by means of lustration.'* The fear of the
ghost-world, implying a slirinking of vitality in
the living and a general sense of bad luck abi-oad,
explains much of the funeral ceremonies of the
Greeks, which show indeed the desire to please the
ghost and to assure it of the family all'ection, but
at the same time the determination to keep it at a
distance and especially to prevent it following the
mourners back to the house ; one day of the Attic
Anthesteria was devoted to an All Souls' celebration, when the spirits of the dead kindred were
formally invited to an entertainment within the
houses, but great care was taken to purify the
dwellings at the end and to effect a complete
riddance of them ; ' meantime the whole day was
;

;

;

fuapd,

The same

impure and unlucky.

feeling

explains the elaborate ritual to which the devrepdiroTfios must submit, the
person who had been
reported to be dead and had had funeral ceremonies performed over him and was then found to
be alive and desirous of returning society was
afraid of such a person, for, though he had not
really been in the ghost-world, yet the unnecessary
funeral ceremonies had put tnat contagion upon
him, which must first be washed off before he
could be received back.® Such was the condition
of Alkestis, when Herakles had rescued her from
Death and was placing her in the hands of
Admetos. Even those who performed the rites
known as diroTp6iraia, rites for * turning away evil
spirits, including ghosts, were constrained to wash
their persons and garments before returning to
;

'

their homes.''

There were certain occasions when the whole
performed cathartic ceremonies to
purge itself of such evil influences of the unseen
world. Such occasions were either periodic and
regular or exceptional owing to a crisis that had
arisen.
In spring, when the new vegetation was

community

beginning, or when the early harvest was ripe for
gathering and the lirstfruits ready for consecration, the feeling that this was the proper time to
cleanse the whole city of the evil influences that
had accumulated throughout the old j^ear inspired
such festivals as the Thargelia ^ in M!ay and probably the Dionysia in February-March, the former
certainly, the latter probably, possessing a cathartic value.
It inspired also the frequent practice at
the end of the old year and the beginning of the
new of the extinction and rekindling of fires,
especially the fire on the city's hearth,® and the
washing of the statues of the tutelary divinities.
The Attic Plynteria, held in May, is the best
1 Works and
Days, 735.
2 W.
Dittenberger,
"
Sylloge
' "^ Inscriptionum
^
GrcBcarum, Leipzie:,
F 8,
.

1883, no. 567.
3
xvi. [1902] 290.
5 COS V. 214-224.
'

cm

Porphyry, de Abst.
9/6. V. 383 f.

-i

Dittenberger, no. 566.

6 piut.
Qtuegt.
ii.

44.

e

Rom.

CGS iv.

5 ; Hesych.
268-284.
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known example of the last ceremony, when the
vestments and probably the idol of Athene were
solemnly washed, and its day was fuapi, the air
being temporarily dangerous when contagion was
being expelled.* Re.sort was had to the same sort
of ritual at some momentous crisis or emergency.
The Persian invasion had polluted the Greek
temples with the presence of the stranger,* itself a
source of defilement to the national deities apart
from any outrage committed against them therefore the first care of the Greeks after the victory of
Plataea was the purification of the holy places.'*
The presence of the matricide Orestes was supposed
to pollute the Tauric image of Artemis, which
therefore needed washing in the sea.'* Another
momentous crisis was the foundation of a new
city, and we have some indication that the ground
was first carefully purified so that the settlement
might start under good auspices purged from evil
daemonic agencies.'
The gravest crisis of all was one that was only
too frequent in the life of the Greek states the
outbrealc of civic massacre, when kindred blood
was shed, the sense of guilt weighed on the citizens,
and the atmosphere was charged with the miasma
of wrathful gnosts.
This was the condition of
things at. Athens in the 6th cent. B.C., when Kylon
and his adherents had been sacrilegiously slain,
and the people appealed to the aid of the Cretan
prophet Epimenides, who came over and purified
the whole city, the fields, and the homesteads ; the
recollection of this historic event lingered late in
Attic tradition and gave rise to the erroneous belief that it was this prophet who first taught the
Athenians the ritual of purification and its value.'
As regards sexual intercourse, we have evidence
that the Greeks, like other primitive and advanced
peoples, regarded the act as an occasional source of
impurity and held the belief that abstinence had a
certain value and efficacy for some religious or
A deeper and more interesting
magical ritual.
question arises when we consider purity in the
abstract and the Greek view of chastity as a
The law of purification
religious duty and ideal.
in this matter was very simple and easy ; such
an act was supposed to render the person unclean
in the religious sense, but the uncleanness could
be immediately removed by washing and anointing, and some temple codes might allow the person
to approach the altar on the same day, others
might impose a tabu of one day or even more ; for
the catechumens of the mysteries and for certain
lengthy ceremonials such as the Thesmophoria a
longer abstinence might be required. In the later
;

—

inscriptional records we are interested to mark the
glimmer of an ethical idea for the impurity is
regarded as greater and the period of tabu imposed
longer in the case of irregular and lawless indulg;

ence;' and by Attic law the adulteress was permanently excluded from temple worship.^ But,
on the whole, the temple rules in regard to this act
are concerned not directly with morality, but with
a superstition arising from a primeval feeling that
has evolved our modern social laws of decency
and the non-ethical standpoint is sufficiently revealed in some of the special rules and some of the
phrasing of the temple-inscriptions in the inscription from Eresos a longer tabu is imposed in cases
;

:

iCeSi. 2611.
2 The
impurity

of the stranger is illustrated by the phrase in
ritual inscriptions, feVcp ov Oetm.
* Eur.
Plut. Vita Arist. 20.
Iph. Taur. 1193.
B See CIR xxvii.
[1913] 90.
6
Diog. Laert. i. § 110. Crete was from time immemorial preeminent for its cathartic lore ; ApoUo had resorted thither to
be purified, and an Orphic sect with a punctilious code of
puritv was early established there.
7 Of.
Dittenberger, noa 666, 667.
8 Demosth. k.
Neatp. S9 85-87 cf. Stobaius, Flor. 74, } 60
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3

;

(Meineke,

3, 64).
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of loss of virginity than in other sex-indulgence,^
and in the rules of ayveia, or 'purity,' demanded of
the visitants to the altar of Zeus Kvvffios and

Artemis KwOia at Deles the prescription of temporary chastity was put on the same footing with
abstinence from salt-fish and meat.^ The priest
was concerned, not Avith society in general, but
with safeguarding the purity of the temple.
Therefore the sexual act, by which a stain was
incurred that must be washed oft" before the person
could safely approach the altar, became immeasurably more heinous if committed within tiie precincts of the temple; in the Greek legends that
relate such exceptional incidents the whole community suffers divine punishment until expiation
is

made.*

feeling prescribed the law, which is
practically universal, against the defilement of the
temple or the temple-precincts with the evacuations
of the human body ; and some of the sacred codes
carefully proscribed the entrance of cattle into the
temenos for the same reason.'* It may also explain
the rule prevailing in some of the Greek temples

The same

against the wearing of sandals in the holy place,
the rule which is universal in Muslim communities *
the source of it may be sought in the fact that the
sandals are made oi the skins of dead animals and
that therefore they bring the impurity of death
into the shrine.'
From the same prompting of primeval feeling,
child-birth has been generally regarded as a strong
source of impurity to both the woman and the man
of the house,'' not because it is the result of the
sexual act, but because of its concomitants and the
awe attaching to it ; nor did the civilized Hellenic
societies differ in this respect from the savage,
though their tabu and rules of purification were
much milder and easier. Such an event was not
likely to happen within the temple itself but we
are familiar with the law that required the re;

;

moval from Delos of any woman who was approaching her time, lest the island of the pure god
should be polluted. The ordinary temple codes
would be concerned only to prescribe the period
during which the woman should be in tabu after
travail ; ^ it is noteworthy that in one example
we find the abnormally long period of forty days
imposed in the case of miscarriage, the more
unnatural event producing the greater sense of
strangeness and awe to which the idea of religious
uncleanness is so closely linked. In the lepol v6fioi
of the Greek temples we might have expected to
find under this head some rule of tabu concerning
menstnious women, about whom the code of
Leviticus is anxiously severe but no direct evidence touching this matter has yet been found,"
and probably none will be for the Greek religious
mind was more easy and tolerant than the Hebrew,
;

;

and the vast number

make the

of

application

Greek priestesses would
any such rule very

of

difficult.

As

regards impure food, the Greek world was
happily free from the severe scrupulousness of some
1

CIR

xvi. 290.

2

I. de Prott and L. Ziehen,
Leges Oroecorum sacree, Leipzig,
1896-1906, ii. 1, nos. 91, 92.
Se.g., Pans. vii. xix. 1-6.
*
8 lb. no. 560.
e.g., Ditteiiberger, nos. 560, 561, 570.
8 This is
supported by the rule at Eresos that neither shoes
nor any other leather garment were to be brought into the
temple, and by the regulation of the mysteries at Andania that
women should wear sandals and garments ol wool (Dittenberger,
no. 653. 22).
7 Of. inscr. from Eresos
(CIR xvi. 290) ; Eur. Iph. Taur. 382 ;
Theoph. Char. xvi. 9 Porph. de Abat. iv. 16.
8 At Ereeos this seems to have been ten days ; Censorinus, de
Die Nat. 11, § 7, in a doubtful passage speaks as if the Greek rule
excluded the woman eighty days, forty before child-birth and
;

forty after.
inscription known to the present writer
dealing with these cases refers to the cult of the Phrygian god
Men (Dittenberger, no. 633).
9

The only Greek

(Greek)

other religions, nor was the distinction between
clean and unclean animals natural to the Greek
mind ; the Greek inscriptions that preserve certain
temple laws only indicate that it was desirable, in
order to attain the ayveltx. necessary for participation in religious service, to abstain for a short time
beforehand from certain foods. What these were
the various codes probably did not agree in determining, and it would be hard to find a common
In some we seem to
principle explaining all.
detect the natural feeling that foods which left an
unpleasant odour attaching to the person ought to
be avoided before worship hence would arise a
;

tabu on pea-soup, salt-fish, cheese, and garlic ^ for
evil smells have much to do with the sense of uncleanness and with the belief in the presence of
evil spirits.
Again, the rule sometimes enjoined
abstinence from certain animals because they were
specially dear to the divinity, and the question of
the origin of such rules involves a discussion of
totemism {q.v.).
;

As speech suggests action, it was natural that
the same law should apply to foul speech as to
impure act, and that evil words should be considered to mar the purity of the divine service ;
hence the universal Greek rule that before the
sacrifice began the command for eiKprj/Mla should be
to the people ; this word, at first meanproclaimed
'
ing
auspicious speech,' became indirectly a
for
silence ; for, as it was difficult for
synonym
each member in a vast concourse to be sure what
word was auspicious and what not, it was best for
'

'

general silence to prevail.^
In accordance with the same idea, the purity of
the ritual would be disturbed if any quarrelling or
altercation arose, for quarrelling suggests bloodHence during festivals of exceptional solemshed.
nity, such as the Eleusinia, by Attic religious law
no legal action could be taken, no creditor could
distrain, even a person aggrieved by the State
might not lay a suppliant-bough on the altar ; for
all this

implied

strife.'

—

The means

of purification. The means of
purification are of two kinds, (a) mechanical, and
(b) religious or quasi-religious ; and the two may
be used together.
Among the former we find in
Greece, as elsewhere, such natural purgative
media as water, fire, sunlight. To the examples
already noted of the first may be added the Attic
custom of purifying the bride with water from the
sacred spring before the marriage ceremony.'* It
is not clear that there was
any ceremonial purification of the new-bom infant with water equivalent
to our baptism. The need was fulfilled some days
after birth by an interesting ceremony called
the running around,' in which the newafjL<f>idp6fiia,
born infant was carried at a running pace round
of
the
domestic hearth ' and with this we
the fire
may compare the Eleusinian legend that the goddess Demeter tried to purge away by fire the impure and mortal parts of her fosterling Demoplion.®
The use of fire in certain Greek rituals, such as
that of the Maenads who sprang through the fields
with torches, may be supposed to have the cathartic effect of driving away evil influences or sijirits,
2.

'

;

1
Dittenberger, nos. 564 (inscr. from Delos, wine tabued), 567
(Lindos, pea-soup, goats' flesh, cheese), 633 (Sunium, Men T^Tannus, garlic and pork, ?Oriental influence) Prott-Ziehen, ii. 1,
no. 91 (Delos, temple of Zeus Kui/fltos and Athene KvvOCa, all
The
flesh forbidden), no. 92 (Delos, shrine of Artemis, salt-fish).
rules of ayfeia in the mysteries were much severer than in ordide
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iv.
14
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Corinth.
; Libanius,
nary
e.g., Porph.
iv 356 rReiske).
2 Of. II. ix. 171 ; Arist. Thesm. 294
Eur. Hec. 530.
8 Andoc. de Myst. 110 ; cf. Demosth. <t. MeiS. J 10-11,
p. 517 ;
of. schol. Demosthenes, 22, § 68 (L. R. Famell, Greece and Baby;

—

:

Edinburgh, 1911, p. 287).
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PURIFICATION
though other explanations are possihlo, and we are
told that the torch was nsed in the purilication of

The idea of the purity of fire is strikin<,'ly
illustrated hy the annual rite practised by some
of the Greek states of renewing the purity of their
cities.'

hearth- Hres, both public and private, by bringing
tire from some specially pnre source, such as
the altar of Apollo at Delos or of Hephaistos in
the Academy at Athens.*
The use of incense at the sacrifice, as a mode of
purifying the air l)y fumigation, which Greece
adopted from Assyria in the 8th cent. B.C., had in
the East a strong cathartic power against demons,
who are generally supposed to be attracted by evil
smells and banished by good
and, though its
pleasing odour would cause it to be maintained
merely as an attractive concomitant of worship,
we may believe that at least the earlier Greefes

new

;

were aware of its original significance.* Fumigation by sulphur had an obvious purificatory value
for, though its odour is not pleasant in itself, its
pungency is such as to overpower other smells
which might be dangerous hence Homer calls it
;

;

KaKwv

'

Akos,

a healing of

evils.'

•

of certain trees, probably on account
of their smell or colour, possessed a cathartic value,
such as the laurel at Delphi, which Apollo wa.s
supposed to have brought back from Tempe after
his purification there from the blood of the Python,"

The boughs

the withj-bough, or \&yos, which the Attic women
used as a purifying medium in the Thesmophoria,^
and especially the squill, or ffKiWTi, which was used
in the general purification of cities and for beating
the scapegoat in the Tiiargelia,^ a ritual of purification or expulsion of evil therefore the Arcadian
rite in which the image of Pan was beaten by boys
with sqiiills must be interpreted as cathartic.^
When the Athenians on one day in the Anthesteria
stuck branches of buckthorn at the entrances of
their ho\ises, this was a mechanical means of purification, its obiect being to keep out ghosts;* for
its thorns would naturally embarrass tlie ghost, as
would the sticky pitch with which the citizens at
the same time smeared their doorposts.
Thunder-stones in certain religious circles had
a recognized cathartic value, which their mysterious origin and perhaps their connexion with fire
would naturally attach to them.'" Perhaps it was
a stone of this kind that, according to a Boeotian
legend, Athene dashed at Herakles to cleanse him
of his madness after he had slain his children."
There is also an Arcadian story about the sacred
stone called Zeus Kairirwras, evidently from its
name meteoric, by sitting on which Orestes was
healed from his madness.'^
There is some evidence that gold, the pure and
^ also
bright metal, was regarded as purificatory ;
among the mechanical cathartic media we must
include amulets, which were as much in vogue in
the later periods of classical antiquity for keeping
ghosts and evil spirits at a distance as they were
in Christendom
some of the Greek types, such
as the (paWos and the pointed finger have no connexion witii religion others might be carved in
the form of divinities, but their working was
mechanical magic.
The other type of purificatory methods consists
;

;

;
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of those that may with more right l>e called religious, as connected directly and indirectly with the
worship of the divinities or with their influence.
The use of certain animals their blood or skin or

—

— was

perhaps the most common
method of purification from bloodshed and other
taints.
The fleece of the ram offered to Zeus
MetX^x'oj, the god who had specially to be appeased
when kindred blood had been shed, was used for

whole carcass

the purification of the catechumens at Eleusis,
upon whom the stain of blood rested and who knelt
on the fleece of God,' the Aids Kwdcov as it was
called while the purgation ceremony was performed over them.' In the mysteries of Andania
we hear of the ram of goodly colour used for the
purification of the initiates.* Plague might be
averted from a city by a priest carrying round
But the most usual
its walls the ram of Hermes.*
animal employed for purification was the pig, of

—

'

—

'

'

The
special potency in the Eleusinian mysteries.
Athenian a-ssembly was purified before its meeting
by a ceremonial procession of little pigs;* and no
other purgation was of such avail for the homicide
Hence on one vase representation
as pig's blood.

we

see Apollo himself purifying Orestes by holding
over his head a pig dripping blood.'
Now, we have strong evidence that in the magic

modem

rites of purification practised by many
savage societies the blood of animals the goat,
the bullock, or swine has an intrinsic mysterions
potency in itself, wholly unconnected with sacri-

—

—

fice

or divine worship

may have
Greece.

survived

But that

;

and

here

this primitive feeling
in historic

and there

this is in general

a

sufficient

explanation of the Greek ceremonies is not credible.
The ram's fleece and the pig's blood in
Hellenic purifications were suggested V>y their
intimate sacrificial association with the high god
and the great goddesses and powers of the lower
world ; just as the alyli, or goat-skin, of Athene,
wherewith her priestess at Athens visited the
newly-married couples for cathartic or fertilizing
purposes, derived its efficacy from its contact with
Athene.' In Hellas the pig was the sacred animal
of Demeter and Kore, the powers of the world of
the pig's blood was charged with a portion
spirits
of their divinity, and therefore the homicide who
had offended those powers could recover grace by
its contact, in fact by a sort of communion with
;

them.''
different type of communion, serving a cathartic purpose, is suggested bj- a record of Plutarch
that at Argos the period of mourning for a death
in the family lasted thirty days, and that at the
end of that time the mourners regained their
original status by a sacrifice to Apollo ; we may
interpret this to mean that by comnmnion with the
pure god they finally wiped off their impurity.*
It has been observed that cathartic features,

A

often overlaid and obscured by other accretions,
attached to some of the complex Greek festivals ;
the Thargelia at Athens and elsewhere is an
example of this, as the driving out of the scapegoat, which was its central act, effected a KdOapcm
of the whole community from sin and other evil.*
Another curious but not unique accompaniment of
certain Hellenic ritual and festivals was the employment of curses, ribaldry, satire, and abuse
:

2 See
Dio Chrj'S. ii. 144 (Bind.).
above, p. 485.
Famell, Greece and Babylon, pp. 233, 306.
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solemn procession along the sacred way to
Eleusis the aspirants to the mysteries were ceremonially abused and ridiculed by the crowd at
one point ' in the Thesmophoria the men abused
the women and the women the men ; ^ and that
such badinage had a cathartic purpose the averting of vifieffts or of evil spirits is a reasonable
theory confirmed by a text in Suidas that the
people of Alexandria in old days purged the city of
ghosts by going round in waggons to the doors of
the houses and proclaiming the sins and misdoings
of the individuals within.' This humorous procedure may be regarded as a kind of vicarious confession ; the cathartic character of confession has
been long recognized, but confession in our sense,
a private and personal revelation of one's sins to a
priest, was alien to the old religious system of
Greece.* The purgative value of personal satire
may have been one motive for its dramatic dein the

;

—

—

in the Dionysiac festivals.
The religious aspect of the Greek system of purification was further emphasized by its close association with certain high divinities, especially Zeus
Meilichios and Apollo of Delphi. The former deity
belongs to the older stratum of Greek religion, but
retained his function of granting or withholding
purification from kindred and civic bloodshed
throughout the later centuries.* The DelphicApolline KdOapffis has been a subject of much dissertation and cannot be even summarized here.®
But it may be noted that it was the claim of the
Apolline priesthood to deal with the question of
from bloodshed that led to the estabf)urification
ishment of one of the most important law-courts
in Athens to deal with the plea of justifiable homicide, whereby the civilized Athenian State approached the level of modern equitable law.' But,
though power was thus taken out of the hands of

velopment

the priesthood, the secular court at Athens that
dealt with homicide remained strikingly religious
in their procedure ; and it is mainly their strong
infusion of cathartic ideas concerning the miasma
of blood that differentiates them from the modern
tribunal.
side question that may be glanced at under
this section is whether Greek feeling about impurity was always associated with a belief in
ghosts and evil demons as its cause. The question

A

important because an overstrong susceptibility
demon world can vitally affect
the religious and scientific development of a race.
We have seen that the sense of the impurity of
bloodshed in Greece was connected with the fear
of the ghost and that ghosts made a household
impure but we have no reason to believe that
is

to the terrors of the

;

this fear or any clear belief in evil demons accounted to the Greek of the ' classical period for
the other sources of impurity. It is true that
Porphyry declares that the chief motive for the
various ayveLai, or methods for obtaining purity,
was to drive away the evil spirits which cling to
certain kinds of food.^ But Porphyry is no true
witness for the earlier Greek thought, as he represents the later demonology that swept over the
'

Mediterranean world from the East and found
expression in Neo-Platonism and the Hermetic

But in the earlier Hellenic spiritual
world there was no true dualism of good and evil
nor was the average Hellene of the earlier
spirits
literature.

;

centuries ghost-ridden or demon-ridden or much
dependent on the exorcist for his peace of mind
1

CGS iii.

3

Suidas,

2 Ih.

172.
8.V.

ra ex

iii.

cf.
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151 f
s Eus.
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salient diff'erences

— It
purity.

remains to consider
3. The idea of
briefly certain religious and moral aspects of the
idea of purity. This was expressed by the Greek
ayveLa, meaning originally a state of the body and
the person that fitted an individual for communion
with the deity, and this state could be obtained
by certain ceremonies and abstinences. It was
required with peculiar insistence of the Greek
priesthood and as a condition of participation
the greater mysteries, which ofl'ered to the
initiated the promise of posthumous happiness.
Hence the idea could gain ground that a state of
purity, as it qualified a person in this world for
divine fellowship, might also be a potent means
of grace and salvation in the next.
It was the
Orphic sects that developed this view with the
greatest zeal in Greece. They preached and practised a specially stringent code of abstinences,
and based on this their claim to happiness in the
next world. 'lS,pxofi.a.i ck Kadapdv was the Orphic
I come from
password in the portals of Hades
the pure.'* But most of our ancient evidence

m

—

concerning Orphism suggests a ceremonial and
Pharisaic purity,' rather than an ethical, and an
exclusive sect- prejudice which demanded even a
separate burying-ground for the votaries. And we
cannot allege that it was wholly or mainly from
their influence that the ideal of purity of soul permeated at last the higher mind of Greece. Its
earliest testimony is in the 5th cent. B.C., a phrase
of Epicharmos,
If thy mind is pure, thou art
*
pure in all thy body ; and the elevated ethical
that
thought
purity of soul Avas of more avail than
'

'

'

all

lustration

and mere washing

hands was pro-

of

claimed later by the Delphic oracle and the Pytha^
gorean literature near the beginning of our era
and even some of the later codes of temple ritual
adopted it in their formulae.' This 'pux'ity of
heart connoted to the Greek the absence of any
stain on the conscience and of evil purpose or
thought it is important to note that the idea of
sexual purity, which is often the sole significance
of our English word, was not the dominant idea in
the Greek ayveLa. The Greek philosophers and
ethical teachers, who preached (rwc(>po<xvvi], or selfrestraint, the Greek priesthood, who required
occasional chastity under special circumstances,
never preached chastity in general as an ideal of
life.
The Greek priest and priestess were usually
married chastity was enforced very rarely upon
the priest, still rarely though more frequently
upon the priestess, who was probably in this case
considered the bride of a jealous god, and whose
The Greek priest
position was only temporary.
had to be of unblemished body, and led the normal
life of a citizen
the eunuch played no part in
Greek religion, which was saved by its sanity from
the morbid anti-sexual excesses of the Phrygian.
Even the worship of Artemis, apart from its mythology, could not and did not attempt to establish
among the Hellenic people any conception of the
chaste life as spiritually more perfect and dearer
to God.
;

'

;

;

;
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PURIFICATION
PURIFICATION (Hebrew).— The term 'purifiritual observances
by means of which an Israelite was absolved
from the taint of uncleanness. This article deals

cation

'

is

applied

those

to

exclusively with the Jewish laws and customs
to estimate the methods
relating to purification
by which the Israelite probably reached his conwill be necessary to refer to the
ception of it, it
other articles in this series.
;

W. Robertson Smith {The Religion of the Semite$'*, London,
1894, p. 425 f.) points out that, 'primarily, purification means
the application to the person of some medium which removes
a taboo, and enables the person purified to mingle freely in the
ordinary life of his fellows' ; he shows that the normal life of
the holy people was a holy life, and therefore ' the main use of
purificator3' rites is not to tone down, to the level of ordinary
life, the excessive holiness conveyed by contact with sacrosanct
things, but rather to impart to one who has lost it the measure
of sanctity that puts hmi on the level of ordinary social life.'
Speaking of blood as being one of the media of purification, he
In the most primitive form of the sacrificial
Bays (p. 427)
idea the blood of the sacrifice is not employed to wash away an
but
to
impurity,
convey to the worshipper a particle of holy
The conception of piacular media as purificatory, howlife.
involves
the
notion that the holy medium not only adds
ever,
something to the worshipper's life, and refreshes its sanctity,
but expels from him something that is impure.'
'

;

We must first consider

what ways the uncleanness was produced or contracted, and then the
observances by which purification was etiected.
And we shall see that there were ritual ordinances
in regard both to persons and things and to a land
in

defiled.

— Uncleanness

I. Uncleanness and its penalties.
was contracted in various ways.

(«) Sexual uncleanness, in the functions of reproduction {e.g., Lv 18'^*-23f-j NuS'^"^-), by issues in both
sexes (Lv 15'**-), in menstruation.
The functions of reproduction early excited
the superstitious awe of mankind, which invested
the organs and their activities with mysterious
powers. Sexual intercourse was widely regarded
as producing uncleanness' (A. S. Peake, in
iv. 827).
The period of separation lasted seven
days, and the uncleanness was communicated to
the bed or seat, contact with either produced
uncleanness until the evening, and required the
washing of the body and clothes (Lv 15^^, 2 S ll*).
It is worth observing that holiness and uncleanness were regarded as infectious and demanded
similar ritual purification, and instances occur
in which a condition of sacredness necessitated
abstinence from sexual intercourse, as, e.g., prior
to the approach of Jahweh at the giving of the Law
(Ex 19'^) the holy bread of the sanctuary could be
eaten by David's men in 1 S 2P only if they had
strictly observed this abstinence; and the same
regulation applied to men on active military service,
for war was regarded as a sacred act (cf. the expression icnVa enn [Jer 6^ 22'' 51^'-]. from the
custom of opening a campaign by sacrifice). The
same idea obtains probably in the case of the first
year of marriage, when a man is exempted fiom
military service (cf. Lk U^") ; and in Uriah's
refusal in 2 S Ip-'s to obey the king's order.
In
ordinary cases the uncleanness lasted till the
evening (Lv 11. 15^"^-), but in menstruation, at the end
of seven days from the cessation of the symptoms,
in the evening, the candidate for purification performed an ablution both of the person and of the
garments, and on the eighth oliered two turtledoves or two young pigeons, one for a sin-oflering,
the other for a burnt-ofi'ering. The same means
'

HDB

'

'

'

'

;

of purification applied to males with abnormal
issues.
And so infectious was the condition in such

cases that contact with such persons or contact with their clothing or furniture involved
uncleanness and necessitated ablution on the day
of the infection.
In lesser cases of issue, such as
gonorrhea dormientium in males, a condition of
uncleanness was involved until the evening, and

(Hebrew)
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the ablution of the person and of the defiled garments was necessary.
(6) In childbirth.—J. G. Frazer (GB^, London,

1900, iii. 463) informs us that women after childbirth and their oflspring are more or less tabooed
\Vith regard to purification
all the world over.'
after childbirth, a ditt'erence was made between
the birth of a boy and that of a girl ; in the case of
the latter the period of uncleanness was doubled,
as it was commonly held that in this case the
symptoms of infection continued much longer. In
the case of the birth of a boy the mother is unclean for a week, during which time she would be
infectious, and she continues in the blood of her
'

'

purifying' for thirty-three days (during the latter
she would not presumably be infectious).
feriod
)uring the whole forty days she shall touch no
hallowed thing, nor come into the sanctuary.' At
the expiration of the forty days she was required
to ofler a yearling lamb for a burnt-ofi'ering, and a
young pigeon or turtle-dove for a sin-ofiering. In
the case of poverty she was permitted to substitute
a second pigeon or turtle-dove {e.g., Lk 2**, Lv 12").
(1) Caused by con(c) Ceremonial uncleanness.
tact with death, by contact with carcasses of
unclean animals (Lv ll^^-) or with any carcase
(17^'*), by eating a carcass (22^), by contact with the
dead (Nu Q^'^^ Ezk 4426). guch contact involved
uncleanness till the evening. The eating or the
carrying of a carcass involved, besides uncleanness
till the
evening, the necessity of washing the
clothes, and in some cases (Lv 17^') the washing of
the person. In the case of a Nazirite coming in
contact with the dead it was necessary to shave
the head, and to ofler two turtle-doves, for a sinoffering and for a burnt-ofl'ering, and a Iamb for a
'

—

trespass-ofTering.
(2) Caused by contact with one unclean by the
dead (Nu 19"-^ Hag 2^*), or by contact with one
unclean from whatever cause (Lv 5* 22'), or with
some thing unclean (22*). The purificatory ob-

servance in these cases involved the ordinary
condition of uncleanness until the evening, the
confession of guilt, and the offering of a trespass-

and

sin-offering

(5""'").

Caused by contact with creeping things (22')
by eating creeping things, or with certain
animals which were always unclean (11^'- 'every
beast which divideth the hoof, and is not clovenand whatsoever
footed, nor cheweth the cud
goeth upon his paws, among all manner of beasts
that go on all four '). The purification in these
cases was principally that of remaining unclean
(3)

or

:

.

.

.

until the evening.

The full regulations
(4) Caused by leprosy.
are dealt with in Lv 13 and 14, in regard to the
disease in the person, the garments, and the house.
The ceremonial of purification consisted of various elements,
examination by the priest, two living birds were
to be brought, together with a rod of cedar (juniper)- wood,
scarlet wool, and hyssop one bird was to be killed over water
from a running stream, and the leper was to be sprinkled seven
times with the blood of the bird, signifying the new life
imparted to one who was regarded as 'dead,' and the living
bird was to be released, a symbol of the removal of the evil.
(/3) The washing of the clothes, shaving off all the hair, and
bathing. It was also necessary to remain outside the house
for seven days, and the shaving and ablutions were also repeated,
(y) On the 8th day the final offering was made at the Tent of
Meeting,' and consisted of (i.) a guilt-offering and a consecration
of the cleansed leper by the priest placing oil on parts of the
This offering was a reparation
bodj' and pouring it on his head.
to God for the loss of service during the time of his seclusion
the blood of the victim (a lamb) and the oil being symbols of
atonement and reconsecration (E. A. S. Macalister, in
iii.
98); (ii.) a second he-lamb as a sin-offering before readas a burntmission into the congregation
(iii.) a ewe-lamb
offerintr and three-tenths of an ephah of flour as a meal-offering
substitution of
special provision was made for the poor bj- the
doves for the lambs, and a reduction in the quantity of the
flour for the meal-offering.
(a) After the

;

'

'

'

—

BDB

;

;

{d) Uncleanness in religioits matters.— Vncle&nness might be caused by idols (Ezk 22^), conceived
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whoredom (Hos

as

(Lv
(Ps

or

19*'),

5^,

by

Ezk

by necromancers

20^"'-),

sacrificing

children

to

idols

prohibition rings out clearly
But
in such cases, but it is often disregarded.
what is the purification ? Jahweh takes the matter
into His own hands. The only purification possible
is punitive ; such sins need the smelting in the

And ye shall know
furnace of Jahweh's wrath
that I the Lord have poured out my fury upon you
(Ezk 2222). Sacred places were also defiled by
Israel through the sacrifice of children (Lv 20*,
Ezk 23^'-)> and Jahweh defiled him thereby, and
made him desolate to the end that Israel might
•know' Jahweh. Josiah 'defiled' the idolatrous
*

:

'

'

'

places of worship

them

by destroying them and making

K

unfit for use (2

Death, stoning,

23*'-)-

excommunication, the opposition of the face of
Jahweh, could be the only purification.

—

Uncleanness of land or country. Again, a
land or country is defiled by the sexual impurities
of the people, by spiritual whoredom (Lv 18^8,
Ezk 23"). Israel is warned repeatedly against this
contamination it was the sin of the nations driven
out by Jahweh Israel had been and will be visited
vomiteth out
for such, and the very land itself
her inhabitants.' Tlie antidote is the observance
of the divine statutes, the remembrance that
Jahweh is their God, and the purifying punishment is the cutting off of the souls from among
the elect people, and the raising up of the divine
instruments of judgment, the Babylonians, etc.
A land may also be defiled by the sheddin^ of
innocent blood (Nu 35^'*). The purifying punishment of the land is the shedding of the blood of
the murderer ; the land is sacred because Jahweh
dwells among His people ; there can be no expiation for the land except by the shedding of the
murderer's blood. A land may not be defiled by
allowing a murderer to hang upon the tree all
night ; the body shall be buried on the day of
the land is sacred because it is the
execution
(e)

:

;

'

;

the people sacred to Jahweh
land was defiled by idolatrous pracit was a goodly land that
tices (Jer 2'', Ezk 36"'-)
Israel had inherited, and the people, priests, and
rulers had made it an abomination by idolatry
their way was before men, rnan nxtps? ; the outinheritance
(Dt2P-'-).

of

A

;

;

Jahweh's wrath and captivity among
pouring
the heathen were the punitive, purifying remedies.
We have seen that there
2. Purificatory media.
are various media of purification, and various acts
of litual to be observed.
Speaking of cathartic
sacrifices, Robertson Smith says
of

—

:

'

Purifications are performed by the use of any of the physical
means that re-establish normal relations with the deity and the
congregation of his worshippers in short, by contact with
sometbung that contains and can impart a divine virtue. For
ordinary purposes the use of living water may suffice, for, as

—

we know,

there

is

a sacred principle in such water.

But the

most powerful cleansing media are necessarily derived from the
body and blood of sacrosanct victims, and the forms of purification embrace such rites as the sprinkling of sacrificial blood or
ashes on the person, anointing with holy unguents, or fumigation with the smoke of incense, which from early times was a
favourite accessory to sacrifices. It seems probable, however,
that the religious value of incense was originally independent
of animal sacrifice, for frankincense was the gum of a very
holy species of tree, which was collected with religious precautions.
Whether, therefore, the sacred odour was used in
ungiients or burned like an altar sacrifice, it appears to have
owed its virtue, like the gum of the samora tree, to the idea

that

it

an animate and divine plant' (p. 426
principal media of purification would thus

was the blood

of

f.).

be
The
water, blood, ashes, herbs, incense, oil, shaving
the hair, seclusion, confession, and punitive
destruction.

—

In regard to water it should be
(a) Water.
ol)served that sacred wells, fountains, and streams
are often found near sanctuaries in Arabia,
Phoenicia, and Syria.
Robertson Smith points out
principle which runs through

that 'the one general
the varieties of the legends

(p. 173)
all

[about sacred waters], and which also lies at the basis of the
are instinct with divine life and
ritual, is that the sacred waters
their main object is to show how the fountain or
energy .
stream comes to be impregnated, so to speak, with the vital
energy of the deity to which it is sacred.' And, again, in
regard to the healing power of the sacred spring, he says
Beyond doubt the first and best gift of the sacred
(p. 183)
spring to the worshipper was its own life-giving water, and the
first object of the religion addressed to it was to encourage its
benignant flow. But the life-giving power of the holy stream
was by no means confined to the quickening of vegetation.
Sacred waters are also healing waters.' And once more (p. 184) :
The healing power of sacred water is closely connected with
its purifying and consecrating power, for the primary conception of uncleanness is that of a dangerous infection. Washings
and purifications play a great part in Semitic ritual, and were
performed with living water, which was as such sacred in some
.

.

The

106*^-3^).

(Hindu)

'

:

'

degree.'

—

For the cathartic nature of blood
(6) Blood.
reference should be made to artt. Sacrifice.
Here we need only quote the words of the Epistle
«
Without shedding of blood
to the Hebrews (9^^)
.

is

no remission.'

—

For incense used in purification
(c) Incense.
Cf.
see above, and Robertson Smith, p. 426 f.

Nu

[EV.

17"'-

16*®*-]

for its atoning efficacy.
instances of confession cf.

— For

(d) Confession.
1
833- 36, Ps 32=,
Lv 1621 (p) 2640(ff-),

K

Pr

28^3^

Nu

Neh

Ezr 10\

5^ (P),

Lv

5" (P),

9*,

Dn

Neh

9^

1« 9^,

Jos 7^*, and especially the ceremony of the scapegoat (q.v.). The idea is both corporate and inFor the
dividual, as these instances will show.
idea of lamentation cf. Is 15^, and Robertson
Smith, p. 430
The term "ibn is frequently used as
(e) Ashes.
a token of humiliation and penitence (Job 42*,
In Nu 199*- (P) it denotes the mixture
Is 58', etc.).
of the ashes of the red heifer and those
composed
'
of cedar wood, hyssop and scarlet,' and used for
the preparation of the water of separation (cf.
G. B. Gray, Numbers [ICC], Edinburgh, 1903,
cf.
pp. 241-247 ; for ashes of the red heifer
IV. 207 f.).
For the use of herbs, especially the
(/) Herbs.
hyssop, for the act of sprinkling blood in ceremonies
of purification cf. Ex 12-', Lv 14, Nu 19«, Ps 5P ;
q. e. Post
it is spoken of literally in 1 K 438,
{HDB ii. 442) identifies it with Origanum Maru,
which is eminently adapted for the purpose of
He points out that in certain of the
sprinkling.
ceremonial sprinklings, as in the case of leprosy,
there was added to the bunch some cedar-wood,
scarlet wool, and a living bird.
Gray (p. 251) contends that it was used on account of its cleansing
properties,' and he adds

—

ti'.

'

'

HDB

—

'

:

'

The

scarlet thread

was presumably selected

for its colour,

same obscure reason that required the cow to be red
the cedar, perhaps, on account of its soundness and endurance,
and its supposed property of imparting these qualities.' He
reminds us that Pliny mentions numerous medicinal qualities
with which cedar and hyssop were credited in the ancient
for the

;

'

world '(i/iVxvi.

76).
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throughout

the

M. CoOKE.

(Hindu).— There

is

nothing

that an orthodox Brahman, or Brahmanized castes
generally, will shun so much as external defileThe predominating idea in their general
ment.
conduct, and in their every action in life, is what
they call cleanness,' says J. A. Dubois.* The
'

regarding impurity (oAaucha) and purification {Suddhi) occupy, therefore, a conspicuous
and there are
place in the Sanskrit law-books,
many special treatises in Sanskrit on this subject
the A^auchanirnaya, &uddhitattva, SuddhimaThe horror or superstitious dread
yukha, etc.
mspired by the sight of a corpse becomes particumanifest in these rules. The inipurit;^ of a
rules

—

larly

Brahman caused by the death

of a relative is declared to last in general ten days. Those who
have carried out a dead relative and burnt his
1 Hindu Manners, Customs, and Ceremonies^, p. 179.

PURIFICATION
corpse are required to plunge into water, dressed
in their clothes.
Dining the period of impurity
they must sleep on the ground and practise other
austerities, and inuht give uj) all intercourse with
other people in order to avoid defiling them. When
the impurity is over, they must bathe, sip water,
Even those who
and make gifts to Bralunans.
have merely come near the smoke of a funeral
Childbirth is an occasion of
pyre must bathe.
unpurity in the same way and for the same length
of time as death.
Menstruating women are considered unclean, and their touch contaminates.
They become pure after four days by bathing.
bath is also ordained for a man who touches such a
woman, or the carrier of a corpse, or members of
the lowest castes, or the corpses of certain animals,
or one who has had his hair cut, or has vomited or
been purged, etc. If the lower part of the body
has been defiled by one of the impure excretions
of the body, it is sufficient to cleanse the limb in
question with earth and water. In minor cases of
pollution, as after spitting or sneezing, one has to
water.
The ancient and popular story of
sip
King Nala shows how one neglecting such puritication was supposed to be liable to be possessed by
a demon.
Even before birth men were believed
to be tainted with uncleanness, and the various
aaviskdras, such as tonsure, investiture with the
sacred thread, marriage, etc., were regarded as
purificatory ceremonies capable of removing that
taint (Manu, ii. 27).
Purity in regard to food was considered even
more essential than external purity, and the rules
concerning allowed and forbidden food are very
numerous (see Food [Hindu]). Drinking alcoholic
drinks was reckoned as a mortal sin, like killing
a Brahman or incest. Any one offering spirits to

A

a Brahman was

liable to capital punishment, and
one ottering forbidden food to such had to pay a
heavy fine {Visnu, xxxv. 1, v. 98 ff.)- A Brahman
tasting the food or water of, or eating with, a
Sudra or other person of low caste had to perform
a penance, such as the paraJca (fasting for twelve
days) or sdntapana (subsisting for one day on the
five products of a cow, including her urine and
dang, and fasting the next day). Another set of
rules concerns the purification of inanimate objects
(dravyahiddhi). Spirituous drinks and the impure
excretions of the body are declared to cause the
worst kind of pollution. If an iron vessel has been
defiled by them, it should be cleansed by heating
it in fire
utensils made of stone or shells should
be dug into a pit for seven days objects made of
horn, ivory, or bone should be cleansed by being
planed but wooden or earthenware vessels should
be thrown
away. In lighter cases of pollution the
defiled object snould be washed or
with
sprinkled
or
rubbed Avith earth or ashes, etc., the
water,
rule
that
earth and water should be
general
being
constantly applied as long as the scent or moisture
caused by an unclean substance continues on the
;

;

;

defiled object.
Specially purifying qualities .are
attributed to cows, the cow being considered a
sacred animal. Thus not
only are the five products
of a cow {panchagavya) SAvallowed, but a piece of
ground may be cleansed by allowing cows to pass
some time on it or by plastering it with cow-dung
stagnant wat^r is pure if a cow has drunk from it
and even drops of water trickling from a cow's
horn are said to have an expiatory power. The
detailed provisions regarding a man's daily bath,
which include the recitation of prayers and other
religious ceremonies, also fall under the head of
purificatory rules.
Bathing in a sacred river is
believed to be specially purifying, and the water
of the Ganges is considered the purest of all kinds
of water.
The Buddhists, Jains, and other religious sects
;

;

491

(Iranian)

have each their own code of defilements and jjurifiNor have tliese ancient notions of ])urity
and impurity died out in modern India. Thus,
according to Dubois (in India from 1792 to
the Hindus immediately after a funeral
182.'}),
hasten to plunge themselves into water
even
the news of the death of a relative
produces the
cations.

'

.

.

same

.

.

.

.

The ten

'

days' period of inourning or
observed, and during all tliis time
the mourners must neither take more than one
meal a day, nor shave, nor perform domestic worsick person L>
ship, nor use dainties or spices.
entirely excluded from some religious ceremonies.
ellect.'

impurity

is still

A

Married women near the period of confinement
are taken into a small room or shed, where
they
are shut up for a whole month, during whicn
period they must touch neither domestic utensils
nor

still

clothes,

less

The same

any person.

observed during the monthly sickness of
a woman. The time of seclusion being over, she
has to take a bath, or else a large quantity of
water is poured over her liead and body. If a
woman miscarries, the family become impure for
ten
scrupulous Brahmin,' Dubois says,
days.
would be defiled and obliged to bathe if by acci
(lent his feet should touch a bone, a piece of broken
glass or earthenware, a rag, a leaf from which any
one had eaten, a bit of skin or leather, hair, or any
other unclean thing.
but any one may sit on
the ground without fear of defilement, if the place
has been recently rubbed over with cow-dung.' Here we have a modem instance of the veneration
paid to the cow, A mediaeval instance of it may
be found in al-Biriini, where he speaks of Hindus
returned to their homes from Muslim captivity,
when, after fasting by way of expiation, they were
buried in the dung, stale, and milk of cows for a
certain number of days, and given similar dirt to
eat afterwards. The fear of personal contact with
people of a different caste is gradually dying out in
this age of trams and railways, but there are even
now depressed castes e.g., in Kaslmiir which are
obliged to live outside of the villages, and must
make a sign to persons of high caste from a distance so as to avoid meeting them (see Pariah).
Many of the ancient rules regarding food and
commensality are still in force, and nothing is so
apt to cause loss of caste as a breach of these rules.
The rumour that the British Government was conspiring to rob the Sepoys of their caste by greasing the cartridges or tne guns with offensive fat
was among the causes of the Mutiny of 1857.
Earthenware vessels have to be destroyed in case
of defilement, whereas metal ones may be purified
2
It is true that Brahmans and
by washing.
rich Sudras are gradually abandoning the use
of earthenware vessels for cooking. SUk and cloth
made of the fibres of certain plants are and were
rule

is

'

A

'

.

.

.

—

—

believed to remain always pure.
It is for tliLs
reason that the ancient Brahman hermits used to
wear clothes made of such material, and that a
modem Brahman doctor, when feeling the pulse of
a Sudra, first wraps up the patient's ymst in a
small piece of silk so that he may not be defiled
by touching his skin.* The prevailing belief in the
sanctity and purifying power of Ganges water is
too well known to require illustration.
LrrERATORB.—rA« Institute* of Fi>«u, tr. J. Jolly in SBE
[Oxford, 1900] The Lavos of Mann, tr. G. Biihler, ib. xxv.
[do. 1886]
J. A. Dubois, Hindu Manners, Customs, anrl.
Ceremonies^, tr. H. K. Beauchamp, Oxford, 1906 J. WUson,
Indian Caste, Bombay, 1877 S. C. Bose, The Hindoos as ihey
vii.

;

;

;

;

are, Calcutta, 1881; al-Biriini 's India,

London, 1888

;

BG, passim.

tr.

E.

Sachau, 2 vols.,
J. JOLLY.
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(Iranian).— In the less developed religious of the world purification means
1

hoc.

cit.

3 Ih.
p. 181.

3 76.
p.
* Ih.

182

f.

p. 181

f.
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the expulsion of the contagion of a ritual pollution.
In higher religions it is above all the libera-

Mazdseism
from an ethical depreciation.
combines both conceptions. The annulling of sin
is primarily to be obtained by outweighing the
evil deeds, evil words, evil thoughts by good deeds,
good words, good thoughts (huskyaothna, hukhta,
humata). A penitential formula (paitita) was also
recited before the dastur.^ The term paitita exin
presses the balance of merits and sins,* and
later texts seems to be applied to the state of mind
of the penitent renouncing the sin, and saying,
Henceforth I will no more commit the sin.' ' But
there is no remission or, more exactlj, neutralizing of the sin unless by good actions in compensation for the evil inflicted on good creation by the
In the Vendidad these works are enumerevil act.
ated ; they consist in building bridges, gifts to the
etc.
priests, purification of defiled good beings,
More often regular penances are provided, in the
form of strokes by means of a whip of discipline
tion

'

—

—

The rate of strokes is
(ashtrd, sraosho-karana).
given in several passages of the Vendidad. In
later times, as a substitute for the strokes, silver
coins were paid by the penitent, and a scale of
fines was established.
Often, also, spells had to be recited, expiatory
offerings had to be presented, or purifications performed ; * and here we have prescriptions connected
with the more materialistic conception of purity
and purification, as we find it in lower religions,
where sin is but one of the many pollutions that
may be inflicted upon man and have to be wiped off
by means of some ritual process.* Mazdseism
gives to purity and purification as much importance as any lower religion, because those conceptions have been made to fit into the dualistic
system. Pollutions come from contact with impure
beings or are ascribed to demons, exactly as in
the beliefs of primitive people, but they are considered at the same time as an achievement of
Ahriman, the evil spirit, creator of the evil creation, source of every evil, material or moral.
When those defilements are suppressed by means
of water, gomez, and other substances, or by
rituals completely similar to those used for that
purpose in all magical proceedings, it is inasmuch
as these elements are endowed with the purifying
power emanating from Ormazd, the producer of
good creation. In all this we have to do with
aspects of the great struggle between the two
The material and the moral aspects of
principles.
purity are wholly intermingled in Mazdaean con-

resembles the contagion of a disease it extends
by contact and dooms the victim to perdition
unless it be redeemed by a purification that gives
The conception
it back to the realm of Ormazd.
All
of purity comes fairly near to that of health.
that is unhealthy or abnormal in the body is
impure disease, menstruation, childbirth, death
of the whole body or of parts of it ; and, after all,
sin is a kind of disease also
a folly in contrast
with wise conduct {drmatay) or the right kind of
;

:

—

mind (Vohu Manah).
It is therefore not surprising that Mazdseism
professes that wise conduct and good teaching
purify man's life ( Yaozhdao mashydi aipi zanthem
[Ys. xlviii. 5]).
The worst impurity is that which arises from
contact with a corpse. For a Mazdsean, to die was
to pass into the power of the druj Nasu (ve<ciJ$).
Hence it is necessary to minimize the evil produced by this demon by protecting all good beings
and substances from its power, and, if contact has
taken place, it is urgent that the defiled substance
should be freed as soon as possible from the grasp
of the d7-uj. The first process of purification applied
in that case is the sag-did, or the look of a dog, preferably of one with yellow ears and four eyes {i.e.

This, however, is not
eyes).
sufficient to destroy the impurity inherent in the

with spots near the

corpse, and every person and thing that has come
in direct or even indirect contact with it must be
The contact is greater on soft and wet
purified.
ground and where decomposition has set in. The
corpse is therefore deposited on a flat stone around
which the nasd-se-ldr traces with a knife three
deep circles to prevent the Nasu from infecting
the surroundings. The corpse has to be stripped
of its soft and liquid parts by the action of vultures
or other animals of the evil creation. It is therefore
deposited in some remote and dry place far from the
cultivated fields or on a dakhma till it is completely
dried up. Then it is presumed to be no longer
All kinds of purification are prescribed
infectious.
for the people who perform the duties connected
with the dressing of the corpse and its transporta-

See, further, art. Death, etc. (Parsi).
to death, the worst impurity is menstrual
blood. The dashtdn, ' woman during her courses,'
must be kept indoors in a special room (Pahl.
armesht-gdh), where food is handed to her from a
distance by means of a stick. The woman after
childbirth is treated in the same way, and must
be confined during forty days in the armesht-gdh,
which greatly increases the mortality among Parsi
tion.

Next

women.

ceptions.

The verb yaozhdd, *to purify,' is akin
jv^ and Skr. yosh. It refers to all that

—
good, or right

to Lat.
is

fine,

that is as it should be. In the
found only once and means to
perfect,' 'to put in good
It
is
used
of the daena, the conscience,
shape.'
the soul of the faithful, while in the Vendidad we
find it used of the bodj^ and of all kinds of material
beings susceptible of being polluted.
Darmesteter* compares this double meaning to
that of cleanliness in English, which is a moral
as well as a material virtue
cleanliness is next
and he adds with much reason that,
to godliness'
for a Zoroastrian, cleanliness is an aspect of godliness, since it is the state of a being belonging to
Ahura Mazdah. In most cases one has to do with
that are real infections or defilements,
g)llutions
ut they not only soil they also put one in the
of
the
evil spirits.
power
Impurity most nearly
all

Gdthds the word

'

is

accomplish,' 'to

make

'

'

—

'

;

;

1 Cf. L. C.
Casartelli, The Philosophy of the Mazdayasnian
RMigion, Eng. tr., Bombay, 1889, p. 169.
2 O.
Bartholomae, Altiran. Worterbuch, Strassburg, 1904, s.v.

3

Shdyagt-ld-Shdyast,

4

Vend. xiv. 7 ff.
Zend-Avesta, ii.

6

(Iranian)

viii.

p. x.

8

;

Oasartelli, p. 170.
5 cf. art. Magic
(Iranian).

All that is detached from the body, being dead,
impure. Hence the ceremonies prescribed for
cutting the hair or the nails (Vend. xvii. 1-9).
This is also the reason why the priest wears the
paitiddna, or piece of gauze, before his mouth
when he comes near the sacred fire lest he should
is

—

soil it

by

his breath.

All that has been touched by one of the defiling
substances has to be purified, and the greater part
of the Vendidad is devoted to the description of
the ritual processes securing the purification of all
kinds of elements or materials, such as wood
(Ve7id. vii. 28), corn (ib. 32), water (vi. 26), fire
(viii. 73 ff.), earth (vi. 1-24), the house of a dead
man (viii. 3) or the road followed by the carriers
of the corpse (ib. 14, 22), household utensils (vii.
74), clothes (ib. 10 tt'.), and animals
e.g., the cow
that has eaten from a corpse (i6. 76 f.). Soft and
substances
a
more
require
complete cleansporous
ing than hard and dry ones, and pimfications are
more elaborate in winter than in summer.
The cleansing substances are the same as are
used in all rituals of the same kind, viz. above
all, water, and next to it gaomaeza (Pahl. gomez),

—

PURIFICATION
A

rivdyat quoted in Darme266) explains that, when
Jamshed (Yinaa Xshaeta) extracted Tahmuruz
from the body of Ahrinian, he had soiled his hands

or urine of cattle.
steter {Zend-Avesta,

ii.

;

but, a drop of gomez having

by chance

fallen on
fine

they immediately recovered
Earth is also mentioned at times as a
purifying element ( Vend. vii. 14, 74).
As for tire, it is generally considered to be the
purifying element par eaxellence ; it has been
exalted so high in Zoroastrianism, as the purest
offspring of the good spirit, that it cannot be used
as a purifier.
It must never come in contact with
anything impure.
For some specially serious cases of contamination there was provided an extensive ceremony
the barashnum, or puriiication of the nine nights,
described in Vend. viii. 35-72 and ix. 1-57. The
ground had to be prepared by cuttin" down trees
in a dry place.
Then holes had to be dug, and
furrows drawn. The unclean person had to walk
to the holes, recite a prayer, and be sprinkled
with water and gomez on all parts of his body in
tlieir

them,

aspect.

—

succession.
LiTBRAirRK.— Besides the works mentioned tliroughout, see
Darmesteter, Le Zend-Avesta, 3 vols., Paris, 1892-93 (esp.
the introd. to the Vendlddd); C. P. Tiele, Gesch. van den
H.
Godsdiengt in de Oiidheid, Amsterdam, 1895-1901, ii.
Oldenbergr, Die iranische Religion (=Die Kultur der GegentradiDie
77
F.
iii.
I.
1906,
p.
Spiegel,
wart,
pt. i.), Leipzig,
W. Geiger, Ostiranti<melle LitteraUir der Parsen, do. 1860
ische Kultur im Altertum, Erlangen, 1882.
J.

;

;

;

Albert
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J.

Carnoy.

i.

Introductory
remarks. The Jains of to-daj^ are rightly proud of
the old saying that a Jain might be trusted in the

—

(Jain).

zenana of a king so great, indeed, was their
character for purity that it won for them the
worthy to enter
epithet of paraghara pavesd,
another's house.' There can be little doubt tliat
this splendid reputation was due to the ethical
character of their religion, though even to-day the
ethical nature of Jainism is insufficiently realized
by European scholars, and too little appreciated
even by the Jains themselves. It is in accordance
with this ethical tradition that sins against purity
of any kind are never glossed over, but always
treated with the greatest severity. Adultery is
accounted one of the most heinous sins, equivalent
to taking life {jiva hii'nsd), and the layman or
monk who breaks the vow of chastity is held to
have broken all his vows. Every sin of impurity,
whether it lie in thought, word, or deed, or in
causing others to ofi'end against the law of chastity
in thought, word, or deed, must be confessed to
one's director [guru) as soon as possible, and the
penance imposed by him performed. The usual
penalty for unchastity is for a monk nothing short
of expulsion from the order, and he must undergo
long tastings before he can hope to obtain reordination.
layman guilty of impurity is held to have
slipped back on the ladder of rebirths and fallen
below the stage not only of being a Jain but even
of being human, and he must observe the strictest
fasts with the idea of torturing the body which led
him to commit such crimes before he can win back
again the birthright which he has forfeited. If
the sin be not repented of and confessed, tlie most
hideous torments await the offender in a future
With regard to women
rebirth as a hell-being.
who sin against the law of chastity, a Jain husband
can never divorce his wife, but, if she prove unfaithful, he would very probably separate from her,
and though, as a rule, the practice of taking a
second wife is much looked down on, it would be
considered pardonable in such a case, and the
woman would look forward with dread to being
widowed in her next existence.
The idea of purity diSers of course for a monk
;

'

A
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(Jain)

The monk must observe the most
rigorous celibacy, never looking at, thinking of,
speaking to, or touching a woman, never even
sitting where a woman has sat or stroking a female
animal. It is interesting to notice that these laws
are enforced in their sacred books not only by
every religious sanction present and future, but
also by appealing to the natural laziness of the
monk, warning him of the burdens and cares of
and a layman.

married

life.

A

layman vows to maintain his wife in all
honour and loyalty and to renounce the society of
other women. It is customary for a devout layman
to observe celibacy before any of the great Jain
festivals or fasts, before going on pilgrimage, and
for twenty days in every montn, and, as he
advances

in holiness,

he at last renounces entirely

the society of his wife (brahmacharya jrratinid).^
All unnatural sins against purity are punished in
this life by heavy penances, or after rebirth by the
most hideous tortures.
The Jains are also proud of the purity of their
worsliip, for courtesans are not to be found connected with their temples, nor does their religion

permit any iakti or vdma mdrga orgies, and tlieir
entire sacred literature contains nothing approa,ching to the Tantras of the Hindus.
With regard to ritual purity and purifications,

the Jains themselves say that they have borrowed
their rites from the Hindus and especially from
the Brahmans so it will be interesting to compare
Jain is always
the two systems on this point.
most anxious to maintain ceremonial purity, for
only when in a state of ritual holiness can he go
to temple or monastery, or perform any of his
religious duties, such as meditation, adoration, or
reading the sacred books but ceremonial pollution
is very difficult to avoid, accruing, as it does, in so
many minor ways,^ and especially on the occurrence
of any birth or death in a family.
2. Birth impurity {vfddhi sutaka).
Before the
birth of tiie first child the young mother goes to
her own old home, where she must
for at least
stay
a month and a quarter after the cnild's birth
she
is
all
this
time
considered
during
ceremonially
impure and untouchable,' and her husband is not
allowed to see her or to enter the house where she
is living.^
The child, when born, is considered
impure, and the midwife bathes it with all possible
speed, for, if it dies before being thus purified, it
might have to be buried somewhere in the compound
of the house instead of in the children's cemetery
reserved for infants dying when less than eighteen
months old, which is situated near the burning
;

A

;

—

;

'

ghat.

There are four distinct stages in the progress of
the mother back to ceremonial purity
:

(a)

On

the tenth

day

after the child's birth she bathes in the

house and on the very bed on which she gave birth to the child
her forehead is marked vnth an auspicious mark (chandalo) in
red powder, and a change is made in her diet. She is not
allowed to touch milk during the whole forty days of her impurity, and the first day after the child's birth she has to
;

observe as a fast if she rebels very much against this, she may
be given a nati\ e dish called raba (a gruel made of wheat-flour,
and molasses). Up to the tenth day she is allowed to eat
only a favourite Jain dish called iiro (the same ingredients as
rdba, but less liquid), but after the tenth day she may take
bread and the curried vegetables which she so keenly relishes,
and several different kinds of gruel.
(b) On the ttventieth day the mother again bathes in the house,
and on the same bedstead, which is then washed and put in the
sun and the earthen floor and sometimes the walls of the room
are freshly plastered with the usual mixture of claj', cow-dung,
and water. An auspicious mark is again put on her forehead
(she had not been allowed to do this dunng the intervening
sit apart
days), and, though she is still untouchable," and must
and eat apart, she may now be allowed to sweep the house, but
;

ghl,

;

'

1 See M.
Stevenson, Heart of Jainism, p. 223.
2/6. p. 258.
,_.
„_^u
3
anxious to see his first-bom, it may
If, however, he is very
be brought outside the house for him to look at after it is twelve

davs

old.
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(unless the famUy is so poor tliat she must
help with the work). On this particular day she may again eat
iiro and, according to some Jains, she may now begin to tell
her beads.
(c) On the thirtieth day, or on the Thursday nearest to the
thirtieth day after the child's birth, the mother bathes in the
ordinary bathing-place of the household, whether it be in a
room or in the courtyard, and a^ain is decorated with the
auspicious mark and given iiro to eat ; she is now considered
less unclean and allowed to go outside the house, though she
still must not touch any one or go to the nunnery or temple.
Tues{d) On the fortieth day, or on some convenient Sunday,
day, or Thursday nearest the fortieth day, the mother bathes
considered
is
at
last
and
in
household
the
bathing-i)lace,
again
ceremonially pure she is now allowed to touch the household
water-pots, the family hearth, and the hand-mill, and may cook
for her friends.
If during these forty days she has used earthen
had
pots, they will be thrown aw ay, but the brass vessels that
been kept apart for her use will be cleansed by fire or ashes,
and taken into general use. After bathing, the mother is
marked with the chandalo and is given iiro or some specially
dainty dish to eat, perhaps kaiiudra (a dish resembling iiro, but
not cooked with ghi). She then goes to her mother-in-law's
house (which is probably her husband's house also), does
obeisance at the feet of her mother-in-law, and offers that muchfeared lady a present of money, which varies according to her
purse. Very often the daughler-in-law gives two rupees if a
son has been born to her, and eight annas if it is only a
daughter. After this her husband may pennit her to return to
her own mother's house for a varying period lasting probably
six months this seems the 'correct' thing to do, as it is the
Brahman custom or he maj' summon her at any time.
most of the Jains the child's fatlier is

must not go outside

;

—

—

Among

considered impure for ten days, and for that length
of time he is not allowed to go to the temples or
perform any religious duties ; and all his near
relatives that bear his surname are in the same
state of ceremonial impurity (though, unlike the
Brahmans, they are allowed to celebrate weddings
during that period). The impurity is removed at
the end of ten days by simply bathing in the
In cases of necessity, however,
ordinary way.
the father and his relatives may purify themselves by ordinary bathing the day after the child's
birth.*
Though the Jains are anxious that the
mother should not die before the purification is
complete, yet, if she should not survive, they do
not have to perform that pathetically tragic rite
of bathing the young mother's dead form one
hundred and eight separate times, as the Nagar
Brahmans do. It is good to know that human
nature is stronger than tradition, and the writer's
Indian friends liave assured her that, if their wive.s

were to die in childbirth, they would now break
through every custom and insist on being with

them at the
3. Death

last.

—

The defilement which
defilement.
death brings on a household {mrtyu sutaka) is far
heavier than that of a birth. During the time the
pollution lasts the Jains, like the Brahmans, can
celebrate no marriage, hear no music, eat no
sumptuous meals, and perform no religious duties,
and they must wear only white turbans, but, unlike
the Brahmans, they need not shave off their
moustaches.
When a Jain is dying, he is placed on the floor,
which has been newly plastered with cow-dung
and clay (if Hindu influence is strong, the cowdung will probably have been mixed with water
from the river Ganges), and the patient is so
arranged that his head is towards the north and
his feet towards the south.
Great attention is
paid to the purification of the dying man's soul,
and, with this in view, he is urged, even before he
has been placed on the floor, to take certain vows,
especially that of religious suicide {santhdro
pdtha),^ in which he promises never to eat or drink
again while he lives he also gives away much in
alms for feeding cattle and the poor and, the
moment he dies, his heirs offer further alms in his
name. Still with the object of purification, a lamp
f 3d with melted butter is lit close to the man when
1
The mother's own brothers are not considered ceremonially
impure, though they may have been in the house where the
;

;

was born.
See Stevenson, p. 221.

child
2

(Jain)

he is on the point of death, and is kept constantly
burning till the dead body is carried out of the
The corpse is not usually bathed, but, in
liouse.
the case of a woman dying wliile her husband ia
still living, the big toe of her right foot is bathed,
and her forehead is smeared with red powder.
Every one in the house is considered unclean
the men of the family go with the corpse to the
burning-ground and bathe before returning.^ The
women leave the house to go and bathe in a river
or tank after the corpse has been carried out, but
they must be careful to return before the men.
The period of ceremonial impurity lasts for seven
or nine days, and is broken on a Monday, Thursday, or Friday nearest the seventh day, when the
men all go to the river and bathe, and then shave
for the first time since the death occurred.
The
women bathe in the house, wash their hair, and
change their clothes.* The house has also been
impure during the week, and no outsider would
drink water in it ; but now it is all cleansed and
The room in which
re-plastered with cow-dung.
the person died is re-plastered with special care,
and, if Hindu influence is strong, it will be further
purified by having cow-urine sprinkled on the floor.
All the clothes worn during the seven days have
to be washed, the vessels used purified with
ashes and water, and the cooking-hearth cleansed
with water and cow-dung. The funeral ceremonies
end with a feast to all the caste-fellows, whether
Vai§nava, Jain, or Svami Narayana by religion.
The birth and
4. Special impurity of women.
death sutaka are the two great periods of impurity
for a man, but a woman contracts ceremonial
pollution more frequently, and is regarded as untouchable for four days in CAery month. During
this time she must sit apart either on a thick cloth
or on a hassock made of sacking, and, though she
may sleep on a bed, it must not have the mattress
spread over it, but only sacking or thick cloth.
She must eat apart, and may not touch copper or
bronze vessels, though she is allowed to use brass
or crockery, but all the vessels that she touches
are regarded as impure and have to be cleansed at
the end of the four days. She should not go out of
the house, if she can possibly avoid doing so, and
of course cannot visit temple or nunnery ; nor may
she perform any of her religious duties, such as
meditation or confession, even in the house. During these days she must not cook for the family or
touch the hearth or the water-pots. At the end of
the fourth day she bathes, changes her clothes, and
washes her hair. On the occasion of first attaining
puberty, however, the purification ceremonies are
more elaborate. The girl, Avho, though married,
is probably still
living in her mother's house,
bathes after the fourth day and puts on a simple
green bodice and red sari (two auspicious colours)
that her mother has prepared for her, and then
starts out for her mother-in-law's house but, just
before she leaves, her mother puts some molasses
Arrived at her destination, she
in her mouth.
makes her reverence at her mother-in-law's feet
and oflers her two rupees and the old lady, if
gracious and kindly, presents her daughter-in-law
with a more elaborate green bodice fashioned of
Then the mother-in-law invites her to a
silk.
feast of specially nice food, which will include a
dish of wheat, treacle, and ghl (Idpasj). The girl
can be summoned any time after this to go and
live with her husband in her mother-in-law's house,
and the sewing of the trousseau will be hastened,
Probfor she must not go till this is completed.
;

—

;

;

1 It is
interesting to notice that, though the body may be
carried out through the ordinary house-door, there are usually
certain city-gates through which a corpse may not be borne.
2 Near
relatives, even if living in a distant village, are obliged
to go and bathe in a stream immediatelj' after hearing of the
death.
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ably, despite all the bowing that she has done and
will do at her mother-in-law's feet, the last thing
that her own niotiier will wliisper in her ear will be
the proverb, Don't be as bitter as a ni//t-tree, or
you will be spat out but don't be as sweet as
sugar, or you will be eaten up [with the work they
'

;

will put on you].'
Jain, however, may
5. Accidental pollution.
also acquire pollution in his ordinary life, and
what
he
eats
and drinks. The
especially through
worst fault that a man can commit is to eat meat,

—A

were done openly and

ho
Avould be put out of caste absolutely and never be
allowed to eat with his equals again. If, however,
it were done accidentally ami repented of, the
otfender would confess it to his director and have
to observe very strict fasts before he would be
regarded as purified. The rule is the same for
drunkenness even moderate wine-drinking is absolutely prohibited on account of the entry of life
by fermentation, though eating opium and smoking
tobacco (while not approved of) do not render a
man impure.
Pollution is also acquired by touching an outcaste (an untouchable), and, after sitting beside
one in a train or brushing a":ainst one, Jains
purify themselves either by bathing and changing
their ganuents, or, if less particular, by just
sprinkling water over their clothes village Jains
are content with simply touching a Muhammadan
If an out-caste passed
by way of purification.
very near their house or accidentally entered a
it
would
Jains
room,
purifj'
by sprinkling water,
and, if he brought them wood, they would sprinkle
water on the faggots ; in the same way, after
walking through an out-caste quarter of the town,
they would purify themselves by bathing or by
The rule seems to be that a very
sprinkling.
particular Jain purifies himself by immersion or,
rather, ati'usion, and a less strict one does it just as
effectually by aspersion— an interesting parallel to
the varying methods of Christian baptism.
Bronze and copper vessels are treated with great
respect if they should, despite every precaution,
be defiled, they are put into the fire to be cleansed.
Brass vessels can be purified with fire or more
simply with ashes, crockery by being washed in
warm water but the writer was shown in one
house the glass that a Muhammadan visitor frequently drank from, kept in a special niche in the
garden wall. In schools, in the same way, the
vessels used by Mulianimadans are kept separate
from those belonging to Hindu or Jain children.
If the whole of a house be defiled
by a dog
bringing a bone into it or a crow dropping some
meat in the courtyard the householder summons
a Muhammadan or some meat-eating Hindu, such
as a Ko]i, to take it away and himself purifies the
house by sprinkling water and cow-urine where the
and,

if

this

jjersistently,

:

;

;

;

—

—

meat had

Cutch and Marwar Jains do

daily aa a religious duty.

heads are shaved except one lock of hair which
they must themselves pull out. Every year afterwards they have to pull out their hair^ before the
great annual confession a custom which is believed
to be peculiar to the Jains.
Tiie idols in the temples are also bathed every
morning, but the most elaborate idol-bathing is
that which takes place every twenty-five years at
f^ravana Belgola (see art. Festivals and Fasts
Before a man can worship in a temple, he
[Jain]).
must bathe and, if he wishes to penetrate the
inner sJirine, he must bathe at the temple and don
tiie special pure clothes provided at the cost of the
community and kei)t in a })articular room attached
to the temple.
In Kjithiaw.lr the Jains seem to be
able to go to England without going througli any
special purification on their return, but in other
places where Vaisnava influence is strong a Jain
goes and bathes in a sacred river, such as the
Ganges, the Uodavari, or the Narbada, and, under
the pressure of Hindu opinion, he might even sip
the fivefold nectar wldch consists of butter, curds,
milk, sugar, and honey. He would also probably
have to go on pilgi'image to Palitana, Girnar, or
some other sacred place. All this trouble, however, is sometimes avoided by a well-understood
and useful fiction the man simply giving out that
he is going on pilgrimage, and then quietly proceeding to Europe, but returning via the pilgrim resort.

—

;

—

ii.g., a well-known Jain gentleman was travelling in Germany
at the outbreak of the war and suffered all sorts ot difficulties
before he was able to leave for India. He was careful, however,
to return to his native place by way of a sacred hill and it was
apparently assumed that he had spent the whole time there,
lliougli his hearers must have found it difficult to reconcile the
stirring adventures, alarms, and excursions under the Kaiser's
tyranny, which he openly recounted to every one he met, with
the peaceful happenings incident to a pilgrimage, which ought
;

to have composed his story. Anyhow, no puriflcation was
demanded.
LrrERATuaE. —The information contained in the above article

has been derived directly from Jain informants. See also the
present writer's Notes on Modem Jainism, Oxford, 1910, The
Heart of Jainism, do. 1915; and S£B xxii. [1884] and xlv.

Margaret Stevenson.

[1S96].

PURIFICATION

(Japanese).— As cleanline.ss
or purity is the dominating ideal of Shinto, rites
ana ceremonies of purification make up a considerable portion of the 'way of the gods.' The most
important among these are the two ceremonies
known as harai and inisogi.
Their origin is said to date from pre-historic
times as far back as Izanagi and Izanami, the male
and female creators of the land of Toyo-ashi-hara,

was anciently called.
Izanami died and departed to the land of j/omi, or darkness
her husband followed lier and, behold, her body was already
over it
and Izanagi, greatly
putrid, maggots swarmed
" What a hideous and
shocked, exclaimed,
polluted land I have
come to unawares!" So he speedily ran away.' He threw
aside the stick with which he had touched the dead, and his
belt, garments, waist-cloth, hat, and bracelet, thus sweeping off
everything that had clothed his body. The action was called
harai, literallj" the sweeping off.' 'Thereafter he jumped into
the sea and cleansed his body with its water. This was termed
misoyi, 'watering' the body, in tokun of the removal of all impurities. Thus harai and misogi became integral parts of court
ceremony and consequently of Shinto ritual.

as Japan

;

'

.

.

.

'

lain.

Unlike the Hindus, the Jains do not become
impure during an eclipse, but, where Vaisnava
influence prevails, they throw away their earthen
cooking- pots when the eclipse is over and bathe
in a river.
Like the Hindus, the Jains perform ceremonial
bathing and teeth-cleansing every morning, and
until their teeth have been rubbed with the toothstick they will not swallow a drop of water.^
Monks and nuns, once they are professed, may
never bathe, lest they should injure the waiier-jivn.
Naturally cleanly ascetics, however, evade this by
rubbing themselves over with a cloth which has
been moistened in warm water. But they must
never clean their teeth. Before they are professed,
they bathe in the ordinary way, and then their
1
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(Japanese)

not, like other Jains, bathe

There are various kinds of harai, named according to their purpose and importance
yoshinoharai, akuno-harai, d-harai,kamino-ha,rai, nakanoYoshi means 'good,'
harai, shiinono-Iiarai, etc.
and yoshino-harai is to secure the good ; aku
means 'evil,' and akuno-harai is to avoid evil; o
means great,' and 6-harai is the most important
of all
kami, ruika, and shimo mean respectively
'upper,' 'middle,' and 'lower,' thus indicating
their grade of importance.
The 6-harai, or great purification, is a ceremony
intended to cleanse from all the evils and pollutions
:

'

;

is obexperienced since its last celebration. It
served twice a year (at the end of June and the
>

Stevenson, p. 165

1.
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of December), when the official in charge, after
the proper purification of his own body, offiers flax
and a sword. The most important part of the
ceremony is the reading of the formula known as
the Nakatomi-no-norito, so called from the fact
that in the beginning the family of Nakatomi liad
charge of the reading. The formula first announces
to ail whom it may concern the celebration of the
ceremony, then enumerates the e^dls and impurities
which have been incurred, and concludes with the
statement that these all shall be purged away by
the virtue of the rite.
The o-Jmrai was usually performed at the
southern gate of the royal palace in Kyoto.
Special messengers were sent by the court to all
pai'ts of the empire, and the same ceremony was
performed in various Shinto temples. Regulations
governing the details of the ceremony were formulated from time to time, but these tended not to
perpetuate the ceremony but to hasten its decline.
For several hundred years previous to the restoration of 1868 the observance of these ceremonies
was much neglected by the court; but with the
restoration, together with many old forms, they
were again brought into more or less prominence.
Special occasions of public calamity, such as the
outbreak of pestilence, famine, or destructive fires,
Local and
also call for the observance of o-harai.
individual harai are at times observed for various
Individual
reasons upon a much smaller scale.
harai has at times been looked upon as a penalty
for certain offences, and in A.D. 801 was carried to
such an extent that the court issued an ordinance
regulating its use.
Saikai, or monoimi, is a form of self-purification
in preparation for worship.
When the worship
has been duly performed, tne worshippers discontinue the saikai by a ceremony of kai-sai, disWhile under saikai, certain
missing the sai.
things are forbidden, such as attending funerals,
visiting the sick, sentencing a criminal or putting
him to death, playing upon a musical instrument,
or taking part in any impure or desecrating act.
The length of the observance may vary from one
day to a month, according to the importance and
nature of the occasion.
The Yengishiki, or Book of Ceremony,' published during the Yengi era (901-923), has the
following regulations concerning those who are to
be regarded as polluted by various acts of impurity
and who are therefore to be prohibited from taking
part in Shinto worship. Pollution from the human
dead shall debar for thirty days from the day of
the funeral ; pollution from human birth for seven

end

'

days pollution from animal dead for five days
and from animal birth, not including chickens, for
three days. Those who ate the flesh of beasts were
impure for three days. Participation in the reburial of the dead rendered one impure for four
months or longer. Those who had attended a
funeral, visited the sick, or been present at a
memorial service were forbidden to enter the royal
gate on the same day. Buddhist priests and nuns
and those in mourning were forbidden to enter
the palace during the saikai, and both before and
;

;

after the chief festivals such as kincn,

kanname,
and niiname.
ladies
Court
in pregnancy were obliged to withdraw from the court during the time of saikai,
as also were those temporarily incapacitated at
the time of tlie ceremony itself. A conflagration
rendered those within the house impure for a
period of seven days. Complicated regulations,
as has been said, were formulated governing all
possible cases but in practice the observance lias
;

gradually decreased, so that at present slight
attention is paid in general to ceremonies of
purification.

(Miislim)

Various symbols of purification are still more or
less common.
People returning from a funeral
are not infrequently greeted with salt, that they
from
all impurity before entering
be
freed
may
their homes.
Spitting or breathing on them is

thought to remove contamination from sights and
objects near at hand.

Shaking the

gohei, strips of

white paper attached to a rod, is an act of purification, and the shimenawa, or straw rope above the
entrance gate, is likewise thought to protect the
dwelling from impure influences.
LrrERATCKB.— W. G. Aston, Shinto : tfie Way of the Gods,
London, 1905 B. H. Chamberlain, Things Japanese^, do.
1901 T. Harada, The Faith of Japan, New York, 1914 artt.
relating to Shinto temples and ritual in TASJ.
;

;

;

Tasuku Harada.
PURIFICATION (Muslim). — I. The ritual
of purification. — The Muhammadan ritual of purification is based primarily on the late Qur'anic
passage, v. 9, repeated with slight variations from
IV. 46
(a) 'O believers, when ye come to fulfil the prayer, wash
:

your faces, and your hands as far as the elbows and
rub your heads, and your feet unto the ankles
and if ye
(6)
be polluted then purify yourselves (Jattahharu but iv. 46,
wash yourselves,' taghtasilu) (c) but if ye be sick, or upon a
journey, or one of you come from the privy or have touched a
woman, and ye find no water, then take pure earth and rub
your faces and hands therewith.'
;

'

'

;

'

;

'

'

;

AVith the help of traditions, the variations in
the two versions of this law have been harmonized,
certain verbal and logical obscurities removed, and
the details elaborated into a ritual of practice as
follows.

or wadu\ the minor ablution,, of the
(a) Wudit
appendages (not the trunk) of the body. It is performed regularly before each of the five daily
prayers, whether at home or in the mosque but
it may be omitted if the worshipper is sure he has
in no way become polluted since the last wudu
as, e.g., wnen he continues praying from one period
without interruption into the next. It is usual also
before touching the Qur'an and at the approach
and it forms an integral part of the
of death
major ablution.

—

,

;

,

;

The wu^v)

is
performed at a tank {mlda'ah) or reservoir
(hanafiyah) provided with spouts after a declaration {ntyah)
that the intended act is for purposes of purification, the
Muslim, with sleeves tucked above the elbow, performs each of
the following acts three times washing the hands rinsing the
mouth (here the tooth-pick also is used); compressing each
nostril with the left fingers and snuffing up water from the
right hand, followed by expulsion of the water washing the
face washing the right arm and permitting the water to run
from the palm to the elbow washing the left arm similarly.
Then follow once each passing the wetted right hand over
the upper part of the head, the turban being pushed back
with the left
combing the beard with the wetted fingers
inserting the tips of the forefingers into the ears and passing
the thumbs around the back of the ears
wiping the neck
with the back of the- fingers of both hands washing each
foot as high as the ankle and passing the fingers between the
toes (Shi'ites, however, conform more literally to the Qur'anic
passage by rubbing [mash] the feet with the wetted hand
instead of washing them see also mash, under taihir, p. 497*).
;

:

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

Ghusl, the major, total ablution of the body.
As based upon the Qur'an, it is demanded in the
case of certain physical pollutions,
specified by
tradition to be those of coition, nocturnal pollution,
menses, and childbirth, the period of uncleanness
in the last (nifds) continuing for forty days according to Sunnite law, for ten according to Shi'ite.
As based upon tradition only, and hence called
ghusl masniin, it is demanded in the case of conversion to Muhammadanism
before the prayers
of Friday and the festivals ; after washing a corpse
after blood-letting after death (performed by the
mnghassil, or washer of the dead). It must be
performed in more than a certain minimum of
water, which must touch every part, every hair,
of the body, and hence takes place usually in the
hammarii, with its plunge bath. Ghusl includes
also the wudu', though the washing of the feet
should be deferred by a niyah to the end of the

—

(b)

;

;

;
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entire ablution ; in the case of the wudu' as
part of tlie ghiisl of a corpse the mouth and
nose are stopped witli cotton instead of being

washed.

minor purification tinth

the

Tayammum,

(c)

—

dtcst

It may be performed wlien
in place of water.
water cannot be secured within two miles or within case of sickness, open
out incurring danger
wounds, or fractured bones because of lack of
for
the
wudu
before the jjrayer on
time
proper
It consists of the
festival-days aud at funerals.
declaration of intention, and of clapping dry dust
or sand upon the face and hands. .
;

;

—

Various practices of personal cleanliness.
them, together with loudu and gkusl, are
classed under the general term tahdrah, purification,' some of them form part of the regular umrft*'
(d)

Some

of

'

also, others are practised as occasion

demands

;

in

so far as they are not mentioned in the Qur'an,
thej'^ are declared to have been sanctioned by the
Prophet &afi(rah, lit. nature,' the natural religion
in which man was created (xxx. 29), interpreted
also as 'customs of the [previous] prophets.'
These are use of the tooth-pick (miswdk) au
insistent practice of Muhammad ; cleansing the
nose and mouth with water (istinshdq) ; clipping
the ends of the moustache to prevent them from
entering the mouth ; clipping the finger-nails ;
'

—

depilation of the armshaving of the pubes abstersion {istinja)
pits
with water or dry earth or a piece of stone after
evacuation and urination. Washing the hands
before and after meals is also declared sometimes
to have been demanded by a hadlth ; and it is

cleaning

tlie finger- joints

;

;

;

quite generally practised. Another enumeration
of five usages of ftrah includes circumcision, which
in usage is also regarded as an act of purification,
and hence the term tathlr (see below) applied to it ;
it is nowhere mentioned in the Qur'an, however,
nor is it absolutely necessary in the case of an
adult converted to Muhammadanism.
(c) Tathlr, the purification of objects which have
become ritually unclean. This is based on hadlth

—

personal purification, it may be performed with dry earth instead of water. One of
the most important rules of tathlr is that termed
technically mash, the purification of the inner
boots according to Sunnite law, if they cannot be
cleansed of filth by rubbing dry earth upon them,
they may still be made ceremonially clean ( and worn
during prayers) by stroking (mash) them with the
wetted fingers three times ; Shfites, however, deny
that the boots may be worn at all during prayers.
Some of the other numerous details of tathlr are
the following
Any spot can be made ritually fitted for prayer by spreading
a clean rug or garment upon it but the ground itself is clean
when dry. Handling forbidden animals, such as dogs, pigs,
and rats, requires purification of the person and garments.

only

like

;

;

:

;

Dishes which have contained wine or the flesh of swine (conditions which may exist when such dishes have belonged to
Jews or Christians) must be purified before a Muhammadan
may eat from them. A vessel from which a dog has drunk
must be washed seven times a mosque defiled by a dog can be
purified with water or earth together with recitations from the
Qur'an it should be noted, however, that the mere presence of
the animal, it dry, does not render unclean, while, on the other
hand, if wet, the mere contact of its nose with the clothes
requires (so the Shafi'ites hold) that the clothes be washed
seven times, each time in fresh water, and be rubbed once with
;

;

earth
even Muhammadans less strict hold that body and
clothes are defiled by a dog's saliva, and naturally by its
micturition many will not use mattresses made of dogs' hair.
Another tradition declares that any considerable amount of
fleas' blood defiles a garment.
To a certain extent the ordinary washing of clothes is considered an act of purification, since
the operation is concluded by pouring clean water upon them
and reciting the shahddah, or testification of faith.
;

;

The water used

for purificatory purposes must
clean.
Therefore rain-water is
preferred and regarded as specificallj' recommended
in Qur'an, viii. 11
Remember when ... He sent down upon you rain from

itself

be pure,

i.e.

:

'
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(Miielim)

heaven to purify you therewith and remove from you Satan's
'

pollution

(lijz
[to

'

temptation

perliaps intended rather
desertion and idolatry) ').

;

On the basis
may be used

in

the

sense

of

of Ivadlth, water from other sources
that of the sea, springs, wells,
rivers, hail, snow, and ice (but not ice itself), providing colour, smell, and taste give no evidence of
;

with those restrictions, running water
;
be used even if a dead body or other unclean
thing has fallen into it. The same permission is
given in the case of standing water of more than a
certain volume
but, if an animal falls into a well,
at least 300 bucketfuls of water must be drawn,
and the well must not be used for a day, or, if
putrefaction of the body has set in, for three days.
Earth or sand irsed for purification must not be
pollution

may

;

damp.

—

2. Origin and motive.
The details of these
purificatory practices were derived by Muhammad
and the elaborators of his laws from pagan Arab,
from Jewish, and from Christian sources. Occasionally a tradition seem.s to show that the

Prophet (or those speaking in his name) was still
under the influence of the primitive superstitions
which gave rise to the particular practices in
some traditions show an appreciation
question
;

of the religious and ethical transmutations of
Judaism and Christianity others a mere tolera;

tion of existing customs in so far as they were free
or could be freed from idolatrous implications.
But to the extent that there was any logical purpose in his eclecticism at all, that purpose seems
to have been partly rationalizing and disciplinary,

mainly aesthetic. For it would seem that tiltli in
any form was repugnant to Muhammad, particu-

This abhorrence of
larly to his olfactory sense.
filth and keenness of smell may well have been due
his
in part at least to
early Bedawin apprenticefor both are very pronounced in the true
ship,
Beaawin. At any rate tradition is insistent in
ascribing them to Muhammad.
Thus one l}.adUh declares that he demanded that any one who
had eaten garlic or onions should avoid his presence (a variant
another
reading restricts the prohibition to prayer-time)
tradition, accounting for the institution of the ghusl as a
he
on an
declares
that
ordered
it
regular Friday practice,
occasion when the people had performed their daily labour
while wearing blankets and had perspired to such a degree
that the odour from their bodies had become disagreeable.
Again, he is reported to have said that in paradise all bodily
with the odoux
excretions will be carried oSf as a
perspiration
that only the sensing of an odour or the hearing of
of musk
a sound must be considered an interruption of the required
absorption in prayer ; and, still more significant, that, when a
man tells a lie, the foulness of its odour drives his guardian
angels a mile away.
;

;

of course, that underneath the
motive there was a trace of that
sublimated anthropomorphic conception which
leaves to the deity a gratification in the odour of
sacrificial smoke or of incense, and hence might
ascribe to God man's own aversion to foul odours.
Indeed, there is even a tradition which declares

It is possible,
selfish aesthetic

that the sacrificial blood itself reaches Allah's
acceptance before it touches the ground but, as
far as Muhammad himself is concerned, this
evidence is nullified by the Qur'an (xxii. 37)
;

:

"Their flesh wiU never reach to Allah, nor yet their blood,
but your piety will reach him.'

The tradition cited probably represents merely
a popular expression of the surviving primitive
still more primitive in
superstitious conception
conception is the declaration that the nasal purification was instituted for the purpose of driving
out the evil spirit which lodges in the nostrils
during the night. From the Qur'an itself the
impression is derived that Muhammad's purificatory ordinance was perhaps merely an expression
of the feeling which, superstitious origins forgotten,
still demands a certain decency and comeliness on
the part of the worshipper for the ordinance in
;

;
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question follows immediately the rational injuncCome not to prayer while ye are drunk,
tion,
until ye understand. The rationalizing tendency of
Muhammadanisin in the purificatory ordinances is
seen also in the limitation of contactual ritual
contamination to cases of actual physical transference of perceptible impurity. There is evidence
that the strictness of Hebrew legislation in regard
to the menstruous woman was shared at least in
part by the pagan Arabs (in the earlier Arabic
usage the only 'clear equivalents to the Hebrew
tame and tahor, unclean and clean,' seem to be
iamith and tdhir as applied to the menstruous and
the ' clean woman) but several traditions show
that Muhammad, in accepting the general principle
and some particular details from both sources, modified the severity and declared that mere contact
with a woman in this condition need not be avoided.
Nor does touching a corpse render unclean any one
except the person who washes it for burial ; still
less does mourning in general, or contact with
sacred objects. The same tendency to identify
ritual uncleanness exactly with physical malodorous uncleanness, witli excretions, dampness, and
putrefaction, is evidenced in some of the definitions cited above ; e.g., a dog's contact defiles only
if the animal is wet
earth is clean (and cleanses)
if not damp.
The tradition declaring that the
micturition of a clean animal does not defile is,
'

(Muslim)

ever, characterizes various animals with the legal

halul

terms

'

'

'

'

;

;

'

'

of course, not of this rationalizing tendency.

—

There are a few
that purification might by
some have been regarded as having expiatory
or atoning force that it washed away guilt.
Whether any such idea attaches to a tradition
that in paradise the faithful will be distinguished
by the marks of purification on hands and forehead is doubtful ; the hadlth that he who performs
the wudu' thoroughly will extract all sin from his
body, even though it may lurk under his fingerAnd such an idea may have been
nails, is clear.
present in the mind of the governor of Kufah who
ordered the pulpit of its mosque to be washed
because his predecessor, who had been guilty of
3.

Connexion with expiation.

isolated indications

—

immorality and injustice, had occupied it. But
such a conception of purification from sin is not
found in the Qur'an, nor has Muslim theology
developed it. Even prayer, for which ablution is
only a preparation, absolves only from the minor
sins (those inherent in human nature and hence
more or less unconsciously performed) and not
from the major sins (including all crimes, usury,
lying, disobedience to parents, and the frequent
commission of minor sins) ; one looks in vain for
evidence that the ablution of a convert represented

a baptism into new birth, or that circumcision was
Neither
really regarded as an act of purification.
blood nor fire appears as a purificatory medium.
Nor does the use of earth as a substitute for water
indicate that purification was a symbolic act for
earth or sand was regarded as an actual sanitary
in the case of sickness the
hygienic medium
avoidance of water was due apparently to an old
and still persisting belief that water poisons
wounds and, when cold, causes fever ; though here
again there is a contrary tradition that Muhammad
thought his o-vvn fever was due to a spark from
hell-fire and might be cured with cold water.
Muhammad's treatment
4. Application to food.
of the subject of animals used as food seems to
support the view that he did not place much
emphasis on the ritualistic, technical distinction
between clean and unclean, for he did not use the
terms at all in this connexion. To him permitted
foods are merely tayyibah (lit. 'good,' 'pleasant,'
then 'sound,' 'healthful': ii. 269, v. 6, xxiii. 53).
Forbidden animals are not specifically mentioned
in the Qur'an (except the swine)
later law, how;

;

—

:

'

inubdh

('lawful');

maknlh

indifferent);

legally

('permitted';
('disliked'

or

'

disapproved, but without penalty
for use); haram ('forbidden'); the various legal
schools ditt'ering in the assignment of certain
animals to specific classes. Quadrupeds that seize
their prey with their teeth are absolutely pro-

abominable

;

hibited included in this class are the elephant,
the weasel, the ass, the mule according to ^auifite law, also the hyena, the fox (but these are
regarded as lawful by the Shafi'ites), and the horse
(held to be indifl'erent hy the Shafi'ites, while
;

;

Malikite law agrees with ^anifite). Birds which
prey with their talons, such as ravens
and some crows, are also forbidden. According to
some interpretations, all aquatic animals except
fish are unlawful (though the Malikites permit
them)* Included in makriih are pelicans, kites,
crocodiles, otters, and insects (except locusts,
which are permitted) in mtibdh are hares, crows
that feed on grain, magpies. But all animals used
for food (except fish and locusts) must be slaughtered
by drawing the knife across the throat in such a
seize their

;

manner as to sever windpipe, carotid arteries, and
gullet and at the moment of slaughter (in the
case of prey at the moment when the weapon is
;

discharged, or, in hunting with dogs, when the
animal is let slip [v. 6]) the words, In the name
of Allah, Allah is most great,' must be recited.
And all food is forbidden if slaughtered by an
idolater or an apostate from Muhammadanism,
It seems evident from the Qur'anic passage on
which this legislation is based (ii. 167) that
Muhammad's own restrictions had as their purpose
the avoidance of any participation in idolatrous
Avorship and the insistence upon freshly slaughtered
food in speaking of fish used for food he emphasizes the latter idea
'

;

:

'

He hath subdued

that

is

fresh

'

(Xarri

;

the sea that ye might eat therefrom flesh
xvi. 14).

He

refused to accept
of the Jews

the ritualistic restrictions

all

:

All food was allowed to the children of Israel (except what
Jacob forbade himself), ere the Law was sent down (iii. 80)
to
allow you part of that which
'

'

;

and (iii. 44) 'I have come
had been forbidden you.'
:

.

.

.

In this permission interpretation includes the eating of fish without fins or scales, of the caul and
fat of animals, and of camel's flesh ; indeed,
Muhammad probably intended in general that his
followers might eat whatever was customary to
them. There is a tradition that on one occasion
he refused to eat of roast lizard when it was
being asked whether it was
placed before him
forbidden as food, he replied
No, but, as there
are none in my native plaoe, I feel a repugnance
;

'

:

against eating thereof.'
5, Value of the ritual.

—

The prescription of
ritual practices and distinctions belongs to the later
period of Muhammad's life ; and it may be concluded that his priestly or legal, as distinct from
his prophetic, activity was one of secondary importance to him, adopted, at least in part, because
of the demands for definiteness in creed, code, and
practice which the mass of believers demands.
Moreover, the ritualistic prescriptions provided a
certain discipline of unifying value ; and they were
the more demanded in that his religious system
dispensed with priests, and fixed personal responsibility

upon each individual.
sanitary code which made cleanliness not

As a

next to godliness but a part of it (in a tradition:
Cleanliness ... is one half of the faith '), the
purificatory ritual had a decided value ; it has
rai.sed the standard of cleanly and healthful living
among all classes of observant Muhammadans.
Some Bedawin, it is true, are little observant of
'
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ceremonies Burton quotes the Bedawin saying
We pray not, because we must drink the water
nevertheless they show an innate
of abhition
A more
eagerness to bat lie at every opportunity.
serious neglect is frequently noticed in the case of
out of
children, who are purposely left uncared for
But in general those who
fear of the evil eye.
have lived in the Muhauuiiadan East support the
there is
emphatic venlict of Burton and Lane that
a marked contrast between Muhamiuadans and
non-Muhainmadans in this matter of reiinement.
6. Its defects.— On the other hand, Muhammadanism by its emphasis on ritual has subjected
itself to the danger of making cleanliness not a
In the etlort to
part but the whole of godliness.
that each act of
prevent this the ritual provides
the umdu should be followed by a short prayer
of
aking the act at the same time the symbol
'

:

;

'

'

;

'

m

some

ethical or religious idea.

Thus, after the rinsing of the mouth the prayer is 'Oh Allah,
assist me in the reading of Thy hook, in thankinir Thee through
Oh Allah, make
on washinj,' the ears
worshipping Thee well
me to be of those who hear what is baid and obey what is beet.'
:

'

'

:

;

As a matter of

fact,

however,

many Muhammadans

and finish the
neglect these intermediate prayers
entire loudu in two or three minutes (despite the
exactness of regulation, there is a decided difference in the manner of performance by an educated
and that by an uneducated Muharamadan) ; and,
when tlie prayers are recited by non-Arabic
than
peoples, they may be little better
speaking

— But
purity.

meaningless.

hearts is sickness (fi qtili'ibihim mnrniji'u)' ; the sincere in
heart are those who 'clarify their faith' (miikhlUina "li-dtnu :
and cxii. is the Surah of Sincerity (Saraf 'l-ikhlnfi).
xl. 14)
Vaguely the same idea is expressed in barr, 'pious' (ii. 41, 172),

which

in

Hebrew

;

and summary

of true piety

found in ii. 172. References to religious, ethical,
and moral purity, however, are many, though the
exact meaning of the term purity is sometimes
'

'

determine. On the whole, purity is
a negative term, denoting the absence of what is
foreign and obnoxious to the normal, natural, or
simple state.
'

'

difl&cult to

Man was created in purity though of clay, even the angels
bow to him (xv. 30) and purity of faith to Muhammad was
;

'

'

;

merely freedom from idolatrous corruptions and superstitions

which had crept into the natural, original faith of Adam.
Purity of the heart is demanded under varying forms of expresAs idolatry is uncleanness (najs), firm belief in Allah is
sion.
purity thus, in v. 45, those whose hearts Allah does not please
to purify (yutafihir) are those who do not believe sincerely and
'

;

'

in xcviii. 2 the Qur'an itself is 'pure'
without h}T)ocri8y
(mutakharah), i.e. freed from falsehood at least according to
none shall touch it [the Qur'an] except the
tradition (Ivi. 78,
purified ') means none shall understand it except those who
are pure of heart.' Another word for 'purity,' one normally
not used in the ritual sense, appears in ii. 146
And we sent
you an apostle from among yourselves to read unto you our
si^ns and purify you (yuzakkibum) and teach you the Book and
wisdom,' in which the purification evidently refers to faith so
also xci. 9
Well for him who has purified it [his soul,
zakkdha] ill for him who has defiled it.' Or the pure heart
sound heart (qalb sallm xxvi.
(in the religrious sense) is the
89, xxxvii. 82X while hypocrisy is found in those 'in whose
;

;

'
'

'

:

;

'

:

;

'

'

:

1

Pilgrimage,

ii.

110.

is

demanded

term

is

;

'

'

;

'

slave-girl

Thomand and One Nights). The Sayyid Amir
'Ali quotes, against those who find in the Qur'an
only physical purity as a prerequisite for prayer,
204
And think

vii.

:

set

at all in the definition

specific

'

emphasis is misplaced upon the easily comprehended ritual to the neglect of less specific exhortaIn the Qur'an, as a
tions to moral righteousness.
matter of fact, the ritual of physical purity is a
subject of but few passages it is not mentioned

—

'pure.'

in many passages
thus ix. 28 is
used
directed against those who out of fear of loss of
trade were willing to make concessions to idolaters ;
Ixxiv. 6 inveighs against those who, when they do
a kindness, have in their hearts the hope of receiving in return. P'rom the negative side purity of
intention is emphasized in the teaching that no
sin attaches to one who under compulsion eats
forbidden food, provided that he is without lust
or wilfulness (ii. 168). And this Qur'anic insistence upon purity of intention is embodied in the
like every act of
purification ritual itself, which,
devotion, must begin with the niyah ('intention '),
the thought or the words, I purpose to offer up to
God only with a sincere heart' and it Ls expres.sed
fundadoctrinally in the statement that 'the
mentals of Muhammadanism are sincerity of belief
of intent {sidq-al-qasd),
(sihfiat al-'aqd), truth
observance of the lawful limit, and keeping of the
covenant (so stated in the Shafi'itic exposition of
Muhammadanism put in the mouth of the learned
Tawaddud in the 443rd night of the

where no

and with

—

is

Purity of purpose

'

—

'

'

;

these
7.
defects are not necessarily to be regarded as of the
essence of Islam ; they are rather inherent in any
system which gives to unthinking masses fixed
forms and ceremonies. It might even happen in
more advanced circles of thought that the Qur'an,
by making clearer the distinction between forms
and faith
e.g., by making of the purification
ritual merely a divinely-ordered sanitary ordinance
clear of superstitious connotations might lead to
a lofty spiritual conception. But it is the misfortune of any theocratic code which must provide
for all the life of man that the distinction between
police ordinance and moral precept is easily
obscured
that, perhaps contrary to intention,

Outward and inward
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(Muslim)

fear,

within thine

own

self

on Allah, with lowliness

and without loud spoken worda, at even and at

morn.'

—

In the moral (sexual) sense it
a definite value for the term
the relativity of the term, as denoting
purity
sexual self-restraint within varying limits of
indulgence, is expressed in the Thotisand and One
Nights (night 915) in these words
'As for the lust of reproduction, that which pleaaeth ADSh
8.

is

Moral

purity.

difficult to

fix

'

'

;

:

thereof

is,

he dislikes

that it be of that which is permitted, and that which
is that which ia forbidden.'

As compared with previous conditions, tlie
Qur'an (see CHASTITY [Muslim], Law [Muharamadan]) narrowed the legal limits of indulgence ;
but it left them much wider than the ideal limits
by Christianity, e.g., in that it specifically
permitted monogamy and concubinage, and made
divorce easy, especially for the male. In so far as
this freedom was based only on the Semitic desire
for numerous offspring, it does not involve the
question of moral purity, though it might perhaps
be suggested that Muhammad should by analogy
have deduced the doctrine of purity in morality
through monogamy from that of the purity of
But Muhammad
religion through monotheism.
in his legislation was mainly an opportunist, a
compromiser, satisfied to ameliorate the most
evidently vicious social evils to the extent that he
could without jeopardizing the success of his main

It is doubtful, indeed, whether monodesirable, was possible of achievement
under the social conditions of the Arabia of his
day. And, in general, it is even possible that, by
permitting a lower standard of moral purity and
making it possible of attainment by those whom
his mission reached, he achieved a greater amount
of social good than he otherwise would have
achieved. At
rate, he raised the standards of

purpose.

gamy,

if

any

moral purity among many primitive peoples which
other systems had not before, and have not since,
been able to affect seriously or permanently. And,
in
to estimate how far Islam lags behind

trying
the more enlightened social systems in this matter,
it is again necessary to consider not only standards
of monogamy but also to what extent those
standards are reached. In the first place, not even
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a strictly observed monogamous relationship of
necessity denotes purity defined as selt-restraint
in sexual indulgence.
Moreover, there are some
who doubt whether the amount of indulgence
through the lax interpretation of laws of divorce
(but more especially through the legal and social
'

'

toleration of

prostitution)

relatively smaller

is

among non-Muhammadan Europeans than among
Muhammadans. For polygamy and concubinage,
to imposed conditions and natural difficulare by no means practised by even a majority
of Muhammadans and, while the legalization of
the double standard implies a lowering of the
general ideal of womanhood, it has meant the
saving from absolute moral degradation of a considerable portion of womanhood.
For the punish-

owing
ties,

;

ment

for transgressing legal bounds is strict ; and
the seduction of Muslim women is exceedingly
rare.
Legal restrictions, however, are of no avail
in checking those outbursts of sexual violence
which accompany the riots of mobs inflamed by
racial or religious fanaticism or jealousy, whether
in Muslim or in non-Muslim lands, and which are
directed against the women of the persecuted race.
It is in such crises, perhaps, that the moral shortcomings of Islam stand out prominently, because
the Qur'anic permission for cohabitation with
female captives (iv. 28, xxiii. 5, xxxiii, 49), Jewish
and Christian, furnishes a ready excuse for
reactionary and fanatical Muslim leaders who are
willing to make lust serve the purposes of religious

hate.
'

In so far as ' purity is used not
only of actions
but also of thought and word, it is again a relative
term. In Islam, since matters of sex-relations in
themselves are not considered to be impure, the
thought or mention of them in literature or conversation is not in itself regarded as evidence of
moral depravity. Here also, if the standard of
purity be made the amount of sexual stimulation
produced, it is doubtful if the natural frankness
of Muhammadans is worse in its results than the
veiled suggestiveness permitted elsewhere ; it is
extremely difficult, e.g., to judge what the actual
effect of

Muhammad's

paradise

upon the mind of the Muhammadan.
events a high ideal and voluntary practice

At

all

picture of the pleasures of

is

of moral purity are not impossible even

when the

law permits (but does not command) extremes

of

indulgence. The interpretation of Qur'an (and
Scripture) is often more important than the letter
and, while there are not many Muhammadans who
have attempted to allegorize away the sensualism
of the Prophet's paradise, there are many of high
moral standards who have found and emphasized
other texts in the Qur'an (see, e.g., the passages
;

it
quoted in art. Chastity [Muslim]
added that in the popular version of the
;

may

be

Shafi'ite

teaching presented by the Thousand and One Nights
the super-structure of Islam is said to include
'
striving against the lusts of the soul and warring
them down,' while prayer restraineth from lewdness and frowardness '). It is, of course, of more
significance that certain Muhammadan teachers
find in such passages the highest ideal of purity
demanded than that detractors of Muhammadanism
deny the possibility of such ideals within the
it is hopeful that such a passage, e.g., as
faith
No soul knoweth what joy [or satisxxxii. 17,
lit.
coolness ] of the eyes is reserved
faction
(for the good) as a reward for their works,' together
with the frequent promise of the grace of Allah
additional recompense'), is explained by some
(lit.
to refer to a higher reward reserved for those who
are most worthj^, namely, the joy of gazing upon
God's face and in this spiritual pleasure forgetting
the lower, sensual pleasures of paradise. In a
similar way Ghazali taught that there are degrees
'

'

*

;

'

'

'

'

'

;

'

'

'

that of the body from pollution
purification
of the actions from wickedness and
filtli,
the
heart from immoral desires and
injustice, of
vicious promptings, of the mind from irreligious
ideas and worldly distractions.
Graded lessons
are taught also in the matter of polygamy ; there
is nothing in the Qur'an (as there is
nothing in
the OT) to inhibit those Muhammadans who are
insisting upon higher standards of moral purity
through the voluntary relinquishment of polygamy
of

:

and

and

slavery.

LiTKRATURE.— Z)/, s.v. Purifications
cited, 'Water,' 'Wells,' 'Food,' 'Clean
'
'

'

and the other artt. there
and Unclean Animals,'
E. W. Lane, Maniiers and
Circumcision,' Fitrah
Ciusto ins of the Modern Egyptians^, London, ISGO, Index, s.vv.
Wudoo,' 'Ghusl,' 'Cleanliness,' 'Death,' 'Dogs'; R. F.
Burton, The Book of the Thousand and One Nights, 10 vols.,
Benares, 1885, Index, s.v. Wuzu-ablution
al-Bukhari, Les
Traditions islamiques, tr. O. Houdas and W. Mar?ais, Paris,
1903-08, vol. i. passim, and nos. 460, 676
Hadji Khan and
W. Sparroy, With the Pilgrims to Mecca, London, 1905, p. 33
D. S. Margoliouth, Mohammed and the Rise of Islam, New
York, 1905, pp. 101, 103; Ameer AH, The Spirit of Islam,
Calcutta, 1902, p. 143
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arabischen
J. Wellhausen,
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167 f. G. Sale, The KoranS, Philadelphia, 1888, Preliminary
Discourse,' pp. 73-77; J. M. Rodwell's tr. of the Qur'an is
'

'

Dogs,'

'

;

'

'

'

;

;

;

;

•

;

quoted, with slight variations.

WILLIAM POPPER.

PURIFICATION

(Ptoman).— I. Early history
of the idea.
In the earlier ages of Rome the
for
and
the need for purification
feeling
purity
depended mainly on a yearning after ceremonial
in
order
to
avert
resentment of superexactitude,
natural beings because of flaws in the forms of
service Avhich they required from mortals.
The

—

beings whose discontent would be dangerous were
very dimly apprehended, sometimes as ghosts,
sometimes as numina, divine forms hardly recognized with clearness as persons. Anthropomorphic
ideas of the supernatural slowly made their way
into Rome and came principally from without,
Consciousness that
through foreign channels.
duty towards existences not of this world had been
imperfectly performed did produce a sense of defilement, which weighed upon the soul, even when
the wrong done was involuntary. At first the
foulness arising from conduct, except in extreme
cases, was hardly regarded as belonging to the
But the use of the words purv'S, lyuritas,
spirit.
like that of terms cognate in meaning, such as
casttis, sancttLS, shows a progressive development
The notion of impurity
in the spiritual direction.
accidentally incurred, and independently of the
will, tended to pass away from the religion of the
educated class, and to retain its force mainly
among the rude and the rustic.
Although the apprehension of divinities in the
earlier days was but dim, their power to protect
the household and the State was real. The strongsense of law which was characteristic of the
Roman in all ages led him to conceive the relation
between himself and the god or the ghosts in terms
of a bilateral contract.
If he did his duty by
them, they were bound to do their duty by him,
and to hold him free from harm. There was in
time elaborated a complicated code of divine law {ius
divinum) parallel to the humanlaw {ius humamim).
Originally, those who knew and expounded both
forms of this law were the same, the college of
It is too much, however, to say, as has
pontijices.
often been stated, that the primitive idea of obligation towards divine creatures was entirely nonThe horror inspired by murder, especiethical.
ally of the atrocious kind c&WqA parricidium and
even by lesser offences, such as wrongful treatment
of a client by his patrician patron, placed the
offender under a ban, and rendered him accursed
(sacer) and deprived him of civil rights.
,

—

2. Common acts of purification.
The necessity
of purification ran through the life of the indi-
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In a sense the new-born babe was impure,
vicinal.
and was the subject of various ceremonies. The
clay on which a child received its name was its
dies lust ricus, 'day of purification' (Macrobius, i.
The
dies lustricua quo infantes lustrantur ').
16
cleansing operation was probably at first conceived
as a protection against spirits which might otherLustral rites were also accomwise oe malignant.
of marriage.
The farm and the herd
[)animents
lad in like manner to be protected by a ritual
which Cato the Censor describes (de Re Rustica,
'

:

When a death occurred in a house, a cloucl
141).
hung over it, which could be dispersed only by
elaborate purification.
Without it the family
would continue to hefunesta, i.e. at variance with
the world of spirits. The pontifices evolved elaborate rules to bring this conclition to an end
finis funestae faniiliae ').
(Cicero, de Leg. ii. 55
Until this was accomplished, a branch of cypress
was hung at the door, or in poorer houses a bundle
of fir twigs, to warn from entering those who were
'

:

—

specially bound to purity in particular, priests
and Vestals. A pontifex was not permitted to
look on a corpse (Tac. Ann. i. 62, anci many other

passages in literature). It may be that the burning
of the body on the pyre had a cathartic efliect
(Rohde, Psyche"^, ii. 101). The period during which
the house was funesta ended with the curious
ossilegium, which affords a receremony
markable example of the Roman unwillingness to
called

break entirely with the past. What was called
the gathering of the bones was, after the introduction of cremation, practically the collection of
the ashes, but one finger-joint remained unbumed,
in order to do homage to the more ancient custom.
All unpurged contact with the dead would bring
with it foulness and a liability to misfortune. A
Roman poet makes the spirit of a wife who died
early say that the torch which graced her marriage
must have been lit at a funeral pyre (Propertius,
'

'

iii. 13 ; cf. Ovid, Fasti, ii. 577).
The prohibition (general in the Roman empire) against burying
within the walls of a city probably had its origin
more in the dread of ghosts than in sanitary considerations.
Parallel to the lustratio of the house is the
periodical purificatory ritual applied to a country
district (p«(7M.s).
The liistratio pagi coneiBted in a

V.

round its boundaries,
There seems to have been in
ancient days a similar procession round the walls
of a city, called amburbium.
In historical times
religious procession right

with

sacrifice.

special purification of the city (lustratio urbis)
was carried out when calamity called for it e.g.,
after the early disasters in the Second Punic War
The object of all such expiations
(Livy, xxii. 20).
was ' to seek reconciliation with the gods ( pacem
deum exposcere,' of frequent occurrence in Livy).
lustral ceremony accompanied the foundation of

—

'

'

A

a colony (Cicero, de Divin. i. 102). The Terminalia,
protective of boundaries, and the Compitalia, of
streets in the city, were also probably lustral in
their origin. Down to a late period the priests
called Liiperci perambulated the boundaries of the
earliest Rome, the settlement on the Palatine
That archaic priesthood, the
(Tac. Ann. xii. 24).
Arval brotherhood (see Arval Brothers), was
concerned with an annual solemn progress round
the limits of the most ancient Roman-us ager, the
The ceremony
territory of the primitive city.

was

it
was distinctly
territory was expanded,
no corresponding extension of the lustral rite seems
ever to have been made. These roundabout piacular surveys were common elsewhere, inside as
well as outside of Italy, and particularly in Greece.
The solemn words and prayers of the traditional
chant, duly gone through without slip of tongue,

called

piacular.

Ambarvalia, and

When Roman
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seem

to have had a sort of magical eflect.
Any
error in the pronouncement of these forms would
involve a need of reparation, just as in the earliest
Roman legal system the mispronunciation of the
establishecl verbal forms would bring loss of the
law-suit.
At Iguvium in Umbria there was a
solemn lustration of the citj', the details of which
are contained in the great and very ancient record
in the Umbrian dialect, preservecf in the Iguvine
Tables.
It may be noted that, from the commonness of these lustral perambulations, the verb
lustrare acquired its secondary sense of surveying

a scene with the eyes.
Other forms of (juaint ancient ritual were connected with the piacular conception. The Salil,
ancient priests of Mars, made a journey at certain
times round a number of stations in the city.
They also had a cleansing of the weapons
[armilustrium) and a cleansing of the trumpets
(tubilustrium), which testify to a primitive notion
that the efficiency of the army's weapons required
the use of religious as well as secular means. The
washing (Itistruni) with which the census ended
was in essence military for it was connected with
the comitia centuriata, which is merely the army
in civil garb (exercitas urbanus [Varro, de Ling.
'

'

'

'

'

'

;

Lat.

A

vi. 88]).

lustratio exercitus

was often

per-

formed when the army was in the field, to remove
a superstitious dread which sometimes attacked it
at other times it was merely prophylactic. There
was also a lustration of the fleet (Livy, xxxvi. 42
Appian, Bell. Civ. v. 96). We very seldom find
;

;

the lustratio referred to particular divinities. But
Virgil represents the host of ^^neas as offering a
piacular ceremony to Jupiter on landing in Italy

(^n.

iii.

279).

—

Irregular occasions. In almost all the
instances given above the cleansing operation is
frequent and ordinary. But often it war> occasional
and irregular. Religious officers, particularly the
Jlamen of Jupiter (flamen Dialis), were beset by
many tabus, the breach of which would involve
expiation. So, when the Arval Brothers took an
iron implement into their sacred grove to cut down
or trim the trees, atonement had to be made. The
erring Vestal, if unpunished, brought calamity on
the whole people. Individuals who made unauthorized compacts with the enemy, as the compacts
rested on religious sanction, involved the nation,
unless the nation, on repudiating the agreements,
handed over the authors to tiie foe— a cheap form
of expiation, adopted, e.g., in the case of the
officers responsible for the agreement made after
the disaster at the Caudine Forks, and in that of
On one notable
Hostilius Mancinus in Spain.
occasion the irregular shedding of blood in politia
cal strife at Rome
sense of impurity
spread
among the people, which the senate thought it
The murderers of Tiberius
well to remove.
Gracchus (a sacrosanct tribune) professed to have
secular justification for their crime, but, on the
advice of the keepers of the Sibylline books, a
sacred embassy was sent to the temple of Ceres at
Henna in Sicily, and a choir of twenty-seven
maidens sang in procession at Rome (Cicero, in
Verr. iv. 108
Obsequens, 27). The need of purificatory ceremonial was especially felt in times of
national disaster, particularly those entailed by war
or pestilence. The people's souls were harrowed by
extraordinary occurrences, which long experience
had shown to be signs of divine wrath. Elaborate
regulations were evolved for averting the consequences. The experts of Roman origin were the
pontifices ; but from Etruria came the haruspices,
and Greek influence established firmly the college of
the decemviri (later quindecemviri), who had charge
of the Sibylline oracles. Prodigies or portentsof the
less serious kind were expiated after consultation
3.

;
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with the pontijices or haruspices
extraordinary
signs led to an examination of the Sibylline books
But the priests
(Livy, xxii. 9 'tetra prodi^ia').
in all these circumstances had no initiative
thej'
had to wait until they were asked by the senate to
give an opinion. There was a fixed ritual for
;

:

;

making appeasement when a thunderbolt struck
the ground or killed a man. The spot became

Rain or thunder cut short the meetings

banned.

for public business in Rome, as in Atliens, and in
other ancient states. If allairs were carried on in
defiance of the sign, guilt would be incurred and a

piacular ottering would be due. Some ceremonies
which have been deemed by scholars to have an
expiatory significance can only doubtfully be so
Whether the curious ceremony of
regarded.
driving in the nail in the temple of Minerva every
hundred years was purificatory in character is
But the ludi sccculares certainly were,
uncertain.
asisabundantlj'shown in the records of the elaborate
celebration by Augustus in 17 B.C. The ceremony
was a sort of larger lustrum, a great amplification
of the censor's performance, which came every five
years.

—

In Rome certain days
4. Dies atri et religiosi,
in the year were called atri, such as the anniversary of the battle of the AUia, and others

on which public business was prohibited
and many private affairs would be suspended.
Even on a dies nefastus, the chief sign of which
was that the law-courts were closed, api-cBtor who
opened court incurred a piacular offering (Varro,
religiosi,

de Ling. Lat.

One form

vi. 30).

taint from which both private
families and the State were careful to keep free,
of
forms
purification and appeasement, was
by
derived from contact with unsatisfied spirits of the
dead, who were conceived as in a sense divine
and described as di parentum. The month of
February was in part devoted to observances of
the kind, and derived its name (Ovid, Fasti, ii. 19)
from fehrua, which in the ancient tongue meant
expiations ( piamina). Another application of
fehrua was to the leathern thongs wielded bj^ the
Luperci, when in February they ran their rounds
and freed from sterility the women who sought to
be smitten by their blows. From the 13th to the
2l8t day of February was a time of ceremonial
gloom. These were the dies pai^entales, and the
All
ritual of otierings to the dead was parentatio.
temples were closed, all marriages forbidden, and
the magistrates divested themselves of the purplebordered robe (prcetexta) and other marks of
office.
Family ceremonies called parentalia also
took place on anniversaries of the birthdays or
death-days of deceased members. In the imperial
period there were in May or June two days of
'
nower-otterings for the spirits a day of the rose
[dies rosce) and a
day of the violet {dies violce).
Of these there is frequent mention in inscriptions.
of

'

'

—

'

'

*

The

21st of February was called Feralia, when
appeasement was an affair of State. The following
was
one of joyful family feasts, and bore the
day
name of Garistia or Cava Cognatio. The characteristics of the three days in May when the ritual
called Le7nuria was performed resembled those of
the gloomy dies parentales in February. It has
been supposed that the wild festival of the Saturnalia, held in December, was originally directed
to keeping the ghosts aloof. The theory is very
doubtful even if it is sound, the Romans early
;

lost all

memory

of the origin

of

this revelry.

Other ancient practices have been held by eminent
scholars to have a purificatory character. Specially
may be mentioned the custom of passing prisoners
of war under the yoke, which is best known from
the story of the disaster to the Roman arms at the
Caudine Forks. So, too, with the passage of the

triumphing general under the porta triumpkalis.
and with the sororiiim tigillum which figures in
the tale of Horatius. All these ceremonies have
been believed to be modes of purging away the

The present writer is not constain of bloodshed.
vinced of the correctness of this explanation.
Means
for
assuring purity. The signs of
5.
purity and the means of purification were very
various. The service of the gods often required
abstinence, especially from sexual indulgence.
Priests were of course under stricter rules than
ordinary worshippers. The innocence of young
boys and maidens was welcome to divine beings
who had to be propitiated. Those who took part
in worship as singers or in other Avays were called
camilli or camillce ; from this usage Virgil's
Camilla takes her name. Only such children as
had living parents were permitted to serve, and
these were designated a-s patrimi et matrimi. The
Vestals were in touch with purificatory rites. The
sacrificial offerings on such occasions were of many
different kinds.
In great public expiations the
sacrifice of a pig, a sheep, and a bull {suovetaurilia)
was common. The pig was ottered in private as
well as public expiations.
Water, fire, and incense

—

(suMmenta) had lustral power. Bodily impurity,
and also the defilement of a bad dream, could be
removed by ninning water (Ovid, Fasti, ii. 35 ft'.,
623
Persius, Sat. ii. 15).
Many herbs were
fl".

;

The
to exert a purifying influence.
laurel originally worn by the triumphing general,
and later by the emperors, has often been believed
to have been a means of cleansing the stain of
blood shed in war ; and the verbena, which the
fetiales carried with them, has been supposed to
be of lustral efficacy.
These beliefs are veiy
questionable (see the present writer, in JBS ii.
[1912] 45 tt'.).
Myrtle was in customary use in
connexion with the dead and also in the marriage
ceremony, and it is possible that lustratio was the
cause. The willow (agnus castus) was supposed to
have purifying power, because its name was in
believed

popular etymology connected with d7>'6s.
In the belief
6. Ethical aspects of purification.
of the rustic Italian personal purity was needed to
give full effect to many operations. The birth of
bees was supposed to be non-sexual therefore the
bee-keeper, when dealing with his bees, must be
pridie castus ab rebus venereis' (Columella, ix.
14. 3). Especially did the efficacy of medicinal herbs
depend on the purity of the persons who gathered
or applied them. To assure this, a boy or maiden
xxii. 27, xxiii. 130,
might be employed (Pliny,
xxvi. 93, and many passages in medical writers).
Purification was not merely ceremonial or
mechanical. That an ethical element entered into
it, even in very early days, is indisputably shown
by the fact that some taints were inexpiable. All
those to "which the vague penalty Sacer esto was
attached were of this kind (Ovid, Fasti, ii. 35, is
in error).
There were some ofi'enders with whom
.the gods would make no peace (Cicero, de Leg.
In literature from the late Rei. 40,
ii.
22).
onward a strong distinction is constantly
rawn between material and spiritual purity. It
Sublic
is true, however, that the yearning after a clean
heart which in Greece afforded an opportunity to
quack purveyors of KadapfioL was not natural to the
ancient Italic peoples. Faith in the old forms Avas
The calamities of the Second*
gradually lost.
Punic War spread among the people a conviction
that a stain lay on the nation and could be washed
away only by extraordinary expiations ; but the
much greater horrors of the Social War, followed
by the long series of civil wars which ended with
the triumph of Augustus, produced no such consequences. Although there was a feeling that the
Romans were steeped in guilt a feeling to which

—

;

'

HN

'

—

'
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—

mucli in Augustan literature testifies there was
no popular response to the restoration of archaic
ceremonial which Augustus promoted. There was
a desire for other and more effectual modes of
cleansing.
Josephus remarked in the early
imperial age that, while old ritual was dying,
new rites were sought after which were character'all manner of purifications' (c. Apionem,
The new tendency
KaddpaecL iracroSairais).
was towards purity of a more intimate and inward
character, which would bring men closer to the
Hence the great invasion of Eastern
divine.
cults ; those of Isis, the Magna Mater, and Mithras
especially made a strong appeal to the Western
Purification by sprinkling with the blood
world.
of victims in the ceremony called taurobolium
affected worshippers profoundly.
They testified
were * born anew for
to a conviction that

ized

by

35

ii.

:

they

'

Christian
ever
(so repeatedly in inscriptions).
writers considered that the devU inspired this
belief, out of .spite for the purification ell'ected by
the blood of Christ (Firmicus Maternus, xxvii. 8).
The Pythagorean and Neo-Platonio philosophies
did much to spread .among educated classes in the
West an idea of spiritual purity which powerfully
assisted the Christian propaganda.
LiTBRATURB.— J. G. Frazer, QB^, London, 1911-14, contains
a rich store of material for the study of purificatory rites in all
G. Wissowa, Relitjion und Kultus der R&iner^, Munich,
ajfes
1912, and J. Marquardt, Ji6miscke Staatsverwaltung, Leipzig,
1874-78, iii., contain abundant references to authorities. The
separate artt. in Pauly-Wissowa and in Daremberg-Saglio
are often important. In W. Warde Fowler, The Roman
Festivals, London, 1899, and I'he Religious Experience of the
Roman People, do. 1911, all matters connected with Roman
lustration are admirably handled.
Many sidelights are thrown
on the subject by E. Rohde, Psyche'^, 2 vols., Freiburg, 1898.
Two recent works of interest are E. Fehrle, Die kultigclie
Eeusehheitim Alterthum, Giessen, 1910, and S. Eitrem, Roman
;

Festivals,

Expiatory and Purificatory, Cbristiania, 1913-17.
J. S. Reid.
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(Teutonic).— The

religion of
presented to us by

the Teutonic peoples, as it is
our sources, was not a religion of fear. To a very
considerable extent those peoples appear to have
ignored the possibility that supernatural powers

might exist who were hostile to mankind, and
accordingly they aimed at securing the assistance
of their friendly anthropomorphic gods by the
positive method of sacrifice rather than by the

negative process of avoiding ceremonial impurity
and the resulting defencelessness against supermust remember, however,
natural dangers.
that our sources paint the picture of Teutonic
religion either from the point of view of the missionary, whose attention is focused on the more
active forms of heathenism, or, in the case of the
Icelandic sagas, from the angle of vision of the
upper classes. The practices of the modern rural
populations of Teutonic countries must suggest to
us that the conceptions of tabu and of ceremonial
^
purity were by no means so foreign to Teutonic

We

religion as we are inclined to believe. An examination of the older evidence in the light of modern
customs will not yield very much, but the results
will not be entirely negligible.
In the life of the primitive individI. Birth.
ual jmrificatory ceremonies cluster round birth,
puberty, marriage, and death. The sprinkling of
water on a newly-born infant, which the sagas
state to have been customary in Iceland in pre-

—

Christian times, is clearly a purificatory ceremony,
is no reason to suppose tliat it is
merely
a late imitation of the Christian rite of baptism.
The ceremony was performed by the father and,
until it was done, the infant enjoyed no rights
as a human being, for the father could refuse

and there

;

to
1

2

have

it

reared.^

See art. Purification (Introductory).
See art. Abando.nmknt and Exposure

Vigfusson, Icelandic- English Dictionary,
'Ausa.'

—

Of the ceremonies performed at
2. Puberty,
the period of puberty we know nothing, and we
must a,asume that they jjlayed a negligible part in
the life of the individual. They seem, however, to
have existed, for we are told that an Icelandic
chieftain, Thord gellir, was taken to the crossknolls held sacred by his family, at the time when
he was 'introduced into manhood.' ' It appears
that the ceremony was connected with ancestorworship, for it was the belief of this family that
they died into' the knolls.
For marriage ceremonies we are
3. Marriage.
referred almost entirely to more modem accounts,
of the Swedi.sh archbishop
with
that
beginning
Olaus Magnus, of the 16th cent., who de-scribea
the bridal hot-air bath, taken in the communal
bath-house, to which the bride and her female
friends walk in procession, preceded by men carrying jars of ale or wine, bread, sugar, and spices.
On their return the party wear wreaths.*
number of other Scandinavian customs, but
recently extinct, show that the people have clung
obstinately to the idea that by marriage they incur
a kind of ceremonial impurity which lays them
device clearly
open to supernatural dangers.
intended to avert those dangers is that of introducto
another
make-believe
act, as it were,
couple
ing
as scapegoats. This pair, fantastically dressed,
one of them a man got up as a woman, make
their appearance in various parts of Sweden during
the wedding festivities, are received with much
honour, have a collection made for them, and
Sometimes it
finally are driven from the house.
In
is only the bridegroom who has a 'double.'
some parts of Sweden the bridegroom is driven by
'

—

A

A

a grotesquely disguised 'coachman,' who sits in
front of him on the sledge and in Vastmanland a
kind of mock bridegroom, who was expected to
amuse the company, used to be thrown into the
nearest stream on the third day of the feast. In
Wiirtemberg there was no substitute for the bridegroom in this part of the ceremony, and he was
obliged to choose between wine and water.' If he
chose wine, he had to treat the company if water,
he was ducked.*
In other parts of Sweden the youngest bridesmaid walked round the table at which the guests
were seated, 'in order to remove all evil.'* In
Norway the bride was regarded as speciallv open
to the attacks of chthonic deities, who haa to be
frightened oft" by the hallooing and pistol-shooting
of the wedding-party.' Possibly the custom mentioned by Olaus Magnus,® of celebrating weddings
on small islets, has its roots in a similar fear.
Both in Norway and in Sweden weddings were
;

'

;

usually

R. Cleasby and G.
Oxford, 1874, s.v.

celebrated

at

when

midsummer,

the

powers of darkness were weakest.
In both ancient and modern wedding customs
the wedding ale seems to have had a prophylactic

A

or purificatory value.
Norwegian bishop of the
12th cent, has to assure his flock that a wedding is
legal even though celebrated with whey ; and the
belief in the special virtues of wedding ale seems to

survive in a superstition current in some parts
of Sweden, that it is unlucky to call the banns on
an empty cask,' i.e. before the wedding ale is
brewed.^ In Sweden it was customary for the
bride and bridegroom to drain a beaker before
entering their house on their return from church.
'

ed. Finnur Jdnsson, Copenhagen, p. 158.
de nordiska Folken, 1555, bk. xv. ch. 35 f., Swedish
tr., published by St. Michael's Guild, Upsala, 1909a N. E.
Hammerstedt, in JUaal og Minne, Cbristiania, 1911, p.
339 ff
in
Lundgren, Frieri, Trolofning och Brollop 1 Vingiker,'
l^.
Sverige, Fosterlandska Bilder, 1877-78, p.
1

Landndma,

2

Hist,

6

om

'
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5
;
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K. Visted, Vor gamle Boiulekuitur, Cbristiania, n.d., p. 235.
Bk. xiv. ch. 10.
„ . .,
tiU en Beskrifmng djver Ydre
Raaf, Samlingar
.

7 L. F.

hdrad

i

.

.

.

OsUrgbtland, Linkoping, 1856,

p. 110.
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The bowls used for the purpose were often appa^
In Dalecarlia
rently the property of the commune.
a large tree was brought into the house and
slaughtered by having branches lopped off it,
cofiee and
and the company drank the ox-blood
2
In some parts of Sweden the wedding
brandy.
tree was flung into a stream or pond at the end of
the festivities.
In the more primitive communities
4. Death.
purificatory ceremonies are regarded as especially
necessary in the case of association with death.
This idea is not actually expressed in our sources,
but the customs of destroying, burning, or burying
'

'

'

'

—

'

'

—

a dead man's personal property, of sending the
corpse out to sea in a ship, etc., may have their
The custom
raiso7i d'etre in some such conception.
of sati, which appears to have been at least occonnected
with
is
probably
casionally practised,
the fear of pollution from a dead man's personal
belongings. Some traces of this fear can be found
in the Norwegian custom of solemnly burning the
straw of a dead man's bed. The old town-law of
Bergen, while prohibiting all other bonfires,
specially exempts such fires, kindled in the streets.
In recent Norwegian custom the sledge on which
a coffin was conveyed to the churchyard was left to
rot or used as firewood by the poor.*
Ancient Teutonic religion oft'ers but few traces of
this feeling of pollution on contact vfiih death in
general. But from ecclesiastical prohibitions of

unseemly laughter, songs, dances, story-telling,
and mask-wearing at the memorial feasts for the
dead we can guess that in the Germany of Charlemagne such observances aimed at averting the
dangers of association with the dead. In Scandinavia this feast seems to have been more orderly
and its original significance more obscured.
But the necessity for purification was still
had been of
keenly felt in regard to persons who
an evil disposition during life. An Icelandic saga
tells us that, when the wicked Thorolf baegifot
dies in his chair, his son breaks a gap in the house
wall and has him carried through it, so that the
ghost may not find the way back.^ In spite of this
until the corpse
precaution, the ghost walked
was burned and the ashes Avere blown out to sea.
do not hear of any actual purificatory rites
performed in houses subject to ghosts, for the
account in Eyrbyggja Saga of the legal proceedings resorted to was probably intended by its
author as farce rather than history. Here the
ghosts are summoned in turn, and an adverse verThis saga, however,
dict is given against each.
gives an example of the belief that the properties
as long as the bedof the dead are dangerous
hangings of Thorgunna were unburned, the household was a prey to every kind of misfortune.
may assume that here, as elsewhere, dead persons
who had not received the proper rites were
regarded as a danger to the community ; for, according to Icelandic law, a man who killed another
became an outlaw if he failed to cover up the body
with stones or earth. In this connexion we may
mention the wide-spread belief which makes it
obligatory on every passer-by to add a stone to the
cairn raised over some person who had died a
violent death. This custom was observed until
last century in some parts of Sweden.*
The various purificatory observ5. Harvest.
ances connected with harvest or other seasons of
the year can be traced only in modern custom and
can be best studied in Frazer's Golden Bough.
An exception is the need-fire (q.v.), which is first
mentioned as early as 742.® It seems to have been
'

'

We

:

We

—

(Teutonic)

the most characteristic example of purificatory
rites to be found in Teutonic custom.
Leaping
over the fire, usually on Midsummer Eve, was
believed to avert disease, and the cattle were
driven through the flames with the same intention.
A similar purificatory rite, vouched for only in
modem Sweden, is the custom of grinding down
Thor's hammers,' as they
the edges of flint axes
are called in Sweden and mixing them with the
fodder for the cattle.
The scapegoat idea, in which
6. The scapegoat.
the conception of the purification of the community
finds its most characteristic expression, is perhaps
not formally recognized in Teutonic religion.
Akin to it is the expulsion or death of guilty
members of the community, which can be traced
in Tacitus's account of the driving out of an
unfaithful wife^ and in the clause of the Old
Frisian law which enjoins the mutilation and
drowning of a sanctuary breaker.^ A similar
conception probably inspired the slaying of a king
in time of famine, of which Swedish tradition
records two examples.
In the ceremonial of
7. Festivals and idols.
religious festivals purificatory rites play only a
small part. The sprinkling of the blood of the
sacrificial victim upon the assembled worshippers,
which appears to have been an integral part of
Scandinavian festivals, may possibly have had a
The purification of the
purificatory intention.
deity herself, reported by Tacitus in his account of
the goddess Ntrthus, is frequently held to have
been nothing more than a rain-charm. Once a
year, says Tacitus, the goddess Nerthus emerged
from her retirement in a sacred grove, and Avas
driven round the country with her priest, amid
general rejoicings, after which the chariot and the
goddess herself were laved in a sacred lake.^

—
—
—

'

—

From what we know

of deities of

fertility

in

and in especial of the Scandinavian god
Frey and his human spouse, we are justified in
considering the possibility that the immersion of
the goddess was of the nature of a bridal bath. It
is worth noting that a little wooden figure of a
bishop which used to stand in the church at Eidsborg in S. Norway, and which the peasants called
Nikuls, used to be carried down to the lake below
the church every midsummer and solemnly washed.
The sweat which appeared on the wood after this
ceremony was believed to heal all diseases.*
general,

Similar idols, without the ecclesiastical connexions,
are known to have been in the possession of Norwegian families far into the 18th cent., and to have
had ale ofiered to them at Christmas. One of

them is said to have been washed every Saturday.
The direct descent of these figures from heathen
seems to be proved by the fact that one of
is said to have been regularly rubbed with
fat as late as the 19th century.' According to a
late saga, this treatment was accorded to a wooden
image of the god Balder.' It is possible that this
ceremonial rubbing of idols with fat was intended
to avert some dangers from the idol.
Such traces of purificatory rites as we find
among the Teutonic peoples seem to have been
fragmentary survivals of an attitude to religion
more primitive and more mystical than we find
among the upper classes in the last days of
heathendom. The lack of insistence on ceremonial purity is probably connected with the

idols

them

absence

of
resulting in

any highly specialized priesthood,
what we must regard as an enlightened

Germ. 19.
K. von Richthofen, Pries. RechUquellen, Berlin, 1840, p. xlii.
Germ. 40.
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PURIM
freedom from formalism, shown also in the contempt of the upper classes for magical practices.
On tlie other hand, it may be pointed out tliat
regard for ceremonial purity may develop into the
conception of ethical righteousness, a conception to
which the heatiien Teutonic mind can hardly be
said to have attained.'
LiTBRATURB. See the works cited throughout.

—

PURIM. —

B. S.

Purim

'

Phillpotts.

name given

to a
Jewish Church, celebrated for two
days, on the 14th and 15th of the month of Adar, the
The suplast month of the Jewish lunar calendar.
posed origin of the festival, wliich is of a distinctly
marked
bj' merry-making, feastpopular character,
ing, masquerading, and exchange of gifts, is given
in the book of Esther, forming part of the OT
canon. According to this book, the festival marks
the miraculous deliverance of the Jews resident in
Persia from the destructive designs of Haman, the
grand vizier of King Ahasuerus, i.e. Xerxes (485465 B.C.), who had planned a general massacre of
'

is

the

festival in the

the Jews for the 13th of Adar in the 12th year of
the king's reign, corresponding to the year 473 B.C.
Through the intervention of Esther, a Jewess
whose beauty led her to the king's hartm, where
she rose to the rank of queen, the plan was frusHaman and his sons were condemned to
trated.
the gallows, while Mordecai, the uncle of Esther,
was raised from his humble station to become the
second in the extensive kingdom of the Persian
Instead of being slaughtered, the Jews
king.
were permitted to slay those who attacked them
on the day set aside for the massacre, which they
did with great vigour and in commemoration of
the deliverance a two days' festival was instituted.
The only religious feature of the festival, however,
is the reading of the book of Esther in the synagogue at the evening service for the two days in
question. The otherwise purely secular observance
itself points to a non-Jewish origin for the festival.
It is now universally recognized by scholars that
the book of Esther is a pure romance to which a
From the silence
quasi-historical setting is given.
of Ben Sira, the author of Ecclesiasticus (c. 180 B.C.),
who does not mention Esther in his enumeration
of the sacred ^vritings known to him, the conclusion
is justified that its composition cannot be placed
before the middle of the 2nd cent. B.C., and was
perhaps as late as 100 B.C. Apart from the fact
that there is nothing to warrant the belief that in
the days of Xerxes there was any persecution of the
Jews in Persia, or, in fact, that there was even an
extensive Jewish settlement in that country, and
apart from the inherent improbability of the story
itself, the chronological discrepancy in making
Mordecai one of tliose carried into captivity by
Nebuchadrezzar in 597 B.C. and yet still living 125
years later suffices to show that we are dealing
with pure fiction.
It so happens also that we
know from Herodotus (ix. 109, 112) that the queen
of Xerxes at the very time when Esther was supposed to occupy this distinction was Amestris, the
daughter of a Persian general.
If, then, the book of Esther is pure romance in
a quasi-historical setting but without any historical
basis, it follows that tlie origin of the festival as
given in this book is equally fictitious, and we are
;

thrown back upon investigations independent of
the festal legend to solve the problem involved.
The author of the book of Esther, by his evident
desire to connect the name Purim with a nonHebrew word j9t2r, supposed to mean lot (3'' 9"^ ^*),
In view of the
recognizes the name as foreign.
'

'

'

'

Persian setting of the festal legend, suggesting
that the author of the book of Esther was a JPersian
Jew, one naturally thinks of a Persian origin for
1

See

art.

Ethics (Teutonic).
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the festival, and, if there were a Persian word pur
meaning lot,' the necessary proof would have been
furnished that the author of the festal legend at
least had in mind the adaptation of a Persian
festival to tiie Jewish festival cyclus.
No such
Persian word as pHr exists, however, and all attempts to find in it some adaptation of a Persian
term (see L. B. Paton, Commentary on the Book of
Esther, pp. 84-86, for various conjectures and supl)ositions, all, however, rejected by Paton and
properly so) have failed. On the other hand, the
that the author of the book of Esther,
pcssibility
in connecting the name
Purim with pHr, had in
mind a Babylonian term must be admitted, especias
a
word
exists
with various meanings,
ally
jorfrM
among which those of Mot' and 'term of office'
are possible, though not certain (see H. Zimmem's
discus.sion in KAT^, p. 518; P. Haupt, 'Purim,'
in BASS VI. ii. [1906] 20
and art. Calendar
[Babylonian], vol. iii. p. 77'). The names of the
two chief personages in the festal legend, Mordecai
and Esther, carry us distinctly to Babylonian soil
for Mordecai is clearly identical with the Babylonian
deity Marduk, the head of the pantheon after the
rise of his patron city, Babylon, to be the
capital
of the united districts of the Euphrates valley,
while Esther is quite as unmistakably the Babylonian goddess, Ishtar, the chief female deity and
as such directly associated with Marduk.
Even
rabbinical exegesis connected Esther with the
planet Venus (Istahar = Ishtar [Talmud Bab.
M'^gilldh, 13a]), with which Ishtar was identified
by the Babylonians. According to P. Jensen, who
first called attention to this double identification,
Mordecai = Marduk, and Esther = Ishtar, the two
other names, Haman and Vashti (the queen whom
Esther displaces) are Elamitic deities, Hnmman
(or Humbar) and Mashti, skilfully disguised or
connoted ('Elamitische Eigennamen,' in
vi. [1892] 47 ff. 209 ff. ).
These two identifications,
however, are less certain ; and to go a step farther
and assume that the story of the book of Esther
'

'

'

;

;

WZKM

,

upon a Babylonian myth, relating a conflict
between Marduk and Ishtar, the gods of spring
and light, against hostile powers symbolizing
winter and darkness, and therefore identified mth
foreign deities or as modifications of Kingu and
Tiamat, who in the main Semitic-Babylonian
rests

'

'

creation are the personifications of
chaos and discord, who must be overcome
Erimeval
y Marduk, the establisher of order in the universe
to do this is to enter the province of pure conjecture.
Until some fortunate chance reveals to us
the story of such a conflict with all four names
unmistakably introduced, we must content ourselves OTth the definite proof that at the foundation of the book of Esther, or at all events as an
element in it, we have some Babylonian tale of the
gods in which Marduk and Ishtar play the chief
rOles, and that this tale was transformed in such a
manner by the Jewish author of the book of Esther
as to make it the basis for an elaborate festal
legend to justify the adoption of a
foreign
The character
festival into the Jewish calendar.
of this festival is unmistakable.
Its occurrence in
the middle of the last month of the winter season
and just before the beginning of the spring, the
natural beginning of the year, points to its being
the beginning of the celebration of the conquest of
the winter by the youthful sun-god of the spring
as Marduk is regarded in various Babylonian
The rejoicing and merry - making of
myths.
Purim fit in with such a spring festival, while the
fast added at a much later date for the 12th of
Adar— it cannot be traced farther back than the
9th century— is the percursor to the festival which
afterwards takes on a sombre hue as a preparation
As Haupt aptly puts
for the feasting to follow.

version of

—

'

—

'
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(p. 1), 'shroving was preceded by shriving.'
That the Babylonians began the year in the

it

spring follows, apart from other evidence, from
the order of the months adopted by the Jews,
which begin with Nisan, the time of the spring
equinox ; and we know that the Babylonian New
Year festival known as Zagmuk, and celebrated
during the first eleven days of Nisan, became
primarily the festival of Marduk and his consort
in tlie days of the united Babylonian Empire (see
Calendar [Babylonian]). The circumstance that
in the 2nd book of Maccabees (15**) the Purim
festival is designated as MapdoxaiK^ VI^P°-^ i-^-

Marduk (or
mony to the
'

Mordecai) day,'

is

a significant

testi-

Purim with the Babylonian New Year period, bound up with the Marduk
middle
cult.
The
of the month preceding the 1st
association of

of Nisan M'ould thus mark the preparation for the
period of rejoicing at the approaching triumph of
the god of spring, Marduk, over the hostile and
destructive forces of the winter and rainy season.
The Jews in Babylonia and Persia, subject to the
influences of their environment, would naturally
be led to take part in a merry-making season, just

as at the present time Jews in Europe and America
participate in Christmas festivities and in New
Year's exchange of felicitations, despite the fact
that the old mid-winter festival has been given a
Christian interpretation and that the Jews still
observe a religious
New Year in autumn
'
{Bosh Hashshdnah, beginning of the year ') on the
first of Tishri, the seventh month, pointing to an
older calendar, in which the year began in autumn.
Corresponding to the festal legend set forth in
the 1st book of Maccabees for the celebration of
the Roman Saturnalia or mid-winter festival at
the time of the Avinter solstice (adopted by the Jews
under Graeco-Roman influence and converted into
a Jewish fe-stival by association with the victory of
Judas Maccabseus and his army over the Greek
forces), the romantic tale in the book of Esther was
composed to provide a justification for the participation of the Jews in the general rejoicing indulged
in in Babylonia and in lands where Babylonian
influences prevailed, at or near the beginning of
the vernal equinox. The one link missing in the
chain of evidence connecting Purim with the period
of merry - making in honour of Marduk and
Ishtar is evidence of a celebration in Babylonia or
Persia in the middle of Adar just before the New
Year's season proper two weeks later. Until such
evidence is forthcoming, the view here set forth
lacks definite confirmation. It may well be, however, that with the coming of the Persians into
Babylonia in the second half of the 6th cent. B.C.
a Persian New Year's festival celebrated at the
period of the vernal equinox, and fixed for a time
somewhat preceding the date selected in the Babylonian calendar for the Zagmuk, became the
current New Year's season of rejoicing. The
natural tendency would be to bring this Persian
New Year into close affiliation with the Babylonian
festival.
Purim would thus represent the result
of such a combination of Persian and
Babylonian
customs and festival rites. To this
day the New
Year's season is a time of rejoicing and
festivity
in Persia. The New Year's day, known as Nauroz,
is fixed for the first day after the sun has crossed
the vernal equinox, and is therefore a movable
feast, like the Christian Easter, likewise an old
New Year's festival. The festivities incident to
the Nauroz last a week. It is to be noted, also,
that in the Jewish calendar the tendency is to fix
festivals connected with the transition of one
season to the other either in the middle of the
month (e.g., the spring festival Pesah and the
harvest festival Sukkoth on the 15th day of
Nisan and Tishri respectively) or at the beginning
'

'

—

of the month, as, e.g., theRosh Hashshanah.
The
15th of Adar would thus be fixed as corresponding
to an average date for the vernal equinox. Finally,

we

find evidence that in the 2nd cent. B.C. the
of Palestine also celebrated the 13th of Adar
as a festival and that, under the same tendency to
give to popular rejoicings, when adopted from
foreign sources, a Jewish setting, this festival was
associated with the victory of Judas Maccabaeus
over the Syrian general Nicanor of Adasa in the
year 161 B.C., and in consequence became known
as Nicanor's Day' (1 Mac 7^9-50. Jqs. Ant. Xll.
x. 5 [409] ; see FESTIVALS AND Fasts [Hebrew],
vol. v. p. 866*).
The book of Maccabees thus
furnishes the festal legend for two holy days

Jews

'

adopted by the Jews: (1) the Saturnalia, or midwinter festival, at the time of the winter solstice,
celebrated for a week, which became the Jewish
y^anukka, in commemoration of the supposed
restoration of the Temple at Jerusalem to Jewish
worship after the victories of Judas Maccabaeus ;
and (2) the spring festival in the middle of Adar,
adopted under Babylonian-Persian influences and
associated by the festal legend with a specific
occurrence in the so-called wars of the Maccabees.
Nicanor's

same

Day and Purim thus represent the
To the one a Jewish aspect was

festival.

given by making it a commemoration of a victory
gained over the enemy at a critical period in
Jewish history, while for the same festival adopted
under Babylonian- Persian influences a festal legend
was composed which transformed a Babylonian
myth, celebrating the deeds of Marduk and Ishtar,
into a Jewish romance.
It may be also that the
Jews of Persia suffered some annoyance from
hostile officials, and that a liberation through the
dismissal of an offensive vizier suggested some of
the incidents in the festal legend, which, in accord
with the tendency of legendary compositions,
would give to a comparatively insignificant episode
an exaggerated importance. All this, however, is
purely conjectural, and it must be frankly admitted
that there is no evidence for any persecution of
the Jews under any of the Persian rulers, who, on
the contrary, appear to have been at all times
The main
favourably disposed towards them.
thesis in connexion with Purim, that it is a foreign
festival, a precursor of the Babylonian New Year's
festival or the Persian New Year adopted by the
Hebrews, is not aftected even if we assume some
historical occurrence to be a factor in the composition of the romance, which was written to give a
Jewish setting to a celebration that had become
popular among the Jews of Rome and Babylonia
and had spread to other countries where Jews had
settled.
The sad experiences of the Jews, encountering hostility and frequent persecutions in
the Diaspora, tended to increase the popularity of
Purim. The story in the book of Esther became
typical of the sufferings of the Jews in many lands.

There were Hamans everywhere who tried to
work injury to the Jews, and the celebration of
Purim helped to maintain their trust during the
dark days in the ultimate deliverance from the
The
dangers and difliculties besetting them.
merry-making at Purim also afforded an outlet for
pent-up feelings, and furnished a much-needed
relief from the serious life led during the greater
part of the year.
All the festivals of the Jews except Purim take
on a sombre hue, even those which, like the Passover and the Festival of Booths, were in their origin

The somewhat cruel
distinctly joyous occasions.
and vicious spirit of the book of Esther, reciting
with evident satisfaction how the Jews avenged
themselves on their enemies by slaughtering thousands of them (9^'^"), was overlooked in the abandonment to joy that marked the two days of Purim.

PURITANISM
Masquerading and

•sanies

became one

of the
Presents were

features of the popular rejoicing.

exchanged and drinking was enjoined almost as
an obligation. Sober and serious-minded persons
gave themselves over to the joy of Purini, and it
was regarded as <[vute proper to put oneself in such
a condition at Purim time that one could not
and
Cursed be Haman
distinguish between
Blessed be Mordecai' (Talnui<l Bab. M'gUluh, lb),
though naturally a playful allusion of this kind
must not be forced beyond the point of showing
that, as far back as Talmudic days, Purim was
'

'

'

regarded primarily as a time of jollification, devoid
any genuinely religious character. The exceptionally secular nature of the festival is also shown
by the express permission of the rabbis (M'gilldh,
18a) that the roll of the book of Esther may be
read in any language in the synagogue, while
otherwise, as a matter of course, only Hebrew was
to be used in the service.
Even the synagogue
service in connexion with Purim acquired some of
the boisterous character of the festival ; for at the
mention of Uaman and his sons the congregation
stamped with their feet or made a noise with
rattles or by knocking two sticks on which the
name of Haman was written against one another
Such customs are to
until the name was erased.
be regarded as popular survivals of endeavours to
of

drive

away

demons by noises or by some form
They are closely bound up

evil

of sympathetic magic.

—

with the popular view that at transition periods
and such the New Year's festival is the evil spirits
were particularly malevolent, lying in wait for
victims.
Masquerading is also to be viewed under
this aspect as a means of disguising oneself from
the evil spirits or of deceiving them. Another
interesting trace of the original character of Purim

—

New Year's festival is to be seen in the persistency with which the idea of its being connected
with ' drawing of lots clings to it, for, whatever
the etymological origin of the word pur, there is
no reason to question the correctness of the tradition as set forth in the book of Esther which connects it with 'casting lots.' At the New Year's
period, according to the Babylonian view, the gods
sit in the council chamber of fate and decide the lot
or portion of individuals in the year to come ; and
from the Babylonians this view passed to the Jews,
for Avhom the ten days of the New Year's month
are days of probation, corresponding to the ten or
eleven days of the Babylonian Zagrauk period.
On the 10th day, the Daj'^ of Atonement, the fate
of the individual is definitely inscribed in the book
The exchange of presents on
of fate and sealed.
Purim also rests ultimately on an association of
lot
and portion as something
ideas between
set aside for some one. The term used for ' presents
in connexion
(mandth) in the book of Esther {9'*with the description of the custom is precisely the
as a

'

'

'

'

'

'

'^'^)

word which means

'

portions,' while pHr is specifically explained in a gloss (9") as ha-gdrcU, i.e. the
common term for ' lot.'

LrrgRATURB.—See FESTrvALS and Fasts (Hebrew) and (Jewish)
L. B. Paton, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the
Book of Esther {ICC), Edinburgh and New York, 1908, pp.
1-118 ; P. Hanpt, Purim,' BASS vi. ii. [1906].
;

'

Morris Jastrow,

PURITANISM.— I.
of the term.

— The

Definition

Jr.

and application

widely divergent estimates of
current unite in recognizing its
significance as a formative factor in the life and
character of the English people. Probably no
other religious movement has left so deep an impress on the history of England. Some of the
Puritan positions have been embodied once for all
in the constitutional development and Church life
of the country
others of their contentions may
yet be realized. In a modified form, the Puritan

Puritanism

still

;

607

Church at unce national and self-governbe the subject of a modern revival. But
whether or no the ecclesiastical programme of
Puritanism has a future, reverence for the very
letter of the Puritan tradition lingers in many
minds, while its inner force is by no means spent.
ideal of a

ing

may

would conduce to clearness in historical studies
the term Puritanism could be conlined strictly
to the movement for further reform of the Church
of England whose history falls w ithin the century
from the Act of Uniformity of 155'J to the Act of
Uniformity of 1662. The Puritan party consisted
of all those who believeil in the maintenance of
one National Church in England, and who desired
that Church to be reformed after the model of
Geneva. According to Thomas Fuller^ {Ch. Hist,
of Britain, London, 1655, bk. ix. § 66 f.), 'the
odious name of puritans was first applied in 1564
to those who resisted the attempt of the bishops in
that year to enforce uniformiLy in ritual and in
the use of vestments. A pa«.sage in John Bunyans
Life and Death of Mr. Budinan (written in 1680)
'The man was a godly old Puritan, for so the
godly were called in time past
suggests that the
term began to fall out of use as a distinct party
label after the overthrow of Puritanism at the
Restoration. It is confusing to extend the use of
the term either backwards, as S. R. Maitland does
[The Reformation in England, ed. London, 1906),
to include early reformers of the time of Henry
VIII., Edward VI., and Mary, or forwards, to cover
It

'

'

if

'

—

'

—

later diasent.
The kinship of Puritanism with
earlier elements in the English Reformation is as
obvious as is the indebtedness to it of the Free

Churches. But Puritanism stood primarily for an
ecclesiastical ideal which was not definitely adopted
by any distinct body of Englishmen before the
time of the Elizabethan settlement, and which was
not accepted by the Nonconformist churches of
later times.
Puiitanism is most simply defined as
the movement for Church reform whose first great
leader was Thomas Cartwright and whose last was

Richard Baxter.
A wider application of the term Puritan to all
who attempted a greater sobriety of life than was
customary in Elizauethan England became familiar
in the 17th cent., if not earlier.
Richard Baxter
says that his father was dubbed a Puritan by his
neighbours because he disliked the village custom
of dancing round the May-pole on Sundays, and
prefened to pass his time at home, reading the
Bible and the Prayer-Book
'

'

:

'
For my Father never scrupled Common-Prayer or Ceremonies, nor spake against Bishops, nor ever so much as prayed
but by a Book or Form, being not ever acquainted with any
that did otherwise : But only for reading Scripture when the
rest were Dancing on the Lord's Day, and for praying (by a
Form out of the end of the Common- Prayer Book) in his House,
and for reproving Drunkards and Swearers, and for talking
sometimes a few words of Scripture and the Life to come, he
was reviled commonly by the Name of Puritan, Precisian, and
Hypocrite.'^

The wider aspect of Puritanism revealed in this
application of the term cannot be ignored in any
account of the subject, because the effort after a
sober godly life which drew down this reproach
was part of the whole religious movement of which
Puritanism in the strict sense was the narrower
ecclesiastical expression.

It

is

worth noting

in-

'
cidentally that the name Puritan,' like the words
Christian and ' Quaker,' was a term of insult
'

'

which became a

title of honour.
Puritans as a party in Church and State.—
When Elizabeth
(a) The Prayer-Book controversy.
came to the throne in 1558, the hopes of reformers
ran high. It was certain that she would reverse
the religious policy of her predecessor. The bnm2.

1

J.

—

Stew's

baptists is
'Puritan.'
2

still

earlier application of the

rightly

rejected

as

term to some AnaSee OED, t.v.

erroneous.

Reliquice Baxteriance, London, 1696, p.

3.
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ing of heretics would cease, and subserviency to
the pope would be ended. Though the number of
convinced Protestants was not large, the country
as a whole was prepared for a considerable change.
In some sense England would become a Protestant
power. But how far was the queen prepared to
go? It was thought that she would at least reestablish the standard of reform set up by Edward
VI.
it was hoped in some quarters that she would
go much farther. For, while many were content
with the measure of advance embodied in the
Prayer-Book of 1552 (and indeed the martyrdom
of some of the authors of the Prayer-Book had
consecrated it in the eyes of its users), others who
had been in exile on the Continent had come under
the spell of Geneva, and desired a more thorough
reform along the lines laid down by Calvin. The
Protestant world had not stood still since the days
of Edward VI. and it seemed absurd to be content
with something obviously limited and faulty like
the work of Cranmer. The position of many of
the leaders like John Jewel, Edwin Sandys, and
Edmund Grindal, who were among the first of the
Elizabethan bishops, was that they would gladly
go back to the system set up in the time of Edward
VI. as a starting-point, but that they hoped to be
allowed to make it the basis of a further development. The convenience of adopting the English
Prayer-Book of 1552 Avas manifest. It obviated
the necessity of thinking out at short notice forms
of service and of government for the Elizabethan
Church, and it gave a sense of continuitjy in the
work of the Reformation in England. There was
therefore no surprise or regret when the Act of
Uniformity re-imposed the use of the second Prayer;

,

Book of Edward VI.
The Act of Uniformity was preceded by the Act
of Supremacy, which made Elizabeth chief governor
Her authority
of the Church of Christ in England.
she was to exercise in the first instance through an
commission until a regular adminisby duly appointed bishops should be possible.
These two Acts ensured lay control of the Church,
abolished papal authority and the Mass, and restored the English liturgy. So far, so good ; but
what was to be the next step ?
\A'^hen the revised Prayer-Book was issued, it
contained one or two features which occasioned
ecclesiastical

tration

disquiet among the more radical reformers. The
clause in the Litany praying for deliverance from
'the tyranny of the Bishop of Rome and all his
detestable enormities had vanished. The sentences
appointed for the use of the priest in delivering
the elements at communion included those fi'om
the Prayer-Book of 1549 which were capable of
being interpreted to imply the doctrine of transubstantiation.
Moreover, into the Prayer-Book
was inserted, apparently at the last moment and
without the knowledge of Parliament, an additional
rubric directing that ^ ' the minister at the time of
communion and at all other times in his ministrations, shall use such ornaments in the church as
were in use by authority of Parliament in the
'

second year of the reign of King Edward VI.' In
accordance with this rubric, ministers in the communion service were to put on a white Albe plain,
with a vestment or Cope' the garments used in
the celebration of the Mass.
This was the starting-point of a renewed vesTo the dismay of the retiarian controversy.
formers, the queen was determined that her clergy
should wear a distinctive dress in ordinary life,
and should continue to use the vestments of the
nnreformed Church. When Archbishop Parker,
under pressure from the queen, determined in 1566
'

—

See T. M. Lindsay, Hist, of the Reformation, Edinburgh,
ii. 405 f.
and H. Gee, Tlie Elizabethan Prayer-book and
Ornaments, London, 1902.
1

1907,

;

resolutely to enforce uniformity in the use of vestments, the formation of a distinct Puritan party
Some ministers resigned their
was inevitable.
cures rather than wear the prescribed dress. Small
groups of parishioners in London went so far as to

up separatist meetings. The majority of men
with Puritan sympathies remained in the Church,
but began to entertain a doubt as to the bishops'
hopes of further reform, and to subject the Elizabethan settlement to a more searching criticism.
The broader
(b) Protests against j)opish abuses.
Puritan position was championed by Thomas Cartset

—

Lady Margaret professor of divinity at
Cambridge, who in lectures on the Acts denounced
the government of the Church of England as unThe hierarchy, he
scriptural and illegitimate.
held, was as clearly popish and anti-Christian as
the vestments. Cartwright was deprived of his
professorial chair in 1570, but his views found expression in two 'Admonitions presented to Parliawright,

'

ment in 1572. The first, written by John Field
and Thomas Wilcox, is a singularly effective and
vigorous statement of the Puritan programme of
ecclesiastical reform.

The authors begin by laying down the essentials of the
Puritan standpoint, which consist in 'abandoning al popish
remnants both in ceremonies and regiment,' and also in brmging in and placing in Gods church those things only, which the
Lord himself in his word commandeth.' The Puritans stood
for making the breach with Eome as complete as possible, and
the approach to the NT Church as close as possible. The
writers of the Admonition then proceed to survey the condition
of the Church in England in the light of the requirements of a
true Christian Church, which are 'preaching of the worde
purely, ministring of the sacraments sincerely, and ecclesiastical
'

discipline which consisteth in admonition and correction of
faults severelie.' With regard to the ministry, the Puritans

maintained the clergy to be quite ineflBcient. Large numbers
of the clergy were mere Vicars of Bray,' who had accepted
every change in religion from Henry vui.'s time onward. Many
were unlearned and incapable of teaching. They were men
without any call to the ministry, and the method of their
ordination and appointment was irregular and unchristian.
Men who could preach were discouraged, by being made subject
to a special licence, and b^ being bound down to a prescript
order of service.' 'The orcunary ministry was starved, in order
to maintain an expensive hierarchy, while the abuses of pluralism deprived godly ministers of opportunities, compelled congregations to go without preachers, and were yet inevitable
because the incomes of many livings did not suffice to keep the
incumbent. The contrast between the Elizabethan ministry
and the primitive evangelists and pastors was glaring. 'Then,
as God gave utterance they preached the word onely now they
read homilies.
.
Then feedyng the flocke diligently now
teaching quarterly. Then preaching in season and out of season
now once in a month is thoght sufficient, if twice, it is judged
For a thorough reformation, it
a worke of supererogation.
was necessary to 'displace those ignorant and unable ministers
already placed, and in their rowmes appoint such as both can,
'

'

:

.

.

:

:

will by Gods assistance feed the flock.'
Passing from preaching to the sacraments, the Puritans
objected to many details in the communion service, which they
regarded as popish and out of harmony with primitive Christianity. Beyond their criticism of details, they complained of
private communions and baptisms. This private use of the
sacraments ignored their essential character as acts of Churchfellowship, and in effect tied the necessitie of salvation to the
sacraments." An even worse abuse was the readiness with
which men were admitted to the Lord's Supper and indeed
They [the early Christians]
obliged by law to partake of it.
toke it with conscience. We with custume. They shut men
by reasen of their sinnes, from the Lordes Supper. We thrust
them in their sinne to the Lordes Supper.' One of the most
'
urgent reforms is that papists nor other, neither constrainedly
nor customably, communicate in the misteries of salvation.'
In dealing in the third place with ecclesiastical discipline, the
authors of the Admonition claimed that the whole regiment of
the church is to be committed to Ministers, Seniors, and
Deacons.' The existing hierarchy is to be removed. In particular the exercise of discipline must no longer be left in the
hands of one man the monarchical bishop acting through
chancellors, archdeacons, proctors, and what not. There was
a sad confusion, they felt, between ecclesiastical and civil jurisdictions, both in procedure and in penalties. The use of excommunication should be more sparing and more solemn.

and

'

'

'

'

'

—

This outline of necessary reforms was suppleA View of Popishe Abuses yet remaining in the Englishe Church,' whose presence prevented the Puritan clergy from subscribing an
article to the effect that the Prayer-Book contained nothing repugnant to the Word of God.

mented by

'
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The

cliief

rnritan criticisms of

inarizeil as follows

det-ail

be suin-

may

:

as con(1) The Prayer-Book stands for a reading ministry
trasted with a preaching ministry. (2) It enjoins the use of
homilies which have not yet appeared, and which consequently
cannot be approved. Those homilies, too, are to discourage
It provides for
preaching— the main work of the minister. (3)
the keeping of saints' days contrary to the Fourth Commandment. (4) The order of the communion insists on the communicants kneeling instead of sitting when they receive the
elements. The book, moreover, retams the term priest in
this connexion, and allows private communion. (5) The sacrament of baptism is divorced from teaching, and may be
administered in private even by women. Public baptism is also
'
full of childishe and superstitious toyes,' as in suggesting that
God has sanctified water to wash away sins. Other toyes are
the impossible promise made liy godparents, the interrogatories
uselessly addressed to infants, and the use of the sign of the
cross.
(6) In the marriage service the Puritans objected to the
wedding-ring, and to the phrase 'with my body I thee wor-

—

'

'

'

'

makes an idol of his wife.' Other
shippe," whereby a man
superstitious customs are associated with the ceremony. (7)
Oonfirmation is bestowed on those that lacke both discretion
and faithe,' and is wrongly confined to bishops. (8) The
burial service maintains prayer for the dead, and is associated
with many undesirable customs. (9) The order of service for
the churching of women 'smelleth of Jewishe purification.'
The Holy Scriptures are profaned as in the use of Ps 121, the
Benedictus, Nunc Dimittis, and Magnificat, which are quite
unsuited to the condition of those who constantly use them.
(10) In all their order of service there is no edification
but confusion.' 'The standing up for the Gospel, and not
for the Old Testament, shows that they 'are ignorante that
the scriptures came from one spirite.' The bowing and
scraping at the name of Jesus is equally unjustifiable. (11)
Their Pontifical is simply popish. 'As the names of Archare
bishops, Archdeacons, Lord bishops, Chancelers, etc.,
drawne out of the Popes shop togither with their offices.
the
life
of
the
which
use,
So the governement
by
Pope
they
which is the Canon law is Antichristian and devilishe, and
contrarye to the scriptures.' (12) Thetitlesof honour assumed
by the great ecclesiastics are against the Word of God, as is also
'

'

'

.

the practice of joining

civil

with ecclesiastical

offices.

.

.

(13)

criticisms concern the exercise of discipline and
the appointment of ministers. The bishops' authority spoils the
pastor of his normal power of discipline. Ministers are made
at random by the bishops, and the men ordained rashly have
to seek for "livings by dishonourable means. The cathedral
churches maintain an idle and useless ministry at the cost of an

The remaining

effective parochial ministry. The whole system of patronage is
wrong and encourages self-seeking among the clergy. The
and methods of discipline, their licences, dispensations and excommunications, are also unscriptural ; for
their administration is secular in temper, and is far removed

bishops' courts

from the brotherly reproof and admonition which should prevail among Christians.
(14) As an after-thought, they add a
protest against what they hold to be the blasphemous use of
the sentence 'Receive ye the Holy Ghost' in the ordination
service. 1

—

The foregoing
(c) Puritan position
defined.
analysis will suffice to bring out the negative
aspect of Elizabethan Puritanism, as revealed in
this series of objections to the Prayer-Book.
more attractive positive statement of the Puritan
view may be found in Walter Travers, Ecclesiasticce Disciplines.
Explicatio (La Rochelle,

A

.

.

.

Travels
1574, Eng. tr. by Cartwright, n.p., 1574).
had certain peculiarities of his own, but his book is
broadly representative.
Travers begins by emphasizing the importance of ^ood dis-

sound government, to all human societies. The
cannot continue in health without dis-

cipline,

i.e.

Church,

like the State,

cipline.

He then urges

that the discipline essential for the

Church must be discovered from the Word of God. If God
prescribed laws for the Jews laws to which they were not
allowed to add and from which they might not subtract it
follows that He will have laid down a platform of government
for the Church of Christ. If the civil ruler may determine the
constitution of the Church at his or her pleasure, what becomes

—

—

of the sovereignty of Christ over His own subjects? If Christ
is lawgiver and king. He cannot have left the ministry and
government of His Cnurch indeterminate. There is, moreover,
a clear system to be discerned in the NT a system which
must derive from Christ Himself and may not be changed. And
the adoption of this system is essential to the work of reforma-

—

For doctrine and discipline go together. The Church of
England has reformed the former, but retained the latter in its
old popish character. Such a half-hearted reform cannot last.
What, then, is the nature of the ecclesiastical discipline laid
down in the NT? Before we discuss the particular offices of
Christ's Church, we may note one general characteristic. No
function is lawful in the Church apart from vocation. The
tion.

The

Admonition may be read in extenso
Manifestoes, ed. W. H. Frere and C. E. Douglas
Hist. See, London, 1907, pp. 8-55.
1
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and the mode of appointment to it must be of Divine
ordering. A true vocation requires that a man be called to
some certain place or church (i.e., he must not be ordained a
deacon or a priest in general, but must be ordained to serve a
particular community). A further requirement of a true vocation is that those called be faithful in the discharge of their
office.
There are two parts in vocation, viz. election and
ordination. In election the elders should lead the congregation,
but the assent of the congregation is necessary. It is essential
that the men elected be fitted for the office for which they are
chosen. This points to the necessity of careful examination of
those who are to bear office, and the qualifications that they are
to possess may be learnt from the Pastoral Epistles. Ordination consists of public prayer together with the laying on of
hands. The latter feature of the ceremony belongs of right to
the whole eldership.
Turning to the particular offices, we find two kinds of
ordinary official, viz. bishops and deacons. The bi8hov)S and
presbyters, or elders (for they are one and the same in the NT),
are appointed to look after particular churches. They are of

office

two kinds, doctors and

pastors. Ability to teach and to pray is
the latter's duty- is to
the chief qualification of the former
speak the word of exhortation needed on particular occasions
and to administer the sacraments. The deacons, according to
Travers, are also of two kinds, the first being treasurers and
almoners, and the second overseers or elders responsible for the
discipline of the individual members of the church. The
diaconate of the NT has nothing in common with deacons'
orders in the Church of England. For the latter is but a step
towards the priesthood, while the former is a distinct
and permanent office. These are the only offices required or,
indeed, permitted in the Christian Church. It is true, the N'T
mentions other offices, such as apostles, prophets, and
but these were extraordinary functions either
evangelists
peculiar to the first age of the Church or only revived in special
circumstances of reform and advance, and consequently out of
place in settled churches. The ordinary oflScers are bishops and
;

;

deacons.
Travers proceeds to develop another point to which the
Puritans attached great importance. The higher government
of the Church belongs, not to particular officials, but to a compound office, i.e. not to individuals set over and above
ordinary ministers, but to sjTiods of the ministers themselves.
The eldership or assembly gathered from the three cliief orders
i.e. pastors, doctors, and overseers, or elders
exercises the
highest authority. These synods are responsible for elections
and depositions of Church officers. They are also responsible
for discipline, alike in giving admonitions and in susptending
members from communion or in pronouncing complete excommunication. The essential point is the corporate character
of authority in the Church, and the corollary which the
Puritans drew was to the effect that the monarchical episcopate
is contrary to the spirit of early Christianity and to the letter of
»
such passages as Mk l(H2f- and Mt 23S-12.

—

—

—

The First Adt'
{d) The break with Anglicanism.
monition to Parliament and the tract by Travers
atlord an excellent survey of the Puritan case
regarding the liturgy and government of the
Church of England. The whole field was covered
in the long and embittered controversy that
followed between Cartwright and Whitgift, in
which both writers displayed great leaniing, much
animosity, and an inadequate sense of proportion.
But their works were overshadowed by Hooker's
Ecclesiastical Polity, perhaps the noblest piece of
controversial literature in the English language.
It is not possible to trace the development of the
controversy in detail. The Puritans failed to
secure any part of their programme in the time
Indeed, the administration of the
bishops, especially under the leadership of Whitgift, rendered their position more and more difficult.
No relief was given to their consciences in
respect of the details to which they objected in the
They were expected, not only to conform,
liturgy.
but also to profess themselves satislied that the
details in question were not repugnant to the Word
of God.
The queen was mainlj- responsible for
this severe repression of Puritanism, and those who
sympathized more or less with the Puritans were
unwilling to disturb the closing years of her reign
by opposing her. Hooker's searching analysis of
the Puritan presuppositions and his finely temto
pered defence of the Prayer-Book also served
raise a barrier of moderate opinion against the
advance of Puritanism. The movement as a whole
of Elizabeth.

became more restrained and more mode.st. The
I. in 1603,
Millenary Petition, presented to James
contains no sw^eeping programme of reform. The
demand for a complete change of Church govern-
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ment

is abandoned.
On the whole side of the
Puritan case embodied in Travers the
petition is
silent.
Instead, the desires of the petitioners are
grouped under four heads
:

The

first reproduces the
foUovring details from among the
changes urged in the First Admonition : i 'In the church
service, that the cross in baptism, interrogatories ministered
to infants, (and) confirmation, as
superfluous, may be taken
away. Baptism not to be ministered by women, and so

The cap and surjilice not urged. That examination may go before the communion. That it be ministered with
a sermon. That divers terms of priests and absolution and
some other used, with the ring in marriage, and other such
uke in the book may be corrected. The
longsomeness of
service abridged.
Church songs and music moderated to
better edification. That the Lord's day be not
profaned the
rest upon holidays not so strictly
urged. That there be an
explained.

:

uniformity of doctrine prescribed. No popish opinion to be
any more taught or defended no ministers charged to teach
their people to bow at the name of Jesus. That the canonical
scriptures only be read in the church. In the second place, the
petition urges the importance of a preaching and resident
ministry. Thirdly, they protest against the abuses of
and impropnations of tithe. Under the fourth headpluralities
they ask
that enormities of discipline and excommunication
may be
redressed. They particularly desire that excommunication
may not be issued by laymen, nor employed for trivial offences.
They criticize the fines and the fees, and the delays in ecclesiastical courts.
The oath ex ofticio,2 whereby men are forced to
accuse themselves, should be more
sparingly used.'
:

•

In the Hampton Court Conference the Puritan
representatives went somewhat farther. The uniformity of doctrine which they desired was to be
found in the famous Lambeth Articles of
1595,
which embodied the most rigid form of Calvinism.
They desired corresponding changes in the other
articles.
Their plea for the association of
ordinary
ministers witli the bishops in discipline drew from
the king the famous and fatal
aphorism, 'No

Some minor concessions were
bishop, no king.'
to the Puritans as a result of the
conference,
but, broadly speaking, their position was not
eased.
If tlie bulk of their more moderate
made

demands had been conceded, or if some latitude in
the use of ceremonies had been
permitted, the
danger of schism might have been averted. As it
was, the Puritans became the party of constitu-

they turned their backs on the National Church
and on their ideal of such a Church, and set them-

selves to create their own religious
organization.
Puritanism as a definite movement for the reform
of the Church of England was ended.
3. The influence of Puritanism as a tendency
on religious and social life.—
far were the
Puritans right in tlieir ecclesiastical aims? Did
they form a correct estimate of the needs and
possibilities of the English Keformation ? Were
their criticisms of the Elizabethan settlement
justified in detail and in principle ? Any answer
to these questions involves the introduction of the

How

personal equation, but some answer must be
attempted nevertheless.
{a) Elizabeth's ecclesiastical policy .—The
R,ssnmption that the queen gauged the
temper and wishes
of the country with singular
is
of
_

sagacity
part
the persistent legend of Good Queen Bess.
Elizabeth is supposed to have given the National
Church exactly the form that the mass of the
people desired. In suppressing the Puritans she
was restraining short-sighted extremists who
would have broken the national unity, and given
to the Church of England a
rigid constitution
which would have oflFended the Englishman's love
of compromise.

This view is frequently taken for
granted, but it is really open to question.
It
would be truer to say that the country was
preto
almost
pared
accept
any Church that Elizabeth
liked to set up, provided it was more or less
than
to say that Elizabeth
definitely Protestant,
gave the country precisely the Church that it
No doubt the people generinstinctively desired.
ally would have revolted against any attempt to
establish the Genevan model in England, but there
is equally no doubt that, if Elizabeth had cared to
go farther than she did in the Puritan direction,
she would have had the approval and
support of
the majority of her first group of
bishops and of
of
her leading statesmen and favourites,
many
including Burleigh and Leicester.
Veiy little
encouragement would have sufficed to make the
clergy predominantly Puritan. As it was, a considerable and influential section of the
clergy sympathized with the Puritan position.
majority
in Parliament could have been found at almost
any time to advocate and sanction further reforms.^
There is no reason to suppose that in the matter
of religion Elizabeth possessed any special
genius
for interpreting the mind of her
The
subjects.

tional reform, attacking alike the abuses of the
royal prerogative and the claims of the monarchical
Under Laud the tide of feeling against
episcopate.
'
Sion's plea against
episcopal nile steadily rose.
prelacy commanded an ever more respectful hearIn
the Long Parliament the movement for
ing.
ecclesiastical reform was no longer directed towards
modifying episcopal control or securing detailed
changes in the Prayer-Book ; the hierarchy was to
be destroyed root and branch, the
Prayer-Book rank and
file, like their leaders, Avould put up with
displaced by the Directory for Public Worship.
That, however, is not the final phase of the alniost anything from the queen, because the
maintenance of her throne was essential to the
Puritan ecclesiastical ideal. At the
Savoy Confer- national
ence in 1661 they put forward somewhat
safety and independence. But, had she
sweeping insisted on
a more Calvinistic reform, the change
pleas for a reformed liturgy, and expressed their
would
certainly have been accepted as readily as
willingness to accept Archbishop Usher's scheme
the
actual
of a constitutional
settlement, and in all probability a
episcopate a sclieme under
which the bishops governed with the .issistance of more fully reformed Church would have evoked
representative church councils.
The Puritans greater enthusiasm.
The limits which Elizabeth set to reform in
were out- manoeuvred at this conference.
They
were asked to state their full demands, and
England cannot be regarded as an inspired expresthey
did so, in good faith; and then the boldness of sion of the national mind in religion either then
or since. It is possible to claim for Elizabeth's
their demands was used as a
justification for refusing all concessions. They would have been con- ecclesiastical policy that it was determined by a
skill to which Puritans were strangers.
tent with less than they asked ; as it
was, they diplomatic
got nothing but expulsion, and thus regretfully The retention of the ornaments may have been
intended, as Lindsay suggests,* to give a Lutheran
,„i5?-^: P^othero, Statutes and PolUical Documents (1558- character to the Church of
England and to secure
leSo), Oxford, 1898, p. 414.
2 This was the device which
had enabled Whitgift to detect for it from the emperor and the pope the toleration
and repress Puritan clergy. In virtue of their
extended
to
the
Peace of Augsburg.
ministers
Lutheranism
oflice,
by
had been compelled by Whitgift in 1584 to answer certain
The ornaments rubric and the other little changes
questions and subscribe certain articles— thus becoming their
own accusers. Cartwright's claim to have been a champion of in the second Prayer-Book of Edward VI. also conreligious liberty has been questioned (see F. Paget, An Introd.
veyed to the pope and to Philip 11. of Spain the
to the Fifth Book of Hooker's Treatise^,
Oxford, 1907, p. 41), but
suggestion that England might return to the
at least his refusal to take the oath ex oflBcio mero must be
Catholic fold at any moment and at short notice.
counted unto him for righteousness. It is remarkable that the
No doubt such an impression was intended, and
reference to this detested and arbitrary procedure in the Mil-

A

'

—

'

lenary Petition should be so restrained in character.

'

1

Cf. Prothero, p. xxxiii.
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one cannot but admire the skill witli which
Elizabeth used her ecclesiastical settlement to
minimize the dangers which she had to face in her
But the element of statesmanship
foreign policy.
counted for less than the element of personal
Diplomatic reasons justified a cautious
caprice.
beginning they did not suggest an absolute lialt
After the pope had exin the work of reform.

—

—

communicated her, and still more after the
of the Armada, reasons of State counselled a

failure

;

—

queen.
In some particulars the Puritan leaders certainly
showed a truer appreciation of the religious needs
Events soon
of England than did the queen.
proved that they saw farther than their fellowreformers, when they urged that reformed doctrine
would not co-exist for long with unreformed disciThe apologists of the Elizapline and worship.
bethan settlement pointed to the pure standard
of reformed theology enshrined in the articles.
Further reform of the liturgy or of Church government they held to be superfluous. The Puritans
declared that the unreformed liturgy would undermine the reformed doctrine, and they were clearly
in holding this view.
If the Church of
i'ustified
Cngland was intended to be unmistakably Protestant, as the rulers of it claimed, then tne Elizabethan settlement was a fatal compromise, as the

—

The details of the
(b) The Puritan polity.
Puritan criticism of the Prayer-Book need not
detain us. Some of the weightiest charges given
in the First Admonition apply not so much to the
book itself as to misuse of it and to the association
of superstitious customs with its rites and ceremonies. Some of the Puritan criticisms seem now
1

See Douglas Campbell, The Puritan in Holland, England,

and America, London,

1892,

i.
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unimaginative if not captious {e.g., their objection
to the ring in marriage or to the use of the SlagniOthers seem obvious,
ficat in public worship).
and have been more or less recognized. Thus,
tlieir demand for a revised lectionary was valid for
other reasons besides the reference for Scripture
which dictated it. The protests against the strict
observance of saints' days and the lax observance
of the Sabbath were also necessary, though both
may have been pushed too far. The longsomeness of matins is likely to be taken into account
in any future liturgical reform.
But, in general,
such reform, when it comes, will probably not owe
'

stiffen-

ing of England's Protestantism ratiier than the
If statesmanship had been the determinreverse.
ing factor, Elizabeth might have held back the
Puritans at first she would almost certainly have
encouraged them later. She did not do so, because
she was a Tudor and liked her own way. She
meant to have the Church reformed according to
her taste, and the Puritans were not to her liking.
One reason for the queen's personal animosity
to the Puritans was her indilierence to religious
truth.
She was consequently at variance with the
Puritans on the question of a preaching ministry.
The queen did not greatly care whether the people
were instructed in the faith or not. To the
Puritans it seemed all-important that a reasoned
statement of the Protestant position should be
If it was desirable that the country
popularized.
should become Protestant at all, then undoubtedly
the Puritans were right in desiring an intelligent
conversion and a learned preaching ministry. On
this issue Elizabeth was obscurantist ; the Puritans
were standing for enlightenment and education,
however narrow the views may have been which
they would have propounded ostensibly for popular
^
acceptance, and in efiect for popular discussion.
Elizabeth, in attempting to starve thought and
stifle discussion, was a sheer reactionary, and
one of the most short-sighted measures on which
she insisted was the suppression of the prophesyings a measure against which Archbishop Grindal
vigorously protested, to his eternal honour. There
is no reason to doubt that the Puritan demand for
a preaching ministry could have been very largely
There can be
realized, had the queen wished it.
no question that the maintenance of an educated
ministry would have been in the best interests
alike of Church and of State. Even the instruments and defenders of the queen's policy admitted
The main obstacles to the creation of such
that.
a ministry were the avarice and prejudice of the

critics of it urged.
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'

much

to Puritan criticism.
more important to

notice that Puritan
ministers might have been accorded the liberty to
omit or vary unessential details, not only with
great relief to their consciences, but also with
advantage to their congregations. The denial of
liberty of conscience to the Puritan clergy in
things indifferent is not excused either by the
probability that such concessions would not haVe
contented them or by the fact that, as a party,
they were as much possessed by the craving for
outward uniformity as the queen and the bishops.
With respect to the ministry and government
of the Church of England, the Puritans were
clearly right in pleading for a better educated, a
better paid, and a more carefully appointed
ministry. They had good grounds for protesting
against the abuses of pluralism and patronage.
It

is

The system and methods of

ecclesiastical discipline

lay open to the charges which the Puritans made
against them. By 1662 all England agreed with them
as to the necessity of separating civil and ecclesiastical offices, and Land has had no successor in
the position that he secured in the councUs of State.
The impression that Hooker completely disposed
of the Puritan case owes not a little to the neglect
of the incomplete posthumous books of the Ecclesi-

—

When he came
astical Polity vi., vii. and viii.
to grips with the Pnritian criticisms of the actual
working of episcopacy, Hooker was obliged to
make large concessions to his opponents, and,
,

where he would not make concessions, he did not
There was,
find it easy to maintain his defence.
indeed, no answer to some of the main criticisms
which the Puritans passed on the state of the
ministry, and the only kind of reply possible was
to deprecate haste in reform and to urge that the
Ijishops were doing their best the real obstacles
being the intransigence of the queen and the
vested interests of some highly placed laymen.
The platform of Church goventment which the
Puritans drew from the Scriptures, and the appeal
to the Scriptures on which it was based, raise

—

further points of interest. As interpreters of the
NT, Puritan scholars were not at fault in contrastbishops
ing the diocesan episcopate mth the
who were in charge of particular churches and
were the same as presbyters. It was fair to insist
upon the difference between the primitive diaconate a distinct office alongside of the eldership
and the later use of the diaconate as a mere stage
The
in the evolution of the presbyter or priest.
element of corporate action and responsibility,
maintenand
in
the
alike in the choice of officials
ance of discipline, undoubtedly existed in NT
times, and was rightly emphasized by the Puritans. In restricting membership to communicants,
and in making strict examination before commimion the instrument of discipline, the Puritans
were also keeping close to the early Church. It is
as a matter of
disputed whether they were correct,
ordination as
scholarship, in claiming presbyterial
is doubtful
it
the normal primitive practice, and
Avhether their division of NT Church offices mto
be legitimately
extraordinary and ordinary can

NT

—

—
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maintained. But the point on which their position
has been most eflectively challenged is the assumption that there must be laid down in the NT a final
form of Church government, to be rigidly enforced
at all times and in all places. The Puritans took
great pains to prove that God must have delivered
in Scripture a complete particular immutable form
of church polity.' Otherwise, they said, the Christians would be worse off than the Jews, and God
would be negligent if He did not provide for the
least detail of Church order.
Hooker is never
happier than when undermining this a priori
dogmatism, in which the Puritans so frequently
indulged
'

:

In matters which concern the actions of God, the most
dutiful way on our part is to search what God hath done, and
with meekness to admire that, rather than to dispute what he
in congruity of reason ought to do.
The ways which he hath
whereby to do all things for the greatest good of his Church are
more in number than we can search, other in nature than that
we should presume to determine which of many should be the
fittest for him to choose, till such time as we see he hath chosen
of many some one which one we then may boldly conclude to
be the fittest, because he hath taken it before the rest. When
we do otherwise, surely' we exceed our bounds ; who and where
we are we forget and therefore needful it iis that our pride in
such cases be controlled, and our disputes beaten back with
those demands of the blessed Apostle, "How unsearchable are
his judgments, and his ways past finding out
Who hath
known the mind of the Lord, or who was his counsellor? " i
'

;

;

!

'

would now be generally conceded that the
government of the Church to-day cannot helpfully
It

be

made

to reproduce exactly the features of the

NT polity,

even if we knew more accurately than
we do the character of that polity. It is probable

that no uniform system existed in the early Church,
and Church institutions have necessarily been
developed and adapted to changing conditions.
The Puritan hypothesis of a divinely ordained and
unalterable form of Church government is not
tenable.
Yet their appeal to the primitive Church
was not fruitless, and is still a necessary safeguard
against the easy assumption that, in the development of Church order, whatever is is right.
Growth in Church organization is inevitable and
desirable, but not every development is suited to
the genius of Christianity, and none can escape
criticism in virtue of its mere existence.
When
we refuse to follow the Puritans in denying the
legitimacy of development in the realm of Church
life, we have still to consider whether they were
not justified in condemning particular developments as alien from the temper revealed in the
arrangements adopted by the primitive Church.

When

the

Puritans criticized

the monarchical

episcopate, as involving a social distinction and a
secular greatness incongruous with the Christian
ministry, and as exercising an arbitrary authority
unsuited to the Christian brotherhood, they were
accupying ground from which it M'as very difficult
to dislodge them.
The difficulty is at once
apparent in Hooker's ineffective discussion of the
phrase, 'it shall not be so among you' (Mt 20*^).'^
In origin and in character the institution of
diocesan episcopacy was not specifically Christian.

Moreover, the representative and democratic element in early Church order cannot be dismissed as
accidental.
There was and there is something
to the expression of Christianity in the
presence of just that element. And, above all,
Puritans
the
rendered a service at once to Christ-

vital

ianity and to liberty, when they in effect set
limits to the authority of the sovereign in ecclesiAt the heart of their position
astical matters.
was the belief that the Church has a constitution
of her own, which she is to determine for herself,
and which is not to be shaped to suit the diplomacy
This challenge
of States or the caprice of princes.
to the royal prerogative roused the resentment of
Elizabeth. It also turned the Puritans, almost
1
2 Bk. vii. ch. xvi.
Ecd. Pol. bk. ra. ch. xi. § 21.

against their intentions, into the champions of
constitutional government and political liberty.
(c) Influence on English life and character.
After tiie failure of their ecclesiastical hopes and
their loss of political power the Puritans did not
cease to influence England. The movement left
its mark, for good and ill, on popular religion and,
indeed, on every department of national life. In
attempting to characterize the broad effects of

—

Puritanism on English life and character,
begin with its appeal to the Scriptures.

we may

'

Puritanism carried the genius of the Scriptures into the very
heart and soul of England.' i

As

is apparent from the contemptuous protest of
the First Admonition against showing special
reverence for the Gospel lessons, the Puritans were
more impressed with the unity of the Bible than
with the difierence between Law and Gospel.
They recognized development, but they tended to
attribute an equal authority to all books of the
Bible as coming from the one Spirit. They sent
men to the Bible as the Word of God, and bade
them seek there comfort and guidance for every
occasion. They championed the view that the
Bible was the people's book, and their appeal to
Scripture did in effect guarantee the religious

Unlearned men
independence of humble folk.
could read the book and appropriate its treasures
for themselves.
The Puritans were sometimes
shocked at the results of the Bible study which
they advocated, but they could not undo the consequences of their own principles. The setting
up of the Scriptures as the authority in religion
favoured liberty of thinking and developed personal religion. The concentration of attention on
the Bible had a remarkable educative effect on
many minds. Unconsciously men lilce Bunyan
acquired literary taste and power, because their
reading was confined almost exclusively to one

Dowden claims that by this
really gieat book.
means certain popular sympathies were fostered in
literature
A homely strength, a genial warmth, a respect for man as
man, a breadth of human interest, a humour that is not supercilious, a pity which is not condescending.'^
:

'

It is difficult to overestimate the gains, intellectual
spiritual, derived from assigning this premier
position to the Bible.

and

There

is,

no doubt, a considerable discount on

the services of

Puritanism in this regard.

In

demanding direct Scripture warrant, not only for
creed and Church order, but also for every act of
daily life, the Puritans were in danger of depreciating ordinary reason, as Hooker declared, and they
were also in danger of troubling tender consciences.
Whatsoever is not of faith is sin, they urged, and
whatsoever is not grounded on the Word of God is
not of faith. Hooker's second book brings out
admirably the dangerous exaggeration to wldch
Puritan reverence for the Scriptures committed

them
'

:

Admit

this [that it was the drift scope and purpose of
in Holy Scripture to comprise all things which
practise] and what shall the Scrijiture be but a

Almighty God

man may

snare and a torment to weak consciences,

filling

them with

doubts insoluble and
perjJlexities, scrupulosities,
extreme despairs? '8
was to set man
admission
Another result of this
wresting the Scriptures in order to get from them

infinite

the guidance and assurance that were not on the
It also enhanced the temptation to fill
surface.
up the lacunae of the NT by moral precepts and
tlie uncompromiscivil laws derived from the OT
ing attitude of the Puritans towards popery was
diuy defended by the directions to the Children of
Israel to destroy the Canaanites utterly
Sabbatarianism, intolerance, and the belief in the death
:

;

Dowden, Puritan and Anglican, London,

1

E.

2

P. 33.

3

1900, p. 15.
viii. § 6.

Bk. n. ch.
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jieualty for witches were streii},'thened by this
the wide acceptance in Puritan
;
appeal to the
circles of the theory that heatlien virtues are
splendid vices may also he traced to the same root.

OT

If the English are
essentially an OT people, the
Puritans are largely responsible for it.
Puritan
(f/)
theology and eM its.— Puritan theology was simply Calvinism, ultimately worn thin.
It is not necessary to describe the
system, and it is
not possible here to trace its
development in detail.
It petrified into a series of
dogmas, known as the
live points of Calvinism, which dealt with election
and reprobation, the limited scope of the atonement, total depravity, irresistible grace, and final
perseverance. Since the English people ceased to
be familiar with these doctrines,
they have ceased
to possess a definite
theology, and their thoughts
on ultimate questions have become chaotic and
vague. The main principles affirmed in Puritan
teaching were the sovereignty and righteousness
of God and the sinfulness and
all-pervading
character of sin. The emphasis on
original sin
and total depravity made mortification of sin one
of the central duties of the Christian
life, and this
lent to Puritan devotion and Puritan sainthood a

somewhat sombre and gloomy character.
The
devout Puritan was very different from earlier
Franciscans or later Methodist saints like Billy
Bray. The Puritan did not normally attain to
the sense of being at home with God, which
may
be found in the Franciscan and in some sections of
the Evangelical movements. On the other
hand,
he had a strong sense of
responsibility, and the
religion which he embraced had an individualizing
The unvarying central element in Puritanism was the belief
ihat the relation between the invisible spirit of man and the
invisible God was immediate rather than mediate.' i
'

ofcc-- ..3d was not without its consolaOtice cj.:miced of the supremacy of God,
!)ud \voiii>
could face terrible things, con-

This

;.:
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these things would be overruled
Mark Rutherford says with
ride of the subject
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.
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-

'

:

and the

Of'Tife-

folly of ins^. rrection, and there is
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!

genuine; and this 'u, lea.,c most be said
all the theologies aud
philoriLphit'S if ia

f
.
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it, in the remedy whicli it offers.'
;
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which enabled men to face
disaster without desi^air.
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.vii:

nexion wa
.tion of childhood; its chief
merit was
3 on a sense of
duty on the
of
need
making a serious use of life. It has yt- 1 to
be shown tUufc the belief in original sin, which
E. G. A. Holmes' regards as the root of all evil in
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and distrusted works of irnfiginand romance, though tb li ri^r
tion, alike poetry
was more especially apt to be banned. But this
insistence on liters, truthfulness has
probably n.-t
been without its t fleet in developing the scientific
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Dowden,

p. 11.

The RevoltUion in Tanner's
Lane, London, 1387,
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The Long Parliaaent seems seriously to have considered entru.stinj. to h^m the task of refprruing
national educatioL. The dissenting academies of

se' (nid

point constitutes perhaps
the greatest service rendered by Puritanism to
social life.
It wiis and remains the head and
front of the Puritans'
ofTending in the eyes of
Avho
resent the restriction of natural
many
Yet
even
what may seem the overpleasures.
te-iiper.

di-»

with

small contribution t^o educational progress. As a
reforming party th^j sat loose to fhe metlifeval
and classical trpiitions to which the univc^s-ities
and grammar schools were still wedded. Thty
were readier for changes both in method and in
currioolum. It w»s in Puritan circles that Coinenius
attracted attention and sympathy in England.

.lal-

first,

;
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truth and hardne.s.'* wiiicn
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(e) Influence on edua-ton andindiisti-y.
the matter of education the Puritan.s had to provide for themselves after 1662, and they made no

the Pnrit-.p tradiiliroagh literal-mindednese.
It
J

•

(1)

'ying,

which did

i

ot\'mii

a

-sive moral distdpline.
As the
.-£ training in a Puritan home,
•+

nature.
Even Bunyan bids parents remeniljer
that children are cursed creatures. The wills of
children, being evil, were to be broken, and
children were to be taught to keep their distance.
Home discipline was to be strict, and the rod was
not to be spared. The relative justification for
this attitude is sometimes overlooked
by those
who criticize Puritan home training and education.
Thus Samuel Butler, in The Way of all
Flesh (London, 1903), looks back with regret to
'the spacious days of Queen Elizabeth.' Then
the relations between parents and children seem
on the whole to have been more kindly.
'The fathers and the sons are for the most part friends in

a matter of fact, in the days of Elizabeth the
friendship of father and son often meant the
initiation of boj's into vice in very tender years.
The advantages of sowing wild oats were firmly
believed in. Children who would now be at a
kindergarten were sometimes familiarized with
drinking and swearing, while youth was encouraged
to see life.
The pages of Ascham's Scholenutster
afford a sufficient revelation of the moral laxness
and parental irresponsibility against which Puritanism reacted, and no one who kuov.s ll;at side
of Eliiabetiian social life would wish ?<> return to
it.
The j:i;tir r'efec of Puritanism in this con-

in the great Taskluaster's eye.
He learned to fear God and found
ihat he had nothing else to fear.

T-.",:

Beyond any doubt Puritanism made possible and
coinmon a sound home-life in England, so far as
its influence on sexual
morality is concenied.
Its efiects on the relations of
parent and child
were not altogether admirable. The doctrine of
original sin led to an utter distrust of child

As

The true Puritan stood ever

-.

other countries, is expressed by the term English
prudery, the
accusation implied being part of the general
charge of hypoIt is said l>y observers among ourselves that the
crisy.
prudish
habit of mind is dying out, and that is looked
upon as a satisfactory thing, as a sign of healthy emancipation. If by prude
be meant a secretly vicious person who affects an excessive
decorum, by all means let the prude disappear, even at the cost
of some shamelessness. If, on the other
hand, a prude is one
who, living a decent life, cultivates, either by bent or principle,
a somewhat extreme delicacy of thought and
speech with
regard to elementary facts of human nature, then I say thai
this is most emphatically a fault in the
right direction, and I
have no desire to see its prevalence diminish.' i

Shakespeare, nor does the evil appear to have reached its full
abomination tiU a long course of Puritanism had familiarized
men's minds with Jewish ideals as those which we should
endeavour to reproduce in our everyday life.' 2

influence.

lic)
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scrupulousness of Puritanism on this subject ia
not witliout its value.
'To Puritanism we owe the characteristic which, in some

'

1

G. Qissing, The Priiate Paprr.j of Henry Ryecroft, Londor,

1903, p. 280.
2 P. 21 f.
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the 18th cent, compared favourably with the older
universities alike in expense, morals, and intelIt was in these academies that
lectual keenness.
the teaching of modern subjects was begun.^ The
Puritans are being blamed nowadays for having
been too exclusively intellectual, and it is true
that ISth cent, deism and rationalism may be
regarded as the chiklren of Puritanism. But this

strong intellectual tendency was really a virtue,
In the States it was the
in spite of its limitations.
Puritan colonists who cared for education. The
colonists of Virginia took no such interest in the
subject, as witness the sentence of W. Berkeley,

governor of Virginia in 1671
I thank God there are no free schools
:

'

we

or printing, and
shaU not have them these hundred years.' 2

I

hope

on which the Puritans

the sermon itself,
value, is an appeal to the reason of
is an instrument of educaIt assumes that religion must captiire the
tion.
head as well as stir the feelings. And so far the
Puritan appeal to reason made for a higher intel-

After

all,

set such a

the

liigli

common man, and

lectual life

and

The independence

activity.

of

character which Puritanism fostered also helped to
produce pioneers in educational reform.
The moral discipline enforced by Puritanism had
The
a considerable reaction upon industry.
Christian life was regarded as essentially an
ordered life. The passions were to be under
Puritanism cut men off' from
rational control.
wasteful expenditure and worldly jileasure. Forms
of indulgence which dissipated both wealth and
energy were sternly denounced and re^jressed.
Time and talents were not to be wasted. On the
contrary, the Christian's first, duty was to r^r.ke
the most of his powers and possessions in whatever
might be his calling. Idleness was a sure sign
No
tliat one's standing in grace was doubtful.
one should be unemployed even the man of leisure
shoiiM find some occupation whicJi would be of
eal.
Puritfin pressure in
^.
i. .;....
..iy tended to develop the
;

-

and industry characteristic of
Both by inculcating frugality
capitalism.

buted to Puritans in which they only shared or did
not share at all.^ It is of course clear tliat
Puritanism tended to dissociate itself from certain
forms of art, particularly the dramatic art and the
stage, which it treated as hopelessly corrupt, and
whose moral recovery it| consequently tended to
It is also of the essence of Puritanism
retard.
that it depreciated tlie outward. Calvinism has
been called the ugliest of all religions.' ^ Its symbolism is of the plainest. Dependence on the outward is discouraged. The central emphasis on God's
righteousness still further contributed to a neglect
and a distrust of the merely beautiful.
The
Puritan was intensely preoccupied with moral
issues, and, as a result of the Puritan tradition,
many have neglected and stunted the artistic sides
of their nature.
And yet this very concentration
on the moral life and on the supremacy of God's
righteousness has not been without its vivifying
inlluence on art and literature. The deepening of
the inner life due to Puritanism was bound to find
'

expression.
'

Puritanism in itself is ill-fitted to produce a great art. Yet
the inward life of the soul may be intense and the more
intense because it does not readily distribute itself through
appointed forms ; and absorbing thoughts and passions cannot
fail in some way to discover or to create that outward vehicle
through which alone they can secure a complete selfrealisation.' 3

Nor is the self-discipline of the Puritan unfavourable to art.
'For the maintenance of high passion the habit of moral
is in thp long run more favourable than the habit of

restraint

moral

relaxation.'-*

And

it

may be urged that, in the last resort, art
reaches its highest achievements precisely through
the practice of moral renunciation, i.e. through the
Puritan acknowledgment of the supremacy of
God's righteousness.
No man does real justice to beauty till he feel the morabeauty of resisting beauty upon due occasion. There is something incomplete in artistic taste till it see, with so great an
artist as Plato, the beauty of Puritanism.' 5
'

—

4.

Summary. — To sum

up, the Puritans stood

an ecclesiastical ideal, the chief importance of
which lay in asserting that the Church must not

spirit of enterprise

for

and by Ftrengtheniag home ties, Puritanism enthrift and the accumulation of capital.
1, by insisting on a careful u*-e of time and
oil sell-control, it helped to form those regular
habits on which the conduct of modern industry

be made the tool of the State. In th"= ^-"--.frir
ing the independence of the Church, £
necessity of a democratic element
government, the Puritans promoted cc
liberty and very puwerfiilJy influer

modem

'"

(:

.

The business virtues, viz. honesty,
depends.
punctuality, and steady application to work, were
reinforced by the ethic of Puritanism.
Once
the emphasis on personal responsibility
.11,
./a was characteristic of the morenient served
ui make men bring an independent judgment to
bear on their business problems, and so increased
the power of individual inifciative.
Af tcv ibo-^ uue
of Puritani-sra v^" *''• wn still more
lom.
For the
clearly on the st^e of econo
Puritans, having lost pocci, i-.:i ,iraUy distrusted
State control, while they were in any case convinced opponents of State .bsolntism. Their first
inPiUeii"£

was t<^leratii.>n,
d they became the
champions of the movement for limiting State

concern

ai

interference in every direction.^

—

The relations of
(/) Puritanism and art.
Puritanism to art and literature are not easy to
The movement has betn wrongly held
define.
responsible for the general degradation in taste,
especially in arcliitecture, which took place in the
18th century. Much vandalism ha& been attri1 See Irene Parker,
DUicnting Academies in England,
Cambridge, 1914.

Cf. D. Ca);i,ibell, The Puritan, i. S2.
'
3 See on thi- subject Max Weber,
The Ethic of ProtestantisAi
and the Spiri. of Cajntalism,' two artt. in Arcfav fiir Scziaixxi.
..•.
[1904]; E. Troeltsch, Die SozicU'1J03],
inssenschait,
'rAeTi Kirchen, Tubingen, 1912; H. Levy,
tehren der c/1913 ; aid an essay by H. G.
Lii
London,
Economic
-,viiim,
Wood,- in ProjCTly : its Rights and IhUiti, London, 1916.
-

•:

ideals of government.
These ideals t
with them into the colonies which tl
in America, where their conception
and of '^tate found frepr expressiori

the United States Puritanism has i
erted an even greft*^*'r iuflnence on

Saxon

'.jiiin

M'O"''^

it

has tbiouoK

tv

<haracter. By means ct a
narrow theology Pnritani!?m has sh.'^pei:
ing of generations of Euglishmen 01
or
theme.s of religion.
By Its insistence
'
discipline it lias inculcated a steady
v>hich has e.\pn^
stolid dnt;
and in industrial p;
largely in i.
which is apparent in all professions a^'|
BrltbsTi

'

>

,

the

men and women who have come

influence of the Puritan tradition. If
has favoured the groM th of democracj
developed those qualities of self-conti
,

devotion to duty without which no demouiacy can
be preserved from corruption. In tf^mper ^nd outlook Puritanism has shown somdcIof>ts
associat'^d with the somewhat
Jewish
;

movement known
leaned
Sec

Dow

elief

J.

1914, p. 105.
8
den, p. 9.
« P. T.
Forsyth,

j^uritans

.

Crquch, Puritanis/n an'. At
2Tiele, ap. W. B. Selbie, I.'4i ../ j.
1

'.'

as Pharisairfjii.
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.
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* 76.
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PURITY
original sin led to a too sweeping depreciation of
human nature and to harsh, unsympathetic judg-

Their religion tended to
ments on opponents.
lack gladness, and their 'cardinal error lay in a
narrow conception of God as the God of righteousness alone, and not as also tlie God of joy and
But no movement
beautj and intellectual light.'
'

of religious tliought could fail to ennoble human
life and to possess permanent worth wliich, like
Puritanism, was inspired with the conception of
the chief end of man as being to glorify God and
enjoy Him for ever.

—
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PURITY. — A

1888.

H. G. Wood.
passage from the works of

fine

the Cambridge Platonist Henry More (1614-87)
good idea of the wide meaning which
the gospel attaches to the word purity
I
By purity understand a due moderation and rule over aU
the joys and pleasures of the flesh, bearing so strict an hand
will give a

'

'

:

'

and having so watchful an eye over their subtle enticements
and allurements and so firm and loyal affection to that idea of
celestial beauty set up in our minds, that neither the pains of
the body nor the pleasures of the animal life shall ever work us
below our spiritual happiness and all the compatible enjoyments of that life that is truly Divine and in this conspicuously
is contained what-ever either moral temperance or fortitude
;

can pretend to.'2
To this large conception of the meaning of purity
corresponds the view of Augustine that the purity
of heart mentioned in
5* means single-hearted-

Mt

ness or simplicity
'

Hoc

est

castus qui

:

mundum cor quod est simplex cor.' 3 Die est
Deum attendit, et ad ipsum solum se tenet.'-*
'

vere

It thus

and

appears that 'purity,' like 'temperance'
'sobriety,' has, properly speaking, a wider

sense than is usually connected with the word.
It
connotes the singleness or simplicity of a nature
which finds the perfect satisfaction of its desires in
God. The opposite of purity is uncontrolled or
misdirected desire ; and the characteristic reAvard
of purity is the vision which is man's true life
:

'

Vita hominis visio Dei.'^
The origin and usage of the word are sufficiently
dealt with in HDB, s.v. It will suffice to recall
the obvious fact that the idea of purity, like that
of holine.?s, gradually passed over from the material
and ceremonial sphere into the range of etiiical
ideas the notion of outward consecration or dedication to the service of the Deity gave way in
;

1

Dowden,

2

'Of the Divine

p. 11.
Life,' ch.

xiL (Theol. Works,

London,

170S,

P- 37).
s

«

De Serm. Dom. in Monte, i. ii. 8.
De Beata Vita, 18 cf. John Smith,
;

'

Select

Discourses,

London, 1660, p. 432
Every particular good is a blossom of
the First Goodness every created excellencv is a beam dest-endmg from the Father of lights and, should we separate all
these particularities from God, all affection
spent upon them
would be unchaste and their embraces adulterous. We should
love all things in God, and God ui aU
things, because He is all
all, the beginning and original of being, the
perfect idea of
their goodness and the end of their motion.'
:

;

;

m

5

Iren. iv. xx.

7.
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process of time to that of inward sanctity. In
this process the teadiing of the Hebrew prophets

a conspicuous part.^ The culminating
point is perhaps marked in our Lord's teacliing
recorded in
7""^ (Mt ISi""*). Clirist's saying
about the thing that defileth a man in fact disbetween
two spheres, the physical and
tinguishes
the spiritual, which men had hitherto tended to
confuse.
Henceforth, as Christians were led to
perceive, '"pollution" (t6 Koivov(Tdai) in the .sense
contemplated by the Scribes can be predicated onlj
of that which affects man's moral nature.'* It is
interesting to trace anticipations of this principle
in ancient Avrit«rs e.g., Cicero
Caste jubet lex adire ad deos, animo videlicet, in quo sunt
played

Mk

'

'

—

:

'

omnia: nee

castimoniam corporis; Bed hoc oportet
intelligi, cum multum animus corpori praestet, obseneturque,
ut casta corpora adhibeantur, multo esse in animis id servandum
magis. Nam incestum vel aspersione aquae vel dierum numero
tollitur
animi lab^ nee diutumitate evanescere oec amnibus
tollit

;

uUis elui potest.' 3

As in

the case of other virtues which re-appear in
Christian ethics, tlie idea of purity directly depends
upon the Christian conception of God as a Being to
whom all hearts are oi)en and all desires known.'*
I. Purity in the narrow sense of freedom from
sensual pollution was a virtue which, before the
coming of Christ into the world, held at best a
precarious position. Israel cannot be said to have
been very far above the general level of the ancient
world in this respect. Where polygamy is not
'

condemned, no very high standard of purity can
be expected, and grave lapses from chastity in OT
times were of frequent occurrence. These were
often closely connected with Israel's inveterate
tendency to idolatry, and in fact the prophets
usually describe the apostasy of the nation as
'adultery' (Hos 2, Jer 3, Ezk 16, etc.). As regards the Gentile world, heathen moralists could
inculcate purity only by appealing to self-regarding
and prudential motives. They had no resources
for taming or restraining the force of human
Purity was a virtue of which men
St. Paul in his sombre picture of
heathen degradation regards the Gentiles as actually given over to an abandoned mind (Ro 1^'®,

Sassion.
espaired.

41* 5"'-)Religion itself was corrupted at the
source the current mythology was a chief factor
in the general demoralization.
The better elements in the ancient religion passed over into the
mysteries (q.v.), which at least appealed to the
sense of moral defilement, though they could not
appease it. These bore their own imperfect witness
to the truth that purity of life was needed for
acceptable approach to God.
Now, Christianity dealt with the evil which was
too strong for the heathen world by re-emphasizing,
with sanctions peculiar to itself, the Stoic doctrine
of the sanctity of the human body.
Seneca had
spoken of God as near us, Avith us, Avithin us,'
'lodging in the human body.'" Epictetus hzLsaid
Thou bearest God about with thee, within thyself and then

Eph

;

'

:

'

;

dost not realize that thou art outraging Him with thy impure
God Himself beine
thoughts and thine unclean deeds,
present within thee and overlooking and overhearing aU,' etc.o
.

.

.

St Paul points to the body as the actual 'temple'
of the Holy Spirit (1 Co 6'^)
the bodies Avhich are
misused in sin are 'the members of Christ' (1 Co
The sin of uncleanness does despite to the
6'^).
indAvelling presence of the Spirit ; it outrages that
nature Avhich the Son of God made His oAvn and
halloAved by contact with His deity; henceforth
;

1

'

See HDB, s.vv. 'Unclean, Uncleanness,' Holiness.'
H. B. Swete, The Gospel according to St. Mark 2, London,
1902, p. 152, on JDs;718£.
2

3 De
Leg. 11. x. 24.
4 See R. C.
Trench, Synonyms of the NT, Cambridge, 1854,
Ixxxv., eiAtKpii^s, icaSapos.
5
Mor.
xxxi., quoted in J. B. Lightfoot, St. Paul's
xli.,
Ep.
Epistle to the PhUippians*, London, 1S7S, p. 2s0.
6 Diss. n. viii. 11 f., quoted in Lightfoot, p. 314 f.
§
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the body is 'for the Lord, and the Lord for the
body (1 Co 6'^). We find an echo of this language
'

in TertuUian's passionate assertion of the sanctity
and dignity of the material which the Son of God
has condescended to assume and to hallow.
God forbid that He should abandon to everlasting destruc'

tion the labour of His own hands, the object of His care, the
receptacle of His own Spirit, the queen of His creation, the
heir of His liberality, the priestess of His religion, the soldier of
His testimony, the sister of His Christ.' i

Christian purity is in fact sanctioned by motives
peculiar to the religion of the Crucified. It forms
a part of that self-control (iyKpaTeia) which is the
most characteristic element in Christian morality,
and which was 'primarily identified with sexual
purity, and then extended to include renunciation^
of the world and mortification of the flesh.'
Purity is the spirit which strives to bring every

bodily impulse, every affection, every passion,
every faculty thought, imagination, memory
But it is important to
into subjection to Christ.
remember that purity implies not mere abstinence
from illicit pleasure but the positive dominion of
the Holy Spirit in man. The way to purity lies
through the practice of self-control in all things
great and small (1 Co 9^). This is pointed out
more at length elsewhere (see art. Temperance).
There are certain safeguards of purity which
may be mentioned here.
(a) Of 7-eligious faith something has already been
said.
The gospel supplied a new and powerful
motive to purity in teaching the sanctity of the
body, hallowed by the Incarnation and redeemed
by the Passion of the Son of God. That which
lie had worn as a vesture, exalted to the throne
of heaven and made the temple of the Spirit,
could no longer be employed as an instriunent of

—

—

sin

(Ro 6"-").

The prominence of this doctrine in the NT is a proof of the
intense desire which religion has to protect the founts of life
against whatever might destroy, waste, or pollute them.'
Christianity erects a sacred fence round the most dangerous
in our life.' It does not despise the body, but labours
places
'
to preserve and increase vitality. AVith this motive, it visits
v.'ith its sternest censure any assertions of the individual's right
" to do what he will with his own "
body.' 3
'

'

Further,
purity implies the right direction of
desire, the gospel brought to bear upon the force
of passion the expulsive power of a new affection
in so far as it inspired and developed the love of
God and of man for God's sake.
(b) Christ's law of mortification has an obvious
If
bearing on the process of self-purification.
thine eye offend thee, pluck it out.' Mortification
if

'

'

'

implies something more than mere self-restraint,
the habit of which in other matters is so essential
a condition of victory over fleshly sin. It implies
the cutting off of even innocent pleasures that are
found perilous to purity. It implies the use of
Avhat Jeremy Taylor* calls 'some rudenesses'
towards the body (cf. 1 Co 9^, viricvi.d(^u), dovXaywyQ)
-spare diet, occasional fasting, habitual abstinit means
ence, and other wholesome austerities
also continual watchfulness against the beginnings
and least occasions of evil.
(c) Occupation is also a valuable and necessary
safeguard. While sloth and ease are the frequent
forerunners of impurity, any kind of employment
which leaves few vacant spaces of time is of great
;

benefit.
{d)

Of the power

of

prayer and

of the recollecneedless to speak.

tion of the Divine presence it is
Without them purity in itsperfectness is impossible.
One particular remedy may, however, be mentioned,
namely, recollection of the sympathy of Christ

with the tempted.
1 De Resurr. Cam. 9.
2

A.

London, 1904,
3

He

W. E.

i.

felt

the full pressure

Holy

tr.,

111.

Inge, Truth

and Falsehood in

1906, p. 74.
4

has

Harnack, The Expansion of Christianity, Eng.

Living, eh.

ii.

sect. 3.

Religion, London,

of temptation, yet without sin (He 4"), and one
great aid to purity is the thought of His example,
of the travail which He underwent in order to be
made in all things like unto His brethren, and of
the cross on which He endured the open shame
which is the appropriate penalty of secret sin

(He

122).

(e) Finally, we must bear in mind that the desire
which occasions the sin of impurity finds its ap-

propriate hallowing in marriage.
'Honourable marriage hath a natural efficacy, besides a
by divine blessing, to cure the inconveniences which
otherwise might afflict persons temperate and;sober.' i
virtue

2. Purity in the larger sense is virtually equivalent to 'simplicity' or single-mindedness.'
'

on to the whole of our nature that watchful reserve
and restraint which it imposes upon the body.' 2
Purity means the integrity of a will dedicated to
God in perfect simplicity of purpose ; it implies
not the sacrifice of innocent desires, but the consecration of them ; not the efibrt to acquire a
single virtue, such as chastity or purity in the
narrower sense, but the striving after goodness in
the widest sense. Purity of intention consists in
seeking to please God in all things and to make
His glory the object of every act and word. The
'

It carries

pure heart is that which is continually seeking
God, passing through all things onwards and
upwards to God, embracing one only object of
life, and holding fast to a single purpose amid the
bewildering multiplicity of calls and duties, claims
and responsibilities, which make life difficult and
complex. The pure heart is undivided, undisIt imjDarts to character
tracted, unsophisticated.
that 'moral unity' which Christ in a supreme
degree exhibits, the unity which springs from devotion to a single end the love and service of God.
And the reward of this purity is vision, insight,
Cor purum penetrat caelum
illumination (Mt 5^).
et infemum.'* Aquinas connects the beatitude
Beati mundo corde,' etc., with the Holy Spirit's

—

'

'

The reward of purity is
a certain freedom from intellectual illusion and
error by purity of heart, etsi non videamus de
Deo quid est, videmus tamen quid non est.'* The
perfect vision which shall satisfy not only the
intellect but every element in man's complex
nature is the consummation of a process that
begins in this life the cleansing of the heart and
conscience from all lower aims than the service of
God. Purity, in fact, in its completeness is the
effect on the character of true faith in God (Ac 15^),
the faith that works by love (Gal 5"). So Bernard
makes it to consist in two things which are both
in quaerenda gloria Dei
diflerent aspects of love
et utilitate proximi.'^ For purity is, as we have
already noticed, not mere abstinence, not the mere
cleansing of the heart from wrong or inordinate
desires, but desire or love directed aright, and
finding in God and His service the one true and
satisfying end of human life. The pure heart
seeks not God's gifts merely, but Himself. It
thinks of Him as the only adequate response to
gift of 'understanding.'

'

;

—

_

'

:

the deepest yearnings of human nature. It believes that what He is, rather than what He gives,
is the true life of man.

lUe non aliquid ex lis quae condidit sed se ipsum tibi dat
ad fruendum, se ipsum omnium conditorem.'
Literature.— Art. 'Keuschheit' in PRE^; Augustine and
others on the Sermon on the Mount G. Congreve, Christian
ser. iii., do.
L)Ye, London, 1899 F. W. Robertson, Sermons,
and Addresses, do.
1870, no. 10; E. Caird, Lay Sermons
in
the Gospels,
The
du
W.
P.
205
ff.
Gospel
Bose,
1907i p.
R. L. OtTLEY.
do. 1906, p. 112 ff.
'

;

<>

;

;

;

1 J.
Taylor, Holy Living, oh. ii. sect. 3, ad fin.
2 G.
Congreve, Parable of the Ten Virgins,

p. 108.
3 Thomas
4

k Kempis, de Imit. Christi,
Snmma, ii. ii. qu. viii. art. 7, resp.

De Mor.

6

ii.

et Off. episc. iii. 10.
'
in Oct. Pasch.,' 3.
cclix.,

Aug. Serm.

4.

LoBdon, 1904,

PURUSA— PUSEY
PURUSA. — P«;-«.w sifoiifies in

Sanskrit 'man,'
in other
beings,' and linally the suineme Spirit,' both tlie
supreme personal tiod of theism and the impersonal
world-soul in a pantheistic sense.
As early as tlie Eigveda (x. 90) there is found
a hymn, which reappears with several variations
in later Vedic texts, wherein the purusa is described as the primeval Being, as the personification and starting-point of the whole universe.
The heavens, the atmospliere, and the eartli proceed fortli from t\\c jjwum, also the sun and moon,
From the head, the
gods, men, and animals.
arms, the legs, and the feet of the pionisa respectively are derived (according to vv. 11, 12) the
four castes of men, which are here mentioned for
the first time in Indian literature. Since in this
hymn, though only in mythological fashion, the
thought of man's identity with the universe is
expressed, we may see in it an anticipation of the
main teaching of the Upanisads and the Vedanta
iqq.v.), that is, of the doctrine of the essential
identity of the inner man, the soul, with Brahman, or the soul of the universe.
In the philosophical systems of India the word
pii7-iisa is used in the same sense as the more
common dtman to denote the souls of living beings
and this is done independently of the particular
meaning attached to the word, whether, as in the
Vedanta, the individual souls are conceived as
one with the indivisible soul of the universe or,
as in the Sankhya, Yoga, Vaisesika, Nyaya [qq.v.),
as existing in infinite numbers.

then

'

the

livinjj:

ininciple in

men and

'

;

LiTBRATORE.

— P. Deussen, Allgemeine.

Geschichte der Philotr., The Philo-

sophic, Leipzig, 1894, 1. 1, pp. L^Off., 288ff., Eng.
sophy of the CTpanishads, Edinburgh, 1906 F.

Max MiiUer,
Six Systems of Indian Philosophy, London, 1899, pp. 331-343.
;

R. Garbe.
Bouverie Pusey (1800-82),
scholar and divine and leader of the Oxford
Movement (5'. V.) in the Church of England, later

PUSEY.— Edward

known

as the Catholic Revival, Avas regius proHebrew in the University of Oxford
from 1828 to his death. This crown appointment,
combining with it a canonry of Christ Church, gave
him a central and independent position, from
fessor of

which he was

able,

by books, sermons, and

indi-

vidual personal dealings, to give a unity of character and aim to the Movement, both in its earlier
and to a great extent also in its later phases.
I. His place in English life.
^Pusey was by
birth an English gentleman of the old school (cf.
the anecdote in Liddon's Life of Edward Bouverie
Puset/, i. 186), and it may be said that some of
the best influences of his time had combijied in the
formation of his mind and character. He was one
of the first English theologians to study German,
and in two long visits to Berlin, Bonn, and
Gottingen in 1825-27 he worked under Freytag,
Ewald, Tholuck, Schleiermacher, and Eichhorn,
and came to know what scholarship meant to

—

'

them.
From Eichhorn Pusey
'

'

learnt the vastness of the world of

modern learning and the standard
in order to explore

it.

When in

of work which was necessary
later years he would say, "
of doing so and so," he

A

German professor would think nothing
meant Eiclihorn '(Liddon, 74).
i.

Pusey was a fellow of Oriel at the time when
common-room was the intellectual centre of
Oxford, and until his wife's death in 1839 he muxed

this

freely in all the varied life of the university.
Even in the deep seclusion from ordinary society
which he inflicted upon himself after that date lie
was in touch through his family with the life of

the English upper classes, and such sermons as
that entitled 'Why did Dives lose his Soul?'
(preached in All Saints', Margaret Street, on Ash
Wednesday, 1865), or Our Pharisaism (delivered
'

in St. Paul's,
Knightsbridge,

'

on Ash Wednesday,

1868),
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show his unerring insight

into their spiritual

This is an important element in Pusey's
life, which has not always been .suJiiciently recogIn social life no less than in scholarship he
nized.
was a man wliom none could patronize or despise,
and he knew how to speak to Victorian society
about its vulgarity and worldliness with a .searching directness which could not be evaded or ignored
(cf. his rebuke to a lady in Spiritual Letters of
Edward Bouverie Pusey, London, 1898, p. 77, and
to the heads of houses in Oxford for their luxury
[Liddon, ii. 110]). Students of 19th cent, manners
would find a great deal of material in his sermons.
In Liddon's Life, i. 51, there is a charming account
of Lady Emily Herbert, who was married to his
brother Philip in 1822, and of her relations with
Pusey, which helps to put this side of his life
needs.

into true perspective.
2. His
part in the Oxford Movement. In
the Church revival which began in 1833 the
acknowledged leaders were Pusey, Keble, and

—

Pusey's special part in tiie work
best be understood by comparing his mind
and temperament with those of his two friends.
Imagine, then, a young man, interested in religion,
but inclined to scepticism, coming into contact

Newman, and

may

with the three leaders of the Movement in its
early days, and starting some controversial subject,
such as the difficulty of believing that there can be
only one true Church. Keble, we can imagine,
jealous for the truth of God, and looking at the

matter from a high mystical plane, would make
some shrewd and unanswerable remark in very
simple language, which would silence and perhaps
somewhat abash the questioner, even if it did not
altogether convince him. Newman wouldinstantly
throw his mind sympathetically into the problem,

and work

it out
as if trying to arrive
speculatively,
at the truth about it for himself.
Pusey, on the
other hand, would concentrate his attention on the

questioner, would study his character, and begin
to try to convince him of the truth.
He had, that
is to say, pre-eminently the mind of a pastor, and
had no taste or capacity for speculation. Thus in

a religious movement his would not be the mind to
originate the ideas, or even to give them striking
His work would be to translate them
expression.
into action and to press them upon men's attention.
Pusey's eminence lies in his immense
strength of character and of conviction. To this
he added very great learning, and the power of
bringing it to bear upon the matter in hand in
that cumulative and somewhat uncritical manner
which was more controversially effective in those

days than

it

would be

in ours.

Pusey,' said R. W. Church, commenting on the sigfniflcance
'
of his adhesion to the original Tract writers, knew the meaning
of real learning.
In controversy it was his sledge-hammer and
battle-mace, and he had the strong and sinewy hand to use it
'

'

with effect (quoted in Liddon,

The most

i.

358).

striking contemporary appreciation of
his personality and influence is in an essay by
J. B. Mozley about the sermon which he preached
on 'The entire Absolution of the Penitent,' at the
close of his two years' suspension (1st Feb. 1846).^
The religious principles and ideas which it Avas
Pusey's work to press home in this way into the
unresponsive soil of Victorian England Avere not
anything Avhich he had acquired as the result of a
sudden conversion ; nor had they been adopted in
any Avay as a Avorking hypothesis to be tested by
their success ; they Avere part and parcel of his
Avhole self, acquired by tradition in childhood,
and confirmed by all the experiences and studies of
He never had any temptation to
early manhood.
doubt, and Avas ahvays in the mental position of a
If the truth Avhich he thus held so conteacher.
1
Liddon, iii. 59, and J. B. Mozley, Essays, Historical and
TheologicaP,

i.,

London,

1884.
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were attacked, his nature would rise up
it with all the ardour of a crusader, and
he would be ready to face all reverses and difficulties with the uncompromising courage of an early
Christian martyr. Church's judgment about him
Avas that he was
a man after all to rank with
^
His
religious leaders of high mark in all ages.'
temperament was thus essentially that of the
ecclesiastic, and he was mei'cilessly severe to anything that seemed to him like a dilettante attitude
towards religion, but genuine unbelief he was
quite able to understand and to meet sympathetiWhile still an undergraduate, he had tried
cally.
unsuccessfully to win an old school friend from
atheism, and this experience left a deep and very
important mark upon him (Liddon, i. 46). It is
fiilently

to

defend

'

true, indeed, of all the early Tractarians that they
themselves to be striving not for the triumph
of one particular form of Christianity, but for the
maintenance of genuine religion as a whole. In
this they were far in advance of their time, and it
is one reason perhaps for the strong prejudice
which they had to overcome. Soldiers are not
popular in countries which think themselves secure
felt

made by Lord

the sti-iking speech

(of.

Salisbury

after Pusey's death [Liddon, iv. 391 f.]).
This may
have been also in part a cause of that simplicity
in Pusey's outlook which made him, as a Roman
Catholic writer says, unable ever ' to calculate the
effect of his arguments on any who differed from
him.'^
With this directness and intensity of

character he combined an equally strong capacity
for affection.
The controversies and work of the
Tractarians must never be thought of apart from
that iKT^vyji ay&irrj (1 P 4^) which bound them to
each other, and the refined family life which was
the permanent background of all their activities.
The movement had indeed its centre in a university, but there was none of that easy tolerance or
that cold-blooded aloofness from the real world in
its leaders which make religious people rightly
suspicious of the word academic.
The foregoing con3. Theological position.
siderations are necessary for a right understanding
of Pusey's theology.
The Tractarians were practical religious reformers, and the moral struggle
against unbelief was always before them. They
were never sitting, as it were, calmly in the study,
as historians or critics or compilers of dogmatic
systems. They were not, like the Scholastics, the
products of a settled ecclesiastical world, nor, like
the modern Biblical scholar, did they stand aside
from the problems of practical religious endeavour.
Their theological work was all called out by the
needs of a religious revival and by the combat
with teachers whom they felt to be hindering it.
Pusey's lasting contribution to the religious
thought of his time is the conception of Christianity
as being necessarily a single whole.
This was the
natural result of the apologetic preoccupation
noticed above. God is one, and Jesus Christ is one,
and the Word of God through Jesus Christ is one.
So also must be the life of the Church and the faith
of the Church.
These are almost commonplace
assumptions with Christians nowadays, but they
are to a very great extent the legacy of the
Tractarians and the result of the conflict of the
Tractarians with the leading tendencies of their
recent Broad Church writer, V. F. Storr,
time.
charges Pusey and the other Tractarian leaders
with having had a narrow outlook on their time,
with being out of sympathy with iits aims, and
lacking insight into its fresh problems.
For them, theology was not the science of the living God
who was fulfilling Himself in many ways, but rather the formal
'

'

—

A

'

study of the defined beliefs of the Christian Church at a certain
1

2

Life and Letters of Dean Church, London, 1895, p. 182.
W. Barry, Pusey and Puseyism,' in CE xii. 583.
'

period of its existence a period which they assumed was to be
the norm and pattern for all time. The object of their endeavour
was, confessedly, not to construct a new theologry, but to
recover an old one' (The Development of English Theology in
the Nineteenth Century, 1S00-18G0, London, 1913, p. 257).
To write like this is to be blind to the whole
:

moral aim and achievement of the Oxford Movement on its theological side. It is like blaming
pioneers among brushwood for not raising crops as
quickly as their neighbours on the praiiie. Pusey
and his friends found the ground occupied by the
two formidable obstacles of Bible-worship and
rationalism, and they had not only to expose their
logical weaknesses, but also to overcome the
obstinate self-satisfaction with which they were
rooted in men's minds. Pusey's careful study of
the way in which Christian thought in Germany
was being dissolved by rationalism made him keen
to observe its symptoms elsewhere, and in his first
big work, the tract on baptism,^ he pointed out
in masterly fashion that the evangelical appeal to
the Bible suffered from precisely the same logical
inconsistencies.
'

rationalism he meant, says his biographer, that attitude
to limit the possibilities of Revelaitself to its legitimate work of testing
its evidence and understanding its moral weight
(Liddon,

By

of

mind which allows Reason

tion, instead of confining

'

iv.

—

4).

And

in his first public controversy, in 1836 the
protest against the appointment of R. D. Hampden
as regius professor of divinity Pusey defined the
principle of rationalism, against which they were

—

fighting, thus

:

'
The assumption that uncontrolled human reason in its
present degraded form is the primary interpreter of God's
Word, without any regard to those rules or principles of interpretation which have guided the jud>;ment3 of Christ's Holy
Catholic Church in all ages of its history and under every
variety of its warfare (i6. i. 373)
'

That the evangelicals were logically not different
from the rationalists he showed from their rejection of the plain sacramental teaching of Holy
Scripture on the subject of baptism {ib. i. ch. xv.)
because it does not fit in vnth. their preconceived
notions of 'spiritual' or 'gospel' truth.

'
A great deal of the Bible,' he declared, ' is thus nowadays
read with what, if men examined it, they would find to be the
very spirit of unbelief (Scriptural Views of Holy Baptism,

p. 150).

He argued that the evangelicals, in that they
while
rejected the sacramental view of baptism,
'
accepting the doctrine of the Incarnation, although
the one doctrine is declared in Holy Scripture as
'
explicitly, as incidentally and as variously as the
'solvent'
to
a
rationalistic
were
other,
api^lying
the totality of Bible truth. This eclectic method
of dealing with the Bible was justified in evangelical circles on the ground that they were fixing
'
'
their attention upon the kernel of the gospel.
Pusey meets this contention in a finely indignant
passage, which might be quoted as a motto for the
whole Tractarian teaching

:
'

would by the way,' he says, protest against such illustrawhereby men, too commonly, embolden themselves to
call any portion of God's institution for our salvation "husk"
"
"
or shell or the like let it seem to us never so external, it
can in no stage of the Christian course be dispensed with,
which these similitudes would imply. Rather if we use any
image, we might better speak of the whole Gospel as an elixir of
immortality, whereof some ingredients may be more powerful
than the rest, but the efficacy of the whole depends upon the
attemperament of the several portions and we, who formed
'

I

tions,

;

;

neither our own souls, nor this cure for them, dare not speak
slightingly of the necessity of any portion (ib. p. 5, quoted
from Tracts for the Times'*, London, 1842, vol. ii. pt. ii.).
'

—

Pusey's primary
4. The appeal to antiquity.
contention, in other words, was that Christian
truth must be treated as a whole, and that it must
be approached, like any other subject-matter, with
a scientific submission to fact and in a historical
spirit, instead of with arbitrary assumptions.
However much men may differ from him as to the
application of these principles, they should at any
1

Scriptural Vieics of Holy Baptism, Oxford, 1835 (containing
and 69 of the Tracts for the Times).

nos. 67, 68,

PUSEY
rate give
tlie

him

ground

credit for havin<^ in this
for the intelligent

cleared

way

modem

study of

theology.

Every one in that day looked on tiie Bible as
the source of religious truth, and for the most
part he did not need to go behind that. Pusey's
contention merelj' was that the Bible must be
studied in its proper historical context of the early
undivided Church. If it were objected to him by
Evangelicals that by this deference to the Fathers
he was thereby setting up an authority other than
that of Holy Scripture, he would answer
:

The contrast in point of authority is not between Holy
Scripture and the Fathers, but between the Fathers and us
not between the book interpreted and the interpreters, but
between one class of interpreters and another; between ancient
Catholic truth and modern private opinions not between the
Word of God and the word of man, but between varying modes
'

;

;

of

understanding the Word of God (Liddon,
'

i.

418).

This appeal to
antiquity was not with Pusey, it
should be noticed, something that could be applied
in a mechanical way.
It was an appeal to the
whole mind of an age which had deeper and truer
thoughts, an altogether deeper way of viewing things
than moderns' {ib. i. 410), and the early Christian writers are of permanent value not as supplying an infallible authority in matters of either
faith or practice, but as being a great reservoir
'

of true Christianity, in which those who would
understand Holy Scripture for themselves should
first be steeped.
This standard is, of course, very
difiicult to apply to individual questions at any
particular moment, and is perhaps difiicult to
defend in the face of a hard unsympathetic logic,
whether from Roman Catholics or from sceptics,
but Pusey believed that it represents a truly
spiritual and theologically satisfactory conception
of the authority of the Church, Avithin which all
that is true botli in Romanism and in Protestantism
is seen to be embraced.
The eflect of this line of

thought upon an able young man who had been
brought up as a Methodist may be seen in
Gregory's autobiography,^ and a clear sketch of
the practical conclusions to which it led is given
in a letter of Pusey's in 1840 answering the quesFor an
tion, What isPuseyism?' (Liddon, ii. 140).
account of the Library of the Fathers,' edited by
Pusey and his friends, in order to make the chief
'

'

Patristic
writings available for English readers,
see ib. i. ch. xviii.

—

S- Attitude towards science and criticism.
Within the limits of space available in a work
like the present it has seemed better to draw out
these broader aspects of Pusey's teaching than to
go into the detailed controversies which accom-

panied the application of his principles to the life
of the Church of England.
A list of the main
controversies is given for reference below.
The Oxford Movement proper was previous to
the theological difficulties connected with evolution and other scientific hypotheses, and
Pusey
was the only one of its leaders who lived on into
that new period.
He describes the change that
had taken place in thought in an interesting letter
to his old pupil J. B. Mozley when he returned to

Oxford in 1871 as regius professor of divinity {ib.
Pusey was always a good friend to the
teaching of natural science when he felt it was
not being used to undermine religion, and he M-as
much more alive to its importance than many of
iv. 221).

the

'

final

'

liberal theologians of his time.
In 1855' the
vote of £30,000 for the construction of the

museum

at Oxford

would have been

his friends had not
supported it
of his last sermons bore the

cumbrous

he and

332).

One

characteristically
title Un-science, not Science, adverse to

Faith (London, 1878), and

^

lost if

(ib. iv.

is

described by his bio-

Robert Gregory, IS 19-1911: being the
Axitobioqraphy
Robert Gregory, D.D., Dean of St. Paul's,
London, l'912.

of
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gra]jher with good reason

'as a permanent and
most valuable contribution to the right understanding of the relations between Religion and

Science (Liddon, iv. 335 ; cf. p. 80). In regard to
the science of Biblical criticism Pusey, it is well
known, withdrew his first book, The Theology of
Germany, from circulation (ib. i. 175) and never
relaxed from an attitude of inflexible conservatism.
It should be noted, however, that this was due
not to any obscurantist aversion to free inquiry,
but, like everything else in his life, to his preoccupation with practical religion and to his convictions about the truth and unity of the Christian
Revelation. The new views, he felt, were in large
measure the products of an intellectual atmosphere in which the truth of the Incarnation was
ignored or denied, and the writers tended to be
'totally insensible to the religious import 'of the
literature with which they were dealing (ib. i. 73,
iv. 65, 74).
His 'Fabian tactics' in regard to
their work have probably contributed much more
than would often be acknowledged towards the
creation of the far more satisfactory atmosphere in
which En,i;li«h theologians are able to work to-day.
6. Practical interest in church work.
Pusey's
work has left a considerable mark upon the institutions and methods of the Anglican Church, no
less than upon her theology.
Of these the revival
of the 'religious life' is the most remarkable.
His desire for sisterhoods sprang perhaps originally
from his sense of the spiritual needs of the great
cities and of the lack of outlet for the religious
energies of unmarried women rather than from any
deliberate intention to re-establish monasticism,
but his Patristic studies (Liddon, iii. 2) had made
him feel that the life of virgin self-consecration
was an essential feature of the Catholic tradition,
and so the two motives were closely combined.
He had made it a subject of prayer for some years,
and this seemed to lind its first answer in the
strong desire of his eldest daughter Lucy, A\ho
died in 1844 at the age of 15, to devote herself to a
He wrote
single life and to work for the poor.
from her deathbed to Newman

—

:

'

ventured to give her in charge to pray for us all in the
presence of her Redeemer, and, if it might be, for those institutions to which she had herself hoped to belong {ib. ii. 386).
I

'

Marian Hughes, who died in 1913 as mother of the
Convent of the Holy Trinity in Oxford, dedicated
herself to the 'religious life' as early as 1841 (ib.
10), and the first community for women was
founded on 26th March 1845. Its superior, Miss
Langston, was later one of the nurses taken by
iii.

Florence Nightingale to the Crimea (Maria Trench,
Story of Dr. Pusey's Life, London, 1900, p. 279).
R. M. Benson, the founder of the first revived
community for men in 1866, was also one of Pusey's
intimate friends (Letters of Richard Meux Benson,
Oxford, 1916, pp. 6, 206, 328).i
Pusey's overwhelming sense of the failure of the
Church to minister to the great cities showed itself
also in relation to the ordinary parochial system.
At the time when he was composing the tract on
baptism in 1835 he A^Tote an article on the need for
new churches in London which gave the stimulus
to
Bishop Blomheld's Metropolitan Chui'ches
Fund.'^ He and his wife gave up their carriage,
and started to live much more simply in order
that he might subscribe to the fund. In 1845 he
founded anonymously the Church of St. Saviour's,
Leeds, which was consecrated in the same month
as Newman seceded, and the course of nineteen
sermons which were preached during the octave of
the consecration was the first of those parochial
'

1 Cf. also Russell's Dr.
Pusey, 108 ff. for the only complete
account of modern Anglican communities see S. L. Ollai-d and
Crosse, Dictionary of English Church History, London,
;

G.

1912.
2

Liddon,

i.

329,

and

iv. 82.
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missions' v\-hich have now become an ordinary
feature of English c4iurch -vvork.^ In connexion
with this absorbing interest in the spiritual welfare
of the gieat cities may be mentioned the personal
help that Pusey gave in Bethnal Green during the
outbreak of cholera in 1866.^
The personal reminiscences recorded by those
with whom he worked there give a pleasant and
vivid impression of his personality.
I served on the Committee of the hospital with Dr. Pusey,'
wrot« a clerg\iiian, 'and very often I met him at the bedside
of the patients — simple, tender-hearted, and full of sympathy.
—I
If the word "sweet" had not become somewhat canting
should say there was something inexpressibly sweet in the
his
when
which
so
face
smile and quiet laughter
brightened
he was pleased and hopeful' (Liddon, iv. 143). This smile of
Pusey's, it may be noted, was appreciated also by one who was
far from being his admirer in other ways.
Jenny Lind,'
wrote Dean Stanley in 1848, has been in Oxford for three days.
When animat€d she is perfectly lovely, and her smile is, with
the exception of Dr. Pusey's, the most heavenly I ever beheld
'

'

'

'

{Letters of J. B. Mozley,
iii.

London,

1885, p. 196

;

of.

also Liddon,

108).

Pusey's influence upon individuals was very
From 1838 onwards he heard confessions
great.

from persons in every rank of life (Russell, p. 78),
and, though strongly opposed to any idea of making private confession compulsory, he used freits practical necessity in
His adaptations of
sins.^

quently to urge
certain

of

the case

Roman

books of devotion, such as Scupoli's
Spiritual Combat,* though much criticized at the
time,* have greatly enriched the spiritual life of
Anglicans, and helped to break down a gi'eat deal
of the prejudice which is due to ignorance against
the Roman Church. In 1856 he held a devotional
conference of clergy for a week in his house, and
was one of the pioneers in beginning systematic
retreats [q.v.).^ In this connexion also should be
mentioned his commentary on The Minor Prophets
(Oxford, 1877), and his little volume of Private
Prayers (London, 1883), which shows the simplicCatholic

'

'

ity

and fervour of

his

own

devotional

life.

No

undertaking for which he was responsible was
nearer to his heart than the Companions of the
Love of Jesus, engaged in Perpetual Intercession
for the Conversion of Sinners,' and the volume of
Eleven Addresses (Oxford, 1868) given in a retreat
for this gild would suggest why a place has been
sometimes claimed for him among the English
'

saints.'

—

7. Pusey's principal controversies.
1841-46. Jerusalem bishopric the relation of the Church of
England to Lutheranism.
1843.
.
His sermon on the Eucharist condemned.
1845.
.
Letter to the English Churchman on Ne\vman's
secession.
1846.
. The condemned doctrine of the Eucharist reasserted

—

—
—

and not challenged
the power of the kej-s.'
The Gorham judgment the doctrine of baptism.
The Denison case the doctrine of the Holy Eucharist.
Essays and Revieics.
'

.
1847.
.
1854.
.
1S60.
1865-70.
1870.
.
.
1871.

—

Reunion with the Roman Church.

—

(see also Liddon,
For Pusey's attitude towards changes
in religious ceremonial cf. also ib. ii. 142, iv. 210, 369.
1873.
Declaration on confession and absolution.
Dean Farrar's Eternal Hope.
1879.
Literature. H. P. Liddon, Life of Edicard Bouverie
Puseyi, 4 vols., London, 1893-94; G. W. E. Russell, Dr.
Pusey, Leaders of the Church series, do. 1907 (popular and
throwing much fresh light on his personality, esp. chs. xii. and
xiii.); a complete bibliography of Pusey's printed books,
pamphlets, and sermons is given in Liddon, iv. 395-453.
Special mention may be made of The Church of England leaves
Tier Children free to whom to open their Griefs'^, Oxford, 1850,
The Doctrine of the Real Presence as contained in the Fathers,
do. 1855, What is of Faith as to everlasting Punishment t do.
1880. For letters to the archbishop of Canterbury (1842) and
to the bishop of London (1851) see Laddon, ii. 278, hi. 297.
ch.

viii.).

.
.

—

'

'

Albert Way.

1

Liddon,

ii.

497.

2 ]b. iv. 141.

3 lb.

iii.

68,

and

iv.

265

4 L.
Scupoli, The Spirittial Combat, with the Path of
Paradise, Eng. tr. [by E. B. Pusey], London, 1846.
5
6 lb. iii. 377.
Liddon, ii. 394.
7 Cf a letter of Newman's about
him, quoted in Liddon, i. 389.
.

Pygmies, Ne-

AND Negritos.

PYRRHONISM.— See Sceptics.
PYTHAGORAS AND PYTHAGOREAN-

ISM. — I. Pythagoras. — Pythagoras Mas regarded
more than human by the members of the society

as

which he founded, and all diflerences between them
were supposed to be settled by the formula avrbs
On the other hand, he had left no
i(pa, ipse dixit.
written statement of his doctrine, and little more
than a century after his death the most divergent
accounts of it were already current. ^Ye find some
Pythagoreans denying that the practice of abstinence formed any part at all of the masters teaching,
while others gave it the first place. This divergence seems to have arisen from the ambiguous
character of the society, which was from the first
at once a religious order and a scientific schooL
We shall see grounds for thinking that the two
things were one in the mind of Pythagoras himself,
but the scientific side of his doctrine inevitably
attracted some,

and

whUe

others clung to his religious

By the 4th cent. B.C. tlie
divergence had become so great that it is hard to
find anything in common between the two sects
except their reverence for the name of Pythagoras.
As is natural, we have no direct testimony from
the Pythagorists of the strict observance, though
the denials of the more enlightened members of the
society would sufficiently prove their existence.
Fortunately, however, they were a favourite subject of ridicule with the 4th cent, comic poets, and
we still have a considerable number of fragments
in which they are made fun of for their squalid
and penurious ways. It is perfectly plain that
they did, as a matter of fact, abstain not only from
meat but fi-om fish, and that they wore a peculiar
costume and went barefooted. They also looked
for a privileged position in the next world, and
regarded their present life as a sojourn in a strange
land (airoSriiJila). For the rest, they are said to have
been lousy and dirty, which is the impression that
ascetics are apt to make on men of the world.
beliefs

practices.

This is a matter of such importance for the history of Greek
religion that it may be well to give translations of a few fragments. The originals will be most readily found in A. W.
Pickard-Cambridge, Select Fragments of the Greek Comic Poets
(Oxford, 1900), to which references are added. Aristophon, in
In heaven's name, do you think the
his Pythagorist, says
men of former days that turned Pythagorists were so squalid
because they liked it, or that they enjoj-ed wearing coarse
cloaks? Not a bit of it, in my opinion. It was from necessity,
seeing they hadn't a thing, that they invented a fine pretest
for economy, and established canons useful to the poor. Why,
serve up to" them fish or meat, and if they don't eat it up toes
and all, I'm ready to be hanged ten times (Pickard-Cambridge,
And again : He said he had descended to the dweUingp. 69).
place of those below and had beheld each class of them, and
that the Pythagorists had a great advantage over all the dead.
He said that Pluto would eat with them alone because of their
piety' 'The god is not particular, then, if he likes to keep
And they eat vege.
.
company with such dirty fellows
tables and wash them down with water, and none of our young
men would put up ^vith their lice and their old cloaks and their
avoidance of baths' (ib. p. 70). In the Tarentines of Alexis, the
The Pj'thagorisers, as we ai-e
following dialogue occurred
told, neither eat fish nor anything else with life in it {eii.\livxov),
and they alone drink no wine.'^' Epicharides eats dogs, though,
and he "is one of the Pythagoreans.'
Yes, but he kills them
for then they no longer have life in them.'
first
They live on
and
chiselled
words
and
subtle
thoughts {^povPvthagorisms
A fresh loaf for each and a
TcSes), and their daily fare is this.
cup of water, that's all.'—' Why, that is prison fare !' {ib. p. 86).
Other extracts will be found in Diels, Vorsohratiker^, Berlin,
1912, i. 373. It will be observed that the comic poets of the 4th
cent, speak of the Pythagorists very much as Aristophanes
speaks of Socrates. The reference of Aristophon to the Descent
into Hades {KaLTifiaim eis 'AiJou) is of special importance for the
reconstruction of the system. The passage about the an-oSTj^'a
will be referred to later in another connexion.
'

:

'

'

—

Use of the Athanasian Creed.
The Purchas case ritual questions
iv.
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On the other side, we have the statements of
Aristoxenus of Tarentum, who had been personally
acquainted with the leading Pythagoreans of the
beginning of the 4th cent. B.C., and who had been

.
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a disciple of tlie Pj'thagorean Xenopliilus before he
affirmed that
joined the school of Aristotle. He
from the flesh
Pythaj^oras only enjoined abstinence
and, witli respect
of the ploughing ox and tlie ram
to the mysterious tabu on beans, lie said that, as a
favourite
matter of fact, they were the
vegetable
of Pythagoras, who valued their laxative properhad
a weakthat
said
He also
ties.
Pythagoras
ness for the flesh of young porkers and tender kids.
In a similar spirit, though without the characteristic exaggeration of Aristoxenus, Dictearchus of
Messene, another disciple of Aristotle, who maintained even against his master the superiority of
tlie active to the contemplative life, endeavoured
to represent Pythagoras as a legislator and statesman.^ No doubt it is this divergence that accounts
for the almost total silence of our earliest authoriPlato was very
ties about Pythagoras himself.
deeply interested in Pythagorean doctrine, and it
is a very remarkable fact that the name of Pythagoras occurs once only in his writings,* and all
that we are told in that passage is that he won his
followers' afl'ection in an unusual degree (5ta0ep6j'rwj
a way of life.'
fyyairridTj) by teaching them
;

'

'Even at the present day,' adds Socrates, 'their successors
are conspicuous by their manner of life, to which they give the

name

of Pythagorean.'

So far as it goes, this is evidence that, at the
in the
supposed date of the conversation reported
of the 5th
Republic, some time before the close
Athens
cent., the Pythagorean life was known at
and regarded as an original part of the system.
Even the scientific Pythagoreans are mentioned
only once in Plato by that name, in the passage
where Socrates is made to say that the Pythagoreans (llvdaybpeioi) regard music and astronomy
'

*

as sister sciences.^ On the other hand, Plato has
a gi-eat deal to say about the views of people whom
we know from other sources to have been Pythagoreans ; the strange thing is that, for all Plato
tells us, we should only have been able to guess
this even of such leading men as Philolaus and
Eehecrates. Generally he introduces Pythagorean
of 'inphilosophical views anonymously as those
genious persons' {Kofifol rtves), or the like, and he
does not even say that Timseus the Locrian, into

whose mouth he has placed an unmistakably
Pythagorean cosmology, was a member of the
society.

We are left

to infer it

from the fact that

he comes from Italy. This reticence must surely
be deliberate, and Aristotle imitates his master's
The name of Pythagoras occurs only
caution.
twice in the genuine Aristotelian writings that
have come down to us. In one passage^ we are
told that Alcmseon was a young man in the old
age of Pythagoras, which is a useful piece of
information the other ^ is a mere quotation from
Alcidamas to the ettect that the men of Italy
When Aristotle has to
honoured Pythagoras.'
discuss definite Pythagorean theories, he uses
the men of Italy
studiously vague phrases like
who are called Pythagoreans.' By great good
fortune, however, he also wrote a special treatise
on the Pythagoreans, which is lost, but is quoted
by later writers. These quotations are invaluable
for they are evidence that the mir«,culous legend
of Pythagoras was not, as might have been supposed, the invention of a far later age, but was
known at Athens in the 4th century. It may be
assumed that Aristotle heard it from some of the
Pythagorists of whom the contemporary comic
poets made fun. Pythagoreanism was not at all
congenial to him, and he probably wished to represent Pythagoras as a charlatan.
;

'

'

;

1
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The intention of Aristotle seems to bo shown by his statement
that Pythagoras busied himself with the theory of iiuuibers, but
that 'he did not break with the miraclemongering of Pherecydes' (TTJt 4><p<(cuJou Teparoiroiia? ov<c air«VTT)).' At a later date
Apollonius of Tyana (q.v.) and lamblichuB were delighted to be
able to quote Aristotle's authority for the miracles of Pythagoras, and in this way that philosopher unwittingly became one
of the founders of Neo-Pythagoreanism a thing which waa
enough to make him turn in his grave.

—

earliest reference to Pythagoras is a practicontemporary one. Xenophanes, like I'ythagoras himself, was one of the Ionian ^tnif/r^s who
found a home in the West 'when the Mede
and some verses from an elegy of his
appeared
are quoted by Diogenes Laertius,* in which we are
told of Pythagoras that he once heard a dog
howling and api)ealed to its master not to beat it
as he recognized the voice of a departed friend. It
is true that Pythagoras is not named in the verses
themselves, but Diogenes, or rather the writer
from whom he is excerpting, is more than usually
for he says that
precise in his method of citation
they occurred in the elegy of which the first line is
a verse which he quotes. It is clear, then, that he
had the whole elegy before him, and he can hardly
have been mistaken when he said it referred to
Pythagoras. If that is so, we have contemporary
evidence of the fact that Pythagoras taught the

The

cally

'

;

;

doctrine of transmigration or rebirth (iraXi77eveo-ta).
The verses are satirical, as we should expect from
Xenophanes, and the next reference to Pythagoras
Heraclitus said of Pythagoras'
is hostile too.
that he had carried scientific inquiry (IcTTopiri)
farther than any one, that he claimed its results
as a wisdom of his own, and turned them into an
art of mischief {KaKorexvlv)- Later still, though
within a century of the time of Pythagoras,
Herodotus'* speaks of him as 'not the weakest
sophist (i.e. scientific man) of the Hellenes,' and
says he had been told by the Greeks of the Hellespont that the legendary Scythian Salmoxis had
been a slave of Pythagoras, son of Mnesarchus, at
Samos, and had learnt from him the strange
Herodotus does not
doctrine of immortality.
believe this, for he is of opinion that Salmoxis
but the
lived many years before Pythagoras
story is evidence that Pythagoras was well known
in the 5th cent, both as a man of science and as a
preacher of immortality, and that is what we want
;

to

know.

Life of Pythagoras by Diogenes Laertius is
a farrago of Alexandrian erudition and speculation,
while those by Porphyry and lamblichus are subsequent to the romantic reconstruction of the story
by Apollonius of Tyana. They all contain, however, a good deal of material derived from Aristoxenus and Dicsearchus, which may embody
genuine tradition in such statements as have no
connexion with the particular views regarding
Pythagoras which they were anxious to propagate.
The historical setting came mainly from Timaeus
of Tauromenium in Sicily, who was anything but
a trustworthy historian, but who had special means

The

of access to original sources for the history of the
West. The facts that we can really be said to
know may be very briefly stated. Pythagoras,
son of Mnesarchus, was a Samian, and the period
of his activity fell in the second half of the 6th
century B.C. According to Aristoxenus, he emi-

grated from Samos because he would not submit to
the tyranny of Polycrates, which seems probable
enough, though we do not require any special
to the
explanation for the emigration of lonians
He found a new home at
west at this date.
Gulf of
Croton, a powerful Achaian colony in the
Tarentum, famous for its healthy climate and the
number of Olympic victors it produced. Here he
which was at once a rehgiestablished his
society,

1

Aristotle, frag. 191 (Rose).

3

Frag. 17 (Bywater).

36.
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order and a school of science. It soon acquired
a dominant position in Croton and the other
Achaian states of these parts, and this naturally
called forth a strong opposition, which was led by
Cylon, a Avealthy noble. It seems certain that
Ephorus and Tiraeeus connected the outbreak of
war between
opposition to Pythagoras Avith the
Croton and Sybaris, which ended with the destrucIn
B.C.
tion of the latter in 510
any case, Timeeus
said that Pythagoras lived at Croton for twenty
to Metapontum, where
years, and then emigrated
he died. He also said that the Metapontines coni
secrated his house as a temple and Cicero tells us
refused
to
he
visited
he
when
Metapontum,
that,
go to the house where he was to stay till he had
seen the place where Pythagoras died. The opposition of the partisans of Cylon to the Pythagorists
was carried on after their founder's death, and
ended in a regular massacre, from which very few
^
of them escaped.
Polybius tells us that the days
when they set fire to the lodges (ffw^dpia) of the
Pythagoreans were followed by a period of disas was natural,
turbance in Magna Grsecia,
seeing that the leading men of every state had so
unexpectedly perished,' and the Greek cities of
S. Italy were tilled with bloodshed, civil war, and
confusion of every kind, till at last they got the
assistance of the Achaians in the Peloponnese,
whose colonists they were, in restoring tranquilNo date is given anywhere for this perseculity.
tion, but Aristoxenus said that only two of the
Pythagoreans in Croton escaped, Lj'sis and Archippus for whom Plutarch* substitutes Lysis and
We know that Lysis was the teacher
Philolaus.
of Eijaminondas at Thebes, and, as Epaminondas
cannot have been born much before 420 B.C., Lysis
must have been still living in 400 B.C. We must
assume, then, that the great persecution took
place somewhere about the middle of the 5th
century. On the other hand, it must have been
before* the establishment of a Panhellenic colony
by Pericles near the deserted site of Sybaris (444
in
B.C.), or we should have heard of these troubles
that connexion. It is evident from Plutarch that
the Pythagoreans played a very important part at
Thebes, and that it was now one of the chief seats
We know from Plato's Fhcedo*
of the society.
that Philolaus was resident there some time during
the last twenty years of the 5th cent., and also^
that Echecrates and others, whom we know from
Aristoxenus to have been Pythagoreans, were
Some time before
settled at Phlius near Sicyon.
the death of Socrates, however, it must have
become safe for the Pythagoreans to show themselves in S. Italy again, for we gather that Philolaus had already left Thebes by that time, and we
know that he settled at Tarentum, henceforth the
chief seat of the society, where it is represented in
the next generation by the distinguished mathematician, statesman, and general, Archytas, the
The Pythagoreans of Tarentum
friend of Plato.
were the centre of the opposition to Dionysius I. of
Syracuse, and it was at their request tliat Plato
undertook the education of his successor, Diooils

;

'

—

nysius

II.

The story of Damon and Phintias, which

Aristoxenus said he was told by Dionysius himself
when in exile, belongs to this period.
The uncertaiHty of the chronology is a great difficulty. The
dates usually given for Pytliagoras himself were obtained by
the usual process of synchronizing his fortieth j'ear (liis ax/xij or
floruit) with the most important event of his mirldle life. This
was taken to be his emigration to Italy ; and, on the basis of the
statement of Aristoxenus referred to above, that was dated
by the era of Poly crates (532 B.C.). It is also clear that some
estimates were based on the dates of the previous incarnations
1

De Fin. v. 2 (4).
De Genio Socratis,

3
4 61

D.

-

A.

A

ii.

of Philolaus at

39.

(13).

Simmias and Cebes are young men in

been disciples
5 57

2

583

Thebes.

399

B.C.,

and had

of Pythagoras as Aithalides

and Euphorbus.i

If

we could be

quite sure that TimEeus and Ephorus were right in connecting
Pythagoras with t!ie war between Sybaris and Croton (511 e.g.),
that would be a fixed point, though we cannot tell how old
he may have been at the time. The residence of the leading
Pythagoreans at Thebes towards the end of the 5th cent, is also
a fact, and it is not gouig too far to suggest that the brilliant
career of Epaminondas and the brief supremacy of Thebes in
Greece may be traced to their inspiration. At any rate Aristotle 2 quotes from Alcidamas the remark that, as soon as the
philosophers became the leaders of the Thebans, the city
prospered. Plutarch, who knew his Boeotian history and who
made use of Boeotian writers, in his dialogue de Genio Socratis
describes the conversation that took place among the con
spirators on the winter night of 379 B.C., when Pelopidas freed
Thebes by seizing the Cadmea. He tells us that the conspirators Iiad met in the house of Simmias, the Pythagorean disciple
of Socrates whom we know from the Phcedo, and that, while
the}- were talking, Epaminondas, who disapproved of their
'

'

a Pythagorean from Italy, Theanor of
to pour libations on the tomb of Lysis,
had appeared to the brethren and told them of his
death. He relates how, after the massacre at Metapontum,
from which only Lysis and Philolaus escaped, it was unknown
where Lysis was, till Gorgias of Leontini reported having met
him at Thebes. The Pythagoreans in Italy wshed to send for
Lysis or to recover his" remains if he were dead, but were prevented by the ciwl wars and t} rannies prevailing at tlie time.
Theanor did not, however, intend to disturb his body now
for he had heard a voice whDe he watched by the tomb bidding
him leave it where it was, and he saw that Epaminondas had
given Lysis a proper Pythagorean burial down to the most
secret details. Ko doubt this may be a romance, but it implies
a very definite historical background in the mind Of Plutarch,
and he knew what he was talking about.
Pythagoras was an Ionian, and it is absurd to
make him the champion of the ' Dorian aristocratic
ideal,' as most German Avriters since A. Boeckh
and O. Miiller have done. To begin with, what
'
they mean by the Dorian ideal is really a fancy
and Cretan ideal invented
of
the
Spartan
picture
by Athenian conservatives of the 5th cent, and

project, introduced

Croton,

whose

who had come

spirit

;

'

Corinth
popularized by Athenian philosophers.
and Syracuse were as purely Dorian as Sparta, and
probably more so, and they will not fit into this
The source of the impression that there
picture.

something Dorian about Pythagorism is simply
that the few fragments of genuine Pythagorean
writing that survive belong to the generation when
the Dorian Tarentum was the chief seat of the
school, and were naturally com])osed, not indeed
in the local dialect of that city, but in the common
Doric which was the literary language of Sicily
and S. Italy at the time. The very numerous forfollowed
geries of Pythagorean writings naturally
this model, and so there has come to be a sort of
Doric veneer on the surface of Pythagorism. But
Croton, Metapontum, and the other original seats
of the society were not Dorian, but Achaian, and
there was no love lost betM-een Dorians and
»
Achaians, especially in Italy. Herodotus tells us
that the Sybarites accused the Crotoniates of
Dorian help— a
getting the better of them by
with
suggestion which the Crotoniates repudiated
at this date
indignation. Besides, if a Crotoniate
had anything important to say, he Avould liave
written in Ionic (as Alcmseon of Croton, who was
a young man in the old age of Pythagoras, appears
for Ionic was the recognized dialect
to have done)
for serious works, and even the Dorians used it.
The literary use of Doric, except for farces and
satires, dates only from the reaction against
Athens caused by the Peloponnesian War. Grote
the annexation of
protested long ago against
Croton to the Dorians by Boeckh, and his protest
has at last been listened to in Germany by Eduard
Meyer.*
Nor is there any evidence that the Pythagorists
were
espoused the cause of the aristocracy. They
a religious association, and we are told a good
deal about the severe tests applied by Pythagoras
to aspirants to the novitiate, but there is no hint
that birth or wealth was essential. The character-

is

'

'

;
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istic of

such associations in Greece and elsewhere
any one is aiiniitted to membership

just tliat

is

who is able and willing to fullil their refpiirements,
whatever his condition may be. The prominent
part played in the society by women from the very
It is probably true that
lirst depends on this.
i'ythagoras dissuaded the Crotoniates from giving
up the refugees from Sybaris, but that was surely
because they were suppliants, and not because they
were aristocrats, if indeed they were, of which
there is no evidence. Aristoxenus said expressly
that Cylon, the leader of the opposition to Pythagoras, was a man distinguished by birth, position,
and wealth, not a popular leader, as modem writers
assert.
Moreover, when the Pythagoreans did
return to Italy, they settled at Tarentum, which
was an extremely democratic state, and it is hard
to see anjthing else that could have recommended
a Dorian city to them. It is true that Archytas
was at the head of the Tarentine government for
years, but he owed his position to popular election.
Lastly, though Empedocles (q.v.) may not have
been a member of tiie Pythagorean society, he was
certainly an enthusiastic admirer of Pythagoras,
and seems to have taken him as his model and
Empedocles was the leader of the democratic party
in anotlier Dorian state, Agrigentura.
;

It is no doubt possible that there is some truth in the stateuieut of some authorities that the family of Pythagoras was
descended from a certain Hippasus, who left Phlius rather than
submit to the conquering Dorians. The exiles settled first at
Lemnos, from which island they were afterwards expelled by
the Athenians, when the family of Pythagoras settled at Samos.
Pausaniasi heard this account of the matter at Phlius itself,
and it is noteworthy that Echecrates and other Pjiihagoreans
settled at Phlius in later days, and that the name Hippasus is
well known as that of a Pythagorean who revealed the secrets
of the society.
That makes no difference, however, to the
lonism of Pythagoras for the exiles from Phlius belonged to
the original population who were settled in the vEgean before the
Achaians came, and whom we must identify with the Arcadians
on the one hand and the lonians on the other. If the familj' of
Pythagoras preserved the memorj' of these things, he would be
Dorian ideals.'
less than ever inclined to sympathize with
Nor were the Achaians Dorians. It may be that they spoke a
we
have
not
sufficient
remains
very similar dialect, though
of it to be sure, but that can be sufficiently accounted
the
for if we suppose that they both adopted
language of the
original population before the not very remote date when the
lonians took to saying £lis instead of Valis, for instance. The
retention of the old pronunciation by backward communities is
normal. Tlie whole question has been needlessly complicated
by the unwarranted assumption that the Arcado-Oypriote
dialect is Achaian, whereas it is most closely akin to the dialect
It has actually been said that Prthagoras changed
of Homer.
his name from Pythagoras in order to signify his adhesion to
Of course the form is due to the fact that
the Dorian ideal'
;

'

'

1

we generally read of him in Attic writers who use the Attic
form, and there is no reason to suppose that he ever called
himself anything else but IIv0a-yrfp7)s, as he was still called bj'
Deraocritus.
2.

Pythagorean religion. — In the light of modern

anthropology, the Pythagorean religion has become
a good deal easier to understand than it was. We
can see that, so far as the leading ideas on which
it was based are concerned, it might have ari.sen
anywhere for those ideas are primitive and worldAvide.
The first of them is that the soul can leave
the body temporarily or permanently and take up
its abode in another body.
The second is the kin;

men and beasts, which makes it possible
same soul to inhabit the bodies of either.
third is the necessity of observing certain
abstinences or tabus. To make a religion out of
these ideas, it only requires a great teacher to give
them an ethical character which they do not inherently possess, and that is why we find so many
ship of
for the

The

resemblances in Pythagorism to systems which
can have no historical connexion with it. Some
of these had already struck people in the 5th
Herodotus - notes the agreement of the
century.
Pythagorean rule to bury the dead in linen with
1 ii. 13. 1.
This explains why Aristoxenus called Psthagoras

a 'Tyrrhenian.'

In the 4th cent.

Sliltiades expelled
- ii. 81.

e.g.

the 'Pelasgians'

whom

from Lemnos were called Tyrrhenians.'
'
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the Egyptian practice of excluding wool from
temples, and he hints' that not only this, but the
belief in immortality and transmigration, came
from Egypt. The rule about linen is simply, of
course, a consequence of the tabu on wool as an
animal product, and may arise independently in
many places and Herodotus was wrong in supposing tiiat the Egyptians believed in transmigration.
It was probably an impression that he gathered
from the semi-animal figures on the monuments.
As the geographical horizon became wider, Pythagoras was sent farther and farther afield for his
religious instruction to the Chalda'ans and the
Druids and otiier peoples. In modern times his
system has been derived from China, and even
now tiiere are those who think it came from India.
Now there are certainly some striking resemblances
between Pythagorism and Buddhism, though the
differences are more striking still.
That can be
;

—

explained quite naturally, however, when we remember that tlie Hindus, like the Greeks, had a
bent for pliilosophy, and that the operation of
philosophical speculation on the same basis of
primitive belief would naturally yield somewhat
similar results. The question of Egyptian influence
is on rather a diflerent footing ; for it is historically
possible, and, if we remember the close connexion
between Polycrates of Samos and Amasis of Egypt,
it will seem quite likely that
Pythagoras visited
Egypt. If we could find any real trace of Egyptian
influence, we should not hesitate in admitting it.
It is strange, however, that Herodotus does not
say that Pythagoras had ever been in Egypt, and
that the first statement that he had occurs in a
work which expressly disclaims any historical
character, the Busiris of Isocrates, and in a passage
obviously based on the somewhat obscure remark
of Herodotus.
We must remember, too, that what
Pythagoras might have learnt in Egypt at that
date would have been the confused and artificial
theology of the Saite period, and we can find no
trace or that.
shall see that the religion of
Pythagoras, like everything else about him, has a
definitely Ionian character, and that the doctrine
of rebirth or transmigration was known in the
.(Egean before his time.

We

The word 'metempsjxhosis,' by which this doctrine is generknown, has only very late authority, and is based on a
confusion of ideas for it would mean that the same body was
inhabited successively by different souls. The correct term
would have been MfT«vo-u/iaTcocris, which is actually used by
Plotinus and the Christian apologists. The proper expression
is undoubtedly TroAiyyeyecria, or rebirth.
ally

;

The

first

point to notice

is

the intimate associa-

Pythagorism with the cult of Apollo at
Delos.
We know from the Homeric Hymn that
the Apollonia (q.v.) at Delos had become a meetingplace for all lonians long before the time of Pythagoras, though their official chief deity was the
Minyan god Poseidon Helikonios, who presided
over the Panionion at Mycale. Now, as L. R.
tion

of

Farnell has rightly insisted, Apollo Lykeios, the
wolf-god (who has nothing to do with the sun in
classical Greek literature) comes from the north,
and his connexion with Lycia, which may have
been called after him, is secondary, and due to
Achaian colonization in those parts. Everything
points to his having been a god of the northerners
who took the place of the old ./Egean rulers in the
14th century B.C. There is nothing strange in his
having been adopted by the lonians. When great
sanctuaries like that at Delos are established, the
seats of the gods become fixed, even though the
people to whom they originally belonged have disappeared or been absorbed, as the Achaians were by
the lonians of the /Egean. In much the same way,
those Achaians who were able to maintain their
separate nationality after the Dorian conquest of
1

ii.

123.
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the Peloponnese, when they expelled the lonians
from the southern shore of the Corinthian Gulf,
took over the worship of Poseidon Helikonios
which they found there. The most interesting
trace of the northern origin of Apollo is the bringing of the offerings of the Hyperboreans to Delos
every year by one or more ancient routes, and
Apollo himself was supposed to revisit the HyperNow Aristotle wrote in his
boreans annually.
work on the Pythagoreans that the citizens of
Croton gave the name of Apollo Hyperboreus to

Pythagoras.
For the Hj-perboreans and their offerings see Farnell, CGS
99 ff. They are found in the legend of Delphi too. The
The holy
story told to "Herodotus at Delos was as follows
things wrapped in wheaten straw were carried from the Hyperboreans to the Scythians, and were passed on by them from
people to people till they reached the Adriatic. Thence they
were sent southwards and were received by the men of Dodona,
who were the first of the Hellenes to receive them. From
Dodona they came down to the Malian Gulf and crossed to
EubcBa, whence they were passed on from tovra to town till they
reached Carystus, and from Carystus they were conveyed by the
Carystians to Tenoa, without touching at Andros, and the
Pausanias^ mentions
Tenians handed them on to Delos.' i
another route by way of Sinope which has puzzled scholars. If
it should prove to be the case that the Hittites spoke an IndoEuropean tongue of the same type as the Italo-Celtic, the meaning of this will be clear enough, and, in view of that, which
seems to be more than a possibility, the Achaian character of
Apollo becomes important. Now, in discussing another Hj'perborean institution, the Olympian crown of wild olive, Pausanias
iv.

'

:

3
Olen the Lycian, in his
gives us the following information
Hj'mn to Achaiia, was the first to affirm that there are men who
in
Wind
for
that hymn he says that
dwell beyond the North
;
Achaiia came to Delos from the HjTDerboreans. Afterwards
'

:

Melanopus of Cyme composed an ode on Opis and Hecaerge, in
which he said they too had come to the Hyperboreans before
It does not matter for our purpose here
Achaiia did so.'
whether Olen is a historical person or not for it is at least clear
that these statements were made in Delian hymns. It may be
noted further that the Homeric Hymn represents ApoUo as
ruling over many places which were not Ionian at a later date,
but which formed part of the Achaian land in the heroic age.
This may possibly help to e.xplain the similarities between
Pj^thagorism and Druidism which made such an impression on
the Greeks and Romans of a later date. W. Ridgeway 4 holds
(the present writer believes rightly) that the Achaians were
Celts, and it seems plain that the Druids (q.v.) did teach the
doctrine of transmigration. 5 We do not know how sophisticated
these Druids (who used the Greek alphabet) may have been, but
there is after all a fairly general agreement that a new view of
the soul reached the Greeks from the north (see art. Sodl
;

and there are certain elements in the Delian legend
which seem definitely Celtic, such as the singing swans so
beautifully described by Aristophanes.6 Now these, as every
one knows, occur in Plato's account of the death of Socrates, 7
where Socrates is made to say he is a feUow-servant of Apollo's
[Greek]),

swans.

If we follow up the clue suggested by the identification of Pythagoras with Apollo Hyperboreus,
we shall find many confirmations of the hypothesis
that Delos was the source of his inspiration. In
the first place, his very name suggests some family
connexion Avith the worship of Apollo ; for the
most obvious etymology of it is that it means an
envoy to the sister sanctuary at Pytlio (cf. the

who were

the Amiihictyonic
the Hyperboreans
are represented as vegetai'ians, and tliat the oldest
altar of Delos, that of Apollo the Father {yev^rup),
was reserved for fireless oblations of vegetable
offerings like the firstfruits of the Hyperboreans.
read in Diogenes Laertius^ that Pythagoras
worshipped at this altar only, and, though this
may not be genuine tradition, it is probable enough
that, in his preaching of abstinence from animal
flesh [atroxv iix\pvx<^v), he should have appealed to
this ancient worship of his people.
Moreover,
purification {K&dapais) was one of the leading ideas
in Pythagorism, and it certainly was a prominent
feature of the cult of Apollo. There are, indeed,
reasons for thinking that it Avas not an original

irvXaySpai

Council).

sent

to

We note further that

We

1 iv.

2

33.

i.

31. 2.

3 v. 7. 8.
Cf. Pindar, 01. iii. 16, where we learn that the
Hyperboreans were settled on the Danube.
* The
Early Age of Greece, Cambridge, 1901, i. 337 ff.
5
7

Cwsar, de Bell. Gall.
Phcedo; 84 E.

vi. 14. 5.

6

Birds, 769.

» viii. 13.

feature of this cult, but there is no doubt that, by
the time of Pythagoras, Apollo was regarded as
the cathartic god ^ctr excellence.
Further, there are indistinct memories of earlier
Heromissionaries of Apollo than Pythagoras.
dotus tells us 1 of Abaris the Hyperioorean, a holy
man who travelled from country to country with
a golden arrow in his hand. He tasted neither
food nor drink, and averted plagues and earthquakes by his spells. Pindar said this was in the
days of Croesus, only a generation before his own
birth.
Herodotus also speaks* of Aristeas of Pro-

connesus, who,

when

'

rapt by Phoebus

'

(0ot/3o-

visited the northern peoples.
His soul could leave his body, and he was seen in
Like Pythagoras, he found his
far distant places.
way to the Achaian colony of Metapontum, and
told the men of that city that to them alone in
Italy had Apollo come. There was a statue of
him beside that of Apollo in the market-place
there.
To the same circle belongs Hermotimus of
Clazomense, who could leave his body for years at
a time, and bring back prophecies of the future,
till once his enemies burned his body in the absence
It is plain
of his soul and he was seen no more.
Xanirrbs yevdfxepos),

that Pythagoras was not Avithout predecessors, and
that he had no need to visit remote regions to
learn the view of the soul on which his doctrine
was based.
On the cathartic element in the religion of Apollo see CGS iv.
295 ff. Purification (icddapiTts) came to be so closely associated
with Apollo that Socrates, in Plato's Cratylus,^ proposes to
derive his name from airoAuwi/ or awoKoviov, or both.

But we can go further than this for we can
show that Pythagoras had Ionian predecessors in
his cosmogony as well as in his doctrine of the soul.
;

There are traces of cosmogonical theory even in
Homer,^ and it is plain that Hesiod did not invent
the cosmogonical figures at the beginning of his
Theogony for he introduces Chaos and Eros without a word of explanation, and there is no indication of the parts they played in the creation of
As Gomperz^ very justly observed,
the world.
Hesiod's system is a mere husk of thought which
;

'

must once have been

with

life.'
Moreover,
Golden Age have
become 'holy spirits' [Salfiovei ayvoi) who watch
over mortal men goes far beyond primitive belief,
though we can hardly suppose that Hesiod invented
Such doctrines are obviously the
that either.

his doctrine

®

that the

filled

men

of the

what we must call theological speculation,
and that raises a great difficulty. It is generally
evaded by attributing all such speculations to the
Orphics, and there is no doubt that they held cosmogonical doctrines and entertained beliefs about
fruit of

the soul of the very type that we are now considerOn the other hand, there is no evidence that
the Orphic communities existed at so early a date
as we should have to assume if Ave are to account for
the facts in this Avay. Moreover, so far as we can
see, Orphism was the religion of humble people,
and we knoAV of no great Orphic teachers Avhom Ave
can credit Avith the origination of such daring
It seems as if Orphism, Avhen it
speculations.
did arise, Avas rather a parallel phenomenon to
Pythagorism than its source. It must be remembered that the Orphic god is Dionysus, not
Apollo, and the Avorship of Dionysus is of much
more recent date than that of Apollo. It certainly
became tinged with mysticism like that of Apollo,
and to some extent that of Demeter at Eleusis, but
the problem of the origin of this mysticism remains,
and it is not easy to I'est content Avith the vieAV
that it is Thracian. The belief in ecstasy may
Avell have been so, but that does not take us very

ing.

2 iv. 13.
4 II. xiv.

1 iv. 36.

3 405 B.
B
6
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for what we have to account for is the existence of cosmogonical speculation aTid an elaborate
doctrine of the soul, which presents many coniinon
features in all the reliyious movements of the time,
-SO far as we know anything about them.
The obvious affinities of Iliad xiv. and Odyssey xi. witJi

far

;

Orphic doctrine have led some gcholars to suppose that they
are later additions to the Homeric poems, hut thoy would
have to be so late that the theory loses all plausibility. The
view that Hesiod is the originator o( Greek cosmoKonical
a
speculation, which we all held in the 19th cent., is shown by
Hesiod is
close examination of th» Theogony to be wrong.
is of great
It
secondhand.
at
those
things
certainly repeating
for Hesiod
significance that Dionysus is not any more important
than he is for Homer. It is mentioned in passing that he is the
son of Zeus and Semele, but there is no hint that he is an important god. That seems fatal to the view that there are Orphic
elements in Hesiod.

Since the close of the 19th cent, it has been
possible to look at these things in another light,
though it is not easy to adjust our vision to the

We

know now that there was a
perspective.
highly developed civilization in the ^^ilgean dating
from the Neolithic Age, and excavations at Menidi
and Miietus have shown that it passed by gradual
There
transition into the early Ionic civilization.
is not the slightest ground for regarding the semimain
as
the
north
barbarous invaders from the
stock of the Greek people, i.e. the people to whom
we owe Greek civilization and everything that
makes Greece of value to us to-day. Every day
view that the
brings fresh confirmation of the
Achaians or Hellenes, or whatever they called
themselves, adopted the language and civilization
of the conquered ^gean people and were ultimately
absorbed by them. Now we can have no difficulty
in supposing that the people who created the ^gean
new

were capable of theological speculation.
any need to suppose that they were dependent on Egypt or Babylon in any way for this.
The jEgean civilization is as old as that of Babylon
or Egypt, and in many ways superior to either of
them. The Achaians and Hellenes did not bring
civilization to the .^gean, but in some ways set it
back. "What they did bring was apparently the
Olympian gods and the war-chariot and the chival-

civilization

Nor

is

there

rous ideal as we find it in the poems of Homer. In
that way, no doubt, the incursion of the northerners introduced a new and valuable element into
the life of the ^Egean, but for most things they
were dependent on the higher civilization of the
of
people whom they had conquered. The coming
the Achaians marks the beguining of the Greek
Middle Ages, but there was a long antiquity

behind that.
It is most unfortunate that we cannot discuss Pythagoras
adequately without constant reference to ethnological problems,
but that is forced on us by the treatment of the subject in most
recent works. It is necessary at this point to say that it seems
impossible, in view of recent discoveries, to maintain the view
that the Greek language reached the ^gean from the north.
Its afilnities are closest with the languages of Iran and India,
and not with those of the Italo-Celtic type. This appears clearly
from its system of declension and conjugation. The Greek,
Sanskrit, and Avestan verbs are inflected on identical principles,
and in particular they alone possess the augment, save for some
survivals in Armenian an exception that proves the rule and
gives us a hint of the route by which Indo-European speech may
have reached the ^Egean. It is the fact that the oldest datable
traces of Indo-European speech are to be found in Asia Minor,
and this is so whether the new view of the Hittites pro\es to be
sound or not. Hittite, if it has been correctly interpreted, is a
language of the Italo-Celtic type, and has no special affinities
with Greek. The distinction between cnittim and satem languages, of which so much has been made, is a futile one, since the
sibilization of k is a secondary phenomenon which may occur anywhere and at any time. The Romance languages have become
satem languages in historical times. Now, if these views are
sound and every fresh piece of evidence seems to confirm them
there is no difficulty at all in supposing that an older form of
Greek was spoken in the JEgean in the Bronze Age, and that it
was adopted from the original population by the Achaians and
Dorians from the north, who must originally have spoken a
form of Celtic. Of course they would introduce a number of
their own words, notably eeos, which is inexplicable as a native
Greek formation. The continuity of early jEgean and Ionic
speculation, which is being assumed in this article, has, there-

—

—

—

fore,
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nothing startling about it. In this respect, at least. Ridgethe land lay when there was much less evidence
is now.

way saw how
than there
If this

view

is connect,

we can

easily understand

how

there came to be 'theologians,' as Aristotle
calls them,' in Ionia long before the time of
still have a priceless fragment of
Pythagoras.
one of the latest of these, Pherecydes of Syros, an
island close to Uelos (see art. Co.SMOGONY AND
Co-SMOLOOY [Greek]). It is the oldest ])iecc of
Greek prose in existence, and was already known
in part from Clement of Alexandria, wiiile the
begmning and some of the continuation of it have
been recovered from an Egyptian papyrus pubThis introduces us
lished by Grenfell and Hunt.
to speculations which are most easily understood
if we suppose them to be old .^gean in character,
such as that of the cloak ((papos), embroidered with
Land and Ogenos and the liomes of Ogenos,'
which Zas (Zeus) gave to Chthonie (Earth) at their

We

'

'holy marriage,' and which

was spread over a

For us the important point is that our earliest authorities, including
Aristoxenus, who was not anxious to empliasize
the mystical side of Pythagoras, agree in representing him as the disciple of Pherecydes. Aristotle
too, as we have seen, spoke of his attachment to
the miracle-working (TepaTovoUa) of Pherecydes.
This means at least that Pytliagoras was acquainted with a speculative cosmogony, and
probably with a doctrine of the soul's immortality
rather less primitive in character than any we can
attribute to Aristeas or Abaris. At any rate the
discovery of an actual fragment of Pherecydes in
Egypt makes it much more likely than it seemed
before that later ages had some real knowledge of
his doctrine, and that Cicero may have had good
authority for his statement that he taught the
immortality of the soul.
'

winged oak'

{vTroirrepos dpvs).

The fragments of Pherecydes will be found in Diels, VorsoThe present writer cannot believe
kratiker'i, vol. ii. p. 202 ff.
that Pherecydes was influenced by Anaximander, as Diels sup'
oak
The
points to Arcadia or Dodona rather
poses.
winged
than Miletus. Nor can it have any connexion with Babylon,
where there never were any oaks. The scholiast on ApoUonius
Rhodius, i. 64,5, quotes Pherecydes for the statement that
Aithalides, the herald of the Argonauts, received from Hermes
the boon that his soul should be at one time in Hades and at
another on earth, and from ApoUonius himself we learn that he
'

If we can
also the gift of remembering his former lives.
trust this, it is very important ; for Hermes is an Arcadian (and
therefore pre-Achaian) god, and the Argonauts are Minyans.
Now Aithalides was regarded as a previous incarnation of
The statement of
Pjiiiagoras, Euphorbus being the next.
Cicero2 is that Pherecydes was the first to teach the immortality of the soul, which only means that;he was the first extant
writer to do so. The immediate source of the statement is
probably Posidonius.

had

There is no reason, then, for supposing that the
doctrine of rebirth or transmigration was the
original contribution of Pythagoras to religion,
and the same may be said of his detailed prescriptions as to the avoidance of certain acts and the
observance of certain abstinences. There can, in
fact, be no doubt tiiat most of the Pythagorean
precepts are tabus of a thoroughly primitive type,

and many

of

them can be matched among savage

peoples to-day. Later writers, of course, interpret
these dKova-fiara, as they are called, as symbols or
but that view will not
allegories of moral truth
easily be accepted now, in \iew of our increased
knowledge of such things. It is natural to suppose
that, to many of the followers of Pythagoras,
these precepts were the most important of his
the
teachings, and that there was a rift between
first.
higher and the lower Pythagorism from the
That is only human nature, and it seems to be the
told about the
explanation of much that we are
It is
hierarchical organization of the society.
that one of the names given to the
;

very significant
lower grade is dKovafiariKoi, which can hardly mean
1 Met. A 6. 1071b 26, the first occurrence of this fateful word.
2 Titsc.

i.

16

(38).
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anything else than those who made the precepts,
or dKoia/xara, the principal thing. The distinction

between Pythagoreans and Pythagorists has no
doubt a similar origin. It is probable that modern
scholars are right in holding these distinctions to
be of late date, but the difference between those
who were capable of assimilating only the external
side of the religion and those who could reach its
inner meaning must have been present from the
first, and, as we have seen, it soon became so accentuated that it split the society in two. The same
consideration throws light upon what we are told
of the obligation of secrecy imposed on the
members of the society. As usually stated, that
is clearly an attempt to explain how certain doctrines were apparently unknown to the mass of
the members, and so far it is unhistorical. Pythagorean doctrines were apparently quite well known,
and influenced outsiders from an early date. At
the same time, it is quite credible that novices
were bound to silence for a period. That is too
common everywhere to excite surprise, and the
words which are used to describe this obligation,
ixefJi-v6la and ixepp-niJ.ocfivru suggest this rather than
the dlsciplina arcani. Now these words are distinctly Ionic in character, and that is a good
reason for believing that they have come down
from the early days of the society.
The following may be quoted as specimens of the aKoxKrixara
Not to pick up what has fallen,' Not to break bread,' Not to
Not to eat from a whole
stir the fire with an (iron) sword,'
loaf,' Not to let swallows share one's roof,' Not to look in a
:

'

'

'

'

'

'

mirror beside a light.' There can be no doubt how precepts of
this kind are to be classified, and we cannot take seriously the
Not to stir the fire with a
later explanations such as that
sword only means that we should not further provoke an angry
man.i
But all this, however largely it bulked in his
'

'

part, and not the most
important part, of the contribution of Pythagoras
There must have been something to
to religion.
account for the striking difference between the
development of the Orphic and Pythagorean sects.
The former seems to have become utterly corrupt
in a very few generations and in a conversation

teaching, was only a

;

supposed to take place well before the close of the
5th cent. Plato makes Adimantus condemn the
Orphic religion as a mere traffic in pardons and
indulgences.^ We know that there were Pythagorists at Athens in the 4th cent., but nothing of
the kind is suggested of them
they are only
laughed at for their abstinence and their devotion
On the other hand, there were
to the simple life.
at the same date a number of eminent scientific
men, calling themselves Pythagoreans, who paid
no respect to these external observances, and even
Now the one great
tried to explain them away.
we can discern between the
difierence that
Orphics and the Pythagoreans is just this—that
the Pythagoreans all agreed in tracing everything
to the inspiration of a great individual, while we
do not hear of any great Orphic teacher at all.
Those whose names have come down to us, like
Onomacritus, are known chiefly because they were
suspected of literary frauds. We may reasonably
infer from this that the higher side of Pythagorean
religion came from the founder himself.
It is not possible, of course, to prove conclusively
what this higher doctrine was, but an examination
of our earliest evidence will afford us some positive
In the PhcBdo ^ Plato makes Socrates
indications.
express surprise that Cebes and Simmias have not
been taught by Philolaus the true reason why it is
unlawful for a man to take his own life. The first
reason, which he says is a high doctrine' and not
easy to understand, is that our souls are bound in
the prison-house {(ppovpd) of the body, and we have
no right to try to escape till God gives the signal.
There is a further doctrine, whicii Socrates accepts,
;

'

1

See Burnet2, p. 106.

2

Rep.

ii.

364 E.

3

ei D-62 B.

we are the chattels (KTrjfiaTa) of the gods, and
they watch over us. There can be no doubt that
Plato means us to understand all this to be
that

Pythagorean ; for Philolaus was the most distinguished Pythagorean teacher at the time of
are also told that he
which he is speaking.
did not give any clear account of this doctrine,
which was therefore presumably one which he had
inherited from his predecessors. Now it will be
seen that it has a distinctly ethical tendency, such
as we do not find in anything that we know of
Orphism. The imprisonment of the soul in the
body has a disciplinai'y character, and the gods or
God (the two forms of expression are used quite
indiscriminately) have imposed it on us for the
good of our souls, so that it is our duty to submit.
So much we may fairly infer from this passage,
which is really our oldest and best authority.
If we may also regard the famous description of
the true jihilosopher in the Thecstetus ^ as inspired
by Pythagorean teaching, we may go a step further
and attribute to Pythagoras the doctrine that the

We

man

to become like God [oiioiucns r<^ 9e(p).
able to prove this indeed, but it is so
far confirmed by the fact that Aristoxenus makes
the following of God (t6 aKoKovdelv tQ Oei^) the
keynote of the Pythagorean system as expounded
by him ;2 and an unknown writer excerpted by
Stobasus
Follow God
(^vov 6e^) as a
gives
Pythagorean precept, and calls attention to the
agreement of Plato with it. It' is obvious that
this is on a different level from Do not stir the
fire with iron
and the rest of the aKova-p-aTa, and
it appears to furnish a clue to the real meaning

end of

is

We are not

'

'

'

'

'

of Pythagoras.

It gives Pytliagorism

something

more than the mainly negative attitude to life
of Buddhism, and distinguishes it from Orphism,
which emphasizes release {\6(ns) above everything
else.
To the Orphic the body was the tomb of the
soul {(Tw/xa ffrj/xa), and what we call life was death
and that is a very different thing from regarding
the body as a house of correction. There is, in
fact, no evidence that the idea of a final release
from the 'wheel of birth' played any part in
Pythagorism. That is admitted by Rohcle, who
'

'

;

attributes

it

to the defectiveness of our informa-

Pythagorism without a final release, he
says, would be like Buddhism without a nirvana.^
The present writer would suggest that, imperfect
as our information may be, it would be extraordinary that it should afibrd no evidence of this
We have the
doctrine, if it had ever existed.
tion.

excellent authority of Aristotle for saying that
the Pythagoreans divided rational living things
into gods and men and such as Pythagoras,'* and
so it would seem that the fully purified soul
becomes incarnate in a philosopher and religious
teacher who seeks to raise others to his level. So
far as we can judge from the Phcedo, its final
'
destiny is not any sort of nirvana, but to dwell
with the gods.' It is an interesting point that the
purified soul remembers its previous incarnations.
It is said that Pythagoras remembered that his
last incarnation had been as Euphorbus the Dar'

danian, who, by AjjoUo's help, wounded Patroclus
It is not necessary either to dis(II. xvi. 804 ft".).
Men
believe this or to attribute it to imposture.
were very exalted in those days, and it is perfectly
possible that Pythagoras was in dead earnest when
he saw the shield of Euphorbus dedicated by Menelaus at Argos, and recognized it as that which he
had borne in Apollo's service in a former life.
may gather from this the further information

We
1
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that there was an interval of several generations
between eacii rebirth, which, if we regard the
myths whicii Plato puts into the mouth of Socrates
as Pythagorean, were spent in [)nrgatory, the very
name of which has a definitely Pythagorean sound.
For the doctrine of the body as the tomb of the soul see
Plato, Cratylm, 400 0, where we are told that the body is called
on
that the soul is buried in the
however, to give it as his own
opinion that the Orphics (oi a^^l 'Qpitia.) really called the body
those
soul
is
now
because
the
payiuj? the penalty for
(Twfia,
things for which it pays the penalty,' and that it has a covering
'so
of
likeness
a
in
the
e'i.K6va)
(^e<rn<oTTjpiou
prison
(rrepi)3oAos)
that it may be kept safe' (iVa o-aifijToi) till it has paid in full
The word (tCiu'o. is on this view derived not
all that it owes.
from oTJfio but from <r<p^a). This looks very like an attempt to
explain the Orphic doctrine in terms of the Pj'thagorean.
'

the ^Touiid
<Tu>na., i.e. (rfjiia,
present life.' Socrates goes on,

'

3.

—
Pythagorean science. This

is

not the place

for a full discussion of Pythagorean science, but it
is necessary for our purpose to establish its Ionian
character which will prove that it goes back to

—

—

Pythagoras himself and it is desirable that it
should be shown, if possible, in what, if any,
The
relation it stood to Pythagorean religion.
subject

is dillicult

because, while the religion of

Pythagoras underwent no important development,
as far as we know, Pythagorean science was
extremely progressive. That, again, is because,
while the leading Pythagoreans took their i-eligion
for granted or neglected it altogether, they were
obliged to defend their scientific teaching against
criticism of all kinds, and of course it became
greatly modified in the process. In particular, we
see that it was necessary to account for the four
elements' of Empedocles, which had become the
'

foundation of medical science, and above all to take
definite attitude towards Zeno's verj' serious
criticism of the Pythagorean view of space and the

up a

We

theories which
of this kind
On the other
to a later generation of the school.
hand, Parmenides, who describes himself as a
youth in his poems, must have written not very
long after the death of Pythagoras, and there is
clear evidence that he had been a Pythagorean.
The cosmology which he expounds in the second
part of his poem, and wliicii he tells us has no
truth in it, cannot well be anything else than
Pythagorean, and, considering tiie time at which
he wrote, it must be practically the doctrine of
Pythagoras himself. Unfortunately we have only
fragments, though they are instructive enough, and
unit.

are safe in referring

show a preoccupation with problems

clearly which parts of the Pythagorean
be regarded as original. In view
of the relation of Pythagoras to Pherecydes, it is
not surprising that his expositions should have
taken the form of a cosmogony, and we even gather
from a chance remark of Plato ^ that it contained
stories about the gods such as were usual in cosmo-

show pretty
cosmology

may

The cosmogonic Eros is mentioned in a
fragment that survives. It is clear, however, that
the leading ideas of the system came from quite
another source than Pherecj'des. In the first half
of the 6th cent. B.C. science, as we understand
the word, had arisen for the first time in the
world's history at Miletus on the mainland not far
from Samos. Thales, Anaximander, and Anaximenes had been busy with the question of the
stuff of which the world is made, and this had
been defined as a limitless something (Sureipov),
ultimately held to be air, whicli at that time was
supposed to be a vapour and identified with steam
and mist. Water and earth and other solid substances were explained as condensed air, while fire

gonies.

was air still further rarefied. In this limitless
mass there were innumerable worlds, each with its
earth, sun, moon, and stars, and these arose and
passed away like bubbles in the limitless mass of
vapour. Moreover, Anaximander, the second of
1

Symp.

195 0.
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the Milesians, iiad put forth a daring tlieory of
tiie earth and the heavenly bodies, which was
rejected by his successor Anaximenes, but evidently left its mark on tiie mind of Pythagoras.
According to this, the earth hung free in space in
the centre of the world, and it kept its jdace
because tiiere was no reason why it should fall in
one direction rather than another. On the other
hand, Anaximander was not able to shake iiimseli
free from the idea tiiat we are living on a disk, and
he was thus led to picture the earth as cylindrical,
with another disk antipodal to ours. He further
explained the sun, moon, and stars by supposing
that they were rings of fire enclosed in air, with
the fire escaping at a single orifice where we see
the luminary. This was the earliest form taken
by the notion of a planetary orbit. The school of
Miletus had also formulated some very elementary

geometrical propositions about triangles which
gave them the means of calculating the distance
Tlie
of inaccessible objects, such as ships at sea.
influence of all this is clearly marked on tlie
system of Pythagoras, though it is evident tiiat he
went far beyond his teachers. He was the real
founder of arithmetic and geometry, and he may
fairly be credited with a large part of the first
The proposition about the
six books of Euclid.
square on the hypotenuse still bears his name,
know
that the proof of it
though we happen to
given in Euclid, i. 47, is not the Pythagorean one.
It is probable that the original proof was of a more
arithmetical character, and was connected with a
very old piece of traditional knowledge, namely,
that a triangle of which the sides are as 3, 4, 5 has
always a right angle, and 32 + 4- = 5^ This proposition solved the problem of the duplication of
the square, but it also brought up the difficulty
of incommensurability, since the side and the
diagonal of a square have no common measure.
For that reason a number of problems which we
should deal with algebraically are treated geo-

metrically in Euclid,

ii.,

which

is

in substance

Pythagorean. It is also cei-tain that Pj-thagoras
to be credited with the discovery of the spherical shape of the earth, which was a commonplace
of Italian science in the 5th cent., though the
lonians refused to accept it, and even Anaxagoras
and Democritus maintained that the eartii was
This was closely connected with the explanaflat.
tion of lunar eclipses, which may also be confidently ascribed to Pythagoras, though it was not
known in Eastern Hellas till a later date. To
judge from the poem of Parmenides, Pythagoras
also retained the theory of planetary rings, and
indeed there is no evidence that spheres were subLike Anaxistituted for rings before Eudoxus.
menes, he regarded the stuff of which things are
made as air (i.e. mist or darkness), and he must
have said that the world inhales this from without
What
for Xenophanes already ridiculed the idea.
differentiates him completely from all his predecessors, however, is that he paid more attention to
the form or limit of things than to the limitless
something of which they were made. Later Pythagoreanism identified this with abstract space, but
there is reason to believe that this is a more recent
It is the fact that Pythagoras
development.
introduced the idea of the limit (iripas) as the
correlative of the Milesian limitless (drreipov) that
gives him his place in the history of science and
affords a clue to his apparently strange doctrine
that things are numbers. According to this, the
limitless once limited gives us the point, twice
limited the line, thrice limited the plane, and four
times limited the solid ; and all thmgs are made of
such geometrical solid figures in various arrangements. It will be seen that the weakness of this
view is that the point is identified with unity,
is

;
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instead of with zero, as it should be, and this is
where Zeno's criticisms proved fatal. The definition of the point as
unity having position
enabled Pythagoras to treat geometry as a form of
arithmetic up to a certain point but Zeno showed
the difficulties of this, and the later Pythagoreans
had to abandon the doctrine that things are
numbers and to substitute the statement that
things are like numbers. Nevertheless it was a
magnificently daring conception of reality and, but
for the necessary imperfections of its first statement, it is substantially the same as that of
Descartes.
'

'

;

For all this the reader is referred to Burnet's Early Ch-eek
Philosophy'^, chs. i., ii., and vii., with the modifications contained in his Greek Philosophy, pt. i., Thales to Plato (London,
As a proof of the remarkable scientific
1914), chs. ii. and v.

insight of the Pythagoreans, it should be mentioned here that
the successors of Pythagoras (though not, so far as we
can judge, Pythagoras himself) held that the earth and the
other heavenly bodies revolved round a central luminary. This
was not, indeed, identified with the sun, which was supposed
to be a planet like the earth, but it was a very great step to
regard the earth as a spherical planet.

Pythagoras carried his theory a step further
his great discovery that the intervals of
the scale recognized in his day the fourth, the

by

and the octave

— could

—

be expressed by
simple numerical ratios. This discovery was no
doubt based on measurements of the length of
the string which corresponded to these intervals,
and it suggested a solution of another Milesian
problem. The Milesian system had been dominated
by the idea of the 'opposites,' especially hot and
cold, wet and dry, which appeared to be at war
with one another, and Anaximander had spoken of
the observance of a due measure between these as
This Pythagoras thought he could
justice (5i/c7/).
explain from his great acoustic discovery. If high
and low pitch can be brought together in a perfect
attunement [apixovla), it was natural to suppose
that all other opposites could be similarly treated
and that all stable reality would prove to be a
blend [Kpaan) of opposites in proportions which
There were
could be numerically expressed.
means (iiea^rrires) between each pair of
certain
them, of which the arithmetical mean (corresponding to the octave) is only one. It is the same idea
of combination in fixed proportions that Dalton
introduced into chemistry. Pythagoras thought it
was the key of the world, and perhaps it is. He
applied it among other things to the problem of
the relative distances of sun, moon, and stars,
which he expressed in terms of the intervals of tlie
That ideas of this kind need not be altoscale.
gether futile is shown by the fact that Bode's law
of the planetary distances, which is based on a
similar conception, has been of use in giving a
direction to astronomical research, though it has
not been empirically verified, and that Mendel^efFs
periodic law has actually led to the discovery of
new elements. The meaning of the statement of
Socrates in Plato'si?e/>?*6Zic,^ that the Pythagoreans
fifth,

'

'

'

'

'

'

made music and astronomy

sister sciences, will

noAV be plain.

was

in medicine that the other great application of this principle was made, chiefly, it would
appear, by Alcmceon of Croton. Health Avas regarded as the proper tuning {apfiovla) of the body,
so that the right proportions between hot and cold,
It

moist and dry, were preserved. Disease was just
the disproportionate expansion of one of them.
Alcmseon expressed this further by comparing
health to the reign of ecj^ual laws {laovofxla), and
This is the original sense of
disease to monarchy.
the doctrine of the ' temperaments which played
for
in
the
so great a part
history of medicine
tem2)cra7ncntnm or temperaUira is but a translation
'

;

of the

Pythagorean term
1 vii.

Kpacris.
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So far we have been dealing with those ' anticipations of nature to which after all science owes its
most striking advances, but at this point the
religious teacher and mystic comes into contact
with the man of science. If the sun, moon, and
stars really correspond to the fourth, the fifth, and
the octave, they must give forth sounds like the
If we do not hear
tuned strings of the lyre.
these notes, that is because our souls are out of
tune and do not vibrate in unison with them.
'

This is the theory generally knoAvn by the misleading name of the 'harmony of the spheres' an
expression which is meaningless as applied to
astronomy before Eudoxus. It has had a great
history and inspired not only Shakespeare and
Milton, but even Kepler ; and it seems to give
definite meaning to the precept 'Follow God.' It
explains at once the remark of Aristoxenus that
the Pythagoreans used medicine to purge the
body and music to purge the soul. Alcmseon of
Croton said the soul was immortal because it was
like to things immortal,' and it had this likeness
for all
in virtue of its being always in motion
divine things, the moon, the sun, the stars and
the w^iole heavens are in continuous motion.' ^ He
also said that the reason men die is that 'they
^
are not able to attach the beginning to the end,'
as the heavenly bodies do in their revolutions.
find the same doctrine of the circles of the
heavens and the circles of the soul in Plato's
Timceus, which is in the main a statement of the
later Pythagorean doctrine, and we may infer that
the saying quoted by Socrates in the Plimdo, that
philosophy is the highest music,' is Pythagorean
If that is so, we have foTind the connecting
too.
link between Pythagorean religion and Pythagorean science. The highest purification (/cd^apiris)
of all was just science, and especially mathematical

—

'

'

;

We

'

science.
In the Ode on the Nativity Milton of course introduces the
and in other respects gives us a later form of
Shakespeare's statement of it is put into the
mouth of Lorenzo in the fifth act of the Merchant of Venice.
In the Book of Homage to Shakespeare (London, 1916) the
present writer has tried to throw some light on the channels
through which a knowledge of Pythagorean doctrine may have
reached the England of Shakespeare's youth.
'

crystal spheres,'

the doctrine.

The doctrine was capable, however, of being
applied in a way that Pythagoras can never have
intended, and this was the chief cause of the breakdown of Pythagorism as a religion. It was only a
step to say that the soul was itself an attunement
was fatal to the
(apixovla) of the body, and that
are told distinctly
doctrine of its immortality.
in the Phcedo that this tenet was maintained both
by the Pythagoreans of Thebes and by those of
Phlius at the end of the 5th cent., and Aristoxenus
continued to maintain it even after he had become
a member of the school of Aristotle. This may
account for the vagueness of Philolaus on such
subjects as reported by Cebes and Simmias, and it
is noteworthy that Plato represents Socrates as refuting the theory on his dying day. It seems clear
that the preoccupation of the Pythagoreans with
medicine had led them to regard the soul more and
more as a function of the body, and it has recently
been ascertained that Philolaus wrote on medicine
and played a considerable part in the development
That was the end of the Pythagoof that science.
rist religion among the more enlightened members
of the order, though the old practices and beliefs
were continued underground, as it were, by other
followers of Pythagoras, who handed them on to
the Neo-Pythagoreans and the Neo-Platonists

We

who revivified them by bringing them into
touch with the Platonic tradition. In fact Plato
was the true successor of Pythagoras, whose
doctrine was represented in a one-sided way by

(qq.v.),

1

Aristotle, de

2 Arist.

Anima,

Probl. 916^ 33.

A.

2.

405a 29.

PYTHAGORAS AND PYTHAGOREANISM
In this way
liia nominal follosverts.
Pythagoreanism became merged in the
Academy {q.v.), while religious Tythagorism had a
good deal to do with the rise of Cynicism (q.v.).
It would, of course,
4. Pythagorean ethics.
be an anachronism to speak of a Pythagorean
system of ethics. The constitution of such a system
•was tiie work of the schools of Athens and, witli

both sects of

scientilic

—

the exception of somejindications of ethical theoi-y
in the fragments of Democritus (q.v.), of them
alone.
On the other hand, it is necessary to insist
that the ethics of Socrates, Plato, and Aristotle
were based on a Pythagorean foundation, and are
not fully intelligible unless we bear this in mind.
It may be added that Democritus too was a pupil
of the Pythagoreans and wrote a book entitled

Pythagoras.
Being a religious community, the Pythagoreans
had of course a rule of life, and it has recently
been urged with great plausibility that certain
hexameter verses, which are quoted at a fairly
early date, and which may have been derived from
the work of Timjieus of Tauromenium, are actual
fragments of this rule. The Golden Verses are
spurious, of course, but they may well have been
modelled on an older original. In particular, it
seems certain that the members of the society had
to make an examination of conscience morning and
evening. They had to go over the events of the day
that was past and ask themselves, In what have
I transgi-essed, what have I done that I ought not
to have done, and what have I left undone that I
It is obvious that a rule of
ought to have done ?
this kind would be favourable to the rise of speculation on ethical subjects.
'

'

For the probability that there was a rule such as that described see A. Delatte, in Revue de Philologie, xxxiv. [1910]
175 ff. Delatte has been nusled bj' some of his German authorities when he says that the original dialect of Pythagoreanism
was Doric and that the original form of the doctrine was that
makes out a good case for the
things are like numbers, but he
thesis that verses like 7177 Trapdpriv ; tC S' ipe^a. ; ti fioi heov ovk
€Te\ecr6ri; are really as old as tlie 5th cent., and formed part of
a ' rule' in hexameter verse. Five verses (including the above)
are quoted in PoriJhyry's Life of Pythagoras C40 Nauck) and
give a description of the Pjiihagorean examination of conscience.

Now, we

find that the ethical theories of Plato
for granted a classification of human lives into wisdom-loving, honourloving, and gain-loving ; and this is closely bound
up with what is usually called the doctrine of the
tripartite soul as expounded in Plato's Republic.

and Aristotle everywhere take

seems very difficult to doubt that it is Pytha^
gorean, and, as a matter of fact, Posidonius said
that he had found the doctrine of the tripartite
soul in the writings of the successors of Pythagoras.
The story was that Pythagoras himself had used
the word (pt\6cro(pos for the firsttime in a conversation
with Leon, tyrant of Phlius or Sicyon, and it is
everywhere implied in Plato that it was perfectly
familiar to Socrates and his circle.
Is not Euenus
a philosopher ?,' asks Socrates in the Phoido,^ and
the answer comes at once, I think so.' It seems
to mean a man who holds a certain doctrine about
the soul, and to have a much more specialized sense
than the corresponding verb, as it is used in Herodotus.
Life, Pythagoras is said to have told Leon,
is like a gathering (iravq-yvpi^) such as that which
comes together for the Olympic Games. There are
three classes of visitors. The lowest are those who
come to buy or sell, and next above them are those
who come to compete the best class, however, are
those who come to look on (Oeo}peiv). If this is
really the teaching of Pythagoras himself, we
can see at once that it is the foundation of all
subsequent Greek ethics, and in particular of the
doctrine of the primacy of the theoretic life (lit.
'the life of the spectator'), which was held by
It

'

'

;

1

Ap. Galen, de Hipp,

VOL. X. — 34

et

Plat. 478.

2 61 C.
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Plato, with important reservations as to the duty
of philosophers to take their turn in descending

into the cave from which they had escaped (/cara/Sa/j^pei), and by Aristotle with no reservations
at all.
The importance of Pji,hagoreaniBm in connexion with the rise
T^ov iv

Greek ethical theory has been too much neglected, as is well
J. L. Stocks in his paper, 'Plato and the Tripartite
Soul,' published in Mind, no. 94, new ser., xxiv. [1915J200fiE.
Important evidence of the Pythagorean origin of these ideas is
furnished by a fragment of the Tarenlines of Alexis, 1 where
some one, presumably one of the Pythagoreans who are the
No man of sense could bear a
subject of the comedy, says
grudge against us with reason, seeing that we do no wrong to
our neighbours. Dost thou not know that what is called living
For myself I
is but a name, a euphemism for our human lot?
cannot tell whether any one will say that I judge rightly or
wrongly, but the view I take ou reflexion is this, that all human
affairs are wholly insensate, and that we that are living have
as our portion merely a sojourn in a strange land {a-noh-qnia.),
from death and
like men released for a gathering
(Tra^^yvpi?)
darkness to this passing oi time and to this light that we behold.'
The moral drawn from these considerations is that we should
eat, drink, and be merr}', which is not exactly Pj-thagorean,
but the point may well have been the inconsistency between the
doctrine and the practical inferences from it. That has always
been a favourite subject of comedy. The verses are quoted here
only to show that the idea of the jranjyvpis (Vanity Fair) and
the a7ro5rj;ica are Pythagorean.
This, then, seems to be the source of the view of
life Avhich is common, e.g., to Plato's Phcedo and
bk. X. of Aristotle's Ethics, but there is a further
side of their ethical doctrine which is derived from
of

shown by

'

:

Pythagorean

—

than

rather

science

Pythagorean

religion the doctrine that goodness is the health
of the soul, and that the soul's health is determined
by a mean. This is generally associated with the
name of Aristotle, but Aristotle got it in the main
from Plato's Philebus, and Plato distinctly gives
us to understand that it is of Pythagorean origin. In this connexion it is very significant that
Socrates is the chief speaker in the Philebus,
though it is one of Plato's latest dialogues and he
had for a long time given up his early custom of
makin" Socrates the central figure. Already in

the Phcedo he makes Socrates use the doctrine
that goodness is an attunement (apiJ.ovla) of the soul,
to refute the theory that the soul is an attunement
That would land us with an attuneof the body.
ment of an attunement, which is absurd. Socrates
evidently expects the Pythagoreans to accept this

explanation of goodness as an attunement at once,
and that is just the meaning of the doctrine of the

There is
as we find it in Aristotle's Ethics.
a fragment of Archytas in which he speaks of
irXeove^ia and /o-drijy very much as Socrates is made
to do in the Gorgias,^ though it breaks oil" jiist
before it comes to the point, if it ever did. But,
after all, it is not a far cry from what Alcmseon
says about the health of the body to the doctrine
of the mean as determining the health of the soul,
and it may be that this step was already taken in
the Pythagorean society. In any case it is based
on Pythagorean ideas, and was implicit in the
teaching of Pythagoras from the first.
It is certain that Pythagoras is entitled to be
called the father of science, and it becomes more
and more clear that all European religion and
ethics, so far as they do not originate in Palestine,
can also be traced back to him. There is still a
great deal of work to be done, however, before Ave
can gxasp his historical character firmly. Most
recent advances in our knowledge of the subject
have been due to discoveries in other fields which

mean

have thrown a quite unexpected light on PythaWhat is now required is a thorough
examination of all the forged Pythagorean documents of later days in the light of this new knowledge.
Undoubtedly they are forgeries, and there
is no chance of their being rehabilitated as genuine
documents. At the same time, it is clear that

goras.

86

1

Pickard-Cambridge,

«

Archj-tas, frag. 3 (Diels).

p.

2

plato, Philebus,

Cf. Plato, Gorg. 508 A.

16C ff.
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they are the work of men who knew a good deal
more about Pythagoreanism than we do, and
they would have had no chance of passing off their
productions as genuine if they had not been careful
It is not
to give them an air of verisimilitude.
enough to condemn them because they contain
which
we are accusideas and use terminology
tomed to regard as Platonic or Aristotelian for
than
that
is
more
certain
Pythagoreanism
nothing
is the basis of Athenian philosophy, and some
even of Aristotle's terminology is demonstrably of
Pythagorean origin. That, so far as can be seen,
is the direction which research may most profitably
take at present.
;

—The

Older works on Pythagoras and his school
are antiquated, and the time has not yet come for a new
A.
E.
synthesis.
Chaignet, Pythagore et la philosophie pytha-

LiTERATDRB.

goricienne, 2 vols., Paris, 1873, was an attempt to apply reasonable principles of criticism to the subject, but it was premature.
An intelligible historical view of the subject was first made
possible by Erwin Rohde's 'Die Quellen des lamblichus in
seiner Biographie des Pj'thagoras,' Rheinisches Museum, xxvi.
These made clear for the first
[1871] 554 ff., xxvii. [1872] 23 ff.
time the position of Aristoxenus and Dicsearchus. The same
writer's Psyche^, Tubingen, 1910, throws much light on the
subject too. The interpretation of Pythagoreanism as a system
has been possible only since the publication of Paul Tannery's
Pour I'hist. de la sci-ence hell&ne, Paris, 1887. Among the
works which may be said to have issued from the school of
Tannery, G. Milhaud, Lei^ons stir les origines de la science
grecque, Paris, 1893, and Les Philosophes-G^omMres de la Grkce,
do. 1900, deserve particular mention and may be specially
recommended to those who desire a lucid exposition of the
mathematical side of the doctrine. The histories of philosophy
(E. Zeller, T. Gomperz, etc.) generally give a fair view of the
state of the question at the time of their publication, though it
must be said that German writers, to their own great loss,
ha^e done scant justice to the admirable work produced in

JOHN BURXET.

France.

Q
QADIANI. — Qadiani was

name

the

originally

given to the followers of Mirza Ghulara Ahmad of
Qadian, Gurdaspur District, Panjab, in order to
distinguish them from orthodox Muslims. In 1900
they were, at their own request, entered in the
Government census lists as Ahmadiya Muslims,
and they have since been called by that name.

Mirza Ghulam Ahmad (1839-1908) was a man of
some learning and unusual powers of leadership.
In 1889 he announced that he possessed the right
to receive bai'at ('homage') from his followers.

Two

years later he declared himself to be the
'promised Messiah' of Jews, Christians, and
Muslims, and the Mahdl expected by Muslims
at the last day. In asserting that he fulfilled
in himself the prophecies relating to both the
Messiah and the Mahdi, he controverted the usual
Muhammadan belief that the two will be distinct
He said that
personalities with different missions.
he had come in the spirit and power of Jesus and
of Muhammad, and he later declared that he was
greater tlian Jesus, since he was the Messiah of
Muhammad, as Jesus was of Moses. Shortly
before his death he announced that he was likewise the final incarnation (avatdra) of Visnu,
whom Hindus had been expecting and since his
death his followers have added the further claim
that he was the latter-day reformer of Parsis
and the Buddha of the East.'
The proofs by which he sought to establish his
'

'

;

'

'

'

claims Avere declared to lie in revelations and
miracles, the latter chiefiy taking the form of
prophecies of the deatli or discomfiture of his

enemies among orthodox Muslims, Christians, and
members of the Arya Samaj. After the sinister
fulfihnent of one of these prophecies, in the death
under suspicious circumstances of a prominent
leader in the Arya Samaj, the Mirza was compelled

by order

of the Deputy Commissioner of Gurdaspur
District, dated 24th Feb. 1899, to refrain from

further predictions involving the death or disgrace
of another.
One of the so-called miracles, whicli
served to prepare the way for the announcement
of the Mirza's Messianic office, was the alleged
discovery, through a divine revelation, of the
existence of the tomb of Jesus Christ in Srinagar,

Jesus was said to have been taken
the cross in a swoon and healed by the
miraculous ointment of Jesus {marham-i-Isa).
He then set out on a mission to the lost sheep of
the house of Israel in Central Asia and Kashmir,
finally dying, at the age of 120, in Kashmir, where
his tomb in time became confused with that of a

Kashmir.

down from

'

'

'

'

named Yus Asaf. No serious evidence
has been brought forward in proof of this novel
theory, on which the whole claim of Mirza Ghulam
Ahmad and his followers admittedly rests.
Regarding his claim to be the expected Mahdi,
the Mirza was constrained perhai)s by political
considerations to make known a revelation alleging
that the Mahdi was not to be 'a man of blood,'
as had been universally supposed, but was rather
to lead Islam to triumph by means of a peaceful
holy war (jihad). In this connexion he made much
of his loyalty to the British Government.
In
further substantiation of his manifold claims he
pointed to the corrupt condition of modern society
and of the character of the accepted priests and
teachers in every religion, which called for a great
reformer and prophet, like himself, to bring to all
hearts a new and quickening certitude in things
He drew a sharp line of demarcation
religious.
between his followers and orthodox Muslims by
enjoining all true Ahmadis to refrain from following orthodox imams in their prayers, attending
non-Ahmadi funeral services, and giving the hands
of their daughters to non-Ahmadi husbands, though

local saint

their sons might marry non-Ahmadi girls.
He
also turned his face resolutely against all political
controversy, and denounced as mischievous the
activities of the All-India Moslem League and the

Muhammadan

Educational Conference.

The movement has grown

steadily since its in-

claimed 313 members.
In the 1901 Government census 1113 males were
returned for the Panjab, 931 for the United
Provinces, and 11,087 for the Bombay Presidency
In 1904 the Mirza
(obviously an inaccuracy).
claimed more than 200,000 followers,' and before
his death he estimated the total number of his
followers at 500,000. Against this manifest exaggeration must be placed the returns of the census
ception in 1889.

In 1896

it

'

the Panjab in 1911, viz. 18,695 Ahmadis.
Probably 60,000 would be a liberal estimate of
the total strength of the movement throughout
India to-day.
There are also a few scattered
for

followers in other countries.
Before his death in 1908 Mirza Ghulam Ahmad
ajjpointed his close friend and early disciple,
'
IJakim Nur al-Din, as liis successor, the first
khnrifah of the movement. Under the direction
of the khallfah the work was to be carried on by
a board called the Sadr-Anjuman-i-Abmadiya.
During the ensuing six years, before Niir al-Din's
death in 1914, a schism developed Mithin the sect.
One party, led by Kliwajah Kamal al-Din, a
'

QARO
prominent barrister, began to take pari in political
controversy, and in its religious literature slunved
a leaning towards the rationalism of Sir Syed
Ahmad Khan, the founder of the Muhammadan
The other
Anglo-Oriental College at Aligarh.
party tended to magnify the supernatural claims

and unique position of Mirza Ghulam Ahmad, and
continued to emphasize the evils of present-day
Islam and its priests. In short, the former wing
sought to bridge the chasm separating the sect
from Islam generally, whereas the latter stressed
the points of difference as fundamental. When

Nur al-Din died, the split widened. The son of
the Mirza, Hazrat Mahmud Ahmad, now hailed
as
the promised son of the promised Messiah,'
was hastily elected the second khalifat ul-Masih
by a group of his adherents at Qadian. The
rationalistic party forthwith seceded, and founded
a new society in Lahore called the Anjuman-iisha'at-i-Islam, whose interests were vested in a
group of men rather than primarily in a single
individuah Two of the members of this group,
Khwajah Kamal al-Din and Maulvi Sadr al-Din,
are the founders of a Muslim mission at Woking,
England, through the instrumentality of which
some scores of English people, including one peer,
Lord Headley, have announced that they have
become Muslims.
monthly paper in English,
The Idamic Review and Muslim India, is published
at Woking, and it is worthy of note that no
trace of Ahmadiya influence is to be found in it,
save perhaps in the evident anti-Christian animus.
The Qadian party continues to publish The
Review of Religions in English, and several vernacular papers, conducts a successful high school,
and carries on considerable missionary work. It
can truly claim to embody the real spirit and
tradition of the founder and his original followers.
J. N. Farquhar thus succinctly sums up the
'

A

position

and importance

of

Mirza Ghulam Ahmad's

teachings in relation to similar movements in India
to-day
:

'

Apart from these personal claims, his teaching is an attempt
to find, amidst the irresistible inrush cf Western education and
Christian thouf^ht, a middle path between impossible orthodoxy
and the extreme rationalism of Sir S.ved Ahmad Kha.n' {Modern
Religimts Mooements in India, p. HG).

Recent events indicate that the middle path was
destined to end speedily in cross-roads.
LiTERATiRB. — H. D. Gfiswold, Mirza Ghulam Ahmad, the
Mahdi Messiah of Qadian, Ludhiana, 1902, 'The Ahmadiya
Movement,' in The Moslem World, ii. [1912] 373fif.
J. N.
Farquhar, Modern Religious Movements in India, New York,
M. T. Houtsma, in IIMM i. [1906] 333 ff., and
1915, p. 137 ff.
in El iv. 206; H. A. Walter, The Ahmadiya Movement
(' Religious Life of India
scries), Calcutta, 1918, The Ahmadiya
>IoveuientTo-day,' in T'he Moslem World, vi. [1916] 66 ff. Mirza
;

;

'

'

;

Ghulam Ahmad, The Teachings of Islam, Qadian, 1896; The
Renew of Religions, published monthly since 1902 and numer;

ous periodicals and controversial pamphlets in the vernacular.

H. A. Walter.
ben Ephraim Qaro, a famous
codiiier of Rabbinical Judaism, was born in Spain
in 1488, and died at Safed, Palestine, in 1575.
On
the expulsion of the Jews from Spain in 1492,
which sent many scholars to other lands and
ditt'used
Rabbinical culture more widely, his
parents went with him to European Turkey,
Here he received
settling first in Nicopolis.
thorough instruction in the Talmud from his father,
w^ho was eminently qualified to be his teacher.
Later he lived in Adrianople, Salonica, and Con-

QARO. —Joseph

stantinople

— successive

steps in his long-cherished

journey to Palestine, which he reached about 1535,
Safed becoming his place of residence.
It was an age of mystical tendencies in Judaism,
which is so inherently opposed to such influences
from the earliest times. Owing undoubtedly to
long periods of persecution, which reached its
climax in Spain, an added stimulus was given to
Kabbalistic dreamers, whose fantasies took firm
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hold on
many susceptible minds which had lost
judgment anil balance under the burden of exile
and wretchedness.
Turkey, which opened its
dominions to the oppressed, and where large and
be found,
fairlj' prosperous communities could
attracted all types of Jews, the visionaries in
goodly number. Safed in particular proved a seat
of mystics, and Qaro's early fantasies were revived
and strengthened by the new environment. He
had met some years before Solomon Molcho, who
strove to play the part of a Messiah and sullered
death at the stake in 1532, and he gave full vent
to his mystical ideas which, long cherished, were
clamouring for expression. He was so far overeven in his
wrought as to invoke a familiar

—

—

Nicopolis days and for fifty years he kept a diary
which recorded his discussions with this imaginThe book of visions, called Magffid
ary genius.
McsJuirim, whether actually written by him or
merely ascribed to him by a zealous disciple, as
occurs not rarely in literary history, makes him a
double personality a mystic as well as a codifier.
Happily, and as one evidence that the diary or
collection of desultory notes is not entirely
genuine, the comprehensive works upon which his

—

fame is really based show no mystical influences.
Whatever his reverence for the ZOhdr as authority

for the Kabbalistic dreamer of dreams, he gave
undisputed first place to the Talmud, with his
logical mind, and was impelled by the needs of the
times to popularize and strengthen its hold on the
life and thought of Judaism.
He was not the first
intellectual whose imagination was to prove an
incentive, not an opiate.
Qaro's fame depends chiefly on his two digests
of Rabbinical law.
He wrote these in an age of
dispersion when in the Jews' new settlements,
which were never wholly secure, the fundamental
law and authority of Judaism were imperilled as
much by the violent and arbitrary changes in
environment as by the half-knowledge of leaders
and the almost total ignorance of the people.
Considering these conditions, one can understand
how his passion for saving from destruction the
traditional creed and customs worked upon a
susceptible nature and fostered fantastic reveries
as well as lofty ambitions. If he could not be a
Messiah in the popular sense, he could save his
people none the less by inculcating the authority
and permanence of the law.
As early as 1522 in Adrianople, he began the
House of
first of his great works, Beth Yosef,
Josej)h,' which, completed in 1542 at Safed and
published in 1550-59, raised him to the front rank
This
of Talmudists of his own age or earlier.
work, while a commentary on Jacob ben Asher's
Arba'ah furim, 'Four Orders,' whose method he
closely followed, is more than a digest of the
It gives a careful
authorities cited therein.
critical view of many Rabbinical opinions not
'

quoted by his predecessor. Hence it furnishes an
The range of
unsurpassed wealth of material.
reading displayed, in both Talmudic and postTalnnidic literature, together with the critical
sagacity in the study and comparison of authorities, leaving little uninvestigated, gives a monuA sturdy indemental character to the work.
pendence is exhibited in the discussions, although
the standard authorities, al-Fasi, Maimonides,
and Asher ben Jehiel, are accepted. Qaro's aim
throughout was partly to familiarize the Rabbi
with the duties that devolved upon his high office
as leader in Israel, and partly to explain to the
student clearly and methodically how laws are

later Rabbininot merely to answer the
Epicurean, but to stimulate to study and research,
and to gain for practical life an intelligible,

developed from the
cal literature.

Talmud through

It Avas

QUEEN OF HEAVEN
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harmonious system which would maintain the old
faith for all time.

Not wholly

satisfied

with Beth Yosef, in later

years he wrote his second great code, Shulhan
Aritkh, 'Prepared Table' (1565; according to
It is possible that he
Steinschneider,^ 1555).
underestimated its value and character, for in the
introduction he speaks of having prepared it for
young students, thus stamping it as elementary.
He preferred the other digest in his decisions it
was for experts, for Rabbis deep in the law. Yet
the Shulhan' Artikh has rapidly outdistanced the
earlier code as authority.
Despite continuous controversy in fact largely by reason of the attacks
made upon it it has become the Rabbinical code
which defines Judaism to our own day in the lives
and opinions of the great majority of Jews throughout the world. For almost a hundred years the
contest waged it was a bloodless battle of the
books, however the chief opposition being on the

—

—

—

—
—

Talmudists who were Ashkenazim, of
stock, as contrasted with the Sephardim,
or Spanish, to whom Qaro was naturally acceptIt is tlie opinion of L. Ginzberg ^ that the
able.
Ashkenazim regarded the work as an unquestioned
authority only after Isserles, who adduces still
later views, had subjected it to criticism and
extensive supplements.
After the period of
censure came the age of admiration, with a host
of commentators that made it a household word in
the 17tli cent, and to our age. Its authority was
part of

German

firmly established, with here and there an eminent
Rabbi, with a bent to individualism, Avho refused
to recognize its guidance as binding.
Since the development of Reform Judaism and
the rise of modernism in various lands there have
been countless attacks on Qaro and his code. On
the whole, most of these have been rather unjust
for he is not responsible for laws, opinions, and
customs that have existed in Israel from grey
His function was to photograph
antiquity.
Jewish tradition, to record and interpret it according to the authorities, so as to weld still more
firmly past, present, and future. His office was
not that of an apologist, but that of a codifier.
Graetz' claims tliat Qaro erred in citing all
opinions, hoM-ever transient and trifling, and made
his work a store-house of Adews which do not
always reflect credit on Judaism and have really
furnished biting texts, if perverted, for the antiSemite. There is undoubted force in this contention, but Qaro's candour and fullness are not to be
underrated.
He had nothing to conceal or to
extenuate. It must also be stated in his vindication that he lays no claim to absolute authority,
asserts no doctrine of infallibility.
Far from forging an iron bond, he rescued Jewish thought from
stagnation and promoted the conflict of opinion,
eminently healthful for a creed that claims to be
;

intelligent.

The work consists of four parts, called Orah
Hayyim, Path of Life,' Yoreh De'ah, Teacher of
Knowledge,' Hoshen ha Mishpat, 'Breastplate of
Judgment,' and Eben ha Ezer, 'Stone of Help.'
The first deals mainly with prayer, the blessings.
Sabbath and holy days, and their prescribed
observances. The second concerns itself with food
and its preparation, and the slaughtering of
animals for food, Jew and non-Jew in their rela'

'

tions to each other, duties to parents and charity,
religioiis customs connected with agriculture, and
the rites of mourning a rather extended and
The third part treats
diversified list of contents.
of marriage and divorce from the civil and religious
points of view. The fourth and concluding section

—

1
Catalogues librorum Hebrceorum in Bibliotheca Bodleiana,
Berlin; 1852-60, col. 1480.
2
8 Hist, of the Jews, iv. 652.
iii. 586.

JE

discusses legal proceedings, laws as to business,
and the relation of man to man in an everyday
working world. All life in its variety and complexity was thus considered as part of the concern
of religion.
In the dark ages that were upon the
Jew as the 17th and ISth centuries arrived the

work preserved him from disintegration. Whether
influence was to be as salutary, with the spreading of civil and religious liberty among the nations
and the gradual passing away of the Ghetto and
its

necessarily narrowed life, if not vision, cannot
be so summarily answered. All depends upon the
point of view.
Qai'o's life in Safed was much influenced for a
time by R. Jacob Berab, one of his most leai-ned
associates in that place.
The recognized head of
its Jewish community about 1535, he was the
centre of a number of disciples and was called
'teacher' by Qaro.
In 1538 he attempted to
restore the rite of ordination, with no less an
object in view than the re-establishment of the
Sanhedrin in Palestine as seat of the highest
authority in Israel. Qaro was elated by the idea
and became one of the four disciples to be ordained
without delay.
Unfortunately Berab died two
years later and the gi'andiose scheme failed to be
realized.
Qaro, with all his ardent leanings
towards the Messianic rdle, sensibly preferred his
work as teacher and author. He lived until 1575,
and had the satisfaction of seeing his fame and
authority more and more generally acknowledged,
while hundreds of students, some of high distinction, thronged his lecture-hall to hear his opinions
its

and interpretations.
In addition to his two codes Qaro published in his life-time
Kesef Mishneh, Double Money (Venice, 1574-76). After his
death appeared Bedek ha Bayith, Repairing of the House,"
supplements and corrections to his Beth rose/(Salonica, 1605);
'

'

'

Eelale ha Talmud, 'Principles of the Talmud' (do. 1598);
Abkat Rokel, 'Powder of the Merchant, Decisions' (do. 1791);
Maggid Mesharim, 'Who preaches Righteousness' (Lublin,
1646, with supplements, Venice, 1654). Some fragments in the
Bodleian, a few sermons in the collection Oz Zaadikim, 'The
Strength of the Righteous (Salonica, 1799), and a number of
commentaries on the Mishnah and on Rashi's and Nahmanides'
Pentateuch commentaries, which seem to have disappeared,
complete the hst.
'

—

Literature. H. Graetz, Gesch. der Juden, Leipzig, 1866-78,
Eng. tr., London, 1891-92, iv. S. Schechter, Studies in
M. Gaster,
Judaism, 2nd ser., London, 1908, pp. 210-236
The Origin and Sources of the Shulchan Aruch,' in Report of
1893
Judith
L.
Lady
Ginzberg,
Montejiore College, London,
D. Cassel, Josef Karo und das Buch
s.v. 'Caro,' in JE iii.
Maggid Mesharim,' in 6th Jahresbericht der Lehranstalt fiir die
Wissenschaft des Judenthums, Berlin, 1888.
A. S. Isaacs.
ix.,

;

;

'

;

'

;

QUAKERISM.—See Friends, Society of.
QUEEN OF HEAVEN. — This expression
occurs in the AV of Jeremiah (716-20 4415-30) ^nd
seems to be the natural rendering of the Hebrew
when vocalized malkat haMdmayim, and is
strongly supported by the versions. But the view
that the expression should imply the same idea as
the often mentioned host of heaven apparently
suggested a difTerent derivation, from melcket in
the sense of work or cult,' and led to a ditterent
vocalization which influenced other versions.
'

'

'

'

'

The ritual as ascribed to the worshippers of the
Queen of Heaven by the prophet Jeremiah lays

emphasis on the oflering of 'cakes.' The Jewish
women made these cakes with much ceremony the
boys of the famUy gathered firewood, the adult
males kindled the fire, and the women kneaded the
dough. The offering was made by fire accompanied by libations. Jeremiah alleges this to have
been a common cult in the cities of Judah and the
It
streets of Jerusalem.
may not be wise to
insist too strongly on the details, as the prophet's
indignation may have led him to caricature to
some extent, but this and the name are all that
we have by which to identify the cult.
;

'

'

QUIETISM

—

The cakes, kannfajtim, which the LXX transcriheg : nd the
Vulpvte renders plaeenia, are not without parallel in Creek
culls.
But it is precarious to argue as to their form or sij;iiilicance from such parallels. The name is literally the same as the
Babylonian kamauxi, denoting the cakes or biscuits used in the

of D. A. Baker,! ^^g Benedictine mystic is the
stillness of the soaring eagle, which cleaves its
way through the blue with motionless wings. It
from an unusually
is
the rest [that] springs
large amount of actualized energy,' the rest that
'is produced by Action "unperceived because so
'

.

to lire in the word kitJcr
demands burning of the cakes in the act of offering or refers to
the process of their manufacture is not easily decided but it
can hardly mean to burn incense as an accompaniment of the

Whether the reference

cult' of Ishtar.

;

^
Moreover, such
mystic quiet is not an end, but a means not a
goal, but like the repose of a traveller who, within sight of the goal, stops to take breath and then
continues with new strength upon his way.'*
(b) Molinos.— \N\\(in we turn from St. Teresa to
Molinos, we find that, while the latter, in his Guidn
Spirituale, says much about interior quiet that is
in complete accord with the conceptions of classic
mysticism, the main trend and ultimate teaching

reiiuiin.s open wliether we
have in this worship a mere transfer of a Baby-

denied, but the question

Quietistic ; i.e., the quiet for which
in the last resort the negative,
*
impassive, sterile state which Kuysbroeck castigated so severely in its earlier manifestations. In
common with moat mystical writers, Molinos dis-

lonian cult of Venus or a local variation of the
same.
The Tammuz worsliip which Ezekiel
mentions (S''*) makes it likely that we have to
do with a Venus cult here. On the other hand,
a connexion of vielekct with the configuration of
the sky would agree with the astral theory. Tlie
form is diihcult to account for as a Hebrew word,
but would be correct as a transliteration of the

of the

hension of God and adhesion to Him.
To quote St. Thomas Aquinas, 5 as epitomized by

Luis de la
'
Puente, contemplation is a simple view of eternal truth without
variety of reasoning, penetrating it by the light of heaven with
great affections of admiration and love at which ordinarily no
man arrives but by much exercise of meditation and discourse
6
{i.e., reasoning, or analj^sis and synthesis).'

;

But, while the great mystics insist that pure contemplation is of necessity incomplete and intermittent and that, while discursive reasoning is
suspended, the intellect (higher reason) is present
and active,'' Molinos demands a Stoic ataraxy in
which intellect as well as feeling is uncompromis-

;

QUESTIONS OF KING MILINDA.— See

MiLIXDA.

Mayans, Popol Vuh.

ingly renounced

QUIETISM. — Quietism may

.

'

as

;

movement. Quietism swept

—

'

'

.

.

Quietist.

over the religious life of Europe in the latter part
of the 17th and the early part of the I8th cent.,
gaining sway in many countries and taking deep
root within both Catholicism and Protestantism.
I. Doctrines.
i. Passivity.— On the surface it
is not easy to distinguish between the Quietist
doctrine of passivity and the orthodox mystical
doctrine of quiet, and we find so competent an
authority as Heppe asserting that the teaching of
Molinos was substantially identical with that of
St. Teresa ;i but it might with more justice be
asserted that the characteristic doctrines of Molinos
are traceable, not to his appropriation of St.
Teresa's doctrine of the orison of quiet, but to his
deflexions from it.
Teresa.
(a) St.

:

Inner Solitude consists ... in a perfect abnegation of all
.
For if the Soul does
purpose, desire, thought and will.
not detach herself from her own appetite and desire, from her
own will, from spiritual gifts and from repose, even in spiritual things, she never can attain to this high felicity. ... 8
Undeceive thyself, and believe that if thy Soul is to be wholly
united to God, she must lose her self and renounce life, feeling,
knowledge and power ; whether living or not living, dying or
without thought, or
not dying, suffering or not suffering
.
.a Their lives [i.e. the lives of true cont^mplatives]
reflection.
are so detached, that although they continually receive many
supernatural Graces, yet they are not changed nor affected
thereby, being just as if they" had not received them, keeping
always in the inmost of their Hearts a great lowliness and selfcontempt dwelling humbly in the abyss of their own unworthiness and vileness. In the same way they are always quiet,
serene and even-minded in Graces and in extraordinary favours
No news
as also in the most rigorous and bitter torments.
causes them to rejoice, no event saddens them. Consider nothing, desire nothing, will nothing, endeavour after nothing, and
then in everytliing thy Soul will live reposed In quiet and
i**
enjoyment.'
'

be defined as the
exaggeration and perversion of the mystical docViewed as a tendency, it
trine of interior quiet.
is co-extensive Avith the history of mysticism (q.v.),
and it might successfully be argued that some
early and medifeval mystics were more definitely
'
than most of the members of the
Quietistic
specific

is

tinguishes between meditation, in which the reason
active and the mind occupied with definite
aspects of Christian faith and life, and contemplation, which may be defined as an absorbed, loving
intuition of divine things, a direct spiritual appre-

passim A. Jeremias, The Old Testament in the Light of the
Ancient East, Eng. tr., London, 1911, i. 60, 98 f., 118 f., ii. 232,
and passim S. Langdon, Tammuz and Ishtar, Oxford, 1914,
C. H. W. Johns.
pp. 71, 94.

Viewed as a

is

is

;

known

book

he contends

Babylonian only this supposed Babylonian prototype is not yet authenticated. Still the cakes are
very suggestive.
There is nothing to suggest an identification of
the Queen of Heaven with the moon, which is a
male deity in the Semitic world.
Literature.— ££t and HDB, s.v.; KAT^, p. 441 ff. and

group

—

'

Tlie difficulty felt in identifying this expression
as a name of Ishtar is laifjely due to the f.act that,
while Ishtar is frequent Ij' called belit Same or
Sarrat Same, 'lady or queen of heaven,' mnlkut
Same has not yet been found as her epithet. Tliat
malkatu is an equivalent of Sarratu cannot be

post-Reformation

.

.

fleet," so near, so all fulfilling.'

offering.

QUICHES.— See
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—

For St. Teresa, as for the
mediaeval mystics, the state of quiet is that busy
rest
in which the soul abandons all superficial
activity in order that it may engage in the deeper
It contains of
activity of opening itself to God.
necessity a passive element, for the soul that would
hold the Divine Word as a shell holds the ocean
must be self-emptied and set a watch upon its
undisciplined impulses even when they urge it
towards the divine. But such wise passiveness
does not exclude the active aspect of stretching
towards God. Its stillness to use the fine simfle
'

(c)

Madame Guyon. — In

Guyon the same tendency

the writings of
is

traceable,

Madame

though

in

a logically undeveloped form. The highly emotional
character of her work and its loose and inconsistent
use of language make it difficult to determine the
While
precise extent of her Quietistic convictions.
emphasizing the active element in the orison of
can
quiet," her writings abound in passages which
be construed only in an explicitly Quietistic sense.

'

'

'

'

'

—

1

Sancta Sophia, Douai, 1657, Eng.

tr.,

London,

3 St.

4
6

The Mystical Element of Religion,
Teresa, The Way of Perfection, ch. xxxiii.

Adornment of the Spiritual Marriage,

Summa

6 L.

de

la

qu. cLxxx.
Puente, Meditations, Eng.

Theol.

Introd. p. 53.

bk.

ii.

ii.

132.

oh. Ixvi.

f.

ii. ii.

tr.,

London, 1852-64,
<^u

.

-i

1.,

<

Teresa uses the expression the silence of
When,
the understanding,' she refers to the cessation of what she caUa
or reflections
'
the eliciting from one subject many thoughts
7

e.g., St.

London, 18/0, ch. xui. p. 32).
{Life of St. Teresa, tr. David Lewis,
8 Guida Spirituale, ni. sii. U9, 126.
„
..
,
!" Gu%da Sptntuale, ui. i. 6.
9 /6. 1,1. vii. 71.
11 Le Moyen court, ch. xxi.
.

H. Heppe, Gesch. der quietistischen Mystik, p. 21. W. R. Inge
takes the same xie^ (Christian Mysticism, London, 1899, p. 231).
1

1908, treatise

§ iii. ch. vii.
2 F. von
Hiigel,

iii.
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My prayer from this moment waa without forms, ideas and
images [i.e. of any definite thoughts]. ... All distinctions were
lost to give room for more expansion without motives or reasons
for loving. That sovereign of the powers— the will— swallowed
up the two others and took from them every distinct object to
The killing pain which one feels
unite them the better in it.' i
when one loses the definite consciousness of the Divine Presence
shows that one has not yet become perfectly indifferent and
I had no more a wUl to
that one is still tied to gifts of God.' 2
submit it had, as it were, disappeared, or rather passed into
another Will. It seemed to me that this powerful and strong
One did all that pleased Him, and I no more found that soul
which He formerly conducted by His crook and staff with an
extreme love. He appeared to me alone and as if the soul had
'

'

'

;

into
given place to Him or rather had passed 3
to become only one same thing with Him.'

Him,

henceforth

of the soul in transcending the
state in which it is shepherded by the divine love
marks the extreme of Quietistic theory, and, while
Madame Guyon's language cannot be pressed too

This losing

general tendency is unmistakable.
Fenelon. In Fenelon Quietism found its
His Maxims of the Saints was written
apologist.
with the express purpose of defending Quietism
far, its

—

{d)

in
against the popular charges of 'idle basking
the Divine Presence and of immoral apathy. It
is all the more significant that, in the very act of
seeking to distinguish between true mysticism and
Quietism, he moves in that atmosphere of negation
and abstraction which is the logical presupposition
'

of Quietism in its

most extreme and exaggerated

form.
;

only at the purely intellectual and abstract idea of Being.'*

That he makes

this idea include as distinct objects
all tlie attributes of God, the Trinity, the humanity
of Christ, and all His mysteries is only one instance of the contradictions which make his work

of comparatively little value as an authoritative
contribution to the literature of Quietism.
In close logical connexion with
2. The one act.
the Quietistic conception of passivity as a negative
and abstract state is the doctrine that the soul's
surrender to God is made once for all in an act not
Molinos is emphatic in his asserto be repeated.
tion that the soul that has once made the great
surrender to God by means of the act of pure
Faith' remains in an indefectible state of union

—

'

with God.
He contends

.

—

Pure or disinterested love. The doctrine of
a continuous and habitual state (as distinct from
occasional aspirations, which Roman Catholic
theology has always counted among the highest
3.

'

'

exercises of the soul) of loving

God purely

{i.e.

secundum Se, without hope of reAvard or dread of
punishment or any regard to even His most
spiritual gifts) attained special

prominence through

the famous controversy upon the subject between
Bossuet and Fenelon. Bossuet's point of view is
summed up in his extraordinary assertion
:

Pure love is opposed to the essence of love, which always
desires the enjoyment of its object, as well as to the nature of
man, who necessarily desires happiness.'
Against this view F6nelon urges that a selfish or
mercenary love is obviously a contradiction in
terms. This is, of course, the normal Christian
'

2

Autobiography,

3
4
5

tr.

T. T. Allen, 2 vols., London, 1897, pt.

i.

viii.

In a letter to F6nelon (M. Masson, Finelon

Guyon,

an explicitly

.
He declares that a man's self is his own greatest cross.
of this wretched self that is the
He goes so far as to say that aU
true crucifying of the flesh.'
generosity, all natural affection, is only self-love of a more
.
and diabolical quality. One must wholly
subtle, delusive .
die to all friendship.' 2
'

—

Uncompromising renunciation
1

et

Madame

lettre xiv.).

Autobiography, pt.

i.

ch. xxviii.

Guida

of the Saints, ch. xxvii.
Spirituale, i. xiv. 99, 102.

6 Ih.

i.

xiv. 103, 105.

.

'

Love, he contends, loves no particular thing or
His
object and asks for no return, even in kind.
definition of sanctification, as a state of holy indifference and utter non-desire, applies equally to
his conception of disinterested love.
And, while
he seeks to guard against the Quietist error by
insisting with St. Paul that hope, as well as love,
must abide, his whole teaching implies an indifference to salvation which robs the term 'hope' of
Conceived with greater
every true meaning.
mental stability and expressed with more caution,
his position is ultimately very much the same as
that of Madame Guyon when she declares that
the soul must become dead to all desire, even to
its desires for spiritual gifts and graces and for
salvation itself, and that it must learn to love God
and prove its love by the utmost self-sacrifice and
devotion, Avithout being concerned whether He
cares or responds.^ The whole trend of his teaching is towards a Stoical or Buddhistic conception
of self-renunciation and non-desire which logically
excludes love of any kind, whether
pure or
interested.

'

—

The Quietistic doctrine of passive
4. Summary.
contemplation, of which the doctrines of the one
act and of disinterested love are corollaries, is
based upon the Neo-Platonic via negativa, which
from Dionysius onAvards took an Asiatic rather
than a Greek form, representing 'a sense of the
divine transcendence run riot.'
Molinos appeals to Dionysius in teaching that 'we know God

perfectly by negatives than by affirmatives. We think
loftily of God Vjy knowing that He is incomprehensible
than by conceiving Him under any image.''*
But, Avhile the roots of 17th cent. Quietism are
struck deep in metaphysical soil, it must be borne
in mind that the controlling motive of postReformation mysticism in general and of Quietism

more
more

not metaphysical, but theoSeventeenth century Quietism is the

particular Avas

in

mystical expression of the doctrine of the total
depravity and helplessness of human nature, which
Protestant theology and the counter-Reformation
had sharpened to a despairing conviction of the
utter miserabilism of the "creature."' Fenelon
expresses this conviction in characteristic fashion
'

:

'
As the sacristan at the end of the service snuffs out the altar
candles one after another, so must grace put out our natural
life
and as his extinguisher, ill applied, leaves behind it a
guttering spark that melts the wax, so will it be with us if one
5
single spark of natural life remains.'
;

It is abundantly clear that such a sentiment is derived from Augustine rather than from Dionysius,
to Avhom any counsel to abhor the self that is

God's

temple

Avas

entirely

Moreover,

foreign.

the 'nothingness' of Dionysius refers to
that divine dark in Avhich the soul perceives
and apprehends the ineftable, the nothingness of
INIolinos is a nothingness of the soul itself, and
amounts to annihilation of all that is capable of
union Avith God in any real sense. None the less
Ave may see in Quietism the negative method,
^
stimulated to its dying spasm
by Reformation
Its exaltation of an empty consciousinfluences.
ness an experience Avithout differentiations in
Avhich distinction of actions vanishes'' and the soul
can neither Avill nor not wUl— paralyzes morality.
Avhile

'

'

'

'

—

1 Letter to Madame de
1827-29, V. 466).

2 lb,
i Guida
6

Maxims

.

.

logical.
'

that the soul may persevere in prayer though
the imagination be carried about with various and involuntary
5
For, according to Quietist doctrine, 'Faith and
thoughts.'
.
Intention are sufficient, and these always continue .
nay,
the more simple is that remembrance, without words or
and
internal
worthy
thoughts, the more is it pure, spiritual,
of God. So that so long as thou retractest not that Faith and
Intention of being resigned, thou walkest always in Faith
and Resignation, and consequently in Prayer, and in virtual
and acquired Contemplation, although thou perceive it not and
remember it not, neither makest new acts and reflections.' 6

1

it to

'

'Pure contemplation,' he says, 'is negative, being occupied
with no sensible image, no distinct and nameable idea it stops

eh.

view, but Fenelon passes beyond
Quietistic interpretation.

7

3 lies
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v. sect. 19.
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at its highest into an experiis translated to a region
'beyond good and evil,' and so cuts the nerve of
morality, which ahvaj's implies a clear vision of
the distinction between good and evil and a
definite choice in which the whole personality is
In its consistently logical form Quietism
active.

resolves

It

reIif;:ion

ence in wliich the soul

makes communion between man and God an

impossibility by annulling the distinction between
them, ultimately reducing God to a vague and
empty abstraction, and dehumanizing man. Its
radical acosinism
conceives the Good outside of
'

humanity and removes conduct to a spiiere of
fictitious interests where the will cannot act.'^
Although Christian Quietists have always to a
greater or less extent formulated their doctrines
in terms of Jesus Christ and His gospel. Quietism
per se is fundajnentally opposed to incarnational
On the practical and devotional side,
religion.
it resolves itself into pure fanaticism, i.e. 'the
fanaticism of expecting from God a grace which

He

never gives.

''

Its

determining motive

— the

desire to cleanse religion from selfishness and to
emjihasize an inwardness which seeks the Giver
above even His most precious and purely spiritual
While the antithesis beis a valid one.
gifts
tween gift and giver as applied to God is largely
of ' grace which
a
and
rests
false,
upon conception
'
'
externalizes it into something given by God and

—

'

separable from His self-giving, Quietism represents a genuine and still much-needed protest
against a theology which debases grace to a form
of magic and imports the crassest self-interest into
the soul's commerce with God.
II. History.— The term 'Quietist' was first
used in the 14th cent., when its Greek form,
Uesychastai, was applied to a certain community

monks on Mount Athos who, inter alia, indulged in trance-experiences not unlike those of
the Indian Yogi. Quietistic teaching was first
popularized by the Beghards and the Brethren of
the Free Spirit (q.v.). Condemned by the Council
of

of Vienna in 1311 and sorely persecuted, these
mystical groups persisted for more than a century
and familiarized the common people with Quietistic
conceptions of religion. Eckhart Avas included in
the ecclesiastical disapproval of Quietism, Pope
John XXII. condemning his views on interior quiet
in 1329 and the castigations of Quietism in the
writings of Ruysbroeck and Tauler show how
wide-spread the doctrine was and how disastrous
in its extreme and debased forms.
It must be
borne in mind, however, that the primary motive
of the official opiJosition to Quietism was ecclesiastical rather than religious.
The Church authorities recognized its anti-institutional character,
and no expedient was deemed too cruel or too
mean, provided it bade fair to secure the extinction
;

of Quietist sects.

But, while large tracts of pre-Reformation and
counter-Reformation mysticism admit of a Quietistic interpretation, it needed the
impulse of a
mighty religious movement to develop the implications of what were, after all, only latent or
sporadic tendencies. Such an impulse was provided by the new religious spirit, the new demand
for inwardness, which found expression in the
Reformation (q.v.). The 17th cent. Quietists were,
for the most part, devoted Roman Catholics and
derived their immediate inspiration and authority
from the great mystics of the counter-Reformation,
one of whom at least, St. John of the Cross:,

was more
himself.
1

radically anti-institutional than Molinos
Yet they were essentially a fruit of the

Essay on the Bases of the Mystic Knowledge,
Eng. tr., London, 1&99, p. 218.
- J. C.
Hedley, 'Prayer and Contemplation,' Dublin Review,
E. R^cejac,

xxvii. [1876] 337.
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Protestant spirit

—a

fact

which

Rome was

swift

to discern.

While by common consent Quietism, in the
strictest sense of the term, is taken to begin with
Molinos, the first half of the 17th cent, already exhibits individuals and groups representing strongly
Quietistic

convictions.

Prominent

among sucn

mystic, Juan Falconi (15961638), who attracted a large following, and whose
Alfabeto et Lettera prepared the way for the
Gnida Spirituale; Marie de I'lncarnation (15991672), an Ursuline of Tours, afterwards of Quebec,
whom Bossuet called the St. Teresa of our times
and of the New World ^ the saintly layman,
Jean de Bemiferes Lovigny (1602-59), Treasurer of
France and greatly admired by Ft^nelon the in-

were the Spanish

'

'

;

;

lluential writer, Desmarets de Saint-Sorlin, first
Chancellor of the Academic Fran^aise (1595-1676) ;
the profound but often fanciful secular priest,

Henri

Boudon (1624-1702);

Marie

the

gifted

Jean -Joseph Surin (1600-65),
formally approved by Bossuet and many others.
ascetical

writer,

;

The Pelagini (a
Giacomo Filippo

society called after its founder,
di Santa Pelagia, a layman of
Milan) were largely a recrudescence of the 16th
cent, group of the Alombrados or Illuminati,
which had been crushed out by the Inquisition
for holding that one could dispense with the ordinances and ignore the requirements of the Church.
That there was a vigorous Quietistic movement
in France at least twenty years before the term
'
Quietist was first applied to the followers of
Molinos in 1681 is shown by Nicole's rare book,
Les hnaginaires et les visionnaircs an attack on
the 'new heresies,' published as early as 1067.
When, in 1675, Miguel de Molinos published
his Guida Spirituale, Juan Falconi's Alfaheto et
Lettera had prepared thousands of earnest souls in
Spain, Italy, and France to welcome the new
Born in Saragossa in 1640, Molinos took
doctrine.
tlie degree of Doctor of Theology at Coimbra and
migrated to Rome in 1669 or 1670. His piety,
learning, and sympathetic personality soon made
him one of the most sought-after spiritual directors
and a noted figure in Roman society. Among his
friends were many of the cardinals, including
Cardinal Benedict Odescalchi, afterwards Pope
Innocent XI., who sanctioned liis position as the
most esteemed confessor in Rome by giving him
lodgings in the Vatican. Cardinal D'Estree, the
representative of Louis xiv., also approved of him
in those days, and, when his Guida Spirituale
'

—

appeared, it bore the approbation of varioiLs distinguished ecclesiastics, among them four inquisitors.
Priests advised their penitents to discard
formal prayers and devotions for the simple
method of Molinos societies for the study of this
method were formed everywhere, and within si.x
years the Guida Spirituale had passed through
twenty editions in Italian, Spanish, French, and
Latin. But soon the Jesuits realized that a method
of prayer which deprecated Masses and formal
devotions was contrary to the interests of the
;

Father Paul Segneri, one of their ablest
and most popular preachers, was selected to conHe did so in a small book entitled
fute Molinos.
Church.

Concordia tra la Fatica e la Quicte nelV Oratione
('The Harmony between Effort and Quiet in
Prayer'), which was published five years after the
Guida Spirituale. But so firmly was Molinos entrenched in popular favour that Segneri, hitherto
the idol of the people, was overwhelmed with scorn
and denunciation, and there is reason to believe
commission
that even his life was in danger.
was convened in 1682 to inquire into the writings
a book
into
of Segneri and Molinos, as well as
entitled La Contemplazione Mystica Acquistata,

A

1

Etals d'oraison, bk. xix.
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written by the saintly Cardinal Petrucci, a loyal
As a result Segneri's book was
friend of Molinos.
condemned, Petrucci was made Bishop of Jesi, and
was triumphantly vindiMolinos
the teaching of
cated.

The

Jesuits, however,

were determined to

gain the victory, and, seeing that the Vatican protected Molinos, they appealed to Caesar in the
shape of King Louis XIV. Through his confessor,
Vhre La Chaise, they roused the apprehensions of
the king, and induced him to bring pressure to
bear upon the pope. Innocent XI. was induced to
refer the matter once more to the Inquisition, and
tliis decided the fate of Quietism Avithin the Roman
Church. Molinos and Petrucci were summoned
before the Inquisition in 1685, and the former was
but it was not until two years
cast into prison
after, when the popular indignation against his
imprisonment had spent itself, that the Jesuits
determined to strike. In 1687 about 200 persons,
including many members of the aristocracy and
some priests, were arrested and imprisoned.
commission of inquiry regarding Quietism in
monastic houses resulted in the discovery that
many monks and nuns had exchanged the prescribed devotions of the Church for the Prayer of
Quiet.'
panic was created among the orthodox.
Molinos was formally charged, on the ground of
68 propositions, extracted partly from his writings,
partly from the declarations of his followers, with
grave errors in doctrine and serious oftences against
decency and morality. He was also stated to
have himself confessed having committed improper
acts, and the populace that had once idolized him
now clamoured for his execution. In the end it
was announced that he had confessed his sins and
was Avilling to abjure his heresies, in consideration
of which he had been sentenced to life-long imprisonment. The recantation took place with all
the pomp of ecclesiastical procedure. Nothing
more is known of the fate of Molinos except that
he died in prison in 1697. His books and papers
wei'e burnt ; persons known to have been attached
to him or in sympathy with his teaching were
;

A

'

A

hunted down throughout Spain and Italy and all
writings of a Quietistic character were rigorously
suppressed. Among those who fell victims to
this relentless persecution was the blind mystic
of Marseilles, Franfois Malaval, yvhose La Pratique
de la vie vraie : tMologie mystique was first
published in 1670.
•'
In France the drama of Quietism played itself
;

out in an atmosphere of political intrigue and

Its central figure was Madame
Born at Montargis in 1648, Jeanne- Marie
Bouvier de la Motte Guyon showed an early bent
toAvards mysticism and asceticism, and as a child

personal animosity.

Guyon.

desired to enter the Order of the Visitation.

parents had other plans

for her, however,

Her

and

in

1662 she was married to Jacques Guyon, Seigneur
de Chesney, a wealthy man, twenty-two years her
senior.
It was, as might have been expected, an
exceedingly unhappy marriage, sorely aggravated
by the petty tyranny of a malign.ant motherin-law, and the highly-strung girl turned more
passionately than ever to tlie spiritual Avorld. She
had no difficulty in finding guides and helpers in
her search for the inward way to God, since the
France of her day abounded in souls of a genuinely
and, at the age of twenty, the
mystical type
words of an obscure young Franciscan to whom
she turned in her need and who bade her seek God
within her own heart finally started her on her
Her mystical experience
spiritual pilgrimage.
was exceptionally sharply defined, falling into
three distinct stages. The first was marked by an
almost overwhelming influx of the Divine Presence,
without word, thought or image,' which awoke
in her soul a fierce joy of possession.
This was
;

'

succeeded by a period of dryness and dereliction, during which outward troubles as well as
inward trials increased. Her father, husband, and
daughter died in quick succession her son turned
against her small-pox destroyed her beauty, and
was followed by one disease after another. But
suddenly, in 1680, her obscure night of the soul
gave place to a 'unitive' state, in which she recovered all the joy that she had lost, and experienced in addition a sense of infinite freedom a
new God-me taking the place of the old self -me.'
Tills state was entered upon under the influence of
a Barnabite monk, Francis La Combe, superior of
the Barnabite Order at Tlionon, who proved to be
her evil genius.
man of quite mediocre mental;

;

'

'

—

'

'

'

A

ity, deficient in moral sense, and of an unstable,
neurotic temperament, he yet succeeded in exercising a hypnotic influence upon her. It was during
the La Combe period that her two most original
books Avere written Les Torrents spirituels, com-

—

posed largely in a state of automatism, and Le
Moyen court et trts facile de faire oraison books
which are characterized by profound spiritual insight, but which none the less exhibit some of the
fatal weaknesses and extravagances of Quietistic
Her consciousness of an apostolic mission to
piety.
found an interior Church and inaugurate a worldwide spiritual reformation also dates from this
period.
Taking the form of a sense of spiritual
fecundity or maternity involving much suflerI
can
bring forth children only on the cross '),
ing ('
it was accompanied by certain unpleasant hysterical
and neurotic symptoms which brought constant

—

'

'

'

'

'

'

ridicule and persecution upon her.
In 1681 it seemed as if she had found her vocation
as the head of the newly-founded community of
Les Nouvelles Catholiques at Gcx an institution
for the training of the daughters of Protestants
and other converts to the Catholic faith. But the

—

work proved uncongenial, and it was not long
before she abandoned it, taking refuge with the
Ursulines of Thonon. From 1681 to 1688 her
fortunes were closely intertwined with those of La
Combe, who, in the autumn of 1687, accompanied
her to Paris, only to be arrested on his arrival by
order of the archbishop as an alleged follower of
the ill-starred Molinos. Madame Guyon herself
was arrested in the following January, but was
released after eight months, thanks to the influence

Madame de Maintenon, who was profoundly
As the protegee of
impressed by her piety.
Madame de Maintenon, she soon became a prominent figure in the inner spiritual circle of the court
of Louis XIV.
It was at this time that she first
of

met Fenelon.
Francois de Salignac de la Mothe Fenelon was
at that time a rising young ecclesiastic with a
growing reputation as a director of consciences
whose spiritual genius, religious fervour, and magnetic personality attracted the belles Avies of Paris.
He was superior of the society of Les Nouvelles
Catholiques, in which capacity he wrote his manual
De V £lducation des filles (Paris, 1687), and had
been on a six months' mission to the Protestants
of Poitou, which he conducted with characteristic
In Madame Guyon he saw not merely
tolerance.
a woman of commanding gifts, but also a saint,

his championship of her cause was wholehearted and generous. She, on her part, recognized
in him the spiritual child of her dreams, and the
extraordinary correspondence which passed between them bears Avitness to what Rufus M. Jones
describes as 'a subtle conquest,'^ designated by

and

'

Madame Guyon

herself

'

as

'

spiritual

filiation,'

and abounding on her side in neurotic features.
Fenelon Avas the cool and cautious partner in this
His pastoral instinct and
intense relationship.
1

Harvard Theological Review,
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sound sense warned him ageainst a spiritual condition wliich took its own impulses for divine
movings, and he never allowed himself to forfeit
reason or judgment in his admiration of Madame
Guyon's spiritual genius.
In 1689 Fenelon was appointed tutor to the
young duke of Burgundy, for whom he subsequently wrote Les Aventures dc THimaque (Paris,
His success as an educator of princes
1699).
brought him into high favour at court, and in
Mean1695 he was made archbishop of Cambrai.
while, in 1693-94, the storm wiiich had been
gathering round Madame Guyon broke, and involved Fenelon in a bitter and ignoble conflict
which ultimately drove him into exile. Madame
Guyon's doctrines had penetrated to Madame de
Maintenon's school at Saint Cyr, and this roused

the suspicions of Bossuet.^ He subjected her to a
stringent examination, extending over six months
and ending in her imprisonment as a heretic.
Fenelon never saw her again, and he might easily
have extricated himself from a very diflicult and
had he consented to join in signperilous position
ing her condemnation. This he refused to do a

—

refusal

which

lost

him

his

many influential friends,

Madame de Maintenon.
There ensued the stormy controversy between
Bossuet and Ftoelon which stirred all France. In
his J^tats d'oraison Bossuet had condemned pure
faith (i.e. faith without content), disinterested
Fenelon replied by
love, and the prayer of quiet.
publishing his famous Explication des maximes des
saints sur la vie int6rieure, in which he restated
Madame Guyon's fundamental convictions in a
more sober and cautious way. The book, which,
in spite of its dry, guarded, and not always lucid
manner, teaches Quietistic mysticism in an extreme and extravagant form, created intense excitement, and divided France into two opposing
camps. Bossuet attacked its author with a personal animosity which amounted to persecution,
and the court ranged itself on his side. Although
Fenelon had the support of the Jesuits and the
including

'

'

secret approval of the king's confessor, the clergy
sided solidly with Bossuet, and in the end F(^nelon
was ordered to leave Versailles and banished to
Cambrai. He appealed to Rome and, after long

and cautious Pope Innocent
impelled by urgent pressure on the pait of
the king and Bossuet, condemned as erroneous
certain propositions extracted from the Maximes.
Fenelon spent the remaining eighteen years of his
life quietly in his diocese, devoting himself to the
welfare of priests and people alike, and dying at
the age of sixty-three, greatly beloved and lamented.
Madame Guj'on sutiered successive terms of imand, after being liberated from her
firisonment,
ast prison in the Bastille in 1703, passed her
remaining years in quiet seclusion at Blois, where
she died in 1717.
Among the minor prophets of Quietism Antoinette Bourignon (1616-SU) occupies a distinctive
Born at Lille, she was, like Madame Guyon,
place.
a precocious ciiild with an abnormally developed
As a girl she wished to become
religious instinct.
a Carmelite, but was soon disillusioned regarding
cloistral religion and set her.self to find a better
way of retirement from the world. When, in 1636,
her father tried to force her into marriage, she
escaped from home in male disguise. After some
curious adventures she was brought back, but
finally fled to Mons, where she placed herself under
the protection of the archbishop, and under his
patronage made a short-lived attempt to establish
1 La
Combe, whose mind had gradually given way under imprisonment, had confessed to improper relations with Madame
Guyon, but the very careful investigations made by Bossuet
hesitation, the mild
VIII.,

and

his fellow-inquisitors could

her moral integrity.

show no ground

for questioning
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an ascetic community on primitive lines. On the
death of her father she brought a successful lawsuit against her step-mother, securing his entire
About this time she fell in
jiroperty for herself.
with a decidedly questionable admirer of mystical

Jean de Saint Saulieu, who induced her
an orphan home for girls, which she subThe
sequently placed under Augustinian rule.
experiment came to an abrupt end in 1662, when
she was accused of gross cruelty to her young
charges and had to take flight. Her enforced
wanderings took her to Mechlin, where she found
religion,
to found

her first 'spiritual child,' Christiiin de Cort, superior
of the Oratorians.
By this time she had developed

her system (if such it can be called), which embodied
the characteristic features of extreme Quietism in
a fantastically exaggerated form. As in the case

Madame Guyon, si)iritual maternity occupied
a central place in her consciousness. She was the
woman clothed with the sun,' the bride of the
Holy Ghost,' God's chosen vessel who would restore
the Gospel spirit to the world, the virgin who
would bear many sons' and found a communistic,
priestless brotherhood.
In i662 she went with de Cort to Amsterdam,
where she spent a period of happy intercourse with
the many heretics who had made that city their
Cave of Adullam. An attempt, inspired by de
Cort, to found a community house for her spiritual
children on the island of Nordstrand in the North
Frisian Sea, and the long series of difficulties and
complications to which it gave birtii, occupied the
The mad scheme involved
rest of her stormy life.
de Cort in financial difiiculties from which only a
in
death
released him, and
premature
prison
embittered her remainmg years. Her capricious,
overbearing, stingy disposition and her entire
impracticability involved her in endless legal proceedings, and finally forced her to flee once more.
A few years later a printing-press which she had
set up at Husum brought her into conflict with the
authorities and revived the flame of persecution.
For a time it seemed as if she had found a refuge
with another of her spiritual sons, the eccentric
Colonel La Coste. But a miserable quarrel led to
his formally accusing her of sorcery in 1679, and
once more she had to flee to escape arrest. She
remained in hiding until her death in the following
Her voluminous writings, which she proyear.
fessed to have 'received' inwardly by inspiration,
abound in fantastic and neurotic elements, yet she
exercised a remarkable influence over minds finer
than her OAvn, among them Comenius and Jean de
Labadie.
Indeed, her extraordinary influence
extended to almost every land and continued long
In Scotland especially she had
after her death.
so many followers among the clergy that from 1711
until recently Bourignonism was included in the
list of heresies which candidates for ordination in
the Church of Scotland were required formally to
'

'

of

'

'

'

'

'

—

—

'

'

forswear.
Among those who represented the practical and
devotional aspect of Quietism as it appealed to the
unlearned, Nicolas Herman of Lorraine (Brother
Born about
Lawrence) is the classic example.
1610, he

was

first

a soldier, then a gentleman's

servant, and finally a lay brother in a Carmelite
monastery, where he was charged with the humble
duties of the kitchen.
His Practice of the Presence
of God, as set forth in his letters, which is to-day
among the best-known devotional books, expounds
the central doctrines of Quietism with a winsome
wisdom.
simplicity and a rare degree of practical
His Maxiim give further instruction to those who
would realize the presence of God along the same
homely and wise lines. He died in 1691.
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et
doq matiqv.es pour servird Vhist. ecclisiastique,
chronoloijiques
4 vols., Paris, 1723 Actes de la condamnation des qiiiitistes (in
.

Verily upon us is the collecting and the readE.g., Ixxv. 17
ing (qur'dn) thereof ; and when we read it, follow thou the
'He who enjoined on
xxviii. 85
reading {qur'dn) thereof
Thou dost not recite any reading
thee the reading ; x. 62
thereof,' where the word qur'dn is used as the verbal noun of
the synonymous verb tald, to read.'
'

.

.

:

;

'

'

'

;

The word

normal in formation (cf. kufran,
ghufran, 7-ujhan), and is not borrowed from any
other language, though it may be an imitation of
the Hebrew miqrd, applied by the Jews to the
Bible, of which the Arabic analogue maqra' is
^
Other etymoreading.'
occasionally used for
but they
logies are collected by Suyuti (see below),
are fanciful, though it is worthy of note that a
grammarian of eminence pronounced the word
quran as though the root were qrn, to associate ;
and his interpretation collection is at least suggested by Ixxv. 17 (cited above). The word is not
used by Muslims except of their sacred book, but
Jews and Christians sometimes employ it as a

:

;

;

;

;

Segneri, Concordia tra la Fatica
.

e la

designation of their Bible. Almost as familiar is
the name Miishaf, which is said to have been
invented by the Khalifah Abu Bakr, and is evidently the Ethiopic for 'book.' The word kitclb
(Arabic for book') is often used as a name of the
Qur'an in the work itself and in the principles of

.

;

;

'

;

;

jurisprudence, but ordinarily requires some euloBoth
gistic epithet (e.g., the perspicuous book ').
this word and Qur'dn can be used of separate texts
name
The
as well as of the whole.
Mufa-ssal is
applied to the last seventh of the Qur'an, but, as
it repeatedly described itself as a book 'whose
texts are distinct' (fiissilnt), there seems no reason
^
why it should not be applied to the whole work
and indeed there are various opinions as to the
portion of which this name may be used.^ The

;

'

;

Madame

iii.

GUYON.—{a) Texts

:

CEuvres computes, iOvo\a.,

Paris, 1789-91 ; Vie de Madame Guyon icrite par elle-mime,
Lettres chritiennes et spirituelles, ed. P.
3 vols., do. 1791
Poiret, 5 vols,, do. 1768 ; Recueil de divers traitez de thMogie
Les Opuscules spirituelles, 2 vols., Cologne,
1699
do.
mystique,
1704. Qj) Monographs
J. B. Bossuet, Quakerism d la mode,
Madame
or a Hist, of Quietism, particularly that of .
her
Life, Prophecies and Visions, London,
Gicyone, containing
1698
Christoph Sonntag, Gyonismus Confutatus, Altdorf,
;

;

;

:

.

.

Francis, The Biographies of Lady Russell and
Boston, 1832 C. Hermes, Ziige aus dem Leben
der Frau von Guion, Magdeburg, 1845 T. C. Upham, Life,
Religious Opinions, and Experience of Madame de la Motte
Guyon, 2 vols.. New York, 1847 (new ed. with introd. by W. E.
Inge, London, 190.5); A. Griveau, Etude sur la condamnation
du livre des Maximes des Saints, Paris, 1878; L. Guerrier,
Madame Guyon, sa vie, sa doctrine et son injiiience, Orleans,
1881 ; H. T. Cheever, Correspondencies of Faith and Views of
Madame Guyon, New York, 1885 ; M. Masson, Finelon et

M.

L.

;

;

;

inidits (consisting
Madame Guyon :
mainly of the correspondance sicrHe between Fi'nelon and
1907
H. Delacroix,
Madame Guyon during 1688-89), Paris,
Etudes d'hist. et de psychologie du mysticistne, do. 1908 (contains
of
Madame
See
also
artt. in EBr^^^,
a masterly analysis
Guj'on).

documents nouveaux

et

;

PRE3, and CE.
—{a) Texts:
iv. F6NEL0N.

CEM^res, Saint Sulpiceed., 10 vols.,

Paris, 1852 (the best ed., containing Abb6 Gosselin's excellent
Analyse de la controverse du quidtisme). (b) Monographs:
Y. M. M. de Querboeuf, Vie (in Querboouf's ed. of Fenelon's

Works, 9 vols., Paris, 1787-92); L. F. de
F(?nelon, 4 vols, (in the Saint Sulpice ed.)

;

Bausset, Hist, de
A. Bonnel, De la

Controverse de Bossuet et de Fdnelon sur le quiitisme, Paris,
1850 J. Matter, Le Mysticisme en France au temps de Fenclon'^,
do. 1866 A. Griveau, Etude sur la condamnation du livre des
Maximes des Saints, do. 1878 L. Crousld, Finelon et Bossuet,
A. M. Ramsay, Hist, of the Life of Fitnelon,
2 vols., do. 1894
Eng. tr., London, 1897 S. H. Northcote (Viscount St. Cyras),
Frani;ois de Finelon, do. 1901 c. K. Sanders, Fcnclon, liis
Friends, and his Enemies, do. 1901 M. Masson, Finelon et
Madame Guyon : docimients nouveaux et inidits, Paris, 1907
H. Br^mond, Apologie pour Finelon, do. 1910; M. Cagnac,
Finelon : itudes critiques, do. 1909 P. A. Sanvert, Finelon :
Paul Janet, Finelon his Life and
itxide ddme, do. 1911
Works, tr. V. Leuliette, London, 1914; L. Navatel, La Confririe sicrUe du pur amour, Paris, 1914. See also artt. in
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

££rii, PRE^, and CE.
V.

ANTOINETTE Bov RIGN0N.—(Euvres,l9 vols., Amsterdam,
La Parole de Dieu, ou sa Vie intirieure (16.3!,-GS),

1679-86;

Sa Vie exterieure (1616-61), Amsterdam, 1668 P.
Poiret, Sa Vie continuie (appended to later edd. of preceding);
A. van der Linda, Antoinette Bourignon, das Licht der Well,

Jlechlin, 1663

Levden,
Qiiietist,

etymology of the name Furqan in xvii. 107, A
Qur'an, which we have divided up (faraqndhii)
that thou mightest recite it unto the people
'

;

1717

Madame Guyon,

:

MacEvsren,

Antoinette

E.

Bourignon,

HERMAN.

probably correct, this

leisurely,' is

name being

more properly applied to a book supposed to have
been revealed to Moses and Aaron, Hehrev/ p<^rdqim,
'sections'; but this particular form
a sense which
and means deliverance
i.e.

'

'

—

is
it

Syriac
some-

The Hebrew Mishnah
(Aram. Mathnitha) seems to underlie the name

times has in the Qur'an.

Mathdnl, said to be the plural of mathndt, which
appears to be used of the whole Qur'an in xxxix.
24, whereas in xv. 87 the Deity states that He has
given the Prophet seven mathdnl and the mighty

The interpretations of this passage are
very numerous and divergent, as may be seen
from Lane, p. 300. Other names are descriptive
or eulogistic e.g., 'The Guidance,' 'The Wise
Qur'an.

—

Record,' 'The Revelation.'
The chapters of the Qur'an are called by the
enigmatic name surah, plural swvar, of which no
satisfactory account has as yet been given. ^ It is
sometimes explained from the Hebrew sorah (Is
row,' order,' used in the Jewish oral tradi28^5),
tion for a row or rank of men,'* but this seems to
It is said to be used for a
violate a sound-law.
row of bricks in a Avail, in which case it is clearly
derived from siir (Heb. shfir), wall,' and its transference to the region of literature might be analogous to that of 'column.' In the Qur'an it evi'

'

'

bv .Sakhawi, Tibr Masbiik, Cairo, 1896,

1

E.g.,

2

As by Tabari, History, Ley den,

;

1895; A. R.
London, 1910.

'

'

'

'

Quiete nelV Oratione, Bologna, 1681 ; G. Burnet, Three Letters
in 1687,
concerning the Present State of Italy, written
London, 1688; F. D. Posadas, Triumphos de la Castidad
1698
C. E.
contra la Luxuria Diabolica de Molinos, Cordova,
Weismann, Memorabilia Ecclesiastica, ii., Stuttgart, 1745
Diisselvon M. de Molinos, etc.,
J. F. Beuzenberg, Machrichten
K. E. Scharling, Mystikeren M. Molinos Laercn
dorf, 1844
F. Reynier, Etude sur la
og Skjaebne, Copenhagen, 1852
doctrine de Molinos, etc., Paris, 1856; M. Menendez Pelayo,
John
Hist, de los heterodoxos Espafiolas, Madrid, 1880-82
Bigelow (the elder), Molinos the Quietist, New York, 1882
Kathleen Lyttelton, The Spiritual Guide of De Molinos,
London, 1907, Introd. See also artt. in EBr^i, PREi, and CE.
.

is

'

;

— Paul

'

:

;

MOLINOS.

:

;

'

;'

Oiuvres de J. B. Bossuet, vol. xxvii., Versailles, 1817) Gennari,
R. M. Jones, Quietism,'
Del falsa Mixticismo, Rome, 1907
Harvard Theolwiical Review, x. [1917] 1 £F. The follovvmg should
also be consulted J. D^nis, Mimoires de I'Acadthnie de Caen
H. Joly, La Psychologie des saints, Paris, 1897, Eng-.
for 1894
ExperiW. James, The Varieties of Religious
tr., London, 1S9S
'
and New York, 1902 ; J. H. Leuba, Tendances
London
ence,
fondamentales des mystiques Chretiens,' in liPh Liv. [1902] ;
E. Murisier, Les Maladies du sentiment religieux^, Paris, 1903
A. Poulain, Des Grdces d'oraison^, do. 1909 (contains an excellent bibliography); F. von Hiigel, The Mystical Element of
luminous
Religion, 2 vols., London, 190S (contains a detailed and
See also relevant sections in A. Ritschl, Gesch.
discussion).
Lehrbuch
A. Harnack,
des Pietismus, 3 vols., Bonn, 1880
der Domnengeschichte*, 3 vols., Tubingen, 1909-10, Eng. tr., 7
and E. Caird, The Evolution of
vols., 'London, 1894-99
Theology in the Greek Philosophers, 2 vols., Glasgow, 1904
(on Plotinus and the via negativa).
ii.

seems to mean 'The Lesson,'

being the abstract noun of the verb qaraa, 'to
read,' 'to recite,' occasionally employed in the

.

W.

inrj

al-Qur'an,

itself,

visionnaires, do. 1667); J. de la
his Les Imaninaires
sur le guietisme, do. 1699;
Bruy^re, Dialoqxte posthiane .
Examen
Theologice Mysticce veteris et noco!,
Jaeger,'
J.
Frankfort and Leipzig, 1708 G. Burnet, Some Letters containles

et

—

—

(Koran, Alkoran, etc.). i. Names.
this, the sacred book of the Muslims,
are reckoned at fifty-five, of which the most
familiar and the most frequently used in the book

QUR'AN

on the
Berlin, 1875 (the most valuable and authoritative study
and now
subject, containing the text of many important

S

Collected by E.
1863-93, p. 2407.
4 See J.
Lew,
1876-80.

1898,

i.

N euhebrdisches

.

.

.

p. 217.

3007.

W. Lane, Arabic-English

Lexicon, London,

Wbrterbxich, Leipzig,

QUR'AN
dently means 'homily,' 'discourse,' ami is usually
Tims
construed with tlie verh to send down.'
xxiv. styles itself 'a surah which we have sent
down and ratified and wherein we have sent
down clear signs.' Probably both sense and form
are adequately accounted for by identification
with the Syriac sbharta, 'preaching,' 'gospel,'
'message,' as in the title of Mark 'the Holy
Gospel, preaching (sbharta) of Mark,' etc. The
separate texts are called aijah (plural dy or dijdt),
often used for 'sign' or 'miracle,' and clearly
identical with the Hebrew 6th, 'sign,' 'letter,'
'miracle.'
Its sense 'letter' is perhaps retained
in the opening verses of certain surahs, where
after a series of letters of the alphabet there follow
the words, Those are the signs of the perspicuous
'

'

book,'

etc.

—

2. Contents.
Owing to the miscellaneous character of the work, which professes to contain a
detailed account of everything' (xii. Ill), the
'

rapidity of its transitions, and its interminable
repetitions, an analysis of its contents cannot
Those who furnished the chapters
easily be made.
with names called them after the first words or
letters, after some striking word or phrase occurring within the homily, or after some subject
certain
which occupied a prominent place in it.
amount of variety still exists in the naming of
particular surahs, and in earlier times there seems
In the case of surah xii.,
to have been yet more.
which is called after Joseph, very nearly the whole
homily is occupied with the story of the patriarch ;
but the second surah, which is of 286 verses, is
called after
the Cow,' described in four verses
(63-66) while surah xxvi., of 228 verses, is called
after 'the Poets,' with whom only three verses at
the end deal surah xvii. is called ' Asra after a
word occurring in the first verse, surah xxiv.
'
Light after verse 35. When a surah is called
after a particular person, it must not be inferred
that the homily deals exclusively with that person,
or even gives his history more fully than it is given
elsewhere.
The contents are mainly warnings, remonstrances, and assertions of or arguments in favour
of certain doctrines, the narrative portions being
for the purpose of enforcing morals.
These narratives are for the most part of events in the remote
but allusions to contemporary history and
past
to the Prophet's own experiences are frequent,
their purpose being to warn or to apologize.
The
two final surahs, each of a few words only, are
incantations cxi. is an imprecation on a contemporary foe, and Ixxx., Ixxxiii., and civ. are similar
in purport, though the enemy is not named.
The
warnings being mainly of future punishment, the
book abounds in realistic descriptions of both the
pains of hell and the delights of paradise.
Legislation occui)ies a very small place in the
work hence its claim to give a detailed account
of everything occasions trouble even when everything' is restricted to the region of law.' Collections of commandments are indeed to be found in
various places— e.*;., vi. 152 f. and precepts on
various subjects are scattered throughout the
work, the most detailed being probably those connected with inheritance in iv. 12-16, to which
verse 175 is a supplement, and those in xxiv. 2-9
dealing with adultery and accusations of it.
Enactments on various subjects are also to be
found in surah ii. The character of the Qur'anic

A

'

;

'

;

'

;

;

'

;

'

'

—

—

i.e.
legislation resembles rescripts (fatdwd)
answers to special questions rather than a code
and that the collection contains contradictory rulings on the S8.me subjects is admitted by jurists,
though this is variously explained. Where narratives occur in a series, there is at times an attempt

—

1

See Ghazali, Mxistasfa, Cairo, 1324,

;

ii.

256.
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at maintaining chronological order, but at other
times it is neglected.
The narratives most frequently recounted are
those connected with Noah, Abraliam, Lot, Moses,
and the otherwise unknown prophets Hud, Salih,

and Shu'aib. The story of Adam is told in ii.
vii., and xx., that of the nativity of Christ in iii.
and xix. numerous stories are told only once
e.g., that of Talut (a combination of Gideon and
Saul) in ii., that of the Queen of Saba and King
Solomon in xxvii., that of the Seven Sleepers in
xviii., which also contains a fresh story about
Moses and one about Dhu'l-Qarnain, thought to
be Alexander the Great. Of the OT prophets the
Qur'an knows Elijah and Jonah it also contains
some information about David and Job.
Of
Arabian history it knows the nameTubba'(xIiv., 1.);
the ruin of the Sabaean empire (xxxiv.) the persecutions of the Christians in the Jewish state of
S. Arabia (Ixxxv.), if the last passage is
correctly
interpreted and tlie Abyssinian attack on Meccan
be correct and the
(cv.), if the interpretation
attack historical. Of contemporary history out.

—

;

;

;

;

side Arabia, it notices the Persian invasion of the
Nearer East.

Where the same story is repeated, the various
versions at times contain fresh details thus surah
xl., 'the Believer,' is called after a believing subject of Pharaoh who delivers a monotheistic
homily, but does not figure elsewhere ; and in xi.
46 there is an account of a disobedient son of Noah
who perishes in the Flood, and who also is not
mentioned elsewhere in connexion with the
Though the story of Moses is often
patriarch.
told, his adventures in Midian are recounted only
These repeated versions, then, to
in surah xxviii.
some extent supplement one another, though they
;

cannot always be harmonized.
The tendency of the author is to prefer the
apocryphal accounts to the plainer narratives in
the canonical Scriptures, whence Solomon is represented as understanding the language of the lower
animals and having at his disposal the forces of
the mountain is said to have been raised
i\\tijinn
over the heads of the Israelites, and Jesus to have
made birds of clay and animated them.
Descriptions of the phenomena of nature are not
uncommon, though usually exceedingly brief ;
their purpose is of course not scientific, but the
;

demonstration of monotheism.
A certain amount of the matter is introspective,
taking (as usual) the form of personal addresses by
the Deity to the Prophet. The consolatory surahs
(xciv. and xciii.) are striking specimens of this
class ; Ixxiii. and Ixxiv., which contain exhortations to the Prophet, are similar ; Ixxii. describes
a personal experience which the Prophet is told to
repeat ; it is how certain of the jinn, hearing the

Three surahs
Qur'an recited, were converted.
deal with his domestic aflairs, which of course
were of importance to the whole community, and
in one of these (xxxiii.) his wives are apostrophized.
The only names of contemporaries mentioned in
the book are those of his adopted son, Zaid, and
his unbelieving uncle, Abu Lahab.
Allusions to
others occur, but reliance has to be placed on the
tradition for their identification.
Owing to the intensity of the Prophet's loves

and hates and other emotions, and the frequency
with which the expression of these takes the form
of a revelation, the Qur'an might in many parts
be described as the author's diary or commonplacebook
it records doubts felt
by himself as to
the reality of his mission and its likelihood of
;

success, critical situations at different times in his
career, what he said when they occurred, and hard

blows which he received and gave. It thus constitutes the most important set of materials for

QUR'AN
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the books of Genesis and Exodus, out of which it
reproduces numerous chapters sometimes, it is
and this
true, mixed up with Midrashic matter
reproduction is often accompanied with serious
inaccuracy, as when Moses is said to be sent to
Pharaoh, Haman, and Qarun (Corah). In both
matters its method resembles that of the NT,
where, e.g., Stephen confuses Abraham with Jacob
(Ac 7^^), and Paul uses Midrash as though it were
Scripture (1 Co 10'*), though doubtless it differs in

his biography, its utility being somewliat impaired
by the absolute want of chronological arrange-

—

which has to be conjecturally restored
chiefly on the basis of the later official biography,
which is itself largely based on the Qur'an.
of the Qur'an is
3. Sources.— That the material
in the main identical with that of 'the Former
Leaves,' i.e. the Jewish and Christian Scriptures,
ment,

;

admitted in the work itself; these 'Leaves,'
more accurately described as the Leaves of Moses
and Abraham who was faithful,' are quoted in
is

'

liii.

degree. The latter practice seems to come from
the constant association of certain comments with

37-55 for a variety of matters.

The first, that 110 burdened soul shall bear the burdens of
another and that there is nothing accounted to a man save
what he has wrought,' comes from Ezk IH'-^" verse 45, 'and
that he causeth to die and maketh alive' is from 1 S 26, which
is followed by a clause cited with fair accuracy in verse 49 as
He enrioheth and causeth to possess.' Further, verses 63 and
54 refer to Genesis, where the destruction of the 'people of
Noah' and of the 'overturned cities' is described. Verse 50,
'that He is the Lord of Sirius,' may be identified with Job 99,
the name of the star being altered for the rhyme.
'

;

'

narratives of the destruction of the tribes

_The

'

"Ad and Thamud, also quoted from these Leaves,'
are certainly not to be found in the Christian
Scriptures but this is not a serious inaccuracy.
'The Law' [Taurdt) is quoted in verse 49 for the
rule, soul for soul, and eye for eye, and nose for
the
nose, and ear for ear and tooth for tooth
reference is to Ex 2P^^-, where, however, 'hand'
and 'foot' are found instead of 'nose' and 'ear.'
The Psalms (Zubilr) are quoted in xxi. 105
;

'

'

;

:

We have

Record

written in the Psalms after the
servants shall inherit the earth.'
'

:

My pious

The

'

reference is to Ps 37^, but the phrase, after
The Mishnah of
the Record,' is most obscure.
Sanhedr'in, iv. 5, is cited in v. 35
On account of this we have written for the Children of Israel
:

'

that whosoever slays a soul save for a soul or for mischief in
the land, it is as though he had slain all mankind and whosoever saves one, it is as though he had saved all mankind.'
;

The exceptions are not found in the text of the
Mishnah, but otherwise the citation is accurate.
A somewhat vaguer reference to the Law and the
Gospel is in xlviii. 29
That is their likeness in the Law and their likeness in the
:

'

Gospel : like the seed which putteth forth its stalk, then
strengtheneth it and it groweth stout, and riseth upon its stem,
rejoicing the husbandman.'

to the Gospel appears to be to Mk
perhaps that to the Law is to Ps 72i6.
These are probably the only actual quotations ;
reproduction of matter or of phrases occurring in
the OT, the NT, the Tahnud, or the NT Apocrypha
is found throughout the Qur'an, and this is at times
sufficiently close to render the term 'quotation'
not inappropriate.

The reference
426-29

.

'

Noticeable cases are vii. 39
Nor shall they enter Paradise
'
until the camel passeth through the eye of the needle (lit 192J)
'The day whereon we shall roll up the heaven as the
xxi. 104
'
scribe (?) rolleth up the book (Is 34^) ; xxviii. 76
We gave him
[Corah] treasures of which the keys would weigh down a comThe keys of the
pany of strong men (B. Pesahim, 119a
treasures of Corah were a burden for three hundred white
mules ') xxxi. 26 'If all the trees that are upon the earth were
to become pens, and if God should after that swell the sea into
seven seas [of ink], His words would not be exhausted (Midrash
If all the seas were ink, and the thickets pens,
Rabbdh, Ca 1:

;

:

'

:

'

'

:

:

;

'

'

:

the heavens and the earth scrolls, and
would not suffice to write the Law ').

all

mankind

scribes, they

From

these quotations and borrowings it would
not be permissible to infer that the author of the
Qur'an had direct access to the Bible, Apocrypha,
and Talmud still less would it be permissible to
infer from their inaccuracies that he had no such
access ; for the limits to inaccuracy in quotation
cannot be fixed, and even in our own time, when
numerous appliances make the verification of
quotations exceedingly easy, we find experts in
Homer confusing Andromache with Penelope, etc.,
and Biblical experts confusing Joseph with Daniel,
;

etc.

When

verification

was a cumbrous

process,

the standard of accuracy was far lower. Now,
the Qur'an exhibits intimate acquaintance with

the text, and has its parallel in professedly scientific works of our own time, where, e.g., the statements of the Homeric poems are mixed up with
inferences drawn from them by later authors.
The most natural conclusion would be that the
Prophet had at some time studied those two books
(Genesis and Exodus) with the aids current among
the Jews, and had afterwards reproduced his information without verifying his references. His
acquaintance with other parts of the OT is much
slighter, yet he displays some with the books of
Judges, Samuel, and Kings. In these cases, too,
Midrash is mixed up with Biblical matter, and the
attempt to reproduce the story of the scene between
David and Nathan (xxxviii. 20-23) suggests that
he had known the story at one time, but had afterwards forgotten its context and many important
details.

Of the NT he clearly knows far less, the only
personages belonging to it whose names he mentions being Zacharias, Yahya (John the Baptist),
Maryam (the Virgin), 'Isa (Jesus), and the angel
Gabriel.
Maryam is the daughter of 'Imran
(Amram), and the sister of Harun (Aaron). His
Gospel of the Nativity (in surahs iii. and xix.) is
similar to what is found in the Protevangeliutn
Jacobi Minoris, but contains certain details drawn
from other sources one of these, that the Virgin
supported herself on a palm-tree during her throes,
is clearly traceable to the Greek myth of Leto.
The employment of the title Word (kalimah) for
Christ must go back to the Fourth Gospel.
The difficulty of assuming that the Biblical
matter of the Qur'an was got at first hand from
books lies in the fact that there is no evidence of
any parts of the Bible having been translated into
even the tradition that
Arabic before Islam
Khadijah's relative Waraqah translated a Gospel
is obscure, and may mean merely that he copied it
—and none of the Prophet having studied any
language but his own, coupled with the circumstance that both the proper names and the names
of religious technicalities in the Qur'an belong to
some four different languages. Thus Jahannum
(Gehenna) is Hebrew, Nuh (Noah) Syriac, Alyas
(Elias) and Yunus (Jonas) Greek, Shaitan (Satan)
Of the form used for Jesus no satisfacEthiopic.
tory explanation has as yet been given. The
assertions made by the Meccans, viz. that the
Prophet had gone to school (vi. 105), that he had
assistants (xxv. 5), or one foreign teacher (xvi. 103),
and that his helpers dictated to him morning and
night, though probably containing some truth,
fail to account for all the facts.
curious Hebraism is to be found in the name
'

'

;

'

'

—

A

for Christians,

Ansdr, explained (with reference to
name in the Qur'an is Ethiopic)

the apostles, whose

God ; this is evidently the Hebrew
'Nazarenes,' which, however, might be
rendered 'protectors'; the Arabic sense 'helpers'
The name for the Law,' Taurat, is
is very close.
also Hebrew ; probably it should have been pronounced (as it is written) Torah. That for the
Gospel, Ingil, is near, but not quite identical with,
the Ethiopic Wangcl that for the Psalms, Zubur,
appears to be derived by popular etymology from

as

'

Helpers of

'

Nos<^rim,,

'

;

QUR'AN

cited against his assertions but imnieniurial practice.
Although the language of the Qur'an must repre-

Names which seem to be
Biblical but cannot be identified with certainty
are those of the prophets Idris, Dhu'1-Kill, and
Dhu'1-Niin. The subject from wliich surah v.,
'
said to be the latest, derives its name, the Table,'
appears to exhibit a strange conflation of diflerent
matter; the apostles (v. 112) ask'Isa to pray that
a table be sent down to them from heaven, and he,
after rebuking them, prays that it may be sent
down to be a festival to the first and to the last
The basis of
of us' and the prayer is answered.
'
the table of the
this appears to be the phrase
Lord,' in 1 Co 10-' ; but there seems also to be an
allusion to Christ's feeding of the multitude and
to the vision of Peter (Ac lO""'*'). The extent to
which the Prophet's memory and imagination, or
the peculiarities of his informants, gave ri.se to
these and similar statements will never be accurthe Syriac Mazmure.

main that which was current in Meccah
was composed, and to the creation of that
idiom many persons must have contributed, it is
in)j)robable that the Prophet had in the language
of Ids country any literary model to which he was

sent in the

when

;

appears in surah iii. Certain lost works appear
to have contained matter which resembles what
is found in the Qur'an ; e.g., the HepioSoi tQv'Atto(ttSXuv, excerpted by Photius, had the statement
that not Christ but another had been crucified,
which is near the Qur'anio doctrine (iv. 150), in
which the Jews are charged with falsely asserting
that they had killed Christ, whereas this had
happened only in semblance.
Of matter that is not Biblical but is obtained
from Christians, the story of the Seven Sleepers {q.v. )
and probably that of Dhu'l-Qarnain are examples ;
that of the adventures of Moses with a person
called by the Muslims al-Khidr is said to have a
similar origin.
Of acquaintance with any foreign
literature other than that belonging to these communities there appears to be no certain trace,
though there are references to the Magians, whose
literature is known, and the Sabians, who are still

'

'

'

When we read, The whole doctrine of
the Qurdn concerning Iblis and the genii, or Satans
of the Qurdn, has been borrowed for the most part
from the Magi of Persia,' ' it is hard to see how
For the data of the Qur'anic
this can be proved.
that Adam was created from
story are Biblical
earth is known from Gn 2'', and that the ministers
are of flaming fire is known from Ps 104^ ; that the
words, 'Let all the angels of God worship him'
(Ps 96'' LXX), were said on Adam's entry into the
world is known to the author of the Epistle to the
The doctrine that fire is more
Hebrews (1^).
honourable than earth, whence Satan's refusal to
carry out this order is intelligible, and made the
ground of it, is an Aristotelian commonplace.
What we have then is a Midrash worked up in
Qur'anic style, precisely as the story of Abraham
and his father's idols (xxi. 52-71) is worked up
from the material preserved in Genesis Rabbdh, 38.
That there was no native literature in the possession of the Arabs to whom the Qur'an addresses
itself is stated so frequently and emphatically that
we are compelled to believe it.
'

;

'

Passages of this type are xlvi. 3: 'Bring me a 'book before
Lxviii. 37
monument of knowledge, if ye speak true'
'

this or a

;

:

We have not
Have j-e a book wherein ye study ?
xxxiv. 43
given them any books to study nor sent them any one to warn
them before thee'; xxxv. 38: 'Have ye given them [i.e. the
'

:

;

deities]. a book, wliercin they have proofs?'; xxxiL 2:
'That thou mayest warn people to whom no wamer came
before'; xxxvii. 156: 'Have ye any clear authority? Then
Are they in posIii. 41
bring your iDook, if ye speak true
session of secrets and do they write?' Ixii. 2 'He it is who
hath sent among the illiterates a messenger of themselves to
read unto them His signs.'

pagan

'

'

:

;

;

He does,
indebted for either form or matter.
indeed, know of the existence of poets, Avho roam
in every valley and say what they do not do'
(xxvi. 225), and was himself charged with being
jinn-ridden poet, though he asserts that God had
not taught him poetry ; but it is evident, both
from wliat the Qur'an says on the sulnect of these
persons and from what it puts into the mouth of
the Prophet's adversaries, that they were not
writers of authority who aspired to become
national classics.
According to Tabari,' certain Arabs in the
Prophet's time possessed the book of Luqman,
some of whose sayings are reported in surah xxxi.
In the later literature he figures as a writer of
fables and is often quoted for maxims ; yet it is
doubtful whether anything was known about him
except from the passage in the Qur'an. The story
of Tliamud and their prophet Salih is located in
N. Arabia, and the name of the tribe is attested
by classical geography ; the rock tombs were mistaken by its author for houses ; thesource of the
story is unknown, as is that of 'Ad and their
prophet Hud. Tabari derives this tribe from the
son of the Biblical Uz, also located in Arabia.
The name seems to be the Biblical word for
eternity,' and to be about as historical as Cadmus.
The phraseology and to some extent the statements
of the Qur'an are often illustrated from
preIslamic poetry ; and some of this came to be recognized as classical at any rate in the early
These poets, unlike those of
Abbasid period.
other communities, seem to be entirely ignorant
of their national or tribal religions, whence it has
been suggested that they were all Christians
There appears, however, to be no possible method
of reconciling their existence with the statements
of the Qur'an cited above ; for, even if these had
been shameless falsehoods, the work should have
protluced some argument or reason for ignoring
the poets' words, which [e.g., the Muallaqah of
Zuhair) contained moral precepts and at times
accounts of the very matters narrated in the Qur'an
{e.g., the poems of Umayyah b. Abi Salt).
The source of every statement or expression in
the Qur'an cannot of course be traced, and there is
no reason for denying its author considerable
The requirements of the rhyme must
originality.
of themselves have led to the invention of new
phrases, and even of historical details— eg'., the
location of the call of Moses in 'the holy vale
Tuwa' (Ixxix. 16), and of the meeting between
Moses and the sorcerers 'at midday' (xx. 61).
The same consideration perhaps dictated the specification of the tree Zaqqum as the food of the
ti.

ately determined. Had we not the Protevancfelium,
we might have attributed to him the confusion
between Samuel and the Virgin Mary which

'

it

'

'

a puzzle.

541

:

Clearly, then, the Prophet had not, like the
Christian missionaries among the pagan Greeks,
to overthrow the authority of books which served
to maintain an older system ; nothing could be
1 E. il.
Wherry, A Comprehensive Commentary on the Qurdn,
London, 1882-86, i. 301.

!

'

'

damned, which seems to have provoked criticism
at Meccah (xvii. 62), and the description of Pharaoh
as 'the man of the stakes' [dhu'l-autdd [xxxviii.
a
11, Ixxxix. 9]), though this may conceivably be
misunderstanding of the Greek word avdddris.
Originality is doubtless displayed in the descriptions of hell and paradise, though in these some
details are traceable to the Johannine Apocalypse.
The claim to speak by inspiration and not as the
result of study is in itself not different from that
obtain their
urged by other poets, who professedly
information from the Muse, etc. It may have been
taken too literally by the Prophet's opponents, and
be withdrawn, it had
consequently, as it could not
to be maintained as a fact.
1 i.

1208.
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4. Original theory of revelation.— The Qur'an is,
on the one hand, something -written, on the other,
something read or recited. The written document,
however, is in heaven.
It Is an honourable Qur'an in a hidden book which shall not
be touched save by the cleansed (Ivi. 76)
'

'

;

and
'

somewhat elucidated by another passage

this is

:

a record on honourable, cleansed, exalted leaves in the
bands of honourable, pure scribes (Ixxx. 11-14).
It

is

'

The

'

cleansed leaves containing permanent writings,' which are recited by an Apostle from God
and
(xcviii. 2), are thus thought of as in heaven
in vi. 7 the
book is clearly distinguished from
such as are on ordinary materials
Had we sent down unto thee a book written on parchment,
'

'

;

'

'

:

'

and they had touched it with their hands, the infidels had surely
"This is nought but plain sorcerj'."'

said

:

Since in

142 it is stated that the Deity wrote
for Moses on the Tables a homiletic and
encyclopaedic work similar in character to the Qur'an,
which is itself said to be on 'a guarded table'
(Ixxxv. 22), it would seem that revelation means
the mental perusal by the Prophet of the divine
book which is in heaven, whose contents he communicates to his countrymen. And indeed the
Jews are spoken of as those who read the Book
before thee,' whom the Prophet is to consult, if he
has any doubt about his revelations (x. 94). It is
suggested that the language of the divine original
is heavenly (xliii. 2f.), which is then translated
into Arabic so as to be intelligible.
Of the divine
language it is probable that the letters prefixed to
some of the surahs are specimens. This theory
accounts in part for the fact that so many of the
surahs are repetitions of the same matter ; the
reproduction by the Prophet of the portions of the
divine book which he was privileged to
peruse
would not necessarily be verbally coincident. The
book is brought down by 'the Faithful Spirit'
(xxvi. 193), called Gabriel (ii. 91), to the Prophet's
heart, while it is also in the books of the ancients
(xxvi. 197), and in the breasts of those to whom
knowledge has been given (xxix. 48), i.e. learned
Israelites (xxvi. 197).
For even the reduction of
the Law of Moses to parchment is supposed to be
an innovation (vi. 91), its proper seat being the
memory of the rabbis (v. 48). It might have been
revealed in a foreign tongue (xxvi. 198, xli. 44),
but this would have involved various objections.
Apostles are sent speaking the language of their
own people only (xiv. 4) hence the notion of
reproducing the contents of a concealed book has a
tendency to give way to that of bearing a message,
which the messenger would naturally
express in
his own words.
There does not appear to be any reference in
the Qur'an to any but oral communication of its
contents.
The passage cited above from vi. 7
plainly indicates that it was not produced on
parchment and similarly in xvii. 95 the Meccans
ask for a book to be brought down from heaven
'which they can read themselves.' The texts are
recited either by the Prophet or by his followers
(xxii. 71) ; there is little suggestion that the one
or tlie other employed a written
coi)y, though
perhaps vi. 146, 'I find not in what has been
revealed to me save
,' might be interpreted of
a search through MSS. Hence, when the Qur'an
it
rather
the general sense
quotes itself,
quotes
than the exact words of the passages
E.g., iv. 139: 'He hath sent down unto you in the Book
that when ye hear the Signs of God denied and
mocked, ye
shall not sit with them until they discuss another
topic' The
When thou seest those who discuss our
passage cited is vi. 67
Signs, then leave them alone until they discuss another topic,
vii.

'

;

;

.

.

.

:

this case has for its equivalent
to cause to be
forgotten (ii. 100).
The tradition at times agrees with the Qur'an in
this matter, as where the Prophet is made to
confess that he has forgotten a text which is
'

'

to him, the genuineness of which he
acknowledges,! or to explain differences between
the forms in which the same text is current
by the
theory that the Qur'an had been revealed in seven
different forms.^ At other times it assumes that
some one or other wrote down the texts as soon as
they were delivered and kept a copy so Zaid b.
Thabit was summoned by the Prophet to write
down a text which had been revealed (iv. 97), and
brought a shoulder-blade for the purpose presently
some one complained that the verse was hard upon
him, and some additional words were revealed
Certain verses were lost
meeting the case.^
because 'A'ishah kept the scroll which contained
them under the Prophet's bed, and let it be wormeaten during his illness.^ Long lists were given of
people who 'copied down the revelations.'
On the whole, the phenomena displayed by the
Qur'an itself render it difficult to suppose that it
was committed to writing in the Prophet's time,
though its character was greatly changed by the
transference of Islam from Meccah to Medinah.
The claim to uniformity and consistency which it
urges is more intelligible if it is thought of as a
lecturer's treatment of a subject than if it is
regarded as a permanent document ; the repetitions
of the same narratives with
insignificant variations
are natural in the former case, almost unthinkable
to the extent to which
they are found in the
Qur'an in the latter.
But, if any revelation
became fixed in writing, the need for having the

recited

;

;

whole so fixed would speedily make

assertions that the statements of the Qur'an
were absolutely consistent with one another and
with the earlier Scriptures, which were reasonable enough when men were concerned with the
general sense of Avhat had been uttered, assumed a
very different character when, by being connnitted
to some writing material, they became
definitely
fixed.

When an official copy had been circulated to the
exclusion of others, a theory of verbal and even
literal inspiration began to be evolved, and ultimately became dominant, though loose citation is
sometimes found where we should least expect it
thus Bukhari ^ says that the text, except that
ye
knit a relationship between me and jou,' was
but
the
commentators
revealed,
acknowledge that
they cannot find it, and suppose the words to be a
of
xlii.
22
save
love
of my kin.' Ibn
paraphrase
Masud (t 32), when ordered to alter his copy in
accordance with the official text, declared that he
had heard seventy surahs from the lips of the
Prophet, and could not adopt these alterations ^
readings of his were employed as late as 322 A.H.,
when their use was forbidden on pain of execution,''
and the books which contained them were burned.^
These variants consisted mainly in the substitution
of synonyms for the words of the text.
Hence
grammarians began to cite 'God who is exalted'
for grammatical forms and rhetorical ornaments.
A Masorah arose which counted not only chapters
and verses but words and letters (the various
computations are given by Suyuti, § 19). A pious
woman never spoke except from the Qur'an for
;

'

'

:

;

forty years, for fear of uttering
1

'

:

and

if

Satan cause thee to forget, then

sit

not with the ungodly

people.'

Where obliteration of texts is mentioned, the
reference is to alterations made by the Deity in
the divine original (xiii. 39, xlii. 23) ; to erase in

itself felt.

The
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In the early days of Islam inaccurate citation was
for a time at least; a Kharijite woman
declared that the ignorance of God's book displayed
by Umayyad governors had led her to revolt.'
Fragments which, whether by the Prophet or not,
were not included in the official Qur'an were here
and there preserved as having once belonged to it
and, when a reader made a spurious addition to
a surah, it was not always easy to detect its
inferiority to the genuine matter." Stories are
told of lengthy interpolations by ministers in
public worship who desired to further their own
ends,^ and of others which were harmless supplements to the texts.* See, further, ait. Inspiration (Muslim).
The order of
5. Chronology and arrangement.
the sRrahs (114 in number) is evidently according
to length, but this is far from strict, and early
traditions suggest that certain surahs were grouped
together owing to their reaching a certain length,
but that their order within those groups was

copied the leaves into his edition, he mis.sed a verse
(xxxiii. 23) which he had heard the Prophet
recite
finally he found it in the possession of
Khuzaimah, the Ansari, whose evidence was worth
that of two men.
The persons who produced these stories had to

haphazard.

which suggests that the Prophet arranged the
texts is viii. 67, which restricts the promise of
verse 66, that 100 Muslims should overcome 1000
unbelievers, to a promise that they should overcome 200, prefixing to the reduction the words,

common

;

—

In the Miisnad^ we read: 'Said Ibn 'Abbas: I said to
'Uthman What induced you to take the Surah Anfal (viii.)
which is one of the MathanI [silraks of less than 100 verses ?]
and the Surah Bara'ah (ix.) which is one of the hundreds
[surahs of between 100 and 200 verses?], and write them, not
"
writing between the two the words In the Name of God," etc.,
and to place them among the seven long Surahs ? He said As
time passed numerous Surahs were revealed to the Prophet
when something was revealed to him, he used to summon
one of his scribes and bid him place it in the Surah
wherein such and such matters are mentioned when a group
of texts was revealed, he used to say. Place these texts in the
Surah wherein such and such matters are mentioned and he
would say the same when a single text was revealed. Now the
Surah Anfal was one of the first of the Medinese Surahs,
whereas the Surah Bara'ah was one of the last Surahs of the
Qur an but it resembled the other in matter, so we supposed
that it belonged to it, and the Prophet died without distinctly
asserting that it belonged thereto. This was the reason for our
:

:

:

;

;

;

procedure.'

In the same work ^ we are told that al-^arith b.
Khazamah brought 'Umar the last two verses of
surah ix. 'Umar recognized them as having been
;

uttered by the Prophet had there been three, he
added, he would have made of them a separate
surah as there were only two, he bade al-yarith
find a suitable place for theii insertion ; he accordingly placed them at the end of surah ix.
These traditions indicate that both the second
and the third Khalifahs had a hand in the arrangement of the Qur'an, though in the main the arrangement was the Prophet's and it is noticeable that
'Uthman, who, according to the most familiar
tradition, is responsible for the circulation of a
uniform copy and the destruction of all others, in
a saying put by Tabari into the mouth of one of
his murderers,^ was the first whose hand wrote
the Mufassal, implying that his edition was the
first written edition.
Usually the collecting of the
Qur'an is placed in the reign of the first Khalifah,
whose scruples were overcome by the fear that the
book might be lost if the readers should perish in
the wars; and indeed it was asserted that parts
actually perished with some of the martyrs of
Yemamah ; » but admirers of 'Ali declared that he,
noticing the bewilderment that arose after the
death of the Prophet, immediately made a copy of
the Qur'an from memory in three days and this,
wanting some leaves, was said to be still in existence in the 4th century.* If there were any truth
in this story, the copy should have wanted those
verses which the person— Zaid ibn Thabit— who is
said to have edited the
ordinary text found with
difficulty; so, according to Bukhari,'* when he
;

;

;

;

1
•i

*
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;

account for a fact which is generally acknowledged, viz. that the surahs often contain matter

which belongs to very different periods, coupled
with the assumption that single texts or small
If, e.g.,
groups of texts were often revealed.
ix. 85 was a .special revelation for the instruction
of 'Umar,^ whereas ix. 1-10 was delivered on a
different occasion to 'All,'' how came these various
texts and groups of texts to form one unit called a
surah ? In the Musnad the location is said to have
been dictated in most cases by the Prophet and
the tradition admits tliat the surahs had as yet
neither names nor numbers, so that they could
only be distinguished as containing such and such
matter.' Perhaps the only passage in the Qur'an
;

'

Now God has lightened your burden, knowing
that there is weakness in you,' where the word
'now' indicates that an interval has passed
between the two promises. But the suspicion lies
near that this reducing verse is not from the
Prophet himself, but from some later annotator.
Ordinarily, where one statement corrects another,
thev are widely apart. So in viii. 9 the fighters at
Baar are promised a reinforcement of 1000 angels
but in iii. 120 f. the number is increased to 3000 or
even 5000, though the occasion on which the
piomise was made is the same, and tlie same
'

;

comment

is

added on both

(viii.

10

and

iii.

122).

It could scarcely have been the Prophet's intention
to let both reports of his oracle remain.
Hence it is more usual to suppose that the
surahs, where they are evidently collections of
matter belonging to ditterent times, represent the
results of private effort, and the process called
'
'
collecting the Qur'an probably refers to this preliminary putting together of revelations delivered

by the Prophet.

According to the tradition, as
early as the battle of Uhud (A.H. 3) .special honours
were assigned to those who had collecteil the
Qur'an, and in proportion to the amount which
they had collected one Mujammi', son of I.Iarithah,
who figures in some incidents of the Prophet's
biography, got his name from his carrjing out
this process;^ the name of the fir.st person Avho
in Yemen is recorded *
collected the Qur'an
and we are told that 47 men of one tribe, who had
collected the Qur'an, were killed on one ijjorning.^
Four persons are mentioned in the tradition as
having collected the Qur'an in the Prophet's time.®
Where, then, the same verses with slight differences are found in different siiraJis, the Prophet
may be repeating himself, or the repetition may be
due to our having the matter in the collections of
;

'

'

;

different persons.
Say, O ye that have judaized, if ye profess
God out of all mankmd, then desire death
ye speak true. But never will they desire it owing to their
previous handiwork, 'and God knoweth concerning the wronfrdoers,' with ii. 88 f.
Say, if the last world be yours exclusively
out of all mankind wMh God, then desire death if ye speak true.
But never will they desire it owingto their previous handiwork,
and God knoweth concerning the wrong-doers.'
'

Of., e.g., Ixii. 6f.:

that ye are friends of
if

:

is hard to say whether this represents two
reports of the same message to the Jews, ](Ut
together by different collectors, or two messages
delivered by the Prophet at different times, with a
^ n. i. 151.
1
3Iwnad, i. 16.

It

3
4

Ibn Hisham, ed. F. Wiistenfeld, Gottingen, ISCO, p. 358.
«
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very slight diiference in the wording. And similar
cases are frequent, notably the statements about
the miracles in the wilderness, the entry into the
Holy Land, and the transformation into apes of
Israelites who broke the Sabbath, Avhich occur in
vii. 160, 161, 162,

166 and

54-57, 61, though these

ii.

surahs are supposed to have been delivered respectively in

Meccah and Medinah.

To some extent, then, the surahs present phenomena analogous to those of the Gospels; i.e., the
same matter

repeatedly produced Avith variation
in the arrangement and in the expression, or even in
the senye ; it is difficult to think of these as reports
of different matter ; they are much more like
reports of the same discourses with the variations
is

inseparable from oral tradition.

An example
may be"taken from
"
"
"

98

:

O ye

'

and obey "and "hear" and "unzurna," it would have been
better for them and more correct.' In ii. 87 it is said of the
When we took their covenant and raised above
Israelites that
them the mountain, " Take what we have given you with power,
and hear," they said, " We hear and disobey."
Now, the Arabic woids quoted, of which one is
approved and the other disapproved, appear to be
synonymous, and in tlie later' literature are both
in common use the phrases we hear and obey
'

'

'

;

we hear and disobey
phrase hear, not made to
and

'

'

'

are contradictory
hear,' for

which

'

the
hear
;

'

offered as the correct equivalent, is unintelligible.
iv. all three are offered as examples of

is

In surah

improper expressions used by the Jews with malein surah ii. the phrase
volent intent
we hear
'

;

and disobey

'

recorded as the defiant reply of the
Israelites to the commandments delivered from
Sinai, whereas unzurna is stated to be the proper
substitute for the improper rd'ind, while the
improper substitute for hear is not recorded. In
V. 45 we have another version of the commencement of iv. 48
is

'

'

:

'

Among those that judaize are hearers of falsehood, hearers
of other people who have not come to thee, who corrupt the
phrase from its location.'

The account which seems

to agree best with the
have the inaccurate records in
of
the
same sayings put
places
together by different persons long after they were

facts is that Ave

these various

when the circumstances of the original
delivery had been forgotten. Hence the charge of
corrupting the phrase from its location in one
surah is thought to refer to the conduct of the
ancient Israelites, in another to the Prophet's
Israelitish contemporaries, in a third to incorrect
reporters of the Prophet's sayings, to whose testimony the Israelites of his time attached value.
Thus the questions of chronology, arrangement,
and genuineness are inextricably connected, and
any attempt at arranging the surahs in chronological order is impeded by the fact that the
surahs are themselves largely agglomerations,
delivered,

'

'

while the probability
mitted to writing till
reproduced had been
the genuineness; and
ness of texts are not

Muhammadan

that much was not comlong after the texts to be

uttered necessarily affects

doubts about the genuinealtogether wanting in the

chronicles.

According to Tabari,i when Abii Bakr after the Prophet's
death recited iii. 138, where the possibility of Muhammad's
death is mentioned, the people did not seem to know that
this text had been revealed to the Prophet until Abu Bakr
recited it.' When this verse and another in which Muhammad's
death is distinctly foretold (xxxix. 31) were repeated on this
occasion, according to another account,^ certain persons swore
that they had not till then been aware of their existence.
The atithenticity of the two final surahs was
denied by some persons. European critics have
'

naturally
1 i.

fewer
1816.

scruples

than
2

been condemned. Certain passages very clearly
belong to definite epochs in the Prophet's biograpliy, for the order of which the work of Ibn
Ishaq is generally trusted, though its authority
was clearly not established in the 2nd century.
Thus the authoritative Shafi'i ^ places the Kaid of

Dhat al-Riqa", which was the occasion of iv. 103 f.,
after the Battle of the Trench, whereas in the
narrative of Ibn Ishaq the raid Avas in the year
The number of
4, and the battle in the year 5.
texts that can be dated by these considerations
is comparatively small ; for a great
many comthe
mentaries, or special Avorks dealing with
occasions of revelation,' invent cheap fictions to
Avhich no importance should be attached.
The
editions of the Qur'an regularly divide the surahs
into Meccan and Medlnese, but it is admitted
'

'

that believe, say
"
In iv. 48 there
not ra'ina but saj' unzurna and hear."
'
are such as corrupt
is the following :
Among those that judaize
" We hear and
from
and
:
its
location
the phrase
say
disobey,"
and "hear, not made to hear," and "ra'ina," twisting their
" \Ve hear
tongues and attacking the religion. Had they said :
ii.

obelizing verses, but, since these interpolations, if
there be any, must belong to a period which is
very imperfectly known, not many verses have

Muslims about

Tabarl,

i.

1819.

that some Meccan surahs are interpolated Avith
Medlnese matter. It is generally held that there
are in the main three periods one in which the
:

productions were ejaculatory and tentative, represented chiefly by the short surahs toAvards the end,
some of Avhich, hoAvever, are very clearly fragments one in which they Avere homiletic and
narrative to this class the greater number of the
longer Meccan surahs belong and one in which
they Avere journalistic and legislative this is the
period of the Medinese surahs. About the first
and last verses Ave have guesses recorded by Suyuti ;
the first Avas either xcvi. 1 or Ixxiv. 1 ; the last
;

—

—

;

was iv. 175, ii. 278, or ii. 281, etc.
The Fihrist gives a chronological order of the
Meccan sura/is and another of the Medinese, in
both cases ostensibly foUoAving authorities of the
1st cent.
one which difiers in numerous points is
given by Suyuti, p. 21 f. The Fihrist also recorded
the order in Avhich they were arranged in the copies
of Ibn Mas'ud, Ubayy b. Kab, and "All but the
last is lost in the MSS used by the editors.
In a
story told by Tabari^ of the year 35 "Uthman himself is made to refer to the Qur'an according to the
numbering in Ibn Mas'ud's copy, in which the
surah of Yunus Avas the seventh. The author
of the Fihrist states that he himself had seen many
copies Avhich professed to give the recension of Ibn
Mas'ud, of which no tAvo agreed, while all differed
from the authority Avhom he quotes for the order.
His chronological list reverses ordinary notions
in making surahs xcix., Ixxvi., xiii., and others
Medinese, since in both style and subject they
seem clearly to belong to the Meccan period.
Thus surah xiii. assumes that * those Avho have
knowledge of the Book' {i.e. the Jcavs) side Avith
the Prophet against those who deny his mission,
and that he is undergoing persecution which Avill
be settled either by the fulfilment of God's
promise or by his death conditions which suit the
Meccan period but had been changed Avhen the
Prophet Avas installed in Medinah. If these lists
have the antiquity Avhich is assigned them, they
indicate that the early Muslims took no interest
in the matter, and that no tradition of the occasions on Avhich the surahs were first delivered Avas
;

—

—

preserved.

The attempts made by Europeans to fix the
chronology of the surahs are not likely to be more
successful than those made by native critics.
Thus, in Rodwell's translation, which is chronologically arranged, surah xvi. is numbered 73 and
surah v'i. is numbered 89 yet in xvi. 119 there is
a reference to that Avliich we naiTated to thee
If the surahs are capable
before,' viz. in vi. 147
of being dated, vi. must be earlier than xvi.
on
the other hand, vi. 119 states that God has already
;

'

!

;

'

1
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explained to you what food he h<as made unlawful
for you,' and, thou<;h this may be a reference to
vi. 146,
yet, since the list there begins with the
words, Say I find in that which has been revealed
unto me nothing forbidden save,' etc., the reference
to xvi. 116 seems the more natural for, if the reference be to ii. 168, then we have a worse anachronism,
since there will be a reference to a Medinese
surah in two Meccan surahs
Dating by the supposed development of the Prophet's psychology is
nor does it
naturally an unscientific proceeding
seem possible to obtain any help from the development of his knowledge thus A. Sprenger ^ asserts
that about the year 617 the Prophet learned that
the stories about Hud and Salih were apocryphal,
and in consequence was careful to make no further
allusion to them.
In fact he alludes to them in
surah ix. (71) according to the tradition, the last
surah but one, or the last, in the Qur'an.
The meaning of
6. The miracle of the Qur'an.
the miraculous nature ascribed to the book has
been the subject of much discussion, and the
treatises in which it is explained are not very conIn xxix. 47-50 the miracle seems to be
vincing.
explained as the sudden acquisition by the Prophet
of the ability to read and write ; and somewhat
the same is suggested in xlii. 52. More often it is
interpreted as its claim to produce accounts of
events which could have been revealed to the
Prophet only by supernatural means, these being
'the contents of the former Leaves' (xx. 133).
Why it should be lawful to identify the Qur'anic
narratives with these, but impious to call them
the Stories or Writings of the Ancients,' is not
known. If these 'Leaves' were no longer in
existence and the Prophet had no teacher, his
'

:

;

I

;

;

—

—

'

knowledge of their contents, which was attested
by the learned, could have been acquired only
and there is nothing improbable
supernaturally
in the Prophet's supposing these Leaves to have
;

'

'

perished, since in the 4th Islamic cent, at a public
discussion in Baghdad both the Christian and the

Muslim assume that the Greek classics had all
perished and only survived in Syriac translations.
Hence the reader is frequently reminded
in the Qur'an that the Prophet, though he is able
to report an event, was not present on the occasion ;

he was not with Joseph's brethren when they conhe was
spired, yet he knows about it (xii. 103)
not present when lots were drawn for the guardianand much the
ship of the Virgin Mary (iii. 39)
same is said with reference to the Deluge (xi. 51),
the adventures of Moses (xxviii. 44-46), and the
dialogue at the Resurrection (xxxviii. 69 fF.). It
does not appear that the Prophet's contemporaries
were much impressed by this reasoning
they
supposed that he had been primed (vi. 105, xliv. 13)
and were even prepared to name his mentor or
mentors. What is most interesting to us in these
passages is the implication that the Biblical narra;

;

;

tives Avere quite unknown in Meccah before the
Prophet told them. More importance might reasonably be attached to the prophecies of future events
the defeat of the Jews (iii. 107 f.), the recovery of

—

the Nearer East by the Byzantines from the Persian
conquerors (xxx. 1-4), to which Gibbon attached
some importance, and the continuance of the
bickerings betM'een the Christian sects until the
Resurrection (v. 17), a prophecy which thirteen
centuries have not falsified. These passages occupy
so small a space in the book that they can
scarcely
Hence it is usual
give a character to the whole.
to fall back on the literary
style, and this, it may
be supposed, is meant where the opponent is challenged to produce ten surahs (xi. 16) or one surah
(X. 39, ii. 21) or any talk (Iii. 34; cf. xxv. 35)
1 Das Leben und die
Lekre des Mohammed, Berlin, 1861-65,
in. xxiii.
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wiiich could rival it, and is assured that the united
ellorts of mankind and jiiin would fail in such
an endeavour (xvii. 90). This doubtless limits the
effectiveness of the miracle in the first place to
Aral)8 and in the second to experts in style ; but it
is pointed out that in most matters the majority
are laity who have to be guided by experts. Hence
works are composed by rhetorical experts who show
how everything in the book is expressed in the
best possible way ; the recently published firdz,

by the Zaidi Khallfah Yahya b. I^amzah (i 749
A.H. 3 vols., Cairo, 1914), proceeds on those lines,
and discovers unsuspected beauties e.g., in the
phrase and thou didst thy doing which thou didst'

—

;

'

(xxvi. 18).

Possibly these expressions of self-approbation in
the Qur'an do not dilier much from those employed
by other Oriental authors and at times by Europeans. What we learn from its statements is that
the Meccans in general found it intolerable, and

demanded a 'reading' of another kind (x. 16);
and even in the late Medinah period (ix. 66, 125)
there Avere Muslims who, to the Prophet's extreme

annoyance, ridiculed the revelations. A curious
metliod of dealing with the miracle is that ascribed
to a Mu'tazil doctor, who supposed it to lie in the
failure of the Arab poets and orators to take up
the challenge of the Qur'an and produce a x'wdX
if in spite of
their number and
performance
ability they abstained, they must have been .supernaturally prevented. It is urged against this view
that, were it coiTect, the miracle would be not the
but it rests besides on preQur'an's, but God's
misses of very doubtful validity one, that there
were at the time numerous poets and orators, and
a second, that the challenge was not taken up.
Indeed, it seems certain that a rival Qur'an was
produced by the pretender Maslamah or Musailimah and Palgrave ' asserts that much of it was
preserved in Yemamah as late as the 19th century.
The claims of this work as against the Qur'an
were settled by the sword, "rhe challenge has
probably been taken up at various times and
indeed the Qur'an comes near admitting this for
its own time (vi. 93)
notably by the famous
Abu'l-'Ala of Ma'arrah (t 449), of whose Fu.sul wasome
the work
fragments are preserved
GhuyCit
itself was destroyed from pious motives, though
one person thought that it should have been
allowed to exist as a monument of failure.' The
eminent vizier Ibn 'Abbad was not displeased when
told that his own compositions were equal to the
*
and we casually hear of boolcs written
Qur'an
by professing Muslims in which the defects of the
Qur'an were pointed out; one Ibn Abi'l-Baghl,
who aspired to the vizierate in the 4th cent., is
credited with a work of the kind."
The magical use of the Qur'an appears to have
begun at an early time ; the practice of opening it
for sortes is mentioned in the year 33," and has
been common ever since ; and rules for this employment of the work are found in some MSS.
Certain passages are written on amulets, and the
water in which some have been washed is thought
to be a preservative or cure.
The style of the Qur'an is
7. Literary form.
twice described in the work itself by the word
tartU, the purpose of this artifice being to fix it
in the Prophet's memory (xxv. 34)
the sense of
the word is not exactly knoAvn, but it is likely to
refer to the rhyme, the existence of which cannot
be denied, being indeed demonstrated by the variation in the order of the names Musa and Harun,
of which the former as the more eminent should
;

—

;

;

—

—

;

;

—

;

1

2
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properly have the first place. But it is said to be
impi-oper to apply to this style the ordinary name
for rhymed prose, sif, which, according to a tradition, was said by the Prophet to be characteristic
of paganism.
Oracles that are supposed to have
been delivered by pagan wizards {kdhins) are,
indeed, in a style that differs from that of the
Qur'an by the regularity of the rhyme these are
most probably all spurious, as are other monuments
of pre- Islamic Arabic prose in the later literature
this style was popular especially for orations and
official letters, the unit of the rhyme being usually
a couplet, sometimes extended to a triplet, whereas
in the sermon style the rhyme has a tendency to
be maintained throughout the discourse, perhaps
in imitation of the Qur'an. Judged by these performances, the rhyme of the Qur'an is illiterate,
but such a view is naturally regarded as impious,
and it is thought better to regard it as inimitable.
In the Meccan period the Prophet was regarded as
;

;

a poet by his countrymen, and this title might
well be earned by the early ejaculatory surahs ; it
is, however, repudiated with vehemence in the
Qur'an, partly perhaps because the poets were
thought to be inspired hj jinn. Where, therefore,
texts of the Qur'an admit of scansion according to
one or other of the recognized metres, this is not
supposed to be intentional ; and there is nowhere
sufficient of a series to make the word 'metre'
applicable, though surah xciv. almost fulfils the
conditions.

Certain surahs contain besides special artifices ;
thus in Iv. the texts are followed for the most part
by the refrain, Which then of the bounties of
your Lord will ye twain deny?' which may be
compared with the refrain in the Song of the Three
Holy Children and that in Ps 136. In xxxvii.
after the story of each prophet the words Peace
upon Ibrahim,' etc., follow, either the sentence or
the name of the Prophet being accommodated to
the rhyme.
The tendency of the earlier surahs is to employ
'

'

short sentences, whereas rhythms more accommodated to prose prevail in the later parts of the
work. It is noticeable that neither the antithetic
method which is characteristic of Hebrew poetry
nor the counting of syllables which is usual in
Syriac forms an element in the style of the Qur'an.
The language claims to be perspicuous Arabic, and
is often called to the clearness of the
This does not exclude the employment of
phrases which require explanation about a dozen
times some phrase is employed followed by the
formula, What is there to tell thee what it is ?
Though extreme orthodoxy denies the existence
of foreign words in the Qur'an, it is generally
recognized that its style admits not only foreign
proper names, but a considerable number of words
borrowed from other languages
a meritorious
collection of these is to be found in the work
of Suyuti,^ which, however, contains many inadmissible statements.
Many words are evidently
of Persian, Ethiopic, Syriac, Hebrew, Greek, and
Latin origin but it is impossible for us to discover
whether they were introduced by the Prophet or
were already familiar. Some of the foreign usages
can more easily be distinguished and located "by
European than by native critics e.g., the employment of fath in the sense 'judgment' (Ethiopic),
fatara for 'create' (the same), ya66ar, 'mighty'
(Hebrew as applied to God), etc., where the Arabic
language offers possible interpretations.
No sooner was the Qur'an
8. Place in Islam.
published than it became the basis of education,
being studied immediately after the acquisition of
the alphabet
so the first Umayyad Khalifah,
Mu'awiyah, when he appointed a man governor of

attention
texts.

;

'

'

;

;

—

—

;

1

Itqdn flxdum al-Qur'cm,

§ 38.

'

Ta'if,

said,

He

is

in

his

ABC

when made

'

;

'
^
Men
governor of Meccah, He is in the Qur'an.'
were chastised by the Khalifah Walid I. for not
Public
and
read
it.*
private worship conhaving
sisted largely in the repetition of portions of it
verses employed by the Prophet himself for this
purpose are specified in traditions collected in the
M'usnad.^ After the Prophet's death it became
the primary source of law, for in his own time it
was liable to abrogation or addition, whence in
V. 48-55 Jews and Christians who require their
causes judged are referred to the Law and the
The difficulties of using the work comGospel.
piled by 'Uthraan for this purpose were very great,
too great for the ingenuity of the
not
though
;

who began to arise in Medinah shortly
after the Prophet's death. The difficulty of teaching the Qur'an to foreign converts is said to have
given rise to the study of Arabic grammar, for
which of course it supplies an absolutely firm
jurists,

foundation. Orthodox theologians, arguing from
certain statements in it, declare that it contains
all possible knowledge.
If Fakhr al-Din al-Razi
(t 606) could find 10,000 problems suggested by the
Fdtihah (introductory surah of seven short verses),
'
it should be possible to discover
a detailed account
of everything in it by the use of suitable methods.
Citation of and reference to the Qur'an are
exceedingly common in Muslim works, whether
grave or gay. When the composition of State
documents fell into the hands of non-Muslim
secretaries, these persons were compelled by the
needs of their profession to acquire a competent
knowledge of the book, though the strict interpretation of a verse cited above,
None save the
cleansed shall touch it,' is thought to render such
study highly improper ; and anecdotes are recorded
of divine favour shown to grammarians who had
refused to teach Jews or Christians their subject
because of the necessary reference to Qur'anic
It is not easy, however, to reconcile with
usage.
this theory the doctrine that the unbeliever should
be converted by the miracle of the Qur'an ; the
doctrine has to give way to the theory, so that
those who raid the lands of unbelievers are forbidden to carry the Qur'an with them lest it fall
Translation of the book was
into infidel hands.
certainly not contemplated by the Prophet ; the
rhyme obviously constitutes a great difficulty, and
the initial letters of some surahs an even greater
'

'

one ; Muslim sentiment has ordinarily been against
attempts at translation even where the language
of the version is one of those habitually and mainly
used by Muslims still such attempts have been
made, though nothing resembling an 'authorized
version appears to exist in any Muslim language.
The Muslim notion of the sacred book as the
main authority on law, the chief source of grammar,
and the unapproachalDle model of eloquence not
;

'

infrequently caiises Muhammadan writers to misunderstand the place assigned to the Bible in
Christian communities ; on the other hand, there
seems little doubt that this theory has influenced
the Jews and Christians who are resident in

Muslim

countries.
Interpretation. The sacred book gave rise to
a great variety of studies, partly grammatical,
partly exegetical ; and the names of the autiiors
who distinguished themselves in those lines with
their works occupy some eleven pages of the
Fihrist (28-39), though that work was composed

—

9.

near the

end of the 4th century.

Muhammadan

Although

learning attaches the very greatest
importance to what is orally handed down, there is
reason for tiiinking that the students had little
to utilize besides the consonantal text fixed by
1

3
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at a time vlien the Arabic script left
mucli ambiguity certain peculiarities may therefore be due to misreading of this text e.g., the

'Uthman

—

;

form

Yahya

for

Ynhanan

(John),

Taghut

for

Where
Ta'uth, and even Sim'aib for Hobab.
either the words or the allusions oHer difficulties,
it does not appear that tiiore was any trustworthy
tradition which the interpreters could employ
e.g., in vii. 174, when the Prophet is bidden tell
the history of a man to whom we vouchsafed our
signs, and who departed from them,' some suppose
the person meant to be Balaam, others the Prophet's
Salt a third sugcontemporary Umayyah b.
!iestii)n is that he was 'tlie Monk,' i.e. a resident
in Medinah who was unable to accept the mission
In xvi. 49 there occurs a phrase
of the Projjhet.
of which the meaning is said to have been unknown
to 'Umar, and very unconvincing exjjlanations of
it are given.
On the whole it may be said that
the tradition furnished no help that is of value
for the explanation of hard passages, though the
Prophet's biography, where it is independent of the
Quran, furnishes some.
As Islam developed sects, the dogma of the
infallibility of the sacred book was common to all
hence the champions of those sects were compelled
and
to show that it supported their opinions
sectarian commentaries arose, of which not many
specimens survived the establishment of Ash'arite
The popularity of the Kasshdf of
orthodoxy.
Zamakhshari (t 538), in which Mu'tazilite opinions
are boldly maintained, is surprising, and must be
due to its author's fame as a grammarian and lexicographer. That unorthodox opinions are not
always easy to reconcile with the text may be
;

'

AM

;

;

;

comment

on iv. 51 :
by his
Verily God forgiveth not association witli Himself, but
forgiveth wiiat is less than that to whom He will,'
illustrated
'

which he says means
God forg-ive'th not to
repent, but He forgiveth
if he do repent.'
'

:

Yet perhaps the orthodox commentaries have at
times to resort to equally drastic expedients. The
most popular of the latter, the Madlim nl4anzU
of Baidawi (f 691), is largely copied from Zamakhshari's work, and, though its author's object was
to refute the unorthodox passages, he has taken
For European
over not a few unthinkingly.
scholars neither of these works has the interest of
the much earlier commentary of the historian
Tabari (t 310), which is swollen to gigantic proportions by the chains of authorities quoted for each
gloss even so, it is said, it is an abridgment of a
work three times the size, but it appears to give a
complete record of the Qur'anic interpretation
current in its author's time. Hence it is of great
value for tracing the sources of statements found
in later works, from which the chains of authorities are omitted.
Great praise is bestowed by
Sprenger on the commentary of Tha'labi (t 427),
which is as yet unpublished and even greater is
bestowed on that by his pupil Wahidi (t 487) in
the account of this person given by Yaqut (v. 101),
v\'ho asserts that its merit was universally acknowledged.
jVIystical and devotional commen;

;

taries were produced by Sufis, whose interpretations
naturally wander far from the obvious sense of the
passages.
commentary of this kind is that
ascribed to Ibn 'Arabi.
D. S. Margoliouth.
^Ve have
10. Editions and various readings.
seen that the inspired oracles delivered by the
Prophet in some circumstances of his life were not
The Prophet
generally committed to writing.
had himself given orders not to hasten with the
before
its
was
decided
Qur'an
(xx. 113),
inspiration
and intimated that its collection, reading, and
were
lawful
to
him
(Ixxv. 16 f.).
interpretation
only

—

Our knowledge of how
into tlie form in which

it

was

collected and put

we read

it is

commonly

derived from writers belonging to the 'Abbasid
period, or approximately to the 9th Christian
century. The necessity for a reasoned history of
the (Qur'an does not seem to have been felt very
acutely under the Umayyad and the Pious
what occasioned the appearance of
Khalifahs
some critical works on this subject w as the era of
religious controversies which animated the learned
At the end of
circles of the city of the Khalifate.
the 8th cent. Timothy, Nestorian patriarch residing in Baghdad, had a public discussion before the
Khalifah Mahdl and the Muslim theologians of
his time
Abu Noh, secretary to the governor of
Mosul, was writing about the same time a refutation of the Qur'an in his native town (c. A.D. 820).
;

;

Al-Kindi was completing his famous Apology of
Tne.se
Christianity at the court of Ma'niun.
public discussions and apologies, winch contain
severe criticisms of the Qur'an, had the salutary
eflect of inducing the Muslim theologians to define
their positions with regard to their scriptures.
The method of reasoning from data furnished
by authors living more than two hundred years
after the events is somewhat precarious, and
indeed there are scholars who would give but little
credence to their stories. In view of this sceptical
attitude of outsiders, great care is taken by the
Muslim authors to authenticate their statements,
by a chain of uninterrupted links of oral traditionists going back to the first years of the Ilijrah
frequently also there is reference to some accounts
of men living at the end of the 1st Islamic cent.,
who in their turn had heard them from companions
of the Prophet
but, as these intermediary traditionists have written nothing which has come
down to us, it is practically with men of the 9th
cent, and even of a later date that we generally
work.
These oral compilations afford for our
investigations a field extending from the lifetime
of the Prophet to A.D. 705, or roughly from A.H.
1 to 86.
According to their attribution of the
Collection (Jam) of the Qur'an (1) to the lifetime
of the Prophet, (2) to the time of the Pious
Khalifahs, (3) to the time of the Umayyad Khalifah
'Abdul-Malik and his lieutenant yajjaj, these oral
;

;

He

whom He will association, unless he
whom He will what is less than that,

A
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traditions will be classed in three groups.
If any Quranic verses were written

in the
Prophet's lifetime, they must have been written by
secretaries and amanuenses. From ditlerent sources
combined the number of these amaiuienses totals
of
forty, but it is very doubtful Avhether many
them did really help the Prophet in his literary
The longest list is given by Ibn al-Ath!r,^
task.
Dyarbakri," Nawawi,^ and Tabari.^
Ibn Sad'' enumerates ten dillerent persons who
had collected the Qur'an in the time of the Prophet.
Bukhari reduces this number to four the Fihrist
^
gives seven,
fabari counts also four persons as
''

'^

;

having accomplished this task, but, as their names
sometimes considerably in the various lists,
we may perhaps be justified in saying that nothing
was known with certainty at the time of the above
Some of them indeed report otlier oral
writers.

difi'er

traditions to the eflect that it was 'Uthman, the
third Klialifah, who collected the Qur'an under the
Khalifate of 'Umar ^ or that its collection in suhiifs
is due to 'Umar himself.^"
Suyiiti" lias gathered
a considerable number of such traditions, two of
which have appealed to the critics of last century
;

1
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reported by Bukhari and then
They
reproduced by many subsequent writers.
state that Zaid ibn thabit, one of the amanuenses
the
of
collection
of the Prophet, undertook the
Qur'an at the request of the first and third
Khalifahs, and that he made two recensions of it,
^

tiiey are those first

under Abu Bakr
having been palm-branches, white stones, bones,
and memory of men the second recension, which
took place under the Khalifate of 'Uthman, would

his sources for the first recension
;

be an official revision of the previous one, its
primary object having apparently been to put an
end to the discrepancies about the Book as the
Jews and the Christians have.' His work finished,
the Khalifah found himself powerful enough to
destroy or burn everything else from the Qur'an
to
(found) in the form of salfifah or mushaf
circulate his version, he sent to every country' a
mushaf of what Zaid had transcribed. Nothing is
said about what happened to the direct witnesses
of the revelation the white stones, bones, and
palm-branches but in the absence of better data
the story is generally accepted as true by all
Avriters belonging to a period later than the 9th
cent., and is quoted in our days almost in every
composition referring to the sacred book of Islam.
The plausibility of the account is brooded over by
some subsequent writers, who put the following
'

'

;

'

—

;

accusation into the

enemies

mouth

of the third Khalifah's

:

The Qur'an was in many books, and thou discreditedst them
but one,' 2 and he tore up the Book.' 3
would be unsafe, however, to believe that this
For
tradition can account for all the difficulties.
instance, there are numerous verses which refer to
the Qur'an as kitdb not only in the sense of a
'
'
Avritten thing,' but also in the sense of a real
'

;

And He will give thee.' Mostly, however, these
synonyms or of one or two added or eliminated words, such as saying for order (xix. 65), they will
become cloven for they will burst asunder (xix. 92), people
were disputing' for 'disputed' (xix. 35).
Mas'ud reads,

'

variants consist of

'

'

It

book' (xlvi. 11, Ixviii. 37, etc.). These verses, if
not interpolated, can hardly be explained if the
sources for the first edition of Zaid were only
palm-leaves, white stones, memory of men, bones,
and such things.
An attempt to produce an official edition of the
Qur'an is also attributed to the Umayyad Khalifah
"Abdul-Malik and his lieutenant $ajjaj.
They
are said to have written copies of the Qur'an and

them to different provinces, as the third
Khalifah had done before them.* Some historians
tell also that they proscribed various readings
v/hich were used in their time.^ Others go even

sent

them the final collection of
the Qur'an,® and some put in the mouth of the
Khalifah the important saying,
I fear death in the month of Ramadan — in it I was born, in
so far as to ascribe to

'

was weaned,

Qur'dna), and in

in it
it I

/ have

collected the

Qur'an {jama'tul

was elected Khalifah.' 7

a well-known fact that the Shi" ah writers
accuse them of the elimination of many verses.
After A.H. 86 the process of collecting the
Qur'an came to an end, and, so far as we are
aware, there are no historical data after this
It is

period for its further standardization and theretore it is highly probable that the text with which
we are familiar is the very text sanctioned by its
qiirrd (reciters and readers) of the end of the 1st
Islamic cent., and officially recognized by the
third Khalifah.
Besides the official copy of the State, traces are
found of the recensions made by other collectors of
the Qur'an, and the Muslim traditionists have preserved the names of some of them. Three deserve
Ubayy b. Ka'b, 'Ali b. Abi
special mention
;

:

1 iii.

392.

2

Tabari,

i.

6, 2952.

3 Jh.

ii.

1,

51G.

Ibn Dukmfilc, Inti^dr, Cairo, A.H. 1309, iv. 72-74 'Askalani,
Raf, in Ki'ndi," Wtddt, London, 1912, p. 315.
5 Ibn
Ibn Khallikan, Vies des hommes
al-Athir, iv. 463
illustres de I'islamisme, ed. McQ. de Slane, Paris, 1842, i. 183.
6
Al-Kindi, Apology, p. 77, ed. W. Muir, London, 1887.
7 Barhebrajus, Chron. Ai-ah., Beirut, 1890, p. 194.
4

;

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

Some

Shi'ah books give examples of wonderful
and their authors state that the
words that they have added had been purposely
deleted from the official text, but there is reason
to believe that most of them are the outcome of
interpolations,

'

all

it I

Talib, and 'Abdallah b. Mas' ud. The two firs;t are
believed by all the best and earliest authorities
quoted above to have even collected their Qur'ans
in the lifetime of the Prophet, but, as the Sultans
and their officials had proscribed their copies,
sometimes under pain of death, the author of the
Fihrist^ was unable to find a single one for
jjurposes of comparison, and he contents himself
with reporting the saying of Fadl b. Shadhiln that
some of his friends had seen a copy of Ubayy's
recension, the order of which he gives on p. 26
the order followed by Ibn Mas'ud is also exhibited
on the authority of the same man.
As to the
nature of their wording we are somewhat more
fortunate, since the commentators have recorded
it Avhenever it was known in their time.
Zamakhshari is in this respect the best source of information.
Some words are so different that we are
entitled to believe that at least a few of them come
from a source completely foreign to that of the
official text.
In xix.!67 the official text has, 'I shall come forth'; but

which cannot seriously

political intrigues

affect

the early edition. One of the best works on this
theme is the Kdfi of Abu Ja'far-al-Kulini (f A.H.
328), which was lithographed in Persia in A.H.
From a MS in the John Rylands Library
1281.
we extract the following example (fol. 161)
And if ye are in doubt of what we have revealed unto our
:

'

servant, concerning 'All, then bring a Surah like

The same author says that some of

'

it

(ii.

21).

these interpola-

tions were found in the Qur'ans used in the time
of Imam Rida (t A.H. 203)
his contention is set
forth in such an emphatic manner that we are
obliged to believe him. The end of v. 11 and the
beginning of v. 12 of surah xlii. were, according to
him [ib.), as follows :
'A great thing to the idolaters is that which thou callest
;

them

to,

More

Muhammad,

concerning the authority

of Ali.'

the attempt of contemporary
scholars who have called attention to some interP. Casanova polations, political or religious.
has gathered several of them.
The variants of the official text itself are of two
kinds. Some are due to the defective character of
the Arabic script, which has many letters distinguishable from one another only by an extraneous
dot put over or under them. Since the ancient
Qur'anic MSS were undotted, qurrd of one
country often read words with letters different
from those adopted by qurrd of another country.
second series of variants consists mainly of the
addition or omission of one or two consonants,
such as the copulative particle wdio and the
feminine t. Many books have been written to
collect these various readings, the handiest being
the Mulcni of Dani (A.D. 1052). Even in the 12th
Christian cent. Zamakhshari tells us that there
were copies which occasionally added complete
words to the standard text.
serious

is

A

In xix. 19 some copies which he used added ' he ordered me,'
in xx. 15 some others added, How can I show it to vou
(the hour)?'
'

and

Our knoAvledge

of these variants is derived excluthe commentators and some works
hoc by Muslim theologians. There are

sively from

written

ad

;

1

p. 27.

2

Mohammed

et

la Jin

compl(5mentaires,' p. 146

du monde,
f.

'

Paris, 1911-14,

ii.

Notes

QUR'AN
in imlilie libraries of

Europe many Qur'anic

MSS

antiquity, tlie oldest dating probably from
the 2nd Islamic cent., but, ajiart from some
anomalies of spelling due to the rudimentary character of the early Arabic orthography, no real
variant can be detected in them. This conclusion
of

liij^li

borne out by Noldeke, who examined some such
the present writer, who for the
purpose of this article consulted three of them
preserved in the John Ilylands liibrarj'. To our
knowledge, therefore, the only extant MS which
offers slight variations is a palimpsest in the
its underscript
possession of Mrs. A. S. Lewis
contains scraps of Qur'ans written by difierent
hands, and its variants consist of the addition or
omission of a few consonants which, however, do
not injure the general meaning, although in two
cases it has words completely foreign to tiiose of
the otticial copy there are sufficient grounds for
stating that some of these scraps belonged to those
earlj- Qur'anic copies of Medinah, Kufah, and
Damascus, which, according to Dani and other
writers, exhibited such variants.
II. External evidence for the existence of the
Qur'an.— If we mistake not, there is no mention
of the Qur'an in any Christian book till the end of
the 8th century.
The date of the Christian
sources corresponds approximately with the first
curious
written records of the Muslim world.
fact is that the Christians of the beginning of
Islam did not call the Muhammadans by the words
Muslims or 5anifites,' which refer to a religious
belief, but simply applied to them the adjectives
Hagarians,' Ishmaelites,' and Tayyaye,' which
denote their ethnological origins rather than their
Numerous writers seriously
religious system.
believed that these Hagarians had come not so
much to spread a new religion as to conquer new
towns. The Muslims were helped in their conquests by many Christian Arabs, such as the
pov.erful tribes of Banu Taghlib, 'Akul, Tanukh,
and Tau', whose evangelization goes back to the
4th century. .John of Phenek ^ expressly states
about A.D. 690 that among the first Arab conquerors there were many Christians, some Monois

MSS, and by

;

;

A

'

'

'

'

'

'

physites and Melchites, and some Nestorians.
The anonymous historian printed by (iuidi ^
gives Muhammad in the second half of the 7th
cent, as a mere general professing the old Abrahamic faith preserved in the town of ]\Iadian
(Medinah), named after the fourth son of Abraham
from Keturali. John of Phenek ^attributes to him
certain practices deviating in some points from
the customs of the Old Covenant, but the word
mr('<hilmanftfha which he uses suggests that in his
time and to his knowledge there was nothing yet
committed to writing among the Muslims. This
view of a political rather than doctrinal character
of the Prophet's teaching is generally followed
by
all early Christians.
Joannes Damascenus, writing
at a later date, is more preci.se.
not
Although
mentioning any sacred book, he refers to some
Quranic doctrines and expre.sses his opinion about
Muhammad as follows
:

'

Down

to the time of Heraclius (the Ishmaelites) worshipped
idols
from this time to our days a pseudo-prophet has risen to
Ihem, named JilafieS, who through colloquies with an Arian
nionlc had access to the Old and New Testaments, and founded
a special sect.'^
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the TArah, for which Muhammad's oracles show
a marked predilection, was familiar to the Arab
conquerors present in the discussion but, on the
other hand, it is certain that no Islamic book was
mentioned in the course of the colloquy. This public
discussion, the Syriac text of which lias been published by F. Nau in JA vi. [1915] 248, is recorded
^
by the historians Michel and Barhebraeus.^ The
Qur'anic dogma which denies sufferings to Christ
frequently helped the Nestorians against the
Jacobites.
So we are told in the letters of the
patriarch Isho Yabh of about a.d. 647.' John of
Phenek* informs us that the Arabs had a special
order from the one who was their leader in favour
of the Christian people and the monks.' This would
scarcely tend to corroborate ix. 31, 34, but it is in
liarmony with v. 85.
The iirst mention of the Qur'an by Christian
writers is closely as.sociated with tJie stoiy of the
monk Sergius Bblra ('the esteemed') which was
current in Christian circles about the middle of
the 8th cent., or some hundred years after the
death of the Prophet. It is told in a modified
form so persistently by Eastern and Western
writers, and by Muslim traditionists themselves,
that one is tempted to believe that it may contain
some vague elements of truth.
The legend tells that an excommunicated monk
called Sergius helped Muhammad in his literary,
political, and religious career, and that after his
death his role of mentor was taken up by a Jewish
rabbi called Kab. According to Joannes Damas;

'

More probcenus,^ Sergius was an Arian monk.
able is the opinion held by all the Eastern and
many Western historians that he belonged to the
Nestorian conmiunity. The main sources of criticism are the Arabic Apolo(iy of al-Kindi (c. A.D.
820) and the Syriac text printed by W. Gottheil
in ZA xiii. tf. (1898 ff.), which here and there contains elements dating from the same period.
Some
scholars of our day have even gone so far as to
assert that the story of Sergius is necessary for the
right understanding of the Qur'an."
To Sergius are attributed, in their hypothesis,
the very numerous passages worded in tlie following manner
'But if God bring thee back to a company of them, and they
ask thee leave to go forth, sa3', " You shall never go forth with
:

me "

'

(ix. 84).

In this sentence the subject of the imperative
otherwise instead of
say can hardly be God
the word God' we should have had the pronoun
'
I.'
Until the story of Sergius is more surely
established, nothing definite can be made of these
surmises.
The Muslim traditionists have as
usual modified proper names foreign to them so
instead of mar Yahb they read the uncommon
Murhib and instead of naming Sergius they
generally adopted for his proper name the Syi"iac
word Bliira, which means 'the esteemed,' and
which is applied by the Sj'rians to every monk as
a title. The ISIusIim traditions bearing on the
subject have been gathered by Sprenger and
Noldeke,'' and the Byzantine sources have been
'

'

;

;

;

analyzed by Nau.*
12. Translations.

—The

;

From a discussion which took place in Syria on
Sunday, 9th May, A.D. 639, between "Amr the
amir and John I. the Monophysite patriarch of
Antioch, it would seem that the teaching of the
Qur'an on the matter of heritages, the denial of the
divinity and death of Christ, and on the subject of
'

1

'

pp.
3

Sources syriaques, ed. A. Mingana, Leipzig, 1908, i. 146 f.
Chron. Min.
Corp. Script. Chr. Orient, iv., Paris, 1903,

m

30, 38.

Loc.

cit.

4

PQ xciv.

764.

'

'

'

Qur'an has been trans-

lated into many European languages, but, as its
miracle lies in its style, it is doubtful whether
any of these translations can satisfy all the
exigencies of a Semitic language exhibiting
the phenomenon of rhymed prose (saj"). The
Oriental images coloured by the tints of local
Chron., ed. J. B. Chabot, Paris, 1890-1906, ii. 431.
Chron. EccL, ed. J. T. Lamy, Louvain, 1872-77, i. 275.
Christ. Orient. Lxlv. [1904] 97, 2.51.
Corp. ScrM.
'
* ^--oc- ci<.
4 Loc. cit.
SNau, Expansion nestorienne, Paris, 1914, p. 214 f., and
1

2

S

vi. [1915] 248.
7
xii. [1858] 238, 699.
8
nestorienne, p.

ZDMG

Expansion

214 f.
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are also to be counted among the many
which the translator has to meet, not
to speak of the play on words, or intended catchwords of which only the original Arabic can give a
true idea.
The first translations came into existence immediately after the period of the Crusades, when

topics

difficulties

Western" people became

more acquainted with

Petrus Venerabilis,
abbot of Clugny, the Qur'an was rendered into
Latin by Robert of Retina and Hermann of
Dalmatia in 1143, and published in Basel in 1543
by T. Bibliander. A better translation is that of
An Arabic-Latin Qur'an
L. Maracci ( Padua, 1698).
was published (Leipzig, 1768) by J. F. Froriep.
The first French translation is apparently that
Better translations
of A. du Ryer (Paris, 1647).
are those by M. Savary (do. 1783), M. Kasimirski
(do. 1840), and G. Pauthier (do. 1852).
The first English translation is the extremely
bad one made from du Ryer's version by A. Ross
much better, but somewhat para(1648-88).
phrastic, translation is that of G. Sale (London,
J. M. Rodwell's version of 1861 marks the
1734).
first attempt to arrange the surahs chronologically
the translation of E. H. Palmer {SBE vi., ix.,
Oxford, 1880-82) is more literal.
The earliest Italian version seems to be that
made from the Latin of Bibliander by A. Arrivarecent and much better
bene (Venice, 1547).
version is that by A. Fracassi (Milan, 1914).

At the

Islam.

initiative of

A

;

A

The first German translations were made from
better
the Latin, the Italian, and the English.
translation is that of G. Wahl (Halle, 1828), which
is a revision of that by F. E. Boysen (do. 1773).
more recent version is that of L. UUmann

A

A

(Bielefeld, 1853).
There are also several

of which,

it

A

is>aid,

Dutch versions, the best
is that by H. Keijzer (Haarlem,

Russian version appeared at Petrograd
Tornberg undertook in 1876 a translation into Swedish.
All the above translations are by European
Some Muslims have in the last few
Christians.
years tried to render their Scriptures into English ;
1860).
in 1776.

the

J.

translation

by

Khan

(London, 1905) and that by Mirza AbdulFazl (Allahabad, 1911) deserve special mention.
The editor of the Islamic Review has announced a

new

is protesting
translation, but al-Mandr
against such an enterprise. Possibly it is of this
it
is
translation, comprising,
said, 30 volumes,
that the first instalment appeared in 1916.
cannot know the precise year in which the
Qur'an began to be translated into Oriental
languages. The public libraries of Europe contain
many MSS showing translations of the Qur'an
into Persian and Turkish.
These versions do not
seem to go back much before the era of the lirst
Latin translations. There is reason to believe
that a translation into Persian was in existence in
the 13th century. The oldest
to our knowledge which contains a translation into old Turki
is found in the John Rylands Library
a beautiful
MS of several volumes. The old Turki version
which it contains may possibly date from the 14th
contains the Arabic text with an
century. The
interlinear translation into Persian and Eastern
Turkish, but the translation ditiers sometimes
from the text (so the Arabic text of the MS in iii.
116 has and if it befall them,' while both Persian
and Turki translations have and if it befall you ').
There are many modern translations into Persian
the edition of Calcutta (A.D. 1831) and that of Delhi
(1315 A.H.) seem to have widest circulation. Apparently the Turkish Government did not encourage
the translation of the Qur'an into Osmanli Turkish,
and it was only after the proclamation of the socalled Constitution in 1908 that a certain Ibrahim
Hilrai could in 1912 print his version at ConstantiIt is said that the most used translation
nople.
into Urdu is that by Wall Ullah (Delhi, 1790).
learn from the Moslem World ^ that a Christian
missionary, W. Goldsack, had in 1908 undertaken
a translation into Bengali.
^

We

MS

—

MS

'

'

;

We

—

A bibliography of works which had appeared
Europe bearing on the Qur'an was publislied by V. Chauvin,
Bibliographie des ouvrages arabes, vol. x., 'Le Coran et la
Tradition,' Li^ge, 1907. Of native works, Jalal al-Din-Suyuti
(t 911 A.U.), Itqan fi 'ulum al-Qur'an, first printed Calcutta,
A.D. 1857, is the most complete.
A. MiNGANA.
liiTERATURE.

in

Muhammad Abdul Hakim
-

1

xvii. 794.

2 V.
[1915] 258.
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RABBINISM.— See Judaism.
RACE. —

I.

Race-feeling and ethnology.^The

Avord 'race' is used in ditl'erent senses by men of
The scientilic ethnoscience and ordinary people.
logist is concerned to find some precise, objective
classification of mankind, and he employs the
word race to denote the particular ditterentia by
'

'

As he classifies principally by
physiological factors, such as shapes and proportions of skulls, degrees of pigmentation, facial
angles, cross-sections of the hair, and so on, he
groups the human species into corresponding
races
dolichocephalic and
brachycephalic,
brunette and blonde, prognathous and orthowhich he

'

'

classifies.

—

gnathous, round-haired and

elliptical-hfiired.

This

physiological classification is dealt with in detail
the art. ETHNOLOGY, but there are other
objective or apparently objective characteristics
which can be, and generally are, taken into
account.
Men can be classified by their language,
and in this sense we can talk of the Latin,
Teutonic, or Slav race. It is equally admissible to
classify them by their social organization (matri-

m

archy or patriarchy, blood-feud or criminal law,
primogeniture or division of inheritance, etc.), or
by their material technique (stone age, iron age,

nomadism, agriculturalism, industrial revolution,
All these classifications are taken into
etc.).
account by the ethnologist. See artt. Ethnology,
Mother-right, Blood-feud, Law, Inheritance, First-born, Agriculture, Hunting and
Fishing, Pastoral Peoples, etc.
It is worth noting here that the ethnologist fre-

quently blunders in attempting to make dill'erent
schemes of classification coincide Avith one another.
He tends to identify the group with yellow skins,
round hair, and slanting eyes with the group that
speaks agglutinative languages, or even with the
group that has a shamanistic religion, and to
bracket together all these differentite as the marks
of a single race.
This tendency is unscientific,
because it does not correspond to the facts. There
are white populations, like the Finns, Magj^ars,
and Ottoman Turks, who speak languages of the
agglutinative family. There are yellow popula-

which are Ciiristian, Muhammadan, or
Buddhist in religion. The gi'oups based on these
tions

RACE
(liHerent factors of classilication

cut completely

across one another ; and these cross-divisions
increase with the increase of civilization, for the
characteristics of civilized communiobjective
ties are more highly dillerentiated and more
subject to moditication than those of primitive
'

'

man.

The tendency to ignore this fact is an instinctive
approximation, on the part of the scientist, to the
conception, and marks the distinction
Eopular
etween ethnology and race-feeling. Itacefeeling
represents the divisions between races as clear-cut
and absolute. The idea that men can belong to
one race in one respect and to another in another
is quite foreign to it, and this simple view is not
contradicted by the data of its experience, for
scientific ethnologist's ditlerentiae are
it.
racial feeling, for instance,
has ever been excited by diil'erence in skull-form,
on which particular stress is laid in ethnological

many of the
unknown to

No

classification.
Only students are acutely aware of
the cranial differentia, which demands the application of exact scientific measurements to hundreds
of thousands of human beings, and an elaborate
synthesis of the experimental data, before it can
be used. Yet, though race-feeling is unscientific
and uninformed, it is a very real factor in social
psychology, and it is the purpose of this article to

examine

its nature.
Kace-feeling generally asserts itself by contrast
with other social principles.

The bonds and divisions which it creates, and
actions which it excites, are remarkably different
from those produced by the. feeling of State. As
members of a state, men are nearly always prepared to go to war for their state and to fight
members of another state which is thought to
menace their own state's existence. Community
of race-feeling does not inhibit in any degi'ee this
willingness to fight, and some of the fiercest political wars have been inter-racial; e.g., the white
populations in the Northern and Southern States
of the United States felt themselves racially one,
yet, because they were divided politically into
Virginians, Pennsylvanians, and so on, and the
State rights,' while the
Virginians held by
Pennsylvanians held by the Union,' they went to
'

'

war with one another and fought out
ence.

their differ-

the

English-speaking ('AngloSaxon ') race as a whole is divided into two politithe British Empire and the United
cal groups
States which have been more hostile to one
another than friendly. Britain is the only State
against which the United States of America have
fought twice since their independent existence.
It has been the same with Prussians and Austrians
on the European continent. Both were Germans,
yet they went to war with one another repeatedly
for more than a century to decide whether the
Prussian or Austrian State should have the

Again,

—

—

hegemony of Germany.
When we study this political feeling, it seems
the paramount principle that divides or unites
mankind. Yet all the time there are other relations between Germans as such, or 'Anglo-Saxons'
as such, which are unaffected by the political
barriers that happen to arise among them. The
Northerners made the political riglits of the Negi'o
race the chief principle for which they fought, but
their race-feeling towards the Negro has remained
as strong as, or stronger than, the Southerners'.
The tabu against intermarriage between the black
and_ white races is still as absolute in the North
as in the South, while Northern and Southern
AVhites have intermarried as freely since the Civil
War as before it. Again, the political schism
between the United States and Britain has not
affected their feeling of a common racial inherit-
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The American draws his culture from
Milton, King James's Bible, and Sliakespeare he
holds by the Habeas Corpus Act as the foundation
ance.

;

his civil liberties
he makes pilgrimages to
English castles and cathedrals as shrines in which
the romance of his early history is jireserved, while
the Englishman, on his part, takes pride in the
voyages of Sir Walter Raleigh and the Pilgrim
Fathers, which were the foundation of the United
States.
It is the same with the Prussian and
Austrian. Turn their minds from Sadowa and
Frederick the Great to Goethe or the hero Siegfried,
and they become simply Germans, of one race
with one another and with the German-speaking
of

;

'

'

Swiss.
In most human societies there is, in fact, a sense
of some 'objective' grouping more permanent, and
in the last resort more strong, than the political
organization created artificially by acts of will.
You may make and unmake social contracts, draw
up acts of union and declarations of independence,
make slavery a legal status or abolish it by emancipation, but these underlying bonds and divisions
remain eternal, and are not to be modified by
human desire or human contrivance. This objectBlood is thicker than
ivity of race is proverbial.
water,' we say, when we see the bond of racefeeling overcoming the divisions of interest and
accident ; or Can the Ethiopian change his skin ? ',
when race-feeling emerges as a disruptive force
and checks some effort after fraternity or common
citizenship by the conviction that Black is Black
and White is White,' and that good intentions
'

'

'

cannot change them.
This sense of an objective grouping has played
an important part in history, of which we shall
give a brief account. But it is essential to note,
once again, that we are dealing with the sense, or
mental representation, of objective grouping, and
not with the really objective classification which
the scientific ethnologist sets out to discover. The
factors which race-feeling represents to itself as
objective, and from which its stimulus is derived,
are often far from being objective in fact.
They
vary perpetually from each other and from the
is
But it
the representation, and
scientific norm.
not the external stimulus of it in any given case,
that is the imi)ortant element in the feeling of
race.

—

In a completely isolated, and
2. Racial myths.
also completely undifferentiated, human group the
race-feeling of the members would be an accurate
scientific analysis of the real objective factors conThese factors
stituting the character of the group.

would be handed down unincreased and undiminished from one generation to another, and their
aggregate would be as constant as the race-feeling
that it stimulated represented it to be.^ But this
is only an abstraction, and there are no actual
human groups of this kind. There is no known
group which does not mix and cross itself to some
extent with other groups of mankind, and it is
probable historically that all existing groups are
Even
diii'erentiations from a single original stock.
endogamous communities, which aim {of course
unsuccessfully) at isolation, tend, on the other
hand, to a specially sharp differentiation of marW^hether by internal
internally.
riage-classes
difierentiation or by coalescence with other groups
outside, the permanence and objectivity of the
the
group- character are in practice destroyed, and
sense of permanence and objectivity, which we call
itself intelrace-feeling, can therefore only express
lectually by a myth.
'

'

1 Even in a
undifferentiated g^roup this
perfectlj' isolated and
would be true only in theory, for it appears that the factors in
the character of any living organism are infinite, or, in other
of variation which
words, that there is a constant process
makes immunity from differentiation impossible.
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There are probably the rudiments of a racial
race-feeling exists, though they
are often inarticulate and do not attract our attention.
There are cases, however, in which myths
have been deliberately invented to express existing
race-feeling or even to stimulate race-feeling where

myth wherever

it

did not before exist.

was known

to Plato, and in a famous
he exploits it, half
humorously and half in earnest, to conserve the
highly artificial constitution of his ideal State.
Plato's State is to be difiierentiated into rigid
castes, with the sharpest division of function and
privilege ; but the castes are to be recruited by
merit, and every individual, starting as a child on
an equality with every other, is to be assigned to
his caste by a process of selective education.
The
psychological problem before Plato is to reconcile
the feeling of permanent objective likeness and
difference implied in the system of caste with the
feeling of change, development, and competition
implied in the process by which the castes are to
be recruited. Unless his citizens feel that they
each and all belong inevitably to whatever caste
they have been assigned to, the castes will be mere
forms without moral influence on the life of the
race-feeling-

passage

of

the

Eepublic^

The name 'Beltjium' is a mythfof this artificial kind. In
1S30-31 certain populations which had been grouped "together
politically, and separated from their neighbours, for about three
centuries by accidents of ecclesiastical history and the dynastic
balance of power, felt an impulse to break away from Holland,
with which the act of a European Congress had united them for
the past fifteen years, and to form an independent political
group of their own. The impulse issued in a revolution the
revolution was successful a new state was founded. It was a
very living state the creation of a group which had just
asserted its independence by fighting for it, and was determined to maintain it for the future. But this group and this
state were without a name. The country had been called the
Spanish Netherlands or the Austrian Netherlands for the past
three hundred years,but these names were merely negative they
expressed the absence of any independent group-impulse and
community. But the competition by which the
group-idea, and therefore could not express the new growth
and realization of them. A new name was wanted for a new caste of each individual is to be determined is
and the Southern Netherlanders, ransacking history, calculated to
thing
stimulate the very opposite feeling
appropriated the uame of a conglomeration of tribes that lived
that
will and efFort are the determinants of
between the Seine and the Meuse when Caesar conquered Gaul.
'
The real connexion between Ciesar's Belgse and Belgica and
relations ; and the change, at an arbitrary
the new group and state of 1831 was infinitesimal. Caesar's
moment, from competition to fixity is likely to
Belgao spoke Celtic, the Netherlanders Teutonic and Romance,
it give
and even the Romance-speaking half of the group were only aggi-avate this feeling rather than to
very doubtfully descended from Latinized Belgic provincials.
place to the other feeling of objective determinism,
There was no relevant continuity of culture, for the Netherwhich
the
on
caste-system itself must depend.
landers drew their cultural inspiration from mediaaval Flanders
the other hand, if once the sense of fixity is imand Revolutionary France, the Belgae theirs from the Central
in
the
adults, they will tend to extend it
European iron age, and then from Rome. But the dead name planted
to their
children in turn, and will feel that
artificially revived was given life by the new group-feeling by
which it had been appropriated. All the national feeling of 1831
they must derive their caste from their birth, and
found expression in the Belgian myth and in 1914— the next
not fi-om the selective process through which the
great crisis in the national history King Albert exhorted his
to withstand the Germans bj' the reminder that Caesar
parents have originally passed themselves, and
had called the BelgsB the bravest of the Gauls. In eighty-three
which, like caste, is the law of the State.
years an academic myth had penetrated to the heart of a groupThe problem, in fact, is to
the citizens of
emotion.
The stimulation of feeling bj- an artificial myth, where the the ideal State hold two opposite views of social
did
not
exist
relations simultaneously, and Plato proposes to
feeling
before, can be illustrated from the history
of Athens.
About 511 B.C. the Athenian statesman Kleisthenes solve it
if not the ruling caste,
by making
wished to abolish the traditional groupings within the Athenian
at any rate the rest believe 'a single noble lie.'
State, which were bound up with the old social order, and to
'
'
I shall try,' he says,
establish new groupings in their place which would stimulate a
to make them believe that the upbringmore democratic feeling in the members of them. The new ing and education we gave them was all a dream, and that,
while they imagined they were being given it, they were reallv
groups that he planned were highly artificial in their character.
Tliey were to be territorial, but, to prevent them from becoming
being moulded and brought up in the bosom of the Earth, and
that their arms and tools were being fashioned there too. Then
vehicles of local feeling, the territori' of each group was to be
scattered in three different parts of Attica.
The problem when they were finished off, I shall tell them, the Earth, their
before Kleisthenes was to inspire these new artificial groups
mother, brought them to the light, and it is now their duty to
take counsel and arms for the country in which they find themvvith a corporate feeling stronger than the loyalty to the tradiselves (if that country is attacked), as for their nurse and
tional groups.
Unless he solved this, his reorganization might
mother, and to feel for their fellow-citizens as brethren born of
nominally be accepted, ibut would have no practical influence on
the same Earth as themselves. . . .
Athenian political life. Yet the traditional groups not only
' "
All of you in the State are brethren," we shall tell them in
were knit by the bonds of kinship and locality, which Klei"
our
sthenes deliberately eschewed
myth, but when God moulded you, he blended gold in the
they were fortified by the
substance of those among you fit to rule, and that is why the\
existing body of Attic mythology, which traced back the
are
the
of
each
finest; in the warriors he put silver; and iron and
ancestry
<}>vKri and ^parpCa and yeVos to some hero worbronze in the peasants and other workers. You are all of one
shipped by the Athenian people.
Kleisthenes decided to canonize his artificial groups by
so
stock,
you will generally beget children like yourselves but
sometimes there will be silver offspring from gold, gold from
inventing an even more artificial myth for each of them. He
drew up a panel of a hundred Attic heroes, asked the god at silver, and all the other possible permutations. So this is God's
first and chiefest commandment to the rulers
Show yourselves
Delphi to select the ten most suitable, and then proclaimed
these ten as the apxriyevtls (' ancestors or founders ') of his
good gTiardians and keep vigilant guard above all things over
ten new <f>v\aL
To a modern statesman this would have the children, to see which metal is blended in their souls and
seemed the surest way of exposing the new (f)vka.C to ridicule, if your own children are born with bronze in them or iron, have
but Kleisthenes knew just where the vein of race-feeling in his no pity on them, but dismiss them to the workers and peasants,
where they belong by nature ; and if workers or peasants have
fellow-countrymen lay. The statues of the ten apxvyevel^ were
a gold or silver child, put him too where he belongs and prosolemnly set up before the government house at Athens
festivals were enjoined on their <{>vKeraC in their honour
him among the guardians or warrioi-s, as the case may be.
mote
and
the contingent of each (J^uAtJ was placed under its own hero's
Thus saith the Lord, on the day when he that ruleth the State
in
war.
is
of
iron
or of bronze, on that day the State shall be brought
And
in
less
than
a
protection
century the apx-qyeveis
were the most living myth in Athens after the national myth of to destruction.'"
Athene Polias. They had appeared to their tribesmen in battle
The imaginary speaker then proceeds to ask his interlocutor
in the dialogue whether he can see any way of getting this
they were appealed to in patriotic speeches in fact, they had
developed individual personalities. The new myth had struck
myth believed. 'None,' he answers, 'of making your citizens
root, and it had brought a new group-feeling with it.
The new themselves believe it ; but one could make their children believe
4>v\<u supplanted the old as completely as the Departments
it, and their children's children, and everybody that followed
after.'
supplanted the old French Provinces, and an Athenian now
felt that he was an Erechtheid or Pandionid, and all his
The suggestion is a dogmatic State education,
ancestors before him, back to .Erechtheus or Pandion himself.
The ten (}>v>^aC, invented by an Athenian's statesmanship, had and there is nothing visionary in expecting it to
become for other Athenians part of the objective order of the produce the intense psychological effect which
universe.
Plato demands. The national states of the
;

—

;

;

—

;

'

'

human
human

'

make

On

own

—

;

amy

make

—them—

;

;

:

'

'

;

;

;

;

;

Race-feeling

is

forces in social

one of the strongest conservative
life.

It

tends to stabilize any

human institution, any system of grouping or
division, to which it once becomes attached, no
matter how recent, artificial, or transitory in its
nature that institution may be. This effect of

modern

world have all organized this kind of education for
their children in different degrees, and the stimulation of race-feeling in each state has been remarkably proportionate to the thoroughness with which
this has been done.
But the racial myth is capable
1414B-415C.
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of striking root without an educational propaganda, as is shown by the example of Kleisthenes
quoted above. It can do so because the race-feeling to which it gives form is one of the instinctive
There are other feelings
social needs of mankiml.
and
on whicli human societies may be

myths

founded,

but

they show a strong

tendency to

revert to the racial type in the last resort. The
Jews, for instance, think of themselves theoretically as a Chosen People' ; their foundation-myth
is a 'Covenant'; their physical hall-maik is not
a skin which they cannot change or a stature to
'

which they can add no cubit, but the artificial and
deliberate custom of circumcision.
The covenant
between Jahweh and Abraham is essentially an
act of will on both sides (see art. Covenant, § 3).
Jahweh chouses Abraham, and Abraham accepts
the choice and logically every member of the
Chosen People from Abraham onwards can be so
onlj" by receiving and answering the same call.
Yet the idea of race has been imported into the
Jewish foundation -myth. Abraham's covenant is
made for his seed for ever,' and the chief factor
in the Jewish group-consciousness is the racial
factor of 'having Abraham to their father.' The
;

'

retort tliat God out of these stones can raise up
children to Abraham' is a profound criticism on
It implies that an objective
tlie idea of race itself.
or external principle of grouping, even if it exists,
if
will be utterly inconsequent in its workings,
you trace Judaism by descent, any one or any
tiling may be a Jew without partaking of any of
the factors essential to Jewish group-character.
To be a true heir to Abraham's covenant depends
on a subjective not an objective factor not on
'

—

race but on will.
Christianity was in its origin a reaction against
It prothis reversion to race-feeling in the Jews.

claimed that the covenant was made not with
every descendant of Abraham, but with any
individual in the world who was converted to
accepting it. Christianity deposed race and set
up faith instead of it, and it is the more remarkable that Christianity, in turn, should have reverted towards race-feeling in the doctrine of
predestination.
This doctrine
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caste by citizenship.

This tendency towards

self-

determmation

in social grouping may be classed as
political, in contrast to the racial tendency (though
Loth these terms are possibly too narrow to cover

the psychological fields included under them here).
The two tendencies can be seen at tension in the
course of history.
(«) General tendencies.
3. Historical survey.
All group-feeling implies a standard a common
idea of what is the normal,' and a common impulse to approximate towards this type.

—

—

—

'

'

The need for normality is illustrated by the case of the
African explorer who, after he had lived several years among
negroes without seeinj; any white man but himself, used to be
turned sick by the si^'ht of his own white skin, whi(;h now
seemed a leprous and obscene exception from the normal black.
'

The abnormal man
scious of the type,
it,

is in fact usually more conand craves more keenly towards

than members of the group who are not con-

scious of

any peculiarity

own most

in themselves.

He

is

his

chastiser (for example, the
Indian Sweeper, who accepts his caste as religiously as the Brahman, and is as careful as he
to keep his proper distance when they meet in tlie
street, though it is the Brahman who is in danger
It is this homage to type on the
of being deliled).
part of tiie individual who varies from it that gives
eliective

the group-spirit

its

crushing disciplinary power,

and makes a group, once constituted, so inelastic
towards its members within and towards other
groups without. There is an element of rigidity
in every group, which is probably necessary for its
preservation ; but the degree of rigidity varies
vastly from group to group, in proportion to the
degree in which the group-feeling is based on race
or on free association.
The less advanced people are in civilization, the
less their life (both physical and spiritual) is under
their control.
Nearly all the forces of nature, and
many of the workings of their mind, are data
external to their will instead of material to be
moulded by it, and social groups are as rigid for
them as all other phenomena. The internal bonds
seem indissolubly intimate, the external barriers
insuperably wide. Each tribe, each sex, each age
within each sex or tribe, is discrete from every
and it is just as incomprehensible (and
other
formidable) that a boy should turn himself into a
man, or a seed into a tree, as tiiat a man should
turn the tree-stem into a boomerang. Yet these
Nature
miracles are happening all the time.
passes, and men like her, through the changes of
birth, maturity, and death, and the human will is
;

may

be reconciled with free choice

theological dialectic, but its underlying motive
to go behind free choice and represent it as a
mere expression of an objectively determined

by
is

It really eliminates from the covenclassification.
ant the will of man, and leaves only the will of

God, which, being external to man, is, from the
standpoint of man's personality, as mechanical as
physical phenomena. Predestination divides mankind into two races sundered from one another by
an unalterable difference of spiritual morphology,
just as ethnology divides it into races by the
different morphology of pigmentation or skullform. It is a racial myth considerably hypostatized, but it is a racial myth none the less, like the
myth of descent from Abraham, or from the ten
dpx''?7f*'f'S) or from the Belgae in Csesar's Gaul.
This persistent return of the social consciousness
to the racial basis is doubtless the response to a
psychological need. Race-feeling puts those who
experience it into an atmosphere of eternity and
It is like a treasure laid up in heaven,
certainty.
which cannot be impaired by the w'eaknesses and
vagaries of the human will. It is an antidote to
the sense of transience, efibrt, and weariness, which
infects the world of time and change.
But, though
it lightens the burden on the individual, it also
diminishes his power and cramps his initiative, and
tliere is therefore a counter-current in mankind of

still unconsciously) imposing
environment a purpose of its own. There is
a contradiction in primitive man's experience, and
he solves it by an elaborate development of initiation-ritual, to tide over the changes of unchanging
things, which are an intolerable abnormality in a
group founded upon race.
In primitive man race-feeling is thus strong, but
it is an obstacle in his path which he is using all
The
his ingenuity and imagination to surmount.
initiation-ritual is the germ of free association and
conscious control, and these constitute civilization
In
(see Initiation [Introductory and Primitive]).
civilized society race-feeling is relatively weak, but
it grows strong again in civilizations that are in
bad health or on the decline no longer as an
obstacle now, but as a preservative.
When a group is decadent, it has lost its power
of growth, difterentiation, and assimilation it is
even losing the accumulated capital of the past
and change, instead of being the essential expression
of its vitality, seems to be the process by which its
Change must be arrested
vitality is wasting away.
revolt from racial determinism towards free associa- if the decadent group is to survive, and the memtion.
The patriarchal myth is challenged by the bers of the group attempt to arrest it, not merely
hypothesis of the social contract, the system of by conscious archaism and reactionary legisla-

increasingly (tliough

on

its

—

;

;
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but by concentrating their group-feeling upon
the objective, unalterable aspects of the groupcharacter. If a Chinaman is always a Chinaman,
if every Chinaman born inherits the qualities of
the eternal Chinese race, then the China of the
Boxer rebellion is as good as the Celestial Empire
of the Han and Chinese vitality, like water from
a never-failing reservoir, is always bound to find
the level of its highest altitude in the past. The
foreign devils may superhcially be more clever and
successful than the Chinaman of to-day, but that
need not confound him so long as he holds fast to
his race.
They are children of to-day and will
perish to-morrow, while he is of the race of the
Han, who were at the zenith of human achievement when the foreigners lived like the brutes.
Tliis defensive recrudescence of race-feeling is
characteristic of all civilizations that have passed
their prime the Chinese, the ancient Egyptians
(whose priests told Solon that the Greeks Avere
always children,' and showed Hekataios the
statues of 345 high-priests descending from father
to son ^), the Spartans and Athenians in the first
centuries of tlie Christian era, the East Romans
in the Middle Ages.
It is strong at the present
day among the Jews in Europe and the Jewish
and Near-Eastern immigrants in the United
States ; and this is a remarkable case, because
the motive of self-defence is here comparatively
weak. These immigrants do not find themselves
at a disadvantage individually as against the aliens
with whom they come in contact. Unlike the
Egyptians or Chinese, they adapt themselves
successfully to the modern environment, and even
attain the highest positions of wealth and power in
the new groups to which they attach themselves.
The pressure which maintains their race-feeling is
not external, but arises within themselves. The
Gentile group is not closed against the Jew it is
the Jew who will not merge himself in it, because
that would be a tacit admission that his own group
had lost its existence a failui'e which he refuses
to face.
The more successfully, therefore, a Jew
or Eastern European adapts himself to his present
group-environment, the more jealously he cherishes
the race-feeling that identifies him with the group
of the past.
He cultivates the ritual and language,
prophets and heroes, folk-songs and national dress
of a group which was broken up five hundred or
eighteen hundred years ago, by Muhammad the
Conqueror or by Titus and Vespasian. Only a
few individuals overcome this instinctive groupreaction and surrender themselves spiritually to
the new group in which they live and have tiieir
individual being.
Such individuals are often
scorned for losing their race
they should rather
be commended for casting out an irrational racefeeling which no longer corresponds to their real
social relations, and giving their allegiance to the
new group into which they have voluntarily
tion,

;

'

'

—

'

;

—

'

'

;

scattered over a plain {(pparpiai ^), or bands of rovers
flocking together from across the sea (cpvXai-), and
even these smaller units were not homogeneous
in themselves.
They had come together in the
iEgean from the four quarters of the eai'th, and an
ethnologist would have analyzed in each of them
every variety of skull-form and pigmentation.

Yet race-feeling dominated the group-consciousness
The
of the city-state and its structural parts.
city's legendary founder was conceived as the
ancestor of the living citizen-body. He had fixed
the constitution and begotten the men and women
who were to live under it. The constitution could
be supplemented by current administrative regulations, but (like the American federal constitution)
initiationit could be altered only by elaborate
The citizen-body,
ritual
or else by revolution.
again, could be supplemented by immigration but
the immigrants remained resident aliens. They
might live in the city from father to son, build up
its trade, pay its taxes, serve in its wars, and even
create its literature (Lysias, the model of Attic
oratory and leader of the Athenian bar, was a
but they were
resident alien of ancient family)
still aliens, without a vote and even without a status
'

'

;

;

before the law (Lysias, who could present the case
of his citizen-clients, could not enter the court as
a principal himself). The fullest participation in the
city's life could not make the blood of the founder
flow in their veins, and citizenship was inseparable from this racial qualification.
Naturalization,'
like constitutional development, could be brought
'

about only by revolution, and revolution, when
occurred,

was generally complete.

habitant of the city
grant, or enfranchised slave then became a citizen
of what was virtually a new state, with a new internal organization and a new racial myth which
made the new citizen-body just as exclusive as
the old.
The city-states of ancient Greece were thus
racial to the core, and that is why they were
never transcended a failure that was the political
ruin of the Greeks. Greek national life, on the
other hand, wliich sprang from the same origins as
the city-state, emancipated itself from race-feeling
It has been mentioned that in
easily and quickly.
Greece, as in primitive societies, every racial group
was a religious group as well, so that race-feeling

—

—

and religious feeling were co-extensive (see art.
Greek Religion, § 4). But there were several
Greek groups Delphi, Pisa, Eleusis which, as it
were, abnormally developed their religious side
and received into their religious communion
neighbour-groups which would have remained
hopelessly sundered from them and from each
other on the narrow racial principle. Delphi, for
example, by the 6th cent. B.C. had received into
its
amphictyony about two-thirds of the Greekspeaking population on the mainland, and had

—

—

'

'

given the common name of Hellene to all Greekspeaking people. All 'Hellenes,' in turn, were
admitted at Pisa to the religious festival of the
Olympian games. Admission to the games became
the test of Hellenism or Greek nationality.
This Hellenism was at first conceived racially.
The Hellene was contrasted with the barbarian
(the man who spoke jargon), and was thus distinguished by language, which, though a far broader
basis of association than the ancestral basis of the
city-state and its sub-groups, was still external
and objective. But his Hellenism was never tested
'

entered.

—

Race-feeling in ancient Greece. It has been
suggested above that race-feeling in any human
society tends to be in inverse ratio to the vitality
of its civilization.
There is not space here to trace
this curve of race-feeling through the whole of
histoi-y consecutively, but it may be tested in two
important instances the civilizations of ancient
(b)

—

Greece and modern Europe.
Ancient Greek civilization sprang more abruptly
out of primitive conditions than ours, and was
therefore penetrated by race-feeling more profoundly at its roots. The city-state (which was
the ancient Greek state-form, as the national state
is ours) was rooted in it.
Historically, these citystates were not racial unities at all.
They were
combines of smaller groups village communities

—

1

Herod,

ii.

143.

it

free in-

— Every
territory citizen, free immi-

'

'

'

'

'

his mother-tongue alone.
Slaves, for examjile,
Avere excluded from the games, though most slaves
in 6th and 5th century Greece were Greek by speech

by

and ancestry; and a man was not necessarily a
Hellene even if he spoke Greek and was free. In
1 Lit.

'

brotherhoods,'

2

lh.

'

growths (from one stem).'
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Macedonian king entered himOlynipia and was appealed
against as being a barbarian by his competitors,
bnt was admitted to be a Hellene on showing that
his genealogy derived from the
ni^'thical dpxvyf^f^^
j^y^y a king was
of the city-state of Argos.i
certainly a freeman, and the Macedonians spoke as
a Greek dialect as the Argives themselves,
fenuine
'he appeal against this Macedonian king therefore
looks like a reversion from the linguistic basis of
Hellenism to the narrower ancestral basis of the
Really, however, it marks an advance
city-state.
tlie 5Lli

cent. B.C. a

self for tlie foot-race at

'

'

in the other direction, for the qnalilication required
of him was not that he should be a registered
citizen of this city-state or that (as in fact he was
not a citizen of Argos), but that he should be
within the pale of the city-state culture.' Hellenism, by this ruling, implied not merely the free'

man's status and the Greek mother-tongue, but
a certain kind of social life, and other Greek
historians besides Herodotus support this view.
Thucydides calls the inhabitants of Epirus barAristotle,
barians, though they too spoke Greek.
on the other hand, talks of Kome^ as a 7r6Xts
but
not
'EWijvls, classifying
by conby language
and he also describes the constitution of
stitution
the city-state of Carthage in his Politics a work
otherwise devoted almost exclusively to the politics

—

;

of Greece.

These standards of Hellenism led up to the conception that Hellenism was not an inalienable and
untransmittable race-character, but a quality that
could be acquired.
The Hellenic people,' says Herodotus, 3 has in my opinion
spoken the same language ever since it existed [a concession,
'

'

It was originally an offthis, to the objective notion of race].
shoot of the Pelasgian people, and started weak ; but from small
a
of populations
has
include
multitude
it
to
grown
beginnings
which have become assimilated to it chiefly Pelasgians, but
As
for the Pelasas
barbarian
well.
other
populations
many
g^ians, I do not imagine that, as burbanans, they grew to anyHellenes.'
of
the
to
the
growth
thing great previously

—

In other words, the essence of Hellenism is not a
certain language spoken from time immemorial by
a certain group, but a development of culture
which enabled this group to assimilate far larger
*
groups outside it the population of Attica among
This cultural evolution of Hellenism, by
others.

—

which an ever-expanding group
progressively from the

sketched in by Thucydides

is

is

raw material

distinguished
of

humanity,

:

Hellen and his sons grew to power in Phthiotis and were
called in to assist the other city-states and so, one by one and
by the effect of intercourse, chiefly, they came to be called
Hellenes, and it is only a short time ago that this name established itself among them all." 5
Once all Hellas wore arms in civil life like the barbarians.
The parts of Hellas that still live like this witness to the life
that was once lived by all alike.
The Athenians were among the first to leave off weapons
The Lacedccmonians
and change to less austere habits.
were the first to strip naked and to take off their clothes in
public and rub themselves with oil when they took exercise.
Formerly even in the Olympian games the competitors wore
girdles' when they competed, and it is not many years since this
'

;

'

.

.

.

was given up. Among some barbarians, especially the Asiatics,
they still wear girdles when they box or wrestle. In fact, a
great number of points can be adduced in which the life of the
ancient Hellenes was undifferentiated from that of the modern
barbarians.' 6

This evolutionary view of Hellenism is at the
remove from the racial concept of <f>v\ri
and (pparpla which pervaded the city-state, and
contemporary Greek thinkers were conscious of
farthest

the contrast.
ciples

v6/j.oi

two opposite prinand debated their relation to
Pindar, the reactionary poet, was
called the

They

and

(pva-Ls,

one another.
always proclaiming the paranionntcy of (pwn, but
it was also his saying that
vd/j-os is king of all,'
and this idea entered profoundly into the attitude
'

1

Herod,

2

In a fragment which

''

v. 22.

'

i.

58.

Greeks towards the likenesses and diflerences
between group and group.
During the 5th cent, the Greeks became intimof the

acquainted with peoples strikingly unlike
themselves the Egyptians in the Nile valley and
the Skythians in the llussian steppes and this
might have stimulated their race-feeling afresh.
To recognize a common Hellenism in the descendants of Theseus and the descendants of Herakles
was one thing, but to recognize a common humanity
in men with brown skins or men who never tilled
the ground needed a greater intellectual ellort.
The Greeks, however, accomplished this feat of
imagination. The strangeness of the country and
climate in Egypt and Skythia struck them as
forcibly as the strangeness of the inhabitants ; and
they concluded that the latter was conditioned by
the former, and that Skythians, Egyptians, and
Hellenes were the same human metal stamped
with a dilierent impress by the diverse environments into which it had been introduced. Thus
the experience of alien human types, so far from
stimulating race-feeling in the Greeks, tended to
ately

—

;

make them

sceptical of race altogether.

This explanation of group-diflerences by adaptation to different environments is worked out in
a treatise on Atmospheres, Waters, and Localities
included in the 5tli cent, collection of medical
writings left by the Hippokratean school.^
'Some (human) natures,' the writer lays down, 'are like wellwooded, well-watered mountains, some like thin-soiled, waterless country, some like meadow and marsh land, some like stiff,
arable lowland.' 2 'The Skythians,' he says elsewhere.S 'are
like one another and no other people in the world, and it is the
same with the Egyptians, except that these have been forced
into their physique by the heat, and the Skythians by the cold.'
A wild, unHe explains" temperaments in the same way.
sociable, impetuous temperament is produced by a climate of
'the
mind
receives
constant
extremes, for in such a climate
shocks which implant wildness and weaken the mild and gentle
in
He
even
traces
differences
side of character.'*
grouptemperament to differences in political constitution: "The inhabitants of Europe are also made more warlike by their in'

'

stitutions, because they are not ruled by kings like the Asiatics.

Where people are ruled by king?, they are inevitably more
cowardly.' He discusses in detail the psychological reasons for
'The
this, and cites the exception which proves the rule
Greeks and barbarians in Asia who are not under autocratic
and
for
their
own
are
labour
but
self-governing
government,
profit, are as warlike as anybody.'

—

But, if the group-dilferences between Hellene,
Egyptian and Skythian, European and Asiatic,
were accidental and alterable by liuman endeavour,
if your group-character merely depended on whether
you lived a thousand miles nearer the Equator or
the Pole, in a swamp or on a mountain, whether
you built your city with this aspect or that, whether
you let yourself be governed by a king, then racial
barriers were potentially abolished.
Any barbarian, by taking thought, could raise himself into
sink
into
Hellene
could
a Hellene, and any
being
a barbarian.
This conception of Hellenism, not as race, but
as a culture for all humanity, gained ground
Herodotus tells
steadily from the 5th cent. on.
the story ^ of the Skythian king who lived as a
Hellene in a Greek trading settlement several
months each year, till his tribesmen discovered the
double life that he was leading and killed him.
The campaigTis of Alexander gave vast populations
-

'

the

first

mention of

Rome

in litera-

* lb.

Quoted by Herod,

iii.

57.
38.

j.

5

i.

3.

6

i.

6.

'

the opportunity of Hellenizing themselves freely
and, though this Hellenization was sometimes
superficial (e.g., in the propaganda of 'Jason'
[.Joshua] the Jewish high-priest, who conceived

;

Hellenism in terms of a gymnasium and felt hats,
and was very properly overthrown by the Maccab<ean reaction), yet in other cases it was profound.
The cities beyond Jordan produced a distinguished
1 Chs. xii.-xvi.
Group-charact«rs and environment (Egypxvii.-xxii. : Skj-thians
tians, Macrocephali, Phasians, Skythians) ;
:
in detail ; xxiii. European group-differences ; xxiv. : The theorjof group differences in general.
_ „^
» iv. 78-80.
* Ch. xxiu.
3 Ch. xvUL
2 Ch. xiii.
:

is

ture.
3
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generation of Hellenic rhetoricians, scientists, and
poets, and a new school of Hellenic philosophy was
founded by the Phoenician Zeno. Taking tlie profound and the superficial together, it is true to say
that the idea of Hellenism in ancient Greek civilization did transcend completely the idea of race
inherent in the city-state. It made possible a
feeling of unity between all men, and passed over
without a break into Christianity.
Christianity in its origin was the antithesis of
its membership depended on an inrace-feeling
spiritual act, and within the Christian group
there was no more Jew or Gentile, Skythian or
Hellene, bond or free. But in this it had been
anticipated by the little Greek (pparpia of Eleusis,
which had developed its primitive initiation-ritual
into a spiritual religion and had thrown it open to
;

ward

mankind.

all

(c)

—

modern Europe. The history
more difficult to trace in modern

Eace-feeling in

of race-feeling is

Europe, because it is still unconcluded, but it is
clearly very different from the development just
outlined in the case of ancient Greece. European
civilization did not spring straight, like Greek,

from primitive social life, and was therefore partly
It
emancipated from race-feeling at the outset.
had behind it Hellenism and Christianity two
social forces which were the antithesis of race
and also Roman imperialism, which had imperfectly
translated Hellenism and Christianity into political
terms by building a world city state.' ^ The Latin
Church of the Middle Ages, with its common

—

—

'

ecclesiastical

organization,

common

culture-lan-

guage, and common outlook on life, overrode raceIt assimilated the outer
feeling triumphantly.
barbarians who broke into the Roman Empire in
It initiated into European civilization
its decay.
populations which had lain entirely outside the
Roman pale Angles and Saxons, Scandinavians,
It looked on all
Poles, Hungarians, Lithuanians.
Latin Christendom as one, and on heathens and
Muslims not as vessels of destruction, but as raw
clay ready for the Christian mould. The legend
of Prester John (q.v.), the mighty Christian king
who was to come out of the heart of Africa or the
heart of Asia and aid his fellow-Christians to make
Christianity prevail all over the world, shows how
completely free from race-feeling the spirit of
mediaeval Christendom Avas. And the history of
mediaeval theology, orthodox and heretical, shows
how living was the community of thought within
the Christian group.
new doctrine travelled
within a few years from one end of Christendom
to another, was passed on from Croats to Albigenses, from Englishmen to Czechs, receiving a
fresh but unbroken development from each of the
wandering students or pilgrims by whom it w^as
transmitted. No race-feeling inhibited this general

—

A

interplay of ideas.
But this great anti-racial force on which Euro-

pean civilization was founded has been invaded by
race-feeling to an increasing degree. The linguistic
basis of association and dissociation, which had
been transcended first by Hellenism, and of which

Christianity in its origin had been independent,
began very early to assert itself and to split the
Church, united by the subjective bond of a conmion
belief and a common will, into a number of groups
divided from one another by their mother tongues.'
This relapse towards race-feeling as the basis of
grouping began on the eastern fringes of the
Christian world. It first made itself felt in the
The
disguised form of doctrinal disagreement.
Jacobite, Nestorian, and Gregorian Churches left
the Catholic communion nominally because they
differed on some article of the creed or some ruling
'

1

to

'

Urbem

Rome).

'

feciati

quod prius Orbis erat (Venantius Fortunatus

and the founders of those Churclies
were probably unconscious that they were also
ministering to an impulse in their followers to
have a liturgy and a literature in their own verA few
nacular
Coptic, Sj^riac, or Armenian.
centuries later the Orthodox Church broke communion with the Roman Church, also nominally
on doctrinal grounds but the practical issue was
the struggle of the Greek and Latin languages
each to become the official language of the Church,
and the inability of either to conquer the whole
field of Christendom from the other. This linguistic
element in Orthodoxy reveals itself in the liberality
with which the Greek Orthodox Church allowed
its Slav converts in the Balkans and Russia to
form autonomous Orthodox Churches with the
Bible and liturgy in their native tongue. And it
is noteworthy that among the Slavs on the Adriatic
littoral, who bordered on the field of Orthodox
missionary expansion, the papacy was forced by

of a council

;

—

;

competition to make equally liberal linguistic concessions, in complete contradiction to its general
policy elsewhere.
The Protestant Reformation (q.v.) in W. Europe
was in large part a linguistic movement too. The
Hussites (q.v.) in Bohemia took up arms for 'communion in both kinds,' but they were in fact the
Czech peasantry reacting against German penetration.
Luther (q.v.), a century later, set out to
restore the Bible to the laity, and with this object
he and his fellow-Protestants in other countries
translated the Bible into the High German, Danish,
Swedish, Dutch, French, and English tongues.
But the translators were also ministering to an
impulse among these populations to develop native
linguistic cultures of their

own, of which these

vernacular Bibles became the foundation.
Moreover, there was a political side to the
Protestant movement, and this again was disruptive in its effect. Luther attacked the ecclesiastical centralism of the Roman papacy, and so
transferred an immense field of patronage and
administration to the local state. The rule Cuius
regio eius religio was formulated in Germany, but
it was acted upon just as ruthlessly by Henry VIII.,
and a momentous increase in state sovereignty was
the result. Each state aimed at establishing its
own uniform state religion, uniting all the members
of the state to one another and dissevering them
from members of other states beyond the frontier.
This state uniformity at the price of a schism in
European civilization was enforced by persecution
(such as had only been employed before by the
Catholic Church acting for Christendom as a
whole), and persecution led to religious war, both
internal and inter-state, which widened the
breaches still further.
Historians often allege nowadays that religious
persecution is obsolete, that European civilization
has transcended it, and that this is a notable
triumph in its progress. In reality it has not been
transcended, but has simply completed its development. The Reformation and Counter-Reformation
were largely secular at the outset in the course
of several centuries the groups to which they gave
birth have been secularized completely. The Dutch
national state to take an example is the lineal
descendant of a Protestant group which difierentiated itself in the 16th cent, from the Church
of Rome
the Belgian national state owes its
historical iimits to the fact that the population of
the present Belgian territory held fast to Catholicism when its neighbours, all round it, were breaking away. In instances like those we can see the
ecclesiastical factor in the group-character being
eliminated, and the linguistic factor coming to the
front more and more, but all the time the racefeeling, once generated in the group, has preserved
'

'

;

—

;

—

RACE
continuity, and has increased rather than
its sense of objectivity and its inIt still produces persecution, civil
tolerant spirit.
war, and war between state and state, by a fanatical
belief in the necessity and rightness of external
uniformity, and by an uninhibited craving to impose this uniformity by violence. And this ideal
its

diminished in

of linguistic uniformity is the religion of Europe
in the 20th cent, (so far as religion is a groupphenomenon) in the same sense as the ideal of
In spite of
doctrinal uniformity was in the 17th.
the superficial change of orientation, the creed of
Cuius regio eius religio has persisted, because
'

'

the race-feeling behind it has remained the same.
Thus the inheritance of internal imity which
European civilization derived from Hellenism and
the Christian Church has been frittered away, and
the anti-racial group-feeling of Catholicism has degenerated gradually into the acutely racial groupThere has been a corresfeeling of nationalism.
ponding racialization of the division between
those inside and those outside the civilized pale.
It has been said that mediieval Catholicism
divided mankind into Christians and pagans (including Muslims), and regarded the latter, not as
creatures different in species, but as potential
Christians capable of becoming actual Christians
at any moment by an individual act of will.' But,
about the time of the Reformation, the great maritime discoveries brought Europeans into contact
with other populations markedly different from
the people of Europe and W. Asia in externals.
Their pigmentation was at the opposite extreme
of the human colour-scale
their culture was too
primitive to be placed in any scale of comparison
at all with European culture and the climate in
which they lived was tropical instead of temperate.
In coming into contact with these populations,
Europeans were having the same experience as the
Greeks when they came into contact with Egyptians
and Skythians, but their reaction to it was not the
same. The Greeks, struck by the environmental
contrast as much as by the contrast in human
type, explained the latter by the former, and concluded that all human beings, however acute their
superficial differences, were the same in essence,
and that every variation of human kind was
potentially transmutable into every other. The
Europeans w^ere struck so forcibly by the external
differences that it never occurred to them to explain
their origin by the secondary influence of environment, or to look forward to their elimination by
change of environment or progress in culture.
The differences hypnotized them as the one overwhelming fact. The black man might become a
Christian, he might adopt European clothes or
habits of life
but he remained black, and the
The colour-barrier presented
European white.
to
the
European as insurmountable, and it
itself
for
him as the dividing-line
displaced religion
between people within the pale of civilization and
people without. Instead of classifying mankind
as Christians and pagans, transmutable, by conversion, into one another, he now classified them
as 'white men' and 'natives,' the 'white race'
and the black race,' divided from one another by
external objective characteristics which no act of
will on either side could surmount.
And, just as
the Greek's hypothesis of adaptation to environment, as an explanation of the Egyptian and the
Skyth, reacted on his own feeling of Hellenism,
'

'

;

;

;

'

it more humane and un-racial in
quality,
so the European's hypothesis of a
specific difference
between Black and White reacted on his own

making

growing nationalism and made it more uncompromisingly racial than it need otherwise have become.
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The internal unity and external assimilative
power which Christendom once possessed can be
inferred by comparison with the Islamic world as

— Islam

being an inferior reproduction of
with a belated development (see
MUHAMMADANISM). The Muslim missionary in
W. Africa or India makes more converts than the
Christian missionary, because he really receives his
converts into his own group, treats them as social
equals, and gives them his daughters in marriage,
while the European missionary is divided by the
colour-bar from Christian natives just as acutely
as from pagan, and can only organize his converts
into a native church,' which is still outside the
pale of the European community.
It is noteworthy, however, that the Muslim
populations which have approached nearest to the
standards of European civilization are also losing
their pan-Islamic sense of brotherhood and acquiring a sense of linguistic nationality of the
European kind. Among the Arabs of Syria this
new nationalism, which is dividing them from their
Persian or Turkish-speaking co-religionists, has
tended in compensation to break down the barriers
between Christians and Muslims of Arabic speech.
The Osmanli Turks, on the other hand, have
developed a nationalism of the purely dissociative kind.
Before 1908 the Ottoman Empire, like
mediaeval Christendom, was a group which gave the
privileges of its membership to all inhabitants of
its territory who professed the established gioupreligion, whether they inherited its creed or adopted
it by conversion. The Young Turkish party, when it
came into power, substituted for this pan-Islamic
basis a programme of Ottomanization,' which made
the Turkish language, instead of the Muslim faith,
the obligatory group- characteristic, and set out to
eliminate all inhabitants of Ottoman territory who
would not or could not be ' Ottomanized by force.
The racial persecutions in Turkey during the
European War were directed against the Muslim
Arabs as well as the Cliristian Armenians and,
though the Armenians were offered the traditional
alternative of conversion, those who accepted it
either were distributed among Turkish families, if
they were individual women and children, or, if
they were whole towns or villages, were made
away with as mercilessly as those who refused.
Communities converted wholesale would have retained their linguistic nationality, as the Slavs of
Bosnia retained theirs after their wholesale conversion in the 15th century. But the
Youn^
Turks set no store by the religious uniformity^
which had been the paramount social bond for their
forefathers, if it left outstanding the external,
objective differences that offended their sharpened
it still is

Christianity

'

'

'

;

racial sense.
This historical outline of the development of
should
modern race-feeling raises a problem.
the most progressive Muslim populations be affected

Why

racialization,' which is clearly
a retrogressive tendency? And, if European influence is the cause, how has European civilization
made such vigorous and constant progress as it has
fi'om the Dark Ages to the present day, with this
equally rapid and steady counter-current carrying

most powerfully by

reverse direction ?
to be that the degeneration of
group-feeling which we have traced, from the antiracial spirit of the Catholic Church to the almost
unmitigated racialism of contemporary nationality,
is only one strand in the development of European
Even in the movecivilization seen as a whole.
it in tiie

The answer seems

ments through which we have observed race-feeling

1 In the case of forced converts, the uniformity would of
course be purely nominal, and in no sense an act of will implying a unity of spirit but history shows that the spiritual bond,
which the forced converts never feel, establishes itself almost
automatically in their descendants.
;

1 It is
tjTDical of mediieval Catholicism that
sented one of the Three Magi as a negro.

its artists repre-

'
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RADHA SOAMIS.— The RadhaSoamiSatsaiig

progressively gaining ground other and antiThe schisms of
racial forces were disengaged.
doctrinal theology -were not only expressions of
linguistic particularism but fields for intellectual
the Lutheran Reformation was not only
activity
a descent towards the national state but a victory
and the
for freedom of thought and conscience
narrowest and most intransigent nationalism of
of dogsubstitution
the 20th cent, is not a mere
matic barriers for the brotherhood of mankind,
but the struggle towards equality of populations
which, through disunion, numerical weakness,
and political
illiteracy, or other adverse social

one of the numerous sects which have sprung up
in India since the opening of the 19th cent, as a
It is a
result of Christian and Western influence.
Hindu sect, its closest affinities being with the
is

;

Vaisnavites, and especially with Kabir [q.v.].
banker of Ksatriya caste, resident in Agra,
and known as Siva Dayal Saheb, was already
regarded as a notable teacher and saint before the

A

;

He came of a Vaisnavite family, and
had connexions with the Vaisnavite jiriests of
Brindaban. Very little is known about his life,
but it is clear that he gradually gathered round
him a band of devoted disciples, and exercised conHis theology was similar to
siderable influence.
that of Kabir, but he also taught his pupils a
system of secret meditation, Avhich induced trances
and other hypnotic results. He claimed for himHis
self the title" Sant Satguru, 'holy preceptor.'
wife, who was a woman of character, also took
part in the teaching. Photographs of husband
and wife were given to disciples to be contemplated
during meditation, and husband and wife were
ISIutiny.

conditions, had previously been dominated by
other groups or had altogether lacked a groupconsciousness of their own. The stimulation of
race-feeling, which resulted from these movements,
and which we have so far considered in abstraction
from the other consequences that they had, was
often only the lesser backwash of a forward wave
the toll which liberation of mind and will had to
pay to slavery. And there were also movements,
like the American or the French Revolution, in
which the gain so outbalanced the loss that no
definitely new stimulation of race-feeling can be
traced to them, to offset the impulsion which they

—

gave towards free association.
This anti-racial tendency in European civilization, which has so far outdistanced the racial
tendency of nationalism by the whole span of
European progress, is what we name democracy
and modern democracy has liberated broad fields
from race-feeling which Hellenism and Christianity
never conquered.
There was the inveterate racialism of the ancient
city-state, which on its political side was only
superficially transcended by the Roman Empire
and the Roman Empire, at the time when Christendom was offering spiritual unity to all mankind,
was disintegrating into the feudal system, under
which a man was bound to the soil on which he was
born by more sordid and prosaic fetters than the
^v\al and (pparplai of the historical Greek citystate, or the citizens of gold, silver, and bronze in
Feudalism is the greatest,
Plato's racial myth.
though by no means the only, incubus of racialism
'

'

;

;

'

'

inherited

thrown

by European civilization and successfully
But, as was remarked at the beginning

off.

of this section, it is impossible to trace the history
of race-feeling in European civilization Avith a
In
certain hand, because it is still in the making.
the phase of history that led up to the European

War

nationalism

among almost

made such formidable advances

all civilized

peoples that race-feeling

and democracy seemed on the way to equilibrium,
and the continued progress of civilization probably
depends upon the ulterior consequences of the war.
For this equipoise which is embodied in the contemporary democratic-national state is not, after
all, a stable condition.
Nationality and democracy are really opposite tendencies the one towards race-feeling and the other away from it
and one of the two must have the mastery in the
'

'

—

—

end. But the data are insufficient for speculation
into the future, and we must be content to study
race-feeling through the past history of it, which
has been outlined in this article.
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worshipped as divine gurus. In 1861 the qurti
public statement of his doctrine, and he
left two books in Hindi, both called Siir Bachan,
Essential Utterance,' which form part of the

made a
'

scriptures of the sect.
His most famous disciple was Saligram Saheb, a
Government official, who rose to the position of

Postmaster-General of the United Provinces and
received from Government the title Rai Baiiadur.
He was a man of vigorous and orderly mind. The
horrors of the Mutiny drew his thoughts away
from the world, and he became a disciple and
devoted personal attendant of the Sant Satguru.
Max Miiller gives a short account of him in his life

Ramakrsna.^

of

In 1878 the guru died, and Rai Saligram Saheb
Bahadur was at once accej^ted by the disciples as
It seems clear that, while the
his successor.
essentials of the system came from the first guru,
everything else is the work of Saligram Saheb.
He organized the sect, gave it its name, and formulated the theology, doubtless following closely
The
the lines of the original guru^s teaching.
following sketch of the system is drawn from his
of
Radha
Prakdsh
Rdclhd ISodmi Mat
(' Exposition
Soami Doctrine'), a short systematic manual in
which
was
English,
printed at Benares in 1896 for
private circulation
The universe is in three spheres or divisions, each subdivided
:

into six regions.

A. The first sphere is purely spiritual. In it dwells the
Supreme Being, who is altogether unknown. His name, howfor that name resounds
ever, is known to be Radha Soami
through all regions, and can be heard by those who have had
the proper initiation and training.
It contains
B. The second sphere is spiritual-material.
;

matter as well as spirit, but its matter is comparatively pure
and is controlled by spirit. Over this region presides a Viceroj-,
who is said to be "the God of the Bible, the Brahman of the
UlJanisads, the Ldhiit of Muslim saints.
In it matter
C. The third region is material-spiritual.
dominates spirit, and all spirits contained in it are clothed in
gross matter. The Governor of this material universe is identical with the Hindu Brahma and with the ordinary gods of other
religions.

From the Supreme Being there proceeds an emanation called
the Sabda, i.e. the Word, which streams down through all
regions and returns again to the Supreme. From the Sabda
there rings out in all regions the divine name Radha Soami.
Man's soul is a pure drop from the ocean of the Supreme
it falls into bondSpirit; but, being wrapped in coarse matter,
age to material things, and may degenerate seriously, unless
but the Supreme Being has certain
spiritual help is given
'beloved sons' men who have risen to perfect union with
himself, who from time to time descend from the spiritual
sphere in mercy and love, in order to deliver men from the
bondage of matter and to enable them to rise to the highest
Each of the gurus of the sect is one of those
spiritual heights.
beloved sons.
The guru teaches his disciples, by means of the secret discipline of the sect, to hear in their inner organs the sound made

—

1

;

RdmakTishtfa : his Life and Sayings, London,

1898, p. 20

ff.

RADHAVALLABHIS
He then
it resounds throu^'h all retrions.
teaches thetn to mount on this spirit-current and to rise on it
to the Supreme. There ia no waj' of ap)>roach to the Supreme
except throuirh the Sant Satg'uru so that all men ought to
by the ^abda, as

;

have recourse^ to him for salvation. The secret discipline is
called Sitrat-iabd-Voga, 'union of the human spirit with the
Woni.' The methods of this discipline are not known further
than that they are said to be meditative, and that the guru
gives the disciple his photofrraph, and bids him contemplate it
as the revelation of God in his meditations. In addition to the
secret practice, men are told that prayer, works of faith and
charity, a vegetarian diet, abstinence from into.xicating drink,
and attendance at meetings of the sect for worship are necessary
for the holy life.

Tlio second gui-ic died in 1898.
Beside.*? the
English booklet mentioned above, he left behind

him four volumes

in

Hindi verse, named Prcma
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title used of Kisna in relation to Radha, his famous
cowherd mistress, in the latest cycle of the myth.
It is most strange that, in a sect which
worships
one God only, this phra.se with all its coarse

associations should be declared to be tlie name of
God, and should also be used as the title of the
first guru of the sect, and to form the name of the
No credible exnlanation has ever been
sect itself.

given by any member of the sect. It transpires,
however, that the first guru and his wife used to
dress up as Krsna and Radha to receive the worship
of

their disciples

;

and when,

in

February 1914,

the writer of this article visited the gurudvdra of
the first guru, he found two photographs hanging
on the tomb. An educated member of the sect,
who acted as cicerone, saiil that they were the
photographs of Radlifi aud Soami, the fiTHt guru's
wife and the guru himself. Tlius it is probable
that, during the lifetime of the guru and his wife,
when the disciples went to worship thom, they
addressed them as Radha and Soami, and that the
double name thus became associated with the chief
That would be suffiact of worship of the sect.
cient to. account for the way in which it is used.
While the main body of the teaching and the
practice of the sect comes from Kabir and other
Vaisnavite sources, certain phrases and ideas arc
In many points both
clearly Christian in origin.
of teaching and of practice there is a curious similarity between the system and theosophy (q.v.).
LrrERATURE. — The chief publications of the sect have been

Bdnl, 'Love Utterances,' and six volumes in
Hindi prose, named Prema Patra, 'Love Letters.'
The third guru, Brahma Sahkara Misra, a man
of Bengali extraction, resident in Benares, guided
the sect from 1898 until his death in 1902. His
book. Discourses on BadhCisodmi Faith (Benares,
1909), contains brief statements about the gurus,
which have been used in this article.
Since the death of the third guru the sect tends
to fall into two sections, one of which is in favour
of appointing a new guru, while the other is
opposed to it. The former section recognizes at
present Anand Swarup as their guru, while the
other party is led by Madhava Prasad, who refuses
to be called a guru.
The Sant Satguru is held to be identical with
the Supreme Being, and receives lofty titles to
mentioned in the course of the article. A valuable
express his dignity. The worship of the sect there- The Itadha Swami Sect, by H. D. Griswold, was pamphlet.
published
All the excesses of Hindu several
fore centres in him.
years ago by the Cawnpore Mission Press, but is now
out of print. The fullest account of the sect will be found in
7Mri«- worship are reproduced among Radha Soamis.
N. Farquhar, Modern Religious Movements in India, New
They not only prostrate themselves before the J.
York, 1915, pp. 157-173.
J. N. FARQUHAR.
guru, adore him, meditate on his virtues, pray to
him, and believe that everything that has touched
RADHAVALLABHIS. The Radhavallabhis
his body is filled with spiritual power they also
are a Vaisnava sect of N. India, numbering about
follow certain Hindu sects in a number of disgust25,000 adherents, and founded in the early part of
ing practices. They drink the water in whicli he the 16th cent,
by one Harivaiiisa, the son of a
has washed his feet, eat certain products of his
Gaur Brahmana living in the Saharanpur District.
body, and, after his death and cremation, drink Harivamsa's name
appears in the list of teachers
his ashes in water.
Sanakadi - sampradaya of the Bhagavata
When a guru dies, his relics are placed in a tomb, of thefounded
faith,
by Nirabarka (see artt. NLmavats
his photograph is atHxed to it, and round it is
and Bhakti-marga, vol. ii. p. 545). This samerected a building which, because it is sanctified
prnddga was divided into five sdkhds, or branches,
by the relics of the guru, is called a gurudvdra. by a teacher named Harivyasa, and Harivaiiisa's
Since tiiree gurus have passed away, there are
name is entered in the list as that of the third
three gurudvdras (1) the shrine of the first guru,
branch.* Other authorities
who is called Radha Soami, or Soamiji Maharaj, is teacher of the fourth to
state that he belonged
the Madhva-sampradaya*
at the Radha Soami Bagli, some four miles from
artt. Madhvas and Bhakti-marga, vol. ii.
Agra (2) the shrine of the second guru, who is (see
and his teaching, as Growse* points out,
called Huzoor Maharaj, is at Pipalmandi, Agra; p. 545),
was professedly derived partly from the one and
(3) the shrine of the third gurii, whose title is
from the other of these churches.
Maharaj Saheb, is in a fine new building in Madho partly
Uarivariisa was born in A.D. 1502, his father
Das's garden, Benares.^
the time a high official in the service of
at
being
Apart from the adoration of the guru, the wor- the
emperor.'' He married, and had two sons and
of
the
is
a
sect
service
of
ship
consisting
simple
one daughter. After settling his daughter in
scripture-reading, hymn-singing, prayer, and a
to become an ascetic.
On
sermon.
Their scriptures are the writings of marriage he determined
Kabir and of certain other Hindu saints and the the way to the holy land of Vrndavana he met a
Brahmana, who declared that he had been comworks of their own gtirus.
in a dream to present him with his two
Since the sect is largely guided by Kabir, and manded
daughters and also with an image of Krsna in the
recognizes one God only, the visiting of Hindu
character of Radhavallabha, or lover of Radha.
temples and the worship of Hindu idols are dis- Harivaiiisa married the
girls and, in A.D. 1525,^
countenanced.
Yet a Hindu, a Muslim, or a
set up the image in a temple which he had founded
Christian may remain outwardly a member of his
on
the
bank
of the river JaninS.
in Vrndavana,
old religious community and conform to its usages,
The worship of the sect founded l)y him is nomwhile secretly avowing himself a Radha Soami and
inally directed to Krsna as Radha's lover, hut
partaking in the worship and private meditations
practically it is devoted to Radha herself. Radlia
of the sect.
one of the gopis, or herdmaidens, who are
The name of the sect is rather an enigma. The was
2 Bhaktandmdvali, p. 11.
1
Vaimavasarvasva, p. 15.
word satsahg is quite clear, for it is a Hindi word
3
Malhurd, p. 186.
4 Tlie Bhaktamala does not say who the emperor was.
Sikused by the Sikhs for a company of pious people
but Rddhd Soami is obscure. It is a phonetic andar Lodi was at that date reigning at Agra.
5 So
This would make him twenty11.
Bhaktanamavali,
p.
misspelling of Radhasvjlml, 'Lord of Radha,' a three ^ ears old, which does not give much time for him to have

—

;

:

;

;

1

Farquhar,

Modem

Religious Movements in India, p. 165,

lines 19-27, is erroneous.

a marriageable daughter.

N. India.

But

girls

are married in infancy in
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Dhruva Dasa, Bhaktandmdvall, ed. with full commentaiy by
Radhakrena Dasa (Nagari Pracharini Sabha), Benares, 1901, p.
11 f.
Harischandra, Vai^rtavagarvasva (in Ha n^chandrakald,
Hita
Baiikipur, n.d.), p. 15 Laksmlnarayapa Upadhyaya,
Misra,
Harivamsa Prdghatya, Brindaban, 1910 GaneSavihari
MiirabanSyamavihari Misra, and Sukadevavihari Misra,
dhuvinoda, Khandwa and Allahabad, 1913, p. 284 ff.

his
celebrated as the companions of Krsna during

The legend of his
youth spent in Vrndavana.
It
is fairly old.
sports with these heidmaidens
or supplement to the
appears in the Harivam§a,
Mahabharata, and in the Vismt and Bhagavata
Brahma
Puranas, but it is not till we get to the
we
Vaivarta Furana, a late sectarian work, that
of
find prominence given to Radha as the leader
Here
the gopls and as Krsna's beloved mistress.
we are told that Kadha, from the beginning of all

;

;

;

George A. Griersox.

RAGGED SCHOOLS.— See Juvenile Criminals.

RAI DASIS.— The

or energic power,
things, had been Krsna's iakh,
and that, when he came down to earth in human
form, she also became incarnate.

Its
(see EBE ii. 546, and art. Ramanandis).
members are low-caste Chamars, or leather-workers,

In many religions there has been a tendency
exhibited to worship a female counterpart of the
This was not confined
deity, as his energic power.
It has even appeared in corrupt forms of
to India.
Christianity which substituted the Virgin-Mother
In India this
for the Third Person of the Trinity.
the
iakti-worship became most developed among
Saiva sects, but it has also obtained some currency
among Vaisnavas, some of whom direct thenLaksmi or to Sita,
prayers more particularly to
the spouses of Visnu and of Ramachandra respec-

and, in fact, Chamars, as a caste, often call themselves 'Rai Dasis.' Their doctrines do not differ
followers of Ramamaterially from those of other
are chiefly found in the United
nanda.

They

Provinces of Agra and Oudh, where their numbers
are considerable, but, owing to the use of the title
not only as a sect name but also as the name of a
In the census
caste, the total is quite uncertain.
of 1891 their numbers were recorded as 417,000,
and in that of 1901 as 47,000 but nothing can be
deduced from these figures except that, in the
latter year, it is probable that many were shown,
not as belonging to their particular sect, but under
the more general title of Ramawat.
;

but among RadhavallabhTs this is carried
extreme length. Radha is the supreme
of the sect
object of worship, and the writings
are devoted to singing her praises, and to describerotic detail, the union
ing, with most sensuous and
The whole is, of course,
of Krsna with his beloved.
and is so intercapable of mystic interpretation,
tively
to an

;

Rai Dasa, like his followers, was a Chamar by
and the sect founded by him, if it can be
called a sect, is hardly more than an association of
Chamars who have adopted the tenets of his
sacred
master, Ranicananda. It has no peculiar
caste,

j^ commenting
preted by the pious, but Growse,i
on one of Harivamsa's devotional poems, is not
unfair in saying

it has orally preserved a number
attributed to its founder. Several of
these have found their way into the Sikh Granth,

book, although

:

ever the language of the brothel was borrowed for temple
has been so here. But, strange to say, the Gosains, who
use,
of a morbid
accept as their Gospel these nauseous ravings
married
imagination, are for the most part highly respectable
of life
men, who contrast rather favourably, both in sobriety
and intellectual acquirements, with the professors of rival sects
that are based on more reputable authorities.'
'

of

If

it

Jnvan-charitra (Allahabad,
these hymns shows that the
on which their author laid
some of the contemporary

'

natural in members of a despised community,
was also laid on the unimportance of casteto all the
distinctions, but this doctrine is common
stress

developments of Ramananda's teaching.
Rai Dasa's home was at Benares, and, as a
he probably flourished in
disciple of Ramauanda,
the earlier part of the 15th century A.D. He was
a fellow-disciple with Kabir {q.v.), with whose
the uselessness of
teaching his doctrine regarding
the Vedas and Brahmanical Hinduism had much

'

By his later marriage Harivamsa had two sons,
one of whom, Vraja Chandra, or Braj Chand, was
the ancestor of the present Gosains of the temple
of Radhavallabha in Vrndavana, the chief temple
It dates from the end of the 16th or
of the sect.
beginning of the 17th century.
Literature.—The only English authors who have written
Sketch of the
original accounts of this sect are H. H. Wilson,
and F.
Religious Sects of the Hindus, London, 1861, p. 173fl.,
S. Growse, Mathurd, a District Memoir^, Allahabad, 1880, p.
185 ff. The following Indian authorities may also be consulted
Nabha Dasa, Bhaktamala (see ERE ii. 546), verse 90, and
Piiva Dasa's commentary thereon the best ed. is that of Sitaraniaiarana Bhagavan Prasada, Benares, 1905 (the account in
this is summarized by Wilson, and given in full by Growse)
:

;

;

Mathurd,

common.

in

Wilson mentions a work

Sevasakhi-vani, Sayings of the ComHe states that it is
panions in (Radha's) Service.'
a more ample exposition of the notions of the sect
and of their traditions and observances, as well as
a collection of their songs and hymns. He does
not mention the author's or compiler's name.

p. 199.

w-as of in-

is

tlie

1

Rama

than a belief in the Vedas
finitely more importance
or in the teaching of Brahmanical Hinduism. As

'

also recited.

A

1908).
perusal of
only important point
more stress than did
Vaisriavas was that

bhakti, or devotional faith, in

imitators.
Harivariisa was about sixty-five years old at the
time of his death. He was the author of two
works. One of these, written in Sanskrit, is the
Radhasudhanidhi, Store of the Nectar of Radha,'
long couplets. The other, the
extending to 170
Chanrasi Pada, ' Eighty-four Stanzas,' is in Hindi.
They are both very erotic in character and exhibit
much poetical fancy. Portions of them have been
translated by Growse. Stray verses attributed to

entitled

hymns

and another collection of them has lately been
Bani aur
printed under the title of Rai-das-ji-kl

To indicate the fervour of his love for Radha,
Harivamsa took the prajnomen of Hita, affectionknown as Hita Hariate,' and he is generally now
vamsa. This custom was followed by his disciples,
so that we find names such as Hita Dhruva Dasa
and Hita Damodara as those of his pupils and

him are

Rai Dasis are a Vaisnava

sect of N. India, founded by Rai (or Ravi) Das,
one of the twelve chief disciples of Ramananda

In the art. RAmanandIs attention is drawn to
the catholicity of Ramananda's reformation. His
twelve chief disciples included not only women,
but men not of the Brahman caste, such as Kablr,
the Musalman weaver, Sena, the barber, and,
lowest of all, Rai Dasa, the despised leatherSalvation was now no longer the monworker.
more conveyed
opoly of Brahmans, nor was it any
through the medium of Sanskrit, a dead language.

was now freely ottered to all men, of no matter
what caste, and "in the language of their everyday

It

A

man could be a saint, and yet adhere to
that state of life to which it might please God to
Saint and teacher thougli Rai Dasa was,
call him.
he nevertheless lived the life of a married man,
and supported himself by his caste-trade, as a

life.

shoemaker.
several legends concerning him, of
In order to get over the
brief account may be given.
low
caste, it is stated that he was
inconvenient fact of his
to his teacher Ramananda's
Brahmana.
a
Contrary
originally
instructions, he took alms from a shopkeeper who had dealings
with Chamars. Ramananda cursed him to be reborn in that

The Bhaktamala contains

which a

RAIN
He at once died, and was born ajjain in the house of a
neighbourinK Chaniar but, owing to his former piety, he came
memory of liis previous instruction, and
refused to drink his mother's milk till he ha<l been duly initiated
as a Vaijijava. Kuiiiaiianda was informed of this by a direct
divine communication, and hastened to the house. There he
saw the babe, and whispered into its ear the initiator)' formula,
or rnantra. The infant thereupon accepted the breast and
prew up a pious votary of Kama. His father at length expelled
him from the house, and he set up a little hut close by, where
he lived with his wife in frrcat poverty, carrying on his trade as
a shoemaker. He made a practice of presenting a pair of shoes
to any pious man who happened to pass by, and kept body and
soul together by selling what remained.
Further legends tell
how, by the direct interposition of Kama, he became wealthy
and was able to found a monastery, to which he attracted
numerous disciples. He was persecuted by Urahmaijas, and
haled before the king as an unauthorized teacher but, in consequence of a miracle performed by the deity in answer to his
prayer, reminding us of Elijah's trial of strength on Mount
Carmel, not only was he released, but he converted his
opponents.
One of his converts was Queen JhalT of Chitaur. She invited
him to come thither to a great religious feast. The local
Brahmanas refused to eat with him, and were provided by the
queen with uncooked food, which they prepared for themselves
in a place apart.
When, however, they sat down to eat, they
found that, by a miracle, Rai Dasa had multiplied himself, and
was sitting and eating between each two of them. This opened
their eyes, and, filled with humility, tliey also became his
Rai Dasa then tore open his skin, and, showing to
disciples.
them beneath it his former Brahmaija body wearing a sacred
caste-thread of gold, he died and went to heaven.
caste.

;

into the world with a

;

These legends were recorded by Priya Dasa,
under the instruction of Nabha Dasa, who lived
only three generations later than Kai Dasa, and
their marvellous character illustrates the impression that his teaching must have made upon his
immediate successors.
Literature.

— Practically the only authority

is

Nabha Dasa,

Bhaktamdla (see ERE ii. 54G), verse 54, and Priy.i, Dasa's
commentary thereon. See, however. Literature at art. 6ivaNarayanis. The best ed. of the Bhaktamdla is that of Sitarama^arana Bhagavan Prasada (Benares, 1905). A summarj' will
be found in H. H. Wilson, Sketch of the Religious Sects of
the Hindus, London, 1861, p. 113 ff., where the legends about Rai
Dasa will be found related more fully than above, but not quite
in accordance with the original.
Cf. also Dhruva Dasa,
Bhaktandmdvali, ed. with a full commentary, by Radhakrsna
Dasa (Nagari Pracharini Sabha), Benares, 1901. In this Rai
Dasa is no. 110.
According to the editor, there are still
descendants of Rai Dasa in Benares, who carry on their ancestral trade of shoemaking.
For an ed. of his songs see the text
above (p. 560).
GEORGF A. GRIERSON.

RAIN. —Water

is the first need of man, since
vegetation withers and animals and men
langTiish and die. It is therefore not to be wondered
at that in countries inhabited by primitive people
where rain is scarce magico-religious ceremonies
are resorted to in order to regulate the supply.
In fact, so important is this aspect of primitive
cult that a special class of magicians, and, in some
cases, a particular totem, are set apart for the due
performance of rain-making ceremonies. From an
anthropo-geographical survey of the distribution
of these rites it is evident that the supernatural
control of rain is chiefly found in areas in which
tncre \r, ai. .iV-jv^i-nial rainfall, as,
e.g., in sultry
lands like Australia, ana po-t-, ^j- g ^^^ g_ Africa
where for months together the sun -pj.^/!.... z^y^.^L
from a cloudless sky on the unprotected bodies of
men and the parched and withering vegetation.
At the same time it must be remembered that it
is not unknown in the moister climate of Europe,
as, e.fj., in Russia.
I. The water-totems in Australia.
Among the
Arunta tribe of Central Australia is a group of
people who have water for their totem, and to
whom the secret of rain-making was imparted in
the alcheringa, or dream-time of long ago, by an
individual named Irtchwoanga, who also settled
upon the exact places at which the intichiuma
ceremony should be performed. One of the most
important of the water-totem gi'oups is a local
subdivision of the Arunta, inhabiting a district
about 50 miles to the east of Alice Springs, called by
the natives the rain country (Kartwia quatcha).
VOL. X. 36
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When the chaiitchua, or leader, of this group is about to hold
a rain-making ceremony, he sends messengers, called Inwurra,
to the surrounding groups, to inform them of his intention,
and to call the members of the totem together.
.
When all
are assembled
the men of the totem march into camp,
painted with red and yellow ochre and pipeclay, and wearing
bunches of eagle-hawk feathers on the crown and sides of the
head. At a signal from the Chantchwa all sit down in a line
and sing. At another signal they all jump up and walk in
single file out of the camp, and spend the night a few miles
'
At daybreak they scatter in all directions in search of
away.
game, which is cooked and eaten, but on no account must any
water be drunk, or the ceremony would fail.' While some of
the men paint themselves, others erect a wurley,' or shelter
of boughs, near the main camp.
When the decorating is complete, the men march back to the wurley silently and in single
lile.
The young men enter first and lie face downwards at the
inner end, while the older men, after decorating the leader,
take up a position near the opening. Singing continues for
some time, and then the chantchva walks up and down a
trench outside the wurley, his body and legs quivering in a
most extraordinary manner. This performance is repeated at
intervals during the night, the singing continuing practically
all the time.
At daybreak he executes a final quiver, and,
thoroughly exhausted, declares the ceremony to he at an end,
and at once the young men jump to their feet and rush out of
the wurley, screaming in imitation of the spur-winged plover.
The cry is tieard in the main camp, and is taken up with weird
effect by the men and women who have remained there.' On
the next night an ordinary rain-dance is held by the men.i
J. G. Frazer explains the ceremony by making
it imitative of a rising storm.''
The wurley, he
'

.

.

.

.

.

'

'

'

imagines, stands for the vault of heaven, from
which the rain-clouds, represented by the chief
actor strutting across the trench, come forth to
move across the sky. The other performers imitate birds that are supposed to be harbingers of
rain.

The Kaitish tribe of Central Australia has also
a water-totem.
When the headman desires to hold an intichiuma ceremony
to make rain, he goes to a place called Anira, where, in the
Alcheringa, two old men sat down and drew water from their
whiskers, the latter being now represented by stones out of
'

which the rainbow arose. First of all he paints the stones with
red ochre,' and then he paints a rainbow on the ground, one or
more on his body, and one on a shield, which he also decorates
with zig-zag lines of white pipeclay to represent lightning.
After singing' the stones and pouring water from a vessel on
them and on himself, he returns to camp, taking with him the
shield, which must be seen only by the men of the same moiety
of the tribe as himself, lest the rites be rendered of no avail.
The shield is hidden away in his camp until sufficient rain has
fallen, after which it is brought forth and the rainbow is rubbed
out.
A vessel containing water is kept by the side of the headman, into which he throws pieces of white down from time to
time, representing clouds. The wife of the leader is obliged to
absent herself from the camp for the time being, and on her
return imitates the sound of the plover, a bird whose character'
istic cry is always associated with rain in these parts.
H rain
follows it is attributed to the performance of the ceremony, but
if it does not then it simply means that some one else has prevented it by superior magic. '3
'

—

Rain-charms.— (a) Animals. The Tjingilli,
Arunta, have a curious ceremony concerned with rain-making, apart from the
2.

to the north of the

ordinary intichiuma.
'

A

bandicoot is caught, care being taken not to in jjiBps it
belonging to a special moiety of t\\e,i'''^'ph'clii [hollowed
up
paper-bark and carries X'ii'i'ime as it becomes very thin
trough], singing over.i^J^;tg jt go, and the rain is supposed to
and weak. Thetj.rand Gillen could find no explanation of this
rain.
*fy!2^-,'.i...^Sfctween the bandicoot and
fat

A man
in

In the Anula tribe of N. Australia rain-making
specially associated with one particular spot
called Upintjara, where there is a water-hole in
the bed of a creek. The dollar-bird, commonly
known as the rain-bird, is connected with the

is

rainy season.

A man of the Mumbakuaku totem can make rain by catching a
snake and putting it alive into the water-hole. 'After holdmg
and lays it
it under for a little time, he brings it out, kills it,
down bv the side of the creek. Then, in imitation of a rainbow,
sets it up
and
he makes an arched bundle of grass stalks
the snate
over the snake. All that he then does is to sing over
falls. '
rain
the
and the imitation rainbow, and sooner or later
of makJ. Batchelor describes a curious method
.

.

.
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ing rain by the aid of animals practised by the
Ainus.
WTien fishermen, after a long spell of fine weather, are tired
and long for a rest, they take out at night the skulis of racoons
(animals capable of hearing a request for rain) and pray to
If this is done
them, throwing water over one another.
properly, bad storms are sure to follow, and the people get
their desired rest. As soon as the rough weather begins, the
men buy sake and offer libations to the skull ; if very bad
weather indeed is required, the people make gloves and caps
of racoon- and marten-skins, put them on, and dance.l

Animals intimately associated -with water, such
as frogs, toads, etc., have a Avide-spread reputation as custodians of rain,^ and therefore often
play a part in charms designed to draw the needed
showers from the sky. In order to give effect to
the rain-charm, the animal in some cases must be
black, the colour being typical of the appearance
of the desired rain-clouds.
Conversely, if tine
weather is needed, the animal must be of a spotless
white.^
[b) Stones are often supposed to possess the
power of bringing rain, provided they are brought
into contact with water.
In New South Wales the natives supplicate invisible beings
to send rain, by placing a particular sort of stone on the edge
of a water-hole. *
In this district, as in Queensland, quartz
crystals figure in rain-making ceremonies.^ Again, in Samoa a
stone was carefully housed in a village as the representative of
the rain-making god. When there was too much rain, the
stone was laid by the fire and kept heated till fine weather set
in.
In a time of drought the priest and his followers dressed
up in fine mats, and, wending their way in procession to the
stream, dipped the stone in and prayed for rain.6 This custom
'

'

perhajis, be compared with the practice prevailing till
recently in France of dipping the image of a saint in water as a

may,

means

of

procuring rain.

No doubt the fact that stones are often regarded
as the abodes of spirits accounts for their use as
rain-making charms.
(c) Pouring water is a common feature in ceremonies for the procuring of rain in some parts of
the world, a survival of such a practice being
found in various rain-charms resorted to in times
of drought in S. and N. Russia.
In Africa it is common to attribute lack of rain to the concealment of miscarriages by women. To remove the pollution
set free the rain, a black ox is killed, and the partly
digested grass from its stomach placed in a pot buried in the
ground. Into this vessel little girls pour water till it overflows
along four channels, representing the cardinal points. The
women then strip off their clothes, dance a rain-dance, and
thereupon proceed to dig up the remains of the premature
At dusk they bury the
births, pouring water on the graves.
remains in the mud near a stream. Then the rain will be free
to fall. 7 The custom of pouring water on a leaf-clad mummer
is still resorted to at carnivals in parts of
Europe for the
purpose of producing rain. 8 In Celebes, in times of drought,
the villagers go to a stream and splash each other with water,
sometimes imitating the sound of falling rain by hitting the
surface of the water with their hands or with an inverted
gourd.9

and thus

(d)The dead.

— Sometimes the

dead are involved

"in^fgin -making ceremonies.
In New Catefenia.jllS_Pi'iests blacken themselves all over.
deatt^fecd-V- t"ike the bones to a cave,
suspend the skeleton over some taro^e'SVes, and pour water
down on to the leavgs. It is thought
it
so
that
it
runs
over
that the soul of the departed takes up the water,-iV.ake9 rain Of
down
and
showers
it
it,
again. Since the rain-maker has to
fast and remain in the cavern until it rains, it is not surprising
that the wet months (March and April) are usually chosen for
the performance of the rite.i" The Euahlayi tribe in Australia
think that a dead person always sends rain within a week of his
death to wash away his tracks on the earth. n In times of
drought in Zululand girls carry pots of water to a certain tree

They then exhume a

1

2
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under which an ancestor who was in his day a great rain-maker
has been buried. They dance around the tree and pour water
on its roots, so that the rain-maker may send them rain.l

Such ceremonies as these can hardly be described
if magic imply the
presence of an
automatic efficacy, since they imply a belief in a
control from without, the appeal for help being
made to the supernatural powers of the deceased.
as magical,

(e) Bull-roarers are used for procuring rain in
The
Australia, Africa, and Central America.
reason for the association of this ceremonial object
and rain is apparent. Heavy rainfall accompanies

thunder-storms in arid regions, and therefore, since
the swinging of the bull-roarer causes a noise bearing a striking resemblance to thunder and Avind,
both harbingers of rain, it is in accordance with
the principles of savage philosophy that the bullroarer should figure in rain-making ceremonies.
The Navahos say that the sacred groaning stick
(bull-roarer) which makes a mimic storm may be
made only of the wood of a pine tree which has
been struck by lightning,^ thus showing the connexion between a thunder-storm and the instrument.
Among the Zuni Indians the rain-maker whirls a bull-roarer,
while one of his associates whips a mixture of water and meal
into frothy suds, symbolic of clouds, and another plays the
'
All this is an invocation to the gods for rain the one
great and perpetual prayer of the people of this arid land.' 3
The bull-roarer is then laid aside, and the offerings are sprinkled
six times witli the consecrated water, whereupon the bull-roarer
is again sounded.

—

flute.

It is significant that in parts of Africa, where
is little more tlian a toy, the Kalirs
still have .sufficient regard for the rain-making

the bull-roarer

qualities of the instrument to forbid boys to play
with bull-roarers when they want dry weather,
lest a gale of wind should be attracted.*

—

From Carl Lumholtz^ we have a
3. Dances.
detailed description of the rain-dancing of the
Tarahumare Indians of Mexico.
In describing the relation of these Indians to nature, he says
that rain is the focal point from which all their thoughts
radiate," 'since the people obtain their subsistence from tlie
products of the soil.' In order to induce the gods to let it rain,
dancing, consisting of a series of monotonous rhythmical move'
The dancing is
ments, is kept up sometimes for two nights.
accompanied by the song of the shaman, in which he communicates his wishes to the unseen world, describing the beautiful
effect of the rain, the fog, and the mist on the vegetable world.
He invokes the aid of all the animals.
The Tarahumares
assert that the dances have been taught them by the animals.'
'The Indian never asks his god to forgive whatever sin he
maj' have committed all he asks for is rain, which to him
means something to eat, and to be free from evil.' If there
should be too much rain, the people also dance to avoid
calamity from floods. Therefore dancing expresses not only
prayers for rain, but also petitions to the gods to ward off evil
to the crops and to man. Sometimes the family dances alone,
the father teaching the boys, one being deputed to bring down
the fructifying rain by this means, while the rest of the famil3In the evening the others somejilant, hoe, weed, or harvest.
times join the unfortunate dancer for a while, but often he goes
on alone all night. In winter thej' dance for snow, at other
times in order that the clouds from the north and south may
clash and bring down rain to make the grass grow aud tbe deer
and rabbits multiply.
'

.

.

.

;

4.

Prayers.

— Reference

has already been made

In Australia the only actual
to prayers for rain.
instance of prayers being offered to supernatural
beings is in connexion with rain-making.
In the Dieri country the sky in which the mura-muras the
—
predecessors and prototypes of the blacks live is supposed to
be a vast plain inhabited b.y wild tribes. The clouds are reas
rain
is
made
bodies
in
which
by rain-nuaking inuragarded
muras. In times of severe drought the Dieri call upon these
to
them
power to make a heavy rainsupernatural beings
give

—

fall, proclaiming in loud voices the impoverished state of the
country and the half-starved condition of the tribe consequent
upon the ditficult.v of procuring food in sufficient quantities to
In S.W. Africa, 'if a drought has lasted long,
preserve life.6

D. Kidd, The Es.^ential Kafir, London, 1904, p. 115.
W. Matthews, .5
(1887), p. 435 f.
M. O. Stevenson, S3
{WOi), p. 175.
4
Kidd, Essential Kafir, p. 333 G. McCall Theal, Kajir FolkLore, London, 18S2, p. 222 ff.
5 Unknown
Mexico, London, 1903, i. 330 flf.
8
Howitt, p. 394.
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the whole tribe goes with its cattle to the grave of some
einineiiL man
lay offerings of milk and flesh on the grave and
utter their plaint: "Look, O Father, upon your beloved cattle
and children they suffer distress, they are so lean, they are
dying of hunger. Give us rain." 'i Among the Bari of Central
Africa the rain-maker, after anointing rain-stones with oil,
2
If there is a drought
prays to his dead father to send rain.
among the Masai, the women collect together, and, having tied
grass on to their clothes, sing an invocation to their god to
refresh them with his cooling showers. * The Nandi in times of
drought look towards the Tindiret or Chepusio Hill every
morning and say, Hubon, Tindiret (,' Rain, Tindiret"). If the
drought is protracted and a famine is threatened, the old men
collect and take a black sheep with them to the river.
Having
tied a fur cloak on to the sheep's back, they push it into the
water, and take beer and milk into their mouths and spit them
out in the direction of the rising sun.
When the sheep
scrambles out of the water and shakes itself, they sing, 'God
have we prayed to thee, give us rain.'-* In the last instance
prayer is found in association with a piece of sympathetic
.

.

.

;

'

'

!

iuai,'ic.

In Upper Burma bread, coco-nuts, plantains, and fowls are
offered to the spirit who is thought to send rain, with the
prayer, O Lord nat [spirit], have pity on us poor mortals, and
stay not the rain. Inasmuch as our offering is given ungrudg5
In the sacred rites at
ingly, let the rain fall day and night.'
" Rain !"
Eleusis,' the worshippers looked up to the sky and cried
and then looked down at the earth and cried "Conceive!"'
These mysteries were celebrated at the end of the long drought
of summer and before the first rains of autumn, and therefore
no time could be more suitable for the invocation to the
heavens to ]iour down rain, and the earth to conceive seed
'

under the

fertilizing

—

shower.*

5. Sacrifice.
Closely related to
is tlie offering of sacrifices in order

prayers for rain
to

make

rain.

;

;

'

special titbits for Ngai [the good god who sends rain, riches,
thunder, and lightning]. Those who worship merely cross their
lips with a morsel of meat before sacrificing.' 8

—

In Australia anj' members
6. The rain-maker.
of the tribe, men and women alike, irrespective of
class or totem, are permitted to take part in some
of the ceremonies connected with rain-making
btit in the sacred intichunna ceremonies only theinitiated men of the water-totem may take part.
The majority of the members of this totem belong
to the Puriila and Kumara class, since it was to
them that the secret of rain-making was imparted
in the alcheringa.
Among the Arunta the office
of chantchiva, or rain-maker, descends from father
to son, provided he belongs to the water-totem.
If the alatunja, or leader, has no son of the right
totem, then the office descends to one of his bloodbrothers, always provided that he is of the right
totem and, failing such a one, to some tribal
brother or son of the water-totem as determined
upon by the elder men or, more probably still, by
the old alatunja before his death." IntheDieri
country the whole trilie joins under the direction
of the medicine-man in
making rain.' Among
;

;

'

the Kurnai the rain-makers (hunjil-iuillwnfj) could
also bring thunder, and it is said of them, as of the
other medicine-men, that they obtained in dreams
the songs which form part of the ceremonies. '•*
The principal Avork of the chiefs among the
pt. i.. The Magic Art, i. 287.
F. Spire, Journal of the African Society, xvii. [1905J 16-2L
A. C. HoUis, The Masai, Oxford, 1905, p. 347.
1
Hollis, The JS'andi, do. 1909, p. 48.
5 Gazetteer
Upper Burma, Rangoon, 1900, 11. iii. 63 ff.
6
(?B», pt. v.. Spirits of the Corn and of the Wild, London,
1912, i. 69.
7
Kidd, The Essential Kafir, p. 115 f.
s H. R.
x.xxiv. [1904] 263.
Tate, in
9
10
Spencer-Gillena, p. 189 ff.
Hewitt, pp. 394-397.
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Wambugwe, a Bantu people living in E. Africa,
and among other African tribes is rain-making.
So important is this aspect of their office that it
often

is

a rule that, should the chief be unable to

make rain himself, he must procure it from some
one who can.* The Nandi rain-makers belong to
a special clan.'* In olden times the chief was the
great rain-maker among the Kalirs. Some chiefs
allowed no one else to compete with them, lest a
successful rain-maker should be chosen as chief in
their stead.* The rain-maker invariably exerts
great power over the people, and so it is important
to keep this function in the 'royal household.'
Tradition always treats the power of making rain
as the fundamental gloiy of ancient chiefs and
heroes, and it therefore probably played an important part in the origin of chieftainship, hedging
round the chief's per.son with tabus, though not
All
as Frazer suggests, with divinity.
nefossarily,
influential people are sacred, but the most sacred
do not work e.g., the Mikado. If the chief were
divine, so sacred would be his person that he would
not be able to execute his functions. An ordinary
chief or king is charged with mana only to an
extent sufficient to hedge him round with simple
tabus.
Frazer's divine kings are a specialization
of the conception of kingship, occurring only where

—

the

Thus, in S. Africa Umbandine, the old king of the Swazis, had
vast herds of cattle of a peculiar colour which he sacrificed for
sums of money to make rain. ' He could threaten to
large
" bind
up the skies" if they [the natives] did not pay him what
he demanded, and thus exercised enormous power. When the
ox is killed the blood is caught in calabashes, and is on no
account allowed to fall to the ground. The dish of blood is
then placed in a hut, together with the meat of the dead ox,
which is left untouched for the night on the morrow the meat
is eaten, and on the third day the bones of the ox are burnt.
The priest is said to confess over the beast the sins of the
people but this confession of sin is little more than an admission that they have not honoured the ancestral spirits
Butticiently.'7 The Akikuyu of British E. Africa sacrifice sheep
and goats beneath the sacred imi'jomo-tree by way of intercession for rain.
The whole of the meat is left under the tree,
the fat being placed in a cleft of the trunk or in the branches, as
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mana

aspect of chiefs

is

exaggerated.
a
individual

rain-maker
simply particular
—
—The
endowed
usually a medicine-man who
is

is

mana

with

by means of which he is able to
control the weather by supplying wind, calm, rain,
thunder, famine, and plenty at will and for a price.
It is

{q.v.),

not surprising that, in those parts of the world

which recurring periods of drought are frequent,
the powers of the rain-maker cannot be lightly
in

esteemed.
Among the Dinka rain-makers are
considered to be animated by the spirit of a great
rain-maker, which has been handed down through
a succession of rain-makers. By virtue of this inspiration a successful rain maker enjoys great
power. In fact, so sacred is the office that the
holder thereof is put to death before old age and
infirmity creep on, lest his demise from natural
causes should bring distress on the tribe. But so
honoured a life and death are not alwaj's the lot
His position is beset witli
of the rain-maker.
difficulties.
Though a successful career otters great
rewards, the unskilful practitioner may easily hit
upon hard times. When peofile believe that a
man has power to make the rain to fall, the sun to
shine, the Avinds to blow, the thunders to roll, and
the fruits of the earth to grow, they are also apt
to attribute drought and dearth to his negligence
or evil magic. Thus, the Banjars of W. Africa
beat the chief in times of drought till the weather
changes, and the tribes on the Upper Nile rip up
the abdomen of the rain- king, in which he is
supposed to keep the storms, if he does not make
the showers fall.*
The Dieri believe in rain7. Rain gods.

—

making

beings,

suiiernatural

known

as

mui-a-

muras, who live up in the sky and make the
clouds, which are the body or substance of rain.'
The rain-making ceremonies are thought to bo
'

seen by the mura-nuiras, who cause the clouds to
appear in the sky, unless they are angry or influenced by the evil magic of some other tribe. In
Africa rain is attributed to a high god. The
Akikuyu recognize three gods, two good and one
bad.
The firist sends rain and riches, the second
good wives and healthy children, and the tliird
sickness and loss. All three are called ngai, but
it is the god who sends the rain that is considered
the supreme deity and credited with divine powers.
342 f.
(?iJ3, pt. i.. The Magic AH, p.
» Kidd, Essential
2 Hollis, Xandi, p. 52.
Kafir, p. 114.
*
GB3, pt. i., The Magic Art, p. 353 f.
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their deities as common to
other tribes, such as the Masai and Akamba.^
The Ewe-speaking people associate a falling star
with a powerful rain-god, who sends the showers
from the sky. In times of drought they call upon
him by night with wild' howls, and once a year an
ox is sacriticed to him. Tlie priests consume the
flesh, Avhile the people smear themselves with the

The Akikuyu regard

and go in procession
through the towns and villages, singing, dancing,
and beating drums.^ The Dinka believe in a great
god who sends the rain from the 'rain-place'
where he dwells, and who animates the human
rain-maker. His name, Dengdit, means literally
'great rain.' It was he who created the world
pollen of a certain plant,

and established

all things in their present order
and, according to the Niel Dinka, he was the
ancestor of a clan which has rain for its totem.
Bullocks are sacrificed in spring to a spirit, Lerpiu,
for the purpose of inducing him to move Dengdit
to send down rain on the parched earth. ^ Likewise among the Shilluk a bullock and a cow (or
hen) are given to Nyakang, the semi-divine
ancestor of their kings.
One (or both) of the
animals is slain, while the king prays to the
divine hero for rain.''
In Mexico Tlaloc, or Tlalocateuchtli, is the god
of Avater and rain, and the fertilizer of the earth.
He is thought to reside where the clouds gather,
on the highest mountain-tops, especially those of
Tlaloc, Tlascala, and Toluca, his attributes being
the thunderbolt, the flash, and the thunder.
Prayers were offered to him in times of drought,
as the chief of the water-gods, to look down in
mercy on the sufferings of man and beast, and
give the things which are the life and joy of all
the world, and precious as emeralds and sapphires.'
When there is no rain for four years, children are
sacrificed to Tlaloc by being closed up in a cave.^
The rain-god of the Kandhs is Pidzu Pennu,
a being who rests on the sky and whom the priests
propitiate with eggs, rice, and sheep, and invoke
with prayers, so that he may send down water
upon them through his sieve before men and cattle
die of want.* The Kol tribes of Bengal consider
their great deity Marang Burn, great mountain,'
to be the rain-god.
His dwelling is on one of the
most conspicuous hills of the plateau near Lodmah
in Chota Nagpur.
In times of drought the women
climb the hill, led by the wives of the pahavs,
;

'

is the creator and sustainer of
The Mexican Tlaloc Avas probably
things.
originally a heaven-god, since he is supposed to
reside Avhere the clouds gather, and is evidently
superior to the god of the earth. Pidzu Pennu,
the rain-god of the Kandhs, rests on the sky, and
Marang Burn of the Kol tribes dAvells on the top
of a high hill.
In classical times it Avas to the

Likewise, Dengdit

all

heaven-god Zeus that the Athenians turned

Avith

requests for rain,^ Avhile in later and still more
enlightened ages it is the Lord of heaven and
earth that men supplicate in times of drought

by solemn litany and procession to send such
moderate rain and shoAvers that they may receive
'

the fruits of the earth to their comfort and to His
glory.'

—

8. Conclusion.
Frazer is of the opinion that
the method adopted by the rain-maker is usually
based on homoeopathic or imitative magic. In
other Avords, he seeks to produce rain by imitating
it.'^
NoAV, there can be no doubt that many of
the rites associated Avith rain-making imitate the
natural process. Thus, e.g., Avhen the Dieri erect
a hut over a hole in the ground and drop blood on
the men sitting round, Avhile others throAV handfuls
of doAvn in the air, they symbolically represent
the natural phenomena connected Avith rainfall.
The hut portrays the firmament, the doAvn the
cirrus clouds, the dropping blood the rain.
The
tAA^o large stones in the centre of the hut suggest
gathering clouds presaging rain, and the overthroAV of the hut by men butting at it Avith their
heads the piercing of the clouds and the doAvnpour
of rain.
Such a rite as this certainly contains an
element of imitation, but only because the savage
is a man of action, Avho 'dances out his religion.'
When he Avants Avind or rain, he does not, in the
loA\'est states of culture, prostrate himself before
his remote All- Father, but gathers certain people
together, often members of a Avater-totem, to
perform raagico-religious rites. Thus he expresses

by

actions,

sometimes accompanied by suitable

exclamations, his inmost desire.
Rain-making
ceremonies, therefore, may be described as outAvard

and

visible

signs of iuAvard emotions and

'

Avith girls

and

drumming, to carry offerings of milk
which are put on the rock at the

Z)c/-leaves,

The women then invoke the

deity to give
the seasonable rain, wildly gesticulating and
dancing till the prayer is answered by distant
peals of thunder.''
E. B. Tylor thinks that the rain-god is usually
the heaven-god exercising a special function,

top.

though sometimes taking a more distinctly

indi-

vidual form, or blending in characteristics with
a general Avater-god.^ Although the tribal AllFather in very primitive cult is remote and in
need of nothing that man can give, and therefore

—

not concerned Avith human affairs^ rain-making
being the function of the mura-muras
yet it
seems that the rain-god proper is a heaven-god.
This view is siipported by the evidence from the
Akikuyu, Avhere it is the supreme deity Avho sends
doAvn the refreshing shoAvers to Avater the parched
ground in answer to the prayers of the people.

is

1

JAI xxxiv.

2
GB3, pt. iii.,
3 lb.
p. 32.

The Dying God, London,

NR

1911, p. 61

—

the object. In developed magic the operator is
more or less aAvare that he is dealing Avith a
symbol, yet, in his need for emotional relief, he
makes himself believe that the desired effect,
though enacted on the symbol, is actually transmitted to the real object.* What applies to magic
in general is equally applicable to rain-making in
particular.

A modern

community

is chiefly

dependent upon

the Aveather for its incomings and outgoings, and
for the variation in the prices of bread and vegetables, yet even so it is not easy for us to understand a condition of life in which a bad harvest
means starvation. But in primitive society, Avhere
the food-supply is gOA'erned directly by the rainfall, the attitude of man toAvards the Aveather is
one of graA'e anxiety calculated to produce states

The emotions must find
This they do in representatiA'e
and emotional ceremonies to produce the desired
outlet someAvhere.

f.

the

Divine

result.

324-331.
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Dalton, TES, new ser., vi. [1868] 34.
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Lang, art. God (Primitive and Savage), vol. vi. p. 243.
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It is not surprising that primitiA'e ritual is often
imitative, since it represents symbolical!}' that
Avhich in higher cult is expressed by utterances,
Frazer's theory of imitative magic does not take
into account the emotional and representatiA'e
aspect of rudimentary religion the pent-up desire
to act discharging itself on the mere symbol of

of emotional intensity.

263.

* C. G.
Selifrmann, The Cult of Nyakang and
Kings of the Shilluk, Khartoum, 1911, p. 226 f.
B

—

longings.
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RAJPUT
When the savage wauts thunder to bring rain,
he does not imitate it, but simply swings his bullIt
roarer in order that he may actually make it.
is not a noise like thunder that he imagines he
It is only as the
hears, but the thunder itself.
belief in niagico-religious practices declines that
primitive ideas of making or being a thing degenerate into a merely imitative ceremony, a piece
of frivolous and valueless mimicr\'.
Thus the
prayer attitude is but the more developed exof
the
and
faith
with
which
the
hope
pression
so-called magical rite is instinct.
'

'

—

LiTKRATCRE. The authorities are quoted in the art. ; cf.
J. E. Harrison, Ancient Art and liitual, London, 1913;
E. O. James, Primitive Ritual and Belie/, do. 1917 and
artt. God, Maoic, Maka, Watek.
E. Q. JaMES.
;

RAINBOW.— See
vol. X. p. 371

Prodigies and Portents,

f.

RAJPUT. — Piajput

(Skr. raj'npntra, 'n king's
term applied to a
group of septs "which constitute the so-called
•military' class of India. At the census of 1911
they numbered 9,430,095, appearing in the greatest
numbers in the Panjab, United Provinces, and
Bengal. In Rajputana, the head-quarters of the
son,' 'a prince') is the general

they numbered 675,789.
Ethnology. Within the last few years an
important change of view regarding the origin of
the Rajputs has taken place. Following the universal tradition of the Hindus, it was generally
assumed that they were the direct successors of
the Ksatriyas, one of the four groups (varna,
*colour') which constituted the Vedic polity.
According to Manu {Laws, i. 89), the Creator commanded the Ksatriya 'to protect the people, to
bestow gifts, to offer sacrifices, to study (the Veda),
and to abstain from attaching himself to sensual
pleasures.' The true position of this group of septs
has now been clearly ascertained.
tribe,
1.

—

'So far back as the time when the Dialogues of the Buddha
were composed, the Kshatriyas were recognised as an important element in societj', and in their own estimation stood iiigher
than the Brahmans. The fact probably is that from very
remote days ruling- clans of Kshatriyas essentially similar to the
Ii.1jputs of later days, existed and were continually forming

new

states, just in the same way as in the mediaeval ^>eriod.
their records have perished, and only a few exceptionally
conspicuous dynasties are at all remembered, and so stand out
on the page of history in a manner which does not fully correspond with the truth. The term Kshatriya was, I believe,
always one of very vague meaning, simply denoting the Hindu

But

Brahman descent. Occasionmight be a Brahman by caste, but the Brahman's
natural place at court was that of minister rather than that of
king'(V. A. Smith, The Early Hist, of India^, Oxford, 1914,
ruling cl.isses which did not claim

ally a raja

p. 408).

In the tradition, which in India ranks as history,
is a sudden gap
the old Ksatriyas disappear,
until the 6th and 9th centm-ies a.d., when we find
a group of states under Rajput rulers. But it is
impossible to say whether these rajas were merely
successful adventurers, or how far they were the
heads of dominant clans. The true situation has
now been ascertained from a study of the epigraphic
evidence in N. and W. India. It is clear that the
break in the tradition in other words, the disappearance of the old Ksatriyas was the result of the
invasion of India by successive hordes from Central
Asia. The earliest of these were the Sakas in the
2nd cent. B.C., followed by the Yueh-chi or Kushans
in the 1st cent. A.D.
It is believed that the chiefs of
these invading hordes rapidly succumbed to the influence of their new environment, became Hindus,
and assumed, as ruling princes, the old name of
Ksatriya. But it is still uncertain whether the
pedigrees of any of the ruling clans go back to this
period.
During the 5th cent. A.D. and the early
part of the 6th cent, the Huns (or Hunas, as the
Hindus called them) made a fresh invasion,
and crushed the Hindu polity. They settled
there

:

—

—
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principally in the Panjab and Rajputana, tlieir
most important group being that of the Gurjaras,
who, in name at least, are represented by the
modem Gujars (ERE vi. 453). The Gurjaras
founded important kingdoms, and gave tlieir name
to the province of Gujarat.
These Gurjaras were
soon admitted to the status of Hindus, and we are

thus enabled to interpret the strange legend of the
lire sacrifice at Mount Abu {ERE i. 51 f.).
Their
passing through the lire was a mode of expressing
the purgation which they underwent their impurity was removed, and they became fitted to enter
the Hindu caste system (W. Crooke, Rajputs and
Mahrattas,' JRAI xl. [1910] 42).
In later times the same process of introduction
into the Rajput body has continued.
Many cliiefs
of the so-called aboriginal races, with their followers, have marked their rise to the status of
rulers by assuming the title of Rajputs, which, as
has been said, merely implies the fact that they
claim to be rajas or cadets of a ruling house. For
further details of this, the most recent and important advance in our knowledge of Indian ethnography, see Smith, p. 41211".; Crooke, p. 41 fl".
BG ix. pt. i. [1901] 443 ir., where full details and
references will be found.
This mixed body, containing perhaps some survivors of the older Ksatriyas, reinforced by
foreigners and aborigines, being thus admitted to
Rajput status, were naturally desirous of authen;

'

;

ticating their
the heralds of

descent.

Complacent bards, like
times, were ready to provide
pedigrees linking the new ruling class with the
gods and ancient heroes, just as Livy and Virgil

modem

new Roman Empire with

the heroes
of legend
assigning to various septs their descent from the
sun or moon or other gods, or from the heroes who
fought in the great war described in the Mahdbhxirata epic.
These legendary pedigrees are
recorded in great detail by J. Tod, the enthusiastic
historian of the Rajputs, in hi?, Annals ofBajast'han.
As might be expected from what
2. Religion.
has already been said, the Rajput cults and Ijeliefs
are of a mixed type, including those taught by
their bards and Brahmans who trace their pedigrees to gods or legendary heroes, and those or the
foreign or aboriginal stocks from which the Rajputs
are derived.
(a) Tlie place of Rajputs in the development of
Hinduism. In the early Hindu period talcs are
told which describe the antagonism between the
Some refractory
Ksatriya and the Brahman.
rajas are said to have opposed the pretensions of the
Brahmans (Manu, Laws, vii. 38-42). Visvamitra, a
Ksatriyta, is said to have attained the rank of a
Brahman (Muir, Orig. Skr. Texts, i. [1858] 58 fl'.).
The same feeling appears in the rise of the Bhaktimarga, or the monotheistic Bhagavata religion,
which was the work of Ksatriyas {ERE ii. 537 ft".).
In the same way, both Buddhism and Jainism were
the result of a Rajput reaction against the claim
of Brahmans to retain the monopoly of admission
into the ascetic orders {ERE vi. 694, vii. 209).
Even at the present day some Rajput septs assign
a higher rank to the bard than to the Brahman,
and this feeling is encouraged by the notorious
affiliated the

of the

Trojan war.

Hence arose the mass

—

—

classes of Brahmans
But the Brahmans are
anxious to accept the new situation, and by politic
concessions to Rajput feeling lose no opportunity

laxity of practice

in

Rajputana

among some

{ERE vi.

693).

of regaining their position in the courts of the
reigning princes.
a
(b) Cidt of Siva and the mother-goddesses.— ^s
martial race, many Rajputs favour the cult of SivaMahadeva combined with that of his consorts, the
latter
races,

being largely drawn from the non-Aryan
but now freely admitted into Hinduism.
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some believe, the cult of Siva had its origin
Himalaya, we may suspect that it was introduced, or rapidly assimilated, by the Scythian
or Hun invaders. Vcasudeva, king of the Kushans
on his coins the image of
(c. A.D. 140-173), figured
Siva with that of his bull, Nandi (Smith, p. 272).
as

If,

in the

chief ^aiva temple in Rajputiina is that known
'
as Eklingji, he that is worshipped under the form
of a single liJr/am.' It is also known as Kailaseat of
spuri, Mount Kailasa being the Himalayan
the god. It is situated 12 miles from Udaipur,
the capital of iSIowar (H. D. Erskine, Eajputana

The

Gazetteer, ii. A. [1908] 106; Tod, i. 409 ft'.). The
Ranas of Me war combine the functions of prince
and priest, and are known as the vice-regents

(dlwan) of the god (Tod, i, 182). With the cult of
^iva is combined that of his consort Durga. In
another form she is known as Mama Devi, mother
of the gods,' and round her image are grouped
those of the other gods {ib. i. 553). Again, as
Gauri, the 'yellow' or 'brilliant' goddess, probably representing the ripe corn, she is the subject
of a special cult, when at the Gangaur festival her
image is taken to the lake at Udaipur and ceremonially bathed, possibly in order to free her from
the last year's pollution, or as a rain charm as in
the worship of the Bona Dea, no male may be
present at the rite (ib. i. 544 /^ xxxv. [1906] 61).
She is also worshipped as Annapurna, she who is
possessed of food,' and her mimic marriage to Siva
In other forms she is
is performed (Tod, i. 455).
worshipped as Sakambhari, nourisher of herbs,'
Mata JanamI, the birth mother,' and Asapurna,
•
she who fulfils desire.'
In Rajput belief Krsna is the deified
(c) Kfsmi.
hero of the Yadava tribe, and he has his seat at
Mathura (q.v.), where he sports with the gopls, or
milkmaids. In another form, at Dwarka, he is
god of the dark storm-cloud (J. Kennedy, JBAS,
His shrine is at Nathdwara, 30
1907, p. 951 fl".).
miles N.N.E. of the city of Udaipur. His image
'

;

;

'

'

'

—

is

said to have been

removed from Mathura to

when the
escape the persecution of Aurangzib
cart came to this place, the god refused to go
farther, and a shrine was erected for him, which
is a sanctuary for criminals, receiving donations
from merchants throughout the Hindu world, and
his pontiil' is a personage of great sanctity and
authority (Tod, i. 415 if.). It is strange that the
gentle Krsna should be worshipped side by side
with ^iva. On the whole, his cult has exercised a
;

good

efiect

on Rajput society, and Tod quotes a

case in which he intei-posed to prevent satl (i. 423).
It is the primary duty of the
(d) Ancestor-cults.
Rajput to visit the cenotaphs of his ancestors in
the season of mourning, and to feed their hungry
Special veneration is paid to the tnahdghosts.
satl, or place of sacrifice of faithful wives.

—

"The Rajput never enters these places of silence but to perform stated rites, or anniversary offerings of flowers and water
to the manes of his ancestors {ib. i. 62).
'

He

also venerates the heroes of his sept, as in the

remarkable court at Mandor, which contains images
of the heroes of the Rathors (ib. i. 573 f.).
Each sept worships its
(e) Tutelary deities.
tutelary goddess Rathasen or Rashtrasena is the
embodied luck of the Sesodias of Mewar, as Nag-

—

;

serpent, protects the Rathors, and
the Chavadas, while Khetrapala,
'the field-watcher,' is the patron of agriculture (ib.
The patron god or goddess of the sept
i. 225 n.).
used to accompany the chief to battle. On one
occasion the Ratlior god fell into the hands of the
Kachhwalias of Jaipur. Their prince took him to
his capital, wedded him to the Jaipur goddess,
and returned him with his compliments to his

necha,

the

Vayan Mata

defeated adversary.
Such,' says Tod (ii. 87),
'were the courteous usages of Rajput chivalry.'
'

of Kotah is Brajnath or Krsna,
and the chief at every battle used to carry his
golden image on his saddle. He too was lost in
battle, and itwas many years beforehe was restored,
to the great joy of every Hara' (ib. ii. 413).

The tutelary god

'

—

The cult of the
(/) Cult of youthful heroes.
youthful hero (putra) is common amo.ig the Rajputs. Laut, the young hero of Ajmer, is worshipped
by the Chauhan sept, and, as he wore at the time
of his death a silver chain anklet, tliis ornament is
tabu to the children of the sept (Tod, i. 200 n.).
The cult is not confined to youths. The queen of
Ganor, who killed by means of a poisoned robe
the Musalman who attempted to outrage her,
receives no special worship, but in the spirit of
sympathetic magic a visit to her tomb cures tertian
ague

(ib.

i.

497).

—

Worship of natural objects. Water-spirits
are honoured by throwing coco-nuts into the water.
The spirit of the Banas river used to raise her hand
over the water to receive the ottering, but, as in
the common fairy-gift legend, 'since some unhallowed hand threw a stone in lieu of a coco-nut,
PR i.
the arm has been withdrawn (ib. i. 527
287 0".). There was a sun fountain at Valabhi,
whence at the summons of Raja Siladitya, the
(g)

'

;

seven-headed horse Avhich bears the chariot of the
sun rose to bear him to battle (Tod, i. 179).
The Pushkar lake is pro(h) Snake-worship.
vided with a remarkable snake legend indicating
a conflict of cults (C. C. Watson, Bajputana
The Nagpahchanu
Gazetteer, i. A. [1904] 19).

—

celebrated in its
tales are told of
the serpent protecting or recognizing the true heir
The worship of
to the throne (ib. i. 236, ii. 281).
snake heroes, like Tejaji, Guga, and Pipa, is
festival,

'the cobra's

honour (Tod,

i.

462).

fifth,'

is

The usual

common (PR

i. 213f. ; Tod, i. 580).
Sacred animals and trees. Next to the cow,
the boar is sacred to the Rajput, and possibly represents the corn-spirit (GB^, pt. v.. Spirits of the Corn
and of the Wild, London, 1912, i. 298 tt.). Birds

—

(i)

augury are carefully protected, and the pigeon,
as the bird of love, has become associated with the
erotic cult of Krsna, and is still regularly fed at
every courthouse in Rajputana. Among trees the
It was
varieties of the fig are especially sacrecL
from a pl,2ml-tree (Ficus religiosa) that Ssapurna,
the tutelary goddess of Bundi, appeared to protect
of

the queen (Tod,
(j) Festivals.

ii.

—The368).
Rajput festivals are numerous

The reader may be referred for
interesting.
details to Tod's classical account (i. 444 ff.).
But,
when he compares the ritual with that of Egypt
and other countries to the west of India, it must
be remembered that his theories are, to a large
extent, obsolete.
Literature.— The classical authority is J. Tod, Annals and
Antiquities of Rajast'han, 2 vols., London, 1829-c!2 (the original
the
ed. is now very scarce, but it has been often reprinted
references in the text are from Routledge's popular ed., London,
outside
see
the
of
districts
A.
For
Rajputana
1914).
Rajputs
K. Forbes, Rds Mala, London, 1878 H. A. Rose, Glossary of
the Tribes and Castes of the Punjab and the N. W. Frontier ProD. C. J. Ibbetson, Punjab
vince, vols, ii., iii., Lahore, 1911-14
Ethnography, Calcutta, 1883 W. Crooke, Tribes and Castes
R. V. Russell,
of the N. W. Provinces and Oiidh, do. 1896
Tribes and Castes of the Central Provinces, London, 1916.
and

;

;

;

;

;

W. Crooke.

RAMAISM.— I.

History,— Vaisnavism, one of

the two main divisions of the Hindu religion, includes, besides the worshippers of Visnu in his
proper form as a supreme personal god, two large
sects embracing not only the great majority of the
Vaisnavites, but also a very considerable portion of
the Hindus of to-day. These two parties are the
votaries respectively of Visnu's two last incarnaThe cult of Rama as a
tions, Krsna and Rama.*
chief god at the present day prevails over an ex1

See art. Incarnation (Indian), voL

vii. p. 113.

RAMAKRSNA
tensive area in India.

But

was

at lir.st only
part (liks. ii.vi.) of the Edmdyntjui (q.v.), which celebrates his
life and deeds, he is represented as an
essentially
human character. On the other hand, in bks. i.
and vii., which are admittedly later additions, his
divine nature is fully accepted. In another passage

an epic hero;

Itaiiia

for in the orif,'inal

which is without doubt an interpolation, the gods, with Brahma at their head, appear
and declare Kama, who had till then regarded
himself as a man, to be Narayana, i.e. Visnu, the
also

(vi, 117),

highest god. The character of Kama, already a
model of morality as the hero of i\\Q Bd)amjana,
Avas still more exalted by later poets, including
those of the Purdnas and especially by Bhavabhuti
(first half of the 8th cent, a.d.), the author of two
Sanskrit dramas concerned with the life of Kama.
Having thus become immensely popular, the epic
hero was before the lapse of many centuries generally acknowledged, by a people ever prone to deificaan already familiar feature
tion, as an incarnation
of the Hindu religion
of the supreme god Visnu.
Though there is not sufficient evidence to show
exactly Avhen Rama came to be accepted as an
avatar, there is good reason to regard this belief
as having already existed in the early centuries of
the Christian era. Thus in the 10th canto of
Kalidasa's epic, the Eaghuvariiia, which dates from
the first half of the 5th cent. A.D., the poet, before
relating the story of Kama's birth, represents Visnu
as promising to be born as a son of Kjng Dasaratha
for the destruction of the demon Kavana.
The
Vdyu Purdna, which probably belongs to the same
century, also refers to his divine character. Much
later, A.D. 1014, we find the Jain author Amitagati
making the statement that Kama was regarded as
the all-knowing, all-pervading protector of the
world. But, though the divinity of Kama had thus
been recognized for centuries, there is no evidence
that any cult in his honour existed during this long
It cannot, however, have been establislied
period.
much later than the 11th ceritury A.D. Thus
Madhva {q.v.), otherwise called Anandatirtha (the
founder, in the 13th cent., of a Vaisnava sect,
which aimed at confuting not only Sankara's theory
of the unreality of tlie universe and the identity of
the human soul Avith the supreme deity, but also
Ramanuja's doctrine that God is the material cause
of the world), is declared to have brought the
image of Kama from Badarikasrama in the Himiilaya, and to have sent his pupil Naraharitlrtha to
Jagannatha in Orissa, about A.D. 1264, to bring
back what were called the original idols of
Rama. Hemadri, a voluminous Sanskrit writer
who flourished in the latter lialf of the 13th cent.,
describes the ceremony connected with the birth
of Rama on the 9th day of the bright half of the
month Chaitra (March-April). An indication of
the comparative lateness of the cult of Kama as an
incarnation is the fact that, among the 24 names
of Visnu that are repeated at the present day by
Vaisnavites at the beginning of every cei'emony
which they perform, the name of Rama does not
occur, thougli those of two other incarnations, the
Dwarf and the Man-lion, are mentioned. Again,
while the ordinary ceremonies of Vaisnavism include
a repetition even of Vedic viantrafs, or formula?,
this is not the case in the cult of Kama.
At the
present day every Hindu is familiar with Kama's
and
the
and
breadth
exploits,
throughout
length
of India his name is on every one's lij^s irrespec-

—
—

tively of class, caste, or creed.
Thus,
meet, they often greet each other

when

friends
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There exist in the first place various
manuals which describe the forms of Rama-worship
by means of mantras, or formula;, and magic
late origin.

circles, like

those prescribed in the Sutvata-Sainhitd

worship of Vasudeva (Visnu). There are
besides a few works that set forth the doctrines of
for the

theRamaite faith. T\\QAclhydtma-rdmdyana&m\^
throughout at expounding the divinity of Rama
and explaining the relation of the individual soul
Sita and Rama are
to him as the supreme soul.
introduced by the author as the exponents of the
doctrines inculcated in this work. The fifth canto
of the last book is entitled Rdma-gitd,
the Song
of Rama,' which is intended to correspond to the
Krsnaite Bhagavad-g'itd (q.v.), and which is narrated by Rama to his brother Laksmana, the
'

counterpart of Arjuna in the parallel poem. The
teaching is monistic throughout, the world and
the individual soul being described as iUusory,
while the one supreme spirit, here Rama, alone
really exists.
Composed of extracts from older
writings, it has no claim to any connexion with
Vedic literature. It is also mentioned as a modern
treatise by Ekanatha, a Maharastra saint of the
16th cent., in his Bhdidrtha-rdmdyaim. There
another Ramaist work (published at Madras)
also entitled Edma-gitd, which is composed in 18
chapters like the original Bhagavad-gitd. Its conIt is a
tents are narrated by Rama to Hanuman.
is

very modern compilation, for it professes to be
based on the 108 Upanisads, some of which are
unmistakably very recent. What may be regarded
as the Bible of the Ramaites is the Rdmcharitmanas, an adaptation of Valmiki's Rdmdyana,
composed in Hindi by Tulasi Dasa, the greatest of
modern Hindu poets, in the 16th century. What
the Bhdgavata Purdiia and the Bhagavad-g'itd are
to the Krsnaite, Tulasi Dasa's poem, together with
the Sanskrit Rdmdyana, is to the many millions
in N. India whose vernacular tongue is llindi.
The following are the doctrines
3. Doctrine.
held by all Ramaites in common (1) the deity is
not devoid of qualities (as is brahman, the impersonal world-soul of Sahkara) (2) Visnu is the
supreme deity and should be the object of worship
together with Laksmi, his wife (3) Rama is the
human incarnation, or avatdr, of Visnu ; (4)
Ramanuja and all the great teachers who have
succeeded him are also avatars of Visnu. The
first three of these doctrines afford a parallel to
the conceptions of Western religion. Like Jahweh,
Visnu is a personal supreme deity who is an object
of worship, while the relation of Rama, as a human
manifestation of the supreme deity, to Visnu is
analogous to that of Christ to God. The Ramaist
attitude resembles that of a Western deist who
might adopt Christ as the main object of his de-

—

:

;

;

votions.

—

Ramananda, fifth disciple in suc4. Sub- sects.
cession from Ramanuja, from whose school he
seceded, was the founder of the Ramaite sect which
goes by the name of Ramawats, in the 14th century.^

A teacher named

Kilh, separated from

compromise.

See also

;

= GIAP

III. vi.),

death.
2. Literature.

Hinduism during the

Ramaism

is

of

Ramanuja.

;

by uttering
Rama's name twice ('Ram, Ram'). No name is
more frequently given to children, and none is
more often invoked at funerals and in the hour of
of

art.

Literature.— H. H. Wilson, A Sketch of the Religious Sects
of the Hindus, new ed. (Select iVorku, i.), London, 1861, pp. 46,
W. J. Wilkins, Modern UinduiKm,
54-57, 63-65, 67 f., 9Sf.
do. 18S7; G. A. Grierson, lA xxii. [1S93] 227; M. MonierWilliams, Brdhmanism and Hinduism*, London, 1891 R. G.
Bhandarkar, Vaisnavism, Saivism, and Minor Religious
Sijstcins

—The literature

Ramananda

by a successive series of several diseii)les, founded
the Khaki (q.v.) sect, which is a striking example
of the tendency of Hinduism to eclecticism and

(

Strassburcr, 1913, pp. 46-48.

A. A. Macdonell.
is the adopted

RAMAKRSNA. — Ramakrsna
name

of one of the three leaders of the revival of
latter half of the 19th cent.,
1

See art. EisiiSANDls.
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the other two being

Dayananda Sarasvati

(1824-83)

and Svami Vivekananda (1862-1902). All three
adopted in early youth the life of the ascetic

—

striking illustrations of the deeply-rooted
conviction which prevails among Hindus that renunciation (q.v.) is the highest religious ideal, and
which for more than two thousand years has led
innumerable young Indians to give up home,

devotee

marriage, property, and
of union with God.

money

for the

— Gadadhar

attainment

Chatterji, the son of a poor
but orthodox Brahman, was born on 20th Feb.
1834, in the village of Kamarpukur, situated in
the Hugli district of Bengal. Losing his father
when he Avas seventeen, he migrated to Calcutta,
where for a few years he earned his living as a
pfijdri, or ministrant attending to the worship of
the household idols in Hindu families. In 1855,
when a temple of the goddess Kali, built on the
bank of the Ganges by a rich Bengali lady named
Rani Rasraoni, a few miles from Calcutta, was
opened, his elder brother was appointed chief
priest, while he himself not long after became one
of the assistants.
His religious instinct, of which
he had shown signs as a boy, now developed into
passionate worship of the image of Kali in the
temple. Tliinking of her as the mother of the
universe and as his own mother, he Tised to sing
hymns, talk, and pray to her by the hour till he
became unconscious of the outer world. He would
then pass into the state of religious trance called
samddhi, which often lasted for hours, and in
which the action of the pulse and the heart became
When he was twenty-five, his
imperceptible.
relatives, hoping to cure him of his religious
him to undergo the usual cereinduced
ecstasies,
mony of child-marriage, though his bride was only
six and would not live with him as his wife till she
was eleven or twelve years old. Returning to the
temple and being now convinced that it was
possible to see the deity visibly, he renewed his
devotions with such intensity that he neglected
his duties and could no longer retain his official
So he left the temple and settled in a
position.
neighbouring wood, where for the next twelve
years he lived a life of strenuous prayer and selfrepression in continuous eftbrts to attain union
with God. Having as yet received no education
or training, he was helped during this period in his
aspirations first by a Brahman nun, who instructed
him in yoga, or the system of exercises producing
mental concentration, and in the Tantras, or
manuals dealing with the worship of Kali and the
theology concerned with her cult. Afterwards he
came for nearly a year under the influence of an
ascetic named Totapuri, who expoimded to him
the monistic Vedanta doctrine of 6ankara, that
God is impersonal, that the human soul is identical
with God, that the world is an illusion, and who
taught him the highest stage of religious trance
in which every trace of consciousness disappears.
Totapuri also initiated him as a sannydsl, or
ascetic who renounces every worldly attachment.
In accordance with the practice of such devotees,
Gadadhar now assumed a new name. Henceforward he was known as Raniakrsna and later he
received from his friends the title of Paramahamsa,
which is given only to ascetics of profound knowledge and sanctity. After Totapuri's departure
he lived for six months almost continuously in a
state of exalted religious trance.
This condition
ended in a severe attack of dysentery, from which,
he
recovered
after
a
month
or two.
however,
Raniakrsna now entered on a new phase of rethe craving to realize the
ligious aspiration
Vaisnava ideal of passionate love for God. This
aim he sought to realize by imagining himself one
of the great devotees of ancient stories.
Thus at
I. Life.

;

—

length in a trance he saw the beautiful form of
Krsna. Now he was satisfied ; he had at last
achieved mental peace. By this time (1871) he
was thirty-seven years of age and was becoming
famous. His wife, who was now eighteen, came
When he explained that, being a
to see him.
sannyasi, he could not live with her as her husband,
to
she agreed
reside at the temple as his pupil and
be taught by him how to serve God ; she thus
remained a devoted disciple till the end of his life.
She survived her husband many years, during
which she regarded him as an incarnation of God
Himself, and endeavoured to further the work
that he had begun.
Though as an ascetic he no longer had any caste,
he now began to feel that he had not yet given up
his Brahman prejudices towards the lower orders.
Having accordingly resolved to do the work of
men of the lowest caste, he acted as a scavenger in
the temple and cleansed it like a Pariah during the
He also collected and ate the fragments of
night.
food left by the beggars who were daily fed at the
temple, and who included Muhammadans, outcastes,

and bad characters.

last stage in his religious development was
the result of a new desire that arose in him to

The

know and understand

other religions.

Thus he

Muhammadan saint, becoming temporarily a Muhammadan in dress, manner
of life, and religious practice.
He then turned
went

to live with a

to Christianity and once saw Jesus in a vision,
being unable for three days after to think or
speak of anything else but of Him and His love.
These experiences led him to the conclusion that
all religions are true, as being various paths
leading to the same goal.
At the end of 1872 one of his intimate friends,
Pandit Vaisnava Charan, took him to Calcutta,
where he stayed till the beginning of the following
year.
During this visit he made the acquaintance
of Dayananda Sarasvati, the founder of the Arya
Samaj. About 1875 Keshab Chunder Sen, one of
the leaders of the Brahma Samaj, made the acquaintance of Raniakrsna, and, becoming deeply
impressed by his devotion and conversation, went
to see him often, occasionally accompanied by a

number of

his adherents, and drew public attention
to his merits both by talking and by writing about
him. The result was that Raniakrsna was now
visited at his temple by many educated Hindus
from Calcutta, and also made the acquaintance of
the young men who became his attached pupils
and continued his work after his death. His conversation is described as brilliant, and Avas listened
to by many noted Indians who went to see him at
his temple.
During the last seven years of his
life he was constantly engaged in talking to his
visitors.
He never wrote anything, even in this
last period ; but his disciples made copious notes
in Bengali of his sayings, of which several collections were published after his death.
He was

essentially a conversationalist, and not a formal
instructor ; indeed, he regularly disclaimed the
status of a guru, or teacher. According to the
testimony of his most celebrated disciple, Svami
Vivekananda, his conversation was of two main
On the one hand, he represented himself
types.
as the servant of all human beings and would never

claim any high position. On the other hand, he
would speak of himself not only as possessing all
power and all knowledge, but as the re- incarnated
soul that had once been born as Rama, as Krsna,
or as Buddha. Such things were not said in any
spirit of arrogance, but as a result of his intense
realization of the Vedanta doctrine of the identity
of the individual soul with the impersonal God.
The incessant labour of speaking to the increasing crowds of men and women that came to see

RAMANANDIS, RAMAWATS
liim at the temple of Daksiuesvara at last told on
In 1885 he began to suder from an
his healtli.
aftection of the throat, which after a time developed
He was removed to Calcutta, where
into cancer.
he was attended by the best physicians. They
advised him to keep the strictest silence ; but he
could not refrain from addressing the crowds that

gathered wherever he went. He would still fall
into trances, on awaking from which he would

Even when his throat
talk incessantly as before.
became so constricted that he could hardly swallow
even liquid food, he continued his ettorts, cheerful
On that
and undaunted, till 15th March 1886.
day he fell into a samudhi from which he never
After his death a group of his disciples
returned.
decided to devote their lives to the spread of his
teaching, and to become sannyas'is. The most
Narendra Nath Dutt, a
prominent of these was
Bengali, who on becoming an ascetic took the

name

Vivekananda.
2. Habits and character.— Kamakrsna had not
many personal traits. Though a sannyasi, he not
only dressed, but lived, like an ordinary Bengali.
He is described by one of his disciples as distinguished by profound humility and childlike tenderness, the outward manifestation of which was a
His character
singular sweetness of expression.
was simple, for every detail of his life can be
for
explained from the one motive of a passion
God, which mastered his whole being. It was this
that made him at an early age enter the life of a
sannydsl, in which he renounced all earthly ties
and by tremendous self-repression completely conof
querecl the sex instinct and acquired a hatred
money. His aversion to gold and silver became
so great tliat he could not even touch them, and
the simple contact of a coin, even when he was
In
asleep, would make him shrink convulsively.
his later days he could touch no metal, not even
of

iron.
]\Iathuranatha, the son-in-law of the foundress of the temple, repeatedly ofiered to hand the
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the Hindu belief that the divinity

lills every one
with his presence. He further
shared the ordinary Hindu idea of the guru, or
spiritual teacher, declaring that the disciple should
never criticize his own guru and must unquestionThus he was a true Hindu,
ingly obey his behests.
and was always ready to defend the whole of
Hinduism. In these respects he was only one of
the multitude of very devoted Hindus who might
have lived at any time during the last 2000

of his

own

idols

—

years.

Distinctive doctrine. What differentiated his
from that of other revivers of Hinduism was
the doctrine that all religions are true, because in
their inner essence they are identical, and that
each man should therefore remain in the religion
In order to illustrate
in which he has been bom.
the idea of the harmony of all religions and of the
4.

belief

Kamakrsna in introducing
Keshab Chunder Sen, a pupil of his caused

it to
to be
painted a symbolical picture in which a Christian

part played by

Muhammadan mosque, and a Hindu
temple appear in the background, while on one
side in front Kamakrsna is pointing out to Keshab
a group in which Christ and Chaitanya are dancing together, and a Muhammadan, a Confucianist,
a Sikh, a Parsi, an Anglican, and various Hindus
are standing round. Kamakrsna's universalistic
theory of the truth of all religions furnishes a
strong defence of Hinduism because it implies that
no Hindu should abandon his religion either as a
whole or in any of its individual doctrines,
church, a

LiTERATCTRE.— F. Max Miiller, Rdmakrishna : His Life and
Sayings, London, 1898 (the best biography, togrether with a
collection of Ramakrsna's sayings); P. C. Mozumdar, Paramohailua Rd7nahrishnd'i, Calcutta, 1910 ; [M. N. Gupta), The
Gospel of Sri Rdmakrishna, Madras, 1912 Svami Vivekananda, Sly Master (a lecture), Calcutta, 1911 J. N. Farqnhar,
Modern Religious Movements in India, New York, 1915, pp.
188-200. The work of the Kamakrsna mission is describea
the Hindoo Patriot, 14th Oct. 1912.'
;

;

m

Macdonell.
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temple over to him together with a property yielding an income of 25,000 rupees a year, but he
refused and threatened to leave tlie place if the
A gift of 25,000 rupees pressed
offer were pressed.
on him by another wealthy man was similarly
His deep sincerity and exclusive dedeclined.
votion to C4od won him the boundless love and
reverence of his disciples, who regarded him as a
divine person.
education.
3. Belief.— Kamakrsna had no proper
He knew no Sanskrit and scarcely any English,
and he possessed no scholarly knowledge even of
Never having had any systematic trainBengali.
ing in philosophy, and deriving, with the aid of a
retentive memory, practically all that he knew of
it from his occasional intercourse with the religious
teachers with whom he came in contact at his
tem])le, he neither was nor claimed to be the
fouiuler of a new religion.
His belief regarding
God and the relation of God to man and the world
was based on the Vedanta system. It may be
summed up thus God is unknowable and utterly
beyond the reach of man on the other hand, every
human being and every thing that exists is a
manifestation of God, who is so truly all that is
that everything that happens is in a sense done

nandis or Kamawats are an important Vaisnava
sect in N. India, numbering from 1,500,000 to
Their founder was Ramananda, a
2,000,000.
teacher who was fifth in descent from Ramanuja

by Him, and therefore moral distinctions become
obliterated in Him.
Hence, as he looked upon

pressed his sorrow that
taken refuge with Hari

:

;

human being

every

Ramakrp;ia would,

down

if

as a manifestation of God,

he met an unfortunate, bow

Like every ordinary
Hindu, he also regarded all deities as manifestations of the impersonal Supreme Soul.
But he
believed the goddess Kali to be the chief manifestabefore her in adoration.

God as the divine mother of the universe.
worshipped her more than any other divinity,
and that by means of idols ; for he implicitly held

tion of

He

iq.v.),

the Bhaktamnla giving the succession as

(2) Dcvacharya, (3) Hariyananda,
Kaghavananda, (5) Ramananda. According to
the N. Indian tradition regarding Ramananda's
life and times, Kaghavananda was a prominent
teacher of the Sri Vaisnava church founded by
Ramanuja. He travelled over India spreading its
In the
doctrines, and finally settled in Benares.
(I)

Kcamanuja,

(4)

year 4400 of the Kaliynga, corresponding to A.D.
1299,^ Ramananda was bom at Prayaga, the
modern Allahabad. His father was a Kanyakubja

Brahmana named Punyasadana (or Bhurikarma
or Devala), and his mother's name was Susila.
The child was named Ramadatta, and, as he grew
the
up, he acquired knowledge rapidly, .so that by
time he was twelve years old he had become a
finished pandita, and went to Benares to study
There he attached himself
religious philosophy.
to a Smarta teacher, who followed the Advaita
One day he
philosophy of ^ankaracharya.^
happened to meet Raghavananda, who had the
power of foretelling future events, and who ex-

Ramadatta had not yet

[i.e. Rama), as his days
and he had but a short time to live.
Ramadatta returned to his Smarta teacher and
the conversation. The teacher had to

were

fulfilled

reported

1 So all native authorities.
Bhagavan Prasada (Bhaktarndla,
three. Tradition
432) refers to eight or nine, and quotes
which would
Bays that it was 162 years after Ramanuja's death,

p.

thus have occurred in a.d. 1137.
.
.
„
2 It is noteworthy that both Ramanuja and Ramananda are
followers of SaAkara,
represented as having begun by being
and later to have seen the error of their ways.
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confess that the prediction was a true one, and
that he himself could otter no remedj'. He therefore recommended him to throw himself on the
mercy of Raghavananda. Ramadatta did so, and
Raghavananda received him, taught him the 6ri

Vaisnava initiatory mantra,'^ and changed

his

Ramananda. He also instructed him in
the yoga methods of suppression of breath, etc.,

name

to

leading the practiser into intense mental absorption, and, when the time for his death arrived,

with their aid, put him into a trance. Death came
to take him away, but, finding him in this deathlike condition, departed leaving him unliarmed.
Ramananda then awoke from his trance, and
thenceforth devoted himself to attending on and
learning from Raghavananda, who blessed him and
gave him the boon of an exceptionally long life.^
After serving his guru for a considerable time, he
went on a pilgrimage over the greater part of
India.
A persistent tradition asserts that he even

teaching, and that which has so captured the mind
of India as to be enshrined in a proverbial saying,
is that, so long as a man or woman has genuine
loving faith in the Supreme, his or her caste and
position in life are matters of no importance.
6ri Vaisnavas admitted only Bralimanas as
and only people of high caste as lay

The

teachers,

But Ramananda permitted no such

members.

As

bounds.

taught

the saying referred to above says, he

:

puchkai naht koi,
Hari-ku bhajai, so Hari-kau hoi,
Let no one ask a man's caste or with whom he eats.
shows love to Hari, he is Hari's own.'
jdti pdti

'

Hari

a

man

name given to the Supreme when
made to him as a loving father, and, in

the

is

allusion

If

is

Gangasagara at the mouth of
the Ganges, and that there he discovered the site
of Kapila's hermitage, all trace of which had long
been lost. After completing his pilgrimage he returned to Benares, and settled at Paiichganga Ghat,
where his footprints can still be seen by the

to the incarnation of Visnu as
of the Rdmdyana, that
the devotion of Ramananda and his followers was
more particularly directed. His initiatory mantra,
'
or formula, was the words Sri Rama,' the saluta'
tion among members of the community being Jaya
Sri Rama,' 'Jaya Rama,' or Sita Rama.'
Ramananda had twelve cliief disciples or
apostles, and the list shoAvs his disregard for caste
^
in matters of religion.
(1) AuanThey were

faithful.

tananda,

visited the island of

The orl Vaisnava church, of which Raghavananda and Ramananda were members, allows only
Brahmanas to occupy the post of teacher, and
imposes upon all the strictest rules as to the
When
preparation and consumption of food.
Ramananda returned from his long wanderings,
he essayed to rejoin tlie brotherhood, but they
refused to receive liim, alleging that it must have
been impossible for him during his peregrinations
to carry out all these observances.

They

accord-

demanded tliat Raghavananda should impose
a penance upon him. Ramananda resisted this,
and in the discussion that ensued Raghavananda
problem by deciding that
finally solved tlie
Ramananda must go his own way, and might form
a sect of his own. This quarrel thus resulted in
one of the most momentous revolutions that have
occurred in the religious history of N. India. Its
effects were by no means confined to Ramananda's
immediate disciples, for his teaching worked as a
leaven upon the beliefs of nearly the whole population.
Ramananda took hiaguru at his word, and
founded the Ramawat sect also nowadays called,
after him, the sect of the Ramanandis.
The philosophical system is the same as that of Ramanuja
{q.v.) and need not detain us; but Ramanuja
wrote for Bralmianas and in Sanskrit, and imposed
a rule of ceremonial purity that was strict in tlie
extreme. Rilmananda, by his expulsion from the
brotheriiood for an imaginary impurity, was converted to broader notions. His ethical system was
based, not on spiritual pride, but on spiritual
humility. It was developed in various directions
by his successors, but througli all their teaching
we find insistence ever laid upon two great
principles (1) that perfect bhaJcti, or faith in God,
consists in perfect love directed to God, and (2) that
ingly

—

:

servants of God are brothers. Ramananda
his followers
Avadhuta,' because they
had shaken oft"' the bonds of narrow-mindedness.
His follower, Kablr, carried this doctrine of

all

'

called
'

still farther, and it reached its full
what is more
its general
development, and
acceptance by the masses of Hindostan, seven
generations later, through the works of modern
India's greatest poet, Tulasi Dasa.
The most striking point about Ramananda's
1 Om
Rdmdya namah.
2 The
legend of this boon is of some importance. Ramananda

catholicity

—

—

does seem actually to have lived to a great age. Nabha Dasa
takes pains to record that he bore his body for a very long
time,' and tradition says that he lived 111 j'ears.
'

tliis

character,

it is

Ramachandra, the hero

'

:

Sukhananda, (3) Surasurananda, (4)
Narahariyananda, (5) Pipa, (6) Kabir, (7) Bhavananda, (8) Sena, (9) Dhana, (10) Rai Dasa, (11)
Padmavati, (12) Surasari.
(2)

Of these nos. 11 and 12 were women. Regarding Padmavati nothing is known. Surasari was the wife of Surasurananda, and the Bhaktamdla (66) tells a pretty story of how she
was once wandering alone in the forest praying, when she was
attacked by Musalman robbers. Tliereupon Rama took the
form of a lion, and guarded her, like another Una, till she was
out

of

danger.

Anantananda was Ramananda s first disciple. He is most
famous as the apostle of the Jodhpur country, the king- of which
he converted by a miracle at Sambhar, recalling that of the
barren fig-tree in Mk ll^Of. (Bhaktamdla, 32). The third In descent from Anantananda, in line of teacher and pupil, was Nabha
Dasa, the author of the Bhaktamdla.
Sukhananda was a poet. His hymns are famous, and have
been collected in a volume entitled the Sukhasdgara {Bhaktamdla,

64).

Surasurananda, the husband of Surasari, was famous for
The Bhaktamdla (65) tells a curious story about him,
the lesson of which reminds us of Mk 718. A wicked Musalman
gave him and his disciples icakes secretly mixed with flesh (an
impurity). He accepted them as food offered iu the name of the
deity, and they all ate the food. Then the Musalman told the
disciples of the presence of meat in the cakes. They came to their
master in alarm at the defilement that they had incurred. But he
replied that they had not eaten the food in faith, and bade them
vomit. They did so, and meat issued from their mouths. Then
he vomited, and showed them that by his faith the impure
meat had been transubstantiated into leaves of the holy tulaslHe is of importance, for through him Tulasi Dasa traced
plaiit.
his descent from Ramananda in line of teacher and pupil.
A curious legend is told about Narahariyananda. One day,
being in want of fuel to dress food for a party of holy men, he
took an axe, and went to a temple of De\i and cut away from it
a sufficient portion of wood. 2 Devi promised, if he would
desist from spoiling her temple, to give him a daily supply of
A covetous and unregenerate
fuel, and so it came about.
neighbour, hearing of this, thought that he would follow the
his faith.

example, but, as soon as he applied his axe, Devi
attacked him, and wounded him so grievously that, when people
came for him, they found him at death's door. Devi spared him
only on condition that for the rest of his life he would supply
Narahariyananda's wants in the way of fuel {Bhaktamdla, 67).
Pipa was a Rajput raja of Giigaraun. He was originallj' a
worshipper of Devi, but was commanded by her in a dream to
become a disciple of Ramananda. Ramananda refused to accept
him, saying that he had no dealings with men of war like him,
and, when Pipa persisted, angrily told him to go and fall into a
well. Pipa at once tried to cast himself into the well in the court\ard of R.T,mananda's house, and was with difficulty stopped by
the bystanders. Ramananda then took pity on him, and received
him "on probation as a disciple. After a year's trial he was
fully admitted, abandoned all his early possessions, and, in
spile of the remonstrances of his family, set out with Ramasrdnt's

1 The list
given by Wilson (Relirjious Sects, p. 56) is incorrect,
being based on a mistranslation of the Bhaktamdla.
2 Almost the only stringent duty laid upon the followers of
R.amananda was that of showing hospitality to wandering holy
men. The necessity of providing the means for this seems to
We
ha\-e been held to justify almost any course of conduct.
Of. also
shall see extreme instances of this in the case of Pipa.
the story of Dhana, below.
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nanda on a ])ilrrriinage to Dvaruka, accompanied by SIta
Sahachari, one of his wives, who had become as ardent a
devotee as himself.
The Bhaktamdla devotes much space to Pipa, and narrates or
alludes to a (,'reat number of legends regarding him and his wife.
Some of them are piven by Wilson (p. 67 ff.). Two or three of
the legends regardmg Sita Sahachari illustrate the lengths to
which Raniawats are supposed to be willing logo in order to
She is reprefulfil the duty of hospitality to wandering saints.
sented as a peculiarly holy woman and as a devoted wife, and
yet, on more than one occasion, she was ready to sacrifice her
chastity in order to provide the means for carrying out this
duty, being each time saved from the last extremity by miraculous intervention {Dhaktamdla, 61).
Kabir (ib. 60) was a Musalmfin weaver. It was through him
that Nanak Shah, the founder of the Sikh religion, inherited
vii. 632).
much of Ramananda's teaching (see

EUK

The Bhaktamilla gives no particulars concerning Bhavananda, beyond mentioning his name, nor can the present
writer find anything about him elsewhere e.xcept an anonymous

couplet praising his devotion to Rama and his wisdom.
Sena was a barber by caste (for the tradition concerning him
see art. SEnapanthIs).
Dhana was a simple peasant. He belonged to the Jaf caste,
which is notorious for the boorishness of its peasant members.
The account of him given by the Bhaktamdla (62) tells that one
day some wandering saints asked him for food, and he gave them
the only grain that there was in the bouse— that which had
been reserved for seed. To conceal the pious theft from his
parents, he proceeded to plough a field, into which he pretended
to sow the grain. He was subjected to much ridicule from
neighbours who knew the facts of the case but, as time went
on, a miraculous crop sprang up in the field, which surpassed
the crops of those who laughed at him. On one occason he
saw a Brahma^ia worshipping a sacred idlagrdma stone, and, in
his simplicity, asked him for a similar object of devotion. The
other picked up an ordinary pebble, and, giving it to the silly
Here is your god. Take it home and worship it.'
boor, said,
Dhana, looking upon it as a representation of Rama, carried it
home, and tended it with great devotion. The god, pleased at
the simple faith of the peasant lad, came to him in person, in
the character of a fellow-Jat, and served him as a ploughman.
After some time he recommended Dhana to go to Benares and
become Ramananda's disciple. He did so, and, after receiving
instruction from the teacher, returned home. There he again
saw his ploughman, and, his eyes being opened, he recognized
him as Rama. The god then blessed him and departed, and
Dhana remained at home, carrying on his household duties, and
worshipping the Supreme.
Rai Dasa {Bhaktamala, 59) was a Chamar, or leather-worker,
and belonged to one of the most degraded and despised castes
;

'

(for particulars see art.

Rai Dlsls).

account of Kaniananda's twelve apostles,
childish though some of the legends may appear,
Tliis

interesting, and is typical of the doctrine of the
equality of all men and women before God.
While we ma}^ assume that such men as Anantais

nanda and Sukhananda were Brahmanas, the list
also contains a Musalman, a professional soldier, a
barber, a boorish Jat, and, lowest of the low, Rai
Note also the important
Dasa, the Chamar.
It is true that in all
position assigned to women.
the sects of the Vaisnava reformation (see ERE ii.
548) women saints are frequently met with, but,
so far as the present writer is aware, Ranuinanda
was- the only teacher who placed the sexes on
an equality by calling two women to be his
apostles.

According to modern belief, Ramananda was a
direct re-incarnation of Ramachandra, and each of
his twelve apostles was also an incarnation of

some subordinate god or demi-god. Thus Anantananda was an incarnation of Brahma, Sukhananda of Siva, Surasurananda of Narada, Kabir of
Prahlada, Sena of Blilsma, Rai Dasa of Yama, and
so on.

Ramananda borrowed from

his predecessors

joy,' which he added to the
names of most of his disciples, to indicate the joy
of their devotion to Rama.
Probably the full

the

title

a nanda,

'

and Dhana were thus
Pipananda, Senananda, and Dhanananda. Not
being Brahmanas, they could be addressed familiarly, and it is a common familiar custom in India
to omit the final syllables of a name, just as we

names

of

Pipa,

Sena,

say 'Will' for 'William.'
Although the great claim of Ramananda to
recognition is his insistence on the equality of all
believers, a corollary of this teaching also deserves
more than a passing notice. The doctrines of his
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predecessors, the Ramanujas, were, in N. India,
taught only in Sanskrit. Their scriptures were
learned books, written for learned men, in a

learned language. But, for Ramananda, with disciples like Kabir, Pipa, Sena, Dhana, and Rai
Dasa, who were not Sanskrit scliolars, tliis was
intolerable. His teaching was therefore everywhere
in the vernacular, and his followers wrote their
hymns and other similar compositions in one or
other of the various dialects of Hindi. He himself
wrote little that has come down to us, but— not to
mention the less known works of men like Sukhananda his successor Kabir was one of the most
voluminous authors in that language. It was
largely owing to the influence of Ramananda and
his followers that Hindi became a literary language,
and not only was its most shining light, TulasI
Dasa, a devout Ramawat, but all his poetry was
written under the direct influence of Ramananda's
The debt which the literature of
teaching.
Hindostan owes to Ramananda cannot be overestimated.
While we may be fairly certain that Ramananda
was born in A.D. 1299, the date of his death is
involved in some obscurity. The popular tradition
= A.D. 1410).
is tliat he died in Samvat in 1467
This would give him a life of 111 years, which is
can, however, accept the tradiimprobable.
tion, borne out, as it is, by the direct statement of
the Bhaktamdla, that he had an exceptionally
long life, and this would authorize us to state that
he lived during the greater part of the 14th century
He was thus contemporary with the later
A.D.
Khilji kings, and with nearly all the kings of the
house of Tughlak. In his youth occurred the
famous sack of Chitaur by 'Alau'd-din Khilji, and
his ripe manhood corresponded with the insanely

—

(

We

tyrannous rule of Muhammad Tughlak. If he
lived to the age of 99, he saw the invasion of
India by Tamerlane, and the sack and massacre of
Delhi. It is impossible not to believe that this
series of calamities exercised much influence on

Ramananda, and that

his doctrine of faith in the

benignant and heroic Ramachandra, offered to all
classes of the communitj% owed much of its ready
acceptance to the sutt'erings then being undergone by the Indian people under cruel, alien
rule.

—

Of Ramananda's twelve apostles three Kabir,
Sena, and Rai Dasa founded branch sects of their
own.
The others contented themselves with
preaching the doctrines of their master. Separate
articles are devoted to Kabir, Sena, and the Rai
Dasls. Kabir was the only one of these three
that really founded a sect. The other two socalled sects are little more than separate groups of
Ramanandis called after the respective names of
the teachers from whom they are spiritually
descended.
Through the preaching of these
twelve and of their followers the pure and chaste
worship of Rama became widely spread over
Hindostan, and successfully competed with the
more sensuous worship of Krsna and Radha that
centred round Vrndavana, and reached its culminating point in the ei'otic raptures of the Radhavallabhis {q.v. ; see also artt. Bhakti-Maega, vol. ii.

—

p. 545,

and Vallabhacharis).

—

Literature. Numerous books have been published in Hindi
devoted to the life and teaching of Ramananda. The only
really authoritative work is the Bhaktamdla (SO f.) of Nabha
Dasa, with Priya Dasa's commentary the best ed. is that of
Sitaramaiarana Bhagavan Prasada (Benares, 1905), in which are
given extracts from the contents of the more modern works
dealing with Ramananda. A summary (not always correct) of
the statements in the Bhaktamdla will be found in H. H.
Wilson, Sketch of the Religious Sects of the Hindus, London,
other European accounts are based on
1861, pp. 46 fT., 54 ff.
For a briefer summary
this, and reproduce Wilson's mistakes.
see R. G. Bhandarkar, Vau-pai-i'sTn, Saivism, and Minor
;

;

Religious Spsteins

(=GIAP

iii.

6),

Strassburg, 1913, p. 66 f.

Other Indian accounts that may be consulted with advantage
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are Dhruva Dasa, Bhaktanamaoall, ed. Radhakr?na Dasa
63 ff. ; Jivarama.
(Nagari Pracharini Sabha), Benares, 1901, p.
Bankipur, 1887, verse lOff. ;

^rlrasikaprakdia-hhaktamala,
Harischandra, Vaisnavasarvasva, do., n.d., p. 14.
The account given in the present article is based entirely on
Indian authorities.
GEOKGE A. GRIERSON.

RAM An U J A. — Tradition

dating
(

Yamunamuni, who

represented the
In
of the Alvars.
philosophical aspect of the creed
due course he succeeded his new teacher as the
head of this school of opinion, and settled at Snrahgam near Trichinopoly, where most of his life was
In his old age he is said to have fallen
spent.
under the disfavour of the Chola king, Kulottunga,
who was an adherent of Saivism, and to have
removed his residence in 1096 to the dominions of
the Hoysala princes of Mysore, where in 1098 he
succeeded in converting to his faith Bitti Deva, or
Visnuvardhana, at that time a viceroy for his
brother, Ballala, and later (1104-31) himself king.
Another tradition recorded in Nrsimha's Smrtyaras late as 1127,
tJiMSugara^ refers to him as alive
and it would clearly be unwise to attach too much
his birth ;
weight to the precise dates assigned for
his activity, it is certain, fell in the last quarter
of the 11 th cent. A.D., with which accords the
statement of the Prapannamrta^ that in 1091,
towards the end of his life, he dedicated an image
of

to

Numerous works

Narayana on Yadavachala.

are attributed to him,^ in many cases doubtless
without just cause of special importance are only
the VeddntadJpa, the Veddntasara, the Vedarthaand his
sahgraha, which are independent works,
commentaries (bhdsyas) on the Brahmasutra and
the Bhagavad-Gitd.
I. Philosophical tenets.— The essential contriwas the
bution of Ramanuja to Indian
;

thought

effort to

to the

develop in a complete system, in opposition

uncompromising Advaitism of Sahkara, a

for the doctrine of devotion to
philosophical basis
God which was presented in poetical form in the
hymns (prabandhas) of the Alvars— a task for
which his training under a teacher of Advaitism

rendered him specially fit. In attempting this
task, which he undertook on the bidding of his
teacher, Yamunamuni, he was, it is clear, not
developing any essentially new line of thought,
and he niakes no assertion of originality; in his
as a text-book
interpretation of the Brahmasutra
of Vaisnavism, he claims merely to be following
the commentary {vftti) of Bodhayana and the
whom elsewhere
opinions of previous teachers, of
he enumerates several— Tahka, Dramida, Guhadeva, Kapardin, and Bharuchi of these Dramid.a
at least preceded Sahkara, and indications in
Sahkara's own commentary show that Ramanuja's
claim to be following tradition is not unfounded.
The disappearance, however, of the works of his
in itself of
predecessors and the hopeless obscurity
the Brahmasiitra render it impossible to determine
what degree of independence is to be assigned to
Ramanuja. The ^ribhasya, his commentary on
the Brahmasutra, conveys an impression of no
;

_

it is fair to assume
philosophical insight, and
that his work in substantial merit and complete-

mean

1 T.
Anfrecht, Bodleian Catalogue of Sanskrit
1864, p. 285.

the

of

effort to find in the

A

universe.

empirical

creator (Isvara)

exists, and his grace serves to secure in some degree
this intuition, but the existence of God, as also of
the soul itself as individual, is in ultimate analysis

mere

illusion,

and His grace

is

equally illusoiy.

establish this scheme Safikara does not rely on
the human faculties unaided: freely as he uses
argument, he bases his views on the Upanisads
and the Brahmasutra as an eternal and conclusive

To

Ramanuja is no less dogmatic, but
the doctrine which he deduces is very different.
In the Upanisads his opinions find their chief
in
support in the antarydmi-brdhmana, contained
the Brhaddranyaka Upanisad,"^ in which Brahman
is described in detail as the inner ruler of the whole
of the universe in all its aspects, and in a passage
in the Svetd^vatara Upanisad^ in which stress is
laid on the threefold unity in Brahman of the
world
empirical subject (bhoktr), the objective
(bhogya), and the power which instigates (preritr).
He teaches, therefore, a monism, for all is Brahman, but a qualified monism (viSistddvaita), since
room is found for the reality of individual souls
and the external world. The highest reality is
God, endowed with all desirable qualities, not
knowconsisting of knowledge alone, but having
ledge as an attribute, all-powerful, all-pervading,
and all-merciful. Whatever exists is contained
within God, and therefore the system admits no
second independent element. But within the unity
are distinct elements of plurality which, if eff"ects
or modes (prakara) of God, are yet absolutely real,
and not figments of illusion. These are souls of
matter in
varying classes and degrees {chit) and
all its forms (achit), which together are represented
as constituting the body of God, standing to Him
in the same dependent relation as is occupied by
the matter forming an animal or vegetable body
towards the soul or spirit. Both matter and souls
exist eternally in God, and have had no absolute
But
beginning and will have no absolute end.
there are two distinct forms of this existence. In
the pralaya condition, which occurs at the end
of each world-period (kalpa), matter exists in a
subtle state in which it possesses none of the
it an object of ordinary
qualities which make
the souls likemse cease to be conexperience
nected with bodies, and, though retaining the

revelation.^

;

essential quality of being cognizing agents, are
unable to manifest their intelligence ; in this condition Brahman is said to be in the causal state
From this condition creation
(kdrandvasthd).
matter takes
develops by the will of God subtle
on its gross fomi,^ souls expand their intellect,
connexion with
entering at the same time into
bodies in accordance with their deeds in previous
forms of existence in this condition Brahman
But
occupies the state of an effect (karydvasthd).
between the two states there is no essential differ:

;

_

ence

;

the effect

MSS, Oxford,

Rajendralala Mitra, Notices of Sanskrit MSS, v., Calcutta,
1880, p. 10 f.
522.
3
Aufrecht, Catalogua Catalogorum, i., Leipzig, 1S91, p.
2

any previous

Brahmasiitra a basis for monotheism.
To 6ahkara the whole universe was one, Brahman without a second {advaita), without qualities,
consisting of thought, but without differentiation
the world of experience
of subject and object
arises from the association with the one reality of
mayd, or illusion, and has therefore but a conventional existence, being the object of the lower
knowledge as opposed to the higher knowledge of
the one reality. Escape from the fetters of transconmigration, which is an essential part of the
ventional life, is obtained by the act of intellectual
intuition which appreciates the illusory character
:

from the
13th cent. A.D. ascribes the birth of liamanuja to
the year 938 of the Saka epoch = A.D. 1016-17).
In his youth he lived at Conjeeveram, and was a
an adherent of the strict
pujiil of Yadavaprakasa,
Advaita philosophy of Sahkara. Ramanuja, howthe Vaisnavism
ever, fell under the influence of
which had been made current by the efforts of tlie
Alvars in the Tamil country, and separated on this
himself
ground from his preceptor, attaching
instead

ness far outdid

1

P. Deussen,

2 III. vii. 3.

is

the cause which has undergone

Das System des Vedanta,

Leipzig, 1883, p. 95
2

i-

ff .

12.

The details of the process are borrowed bodily from the
Sankhva system, and have no independent value.
4
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a process of development (parindma). The dillerence, however, serves to explain in the view of
Kanianuja those passapjes in the Upanisuds wliich
seem to deny all duality in the causal state the
did'erences are merely implicit and may be ignored
passages which assert the creation of the material
world, while assuming the eternal existence of soul,
are explained away by the fact that in its subtle
state matter may be regarded as in a sense nonexistent, since it has in that condition none of its
essential qualities, while even in the pralaya condition the soul remains essentially intelligent.
There is, however, clear proof that Kanianuja felt
difficulty in picturing to himself the relation of the
in discussing
non-sentient matter to Brahman
the Brahmasutra ^ there are presented, as possible
explanations of the relation, the views that such
beings are special arrangements (sahsthdnaviiesa)
of Brahman, as are the coils of the body of a
snake, or that the relation of the two entities is
comparable to that of the luminous object and
light, which are one in that both are fire, or that
the material world is a part (ahia) of Brahman,
which is the position definitely assigned to the
The relation of souls and the material world
soul.
causes Kamanuja no difficulty ; he accepts the
same frankly realistic position as Sahkara, though
in the case of the latter the realism is ultimately
:

;

:

illusory.^

As with Sankara,

the fate of the soul

is

deter-

mined by its knowledge, but, as the nature of that
knowledge differs entirely in the two systems, so
does the fate of the soul. Knowledge means not
extinction of individuality, but a life in heaven of
eternal bliss, distinguished from God Himself
merely by the fact that the released soul does not
possess the powers of creating, ruling, and retracting the world which are the special characteristics
of the

supreme

soul.

—

The actual system of reexpounded by Ramanuja and his school,
while resting on the basis of the metaphysics of
2.

Religious system.

ligion

the Sribhdsya, is clearly largely the traditional
inheritance of the Pancharatra or Bhagavata
school ; in the ^rlbJiasya itself the only sectarian
hint is the use of the term Narayana as a synonym
In the theology of Ramanuja God
of Brahinan.
manifests Himself in five forms. The first is the
highest (para), in which, as Narayana or Parabrahman, He dwells in His city of Vaikuntha,
under a gem pavilion, seated on the serpent §esa,
celestial ornaments and bearing His
celestial arms, accompanied by His consorts Laksmi
(prosperity), Bhu (the earth), and Lila (sport) ; in
this condition His presence is enjoyed by the delivered spirits. The second form of manifestation
consists of His three or four vyuhas, conditions
assumed for purposes of worship, creation, etc. ; of

adorned with

these Sahkarsana possesses the qualities of knowledge {jnana) and power to maintain (bala)
Pradyumna has ruling power (aiivarya) and abidAniruddha has creative
ing character (mrya)
;

;

power (Hfikti) and strength to overcome (tejas)
while Vasudeva, when included as a fourth vyuha,
has all six qualities. The third form comprises
the ten avatars of the ordinary mythology
the
fourth the antarydmin, in which condition He
dwells within the heart, can be seen by the supernatural vision of the Yogi, and accompanies the
soul in its pa-ssage even to heaven or hell, while
the fifth form is that in -svhich the deity dwells in
idols or images made by men's hands.
The individual soul, which is a mode of the
supreme soul and entirely dependent upon and
;

;

controlled

by it, is nevertheless real, eternal, endowed with intelligence and self-consciousness,
1

m.

2

See their commentaries on Brahmasutra, n.

ii.
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without parts, unciianging, imperceptible, /ind
atomic ' a doctrine deiiiod energetitally by Safikara. Souls are classified as eternal (nitya) in a
special sense, such as those of Ananta or Garuda,
which dwell in constant comnmiiion with Narayana, released (mukta), or bound (haildha). Of
the latter some seek mere earthly gains, others
aim at the joys of heaven, while others strive for
the eternal bliss of final deliverance. For the
latter two means of attaining the end desired are
available
the former is confined^ to the three
higher classes alone, excluding the Sudra it leads
through the karmayoga and the jndnayoga to
bhakti, while the latter is open to those who
despair of accomplishing this elaborate process and
fling themselves upon the svill of God (prapatti).
The karmayoga is the teaching of the BhagavadGltd, which bids man perform acts without desire of reward
it includes the ceremonial worship
of the deity the practice of penance, the oflering
of sacrifice, the bestowal of cnarity, and the performance of pilgrimages. It serves as a preparation for the jndnayoga, in which the devotee attains
the knowledge of himself as distinct from matter
and as a mode of Brahinan. This, again, leads to
bhakti, which for Ramanuja is not ecstatic devotion, but a continuous process of meditation upon
God. This meditation is to be promoted by subsidiary means, including the use of none but unpolluted food, chastitj', the performance of rites,
the practice of such virtues as charity, compassion,
abstaining from taking life, truth and uprightness,
the maintenance of cheerfulness, and the absence
Thus promoted, bhakti results
of undue elation.
in an intuitive perception of God, the highest state
realizable.
Prapatti, on the other hand, consists
in the sense of submission, the avoidance of opposition, the confidence of protection, the choosing of
God as the saviour, the placing of oneself at His
disposal, and the consciousness of utter abasement.
The relation between bhakti and prapatti was
left obscure in Ramanuja's teaching, for it immediately formed a subject of bitter division between
the two schools which claimed to follow his teaching the Vadagalai, or northern school, which used
Sanskrit as its medium of teaching, and the Tefi-

—

;

;

—

—

which resorted to the vernacular,
thus continuing the tradition of the Alvars. The
former, which seems to reflect more closely the
temper of Ramanuja in its conservatism and restraint, claimed ihaX prapatti was merely one way
of salvation, not the only way, and that it should
be resorted to only when it was found impossible
to attain the desired result by the other modes
moreover, they found in it essentiallj- an element
of human action in that it demanded a distinct
eftbrt on the part of the prapanna, resulting from
the effect of his sense of submission, etc. The
southern school, on the other hand, maintained
thsit prapatti was the only mode of salvation, that
it precluded any action on the part of the devotee,^
action emanating from God alone, and that the
sense of submission, etc., was the outcome of
prapatti, not the means of producing it. Similarly,
the schools differed in their treatment of Sudras
the Vadagalai confined equality to conversation
alone, and forbade the teaching to them and indeed even to Ksatriyas and Vaisyas of the mantra
of homage to Narayana with the sj'llable Om
prefixed, whUe the southern school asserted the
equality of the castes and permitted the use of Om
galai, or southern,

;

:

by

all.

In addition to bhakti and prapatti Ramanuja is
credited with permitting the attainment of deliverance by dchdrydbhimdnayoga, in which the
votary places himself under the control of his
1

ii.

28-31.

;

See Brahmasutra,

ii. ii.

19-32.

2 Cf. art. PRAPATTI-StSROA.
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teacher, who performs for
to attain deliverance.

him the necessary

acts

Greater importance attaches to the ceremonial
woi-ship of the deity in the practice of the school

than was seemingly laid upon it by Kamanuja
himself, though he fully accepted it and made it
an integral part of his system. The modes of
worsiiip prescribed include the stamping of the
discus or conch of Hari on the body, the wearing
of a mark on the foreiiead, the repeating of mantras,
the doing of service to his devotees, fasting on the
eleventh day of both lunar fortnights, the laying
of <^(Z«5^-leaves on his idol, the drinking of the
Avater in which the feet of the idol are washed, and
the eating of the food presented to Hari. Importance attaches to the last practice, for it bears a
certain resemblance to the Christian sacrament
and suggests the possibility of borrowing from
the Nestorian Christian communities of S. India.

The same

conclusion is also indicated by certain
features of the doctrine of prapatti, and above all
]jy the method of salvation in which the teacher
performs the necessary steps, while the part of the
devotee consists in implicit faith in tlie teacher a
mode which bears a remarkable similarity to the
doctrine of vicarious sacrifice. It is unnecessary,
however, to assume that these features in the

—

system of Ramanuja were borrowed by him perfrom Christian teaching they are much
sonally
more likely to have been already incorporated in
the Vaisriavism which he expounded and defended.
It is characteristic of the intellectual rather than
emotional character of Ramanuja's teaching that
he ignores the aspect of Visnu's character in which
he appears as Gopala-Krsna and sports with Radha
and the cowherdesses, and that even Rama does
not appear to have been the object of his special
;

devotion.

—

;

;

of

of Pillai

Lokacharya (13th cent. A.D.),
and description of the points of
difference between the northern and southern schools, ib. pp.
tr.

Arthapaflchaka
1910,

pp.

;

hand knowledge of

real

fighting.

The Mahd-

hhdrata was composed in the Avestern portion of
N. India, the ancient Madhyadesa, or Middle Land,

which lies between the eastern confines of the
Panjab and the city of Allahabad, wh.ile the

Rdmdyana

arose in the ancient

kingdom

of Kosala,

which lay to the north-east of the Ganges, and
roughly corresponds to the modern Oudh.
The importance of the Rdmd2. Importance.
yana is twofold literary and religious. It is the

—

—

first product of the artificial epic, or kdvya, literature of India. It thus always served as a model
to be imitated by the later classical poets, who regarded ^it as the first epic (ddi-kdvya) and its
author as' the first epic poet (ddi-kavi). Thus it
supplied the subject of Kalidasa's epic, the Raghuvaviia, 'the Family of Raghu,' as well as of two
of the plays of the great dramatist Bhavabhuti.
Even at the present day the recital of the Rdmd'

'

'

'

yana is listened to with delight by many thousands
of Hindus at the great festival of Rama held every
year at Benares. In the Middle Ages the Sanskrit
epic was translated into the spoken languages of
India, beginning with the Tamil version, which
appeared at the beginning of the 12th cent, and
was followed by adaptations and renderings in the
vernaculars

all

over the country.

On

the

Rdmd-

yana the greatest mediaeval poet of India, TulasI
Das (1532-1623), founded his religio-philosophic
poem in Hindi, entitled Ram, Charit Mdnas, Lake
'

LiTERATDHE. The chief authorities tor Ramanuja are R. G.
Bhandarkar, Report on the Search for Sanskrit MSS in the
Bombay Presidency during the Year lS83-8lt, Bombay, 1887,
p. 68 ff., Vaisxiavism, ^aivism, and Minor Religious Systems
= GIAP iiL vi.), Strassburg, 1913, p. 50 ff. G. Thibaut, tr. of
i
Vedanta- Sutras, with ^afikara's comm., SBE xxxiv. [1890]
introd., and tr. of Ramanuja's ^rlbhd^ya, SBE xlviii. [1904]
A. Govindacharya Svami, tr. of Bhagavad-GUd, with Ramanuja's comm., Madras, 1S98, The Life of Ramanuja, do. 1906,
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almost free from interpolated and secondary episodes, it is also much shorter than the Mahdbharata,
containing about 24,000 as compared with 100,000
The warfare in the epic nucleus of the
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Mahdbharata is that of heroic human combatants
on both sides in the Rdmdyayia it consists of conmonsters and demons such as are
flicts with
described by writers of fairy-tales without first-
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;
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RAMAYANA.— I. Character.—This poem,

'

the

Career of Rama,' is one of the two great Sanskrit
Both have been a national
epics of ancient India.
possession for at least 2000 years, deeply influencing the literary production as well as the moral
and religious tliought of the Indian population.
But they offer several contrasts. The Mahdbharata
iq.v.) in its literary aspect represents the type of
old popular legendary tale called purdna, while
the Rdmdyana belongs to the class called kdvya,
or artificial epic, in which form is regarded as
more important than the story, and poetical ornament (alamkdra) is abundantly applied. The
Mahdhhdrata, being a congeries of many parts
only loosely connected by the thread of its epic
kernel, which forms not more than one-fifth of the
wliole work, is hardly an epic at all, but rather an
its authors are
encyclopaedia of moral teaching
unknown, and the traditional name of its final
redactor, Vyasa, the arranger,' is evidently mythical.
The Rdmdyana is a real epic of the romantic
type, being homogeneous in plan and execution,
on the whole the work of a single author named
;

'

of the Doings of Rama,' which as a lofty standard
of purity and virtue is like a Bible to over 90,000,000
Dramatic repreof the population of N. India.
sentations of the story of Rama are still performed
at religious festivals in the towns and villages of
Thus the 'Play of Rama' (Rdm Llla), in
India.

which the most popular scenes from the Rdmdyana
are exhibited, is annually performed at Lahore
before a vast

number

of spectators.

Probably no work of world literature, secular in
its origin, has ever produced so profound an influence on the life and thought of a people as the
Rdmdyana. The nobility and magnanimity of

Rama's character and the conjugal devotion and
of his Avife Sita have, for a great many

fidelity

centuries, exercised a far-reaching moral effect as
paragons for imitation among Indians. His early
deification has, moreover, secured to the hero of
the Rdmdyana the worship of the Hindus down to
the present day. The belief that he was an incarnation of Visnu, which forms the fundamental
doctrine of the religious reformers Ramanuja (q.v.)

in the 12th and Ramananda (see art. RamanandIs)
in the 14th cent., has contributed much to counteract the diftusion of the degrading superstitions of
^aivism in the south as well as in the north of

India.
3.

Recensions.

— In

its

present form the

Rdmd-

consists of about 24,000 couplets composed
almost entirely in the ordinary epic metre called
kloka, which consists of two hemistichs of sixteen
It exists in
syllables with an iambic cadence.

yana

—

three recensions the Bengal, the Bombay, and
the West Indian, which ditt'er to the extent that
about one-third of the verses contained in each do
not occur in the other two. The oldest appears to
be the Bombay recension, in Avhich the irregularities of the epic language have not been removed,
as is the case in the other two. It must not.
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however, be regarded as representing the original

bhdrata or the

text of whicli the otlier two recensions are mere
revisions.
Tlie variations can for the most part
be ex;ilained by the divergent forms which the
popular tradition had assumed, in different parts
of India, by the time when those three recensions
came to be written down. There is, moreover,
evidence to show that those recensions existed at

earliest beginnings before the

a comparatively early period. Thus quotations
from the epic in works of the 8th and 9th centuries
indicate that a text allied to the Bombay recension
was then in existence, while a poetical abstract of
the Rdmdynna composed by Ksemendra proves
that at least the West Indian recension was known
to that author in the hrst half of the 11th century
A.D.
The Edmayana, as it has come
4. Present text.
down to las, consists of seven books but careful
and detailed research has shown that the first and
last were later additions.
The former not only
contrasts as inferior in language and style Mith
the original, but contains both internal contradictions and statements conflicting with the following
books. Thus it includes (in cantos i. and iii.) two
tables of contents whicii must have been composed
at different times; one of them, which takes no
notice of the first and last books, was evidently
made before these were added. Again, Laksmana
is stated in bk. i. to have been married at Ayodhya
at the same time as his brother Rama, while at a
later period, in bk. iii., he is expressly said to be

—

;

still unmarried.
The original poem evidently
came to an end with the conclusion of bk. vi. For
in bk vii. as well as bk. i. the tribal hero of the
old books has become a national hero, the people's

moral ideal and the human hero of those books
appears in the first and last as an incarnation of
the supreme deity Visnu (while Indra, and not
Visnu, is accounted the highest god in the original
Again, Valmiki, the author of the epic, is
parts).
in the additional books introduced as a contemporary of Kama and is regarded as a seer. In
bks. i. and vii. the thread of the narrative is characteristically interrupted, as in the Mahdbhdrata, by
numerous episodes, myths, and legends, while this
feature is very rare in the other books. Some
cantos have been loosely interpolated in the
genuine books also, but these consist chiefly of
extensions of the finest passages added by professional rhapsodists wishing to meet the demands
of the popular taste.
Though the additions to the
original poem must have been made before the
;

three recensions came into being, it is evident
that they could have become part of the epic
only a long time after the old part was composed.
There is evidence indicating
5. Place of origin.
that the lidnLdyana was composed in the country
of which the capital was Ayodhya, the royal residence of the race of Iksvaku. Thus it is stated in
bk. i. that the Rdmdyana arose in the family of
the Iksvakus the hermitage of Valmikiisdescribed
in bk. vii. as situated on the south bank of the
Ganges and the poet must have been connected
with Ayodhya, for Sita, Rama's wife, sought refuge
in his forest retreat, where her twin sons were
born, brought up, and taught to recite the epic by
the poet. In or near Ayodhya, therefore, Valmiki
may be assumed to have worked into a homogeneous whole the various epic tales current among
the court bards of Ayodhya about the life of the
Iksvaku hero Rama. This poem was then learnt
by rhapsodists, who wandered about reciting it in
different parts of the country.
6. Age.
The question of the age of the Rdmdyana is involved in some doubt, because the
arguments bearing on it are rather inconclusive.
There is no evidence to show that either the Mahd-

—

;

;

—

Rdmdynna

existed

even

end

of the
regards the relative

in its

Vedic

period (c. 800 B.C.). As
age of
the two epics, it is probable that the original form
of the Rdmdyana was finished before the epic
nucleus of the Mahdbhdrata had assumed dehnite
For, while the leading characters of the
shape.
latter are not referred to in the Rdmdyana, the
story of Rama is often mentioned in the sister
epic.

Again, two of Valmiki's lines

(vi.

81, 28)

are quoted in a passage of the Mahdblidrata (vii.
143, 66) which tliere is no reason to regard as a
later addition.
There is an episode of Rama
[Rdmopdkhydnam) in the Mahdbhdrata that presupposes the existence of the extended Rdmdyana,
in which Rama was already deified as Visnu.
The

Rdmdyana, moreover, was along with its later
additions a complete work by the end of the 2nd
cent. A.D., and was already an old book by the
time the sister epic had more or less attained its
final shape in the 4th cent, of our era.
With this
divergence in the date when their growth was comthe
of
all
the old parts of the
pleted
permeation
Mahdbhdrata with new matter is in keeping,
while in the Rdmdyana such permeation hardly
extends beyond the first and the last books. Both

epics not only have, in all their books, many
phrases, proverbial idioms, and whole lines in
common, but also betray a far-reaching, general
agreement in language, style, and metre. Hence
it may safely be concluded that the period of the
growth of the Rdmdyana coincides with that of
the Mahdbhdrata though it came sooner to an
end. The earliest elements of the original Mahf'ibhdrata may, however, be older than the original
Rdmdyana, because the former has certain archaic
features compared with which Valmiki's poem
shows an advance. Thus, while speakers are intro,

duced in the longer epic with prose formulas such
as Yudhisthira spoke,' in the sister poem such
expressions invariably form part of the verse.
The Rdmdyana, too, comes decidedly nearer the
'

poets in the use of poetical figures.
Various sources of evidence have been examined
in order to hx approximately the upper chronoclassical

Rdmdyana. The history of
early Buddhism supplies no decisive information.
In the oldest Buddhist literature, the Pali Tipitaka
(see art. Literature [Buddhist]), there is no
mention at all of the Rdmdyana. It is true that
in a Jdtaka {q.v.) concerned with King Dasaratha
there are twelve verses in which Rama consoles
his brothers for the death of his father, Da.saratha,
and that one of the.se verses actually occurs in our
Rdmdyana. The fact, however, that there is only
one verse in common indicates that some old stoiy
about Rama rather than the epic itself is the
source of the Jdtaka verses ; for there is not a
word in the whole Jdtaka about Ravana and his
following, though it is full of fabulous matter and
has much to say about demons and raksasas. On
the other hand, excepting one evidently interpolated passage, there is not a trace of Buddhism in
the Rdmdyana itself. Such silence, however, maj'
very well be due to the absence of any reason to
mention Buddhism in a poem like this. Now, H.
logical limit of the

Oldenberg has shown {Gurupujdkaumud'i, Leipzig,
1896, p. 9ff.) that the metre of the Rdmdyana
represents a later stage of development than that
of the Pali poetry of Buddhism.
This positive
evidence would place the composition of the original
the rise of
than
later
Rdmdya.na appreciably
Buddhism, c. 500 B.C.
Excepting in two passages, which have been

shown

to be later additions, the Rdmdyana contains no reference to the Greeks, who first came
into direct contact with India during Alexander's
expedition in 327 B.C.
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A. Weber's belief that Greek influence can be traced in the
There is no real parallelism
baseless.
between 'the story of the abduction of Sita_ by the demon
Ravana and Rama's rescue expedition to Lanka on the one
hand and that of the rape of Helen and the Trojan war on the
other. Nor need the account of Rama's bending a powerful
bow to win Sita have any conne.\ion with a similar exploit performed by Ulysses. Stories of such feats of strength for a like
of others as well as the
object are met with in the literature
Greeks, and may easily have grown up independently.

current about Riima were collected and worked
up into a homogeneous epic by the poet Valmiki
while it attained its present extent by the end of
the 2nd century A.D.
In the story of the Rd may ana,
7. Ttvo parts.
as told in the original hooks, two parts can be
The first is an ordinary
clearly distinguished.
narrative of human life without any admixture

Thus far we have no reason to go back much
farther than 300 B.C. for the genesis of Vahuiki's
some argupoem. H. Jacobi, however, adduces
ments based on the political conditions appearing
in the epic to show that it dates from before the

of

Rdmdyav.a seems to be

rise of
In the

Buddhism.

first place, he notes that the city of Pa^aliputra (now
300 B.C., is
Patna), which had become the capital of India by
not mentioned at all, though Rama is described (i. 35) as passa
of
makes
and
the
(i. 32 f.)
referring
its
point
poet
very site,
ing
to the foundation of various actual cities in E. India to show
how far the fame of the Ramdya'o.a had spread beyond Kosala,
the country of its origin; he could therefore hardly fail to

He

further observes that in the
old part of the Ramayana the capital of Kosala is always called
while
to
Jains,
Greeks, and Pataiijali (c.
Buddhists,
Ayodh3'a,
150 B.C.) its name is invariably Saketa. In bk. vii. we learn
his government
established
of
Rama's
twin
one
sons,
thajb Lava,
in Sravasti, a city which is not mentioned at all in the original
ruled
in Buddha's
have
been
we
know
to
which
but
Ramayana,
time by King Prasenajit of Kosala. From these data he infers
that the original epic was composed while Ayodhya was still
the capital of Kosala, before its name of Saketa was known,
and before the seat of government was shifted to Sravasti. It
would seem, further, to follow that the first and last books,
which also mention Ayodhya and, though added much later,
do not know the name Saketa, must have been composed considerably before the time of Buddha. Such a conclusion is in
the highest degree improbable. Jacobi finally notes that in bk.
i. Mithila and Vi^ala are twin cities governed by separate rulers,
while it is known that by Buddha's time they had become a
single city named VaiSali ruled by an oligarchy.

mention

it

had

it

existed.

It is to be observed that these arguments are
based on data to be found in the late first and last
books, the evidence of which for the time of Buddha
and before must be regarded with suspicion. They
do not appear to the present writer to have any
cogency as proof of a pre-Buddhistic date for the

Rmndyana.
further argument has, however, been adduced
show that the old part of the Ramayana dates
from before the time of Buddha.

original

A

to

The Rdmayaria is a popular epic, and its language is a
popular Sanskrit. Now, about 260 B.C. King A^oka used for his
inscriptions not Sanskrit, but vernacular dialects resembling
Buddha himself before 500 B.C. preached not in Sanskrit,
Pali.
but in the speech of the people. A popular epic could not
have been composed in a language that was already dead, but
must have been written in one that the people understood.
The original form of the epic must therefore date from a preBuddhistic period when Sanskrit was still a living tongue.
Now, the foregoing argi.iment is not cogent, because Sanskrit
has always lived as a literary language beside the popular
dialects, and has been understood by large sections of the
population. There is therefore nothing strange in Sanskrit
epics being composed and listened to while Jain and Buddhist
monks were writing poetry and preaching in popular dialects,
especially when these dialects had as j'et diverged comparaEven at the present
tively little from the literary language.
day it is not uncommon in India for two languages to be
current side by side in the same district and in a great part of
N. India there is in use a modern Indian literary language
which diverges very considerably from that of everyday life.
Occasionally verses occurring in the Mahabharata and
Ramayana are also found as Pali or Prakrt verses in Buddhist
and Jain texts. This by no means implies that such verses
have been translated into Sanskrit from popular languages.
Still more baseless is the view of several scholars that the two
great epics were originally composed in popular dialects and
;

were only later translated into Sanskrit. Not the slightest
trace of any record that such a translation ever took place has

come down to us. On the other hand, the fact that in the
Sanskrit drama (cf. ERE viii. 112) the bard {suta) regularly
speaks Sanskrit, and not a popular dialect, indicates that the
poetry of the bards, i.e. the epic, was composed in Sanskrit.
This hypothesis was first propounded by A. Barth in RC, 5th

RUR xxvii. [1893]

April 1886, and further elaborated by him in
It has been refuted
288 £f., xlv. [1902] 195 f.
xlviii. [1894] 407-411.
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A

by Jacobi

in

review of all the available evidence appears to
the present writer to indicate that the original part
of the Ramayana came into existence about the
middle -of the 4th cent. B.C., when popular stories

;

—

Beginning with the
mythological elements.
intrigues of a queen at the court of Ayodhya to
son
to the throne, it
ensure the succession of her
Had the poem
describes the results that folloAved.

ended with the return

of

Rama's brother Bharata

after the death of their father. King
Dasaratha, it might have passed for an epic based
On the other hand, the
on historical events.
second part, being founded on myths, is full of
marvellous and fantastic adventures. The theory
to

Ayodhya

was formerly held (by Lassen and Weber) that the
is an allegorical representation of the
spread of Aryan culture to the south of India and
Ceylon. This view is, however, not borne out by
the statements of the epic itself. The poet is
evidently unfamiliar with the south, which he
fills with the fabulous beings that might easily be
imagined to haunt an unknown country. Tliere
is much more probability in Jacobi's theory that
the second part of the original Rcimdyana represents a narrative of terrestrial events based on
mythological elements traceable to the earliest
Veda. The name of the heroine Sita appears in
the Rigveda as the personified Furrow invoked as
an agricultural goddess (IV. Ivii. 6). In a ritual
work of the latest Vedic period {KauHka Sutra,
106) she appears as a divinity of the ploughed field,
a being of radiant beauty, black-eyed, adorned
In the
Avith lotuses, the wife of the rain-god.

narrative

Ramayana

itself

Sita

is

said to have arisen from

the earth when her adoptive father Janaka was
ploughing, and in the last book she finally disappears underground, received into the arms of
Mother Earth. Her husband Rama would then
represent Indra, and his fight with the demon
Ravana a modification of the Vedic conflict of
Indra with Vrtra, the demon of drought. It is
here probably significant that Ravana's son is

'
foe of Indra,' which is an
called Indra-satru,
epithet of Vrtra in the Rigveda. The rape of Sita
by Ravana is parallel to the abduction by the
demons of the cows later recovered by Indra.
Again, Hanuman, the chief of the monkeys, who
aids Rama in flying hundreds of leagues to recover
Sita from the island of Lafika, is the son of the
god of wind and bears the patronymic Maruti,
'
son of the Maruts.' This suggests a reminiscence
of Indra's association with the Maruts, or stormname of the
gods, in his fight with Vrtra. The
dog Sarama, who for Indra crosses the river Rasa
in search of the captured cows, reappears as that
of a demoness who consoles Sita when imprisoned
by Ravana in the island of Lanka.

8.

Contents.— Such being the general character

Ramayana, we may now proceed to
sketch the contents of the complete epic in the
expanded form in which it has come down to us.
of the original

(a) First part.—Bk. i., called Bala-kdntJa ('Childhood
on the origin of
Section'), commencing with an introduction
the poem, goes on to narrate the story of Rama's youth.
was
preparmg to
are told how Valmiki in his forest hermitage
describe worthily the fortunes of Rama. While he was watchmale
was
a
the
of
bank
on
the
suddenly
river,
ing a pair of birds
shot by a hunter and fell dead to the ground weltering in its

We

The poet, touched by the grief of the bereaved female,
uttered words lamenting the death of her mate and threatening
vengeance on the murderer. Strange to relate, his utterance
was no ordinary speech, but issued from his lips in metrical
form. As he wandered towards his hut pondering this occurrence, the god Brahma appeared and, announcing to the poet
that he had unawares created the rhythm of the iloka metre,
bade him compose the divine poem on the life and deeds of
Rama in that measure. This story possibly preserves a historiblood.

RAMAYANA
cal reminiscence ; it may mean that tiie epic ilika, whichi in
the form of the anui<{ubh ijoes hack to the Hipveda, and which
is identical in structure throu;,'hout the Mahdbhtlrata and the
Rdmiiyaria, wag fixed in its final fonn by Valmiki.
There follows an account of the city of Ayodhya, in which
the wise and mi(;hty Da&iratha ruled. The kinff, beinjf for a
long time without a son, resolved to offer a horse-sacrifice, to

which he appointed the potent seer Rjyairnga. Just at
that time the gods were suffering' many things from the violence
of the demon Ilavaya.
They accordingly turned for help to
Vifyu, imploring him to consent to be born in human form,
was
immune
from death except by the hand of
because Ravai.ia
a human foe.
Vijiju having consented to be born as a son of
and
horse-sacritice
Dasiaratha
the
being over, the three wives
of the king bore four sons, Kau^alya becoming the mother of
of
Rama (the incarnation
Vigi.iu), Kaikeyi of Bharata, and
Sumitra of the pair Lakjmaija and Satrughna. Of these sons
Rama was his father's favourite, and to him his brother
Lak§mapa was particularly devoted from the beginning. After
the sons were grown up, tiie great seer Viivfimitra, who had
come to Ayodiiya, conducted the two princes Rama and
Lak^mana to the court of Janaka of Videha. That king had
announced that he would give his daughter in marriage to the
prince who could bend a powerful bow that he possessed.
Rama not only bent the bow, but
Manj- had tried in vain
broke it in two. The wedding of Rama and Sita, attended by
King Da^aratha, was then celebrated with great festivities.
For many years after the young couple lived in great happiness.
In this supplementary book the thread of the narrative is,
just as in the Mahdhhdrata, interrupted by numerousjepisodes,
many of which, in different versions, recur in the sister epic,
and which are constantly alluded to in the later classical literature.
One of these (i. 51-65) deals with the enmity of the
famous sages Vi^vamitra and Vasistha. The former, a powerful king (though originally, in the' Higveda, a seer), came into
conflict with the latter in the endeavour to deprive him forcibly
Unsuccessful in his attempt, Vi^vamitra
of his miraculous cow.
undertook great penances which extended over thousands of
years, and in which he resisted the seductions of beautiful
nymphs, till at last he achieved Brahmanhood and became
reconciled to his rival Vasistha. Among others may be mentioned the story of the dwarf-incarnation of Visiju (i. 29), of the
birth of the war-god Kumara or Kfirttikeya (i. 35-37), and of
the churning of the ocean by the gods and the demons (i. 45).
The fantastic legend of the descent of the Ganges (i. 38-44)
relates how the sacred river was brought down from heaven to
earth in order to purify the remains of King Sagara's 60,000
sons, who had been burnt to ashes by the sage KapUa enraged
by their disturbing his devotions.
Bk. ii., called Ayodhyd-kdxida ('Ayodhya Section'), with
which the main story of the epic begins, describes the events
that occurred at DaJaratha's court of Ayodhya. The king, by
this time growing old, held an assembly, in which he announced,
amid general approval, his intention to make Rama his heirapparent. Kaikeyi, P.harata's mother, whose heart was set on
her son's succession to the throne, now reminded Daferatha of
his former promise to grant her any two boons she might
choose. On his consenting to fulfil his promise, she requested
him to appoint Bharata his successor and to banish Rama from
Ayodhya for fourteen j-ears. Kaikeyi having refused to withdraw her demand, Dalaratha passed a sleepless night. Next
day, when the consecration of Rama was to have taken place,
the king sent for and explained the situation to his son. Rama,
accepting his father's commands calmly and dutifully, without
delay set forth into exile, accompanied by Sita and his halfbrother Laksmana. The old king, overwhelmed with sorrow,
cut himself off entirely from Kaikeyi, remained with Rama's
mother, and died after a few days, lamenting the banishment
of his son.
Bharata, who had been living with his maternal
grandparents at Rajagrha, was now summoned to Ayodhya,
but, indignantly refusing the succession, set out for the purpose
In the wild
of bringing Rama back as king to the capital.
forest of Dandaka he found Rama living happily with Sita and
Laksmana. But Rama, though deeply affected by the magnanimity of his brother's request, declined to return, considering
He accordingly took off
it his duty to fulfil his vow of exile.
his gold-embroidered shoes, and handed them to his larother, in
token of transferring the succession to him. Bharata then
went back to Ayodhya and, placing on the throne Rama's shoes
surmounted bj- the royal umbrella as emblem of sovereignty,
retired to Nandigrama, whence he administered the affairs of
State as Rama's vicegerent. Herewith ends the first part of the
original epic, which deals with the world of reality.
With bk. iii., the Aravya-kaifij.a ('Forest
(6) Second part.
Section '), we are introduced to the world of romance in which
Rama is constantly engaged in adventures and conflicts with
fantastic creatures and demons of various kinds till the end of
the poem. After the exiles have been living for some time in
the Dandaka forest, pious anchorites come to seek Rama's protection against the rdksasas, or demons, infesting the forest and
terrorizing their hermitages. Rama, having promised his aid,
now enters upon a series of pfforts to clear the forest of these
monsters. Ravana's sister Siirpanakha, falling in love with
Rama, is rejected first by him and then by Laksmana. To
avenge the insult, she brings her brother Khara with 14,000
demons against Rama, who, however, destroys them all together
with their leader. She then hastens across the sea to the fabulous island of Larika and complains to her brother, Ravapa, its
ten-headed ruler. The latter, filled with rage and bent on
revenge, speeds through the air in his golden car to the forest.
There he transforms one of his followers into a golden deer,
VOL. X. 37
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;
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which appears to Sita and at her request is pursued l^y Rama
and Laksniapa. Meanwhile Ravana, disguised as an ascetic,
approaches Sita, seizes her, and carries her off by force in his
chariot through the air. The vulture Jafayu, an old friend of
Da^aratha, attacks him on his flight and succeeds in shattering
his car, but is finally slain.
Ravatpa again seizes Sita with his
claws and carries her across the sea to his palace in Laiika.
He shows her all its splendours and tries to persuade her to become his wife. She mdignantly refuses and is finally confined
Rama returns from a
in a cave guarded by female demons.
Reduced
fruitless chase only to find that his wife has vanished.
to despair, he wanders southwards with Lak^mapa in search of
Sita.
They fall in with a headless demon, who advises Rama
to conclude an alliance with the monkey king Sugriva, who will
help him to find his lost wife.
Bk. iv., called the ^((.fci/irfAa-Aflyf^a (' Kiskindha Section'),
describes the alliance concluded by Rama with the monkeys for
the purpose of recovering Sita. At the lake Pampa they meet
Sugriva, who tells them that he has been robbed of his wife and
sovereignty, and expelled from his kingdom, by his brother
Viilin. Rama and Sugriva then form an alliance. At Kiskindha,
the capital of Valin, a battle takes place in which Rama slays
Valin. Among the councillors of Sugriva, who has now become
He Is
king, the wisest and most trustworthy is Hanuman.
accordingly entrusted with the task of finding Sita, and,
southwards.
a
host
of
monkeys,
proceeds
accompanied by
After many adventures they fall in with Sampati, a brother of
the vulture Jajayu, who tells them he has seen Ravapa carrying
On reaching the
off Sita, and describes the position of Lanka.
coast the monkeys are filled with despair as to how they can
cross the sea. Hanuman, who has proved his ability to leap
farther than any of the rest, ascends Mount Mahendra ana
prepares to bound across the ocean.
Bk. v., which describes Hanunian's doings in Lai'ika, is called
the Sundara-kdiiida (' Beautiful Section '), perhaps as especially
attractive because it contains more fabulous stories than any of
the other books. With a mighty spring from Mount Mahendra
Hanuman rises in the air and after a flight of four days, during
which he undergoes various adventures, he reaches Laiika.
From a hill he first surveys the city, which looks almost impregnable. Then, reducing himself to a minute size, he enters
Lanka after dark, and inspects the whole city Ravaija's palace,
After
his marvellous aerial car, and the w-omen's apartments.
a long search he at latt discovers Sita in a grove. He rouses
her from her grief by the news that Rama is coming to
the rescue. Hanuman then returns as he came, reports to Rama
the success of his search, and gives him a message from Sita.
Bk. vi., entitled the Yuddha-kiln(}a ('Battle Section'), describes the great conflict between Rama and Ravana. Sugriva
having advised the building of a bridge from the mainland to
Lanka, an attack on the island is arranged and the vast monkey
army inarches to the seashore. On the news of its approach
Vibhfsana, Ravana's brother, counsels the surrender of Sita.
Repelled and insulted by Ravapa, Vibhigapa flies across the sea,
allies himself with Rama, and advises him to seek the help of
the god of the sea, with whose aid the monkeys build the bridge
in the course of a few days. The city being now invested,
Ravapa's army sallies forth and a general battle, as well as
many single combats, ensues. In one of the latter Ravapa's
son Iiidrajit is slain by Lakgmapa. Enraged at this, Ravapa
appears on the scene and fights a duel lasting a day and a night
with Rama, till at last he falls pierced to the heart. Rama then
orders the funeral of the dead chief of the demons to be celebrated and appoints Vibhisana to succeed him as king of LaAka.
Summoning Sita, he announces his victory, but rejects her in
the presence of all the monkeys and the rdkfaxas. Loudly
lamenting Rama's unjust suspicions, Sit-a then throws herself
into the flames of a funeral pyre, but the god Agni, raising her
unhurt, hands her over to Rama, assuring him that she has
been faithful to him throughout her captivity. Rama hereupon
declares that he has never doubted her innocence, but has considered it necessary that her purity should be proved in the
eyes of the people. Sita now returns joyfully with Rama to
Ayodhya, where he is consecrated king and reigns gloriously,
Inaugurating a new golden age for his subjects.
Bk. vii., called Vtiara-kdnifa (' Last Section'), is, as we have
seen, a late addition to the original poem. Only about onethird of it is concerned with Rama and Sita. It is here related
that one day Rama hears that the people are dissatisfied at
his having taken back Sita after she has so long been a captive
of Ravapa, because they thought this would have a bad influence on the women of the countrj'. Unable to endure the
reproach that he was setting a bad example to his subjects,
he requests Lak$mapa to take Sita away and abandon her.
Laksmapa, conducting her to the bank of the Ganges and
explaining why Riima has cast her off, leaves her there. The
weeping Sita at length finds her way to the hermitage of the
sage Valmiki, who entrusts her to the charge of the anchorite
women living there. After some time Sita bears the twin sons
Ku^ and Lava in the hermitage. Many years pass by. The
boys have grown up and become the pupils of Valmiki, who
takes them with him to attend a great horse-sacrifice undertaken
by Rama. The two boys are selected to recite the Rnmnyava,
which has been composed by him, and are listened to with
rapture by the audience. Rama, hearing that the two youthful
bards are the sons of Sita, requests Valmiki to cause Sita to
her and solemnly
purify herself by an oath. The sage brings
declares that she is innocent and that the twins are the actual
he
is satisfied by
that
admits
The latter
sons of Rama.
Valmiki's words, but nevertheless desires Sita to clear herself
all
the
Then
the
oath.
of
goda descend from
bv the ordeal

—
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heaven, and

Sitfi

prays that, as surely as she has not even

thought of any other man than Rama, the froddess Earth may
open to receive her. Scarcely have the words been uttered
when Mother Earth, rising: from the ground, embraces Sita and

disappears with her in the depths. Rama in vain implores the
goddess to give Sita back to him; but the god Brahma appears
and holds out the hope of Rama's being again united with her
in heaven.
Soon after Rama, making over the kingdom to his
two sons, enters heaven and again becomes Vistju.
As in the first book, the thread of this narrative is interrupted
by many myths and legends which have no connexion with the
Such are the well-known tales about Yayati
story of Rama.
and Nahusa, of the slaying of Vrtra by Indra, of Urva^i, beloved
of the gods Mitra and Varuna, besides several others aiming at
the glorification of the Brahmans quite in the spirit of the latest
parts of the Mahdbhdrata.
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RAM MOHAN RAY.— See Brahma Samaj.
RAMOSHi.—

The EamoshI, also called Naik
(Skr. ndyaha, 'leader'), a jungle tribe found in
the Deccan and W. India, profess to derive their
name from the demi-god, Rama, who is said to
have created them when on his way to Lanka to
recover Sita ; others doubtfully connect the name
with Skr. aranyavdsin, 'jungle dwellers.' At the
census of 1911 they numbered 60,064, found in
Bombay, Avith a small body in the Central
Provinces and Berar.
Those in the Deccan appear to be an outlying
branch of the Kanarese or Telugu tribe or group
of tribes known under the general name of Bedar
or Byadaru, hunters or woodmen.^ The fact that
the branch in Poona is divided into two groups,
Chauhan and Yadava, names of leading Rajput
septs, has been held to indicate an admixture of
higher blood. Like their neighbours the Kolis
(see art. KoL, KoLARiAN), they were for a long
time notorious on account of their disorderly and
predatory habits. They supported the Marhata
leader, Sivaji, against the Muhammadans, and
under British rule, as late as 1879, they committed
outrages in Satara and the neighbouring districts.
In virtue of their traditional descent from Rama,
some of the tribes in Poona are called Rambhakt,
worshippers of Rama,' and are vegetarians. But
more generally tliey have adopted Siva in his
'

form Khandoba as their tribal deity.

presented riding on a horse with two

He is rewomen — a

Vani (or merchant-women), his wedded wife, and
Dhangar (one of the jungle tribes) concubine
behind him. As turmeric is a vegetable in which
Khandoba is supposed to dwell, they swear by it,
and no other oath is considered so binding. The
his

oath ritual prescribes that the person swearing
shall take a leaf of the 6e^-tree (./^gle marmelos)
1
E. Thurston, Castes and Tribes ofS. Itidia, Madras, 1909, i.
180 ff.

-

sacred to Siva, a few grains of millet, and some
turmeric powder which has been laid on the lihga.

The oath

is recited with an imprecation against
perjury, a little powder is eaten, and some is
rubbed on the forehead. They also revere Kedari,
now regarded as a form of Siva, the tutelary deity
of the Purandhar fort in the Poona District, before
whose image Raghuji, one of their leaders, is said
to have laid his turban, with an oath that he would
never wear this head-dress until his tribe should
be restored to the privileges of which they had
been deprived by the Marhatas. Besides these

they worship many local gods, Musalman saints
the demon-leader Vetala, who has many
female spirits, or mothers,' in his train. The
tomb of an Englishman in the neighbourhood of
(p'lr),

'

them Ramdeval, Rama's
by an old Ramoshi woman,
who pours water over it, keeps a lamp burning,
and allows no one who has eaten meat that day to
Poona

'

is called
by
temple,' and is tended

the place.
Mackintosh remarks that both men and women had frequently
undergo the expiatory penance of the swinging ceremony,
when the penitent is elevated to a considerable height and
visit
to

'

swung over a pole erected in front of the entrance of the temple,
supported by a hook run through the skin and sinews of the
back.'i

Indications of totemisni are found in the badge,
or crest (devak), which is generally some tree or a
bunch of the leaves of several trees. Persons with
the same crest are regarded as brothers and cannot
intermarry, nor can they eat the fruit or use the
tree in any way. They dread the spirits of the
dead. At a funeral, on the way to the grave, the
corpse is turned round and the bearers change
places in order to baffle the spirit and prevent its
return. As an additional precaution, heavy stones
and thorns are placed in the grave. The same
If
fear of the dead appears in the marriage rites.
a woman has lost three husbands in succession and
she
holds
a
cock
under
a
wishes to marry
fourth,
her left arm, and the tribal priest marries her to
the bird before she is joined to her new husband.
The intention is that the vengeance of her former

husbands may fall upon the bird. Their belief in
amulets is shown by the story told of their noted
When he was brought to execution,
leader, Dadji.
it was impossible to behead him until he had made
an incision in his arm and removed from his flesh
a gem which he had inserted as a protective. Like
other tribes in the same state of culture, they are
much vexed by witches and sorcerers, and have a
profound faith in omens.
Literature.— The best account of the tribe is that by A.
Mackintosh, An Account of the Origin and Present Condition
of the Tribe of Ramoossies, including the Life of the Chief
F. Sinclair, I A iii. [1874]
Oomiah Naik, Bombay, 1833 ;
186 ff. ; BG xviii. pt.i. [1885] 409 f., pt. iii. [1885] 34 ff., xvii. [1884]
xxiv. [1886] 107 Ce^isus
174
xxi.
xix.
f.,
[1884]
[1885]
lOSf.,
209,
of India, 1911, vol. viii., Bombay, Bombay, 1912, pt. i. p. 300;
Bombay Ethnographical Survey, monograph no. 138, do. 1909 ;
M. Kennedy, Notes on the Criminal Clauses of the Bombay
Presidency, do. 190S, p. 143 ff.; R. V. Russell, TC Central
CROOKE.
Provinces, London, 1916, iv. 472 ff.
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RANTERS.— The

term 'Ranters' was the
nickname given to an antinomian movement —
hardly cohesive enough to be properly called

—

in the period of the English (ilommonwealth, appearing about 1644. The name is derived from the English verb 'to rant,' i.e. to talk
in an extravagant, high-flown manner (cf. Shakeas thou [Hamlet,
speare's phrase, I'll rant as well

a sect

'

'

V.

i.

307]).

The Ranters constituted the somewhat chaotic
wing' of a serious attempt to work out in

'left

England in the 17th cent, a type of Christianity
conformed to apostolic, primitive Christianity,
free from what the leaders of this movement called
the apostacy,' and loosely enough conjoined and
'

1

Account,

p. 53.

RANTERS
organized to allow very wide individual liberty of

thought and action. The central individualisin of
the movement tended to produce a great variety
of groupings around prominent leaders, so that
England at this epoch appeared to swarm with
sects were hardly more than
sects,' though the
marked variations of one general ground-swell
'

'

movement. Ephraim Pagitt's description is vivid
and well expresses the horror which tlie guardians
of orthodoxy felt as this 'infection' swept over

the country

:

'The plague

of all diseases

is

most infectious

:

I

have lived

anionic you almost a jubile, and have seen your (jreat care and
provit^ion to keep the city from infection. The plajjue of
heresy is greater, and you are now in more danger than when
you buried five thousand a week. You have power to keep
these heretics and sectaries from conventickling and sholiiig
together to infect one another {Ueresiography, Dedication to
'

the Lord Mayor).

Marsden very well reproduces the prevailing
feeling

among

what Milton

those

who were contemporarj- with

called the 'year of sects

and

schisjus.'

'Absurd excesses of opinion now appeared, as exotics in
The distractions of the times suspended the restraints of Church
opinions monstrous and prodiscipline
started
digious
up every day, and were broached with impunity
in i)ublic and in private, and multitudes were led astray. The
number of new sects, religious and political, with which
The sober
England swarmed appears almost incredible.
Puritans were confounded. The state of England reminded
them of the fabulous description of the sands of Libya, where
scorching suns produce new monsters every year" {Hist, of the
a hotbed.

;

Later Puritans'-,

p. 224).

All movements, such as this one, which express
a deep popular striving to escape from the rigidity
of old systems and to secure a large area of individual freedom tend to develop an extreme wing.
Persons of unstable equilibrium are swept on by
the contagion of the movement. Those who are
abnormally responsive to suggestion are certain to
These
be carried along with the movement.
psychopathic persons, lacking in perspective and
balance, bring into strong light the dangers that
are involved in complete religious liberty. The
Kanters were largely composed of this type of
person, and some of them were obviously insane.
The Ranters, so far as the}'^ can be difierentiated
from the general ferment of the time, show two
marked characteristics they were (1) pantheistic,
and (2) antinomian. Ma.sson says
:

:

'

Pantheism or the essential identity

of

God with the

universe,

and His indwelling in every creature, angelic, human, brute or
inorganic, seems to have been the belief of most Ranters that
could manage to rise to a metaphysics (Life of Milton, v. IS).
'

Richard Baxter says of them

:

These also made it their Business ... to set up the Light
of Nature, under the name of Christ in Men, and to dishonour
and cry down the Church, the Scripture, the present Ministry,
and our Worship and Ordinances and call'd Men to harken to
'

;

Christ within

them

'

{Reliquice Baxteriance,

i.

76).

Joseph Salmon and Jacob Bauthumley may be
taken as characteristic specimens of the leaders
and exponents of the Ranter idea. Bauthumley
(or Bottomley), who was called by George Fox
'a great ranter' (Journal, ed. N. Penney, i. 151),
was the author of a pantheistical book with the
title The Light and Dark Sides of God (London,
The book opens in his best and sanest vein
1650).
as follows
'OGod, what
named? What

Sparkling out of its Glory (London, 1G51).
This strange tract recounts in extravagant style
the mystical experiences of the writer
Sireetly,

:

appeared to myselfe as one confounded into the abyss of
eternitie, nonentitized into the being of beings, my soul split
and emptied into the fountaine and ocean of divine fulness,
expired into the aspires of pure life' (p. 13).
'

I

The tract is throughout a presentation of extreme pantheism. A tract entitled The Smoke of
the Bottomlesse Pit (London, 1650-51), written by
J. Holland Porter, who claims to be 'an eye and
ear witness,' gives

many

views and their manner of

details of the Ranters'

All contemporary
writers unite in the opinion that the Ranters were
that
morally disordered in their way of living, and
they held antinomian views of conduct i.e., they
were above the usual moral distinctions of right
and wrong. George Fox's Journal gives many
concrete accounts of personal experiences with
Ranters, and these accounts generally emphasize
the two aspects under consideration— the pantheIn 1649 Fox went to
istical and the antinomian.
visit a group of Ranters in prison in Coventry.
life.

;

'

'

He

says

:

I came into the jail, where the prisoners were, a great
of darkness struck at me, and I sat still, having
God. At last these prisoners
spirit gathered into the love of
soul
began to rant, and vapour, and blaspheme, at which
said
was greatly grieved. They
they were God but that we
'

When

my

power

my

;

could not bear such things. When they were calm, I stood up
and asked them whether they did such things by motion, or
from Scripture and they said, from Scripture. A Bible being
at hand, I asked them to point out that Scripture; and they
showed me the place where the sheet was let down to Peter,
and it was said to him, what was sanctified he should not call
conmion or unclean. When I had showed them that that
Scripture proved nothing for their purpose, they brought
himself,
another, which spoke of God's reconciling all things to
them I owned
things in heaven, and things in earth. I told
that Scripture also, but showed them that that was nothing to
their purpose either. Then seeing they said they were God,
I asked them, if they knew whether it would rain to-morrow?
could tell.
they said they could not tell. I told them, God
in
Again, I asked them, if thev thought they should be always
that condition, or should change? and they answered they
could not tell. Then I said unto them, God can tell, and God
doth not change. You say vou are God and yet you cannot
tell whether vou shall change or not,' (Journal, bi-centenary
;

;

ed.,i. 47f.).

of 1654 Fox writes
During the time I was prisoner at Charing-Cross, there
came abundance to see me.
Among those that came to see
me, was one Colonel Packer, with several of his officers and
while they were with mo, came in one Cobb, and a great
company of Ranters with him. The Ranters began to call for
drink and tobacco; but I desired them to forbear it in my
room, telling them, if they had such a desire for it, they might
room. One of them cried, "all is ours" and
go into another
" all is well "
another said,
(ib. i. 211 f.).

Under date

:

'

.

.

.

;

;

'

Richard Baxter's testimony almost certainly
overstates the case against the Ranters, but, as it
is the opinion of a high-minded contemporary, it
must be given due weight. After presenting the
views of the Ranters, he describes their manner of
life:

But withal, they conjoyned a Cursed Doctrine of Liberof
tinism, which brought them to all abominable fllthiness
Life
They taught as the Familists, that God regardeth not
the Actions of the Outward Man, but of the Heart and that to
the Pure all things are Pure (even things forbidden) And so as
'

:

;

:

allowed by God, they spake most hideous Words of Blasphemy,

them committed Whoredoms commonly.

:

shall I say thou art, when thou canst not be
shall I speak of thee, when speaking of thee

For if I say I see thee, it is
I speak nothing but contradiction ?
nothing but thy seeing of thjself for there is nothing in me
capable of seeing but thyself. If I say I know thee there is no
other but the knowledge of thyself, for I am rather known of
thee than know thee. If I say I love thee it is nothing so, for
there is nothing in me can love thee but thyself, and therefore
Ihou dost but love thyself. My seeking thee is no other but
thy seeking of thyself (p. 1 f.).
On p. 77 he develops his extreme doctrine of the
;

inward Light
'
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:

not so safe to go to the Bible to see what others have
spoken and writ of the mind of God as to see what God speaks
within me and to follow the doctrine and leading of it in me.'
It is

Joseph Salmon wrote Heights in Depths, and
Depths in Heights : or Truth no less Secretly than

and many of
There could never Sect arise in the World, that was a lowder
Warning to Professors of Religion to be humble, fearful,
But the horrid Villanies of this
cauteloug, and watchful.
.

Sect did

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

speedily Extinguish

it' (p.

76

f.).

\'igorously dealt with by
Acts of Parliament, and many of the extreme
Ranters were severely punished for their views
and for acts considered either blasphemous or imThe better element in the groups of
moral.
the preaching of
Ranters were 'convinced'

The Ranters were

by
movement
George Fox and became Quakers. The
was checked, and gradually disappeared from
the antinomian tendency
public notice, thouch
has at intervals continued to reappear sporadically
both in England and in America.
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RASHL—This

the name familiarly applied
it is, indeed, derived
to Rabbi Solomon ben Isaac
from the Hebrew initials of his name. Some
writers erroneously called him Jarchi (Yarhi),
with the
supposing that his name was connected
=
=
Rashi, howcity of Lunel (yem/i lune moon).
was born
Troyes in 1040, and died in the
is

;

m

ever,

Like most of his contemporRashi did not derive any emoluments from

same town
aries,

in 1105.

He was among the many Jews
his work as rabbi.
of his epoch in France who engaged in viticulture.

He was nevertheless an industrious student and
author, and his works have won an enduring fame.
No mediaeval commentator is more studied in
modern times. His exposition of the Pentateuch
is still beloved of Jews, while his Commentary on
the Talmud remains absolutely indispensable to
the understanding of that work.
The first Hebrew book to be printed (of known
date) is Rashi's Commentary on the Pentateuch
most of
(Reggio, Feb. 1475). Rashi expounded
the Bible, but his repute now depends on his Pentateuch. In this Commentarjr he combined the
newer grammatical method with the older Midrashic style, creating a harmony of unique charm.
Nicholas de Lyra (1270-1340) familiarized Europe
with Rashi's Biblical exegesis, and through de
Lyra Luther carried on Rashi's influence into his
German translation. A well-known line tells of
Si Lyra non
Luther's indebtedness to de Lyra
and Lyra, on
lyrasset, Lutherus non saltasset
'

:

'

;

his part,

was much indebted

to Rashi.

Rashi compiled Responsa, liturgical and other
he is
compendia, but apart from his Pentateuch
best known for his great Commentary on the Talmud. He did much to settle the text, and added
notes which for lucidity and brevity have few
The Talmud is invariably read with Rashi
rivals.
by Jewish students, and all scholars are dependent,
either directly or indirectly, on his interpretation.
This has stood the test of time, and the numerous
have
super-commentaries and annotations on Rashi
only brought out the supreme merits of his work.

Liter ATDRE.—L. Zunz, Salomon b. Isaac,' in Zeitschriftfiir
Judenthums, 1823, pp. 277-384, Heb. tr.,
Lemberg, 1840; I. H. Weiss, 'Eabbenu Shelomoh b. Yizhak,'
in Bet-Talmud, ii., nos. 2-10, reprinted in ToledotGedole Visrael,
tr.
Vienna, 1882 M. Liber, Rashi (Jewish Worthies Series),
from French, London and Philadelphia, 1906, with bibliography,
'

die Wissenschaft des

;

pp. 231-239.

RATIONALISM.

I.

Abrahams.

—

—

Rationali. Definition.
ism, says A. W. Benn, means the hostile criticism
of theological dogma, the mental habit of using
reason for the destruction of religious belief.'
Custom has ruled that the submission of belief to pure reason
'

'

be called rationality in reference to every branch of natural
it leads to the rejection
knowledge, and rationalism only when
which religion has become
those
of
supernaturalist beliefs with
shall

identified.' ^

J. B.
'

Bury has the following

dom ain

of

of her absolute

thought

is

will or will not be rationali:-tic, not
according to its intrinsic contents alone, but accordto its efiects
ing to the intention of the user or
and indeed certain theses of
the hearer

—

upon

as
geology or astronomy which have been classed
rationalistic in one century have in a later century
further difficulty
been accepted by all parties.
It would
lies in the use of the word 'reason.'
seem impossible to deny the right and the duty of
good thinking, of the utmost use of intelligence,
Even the appeals to
in every department of life.
revelation or to authority, to the usefulness of a
certain belief, or to the needs and rights of feeling
and action, are themselves appeals to our intelliand sympathy.
gent judgment for comprehension
Thought can be criticized, on whatever grounds,
only through thought.
The use of 'rationalism,' indeed, whether as a
a use belonging
war-cry or as a term of reproach, is
to popular philosophy, and cannot be pressed with

A

too

much

exactness.

in

more technical uses

(Its

the theory of knowledge are not considered here.)
On the whole, the usage is governed by two considerations.

(

1

)

An argument

is

rationalistic

when

directed against a belief which by many of its
holders at any rate is counted a religious belief.
The person bringing the argument may or may
of his own to
not have a constructive

it is

'

'

philosophy
maintain. He may be a monotheist attacking
deist
or
a
criticizing the doctrine of
polytheism,
the Trinity he may be a materialist, or an agnosthe rationalism of
tic, or none of these things ;
his argument lies in its attack, in the name of
sound thinking, on the particular shape of a parObviously such arguticular religious system.
ments, though anti-religious in one sense, may be
higher form of
used in the service of religion.
with a lower must somereligious belief in conflict
times use negative criticism as well as positive
And a developing belief, trying to fit
teaching.
itself continually better to the facts of the soul and
of the universe, must often use such criticism on
;

'

'

A

itself.

its derogatory use, on the other hand, the
of 'rationalism' is specially applied to a
certain kind of bad thmking— an unimaginative
If a difficult idea has
criticism from the outside.
(2)

In

name

been crudely and imperfectly stated by those who
have groped after it and only half attained it, the
lower rationalism makes no attempt to reach it
and to state it better, but fastens on the crudities
of the accepted statement, is triumphant in si lowit stands, aiid thereing the untenability of this as
with rejects the whole conception.

In rationalism in this sense

'

reason holds

off,

as

it

were,

from trying to comprehend what is most characteristic in religious experience. Instead of allowing the paradoxical nature of
to it and to stimulate it to
religious doctrines to be provocative
further effort, the rationalistic understanding makes it aground

Thus doctrines like
for declining to consider them further.
those of the Trinity or of Original Sin in Christian theology are
are different
set aside because in arithmetic one and three
state will not
numbers, and because the citizen of a civilized
criminal acts. The
accept responsibility for his ancestors'

contradictions to our
question is not put, why such obvious
and considered
ordinary ways of thinking have been entertained
answer is suggested
and
the
it
is
Or
put,
of high importance.
elsewhere
notions
that we have here mere survivals of fanciful
discarded and the further question is not raised, why they are
because
they have
not discarded here also for it is plainly not
not been made the subject of close attention. The rationalistic
need
of
putting and
criticism ought only to bring out the
may simply lead to the neglect
answering such enquiries but it
'2
of them as not worth pursuing.
;

;

termed

Hist, of English Rationalism in the Nineteenth Century,
vol. r. pp. viii, 4, 6.
1

An

usage

argument

;

:

The uncompromising assertion by reason

whole
rights throughout the

to the
rationalism, and the slight stigma w bich is still attached
word reflects the bitterness of the struggle between reason and
the forces arrayed against her. The term is limited to the field
of theology, because it was in that field that the self-assertion
i
of reason "was most violently and pertinaciously opposed.'
involves us in obvious difficulties.
The

1

Hist, of
C. J.

2 C.

London,

Freedom of Thought, p. 18.
Webb, Problems in the Relations of God and Man,

1911, p. 72

f.

RATIONALISM

—

There can scarcely have been a
2. History.
century or a country in the history of the world
where rationalistic tlioughts have not existed in
8ome men's minds. For tlie Western world rationalism enters into history with the criticisms brought
by Ionian philosophers against the popular mytnologj' of Greece. Early Christian apologists attacked
paganism on rationalistic grounds. In the Middle
Ages the controversies among Christians and Jews
and Muhammadans similarly had to be largely
"When men of one religion dispute
rationalistic.
with men of another, they can appeal only to the
human intelligence which is common judge for
both. After the Reformation, again, when Church
opposed Church, or Church collided with State,
reason was invoked by all parties.
In the development of Christian thought rationalistic contriliutors or
opponents have stood sometimes outside the Christian Church and sometimes
inside it.
Of their arguments, drawn from philosophy, science, history, or the criticism of docuothers
ments, some have fallen to the ground
have had real effect in modifying or developing
the doctrines grouped together under the general
name of Christianity. For this, like every other
system of living thought, has developed partly
by taking up criticisms into itself, and it is almost
inevitable that disputes should arise in each generation as to the amount of new modification that
can be alloM-ed if the system is still to retain the
;

name

of Christian.

It is not possible to -write the history of rationalism as one would write the history of a religion or
a science, or that of a nation. The story of England
can show a continuous line of movement ; it is
complex but unified ; whereas tlie story of attacks
on England will have disconnected factors of the
most various kinds.
religion has unity and
definite movement, but the series of criticisms
brought against that religion may have little of
Some slender thread of historical developeither.
ment must, indeed, run through it, appearing and
disappearing, since to some extent the criticism
must follow the movement of religious thought
changes in this either giving rise to new forms of
attack or abolishing old forms. Or, again, the
story of rationalism may exhibit fragments of
many histories, because some part of the negative
criticism in any generation may be the cutting edge
of a single positive, brought forward by a rival
religion, or by a school of philosophy or science,
whose own development makes a true history.
All these features appear in the rationalism of
the last hundred years in Europe. The first point
hardly needs illustration new developments in
religion are sure to call out opposition and therefore argument, not only from tnose who stand outside the religion, but still more from conservative
supporters of the religion itself, and from followers
of rival movements within it.
The second event
the supersession of an important criticism by a
change in the doctrine criticized is a good deal
rarer, but has occurred more than once even in the
last hundred years.
Historical examination of
Bil)lical documents had been practised ever since
Spinoza, but 19th cent, studies gave it impetus
enough to take irresistible effect, and the Mosaic
authorship of the Pentateuch (at any rate) is probably no longer a religious opinion in most circles.
The idea of a gradual formation of the world and
its inhabitants is a good deal older than Darwin,
but, since it was taken up into the form that he
gave it, the ordinary religious belief of educated
persons has gradually ceased to include a six days'
For the third point the exhibition of
creation.
fragments of other histories— the illustrations just
given would still serve, since they belong not only
to the history of religious opinion but also to that
'

'

A

—

—

—

—

'

'

—
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study of documents and of natural science.
Or we might select another fragment i)art of
rationalist argument in the last four generations

of the

:

has been the cutting edge of a change in the science
of collective psychology, and this has turned not
only against certain religious doctrines but against
some older criticisms of them. D. F. Strauss, e.(j.,
account of the Resurrection
offers his mythical
'

'

deliberately as superseding older explanations,
such as the suggestion that the disciples stole the
body of Jesus for the sake of their own ambition
and self-interest, or the other suggestion (which
Strauss calls specially 'rationalist') that Jesus
recovered consciousness after a deep swoon liut was
never able thenceforth to persuade his disciples
that he was not a being from another world.' We
are
probably safe in saying that these explanations
have indeeci been superseded by the growth of a
psychological school in which Strauss may stand as
one of the pioneers.
Nevertheless, it is impossible to arrange individual rationalists in a clear order of historical development. The threads cross too much. Opinions
and criticisms which are obsolete in some circles
Different men may use
are not obsolete in others.
the same argument in the interests of the most
and few men can be
diverse schools of thought
fairly described as if they were specialists of a
What Renan says of himself is
single argument.
true of most that their doubts arose not from one
train of reasoning but from ten thousand.
Kenan's own difficulties, indeed, were comparatively specialized, numerous as they were
;

—

:

could have believed that theology and the Bible were
would have given nieanj' trouble.
true, none of the doctrines
My reasons were entirely of a philological and criti'jal order
notintheleastof ametaphysical, political, ormoral kind. These
orders of ideas seemed scarcely tangible or capable of being
applied in any sense. But the question as to whether there are
contradictions between the Fourth Gospel and the synoptics is
one which there can be no difficulty in grasping. I can see
these contradictions with such absolute clearness that I would
Btake my life, and, consequently, my eternal salvation, upon
their reality without a moment's hesitation.' 2
'

If I

.

.

.

;

A clearer example than Renan's of doubts arising from ten thousand trains of reasoning may be
found in one who, like Renan, started from the
most devout and orthodox standpoint of his time
and country, and only gradually and reluctantly
came to oppose what he used to believe. This was
Francis William Newman, younger brother of
Cardinal Newman. In Fluises of Faith, or Passages from the History of my Creed (London, 1850),
he describes his evangelical upbringing and youthful belief, then his testing of various points bj- his
Bible reading. In one matter after another the
Sabbath, tlie Mosaic Law, infant baptism, episcopacy, the Lord's return he found discords between
the teaching of the NT and what he had been
taught himself. Persisting, as a lay missionary in
Persia, in trying to read the Gospels with fresh
eyes, he found the Fourth Gospel clash with the
Athanasian Creed, and returned to England to
find himself cast oil" by his friends as a heretic.
He moved next, on grounds of moral criticism, to
the rejection of eternal punishment, original sin,
and the vicarious suffering of Christ. He had
already begun to discern that it was impossible
with perfect honesty to defend every tittle contained in the Bible,' and further study forced him
to conclude that the assumed infallibility of the
entire Scripture was a proved falsity, not merely
as to physiology and other scientific matters, but
also as to morals.
Finally, the NT miracles became
a burden to the doctrine instead of a support.
Miracles were irrelevant as a means of proving the
who
goodness and veracity either of the person
1 Der alte und der neue Glaube', Bonn, 1874, sect. 15.

—

—

'

2

St.

Recollections of my Youth, Eng.
260.
Sulpice Seminary,' pt. iii. p.

tr.3,

London, 1S97,

The
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jvorked them or of God and the kind of evidence
on which the NT writers accepted them was definitely inadequate for a modern mind.
Newman claimed that Avhat was left to him in
the end was still the essential part of religion the
Heart's belief in the sympathy of God with individual man.
What Renan kept was not theology,
but the sympathy of |a scholar, a poet, and an
Eastern traveller with the persons who founded
His Vie de Jesus (Paris, 1863) was
Christianity.
not intended as a scientific Avork either for
historians or for theologians, but was simply a
;

—

poetic retracing, in the clearest and the tenderest
colours at his command, of a jiicture which religious
tradition had veiled, he thought, from many
readers.
very different book on the same subject was

A

—

published almost immediately afterwards D. F.
Strauss's Leben Jesu fur das deutsche Volk

His more famous Leben Jesu had
appeared nearly thirty years before. The purpose
in these books is not to paint a picture, but to reStories of
interpret the growth of a doctrine.
miracles arise for the most part, the author urges,
not by any one's deliberate invention, but out of
the unconscious imagination of a community. As
with ancient myths, the fact is created by the
idea, the legend grows of itself.
Interpretation on
this line was not new as regards the OT, but
Strauss was the first to ajjplj' it M'ith anything like
such thoroughness to the narratives in the Gospels.
His view in 1835 was that very few of these were
newly created myths most Avere based on OT
legends and pictures, transferred, between the
;Leipzig, 1864).

;

Exile'and the birth of Jesus, to the person of the
expected Messiah. The Messiah must be transtigured like Moses, must multiply food and raise
the dead like Elijah and Elisha, must perform
works of healing because Isaiah had said that in
His day the eyes of the blind and the ears of the
deaf should be opened. In 1864 Strauss left much
more room for the growth of legend within Christian
circles, reflecting the growth of CJiristian experience and thought, and laid less stress on the OT
correspondences. It was far easier of course to
apply interpretation by myth to the Gospels, if
once it had been admitted that none of these was
the work of an eye-witness and Strauss, though
not himself a professional critic of documents, had
studied most attentively the contemporary work
of F. C. Baur and others.
His sketch of the
doings and the personality of Jesus is less A'ivid
and definite than Kenan's, largely because of his
scrupulousness in evaluating the sources and confining himself to Avhat he thought to be proved
;

facts.

While Strauss worked at re-stating the history
of the Christian

form of

religion, his

contemporary,

L. A. Feuerbach, in Das Wesen dcs Christentums
The
(Leipzig, 1841), re-stated its philosophy.
universal reason of the human race operates on an
uncultured man only under the image of a personal
He must separate from himself the
l)eing.

element in his own nature which gives him moral
laws, and place it in opposition to himself thus
Ave have the picture of a personal God.
Yet, if
;

God

really a different being from myself,
Avhy should His perfection trouble me? God is
the latent and the ideal human nature, the truth
of man
to doubt of Him is to doubt of myself.
Our gods are strong first, because physical strength
is the first thing Ave count as glorious
then they
Avere

;

;

and serene finally, God loA'es and
because Ave have come to see that feeling

are majestic
suffers,

;

'
God loves man
absolute, divine in its nature.
'
is an Oriental expression of the truth, The highest
conceivable is the love of man.' Not the attribute
of the divinity, but the divineness or deity of the

is

'

When

attribute, is the first true Divine Being.
this projected image of human nature is made an
object of theology, it becomes an inexhaustible
mine of falsehoods. The foundation of religion is
man's feeling of the sacredness of man and nature
the result of religion too often is that he sacrifices
man and nature to his God.
In the line of Strauss and of Feuerbach, Avhether
;

consciously or not, stand several living Avriters,
including in France Emile Durkheim {Les Formes
iUmentaires de la vie religieuse, Paris, 1912) and
L. Levy-Bruhl (Les Fonctions mentales dans les
soci€Us inferieures, do. 1910) and in England
F. M. Cornford [From Religion to Philosophi/,
London, 1912) and Jane E. Harrison {Ancient Art
and Ritual, do. 1911, Themis, Cambridge, 1912,
For these
Alpha and Omega, London, 1915).
Avriters the beginning and the foundation of
religion is the collective consciousness of a group,
dominating the primitive individual as an irre'

'

pressure from outside, and answering to
the voice of conscience Avithin. He projects it first in the figure of a totem animal or
plant, later in other figures Avhicli groAV out of
primitive ritual. All such projections are embodiments of collective emotion, desire, and laAV.
High emotional tension is caused and maintained
for a savage only by a thing felt socially
the
group - consciousness in tension then makes a
of
Avhich
takes
the
form
of
itself,
picture
finally
a god.
The mystery-god is both human and
daemonic, re-created at every celebration of his
central rite, in the collective emotion of his congregation. Such a scheme provides the appropriate
sistible

'

itself as
'

;

—

setting for figures half-human and half-divine
actual living prophets Avho during their lives or
after their deaths become the daemons of religious

Group-action and group-emotion, not
formulation in any theology, make the

societies.

their

essence of religion.
In this line of Avriters we certainly find a section
of real history of rationalism.
Hoav far Ave judge
them to have succeeded in interpreting the facts
of religion Avill probably depend on our opinion,
and on our estimate of these writers' opinion, of
the reality of the concrete universal.
In the
common Spirit Avithin us, and in the divinity of the
attribute, have Ave something Avhich merely deludes
us into forming a religion, or have Ave something
of Avhich the highest language of religion is really

true

?

There remain

some typical or outstanding
figures in 19th cent, rationalism which stand apart
from those already described. F. K. C. L. Biichner
{Kraft und Staff Leipzig, 1855) is not so much a
landmark as a type recurrent in every century,
though the special forms of the arguments change.
He attacks the idea of the creation of the woi-ld ;
for no force can exist except as a property of
matter ; and matter itself can never be either produced or annihilated. Writing five years before the
appearance of The Origin of Species, Biichner
claims it as highly probable, even certain, that
life may be spontaneously generated out of the
non-living, and that higher forms of life have been
sloAvly develojied by a natural process out of loAA-er
forms.
No soul can exist Avithout brain ; the
experimenter's knife cuts off the soul piecemeal.
It Avould be Avaste of Avords to try to prove the
No educated, much
impossibility of a miracle.
less a scientific, person, Avho is convinced of the
immutable order of tilings, can noAvadays belieA-e
in miracles.
There exist no supersensua'l or super,

natural things, and no supersensual capacities
and they can never exist, as the eternal conformity
;

of the laAvs of nature Avould thereby be suspended.
Having laid doAvn these metaphysical doctrines,
Biichner adds that there is no such thing as nieta-

REALISM AND NOMINALISM
and tliat all metai)iiysical systems come
to nothing and lose themselves in an unintelligible
play of words. All our knowledge is relative we
can have no know ledge and no conception of the
Absolute of that which transcends the sensual
l)hysics,

;

—

in any way to
univer.se.
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account for the traces of order in the

The non-existence of God would leave it as possible as it was
before that love should be the central fact of all
reality.
Whether the friends whom all men may find could compensate
for the friend whom some men thought they had found is a
question for each man to answer. It is a question which can
never be answered permanently in the negative while there is
still a future before us' (p. 290).
'
If we want to know the truth ... we must have faith in the
conclusions of our. reason, even when they seem
.too good or
too bad to be true. Such faith has a better claim to abide with
hope and love than the faith which consists in believing without
reasons for belief. It is this faith, surely, which is sought in
the prayer, "Suffer us not for any pains of death to fall from
thee." And for those who do not pray, there remains the
resolve that, as far as their strength may prevail, neither the
pains of death nor the pains of life shall drive them to any comfort in that which they hold to be false, or drive them from
any
comfort in that which they hold to be true (p. 75).
'

.

.

world.
liiichner ends with agnosticism, though he does
not begin witli it.
The name 'agnostic' was
originated by Huxley, but popularized by Leslie
whose
Stephen,
Agnostic's Apology was first published in the Fortnightly Review for June 1876.
Dogmatic atheism, he holds, is a rare opinion, but
agnosticism is increasing. The agnostic asserts
that there are limits to the sphere of human intelligence, and that theology is metempirical knowIn the
ledge which lies outside these limits.
whole history of the race no agreement on theoLiter ATiRE.— For all except the most recent years A. W.
In Benn, Ilvst. of Englinh Ratimialismin
logical questions has ever been attained.
the Nineteenth
matters that are still involved in endless and 2 vols., London, 1906, covers the ground and givesCentury,
a great
number
of
references.
A
smaller
book
is
J. B. Bury, A Uut. of
hopeless controversy ignorance is no shame, but a
Freedom of Thought, do. 1913. Brilliant work within its own
duty.
Many of the Christian doctrines have limits is to be found in O. Pfleiderer, The Decelopinent of
created far more numerous and far more horrible Theology in Germany since Kant,
and in Great Britain since
difficulties than those which
HELEN WODEHOU.SE.
they profess to 16S5, Eng. tr., do. 1800.
remove. It is better to admit openly that man
knows nothing of the Infinite and Absolute, that
NOMINALISM. i. Ancient and mediaeval. Although these terms are
the ancient secret is a secret still,
Agnosticism is metaphysics binding her own most properly used only of mediaeval schools of
hands, and constructive criticism of religious philosophy, the disputes of the Middle Ages were
doctrine will not come from this quarter.
prepared by the division already existing in the
ditterent position belongs to philosophical workers
fragments of Greek philosophy which they inherited.
whose negative criticisms are incidental, though Plato was known as a realist, and Aristotle was
usually believed to be opposed to him— in spite of
necessary, in their own constructive thought.
Such, among living writers, is J. M. E. McTaggart the fact that after Thomas Aquinas 'Aristotle'
(Some Dogmas of Religion, London, 1906). The meant a synthesis of realism and its opposite.
may judge ;fiom the first statement of metasubjects of religious discussion, he says, are the
most important and the most practical in the world. physics which we now possess, the Platonic diaReligion rests on a conviction of the harmony of logues, that the forms (ideas) had been accepted
ourselves with the universe, and nothing but exact as the explanation of the likeness between objects
metaphysics can justify us in holding this convic- or individuals, before Plato wrote.^ Tiiis meant
tion.
are not justified in believing any dogma that the data of experience were (1) individuals,
because all, or most, people believe it nor because objects, or things, and (2) certain other realities
it is held by people who can work miracles
nor called forms (eidrj, l5iai) with peculiar relations to
;
because of its importance for our happiness. Nor the individuals. The relation wa-s sometimes said
could observation without metaphysics ever give it to be participation or copying and it was implied
in the Platonic school that the individuals were in
sufficient support.
McTaggart's negative criticism is directed chiefly some sense less real than, or dependent upon, the
against certain conceptions of the Deity. If God forms. Aristotle seems to have objected that this
was only to add a new kind of individual existence
is strictly omnipotent. He cannot be
good, for He
has permitted evil when He need not have per- to what was obvious ; and his argument was
mitted it. It is said that He could not secure the perhaps intended to prove that individuals were
real ; but the result was that he
benefits of human free will without also
permitting ultimately
the evil of sin, but there is nothing that an omni- appeared to make the form* less real than, or
potent being cannot do. When believers in God dependent upon, the individuals.
At the very beginning of medioeval thought (cf.
save His goodness by saying that He is not
really
omnipotent, they are taking the best course open art. Scholasticism) Scotus Erigena= attempted
to them
but then they must accept the con- to reduce to logical coherence the confusion of
sequences of their choice, and realize that the semi-i)hilosophical statements, primitive science,
and popular superstition, which was known as
efforts of a non-omnipotent God in favour of
good
may, for anything they have yet shown, be doomed catholica Jides. But the guide that he took was
to almost total defeat.
Again, suppose God not the obscure Neo-Platonism of the pseudo-Dionysius.
In accordance with this, he established a form
to be omnipotent— can He be creative and still be
creator has nothing but his own nature of realism. Being, the most general of all likegood ?
nesses or forms, was said to be the ultimately real,
to determine him, and, if a being who is
completely
and we departed more and more from reality in
self-determined produces evil,
knowing that it is
evil how can we say tiiat such a
being is not wicked ? approaching the objects of sensation. The theoCould there be a God, perhaps, who was neither logical results we need not discuss ; on the philoomnipotent nor creative, but just a person more sophical side, realism implied that what is usually
wise, good, and powerful than any other? He called 'abstraction' is the correct method for the
might be well deserving of worship, and might study of the real world to the subordination, if
dominate the universe as much as an efficient not the exclusion, of sense-perception, and tlierefore
the real was contrasted with the apparent. The
schoolmaster dominates his school. It is a
possible
result was a form of mysticism in which all exact
theory, though not an established one.
But, McTaggart asks, does religion require the knowledge seemed to be useless.
existence of a personal God at all ?
Against this nominalism was a revolt. Aristotle
Suppose our
metaphysics led us to believe that the universe had said that things [>•«= realities] cannot appear
1 Cf. A. E.
consisted, not of matter, but of a harmonious
Taylor, Varia Socraiica, ser. i., Oxford, 1911 J.
system of selves. Then the directing mind of a Burnet, Greek Philosophy, pt. i., Thales to Plato,' London,
1914.
God, though not disproved, would not be needed
2 De Divisione NaturcB
.
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as predicates,' and the conclusion was made that
universals, or the likenesses between things, were
not res. But, since the word res seemed to mean
what we now mean by reality,' the nominalists
were charged Avith saying that universals were
mere words or flatus vocis.
Unfortunately we
know the early nominalists only from their oppoIt is, however, quite possible that they
nents.
were attempting to turn philosophical attention
towards the individual objects of perception.
Abelard (q.v.), the first great mediaeval thinker,
that the classieasily showed, on the other hand,
fication of things as like, one to the other, cannot
be due to the caprice of the perceiver and must
therefore have a ground in the things. It is
probably unhistorical to make Abelard a pure conceptualist or to suppose that he had a theory of
forms of the mind or categories due to the structure
It is difficult to be historically just to
of mind.
the early mediaeval thinkers. They were probably
even more simple and primitive than their words
The great step onwards came
seem to imply.
with the introduction of more works of Aristotle
'

;

and Thomas Aquinas
current of thought.

{q.v.) easily

He was a

dominated the

realist in the sense

that, although he held the individual to be ulti-

mately and irreducibly

real,

he maintained that

universals are objective (in the mediaeval language,
'subjective') and are 'in the things' [universalia
in rebus). Duns Scotus, the great opponent of
Aquinas in other issues, in this did not differ very
much from him, although he preferred 'thisness'
(hicceitas) to the principle of individuality (principimn indivicluationis) as the explanation of the
It is to be noted, however, that both
individual.
seem to hold the individual object of perception to
be a composite, made up of universals (likenesses,
etc.) with some individuating element added.
Realism, thus modified, was triumphant. It was
conclusive in showing that classification was not
arbitrary, and that objects or individuals were like
one another quite independently of the perceiver.
But it had in it the seed of its own destruction in
the mistaken Aristotelian attempt to secure the
universal by making it a component part of the
object of perception.
The last stage of the mediaeval controversy was
'

'

reached by William of Ockham (see art. Scholasticism), who to the mind of his time completely
destroyed the realism of Aquinas and Scotus. His
most effective argument was directed against the
jirincipium individiiationis of his predecessors.
He showed that this ultimate difference was nothing else than the individual itself ; and, asserting
that the individual needed no explanation, he
turned upon the universals of the realists. He
showed that they did not exist in re and the
alternative, as he phrased it, was that they existed
in mente. Probably Ockham was not clear as to
what he meant but he certainly did not mean
that universals are fictions or even the work of
the mind
for he expressly dismisses that theory.
At this stage the controversy was displaced from
its mediaeval prominence ; but, being still logically
implied in every new metaphysical theory, it was
handed on through the Renaissance to modern
The accepted view was generally
philosopliers.
;

'

'

;

Avhat Ockham had left it. The individual objects
oi perception w^ere real and the source of all our
knowledge and the likenesses between them were
mental or conceptual. There was still the implication that such likenesses were due to the structure
or activities of the perceiving mind ; but the attention to sense-perception for wliich Ockham's
;

nominalism stood combined readily with the new
interest in

physical science.

Thus Ockham was

opposed to mediaeval realism, according to which
universals were actual, but he is the precursor

giving them conceptual
and in refusing to suppose
up of its qualities.
It is not quite fair to the earlier modern philosophers to class them as realists and nominalists
for this particular issue was never faced in the
The two
same terms after the Renaissance.
tendencies, however, continued, and conceptualism
(q.v.) was developed as a theory that the objects
of perception were what they were because of the
perceiving mind. This theory in Berkeley and
Hume (qq.v.) seems to have implied that there was

modern realism

of

in

(objective) existence
the thing to be made

;

a certain human arbitrariness in classing things as
The elaborate study of
like, one to another.
mental process added to the philosophical prejudices which implied that we never observe the
thing 'itself; and then with Hegel {q.v.) the
whole of what the plain man regards as the world
was supposed to be an emanation from percipient
mind. The result was to make of exact science
only a study of mental process or its effects and
realism was driven from the field.
;

C. Delisle Burns.
Realism in modern thought. Modern realism
difiers from its earlier connotation largely owing to
this displacement of the centre of interest from

—

2.

ontology to epistemology ; it is a doctrine concerning the relation between cognition and the
thing known. In its simplest form as the naive
realism of the unphilosophical man it holds that
the subject has immediate knowledge of the external world, that things are what they seem,
and that they are independent of being known.
The view that things are what they appear as,
taken apart from the further supposition of independence, is variously called epistemological
monism,' 'the theory of immanence,' and 'phenomenalism.' The last term is a survival from, and
represents the antithesis of, an earlier meaning of
the real as contrasted with appeara.nce. In this
sense the real is that of which something is known,
not what it is known as. The natural realism
of the Scottish school was of this substance type,^
and arose as a protest against the theory of ideas
of Berkeley and Hume (see art. SCOTTISH Philosophy). Cartesian dualism had asserted that we
can have experience only of ideas which merely
represent external objects, and led to a subjectivism
which Reid was anxious to avoid. He argued
that, since the qualities of a body do not themselves
constitute the body, there can be no question of
their remaining mere ideas through the uncertainty
This
of the existence of the underlying body.
argument as against ideas is curious for, in sharply
distinguishing between a body and its qualities,
the possibility is introduced that in all cognition
what is known is never the object itself but only
an idea representing that object. And it was precisely this dualism in knowledge that Reid wished
to avoid ^ indeed he claims, but nowhere sxibIn fact
stantiates, that cognition is immediate.
epistemological dualism is born of the belief that
propositions about things are of the subject-predicate form (cf. below, § 3), and leads naturally, as in
Hamilton and Spencer, to agnosticism regardin.i^
the 'real' object thus being fatal to all naturalisms of substance. It remains to be shown licv>the epistemological monism part of naive realism
came to be recognized as expressing a relational
view of cognition.
Shadworth H. Hodgson, the forerunner with
L. T. Hobhouse ^ of English new realism,' souglit
'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

;

;

—

'

subjective analysis of what is actually
*
to reach the reality of objects in
experienced
1
Reid, On the Intellectual Powers,' in Works 2, ed. Sir W.
in

his

'

'

'

Hamilton,
Edinburgh, 1849, p. 232.
"
Inquiry into the Human Mind,' in Works-, p. I06a.
3 The
Theory of Knowledge, London, 1896.
4 The
Metaphysic of Experience, London, 1898, i. 18 f.
'
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'face to face perception.'
thiny is what it is
as ' a reality independent of tlie existence
of a
perceiving consciousness. Now, Berkeley
himself had escaped from the difficulties of episte-

—

known

molo<(ical dualism by denying it and it was therefore of vital importance for realism to distinguish
between his monism and his subjectivism so as to
be able to avoid the latter and to assert independThat is why ' The Refutation of Idealism
ence.
by G. E. Moore- cdeared the way for future realist
;

'

construction.

Moore contends that a sensation is
knowing or being aware of
Therefore, when we know that the
blue exists, the fact which we know

in reality a case of

something.
sensation of
is that there is awareness of blue.
On analysis
sensation of blue
is thus seen to include,
the
besides blue,' both a unique element, awareness,
and a unique relation of this element to blue.
From this it follows that, when we know that the
sensation of blue exists, we know blue i.e., we
are already outside the subjectivist's circle of his
own ideas and sensations. This distinction between sensation and sense-data thus forms a step
towards the generalized argument against subjectivism,^ basing itself on the externality of relations a doctrine supported by the success of
modern logic, since it merely expresses the justification of logical analysis. • New realist adherence
to analysis* is exemplified in the significant attempt of the 'platform' realists,^ E. B. Holt, W.
T. Marvin, W. P. Montague, R. B. Perry, W. B.
Pitkin, and E. G. Spaulding, at what Russell
called, in Avelcoming their appearance, the patient
co-operative accumulation of results by which the
^
triiunphs of science have been achieved,''' Perry
believes that realism is further strengthened by
the possibility of showing that critical naturalism
'
gives to being in the last analysis a logical rather
than a physical character.' ^ But logical atomism,'
the search for piecemeal, detailed, verifiable re'"
renders it difficult to give any adequate
sults,'
summary, in the crude unanalyzed language of
common discourse, of the positions gained, such as
the according of full ontological status to logical
entities (not only particulars but also universals are
real) or the acceptance of Kant's contention that,
'

'

'

—

—

'

'

'

any knowledge is possible, mathematical and
logical knowledge is,^^ without acknowledging the
priority of epistemologj-.'''
There is one important difference between,

if

speaking roughly, American and English new
1
Mind, new ser., vi. [1897] 235.
2
Mind, new ser., xii. [1903] 433 cf. The Nature and Reality
of Objects of Perception,' Proc. Arist. Sue, new ser., vi. [1905'

;

for a realist theory of value see his Principia Ethica,
Cambridge, 1903.
* Cf. Bertrand
Russell, Proc. Arist. Soc, new ser., vii. [1906also Jleinong's Theorj- of Complexes and Assumptions
07] 37
(Iin,' Mind, new ser., xiii. [1904] 513.
06]

;

'

;

*

On

external relations see Russell, Philosophical Essays,
London, 1910, p. 160 K. Costelloe, Proc. Arist. Soc, new se'r.,
XV. [1914-15] 271 ; the six American programmists,' The Xe.%B
Realism, yevf York, 1912, p. 33 ; E. G. Spaulding, id. p. loo;
R. B. Perry, ib. p. 99, and Present Philosophical Tendencies,
;

'

New York,

1912, p. 319.

5 Cf.
Russell, Scientific

Methodin Philosophy, Herbert Spencer
Lecture, London, 1914, p. 4.
"
6 Joiirn.
Ib. viii. [1911] 161.
of Phil. vii. [1910] 393.
s Present
Philosophical Tendencies, p. 83.
9 Cf.,
however, C. D. Broad's acute critique of anti-realist
thought in Perception, Physics, and Reality: A7i Enquiry
intf) the Information that Physical Science can supply about the
Real, Cambridge, 1914. In this work it is shown by detailed
analysis how much more must be assumed than ia generalljbelieved before even the naivest realism can be overthro%vn.
Broad differs from Russell in clinging to the physical object as
well as to sense-data and sensation"; but in his discussion of
Russell's present view of 'things' as series of aspects in Proc.
Ari»t. Soc, new ser., xv. [1914-15] 250, a
partial reconciliation
seems indicated.
ly
Russell, Our Kiuneledge of the External World as a Field
for Scientific Method in Philosophy, Chicago and London,
1914. p. 4.

in

See

1-'

Russell,

The

^ew

and this

is due largely to William James,
to the one school what Hodgson was
to the other.
In his EsA-ays in liadical Kmpiricisin
(London, 1912) James approved of the view that
things are what they are known as (p. 27), but
insisted that they need not be known in order to

realists

;

who has been

be (p. 26). The divergence comes when he urges
that there is no specific character of mental things,
the difierence between mental and physical being
one of context and arrangement (ib. p. 25). The
origin of this lies far back in Hume's application
of the argument from the ego-centric predicament
to the subject as object.
Thu.s, if subjectivism is
assumed, we reach the radical phenomenalist world
of neutral elements in momentary being at the
instant of perception. The further step of giving

elements independent existence apart from
Hume mentioned' only to reject it
Eerception
ecause he thought that the so-called illusions of
sense proved the dependence of ideas on the structure of our organs. But, on Hume's initial assumption, our organs have no permanent structure
they exist when somebody j)erceives them and not
otherwise.^ If we now retrace our steps, we have
the.se

;

the following results: (1) since the argument
based on relativity to sense-organs is inoperative,
Hume's tentative step of assuming independence
for the elements becomes a possible one
but (2)
we were led to the necessity for this step by the
difficulty of knowing the subject as object, which
;

if subjectivism Ls assumed, and this
has been refuted by Moore. Now American
realists believe that they can retrace step (1) without retreating farther, and so find themselves in
James's position of neutral epistemological monism
The argument against this,
plus independence.
elaborated above, applies equally to the phenoraenalistic naturalisms of Clifibrd, Karl Pearson,
Ernst Mach, and Avenarius.^
A detailed analysis of neutral monism is given
by Russell.'* Some important consequences follow
from the theory e.g., a mind which had only one
experience would be a logical impossibility, since,
according to it, a thing is mental in virtue of
its external relations
a view which places the
important realist claim of independence at the
mercy of a thoroughgoing relativist like N.
Wiener.* P'urthermore, neutral monism unduly

arises only

(3)
(4)

;

—

judgment to sensation and
presentation, thus leading to the view of error as
belief in the unreal, and so to the admission of
unreal things.^ The problem of error must, however, be disentangled from that of 'sense-illusion.'
The more complete avoidance of subjectivism by
the English realists makes this easier, and renders
the question of secondary qualities much more
assimilates belief or

The objects of acquaintance cannot be
so, when a hot metal touches
illusory or unreal
'
a cold spot on the skin, the coldness is objective.*
of the sense
functions
sensations
are
Though
organs and the nervous system, this is not primitive knowledge and cannot form part of the episamenable.

''

;

'

Treatise of

1

Human

Nature, ed. L. A. Selby-Bigge, Oxford,

1888, p. 207.
2
Broad, p. 165.
3

We may

note that

S.

Alexander holds that Berkeley in

some passages avoids the confusion of mental act and what
it is about (the confusion which gives rise to subjectivism),
and regards sensible things as independent presentations
("The Basis of Realism,' British Academy, vi. [1914]; cf.
also J. Laird, 'Berkeley's Realism,' Mind, new ser., xxv.
[1910] 308).
4

'

On

the Nature of Acquaintance,' Monist, xxiv. [1914]

1,

161, 435.
5

Joum.

of Phil. xi. [1914] 561.
6 Russell, Monist, xxiv. [1914] 174 f.; for a criticism of
Russell's theory of judgment see G. F. Stout, Proc. Arist. Soc,
new ser., xv. [1914-15] 332.
7
Definitions and Methodological Principles in
Russell,
Theorv of Knowledge,' Monist, xxiv. [1914] 586.
'

ERE vu.

11

R85

656b.

The Problems of Philosophy, London, 1912 Marvin,
;

Realism, p.

45.

'Alexander, 3Iind, new ser., xxi. [1912] 18, On Sensations
Images,' Proc. Arist. Soc, new ser., x. [1909-10] 16.
'

8 S.

and
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temological premisses of epistemology.^ Furthermore, the difficulty of colours occupying the same
place at the same time has been resolved. T. P.
Nunn 2 concluded that a wider idea of thing must
be constructed. The necessary logical work has
'

'

been accomplished by Bertrand Russell, who showed
that the difficulty over the phrase 'in the same
place arose from a too simple and unambiguous
^
conception of space.
It is obvious that much remains to be done ; in
the words of a keen critic of realism, 'the new
philosophy is not out of the wood, but it has
A. E. Heath.
cleared hopeful paths in it.'*
'

—A

stimulus to
3. Modern logic and realism.
philosophical resuism came through modern logical
analysis of mathematics and mathematical advances
in theories of infinity and continuity (of. art. CONvol. iv. pp. 96-98).
traditional logic of

TINUITY,

The

Aristotle and the
Schoolmen was principally a collection of rules of
syllogistic inference, and propositions were ana-

lyzed into attributing of predicates to subjects.
Leibniz, indeed, perceived that there could be
valid asyllogistic inferences, such as Jesus Christ
is God, therefore the mother of Jesus Christ is the
mother of God,' and If David is the father of
Solomon, without doubt Solomon is the son of
David. ^ The logic of relations which was indicated
by Leibniz was cultivated with not much success
'

'

'

by Johann Heinrich Lambert,^ and with great
success in the middle of the 19th cent, by Augustus
de Morgan. In this respect de Morgan's work
was on quite different lines from that of George
Boole, whose symbolism for logic was ultimately
De Morgan s
based on the Aristotelian logic.
work was published in the Transactions of the
Cambridge Philosophical Society from 1850 to 1865
and in his Syllabus of a Proposed System of Logic
(London, 1860). This part of de Morgan's work
may be shortly indicated by saying that it was a
successful attempt to fulfil a certain recommendation expressed by Sir William Hamilton
:

Whatever is operative in thought must be taken into
account and consequently be overtly expressible in logic for
logic must be, as to be it professes, an unexclusive reflex of
thought, and not merely an arbitrary selection a series of
'

;

elegant extracts

— out of the forms of thinking.' 7

But modern logic proper may be
with the work of Gottlob Frege.

—

cine der arithmetischen
Bcgriffsschrift,
nachgebildete Formelsprache des reinen Denkens
(Halle, 1879), should be read in connexion with
his second woi'k. Die Grundlagen der Arithmetik,

cine logisch-mathematische Untersuchung ilber den
For the purpose
Begriff der Zahl (Breslau, 1884).
of coming to a decision as to the nature (synthetic
a
or
a
or analytic, priori
posteriori) of the concept
of number, Frege devised an extraordinarily eff'ecrather
tive, though
clumsy, symbolism for express-

ing with great precision the various concepts and
methods of deduction in logic ; and this symbolism
and analysis were developed in the years 1879-1903.
Frege's final statement of his whole theory is in
his Grundgesetze der Arithmetik begriffsschriftlich
abqcleitct (2 vols., Jena, 1893-1903).
Philosophically speaking, Frege's point of view is clearly
expressed in his criticism of the psychological logic
of Benno Ertlmann's Logik (Halle, 1892)
:

It

seems to

me

that different conceptions of the truth are

1
Eussell, Monist, xxiv. 592.
2 'Are
Secondary Qualities independent of Perception?'
Proc. Arist. Soc, new ser., x. [1909-10] 191.
3 'The Relation of Sense-Data to Physics,' Scientia, xvi.

[1914]

7.

G. Santayana, Journ. 0/ Phil. xi. [1914] 449.
B. Russell, Critical Exposition of the Philosophy of Leibniz,
Cambridge, 1900, p. 283 L. Couturat, La Logique de Leibniz,
Paris, 1901, pp. 73-75, 434.
« Of. J.
Venn, Symbolic Logic^, London, 1894, p. xxxiv.
7
Quoted-in de Morgan's Syllabus, p. 27.
1

5

;

;

suljjective.'i

In many of his works Frege carried on a sometimes ironically expressed polemic against the
thesis that the subject-matter of arithmetic is the
actual symbols and not the universals denoted by
the symbols. Even eminent mathematicians such
as H. L. F. Helmholtz, L. Kronecker, H. E.
Heine, J. Thomae, O. Stolz, A. Pringsheim, H.
Schubert, and many others maintained, in most
cases quite explicitly, this form of nominalism,
Frege succeeded in showing quite satisfactorily
that the numbers used in arithmetic belong to a
domain which is both non-actual and non-mental.
The logical work of Giuseppe Peano began to be
published nine years after that of Frege, but was
quite independent of Frege's work. The foundations of Peano's logical system were much more in
conformity with those of Boole and his successors,
but Peano used a very convenient and ingenious
symbolism and attempted with great success the
analysis of whole trains of reasoning which included already symbolized mathematical deductions.
Peano laid stress on the fact that his
symbolism was a true ideography and thus did
not make use of anything expressed in ordinary
Although in many respects Peano's
language.
analysis was greatly inferior to that of Frege,
Peano has the merit of being the first explicitly
to point out the fact that the two propositions
Socrates is mortal and All men are mortal are
This distinction, which seems
different in form.
to have been well known to Frege also, though it
was not explicitly expressed by him until after
Peano had done so, was and is unfamiliar to most
other logicians, including some symbolic logicians,
because of the use of verbally the same copula
The philosophical
('is' or 'are') in both cases.
aspect of this distinction has been thus expressed
by Russell
'

'

'

'

'

'

:

obscured not only the
'This [corresponding] confusion
whole study of the forms of judgment and inference, but also
the relations of things to tlieir qualities, of concrete existence
to abstract concepts, and of the world of sense to the world of
Platonic ideas.' 2
.

said to begin
Frege's first

work,

'

the origin of the controversy. I look upon the truth as something objective and independent of the person who judges. It
is
not so according to the psychological logicians.
What
Erdmann calls "objective certainty" is onlj' a general acknowfrom
those
who
and
which
thereproceeding
judge,
ledgement
fore is not independent of them but may change with their
psychical nature. ... I acknowledge an objective domain
which is not a domain of actual things while the psychological
logicians, without more ado, look upon the non-actual as

.

.

The work of Bertrand Russell began with the
completion of Peano's system by the addition of a
correspondingly symbolized logic of relations, and
advanced, by the independent discovery of many
of Frege's subtle distinctions as well as by unanticipated discoveries, to a very satisfactory combination and development of the results of Frege
in logic, Georg Cantor's results in the theory of
The
transfinite numbers, and Peano's symbolism.
more philosophical discussion formed the subject
of The Principles of Mathematics (yo\. i., Cambri(5ge,
1903), and a detailed symbolical exposition of the
theory of A. N. Whitehead and B. Russell was
given in Principia Mathematica (3 vols., Cambridge, 1910-13).
The philosophical bearing of modern logical
work has been particularly emphasized by Russell.
Broadly speaking, proper names stand for particulars, while other substantives, adjectives, preposiPronouns
tions, and verbs stand for universals.
and some adverbs stand for particulars, but are
ambiguous.
Only those universals which are
named by adjectives or substantives have been
much or often recognized by philosophers, while

those named by verbs and prepositions have
1 From a tr. of
part of the Orundgesetze in Monist, xxvi.
[1916] 187.
-

Our Knowledge of the External World,

p. 41.
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been overlooked.
Speaking generally,
adjectives and common nouns exiuess qualities or
whereas
of
prepositions
single things,
properties
imd verbs tend to express relations between two
Thus the neglect of prepositions
or more things.
and verbs, which is due to the fact that, in
usually

practical life, we dwell only upon those words in
a sentence which stand for particulars, led to the
belief that every proposition can be regarded as
attributing a property to a single thing (the belief
that all propositions are of the subject-predicate
form) rather than as expressing a relation between
two or more things. Hence it was supposed that
ultimately there can be no such entities as relations, and this leads either to the monism of
Spinoza (q.v.) and Bradley or to the raonadism of
Leibniz {q.v.).^ The belief just referred to gives
rise to reflexions of much the same kind as the one
of Hamilton and de Morgan mentioned above.*
It seems that most philosophers have been less
anxious to understand the world of science and
daily life than to convict it of unreality in the
world either
interests of a super-sensible
real
revealed to mystical insight or consisting of un'

'

changeable logical entities. We find examples of
such reasons with Parraenides, Plato, Spinoza,
Hegel,^ and this is at the bottom of the idealist
tradition in philosophy.
However, it is not true
that all relations can be reduced to properties of
apparently related terms.* Here we may refer to
§ 2 above and to Principles, p. viii ; cf. p. 448.
Another of the grounds on which the reality of
the sensible world has been questioned by philosophers is the supposed impossibility of inHnity
and continuity.^ The explanation of the world

which assumes infinity and continuity is much
and more natural,* but from the time of
Zeno, whose paradoxes were invented to support
easier

indirectly the doctrine of Parraenides,'' the supposed
contradictions of infinity have played a great part
in philosophical speculation.
Some of the problems
of infinity were well treated by Bernard Bolzano ; *

but it was the mathematician, Georg Cantor, who,
about 1882, first practically solved the difficulties.
In fact, it is not essential to the existence of a
collection, or even to knowledge and reasoning
concerning it, that we should be able to pass its
terms in review one by one but infinite collections may be known by their characteristics
although their terms cannot be enumerated collections can be given all at once by their defining
concepts. Thus, an unending series may form a
whole, and there may be new terms beyond the
whole of it.®
Because of the fact that infinite
collections are not self-contradictory, the reasons
for regarding space and time as unreal have
become inoperative, and one of the great sources
of metaphysical constructions is dried up.' i"
;

—

'

Literature.

—See the works quoted throughout the article.

Philip E. B. Jourdain.
real and reality are

REALITY.—The words

'

'

'

'

used in a variety of different senses ; it is therefore
impossible to give a single satisfactory definition
of them.
Moreover, in the most fundamental
sense in which they are used they are indefinable.
Their meaning is best made clear by considering
certain correlative expressions in which they are
commonly met [e.g., reality and appearance) and
iSee Russell, The Problems of Philosoph]/, London, 1912,
pp. 145-149; cf., on what precedes this paragraph, Principles,
pp. 42-81.
- Cf.

3 lb.
5
8
7

Russell, External World,

pp. 166, 45-47, 63

p. 45.

6 f.
Cf. Russell, Problems, pp. 227-229.
f.,

39,

* lb.
pp. 47-50.

Russell, External World, p. 155.

See

art.

Coxtinottt, vol.

iv. p.

91

;

Russell, External World,

pp. 129, 155-182.

Paradoxien des Uneridlichen, Leipzig, 1851.
Russell, External World, pp. 159, 181 f.
10
Russell, Problems, p. 229.
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by discussing their relations to certain other
notions with which they are very closely connected
existence).

(e.g.,
I.

Existence

and

reality.

— In

the

ordinary

philo.sophic use of reality it would seem that a
distinction is drawn between it and existence ; for
some things which would be asserted to exist
would be denied by the .same philosopher to be
real, and some things that are said to oe real are
denied to exist. The two words, therefore, cannot

be reasonably regarded as having the same intension, and any one who says that their extension
is identical is called upon to give some proof of his
assertion ; e.g., many philosophers deny that such
things as colours are real, but it seems hardly
When I see
pos.sible to deny that they exist.
a colour or hear a sound, I am aware of someAlso I am aware of
thing, and not of nothing.

two ca-ses, and the
between the objects of
which I am aware, and not merely between my
two awarenesses as mental acts.
Sounds and colours then may be said to exist, at
any rate so long as any one is aware of them
and those who deny that they are also real are
denying something the absence of which is compatible with their existence in the above sense.
The two words are not, however, used consistently,
and it would perhaps be as much in accordance
with usage to say that colours are real but do
not exist. At any rate, this example shows that
reality and existence difier in intension and we
shall see reasons for preferring to say that colours
exist even though they be unreal rather than that
they are real even though they do not exist.
'The fact that reality and existence differ in
intension can also be shown from another side.
something

difi'erent

difference seems

to

in

the

be

;

;

philosophers hold that such things as the
3 are real but hardly any one would say
that 3 exists, though of course certain collections
of three things may exist e.g., the Estates of the
Realm and the Persons of the Trinity.
As a foundation for setting up a consistent
terminology, we have the following two facts
about the common use of words (a) hardly any
one would think it appropriate to say that such
things as numbers exist, but many would say that
and (b) there are two kinds of
they are real
things which almost every one would agree to
if
exist
they be real physical objects and minds
with their states. With these two facts fixed, we
may proceed to deal with the more doubtful cases
of such objects as sounds and colours.
note
that the two kinds of objects which are said
without hesitation to exist if they be real are
particular individuals; i.e., they are terms which
can be subjects of propositions but not predicates.
Minds and physical objects clearly stand in this
position.
Objects which are said to be real but
are seldom naturally said to exist are universals,
whether qualities or relation.s i.e. terms which
can be subjects of propositions but can also occupy
other positions in them. The number 3 is an
example ; for we can say both that 3 is an odd
number and that the Persons of the Trinity are
three.
may therefore lay it down as a general
rule that objects are most naturally said, not
merely to be real, but also to exist, when they are
real and have the logical character of particular

Many

number

;

—

:

;

—

We

—

We

individuals.

When

a

man

says that he sees a colour, he

means that he is aware of an extended coloured
object and not merely of a quality. This c<doured

—

object e.g., a flash of lightning— is a particular,
and therefore, if real, exists. When we say that
red exists, we mean two things (1) that there are
red objects, and (2) that these are particulars.
The first part of our meaning corresponds to the
:
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wider technical use of existence which is involved
when mathematicians talk of existence-theorems.
In tins sense a universal is said to exist if it can
be shown that it has or may have instances.
Thus the number 3 exists in this sense because
we can point to collections having three terms.
But this is not the common use of existence in
philosophy. To be able to say that a quality like
red exists, we must be able to show both that it
has instances and that these are particulars ; for
it is only particulars that are primarily said to
exist, and existence, in the secondary sense in
which it is ascribed to red, is derived from the
existence, in the primary sense, of its instances.
It seems, however, that we do not naturally
ascribe existence to a universal in all cases where
The
are particulars.
it has instances which
number 3 has instances which are particulars,
This
that
it
exists.
yet we do not commonly say
difference in usage seems to depend on whether or
not the judgment in which the quality is asserted
of the subject occurs instinctively and without
a recognized process of intellectual analysis.
When we see a red object, we pass, if we choose,
without explicit
to the judgment 'This is red
analysis, and so we say that red exists ; to judge
that a collection which we see has three members,
we have to break it up in thought and resynthesize it, and so we hesitate to say that 3
exists,

though we admit that

it

is

It is

real.

that this difference of usage is
of any philosophical importance, but it is necessary
it.
to notice
have now to ask
2. Reality of universals.
in what sense such objects as colours can be said
It certainly
to be unreal though they exist.
seems that in the primitive senses of reality and
existence nothing can exist that is not real. And
this must be accepted ; coloured objects, while we
see them, both exist and are real in the primary
sense of reality. But both their reality and their
existence are denied by
many philosophers those
philosophers must therefore be using the terms in
a new sense. To say that red is unreal though it
exists means (a) that red objects exist while they
are perceived (b) that nothing is red except when
some one perceives it ; and (c) that it is commonly
believed that things might be red though no
one perceived them. The third factor is quite
essential.
Toothache exists only when some one
feels it, yet no one calls toothache unreal on this
account.
may say, then, that reality is
denied of a quality in this special sense when
there are particular instances of it which we perceive, and our perception is accompanied by the
belief in unperceived instances of it, and this
belief is held to be erroneous.
immediate object of our
It is clear that
every
senses both exists and is real in the primary
meaning of these terms so long as we remain
aware of the object. For it seems to be a synthetic a priori proposition that anything of which
we can be directly aware by our senses is both real
difficult to believe

— We

;

;

We

and particular and what is real and particular
exists in the primary meaning of that word.
In
a secondary meaning of reality, such objects may
;

be called unreal

if they give rise instinctively to
judgments asserting the continued existence oi the
same or similar objects when unperceived, whereas
in fact nothing of tlie kind can exist unperceived.
Questions as to the reality of any particular, when
reality has its primary sense, can arise only if that
particular be not an object of direct awareness.
Thus we ask, Does God really exist ? or, Are
atoms real ? The meaning of such questions is as
follows God and atoms are not the direct objects
if they were, there
of our minds at any time
could be- no doubt of their existence and reality in
:

;

the primary sense at certain times (viz. when we
were directly aware of them). But we know what
we mean by the words 'God' and 'atom'; e.g.,
we may mean by God an ens realissimum or
a First Cause. But these descriptions which we
understand are partly in terms of universals thus
are universals. When we ask
first and cause
whether God really exists, we mean. Is there an
instance of the complex universal involved in the
definition or description of what we mean by the
word God ? We can see that, if tliere be an
'

'

;

'

'

'

'

'

'

instance, it must be a particular ; so that, if there
be one, God is both real and existent.
may now turn to those objects that
commonly would be said to be real but not to
exist.
It would seem that every simple universal
of which we are immediately aware must be real
(«) in the primary sense, and also (b) in a secondary sense which involves the already-mentioned
secondary sense of existent as a special case. If
we are directly aAvare of a universal, it is the
object of a thought, and is clearly something real
in the same sense in which a particular flash of
light is real when it is the object of our senses.
It does not, however, exist in the primary sense,
because it is not a particular. Again, to be aAvare
of a simple universal, it is necessary to have been
aware of some instance of it. Thus any simple
universal of which we are directly aware must
have instances. It must therefore exist in the
mathematical sense. It need not, however, exist
in the philosophical sense, because its instances

We

we are directly
not be particulars
e.g.
of the universal colour, but the instances of
colour are red, yellow, etc., which are themselves
Thus it seems more natural to say
universals.
that colours exist than that colour exists. Nevertheless this is largely a matter of mere usage.
cannot become aware of a simple universal of
a higher order unless we are aware of one of the
next lower grade, and so on till we come to the
lowest universals in the hierarchy those whose
instances are particulars. Thus, to become acquainted with colour, we need to be acquainted
with colours ; and, to become acquainted with
colours, we need to be acquainted through our
So we
senses with particular coloured objects.
may fairly say that every simple universal of
which we are directly aware either exists in the
secondary sense or is known through universals
that are instances of it and themselves exist in
the secondary sense.
It follows that the only universals about the
reality of which questions can reasonably be asked
are either (1) those which are not directly cognized
by us, but are described in terms that we underThe questions
stand, or (2) complex universals.
that can be asked about the reality of such uniit
versals are closely connected e.g.,
may reasonably be doubted whether any one is directly
acquainted with the number twelve million and

may

;

,

aware

We

—

;

forty-nine.
fectly well

But we

all

know

this

number

per-

under the description of the number
which is represented in the decimal scale of notation by the symbols 12,000,049,' provided that we
are acquainted with all the terms involved in this
description and with the significance of their mode
Is
It is then open to ask
of combination in it.
there really such a number? This question incontravolves two others
{a) Is there anything
'

:

:

dictory or incoherent in the description, as there
would be if a number were described as that represented in the decimal scale by a bow and arrow ?
and (6) If the description be self-consistent and
intelligible, is there really an object answering to
it? If both these questions can be answered in
the affirmative, the number will be said to be real
can then go on to ask
in the primary sense.

We
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the question Is there any collection of particulars
that has this number? If so, we can add that
the number exists in the secondary philosophic
sense in which existence can be predicated of
:

universals.
Very similar questions arise over complex uniIt would seem
versals e.g., a golden mountain.
that complex universals which involve no internal
incoherence must be real in the primary sense if
Thus the universal
their constituents be real.
'golden mountain' is real even though there are
If the
as a matter of fact no golden mountains.
universal has no instances, it will exist neither in
the mathematical nor in the philosopliic sense ; if

—

—

has instances which are not particulars as, e.g.,
the complex universal perfect number
it will
exist in the mathematical but not in the philo-

it

'

'

—

sophic sense. But very difficult questions arise
as to the reality of complex univer.sals which
involve a contradiction or some other a priori
incoherence e.g., a 'round square.' Can we say
that sucli universals are in any sense real ?
This question has been discussed very fully and

—

acutely by Meinong and his pupils. The following
are arguments for supposing that such universals
are in a sense real. These incoherent universals
appear as the subjects of propositions e.g., in 'A
round square is round and A round square is imSuch propositions are not about nothing
possible.
they seem to be about round squares hence even
these universals must have primary reality. Again,
when we understand such a proposition as A
round square is impossible,' the proposition is the
object of an act of judgment, and, as such, is real.
But the proposition is a complex, and, to understand it, its elements must also be the objects of
acts of presentation.
Hence the universal round
square must be the object of certain mental acts
it therefore cannot be nothing, and must have
primary reality. It will be seen that the question
discussed here is similar to that raised by Plato in
the Sophist In what sense, if any, can not-being

—

'

'

'

;

;

'

'

'

;

:

be?

Meinong and

have been led to the
a most primitive form of being
that applies to all objects about which assertions
or denials can be made, whether they be internally
coherent or not that reality is a species of this
and existence a species of reality. We may agree
that anything that is really the object of a state
of mind, or is really the subject of a proposition,
has what we have called primary reality but we
may doubt whether such objects as round squares
have any kind of being at all. For Meinong's
views lead to very grave difficulties. This form of
being will have no opposite, and the law of contradiction will not hold for propositions about imThus the propositions A nonpossible objects.
view that there

his school

is

;

;

'

human man

human and
'

is

'

A

non-human man

is

not iuiman' will both be necessarily true, and yet
be contradictory. Again, the expedient leads to
an infinite series of orders of being of increasing
absurdity. Suppose we agree with Meinong that
a round sq^uare has being. Then the proposition
non-being round square has not being seems
as genuine and necessary as 'A round square is
round.' But, if the latter forces us to ascribe a
kind of being to round squares, the former must
equally force us to ascribe a kind of being to nonbeing round squares. And this process of postulating fresh and ever more absurd kinds of being will
go on indefinitely. Closely connected with these
difficulties is the question Avhether
propositions,
and in particular false propositions, be in any sense
real.
assumes
that
all
mental
acts conMeinong
cerned with propositions are founded on an act in
which the proposition is before our minds as sensedata and universals are when we are directly
'

A

'
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If so, propositions wiiich we
aware of them.
judge, whether they be true or false, have exactly
tlie same claims to primary reality as a red patch
that we see or the quality of redness that we
Yet it is very ilifficult to believe that
cognize.
every false proposition that any one has ever
judged is real whilst, if we reject the reality of
false propositions, we can hardly save that of true
;

ones.

The general means of meeting Meinong's difficulty depends on recognizing tlie fact that, in the
verbal forms which stand for propositions, the ^^ord
or phrase that counts as grammatical suVjject cannot be regarded always as the proper name of the
In the sentence
logical subject of the proposition.
Ked is a colour the grammatical subject red is
the proper name of the logical subject of the proposition, and therefore the universal red is real
but it does not follow that in the grammatically
similar form of words, A round square is round,'
the phrase 'a round square' is the name of anyIn fact two other possibilities remain open
thing.
(1) that the sentence 'A round square is round,'
though it has the same verbal form as some
sentences which do stand for propositions e.g.,
does not itself stand for any
penny is round
and (2) that, whilst the sentence
proposition
does stand for some proposition, the proposition
for which it stands can be analyzed into a combination of several in none of which a single object
whose name is 'round square' appears as .subject.
Both these alternatives may be used for dealing
with the reality of rotmd squares. In the first
place, we may suggest that a sentence like 'A
round square is round seems to stand for a pro'

'

'

'

;

'

:

'

A

'

—

—

;

'

position only because of its similarity in grammatical form to certain sentences which do stand
for genuine propositions.
Actually, when we see
these marks or hear the corresponding sounds, we
do not think of any proposition whatever. And
likewise, when we say that it is necessary that a

square should be round, we mean only
that sentences in which the name of a part of the
grammatical subject appears as the grammatical
predicate stand tor necessary propositions if they
stand for propositions at all. On the other hand,
the statement A round square is contradictory
does stand for a genuine proposition, but it is not
a proposition about an object denoted by the phrase
'round square.' The proposition really is: 'If
an object be round, it cannot be square, and conThis proposition does not contain a comversely.'
plex term denoted by round square,' but asserts a
relation of incompatibility between roundness and
squareness. Hence its reality, truth, and intelligibility do not imply the reality of a complex
universal round square.
Before leaving this subject, a word must be said
about the reality of objects that involve an a priori
incompatibility, but in which the incompatibility
is not obvious without proof as in the case of
round and sqtiare.' Does the phrase, an algebraical equation of the second degree one of whose
roots is TT,' stand for any real object? It does not,
for it involves a priori incompatibilities.
But we
must not say that sentences with this phrase as
their grammatical subject as used by most people
are in the same position as
round square is
round.'
For persons who do not see the a
priori incompatibility these sentences may stand
for propositions, though they cannot be about
any object of which the phrase in question is the

round

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

A

name.
The question of the
3. Appearance and reality.—
reality of propositions would lead us into problems
connected with Bertrand Russell's theory of judgment and G. F. Stout's doctrine of real possibilities
which would carry us too far afield. We will
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therefore pass at once to the opposition between

and appearance, with which

reality

the doctrine

is

connected

there are degrees of reality.
The simplest and most obvious case of this
opposition is what is known as the contrast between
tliat

A

sensible appearances and physical realities.
cup
is believed to be round, yet from all points of view
but those which lie in a line through the centre of
the circle and at right angles to its plane it appears

The elliptical shapes seen from the
various points of view are called the
sensible
appearances of the cup, and are contrasted with
its real shape.
It must be noticed that the opposielliptical.

'

'

appearance and physical
not simply that between true and false
judgment. The elliptical appearance may never
lead us to the false judgment that the cup is elliptical ; moreover, if it should do this and the error
should afterwards be corrected, the cup does not
cease to appear elliptical.
It is important to be
clear on this point because eflbrts are sometimes
made to hold that appearances are not objects
connected in a certain Avay with a physical reality,
but are certain ways of viewing a physical reality.
The latter theory makes appearances mind-dependent in a way in which the former does not.
When we talk of different ways of viewing one
reality, the differences must be supposed to qualify
our acts of viewing, and not the object viewed ;
they are thus differences in mental acts and can
subsist only while the acts themselves exist.
But,
if we suppose different appearances to be different
objects, then, though it is possible and may be
probable that these objects exist only when the
acts which cognize them exist, it remains a fact
that they are not in any obvious sense states of
mind or qualities of such states.
Now it seems certain that different sensible
appearances are different objects, and not merely
difiei'ent mental relations to the same object.
Inspection shows clearly that the elliptical shape
which is seen from the side is as good an object as
the circular shape seen from above. Moreover, if
we call the appearances mental acts, to what
precisely does the quality 'elliptical' which we
ascribe to the appearances belong? Surely not
(a) to any mental act, for these have no shape
nor (b) to the physical object, for this is supposed
to be round and, if it be said (c) that it applies to
'the physical object as seen from such and such
a place,' the supporter of this alternative may be
asked to state what he supposes this partly mental
and partly physical complex to be, and how he
supposes it to have the spatial predicate of ellipThe view against which we are arguing is
ticity.
somewhat supported by the common phrase, The
cup is round but looks elliptical.' But the only
meaning which it seems possible to give to this is
the following
viewing the cup from a position
from which the real shape cannot be seen, we are
aware of an appearance that has the same shape
as we should see if we looked straight down on a
cup that was really elliptical.
We may say, then, that a sensible appearance is
a reality but it is not a physical reality, because
it does not obey the laws of physics
and it is not
a mental reality in the sense of a state of mind,
nor is it any quality of a mental act, though it is
commonly believed that it exists only as the object
tion between sensible
is

reality

;

;

'

:

;

;

We

of an act of sensation or perception.
may
agree, then, so far with two celebrated dicta about
'
appearance and reality
Reality must in some
'
way include all its appearances,' ' and Wieviel
Scliein soviel Hindeutung auf Sein.'^ Since an
1 F. H.
Bradley, Appearance and Reaiity, bk. i. ch. xii. p. 132
, And whatever exists must
(2nd ed.
Appearances exist
:

'

:

.

.

belong to Reality ')•
2 J. F.
Herbart, Hauptpunkte der Metaphysik, in Sdmmtl.
Werke, ed. G. Harlenstein, Leipzig, 1850-52, iii. 14.

appearance, taken by itself, is as real as anything
else (in the primary sense of reality), it can be
called an appearance only in virtue of some
essential reference in it to something else with which
it is contrasted.
Thus sensible appearance is contrasted with physical reality ; both are real in the
primary sense, but the former is called an appearance because it always tends to make us think of
the existence and qualities of the latter, and we
have a tendency to ascribe qualities to the one
that belong only to the other.
The last point is of considerable importance
with reference to the statement that Reality is a
harmonious whole and that appearances are condemned because of their internal incoherence or
contradiction.
Reality is here used as a concrete
substantive, and means the whole system of what
But presumably it is also true that
really exists.
anything that is real, and therefore any part
of Reality, must be internally coherent.
Now,
sensible appearances are real, as we have tried to
show ; hence they must be internally consistent.
There is no internal inconsistency in a red elliptical

patch seen by any one, and the person who calls
this an appearance does not do so because of any
internal incoherence, if he knows what he is
about. The incoherence arises when the elliptical
red patch is taken to be identical with some other
part of Reality (e.g., a colourless circle) whose
The
qualities are incompatible with its own.
elliptical red patch is certainly real, and the
colourless circle may very well be real the former
is called an appearance, and the latter a
reality,
because objects of the latter kind are of much
greater practical interest and importance as obeying the laws of physics, and because the intimate
relations between the two are liable to cause us
to make the mistake of identifying the qualities
of the two where they really differ.
Reality the
whole system of all that exists must include both
the elliptical red patch and the colourless circle, if
both be real
and their precise nature and relations are a matter for further philosophical investi;

—

—

;

gation.

This seems obvious enough when we consider
only the contrast between sensible appearance
and physical reality. But we must notice that
eminent philosophers use the contrast in many
cases where what they call the appearance is not
an object of sense -perception. F. H. Bradley, e.g.,
argues that the self and goodness and relations
are all appearances,
though appearances of different
What precisely does this
degrees of reality.
mean ? Primarily, that certain notions which we
all use in thinking about the world are internally
inconsistent.
We treat the world, e.g., as consisting of various terms in various relations to each
other.
Bradley tries to show that such a view
involves vicious infinite regresses. W^hen appearance is used in this sense, it seems to be connected
with a special kind of false judgment, viz. the
assertion that the world or some part of it has
incompatible characteristics. This is very different from the kind of false judgment connected
with sensible appearances. (1) As we saw, no
kind of false judgment need be made there, and, if
it be made and corrected, the sensible appearance
continues to exist and be perceived. (2) There is
nothing self-contradictory in the pi'edicate that is
wrongly ascribed to physical reality through confusing it with sensible appearance. The judgment
This cup is elliptical is false, not because there is
anything self-contradictory in the predicate elliptical,' but because it is incompatible with the circularity that l^he physical cup is supjiosed to possess.
On tlie other han(5, if the self be an appearance in
Bradley's sense, the assertion Socrates is a self
is false, because the predicate is self-contradictory
'

'

'

'

'

;;
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it is like sayin<; 'Socrates is both tall and short.'
The quality ol beinj,' a self can be truly asserted

of notliinj^, whilst that of beiny elliptical can be
truly asserted at least of the sensible appearance.

thus a great diflerence between what is
calling the seen ellipse an appearance
and calling the self an appearance.

There

is

meant by

When

this difl'erence is recognized, we see that,
whilst it is obvious that sensible appearances are
contained in Reality, it is not at all obvious in

what sense such

apjiearances as the self can Ijc contained in it for these would seem to be in the
position of round squares. This brings us to the
doctrine that there are degrees of reality. It is
held that all appearances are internally incoherent,
but that some are more coherent than others. As
a corollary to this, it is maintained that no appearance is as such contained in Reality ; on the other
hand, as Bradley puts it, 'appearances are transmuted in order to be contained in Reality, and
the one-sidedness of one appearance cancels out
with and is corrected by that of others. This
doctrine seems to be closely connected with three
others (a) Reality as a whole being a harmonious
;

'

:

system, it is assumed that, the more an appearance needs to be modified and supplemented in
order to take its place in Reality, the less coherent

and therefore the less real it is ; and (h) this is
largely dependent on the view that all appearance
is connected Avith the peculiar position of finite

minds, which can know Reality only fragmentarily
and from an individual angle lastly (c) it is held
that no part of Reality can be internally coherent
in abstraction from its relation to the rest of
We may trace the development of this
Reality.
view in Spinoza's doctrine of the three kinds of
knowledge and in the Hegelian dialectic to its
completest form in Bradley's philosophy.
It is clear that both {a) and (c) are needed if it is
to be assumed that Reality is the only harmonious
And this is assumed for very often
system.
something is condemned as appearance, not so
much because of any internal incoherence that can
;

;

be directly detected in it as because it obviously
cannot be predicated of Realitj' as a whole. It is
impossible to give a fair and adequate criticism of
But the
so subtle and elaborate a doctrine here.
following remarks may be made
can
be
(1) Either Reality
correctly regarded as
If so, it would seem that
possessing parts or not.
there must be some propositions that are true
about the parts and not about the whole {e.g., that
they are parts). And again, if the parts be real,
they must be as internally harmonious as the
It may be perfectly true that what we
wliole.
take as one self-subsistent differentiation of Reality
is often neither one nor self-subsistent, but a mere
fragment whose limits do not correspond with
those of any single differentiation (of. here
Spinoza's distinction between the hierarchy of
inhnite and eternal modes and the finite modes,
and his closely connected theory of error). But
even a fragment is something and has a nature
of its own, and perfectly true judgments should
be possible about it.
may of course make
erroneous judgments if we ignore the fact that it
is a fragment, and if we make assertions about
that in it which depends on its relations to what is
outside it.
But we do not always ignore the fact
that what we are talking about is not the whole
e.g., when we say that Socrates is a self, we are
perfectly aware that Socrates is onlj' a part of
Reality, and that our statement may be false of
the whole. And it is not obvious that all assertions about a fragment must depend for their truth
on what is outside the fragment (cf. here Spinoza's
doctrine of the function of the notiones communes
in passing from imaginative to rational knowledge).
:

We

;
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If, on the otlier hand, we suppose that Realitj'
cannot be correctly regarded as having parts, the

question arises What precisely is it that is called
an appearance, and what precisely is supposed to
be
transmuted and supplemented in Reality ?
Something must be transmuted and sui)plemented ;
it cannot be Reality as a whole
what can it be
unless Reality has real parts? Bradley has .seen
these difficulties perhaps more clearly than anj'
other philosopher of his general way of tiiinking
but it is hard to believe that his doctrine that
Reality is a supra-relational unity, and that all
predication involves falsification is a satisfactory
solution.
Indeed, it perhaps comes to little more
than are-statement of the theological position that
the nature of God can be described only in negative
terms which at least ward off error.
as we have
(2) Sen.sible appearances, which,
seen, differ in important respects from others, are
also held to exhibit what may be called degrees
of reality in a special sense.
As we know, these
realities are called appearances and unreal onlj:

'

'

;

;

respect to their relations to a supposed
physical reality about which tiiey are held to be
an indispensable source of information.
Now,
those who deny the physical reality of secondary
would
be
inclined
to
that
the
colours
say
qualities
seen in waking life are less real than the shapes
that are seen at the same time, and more real than
the colours and shapes seen in dreams, delirium, or
illusions.
may usefully compare here Kant's
distinction between Schein, Ersckeinung, and Dingan-Sich in his example about the rainbow to that
between the colours and shapes of dreams, the
colours of waking life, and the qualities of physical
objects (it is not of course suggested that Kant had
which we are now
in mind
precisely the distinctions

with

We

considering).
As far as can be seen, the ascription of degrees
of reality to sensible appearances simply depends
on how intimately their qualities are supposed to
be connected with those of a corresponding physical
To a man who takes the position of
reality.
Locke and of most natural scientists the elliptical
shapes seen in Avaking life (to revert to our old
example) are the most real of appearances, because

the corresponding ])hysical reality actually has a
shape, and that shape is a closed conic section
connected by simple laws with that of the appearance. The colours seen in waking life are less real
appearances because it is not believed that any
Iihysical object has colour, though it is held that the
colour seen is correlated with the internal structure
And the shapes and
of the corresponding object.
colours of dreams or hallucinations are held to
have the lowest degree of reality, because, while it
is admitted that they are correlated with distinctions that exist soinetvhere in the physical world, it
is held that these distinctions exist in the brain or
in the medium rather than in any object that can
be regarded as specially correspondin<; to the
appearance in the way in which the round physical
cup corresponds to the elliptical visual appearance
seen in waking life.
4. Ethical sense of the term.— It remains to
notice one more use of the words real and 'reality.'
They are sometimes used in an ethical sense to
stand for what ought to be as distinct from what
is.
This is rather a paradoxical use of terms.
Often we contrast real and ideal, and say that
what actually exists is real, whilst what ought to
Yet some ethical
exist but does not is ideal.
writers use the word real' for 'ideal,' when they
true
of
the
real
or
self, meaning the self
speak
that ought to be as contrasted witii that which
now is. This use of terms is generally connected
with metaphysical theories of ethics such as
Kant's or Green's, which hold that the self that
'

'

'
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ought to be really exists and has a higher degree
of reality than what would commonly be called the
self as it really

is.

:
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'

;
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REALITY

(Buddhist).— In religious philcsophy
as in metaphysic the words 'real,' 'reality' express more than one aspect of things the actual
as opposed to the fictitious, the essential as opposed
to the accidental, the absolute or unconditioned as
opposed to the relative or conditioned, the objectively valid as opposed to the ideal or the
imagined, the true as opposed to the sham, the
important as opposed to that which, in the same
connexion, is of less value, and finally, that which
ultimately and irreducibly is as opposed to that
which names conventionally signify in the average
mind's stock of knowledge.
Neither in the Suttas of the earlier Buddhist
or the early
religious doctrines nor in the early

—

mediseval elaborations of a more metaphysical kind
do we meet with terms quite so packed with meanings as real and reality,' but all the above-named
antitheses occur and find expression in a variety of
The Suttas are more deeply concerned
terms.
with the truth and the pragmatical importance of
things. And the true and the actual, or thatwhich-is, are identified by one and the same Avord
sacca-sat-ya, i.e. fact, or the existent (see art.
Truth [Buddhist]). There were certain facts or
realities relating to spiritual health concerning
which it was of the first importance to hold right
To rank
views and take action accordingly.
other realities, such as objects of sensuous and
value
(ngc/ato
worldly desires, as of the highest
karoti) was likened to the illusion that the painted
forms in a fresco were real men and women, ^ or to
the illusions achieved in conjuring or occurring in
dreams.^ Metaphors again play around, not the
actuality, but the essential nature of the living
Thus the
personality, physical and mental.
material factors of an individual are compared to
Where should you find essence
a lump of foam
? ', the mental fat^tors
[lit. pith] in a lump of foam
'

'

'

:

'

:

—feeling,

perception, volitional complexes, and
con.sciousness to bubbles raised in water by rain,
to a mirage, to a pithless plant, and to conjuring
to a
respectively.^ The world is also

—

compared
These figures are

bubble and a mirage,* etc.
not meant to convey the later decadent Indian
Buddhist and Vedantist sense of the ontological

unreality of the objects and impressions of sense.
The similes convey on the one hand a repudiation
of (a) permanence, (b)

happy

security,

(c)

super-

substance or soul, and on the other a
Shenomenal
eprecation of any genuine satisfying value in the
spiritual life to be found in either
or the ' lust of the world.'
1

3

Therrgdthd, 393.
Sarfiyutta,

iii.

141.

'

the pride of life

2 lb. 394.
4

Dkammapada,

—

;

c.

Academy,

This trend in Buddhist teaching was not due to
the absence of theories concerning the nature of
being in the early days of Buddhism. There were
views maintained very similar both to tliat of the
Parmenidean school in Greater Greece that the
universe was a plenum of fixed, permanent existents and to the other extreme as maintained by
Gorgias and other Sophists that 'nothing is.'
These Indian views, probably antedating those of
Greece by upw.irds of half a century, were confronted by the Buddha with his 'middle theory'
His brief disof conditioned or causal becoming.
course is given in the Suttas of the Saniyutta
Nikdya,'^ and is cited by a disciple in another
Sutta nearly adjacent to that containing the
similes referred to above. ^ And we hear no more
of the extremist views till we come to the book
purporting to be the latest in the canon the
Kathavatthu. There among the first, presumably
^
the earliest compiled, arguments of the work we
find that the positive theory— 'everything exists'
so far from being generally
{i.e. continues to exist)
rejected among Buddhists, was maintained by a
school which attained to great eminence not

—

of importance in connexion with the subject of this article. (1) On the relation of
of contradictory objects.
reality to existence and on the reality
—Plato, Sophist and Thecetettis St. Anselm, Prosologium and

Literature.— The following works are

H

(Buddhist)

'

only in North India, especially in Kashmir, but
also in Central and Eastern Asia, and in the
south-eastern islands the school of Sarvastivadins {q.v.
Pali, Sabbathivadins), or 'All-is-

—

',

believers.'

The attitude taken up in the Theravada, or
mother-church, towards what might now be called
This
reality, developed along a different line.
confronts us in the very first line of the KathaIs the person (self or soul) known in the
vatthu
In other words
sense of a real and ultimate fact ?
(as is revealed in the process of the long series of
ai-guments), does the term person,' conventionallj^
used as a convenient label for the composite
phenomenon of a living human being, correspond
to any irreducible and permanent entity, noumenon, ego, soul, immanent in that phenomenon ?
This distinction between the current names in
conventional usage and the real nature behind,'
'

:

'

'

'

'

or

above,'

what

is antici-

pated already in the earlier books of discourses
man's
to the Buddha.*
personality is conceded as being real, or a fact
{sacca) to him at any given moment, albeit the
word expressing that personality is but a popular
label, and is not paralleled by any equally fixed
entity in man. But, in the inquiry of the later
book, the Kathavatthu, the more evolved philosophical problem is betrayed by the first appearance of a more technical nomenclature. Sacca
fact ') is used in adjectival iorm—saccika,
(' true,'

A

and dialogues ascribed

'

AwA paramattha (' Vi\t\m&te sense,' lit.
supreme thing-meant '), a word which, in Theravada
literature, has become an equivalent of philosophic or metaphysical meaning, here starts on its
'actual.'
'

long career. It is along the line of this distinction
between popular and ultimately real or philo.sopliic
meaning that the commentator (c. 5th cent. A.D.)
discusses the opening argument in the controversy
and perorates at the close of it.^ It is in the forefront of Anuruddha's planning of his classic
manual, A Compendium of Philosophy {AbhidhamThese things are set forth in
mattha-sangaha)
'

:

their ultiviate

sense

as

Four,"* the

Categories

commentaries pointing out that paramatathto is
opposed to sammttti, the conventional. ^And

Anuruddha discusses in his eighth chapter'^ the
distinction between the things that are real existents and those that are, in virtue of a name,
apparently so. Finally the present-day vitality
3 i. 6 f.
2 iii. 134.
1 ii. 17.
4 Cf.
Dialogues of the Buddha, i. 263 ; Kindred Sayings,
5 Cf. the tr. by C. A. F. Rhys Davids and S. Z. Aung,

of Controversy, London,
170.

designated by them

is

6

London, 1910,

p. 81.

1915,"

pp.

8, 63, n. 2.
7

P. 199 f.

i.

169

f.
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of this aspect of rcixlity fur Buddhists is visible in
the writini^s of Ledi Malifithera.'
In his discussion of tlie terms paramatfhn and
sacca S. Z. Aung quotes inedijeval philosoithical
works, wliich are practically at one in interpreting
parnmattha as meaning either a sense-datum or
a thing jier se (sabhdva) •which is veriiiahly existent to the extent of irreversibility or infallibility.
Such ultimately real things, referred by Anuruddlia
to a ' fourfold category,' may also be distinguished
under two heads
as unconditioned and conditioned.
Under the former head, meaning
•
whatever is not causally related to anything
else,' Buddhist philosophy refers its metaphysical
conception of nibhdna {nirvdiui), i.e. its hypothetical state which is not life, in that there is no
birth or death, the essentials of life.
Under the

—

conditioned are comprised all the elements (not
the compound phenomena) of matter and mind.
In the former the elements, abstractions from
earth, water, fire, air, are, respectively, that which
extends itself, coheres, burns, moves. Mind is
ultimately conceived as consciousness jo/tw a number
of what the present writer has called mental coefficients (Pali, cetasika-dhammd,
mentals'), such
as feeling, perception, volition, etc.
All these
conditioned elements, though ultimately real, are
in a perpetual state of change, i.e. of genesis and
cessation, wherein there is always a causal series,
one momentary state arising because of its predecessor and transforming itself into its successor.
Nothing is casual or fortuitous. All is in a state
of causally determined becoming.
In the ultimate
constituents of conditioned things, physical and
mental. Buddhism has never held that the real is
Un\\'itting of this annecessarily the permanent.
ticipation, Bertrand Russell is now asking modern
philosophy to concede no less.^
'

Literature.

— See works referred to in the article.
C. A. F.

Rhys Davids.

REAL PRESENCE.— See Eucharist.
REASON.— I. Definition. — In the most generalized sense of all, reason might be defined as the
relational element in intelligence, in distinction
from the element of content, sensational or
emotional. Such a definition could justify itself

by etymology both Xbr^os and ratio, from which the
word as a philosophical term descends historically,
have sometimes the meaning simply of 'relation.'
:

This, however,

is

We must seek for

too generalized to be sei'viceable.

something more limited.
At the beginning of the search we are met by
an ambiguity. Man is defined as the rational
animal'; yet the 'reason of animals,' at a level
below the human, is currently spoken of. The
exjilanation of this ambiguity will point out the
definition which we require.
It is true that the lower animals have reason
'

'

'

as well as

'

instinct

'

(which

may

be defined as the

direction, psychical as well as physical, of actions
to ends, without knowledge of the end) in the
sense that they, in varying degrees, direct their
actions intelligently to desired ends ; but not even
the animals nearest to man have the power of
thinking in general terms expressed in language.
Man has this and, in the traditional definition of
man, it is this that is distinguished by the name
of 'reason.' The subject may thus be dealt with
either psychologically or epistemologically i.e.,
;

has been dealt with under the
In the present article we
shall consider reason, not furtlier in relation to
the classification of the mental powers, ami not
Psj'chologically

genetically, but in relation to tlie philosophical
discussions on the validity of scientific knowledge,
of moral precepts, and of metai)hysical beliefs.
2. The term in Greek philosophy.
(a) 'The preSocratics.
lieason, of course, was useil by man
long before the use of it \\as rellected on, and
long before it was apjjealed to as the ground of
knowledge or belief. When it is thus appealed
to, it comes to be set, along with experience, in
antithesis to pa,ssively accepted custom or tradition
and then again, more precisely, in antithesis to the particular facts known, as distinguished from the form and the generality of

^

'

E.g., Vipassanad'ipam, Rangoon; Expositions,' £ud(f^iA«
'
Review, Oct. 1915 ; Some Points in Buddhist Doctrine,' JPTS,
1913-14, p. 129, as well as in S. Z. Aung's art. The PhUosophy
of the Real,' Joum. Burma Research Society, Rangoon, 1917.
2 The Ultimate
Constituents of Matter,' The Monist, London,
1915, p. 401 f.
'

'
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;

knowledge. The last stage was reached in the
early philosophy of (Greece not at the very
beginning, but as early as Heraclitus and Parmenides (6th to 5th cent. B.C.). For the earlier
period of the Hellenic world, as for the preHellenic world generally, the vagne Homeric use
of such words as v^os, <ppives, Trpatrioes, in which
reason is not clearly distinguished from sense, or
the mental process from the organic process that
goes with it physiologically, may be taken as

—

characteristic.
Something of this vagueness indeed always remains in literary and even in philo^
but there comes a time when
sophical usage
language enables us to distinguish if we choose.
The time when generalizing thought was consciously recognized, in distinction from the sense
or experience in ^vhich it is immersed, arrived
when the deductive science of mathematics had
begun as a new departure of Greek science,
marking a step beyond the accumulation of observations and empirical formulae in the science of
the ancient East. It was this, though perhaps
neither thinker was fully aware of the source of his
thought, that caused Heraclitus and Parmenides
to begin the series of articulate statements of a
Earlier thinkers had
philosophical criterion.
already started the series of doctrines, but without a definite test of truth.
The balance, as a necessaiy consequence of the
new departure in whicli the inquiry had its source,
;

inclines at first to rea.^on in its distinctive meaning
as against the later-formulated criterion of experience.
Heraclitus, indeed, appeals also to experience against tradition* in the saying, 6(pda\ixoi tQiv
ujTwv aKpL^iarepoi /j-dprvpes (frag. 15 [J>ywater], 101'
[Diels]); but to reason is given the predominance.
The final criterion is the judgment of the soul, not
the witness of eyes (experience) or of ears (tradition),

though the eyes are more trustworthy than

the ears

:

eXo'-Toji' (frag. 4 [B.],

This, however,

menides

is

107 [D.]).

is still

vague philosophically.

Par-

more

precise, and in his affirmation
is the criterion he is more exclusive

that reason ^
we are to 'judge by argument' (Kplvai \6y(j) [frag.
1. 36]).
Anaxagoras returns to a kind of balance,
dLstinguishing the two modes of knowing as by
rational consideration (Xo7y) and by experience
This at least seems a fair interpretation
(tpyia).
of a fragment translated less determinately by
:

'

'

Burnet
1

E.g.,

the
as

'

'

:

So that we cannot know the number of the things that are

'

we may

;

it

head of INTELLKCT.

—

consider the origin and growth of conceptual thought or we may consider it as actually
exercised in the discovery of true propositions.
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'

some misapprehensions would have been avoided

if

'common sense' of the Scottish school had been described
common reason.' Historically it takes its origin from (coti/rj

aio-9j)criy,

but

its

meaning approximates rather

to koivo^ Aoyo?

(see art. Scottish Philosophy).
2

See Burnet, Early Greek Philosophy^, p. 147, n. 2.
The meaning of Adyos in Heraclitus is still disputed

3
but,
it most approximates to reason, it seems to mean a
rational law of things and of the mind rather than a test
applied by the mind to its knowledge of things (see art. Logos).

when

;
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separated
firj

either in

off,

eiSevai to

TrKrjOo^

word or deed

H-'^re

'

(wo-Te tmi/ awoKpivotJievuiv

7
Aoyoj H'l^e epyo) [Jiag.

;

Bumet,

p. 300]).

Democritus, not much later, declares outright
that true knowledge is not by the senses but by
This is the interpretation of Sextus
reason.
and it is supported by the strong
Empirious
terms in which Democritus rejects the claim of
the senses to judge. As Sextus sums up his
;

positions
Svo

(^7)<7i,f

Trjs Siavoi'as,
5e Stct riov

:

elfat yi'cotreis, rijv fieu Sia.
wv t^jv y-kv &La njs Stai'ota;

tmv

alaBr/aeuiV fjKOTiriv oi'o/xa^Vt.

TOVTOV 6 Aoyos ecrrl Kpirrjpiov, ov
Math. vii. 138 f.).

aXaOrfaeiav tt)!' 5e Sia
KoXei, . . . ttjv
.
.
ovkovv Ka\ Kara

yvT^iririi/
.

yvuifnqv Ka\el (adv.

yvr](TCr)v

These positions of the pre-Socratics may not be
ultimately compatible with the outlook implied in
their tracing of reason as well as other modes of
mind to dependence on certain material mixtures
in the bodily organs ; but complete clearness could
not be attained so early ; and it is interesting to
find that the most decided materialist, Democritus,
lays most stress on reason as against the experi-

ences of sense-perception.
Perhaps, however,
Democritus ought rather to be counted as belonging to the next phase, when attacks on the possiIn
bility of knowledge had to be expressly met.
his appeal distinctively to reason he was at one
with his constructive contemporaries, however he
might differ in his ontology.
When, in the Sophistic
(b) Plato and Aristotle.
period, the subjective criticism that examined the
mind's own process was turned against the efforts

—

of the early thinkers to arrive at truth in a direct
objective way, Socrates, as a preliminary to reconstruction, set himself to examine the nature of
the concept. Though by Aristotle induction from
particulars [iira-yusy-f]), as well as the search for
general definitions, is ascribed to Socrates, it Avas
as a dialectical rather than as an experiential

thinker that

he

became most

influential.

His

as distinguished from incidental
positions that interested eccentric thinkers like
Antisthenes and Aristippus, was carried forward
For Plato
by Plato and then by Aristotle.
reason, or coherent thinking, decidedly had the
predominance, as a test, over experience of parDialectic was conceived as a more
ticulars.
general method than that of deductive mathematics, which implies it, but adds untested hypoThe appeal to reason, in Plato's
theses of its own.
ideal system of knowledge, thus became part of
a whole in which, while experience had a place,
dialectic, with deductive mathematics at the next
step below, was the model of ultimately valid
thought. At a higher stage than that of discursive reason (5i6.voLa) there was pure intellect,
intuitive thought (voOy, vbrjcxL's), by which true
at a lower stage was
reality is to be grasped
opinion (56Ja), not properly scientific because not
dialectical or mathematical, which deals by more
or less conjectural methods with the phenomena
presented to sense-perception.^ On the dialectical
side, what had been partially formulated by Plato

central

effort,

'

'

;

was

definitively

fornmlated

stated the axioms since

by

known

Aristotle, who
as the
laws of
'

thought,' and made them the basis of his codified
formal logic. Aristotle, on another side of his
mind, was much more of a naturalistic inquirer
into detail than Plato
but, in his general view
of the test or tests of truth, he remains faithful to
;

the principles of his master.

Epicureans and

[c]

Stoics.

Greek thought, occupied as

— The
it

next period of
was with the effort

to formulate a rule of life for the individual in
a cosmopolitan world for which the bond of the
city-State had become a waning tradition, brought
onthe search for a more tangible reality than that
"

1

See Republic, end of

bli. vi.,

for

an exact account.

the metaphysics in which the Platonic and
Aristotelian dialectic found its consummation.
To arrive at some external reality in the most
expeditious way was the theoretical problem.
Then, without useless lingering over this, the
philosophic learner could go on to the essential
of

The great positive
thing, which was practice.
schools of this period, the Epicureans and the
Stoics (qq.v.), while differing much in detail,
solved this problem fundamentally in the same
way. Going back to the earlier thinkers, they
developed more consistently the naturalistic side
of their doctrines.
The rudiments could be found
in them of theories which, in the explanation of
mind, proceeded from the physiological organs
and made the senses psychologically fundamental.
From these rudiments the new schools, M'ith the
long dialectical development of the intervening
period behind them, Avorked out in considerable
detail what we may call an experiential theory
Not rational argument as such
of knowledge.
was the criterion, but a certain mode of experience.
Epicurus, while taking for his ultimate
account of reality the atomism of Democritus
(with changes that Avere scientifically for the
Avorse), completely inverted the position of DemoP"or Epicurus
critus with regard to the senses.
things are exsense-perception is the criterion
actly as they appear. This is formally stated
Avho
Avas
our
by Sextus Empiricus,
authority for
the precisely opposite affirmation of Democritus.
Epicurus, he says, affirms that sense-perception is
trustAvorthy in its hold of reality throughout
:

:

rr)v

\afi^dpeiv

(US

5ta Travrrfy

re 3tKri9eveiv koX
ct^e <^ucr€ojy avrb eK^ivo {adv. Math.

oltT0-q(Tiv

.

.

.

ovtoj
viii.

to

ov

9).

The more elaborate doctrine of the Stoics
equally adopted for its criterion sense-perception,
though not indiscriminately, but only Avhen it Avas
perception of a certain kind. The dilierence was
in ett'ect that Zeno and his successors laid stress on
an active element in the grasp of external reality ;
mere recipiency did not seem to them sufficient.
Reality is seized, they said, by the (pavrajia Kara.a kind of presentation that is knoAvn to
XrjWTLKT)
give a true account by the sense of possession that
goes with it and the absence of any ojiposing preAs Sextus puts it,
sentation.

—

Kfurq^iOV etrat

tt]? oATj^et'as ttjc Ka-aXyi7rTiKy\v fiiO-i'TO-friav

,

.

•

firiSev ex""''''"' ^varTrffia. (vii. 253).

The part of \6yos in the Stoic system, like that
In one of
of vovs for Anaxagoras, is ontological.
its meanings \6yos is the laAv that runs through the
Avorld ; but reason as the procedure of the mind
in dealing Avith the general is not for the Stoic
theory of knowledge the ultimate test of truth.
The ultimate test for the Stoics, as for the
Epicureans,

is

(d) Sceptics.

—experience.
The opposition

that this doctrine

had to meet came from the sceptics, especially
those of the Ncav Academy. That the most
reasoned scepticism should have proceeded from
the

Academy

(q.v.)

reveals its essential nature.

For a time the attempt to build a positive system
from the points of view developed in Plato's
Dialogues Avas abandoned, and his school threAv
A system of conitself into negative criticism.
like that of the Stoics provided
material exactly to the purpose. Carneades
recognized his dependence on his opponents Avhen
he said, parodying the verse that made Chrysippus
the effective founder of the Stoa, el fjiri yap t}v

fident

dogmatism

it Avith

The method Avas to apply
Xpvcninros ovk &.v Jjv iyob.
to the Epicurean and Stoic tests of truth a
stringent dialectic Avhich, after the emergence of
idealistic criticism, no naively realistic doctrine
could bear.
tlierefore,
Indirectly,
scepticism,
earlier and later, Avas the preparation for the next
constructive school, that of the Neo-Platonists,
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without its qualifications, as a text to prove the
exclusive value of their characteristic activity. It
was long after Proclus, and long after the suppression of tiie school at Athens of which lie was the
last great name, that tiie revival of philosoiihical
tliougiit began in the West; but, when it came, it
gave evidence of continuity with the latest thought

which, arising independently, at length absorbed
the Academy.
Neo-Pl((tovists.

(e)

— With

a

positive,
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and no

longer a negative, aim, Plotinus revived the
Platonic idealism, bringing into it more system
through tlie study of Aristotle, and turning it
critically against the Stoic materialism (see art.
Neo- Platonisai).
Even sense - perception, he
showed, is inexplicable from the basis of mere
physiology but, for the test of truth, he turned
away from sense and insisted on reason as that
which judges. Mysticism, though a distinctive
feature of his thought, does not furnish tlie
For the mystical experience, being a
criterion.
state beyond knowledge, seizing upon that which
is beyond mind, cannot be explained to one who
has not had it. The reasoned system points to it,
but does not include it as part of a completely
rational process it is fK<TTa(ns, a standing out of
system. The .system itself consists of demonstra-

of antiquity.

Its

first

immense development
cisely because the

;

dom

movement was an

great

of discursive reason.

Middle Ages had

lo.st

Prethe free-

with which in classical antiquity ultimate
beliefs could be discussed, there was such an elalioration of formal method as had never been
known before. The ^•alue of this must not be
underrated. In a sentence from W. Hamilton's
Discussions in Philosophy which Mill prefixed to
the first book of his Logic it is put thus
:

To the schoolmen the vuljfar languages are princip.ill5'
indebted for what precision and analytic subtlety they possess."
'

:

Croom Robertson says

:

and its criterion is reason. Thus, after
a long and fluctuating process, thought had returned to the dialectic and logic of Plato and

All the world has heard of scholasticism as an oppressive
system of pedantic belief it has still to be known as a system
of rationalism struggling to be (' The English Mind," J'hilo-

Aristotle as offering the soundest principles of
knowledge yet discovered.
This was, however, more clearly brought out by
Proclus (A.D. 410-485) two centuries after Plotinus
For Plotinus the ideal of reason is an
(204-270).
intuitive thought such as Spinoza ^ holds to be the
Proclus does not
highest order of knowledge.
reject this, as he does not reject the more distinctively mystical experience beyond it ; but for the
definitive test of truth he selects a more generally

The

'

tions,

:

'

sophical Remains, London, 1S94, p. 34).

reverse side of the case remains, of course,
The
this rationalism was verj- limited.
Schoolmen made a fine art of formal reasoning
but the habit of accepting traditional authority
for facts and data was so fixed that the attempt to
bring again into view the claims of experience
To get out of the
remained merely sporadic.
circle of things taken for granted or assumed dialectically, a revolt against the School-philosophy

that

;

became necessary. The controversy about
the reality of universals was priuiarily ontolngical.
By their contention that only particulars are real,
and that the genus or species is only a name indicating resemblance between the members of a
class, the nominalists might seem nearer to modern
experientialism than the realists, for whom classnames indicated a reality like that of the Platonic
ideas but the methods of both were equally diaAn aid to the imagination in forming a
lectical.
notion of the time that it took new views about
method to emerge is to remember that there is a
longer interval between the exhortations of Roger
Bacon to go to experience and those of Francis
Bacon, than between the publication of i\iQ Novum
Organiim (1620) and the present date.
Roger Bacon is an isolated figure in the greatest
period of Scholasticism, the 13th century. Another
great English thinker, William of Ockham, in the
next century, promoted by his dialectic the disintegration of the imposing dogmatism of St.
Thomas Aquinas (q.v.) and John Duns Scotus (see
Then came the beginnings
art. Scholasticism).
of the new movement of humanism (q.v.), taking
the form at first of a more literary interest in the
Latin classics. After the revival, in the loth cent.,
itself

applicable criterion. The criteria that the thinker
may use for himself in relation to different kinds
of subject-matter are many
but the soul is a unity
as well as a multiplicity and there must be some
universal criterion for every soul. This he finds
to be neither pure intellect (vods) at one extreme
nor sense-perception {at<Td-q<Tii) at the other, but
Here is the process of
discursive reason {\6yos).
;

;

;

explicit formulation by which the higher is mediated to the lower and the lower to the higher.
The mind may start from the glimpses of intuitive

reason and

use sense-perception as material

may

for criticism or confirmation ; but, if there is to
be a system of knowledge, it must be established
by a process of argument. The circumspection
which he ascribes to Plato in assigning their proper
part in knowledge to all the modes of mind is
certainly to be found in the imssage where he
gives this guarded expression to philosophical
rationalisnr
el Toivvv TO KpCveiv i/ivx')? ecTii'
ov yap nov to r)neTepou (Tutfxa
i) 6e ipvxv^" ecTTi Kai irA^flos, KoX to KpniKov
KpiTifcrjv tyei ivva^iLV
:

—

—

ev k<TTiv

afj-a.

TToAvciSijs. Ti?

koX TroAAa,

ovv

(Coinm. in Tim.,

fit'a

7]

Koi

^

fioi-ociJij!

SvvaiJiL<;

(cpiTiKT)

Siira/7.is

av. 6 Aoyos,

i^airj tis

;

E. Diehl, Leipzig;, 1903,

e<l.

i.

koX

'J)7)(ro/ne>'

254-255).

As first matter, or mere possibility, below the
limit of true knowledge, is seized by a kind of
bastard reasoning (i'6di{i Xoyia-fjo^ in Plato's phrase),
so the One, at the other extreme above knowledge,
is seized by a kind of bastard intuition {v68(ii vS).
Thus every test finally has a certain resemblance
to the model test of explicit reason.
If the other
tests are to be regarded as having their own

knowledge of Greek thought in its original
sources, followed by the setting up, in the 16th, of
older types of thinking, in con.scious rivalry with
of direct

the whole mediieval scheme of theology and philosophy, the movement against Scholasticism took

a more systematic new departure.
'

;

enable

to dispense with direct
of intellect or of sense.

iis

whether
For antiquity, therefore, what
the

philosophical

sense

'

may

rationalism

perceptions

be called in
remained
'

supreme.
3. Mediaeval and modern use.
{a) Scholasticism.
In the medi;eval schools rationalism (q.v.) became predominant in a narrowed sense.
The
passage cited above from Proclus might have been
taken by the Schoolmen of Western Christendom,

finally

—

—

1

Eth.

ii.

prop. 40, schol.

2.

—

This, in^
(b) Expericntiali-^m ana rationalism.
the 17th cent., expressed itself in the ettbrt to
establish once for all the right method of seeking
The new aspiration for firm knowledge,
truth.
instead of baiTen disputes about insoluble questions, culminated for the time in the philosophical
reforms of Bacon and Descartes (qq.v.). Bacon
not only clothed in the most impressive language
the appeal to experience as the test by which every
claim to possess real knowledge must be verified,
but also developed some genuine outlines of a
but
theory of induction, no longer unsystematic,

must be shown by argument how they
can have it though argument, of course, cannot
validity, it

rising
I

'

by stages from particulars to generals, as

deduction descends from generals to particulars.
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Descartes, himself a discoverer in geometry, set
against the sterile formalism of mere logic, which
could hring out only what had been implicitly
asserted, the real deduction of new truth in the
mathematical sciences. Thus began the two great
movements of ])hilosophy knoAvn as English exbut
perientialism and Continental rationalism
it is important to note that these were not so definitely rivals as they had become later when Kant
turned his critical thought on both at once. The
great Continental rationalists, Descartes, Spinoza,
and Leibniz (qq.v.), ail took occasion to recognize
in some way the new departure of the English in
In all the English
their appeal to exjjerience.
thinkers, on the other side, unreduced elements
from the rationalism of ancient science and of the
It would be
Scholastic tradition remain over.
easy to show this in the case of Bacon, Hobbes,
;

'

'

Locke, and Berkeley (qq.v.). And Hume {q.v.),
Avho carried farthest the elibrt to resolve all principles of reason into derivatives of pure experience,
treated his results not as dogmatic but as sceptical,' i.e. as suggesting problems for reconsidera'

'

'

'

'

tion ; finally abandoning his first elaborate attempt
to explain mathematics as an essentially empirical

By Kant {q.v.), while the opposition
with him arrived at the most explicit statement,
science.

the reconciliation of 'reason 'and 'experience' as
constituents of truth was most systematically
attempted. Reason, according to Kant, does not
merely enable us to arrive at analytical judg'

'

ments implied in what has been already said, but,
in mathematics at least, yields genuine new truth
'
in the form of
synthetic judgments a priori.'
Yet, while these are not given in mere experience,
they have no valid application beyond all possible
experience. All true science consists in carrying
reason into the construction of nature so as to
make it intelligible to thought. Even those highest
principles that seem to go beyond this have value
only as furnishing an ideal that the actually working system of science may try to approach and so
gradually perfect itself.
(c) The Kantian reaction and the revival of ex-

—

If we were to stop here, it might
seem that now, as at the end of ancient thought,
the supreme place, though with circumspection,
was assigned to reason. Kant, however, did not,
even at first, approximately satisfy any considerable grovip of thinkers. The problem became on

perientiallsm.

the one side to develop him, on the other side to
answer him. Hegel (q.v.) has been thought to
have carried philosophical rationalism to the highest
point.
By a new logic, the whole order of the
universe, he seemed to promise, was to be shown
forth as a manifestation of reason. Yet, curiously,
his power appears most in a strong grasp of experience intermittently attained, but unmediated by

any method

to carry general conviction.
The next representatives of experientialism, in
contrast, were men of pre-eminently deductive
minds, whose strength was in reasonea exposition,
and who, in the days of Scholasticism, might have
been famous as irrefragable doctors. For the complex period at which we have arrived it is more
true than ever, in the phrase borrowed by Hegel
fitted

himself from Anaxagoras, that things are not cut
in two with a hatchet.'
It would have contributed much to a clear issue
for the thinkers just alluded to had they known
Kant at first hand but they knew him onlj"- in*

;

directly or very imperfectly.

Comte, who, like

Descartes and Leibniz among modern philosophers,
was a mathematician of original power, thought
that he could explain even mathematics philosophically as based in generalizations from pure experience (see art. Positivism). J. S. Mill (q.v.), who
succeeded in founding a valid inductive logic by

deducing the actual tests of experimental science
from a general principle, the uniformity of nature,'
back, for the proof of this, on the weakest
'

fell

mode

of induction

— viz.

that

'

'

induction by simple

enumeration which the Baconian canons and his
own had been devised to supersede. And this, in
both cases, without any close consideration of
Kant's arguments for the necessity of a priori
principles in the sciences of nature as in mathematics. It is not surprising that, both in France
and in England, the two countries where the experientialism that took shape from Locke had
been strongest, there was a reaction or a forward
movement, as some put it in the Kantian direction.
For the whole of Europe, however, it must
be said that the predominant movement in the
19th cent., through the infiuence on philosophy of
the enormous new developments in the sciences of
experiment and observation, was greatly to enlarge
the place given to experience as compared with
that which it held in antiquity, and to reduce the
principles of reason which science finds that it
cannot do without to an attenuated form. The
elaborate apparatus of Kant was not adopted by
men of science ; and in Germany the movement
which took for its watchword Back to Kant
signified a return to the experiential side of Kant
against the extreme speculative developments of

—

—

'

'

his successors (see art.

Neo-Kantism).

There is, however, it has also become clear, an
element in scientific knowledge not explicable as
a resultant of accunmlating experience. The most
general principles of logic, whether of formal inference, of mathematical deduction, or of the
natural and humanistic sciences, remain more than
arbitrary Unkings of ideas that can have their
validity proved or disproved by their applicability
to certain subject-matters.
They are not in the
end mere ' working hypotheses.' There is in reason,
as Kant with all his over-elaboration proved, an
in virtue of which we distinguish
from pure experience.
This term has been dealt with in
4. A priori.
a separate article, but calls for a brief discussion

a priori factor

it

—

in relation to the present subject.
has been shown, was Aristotelian.

Its source, as
Aristotle distinguished between that which is first in relation
to us and that which is first by nature.
In
knowledge the experiences of sense-perception are
first in relation to us, i.e. in the order of genesis ;
but, since, in his view as in Plato's, the formal
essence (etdos), expressed in a concept, is the determining reality of everything, the ideal of knowledge for the philosophically trained mind is to
begin with the general and proceed to particulars.
Thus the syllogism, into which all formal reasoning
can be thrown if we need expressly to test its

validity, is

'

'

cedure from
Kad' 'iKacTTOv iwl

and

by nature and has more in it of
but induction, which is the proparticulars to generals (^ d7r6 tQv

first

true cognition

;

rdi,

Ka66\ov

Scpodos), is

evidence

more persuasive

the ordinary
Quite fitly, therefore, the term a priori
was adopted by Kant as the technical expression
carries

plainer

to

mind.'

for reason in its purity, proceeding, whether
theoretically or practically, as something necessarily general and not to be derived from experience
conceived as a sum of unrelated particulars presented to the mind from outside. Since Kant the
expression has become a kind of shorthand, understood without reference to its historical origin or
Those who use it do
to any distinctive system.
not imply that they are reasoning from a formal
cause, which has priority in the Aristotelian sense
as being the real essence
nor even that they
regard their general principles as transcendental
in the Kantian sense, i.e. as not derived from ex1 See
Top. i. 12, 105a 13, and Anal. Pr. ii. 23, 68b 32.
;
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perience though havinfj pos.sil)le aii[)lication oiiljTlieir claim is simply to be
within experience.
in possession of general i)rin(iples, whatever th(!
source of these, from which they are justified in
inferring propositions applicable to groups of particulars.
Herbert Spencer, e.g., while he is always
classed with the series of the English experientialterm as freely as Kant, and he was
uses
the
ists,
at least as confident an a priori reasoner as Aristotle
and decidedly less of an observer. The ground of
his

a priori, however, was quite

For

diflerent.

him the order of genesis is the real order of nature
and the a jJriori principles of the mind, though it
can now apply them with scientific security, are
valid only as the last result of accumulated exYet,
Ijeriences in the race and the individual.
;

perhaps, in a very broad sense, a philosophical
conception of the a priori akin to that of Aristotle
or of Kant lurks behind. For experience, according to Spencer, does not simply consist of feelings,'
but includes relations between feelings
and
these are not derivative, but constitute a kind of
X670S, or ratio, in which all explicit knowledge had
a prior existence. In this extremely general sense
of the a priori, Spencer also may be classed with
the philosophical rationalists.
Moral conduct may be
5. Reason in ethics.
considered as practically determined either by the
notion of an end of action, a final good, or by the
notion of a law to which action ought to conform.
In whichever way it is considered, both reason
and experience must be allowed a part in deciding
what actual conduct shall be. For Greek and
Roman antiquity moral philosophy was on the
whole dominated by the idea of an end or good
(see artt. Ethics and Morality [Greek] and
This might be derived from experience
[lioman]).
and treated as something empirical to which the
means had to be sought or it might be determined
in relation to some metaphysical reality that was
thought to confer on it its ultimate desirability as
an end. In the latter case it would naturally be
regarded as ascertainable by the direct insight of
Plato's idea of the good is conceived as
reason.
the final object of rational insight, conferring on
all ends their desirability as on all modes of being
but he admits that he cannot say
their reality
what it is.^ In Plato's and Aristotle's actual treatment of moral problems there is a mixture of jioints
of view, both reason and experience being appealed
to.
This, however, does not make the philosophers
Their ideal is that the end or the good
illogical.
should be rationally knowable ; but they recognize,
in the conditions of human nature, the need for
much empirical balancing of one thing with another.
The conceptions of pleasure as the end, interpreted by Epicurus as in its highest degree tranquillity, and of the 'life according to nature,'
selected by the Stoics as their final good, may be
considered as experiential, in accordance with the
theoretical philosophy of the schools that adopted
them. In these schools, however, points of view
came decisively forward that led on to the later
ethics of law,' which in modern times has tended
to become the type of rationalist, as distinguished
'

'

'

;

—

;

;

'

'

'

from experiential,

ethics.

The Epicureans made

considerable use of the notion of keeping contracts,
already present in the Aristotelian theory of
and the Stoics brought the detail of their
justice
ethics under ideas of a natural justice or of a law
common to all. This had much influence on the
formulation of Roman legal conceptions. NeoPlatonism treated ethics on the whole from the
metaphysical point of view, according to which
degree of worthiness in ends corresponds to degree
of reality in the scale of existences.
Christian
ethics adapted, for philosophical systematization,
;

1

Rep.

vi.

506.
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Stoic, Platonic, and Aristotelian positions, in this
Its notion of a divine legislachronological order.
tion tended to reinforce the beginnings tiiat already
existed of the 'ethics of law,' moral duties being
put in the form of commands. Thus in the Middle
Ages ethics took the name of 'moral tlieology.'
In the early modern period a kind of ethics of law,
placed on natural or rational grounds, Avas formu^^i^
lated hy Ilobbes (q.v.).
Its precepts might be al.so

divine commands, but they could be known, though
not enforced, independently of all positive legislation, human or divine, as declarations by natural
rea.son concerning that which ought to be done.
certain end was fixed, viz. social peace and security
as the general condition allowing individuals to

A

seek their personal good, which is no one thing,
but consists in a multiplicity of things that pre.sent
themselves as desirable in the course of experience.
The end being fixed, the law of nature in its
ethical sense becomes demonstrable.
Since, however, all ends are considered as known only empirically, and the law is determined ultimately by
relation to these, Hobbes, though in part rationalist in his expressions, b"" always been classed
:,
with the pvT^^
in gener
'

'

—

nents,
right

'

-

;..,

r

C

'

r'

proper d
or self-ir
but did
„xd mei
the metu-fjuysical points of view that they had
inherited from Plato and his ancient or Scholastic
successors.
new departure was taken by Kant
when he insisted that the only generally valid form
'
of ethics is that which expresses itself as the moral
law,' obligatory without relation to ends ; and that

A

moral obligation is rationally detenuined by itself
without reference either to experience or to any
metaphysical propositions about the nature of a
Ultimate moral iudgreality beyond experience.
ments, stating what ought to be done, are determined by pure practical reason,' as the ultimate
types of assertion about what is or may be real
are determined by pure speculative reason.' This
mode of ethical thought has since been developed
and modified with most originality by C. Renouvier
{Science de la Morale, 2 vols., Paris, 1869) and by
E. Juvalta (II Vecchio e il Nuovo Problema dclla
Morale, Bologna, 1914). For further details on
'

'

rationalist positions

in

modern

ethics see artt.

Moral Law, Moral Obligation.
6.

Reason versus understanding.

—An antithesis

has had considerable importance historically
is that which was set up by Kant's distinction
between reason in an eminent sense Vernunft) and
understanding {Verstand). Understanding relates
one thing to another within experience, but does
not go forward to the ideal completion of experience in a total system. Such an ideal completion
is wrought by the reason, which rises above the
bounds of experience and affirms the three transcendental ideas of the soul as a permanent being
(the psychological idea), of the world as a totality
(the cosmological idea), and of God as the necessary
being who is the cause of the whole (tlie theological
These ideas of the reason, Kant argues, are
idea).
but neither are
not theoretically demonstrable
and we have the
they theoretically refutable
intellectual right to assert them as postulates of
the moral life. For, while this, being autonomous,
it
is independent of
any metaphysical doctrine,
does not simply rest in itself, but claims that it
shall find its fulfilment in a universe ordered in
relation to its demands. By Kant's idealist successors in Germany the antithesis of reason and
in
understanding was often turned to account
defiance of Kant's aim at limiting the pretensions
tliat

(

;

;

—
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—

to claim the warrant of
of the speculative reason
a hif^her faculty for tiieir own utterances, all
detailed criticism being treated as an affair of the

mere abstract understanding. To English readers
became familiar through its use by
Coleridge and his disciples to discredit attacks on
The reason saw
tradition, political or religious.
in this a deep meaning, placing it at once beyond
the vulgar hostility of crude radicalism and the
'

'

this procedure

arid defences of conventional conservatism, both
alike bound within the limits of the inferior pedestrian faculty. In Germany Schopenhauer (q.v.)
made an attempt to turn the tables by contending

that the understanding is always the originative
thing, reason, as merely conceptual, being only the
means of preserving consistency e.g., to be reasonable {vernwiftig) is not necessarily to be moral it
may mean only consistency in pursuing well-understood self-interest ; true morality implies a sympaUnderthetic insight that is not merely rational.
standing no doubt includes what is below, but it
also includes what is above, the process of logically
connecting concepts at once the instincts and perceptions of animals and the perception or instinct
of (jenius. This, however, means that Schopenhauer
r
"^iniic^theold;-'!i?*:inction, while
:: lhenari:t,<.
J
she could

—

;

—

'

'

0iratiocinaused, the (Uyoinction in
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Id acknowoi ratiucinatioii, tm r\
ledge that in some respects (Joienu^c nad deeper
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-

:

insight than Bentham. And Comte, while maintaining the claim of his philosophy to complete

•positivity,' found that, because it was philosophy
and not merely science, the supreme place in it
belonged to certain 'vues d'ensemble.' The problem of a truly philosophical reform must be to
make the esprit d'ensemble predominate over the
'Dispersive specialism,' when
'esprit de detail.'
uncontrolled, becomes an aberration of the human
mind, relatively justifying that conservative reaction which at least maintains the synthesis of
the past. The Coleridgian distinction, it is evident
in the light of these testimonies, cannot be dismissed as a mere verbal trick. The problem is to
find the right terms.
Thus only can we hope to set
ourselves free at once from arrogance and from confusion.
Now the right terms are ready to our hand
in Milton, 1 who puts into the mouth of Raphael
the declaration that the soul's being is reason,
discursive, or intuitive,' diflering but in degree,
of kind the same.' Those terms, taken no do\ibt
from a Scholastic source, go back to Plato and
Intuitive reason is the vods of the
Aristotle.
Platonic theory of knowledge
discursive reason
is the didvoia.
The former corresponds to the
reason of Kantism the latter to the understand'

'

'

'

;

;

'

Tiiese terms, * intuitive
and discursive
reason, have the advantage of accurately renderwithout
ing,
arbitrary specialization of meaning, a
difference that really exists and is plain when it is
'

'

ing.

pointed out. No difficult introspection is needed
to see tiiat there is a total grasp, a synoptic view
of things, and that there is also procedure from
point to point. But it must always be borne in
mind that, if the former is higher, it is unavailable
till it has been mediated by the latter.
The ideal
of philosophic presentation is achieved by those
who, like Plato and Berkeley, have both in due
balance.
'

'

—

Literature. As the antithesis between reason and experience runs through all the history of philosophy, the following
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;

;
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1914, iv.u 1916.

the impossibility of reducing
'

supreme principle of inductive logic to hypothesis,'
Carveth Read, Logic*, London, 1914, p. 286 f. On rational
and empirical ethics, T. Whittaker, The Theory of Abstract
the

Ethics, Cambridge, 1916. On the synoptic view to which
philosophy returns, J. T. Merz, Hist, of European Thought in
the Nineteenth Century, iii., iv., Edinburgh, 1912-14.
'

'

Thomas Whittaker.

REBELLION, REVOLUTION. — Rebellion,
in the

sense of active resistance to established
authority, is a phenomenon as old as political
society ; the doctrine that there is a right so to
resist was proclaimed somewhat late, and after
the Reformation it came into collision with the
theory that kings have a divine right to absolute
power. The question was settled to their own
satisfaction by the champions of absolutism, but
Locke asserts (Tiuo Treatises of Government,
London, 1690, bk. ii. § 90) that a monarchy such
as they advocate, arbitrary and unlimited, is no
form of civil government at all and he shows
that the question of a right of revolution is not so
Still popular judgment on the
easily disposed of.
subject of the rightfulness or wrongfulness of
insurrection is so often influenced by religious
considerations, by the ideas involved in the old
theory of divine right (q.v.), that no fair conclusion
can be formed without an examination of this
;

theory, apart

altogether

from

its

political

and

historical importance.

All early government was monarchical, and the
sovereignty of the ancient State was absolute.
But this was not because of any belief in divine
right, since on this and other kindred subjects
men had not begun to hold theories at all the
reason was that they were not yet conscious of
those rights as men and citizens which, by their
very existence, limit the power of government.
In more modern times, according to Bluntschli
[Theory of the State, bk. vi. ch. viii.), among the
Greeks and Germans, kings were regarded as being
of divine extraction but not as being themselves
gods or as superior to human laws. The Romans,
again, chose their kings as a rule by election, and
did not recognize a supernatural descent even for
those who succeeded by inheritance, although they
acknowledged the right of the gods to direct the
It was in mediteval
affairs of the State [ib. ch. ix. ).
times that it first became the custom to talk of a
king as the vicegerent or anointed representative
Even usurpers
of God, responsible to Him alone.
like Pepin regarded themselves as wearing their
crown Dei gratia.' Such a claim as that of Louis
;

'

monopoly in his own person of political
rights could not find even outward justification
except on the assumption that his power was
divinely derived.
There is a sense in Avhicli this doctrine may be
said to be based upon the teaching of the NT.
It
did not come from the Jews, whose chronicles show
them to have been, as a nation, more rebellious
than law-abiding, whose kings besides were in the
strictest sense servants of Jahweh, subject in all
their acts to the censorship of His prophets.
Moreover, the God of the Hebrew people sometimes favoured insurrection, as we see in 2
18',
where it is stated that the Lord was with Hezekiah,
the king of Judah, when ' he rebelled against the
king of Assyria, and served him not.'
On the other hand, the early Christian Church
taught what amounted practically to a doctrine of
The powers that
passive obedience to the State.
be,' says St. Paul, 'are ordained of God' (Ro 13').
XIV. to a

K

'

And

Submit yourselves to every
again we find
ordinance of man for the Lord's sake whether it
be to the king, as supreme or unto governors, as
unto them that are sent by him '(IP 2'^^- ). These
words were held, after the Reformation, to support
the theory to which we have referred, that kings
'

:

:

;

RECAPITULATION
Avere the anointed representatives of God, who,
accordin<r to Louis xiv., reserved 'to himself the
right to judge their acts' {CEuvrex, Paris, 1806, ii.
But such an inference leaves out of account
317).
the fact that the ("liiistian religion made a sharp
distinction between Church and State, between
the all-embracing power of God and the mere
temporal autiiority of the emperor. Its Founder
was not a prince of this world, and He Himself

expressly separated the things which were C'pesar's
from the things which were God's (Mt 22^',
Lk 20-^). The only divine rule belonged to the
Almighty, but the early Church preached an unhesitating submission to the laws of the State, so
long as these did not conflict with the higher

mandate of religion (Ac 5-").
The doctrine of an absolute sovereignty was

first

form of a philosophical theory by
Hobbcs, and he urged passive ol)edience to the
authority of the State under all circumstances
whatsoever. Hobbes supported this extreme form
of absolutism by an ingenious use of the tlieory of
contract, which Locke employed later for the
contrary purpose of upholding the ultimate right
of the people to remove or alter the legislature
the same theory which appeared at the time of
the French Kevolution to justify violent resistance
We have to bear in mind,
to the government.
when reading Hobbes and Locke, that both are
animated by the spirit of partisanship and are
writing to condemn and defend, respectively, the
set forth in the

'

'

—

But Hobbes did not carry
rebellions of their time.
If right
his premisses to their logical conclusion.
and as has been
lies with might, as he asserts

—

held by J. Austin and the English jurists who
strip sovereignty of every attribute but force then
right is with the people in any insurrection success-

—

fully carried out.
There can, in fact, be

no

legal right so called to

disobey the established law of the land. We find
it asserted, anarchical and contradictory as it is,
in several of the American Declai^ations of Independence, along with other claims not less open to
criticism (Ritchie, Natural Rights, pt. ii., esp. ch.
xi. ).
But a constitutional right of resistance is a
contradiction in terms, absurd and unthinkable,
though plausible in a certain degree on the old
hypothesis of a contract between a ruler and his
subjects, according to which it was the part of the
former to rule justly and of the latter to obey, the
contract lasting only so long as each fulfilled these
obligations.

There is, however, another point of view. It is
generally admitted that the end for which the
State was instituted is, as Locke put it, the good
of mankind (ii. § 229).
And there are conceivable
conditions under which continued well-being may
be impossible and the existence even of a nation
may be threatened. Under such circumstances it
is generally agreed that there is a moral right or
'

'

even duty of resistance.
The question then may properly be asked, When
is revolution justifiable?
No rule can be laid
down, although the first necessity is that the
common good should urgently demand reform of
a radical kind.
Other considerations must be
taken into account. From an ethical standpoint,
resistance is to be attempted only where it seems
to have a chance of being successful, and approved
only where the victorious party has been able not
only to overthrow the ruling administration, but
to construct on its ruins a government capable of
preserving the independence thus attained. Moreover, there is the reservation that this should be
done only after every form of conciliation has been
tried, and where there are extreme misgovernment
and sufl'ering so intolerable as to make the cause
seem worth the price of inevitable misery and
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bloodshed. Given these conditions, no one will
dispute the right of what Schiller calls the 'apiteal
to Heaven' (IVilhchn Tell, act. ii. sc. 2).
Even so
zealous a defender of tiie power of the Crown as
Johnson was forced to admit that there is a remedy
in human nature against tj'ranny
:

'

a

oppresses his people to a j^reat deifree, they
will rise and cut off his head '(Boswell, Life oj SainuH Johnson,
ed. H. Morley, London, 1884, ii. 144).
If

80verei(<ii

Hence we may say that, on moral grounds, revolution, like war, is to be justified only by the
necessity which urges a nation to save its own
existence at any cost.
It has been frequently argued, in the praise of
democracy, that the so-called right of revolution
cannot exist under a popular government, Ijecause

the resistance of a part of the community to the
will of the whole is, firstly, immoral owing to the
supreme right of the majority, and, secondly, futile
owing to its superior might.
Henry Sidgwick
{The Elements of Politics, London, 1S91, p. 61911.)
finds an element of sound reason in both these
arguments, but decides in favour of the right of
the minority to follow the dictates of its reason
and conscience, inasmuch as it may possess superior
knowledge and even have at its command superior
Indeed, neitiier democracy nor
physical force.
any other form of government can prevent the
Bather, as Kant himself
possibility of civil war.
an advocate of passive obedience points out, the
safety of a State and its security against internal
dissension and discontent lie in the education and
moral development of its citizens. This is the
sense in which statesmanship may best be defined
as the art of avoiding revolutions. As Charles
James Fox is reported to have said (.John Stuart
Mill, AutohiograpJiy, London, 1873, ch. v.), the
theory of a right of resistance is a doctrine to be

—

—

remembered by kings.
LiTERATURB.— J. C. BluntschH, Theory of the State, Eng. tr.,
Oxford, 1885 D. G. Ritchie, Natural Rnihts^, London, 1916
(see also an essay on 'The llitchts of Minorities,' in his Daru-in
and Hegel, do. 1893). The subject of the ethics of resistance is
discussed by T. H. Green, Philosophical Works^, do. 1906, iL
455 ff. Among: Hume's Essays, pt. ii., Edinburgh, 1752, is one
on passive obedience.
M. CAMPBELL SMITH.
forgotten by subjects and
;

REBIRTH.
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logical facts indicated by the terms, recapitulation, rudimentary organs, reversion, retrogression,

regeneration, rejuvenescence, and regression may
be profitably discussed together.
All the higher organisms
I. Recapitulation.
reveal in their development certain features which
On each side of the
recall a distant ancestry.
neck of the embryo reptile, bird, and mammal
there are branchial pouches comparable to those
which have a respiratory function and may or do

—

persist throughout life in fishes and ampliibians.
In reptiles, birds, and mammals these pouches are
on the whole transient, like fleeting reminiscences.
The first seems to persist as the eustachian tube,

and the thymus gland is connected with another,
but the rest pass away without persistent result.
Similarly, the embryos of higher vertebrates show
a primitive skeletal axis
for a time a notochord
derived from the roof of the embryonic gut, and
thus of endodermic origin. It persists throughout life in lancelets and lampreys, serving as the

—

dorsal axis of the animal, as the forerunner of the
backbone which, from fishes onwards, develops
from the mesodermic sheath of the notochord.
The notochord does not become the backbone,
of tis.sue-scafioldthough perha])s serving as a sort
of the replacement of
ing for it, and every stage
the one by the other is to be seen in fishes. Yet
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on to man himself the notochoid appears in development, has its short day, and passes, leaving but
an unimportant vestige behind. Similarly, in the
establishment of the brain, the skull, the heart,
and other important structures the foundations
are laid down on old-fashioned lines, not directly
suggestive of what is to follow. Thus in individual
organo-genesis there is frequently a recapitulation

The development of many an
of historical stages.
organ is circuitous, as if the old paths had to .some
extent to be re-trod, and yet tlie progress of a

liundred thousand years may be condensed into
one day. Another aspect of the same fact is that
the developing embryos of, say, bird and reptile
are for some days very much alike, moving on
parallel lines along the great highway of amniote
development, but, sooner or later about the sixth
their paths diverge
tlay in the case of the chick
and become distinctively avian and saurian. It is
thus that the individual development (ontogeny)
tends to recapitulate racial evolution (phylogeny),
that the past lives again in the present with a
compelling force. Three saving clauses must be
noted («) the recapitulation is on the whole very
general and always much condensed (b) the individual development (especially when there are
larval forms) often has its recapitulatory features

—

—

:

;

obscured by secondary adaptations to relatively
recent conditions of life and (c) a living creature is
extraordinarily specific from the very first itself
and no other. Yet it remains an important fact
that the organism's inheritance garnered for ages
does in many cases express itself in a step-to-step
development, from the general to the special,
which is in some degree a recapitulation of stages
in what is believed to have been the racial evolution.
But the doctrine of recapitulation is one
that requires careful handling.
2. Rudimentary organs.
The fact of recapitulation leads natui'ally to the occurrence of rudimentary or vestigial structures, which linger on in
dwindled expression long after they have ceased
to be of use.
Darwin compared them to the unsounded letters in some words, quite fuuotionless,
but telling us something of history. Some of tlie
whales have deeply buried remnants of hip-girdle
and hind-limb birds have a vestigial and useless
right oviduct the skate has a minute remnant of
a gill in its spiracle ; man has a useless vestige
of a third eyelid, occasionally with a supporting
cartilage, and a large number of other historical
relics.
Among vestigial organs may be included
those definite structures wliich appear in tlie
course of development in weak expression and disappear without leaving a trace. Thus the whalebone whale has two sets of tooth-rudiments which
never cut the gum. But the list must not include
those structures which, though not attaining their

—

;

—

;

;

original expression or form, are diverted to some
new line of development. Thus the spinnerets of
spiders are morphologically equivalent to two or
more pairs of abdominal appendages much reduced when compared with limbs, but in no true
sense vestigial. The eustachian tube, Avhich leads
from the tympanic cavity to the back of the

—

mouth, is a transformed and persistent spiracle,
but it should not be called a vestige. In fact, one
of the great methods of organic evolution has been
the invention of novel structures by the rehabilitation or transformation of what is really very old.
The three-linked chain of ossicles which convey
vibrations from the drum to the internal organ of
hearing was once in whole or in part included in
the commonplace frameAvork of the jaws. It is
interesting to inquire whether there may not be
vestigial functions and habits as well as vestigial
organs and structure. Thus, according to Darwin,
the dog that turns round and round on the hearth-

(Biological)

rug before settling to sleep is making a comfortable bed in imaginary grass. Its needless activity
is a vestigial survival of what its wild ancestors
did to a purpose among the rough herbage.
Similar interpretations may be given of 'shying'
in horses and so on, but they must be considered
critically.

When, because of some defect in nutrition or
the like, there is an arrest of development, an
organism may present an appearance which recalls
what is permanent in a remote ancestral type.
Thus harelip in man has been compared to the
naso-buccal grooves normal in cartilaginous fishes.
It does not tend to clearness to call this sort of
thing a reversion it is an unfinishedness in development, often due in mammals to some extrinsic
cause atlecting the mother. If, as the result of
famine, war, over-work, poisoning, or other causes,
infants are born markedly arrested in development, it would be justifiable to desci-ibe this as
reversionary, but it cannot be asserted that the
offspring of these under-average individuals would
in conditions of good nurture be under- average.
Many reversionary conditions exhibited by individual organisms are due to modifications (indents),
not to variations (new outcomes), and are not
;

directly transmissible.

—

In the art. Atavism it has been
3. Reversion.
pointed out that what may be described as a harking back to a more or less remote ancestor may
not be due to the re-assertion or re-awakening of
ancestral hereditary contributions which have lain
for several generations latent or unexpressed, like
dormant seeds in a garden. This must be reemphasized, especially in the light of Mendelian
experiment, for it seems probable that many
domesticated races of animals (such as hornless
cattle or tailless cats) have arisen by the droppingout of some item or items in the heritable complex
of the wild species or of its descendants.
By
taking advantage of the mysterious natural
analysis or unpacking of the complex pelage of
the wild rabbit, man has established many truebreeding colour- varieties or races of domestic rabbit.
It may happen that a crossing of two of these
races results in offspring resembling the wild
But this is not to be regarded as a
rabbit.
mysterious rehabilitation of a dormant 'wildrabbit character' but as a 're-packing' of what
This is the
had been previously sifted out.
Mendelian interpretation of reversion, and it is
corroborated by many experiments. On the other
hand, the sudden appearance of stripes on the
fore-quarters of a horse, or of a horned calf in a
pure-bred hornless breed, may perhaps be due to
the re-assertion of a particular factor which has
lain latent for many generations.
The term retrogression
4. Retrogression.
should be kept for cases where structures pass in
the individual development from a higher to a
lower grade of differentiation, or for cases where a
similar reversal may be recognized, on presumptive
The larval
evidence, in the history of a race.
ascidian is a free-swimming creature, like a miniature tadpole, with a brain and dorsal nerve cord,
a brain-eye, and a notochord supporting the locomotor tail. In the course of the subsequent adaptation to a sedentary mode of life the nervous
system is reduced to a single ganglion, the brainAs
eye disappears, and the tail is absorbed.
regards these structures the ascidian shows retromust
be
understood
it
that
gression, though
clearly
the adult is on the whole a much more complex
than
the
larva.
The
organism
respiratory pharynx,
e.g., exhibits a high degree of differentiation.
Individual retrogi'ession is well illustrated in the
Thus the welllife-history of many parasites.
known Sacculioa, which is parasitic in crabs,
'

'

'

'

—

'

'
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starts in life as a free-swimming Nauplius-larva,
witli three pairs of aiipemlages, a median eye, ami
a food-canal, which all disappear in the course of

the adaptation to parasitism. Similarly the thymus
gland is relatively large in most young mammals,
but undergoes retrogressive development as age
increases, and this again suggests that retrogression does not necessarily inii)ly any degeneration
of the organism as a whole, but rather a re-adjustnient to a changed mode of life. The gills of
a tadpole exhibit retrogression and are entirely
absorbed as the lung-breathing frog develops. But
the frog as a wiiole is obviously on a higher
structural plane than the tadpole.
Retrogressive
changes are sometimes exhibited seasonally, as is
seen in the dwindling of the reproductive organs
of birds after the breeding period or at crises in
the life-history, as in the extraordinary de-difierentiation that occurs in the metamorphosis of
insects or after serious injuries when a process of
;

;

dissolution and reduction often occurs before the
reconstitution begins.
Great interest attaches to the
5. Regeneration.

—

regenerative capacity exhibited by many animals
and by most plants. It is exhibited in the repair
of in j uries, in the restoration of lost parts, and in
the regrowth of a fragment into a whole. It is
rarely exhibited in regard to internal organs by
themselves, though it includes them if they are
removed along with a portion of the body as a
whole it is not common in relation to wounds
that border on being fatal it has a curious sporadic
distribution among animals, and this, taken along
with other considerations, points to its occurrence
being adaptive. Weismann in particular sought to
show that the regenerative capacity tends to occur
in those animals, and in those parts of animals,
which are, in the natural conditions of their life,
liable to a frequently recurring risk of
peculiarly
injury, provided always that the part is of real
value, and that the wound is not fatal. The facts
of regeneration are very remarkable, such as a
fragment of begonia-leaf or potato-tuber growing
an entire plant, a spoonful of minced sponge growing into an entire animal, one Hydra producing
half a dozen when cut into pieces, a starfish arm

Particularly instructive, linking regenerative processes back to recapitulation, are two facts: (1)
the restoration is sometimes ellccted by stages
which are different from those of embryonic development, and (2) the final result, as in the case of a
lizard's tail or an insect's foot, may be of a some-

what simpler pattern compared with the

forming a complete starfish, an earthworm growing
a new head or a new tail, a lobster replacing a leg,
a snail restoring its horn and the eye at the end of
it forty times in succession, a newt's eye making a
new lens, a lizard regrowing a tail, and a stork
It is difficult to
repairing a great part of its jaw.
avoid the conclusion that, in the process of difierentiation that goes on in normal development, the
essential constituents of the inheritance are distributed throughout the body in all the cells though
only a few of them are expressed in each cell. If
we think of the inheritance as a bag of diverse
seeds, and of the cells of the body as the thousand
beds of a garden (some small animals have about

that number), difiering greatly in exposure or
stimulation, we can imagine that, although each
bed gets a representation of all the different kinds
of seeds, only a few will develop in each case.

Under extraordinary circumstances, however,

it

might be possible to awaken in a particular set of
beds a full representation of all the seeds, and it is
something like this that occurs in regeneration.
In some tissues the re-awakening is easy, as in the
cambium of plants or the bodies of polyps and
simple worms in other cases it is impossible, as
in the supremely differentiated nervous tissue of
higher animals which cannot even replace its own
worn-out elements. It is not difficult to understand
that the re-growth should not always be perfect
thus a lobster, instead of growing an eye for an eye,
maj' grow an antenna instead, and an earthworm
that has lost its head may re-grow an anterior tail.
;

;

original

—

indeed be of definitely ancestral type.
The wide-spread distribution of the regenerative
capacity among organisms Is to be thought of in
connexion (a) with the continual occurrence of
recuperative processes that tend towards making

may

good the wear and tear of bodily structure, for
regeneration is this in a more thoroughgoin''
fashion (b) with the frequent occurrence of a.sexuju
;

modes

of multiplication, for it

is

impossible to draw

a firm line between the development of a piece
thro\vn off in the spasms of capture and the development of a piece separated of! by more spontaneous
autotomy. Many a starfish habituall}' surrenders
an arm when that is seized by an enemy as the
creature has not a single nerve-ganglion in its body,
there can be no question of calling its self-surrender
deliberate yet this reflex autotomy expresses the
fact that the creature has organically learned the
lesson that it is better that one member should
perish than that the whole life should be lost.
But there is at le<ast one starfish which separates
off arms as a mode of multiplication, as others do
;

;

to effect escape.
6.

;

;
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Rejuvenescence.

— It

has been already men-

tioned that the process of re-growing a lost jiart,
or of restoring a whole from a fragment, isfrequently
preceded by de-differentiation a retreat preparatory to an advance. Thus regeneration is linked
back to retrogression. But another fact of great
significance has rewarded C. M. Child's prolonged
study of Planarian worms the process of reconstitution of a fragment separated off either naturally or artificially, or of a form greatly reduced by
starvation, is preceded by a period of rejuvenescence.
By rejuvenescence is here meant that the
fragment or starveling shows a higher rate of
metabolism than when it was part of the intact
organism or w-as untampered with by starving.
The rate of metabolism is gauged by the output of
carbon-dioxide (measured by Tashiro's biometer')
and by the change in susceptibility or resistance
to certain poisons, such as cyanides.
Similar exhibitions of rejuvenescence are discovered in the
asexual multiplication of hydroids and some other
relatively simple animals, and it seems very probable that senescence and natural death may be in
this way indefinitely staved off".
On Child's view
the process of differentiation necessarilj^ involves a
retardation of the rate of life and a diminution of
vigour, because of the establishment of complexities of structure in the colloidal substratum which
forms the framcAvork of the chemico-pliysical basis
This complexity of stable framework adds
of life.
greatly to efficiency, but it also increases mortality.

—

:

'

The very simple organism has

practically perfect

in forms like the
freshwater polyp rejuvenescence is never far behind
senescence in more complex forms there have to
be special periods for rejuvenescence in all the
higher animals even this possibility is much restricted and senescence is inevitable.
It may be
that one of the several reasons why sexual reproduction by special germ-cells has replaced asexual
reproduction (and has been added to it or kept
along with it in cases, like Hydra, where it is far
from being the main means of multiplication) is
that it affords opportunity for re-organization or
rejuvenescence at the very start of the individual
life— thus lessening the risk of the organism being
born old.'
Looking backwards over the various processes

processes of rejuvenescence

;

;

;

'
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briefly discussed in this article, we see the possibility of pathological variation or modification at
every turn. (1) The degree of development depends in some measure on the fullness of appropriate nurture ; the absence of certain stimuli in
the nurture may inhibit the full expression of the
In man's case we know that this
inheritance.
fortunately works both ways, for changes of

may hinder the opening of undesirable as
well as promising buds.
(2) The rehabilitation of
a long latent ancestral character may spell mischief ;
it may be that some types of criminals are Anachronisms of this sort. (3) Rudimentary organs
often show a considerable range of variability, and
nurture

a disturbance of balance may be caused by the
undue prominence or activity of a structure which
is normally dwindling away.
(4) It seems important to recognize that a great part of what is called
disease (apart from microbic disease) may be
described as metabolic processes which are occurring out of place and out of time. What may be
advantageous in one organism or organ or stage of
life may be fatal in another.
The involution or
retrogression which besets the thymus is normal,
but, if it besets the thyroid, it is likely to be fatal.

The

process which separates oft" the stag's antlers
every year would be a serious necrosis of the bone
if it occurred elsewhere.
With what would in
other cases be a pathological product of the kidneys
the male stickleback weaves the sea-weed into a
nest.
The capacity which is normalized in one
animal to effect regeneration may lead to a dangerous neoplasm in another.
7. Regression.
Regression is a term applied
by Galton and Pearson to the tendency exhibited
of
the
the
by
offspring
extraordinary members of a
stock to approximate towards the mean of that
stock.
It probably holds only in regard to blending characters, such as stature, and not in regard
to Mendelian characters.
It works both waj^s,
levying a succession tax on the highly gifted and
on those unusually defective. The mean height of
the sons of a thousand fathers of 6 ft. will be 5 ft.
10'8 in., approaching the mean of the general population
the mean height of the sons of a thousand
fathers of 5 ft. 6 in. will be 5 ft. 8'3 in., again
approaching the mean of the general population of
sons.
The reason for the fact of filial regression is
that the ancestry of any ordinary member of a
human community is always a fair sample of the
general population. Here again we have an illustration of the past living on in the present, the
thread uniting the various subjects treated of in

—

'

'

;

this article.
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Evolution, Heredity, Life and Death (Biological), Ontogeny and Phylogeny.
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RECEPTIVITY.— 'Receptivity'

is

a techni-

term used by Kant and those influenced by his
philosophy, and employed in one definitely reKant always talks about the
stricted way.
receptivity of impressions,' and uses this exprescal

'

sion to describe the sensuous faculty of the human
Sense is to him a mere faculty of receiving
soul.

passively what comes to the mind from a source
outside of it ; it is thus distinguished from understanding, which is a faculty in virtue of which
the mind originates the concepts necessary for the
scientific activity of

thought.
The notion of sense being a receptive faculty

is

ultimately derived from the Ari-stotelian philosophy. But the Aristotelian theory of the nature
of tlie sensuous faculty differs markedly from
the Kantian. According to Aristotle, sense is a
faculty, and the sense-organ is an instrument, by
which we receive in consciousness those characteristics which, taken together, constitute the form
or knowable nature of material objects; but,
while receptive, sense is at the same time discriminative, i.e., it is able to distinguish the different
sensuous qualities and to combine them (when
they are compatible) in a single perception.
Hence, according to Aristotle, sense manifests the
characters both of receptivity and of spontaneity,
features which Kant wished to assign to diverse
faculties of the soul.

—

IjITeraturb. Kant, Critique of Pure Reason, tr. J. M. D.
Meililejohn, London, 1860, pt. 1. 'Transcendental ^Esthetic' (at
beginning), pt. ii. 'Transcendental Logic' (at beginning); E.
Wallace, Outlines of the Philosophy of Aristotle^, London,
1883, p. 87 ff.
Windelband, Hist, of Philosophy, Eng. tr.,

W.

;

London and New York,

G. R. T. RoSS.

1893, p. 150.

RECHABITES.— Although

the very existence

of the Rechabites as a clan or community distinct
from, and yet at least to some extent incorporated
in, Judah would have been unsuspected save for
the narrative of Jer 35, it is evident from the
language there used that Rechabite characteristics
were well known at the end of the 7th cent. B.C.

—

It was maintained by Jeremiah (2i"^-)
perhaps not
altogether justly, inasmuch as the prophet did not
make allowance for the Canaanite elements in
Israel
that his own nation had shown a fickleness
in religion the like of which could be seen in no
other people ; and, by way of contrast, he showed
the loyalty of the Rechabites to ancestral custom.
Although the literal meaning of Jer 35^ is periiaps
not to be pressed, the natural inference from this
statement is that the Rechabites were not very
*
numerous, since the whole house
(by which
phrase we should naturally understand at least the
adult male members) were taken by Jeremiah into
one of the chambers of the Temple. Thereupon,
in response to an invitation to drink wine, the
Rechabites are represented as saying
We will drink no wine for Jonadab the son of Rechab our
father commanded us, saying. Ye shall drink no wine, neither

—

'

;

'

:

nor your sons, for ever : neither shall ye build house, nor
seed, nor plant vineyard, nor have any but all your days
ye shall dwell in tents that ye may live many days in the land
wherein ye sojourn. And we have obeyed the voice of Jonadab
the son of Rechab our father in all that he charged us, to drink
no wine all our days, we, our wives, our sons, nor our daughters
nor to build houses for us to dwell in neither have we vinejard,
nor field, nor seed but we have dwelt in tents, and have
obeyed, and done according to all that Jonadab our father
j'e,

sow

:

;

;

:

:

commanded

us.'

The Jonadab the son of Rechab here referred to
is evidently the same who is mentioned in 2 K
IQisff. a,s a supporter of Jehu in his attack on Baalworship. Prom the fact that he is called by the
'

'

'

'

Rechabites our father it might be inferred that
he was either the founder of a sect or gild or the
eponymous ancestor of a clan. Such an inference
is, however, inadmissible, since Jehonadab himself
is described (2
10^*) as 'son of Rechab'; it
seems better, therefore, to understand the word
father,' as in Jg 17'°, as used of a religious teacher
or law-giver. It is not improbable that it was in
the days of Jehu that the primitive Decalogue
setting forth the exclusive claims of Jahweh to
the ritual worship of Israel was drawn up (see art.
Israel), and at the same time Jehonadab may
have given to his own clan the rule of life wliich
thenceforth for more than two centuries they held

K

'

fast.

The term

'

'

Rechabite has frequently been regarded as equivalent to teetotaller,' but it is to
be noted that abstinence from wine was but part
of the rule which Jehonadab imposed upon his
'

RECOGNITION
people, the sum total of vhirh was insistence on
the continuance of a nomadic life and on tlie
repudiation of all Canaanite civilization, Jeremiah <lid not oiler the llechabites bread, which,
with the Chaldiean army in occupation of the
land, was perhaps scarcelj' to be obtained ; but it
may certainly be inferred from the Rechabites'
refusal to cultivate land and to sow seed that they
also abstained from cereal food, living in nomadic
fashion on milk.
The intense interest of the
episode lies in the fact that the llechabites, having

no
share in the great agricultural
only
feasts made obligatory in the older documents of
^.f.
Dt 16'-")—
the Pentateuch (Ex 'iS^^- 34i8- and consequently no share in the sacrifices ofi'eretl
on the occasion of these feasts (Ex 23'* 34^). In

no concern with agriculture, could have

liad

feasts— the

;

K lO-^, indeed, Jehonadab is represented as
accompanying Jehu when the latter went in to the
temple of Baal to oiler sacrihces and burnt ollerbut, since these sacrifices were ottered to
ings
Baal, whose worship Jehu was bent on destroying,
no argument can be drawn from the incident as to
Jeiionadab's view of sacrifice, even if he really was
associated with Jehu on this occasion.
The great prophets of the 8th and 7th centuries
2

'

'

;

B.C.

Am

(see

5-'-^,

Dt

Hos

Is

6",

l"-",

Mic

G^s,

use language which can
scarcely be interpreted otherwise than as meaning
that, according to the tradition to which the
prophets confidently appeal, sacrifice was unknown
in ancient Israelite religion
and, although it may
be urged that those few passages can have little
weight against the vast mass of testimony both of
the Pentateuch and of the historical books, the
wonder is, when we consider the dominance of
Zadokite religion and its influence on the Hebrew
Scriptures, not that we possess so few passages
in denunciation of sacrifice, but rather that we

Jer

7-1--3

;

cf.

5-") all

;

possess

any at

all.

It is significant that the first prophet whose
denunciation of sacrifice has come down to us is
Amos, the sheep-breeder of Tekoa, i.e. a man
whose manner of life, though he lived in a permanent dwelling, may be supposed in many
respects to have approximated to the nomadic
Whether
rather than to the agricultural life.
Amos, like the Rechabites, rejected wine is unHe denounces the drinking of wine in
certain.
the case of the Nazirites (2^-), and he certainly
disapproved of theprobably excessive wine-drinking
at BetRel (4^) but the more natural interpretation
of such passages as 2'^ 4^- ^ 5'^ is that he did not
and the same is
object to agriculture in itself
probably true of Hosea and the other pre-Exilic
;

;

prophets.
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Hebrew writers ascribe to the period of the monarchy is not attested by the older documents.
The genuine Israelites i.e. the immigrant clans
wiio subjected the Canaanites brought in with
them a monotheistic religion immeasurably
superior to the nature-worship of Canaan and
possessing neither sacrifice nor other barbarous
It is their voice that speaks in the noblest
rites.
passages of prophecy and of the Psalter, and they
are the true precursors of Jesus Christ.

—

—

—

LiTERATiRB. See W. H. Bennett,
and bibliography there given.

Rechabites in UDIS
R. H. KeNXETT.

art.

'

'

RECOGNITION.—

I. Recognition is the psychological process by which an object presenteil
in perception or imagination gives the impression
of iiaving already formed part of our experience.
The term 'object' is here used to include anything
from a sensory quality, colour, taste, odour, etc.,
to the contents of a novel or a philo.sophical system ;
the most frequent cases are, however, objects of
perception, as persons, animals, buildings, scenes,
melodies, etc. The impression of already experienced.' may have any degree of circumstantiality
thus a face, a gesture, a foreign word, may appear
vaguely familiar without any definite thought of
the previous occasion or occasions on which it
atlected us, while an odour or a scene may call
up with extreme vividness the exact date and
all the important details of the earlier experience.
2. Recognition has really two distinct stages,
the second of which frequently remains unrealized.
There is first the sense of familiarity,' an immediate awareness that the presented object is not
new to us ; this sense may not be formulated in
words, or in any cognitive terms, but may remain
a mere feeling ; practically it shows itself in our
adaptation or adjustment to the object ; during
mental abstraction a key, e.g., is grasped in a
different way from a knife or a pair of scissors.
'

;

'

Common words, everyday objects, frequently
repeated sense-qualities, etc., rarely pass beyond
this stage of immediate, direct, or indefinite reThe second stage is that in which
cognition.
associated ideas arise in the mind, the name of a
person seen, the place where a former meeting
took place, the topic of conversation, etc.
such
memories circumstantiate the process of recogniThis is mediate or
tion, and verify it if doubtful.
definite recognition
recognition in the strict sense
of renewed cognition.
It is obvious that, as a form
of knowing, recognition may be true or false,
An 'already experienced'
correct or incorrect.
may fail to be recognized, may not excite the sense
of familiarity, or call up the associated ideas
a
scene revisited after a term of years may impress
us as quite unfamiliar; a professor of i>hilosophy
is said to have read an article in an encyclopaedia
with much approval, and to have been gieatly
surprised to find his o\%ti name at the end. Again,
a 'new' object may give the sense of familiarity
that belongs to one that is old or already experienced an event that is being enacted before our
eyes appears as if it were the repetition of something we have already known, and we seem to
anticipate the details that are to follow.
modified form of this error is when an imagined
event, a tale read, an adventure described, or a
dream is falsely recognized as a real event that
has happened to oneself the so-called 'pathological
lying.'
Experiments show also that the degree of
subjective certainty or confidence has veiy little
relation to the objective accuracy of the recoga correct judgment may be hesitant and
nition
uncertain, whiJe a false recognition may have
absolute confidence behind it.
which arises is
3. The psychological problem
;

—

;

But, although the Rechabites kept their nomadic
customs down to the last days of the kingdom of
Judah, yet even they, or at all events some of
them, were finally compelled, at least to some
extent, to abandon their ancestral rule for in the
days of Nehemiah (S'-*) a Rechabite, Malchijah by
name, repaired a portion of the wall a fact which
implies that some members of the clan had adopted
a fixed habitation. Doubtless in Israel proper the
change from nomadic to agricultural life was
accomplished only gi-adually, and was more rajdd
in some clans than in others.
Probably, as iho
prejudice against Canaanite civilization was gradually broken down, certain elements more definitely
associated with Canaanite religion would still be
resisted for a considerable time.
Thus Hosea,
though he says that Jahweh has given the corn
and the wine and the oil (2^), regards raisin cakes
(3^) as an element of heathenism.
One thing, however, is certain
what was
possible for the Rechabites was possible for other
tribes also.
The unitv of the nation which later
;

—

:

'

'

;

A

—

;
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that of the analysis of the process of recognition,
as it actually occurs, the conditions on which it
depends, and the diflerences between its forms.
The classical theories of recognition are those
which emerged in the controversy between Hoffding
and Lehmann (see Literature below). According
to Hofiding, the typical form of recognition is the
immediate it represents the first stage beyond
pure sensation towards ideation, a half-way or
transition process, in which memory is involved,
a tied or implicate idea,' as opposed to the free
idea' of the memory-image. When a stimulus
which has already given rise to a sensation (of
colour, sound, or the like) is repeated after an
interval, the new sensation will be different from
the old, because of the latter's previous occurrence.
Further, Hoffding holds that this modification
takes place through the re-excitation of the earlier
sensation and the fusion of this element with the
new or direct presentation. The revival may not
be a separate or conscious one, the fusion being
between processes ratlier than products.
If A
represents the direct sensation, and a its image or
;

'

'

'

'

indirect revival, then recognition is really a com+ a-i + a2 + etc. Hoffding prefers the
plex of

A
— ),

where a represents the one or more

past experiences called up by the direct process A
and combining or fusing, subconsciously, with it.
The theory was connected, inconsistently, it may
be said, with the physiological assumption that,
when a sensation is repeated or revived in memory,
a similar modification takes place in the same part
of the brain as the original process ; each time it
occurs, some trace is left, by which the change
becomes easier with each successive repetition.
Bain ^ had already ascribed to this supposed fact
the effect of repetition in making any single impression adherent, i.e. more firmly impressed on
the mind, more easily retained and recalled. The
nerve tracks become more practicable the oftener
they are traversed. 'A process,' as James says,
fills its old bed in a different
way from that in
which it makes a new bed. ^ Psychologically Bain
'
infers only tliat a present occurrence of any object
'

'

view recalls the total impression made by
the previous occurrences, and adds its own
effect to that total.'
Thus there is a constant reinstatement of past impressions, and a correspondof
the
ing deepening
present impression, as an
experience is repeated. But for Hoffding a sensation or perception acquires through this repetition
a distinguishing mark the mark or character of
to the

all

—

knownness, or familiarity, by Avhich it is clearly
distinguished from entirely new sensations, or new
perceptions.
4. Lehmann's theory takes mediate recognition
as the typical form, and association by contiguity
as the process chiefly involved in it. When an
object is first perceived, we associate with it some
of its accompanying events or circumstances with
a person, e.g., the name, the actions, or the words
with a sense-quality, its name also, or its effect

—

;

upon us, some determining mark, some head of
classification.'*
On a second occasion, the object
tends to call up, by contiguity association, in
'

memory the associated name or mark
cording to Lehmann, is recognition.

;

this, ac-

When

the

ideas are distinct (date, scene, etc.), we have definite or circumstantial or explicit recognition ;
but, after frequent repetitions, an object may cease
to call up definite associates these remain below
the threshold of consciousness, but are none the
less active, and we have implicit or immediate or
direct recognition, which is thus a reduced form of
the first type.
James states it clearly when,
1 The Senses and the
Intellect^, London, 1868, pp. 338, 349.
;

2

Principles 0/ Psychology,

i.

674, note.

3 /ft.

referring to the recovery of a

sought for some time, he says
'

name which we have
:

trembles on the verge, but does not come.
Just such a tingling and trembling of unrecovered associates is
the penumbra of recognition that may surround anj' experience
and make it seem familiar, though we know not why.' 1
It tingles,

it

5. Recent experimental work suggests that the
process of recognition is much more complex and
varied than either of the above theories implies,
and that we learn to know a repeated object by
different signs or marks, just as we learn to know
a distant or a near, a beautiful or an ugly, object.
The characters which we learn to use as signs of
repetition, or of the 'already experienced,' vary

for different materials, for different individuals,
for the same individual at different times and
for different purposes.
They are, e.g., (1) the

and

facility or ease with which we perceive or notice
or grasp the object, its clearness and definiteness ;
(2) the feeling of agreeableness or pleasure, which
often accompanies this facility (3) verbal or other
determining marks attached to the object on its
earlier occurrence, and recalled by association ;
(4) expectation or anticipation of changes or effects
of the object, which are in fact realized, etc.
(5)
But the principal mark arises from the fact that
our organic and intellectual reaction to a repeated
object is different in a very characteristic way
from that to a totally or partially new one. In
the latter case, if we are interested, we make an
effort to appreciate the object, 'run the eyes over'
the outstanding points, imitate a movement with
our head or limbs, try to follow a sound with our
inward voice ; by this means we appropriate it,
link it on to our self 'complex.'
When it is
repeated, the whole reaction, through the law of
habit, runs off" with little or no effort, and the
attitude of appropriation is instinctively taken up.
Where for any reason the self-feeling is absent or
weak, or where reactions do not easily take place,
as in illness or senility or in any temporary lack
of attention, recognition fails in extreme mental
feebleness or degeneration the simplest everyday
impressions may appear entirely new and strange,
however often repeated. Conversely, in intense
pathological self-absorption, the strangest and
newest objects may give the illusion of 'the dejd
vu.'
In the former case recent events may be
revived as memories, yet fail of recognition re;

'

'

;

;

cognition and reproduction are, in fact, distinct
Recognition, says Claparfede, implies
processes.
a previous act of synthesis, an attachment to tlie
When the impression or image is
personality.
repeated, it is coloured by the self-quality, as it
were, Avhicli it received from being taken up or
assimilated into our consciousness. ^
There is

accordingly a primary and immediate certainty,
given by the immediate feeling or attitude of the
this is either weakened or
self to the impression
strengthened by the memories and associations
that subsequently arise, which, if adequate, make
the recognition into a definite or circumstantial
one.
False recognitions mostly depend on the instinctive confidence in the primary feeling, which
may be misled by some partial similarity between
the new and some old impression.
The very interesting experimental work on the
subject of recognition is summarized in Katzaroff'
and other papers ; see references in Literature
below.
Literature. H. Hoffding, OiMines of Psychology, Eng. tr.,
;

—
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tlie

;

'

;

;

.

.

and Christian), Salvation (Christian).

spirit

and

the

early

pure,

finite.

.

could come
which was imHence arose the

infinite,

angel Michael acting as recorder.

" the book of life
the book was
it,
register of the actual citizens of the theocratic coma rtjcister of
become
has
thus
This
book
.
.
earth.
on
munity
the citizens of the coming kint'doin of God, whether living or
n.d. [1913],
in
Bible,
Edinbur^'h,
Century
departed '(' Daniel,"

notion of the angel, a kind of ottshoot of the
divine, a being semi-human and semi-divine,
standing on a lower run^ of divinity than the

creations and
Deit}', mingling freely with eartlily
exercising over them an influence bearing the
strongest resemblance to that which came directly
from the Deity. The angel, in other words,
bridged the yawning gulf between the world and
God. It follows from this that, as the innumerable experiences of man during life and after deatli
were subject to angelic influences, the latter had,
in the imagination of early peoples, to be pigeonholed into separate and independent departments
Each angel had its own specialized
of activity.
task to see to, and each religion particularized
those tasks in its own way. The idea of a recording angel charged with a peculiar task of its own
and bearing a distinct name or series of names

"

'

As R. H. Charles puts

... a

.

p.

139X

into actual contact with matter,

imperfect, and

.

.

'

literatures of the world the angel is called upon
to perform a motley variety of tasks. The universe was recognized to be the scene of a ceaseless
divine activity. But it puzzled men to know how

God, who was pure

But
While

the succeeding ver.'-e.-<, the underlying i<lea seems
clearly that of some future divine judgment when
the righteous cla.sses and the wicked classes will
each reap their deserts, and the record of who's
who' will be found written in 'the book,' the

Forgiveness (NT

all

discriniiii.-aing.
'

'

'

RECORDING ANGEL. — In

defiant city of Jerusalem.

punishment must be

the unrepenting are to be slain witiiout mercy, the
angel was to set a mark on those who exi>ressed
sincere grief for their backslidings and who disThis mark
sociated themselves from the sinners.
was, presumably, to serve as a reference on the
meted out. Tinday when retribution would be
third passage is Dn 12^: 'And at that time shall
and there shall be a time
Michael stand up,
and at that time thy people shall
of trouble .
be delivered, every one that shall be found wrUfen
in the book.' When this is read in connexion with

;
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A

rabbi

the

of

Joseph (A.D.

c.

Mishnaic

50-c. 132),

epoch,

Akiba ben

summarized and elabo-

OT

conceptions of the account beMaker (without, however,
introducing the idea of the recording angel) in
a remarkably striking parable, thus
rated all these

tween

man and

his

:

Everything is given on pledge and a net is spread for all the
The shop is open and the dealer gives credit and the
living.
ledger lies open and the hand writes and whosoever wishes
to borrow may come and borrow but the collectors regularly
make their daily rouad and exact payment from man whether
he be content or not and they have that whereon they can
and the judgment is a judgment of
rely in their demand
truth, and everything is prepared for the feast' (Mishnah,
'

;

;

;

;

;

;

Iboth,

iii.

16).

The

'feast' refers to the leviathan, on the flesh of
which, according to a frequent idea of the Talmud
and Midrash, the righteous Israelites will regale
themselves in the beyond.
The rich angelologies of the Jews and Christians
(as well as of the Muhammadans, who borrowed
figures in Judaism, Christianity, and Muham- larjjely from the OT and the rabbinic writings)
raadanism. The function wliich it performs is, buSt further on these OT references to a recording
in the main, identical in all the three religious angel, and transferred the work of recording to
some one or other angel bearing a special name,
systems, but the details vary considerably.
In Judaism the Avork of the recording angel is the Deity becoming merely the recipient of the
of
indithe
deeds
account
of
that of keeping an
and in the mysticism
In rabbinic
record.
theology
viduals and nations, in order to present the record of the Z6hdr and media-val !^abbalrih generally,
at some future time before man's heavenly Maker.
the recording angel is kept particularly bu.sy in
The presentation of this record may take place one great department of activity viz. prayer.
duiing the lifetime of the individual or nation, or, Metatron (Gr. firjTdruip, Lat. metator, 'guide')
as is more often the case, after death ; and upon
usually plays this r51e. According to a statement
this record depends either the bliss or the pain in Midrash Tanhunid Genesis,^ as well as in the
which is to be apportioned in the after life. In Slavonic Book of Enoch, ^ it is the angel Michael,
the OT there are three passages which form a originally the guardian-angel of Israel, who was
Then transformed into Metatron, the angel whose
basis for these ideas. In Mai 3^' it is said
name is like that of his Divine Master' ^— a piece
they that feared the Lord spake one with another
and the Lord hearkened, and heard, and a book of of doctrine which may possibly have influenced the
remembrance was written before him, for them Christian doctrine of the Logos. So impressive
that feared the Lord, and that thought upon his was the work of Metatron that a rabbi of the
name.' Jahweh hears what His righteous servants early 2nd cent. A.D., Elisha b. Abnyah, confes.sed
say and resolves to reward them at some future to seeing this angel in the heavens and thus being
time for their steadfastness. The figure of speech led to believe that the cosmos was ruled by two
is derived from the custom of Persian monarchs,
powers.'* Of course such belief was heresy. Acwho had the names of public benefactors inscribed cording to a Talmudic statement, Metatron bears
in a book, in order that in due time they might be
the Tetragrammaton in himself. This was derived
suitably rewarded.^ In Ezk 9* the man 'clothed from Ex 23^^ where it is said of the angel who
in linen which had the writer's inkhorn by his would in the future be sent to prepare the way for
side,' is bidden to 'go through the midst of the
Beware of him
the Israelites
for my name
city, through the midst of Jerusalem, and set a
is in him.
mark upon the foreheads of the men that sigh and
Ha-Ned-ani
According to a passage in the Z6hdr (Midrash
that cry for all the abominations that be done in on section Haye-Sarah), Metatron 'is appointed to take charge
the midst thereof.' This man 'clothed in linen' of the soul every day and to provide it «ith the necessary light
is one of the six angels sent to exact speedy punish2 xxii. 6.
1 Ed. S.
Buber, Wilna, 1885, p. 17.

—

'

'

:

:

'

'

:

.

.

.

'

1

Cf.

Herod,

iii.

140, v. 11, viii. 85.

3T.B. Sanh. 386.

4

T.B. Haglgdh, \ba.
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It is he who
accorrling- as he is commanded.
detailed to take the recoid in the grave-yards from Dumah,
angel of death, and to show it to the Master. It is he who
is destined to put the leaven into the bones that lie beneath the
earth, to repair the bodies and bring them to a state of perfection in the absence of the soul which will be sent by God to its
appointed place [i.e. the Holy Land where they will again be
put into bodies, which have come thither through a process of
terrestrial transmigration a favourite idea of some rabbinic
theologians].'

from the Divine,

is

tlie

—

The Book of

Jubilees speaks of Enoch as the
heavenly scribe.' A similar description is applied
to Metatron in T.B. Hagigah, 15a, where he is
designated as he to whom authority is given to
sit down and write the merits of Israel.'^
In the
Jerusalem Targum to Gn 5-^ And Enoch walked
with God and he was not for God took him,'
the rendering is 'And he called his name [i.e.
Enoch's] Metatron, the great scribe.' In Targum
Jonathan to Ex 24^ And he said unto Moses,
Come up unto the Lord,' the paraphrase runs
'And unto Moses, Michael the archangel of
wisdom said, on the seventh day of the month,
Come up unto the Lord
while in Ascensio Isaice,
ix. 21, it is Michael who is honoured with the
name of heavenly scribe. From these various
references one readily infers that Metatron,
Enoch, and Michael were names given to angels
who were pre-eminent in the realms of wisdom
or scholar.ship, and Avho would, as such, be best
'
qualified to act as scribes or recorders of men's
'

'

'

'

:

;

'

'

;

'

'

'

deeds.

Passages in the Qur'an bear out this view of
a special scholarly angel who writes down the
record of men. In surah ii. the r61e is given to
Gabriel, who was so great an adept in the work
that the act of writing down the Qur'an for
Muhammad's benefit was actually ascribed to him.
Man's work on earth and God's work in heaven
were brought into touch with one another by
the scholarly recording activities of Gabriel. In
surah 1. another view is propounded.
When the two angels deputed to take account of a man's
'

'

'

behaviour take account thereof one sitting on the right hand,
the other on the left he uttereth not a word, but there is with
him a watcher ready to note it.'
;

:

Two

'

*

recording

angels seem to be in evidence

The meaning seems

here.

the dying

man may

to be that, although
refuse to speak, or be unable
'

to do so, yet the two recording angels can read
his inmost thoughts and take complete account of
'

them.

Sale puts qtiite another construction on
the text, which, however, seems very far-fetched
and improbable.
Quoting from the native commentary of Al-Beidawi, Sale
further tells of a Muhammadan tradition to the effect that the
angel who notes a man's good actions has the command over
him who notes his evil actions and that when a man does
a good action, the angel of the right hand writes it down ten
times ; and when he commits an ill action the same angel says
to the angel of the left hand, Forbear setting it down for seven
hours peradventure he may pray, or may ask pardon (note on
'

;

'

;

Koran, new ed., London, 1825, ii. 350).
of the ' good always preponderating
'
over the
evil
is taught abundantly in the
rabbinic writings, as is also the idea of a respite
ever being open to the condemned even at the
eleventh hour, at the bar whether of human or of
divine justice (see T.B. Taantth, 11a, where it is
said that ' two ministering angels who
accompany
man, they give witness for him'). In the same
passage in T.B. Ta'anith it is further said
When man goes to his everlasting home, all his works on
earth are passed in review before him, and it is said to him, On
such and such a day thou didst do such and such a deed
The
man replies. Yes. Then it is said to him. Seal it [i.e. your
evidence]. He seals it and thus admits the justice of the
surah

1.

in Sale's

The idea

'

'

:

'

!

Divine decree.'

Here man
angel
view.

becomes
own recording
—obviouslydeath
a higher and more philosophical
after

23 also II Enoch,
In the Zohdr the two
thus, Me^atron-Enoch.
1

2

iv.

;

his

liii.

2.

names are frequently put together

Further references in rabbinical
literature are as follows

and apocalyptic

:

In T.B. Mfgilldh, 15b, the phrase in Est 6i about the sleepessness of the king is applied to God 'the king of the world,'
bids that 'the book of records of the Chronicles' be
brought to Him. It is then found that Shimshai the scribe
Ezr
(see
4^*) has erased the passage recording Mordecai's rescue
of Ahasuerus, but Gabriel rewrites it 'for the merit of Israel."
Thus Gabriel becomes here a kind of national registrar. The
Testament of Abraham, the Book of Jubilees, Enoch, the Syriac
Apocalypse of Baruch, and 2 Esdras all speak of the day of the
great judgment, when angels and men alike will be called
before the bar of justice and the book in which the deeds of
men are recorded will be opened. According to the Testament
of Abraham (A. xii.), this book in wliich the merits and demerits are written is ten cubits in breadth and six in thickness
Each man will be surrounded by two
(cf. Ezk 29f-, Zee 5if-)angels, one writing down his merits and the other his demerits,
while an archangel weighs the two kinds against each other in
a balance. Those whose merits and demerits are equal remain
in a middle state (corresponding to the purgatory of the
Church) and the intercession of meritorious men, such as
Abraham, saves them and brings them into paradise. The
permanent recorder is Enoch, the teacher of heaven and earth,
the scribe of righteousness,' and the other two angels are
assistant recorders. This is probably the origin of the Qur'an
statement alluded to above.

who

'

The Pharisaic school of thought, as reflected in
the Mishnah, Talmud, and the Jewish liturgy
generally, transferred a great deal of the eschatological connotations of the recording angel to
Whilst admitting
life on earth.
that man will be judged and his record taken in
a hereafter, the rabbis taught that on the Jewish
New Year's Day (Rosh Ha-Shanah, the first day
of Tishri) the Books of Life and Death lie open
before God, who as the Recorder par excellence
looks through the records which He has put down
against the name of each individual throughout
the course of the year and then seals each one's
The medieeval
destiny for the coming year.
!^abbalah has amplified this doctrine with the
addition of large angelological hierarchies into
which man's soul enters on New Year's Day to
hear its own favourable or unfavourable record
from the mouth of hosts of recording angels. But
the main trend of Jewish belief is in the direction
of that simple but higher faith which holds that
there is but one recording angel for or against
man's temporal

man — God.
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RECREATION.— See Amusements.
REDEMPTION.— In this article the

question

of the redemption of the first-born is discussed ;
the theological aspects of redemjition are considered

under Salvation.

—

In the Pentateuch there are
I. Introductory.
several references to the sacrifice of firstlings, and
to the redemption of first-born sons and firstlings
In E, The Book of
of unclean domestic animals.
the Covenant' (Ex 22^^'-), first-born sons are to be
given unto the Lord, also firstlings of oxen and
sheep. According to J, every firstling male is to
be set apart to the Lord and sacrificed. But the
firstling of an ass is to be redeemed with a lamb,
or, if it is not redeemed, its neck is to be broken.
First-bom sons are also to be redeemed, but the
'

valuation is not fixed. This custom is connected
with the deliverance from Egypt and the slaying
of the first-born of man and beast there (Ex IS'^"^* ;
cf. 34^^'').
In P all first-born of man and beast
are to be sanctified to the Lord (Ex 13"-). The
firstling of an unclean beast is to be ransomed

REDEMPTION
to thine estimation' ^>^m5 one-fifth
sold according to thy estimation
Elsewhere in P the hallowing of the
(Lv27-'"-).
lirst-born of man and beast is associated, as in J,

'according
more, or

'

'

with the smiting of the
Egyptian lirst-born, but
the Levites are said to have ueen taken instead of
the first-born of the Israelites or of those more
than a month old, and their cattle instead of
tlie other Israelites' firstlings.
Twenty thousand
Leviies take the place of as many first-born Israelites numbered at the time, and the overplus of 273
first-born are redeemed by a money-payment of
five shekels each to Aaron and his sons (Nu 3"'- *^"-).
In another passage from P the first-born of man
and beast are made over to Aaron and his sons,
but those of men, from a month ohl, are redeemed
for five shekels.
Firstlings of oxen, sheep, and
goats are not redeemed their blood is sprinkled
on the altar, the fat burned, and the flesh eaten
by the priests. The firstlings of unclean beasts
are to be redeemed (Nu 18'").
Lastly in Dt IS'"
firstling males of flock and herd are sanctified to
the Lord, and are to be eaten by the owner and
his household in the place which the Lord shall
choose.
Such as are blemished may be eaten at

earlier legislation the breaking of the

unredeemed animal shows that the
regarded as

be noticed

may

first.

in detail in these passages
(1) Eating the flesh of

in Dt. this is done by owner and housefirstlings
These differing
hold, in P by Aaron and his sons.
laws seem to ' reflect the usage of two different
:

^
(2) The redemption of
periods of the history.'
the fir.st-born in E nothing is said of the redemption of the first-born of men
in J their redemption
value is left vague in P it is fixed at five shekels
but again in P the origin of the Levites as a
•sacred class is referred back to a redemption of
:

;

;

;

the existing first-born of men, the overplus being
redeemed at five shekels. Here there is obviously
a myth originating at a period when the redemption value of the first-born had become fixed. As
to the cattle of the Levites being regarded as
sacred instead of the firstlings of the other Israelites' cattle, which, according to Nu 18", could not
be redeemed, this may show that the myth belongs
to a time when the legislation regarding firstlings
had fallen into abej^ance. (3) In E the 'giving'
of the first-born of men to God is not connected,
as in J and P, with the slaying of the first-born
in Egypt.
in J
(4) Fii-stlings of unclean beasts
the firstling of an ass is to be redeemed in P firstlings of unclean beasts, as if now other unclean
animals than the ass had been domesticated. In
J and P the methods of valuation also differ.
are thus confronted with legislation which
varied from age to age, and which perhaps was no
more than ideal at any given time. It also tended
to be ex]ilained mythically, or fictitious reasons for
the sanctity of the first-bom were apt to be given.
2. Redemption of the
firstling of the ass.— As
the firstlings of domestic animals, like the firstfruits of the earth, were sacrificed or made over to
God (see artt. Firstfruits, First-born), those of
the ass, a domestic animal, were His also. But
asses and probably some other domestic animals
were 'unclean,' i.e. unfit for sacrifice or for eating.
Hence in their case arose the idea of redemption,
the word used in Ex 13^*, padah, being that which
always was used with reference to redemption
from death or slavery (cf. 1 S 14-*', Ps 49''- '^).
:

;

'

'

We

Another

animal was offered in its stead,
it was killed, but not sacriits neck was broken without
ficially
shedding of
blood, so that it could be of no further use to
its owner.
Later legislation permitted it to be
redeemed at phis one-fifth of its value, or simply
to be sold for the benefit of the
In the
or, if

sacrificial

not so redeemed,
;

sanctuary.

1

S.

R. Driver, The Book of Exodus,
Cambridge, 1911, p. 105.

neck of the

was

firstling

itself sacrosanct, or

tabu, whether it
sacrificed or not.
of
the
first-born
child.
There is
3. Redemption
little doubt that some special sanctity attached (o
the first-born.
He was the first gift of God after
marriage. In a sense he was God's property. Or
the blood of the kin flowed purest and strongest
in him.' '
Was he therefore sacrificed ? That the
Semites sacrificed children, and frequently the
first-born, is certain, though whether all the first-

was

—

'

born were once regularly sacrificed has not been
confirmed.
Thp jar-buried

infants found at sacred sites in Palestine
cannot be proved to be first-bom children. It has also been
questioned whether thej' were sacrificial victims.^

The question

;

home (cf. 12«'- i"'- U^).
The main differences

607

of the

redemption of the first-born

by some rite or equivalent sacrifice or money-payment, which appears strictly as a Hebrew custom,
is one which arose either (1) because of the inherent
sanctity of the first-born or (2) because he ought to
be sacrificed.
Now the regular sacrifice of the
first-born among the Hebrews in historic times is
open to question. The references in the OT to
sacrifices of children are frequently general (2

W

21«

23";

Lv 18^ 'any

cf.

of

K
A

thy seed').

son or daughter (not males exclusively, and not
Nor was
always the first-born) was sacrificed.
this sacrifice, when called for, always performed in

The king of Moab sacrificed his eldest
son, who was thus not an infant (2
3'-^), and so
in the case of Isaac and of Jephthali's daughter.
Thus even outside Israel the custom occurs not in
infancy a point not sufficiently noticed by writers
on this subject and only on occasion of some
infancy.

K

—

—

great calamity. That the Hebrews had such an
occasional practice, or borrowed it, is not unlikely,
and no more than this need be signified in Mi 6",
where thousands of rams and ten thousands of
rivers of oil show that Micah is speaking hyperIn Ezk 20^6 'all that openeth the
bolicallj^.
'

'

'

'

womb'

spoken of as sacrificed to Molech in
custom had become general. But,
if general, it need only have been so
upon certain
necessary occasions, when, if human sacrifice was
is

Israel, as if the

to occur, the first-bom was chosen.
As far as
Israel was concerned, the practice in historic times
was borrowed, whether in earlier times it had
been more general or not. This is shown by the
words of the prophets, who may be presumed to

have known the

facts.

Jeremiah and Ezekiel malce this

clear, but their words seem
show that the people, seeing these costly sacrifices among
the Phoenicians, deemed that they were due also to God in time
of disaster.
The practice of redeeming the first-born was
regarded as merely permissive. Occasion might arise when
this permission must be disregarded. Jeremiah says that God
never commanded such sacrifices (7^1 195), and Ezekiel (20^)
regards the current interpretation of Ex 1312 as a mistake— a

to

pollution.

Further, special privileges attached to the

bom, showing that he was not

Dt

2116

;

cf.

1

Ch

and the method

51 [disgracing

which
(Ex 4-;
in

sacrificed

(Gn

first-

25'-,

the birth-right])

Israel

is

;

spoken of as

God's first-born
cf. Jer 31» [Ephraim],
Ps 89" [Messiah as God's first-bom]) shows that
the first-born was specially favoured, not sacrificed.
The words of Micah (6^) and Ezekiel (202«)
belong to the period Avhen the Israelites borrowed
the custom from their neighbours. So, too, probably does the story of Isaac's sacrifice, in which
the victim is commuted or redeemed by a ram a
far less spiritual thought than Micah's.
Why then was the first-born redeemed? (1) If
the custom of sacrificing the first-born had once
been general in early times, as perhaps the state-

—

1

465
3

W. R. Smith, Religion of the Semites^, London,
cf. Gn 493, Dt 21 tf.
W. H. Wood, £tr xxxvi. [1910] 166 ff.
;

1894, p.
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of the law in Ex 22^^ and the similarity of
expressions in the case of the first-born and firstlings (Ex 22-"^- 34^3) suggest, the redemption must
be a softening of the practice in an age which had

ment

morally outgrown it and demanded a more humane
custom. Yet that age must have been previous to
that of Moses, since he, a first-born son,^ was not
The idea that the lirst-born was due to
sacrificed.
God still remained hence he had to be redeemed,
when
even
redeemed, he might still be sacriand,
ficed when sufficient occasion arose.
This appears
to underlie the story of Isaac, which may be a
later tale explaining the origin of the redemption.
Otherwise it was explained by the fact tliat, since
God had slain the first-born of Egypt, therefore
the first-born of Israel must be redeemed a theological explanation in an age when the true

sacrifices of the first-born among other
peoples
needs sifting. Several instances refer not to sacrifice but to infanticide.
Not all are supported by
clear evidence, nor do all refer exclusively to the

first-born.^

;

—

rationale of the practice

was

forgotten.

Frazer assumes that not the first-born of Egj^jt were
slain, but those of Isi'ael in some sacrificial ritual liy priestly
executioners at Passover. This was afterwards commuted by
the sacrifice of a lamb, its blood being smeared on the doorposts instead of that of the child. That a strong tradition of
some tragic event occurring to the Israelites should thus be
transformed is most unlikely. That event was some species of
plague, not slaugiiter, and it is most unlikely that a joyous
feast should originate in such general sacrifice of Israelite
J. G.

children. 2

In the curious stoiy in
was to be given as
Moses, the circumcising of
of redemption.
The story
method of accounting for
child

Ex

4:"*'^-,

if

Zipporah's

an ofiering in place of
him would be a species
would thus be another
the redemption of the

first-born.'
(2) If, on the other hand, the practice of occasionally sacrificing first-born children arose through
Israel's contact with peoples who regularly or
occasionally followed this practice, it would be
felt that the first-born was due to God, and, when

not sacrificed, must be redeemed. The technical
term for the Molech sacrifice was 'cause to pass
over to Molech.' The same terra is used in Ex
13^, 'cause to pass over to Jahweli,' even when
the redemption is insisted on.
(3) Again, apart altogether from sacrifice, if
a special sacredness,
a congenital holiness,' *
attached to the first-born, which resulted in his
being regarded as God's property or as tabu, some
act of removal of holiness or of tabu Avas necessary
the rite of redemption before he could be considered as an ordinary mortal. The ' redemption
was a redemption from sanctity.
(4) Others, again, have supposed that in the
redemption Ave are to see not a toning doAvn of an
ancient custom Avhich had demanded human sacrifice, but only an expedient for extending the pre'

—

—

'

'

cept relating to firstlings so as to include men and
non-sacrificial animals.'* This is akin to W. R.
Smith's A'ieAV that, when the belief in tlie 'congenital holiness' of the first-born of men and
animals came to mean that such holy things were
set aside for sacrifice, the obvious unsuitability of
human or unclean animal ofterings led to their
being redeemed.* Wellhausen also regards the
claim to the human first-born as merely a later

finds

ethnic

an echo

by an offering.^ In Muhamthe victim a ram or goat sacrificed
soon after the birth of a child is called a ransom
for the child.* Reference may also be made to the
May ritual described by Ovid, in which the housefather threAV black beans over his shoulder to
the ghosts, with the Avords nine times repeated,
'
With these beans I redeem me and mine.'* The
custom of redemption, if it Avas actually redemption from sacrifice as illustrated in the story of
Isaac, has parallels in ethnic myth and practice in
Avhich an animal takes the place of an earlier
human victim, not necessarily a first-born. At
the temple of Artemis Triclaria it had formerly
been the custom to offer a beautiful youth and
maiden, but in the time of Pausanias this sacrifice
Avas commuted.
Pausanias also mentions the offering of a goat to Dionysus at Potni?e in place of an
earlier youth.® At Laodicea the annual stag sacrifice AA'as believed to take the place of a former
ottering of a maiden.'' In Babylonia the rite in
Avliich an animal was slain for a sick man
its life
for his life, its head, neck, breast for his head,
breast
some
of
commutaneck,
suggests
species
but

is

redeemed

'

—

madan custom

—

When human sacrifices Avere

tion or substitution.*

prohibited among the Celts of Gaul, the Druids
offered a victim symbolically, pretending to strike
him, and draAving from him a little blood.^ In
many quarters other commutations of human sacrifice occur, often with legends attached to them
shoAving that they originated in more humane
feelings.
Frequently effigies of human beings are
offered, as among the Villalis, Gonds, Chinese,
Japanese, and Romans ; or a coco-nut is offered
because of its resemblance to a human head ^^
or, again, an animal victim takes the place of a
human, Avhen people cannot afford the latter, as
among the Tshis.^^
;

These correspond to commutations of animal
general to the offering of a less for
a more important object. For, as Servius says,
sacrifices, or in

The simulacrum is accepted in place of the real object
hence when certain animals, difficult to obtain, are demanded
in sacrifice, images of them are made of bread or wax, and are
'

;

received

in their stead.' 12

LiTEBATUEB.

—This

is

suflBciently indicated in the notes.

J.

generalization.''
:

1

Miriam and Aaron were probably children by a previous

marriage see Driver's note to Ex 22.
2 Seo r;r.-K
pt iii., The Dying God, London, 1911, p. 176.
* VV. R. Smith2,
3 Cf. EBi ii. ir.26.
p. 465.
s ECi iv. 4913.
B W. R.
Smith-, p. 465.
7
Prokijam^na zur Gesch. Israels^, Berlin, 1886, p. 90.
;

3

but

the probability is that the legislation is late, and
that the language is coloured either by that used
of firstlings or by that used regarding actual sacrifices of the first-born among the Canaanites.
Wellhausen and W. R. Smith reject the idea of
the early general sacrifice of the Hebrew first-born.
J. G. Frazer accepts it, but his evidence of similar
1

2

first;

—

—

'

To sum up the language regarding the
born suggests an earlier custom of sacrifice

—

The HebrcAv
practices.
in folk-tales in which childless parents agree to give up their first-born to
some one Avho ofiers to remove the Avife's barrenness.
These tales arose in some custom of dedication of
first-born to a deity.
In some such stories a gift
or a .substitute is offered instead— a suggestion of
It
is
also
remarkable that Syriac
redemption.*
women Avill voav an unborn child to a Muhanimadan saint at his shrine, yet 'in that case the
child is not slain, as may ones have been the case,
Parallel

4.

custom

A. MacCulloch.

GBS, pt. iii., The Dying God, p. 179 ff.
MacCulloch, CF, p. 410 f.
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Lane, Arabian Society in the
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p. 273
to the Striges in place of the new-born infant, with the words,
Take, I pray thee, heart for heart, and vitals for vitals we give
you this life instead of a better one.'
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REFORMATION
REDEMPTORISM.— See Lic.uoiu.
RED INDIANS.— See America.
REFORMATION.— The great upheaval wliich

call the Iteforination was very much more than
a religious rising of Teutonic Europe in the 16th
century. We can trace its origin to the beginnings of monasticism and Northern Christianity,
and watch the gathering of the storm all down the
Middle Ages. The acute religious conflict lasted
all througii the 17th cent., and is separated by
no sharp break from its secular consequence and

we

counterpart, the great Liberal movement which
began with the English Commonwealth and the
American Kevolution, and now seems passing into
social reconstruction.
The issues of the Reformation have broadened out, but in altered forms tliey
are the living issues of our own day, for they raise
the permanent questions of the society and the
individual, authority and reason, slavery and

freedom,

religious,

intellectual,

political,

and

Nor was the Reformation purely Teutonic

social.

has maintained itself
origin, though
Latins and Slavs
chiefly among Teutonic peoples.

in

its

it

were as restive

a,s

Teutons under

tlie

yoke

of

Even now Protestantism can claim Slavs

Rome.

on the shores of the Baltic and in France it has
always been strongest in the Latin south. Least
It was
of all was it a purely religious movement.
the issue of a vast complex of forces, intellectual,
and social as well as religious, acting in
Solitical,
ifierent
ways and with constantly varying inIn England and
tensity in different countries.
Sweden its course was guided by kings, in
in
France, Bohemia, and
Germany by princes,
Poland by nobles, in the German cities and
Switzerland by burghers. Its first political tendency was in England to despotism, in Germany
and France to civil strife, in the United Provinces
At Geneva it set up a theocratic
to freedom.
republic, in Germany and England it gave the
Church an Erastian form. Thus its first results
The variations
were of bewildering diversity.
of Protestantism were real, though the Romish
argument founded on them is frivolous. A great
revolution takes more than one generation to
Its
bring ideas and institutions into harmony.
early leaders have to pick their way tnrough
many stumbles. They see its meaning dimly and
in part, and often the boldest of them, like Luther
after the Peasants' War, shrink from what they
had thought they saw. So the Reformers carried
over more medieval ideas than they knew, and
their successors have ever since been slowly and
;

'

'

often reluctantly thro\ving
ness of the Reformation

done — though

them
is

olF.

less

in

The greatwhat was

—

that was great than in
greater work which it made possible.
Almost all the fruitful thoughts of Europe for
the last four centuries, even in Roman Catholic
countries, are direct or indirect results of the
actually

the

still

Reformation.

Our work is threefold (1) we have first to
trace the causes of the Reformation, giving a
short view of earlier attempts at reform, and of
the new conditions which made it possible in the
16th cent. ; (2) we must then indicate the
:

deeper

principles of the Reformation, and say something
of their practical tendency ; (3) lastly, we must
give a comparative view of the different forms
which it assumed, and point out some of the
causes and consequences of this variety. It is not
our purpose to narrate events or to enumerate
details which are better left to particular treatises.
If our picture of the mediaeval Church
appears to
some too darkly coloured, it must be remembered
that a statement of grievances is not the whole
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not

liere

presented as the whole

Uii the other hand, tiie grievances
real,

were

more general, more scandalous, more

integrally connected with the doctrine of the
Cliurch than its apologists are willing to admit,
and often too outrageous and abominable to be
more than hinted at in the more decent language
of modern times. If the picture is dark, the background is darker still, for much of the worst must
be left untold.
I. Causes
of the Reformation.
The loose
organization of the apostolic clinrches was shaped
by the needs of the next generation into a uniform
system of government by bishops, and this again
was consolidated by the needs of the Christian
Empire into a great confederation of churches
which called itself the Holy Catholic Church, and
claimed to be the sole dispenser of salvation. It

—

was a grand system

but where was the laj'uian ?
priesthood was forgotten, and more and
more his access to God was only through the
ministrations of the Church.
Then came the monks. Their flight was from
an evil world which a worldly Church had failed
but it was almost as much a flight
to overcome
from the Church itself. True, they were neither
heretics nor schismatics, but the most zealous of
churchmen, Mhose ascetic zeal jiut to shame the
worldliness of the priests.
Many a time the
monks rushed in where bishops feared to tread.
None the less, the principle of monasticism was
ultimately subversive of the Church system. That
principle was neither asceticism nor seclusion, for
these were confessedly no more than means to an
The man retired
It was individualism.
end.
from the world, not only because the world was
wicked, but also because the Church in the world
could not give him what he wanted.
'Doubt
makes the monk was a German proverb. What
he wanted was to save his soul, and to save it in
his o^vn way, because he had not found the priest's
way satisfactory. Therefore he sought out for
himself a monastery of like-minded men, and in
its rule he found his freedom.
However the priest
might magnify his office, there must be a direct
Else how could
access to God without him.
hermits be saints? Yet neither was the monas-

His

;

roj'al

;

'

tery essential, whatever help and comfort his
fellows might give him (for in the Eternal's
presence he must stand alone), nor was the asceticism essential ; it was only the belief of the time,
and might be abandonee! if he ceased to find it
the more excellent way. But, though priests and
monks were often at variance, they never clearly
saw that their conceptions of religion were radically difl'erent. The Church made peace by taking
the monasteries into the system, and allowing
them services of their own which did not require
But the two
the administration of sacraments.
antagonistic principles were held together chiefly
by the common belief of churchmen that asceticism is the higher life. If ever that belief came to
be discredited, the individualism would not fail to
seek expression outside the Church system. It is
not accidental that so many of the Reformers,

from Luther and Bucer downwards, had once been

monks or friars.
Then came the conversion of the Northern
peoples.
They were docile enough on doctrine,
whatever their practice might be, and showed
no taste for heresy. They accepted the Church
system as it came to them, and even helped a
develop it, for they took very kindly to
stories of hell-fire, and thought it only
natural to pay for their sins as they paid for their
little to

lurid

crimes. No doubt God would accept a wergild.
Nevertheless, the fact remained that the system
was not simply Christian, but Latin and sectarian,
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shaped by Latin hands and saturated by Latin
thought. The Northern peoples were as yet no
more than children in the faith but, when they
grew to man's estate, they were not unlikely to
throw ott" the Latin tutelage and shape their
religion into Northern forms, perhaps equally
;

sectarian.

The next great step was the Hildebrandine
reformation and the rise of the medireval papacy.
If the pope could bring some order into the
anarchy of feudalism and the scandalous confusion of the Church, he was welcome to set St.
The
Peter's chair above the thrones of kings.
opposition of the emperors was not a Teutonic
revolt
the Saxons always held with the pope.
:

The imperialist literature of Germany and Italy,
joined for a moment by Gerard of York in
England, only disputed some of the papal claims,
and scarcely touched the doctrine and system of
the Church. Its power was finally broken by the
fall of the Hohenstaufens, and its echoes died
away with the Schoolmen of Ludwig iv. The last
imperial coronation at Rome was performed in
peace (1452), because Frederick III. was not worth
a scuffle in the streets.
But long before that time the Hildebrandine
dream of a righteous papacy governing the wicked
world had faded into the light of common day.
The higher the pope's power rose, the more his
kingdom became a worldly kingdom, seeking
worldly ends by worldly means. It was indeed a
mighty world-power, with its thousands of priests
in the parishes and chantries with its armies of
;

monks, Benedictine, Cluniac, Cistercian, recalling
three great religious revivals with its troops of
prowling round the land not to mention
the vast numbers of dependents of the Church.
Not half the inmates of a monastery were monks.
It was a vast and ancient system, resting upon the
twin strongholds of transubstantiation, Aviiich gave
the priest a more than royal dignity, and auricular
confession, which laid open to him every secret of
private life, and above all upon the ancient horror
of heresy.
All sins might be forgiven, but the sin
;

friars

;

of heresy could not be forgiven, because it denied
the only power which had authority on earth to

forgive sins.
But the Church

was full of scandals, moral,
and political and these were the grievances which in the end compelled some to face
the risk of heresy by questioning its doctrines. In
the first place, the Hildebrandine reformation had
If celibacy was supfailed to cleanse the Church.
posed to lift the priest above the mire of the world,
auricular confession plunged him back into it, for
the priest's ear became the sink of the parish.
And the celibacy itself was full of dangers, on
which we must not enlarge, for the grossness of
the Middle Ages cannot be told in decent lanSuffice it that in practice the vow of
guage.
chastity commonly abolished nothing of marriage
but God's holy ordinance. Many priests kept it
faithfully, though often at the cost of struggles
which hardened and demoralized them in other
ways but, unless all the evidence is false, a much
larger number had focarim, or did worse, and
many of these were compelled by their flocks in
Other
their own interests to keep focarim.
temptations of a lonely priest settled among the
rustics are obvious, and gave plenty of scandal to
financial,

;

'

'

;

his neighbours.
Yet, after all, more offence was caused by the
worldliness of the many than by the flagrant
The wealth of the Church
vice of not a few.
was enormous. In Sweden it held two-thirds of
the land, and perhaps one-third or two-fifths

in England, where the accumulation had been
checked by the Statute of Mortmain (1279). If

the bishops were generally modest in Italy, they
were great lords in England, where the primate
stood next to the sovereign, and the bishop of
Durham ruled the Scottish border almost as a
Still more magnificent was their state in
king.
Germany and Hungary. Men said that the
donkeys and the women in the host of Christian
of Mainz were more in number than Barbarossa's
army. But this vast wealth was very unequally

There Avere a few favoured pluralists,
whose wealth was the envy of the rest and a
scandal to the laity.
One of these might hold
I)erhaps half-a-score of church preferments and
distributed.

leave their duties undone, or done after a fashion
by cheap hirelings, while he spent his time in the
service of pope or king, or intriguing at their
courts for new and more lucrative appointments.
In England the bishoprics were commonly the
reward of success in the king's business, from

Flambard and Thomas to Morton and Wolsey
and in Germany it was much the same in FranIn the later
conian and Hohenstaufen times.
Middle Ages we see a class of pure aristocrats,
such as Courtenay and Arundel, Beaufort and
Neville in England and in Germany this was the
;

;

prevailing type. The three clerical electors at the
time of the Reformation were all nobles Albert

—

of Brandenburg, Hermann of Wied, Richard of
Greitt'enklau.
The aristocratic character of the
German hierarchy was not a novelty of the

Reformation.

But large numbers

were needy.
been suflicient, and
were in some cases ample. But a great deal was
appropriated by the monks. A monastery took
the endowments of a parish, and was supposed to
provide for the cure of souls, perhaps only by
sending a monk to say mass on Sundays. The
Lateran Council of 1179 ordered them to provide
resident vicars, and earnest churchmen of the next
The
century managed at last to enforce this.
monastery took the great tithes of corn, and left
Thus many rich
the small tithes to the vicar.
livings were reduced by appropriations to poor
curacies, while many more were impoverished by
pensions granted on them by the poj)es. And a
needy man is apt to be rapacious and ignorant.
There could not be much respect for a priest who
was forced to wrangle over petty dues, and could
He had some
hardly say his old mmnpsimus.
excuse for ignorance, but sometimes it was very
Nor were his administrations edifying,
dense. ^
for they were all in Latin, except parts of the
The mass was said in a low
marriage service.
voice, and the people were not supposed to follow
the service but to occupy themselves with their
private devotions, and there were primers for such
If the canonized emperor
as were able to read.
Heinrich li. could make a fool of his unlearned
chaplain by erasing from the mass-book the fii'st
syllables of the prayer pro (fa)mulis et (fa)mulabus
tuis,' we may imagine what a rustic parish would
do with Sir John Lacklatin or Sir John Mumblematins.
We must go to Russia for a modern
parallel to the mixture of superstitious dread of
the priest's mysterious powers with good-natured
contempt for his person.
The monasteries were in a similar state in the
Some were rich, some very
later Middle Ages.
poor, many were burdened with debt, and all were
impoverished by papal exactions. An abbot could
scarcely get his election settled without spending
perhaps two years' revenue on a journey to Rome,
with fees and presents to pope and cardinals.
Besides this, the monasteries had outlived their
Their endowments

of the i^riests

may have

'

'

'

'

'

'

1

'

There were priests in the diocese of Gloucester in 1551 who
know who was the author of the Lord's Prayer, or

did not

where

it

was

to be found.
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They spent little on the poor, and
learning had found a more congenial home in
the universities. The monks had long ceased to
usefulness.

and had become mere landlords.
The
houses had been half emptied by the Black Death,
and had never recovered their numbers some,
indeed, were so decaj'ed that they liad to be suppressed for want of inmates. Pious founders had
ceased to build new houses, and endowed colleges
and chantries. Their moral condition was various.
Some were well conducted, others as bad as bad
labour,

;

could

be, for here again the worst cases are
sheltered by their very foulness. But the larger
number were worldly rather than depraved,
though they had more than occasional scandals.
There was always an aristocratic flavour about
the monasteries ; and now the inmates of the
richer houses lived very much as their neighbours

They hunted and hawked, attended chapel
by deputations in rotation, ate flesh, and were
notorious lovers of good living. This was very far
from the rigour of the monastic rule, and gave
did.

much

occasion for blaspheming, but at

all

events

was not flagrant vice. The worst of the matter
was not that flagrant vice was by no means rare,
but that it was hardly ever seriously punished.
The rule of the order was strict enough, but the
abbot was often himself the worst offender in
the way of evil living, embezzlement, and even
nmrderous assault. The bishop was sometimes an
it

offender likewise, often too busy with State affairs
to look after his diocese
and the strongest and
most earnest might well hesitate to take in hand
a bad case, where he was likely to be met by a
claim to exemption backed up M'ith forged charters
and entailing years of litigation at Rome, to be
finally decided by bribery or by the fixed policy of
the Church to smother scandals rather than amend
them.
At worst, a peccant priest might be removed to another parish, or an outrageous abbot
induced to retire on a handsome pension.
The condition of the friars was very similar, but
distinctly worse. Their beginnings were splendid,
;

but within a century the tale was different. They
evaded their corporate poverty by vesting the
property of the order in trustees or the pope and,
;

when some of the Franciscans insisted that their
poverty must be real, Pope John XXII. decided
against them that Christ and His apostles had
property, so that poverty is not necessary for the
highest Christian life. This decision stultified the
whole system of mendicancy, so that henceforth,
while some of the most earnest seekers after God
still became friars, others formed simpler societies
of their ovra, and others again turned to mysticism
or heresy.
Meanwhile, the ordinaiy friar was
little better than a vulgar mountebank, puffing
his pardons and relics as impudently as any other
quack of the market-place. Of all the churchmen
the friar was the least respected.
Besides vice and worldliness, there was a third
great scandal in the divisions of the Church.
True, the Latins never sank into Irish anarchy,
where a bishop would wander about the country
living on his ordination fees, and a whole monastery would turn out, monks, servants, women, and
all, for a pitched battle with the next liouse of
holy men. But the quarrels were continual and
bitter.
Bishops and chapters wrangled and litigated for years together. Seculars and regulars
had a standing feud, and the friars were a plague
to both.
If a parish priest refused absolution to
some offender, the next friar was likely to sell it
with pleasure. But the most repulsive quarrel of
all was round a rich man's deathbed.
If masses
profited in purgatory, how could he better dispose
of his worldly goods than in having masses said for
his soul ? Aiid they were all eager in the work of
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So the quiet of the chamber of death
was continually disturbed by an unseemly quarrel

charity.

of rival orders, each struggling to get tne dying
man into its own habit as the one sure passport to

heaven.

and

The wicked world looked on with wonder

disgust.

The economic evils of the Church system were
neither few nor trifling. The Church was a corporation which constantly acquired property and
never lost it, except by fraudulent dilapidation
and waste, so that in most countries it secured the
larger part of the national wealth and this was
in itself an evil of the first magnitude.
If the
monks were easier landlords than the lay improlands
who
followed
their
were
not
them,
priators
so Mell cultivated. Then the number of the clergy
was excessive. The parish priests alone may have
been half as many a^ we have now for a much
larger population and to these we must add the
chantry priests, the monks, the friars, the nuns,
and the minor orders. It is true that they were
not all withdrawn from the common work of life.
In the 13th cent, they were still the literary men,
the founders of schools, the writers of chronicles,
and the teachers of agriculture but now they had
;

;

;

show but troops of la^\ yers. The charge
that they were nothing but a burden on the land
was too sweeping, but a burden they were, cand a
heavy burden. They did a good deal of trading
too, partly in spiritual wares like relics, pardons,
and masses for the dead, partly in worldly things
in which they were forbidden to trade.
Indeed, it
was not good that the parish priest should be a
money-lender or a tavern-keeper, as the bishops
complain that he not uncommonly was. Another
great economic evil arose from the teaching that
good works are an expiation (in practice often a
little to

sins, for it made charity more indiscriminate than it might otherwise have been.
The good work rested to the credit of the giver,
and the unworthiness of the receiver was not his

payment) for

The type of this kind of charity is a
Spanish archbishop of a couple of hundred j'ears
ago, who spent a princely revenue in daily doles
to an army of beggars at his gate.
Mediaeval
charity was not all of this sort, but a good deal of
it was, so that the relief of distress was more or
less balanced by a vast encouragement of idleness
and imposture, especially when the great age of
beggars began in the 15th century. Even more
keenly felt than this was the similar workin" of
Church festivals, which had been multiidied
beyond all reason, and made a large part of the
year useless for trade or agriculture, for no work
was allowed on the day itself or after the noon of
the day before it. Idleness was compulsory, but
not soberness, for no occupation was provided
beyond the morning mass. To the abundance of
holy days we may partly ascribe the marked taste
of the later ilicldle Ages for shows, pageants,
miracle-plays, and the like. But there were worse
things than these. Besides encouraging drinking,
revelling, quarrelling, and vice of every sort, these
festivals, frequent and irregular, were a formidable
hindrance to liabits of steady work. They not only
made serious gaps in the work, but demoralized
what remained of it. The grievance was serious in
the 13th cent., and was made more urgent by the
growth of trade and the exhaustion of the land in
the 15th.
How far the holy days were observed it
is not easy to say ; but these were the commands
of the Church, and there are complaints enough
to show that they were enforced.
Before we come to the political grievances, we
must note that the fundamental error of the Latin
Church was the twofold error of the Pharisees.
It mistook the gospel for a law, and again mistook
the office of law. In fact, our Lord lays down
business.
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not laws, telling us always the sjiirit
which we ought to do things, never the things
we ouglit to do, except the two sacraments. He
seems to care absolutely nothing for good or bad
actions, except as the signs of a good or bad heart.
A good deal of manipulation was needed to turn
the law of liberty into a law of commands like the
Mosaic. Further, it is not the office of law to
teach right and wrong generally
only to put
certain right and wrong actions in black and
offends
wittingly, and
white, so that the criminal
This tendency to make
his condemnation is just.
the gospel a code of law Avorked mischief in two
opposite directions. The natural man is always

in'inciples,

in

—

glad to compound for the weightier matters of
judgment and mercy by obedience to works of
law and even the better sort of monk was likely
to be very well pleased with himself when he
could say, 'All these have I kept from my youth
On the other hand, if a code of law contains
up.'
all that God commands, it cannot contain all that
;

Him. Common people might
be content with doing what God commands, but
the higher life consisted in doing more, and
thereby earning merit, which would be available
for self and others. And these works of superis

well-pleasing to

—

—

erogation these consilia evangelica were reached
by generalizing words referring to particular individuals or classes of men. Thus the command
to the rich young man must be a counsel for all ;
and, if those who are able to receive it are blessed,
they must be better than those who are not called
The result of all this was a double
to receive it.
standard which misdirected the saints to a false
ideal, debased the sinners with a low ideal, and
'
turned both away from the vital question, What
lack I yet?'
This conception of the gospel as a law necessarily implied a concrete and visible Holy Catholic
Church confronting the world with a law of its
own, which it had a divine right to enforce on all
men without regard to the secular power, or, if
necessary, in defiance of the secular power. That
law was professedly spiritual but the Church
drew the limits of the spiritual, and drew them
wide. Most things, indeed, have a spiritual side,
so that there were few on which the Church had
The protection of the Church
nothing to say.
covered all priests and men of religion, minor
orders, and the hosts of dependents of the churches,
and beyond these the weaker classes of the laity
and those specially attached to the Church the
widow and the poor, the leper and the sanctuary
man, the crusader, the pilgrim, and the palmer.
The jurisdiction of the Church covered not only
ordinary spiritual matters but the special cases of
heresy and witchcraft, and things of a more secular
nature like usury and marriage, and some purely
secular things like wills. In addition to this, the
Church claimed that its bishops must be independent, and not appointed by the kings. The
;

—

Hildebrandine popes claimed for them freedom
from their feudal duties, and Boniface VIII. forbade
them to pay subsidies but these attempts were
;

The Church also constantly interfered
in matters of high policy, forbidding wars, reconciling wars, and not uncommonly stirring them up.
If a king was disobedient, he must be rebuked,
or in graver cases interdicted or excommunicated,
and even deposed, and his kingdom given to
another. The law of the Church was canon law,
consisting of decisions of certain councils collected
in the Decretum of Gratian, with additional decrees of successive popes, especially Gregory ix.
and John xxil. It was a milder system than the
civil law, so that many were anxious to claim its
failures.

but it was generally unpopular as
protection
Henry
being foreign, expensive, and dilatory.
;

VIII. 's six years' divorce case is no extreme
of its delays.
Obstinacy was visited with

sample
excom-

munication, which in its milder forms made the
offender a leper to his friends and cut him oiX from
the Church, outside which there was no salvation.
In graver cases the secular power was called on to
imprison him indefinitely, or, if a heretic, to burn
him and the form of excommunication was an
elaborate curse by all the saints on every act of
his life.
As these candles stink on earth, so may
;

'

his soul stink in hell.'
Some of the things which seem to us encroachments on the secular power were very rightly
undertaken by the Church in times when the
secular power was weak.
Wills, e.g., almost
necessarily came to the clerics when so few laymen could even read them. Marriage also needed
some regulation in those gross and disorderly
times, and the usurer was so unpopular that there
could be no objection to any one who undertook to

punish him.

But on the whole the Church

ful-

trust badly, even in the judgment of its
friends.
Its methods, to begin with, of anonymous
accusation, concealment of charges, inquisitorial
questioning, torture on suspicion, and indefinite
imprisonment, were a terror to the innocent. The
soundest Catholic ran a risk of the fire if somebody
reported that he had eaten meat in Lent. Then
the jurisdiction of the Church sheltered criminals
wholesale. The criminous clerk must be judged
by the spiritual court, which could not shed blood,
and therefore had to remit an offender to the
secular power when it wanted a heretic burned.
Sanctuary also was a crying scandal, for it
depended on the holiness of the place, so that it
sheltered all comers without distinction, and did
not even prevent them from issuing forth from
sanctuary to commit new crimes. Holy places
have always been chief haunts of unholy men,
from the times of Diana of Ephesus to those of
Our Lady of Mariazell or Loreto. So great were
the disorders that strong kings like Henry VII. put
down some of the worst abuses before the ReforNor was the Church more successful in
mation.
filled its

dealing with other matters. Marriage, e.g., was
vainly consecrated by declaring it a sacrament,
and effectually degraded by forbidding it to the
In theory it was indissoluble, even for
clergy.
adultery in practice it was continually annulled.
So many and so various were the canonical impediments that no marriage was secure if any one had
an interest in getting it dissolved and could pay
the fees. If other excuses failed, some forbidden
relation could almost always be found within the
seventh degree of kindred, affinity, or gossipred.
All Henry VIll.'s marriages were faulty in canon
law, except perhaps the last. But one mischief
was mitigated by another. The Church sold dispensations for marriages forbidden by canon law,
and supposed to be forbidden by the law of God.
The case of Catharine of Aragon was not excepThis was one of the most lucrative of all
tional.
the abuses of the Chuixh, and one of those most
deeply resented. Wills were in a similar state.
The Church lawyers piled up mortuaries, probate
fees, and other exactions till they set both rich
and poor against them. Witchcraft was not a
grievance, for all were agreed that dealings with
the devil were the very worst of sins but all that
was called heresy was not equally heinous to the
lay mind. If a man denied the faith, by all means
let him be burned ; and, if he disobeyed the Church,
;

—

;

he might have punishment in due measure ; but
the Church had got into such a panic that it
suspected heresy in every trifle, and brought the
soundest Catholic into danger of savage persecution.

The majestic theory

of the Catholic

Church was
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gathered round the pope. The vicar of Christ was
supposed to be a father in God, guiding all the
churches all alike his children in the way of
and for this purpose
righteousness and mercy
divine authority was given him to restrain the
wickedness of kings, to smite the evil-doers of the
earth, and to bring every soul into subjection to
the apostolic see. Such was the dream of Gregory
VII. ; and it was at least a noble dream.
But a
dream it was the facts were squalid. In the first
place, given mediieval conditions of travel, St.
Peter himself could not have guided all the churches
from Rome or Avignon. No human genius was
equal to this colossal task, especially when the
righteous guidance had to be enforced by continual
interference with almost every act of government.
However well-disposed the pope might be, he was
too far oft", too ignorant of foreign peoples and
their ways of thinking, and too dependent on the
reports of interested advisers to govern wisely.
Sometimes he did good service, as when the legates
of Honorius III. helped William the Marshal to
restore order in England, or when 15th cent, popes
organized wars against the Turks, though their
crusades were more often mischievous, like the
Albigensian and the Hussite, and still more often
they Avere pure and simple pretexts for exacting
money. But the Latin Church of the Middle Ages
was not organized with modem efficiency. To put
it broadly, the pope can scarcely be said to have
governed at all ; he could not do much more than
meddle, and seemed to meddle chiefly for the sake

—

—

;

;

of

filthy

lucre.

Four

conflicting

policies

— of

witnessing to the world, ruling the world, renouncing the world, and making gain of the world
could lead to nothing but confusion. The scandals
and disorders caused by his interference were
multitudinous and flagrant, notorious and in their
own time undisputed. The nine cardinals who
reported to Paul III. in 1537 were in entire agreement as to facts with the most violent of the
Keformers, Their very first demand was that law
should be observed as far as possible, and some
limit put to the sale of exemptions, dispensations,
and such-like breaches of law. In fact, the whole
system was very much a system of extortion.
Peter's pence dated early ; and by the end of the
12tlvcent. papal taxation was enormously extended.
There were heavy fees for almost every business in
which the pope could interfere. Among the most
ofl'ensive abuses were provisions, or papal nomination to preferments, often not yet vacant
reservations, by which the pope reserved to himself the
right to fill such preferments or to grant pensions
out of them and annates, or firstfruits, invented
by John XXII., or payment to the pope of the first
year's revenue by every one receiving preferment.
Provisions were politically important. It was an
old custom in the 7th cent, that, if a bisliop died
at Kome, a successor was sent from Rome for the
comfort of his flock. So, when Wighard died at
Rome, Pope Vitalian sent Theodore of Tarsus to
Canterbury. In later times this casual right was
enormously extended. Not only bishoprics but
other preferments were reserved by the popes for
nominees of their own, without regard to the rights
of kings or other patrons
and papal nominees
were commonly Italians, or French in the Avignon
times.
This system of reservations at last covered
almost every preferment, and the strongest kings
could scarcely resist it. Thus Nicolas iil. refused
Edward l.'s request for Burnell, and nominated
Peckham to Canterbury. In the next century it
was limited in England by the statutes of Pravisors
and Prcemvnire, and in France later by the Concordat of Bourges (1438). But the popes did not
consider themselves bound by statutes, or even by
their own concordats, and the kings often had

—

;

;

'

*

;
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reasons of their
encroachments.

own

for

at

conniving

papal

In truth, the pojjes had put themselves in a false
The
position, above the laws of God and man.

Renaissance popes broke solemn treaties and
plotted assassinations at their convenience, and
knew that they could do so with impunity. When
they found resistance in the growing strength of
nations, their foreign policy shrank back on Italy,
and centred on the acquisition, by fair means or
by foul, of territories for their nephews, so that
each new pope had to begin the work afresh for a
new set of nephews. Similarly their domestic
policy was to turn everything into a source of
revenue. Everything was on sale at Rome, from
bishoprics and divorces downward. Jubilees were
proclaimed ; privileges, pardons, and the virtues of
relics were sold wholesale all over Europe ; and
even the indulgences
the theory invented for
them was purely academic were no more than the
of
a
latest development
practical system of licences
for every sin but heresy.
'God willeth not the
death of a sinner, but rather that he should pay,
and live.' Vanity Fair is the Rome of the Renaissance, drawn by an enemy, but drawn to the life,

—

and

—

no way overdrawn.

in

Nor did the popes generally command personal
Some, indeed,
respect.
liberal patrons of learn

were worthy men, and

II. when he h
youth but they were g
Renaissance period the

and Pius

•

-

;

What else was to be ej
harlots walked at noonc
and clergy ? We need
against John XXIII. pcmaps tne

-s

i

;

i^ouucii or

con-

stance did substantial justice when it suppressed
the worst of them for decency's sake, and condemned him on the rest. Other condottieri may
have been as bad, but they had not strayed into
St. Peter's chair.
So, too, some of the worst of
the crimes ascribed to Alexander VI. seem to be
but the fact remains that he was
society gossip
a very bad man, and that the cardinals who chose
him cannot have been much better. Such was the
school from which the popes of the Renaissance
;

and most of them worthily represented it.
the end of the Middle Ages there was no
dispute about the condition of the Church. From
the bulls of the popes and the registers of the
bishops to the allusions of the chroniclers and
the
lampoons of the profane, all the evidence of the
time tells the same story of deep corruption without a hope of mending it. Two methods were
'Heretics' might overthrow the
imaginable.
Church system and replace it by something better ;
or reformers from within might clear away scandals
and abuses. Both plans had been tried, and tried
in vain.
need not ask whether the heretics

came

;

At

We

'

'

had anything better to ofler, for they utterly failed
to overthrow the Church system, or even to influence it except in the reverse way, for terror of
heresy hardened the Church to a savage cruelty
which in the end turned every feeling of humanity

—

against the persecutors. In fact, tlie 'heresies'
bear the mark of reaction, and, like other reactions,
the Reformation itself included, took over a good
deal from the system that they were opposing.
They all attacked the claims and the exactions of
the priests, but each sect in its own way. The
Cathari and Albigenses took over the asceticism
of the time, but developed it in an anticlerical
sense, and were therefore called Manichteans. The
Poor Men of Lyons belonged to the same movement as the friars, and were preachers like the
Dominicans, but soon showed a taste for Scripture
which the Church could not tolerate. Most of the
sects held that the unworthiness of the minister
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invalidated his services, and the later 'heretics'
had a new grievance in the refusal of the Cup to
the laity.
By far the deepest thinker among
them was Wyclif, who not only started LoUardy
in England, but gave the tone to
heresy in
Bohemia, for Hus did little more than copy him.
'

'

Wyclif began as a political controversialist, and
gradually became a religious reformer of the
boldest sort. His denunciations of the friars, and
even of the pope, were only Avhat many were
and even his crowning enormity of
thinking
denying transubstantiation as a philosophical
substance Avithout accidents, and
absurdity
accidents without substance was not the most
formidable blow that he aimed at the Church.
His translation of the Bible and the mission of
Poor Priests to preach it made the complete sup;

—

—

pression of the Lollards impossible. They appealed
to the same religious instmct as the early friars,
it against the Church.
But Wyclif's
'
doctrines of dominion founded on grace and no
'
mesne lords in the kingdom of God were a deadly
offence, not only to the Church, but to the ruling
class of nobles and landowners.
Wyclif himself
was not implicated in the Peasants' Rising of 1381,
but some of his followers were in sympathy with
the social unrest of the time. So the governing
iv. to spoil the Church,
classes who urged ••Henry
"

but tiu'ned

'

'

^^c""

"

'

heartily agreed
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Lancaster
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.use,
s of
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till
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Henry V.
Henry VI.
a remnant

a simple-minded, yea, forsooth. Puritanical folk, treasuring stray leaves of the forbidden
Bible, and meeting secretly in the woods or the
slums, till they were merged in the Reformation.
There was more trouble in Bohemia.
Crusade
after crusade was preached against the Hussites,
and each failed more disastrously than the last, till
Fi-ederick of HohenzoUern persuaded the Council
of Basel to divide the heretics by conceding the
Cup. They turned against each other and after
the victory of the moderates at Lepan (1484)
Bohemia ceased to be the terror of Europe, though
it did not cease to be troubled with heresy till it
was brought fully under the yoke of the Hapsburgs and the Jesuits after the battle of the White
Moimtain in 1620. The German Peasants' War
came in 1522, and was more barbarously suppressed
than the English but, instead of serfdom quietly
dying out afterwards, it lasted till Napoleonic
;

;

Its religious
times, and in Mecklenburg till 1831.
bearing was partly the same, for the Romanists of
course laid the blame of social unrest on the disturbers of religion. But social movements had

few supporters but extreme men and Anabaptists.
Luther attacked them with unmeasured violence,
and the Church in Lutheran States was even more
closely allied to the governing classes than in
England.
Reform from within was an equal failure. The
efforts of individuals, and even of popes, were
always defeated by the classes who had an interest
in abuses.
The successive monastic revivals had
only partial and transitory effects, and even these
hacl ceased to be possible since the decay of the
friars.
But could not the reform in head and
members be effected by the united wisdom of the
'

'

bishops? The idea was in the air. Philip the
Fair had appealed (perhaps not very seriously)
from Boniface VIII. to a General Coiincil, and in
1414, when two popes, and latterly three, had been
dividing the allegiance of Christendom and cursing
each other ever since 1378, a General Council met
at Constance.
When it had deposed John xxill..

it

was faced by the question, 'Reform first, or
?
It decided for unity, and allowed Martin
The mistake was fatal. The
to be elected.
'

unity
V.

Council could deal with a scandalous pope, but a
decent pope could deal with the Council. Reform
was now impossible. Martin had only to make a
few vague promises in separate concordats, contemptuously rejected by France and England.
The Council of Basel (1431) took a bolder course.
It made reforms, like the abolition of annates, and
set the pope at defiance.
But in the end Eugenius
IV. was too strong for them, and the Council of
Basel failed as completely as that of Constance.
Men were inclined to think that, if the pope's rule
was bad, the rule of the bishops was likely to be
worse. After all, the Councils were too orthodox
to touch the worst difficulty that the abuses were
not simply sins of individuals or miscarriages of
administration, but logical, natural, and necessary
results of the teaching of the Church.
Only a
reform of doctrine could reach the root of the
matter ; and that was the last thing that the

—

bishops desired. They burned Hus in defiance of
the emperor's safe-conduct, and made religious
wars internecine by declaring that no faith was to
be kept with heretics. The Council of Basel was
forced by the exterminating Hussite wars to
negotiate with the heretics ; but it was as resolute
as ever to allow no reform of doctrine. Therefore
it failed, and with it vanished the last hope of
real reform by a General Council.
So by the end
of the 15th cent, all were agreed that a drastic
reform was urgently needed, but none could see

how

it might be made.
Something, however, had been done. In most
countries particular abuses had been put down or
limited by the civil power and in Spain a real
reformation of a sort had been carried out under
Queen Isabella's guidance by Cardinal Ximenes,
armed with the special powers conferred on the
Spanish sovereigns by the bull of 1482. Ximenes
aimed at the restoration of discipline, the removal
of abuses, the encouragement of learning in the
service of the Church, and the merciless extirpation of heresy.
He succeeded in all witness the
Spain of the 17th century.
The dilemma was only too plain. The heretics
wanted drastic changes, but could do nothing ; the
bishops would have no reform of doctrine, and
could not carry even administrative changes
against the pope's opposition. Had this been all,
reform might never have got beyond epigrams in
Italy and growlings in Transalpine lands. The
forces which made the Reformation possible were
growths of the later Middle Ages. First came the

—

—

;

—

The tribal kingdoms of the early
Middle Ages and the local feudalism which followed
them might well be crowned with a Holy Roman
Empire and a Holy Catholic Church. But first
the Crusades, then the decay of feudalism, then the
growth of commerce and general intercourse, had

rise of nations.

called forth a new sense of national unity, represented in France, in England, and latterly in

Spain, by national kings who could rely on the
support of national assemblies for tlie assertion of
national rights, and not wanting where the kings
were weaker or absent, as in Italy, Germany, and
Scotland. The growth of nations in the 13th cent.
may be measured by the failure of Boniface vill.
against Edward I. and Philip the Fair. The popes
themselves weakened the imperial ideal by their
contests with the emperors, the Catholic ideal by
their astute negotiations with separate nations
and, now that the right divine of fallen emperors
had come down to kings of nations, it was becoming possible to believe that the rights of the
Catholic Church might be exercised by particular
or national churches acting on their own discretion.
;
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Church was not
improved by the efl'ortsof the Schoolmen to defend
by reason a system based on an agnostic denial of
the competence of reason in matters of religion.
Tliomas Aquinas got over the ditticulty by sharply
separating the kingdom of grace from the kingdom
of nature, so that the two could have no contact.
Tlie intellectual position of the

But

this could not stand the subtle scepticism of

Duns Scotus, and the decline of Schola.sticism was
marked by the Ass of Buridan and other barren
It gave, however, an imnetus to
logomachy.
study and the first discovery was that tlie papal
which
claims
appealed to the False Decretals and
the Donation of Constantine were based on shame;

less forgeries.

We see first an

Then came the New Learning.

—

age of enthusiastic collectors none
more zealous than Pope Nicolas v. Then came an
age of Christian Platonism, in Italy, often passing
into frank paganism.
If Greece was risen from
the dead, it was not yet with the NT in her hand.
Some, indeed, of the scholars would as soon have
worshipped Zeus as read the bad Greek of the
Gospels. In truth, the Renaissance was terribly
wanting in moral earnestness till it reached more
serious peoples across the Alps. German mysticism
was a sign of discontent with Latin thought and
the New Learning found an eager welcome in new
universities like Erfurt and Heidelberg.
England
was a little behind but in 1498 Colet was lecturand
was
Paul's
it
Colet
more
on
St.
Epistles
ing
than any one who diverted Erasmus from the
exclusive study of the classics to the NT and the
Fathers. Erasmus' edition of the Greek Testament in 1516 marks an epoch ; and the invention
of printing gave it a currency which earlier translations could never have attained.
Popes like
Nicolas V. and Pius ll. encouraged the New Learning Julius II. was a liberal patron of its art and
Leo X. was its worthy representative. Yet it was
fraught with danger to the Church 'system. It
revealed a world which was not Latin and the
romance of the Crusades paled before that of the
old w'orld of Greece.
For a thousand years Europe
had been moving in the Latin orbit now it broke
loose like a comet deflected by some great planet
into a new path. The old Latin thoughts and
ideals were compared with the older thoughts and
ideals of Greece, and found wanting.
And the
Greek thoughts were not simply other than the
Latin, but directly contrary to them. The spirit
of the Greek philosophy the love of truth for its
own sake was utterly foreign to a Church which
had no conception of truth but as a tradition of the
Church or a form of justice to our neighbours, and
therefore set no value on truth of thought. The
moral contrast was as great as the intellectual.
The text of the Latin Cliurch was 'De contemptu
mundi,' and the sermon was more often Dies irae
than Jerusalem the golden.' To the natural man
the goodness of God is always too good to be true
I knew that thou wast a hard man.'
So the same
spirit of unbelief which turned the gospel of free
forgiveness into a slavery of good works also
refused the goodness of God in the common joys of
When the saint renounced the gifts of God
life.
as he renoianced the works of the devil, he fixed
on them a brand of sin which no formal teaching
could remove. They were tainted even for common
men, as inconsistent with serious holiness. To
men who had grown up in the Latin gloom the old
Greek joy of life and sense of order and beauty in
the world came like a burst of sunlight, like a
message of goodness from the realm of truth. It
might be that God giveth to all men freely, and
Nor did the message of the
upbraideth not.'
Pvenaissance come alone.
Feudalism was society
for
war and, when quieter times folorganized
lowed its decay, there was more room for domestic
'

'

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

—

'

'

'

:

'

'

;
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for commerce, for learning, and for worldly
interests in general.
Then came the question
whether the world was really as bad as the Church
made out. The friars had shown that the higher
life could be lived among the people ; the Church
itself had declared that poverty is not essential ;
and it only remained for the Keformers to renounce
the asceticism and strive to live as children of God
in a world which after all is God's world, and not
the devil's. And this brings us once again to the
individualism of the Reformation.
life,

—

2. Principles of the Reformation.
It would be
a mistake to find the principles of the Reformation
in the rejection of the pope or of transubstantiation, or even in appeal from Church authority to
All these are only inferences; the
Scripture.
principle behind them is that the knowledge of

God is direct and personal. Any man may help
us with example and spiritual counsel, and the
priest may mmister to us the services of the
Church but in the end we must know God for
ourselves.
But this principle may be embodied in
many forms. Mysticism is almost independent of
But
history, and not even specifically Christian.
movements are commonly shaped by historical
circumstances, as monasticism by the asceticism
of the Middle Ages, the Reformation by the
;

reaction from

it.

Individualism implies the duty of the individual
to judge of spiritual truth ; and the Reformers
invited men to see for themselves the untruth of
the Roman Church. But they did not see that
the principle was equally valid against their own
churches. They merely limited to nations the
mediseval idea of a visible corporation with no
Hence in theory they were as
dissent allowed.
intolerant as the Romanists, though their practice

was commonly less ferocious. There was no real
advance when Germany came to a deadlock in
Cuius regio, ejus
the principle,
1555, upon
and a similar deadlock is marked in
religio
France by the Edict of Nantes in 1598. These
were only political compromises which ended civil
wars. The real struggle for toleration was decided
for Germany in 1648 by the Peace of Westphalia,
for England by the Act of 1689, for France only by
'

'

;

the Edict of 1787.
But, if the individual is to judge, by what
standard is he to judge ? Scripture or tradition ?
If Scripture must be interpreted by tradition, it Ls
resolved into isolated texts which mean whatever
the Church may choose to say they mean, and the

Mhole system rests on nothing more spiritual than
an unreasoning assent to an unverified historical
So the Reformers appealed to Scripture
process.
as a rational whole, to be interpreted by sound
In this appeal they are unanimous.
learning.
Tims the Westminster Confession
:

'

The whole counsel

for his

own

of

God, concerning-

glory, man's salvation, faith,

all

and

things necessary
life, is

either ex-

down in scripture, or by good and necessary consequence may be deduced from scripture unto which nothing
may be added, whether by new revelations of the Spirit, or
traditions of men (ch. i.).
Yet here, too, the Reformers hardly saw the depth
of their own teaching.
Calvin indeed, their one
great systematic genius, expressly says that the
word, however conveyed to w-y, is a mirror in which
faith maj- behold God
but that age could not
see clearly that God speaks, not in Scripture only,
but in nature, history, and life. Rome was right
in looking to history for a revelation, but she
merely interpreted Scripture by tradition, instead
of seeing all history illuminated by the living
Word of whom Scripture speaks. Moreover, the
Reformers carried over from the Middle Ages the
conception of revelation as a code of law. This
blinded them to the progress of revelation, as if
everything contained in Scripture were not only
pressly set

:

'

'

'

;
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Luther indeed saw
divine, but equally divine.
clearly that what speaks most of Christ is most
a right
divine, so that the Epistle of James is
strawy Epistle' compared Avith that to the Galatians ; and Calvin was too good a scholar to
ignore the doubts about certain books of the NT.
But to their successors inspiration became more
'

till Buxtorf took over from
the rabbis the inerrancy of the text. The worst
offenders were some of the English Puritans, who
held that Scripture is a complete rule of conduct,
so that no command is lawful without its express
Hence the sarcasm, that the Holy
warrant.
Spirit had remembered the basons, and forgotten
the archbishops or, in more sober form, God is
not the legislator of His Church, unless He has
prescribed its government. This caused much
straining of texts, and often led to great absurdities, as when the Puritans objected to square
caps on round heads, and Laud replied by proving
from Scripture that heads are square (Lv 19'-"
'Ye shall not round the corners of your heads').
One of the worst mistakes was about Sunday.
The Reformers saw that it was more than a feast
of the Church like All Souls or Corpus Christi
yet neither Luther nor the English Reformers nor
even Calvin identified it with the Sabbath. But
the tendency to find in Scripture a code of law led
naturally to the rigid Pharisaism of the Puritan
Sabbath. The best excuse for it is the formal
services and noisy games themselves an inheritance from the Middle Ages of an English Sunday
under Elizabeth and the early Stuarts. It must
be noted that, when the Puritans had not got
scent of Antichrist, their scruples were commonly
definite objections to definite things which in their
times ministered to vice. In the stage, e.g., there
is a steep descent from Shakespeare to Massinger,
and again from Massinger to Dryden and other
foul creatures of the Restoration.
So against
bear-baiting they entered the same plea of
humanity as we should. They had very little
of the ascetic's vague dread of the pleasure generally, as though every creature of God were bad,

and more mechanical,

;

;

—
—

and

to be refused.
to Scripture

The appeal

had far-reaching con-

^yhatever. was contrary to Scripture
must be reformed and in some cases omission is
Thus transubstantiation is sufficiprohibition.
ently refuted by the single argument that it cannot be proved by Scripture, and the silence of
sequences.

;

Scripture about prayers for the dead is significant.
Sooner or later the Reformers always came to
the conclusion that the first great practical evil
was the authority of the pope. On this they were
agreed, though Melanchthon added to tiie
Schmalkald Articles a note of his own, that, if
the pope would allow the gospel to be preaciied,
his authority might be accepted for the sake of
peace and unity, but humano jure only. This,
however, was an extreme concession which gave
great ottence, for the rest were much more disposed to call him Antichrist and the Man of Sin.
We must note Melanchthon's condition 'if he
all

—

will allow the gospel to be preached

'

— because

it

shows that the objection was at bottom practical.
The papacy was contrary to Scripture, not simply
because there were sundry texts against it, but
chiefly because it was the centre of a system which
had been shown by experience to make void the

God

revealed in Scripture. Justification was by faith (which Luther defined as
trust in God), and by faith only, whereas the
whole system ruled by the pope was an elaborate
scheme for setting up a righteousness of our own

righteousness of

which was not of faith. The sacraments were not
simply signs or means of grace, but channels
which conveyed it. The Church gave spiritual

to the infant in baptism, nourished it with the
Eucharist, consecrated it with matrimony or
orders, renewed it in penance, and finally sealed
it with extreme unction.
And sacraments had
their efficacy ex opere operato from the due (rite)
of
the
ceremonial
with intention on
performance
the priest's part. They conveyed grace 'always
and to all who do not put a bar in the Avay (non
ponentibus obicem).' The Council of Trent nowhere expressly tells us what constituted a bar,
though we may safely say that unconfessed mortal
life

—

was a bar
'always and to

sin

;

if

but,

baptism conveys grace
'who have no faith,'

all' infants

clear that Avant of faith is not a bar. The
faith of the parents or of the Church is not the
faith of the person concerned, and is therefore in
this connexion irrelevant.
Thus the whole sacramental system was involved in the primitive confusion of matter and spirit, magic and religion.
Moreover, to put it in another way, the message
of the gospel is one of free forgiveness not that
forgiveness will be given some day on conditions,
but that in Christ it is already given to all that
will by faith receive it.
By grace ye are saved,
through faith.' Faith trust in God is necessary
Works
for salvation, and sufficient for salvation.
it is

—

'

—

—

are the outward signs, but only the outward signs,
of a good or a bad heart, and in and for themselves
have no value before God. But the Church sought
justification by woi'ks.
Baptism indeed carried
free forgiveness of past sins
but, if a man sinned
after baptism, as he always did, he Avould have to
earn forgiveness by good works and penances, and,
if those were insufficient, he would have to
pay
the balance in purgatory, where accurate accounts
;

were kept of sins and compensations for sins. But
certain sins called mortal needed confession to
a priest and absolution, if the sacraments necessary
to salvation were not to be refused by the Church.
Thus attention was concentrated on sins instead of
sin, and on sins not as the signs of an evil heart
the particular answers that it gives to particular
temptations but as so many separate debts to
God, which had to be paid or compounded for.
Instead of repentance the ncAV heart the Church
required good works and penances. Penitentials

—

—

—

—such and such penances

—

for such

and such

—sins,

irrespective of motives and circumstances date
back early in the Middle Ages, and commutations
became common after the rise of the papacy.

A

pilgrimage was meritorious, and a crusade atoned
for all sins.
The next step was that others might
be paid to do the pilgrimage or to go on the
crusade and at last money was frankly accepted
instead of good works. Further, a debt was
cancelled in Roman law by payment, Avhoever
paid it so a vast system arose of vicarious satisfaction through the merits of the saints a new
The
application of the communio sanctorum.
climax of this Avas the traffic in indulgences [q.v.),
Avhich Avas the occasion for Luther's protest. The
theory of these may be left to the canonists in
practice they were certainly understood by sellers
and sinners alike as a public sale of licences for
;

—

;

;

sins.

This is Avhat made the Church system intolerable to so many persons of serious religion. Some,
indeed, were content to pass lightly over its bad
sides, many thought reform hopeless, a feAV took
refuge in the detachment of mysticism but many
again Avere stirred to action. Their objection Avas
not simply that the papal claims were unfounded,
or that the Church Avas full of scandals, or that
this or that doctrine Avas untrue, but that the
system as a Avhole ^'as a practical hindrance and
not a help to devotion. Luther himself Avas a
model of ascetic piety till he found in practice
that, in St. Paul's words, it was of no A'alue,
;
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but the Lutherans hatl to reconcile
consubstantiation with reason, and did it
with their peculiar doctrine of the Incarnation,
that the properties of the divine nature (ubiquity
in i)articular) were communicated to the human.
This is practically Monophysite, and carries the
important consequence that the Body and lilood
of Christ are verily and indeed taken and received,
not only by the faithful, but by all who eat and
drink in the Supper of the Lord. With this exception, they are generally agreed on the sacraments, accepting Baptism and the Lord's Supper,
and denying the sacramental character of Confirmation, Orders,
Matrimony, Penance, and
Extreme Unction, though Penance has a somewhat ambiguous position with the Lutherans.

tending only to the

tion of rea.son

nature.

tlieir

And

Reformers always came. The Church stood not
simply in error, but in deadly antagonism to the
It had returned to the
living power of Christ.
Saviour's
principles of Pharisaism, and made the

If righteousness come by
of none ellect.
law, then Christ died in vain (Gal 2'-').
Form
3. Outward forms of the Reformation.
being superlicial, dassilication by form is apt to
be superlicial too. Apparently similar principles
may issue historically in ditterent forms, while
apparently similar forms may conceal dillerent
But form is the outward and visible
principles.
sign Avhich the world understands, and it always
expresses a principle, tliough not always the
deepest, so that we shall find it convenient to
use the familiar classitication of the Reformed
Churches as Lutheran, English, and Reformed,
meaning by the last the Zwinglian and Calvinistic
Churches of the Continent and Scotland. Only
we must not take for granted that their deeper
affinities are precisely what their outward forms
may seem to indicate. Each of them in diflerent
ways came nearer than the others to Latin
thought and, if the Calvinists bore the brunt of
battle with Rome, it does not follow that their
deeper principles were more unlike the Latin.
Tlie importance of the English Church and the
difi'erence of its government require for it an
'

work

'

—

;

independent place alongside of the Lutheran and
The doctrine, however,
Reformed Churches.

down especially in the Articles, is entirely
that of the Reformed Churches, and was fully
recognized as such on both sides, though predestination is taught in such general terms as do
not exclude Arminianism. It is simply said that
man 'is very far gone (quam longissime) from
original righteousness,' and there is nothing about
reprobation and irresistible grace. Thus it takes
off the edges of the stricter Calvinistic doctrine.
In addition to these three branches and their
offshoots, we have the Anninian reaction from
Calvinism, while Moravians and Quakers form an

laid

mysticism, and we cannot entirely
ignore Socinians and Deists, though they pushed
some principles of the Reformation into a denial

appendix

of its

^of

fundamental doctrines.

On some

great

doctrines all
and these

before

we come

Reformed

the

we

shall review

to their difierences.

They were

Churches were agreed

;

agreed that the revelation of salvation through
Christ is contained in the Bible to the exclusion
of tradition, and that the meaning of Scripture is
determined by reason and scholarship, and not by

any Church authority. Every Church must of
necessity declare the terms of its own communion,
but there is no infallible a'athority declaring

The chief exceptions are the Socinians,
who limited the authoritative revelation to the
and
the English Carolines, who spoke much
NT,

truth.

In this, howof antiquity and general councils.
ever, they had no intention of setting up tradition

Romish way as a continuous inspiration
which practically superseded Scripture they were
only giving to times of primitive purity a weight
The Reformed
whicli others thought excessive.
Churches were also agreed, except the outliers, in
the full orthodox doctrine of the Trinity and the
Incarnation. The only peculiarity is the Lutheran
Communicatio icliovuittim. Theories of a Real
Presence consistent ynth a reception which is not
07ily after a heavenly and spiritual manner have
before them the difficulty that the divine element
of Christ is not carnally pressed with the teeth,
while the human is not present everywhere, and

in the

;

'

'

'

'

'
the flesh profiteth nothing.' Rome calls transubstantiation a mysteiy, and leaves it a contradic-

;

all have their solemn rites of marriage and
ordination, and all endeavoured for a long time to
keep up a disciplinary system of penance for gross
But they entirely abolished extreme
scandals.
unction, and the confirmation of the Lutherans
and the English has little more than tlie name in
common with the Romu<h sacrament. The Cal-

They

vinists have generally replaced it
of admission to full membership.

with some form

The Reformed Churches are further agreed that
work of Christ upon the Cross is complete and

the

there can be no more
and also that
no good works of ours can have merit or in any
Avay contribute to salvation. Of the whole Church
system there is nothing that they denounce more
fiercely than the doctrine that the Ma.?s is a true
propitiatory sacrifice for the sins of the living
and the dead. Thus, when the Council of Trent
anathematized those who called the sacrifice of
the Mass blasphemous, the English Church replied
in deliberate and direct defiance that such sacri-

the sense that

in

final,

sacrifice for sin or priests to ofier it,

fices

'

were blasphemous fables and dangerous

deceits.'
priest.

With the sacrifice went the sacrificing
The minister of Christ was restored to his

true dignity and office, to preach the Word and
with his people the higher sacrifice of praise
with them,' not for them,'
and thanksgiving
for all the Refomied Churches use the vulgar
tongue, and invite the people to take their part in
the services. And, if the work of Christ upon the
Cross is complete, then, as the Augsburg Con-

offer

—

'

'

fession points out, nothing can be added to it by
any good works of our own. All that we can do
In other words,
is to receive it and be thankful.
justification is God's act for Christ's sake, and the
faith by which alone we can receive it is its result
and not its cause. And, if faith itself is not a

merit which claims reward from God, still less are
good works, which are no more than the natural
expression of faith before men. Least of all is it
possible to acquire merit by doing more than God
commands. Any such teaching directly contradicts the plain words of Christ.
The most conspicuous cause of the difierences
among the Refonued Churches was the action of
That action was entirely
the secular power.
favourable only in Scandinavia. The favour of
the princes in IN'. Germany and of the cities in the
south-west was partly balanced by the iiostility of
the emperor, and in England there were two
reactions before the Reformation was settled by

The secular power was hostile in
Elizabeth.
Scotland, France, the Netherlands, Bohemia, and
Poland and in Spain and Italy it suppressed the
Reformation without much diflSculty. For the
other countries there were long struggles, but in
the end the Reformation was finally defeated in
France, Bohemia, and Poland; in the United
Provinces and Scotland it prevailed. \^ here the
favoured it
princes favoured it, they commonly
;

and shaped

— for political ends

it

—

;

where they were
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took its own course. Thus England
would certainly have declared for Puritanism if
Elizabeth had not seen political advantage in
a show of Lutheranism. Few, indeed, of the
sovereigns had much personal zeal for the Reformation—Edward VI. of England and Christian
In England and
III.
of Denmark excepted.
Scandinavia the Reformation was substantially
a revolt of the laity, headed by the king, against
the overgrown wealth of the Church and the
and this could
vexatious claims of the priests

hostile, it

;

not be carried through without a great reform of
doctrine, for the pope's authority barred the way,
and could not be overthrown without laying the
whole Church system in ruins. In England, at
least in London and the eastern counties, there
was a party for doctrinal reform under Henry VIII.
and similarly in Denmark and Sweden ; but in
Norway, where the scandals were fewer, there
and in
was less discontent with the Church
Iceland the new faith had to be established by
The Reformation was a popular moveviolence.
ment in Germany and the United Provinces, and
also in Scotland, where the scandals of the
Church were especially flagrant. In England and
Scandinavia the victory was gradual. Though
,

;

Mary Tudor had made Romanism

impossible,

Thus the sees of Osnabriick and Minden
1802.
were commonly held by younger sons of Brunswick
and Brandenburg, and Koln itself was given to
cadets of the Wittelsbachs from 1583 to 1761.
But in the reformed states the sovereign rights of
sees were abolished, and the titular bishops were
laymen and lived as laymen. The case was similar
with the monasteries. The Duke of York, son of
George III., was bishop of Osnabriick from his
infancy till 1802, the commentator Bengel was
abbot of Alpirspach, and a sister of Frederick li.
closed the long line of abbesses of Quedlinburg. In
some cases, however, the bishops were abolished.
In Sweden Gustavus Vasa could plead dire
necessity; and the Recess of Westeras (1527)
placed in his hands the whole property of the
Church. He took the castles of the bishops and
some of their estates. The monasteries were
partly taken by the king, partly granted to the
nobles, and those founded since 1454 were resumed
by the heirs of the founders. But there was no
Monks and nuns were free to stay or
violence.
leave ; and one or two houses struggled on till
In Denmark the estates of the bishops were
1595.
given to Christian lll. in 1536, but the royal power
was not strengthened as in Sweden and England.
The gain fell to the nobles, as in Scotland.

England became

In England the monasteries fell first. They
were granted to the Crown, the smaller houses in

In Sweden the Augsburg Confession was not
and even now the
formally adopted till 1593
but the nation had
Church is Evangelical

was used

definitely Protestant only in the
course of Elizabeth's long reign, and the issue was
not beyond a doubt till the deposition of James II.
;

'

'

;

become thoroughly Lutheran when Sigismund was
deposed in 1599 for bringing in a Polisli army to
The danger was like
restore the old religion.
that which faced England in 1688, and it was
dealt with by similar laws. All holders of oflice
were to be Lutherans, and only a Lutheran was to
have any claim to the crown, such claim being
The marriage of
forfeited if he married a papist.

Some of the property
1536, the larger in 1539.
for six new bishoprics and other foundations, or for the defence of the realm ; but the
larger part was granted or sold on easy terms to
men in favour at court. Thus a new nobility was
formed, pledged to the new order of things. But
the monasteries had appropriated the tithes of
many parishes on condition of providing for the
services ; and this right and this obligation came
So far then the parishes lost
to the new owners.

and, if the new impropriators were layfrankly treated the tithes and advowsons
John III. with Catherine Sagello caused nearly the as private property, they did no more than the
same evils as that of Charles I. with Henrietta monks had done before them. It was the same
Maria a more or less Romanizing father and an with the chantries, which became meaningless
avowed papist son, and a policy directly contrary when it was declared by the Ten Articles of 1536
to the best interests of the nation, a policy which that masses cannot deliver souls from purgatory,
nothing but a lawless despotism could have carried and were suppressed in 1547. The parishes, howout.
.
ever, lost much by the suppression of pilgrimages,
Princes and nobles had long coveted the wealth relics, and other lucrative superstitions and the
and under cover of the Reforma- churches were sadly defaced, and sometimes
of the Church
The brought into a ruinous condition by the rough
tion they were able to plunder it at leisure.
magnificence of the bishops might well have been removal, especially in 1559, of images, roods, and
cut down, though some of them, like Alcock and other monuments of superstition. The bishoprics
Merton in England, were princely benefactors
fared worst of all. Under Somerset and Northand men of serious religion were generally agreed umberland, and again under Elizabeth, every
that the wealth of the monasteries might be vacancy was an excuse for spoliation, and the new
turned to better uses but the actual plundering bishop was not admitted till he had given up
was shameless. Neither the suppression of re- manors, perhaps receiving a poor compensation
Most of Elizabeth's bishops died in
ligious houses, nor their suppression by the secular for them.
power, nor the use of their revenues for secular debt to the Crown, and left their families destipurposes, was a novelty of the Reformation. The tute ; and the process was stopped only by the
pope himself abolished the Templars in 1312, and Act of 1604, which disabled bishops from making
many houses came to an end or were amalgamated such exchanges with the Crown. But the spoliawith others for want of inmates after the Black tion was not all the work of Protestants someIn England the alien priories were thing must be allowed for the systematic dilapidaDeath.
granted to Henry V. in 1415, and their wealth tions of the Marian bishops before they were
was partly used for the French war, though some deprived in 1559. They left Salisbury, for in'This Capon hath
of it remained for Henry vi.'s foundations of Eton stance, in a beggarly state.
and King's College. In fact, it was the habit of devoured all,' said Jewel.
founders like Alcock and Wolsey to secure the
Coming now to the differences of the Reformed
The only Churches, we note first that, though Lutherans,
revenues of some decayed houses.
novelty of the Reformation was the extent of the English, and Calvinists were in general agreement
suppressions and the undisguised rapacity of on the three great doctrines of justification, predestination, and the supremacy of Scripture, yet
princes and nobles.
In Germany the great sees were filled by nobles, each of them laid the stress diflferently from the
and in the later Middle Ages became something others. The Lutherans made justification by faith
like apanages of the princely houses ; and such the articulus stantis aut cadentis ecclesice, while
they remained till the general secularization of the Calvinists gathered their conceptions of right

nothing

;

men who

—

;

;

;

;

;
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belief

election.
The
distinctive doctrine
but the central place was
the supremacy of Scripture.

and

predestination

made no such

English Church

avowedly

central,
nractically held by

Now this means that Lutheranism was essentially
It removed practical hindrances to
conservative.
true religion and they were many but had no
Luther's was
special interest in further changes.
the genius of vivid insight, not of systematic
thought, so that he changed only when and so far
as he was obliged to change.
The English Church
was conservative too, but more logical and syste-

—

—

matic

;

and by

emphatic disavowal of any

its

re-

ception in the Lord's Supper which is not only
after an heavenly and spiritual manner it was
enabled to deal more boldly with tiie Mass and
the ceremonies
Calvinism stands apart
generally.
from the others, for the individualism which to
them was fundamental was to the Calvinists only
an inference from their really fundamental doctrine of the absolute sovereignty of God.
On that
doctrine their whole system was moulded, and
'

'

everything that seemed to conflict with it was
The older the error, the
ruthlessly swept away.
more dangerous it was and the more innocent the
rags of popery seemed, the more they were to be
suspected. Hence the Calvinists were much less
conservative than the Lutherans or the English.
If the old system went about to establish the
righteousness of man against the sovereign grace
of God, as it undoubtedly did, they were disposed
to count it not only false in principle, but bad in
all its details.
The farther from Rome, the nearer
;

'

'

to Christ.

ways of thinking were reflected
forms of Church government which
always seem the chief things to the natural man.
In the Church of the Middle Ages there were
priests to offer sacrifice for the living and the
dead, and these priests were ordained by bishops,
who were themselves consecrated by other bishops
who were supposed to trace their spiritual descent
Thus
in an unbroken succession to the apostles.
These

difl'erent

in the different

ordination, consecration, and apostolic succession
(three legal questions) were vital. The Reformed
Churches all abolished sacrificing priests, but all
(except the Quakers) had a regular ministry, and
all but the Socinians and some outliers required
for it a regular call

by the lawful authority of the
Church, usually with admission by prayer and
laying on of hands for edification and solemnity,
not as impressing any sacramental or indelible
character. But here again Calvinism stands apart.
To the Lutherans and the English Church government Avas a matter which every Church must
determine for itself. No form of government and
no ceremony of worship is officially held to be
ordained of God. However ancient or edifying
it may be, it is still only an ordinance of men,
which may by men be altered or abolished. So
they used their discretion in various manners.
Luther's insistence on the universal priesthood
implied the sanctity of the State, so that the civil

—

was the natural representative and ruler of
the Church also. Thus Lutheran churches have
commonly been Erastian, seldom giving serious
trouble to princes who did not try to force them
into Romanism or Calvinism. The old services
and ceremonies {e.g., altar, vestments, etc.) they
generally retained, only translating them into the
vulgar tongue, and removing or explaining superstitions and excrescences.
As regards Episcopacy,
they had no objection of principle to it. The
Confession of Augsburg says
ruler

:

'

not our object to have the bishops deprived of their
authority. The one thing we ask is that they will allow the
to
be purely preached, and relax a "few observances
Gospel
which cannot be kept without sin (pt. ii. § 7).
It is

'

liut,
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when the bishops refused, tiie results were
In Germany the spiritual office was

various.

abolished, and the princes took over the general
government of their churches. The bi-shops had
consistory courts where lawyers and divines sat
together and these, with extensions and modifications, became the chief subordinate authorities.
In Denmark the bishops were equally intractable,
and played a great part in the civil war after the
;

death of Frederick I. So, as soon as Christian
III. had captured Copenhagen in 15.36, he arrested
the bishops, and set them free only after their
jurisdiction had been abolished by the National
Assembly and the goods of the Church given up to
the king. Then Christian appointed seven superintendents to work under himself as summns
cpiscopus, and these were consecrated, not by
bishops, but by Luther's friend Bugenhagen, and
soon took the title of bishops. There wa.s no
consistory.

Sweden was more conservative. There

again the bishops were intractable, but Gustavus
Vasa mastered the Church once for all at the

Riksdag of

Westeras

in

1527

;

and

Brask of

Linkoping, the champion of the old order, left the
country in despair. The vast estates of the
bishops, the chapters, and the monasteries were
placed at the king's disposal. But the change was
there were no martyrs on
gentle and gradual
:

either side.

The Mass was translated into Swedish

and the ceremonies were explained. Unction, e.g.
was only a symbol of the inward unction by
The forms of Church government
the Spirit.
were very little changed. The old bishops were
gradually replaced by Lutherans, chosen by the
clergy and consecrated by other bishops. Even
the apostolic succession seems to have been preservecf (though this is disputed) by the unwilling
hands of Petrus Magni or Westerds, though the
Swedish Church leaves its spiritual value an open
question. There was no central consistory Gustavus Adolphus tried in vain to establish one but
parish priests are appointed by the bishops, and all
dignitaries must have the king's approval.
The English Reformation took generally the
same course as the Swedish, though the changes
and the reactions were much more violent. The
Tudors were stronger than the Vasas, and the
antagonisms between Papalists and Nationalists,
and between Catholics and Reformers, were much
sharper than in Sweden. The English Church was
Erastian because it was national, and therefore
fitly represented by the civil power, and because
,

—

—

further the dangerous political situation after the
separation from Rome induced the English people
Thus
to give Henry VIil. a practical dictatorship.
the strong monarchy of the Tudors was raised to
Reformation.
its height by the
Henry Vlll.
mastered the Church once for all at the SubmisThe king was
sion of the Clergy
in 1532.
acknowledged as Head of the Church Supreme
Head ; convocation was not to make or even to
discuss any new canon without the king's permission, and, if the election of bishops remained with
the chapters, they could elect none but the king's
nominees, "The king's supremacy was not exercised
through a consistory, but in a harsher form by
Cromwell as Vicar-general. Elizabeth took the
less offensive title of
Supreme Governor,' though
she claimed the same powers as her father, and
exercised them through the Court of High Commission (not fully organized till 1583), which was
substantially a central consistory. She carefully
preserved not only the rite of consecration but the
She may have cared for it
apostolic succession.
as little as Gustavus Vasa, but its political value
was evident, especially when it suited her to pose
like a Lutheran prince prescribing the religion of
his subjects according to the Peace of Augsburg,
'

'

—

'
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Thus the English Church has it as a matter o
fact, but has nowhere officially declared it to have
any spiritual value. Indeed, it was not supposed
of the Carolines, which
to have
any before the rise
is commonly dated from Bancroft's sermon in 1589.
is no mention even of Episcopacy in the
English definition (Art. 19) of the Church ; and,
though no one has been allowed since 1662 to
minister without episcopal ordination, this is given
simply as a domestic rule in the Church of England,' and passes no censure on churches which
otherwise ordain. In Church government then
the English M'ere as conservative as the Swedes
The
in public worship they took a bolder line.
various books and the local uses were consolidated
into the single national Book of Common Prayer in
English for congregational use. The services were
generally simplified, and the excessive number of
the ceremonies was much reduced. Morning and
Evening Prayer in 1549 contained little that was
not in the Hours, and the Marriage Service is even
now nearly what it was in the Middle Ages, nor
was the Mass itself entirely changed. It was
translated and much simplified ; but it was still
said by a priest in a vestment at an altar, and still
provided for private confession and absolution.
Its doctrine was upon the whole a spiritual Presence,
but it was quite consistent with consubstantiation, though Gardiner needed a good deal of special
pleading to get transubstantiation into it. But in
1552 the Prayer-Book was godly perused and
Invocation of saints and prayers for the
revised.
dead were entirely removed. The Service of the
Lord's Supper or Holy Communion was now to be
said by a priest or minister in a surplice at the
Holy Table. It provided for spiritual help and
ghostly counsel, but individual confession was
limited to the visitation of the sick, and even
there was neither private nor compulsory. Moreover, the whole structure of the service was
changed for the deliberate purpose of disavowing
every sort of Presence that is not purely spiritual.
Every passage quoted by Gardiner was altered.
Tlie Canon of the Mass was broken up into three
The prayer for the whole state of Christ's
parts.
Church was limited to the living, the prayer of
consecration was brought close to the administration in order to prevent eucharistic adoration,' and
the oblation of the elements was turned into an
oblation of ourselves, our souls and bodies after
the elements had been consumed. Thus in public
worship the English made greater changes than
the Swedes.
It will be noted that in N. Germany, in Sweden,
and in England the new churches were or soon
became national, not simply as independent of
Rome, but as true expressions of national character.
Luther was so intensely German that his influence
continued to dominate the North, even after the
inroad of Calvinism in the latter half of the 16th
century. In Sweden the new religion owed its
consolidation to the services of Gustavus Vasa, the
reaction against John III. and Sigismund, and the
work of the great kings of the 17th century. Dissenters were always very few, and even now they
are less than one per cent. In England the transition was during the peace of Elizabeth.
A
nation which in 1558 was hardly more than disgusted with the fires of Smithfield had become
firmly Protestant when it confronted Spain in
Even the
1585, and never wavered afterwards.
Carolines (except a few creatures of Charles i.)
were heartily oi^posed to Rome. But from the
beginnings of Christianity in England there was
a cleavage of religious thought and feeling. The
side which was always dominant, except in the
time of the Civil War, preferred the regular and
The other,
stately services of a national Church.

represented in successive ages by friars, Lollards,
Puritans, and Dissenters, leaned to the freer ministrations and looser order of local congregations.
The Reformers endeavoured, and for a moment
successfully, to bring the whole nation into a
single Church. That hope was wrecked by the
tyranny of Bancroft and Laud and, if the tyranny
of the Commonwealth made the Church thoroughly
popular, the tyranny of the Restoration shut out
men who stood for one whole side of the religious
life of England.
It condemned the Church to be a
sect, yet a sect in which the other side is not forgotten. That it is the most national of the sects
is shown at once by its powerful influence on
English Dissenters and by its conspicuous failure
to win the Celts of Wales and Cornwall.
Unlike the Lutheran and the English Churches
were the Reformed. One marked historic difference is that they had the secular power against
them everywhere but in the cities of the southwest roughly, from Frankfurt and Lindau to

There

;

'

;

—

Geneva. Where that power was friendly, they
were guided and controlled by burghers instead of
Avhere it was hostile, they had to form
princes
their churches as the early Christians did, according to their own conceptions of doctrine and
;

expediency. As the Romish sacerdotalism cieated
an aristocracy of priests who alone could dispense
the necessary means of grace, so the Calvinistic
doctrine of predestination created an aristocracy of
the elect, for whom alone Christ died, who alone
received saving grace and alone properly constituted the Church. This aristocracy was created
not by some visible rite of ordination, but by God's
eternal counsel secret to us, so that it could not
form a visible class in the Church. The cldef of
sinners might be of the elect, and an apparent saint
might prove a reprobate. So, while the distinction
of priest and layman was denied, the acknowledged difference of elect and reprobate had to be
ignored in the organization of the churches. Calvinism is indeed an inspiring creed —that God has
foreknown me from all eternity, and sent me forth
to do in His strength and not my oNvn the work
predestinated for me before the foundation of the
world. It is the creed of the strong, as asceticism
is the creed of the weak, when neither the one nor
the other can rise to the higher faith, that Christ
died for all men, and not in vain. It is onlya halftruth, and, like other forms of the opinion of
necessity, it must be treated in practice as if the
limitation were false. As every Calvinist in his
right mind believes himself to be elect like the
boy in the English Catechism, he must presume
that his neighbours also are elect, though he
believes that some of them are not.
It was like our
own very necessary convention that our neighbours
are honourable men, though we know that there
are knaves among them. Only, a knave can sometimes be found out, a reprobate never. Hence a
Reformed Church was in theory a democracy, with
all spiritual authority deriving from the people.
This principle was extended to civil authority by
the English Independents in 1647, though the
Commonwealth could not carry it out. It prevailed in America, where it was favoured by

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

conditions, and from America it was
brought back to France, and became the basic

colonial

the Liberal movement of the last
This principle would seem to require a
and to this
free Church indei^endent of the State
ideal the Reformed doctrine pointed almost as
as
But
the
Romish.
the
condition
of freeclearly
dom is persecution. The State cannot refuse to
decide questions of Church property for any sect
which is tolerated, and cannot decide them without
judicial interpretations of its confessions and deeds
of settlement.
Hence the Reformed Churches
princiijle of

century.

;

I
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to the State tlie nionient they had
of Zurich or Amsterdam or the Lords of the Congregation in Scotland
might be the stoutest of Protestants ; but they
were determined to keep the ministers in tlieir
place, and allow no such clerical rule as that from

became subject

mastered

The burghers

it.

which the Kefornuition had delivered them. They
had no objection of principle the Germans have
none now, and the English had none then to
what we should consider a most vexatious interference with private life. They were used to it.
Every town was full of sumptuary laws and minute
regulations on all sorts of subjects, and a few more
or less made little difference.
But there was more
than this. Calvin's high estimate of the Lord's
Supper and of the primitive Church led him to

—

demand the
and

—

restoration of the primitive discipline

enforcement by the secular power and
Reformed Churches generally, including
the English, were more or less inclined to agree
with him. They had some reason. Public morals
were in a dreadful state, and this was keenly felt,
now that the new preaching had roused the public
conscience, which the mediaeval Church had so
debauched with formal righteousness and easy
payments for sin that the foulest crimes passed
with no more censure than in the old pagan times.
The new discipline was hideously severe and did
infinite mischief
but it was hardly more severe
than the old would have been, if the Church had
not preferred to make a traffic in sin. It was at
least impartial.
Magnates and even ministers had
to do their public penance like other sinners.
Neither the ministers of Geneva, nor the Scottish
Kirk, nor the High Commission in England showed
any respect of persons. None the less the system
hardened the saints with formalism and spiritual
pride, and drove the sinners to hypocrisy or despair.
It was long before the Reformed Churches could
shake off the belief taken over from the Middle Ages
that it was their duty to punish sin as sin with
spiritual censures enforced by temporal penalties.
But laymen were jealous of this dangerous power
of excommunication, and moderate churchmen
like Bullinger disowned it.
In German Switzer'"•"" '* was not
allowed at all in French SAvitzeri.uiven in Geneva) and in Scotland it was not
fltir V
ed to purely clerical authorities. In Enghi frequency of excommunication and its
offences were a standing
s for secular
ace against the early Stuarts
and the enir of the Presbyterians to
introduce the
its

;

in this the

;

;

;

ij

ih discipline was foiled by the lawyers, the
indents, and the nation generally.

.

the other hand, there was a doctrine which
partly counteracted the natural dependence
jminant sect upon the State. The holiness
\ji tii»* Church was nowhere more of a
living truth
:n
thmn
the Reformed Churches, for they believed
as f)j oly as any Romanist that it was ordained of
<

'

and guided by His Holy Spirit. Eternal
was a still mightier inspiration
tijiii the augnst tradition claimed
by Rome, and
thcro was no double standard of priests or monks
to s' elter common sinners from its fullest claims.
So t'.e ministers could stand up as boldly as any

»?[.ri-t
pr-vl-

stiration

wickedness in high places,
And "hey did so with a courage which, though not
po[-es or bishops against

was less often seen in the more courtly
eran and English Churches. The Reformed
much more trial of persecution than the
JjU'- erans, for the Peace of Augsburg left them
aic 5 to fight the hardest of the battle
against the
tiv ihery of the savage Catholic revival.
Small
V
ler if their zeal Avas often fierce and
narrow,
4i^^.relsome and overscrupulous. But they are
not fully represented by such extremists as
Puritans, Covenanters, and Camisards, who were

v/a;

Lu'
ha-:

i

ing,
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more or

less demoralized by Stuart ur Bourbon
tyranny. If we look to more peaceful churches
like those of Ziirich or Strassburg, or even Geneva,
or to the early stages of the Reformation in
we shall find greater moderation.
Scotland,
Calvin himself charged the English Liturgy of
1552 with nothing worse than tolerabiles incptias,
and the Scots used one like it (with ceremonies
omitted and some freedom to the minister) till
they were disgu.sted with all forms of prayer bj'
the attempt of Laud and Charles to force an
English form upon them. Bucer and even Laski
urged Hooper in 1550 not to refuse the episcopal
vestments, and in Elizabeth's time Bullinger and
Gualter gave plain counsel to the Puritans. The
surplice, they said, was not used at Ziirich, and
they did not like it; but the queen's enforcement
of it was no reason for giving up their ministiy.
In one direction the Reformed Churches far
excelled the rest. The appeal to Scripture made
the study of Scripture a duty for all according to
their powers so that instruction in religion had
to be i)oth deeper and more general than heretoThe Reformers were conspicuously learned
fore.
men. Luther himself was the greatest of German
teachers ; Cranmer and Jewel were above comparison with their opponents and Calvin was not
only the best patristic scholar of his time, but the
greatest commentator since Augustine. However
they may have erred, it was not for want of diligent
and faithful study of Scripture with all helps thereAnd this learning they
unto then attainable.
sought to spread among the people. They translated the Bible, urged all to read it, and shaped
the services for instruction as well as for devotion.
The English Reformers did wiiat they could, but
were hindered by the rapacity of the nobles, who
were much more inclined to plunder the old schools
than to found new, and, moreover, saw no need of
education for the lower classes. The Lutherans
were less thorough in this as in other matters, and
soon lost themselves in a jungle of controversies.
The Calvinists did better. Geneva under Calvin
and Beza was the centre of Protestant learning,
and the village schools established by Knox and
Melville gave Scotland such a system of general
education as England has reached only in our own
;

;

time.

— We

are now in
4. Results of the Reformation.
a position to survey the Reformation as a whole,
and form some estimates of its results. Shortly,
national Churches replaced the catholic Ciiurch,
Scripture became the standard instead of tradition,
and the individual gradually gained first religious,
then civil, liberty. This was a revolution, and the
greatest since the rise of Christianity, so that it
called forth the most violent opposition, and was
the occasion for enormous evils the savage persecutions and wars of religion, the desolation of the
Netherlands and Germany, and a long severance
Strict
of the comity of Europe, north and south.
Romanists and strict Protestants were never
heartily allied till 1686, and the embers of religious
hatred are not yet quenched. Even now the pope
visibly prefers inlidel Germany to heretic England.
To the Reformation we owe further the religious
divisions of N. Europe, the multitudinous sects of
England and America, involving scandals without
end to the unbelievers, and also the whole school
of rationalists from Deism and the Aufkldrung to
the latest extravagances of the Germans and their
To the Reformation again we owe the
imitators.
Tridentine reaction which (with some reform of
consolidated the mediaeval system into a

—

scandals)
firm barrier against all freedom in S. Europe.
The age of the Jesuits and the Inquisition was
brought to an end in the 18th cent, by the philosophic de.spota and the French Revolution, only to
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be followed by something lower still. If there was
much honest ignorance in the Middle Ages, there
is much organized falsehood now.

these evils the Reformation was the occaand to these we may
sion, and of some the cause
add the mischief done in the sui^pression of the
monasteries and in the corruption of the upper
classes by the plunder of the Church, the mischiefs
caused by the too great subservience of the Lutheran
now look
and English Churches to the State.
at the other side. The abolition of a mischievous

Of

all

;

We

and sometimes unfriendly foreign authority gave
the nations freedom to develop themselves, and
made better order possible in both Church and
What were scandals in the 18th cent, were
State.
matters of course in the 15th.

National character

became stronger and more earnest, and gained a
new sense of duty from the new responsibility laid
on every

man when

auricular confession,

new teaching abolished
swept away a vast amount
the

of superstition, and trading on superstition, and
removed the poison from family life by its emphatic
and all this was
rejection of the ascetic ideal
summed up in a rational worship constantly
challenging comparison with an open Bible.
Yet all this Avas but the prelude of the mighty
The depth of meaning in the principles
evolution.
of the Reformation was reached slowly and through
many conflicts, and is not exhausted yet. The
Reformers were men of their own time, and took
over from the Middle Ages many beliefs incon;

sistent with their own principles.
They took over
the old imperial conception of God as a despot in
heaven, the old view of the gospel as a law of
commands, the old belief in a rigid visible Church
which could allow no dissent, and the old reliance
on a penitential discipline enforced by the State.
All these are finally inconsistent with the indi-

-•'

'

'•

'

^^

•-

*

'^ "-I

who

the Reformation. Exhaustive lists of authorities will be found
in the bibliographies attached to The Cambridge Modern
History, i.-iii., Cambridge, 190-2-04. In vol. i., The Renaissance, the section hi' W. Barry, describing Catholic Europe,'
may be referred to, and that by H. C. Lea, on The Eve of the
Reformation,' is also valuable. Vol. ii., The Reformation, gives
the history of the movement in the different countries of Europe.
Vol. iii., entitled The Wars of Religion, deals \vith those international and other conflicts which owe their origin to the
'

'

Reformation.
Among books in which the ethical and other principles
involved in the Reformation are unfolded may be mentioned :
C. Beard, The Reformation in its Relation to Modern Thought
A. E. Berg^er, Die Kxdturaufgaben
(HL), London, 1883
der Reformation^, Berlin, 1908
F. von Bezold, Gesch. dcr
deutschen Reformation, do. 1890 G. Bonet-Maury, Les Pr^cur;

;

;

seurs de la Rifonne et de la liberty de conscience, Paris, 1904 ;
Lord Bryce, The lloly Roman Empire, new and revised ed.,
London, 1904 ; M. Creig-hton, Hist, of the Papacy froiii the
Great Schismto the Sack of Rome, nevfed.,6vo]s., Ao. 1901; A,
Harnack, Hist, of Dogma, Eng. tr., from 3rd German ed.,
do. 1894-99, vol. vii.
P. Imbart de la Tour, Les Origines de
la Riforme, 2 vols., Paris, 1905-09; J. Janssen, Gesch. des
deutschen Volkes seit d-em Avsgang des Mittelalters^'^'^^, 8 vols.,
Freiburg im Br., 1891-94, Eng. tr., 16 vols., London, 1896-1910 ;
J. Kbstlin, Martin Luther : sein Leben und seine Schriften^,
ed. G. Kawerau, 2 vols., Berlin, 1903 T. M. Lindsay, A Hist.
of the Reformation, 2 vols., Edinburgh, 1906; Luther, First
Principles of the Reformation (the Ninety -five Theses and Three
Primary Works of Luther), tr. and ed. with introds., H. Wace
and C. A. Buchheim, London, 1883 A. O. Meyer, Studien zur
L. von Ranke,
Vorgesch. der Reformation, Munich, 1903
Deutsche Gesch. im Zeitalter der Reformation, 6 vols., Berlin,
1839-47, Eng. tr., 3 vols, (no more published), London, 1845-47 ;
E. Troeltsch, ' Protestantisches Christentum und Kirche der
Neuzeit,' in Kultur der Gegenwart, l. iv. i., Leipzig, 1905; C.
Ullmann, Reformatoren vor der Reformation^, 2 vols., Gotha,
1866, Eng. tr., Edinburgh, 1874-77 H. B. Workman, The
Dawn of the Reforirmtion, London, 1901^2.
The Roman Catholic view of the Reformation, its causes and
its consequences, -s set forth in the following
H. S. Denifle,
Luther und Luthertum in der ersten Entwickelung'^, 2 vols.,
Mainz, 1904-09 F. A. Gasquet, The Eve of the Reformation^,
London, 1905 H. Grisar, Luther, tr. E. M. Lamond, ed. L.
Cappadelta, 6 vols., do. 1913-17; L. von Pastor, Gesch. der
Pdpste seit dem Ausgang des Mittelalters, 6 vols., Freiburg im
Br., 1886-1913, Eng. tr., 12 vols., London, 1891-1912.
See also artt. Calvinism, Huguenots, Hussites, Luthbr,
;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

Papacy, Protestantism, Western Church.
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proclaimed by the Reformation meant
freedom first for heterodoxy. Persecution on a
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— At

ti'

mation as well as Rome,
science

was made impossible in Germany by
the Peace of Westphalia, in England by the
Revolution, in France by Voltaire and the Con-

large scale

stituent Assembly.

But

it

meant

also political

freedom, and the growth of freedom is bringing
the whole conception of government into better
accord with the divine ideal of goodness and unselfishness. All Protestant states except retrograde
Germany are seeking justice, and the Catholic
states nearly in proportion to their
independence
of Rome.
The freedom won for criticism and
science has been the occasion for many excesses ;
but the broad result emerging is confusion to the
twin powers of agnosticism inside and outside the
Christian Church. Above all, the free appeal to

history has

shown that the gospel

is

vaster and

varied, freer and more loving, than our
fathers knew. The Reformation opened the way
to a vision of God ; and the vision of God is the
inspiration of men.
Literature. [Dr. Gwatkin had finished this article, but had
not added the literature, before his death. The following list
has been prepared by the Editors.]
The writings of the Reformers and the works of leading
Church historians may be consulted for the history proper of

more
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In 1789 the title, 'the Keionneu x^^^v^.. ...
North America,' was given. The min
Synod at the adoption of the Constitution
term, 'the Dutch Reformed Church in
America.' But the name on the title-pagt
first edition of the Constitution, printed ii
is
the Reformed Dutch Church in the
States of America.' The same title app«
the second edition of 1815. In subsequent e
it is
the Reformed Dutch Church of
America.' The act of incorporation of the
in 1819 gives the name as
the Reformed
tant Dutch Church.' In these terms the
and geographical position of the Church s
It was 'Protestant' in contras
lined.
Roman Catholicism. It was Reformed
it belonged to the school of Calvin rather
that of Luther. It was * Dutch because I
was the country of its origin. The expj
America,' North America,' and United
give the country of its development. In
of time the title Avas considered cumbersoi
the word Dutch inappropriate, since the n
ship had become thoroughly American,
the name was therefore changed to ' the R€
Church in America.'

in

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'
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2. History.
(a) Period of the Dutch domination {162S-04).— To the Dutch West India Company, chartered in 1621, was committed the
government of the Dutch cohiny on the banks of
the Hudson, called New Netherland. The policy
of this company was to foster the Reformed
Therereligion in the Dutch colonial possessions.
fore in 1623 the company sent Sebastian Jansen
Krol, a comforter of the sick, to New Netlierland.
He conducted services according to the rites of the
Church of Holland.
Because tlie office of the company for New
Netherland was in Amsterdam, the Classis of
Amsterdam, by the decree of 1624, took charge of
the religious work of the colony. Tlie first Dutch
Jonas Michaelius, was sent out in 1628.
faster,
n April of that year he organized a church of 50

in New Amsterdam.
Peter Minuit, the
governor, was an elder in this church. This was
the beginning of Presbyterian church government
in America.
The church thus formed became the
mother church of tlie denomination. It has had a
continuous, recorded liistory from that day to this.
With ample endowment and ten church Ijuildings,
it conducts a great work in the metropolis of the
Western world. Its school is probably tlie oldest
educational institution in the United States.
Under the Dutch West India Company the
Reformed Church was the Established Church of
the colony. Other sects were tolerated, although
Governor Stuyvesant showed personal hostility to
Thirteen churches were founded, and
them.
sixteen ministers served during this period. Seven
of these were on duty at the time of the surrender
to the English in 1664.
(6) Period of struggle for civil independence
(1664-1737).— By the terms of surrender the Dutch
Church was assured of freedom. But the change
Financial
of Government was a severe blow to it.
support from the State soon ceased. The Church
OAved civil allegiance to the English Government
and ecclesiastical allegiance to the Classis of
Amsterdam. The combination was fruitful of misunderstandings. Few people came from Holland,
but many English poured into the colony. Within the first twelve years after the surrender only
one Dutch minister arrived.
In 1676 only three
Dutch ministers were in the country. The English
governors obeyed the letter of the treaty granting
freedom to the Dutch Church, but there was a

members

tendency for

tlie

Church

to

become a mere organ

of the civil power.

Several incidents during the
first generation of English rule taught the Reformed
Church to be on its guard against encroachments

on

its liberties.

The Revolution

in England in 1688 produced
the Leisler tragedy in New York. This made a
sad division in the Dutch Church, in which the
populace was on the side of Leisler and the
ministers and higher classes on the side of the
Government. Governor Fletcher took advantage
of this condition to advance the Episcopal Church
at the expense of the Dutch. At his request the
Ministry Act was passed by the Assembly in 1693.
This Act provided for the support by taxation of
'a good, sufficient, Protestant minister' in each of
the four southern counties of the province. The
Dutch members of Assembly did not intend by
this Act to establish the Episcopal Church, but
Fletcher and several of his successors affected to
consider the English Church established thereby,

and much

New York

friction resulted.

The Dutch Church

of

City, taking alarm, obtained a charter
for itself in 1696.
By this the rights and liberties
of that individual church were secured.
It was
therefore able to lend effective moral support in
the struggle to other churches. The majority of
the Dutch ministers stood their ground in all the
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tedious disputes with the governors, but a few
surrendered their ecclesiastical independence from
motives of per-sonal ambition.
In the fight against a State Establishment the
Dutch Church as a whole was at an advantage
compared with other denominations. It was a
National Church, not classed with Dissenters,'
able to appeal to the treaty rights of 1664.
While
no Dissenting church could obtain a charter
before the Revolutionary War, several Dutch
churches secured this coveted privilege.
The
Dutch Church therefore won the victory in its
contest with the royal governors. By the third
decade of the 18th cent, the theoretical liberty of
the earlier time had become actual.
During these years the Church was growing.
The natural increase of the Dutch population was
great.
Religious persecution drove French Huguenots and Gemian Palatines to America. These
united with the Reformed Church and became an
important element in its life. Bj' 1737 the tiiirteen
churches of 1664 had become 65, and the se\en
ministers had become nineteen. There was need
for more ministers, but to obtain them from
Holland was difficult. It had always been contrary to the policy of the Classis of Amsterdam to
allow American ordinations.
They grudgingly
permitted a few with the understanding that they
were not to become precedents.
(c) Period of struggle for ecclesiastical independence (i757-9^).— Under the leadership of Theodorus
Jacobus Frelinghuysen the religious movement
known as the Great Awakening took a strong
This increasetl tlie
hold of the Dutch Church.
desire for more ministers and loosened still further
the weakening bond which held the Church to the
Classis of Amsterdam.
Frelinghuysen proposed
that an institution to train young men for the
should
be
and the churches
founded,
ministry
organized into an Assembly to ordain them and
perform other functions of an independent Church.
In the year 1737 a plan for such an Assembly or
Coetus was sent to Holland for approval.
The
Classis of Amsterdam doubted the wisdom and
ability of the American Church.
They thought it
better for them to unite with the Germans and
This
Presbyterians.
plan came to naught. With
the precedent of other American churclies becombefore
their eyes, after long delay,
ing mdependent
in 1747, they granted permission for tlie Dutch
Church in America to form a Coetus. But this
privilege was bound with such restrictions that
it was practically worthless.
Ordinations M-ere
allowed only by special permission, and appeals to
Holland were granted. For six years this Coetus
led an inefiectual life, and then in 1754 issued a
declaration of independence. This offended some
of the more conservative ministers, who seceded
under the leadership of Domine Ritzema, senior
minister of the Dutch Churcli of New York
'

'

'

'

'

City.
The members of the new Classis or Coetus possessed energy and piety.
They professed reverence to the Classis of Amsterdam, but took their
own independent course. They ordained, when
they thought proper, young men for service in the
Dutch churches of America, and made strenuous
efforts to found a college for the education of
ministerial candidates.
This they accomplished
in 1766, when Queen's College, afterwards Rutgers,
obtained a charter. The seceded ministers called
themselves the Conferentie.' They were a minority in number, but possessed the weight of age and
They professed to be the legitimate
scholarship.
successors of the old Coetus, and they retained the
records of that body. They emphasized their subordination to the Classis of Amsterdam and were
free in their criticisms of the Coetus brethren.
'
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realized the necessity of theological
education, and Uomine Kitzema evolved the plan
of a Dutch Divinity professorship in the newlyorganized King's College, in New York City. The
plan was adopted, but the chair was never occupied.
In 1764 the Conferentie organized themselves into
an
Assembly subordinate to the Classis of

from Holland which increased its
numbers, and caused the flavour of the Dutch
Reformation to prolong its life in the Middle West.
The Church had always been strong in New York
and New Jersey. These immigrants founded about
200 churches in the region of which Chicago is the
centre, and have extended their influence to the

The next year by special permission
they ordained one young man.
The Classis of Amsterdam did not understand
conditions in America. At first they favoured the
Conferentie, but in time they perceived that the
freedom usurped by the Coetus was necessary to
John Henry
the life of the American Church.
Livingston, sometimes called the father of the

Pacific coast.

Yet they

'

Amsterdam.'

'

Reformed Church,' was

A

influential in enlightening

well-informed American, he studied
them.
theology at the University of Utrecht in 1765-70.
He took every opportunity to explain conditions
in the American Church to members of the Classis
of Amsterdam.
On Livingston's return to America
he became pastor in New York City, and the next
year (1771) under his influence a peace conference
was held. At this a plan of union, proposed by
the Classis of Amsterdam, was presented. Both
parties were tired of strife, and peace was obtained
with surprising ease. The freedom desii-ed by the
Coetus was secured, and the feelings of the Conferentie were soothed by the adoption of names not
connected with the old disagreements. An organization, called a
general body,' was formed with
power to ordain, and five special bodies were
grouped under it. The Church, now acknowledged
independent, was about to enter upon a full ecclesi'

'

astical

and religious

'

life.

But the clouds of the Revolutionary War were
gathering, and the Reformed Church was directly
The losses of the
in the track of the storm.
Church during that upheaval were great. Much
property was destroyed and congregations were
Within

New York

City a handful of
Dutch Tories held service during its occupation by
their
the British, although
pastors and most of
their brethren had fled.
At the return of peace in 1783 the Church
In 1784 the inderapidly arose from its ruins.
pendent names of Synod and Classis were assumed
without further regard to conservative feelings.
The same year Livingston was chosen professor
of Theology in connexion with his New York
In 1788 a committee was appointed to
pastorate.
scattered.

translate the standai-ds of doctrine, liturgy, and
the rules of order of the Dutch Church into
English. Tliey were to revise such statements as
did not suit the free conditions in America. This
was accomplished in 1792, and the next year the
work was issued. Thus the organization of the
independent Church was completed and the Church
began its national life. Letters between the mother
Church in Holland and the daughter Church in
America were occasionally sent for about a score
of years, but the custom gradually fell into disuse.
During the colonial period about 150 churches
were organized, and about 150 ministers served in

the Dutch Church.
{d) Period of the independent American Church
(1792-1916).—The life of the Reformed Church in
America during the years of its national existence
has been similar to that of other Presbyterian
The English
bodies within the United States.
language is generally used, and the membership
has been drawn from Evangelical Christians of
every name. It is not uncommon in the cities to
find that the members of an individual Reformed
church trace their ecclesiastical ancestry to a dozen
The general public does not disdifferent sources.
tinguish it from its Presbyterian neighbours.
In 1846 the Reformed Church received a stream

of emigiation

There have been a few secessions from the Reformed Church.
In 1822 Solomon Froeligh and
four suspended ministers, being more conservative
in doctrine than their brethren, organized
the
True Reformed Dutch Church.' This became
In 1882 another secession of
extinct in 1890.
certain Hollanders in the west took place.
They
were displeased because the Synod would not take
action against Freemasonry.
They joined with
others to form the Christian Reformed Church.'
The Reformed Church in America has always
In the
been interested in missionary ettbrt.
generation succeeding the Revolutionary War the
church of New York City received constant appeals
for aid from weak churches.
To these she seldom
turned a deaf ear.
Several Domestic Mission
Societies were organized at different times, and
the Board of Domestic Missions of the Church was
born in 1831.
Its chief work is to aid feeble
churches and to organize new ones in proper places.
Many of the strong churches of the denomination
have received aid from it in their infancy. The
first year of its existence its income was $5,400.
In the year 1915 it received $197,555.55.
Foreign missionary work has received unusual
'

'

The

society for this purpose was
From 1826 to 1832 the Reformed Church worked in union with the American
Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions.
From 1832 to 1857 its relation with that board
was that of co-operation. Since 1857 the Reformed
attention.

first

organized in 1796.

Church has conducted its foreign mission work independently but with hearty co-operation with
other Churches in the foreign field. The receipts
of this board in 1915 were $300,752.51.
The board
at present maintains five missions, viz. Amoy,
China, 1842 ; Arcot, India, 1853 N. Japan, 1859 ;
S. Japan, 1859
Arabia, originally an independent
mission, 1889, but adopted by the board in 1894.
The women of the Church also maintain foreign
and domestic mission boards.
Other boards of the Church are the Board of
Direction, which has charge of the property of the
Synod the Board of Education, which aids young
men studying for the ministry and assists in the
support of certain educational institutions ; the
;

;

:

;

Board of Publication and Bible Work the Disabled Ministers' Fund and the Widows' Fund.
In 1915 there were reported 718 churches with
126,847 communicant members, served by 750
;

ministers.

The

doctrine and polity of the Reformed
America.
The Constitution of the
Netherlands Reformed Church, decreed by the
3.

Church

in

—

Synod of Dort (1618-19), was formally adopted by
the Reformed Church in America in 1771. That
Constitution then contained the following elements the Belgic Confession of Faith, the Heidelberg Catechism and the compendium of the same,
the liturgy, the canons of the Synod of Dort, and
the rules of Church government.
The standards of doctrine have remained unchanged, but the Church has been little troubled
with heresy. It has been conservatively progresThe
sive in the interpietation of these standards.
Constitution and the liturgy have been revised in
Certain portions of the
1833, 1874, and 1916.
liturgy are optional. Some of these have fallen
into general disuse.
But certain portions are required ; they are generally admired and perhaps
:
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are the most dihtinguisliinj,' feature in the Bervices

Reformed Church.
The form of government

of the

Netherland churches

of the Presbyterian

is

and adopted by the

type, first proposed by Calvin

requires four
classes of olHcers in the church
ministers, teachers
(of theology), elders, and deacons.
The unit of government is the Consistory ruling
the individual church.
group of churches forms
a Classis. Of this body the ministers and an elder
In 1915
representing each church are members.
there were 37 Classes in the Keformed Church of
America.
Above the Classis is the Particular
Synod, of which there are four. The General
Synod is the supreme court. It has held regular
annual sessions since 1812. It was incorporated in
1568.

in

It

:
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French Reformed among the earliest settlers.
Wherever Episcopalians or Presbyterians had
occupied tlie fieul, they rarely attempted a
separate organization. In Pennsylvania Reformed
families are known to have settled before the
arrival of

William Penn.

About 1709 German Reformed people began
arrive in America in great numbers.
Most

to
of

While loving its own doctrine and method, the
Keformed Church has always been charitable
towards other views and methods, and ready to
labour hand in hand with every other denomina-

these were natives of the Palatinate on the Rhine
or of neighbouring provinces, though tliere were
also many Swiss.
The principal cause of tliis
extensive migration was no douot a desire on the
part of the immigrants to better their worldly
condition.
In the Palatinate great distress was
directly or indirectly tlie result of the French
wars which had devastated the land. Even after
peace had been <leclared there was no immediate
improvement. Finally came the terrible winter
of 1708-09, which greatly increa.sed the distress.
It was reported that Queen Anne had invited
the suttering Palatines to emigrate to the British

tion of Evangelical Christians.

colonies,

1819.

—

Educational institutions.
The Reformed
Clmrch has always insisted upon an educated
4.

'Then,' says F. Loher, 'men looked into each other's faces
" Let us
said
go to America, and i( we perish, we perish." '^

and

:

Its institutions of learning are as
ministry.
follows: (1) Rutgers College, New Brunswick,
its name was changed from Queen's
N.J., 1766
to Rutgers in 1825 it is the State college of New
Jersey and since 1865 is no longer under the control of the General Synod ; (2) the Theological
this is
Seminary, New BrunsAvick, N. J., 1784
Ijerliaps the oldest institution of its kind in the
United States ; it has been located at New Brunswick, N.J., since 1810, when Livingston, who had
been both pastor in New York and professor of
Theology, resigned from his pastorate and removed
to New Brunswick to devote his entire time to
(3)
teaching
Hope College and the Western
Theological Seminary, 1866, both located at
Holland, Michigan. Besides these the Church has
several schools of lower grade in America and
important institutions upon its mission fields.

condition of Switzerland was hardly more
encouraging than that of the Rhine country. The
people comjilained that great numbers of foreign
and, as
refugees had crowded into Switzerland
many of these were skilled labourers, they unintentionally deprived the natives of their means of
subsistence. As early as 1663 Peter F"'abian, of
Bern, sent out by the English Carolina Company,
visited Carolina in the hope of establishing a
settlement, but he does not appear to have been
In 1710 Christoph von Gratfenried and
successful.
Michell, natives of Bern and sailing from England,
founded Newbern, in N. Carolina.
About 1730
tlie stream of Swiss immigration turned nortliward,
and in E. Pennsylvania the Swiss became especiallj'
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;

;

;

;

;

Colonial Hist, of New York, 14 vols., do. IS.'iG-SS
Van
Rensselaer = Bowier MSS, ed. A. J. F. van Laer, New York,
1908 Ecclesiastical Records of the State of Neio Ym-k, 6 vols.,
Albany, 1901-05 Minutes of the Coetus, 1737-71 Minutes of
the Provisional Synod, 1771-93; Minutes of the General Synod,
1794-1916
Constitution of the Reformed Protestant Dutch
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Di(jest of
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religious denomination,

was formerly known as

which

the German Keformed
Church,' is derived from the Reformed Churches
of Germany and Switzerland.
In government it
holds to the Presbyterian system. Its confession
of faith is the Heidelberg Catechism,
It developed
'the Mercersburg Theology,' one of tlie phases of
'

American theological thought.
Individual members of the Reformed Church
emigrated to America early in the 17th century,
Peter Minuit, the leader of the Swedish colony
which in 1638 settled on the banks of the Delaware,
had been a ruling elder of one of the Reformed

German city of Wesel. Among
the Hollanders who founded New York there were
few
a
not
Germans, but these generally identified
themselves with the Reformed Dutch churches.
In the southern colonies there were German and
VOL. X, 40

chui-ches of the

—

The

;

numerous.

There were no doubt some

of

them

the Palatines who went from Amsterdam
to London in 1709 but the Swiss generally sailed

among

;

Rotterdam

to America, and
purchased land soon after they reached their destination.

The estimates of the extent of the Gennan and
Swiss immigration to America in the 18th cent,
difi'er.
Isolated settlements were founded here
and there from Canada to Georgia, and for a long
time there was little communication between them.
Theodor Poesche, a careful authority, puts the
number in America before the Revolution of 1776
at 200,000, A. B. Faust ^ at 225,000.
About the
middle of the 18th cent, there may have been
30,000 members of the German Reformed Church
in Pennsylvania alone, but it is evident that
nothing like that number was gathered into conIt was, however, in that province
gregations.
that the Germans Avere most numerous, and it is
there that we find the beginnings of a general
organization of the Reformed Churches.
The history of this denomination may be comprehended in five periods.
I. 1709-46
Isolated
This
congregations,

—

;

period is characterized by the fouiiding of congregations and the beginning of missionary activity.
The earlier portion is very obscure. Religious
services were held in private houses, or sometimes
in the open air.
In the absence of regular
ministers, sermons were read by schoolmasters or
other intelligent laymen. Among the best kno^^'n
of these schoolmasters was Thomas Schley, the
ancestor of Admiral Winfield Scott Schley and the

founder of Frederick City, Md. He was singled
out by Schlatter as the best teacher he had found
1

Gesch.

vnd Zustdnde der

Deutsclien in Amerika, Leipzig,

1855, 2G6ttingen, 1855, p. 42.
- The German Element in the

United States,

i.

285,
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America, edifying the congregation on every
Day by means of singing and reading God's

Lord's

Word and

printed sermons.'

John Frederick Haeger (1684-1722) was the
He was ordained by the
earliest missionary.
bishop of London on 20th Dec. 1709, at the solicitation of the .Society for the Propagation of the
for service among the
Gospel in Foreign Parts,
Palatines, New York.' He laboured in the settlements on the Hudson and began to build a church,
but did not live to complete it. His father, John
'

Henry Haeger, an ordained minister who had been

rector of the Latin school at Siegen, in NassauDillenberg, followed him to America in 1714, and
became pastor in Virginia at a village, named
Germanna, which had been built by certain miners

who had been brought

over by Governor Spottswood.
In Pennsylvania the earliest missionary labour
appears to have been performed by a Hollander.
At Neshaminy, in Bucks county, there was a
Reformed Dutch church the only one in the
province and from its records it appears that its
pastor, Paulus Van Vlecq, on 29th May 1710,
visited the (German) settlement at Skippach,
where he baptized several children, and on 4th
June of the same year ordained elders and deacons
at White Marsh. These were probably the earliest
German Reformed churches in Pennsylvania,
though it is possible that some sort of organization
may have been almost simultaneously established
at Germantown and Falkner Swamp.
Samuel Guldin (1664-1745) was a Swiss minister
who arrived in Pennsylvania in 1710. He had
been associate pastor of the cathedral church at
Bern, but was removed from his charge for Pietism.
In America he seems to have lived in retirement,
though he preached occasionally in Germantown.
He published three small volumes, treating prin-

—

—

cipally of his

unhappy European experiences.

In 1725 the congregations at Falkner Swamp,
Skippach, and White Marsh, after seeking in vain
for a regular minister, extended a call to John
Philip Boehm, who had previously served as their
His ministry proved successful, and,
'reader.'
after communications with the Classis of Amsterdam, he was ordained in 1729 by Dutch ministers

New York. John Philip Boehm (1683-1749),
whose indefatigable activity and great importance
for the Reformed Church in the U.S. have been
recently established by W. J. Hinke,^ had been a
parochial teacher at Worms, and came to America
of

about 1720.

He
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'

prepared for his congregations a

which was approved by the synods of
Holland and was long regarded as a model. He
was the author of several vigorous controversial
pamphlets and founded many congregations, his
missionary journeys extending from the Delaware
river almost to the Susquehanna.
Profoundly
impressed by the helpless condition of the churches
of Pennsylvania, he appealed for aid to the synods
of Holland, and it was greatly by his influence
that the European churches were awakened to a
sense of their duty towards their brethren beyond
constitution,

the sea.
In 1727 George Michael Weiss (1700-63), an
ordained minister, arrived at Philadelphia. He
had been commissioned by the Ober-Consistorium
of Heidelberg to accompany 400 Palatines to
America as their leader and guide. In the year
of his arrival he organized the Reformed Church of
Philadelphia. In 1730 he accompanied Jacob Reiff
on a journey to Europe, to collect money and
books for several destitute churches, returning to
He subsequently
America the following year.
served a charge in the province of New York, but
finally returned to Pennsylvania.
1 Letters and
Reports of the Rev. John Philip Boehm.

John Peter Miller (1710-96) and John Bartholomew Rieger (1707-69), both natives of the
Palatinate, arrived in 1730. After serving in the
for several years, Miller joined
tlie Seventh-day Baptists and became the head of
a monastic institution at Ephrata. Rieger subsequently studied medicine, and, though he was
at times active in the work of the Church, was in
later years best known as a physician.
The name of John Henry Goetschius (1718-74)

Reformed Church

frequently appears in early congregational records.
His father, Mauritz Goetschius, who had previously
been pastor at Saletz, in the canton of Ziirich,
Switzerland, came to America in 1735, accompanied
by his family. He died not long after landing in
Philadelphia, and his son, John Henry, soon afterwards began to preach with great acceptance,
though he was only seventeen years old. In 1736
he claimed to be pastor of twelve congregations.
In later years he became an eminent minister in
the Reformed Dutch Church. His brother-in-law,
John Conrad Wirtz, also became a minister, and is
regarded as the founder of the Reformed Church
in the city of York, Pennsylvania.
In 1742 several Reformed ministers joined with
Count Zinzendorf in the organization of the Congregation of God in the Spirit.' It was proposed
to unite the German denominations (Lutheran,
Reformed, and Moravian) in a higher unity without destroying their identity.
Until 1748 this
organization laboured earnestly, especially among
the Reformed and Lutherans, but the movement
'

proved unsuccessful, and most of its
adherents identified themselves with the Moravians.
The most eminent of the Reformed ministers
who belonged to the Congregation were Henry
Antes, John Bechtel, Christian H. Ranch, Jacob
Lischy, and John Brandmiller.
The
2. 1746-93: Denominational organization.
leading event of this period was the founding of
the Coetus,' by Michael Schlatter, in 1747. For
eighteen years the Church of Holland had been
directly interested in the German churches of
Pennsylvania ; but nothing had been done to
secure a general organization. It was believed
that the American churches were not ready for
the establishment of an independent Synod ; and
it was, therefore, suggested that an advisory body,
composed of ministers and delegated elders, should
as soon as possible be organized. This body was
a
to be known as the
Coetus,' or Convention
term which was first applied by John k Lasco to a
weekly conference of ministers which he established
in 1544 at Emden, in Germany,
finally

'

'

—

•

'

'

'

—

There were certain difficulties which may at first
have appeared almost insurmountable. The Germans of Pennsylvania were not of Dutch speech or
nationality they had not been trained to acknow;

ledge the national Confessions of the Netherlands,
and it would have required much labour to brin^
them into full accord with their new ecclesiastical
man was needed who could speak
relations.
the language of both nationalities, who was willing
to be the confidential agent of the Dutch Synods,
and might serve as a personal link between the
Old World and the New. There was, therefore,
great rejoicing when a young Swiss minister
appeared and offered to undertake the work.
Michael Schlatter (1716-90), a native of St. Gall,

A

belonged to a prominent family and was thoroughly
educated. Having spent a part of his youth in
Holland, he was familiar with the language of
that country. After his ordination to the ministry
he preached for several years in his native country ;
but, having heard of the necessities of the American
churches, he went to Holland and was commissioned by the synods of Holland to undertake the
work of organizing them. Nine days after receiv-
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ing his commission he set sail for America, where
he arrived on 1st Aug. 1746. In his American
•work he manifested extraordinary energy and
He made extensive missionary
perseverance.
]ourneys, organized thirteen i)astoral charges, and
convened the first Coetus in Philadelphia on 29th
Sept. 1747, with four ministers and 28 elders in
attendance.
The ministers, besides Schlatter,
were Boehm, Weiss, and Kieger. From this time
the Coetus met annually, its proceedings being
sent to Holland for revision and approval.
In 1751 and 1754 Schlatter visited Europe in the
interest of the American churches.
His first
mission proved remarkably successful.
In one
year he wrote and published his Appeal, attended
many conferences in Holland, Germany, and
Switzerland, induced six young ministers to
accompanj' him on his return to America, and
collected £12,000, the interest of which was to be
applied to the destitute churches of Pennsylvania
and schools.
The ministers who accompanied
Schlatter to America were Philip William Otterbein, John Jacob Wissler, John Waldschmidt,
Theodore Frankenfeld, Henry William Stoy, and
John Casper Kubel.
Schlatter's enthusiasm proved contagious, and
David Thomson, pastor of the English church at
Amsterdam, went to PIngland to plead for the
establishment of schools among the Germans of

Pennsylvania. He was very successful, and it is
said that the king gave a personal contribution of
£1000.
number of so-called 'Charity schools'
were founded in Pennsylvania, and Schlatter was
made superintendent of this educational movement, a position which he filled till 1756. He was
for some years a chaplain in the Royal American
Kegiment of infantry, and subsequently lived in
retirement near Philadelphia.
The Coetus increased slowly.
The fathers in
Holland sent a number of missionaries, who had,
almost without exception, been well educated in
German universities. They refused, however, to
grant to the American body the privilege of conferring the rite of ordination, and this led to
frequent disagreements. A considerable number
of ministers failed to become members of Coetus.
Among the most prominent members of Coetus
were the following: J. Conrad Steiner (1707-62),
author of several volumes of sermons Philip
William Otterbein( 1726-1813), pastor in Baltimore,
who, under the influence of the Methodist revival,
founded religious societies from which the denomination of the United Brethren in Christ was
developed J. Daniel Gros (1737-1812), professor
in Columbia College, New York, and author of
an important philosophical work (in English) ; C.
D. Weyberg and William Hendel, two ministers

A

'

'

;

'

'

;

who united, in 1787, with several Lutheran pastors
in founding at Lancaster, Pennsylvania, Franklin
College, so named in honour of Benjamin Franklin,
who was the largest individual contributor to its

endowment.
The leading independent minister was John
Joachim Zubly (1724-81), of Savannah, Georgia,
an aiithor, and elected in 1775 a member of the
Continental Congress.
In 1787 the Reformed
ministers of S. Carolina joined with several
Lutheran ministers in forming a union which
received the double name of Corpus Evangelicum
and Unio Ecclesiastica.' This movement is interesting principally from the fact that it anticipated
the Prussian Church union of 1817 in some
'

'

'

important particulars.

During this period the Coetus remained warmly
attached to the Church of Holland. In 1770 an
attempt to unite the German and Dutch Reformed
elements in a General Synod was defeated by the
Germans on the ground of gratitude to the
•
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'

in Holland and particularly to the Chassis
In the war of the Revolution,
Amsterdam.
when communication with Europe was much
interrupted, the American churches learned to
depend upon their own resources. In 1792 the
Coetus abandoned the custom of sendingitsminutes
fatliers

of

to Holland for revision.
The period of dependence was at an end and the Coetus by its own act
became an independent Synod.
The independent denominational
3. 1793-1820
organization. About twenty ministers united in
the organization of the Synod which met at
Lancaster, Pa., in 1793. The condition of the Church
at that time could hardly be called encouraging.
Congregations had grown numerous, but were
apathetic. The pioneers had passed away, and
the younger ministers were imperfectly educated.
No provision had been made for higher education,
and the number of candidates for the ministry was
small, so that extensive districts were left without
pastors.
Important congregations called pastors,
without much discrimination, from other denominations, and the people were in danger of being
alienated from the faith of their fathers. The
introduction of the English language was resisted
by the older generation and led to serious conflict.
Pastors generally laid stress on catechetical instruction, but the establishment of Sunday schools was
:

—

viewed with suspicion, as were all so-called
Methodistic methods. The faith of the i)eople was
mainly traditional, and the prevailing theologj'
was that of the Cocceian or Federalistic school.
The Church, however, grew by natural increase,
and a new and brighter era was ahead of it.
Consolidation and development,
4. 1820-63
educational institutions and liturgical worship.
At the beginning of this period the number of
ministers had increased to 70, and it was found
•

—

to bring them together at synodical
meetings. It was, therefore, determined to divide
the Synod into eight Classes, which held their
difficult

earliest

meetings in 1820.

From

this time

onwards

the Synod was a delegative body chosen by the
Classes, The Classis of Ohio, on account of the
Synod's refusal to grant to the Classes the privilege
of conferring the rite of ordination, became in 1823
a separate body, known as the Synod of Ohio.'
In this position it remained until the organization
of the General Synod in 1863.
Heidelberg College
at Tiffin, Ohio, was founded in 1850. In 1820
a plan was adopted for the establishment of
a Theological Seminary, which was opened at
Carlisle, Pa., 1825, with Lewis Mayer as the first
professor of Theology.
Maj'er wrote A History of
the Beformcd Church and valuable monographs.
In 1825 James R. Reily, one of the zealous
friends of the Seminary, visited Germany to solicit
contributions towards an enterprise that was so
intimately related to the welfare of emigrants
from the fatherland. He secured a good library
and a considerable sum of money. Among the
most liberal contributors was His MajestjFrederick III. of Prussia. In 1829 the Seminary
was removed to York, Pa., and in 1837 to Mercersburg, Pa. Two years before (1835), this small town,
afterwards to become famous, was made the seat
'

of Marshall College.

Frederick Augustus Ranch (1806-41), the first
president of Marshall College and associate professor in the Theological Seminary, had served a
short time as professor extraordinary at Giessen,
in Germany, and had just been appointed a full
professor at Heidelberg when, on account of
political troubles, he was compelled to leave his
fatherland.
He had been a favourite pupil of the
great eclectic philosopher, Carl Daub, and, though
he was recognized as a Hegelian, many elements
of his thinking were derived from Schelling and
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others of his great contemporaries. In theology
he was orthodox, and he had been ordained to the
ministry. At Mercersburg he wrote his Psxjchology

(New York, 1846) and had begun a treatise on
aesthetics, when he died suddenly on 2nd March

delphia, 1846), and published his History of the
Apostolic Church (first in German, Mercersburg,
1851,2 Leipzig, 1854, Eng. tr., New York, 1853) and
his History of the Christian Church, 1 A.D.-600 A.D.

New

York, 1858-67), a German Hymnused in the worship of the German
Reformed and Presbyterian Churches of the
United States, and other works. Nevin resigned
his professorship in 1851, subsequently becoming
president of Franklin and Marshall College, the
chief literary institution of the Church.
Schaff
remained in Mercersburg till 1863.

(2 vols.,

book (1859)

1841.

Mayer retired from his professorship,
in 1840 John Williamson Neviu was elected
He was at that time professor in
his successor.
In 1839

and

the (Presbyterian) Western Theological Seminary
at Pittsburgh, Pa., and was already known as
an earnest student of German philosophy and
theology.

Nevin was born in Franklin county, Pennsylvania, on 20th Feb. 1803, and died at Lancaster on
6th June 1886. He graduated at Union College,
New York, and studied theology at Princeton.
Before going to Pittsburgh he had been assistant
teacher of theology at Princeton, and had pubof Biblical Antiquities (PhilaIn accepting the invitation to
Mercersburg he was convinced that he was called to
perform an important task, and his transition to
the Reformed Church was fully approved by his
Presbjrterian associates. For many years Nevin
was the head of the institution at Mercersburg.
The books which he wrote, though few in number,
had great influence in his denomination. His
tract The Anxious Bench (Chambersburg, Pa.,
1843) aroused wide attention, and his book The
Mystical Presence (Philadelphia, 1846) presented
the real spiritual presence in the Lord's Supper.
He was a profound thinker and a powerful conFrom 1849 to 1853 he
troversial theologian.
edited the Mercersburg Review, and most of his
theological articles appeared in that periodical.
In 1843 the Synod, convened at Lebanon, Pa.,
lished his

Summary

1828).

delphia,

elected F.

W. Krummacher,

of Elberfeld, Prussia,

become Ranch's successor at Mercersburg.
Benjamin S. Schneck and Theodore L. HofFeditz
went to Germany to present the call, and their
visit attracted much attention in Berlin and other
to

When Krummacher

declined the call, the
attention of the commissioners was diverted by
Julius
Miiller, and Krummacher
Neander, Tholuck,
to Philip Schatl( 1819-93), who was at that time a
privatdoccnt in the University of Berlin. On this
recommendation Schaff was elected professor of
Theology at Winchester, Va., on 19th Oct. 1843,
and came to America the following year.
Schatt's inaugural address, The Principle of
Protestantism, published with an Introduction by
Nevin (Chambersburg, Pa., 1845), defended the
doctrine of historical development, a theory at
that time considered dangerous by many German
Reformed ministers. For this reason and on
account of alleged Roman Catholic tendencies, the
inaugural was made the ground of a charge of
heresy. SchafF was tried before the Synod and
cities.
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acquitted by a practically unanimous vote.
Through the teachings of Nevin and Schaft"
Mercersburg became widely known as the seat of
the Mercersburg Theology.' Misrepresented as
a Romanizing movement in sympathy with the
Tractarianism of Oxford, it really was strongly
Protestant, but stood for a high view of the
Church and her ordinances and not for any peculiar
Stress Avas laid upon the
system of divinity.
liturgical element in worship, the real spiritual
presence of Christ in the Lord's Supper, and the
importance of the early Church Fathers. Nevin's
'

'

articles on Early Cliristianity and on Cyprian
in the Mercersburg Review (1851, 1852) helped to
increase the unrest which Schaft's inaugural had
'

'

'

stirred up.

Influenced by the example of these teachers,
in literary work and
became prominent as authors and Church leaders
H. A. Bomberger, E. V. Gerhart, Henry Harbaugh,
Thomas C. Porter, George W. Williard, and
Jeremiah I. Good. In 1851 Catawba College was
founded at Newton, N. Carolina.
In 1853
Marshall College was removed to Lancaster and
consolidated with Franklin under the title of
Franklin and Marshall College. In 1871 the Theological Seminary was removed from Mercersburg to
Lancaster, where both institutions have since been
successfully conducted. During this period also
the Church was greatly disturbed over the preparation and use of a Liturgy, Schafl' being one of
the leaders in the preparation of the book (Phila-

many younger men engaged

—

delphia, 1857).

Missionary work in the West was successful,
In 1860 a colony
especially among the Germans.
of emigrants from Lippe-Detmold founded the
Mission House at Franklin, Wis., which has
become an important centre of missionary activity.
5.

peaceful growth of the
— The yearThe
1863 was distinguished by the

1863-1918

Church.

:

tercentenary celebration of the Heidelberg Catechism. There were several largely attended conventions, at which essays were read which were
afterwards published in English and German in
the Tercentenary Monum.ent (Chambersburg and
memorial edition of the
Philadelphia, 1863).
Heidelberg Catechism in three languages was also
published (The Heidelberg Catechism in German,
Latin, and English, Avith Introd. by J. W. Nevin,
New York, 18(53, Bonn, 1864, and Der Heidelberger
Catechismus, nach der ersten Ausgabe von 1563,
etc., Philadelphia, 1863, rev. ed. 1866).
In the same year the General Synod was
organized by the union of the Eastern and Western
During their long separation these
Synods.
bodies had developed local peculiarities, and there
were disagreements on the general subject of
As early as 1847 a Liturgical Committee
cultus.
had been appointed by the Eastern Synod, and
several proposed orders of service were published.
During the heated controversy over the subject
Ursinus College was founded, in 1869, by BomIn 1879 the controversy M-as concluded by
berger.
the appointment of a Peace Commission, which
also prepared the order of worship now generally
used. There is no disposition to abridge the
freedom of worship, and the use of the Liturgy is
not compulsory.
The Reformed Church is connected with tiie
'Alliance of Reformed Churches holding to the
Presbyterian System,' and is greatly interested in
the establishment of a closer federation. There
have been several efibrts for an organic union witli
the Reformed Church in America (Dutch) [q.v.),
but these have hitherto proved unsuccessful,
principally on account of a ditt'erence in doctrinal
A movement for the union of the
standards.
Church with the Presbyterian Church in the U.S.
of America came to an end in 1915 220 presbyteries had voted in favoiir, but the majority of the
Classes was against it. In 1869 the foreign patrial
adjective, German,' was removed from the official

A

;

Schaff was active in literary labour as well as in
the class room. He stated his views of historical

development

still

in

What

is

Church History? (Phila-

'

REFORMED EPISCOPAL CHURCH & FREE CHURCH OP ENGLAND
the Clmrcli. In spite of difKculties and
the Ilefoinied Church in the United States
has greatlj' increased in numbers and inllucnce.
In 1916 there were, in connexion with the General
Synod, 9 district synods, 1213 ministers, 1759 contitle of

trials,

gregations, and 320,459 communicants, with contributions for congregational purposes of .^2,201, 545
and for benevolence $6S0,45(J. There are missions
in Japan and China, with 6 schools.
Of the
synods 6 are prevailingly English, and 3 wholly
English. There are 15 theological seminaries and
Five
colleges, and 26 recognized periodicals.
orphan homes and a deaconess home are maintained.
The Ileformed Church is sincerely attached to
its ancient standards, but also believes in the
Its theology is Christoprinciple of progress.
centric an attitude which has found elaborate
and systematic expression in E. V. Gerhart's
Institutes of the Christian Religion (2 vols., New
York, 1S91-94, with Introd. by Philip SchafI').
Religious services are conducted according to the
general order of the Church year. Confirmation is
practised, not as a sacrament but as an appropriate
rite attendant upon admission to the Church.
Its
attitude towards other Christian denominations is

—

fraternal.
Literature.— L. Mayer, Bist.

of the German Reformed
Nevin, Hist, and Geni-us of
Church, Philadelphia, 1851 J.
the Heidelberg Catechism, Chamhersburg-, Pa., 1847 P. Schaff,
Der deutsche Kirchenfreund, iii., Mercersburg, Pa., 1850; H.
Harbaugh, The Life of Michael Schlatter, Philadelphia, 1857,
The Fathers of the Reformed Chiirch, 2 vols., Lancaster, Pa.,
1857 J. \, Good, Early Fathers of the Reformed Church,
Reading, Pa., 1S97 J. H. Dubbs, Historic Manual of the
Reformed Church of the U.S., Lancaster, Pa., 1SS5, Hist, of the
Reformed Church,' German, New York, 1895, The Reformed
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Letters of the Coetus of the German Reformed Congregations in
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Letters and Reports of the Rev. John Philip Boehm, tr. and ed.
in Journal of the Presb. Hist. Soc, Philadelphia, 1912-16 (thus
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New
Schaff,
York, 1897 A. B. Faust, The German Element in
the United States, 2 vols., Boston, 1909.
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Joseph Hknry Dubbs.
REFORMED EPISCOPAL CHURCH and
FREE CHURCH OF ENGLAND.— The Free
Church of England, and, as its title indicates, the
Reformed Episcopal Church in the United Kingdom, otherwise called the Reformed Church of
England, claim, each separately, to possess the
historic episcopate, indirectly from Canterbury,
to which the old-fashioned, unemotional English
Churchman, in his cautious self-guard and conservative

ecclesiasticism, attaches supreme imIn the Reformed Episcopal Church
portance.
three orders of ministers are recognized bishops,
The Free
priests {i.e. presbyters), and deacons.
Church of England, in its published Declaration
:

of Principles, says
Guided by the New Testament and by the ecclesiastical
polity of tiie Primitive Church, this Church recognizes only two
Orders of Ministers, Presbyters and Deacons.'
:

'

Nevertheless, the first order is divided into two
offices, i.e. bishops and presbyters.
The attitude
of both the Churches is very clearly expressed

about their view of episcopacy.
Episcopal Church says

The Reformed

:

'

This Church recognizes and adheres to Episcopacy, not as of
Divine right, but as a \ery ancient and desirable form of Church
polity.'

The Free Church

of

England expresses the same

belief in similar words and adds :
'But for the avoidance of any possible misunderstanding, it
hereby emphatically declares its repudiation of the Romish

dogma

of Apostolical Succession in the
Ministry as involving
the transmission of spiritual powers.'

Both of the Churches in similar terms condemn
and reject the following 'erroneous and strange
doctrines as contrary to God's Word
First.—Tha.t the Church of Christ exists only
'

:

'

or form of ecclesiastical polity.

in one order
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Second. — That

Christian ministers are "priests" hi another
"
Bense than that in which all believers are a royal priesthood."
'

How

the Free Oiurch of England came to be
possessed of the historic episcopate, of which the
founders never dreamt, must now be told. We
are dealing with the history and polity of the Free
Church of England before that of the Reformed
flpiscopal Church in England because of the two
Protestant Ei)i.scopal Churches outside the Established Church the former was the first founded.
In fact, the latter grew out of the former, withdraM'als h.aving quietly taken place from the Free
Church of England on the question raised by
Churchmen in the religious press concerning the
historic episcopacy.
Four of those who thu-s
seceded, one of whom had been eitiscopally consecrated as a bishop in the Free Church of England,
became subsequently bishops in the Reformed
Episcopal Church. As three out of these four
seceders had been at one time Congregational
ministers, it maj' fairly be a.ssumed that none of
them was personally hampered by any deep conviction that, in onler to secure valid orders, the
'laying on of hands' must be by a bishop in the
historical succession, but that they took the important step because they thought that by so
doing they would better meet the objections of
rigid Church people to a purely elective episcopacy.
I.
The Free Church of England.— The Free
Church of England is a Protestant Episcopal
Church, which, as regards orders, doctrine, and
worshi}!, takes outside the Established Church a
position similar to that of the Evangelical party
The Oxford Movement iq.v.), as it is
within.
generally called, which, according to Cardinal
Newman, was started on 14th July 1833, in order
to arouse the clergy of the Church of England from
the cold, apathetic condition into which they had
fallen, led to the formation of the Free Church of
England, as an effective antidote to the advanced
sacerdotal teaching of the pioneers of the ritualistic
campaign the eminent clergymen of the Church
of England who had dived deeply into early
Patristic teaching and pre- Refomiation practices
and the materialistic exaggerations of their immediate successors, who did not possess the scholarship, sanity, or personal piety of such men as
Keble, Pusey, Ward, and Faber, but who far
surpassed them in zeal.
F'or a decade there had been simmering among
the loyal Evangelical clergy an opinion, which
gradually deepened and widened in larger and
in even outside circles, that something effective
should be done to counteract the rapidly spreading
sacerdotal movement.
In 1843 matters were
brought to a head, and precipitated the formation
of the Free Church of England.
The see of Exeter was presided over by Henry
Phillpotts, who was a strong High Churchman, a
strenuous controversialist and, holding Cyprianic
views as to the Divine authority of the episcopal
office, to which he did not hesitate to give effect in
his diocese, he was at times in serious conflict with
one or another of hia clergy. In Church history
(1847) he is well known by his attempt to stretch
ecclesiastical law
by imposing an unheard-of test
upon George Cornelius Gorham, a third wrangler
and a Fellow of Queen's College, Cambridge, before
instituting him to the vicarage of Brampford-Speke,
Exeter, to which he had been appointed by Lord
Chancellor Cottenham. James Shore had for ten
years been the esteemed minister of Bridgetown
new vicar, on coming into
Chapel-of-Ease.
residence, informed him that his nomination to
the Episcopal chapel could not be renewed ; and
the bishop withdrew his licence and declined to
The Duke of
state his reasons for so doing.
Somerset, on being memorialized by 800 members

—

—

;

A
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of the congregation, decided to re-open it, but this
time without the bishop's licence. Shore wrote
formally, and, as he thought, legally, resigning
his position in the Church of England ; and on
14th April 1844 he again preached in the chapel to
his old well-beloved congregation ; but this time
in the Free Church of England.
as a

clergyman

of Exeter, believing as a High Churchin the indelibility of Holy Orders, because,
when they are conferred, a special spiritual grace,
mysteriously handed down from the apostles, is

The bishop

man

ex opere operato then imparted by the ordaining
bishop, which can only be sinned away by the
recipient, promptly instituted proceedings against
Shore. The law, as it then stood, was in the

Notwithstanding this, Shore
bishop's favour.
again preached at Spa Fields Chapel on 9th March
1849 and, when he came down from the pnlpit,
he was arrested by two officers of the ecclesiastical
court for non-payment of the bishop's costs. Hereupon Thomas E. Thoresby, the minister of Spa
Fields Chapel, London, inserted an advertisement
in the Times, calling for a meeting at Exeter Hall
to confer as to the best means of altering the law
under which the Rev. James Shore had been committed and of effecting his immediate liberation.'
At that meeting 5000 men were present, and one
that by
of the speakers significantly declared
God's help there would be a Church in which the
Bishops would not be able to play such pranks.'
It was Thoresby who thus spoke, and from henceforth he devoted his sound judgment, strong intellectual powers, and scholarly attainments to the
establishment of the Free Church of England.
Advice was sought, friends were consulted, and
the draft of a plan, which he discovered among
the documents in the possession of the Countess
of Huntingdon (but which the Countess did not
live to execute), formed the basis of a constitution,
or deed poll, which was submitted to some of the
leading Evangelical clergymen and ministers of
the Connexion inviting suggestions, improvements,
and criticisms, in order to secure as thorough and
complete a Church polity as possible, moulded
Fourteen years of
strictly upon NT authority.
the prime of his life did Thoresby give to the work
which he had taken in hand and on which he had
The plan took definite shape in the
set his heart.
year 1863, when at the annual conference of the
Countess of Huntingdon's Connexion (q.v.), held
on 24th June at Spa Fields Chapel, the Free
Church of England' was formally organized and
duly inaugurated by the passing of a resolution
setting forth the position of the Connexion and
the reasons which led to the adoption of the title
of The Free Church of England.' The long preamble to the resolution, after alluding to the
circumstances under which the Countess of Huntingdon's Connexion came into existence, goes on
;

'

;

*

'

'

to say
'Whereas by
:

a solemn statement made by the Countess's
devisees, the Connexion was declared to be essentially in the
main, as to its doctrine and liturgy, one with the Church of
England ; and as to its go\ernment, whilst allowing the distinctness and separate government of the several congregations, was
held to be Presbyterian and Episcopal and whereas the congregations in the Connexion have, for the most part, borne a
distinctive character inasmuch as they have used with slight
modifications the Liturgy of the Church of England, and in
their general action have been subject to a general guidance of
:

Presbyters, under the guidance of a President Bishop and
in the public mind of Great Britain, there is a demand
sound doctrine expressed in the general sense of the
Thirty-nine Articles of the Church of England, to be held in
:

whereas
for the

connexion with a Revised Liturgy of the Book of Common
Prayer and whereas the Connexion cannot change either its
form or name and the trusts contained in the several deeds
upon which the existing Chapels are settled cannot be altered
W'ithout a vesting order from the Court of Chancery or the
it is therefore resolved by the
Charity Commissioners, etc.
Conference, for the perpetuation and development of the prinis founded, that it is highly
the
Connexion
which
on
ciples
expedient from this time that any new ChurcheS; and Congrega:

;

;

tions gathered in them, shall be known as "The Free Church
of England," holding the Doctrines, and governed by the Laws,
Regulations, and Declarations hereinafter stated.'

The

laws, etc., here referred to formed the constitution of the Free Church of England, and were
finally embodied in a deed poll, which was duly
registered in the High Court of Chancery on 31st
Aug. 1863.
Largely in consequence of the action of the
bishop of Exeter in pursuing Shore from one
ecclesiastical court to another, incurring ruinous
costs which it was quite impossible for Shore to
discharge, and then imprisoning him for not paying
them, the Free Church of England spread, and
new churches in different parts of England were
opened among others, St. James's Free Church of

—

England, Grosvenor Place, Exeter, and Christ
Church, Portland Street, Ilfracombe, the congrega-

which had as its minister Benjamin Price,
at one time a member of the Countess of
Huntingdon's Connexion, and who subsequently
became the first bishop of the Free Church of
England.
For three years in succession Price had

tion of

who Mas

held the high

office of

president of the Countess

Huntingdon's Connexion, and in that capacity
had acted as its representative at ordinations and
similar functions.
But, as it was considered by
of

the members of the conference to be simply a distinguished office, no service of consecration was
held or deemed to be desirable. But the president of the Connexion was also at the same time
ipso facto the bishop of the Free Church of
England, and among the members themselves the
demand grew that the head of the Church should
bear a more thoroughly ecclesiastical title than
'

—

one which would convey to outsiders
president
the idea of episcopacy. This internal desire found
expression when, in 1868, St. John's Church,
Tottington, Bury, Lancashire, was opened, and
public announcement was made that it would be
consecrated by the Rev. Benjamin Price, Bishop
Primus of the Free Church of England. On that
eventful occasion the title was used for the first
time against Price's knowledge or desire, it is
true.
It was felt that the term
president did
not appeal to Church-people, whereas
bishop
was thoroughly understood by the man in the
street.'
The anomalous position in which Price
found himself was this, that as executive officer
'

'

'

—

'

'

'

'

'

he had to perform episcopal duties, without
by men who have
having been consecrated
publick authority given to them to do so. Many
became
nevertheless,
clergymen,
evangelical
Avarmly attached to the new movement and their
Church
charmore
a
it
adhesion gave
distinctly
This was emphasized by the following
acter.
manifesto, which in 1873 was signed by over 50
influential clergymen
'

'

;

:

of the Church of
England, hereby declare our solemn conviction that it is essential to maintain the distinctive Protestant character of our
'

1.— We, the undersigned Clergymen

Church.

—

2.
We have noticed with alarm the tendency of the late
" Bennett
Judgment" to lower that character, and to establish
a compromise unworthy of our old Reformers and their tradiThe adoption of the principle that what our formularies
tions.
do not in express terms condemn, thej' must be considered to
allow, points to the conclusion that those who hold the doctrines of Rome have only to disguise them in sophistical
subtleties and non-natural language in order to make their
position tenable. We consider this a state of things fraught
with dangerous consequences to the Church at large.
3.
We hold firmly that Romish errors, against which some
of the Articles of the Church of England most empliatically
protest, may not on any account be sanctioned.
4.
We lament exceedingly that Romish and Ritualistic practices and doctrines have made sensible progress of late years,

—
—

which have been put forth to check them.
as indispensable that objectionable passages
Prayer, which have been found to promote such practices and doctrines, should be removed.
6.
We look in vain for any sign of Liturgical Revision by
authority in the Established Church.
in spite of all eflforts
5.

— We regard

in the

—

Book

of

it

Common
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7.
We have, therefore, determined, at this grave crisis, to
express an open sympathy with those kindred Church bodies in
England and Irelaiici which have made Revision of the Prayerbook a leading question. We allude to the Disestablished
Church of Ireland and to the Free Church of Enjjland. Without pledging ourselves to the details of their respective arrangefriendly coments, we shall be glad henceforth to act
operation with both these bodies for the repression of Kitualisni.
8.
We unhesitatingly approve the union of Church and
State, and do not advocate secession ; but we cannot ijjnorethe
fact that some Clergymen have determined otherwise; and
unless some decisive step be taken to maintain the Protestant
principles of the Reformation, we fei\r that many of the Laity
may practically fall away from our Church, as sheep without a
shepherd.'

m

—

declaration was drawn up by Edward
of the Earl of Darnley and vicar

The above

Vesey Bligh, son
of Birling, Kent.

As

the

movement spread,

it

became more impera-

tive that Price should be consecrated, according to
Church order, with the accompaniment of 'laying
on of hands,' according to apostolic custom. In
March 1874 the Free Church of England made a
friendly suggestion to the Reformed Episcopal
Church of America, which had lately been

organized, that the two Churches, inasmuch
as their principles and doctrines were identical,
siiould be united.
The proposition was warmly
entertained, and a federative union was arranged
the bisliops and clergy of either Church to be
and vote at all meetings.
eligible to attend
One of the bishops of the American Church,
Edward Cridge, of British Columbia, an Englishman, and at one time a dean in the Church of
England, came to England to visit his friends
and, at the special request of the Reformed Church
of America, supplied that which seemed to orthodox Church people to be lacking in the episcopacy
of the Free Church of England by publicly consecrating Bishop Price, by prayer and the laying
on of hands,' to his sacred office. In time tiiis
union was allowed to lapse, and the Free Church

—

;

'

of England is not now affiliated with any American
Church.
The Free Church of England is free (1) to go into
any parish to preach the gospel, although, as a
matter of practice, she does not do so, unless invited;
(2) to use the Book of Common Prayer, from which
passages which are interpreted to confer absolving and retaining
powers on the clergy have
been expunged
(3) from State control, under
which ecclesiastical questions are surrounded with
restrictions and difficulties ; (4) to hold communion
with other denominations, on the ground that the
Church of Christ is one.
Multi illi unum corpus
sumus in Cliristo (Ro 12*).
In its uncompromising Protestantism the Church
denies (1) that the Church of Christ exists only in
one order or form of ecclesiastical polity ; (2) that
Christian ministers are priests in another sense
than that in wliich all believers are a 'royal
(3) that the Lord's Table is an altar
priesthood
on which the oblation of the Body and Blood of
Christ is offered anew to the Father (4) that the
presence of Christ in the Lord's Supper is a presence
in the elements of bread and wine ; and (5) that
regeneration is inseparably connected with Holy
Baptism.
2. The Reformed
Episcopal Church in the
United Kingdom, otherwise called the Reformed
Church of England. The earliest settlers in the
United States of America (Virginia) in 1607 were
members of the Church of England, and therefore
naturally desirous of having a bishop in canonical
'

'

;

'

'

'

'

'

;

;

—

Church order

for ordinations, confirmations, etc.

;

but their applications for the privilege were
courteously declined, or postponed, by the English
archbishops. In 1784, however, their wish was
partly met by the consecration at Aberdeen of
Samuel Seabuiy, rector of St. Peter's, New York,
by three bishops of the Episcopal Church of Scot-
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land (Robert Kilmour, Arthur Petrie, and Jolin
The colonists thus had a bisliop of their
own but nevertheless they were not completely
A renewed request of the descendants
satisfied.
of the first English emigrants, that a colonial
clergyman, whom they might elect, should be consecrated, so that the union with the old country
might be strengthened and the Church creed of
their fathers followed by their children's children,
was favourably entertained
and on 4th Feb.
1787 the arciibishop of Canterbury (John Moore),
assisted by the archbishop of York (William
Markham) and the bishops of Bath and Wells
(Charles Moss) and Peterborough (John Hincliliis
in
lilfe)» consecrated
chapel at Lambeth
Palace, first William White, of Pennsylvania, and
immediately afterwards Samuel Provoost, of New
York, as bishops. Three years later (I'Jth Sept.
1790) James Madison, president of William and
Mary College, Virginia, was consecrated at Lambeth by the archbishop of Canterbury (John Moore),
assisted by the bishops of London (B. Porteous)
and Rochester (J. Thomas). The first episcopal
consecration in America took place on 17th Sept.
1792, when Thomas John Claggett was consecrated
in New York bishop of Marjdand, by bishops
The
White, Provoost, Seabury, and Madison.
co-operation of Seabury invested this consecration
with prime importance, as it joined the two sources
of orders, the Scottish and English, in the Protestant Episcopal Church of America.
On 15tli
Nov. 1866 George David Cummins, rector of Trinity
Church, Chicago, was consecrated at Christ Church,
Louisville, by the presiding bishop, John Henry
Skinner).
;

;

Hopkins, of Vermont (who was assisted by six

other bishops of the American Church), and appointed suffragan bishop of Kentucky. In the
autumn of 1873 the Evangelical Alliance held in
New York its annual Convention, which was terminated by a united communion service in the

Presbyterian Church in Madison Square, in which
Bishop Cummins, the dean of Canterbury (R.
Payne Smith), and Canon Fremantle took prominent part. The bishop of Zanzibar W. G. Tozer)
and other extremists vehemently denounced these
eminent clergymen, and charged them with infringing ecclesiastical law in participating in the sacrament of the Lord's Supper administered in a Nonconformist church. Keenly sensitive to the attacks
made on him through the public press, and alarmed
(

at the spread of ritualistic innovations in his own
diocese, Avhich, with the limitations imposed upon
liim as a suffragan bishop, he was unable to stem,
he resigned on 10th Nov. 1873 his position in the

and
Protestant Episcopal Church of America
weeks afterwards organized the Reformed
Episcopal Church of America.' On 14th Dec.
1873 he consecrated Charles Edward Cheney as a
bishop in the new Church ; and on 24th Feb. 1874
he consecrated William R. Nicholson to the same
high office, both at Kentucky. Generally speaking, these Church incidents would hardly have
passing interest, and the record of them might be
considered merely trifling but to a Church claiming to possess the historic episcopate they are of
supreme consequence.
Information concerning the inauguration of the
Reformed Episcopal Church of America reached
England through the usual channels, and led to a
;

'

three

;

missionary movement on similar Church lines in
this country, under the charge of T. Huband
Gregg, formerly vicar of E. Harborne, Birmingham in the following year a General Synod for
Great Britain and Ireland was formed, with the
In 1894 it was reright of self-government.
organized with P. X. Eldridge as presiding bishop ;
and Constitutions and Canons were drawn up and
agreed upon.
;

'

'
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No good purpose would be served by reviving
memories of the objections made as to 'form of
service' at the consecration of Bishop Cummins,
and
intention,' and other trivialities, which
marred tlie discussions in the first instance suffice
it to say that the Reformed Episcopal Church of
Great Britain, although it possesses, equally with
the Church of England, all that, from the extreme
Churchman's point of view, is necessary for valid
'

;

episcopal orders, yet in sti-ongest terms repudiates
the teacliing that the sacraments of Holy Baptism
and the Lord's Supper are mechanically operative
as channels of spiritual grace, when administered
'
by a 'priest' 'lawfully called' and episcopally
ordained.
It declares for three orders of ministry,
i.e. bishops, presbyters, and deacons, but fully
recognizes that the ministry of the Word and
sacraments of Nonconformist Churclies is of equal
value Avitli that of the Episcopal. It was founded
to maintain the Evangelical principles of the Protestant Reformation ; the Holy Scriptures form its
sole rule of faith and practice ; the Book of
Common Prayer being used at divine service, it
'

the government,
vested in a General Synod,
composed of bishops and presbyters, together with
two lay representatives from each of the affiliated
congi-egations it is a refuge for members of the
Established Church who are distressed by unauthorized ritual in their parish churches ; and,
being free from State patronage and control, it is
legally able to hold fellowship with all Evangelical
Churches, and delights to do so.
Literature. B. Aycrigg, Memoirs of the Reformed Episcopal Church, New York, 1876 Constitutions and Canons of
is

liturgical

in

its

although episcopal,

worship

;

is

;

—

;

Reformed Episcopal Church, London, 1894 F. S. Merryweather, Hist, of the Free Church of England, do. 1873 Poll
Deed, Canons and Bi/elaws of the Free Church of England,
Publication Department of the Free Church of England, Bury,
Lancashire, 1916; Revised Prayer Book of the Free Church
A. E. Price, Organisation of the Free
of England, do. 1916
Church of England, do. 1916 G. H. Jones, The Doctrines and
the

;

;

;

;

G.

Polity, do. 1916.
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Liberal Juda-

regalia' is not found in
Latin bearing its present meaning. We
in
12th cent, in the work
the
meet with it, however,
'

classical

of the monkish chi'onicler, William of
Malmesbury,
de Gestis Regum Angloruni,^ in which, after describthe
coronation
of
ing
Emperor Henry v. by Pope
Paschal ll., he says that after the ceremony the
pope laid aside his sacerdotalia and ' the emperor
In English the words
his regalia.
regale and
•
the meaning of royal preroregalia at first bore
'
gatives. The word regale in particular was used
of the privileges enjoyed for centuries by the
kings of France of receiving the revenues of vacant
sees and abbacies and of presenting to benefices
which Avere dependent on them. By the 17th cent,
'

'

the modern significance had already become attached to the word 'regalia,' while the singular
'regale' had fallen into desuetude. The articles
which have formed a part of insignia of kingship
in all the different stages of human culture have of
course varied enormously in character, and it would
be impossible within the scope of an article like
the present to attempt to state the significance of
each of them. This article is therefore restricted
to a brief discussion of their religious symbolism

and magical attributes

in

general.

The term

'

regalia will not, however, be limited exclusively
to objects worn and carried by kings, but will
be extended to cover such material objects as
'

1

I.

Rolls Series, no. 90, 2 vols., London, 1887-S9, p. 502.

the

right

the

to

G. Frazer, in his Lectttres on the Early History of
the Kingship, called attention to the sacred character
of the kingly office among primitive, semi-civilized,
and, in a lesser degree, civilized peoples; and he
inferred that, if it could be traced to its ultimate
origins, it would be found to be identical with that
^
In its
of the priest, shaman, or medicine-man.
main outlines this hypothesis appears to be irremust then expect to find among
fragable.

We

primitive peoples a resemblance between the royal
insignia and the magical apparatus of the medicineman. In this quest we are not disappointed, for
we find that among the Malays the magician
possesses insignia analogous to the regalia, both in
fact bearing the same name (kcibesaran).^ In the
Northern New Hebrides, according to R. H. Codrington, chieftainship is not in theory hereditary,
but becomes so in practice, as a chief hands on to
his son his charms and magic stones, containing the
mana on which the chieftainship depends.^ The
dependence of the royal authority on the possession
of certain fetishes is found in its most extreme
form in S.E. Asia and the Malay Archipelago.
In S. Celebes it is said actually to reside in the
regalia.
'
'
In short,' says Frazer, the regalia reign, and the princes
are merely their representatives. Hence whoever happens to
possess the regalia is regarded by the people as their lawful
king. For example, if a deposed monarch contrives to keep
the regalia, his former subjects remain loyal to him in their
hearts, and look upon his successor as a usurper who is to be
obeyed only in so far as he can exact obedience by force. And
on the other hand, in an insurrection the first aim of the rebels
is to seize the regalia, for if they can only make themselves
masters of them, the authority of the sovereign is gone. In
short, the regalia are here fetishes, which confer a title to the
throne and control the fate of the kingdom. Houses are built
for them to dwell in, as if they were living creatures ; furniture,
weapons, and even lands are assigned to them. Like the ark
of God, they are carried with the army to battle, and on various
occasions the people propitiate them, as if they were gods, by
prayer and sacrifice and by smearing them with blood. Some
of them serve as instruments of divination, or are brought
forth in times of public disaster for the purpose of sta3ang the

whatever

among men

REFORM JUDAISM.— See

possessors

—
Royal fetishes. More than twenty years ago

J.

evil,

ism.

REGALIA. — The word

confer upon their
throne.

it

may

be.

For example, when plague

is

rife

or beasts, or when there is a prospect of dearth, the
Boogineese bring out the regalia, smear them with buffalo's
blood, and carry them about. For the most part these fetishes
are heirlooms of which the origin is forgotten ; some of them
are said to have fallen from heaven. Popular tradition traces
the foundation of the oldest states to the discovery or acquisition of one of these miraculous objects— it may be a stone, a
piece of wood, a fruit, a weapon, or what not, of a peculiar
shape or colour. Often the original regalia have disappeaj-ed
in course of time, but their place is taken by the various articles
of property which were bestowed on them, and to which the
*
people have transferred their pious allegiance.'

In Loowoo, on the south coast of the Celebes,
two toy cannon, and in Bima a sacred brown horse,
formed part of the regalia. Among the Malays
the regalia are of the nature of talismans on which
the safety of the State depends, and are clearly
bound up with the sanctity of the king.
'Not only is the king's person considered sacred, but the
sanctity of his body is believed to communicate itself to his
Thus it
regalia, and to slay those who break the royal taboos.
is firmly believed "that any one who seriously offends the royal
person, who touches (even for a moment) or who imitates (even
with the king's permission) the chief objects of the regalia, or
who wrongfully makes use of any of the insignia or privileges
of royalty, will be kifna daulat, i.e. struck dead, by a quasielectric discharge of that Divine Power which the Malays sup"
"
pose to reside in theiking's person, and which is called Daulat
or "Royal Sanctity." '6

Similar tabus on the wearing of royal robes are
found in various parts of the world. In Japan any
one who wore the emperor's clothes without his
leave was supposed to sutler from swellings all

the body.^ Similarly, in Fiji, disease is
See art. Kino (Introductory).
GB3, pt. i.. The Magic Art, London, 1911, i. 362.
The Melanesians, Oxford, 1891, p. 56.
GB3, pt. i., The Magic Art, i. 363.
Skeat, Malay Magic, p. 23 f.
Pinkerton, Voyages and Travels, London, 1808-14, vii. 717.
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REGALIA
supposed to result from wearing a chief's clothes.

Among
clothes

Baganda so sacred were the king's
that, when he renewed them at the cerethe

monies whiclj were held for the ^)rolongation of his
life, he deposited the old ones in a shrine of the
god Mukasa.'
The articles comprising the regalia of Malay
kings are of a very miscellaneous character. In
Malacca they were a book of genealogical descent,
a code of laws, a vest, and some weapons, among
which tliere was generally a spear. In Perak and
Selangor the regalia consisted largely of instniments of music.
The regalia of the fire-king' and the 'waterking' in Cambodia two mysterious individuals
Avhose authority is of a purely siiiritual character
'

—

— are talismans,

which would

lose tlicir eflicacy

if

they were to leave the family, and for this reason
the office is hereditary. One of these talismans is
a magic sword. If it were drawn from its scabbard,
The
awful cosmic catastrophes would ensue.^
king of Cambodia, who occupies the position of
an
sends
temporal ruler within the country,
annual gift to the fire-king of rich stulls to wrap
up the magic sword.*
Royal and public talismans were well known in
the ancient world. The most famous instance of a
public talisman is of course the Palladium, an
archaic wooden image of Athene on which the
safety of the city of Troy was supposed to depend.
'

'

'
In antiquity the Scythian kings treasured as sacred a plough,
a yoke, a battle-axe, and a cup, all of gold, which were said to
have fallen from heaven they offered great sacrifices to these
sacred things at an annual festival and if the man in charge of
them fell asleep under the open sky, it was believed that he
would die within the year. The sceptre of king Agamemnon,
or what passed for such, was worshipped as a god at Chaeronea
a man acted as priest of the sceptre for a year at a time, and
sacrifices were offered to it daily. The golden lamb of Mycenae,
on the possession of which, according to legend, the two rivals
Atreus and Thyestes based their claim to the throne, may have
been a royal talisman of this sort.' *
;

;

;

It is said that in Japan the imperial crown was
In an account
formerly a sort of palladium.
written about two centuries ago by Engelbrecht
Kaempfer, physician to the Dutch embassy at the
enqieror's court, we read
:

Emperor) was obliged to sit on the
throne for some hours every morning, with the imperial crown
on his head, but to sit altogether like a statue, without stirring either iiands or feet, head or eyes, nor indeed any part
of his body, because, by this means, it was thought that he
could preserve peace and tranquillity in his empire for if, unfortunately, he turned himself on one side or the other, or if he
looked a good while towards any part of his dominions, it was
apprehended that war, famine, Are, or some other great misBut it
fortune was near at hand to desolate the countrj-.
having been afterwards discovered, that the imperial crown was
the palladium, which by its immobility could preserve peace in
the empire, it was thought expedient to deliver his imperial
person, consecrated only to idleness and pleasures, from this
burthensome duty, and therefore the crown is at present
5
placed on the throne for some hours everj- morning.'
'

In ancient times, he (the

;

The Mogul emperors, who were never crowned,
used at times to sit witii a crown suspended over
their heads." A native historian of India in the
15th cent, narrates the prevalence of a somewhat
similar idea in that country, where the throne
rather than its occupant was the chief object of
veneration.
'
It is a singular custom in Bengal, that there is little hereditary descent in succession to the sovereignty. There is a throne
allotted for the king there is, in like manner, a seat or station
assigned for each of the Amirs, Wasirs and Mansabdars. It is
that throne and these stations alone which engage the reverence
A set of dependants, servants and atof the people of Bengal.
tendants are annexed to each of these situations. When the
king wishes to dismiss or appoint any person, whoever is
placed in the seat of the one dismissed is immediately attended
and obeyed by the whole establishment of dependants, servants
;

Roscoe, The Baganda, London, 1911, p. 141.
GB3, pt. i.. The Magic Art, ii. 5.
Cf art. Indo-China, vol. vii. p. 228.
5
GB3, pt. i., The Magic Art, i. 365.
Pinkerton, loc. eit.
M. K. Ferishta, The Hist, of Hindostan, tr. A. Dow, London,

J J.
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and retainers annexed to the seat which he occupies. Nay,
Whoever kills the
tliis rule obtains even as to the throne itself.
king and succeeds in placing himself on the throne is immediThe jjeople of Bengal say,
atelv acknowledged as king.
" We are faithful to the throne whoever fills the throne, we
;
are obedient and true to it." i
The Egyptian kings also claimed a divine character, being incarnations of Horus and Set.'' They
claimed to hold their authority directly from
.

.

.

'

heaven.
The sacred character of the royal house extended also to its
insignia and attributes. The various crowns especially appear
as sacred objects, which themselves possess divine powers, and
the principal functionary in charjje of the royal jewellery
serves it in the character of priest.'-*
'

Tiie crowns of the two kingdoms possessed a
was
mystical character, the white crown, which
the .symbol of the kin^^'s dominion over the upper
kingdom, being identified witli the vulture-goddess

Neklibet, and the red crown, wliicli symbolized
ins dominion over the lower kingilom, being idenIn other
tified witli the serpent-goddess Buto.
fetishistic
parts of Africa the regalia also possess a
character. Among the Yorubas, a people of the
west coast, the royal crown is believed to be the
residence, of a spiiit which requires propitiation.
few years ago the king of Ife sacrificed five
sheep to it.* The throne is a fetish among the
Ashantis and sacrifices are ottered to it, while
among the Hos, an Ewe-speaking tribe in Togoland,
the king's proper throne is quite small and is
bound with magic cords and kept wrapped up in a

A

sheep's skin.^
The ideas underlying these facts are of course
quite foreign to modern and even mediieval Europe.
Nevertheless we may perhaps find dim reflexions
of them in the mysteiious atmosphere of sanctity
which has attached itself to the two most celebrated crowns of Europe the holy Cro%\'n of St.
Stephen, and the Iron Crown of Lombardy. The
former, which is compounded of two crowns, one
sent by Pope Sylvester II. to St. Stephen, the first
king of Hungary, in A.D. 1000, and the other sent
by the Byzantine emperor, Michael Ducas, to King
Geisa in 1073, has throughout Hungarian history
been a kind of national palladium, the kingdom
Lands of the Sacred
itself being known as the
Cro\vn,' and a Hungarian magnate as 'membrum
sacrre coronre.'* When it was returned to Presburg in 1790 by Joseph II., who six years earlier
had caused it to be removed to Vienna, it was
received with the greatest joy, triumphal arches
being erected in its honour. It occupies a position distinct from the king, who cannot exercise
his constitutional prerogatives before his coronation, and, if he should die before the ceremony, his
name is struck oft' from the roll of kings. Though
less famous than the CrowTi of St. Stephen, the
Iron Cro\NTi of Lombardy, which is kept at Monza,
is received with royal honours on the rare occasions
on which it appears in public. After the corona-

—

'

tion of Charles V. it was not used again till the
time of Napoleon I. On its way to Milan Cathedral
for his coronation it was accompanied by an escort
of the Old Guard, and a salvo of artillery was fired
in its honour.
Similarly on its way to Rome to
accompany the funeral cortege of Victor Emmanuel

in 1878, it was received with royal honours on
journey through Italy, on which it was escorted
council
by the cathedral chapter and the municipal
II.,

its

of

Monza.

Relics of dead kings as regalia.— Corporeal
form the most
portions of deceased rulers often
Since the
important article of royal insignia.
its own Historians,
1 H. M.
Elliot, Bist. of India as told by
2.

..
London, 1S67-77, iv. 260.
2 E. Mever, Gesch. des AlUrtums, i.2 pt. u. [1909) §§ 199, 219.
3 A. Erman, Handbook of Egyptian Religion, Eng. tr., p. 38.
»
4
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king is the repository of the mana, or Muck,' of
his people, it is necessary that there should be a
kind of psychic continuity which must not be
broken by the death of a ruler. In S. Celebes
portions of the bodies of deceased rajahs actually
confer the right to the throne.

Among the Sakalavas of southern Madagascar a vertebra of
the neck, a nail, and a lock of hair of a deceased king are placed
in a crocodile's tooth and carefully kept along with the similar
relics of his predecessors in a house set apart for the purpose.
The possession of these relics constitutes the right to the
throne.
legitimate heir who should be deprived of them
would lose all his authority over the people, and on the contrary
a usurper who should make himself master of the relics would
'

A

be acknowledged king without dispute. It has sometimes
happened that a relation of the reigning monarch has stolen
the crocodile teeth with their precious contents, and then had
himself proclaimed king.' i

When

a king of the Panebian Lybians died, his
off, covered with gold, and deposited

head was cut

Stone brought by Edward I. from Scone, is said
to have recognized the destined king by roaring
when he stood upon it. It seems not impossible
that similar animistic or animatistic beliefs may
have once been attached to the King's Stone at
Kingston-on-Thames on which the Anglo-Saxon
kings were crowned, and to the Coronation Stone
curious story
of the kings of Sweden at Upsala.
of the power of a sacred stone to determine the
succession to the throne is related of a certain
'

'

A

Scythian tribe.
When a king died,

a tribal assembly met on the banks of the
river Tanais to determine on a successor to the throne. In the
river was a stone like a crystal, resembling in shape a man
wearing a crown. Whoever was able to find it and produce it
in the assembly became king.i

The following

story from Africa shows the prevalence of similar ideas in that continent
:

It is the custom among the Masai
in a sanctuary.
for a chief to remove the skull of his predecessor's
body a year after burial, and to secrete it, at the
same time offering a sacrifice and a libation. The
possession of the skull is understood to confirm his

AVben Dagara, the King of Karagwe, on the western shore
of Lake Victoria Njanza, died, he left behind him three sons,

authority.

began to reveal themselves in human
society which was of course at a very early stage
in its evolution they would quite naturally be
indicated by the wearing of certain ornaments.
Interments of the Palfeolithic Age show the widespread use of teeth and shells for decorative
purposes, but it is impossible to draAV any certain
inferences from them as to the wearer's rank.
Among the remains of the Bronze and Early Iron
Ages in Europe we find tores, rings, and bracelets
of gold as well as those of baser metals, and we
may perhaps assume with some degree of safety
that they were made for tne chiefs. We know, of

the Alake or king of Abeokuta in West Africa dies, the
principal men decapitate his body, and placing the head in a
large earthen vessel deliver it to tlie new sovereicn ; it becomes
his fetish and he is bound to pay it honours. Similarly, when
the Jaga, or king of Cassange, in Angola, has departed this life,
an official extracts a tooth from the deceased monarch and
presents it to his successor, who deposits it along with the teeth
of former kings in a box, which is the sole property of the crown
and without which no Jaga can legitimately exercise the regal
power.'

2

among the Guanches of the Canary
Islands the femur of the dead king constituted an
important part of the regalia, and that the oath of
allegiance taken by the chiefs to the new ruler
was sworn upon it. Frazer believes that through
the corporeal relic the soul of his predecessor is
somewhat different
transferred to the new ruler.
It is said that

A

theory has been maintained by Westermarck, who
believes that it is not the soul of the dead ruler

which becomes transferred, but his mana, or holiThe sultan of Morocco is enabled to transfer
ness.
another his haraka, or sanctity.^
3. Election of a king by means of the royal
In view of the great sanctity of the
insignia.
kingly office in the lower stages of culture, and
the belief that the luck of the people is bound up
with its holder, it is of course of vital necessity
that he who is most suitable should be elected to
fill it.
In order to obtain supernatural ratification
for the choice of a king, divination has often been
resorted to ; sometimes the actual symbols of
royalty themselves serve as a medium, and sometimes a particular object is kept for this purpose,
which may not improperly, therefore, be termed
a part of the regalia. This practice, though reflecting a very primitive phase of thought, has
remained in vogue even among peoples who have
attained to a considerable measure of civilization.
In an old Transylvanian Mdrchen, when the people assembled
to

—

to choose a

new

ruler,

they placed the crown upon a hillock,
air, and descended on the

from whence it rose, floated into the
head of the future monarch.

Another interesting example

is

found in ancient

India.
said that in Benares, when a king died, four lotusIt
coloured horses were yoked to a festive carriage, on which were
displayed the five emblems of royalty (sword, parasol, diadem,
This was sent out of a gate of the city, and
slipper, and fan).
a priest bade it proceed to him who had sutticient merit to rule
is

the kingdom.4

The Lia

Fail, as the stone on which the early
kings of Leinster were crowned was called, which
legend has identified with the English Coronation
i

2

GB3,

pt. iii..
lb. p. 203.

3 E.
viii.

4

The Dying God, London,

A. Westermarck,

The

(ed. E. B. Cowell,

— As soon as social dis-

—

course, very little of the dress of the pre-historic
peoples of Europe, though a few fragments of
woven stuff have been found among the remains
of the lake-dwellings (q.v.) of Switzerland.
Probably the costume of chiefs diffei"ed little from that
of ordinary persons, apart

A

from their more

solid

ornaments.
royal costume may indicate that
Naramsin
its wearer is the representative of a god.
carried two horns on his helmet, signifying his
divine character.'
The vestments of early kings
'

of England,' says J. R. Planche,

on state occasions do not appear to have differed from their
ordinary apparel, unless occasionally the materials may have
been more costly.' ^
'

In some parts of the world a certain colour is
emblematic of royalty. Among the Malays the
royal colour is yellow, the privilege of wearing
In ancient
which is shared by the magician.
Persia the Great King Avore a robe of purple.
This colour was adopted by the Macedonian kings
after the conquests of Alexander the Great.
Purple was also a royal colour among the Etruscans.
of the Roman emperor, a
military mantle analogous to the Greek -xXajjivs,
was of purple, and the expression sumcrc purpui-am
became equivalent to mounting the throne, while
the anniversary of the emperor's accession Avas
called natalis purpura:.
At the present day an ornamented club, a girdle
of feathers in the Pacific, a string of boar's teeth
in New Guinea, througiiout S. Asia the umbrella,
and in Ashanti a gold axe, are insignia of chieftainsmall battle-axe was also carried by high
ship.
officials in ancient Egypt.^
Among European
peoples they usually include the following ornaments crown, sceptre or staff, sword, and ring.
The regalia may gradually acquire a special

The pahidamentum

A

:

Man,

3
*

Cambridge, 1895-

s

[1908] 22, 24.

of kingship.

—

1

1911, p. 202.

Killing of the Divine King,'

Symbols

tinctions

'

The Jdtakas, no. 445

1907, iv. 25).

any of whom was eligible to the throne. The officers of state
put before them a small mystic drum. It was of trifiing weight
but, being loaded with charms, no one could lift it, save he to
whom the ancestral spirits were inclined as the successor.' 2
4.

When

'

'
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xiv. [1903] 48
Plut. de Fluv. xiv. 3.
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REGALIA
as the relics of some kingly saint or
Thus the ancient regalia of
hero.
England, which were destroyed under the Commonwealth in 1649,^ were venerated as relics of St.
Edward, by whom they were believed to have been
worn. The regalia of Hungary are regarded as
s.anctity

national

Stephen. The imperial and French
some extent relics of Charlemagne.
The English regalia consist of St. Edward's
crown, the imperial crown, the sceptre with the
dove, the scejitre with the cross, St. Edward's
staff, the orb, the gold spurs, the sword of State,
and the second and third swords, and the curtana,
or sword of mercy.
The regalia of the Holy
Roman Empire consisted of Charlemagne's crown,
his dalmatic embroidered with large crowns, tlie
golden apple or globe, Charlemagne's sword, his
golden sceptre, the imperial cloak embroidered
with eagles, the buskins, gloves, and the hereditary
crown of Rudolf li. The French regalia included
the crown said to have been given by Pope Leo III.
to Charlemagne, Charlemagne's sword, called
'Joyeuse,' a sceptre six feet high, the hand of
justice, and Charlemagne's spurs, vestments, dalmatic, tunic, buskins or sandals, and mantle. The
Scottish regalia included a crown, sceptre, and
sword.* It seems to have been the custom for the
English kings to be buried in their coronation
robes, as was shown at the opening of Edward l.'s
tomb in 1774.
Owing to this practice, there
existed, of course, no hereditary royal robes in
England as in some other countries.
The most important regalia of the khalifahs
his
were the supposed relics of the Prophet
striped cloak (burdah), his ring, his staff, and his
sword.* They are said to have been dug up in
A.H. 132, and to have been brought to Constantinople in the reign of Selim I. (1512-21), who on his
conquest of Egypt forced the last of the 'Abbasid
khalifahs to make over his rights to him. There
seems, however, little chance that they are genuine,
as, even supposing that the story of their bein^
dug up is true, they would probably have perished
when Baghdad was taken by the Mongols in A.D.
As the origin and symbolism of the crown
1258.
have already been dealt with,* they need not be discussed here, but something may be said of some of
the other more prominent insignia of royalty.
John Selden, in his Titles of
5. The sceptre.
Honor,^ says
'For the Scepter, some testimonies make it an ancienter
Ensijjne of a King than the Crown or Diadem is. Justin (or
relics of St.

regalia were to

—

—

:

rather Trogus Ponipeius) seems to denie that the old Kings of
Rome had any Diadems but that instead of them they carried
Scepters. So I conceive him in those words spoken of the age
of those Kings, "Per ea adhuc tempora reges hastas pro Diademate habebant, quas Graeci Sceptra dixere." For their
Diadems, enough alreadie. But it is most cleer that both in
prophan and holy writers the scepter is much ancienter (as it
was attributed to a King) than cither Crown or Diadem.'
;

probable that the ancestor of the sceptre is
far older than even Selden imagined.
Possibly it
is to be found as early as the old Stone
Age.
shaft of reindeer's horn perforated at its broader
end by one or more cylindrical holes has been found
in certain Aurignacian and Lower Magdalenian
In its later form it is decordeposits in France.
ated with incised designs. Gabriel de ilortillet,
believing it to be a ceremonial object, gave it the
question -begging name of bdto7i de commandement.^ Among the chiefs and medicine-men of
the Plains Indians of N. America carved batons
It is

A

1

Previous to the Commonwealth there existed in England
duplicate sets of regalia— the relics of St. Edward, with which
each king was crowned, which were kept at Westminster, and
a new set made for the use of each king, which were kept in
the Tower.
2
Taylor, The Glory of Regality, p. 88 f
.
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served as emblems of authority. Their use was
forbidden to ordinary persons.^ More recently the
resemblance of the bdton dc commandement to the
arrow-straightener of the Eskimo has been pointed
out.* Neither in Greek nor in Latin is the word
'sceptre' (crKrJTrTpov, scipio) used exclusively of a
royal emblem, and from this we may infer that in
origin it did not differ from other staffs, but that
in very early days a common implement was put
to a ceremonial use.
The ffKijirrpov was a staff
used in Greece by old men the scipio was a wand
carried by magistrates in Rome.
Mommscn *
regards the story related by Livy of the senator
M. Papirius striking the Gaul with his sceptre as
;

That a staff was an emblem of
kingly rank during the monarchical period we
know from the well-known expression of Homer,

unhistorical.

(TK-qiTToOxoi'

The

paffiXijfs.*

cKrjirTpov

was handed

father to son.
At Rome the augur's
baton, or lituus, was a stick curved like a shepherd's
crook at the upper end. The lituus with which
Romulus is said to have divided the city into
regions was believed to have been miraculously
preserved at the burning of Rome by the Gauls in
390 B.C. The lituus was probably of Etruscan,'
and therefore ultimately of Asiatic, origin. The
Hittite priest-king is represented carrying a recrook was also part of the
versed lituus.
insignia of the Egyptian kings.* Pliny uses lituus
as synonymous with scipio.''
The magistrate
appeared in the triumphal car in the processus
consularis at the games, bearing in his hand an

down from

A

eagle-tipped sceptre of ivory.
This, however, was an emblem of apotheosis, and unlike the
other " omamenta triumphalia," was never worn on other
'

occasions during the

life

of the triumphator, nor

was

it

carried

at his funeral.'**

On Etruscan and other coins Zeus holds an eagletipped sceptre, and on Cilician coins of the 4th
cent. B.C. Baal Tars (Sandas) is also represented
holding one. The ivory sceptre tipped with an
eagle which was carried by the early kings of
Rome is regarded by Cook as symbolizing the fact
that the holder was an incarnation of Jupiter."
All the Achaean chiefs had sceptres. Mention has
already been made of the fact that Agamemnon's
Nestor
sceptre was worshipped at Chaeronea.
reminds Agamemnon that he bears the scejitre of
^^
Zeus in his capacity as judge.
This appears to
have been an oaken staff or spear (Sopv) of great
Cook believes that the royal sceptre
sanctity.
which conferred the right of judgment was a conventionalized form of the oak of Zeus."
The god whom the Chaeroneans honour most is the sceptre
which Homer says Hephaestus made for Zeus, and Zeus gave
to Hermes, and Hermes to Pelops, and Pelops bequeathed to
'

Atreus, and Atreus to Thyestes, from whom Agamemnon had
it.
This sceptre they worship, naming it a spear
and that
there is something divine about it is proved especially by the
distinction it confers on its owners. The Chaeroneans say that
it was found on the borders of their territory and of Panopeus
in Phocis, and that the Phocians found gold along with it, but
that they themselves were glad to get the sceptre instead of the
I am persuaded it was brought to Phocis by Electra,
gold.
daughter of Agamemnon. There is no public temple built for
it, but the man who acts as priest keeps the sceptre in his
house for the year and sacrifices are offered to it daily, and a
table is set beside it covered with all sorts of flesh and cakes.' '^
;

;

The veneration

of staffs is world-wide.
Hector
raise their sceptres while taking an
Achilles also swears by a herald's staff. '^

and Priam
oath.'*
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In concluding a treaty the Romans took a sceptre and a flint
tlie
of
Feretrius they swore by the sceptre

from

temple
Jupiter
and " struck (concluded) the treaty " with the flint. 'i
The war-clubs of celebrated warriors, anava, in
Samoa were venerated by their families. It was
regarded as indispensable to success^ in battle to
Mexican
perform certain rites in their honour.
merchant carried a smooth black stick representing the god Yacatecutli, who was believed to protect him on his journey.^
In Aneitum, New Hebrides, South Paciflc, there used to be
a sacred staff, made of iron-wood, rather longer and thicker
than an ordinary walking-stick. It had been kept for ages in
the family of medicine-men, and was regarded as the represenWhen the priest was sent for to see a sick
tative of the god.
person, he took the stick with him, and leaning on it harangued
the patient, whose eyes always brightened at the sight of the
;

A

'

stick.''*

In the OT the word sceptre is frequently used
as a synonym for royalty.' The Hebrew shebet'
may stand either for a short ornamental sceptre,
such as Assyrian kings are sometimes represented
The Roman
as having, or for a long staff.*
emperors adopted the sceptrum ehurneiim of the
When the empire became
triumphant general.
Christian, a cross was often substituted for an
In some countries two sceptres came into
eagle.
use at an early period. In a 9th cent. English
Coronation Order, which is said to be a copy of
the Pontifical of Egbert, archbishop of York,
732-766, a sceptre [sceptrum) and a staff (baculuyn)
are mentioned.'' The word bacuhis, bacuhim, Avas
not applied to staffs of a ceremonial character in
Rome,^ but merely to ordinary ones. The Coronation Order of Ethelred II. mentions a sceptre (sceptrum) and a rod {virga).^ Ethelred II. is the first
English king on whose coins a sceptre is represented.
Since the time of Richard I. the two sceptres have
borne a cross and a dove respectively. The sceptre
with the dove was a reminiscence of the peaceful
part of the Confessor's reign after the expulsion of
the Danes. 1" Of the French sceptres one bore a
fleur-de-lys, and the other a hand in the act of
The latter was known as the main de
blessing.
It was put into the left hand of the king.
justice.
The human hand as an amulet was widely used
throughout the Mediterranean, and in the same
region an outstretched human hand is often painted
on houses as a protection against the evil eye.
bronze relief at Copenhagen represents ZeusSabazios in Phrygian costume, holding in his right
hand a pine-cone and in his left a sceptre tipped
with a votive hand." In early Christian art a
hand was a symbol representing God the Father.
As to the cause of the duplication of the .sceptre,
Lord Bute makes the following plausible sugges'

'

A

tion

:

may

and thy

Princes.' ^"
'
In the English Coronation Orders the sceptre is especially
the sign of regal power, while the rod is more the ensign of the
13
paternal authority of the sovereign.'

Frazer, Pans. v. 211.
2 lb.
quoting J. B. Stair, in Journal of the Polynesian Society,
no. xvii. [1896] p. 40.
3 lb. V. 212,
quoting F. S. Clavigero, Hist, of Mexico^, tr. C.
Cullen, London, 1807, i. 388 ff., and B. de Sahagun, HUt. gin.
des chases de la Nouvelle-Espagne, French tr., Paris, 18S0, pp.
1

296 f

38 f

.

*
ib., quoting O. Turner, Samoa, London, 1884, p. 327 f.
5 Cf. Gn 4910
The sceptre shall not depart from Judali, nor
the ruler's staff from between his feet, until Shiloh come.'
•

:

6

HDB

7

Wickham

8
10

iv.

417.

Legg, English Coronation Records, p. 3 f.
9 Wickham
Legg, loc. cit.
Daremberg-Saglio.
A. P. Stanley, Hist. Memorials of Westminster Abbey^,

London, 1882, p.
11
Cook, Zexis,
12

13

'is the ornament of the right
hand, so in the left the Globe or Mound, with the Crosse Infixt,
in Statues and Pictures (and in some Coronations) of Kings, is
a sing^ular Ensign of Royall dignitie. The severall times wherein the solemne use of this in severall kingdoms began, is not so
It shall suffice
easily found, nor perhaps worth the inquirie.
here to shew how it began in the Empire, whence the use of it
was by example taken into all or most of other kingdoms of

Christendom. That which we name a Globe or Mound here is
sometimes called an Apple, sometimes a Ball, and it is
men that it was frequent in the state of
Rome before the Emperors were Christian to have both among
their Ensigns in the field and in their monies the Ball or Globe,
the beginning whereof Isidore also referres to Augustus.
PiLAsi, saith he, in siona constituisse fertur Augustus,
PROPTER NATIONES SIBI IN CUNCTO ORBS SUBJECTAS UT MaluS
FiGURAM ORBB OSTENDERET. Thus somc copies have it, and not
MAGis FiQURAJi stc. as we usually read here.'i
also

observed by learned

At

the imperial coronations the orb was carried
by the Counts Palatine of the Rhine, under the
name of pomuvi imperiale.^ The apple was

sacred to Aphrodite, and is a token of love in S.E.
Europe at the present day, but does not appear to
have been a token of kingship in the ancient world.
In its origin, however, the orb appears to have
symbolized the vault of heaven. Zeus is frequently
represented Avith a blue orbis, or globe. A coin of
Caracalla represents Jupiter Capitolinus holding a
globe in his right hand and a sceptre in his left.*
Sometimes a globe rests beside the god's feet.*
From being a symbol of the sky-god the globe
becomes one of the imperial insignia.
Imperial
coins of the 3rd and 4th centuries show the

emperors holding a globe.
'These representations imply on the one hand that the
emperor has stepped into the shoes of lupiter, and on the other
hand that his duties descend in unbroken succession from
Frequently from
occupant to occupant of the imperial seat.
.

39.
p. 392.

Scottish Coronations, Paisley

Both

Wickham Legg,

p. xliii.

1902, p. 15.

.

Roman mosaics and

in Pompeian paintings
coloured blue or bluish-green, Avhich
indicates that it signified sky rather than earth.
It is uncertain whether the cross was first added to
the globe by Constantine or by Valentinian i.^
Julian the Apostate replaced it by a figure of
Under the name of globus cru^iger it was
victory.
a part of the Byzantine regalia. Though the orb
formed a part of the regalia of the Holy Roman
Empire and of England, it was not used in France.
In the English coronation ceremonial it is treated
as a symbol of the dominion of Christ over the
world. On placing the orb in the sovereign's right
hand, the archbishop addresses him in an exhortation containing these words
When you see this orb set under a cross, remember that the
in

the globe

is

:

'

whole world
Redeemer.'

is

subject to the

power and Empire

The sword. — The symbolism

of course self-explanatory.

of Christ our

of the

sword

is

The girding of the new

monarch with a sword

is a practically universal
feature of coronation ceremonies. It is a reminiscence of the days when the king was not merely
the titular but the actual war-chief of his people.
So intimate a part have weapons played in the
religion of a wanike people that deities have been
spear kept in
worshipped under their forms.
the Regia was worshipped as an image of Mars ;
the Scythians sacrificed sheep and horses to an
iron sword, and the war-god of the Alans was
worshipped as a naked sword stuck in the

A

ground.'
Indeed, in the case of the sultans of Turkey, the
girding on of the sword of Osman in the celebrated
mosque of Eyub on the Golden Horn is the formal
ceremony of inauguration. At the coronation of
the king of Hungary an impressive ceremony is
connected with the sword of St. Stephen. After
the coronation the king rides on his charger to a
* lb.
p. 42.

2 lb.
p. 183.
5 lb.
p. 45 ff.

6

7

1

and London,

.

the time of Commodus to that of Diocletian we find lupiter
5
delegating the globe to his human representative.'

7.

possibly have arisen from the words,

"Thy rod
staff, they comfort me," in Psalm xxiii., which was
treated as a Regal Psalm on account of the passage "Thou
hast anointed mine head with oil," and was additionally appro" Dominus
regit me" as
priate in the Latin, from commencing,
an acknowledgment of the Divine Sovereignty over earthly
'This

—

6. The orb.
'As the Scepter,' says Selden,

P. ISO.

Selden, p. 181.

Frazer, Paus.

3
v. 211.

Cook,

p. 45.
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mound made of earth brought from all
of the

kingdom and waves

his

the provinces

sword towards the

four points of the compass, indicating his determination to defend his kingdom against surrounding foes. The tendency of the various royal
ornaments to become multiplied is also apparent
in the case of the sword.
No fewer than five swords
now form part of the English regalia (1) the
sword of State which is carried before the king on
various occasions (2) a small sword which is substituted for it during the coronation ceremony,
and with which he is ceremonially girded (3) the
sword of spiritual justice (4) the sword of temporal justice ; (5) the curtana, i.e. shortened' sword,
or sword of mercy, which is blunted at the end by
the removal of the point. Such swords were in
ancient times carried by heralds.
similar idea
is found in Japan, where certain officials such as
doctors wore in their garments a wooden ornament
resembling a short sword.'
8. Bracelets and rings.
It is not unlikely that
bracelets, anklets, and rings may have at one
time been amulets, and have participated in the
inevitable tendency of amulets to degenerate into
ornaments. As emblems of kingship bracelets
seem to have been more prevalent in the East than
in the West.
They were worn by the kings of
Persia, and also formed part of the royal insignia
of Saul, wliose bracelets were, after his death,
brought to David by an Amalekite.^ They were
formerly in use in England, and a pair belonging
to the regalia was ordered to be destroyed under
the Commonwealth. They have not been used in
England since that date.* The use of the ring is,
however, almost universal. Though at an early
period it may have been an amulet, yet before
degenerating into a mere ornament it passed
through a period of usefulness as a signet. The
:

;

;

;

'

A

—

Spartan magistrates had a public signet with
which they sealed everything that had to be
sealed.* That rings were royal ornaments from an
early period we know from the curious legends
surrounding the rings of Minos and of Polycrates,
tyrant of Samos. In Rome the gold ring was often
conferred as a military distinction. 1\\QJus anuli
au7-ei limited its use. Theemperor's ring was a kind
of State seal.
In the Liber liegalis, which represents the fullest development of the niedi;>jval
English coronation ritual, the ring is referred to
as 'Catholicai fidei signaculum.'* In Europe the
ceremonial use of rings is of course most familiar
in connexion with betrotiial and marriage.
The
coronation ring symbolizes the marriage of the
monarch to his people, just as the episcopal ring
symbolizes the marriage of the bishop to his see.
Tiie English coronation ring is indeed sometimes
called the wedding-ring of England.* The doge
of Venice used to cast a ring into the Adriatic,
symbolizing the marriage of the city to the sea.
The ceremony was called sposalizio del mar ('the
wedding of the sea '), and was celebrated annually
on Ascension Day.
curious legend attaches to St. Edward's ring.
It is said that lie once bestowed it upon an old man.
Some years later two English pilgrims in the Holy
Land met the old man, who restored it to them,
revealing himself as St. John the Evangelist, and
bade them return it to the king. There is also a
superstition that the closer the ring fits the king's
finger, the more loved will he be, and the longer
will be his reign. ^ Ko5'al rings have served various
symbolic purposes. Alexander the Great on his
death-bed bestowed his ring upon Perdiccas, as
symbol of his intention to entrust the government

A
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empire to him. The Anglo-Saxon king Oti'a
to have appointed his successor by sending him his ring.' The bestowal of the royal ring
may symbolize a pledge, as in the case of Elizabeth's
gift to Essex, or it may symbolize a royal command.
In the book of Esther Ahasuerus gives his ring to
Hanian as a warrant for massacring the Jews.
Adrian IV. confirmed Henry II. on the throne of
Ireland by sending hini a gold ring.
Mary Queen
of Scots, by sending lier ring, pardoned two
who
about
to
be
were
hanged.^
burgesses
Throughout Asia and parts
9- The umbrella.
of Africa the umbrella is one of the most important insignia of royalty. It is or has been in use
among the Malays, in Burma, Siam, India,
and among the Seljuk sultans and the Mogul
emperors.* An umbrella is shown on the reverse
It also forms part
of a coin of Herod Agrippa I.
In one of the Jatnka
of the regalia in Madagascar.
to
who
wishes
tales a prince
dispossess his brother
of the tnrone
Give the royal umbrella up to
says,
me, or give battle.'* In 1855 the king of Burma,
addressing the governor-general of India, spoke of
of the

said

ia

—

'

himself as the monarch who reigns over the great
umbrella-wearing chiefs of the Eastern Countries.'
It seems most probable that the ceremonial character of the umbrella is due to the tabu whicli
prevents certain sacred persons from being exposed
to the sun's rays, and is a counterpart to the very
common tabu which prevents their feet from touching the earth. The Mikado and the high-priest of
the Zapotecs of Mexico were forbidden to expose
themselves to the rays of the sun. Pope Alexander
III. accorded to Ziani, doge of Venice, the right of
having a canopy or umbrella carried over him as a
symbol of sovereign power.
'

'
Umbrellas appear to have been sometimes used in ritual for
the purpose of preventing the sunli|,'ht from falling on sacred
At an Athenian festival called Scira the
persons or things.
priestess of Athena, the priest of Poseidon, and the priest of the
Sun walked from the Acropolis under the shade of a huge white
umbrella.'*
.

.

.

—

Whether a
10. Investiture with the regalia.
monarchy is elective or hereditarj-, it is usual for
some ceremony to be held for the purpose of
inaugurating a new reign. This ceremony usually
lakes the form of investing the sovereign with
the royal insignia. The inauguration of the
king of Tahiti consisted of his being ceremonially
invested with a sacred girdle of red feathers in tlie
presence of the image of the god Oro. By means
of this ceremony he was formally initiated into
divine rank. After describing the girdle, the offiParent tliis of you, O
ciating priest would say,
King.'«
Among the Baganda, when the period of mourning for the dead monarch was over, the new ruler
and his consort were ceremoniallj' divested of their
bark clothes and invested with new ones. This
*
ceremony was called confirming the king in his
kingdom.''' In Madagascar the object of the
inauguration ceremony was to secure for the king
the quality of hasina, an intrinsic supernatural
virtue, which renders an object good or efficacious.*
For tliis purpose the new ruler mounted a sacred
Masina, !Masina, masina
stone, and exclaimed,
v'aho?' The assembled people replied, Ma.sina.'
'

'

'

These words van Gennep translates, Have I acquired the poAvers of hasinat Am I holy?'^
'

Among the Ba-Thonga
1

W.

the inauguration of a

new

Jones, Finger-ring Lore, London, 1877, p. 181.
3 Ferishta, tr. Dow, ii. 328 f.

2 lb.
p. 182.
4
5

Jutakas, no. 539 (vol. vi. p. 19).
GB3, pt. vii., Balder the Beautiful, London, 1913,

i.

20,

note.
1

2
4

6

Times, Coronation Supplement, 19th June 1911.
3 Wickham
2 S 110.
Legg, p. xliv.
5 Wickham
Frazer, Pans. iii. 329.
Legg, p. 97.
Stanley, p. 40.

7

Wickham Legg,

p. xlix.

8
'

8

W.

Ellis, Polynesian Researches'^,
Roscoe, The Baganda, p. 197.

London, 1832-36,

Van Gennep, Tabou et totimisme a Madagascar,

9 lb.
p. 82.

ui. 103.

p. 17.
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chief is a purely military affair,

and no religious

ceremony takes

place.'
The coronation of the Egyptian kings was supposed to take place in heaven. In a description of
the coronation of Rameses ill. we read
"Then my father Amon-Re, Lord of Gods, Re-Atuni, and
Ptah, beautiful of face, crowned me as Lord of the Two Lands
on the throne of him who begat me I received the office of my
father with joy I was crowned with the atef-crown bearing the
uraeus I assumed tlie double-plumed diadem like Tatenen. I
I was clad in the regalia,
sat upon the throne of Harakhte.
like Atum.'2
Another inscription speaks of Rameses III. assuming the regalia of Horus and Set.'
The inauguration ceremony of a new emperor of
Japan consists in the ceremonial taking possession
The prinof the three chief articles of the regalia.
:

;

;

;

cipal one is a sacred sword which
nagi no Tsungi.
'

tail

is

called Kusa-

This sword (so legend goes) was found by Susa-no-o in the
of an eight-headed serpent, which he intoxicated with

slew.
Having been brought down from
centuries ago by the first ancestor of the Mikados,
into the possession of Yamato-take, and assisted that
prince in the conquest of Eastern Japan. This treasure is never

"sake" and then

heaven

many

came

it

shown, but a great

festival is

held in

its

honour on June

21st.' •

The two others are a mirror and a jewel. They
are kept at Kyoto and the inauguration takes place
there, after the period of mourning for the dead
ruler

is

over.

In Europe, with the exception of Hungary, to
which reference has already been made, a coronation
ceremony has usually served rather to ratify the
election of a king than
actually to create one.
Before set forms came into use, it was often of a
more or less spontaneous character. When Julian
the Apostate was proclaimed emperor at Paris in
360, a standard-bearer named Maurus took off the
tore which he was wearing, and placed it upon the
head of the newly-elected ruler.' The earliest
known account of a coronation in Great Britain
is that of King Aidan by St. Columba, which is
found in St. Adamnan's life of the saint.
Throughout the Middle Ages the position of the
Church was that of witness to a contract between
ruler and people at the crowning of a king. The
Pontificale Eomanutn provides a special Mass for
the coronation of the king. The Church
presents
the newly-elected monarch with his investiture.
One of the bishops who are presenting the king to the
'

Reverendissime Pater, postulat Sancta
metropolitan says,
Mater Ecclesia Catholica ut praesentem egregium militem ad
dignitatem Regiam sublevatis.' The metropolitan asks, Scitis
esse dignum, et utilem ad banc dignitatem ?
The bishop
replies, Et novimus, et credimus, eum esse dignum, utilem
Eccleslae Dei, et ad regimen hujus Regni.'G
'

'

'

W.

Stubbs's view of the ceremony

is

as follows

:

The ceremony was understood as bestowing the divine ratification on the election that had preceded it, and as typifying
rather than conveying the spiritual gifts for which prayer was
made.
That it was regarded as convejdng any spiritual
character or any special ecclesiastical prerogative there is
nothiner to show rather from the facility with which crowned
kings could be set aside and new ones put in their place without
any objection on the part of the bishops, the exact contrary
'

;

may be

inferred.' 7

The same view

is taken by the French writer
Menin, who says that in his own day (reign of
Louis XV.) kings were recognized independently of
all ceremony of investiture.
No formal recognition of the king, however, is found in the French
coronation ritual.
'

Le sacre des Rois,' he says, ' est une ratification publique du
droit qu'ils ont de succ6der k la couronne de leurs anc^tres, et
une confirmation du premier acte qui les a mis en possession du
1

H. A. Junod, Life of a S. African Tribe, London, 1912-13.

p. 348.
2 J. H.
iv.

Breasted, Ancient Records of Egypt, Chicago, 1905-07,

401.

3 lb. iv. 62.
*
Handbook

Murray's
for Japan, by B. H. Chamberlain and
B. Mason, London, 1907, p. 236.
5 F. E.
Brightman, in JThSt ii. 366, quoting Amm. Marc. xx. 4.
« Ed. J.
Catalan!, Rome, 1738-40, i. 376.
7 Constitutional Hist,
of England'', Oxford, 1891, i. 163.

W.

Tr6ne

c'est une esptee d'alliance spirituelle du Roy avec son
;
qu'il epouse, pour ainsi dire, qu'il s'engage de
maintenir, de d^fendre, et de prot6ger, en meme temps que sa
la voix des peuples, lui promet solennement
Royaume,

Royaume

par

fidelity et obeissance.'i

Nevertheless a wide-spread belief seems to have
grown up in the Middle Ages that the anointing
of kings was of a sacramental nature, conferring a
mark or character on the soul of the recipient. At
all events a king was
widely held to possess a
The emperor was
quasi sacerdotal character.
to
read
the
permitted
Gospel at his coronation
Mass, and the French king to communicate under
both kinds at his coronation. These facts led to
the conviction that an unanointed and uncrowned
prince was no true king. The French kings until
the 12th cent, began their reign on the day of
their coronation. ^ < Le Roi dormoit,' said the old
before a
chroniclers, speaking of the period
coronation. This belief had not completely died
out even in the 19th century. Renan mentions
the fact that some Bretons held that Louis
Philippe, who had been neither anointed nor
crowned, had no more right to exercise the functions of a king than any one who was unordained
would have to exercise those of the priesthood.'
Precedent for the crowning of a prince during
the lifetime of his father was found in the crowning and anointing of Solomon by order of David,
and was frequently resorted to in order to ensure
the stability of a dynasty. The survival of a coronation ceremony in Europe at the present day is not
necessarily associated with the possession of great
monarchical prerogatives. The German Emperor
and the Emperor of Austria* are not crowned,
though the hereditary presidents' of England and
Norway are. In Spain the coronation ceremony
has been discontinued. In England its discontinuance was seriously discussed at the accession of
William iv. In most of the monarchies founded
in the 19th cent., such as Italy, Belgium, Greece,
it has never been introduced, and the king
merely
takes an oath to observe the Constitution. One
of the oldest coronation ceremonies in
Europe is
the crowning of the pope, who is crowned by the
youngest cardinal-deacon with the tiara or triple
crown, an ornament ultimately derived from the
camelaucum, a head-dress worn by high Byzantine
officials.
It is not a liturgical ornament, and the
papal coronation has no religious significance.
No definite rules can be laid down with regard
to the crowning of queens-consort.
In England, if
the king is married at the time of his coronation,
the ceremony has usually been performed, and
sometimes it has been performed separately if he
married afterwards.
In France it was usually
omitted, and, if performed, it generally took place
at St. Denys and not at Rheims with the king.
The coronation of a queen-consort merely typifies
her participation in the royal dignity. Sometimes
this is indicated in the coronation ritual ; the king
of Hungary holds the Crown of St. Stephen for a
time on the right shoulder of the queen during the
coronation ceremony, and the Tsar of Russia used
to touch the Tsarina on the forehead with his
'

crown before crowning

her.

When

a ruler has abdicated voluntarily and
without pressure, he has often symbolized this act
by publicly laying aside the royal insignia.
Diocletian divested himself of the purple at Nicomedia in 305 in the presence of his assembled
troops,^ and in more recent times the eccentric
Queen Christina of Sweden laid aside her crown in
the presence of the Swedish senate.
1 Trait4 hist, et
des rois, p. 177.
ehronolog. du sacre
.

2 lb.
* The

3

king of Hungary.
6 E.
Gibbon, Decline and Fall,
vol.

i.

.

.

Questions contemporains, Paris, 1868, p. 434.
has already been mentioned, is crowned as

latter, as

ch.

xiii. p.
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;

;
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;
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REGENERATION. Through all theology
and religion tliere runs a clear antithesis between
outwardness and inwardness.
In theology this
shows itself in the opposition between transcendence and immanence, anthropomorphism and animism. It asks, Is God a glorified man or an
indwelling potency ? Does He operate on Nature
from without or from within ? Should we concentrate our thought and faith on Jesus as the risen
or on Christ as
Lord, the ascended Mediator
Spirit, operating in His Church and in us as
believers? Sometimes the contrasts are accentuated, and the opposing views are polemically
controverted
sometimes men are content to
accept both as the two poles of an unsolved antinomy. A similar antitnesis occurs also as to the
;

;

nature of religion, causing men to ask, Is religion
doing or being ? Is the vital matter what a man
does or what a man is ? Ought my great concern to
be, What am I to do ? or, What ought I to become ?
E.g., as to the nature of sin, it is disputed whether
sin is transgression of a commandment moral or
ceremonial, or is perversity and pollution. Again,
as regards reconciliation with God, the two queries
Is this eflected by having sin pardoned,
arise
or by having perversity rectified and pollution
cleansed ? Is the favour of God to be secured by
righteously obeying the precepts of His law or by
being inwardly changed and sanctified by a Power
other and higher than we?
Further, is this
change to be studied as manifesting itself in
outward life and conduct, or as a spiritual and
psychological phenomenon ? In the former case
we are engaged with the subject of conversion, in
the latter with that of regeneration.
I.
conception. Kirsopp Lake considers the
antithesis between outwardness and inwardness to
be characteristic severally of the Jew and the
Greek. The Jew asked. What am I to do ? He
reijuired a code of life and action to tell him
The Greek asked not,
definitely what to do.
AVhat am I to do ? but. What am I to be ? He
wished to become something different. What distressed him was the feeling that his very being was
corruj)t, and he wanted a religion that Avould help
him to become a new being. 1 There are just two
criticisms which one would like to make on this
:

—

OT

:

word 'Greek,' the word 'Hellenist
would be more accurate the orientalized
Greek and (2) it is unfair to the Jews to suggest
that they were not sensible of the inwardness
of religion.
Both views find expression in the
(1)

instead of the

—

'

;

Jewish Scriptures. It is true that outwardness is
prominent in the OT. We have much external
morality and external observance of ceremonial
requirements. Sin is often disobedience to God's
statutes and precepts.
Restoration to divine
favour is secured by sacrifices offered in accordance
with a meticulous ritual. But this is not the only
conception of sin that meets us in the OT. Sin is
also disorder.

It is

'

Ni-f,

'

desolation,'

chaos.'

It

1

Tfte Earlier Epistles of St. Paul,
London, 1911, p. 430
The Ste^cardship of Faith, do. 1915, p. 88 f.

f.,
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'

restless agitation.' It is defilement, makin"
unfit to commune with God.
It is n^y'w"
'abomination.' It is irji, that from which men
flee, because it is abhorrent ; and as such it needs
is VV-],

men

—

an internal remedy a remedy which man himself
cannot administer. There is a distinct vein of OT
teaching which is very pronounced as to man's
inability to cleanse himself (Jer 13^, Pr 20*).
Man's will is powerless to effect the needed change.
Something must be done in man and for man,
which divine intervention alone can accomplish
This is apparent from
(Is 6', Ps 5P, Job 92 15i*'«).

the way in which the best of men plead for divine
^^
41'' 6^), and from the
help and cleansing (Ps 25''way in Avhich God promises to render the needed
gj^ jg not something
3525)
help (Jer 2^3 338,
to be merely pardoned, atoned for, taken away, or
So lon^ as the proi)cnsity to sin
forgotten.
remained, the OT samt groaned under its tyranny
and pollution. He cried for cleansing (Ps 51-) and
for healing (41^).
But even this could not satisfy
him. He longed for thorough renovation. Rethe
heart
as the seat of the collective
garding
energies of the personal life, and conscious that
this is depraved and that sin has thus banefulljaffected tlie very formative sources of character,
he cries, Create in me a clean heart, O God and
renew a stedfast spirit within me (51'"). Saul was
turned into another man,' and God gave him
another heart' (1 S 10^- "), but, alas he fell away
and so the Psalmist prays that the clean heart,
imparted by a new creation, might, by constant
renewal, be kept 'stedfast.'

^^

'

;

'

'

'

!

2.

The Greek word and

word

'

'

irdXiv yiveffii

(

synonyms.— The
NT, in

occurs twice in the

regeneration

same Greek word TraXiyyeyeaia =
yluo/xai), a becoming new again,
The Greek word which would

either case for the
ij

its

;

i,J

a reconstitution.
most accurately represent the ideas that we
associate with regeneration would be d.vay^vvr]cm
but this does not occur in NT, though
sj Yecvdw)
the verb is found in 1 P P. The word TraXiyyeuecria,
first appears in Greek literature to represent the
great Stoic conception of world-cycles, according
to which the present world will come to an end
by conflagration to be followed, however, by a
renovation or reconstruction, a iraXiy^/eveffia of
everything just as it now is. Then, after a definite
period, will come another conflagration and reconthe period between one
stitution, and so on
catastrophe and another being termed a 'great
Hence Marcus Aurelius ^ speaks
year,' a irepioSos.
of a periodic iraXiyyfixala of the universe.' Being
a high-sounding phrase, it was used hyperbolically
to denote any extraordinary change
as when
;

(

—

—

'

;

Cicero^ describes his restoration to rank and
favour after exile as TaXiyyeveaiav nostram ; and
when Philo speaks of the birth of Seth as the
vraXiyyeveffla of Abel,^ and of the sons of Noah
as founders of a iraXiyyeveala,'* since they were
pioneers {dpxvy^'''°-^) of the second period of the
world ; so Josephus " speaks of the restoration of
the Jews after the Exile as a traXiyyeveaia. With
a nearer approach to the original Stoic meaning,
Matthew (19-*) describes the new heavens and the
new earth, to which Christians (2 P 3") and Jews
En. Ixxii. 1 ; Jub. i. 29) were looking
(Is 65^^
In the waKiyyevecrla,
forward, in these words
when the Son of man shall sit on the throne of
his glory, ye which have followed me shall sit,'
etc.
The second
occurrence of our word is
in Tit 3^, where irdXiyyeveaia has an ethical or
*
religious sense
According to his mercy he
saved us, through the washing [marg. laver '] of
regeneration, and the renewing of the Holj' Ghost.'
'

'

'

'

'

;

'

:

NT

:

'

^adAtt.vi.7.

1 ii. 1.

3
*

De Poster. Caini,
De Vita Mosis, iL

§

36 (Mangey,

12 (Mangey,

i.

ii.

249).
144).

5

Ant.

xi. iiL 4.
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other Greek words with kindred meaning found in NT are
yewaw, beget' (Mt 12-16^ Ac 7*+) and also hear children
(Mt 1912, Gal i"^, Jn 1621 +). In a religious sense it occurs in
1 Co 415
I begat jou
Philem i" whom I begat in my
bonds.' In 1 Jn the perf. pass, occurs eight times, and in RV
is uniformly translated
be begotten,' though in five of these
instances AV has 'be born' e.g., 'Every one that loveth is
begotten of God' (47); 'Every one that believeth that Jesus is
the Christ is begotten of God (5i) but in the eight occurrences
in Jn 33-3 RV ever^'where retains 'be born.' (2) avayewdu)
anew 1 P 13 Blessed be
(ai-a is repetitive),
beget again

tion of life— begetting ; and (2) the
emergence
into a new mode of being and into new relations

:

'

—

'

'

(1)

'

'

birth.

'

;

an

—

consequences, implies the impartation of a new
life-germ, which develops in likeness to God, its

'

;

w

'

God

who begat

us again

'

.

.

.

.

;

:

;

'

;

'

—

'

It is pro3. Cognate ideas and metaphors.
verbially difficult to translate emotions into words ;
and to very many of the early Christians who had
previously been steeped in sin the change which
took place when they entered on the Christian
life was so radical and so thorough that it
demanded
modes of expression. Such an

'

'

;

'

'

own

age.

2

—

A. Eejientance. The simplest metaphors meet
us in the Synoptic Gospels, (a) Emphasis is laid
on repentance (Mt 4" ll^*, Lk IS^). The Aramaic

word

'

for

repentance,' N?vn,

is

derived from

3?n,

to turn (cf. Mt 18^) ; and hence we may safely
affirm that the repentance (q.v.) which Jesus
insisted on was a practical one turning the back
on one's former life.
{b) 'Becoming as a little child' (Mt IS^).— The
context discloses what our Lord intended by this.
'

'

—

the abandonment of pride and ambitious selfseeking, the attainment of meekness, lowliness,
and dependence on a father's love, that Jesus
desiderated in His disciples. The need of divine
grace for the attainment of this great ethical
change is not so much explicitly taught as implied
in the importance attached to prayer.
(c) The quickening effect of the divine Word and
the need for co-operation between the human and
the divine are taught very clearly in the Parable
of the Sower.
'The seed is the word of God'
(Lk 8^^) but three of the four kinds of soil are
unproductive ; there is only one which is so far
receptive of seed as to yield the fruit of a new life
within the natural heart of man.
B. Impartation of a new life.
The Fourth
Gospel takes the three gi"eat ideas, life, light, and
speech, and expresses the activities of Jesus
Christ, the Son of God, and also the religious
experiences of believers, under one or other of
these categories. Jesus says: 'I came that
they
follow
might have life' {W) ; 'My sheep
I
and
to
them
eternal
life'
me,
give
(lO^'-) ; My
words 'are spirit, and are life' (6*^*); 'He that
believeth on the Son hath eternal life (3^^) ; In
him was life, and the life was the light of men
It is

;

—

.

.

'

.

'

'

—

C. New birth.
This appears under two aspects,
both contained in the word yevv6.u (1) the origina1 De Incorr.
Mundi, 3 (Mangey, ii. 490).
:

2 Cf. T.

Roman

R. Glover, The Conflict of Religions in the Early
Empire, London, 1909, p. 150 ff.

'

'

many

experience can be expressed only in figures and
regeneration is but one of many metaphors
occurring in the NT, all of which are designed to
express the fact that, before any man can enjoy
the favour of God, a profound change must be
wrought in him, which God alone can effect.
The early Christians were so amazed at the change
in disposition and character which had suddenly
come over them that they framed all sorts of
theories to account for it, describing their new
experience in terms and preconceptions of their

The same

source.

thought is presented in 1 P P 'Blessed be God
who begat us again unto a living hope.'
(2) In Jn 3, though both perf. and aor. are used,
it is
generally recognized that the metaphor is
that of birth
not quickening or impregnation,
but emergence into a new world— a new atmosphere, a new environment, and new objects of
interest.
This is clearly implied in the words of
Nicodemus, when, in reply to Christ's statement,
Ye must be born again,' he crudely asks, Can a
man enter a second time into his mother's womb
and be born ? (3*). Similarly we interpret 3^ iav
fj-T) ris yeffridfj i^ iidaros Kal Trveij/JMTOS,
Except a man
shall have been born [not 'begotten,' as though
the water had a vivifying effect upon him, but
born '] out of [or from] water 1 and the Spirit
(water and Spirit being the elements out of which
the neophyte emerges). The reference probably is
to the words of John the Baptist in Mt 3^^ 'I
indeed baptize you in water
but he shall
baptize [or 'immerse'] you in the Holy Ghost.'

'

'

and fontal

veritable Father

'

:

.by

the resurrection of
Jesus Christ.' The noun ora-j/e'vjTjcrts is not found in NT, but is
found in Philoi of the rebirth of the physical world. (3)
fuoiroieo), 'make alive," 'quicken': Eph25 'God . . . quickened
us, together with Christ, when we were dead in trespasses.'
often in an abnormal manner Ja lis
(4) inoKveoi, give birth
'
'
lis
He having so willed, brought
Sin bringeth forth death
us forth [or 'gave us birth'] by the word of truth.'
(5) ai/aKULvoui, 'make new again.' This verb, in NT, refers not to the
initial quickening, but to the maintaining of the state of
'
newness, keep new,' or renovate' (Ro 122, Col 3iO).
.

In 1 Jn the perf. pass, yeyewrjcrdai.,
indicating
initial definite act abiding permanently in its

(1)

'

'

.

.

.

The context

implies that Nicodemus was a disciple
and Jn 3^ inculcates the lesson of Mt 3"
that immersion in water and emergence from
water are not enough there is needed also an
immersion in the Holy Spirit, from which one may
emerge a new man, as one newly born emerges
from his mother's womb into a new world. The
same metaphor occurs in Ja 1^^, where J. B. Mayor ^
is no doubt coi-rect in
saying that the verb diroKv^ui
is
properly used of the mother
Having so
willed, he gave us birth.'
D. A new ci'eature (Kaivr) ktI<ti.s). It has been
objected that regeneration is not prominent in
Paul's teaching but it would be rash to maintain
that he ignored the doctrine of regeneration
because he does not use the same metaphor as
occurs in John, Peter, and James indeed, when
Paul says, in 2 Co 5^^
If any man be inunion-with Christ, he is a new creature,' he is
not far away from the same similitude. He is
moving in the circle of OT ideas which find
of John,

;

'

'

—
—

'

;

—

'

•

I will put a new spirit
expression in Ezekiel
within you ; and I will take away the stony
heart out of your flesh, and I will give you
an heart of flesh' (11^» 36'«). Again, the Apostle
are his workmanship, created in Christ
says,
Jesus for good works' (Eph 2^"), which evidently
implies that such a radical change takes place in a
Christian as to be comparable to a creation, that
this creation Ls possible only in union witii Christ,
that God develops the neAv creation, and that the
grand purpose of it all is practical and ethical.
Similarly in Col 31" and Eph 4-^ the new man,' i.e.
the new self, is stated to be a divine creation,
which, in the one case, is
being renewed in
accordance with the image of its Creator,' and, in
the other case, is said to be in harmonj- with God
[Kara de6v), created in righteousness and holiness
of truth.' Some would render kchvt] ktI(tis in
'

:

'

'

'

We

'

'

'

1 Lake
{Inaugural Address at Leiden, 27th Jan. 1904) and F.
C. Burkitt (Evangelion Da-Mepharreshe, Cambridge, 1904, iL
.309 f.) advocate that cf vSaro^ should be treated as an interpretative gloss,' because it is sometimes omitted in the Fathers ;
but a consultation of the 36 variants in which 3' is quoted in
the early Fathers, given in A. Resch, Paralleltexte zu Johannes,
Leipzig, 1S97, p. 73 ff., seems to dispose of this theory; for,
though there are several instances in which both 'water' and
the Spirit is
Spirit are omitted, and several iu which
omitted, there is not one citation from the Fathers in which
the Spirit is inserted and water ' omitted.
2 The
Epistle of St. Jainea^, London, 1S97, p. 59.
'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

REGENERATION
2 Co 5" 'there is a new creation' (as RVm),
implying that man's entire outlook on earth and
heaven, man, and God seems changed. Many
Christians have testified that, wlien the spiritual
nature is no longer enfeebled and diseased by sin,
they seemed to be in a new world. The new life
enters also into the larger world of spirit, recognizes its kinship with spiritual forces, feels a
companionship with ail that is holy and true, and
sees God in everything.* This is very true and
very beautiful, but probably RV represents Paul's
thought best, as also in Gal 6'' Neitlier is
circumcision anything, nor uncircumcision, but a
'

new

creature.'

A

change
;

'

:

.

'

.

.

'

'

:

etc.

passage from death to life. Jn b^ reads
He that heareth my word and believeth on him
hath passed from death unto
that sent me
You did he quicken [cause to live]
life,' Eph 2^
when ye were dead.' These texts are sometimes
taken to imjily the instantaneousness of the new
birth and the absolute deadness and insensibility
of the human soul, as well as man's native incapacity for goodness and godliness and thus they
present difficulties equally to the scientist and to the
:

'

.

.

.

'

:

;

Many theologians feel obliged, howtheologian.
ever, by the general trend of Scripture to regard
the 'deadness' here spoken of as relative rather
than absolute, and to consider man's spiritual
nature as diseased and inert rather than literally
dead while the scientist, who objects to admitting anything instantaneous and unprepared for,
in any grade of life, organic or psychical, explains
the apparent suddenness of the change in man's
religious life by the hypothesis of the subliminal
The new life at first is inchoate, working in
self.
the region of subconsciousness and then, more or
less suddenly, there is often a time of spasmodic
volitional and emotional tempest, which comes as
a great surprise, but which has really been quietly
prepared for in tliat part of our nature where racial
and inherited tendencies lie buried beneath the
Paul was kicking
threshold of consciousness.^
against the goads of spiritual conviction for some
time before his so-called conversion at Damascus.
G. Burial and resui-rection.
This figure is
similar to the above and occurs in the well-known
Ro
6*
and
2'-.
Col
passages
All these metaphors are, of course, very valuable
and carry us a certain distance in the way of
elucidation but scholars are unanimous in admitting that there is an inner fact which defies
analysis and description. The universal Christian
It is
consciousness is ready to say of the change
" not of ourselves it is the
gift of God,"' but the
;

;

—

;

is

inscrutable.

'

'

After analysis,' says B. Jowett, there remains something
which eludes criticism.' 3 'The nature of regeneration,' says
Hodge, is not explained in the Bible further than the account
therein given of its author, God its subject, the whole soul
'

;

;

1 T. M.
Herbert, Sketches of Sermons, London, 1878, p. 1 ft. ;
E. D. Starbuck, Psychology of Religion, do. 1899, p. 32S f
2 W.
James, The Varieties of Religious Experience, London,
1902 G. A. Coe, The Spiritual Life, New York, 1900
Star.

;

;

buck, op.
3 St. Paul's EpiMles\
London, 1859,
VOL. X.— 41
eit.

ii.

.

'

gravity so decisively." We speak of "motor efficacy," but such
for whence the sudden motor
talk is only circuiiilocution
'

;

efficacy?'* So Starbuck: 'Who can tell what really happens
in one's consciousness when one turns seriously into communion with one's deeper self?' 'What happens below the
threshold of consciousness must, in the nature of the case,

evade analysis."

3

—

1) The change is new.
newness.
As a new divine Principle,' says L A. Domer, the Holy
Spirit creates, although not substantially new faculties, a new
— a new self-consciousness. In
volition, knowledge, feeling
'All things are new," says
brief, He produces a new person.'*
Horace Bushnell, Life proceeds from a new centre. The Bible
The very world itaelf is
is a new book.
Duties are new.
revealed in new beauty and joy to the mind."" And of course
Ilodge is in thorough agreement here, as he says, 'This new
life, therefore, manifests itself in new views of God, of Christ,

Nature of the change.

—All are agreed as to
4.

(

its

'

'

of sin, of holiness, of the world, of the gospel,
to come." 8

(2)

231.

and

of the life

The change expressed in terms of metaphysics,

—The Puritans expressed

themselves very largely
terms of Aristotelian metaphysics.

in

Stephen Charnock (t 1680), whose discourses on regeneration
were for many years the great authority on our subject, defines
regeneration as a powerful change, wrought in the soul by the
efficacious working of the Holy Spirit, wherein a vital principle,
a new habit, the law of God and a divine nature are put into
and framed in the heart enabling it to act holily and pleasingly
to God.' 7 The distinctions drawn are very subtle, if not conWe note that 'a divine nature is put into the heart
flicting.
and yet on p. 93 Charnock Msures us that regeneration is 'not
an addition to nature,' or a 'change in the substance of the
'As in the cure of a man, health is not added to the
soul.'
disease but the disease is expelled and another form and habit
Add what you will (we are told), without introset in its place.
ducing another/orjn, it will be of no more efficacy than flowers
and perfumes strewed on a dead carcase can restore it to life
and remove the rottenness.' We learn, then, that, though
the new
regeneration is not an addition to nature," and
creation gives no new faculties,' yet a vital principle is put
'
into the heart and 'a new fonn is introduced.' In regeneration there are no new faculties,' says a Princeton divine, 'but
there are new principles ; 8 and from him we obtain a definition
of the word 'principle,' which we seek in vain in Charnock.
He defines it as 'that foundation which is laid in nature,
either old or new, for any particular kind or manner of exercise
of the faculties of the soul.' In other words, a 'principle' is
a new foundation laid in the nature of the soul, for a new kind
of exercise of the same faculty of understanding.'
'

;

;

'

'

'

'

'

'

The change expressed in terms of psychology.
great spiritual change which, when viewed
causally and subjectively, is called regeneration
and, when viewed in its manifest results in life
and character, is called conversion (q.v.) is a
psychical fact and therefore can be expressed in
terms of psychology. Metaphysics is ambitious to
treat of the soul as an immaterial entity, possessed
of substance and faculties, form and principles.
Psj'^chology pursues the humbler path of analyzing
consciousness and interrogating experience.
(3)

—Tlie

E.g., E. F. Scott describes regeneration thus: 'It is like
another and higher will sustaining ours, and gradually subduing the whole nature to itself till the natural life becomes
"spiritual" life.'" E. Reuss describes it as 'an abdication of
our own individuaUty, allowing the Holy Spirit to evoke a
1*
J. Strachan
complete metamorphosis of our human nature.'
a new life which turns all the
speaks of it as practically
All the energies that
forces of one's being into a new channel.
formerly made a man a sinner are now employed to make him
Such sudden and radical changes in a man's life' as
a saint." 11
those of Paul, says Percy Gardner, may often be led up to bj'
many experiences and thoughts. But these often culminate in
what may be called a violent spiritual and emotional tempest,
which shakes the whole being to its utmost depths.' 12 Starbuck

—

'

.

.

.

'

'

'

:

:

modus operandi

.

.

"

—

A

F.

and its effects.
Its metaphysical nature is left a mystery.''
W. James hears the same testimony. No one can explain fully
how particular experiences are able to change one's centre of

'

—

This metaphor,
of clothing.
though significant, is not fully adequate. Clothing is external regeneration is internal, psychical,
Life only can illustrate life. Vital processes
vital.
can alone fittingly represent it. Our best similitudes must therefore be drawn from botany or
Character, as others know it, is comzoology.
"
Put ofi" the old
pared to clothing in Eph ^'^man which Ls corrupt
and put on the new
man ; Col 2" speaks of the putting otl' of the
Ye have
body of the flesh,' and Col S*'- reads
put off the old man with his doings, and have
put on the new man, which is being renewed,'
E.
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is much more true of
says of conversion (though what he says
new powers.' It is as if
regeneration) that it is the birth of
or as if new
of
fresh
liberation
energy,
the
been
had
there
streams had flowed into consciousness." It is life on a higher
'
the poss%bihties of growth
of
a
is
It
realising
process
plane.'
which might other.
of making a draft on the latent energies
wise have lain dormant always.' i
'

'

;

.

The psychological expression

.

of

regeneration

may well be subdivided as follows
—'The new personality is formed,"
(a) In terms of personality.
to the second Adam, on the
says Dorner in inner resemblance
2
'Grace and freedom meet,'
to
so
same family type,
speak."
a
savs H. Martensen, and a new personality is established,
of Christ.'-* So
copv of the disine and human personality
new
J Vernon Bartlet: 'A new personality arises from the
union of the will and the higher element dependent on and
akin to the Divine the man lives anew with a fresh type of
moral life— that being dominant which before was subject, and
'St. Paul
thought of
vice versa.'* And A. C. Headlam
:

'

'

:

.

.

:

.

the Spirit as a beneficent Divine personality . . . inspiring our
higher nature, giving us a new personality, a new power, a new
life.' 5
Putting the matter more scientifically, James says:
What is attained is often an altogether new level of spiritual
in which impossible things
vitality, a relatively heroic level,
'

have become possible, and new energies and endurances are
shown. The personality is changed; the man is born anew.'*
So Starbuck teaches us that in adolescence, with its ferment
and unrest, there are indications, when the influences of the
man are not violated, that
Spirit of God which enlightens every
'a personality is forming beneath that has capacity for selfWe thus witness the
direction and independent insight.'
birth of selfhood, the awakening of a self-conscious person'

ality.
(6)

'7
'

finds
Unification.—' Every man," says Percy Gardner,
'
We are each of
himself a human being of mixed tendencies.'**
"selves."'
of
were
'as
it
many
G.
composed
Steven,
us,' says
What we need is 'the unifying of the self or personality,'
which was probably in the mind of the Psalmist, when he
So Frank
name.'S
prayed, 'Unite my heart to fear Thy
The unity of the soul is thus something to be
Granger
God
and
within
itself.'
reached after and found both within
lo
'The soul is not there to begin with, but must be gained.'
a
who
devotes
chapter of his
Accordingly, we find that James,
find rehgion is
great work to 'The Divided Self,' says that to
and defines
only one out of many ways of reaching unity '-,11
or sudden, by which a
regeneration as 'the process, gradual
and
inferior
and
consciously wrong
self, hitherto divided,
unhappy, becomes unified and consciously right superior
hold
firmer
of
its
upon religious
and happy, in consequence
Paul describes his experience of the divided self
realities.' i2
in Ro 7, and Augustine, who in so many ways duplicated
Paul's experience, says, Thou didst gather me again out of my
wherein I was torn piecemeal ; while turning away
'

:

'

'

dissipation,
from Thy unity,

I lost

myself in

many

things."

13

in terms

The

of physiology.
change expressed
—There seems
to be a parallelism between cerebral
(4)

and psychical processes, but modern psychologists
have long abandoned the attempt of David Hartley
and his school to maintain that mental acts can
ever be adequately described, much less explained,
as brain currents or vibrations, or indeed by any
physical terms. While aware of the inadequacy
of physiology, it seems a fascination to some of
our scientific theologians to throw their account of
mental acts and states into physiological terms.
'What happens below the threshold of
E.g., Starbuck says
:

consciousness must, in the nature of the case, evade analysis.
It tends to fill in the chasm in our knowledge, however, to
of the nervous system and its f unctionings." i*
explain it in terms
And again ' If we turn to our crude analogy of nerve cells and
connections ... we may get a definite picture, at whatever
cost of accuracy." 15 Accordingly, we find him describing 'the
which 'cluster about the birth of a new self" as
phenomena'
16
'
In
the organisation of nerve elements about a new centre."
another passage he says that it 'seems entirely accurate" to
of
the
new
had
who
'awakening
experienced
speak of one
powers and activities as 'born of the Spirit,' but he immediIt is as if brain areas which had lain dormant had
ately adds
now suddenly come into activity as if their stored-up energy
had been liberated, and now began to function." 17 Starbuck
insists strongly that conversion is an adolescent phenomenon ;
that the periods of physical and mental maturity are the periods
when the vast majority of conversions occur. In these periods
:

'

'

—

:

1

Pp. 130-134.

hristian Dogmatics, Eng.
3Chr
4

2

HDB

iv.

tr.,

Edinburgh,

Sy.<item, iv. 162.
1S66, p. 3i>3.

218b.

Paul and Christianity, London, 1913, p. 111.
' P. 394 f.
cf. also pp. 116, 125.
VaHetits, p. 241.

5 St.
6
8

9
10
11

13
16

;

1915, p. 163.
Psychology of the Christian Soul, London, 1911, p. 50 f.
The Soul of a Christian, London, 1900, p. 33.
l^ lb.
p. 189.
Varieties, p. 175.
is lb.
i* P. 107.
p. 406.
Confessions, ii. 1.
17
132.
lb.
lb. p. 118.
p.

The Ephesian Gospel, London,

i
the life-forces tend upward toward the higher brain centres,'
to live on the highest
biologically the new birth is coming
2
new
describes
the
birth
James
level of the nervous system.
'
of personal energy has
symbolically thus that a new centre
been subconsciously incubated 3 and Lake attaches so much
self that he considers
a
subliminal
of
the
to
theory
importance
that the really serious controversy of the future will be to
'

'

and

'

'

'

:

'

;

determine whether religion

merely communion of
'

is

man

with

his own subliminal consciousness, which he does not recognize
as his own, but hypostatizes as some one exterior to himself.'*

The

5.

efficient

cause of regeneration.— (1)

—

The^

power of the Spirit. The teaching of the NT
that man needs a drastic inward
is emphatic
change as a condition of salvation (Mt 18'', Jn 3*),
and iu the Acts and Epistles it is everywhere
implied that the primitive Christians had experienced such a change (1 Co 6", Eph 2\ Col V\

It is equally clear that man is unable
1 Jn 2^).
There is need of
to effect this change by himself.
the inworking of a power other and holier than

This power is the Holy Spirit. The NT
teaches that man is to a greater or less degree
controlled by an evil spirit (Ac 5^, 2 Co 4\ 1 P 5^,
1 Jn 3*) ; but over against man in his sin and
weakness there stands a Divine Spirit, endowed
with creative energy and into hearts which are
latent
opened to receive Him He enters, vivifies
of life.
faculties, and supports men in the struggle
Christians in all ages have testified that they were
new
changed. Another will controls their will.
new force controls
light illumines everything.
their emotions, stimulating the higher, repressing
Old things are passed away ; behold,
the lower.
they are become new (2 Co 5^^). God gives the
himself.

;

A

A

'

'

man
Spirit (2 Co P^ 1 Th 48, Gal 3^, Ph V^) ;
The Spirit dwells in
receives the Spirit (Ko S^").
man (1 Co 3'*)—not that there are two entities,
the human spirit andj the divine, existing side
by side ; but that the Divine Spirit energizes,
dynamizes the human spirit, ennobling, dignifyAs A.

Sabatier expresses it,
with the human Me into
which it enters and whose life it becomes. If we may so speak,
it is individualized in the new moral personality which it;

ing, purifying
'

The

Spirit of

it.

God

identifies itself

creates.' 5

to inquire more minutely what
the divine power which the Christian receives,
we find some indefiniteness. There are three
terms which are used in NT interchangeably—
'Christ,' 'the Spirit of Christ, and 'the Holy
The same verbs are used with each, and
Spirit.'
the same functions are ascribed to each (cf. Ro 8*,
2 Co 3", Gal 220 4«, Jn W« 20'-2, 1 P 1"). But does
of
identity of function necessarily imply identity
disperson or agent? That is a question much
cussed. There are not a few scholars who maintain
that the ' Holy Spirit of the Christian dispensation is the spiritual, ascended Christ; e.g., A.
Tholuck® and Reuss' both maintained that the
Holy Spirit in the NT is not a self distinct from
Christ, but is Christ Himself glorified into a spirit,
or the spiritual presence and manifestation of
Christ to His disciples after His departure from
Franz Delitzsch also maintained that all
earth.
communications of the Spirit, since the Ascension,
are effected through the Spirit of the Son of Man.^
G. A. Deissmann says
"The last Adam became
'The living Christ is the Spirit

When we come

is

_

'

:

.

a life-giving Spirit."

'

.

.

9

Other scholars express themselves more cautiously.
E.g., R. C.

Moberly says

:

'The Holy Ghost

Starbuck, p. 208.
3
Varieties, p. 210.
8
8

is,

to us, immedi-

2 lb.
p. 290.
* Earlier

1

Epistles, p. 251

The Religions of Authority, London, 1904, p. 307.
Comm. on Gospel of St. John, Eng. tr., Edinburgh,

f.

1860, p.

336 f.
7

ii.

624 ff., cited by G. B. Stevens, The Johannine Theology,

London, 1894, p. 193.
8 A
System of Biblical Psychology, Eng.

tr.

,

Edinburgh, 1867,

p. 398.

9 Paiilus,
1912, p. 125.

Tubingen, 1911,

p. 85,

Eng.

tr., St.

Paul, London,
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birth (Eph y, Ro 8"», Gal 2«')— faith in its double
meaning of (1) appropriation of a me.ssage and
trust in the person whom it declares and (2) selfsurrender to a power other and purer than we,
which seeks to control our life (see art. Faith
(1) It may be quite true that there
[Christian]).
are ethnic phenomena which resemble conversion,
but Christian regeneration can be efiected only by
contact with Christ on the divine side, dynamically, by the operation of the Spirit of the Godman upon the lieart of man, and on the human
side by hearing of Christ and by trusting and

ately, the Spirit of the Incarnate Christ. ... To us, He is the
first, for us, the Spirit of
Spirit of God through, and as, beinu
'
the Christ,' 1 So E. K. Scott says
Practically, the Spirit is to
Paul the power of Jesus acting on believers';* and B. J.
:

;

Drummond, while maintaining that 'it would not be true to
say that the Spirit is simply the spiritual presence of the
Exalted Christ,' yet, after quoting Christ's words, I will send,'
'I will come,' admits that 'the presence of one is practically
the presence of the other.'*
'

The important matter is to insist that, since the
resurrection and ascension of Christ, there has
Whether we
been a new potency on the earth.
seek to explain the matter metaphysically, in
terms of the Church's Creeds, or, more wisely, are
content to leave it une.xplained, the truth is that
the Spirit, whicii, under the Christian dispensation,
regenerates and sanctifies believers, is endowed
with the properties of the God-man. At Pentecost, and ever since, the Church has been animated
by a new power not the power of the Logos, but

—

Kegeneration is conditioned by
loving Him.
Every true
personal trust in Jesus as Saviour.
Christian can say, For me to live is Christ.' (2)
Self-surrender finds an important place in all
'

'

relaxaIt is compareu to
religious psychology.
tion of etlbrt' on the verge of discovery, when,
after hours or days of research, the solution conies
unexpectedly, perhaps immediately after awaking
from sleep. Many of Star buck's ca-ses confessed
that, after long and weary etibrts to conquer sin

—

a theanthropic power, the power of the glorified
'The Ploly Spirit was not yet, because
ChrLst.
Jesu.s was not yet glorified
(Jn 7^"). The Holy
Spirit of the Christian dispensation has the value
of the ascended Christ, and ha.s become in the
Church a new moral, religious, personal force
'

'
of Him who became in all things
efficiency
unto his brethren that we maj- be ' transformed into his image.' To quote from Dorner

the

'

:

Spirit of God is the iri/ev/xa Xpicrroi).'* As the Spirit of
Christ, He carries in Himself the power to diffuse the divinehuman life. ... In fixed historical continuity, the divinehuman personal unity ... is employed for the purpose of

•The

Through the Holy
propagating the life of the God-man.
Spirit, as the Spirit of Christ, humanity is led baclc to God,
life
and this is the
Christ's
appropriated by
theanthropic
Church.'^
.

.

.

(2)

Human

co-eMcients.

and

faith.

— The

human

co-efficients of
side, are repentance

—

It has been an error on the
(rt) Repentance.
part of some Calvinists to maintain that at the
time of regeneration man is passive or perhaps
even antagonistic. It is very true that no man
can come to Christ except the Father draw him ;
that God always takes the initiative in man's
salvation ; that
we love him because he first
loved us.' But, before the new birth can be efiectuated, there must be a period of unrest and selfdissatisfaction.
It is not the first touch of the
There
Spirit upon a sinful soul that regenerates.
are preparatory dealings of God with the soul.
Christian experience often testifies to convictions,
pleadings, drawings, remorse, and self-accusation,
which may perhaps be compared to birth-pangs
preceding the new birth. There are, it is true,
many cases all down the history of the Church in
which the new birth seems to occur very abruptly
and suddenly, but the modem mind distrusts the
'

'

'

sudden and catastrophic in

all

departments

of

life.

2
3

Atonement and Personality, London, 1901, p. 203.
The Fourth Gospel, p. 329.
The Relation of the Apostolic Teaching to the Teaching of

Christ, Edinburgh, 1900, p. 332.

Ro 89, Gal 46.
James, Varieties,

4 Cf.
6

Starbuck,

p. 173.

5 iv.

p.

236

;

Granger,

p.

160 f.
;
Coe, p. 213

77

—

—

Divines
6. Subsidiary causes.
(1) The word.
The
the instrumental cause.'
often call this
efficacy of the written or spoken word as the
expression of the mind and heart and will of God
When we read that
is often taught in Scripture.
man does not live by bread alone, but [is endowed
with a life M'hich is nourished] by every word that
proceedeth out of the mouth of God' (Dt 8^), when
we read that the word of God is living and powerwords are
ful
(He 4'-), when Jesus says,
spirit and they are life ( Jn 6*^), and when Paul
Jesus' he
that
'in
Christ
reminds the Corinthians
had 'begotten' them 'through the gospel' (1 Co
4"), we cannot escape the conviction that a word
was believed to be endowed with potency.
and, when
Certainly the rabbis held this view
they read in the story of Creation that God said
Let light be,' and light was, they considered that
the very words were a vera causa, operating in the
physical realm, and effectuating that whereunto
they were sent' (Is 55"), as we read in Is 9*,
Jehovah sent a word into Jacob and it alighted
upon Israel,' and as in Zee S'' we read of 'a curse'
that should enter a house and consume its tini1)ers
and its stones.' In a similar manner the causality
of a divine word is taught in the NT, where we
read that we are ' begotten again
through
the word of God '(IP 1^3), that God gave us birth
tiiat
'the
word
of
truth'
the
(Ja l"*),
through
word of the message worketh in those who believe'
(1 Th 2'^), and that the gospel is 'God's 5vvaixi%'
(Ro 1'^).
Evidently the 'word' is conceived as
having the efficacy to regenerate and sanctify
and, when those of us who have listened to the
recital of Christian experience recall how often
the decision for Christ the entrance into joy and
liberty is traced to the ettect of some divine word,
embodied in some hymn or passage of Scripture,
we cannot but feel that there was some ground for
the peculiarly Semitic conception of the potency
'

'

'

'

'

My

'

;

'

;

'

'

'

'

.

Accordingly, the modern method of accounting for
apparently sudden conversions is to assume that
in such cases there is a much richer, inherited
subliminal self than in others, and that the
uplieavals of unrest and remorse have been long
taking place beneath the threshold of consciousness.
Most modern psychologists* very properly
raise a protest against the procedure of some
denominations which seem to recognize the sudden,
remorseful, spasmodic type of con\ersion as the
only genuine one. Tliey do this on the ground
that such experiences are entirely a matter of
temperament and that some constitutions are
incapable of developing spasmodically.
(b) Faith is the second antecedent to the new
1

—

^

place.
'

;

regeneration, on tue

to secure, with the much-coveted suddenness,
a sense of pardon and regeneration, they found
themselves obliged to desist from the wrestling
and struggle, and to yield themselves up into
When the surrender is made,
Christ's hands.
then often the new birth— the emergence from
to
from
darkness
light,
bondage to freedom takes

and

—

like

643

.

.

'

;

—

—

of a word.

—

The psychology of
beliefs.
emphasizes that thouglits are
is enlightenforces, that one phase of regeneration
ment, and that ideas have psychical, if not indeed
(2)

Thoughts or

religion strongly

physical, potency.
1 SUrbuck's Uble xii. on
206 ff.

p.

97;

cf.

James, Varieties, pp. Ill,
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'

Every idea that is relevant to our condition moves us,' says
Steven;! and James dwells on 'the regenerative influence of
optimistic thinking' and on the 'doctrine that thoughts are
forces'; maintaining that 'one gets by one's thinking reinforcements from elsewhere for the realization of one's desires
and the great point in the conduct of life is to get the heavenly
forces on one's side by opening one's mind to their influx.' 2
Undoubtedly thoughts are forces, whether they

Philo often dwells on the necessity of a radical
change before a man can secure the favour of God.
He employs the figure of regeneration in a more
psychical way than the Palestinian Jew.s and contemplates the change as a profound religious

;

experience.

What length of time could ever transform the harlotry of a
soul trained in early and habitual incontinence? No time could
do this, but God alone, to whom all things are possible even
those which among us are impossible.'! 'I have learned to
appreciate my own nothingness (^ovScveiav) and to gaze at the
indescribable summits of thy munificence and then I recognize
myself to be "dust and ashes" or something worse. ... I am
so elementally-changed (ai'eo-Toixeiwjj.ei'os) that I do not even
seem to exist.' 2 Again, How could the soul ever have known
God, if He had not breathed into it and touched it Kara.
Who is it that sows good seed in human souls but
Svvafiivl'S
him who is the Father of existing things, the unbegotten God
who begets all things?' * Our next quotation reminds us of the
once-born man of \V. James, whom Philo calls avToixaS^':.
Every self-taught man is one who does not grow better by
struggle and conflict, but from the outset found Wisdom ready
prepared for him, showered down on him from above.' Of such
'

originate from our own cogitations or from suggestion by others, though persons differ very widely
as to their impressionableness to suggestion.
Hypnosis is just the focusing of suggestion.
may not enlarge on this ; but it enables us to
realize how efficacious it is to centre the thoughts
on God, to have a firm belief in His wrath or His
love, His goodness or His severity, during the
period which elapses between the time Avhen the
soul is quickened by the Divine Spirit and the time
when, more or less suddenly and joyously, the soul
enters into the liberty of the sons of God.

;

We

7. Ethnic and Jewish parallels.— (1) Hindu.—
In ancient India there were three castes of Aryans
—the Brahmans, the Ksatriyas, and the Vaisyas
who were believed to have the spiritual capacity
for being twice-born.'
The second birth was foreshadowed in the sacred ceremony of initiation,
known as upanayana, which took place at various
ages between eight and sixteen, according to caste.

'

'

'

men

Philo says further on
The avro^aSes ycVo! is something
new, surpassmg description and really (ovtios) di\ane, subsisting
not by human conception but by inspired frenzy.' 5 And once
more he says
If a divine thought {ivvoia) enters the Sidvoui
of man, it at once blesses it and heals all its diseases.' 6

—

—

—

The cord was placed over the left shoulder and
under the right arm and worn perpetually. It was
of

no use unless blessed by Brahmans, consecrated

by the recitation of Vedic texts, and sprinkled
with holy water. The ceremony was accompanied
by the ten-times-repeated prayer, Let us meditate on the excellent glory of the Divine Vivifier
After this act of investiture
[i.e. Regenerator].'
the novitiate commenced his study of the Vedas,
and by and by, according to his period of study,
he became qualified to teach and expound the
Vedas, to recite prayers, and to take part in re'

The disciple was
ligious services and sacrifices.
taught to revere his gurtt very profoundly ; indeed,
in the Institutes of Manu it is enjoined
Of the two, the one who gives natural birth and the one who
gives knowledge of the whole Veda, the latter is the more
venerable father, since the second or divine birth ensures life,
not only in this world but hereafter eternally' (ii. 140). 'The
twice-born man who shall have passed the period of his studentship, shall ascend after death to the most exalted of regions and
no more again spring to birth in this lower world (ii. 249).2
:

'

Jewish.

'

— Judaism

at a very early period
applied to its proselytes the ideas of birth and
creation, as we see from Ps 87S 'Behold Philistia
(2)

and Tyre

;

this

'A people that

Jahweh.

one was born there,' and 102^^,
shall be created shall praise

'

Similarlj' in B^reshith Rabhah, xxxix. 14, on Gn 125, r.
If all who come into the world were
Eleazar ben Zimra saj's
met together to create one fly, they could not impart to it life
but he who induces a man to become a proselyte is as if he
created him.' Shir R. i. 3 says
Every one who gathers one
creature under the wings of the Shekinah is as if he created
'
and formed him
vii. 2 reads
The house of my mother
i.e.
R. Barachiah said
Sinai.
Why do they call mount Sinai my
mother? Because there Israelites were made, infants a day
Bdbhd J/''.sl'rt, ii. 11, teaches that a man ought to reverold.'
ence his teacher more than his father ' His father only brought
him into this world. His teacher who taught him wisdom
brings him into the life of the world to come (cf. above, [1]).
Y^bkdmdth, 62a: 'The stranger who is proselytized is like a
child who is newly born, because he must break away from his
former teachers and principles, customs and habits, as well as
from the ties of kinship. It is expected of him that he will lay
aside his vicious habits and comport himself as if be were born
that very day.'*
'

:

:

'

:

'

'

:

;

—

'

:

:

'

'

—

Stoicism had before NT times
(3) Stoicism.
become a religion quite as much as a philosophy,
announcing its ability to free men from the
domination of evil and to bring them into union

with the divine.
It appealed strongly to the
sturdy Roman character and had a deep influence
on the best men in the early Roman Empire. S.
Dill speaks of Seneca as
the earliest and most
powerful
apostle of a great moral revival,' and as
'
one of the few heathen moralists who warm moral
teaching with the emotion of modern religion.'^
Seneca speaks of multitudes stretching out hands
for moral help ; and there is evidence that he himself was seized with a passion to win souls to goodness and truth, and seriously regarded it as his
mission to form or reform human lives. He taught
that *no mind is good without God.'
clearly
" God comes to
men, nay nearer still he comes into men.
Divine seeds are sown in human bodies " 8 and w iU grow
into likeness to their origin if rightly cultivated.' 9 God is within
'

'

!

.

.

2 Varieties,
p. 107.

P. 34.

Initiation (Hindu)

;

good resolves and giving strength in temptation.
is without us, bestowing on us His gifts and chastising us
His wisdom.

us, inspiring

God
in

Many

ism and Hinduism*, London, 1891, ch. xiii.
4 Cf. Wetstein on Jn
3-', 2 Co 517
Schiirer, HJP 11. i. 317
A. Wiinsche, Erlduterung der Evangeli^n atis Talmud und
;

Midrasch, Gottingen, 1878, p. 506.

;

Stoics taught a doctrine of instantaneous

regeneration. Goodness is brought about not by
addition, but by a thorough change. There may
be a progress from folly and wickedness in the
direction of wisdom, but the actual passage from
one to the other must be momentary and instantaneous. It may be a long preparation, but it is
followed by a change (/ttera/SoXjj), sudden and comJust as a drowning man ^^ may be rising for
plete.
some time towards the surface, but his experience
when he emerges into the air is totally different
from that which he passed through while rising,
and must be instantaneous, so the final step in
which a man suddenly finds himself transformed
is different in kind from all the steps that have
gone
before.
Cicero says of himself
I consider myself not merely to be amended but transfigured ; "
and Stoicism claimed many indisputable instances
'

:

'

men who had experienced a thorough and sudden
change of character, as, e.g., Polemon, the dissolute
son of a wealthy Athenian who was thoroughly
changed by listening to a discourse by Xenocrates.'*
In the 6th cent. B.C.
(4) The mystery-religions.
a remarkable wave of religion swept over Greece,
the cause of which was largely personal, being due
of

—

1

2
4

"i

M. Monier-WiUiams, Brahman-

!

.

6
1

3 Cf. art.

'

:

:

'

The boy was brought to his guru (spiritual preceptor), and, after a prayer in ancient Sanskrit, he
was invested with the sacred cord, which consisted
of three slender cotton threads white, to typify
purity and tied in one place by a sacred knot.

'

'

Philo, Works, tr. C. D. Yonge, London, 1854-55, iii. 249.
S
Quis rerum div. hrr. 6.
Leg. alleg. i. 13.
6 De
De Cherub. 13.
Fiiga, 30.

Leg. alleg. iii. 76.
Society from.

Roman

1904, p. 304.
8
Ep. Ixxiii. 15
10

u
12

Cicero, de Fin.

Ep. ad Fam.
Dill, p. 347.

Nero

to

Marcus Aurelius, London,
9

f.

iii.

vi. 1,

Glover, p. 61.

14 (48).

quoted by Mayor,

St.

James^,

p.

197 n.
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men as Pindar, llcsiod,
men who were at once
Orphovis
The period was marked by
poets and prophets.
(1) a more serious appreciation of right and wrong ;
(2) a yearning to know what awaits the righteous
and the wicked after deatli, and a conviction that
the wrongs of this life will be righted hereafter
(3) a deeper sense of the turpitude of sin and its
dehling iiiliuence (4) a growing belief in henotheisni
and (5) a longing for fellowship with God.
All this was accompanied by a disposition to
give to religious beliefs a visual, scenic form and

645
men

are baptized, and they assume that the
and the remission of the

to the influence of such

siiiian

and

effect of this is their regeneration
i
penalties due to their perjuries.'

—

jierliaps

;

;

;

dramatic representation. Foreign rites and ceremonies were appropriated, old rustic symbols and
mystic plays in fact anything that could evoke
intense religious feeling.
Into these weird symbols
men read new meanings, and used them to mediate
a crude sense of communion with the divine
everything appealing quite as much to their highlysensitized organisms as to their psychical or moral

—

—

nature. Men in the distant past were far more
truly children of Nature than we are and they
experienced real pain and joy in the changes of
the seasons, bemoaning the apparent death of
vegetal life and indulging in ecstatic revels at the
return of spring. They were keenly sensitive to
the parabolic siguilicance of Nature. Their life
was en rapport with the life of Nature. Their
soul was believed to be a fragment of the great
World-Soul. The annual renovation of Nature in
springtime fostered two anticipations (1) that, as
Nature puts on her beautiful attire in spring, after
months of ugliness and deformity, so there must be
a possibility, if one could only enter into thorough
unison with the World-Soul, of renovating, cleans'

'

;

:

and beautifying the human soul, of whose
pollution they were so painfully conscious ; (2)
that, as Nature lives again yearly after apparent
death, so it must be possible for the human soul to
undergo some processes which shall render it incorruptible and secure for it a glorious immortality.
During the two centuries before and after Christ
ing,

this

movement spread and deepened immensely,

gradually orientalizing Roman paganism and acclimatizing Phrygian, Egyptian, and Persian
divinities and ceremonies, in every great centre
of the empire.
Everywhere there was found a
deep sense of the pollution of sin and a longing
for immortality ; and in consequence there was a
to submit to any crude, pre-historic
ceremony, resuscitated with new symbolism, in
the frenzied longing to be inwardly changed, to
become a child again, and to be made fit hereafter
to dwell with God.' These ceremonies were the

readiness

mysteries

(iivar-fipia).

(a) The Eleusinian mysteries, as held in Athens,
furnished the grandest artistic display and scenic
ornamentation. The great object of mystic contemplation was an ear of corn. There were ablutions in salt, fumigation with sulphur, and smearing with clay or Avith blood— all done with the
intense desire to cleanse the soul. There were
scenic representations of events in the history of
Demeter and Persephone, on which the mystics
gazed with wild, frenzied stare, in the hope that
the experiences of the risen Persephone might be
reproduced in their soul. Speaking of the lustrations, Tertullian says
:

'The nations ascribe to their idols the same power of imbuing
water with the self-same efficacy as we do. ... At the Eleu1

Consult

artt.

Mysteries (Christian) and (Greek, Phrygian,

etc.); J. J. I. von Dollinger, The Gentile and the Jeiv"^, Eiig. tr.,
London, 1906, i. 131-211 ; Lewis Campbell, Religion in Greek
Literature, do. 1S98, pp. 238-266 ; E. Hatch, Influence of Greek
Ideas and Usages upon the Christian Church (HL), do. 1890,
pp. 283-309; H. A. A. Kennedy, St. Paul and the MysteryReligions, do. 1913, passim ; F. B. Jevons, Introd. to Hist, of

Religion, do. 1896, pp. 358-381 ; A. Harnack,
Chnstianiti/, Eng. tr., do. 1901, i. 274 ff.

Expansion of

(b)

mysteries,

— In

Egijptinn.

this religion Osiris

was

slain

and di.smembered by

Set, and his limbs were conover the world. The limbs were sought
and found by Isis and her son Horus, and were reconstructed, and Osiris received a new life, divine

cealed

all

eternal.
The one ab.sorbing desire of his
worshippers was to become partakers, in a mystical,
spiritual sense, of the new life of Osiris.*

and

In the great Parisian

magic papyrus published by Carl

Wesselj', we read of a mystic who has been allowed access to
the divinity Set, and who is instructed by the mystagogue to
address the divinity thus: 'O mightj' Typhon, sceplre-bearer
and ruler of the upper kingdom. ... I am thy soldier. ... I
fling

myself before thee

.

.

.

me

energize

(fivca/iojo-ov), I

implore

thee.' Having done this, he is bidden to put on white raiment,
1 am united with thee in a sacred form.
and to say to the god
I am energized by thy sacred name.
I have met the effluence
of thy good gifts,' and he ia assured that he ha« obtained a godlike nature {laoBiov i^uo-tw?) which has been effected by the
union with god. Another pra3'a
Come into me, O Hermes,
and in another passage
as children are in the mother's womb
'

:

'

:

'

;

we read: 'Come

into the soul of this child that it may be
fashioned (jvirovaSan) after thy immortal form in thy powerful

imperishable Ii^ht.'3

Lucius Apuleius, who wrote about a.d. 130, humorously
describes his metamorphosis into an ass, from which condition
he was delivered by the priest of Isis, and was initiated at
Cenchre» into the mysteries of Isis. He describes the day of
his initiation as his sacred birthday. He says that on that day
he penetrated to the boundaries of death and trod the threshold
'
of Proserpine.* He compares this to a voluntary death and
his restoration to life to a salvation vouchsafed in answer to
prayer.' He is certain that through the goddess Isis he has
been in a manner born again (' quodam modo renatus') and
placed again on the course of a new salvation.
'

'

The Hermetic literature.

work Poimandres

—Reitzenstein,

in

his

publishes and
copiously edits a strange compilation of eighteen
sacred documents made about A.D. 300 by an
Egyptian priest. The Greek fragments are of
various ages and belong to several religious communities but the type of religion presented is
Among them
generally Hellenized Egyptian.
1904),

(Leipzig,

;

a remarkable dialogue oetween Hermes and
Tat on the subject of regeneration (xaXt^-

is

his son

7e«'ecr/a).

The son reminds his father that he once said that no man can
attain to cru)Ti)p(.'a unless he is bom again and looses himself from
this world of seeming. Tat says that he has done this, and begs
of regeneration.
to be instructed as to the doctrine
{Koyov)
Hermes replies ' It cannot be taught. God causes it to grow
in human hearts. The event is a begetting. God's will begets.
Those begotten are reborn ; they are sons of God.' Tat still
presses his father to reveal more. He seeks to have a descripHe who is born, of what
tion of the new nature, and asks
sort is he? for that which is born will be another and will have
no share in the noetic being which is in me.' The father can
only reply that such knowledge is not taught, but, when God
But the son asks again
wills, He'can cause it to come to mind.
:

'

:

:

Do you mean that I who am by nature descended from my
father am another's son? Explain to me the manner {rpoirov)
of the regeneration.' Hermes can give little light as to the
method ; but the results of the change are remarkable. Form
loses its outline, and magnitude loses its dimensions. The mind
cognizes no longer do the senses perceive. The injunction is
Nullify the perceptions of the body and the birth of Deity will
take place in thee.'*
'

:

;

'

—The

Phrj'gians elaborated their
psychical regeneration from the
the
devotee of Cybele, who bled
myth of Attis,
himself to death under a pine-tree for his imagined
unfaithfulness to his goddess and Avas restored to
(c)

Phrygian.
of

conception

life bj' the Earth-Mother.
life and of sin yearned for

Men weary

of earthly

—

a
death, a burial, a new life. Under the influence,
probably, of Mazdaeism, according to which a
mystic bull is the originator of creation and resurrection, the old custom of devouring the bull, and
thus receiving the strength of the bull into themselves to renew their physical energy, underwent a
^

1

De Bapt.

s

R. Reitzenstein, Die

5.

See

a thorough change

art.

SItsteriks (Egj-ntian).

hellenistischen

ilysterienreligionen,

Leipzig, 1910, p. 31.

The Golden Ass, xi. 21 (Loeb's Classical Library, p. 574 f.)
Kennedy, p. 100 £f. DUl, p. 572 fif.
B Reitzenstein, Poimandres, p. 339 ff.
Kennedy, pp. 107-110.
*

;

;

;
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sublimation of meaning, and was used as a means
of acquiring eternal regeneration of the soul.
They appropriated the blood-bath, in which the
novitiate descended into a grave over which were
boards, and on them a bull was slain. The man
underneath received on his naked person, and into
all the orifices of his body, the warm blood, under
the belief that his sins were thereby cleansed and
his nature regenerated. ^ For some time the fiction
of the new birth was kept up by feeding the mystic
on milk and tending him as a babe (uxrirep avayewib(levov).

— Mithi'aism

(q.v.)

*

striking
'

O

1

which

:

first
is

in

my

First spirit of the spirit
genesis
First water of the water which is in me .

genesis of

me

!

1

!

.

.

please thee to translate me, who am trammelled by the
.
nature which underlies me, to an immortal genesis
that I
may be born again (fieTayevyrjOia) in my mind ; that I may be
initiated and the sacred Spirit may breathe on me. Though I

May

it

.

.

was born a mortal from a mortal mother
having been
sanctified by sacred ceremonies, I am about to gaze with immortal eyes on the immortal ^on.' 2
When all is over, he says to Helios, lord of heaven
.

and earth
'

I

.

.

:

have been born again by thee
am immortalized in this hour.'
I

:

one, out of so

many

myriads,

NT

common to
and the mysteries.
late years, and especially the
of
have
disclosed
that many
discovery
papyri,
words are also found in the vocabutechnical
times the mysteries
lary of the mysteries. In

—TheMetaphors
researches of
8.

NT

NT

were very popular, not only the national ones,
but also those of a more private character, held
and almost every
in halls or private houses
respectable man was a member in one or other of
these mysteries.* The ceremonies were kept secret,
but the results claimed to be effectuated thereby
and Paul could not live in an
were no secret
intellectual centre like Tarsus without becoming
familiar with the technical phrases of the mysteryAnd, though we admit that Paul was
religions.
antipathetic to them, and though it be true, as
A. Jacoby maintains,* that the keenest struggle of
Christianity was with the mystery-religions, yet
we need not be surprised that Paul should borrow
for he often derives
metaphors from them
metaphors from the athletic games against which
Christians showed vehement opposition in later
years. Early Christianity did not invent a religious
vocabulary almost all its terms wei'e in vogue at
;

;

;

;

The professed aim of the mysteries was
secure union with God and eternal life.
Regeneration is the central theme in the Mithra
liturgy, in the Isis ceremonies described by Apuleius, and in the conversation between Hermes and
Hence many of the pagans who listened to
Tat.
Paul and Silas were members of mystic brotherwhen this new group of travelling
hoods and,
preachers from the East proclaimed the promise
of ffMTTipia and the assurance of life eternal, their
message was bound to appeal to such an audience." ^
The early Christians used familiar ternis and
metapliors, but infused a vastly higher meaning
into them.
i)roceed now briefly to show how
the metaphors of the NT concerning regeneration
are found, though not with the same significance,
the time.

awTT]pia, to

'

;

We

1 Cf. art. Mysteries
(Greek, Phrygian, etc.); F. Curaont, Die
orienlalischen Reliijionen, Leipzig, 1910, p. 82.
2 A.
Dieterich, Eine Mithrasliturgie, Leipzig, 1903, p. 3 ff.

3

Kennedy, p. 79.
Die antiken Mysterienreligionen und das Christentum,
Tubingen, 1910, p. 60.
8
Kennedy, p. 79.
4

—

;

*

'

;

;

employed, and
probably initiated, the bath of blood, and on many
tombstones, even of Roman patricians, there are
found the words in seternum renatus,' indicating
that they believed themselves regenerated by the
Albrecht Dieterich has
Mithraic ceremony.
published a papyrus which he believes to be a
of
Mithraisra.
Its
liturgy
opening prayer is very
[d) 3fithraism.

the mysteries (the sections are the same as in
3 above).
A. 'The seed is the word' (Lk 8" cf. 1 P l^,
Ja p8). In the Hermetic literature it is taught
that regeneration is the end and aim of all revelaWhile Tat, in silent devotion, sits listening
tion.'
to the instruction of his father Hermes concerning
the divine potencies, these potencies manifestly
'
^
and it is
enter into him and form his new I
taught that the reader of the book recording the
conversation between Hermes and Tat might also
but a
be regenerated, under the grace of God
translation of the book would not have the same
ettect.^
Tat asks his father of what sort of mother
he was regenerated, or of what sort of seed, and
receives the answer * The will of God is the sower,
and the seed is the true Good.' *
B. Impartation of life. As we have seen, there
Avas a deep longing for immortality in the period
from 600 B.C. onwards, and the popularity of the
mysteries was chiefly due to the fact that they
claimed to confer life and joy hereafter. The gods
worshipped in the mysteries were those who, like
and,
Osiris, Attis, and Kore, died and lived again
while gazing at vivid spectacular displays of their
sufierings, death, and rebirth, accompanied by
mournful addresses, listened to with sobbings and
wailings and self-mutilations, the /Auorai strove
frantically to become partakei's in the sufierings
and death of the gods, that they might become
partakers in their glorious life. In the mysteries
of Attis, when the worshippers have almost spent
themselves in sympathetic grief over the sad death
of Attis, the priest chants in low tones
Be of good cheer, O mystics, since the god has been rescued
in

§

:

—

;

:

'

from death, there

is a-urripCa

for

you from your

Similarly it is said of one
cally united to Osiris

toils.'

who has become

mysti-

:

'

As truly as

Osiris lives, shall
not dead, shall he not die.'*

he

live.

As truly

as Osiris

is

C New birth. — It

is extremely probable that the
words 7raXi77ej/e(T/a and dvayevv-rja-is, to describe the
change which the /xija-Tai claimed to have undergone,

are pre-Christian. It was believed that the lustrations and the sympathetic dramas causally produced this state of regeneration. Of course, Ave

need scarcely remark that the TraXiyyeveala was
In the
vastly difterent from that of the NT.
mysteries the phenomena -were hyperphysical, due
to sensuous excitement, akin to that of the faqir
In the NT the
in India, or the prophets of Baal.
In
change was supremely ethical (1 Co 6^'").

some cases, it may be, the result of the mysteries
was morally elevating, but that was not their
primary intent. They were designed to evoke a
sensuous religiousness to appeal to the feelings
and to foster the condition in which men and

—

women

of neurotic

dream dreams.

temperament see

visions

and

They encouraged manticism

as

distinct from prophecy.
The church at Corinth
was in danger of reverting to a 'mystery.' It
is doubtful whether those who claime<l avayiwricni
through Attis and Isis lived on a much higher
moral level than their neighbours.
D. A new man or a new creature. There is every-

—

where

in the mysteries the notion tliat the soul, as
a highly attenuated material entity, undergoes
some change. This is emphasized when, as in the

Mithra liturgy, the word ixerayevvaffdai is used
find coninstead of the other synonyms.
stantly the idea of union {<Tvvov<yLa) of the divine
and
transthe
Avith
human, cleansing, ennobling,

We

Attis, Adonis were men.
they rose as gods. If men
unite themselves Avith them, 'receive them,' 'put

figuring

it.

They died
1

Osiris,

as

men

;

Reitzenstein, Poimandres, p. 217.
Reitzenstein, Hellenist. Mysterienreligionen, p. 36.
Reitzenstein, Poimandres, p. 339.
4
Cumont, pp. 71 f., 261 ; Kennedy, p. 99.
"
3

REGENERATION
them on,' tliey are thereby deified. They become
sons of CJod.'^ Yet in one place we have a sort
of Nestorian conception
ffwd(p(ia rather than
when Tat asks whether the inborn son
avyKpaffis
of God is himself or another, and prays for Hermes
to corae into him as children are in the mother's

—

—

'

womb.*'

—

E. A change of clothing.
Here we meet with the
conception that the soul cannot be changed while
in the body.
It must hrst be
out of the body.'
The soul wanders through the heavens, and receives
a new /j-opcprj before it returns. The soul of one
who is admitted to the mysteries of Isis travels
through the twelve houses of the zodiac and in
each puts on a ditierent garment twelve difl'erent
He returns to earth wearing an
transmigrations.
Olympian garment, stands before the assembled
and
is
revered
as a god.' So in the cult
mystics,
of Mithra the soul of the mystic is born again by
means of wandering through the heavens. Arrived
there, he calls out for his own heavenly body,
which God has formed for him in the world of

believed to have a magical effect on the soul. The
burial and besmearing with
or mud, followed
clay
by restoration to life, were held to produce in the
votary a p.sychical death, burial, and new birth.
The new birtii produced a sense of union with God,
compared with marriage to tlie god or having him
as a guest in the soul. All was in the realm of
feeling, and left the moral nature of most men

untouched.

between
Connexion
regeneration
The subject of Paul's teaciiing as

'

—

light,

and wears

aside

when he

it for a time
but he must lay it
returns to earth, and put on the
garment of his earthly body.*
;

A passage from death to life.

F.

—Development

is

quite a modern conception. It was simpler to the
ancients to conceive of transition, as death
followed by life. Even yet we can speak of the
death of the old year and the birth of the new.
The great change to which the initiates to the
mysteries laid claim was often represented as a
death, followed by a changed life. When the
initiation was being celebrated, it was usual for
the fivffrai to simulate death, from which they were
aroused by the call of the ;tti/crTa7w7<5s. Apuleius,
I went to the
describing his own initiation, says
confines of death.
I trod the threshold of Proser'

:

Among some

savage tribes youths were
beaten till they were unconscious, that they
enter
on
a
new life and for a time they
might
were expected to behave as babes."
G. Burial and resurrection.— 'i:\\\s, of course, is
a very similar metaphor. Burial was designed to
In the cult of
emjihasize the reality of the death.
Attis a pine-tree was felled, and the trunk adorned
with garlands and solemnly buried. The mystics
wailed for Attis, who had died again in his sacred
tree
they gashed themselves and sprinkled their
blood on the altar. Next night they assembled in
the temple, simulating death, and a light and the
resurrected pine-tree were brought in, while the
priest moved round among the prostrate fxiia-rai,
informing them that the god had been rescued
from death, and besmearing their throats with oil
that they might sing the praises of the risen god.^
Dieterich, speaking of the customs of some uncivilized peoples, says
pine.'

;

;

:

'

The adepts are besmeared with chalk or mud then suddenly
cleansed and assume a new name. They are buried and then
fetched up out of the grave. They are beaten almost to death
;

and then brought back to life.'T
Proclus (fl. A.D. 450), in his

work on the Theology

of Plato, iv. 9, says
What is most wonderful
:

'

of all is that the priests command
the body to be buried, except the head, in the most sacred of
all the ceremonies.' 8

mysteries all the effects
follow magically rather than
The ceremony produced the results
ethically.
irrespective of the ethical condition of the novitiate. Physical contact with the water
regenerated
the soul. The Avords uttered by the
priest were
to

1

Reitzenstein, Hellenist, itysterienreligionen, p. 7.
Reitzenstein, Poimandres, p. 230.
Reitzenstein, Uellenist. Mysterienreligionen, p. 26.
•»
8
lb. p. 32.
Dieterich, p. 158 f.
Kennedy, p. 91 Frazer, GB^, pt. iv., Adonis, Attis, Osiris,
London, 191i, i. 267-274.
-

3

;

' P- 158.

9.

baptism.

—

and
to the

significance of baptism has been a burning question during the past decade.
The disputants fall
into three classes
(1) Those who believe that baptism (which in
this case is restricted to believers) is nothing more
than (a) a symbol of a spiritual union which
already exists between Ciirist and the believer ;
(/3) a declaration of allegiance to Jesus as Master
and Lord ; (7) a public avowal of faith in God the
:

Father, Jesus Christ the Redeemer, and the Holy
Spirit the Sanctifier.'
(2) (a) Those who hold the sacramentarian view
that baptism remits all sin, original and actual
that it bestows regenerating grace and endows the
soul with the germs of the Christian virtues (for
;

this

view see art. BAPTISM, vol. ii. pp. 390-400).
There are some modern scholars who, trained
modem exegetical methods, claim,

{b)

in the rigour of
in the light chiefly

of recent research in the
mystery-religions, that in his doctrine of baptism
the apostle Paul was inconsistent with himself and
with the rest of the NT; that he was indeed a
sacramentalist ; and that, while demolishing with
one hand the efficacy of Jewish rites and ceremonies, he was with the other building up a doctrine
of the mechanical efficacy of baptism, which was

quite incongruous with his ordinary teaching.
'The latest exegetical phase,' says

F. Rendtorff, 'is this, that

with a frame of mind thoroughly disinclined to sacramental
conceptions, so many feel themselves historically bound to
ascribe such views to Paul. Such men as Gunkel, Heitmuller,
and H. J. Holtzmann maintain that Paul held such views
and that he derived them not from the OT nor from
Jesus Christ, but from the trend of thought in ethnic religions
current in his time.'* -E.g., W. Heitmuller says
Baptism, in
Paul, is throughout a sacramental act, which works not ex opere
Its operaoperantis, hut ex opere operato, in the Catholic sense.
tion is not conditioned by the faith of the recipient or the
administrator. Of course, faith is pre-supposed in the candidate. Only those who believed soui;ht baptism, and j et, notwithstanding the mode of the operation baptism is not thought
of in an ethico-psychological manner, but in a purely sacramental manner." 3 H. Gunkel has laboured at the Osiris cult,
and he expresses himself thus
In baptism (so Paul teaches)
the believer is joined to Christ. Baptism is the s>inbol of
dying and being buried. He who allows himself to be baptized
into Christ experiences thereby the death of Christ.
He comes
out of the water, as one who has died, but been roused to a new
life.
He has put on Christ that which happened to Christ on
the cross completes itself again in the case of individuals.'^
Percy Gardner writes in the same strain 'St. Paul's view of
baptism is distinctive. He speaks of burial with Christ in baptism, and of being baptized into the death of Christ, and of rising
with him from the dead. ... In his own way, he transforms
the rite of baptism, not into a thaumaturgic process, but into a
spiritual experience of a mystic intensity. To him baptism does
not merelj' mean repentance for sin, and attempt at a purified
life
it was burial with Christ and rising again with him
it
was incorporation into the earthly [? heavenly) bodj- of Christ,
and becoming a new creature. There can be little doubt that
in this matter, as in others, Paul innovates by grafting upon a
Jewish rite a deeper meaning, of which the germs lay in the
Pagan Mysteries.'S So Kirsopp Lake, after quoting Ro 63 and
Gal 327, says
Baptism is here clearly indicated as effecting
the union with Christ.
Baptism is, for St. Paul and his
readers, universally and unquestioningly accepted as a
"mystery" or sacrament which works ex opere operato; and
'

:

'

:

:

:

;

;

'

It is certain that in the

were believed
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8

Quoted

in Dieterich, p. 163.

:

.

.

.

This is the view usually held by Baptists and is represented
H. Strong's Systematic Theology, 3 vols., Philadelphia,
1907-09; T. Armitage, A Hist, of the Baptists^, New York,
1890, passim and T. G. Rooke, Doctrine and Hist. 0/ Christian
1

in A.

;

Baptism, London, 1894, ch. ii. etc.
- Die
Taufe im Urchristentum, Leipzig, 1905,
3 lb.
p. 16
*

p. 15.

f.

Zum religionsgeschichtUche

Ver stand nisdes NT, Gottingen,

1903, p. 83.
5

Exploratio Evangelica, London, 1S99, p. 447.
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from the unhesitating manner in which St. Paul uses this fact
as a basis for argument, aa if it were a point on which Christian opinion did not vary, it would seem as though this sacramental teaching is central in the primitive Christianit}' to which
the Roman Empire began to be converted.' i

had some
(3) It can hardly be doubted that Paul
acquaintance with the mystery-religions, and that
he intentionally used metaphors there in use ; but
there are many scholars, equally eminent with
those named above, who cannot believe that
the Apostle could be so illogical as to embitter his
life for years by denying the efficacy of Jewish
rites and ceremonies to secure salvation, and at the
same time set up an external ordinance like baptism as having the efficacy to regenerate the souls
of men.
It is not correct to say that Paul
Deissmann, e.g., says
considered baptism to mediate our access to Christ. There are
passages, as Gal 3'^^, which, read aloof from their context,
might be thus interpreted, but it is more correct to say that
baptism is not the restoration to fellowship, but the sealing of
our fellowship with Christ. With Paul himself it was not
baptism which was the deciding-point, but the Christophany at
Damascus. lie was sent not to baptize, but to preach the
2
Rendtorflt" maintains that 'the ground presupposiGospel.'
tion of all that Paul says on baptismal experiences is faith.
Not that Paul always mentions faith, as the causa medians, but
he does so frequently in express words, as in Gal 326f., Ro 6*.
The whole baptismal experience of Ro 6 culminates in the
eminently ethical thought : "that we may walk in newness of
This cannot refer to a natural physical-hyperphysical
life."
new creation, analogous perhaps to the Mithra magical liturgy
with its aTraeai/aTtCTM-os. It can only imply the restoration of a
new religious-ethical life.' Quoting Col 2i'*, he insists that the
eflBcacy of the baptism rests on and consists in the forgiveness
of sins.' 3 Clemen steadily opposes the attribution of sacramentarian views to the Apostle. He admits that the implications of 1 Co 1529 are magical, but denies that the text represents Paul's own views. As to Ro 6 and Col 2", he contends
that the operation of baptism is based on the significance of the
death of Christ. There is with the Apostle no refei-ence to a
sacrament.
Certainly with him, union with the Lord, the
receiving of the Holy Spirit, the renewal of life and the blotThis
ting out of sin are realities of religious experience. . .
conversion comes to expression in baptism which is a symbol
not only of what is to happen but also of what has happened
4
There is much force also in the argument of J. C.
already.'
Lambert when he maintains that from Ro 322-6I the Apostle
asserts and reasserts his fundamental doctrine of justification
for the first
by faith, then in 62-9 he abruptly introduces baptism,
'
and only time in the Epistle, and consequently it seems impossible, on the ground of this single reference to baptism in the
course of his longest and mostdoctrinal Epistle, to set aside his
cardinal thought that in the principle of faith itself there lies
The precise
the whole potency of salvation.' * Later he says
point which he wished to enforce was the intimacy of the
about
between
the
believer
and the
faith
union which
brings
'
But a
Lord.' Baptism suggests a being buried with Christ.
is
a
:
it
certification
and
seala
death
burial is not
only
public
ing of death. And, in like manner, baptism is not a dying
a
of
that
death
in
Him
rather
and
with
but
with Christ,
sealing
'

:

'

'

.

(Buddhist)

Paul was exhorted to 'be baptized
life.'
and wash away his sins.' Christ 'cleansed' the
Church by the laver of water by means of the
word' (Eph 5^®).
Clearly the early Christians
were taught to expect that in their baptism they
would receive some influx of spiritual power some
Lambert expresses it as
rich spiritual blessing.
'a marked accession of spiritual life and power.' ^
ness of

'

—

'

Kennedy speaks of a wonderful spiritual quickena new enhancing of the power and grasp of
faith.' 2
(3) They draw a very proper and vital
distinction between cause and occasion.' They

ing

;

'

'

'

—

do not believe that the literal act of baptism
contact with the water, or the utterance of the
in any sense causes these spiritual
formula
but they do believe that Paul taught
blessings
that it was a divine appointment that those who
obeyed their Lord by making a public confession
of Him in baptism should receive therein a rich

—
;

spiritual reward.

Baptism as such is
E.g., Clemen, speaking on Gal 327, gays
not the cause of the " putting on Christ" ... for S^Ssays, "Ye
"
are all sons of God through faith
accordingly baptism can only
be the occasion on which one confesses his sins, not a sacrament 3 and Lambert is equally explicit 'it was not v^rith the
baptismal water that men were sealed, but with the Holy Spirit
of promise.
Baptism was the occasion of the sealing, rather
Even this sealing of the Spirit is not
than the sealing itself.
a creative but a declarative act." *
'

:

:

'

:

;

.

.

.

Baptism was not the cause of spiritual gifts, but
the occasion of their bestowal. Baptism does not

wash away sin, but NT believers Avere
taught to expect a consciousness of pardon and a
full sense of sin forgiven in connexion with their
baptism. Nor does baptism regenerate in a causal
sense, but NT baptism was normally the occasion
of the bestowal of the gifts of the Holy Spirit so
much so that Paul was astonished that it was
possible for any disciples who had been baptized
not to have received them (Ac 19^). Regarding
Jesus as their great Exemplar and His baptism as
the type of, and authority for, Christian baptism, it
was natural that they should expect somewhat
similar spiritual blessings to be conferred on them
to those which were conferred on Him.
literally

—

Literature.

—This

has been sufficiently Indicated hy the

numerous quotations throughout the

article.

Him which
view

is

[1912],

immediately brought about by faith.' « The same
ably defended by H. A. A. Kennedy, in Exp viii. iv.

and

is

in his

work on

St.

Paul and

the Mystery-Religions,

ch. vi.

It remains now to examine what sort of constructive criticism the last-named scholars have to
offer, having disposed of the other two views, for,
of course, in repudiating sacramentarianism, they
are equally pronounced in their conviction that
the statements in Paul's Epistles as to baptism,
such as Gal 3^, Tit 3^, imply more than that
baptism is merely a symbol of spiritual facts.
(1) It clears the air considerably that they all

agree that all the persons whose baptism is
recorded in the NT had avowed repentance and
faith in Jesus as Christ and Lord before they were
baptized.' (2) They agree that a candid exegesis
of the passages in which Paul speaks of baptism
obliges us to admit that he believed that in
baptism something happens.' The believer puts
on Christ ; he dies to sin,' he is raised to new'

'

'

*

*

Marshall.
Transmigration,

J. T.

'

:

REINCARNATION.— See
Soul.

—

RELATIONS (Buddhist). Buddhist philosophy has from the outset resolved all things,'
all 'states' of matter and mind, into a flux of
'happenings.' That which happens is a series in
the flux of transient, even momentary, complexes
of elemental factors, determined and determining,
according to the fivefold law of cosmic order
And these complex happenings are
(niyama).
determined and determining, both as to their constituent factors and also as to other happenings, in
a variety of ways that we should express by the
Tiie Buddhist term is paccaya
term relations.
(Skr. pratyaya).
Etymologically the word is
nearly parallel to 'relation' (paccaya=pati = 're,^
and ay, causative of i, to go or come,' in place of
A greater discrepancy, however,
latus, 'borne').
lies in the causal emjihasis of the Pjili term, which
The commentators emis lacking in our word.
paccaya means because-of-that itphasize this
'

'

'

'

'

:

makes-to-come.' The prelix {pati) is here given
the added force of paticca.^ It is true that one of
the most recent discussions of the notion of cause*
expresses the general scheme of a causal law in
terms of relations. But this is only one among
'

'

1

Earlier Epistles, p. 885.

2

Paulus,

1

Religionsyeschichtliche

p. 89,

Eng.

tr.

p. 130

3

f.

Erklarung dea NT,

Pp. 32, 36.
Giessen, 1909,

Eng. tr.. Primitive Christianity and its non-Jewish
Sources, Edinburgh, 1912, p. 223.
5 The Sacraments in the
NT, Edinburgh, 1903, p. 169.
p. 173,

6 lb.
p. 173.
">

Rendtorff, p. 32

;

Lambert,

p.

193

;

Kennedy,

p. 249.

1

2 p. 249.
* P. 176.

Pp. 152, 168.

3 Primitive
Christianity, p. 217.
8 Cf. art.
Paticca-Samuppada, and

plana.
G In Bertrand Russell,
London, 1914, p. 216 «f.

Commentary on

Our Knoivledge

the Pat-

of the External World,

RELATIONS
the inevitable,

if

modem European

unconscious, approximations of
philosophiea of cbanj^e' to

Buddhist ideas.
Another cliaracteristically Buddhist delinition

Thus

in general.

all

things
things (i.e. events)
(except the philosophic Nibbana) have {a) the
three marks of impermanence,
sufferto
liability
{b) the threefold mark of
ing, and soullessness
the coTiditioned
genesis or birth, cessation or
decay and death, and a relatively static point or
interval between
and lastly, {c) the marks of
causation, viz. relations, or correlation.
The third group of marks was developed under
24 heads in the last of the analytical works in
the Abhidhamma Pilnka of the canon, called the
Patthdna, also 'the Great Book.'^ Tliey are the
most one may say the only distinctively constructive contribution to Buddhist philosopliy in
those six analytical books.
The 24 heads are
developed at great length in application to the
material and mental facts of experience.
The
commentary, ascribed to Buddhaghosa, adds some
useful explanatory matter, especially in its insistence on the necessity of regarding the correlation,
or paccayata, in every one of the 24 modes as an
;

:

;

—

—

'

*

assisting agency [upakdraka)
Where one d/iamina^ by its arising or persisting
to another dhamma, that first-named
to the last-named.'

is tlie

dhamma

a helper
(causally) relating
is

It is impossible to say how soon after the closing
of the canon, how long before Buddhaghosa's date,
this aspect was evolved.
But it is of the greatest
importance to an understanding of the Buddhist
philo-sophy of change, and it has remained a keynote in that tradition to the present day. Thus

Ledi expands

it

as follows

:

'
Just as an heir normally inherits the property of his deceased
parent, so does a succeeding unit of consciousness inherit all the
energj-, the functions, the impressions of the expired unit.' 3

The same

believed with regard to material units.
And the legacy itself came, in later works, to be
spoken of as a force, wot, influence of t\iQ paccaya,
or causally relating teim, viz. the paccaya-satti.*

Thus

is

:

'

In the exposition of the Pa^.^'hana relations there are three
main features to be carefully noted, i.e.
(i.) the relating thing (paecayadhamma),
(ii.) the related thing (paccayuppannadhamma),
(iii.) the distinctive function (or influence) of the relation
{jpaccaya-satti-viiesay^
:

The 24 paccayas, under the title Paccayasan^faAa (' Compendium or Category of Relations,
or Causation'), occupy the eighth part of the
standard
Abhidhammatthamanual, entitled
This work (in which -satti does not
sangahci.
dates
from
the
occur)
9th, 10th, or 11th cent. A.D.,
and is translated in The, Compendium of Philosophy.
Tiie author, Anuruddha of Ceylon, begins his
exposition thus
Now let me tell e'en as is fit how such
:

'

And such

a state of things" related stands
To other states conditioned like itself,'

and proceeds
'

—

In the category of relations we have two schemata
the law
happening by way of cause'' and the system of correlation.' 8
in
due
course
to
the
he
-writes
Coming
second,
The system comprises the following relations
:

of

:

'

:

1

condition
object

(3^
(4)

contiguity

(5)

immediate contiguity

dominance

Pat(h(ina means

form

a)

co-existence
reciprocity

(8)

dependence

(6)

(9) sufficing

'

(10)

predominant cause

'

:

hence a

Dhamma.

8

Patthdna-nayo.

7

(n)jhdna

(24) continuance.'

heta, one of several synonyms for causal
antecedent, or condition, in general ; it ia teelmically reserved for the six moral 'roots' (7?iw/a) of
(1) is

personal character
appetite, enmity, ignorance
or dullness, and their opposites, disinterestedness,
amity, intelligence. (2) is object of consciousness,
viz. live oljjects of the five senses, and one of
intellect, namely, impressions and ideas. (3) refers
to an overruling factor in con-sciousness at any
given moment intention, energy, volitional apOf (4), (5),
perception, intellectual investigation.
the latter applies to a sequence in time so apparently indivisible as that of mental states or
moments. By (6) 'co-nascence,' or simultaneous
and co-inhering genesis, is meant. In (7) both
terms of the relation are mutually relating and
:

:

related.
(9) dittera from (8) only as indicating a
cause or group of conditions eti'ective enough to
(12) =
bring about immediately a given result.
repetition so as to form a habit.^ (13), karma, is
the relation between an act of will and its result.

maturity; causally cona relation of etlortlessness.^ (15) im(16) refers to
plies mental or material nutriment.
the influence of psycho-phy.sical, mental, and moral

ceived, it

is

faculties or controlling powers.
(17) is concentrated energy physical and mental. (18) is thought
or conduct under the aspect of a shaped course of
(22), positively reprocedure towards an end.
garded, implies
opportunity for a successor to
'

3

So for (23).
In comparing these groups with corresponding
lists in European philosophy, we notice coincidences and discrepancies. The familiar relation
of resemblance is wanting, and one of its modes
arise.'

'

'

:

As explanation it may be
equality, inequality.'
suggested that (a) the Buddhist list claims to give
not all, but only the most important, relations ; '
(b) resemblance is not so much an objectively valid
relation as an impression of a dual or plural object
on a subject, hence it is a species of (2) ; (c) resemblance, even if objectivelj' valid, is not a causal
relation, an 'assisting agency,' as is every paccaya.
Ail this holds good as to equality.'
Two other relations 'subject-attribute,' 'conindicate a standpoint that is
tainer-content'*
opposed to orthodox Buddhist philosophy, viz. the
It may be said
of a substance or agent.
positing
in rejoinder that the second class of relations
'object' involves a subject. This is true for our
philosophic tradition and idiom, but not for those
of Buddhism.
Arammana (object) involves no
correlate of metaphysical import, such as we are
*

'

'

—

—

—

—

entangled with, in 'subject.' The ever-changing
'object' is regarded as the thing-which-relates
the ever-changing mental aggiegates
(paccaya)
are the thing-related (paccayuppanna).^ The only
constant factor is the concept of the specific relation.^

—

Ltteratctrb. The Tika-paUhdna and Commentary on the
Patthdna will shortly be published by the Pali Text Society
The Compendium of Philosophy, tr. "and ed. S. Z. Aung and
C. A. F. Rhvs Davids, PTS, London, 1910; Ledi Mahathera,
'On the Philosophy of Relations,' JPTS, 1915-16, pp. 21-53,
Paccayadlpani, Rangoon C. A. F. Rhys Davids, Buddhist
Psychology. London, 1914, p. 194 f.
C. A. F. Ehvs Davids.
;

specific

'

6

f

,

;

condition

antecedence

of paccai/a.
State, thing, presentation, phenomenon.
3
JPTS, 1915-lG, p. 37.
4 S. Z.
Aung, Compendium of Philosophy, p. 42.
5 From a letter
b>- Dr. Ledi to the writer.

presence
absence
-(abeyance
I

support

(10) control

;

:

(1)
(2)

(I.''.)

(14) is literally ripeness,

:

'

(IS) means, way
(19) association
(20) dissociation

(U) coiisei|ueni%'
(12) habitual recurrence
(13) action
(14) result

'

of relations, beside that given above, is to assign
them a place among the marks or characters of

649

(Buddhist)

Paticca-samuppada-nayo.

1

2
4
5

Cf.

Points of Controversy, pp. 294, 302.

3 Ledi, Paccayadlpani.
Com. on Patfhana.
J. S. Mill's System of Logic, bk. iiL ch. xxiv.

Cf

.

JPTS,

1915-16, p. 26.

6H. Bergson, Creative Evolution, Eng.
p. 155
7

tr.,

London,

1912,

f.

Aung, Compendium,

p. 2.

8

JPTS,

1915-16, p. 25.
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(Primitive

RELICS

(Primitive and Western).— In the art.
(vol. iii. p. 197 f.) it has been shown
that by eating the dead or part of them the eater
acquires their souls or their qualities, and thus
obtains power over the soul or is united to it. It
is not necessary to eat the whole man ; to eat part
is enough, because of the principle involved in
sympathetic magic that the whole is contained in
the part, or that the influence working in the
whole works also in the part, although separate
from it. On analogous grounds the dead man's
soul or his powers or qualities may work from his
body or from any fragment of it, from his clothes,
or from any object or part of any object Avith
which he has once been in contact. Any one who
wears or carries these, who touches them, who
prays to them, or who uses them in a variety of
other ways, benefits by his action. The soul or
power of the dead man is so far subject to him, or
at all events aids him in varying ways. This is
the explanation of the use and cult of relics, which
of course are valued in proportion to the extent of
the power, strength, miraculous gifts, or saintliness of the person to whom they originally belonged,
as well as of the love or respect in which he was
The supernatural virtues of relics, originatheld.
ing in such beliefs as have been referred to, may

Cannibalism

and "Western)

Reference may here be made to the so-called hand
of glory' used to produce sleep or inanition. ^
Other parts besides the hand were also used e.g.,
the skull to make one invisible like the ghost who
'

—

owned

it

(Blackfoot Indians).'^

Another instance

found in the use of the pointing-stick or bone
among *Australian tribes to cause death. The
bone is sung and curses are pronounced while it

is

'

pointed in the direction of the victim. The most
powerful form is made out of the femur or fibula
of a dead man among the Gnanji and other tribes
in the Gulf region.
These tribes also attach the
radius of a dead man to a spear when setting out
to avenge his death. The spear cannot fail then
to go straight and slay the murderer.^ Analogous
to this is the use in the Melanesian area of arrows
tipped with human bone. These are much dreaded.
After incantations are said over them, they acquire
mana, or the ghost works through them. The
danger of these arrows is proportionate to the
power of the dead man whose bones are used.*
is

The

practice of head-hunting and scalp-takwhich undoubtedly the purpose was to gain
power over the ghost (the head being a seat of the
(c)

ing, in

soul

*), illustrates these various uses of relics of the
dead, and shows that the relics are vehicles of
spirit-power, things through which the ghost still
acts.
Another illustration of the connexion of

be ti'aced through a series of examples in all
and in all degrees of civilization, beginning spirit and relic is found in a group of folk-tales in
M'hich a man, having stolen a skull from a churchwith the lowest savages.
I. Relics in savage life.
(a) Just as enemies
yard, is haunted by the ghost until he returns it.®
are eaten to obtain their qualities, so their kidney
(d) The custom of the widow carrying her
or caul fat, as a special seat of life, is abstracted husband's skull as a relic or amulet, and the wideand used as a lubricant for the body a common spread practice of preserving heads of relatives or
custom among Australian tribes. ^
Similarly, ancestors for cult or magical purposes have been
described in the art. Head (5 [/], (j^]) cf. also
relics of a dead enemy are sometimes worn for
In E. Africa, if enemies can unearth Death and Disposal of the Dead (Introductory),
protection.
the body of a dead warrior, parts of it are used XXI. 5 ; Charms and Amulets (Mexican and
as charms
eyebrows, nose, little finger or toe, Mayan), (1). The whole body is sometimes prepudenda, etc. These are reduced to ashes, and, served as a relic. Herodotus relates this of the
when not used in tatuing or mixed with food, they Ichthyophagi (Macrobioi), who offered sacrifices
are sewn up in a bag and worn round the neck.^ to the body for a year, afterwards removing it to
Among W, African tribes also parts of an enemy's another place.' So with the Kurnai the mummibody or sometimes of an ancestor are used in fied corpse is carried about by the family, and
making a fetish part of the brain to give wisdom, later placed in a hollow tree.* Among some W.
A spirit African tribes all the bones of father or mother
of the heart courage, the eye influence.
are dried and kept in a wooden chest, for which a
is supposed to be lured by these to reside in the
small house is provided, and to which son or
fetish.* The Tenimberese wear the vertebrae of
an enemy round the neck as a charm in war-time.* daughter goes to hold communion with the spirit.*
Men of Mowat, New Guinea, after slaying a great For other instances of preservation of the corpse
warrior, wear his penis in order to increase their in the family dwelling, with accompanying rites,
iv. 418* (Australia), 423*(Tahiti, Muong
strength.^ Another method is to attach the relic see
of Tongking, Baoul6 of W. Africa, Yumbos of S.
to the arms, etc., used in battle. Thus in Mexico,
if any one could secure the middle finger of the
America, Gilbert Islanders). In some instances
the wife or nearest relative carries about the bones
left hand and the hair of a woman dying in childthese
on
his
he
tied
shield
to
make
him
after they have been exhumed ( Woodlark Islanders,
birth,
brave and fierce and to blind his enemies.^ Rub- Mosquito Indians ; also ashes of the cremated
bing weapons with part of a dead man's body to body, Tacullies).*" So among the Abipones the
give them his strength and skill is sometimes bones of medicine-men were carried about by the
^^
Among the Andapractised also, as among the Koniagas (piece of tribe in their wanderings.
manese necklaces are made of a child's bones (also
dead whaler used) and Aleuts.''
of an adult's) and distributed among the relatives.
{b) With many tribes magical rites are performed
with part of a dead man's body e.g., in healing, The bones cure diseases and shield from attacks of
in rain-making, as love-charms, to keep ofl" thieves,
evil sjjirits, through the intervention of the ghost,
In one such instance who is pleased by the respect paid to his memory. ^^
to rob a man of his strength.
practised in Queensland, where an enemy is flayed
and his skin used to cover a sick man,^ there is
1 See art.
Hand, § 5 (c).
2 G. B.
Grinnell, Blackfoot Lodge Tales, New York and
analogy to the use of a dead man's clothing or
1893, p. 238.
London,
as
a
relic
in
of
it
more
civilized
part
regions.
3
Spencer-Gillenb, p. 463.
1 Cf. art.
* R. H.
5 See art.
ANOiNTmo, § 6 W. E. Smith, Religion of the
Head, § 5.
Codrington, JAI xix. 215.
6 A. Le
383.
380,
Semites^, Edinburgh, 1894, pp.
Braz, La Ligende de la mart en Baxse-Bretagne^, Paris,
2 D. Macdonald,
289
W. Larminie, Irish Folk-Tales and Romances,
104, 169.
1902,
Africana, London, 1882,
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—

;

—

—
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of the body are sometimes
(e)
Separate parts
regardeu as sacred.

—

Finger and toe. First joints of these, along with the
part of the lobe of the ear, and a lock of hair, are used to
form a family fetish with which the spirits- of the dead are
associated.
Fresh relics are added to the fetish as new relatives
die.
It descends by inheritance (Henga of W. Africa).!
Fingerbones (also sonit'liines skulls or teeth) of important men are
preserved in a shrine at the village in the Solomon Islands.
The ghost haunts these relies.^
(2) The arm-bone is a sacred relic among the Mara, Anula,
and other N. Australian tribes. After a year it is given to the
messenger who sunuiions to the final burial rites. The messenger
carrying the relic is himself sacred, and, when he shows it to
the tribesmen, they mu«t begin their journey to the scene of
(1)
nails,

the

rites.-'

—

These are used as amulets by the family
(3) Hair and teeth.
priest in praying to the dead at places other than that where
the skulls are stored.-* In Florida, Solomon Islands, in the
cult of a ghost, the worshipper wears as a relic a lock of
Erivate
air or a tooth of the helpful ghost when fighting at other
times it is kept in the house.* So also in the Loyalty Islands
priests, when praying, tied to their foreheads or arms relics
consisting of teeth, hair, or nails of ancestors. To these magical
power was ascribed. 6
;

(4) The jaw-bones are sometimes an important relic. They are
carried by the Andaman widow along with the skull;'' and
among the Kiriwina (New Ouinea) the widow suspends the jawbones, ornamented with beads, from her neck. 8 But the most
striking use of the jaw-bones as a relic is found among the
Baganda, who preserve those of kings as a precious heirloom,
along with their umbilical cord, in temples, guarded by hereditary custodians. The ghost was believed to cling to them and
to give help when they were duly honoured. Jaw-bones of very
ancient kings were thus treasured." This is undoubtedl}' connected with the idea that a king's or hero's body or head is a
talisman upon which the safety of the tribe or state depends.
They are carefully guarded lest they should be removed and
disaster follow, i"

(/) In savage custom certain articles are sometimes connected with the mythic life of gods and
Of these
spirits, and may be regarded as relics.
the churinga of the Arirnta and other Central
Australian tribes form an example.
Each one
was associated in the Alcheringa [q.v.) period with
a totemic ancestor and remained on earth as the
abode of his spirit when his body entered the
ground. Such churinga and those associated with
reborn spirits are carefully preserved in sacred
•store-houses, or ertnatulunga.
They are much
venerated and are used in various sacred ceremonies. When ill, a man
may send for a churinga
of his totem, scrape off a little of it, and drink it
in water, thus a^bsorbing part of the essence of
the stone endowed with attributes of the spirit.
Besides being associated with ancestors, the
churinga have 'feelings' which can be sootlied by
rubbing them with red ochre. The store-houses

are sometimes solemnly visited, just as shrines
with relics are elsewhere." The Melanesian hero
Qat left behind him the stump of a tree that he
had cut down for a canoe, and men who cut down
trees for canoes sacrifice at this stump for the
^^
preservation and power of these vessels.
Among
the Creek Indians a powerful charm carried by
war-parties consists of parts of the horns of a
mythic snake; these preserve from wounds,^* In
other instances stones may be regarded as members
of a divinity or supernatural being, or sacred
or instruments are tliought to have been
places
instituted or handed over to men by them, or
sacred musical instruments represent a god or

contain his voice.'*
1

Nassau, p. 159.
H. Codrington, The Melanesians, Oxford, 1891, p. 258.

2 R.
S

Spencer-Gillenb, p. 549 f.
4 Le Pfere
Lambert, Moetirs et superstitions des Nio-Calicf. G. Turner, Samoa a
doniens, Noumea, 1900, p. 288 f
Hundred Years Ago and Long Be/ore, London, 1884, p. 342.
5
6
Codrington, p. 133 f.
Turner, p. 339.
.
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Man,
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;

ejAI

86.

9 J.

Roscoe, The Baganda, London, 1911, p. 282 f.; see also
art. B.4NTU, vol. ii. p. 357t>, and art. Mouth, vol. viii.
p. 870*.
10 See J. G.
Frazer, GB3, pt. iv., Adonis, Attis, Osiris, London,
ii. 103
cf. §§ a, 4.
Spencer-Gillena, pp. 123, 132
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Celtic, and Hindu cults,'
Tlie cult of relics in Greece was
inseparably connected with that of heroes, mythical
or real, as that in turn was linked on to the worship of ancestral ghosts. The remains of the hero
usually rested in the agora, and over them was
erected the i}pifiov, a kind of ciiapel, but sometimes
the grave or r)p^)ov was in the temple of a divinity.
The cult at the yjpifov was a cult paid to the hero's
relics quite as much as to the hero himself, though

well as in
2,

>>.

403b

Roman,

Greek.

— (a)

these relics were generally not visible. Their
presence within a town or district was a guarantee
Sometimes not even parts of the hero's

of safety.

remains were visible. The head of Orpheus was
buried in Lesbos or in Smyrna,^ and the head of
one of the Korybantes was buried at the foot of
Olympus,* The supposed relics of Orpheus at
Libethra were never to see the sun, or the city
would be destroyed by a boar. When they were
exposed, the river Sys (boar) came down in flood
and overthrew it,* Nothing furtlier need be said
regarding the cult of heroes whose relics rested in
a grave (see art. Heroes and Hkro-Gods [Greek
and Roman]), There are occasional instances of
bodily relics not buried in graves but otherwise
preserved. The skin of Marsyas was suspended in
the city of Celaense by Apollo, according to the
myth.* The alleged shoulder-blade of Pelops was
preserved in a bronze cofl'er in the temple of Zeus
at Elis, after having been found by the iisher
Damarmenos in the sea and identified by an oracle.'
The bones of Tantalus were kept in a bronze vessel
at Argos, over against the grave of Pelasgos.^ The
bones of Orpheus rested in a hydria on a pillar at
Dion in Macedonia,* Tlie hair of Medusa was
preserved in a hydria at Tegea.'" At the festival

—

Europa in Crete, where slie was reverenced as
Hellotis, her bones were carried in a great crown
of myrtle,"
(b) When a hero died abroad, his remains were
brought with pomp to the place of intended
From every city through wliiih the
sepulture.
remains passed priests, magistrates, and citizens
thronged to meet them, or citizens were deputed to follow in mourning. Trophies, crowns,
and armour were ofi'ered, chaplets were sent to
of

adorn the urn, and finally the most honourable
burial ^^•as given to the hero.
Examples of this
are found in the pages of Plutarch.'* The possession of a hero's relics was important for the safety
of a town or state
hence such relics were often
eagerly sought for in times of danger, even \\ hen
;

they Avere already possessed and honoured by
another town or district.
Generally an oracle
1

J.

Grimm, Teutonic Mythology,

tr. J. S. Stallybrass, London,
Tacitus, Genn. 40.
Greg. Tur. de Glor. Conf. 77.
Lucian, adv. Indoct. 11 Conon, 45.
Eusebius, Prcep. Evang. ii. 3. 27.
6 Herod, vii. 26.
Paus. ix. 30. 5.
Paus. V. 13. 7, vi. 22. 1 ; PUny, fl.y x.\viii. 4.
» lb. ix. 30. 7.
Paus. ii. 22. 2.
" Athen. xv. 678*.
lb. viii. 47. 5.
Pelopidas, 33 f., Demetrius, 53, Philopmmen, 21.

lSs2-88, pp. 107, 329
3

Amni.

;

Slarcell. xxiii. 3

;

;

*
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parts of the world, both in the higher
lower culture, marks on rock.s or hills
are regarded as foot- or hand-print« of spirits,
gods, or demons, and are in a sense their relics,
which are sometimes regarded with veneration.
Examples of this are found not only in savajje,
but also in classical, Teutonic, Celtic, Semitic,
Hindu, Buddhist, and Christian folk-lore. Where
divinities are mythically sui)posed to drive about
in vehicles of one kind or another, and where their
worshippers set the image of a divinity in a cart
or chariot and drive it about for ritual or magical
reasons, such a vehicle would be regarded also as
a relic of the god himself his property, once used
by him as it is now used for his image. Examples
of this ritual use occur in Teutonic religion,' as
(7)

and

-

x\i. 482.

and Western)

JO
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announced that it was necessary to obtain these
relics and told iii oracular fashion where they were
to be found, as the place of sepulture was often
kept secret by the owners. Sometimes the actual
discovery of their position was the result of a prodigy, as when Cimon, seeing an eagle tearing at
the gi-ound with beak and talons, was inspired to
dig there, and so found the bones of Theseus.
Opposition was often offered to their removal
hence .they had to be taken by force or by fraud
and sometimesthe hero himself resented the removal
Once obtained, they were brought
of his relics.
•with gi-eat reverence, the citizens met them with
processions and sacrifices, they were duly buried,
and a shrine was erected over the spot. A festival
day was annually or oftener held in their honour.
Many examples of this occur even in the case of
the relics of mythic heroes, and probably they
originated as a means of explaining local cults.
;

;

Plutarch describes at some length the translation of the relics
of Theseus from Scyros to Athens.i Herodotus tells how an
oracle made known to the Lacedaemonians that they would
never conquer the Tegeans until they had obtained from the
Tegean territory the bones of Orestes, which were further said
to lie where two winds b3' hard compulsion blew and stroke
answered to stroke. This proved to be a blacksmith's forge

—

the bellows being the winds. The smith had found there a
coffin seven cubits long containing a body of equal length.
Having obtained the relics, the Lacedaemonians were now
always superior to the Tegeans.2 Other instances occur in
Pausanias, who says, e.g., that during a plague at Orchomenus
the Pythian priestess announced that the only remedy was to
bring bade the bones of Hesiod from Naupactus. A crow would
show them the place of burial it perched on a rook, and the
bones were there found in a cleft.^
;

numerous instances different regions
(c) In
claimed to possess the relics or bones of the same
hero, who had thus more gi'aves or shrines than
In all these particulars there is a close reone.
semblance to the data of the Christian relic cult,
but one usual aspect of that cult is lacking the
translation of part of the bodily relics instead of
the whole. This occurs only in the case of the
mythic shoulder-blade of Pelops.
{d) Frequently where very large bones
probably
were discovered,
fossil bones of large animals
they were assumed to be those of heroes of the
past, who were thought to have been of gigantic
size.
The Syrians, having found such bones in
the bed of the Orontes, were informed by an oracle
that they were those of a hero.* The bones of
Orestes were seven cubits long, according to Hero-

—

—

—

dotus.^

Huge
in

bones, alleged to be those of the giants, were also shown
e.g. those of Hopladamos in the temple of Asklepios
and those of Geryon among the Thebans.s

temples

—

,

at Megalopolis,

Besides bones, other relics of heroes were
preserved and honoured. Among these weapons
were conspicuous the spear of Achilles in the
temple of Athene at Phaselis, the sword of Memnon
in the temple of yEsculapius at Nicomedia, the
shield of Pyrrhus over the door of the sanctuary of
Demeter where his death took place.'' Of other
relics, the lyre of Orpheus was preserved in more
than one temple, the flute of Marsyas in the temple
of Apollo at Sicyon, the sceptre of Agamemnon in
Chseronea, the sandals of Helen in the temple of
Athene at lapygia, at Cyzicus the stone which
served as anchor to the Argonauts, as well as their
ship and those of Agamemnon, ^Eneas, and
Elsewhere chariots,
Theseus in other places.^
thrones, necklaces, and other things belonging to
of
the mythic personages
antiquity were shown.^
(e)

—

1

3

Thes. 36
Paus. ix.

;

cf.

Paus.

iii.

2

3. 6.

Herod,

i.

67

f.

38. 3 ; cf. iii. 3. 6, viii. 36. 8, ix. 29. 3.
B i. 68
4 lb. viii. 29. 4.
cf. viii. 38.
;
6 Paus. viii. 32. 5 ; Lucian, adv. Indoct. 14.
7 Paus. ii. 2L 5, iii. 3. 8.
8
Lucian, adv. Indoct. 11 Apoll. Rhod. Argon, i. 955, ii. 928 ;
Paus. ii. 7. 9, ix. 40. 11 L\koph. 850 f.
Apollodorus, i. 9. 27 ;
Procop. de Bell. Golh. iv. 22 Plut. Thcs. 23.
9 See the lists in F. Pflster, Der
Reliquienkult im AUertum,
i. 331 f.
;

;

;

;

and "Western)

(Primitive

Other curious relics were the egg of Leda and the
remains of the clay with which Prometheus had
made man.' These relics were shown to admiring
travellers and pilgrims, but there is little known
of any cult of them.
The sceptre of Agamemnon

was much reverenced at Chaeronea, and daily oil'erings were made to it.^
(/) Animal relics were also presei^ved e.g., the
teeth of the boar of Erymanthus, the skin and
teeth of the Calj'donian boar, the bones of the
monster to which Andromeda was exposed, and
the like.^
ig) As has been seen, the possession of a hero's
relics gave safety or victory to a city or district.
They also promoted fruitfulness and fertility,
warded off pestilence and famine, or caused rain
to fall in time of drought.
Many other wonders
were related of them. Legends of their healing
and
in
powers existed,
many instances tlie sick
were carried to tombs of heroes in order to be
cured there by their power.*
In Egypt the careful preservation
3. Egyptian.
of the
shows great reverence for the dead,
but hardly amounts to relic-worship, as there was
little actual cult of the dead, save in so far as the
dead man was identified with Osiris. The cult of
relics was largely associated with the worship of
Osiris and with myths of his death or dismemberment.
The burial-places of Osiris or of his
members are mentioned in texts giving lists of the
The lists vary, and in some
graves of Osiris.'
instances one member occurs as a relic in two or
numerous
more places
legs, the head at Abydos
and at Memphis. Thus the honour of possessing

—

—

mummy

'

—

some of the members was claimed by more than
These sanctuaries in Grasco-Roman
one city.
times were forty-two in number, each with its
central shrine or Serapeura.
The Serapeums were so called by the Greeks without regard
to the distinction between the tomb of a dead bull which had
become an Osiris and the sepulchre of the god-man Osiris himself.
But to the Egyptians they were the sanctuaries of Osiris,
of him who dwells in the Underworld.' 8
'

Abydos owed its importance to its possession of
the head, and its symbol was a coffer containing it,
surmounted by two plumes. But from the Xllth
to the XVIIth dynasty the whole body was also
supposed to be buried there, and an early royal
tomb was regarded as that of Osiris. It became an
important holy place, to which numerous pilgrimages were made, and burial near his relics was
considered most advantageous. At Busiris was
the backbone or
there as a sacred

'

'

of Osiris, the ded, kept
It had been discovered at
Busiris.*
Lucian also
to
Mendes and brought
mentions the hair of Isis as an important relic
preserved in Egypt.' Herodotus refers to a curious
myth current in the Theban district regarding
Perseus. Here the Chemmitse had a temple in his
pillar

relic.

honour, and here he sometimes appeared.

A sandal

worn by him was sometimes found after his visit.
It was two cubits long, and its presence denoted
prosperity for Egypt.^

As

in Greece, large bones

were shown as those of giants.^
4.

the

Celtic. — The Celtic

cult of

human heads and

myths respecting them show analogies with

savage custom, and the presence of a hero's head in
any given territory seems to have been regarded
as a guarantee of safety against enemies and evil
1 Paus. iii. 16.
1, x. 4. 4.
3 lb. viii. 24.
5, 46. 1 ; Pliny,
4 Cf. Paus. ii. 38. 6.
6 A.
Wiedemann, Religion of the

EN ix.

London,

2 /ft. jx. 40. 11.
5.

Ancient Egyptians,

Elng. tr.,

1897, p. 217.

A. Erman, Handbook 0/ Egyp. Religion,
Eng. tr., do. 1907, p. 16; E. A. W. Budge, The Gods of the
Egyptians, do. 1904, ii. 127, Osiris and the Egyp. Resurrection,
6 lb.

pp. 215, 289

do. 1911,

i.

212,

ii.

;

1, 8, 13, 83.

7

Lucian, adv. Indoct.

8

Herod,

ii.

91.

14.
9

Phlegon, ilir.
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influences,^ just as in classical and Christian belief
about relics of hero or saint. Mytliical relics of
divinities seem to be referred to in a passage of the

Kennes Dindsenchas, where the remarkable things
in the Hrug of Mac Ind Oc are enumerated.
Among the.se are the monument of Dagda, the
rampart of the Morrigan, the bed of Dagda, the
two paps of the Morrigan, the comb and casket of
Dagda's wife, the stone wall of Oengus, and many
tombs and cairns of divine or heroic personages.^
Certain things belonging to the Tuatha D6 Danann
are also of the nature of mythical relics. The stone
of Fal was brought oiit of Falias and used to roar
under every king who would take the realm of
Ireland.
This is supposed to be identical with the
Out of Gorias came
present coronation stone.
the unconquerable spear which Lugh had, and out
of Findias the equally unconquerable sword of

Out

Nuada.

of

Murias came Dagda's miraculous

cauldron. Possiblj^ actual weapons, etc., in Ireland
Mere thus connected with the gods as their relics,^
like the chiiringa of ancestral spirits among the

Arunta
5.

(§ i [/]).

Christian. — (a) Origins of the cult. — The early

Christian use of relics, like the use of relics everywhere, may be traced to affection, which makes
the survivors cling to the mortal remains of a
relative or visit the place of sepulture, and to the
instinctive reverence for or curiosity concerning
any notable person. Added to this in the case of
the earlj' Christians Avas the desire to shield the
remains from the malice of persecutors, while the
belief in the resurrection and in the body of the
living as a temple of the Holy Spirit naturally
increased the reverence paid to the dead. It was
also believed that spirits of saints hovered near
their tombs and, later, the shrines where their
relics were preserved •
a primitive survival which
aided the reverence paid to body, relic, or tomb.
Feelings of reverence for the martyr's body easily
passed over to anything which had been in contact
with him. In the case of the living, this principle
is seen at work already in Ac 19'^.
As to dead
martyrs, an early example of the preservation of
relics occurs in tlie case of Ignatius.

—

After he was eaten by the beasts, ouly his larger bones remained. These were carried to Antioch and there placed in a
napkin, as an inestimable treasure left to the church by the
5
grace which was in the martyr.'
'

Another early instance

is

found in the reverence

paid to a martyr's blood.
Prudentius tells how the witnesses

of the

martyrdom

of St.

Vincent

(a.d. 304) dipped their linen vests in his blood, so that
mig-ht be a safeguard to their homes for ^fenerations.' This
custom existed in still earlier years e.g., in the case of the
martyrdom of St. Ci-prian (a.d. 25S>— and ia often referred to in
the Acta of the martyrs.
it

—

The

extraordinary

reverence

shown

in

the

matter of burial, care of the grave, and in the cult
which went on there, especially on the anniversary
of a martyr's passion, all aided the growth of the

The Eucharist was celebrated at the
tomb, often on the stone slabs which covered the

relic-cult.

(see art. Altar [Christian]).
An early instance of this is found in the case of St. Polycarp.
Taking up his bones, more precious than the richest jewels
and tried above gold, we placed them where it was fitting.
There, assembled as we shall have opportunity, with joy and
gladness, we shall be permitted by the Lord to celebrate the

body
'

anniversarj- of his martyrdom.'''

We can hardly doubt that the cult
tomb,
the
1

2

if

it

pagan

RCel

at the martyr's

was not an actual continuation of
was influenced by it.^
hero-cult,

See art. Cklts,

iii.

pp.

288-'',

300*.
3 Jb. xii.
[1S91] 57.

XV. [1894] 292.

'

;

.

8
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Theodoret says that the Lord has substituted
martyrs for heroes, and that churches were built
over their tombs or relics just as temples were
erected over tombs of heroes.' liut, while the
remains of the pagan hero generally rested in the
grave and were not seen by the worshippers, the
development in the Christian cultus was to a
reverence of relics in reliquaries and to an occasional visible exhibition of the same." Among
Greeks and Romans reverence for the dead forbade
the dividing of their remains, and severe laws
existed against violation of tombs and bodies.
These laws continued in force under the earlier
Christian emperors. The prejudice against dividing the remains of the dead continued active in
the Western Church, but both tiiere and in the
East the desire to possess the bodies of martyrs
led to large sums oeing paid for them and to
disputes concerning their ownership. But in the
Eastern Church the division of a martyr's remains
into relics began to prevail at a comparatively

early period. Graves were rifled and bones stolen,
and a trafhc was begun in these, though the use of
such relics was apparently a private one, as in the
case of Lncilla (p. 654*). At what time precisely
the dismemberment of bodies of saints began is
uncertain. Possibly the practice was aided by
the fact that, where martyrs were burned, nothing
but a feAv bones and ashes remained, which might
be regarded differently from a complete corpse or
skeleton.
But that it was already in vogue in
the 4th cent, is shown by the law of Theodosius,*
forbidding the translation of a dead body already
buried, the selling (or dismembering? ['nemo
martyrem distrahifc']) or buying of a martyr's
law of Valentinian IIL speaks of
remains.
bishops and clergy who were guilty of robbing
graves, apparently for the purpose of

A

obtaining

Augustine already speaks of pretended
monks who went about selling relics of martyrs, if
indeed they were martyrs, and refers to scandalous
abuses in connexion with the cult.* Even in
A.D. 593 Pope Gregory the Great was amazed at
the Eastern custom of disturbing the remains of
saints, and, when the empress Constantina asked
him to send her the head of St. Paul for a new
church to his memory, he refused, saying that he
could not divide the bodies of the saints, and
pointed to the danger of invading their tombs. It
was not the Roman custom to do this. He therefore sent her a cloth which had been in contact
with the body and had the same miraculous
St.

relics.

°

powers.
Influences from the Jewish or Hebrew side are not
discernible in the Christian relic-cult.
Among the
Hebrews any actual cult of relics of the dead was
hindered by the idea of uncleanness which attached
to a dead body (Nu 19"') and by the disgrace
which attended lack of burial. Joseph's body,
after embalming (a custom wiiich is here Egyj)tian,
not Hebrew), was by his direction carried up from
Egypt to Palestine and there buried but, though
it would naturally be treated with reverence, there
is not the least evidence of a relic-cult here
;

(Gn 502"-, Ex 13i», Jos 2'P-). The pot of manna
and Aaron's rod within the Ark of the Covenant
were not worshipful relics, but in the one case a
memorial of God's mercy, in the other 'a token
against the children of rebellion' (Ex 16^^, Nu 17'",
He 9-*). The brazen serpent that Moses had
made appears as an object of worship down to
'

'

vol.

* Council of
Uliberis, can. 34
Jerome, Ep. 109 ad Eiparium,'
contra Vigilantium, 8.
6 Relation
of the Martyrdom of S. Ignatius, 12.
8
Peristeph. v.
7
Ep. concerning the Martyrdom of St. Polycarp, IS ; cf

Ac

and Western)

(Primitive

82.

H. Delehaye, The Legends of the Saints, Eng. tr., London,
1907, p. 165, maintains that the relic cultus is an outcome not

of hero-worship, but of reverence for the martyr. There was a
and parallel development of the two cults, without
of
interdependence— 'the natural outcome of an identical state

logical

mind under
1

Apoc.

similar conditions

vi. 3.

3 ix. 7
(A.D. 386).
*
5

'

(p.

167X

2 Cf. Pfister,

L

323,

ii.

de Opere Monachorum, 28, d« Civ. Dei, xiu. 13.
Greg. Ep. iv. SO.

423.
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Hezekiah's day, but was destroyed by him. In
likelihood it was the image of an adopted
a relic (2
18*).
serpent-cult rather than
in early ^wnes.— Apart
(5) Growth of the cult
from the usual cult of a martyr at his tomb and
the celebration of the Eucharist there, or the
building of a shrine or church over the tomb, the
use of separate relics Avas at first a private custom
rather than a practice officially recognized. This
is suggested in the statement made in the account
^
of St. Polycarp's martyrdom that care was taken
by the Roman authorities to prevent the least part
of his body being taken, although many desired to
do this and to be made partakers of his holy flesh.
The Roman governor, at the suggestion of the
Jews, pretended that the Christians might forsake
the worship of the Crucified and begin to worship
The Acta of St. Fructuosus and his
this Polycarp.
two deacons tell how the brethren collected the
ashes and divided them. But he appeared in a
all

K

some of them and bade them restore and
bury them in one place.* At the beginning of the
4th cent. Optatus tells how Lucilla, a Donatist,
vision to

was accustomed, before receiving the Eucharist, to
kiss a relic of a supposed martyr which she had
procured, and for this she was rebuked by Cecilian,
archdeacon of Carthage.* In the time of Diocletian
a Roman lady, Aglae, sent her favourite steward
to the East with gold and aromatics to obtain
The evidence of St. Augusrelics of the martyrs.
tine to the traffic in relics is also important as a
witness to the private practice. But there is no
doubt that the cult of actual bodily relics, as well
as dust from the shrine, and cloths which had been
in contact with a martyr's body, was becoming
general in the 4th cent., by which time St. Cyril
of Jerusalem (t 386) also speaks of the wood of the
Cross as distributed piecemeal to all the world in
his day.* The growing cult is also proved by the
desire of the pagans to prevent it— e.g., in the case
of St. Polycarp, perhaps also in that of the martyrs
of Lyons, whose ashes were thrown into the river
that no fragment [\ei\pavov) miglit remain to give

hope of resurrection, and in the refusal of sepulture
to martyrs in the Diocletian persecution, lest the
survivors should gain courage in worshipping those
whom they regarded as gods.^ References in the
Fathers to the cult at tombs show how easily that
could develop into a cult of separate relics.
Gregory of Nj'ssa says that to touch the tomb is a blessing,
and, if it be permitted to carry off dust which has settled on it,
As for touching the remains themselves,
this is a great gift.

only those who have done so know how desirable it is and how
worthy a recompense of prayer.6 St. Chrysostom describes how
the faithful gathered in crowds round the martyrs' tombs, and
he praises the power of the sacred remains. Not only their
bodies, but also their vestments are objects of homage.''

The custom

of dividing the remains of a martyr
certainly found in the East in the latter half of
the 4th century. It, as well as the translation of
is

the body, was now promoted for ecclesiastical and
e.g., the enriching of Constantipolitical reasons
nople with innumerable relics from other parts
gave it a high standing as against the old capital
Eastern Christians liberally shared
of the West.
their relics with others as an honour to the martyr
and a widening of his circle of admirers, Avhile it
;

also flattered their

common among
Chrysostom
presented
Basil tells

own

the

refers to

The custom was

pride.

Christians

Egypt, and
of Sinope

of

The church

it.^

many places with relics of Phocas.^
how the church of Sebaste gave relics of

Paulinus of
its forty martyrs to other
Nola placed in the church which he founded there
districts.^"

1

§ 17.

3

Optatus, de Schism. Donat.

i.

2

DCB

6

Eus.

Cyril, Cat. xiii. 4.
6
xlvi. 735, 740.

572.

7
8

Expos, in Ps. ix. 3, cxv.
Laud. Mart. yEg. 1.
In Quadr. Mart. 8.

5,

Horn.

Ambrose.^
seen, the division of bodily relics was hardly
in classical Greece, or, where separate parts of a hero
were still within a grave. Yet already in the East
separate relics of Buddha were known and reverenced, his
bones, after cremation, having been divided among eight clans

As has been

known

existed, they

or individuals, and mounds erected over them. Buddhist influences on the growing custom of dividing the remains of a saint
may be regarded as remotely possible.

Theologians soon began to recognize the cult of
and to supply reasons for it. They referred
to such passages as 2 K 13^, Sir 48^*'-, and
Ac 5^' 19^^ in support of the practice. The bodies
of saints, formerly temples of the Holy Spirit,
were now as worthy of reverence as their souls or, as their bodies were instruments which God
had used and which were destined to share in
future bliss, this suggested continued reverence to
Their bodies were endued with mystic
them.*
power {dvva/iLs), or grace (x<ip's TrvevfiartKr}), and so
also were their graves,* and this power was as
much in the parts as in the whole. 'When the
body is divided, the grace remains undivided.''
He who touched the bones of a martyr received
a share of the sanctification (ayiacrfids) from the
grace dwelling in them.® This power was already
inherent in saints while alive, as their alleged
miracles showed, and it was even then apt to overflow upon other objects, which could produce
wonderful eff'ects also (Ac 5'' 19^-). If, then,
argues Chrysostom, clothes, handkerchiefs, and
even the shadow of saints on earth had wrought
such miracles, a blessing is certainly derived from
the relics of saints by those who devoutly touch
them. The relic, as containing supernatural grace
or power, was like a spring which overflows and
never grows dry, or lilce a light always sending
out beams, but never losing the power of shining,
and this power passes over to all persons or things
brought into contact with the relic' These views,
apart from their theological aspect, difler little
from the theory implicit in savage magic, as far as
that concerns the use of relics.
relics

;

Lucius points out that the power in the relic forms a kind of
ponderable stuff, and gives as an example the overflowing of oil
in a lamp or vessel near a martyr's tomb, as if something
material had passed into it from the remains. Such oil had
miraculous virtues equalling those of the relic.8

A clear distinction was drawn, however, between
worship paid to God and reverence to the relics of
a saint. This was already recognized in the case
Christians worshipped
of St. Polycarp's relics.
[ai^eadai, irpoa-Kvvov/j.ev) Jesus Christ, but loved
they did
(dyairufiev) the martyrs and their relics
not worship Polycarp, as the pagans avowed.*
'We honour the martyrs,' says St. Augustine,
but do not worship (colamus) them.' i" St. Jerome,
in contending against Vigilantius for the use of
relics, maintains that relics are not worshipped,
We honour (honoramus) the relics
but honoured.
of the martyrs, that we may worship [adoremus)
Him whose martyrs they are.' '' Popular practice
and even now, in the
probably went farther
;

'

'

;

opinion of leading Roman Catholic theologians,
the supreme worship of latria may be accorded to
relics of the Cross, the nails, the garments of the
Saviour.
relic is first and foremost
(c) Variety of relics.

—A

1

Paulin. Ep. xxxii. 17.

2 St.
3 St.
4 St.

John Damasc. de Fide OrlhodooM,
Aug. de Cura pro Mortuis, 5.

iv. 15.

Cyril of Jerus. Cat. xviii. 16; St. Chrysos. in St. Ignat.

Mart.
s Theodoret, Grcec. Affect. Curatio, 8.
6 St.
Basil, Horn, in Ps. 115.
St. Chrysos. in
St. Basil, Horn, in mart. Juliltam, 2
Sanctos Maccab., hom. i. 1.
8 Die
An/dnge des HeiligenkuUs in der christlichen Kirche,
;

HE

viii.

6

PG

10

(c. 400) relics of various apostolic martyrs, including also some of those of St. Nazarius sent by St.

"i

16.

4

ii.

and Western)

(Primitive

'

8,
^

ad pop. Ant.

PG

xl.

308 f.

f.

p. 133.
9 Mart,
of St.
'
10 Sermo

101,

Polycarp, 17.

de Diversis.'

"

Ep.
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—

the bodily remiiin.s of a holy person the whole of
these or any part of tiiem, even the most minute
(tantil/ce reliquia;, in the phrase of St. Gregory of
^
In later theology a division as far
Nazianzus).
as rank was concerned was made between diflerent
RelinuicB insignes
parts of the body as relics.
include the whole bodj', or its chief parts head,
arm, leg
reliqiiice non insignes include other
parts, and these are again divided into notabiles

—

;

(hand, foot) and exiguce (teeth, fingers).- As
already mentioned, the blood of a martyr was also
a sacred relic, and the Acta describe how it was
collected in napkins, sponges, etc., which were
preserved as talismans. But anything which had
been possessed by, or had been in contact with or
in proximity to, a holy person or his relics might
in turn become a relic.
Among these were his
books, his instruments of torture, his garments, of

which St. Chrysostom says
How great is the power of the
'

•
:

For the homage of
directed not only to their words and bodies, but

Christians is
also to their vestments."

saints.

^

Earth and dust from graves, cofKns, and shrines
oil from lamps hanging there
pieces of cloth
(brandca) laid for a time upon them, were all as
etKcacious as the remains themselves, as far as
miraculous power was concerned. Flowers which
had touched a relic were also reverenced. Many
names were in use for reliquice besides the general
term e.g., exuvi(B, busta, benejicia, lipsana, inlignia, cineres, pignora or xenia sanctorum, etc.
A change similar to that of the elements in consecration was
;

;

—

supposed to have taken place in pieces of cloth after contact
with the relic. Pope Gregory the Great is said to have shown
this to some sceptical Greeks he cut such a piece of cloth, and
blood flowed from it.*
;

Among other relics those associated with our
Lord naturally occupied a high place, although in
most cases (like many other relics) they were
fictitious.
The alleged discovery of the Cross was
accompanied by a miracle, and a few years later
the holy wood of the Cross had almost filled the
whole world." Paulinus says that the part of it
kept at Jerusalem gave off fragments of itself
without diminishing, having imbibed this power
from the blood of that Flesh which underwent
death, but saw not corruption.^
Calvin jeers at the quantity of wood in the relics of the
Cross, so much that thrte liimdred men could not oarry them.
But G. Rohault de Fleury maintains that existing relics would
measure 5,000,000 cubic millimetres, whereas the whole Cross
contained at least 180,000,000 an ingenious calculation. But
was the true Cross that on which our Lord was crucified ?

—

'

'

of the multiplication of the wood of
the Cross, assimilates the latter to the Body of Christ in the

Honorat Nicquet, writing
Eucharist.''

The alleged

letter of Christ to

Abgarus preserved

Edessa frequently from attack in the 4th century.
The pillar to which our Lord was bound, the
crown of thorns, the spear, sponge, and reed, the
linen clothes, the stone of the sepulchre, and earth
from the sepulchre or from the Holy Land, even

our Lords footprints, were all relics from the 4th
cent, onwards, and are referred to in pilgrim
itineraries and other writings.
Later known
relics are the much-multiplied
sudarium, the
boards of the manger in the church of S. Maria
Maggiore in Rome brought from Bethlehem in
the 7th cent, by Pope Theodorus, and the Holy
Coat of Trfeves, existing also at about twenty
other towns. The nails of the Cross, found with it
by St. Helena, became also much multiplied.
Alany nails, however, are said merely to contain
filings of the originals, though they are usually
alleged to be genuine.
1

Orat.

1,

2

H.

Wetzer and B. Welte, Eirchenlexicon^, Freiburg
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'contra Julian.'
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Cat.
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Antwerp, 1870,
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Dust and earth from Palestine were most ellicacious against
demons, and were brought thence in large quantities and sold
Some relics of the Passion and the like may at
first nave been part of the properties used in liturgical myglerj-at high prices.i
plays.

Relics of the Virgin are mentioned from the
6th and 7th centuries onwards. Among the early
relics were a stone on whicii she had rested on
her journey to Bethlehem, the pitcher and bucket
which haa been near her at the time of the
Annunciation, and the stool on which she then
sat, articles of her clothing, her girdle, and her
headband.* These and the like were to be seen
in Jerusalem, Constantinople, and other Eastern
cities.
But even at this period relics of the Virgin
were known in Western churches or in the possession of private individuals.*
Probably the
legend of the Assumption prevented the existence
of actual bodily relics, though a lock of her
hair was treasured by Charlemagne, and her
milk was a favourite relic all over West«rn

Europe.

Innumerable relics of the Apostles came into
existence as the cult increased, and at first none
were so popular as the chains which had bound
St. Peter and St. Paul.
Chrysostom mentions
St. Paul's chains, and in the 6th cent, they existed
at Rome.* Those of St. Peter were given to the
empress Eudoxia on her visit to Jerusalem in 4S9,
and one of them was presented by her to her
daughter, wife of Valentinian III., at Home, who
built the church of S. Pietro in Vincoli in its
honour.
Filings from these chains enclosed in
keys or crosses were greatly valued, and Pope
Gregory the Great was accustomed to send keys
containing them as gifts.*
(d) Abuses of the relic-cult.

— Many

of

these

were fabulous, but, as the reverence for
them increased, it was natural that innumerable
new ones should be brought to light. The inventories in churches and references in religious literature during the Middle Ages show the extent and

relics

the absurdity of the cult.

Relics of the patriarchs

and saints of the OT became common from the 4th
Their graves and
and 5th centuries onwards.
places connected with their lives were pointed out
without hesitation, and are mentioned in itineraries® e.g., the rock smitten by Moses, the cave
of Elijah, the place where David composed the
Psalms. Anaong relics were Moses' rod and the

—

horns attributed to him, parts of the burning bush,
the bones of Isaac, hairs or Noaii's beard, fragments
of the Ark, soot from the furnace of the Three
Children, portions of manna. Job's dung-heap,
feathers from Gabriel's wings, and St. Michael's
buckler.
Equally absurd were the breath of St.
^
Joseph, the Virgin's milk, our Lord's tears, sweat,
blood, tooth, even the pncputiiwi Christi (in several
churches),** the wood of the three tabernacles
which St. Peter proposed to make, and the cornerIn vain were laws
stone rejected by the builders
passed regulating the cult. The passion for relics
became greater still, and the trade in them increased
From at least the 4th
as the centuries passed.
!

cent, many burial-places of Scripturjil and ecclesiastical saints and of martyrs were alleged to have
been discovered by means of dreams and visions,
in which the dead man appeared and revealed the
1

Aug. de Civ. Dei,

3 Gretr.
4 In
5

2

xxii. 8. 6.

Tur. de Gloria Mart.

Eph. Horn. viiL
Ep. vi. 6, vii. 28.

1

;

i.

gee

reff.

in Lucius, p. 467.

9. 11.

Greg. Ep.

iii.

30.

6 P.
Gever, Itinera Hierosolymitana Scec. iv.-viii., Vienna,
1898 (CSEL xxxix.).
7 See J. B. Thiers, Dissert, sur la saint e larme de Venddme,

Paris, 1669.
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1882-1901, X. 1039.
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Christi' imKult und
8 A. V.
Miiller, Die hochheiliae Vorhaut
in der Theologie der Papstkirche, Berlin, 1007. For the extrawith
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ordinary mystical
O. StoU, Das GeschUchtslehen in der Volkerpsyehologie, Leipzig,
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place of

sepulture

in

order that

(Primitive

a mai-fyriuni

might be built or due honour paid to him. Dream
discovery of a saint's remains still occurs now and
then.i Fraudulent persons early took advantage
of this and produced bodies of alleged martyrs.
On the other hand, the ghost of a thief whose
tomb was honoured as a martyr's appeared to St.
Martin at his prayer and avowed his real character
and crimes.
Pilgrims to the East and to the holy
places returned with such relics as water from the
Jordan and earth from the Sepulchre, or with false
relics imposed upon them in return for large
'^

At a

later period the Crusades, especially after the sack of Constantinople, gave an
immense impetus to the trafhc in relics, by bringing
them from the East and by multiplying in the
West relics already known in the East. Demand
created an extensive supplj^ and traffic in relics
became one of the greatest scandals of the pre-

payments.

Reformation period, while imposture was freely
practised upon credulous and ignorant people.^
Although prohibitions were issued by 12th and
13th cent, councils, bishops sometimes permitted
the existence of avowedly false relics, on the
ground that to undeceive the people was not
expedient an argument still in use. Theft of
famous relics was not uncommon and was soon
regarded as praiseworthy e.g., when the people
of one district or the members of one monastery
wished to gain possession of a relic from another.
Hesychius stole the body of St. Hilarion after his
death in Cyprus in 371, and carried it to Palestine,
but the Cypriotes maintained that his spirit remained with them. Stolen relics still worked
In other cases actual combats for the
miracles.
possession of relies took place, as when the people
of Tours and Poitiers fought for the body of St.
Martin." The desire for relics, and for the marvellous in connexion with them, led also to the

—

—

••

reduplication or multiplication of the same relic in
different places numerous bodies, heads, legs, etc.,
of the same saint many holy shrouds, coats, and
innumerable thorns from the crown of
the like
Indeed scarcely
thorns, and pieces of the Cross.
any relic did not exist in duplicate or more.^
Credulity and pious fraud, as well as intentional
imposture, were responsible for many of these,
though theologians sometimes explained them by
a miraculous multiplication through divine intervention.^ Others maintain that each relic is only
part of a whole, conventionally described as entire,
or that similar relics are those of different saints of
the same name. These explanations do not cover
all the cases, nor even the more important of

—

;

;

Many relics, again, were admitted to be
facsimiles of an original, and, having been brought
into contact Avith it, are now possessed of all its
miraculous virtues.
Some attempt was made by authority to distinthem.

guish false relics from true. The 5th Council of
Carthage (A.D. 398) ordered bishops to remove
altars raised over relics without authentic proof.
Individual saints imposed tests, or notable ecclesi1
Sozomen, vii. 21; Chron. Pasch., a.d. 406; Theod. Lector,
2 E. Le Blant.Les Songes et les visions des martyrs, Rome,
1892 ; P. Saintyves, Les Saints, successeurs des dieux, p. 32.
2
Sulp. Sev. Vita S. Mart. 8.
3 J.
Guiraud, Le Commerce dea reliques au commencement
du ixe sifecle,' Milanges d'archiologie et d'histoire, Paris, 1892,
p. 73 f., 'Les Reliques romaines au ixe sifecle,' Questions d'hist.
An association of contrebandeurs
et d'arch. chrit., p. 235 ff.
en ossements sacr^s' existed in Paris.
Early examples of
imposture are given by Augustine, de Opere Monachorum, 28
Greg. Great, Ep. iv. 30 Greg. Tur. Hist. Franc, ix. 6.
* E. Le
Blant, Le Vol des reliques, passim.
5
Greg. Tur. Hist. Franc, i. 43.
6 See the Second Book of Homilies of the Church of England,
hom. xiv. pt. 3 ; C. de Plancy, Diet, critique des reliques,
ii.

;

'

'

;

and Western)

Pope Gi-egory the Great insisted upon
the assurance of authenticity. Hence arose the
custom of testing relics.
Those possessed by
Arians and found in Arian churches were subjected
to the ordeal by fire by order of the Spanish
Council of Caesar Augustus in 592. This custom
'

astics like

was common in

later centuries, and liturgical forms
were used in connexion with the test.'^ Before the

15th cent, the traffic in relics Avas forbidden, as
well as the showing of them outside a reliquary
and the stealing of them. No new relics were to

be venerated without due authority, and bishops
were to prevent fictions and false documents about
relics from being circulated.^
Where the cult was
so deeply rooted, and where relics, whether true or
had
false,
already wrought miracles, not even the
highest authority could destroy popular belief in
them. But, as their abuse was one of the grievances of the Reformers, the Council of Trent tried
to regulate some of its more notorious aspects
their superstitious use, the association of filthy
lucre with them, and the degradation of the visitation of relics into revels while no new miracles
were to be acknowledged or new relics recognized
unless the bishop of the diocese had taken cognizance of and approved them.
The custom of building
(c) Eelics in churches.
a chapel over a martyr's body gave rise in the
time of Constantine to that of building churches
over tombs of great apostles or martyrs. From
the middle of the 4th cent, it also became customary
to build a church in memory of a martyr and to
bring to it his relics, or to place such relics in an
existing church. This gave rise to continual traus-

—

—

—

I?tion of relics.
The translation, whether of whole
or of partial remains, was effected with great reverence and pomp. It first occurred in the East, an
early example being that of the remains of SS.
Andrew, Luke, and Timothy to Constantinople.
The Westerns for some time shrank from meddling

with bodies, once they were buried, although the
remains of St. Stephen are found first at Calama
and then at Hippo in St. Augustine's time, and
even in 593 Pope Gregory the Great wonders much
at the Eastern custom.'* Even when the West
accepted the custom, certain restrictions were imposed e.g., the sanction of the prince or bishop
and permission of a sacred synod had to be obtained,
In general,
as a council of Metz (813) appointed.
translation came to be preceded by miraculous
circumstances attending the discovery of remains.
When they were brought to the place api)ointed
for them, crowds of all ranks came to welcome
them and to accompany the procession with lamps
and candles. The relics were enclosed in costly
Similar
wrappings or in precious receptacles.
joyous scenes marked their passage through towns
on the M'ay. Usually the day was marked by a
;

yearly commemoration besides tlie day of the .saint.
An early example of the manner of translation
that of the body of Phocas to Constantinople is
given by St, Chrysostom,^ while a recent instance
is that of the remains of St. Aureliana from the
Catacombs of Rome to Cincinnati in 1870.
As the custom spread, the idea arose that no
church was complete without relics. Traces of this
are found in the 4th cent.,® and soon relics were
carefully sought for to place in new churches.
Where none could be obtained nearer, application
was made to Rome in the 7th and later centuries,
and a cloth (brandeum) consecrated by being held

—

—

;

passim.
7 J.
Ferrand, Disquisitio reliquiaria sive de suseipiendo et
suspecto earumdem nximero reliquiarum quce in diversis ecclesiis
servantur multitvdine, Lyons, 1647.
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was

sent.

Old churches were also
secration of a

Consiipplieil with relics.
cliurch witli relics under the altar

Mas made obligatory by the 2nd Council of Nica^a
As the altar had previously been built over
(787).

the body, so now relics were placed under it, or in
a cavity within it. There was also a reference to
the 'souls underneatli the altar' of Rev 6*. Both
in the Eastern and in Roman Catholic churches
the consecration of a church is attended by tiie
solemn ])lacing of relics in the altar. The cavity
in the altar is known as the sepnlrhrum, locxilns,
or confessio
and in the Latin Churcli it must
contain relics of two or, since 1906, one martyr. ^
;

In the Eastern Church antiminsia, or corporals, consecrated
at the dedication of a church, are used, but several may be
hallowed at the same time. Relics are pounded up with a
fragrant gum oil is poured over them by the bishop, and, distilling on to the corporals, is supposed to give them all the
virtue of the relics. The Eucharist must be celebrated on them
for seven days, after which they are sent forth as they are
wanted. In use this corporal is spread out on the altar at the
beginning of the liturgy. It is practically a portable altar."
;

Relics were sometimes placed at doors of churches,
where the faithful kissed them, and in various
parts of the architecture of the building, and were
also contained in precious reliquaries, in cupboards
on the left or right of the altar, or in sacristies.
They were also carried in processions, and were exhibited to the faithful, who were blessed with them,

Numerous pUgrims
specific day.
fenerally
ocked to the place for this purpose.
Booklets
which described the relics, and also aided the
pilgrims to follow the ceremonies at their public
exhibition, were for sale, and contained instructions
as to the indulgences to be obtained.
Receptacles of relics, or reliquaries, had a variety of names
on a

(area, capsa, capsella, pixidula, sancttiarium, gcrinmm, theca)
and were made of different materials wood, metal, bone, ivory,
glass.
Many of them were richly ornate. Their form was
equally various. Some were made to imitate a church, house,
Some had the form of a cross,
ship, tower, or sarcophagus.
others of a statuette, a bust, or a medallion. Still others were
shaped to resemble their contents foot, head, etc. Besides
reliquaries for use in churches, a smaller kind was made for

—

—

carrying on the person.

—

Relics
(/) Customs in connexion with relics.
being so sacred and powerful, an early custom
arose of taking oaths upon them. As prescribed
by Dagobert in 630, the compurgators placed their
hands on the capsa containing the relic. The
accused put his hands above theirs, asking God so
to help him and the relics under the hands which
he holds that he may not incur guilt in the matter
of which he is questioned.^ Another custom was
that of obtaining a saint's advice bj' laying on the
altar where his relics were a letter with a blank
sheet for the answer, which was sometimes given
in ^v^iting, sometimes not at all.* There is some
analogy here with modern methods of spirit-

The assistance of saints was also thouglit
writing.
to be obtained at ecclesiastical councils
by the
»
AVhile at first burial near
presence of their relics.
a martyr's grave was avoided, it soon became a
matter of strong desire to be interred near the relics
of a saint or martyr. St. Augustine wrote a treatise
in support of the practice.^
(g) Belies and miracles. —The veneration of relics
soon led to the belief in them as powerful to work
miracles. Being associated with the spirit of a
1 For the
ceremony see Remigius of Auxerre, de Bed. Eccl.
9; Pontifical of Egbert [Surtees Soc. Publications, vol. xxvii.),
London, 1S53 E. Martfene, de Antiquis Ecdesioi Ritibws, Venice,
'
1783
i. 341 f. and works cited there
;
CE, s.v. Consecration'; L. Duchesne, Christian Worship*.
Eng.
^
o tr.,) London,
1903, p. 399 ff.
- J. M.
Neale, Hist, of the Holy Eastern Church, London,
1850, pt. 1. Introd. p. 186. For the office used see J. Goar,
;

ERE

;

.
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dead saint or filled with his supernatural grace,
they were naturally sui)posed to possess such
miraculous powers as he had jwssessed in his lifetime.
A comparatively early instance of this, but
one which shows that the belief was already
strongly grounded, is found in St. Augustine's
account of the relics of St. Stephen first at Calama
and then at Hippo, He mentions as many as

seventy accounts of such miracles already written
within two years after the coming of the relics.
He describes the miracles as countless, and gives
cases of the cure of blindness and other diseases
even through flowers which had come into contact
with the relics, of cures of gout, fistula, stone, and
broken limbs, and of restoration of the dead to life.
Augustine's theory is that the martyrs died for the
faith of Christ and can now ask these benefits from
Him. The miracles attest the faith whicii preaches
the resurrection of the flesh to eternal life, whether
God acts directly, producing efl'ects in time, or by
His servants, perhaps using their spirits as He uses
men who are still in the body, or by means of
angels at the prayer of the martyrs. Augustine
also refers to miracles wrought through relics as
common in his time e.g. through those of Protasius

—

—

,

and Gervasius.i

Other early in.stances are the
miracles ascribed to the relics of St. Cyprian by
Gregory Nazianzen,'' and those recorded by St.
Gregory of Tours, especially in connexion with the
relics of St. Martin or with dust from the tomb of
the martyrs of Lyons.^ He also tells how a nail of
the Cross thrown into the Adriatic by Queen Radegund made it safe ever after for navigators. Pope
Gregory the Great, wliose veneration for relics was
extreme, cites many miracles by means of relics in

Where

his Epistles.

relics

—

Amulets

(Christian), vol. iii. p. 427".
While miracle-working relics in any given church or monastery
were usually welcomed as a source of revenue from the crowds
which flocked there, these crowds were sometimes a source of
annoyance to the course of monastic life.'

Relics were worn on the person as amulets from
early times, usually hanging in a case from the
neclc or in rings.
They warded ott" evil through
the union of the wearer with the saint whose relics

were worn. Warriors placed them in the hilts of
their swords kings wore them in their crowns and
regalia, or parts of crowns were themselves made
of most sacred relics e.g., the fillet of the iron
crown of Lombardy from one of the nails of the
Cross.
St. Thomas Aquinas discusses the propriety
of wearing relics round the neck as a protection,
and approves of the practice, provided ostentation
and superstition be avoided." This opinion was
;

—

challenged by other theologians.
1

de Civ. Dei, xxii. 8 f
de Gloria Mart. i. 50 and passim.
SS xl. Mar. 8

2 Orat. xviii.

.

3
rolke.>i,

Leipzig,
^ "'

were possessed by

churches and wrought miracles, it became common
in the 5th cent, to hang up models of limbs which
liad been cured
a practice continued long after.
At the translation of relics miracles were matters
of frequent occurrence, as well as at their exhibition, and at the shrines of famous saints.
From
the 6th cent, onwards, with increasing force during
the later Middle Ages, the credulity of the people
increased, and miracles by means of relics, genuine
or false, or by means of articles in contact with
them, or at the shrines which contained them, were
multiplied and were frequently of the most absurd
nature.
Not only were the sick healed, the blind
given sight, the dead raised, and demons tormented
or chased away, but relics cured or kept ott' poison,
had power over storms, thunder, rain or floods,
gave victory when carried in battle, or kept enemies
at a distance,'* overcame robbers, and supplied
succour of every kind. See also art. CllARMS AND

4 Cf.
Basil, Horn, in
5 J. C. L.
Gieseler,

A Compendium

Eng.
«

tr.,

Edinburgh, 1848-56,

Summa,

ii. ii.

qu. 96, art.

ii.

4.

311.

;

Greg. Naz. Bom. xviii.
of Ecclesiastical History*,
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Opposition to the cult of

relics.

— Cultured

pagans taunted the Christians with the cult of the
relics of martyrs —men hateful to gods and men'
and Julian inveighs with scorn against the practices in connexion with the tombs and relics of
martyrs and the worship of the wood of the Cross.
While some of tiie leaders of Christian tliought
'

(Eastern)
fact that matter as well as spirit recovered

through the Incarnation, Atonement, and Resurrection what it had lost as a
result of the Fall, a sufficient reason for the sanctity of relics.'

—

Although modern Roman Catholic theologians deprecate the
e.\travagances of the relic-cult, they find some justification, e.g.,
for keeping up that of doubtful relics in the scandal which
might be given to ignorant minds long accustomed to regard
them with devotion, if they were removed. V>'hether relics are
authentic or fictitious, if the prayer made before them is

protested against the extravagances of the cult,
most of them admitted its value. Protests arose,
however, from time to time against the whole

sincere, that

Vigilantius, a Spanish presbyter, wrote
against the cult and its superstitions, and describes
it as idolatry and insanity.
His work is known
only from the violent reply of St. Jerome, who
souls
maintains that the
of martyrs hover round
their relics, but that Christians neither worship
nor adore but only venerate relics of martyrs, in
order the better to adore the martyrs' God ^ a
statement hardly true of the popular attitude. In
connexion Avitli the iconoclastic controversy, the
emperor Constantine Copronymus desired the abolition of the cult of relics, though the iconoclasts
generally had no objection to them. Many relics
were thrown into the sea, and popular feeling was
aroused by the loss of such as had been highly
valued.
At a later date, in the West, Claude,
bishop of Turin (c. 817), desired to see religion
freed from superstition, and inveighed against the
use of relics, intercession of saints, and pilgrimages
to their shrines, while he caused the destruction
practice.

—

of relics in his diocese.
He was condemned by a
local synod. In his work, de Pignoribus Sanctorum,
Guibert, abbot of Nogent (t 1124), attacked the
worship of saints and relics, and its many anomalies
and absurdities e.g., reduplication of relics and,
in particular, he proved the imposture of the tooth
of Christ, alleged to be possessed by the monks of
St. Medard.* Among the mediaeval mystic groups
faith in relics was sometimes set aside, though not
by all. The pantheistic mystics of the 13th cent,
scoffed at the reverence paid to the bones of

—

—

martyrs.* Individual Reformers {e.g., Wyclif) and
reforming groups before the Reformation (Waldenses and Lollards) were opposed to all practices
connected with relics, and the Reformers themselves indignantly repudiated their use.
Calvin
wrote a Trait6 des reliques, in which he pours contempt upon them and those who believe in them.
The Thirty-Nine Articles of the Church of England
describe the Roman doctrine concerning them as
'
a fond thing, vainly invented (art. 22), and the
Second Book of Homilies (1563) is still more
emphatic. Since the 16th cent, the use of relics
has been abandoned in all Reformed chmches.
Nevertheless, so strong is the instinctive feeling of
reverence for anything pertaining to a great man
that various things belonging to famous divines
letters, books, apparel, furniture, and the like
'

—
—

are carefully treasured, and are objects of interest
and of some degree of reverence by both Protestant
and Catholic admirers. Further, in all Protestant
and Roman Catholic countries relics of interesting
personages of the past, apart from saints, are
often treasured with every sign of interest and
respect.

The modern Roman Catholic doctrine of relics is based on
that of the earlier theologians already cited, and is set forth by
the Council of Trent. The bodies of saints and martyrs were
the temples of the Holy Spirit and members of Christ, and will
be raised to eternal life. Therefore the faithful should venerate
them. Through them benelits are bestowed on men by God.
Hence those who deny the power of relics and the folly of the
visitation of them are to be condemned.
Reference is also
made bv the Catechism of Trent to such passages as Ac 515 1912,
2 K 1321, Sir 4S14. J. H. Newman finds in the view which
Christianity takes of matter as susceptible of grace, and in the
'

Ep.

cix.,
clvi.

'ad Riparium,'

Viijilant. viii. 4. 7.
Gieseler, iii. 335.
c.

2

PL

3

R. M. Jones, Studies in Mystical Religion, London, 1909, p.

187.-

667

ff.

;

is all

that matters.2

—

Conclusion.
Although reverence for the
remains of the dead or the treasuring of some of
their more personal belongings is natural and
instinctive, the preservation of these remains in
whole or in part for veneration, or as incentives to
greater faithfulness and goodness, or as reminders
of the example ottered by the lives of their whilom
owners, is a forcing of that instinct ])eyond its
There is not a little that is
legitimate place.
barbaric in the dividing up into larger or smaller
fragments of the mortal remains of a saint and
disseminating them over a wide area even for
purposes of veneration. The admitted great uncertainty which surrounds any relic, the certainty
of impudent fraud in the case of many, the gross
superstitions and abuses to which they liave given
rise and which have attended the cult from early
times, far outweigh any positive good which they
may ever have done.
There are some curious likenesses between the
classical and the Christian cult of relics.
Circumstances attending the discovery and translation of
relics, the rivalry of ditt'erent places for them,
fighting for or theft of them, falsifying and reduplication, the respect shown to them, the miracles
and prodigies associated with them, the safety
expected from them, are instances of these.* But,
while the influence of the pagan cult of relics upon
the origin of the Christian cult may be affirmed,
6.

most

of these likenesses owe their existence to
similar results following from similar conditions,
to influence from the pagan side.
There is also the fundamental difference already
noted viz. that pagan relics of heroes were almost
invariably enclosed in a tomb, were not divided
up, and Avere not visible, while those of saints were
at an early date dismembered, enclosed in reliquaries, and made visible to the faithful.

rather than

—

—
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J. de Launoy, de Cura
Ecclesice pro Sanctis et Sanctorum Reliquiis, Paris, 1660 E.
Le Blant, Le Vol des reliques, do. 1886 A. Luchaire, Le
Culte des reliques,' Revue de Paris, 1900, p. 195 P. E. Lucius,
Die Anfiinge des Heiligenkults in der christlichen Kirehe, ed.
G. Anrich, Tiibingen, 1904 L. F. A. Maury, Hist, des religions
de la Grice antique, Paris, 1857, ii. 52 f. W. Palmer, Dissertations on Subjects relating to the 'Orthodox' or 'EasternCatholic Communion, London, 1853, p. 261 ff.
P. Parfait,
La Foire aux reliqxies, Paris, 1879 F. Pfister, Der Reliquienkult im Altertum, Giessen, 1909-12 (in RVV); J. A. S. Collin
de Plancy, Dictionnaire critique des reliques, Paris, 1821 P.
Saintyves, Les Saints, succcsseurs des dieiix, do. 1907 E. A.
Stiickelberg, Reliqulen und Reliquiare, Ziirich, 1896.
J. A. MacCulloch.
J.
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'
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;

;

;

'
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;
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'

;

;

;
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—

RELICS

The worship, adoration,
(Eastern).
or veneration of relics is widely dittused in Asia,
and is not wholly confined to the adherents of any
one religion, although chiefly practised by Buddlusts.
The Tridentine definition of relics as com'

prising

(1)

the bodies of the saints, or portions of

them, (2) such objects as the saints made use of
during their lives, or as were used at their raartyr1 An
Essay on the Development of Christian Doctrine,
London, 1845, p. 370 f.
2 CE xii. 738
L. Duchesne, Pastes ipiscopaux de I'aneienne
;

Gaule, Paris, 1894-1900, i. 340.
3 Cf. the
examples in §§ z, 3, and
Saintj'ves, p. 28 ff.

5,

and

also the details in

RELICS
non-Christian Asiatic usafje.
to the Bmldhists as iarlrlka,
'body-relics,' while class (2) is tGrmeAparibhogika,
'
used beinj; understood
objects used,' the term
in a wide sense as connoting 'closely connected

dom,'' applies
Class

(1) is

to

known

'

'

with.'

In Asia relic-worship rests on the same foundations as in Europe.
The relics may be venerated
simply as memorials of the sainted dead, serving,
like images, as points of attachment for the reverence and devotion of the pious ; or they may be
regarded as intrinsically possessing magical powers
which enable them to work miracles. The treasuring of relics as memorials or souvenirs of the dead
is a natural exhibition of emotion to which no
objection can be taken, but, when the relics are
believed to possess intrinsic magical properties,
the veneration of them passes into rank superstiThe
tion, open to every kind of abuse and fraud.
transition from the sentimental to the superstitious
veneration of relics invariably takes place in all
countries, so that the innocent sentiment is forgotten while the superstition develops a vast
mythology. The Buddhists further hold that the
honouring of relics is an act of the highest merit,
conferring much personal benefit on the worshipper.
In this article we propose to give a sketch of the
most prominent features of relic-worship as practised in Asia throughout the ages by the followers
of non-Christian religions.
I.
Buddhism.
The Buddhist cult from the
earliest age of Buddhism, as it is known to us from
the most ancient remains and documents until the
present day, has always been characterized by the
prominence of relic-worship. The practice is older
even than the historical religion of Gautama
Buddha, and may be traced back to the time of the

—

half-mythical former Buddhas about whom so
little has been ascertained.
great tower, or
stupa, a few miles from Sravasti enshrined the
relics of Kasyapa Buddha, the predecessor of
'

'

A

Gautama. The relics comprised his entire body.
That statement seems to indicate that in the
remote times when Kasyapa lived burial rather
than cremation was the approved method for disposing of the remains of a notable saint.^ Tlie
erection of the stupa was ascribed to Asoka, but
his building must have been raised on the site
of a more ancient memorial.
footprint reputed to be that of Kasyapa
Buddha was venerated at a place to the west of
the Indus.^ Hiuen Tsiang saw a miraculous image
of the same
former Buddha to the north-west
of the Bodhi-tree. The pilgrims also note the commemoration of the birth-places of Krakuchanda
and Kanakamuni (Konagamana), the other semihistorical former Buddhas,' who preceded Kasyapa.
Asoka, in or about 255 B.C., enlarged for the
second time the stupa of the last-named saint, and
almost certainly that building must have contained
relics of his body.
Other notices of a similar kind
exist.
The inference is reasonable that relicworship had been established as an element in the
cult of the former Buddhas centuries before the
appearance of Gautama Buddha in the world.
The religion of the 'former Buddhas,' whatever it
was, seems to have arisen in the sub-IIimalaj'an
plain lying to the north of the modern Basti
District in the United Provinces. The origin of
Buddhist relic - worship, consequently, may be
assigned to the same region.
Relic-worshi}) as practised by the followers of
Gautama Buddha began with the proceedings
connected with his funeral, when the relics of his

A

'

'

'

_

'

'

1

2

Cone. Trid., aes3. xxir., as qiioted in EBr"^ xxiii. 59.
Hiuen Tsiang, in S.
Fa-Hian, Travels, ch. xxi.
;

burnt body were collected by the Brahman named

Drona and distributed among eight kings.'
Drona himself retained the vessel in which the
'

fragments were gathered together, while another
the embers from the pyre as his
share of the sacred spoil. Ten famous monuments
were erected accordingly over the relics thus
obtained, and in due course each appears to have
become the centre of an important group of

Brahman took

The

story of the distold originally in the
MahdparinibbuTui Sutta and retold in a multitude
of other books, need not be repeated here.
The fragments of bone deposited with extreme
religious establishments.
trilmtion of the relics, as
'

reverence in the early stiipa at I'iprjlwa on the
Basti-Nepal frontier by the Sakyas of Kapilavastu
may represent one of the original eight shares.
Ilelic-worship clearly must have been a wellestablished practice long before the death of
Gautama Buddha. P'rom the time of that event
(c. 483 B.C.) until now it has always been one of
the most prominent features of the external
Buddhist cult, clo.sely associated in India, Ceylon,
and Burma with all holy localities and places of
pilgrimage, and consequently with the development of religious art in every form. Buddhists
believe that their Master himself directed the
veneration of his relics as a pious duty. Whether
he did so or not, the supposed duty has been
zealously performed.
The four canine teeth, the two collar-bones, and
the frontal bone of Buddha were termed the
'seven great relics.' The other fragments, which
were numerous, were believed to comprise grains

no bigger than a mustard seed.'^ The relics so
were gradually dispersed all over the
Buddhist world, the dispersal being associated by
legend with the name of Asoka. Some of the
pieces, genuine or supposititious as the case may
be, have become the subject of long histories,
among which the story of the tooth-relic in Ceylon
is the most famous.
The reputed hairs and nailparings of Buddha, which have supplied many
reliquaries, are venerated as fervently as the
relics believed to have come from his funeral pyre.
The paribhogika relics, or objects in some way
connected closely with the person of Buddha,
command similar reverence. The Buddhist passion
for relic- worship is so ardent that anything said to
be a relic is certain to secure much popular attention, without serious criticism of its genuineness.
The relics need not be either those of Buddha
hiuiself or objects associated with him personally
fragments of the bodies of the saints and things
used by or connected with them are valued almost
as highly. The Tibetans carry their interest in
relics of recently deceased or even living Lamas to
a disgusting extreme.^
The smaller objects of veneration naturally were
enclosed in suitable reliquaries or caskets, which
were made of various materials, including among
collected

;

others soapstone or steatite, rock-crystal, bronze,

and gold. Many examples have been discovered in India, Ceylon, and elsewhere. Three
specially notable examples may be mentioned.
The earliest known specimen appears to be the
steatite reliquary found in the extremely ancient
Piprawa strlpa, erected probably soon after the
death of Buddha. There is reason to believe that
the fragments of bone in that casket were genuine
relics of Gautama Buddha, and that they were
enshrined not long after his decease bj' his Sakya
clansmen but absolute proof of the genuineness
of the relics is necessarily unobtainable, and the
silver,

;

1

Beal,

Buddhist Records of the Western World, London, 1906, ii. 13.
3
Voyage de Song Yun, ed. E. Ciiavannes, Hanoi, 1903, p. 42.
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2

SBE xi.

[1900] 131

ff.

Bigandet, The Life or Legend of Gaudama*, ii. 89.
A. Waddell, Lhasa and its Mysteries, London, 1905,

3 L.

p. 397.
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date of the

monument is the subject
The reliquary, with a

of difierences

crystal bowl
and other vessels, stood on the bottom of a massive
coffer measuring 4 ft. 4 in. by 2 ft. 8^ in. by 2 ft.
2^ in. constructed with perfect skill from a single
block of fine sandstone. Another exceptionally

of opinion.'

interesting reliquary is the gold casket from a
stupa at Bimaran between Kabul and Jalalabad,
enriched with Hellenistic repousse figures.
third is the Kaniska casket made of an alloy of
copper and found in the ruins of the great stupa at

A

Peshawar. 2

The pious people Avho deposited relics in carefully-prepared, costly receptacles usually honoured
the precious fragments by placing Avith them a
multitude of objects of intrinsic or artistic value,
All the
including jewellery of various kinds.
known examples of ancient Indian jewellery seem
The workto come from such honorific deposits.
manship both in metals and in gems is of high
are thus indebted to relic-worship
quality.
for the greater part of such knowledge as we
concerning the jeweller's art in ancient
{ossess
ndia.
Kelics, whether Sarlrika or parihhogika, were
usually secured against accidents by burial in a
'
(thupa, 'tope,' dagoba'), which in its early

We

stfipa

Indian form was a low solid cupola of massive
masonry, with a relic-chamber in the interior,
ordinarily placed near the base. Such buildings,
although not so difficult to enter as the Egyptian
pyramids, were sufficiently impenetrable to offer
no small degree of security. Some ancient monuments of the kind preserve their secret inviolate
to this day, some were despoiled ages ago, and
others have yielded their treasures to keen archaeAlthough stupas were
ologists in recent times.
built occasionally merely as memorial towers to
mark sacred spots, and in that case contained no
internal chamber, most of them in ancient times
were erected specially for the purpose of enshrining in safety highly venerated relics of either

Buddha

or his saints.
The modern chorten (q.v.),
the equivalent of the stupa in Tibet, rarely contains relics.

The

with the low solid hemisphere of
Piprawa and ending with the slender Chinese
pagoda, is a long one. That long development
would never have taken place but for the cult of
relics.
Most of the important groups of early
Buddhist sacred buildings, especially in India and
Ceylon, comprising monasteries, temples, and
structures of many other kinds, were formed round
a relic stiipa as the nucleus and in that way the
;

worship of relics may be described with approximate accuracy as being the foundation of the art
of architecture in its application to the special
purposes of Buddhist religion and public worship.
Reginald Farrer justly observes
:

thanks to the cult

of relics that Ceylon possesses such
And the tremendous artistic
a store of ancient shrines.
impetus that the competition of shrine-building aroused was of
It is

inestimable service to national activities, to the consolidation
and centralization of the Cinhalese Kingdom.' S

The same cause operated more or
countries of Asia in the same way

less in other
;

just as in

Europe the cathedrals at Gloucester and many
other places were built from the proceeds of the
offerings of pilgrims visiting the enshrined relics
of reputed saints and martyrs.
The stupas erected in Buddhist countries to
provide safe custody and permanent honour for
relics include soine of the largest buildings in the
world.
The most considerable structures of the
See I A xxxvL [1907] 117-124.
Smith, A Hist, of Fine Art in India and Ceylon,
Oxford, 1911, pis. Ixxiv. and Ixxv.
3 In Old
Ceylon, London, 1908, p. 233.
1

2 V. A.

kind still standing probably are those to be
found in Ceylon and Burma. The ancient stiipa
at Anuradhapura in Ceylon, commonly, although
inaccurately, called the Jetawanarama, stands on
a stone platform nearly 8 acres in extent, and is
251

still

ft.

The Shw6 Dagon pagoda

high.

Rangoon, a more modern building, 368

ft.

at

high in

its existing form,'
reputed to contain within its
mass eight hairs of Gautama Buddha, as weU as
the bathing-garment of Kasyapa, the water-dipper
of Konagamana, and the staff of Krakuchanda
'
former
i.e. articles used by the three latest of the
is

—

Buddhas.'

Among

the destroyed stupas, one of the greatest

was the famous monument at Peshawar constructed
c. A.D.
100 by Kaniska [q.v:). The relic-casket
excavated from its foundations has been referred
to above.

gigantic monument at Boro Budur in Java
essentially a stupa, but there is no record of its
erection or of the relics which may lie hidden
somewhere in its recesses.
Buddhist public worship in India and Ceylon
during the early days centred in the xeWc-stupas,
which formed the goals of innumerable pilgrimKings emulated one another in the lavishages.
ness of the ceremonial with which the relics were
first enshrined and then from time to time exhibited
The best descriptions of such
to the faithful.
ceremonies are those given repeatedly in the
Mahdvariisa, a monastic chronicle of Ceylon,
written about the 5th century A.D.
Ch. xix. relates how the site of the Mahavihara was consecrated in the presence of an enormous international assemblage
of monks, including deputations from the foreign lands designated as Pallavabhogga (? Persisv) and Alasanda the city of the
Yonas,' probably meaning Alexandria in Egypt Ch. xxx. is
devoted to an exposition of the glories of the spacious relicchamber, and ch. xxxi. describes fully the enshrining of the
The
relics and the many miracles accompanying the act.
theory governing the proceedings is frankly stated at the end
of ch. xxx. in these words
If the wise man who is adorned with the good gifts of faith,
has done homage to the blessed (Buddha) the supremely venerable, the highest of the world, who is freed from darkness,
while he was yet living, and then to his relics, that were dispersed abroad by himwho had in view the salvation of mankind and if he then understands— "herein is equal merit"—
then indeed will he reverence the relics of the Sage even as
the blessed (Buddha himself) in his lifetime. '2
The same intense belief in the efficacy of relics
still prevails ; and, when occasion arises, as on the
presentation of the Piprawa relics to the king of

The

is

'

:

'

;

story of the stupa as an architectural form,

beginning

'

(Eastern)

Siam, the sacred objects are welcomed with extreme
enthusiasm, although the splendour of the ancient
ceremonial in Ceylon may not be emulated.
In A.D. 1763 certain pagodas at Shwebo in Burma
were dedicated by the four queens of the reigning
monarch. At the close of 1902, thieves having
rifled the contents of one of the buildings, the
local authorities decided to open the other pagodas
and remove the treasures enshrined in them to a
silver scroll, forming part of
place of safety.
the deposit and then taken out, records the motives
which influenced one of the royal ladies to erect
her pagoda.

A

'Finally,' she observes,

'by virtue of the merit acquired by

me through buDding this pagoda,
may I enjoy such

in

which the

relics of

Buddha

happiness and prosperity as
cannot be disturbed and detracted [from] in every form of existence counting from the present one till the attainment of
NirodxM, and, like Visakha and Queen Anoja, may I attain
Nirvana, without the necessity of further transmigration, at
the feet of the coming Buddha Ari Metteyya.' In the preceding
sentences Her Majesty had invoked similar benefits for the
king, the members of the royal family, the ministers and
officials, and had prayed that the spirits of the pagodas, trees,
the earth, and the sky, together with the ogres, ghouls, and
ghosts, who inhabit the declivities of the earth,' might share in
her merit and keep constant watch and ward over her pagoda. 3

are enshrined,

'

The document affords interesting and conclusive
modern practice of relic-worship in

proof that the
1

^Br"

3

Ann. Rep.

2

Tr. Geiger, p. 208.
Archceol. Survey of India, 1903-04, p. 150.
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Buddhist countries

turned to extremely practical
purposes. The relics are regarded as an excellent
and profitable investment. It is clear that in the
Slnveto case no trouhle whatever was taken to
verify the alle^^ed relics, because another scroll in
one of the adjoining
pagodas declares that the
is

Buddha consisted of 30U1 large pieces,
with the same number of small
pieces, besides a
relics

of

—

multitude of other fragments still more minute
is
The so-called
manifestly incredible.
relics were placed in an amber bowl of great value,
which was enclosed in a miniature pagoda made of
The miscellaneous objects
silver, gold, and gla.ss.
deposited in the relic-chambers as honorific and

which

protective additions by the queens include an
variety of things, hundreds in

extraordinary

number, and duly catalogued

in the accompanying inscriptions. Besides many jewels and articles
of gold and silver, the collection comprises
copper
or brass models of war-boats, cannon, and arms
of various kinds.
The figures of soldiers, horses,
and elephants, with the miniature guns and
were
intended
to protect the relics.
weapons,
Thirty-four years later (1797) P. Hiram Cox,
the British Resident at Rangoon, was allowed to
inspect the collection prepared for deposit in
another new pagoda, the relic-chamber of which
nieasured no less than 61^ ft. square on the inside.
The objects deposited, although not quite so varied
in character as those collected by the queens, were
numerous and included the strange item, ' one of
Dr. Priestley's machines for impregnating water

with fixed air.' Ancient honorific deposits Avere
ordinarily restricted to jewellery using that term
in a wide sense
and coins, including specimens
valuable as rarities or curiosities. That practice
explains the frequent occurrence of Roman coins
of various reigns in the stupas of Afghanistan and
the Pan jab.
Relic-worship attained its highest prominence in
ancient India and Ceylon. Burma comes next in
devotion to the cult.
In all other Buddhist
countries the adoration of relics is but a minor
incident of popular religion. The Sera monastery
to the north of Lhasa prides itself on the possession
of the metal thunderbolt [vajra, or dorje) of the
god Indra, which fell down from heaven, and was
iised by Buddha; but Tibet, on the whole, sets
little store upon ancient relics, while keen on
the quest of relics, even the most offensive, of
recent or living Lamas, which are believed to
possess magical curative properties of the highest
value.

—

—

Certain monasteries in China rejoice in their
custody of famous relics but the number of notable places of the kind does not seem to be great.
One of the most celebrated of such ]daces is the
temple, or stupa, on the Five-peaked Mountain
(U-tai-shan) in N. China, built by a Wai sovereign
in the 5th century.' The
absurdity of the cult of
relics has not escaped the ridicule of Chinese
scholars.
In A.D. 819 Han Wan-kung, an eminent
writer and statesman, deeply oflended the
reigning emperor by mocking at the honours paid to an
alleged finger-bone of Buddha, preserved at a
His
pagoda in the prefecture of Fung-tseang.
candour was punished by oHicial degradation, and
he narrowly escaped execution. But ordinarily,
in all countries, sceptics have been content to
preserve a discreet silence.
Japan, Korea, and Siam seem to care little for
relics properly so called,
although the Siamese
venerate a much-esteemed alleged footprint of
;

Buddha.

Burma excepted, most modern Buddhist countries
prefer to expend their devotional enthusiasm on
1
Sylvain Levi, Le Nipal, Paris, 1905, i. 336 ; P. London,
Lhasa, London, 1905, ii. 267.
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ima,ges rather than on alleged relics.
Sometimes
copies of the sacred books serve the same purpose
as relics and are used to consecrate
by their
presence stupas or pagoiias, l)uilt primarily to gain
a store of merit for the donor.
In Burma 'pagodas are built over relics of the
Huddha, or
niodels of them, over the eight utenaila of a
mendicant, or
imitations of them, and over copies of the sacred books.' i

No work of merit,' the same author observes, is
so richly paid as the building of a
pagoda,' and
the structure, in order to have proper eHicacy,
must be sanctiiied by the inclusion of relics, if
•

'

practicable, and, when they are not available, by
the best procurable substitute.
In ancient India
also copies of sacred texts, such as the twelve
Nidanas or the so-called 'Buddhist creed,' were
often used as a substitute for relics in order to
give the requisite sanctity to a stfipa or an

image.
2.

Brahmanical Hinduism.— The veneration of

seems to be practically unknown, to Brahmanical Hindus, one reason being that their illdefined religion has no recognized founder like
Jesus Christ, Buddha, or Muhammad. All accounts agree that the rude log which does duty as
the image of Jagannath {q.v.) at Puri encloses a
mysterious deposit which is transferred when the
relics

image

is periodically renewed; and,
according to
one story, the deposit consists of the bones of the
demi-god Krsna.^ If the deposit really consists of
bones, the fact may be regarded as a survival of
Buddhist relic-worship. The cult of Jagannath
certainly is connected with Buddhism.^
It would be difficult to specify any clear instance
of relic-worship practised by Brfihrnanical Hindus.
The honours paid to reputed footmarks of Visnu
(Visnu-pada, -pdduka) resemble those rendered by

the Jains to the vestiges of their Tirthafikaras,
of their Prophet,
but are not exactly relic-worship.
The statement of Fergusson, that
3. Jainism.
the Jains have no veneration for relics, '••
although
possibly true for the present day, is not quit«
correct with reference to ancient times. Jain
stupas, indistinguishable from Buddhist ones in
appearance, were numerous, and some of them
may have contained relics, although no record of
the existence of such contents has been published.

and by Muhammadans to those

—

'

Bhagwan Lai Indraji, refen-ing in general terms
to Jain literature, asserts that the
early Jains
honoured bone relics of the Tirthahkaras, corresponding to Buddhas, and that survivals of the
ancient relic-worship may be traced in modern
practice.

He states that 'at the present day the Jain Sddhus of the
Kharatara gackchha use for worship a five-toothed sandal
goblet called thdpand, and this is a copy of the jaws of the
Tlrthaiikaras. So the Jaina nuns or sddhvis use for worship as
thdpand a kind of shell (Jaiihha), which they take to be the
knee-bones of Mahavirasvami.' *

A

Jain sttlpa was built in honom- of Akbar's
teacher, Hiravijaya Suri, who was
cremated in A.D. 1592 at Una or Unnatpur in the
Various miracles
Jiinagarh State, KathiaAvar.
having occurred at the spot, the stupa was erected
to mark the holy ground.
It has not been described, and may or may not contain relics.'
Recent European works on Jainism do not make
friend and

any

allusion

to

either

relic-worship or stupas.

Mrs. Stevenson, however, mentions that childless
women attending the funeral of a nun strive to
tear a piece from the dead sddhvVs dress, believing
Shway Yoe (J. G. Scott), Burma, London, 1886, p. 123.
2 W.
Ward, A View of the Hist., Lit., and Mythology of the
Hindoos, Serampore, 1815, ii. 163.
3 See N. N.
Vaa\i, The Modem Buddhism and its Followers in
1

Orissa, Calcutta, 1011, p. 158.
4 Hist,
of Ind. and E. Architecture^, ii. 3.
5 Actes du sixih)ie
eongris d'Orientalistes, Paris, 1865, pt.
p. 142.
6

Jaina-Shdsana, Benares,

Mra

S. 2437, A.D. 1910, p. 128.
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that

ensure their having children.^
a near approach to relic-worship.

it will

practice

is

That

the treasuring
4. Muhammadanism.— Although
and veneration of relics are hardly consistent with
the spirit of Islam, Musalmans have followed to
some slight extent the example of their heathen

neighbours and have been tempted occasionally to
cherish and reverence tangible memorials of their
Such limited compliance with nonPropliet.
Muslim practice has not produced any considerable
effects, and the few instances of Muhammadan
reverence for relics which can be cited are detached

phenomena with no

Certain

special significance.

places pride themselves on the possession of hairs
from Muhammad's beard. Two such relics (dsd)-)
were brought to Bijapur in the Deccan, India, at
some time in the reign of Sultan Ibrahim II.
'Adilshah of Bijapur (1580-1626), and were deposited in a palace now known as the Asar Mahal,
'
Relic House,' where they are treated with much
reverence. Even foreign Muliammadan potentates
send rich ofi"erings in honour of the relics, which
are venerated by a special ceremonial on the
^
The box in
Prophet's birthday, 12th Rabi' I.
which they are kept is never opened, so that ' no
^
one living has seen the relic'
Rohri (Rurhi) in
Sind boasts of a similar treasure, a single hair,
which is kept in a jewelled gold case in a shrine
named the War, or Wal, Mubarak, a building
erected for the purpose by Nur Muhammad in or
about A.D. 1745. The relic is exhibited to the
faithful once a year, when, by means of some
trick, it is made to rise and fall, the movement
being regarded by the crowd as supernatural.*
'

In the Mogul armies, before the introduction of European
tactics, an elephant always marched in the van, bearing on its
head a long pole, from which floated a large flag. Sometimes
this was followed by another elephant carrying a rich howdah,
on which was placed a box containing a priceless relic, which
usually was, if one may believe it, an actual hair from Mahomet's
beard.' "

Certain relics of the Prophet are kept in the
at Constantinople and visited by
the Sultan at the beginning of a new reign.®
The reputed footprints of the Prophet on rocks
or slabs of stone are venerated in many places,
which need not be specified. J. Burgess mentions
examples at Ahmadabad, Gaur, and Delhi,'' and
many more might be collected from various
countries.
The honours paid to the tombs of
numerous joirs, or reputed saints, in Muhammadan
lands are near akin to relic-worship, but are not
quite the same thing.
LiTERATURa— Innumerable books dealing with the Buddhist
cult treat more or less fully of relic-worship. Some of those
books have been cited in the text. Works deserving of special

Topkapu Palace

mention are
trr. of the travels of the Chinese
Pilgrims,
especially Fa-Hian (q.v.) and Hiuen Tsiang (see Yoan-Chwang),
by various authors; P. Bigandet, The Li/e or Legend 0}
Gaudama*, popular re-issue, 2 vols., London, 1914 H. Kern,
Manual 0/ Indian Buddhism, Strassburg, 1896 R. Spence
Hardy, Eastern Monachism, London, 1850, A Manual of
M. Monier - Williams, Buddhism^,
Budhism^, do. 1880
do. 1890, lect. xvii.
J. Fergusson, Hist, of Indian and
Eastern Architecture'', 2 vols., do. 1910
H. H. Wilson,
A riana Antiqua, do. 1841 Mahdvarfisa, tr. L. C. Wijesinha,
Colombo, 1889 tr. W. Geiger, The Mahavathsa ; or, The Great
Chronicle of Ceylon, London (PTS), 1912 L. A. Waddell, The
Buddhism of Tibet, or Lamaism, do. 1895 A. Wylie, Bud:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

'

;

dhist Relics,' in Chinese Researches, Shanghai, 1897 W. P.
Yetts, Notes on the Disposal of Buddhist Dead in China,'
JRAS, 1911, pp. 699-725.
;

'

Vincent A. Smith.

RELIEF CHURCH.— See Presbyterianism.
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—

I.

Introduction.

—

The

i.

subject. From time to time men find themselves
forced to reconsider current and inherited beliefs
and ideas, to gain some harmony between present
and past experience, and to reach a position which
shall satisfy the demands of feeling and reflexion
and give confidence for facing the future. If, at
the present day, religion, as a subject'of critical or
scientific inquiry, of both practical and theoretical
significance, has attracted increasing attention,
this can be ascribed to {a} the rapid progress of
scientific

knowledge and thought

;

(b)

the deeper

intellectual interest in the subject; (c) the widespread tendencies in all parts of the world to
reform or reconstruct religion, or even to replace
'
it by some body of thought, more
rational and
'

'scientific' or less 'superstitious'; and {d) the
effect of social, political, and international events
of a sort which, in the past, have both influenced

and been influenced by religion. Whenever the
ethical or moral value of activities or conditions is
questioned, the value of religion is involved ; and
all deep-stirring experiences invariably compel a
reconsideration of the most fundamental ideas,
whether they are explicitly religious or not.
Ultimately there arise problems of justice, human
destiny, God, and the universe ; and these in turn
involve problems of the relation between ' religious
and other ideas, the validity of ordinary knowledge, and practicable conceptions of 'experience'
'

and

'

reality.'

The very nature

of the subject, therefore, forbids any onesided treatment. No one particular aspect or phase can form
the basis ; nor can it be ignored that upon no otherjsubject are
differences of opinion so acute, and the risk of causing offence
and pain so great. The subject of religion inevitably involves
both the ' non-religious,' or secular, and the anti-religious
(irreligious, blasphemous, etc.); and, while its very intimacy
compels a restrained and impartial treatment, its importance
demands an impartiality and objectivity which in turn may
None the less, the actual problems
easily seem
irreligious.'
are such that, */ any critical or scientific treatment is once
legitimate (and everywhere there is a tendency to treat quite
freely the religion which is not one's own), it must be pursued
as thoroughly as possible, with the consideration for the convictions of others that one would ask for one's own (the Golden
Rule of criticism) and with the clearest recognition of the fact
that the subject concerns the most vital beliefs and practices of
human beings, all of whom may, on purely scientific grounds,
be regarded as closely related physiologically and psychologi'

'

'

—

cally.!

2.

ever

Definitions.^ —

(1)

The term

'religion,'

what-

best definition, clearly refers to certain
characteristic types of data (beliefs, practices,
Its use prefeelings, moods, attitudes, etc.).
supposes criteria, and therefore some preliminary
its

conception of what does and what does not come
under the category.
But it soon appears that
there is no absolute gulf between religion and
what, in some one respect or other, closely approxi-

mates

Diff"erent people
{e.g., art, morality).
line differently.
man will be swayed by
his conception of what religion is or is not ; but
it

A

draw the

such conceptions vary, not only among individual
members of the same society, but even in the lifetime of any one of them. Only in the course of
his mental or psycliical growth does a man acquire
the conception and come to distinguish between
1 On
standpoints and methods of inquiry reference ma3' be
made to S. A. Cook, The Study of Religions, London, 1914.

2 Two derivations are
familiar, one from relegere (so Cicero,
de Nat. Dear. ii. 28 ' qui autem omnia, quae ad cultum deorum
:

1

2

3
*

The Heart of Jainism, London, 1915, p. 232.
G. Watt, Indian Art at Delhi, 1903, London,

BG

A.

1903, p. 431.

xxiii. [1884] 620-623.

W. Hughes,

1876, p. 679

;

Gazetteer of the Province of SindS, Bombay,
H. Cousens, Archceol. Survey Progress Report of
1897, p. 9; IGI, s.v. 'Rohri,' with

W. India, 1S96-97, do.

amended

date.
A. Dubois, Hindu Manners, Customs and Ceremonies^,
tr. H. K. Beauchamp, Oxford, 1906, p. 672 f.
6
Morning Post, 29th April 1909.
7 Archceol.
Survey of W. India, viii. [1905] 20.
5 J.

pertinerent, diligenter retractarent, et tanquam relegerent,
sunt dicti religiosi, ex relegendo, ut elegantes ex eligendo,
tanquam a diligendo diligentes, ex intelligendo intelligentes, his
enim in verbis omnibus inest vis legendi eadem, quae in
religioso'), the other from religare (so Lactantiiis, Div. Inst.
iv. 28 :
hoc vinculo pietatis obstricti deo et religati sumus
unde ipsa religio nomen accepit'). But, whether religio was
what is re-read and reflected upon, or whether it had the idea
of obligation, what was more to the point was the meaning
of religio and its relation to superstitio (see Mayor's note on
de Nat. Dear., loc. cit.).
'

;

RELIGION
and this developgreatest personal significance for the individual finds an analogy in the
history of the race, where the distinctions which
we draw {e.g., between religion and law or ethics)
are not found among rudimentary or backward
Herein lies the fundamental importance
peoples.
How and why do we come
of such questions as
to distinguish the 'religious' from the 'nonreligious'?, Is there a border-line?, and If we
rely upon a prior definition, how did that definition originate? Consequently, the subject is seen
to involve not only (a) the various beliefs and
practices which obviously belong to the subjectmatter, but also (b) the mental or jisychical aspects
of all the individuals concerned.
In a word,
besides the ordinary stock of religious data, one
has to consider the individuals who, as a result of
certain vicissitudes in their development, have the
beliefs which are called religious,' or who, again
as a result of their experiences, will differentiate
between the religious, the non-religious, and the
wliat

ment

and what
— which
of

is

is

is

not

relit,'ion

tlie

;

—

:

'

anti-religious.^

(2) A survey of the numerous definitions of
religion would be more informing than any new
one that might be proposed. Even the simple
minimum suggested by E. B. Tylor (religion is

'the belief in spiritual beings') at once brings in
the question of the nature of these beings, the
origin of the belief, and its validity for every individual.^
Every definition ultimately implies
theories of reality and indicates the place that
religion should hold in the world of life and
thought.' Directly or indirectly, some very significant terms are involved (e.g., ' death,' heaven,'
'

These require
and justification, and, when pursued
the
ideas
concern
man's
logically,
ultimately
whole body of thought, both religious and non'sacred,'
definition

'supernatural,'

etc.).

In general, the definitions themselves
are a valuable contribution to men's conceptions
of what religion was, is, or should be.
They convincingly demonstrate the personal interest in the
even the one-sided and unsympathetic
subject
definitions show how intimately the self feels itself
at stake. They point to subjective convictions of
the most vital importance they characteristically
recognize a gulf between man and the divine,'
while at the same time emphasizing feelings of the
closest relationship with or the most absolute
dependence upon a higher Power.' Especially
characteristic are (a) the admission of the strength,
support, peace, and consolation afiorded by religion,
and (b) the intensifying and
of
sanctifying
otherwise non-religious phases of life and thought.
The eti'ects of religion are seen to be varyingly
1 On the
genetic and psychological treatment of the subject see below, § lo. On the importance of tracing these differentiations cf. A. Sidgwick, DistiJietion and the Criticism of

religious.

:

;

'

'

'

'

'

'

Bcliefi,
1901.
2 PC?*

'

'

London, 1S92, The Use of Words in Reasoning, do.

i. 424.
For criticisms of definitions see J. H. Leuba, A
Psychological Study of Religion : its Origin, Function, and
Future, New York, 1912, ch. ii. and appendix E. Durkheini,
The Elementary Forms of the Religious Life, Eng. tr., London,
G. Galloway, The Philosophy of Religion,
1915, bk. i. ch. i.
Edinburgh, 1914, ch. iv. Durkheim's definition may be noticed
'A religion is a unified system of beliefs and practices relative
to sacred things, that is to say, things set apart and forbidden
beliefs and practices which unite into one single moral community called a Church, all those who adhere to them (Fr. ed.
;

;

:

—

'

tio, Eng. tr. p. 47).
Galloway (p. 1S4) suggests tentatively
that religion is man's faith in a power beyond himself whereby
he seeks to satisfy emotional needs and gain stability of life,

p.

'

and which he expresses

in

Webb (Group

acts of

worship and service.'

Theories of Religion, London and New
on the other hand, ' I do not myself
believe that Religion can be defined.'
'
* Cf. the words of E. Caird
A man's religion, if it is sincere,
is that consciousness in which he takes
up a definite attitude
to the world, and gathers to a focus all the
meaning of his
Of course, the man's world may be, and in earlier times
life.
is, a
comparatively naiTow one' (Evolution of Religion^,

C. C. J.

York, 1916,

p. 59) asserts,

:

Glasgow, 1S94,

i.

81).
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emotional and intellectual, leading to practical,
social, aesthetic, si)eculative, and other etiorts.
The results for the individual are now narrow and

and now broad, self-less, and social ; and
while, on the one hand, religion typically has its
'
'
on the other, all the
supematuralistic aspects,
proiounder and more permanent values of life are
in some way religious or qua.si-religious, even
though the characteristic supernatural or other
In other
typical religious features be wanting.
words, there is that which is of supreme personal
significance, whether it concerns the self (1) alone,
or (2) in its relation to others, or (3) in its relation
to a higher Power.
Thus, as opposed to any
egoistic,

efforts to set religion in a

watertight compartment
there is evidence which represents it as
so
to
belonging
many phases of life that religious
data are, so to say, only a special form of otherwise non-religious data. Religion none the less
hence it is explicable
claims to be sui generis
why some observers see only the features which
distinguish religion from that whi<.li is nonreligious, whereas others do not recognize the distinctive features.
The paradox of the immanent
and the transcendent rests upon the fact that
certain kinds of experience and evidence tend to
destroy the distinctiveness of religion, whereas
other evidence as unmistakably compels or enhances the subjective convictions of the transcendence and distinctiveness of the divine. Other
paradoxes relate to this' world and the other,' to
the ideals for mankind and this life, and those
for a future which is felt to transcend this world.
Paradoxical features are also very marked in
the varying normal, abnormal, and pathological
aspects of religious life, whicii clearly prove that
the problems are ultimately Ixmnd up inextricably
with those of ordinary mundane existence. In
a word, the subject of religion inevitably involves
the problems of personality and existence, and the

by

itself,

;

'

'

'

'

'

'

life and thought.
Every reader tends to approach
the subject with certain more or less definite preconceptions touching some of the most essential

deeper vicissitudes of
3.

Method.

—

(1)

terms or elements of religion. Herein is clearly
seen the individual's implicit reliance upon his
personal experience, reflexion, and ideas of truth
and reality. But, since dillerences of opinion and
of method at once arise in the problems of religion,
it is impossible either to start with theories or
convictions of the ultimate realities or even to
adopt some one standpoint as opposed to another.
Yet, though much may be disputed, there can be no
dispute that men ditler profoundly over the ultimate facts, and that their inmost convictions will
tend to be entirely authoritative and to regulate
their lives.
So, e.g., whatever be the ultimate
realities underlying the data of p.sychical research
and the like (occultism, astrology, angelic visitations, etc.), no one can doubt that there are three
typical attitudes :^(a) believing, if not unduly
credulous
(6) incredulous, if not contemptuous
and (c) discriminating, on the basis of some authorThese are real facts of importance for human
ity.
nature and the history of religion, inasmuch as a
rational
of religion has to find a place
conception
for all the oviaence and dare not ignore the inconvenient data, from whatever side they are brought.
'

;

'

;

Now,

all beliefs (theological,

etc.),

and whatsoever they imply, have a value

scientific, political,

as apart from questions of historical credibility,
rationality, value, etc. ; and in religion as in
history much can be learned from the study of
beliefs, explanations, and the like, as apart from
their particular value for the inquirer and the
ultimate facts themselves.
Hence, although
religion concerns the most vital truths of man and
the universe, there can be a critical, objective, or

RELIGION
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treatment which considers, not the goal
or destiny of things, but men's beliefs and theories
on the subject not the ultimate facts, but men's
convictions of them not the final objective reality,
but religious and related conceptions of this
scientific

;

;

^

reality.
(2) Just as every religious individual has his non-religious
side and the term distinguishes certain data from those outside the category so an objective treatment of religion can aim
at a conception of religion which would find a legitimate place

—

—

the other conceptions which, forced by experience and
are necessary for a rational description of the
entire range of human experience. In other words, the best
conception of religion will not be severed from the best conceptions of all else that is relevant for religion is not something
in and by itself, but, in the whole world of life and thought,
has a part which has to be determined. Now, as a matter of
fact, quite characteristic of modern research has been the study
of religion along non-religious and purely technical lines and
from various points of view. But, owing partly to differences
of method, scope, and aim, and partly also to the difficulty of
controlling an enormous field, the more synthetical and comprehensive works have been no more convincing than the more
analytical and specialistic. Still, the collection of material and
the organization of it proceed pari passu improved methods
lead to a better treatment of the evidence, and the latter in
turn discovers defects in past methods. Everywhere difficult
problems^arise, and the persistent crux is the conflict between
the infelt conviction that religion can be handled in a waj' that
satisfies the reason and the individual's refusal to go against
his inmost convictions, even though these cannot be logically
or consistently formulated. Preliminary questions of method
thus become indispensable, for no one can approach the subject with an entirely blank mind. But these questions will
also serve another purpose ; for we have to assume that, between
the ultimate realities (whatever the3' may be found to be)
and current conceptions of them, there is no absolute gulf. Of
these conceptions we can gain some notion by continued comparison and classification and by psychological interpretation.
Moreover, only through some implicit or explicit theory of
reality can we handle and interpret the data. Consequently
the methodological questions contribute both to our own conceptions of reality and to a better understanding of those
which have prevailed elsewhere ; cf. below, § i6 (3).

among

reflexion,

;

;

expressed. It does not follow that a belief or
practice in one environment has precisely the
range of feeling, meaning, or application that its
parallel or analogy has elsewhere ; nor is the apparent origin of any datum necessarily significant
In fact, everyfor its later meaning or function.

where mere comparison may be legitimate for
some purpose as, e.g. between men and apes but

—

—

,

in every problematical situation the question of
the validity of particular inferences is exceedingly

urgent, and confusion has often been caused by
naive comparisons and rash inferences. Hence,
where sweeping theories have been suggested on
the basis of comparison {e.g., primitive promiscuity, ignorance of paternity, phallic, serpent,
or astral cults, the priority of magic over religion), they must invariably be tested by other
methods.^
(2) The comparative method is commonly bound
up with certain persistent and prevalent notions of
the evolution of thought and the survival of
rude, superstitious or otherwise irrational beliefs
'

'

and practices from an

'

'

earlier

and more backward

mena are related and classified ; man is brought
into connexion with the rest of the universe, and
his conscioiTS, purposive thought-activity comes
into line with all types of psychical and other
New conceptions thus arise of man's
energy.
place in natvire, and these, in so far as they can be
co-oi'dinated, correspond to the cosmogonies and

stage in the history of culture. But every datum
which can be regarded as a survival must be
viewed p-sychologically ; the individuals Avhose
beliefs and practices are so stigmatized are not
actuated solely by the mere fact that these belong
to the past or have an ancestry.
Some feeling of
'
value is characteristically present. The survivals
have survived because, while much else has been
neglected or forgotten, they have been selected
and retained along with the entirely rational
data which also have come doAvn from the past.
To regard certain data merely as .survivals is to
ignore the question of their origin, persistence,
and function ; for the type of mind or the conditions which explain their rise may also explain
their continuance.
Besides, comparison itself
reveals innumerable subtle differences and these
indicate that there has been no artificial or
mechanical borrowing or imposition, but a process
of re-adjusting and reshaping for which the individuals concerned have a certain responsibility.
In fact, whenever beliefs and practices can be
compared, a distinction can invariably be made
between what it is that recurs and the form in
which it recurs. The types of beliefs and practices
which are selected, assimilated, or reshaped are
not to be confused with the external aspects which
can be treated historically.
Thus, beliefs in
witchcraft everywhere contain similar elements,
and one can distinguish (a) the subjective or
psychological aspect (e.g., the tendencies respon-

cosmologies of rudimentary and early peoples,
whose general body of religious and non-religious
thought was more or less organized and coherent,
but whose stock of knowledge was, relatively

sible for their persistence and retention), and {b)
the more external details, which may be of
traditional or legendary interest, due to borrowing,
external influence, etc. Indeed, an analysis of

speaking, extremely small. Now, the comparative
method is the unbiased co-ordination of all comparable data irrespective of context or age. It
has led to the accumulation of much valuable
material. As a popular, simple, and interesting
inquiry, it has familiarized many people with the
miscellanies of folk-lore and religion.
It illustrates popular beliefs and practices, and reveals a
remarkable resemblance among peoples all the
world over. But, while it supports or suggests
various theories and explanations, it does not
prove that others ai-e excluded. Moreover, similar
practices can have different meanings or motives,
and similar ideas and beliefs can be diflerently

typical survivals reveals a fundamental resemblance between data that are distinctly religious
and those that usually rank as superstitions or
survivals
bixt, while the latter will generally be
sporadic, isolated, and out of harmony with current
thought, the former will be more or less organized,
socially and intellectually, and will at least claim
to be in accordance with the best' thought.^
(3) The presence of survivals, superstitions, and
other signs of cultural differences in an environment shows that, as a general principle, anj' apparently rudimentary or irrational datum need not

Methods, problems, and criticisms.—
The comparative method. — (1) Among the most

II.

4.

conspicuous features of modern research has been
the application, in their "widest extent, of anthropological and comparative methods of inquiry."
The effect has been to break down racial, social,
intellectual, and psychical boundaries, and to
bring into relation all classes and races of men,
all types of organic life, all forms of 'matter.'
Step by step the naost advanced and the most
rudimentary of psychical and physical pheno-

'

'

Hence the terms truth and reality (or system of
realities ') nmst be used with a certain looseness, and with the
assumption that every one admits that there are truths and
realities of ultimate validity, even though men now differ as to
what they are.
2 On the no less
conspicuous employment of psychology see
'

1

5

10

f.

'

'

'

;

;

'

1
E.g., one may note the care taken by J. G. Frazer in The
Golden Bought to emphasize the difference between the great
mass of material collected and classified in this monumental
work, and the various important theories, conjectures, and
explanations with which they are more or less closely interwoven see, e.g., pt. i.. The Magic Art, London, 1911, i. p. ixf.,
pt. vii., Balder the Beautiful, do. 1913, i. pp. v. f., xi.
2 On the fallacies in the current
popular theories of survivals
see, further, Cook, chs. v., vi.
;
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on that account alone be older than one move
advanced or elevated. Moreover, a culture can
decay and be followed by one of a lower, ruder, or
Not only has this often
less organized tyne.
happened in the East, but in Arabia, e.g., the old
in
the Miniean and Saba-an
civilization rellected
inscriptions was followed by the pre-Islamic
Jahiliyya, the age of savagery or barbarism, and
the rise and developthis in turn by a new growth

—

of the specifically Muhammadan culture.
Facts of this sort bring intricate problems of the
rise and fall of systems or cultures, and their consequences for the development of thouglit. Tliere

ment

has undoubtedly been a profound advance from
the first appearance of man onwards, but tiie
persistence of all that is styled irrational or
superstitious, and the frequent cases of decay,
retrogression, and new growth, shatter all facile
theories of a simple, continuous, mental or psychical evolution.
(4) Evolutionary ideas hold such a prominent place in conceptioiis of religious development that it should be noticed that

there are really two types of theory. The one involves ideas of
and it lays the
survival, retrogression, decadence, recidivism
emphasis upon man's savage ancestry in an extremely remote
past. The other does not measure the difference between the
cinlized and uncivilized by centuries or millennia, but it sees
the savage 'beneath' the civilized man, the barbarian 'below'
the veneer of culture, and so on. The former seems to offer an
easy ex]:)Ianation of the presence of lower features (cf. Tennyson's the Ghost of the Brute that is walking and haunting us
yet [The Dawn]), but the latter is probablj- more important.
The ante-natal stages have a profound significance for the
development of man's psychical nature. These stages, and the
dependence of the infant upon the mature experience of parents
and environment, are as fundamental for his psychical life as
the more complex and obscure factors of heredity, or the influence of human or animal ancestors hundreds of thousands of
years' ago. The actual history of the ancient civilizations
shows that there is no inherent momentum in a culture or a
religion its fate depends upon the individuals who are involved.
Hence, whatever may be proved to be due to heredity and
pre-historic evolution, more attention must first be paid to the
traces of the ante-natal stages with all their suggestiveness for
lower levels of psychical development which the indi\idual
may not have entirely outgrown, i
;
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the religion is without the positive features that
recur when the supply is limited or a .source of
anxiety. The influence of city-life and of political

social interests upon an earlier religion is
especially noticeable in the vici.ssitudes of the
Homeric gods. The differences among the various
religions are thus due very largely to quite recognizable factors and vicissitudes ; and a distinction
can be drawn between tlie history of religions,
which is that of definite systems, peoples, or areas
(so far as the material permits), and the history of
religion, i.e. of the development and advance of
religious and related thought in human history
It is the task of the latter to determine
generally.
the character and the principles of the development ; but the two inquiries are interdependent, and
it is a natural presumption that the various religions
reflect the working of .similar principles, which,
moreover, will hold good in the future. But every
treatment of the development of religion forces
some recognition of 'lower' and 'higiier' staj/es,
of which the latter will irresistibl3' be related to
our oAvn ideals (whatever these
may happen to be),
and our own ideas of what must he the outcome
As for the lower
of a progressive development.
stages, primitive prehistoric men are unknown.'
Nor can one estimate confidently all the religious
and other ideas of, say, the pre-historic cave-

and

'

'

'

'

;

—

and sociological methods." (1)
The purely comparative method of inquiry has emHistorical

5.

phasized the necessity of constructing conceptions
While indiof religion upon a wide basis of data.
cating resemblances between different religions
and peoples, it has also brouglit to light many
significant difl'erences, whether in single environments, at some given time, or in the course of
their historical development.
Religions can be
fruitfidly studied in their relations to the political,
economic, social, geographical, and other features
Here
of the people or area where they flourish.
attention is paid to the influence of surroundings
(mountains, plains, deserts, swamps, etc.), to the
proximity of higher or lower cultures, and to
means of intercommunication.* Of special importance are the food-supply and means of livelihood.
Thus, hunting and agriculture conduce to difl'erent
types of mental and therefore, also, of religious
outlook and, where the food problem is negligible,
;

1

the 'vegetative' soul of Aristotle and the Schoolsee M. Maher, Psychology, London, 1910, pp. 33 ff., 357,
550, 575 f.
2
See, among other works, F. Ratzel, Uist. of Mank!nd, Eng.
tr., London, 1896-98, bk. i. ; E. Meyer, Einleit. Elemente der
Anthropologie (Cfesch. des Altertv.i'ns'^, 1. 1, Stuttgart, 1907);
Durkheim, bk. i. ch. i. ; R. R. Marett, Anthropology, London,
1912 C. H. Toy, Introd. to the flint, of Religions, New York
and London, 1913 ; G. F. Moore, Uist. of Religions, Edinburgh,
Cf., e.g.,

men;

;

1914,

i.

3 'Thus the old Indo-Iranian
stock, as illustrated by a comparison of the Rigveda and the Avesta, divides into two
streams:
the Zoroastrian, or Persian,
markedly contrasting
which is strenuous, practical, and ethical and the Indian,
which is typically passive, mystical, pantheistic, and metaDifferences of climate are adduced to account for the
phj-sical.
psychological differences.
Moreover, the geographical and
other features of Egypt and of Bab> Ionia and Assyria favoured a
certain unity and fixity of life and thought, in contrast to the
broken nature of the lands of the ..Egean and Hellenic cultures
and the absence of physical links. See Moore, pp. 145, 201,
359, 411 f.
;

painters.^

once

If,

lacked

'

on the one hand, primitive man

the

ti-aditional

experience of

the

of modern savages, on the otlier, there are
tribes so rudimentary that a lower level can hardly
be conceived, while possibilities of development
are recognizable. The latter may then be called
(relatively) 'primitive,' even though their beliefB

lo^\•est

and practices are complex and have a history
behind them,
(2) Thus the relation between a primitive religion and the
actual religion of primitive pre-historic people is fairly analogous to that between the child or the savage and the actual
childhood of mankind ; there will be certain yiarallels, but
there will be essential differences, due to the f;u;t that the
environment in the one case has a history and an experience
which in the other case are quite wanting. It should be observed
that, altliough some tj'pical developments can be discerned
everywhere, we nowhere find the actual dawn of religion in an
entirely non-religious environment. Further, all theories and
ideals of religion implicate societies or systems, and not
particular individuals or details. All significant movements
have been collective, and development has been due, not
merely to individuals (who often find no following), but to the
tribe, societj', church, organization, or people who were influenced by them. Consequently, every conception of the lowest
stage of religion must refer, not to the first 'religious' individual, but to the group which could be styled 'religious,' not
to separate ideas, beliefs, or concepts, but to the whole mental
fabric or system in which these found a place. The earliest
conceivable religion would necessarily be a system ; behind this
one can scarcely go. In Uke manner one can conceive exceedingly rudimentary or primitive groups of individuals, but not
isolated human Ijeing^ who had not yet associated with one
anotlier. Only in this way can the problems be methodologically
pursued audit is the great merit of sociological inquiries that
they iUuminute the relatively stable and coherent beliefs and
who
practices of ordinary social groups, and not the individuals
may be exceptional, extreme, or even abnormal. On the other
hand, one cannot ignore the individual and what society owes
to him. The social group is not an absolutely homogeneous,
undifferentiated, and self-moving unit. Every bod3- that can
be regarded as a unit moves through those who in some
respect are outside it, and cannot be properly described without
No group is
taking into consideration the environment.
actually a closed system, but it is necessary to regard it as a
'

'

;

1 'A
culture would be absolutely primitive if no antecedent mental development \vhatsoever could be presupposed
(W. Wundt, Elements of Folk Psychology, Eng. tr., London,
'

1010, p. 20 ; cf. pp. 21, 32).
2 All artistic and other human workmanship will imply some
mental equipment, obsers'ation, and reflexion, with perhaps
In any case the data will
social, ethical, or moral interests.
is to determine
point to some psychical context,' and the task
the certainties, probabilities, and possibilities, and not (say) to
were in no
Penod
Reindeer
of
the
artists
the
that
suppose
of detenmnmg
degree inferior to modern artists. The necessity
the context of data is obvious when one observes the verjdifferent beliefs and practices which can be associated with any
in the OT) or the divergent conparticular god (e.g., Jahweh
term.
ceptions entertained of some particular significant
'
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simple unit and to neglect provisionally the more complex and
difficult details.!
The group, like the concept, is a methodological necessity, and not an ultimate reality. See, further, § 13.
6. Social practice and myth,— (1) Sociological
inquiries have thrown a vivid light upon the interlife and thought among rudimentary
and upon the place that religious and
related ('superstitious') beliefs and practices hold

connexion of
societies

in the life

of the individual or the social group.

The birth of the child brings ideas of legitimacy airi kinship,
incarnation or rebirth, tabus, and various superstitious usages
With the early training and
(cf. art. Birth [Introduction]).
initiation into the group all the deep values of the group
are associated.
Marriage and marriage-bars involve highly
the
complex ritual and practice. Illness, death, burial, and
fate of the dead almost invariably bring beliefs of the relation
the
between the dead and
Religion characteristically
living.
embraces all that is for the continuity and security of the social
group entrance into the group, adoption, expulsion, outlawry ;
vengeance, manslaughter, blood-feud; the protection of property
(including women and slaves) ; the rights and responsibilities of
prominent or representative individuals; defence and war ; fear
the preservation of the (animal and
of famine and disaster
plant) food-supply and means of livelihood. Here are inextriand
tabus
blended
regulations which modern observers
cably
from their own standpoints will variously style religious, superstitious, mystical, irrational, rational, secular, and so forth.
'

'

—

;

A

fact of the greatest significance is the increasing
differentiation of departments of life and thought
and the growing complexity of society.^ At
certain stages there is no clear division, e.g., between ritual, moral, and religious requirements, or
between religious, economic, and legal ideas. The

appearance, disentanglement, and separate develop-

of special departments of life and thought
astronomy, anatomy, law, physics) continue
on higher levels the early and rudimentary processes which at previous stages enabled men to
differentiate and classify simple phenomena and
thereby to describe their experience and organize
their scanty knowledge. In this differentiation,

ment

interesting features of the more rudimentary religions is the
presence of earlier forms of what is fully explicit in the higher
religions (e.g., vegetation rites and the later belief in a resurrection), of apparently logical transitions, and of a striking
continuity or development, such as to permit continued reinterpretation, and to suggest theories of a progressive revelation or the like (cf. also the view in Gal 32-1). See, further, 5 30.

—

(1) It is a funda7. The group unit theory.
mental postulate that social life and social-religious
practices cannot be founded upon hallucinations;
the basic feelings and convictions are both genuine
and effective. Moreover, while, on the one side,
all maxims, principles, and rules of life, business,
recreation, etc., are for the better ordering and
organization of activities, on the other side, all
practical working life or activity implies principles
which, however, may not be consciously realized or
formulated. Systematized social religious organizations imply systems or principles of regulative
ideas and all social organization or disorganization corresponds to a sufficient equilibrium of
the ideas involved or to an absence of the indispensable harmony. The interrelation between the
constituents of any effective group, or between
different groups, depends on the essential ideas
which unite or disunite and the development or
decAj of such a group (e.g., a political party) is
coincident with that of the constitutive ideas. An
active group or body does not ask, Is it true ? but
;

;

'

'

and conflict of life, as also in reflexion
upon the ideas and principles that underlie or are

in the stress

'

is put to the
discussion thus try
the effectiveness of the convictions and ideas ; and
every state of equilibrium, after a period of severe
crisis or disintegration, points to some equilibrium
of ideas, of greater or less permanence, uniting the
group. Hence we may speak of a system of ideas,

implied in

its activities, their

'

truth

Hard events and explicit

{e.g.,

test.

and co-ordination there are typical
processes which subsequently account for the coexistence of the various conflicting religious and
non-religious views of the universe.^

even though they are not necessarily consciously

specialization,

of the
(2) A special problem is that of the relative value
evidence contained in ritual behaviour, social practice, etc.,

and that in myths, legends, and the like (see art. Mytholoqy).
The controversy 'myth versus ritual' arose as a reaction
against excessive reliance upon myths."* Myths appear to be
of only

secondary value in so far as they are intended to explain,

and have secondary aims which are

political,

ecclesiastical,

philosophical, etc. On the other hand, the ritual or practice
may be a lifeless inheritance from the past, bereft of its original
significance or motive, and modified by reflexion or myth.
The same actions are not necessarily accompanied by the same
feelings and ideas, and the latter in their turn can express
themselves in very different forms. This is one of the clearest
results of the comparative method (§ 4 [2]). Further, every
behaviour or action is earlier than reflexion upon it or the
desire to explain it ; it presupposes feelings, impulses, and
needs of which men may be barely conscious. But myths,
however artificial they may be, are significant for some stage of
thought and for its movement, even though their contents be
useless for modern knowledge. Both ritual and myth bring
The
difficult questions of the meaning of each for a people.
true meaning of a rite for us (i.e. our interpretation) is not
has
for
who
and
the
which
it
those
it
;
practise
necessarily that
relation between (a) ritual, behaviour, action, etc., and (t)
subsequent reflexion, explanation, myth, interpretation, etc., is
analogous to that between impulsive, instinctive activities and
the reflective, intelligent states of consciousness, or between
any activity and the apparently obvious purpose which, howIn fact, one of the most
ever, was not recognized at the time.
Cf. Marett, Anthropology, p. 169 fif.
See, e.g., W. H. R. Xiivers, in Science and the Nation, ed.
A. C. Seward, Cambridge, 1917, p. 310 fif.
S As these processes are of fundamental importance, it may
be observed, at this point, that it does not follow that, histori1

2

an absolutely undifferentiated state,
was wholly or essentially religious.
be regarded as an individual
datum or detail which is a part or aspect of something, and
a
what can be regarded as
system will be preceded by another
system. Thus, e.g., a distinction must be observed between
some particular logical prerequisite (e.g., an alphabet) and the
actual earliest historical stage (e.g., of intercommunication).
See W. R. Smith, Religion of the Semites^, London, 1894,
A. Lang, art. Mythology," in JBBr", xix. 128 M. J.
p. 17 fif.
Lagrange, Etudes sur les religions simitiques^, Paris, 1906, pp.
28-40. For an intermediate position see D .G. Brinton, Religions
of Primitive Peoples, New York, 1897, chs. iii., v.
cally, society goes back to
or that its earliest phase

What undergoes development can

•*

'

;

;

recognized.
(2) Now, at certain stages of development the
social and religious ideas form an inseparable part
of one and the same system a practical system ;

—

and thought are relatively undifferentiated,
and every man is born into the nexus of beliefs and
obligations which obtain throughout the group.
Such a system, with its body of cults, practices,
beliefs, and traditions, implies a system of ideas,
ways of thinking, standpoints, explanations, etc.
But, further, Robertson Smith, whose Religion of
life

the Semites brilliantly illuminated the sociological
especially emphasized the imaspects of religion,
'
portant fact that the circle into which a man was
born was not simply a group of kinsfolk and fellowcitizens, but embraced also certain divine beings.'
'
The social body was not made up of men only,
but of gods and men.' 'The gods are part and
parcel of the same natural community with their
worshippers.'^ Here, then, ideas of gods and men
and of the supernatural and natural, would tend
to form part of a single coherent whole a unitary
system, so to say, of thought and practice. It is
necessary to grasp this conception and contrast the
'psychical' solidarity of such groups with those

—

situations where life and thought are extremely
differentiated, where religion is kept quite apart
from the non-religious, where the social system is

undeveloped,

or,

finally,

where

(as in

totemism)

there are no clear ideas of gods as part of the social
iSee Ret. Sem.'i, pp. 11, 20 ff 28ff., 51, 58, 74,255, 2C3fl.
The principle tnat the fundamental concepNote also p. 32
tion of ancient religion [and of aU religion at a certain stage (ib.
is
the
solidarity of the gods and their worshippers as
p. 31)]
part of one organic society [with common interests and common
aims (p. 31)], carries with it important consequences.' This
may be supplemented by Durkheim's purely sociological investigation (esp. bk. ii. ch. iii.), and by his argument that the ideas of
the social group, the sacred beings, and the outside world are
interrelated in one solid system all parts of which are closely
united. In the present article, also, the attempt is made to
develop Robertson Smith's remarkably suggestive statements.
'

:
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In a word, the conception of a system of
and practice where gods and worshippers are
very closely related and belong to the same system

system.
belief

of ideas serves us a standard or type.

All views of
divine immanence and transcendence, of the nearness or remoteness of a Supreme Power, of the permanent or negligible part that this Power takes in
mundane atl'airs, and Uierefore all views, both of
the necessity of a distinctive concept God and of
its meaning,
depend essentially upon the coherence
or systematization of the leailing relevant conceptions of life, and upon the interrelation between
the diflerentiated aspects of life and thought.
'

'

Totemism and exogamy.

8.

—

Some extremely

(1)

interesting questions are raised by totemism and
exogamy. Totemism (q.v. ) is especially remarkable
for its striking contrast to all anthropomorphism
or anthropopathism, where the spirits or gods who
are venerated, respected, or feared are thought of
or described as partly or wholly human and with
human traits. In totemism the social group, and
particularly an exogamous one (see § 9), stands to
a species of animal or plant (generally edible), or
to an object or class of objects, in an intimate
relation of friendliness or close kinship and tiie
totem is treated, not precisely as a deity, but as a
cognate and one to be respected {e.g., not to be
eaten or used, or at least only under certain restrictions).^ Totemism is essentially a social cult
(with some remarkable forms in Central Australia)
but individual totems are also found (notably
the spirit-guardians of N. America). There are
many variations, and it is disputed {a) which
particular variety is to be treated as typical, and
(6) whether totemism is a primary and invariable
;

;

'

'

'

'

stage in all human evolution.* Animal features
(theriomorphism) frequently recur on higher levels
of this there are noteworthy examples in Egypt of
the Hellenistic age. But here we have not so
much pure totemism as totemistic tendencies and
modes of belief and practice analogous to those
which among really rudimentary peoples characterize totemism as a social or individual system.
As for anthropomorphism, it is certainly not absoit represents a stage
lutely primitive
typically
later than theriomorphism ; and, when the latter
on
the higher levels, it is not the thoroughappears
going system of the lower levels. While typical
totemism has not reached the level of typical
anthropomorphism, the latter can become indefinite, inadequate, and crude. The late Egyptian
theriomorphism is best regarded, not as a mere
.survival, but as a popular and unsystematized
tendency at a period when the national religion
;

;

was decadent and unsatisfying. What is really
most characteristic of all totemism is its nonanthropomorphism (below, § lytf.) but, while the
totem is impersonal or 'sub-human' to the out;

side observer, to the totemist it is as
personal as
is the doll or
toy-animal to tlie child. Totemism

and

all

theriomorphic features involve problems of
symbolism, imagery, and the consciousness of
human personality in its relation to animal and
other life.
A feeling of peculiar affinity with
animal or plant life is by no means confined
to totem-clans or rudimentary peoples but the
characteristic systems distinguish totemism fi'om
;

those cases where the theriomorpliic details
might seem, in the absence of evidence to the
1 See the deflnition of
W. H. R. Rivers, The Hist, of Melanall

egian Society, Cambridge, 1914,
itself

2

§ 17

This section confines
other aspects of totemism

75.

ii.

particulr.Hr to animal totems

are noticed below,

;

ff.

An

See, generally, F. B. Jevons,
Introd. to the Hist, of
Religion, London, 1S96 Frazer, Totemism and Exogamy, iv. ;
Durkheini, bk. ii. The methodological question is What conception of totemism best enables us to handle the relevant facts?
(Snnilarly the methodology of religion has to determine the
conception of religion that best answers all the facts of life
;

:

and thought.)
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contrary, to point to totemism or its survival. In
any case, the alleged survival or re-appearance of
totemism on a generally higher level of .society will
indicate typical modes of feeling and exi)ression
which help to explain the undeniable totemism of
the lower levels. Here are data of the greatest
significance for the development of the consciousness of human personality.^
(2) In Babylonia there is a characteristically 'unstable anthropomorphism.' The imagination in ilw highest exaltation is, on
the whole, anthropomorphic, but often in the ecstasy of invocation the religious poets felt the human image too narrow
and straitened for their Btrugg:ling sense of the Infinite.
Then the expression becomes mystic, and
avails itself of
theriomorphic imagery. '3 Thus, totemism is not merely an
extremely curious animal (and plant) cult, but it illustrates
systematized and socialized modes of thought which recur outside as well as below the anthropomorphic mode of thought.
The anthropomorphic ideas perfectly familiar and intelligible
in the higher religions— are not only not of primary origin, but
they do not always do justice to human experience, ariii^/iat on
many different levels. The tendency then is to find an outlet in
ideas which are non-anthropomorphic and, for this reason, are
often spoken of as 'mystical '; but, strictly speaking, it is always
a question whether mystical ideas are then really superior or
'

.

.

.

'

'

'

'

—

inferior to those that they repudiate.*

9.

Exos^amy and kinship. — (1) Although exogamy

(marriage outside the group) in contrast to endogamy (marriage within it) concerns the history of
kinship and society rather than that of religion,
certain
Especially notepoints require notice.
worthy IS the classificatory system of kinship,
where a man's status and marriage-rights are the
criterion, and the social practices and the terms of
relationship refer to a group or class as a whole,
and not to individuals (see art. KiN, Kinship).
The point of view is collective the group thinks
of itself as a single unit, and the feeling of .solidarity readily tends to be absolute. Hence it can
happen that the fact that a child is a member of
a group is more important than the identity of
the father, or even of the mother.
Now, while
exogamy proper avoids the close and incestuous
which
occur
in
an endogamous society,
marriages
exogamous tendencies sometimes appear, and even
to the extent of forbidding marriage between
persons of the same district or name. Moreover,
endogamous tendencies appear, and are sometimes
influenced by the desire to preserve unity, to keep
together property, or to prevent a clan from dying
out.
Hence the tendencies which re-appear in
ditt'erent forms are not to be confused with the
:

special cases of

On

the

exogamy and endogamy

proper.

other hand, definite ideas are implied

throughout endogamy made for solidarity, unity,
and oneness, whereas exogamy avoided the physical
and psychical ettects of any close unity and made
for the movement and exchange of ideas.* In
any
case, the physical or material aspects, however
are
not
so
fundamental
as
the
conspicuous,
feelings
and convictions which now allow what a later generation will reject, and now enforce, on occasion,
a chastity and restraint for no obvious rational
reason.
In other words, the practical working
group is not necessarily united by ties of bloodkinship as we reckon it.' Any group of individuals
united by profound ideas may look upon themselves as one, and the bond will be closer as
regards the particular functions of that group than
:

'

1

See

artt.

Anthropomorphism, Pbrsonipication, and,

'

for a

sugsrcstive treatment, Caird, i. 213 f., 264 fF., 270 fT., 294 ff.
-i
L. R. Farnell, Greece and Babylon, Edinburgh, 1911, p. 55,
also p. 13 f., and all ch. iv.
J On the
general relation between totemism and mysticism
cf. J. E.
Harrison, Themis, Cambridge, 1912, passim, and

Ancient Art and Ritiial, London, 1913.
*
Marriage into another group constantly forces adjustment
of beliefs and practices
on the lower levels the wife may be
dedicated to the husband's deity (Frazer, Totemism and
iv.
i.
72
cf.
242), or the bridegroom may discard his
Exogamy,
own totem and paint on his face that of the family of the bride
(E. S. Hartland, Primitive Paternity, Ix)ndon, 1909-10, ii. 44).
;

;

s Note the
prevalence of adoption, blood-covenant, artificial
kinship, the levirate, etc.
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the bond between the members and actual bloodwho are not members. The group feeling, it is true, can kindle extreme ideas or communism and oneness ; but, although physical and
sexual factors are near at hand, and grave excesses
can occur, the unit or group idea is not logically
relations

or fundamentally phj^sical, and in fact, in socialreligious systems, sexual aspects of life are explicitly regulated and subordinated to what may
be called the ideal (cf. also below, § 23 [3]).
(2) The distinction between exogamy and endogamy proper,
as primitive social systems, and exogamous or endogamous
tendencies is analogous to that between totemism and totemistic or theriomorphic tendencies (above, § 8 [1]).
The history
of society and that of thought do not advance pari passu none
the less, the social vicissitudes and the religious ideas constantly
interact.
The closer the social unity, the more do gods and
men form a single whole the gods are 'our' gods, and not of
the royal, priestly, or any other exclusive class of society.
Moreover, the conception of a dominant goddess implies ideas
of dominant women, and the entire psychology of sex will
reflect itself in ideas concerning female saints and deities.
Hence also the paradoxical extremes, where goddesses and
priestesses are prominent chastity and gross impurity, tenderness and fierceness. Again, the conception of the Fatherhood
of God would be meaningless where paternity was of little
account; and the notion of divine sovereignty is hardly intelligible where there is no experience of overrule or lordship. So
ideas of social equality and democracy influence the way in
which men think of a deity and, conversely, every adequate
;

—

—

;

conception of deity involves adequate views of the relations
between both man and man and man and God. Convictions of
a 'chosen' people or of some particularistic and narrowly
'
national God reflect in their turn the interrelation between
current sociological, historical, and psychological conditions;
and they emphasize the fact that man's religious ideas and con(jeptions, where genuine, cannot be torn awaj- from his ordinary
life and thought, but all form some sort of a system, however
'

imperfect.

10.

Psychology.

—

Theories of religious devel-

(1)

opment must be based upon observation of actual
historical vicissitudes and the psychological aspects
of religion.
Complexity of thought, found even in
Central Australian totemism and other primitive
for complex
cults, points to complexity of history
history makes complex thought. Here, principles
;

of historical criticism are indispensable.

a

common tendency

There

is

to

focus upon outstanding
persons, events, and periods changes more numerous
and gi'eater than those for which they are actually
responsible, and to assume periods of almost
absolute stagnation (e.g., the 'Dark Ages').
On
the other hand, movements of thought are, alterrelatively slow and fast
sweeping and
sudden changes are not permanent in themselves,
can
leave
though they
permanent results, and they
are the outcome of slow preliminary steps which
not
be
may
recognizable. The whole environment
invariably moves more slowly than the reformers
or the reforming tendencies, which are
usually

nately,

;

local, one-sided, partial, specialistic, or extreme.
The actual facts of religious development, and the

between different stages of the process,
can be directly ascertained by historical study. ^
Against the apparently obvious cases of immediate
and deep influence must be placed the cases of
drastic adjustment, cataclysm, and relapse and
failure. 2
These prove that beliefs and customs
are not mechanically accepted or assimilated, and
that the ethnological ancf historical factors have
their psychological side (cf. § 4 [2]).
From a
relationsliip

psychological point of view, questions of external
intluence are not necessarily so important as the
mental factors and processes which are involved—
e.g., the ability of the individual to accept, retain,
and utilize certain ideas, tlie preliminary mental
development necessary, his psychical, moral, or
The psychological
spiritual needs and aspirations.
method is concerned with men, their mental states,
1
Note, e.g., the history of religion in W. Asia and India (cf.
esp. Alfred C. Lyall, Asiatic Studies: Religious and Social''^,
London, 1907), the influence of invading Romans and Normans
upon England, the effect upon Japan of the thought of China
and W. Europe.
2

See, for a notable example,

Amenhotep

iv, (art.

the monotheistic reform of
PniLosopUY [Egyptian], vol. ix. p. 858).

and values, and the relation between
the religious and other aspects of their life and
thought. It considers the subjective value of the
beliefs and practices of the individual.
Many
relatively simple inquiries must be made before
complete synthetic statements can be ventured,
their interests

and consequently no superhuman or supernatural factors, causes, or elements can be preThat men have experiences which
supposed.
compel them to distinguish what they call the
divine
from the human no one can dispute ;
but the psychological method can deal only with
the human side of the great questions, as apart
from the problem of the actual underlying realities.
'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

(2) To the psychological department belong many extremely
important inquiries (a) the growth of the mind (the mind of
children and of savages), the relation between human and
animal psychology (6) the dawn of religion in the young, and
notably the data of conversion,' as regards both the psychical
states of the individual and the effect of the
regeneration
upon his ideas, attitudes, and conduct (c) the varieties of
religious experience' (the title of a striking work by William
James [London, 1902]), together ^vith the facts of religious
revivals, mysticism, spiritism, occultism, ecstasy, and prophetism
(d) the 'subconscious,' a field with many pitfalls,
although the elementary facts show that that of which the individual is conscious at any time is part of a larger whole, that
he can attend only to partial aspects, and that theoretically
there must always be a less imperfect synthesis than that which
he gains by his fragmentary glimpses, and, therefore, that
there must be the possibility of a less imperfect, less undeveloped
Self than the present one (e) noteworthy also are the elemen:

;

'

'

'

'

;

;

;

tary facts of the effect of mind upon body (faith-cure. Christian
Science, New Thought [qq.v.], etc.), and vice versa, all of which
are significant for the ultimate relationship between what we
distinguish as the physical and the psychical.
Further, (/)
through abnormal and pathological phenomena a clearer idea is
obtained of the sound and healthy mind-body, and the endence
'
is instructive for all conceptions of
personality (normal or dissociated '), for alienation of personality and double consciousness, the danger of weak control, of absence of homogeneity
and of continuity of interests, of extreme and morbid egotism,
and of persistent obsession. Finally, (g) the interconnexion of
the physical and the psychical sides of the individual (illustrated
especially at adolescence, in the sexual life, and in ideas associated with birth, marriage, and death) involves facts of which
account must be taken by any science of religion. No doubt
the enormous stock of data from which to reach a just conception of religion includes much that belongs to the extreme, the
There is much that is without
irrational, and the abnormaL
the elements of practicability, permanence, and progressiveness,
and that forces a contrast with those conditions where these
elements recur, and there is a certain equilibrium of religious
and social life and thought. All inquiry which is scientific,
and not purely antiquarian, has the future in view, and a just
conception of religion must treat religion as a persisting phenomenon ; hence it must determine the elements in question,
and distinguish them from the features which, however
frequently they recur, do not make for endurance or advance.
Proceeding in this way, we have to consider man as the outcome
of a lengthy evolution, a progressi\'e, thinking animal, able to
speak, to form concepts, to preserve his experiences in oral
tradition and in writing, to reflect upon the past, and, by so
doing, able in greater measure to shape the future. Man is
thus part of other organic life which has made its appearance
in the course of the history of the universe ; and as a result of
development he is able to differentiate the human and the
non-human, the psychical and the phj'sical, the religious and
the non-religious. From these biological, anthropological, and
evolutionary points of view, the development of man is that of
increasing knowledge, function, and ability, though what is
most significant is the individual's increasing consciousness of
the past, of the self, and of the universe for this development
in consciousness is one of quite another type.
;

II.

The

psychological method.— Characteristic

of the psychological treatment of religion are (1)
the insistence upon the human aspects, and (2) the
association of data, however unusual, with familiar
beliefs and practices.
The general aim is to fasten

upon the features which unite the
non-religious sides of our

religious and
nature.

common human

Thus, the deification of kings, saints, and heroes
in the past finds analogies in ordinary modern
hero-worship ; the individuals throughout are
personalities qualitatively dift'erent from others.
Again, the psychological efficacy of tlie fetish and
that of the modern mascot are akin. Moreover,
all initiation ceremonies involve similar
typical

which recur wherever it is a question of
entrance into privileged groups or private societies
jealous of their rights and of their solidarity ; even
ideas,
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'hazing' is in some respects leininisient of the
torments and tortures inflicted elsewhere upon the
best
novice.
Also, it is d propos to note the
clothes' feeling', the iinpressiveness of uniform and
ceremonial, and tiie attitude of the average indi'

vidual to liis treasured souvenirs and all other
centres of deep feelinjr. Instructive, too, is the
spontaneous, unrotlective, and unsystematized
behaviour of him who kicks tlie table wliich has
hurt him (not ajrainst which he has hurt himself) and the attitude of children to inanimate
'

'

'

and toys. The strange ellcctiveness of tabu
and magic can be psj'chologically associated with
everyday facts of conscience and with ordinary
features of suggestion, telepathy, and hypnotism.
dolls

Especially interesting from a psj'chological point
view are such topics as sin, confession,' forgive-

of

sacrifice, communion, prayer, and ritual.
Whatever be the reader's conception of religions
or of religion in general, there are everyday facts
of human nature of the first importance for the
study of the nature of man. All enduring religion
has specific psychological aspects, material for the
science of human natme
and, conversely, the
psychological study of man is of the first importance for a better knowledge of his religious and
other deeper sides. In general, the psychological
method emphasizes (a) the essential and fundamental resemblances throughout mankind, underlying the many difi'erent beliefs and practices, (b) the
undoubted subjective value to the individual of his
religious and other convictions, as apart from their
value for his or another environment, and (c) the
tendency of religion, when it is genuine or elective, to be inextricably bound up with what is not

ness,

;

'

'

specifically religious.^
12. The theory of interpretation.
(1) Important methodoIt has been urged that savage
logical problems at once arise.
or rudimentary men are psychologically so different from the

—

civilized individual that the latter's interpretations of them are
But the savage is, by definition, a human being ;
inapplicable.

is possible between him and the
all men share certain instincts, and on
and other grounds some essential resemblances must recur among all men. The problem is obviously
the extent of the resemblances. Everywhere there are differences no two leaves or stones are absolutely identical in all
respects. But ordered thought must invariably start with the
otherwise there can be no further
points of resemblance
progress and what is necessary is to ensure that these justify
the conclusions one draws, and that the latter are not invalidated by the difference& There are undoubted psychological
differences, even in the same family, circle, or environment

some intercommunication
civilized.

Besides,
ordinary biological

;

—

;

;

but these are not so important

for preliminary inquiry as the

undoubted points of similarity, and no sound reasons can be
given for denying a fundamental psychological resemblance
Between the highest and the lowest individuals. 2
(2) In interpreting another mind (savage, child, animal-pet,
etc.) it is easj' to ascribe to it a consciousness or knowledge
which it does not possess, or to discern in its activities a meaning or purpose of which it is ignorant (cf. above, § 6 [2]). Here
the data on one level or in one environment are interpreted
from the point of view of the observer. This, however, is an

everyday normal process, and there

is

everywhere some risk of

more or

less serious misinterpretation.
But the risk may be
lessened by considering the data in their own context, and by
determining whether the interpretation demands facts outside
the scope of the subject under consideration. The interpretation may lie between two extremes, as when the care of animals
for their young is too closely paralleled with that of parents for
their children, or, on the other hand, is treated as merely
mechanical and devoid of all suggestion of feeUng. Every in1 The most
important literature on religious psychology is
French and American. Among recent works may be mentioned
I. King, The Development of Heb'gion : a Study in Anthropology
and Social Psychology, New York, 1910 E. S. Ames, The
Psychology of Religious Experience, do. 1910 J. H. Leuba, A
:

;

;

Psychological Sttidy of Beligion ; Its Origin, Function, and
G. A. Coe, The Psychology of Religion,
Future, do. 1912
It should be observed that a psychological
Chicago, 1916.
study of religion can treat religion as a human phenomenon,
and in its functional, individual, sociological, and other aspects,
but it cannot nullify the subjective distinctiveness of religion,
nor can its theories of the objective source or foundation of
;

religion (e.g., in humanity) be more than merely theories.
2 See G. S.
Patton, The Philosophical Review, xxi. [1912]

455-462; J. M. Baldwin, Thought and Things: or Genetic
W. H.
Logic, London and New York, 1906-11, vol. iii. p. xff.
R. Rivers, H.I x. [1911-12] 393 ff. ; Webb, ch. vi.
;
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some notions of reality, which of course
be ultimately erroneous. Now, if other levels were psycho-

terpretiitioii involves

may

logically <iuite distinct from our own, not only would they be
entirely unintelligible, but every theory or iiiterprttation, however absurd or incredible, could defenil itself by declaring that
our conceptions of reality did not apply. But we intuitively
demand an intelligible interpretation, and thus implicitly
assume a psychological relationship (see above, [1]). If every
theory of the beliefs and practices on levels other than our own

may legitimately be tested by our logic and by our own conceptions of reality, this psychological and humanistic t^-pe of
interpretation is sounder than a crude rationalism which betokens a mentality utterly different from that of those whom it
condenuis or opposes, and would implicitly ascribe to savages
and others mental processes and ideas so different from those
we can understand that they would really lie outside the scope
of criticism.
See below, § 15.
(3) Every interpretation represents the observer's cohception
of the true meaning, and it may have involved some 6ignili<'ant
psychical development on his part to reach it. Moreover, every
sympathetic appreciation tends to discern the features felt to
be permanent and worthy, and to pass over those which have
lost their value. Thus, the data always become nm'-h more
significant for the observer and his level than for their own.
In fact, what some other level or mind really is often eludes us ;
nor is it always so important for us as what it contributes to us
or what it can or did develop into. A perfect interpretation
to see things as another mind sees (or saw) them is often impossible, unnecessary, or of secondary importance. What is
essential is a sympathetic comprehension which can retain its
Such a
independence, objectivitj', and power of criticism.
combination would find an illustration in the attitude of parent
to child or of teacher to pupil. The mental or psychical situation involves the co-existence of mutual intelligibility and the
consciousness of a psychical difference. Now these two represent phases of immanence and transcendence. Consequently,
the principles of the relation between mind and mind (and
especially when there are significant differences between them)
are extremely suggestive for the religious problems of a divine
(transcendent) mind in immediate (immanent) relationship with
man. All ideas of the unknown, including those of the relation
between God and man, are influenced by the known (by conditions, data, etc., which are felt to be suggestive and analogical)
hence, not only are the principles of the interpretation of minds,
and of the relationship between minds, of verj* gpreat importance
for the theoretical study of religions and also for the practical
and political problem of the attitude to minds which are felt to
be inferior but the verj' tangible problems which they bring
have a real bearing upon the more ultimate religious problem
of the interrelation between personality human and divme.i
13. The individual and the group.-—(1) It has also been
objected that there is an essential difference between the
psycholopj' of the individual and that of the gfroup. Certainly,
the spontaneous contrast of society and the individual is the
recognition that society is more than a mere aggregate or sum
of separate individuals.
But, while society is a working system
or unit, everj' man of individualitj' is measured by his value to

—

—

;

—

—

and a man with no social instincts whatever would
scarcely be a human being. Society moves only through the
constituent individuals who differ and who initiate movement ;
men of some individuality are found on low levels, and it is
obvious that the first pre-historic social grroup was sooner or
later disturbed by men whose beliefs and practices differed from
society,

those of the rest.^ Hence, from the very first, human progress
has depended upon individuals who differed in some particular
respect from their fellows. Now, the psychology of a group is
that of individuals qua social beings. Whether in the madness
of the 'Terror,' in joint religious service, or in quiet normal
intercourse, there are seen merely different states in the lifehislory of individuals. When all has been said of the psychology of the mob,' and of its ultra-emotional and irrational
aspects, the fact remains that there can be no absolute gulf
between (a) the normal states of an individual, and (f>) the unusual or even abnormal states when, as he maj' afterwards
states which may be repudiated,
protest, he was not himself
or which, again, may manifest some rare, profound, and unsuspected depths. Thus, man's modes of thought and action
are varj-ingly individual or collective, normal or intense
(abnormal, etc.) and he who is now entirely one with the mob,
the team, or the social group, and now markedlj" egoistic or individualistic, is one and the same individual at different points
of one and the same life-history.
'

'

'

—

;

1 It is to be observed at this
point that the resemblances
which the comparative and psj'chological methods emphasize
are not to be allowed to obscure the differences. Where comparisons are made (between religions, minds, etc.), there is,
logically, something which appears in varjing forms, which
might re-appear in some new and as yet unltnown form, or
which might be supposed to exist in some ideally perfect form.
Logically, therefore, religious data could conceivably take new
forms without the limitations found or alleged in those that are
current, old interpretations of data could be replaced by new
ones, and the existence of minds varjing in powers of comprehension and sympathy will suggest the possibility of a Mind
Further applications of this
infinitely wiser than that of man.
be found below.
principle (on which cf. § 4 [2]) will
the
2 Men of distinct individuality may be found low down
14 ff.
Frazer,
ethnological scale see Sp>encer-Gillena, pp. 12,

m

;

;

Totemism and Exogamy,

i.

354.
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(2) Although nothing seems more real than the individual
with all his self-consciousness, there must be some more
A group or
ultimate reality of which he is but a part.
organization may appear more real than the individuals upon
whom it depends, and who in turn operate through it. But it
is not a complete or ultimate reality, because it is only part of
an environment which is indispensable to it, and tliere are other
individuals outside it. Moreover, the human group came into
existence at a relatively late stage in the evolution of the universe, and such is the relationship between human and other
life, and between the organic and the inorganic, that ultimate
reality must be sought, not in society, the state, or any other
organization, nor even in mankind (as in some modern types of
ethical religion), but in something of which all that which is
shown to be ultimately interconnected forms a part (cf. § lo [2],
end). Here, however," we have all kinds of convictions, theories,
and so forth, so that while, on the one side, the self-conscious
individual has no doubt of his own real existence, it cannot be
doubtful, on the other side, that there are ultimate realities
concerning which opinions differ. Hence we may say that (a)
between the real self-conscious individual and the ultimate
realities there come all the sociological, naturalistic, religious,
and other conceptions of the place of the individual in the
universe, and of the nature of the realities; and further, (6)
that these supply material for perfectly objective investigation.
(3) Sociological inquiry' has already emphasized the indebtedness of the individual to his social environment. He is born
into and grows up in the current thought of his age, and he
both selects from it and contributes to it as his own body of
thought develops. But he does not 'become' a member of
society ; rather, as an integral part of some larger whole, and
starting from an inconceivably rudimentary individuality, he
gradually manifests an ever more distinctive and complex self,
the real value of which depends upon his relation to his fellows.
The more conscious and purposeful selection and choice of his
later years are preceded by a less conscious procedure, which,
however, is generally effective and beneficial ; and the conscious
efforts to co-ordinate mental and physical activities and to
prepare for the future follow upon stages where co-ordination
and preparation have already been at work. The growth is one
of awareness and consciousness, and of deeper and wider
realization of existing facts and possibilities. It brings the
possibility of greater effectiveness, and not only can the individual take an objective attitude towards many of his own
beliefs and practices, but he can even realize the painful difference between an ideal self and that congeries of dispositions,
convictions, practices, and so forth, wherein he manifests himself and which he may desire to remedy, improve, or even
escape. Consequently, one can view the life-history of the
individual as a great complex series of vicissitudes, differing in
their significance for his development like the events in the
history of a country ; beneath its manifestations lies the self
that undergoes development, and the individual will recognize
realities profounder than the most real events of ordinary
experience. Thus, not only must the individual be regarded as
a part of some larger whole, but the nature of his development
points to an ultimate self underlying all its manifestations, to
a reality transcending ordinary knowledge, and to an increasing
consciousness of that which is felt to be most essential for the
further progress of the self. The psychology of the individual
and that of the social group are not opposed, although the man
as a distinct individual or as a fraction of society manifests
himself differently. What is of supreme importance throughout
is the individual, for he contributes to society, he is for or
against his environment, he accepts or opposes current ideas,
and he is a living personality ; on the other hand, the society,
group, or state depends for all effective purposes upon a body
of principles, ideas, practices, and institutions, and these again
and again prove to stand in need of reconsideration and correction by the constituent individuals.

—

'

'

—

Psychological truth.

A

content does not necessarily affect the fundamental
psychical facts, and between the most intense and
abnormal states and the normal and healthy examples there are many stages, but no impassable
Religious literature abounds in evidence
gulf.
which is of the greatest importance for the psychical
nature of man and it emphasizes the fact that all
the religious states, whatever their content, are
natural, integral, and inseparable parts of existence
and experience. Consequently, tlie psychological
;

investigation of religious and related (aesthetic,
etc.) experience does not find that the relationship
with the divine, the knowledge of higher truths,
or the consciousness of a transcending happiness
or grandeur is only for the chosen few what is
psychologically applicable to the normal individual
has a virtually universal application for all individuals.
Indeed, this relationship, especially
:

—

among rudimentary and naive religions, is almost
mechanical (below, § 18 [3]). Nor is this altogether
But this experience of
(cf. Mt V- ").
a relationship, as also the familiar ideas of God's
need of and love for man, must be balanced by the
recognition that not every religious expression or
Keligion
practice is effectively religious (cf. v.*^*-).
characteristically tends to set an exceedingly high
it
standard of motive, thought, and conduct
demands an absolutely sincere manifestation of
and
the inmost self, and an absence of selfishness
Hence religion must be reguile (cf. 1 Co 13).
garded as involving all that which is profounder,
unexpected

;

more constructive, and more permanent than all
the ephemeral, casual, and superficial things of
life
it is bound up with a development of personality which is to be in all respects 'whole' and
;

Consequently, to determine the essennature of religion, it is necessary to look
beneath the surface of men's beliefs and practices
and determine what is dynamic. The problems of
ultimate truth and reality, whether among rudi'

healthy.'

tial

mentary or among advanced peoples, are bound
up with our knowledge of the depths of human
personality and the familiar religious conviction,
that a Supreme Power to whom all 'reality' is
known can see into the hearts of men and dis.

;

tinguish 'true' religion, really implies that ideas
of a Supreme Power, of Ultimate Reality, and of
the underlying self must be essentially interconnected. The goal of the science of religion is
to see religion as God would see it
!

Among

the individual's states of consciousness are those which
differ so profoundly from the rest that they compel
some distinctive description. Through them the
individual comes to have convictions of another
world, as distinct from the world of ordinary experience of time and space the empirical world of
which, hoAvever, his knowledge is based only upon
While all religious and related
partial aspects.
experiences are felt to be entirely different from
those of 'ordinary' life and thought, they occur
interspersed amid the latter, and are interpreted
and described through them. All the intenser experiences are typically of the profoundest personal
significance and of abiding value they are visions
to be realized, starting-points for further reflexion
and explanation, and intuitions authoritative for
subsequent conceptions of the universe. But the
experiences, viewed broadly, are not all necessarily
14.

characteristics, or is witliout permanent ethical
value.
Throughout, prior experience and knowledge condition both the content of the new experience and the subsequent reflexion which elabocriticism of the form, expression, or
rates it.

:(1)

'

'

—

'

'

;

religious, or even beneficial in their results, and
one may distinguish between similar types of
psychical state and the content whether it oelongs
to this or the other religion, or has no religious

—

most effective involves the very depths
of man's personality, and inevitably concerns the greatest
which
he
can
conceive.
realities
But, although the religion of
(2)

The

religion that

is

every sincere individual may be subjectively conclusive, its
objective value will unhesitatingly be tested by the men and
knowledge of his or of a later day. The truth of an individual's
religion cannot therefore be necessarily regarded as ultimate,
complete, objective truth. Even the savage can find peace
and strength in his religion, and fetishes and mascots can be
psychologically efficacious. But the progress of knowledj^e and
No religion has
all thought cannot be set aside with impunity.
ever been able to remain aloof from the trend of thought without suffering the penalty ; and, although again and again the
religion and thought of some environment may be in conflict,
the recurring periods of harmony have been more significant
for progress.
It is necessary to recognize the persistent
efficacy and persuasiveness of religious and other (e.g., superstitious) beliefs and practices, even where they represent a
knowledge or a mode of thought very different from one's own.
Hence, a distinction must be maintained between the fundamental psychical tendencies, underlying convictions, and the
which are proved by the comparative method to recur
like
in manifold different forms (cf. § 4 [2]) and the particular
forms, arguments, etc., which may no longer retain their old
validity (cf. p. 6690, n. 1). This is to distinguish between some
expression and what it is intended to express, and between a
conviction and the various waj's in which it is substantiated
(e.g., beliefs in a soul, or in a superhuman guardian, or in an
'
approaching new age,' etc.).

—

—

RELIGION
Here another important distinction is to be drawn, viz.
between that which has a ps)'i:holoj^ical basia in ininK<1iat('
experience and the further secondary more or less loffical
elaboration of it. Thus a G:euuine belief in the kinship of a
deity can rest primarily only upon certain experiences which
seemed to find a natural expression in terms of relationship (cf.
But they are symbolical or
e.g., the 'Fatherhoo<l of God').
analogical, and errors multiply whenever the oritfin of such
terms is forgotten, and the words, taken in a literalistic manner,
form the basis of argument unchecked by resort to the original
data of experience.
Similarly, the idea of a
Kingdom of
Heaven will primarily he justified by psychical facts (aspirations, longings, etc.), althoujfh it is at once capable of development suggested by the experience of earthly kingdoms. The
words, the kingdom of God is within you (Lk 17-'). represent
a profound transition from concrete imagery, which was open
to misunderstanding, to a more psychological statement, and
this in turn is capable of a certain psychological development
which, however, can go astray.
,

'

'

'

'

—

(1) On sociological,
15. The theory of reality.
biological, and even chemical grounds, the individual is in various respects a ' part of that which
is greater and more permanent than his growing
and dying body. Not only do his intuitions and
convictions testify to some greater and more permanent reality, but these are tlie mainspring of
his life and they take into their service all that we
call material and pliysical, and tliat belongs to
'

The various polytheistic and
space and time.
monotheistic convictions of men, like the conflicting religious, philosophical, and other conceptions
of the universe, indicate either that there are no
stable or dependable realities or that it is men's
convictions and conceptions of the realities that
vary and develop. The latter is the only rational
view if there is to be any effort to think coherently
about the world and a distinction must be drawn
between the ultimate realities and the conceptions,
formulas, etc., which may be felt to be the realities
themselves. Thus, the mystical experience, e.g.,
is felt to be reality itself, although the striking
and conflicting varieties of experience indicate
that it must be of subjective and not objective
That variation and development are to
validity.
be expected is shown also by the vicissitudes of
religion, due to individuals who are unable to
accept what to others has absolute validity, and
who have convictions wliich are felt to be more
real than those already current.
Human personality is profounder than any given system of life
or tliought, and consequently the soundest theory
of reality must be based upon the existence of
(subjective) convictions of reality wliich obtain
among men. These and their vicissitudes provide
the material for the most logical theory of reality.
;

(2) Explanations, interpretations, theories, and the like all
of ultimate reality.
Thus, e.g., the popular
theories of primitive or universal serpent, stone, phallic, or astral
cults, if taken seriously and rigorously pursued in their implications, would have the greatest significance for all conceptions
of God, man, and the universe.
As a general rule, even sweeping theories may seem immediately plausible or absurd, as the
case may be, but the logical aspects are invariably complicated,
and the theory will be favoured, because it explains a certain
number of facts, or condemned, because of the facts which are
ignored or interpreted in some forced manner. Indeed, the

imply some notions

most absurd theory covers some unimpeachable

when

facts

;

but,

has once been obtained, evidence is forthwith more or
twisted to it and it becomes Procrustean. Concepts, theories, systems, methods, attitudes, and positions have
this twofold aspect their origin in the presence of data which
have been experienced and must be interpreted and organized,
and their subsequent application and employment when the
data, instead of being used to test or control them, are tested by
them and viewed or interpreted in their light. This holds good
it

less ingeniously

—

modern theories, beliefs, convictions, concepts, etc.,
flourish because of the sound elements they contain, and
are injurious when their origin is forgotten and they become
Procrustean ; and (6) those of old, which in like manner must
have flourished only because of their effective elements.
of

(a)

which

Of the

importance for the theory of
problem of religion and magic. It
is obvious that
any persistence of both must be
due psychologically to certain effective elements
(e.cf., subjective satisfaction).
But, since magic is
admittedly impermanent and unprogressive, and
religion admittedly has had its periods of decay
(3)

reality is the

first
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and revival, both contain certain ineflective elements Mhich, in the case of religion, were not
Both include elements which are
irremediable.
often styled irrational
and both involve convictions of man's relationship with the powers and
processes of the universe and of the possibility of
But magic
utilizing or of co-operating with tlioni.
typically involves attitudes of com pulsion and
coercion there are processes in the universe which
are not beyond man's control
whereas dependence and humility are characteristic of religion.
Yet the latter are not the only notes in religion
(cf. § 18 [3]), and there is frequently a behaviour
and attitude which can be styled magico-religious,
being magical in its 'irrational' and external
aspects and religious in its temper and s]iirit.
;

;

;

Tiius,

we

find convictions of a

really

profound

between man and the universe
which are not confined to crass magic, but there
are two fundamentally difr«irent attitudes (direct
relationship

coercion or command, or indirect appeal or prayer),
and, where the contemporary religion and magic
are in conflict, the latter is typically anti-social

and individualistic (cf. art. Magic [Introductory]),
Here, magic is felt to be not so much untrue as a
wrong handling of the truth and it is regarded as
irreligious and blasphemous, and is feared and
dreaded. Consequently the problem of magic and
;

religion involves (a) our own views, both of religion and of what is antithetical to it and to
the progress of society, and {b) our o^\•n views of
causation and reality ; for we rely upon our own
ideas of the relations between ourselves and the

and we must assume that the ultimate
are the same everywhere.
It follows,
therefore, that the concept (5od is fundamental
from
a
theistic
(1) because,
point of view, God is
the ultimate judge between religion and magic,
and (2) because, unless we have definite ideas of
the ultimate realities and of God's place in the
processes of the universe, the crassest magic cannot
be finally estimated— for to hurt a rival by
sticking
pins into an image, and to expect rain by .symjjathetic magic or by prayer to a rain -god or a Supreme
Deity, is to imply a theory of some ultimate
interconnexion and causation, and upon this we
have to make up our minds.
universe,
realities

'

'

:

16.

The concept 'God.'— (1) The

value of

all

convictions and theories of God, man, and the
universe must be at tiie mercy of the ultimate
realities themselves, whatever these may prove to
be and this fact obviously conditions all critical
The concept 'God,' however it origininquiry.
ated, both influences and is influenced bj- conceptions of reality and truth, and the fundamental
problem concerns the necessity of the concept and
its content.
The theist will naturally accept the
concept which, however, will tend to control his
argument and as a rule will be only imperfectly
analyzed. On the other hand, a procedure which
seeks to be purely inductive and to construct a
systematic view of the universe will, if it admits
the concept, tend to use it illogically and without
the wealth of significance which characterizes it
for the theist.
All the theories of the origin of
religion are, therefore, extremely instructive for
;

what they both spontaneously concede and imply.
They are usually obliged to assume some most

essential

features {e.g., awe, reverence, sacredness) ; or they confuse what evokes a religious
It is meaningless to
feeling with the origin of it.
suggest to the true theist that his belief in a
God
living
originated in the ancestor-worship,
animism, or aniniatism of the past such a notion
is pai't of the fallacious theoiy of survivals (§ 4).
;

However

persua.sive

be

the

parallels, however
theistic and other

striking the links between
beliefs, the external observer can easily overlook
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the

qualitative differences
involved in each.
mentary form of a feature

and

the

different
rudi-

mental and moral experience and equipment,' and

'this medium fashions its form.'
Consequently,
not thereby the from a purely critical point of view, the remarkadvanced
in
more
of
what
able
variation
in
men's
beliefs
and
forms,
origin
appears
practices, and
and the data of totemism suffice to prove that the the impossibility of reconciling many of the
origin of a religion is not so practicable a problem theistic and non-theistic convictions, make it
as the interpretation of the rudest type of it.^
necessary to approach even the profoundest and
The qualitative differences between the most sacred questions from the human side.
(2)
child's care for the doll and that of the mother for
(3) Without a preliminary survey of some introductory questhe babe, or between mere affection and genuine tions it would not be possible to thread a way through the mass
of data. The ultimate realities touching man, God, and the
love, override any attempt to trace an actual linear universe must be such that the different
conceptions of them
or serial development from lower to higher, or the and their development can be in some measure explained
like.
No intense or new experience (evoked by otherwise we imply innumerable realities and ignore both the
results of careful comparison and the psychological relationsliip
love, religion, crisis, Avar, etc.) can be successfully
among all men. The data of religion can be handled methodiimagined, grasped, or calculated before its arrival
cally only on the assumption that there are certain profound
love is not a magnified affection, and religious truths, principles, and realities which are apprehended (a) in
can be shown to be related to one another, and (b)
experience is sui generis save to the outsider. ways that
men who are p33'chologically more alike than unlike
All intenser experiences are typically private, among
either experience and existence must be entirely irrational or
and ordinary some way of organizing and co-ordinating the diverse data can
ineffable, and incommunicable
language is admittedly a description in lower be found. The method is both deductive and inductive. The
terms. So, in religion the Fatherhood of God is simplest classifications, even the merest beginnings, involve
postulates and assumptions all organization of data is due
from a theistic point of view an analogical ex- partly
to prior selection — not to chance— and to some view
pression of an experience, and, if it is developed in which will be replaced later by other and more developed
views.
There is continuous alternation between the 'structure'
a purely literalistic manner, it loses its distinctiveor content' of a standpoint or of an attitude to things or of a
ness and is without the elements of development
world-view and the things themselves, between the concept
and progress. From another standpoint, the term and its material, between the theory and the facts it embraces,
might seem to be a construction, a figment, a between the method and the evidence it handles, between the
vision of the
and the method of reaching it. Neither
theory, suggested primarily by mundane experi- member of eachgoal remains
pair
unchanged. Man has a consciousBut this will not explain the qualitative ness, an awareness,
ence.
a mode of experiencing, which is capable of
difference for the theist and the typical system of progressive development and in the history of religion we
the vicissitudes of men's'^conceptions of what to them
thought *in which it appears.^ In other words, the discern
were the supreme ultimate realities. Just as data cannot be
concept God is inexplicable save as the result of handled unless we are given methods of classification, postua growth of consciousness, a realization, an aware- lates, etc., so we cannot 'construct' or 'invent' conceptions of
ness of that of which man can find only an imperfect reality, but must test, verify, and develop those which we find
and inadequate description. It is only in the alreadyofin our possession, and which, such as they are, are the
result
past experience. And, so long as the best description
secondary stages of each moment in the process that of reality depends upon men, and personal experience and conthe term is treated as itself an object of knowledge ; victions control both men's life and thought and their attitudes
to one another, so long must a critical inquiry seek the road to
primarily the concept can be justified only as
reality in their conceptions of reality and in human personality.
representing a reality of which man has come to
III. The elements op religion.^— ly. Totem
have some conscious experience, and which he has
been able to express only in a partial and limited and other names. (1) For the classification of the
'elements' of religion it is necessary to observe
way.
the psychological identity of all religions, includIt is self-evident that, if we assume the existence of the reality whom man conceives of as ing even totemism, and the general similarity of
God, this Supreme Power does not depend upon the psychological, the historical, and the other
man's recognition.
Wherever the conception factors in their development. Especially signifimakes its appearance, it must owe its authority cant is the close connexion between theistic reand validity only to the consciousness of something ligion and totemism and all other cults or religions
which are not theistic. The explicitly theistic
distinctive and unique, something not covered by
other terms ; at the same time, it will be intelli- convictions, when they enter the history of religion,
gible only because the new experience is blended produce, as in the history of the individual, a
with what is known and familiar.
These are genetic development of thought, and not a stage
among the elements which go towards forming- entirely unrelated to its predecessor and this
man's idea of God's transcendence and immanence allows the conclusion that theistic religious experiThe blend of old and new is significant, ence is not to be entirely separated from other
(see § 31).
The theistic convictions
for, if man is ever to become aware of the (objecreligious experience.
tively) ultimate realities, his new conceptions undoubtedly cause a profound development, and
cannot, for psychological reasons, be absolutely there is no doubt a reshaping of the world of
disconnected from those which he previously pos- beliefs and practices. But there is none the less a
sessed
the realities to be intelligible cannot be genetic relation between earlier and later stages,
absolutely unrelated to the prior experience. and, consequently, it does not appear that the
Finally, the fact that conceptions of God or of the ultimate reality which we call God Mas isolated
ultimate realities have undergone development from the consciousness in which He had not before
does not justify the supposition that either or both been explicitly present. That is to say, it is a develconceptions develop. Tlie objective existence and opment in the human consciousness which hownature of God do not depend upon this or the other ever caused is the fundamental fact, and this
theory or thinker on the other hand, the great conclusion is of vital sigTiificance for all interpretavariety of religious beliefs and convictions would tion of religion, especially on the lower levels (cf.
Totem-groups naturally owe their
justify the theistic view that any divine revela- §§ 16 [2], 24 [1]).
tion' must take up the individual as it finds him ; unity to the implicit or exjilicit recognition of
it must come
through the medium of our own principles and ideas which make for unity. The
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;
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;
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'
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;
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;

'
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It should be observed, therefore, that
1.
although it may be possible to see a certain continuity or
sequence in data, it does not follow that there has been a simple
development from any one of them to the next in the series.
2 A theistic
system is not a belief in God plus a system fitted
to it, but an organic whole ; of. similarly the problem of the
origin of totemism (§ 17), and of all else that can be regarded as
1

Of. p. 669*', n.

a single unit.

of the subject forms the real inductive
must be preliminary ideas of method,
forth, otherwise (as can be seen from the
conflicting results of the application of the 'comparative
method ') the evidence cannot be critically handled (see § 16 [3]).

Although this division

starting-point,
classification,

there

and so

Here, only the merest outline can be represented, and further
reference must be made to the works of Tylor, Frazer, i'oj',
Durkheim, etc., and, for §§ 17 fl. in particular, to the artt.
Holiness, Tabu.
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totem

eiubleni, badge, symbol, or

is tlie

link

;

it

more than the mere animal or plant species,
and its value lies in the meaning that it has for
the group, in tiie system of beliefs and practices

is

it is the centre.
Though it has been
denied that totemism is a religion, it is undeniably on the border-line, and there are variations
such tiiat, in Samoa, e.g., the totems are almost, if
not quite, gods.' No single element by itself is a
proof of totemism e.g., animal names alone have
no weight. Tiie point lies in the context or
system of thought, even as any given name compounded with Baal or Nebo does not necessarily
j)rove the existence of a contemporai-y belief in
those gods.

of wiiich

;

The suggestion that totemisni arose through a

literal inter-

pretation of metaphoric.il, symbolical, or similar names, or that
an animal or plant nickname was the origin, does not explain
the organic system of cult. This suggestion emphasizes 'the
usual savage superstition which places all folk in mystic rapport

with the object from which theirnanies are derived. '2 But it
begs the question for a name could originate totemism only
proWded we grant the psychological ana other factors which
await explanation viz. the meanmg of 'superstition,' 'mystic,'
and rapport.' What is important, however, is the assumption
that a system can come into existence at a bound, since the fact
of its being a system, and the presence of many gradations of
totemism, as also the close parallelism between it and other
cults, tell against the view that it can be explained by pointing
merely to a particular element (viz. the name) and not by
regarding the cult as an organic whole.'
;

—

'

(2) In fact the names of totems usually function
For (a)
similarly to those in other types of cults.
not only will a particular stock of names often be
reserved for the members of a totem-group, but [b)
sometimes the names refer to the totem, as truly
as compounds of Jah(weh), Baal, or Nebo indicate
some sort of relationship between the god and the

people.*

Sometimes

a solemn duty to keep

it is

the names in use, for otherwise the totem will feel
neglected and be angry. Sometimes a native on
lying down or rising up will murmur the name of his
totem, which is believed to be helpful only to those
who belong to the particular group. Again, the
name of a totem must not be spoken heedlessly, or
it is referred to indirectly
thus the Warramunga
of Australia tell of a huge world-snake which is
not called by its proper name, because to mention
it too often would cause them to lose control
over it, and the reptile would come and eat
them up.
(3) Characteristic everywhere are not merely
the as.sociations of the name of revered or sacred
objects, and what they betoken or presage {nomen,
omen), but also the claims involved when names
are conferred or assumed ('Name spells claim').
The name indicates the known, and there is a
common tendency to identify the name with that
for which it stands, to connect the name and the
nature of a thing. So it is that change of name
often suggested or indicated change of nature or
personality, or a new stage in the history of an
;

1 This is
only to be expected, for, where we find the earliest
stage of what we agree to call religion (or ethics,' § i8 [1]),
the distinctive features will appear in an environment which
admitted of the development, and, as is the case wherever the
necessity for a new concept appears, there must be a combination of the old and the distinctively new.
2 Andrew
Lang, in BBrn xxvii. 86, Secret of the Totem,
London, 1905, pp. 121, 125.
3 This reliance
upon single elements and not upon their context or their system is a common cause of fallacious argument, when the comparative method is uncritically employed.
Cf. also the erroneous view that theism originates in the
superaddition of the belief in a God (above, p. 672*, n. 2). For the
'birth' of systems cf. the sudden rise of eikon cults (e.fir., A. J.
B. Wace, Annals of ArchcBoloqy and
Anthropology, Liverpool,
1910, iii. 22 ff.), of new religious cults in British New Guinea
(E. W. P. Chinnery and A. C. Haddon,
xv. [1917] 448 £f.),
of new castes in India (with an entire caste
svstem), of cults of
deified men in India and elsewhere, and the
strange cult around
the ideas of Fatherland, Liberty, and Reason at the French
'

'

'

HJ

Revolution (Durkheim, p.
*

For

gamy,
77, 101

and

214).

(6) respectively see Frazer,

(a)
343, 473,
272.

ii.

f.,

VOL. X.

iii.

—43

13, 329, 360,

and i. 68

Totemism and Exof., ii.

473

f., iii.

34

f.,
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individual or a place.' As indicating a claim, the
is the written symbol or mark representative
of the owner.
name will be kept secret lest an
enemy by knowing it should have power over the
holder of it and the greater the owner, the more
potent the name and the greater the need for care.
To name the dead is to bring them vividly before
one ; hence the names of venerated and sacred
beings, as also of harmful and evil ones, may not
be used freely. The customs are psychologically
quite intelligible. Consequently, tne names tiiat
have valued or treasured associations, that mean
much, are neither to be ignored or forgotten nor
used carelessly and heedle.ssly. Two transitions
are possible the one is to keep the name secret,
to avoid it, to replace it by another which will
not have the old psychical force in this way it
falls out of use, or it is retained among the few,
or it has a magical value it is self - eH'ective,
automatic ; the other makes the name too
familiar and robs it of its earlier worth. Two
stages can therefore be recognized one where a
name is efl'ective on psychological grounds, as
being part of a system of interconnected feelings
and ideas, and the other where it is becoming or
has become isolated and barren, with little or none

name

A

;

:

;

—

—

of the former psychological, social, and intellectual
The latter stage is evidently in-

significance.
etiective and

impermanent, whereas the former
must have recurred from time to time
for,
whether the name stands for what is visible (e.j'.,
the totem species) or for the invisible (the distant,
the dead, a spiritual deity, etc.), it has an effective
;

value only because of the appropriate feelings or
ideas which it evokes.
The first stage, then, is
essential for all progressive development.
(4) Tabus against looking at or touching things are rarely
applicable to totems, because the species is generally conunon ;
but they apply to the objects or vessels used in the totem cult.
Everj'where there are sacred objects which may not be heedJust as a sacred name calls up that
lessly gazed at or handled.
to which it refers {i.e. typically, the reality itself, as it is apprehended), so objects are sacred and effective because of the
associations. Thus, relics, bones of saints, etc., are used for
magic ; and parts of a man's body, or even his shadow or footprint, are regarded as essentially himself.2 If, on the one hand,
an object may lose its sanctity (cf. the vicissitudes of the bullroarer and of sacred masks), on the other hand, an object that
is treated as sacred appears as an organic part of an entire
rite,
cult, or system.

—

The

sacred relationship. (1) Psychologithe sacredness of things (names, visible
objects, etc.) is akin to the natural delicacy where
one's treasured souvenirs and memories are concerned, where one's inmost personality is felt to
be at stake, and where there are ideas which are
neither to be obliterated or forgotten nor treated
witli familiarity and tactlessness.
The fear of
gazing heedlessly upon sacred objects applies also
to particular individuals (priests, kings) who must
be kept in seclusion because of the tabus.' The
OT, in turn, illustrates the real danger felt in
The
being in the presence of a dinne being.
psychological foundation throughout is similar
there are some things which are too closely bound
up with ideas of ultimate reality and personality
to be lightly handled, or even to be treated objectively the thought and the reality fuse into one.*
That ' the pure in heart shall see God (cf. Lk 5*) is
1 Hence the idea of
changing a name in order to change the
i8.

cally,

;

—

'

personality finds a concrete parallel in the custom of changing
clothes in times of crises (see W. R. Halliday, BSA xvi. [1909The tendency noted above finds its parallel in the
10] 212 £f.).

higher (conceptual) development of thought when thought or
description is confused with actual existence or reality.
2 Cf. the evidence collected
by Frazer, GB^i, pt. i.. The Magie
Art, i. 174 ff. pt. ii.. Taboo and the Perils of the Soul, London,
;

1911, pp. 77

ff.,

258

ff.

S Cf.

GB3, pt ii.. Taboo, chs. i., iv. § 1.
I would put myself
Cf Emerson, in his essay on Intellect
in the attitude to look in the eye an abstract truth, and I canI seem to
I blench and withdraw on this side and on that.
not.
know what he meant who said. No man can aee God face to face
4

and

'

.

live.'

:
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the complement of the fear of an Isaiah (Is 6"^), and
the convictions herein involved are quite inexplicable unless they were based upon certain intense
experiences and endorsed throughout the ages by
those who had similar types of experience and
could realize their validity. The evidence natur-

Fiom
ally varies in significance and spirituality.
totemism and upwards purificatory ceremonies on
all solemn occasions abound.
Among rudimentary
and simple people the practices are extraordinarily
concrete

:

fire,

water,

scarification,

abrasion,

change of clothing, etc., prepare the individual for
the sacred ceremony. So, too, guilt is treated as
something physical or material, to be washed away,
removed by an emetic, or dispatched upon a scapeThe data represent a pre-ethical rather
goat.
than an ethical stage. What we call ethical was
not born in a day (cf. p. 673*, n. 1) and practices
which were purely external could have no psychical
or subjective efficacy. Ritual can be accompanied
'

*

;

by

its

appropriate psychical, moral, or spiritual

accompaniment, and can readily lose it and the
ditterence is between an apparently magical (or
rather magico-religious) rite and a purely magical
one (§ 15 [3]). Of the two, the former and not the
latter can permit progressive development.^ The
apparent edification, the psychical transitions from
feelings of fear, grief, or unworthiness to those of
relief, forgiveness, and the like, and the persistence
of the rites in practical social groups are incomprehensible unless the data are treated as entirely
bona fide and rational within their limits. It is to
be noticed that the purificatory and similar ceremonies are for practical purposes, when great
;

values are at stake, and the welfare of the people
is concerned.
They have the effect of producing
or strengthening a certain psychical state, a desii-ed
relationship ; and, in point of fact, genuine feelings
of confidence and security recur even among rudimentary religions in the midst of strange and
apparently quite irrational tabus.
(2) Even the totem is supposed to help and succour the clansmen who respect it, and the individual totems or spirit-guardians
are ready to strengthen those who own them. The help may be
of a very general character, or the beliefs may be shaped by the
attributes of the object thus the eagle gives keen sight, and
the bear gives strength but the bear is slow and clumsy, and
The central object of the
hence the prot6g6 may suffer
religious feelings and beliefs wOI thus stimulate thought ; hence
it is possible to consider separately (a) its objective nature,
character, reputation (whether totem, deified ancestor, etc.), and
(6) the feelings, needs, and psychical nature of the worshipper
(see § 31 [4]). Throughout there is a reliance upon some exand it is
plicit source or centre of definite or indefinite efficacy
not unrelated to the perfectly vague and implicit reliance upon
'something' in the universe which will respond to the flung-out
curse, the earnest adjuration, and the resort to lot or divination
Whether the individual has explicit convictions
(cf. § 29 [1]).
or no, and however they may be shaped, the underlying ideas
are essentially similar in spite of their profoundly different
shapes and their effects upon his intellectual development.

—

:

!

;

(3) Especially noteworthy is the intuitive idea
of reciprocal relationship ; the evidence is strong
enough to suggest the do tit cles formula of

Yet the idea of a mutual undertaking which may seem a veritable bargaining
also Jacob's vow [Gn 2S^"'''-]) is
(cf. in the Bigveda
not necessarily so crude and unethical as it may
appear (cf. the ideas in the Deuteronomic threats
and rewards— 6.17., Dt 28 f.). But the conception
of a god as unswerving and unalterable is the
parting of the ways for religion and for magic.
There are convictions of a certain uniformity, and
a free response (cf. Mt 7"-)) which make the
promises of religion a free gift to everyone tliat
thirsteth' (Is 55'), and a reward for importunity
(Lk IP^-)- In striking contrast to the tendencies of
the tabu to maintain a gulf between the sacred
1 Intermediate
steps in the advance are illustrated when the
sacrifice (q.v.).

;

'

with appropriate sentiments cf.
He 10", and the Syriac story of the woman who in the ceremonial washing cleansed her thoughts also (F. 0. Burkitt,
rites are explicitly associated

Exiphemia and

the Goth,

London, 1913,

;

p. 156).

and the profane

is the respectful friendliness, or
the easy, confident, and even naive behaviour, as
reflected, e.g., in
popular stories in the OT

Moses [Ex 3'2], Gideon
158],
Hezekiah [2 K 20^]). The childlike attitude in all its phases good and bad has
parallels in personal religion and mysticism, and

(Abraham
6'^-

[Jg

[Gn

22- 36f.

—

3Sj^

—

stands in tlie strongest contrast to the attitudes of
subservience, humility, resignation, and submissive
faith.
So, in the OT itself, quite opposed to the
spirit of the popular narratives in question is the
Deuteronomic teaching which sternly forbids man
to 'tempt' the Deity (i.e. put Him to the test).'
The data are exceedingly instructive, especially

when viewed

in their historical development,
the attitude to all that is delicate,
intimate, and sacred readily passes from naive,
free innocence to an attitude that is blameworthy
in this manner a relationship with one who is
felt to be psychically superior can pass through
familiarity to one Avith loss of respect and (b) the
institutional religion, like all organized thought,
has commonly to restrain a certain individualism

because

(a)

—

;

which from being markedly individualistic becomes
extreme, antinomian, and irreligious.*
(I)
19. Ideas of imitation and identification.
Signs, symbols, and tatu-marks can be used, like
or
to
indicate
names,
possesrelationship, claim,
sion
and they are ettective, provided they liave
an appropriate meaning and call up the required
The symbol which stands for
feelings and ideas.
the totem, spirit, or god may be carved upon
weapons, boundary-stones, utensils, etc., to signify
the presence of a protective being, to warn otf the
The symbol may even be
evil-doer, and so forth.
cut or painted upon individuals, or the latter may
wear skins, helmets, etc., to represent or symbolize
the totem, spirit-guardian, or other protective
power. Whether we find a realistic imitation or a
symbol more or less conventional or no longer
intelligible, the individual is very closely associated
with a being who, however superior, stands in an
intimate personal relationship with him. In war,
e.g., the wooden images of dead ancestors may be
invoked or taken into the fight and there may be
an appeal to old heroes or to war-gods (who are
sometimes deified heroes). But, when the warrior
in some way imitates his protective genius, there
is a virtual identity
the warrior does not fight
for his god, but with or rather as his god. Sometimes the totem is painted on the dead, or otherwise associated with the corpse a fitting climax
when the individual and his totem are supposed to
be of the same 'substance,' and the man is born of
the totem stock. Even in totemism there is a
certain identity of nature of man and his totem,
together with the realization of a difference, and
this co-existing immanence and transcendence
faithfully reflects feelings of the paradoxical relationship between what we call the 'human 'and
the sacred or divine.'
(2) The various imitative practices occur in commemorative ceremonies (e.g., where dead ancestors
are supposed to be present) but of far greater
interest are those which represent needs or wants

—

;

;

—

—

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

;

and their fulfilment.
There are mimetic ceremonies to effect cures, to bring rain, to further the
1

2

Cf. Driver's

note on Dt 616 in TCC.
and apart from any theory of ultimate

Psychologically,

realities, it

is

significant that

human

personality develops, In

human life, where great values are concerned. A
path has to be found between (a) utter familiarity, with the loss
of the earlier recognition of one's own psychical inferioritj', and
(b) feelings of aloofness, remoteness, and of the gulf between
the self and another self see § 31 (3). Just as sacred objects
are to be named, seen, or handled only with respect, so in
religion there is an experience of a relationship which has to be
treated similarly, and, although the relationship has human
analogies, yet it is characteristically more vital than any in
ordinary human life.
religion, as in

;

RELIGION
increase of edible animal and plant totems, etc.
In these cases (especially in Central Australia) the
groups or the headmen, by virtue of tlieir relationshii) with tlie totem, are supposed to be able to
exercise some control over it for tlieir own purposes.'
The practices are noteworthy for the solemnity, selfdenial, and restraint whicii accompany them and
Elsewhere
forbid us to style them pure! j' magical.
it is not uncommon for groups or indivitluals to
be ascribed power and authority over some one
department of nature (rain, winds, crops, etc.),
and the general principle implied is twofold A
can control B because of some relationship (resemblance, etc.) between them or, to control B,
or gain B's help,
must first enter into some close
relationship.^ The manifold beliefs and practices
turn upon ideas of likeness, resemblance, and
identity and the main lines of development are
{ci) a testing and verifying of the ideas, (b) the
choice, on the one side, of special individuals, and
the recognition, on the other, of special sources of
activity such that, instead of a rain-totem group,
we find (a) individuals credited with the power of
controlling the rain, and (/3) spirits and gods,
either of rain or of less restricted powers (see § 25).
(3) Throughout, what is fundamental is the imitation, whether of the venerated being, the particular need, or the activity required.
Now, the
idea of imitating the holiness or perfection of a
:

;

A

:

;

deity {e.g., Mt o'*") could not spring up suddenly
the desire for a spiritual, ethical, and invjard
;

resemblance cannot be separated psychologically
from the rudimentary rites where men, externally
at least, in some way assimilate themselves to
their sacred beings, and not rarely with every sign
of earnestness and solemnity.
In this psychical
state there is a communion, approaching identity,
with the object of the profoundest ideas there is
a typical desire to reach the state and to profit
from it. All imitation gives a certain reality to
the conception entertained of the person who is
being represented. Moreover, intense ideas and
desires will tend to realize themselves in appropriate gestures and activities.* Hence the apparently
magical representation of rainfall is not unintelligible from a psychological point of view, and it is
significant that some of the ceremonies typically
involve attitudes which are characteristic of
It is true that there is in religion a
religion.
characteristic submission (not necessarily an attitude of passivity) to the supremacy of the divine
will
'Thy will be done.' On the other hand, in
magic 'there is too much "My will be done"
about it all.'^ But there is the third attitude,
naive and confident, and for this the formula
would be Our will be done.' This corresponds to
the group-unity where men and their sacred beings
form part of the same social system, and it is
taken as a matter of course that the gods and men
one another's will (cf. § 7 [2]). Moreover,
fierform
ogically speaking, this is a primary attitude and
one that tends naturally to become that in which
the individual acts as though he had
only to control,
coerce, or set in motion the required activities.
Tlie first attitude ('Thy will') is certainly not
primary and, while it is easy to understand tlie
transition from an implicit Our will to My will,'
;

—

'

;

'

'

'

impossible to explain, psychologically and
logically, any transition if the magical attitude is
it

is

This is vital for all conceptions of
original.
religion ; the apprehension of a qualitative differ-

ence must be taken as primary and fundamental.
All human activity implies that there are processes
1 See the critical
summary by Dm-kheim, bk. iii. eh. iii.
2 Cf.

therefore the semi-magical character of the symbolical
toilet or dress of old Oriental priests and kings, etc.
3 See art.
Maoic, and cf. G. F. Stout, A Manual of Psychology^,
London, 1913, pp. 166, 392 f., 602 f.
4
Marett, Anthropology, p. 208.
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in the universe with which man is co-operating ;
man in the course of development tests and
purges his more unconscious presuppositions. The
religious conception of reality involves the recognition of some ultimate interconne.xion between

the divine, between man and the
Even the crude
of the universe.'
imitative rites imply something worthy of imitaetc.
and the praction with self-denial, sacrifice,
;

the

human and

Supreme Power

together with the vague curse and the lofty
prayer, imply a certain belief in their efficacy. To
achieve his ends, man must make the necessary
preparation and use the necessary factors ; hence
comes the need of concentration, discipline, selfcontrol, and self-sacrifice, and the progress of
thought consists in the better knowledge of what
is indispensable if effective results are required
Here the efficacy of prayer
(see, further, § 29).
and sacrifice comes under consideration.
20. Sacrifice and prayer.— (1) The data of sacrifice undoubtedly include some gross ideas of mere
bargaining, and of cajoling and feeding the gotls ;
they typically point to a relationship for utilitarian
purposes, and thus the sacrifice appears as a preliminary gift in order to win the favour of the
But, in
gods, or as a thank-offering afterwards.
tices,

more suggestive form, the sacrifice is communal
is a ceremony in which members of a unit
participate, one which creates between them, for a
time at least, a stronger bond of connexion than
In such a unit or bond the proties of blood. 2
foundest ideas are realized, and men and their

its

—

it

sacred beings are brought into the closest relationThe ceremony is psychically impressive, it
ship.
is an intensifying and strengthening experience
and the state typically involves feelings of union
and solidarity, and of communion or even identity
with the sacred being. While sacrifice is felt to be
effective, conversely, effective results are to be
obtained by sacrifice and self-sacrifice. Hence
extravagant asceticism, torture, and extraordinary
self-mutilation (the last even before a fight [Gli^,
pt. ii., Taboo, p. 160 ff.]) can produce a state of
exaltation, infelt strength, and the conviction that
the desired help mxist be forthcoming.
Indeed,
violent measures may be adopted in times of crisis
or distress and gloomy rites can reappear or be
more intense in order to bring help or to stave
oft' disaster or decay.
Healthy asceticism, sacriall psychically and physically
fice, and self-denial
can thus take perverse forms in order
beneficial
to ensure, or virtually to compel, the benefits that
are sought. That man by these measures can
achieve his ends is in keeping with what proves to
be a common presupposition that the efficacy of
nature and the course of natural events, in
general, are connected with the behaviour of men,
and particularly of such powerful and representative
individuals as semi-divine kings and priests (cf.
§ 25 [3], and art. Brahmanism, vol. ii. p. 800). Sacrifice has as its central idea the implicit or explicit
assumption that there is some connexion between
human behaviour and natural causation, whether
directly or indirectly (e.g., through a deity), and
such an assumption goes behind the usual differentiation of man and nature, human and divine.
Hence, the distinctively religious and the obviously
magical aspects are often closely akin, although
their significance for the development of thought
;

;

—

—

:

'

'

'

essentially different.
Similarly as regards prayer.*

is

(2)

human and

The

spell

or

divine (and other
The fact that we distinguish
antitheses e.g., man and animal) means, not that the two are
we
realize a distincthat
but
and
unrelated,
absolutely distinct
tion between the constituents of some larger realm.
2 For the latter cf. A. Barth, Reli'jions of India, p. 274, and
see, in general, W. R. Smith, Rel. Sem.^
Evolution of Religion,
3 See
especially L. R. Farnell, The
F. B. Jevons, An Introd. to thi
London, 1905, pp. 163-231
1

—

;
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charm involves ideas of self-sufficiency and compulsion, and of a mechanism which has only to be
set -working, whereas the prayer primarily means
a call upon the inner self, and is typically a communion with or an appeal to a Superior Power.
But from the explicit prayer to a Heavenly Father
for the daily bread there cannot be isolated the
deeply-felt earnest wish, as when the Gold Coast
'
Heaven grant that I may have
negro cries
something to eat this day.' On the one side is the
nature of man, whose appeal is formuf>sychical
ated to a sacred being who either is the centre of
a systematized body of thought or is perfectly
vague and unsystematized and on the other side
is the question of the ultimate realities
whether
the prayer or wish has any effect save upon the
:

!

—

;

man

himself, his courage, confidence, etc., and
whether a Supreme Power pays heed to the appeal,
be it systematized or vague.
Moreover, the
earnest prayer or wish cannot be severed from
the earnest behaviour which reqxiires or manifests
needs to be satisfied. That prayer easily decays
and becomes the spell, charm, or magical formula

well known in the history of religion the efficacy is then thought to lie in the expression itself,
as apart from the psychical state which is typical of
This primary psychical aspect of prayer
prayer.
is fundamental, and it is instructive to observe
among rudimentary peoples indications of it in
^
practices of an apparently magical character.
Under the stress of emotion men help out their
ideas with gestures, and there is always a tendency for feelings and ideas to realize themselves
in action children commonly ' play at that which
impresses them (see p. 675% n. 3). So it is that
upon the lower levels of mankind there are mimetic
rites for explicit needs, whereas on the
higher
levels there will be explicit prayers, and also a
recognition of explicit powers to whom an appeal
can be made. But all earnest, sincere activity is
purposive, implying wants and aims, and "the
growth of knowledge and the development of
religion are marked by better conceptions of the
necessary factors and means to achieve success.
Hence we can scarcely sever genuine purposive
activity and a prayer for some effective activity.
is

;

'

;

Sooner or later the need is felt of some theory of realitj- to
connect, rationally, human activity and the processes at work
in the universe. The vicissitudes of thought the periods of
scepticism and of credulity, of doubt and of faith do not affect
the underlying realities, whatever they may prove to be and
what is implied in religious, magical, scientific, and philosophical conceptions points, not to many different realities, but to
different and even contradictory apprehensions of one reality
or system of realities. It is because the religious conceptions
claim to be the nearest to truth, and because the consequences of
an infelt conviction are so potent, that serious differences
between religious and non-religious conceptions are feared or
resented and indeed the history of religion from the rudest
types upwards proves that these differences are vital for the
progressive development of life and thought (see § 25 f-)-

—
—

;

;

—

A

21. Ideas of soul and spirit.
(1)
survey of
the whole field of religion brings to light two
con\dctions
fundamental
or, rather, presuppositions
(a) there are ideas of agency, causation,
function
in
or
the
universe, such that man
activity,
can enter into relationship with the effective processes and utilize them ; (6) man is more than the
:

Study of Comp. Rel., New York, 1908, pp. 139-174 R. R.
Marett, The Threshold of Religion'^, London, 1914, p. 58 f.
1
E.g., in one case a mimetic rite is employed when a woman
desires a child and a father of a family is called in to offer up a
;

prayer (Babar Archipelago). But, while this is magico-religious
rather than magic, elsewhere we hear of a similar rite but no
explicit prayer or appeal is recorded {GB^, pt. i., The Magic
Art, i. 72; Hartland, Primitive Paternity, i. 139 ff.). To conclude that whether the latter is really pure magic or not
depends on the record of the observer is extremely unsatisfacFor all critical inquiry the issue concerns the psychical
tory.
state (which determines whether we are to style the evidence
magical or not) and our view of the ultimate realities in other
words, (1) what is the rite in the eyes of God? and (2) how
much, efficacy is there in it, according to our own conception of
the universe (cf. §§ 15 [3], 33 [4])?

—

body there is a part which is separable,
which can leave the body temporarily (a common
sensible

;

explanation of dreams, fainting, illness), is not
annihilated at death, may go far away or remain
in the old haunts, or may enter another
body, or be
reborn.^ These ideas overlap
the ideas of a soul
or of some non-bodily part of man are extended
and refer to the life after death and tlie unseen ;
and the ideas of power or causation are connected
with powerful individuals (especially dead ancestors
:

and

heroes), saints, spirits, deities,

and powers

of

nature.
But the

ideas are never consistent, nor are the categories distinct.
Life, feeling, consciousness, mind, spirit, and soul are
confused and physiological, psychological, aesthetic, theological, and other points of view are unreflectively mingled.
The
progress of differentiation marks the progress of observation
;

and

classification.
The spiritual part of man may be thought
of as a double, material, minute, and ethereal, or it
may be
identified with certain parts or constituents of the bodv.
Modern Western thought, \vith its attempt to distinguish the
rnaterial from the non-material, goes beyond the common conception of body and spirit as a grosser and a finer material.2 But it in
'

'

is scarcely consistent when it distinguishes at the same time
living and non-living, organic and inorganic.
Consequently, it is impossible to determine clearly the ideas of
those whose thought is not the same as ours, the more especially as our modern categories are contused and not co-ordinated.
It is sufficient to observe that ever3'where it is possible to distinguish systematically some A and non-A {e.g., organic and
inorganic), but every separation of an A and a B {e.g., the living
and the dead, body and mind) invariably raises the question
whether the two are rightly kept apart or are to be related and
regarded as different forms of some one underlying substance-^

turn

mind and matter,

Ideas of soul and spirit are not to be treated

(2)

as

'

survivals,'

though special

beliefs

and practices

be traced historically (§ 4 [2]). There is a
tendency to accept the ideas and to justify them
e.g., by reference to dreams, of which, however,
only those will be cited which are actually in
harmony with the predisposition. Much also
depends on the extent of the individual's experience and knowledge by which he is able to discriminate between the waking hours and the
dreams, or any unusual subjective experiences [e.g.,

may

—

may seem to have objective reality.
familiar theories of the 'origin' of
the ideas do not account for the great social and
intellectual systems with which they are organically interwoven, and which could not in any case
be based upon isolated ideas or dream-experiences
'ghosts')

which

The ordinary

(cf.
Durkheim, pp. 56-60, 268).
Moreover, no
theory of the spiritual world can be considered
satisfactory which applies solely to a particular
age, land, or sect and a careful distinction must
always be drawn between the particular ideas
under consideration and the common psychological
aspects which indicate that the essential features
of the ideas of soul and spirit are logically a
;

priori.
(3) All the world over there are many words to
denote a power manifested in special or general
forms, material or other, whether in human,
animal, or nature' phenomena.'' The Melanesian
term tnana [g.v.) is often used typically by modern
writers; but, while this more especially restricts
the power to one originally manifested in human
activity, otlier terms are not necessarily limited in
this Avay (cf. our use of [Holy] Spirit and Power).
'

The words are characteristically applied (a) to
what has an emotional effect, exciting surprise,
wonder, marvel, admiration, reverence, and awe

;

quite intelligible, it is especially when an individual
has been powerful or famous that the continuance of his
and
effectiveness is commonly and quite spontaneously
presence
1

As

is

assumed.
2 Cf. medise\al ideas of

a more or less material soul (Telesio,
cf. also the Jainist views above, vol. vii. p. 4(38.
the controversies between the dualistic and monistic
systems, and tlie relation between polytheism and monotheism.
4 See
especially A. E. Crawley, The Idea of the Soul, London,
1909; E. S. Hartland, Ritual and Belief, do. 1914, pp. 36-160;
I. King, The Development of Religion, New York, 1910, ch. ^^. ;
Marett, Threshold of Religion, pp. 13, 120 ff.; Durkheim, p.
192 ff. J. E. Harrison, Themis, chs. iii. and iv.

Bacon)
3 Cf.

;

;
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to the unusual, iiuinessive, sliiking, and
(//)
inexplicable exanii)le3 of all kinds of causation.
Religious, non-religious, and magical aspects are
and everywlieie the tendency is to
interwoven
ditlerentiations (religious, moral, ajsthetic, physical)
which depend upon the current tradition, knowThe psychological
ledgi', and .stock of categories.
aspect of this power is more primary than the

a life of which bodily existence is only the
Here the crucial i)oint is not death, but
prelude.
the ceremony during his lifetime when the individual becomes an integral part of an enduring
the group, brotherhood, society, church.*
Ixxly
The persistence of the individual is felt to be in

and

for

—

;

'

logical,

and

some way ensured by becoming part
Wiio
tangible, or intelligible unit.

'

this is illustrated,

e.fj.,

when a

real

(psychological) reverence for the Sabbath leads to
tabus wherein the (logical) question enters whether
such-and-such an act does or does not break the
Sabbat h.i There is an a priori readiness to recognize a mysterious or profound cause or activity
outside tiie run of ordinary experience ; increase
of knowledge may seriously disturb the beliefs, by
making the activities 'natural,' but a distinction

Now, death

feelings of grief

and

is

distress (.significantly rare,
the dying), of peace and sublimity,

among

however,

even an astonishing self-complacence (as being one
of the 'elect,' and so forth).
Again, the 'next'
life has often been regarded as essentially a replica
of the present, so that even
gods and men are
thought to enjoy only a limited existence and not
an eternal one. Thus, everywhere psj-chological
and logical factors intermingle in the history of
the ideas but those which represent the apprehension of a qualitatively dilferent state are in every
respect more vital than those which view the other
world as a more super '-world. Indeed, the fact
of some qualitative difference alone explains the
analogical character of the results of the intuitions,
It would be impossible
experiences, and feelings.

Hence, theories of naturLsm and the like do not
really exi)lain origins, but only show how the
religious ideas could be engendered and brought
to the birth. In like manner, theories of the transition from polytheism to monotheism, or (as can
be suggested in the case of India) to pantheism,
overlook the important fact that the recognition
of a number of phenomena which can be classed

;

'

together and given one name, because they are
similar in some one respect (e.g., as being gods or
spirits), logically implies an apprehension of some
It seems imnnderlj'ing undifferentiated unity.
possible for the observer to draw any line objectively, save with the help of some prior presuppositions, and consequently it is necessary to admit

to attempt a rational description of man unless
there were fundamental psychical facts which
transcend the ordinary conceptions of this world.
Conceptions of another or the next world are
inexplicable unless man is already in touch with a
larger existence, and unless 'this' world, as he
understands and describes it, is the empirical
description of some part, phase, or aspect of a profounder reality the full comprehension of which
transcends human mental processes,*)
'

'

'

'

the prevalent and normal apprehension of some
power,' or the like, the nature or quality of which
is realized only when it is identified, and that on
the basis of current categories and in accordance
with current thought although the very act of
categorizing or naming shapes the apprehension
and interpretation and gives it a form.
And,
while continued comparison of the data of religion
tends to weaken the barriers between the manifold
manifestations of vuina, etc., it is solely through
the categories, differentiations, and distinctions
that the progress of knowledge is po-ssible, even
though the underlying unity be ignored from time
'

—

'

'

23. Synopsis of the evidence.—(1) It is /common belief that
the 'soul' (vital principle, etc.) can be, temporarily at least,
separable from the body it can depart when a man dreams or
is ill ; it can be lost, enticed, or stolen (GB3,
pt. ii.. Taboo, ch.
It can also be transferred
htnce the common idea of the
ii.).
'external soul,' where a man believes himself to be secure as
long as the soul is hidden or guarded in some safe, remote, or
unknown spot (GZJ-*, pt vii., Balder the Beautiful, ii. 95-278).
The idea is akin (a) to the belief that one's name may be
written, or a piece of one's person (e.g., hair) or property left,
in some holy place as an essential part of oneself and for one's
welfare, (6) to the conviction (on a higher level of thought) that
the soul can be entrusted to a saint or deity or be in his care
(see a curious form of this in 1 S 2529).
Moreover, a man's life
;

;

'

'

to time.'*
22. Life and death.
Among other ideas which
are presupposed and which rule and control human
activity, conscious and unconscious, is especially
that of the persistence or continuity of the indiNo rational description can be given of
vidual.
oneself or of others without implying it, even
though the arguments which are conclusive proofs
of existence after death to one man may make no

—

may be intiniately connected with a tree, which becomes an
'index' or 'sign' of life, indicating his
strength, weakness, or
death or, again, the weakling may be symbolically united with
a tree to gain thereby something of its strength and vigour.
(2) Trees, hke animals, plants, and even inanimate objects,
may be ascribed a soul deities may eat the spiritual part
of the food-offerings presented to them, and utensils may be
broken (' killed ')lin order that their 'soul' may accompany the
dead. Animate and inanimate objects can contain a man's
'external' soul or his 'twin' soul they can also be the vehicle
;

'

'

'

'

;

impression on another whose personal experience
and body of thought are different. But the conviction, instead of being distinctively 'religious,'
is one taken up by religion, regulated by it, and
sometimes even abused. The firm conviction that
death is merely the gateway into another realm,
or that the individual cannot escape some sort of
continuity of existence, is not in itself religious ;
it has justified
barbaric cnielty and irrational
practices, and in India religion is devoted partly
The wide pre, to remedying the evils of rebirth.
valence of initiation or of baptism ceremonies
illustrates the tendency to prepare the individual
1 The
Dakota Indians, who believe that the mysterious whiri-

;

of some power or spirit (see art. Fetishism).
Both among men
and among inanimate objects the 'spirit' can be ceremonially
and it is necessary to distinguish between any
transferred
object (human, etc.) viewed (o) as a vehicle, a representative of
some power or spirit, or (6) as the actual power itself.^ It is
;

The practice

of associating oneself with that which outlives
illustrated by the means whereby men endeavour to make
'
(so notably in ancient Oriental thought), by
building enduring works (e.^., a pyramid), by inscribing their
name upon lasting objects, by beneficent and other deeds,
which will not soon be forgotten, and so forth.
- The
or implicit) according to which
point of view (expUcit
'
'
existence represents a
(bodily) life is only
pan of a larger
'
'
'
psychological and logical mippositio, unit or universe of dis1

one

is

their

name Uve

'

'

course more comprehensive than that which confines itself
only to this world, and refuses to go beyond it consciously.
'
Every description of this world at length shades off into a
theoretical account which goes far beyond actual knowledge,
involves metaphysical problems, and leaves out the prime fact
the development of the individual who has become conscious
of the world.
3 For the transference cf. FL viii. [1897] 325 ff.
J. H. Breasted,
Atic. Jiecords of Egypt, Chicago, 1905-07, iiu 179, n. c Hartland,

to associate

with

it analoo;ous phenomena— e.j/., the
fluttering moth, and
the buffalo bull pawing the earth and throwing up dust in the
air (I. King, pp. 139 f., 161).
2 Differentiation tends to obscure
the logical unity which is
more obvious (a) on rudimentary levels of society, (6) in particular psychical states (concentration, mysticism, etc.), and (c) as
a result of any stringent comparison of the manifestations but
it does not follow that there was or is in existence an absolutely
undifferentiated unity (cf. similarly p. 666a-, n. 3).

country lives?

of a larger,
dies if hii*
the occasion of

of doubt and uncertainty.
Moreover, the life
after death is also a matter of perfect assurance
(allowing,
among rudimentary and Ijarbaric
peoples, horrible sacrifice and callousness), and

must be drawn between the psychological tendencies and the particular beliefs which prevail.

wind must be emlowed with icakonda, proceed

e?";

'

'

'

—

;

;

;

1

Ritual and Belief,

p. 55.
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an especially common belief that the vital essence of some
powerful being can be found in anything belonging to or associated with him hence the virtue of relics, the dust from the
tombs of saints, etc. Human life can be vitally bound up with
animals, trees, fire, and inanimate objects, and the dead can
reappear in another numan form (whether in the family or not)
or in animal shape. But amid all these variations it is to be observed that, while the fetish tends to be of private and temporary
value, the idol is generally the centre of a more permanent cult
and, while the spirit-guardian represents.a relatively stable but
individual cult, the totem is rather the affair of the clan. The
question of the stability and clientele of the sacred object is
always important for the body of beliefs and practices involved.
A sacred object may be shared by father and son, by mother
and daughter, or by the whole family it may be inherited,
accepted by other families, or imposed upon them. There are
many gradations between the purely individual cult of a spiritguardian and the cult accepted by a confederation of clans or a
whole people, between the most ephemeral of cults (cf. art.
Momentary oods) and those which are a fundamental part of a
people's life and thought.
spiritual relationship between the
(3) Thus, the ideas of a
individual and something outside him are extremely variable,
and everything depends upon the social and logical co-ordination.
Throughout, the ideas tend to overrule the crudelj'
The beliefs are usually tar from
physical or literal aspects.
simple, and the common ideas of rebirth and re-incarnation
;

;

;

'

'

make

it difficult

to distinguish (a) the

individual

who

will

(6) the maintenance of his own individuality,
which now seems to be partially admitted and now seems to
be entirely merged with the family or group. Sometimes the
dead are supposed to rejoin some sacred stock or nucleus,
as it were and from birth to death the man is periodically
in touch with the 'essence' from which he came and to
which he will return, i A great deal of evidence, it is true,
might seem to support the theory of a primitive ignorance
of paternity. 2 On this theory there was a primitive belief that
every birth was due to supernatural causes every child was a
spirit child.' The theory implies the existence of an appropriate body of thought connected with it and outweighing the

be reborn, and

;

;

'

purely physiological considerations. Now, the OT illustrates
the explicit conviction that the Deity can restrain child-bearing
or grant it (e.g., Gn 153 162. lo etc.), i.e. that the supernatural
considerations are stronger than the natural.' This co-existence is in harmony with the evidence elsewhere among rudimentary peoples.3 In fact, rites of puberty, initiation, marriage,
and adoption indicate not only that certain physical aspects are
not unknown, but that 'ideas' implicitly predominate.
So,
also, the collective or social feeling which treats questions of
parentage as secondar}', provided the child is one of the group,
does not necessarily point to ignorance of paternity, but to the
fundamental importance of the ideas which are implied in the
The theory of spiritual conception clearly assumes
social life.
the predominance of regulating beliefs or convictions, but is
needlesslj' hampered by the inference that the physiological
facts were not known. The evidence rather proves the significance of ideas which, on a higher level, become explicit and
would be called 'spiritual' ; and, if rudimentary man thus falls
into line with the higher levels (cf., e.g., the OT), where the
co-existence of physical and psychical ideas is at once obvious,
it has to be added that the greater importance of the psychical
aspects appears not only in the practices and beliefs relating to
the dead, but even in totemism, where the totem and totemclan may be said to be 'consubstantial' (cf. Durkheim, bk. ii.
eh. \m.).
Thus, even on the lower levels, the sj'stem of
behaviour implies some system of ideas, which, however, has
not yet become explicit, though we must describe it in such
'

'

'

terms.'*

The

ideas of soul and spirit are extremely complex, but
reduce themselves to a few fundamental principles: (a)
is no absolute individual— he is always bound up essentially with something outside himself (b) he is constantly becomnot himself,'
ing conscious of a relation with something
he is what one may call
stronger, vaster, more enduring
psychically incomjilete,' a part of some larger psychical whole ;
'
this world
(c) the difference between life and death, between

(4)
thej'

there

;

'

—

'

'

and the 'other 'or the 'next,' is not absolute, and the ideas
concerning these depend essentially for their origin upon states
of experience and their interpretation
(d) finally, while the
ordinary facts of sympathy, interest, and enthusiasm indicate
the ease with which limits of space and time are felt to be
removed wherever deep personal feeling is aroused (viz. in
;

reference to distant or past events, people,

etc.),

there

is

such that the particular character or expression of the underlying feelings is thereby shaped and guided. There is an (logically) a priori feeling of kinship and oneness with something of
which one is a part it is ready to be evoked and shaped, but it
is shaped, limited, and obscured
usually inconsistently by
current clan, social, tribal, and national circumstances, and by
'
the current body of thought. These determine man's kinship
with the rest of mankind, with the 'lower' orders, or with
nature.

—

;

—

'

—

(1) The
24. Analysis of the concept 'God.'^
Avidely dift'erent conceptions toucliing the validity
and content of the concept 'God' prove the diffistatement that can be conculty of making

any

What is most prominent is the
sidered adequate.
characteristic conviction (feeling, doctrine, etc.)
of a profoundly vital personal relationship between
the individual and an external transcendent
Power (see § 18). But convictions of some relationship are wide-spread, and there is remarkable
variation touching (a) that with which the individual is very intimately related, and (b) the
ethical, social, intellectual, jesthetic, and other
ideas involved.
Moreover, although the data of
mysticism, ecstasy, and the like, point to a
psychical state of such intense subjective value
that the experience will be felt to be divine,' yet
the common recognition of a difference between
true and ' false religion, prophetism, mysticism,
etc., forces the necessity of distinguishing between
the subjective and the objective value of every
such experience.
Besides, the individual who
'

'

'

'

a close and intimate relationship with an
external protective Power does not necessarily
regard it as a deity. Here the experience and
the interpretation may tend to interact, and the
various beliefs in the reality of spirit-guardian,
genius, ancestral spirit, or deity combine essentially similar types of experience with essential
ditterences of form and expression, which are obviously of great importance for the history of
The ordinary facts associate the human
religion.
and the divine in such a way that a criticism of
feels

them may seem almost blasphemous, and

this in

an indication that the depths of human
personality are concerned with the realities which

itself

is

the experiences involve.
(2) Moreover, the great concept involves ideas of
causation, the manifestation of power, etc. The
belief in a divine Power is typically in its effectiveness.

This will commonly depend upon man's

behaviour, and will entail ideas, not of magic
(automatic or mechanical working, coercion, compulsion), but of religion (dependence, prayer,
moral behaviour, etc.).
sacrifice, necessity of
God
While, on the one hand, the concept
raises the question, What do men expect from
their Deity ?, on the other hand, all important
'

The

religious and philosophical systems of India are especially important for the different ways in which essentially similar
1

ideas are developed.
2 For this see
Hartland, Primitive Paternity, ch. i. 'Spiritual
'
Conception,' ch. ii.
Magical Practices' ; Frazer, Totemism

and Exogamy,
3

iv. 61 ff., 155.
Cf., e.g., the corporeal and spiritual

husbands

women (Frazer, Totemism and Exogamy,
The Magic Art,

ii.

317

f.

;

ii.

of the

42.'5flf.,

Akamba

GB'i, pt.

i..

Totemism, and Exogamy
287; Hartland, Prim. Pat. i. 55,

see, further,

,

536 f., 576, ii. 83, 90ff., iv.
ii. 275 f., 278 ff. ; Spencer-Gillena, p. 265 ; Spencer-Gillenh, p. 606 ;
B. Spencer, Native Tribes of the N. Territory of Australia,
London, 1914, p. 263 ff.; and especially B. Malinowski, JJiAI
xlvi. [1916] 403 ff.
4 Cf.
above, §S 6, 9 (1). The complexity and inconsistency of
ideas of life and soul, even among so rudimentary a people as
the natives of Central Australia, emphasize the futility of any
attempt to present a perfectly logical and co-ordinated picture
of all their ideas. More important is the fact of their presence,
the recurrence of similar types of problems on different levels
(viz. in creationism, traducianism), and the necessity of a more
methodological treatment (e.g., of co-ordinating logically all the
evidence together with modern knowledge and convictions).
i.

every-

where a network or pattern of particular beliefs and convictions, conventions and prejudices, categories and classifications,

'

functions, operations, and departments of life and
nature will often be attributed to a patron or
effective power. ^ Especially is this the case Avhere
men's personal needs and interests are concerned ;
this is true not merely of concrete activities {e.g.,
corn-goddesses), but also of those which we treat as
abstractions, but which none the less could be
regarded as evident causes, sources, etc. (e.g.,
In this
deities of piety, concord, righteousness).
way we also obtain the results of continued observation of operations, the classification and co-

ordination of functions and processes, the deter1 See
especially, among recent literature, W. E. Hocking, The
Meaning of God in Human Experience, London, 1912.

2 Cf. the Roman
indigitamenta (q.v.) also the ge^iius permeating and actuating all that is highly organized (see W. VVarde
Fowler, Roman Ideas of Deity, London, 1914, p. 17 ff.).
;
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classes ami
the
catej,'ories, and
of the contents of the universe.
l}y
the side of this rudimentary logical process is
the more psychological tendency to respect, admire,

inination

of

arrangement

'

'

and venerate

significant operations and organizations in the abstract, or the concrete objects or
persons associated with or representative of them

the Navy, Army, Church, etc.). The psychological aspect is also illustrated in the attitude to
those who know 'or do (cf. the derivations of
wizard and
fetish ').
Individuals of unusual
personality or ability are outside the normal, and,
as frequently seen in India, tend to be regarded as
more or less divine. The fusion of psychological
and quasi-logical factors (potent ancf therefore
divine, divine and therefore potent) has complicated the history of men's conceptions of the
Deity. On the one hand, the attribution of deity
to operations and processes of nature readily
explains polytheistic features (gods of rain, sun,
etc.)
while, on the other hand, intense feelings of
relationship encourage a monotheistic or rather a
henotheistic attitude (as in the hymns of the
Rigveda). Consequently, gods of similar or related
functions are easily associated, as also are the
departmental and other gods of tribes or districts
which coalesce or federate themselves. But, while
the functional god is tj^pically that and nothing
more and the problems involved are those of
knowledge and observation the part played by
feeling (e.g., in the relations between peoples and
their gods) has to be considered and, when the
gods are felt to be personally related to man,
depth of feeling forces the individual to co-ordinate
his ideas, to consider the relation between this
'
our god and the gods of causation, who are gods
of function rather than of relationship.
In this
way men's ideas of the universe and of the ulti(cf.

'

'

'

'

'

'

;

—

—

re-organization of one's earlier body of thought.
Linear development is an aid to tliought, but it
does not answer the experience where a new stage
of consciousness forces a development of the whole
body of thought, comparable in some cases (e.g., of
conversion ') to the more or less drastic developments of organisms. The linear symbol does
not explain tliat awakening .and new vision which
justify the conception of a 'transcendent' God;
'

'

'

have new and different
patterns which can be objectively compared and
traced, and the vicissitudes of which would be
inexplicable unless account were taken both of the
more logical processes of ordinary thought and of
the more obscure problems of the immediate consciousness of some underlying reality (see § 25).
(3) Moreover, the concept embodies ideas of coordination and the systematization of ideas of
climax and limit. It 'completes' the needs of
it answers the grievous and
feeling and reflexion
perplexing experiences of life and the deep-reaching

mate

realities constantly

;

questions of tlie intellect. In this way conceptions
of God (according to their nature) tend to
satisfjy
human personality on all its sides, and they
will
respond to religious, moral, cesthetic, and intellectual demands.
But everywhere there arises
'

'

'

the necessity of co-ordinating conceptions of God
conceptions of nature, physical science,
For, while, on the one
society, the State, etc.
hand, the conception inevitably concerns the ultimate facts and values of life, on the other hand,
everywhere there is an absence of strict co-ordination, and a man's conception of God influences
other conceptions, and vice versa. Viewed as an
*
ultimate concept, beyond which the mind cannot
proceed, it involves ideas of extreme intensity and
limit (as when the Psalmist speaks of the mountains and trees of God).
It is then easy to regard
it as expressing a superlative or infinite form of
the ordinary and finite {e.g., God as infinite love,
justice, etc.).
By this linear, serial, or semimathematical mode of thought the Deity has been
regarded merely as a Superman, even as heaven
has been thought of as a superior copy of mundane
life.
But in all new religious experience the concept is typically transcendent, involving that
which IS qualitatively different that of which
thought is a very imperfect representation— and
compelling (characteristically) some systematic
'

with

'

—

'

'

and only an undiscerning comparison

will suggest
to the outsider that the ideas concerning a Supreme
'
Being are constructions made up of everyday
sensuous experience (cf. § 16 [2]). It is precisely
'

when one considers the relationship between
human personality and the meaning of the concept

that the problems of each are seen to be interrelated, and with both are interwoven the problems
of the development of ordinary life and thought.
evident that the development of pergonalitp In its
o( the conception itself are interconnected.
is more in harmony with the undeveloped
ideas of individuality among rudimentary peoples, whereas the
individual totem or spirit-guardian, although it is a man's
private possession, is on the road to become a personal Deity
at the same time as the man's own personality is becoming more
marked. 1 There is an inter-relation between a man's personality and his conception of the universe and its ultimate realities.
It is true that he may fail to recognize any ultimate
authority outside himself, but this phase cannot be permanent.
Characteristic of religion is the recognition of an external
Power personally interested in the individual and, consequently, from both the psychological and the metaphysical
points of view, this phase, together with the ideas of the fall
of Lucifer' type, will require a closer criticism (see below,
(4) It

totality

is

and that

Oroup-totemisin

—

;

'

p. 688b, n. 2).

;

'
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25.

Social

-

religious

development.

—

^

The

(1)

growth and differentiation of society, its internal
development, and the relation between different
societies combine to shape the development of
The religious ideas extend to all that
religion.
for the preservation of existence
hence foodsupply, livelihood, trade, war, and government are
found
associated
Avith
commonly
religious ideas
(§ 6 [1]).
But, when there is a differentiation between the religiousand thenon-religious,the modern
is

;

inquirer is hampered because he may be (perhaps
unconsciously) swayed by some differentiation (e.g.,
law and religion) which is not recognized by the
society under consideration, or he may fail to
observe another particular mode of differentiation
(e.g., magic and religion).
Throughout the history
of religion there has been no continuous, orderly,
logical development
periods of greater cohesion
and unification of thought have alternated with
periods of greater incoherence and incompatibility.
There are, however, some typical features of
importance for the trend of thought, and these can
be sketched in outline. Specialism of function,
with its inevitable disintegrating effect upon the
collective social thought, occurs when, instead of
a group as a whole officiating in some solemn
ceremony, special individuals or representatives
are employed. In the Kei Islands, e.g., girls are
;

chosen and must submit to extraordinary restrictions for the benefit of a trading expedition but
elsewhere tabus and restrictions of a sympathetic
and telepathic character are frequently imposed
upon a people as a whole (GB^, pt. i., The Magic
Art, i. 126 tf, and pt. ii., Taboo, ch. iv, §4). In
Central Australia each clan performs ceremonies
for the increase of the totem (if edible), whereas
;

the north, where the organization is more
advanced, a headman will officiate, and he assumes
the responsibilities and privileges of the group.
in

1 See
§ 8, and cf. Frazer, Totemism and Exogamy, iii. 452 ff.
of personality was vaguer among the Romans and the
Semites than among the Greeks, and in Buddhism one may
observe the absence of a personal God (from the theistic point of
view) and of distinctive individualism.
2 An
psychological
interesting attempt to work out the
history of the development of mankind is made by VV. Wundt,
Elements of Folk Psychology, tr. E. L. Schaub, London,

The sense

'

'

1916.
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Now, men

of elevated position are commonly felt
to be psychically superior, and those to whom
important or valuable powers are ascribed tend to
acquire position and authority. Such individuals,
all the world over, have a significance which is
both psychical (because of the ideas entertained
of them) and material (because of their actual
abilities) ; and in this way the authority acquired
by the magician or any other potent individual
and the powers ascribed to chiefs, kings, and other
authorities are factors that are coatinuously at
work in the history of society and thought (see

with processes in the universe that his death may
be a sort of cosmical catastrophe. Hence it may
be thought necessary to ensure that he is always
vigorous, and even to kill him before his powers
The 'divine' chiefs or kings are of
weaken.^
cosmical significance, like the Brahman priests
elsewhere
hence these visible and accessible
functionaries exercise a great influence over the
course of thought. As ethical ideas prevail, such
men must possess moral attributes ; and, when
like all representative
things go wrong, they
individuals and functionaries
are the obvious

The Magic Art, i.).
(2) The Central Australian totem-group that
increase
of its totem (e.g., the
officiates for the
emu) stands to the rest of the tribe like some
departmental god (viz. emu-god) on another level.
The group is almost wholly debarred from tasting
the totem-food, except on the occasion of the
ceremony. But among the Dieri it is the headman
of the seed-totem group who is effective, and who
boasts of being the stay of life while on higher
levels not only are there gods especially associated
with particular departments of nature, but the
firstfruits will be the property of the god or his
representative, the priest. In this development of

tangible scape-goats.^
Throughout
there is interaction between ideas of the effective
ultimate
and
the
gods (the
realities)
very human
representatives, incarnations, and the like men's
ideas of the gods are swayed by the good or bad
behaviour of these individuals as truly as, in course
of social development, conceptions of the moral
nature of the universe are influenced by the good
or evil which men find in their environment.
(4) Intercourse with other gi-oups, the rise of a
central authority, and the vicissitudes of histoiy

'

'

especially GB'^, pt.

i..

;

the difierent constituent features of the once simple
cult the office of headman, or of the man selected
for his powers, readily becomes hereditary and
frequently there are religious rulers, chiefs with
priestly powers, or priests with secular authority
a circumstance which soon leads to rivalries
;

—

between religious and secular classes.

Meanwhile,

the chief's abode and the sacred place are most
and the claims of the palace (or
closely associated,
the king) and of the temple interact in the history
of taxation, of royal and priestly regalia and
ceremonial, and of the structure of the buildings,
of the personnel, and the pantheon.
It is in the
course of such social development that initiation
ceremonies are no longer for the group as a whole ;
they are for special classes, or for entrance into
brotherhoods, sects, gilds, or secret societies (q.v.).
The development from totem-species to the single specimen,
or to an iinaj,'e of it, is easy, and the anthropomorphic treatment of the object can turn the latter into the god of the tribe
or district. Conversely, although gods with remarkable animalelements in their cults or mytlis are not necessarily derived
from totems, sometimes the ancestry can be clearly traced (cf.
Frazer, TotemUtn and Exogamy, ii. 19 fp.).
Further, a very
significant but as yet obscure development is that of ideas of
men
Sometimes
the
of
one group will
group-marriage (§ 9 [1]).
have marital rights over the women of another, and these may
be exercised before a woman marries away. But elsewhere there
has been the jus primcB noctis the claim asserted not by a
group, but by a local head or representative, or by a priest (who
18 the representative of the god)
or there has been a preliminary dedication to the god. It is conceivable therefore that
the earlier rights of the group were taken over by a representative (a) of the group, or (b) of the group's deity, and that the
custom on the higher levels is connected with what is found on
the lower. That the custom has a primary psychical explanation is suggested also by the law of the Council of Carthage in

—

—

398,

on which

cf

.

^jBr" xv.

593.

(3) Where a group and its sacred object (totem
and totem-group, god and tribe) practically form,
it were, a single unit (§
7 [2]), tiie selection of a
representative (headman, priest, king) would tend
to disturb it.
The effect of the development is
illustrated in the varying relations between a
people or land, a ruler or priest, and the god or
gods. The intermediary is the representative of
the people before the god, or vice versa ; and in
the religions of China, Egypt, and Babylonia there
are many examples of the consequences. Moreover, the king is often regarded as the source of
the people's prosperity and is responsible for
He is the central figure, and therefore
disasters.
there are tabus to protect and safeguard him ; he
be
kept in seclusion or supplemented by a
may
secular partner.
In fact, the representative individual,- king or priest, is so essentially associated

as

;

—

—

most

and

;

invariably force movements in religious thought.
The local god, the chief, and the district find
their parallels in the national igod, the king, and
the land there are units within a larger unit, and
complications arise in the eflbrt to co-ordinate the
various gods of the local districts and of the whole
area.
This co-ordination can be regarded as one
;

of convictions, ideas, etc.
The local gods, patron
deities, and saints (cf. the Muhamniadan walls) are
felt to be near at hand, and directly interested in
their small circle like the local chief ; and often,

—

whUe a

land, viewed from without, seems polytheThe
istic, the average individual is henotheistic.
problems of co-ordinating the local cults are illustrated in the relation between the Israelite Jahweh

and the Baals, the Muhammadan Allah and the
or the Deity and the saints and Madonnas

tvalls,

in

Roman

When

Catholic lands.

the local being

was identified with the national god, the result
was partly to drag the latter down to the popular
level, partly to elevate the former, and partly also
to remove the former away from popular veneration to the court and temple.
In the many vicissitudes that occur, and in the ebb and flow of ideas,
there are complex problems (a) of the psychological
consequences for the individual whose sacred being
had once been ' personally related to him, and (b)
of the quasi-logical developments of doctrines and
theories of the gods.
Personal experiences and
the theories of the universe and the gods have to
be adjusted to each other. Especially significant
are the vicissitudes of the intimate relationship
between the gods and their representative individuals ; for, although the latter are, properly
speaking, subordinate to the former, yet, because
they are visible, accessible, and more real than
the unseen powers, there is a tendency to regard
them as actual gods (cf. GB^, pt. i., The Magic Art,
I.
This tendency is in harmony with
397, 401),
the readiness of all individuals with functions and
powers to ignore their suboi'dinate position and
(when they become increasingly conscious of their
value) to be a law unto themselves. The data
point to profound vicissitudes in the beliefs and
convictions of the men concerned, and are of the
'

'

'

1

This is the motif ot the Golden Bough ; see Frazer, Totemism,
529f., 608; Gfis, pt. i.. The Magic Art, ii. 5, 322, pt. iii., Th<r
Dying God, London, 1911, eh. ii. Although the remarks above
are not everywhere applicable as a whole, they refer to interrelated bodies of ideas which recur, in one form or another,
ii.

almost universally.
2
Hence, in the development of society, one of the most diflBcult of problems is to fix responsibility and determine just
Such problems are much less
conceptions of responsibility.
serious in undeveloped communities, where there is little differentiation of function and religious ideas are not separated from
social

life.
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impoitance for any attempt to deduce the
nature of the ultimate realities (see § 32 [2]).
first

(5) The necessity of maintaining!: the unity and wecurity of
every group, tribe, and people explains the various uieans that
are taken {e.g., in rites of adoption). Ideas outweigh purely
There is a deep-seated
physical or material considerations.
feeling that powerful representative individuals should be above
chance and change hence there are innumerable practices and
beliefs which refer to their immortality, rebirth, re-incarnation,
etc., while, later, attention is directed not to the individual,
but to the stability of the function, agency, or office. If the
death of the semi-divine king was more or less a cosmical
disaster, royal marriages and births, too, had a national or even
greater significance for current thought, and ideas of increase
aud growth were associated (in an uiidifiFerentiated sort of way)
with the course of nature generally. Moreover, the superior
significance of representative individuals explains the early
importance attached to their participation in religious ceremonies e.g., in solemn acts of confe-ssiion. Hence, also, the
greater interest attached to records, ritual, hymns, etc., relating
to them, and to the careful preservation of them(cf. the priestly
hymns of the Hi(jveda, liabylonian ritual, and penitential hymns).
While the life and thought of the ordinary people are generally
colourless, with few distinctive features, the representative and
other outstanding individuals leave their mark upon a people's
history, although they, in their turn, are far more subject to
change than the ordinary level of thought which pursues its
;

—

way, rejecting what it cannot assimilate and rehabilitating,
though no doubt in a new form, beliefs and practices which
well-meaning prophets and reformers had sought to eradicate.
26. Eras of crisis and transition.
(1) As the
vicis.situdes which we have been noticing break up
the social or national unit}', with it disappear.'; the
congruence of thought. Tiie loss of collective feeling and the absence of a feeling of harmony of
aims and interests iixoceQd pari passu with a great
increa.se of individualism. Individualism is already
present in some degree where there are individual

—

totems or spirit-guardians, or where the man has
his oAvn protective genius and does not share that
wliich either is common to the group or is tended

by a recognized representative.

But the

differen-

tiation of society, labour, intellectual and all other
work, steadily increases the heterogeneity of convictions, modes of thought, interests, etc. ; and, as
it disintegrates the thought of the environment as
a whole, there is the more urgent need for some

new

strong unifying

impulses.

Now, there

is

always a logical relationship between the character
of a people and their religious convictions thus
one may note the combination of fanaticism,
gloominess, and fear of divine anger both among
the barbarous Assyrians and among the fiery
;

zealots of early Arabia.
And, as regards individuals, the psychology of Calvinist and Puritan,
of a Francis of Assisi and a Luther, of a Paul and
a John, of a Hosea and an Isaiah, illustrates
varieties of religious character which will be even
more varied, though naturally of very difierent
value, whenever individualism becomes excessive.
In other words, where there is excessive individualism, there is every opportunity for markedly
different varieties of religious and other strongly
subjective convictions, and also for a dangerous

amount of extremeness, which at other times
would be checked and suppressed by the great

of average thought.
Tlie experiences, ideas,
will always be subjectively impressive, but
there will be no coherent body of objective thought
whereby to test their real value.

body
etc.,

In the disorganization that ensues coherence
fundamental ideas gives
which has a disturbing
efTect ujion the religious conditions.
The early
social-religious beliefs and practices lose both their
(2)

of social life and of the
way to an incoherence

practical and their traditional authority ; religion
tends to be severed from life and is often mechanical
or magical.
Scepticism, agnosticism, and pessimism find fertile soil ; and the needs once nourished
by the current religion now atrophy or find other
Old beliefs return, foreign and incomsupplies.
patible ones are admitted, fanaticism and superstition balance trustful faitli and a new spirituality.
The vision shifts to the 'next world, or it ignores
'
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—

only the 'visible' is real; there is a deeper
insight into .social conditions and a freer attitude
Amid many extreme tendencies
to sacred tilings.
in all directions there will be found dangerous
excesses (cf. the frightful human sjicritice of the
Aztecs, gross licentious cults, iiTational and
suicidal tabus), which, like all features that are
incapable of development or persistence, are not
to be regarded as typical of normal religion or
it

life.

(3)

Meanwhile there

is

a general levelling.

The

divisions which had disturbed the earlier solidarity
are blurred, the privileges of the few are claimed
by the many and become less distinctive, and exclusive ideas are common property and are popularized.
In Egypt, e.g., the belief in a life after
death, once demanded on behalf of the king, was
extended to ordinary men ; it involved their recognition of the moral requirements once imposed
upon the monarchs, but at the same time the belief

The general
with its 'secularization can be seen in the history of the drama, of
certain toys (e.g., the bull-roarer), and of games.
The traces of a foundation-sacrifice have been
found in the game London Bridge is broken
down,' and echoes of grim rites lingered on in the
stories of wells and woods which it was dangerous
to jiass.
European folk-lore has thus preserved
remains of old barbaric religion and elsewhere
traces of earlier organized cultures can be recognized by their incompatibility with the current
systems of thought.^ Thus, too, the great gods
among rudimentary peoples may sometimes be the
last fragments of earlier and even more advanced
cultures and, where the religious vicissitudes can
be traced over many centuries (as in the East),
considerable complexity of beliefs and practices is
caused by the recurring periods of decay and new
growth.
(4) The factors which, taken by themselves,
was loaded with popular superstition.

ellect of the transitional process
'

'

;

;

would make

for change and disintegration, and
those which, by themselves, would lead to conservatism and stagnation, interplay and produce
new growths, the inauguration of new ages, periods,
cycles, etc.
They involve a harmony of the deepest
ideas, and thus affect the history of religion.
Characteristic of every new harmony and solidarity
is the religious spirit by which, first, individuals
and then whole peoples are stimulated and underWhen, as in the history of
go development.
Judaism, Buddhism, and Christianity, the religion
of exceptional individuals becomes that of a people,
it

must adapt

itself

to

many

difierent clas.ses,

The tendency
minds, dispositions, and needs.
then is for the religious and other aspects of life
and thought to become harmonious, an adjustment
is made between new and old, and the religion is a
socialized one, as distinct from the theosophical,
ethical, or philosophical cults of select minds.*
Everywhere these transitional periods are profounaly significant both for individuals and for
peoples. The line of development is not necessarily
snapped a land will undergo periods of new reorganization, as, e.g., in India and in early Babylonia and Egypt.
On the other hand, the teaching
of the Israelite prophets apparently caused a
drastic revolution in the old Hebrew religion,
whereas Babylonia and Egypt sought to satisfy
their unrest by a conscious and artificial return to
the conditions of a happier and distant past.
Centuries later, one line of development ceases
;

iCf., e.g.,
p. 452 ff.
2 It is

W. H. R.

Rivers,

The Todas, London,

1906,

a religion which the diverse minds of the social
body can understand and elaborate ; the whole environment
thus receives a new stimulus, although the steps from the ideals
of individuals to the practical social-religious results in the
em-ironment as a whole may seem to mark a retrogression.

now
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new

solutions in harmony with the thought of the
time. At one stage there is a natural relation

with Rabbinical Judaism, while a fresh growth
begins with Christianity ; but both passed outside
the land of their home. The rise of Islam is
virtually a neAv beginning, just as Arabic itself
'
language more
represents the
proto-Semitic
closely than do any of the other languages. After

;

'

many centuries of the old native religions, after
Hebrew ethical monotheism, Hellenistic syncretism, and the conflicts between Rabbinical Judaism
and the young Christianity, there is seen a new
It is in harmony with the psychology
religion.
and cultural level of the people as a whole, and is
thus in conti-ast both to earlier Jewish and Christian doctrine, which was above their level, and to
the remarkable syncretism which in fact appealed
only to the educated and governing classes. The
new religion re-introduced God (Allah), not new
conceptions of God or new developments in earlier
ideas.
Yet, although Islam thus begins at an
earlier point than Judaism or Christianity, it
speedily developed beyond the grasp of popular
thought ; and, although the lands were, as a whole,
culturally below the level of the earlier ages,
Islam quickly reached a high level, since it was
able to utilize in some measure the theological and
philosophical work of Greek and Christian thinkers.
In such vicissitudes (illustrated in other ways in
India and China) there is a recurrence of similar
steps, though under different circumstances, and
the earlier stage of a (chronologically) later religion
can be more advanced, in certain respects, than a
later stage of an earlier one ; just as, in the
psychical growth of the individual, the youth will
certainly represent an earlier stage than his mature
parents, but in various respects may be more

Hence the danger of unchecked comparison and of facile theories of evolution, and the
necessity of a deeper analysis of the content of
religious thought (see § 4 [3]).
27. The advance of thought.— (1) Throughout,
the social-religious development can be suggestively viewed in terms of thought, the organization and disorganization of every social body corresponding to that of the implicit or explicit ideas
That there has been
which prevail (§ 7 [1]).
some great advance is shown (a) by the fact that,
even though cultures and civilizations disappear
and sweeping reforms fail, the apparent retrogression is not without traces of the beneficial influence of the preceding stage.
Moreover, (b)
advanced.

although theriomorphic and low anthropomorphic
cults may be prominent in times of decadence or
relapse, there is not that characteristic totemism
which is essentially pre-anthropomorphic (§ 8).
Again, (c) the serious crises and hard vicissitudes
have put the current ideas to the test and have
compelled practical, adequate, and acceptable solutions of the dithcult problems of life and thought.
Consequently the recurrence of similar types of
belief

and practice

and more especisome new form

is significant,

—

when the old reappears in
the new testifying to the positive progi'ess of
thought. The crises that bring scepticism and
despair also bring new faith and hope, and the
history of religion is the repeated justification and
re-expression of old values (§ 33 [2]). The death of
a member of a totem species was to be deplored
but, when a single animal was venerated, the
death was then a catastrophe, until in some way
(e.g., in ideas of rebirth or re-incarnation) the
disturbance of beliefs was remedied. But the former
case, with its less disastrous consequences, belongs
to a lower stage
and, in like manner, endogamy,
with its good and bad consequences of close groupsolidarity, is relatively lower than exogamy, which
at once brought new and often difficult problems.
The problems become more complex as life and
thought develop ; they take new forms and require
ally

;

;

between the group and its sacred being
and,
when this is viewed as an automatic or mechanical
is
harmful
it
it
is
condition,
psychologically
magic' But at another stage it is God who
graciously chooses man, and who uses him as His
the ideas are more advanced, and
instrument
there is a logical development which, whatever be
the ultimate realities, is extremely important both
for deducing their nature and for the study of the
human mind. There is a continuity between
rudimentary and higher religions no less than
between the different stages of the individual mind
There is an ever more conscious aware(§ 17 ff.).
ness of current beliefs and practices, and reflexion
can make explicit what had been implicit in

—

'

;

behaviour.
'

Redemption, substitution,
garment of righteousness, are
back to antique

ritual.'

purification, atoning blood, the
terms which in some sense go

all

1

Rudimentary religion already accustomed men
to facts of self-control, self-denial, the sacrifice of
valued objects, the forgiveness of sins, and atonement. Already the road was taken for the later
deepening of ideas of mutual interdependence,
sacrifice,

and the relationship between man and
In mimetic and other ceremonies

the universe.

man

represented sacred beings, or acted a rebirth
or a resurrection ; on higher levels the imitation is
definitely in the spiritual realm, and the ideas of a
new life are worked out in the world of thought.
At one stage men fight, clad with the symbols of
totem or god ; they fight as or for the god.
Later the principles and ideals associated with
their sacred Being are more explicitly recognized.
Men acted and behaved as though there was a life
after death before they discussed the possibility

and embarked upon speculation. In Egypt the
Pharaoh lived again because Osiris came back to
life,

while the ordinary

man

subsequently found

safety in identifying himself with a saving god.^
Identification, whether as ritual, imitative behaviour, etc., or as the vivid realization of thought
and the experiencing of a belief, is profoundly ett'ective, and points the way to both religion and magic.
Mental concentration, absorption, and surrender
lead to results subjectively final, thought and the
absolute conviction of reality become one, and
hence every religion is hostile to what is felt to be
an irreligious attitude to or treatment of the great
truths.
(2) Where life and thought are in harmony, the
profound concepts have each a sufficiently similar

But widely

difl'erent

conceptions— e.<7.,
represent a very seconmust
terms
because
the
previously have
dary stage,
been used to denote that which was distinctive and
meaning.

of the

term

'

God

'

— will

which had a certain identity of meaning for all
concerned. Only as complexity of life and thought
increases do the differences in meaning and application have serious consequences and it is only in
those periods where the religious and non-religious
concepts become harmonious that the varied aspects
of life and thought are in a state of equilibrium.
The presence of some body or system of thoiight
at one time guides and regulates, and at another
;

It is weak or lacking at critical
represses.
periods of the development of both individuals and
Then it is that men, being without the
peoples.
help of a sj'stem tested by past experience, are at
the mercy of ideas new, original, extreme, and
outside the limits of what had been normal. The
it

—

nature of personal experience is profoundly varied,
and of great subjective significance, whatever be
The less normal
its value for the environment.
1 W. R.
Smith, Rel. Sem.^, p. 439. See, generally, G. Galloway, The Principles of Relitjioxis Development, London, 1909.
2'G. F. Moore, Hist, oj Religivns, i. 174, 194.
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experiences and convictions which abound at the
critical periods resemble the rarer examples at
other times, when, instead of a prevailing di.^location and incoherence of life and thought, there are
relatively few individuals out of touch with the
system and conventional thought of their day.
That men of conspicuous religious and other genius
are not always normal (i.e. not in harmony with
the average life and thought) is well known and
;

human nature

for the science of

that

(a)

the great figures to

it is

whom

significant

the world's

indebted often had unmistakable human
and shortcomings, even of a sort that
shock the average 'conventional thought, and that
is

thought
frailties

'

'

'

the religious life itself is characteristically
described as a constant struggle and fight.
(3) Religious and all deep experience points to
profounder realities than ordinary human thought
can realize ; and in fact the institution of special
individuals (priests), places, and seasons is due
partly to the necessity of regulating man's life
in a socially beneficial manner, so as to adjust
ordinary life and the consciousness of some overpowering ultimate truth. Did not religion express
some realization of what was felt to be overwhelmingly vital, it is impossible to find an
explanation of the facts and the vicissitudes of
religion, or of the relation between them and man's
knowledge of the universe. The more intense
experiences are the basis of reflexion, and they
develop the experiences of others. The great
religious works represent a limit or height which
men continue to find stimulating and satisfying to
feeling and thought, to aspirations and ideals.
They are intelligible because of the similarity of
men's psychical nature they are supreme because
The religious aspects
they are not surpassed.
continue to appeal, and, although there can be a
which
makes
them
lose their value,
phraseology
because they belong to a different world of knowledge and thought, yet by looking beneath the
letter it may be possible by the comparative and
psychological methods to recover the spirit. So,
too, rude savage ritual may prove to embody an idea
which can be appreciated, though not necessarily
Similar
tolerated, in the form which it takes.
experiences and periods understand and interpret
each other and the fundamental psychical similarity of all men accounts for the similarity in the
great recurring ideas and in the convictions of the
ultimate realities, and allows the possibility of a
certain genuine process of re-interpretation and
reshaping of old beliefs. But mere archaizing or a
mechanical return to the old —as in Babylonia and
Egypt is decadence, whereas the recovery of the
real psychical value of the old and its restatement
in accordance with the progress of knowledge, mark
an advance, and correspond to what has happened
in the history of religion.' By the
comparative
and other methods the religions can be brought
into one focus, and the inquirer can go, not
only
to the great orthodox or classical utterances (Bible,
Talmud, Qur'an, Vedanta, etc.), but also to the
experiences, tendencies, and all the facts of man's
psychical nature which lie beneath them, and
explain their origin, acceptance, and persistence.
In this way the relationship between a sacred
book and the environment which found in it its
highest truths is replaced by that between the
re-interpretation of it and the modern environment.
In other words, the positive advance of religious
thought is always part of that of the total world
(b)

;

—

—

;

—

of

thought in which

it

is

embedded

;

and

it

But this does not mean that some one department of
is wholly adjusted
to another. Rather, in everv
advance, individuals are so stimulated that everv department
(such as it is) undergoes a development which, like that of the
individual himself or of his countrv, may be either
orderly or
1

thought

somewhat

drastic.
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remains, therefore, to turn to some points in the
relation
between religious and non-religious
thought.
(4) Psychological comparison, it will be noticed, brings a
reconsideration of the old familiar typology and symbolism of
Scripture. There are fundamental similarities relalin;; lo a
past or future Qolden Age, an Armageddon and Last Judgment,
and especially to the re-appcarance of popular heroes and
religious saviours— an avatar, Buddha, or Messiah.
Moreover,
not only are there similar psychological experiences among
those who are conscious of a mission, but they are not unnaturally influenced, consciously or subconsciously, by such
knowledge as they have of their predecessors, i And, as regards
the OT and the NT, psychological as well as historical similarities (e.g., the Suffering Servant and the Crucified Christ)
enhance the familiar insistence in the history of Christianity
upon the connexion between the NT and the 'Messianic'
passages in the OT and this interconnexion is of supreme
miportance for man's religious nature, as apart from the
historical data which, in the case of the OT, are
entirely
problematical, and, in the case of the NT, stand in need of
criticism.
F'urther, observation of and reflexion upon the
recurrence of similar types of events have suggested the notion
of cycles or world-periods.
Yet there is always the demand
for something permanent, and the Scriptural identification of
Alpha and Omepi symbolizes a conmion intuitive feeling of
duration or contmuity underlying development, of permanence
in spite of change.
It may perhaps be regarded as the counterpart in time of the idea of the One and the Many in space.
Although modem evolutionary ideas seem to favour a linear
movement, there is no single line of progress continually shedding
old beliefs and truths, and leaving l^hind what is outgrown.
In history, too, the most revolutionary changes appear less
drastic when a sufficiently long view is taken, and a continuity
is discovered beneath the dislocation
of life and thought.
What is fundamental is the readiness of the mind to discover
continuity, permanence, unity, and structure
and, while
religion involves an apprehension and conception of an ultimate
reality which is superior to aU catastrophes, the vicissitudes of
history and knowledge in the past have never caused more than
relatively temporary disturbances of the convictions. Only in
such unity and continuity has man been able to find a practical
working solution of his difficulties and problems and, since the
religious view of the universe claims to be the nearest to realitv,
it is necessary, therefore, to note some features in the vicissitudes of the religious and non-religious conceptions.
;

'

'

;

;

Religious axd non-religious tuought.
differentiation of thought.— (1) The

IV.

—28. The

foregoing sections would, at this point, be
properly followed by some account of the steps
which lead from the more rudimentary stages of
thought to the highly differentiated and specialized thought of

But

must

modern

§6

life (see

ad

[1]

fin.).

to say that the comparative
study of religion not merely affects the ethical,
theological, and philosophical ideas of the inquirer ;
it also leads
and logically to the cominsensibly
parative study of ethics, theology, philosophy,
etc.
The typical prevailing religious oeliefs and
it

suffice

practices imply principles, ideas, and convictions
which become explicitly recognized and shaped ;
they represent the experience, observation, and
reflexion of men of ditterent temperaments and at
various stages of the history of thought. As a
result of continued application of the comparative
method similar fundamental and prevailing principles and ideas can be traced underlying the
dilierent religious, ethical, theological, and philosophical expressions. Such are, e.g., the presuppositions or the conscious convictions of the individual's continuity, of his intimate relationship

with something grander and more permanent than
his brief bodily existence, and of a onene.ss underlying the many various differentiated aspects or
divi.sions of life and thought.
Only in the light of
such unity can one gain any rational conception of
the many complex temperamental and other variations and divergences of thought these find their
logical basis, not in any ultimate heterogeneity,
but in processes of difierentiation with develop;

ments

in various specialistic, diverging,
vidualistic directions.
(2) Especially noteworthy,
study of the phenomena of

(qq.v.
1

;

Cf.

cf.

therefore,

is

the

and

indi-

coniparati\e

ecstasy, inspiration,
also artt. Possession, SCfIism, and Yogis).

mysticism

Here are

M. Anesaki, iVtcAiren, the Buddhist Prophet, Ca.mhndge,

Mass., 1916, pp. 67

f.,

72

ff.,

95, 97, 100.
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involved the rarer psychical states where the individual has
intense convictions of a deeper and profounder self, of the One
behind the JIanv, of the Reality beneath all phenomena, or of
the Ultimate Truth as set forth in his reli^ous beliefs. The
state is always exceedingly impressive and potent and, all the
world over," means are taken to induce it artificially. At a
higher stage of development the passage from the more normal
state to the rarer is considered more carefully, with a more
conscious recognition of the roads, the goals, and the results.
In Indian and Buddhist thought, in particular, the problems
have been diligently studied and, instead of the old mythological reification of the illusion (see Maya), or the veil severing ordinary life from the profound states, there have been
psychological and philosophical inquiries of a suggestive and
The problem as to what stands bet\\'een
fruitful character.
man and his inmost self, and between the outside world of
ultimate truth, is a very real one, forced
and
the
appearance
by actual experience (§ 13 [2J); and efforts were made to
the constituents and processes of the
and
(a)
analyze
classify
mind that has the experiences, and (6) that which was experienced.
While Indian thought went its own way, Western
'
thought found its spiritual home in Greece, where the problems were apprehended and treated at a higher and more differentiated stage of development. Consequently the East has preserved more of a primary undifferentiated experience it has a
;

;

'

;

more immediate view

of its reality

;

whereas Western thought

has become highly specialized and scientific,' the tendency being
Yet it is soon found
for the unity to he obscured, if not ignored.
that no adequate synthesis can be made by combijiing the results
of extreme specialistic analysis of experience ; there is a unity
in experience and in the experiencing mind which analysis
destroys. None the less, although continued differentiation
and specialization tend to destroy the unity and give scantier
and more disparate conceptions of reality, every new and
genuine synthesis is all the richer for the prior stage of disintegration. Just as all intuitions and immediate views are the
fuller when the mind has had a laborious preparatory discipline,
80 the deep-searching introspection of Eastern thought is to be
balanced by the less introspective, less subjective, but more
specialistic training of the West ; and, while the one has a
nearer view of the problem, the other has the better tools, for
what is fundamental in the development of religious and nonreligious thought is the character of the concepts which both
influence and are influenced by the interpretation of experience.
'

(3) Complexity of thought corresponds to the
complex mental structure of individuals who are
at a more highly differentiated stage than those in
rudimentary society. All classifications, whether
complex or not (law, morality, religion, etc.), are
the result of growth, and they are not stationaiy.
There is that in the conscience and in the ideals of
the individual which tests, criticizes, and adjusts
the legal, moral, religious, iBsthetic, and other
conceptions, principles, etc., of the environment.
Such individuals go beyond current conditions and
work for an unknown future. To say that they
are ahead of their age is to beg the question, for
their achievements, whatever their subjective impressiveness, become objectively valuable as they
are adjusted to and assimilated by the en^aronment.
Hence the development of thought in history must
undoubtedly be regarded as the collective result of
the innumerable individuals concerned, and the
ideals, aims, and processes in the whole environment will then represent some profounder whole
which transcends the conscious individuals them'

selves.

At

the same time,

all

categories, and
alone rational life is

which

existing systems,

classifications

institutions,

'

—

— by

are also
possible
transcended by the individuals who frame, accept,
or amend them.
Thus men are unconsciously
shaped by processes, certain aspects or parts of
which at least they are able to shape ; they are an
integral part of that of which they are more or less
objective critics. Consequently, the most complete
description of reality must take in the developing
individual who both controls and is controlled by
his conceptions of reality.
It is a necessary
assumption that of the ultimate realities men's
conceptions are imperfect approximations, and
consequently even the conipletest view of reality
would have to be regarded as itself the outcome of
a natural process of mental development still unfinished and always hampered by determinable
limitations of the human mind.
So, in all human
development th^re is a combination of the transcendent and the immanent there is a process
;

which transcends the men
unconsciously a part of it.

Fundamental

who

are consciously and

—

(1) Every activity has
necessary conditions and principles, which are
indispensable if it is to be successful. Everywhere
are to be recognized necessary fundamental principles, all closely interconnected, but recurring in
various forms, and associated with our own ideas
of efficiency, law, order, right, and truth.
Every
group and every activity which can be regarded
collectively as a unit has its unifying and necessary

29.

ideas.

its

principles

upon which success and

efficiency de-

consequently, freedom of action, even of
existence, involves adherence to some indispensable
requirements. Liberty and subordination to law,
freedom and discipline, are thus correlative, and
they also involve ideas of aim and purpose. In
practical life the difficulties usually concern the
precise requirements, the relative value of the
units and their aims, and the relations between
those that impinge or conflict. From the earliest
times the social group has acted up to certain
obligations upon which group-unity alone could
depend ; but often it is only periods of crisis and
incoherence that manifest the vital significance
of principles formerly unrecognized, obscured, or

pend

;

questioned. Now, every genuine feeling of group
unity is commonly reflected in spontaneous feelings
the
of collective privilege and responsibility
members participate in one another's merits and
misdeeds.^ Among rudimentary peoples this unity
will frequently include both the gods and the
Hence, when the gods
processes of nature (§ 7).
are felt to be near at hand, the behaviour of the
group is bound up with that of the processes of
nature controlled by the gods cf., e.g., the common
belief that great crimes will disturb the oi'der of
nature. But the action of the gods in thus requiting man's behaviour is only one form of a fundamental conviction uniting man with the rest of
Often certain representative indithe universe.
viduals are directly connected with the welfare of
the people or land, and they are responsible for
drought and other disasters (§ 25 [3]). But, if this
applies to the evidently conspicuous men, who is
to determine who are 'the salt of the earth' (Mt
;

;

The fundamental ideas, partly of common
responsibility, partly of a profound interconnexion,
re-appear in ritual, ethical, and other forms,' in
the ideas implicit in magical control or in religious prayer, in explicit curse or appeal, and in
vague deniinciation and adjuration, in instinctive
ideas of retribution and recompense, and in emotional, poetical, and aesthetic feelings of man's kinship with nature or the universe. And notably in
law and justice, and in the instinctive resentment
to what is felt to be inimical to human welfare,
5^^) ?

'

'

'

is no longer an individual,' but as
brother's keeper implicitly associates himself
with the progress of the universe as a whole and
with the upholding of its principles, in so far as he
'

the individual
his

'

'

realizes

and can apply them.

is a continual rediscovery of a universal unity and
interconnexion which specialized thought must necessarily
confusion arises when concepts, the result of such
But
ignore.
specialization, are criticized on account of what they lack, as,
nature
is spoken of as impersonal, blind, and morally
when
e.g.,
and spiritually indifferent. Now, in so far as conceptions of
nature have been based upon phenomena where personal,
moral, and spiritual aspects are irrelevant or out of the quesMoreover, it would
tion, such criticism is beside the mark.
ignore the order, uniformity, and regularity which are indispensable for the processes of nature, and which are the counterpart of the requirements of every effective and ordered human
society. The behaviour of animals and j'oung children eannot
be discussed throughout in terms of adult psychical life (e.g.,
ethics, insight, learning, etc.), hut they commonly manifest

(2)

There

'

1
Conversely, from an examination of customs, light can be
thrown upon an otherwise barely recognizable social system (as
bv W. R. Smith, in his Kinship and Marriage in Early Arabia-,
London, 1903).
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in their Bphere corresponds, in a rudimentary way, to the
attributes tliat we apply, in another sphere, to adults. Similarly,
the processes of nature are the natural counterpart of the
The
anthropomorphic processes in the 'psychical' realm.
'natural 'and the 'spiritual' laws reflect essential similarities
law
a
realm.
Moreover,
differently shaped accordin}? to their
effective
is from one point of view the essential principle of some
most
our
is
it
process or activity, while, re^'arded subjectively,
essential, reliable, and effective formularization of the regularity
of phenomena. Tnie, the concept law has underjjone different
vicissitudes as nature and human society are considered
but what appears to be fundamental is that in a
separately
'
natural law there is involved the explicit recopnition of some

what

'

'

;

'

immanent and effective principle, while human law is not really
man-made and imposed,' but is the attempt to make explicit
the conscious recognition of what is e.ssential for the belter
'

'

'

human life, although for this purpose laws as prowhat hinders successful growth become more conit.i
spicuous than the positive requirements of what ensures
efficiency of
hibitions of

or
(3) (rt) The objective value of every gioup
ultiactivity lies in its relations to others, and
mately, therefore, to the whole of that of which all
This applies equally to prinof them are part.
their real
theories
ciples, ideas, concepts, and
value is tested by their relation to a larger field
than that where they are first recognized. So the
value of all that can be treated as a unit or whole
lies in its place in the ultimate whole ; and in
;

activipractical life there are conflicting theories,
force
ties, principles, groups, and so forth, which
the conclusion that either the ultimate realities
are incoherent and discordant which is clearly
irrational— or there is a final solution which we
Of such conflicts those beshall judge rational.
'
tween law and mercy, or between nature and the

—

'

Yet the
individual, may be specially mentioned.
highest love is compatible only with the strictest
regularity of cause and effect and God's forgiveness of the penitent sinner is not arbitrary, but in
conformity with some greater law, some profounder
Moreover, in 'nature's'
conception of justice.
regard for the whole lies the hope of him who is
an integral part thereof ; for by nature's disregard
of the individual we mean the conflict between our
largest scientific concept of order in the universe
and the ever-developing individual who can command Nature only by obeying her. In either case
there is a higher' explanation, such that the absolute uniformity (order, justice, or love) is for the
ultimate advantage, happiness, and consolation of
those who can realize its sway, although ottenders
and others may sufler by rebelling against it. To
pursue this further would be to tui-n aside to the
burden of the law, the question of free will, and
the need for mediation and atonement.
(b) The power and responsibility of the individual
are seen in the fact that, just as tne total conditions
at any time are the result of everything that has
;

'

'

'

'

preceded, so all men are jointly and severally contributing to the good and evil conditions of the
future.
Consequently, the religious aspect is particularly significant, whether when evils and wrongs
arouse the cry, ' Can tliere be a God to allow such
things?' or when men more or less instinctively
feel themselves the guardians of justice and order
in the universe.
An orderly and just universe is
the underlying postulate.
insistence upon the
worth of the individual is, therefore, a deeper and
more personal expression of the fundamental interconnexion of the universe, of the autonomous value
of all the constituents, and of the entire dependence
of the efficiency and welfare of the whole upon all
the constituents.'' Throughout, we have to seek
a rational explanation ; for, as apart from the

AH

whether

universe is ultimately
rational, only by treating it as such can we find
any basis for our ideas, avoid mental suicide,
and develop in the future as we have in the past.
The most perplexing vicissitudes lead now to
question

the

Another important example of specialization with tendencies
to forget the undifferentiated aspects is afforded by the contrast
between the terms 'psvchical' and 'physical.'
2 Cf.
esp. the ideas as expressed in Mt 1029f- 1812-14, Lk 15.
1
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doubt, scepticism, and despair, now to some firmer
and wider conception of life but the latter lias
been the line taken in the history of i)rogressive
Self-sacrifice and renunciation of all
thought.
that is most obvious and tangible find their rationunknown will bring
ality in the conviction that the
a greater reality than the known. So, too, the
frequent disturbing success of evil is a guarantee,
not of lawlessness, but of the success of perfect
good for, when evil succeeds, there are, on anain themselves make for success,
lysis, factors which
ami, when good fails, once more analysis reveals
factors which have not the elements of permanence
and progress. And, when examples of this are
rational concepclearly realized, one gains a more
tion than if good and evil are treated as absolute,
The ultimate must be reconflicting entities.
garded as rational, else there can be no ordered
life or thought.
(1) Ideas of the
30. Myth and knowledge.
fundamental unity of the universe are implied also
in the remarkable imitative and other ceremonies
;

;

—

where men represent

spirits, gods, etc., or perform
the desired 'natural' processes themselves, or
otherwise act on the assumption that the ettective
controlling powers can be moved (cf. § 19). In
addition to this, the recital or description of processes or operations is often felt to be potent, so
that, e.g., mvths are not things to be lightly
or irreverently spoken, because they arouse the
sacred beings to whom they refer. Hence the
commemoration of stin-ing and sacred events in
the past has a very real value for thefuture; it
stimulates appropriate feelings and ideas, and
of
gives a new and intense vividness to the reality
the sacred beings who are tlie sources of action.'
very great part is taken in religion by imitation
and mimetic representation, and to these processes
of absorption and identification can be joined the
deep mental concentration and the effort to realize
In this way ideas
for oneself beliefs and truths.
are realized, if not reified they are so assimilated
that, e.g., in ancient Egypt an effective means of
escaping the perils of death was to identify oneself

A

;

with some saving god who had successfully overcome them himself.- From the myths and traditions which concern the great things of life it is an

easy step to the esoteric aspects, the secrecy of all
knowledge which is in any way potent. Not only
are there innumerable examples of the fact that
knowledge is power (cf., e.g., the jiossession of the
name of a god), but the psyciiological efifect of
increase of effective knowledge upon the individual
is exceedingly instructive from the religious point
The inter-relations between knowledge,
of view.
wisdom, reverence, and the 'fear of God' are, however, disturbed by the progress of thought and by
the usual arbitrary and subjective distinctions
between sacred and 'secular.' None the less, it
will be freely admitted that moral and ethical
qualities (sincerity, intellectual honesty, patience,
for the
sobriety, moderation, etc.) are requisite
best 'secular' and 'scientific' labour; and in this
way the whole self, and not a human intellectual
machine alone, is involved. Thus the complete
outlook (Weltanschauung) of the individual becomes, so to say, the mathematical function of his
current stage of intellectual, ethical, aesthetic, and
1 Cf the influence of traditional history upon Israel, and note,
Hab 3, the commemoration of the Deity's deeds in the
confidence (v-'*)past, the present distress (v.i'), and the brave
Cf. also the naive attitude (between confident 'magic' and subS^f-.
Dt
missive religrious humility ') in Nu ll'Sf,
2 Moore, Hist, of Religions, i. 174; cf. 162 f., 165. !?*• The
.

e.g.,

'

same psychological process appears in both Buddhism and
and practices which lUusChristianity. The numerous beliefs
are of
Irate the connexion between thought, action, and reahty
the greatest interest for theories of causation and Knowledge,
iii. ch. iii.
Durkheiin
to
refer
to
(bk.
suffice
must
for which it
§3, Eng.

tr. p. 3li2ff.>
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The word God may express more of a logical or intellectual necessity than the personal experience of a
Supreme

'

Being yet the experience of some transcendent Presence is
not necessarUy interpreted as that of a deity, and men have had
their daemon, guardian-angel, or some psychologically effective
experience, which has been identified in harmony with their
conceptions of reality and the thought of the environment.
The interdependence between experience, interpretation, and
the development of thought is well illustrated in the vicissitudes
of such words as Heaven, uToixela- (see EBi, s.v.
Elements'),
the Chinese Tao, Tim, Li, and the Buddhist Dha^-mal&nii the
various personal, ethical, universal, and metaphysical
conceptions of Buddha himself.
A simple and typical example of
development is afforded by ceremonial washing, which is
or
religious
magical according to the precise ideas that accompany it(cf. p. 674", n. 1). If it persists as a mere rite, the eSicicy
lies merely in the ritual, and not in the
psychical state, and this
is 'magic'
Proceeding to the other extreme, men avoid the
ceremony with its beneficial and utilitarian aspects as a piece of
worldly liuxury, and misguided religiosity delights in afflicting
and tormenting the body. Again, the utilitarian purpose can
be retained and the religious aspect ignored, and this secularization is very common in the history of culture cf. the rise of
astronomy, anatomy, and medicine from the astrological and
more or less magical soil in which they once flourished. All
such changes are significant for the relation between the
psychical states of the individual and the ultimate realities.
(4) The developments in the history of religion
'

:

;

;

to avoid irrelevant or

While myth

misleading concepts.

'

is

'personally'
interesting and intelligible, it is, when at its
'
hke the ballad
best, super-personal'
representing aspiraand
modes of thought"that are collective, national, or
tions, ideas,
universal, and not merely individualistic. In course of time the

—

—

;

myth may become a fixed, authoritative statement, embarrassing
movement of thought then its crudities and imperfections
will perplex the faithful, fortify the sceptic, and even excuse
the

'

;

then pass from being super-personal
no longer in touch with the people.
There will be a failure to analyze and distinguish the permanent from the impermanent features although this distinction is always made unconsciously by all who uphold any body
of religious or other thought against their opponents.
The
more empirical knowledge, on the other hand, will avoid the
arbitrariness and subjectivity of myth, but it tends to leave out
human personality with all its richness of feeling and potentiality.
It wUl present a synthesis which is in no sympathetic relationship with the experiences of the generality of mankind. It will
acquire a false impersonal objectivity, and become dogmatic,
restricting personal development.
Hence, although science and
religion can exist for a time side by side, sooner or later the
question arises of the validity of their several concepts and of
their value for the further progress of personality.^
the wrong-doer.
to

'

impersonal,'

It

'

may

when

'

it is

relation

'

;

(3) The course of thought is directed by what is
kno>vn, and it is in terms of familiar experience ;
so, e.g., cosmical processes have commonly been

thought of in terms of human vicissitudes (birth,
marriage, death). In like manner, on
other levels, democratic ideas, sovereignty, or an
age of mechanism will be reflected in both the
religious and the non-religious thought.' Conceptions of the universe are influenced by the current
conditions, and vice versa and in the development
of thought the eflbrts to explain experiences and
phenomena often proceed without the necessary
reference to the primary data themselves. The
psychological and logical paths then diverge, and
the fluctuations in the progress of thought can be
illustrated in the varying personal and impersonal
conceptions of Providence, Nature, God (cf. the
word agency itself, used of both process and
conflict,

;

'

'

'

may be noble and quasi-religious
feelings outside the religious phraseological framework, and associated, e.g., with art, science, or
humanity. The expression of feelings, it is true,
may seem to partake of the nature of religion, yet,
from a point of view which must be regarded as
although there

mate

interests, and not a perfect homogeneity of
interests throughout will then be the goal.

—

31. Immanence and transcendence.
(1) Characteristic of religion is the combination of the

known and the unknown, the natural and the
supernatural, 'this' world and 'the other,' imma-

primary and ultimate, religion must be treated as
and distinctive (§ 33 [3]).
A belief in a life after death has no ethical or religious value in

sui generis

nence and transcendence (see art. Immanence).
Despite all that can be said against the second
member of each pair, they are the outcome of
experience and, while the difficulty has been to
give a rational statement and justification of the
experience, counter criticisms and objections,
often of a crudely rationalistic kind, overlook the
prevalence of similar types of experience, and
attack the particular forms in which it is interpreted and presented. The members of each pair

and a monotheistic

itself,

henotheism

religion is not always superior to a
or to the polytheism which most practical religions

;

So, too, the great religious and other leaders, through their
total personality, have enabled their disciples to
gain
deeper and more powerful conceptions of reality.
2 On the whole
subject of mythological and scientific thought,
and on the influence of personalizing even in science, see Olive
A. Wheeler, Anthropomorphissm and Science; a Study of the
Deoeloptnent of Ejective Cognition in the Individual and the
Race, London, 1916, esp. p. 130 ff.
3 Cf §
9 (2), and see G. Murray, Four Stages of Greek Religimi,
New York, 1912, pp. 112 f., 115, on the conception of Fate as a
goddess just at a period when men's fortunes seemed to bear
no relation to their merits or efforts. Cf. also the interest in
eschatology, the millennium, and a new age at the present day
(see S. A. Cook, The Study of Religions, pp. 139, n. 2, 302).
For a methodical treatment of the inter-relation of different
branches of thought and their vicissitudes the work of Wilhelm
1

own

are correlative and therefore, as regards the last,
conceptions either of immanence or of transcendence taken separately have neither permanence
nor progressive value. The belief in a transcendent Deity has led to religion falling into the
hands of the few ; the God of the State or of the

.

Dilthey

may be

especially noted.

'

—

The

result is that isolated religious terras
no longer have their primary subjective content,
agent).

'

furnish valuable material for all conceptions of the
between the religious and the non-religious
aspects of life and thought, and for the criteria of
One can scarcely allow with Schiller
religion.
that he who has art and science has also religion,
though religion should possess the immediacy and
beauty of art, and both it and science should be in
touch with reality or with Matthew Arnold that
religion is the application of emotion to morality,
though religion without either would hardly be
so styled. Thought cannot be treated so atomically, and the fact is that purely non-religious
thought can or cannot find a logical place in a
religious system, and vice versa, just as two
departments of natural science may be in some
respects entirely separable, but in others may so
intertwine that the problems of the one cannot be
severed from those of the other. Now, the evident
seat of all the varying relations is the individual
mind and the connexion (such as it is) between the
entire contents involved in its concepts and ideas.
Diflerentiate as one may the religious and the
non-religious, the moral and the non-moral (where
morality is irrelevant), and the emotional and
intellectual, all these find an ultimate common
ground in the whole individual ; and it may well
be the case that the final aim of science is not the
perfect systematization of the many diverse tendencies and departments of thought, but the
systematic treatment of the systematizations of
the metaphysical, the philosophical, the theological, the scientific, and all other minds ratiocinative and naive.
Co-ordination of different legiti-

—

'

'

;

(2) All m}th3 and all conceptions of the universe, even the
most extreme, have a threefold value (a) they purport to add
knowledge of reality (b) they illuminate the mental
structure of the inquiring, reflecting, realizing individual and
(c) they contribute to the further study of the way in which the
mind experiences and interprets its experiences, and thus
point to the nature of the objective reahties which can be so
variously apprehended. The emotional, poetical, metaphorical,
and undifferentiated characteristics of mjiihs correspond to the
psychological character of those who frame and accept them.
The spontaneous mythologizing, anthropomorphizing, and personifying mind always persists, and it contrasts with the careful intellectual efforts to be objective and impersonal, and

to our

'

'

are.

development ; and, in so far as like is
Ivuown only by like,' the completest conception
of reality requires the completest conceivable development of personality.^
spiritual

;

I

Church has seemed remote from the ordinary
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and the latter has relied upon some
intermediary, or else in some more private or
individualistic cult has found an outlet for that
which the institutional religion would otherwise
have guided and developed. In the course of this
process his experiences, ideas, and conceptions of
reality
clearly undergo profoundly important
changes. Again, in the Deism which makes God a
supreme majestic JJeing with no place in ordinary
life and thought. He becomes as remote as when
He is thought of as unknown or unknowable.
Thus the concept may be characteristically intellectual, and without the immediate
personal
significance which it has when God is felt to be
near at hand. But, when in many forms of popular
and personal religion God is felt to be near, this
feeling of His greatness can subsequently be lost,
and then the gulf diminishes between the frail
individual of a few decades and the Supreme
Power of aninconceivably vast universe. Through
the experience of immediacy there is no need felt
for priestly ritual, ceremonial, dogma, or mediator
even reverence may disappear. Thus both immanence and transcendence have their extreme logical
The God who is solely transcendent
sequels.
becomes remote and unknown to say that there
individual,

;

:

is

One whom man cannot know

nize an incompleteness

;

at first to recogbut the next step is to be
is

unconscious of the gulf, and then to ignore how
the experience of it could ever arise and persist.
On the other hand, the conception of the immanent
God is near to pantheism, and so can lead to the
absence of any religious distinctiveness in the
term. In this way the distinctively religious content of the concept God is lost ; and, while it is easy
to trace the secularizing process, it is impossible to
explain the personal meaning and psychical value
of this

supreme concept, unless some immediate

personal experience is regarded as logically
The history and vicissitudes of the
primary.
concept become intelligible only if the immanent
and transcendent aspects are retained, only if
there are ultimate realities of the universe of
human existence of which these apparently paradoxical terms attempt to interpret the experi-

—

—

ence.
(2) The religious ideas of immanence and transcendence are
a fundamental part of human nature, and are but the most
intense form of what otherwise is not peculiar to religion.
They find some analogy in human relationships (e.g., between
parent and child), where complete understanding and friendliness co-exist with respect, reverence, and a consciousness of a
psychical gulf (cf. § iz [3]).
Moreover, there is a similar
co-existence as regards the attitude to those great human
figures who are not isolated, unintelligible, or extreme, but who
are at once on a much higher level than ourselves, yet are felt
to be thoroughly intelligible and near to us. It corresponds
with this that everj- individual can gain a more vivid realization
of himself and a profounder and more potent personality when
he sinks and subordinates himself to that with which he identifies himself, so that, in apparently becoming one with the
environment, and therefore Most' in it, he rises above it and
transcends it. It is the paradox of religious and other thought
that, according to the view-point, the processes of the universe
can be described naturally,' so that men have no need of the
concept God, or 'in him we live, and move, and have our
being,' and the experiences of inmianence and transcendence
'

co-exist.

The key

to the correlatives,

mentioned above,
the progressive development of the individual, and in the phenomena of imitation and
attraction which are familiar in personal, religious,
and non-religious experience and are invariably
significant for personality.^ Development follows
in man's striving to satisfy needs, reach goals,
follow ideals, attain some psychical equilibrium,
or bridge some gulf.
It is essentially no passage
from the known to the unknown, but a clearer or
(3)
lies in

1

Cf., e.g.,

the Imitation of

Thomas

words of St. Augustine,
Thyself and our hearts are ever
kno\^Ti

'

Lord,

k Kempis, and the wellThou hast made us for

restless

till

they rest in

Thee

'
;

also the frequent testimony of those who admit themselves led
by degrees ('One step enough for me') towards a Supreme
Personal Being or to some personally vital ideal or goal.
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newer apprehension of that of which one was
already in some degree conscious. But here the pro-

when there is a successful issue, i.s
readily followed by a deadening satisfaction and
complacence which would impede further progress.
Not only in intellectual development (e.g., the
search after some hypothesis), but most significantly in personal relationships of all kinds, can
the psychical gap which formed the attraction
Yet, however comgive place to indifl'erence.
plete the subjective feeling of finality may be, the
passage, transition, or development is not objectively complete, and especially in religion there
prevails a spiritual pride, arrogance, or consciousness of 'election,' which is as harmful for the
further progress of the individual as for religion
Even the saint has still to
itself (see § 32 [2]).
strive and may yet fall ; and various attempts are
made to determine the final goal of human devele.g., between conopment, and to distinguish,
'
version or baptism into a * new life and the state
after death (q.v.), or to determine whether the
final stage is reached immediately after death or
The most intense conafter some purgatory. ^
sciousness of the ultimate realities appears readily
cess of attraction,

combined, now with a greater complacence, but
now with a profounder feeling of weakness and
unworthiness, when the very nearness of the
'divine' enhances the frailty of the individual and
his entire dependence upon God.
Whatever be the
best formulation of the experiences and their consequences, the healthy and whole development
of the individual is at stake, for all development
depends upon the possession of some transcendent
object of attraction which shall call forth the
utmost from the individual and be for the coni'

'

pletest

growth

'

'

of his personality.

All ideas, aims, needs, and quests are potent
for personal development
but men's varying
attitudes to some manife.station of 'divine' discontent, as it is felt to be, illustrate the difference
between its singular impressiveness for the subject
and its worth as viewed from the outside by otliers.
Personal development is due both to the individual
nature in its entirety and to the total environment.
Thus the child is innuenced in varying degrees by
toys, animal-pets, playmates, parents, teachers,
etc.
His potentialities are actualized and shaped
by the 'object'
by its psychical inferiority,
(4)

;

—

or superiority, and by its ability to
equality,
respond, to the child and to shape his growth.
There is a subjective feeling of personal relationship even with the toy and the animal, as distinct
from the objective personal or impersonal character
of the 'object,' whatever it be.
So, too, in the
history of religion the centre of religious beliefs
and practices has been inanimate or animate,
totem, spirit-guardian, or ancestor and there has
been throughout a (subjective) feeling of personal
relationship, although in course of development we
pass (objectively) from the totem, fetish, or idol
to a Supreme Being.
AVhatever be the actual
or any
realities, whatever part a Supreme Power
process outside man takes in shaping this development, it is at least possible to recognize that
men's ideas will be shaped differently according to
(a) their empirical knowledge of the totem-animal
or bird, the deified ancestor, and so forth ; and (6)
the conceptions which they entertain of the sacred
The latter,
object or being, whether visible or not.
{b), is fundamental, for in both religious and nonreligious thought development depends on the full
meaning of the concepts used.
;

'

'

—

—

(5) It is of course evident that neither the empirical objects
nor the conceptions of any object can in themselves account for
the phenomena of religion it is precisely when the totem is

—

1

Cf.

in

distinction between
see also vol. ix. p. SVSb (4).

Buddhism the

ParinirvdiTia

;

Nirvana and
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merely an animal, when the once deified ancestor is merely a
dead man, or when the ^od is merely a name or an intellectual
term, that the distinctively religious colouring is wanting. It
is this colouring that is primary, and what is impressed upon
the consciousness of the individual is that which is logically
anterior to the phase where the distinctive religious colouring
is wanting.
The correlatives (immanence and transcendence,
etc.) could not arise except together and in some sort of
system (see § 32) and there must be some awareness of the as
yet unknown and unattained, as apart from what is already
known and attained, else there could be no consciousness of
an incompleteness. What may be felt to be a whole is but
for one can attend only to
part of some ultimate whole
parts or aspects of things at a time, and the individual can
present only the results of his own individualistic and partial
development. By means of objective comparison, therefore,
something can be determined of the ultimate worths and values
which men collectively or individually feel to be essential tor
Whatever the completest
themselves or for the universe.
totality of experience and consciousness maj' be and this would
at least reo.uire the most ideally complete personality exhaustive classifications can be attempted (e.g., the categories of the
and these point conGood, the Beautiful, and the True)
clusively to the objective inadequacj' of any conceptions of the
ultimate facts which concentrate upon particular parts or
phases (e.g., humanity, nature, or art), and ignore values which
;

;

—

—

;

other individuals insist upon conserving.

32.

The religious system. — Tlie greatest religious

a system which is rational,
and dynamic.
(1) The psychical
experiences which alone explain the origin and
conceptions imply
disciplinary,

persistence of the characteristic religious concepts
of the holy, supernatural, sacred, etc. (as opposed
to the common, natural, secular, etc.), are followed
by an assimilation wherein the primary immediacy,
The
freshness, or uniqueness is deadened or lost.
actual process of secularization applies rather to
parts, whereas the reverse process (idealization,
sanctification) aft'ects Avhole psychical states or
systems of ideas (cf. p. 672% n. 2). Various steps
have everywhere been taken to induce the valued
psychical states and experiences ; and the difierence between the rarer states and the oidinary
ones is between two phases, orders, or realms of
existence the real problem is to describe the data
adequately such that the sources of the conceptions of 'this' world and of the 'other' lie within
the scope of the single individual, and the character
and interpretation of the rarer states are conditioned

—
—

by his prior development (cf. § 14 [1]). Individuals
will usually connect the rarer states with the
objectively 'divine' (cf. also 'divine' discontent,
above, § 31 [4]) ; but the social, intellectual, and
generally rational value of the consequences of the
states is prevailingly tested, and every claim to
inspiration and other divine privileges is, sooner
or later, submitted to intellectual, practical, social,
and etliical tests. Good and bad mysticism, true
and false prophetisra, beautiful sjnrituality and
harmful religiosity exemplify the necessity of
objective tests and the environment or the course
of history enables one to determine the result.
Thus the supernatural and unknown in religion
are not necessarily taken at their own valuation ;
the average prevailing type of mind insists upon
passing its own judgment upon the data, and the
holy is so, not because it happens to survive or is
merely imposed upon men (cf. the notion of
survivals,' § /j [2]), but because in the long run
the mind, of its own will, recognizes it as such.
The natural and the supernatural, the known and
the unknown, come within the horizon of the individual consciousness, and in the lengthy history of
religion the prevailing, practical, average opinion
spontaneously recognizes the necessity of distin;

'

—

guishing between good and bad religion a distinction which again and again individuals are
genuinely unable to realize.
(2) Entirely characteristic of the experiences of
the divine is the consciousness of uplifting power
and strength, such that the self-confidence and
mastery which characterize magic have a certain
kinship with religious confidence and conviction.
But magic has no place for transcendence ; and
'

'

'

'

'

'

a very striking feature throughout the history of
religion is the recurring insistence

—upon

the gulf

between the human and the divine an emphasis
upon the transcendent rather than upon the immanent. In religion, generally, the two fundamental
conceptions of mana and tabu (qq.v.) are correlative on the one side, the wondrous power which
man may, can, and should utilize and, on the other,
for mana
the indispensable heed and caution
without tabu becomes magic, and tabu without
mana can lead to grovelling superstition.^ This
co-existence is the outcome of the need which is
experienced for the two. It is extremely instructive to notice the data preserved in the Bible, for
the religions of the Semites, as opposed to Indian
quietism and pantheism, and to Chinese practical
ethical religion, constantly manifest a passionate
vehemence which in its religious aspects will at
one time insist upon the might, jealousy, and
arbitrariness of the Deity (corresponding to the
psychology of the old Oriental despot), and at
another Avill emphasize His favouritism for a people
or for an individual who is the divine instrument,
The data in
representative, or incarnation.
question are of the fall of Lucifer' type (Is 14^^),
where the gulf between man and God is arrogantly
or wTongfully ignored.^ Hence, also, the Israelite
:

;

'

conviction of divine privileges is very intelligibly
balanced with ideas of greater responsibility, as in
Yet the religious data, profoundly vital
3^.
as they are, are in harmony with the non-religious
parallels in ordinary human nature, in the recognition of certain gulfs not to be bridged, in the
detestation of arrogance, of conceit, and of O^S/jts,
in the need of modesty in good fortune and success
even to the feelings underlying the evil eye
and ' touch wood.' So also, in taking too much
for granted or in trifling with one's deepest realizations and ideas, there is a recognition of the vital
necessity of dignity, respect, reverence, as regards
both oneself and others, in order that personality
may develop wholesomely. These disciplinary
and dynamic features of human nature are only
more comprehensive, personal, and ultimate in

Am

—

'

'

their religious counterparts, and they tend to form
a system, and that a dynamic and not a static one.
(3) Among rudimentary peoples the initiation
ceremonies not only prepare the youth for tribal
life, but at a critical physico-psychical period provide him with regulative and steadying ideas."
Social-religious beliefs and practices cover the
matters of everyday possibility, which, however,
are of the deepest significance for the individuals
Where the individual is
concerned (§ 6 [1]).
thrown back upon himself, so to speak, in all the
great crises and occasions of life, a way is found

between Avhat would be utterly indifferent, callous,
and animal-like and what would tend to be ultrasentimental, emotional, or ascetic for either extreme would preclude practical life and could not
long persist. Thus, although the 'other world 'is
so near that death is naught, yet to act heedlessly
Moreover, the
upon this would be dangerous.
intuitive feeling of disapprobation, fear, and dread
as regards suicide is confronted with an intuitive
Killing in war
appreciation of all self-sacrifice.
and murder are cotnmonly distinguished even
among the lower religions. There is a recurring
average recognition of what is essential for continuous progressive movement, and the conventions touching sacred and delicate matters afford
;

1

ch.

See especially R. R. Marett, The Threshold of
iii.

Religioi}!^,

f.

2 Viz.

the story of the expulsion from Eden (Gn

the
king of Tyre (Ezk 28i'H9), Nebuchadrezzar (Dn 4I" s^, Jth 212
62-4), the tower of Babel (Gn 111-9), Moses and Aaron (Nu 2012-2*
27i'», Dt 3281, Ps 10633); cf. also the stories of Nadab and Abihu
(Lv 101-3) and Uzzah (2 S 6).
3 See
Marett, The Threshold of Religion^, p. 169 fif., 'The Birth
of Humilitv.'
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nianj-

examples of one

asiiect of

and disciplinary process whereby

a self-educative

and thought
are systematized so that with every new growth
life

of consciousness the individual may be able to
develop in a way useful to himself and others.
Things may be true (e.g., God's forgiveness of
the sinner), but the truths do not and cannot
exist in isolation, and the system of which each
is part goes to the depths of the individual.
Therefore the individual is now infinitesimally

small and frail, and now one whose beliefs and
practices unite him with the greatest and most
ultimate realities.
And truly life would seem
irrational save as a part of some larger existence,
and the severity of its discipline unjust save as a
training the audacity of man's aspirations would
be childish or outrageous save as a genuine though
imperfect apprehension of actual realities, and his
humility and sense of unworthiness unintelligible
save as an education for other responsibilities and
The ideas in religion are not merely
privileges.
intellectual
they can be psychologically and subThe ideas are not merely
jectively efl'ective.^
cognate to those implicit or explicit in non-religious
life and thought
they also represent the apprehension of realities which are nowhere set forth in
completely systematized form, but which appear
(wlien religious and other thought is compared) in
many independent and variously difVerentiated
forms. There is not some single body of truths
•imposed' upon men from without, but there are
trutiis of which men become conscious in their own
:

;

;

individualistic, specialistic, temperamental manner,
and according to their own development and that
of their environment.
(4) The coimuon ps3cholog-ical
means to produce mystical and
beliefs and practices, and (c) of

effectiveness (a) of avtifioial
similar states, (b) of magical
all else that could be styled
superstitious or irrational brings up again the dKficult question
of ultimate and absolute rationality.
Whether the answer be
in tenns of theism or not, conceptions of ultimate order, power,
and rationality are involved thus it is God who sees into the
hearts of His children, crants their legitimate wishes, consoles
and guides them or it is in the nature of things that what is
effective is so for reasons which, if we only knew them, we
should judge rational. If the absolutely irrational or evil succeeds, there is no foundation for ordered life i-nd thought only
the postulate of an ultimate and absolute good and rationality
allows any systematization of experience, and our human nature
is uUimatelv deceiving us if this postulate is not true and final
(cf. above, §§ 28 [3], 20 [3]).
'

'

:

'

'

;

;

Moreover, it is evicfent that many beliefs and practices («.<;.,
oaths and curses), however irrational they may appear, are
effective only when all share similar ideas or convictions.^ The
whole system of cause and effect becomes
as it
self-supporting,
were, and a pseudo-rationalistic condemnation of the crudities
of a past age is not so helpful as attention to the efficiency of
the system in which one lives— the dead must be left to burjin

their dead.

Besides, condemnation

a standard by which one

is

not only the recognitioii

may be Judged in one's own turn ;
chie to a new development of consciousness which is
significant for the individual himself.
Finally, all condemnation
seriously affects one's conceptions both of theodicy and the
rationality of human nature and of the ultimate order of the
of

it is

universe the choice
chaos, but the latter
;

between absolute justice
logically unthinkable.

lies
is

and absolute

The dynamical aspects.— (1) Ftindamental
development is the explicit recognition of evil
which apparently was not regarded as evil, and of
all that which can no longer be done with
impunity.
"When good comes out of evil, either evil has not
been justly punished and this would mean an
33.

in

—

1

The pragmatic test— that the

religious truths can be proved
is so far conclusive as against the
objection
that everything that we conceive (e.y., Kant's case of the dollars
in his pocket) must exist.
The religious argument is that there
are truths which are the outcome of actual
experience, which
can be elaborated and described, and which under certain conditions can be put to the test, so that the
description (seeminglv
intellectualistic) in one case can be part of a bving experience
in another.
2 To take a
simple case in 1 S i^V'-SS (o) David commits his
cause to Jahweh, (b) the guilty Nabal is conscience-stricken and
dies, and (c) the immediate common ground is the body of convictions shared by David and Nabal. But the
psychological
effectiveness of witchcraft, black magic, et<;., rests
equally upon
the system of ideas shared by the parties concerned.

by the individual

—

:
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ultimately irrational universe or, in the midst ol
a complex process and among all the subsequent
But to
vicissitudes, good is seen to predominate.
do evil that ''ood
may come is to assume a complete knowledge of ana power over all the processes
or factors that are necessary.' When, therefore,
in religion God's grace or help is implored, the
hope is implieil that, as apart from man's own

Supreme Being will ensure the cooperation of the totality of conditions necessary.
Ihe whole system of cause and eliect is involved,
and it is precisely in times of diiliculty and crisis
that, where religion enters, this union of human and
non-human (and so divine) factors always persists.
If the convictions are sincere, the subjective and
objective aspects can be viewed separately. The
unanswered praj'ers, and other instances of defealed
hopes, are not necessarily followed either by despair
or by unbelief; there are subjective psychical
transitions and developments which are often more
recognizably signilicant for the individual than
would have been the objective fuHilment of the
Throughout, the sincerity of
l)articular request.
the individual is at stake, and various developments are forced as his faith becomes blind, as his
behaviour becomes
magical,' or as he seeks to
determine what processes are natural and what
are not. To expect God to act contrary to one's
explicit convictions of Ilim, and of the mevitable
processes of natiire, is a mark of unsystematized
thought which paves the way, not for simple faith
(which has no theory of causation), but for crude
and it easily happens that popular
superstition
and other naturalistic and materialistic conceptions of the universe do not logically fjermit those
subjective notions and convictions of the ultimate
reality which are expressed in more or less reliuious
terms. Man cannot have it both ways, anS his
conceptions of God's power or existence, if claimed
to be rational, must be in harmony with those which
he has of natural processes, and vice versa. So
activities, tlie

'

'

—

—

;

—

'

'

to

'

mention only one point

—

it

becomes irrational

for

the individual to protest against conditions without inquiring into the nature of that freedom and
liberty which he claims for himself; he has first
to see whether the fundamental principles upon
which he is entirely dependent are not those which
are working in that which he is condemning, and
whether what he condemns is only another form of
that upon which he himself relies.
(2) Men can justly bo judged in the light of
those principles which they consciously recognize,
although their beliefs and practices imply a profounder system in which they are unconsciously
participating. The growth <jf consciousness breaks
down the current concepts they are no longer
taken as starting-points, but are first tested in
the light of the individual's own experience.
It
is a
deeper self that criticizes the categories,
terms, and thought of its environment, and all
them and
profounder experience transcends
commonly finds them inadequate. Development
results, not merely in the use of new terms and
formulas, but more especially in the subjective
changes, the attitudes, points of view, the contents
of one's terms, and in all that fresh flow of experience which language seeks to interpret and express.
Now all deeper feeling compels a certain modification and adjustment of thought, and all sincerity
and intellectual honesty force a certain systematization although unfortunately the data which
are not readily amenable are easily handled in
some new Procmstean manner (see § 15 [2]). In
the long run sincerity and genuineness are more
1 Thus it is
recognized in common life that the sweetness
;

'

'

—

of the reconciliation after a quarrel does not justify another quarrel to reproduce the experience, nor, in the reli^ous
grace abounding for the penitent sinner
sphere, does the
'

'

justify continuance in sin

(Ko

520-6I).
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potent than what is cynical, inditt'erent, and merelyand throughout human history,
conventional
wherever lower and higher alternatives were
recognized, the latter alone caused progress. Were
there no sense of the lower and higher, there
could be no consciousness of progressive development. The lower and all less desirable features
have no elements of permanence or progress in any
rational universe, while the higher constantly
elude an immediately natural explanation, and
manifest themselves in self-sacrifice, renunciation,
self-denial, faith, and confidence in the future or
the unseen. These higher factors are familiar in
both the religious and the non-religious life and
either one must infer that progress is due to the
;

'

'

'

'

;

—

man, or since this,
again, allows no ordered conception of the viniverse
the factors must be treated as thoroughly rational,
by regarding the individual as part of the environment, or rather as part of tlie realities of the
universe itself an ultimate rational and interconnected whole.' It is impossible in the long
run to sever human activities from those throughout the entire universe, and, although it is necessary to differentiate for practical purposes, the
differentiation is never consistently carried out,
and there is throughout a virtual co-operation of
'
processes, variously regarded as human,' divine,'
apparently irrational side of

—

—

'

'

'

natural,' supernatural,' and cosmical (cf § 28 f. ).
(3) (a) The factors that make for progress and development
do not exist in isolation and cannot be severed from the field
where they are manifested. Further, all that makes for permanence and progress must form the basis of conceptions, not
only of religion, but also of science, art, ethics, etc. Hence,
though religion in the course of its history' has had very many
extreme, unlovely, unprogressive, and impermanent features,
these cannot go to form any critical or scientific conception of
what it has been, is, or will be. Men's ordinary workmg concepts are based upon the persisting and average conditions;
and, although thought thus seems to move in a circle, apparently
determining what to select for its purpose, not only is the
process inevitable, but each concept has to be adjusted to the
rest of the system of thought to which it belongs.
And,
further, not only is the process of selection one of which men
are primarily unconscious, but concepts will have characteristic
ideal aspects, with standards and criteria which enable men
to realize approximations and defects. The origin of such
ideal aspects or types is an especially interesting inquiry, be'

'

'

.

'

'

'

'

cause in the spiritual life there is a frequentconvictionofadecline
or fall
a real exjierience which it has been difficult to express
except in myth, poetry, or metaphor. There is no reason to
believe that man is gradually rising from a state of maximum
grossness here all judgments are relative or that man has
None the less,
'fallen,' in the terms of the Biblical narrative.
the consciousness of a certain deterioration and decadence is
below
of
and
man
is
the
best
what he feels
familiar,
usually
to be within his capacity. The experience, which has its spirand
other
is
bound
itual, sesthetic, ethical,
forms,
up with the
principle of attraction and with a recurring consciousness or
vision of some great worth, existence, and reality which can and
must be attained.
(6) Actual development is not to be described as from a part
to a whole but, like that of the child, it is from a rudimentary
system to one less so (cf. § 5 [2]). Nor can thought be traced
back historically to single concepts or ideas, but only to very
rudimentary systems of what may be called 'psjchical ability.'
Yet even here the legitimacy of the term ' psychical will be
questioned, and it may be observed that what can be regarded
as developing (e.g., ' mind or psychical ability) will go back to
some stage where it is non-existent, or where we are in another
realm of conditions, or where our present thought cannot follow.
Either the nature of what is viewed as developing, or the nature
of our concepts, or, again, the limitations of our experience will
preclude the solution which we seek. The limitations of the
mind forbid more than a certain rough systematization of
experience the mind can determine the conditions of the
solution, rather than the solution itself, of some great problems
of which it becomes aware. Thus the question of the origin of
religion can bo treated only as a problem of method or logic.
It is evident that, when 'God,' 'life,'or' thought 'first appeared
in the history of the universe, the prior situation was such as to
permit the development (cf p. 673^, n. 1), and it cannot be completely described without taking into account that which was
shortly to affect it. The factors and conditions that make for development do not exist in isolation, and they cannot be conceived
as entirely independent of the field upon which they are first
recognized. Neither in the individual nor in history could the
objective reality which we call 'God' enter upon a field from
which He had before been isolated. The mind is unable to
pierce to the ultimate realities themselves and, from primitive
cosmologies and cosmogonies to the latest philosophical and
other syntheses, it is confronted with a similar difficulty an
'

'

—

—

—

'

'

;

'

'

;

.

—

experience of the absolute transcendence and priority of a
Supreme Being or Principle, and the necessity of some conception of the actual steps in the differentiation of the universe.
Differentiation as a process leads back logically to a single undifferentiated unit but so far as our evidence goes we reach
more and more rudimentary types of differentiation until the
mind can reach no further. 'The steps are from system to
system, and consequently it is important to distinguish between
a static system of thought, which can allow no real development, and a dynamic one, which, if true to the history of the
individual and the race, would embrace all the constituent or
contributing minor systems (e.g., human society, the State,
Church, etc.), which cannot be regarded as eternal. There are
progressive steps from ideal to ideal and system to system, like
the continuous development of methods (§§ 3 [2], 16 [3]). We
can distinguish the vision and the reflexion upon it, the ideal
and the effort to follow it up, the system and what it systematizes, the concept, method, and all that 'organizes' material,
and the material itself. There is, however, a tendency to give
a certain absolute priority to the former of each pair, and
so also to the plan or purpose which appears to precede the
development, but continuously undergoes development itself.
This tendency reflects itself in static conceptions of an
absolutely prior vision, a heavenly origin of the soul, primitive
archetypal ideas, some primary all-containing concept or principle, and a pre-determined (static) reality which is slowly
being recognized, and of which new portions are being discovered from age to age. On the other hand, there is in point
of fact a continuous process which takes us back to earlier
stages where thought can no longer follow, and it points forward
to an unknown which will blend with the already known, for
this is characteristic of the growth of consciousness.
;

'

'

34.

The

rationality of the

unknown.

—

(1)

It is

wholly in accord with familiar religious convictions
of the ephemeral character of human life, as a prelude for a future, that human thought must not
If
expect to comprehend the ultimate truths.
man cannot see God and live (cf. §§ 18 [1], 32 [2]),
if perfect Truth is with God alone, he is confined
by his mode of thought, although the significant
fact is the mind's sure consciousness of its being
limited.
Hence what is truly rational is not the
ignoring of the unknown, but the realization of all
that is essential for every new step of development.
Just as our knowledge of anything in space or
time is fundamentally incomplete if we ignore the
environment, prelude, or sequel, so the true point
of view of human life must be based upon the
most comprehensive ideas, and one must think
universally (cf. p. 677'', n. 2). The terms supernatural and miraculous have some unfortunate
associations, and need careful definition, but they
can be used rationally when they imply a God who
is not arbitrary, but One whose laws transcend
those of which men are cognizant. A disbelief in
the supernatural and miraculous can, at the best,
only assume an ultimate impersonal law and order
in the universe to which certain alleged phenomena
would be entirely contrary. While an unchecked
credulity hinders progress of thought, by giving
facile explanations of all difficulties, an irrational
incredulity, on the other hand, can be as repressive
as the typical rationalistic treatment, for both
burke inquiry or otter facile explanations of no
'

'

'

'

'

'

rational or scientific value.' The issue is faith in
a Supreme Pei'sonal Being who is absolute justice,
or in a suiireme impersonal process or principle.
In
the history of religion now the personal and now
the impersonal ultimate stands at the head ; and
all exceptional occurrences and phenomena Avhich
disturbed current convictions have led typically to
wider conceptions of some ultimate order.
(2) The multifarious phenomena of life are such
as to allow diverging and conflicting opinions.
Hence, as in compiling a grammar of a language,
regularities and uniformities must form the startThere must be an actual selection of
ing-point.
data. The great fundamental truths do not lie

phenomena themselves

— this

m

very evident
from the way men's opinions differ but they
manifest themselves in men's consciousness of them.
the

is

—

1 Hence
(a) alleged miracles cannot be accepted without preliminary examination of the evidence, but (b) they also cannot
form the starting-point of any rational argument cf. Lessing's
Accidental truths of history can never
important remark :
become proof of necessary truths of reason.'
;

'

RELIGION
lie who avers
are in this respect a priori,
that God's ways are just, or that honesty is the
best policy, has neither counted the cases nor
balanced tlie evidence with anything,' like logical
But lie can make the principles his
adequacy.
standard, part of his life, and lie lives up to tliein.
Tliere is a common and largely unconscious recog-

They

nition of regulative principles which might seem
to find innumerable exceptions everywhere, but
they become permanent and ultimate. Men make
them so. Thus do men lay down the lines of their
future and form the framework of the unknown
and, like the organism, they will tend to be 'true
to type.'
But, in addition to this, they will
become explicitly conscious of the type to which
they must be true, if their personality, in its ulti;

mate development,
(§

29

[1]).

When

is to be in every respect efficient
in the course of mental develop-

ment the implicit becomes explicit, there is a
rigid logical connexion between the old and the
new ; the lines upon which development will

proceed have already been laid, and the data are
viewed, selected, and systematized in ways conditioned by earlier processes of selection.
Yet
this selective process, as it appears, e.g., among
the young, is one of which they cannot be said to
be conscious; and, while its extraordinarily beneficial character cannot be gainsaid, it is very
common for the process, as a man's individuality
becomes more distinctive, to be markedly biased,
one-sided, and so forth. Development thus brings
greater freedom and a more conscious choice of
action, and the individual more deliberately shapes
his personality.
This increase of consciousness
gives the impression that the early years were
blind, unconscious, and so forth ; but consciousness
is never complete, as the developing individual can
Even the very young have
realize on retrospect.

of their own.
The selective
process, with the gradual recognition of guiding
principles, is at work in these rudimentary beings,
and we may speak of some ' system embracing
the child, his immediate environment, and all the
factors that make for development.
Of some of
these factors the individual becomes aware, and
continued increase of consciousness makes acute
the relation between the individual's conception
of himself and the supreme realities, so far as

an individuality

'

he has apprehended them.
Now, whatever these
may be found to be, they must always have
had a significance, such that that of which man
becomes conscious was already existing and had

some meaning

for his earlier stages.

process in the midst of which

The

entire

man

develops must
embrace all that which comes under the category
of the transcendent, the supernatural, and the unknown and in the course of his purposive, selfguiding development he becomes a more responsible
part of that co-operative and progressive process
which he can now more deliberately help or hinder.
It is at this point that the comparative and
historical treatment of all ideas of sin, forgiveness,
and atonement deserves fresh attention (see artt.
;

Expiation and Atonement, Conscience,

Sin).

In various forms there prevail beliefs and
practices of entire surrender, whether to a Supreme
Power or to principles in the universe, or of
thoroughgoing asceticism or quietism. But selfsuppression and surrender are in themselves
normal.
In entering upon any new system of
thought, they are necessary in a greater or less
degree, as against inhibition, objectivity, and
insistence upon one's own individuality and point
of view.
Especially significant is the surrender of
self to potent ideas or theories, to a
body of
thought or a Church, and, of course, in all cases
where the self entrusts itself to another personThroughout, the step has its important
ality.
(3)
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consequences, and the realization of the step
becomes more impressive until it is felt to be a
veritable leap into the unknown. The ideaii and
theories may lead one one knows not whither the
person to whom one surrenders oneself will to a
greater or less degree afi'ect one's unknown future.
The process, a normal one, thus involves the
question of the objective value of that to which
the surrender is made, of that which is to be
assimilated and realized. Progress is throughout
due to innumerable acts of faith, trust, surrender,
and reliance and, as the occasions vary in intensity and objective significance, some part of the
self is afi'ected and developed, and at times the
whole self seems to be renounced only to gain a
'higher' or a better self. However intense the
feeling of surrender in human relationships, it is
in the religious sphere that the significance of the
step is most profoundly felt, and here the leap into
the unknown is no less an one, even though there
is the confidence that
underneath are the everlasting arms.'* Here are experiences varying in
and
the
individual
and his ordinary
uniting
degree
life and thought with that which is most profound
and ineil'able in the universe, correlating uniquely
the non-religious and the religious, the known and
the unknown, and forming the basis of all adequate conceptions of existence, knowledge, and
;

;

'

reality.
(1) It will have been seen that the
35. Reality.
trend of thought has advanced the study of religion

—

to a new stage, and has interwoven it with the
progress of other departments of research. In this
article the endeavour has been made to introduce
the reader to the wider field in which the study of
religion must be placed, and to indicate some of
the more important questions. Much more might
of course be said, but the central problem would
still remain
the underlying ultimate realities.
Here it must suffice to observe that by the religious
consciousness must be meant a consciousness of
The realities of religion must be more
reality.
personally vital than those recognized outside the
realm of religion ; in fact a religion that would live
must be able to claim to approach nearest to the
ultimate realities. But even in religion we have to
do, not with reality itself, but with intuitions, appre-i
hensions, or convictions of it. The religious mode
of thought appears to be es-sentiall^' a very intense
form of otherwise non-religious thought, and the
most characteristic features of religion are a highly
distinctive form of what otherwise is not peculiar
to religion.
natural because the
Religion is
ultimate realities must be a 'natural' part of the
universe of which man becomes conscious. Ideas
of
this world and of
the other' originate in the
mind of one and the same experiencing individual
and there can be only one total existence of which
he has such varying intuitions and conceptions as
his nature, temperament, and training favour.
Moreover, not only is there an interconnexion
between the progress of religion, its increasing
wealth of expression, and the general development
of thought it is also self-evident that the deliberate
efibrt to raise the level of thought and to improve
the mental equipment (e.g., in education) enables
one to experience life more fully and to utilize its
data more effectively. Indeed, one has only to
consider the meaner life of primitive men to perceive that the positive advances of thought have
conduced to the general advance of religion, and to
a clearer apprehension of all that is felt to be pro:

'

'

'

'

'

;

;

foundly real and true.
in its

dynamic aspects

thought— especially
—Thus
and reality are not to be

sejiarated.
(2)
1

But, while progress brings better conceptions

Of. also the

artt. Mysticism,

'

dark night of the mystical experience
Neo-Platosism.
'

;

gee

\
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of reality, at the

men's

abilities,

same time it certainly increases
and responsibilities.
It

duties,

magnifies the possibilities of good and evil. The
development, therefore, is extremely significant for
the relation between men and reality, whether one
considers (a) the actual pi'ogress of physical science
and the strides taken in utilizing the realities of
the physical world, or (J) the deepening recognition
of the necessity of higher standards of moral,
Thus, the developspiritual, and intellectual life.
ment of conceptions of reality powerfully afiects
human welfare as a whole. Moreover, they correspond in their remarkable variety to the variation
of individual temperament, training, experience,
and so forth. It is obvious that the striking differences ethical, spiritual, and intellectual in men's
conceptions of God are due to differences, not in
the nature of God Himself, but in human nature.
'
God ' is the name given to that sublimest of realities, of which man becomes conscious as standing

—

—

a uniquely 'personal' relationship with him.
objective reality, it is evident
that both the Reality and man's own individual
nature contribute to the resultant varying conceptions.
And, in general, all the ultimate realities,
as formulated, are man's imperfect conceptions of
them, conceptions whose vicissitudes can be objectively studied, and which can develop further
in

Whatever be the true

and, in so doing, lead to newer and more effective
convictions of reality. Consequently, it is necessary to observe, on the one hand, the evident significance for the individual of his own conceptions of
reality, and, on the other, the problem of the part

The

limit of such development furnishes the conception of absolute coherence, perfection, truth,
justice, etc., whether as regards (a) an absolutely
self-conscious, supreme, and personal Self, or (6) an
impersonal system of regulative principles and uniformities, as manifested in the universe the ultimate 'environment.'^ Now, the entire complex

—

becomes more manageable and
notice is taken of the beliefs
and practices which connect human activities with
those of the universe, whether directly (especially
in magico-religious and magical data) or indirectly
But this funda{e.g. through prayer to the gods).
mental underlying interconnexion, implicit in life
and thought, becomes explicit only in the development and differentiation of thought when, e.g.,
spiritual and non-spiritual forms of energy are distinguished, and definitions or theories mark off
matter from mind, and the physical from the
The primary logical interconnexions
psychical.
are continually being obscured through the growth
of special knowledge, which, however, brilliantly
illuminates the varied departmental (moral, spiritof religion

field

intelligible only

when

,

—

ual, aesthetic,
verse.

intellectual)

aspects of

the uni-

There is a perilous kinship between religion and
magic typically and characteristically they are
respectively right and wrong ways of dealing with
what is regarded as fundamentally real and true.
Since strong convictions and supremely intense
;

states of consciousness are the

more potent

for

good or for evil, there is a bifurcation such that
what can take a religious form might also become
taken by reality throughout.
To the genuine magical or irreligious. Thus, there is a sane and
theist God is the most essential, if not the only,
an insane supernaturalism, a healthy and unhealthy
reality, and it is impossible to isolate His working mysticism, and genius has its cases of perversity
in the universe from the man who has an erroneous
and depravity. Accordingly, it is possible either
conception of God, or, perhaps, no consciousness of to distinguisn the good an(i the bad examples or
Him at all. None the less, it is of essential im- to refuse to admit the latter within the cateportance whether men's conceptions of any reality gory that is to say, either we have good and bad
are adequate or not, and, to some extent at least, religion, genius, etc. (or examples of these) or the
God's influence upon men is admittedly conditioned bad cases come under another category, as, e.g., in
by men's conceptions. Hence the question is vital, the antithesis of religion and magic, (good) mystihow far God can influence man as apart from man's cism and (irrational) occultism, and the like. Whatexplicit consciousness of Him, how far God Himself ever course be generally adopted, it is extremely
is affected by human activities
(e.g., by gross evil)
important to distinguish the psychological and
contrary to man's consciousness of His nature. subjective aspects of data from their logical and
(For we must evidently distinguish between human other more objective value. It is important to
activities not yet recognized by men to be evil and distinguish religion, genius, etc., as a whole or
those which they know within themselves to be absolute feeling and the more specialized forms
Moreover, since 'God' is the theistic which are examples of religion, genius, etc., and
wron^.)
consciousness of reality, the problem is essentially which can be more objectiA'^ely regarded. In this
that of the relation between the ultimate realities way, the fact can be emphasized that, although
in general and men with their
varying conscious- the ultimate realities are in a sense religious [e.g.,
ness of them. Vitally significant as this is on as relating to a Supreme Deity or to life after
is
also a problem of the greatest death), they are not religious in themselves,
practical grounds, it
methodological importance, i.e. if the data of the although religion is directly concerned -with their
of
For the subjecgrowth
consciousness, of religion and magic, and apprehension and formulation.
of science and jihilosophy are to be rationally and tively impressive experiences so easily lead along
thoroughly handled.
Reality must always be beneficial or harmful roads, either to religion or to
it must have some efi'ect, as
its worst enemy, that a careful disciplinary and
significant for men
apart from a man's particular conception of it. regulative system of belief and practice is at once
Only in this way can one gain a coherent view of required for the sake of both the individual and
the universe. Consequently there is need both of society. In other words, reality i.e. our own
(a) an adequate conception of the ultimate realities
subjective conceptions of it at once requires a
to take the place of those felt to be imperfect, and formulation, a logical
theory, an embodiment.
of (;S) a scientific and more theoretical treatment
(4) From one point of view, then, religion, mysticism, etc.,
;

;

—

of such conceptions in human history, the
development and differentiation of thought, and all that
makes for the greater fullness and richness of life.
(3) All growth of consciousness brings increased
power for good or for evil. The development is
not so much of the self alone as of an environment
or a system of relations of which the self is the
centre.
The development demands continued discipline and reorganization, for the consequences
are harmful if the self is lacking in responsibility,

morality, and all that encourages healthy progress.

—

are one of many phases, aspects, and departments of the totality
of existence. The most 'religious' individual has his non'
religious times, and many
good men have had their antireligious or rather irreligious occasions. The test of a religion
lies in its relation to what is, as such, non-religious, viz. to the
best moral, spiritual, aisthetio, and intellectual consciousness ot
the age as manifested in conduct, thought, ideals, and so forth.
But, owing to the differentiation and specialization of thought
'

1 The latter ia not the
objective universe of the senses, but a
logical construction, and the former depends upon man's present
of
consciousness.
The
ultimate which the mind can constage

ceive depends

mind.

upon the stage

of development reached

by the

RELIGIOUS ORDERS
—with

the corresponding (objective) iucoiiipletciiesis of individual minds
no one mind can form a loj^ically adequate
estimate. It is impossible for any individual to fr'asp totality
as a whole, although it is possible to do Justice to the various
aspects under which the universe is apprehended, and to investigate their growth, development, and interrelation. Proceeding on those linw, one can realize the necewity of proving
and improving current conceptions, deflniliong, and other tools
of thought, for, in the advance of thought, and in the better
organization of the data of experience, one comes to realiz*
more vividly and truly the universe of which one is an integral
While the actual religious life implies principles, ideas,
part.
and the rest, the •<;ientifl<' or critical treatment of religion is
concerned in deterniiuiiig the»e and in maintuuiing the progrets
of thought, inasmuch as nothing is mora potent than the continued knowledge of reality and the convictions which sway
mankind. The apprehensions of reality unite man and objective
reaUty itself, and, var>ing, as they do, according to the individual, they are a key to a science of human nature and experience.
It is obvious that there must be realities of a sort to
allow the prevalent tj-pes, although the ultimate realities of the
universe are not to be confused with the realities of our human
nature. Thus, a conception of 'God' can be formulated and
accepted it will correspond and answer to personal experience
at a certain stage of psychical development it can prove the
most vital and stimulating truth that man can ix)iae88. There
must be some objective reality such that men become conscious
of it in ways varying according to their individual nature and
stage of development. Moreover, human personality is such
that the conception of a reality in a personal relationship to
man, and alike immanent and transcendent, is not merely a subjective reality it is demanded by the data of religion, by the
characteristic features of personal development, by the consciousness of the necessity of continued development in everjdirection which man feels to be good, beautiful, and true. In a
word, the objective reality of 'God' is demanded if man is to
give a rational account of himself so far as his intellect allows
him, and the most objective theory of reality must be based
upon the facts of human consciousness.

—

;

;

;

(5)

All the ultimate realities themselves

lie

be-

yond human vision (cf. 1 Co 13^*). Between them
and the self there are, as a psychical veil, the impulses, ideas, convictions, and theories, the whole
body or world of thought which makes every man
what he is, and enables him to say, Here is
'

Some mysteries of reality, from a psychireality.'
cal point of view, are hinted at in the strange data
of psychical research, occultism, and ecstasy, in all
abnormal and pathological phenomena of the mind,
in the disastrous effects of vagaries, or of doctrines

and theories which healthy opinion repudiates.
Although progressive thought may reject certain

—

e.xplanatory conceptions of theories f^-g-, now of
evil spirits, and now of guardian angels
men require some organization of experience, .some adeof
some
tolerable
outlook
quate body
thought,
upon the universe, which will enable them both to

—
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(Christian)

direct and understand their experiences and to
realize the sij^niticance of human exi.stence bo as
to be able to live healthy and useful lives for the
good of a universe from which they can never
escape.
Upon their body of thought depend their
sanity and ellectiveness. Even reality itself seems
to some extent to be powerless against the will
which we regard as bad and evil ; while, on the
other hand, now far reality can be objectively and

positively influenced, under given condition.s, is a
vital problem whicii can at feast be theoretically

handled. Certainly religion has not been without
daring conceptions of the practical relations between God and man and, suppose religion proved
to embody the truth about reality ?
So the stiuly of man's psychical tendencies, his

—

and ideals, his modes of thouglit, his beliefs
practices, his doctrines, theologies, and philosophies all contribute to one's knowledge of
human nature and of the universe. In the investigation of the development of conceptions and of
the workings of the mind, whether in its immediate
consciousness of reality or in its rellexion upon
past experijences, one comes to know a little more
of tile realities themselves and of the objective
ideas

and

—

If, then,
relationship between them and man.
it is judicious to venture upon a definition of
religion on the lines upon which this article has

proceeded, the following may be suggested, provisionally Religion primarily involves some immediate consciousness of transcendent realities of
supreme personal worth, vitally influencing life
and thought, expressing themselves in forms which
are conditioned oy the entire stage of development
reached by the mdividual and his environment,
and tending to become more explicit and static in
mythologies, theolofjies, philosopliies, and scientific
doctrines.
But, as tliis article has tried to indicate,
there is a positive development of consciousness and
:

thought in history, and consequently it is possible
to seek to correlate both the static aspects, which
are essential for all stability, and the dynamic,
which are indispensable for future progress. For
to do justice to the ultimata facts of harmony
and of development in the universe is one of the

main functions
Literature.

of a living religion.

—The

more im]>ortant

have been mentioned throughout the

special

technical works

article.

Stanley A. Cook.

RELIGIOUS ORDERS.
Introductory.— See Secret Societies

(Intro-

ductory).

Christian (F. Cabrol), p. 693.
Indian (L. de la Vallee Poussin),

ORDERS

RELIGIOUS

p.

p.

m.

(Christian).

—

I.

r/O.v.— Under tlie title religious,' in the Christian
Churches, are included all those who make profession of a life in conformity with the
precepts
and counsels of the gospel, and who withdraw from
the world in order to practise this life more
'

perfectly.

The art. MON'ASTICISM deals with the origin and
chief characteristics of this form of life, of which
monasticism is itself the principal species.
In
monasticism we have the religious life in its
essential elements and it may be said that, from
the 6th to the 20th cent., it has been a
question
merely of combining those elements according to
;

that no

71S.

Muslim

Geseral characteristics and classifica-

different

(J A. MacCulloch), p. 718.
Mexican and Peruvian (J A. MacCulloch),

Japanese

methods to serve special purposes, and
conception, no essential difference,

new

has been introduced— nothing, in fact, that was
not already existing in germ in the monastic life
of the earliest centuries.
The vows of poverty,

(E.

Moxtet), p

719.

chastity, and obedience, the practice of mortificasometimes even
tion, labour, prayer, and silence

—

preaching and other external work

—

were the
obligations of religious life in all ages, Avhether
under the cenobitical or under the eremitical form.
are concerned in this article with the diflerent
forms of the religious life distinct from monasticism. The first task of the historian, in presence
of the number and variety of these forms of the
religious life (they exceed 380 in number, even
witiiout counting certain religious societies of

We

minor importance), is to attempt a classification.
This is no easy task. Neither geograpliical nor
chronological considerations will serve as a basis of
classification, since, owing to the universal character of Christianity, these religious families are
found in all nations, and some have put forth
shoots in every age and thus belong to no one
century more than to another. The attempt has
been made to group them in families, placing side by
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side those Avhich offer analogous features or which
follow the same Rule. Here, however, historian
and canonist will not be in perfect accord.
If, e.g., the attempt is made to place under the
same rubric all the orders in which the Rule of St.
Augustine is followed, the result will only lead to
confusion, for these orders are in other respects
quite dissimilar and belong to different groups.
The Dominicans, hospitallers, and several congregations of women, e.g., all alike follow the

the

friar,'

which

dis-

John

of

Jerusalem,

—

—

—

:

—

We

gregationen der katholischen Kirche, ii. 24-29.
2 It must be remarked that several of these orders follow the
Rule of St. Augustine and have obtained both the title and the
privileges of the mendicant orders. Hence they are sometimes
classed under one, sometimes under the other, of these two
categories. Since, however, both their special object and their

—

manner of

religious life.^

the middle of the 3rd to the end of
MONA8TICI8M.

Life, Beghards,

Templars, Teutonic
Knights, Knights of Evora or of Aviz, Knights of
St. James of Compostella, Knights of Calatiava
and of Alcantara, Knights of the Order of St.
Lazarus.
4. From the nth to the 20th century : the hospitallers (non-military).^
These include the Order
of Mercy, the Trinitarians, the^Servites, the Paulinians, the Alexians, the Jesuati or Hieronymites,
the Ambrosians, the Brothers of the Apostles,
the Good Brethren, the Order of the Holy Ghost,
the Brothers of St. John of God.^
5. From the 13th to the i6th century : the
mendicant orders or friars (frati).
The friars
adopted a mode of life differing in many respects
from that of the monks or canons regular, viz. the
absence of the element of stability in a particular
monastery, and of perpetuity in the superior, the
exercise of the sacred ministry, preaching and
teaching, reduction of the solemnity of the choral
ofhce, suppression
(at least originally) of all
property and all power to possess lands or money
even in the name of the community. They are
called mendicants because, unlike the monks,
having no possessions and no stable means of livelihood, they were obliged to live on alms.
The four principal mendicant orders are the
Dominicans, the Pranciscans, the Carmelites, the
Augustinians.* There are, besides, other lesser
mendicant orders in some of which the Rule of St.
Augustine is observed, in others that of St.
Francis.
Among the former are the Order of
1 For other
examples cf. Heimbucher, Die Orden und Eon-

Without flattering ourselves that it is in all
respects a perfectly satisfactory system of classification, we shall adopt here, as the most practical for
our purposes, one that is both chronological and
pragmatic one that keeps in view the different
periods of time, while grouping together those
orders Avhich possess certain characteristics in
common.
shall also keep to the traditional
mode of designation.
1. From the
ist to the middle of the 3rd
In
century : virgins, widov^s, and ascetics.
Christian
primitive
society there were certain of
the faithful who led a life more austere than that
of their brethren and who formed a class apart.
Among these ascetics there are even indications of
an attempt at community life.
They may be
regarded as the earliest representatives of the

Cf. art.

Common

:

St.

activities at once.

1

of the

—

—

From

principal varieties of canons

i6th century: the
3. From the nth to the
military orders and the knights hospitallers.
Strictly speaking, these orders might be classed
with the monks, since they usually followed one
of the monastic jflules {e.g., that of St. Benedict).
But they possess so marked a character of their
own that it is better to treat them separately.
They are as follows the Knights Hospitallers of

while legitimate in itself, has no historical foundation. Moreover, it leads to confusion, for some orders
have adopted in turn temporary vows and simple
vows, or have even practised both systems simultaneously for different members of the order.
Finally, if we take as specially characteristic of an
order the particular work undertaken by its
members education, caie of the sick, preaching,
it is not easy to judge to what class certain
etc.
orders belong that exercise all these various

2.

The

:

The Brothers

possess solemn vows, simple vows, temporary vows,
or a mere promise.
Tliis method of classification,

—

'

and Beguines form a category of their own, but
may be classified together with the monks and the
canons, since their life is founded on the principles
of the monastic and canonical state.

tinguishes certain orders, came in time to be
attached to those which were not originally comprised under this designation, such as the Augustinian Hermits, the Carmelites, as well as the
The
hospitallers and others mentioned above.
Theatines and Barnabites, who are clerks regular,
received the privileges of the canons regular of the
Lateran. Some
e.g., Vermeersch
regard the
question from the point of view of canon law, and
the
orders
to
whether
classify
according
they

—

'

Marbach, Canons of Pampeluna, Canons of St.
Antony, Canons of the Immaculate Conception,
and the Gilbertines.'

—

'mendicant

monks and the canons
monk are comprised

title

the Premonstratensians, Canons of
St. Victor, Canons of the Lateran, Canons of St.
Maurice (Agaune), Canons of the Holy Cross,
Canons of St. Saviour, Canons of St. Rufus, Canons
of the Holy Sepulchre, Canons of Verres, Canons of

—

of

:

MONASTICISM.
regular are

character.
The Carmelites originally followed
the Rule of St. Augustine. Some orders have
followed different Rules at different times. The
Premonstratensians combine the Rules of St.
Augustine and St. Benedict.^ The Dominicans, who
also follow the Rule of St. Augustine adapted
from that of the canons regular, especially the
Premonstratensians, seem to belong, with practically equal right, t-o two very different forms
of religious life that of the canons regular and
that of the mendicant friars. The Brothers of St.
John of God, who are hospitallers, were attached
to the mendicant orders by Urban Vlll.
It was
the same in the case of the Jesuits to a certain
extent, although these 'religious' belong to a totally
different category that of clerks regular.
The
fact,

the
— century
Under the

the hermits and anchorites of all descriptions, the
cenobites or monks living together in community,
and those who combine both elements in a life
partly eremitical and partly cenobitical. To the
same period belong the canons regular, whose life
has much in common Avith that of the monks, and
who enjoy the same privileges.
For the different kinds of monks cf. art.

sists in reality of a set of general principles of
spirituality which can be adapted to any form of
It is the constitutions of each order,
religious life.
rather than the Rule, that give it its distinctive

in

1 2th

regular.

Rule of St. Augustine, but they differ entirely
from one another as regards the end and object of
their respective institutes.
This results from the
fact that the so-called Rule of St. Augustine con-

title,

(Christian)

I

life are practically identical in all these orders, and
since they possess many of the characteristics of the military
hospitallers treated above, it would seem to be as well to group
them together under the rubric of hospitallers.
3 Some of the
hospitallers are also among clerks regular, like
the Camillians.
1 The
Augustinians belong, by their Rule, to the canona
regular rather than to the friars and, in some of their branches,
have more affinity with the hermits or monks. They have
been counted, however, among the mendicant orders since the
day when they obtained a share in the privileges of the latter.

RELIGIOUS ORDERS
Mercy, the Trinitarians, the Servites, the PaulinHierouymites, the Jesuati,
These are already mentioned under the cateetc.
gory of hospitallers, to which they also belong.
Among those that follow the Rule of St. Francis
are the Minims, the Third Order of St. Francis,
and the Scalzetti ('discalced Friars'), or Order of
Penance.
Orders of women are the Brigittines, Annun-

iana, the Alexians, the

Ursulines, Angelicals, Salesian Sisters,
Penitents, etc.
6. From the i6th to the 17th century : the clerks
regular. These 'religious,' while practising the
religious life in community (as the title 'regular'
indicates), belong essentially to the clerical order,
as shown again uy the title clerk and by their
dress, their external life, and tlieir exercise of the
sacred ministry. They possess solemn vows, like
the monks and canons regular, but have not, like
the latter, the choral oflice, nor do they practise
Generally speaking, they have, in
stability.
addition to the exercise of the religious life, some
Most of
special object or particular line of work.
these societies admit only priests to their ranks,
and lay brothers are received as 'coadjutors.'
Some e.g. the Theatines and the Barnabites
as already remarked, the privileges of the
anons of the Lateran. The clerks regular are
gossess,
the Jesuits,' Theatines, Barnabites, Clerks Regular
of Somascha, Clerks Regiilar of the Good Jesus,
Clerks Regular of the Mother of God, Camillians,

ciades,

—

'

'

—

—

:

Minor Clerks Regular.
7. From the 17th to the 19th century : religious
congregations. These religious congregations resemble the clerks regular, and they are called in
canon law quasi-regulars.' They have usually
only simple vows and are distinguished from the
clerks regular proper by this fact and also by the
more recent date of their foundation.
The principal congregations are the Passionists,
Oblates,
Eudists,
Lazarists,
Redemptorists,
Paulists,
Salesians,
INIarists,
Assumptionists,

—

'

:

Sulpicians, Oratorians.*
8. From the i8th to the 20th century : missionary
These societies,
societies or congregations.
founded specially for the foreign missions, may be
considered, as regards their manner of life, as clerks
regular or quasi-regulars ; but, since they all have
a common end in view, we have placed them
together in a group apart.
They are the Society of Foreign Missions, the
Society of the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary (or
Fathers of Picpus), the Fathers of the Holy Ghost,
the I'^athers of Scheut, the Fathers of Mill Hill, the
White Fathers, the Society of the Divine Word,
the Society of the Divine Saviour.
9. From the 17th to the 20th century : teaching
brotherhoods and congregations of women.
These include the Piarists, Brotliers of the Christian Schools of St. John Baptist de la Salle (Christian Brothers), Brothers of the
of Mary
Societjy
(Marianists), Brothers of Lamennais, Brothers of
St. Gabriel, etc.,^ Sisters of Charity of St. Vincent de Paul, Sisters of Wisdom, Sisters of Evron,
Sisters of Nevers, Sisters of the Good Shepherd,
Sisters of Nazareth, Little Sisters of the Poor,
Society of the Sacred Heart, Sisters of St. Joseph
of Cluny,'* etc.

—

:

—

C'AyONS

II.

COMMON
1

LIFE,

REGULAR, BROTHERS OF THE
BEGHARDS AND BEGUINES, MILL-

The

1524
1530

;

strictly chronological
Clerks Regular of the

order

Good

as follows
Theatines,
Jesus, 1526
Barnabites,
is

:

;

Somascha, 1532

; Society of Jesus (Jesuits), 1534.
the Sulpicians and Oratorians among these congregations, although canonically they are not considered as
such, since they have no vows. They may, however, be assimilated to societies such as that of the Lazarists by their object,
the training of the clergy.
3 For the detail cf.
Heimbucher, iii. 356 ff
* lb. iii. 364 f.

"

;
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TARV ORDERS AND HOSPITALLERS.— 1. Canons

— The name 'canon
The Councils of Antioch

regular.— (a) The name.
ancient origin.

'is of
(341),

'

in
(451), and
clerics attached to
'

Trullo (692), speaking of
the service of certain
the
churches, say that they are iv n^ Kavdvt or iK row
Kav6vos, i.e. inscribed in tiie Kavwv, the matricula,
tabula, or alburn.^ According to du Cange,- a
canonicus is one who is inscribed sub canone
frumentario, i.e. is maintained by the revenues
St. Athanasius employs the term
of the Church.

Chalcedon

t6v re Kavbva

ttjs iKK^rjcrlas.'^

West

the 2nd and 3rd Councils of Toledo
of Friuli (791) speak of clerics '.sub
canone ecclesiastico.'* The 3rd Council of Orleans
in 538 and Gregory of Tours make use of the term
canonici to describe the clergy of a church.' The
Council of Clermont in 535 extends this title to all
In the

and that

and even deacons attached to a church,
whether in town or in country. These priests and
deacons were obliged, at great feasts, to assemble
in the cathedral church to celebrate divine serIn 538 the 3rd
vice together with the bishop.
Council of Orleans deprived of the title of canon
It
all clerics who refused to obey their bishop.'
may be gathered from these dill'erent texts that
the term canon was applied to two classes of
people differing widely from one another. On the
one hand were clerics, like those of the diocese of
Hippo, who lived with their bishop in community
and in the practice of monastic asceticism. On
the other hand were those who liveil in their own
priests

'

'

'

'

churches, practising neither the community life
nor monastic poverty, and bound to their bishop
by an obedience that did not press very heavily
upon them. This vague use of the term lastea
throughout the ages. In order to avoid confusion,
the custom finally arose of distinguishing between
the two classes of canons by calling the first
canons regular and the second secular canons
or canons pure and simple. The latter cannot,
of course, be regarded as in any sense belonging
to the religious orders ; it is with the canons
regular alone that we are here concerned.''
In
(b) Canons regular till the 10th century.
art. MONASTICISM we have shown that in the 4th
cent, there was a tendency among many bishops
to gather the clergy of their churches around them
and to live with them in the exercise of asceticism
The
according to tlie example of the monks.
attempts that have been made to find examples
earlier than this date, in order thus to trace back
the origin of the canonical order to the time of the
Apostles, are entirely without value. St. Augustine, who was so well versed in the knowledge of
the ecclesiastical institutions of the past, does not
even mention the canonical life in his dc Moribtus
Ecclesice Catholicce, written in 388, although it
would have afforded him an excellent and most
natural opportunity for doing so, had any such
Nor can any
institution existed before his time.
traces be found in the writings of St. Cyprian or
any other writer of earlier times. St. Augustine
was himself, in fact, one of the first to have the
idea of gathering his clergy around him in order
to live with them in common in the practice of
poverty and religious discipline after the example
He made his first trial of this
of the cenobites.
way of life at Tagaste, his second at Hippo (388
'

'

'

'

'

'

—

1
Socrates,
Leclercq, in
•-'

BE

v.

DACL

19
iii.

(PG

Ixvii. 613)

;

cf.

note of Valois

(ib.)

;

col. 235.
s.v.

'

Canonicus."

Glossarium, Niort, 1883-87,
Antonii (PG xx\i. 837 1.).
Tout. II. can. 1, 2, ///. can.

3 Vita S.
* Concil.

.,

5

;

„

.,

Concil. ForojxU.

Ixxi. 570); Coneil.
5
Greg, of Tours, Hut. Franc, x. 31 (Pi
Aurel. III. can. 11.
,„.„
6 Cf. F. Maassen, Concilia cevi Slerovxngtci, Hanover, 189d,

„

pp. 69, 77, etc.
7 Cf.

du Cange,

g.v.

'Canonicus.'
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Wo

have accounts of the life led in his
391).
monasteries written by Possidius in his life of St.

and

Augustine himself.^ It
Augustine and also by
resembled to a great extent the life of the monks
St.

—

The
life in common under a common discipline.
bishop was the head of this family of clerics, and
obedience was doubly due to him as bishop and
He was
as the quasi-abbot of the community.
also the temporal administrator of the affairs of
his
inonastery,' and the clergy were bound to
abandon their personal property and to live in the

—

'

practice of poverty

and

The

chastity.

chief differ-

ence between them and the monks lay, firstly, in
the fact that these early 'canons regular,' instead
of living apart from the world, had their dwelling
in the midst of a town or city secondly, in the
fact that they were essentially the clergy of their
Their
ohi^rches and exercised the sacred ministry.
regime and manner of dress were again different
from those of the monks, and their practice of
poverty and obedience was less severe. The example of St. Augustine was followed by other
African bishoi^s, at Carthage, Tagaste, and in
find the same custom in existence
other cities.
even beyond the confines of Africa, in the case
of St. Paulinus of Nola, Hilary of Aries, and
;

We

others. 2
One of the

most remarkable among these exthat of St. Eusebius of Vercelli an
earlier case than that of St. Augustine about
whom we have a considerable amount of information.^ But the life led by St. Eusebius and his
clergy resembled far more closely than that of St.
Augustine and his 'canons' the life led by the
monks proper. In St. Augustine's case it was in
fact a seminary for the clergy or a college of
canons, rather than a monastery for monks as in
The clergy of Eusebius
Eusebius's institution.
observed the monastic enclosure, celebrated the
day and night hours of prayer, and practised all
the austerities of the monastic life. St. Fulgentius,
in the midst of the Vandal persecutions, and, no
doubt, other African bishops also, went farther
still and obliged monks and clerks to live together.
But this attempt to unite two incongruous elements
.should be regarded as a mere expedient demanded
by the special needs of the time.* This quasimonastic form of life seems to have been practised
only in certain exceptional cases by the clergy of
the Eastern Church. St. Jerome, who was so well
acquainted with all that concerned ecclesiastical
Cases
life, does not mention any example of it.
amples

is

—

—

have been quoted of monks living with their
bishops, but these are not to be regarded as institutions distinct from that of the ordinary
monastic life, and the only actual exami)le is
that of Rhinocorura quoted by Leclercq from
Sozomen.''
In the West, however, at the end of the 5th
cent, and during the 6th the canonical life became
official institution.
The 4th Council of Toledo
provides us with a picture of the bishop in his
episcopal residence surrounded by his priests and
deacons, while in a neighbouring dwelling the
yoving clerics were educated under his supervision.*
In Gaul the 2nd Council of Tours also laid down
that the bishop should live with his priests and
deacons in the episcopal palace.'' Gregory of Tours

an

1

Vita S. Augtistini,

v.

(PL

xxxii. 37); Aug. 'de Vita et
ccclv., ccclvi. (PL xxxix.

Moribus Clericorum suorum,' Scrm.
1568 ff.); L. Thoniassin, Ancienne
VEglise, Paris, 1725,
2 Of. art.

i.

1330

et

nouvelle discipline de

f.

MoNASTiciSM, IV.

iii.

i (a).

"Thomassin, i. 1341 (.; St. Ambrose, Ep. Ixiii. (PL xvi.
1239 ff.); Maxiuius of Turin, Se.nn. Ixxxiii. (PL Ivii. 697 ff.).
*
Ferrandus, Vita FulgeiUii, xxix. (PL Ixv. 145).
s
vi. 31 (PO Ixvii. 1389); Leclercq, in
Sozomen,

HE

col. 234.
6 Concil. Tolet.

iii.

7

IV. can. 23.
Concil. Turon. II. can. 12.

DACL
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makes frequent

allusion to those clerics who shared
the dwelling and the table of their bishop mensa
mensce canonicce.^
convivium
canonicorum,
Other councils, as we have alreadj' seen, laid
down new regulations for these clerics, now called
canonici
the Councils of Clermont and
e.g.
Orleans.
With regard to England, St. Gregory the Great
advised St. Augustine of Canterbury to live in
common with his clergy. But the latter apparently
wished to go even farther than the recommendation
of the holy pontiff".
At Canteibury and in the
greater number of cathedral churches founded
the
among
Anglo-Saxons the chapter was formed
by a monastic community properly so called. The
of
the
cathedral were monks and carried
clergy
out the full monastic regime, to which they also
added the exercise of the sacred ministry. These
monastic chapters remained in force in the greater
number of English cathedrals up to the Reformation in the 16th century.
Certain churches, however, founded after the first Christian mission in
England, were served by secular canons.^
Finally, it may be said that, outside the church
of Hippo and certain others that had followed the
example of St. Augustine, the word canon was
applied to a class of clerics whose obligations and
forms of life varied from place to place. But in
the 8th cent, a bishop of Metz, St. Chrodegang,
gave the canonical life a more definite character
by means of the Rule that he drew up for canons.
This bishop (742-766) played an important part in
the religious and political history of his time. He
wrote for the clergy of his own church a Rule,
Regula Canonicorum, which obtained the support
of Pepin and Charlemagne, and was given the force
of general ecclesiastical law in the Capitularies of
the latter monarch and by the Councils of Aix-laChapelle (802), Mayence, lours, Rheims (813), Aries
(813), and especially by that of Aix-la-Chapelle
This Rule is largely founded on that of St.
(817).^
Benedict. It subjects tlie canons to the common
life,
enclosure, and the ordinary exercises of
Benedictine life, while at the same time leaving
them a certain amount of liberty and the right of
possessing property.*
(c) Canons
regular from the 9th to the 20th
century. The period of St. Chrodegang and that
which immediately followed were the most flourishing in the history of the canons regular. Charlemagne and Louis the Pious endeavoured to impose
his Rule on the clergy of their empire, and the
Councils of Aix-la-Chapelle in 802 and in 817
followed suit.* Amalarius composed his de Institiitione Canonicorum, with the same intention.
The Lateran Council in 1059 * renewed these decrees
and obliged the clergy attached to a church to live
together and share their property in common.
The Rule of St. Augustine, although it is taken
from his works, was in reality only di-awn up in
the 8th-9th centuries. It was followed side by
side with that of St. Chrodegang, M-hich was far
more complete and precise in details.
It was
adopted by certain groups of canons and became
for them the expression of the 7Hta apostolica, vita
communis perfecta.
These canons came to be
known as ' Canons of St. Augustine,' Augustinian

—

—

'

'

—

'

1

Hist. Franc, x. 31

(PL

Ixxi. 570),

and Vitoe Patrum,

ix. (ib.

1052).
2

W. Stubbs,

Epistolce Cantxiarienses (Rolls Series), London,

1865, Introd. p. xvii.
3 Cf. C. J. von
Iletele, Hist, des Conciles, French tr., ed. H.
Leclercq, Paris, 1907-13, iv. 10, note 2 ; there are in reality two
Rules of St. Chrodcg-ang ; the first, which is the shorter, in 34

chapters, appears to be the original Rule the second, in 80
chapters, is only a development of the first, the work of an
;

anonymous

writer.

For a comparison between the Rules of SS. Benedict and
Chrodegang- cf. Leclercq, in DACL iii. col. 241 f.
•1

5

Hefele,

iii.

1117, iv. 9

ff.

6

lb. iv. 1166.
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^
Their houses were at first
independent of one another, but were hiter united
in a congregation which had its general chapters,
The decrees of the 4th Lateran
its statutes, etc.
Council and those of Benedict XII. in 1339 are
concerned with the Austin Canons. In spite of all
these decrees, however, religious life among them
had but a short period of brilliancy.
In the 14tli cent, new ellorts- at reform were
attempted by Cartliiial IJramla de Ciistiglione, by
John Bush, and bj' Niclio'.as of Cusa.
The Protestant lieforniation struck a fatal blow
at the Canons Regular of St. Augustine properly
so called.
Other societies, however, had been
formed on the Augustinian model under a severer
Rule, and these were better able to resist the
shock of the great uphea\'al. Some of them are

or Austin Canons.'

in existence at the present day, such, t.g., as
the Canons Regular of the Lateran, the Premonstratensians, and several other congregations.
can give here only an outline of some of the prinstill

We

cipal ones.^

Preraonstratensians.— The Order of Premontrd
the most illustrious of all among the canons
Its founder was St. Norbert (t 1134), a
regular.
canon of Magdebvirg, who established himself at
Premontre with a few companions in order to lead
a retired and holy life and at the same time to give
themselves to preaching and the sacred ministry.
Their life was ordered according to the Rule of St.
Augustine and guided by the example of the
Canons Regular of St. Victor of Paris. This order
developed rapidly, owing partly to the sanctity
and personal influence of its holy founder, partly
to its object and nature, which had a special appeal
in an age in which the idea of clerical and monastic
reform had given rise to institutions such as the
Camaldolese, the Carthusians, and the Cistercians.
St. Norbert founded, besides the canons regular,
a second order for women, which also had great
At the
success, and a third order for lay people.

is

present day the order possesses five provinces or
circles {circaria), seventeen abbeys, five priories,
eight convents of nuns of the second order and
three of the third order, besides parishes, missions,
and a few colleges. The members number 997 men
and 258 women.
The Premonstratensians foUoAV the Rule of St.
Augustine along with special statutes of their own.
At the head of the circle is the circator, whose
rank and otiice correspond with those of the proTheir constitutions revincial in other orders.
semble those of Citeaux. The abbot of Pr6raontre
is abbot-general of the whole order and is assisted
by the abbots of Florefl'e, of Laon, and of Cuissy,
the first houses of the order. The general chapter
This constitution came to
is held at Premontre.
an end before the Revolution, and in 1883 a new
The habit is white
constitution took its place.
and resembles the monastic habit except that in
1 The Rule of St.
Augustine is divided into twelve chapters
and contains only general principles (of an extremely elevated
character) on the love of God and our neighbour, humility,
prayer, fasting, duties towards the sick, purity of soul and body,
obedience, etc.
3Cf. J. M. Besse, 'Augustins,' in Diet, de Thiol, cath., i. col.
2472-2483.
SThomassin, op. cit.; Bonaventure de Sainte-Anne, Monachatus Avfju^tini ab Augwtirio potissimum projnignatus,
Lyons, 16^4 Louis Ferrand, Discours ou I'on fait voir que
Saint Artgustin a eti moine, Paris, 16S9 Leclercq, Chanoines,'
iii. col. 223 ff.
J. Bingham, Origines Eccles., London,
in
1840, bk. vii. ch. ii. n. 9; A. Ebner, 'Zur Regula canonicorum
des heiligen Chrodegang,' in BQ v. [1891] 81-8G W. Schmltz,
Sancti Chrodegangi, Metensis episcopi (jiS-GG) regula canonicorum, aus dem Leidener Codex Vvssianus latinus 9U mit
Umschrift der tironischen Noten heraxisg., Hanover, 1889;
P. Paulin, Etudes sur I'ordre canonial ou I'ordre des chanoines
riguliers, Avignon, 1885 Paul Benoit, La Vie canoniqw dans
le passi et dans I'avenir, Arras, 1902; G. Morin, 'R6glements
in^dits du S. Gr(-goire vn. pour les chanoines r^guliers (en
Espagne),' Remie BinMietine, xviii. [1901] 177-183 (reproduced
in Hefele-Leclercq, v. 94-96).
;

'
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;
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choir a rochet, the

badge of canonical dignity,

is

worn, and in winter a mantle also.
'i'his order has rendered signal services to Christianity by its missions on the bftnks of the Elbe and
the Oder and in the Low Countries, bj' the institution of hospices for pilgrims, the making of roads
and canals, the foundation of libraries and schools,
but especially by its reform of the clergy and the
foundation of parishes. It even had an influence
on architecture. It has produced also a certain

number of chroniclers,

historians,

writers.^

Canons

of St. Victor.^

— From

and

ecclesiastical

the point of view

Canons of St. Victor
hold the lirst place. Their founder, Guillaume de
Champeaux, is known as one of the most illustrious
doctors and professors of the 12th century. These
canons take their name from a chapel erected in
honour of St. Victor, the martyr of Marseilles, on

of theology

and

literature, the

Mt. Sainte Genevifeve in Paris. They were, moreover, actually afhliated to the Canons of St. Victor
of Marseilles.
Their teacliing reached its highest
expression in the persons of Hugh and Richard of

whose theological and mystical works
the most remarkable of the
while Adam of St. Victor, with
Middle Ages
his hymns, ranks foremost among the poets of
his time.
The Canons of St. Victor were established in a number of churches in France (notably
in that of Ste. Genevifeve in Paris, whence their
name of 'Genovefains') and also outside France.
St. Victor de Paris remained the centre of the
St. Victor,

may be counted among
;

Unfortunately divisions soon arose
within the order, and after the beginning of the
On the eve of the
14th cent, it began to decline.
Reformation it existed in a state of mere vegetation.
St.
Victor
is
most
school
of
The
important for the
history of mediaval mysticism, and tiie works of
its teachers are still of great value.
Like the greater number of canons regular, the
Canons of St. Victor followed the Rule of St.
Augustine, with their own special statutes composed by Gilduin, one of their abbots, and inspired
to a great extent by the Rule of St. Benedict.
The Augustinian
Canons of the Lateran.
Canons of the Lateran were founded shortly after
the Lateran Council in 1059, and were attached to
the celebrated basilica of St. Saviour in the Lateran.
They possessed a considerable nimiber of houses in
They were obliged to leave the
Italy and Poland.
Lateran basilica for the first time in 1299, for the
second and last time in 1471. They have to-day
about 2U0 members and 24 houses and possess the
Cliurch of St. Peter ad Vinoula in Ronie.^
institute.

—

1 M.
DupTi,AnvalesbrevesordiniaPrcemonstralensis,'Stim\iT,
1886 (5. L. Hugo, S. oi-dinis PrtBTrumstratensis A7inales, pt. i.,
de Sermaize, L'Ordre de Pr6montr6
Nancy, 2 vols., 1784-36 J.
son hist. Iitt6raire, ses 6crivains,' in Revue du monde cath. xxiv.
[1884] 72S-746; I. van Spilbeeck, De Viris sanctitatis opinion*
of.
illnstribug ex ordine Prcemonstratensi, Tamines, 1895
bibliogp:uphy of the Order of Premonstratensians in F. Danner,
Catalogus iotius sacri, candidi, canonici ac exempli ordinis
Prceinonstratensis, Innsbruck, 1894, pp. 7fF., 130 ff. ; J. L«
Paige, Bibliotheca Prcemonstratensis ordinis, 2 vols., Paris,
1633; the Constitutions, Rule, etc., in Le Paige, i. 784, and
Uolste-Brockie, Codex Regularum monasticarum et canonicorum, v. 142 ff.; H61yot, Hist, des ordres, ii. 156 ff. Heimbucher, ii. 50-69 (with bibliography); Dugdale, Monasticon
Anglieanum, vi. ii. 857-863; U. Chevalier, Riperloire des
sources hist, du Moyen Age: Topo-bibliographie, Montbeliard,
1894-1903, s.v. 'Premontr6' ; cf. note 3, p. 697".
2
Victor (saint),' in WctzerIluiiiibucher, ii. 26 ff. ; and
Welte, KirchenUxicon^, xii. 913 ff. ; Helyot, ii. 149 ff. Fourierde I'ordre des Chanoines
do
et
Boniiard, Hist,
I'abbayc royale
clxxv.rhjulicrs de Saint-Victor de Paris, Paris, 1904; PL
la
Essai
sxir
clxxvii.
F. Hugonin,
.fondatimi de I'icole de
Saint-Victor de Paris, Paris, 1854, and PL clxxv. pp. xivxcix ; B. Haureau, Les (Euvres de Hugues de Saint-Victor, do.
iv. [1899] 161 ff., 288;
18SC; Adam de S. V. Lejay,
Dreves, Stimmen aus Maria-Laach, xxix. [1885] 278 ff., 416ff.
3 Besides Hilvot, Heimbucher, Chevalier (s.vv.
'Latran,'
;

'

:

;

;

;

'

;

;

RULR

'
Chanoines r^guiiiers '), see P. Cavalieri, Biblioteca compendiosa
uomini iUustri delta congr. de' canonici regolari del SS.
Satvatore Laferanensi, Velletri, 1836.
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The conCanons Regular of St. Maurice.
gregation of Canons Ilegular of St. Maurice of
Agaune in Switzerland owes its fame to the
martyrs of the Theban legion. An abbey existed
at Agaune from the 6th cent., in close relation
with that of Lerins and having, like the latter,
the custom of the laus percnnis. In 824 the monks
were transformed into canons regular an event of
frequent occurrence at that time.^
2. Brothers of the Common Life.— This religious
society, like that of the Beguines and the Beghards,
forms a class apart in the history of the religious
From some points of view, it would seem
orders.
to belong to the monastic order, from others, again,
In any case it forms
to that of the canons regular.
one of the most interesting pages in the history
It is
of mediaeval religious life and mysticism.
treated separately under the title Brethren of
THE Common Life.
These congrega3. Beguines and Beghards.
tions originated in the Low Countries.
According
to some, they go back to the time of St. Begga,
daughter of Pepin de Landen, in the 7th century.
But it seems tliat their founder was, in reality, a

—

—

Lambert Beghe

priest of Liege,
t 1187).

The Beguines

are not nuns or

'

'

(or

le

bfegue,'

I'eligious' in

the

they take no vows. They are
In
simply pious women living in communitj\
certain towns a special quarter was given up to
them. They lived there in little hermitages, sometimes singly, sometimes several together, under
the direction of a superior (known nowadays as
la grande dame ').
They had a common chapel,
in which they met for their religious exercises.
Some followed the Rule for the tertiaries of St.
Francis, others that for the tertiaries of St. Dominic,
The Reformation in the 16th cent, and the French
Revolution put an end to many Mguinages. Some,
however, still exist in Belgium, Holland, and
Germany. This institution never had a very wide
vogue, but it presents certain original characterstrict sense,

for

'

istics

worthy of note.^

of the Beghards was founded for
men on the analogy of the Beguines. They soon
underwent the influence of the Lollards and other

The institution

heretics, and
and councils.*
4.

were condemned by several popes

Military orders and hospitallers.

— In the 11th

sprang up a new class of religious orders
which, from a certain point of view, are connected
with the monastic order, while possessing their
own marked characteristics. Some of these were
purely military in character others were concerned
also with the care of the sick (hospitallers). The
hospitallers pure and simple form a third category,
which will be treated apart.* The military orders
were regarded by the Church as true religious

cent,

;

orders.

They had the three vows

of poverty,

and obedience, celebrated the divine
office, were under the discipline of a Rule and an
observance of fasts and abstinence, and enjoyed
the same privileges as the monks, being exempt
from episcopal jurisdiction and immediately subject
to the Holy See.
Some followed the Cistercian
statutes, others the Rule of St. Augustine, and
chastity,

1
Heimbucher, ii. 24 ff. ; Chevalier, s.v.
H61yot, ii. 78 ff.
Saint- Slaurice d'Agaune' ; DACL, s.v. Agaune,' i. col. 850 flf.
2 P.
Coens, Disquisitio historica de orirjine Beghinarum, et
Beghinagiorum, Li(5ge, 1629 J. L. von Mosheim, l)e Beghardis
;

'

'

;

et

Beguinabus, Leipzig, 1790; H61yot,
'

viii. IfiE.

;

Heimbucher,

525 ff. ; Chevalier, s.v. B6guines.'
3 Natalia Alexander, Hist, ecclesiagtica, Venice, 1778, viii.
526-056; F. A. Zaccaria, Thesaurus Theologicus, do.' 1762, iv.
623-694 Mosheim (see above, note 2) Chevalier, s.v. Regards.'
i We shall
say nothing here of the secular orders of knighthood that were founded more or less on the model of the
military orders but were in reality purely civil and instituted
by kings and princes as a reward for the services of their
subjects. Such, e.g., are the Orders of the Garter, the Bath,
iii.

;

the Thistle, etc.

;

(Christian)

others that of St. Benedict. It is for this reason
that we regard them as belonging, in a sense,
to the monastic order.
Contemporary with the
Crusades, their principal object was to fight
against the Saracens and to protect the Christian
pilgrims to the holy places. Their life may, in
fact, be regarded as a permanent crusade against
the Musalman. In these orders, at their origin,
we have united in one the ideal of the monastic
life and of the life of chivalry of the Christian
knight. This ideal stood them in good stead in
an age when all institutions were so profoundly
imbued with the spirit of religion. Unfortunately
such an ideal proved to be too high, and elements
so incongruous as the religious and the military
could not long endure together.
Knights Hospitallers of St. John of Jerusalem.
This is the most ancient of all the military orders.
In 1048 some Italian merchants built a hospice or
hostelry for pilgrims and for the sick in Jerusalem.
Certain French noblemen who served it formed
themselves into a religious congi-egation.
This
was the cradle of the order. G6rard de Tenque
in
(of Martigues
Provence) organized it into a
military order, i.e. an order in which there were
brethren attendant on the sick and members who
were knights, and who had a,s their special object
to defend pilgrims against malefactors and infidels.
The order was approved by Pope Pascal II. in 1113
under the name of the Order of St. John of Jerusalem. Later its members were known as the
Knights of Rhodes and, later still, Knights of
Malta, from the fact that they defended both these
islands against the Musalman.
Foundations were
soon established along the shores of the Mediterranean, and at one period of their history they
possessed houses to the number of 13,000.
The knights acquired a wide-spread influence
and power and also considerable riches, which
enabled them to serve as money-agents or bankers

—

to princes and kings. ^ They rendered great services
to the Christian religion, and their prowess in the

wars against the Turks won them great renown.
Their heroic defence of Rhodes and of Malta against
an enemy six times their number forms a veritable
The most illustrious of their grand masters
epic.
were Pierre d'Aubusson, Villiers de ITsle Adam,
and La Valette.
Napoleon confiscated their
property in France, and Nelson annexed Malta
The title of Knights
for the English Government.
Those
of Malta still exists as a title of honour.
who bear it form a society and give themselves to
works of charity.
Knights Templars. Although of more recent
date than the Knights Hospitallers, the Templars
soon became of greater importance and greater

—

power.

Their founder was Hugues de Payens, a

French noble, who in 1118 gatliered together a
number of companions for the defence of the

pilgrims to the Holy Land against the Saracens.
The name of Templars, or Order of the Temple,'
was given to them because their house in Jerusalem was built on the site of the Temple of
Solomon. St. Bernard, in 1128, drew up a Rule
'

them, adapted from the Rule of

for

St.

Benedict

The order comof Citeaux.
prised the knights (all of whom had to be of noble
of
the bourgeoisie
who
were
birth), 'sergeants,'
and who acted as esquires, and then the chaplains.
and the Statutes

The
1

first

grand master was Hugues de Payens.
Monumens

L. F. de Villeneuve-Bargemon(Marquis de Trans),

des grands-maftres de I'ordre de Saint-Jean de Jerusalem,
2 vols., Paris, 1829 J. Delaville Le Roulx, Les Hospitaliers en
Terre sainte et d Chypre, do. 1904, Cartulaire gdneral de I'ordre
des Hospitaliers de Saint- Jean de Jerusalem, 4 vols., do. 18941905, Les Archives, la hihliothique et le tr^sor de I'ordre de SaintJean de Jerusalem d Malte, do. 1877 (' Bibl. des Ecoles frangaises
d'Athfenes et de Rome,' xxxii.), Mdanges sur I'Ordre de SaintJean de Jencsalem, Nantes, 1910, L' Hospital des Bretons d
Saint-Jean d'Acre (Soc. des biblioph. bretons), do. 1880.
;
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The order was purely military. We need nut
here enlarge on the great part played in mediieval
history by the Knights Templars, on the inlluence
whicli they wielded far and wide (they had in the
r2th cent. 9000 manors distributed through every
land in Chri-stendom), on the services which they
rendered to Christianity against the Saracens in
Palestine and in Egynt, the riches which they
accumulated and whicli were the cause of their
downfall, the abuses which crept into the order,
or, finally, their lamentable end under Philip
le Bel and Clement V. after the cruel execution of their grand nia.ster, Jacques de Molay,
and

companions in 1307.^
The Teinplars were succeeded in Portugal by the
Order of Christ, and in Spain by the Order of
Montesa.
Other orders were founded on the model of the
Templars and the Hospitallers, but we shall speak
his

—

only of the principal of these lesser orders the
Teutonic Knights, the Knights of St. James, and
the Knights of Calatrava and Alcantara.
Teutonic Knights. About 1128 or 1129 a rich
merchant of Germany who had taken part in the
siege of Jerusalem, struck with compassion at the
sight of the sutlerings of the pilgrims, built a
hospital for them, in honour of the Blessed Virgin.
He was soon joined by others, with whom he
organized an order on the model of the Hospitallers of St. John, to care for the pilgrims and proAfter the captect them against the Saracens.
ture of Jerusalem by Saladin they were constituted one of the military orders (1190 or 1191) and
changed their name from Hospitallers of the
Blessed Virgin' to 'Teutonic Knights of the
Hospitality of the Blessed Virgin.' They adopted
a Rule similar to that of the Templars and the
Knights of St. John. The order was composed of

—

'

kniglits with their servants, esquires, and ciiaplains.To the three vows of religion the Teutonic
Knights added a fourth to devote themselves to
the care of the sick and of pilgrims, and to combat
the enemies of the faith. They celebrated the

—

divine ollice and other prayers, and were under a
severe discipline. At the head of the order was
the grand master, and under him the grand commander, the marshal, who was the lieutenant of
the grand master in battle, and a grand hospitaller, who supervised the hospitals under the care of
the knights. The members of the order were

always of German nationality.

The knights took

part at first in the struggle against the Saracens,
then joined forces with another military order,
the Knights of the Order of Christ in Livonia,
which had been founded to fight against the pagan
nations of the Baltic. While thus devoting tliemselves specially to the war against these pagans,
they did not cease to take a part in the Crusade
in Palestine.
The emperors
against the Saracens
of Germany, Frederick I. and P'rederick li., gave
the order their protection and endowed it with
vast possessions.
When at the time of the Reformation the grand
master became a Lutheran, the order was divided,
one part following the grand master in his apostasy,
the other taking up the cause against the ProtesThe order fell from its first fervour, and
tants.
IC. G. Addison, The Knights Templars^, London, 1852;
L. Blancard, 'Documents relatifs au proc6s des Templiers en
Angleterre,' in Revue dcs SocUU'.s savaiitfn, vi. [1867] 414-423
P. Bourdillon, Recherches historiques sur I'ordre des chevaliers
du Temple, Geneva, 1834; J. Delaville Le Roulx, Docunieiits
concemant les Templiers, Paris, 1883; L. Delisle, 'M^m. sur
lea operations fiuanci^res des Templiers,' in
xxxiii.
ii.
[1889] 1-248; P. du Puv, Hist, de I'ordre militaire des
F. C. Woodhouse, The Military
Templiers, Brussels, 1751
Religious Orders of the Middle Agea, London, 1879; cf. full
bibliographj- in Chevalier, s.v. 'Templiers.'
2 It was the custom at that time for
knights to be accompanied, when on horseback, by esqnires to serve and assist
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Napoleon took measures

to abolish it in 1809.
It
survives, however, as an order of hospitallers
in Austria.
There are 20 professed knights, who
are bound to celibacy, and 30 knights of honour,
not so bound. Both classes of knights must be of
noble birth. The grand master is always one of
still

the imperial archdukes.

The order has charge

of 50 parishes, 17 schools, 69 hospitals, for the
service of which it supports two congregations
of priests and four of sisters.
Its members also do
ambulance work in war-time. There is a Protestant branch of the order in Holland. '

Other military orders were founded at the same
time in Spain and in Portugal, on the model of
the above, in order to fight against the Moors.
That of Aviz in Portugal arose in 1147, in the
The knights
reign, it is believed, of Alfonso I.
followed the Rule of St. Benedict in its Cistercian
interpretation.
They were known at first as the
New Soldiers,' then as the Knights of Evora, and
of
Aviz.
Their campaign against the
finally
Moors was conducted with success.
The Order of St. James of Compostella was
founded to protect the pilgrims to the shrine of
that saint against the brigands and the Moors.
Those of Calatrava and Alcantara had also as their
aim to make war against the Moors.
The Order of Calatrava owed its origin in 1158
to a Cistercian abbot who became its first grand
master, his monks being transformed into knights.
It remained in union with Citeaux and was victorious against the Moors.
Unfortunately its
members took part in the civil and political contests in Spain and ended by falling completely into
the power of the Spanish kings, ceasing to be a
religious order and becoming an honoraiy order of
knighthood. Meanwhile it became united with
the Orders of Aviz and Alcantara. The latter,
founded probably in 1156, also followed the Rule
of St. Benedict and was afiiliated to Citeaux.
The
knights also made war on the Moors, but, like the
Order of Calatrava, they took part in politics and
ended, like them, in becoming a courtly order of
knighthood.*
Among less celebrated orders are the Order of
the Holy Sepulchre, which claimed to go back to the
time of St. Helena the Order of Christ or of the
Sword, founded by Guy de Lusignan, king of
Jerusalem, for the defence of Cyprus against the
Turks; the Sword-bearers, founiled in Livonia to
the
fight against the heathen in that country
Order of the Cross or Army of St. Dominic, against
the Albigensians
the Order of St. Thomas of
Canterbury, an offshoot of the Knights of St.
John of Jerusalem, for the service of pilgrims in
England, etc. The innumerable orders of knighthood founded by kings and princes in order to confer honour upon and to reward their dependents
were not religious orders and do not belong to our
'

;

;

;

subject.

The Order of St. Lazarus, of which St. Basil
was the reputed founder, and which was united
with that of St. Maurice de Savoy for the care of
lepers, had several dependencies and annexes in
Palestine and was also an order of military hospimilitary character after
Crusade, and resembled closely the
This
Templars and the Knights of St. John.
order constructed a vast number of leper-hou.ses
tallers.

the

It acquired its

first

;

MAIBL

;

them.

RDM

'

1 E.
xxxii. [1879]
Chevaliers teutoniques,' in
Lavisse,
319-340, 794-817 J. Voigt, Gesch. des deutschen Ritter-Ordens,
2 vols., Berlin, 1857-59 [(G. E. J. de) Wal], Hist, de I'ordre
Chevalier, s.vv.
tcutonique, Paris and Rheims, 1784-90;
'Teutoniques' and 'Porte-Glaives.'
2 For Alcantara cf. Bullarium ordinis militi-ce de Alcantara,
Madrid, 1759 Woodhouse, op. cit. for Calatrava, Bttllarium
ordinis militice de Calatrava, Madrid, 1761 M. de Guillamas,
De las ordenes militares de Calatrava, Santiago, Alcantara, y
Montesa^, do. 1858 Woodhouse, op. cit. ; cf. Chevalier, s.vr.
'Alcantara,' 'Calatrava,' 'St. Jacques.'
;

;

;

;

;

;
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(or 'lazar-liouses') in France and in the other
countries of Europe. ^
The Order of Mercy presents an analogous case.
Founded in 1218 by James, king of Aragon, for
the relief of Christian captives and their deliverance from the hands of the Moors, it also became
a military order and ended by dividing into two
bands— the knight» joining the military order of
Montesa and the clerics and lay brethren the Order
of Trinitarians (see below, p. 706).
Hospitallers (non-military). These orders were
exclusively concerned with the care of the sick.
can name only the principal ones here.
The Hospitallers of the Order of the Holy Ghost
were founded by a certain Guy at Montpellier and

—

We

were approved by Innocent III. in 1198. They
devoted themselves, from their foundation, to the
care of the poor and the sick. The order was confined at first to Languedoc ; then it spread to other
provinces and founded hospices in Italy, Spain,
Poland, Hungary, and Scandinavia. There were
hospitals belonging to it in most of the larger
towns in France. Dijon possessed one with 40
The
dependencies ; Marseilles had 30, etc.
historian of the order, Hrune, has discovered 26
hospitals of the Holy Ghost in Germany, 11 in
Austria- Hungary, 6 in Poland, 8 in Belgium, 40 in

Denmark, 35

in

Sweden and Norway, 110

in Spain,
18 in Portugal, nearly 280 in Italy, nearly 400 in
France i.e. nearly 1000 for the whole order. The
hospitals of the Holy Ghost at Montpellier and at
Rome are souvenirs of these foundations.* There
were, besides the hospitallers, sisters of the order
who had the care of foundling children, for whom
they shoAved a solicitude that was truly maternal.^
The Jesuati offer certain curious characteristics.
They were founded in 1360 by John Colombini, who showed so extraordinary an example
of zeal and penance in Siena.
He gave to the
menibers of his society as their aim the practice
of mortification and the love of their neighbour,
especially by means of care shown to the sick and
burial of the dead. At first its members were

—

simple lay brethren. But Paul V. ordered them
later to have a priest or two ordained for each
house. Their name Jesuati came from the device
of the society, 'Live Jesus.'
They were also
known as Hieronymites, and recognized St. Jerome
as their patron.^ Their constitutions were at first
based on the Rule of St. Benedict and later on that
of St. Augustine.
They were suppressed in 1668.
There were Jesuatesses also, or Sisters of the
Visitation of Mary, who were founded at the
same time as the Jesuati, and who were remarkable for their practice of penance.
One of the most curious among the orders of
hospitallers is that of the Congregation of the
Slind in Paris, Chartres, and other towns in France.
St. Louis gave them a hospital in Paris for 300 blind
the Hospital for Quinze-vingt Aveugles (15 x
20 = 300).
The Freres pontifes, founded at Avignon in
1177 by St. Benezet, were also hospitallers, and

—

took

'

'

their

name from

their

special

work

of

1

Gautier de Sibert, Hisl. des ordres royaux, hngpitaliers et
militaires de Saint-Lazare de Jerusalem et de Notre Dame du
MoiiZ-Carmel, Paris, 1772 cf. E. Vignat, Les Liprtux et les
chevaliers de Saint-Lazare de Jerusalem, Orleans, 18S4 ;
L. Cibrario, Dei Tempigri e della loro abolizione, degli ordini
equestri di S. Lazaro, etcfi, Firenze-Torino, 1868.
2 P.
Brune, Hist, de I'ordre hospitalier du Saint- Esprit,
;

Paris, 1892.
3 L.
Lalletnand, Hist, des enfants abandonnis et dilaiss4s,
This writer refers also to a number of
Paris, 18S5, p. 411 ft.
same class served by other orders.
hospitals of the
'
* The name '
Hieronymite was borne also by an order of hermits in Spain in the 14th cent, which played an important part
under Cardinal Ximenes. It was into one of the monasteries of

these hermits at St. Just that Charles v. withdrew from the
world. Philip ii., who made use of them in the evangelization of
the Indies, built the Escorial for them. The same name was
also given to certain minor congregations in Italy.

(Christian)

building bridf^es over streams and rivers for the
convenience or travellers. They also built hospices
for
for the sick near the bridges and
pilgrims and
fenies.
The famous bridge of St. Benezet on the
Rhdne at Avignon was constructed by them.^
The Alexians, or Cellites, were founded in
Flanders about the middle of the 14th cent., while
the Black Death was raging, in order to care for
those struck down by the plague.
Originally
they formed a society of simple laymen, but later
took
solemn
vows
and
were
they
governed by the
Rule of St. Augustine. They established houses
in Flanders, in Brabant, and on the banks of the
Rhine. In 1854 the order was restored at Aix-laChapelle and was given new statutes. There were
also Cellitine nuns, or Black Sisters,' who are in
existence at the present day.
The Brothers of St. John of God were founded
at Granada in 1540 by the saint of that name.
They adopted the Rule of St. Augustine and
devoted themselves exclusively to hospital work.
They had such success that in Spain, in the time
of Urban VIII., they were in possession of 79
hospitals.
They had others in Italy, France, and
other countries. Divided at first into two sections
one under the general of Granada, the other
under that of Rome they were united in 1878.
At the present day the order possesses 9 provinces
and 103 hospitals with 14,562 beds. There are
1572 members.*
With the Brothers of St. John of God must not
be confused similar congiegations, some of them
called by the same name, such as the Brothers of
Montabaur, the Brothers of Mercy of St. John of
These
God, the Brothers of St. John of God.
others were all local societies founded in the 19th
and
not
have
the
same
cent.,
importance as the
Brothers of St. John of God strictly so called.
Two other congregations, the Brothers of St.
Hippolytus, founded in the 16th cent, in Mexico,
and the Bethlehemites, founded in Guatemala in
1655, were devoted, like the Brothers of St. John
of God, to the care of the sick and also to educational work.
The first of these societies still
possessed 120 houses in 1885 the second was suppressed in 1820.
The Camillians, who were also occupied with
the care of the sick, are treated below. There are,
besides, a large number of other communities of
hospitallers, mention of which will be found in
'

—

—

;

Helyot and Heimbucher.

The MENDICANT ORDERS.—
— The founder of the
—III. Origin.

I.

(a)

Dominicans.
Dominicans,

Dominic, was bom in 1170 at Calaroga in
Old Castile. He was thus only twelve j-ears in
advance of St. Francis of Assisi.
He made a
St.

thorough study of theologj' at the University of
Palencia, and in 1195 became a canon of Osma
and gave himself to the work of preaching. He
associated himself later with the reform of those
canons upon whom the bishop imposed the Rule of
St. Augustine.
We find him next in close relation with the papal legates sent against the
Albigenses, in the south of France, and it was
there that his future vocation was to be decided.
He preached against the heretics, not only by
word of mouth, but also by his example of evanIt was then that St. Dominic
gelical poverty.
conceived the idea of founding a religious order
for the conversion of the Albigenses
an order
consecrated to the work of prayer, preaching, and

—

1

'

Bruguier-Roure,

Les Constnicteurs de ponts au

moyen

ftge' (in Bull, monumental, iiL [1875] 225-249, 401-441); H.
Gr^goire, Recherches historiqiies sur les congrigations hospitaliires des frlrcs pontifes, Paris, 1818 ; ' Die Kirche und der
Briickenbau im Jlittelalter,' in Hist, polit. Blatter, Ixxxvli.
[18S1] 89-110, 184-194, 245-259.
'
2 A.
Der Orden und die Genossensch. der barmh.
Koaig,
Briider,' in Ckaritas, i. [1896] 146 ff., 170 ff.
Helyot, iv. 131 f. ;
Heimbucher, ii. 245 fl., 'Die barmherzigen Briider.'
;
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the study of divine tilings. In 1215 he went to
Rome and obtained from Pope Innocent ill.,
during the 4th Lateran Council, the approbation
of the new onler.
The saint returned several
times to Rome at a later period, and obtained
fre-sh

from Honorius

approbation

numerous

privile},'es

for

his

order.

III.

and also

The order

developed rapidl}% and convents were founded in
France, Spain, and Italy.
During one of his
journeys in Italy St. Dominic had a meeting witli
!5t. Francis, in wliom he recognized a true spiritual
brother.
He died at Bologna on 6th Aug. 1221.

—

The Dominicans follow the
{b) Constitution.
Rule of St. Augustine, with which St. Dominic
had become acquainted while a canon of Osma, and
witli which he combined the usages of the Pre-

raonstratensians, who hold a place in the firnt
ranks of the canons regular. From this point of
view, the Dominicans form an order that is essentially clerical and hence differs from tlie monastic
order.
Their principal object is preaching, with
which, as a logical consequence, was soon united
the exercise of the sacred ministry and teaching in
the schools. Unlike the monks, the Dominicans
have no bond of stability to unite them to any

particular monastery ; they may be sent from one
house to another as necessity or utility may
Like the Franciscans, they are mendidictate.
cants, i.e. they are forbidden to possess property
and depend for their maintenance upon Christian
charity.
Tliey are governed by a master general
and the general chapter an institution borrowed
by St. Dominic from the Premonstratensians. The
constitution of the order already established at the
general chapter of Bologna in 1220 was confirmed
by Jordan of Saxony and his successors. At the
head of each convent or priory is the prior, at the
head of each province the provincial. The general
chapter is held every three years. It is composed
alternately of provincials and definitors or delegates

—

from each province, and has very wide powers.
The general is elected by both provincials and

—

definitors united in chapter originally for life,
now only for twelve years. He resides at the
Convent of the Minerva in Rome. The provincials
are elected by the provincial chapters composed of
the priors of the pro%'ince and delegates from each
convent. Each house must have at least twelve
members, and the prior is elected by the community for a term of three years. He has under
him a sub-prior.
The priors are confirmed in

by the

the provincial by the
actual constitutions given
to his order by St. Dominic were curtailed and
rearranged in better order by St. Raymund of
Pennafort, and they are added to and completed
by the decisions of the general chapters.
The Dominican Order gave itself
(c) Studies.
from an early date to the study of theology. The
general chapter of 1248 instituted four provinces
those of Provence,
Lombardy, Germany, and
England— in order to found, in these regions, a
studium genercde at the four cities of Montpellier,
Bologna, Cologne, and Oxford. Albert the Great
and St. Thomas Aquinas greatly promoted the
element of study by the brilliancy of their renown.
office

provincial,

master general.

The

—

—

Each province was obliged to send two students
every year to the stndium genercde. The convent
of the Jacobins in Paris (situated in the Rue St.
Jacques) soon formed the chief centre of Dominican studies. In each convent there was also a
studium particitlare. In 1259 the general chapter
of Valenciennes (of which Albert the Great and
Thomas Aquinas were members) laid the foundations of a system of studies for novices and lectors
to last eight years two years of philosophy, two

—

fundamental theology. Church history and
canon law, and four for the study of scholastic

of

(Chrifltian)

roi

theology. At the end of this course those who
merited it received the title of lecto?: After seven
years of lectorate the student became magister
studentium, then bachelor, and finally nuigister
theologice—ii. degree equivalent to tliat of Doctor
of Theology.
For merit in preaching the title
prfedicator gcneralis, equivalent to that of Master
of Theology, was bestowed.
The life of the Dominican is one of austerity,
implying perpetual abstinence, fasting, and other

—

practices of asceticism silence, life in community,
and the divine office in choir. His chief work is
preaching and teaching.
In 1231 the Dominicans had a Chair of Theology
at the University of Paris. They wore the first of
the mendicant orders to arrive at Oxford in 1221
the Franciscans did not come there till 1224, the
Carmelites till 1254, the Austin Friars till 1268.
They soon possessed chairs at Bologna, Padua,
Salamanca, Cologne, Prague, and Vienna. Their
activity as theologians and preachers was directed
principally against the Jews, Moors, and Albigenses.
They also played an important part in the

—

tribunals of the Inquisition.
There are no fewer than

152 commentaries
written by Dominicans on the Sentences of Peter
Lombard and nearly 200 on St. Thomas. Under
their influence colleges of Oriental languages were
founded for the study of Hebrew and Rabbinic.^
In 1214 St. Dominic founded in
(d) History.
Rome the convent of Santa Sabina, which has
remained a centre of Dominican life. In Paris he
founded the monastery of St. Jacques whence the
name of Jacobins by which his sons were sometimes
kno^vn. He founded other houses also at Bologna,
After his
Seville, and other places in Spain.
death the order continued to make rapid progress,
and soon reckoned eight provinces
Spain,
Provence, France, Lombardy, the Roman Province,
and
foundaGermany, England,
Hungary. Later,
tions were established in NorM'ay, Sweden, etc.
Under the generalate of Jordan of Saxony (t 1237)
a great advance was made. This master general
founded nearly 250 houses in Europe, Asia, and
the north of Africa, and received more than 1000
members into the order. At the beginning of the
14th cent, the order had 562 houses in 21 provinces—in Germany alone there were 49 houses
of men and 64 of women.
In 1821 the pope granted
to the mendicant orders the privilege of preaching
and hearing confessions in any cliurch without
having to obtain the special permission of the
bishop of the diocese.
During the cour.se of the 14th cent, the era of
decadence set in, brought about chiefly by the
Great Schism, which divided the order into two
obediences,' each with its rival general chapter
and master general. Unity, however, was restored
in 1409, and from the time of the schism efibrts
were made at reform. To one of these reforms
belong Fra Angelico and St. Antoninus from
the cloister of Fiesole, as well as Savonarola.
Another reform was started in 1389 by Raymund
of Capua, in which St. Catherine of Siena took
This reform had success in Italy and
part.
Germany. In the 15th, 17th, and 18th centuries
reformed congregations arose in difierent countries
in Holland, the province of Toulouse, Brittany,
Provence, and Italy. The best knoT\Ti of these
reforms was that established in France by Lacordaire (1850), who Avon for himself a special place in
the history of the order.
To the Dominican Order belong a considerable
number of saints, authors, theologians, preachers,
and artists. To those already mentioned we may
add here St. Hyacinth, Peter of Tarentaise (who

—

—

—

'

—

1

On Dominican

cath., s.v.

'

studies

cf.

P.

Frferes Prficheurs (Lea

Mandonnet, in Diet, de Tk4ol.
Etudes chez leg),' vi. col. 863 S.
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became Innocent v.), John the Teuton, Humbert
de Romans, St. Ceslaus, St. Vincent Ferrer, etc.

Avhich the Franciscans are usually known, that of
Friars Minor, was given to them by St. Francis

The order numbers among

himself from motives of humility and is based on
the words of his Rule
et sint minores et subditi
omnibus.'

its members four popes,
80 cardinals, and a large number of archbishops

and bishops.
This order, founded for
(e) The Second Order.
women by St. Dominic at Prouille in 1206, also
follows the Rule of St. Augustine together with
The sisters devote themspecial constitutions.
selves to a life of prayer, silence, and manual
1

—

labour in the cloister. Some writers give as the
real date of the foundation of the Dominican nuns
that of the establishment of their first convent in

Rome, the Convent

San

of

Sisto (1219).

The

Second Order spread rapidly.
(/) The Third Or^er.— The Third Order of St.
Dominic comprises a number of dififerent societies
of brethren and sisters, some of whom are 'regular,'
i.e. live in community and follow the religious life,
'

It is imsecular,' i.e. live in the world.
possible to go into their history here.^ The best
known among these societies is the Third Teaching Order of St. Dominic,' which was founded by
Lacordaire in 1852, and had the direction of the

others

'

famous colleges

of Arcueil, Oullins, Sorfeze, etc.

—

Under the general title of
Franciscans.
Franciscans, Order of St. Francis, or F'riars Minor,
may be reckoned all those religious who recognize
St. Francis of Assisi as their founder.
They are
divided into a number of different groups the
result of the divisions that took place among the
sons of the saint almost as soon as he was dead,
and even during his lifetime.
St. Francis, born at Assisi in 1182,
(a) Origin.
is one of the saints who have exercised the most
profound influence on the interior life of the
Roman Catholic Church. The son of a rich draper,
in his youth he lived a somewhat dissipated life,
but, being converted and in consequence cast out
by his fatlier, he gave himself to a life of voluntary
poverty, depending for his support upon alms.
His beautiful and fertile nature, his wonderful
gifts, his generosity and heroic sanctity attracted
numerous followers. The society thus constituted
received an unwritten approbation from Innocent III. in 1209 ; in a few years' time it numbered
thousands, and was spread all over the world
in order to carry on the work of preaching the
gospel of poverty and the love of (jod. In 1212
Clare, a daughter of one of the noblest families of
2.

'

'

—

—

Assisi, associated herself with this apostolate and
founded the Poor Clares, the Second Order of
St. Francis.
In 1219, according to tradition, was
founded an order for lay folk, who were thus affiliated
to the Franciscans, while remaining in the world.
This was the Third Order of St. Francis, which
soon also numbered its thousands and exercised a
vast influence far and wide.
Francis himself
longed to go and preach the gospel to the Saracens
and thus gain the crown of martyrdom, but the
divisions that so soon arose in his religious family
obliged him to give up the idea and to return to
He received the stigmata in 1224 on Mt.
Italy.
Alverno and died on 3rd Oct. 1226.* The name by

'

:

(b) Rule of St. Francis.— The first Rule of St.
Francis is very simple. It was approved by Pope
Innocent III. in 1209, but underwent frequent
modifications in the chapters or general councils of
the order held by the saint every year. During
his journey in the East the order underwent a
grave crisis, in consequence of which St. Francis
drew up in 1221 another Rule, more complete than
the first. This is known under the very incorrect

title of

'

First Rule

'

The

of St. Francis.

saint

twice modified or rewrote this Rule, and it was
solemnly approved by Honorius III. in 1223. Its
most striking characteristic is its insistence on the
practice of poverty in its most absolute form, not
only by each 'religious,' but by the community;
The friars could possess no fixed revenues, but
lived upon the voluntary offerings of the faithful.
In 1242 fresh difficulties arose concerning the
Rule. An authorized interpretation was given by
the four chief authorities of the order, at the head
of whom was Alexander of Hales.
This did not,
however, prevent the formation of two parties in
the order the Rigorists and the Mitigated. St.
Bonaventura, who was minister general from 1257
to 1274, belonged to the latter party.
The Rigorists, who called themselves
spirituals,' ended by
denying to the Church the right of interpreting
the Rule of St. Francis and so fell into schism.
The friars of the Mitigated Observance took
for their distinctive title that of
Conventuals.'
The popes, Nicholas III. (1279), Martin IV. (1283),

—

'

'

Clement v., and John XXli. (1317), were obliged to
interfere in order to regulate the question of the
observance of poverty, the source of all the divisions in the order.
party among the spirituals
formed themselves into an independent congregation under the name of ' Poor Celestine Hermits
a tribute to Pope Celestine v., who favoured
them. Angelo Clareno, chronicler of the order,
and Ubertine da Casale, also famous among FranUnder John XXII.
ciscans, belonged to this party.
part of the order took up the cause of Louis of
and
were
even
on
the
Bavaria,
point of forming a
schism with an anti-pope at their head.
^
the Observance.^
In 1334
(c) Foundation of
certain hermitages and convents were established
in Umbria and the Marches, in which the observance practised in the lifetime of St. Francis himself
was revived in all its austerity. These houses
belonged to what was called the Observance,' and
the friars were called 'Observants.' St. Bernardine of Siena, St. John Capistran, and St. James
of the March belonged to this branch of the order.

A

'

—

—

'

The Observants, kept

in the background under
Benedict Xlll., Alexander v., and John XXIII.,
succeeded in gaining their cause at the Council of

Constance in 1415.
The other branch of the order, in which the
primitive austerity had been mitigated, and whose
members were known as Conventuals,' strove to
form a reaction against the Observant element.
All attempts at reunion came to nothing, and the
two parties continued the strife against each other,
sometimes with great violence, by means of pamIn 1517 Leo X. made a neAV
phlets, lampoons, etc.
effort to reunite the divided order at the capitulum
generalissimum of the Ara Coeli. The bull Ite et
vos' only succeeded in accentuating the division
vols, v.-vii., ed. C. Eubel, do. 1898-1904
Monumenta Francis'

1
B. M. Eeichert, Mvnutnenta ordinis Fratrum Prcedicatorum historica, 11 vols., Rome, 1896-1904; T. M. Mamachi,
Annales ordinis Prcedicatorum, do. 1756; A. Danzas, Etudes
gur les temps primitifs de I'ordre de Saint-Dominique, Poitiers,
1873-85 A. T. Drane, Hist, of St. Dominic, London, 1890, The
Spirit of the Dominican Order, do. 1896; Analecta ordinis
Fratrum Praedicatortim, Rome, 1892S. L' Annie dominicaine,
;

;

Paris, 1860

ff.

;

J. A.

Flaminius, Vitce

patrum ordinis Prcedica-

torum, Bologna, 1529 de Sniedt, Introd. generalis ad Hist.
Eccl., Ghent, 1876, p. 372 ff.
H61yot, iii. 198 fl.
Heimbiicher,
ii. 93, 'Literatur iiber den Dominikanerorden
Chevalier, s.v.
;

;

;

'

;

'Dominicains.'
2 Cf.
H61yot,
i*

L.

'

;

iii. 245 fl.
Heimbucher, ii. 169 ff.
Wadding, Annales Minorum, 8 vols., Lyons and Rome,
;

1625-54,219 vols., Rome, 1731-45; D. Gubernatis, Orbis Seraphicus, 5 vols., Rome and Lyons, 1682-89; Bullarium Franciscanum (ed. Sbaralea, Rossi, etc.), vols, i.-iv., Rome, 1759-68,

eana

(Rolls Series), ed. J. S. Brewer, 2 vols., London, 1858-82
Analecta Franciscana, Quaracchi, 1885-97 Documenta antiqiia
Etudes franeiscaines (periodical),
Franciscana, do. 1901 ff.
Paris, 1899 ff. Heimbucher, ii. 308, Literatur iiber den Franziskanerorden de Smedt, p. 375 ff. Chevalier, s.v. Franciscains.'
;

;

;

'

;

'

'

;

;
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by creating two distinct branches of the order
the Observants, with whom were united all the
other reformed conjj;regations under the title of
Friars Minor of the Kegular Observance,' with
a minister general of their own, and the Conventuals, or Friars Minor Conventual.'
'

'

(d) Capxichbis, Discalced, Reforinati, Jiccollects.

— New divisions

soon arose in one or other of the
the Observants arose in
Spain the DLscalced under St. Peter of Alcantara,
in Italy the Amadeans (Blessed Amadeus de Silva)
and the Poor Hermits of Angelo Clareno. But the
most important of all these reforms is that of the

two branches.

Among
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Gielnow, Angelo d'Acri, etc. There were also
theologians and savants among tiieni.
In the early days of the order there was a certain
degree of hesitation regarding the question of
study. The spirituals were entirely opposed to it,
but St, F'rancis never showed himself iiostile. As
long as the interior spirit of his children was not
thereby endangered, study might well find its iilace
in their

life.

Hence we

find at

an early period

Franciscans teaching in the universities of Ijologna,
Certain houses, called stud in,
Paris, and Oxford.
were established, as among the Dominicans, for purof study.
The various branches of the order
ave produced a large number of theologians and
Capuchins under Clement Vll. in 1530, to whom Eoses
we shall return shortly. Besides these were the of mystical and ascetical writers, whose names will
be found in the works cited in the literature below.'
Recollects, so called from their convents named
'recollection-houses,' where a stricter observance
(/) Minims.
may regard as belonging to
of tlie Kule was practised, and where the more the Franciscan order that of the Minims (' Fratres
fervent withdrew to renew their spiritual vigour.
Minimi'), an order of mendicant friars founded in
The Conventuals also had their difficulties and 1435 by St. Francis of Paula (Paola in Calabria) to
Whole provinces broke otl whom he gave the name of Minims, or very little
their efforts at reform.
from them and attached themselves to the Obser- ones,' to teach them the spirit of humility and
vants.
Nevertheless they continued to hold their penance in which he wished them to live.^ The
own in Italy, France, Switzerland, and other Kule of the Minims does not ditl'er in substance
countries.
At Aasisi it is the Conventuals who from that of St. Francis of AssLsi, but is dishave the guardianship of the tomb of St. Francis tinguished by greater severity. It was confirmed
and at Padua that of St. Antony.
by Julius II. in 1506. Being called to France to
The Capuchins, however, were destined to be- assist at the last moments of Louis XI., Francis
come the most prosperous of all the branches of of Paula remained there till the day of his death,
the order.
They were founded in 1525 by an and his order took root in that country. It
Observant friar called Matteo di Bassi. In spite had a period of great prosperity, especially during
the lifetime of the saint and the years immediately
of the strong opposition directed against them
from the first and the miserable end of their second succeeding his death. At the beginning of the
founder, Louis of F'ossombrone, who was turned 16th cent, the order possessed 430 houses in France,
out of the order, they continued to prosper and to Italy, Spain, Germany, and even India. St. F'rancis
spread abroad, in France, Africa, Spain, Switzer- of Paula, like his namesake and patron of Assist,
land, Germany, Austria, etc. Their constitutions founded a second order for women and a third
were approved by Urban VIII. in 1643. The name order for people living in the world.
(a) Origin.
Long and fierce
3, Carmelites.
Capuchin, derived from their long pointed hood,
has remained their characteristic title. Pius X. discussion has raged on the origin of the Carmelite
three
Franbetween
the
restored closer relations
order.
From the time of the prophet Samuel there
ciscan families the Friars Minor of the Leonine existed in Palestine a society whose members were
and
the
the
known
as
the sons of the prophets and who lived
Union,
Conventuals,
Capuchins.
In spite of its divisions a quasi-monastic life as cenobites or hermits on Mt.
(c) Activity of the order.
and internal strife, the Order of St. Francis has Carmel. Among these pre-Christian monks lived
taken an important part in ecclesiastical history. Elias and Eliseus. The sons of the prophets disnumber of bishops, cardinals, and even popes, appear from the history of Israel before the fall of
have come forth from its ranks. Many of its friars its kingdom, but in the 4th cent, of the Christian
have filled confidential posts at the courts of kings era (perhaps even in the 3rd cent.) Mt. Carmel was
and popes and have been directors of their con- a place of pilgrimage for Christians. St. Basil and
St. Francis carried on the apostolate
sciences.
St. John Chrysostom, the great masters of the
among the infidels by preaching and by his own monastic life, represent Elias and Eliseus as the
example. In 1230 the F'ranciscans founded a house models of monasticism and as the ancestors of the
in Jerusalem.
Later they evangelized the north Christian monks. Christian anchorites, moreover,
of Africa, Egypt, Ethiopia, Russia, Scandinavia,
had settled on Mt. Carmel as in other places in
and Lapland, The travels of John of Piano Car- Palestine hallowed by their connexion with
in
in
of
William
of
Rubruck
1247
Biblical
pinis
Mongolia,
times, and early writers on the Carmelite
in Tartary and Tibet, of Odoric of Pordenone order connect it through these hermits with the
in China are well known.
Not less known is the sons of the prophets and see in Elias and Eliseus
mission of John of Parma, sent by Innocent IV. the founders of the order. The Carmelite constituto bring about reunion with the Eastern Churches.
tions, their chronicles, their liturgy, and innumerIn India Thomas of Tolentino was martyred in able other documents unite in maintaining this
1321.
The friars were the first to set out for the tradition. The evidence on which it reposes is,
New World. In the 17th cent, the Capuchins however, without historical value (see the criticism
were in the Congo, Brazil, Abyssinia, and the of Zimmerman), and the negative argument the
Levant. In the front ranks of the adversaries of silence of all pilgrims on the subject up to the 12th
the Albigenses, the Vaudois, and the Patarins cent. is of the highest significance.* It would
we find the Friars Minor. St. John Capistran is appear that the Order of Mt. Carmel was in reality
celebrated for his opposition to the Hussites in founded by St. Berthold about the year 1155. The
1456 St. Fidelis of Sigmaringen and many others pilgrim John Phocas (1185), Rabbi Benjamin of
were martyred by the Protestants in Switzerland, Tudela (1163), Jacques de Vitry, and others speak
in the latter country we
England, Holland
1 Cf.
esp. U. d'Alengon, in Diet, de TMol. oath., vi. col. 835 ff.
have the martyrs of Gorkum.
considerable
2
Perhaps also in allusion to Sit 25*".
number of Friars Minor have gained renown as
3 Cf. B. Zimmerman,
Carmelite Order,' in CE iii. 354-370
Carmes (Ordre des),' in Diet, de Thiol, cath., ii. col. 1776 fT. On
preachers and missionaries e.g., St. Antony of
D.
cf.
this
discussion
Papebroch, AS, March, iii., and J. B. Pitra,
Padua, St. Bernardine of Siena, St. James of the
Etudes stir la collection des Actes des Saints, Paris, 1850. It
March, Joseph of Leonissa, St. Leonard of Port lasted thirty jears and is not yet over, although the Holy See,
Maurice, Bernardine of Feltre, Ladislaus of in 1698, Imposed silence on the rival parties.

—We

'

—

—

—

'

'

—

A

—

—

;

—

A

—

'

;

'
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of Berthold

and the hermits who lived with hiin in
Carmel imder the patronage of Elias. The patriarch of Jerusalem, Albert de Vercelli, gave them a
Rule which was a literal transcription of the Itule
The hermits were to elect a
of St. Augustine.
prior, to live in separate cells, and give themselves
to manual labour.
They met together for the
divine office in their oratory. Their life was, in
fact, a blending of the cenobitical and eremitical
elements, like that of the early monks and of the
Camaldolese, Carthusians, and similar foundations
of the nth and 12th centuries.
Foundations were made from Carmel at St. Jean
d'Acre, Tyre, Tripoli, and Jerusalem. They were,
however, in part destroyed by the Saracens, some

The earliest con(c) Constitutions and studies.
stitutions of the Carmelite order are those of 1324,
but it seems that an earlier redaction existed in
1256.
The constitutions of 1324 divide the order
into 15 provinces according to the different nations.
At the head of all is the general, elected by the
general chapter. At each of these chapters he was
obliged to give an account of his administration,
and was then either confirmed in or deposed from
His ordinary place of residence was Rome,
office.
and he had two assistants chosen by himself. The
general chapters were held at first every three
years, then every six years, and even as rarely as
once in sixteen years. In England the court
usually contributed towards the expenses of the

of the liermits suffering death at their hands.
Other colonies were founded in Cyprus, in Sicily,
at Marseilles, at Valenciennes, and in England.
St. Louis of France paid a visit to Carmel in 1254
and brought thence with him some of the hermits

general chapter the journey, horses, hostelries,
etc.
The provincial chapter chose the definitors
for the general chapter.
It was the business of
those officials to receive reports on the administration of the provinces, to confirm or depose the
provincials, to audit the accounts, to nominate the
for the universities, to revise existing
f)rofessors
aws and add new ones, and to reward or punish
members of the order according to their merits or
demerits. The acts of the general chapters of the
past exist only in a fragmentary condition and,
such as they are, have been published. The provincial chapter, which was usually held once a
year, was composed of all the priors or vicars of
the province. Four definitors were chosen at the
chapter. These officials exercised in the province
the same duties as those exercised by the definitors
general in the whole order. They had power to
depose the priors, to choose those who were to be
sent to the houses of study {studia generalia or
particularia) or to the universities, and to decide
on the foundation of new houses. Each house had
its prior, assisted by a vicar.
The administration
of the prior was controlled by three guardians.
He could be confirmed in office every year, indeCertain monasteries were set apart for the
finitely.
study of philosophy, others for that of theology.
In 1324 there were eight studia generalia Paris,
Toulouse, Bologna, Florence, Montpellier, Cologne,
London, and Avignon. Their number increased
until at last every province had its house of
The number of Carmelite students in
studies.
Paris averaged 300, in London more than 100.
Some students went through a short course only,
others remained as long as twelve years in the
It may be said that the order, from
universities.
its approbation at the Council of Lyons up to
the Great Schism, continued to develop steadily.
There were certain abuses against which the

whom

he established at Charenton.
Migration to Europe. A new phase in the
history of the Carmelite Order is marked by its
migration to Europe. At the first chapter held at
Aylesford in England St. Simon Stock, an English-

—

(b)

man, was elected general (1247-65). He modified
the primitive Rule to a certain extent, and obtained
for the order in 1247 an interim approbation of
Innocent IV. The order was finally approved by the
Council of Lyons in 1274, though not without some
difficulty on account of the decree of the Lateran
Council in 1215 Avhich forbade the foundation of
orders.
It now underwent a new development. Foundations were made in the towns
community life took the place of solitude ; and
various mitigations were introduced into the
primitive Rule. The solitaries were transformed,
in fact, into mendicant friars and obtained the
privilegesattached to the existing mendicantorders.
The original title of Fratres Eremitse de Monte
Carmelo or Eremitse sanctae Marias de Monte
Carmelo was changed into Fratres Ordinis B.
M. de Monte Carmelo.' St. Simon Stock, the
great partisan of the active life, founded houses
in Oxford, Cambridge,
London, York, Paris,
Bologna, Naples, etc., choosing cities that possessed
universities or schools, in order to secure instruction for his young religious and also to obtain
recruits for the order among the students.
But
this new and rapid development was not without its dangers ; and, when St. Simon Stock died,
he left to his successor a difficult situation to cope
with. The latter, Nicholas Gallicus (1265-71), was
opposed to the active life and wished to bring back
the order to a more contemplative ideal, but was
obliged to resign his office. In an unedited work
entitled Ignea Sagitta he denounces strongly the
practice among the Carmelites of preaching and
hearing confessions. The order continued, howIt met with
ever, to develop in this direction.
great success in England, where the kings them-

new

;

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

selves founded houses.
Many of its members were
in their confidence and carried out important
missions for their royal masters. Among these

was Thomas Walden, Avho accompanied Henry

to France.

VI.

The English Carmelites never accepted

the reforms introduced into other pi'ovinces of the
order, as they were always well and strongly
organized. Under Henry vill. the greater number
submitted to the Act of Supremacy and separated
themselves from the other branches of their order.
Only two of the English friars remained faithful,
and suffered martyrdom for their faith. The submission of the others, however, did not prevent the
suppression of their order in England, the plunder
of their possessions, and the dispersal of their
libraries.
At the time of the Reformation there
were 39 Carmelite monasteries in England.

—

—

general chapter itself continually raised its voice,
such as the entrance into the order of poor students
who came for the purpose of pursuing their studies
gratis, the seeking of ecclesiastical benefices or
posts of honour outside the order by certain of its
members, the attempts of superiors to make their
office perpetual or the fact that they showed favour
to nephews or other relatives.
Again, the professors in the universities dispensed themselves
from choir, took their meals outside the monastery,
caused the lay brethren to wait on them as their
servants, etc.

A

first attempt at reform was made at Mantua
1413 and embraced 52 houses. Another took
place under the general John Soreth ( 1351-71) ;
another at Albi in 1499, which issued from that of
Mantua. In 1514 we have the reform of Mt.
in 1604 that of Rennes,
Olivet near Genoa
modelled on St. Teresa's reform, the last by far the
most important (see below). The reform of St.
Elias, or the Italian congregation inaugurated at
the instance of Clement VHI., established itself in
Genoa, Rome, and Naples, and also in France,
Germany, Austria, Poland, and Lithuania. In

in

;
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It gave
1731 this reform nuinljeieil 4193 iiieiiibers.
greater scope for activity and the exercise of the
sacred ministry than the Spanish reform.
Teresa's reform.— St. Teresa (t 1582),
id) St.
assisted by St. John of tlie Cross, founded at Avila
a convent in which a more austere observance of
the Rule was carried out in the practice of poverty,
penance, and tlie contemplative life. The account
of her subsequent foundations and of the reforms
carried out b}' lier in several Carmelite convents,
both of nuns and of friars, will ever remain unique
in the annals of the religious orders.
Tliis reform
was introduced into France by Madame Acarie
(Blessed Marie of the Incarnation) and by the
celebrated Cardinal de B6rulle.
It has always
possessed in France a special character of its own
and lias alwa5^s been very prosperous. Among its
most celebrated members are l^ouise de la Mis6ricorde (Louise de la Valli^re), Th^rJise de St. Augustin (Madame Louise, daughter of Louis XV.), and

Anne

of Jesus.

—

The Carmelite Order
Affiliated members.
has also its affiliated members. Several communities of Beguines in the 15th cent.
notably those
of Gueldre and Dinant were affiliated to the order
(e)

—

—

and thus originated the Carmelite nuns. From
these, foundations were made in France, Italy,
and Spain. As among the Dominicans and Franciscans, there is a third order, of whose members
some live in the world, while others live in
community.
The Carmelites had some flourish(/) Missions.
ing missions in America (Mexico, Peru, Florida,
Rio de Janeiro, Guadeloupe, San Domingo). St.

—

Teresa, although her great object was to bring
back the contemplative life to her order, favoured
missionary activity on behalf of heretics and
pagans. In 1604 the reformed Carmelites sent a
mission to Persia, which succeeded in establishing
itself at
Baghdad, at Basra, and in India.
Flourishing missions were also founded at Bombay
and at Goa otliers in China, Turkey, Armenia,
Syria, and North America. The Carmelite nuns
;

of

Spain founded convents in

America

S.

— in

the Argentine, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia,
Ecuador, and Peru. Among the Carmelite missionaries there were several martyrs.
Colleges
existed for the missionai-ies, which contributed
towards the foundation of the famous Congregation of Propaganda at Rome.
An institution peculiar to
(g) Desert convents.
the Carmelite order is that of the deserts,' or convents where the purely contemplative ideal was
carried out.
This institution owed its foundation
to the memory of the eremitical life led by the
early members of the order on Mt. Carmel and to
the passages of the Piule and constitutions tliat
encourage the contemplative life. In these and in
other documents tliis form of life was recommended
for certain convents to be founded
apart from
towns or cities, in forests or desert places. The
idea of the 'desert convents' properly so called
seems to have been originated by Thomas of Jesus,
Discalced Carmelite of Spain. Certain of the
brethren in these convents were destined to remain
there always, but the greater number came only
for a year and then returned to the houses whence

—

'

they had come. The first 'desert' was founded in
1592 at Bolarque on the banks of the Tagus in
New Castile, and soon after one was founded for
every province. The total number was 22. These
'

deserts

'

followed the plan of a charterhouse, and
the life resembled that of the Carthu.sians, but was
even more severe. The practice of strict silence,
fasting, and other penitential exercises were held
in honour.
Attached to each
desert
were
separate hermitages, where the brethren could
retire to lead a life more completely solitarj' even
VOL. X. 45
'

—

'
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than that of the 'desert' itself. There were also
anchorites and recluses attached to some convents,
among whom were Thoma.s Scrope of Norwich and
the Blessed Jeanne de Toulouse.

— We

liave seen that in many of
(h) Activity.
their provinces the Carmelite friars gave themselves to the active ministry and to teaching in the
universities.
There, however, their influence was

disputed by the Dominicans and Franciscans, who
were already in the field there was no room for a
third school of thought. The Carmelites then,
instead of creating a school of their own, followed
the Dominicans and were rigorous Thomists.
They have had among their numbers theologians
of renown.
St. Teresa and St. John of the Cross
were founders of a school of mysticism which has

—

^
produced some remarkable writers.
We have already
4. Hermits of St. Augustine.
dealt with the Canons Regular of St. Augustine
and other congregations of canons who follow the
Rule of that saint. Here we are concerned only
with the hermits of St. Augustine. These hermits,
sometimes called simply Augustinians, date from
the 12th-13th century. At that period there were
certain communities of hermits who, either then

—

or subsequently, followed the Rule of St. AugusChief among these were the Williamites
tine.
(Guillemites) (founded by William of Malval

in 1155, near Pisa), who were spread abroad in
Besides
Italy, Gennany, Belgium, and trance.
these there Avere the Bonites (so called from
their founder, the Blessed Jean Buoni, 1 1249)
the
Brittinians (founded by St. Blasius de Brittinis
in the Marches of Ancona in the 12th cent.); the
Tuscan Hermits of the Blessed Trinity
the
Brothers of the Sack (Fratres Saccati, Saccophori,
Sacceti, Sachets), so called from the sliape of their
habit.
The last were also known as the Brothers of
;

;

Penance.

So many difierent congregations, leading what
practically the same life with the same object
in view, needed to be brought together
and Alexander IV., on 4th May 1256, promulgated the bull
Licet Ecclesise Catholica?,' wnich united them all
in a single order under the title Hermits of St.
He exempted them from episcopal
Augustine.'

was

;

'

'

A

jurisdiction.
general chapter of all the superiors
was held in Rome in 1256 ; the Rule of St. Augus-

together with special constitutions, was imposed upon the hermits a superior general was
elected
and the order was divided into four
In
provinces Italy, Spain, France, Germany.
1567 Pius V. included it among the mendicant
At
orders, giving it rank after the Carmelites.
the period of its greatest prosperit}' the order
possessed 42 provinces and 2 vicariates, numbering 2000 monasteries and about 30,00<J members.
The title of Hermits' was not altogetiier appropriate, at least in the ca.se of some of the now
united congregations whose members practised
the conventual life and had their convents in the
midst of towns and cities.
In the 14th cent, ettbrts were made to reform
certain abuses that had crept into some of the
houses. New congregations also were founded
e.g., that of Iliceto in 1385, that of St. John ad
Carbonariam (in the kingdom of Naples) in 1390,
tine,

;

—

;

'

—

1

et

Bullarirtm Carmelitamim,i

vols.,

Rome, 1715-68; Regulce

CunstitiUio7tes ordinis B. M. de Uonte Carmelo, Brussels,
J. B. de lieTAna,, Annales ordinis B. M. de if ante Cannelo,

1506

;

4 vols.,

Rome, 1645-86

;

Mathias de

S.

Jean, Hist, de Vordre

du

vols., Paris, 1658; A. Le Mire, Carmelitani
Martialis a
Ordi7iis Origo atque Incrementa, Antwerp, 1610

Mont-Cannel, 2

;

S. Joanne Baptista, Bibliotheca Scriptcrrum utri^mque Congregati^mis et Sextis CanneUtanim excalcfatorwn, Bordeaux,
1730; [Villiers a S. Stephano] Bibliotheca Cannelitana, 2 vols.,
Orleans, 1752 B. Zimmerman, in CE'm. 354-370 Diet, de TMol.
DACL, s.v.
cath., s.v. Carmes (Ordre des),' iii. col. 1776-1792
'Carmes (Liturgie de I'ordre des),' ii. col. 2166-2175; Helmbucher, ii. 535 Chevalier, s.v. 'Carmes.'
;

;

'

;

;
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the Congregation of Lombardy in 1430, that of Our
Lady of Consolation, and others.^ Two reforms of
the
greater importance were effected in Spain
first, in 143u, imposed on all the houses of Castile
in
the second, more austere,
1588, that of the Discalced Augustinians or Recollects, extended to the
W.
the
Indies, and the PhilipSpanish colonies,
There were reforms also in France, among
pines.
Avhich must be mentioned that of the
Petits
Angustins.' Some of these congregations had
flourishing missions in the E. and W. Indies, in
In
Mexico, Peru, China, Japan, and India.
:

;

'

Spain, where they were always more prosperous
than in any of the other provinces, the reformed
Augustinians were favoured by Philip il. Among
celebrated Augustinians we may mention St.
Thomas of Villanova, Panvini, Liipus, Lancillot,
Noris, Luis de Leon, one of the greatest writers
in Spain, and Florez.
From the 15th cent, onwards efTorts were made
by the Augustinians to bring about the reform
or their order in Germany.
One of these efforts
at reform that of Andreas Proles (f 1503) was
extended under his successor Johann von Staupitz
by the desire of the pope to all the Augustinian
friars of N. Germany.
Seven houses opposed the
reform, among them the monastery of Erfurt, to
which Martin Luther belonged.
The apostasy
of Luther brought about the ruin of the Augusfollowed
tinians in Germany.
the archMany
Reformer in his revolt against the Church. But
some of these German Augustinians were, on the
contrary, determined opponents of the Reformation.
In 1526 the communities that had remained faithful to the Roman Catholic Church were united to
the province of Lombardy.
In France the Revolution of 1789 struck another
blow at the Augustinians and destroyed the
greater part of the 157 monasteries, while in Spain
the Revolution of 1835 closed 105 out of 153.
In recent years the Augustinians have begun to
flourish once again.
Leo XIII. endeavoured to
bring about greater unity among them in 1896.
New constitutions were drawn up, and the order
was divided into 23 provinces, distributed among
two congregations, and it numbers about 2300
members. In Rome the Augustinians possess the
The famous Angelica
church of St. Agostino.
library formed by one of their friars, Angelo Rocca
(t 1620), is now a public library.
They have also,
at Genazzano, in the neighbourhood of Rome, a
celebrated place of pilgrimage.
Other saints of the order worthy of mention are
St. Nicholas of Tolentino (t 1305) and St. John a

—

—

Facundo

S.

(t

1479).

Among

its

members must

also be reckoned a certain number of theologians,
dogmatic and moral, of erudites, and of missionThe Assumptionists, who form a branch of
aries.^

the Augustinian order, are treated below, p. 708".^
The bull Licet Ecclesiae Catholicae which in
1256 united the Hermits of St. Augustine in a
single order was not enforced against the nuns.
'

'

Each convent remained autonomous.

To

this con-

gregation belonged St. Juliana of Mt. Cornillon
The reform known as the
at Li^ge (t 1258).
Recollects was one of its branches.
After the four great mendicant orders come a
number of others known as the lesser mendicant
have given a list of these above (I. 5)
orders.
and can speak here only of the principal ones.
The greater number of them follow the Rule of
St. Augustine.

We

1

Cf. for details

-

See

list

Heimbuchcr,

ii.

given in Heimbucher,

186 ff.
199 ff.

ThM.
'

rilcrulicrs,'

Augfustins, ordre d'ermites.'

monastery of

their

Mathurin

St.

in

Paris.

A

reform of the order was inaugurated in Spain, that
of the Discalced Trinitarians.
Members of this
order delivered 900,000 captives from the clutches
of the Moors.
Their work received the praise
even of Voltaire. Since the Revolution the order
has greatly declined. It possesses the Convent of

The Trinitarians
Chrysogonus in Rome.
offered themselves to Leo XIII. for the work of
ransoming the slaves of Africa.^
St.

—

Another order founded
6. Order of Mercy.
with the same object as the Trinitarians was that
of Montjoie in Spain, but it had only a short
existence (1180-1221) and was incorporated, after
a term of 40 years, with the Order of Calatrava.
In 1218, however, St. Peter Nolasco founded in
Spain an order that was to become a rival of the
Order of the Blessed Trinity. This was the Order
of Our Lady of Mercy (de la Mercede), whence the
name of Mercedarians, or Fathers of Mercy. Like
the Trinitarians, the Mercedarians devoted themselves to the work of ransoming captives those
taken by the pirates of Barbary and were occupied
also in the service of the galley-slaves and in
missions to the heathen. Their special field of
operation lay in Morocco, whereas that of the
Trinitarians was in Tunis and Algeria. The Order
In origin
of Mercy was approved by Gregory IX.
it was a military order composed of knights, chapThe name of St.
lains, and serving brethren.
Raymund Nonnatus is one that is quoted with
pride by the order. The Rule of St. Augustine is
followed, whence the Mercedarians have sometimes
been reclconed among the Augustinians.*
The Order of the Servants of Mary,
7. Servites.
or Servites, so called from their sjjecial devotion to
the Blessed Virgin, was founded in 1233 on Monte
Senario, near Florence, by seven members of seven
patrician families of the city. The Rule is that
of St. Augustine together with special constituSt. Philip
tions which were approved in 1249.
Benizi was the fifth general of the order.
It
M'as on the point of being suppressed in 1274 in
consequence of the edict of the 4th Lateran
Council renewed by the 2nd Council of Lyons,

—

—

—

but

was

approved by Benedict XI.
abroad in France, Spain,
Hungary, Bohemia, Poland, and even as far as

in

it

1304.

It

finally

spread

In 1910 the order numbered 700

India.

members

and 62 monasteries.*
1 M.
Gmelin, 'Die Literatur zur Gesch. der belden Orden SS.
Trinitatis und B. Marise de Mercede," Serapevm, xxxi. [1870]
81-94, 97-110, 113-123, 129-140 C.alixte de la Providence, Corsaires ct iiidempteurs, Lille, 1884 ; P. Deslandres, L'Ordre des
Trinitaires, Paris, 1903.
2 F. de
Guimeran, Breve Hist, de la orden de Nuestra Seflort
de la Merced, Valencia, 1591 J. A. Gari y Siumell, Biblioteca
Gmelin, in Serapeum, xxxi.
Mereedaria, Barcelona, 1875
;

;

A.Lubiri,

(!ianoines

—

The Trinitarians (or Order of
5. Trinitarians.
the Blessed Trinity for the Redemption of Captives)
were founded by St. John de Matha and St. Felix
de Valois, at Cerfroid in the diocese of INIeaux, in
1198.
The object of this order was to ransom the
numerous Christian captives taken by the Moors
and Muhammadans. Its members follow the Rule
of St. Augustine, and the observance prescribed by
their constitutions is very severe.
The members
were obliged to be ready to otter themselves as
slaves to the Moors in exchange for the captives
whom they desired to ransom. The Trinitarians
were approved by Innocent III., and soon took
root in France, Italy, Germany, England, Ireland,
Spain, and later in America. The order possessed
800 houses. The name of Mathurins, by which the
Trinitarians are sometimes known, came from

;

ii.

rbis AugtiitinianuS'^, Paris, 1672 ; Pierre deSalnte
^fiilfene, Abn'gi de. I hist, des Angustins dichaitss^s, Rouen, 1672 ;
'
liiilyot, iii. Iff.; Heimbucher, ii. 177 ff.; Besse, Augustin, Re<;Ie
cath. ; Chevalier, s.vv.
ftu S.,' in Diet, de
Augustins,
^

(Christian)

'

ii. 212 ff.
sacri 07-dinis Servorum B.M.V.
ab an. 1233 ad an. 1566, ed. Michaele Poccianti, Florence, 1567,
21616; A. Gianius, Annales saeri ordinis Servorum B.M.V.,
2 vols., do. 1618-22, 2 Lucca, 1719-25; H61yot, iii. 296-323;

129-140
3

;

H61yot,

i.

p.

Chronicon rerum

liii

;

Heimbucher,

totixis
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Considered as belonging; to the mendicant orders
are also certain conj^regations of women which
follow the Rule of St. Anj^ustine.
Cliief among
these are the following.^
8. The Brigittine Order, founded by St. Brigit
of Sweden (t 1373), resembles in some respects that
of Fontevrault (see art.

Monasticism,

vol. viii. p.

In each convent there were 60 nuns governed
by an abbess, who had also under her jurisdiction,
in a se]mrate house, 13 priests, 4 deacons, and 8
There were houses of the order in
lay brothers.
Norway and Sweden, Flanders, Prussia, Poland,
and
There exist now only 9
Russia,
England.
convents, 8 in (Jermany, Holland, and Spain,
and 1 in England the last a pre-Reformation
foundation.
9. The Ursulines, founded at Brescia in 1537 by
St. Angela Merici, devote themselves to Christian education.
St. Charles Borromeo gave them
his protection.
They were very successful. In
France alone in 1789 there were 350 convents with
9000 members. At present there are about 7000 nuns
in some SOOconvents scattered throughout the world.
10. Order of the Annunciation, or Annunciades.
This order is divided into three branches the
796).

—

—

:

Annunciades of Lombardy (or Sisters of St.
Ambrose), founded at Pavia in 1408, the Annunciades of Italy (or Celestial Annunciades), founded
in 1604 near Genoa, tlie Annunciades of France,
founded by the Blessed Jeanne de Valois (t 1505),
daughter of Louis XI.
11. Order of the Visitation of the Blessed Virgin
Mary. These sisters, who also follow the Rule of

—

Augustine, deserve a place to themselves in
the histoiy of the religious orders, both on account
of their founders, St. Francis de Sales and St. Jane
F'rances de Chantal, and on account of the special
spirit of the order and the wonderful fervour shown
by its members during the early years of the
St.

foundation.
IV. Clerks regular.
i. Jesuits.
In order
of time the Theatines, Barnabites, and Somaschi
rank before the Jesuits but in number and importance in the history of the Church the Jesuits
occupj' without dispute the first place among the
clerks regular.
See art. Jesuits.
2. Theatines.
Founded at Rome in 1524 by St.
Gaetano di Tiene (t 1547) and the celebrated
Cardinal Carafia, after^-ards Pope Paul iv. (1555),
the Theatines are in order of time the first society
of clerks regular.
From his entry into the ranks
of the clergy, Gaetano was possessed with the
desire of forming a community of zealous priests
for the service of God and the work of preaching.
He founded first the Society of Divine Love, then
that of the Theatines,^ which closely resembled
the former foundation, but had a stricter Rule.
Its object was the renovation of the priestly and
apostolic life by means of prayer, the practice of
poverty, and study. All its members were to be
priests.
Poverty was to be observed to an extraordinary degree and in an altogether new manner.
The society must possess no revenues, and must
not ask alms like the mendicant oiders, but simply
accept whatever was offered to it. It was approved

—

—

;

—

by Clement

Vll. in

1524,

who gave

to its

members

the privileges of the Lateran Canons. He decided,
moreover, that the Theatines should take solemn
vows, follow the Rule of St. Augiistine, and elect
their superiors every three years.
Carafl'a was the
first superior elected.
The sack of Rome by the
soldiers of Charles v. obliged the Theatines to
leave the city for a time and to establish themM. Ma.vr, ' Seniten,'
B.
Heinibucher, ii. 218 ff.
1

For conerregatioDS of

in

women

Wetzer-Welte 2,

xi.

204

ff.;

occupied with the education of

g^ls see below.
2Tlie name 'Theatine' comes from Theate (Cbieti), a citv of
the Abruzzi of which Caraffa was bishon.
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selves at Venice and at Nai)les.
Towards the end
of the 16th cent,
they had houses in many of tlie
towns of
In tne 17th cent, they were very
Italy.

numerous in France and in <jther parts of Christendom. They exercised a salutarj- influence on the
reform of the clergy and of Christian society in
general, by means of their preaching, teaching in
the confessional, and visitation of the sick, and by
prayer and study. They had mis.sions in Armenia,
etc.
Their constitutions,
Caraffa, eventually underwent certain
In 1588, at the incentive of Pope
modifications.
Sixtus v., a general was elected for the whole order.
The general chapter is held at Rome every six
years.
Among their distinguisiied members must
be mentioned, besides the two founders, Verano,

Circa.ssia,

Miiigielia,

drawn up by

Andrew

Avellino, Toma.si, Merati, etc'
Barnabites. The Theatines .served <as a model
for other congregations founded .soon after and also
having as their object the reformation of the clergy.
Chief among the.se congregations are the Barnabitesj founded in 1530 at Milan by St. Antonio
Maria Zaccaria. Nowtulays their mother house is
at San Carlo in Catinaii in Rome. To them were
also conceded the privileges of the Lateran Canons
Regular. The name Barnabite is derived from
one of their principal hou.sesat Milan, S. Barnabas.^
St.

—

3.

Barnabites.
—This
order was

See, further, art.

Somaschi.

4.

founded in

15.32

Jerome Emiliani and devotes itself chiefly to
the education of orphans and the care of the poor
and the sick. Somascha was the hermitage where
the founder Avrote his Rule and whence the name
is derived.
The Somaschi endeavoured unsuccessfully to amalgamate with the Society of Jesus in
1547, and then with the Theatines in the latter
by

St.

;

case they succeeded, but the union lasted only
St. Cliarles Borromeo was one of
eight years.
their protectors.^
The Camillians were founded to
5. Camillians.
care for the sick by St. Camillus de Lellis (t 1614).
They rendered the greatest service in the hospitals
and became renowned for their courage and charity
during the plague, cholera, and other epidemics
that devastated Italy.*
6. Piarists, or Scolopes (a contraction of their
full title
Cleri regulares scholarum piarum ').
This order was founded by St. Joseph Calasanz
Its special work, as its name indicates,
(t 1648).
was the education of children and, in particular,
of poor children.
It was founded at Rome, whence
it spread abroad in Italy and in other countries.*

—

—

'

V. Religious cosgregations
from the
17 TH CESTURY ASD SOCIETIES OF

END OF THE
secular

priests.— i.

—

—

Religious

congrega-

tions.
I.
Passionists. The Passionists (Clerici
Passionis D.N.J.C.) were founded to honour the
Passion of Christ. Their founder, St. Paul of the
1 J. B. del
lari, 2 vols.,

2S8ff.

A.

;

Tufo, Hist, della reliriione de' Padri chierici regoRome, 1609-16; Helyot, iv. 71 ff. Ileirabucher, iii.
Vezzosi, / scrittori de' chierici reyolari detti
;

F.

Teatini, 2 vols., Rome, 1780.
2 A. Sicco et V.
Madii, Sj/nopiis de clericorum regularium S.
PaxUi decollati inxtiUitione, Milan, 1682 F. M. Barelli, Merrwrie
deW origine .
eduominiillxistriin Lettereedinnantitadelta
congreg. de' chierici rfjolari de S. Paolo, 2 vols., Bologna,
L.
170i^07; Stahl, Bamabiten,' in Wetzer-Welt«2, i. 20.30 ff.
von Pastor, Gesch. der Pdpste, Freiburfj i. B., 1886-1913, iv. ii.
626 ff. Helyot, iv. 100 ff. Heinibucher, iii. 270 ff.
3 J. H.
Semcntius, Cronologia della congr. dei Somaschi dal
1!,>!1 fino a suoi tempi (i 1702); Helyot, iv. 223
Heinibucher, iii.
275 ff. C. Kienle, s.v. 'Somasker,' in VVetzer-Welte2, xi. 486 ff.
••
C. Lenzo, Annates religionis clericorum regularium ministrantium infirmis, Naples, 1641 C. Solfi, Compendia istorico
della religione de' chierici reg. ministri de gli infermi, Mondovi,
Heimbucher, iii. 280 ff.; D. Re}.n,
1689; Helyot, iv. 263 ff.
ilemorie istorice del ven. P. Camilla de Lellis e suoi chierici
regolari, 2 vols., Naples, 1676.
5 D. M. Casasnovas
y Sanz, Jos4 de Calaganz y su Institute,
Saragossa, 1904; Kniel, 'Piaristen,' in Wetzer-WelteS, ix.
2096 ff. A. Brendler, Das Wirken der PP. Piarixt.en seit ihrer
Ansiedelung in Wien im EoUegium in der Jose/stadt, Vienna,
1896 H^lvot, iv. 281 ; Heimbucher, iii. 287.
;

.

.

'

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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(t 1775), was known for his great austerities
zeal for souls.
Pope Clement xiv. gave
them the famous Church of SS. John and Paul in
Rome. The congregation is spread abroad in
many lands of both the Old and the New World,
and is divided into thirteen provinces with 1400
members.
The Passionists give themselves to

Cross

and his

preaching and mission work.^
The Redemptorists (Congre2. Redemptorists.
gatio SS. Redemptoris) have as their founder the
celebrated St. Alfonso Liguori (q.v.; 1 1787), whose
great theological knowledge has won for him the
title of Doctor of the Church, and who exercised
great influence on the Catholic doctrine and piety
of his time.
The members of his congregation
devote themselves to the work of preaching in the
towns and countiy districts. Like the Passionists,
the Redemptorists are spread all over the world.
They number at the present time 4000, possess
215 colleges or hospices, and are divided into 29

—

provinces.
3.

Oblates.

— The Oblates (of Mary Immaculate)

were founded

by Mgr. de Mazenod, bishop of
Marseilles, at the beginning of the 19th century.
Their work is preaching, the education of the
clergy, and foreign missions.
They have^ at the
present day 301 houses and 3110 members.
4.

Marists.

— This

congregation was founded at

Fourviferes in 1816.
The members follow the Rule
of St. Augustine together with special constitutions.
Like the Oblates, their work is preaching
and foreign missions. ^

—

The Assumptionists were
5. Assumptionists.
founded in 1850 at Nlmes by P. d'Alzon {tl880).
Their activity is employed in the direction of
pilgrimages, the press, mission work, the education of children, etc. They form a branch of
the Augustinian Order, and their official title is
Augustinians of the Assumption.'*
ii. Societies of seculak priests.— With these
congregations may be compared, as regards date of
'

foundation, manner of life, and special object,
certain societies of priests, either with or without
lay brothers (coadjutors), who usually take simple
vows or are bound only by a promise. These
societies, like the above religious congregations,
are employed in the education of the clergy, the
study of sacred science, preaching, and, some of
them, in foreign missions. They have community
life, but not the choral office, and they are under
episcopal jurisdiction.

—

I. Oratorians.
This congregation has played
an important part in the history of the CounterReformation of the last few centuries.
It is
divided into two branches the French and the
In
Italian
the
which
Italian.
that of
Oratory (to
England owes its origin) each house is autonomous
and independent, while in the French Oratory they
The former
are united under a superior-general.
was founded by St. Philip Neri in Rome, about
1575, as a society of secular priests devoted to the
exercise of the sacred ministry and to study, under

—

the

title

of

'

Patres Oratorii.

'

Most

illustrious

many well-known members

the
historian Baronius.
The names of Aringhi, Bianchini, and Gallandi also deserve mention, while, in
England, those of Newman and Faber have given
immortal lustre to the Oratories of Birmingham
and London. Their centre in Rome is the house
The
of La Vallicella with its magnificent library.
French Oratory, founded by Cardinal de B^rulle

among

its

is

Heimbucher, iii. 309.
2 R. Streit, Die Kongrefiation der PP. Oblaten der U. J.
Maria, Hiinfeld, 1893 ff. Jakresb. der Missionare Oblaten, do.
1894 Annales de la eong. des missionnaires oblats, Bar le-Duc,
1891 ff.
Heimbucher, iii. 333 ff.
3 C.
Egremont, L' Annie de I'Eglise, 1900, Paris, 1901 Heim1

;

;

;

;

bucher, iii. 339.
i Missions des
Augustins de I'Assmnption, Paris (periodical)

Heimbucher,

iii.

343.

(Christian)

in 1611, vied with that of
in carrying on the
Italy
work of clerical reform, and presents us with

names

.such as de Condren, Boui'going, Lejeune,
Jean Morin, Amelotte, Cabassut, Thomassin,
Richard Simon, Gu^nin, Lamy, Malebranche,
Lelong, Le Brun, Massillon, Houbigant, Quesnel,
and Duguet.
At the Revolution the French
Oratory had 70 houses and 751 members. There
were numerous colleges, seminaries, and parishes
under its control. It was restored in 1852 and

counts among its members P6tetot, Gratry,
Perraud, Ingold, Largent, Baudrillart, Lecanuet,
It possessed houses also in
Laberthonnifere, etc.
Belgium and Spain. The Italian Oratory, besides
its offshoot in England, has foundations in Spain,
Austria, India, and America.^

The

Lazarists, Eudists,

members.
Paul, or
3. The Sisters of St. Vincent de
Sisters of Charity, were founded by that saint
with the assistance of Mile, de ]\larillac (Madame
Le Gras) in 1634. They are the largest of all the congregations of religious women and form an army of
35,000 members Avith more than 3600 houses.
They are to be found in almost all the countries
of Europe and America and in the greater
number of the colonies.
They nurse the sick
and the poor in hospitals, orphanages, schools, etc.
4. The Eudists, founded by Jean Eudes at Caen
in 1643, and dispersed at the Revolution, were
afterwards brought together again and now

number about 400 members.
5.

The

Sulpicians devote themselves exclusively

Their founder,
to the training of the clergy.
M. Olier (t 1657), belonged to that company of
zealous priests who were the friends of St. Vincent
de Paul and Pfere de Condren. In 1903 the Sulpicians possessed 24 seminaries in France and others
in Canada and the United States.
They number
about 300.2
6. The Salesians, founded in 1859 at Turin by

Don

Bosco, are occupied with mission

work and

schools, especially for poor childi-en in order to fit
them for the different trades. They developed
At the
rapidly, and exercise a wide influence.
death of Don Bosco 130,000 pupils had passed
through the schools of the institute. In 1888 it had
956 members to-day there are 4137. There are
;

34 provinces with 320 hospices, schools, oratories,
orphanages, schools for the arts and crafts, semi-

naries, printing-presses, and mission- stations. The
last are found principally in Patagonia, Tierra del
Fuego, and other parts of S. America.
The Sisters of Mary, Help of Christians, or
Salesian nuns, also founded by Don Bosco, are
engaged in the education of girls, and number
more than 2000. They have 250 foundations.^
1 I.
Marciano, Meiiwrie istoriche della Conqr. dell' Oratorio,
5 vols., Naples, 1693-1702; H6Iyot, viii. 12 ff. ; Wetzer-Welte2,
2019 ff.;
Linzer Quarta'lschr. fiir kath. Thcul. liv.
ix.

A. Perraud, UOratoire de France au XVI Ii" et au
siecle", Paris, 1866; M. Adry, 'Gesch. der Oratorianer
(ed. H. Reuchlin), in Zeitschr. fiir hist. Thenl.,
A. Ingold, BibliotMqite oratorienne, 13 vols., Paris,
18.')9;
1880 ff. H61vot, viii. 53 ff. ; Heimbucher, iii. 413 ff.
2
H61yot, viii. 159 ff. Heimbucher, iii. 442 ff.
3 Brevi notizie sit Don Bosco e snlle
opere Salesiane, San
Benigno, Cavanese, 1906; Heimbucher, iii. 491.

96.5 ff.;

XVIIIe
in

Frankreich'
;

;

;

and Sulpicians worked

along with the Oratorians for the education and
sanctification of the clergy, and exercised themselves in the sacred ministry, preaching, and
mission work.
2. The Lazarists, founded by St. Vincent de
Paul in 1625, took their name from the priory of
St. Lazare in Paris, which had been handed over
to them.
They form a congregation under a
superior-general with assistants, a general chapter,
and visitors. They have missions in Abyssinia,
Persia, Mexico, Chile, Tibet, Constantinople, and
Palestine.
They possess 240 houses and 3000

RELIGIOUS ORDERS
7.

Paulists.

— In

1857-59

Thomas Hecker, with

a number of companioii.s, left the Redemiitoiists,
to whose congregation he belonged, in order to

—

found a new missiouaiy society that of the Paulwhose principal object should be the conists

—

version of I'rotestants in

America by means

of

sermons, lectures and public discussions, tlie press,
and social work. Tlie number of converts made
by the society from 1898 to 1904 was 1485 in the
year 1905 alone it exceeded 1000. The society has
to-day about 100 members.^
There are many otlier less important societies of
For a list of
priests, formed on the above models.
these see Heimbucher, iii. 51911".
VI. 3I1SSIONARY SOCIETIES.
Many of the
congregations enumerated in the j)receding paragraphs possess, as we have seen, missions in inlidel
lands.
Those with which we are now concerned,
while closelj^ resembling the above in their organization and manner of life, are dedicated either ex;

—

clusively or at least principally to this foreign

mission work.

—

Most
of the Foreign Missions.
1. Society
important among these is the Society of the
Foreian Missions founded at Paris, Rue du Bac,
in 1660-63, by Mgr. Pallu, Vicar Apostolic of
la Motte, Vicar Apostolic
Ton^king, and Mgr. L. de
of Cochin-China.
During the Revolution the
it was re-opened in
seminary was closed, but

At

the present day the society possesses
34 missions, episcopal sees, vicariates, and prefectures apostolic, numbers among its members 34
bishops, 1700 European missionaries, 710 native
priests, 6279 sisters, and has numerous colleges,
It
schools, hospitals, and other establishments.
Before 1869,
has, in all, 1700 European members.
26 of its members gained the crown of martyrdom.
Its chief missions are in Manchuria, Tibet, Korea,
^
China, and Japan.
2. The Society of the Sacred Hearts of Jesus
and Mary is better known as the Fathers of
Picpus from the Rue de Picpus in Paris, where
the mother house was opened in 1805 by the Abbe
Coudrin (t 1837). Its chief work was at first the
It
then became
education of poor children.
possessed of seminaries and finally took up mission
work, and has missions in Oceania the Marquesas
Islands, New Guinea, the Marshall Islands, and
Tlie society numbers about 600, has 12,000
Tahiti.
pupils in its schools, 350 mission stations, and 6
1820.

—

hospitals.^
3.

The Fathers

in 1848 bj' the

of the Holy Ghost were formed
amalgamation of the Society of the

Holy Ghost (founded in 1707) with that of the
Immaculate Heart of Mary, founded by Francois
Libermann. They possess missions in Senegambia,
French Guinea, Nigeria, Congo, Zanzibar, Maxiritius, and Madagascar.
They have .also seminaries, of which the best known is the French
Seminary in Rome. The statistics of the congregation give 1643 members, 9 missionary bishops,
and 203 foundations.*
4. The Congregation of the Immaculate Heart
of Mary, or ^athers of Scheut, was founded at the
town of that name in Belgium in 1863. It is an
exclusively missionary society. Destined principally for the mission in Cliina and Mongolia, the
society has nevertheless missions in a part of the
Belgian Congo. In China more than ten of its
members have already sutiered martyrdom. The
Fatliers of Sciieut take simple vows. They number
1
Heimbucher, iii. 498 ff.
- A.
Launay, Hist, ginirale de la Socitte des viissions
etrangires, 3 "vols., Paris, 189-1, Hist, des missions de Vlnde,
5 ^ols., do. 1898, Hist, des missions de Chine, do. 1907-09 ;
Heimbucher, iii. 45S-4G6.
Heimbucher, iii. 471 ff.
^ Die
Kongr. tier Vdter vom Heil. Geist, Cologne, 1906 J. B.
Pitra, Vie du vinirahle servitenr de Dieu Franrois Marie Paul
Libermann^, Paris, 1882 ; Heimbucher, iii. 477 ff.
•5

;
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In their diderent missions
at present nearly 600.
there are 66,000 Catholics, nearly 50,0<X) catechuor
mens, 228 churches
chapels, and 291 schools

with more than 8000 pupils.'
for Foreign
5. The Society of Saint Joseph
Missions. In England Roman Catholics have
In 1866 Father
also seminaries for missionaries.
{later Cardinal)
Vaughan founded the above
society of priests and laymen at Mill Hill near
London. The field of their labours lies chieHy
.among the negroes of Africa, America, and the
Indies.
They h.ave novitiate houses in the
United States, Holland (Rosendaal), and the
Tyrol (Brixen), where missionaries from eveiy
nation receive their training. They have missions
in Madras, Borneo, Uganda, the Congo, the Philippines, and New Zealand, where they have alreatly
met with great success.^
6. The Society of Our Lady of Africa in Algeria
was founded by Cardinal Lavigerie. This title
s[)eedily gave place to the popular name White
Fathers, given to the missionaries on account of
the white burnous and cassock worn by them.
Their object is the evangelization of the pagan
popuhition of Africa. They have had a rapid
Soon after their foundation in 1868 they
success.
established Cliristian colonies of native orphans
gathered together by Cardinal Lavigerie, which
resembled, to a great extent, the famous reducTheir missionary activity
of Par.aguay.
tions
embraces the Sahara, Morocco, the Sudan, Central
Africa, and Tunisia, and has extended beyond the
confines of Africa as far as Syria and Palestine,
not to mention their .seminaries and colleges at
Jerusalem, Carthage, Mechlin, Antwerp, Rome,
According to the
Paris, Lille, Marseilles, etc.
latest statistics, they possess in these diflerent
countries 158 est.ablishments, 1706 schools with
more than 70,000 children, 310 charitable foundations, such as orphanages, hospitals, leper-houses,
etc., where more than 800,000 sick persons, abandoned children, and old people are cared for. They
number 880 members, among whom are 9 bishops
and 350 sisters. Travellers who have visited their
missions speak with great praise of their zeal and
the success of their methods. Several of theii
mission.aries have published interesting works on
the langu.age and customs of the tiibes evangelized

—

'

'

by

tliem.-'

The Society of the Divine Word was
founded in 1875 by Arnold Janssen at Steyl in
Holland. From its very beginning this society has
been in the front ranks of mission societies. For
the training of its missionaries it possesses a course
of studies extremely well organized at Vienna,
7.

Rome, and elsewhere.

The

scientific

works

pro-

duced by its members on the language and religion
of savage tribes have a very high reputation.
They
publish reviews in German, Spanish, English, and
Chinese, of which the best-kno^\•n is Anthropos.
also possess printing-presses.
is a congregation of sisters attached to
the society known as Servants of the Holy Gho.st.''

They

There

8.

The "Society

of the Divine Saviour.— Similar

this institute (also, like it, of
It
origin) was founded in Rome in 1881.
has missions in India, the United States, and
There are also Sisters
Brazil (with 35 stations).
This
of the Divine Saviour or Salvatorian Sisters.
society has a printing-press in Rome for the printing and spreading of Catholic literature.*

to the

above society,

German

1

Heimbucher,

iii.

500 ff.

„

o^

i-

i.

Die kath. Missionen, xxxii. [1903-04] 241 ff. St. Josephs
St. Josefs
Foreign Missionary Advocate, Mill Hill, 18SSB.;ff.
3; i«6io*is6ote, Brixen, 1896 ff.; Heimbucher, ui. 502
3 Bulletin des missions d'A/riqite des Pires planes Paris
A VAssaut des pays nigres, do. 1884; Hemibucher, m.
2

;

;

504ff.
1

Heimbucher,

.
ii!.

510 ff.

-,

...

^ lo. ui.

^,-ff.
516
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VII.

Teaching brothers and congregareligious women. —i. Teaching

tions OF
BROTHERS.

— Ever

since the 17th cent, tliere has
existed an apostolate for the education of the
poorer classes. For this purpose new congregations have been formed whose membei's are simply
brothers,' bound usually, and even by vow, to
give up all idea of aspiring to the priesthood.
'

These brothers take simple vows, sometimes only
temporary, and their activity is consecrated to
the work of teaching, and especially of educating
the poorer classes of society.
The Brothers of the Christian Schools, or
Christian Brothers (to give them the name by
which theyare commonly known), is the best known
of these institutes.
They were founded by St.

John Baptist de la Salle (1681-84) and have since
served as a model for many other societies of the
same nature. Before the founder's time there had
been several similar attempts, notably that of
St. Joseph Calasanz, none of which was so successful.
The success of the Christian Brothers is
due, no doubt, in the first place to the sanctity of
their founder, his wonderful power of initiative,
the excellence of his educational methods, and the
wisdom and solidity of the constitutions that he
gave to his congregation. At his death in 1719, in
spite of the opposition of the Jansenists, schoolmasters, and others, his institute numbered 274

brothers and possessed 27 houses and 122 schools
about 10,000 pupils.
It spread rapidly

with

beyond France and founded primary schools,
schools for the arts and crafts, agricultural schools,
orphanages, and young men's societies in England,
Ireland, Italy, Spain, Austria, Africa, the United
In 1904 there were 15,472
States, and S. America.
The
brothers, 2019 schools, and 326,000 students.
superior-general and his twelve assistants are
elected by the general chapter, which is composed
(besides the above) of the procurator-general, the
secretary-general, the procurator of Rome, the
provincial visitors, deputies from each district
chosen by the professed members, and sometimes
former superiors or assistants. The twelve assistants form the ruling authority and are placed over
the different nations.
It is unnecessary to do more than mention
the names of the other institutes of teaching
brothers, since all are formed on the model of the
Christian Brothers of St. John Baptist de la Salle,
pursue the same object, and make use of the

same methods.

Among the principal are the
Irish Christian Brothers (an independent foundathe
Brothers
of the Society of Mary, or
tion),
ilarianists, in France, the Brothers of Christian
Doctrine in Lorraine, the Brothers of Christian
Instruction founded by Father Jean-Marie-Robert
de Lamennais, the Brothers of St. Gabriel, and
those of St. Vincent de Paul in France, the JoseFor those congregations
phites in Belgium, etc.
and for their bibliography cf. Heimbucher, iii.

356

fr.

Congregations of religious women.—
The greater number of the older orders have seen
arise side by side with them foundations for women
ii.

same Rule and inspired by the same
Thus we have the Benedictine nuns, the

subject to the
spirit.

Cistercians and Trappistines, Franciscans, CarmelAugustinians, and Recollects, besides the
various orders of canonesses. These foundations
are usually in close connexion with and dependent
on the orders to which they are affiliated and, as
far as the Rule and constitutions are concerned,
]iossess no original characteristics of their own.'
But from the IGth cent, onwards we find that,
apart from certain institutes already referred
ites,

1

We have drawn

tions

above (p.
to certain excep—e.g., the nuns attention
of Fontevrault, the Brigittines, etc.
TOT'')

(Christian)

to in treating of
the Salesians, the White
Fathers, and others, the greater number of sisterhoods or societies of religious women that have
arisen since that period are entirely independent
of any existing order of men.
These institutes
deserve a special place to themselves in the history
of religious orders, since many of them owe their
foundation to original ideas, and possess in their
annals many an interesting page. But in an
article like the present it is impossible to enter
into a detailed history or even to give a complete
list of these congregations ; a few of the principal

names must

suffice.

1. The Sisters of Wisdom were founded in
the year 1703 by Grignon de Montfort.
Like the
Sisters of Chanty,' they devote themselves to the
education of the poorer classes, to the service of
In number
hospitals, and to every work of mercy.
about 5400, they are to be found in nearly every
one of the Christian nations. The centre of their
congregation is at St. Laurent-sur-Sfevres.
2. Sisters of Evron.
This institute was founded
in the 17th cent, at Evron in the department of
Mayenne, France. Their work is chiefly the
education of children, but they also look after the

—

sick.

The

Sisters of Nevers were founded in the
by a Benedictine monk, J. B. de
Laveyne. They devote themselves to the care of
the sick and to the education of poor children.
The institute numbers about 2200 sisters.
4. The Sisters of the Good Shepherd were
founded in the 17th century. The congregation
was re-organized at Angers by Marie de Ste.
3.

cent,

17th

Euphrasie Pelletier and possesses houses of refuge
for women and young girls.
In 1906 they had 248
houses and 7400 members.
The beginning of the 19th cent, witnessed a
wonderful increase in new foundations of religious
women. We give here some of the most important.
5. The Sisters of Nazareth were founded in
1820 by Madame de la Rochefoucauld.
They
are an institute of teaching and nursing sisters.
in
and
houses
have
France,
Palestine,
Syria.
They
6. The Little Sisters of the Poor were founded
at St. Servan in Brittany for the care of the poor
and of the aged. In 1906 they had 5400 members
occupied with the care of more than 40,000 sick or
old people, in 290 hospitals.
7. The Society of the Sacred Heart of Jesus
was founded by Madame Barat (t 1865) in Paris and
has 142 schools and 6500 members.
8. The Sisters of St. Joseph of Cluny were
founded for the education of young girls and poor
children by Madame A. M. Javouhey. In 1886 they
had more than 300 houses (several of which are
situated in missionary countries) and 4000 members.
all those congregations cf. Heimbucher,
370 ff., 555 ff.
VIII. Organization.— I. Internal organizaThe constitutional history of the religious
tion.
orders may be divided into two periods: (1) the
3rd to the 13th cent., and (2) the 13th to the 20th

F'or

iii.

—

century.
(1) In the first period religious life presents an
aspect of 'great simplicity and appears in only
two distinct forms or types the hermits, who
lived alone, and the cenobites, who lived in community. Somewhat later we find certain forms of
religious life in which the eremitical and the cenobitical elements were combined
c.cf., the CamalThe
dolese, Carthusians, and Vallombrosians.
canons, especially in the earlier part of their
history, are hardly to be distinguished from the
monks (cenobites), at least as far as their constituThe military orders form a
tion is concerned.

—

—

1

For the Sisters of Charity see above,

p. 70S''.
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They came into existence, moreover,
only towards the end of this period, and may Ije
regarded as an exceptional form of religious life.
Hence it may be said that, during the first nine or
ten centuries of its existence, the religious state
was characterized by its uniformity. We find
everywhere the same life either under the monastic
(eremitical or cenobitical) or under the canonical

class apart.

There

'

'

no distinct orders or
each monastery forms, with its
congregations
superior and various officials, a unit of its own,
autonomous and independent of any higher monastic authority. The hrst attempt to unite monasteries together in a kind of federation was made in
the 9th cent, by St. Benedict of Aniane.^ lint it
was unsuccessful and can hardly be regarded as
even the beginnings of a congregation. Chmy, in
the 11th cent., had more success, and united those
monasteries which accepted its reform in a very
close union under the supreme authority of the
abbot of Cluny as head of the order.' Under this
rule.

are, as yet,
;

'

monasteries — of

authority the autonomy of the
those, at least, that depended directly on the great
The
almost completely disappeared.
abbey
reform of Citeaux was inspired by a principle of
centralization ditlering from that of Clunj', but
tending towards the same result. The close union
of monastery with monastery was assured by
means of a hierarchical organization that submitted some houses to the authority of others,
while the unity of the whole order was guaranteed
by the institution of general chapters, visitors, and
a superior-general. This tendency towards centralization continued and increased from the 13th
to the 20th century.
(2) The second period presents certain new charIn substance the religious life remains
acteristics.
the same as in the earlier period, but new forms
have now the foundation of
begin to arise.
the mendicant orders, or friars, whose life is very
The clerks
different from that of the monks.
regular, again, Avho came into being in the 16th
cent., diti'er as much from the friars as the latter
from the monks. Certain congregations founded
during the period from the 16th to the 20th cent.
e.g., the Sulpicians, Oratorians, and the various
missionary societies form a new class distinct
from the clerks regular. The congi-egations of
religious women founded independently of any of
the existing orders of men are a still more striking
development of the religious state. The tendency to

—

We

—

—

centralization is emphasized more
the course of this period of history.

and more during
The friars have

a supei'ior-general, general chapters, visitors, provincials.
The monasterjr, which in the preceding
represented the unit of monastic organization,
f)eriod
The superior of each convent
OSes all autonomy.
generally speaking, every three years.
Often the nomination of the officials, or at least of
some of them, is not in his hands. He is, in fact,
but the representative (and that for only a short
period) of an authority whose seat is elsewhere.
The religious themselves are not permanently
attached to any one house, but can be sent from
one to another of the houses of the order. These
houses are united to form a province under the

is elected,

'

'

The various provinces
autiiority of a provincial.
united together form the order, which is governed
by a superior-general and a general chapter, composed, in most cases, of the provincials and delegates elected by each province. The centralizing
process reached its perfection in the 16tli cent,
with the Society of Jesus (see art. Jesuits), which
1

For those attempts and
'

for the origin of the congregations
Les Chapitres gen^raux de I'Ordre St. Benoit

U. Berli^re,
avant le IV« concile de Latran

cf.

O.S.B.

du XIII" au XV^
ix.

'

(1215),'

sifecle,'

in

Les Chapitres g^neraux
Revue BirUdictine, viii.

[1892] 545-557, xviii. [1901] 364-398, xix.
[1891] 255-2'U,
[1902] 38-75, 268-278, 374-411, xxii. [1905] 377 ff.
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.served, at least in its general outlines, as a
model for a great many religious orders and has
even been adopted to a certain extent by some of

has

the older orders.
At the same time, it must be remarked that this
law of centralization was not absolute, and it must
not be forgotten that at this time certain societies
were founded e.g., the Sulpicians or Oratorians
in which the bonds of union between the ditferent
communities were, as in earlier times, of a more
Besides this, the general
or less elastic nature.
tendency towards centralization did not exclude
another tendency which, at first sight, would
seem to be opposed to it namely, the tendency to

—

—

—

new forms

develop

of religious

life.

Tliis

is,

in

one of the most striking characteristics of
the period with which we are concerned.
Down to the 13th cent., as we have already
seen, all 'religious' were either monks or canons,
fact,

the latter scarcely difi'ering at all in their mode of
from the former. In each mona-sterj' a similar
life was lived and practically the same Rule was
followed, and yet, tlianks to that autonomy which
was the law of primitive monasticism, each
monastery (especially before the new state of
affairs introduced by Cluny and Citeaux) possessed
life

its

own

special

physiognomy.

The foundation

of

'

orders like the Camaldolese, the Carthusians,
the Vallombrosians, and the orders of Fontevrault
and of Citeaux brought new ideas into the old
'

The hospitallers,
conception of religious life.
military orders, and mendicant orders (Dominicans
and Franciscans) accentuated still more the growing tendency to variety, so much so that a reaction
took place, and councils and popes in the 13th
cent, issued decrees forbidding all further foundaThe movement was too
tions ' a vain attempt.
the
first one, then another new order
strong
Carmelites leading forced the hand of authority and obtained recognition, in spite of the decrees

—

—

;

of councils

and

—

of popes.
16th cent, onwards the older forms of
religious life seem to have sunk into the background, and hardly a quarter of a century goes by
without the foundation of a new order corresponding to every separate need of society. There are
orders whose object is to combat the attacks of
heresy, orders for the education of youth, orders
for the care of the sick, preaching orders, missionary orders, etc. In the 19th cent, it seems as
though every sluice-gate had been opened to the
flood, and the multiplication of orders attained to
such a pitch that fresh attempts were made at the
Vatican Council to set a limit to this love of
novelty. At the same time efforts were made to
amalgamate different religious families having the
same object and to reunite those which had been
Hence we see
divided into different branches.
that the tendency (perhaps excessive) towards
centralization was counterbalanced by a tendency
equally strong towards an excess of individualism.
The laws of each religious order are
2. Laws.
to be found in a species of code known as the Rule.
We have already discussed in art. Monasticism
the origin of the monastic Rules. The chief Rules
are those of St. Basil, St. Benedict, thatiattributed
These
to St. Augustine, and that of St. F'rancis.
four may be regarded as the source from which all
later Rules have been derived and the greater
number of religious orders have adopted one or
other of them. But, since they are usually somewhat general in character— c.gr., the Rule of St.
Augustine or because it has become necessary to
or
modify some of their prescriptions, each order
to the Rule its
congregation possesses in addition
own special usages called 'Constitutions,' which
1 The 4th Lateran Council (1215) and the 2nd Council of

From the

—

—

Lyons

(1274).
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have the force

of law.
It is these constitutions, in
reality, that give to each order its special characteristics ; hence to attemjjt a classification accord-

ing to Kules is not practical. The best-known
constitutions are those of the Dominicans, the
Carmelites, the Capuchins, the Theatines, and the
Jesuits.

—

It might be said with
justice that the existence of the various
tendencies above referred to could be gathered
from the histoiy of the costume of the religious
From the earliest days a special
orders alone.

Dress and costumes.^

3.

some

was worn by those leading the religious life,
became traditional. It consisted of
a tunic, girdle, scapular with hood, and a cowl,
sometimes a kind of
stockings, and sandals
breeches were also worn. All these garments were
dress

and

this soon

;

an inferior quality (see art. MONASTICISM).
Naturally, considerable variety existed with regard
to shape and colour.
This costume was the rule
for many centuries and remains so still for the
older monastic orders, ha^'ing undergone but slight
changes and modifications in the course of time.
The mendicant orders adopted the monastic dress
in part
tiinic, girdle, scapular, and hood, cowl,
or mantle but attached perhaps greater importance to the details of shape and colour than the
It was the colour of their habit
early monks.
that often gave to these religious the name by
which they were popularly known.
Thus the
Carmelites were known as the White Friars, from
the white mantle which they wore
while the
Dominicans, who wore a black mantle, were called
Black Friars. In our own day we have the White
Fathers, as the missionary fathers of Algeria are
called ; while the Cellitines bear the name of
Black Sisters, and the Beguines are called Grey
Sisters or Blue Sisters, after the colour of their
habit.
Sometimes it is the shape of part of the
habit that provides the distinctive title. Thus, as
already mentioned, the Capuchins are so called
from the special shape of the hood worn by them,
the Friars of the Sack from the sack-like form and
of

—

—

'

'

;

staff of their dress.

Some orders attribute the special form and colour
of their habit to a divine vision, as, e.g., the Order
of Mercy.
Again, the return to a more strict
observance of the Rule outwardly symbolized by
the practice of going barefoot has given the title
of ' Discalced to the reform in the Carmelite order
for men and women, and to a number of other
orders or divisions of orders.
'

The

militaiy orders adopted a costume that was
keeping with their character and only
distantly related to that worn by the monks, with
whom, however, they were connected by their rule
It was quite an innovation when the
of life.
clerks regular, in the 16th cent., forsook the
monastic habit together Avith so many other monastic observances and adopted the costume of the
secular clergy.
With regard to the nuns and sisters, those who
belonged to the older orders adopted, as was but
natural, a form of tlie habit worn by the monks or
friars.
The later and modern congregations have,
on the other hand, too often allowed themselves to
be guided by mere fancy, apart from all tradition.
On this point, it is said, the Vatican Council had
also intended to introduce a reform.
IX.
ACTIVITY:
SCIENTIFIC,
LITERARY,

more

in

SOCIAL, ECONOMIC; SERVICES RENDERED BY

THE

— We

RELIGIOUS ORDERS, DIFFERENT WORKS.
have already seen in art. MONASTICISM that the
monks had no special object in entering that state
of life beyond their desire to lead a life in closer
1

p.

H^lyot and V. Philippon de la Madelaine, Hist, complete

costumes

de,s

et

ordrcs monastiqves, religieux et militaires, 8 vols.,

Paris, 1839-42

;

cf.

also

H61yot and Bonanni,

oirp. citt.

(Christian)

conformity with the spirit of the gospel. But by
force of circumstances and from the fact that both
manual and intellectual work had from tlie beginning a special place in monastic life, they were led
to develop their external activity and thus to
exercise considerable influence on society at large.
The monastery became in most cases a centre of
civilization as well as of religious life and often a
flourishing city rose up around it.
Many monasteries had their schools of literature, and of
grammar, their song-schools, and their schools
for the arts and crafts.
Libraries that often
became famous were formed in the cloister. It
Avas in the monasteries that MSS were copied and
Thus they were for centuries a refuge
preserved.
for the sciences and the arts.
The clearing of
forests, the making of roads, bridges, and canals,

the cultivation of the wide lands that belonged to
them— all this was the work of the monks. It
was in the cloister, too, that the great missionaries
who went forth to conquer the pagan world for
Christ were trained Augustine, Boniface, Adal-

—

bert,

Anschar, and

many

others.

In the 13th cent, the social influence of the

monastic order, which had begun to decline, passed
The
to the newly-founded mendicant orders.
latter came into being at a period when Christian
society, disturbed and upset by the errors of the
Albigenses and other heretics, had begun its process of disintegration.
Their object was precisely
to arrest this process in the case of the Dominicans, by means of preaching, and teaching in the
schools in the case of the Franciscans, by means
of a living example of evangelical poverty and by
the exercise of the sacred ministry among the
The Carmelites, the Augustinians, and
peo^jle.
the other orders that rose between the 13th and
15th centuries had their part also in this good
work. Other orders founded about this time had
a more special object in view for the Order of
Mercy and the Trinitarians this was the redemption of the Christian captives taken by the Moors ;
for the military orders, the protection of pilgrims
to the Holy Land and the war to be waged against
the forces of Islam for the hospitallers, the care
of travellers, the poor, the sick, and those stricken
with leprosy. In the 16th cent. and onwards till
the 19th, the activity of the religious orders was

—

;

:

;

,

The Jesuits set forth to
still further.
fight the battles of the Church with all her foes,
by means of their preaching, their schools, and
The Oratorians, the
their spiritual direction.
extended

Sulpicians, the Eudists, and the Lazarists devote
themselves more especially to the education of the
The Theatines, the Barnabites, the Pasclergy.

and the RedemjJtorists show them the
example of an austere and holy life, and assist
The missionary
them in the sacred ministry.
sionists,

societies are spread abroad in every quarter of the
globe, to bear the teaching of the gospel to the
heathen nations. The teaching brothers and sisters
give themselves to the education of the poorer
classes of society— each order or congregation has
its part to fulfil in the carrying out of the Church's
mission on earth.
may give here a resum6 of the serA'ices
rendered to religion and society by the religious
orders.
The mission Avork and that of preaching
and teaching, carried out in the earlier period almost

We

exclusively by the monks, the canons, and the
secular clergy, is from the 13th cent, in the hands
of the mendicant orders the Dominicans, Franciscans, and otheis founded at that time. From the
16th cent, the clerks regular, the religious conJesuits,
gregations, and missionary societies
Lazarists, Assumptionists, the Fathers of the Holy
of
far
and
wide
domains
etc.
extended
the
Ghost,
the Church. It was especially in the 19th cent.

—

—

—

RELIGIOUS ORDERS
tlie luis.sionaiy moveniont bej^un to spread.
It is eiitimated that in 1792 of every 557 men 174
fur the same
were Christians. At tlie pre.sent

that

number the proportion
is

day

is

This

186 Christians.

due to the activity of the missionaries.'

progress
Out of 18,00U missionaries 15,000 belong to ditlerBesides these must be
ent religious orders.
reckoned 120 congregations of women with 53,000
During the
sisters, of whom l0,000 are natives.^
period of their ])rosperity the monasteries served
as schools for ciiildren and youths. The 12th cent,
saw the foundation of the universities, which .soon
gathered round their chairs of learning students
In these unifrom every part of Christendom.
versities, after a long and violent contlict, tlie
Dominicans, Franciscans, and Carmelites succeeded
in gaining a foothold and became renowned for
the brilliancy of their teaching. In the 16th cent,
the Jesuits, especially as regards teaching in the
secondary schools, are found at the head of the
movement, while the societies of teaching brothers
take up the work of teaching the children of the
poor the elements of learning and the various
trades.
Other societies, again, like the Sulpicians
or Eudists, are founded for the education of the
that conclergj', and the congregations of women
tinually arise devote themselves to that of young
girls.

Study, the copying of MSS, and literary work of
every description remain, to a great extent, the
prerogative of the monks, but, as time goes on,
the new orders of mendicant friars, and, later
still, the clerks regular dispute this prerogative
with them. Dominicans, Franciscans, Carmelites,
Augustinians, Jesuits, Oratorians, Sulpicians,
all these can
Barnabites, and Kedemptorists

—

quote among their members tlie names of theologians, historians, critics, mystical writers, and
savants of outstanding merit.
Special orders or congregations are founded to
preach the Word of God to the country people, too
long neglected, or to the poorer population of the
the Lazarists of St. Vincent de
cities and towns
Paul, the Oratorians of St. Philip Neri, the
Piarists, the Barnabites, the Kedemptorists, the

—

Passionists, etc.

From the Uth cent, onwards it is chiefly works
of charity that absorb the activity of the religious
Full justice has been done to the work of
orders.
mercy carried on in early times by the monasteries
and to the liberal hospitality shown to pilgi-ims
and travellers in the guest-houses and hostelries
that abounded along all the roads leading to the
important places of pilgrimage, such as St. James
of Compostella, Rocamadour, Rome, etc., and
which marked out the various stages on the way
and were to be found especially near bridges and
Besides these there were houses of
ferries.^
refuge, leper-houses, and other charitable establishments that depended on the monasteries, and
abundant alms in money or in kind were regularly
distributed at the monastery gates. To give one
example alone we iind in the Monasticon Anglicaninn and the Notitia Monastu-a a list of about
115 leper-houses in England and Scotland.* The
nth cent, and the centuries that follow up to the
:

15th, with the foundation of the orders of hospiMaisonstallers already spoken of and of the
Hotels-Dieu,' the leper-houses, and
Dieu,' the
other charitable institutions, form together a
glorious chapter in the liistoiy of Christian charity.^
But it is especially from the 16th cent, onwards
'

'

1

Hist, polil. Blatter, cxxx. (1902] 911

- Cf.

Heiiubucher,

i.

£f.

5 Cf.
ib.,

works

where numerous proofs

of charit>- are griven.
(Christian).

that the activity of the religious orders in works
of ciiarity is seen at its greatest and is found ready
to cope with almost every ill that human nature
Vincent de Paul, Camilius de Lellis,
is heir to.
and John of God are counted among the greute-t
benefactors of the human race. As an example
we may notice that the Brothers of St. Jolin

God, popularly recognized in Italy as the
Fate bene fratelli' or Beiifratelli,' who, besides
the ordinary vows of religion, bound themselves by
a fourth vow to care for the sick tiiroughout life,
possessed from the 17th cent, and in the generalate of Granada alone 138 hospitals with 4140 beds,
while in that of Rome they had 155 hospitals with
7210 beds.
In the province of charity the congregations of
women exercise a more important ottice even than
the orders of men. In 1904 the statistics give us
457,000 sisters throughout the world devoted to
works of mercy in charge of orphanages, homes,
hospitals, houses of refuge for penitents and
Magdalens, infant a-sylunis, homes for the old, for

of

'

'

—

consumptives, and for lepers, and many besides who
are occupied with the service of prisons.'
This is a very incomplete resume of the manifold
activity of the religious orders, but the subject, to
be fully treated, would require volumes.LiTERATCRE.— P. H61yot and M. BuUot, Hist, des ordres
tnonastiqioeg, religieux et militaires, 8 vols., Paris, 1860 (orig.
JJictionnaire des ordres
ed. 1714-19); the same as a dictionary
religieux, ed. M. L. Badiche, 4 vols., do. 1858-59 (forming ser.
i. vols. 3cx.-xxiii. of J. P. Migne, Encyclopedic thiologique, Paris,
:

of this
art.

See also

241.
activity in
iii.

wonderful
Charitt, Almsgiving

M. Heimbucher, Die Orden

1844-66);

xind

KongregatioMn

der katholischen Kirche''', 3 vols., Paderborn, 1907-08, i. 71-84,
Literatur iiber die Orden und Kongrejfationen' cf. literature
in art. Monasticism ; W. Dngdale, Monasticon Anglicanum,
new ed., 6 vols., London, 1817-30 L. Holste and M. Brockie,
'

;

;

Codex Regularum monasticarum et canonicarum, 6 vols.,
Augsburg, 1759; C. de Smedt, Introd. generalis ad Uist.
Eccles., Ghent, 1876, ch. v. 'de Documenti* et Scriptis circa
hist, monasticam'; H. J. Wetzer and B. Welte, Kitchenlexikon^, ed. J. Hergenrother and F. Kaulen ,12 vols., Freiburg i.
'Orden,'
B., 1882-1903, S.vv.
'
'

'

Congregationen," 'Ordensregel,'
M. Verhoeven, De
CE, s.v. Eelitfious Life
Ordensgeliibde
Regnlarium et scecularium dericoruin niritnis et officiis Liber
singularis, Louvain, 1846 ; De Buck-Tinnebroeck, Ezamen
hiatorieum et canonieum tiltri R. D. Verhoeven, Ghent, 1847 ;
A. Vermeersch, De religiosis institulis et personis, 2 vols.,
Bruges, 1907-09; A. Mater, L'^gline catholique, sa constitution, son administration, Paris, 1906, p. 205 ff.; P. Flaminio
Annibali da Latera, Compemiio ilella storia degli ordini
regolari existenti, Rome, 1790; G. P. Fontana, Storia degli
ordini monastici, religiosi e militari e delle congregazione
secolari deW una e Valtro sfsso, etc., Lucca, 1737 (tr. of H61yot) ;
Filippo Bonanoi, Catalogo degli ordini religiosi della chiesa
militante, Rome, 1712; Uist. du elergi ticuUer et regulier, des
new ed., following
congregations de chanoines et de clercs,
Bonanni, Hei-mann, H61yot, and others, 4 vols., Amst«rdam, 1716.
'

'

;

;

.

.

.

F.

RELIGIOUS ORDERS

Cabrol.
re-

(Indian).~The

ligious orders in general are already partly treated
in artt. .\SCETICISM (Hindu), HINDUISM, MoNASTICISM (Hindu), and some of the ditt'erent orders in
artt.

Ajivikas, Jaixism, Patimokkha,

doctrines which feed the religious
friars are studied in such artt. as
'

'

etc.

life

the
the

;

of

Bhagavad-

GiTA, Bhakti-Maega, Jnana-Marga, Saivlsm,
Vaisnavism, while the artt. Austerities, Fasting (Introductory and non-Christian), YoGi,

Dravidians
some

of the

(N. India), vol.

describe

v. p. 16, etc.,

outward features

of this life.
of the present article, therefore, Ls to

The aim
draw up a general scheme. While avoiding the
technicalities and especially the intricate and
innumerable details of modern institutions, it is
of
possible to state the most important features
asceticism as organized in the religious brotherhoods, and the most remarkable steps in this
organization.
I. 'FAQlRISil.'—i. Crude asceticism. —The chief
1

62.

3 Of. Revue des
questions historiques, Ix. [1896] 95 ff.
• Cf. L.
Lallemand, Hist, de la charity, Paris, 1902-06,

il3

(Indian)

Heimbucher,

i.

62ff.

,.

.

„

.

2 A L.
Cauchy, Considerations sur les ordres religieux, Pans,
des ordres
J. M. Prat, Essai hiat. sur la destruction
1S44
do. 1845; G. Pahna,
religieux en France au XVIII' siicle,
'
delle
scicme
in
Annali
Discorso in difesa degU ordini reli;?iosi,'
;

religiose, 1st ser.,

iii.

[1835] 406.
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—

—

the raw material of the Indian religious
what we may conveniently style faqirism.'
This word is of course modern and its technical
meaning is precise,^ but it seemsan appropriate
term to summarize the crude ascetic, mystical, and
orgiastic beliefs and practices which, as far back as

element

'

life is

our information goes, have been characteristic of
the Indian people. Such beliefs and practices may
be traced in almost all primitive civilizations."
Outside of India they have been crushed or
chastened to a large extent by the progress of
social life or of a religion which found its leading
motives in ideas more human and more truly religious than a bare asceticism.^ In India, on the
contrary, the ascetic tendencies underwent an

enormous development owing to certain climatic
and racial circumstances, and, moreover, they
were one of the chief factors of the religions
and philosophies themselves. From time to time
througliout history spiritual leaders succeeded in
organizing and moralizing these tendencies, constructing theosophic or devotional theories of no
mean moral and spiritual value ; but the startingpoint of those theories is often to be found in raw
the Jain or the
The Buddhist
asceticism.
is a philosopher, but he is also a
Tridandin
who pracmorbid
devotee
chastened faqlr. The
tises catalepsy on the cross-roads for a living is the
prototype of the Vedantist who sinks his soul into
the universal Self, and of the Buddhist monk, the
arhat, who enjoys the meditations leading to nirvana. To put it otherwise, the sorcerei-, the saint,
and the god form a continuous chain all saints
are ascetics and thaumaturges Siva is a penitent
the androgynous 6iva embodies the most morbid
form of asceticism. It is certain that the religious
leaders were able to educate a large number of
professional devotees but many ascetics remained
outside the great orders and formed only lax
Nowassociations for begging or not much more.
adays, even when he is backed up by a Church and
professes to be a member of an order endowed with
a literature and with half-divine and infallible
gurus, tlie ordinary friar is too often a man of
a low intellectual level. His literary or doctrinal
knowledge is frequently confined to a few mantras,
his sectarian peculiarities (form of
or formulas
dress, amulets, etc.) are not much more than a
pretence or a mark of distinction. It is safe to
infer that this state of things is an old one.
The Indian orders are a])t to split up and to
degenerate. The old crude faqirism is eternal and
When we compare the data
really unmodifiable.
to be found in the Buddhist Pitakas, in the Jain
Ahgas, and in the Greek sources with media3val
and modern descriptions, we are struck by the
constant recurrence of the (1) penitential [tajms),
'

'

—

—

;

:

;

;

'

'

;

mystical (yoga), and (3) orgiastic (ptistimdrga,
salvation through dalliance') practices.
The earliest references that we possess to ascetic
mystical practices have been studied by A. Barth
The long-haired ascetic, or
and H. Oldenberg.
rntmi, naked or dressed in rags of reddish colour,
with
the
is possessed
gods,' and, inversely, the god
Sun is once celebrated under the aspect of a vnoii.*
Here we have a living picture of the orgiastic outbreaks of
(2)

'

the old Vedic world, still confined a8 they are in the narrow
limits of Shamanism, not yet purified by the aspiration to the
final deliverance.' B

—The

'

religieux of the old and of the
often a penitent (fdpasa) who indulges
in extreme mortifications, or in morbid self-torture
or mutilation e.g., the Bahikathas, feeding on
excrements (Aghorls), holding the arms or the face
^
imitating the cow, the
upright until paralyzed
^
horse, the dog, or the rook (govrata,^ a§vavrata,
kukkutavrata, kdkavrata).
Tapas culminates in suicide a common practice
in ancient times.
"While the Brahniiins forbid
suicide as a religious act, they nevertheless admit
it as an atonement for certain sins."*
With the
non-Brahmans suicide, by starvation, drowning,
or
of
is
a
salvation.'
fire,
regular way
exjiosui'e,
See also artt. Asceticism (Hindu), Austerities,
Fasting (Introductory and non-Christian).
[b)
Yoga.^
Mystical devices, comprehended
under the general name of yoga, are as a rule
associated with taigas or, at least, with a semipenitential life. There are a number of asanas,
modes of sitting,' attitudes of the lower part of
the body, and of mudras, attitudes of the upper
part of the body. In the khecharl mudrd the
ascetic inserts his reverted tongue into the gullet,
while fixing the gaze between the eyebrows.
There are many devices to induce trance protracted rigidity of body, fixity of look, repetition
of strange sets of formulas, counting the respiration or stopping it (prdndydma).
On the orgiastic side of faqirism,
(c) Makdras.
the use for religious purposes of the five makxiras
the five things the name of which begins with wi

Tajms.

(ft)

new times

'

is

—

;

—

—

'

—

—

'

'

—

—

(meat, fish, alcohol, copulation, and mudras) we
are only too well enlightened as regards mediteval
and modern times but we are rather in the dark
as to old Hinduism.
With the Jains [q.v.), before
tjieir reformation by Nataputta, and with the
Ajivikas (q.v.), continence was not one of the
obligations of the ascetic. There are unmistakable signs that the unraorality of the modern
6aktas is not a new development. In the days of
Pataiijali (2nd cent. B.C.) the violence of the
fanatical devotees was already a proverb in the
Mrchchhakatikd nun,' or religieuse (gosdvid), is a
synonym of 'harlot' (vciyd). The motto, 'Omnia
sancta Sanctis,' had many followers.''
By penance and trance a devotee obtains important advantages and is supposed to obtain some
;

;

'

still

more important

ones.

This mode of life, not always very uncomNo one will refuse alms
fortable, assures a living.
to an ascetic mendicant.
Further, the ascetic is
able to render many services, either of Avhite or of
black magic. The mass of the ascetics practised
which are enumerated in the
the
low arts
Buddhist suttas as unworthy of a monk.* The list
is a long one and is as valuable for modern times
(1)

'

'

as

it is

(2)

42

for ancient.*

A

'

'

(Indian)

religious

mendicant,

especially

when

H. Oldenberg, Die Religion des Veda, Berlin, 1914, French

;

Paris, 1903, p. 344 f.
i. 61, 63 j art.
HiNmiSM, vol. vi. p. 7011', on
the Ordhvabahus, Nakhin, AkS^amukhin, Bhumimukhin.
2 See
Mahaniddeia, p. 29 Majjhima, 1. 78, 388 (K. E. Neumann, Gotamo Buddho's Rcden, Leipzig, 1896-1900, i. 124, ii.
Mahdbhdrata, v. 99. 14, v. 121 fin.
78)
•
a Cf. the
Ipastamba, i. 25.
/Soo-Koi.
5
Strabo, xv. i. 68, 73 ; Plutarch, Alexander, Ixix. See artt.

tr.

1

by V. Henry,

See Strabo, XV.

;

;

Jainism, Kedarnath.
« R.
Garbe, Sariikhya und Yoga (GIAP), Strassburg, 1896
W. Hopkins, 'Yoga,' JAOS xxii. [1901] 333; Rai Bahadur SriS
Chandra Vasu, I'ogaidstra, Allahabad, 1915 (Sivatiauihitd,
Gherari^asamhita) Vogdvachdr a- Manual, London (PTS), 1896,
tr. F. L. Woodward, Manual oj a Mystic, PTS translation ser.,
no. C, 1915.
7 Barth,
p. 181 ; see also R. Schmidt, Beitrdge zur indischen
Erotik, Leipzig, 1902, p. 740 £f. For the earliest references,
somewhat doubtful, to women leading a wandering religious
life see Barth, p. 81.
8
Dialogues of the Buddha, tr. T. W. Rhys Davids, London,
;

Dervish; H. Yule and A. C Buriiell, EobsonJobson : a Glossary of Aruilo- Indian Colloquial Words and
One of the earliest
1886, s.v. 'Fakeer.'
London,
Phrases,
references (1653) describes the faqlrs as une esp6ce de relimonde
et ne s'habillent
le
aux
foulent
indou
pieds
qui
^eux
que de haillons qu'ils ramassent dans les rues.'
- See art. Initiation
(Introductory and Primitive).
1

See

art.

'

3 See art. Moxakticism, vol. viii.
work, -study, and active charity
Western monk.

4
5

p.
is

786 f.
fully

the obligation of
recognized by tlie
;

Jiigveda, viii. 17, 59, x. 136.
See A. Barth, Quarante Ans d' indianisme, Paris, 1914,

;

1899,
i.

s

i.

See

15fE.
art. Kara-lingIs.
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in penitential observances, in ecstatic
devices, or in tliauniaturgic formulas, is supposed
the j-ddhis of the
to possess magical powers
IJuddiiists or the siddhis of the classical yoga,
elf^ewhere hhfdis.^ He was able to commnnicate
witii all sorts of supernatural beings, male and
He was assurejl of a happy rebirth, as a
female.
god or a demon. But Sakyamuni states that by
the practice of the cow (ffovrata) a man is reborn,
not as a god, but as a cow.
Tiiis was
2. The task of the religious leaders.
in short (1) to group ascetics under a certain rule
of life, and (2) to give a spiritual meaning to the
qualilleil

—

'

'

—

and orgiastic practices.
(1) We possess no information as to the earliest
the
organization of the orders. All
steps towards

ascetic, mystical,

the evidence points to the conclusion that religious
non-Brahmanic bodies had been flourisiiing for a
long time when Indian history begins with the
Jina and the Buddha. The former was only the
reformer of an existing brotherhood and the latter
adopted from the non-Buddhists some of the most
important rules of the cenobitic life (fortnightly
meetings, etc.).
dogma of both Jains and
Buddhists is tliat there have been in the past a
number of Jinas and Buddhas this dogma is

A

;

historically true.

(2) While a mendicant, who was
own master, has to become a member

hitherto his

of an organized body, to undergo a novitiate, to submit himself to the authority of a fixed rule or of the elders
(thera, thaira), he is expected to become at the
same time a philosopher who strives towards a
'

'

supernatural goal. Penance, trance, and even the
makaras are turned by the spiritual leaders into

means

of spiritual progress.

leaders try to check the exaggeration of peuance and
and prohibit the makaras others systematically
approve of the most morbid form of asceticism. Nevertheless,
the general standpoint of the leaders may be illustrated by two
instances (i.) the goda were scared by the penances and the
pious deeds of the future Buddha, fearing that he would
dethrone them by the magical power which was the natural
The future Buddha comfruit of such penances and deeds.
forted them a saint does not care for secular advantages

Some

ecstasy

;

:

'

'

:

;

'

—

;

A

few topics

may

be mentioned.

Brahmanism regarded penance

(«)

Ancient

as a metliod of

for sin, and Jainism strongly emphaWith the
sized this view, which is a general one.
Buddhists penance, either moderate or severe, is
With the devotional
expected to crush desire.
sects one pleases the gods by self- tor tiire.* (b) As
concerns trance, a Brahman employs in the grand
oeuvre of deliverance in this life ' the very devices

atonement

'

'

through which a faqlr induces trance and obtains
Since the immanent Absolute
magical powers.
dwells in the heart, an ascetic might draw the
self from the non-self and concentrate his individual soul in the real soul. With the Buddhists
trance does not directly work out nirvana, but it
in order to be really
is none the less necessary
With
efficacious, it must be 'without content.'
the devotional sects the devotee realizes during
trance a transitory union [yoga] with his god, a
foretaste of heavenly hapi)iness.
(c) As concerns
the makaras, no moral distinction can be made
between, on the one hand, the Tantric (.jakta, left
hand) ceremonies, whether Buddhist,* Saivite,'or
'

;

See Garbe, Sdijikhya und Yoga, p. 43 Dialogues of the
i. 88
art. Mysticism (Buddhist).
Expiation and Ato.nement (Hindu) J. Jolly, Recht und
Sitte (GIAP), Strassburg, 1S90, § 37 Oldenberg, Religion deg
Veda, French tr., p. 351.
3 See art. Jivanmukta.
'
4
See, e.g., L. de la Valine Poussin, Une Pratique desTantras,'
Onzi'eme Congres des Orientalistes, Paris, 1899, i. 240.
5
the
Srichakra,
or
Puri},ahhi§eka.
See, e.g.,
1

;

Buddha,

Vaisnavite,' which aim at the identification of the
ascetic (yogin) with the god
by intercourse witii
a mudrd, a female, wlio, through
baptism
(ahhiscka) or 'marks' (nydsn), has been transformed into a Bhagavati (a female Buddha), into
Bhairavi, into Kadha, a Buddhist becomes the
Buddlia Vajrasattva, a Saivite becomes Bhairava,

—

'

'

—

a Vaisnavite becomes Krsna and, on the otiicr
hand, the gross rites which have as female pro-

tagonists the fanatical girls known as mothers,'
But the Tantric ceremonies
yoginls, ddkmls, etc.
'
the
are looked upon as a path to deliverance
orgy is a sacred orgy moreover, we are told that
some of the ascetics addicted to that worship
interpret even the most shocking obscenities of
their books in an allegorical way.'-*
'

'

:

;

'

II.

AyCIENT BrIH3IAi\IC

'

ASCETICISM.'^— The

Brahman

asceticism was influenced by the established ideas on penance, but it remained foreigTi
and hostile to faqirism. While it did not directly
give birth to religious orders properly so called, it
developed both the type of the Indian friar and,
as far as the earlier period is concerned, the leading
ideas of the religious life.
In short, the brahmachdrin is the type of the Buddhist
novice, ^rdmariera, and the sannydsin (' apotactite ') is the type
On the other hand, the goal aimed at by
of the hhikfu (Kern).
the Brahman ascetics (nirvana, liberation from the sufferings
of individual existence, identilic^ition

with the Absolute) became,

vxutatis, mutandis, the goal of the Buddhists
orders.

and

of the earliest

The Vedo-Brahmanic religion inherited from an
early date both the ceremony of initiation [q.v.)
preliminary to marriage and to the exercise of the
rights of a member of the clan and the rules
stating the_duties of the youth to be initiated.
The young Arya had to remain some years in the
house of a preceptor {guru) as a servant and as a
student in the sacred lore (hence his name brahniacharin) ; he begged his food, avoided certain
The
articles of diet, and practised continence.
last feature is important, and the very term for
novitiate or studentship (brahmacharyn) comes to

—

—

mean continence and,

in the time of

Sakyamuni,

'

nirvdrM. (ii.) The mystic discipline is twoan intellectual theosophy, and ha\hayoga, a
theurgy or mechanical theosophy in which medicine and trance
are mixed. The former represents the loftier side of Indian
mysticism, and is the work of the thinkers the latter embodies
the immemorial tradition of the ascetics.
his only aim is
fold
r'ajayoga,

716

(Indian)

;

2 Art.

;

;

life.'*

religious

When the speculations on rebirth and deliverance

from rebirth were

ripe,

continence was regarded

to heaven, but as the be?-t
means of deliverance from death. While old men,
after having paid their debts to the gods (by sacria son),
fice) and to the dead (by the birth of
abandoned secular life (sannydsin) in order to
men
reach holiness before dying, young
agreed to
spend their whole life as brahmacharins in the
house of their g^iru.^ This house was a hermitage.

not only as the

way

There are in the MahdbMrata, in Sakuntala, and
in the Harsacharita^ beautiful pictures of the
quiet retreats of the v\6^ioi.
In contrast with the settlements of hermits
devoted to meditation together with moderate asceticism, and not averse to sacrifice, early Brahmanism had penitent hermits (^a^rtSrt), the munis
or J-6/.9 of the MaMbhdrata, either of priestly or of
'

'

kingly parentage. The munis have abandoned
they feed strictly on roots and fruit

sacrifice

;

;

See, e.g., the Rdsmav-dali^ of the Vallabhacharyas (Hittt. "/
the Sect of Mahdrdjas or Vallahhdchdryas in Western India,
Calcutta, 1865, where the proceedings of a famous trial in ISiil
are to be found).
1

2

See the Gitagovinda.

3 See artt. Asrama, Mosasticism (Hindu), vol. viii. p. 804 ;
The Sacred Laws of the Arms (SEE ii. [1897] and xiv. [1882]),
The Institutes of Vishnu (SEE vii. [1900]), and The Laivs of
Manu (SEE xxv. [1886]) H. Kern, tr. G. Huet, Hist, du bouddhi.^i^ dans I'Inde, Paris, 1901, ii. 1-22, Manual of Indian
Euddhism (GIAP), Strassburg, 1896, p. 73 f.; A. Barth,
i. 210; J0U3,
Quarante Ans, i. 80; Dialogues of the Buddha,
Recht und Sitle, §§ 54 and 55.
;

•»

See Paramatthajotika,

5

Chdndogya,

«

ii.

ii.,

vol.

Bapabhatta's Barmchanta,

Thomas, London,

i.

2, 23.

p. 43.

„ „ ^

tr.

w

n and
j !-.>>.
o

E. B. Cowell

1S97, pp. xi, 101, 236.
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they perform severe penances (the tapas properly
so called, 'heat'), but they remain dignitied and
free from vulgar charlatanism.
There have been a number of Brahmanical
mendicants or wandering ascetics (yati, bhiksu,
parivrdjaka), although we know only two associations of such men.i The law-books (in which is
embodied the smrti) regard this mode of life with
little

favour.

We possess

a few details concerning the jatilas,
jatilakas, or dlrghajata, 'ascetics with niatted
hair,' who joined the Buddhist order when Sakyamuni proved his magical efficiency to them. Their
Brfthmanical character is established inasmuch as
they sacrificed to the fire.^

—

III.

Religious orders: general remarks.

—

Sects and orders. Apart from pure Brahnianism i.e. Brahmanism freed from any tinge of
Saivism or Vaisnavism, as it was at the beginning
and as it has remained in certain circles religious
India is sectarian. On the whole (there are exceptions) each sect a fluid group of the worshippers
of a certain deity, or of a certain form of a deity
has its religious order, sometimes two or three
The prima facie view is that, in
I'eligious orders.
early times, the orders e.g., the Buddhist brotherhood stood by themselves and had no intimate
connexion Avith the mass of the people a number
of ascetics folloAved a certain discipline, both
practical and doctrinal, and the good people who
I.

—

—

—

—

—

—

:

fed

them were

left to their

own

religious beliefs,

;

;

;

;

1

P&nini,

2

Vinaya

iv. 3, 10,

Texts,

i.

Karraandinas, Para^arinas.

(SDE

xiii.

[1881] 124

AMG

v.

[1883] 128)

;

the sect see Barth, Quarante Ans, p. 140

;

;

see also art. Khakis.
4

London, 1903.

On Buddhist

—

—

Indian religious institutions there is no great difference, from a certain standpoint, between the temple
in the form of a chaitya and that in the form of a
^in^«-shrine it is necessary to avoid wild anachronism as well as pedantic chronology. The
beliefs of the sects have not been completely modified ; everywhere and always a certain monotheism,
more or less devotional, kept asserting itself in

—

spite of

an overwhelming mythology and

polylatrj'.

'

It is quite unlikely tliat India fell asleep Vedic
or atheist some centuries B.C. to awake devotional,
Saivite or Vaisnavite some centuries later.' ^ But
there has been a revolution in the leading ideas of
the 'intellectuals' of the sects, i.e. of the ascetics.
The institutions which we study (below, IV.) as
'
ancient religious orders are, as a rule, atheist ;
the Buddhist monk, like the Brahman sannydsin
of old, aims at nirvana, and he does not expect
any help from any god or saint. Buddhism and
Jainism, if the doctrines of the brotherhood only
are taken into account, are not religions ; they
are atheist paths of salvation,'' like Sankhya or
Vedanta. With the mediaeval or modern orders
(below, V.) bhakti, an ardent devotion to a 'deity
of election' (i^tadevatd), goes hand in hand with
the doctrine of grace (cmugraha).^
The neo'

'

'

Buddhism (see art. Mahay AN A), contrasted with
early Buddhism (see art. HInayana), illustrates

the change it aims at a rebirth in Sukhavati,*
not at nirvana, just as the devotee of Visnu aims
at a rebirth in Goloka, not at brahnumirvdna
But the idea of
(losing oneself in the Absolute).
nirvdna has not altogether disappeared in neoBuddhism, although it is kept in the background ;
and, in the same way, the monism or semi-monism
{advaita, viH^tddvaita) of the Upanisad-\ e^ants.
schools furnishes the sects of bhakti with an
esoteric or

'

'

theology.

superior

—

Religious vows. Of all the Indian orders,
the Buddhists seem to have understood the nature
of the religious life best.
The theory of the vows
in the Abhidharmakoki reminds us of Western
3.

theology.

A Buddhist is a man (or a woman) who has
taken the vows of the religious life (samvara,
'restraint,' 'discipline'), i.e. who, after taking
refuge in the Three Jewels (Buddha, dharma,
saiigha), has solemnly undertaken to live his whole
The vows are
life under the rule of Sakyamuni.
either (1) the vows of a bhiksu (the vows of a novice
and of a nun are difi'erent in practice, but the same
in kind), or (2) the vows of a layman (updsaka) or
laywoman (updsikd) an updsaka is not, as generhe
ally understood, a worshipper, but a religieux
is actually a member of the third order, a tertiary.
:

'

'

;

The bhiksu binds himself
of sin

{i.e.

of desire),

and

to avoid all occasions
practises a mortification

humility and the energy
necessary to salvation. The updsaka avoids the
occasion of many sins and plants roots of merit
M'hich will ripen in a future life." The difference
between the two rules of life is characterized by
the sanwara on carnal desire while the bhiksu is
absolutely continent and therefore remains untouched by the fire of passion, the updsaka is to
avoid only illicit love (kdrne mithydvhdra), either
intercourse with an agamyd (neighbour's wife,
nun, etc. ) or illicit intercourse with his own wife.®

which develops the

:

1

a remark

'^

See

\i.

de

often emphasized by A. Barth.
la Valine Poussin, Way to Nirvana, Cambridge,

p. 1917.

cult see Kern,

tr.

Huet,

li.

136-

J. P. Mina.veff, Recherches stir le bouddliimne, tr. from
;
Ilussian, Paris, 1894, pp. 115-186.
5 For
vili. 803 ;
for
description of the ma{ha see
contrast of the resident monks (inatMhdri) with the itinerant,
art. Kh-IkIs ; for rules for the initiation of foreign monks,

243

ERE

ERE

viii. 74.

Evolution of the doctrines of the orders.

While emphasizing the permanent character of the

:

a mixture of paganism and old inherited family,
Such a view is not comtribal, and trade rules.
It is true that, in the case of Buddhism or
plete.
Jainism, the order came first, and the sect afterwards and the same process was repeated through
history more than once. But the leaders, the
Buddha or the Jina, gathered adherents who did
not join the order and who formed a body of laymen, a sect, whether Buddhist or Jain.' In contrast with the lax associations of wandering
mendicants, like the modem Aghoris, no organized
monasticism could develop Avithout being backed
by a sect. The saints, especially the Master and
his predecessors, the relics, the holy places, the
^mbols (tree, etc.), were the focus of a popular
Buddhist devotion. The title of Rhys Davids'
book, Buddhist India,* is somewhat misleading,
for India, as a whole, has never been Buddhist, but
the Buddhist sect has, for a long time, been one
of the most important sects of India, and is really
a Church.
If we are right on this point, we have to infer
that the modem constitution of Indian sectarianism is really very old. There is a sect which tinds
its unity in the worship of a god, either a natural
or mythological god (biva, Visnu) or an euhemerist
god (Buddha, Jina). The sect is divided into two
sections: (1) the laymen, more or less initiated
into the theology of the sect [sampraddya, dar&ana,
mata), and (2) the ascetics, or vairdgis some are
hermits {vdnaprastha, &vax<^fy)Tal, iprj/jLLrai) some
lead a common life {koiv6^lol, mathdhdri] in a
convent [vihdra, inatha), in the neighbourhood of
a temple or a holy place as a rule some wander
from one matha to another, from one chaitya to
another, from one place of pilgrimage to another
(the Circumcelliones of the West).^

A "hguttara, iii. 276.
On the nature of

2.

(Indian)

See Vajrachchhedikd, § 2.
See SBE xlix. [1894], pt. ii. pp. 1, 161.
A 6/iifcfw follows the Ten Precepts (ERE vii. 320a). An
updsaka follows the first five of these precepts the third,
continence, being understood mutatis mutandis.
6 In
Paramatthajotikd, ii. (vol. i. p. 43), the saddrasantosana,
'
avoiding adultery,' is styled brahmacharya, continence.'
•*

4

5

'

—

RELIGIOUS ORDERS
A point worthy of notice is that an upd.snka is
expected to take the eight vows of an ujjavdsasthic
every fortnight, i.e. to live twenty-four hours as
a monk {continence, not eating at a prohibited
time,

etc.).

The man who has takeu the vows

(Indian)

and Jain

'

be easily

stu<li(!d

number
number

ri7

brotheriioods are well known and may
both in the sources, the greater

of which have been tran-slated,
of summaries or essays.

and

in a

It is often forgotten that the Sahgha contains
classes of 'religieux': {a) the monks who
follow the old rule of a.sceticism (tiie twelve or

a
bhiksu or of an updsaka is a disciplined one,' a
'restrained one' (saiiwj-ta) he is not like other
men, for the vows create the special sort of karma

two

which

men,^ although they have a bad reputation and
are even forbiilden to approach the village and
(6) the monks of lax oViservance, the kolvo^loi, who
not only disregard the dhutahga-i, but indulge in
the 'extra-allowances' {atirekaldbha) authorized
i.e., they are solemnly taught the
l)y the Vinaya
four nUraya.t (alms poured in the bowl as sole
food, dress made of rags, a tree as a house, cowurine as sole medicament), but they do not take
any account of these rules.*
2. Other orders.
Side by side with the Buddlii.sts, the Juinas, and the Ajivikas (q.v.), there
were several religious orders or associations which
are known only by name.
may mention tlie
followers of the teachers named in the Sdmanha-

eitlier of

'

;

is

styled avijnaptl.^

In Mahayana Buddhism the old organization of the order
remains, theoretically at least, as it was but a new saiflvara
the 'discipline of a future Buddha '2 comes to the front.
Bhiksus and updsakas have to undertake the duties of a
bodhi.sattva, i.e. to 'produce' the thought of becoming a
Buddha and to practise the perfect virtues. Now, according to
the dogma and the legends, a binihisattva may be married and
it is a common fact that a man, after
taking the vows of a
bhik^i, may 'exchange' these vows for the vows of a bodhisattva and marry.
The consequence was that the Buddhist
order in Nep.al— and partly at least in old Kaiiniir became an
order of married Mifcjw* (Banras, Gubharjus, Vajracharyas).

—

—
;

;

—

•*

—

the State. An important
l)oint in the history of the orders is the intervention of the State.
Buddhists, Jains, and Ajivikas
secured, through the zeal of Asoka,* important
On
the other hand, wliile the
advantages.
religious orders carefully respected the rights of
the kings, nobles, and parents ^ (no son, slave, or
officer can be admitted into the Buddhist order
without the permission of father, owner, or king),
there are evidences that the civil power did not
always respect the rights of the churches.® The
history of the -so-called persecutions remains to be
studied.
Scholars now believe that the Buddhist
narratives on this subject are on the whole inac-

The Church and

4.

curate.''
I V.

^ NCIENT RELIGIO US ORDERS. —From about

to the 6th cent.
B.C. a
number of
religious leaders gave a regular form to the
Avandering ascetic life. The best of them had a
high moral standard and a high intellectual stand-

the

8th

point

were

in theory, even when they
forced to tolerate in practice, the less honour-

they condemned

;

able devices which were popular
followers
(magical performances,

among

their

they
preached a path to salvation, and contrived to
adapt to this lofty aim the penitential and ecstatic
practices.
They were great organizers and also
while the brotherhoods which they
great men
had established were living, robust organisms, they
themselves became the god.s of new religions,
I. Buddhist and Jain.
The rules of the Buddhist ^
etc.);

thirteen dliufniifjus
men of cemeteries

or

hermits,
— theydhiitagniiri.s),^
are often very holy

'

'

;

—

—

We

phalasutta^ and the stereotyped

list of

Anguttara,

276.«

iii.

While, in accordance with the rationalistic ideas
M'hich came into the foreground at that time
(Brdhmana.'s, Upanisads), the earlier orders were
mostly atheist 'disciplines of salvation or paths
to nirvana,' there are evidences that many wor'

'

shippers of some 'deity of election' (istadcvatd)
constituted themselves into congregations or orders.
Such names as Devadhammika,'' Indavattika,

Brahmavattika, Vasudevavattika, etc.,* point to
that conclusion.
Ascetics, to be sure, exerted
themselves, both by penance and by ecsta.sy, to be
reborn in .some heaven. According to the Buddhists, Brahmans have only such a rebirth in view
and the Buddhist Scriptures, which do not approve
of the Brahman sacrificial method of obtaining
this rebirth, have a theory on the meditations
through which such a rebirth may be oljtained.
The media'val and modern orders (below, V.) have
certainly had a long historj' previous to any infor;

mation now available.
V. MEDIjEVAL and

MODERN ORDERS.^

—

I.

;

—

See art. Karma, vol. vii. p. 674, § 5. The prdtimokfasairivara,
'discipline according to the rules of the Pratimok^ on the
Vinaya,' is the essential condition of the dkydnasarjiraia and
lokottarasaijivara (see art. Duyana), which, being the path to
In
nirvd'ij.a, constitute the mystical side of the life of a monk.
Occidental language the ttpd^aka is a tertiary, the bhikifv is a
regular friar who is expected to be a mystic. In fact, only the
bhik.fu is qualified for mysticism and niri-dna.
1

2

See art. Bodhisattva.
See B. H. Hodgson, Essays on the Lananages
.
of Nepal
and Tibet, London, 187-1, p. 139 S. L6vi, M&pal, Paris, 1905, ii.
26.
See also the predictions'— e.j/., Rastrapalapariprchchha.
See art. ASoka E. Senart, Les Inscriptions de Piyadasi,
2 vols., Paris, 1881-86 V. A. Smith, A^oka, Oxford, 1901. The
history of Kaniska and Harsa is also interesting in that respect
(see V. A. Smith, The Early Ilist. of Indiai, Oxford, 1908).
5 See
Vinaya Texts, i. (SHE xiii.j.
3

.

.

;

'

••

;

;

8

Siksdsamuchchaya,

See, e.g.,

p. 59

f.

Kern, Manual of Indian Buddhism, pp 118, 124, 134 ; see
Taranatha, Gesch. d«s Eitddhigmiis in Indien, tr. F. A. von
Schiefner, Petrograd, 1869, p. 81 ; W. Wassilieff, Bxiddhismus, do.
1860, p. 203 Divydvadana, ed. E. B. Cowell and R. A. Neil,
7

;

p. 434.

Cambridge, 1886,

See artt. Discipline (Buddhist), Ceylon Buddhism, Elder
(Buddhist), Initiation (Buddhist), Monasticism (Buddhist).
Sources Vinaya Texts, i.-iii. (SEE xiii., x^ii. [1882], xx. [1885])
P. L. Wieger, Bouddhisrne chinois, i., Vinaya Monachinne et
L. Finot, Le Pratimok?a des Sarvastidiscipline, Paris, 1910
vadins,' J A xi. ii. [1913] 465 A. F. R. Hoernle, Manuscript
Remains of Buddhist Literature, i., Oxford, 1916, Bhik^unlkarmavdcana, Oxford, Skr. MSS, no. 1442 {Cat. [1905] ii. 255)
H. Oldenberg,
Buddhistische Studien,'
Hi.
[1898]
613 S. Beal, A Catena of Buddhist Scriptures, London, 1871
Adikarinapradipa, tr. L. de la Valine Poussin, Boitddhisme,
:

;

'

;

;

;

1909,

p.

Iff.;
l-Tsing,
and the Malay
:

;

;

'

;

ii.

26).

1 See
artt. .Iainism, Monasticism (Buddhist);
sources in
Achdratiga (SBE xxii. [1884] 1, 202 f.); Jagmanderlal Jaini,
Outlines of Jainism, Cambridge, 1916; Mrs. Sinclair Stevenson,
The Heart of Jainism, London, 1915. The connexion between
the monks and the tertiaries is very close in Jainism.
2
See, e.g., Rhys Davids, Dialogues of the Btuldha, i. 210;
Milinda, p. 348 (SBE xxxvi. [1894] 244).
3 See art. Pratyekabuddhas.
4 There are
many points of controversy e.g., the use of meat,
which is condemned in Mahayana and authorized (even obligatory [see I-Tsing, Religieux hninents, tr. E. Chavannes, Paris,
see W. Hopkins,
Buddhist Rule
1894, p. 48]) in Hinayana
against Eating Meat,' JAOS xxvii. pt. 2 [1907], p. 455.
8
also R. O. Franke, D\ghaDialogties of the Buddha, i. 66 ff.
'

'

—

'

;

;

nikdi/a, Gottingen, 1913.
6
Dialogues of the Buddha,

220

;

JRAS,

1908,

p.

ZDMG

;

;

197

;

iii. 412
^ikfdsamuehchaya, p. 331 Lalitavistara,
SumafigalavUdsini, i. 162 Saddharmapuxn.lar'ika {SBE

Mahdvastu,
p. 2

i.

;

;

;

;

xxi. [1884] 263).
7

s„

8

'

Record of the Buddhist
Peninsula, tr. J. Takakusu,
Religion in India
M. E.
Oxford, 1896. Summaries Kern, tr. Huet, ii. 38-135
L. van Goor, De Buddhuitische Nan, Leyden, 1915
Minayeff,
Recherches sur le bouddhisrne, p. 271 (appendix: La Cominunaut6 des moines bouddhistes ') R. Spence Hardy, Eastern
Monachism, liOndon, 1850; Hodgson, pp. 139-146 (see S. L6vi,

London,

8 Mahnniddesa,
Afiguttara, iii. 276.
p. 39.
A. Earth, Quarantc Ans, i. 166,
Religions de I'lnde,' i.
'Bulletin des religions de I'Inde,' ii. 72, 206, 420; H. H.
Wilson, Religious Sects of the Hindus, London, 1861
H._T.
Colebrooke, Miscellaneous Essays, ed. E. B. Cowell, do. 1873 ;
P. Oltramare, L'Hist. des
L. D. Barnett, Hinduism, do. 1906
idies tMosophiquesdans I'Inde, Paris, 1906 R. Garbe, Sdrfikhya
und Yoga ( = GIAP iii. 4), Strassburg, 1896; R. Schmidt,
Fakire und Fakirtum im alten und modemen Indien : YogaLehre und Yoga-Praxis nach indischen Originalr/uellen, Berlin,
1908
M. Monier-Williams, Indian Wi.sdom, London, 1875,
'Indian Theistic Reformers,' JRAS xiii. [1881] i. 281, 'The
9

'

399,

;

;

;

;
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(Japanese)— (Mexican and Peruvian)

—

—

With Jvabir are connected a number of sects
Dadupanthls, Baba Lalis, Sadhus, Satnamis,
Prannathis, ^ivanarayanis (qq.v.) the guru of the
last had a remarkable interview with Bishop
Heber.
Nanak (q.v.) and the Sikhs (q.v.) also belong to

a
Bhakti,^ i.e. devotion to God
Theology.
Heavenly Father, and often, like the Vaisnavite
rise
a
to
lofty
avatars, an incarnate Saviour gave

:

—

;

mysticism,- a solid theology of divine grace.
Meditation, when bhakti remains pure, has a
reasonable object, and compares to advantage with
the 'meditation without an object,' which is the
highest stage in the 'disciplines of salvation.'
Asceticism has a truly religious meaning. Religious
orders have been the ornament and the focus of
the powerful and intense sectarian worships which
have been since the Bhagavad-Gitd (q.v.) the leading forces of Indian religious thought.^
Bhakti, whether Buddhist or Hindu, has its

drawbacks and

the

;

religious order of the sect of the Lingayats (y.v.),
(3) the Jangamas, are both cenobitic and itinerant ;

they were founded by Ekantada Ramayya (12th
the Kanphatas,
'split-eared,' , are
(4)
the Gosains (gosvdmin), Sivamendicants
(5)
charins, Hamsas, Paramahanisas, and many other
ascetics practise a phrenetic asceticism some form
cent.);

of salvation ; it
of faith, a single

sincere invocation to God, cancels a hfe of sin.
exaggeration of bhakti destroys bhakti.'*

Finall}-,

;

the

real associations.
Literature. — The literature has been given in the footnotes.

To pronounce the name of Avalokitesvara or of
Krsna, even by chance, even in a blasphemy, is
enough. Further, the devotion due to God is due
incarna(1) to thegurtt, who is often regarded as an
tion of God Himself Hinduism, in that direction,
went almost as far as Lamaism (q.v.) and also (2)
hence all
to specialized forms of God and to idols
forms of superstition. Again (3) devotion is often
paid to the Sakti, or 'female energy,' of God;
hence the religious justification of the eroticism
of the ^aktas (left-hand worship).

L.

(Japanese).— In the
native religion of Shinto there have been from
early times certain hereditary religious corporations which may be regarded as a kind of religious
brotherhoods. The Nakatomi, though hardly a
of the
priestly caste, were recognized as vicars
Mikado, and they also largely composed the
officials of the Jingikwan, or department of religion.
Another hereditary corporation was the Imbe, descended from the god Futodama. Their duty was
to prepare the ott'erings and to exercise the most
careful avoidance of impurity in so doing.
third order was that of the Urabe, or diviners,
mentioned already in A.D. 585, and later divided
into four branches belonging to as many pro-

;

;

'

—

The role of the religious
2. Classification.
orders has been sometimes to purify bhakti from
sometimes
to emphasize those
its pagan features,
features and to organize the pustimdrga, 'salvation by dalliance.' They may be described either
as Vaisnavite or as Saivite, according to the name
that they give to God.
(1) Ramanuja {q.v.), and (2)
{a) Vaisnavite.^
Ramananda,^ who belonged to the school of Rama-

A
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i6. xiv. [1882] 287, 733; W. Crooke, THbes
Castes, Calcutta, 1896 M. A. Sherring, Hindu Tribes and
Castes in Benares, do. 1872-81 Jogendra Nath Bhattacharya,
Hindu Castes and Sects, do. 1896 J. C. Oman, The Mystics,
Ascetics, and Saints of India, London, 1905, Cults, Cristoms,
and Superstitions of India, do. 1908, The Brahmans, Theists,
and Muslims of India, do. 1907 ; J. Murray, Handbook of the
Bengal Presidency, do. 1882, Handbook of the Bombay Presidency'^, do. 1S81, Handbook of the Madras Presidency, do.
1879 W. W. Hunter, Imperial Gazetteer of India^, do. 1885-87
G. A. Valentia, Voyages and Travels, do. 1809-11 D. Shea and
A. Troyer, The Dabistdn or School of Manners, tr. from Persian,
do. 1843 J. A. Dubois, Hindu Manners, Customs, and Ceremonies'; ed. H. K. Beauchamp, Oxford, 1906; R. Heber, Narr.
of a Journey through the Upper Provinces of India, from
Calcutta to Bombay', lSU-25 3, London, 1828, 41843-44; R. G.
Bhandarkar, Vaisvavism, Saivism, and Minor Religious Systems
= GIAP iii. 6), Strassburg, 1913; Rajagopalacharya, Vaisna{
S. Krishnasvs'ami
vite Reformers in India, Madras, 1909
Aiyangar, ,§ri Rdmdnujacharya, a Sketch of his Life, do. 1908
and
Life
Padmanabhacharya,
Teachings of Sri Madhvdchdrya, do. 1909 Balarama Mallika, Krishna and Krishnaism,
at Puri, do. 1892
Worship
Calcutta, 1898, Jagannatha's
Devendranatha, Doorga PoojaJi, do. 1897 ; P. Max Miiller,
Rdmakrishna, his Life and Sayings, London, 1898 F. W.
Thomas, Mutual Influence of Muhammadans and Hindus,
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

CM.

;

;

;

Cambridge, 1892.
1 See art. Bhakti-maroa.
2
See, e.g., Sdndilyabhaktisntras, tr. E. B. Cowell, Bibl. Ind.,
Calcutta, 1878, also Sacred Books of the Hindus, vii. [Allahabad,

1911].
3 See L. D. Barnett, The Heart of India, London, 1903, also
Hinduism, do. 1906; on the Sittars, R. Caldwell, Comparative
Grammar of the Dravidian Languages, London, 1875, Introd.
pp. 127, 146 C. E. Cover, The Folk-Songs of Southern India,
;

Madras, 1871.
4 See Barth, Quarante Ans, p. 199.
5 See art. Hinduism, vol. vi. p. 702 f.; also artt. GosaTn,
BlIAKTI-MAFGA, BENGAL (§§ 31 and 32), HARISCIIANDIS, BAIRAOI,
CiiARAN Dasis, Khakis, Dravidians (S. India), vol. v. p. 24,

Ramanandis.

gious brotherhoods of higher faiths. In Mexico one
was the Tlamaxcacayotl, an ascetic
order attached to the service of the god QuetzalThe head of it was named after the god,
coatl.
and never issued from his seclusion except to speak
The brothers dressed in black robes,
to the king.
lived on coarse fare, and worked hard.
They kept
a night watch, singing hymns to Quetzalcoatl.
At times they retired to the desert for penance
and in order to pray in seclusion. Children were
dedicated to this order from birth, wearing a distinctive collar, called yanuati, until the age of
four, when they might be admitted to the brother-

of these orders

Vaisnava Religion,'

art.

(Mexican and Peru-

Mexican.— In the higher civilizations of
America we find religious orders akin to the reli-

;

See

A. MacCulloch.

vian).—!.

nuja and was possibly the immediate guru of (3)
Kabir (q.v.); (4) Anandatirtha, who originated
the Mcadhvas (q.v.); (5) Chaitanya (q.v.), and (6)
16th cent.), with the (5*)
Vallabhacharya (q.v.
Kartabhajas and the (6*) Charan Dasis (18th cent.),
with the (5'') Radhavallabhis, the Sakhibhavas, etc.

s

J.

vinces.'^

—

;

de LA Vallee Poussin.
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;

IVANCHULIVAS.

Saivite.^— (I)

;

'

and

Kabir. ^

The Tridandins or Dasnamis —
all ascetics — and (2) the Smartas— ascetics and
laymen — profess to be disciples of Sarikara. The

its failures.

It was deemed the essential condition
became the unique condition. A single act

'

s]3iritual influence of

(b)

hood.'*

Another outstanding order was that of Telpochthe congregation of young men,' youths
who lived at home, but met at sunset in a special
house to dance and sing praises to the god.^ Each
temple had also a monastery.
The Tlamacazqui, deacons or ministers, and
the Quaquacuiltiu, herb-eaters,' dedicated themBoth
selves for life to the service of the gods.
were ascetic orders performing acts of penance in
These
imitation of their patron, Quetzalcoatl.
orders had monasteries for both sexes, and their
head was the high-priest of Quetzalcoatl.^ Female
children were dedicated to the service of the gods
when forty days old, by being presented to the
miniature broom
priest in the temple, carrying a
At the required age they then
and censer.
'

tiliztle,

'

'

'

1 See artt.
UdXsTs, Nirmaias, two of the three religious orders
of the Sikhs.
2 See art. Hinduism, vol. vi. p. 701 f. ; also artt. KararIs,

Kedarnath, Kara-linuTs (Severas, Klievaras), Atits, GosaIn,
Ganapatyas, Bengal (§ 33), Gorakhnatii, Dravidians (S. India),
V. pp. 22, 25.
3 \V. G.
Aston,
p. 201 ff.
4
iii. 436.
vol."

NR

Shinto

:

the
» It,,

Way
iii.

of the Gods, London, 1905,,

436.

« lb.

li.
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entered the monastery, eillier for a period of years
or for lifc-lonf,' continence.
Under the care of a

numbers tends to diminish the importance of
the orders.
The Kharifs form a higiily-esteemed

matron they were employed

religious class, their descent itself providing a
sufficient basis for their authority.
As it is not
to their interest that religious as.sociations which
may divert to their own uses some portion of the

broidering
braziers,

temple-tapestries,

and preparing bread

in

weaving and em-

tilling

the

incense

for tiie priests.*

The Totonacs had a strict order devoted to
Centeotl.
Its members were widowers over sixty,
of irreproachal)le ciiaracter, who lived a secluded
and austere life. They dressed in skins and ate
no meat.
They were much respected by the
people, who consulted them, and regarded their
answers as oracles.''
In Peru the most remarkable
2, Peruvian.
example of a religious order was that of tlie
Virgins of the Sun,' girls who had been dedicated
to tlie service of the god in infancy, and at the
fitting age placed under the care of matrons in
convents.
Here they lived in absolute seclusion,
for none but the Inca and his queen could enter.
Their emploj'ment was to watcli over the sacred
lire and to weave and embroider temple-hangings as
well as the dresses for the Inca and his household.
They had to live a life of strictest continence, and
any one who failed to do so was buried alive,
while her lover was strangled and the village or
town where he lived was razed to the ground.
Yet from their numbers the most beautiful were
selected as
brides or concubines of the Inca.
The 'houses of the virgins of the sun,' or monasteries, were low ranges of buildings, surrounded
by high walls, to exclude them from observation.*
3. Both in Mexico and in Peru there were orders
of knights corresponding to the European religious

—

'

'

'

orders of chivalrj'.

was protracted and
and the endurance
LiTBRATURK.

The initiation to these orders
severe, testing both the bravery
of the candidates.'*

—See the works cited in the footnotes.
A. MacCulloch.
(Muslim).— In this
confined mainly to the N.
J.
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attention

article

African orders.

is

For the religious orders in other

made to
MUHAMMADANISM. See

countries reference should be
of articles

on

Dervlsh, SUfLs.

the series
also artt.

—

I. General
characteristics.
i.
Preliminary observations. In the East the religious
orders of Islam are not numerous, but their
members are subject to religious obligations of
the most precise kind, to a most rigorous dis-

—

cipline alike in spiritual and in temporal things,
and to a strictly defined procedure in political
matters, so that they are at once initiates (in the
exact sense of the term) and agents of their official
head. In N. Africa, and especially in the Maglirib,
on the other hand, the orders are found in large
numbers, but their organization is lax. Thus, as
we proceed from Morocco to the Far East, we

the

that

notice

orders

gradually

decrease

in

number and importance while, in pas.sing from
East to ^Yest, we find an unmistakable ebb in the
current of Pan-Islamism. It would seem, in fact,
;

that the ideal of the religious order is incompatible
with that of Pan-Islamism each tends to exclude
the other.
In the East and the Far East the
breath of Pan-Islamism has sometimes excited,
or threatened to excite, the Muslim populace to
revolt while in N. Africa, where the Pan-Islamist
idea is but little diffused, it is the orders that
have now and again disturbed the public peace or
provoked conflicts in the colonial or protected
;

;

countries.
It should also be noted that in the Maghrib the
fact that the Sharif s, i.e. the real or
supposed
descendants of Muhammad, are found in great

1

1

NR

3

W. H.

ii.

S90, p. 52
•»

yR

ii.

2 Ih. ii.
204 f.
214, iii. 437.
Prescott, Hist, of the Conquest of Peru, London,
f.

194

f.

;

Prescott, p. 10.

offerings should be making headway
of them, the Sharilian families are
essentially ho.stile to the orders, excejit those

religious

alongside

which they have founded and in a sense absorbed,
thus appropriating the advantages and emoluments
of both the Sharifate and the order.
The orders are very numerous in N. Africa, and
the majority of them have a large, some even an
enormous, membersliip. Definite, or even approximate, enumerations of their adlierents are altogether out of the question. In countries subject
to European Powers, as Algeria, stati.stics have
been compiled and publishe<l, but they have only
a relative value.
In independent Muslim countries, such as Morocco, the numerical estimates are
purely fanciful. Questions put to native members
of one and the same order or community will elicit
the most remarkable diversity of estimates thus,
as regards a particular confraternity, one will
speak of hundreds of members, another of thousands, while a personal investigation will perhaps
reduce the totfil to a few dozens or even units.
Still, after making all allowances, we are safe to
say that the membership of the orders in N.
Africa is very large
the present writer is of
opinion that in Morocco about three-quarters of
the male population belong to these communities.
Another noteworthy fact of a general character
is that some orders are specially connected with
;

;

particular districts or particular

tribe.s.

Thus

tlie

order of the Nasiriyyah and that of the Mbuoniin
recruit their ranks almost exclusively among the
inhabitants of the Wadi Draa (S. Morocco)
while, as an instance of a grouj) Nvholly confined
to a certain ethnological stratum, and afliliated
with a religious order, we may refer to the IJukh.Tra
(plur. of Bukhari), descendants of the famous Black
Guard instituted by the sultans of Morocco, whose
privileges were ratified by an imperial decree in
1697 this negro aristocracy belongs in the main
;

;

to the'Isawiyyah (below, II.
F'inally,

i).

from the category of religious orders

properly so called we exclude certain associations
a religious character (all associations in
fossessing
slam may be said to have a religious character
corporations, trade gilds, shooting clubs, etc.), but
having nothing else in common with the orders (of
which religion is the sole raison d'etre, and which

—

have an essentially religious purpose). Thus we
do not regard the acrobatic society of Sus called
the Ulad Sidi ^ammad u Mnsa as a religious
order
still less the Ghnawa, the negro jugglers
of the public grounds and market-places.
Their
;

open-air performances and their manner of taking
the collection do not suggest a religious fraternity.
2. Organization.
At the head of the order
(called trlqa, 'way,' or taifa, 'band') stands tlie
who
exercises
absolute authority.
Under
shaikh,
the shaikh is the khaltfah, or 7idib, who acts as his
vicegerent or deputy, and, in more remote parts,
represents him and his authority. Next come the
mu^addams, heads of the various groups into
which the order is divided, and engaged in the
work of propaganda and management ; they enrol
new members, and initiate them, collect the offerings, and convey the instructions of the shaikh to
members within their jurisdiction in short, they
The
are pre-eminently the agents of the order.
members, again, are stj'led khwdn, ikhicOn,
'brothers' (Algeria, ^tc), fuqaru (plur. ol faqir,
poor ') (Morocco), or, more rarely, darwishes,
which i.? rather an Oriental term ; one also hears

—

;

'
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the word ashdb, 'companions.' The several chiefs
of an order are kept in touch with one another by
the naqib is a kind of
foot-messengers (raqqdb)
master of ceremonies the shaush is charged with
;

;

temporal

affairs.

The members

an order hold regular meetings,
called hadrahs, at stated times, and at these they
engage in their devotional practices prayer, singand hear the instructions and
ing, dancing, etc.
counsels of their muqaddanis. The order has also
an establishment called the zdiviyah. This word
is rather vague in its denotation, but in a general
way it signifies an abode of murdbit, or monks,
and is thus often rendered convent,' monastery,'
or even (quite wrongly) hospital,' The zdiviyah,
in fact, may be a group of buildings sometimes a
comprising a mosque, a
very extensive group
school, apartments for disciples (talabah), pilgrims
(if it has a saint's tomb), dependents, travellers,
the poor, etc., or it may be no more than a place
of meeting and instruction.
The rite of initia3. Initiation and the chains.
tion is called ivird, lit. 'going down,' and so
of

—

—

'

'

'

—

—

—

'descent to the watering-place,' 'act of drinking,'
and is administered to the novice {imirid) by the

The muqaddam receives his investiture from the shaikh, who delivers to him a diploma
styled ijdzah. The prerogative of the shaikh rests
upon tradition and derives its sanction from the
chains in which the tradition is embodied. There
are two kinds of chains (1) the chain of initiation
[silsilat al-wird), i.e. the series of 'saints' from
whom tlie founder of the order received his instruction, and (2) the chain of benediction (silsilat
al-baraka), or series of shaikhs who successively
held the headship of the order, and so transmitted
the divine benediction.
The former goes back

muqaddam.

'

'

:

from the founder to Muhammad through a complete series of real or supposed personages directly
linked with one another, and then ascends, with
the archangel Gabriel as intermediary, to Allah
himself.
4. Mysticism in the orders.^
Mysticism [q.v.),
which is one of the fundamental elements of reif
not
its
indeed
ligion,
very essence, was, in
Islam, the needed, and in a sense the inevitable,
recoil from the intellectualism of the Qur'an.
Mysticism is highly developed in the orders, and
in some of them reaches its zenith.
It takes
various forms. It appears in the ' saints' chains
mentioned above, connecting the founders of the
orders with Muhammad, and through him with
Gabriel and Allah, thus securing for them their
divine authority. The significance attached to these
chains rests wholly upon the mystical element. It
manifests itself strikingly in the religious language
formulpe of initiation (wird) and of prayer {dhikr,
etc. ), instructions and counsels of the shaikhs, speculations regarding the stages, and descriptions of

—

'

—

the psychic states, through which the votary passes
in order to attain to ecstasy and union with God
speculations and descriptions that recall in strikingfashion the analogous theories and delineations of
Christian mysticism and Buddhist asceticism.
5. Ritual and ceremonial,^
jNIysticism, though
in origin and principle a reaction against the
and
the
of
abuse
rites and formulfe,
systematizing
has given rise in the orders to a ceremonialism of
This finds expression, first of all, in
its own.
litanies the manifold repetitions (extending to 50,
100, 1000, 10,000, and even 100,000 times) of the
same religious affirmations or invocations.
In
some orders the members devote all their energies
to the recitation of the dhikr, spending the day
and sometimes the whole night in repeating the
same- forms of prayer.
Ritualism and religious
1
For full discussion of Muslim mysticism see art. Sufis.

—

—

—

- Cf. artt.

rRAVER (Muhanimadan),

PIr.

formulism, one would think, could hardly go any
farther.

Ritualism appears also in the strange ceremonies

and practices characteristic of special orders (see
below, II. I) forms of ritual which secure for such
orders an extraordinary influence over the mass of

—

believers.
The orders differ greatly
6, Political aspects.
from one another in their political aspects.
shall confine ourselves here to a single country,
Morocco, where these communities, in contrast to
the important political r61e which they formerly
played, have now all but ceased to manifest any
a fact well
activity whatever in this respect
worthy of note. From the end of the 15th cent,
till 1830
the beginning of the French conquest of
Algeria N. Africa was dominated by two rival
authorities, viz. the Sharifs of Morocco and the
Turks of Algiers. Tliese two powers had sprung
into being almost simultaneously as the result of a

—

We

—

—
—

religious movement against the Christian conquest
of Muslim Spain and against the active designis of

Portugal and Spain upon Morocco.

This twofold

activity on the part of Christian Powers aroused
the fanaticism of the Berbers and the Arabs, and
kindled a revolution which, directed by the orders,
resulted in the overthrow of all the Maghribene

dynasties, these being replaced by sovereignties
established through the influence of the orders and
the murdbit.
In Morocco the first of the new
dynasty, that of the Sa'adian Sharifs, was Abil
'Abdallah al-Qaim bi Amrillah, who, after an
understanding with the mu7-dbit of Sus, advanced
a claim to the sovereignty c. 915 A.H. (A.D. 1509In the eyes of the people this dynasty stood
10).
for a government constituted according to the
purest traditions of Islam.
To-day, from a variety of causes,^ these orders,
in spite of the anarchy prevailing in Morocco, have
all but ceased to exercise any influence whatever
in political affairs.
In essence the causes are two :
(1) the divisions and rivalries existing among the
orders, these being particularly rife in Morocco ;
and (2) the prerogative of the Makhzen, i.e. the
Moi'occan government, which is now able to have
the highest positions in the leading orders conferred upon its foremost representatives ministers,
the imperial family, and even tiie sultan himself.
As in Muslim countries
7. Place in social life.

—

—

religion is even

than

it is

more decidedly a

among

social concern
Christian peoples, the social role

of the orders is closelj' connected with their reMysticism, which is cultivated
ligious aspect.
more or less in all the orders, has a strong fascination for the African peoples, both those which

labour under the violent and arbitrary administration of native governments (Morocco) and those
which have been forcibly subjected to the rule of
infidel Powers, such as France and Britain
and,
by enabling its votaries to become absorbed in
;

God, or at least to engage without restriction or
hindrance in religious practices to which the
authorities take no objection, mysticism offers to
the oppressed not only an open gateway towards
heaven, but also a means of deliverance from all
the trammels and miseries of earth. Now, to this
powerful attraction of mysticism in the orders is
added the no less inviting aspect of their social
function.
The religious order is a form of association peculiarly congenial to the Muslim mind.
Among the Muslims of Africa in particular the
spirit of combination and co-operation is remarkably well developed. Every active form of social
trade
life tends to embody itself in associations
gilds, shooting clubs (which are very numerous),
of
need
This
intense
charitable societies, etc.

—

1 See
E. Montet, Les
marocain, Paris, 1902.
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acting everywhere and in

all tilings in

conjunction

and connnunion with one's fellows is then invested
with a sacred character by religion. Thus, on the
one hand, the niy.sticisni of the orders acts as a
social force in bringing individuals together under
the aegis of religion, while, on the other, the orders,
as religious associations, form one of the most
active and most potent phases of the social entity

known
II.

as Islam.

The several orders.— i.

'Isavviyyah.

-

This order, one of the most important in Africa,
was founded by Muhammad b. 'Isfi, who was born
of a Sharllian family in Mekinez (Morocco), where
1523-24) and was buried.
Having
of the Shadhiliyyah Jazuliyyah
(below, §30), he performed the pilgrimage to Mecca,
and either in Arabia or in Egypt was in touch with
certain dervishes who instructed him in the observances of the Oriental orders ^aidiriyyah and
Sa adiyyah. Returning to Morocco with the
reputation of being thoroughly i)roficient in mj'stical
and
of
the
most
theology
capable
performing
wonderful miracles, he became so popular that the
sultan himself took umbrage and gave orders that
lie

also died

(c.

become a member

'Isa and his disciples should quit Mekinez.
It was during his e.xile that, when on one occasion
his disciples were in the last straits of hunger and
crying out for food, the master bade them eat what

was to be found upon the road. There,was nothing
but stones, snakes, and scorpions yet such was
;

their confidence in their leader that they devoured
these without hesitation, and his miraculous
powers warded off any ill efltects of the unnatural
meal. This incident was probably the origin of
those singular practices of a similar kind in which
the 'Isawiyyah still engage. Legend ascribes a
great number of miracles to 'Isa, and the report of
these led the sultan to recall him to Mekinez.
The chief convent of the order is in Mekinez, and
the supreme council of forty members is housed in
it.
The order has a loose organization, and appears
to lack cohesion, though in Morocco, where it is

strong in numbers and influence, it is more compact
and better organized. As regards doctrine the
'Isawiyyah are fundamentally at one Mith the
and indeed their founder used to
Shadhiliyyah
say that the life he lived was that of the Sufis,
that of the Shadhiliyyah.'
Muslim savant has
thus summarized their teachings
;

'

A

:

—

'

In religious thing:8 continuous progress towards the deity,
sobriety, fasting, absorption in God carried to such heights
that bodily sufferings and physical mortifications are unable
to affect the now impassible senses in moral things to fear
nothing, to acknowledge no authority but that of God and the
Saints, and to submit only to such as permit the principles of
the Sacred Book to be carried into practice.'

—

;

In

doctrine,

accordingly,

the

'Isawiyj'ah

are

mj-stics.

The remarkable

ritual practices for

which the

'Isawiyyah are noted have often been described.
The German traveller, H. von Maltzan,' who had
an opportunity of witnessing them at Mekinez, has
given an account of an 'Isawiyyah meeting, and
this, being little known, we may give here, more
especially because the present writer regards it as
the most accurate and authentic of its kind, and
because, having been present at similar functions
in Morocco and Algeria, he is able to confirm the
circumstantial character of its details.
'The religious ceremony opens with the nasal intoning of
the forinula expressing the Muslim confession of faith, La
Ildha il 'Allah (' There is no god but God'), repeated over and
over again. The sacred words are chanted in all tones to the
point of satiety, yet always in measure. Then all at once,
when the chanting and the outcry, accompanied by the regular
beating of tomtoms and drums, are at their loudest, one of the
brothers of the order rises up and begins the religious dance
(ishdeb). The ishdeb is not in the strict sense a dance, but we

(Muslim)

have no belter word by whicli to render the Ambic term. It
consists in regular movemi-nts of the l)Od3'— slow to begin with,
then more and more rapiii, and at length com ulsive. At the
outset there are rhythmic oscillations of the liead and the
upper part of the body, and deep and rapid bowing. "The
dancer having continued to perform these motions (or some
minutes, a second rises, then a third, until at last six of the
'Isawiyyah are vying with one another in vehement swaying
and bending. This ])reliminary scene lasts for about half an
hour. Kach of the actors in the strange performance carries on
till he comes to the paroxysm of the ishdi'b.
The movements

become more and more ra])id, the bending deeper and deeper,
the turnings of the head and the body more and more violent,

until at length the exhausted 'Isawiyyah are seized with
vertigo, froth gathers on their li^ls, their eyes stand out of
their sockets and roll with the shiftuig gaze of the insane, and
the fanatical dancers fall staggering to the ground ; they have
attained the state of blissful ecstasy.
Tlie state of physical prostration signifies that the
spirit Of
the founder of the order has gained control over the discijile, so
making him capable of swallowing with impunity the most
virulent poisons and all things that lacerate or cut. Soon the

six 'Isdwij'yah are wallowing upon the ground in wild disorder,
giving vent to frightful yells of an altogether unhuman character, and resembling now the snorting of the wild boar, now
the roaring of the lion. Some of them, like wild beasts, grind
their teeth, from which drips a whitish foam.
In their disordered and threatening movements, it would seem as if they
were about to rend the onlookers in pieces.
A large dish is then brought forward, and is uncovered by the
It contains
tniiqaddam who presides over the cf-remony.
serpents, scorpions, toads, lizards a jumble of loathsome and
venomous creatures. Hardly has the muqaddam removed the
cover when the six frenzied maniacs fall upon the foul mass of
living things with the voracity of famished beasts of prey, and
in a moment the whole is torn in pieces and devoured.
No
I see the reptiles torn in pieces by the powerful
trickery here
teeth, while the blood of the serpents and the slimy secretion
of the scorpions tinge the saliva at the corners of the mouth.
This revolting meal is followed by another, possibly even more
dangerous. A dish of broken glass, needles, and cactus leaves
is brought forward, and its contents are immediately snapped
up and swallowed. I hear the glass cracking between the teeth,
and the sap of the cactus leaves trickles over the cheeks the
blood of the injured mouth mingles with the juice of the plant.
Fin.illy, a red-hot iron is brought in, and a negro, even more
fanatical in appearance than the six .Moroccans who have just
pl.-vyed their part, takes it in his mouth and licks it on all sides.
This ceremonial is followed by the reception of a new brother
into the order. The neophyte is brought in by two members,
and prostrates himself before the iiiuqaddam. The latter
cxhort« the candidate and then performs the sacred rite which
is an essential condition of joining the 'Isawiyyah.
The rite is
as follows
the neophyte opens his mouth wide, and the
mvqaddam spits three times into his gullet. The niiiaeulous
saliva suffices of itself to endow the neophyte with the power of
consuming poisons, glass, or cactus spines, without injury to

—

!

;

:

himself.'

Tlie.^e curious and extraordinary performances
are to be exjdained less as the tricks and devices of
conjuring than as phenomena of a psj'chical kind
phenomena of which the ecstatic state has yielded
countless examples in all ages, among all peoples,
and in all religions. In 1900, at Rabat (Morocco),
in the house of M.
formerly French consular agent in that town, the present writer .saw a

—

D

Drei Jahre im Nordwesfcn von Afrika^,
'

276«f.
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Leipzig',
t^, 1868, iv.

,

most interesting collection of instruments of torture used by the'Isilwij-yah in their exhibitions
huge and heavy clubs studded with large nails,
flagellants' rods formed of short su))ple sticks

—

strung together in a ring, etc. It would, in fact,
be quite wrong to speak of the "Isawiyyah as mere
It is certainly the case
jugglers and tricksters.
that, e.tj., in Algiers and elsewhere they are readj'
enough to exhibit their performances for money,
and at Kairwan the present writer was ofl'ered on
terms a view of their frenzies but the aberrations of a group should not throw discredit on the
members generally, who (in Morocco, at least,
where the present writer has studied their mode of
life) are in the main honest and peaceable trades-

—

—

;

men and tillers of the soil.
The Isawiyyah are very numerous

in Morocco,
being found in all parts of that vast country.
Tiiey di-aw their members from all ranks of society.

At Marrakesh,

in 1900-01, certain exalted personages of the Sharifian court were mentioned by
name to the present writer as belonging to the
order the former sultan, Muhii Hasan, wa.s a
member (cf also the reference to the Bukhara above,
I. I).
The order is also well represented through;

1
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out Algeria, Avhere, in 1900, they numbered at
The most important of their zdwiyahs
least 3500.
(of which they have about a dozen in this country)
is that of "All b. Muhammad in the Duar Uzara,
where the panther's skin on whieli the founder of
the order is said to have slept is preserved as a relic
a skin with the identical claim is preserved at
Mekinez. The'Isawiyyah maintain a footing likewise in Tunis, and are found in almost all important localities they are met Avith also in Tripoli, at Benghazi (Barka), in Egypt, Syria, and the
Hedjaz.
The IJamadsha or ^lamadu2. Hamadsha.
shia, a Moroccan order, though far beliind ti)e
'Isawiyyah in influence and expansion, are closely
akin to them in their peculiar usages, and are
noted for their practices of striking the head with
an axe and of throwing cannon-balls into the air
and catching them on their skulls. They are often
met with in company with the 'Isilwiyyah. Their
name comes from that of their founder, 'All b.
^lamdush, Avho lived in the 16th cent., and is
interred near Mekinez.
M. Quedenfeldt^ mentions religious orders or suborders related to the ^amadsha, but we have little
information regarding them. The following four,
more or less connected with the 5amadsha in
origin or religious practice, have but a small mem;

;

—

bership
3.

Daghughiyyin. — The
:

saint

of this
near of kin to

—

saint of this order, came from S. Morocco (TafiThe members in their dances
lalt, Dra'a, Tuat).
butt their heads violently against one another.
Their patron saint is al-Wmir Riahi,
5. Riahin.
His followers stick the
v.'ho belonged to Mekinez.
points of knives or forks into the lower front of
the body without drawing blood.

—

—

Meliaiyyin. Mulai Meliana, the founder,
was a native of Mekinez his votaries' are fire;

and swallow live coals.
Of the following three communities, related to
the foregoing in origin and tendency, scarcely anything is known to us but their names and the fact
that their membership is exceedingly small
Founded by Qaddur al-'Alami, of
7. 'Alamln.
eaters,

—
—
Sejinin. Founded by 9amid Sejini, also of
Mekinez.
Qasmin. — Founded by Qasim Bu-Asria, who
belonged to the neighbourhood of Mekinez.
10. 'Ammariyyah. — This Algerian order, whose
:

Mekinez.
8.

9.

religious practices are like those of the 'Isawiyyah,
is found in Algeria and Tunis, and in those

members and 26 zrTiwiyahs.
was founded by 'Ammar Bu-Senna, born c. 1712
at Smala ben Merad in the Wadi Zenati (Alg. ),
and was reorganized c. 1815 by al-flajj Embarek
al-Maghribi al-Bukharl (f 1897), a Moroccan who
belonged to the famous negro aristocracy referred
countries has over 6000
It

to above (I. i).
It is reported that a dissenting
branch exists in the district of Guelma (Alg.)
under the leadership of a certain b. Nahal.
11.

Tuhamiyyin, or Tayyibiyyah. — This Moroc-

can order, which in Morocco itself bears the former
name and in Algeria the latter, was instituted in
1678-79 by Mulai 'Abdallah b. Ibrahim, a member
of the Jazuliyyah (below, § 30), and the founder of
the zdioiyah of Wazzan, which subsequently gained
such fame. The great political role once played
by this order was due to the noble lineage of its
1

ZE xviii.

founder and of his successors in the hierarchy.
For the Sharifs of Wazzan such is the title given
them belong by blood to the house of Mulai Idris,
a descendant of Muhammad, who founded the first
Moroccan dynasty in 788, and this lineage ranks
in Morocco as, if not more genuine, yet purer and
better established, than that of the sultans them-

—

—

selves.

The name Tayyibiyyah is derived from that of
Miilai "Tayyib, the successor of Mulai 'Abdallah in
the government of the order, and a contemporary
of Sultan Mulai Ismail (17th century).
The order
powerfully assisted the latter in his elibrts to gain
the throne. The name Tuhamiyyin, again, comes
from that of Mulai al-Tuhami b. Muhammad
(t 1715), who won distinction by his reorganization
of the order.

From the time when Mulai 'Abd al-Salam b. alKhajj al-'Arbl '1 Wazzani, a former head of the
confraternity (t 1894), became & }}roteg6 of France,^
it has in a manner been at the service of that
country a circumstance to which, it seems, it
Its influence in
owes its subsequent decadence.
Morocco is nowadays quite inconsiderable, as was
evident in 11J04, when M. Perdicaris was a captive
in the hands of Raisuli, and the intervention of
the Sharifs of Wazzan utterly failed to secure his

—

'Abd al-Salam had strong leanings
he renounced his
towards European culture
native wives in order to marry an Englishwoman
he liked to wear the uniform of a French general
His successor in command was his
of artillery.
eldest son, Mulai al-'Arbi.
The Tuhamiyyin are found principally at
Wazzan, where their parent institution is, and in
N. Morocco in the rest of that country the present
writer has scarcely heard a word about them. In
Algeria the Tayyibiyyah are represented mainly
in Oran in the whole country their membership
has been computed at over 22,000, while they have
only eight zdwiyahs a fact that speaks well of
The order has a
their organization and cohesion.
numerous following also in Tuat.
This Algerian order was
12. Tijaniyyah.
founded by Ahmad b. Muhammad b. al-Mukhtar alwho
was
born
at'Ain Madhi, near Laghiiat
Tijani,
He was
(Alg.), in 1737 and died at Fez in 1815.
a descendant of a devout Moroccan Sharif who
The order has
built the zdwiyah of 'Ain Madhi.
spread far and wide in Africa the majority of its
members are found in Algeria, Morocco, Tunis,
Tripoli, the Sudan, the Congo, and in Adamawa,
Adrar, and Tuat, with some even in Egypt, and
it has zmviyahs also in Constantinople, Beirut,
Medina, Mecca, and Yambo. In Algeria, where
its membership was found recently to be over
25,000, with 32 zdwiyahs, it has been split since
1875 into two branches that of 'Ain Madhi and
liberation.

;

patron

group, ^lamid Daghughi, wiio was
the founder of the hamadsha, was born near
Mekinez (Jebel Zerhun). A chai'acteristic practice
of his community is that of throwing cannon-balls
and clubs into the air and catching them on their
heads.
Muhammad al-Sadiq, the patron
4. Sadiqiyyin.

6.

(Muslim)

[1S86].

;

;

;

—

—

;

—

that of Temasin (Wadi Ghir). The direct descendants of the founder reside in the zdvnyah of 'Ain
Madhi. The two rival divisions stand quite apart
from the rest of the Algerian and foreign orders,
and are crippled by their dissensions and (in the
Temasin branch) by the personal conduct of some
of their chiefs.
The Algerian Tijaniyyah, however, have all along supported the French ascendancy, and have rendered great service to the

Government, while, as an aristocratic society of
have shown themselves
liberal outlook, they
markedly accessible to European influence.
The case is very different in Morocco, where the
order, while certainly aristocratic, has assumed a
narrow national character. Here, indeed, it is to
be regarded as standing quite by itself.
Its
central convent is in Fez.
Tijaniyyah resident in
Tafilalt, Gurara, Tuat, the French Western Sudan,
and Senegal are under its control, and apparently
1

On

the law of protection

cf.

the Treaty of Madrid, art.

16.
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In Morocco
its spiritual authority.
recruits its ranks from the Arab (i.e. the Anda-

acknowledge
it

which

lusian-Moorish) element,

forms the

best

educated and most intelli^'ent, thonii;h the most
and it has
fanatical, stratum of tlie population
adherents also in the higher commercial class and
even in court circles. It nuinifests considerably
more internal cohesion than the other Moroccan
orders, and, in virtue of its aristocratic character
and its wealtli, exercises a considerable social
influence an intluence which, as the present writer
can testify, is hostile to European civilization.
The Tijaniyyah of Adrfir seem to have made
notable progress, and their zdwiyah at Shingeti is
;

—

said to have established br.anches at Walata and
Kaarta, as also farther West, among the Moors of
the right bank of the Senegal and in Toro. The
founder of the order was a man of liberal mind.
While taking his stand upon the rule of the Khalwatiyyah (below, § 34)— a ceremonial and ascetic
mysticism he drew his inspiration chiefly from

—

the Shadhiliyyah (below, § 21). His teachings and
principles are set forth in a work which he composed at Fez between 1798 and 1800, and which is
commonly called Kunash, a corruption of its real
title Mill kulli nashin,
Gathered from EveryThe prevailing spirit
thing,' i.e. a chrestomathy.
of the book is a liberalism seldom met with in
other orders ; it counsels no macerations, no harsh
penances, no prolonged retreats, and favoui's a
simple ritual and it presents generally a synthesis
of temporal and spiritual interests that is conducive
to broad-mindedness.
quote two characteristic sayings from the work.
The law follows the law all that comes from God is to be
'

;

We

'

:

held in respect,' i.e. the law before all thinys, and tolerance.
All that exists is loved by God, and in that love the unbeliever
{kCifir) has a place as well as the believer.'
'

Derqawa.

13.

— This

a Moroccan order of
was founded by Mulai
is

It
importance.
'l-'Arbl al-DerqawI, who died in 1823 in his own
of
Bii
Barlh
zdwiyah
(territory of the Banu Zarwal,
north of Fez, in the Jibal). The chief convent of
the order is situated there. The DerqawS, who
adhere to the traditions of the Shadhiliyyah, are
found in great numbers throughout Morocco. The
Sekhalliyin, a Sharifian gild at Fez, are connected
with the order, which is largely represented also
in Algeria (about 9500 members, with 10 zdiviyahs,
nearly all in Oran), in Tuat, in Gurara, and in the
Sahara as far south as Timbuctu, while adherents
are met with in Tunis, Trijioli (cf. Madaniyyah,
below, § 14), Egypt, and Arabia. The Derqawa are
a mendicant order, and are noted for their ascetic
practices and for the absolute submission which by
oath they yield to their shaikh. Of all the Muslim
fraternities the Derqawa perhaps come nearest to
the monastic orders of Roman Catholicism. The
founder's final counsels to his disciples are as

great

follows

:

'The duties

of my brothers shall consist in overcoming their
passions, and, in performing these duties, they shall seek to

imitate—
Our Lord Miisa (Moses), in always travelling with a staff
Our Lord Abu Bakr, and our Lord 'Umar b. al-Khattab, in
wearing patched clothes
J'afar b. 'Abi Talib, in celebrating God's praises by dances
;

;

iraqf)

;

Bii Hariro (Abii Huraira), the Prophefs secretary, in wearing
a rosary round the neck
Our Lord 'fsa (Jesus), in livinfr in solitude and in the desert.
They shall travel with bare feet, endure hunger, and associate
only with holy men.
They shall avoid the society of men
occupying places of power. They shall keep themselves from
falsehood. They shall sleep little, spend their nights in prayer,
and give alms. They shall tell their shaikh of their more
serious as well as of their more trivial thoughts, of their
important actions as well as of the most insignificant. To their
shaikh thej' shall tender unresisting submission, and shall at
all times be in his hands as the corpse in the hands of those
-who wash the dead.' 1
;

1

From

a text published by L. Rinn, Marabouts

et

Ehouan.
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(Muslim)

This final exhortation has been aptly compared
with Loyola's perinde ac cadaver.' In Algeria
and Morocco the Derqawa liave on tlie whole
remained loyal to the spirit of their founder,
renouncing all earthly ambition, and maintaining
an ab.solute detachment from the goods of this
world. Still, this attitude has at times shown
itself capable of developing into fanaticism, and in
both Morocco and Algeria they have now and
again taken an active part in revolts against
governmental authority.
The outward appearance of the Derqawa is most
characteristic a stick or rod in the hand, chaplets
of huge beads round the neck, the body covered
with rags, and frequently as a mark of pre-eminent devotion the green turban upon the head.
The tattered and ofiensively foul garb which they
affect has in Morocco earned them tiie nickname
of Derbaliyyah ('wearers of rags'), and explains
the sarcastic saying of the talahah (students) of
The dog and the Derqawi are one and
the Jibal
the same.' In Morocco the order seems to have
lost ground because of its divisions ; it has three
distinct branches there.
Its adherents are regarded as extreme devotees
Their founder is said to have
of monotheism.
been so convinced of the divine unity and of the
'

:

—

—

—

'

unconditional duty of giving glory to God alone
that he conmianded his followers to repeat aloud
only the first part of the creed ('No god but
Allah') and to rest satisfied with a merely mental
affinnation of the second ('Muhammad is His

Prophet').

—

This is a Tripolitan order
14. Madaniyyah.
which, though an ofi-slioot from the Derqawa, lias
come to exhibit a spirit diametrically opposed to
the teachings of al- Arbi. It was instituted by a

Derqawi named Muhammad b. Hamzah Zafir alMadani, who began to preach c. 1820 al)out that
time, too, he founded the zdwiyah of Mezrata,
which is still the central convent of the new order.
The development of Sanusiism (cf below, g 38) about
the beginning of the latter half of the 19th cent,
arrested that of the Madaniyj-ah, which would
have remained stationary but for the fact that in
1875 the turn of events brought the head of the
order, Muhammad Zafir, son and successor of b.
Hamzah, into touch with Abd al-l.lamid, the
From that point the
future sult.tn of Turkey.
order became one of the most vigorous in the East,
and one of the most hostile to European influence.
With the support of Turkey, it has intermeddled
on a vast scale with questions of Muslim politics.
Its sphere of activity has gravitated towards the
East, and it is now represented mainly in Turkey
(Constantinople), Syria, and the Hedjaz, while, as
regards Africa, its members are found in Egypt,
Tripoli, and Algeria (where it has 1700 adherents
and two zutciyahs).
The doctrine of the order, as formulated by
Muhammad Zafir, classes its members with the
ecstatic mystics they manifest an unusual intensIn the statement of
ity of religious exaltation.
their regulations^ drawn up by Muhammad Zafir
for his disciples he asserts that war upon the
infidel is a no less imperative duty than the
;

.

;

ordinary practice of religion.
This order is the most widely
15. Qadiriyyah.
spread and most popular in all Islam its domain
extends from ^Morocco to Malaysia or, to speak
more precisely, the order has found its way into
every region into which Islam itself has penetrated.
It was founded by 'Abd al-Qadir al-Jilani ([7. v.]
t 1166), born in Persia, and buried at Baghdad,
where also is situated the central convent of the
The Qadiriyyah are noted alike for their
order.
exaltaphilanthropic principles and their mystical

—

;

;

1
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'Abd al-Qadir practised a boundless charity
he accorded a peculiar veneration to Sidna 'Isa
('our Lord Jesus'), and admired his measureless
benevolence, though at the same time he preached

tion.

;

p-nd practised a doctrine of mystical ecstasy

and

human personality by absorp-

the extinction of the

tion in God.
In Africa, except as regards Egypt, the order
shows little homogeneity. In general, its members
have remained faithful to the benevolent and
tolerant spirit of the founder, but fanatics and
of
irreconcilable
enemies
European civilizaAs regards the
tion are found among them.
Egyptian Sudan, the Mahdi of Khartum and his
troops belonged to the Qadiriyyah, while in the

immense region of the Western Sudan the supreme
head of the order there, the famous Shaikh Ma-al'Ainin-al-Shingeti— a spiritual potentate of most
extensive sway who sometimes resides at Shingeti
in Adrar, and sometimes to the south of Sagiat al];famra, and has at present great influence in
Morocco, is a determined antagonist of French
activity in these various countries. The Qadiriyyah
are specially numerous in Tunis and Morocco in
the whole of Africa, according to a recent return,
they numbered 24,000 (of whom 2600 were women),
with 33 zdwiyiihs.
This Tunisian order, an off16. Bu 'Aliyyah.
shoot from the Qadiriyyah, and found only in
Tunis and the proviace of Constantine (Alg.), was
instituted by Bti "All, whose tomb, as also the
chief monastery of the order, is at Nefta (Tunis).
Tlie members engage in practices similar to those

—

;

—

of the 'Isawiyyah.

—

—

Bakkaiyyah. This order, belonging to the
Western Sudan, and related to the Qadiriyyah,
M'as founded by 'Umar b. Sidi Ahmad al-Bakkai,
r. 1552-53.
Its central monastery is in Timbuctu,
and it is represented also in Tuat, in Adrar, and
17.

the Tuaregs.
18. 'Arusiyyah, or Salamiyyah.
This is a
Tunisian order, founded liy Abu '1-" Abbas Ahmad
b. al-'Arus, who died in Tunis in 1460.
The name
Salamiyyah comes from the celebrated "Abd alSalam al-Asmar, who reorganized the order c. 1796,
and gave it the thaumaturgic character that it
bears to-day. It is connected with the Qadiriyyah,
and its typical features are a highly emotional
mysticism and performances similar to those of
the "Isawiyyah frantic dancing, Avalking through
The order is well
flames, swallowing fire, etc.

among

—

—

represented in Tunis, and especially in Tripoli,
while in Algeria it can hardly claim 100 members
a few are
(all in the extreme east of Constantine)
;

found also in Mecca and Medina.
This is an Asiatic order,
19. Sa'adiyyah.
founded in the 13th cent, by Sa'ad al-Din al-Jabani
of Damascus, and now represented both in Asia
and in Africa. Its Egyptian branch was at the
zenith of its prestige in the 17th cent., and at the
present d,ay that group, together with a body of
adherents in the Sudan, forms the leading ramification of the order.
Another section is found in
Syria, while members are also met with in the
Hedjaz. The Sa"adiyyah are an ecstatic order
they are allied with the Rifaiyyah, which have a
regular, as well as a dissident, branch in Egypt,
and which sprang from the Qadiriyyah in the

—

;

]2tli

century.

20.

Badawiyyah Ahmadiyyah. — This Egyptian

connected both with the Qadiriyyah and
with the Rifaiyyah, and was founded by Ahmad
al-Badawi, who died in 1276 at Tantah in Egypt.
He Avas a scion of a Sbarlfian family belonging
originally to the Hedjaz, but afterwards resident
at Fez.
Ahmad had gone from Morocco to Egypt,
and settled at Tantah, where the chief convent of
order

tlie

is

order

still

is.

The order

is

noAv split into

three

(Muslim)

independent

branches,

found chiefly in

Egypt and the Sudan, Avhile it has also members in
the Hedjaz and in Syria. Legend ascribes to its
founder the gift of working miracles, and in
particular the power of making barren w'omen bear
children hence the licentious orgies which take
place round the saint's tomb on his festival day.

—

21.

Shadhiliyyah.

— This African order — or
— was founded by Abu'l

theological school, rather

^Jasan b. 'Abd al-Jabbar al-Shadhili, who was
born, as some report, in Morocco, or, according to
He was a pupil of
others, in Tunis, in 1196-97.
the renowned "Abd al-Salam b. Mashish (i 1227-28),
a Moroccan disciple of Sha'aib Abu Madian alAndalusi, a native of Seville, who died at Tlemsen
in 1197-98.
This Abu Madian had travelled in
the East, where he had become one of the personal
followers of the famous "Abd al-Qadir al-Jilani
Al-Shadhili settled at length in
(cf. above, § 15).
At the outset he engaged in ascetic
Egypt.
practices, but afterwards devoted himself enHe gained an extraordinary
tirely to teaching.
reputation and Avas highly venerated. The university of al-Azhar dreAv its inspiration exclusively
from his teaching, Avhich it disseminated throughout the Muslim Avorld.
Al-Shadhill imposed no distinctive rule or ritual
upon his disciples, so that, having had no other
bond of union than the dominating influence of his
teaching, they found themselves at his death
This resulted in the
(12.58) Avithout a leader.
formation of various groups among his disciples,
and of a considerable number of orders animated
by his spirit. Of a proper organization there is
but little in the order, Avhich is above all a mystical

felloAvship, its main characteristics being a pure
spiritiialism, an ideal elevation of thought and
feeling, absolute consecration to God, the voluntary
merging of one's being in God, moral purification,

prayer at all times, in all places, and under all
conditions, and an ecstatic mysticism springing out
of fervid love to God.
This high-Avrought mysticism, impelling the disciple to lose himself in the
diA'ine, Avas regarded by al-Shadhili as inconsistent
Avith all fanaticism and intolerance, and it certainly
bears the stamp of a genuine spiritual catholicity.
At the present day the Shadhiliyyah form not so
much an organized order as a school of doctrine
maintained by numerous orders and taught in

The most genuine representaal-Shadhili's teaching are noAv those
religious associations Avliich, Avhile untrammelled
by any proper constitution, make a AvatcliAN'ord of
numerous zmviyahs.
tives

of

—

the master's name, and it is these independent
Avhich most faithfully reflect
the
zdiviyahs
find them scattered
primitive community.
of
the
Avhole
N.
more
Africa,
throughout
particularly in Algeria (Avhere there are over 14,000
adherents), Tunis, and Tripoli also in the Hedjaz,
Syria, and Turkey countries in Avhich they play

—

We

—

an important

;

role.

The folloAving twelve orders (22-33) ^^e of
Shadhiliyyan origin.
This Moroccan order, men22. Hablbiyyah.
tioned by L. Rinn, Avas founded by Ahmad b. alHabib al-Lamit (t 1752-53), a native of Tafilalt.
We have little definite information regarding it.
Its membership, confined to Tafilalt (in Avhich
stands the chief monastery) and the province of
Oran (Alg.), is very small, and the order is said to
be animated by a tolerant and unAvorldly spirit.
The Wafaiyyah,
23. Wafaiyyah (Ufaiyyah).
an Egyptian order, Avas founded in the 14th cent,
by the Wafa, a Sbarlfian family belonging to

—

—

Egypt

;

its first

chief Avas

Muhammad Wafa, and

has survived to the present day under the control
of the same family.
it

RELIGIOUS ORDERS

—

This Moroccan oidt-r, now of
24. Nasiriyyah.
diminished iniporUince, was founded in the 17th
cent, by Muhanunad b. Nasir al-Drai (t 1669),
who claimed Ahmad b. Yusuf (t 1524-25) ae his
The chief convent of the order
spiritual master.
and the founder's tomb are at Tama{,aut (Wadi
Draa), the headquarters of the brotherhood. Tlie
members are found mainly in the south of Morocco
outside that country a very few are met with in
Algeria and Tunis.
The Shaikhiyyah, or Ulad
25. Shaikhiyyah.
Sidi al-Shaikh, belonging to tlie Sahara, and
to
the
doctrinal
holding
standpoint of the Shadliiliyyah, are not so mucli a religious order as
an aristocratic caste of a political and religious
character.
Their founder Avas 'Abd al-Qadir b.
Muhammad, afterwards styled SidI Shaikh (t 1615),
a great feudal lord who had once been a niuqaddam
among the Shadhiliyyah. He erected at al-Abiod
the first of the qmr (citadels) now found in the
Sahara, and exercised a strong moral and religious
authority in that region.
The Shaikhiyyah are located principally in the
south of Orau, in Tuat, Tidikalt, and Gurara.
In Morocco, where a few are met with at Tatilalt
and round the oasis of Figig, their influence is
inconsiderable; they are here regarded as hostile
to Europeans.
In the main, feudal, family, and
;

—

marabout influences prevail so largely among
them that the bond of connexion between them
and the Shadhiliyyah is now very loose.
This Saharan order, found
26. Karzaziyyah.
in S. Morocco and S. Oran, was instituted by

—

Ahmad b. Nusa (t 16U8), who belonged to
Karzaz, an oasis to the south-east of the Figig,
and taught the doctrines of the Shadhiliyyah.
The members are noted for works of benevolence,
and the zdioiyah of the founder at Karzaz is still a
refuge for the poor, and, in times of adversity or
oppression, for residents of the neighbouring
Sharif

—

qsur.
This also is a Saharan order
27. Ziyaniyyah.
noted for ijliilantliropy it was founded by Mulai
b. I»u Ziyan (t 1733), who belonged to a Sharifian
The saint's
farailj' resident in the Wadi Draa.
tomb is at Kenatsa, between Tatilalt and the oasis
of Figig, and there too is situated the central
convent of the order. The Ziyaniyyah are found
mainly in S. Morocco, Tafilalt, Figig, Tuat, Gurara,
and the province of Oran in Algeria, according to
a recent computation, they numbered over 3000.
They adhere to the doctrines of the Shadhiliyyah.
They act as conductors of caravans, and in the
;

;

Sahara protect them against robbers and brigands.
The order has always shown itself well-disposed
towards French people and the colonial administration.
28.

—

This Moroccan order was
Hansaliyyah.
founded by b. Yusuf al-Hansali (t 1702), who, as
his name indicates, belonged to the Hansala, a
section of the Bani Mtir, a tribe living in a district
to the south of Fez.
Formerly the order held a
position of great influence in Morocco, but it is
now almost extinct there in Algeria it numbers
more than 4000 members, belonging to the province
of Constantine [t\\ezdwiyah of Shettaba)
audit is
represented also in Tunis. Its adherents are noted
;

;

for

works

of charity.

—

Zarruqiyyah. The ZaiTuqiy yah, a Moroccan
was founded by Abu'l-'Abbas Ahmad alZarruqi (t 1494), who belonged to the Beranes, a
tribe settled near Fez.
In Morocco the order is
dying out, but in Algeria it has about 2700
members, with a zdv-lyah at Berruaghia.
This Moroccan order has almost
30. Jazuliyyah.
ceased to exist as an organized community in
Morocco, although the doctrines of its founder are
Its founder was Abu 'Abdstill taught at Fez.
29.

order,

—

allah

(MuBlim)

Muhammad
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alJazfili (t

c

1465), a native of

Jazula in Sus, and the author of a famous work
entitled Dalail ul-I/airat ('The Best Arguments '),
on which are based the teachings of the Jazuliyyah.

—

This is an Algerian order,
31. Yusufiyyah.
founded by Ahmad b. Yiisuf, a native of Morocco
or— more probably, as some hold of Oran. This

—

celebrated visionary (inajzub), to whom are ascribed numerous proverbs and ei)igranis, died in
1524-25 and was buried in Miliana (Algiers).
There are few traces of the order in Morocco, but
in Algeria there is at Tiut, in the extreme south

Oran, a zdwiyah founded by Muhammad b.
(t 1877), a descendant of b. Yusuf, which
can still claim some 1500 members. The order has
little influence in Algeria, but has all along
maintained excellent relations with the French
of

Milud

authorities.
32.

Ghaziyyah.

—The

Moroccan

Ghaziyyah, a

order, founded c. 1.526 by Abu byasan al-Qasira
al-Ghazi, is of feeble growth, has a very limited
expansion in the Wadi Dra'a, and possesses a
zdiviyah at Fez.

—The Shabbiyyah

33. Shabbijryah.
founded in

order,

the 17th cent,

Makhluf, a descendant

is

a Tunisian

by Ahmad

Muhammad

of

b.

b.

Nasir

al-Dra i, the founder of the Nasiriyyah (above, § 24).
This b. Makhluf had been sent to Tunis to extend
the operations of the latter order, and had settled
at Sliabba, between Sfax and Sus
hence tl;e
name borne by his followers. The actual organizer of the order was Muhammad b. Abd al-Hatif.
It is found in Tunis, and also in Algiers (Aur^s),
where it has about 1500 members.
;

—

This Asiatic group, the
ultimately derived from the
term khalica, retreat,' solitude,' is a school rather
than an order, and goes back to the philosophical
school founded by the Persian thinker Abu'lQasim al-Junaidi (+ 910-11), but its actual (or
at least its eponymous) founder was 'Umar alKhalwati (t 1397-98), also a Persian. At the outset the order had no graded organization, and in
Asia, where its expansion was on a gieat scale, it
soon broke up into various groups independent
and local branches. In Africa, alx)ut the end of
the 17th cent., they formed for a time a religious
association in the true sense but there too, though
the order made less rapid progress, it soon fell
apart into divergent and independent branches or
groups. The teaching of the Khalwatiyyah began
to take root in Egypt as early as the 15th century.
At the end of the 17th a Syrian Khalwati called
Mustafa al-Baqri, a professor in the university of
al-Azliar in Cairo, endeavoured to incorporate the
members of the order in Egypt, and the united
body, having grown considerably in numbers,
assumed the name Baqriyyah, to distinguish them
This new organizafrom other Khalwatiyyah.
tion, however, did not last long, for at the death
of al-Baqri (1709) three fiesh groups detached
themselves from it, viz. the Khafnawiyyah, the
Further
Sharqawiyyah, and the Sammaniyyah.
disruptions took place, giving rise to other independent branches and zdiciyahs, so that, as
indicated above, the Khalwatiyyah do not so much
form an order as represent a type of doctrine.
They nevertheless exercise great influence in social
life.
They are ascetics, and mystics of a most
fervid stamp
they have recourse to the retreat
and the austerities which it involves they engage
in iterative prayers repetitions of formula?, names
of God, etc.— sometimes continued for five or six
consecutive hours. This intense religious fervour
lias often excited the memters to fanatical outbreaks and, as in Egypt, the Egyptian Sudan, etc..
34.

name

Khalwatiyyah.
of Avhich

is

'

'

—

;

;

—

;
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brought them into conflict with the authorities,
both Muslim and Christian. Like some other
orders (cf. §§ 15, 35, and 39), they admit women as

the order has only one zdwiyah, which draws its
members exclusively from the Turkish element of
the population.

members.
The Rabmaniyyah is an
35. Rahmaniyyah.
Algerian order, found chiefly in Constantine, and
elsewhere only in Tunis. It sprang from the
Khahvatiyyah, and resembles them in doctrine,
It was instituted
practice, and lack of cohesion.
by Muhammad b. "Abdarrahman Bu Qubrain
(t 1793-94), who belonged to the Kabyle tribe of the
Ait Small; his surname, Bu Qubrain ('with tlie
two tombs '), goes back to the legend according to
which his body was divided into two parts, buried
respectively in Kabylia and at Hamma near
It is a most popular and influential order
Algiers.
in Algeria, where it played the leading part in tiie
of 1871
insurrection
its membership here is
great
156,000 (including 13,000 women), with 177 zdwiyahs, and comprises several independent groups.
Like all other ofl'shoots of the Khahvatiyyah, it is
marked by a want of cohesion, of discipline, and

order, was founded in 1835 by Shaikh Si Muhanmiad
b. Si 'Ali 'ISanusi (t 1859), who belonged to the
vicinity of Mostaganem, and claimed to be the
MahdI. The chief monastery was for a long time
at Jarabub (Jagbbub) in Tripoli, but has been
removed to the oasis of Kufra in the Libyan
Desert. The order has a great influence in Tripoli
and in part of the Eastern Sudan ; it has a firm
footing also in Egypt and especially in Aiabia ;
but its following is vei'y small in Algeria (under
1000 members), Morocco, and the districts to the
south of these countries. The founder claimed to
be a reformer of Islam, one who would restore the
primitive purity of morals according to the Qur'an ;
he also maintained that he formed the synthesis of
all the other orders, especially in their mystical
The order of the Sanusiyyah has nothing
aspects.
like the vast influence and the fanatically anti-

—

;

of centralized control.

— This

an Oriental order,
known also as the Mirghaniyj'ah or Marghania,
founded by Muhammad 'Uthman al-Emir Ghani,
who was born in 1793 at Salamat near Taif in the
Hedjaz, and died at Taif in 1853. He joined the
then brilliant school of Ahmad b. Idris, a native of
Fez, who taught at lilecca from 1797 till 1833. At
the death of the latter, in 1837, Emir Ghani's
36.

Emirghaniyyah.

is

among the Idrisiyyah enabled him to
.successfully with Shaikh Sanilsi for the
leadership of that body. Presently, however, he
began to modify the rule of Ahmad, and then
founded the order that bears bis own name.
standing

compete

When

he died, dissensions and rivalz'ies divided
followers into isolated sections and local
branches. The order has a considerable expansion
in Arabia, throughout the basin of the Ked Sea,
his

and

Egyptian Sudan.

in the

the founder himself the order was named alhence the title Serr alKhatemia, the sealing
Khattem, the secret of the seal,' given to his son
Muhammad, who became the head of the con-

By

'

'

;

'

It is a mystical and ecstatic order, and
from the first even in its very origin it assumed
a political attitude hostile to the Sanusiyyah
It Avas closely involved in the Mahdi^tic
(§ 38).
movement. In the Sudan it has shown itself distinctly favourable to the Anglo-Egyptian government. The French traveller Bonnel de Mezi^res,
when on a mission to the Sudan in 1905-06, spoke
of the order as entirely in the hands of the English,
and this connexion has lowered its prestige botli in
the Sudan and in the Hedjaz. A religious order
that allies itself too openly with Europeans inevi-

fraternity.

—

—

tably diminishes its influence
and 12).
above, §§

n

among Muslims

Naqshbandiyyah. — An

(cf.

Oriental order, one
37.
of the most important in Islam, the Naqshbandiyyah has the largest membership of any in Central
Its characteristics are contemplative mystiAsia.
cism and ecstatic ritualism ; and, by reason of the
varied and flexible forms of the m3'sticism which
it inculcates, the purity of life
for which its
votaries are noted, and the supernatural powers
ascribed to them, its influence is indeed great. It
was founded at Bukhara by al-Khwaj ah Muhammad
Bahaal-Din^ (t 1390), an eclectic reformer (combining Sunnite orthodoxy, Shi'ism, and Ismailian
teachings).
Etymologically the name Naqshband
refers to the mystical delineations of the celestial
life taken by Baha al-Din from the philosophical
theories of the Isma iliyyah Batheniyj^ah (' interior
IsmaUians,' i.e. those practisinf? internal meditaIn Africa
tion both ecstatic and contemplative).
1

See

ERE viii.
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f.

Sanusiyyah.

38.

—The

Sanusiyyah, an Algerian

Christian and an ti- European character that have
been ascribed to it. Its attitude to Europeans is
friendly or hostile according to locality and circumstances
but it should be noted that alMahdi, the eldest son of Sanusi, and his successor
as head of the order, took up a position of direct
antagonism as the MahdI of Khartum.
This Moroccan order was first
39. Heddawa.
;

—

made known

to

Europeans by Auguste Mouliferas.^

founder was Sidi Heddi, who lived in the 13tli
and was a contemporary and an admirer of
Mfilai 'Abd al-Salam b. Meshish, the great saint
of the Jibal
his tomb is at Tagzirth, among the
BenI 'Arus in the Jibal, and there too stands the
chief monastery of the order.
The district in
which he settled and had a zdiviyah built is now
called Uta (' plain ') Sidi Heddi, and the fish of the
stream that traverses the district have since
Its

cent.,

;

ranked as sacred. The Heddawa (pi. of Heddawi)
are a mendicant order of the lowest type, and have
a most repulsive appearance. They are clothed in
rags and go bare-headed, with the statt' in their
hand and the chaplet round their neck they are
a byword for filthiness, and are said to live
in promiscuity
they admit women into their
membership. They like to have animals, especiand they are great smokers
ally cats, about them
of klf (shredded hemp).
Though few in number,
they are spread over an extensive district. All
our information regarding them tends to show that
they form an antinomian order.
The Mbuoniin, a little known
40. Mbuoniin.
Moroccan order, first noted by Jules Erckmann,"
was founded by a devout man named 'Abdallah
'All, also called Mbuono (Bu Nuh), a native of the
AVadi Draa, in which (at Tamagrut) his tomb is
;

;

;

—

The central convent of the order is
also situated.
in Tafilalt, and there was recently at Marrakesh a
community of Mbuoniin numbering about 200.
The members they seem to be relatively few
wear as a badge a white cap of knitted wool.

—

—

—

Literature. Of works dealing with the subject as a whole
there are few, but monographs devoted to particular orders
are constantly appearing. Of the former class we cite here
only those that may claim to be of scientific or documentary
value L. Rinn, Marabouts et Khouan : Etude sur I'Islam en
Algine (with a chart indicating the boundaries, the locality,
and the importance of the orders), Algiers, 18S5 ; O. Depont
and X. Coppolani, Les CmifrMes religieuses musubnanes (with
a map showing the geographical sphere of the orders Algeria,
Africa, Asia, and European Turkey), do. 1897 A. Le Chatelier,
L Islam dans I'Afrique occidenlale, Paris, 1899 E. Doutt^,
L'lslam ahiirien en Van V.iOO, Algiers, 1900 valuable information is supplied by A. Le Chatelier, Les Confronts musubnanes
du HMjaz, Paris, 1887, which gives a detailed bibliography of
the subject down to 18S7.
E. MONTET.
:

—

;

;

;

1

2

Le Maroc inconnu,
Le Maroc moderne,

Paris, 1895-99.
Paris, 188.^^.

REMORSE
—

REMORSE. In its most general sense remorse
denotes poignant sorrow for tlie miserable condition of oneself or of another, whether that involves
personal resi)onsibility or is merely due to circum^^ riters of the 16th and 17th centuries
stances.
often use it for 'pity' or 'compassion,' and this
meaning survives in the negative form remorseliut in modem usage remorse means excluless.'
sively the intense feeling of grief or compunction
for one's own acts and their conse<iuences, as they

72-

have prevented. It is a painful conflict between
the ideal and the actual self, and it has been held
to be the most original element of our moral
nature. It is the most elementary form of that
which differentiates between moral and non-moral
nature.
It is the root and beginning of the moral

'

faculty.

Darwin, in his account of the rise of morality,
almost identifies remorse with conscience.
When past and weaker impressions are judged by the ever'

will then feel remorse,
.
.
will consequently resolve
less firmly to act differently for the future ; and this is

and others.
It therefore implies
responsibility and guilt and culminates in despair

[man]
enduring social instincts
repentance, regret or shame. ... He

over acts that are irretrievable antl a condition
that is irremediable.

conscience.'!

oneself

affect

1.

As a psychological

phenomenon, — Remorse

an emotion. Although predominantly a very
acute feeling of pain, it is also a complex mental
state that can emerge only at the conceptual and
self-conscious stage of mental development.
William James propounded a theory that, if we
all feelings of its
abstract from any emotion
bodily symptoms,' nothing would be left, which is
an exaggeration of the fact that bodily states are a
necessary element in all emotion, though not the
whole of anj' emotion. Moreover, they do not
enter so largely into remorse as into emotions like
anger and fear, which James analyzed, and that
because it is a calm and deep, but none the less
intense, rather than a violent, emotion.
is

'

It

is

described as having 'a certain positive colouring, in

which organic sensations, notably in the throat and digestive
tracts, are prominent. There is also a certain setting of the
muscles of throat and brow. The "gnawing" of remorse, by
which it occujiies consciousness and torments, seems to arise
from these sensations.' i

a persistent mood it would undoubtedly change
the entire tone of the visceral organs as well as the

As

facial expression.
Remorse is to be distinguished

from a general
it has a unique character
of
some
idea
the self and a
involves
of its
judgment upon the self. It is a feeling of strife
within the self, or of an irreparable breach between
the ideal self that might have been and the actual
But the
self whose act has produced the condict.
feeling arises partly from a judgment of the ditierence between the two and of the inferiority of tiie
actual self, but still more from a repression and a
paralysis of the active side of consciousness. G. F.
Stout traces the feeling quality in all emotions to
'occurrences which powerfully thwart or further
pre-existing conative tendencies.'^ Remorse is an
apt illustration of this principle, because, while it
is
perhaps the very worst quality that can belong
to suffering,'^ it is the emotion that exercises the
most deadening influence upon life.
emotional mood, because

own and

'

In it there is a collision between what we have actually done
and what we now desire that we should have done. Thus in
'

reflection

activity

is

on our past self, the free course of our present ideal
crushed and repressed by the memory of our actual

behaviour.'*

But, as the developed self is conditioned by
other selves, so are its emotions. There may be
remorse for wrong done which apparently anects
only ourselves, but it is more general and. intense
in respect of Avrongs done to others, because the
free intercourse of ourselves with other selves,
whether God or men, is thereby restricted or
stopped. Yet it always includes the utter misery

and hopelessness of our own condition. Despair is
always an element in it.
It is obvious therefore
2. As an ethical quality.
that remorse is a moral feeling. It involves free
One feels grief for
agency and responsibility.
misfortunes, regret for mistakes, remorse for sins,
for acts which one has freely caused and ought to

—

1

3
••

DPhP

^ A Manual
ii. 463 f.
of Psychology^, p. 305.
A. Bain, iThe Emotions and the Will, London, 1859, p. 136.
Analytic Psychology, ii. 279.

.Stout,

.

more or

not a very accurate use of terms, and
peculiar, unanalyzable,
moral quality which pertains both to remorse and
But our view of the ultimate
to conscience.
nature and source of remorse, whether it be the
reproach of neglected self-interest, or of injured
society, or of some transcendental authority
insulted, will depend upon our theory of the moral
criterion, whether that be self-interest, or social
welfare, or some transcendental ideal.
Yet it is not strictly accuiate to identify remorse
with conscience. It is rather the result of con-

This

is

Darwin has omitted the

science judging

and condemning.

While

it

is

inseparable from moral judgment, it is peculiarly
the feeling element that accompanies the reproach
On the other hand, it cannot be
of conscience.
reckoned among the virtues or the vices, for it is
too intimately bound up with the essence of moral
nature, and with that which constitutes and defines
Its value thereright and wrong, virtue and vice.
fore as a factor in moral life and in relation to the
absolute moral ideal depends entirely iipon the

degree of enlightenment in conscience. One man
may feel remorse for that which would afford
the hai)piness of an approving conscience to
another.

Darwin quotes the case of a savage who felt prolonged
'
remorse until he went to a distant tribe to spear a woman to
satisfy his sense of duty to his wife who had died of disease.^
'

—

assumes

Remorse
3. Theological significance.
its acutest form and acquires religious significance

when it is a sense of having violated the laws of
God or of having outraged His love, thus in either
Its specific nature is
case incurring His wrath.
then relative to the idea of God involved. Remorse was a frequent theme of the Greek drama,

and the element of despair is here especially i>rominent becau.se the Greek mind was apt to identify
the divine in the last resort with inexorable fate.
In the OT Cain and Saul are two notable examples
In each case there is
of unavailing sorrow for sin.
a sense of guilt, a burden of penalty, a consciousness of complete and final alienation from God,
and a paralysis of the spiritual life (Gn 4*"", 1 S
writer also represents Esau as
2815-25)
'rejected (for he found no place of repentance)

A NT

though he sought it diligently with tears' (He
and the first evangelist represents Judas
12^'')
Iscariot as having 'repented himself,' and, when
he found repentance useless, he went away and
hanged himself (Mt 27^-^).
But in the OT and NT sorrow for sin more
;

'

usually appears as rei)entance {q. v. ), because God
and forgiving, able and willing to
is merciful
reconcile the sinner to Himself, to blot out his
of hope.
guilt, and to open before him a new door
in that, while
Remorse differs from

repentance
both are sorrow for sin, the former is unavailing
and irremediable, but the latter is a first step to a
new life wherein the mistakes and failures of the
In Protestant theologjold may be retrieved.
remorse may be either (1) the first stage of conviction for sin, a work of the law unrelieved by the
1

The Descent of Man^, London,

2 P. 114

f.

1875, pt.

i.

oh. iv.
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hope of the gospel, but followed at length by
repentance, faith, and justification
But the law doth rather shew sin, accuse and terrify the

—

'

conscience, declare the wrath of God, and drive to desperation

or

'

1
;

a legal conviction of sin associated with per-

(2)

manent

unbelief.
Remorse for sin does certainl}' prove that the soul is not
But remorse is not a sanctifjing principle on the
it is an exceedingly dangerous one
and the soul niaj'
die of it, as truly as the body of acute pain. It often drives
men to despair, to frenzied iniquity, and thus to final hardness
'

dead.
contrary,
.

of

.

.

;

;

heart's

Such would be the condition of one who felt that
he had committed the sin against the Holy Ghost
or who had fallen from grace beyond recovery (He

Almost parallel to the difference between remorse
and repentance is the better-defined distinction in
Roman Catholic theology between attrition and
contrition.
Contrition, the first act in the sacrament of penance, is a
sorrow of the soul and a detestation of sin coaimitced, with the
determination not to sin again." When it is motived by love,
and when it reconciles man to God, it is perfect contrition, and
is to be distinguished from attrition or
imperfect contrition,
which arises from the consideration of the heinousness of sin
or from the fear of hell or of punishment.' This also is 'a gift
of God and an impulse of the Holy Ghost, who does not as
yet
dwell in the penitent, but only moves him, whereby the penitent being aided, prepares his way unto righteousness.'-*
'

'

Attrition is not quite the same as remorse, but it
seems to occupy the same position in the progress
of the soul from sin to salvation as remorse
may do
when the fear of God and the condemnation of
the law hold a man under the conviction of sin
and still in its bondage for a season, though at last
he may emerge into repentance and faith. But
Protestant theology would not ascribe to remorse
such independent efficacy for salvation as Catholic
theology does to attrition. Yet remorse does in

many

cases lead to conviction

when

the revelation

of the grace of God supervenes.^
Literature.— G. F. Stout, A Manual of Psychology^,
London, 1904, bk. iii. div. 1, ch. iv., Analytic Psycholnqy, do.

W.

1896, bk. ii. ch. xii. ;
James, Varieties of Religious Experience, do. 1902, lects. vi.-x.
J. Martineau, Tvpes of Ethical
Theory'i, Oxford, 1891, ii. 419-422 ; F.
Newman, The Soul,
London, 1905, ch. ii. ; T. M. Lindsay, Hist, of the Reformation, Edinburgh, 1906, i. 201, 219, 222 flf. ; E. D.Starbuclt, The
Psychology of Religion, London, 1899, ch. iv. ; R. Burton, The
;

W.

Anatomy of Melancholy, Oxford, 1628, pt. iii. sect. iv. John
Bunyan, Grace Abounding to the Chief of Sinners, London,
i-^ee.
T. Kees.
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RENUNCIATION.—

In a sense the entire
history of ethics might be said to turn on the
of
renunciation.
question
Every system has been
forced to admit it as an element ; it is the amount
admitted that varies, and this varies
enormously.
Some reduce it to a minimum ; there are others
that have made it cover the whole ground. At
the one extreme we have the thoroughgoing forms
of Hedonism, such as Cyrenaicism and
Epicureanism, which, taking the maximum of pleasure for
the mere individual as the goal, are yet compelled
to recognize that some pleasures must be re-

And this because not only
conflict in the individual himself, but

nounced.

do desires

even those
that are harmonious cannot be satisfied to the full
in this world.
At the other end we have the
systems of self-denial, of which perhajw Buddhism
might be taken as the type. Here renunciation
seems pushed to its utmost limits, since the annihilation of all passion and desire is the
supreme

aim.

It may be a question as to whether this nirvatjia of calm
goes so far as to imply the death of all consciousness. If so, it
would raise in an acute form the problem as to how it can be
good for man to renounce everything, since by the very terms
of the renunciation there is no longer anything
living topossess
1

Luther,

2 F.
3
J

Commentary on Galatians, Eng.

W. Newman, The

tr.,

London, 1830,

Soul, p. 129.
Deereta Concil. Trident., sess. xiv. cap. iv.
E. D. Starbuck, The Psychology of
Religion, p. 52.

a good. This might perhaps be answered by holding that conscious existence was intrinsically so miserable that the only
good that could be hoped for was the absence of bad.' And
'

'

'

would appear, would be the answer of Schopenhauer
and of von Hartmann, the modern preachers of asceticism
based on pessimism.
this, it

Between these two extremes lie the systems of
Greek ethics kept always in view the
conception of a fundamental harmony as at least
conceivable.
Socrates and Plato demanded renunciation only of those illusory pleasures which an
enlightened man would recognize as not what he
the world.

Aristotle, in admitting the posreally wanted.
sibility of utter self-sacrifice
say, death in battle
without the hope of immortality practically ad-

—

mits that a

—

man may willingly give up M-hat

is most
worth having from a purely individual point of view
for the sake of serving others.
This clash between
the happiness of self and the happiness of others
was to be felt more keenly as time went on.
Meanwhile Aristotle was at one with Plato and

Socrates in conceiving that the vast majority of
our desires were reasonable, and in part at least to
be satisfied. The work of renunciation lay not in
killing them out, but in taming them and putting
them to use, since use could be found for them in
no way at variance with the highest good.
In Stoicism developed under combined Greek,
renunciation
Roman, and Hebrew influences
becomes far more prominent. The mere consciousness of duty done was held to be enough to
support

—

—

man and give him happiness. What came to nini
from ^\ithout was to be neither desired nor shunned
he must surrender once for all every clinging to
the goods of circumstance. A modern parallel may
be found in the view of Kant that there is nothing
in the world or out of it absolutely good except
a Good Will' {Grundlcgung zur Metaphysik chr
Sitten, sect. 1, init.), and that moral action consists in following the Imijerative of
Duty without
;

'

'

'

regard to personal wishes.

With Christianity
question enters on a

and

Christian

ethics

the

new phase, and becomes extremely intricate. The definite recognition of the
principle of love foreshadowed in Stoicism makes
impossible ever again to dissociate entirely an
individual's highest good from that of his fellows ;
on the other hand, the hope of belief in an ultimate heaven of individual blessedness prevents
it

renunciation from being the final word. Merely
selfish pleasures have doubtless to be surrendered,
but the compensation will be abundant. It is a
further question, and one keenly debated, what
these selfish pleasures include. Some have banished all the pleasures of the body and many of
the mind. This was undoubtedly the view of' the
mediaeval ascetics (see the writings of Bonaventura,
published by the Fathers of Quaracchi), and it
was to a certain extent repeated by Tolstoi in
modem times, though it was the doctrine of nonresistance rather than of renunciation i^ure and
simple that he made the keynote. All asceticism,
however, seems at variance with the childlike
for no child is ever an
spirit beloved of Christ
ascetic and indeed with the general impression
which He made on His contemporaries as a man
who 'came eating and drinking' (Mt IV^).
The pressure and complexity of modern life have
brought out further aspects in the problem.
Many a philanthropist, e.g., must give ujj jiieasures
which in themselves he admits to be high and
desirable.
Is this from his i)oint of vie'w reasonable ? The difficulty of this question does not
seem to have been fully realized by tlie older
utilitarians, such as Bentham and Mill, but the
sense of it has led the latest exponent of tlie
in England, Henry Sidgwick, to
suggest
system
that a heaven where such sacrifices will be compensated supplies the only means of reconciling

—

—

RENUNCIATION
the diverj,'eiices between the j^ood of the one and
the pood of tlie many, and so conijdetcly rationalizing etliics (see The Methods of Ethics, bk. iv.
ch. vi.).
Others e.g., the followers of Auguste
Comte and Herbert Spencer are content to renounce the hope of permanent individual happiness altogether, if only the perfection of the race
can be attained. Others, again, have develoi)ed
what may be called a kind of Neo-Stoicism. Unalloyed good is impossible both for race and for individual, but sufficient compeiisation is to be found
This view has
in the glory of an heroic struggle.

—

—

been common in England, linding distinct ex-

pression, for instance, in the writings of Hu.xley
But the German
(e.g.. Evolution and Ethics).
Nietzsche, by virtue of his genius, might be regarded as the leader of the school. He is, how-
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(Hindu)

ideal and purpose of tiie Hindu wlio adopts the
life of renuiK'iation and po\erty.
To a greater dejjree also than in the West this
renunciation is dictated by religious motives.

The mixed motives which among Western

peoples

lead to the renouncing more or less completely of
clierished aims or convictions, often on trivial or

even

selfish

grounds, have no place

among the

forces which in tliis particular urge the Hindu
to action.
Theoretically his sole purpose is to
secure freedom for himself so that, untrammelled
by worldly ties, he may pursue the one aim of
union with God. Tlie world with its attractions
its cares is an obstacle in the way which must
be cast aside (sannyas). Tiiis duty is laid upon

and

him by his religious
ciation of the world

f.aitii and profession.
Renunis not a matter of choice, but
a religious obligation and command incumbent
upon all. It would appear, however, .so obviously
impracticable for an entire community to render
literal obedience to an injunction of this nature
that probably the author or authors of the codes
of law did not conceive or intend that the rule
should be universally observed.
This ideal of the
2. Renunciation in practice.
renunciation of the world as a supreme religious
obligation is of very ancient date and origin in
India.
In the oldest literature the figure of the
hermit or ascetic who has broken through the
and
Morality
Ethics
that
bind to this world and has adopted a
Epicureans,
(Buddhist), fetters
The
(Christian), and (Greek), STOICS, UTILITARIANISM,
solitary and contemplative life is familiar.
Positivism.
motives that prompted the withdrawal from
Literature. — H. Sidgrwick, History of Ethics^, London, 1902,
ordinary life were no doubt various, and in many
The Methods of Ethics', do. 1907 T. H. Green, Prolegomena instances not unmixed.
The mere desire for a life
to Ethics, Oxford, 1SS3
G. Lowes Dickinson, The Meaning
of ease and irresponsibility actuated many, as it
of Good, London, 1907 E. Caird, The Evolution of Jieligion,
does at the present day, to seek release from
Glasgow, 1893; T. W. Rhys Davids, Buddhism, rev. ed.,
London, 1899; I. Kant, Werke, Leipzig, 1838, vol. viii., partly burdens and duties that were rightly or wrongly
F.
tr. T. K. Abbott, in Kant's Theory of Ethics, London, 1873
In ancient times probably
felt to be intolerable.
A. Schopenhauer, Die
Nietzsche, Werke, Leipzig, 1895 ff.
the religious motive was for the most part at
Welt als Wille und Vorstellung'i, Leipzig, 1859 E. von Hartmann, Philosophic des Unheximssten^, Berlin, 1882 L. Tolstoi, least predominant, and the longing for undisturbed
communion with the divine but it is perhaps
Mij Jieligion, tr. Huntington Smith, London, 1889.
¥. Melian Stawell.
more than doubtful whether so much can be
RENUNCIATION (Hindu).— i. The ideal and claimed to-day for the great host of devotees and
To the Hindu the term 'renuncia- ascetics who cross the traveller's path in every part
the motive.
tion (Skr. sannyasa, sannyas, lay down,' resign,' of India.
A craving for notoriety and for the
influence which a reputation for self-denial and
esp. to resign the world, become a sannydsin, or
^
ascetic) conveys a meaning and carries with it an
the practice of the ascetic life gives in India
obligation very difl'erent from the Western idea.
prompts some with many others it is sheer idleTo the latter renunciation admits of degrees, and ness and a disinclination to take the trouble inconsists essentially in the surrender of a coveted volved in self-support or the support of kindred and
aim or object, the abandonment of a cherished relatives. The hardships and suHerings, however,
wish, or the suppression of a more or less definitely that are voluntarily undergone, the laborious and
formed ideal of life. It is virtuallj'^ equivalent to dangerous journeyings to distant shrines, and the
self-renunciation, and is conceived in terms of self-denial involved in the assignment of wealth
selfish purposes or desires which are to be set
and property to others often prove how sincerely,
aside it is the opposite of altruism, and implies if
mistakenly, truth and holiness are sought in a
no cessation of activities, but their diversion into life of renunciation of all worldly ties and claims.
new channels. Seldom if ever does it connote to In India such a life is and always has been facilithe "Western mind the abandonment of all for a tated
by the generous fertility of the soil and the
life reduced to its simplest terms.
The Hindu kindly climate, conditions under which bodily
conception of renunciation is in almost every needs are few, and the simple requirements of a
respect contrasted with this. Sannyasa is the contemplative and unemployed mode of existence
casting ofi", the abandonment, not of self but of are easily met and satisfied. Moreover, the religiall that is other than self
and the sannydsin ous obligation to give alms to the wandering ascetic
renounces home and friends together with all tiiat is never disowned by the Hindu housekeeper and
to Western thought makes existence desirable,
the sannydsin is always sure of his daily food in
and engages himself to a life of absolute destitu- whatever village he may present himself in the
tion of all possessions, that, undisturbed by worldlj^ course of his wide and varied
wanderings.
conditions or claims, he may cultivate communion
The numerous descendants and ofishoots of
with God. To break all the ties that bind to this Hinduism in later times
adopted the ascetic motive
world, to withdraw as far as possible from all and ideal. Buddhism in particular enforced the
worldly association and intercourse, to be depen- duty of renunciation, and extended the practice,
dent for daily support upon the charity of others
for its
carrying its doctrine and the enthusiasm
a charity in India never withheld that no inter- ideal to
Egypt and Western lands, where, accordruption may be offered by worldly cares or ing to some authorities, it was taken over into
interests to meditation and the concentration of Christian
usage and became a recognized feature
all thought and desire upon God, is the avowed
If so, the
of the Christian ecclesiastical order.
1
E.g., Laws of Man>.i, vi. 94.
genealogical descent that traces Western monastic

ever, distinguished not only by the exultant turn
he gives to the creed, but by the intense hatred
he feels for any subordination of the one to the
many. The best good of life as yet known to him
lies in the free development of the most splendid
and forceful individuals, at whatever cost to the
masses. In general it may be said that the modern
attitude is one of ferment over the questions How
much is man bound to renounce for nimself and for
the race ? How much should he insist on claiming
for himself or for the race, as a worthy prize
for life?
See also artt. HEDONISM, Cyrenaics,

—

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

'

'

'

;

;

;

;

—
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observance to an Eastern origin is of great interest.
Too little, however, is known of the details of the
history for a secure verdict to be pronounced on
the extent of the indebtedness of the West to the
East for teaching and example in this respect.
Room must certainly be left for a not inconsiderable measure of spontaneity and initiative.
Accordingly,
3. Conditions and obligations.
in theory at least, there is in the Hindu conception
and practice no middle term or way between an
unrestricted use and enjoyment of tlie things of the
Renunciation is
woi'ld and complete abstinence.
Nor is the theory modified to any
of all or of none.
considerable extent in practice, as in many Christian monasteries of the Middle Ages, and as in a
few instances in some Buddhist countries at the present day. Resignation of this or that pleasure or
distraction, or severance of the one connexion with
retention of others, has presented no attraction to
the religious-minded Hindu while, on the other
hand, the ease wdth which a minimum of bodily
wants was satisfied has always, and perhaps increasingly, drawn to the ranks of the ascetics many Avho
were actuated by no higher motive than the craving for an indolent life free from anxiety and care.
Of such there are not a few in India, of whom
the better-class Hindus themselves are ashamed.
The Indian theory of renunciation, moreover, is
closely connected with the doctrine and obligation
see also art. Ascetiof the four d&ramas (q.v,
cism [Hindu], vol. ii. p. 91 f.), the successive stages
or periods of life through which, theoretically at
least, every Hindu must pass from his early years
Here again the theoretical conditions
to death.
and demands were greatly modified in practice
and in particular no restriction was placed upon
the adoption of a life of abstinence and renunciaThe
tion at any age, even the most youthful.
order of the dsramas was essential and invariable,
that of the sannydsin closing the series as the
most exalted and refined. It was not necessary,
however, to have reached an advanced age before
renouncing the world. At any period it was admissible at will to withdraw from worldly pursuits,
abbreviating or omitting altogether the preceding
stages, and assuming even in early youth vows of
unworldliness and poverty. Instances of return
to a worldly life appear always to have been rare.
On the other hand, recent history afibrds many

—

;

;

;

examples of men of eminent piety and sincerity,
who at tlie close of an honourable career have
renounced the world, and, abandoning house and
home, have given over their remaining years to a
life of severe and self-imposed restrictions, to
meditation and solitary communion with God. To
a high-minded and dgvoted Indian gentleman of

Swami Sri Sacdidananda-Sarasvati,
class,
formerly jirime minister of the Native State of
Bliaunagar, Monier-Williams makes reference in
the preface to his Brdhmanism and Hinduism*
and the late Desee also frontisi)iece)
(p. xxi
bendra Nath Tagore might be cited as an exjimple
of the same gentle and self-denying spirit.
Those,
however, who adopt the ascetic life from mere
idleness and a shrinking from responsibility and
work are an undoubted loss and burden and even
a source of danger to their country.
4. Effect of European teaching and example.
In this respect as in so many others the Hindu
conception has been profoundly modified by the
impact of Western and European teaching and
example. It is perhaps not true that to any important extent the ancient ideal has been lowered
In theory at least it is still recognized
or changed.
as best that a man should abandon the world,
and seek his own salvation and the satisfaction of
his spiritual cravings in a life of meditation,
severed from his people and the pursuits of the
this

;

;

—

(Hindu)

busy crowd.
endeavour to

An

increasing

number,

however,

find that

satisfaction in altruistic
service in the world rather than in selfish aloofness.
More or less consciously they have been

influenced by Christian example and propaganda,
by scientific and medical doctrines taught in the
schools of the importance and interests of the body,
by the emphasis laid upon hygiene and the obligations of social service. The example and initiative also of British officers and civil servants,
and of professors in the colleges and schools, have
counted for much. For the most part it is the
members of the higher classes and castes whose

conceptions of duty and of life have been tlius
transformed. The modes of living and the ideals
of good of the middle and lower classes have undergone little change, and the convictions of the great
majority of the Indian peoples with regard to the
duty and efficacy of entire renunciation of the world
remain the same these, however, have neither time
nor inclination to put into practice what is for the
most part a dimly realized obligation of their religious faith. It is among the leaders of the people,
present and future, the intellectual and leisured
classes, that a new ideal has been created, and to
many of them renunciation has come to mean renunciation of self and evil, that the good may be pursued not out of but in the world and for its benefit.
The motives that under these changed circumstances urge to a new renunciation and to real
altruistic service are not always unmixed.
In
some instances at least, perhaps in many, rivalry
with Christian methods and institutions, distrust of
the intentions or disinterestedness of Christian
;

emulation of British achievements and
success in the amelioration of the lot of the common
people has aroused a spirit of antagonism which
activities, or

has found expression in opposition. Moreover,
is by no means Christian converts alone or
those who have avowedly submitted themselves to
Christian influence that have proved thus capable
of the highest forms of self-renunciation.
It may
be that in all instances there has been the inspiit

ration, indirect and unacknowledged, of Christian example.
Notably, however, the members of
the Brahma Samaj, of the Arya Samaj, and of
other native sects and Churches have not confined
themselves to mere doctrinal propaganda, but frequently with a self-sacrifice and devotion worthy of
all praise have turned aside fi-om positions of
worldly ease and emolument to serve their fellowmen, and that for the sake of definite religious

and communistic aims which were not

selfish.

In the future, therefore, there can be little doubt
that the ancient Hindu ideal of renunciation will
give place slowly to one which appears thus to be
more practical and in its present and general issues
more helpful and beneficent. The earlier conception, however, is far from having lost its hold upon
the imagination and attection of the peoi)le in
general, nor, as far as judgment and comparison
are possible, is the number of those who take upon
themselves the vows of abandonment of the world
less than in former years.
But the practical
spirit of the age is against them ; and that will
ultimately prevail, even in India, not without
regret at the loss of an ideal which, self-seeking
it might be, was not seldom
productive of saintly character, and at least set
the example of disregard of mere worldly good.

and unutilitarian as

—
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;
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REPENTANCE
RENUNCIATION AT BAPTISM. — See MtThe tubu =
Bilile

REPENTANCE.— In its broadest sense repentance describes Ibe act of the soul in breaking
away from its past as a preliminary step to tlie
work of etliical reform. In tliis wide signification
it is not peculiar to the Jewish or the C!hristian
on the contrary, it is implied in all tlie
religion
higher religions and in all sj'steiiis of morality.
Man's cai)acity for repentance is grounded in his
nature as a moral being.
;

We have a capacity,' says Bishop Butler, of reflecting upon
actions and characters, and making them an object to our
thought and on doing this, we naturally and unavoidably
approve some actions, under the peculiar view ol their being
viituous and of good desert and disapprove others, as vicious
'

'

:

;

of

ill

desert.'

i

It is because man has this power of self-judgment
that he is also capable of the act of repenting.
moral advance takes the form of a breach with the
Hence Socrates, in identifying virtue and
past.

AH

Knowledge, vice and ignorance, taught that only
by a preceding conviction of ignorance could a man
Plato held that in every
attain to knowledge.
man there is a potential faculty by which he can
distinguish the lesser from the higher good, and
renounce the former for the sake of the latter. He
compares this change in the attitude of the soul to
the turning of the eye from darkness to light. Just
as the liglit of the sun evokes and strengthens the
power of bodily vision, so spiritual truth has the
power to educate man's faculty of knowledge.
This is the meaning of the famous allegory of the
cave.^ A similar line of thought is also found in

Buddhism

as well as in pre-Buddhistic systems.
idea and the terra. It is only in Judaism
and in Christianity that the idea of repentance is
developed, and is treated not as a merely preliminary step to the higher life but as a permanent
condition of all spiritual achievement.
Only within
these religions, too, are the presuppositions of
repentance in the deepest sense of the term made
Belief in a personal God, in the reality
possible.
in the light
of sin, and in the freedom of the will
of such principles repentance becomes a fundamental virtue and is seen to be at once ethical and
the
It has been recently stated that
religious.
idea is peculiarly Jewish, so much so that its
ethical force is lost in the dogma of the atoning
Christ.'^ To this it may be replied that, as a
matter of historical fact, one of the great motives
to repentance has been and is a realization of tlie
righteousness and the love of God revealed in the
I.

—

The

—

'

death of Christ. That death has proved itself to
be a means of atonement by the very fact that it
works repentance in him who understands its
meaning and feels its power and thus it removes
the subjective hindrance to peace and forgive;

ness.

The noun teshubdh

('

repentance') occurs only in

Hebrew, but the verbal form shiib is
the OT. The latter word means liter-

post-Biblical

common

Syr. Bible has for /itTavotirt (Vulg. pcenitentiam agite) in
\leh. shuliu.
For the noun jieraKoia (ilt 3") the
In the NT 'repent'
used tfydbutd = ti»hub(ih.
Syr.
translates /itTai/oiuj, and 'repentance' translates /itrai'oia, but,
as will be shown below, these renderings are far from adequate.
The
seeks to differentiate between y-travotlv, 'to repent,'
and neTan«Aecr8ai, 'to regret,' by rendering the latter as a reflexive e.g., 'Judas repented himself (Mt 2"3), which shoulil
32

Abrenuntio.

and

r31

in
ally 'to turn' or 'to return' in a physical sen.se.
Kunning parallel with this use is the 'use of the
word in a spiritual or ethical sense, to return
from sin and evil to God or to rigliteousness.' In
this usage the word means not merely to change
the direction, but to turn right round and face in
the opposite way (cf. the refrain in
4'^'''*
yet

—

Am

'

'

have ye not returned unto me, saith Jeliovah
for other examples ef. Hos 6', Is 1^ 55^, Jer
-2
31236^ Ezk 1322; the LXX translates nihh'un
by fj-eravodv cf. Jer 18*, which should be rendered
'I will change my mind or my puipose' rather
than I will repent').
;

;

KV

—

The

rather be rendered, 'Judas was smitten with remorse.'

UV makes an exception to this rule in 2 Co 7", where /Lt«Ta/ii«Ao/j.at

translated by 'regret.' Cf. Ko II28, where a/i«Ta/i«ATjTo? is
translated without repentance.' The Amer. RV translates it
by 'not repented of.' The RV would have done well to call
attention in a marginal note to the difference in meaning
between the word 'repentance' as commonly used and the
Greek word ixeTc-voia. A satisfactory version of the NT nmst
include a new translation of a word that expresses the hiitial
and prevailing idea of Christianity.'
is

'

2. Repentance in the OT.— Two strains of
thought run throughout the OT religion— the one
priestly and legalistic, the other prophetic and
Modern Judaism inherits the double
ethical.

tendency.

The

priestly concei)tion of the relations

between God and man is embodied in a Levitical
sacrilicial system which, in germ, existed from the
The expiatory element in
earliest times in Israel.
sacrifice was developed into an elaborate system,
but it laboured under one serious defect the
ritualistic and the ethical were not clearly distinguished. Unintentional transgi-essions and various impurities of a ceremonial character, such as
leprosy or the touching of a dead body, needed an

—

expression of repentance in the prescribed sacrifices.
The main function subserved by the sacrificial system was to gain for the sufferer the divine
favour or to avert from him the divine wrath (cf.
Lv 425*- 31- 35^ 2 S 14-5). Hence the notion of repentance suffered through the defects of the prevailing
notion of sin. Much that later Judaism, as well
as Christianity, condemned as sin was not deemed
and vice versa, a deeper
to be sin in early Israel
spiritual view disregards as without moral significance many acts which were deemed to be offences
against the holiness of God i.e. against His
cliaracter as One intinitely remote from contact
with the human and the physical. On the other
hand, it must be allowed that the systematizers of
the post-Exilic worship believed it to be 'a very
important means towards the great end of keeping
the people of Israel faithful in heart and life to
God.' 2
The prophetic preaching marks a great advance
in the conception of sin with a corre.sponding
advance in the conception of repentance. For the
prophets sacrifices were secondary to moral obedience.
They cared little about the details of ritual,
and insisted on the paramount claims of justice,
In a
truth, and social righteousness (Jer 7").
word, they were the preachers of ethical and
social reform, and they proclaimed the necessity of
repentance as a necessary prerequi^-ite to a new
order of things. Still further, the call to repentance was made in close connexion with the idea of
;

—

One of their most passionate convicwas belief in the day of Jahweh, on which an
overwhelming retribution should strike a sinful
people (Am 52»-27 98-l^ Is 2"-=' 139). xhe call to
repentance was addressed primarily not to the

judgment.
tions

individual but to the nation as a whole. The
covenant of Jahweh was with Israel conceived as

a personality with a continuous moral

life,

and

therefore responsible alike for its sin and for its
amendment. The sins charged against Israel were
in the main social
cruelty to the poor, bribery of
worjudges, immorality connected with idolatrous
On these the prophet invoked divine judgship.
aside
turned
Ijy
ment, but the judgment can be
to a
repentance, i.e. by a change of mind leading

—

'

1

Dissertation ii., 'Of the Nature of Virtue,' § 1, Works, ed
E. Gladstone, Oxford, 1896, i. 397 f.
2
s k.
x. 377.
Beijublic, vii. 514 f
Kohler, in

W.

.

JE

1 For a valuable note on the Classical, LXX, and NT usage of
these words see Hist, and Linguistic Studies, 2nd ser., Chicago,

1908.
2

A. B. Bruce, Apologetics, Edinburgh, 1892, p. 265.
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change of conduct. 'Seek good, and not evil,'
and so the Lord,
cries Amos, tliat ye may live
the God of hosts, shall be with you, as ye say.
Hate the evil, and love the good, and establish
judgment in the gate it may be that the Lord,
the God of hosts, will be gracious unto the remnant
Hosea through a bitter domestic
of Joseph (5"*- ).
experience had learned the need of repentance
on the part of Israel. The root sin of Israel was
disloyalty to God. She had gone after other
gods and had broken the marriage covenant with
Jahweh. But, just as the prophet would not let
go the woman that he loved, but cared for her and
through sorrow redeemed her, so he felt that
Jahweh, who had chosen Israel as His bride, would
not give her up, but would win her back by the
greatness of His grief and His compassion (2'^).
Repentance will lead to restoration, and repentance
comes through a deeper knowledge of God.
'

:

:

'

It is because Hosea's doctrine of God is so rich, so fair and
so tender, that his doctrine of repentance is so full and gracious.
Here we see the difference between him and Amos. Amos had
also used the phrase with frequency again and again he had
appealed to the people to seek God and to return to God.
But from Amos it went forth only as a pursuing voice, a voice
crying in the wilderness. Hosea lets loose behind it a heart,
'

;

God, and brings

with gracious thoughts
about them, not the voices only, but the atmosphere, of love.
"1 will be as the dew unto Israel," promises the Most High
but He is before His promise. The chapters of Hosea are
drenched with the dew of God's mercy, of which no drop falls
on those of Amos, but there God is rather the roar as of a lion,
of

plies the people

;

the flash as of lightning.'

Jeremiah and
warnings

i

Ezekiel repeat to their contempo-

raries the

of

judgment and the

call to

repentance. Idolatiy, unbelief, and formalism in
religion are the evils that they most frequently
denounce. They threaten the people with exile,
but the impending doom may be turned aside if
'

Amend your ways and your

doings,
(Jer 7^).

they repent
I will cause you to dwell in this place
Moved by a profound intuition Jeremiah breaks
through the bonds of the moral solidarity of the
nation, and glimpses the truth of individualism
But the realization of this truth belongs
(SP***-)Ezekiel takes up the message
to the future age.
:

'

and

of personal

responsibility

from his

earlier con-

'

;

:

'

spiritual acts described.

Later Jewish teaching^.— The idea and practice
development in later
Jewish thought. Repentance now becomes the
fundamental feature of Jewish piety, and the penitential prayer is frequent in the literature of the
The high value set upon this virtue is
time.
Even for
illustrated in the Prayer of Manasses.
the most wicked of Jewish kings the gateway to
Other examples of
life ia opened by penitence.
found in Dn 9, To 3'-^
penitential prayers are
3.

of repentance receive a rich

i.

God is meant to give the sinner
'Thou overlookest the
to repent.
sins of men to the end that they may repent (U^^).
get a prelude to the teaching of Paul (Ro 2^) in
another passage ' Thou hast made thy children to
be of good hope that thou givest repentance for
sins' (121").
Throughout later Judaism the idea
of suflering played an important r61e in developing
penitential feeling. The old idea that suft'erLng
was a sign of divine displeasure still held its ground,

forbearance of

opportunity

'

We

:

and, the more keenly men felt suffering, the deeper
was their consciousness of sin and their desire for
Distress and pain were proofs that
reconciliation.
sin had been committed, whether it was possible
or not to say what the sin actually was.
In the later rabbis the word teshubah (' repentance') has become a technical theological term. Sin,

taught, is removed by good works, repentance,
and confession. A consistent doctrine of repentance from a purely ethical standpoint is not to be
it is

looked for in the rabbis.
tion is found side by side

A deep spiritual concep-

\\\i\\ external legalistic
views. As an example of the latter may be cited
the Talinudic teaching that three books are opened
on New Year's Day ; the righteous are inscribed
for life, the wicked for death, while the 'intermediate remain in suspense till the Day of Atonement. By good w^orks and repentance they can
make the swaying balance incline in their favour.
Of similar character is the interpretation of the
words, Seek ye the Lord while he may be found,
call ye upon him while he is near' (Is 55®), which
are taken to mean Seek him especially between
the New Year and the Day of Atonement when he
dwells among you.' On the other hand, it is to
the rabbis that we owe some of the most beautiful
sayings about repentance to be found outside the
C. G. Montefiore has collected much
Bible.
'
material of this kind in his article Rabbinic ConThe
of
following are
Repentance."
ceptions
'

'

'

quoted
"

:

God's hand is stretched out under the wings of the heavenly
chariot to snatch the penitent from the grasp of justice."
"
Open for me," says God, "a gateway of repentance as big as
a needle's eye, and 1 will open for you gates wide enough for
" If
horses and chariots."
your sins are as high as heaven, even
unto the seventh heaven and even to the throne of glory, and
2
you repent, I will receive you."
'

temporary, yet his message is addressed to the
Turn ye, turn ye from your evil ways
nation
He
for why will ye die, O house of Israel ? (33").
makes an advance upon earlier teachings by announcing that God Himself will take the initiative
and give repentance to Israel (36*^-^') ; but this is
an idea alien to the genius of Judaism, which
emphasizes the thought that in repentance man
takes the initiative and God grants forgiveness
because of man's changed attitude towards Him.
In Psalms and Job the feeling about sin is
deepened. It is something in itself evil, breaking
the bonds that bind the soul to God. Moreover,
.sin is now seen to be a universal experience of man.
In such Psalms as the 32nd and 51st this deepened
consciousness finds expression, even though we
should accept the view of some critics that the
primary reference is to the sin and repentance of
the Church-nation. Still it is impossible to avoid
the conviction that the Psalmists were thinking of
themselves as sharers by personal experience in the

G. A. Smith, The Book of the Twelve Prophets, London, 1S90,
338 f.
1

Mac 22-20 (j2-i»_ In ^jj^ \yQQ\^ of Wisdom, which
was written under the influence of Greek philosophy, we have the thought brought out that the

3

'

The main differences between the rabbinical and
the modern teaching about repentance are, accord-

is on
ing to this writer (1) the rabbinical doctrine
the whole particularist, while the modern teaching
is pronouncedly univer.salist (2) the rabbis are more
stern towards the .sinner, especially the religious
sinner, the heretic, the apostate, the unbeliever
the modern teaching,
(3) Avhereas, according to
punishment after death can be onlj^ remedial and
temporary, the rabbis held that for .some sinners
there was no share wliatever in the blessedness of
the world to come.
Jesus, though
4. Repentance in Christianity.
opposed to the prevailing tendencies of the Judaism
and
over
took
of His time,
developed the deeper
motives of the OT prophetic teaching. Among
these was the demand for righteou.sness which can
be satisfied only by repentance. The Baptist had
already echoed the cry of an Isaiah or a Jeremiah,
Repent ye for the kingdom of heaven is at hand
(Mt 32). He was a preacher of the judgment to
come and of repentance unto the remission of sins
Thus the
in view of this judgment.
eschatolo^ical
movement, which was destined to affect powerfully
the history of Christianity, Avas begun by the
Becau.se
Baptist's summons to amendment of life.
:

;

;

—

'

'

;

1

JQR
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;
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of the approaching end of the age, which was to
ho [signalized by the appearance of tlie Messiah,
Jolm called on men to renounce their worldly
everyday life in order to lit tiieniselves for entrance into the Kingdom. They were to bring forth
fruits worthy of repentance.
Jesu.s, on His first
public appearance in Galilee after John'.s imprison-

the substance of Christ's message and mission
be described therefore as a gospel of repentance, it is obvious that the word repentance is
not used here in its etymological and popular sense.
The truth is that the term neeils to be transfigured
before it can render the meaning of Christ's idea
which the evangelists express by the word ixeravoia..
Owing to its Latin origin and its ecclesiastical
a.ssociations through the Old Latin and Vulgate
ver.sions, it is totally inadecjuate to carry the
wealth of meaning implied in the Greek word.
Ivepentance' has an emotional tone; /xerduoia is
ethical and intellectual
the former is negative a
turning away from sin the latter is positive an
enthusiasm for righteousness. But above all, the
it
looks back in
Latin Avord is retrosjjective
If

may

'

:

:

'

'

'

:

—

revulsion of feeling to past sinful acts ; whereas
the Greek word is prospective it speaks of a
moral renewal with a view to the transformation
As Matthew Arnold says,
of the entire man.
We translate it (metanoia) " repentance," the mourning; and
lamenting for our sins and we translate it wrong. Of vutaniiia, as Jesus used the word, the lamenting one's sins was a
small part the main part was something far more active and
fruitful, the setting up an immense new inward movement for
ohtainicg the rule of life. And metanoia accordingly is a

—

'

;

;

imur man.' i
Jesus regards the piety of this age as fundamentA farally perverted and moving on false lines.
reaching reconstruction of the spiritual life is imHis word, Repent ye,' is a summons
perative.
to build on new foundations, to develop a new
consciousness out of Avhich would come a new
nature. In truth what Christ demands is what
Paul describes in mystical language as a crucifixion
and a coming to life again (Gal 2-"), as the putting
off of the old man as one would put off a soiled
garment, and the p\itting on of the new man
(Col S**'-)Nothing less than this will satisfy the
NT concept of repentance.*
The primitive apostolic preaching once more proclaims the call to repentance sent forth by the
Baptist and by Christ.
Ilepent, therefore, and
be converted, that jour sins may be blotted out
(Ac 3'"). This announcement received new emphasis and urgency from the fact that the Messiah
had been crucified (Ac 2--'-) He would come again,
if only Israel Avould repent of this the greatest of
In the Pauline Epistles the
all crimes in history.
idea of repentance is merged in that of faith as a
renouncement of one's merit and as surrender to
Christ, or to God in Christ, which ends in mystical
union with Him. Yet repentance occupied a conchange of the

'

'

'

'

:

'

(Lk IS^ cf. 13=*).
Now, with this emphasis on the repentant attitude
of mind, Jesus is in line with what we have already
seen to he the prophetic doctrine. Like that of
the prophets, His moral teaching is conditioned
as a whole by the coming Kingdom like them He
;

;

sees that repentance is necessary as a preparation
for the Judgment that in turn ushers in the King-

Hence many

NT

'

students argue that the

'

ethics of Jesus is conditional, an Intevwisethik,
and Avas proclaimed in indissoluble connexion with
the eschatological expectation of a state of perfect
blessedness to be supernaturally brought about.
But, while the call to repentance was clothed with
a terrible impressiveness and intensity, from the
fact that the Kingdom was believed to be at the
door, that call is permanently valid for man's life
throughout all time. Instead of the idea of the
Kingdom to be achieved by a cosmic catastrophe.
Christians have been led to cherish the hope of
immortal blessedness. With a view to the realization of that hope, repentance is as much as ever a

demand

of the spiritual life.

—

—

;

;

—

dom.

'

'

The time is
ment, takes uj) the same mc>ssage
fulfilled, and the kingdom of God is at hand
repent ye, and believe in the gospel (Mk 1"). The
whole ministry of Jesu.s may ue described as a
ministry of repentance. With grave irony He
I am not
sums up the purport of His mission
come to call the righteous, but sinners to repentance' (Lk 532; cf, ]vik 2", Mt 9^3). what Jonah
was to the Ninevites that Jesus was to His generation a preacher of repentance (Mt 12^', Lk IP^).
More specifically it is clear that His preaching
of repentance stands in closest connexion with His
preaching of the Kingdom and M-ith His healing
The ethical requirements for admission
ministry.
to the Kingdom as expounded in the Sermon on
the Mount imply the profound change in mind and
life which we trj^ to express by the term 'repentance.' The mission of the Twelve had for one of
its main purposes that of proclaiming the duty of
repentance (Mk 6^-). The parables of the lost
sheep, the lost coin, and the lost son are motived
by the thought that there is joy in heaven over
one sinner that repenteth (Lk 15'- ^''). The events
of contemporary life, the calamities and tragedies
that befell the world, bore a spiritual message and
a solemn warning
Except ye repent, ye shall all
likewise perish
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;

spicuous place in Paul's mis.sionaiy preaching, as
we may infer from his speech at ^liletus in which
he reminds his hearers that he testilied both to
Jews and to Greeks repentance toward God, and
In
faith toward our Lord Jesus Christ (Ac 20-').
the Fourth Gospel there is no mention of repentance, but the thought is expressed under the
profound metai)hor of a new or a second birth.
Except a man be born again [or from above], he
cannot see the kingdom of God' (Jn 3^). But
generally throughout the Gospel the emphasis is
Faith and repentance
laid on faith (3'^-'* 6*^ 14').
are two sides of one and the same spiritual process.
in turning to God in
soul
If faith be the act of the
Christ, repentance is the same act viewed as the
But the process is
soul turning away from sin.
one and indissoluble, and may be described in
terms of the one act or the other.
'

Not only our Lord's

—

preaching but also His healing ministry itself
the evidence that the Kingdom was in a sense
already present was designed to awaken in the
hearts of men desires for a better life. It was the
tragedy of His life that this design was frustrated
by the dullness and indifference of those who witnessed His gracious activity in lifting the burdens
of disease from body and soul
Then began he to
upbraid the cities wherein most of his mighty
works were done, because they repented not'
(Mt 11-"). But behind His preaching and His
healing activitj' Avas His personality. Wherever
He went, He awakened a consciousness of sin and
a longing after a better life. It is to the third
evangelist that we are especially indebted for the
record of the effect which Christ's personal presence
had upon the individuals by way of arousing in
them a feeling of guUt and a desire for amendment.
It is he who tells us of the saying of Simon Peter,

—

'

:

Depart from me for I am a sinful man, O Lord
(Lk 5^), of the woman that was a sinner,' of
Zacchseus, and of the dying thief.

'

'

there is no power of repentfaith,' says Coleridge,
3
without a commencing repentance no power to faith.'
'

Without

'

ance
5.

:

Theological signification.

was incapable
the

NT

idea.

— Latin

theologj-

compass of
made the emotional element

rising to the full

of
It

'

'

;

1

'

2
3

Literature and Dogma, ch. vii. sect. 3.
See T. Walden, The Great Meaning of the

Aids

to Reflection,

aphorism

cxviii.

Word Metanoia.
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repentance primary, whereas in reality it is
Tertullian marks the beginning of the
He defines repentance as an emotion of
process.
disgust' at some i>reviously cherished offence.' In
the course of time it became involved with questions of Cliurch discipline and with the ecclesiasThis doctrine is that
tical doctrine of jienance.
repentance is only part of the sacrament of penance,
the two other elements being confession and satisfaction.^ The Reformers went back to the NT idea.
Luther's doctrine was that repentance consisted in
sorrow for sin and faith in Christ. He maintained
that the whole life should be a penitential act.
The Reformation started as a protest against false
or inadequate conceptions of repentance.

in

secondary.

'

'
Luther, it will be remembered, first saw the practical value
of philological study, when he was puzzling: over the expression
pcenitentiayn agite, "do penance," which the Vulj^ate uses for
the Greek word that in the English translation is rendered
"
repent." Was it possible, he said to himself, that Christ and

the Apostles could really bid men do penance? Did the New
Testament really stand on the side of his opponents, and of all
the gross corruptions which the doctrine of penance had introduced ? Melanchthon solved this difficulty by showing to Luther
that the Greek word /nerai/oecTe, which Jerome had translated
"do penance," really and etymologioally meant " change your
mind." Prom that moment the Reformation entered into a
conscious alliance with the new learning, to which it was already
akin in its independent love of truth, its rebellion against human
authority, and its interest in the Bible as a real living book.' 3

The Evangelical revival of the 18th cent, emphasized the need of repentance, sometimes with
undue stress on the emotional side of the experience,
and with consequent injury to the interests of the
On the other hand, philosophical
spiritual life.
moralists like Spinoza, Kant, and Fichte maintain
that all emotion of sorrow for the past is wasted
energy. And Oliver Lodge has recently remarked
'The higher man of to-day is not worrying about his sins at
:

all,

still

less

about their punishment.'

Instead of brooding

•!

over past sins, he recommends 'the safer and more efficacious
and altogether more profitable way, of putting in so many
hours' work per day, and of excluding weeds from the garden

by energetic cultivation of healthy plants.' 8
This view is also advocated by the healthy-minded
schools of thought as represented by such cults as
'

'

Theosophy, Christian Science, and New or Higher
Thought. The words of Virgil to Dante are held
to express the true attitude of the sinner to his
'One ghance at them and then pass on.'^

sins.

Begin to think what is good and do what is good,
and thereby change yourselves. Do not waste
time in futile regrets, but employ it in the performance of light actions.
There is an element of truth in this contention,
and a true conception of repentance will do justice
to this modern feeling as well as to the testimony
of the normal Christian consciousness.
Sin, as
interpreted in the teaching of Christ, is not only
a blow at the moral order of the universe it is
;

It is a wrong done
also an offence against love.
to the Father of our spirits, who is ever pouring
forth upon us the steady stream of His unbounded
When we awake to the
goodness and mercy.
shame of our ingratitude, of our failure to live in
harmony with His will, a feeling of sorrow must
seize the .soul analogous to the keen regret with

which we contemplate the wrong that we may have
done a kind and loyal friend. But this natural
distress of mind may darken down into excessive
remorse, which is barren pain robbed of all moral
value, and which plunges the sufferer into the darkness of phantasmal fears and morbid imaginings.
The sorrow of repentance reacts on the soul,
strengthening it to meet the new task of moral

the sorrow of despair paralyzes the
moral energies, and hurries its victim, as in the
case of a Lady Macbeth or a Richard III., into

reformation

1

De Pcen.

;

2

1.

Cone. Trid. sess. xiv.

'
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*
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6
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51.
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of the world that ends in death and a godly sorrow
that issues in a repentance never to be regretted.
few words may be added on the relation of
repentance to forgiveness. Sin is opposition to
the divine will. This opposition inhibits the action
of divine grace in the soul of the sinner and pre-

A

vents tliat communion with God which is the
source of spiritual life. In repenting the sinner
tears down the barriers which his sin erects between
hira and the inflow of divine life and power.
Thus
the divine forgiveness, which is never a mere remission of penalty but always and essentially the
restoration to the normal and filial relation of man
to God, follows naturally and spontaneously on
repentance. And, if it be asked what is the proof
of forgiveness in any given case, the answer is
the fact of repentance itself is the proof. It is
the goodness of God that leads us to repentance
(Ro 11^), but this very goodness implies that already
God has forgiven us. Without repentance forgiveness would be immoral, and without the pos.sibility
of forgiveness the burden of sin would become intolerable, sinking the soul into a hell of despair
and madness. It is not that repentance wins or
merits forgiveness ; such a thought is repugnant
to a truly spiritual view.
It is that repentance
affords the necessary and natural condition on
which the will to pardon can energize.
From the
6. The ethical value of repentance.
point of view of ethics, it has been objected Of
what avail is repentance, seeing that the law of
continuity holds good iu all worlds, the spiritual
as well as the physical ? How can a man be freed
from the burden of his past sins, since this burden
is itself the creation of his own free spiritual
activity? Must not a man reap as he has sown?
Is not the consequence of an act really a part of
the act and indissolubly bound up with it ? The
answer is that the law of continuity is not the only
law that obtains in tiie spiritual realm. There
If the
is also a law of recovery or redemption.
law of moral sequence alone held good, the very
purpose of its existence would be frustrated, for it
would paralyze all efforts to achieve a life of virtue
and righteousness. Moreover, the very fact that
man is capable of self-condemnation is proof that
evil-doing is not an adequate expression of his
How could he condemn himself, if
personality.
there was not in him the consciousness of an ideal
he
owes
to which
allegiance? In the very constitution of the soul it would seem that room is
made for fresh starts, new beginnings. In condemning himself the penitent has already risen
above the self that he condemns. The publican
who said, 'God be merciful to me a sinner,' was
already on his way to sainthood. For in repentance what does the penitent man really do ? By
an inward act he dissociates himself from his sin
he takes the side of God and of all good men in
judging it unworthy of his nature and at war with
He finds in his sin no exthe real order of life.
pression of his real self only a false show Avhich
he repudiates in language that sounds paradoxical
but that in reality shadows forth a profound truth
It is no more I that do it, but sin that dwelleth
in me.'
:

'

'

—

:

;

—

:

'

Our chief concern with the past, that which truly remains
and forms part of us, is not what wc have done, or the adventures that we have met with, but the moral reactions bygone
events are producing within us at this very moment, the inward
being they have helped to form and these reactions, that give
'

;

birth to our sovereign, intimate being, are wholly governed by
manner in which we regard past events, and vary as the
moral substance varies that they encounter within us.' i

the

Thus repentance,

3.

Robertson Smith, The Old Testament in the Jewish
Church, Edinburgh, 1881, p. 45.
3 W^.

Paul, in his fine analysis in
irreparable disaster.
2 Co 7^''^, distinguishes carefully between a sorrow

and a longing desire
1

or revulsion against the past

for a higher ethical experience,
M. Maeterlinck, The Buried Temple, Eng. tr., London, 1902,

p. 202.
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may be originated by impressions received from
contact witli more highly developed personalities
or through a bitter experience of pain and disA new conception of auty, a revelaillusionment.
tion of the real meaning of evil as retlected in
the pain of those who have sufiered through our
actions, the impress of a noble spirit that rebukes
our weakness and that acts as a spur to all that is
not dead within us, above all, the vision of the
love of God incarnate in the life and work of Jesus
Christ any or all of these may enter as new
factors into the stream of our exi)erience and may
set up there new causal connexions involving farThe law of continuity
reaching consequences.
still holds good, for these factors, once they have
entered into experience, bring about their results
in accordance with the laws that govern the
psychic world.

—

There
finitude.

repentance a certain quality of inthe penitent niooct comes new

is in

With

insight, fresh illumination leading to an almost
painful anxiety to make atonement to the person
or per.sons Mronged, to society, to the spiritual
order which has been violated.
The repentant
man stands ready for any task however great, for
any service however distasteful. Repentance is
thus transformed into a moral dynamic. It reinforces the will with boundless energy its eye is
ever uplifted to new visions and greater ethical
Hence the marks of genuine, as
achievement.
distinguished from spurious, repentance are the
presence of ever new and deeper insight into duty
and of a passion for atonement, which is itself
part of the redemptive process. Thus the virtue
of repentance is at once a gift and a task, an inspiration and a deliberate movement of the will,
;

a present possession and a future attainment.

;

;

;

;

'

;

;

Samuel McComb.

do- 1S9C.

REPENTANCE

(Muhammadan).— There

two words used to denote repentance
logical vocabulary of

Islam — nadam

are

in the theoand taivbah.

The former denotes merely remorse,

regret,

or

vexation at having done something or at having
something undone. It is used especially in
the poets. The repentance of the satirical poet
Farazdaq (A.D. 659-729), after he had divorced his
wife Nawar, is proverbial.^ The word is used also
in the Qur'an.
After Cain had killed his brother,
and a raven had showed him how to hide his
crime, he became 'of those who repent' (v. 34; so
frequently), i.e. he felt remorse (nadam), but it
would not be said of him that he showed repentance (taivbah) in the religious sense. The latter
word, which etymologically means 'returning'
it is, in fact, the Heb. tcshilbdh, Aram, tethiibah
in point of law and religion is exj^lained as synonymous with nadam.
left

'

'

—
—

'

It is defined as remorse for an act of disobedience (in
respect
its being an act of disobedience),
accompanied by a determination not to return to it, even if one has tlie power.' 2

of

It
1

must be

for

'

an act of disobedience,' because

The Assemblies of Al-Harlrl,

tr. T.

Chenery, London, 1867,

p. 350.
2

Muhammad

Calcutta, 1862,

Tahanawi, Eitdb Kashshaf Istildhdt Funun,
s.i).
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regret felt for doing .something that is right or, at
The phrase
least, not wrong is not repentance.
in respect of its being an act of disobedience is
added oecause regret for having drunk wine on
account of its causing headache or loss of money
or self-respect is not repentance.
Mention of the
'
determination not to return to it is by f-ome
as
that
that is always
regarded
superfluous, seeing
'

'

'

—

remorse whence they exi)Iain the
Kemorse
saying of Muhammad,
(nadam) is repentance (taivbah).' The majoritj' of
the most ancient authorities do not admit the condition that ability to commit the sin again must
be there. They think, e.g., that the remor.'^e of
the sinner at the point of death may be repentance.
In this they are in conflict with the Quran.
In accordance with its etymology, taivhah means
in the hrst instance 'turning' to Cod.
Hence the
complete phra.se is 'repentance unto God.' Moses
regretted his request to be allowed to look ujion
God and said, 'I repent unto Thee' (Quran, vii.
In tlie ca.se of those who
141, and frequently).
have been brought up in idolatry or jiolytheism
this turning to God is synonymous with
conversion
to Islam.
The convert is represented as
I repent unto Thee and am of the
saj'ing,

an element

in

'

traditional

'

'

'

Muslims'

(xlvi, 14; cf. xi. 3, 114, and elsewhere).
In this connexion, holding the doctrine of the
or, as the Qur'an puts it, saying that
Trinitj'
God is the third of three is a form of Jiolytheism (v. 77 f.). But, as perfection is unattainable by a mortal, penitence is a mark of the pious
Muslim, not only at the beginning of his religious

—

—

'

but all his life long (ix. 113, Ixvi. 5).
Repentance is necessary and will be accepted from
all Muslims who have sinned in such ways as the
career,

following hypocrisy, i.e. strictly the hypocrisy of
the citizens of Medina who pretended to acquiesce
in Muhammad's authority there, whilst secretly
:

—

Literature. T. De Quincey, Autobiographic Sketches, 2
vols., Edinburgh, 1853; A. Thoma, Gesch. der christl. Sittenlehre, Haarlem, 1879 ; W. Bousset, Die Religion des Jitdenthinns, Berlin, 1906; W. O. E. Oesterley and G. H. Box,
The Reliijion and Worship of the Sj/nac/ogzie'^, London, 1911
A. Schweitzer, Das Messianitdts- urid Leidensgeheimniss :
Eine Skizze des Lebens Jesu, Strassbiirg, 1901 J. C. Murray,
A Handbook of Christian Ethics, Edinburgh, 1908; 'W. De
Hyde, Sin and its Forgiveness, Boston and New York, 1909;
G. F. Barbour, A Philosophical Stiidy of Christian Ethics,
W. James, The Varieties of Religiotis
Edinburgh, 1911
Experience, London and New York, 1902 ; J. R. lUing-worth,
Chi-istian Character, London, 1904 A. L. Sears, 7'he Drama
art.
of the Spiritxial Life, New York, 1915
Repentance in
JE X. 376-379; S. "McComb, The ^eiv Life, New York, 1917
T. Walden, The Great Meaning of the Word Metanoia, new ed.,
'

(Mxihammadan)

working to undermine it (iv. 145) opposing Islam
by force of arms, provided that repentance is made
of free will, and not as a result of defeat in battle
;

38)
scepticism (ix. 127) ; idolatry (ix. 3, ii.
51); perverting or persecuting Muslims (Ixxxv.
(v.

;

slandering honest women (xxiv. 5)
taking
and other ofl'ences (vii. 153, iv.
(ii. 279)
sin
which
one
after
there
is
no
The
20).
rei)entance (cf. He 6^) is that of apostasy (iii. 83), but
this verse the commentators refer to the Jews,'
and in any case the preceding verse apjiears to
In the latest
leave a loophole of escape even here.
chapter of the Qur'an, composed at a time when
Muhammad could afford to be lenient, a door is
opened even to the apostate (ix. 75). Apostasy is,
liut those
or course, allowed under persecution.
who die in unbelief, i.e. all non-Muslims, are
10)

;

;

interest

;

lost.

The world fall of gold shall in no wise be accepted of any of
them, even though he should give it for his ransom' (iii. 84).
Repentance must be sincere for sins committed
through ignorance (vi. 54, xvi. 120). It should be
Ask forgiveness, therepreceded by intercession.
'

'

'

after z'epent
order, which

(xi.

3,

54,

64,

92).

The converse

one would expect, is also found
True repentance is followed by faith and
(v. 78).
good works.
'Those who repent and believe and do good works (xix. 61,
XX. 84, XXV. 70, xxviii. 67) repent unto

God with

'

ance (xxv.

(true) repent-

71).

Repentance has its counterpart in the forgiving
nature of God. Man's repentance is always met
by repentance on the part of God.
Whoever repents after wrongdoincr and does right, God
repents over him. Truly God is forgiving and compassionate
'

'

(v. 43,

Man
The
1

and so

regularly).

repents unto
phrase

latter

God repents over man.
;
equivalent to 'is sorry for

God
is

BaidawJ, Asrdr vt-tanzil, ed. H.

Leipzig; 1846-48,

ad

loc.

O.

Fleischer,

2 vols.,
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him'

14,

(Iviii.

Ixxiii.

Al-Tawwab

20).

('the

is one of the
ninety-nine beautiful names' of God (ii. 35, and
frequently; cf.
Jl 2^3, etc.), though it is also used of men
(ii. 222).
It is also explained, however, as
'

nuich-repeuting ')

much

'

merely denoting

inclined to

forgive,'

or,

as

transitively,

but it is no doubt
turning man to repentance
used in the same sense in both references. If God
did not feel sorry for man in this
way, He would
Hence the opposite of to
ahvays punish him.
repent (on God's imrt) is to punish.
It is no business of thine whether God
repent over or punish
'

'

;

'

them

'

(iii.

123,

and so elsewhere).

Fortunately God Avishes to repent over men (iv.
but His repentance is voluntary. He
repents
over whom He will (ix. 15), so that it is
in
man to count upon His repenting (ix. 103). folly
32),

The

chief advantage following

timely repentance

upon sincere and
forgiveness— not as a matter

is

of course, but as a result of the divine
repentance
or sorrow (ii. 51, etc.). The
angels intercede with
God on behalf of those who repent (xl. 7), and the
Muslims are bound to treat them as brothers
(ix.

The whole teaching

of the Qur'an on this
in the following verses
Repentance is incumbent upon God only towards those who
do evil in ignorance and then repent without
Over such
God repents, and God is knowing and wise. delay.
And repentance
(on God's part) is not due to those who do evil until, when death
comes to one of them, he says "Now I repent," nor to those
who die in unbelief, tor such we have prepared a painful
11).

matter

is

well

summed up

:

'

pHnishnient'(iv. 21f.).

It is Avorth noting that it is

never said in the
Qur'an of any one that he actually did 'repent
unto God.'
The orthodox Muslim tradition takes little or no
account of repentance. The more liberal Mu'tazilites

and the

Sufis, or

mystics, have

more

to

say about it. The Mu'tazilites distinguish three
elements in repentance: (1) making
restitution,
(2) not returning to the offence, and (3) continuance of the feeling of remorse.
The orthodox
(Sunnis) do not regard these as essential. They
say that repentance consists of three things: (1)
leaving ofiF disobedience in the present, (2) intending
to leave it oft" in the future, and
(3) regret at
having done it in the past. They hold that a
Muslim may go on repenting and sinning, that
(and in this the Silfls agree with them) he may
repent of one sin and go on doing others, and that
his repentance of the one Avill count.
The Mu'tazilites, on the other hand, hold that the
penitent
must keep himself aloof from all deadly sins. The
Muslim who does not do so is neither a believer
nor an unbeliever, but
simply a reprobate, and, if
he does not change, he will suffer eternal
punishment.'
With the mystics repentance occupies an
important place. It is the first station on the
mystic
path.' They recognize three degrees of repentance.
The first is called simply repentance
'

'

'

It is an attribute of all Muslims
(tmvbah).
It consists in turning from sins
(Qur'an, Ixvi. 8).
actually committed. Its motive is fear of divine
punishment. The second degree of repentance is
called inabah ('returning').
It is an attribute of
the saints and 'those brought near' to God
(1. 32).
Its motive is the desire for the reward.
The third
and highest form of repentance is mvbah
(which
also means returning ').
It is an attribute of the
apostles and sent ones (xxxviii. 44).
Its motive
is neither fear of
punishment nor desire for the
but
the
love
of
obedience. In it, for the
reward,
mystic, everything ceases to exist except God.
Otherwise repentance is said to be that of the
many, that of the feAV, and that of the very few
'

'

'

Shalirastani,

'

Kitab al-Milal wan A'll.tal, 2 vols., ed. W.
i.
55
Germ. tr. T. Haarbriicker, Halle,

Cureton, London, 1846,
1850-51,

i.

82.

;

(amm,

and

khass,

kiidss

khdss).

The

mystics,

however, are very loose in their use of terms,
Inabah.

elsewhere defined to be ' turning from the all to
Him whose is the all,' or turning from negligence
of God to its
and
from estrangement to friendship.' i
opposite
is

'

In regard to its quality, repentance is either
(1)
sound, Avhen one sins, repents sincerely, and yet
again into sin ; (2) clear or sincere {nasiih),
Avhen the heart becomes
estranged from sin and
finds it hateful, so as to be no further attracted
by
it (Qur'an, Ixvi.
and
8)
(3) corrupt, when one
repents with the tongue and all the while the
love of sin is in the mind.
Muhammad's cousin Ibn 'Abbas defined sincere repentance
falls

;

'

'

'

remorse in the heart, asking forgiveness with the
tongue
leaving off with the body, and resolve not to sin again.' 2
as

Repentance is a favourite subject of homilies
and theme of religious
poems, such as those of
Ghazali, Baha al-Din al-'Amili, Zamakhshari, and
others.
Stories in which repentance is inculcated

are frequently told in connexion with Jesus.^ The
idea of repentance
bringing its reward in the
present life does not seem to have occurred to the
pious Muslim.
Literature.— In addition to the works mentioned

in the

article, see Ibn 'Arabi, Futuhdt al-Makkiyah, Cairo, a.h. 1329
(A.D. 1911), § 74f. ; al Ghazali, Ihya al-'Ulum, Cairo, a.ii. 1326
(A.D. 190S), pt. iv. p. Iff. ; R. A. Nicholson,
Kashj al-Mahfub,
i^ng;.

tr.,

Memorial

London, 1911, and
Series), do. 1914.

Kitdb al-Ltima' (both in Gibb
-p, JJ_ \V"£IR.

RESISTANCE AND NON-RESISTANCE.
NT.— The term non-

—I. The teaching of the
resistance

'

'

applied to the refusal to use force
sometimes only in war, sometimes under
any
circumstances. As we siiall see, the two positions,
though often confused, are by no means identical.
The origin both of the term and of the idea is to
be found in Christ's command not to resist
evil,
and the main object of this article will be to
examine the teaching of the NT on the
subject,
together with the ethical principles involved.*
The chief arguments in favour of the view that
it is wrong to
appeal to force under any circumstances are derived («) from the recorded
teaching
of Christ, (6) from the
general principle of the
of
love
involved
in
supremacy
Christianity.
Though in many cases, particularly in recent
times, it is argued that the position does not
depend so much on the interpretation of isolated
texts as on the general tenor of Christ's
teaching,
there is no doubt that His actual words have
fact been the starting point.
In any case we need
the rerninder, which is useful in many
connexions,
that it is impossible to arrive at the true
meaning
of any passage in the Bible so
long as it is taken
in isolation.
The Sermon on the Mount itself is
not the whole of Christianity, and it can be
rightly
understood only if interpreted in the light of the
and
of
Christ
and
His
practice
immediate
teaching
folloAvers, taken as a Avhole.
primary fault of
Tolstoi and many of his folloAvers is to confine
themselves to a handful of arbitrarily selected
Such a limitation involves not merely a
sayings.
lack of proportion, but also a failure to understand
rightly even the passages to which attention is
is

m

A

directed.
The central passage is
'Resist not him that is evil
:

'

evil ']
but whosoever
[or
smiteth thee on thy right cheek, turn to him the other also.
And if any man would go to law with thee, and take awa.\- thy
coat, let him have thy cloke also. And whosoever shall compel
thee to go one mile, go with him twain. Give to him that
asketh thee, and from him that would borrow of thee turn not
:

1
Jurjani, Ta'rifdt, ed. G. Fliigel, Leipzig, 1845, s.v.
2 lb.
p. 74.
3 'Ikd
al-FarU, Cairo, a.h. 1305 (a.d. 1887), pt. i. p. 299.
4 An
interesting example of non-resistance on quite different
grounds is to be found in the refusal of the Jews to fight on the

Sabbath

(1

Mac

232fr.,

2

Mac

The logic
Mac 24i QiS).

6ii).

the abrogation of the scruple

(1

of facts compelled
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thou away. Ye have heard that it was said, Thou slialt love
hut I say unto you,
thy iieijjhbour, and hate thine enemy
Love vour enemies, and pray for them that persecute you,' etc.
(Mt 539ff- cf. Lk 62« and the Beatitudes).

those canons of interi)retation which are recognized
hard sayings.'
as valid in the case of other
Orientals are wont to speak in proverbs which
isolate one side of a truth.
Christ constantly used

With this may be compared the recurring stress
on forgiveness, in the Lord's Prayer and elsewhere,
even unto seventy times seven.' Similar teaching, though in a mihler form, meets us in the
Epistles e.g., Ro 12'^*- ('Render to no man evil
for evil
Avenge not yourselves,' etc.), Ejih
4'«- S2, Col 313, 1 Th 5i«, 1 P 2-*o'^.
These passages,
in
combination with Christ's own example
taken
of meekness and non-resistance, and the general
insistence on the principles of love and brotherhood, do constitute a prima facie case against the
appeal to force, and pre-eminently against war.
We should note, however, that among the passages
of this type that from the Sermon on the Mount
stands alone as the most extreme and uncom-

the method of startling sayings worded in such a
way as to force men to think. His teaching had
it was
not the precision of legal fornmlaries
never His purpose to lay down a new code of fixed
law or external rules. We recall sayings such as
If any man cometh unto me, and hateth not his
own father, and mother, and wife ... he cannot
When thou makest a dinner or
be my disciple
a supper, call not thy friends, nor thy bretiiren,
nor thy kinsmen
Call no man your father upon
the earth.' None of these sayings can be, nor
were they meant to be, applied literally and the
same principle holds good of the non-resistance
sayings. A\ e may note that in the quotation given
above from Mt 5 the apparent absolute prohibition
of force occurs in the same context as equally
absolute commands to unlimited giving of goods
and service which have never hiecn consistently
applied au pied de la Icttre, even by those who
have attempted to follow out the one saying about
non-resistance quite literally.
These considerations hold good even of the
sphere of private relationships, which our Lord
evidently had primarily in mind.^ Much more are
they true of tho.se international relationships which
He did not and could not have directly before Him.
(a) Without adopting the extreme eschatoloj'ical
view, according to which Christ's whole teaching
and career were dominated by the belief in an
immediate end of the world's histoiy, it is clear
that He did not deliberately contemplate or provide for a long period of historical development,
nor did He legislate with a view to the relationships of independent Christian or semi-Christian
communities. (6) The historical conditions of the
day excluded international problems and the claims
of patriotism in our modern sense.
The Jews had
no independent e.xistence as a nation, and the last
thing that Christ or His followers desired was
The Gentile was a
rebellion in order to regain it.
member of the Roman Empire, and war betMeen
its constituent elements did not come into purIt is idle to seek for a direct answer to the
view.
modern difficulties connected with war from a
period in which the conditions were so completely

:

;

'

—
.

.

.

promising.

We

ask what indications are afl'orded by the rest
of the
as to a dilierent and complementary
type of teaching. Too much stress need not be
laid on Christ's employment of the scourge to
cleanse the Temple. It is recorded in St. John
alone (Jn 2'*), and the force was apparently iised

NT

only against the animals. But the whole incident
shows that, when Christ found Himself confronted
with an abuse. He was prepared to take active
measures to remedy it. More important is His
attitude and that of the NT in general towards
soldiers

(Mt

S^*^-,

Ac

10, etc.).

As

is

well known,

they nearly always appear in a favourable light ;
there is no hint that when converted they are
expected to abandon their profession, or that that
profession is regarded as in itself wrong and unchristian.
Once more, the general attitude
towards life adopted in the parables is signihcant
as interpreting the hard sayings of the Sermon on
the Mount. There is in fact no parable which
turns on the virtue of non-resistance ; the ordinary
discipline and penalties of life are assumed throughout.
The slothful servant or dishonest steward is
dismissed
even forgiveness is not unlimited to
the slave who cannot forgive others.
Finally, it is clear from the NT that force or
coercion of some kind forms an important element
in God's dealings Avith men.
Without adopting
the belief in a hopeless and never-ending hell,'
penalties and discipline after death are undoubtedly
contemplated for the sinner. We may believe that
these will be remedial if so, they become part of
the armoury of love and forgiveness themselves.
They further folloAv from the very gift of independence and free will. God respects man'spersonality
and does not compel him to do right. This implies
that, when he obstinately refuses to yield to the
promptings of love and higher motives, force must
step in, at least for the time, in order to prevent
him from using his independence indefinitely to
;

'

;

the injury of his fellow-man. And, if man is made
in the image of God and is called to imitate his
Father's perfection (Mt b*^), what is right and
consistent with love in God must also, with due

If God under any
qualifications, be right for man.
circumstances can use force and compulsion, so
may man; when he may do it, and whether he
does not appeal to it too readily and lightly, are
questions which do not affect the main principle.
It is therefore clear on the evidence of the NT
itself, without appeal to any difficulties of interpretation or application, that the more extreme
sayings about forgiveness and non-resistance cannot be understood quite literally as forbidding
recourse to any form of force or penalty under any
circumstances. We are free to ask what these
sayings mean in the light of the general teaching
of the NT, and are justified in applying to them

VOL. X.
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'

;

'

'

'

;

'

'

;

;

ditlerent.

—We

2. Ethical application.
may hold, then,
that, in spite of the prima facie impression made
of
the
texts
the
NT,
question of the
by single
legitimacy of the use of force, whether in war or
in other forms, is really an open one, and must be
decided on the general principles of Christian
It will be useful to distinguish three
ethics.

stages

:

The degree

to which non-resistance may
rightly be carried when one's own personal interests
and safety alone are directly involved must be a
matter for the individual conscience to decide
according to the circumstances of each case. The
moral eli'ect of a refusal to resent a blow or to
resist injustice is often very great, both in dealing
with those who may be treated as Christians and
therefore as immediately open to the appeal of
higher motives and also in dealing with the outcast or criminal, on whom the very strangeness
and unexpectedness of the attitude adopted may
(1)

have a startling effect. There are, however, two
caveats to be borne in mind (a) it must be clear
that the meekness is really due to the higher
motive of love and not to cowardice or cynical
:

1 That He was
not, as is sometimes maintained, thinking only
of the rel.ition of Christian to Christian is shown by tlie comto SCO two miles with the representative of the heathen

mand

government.
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in other words, it must be in keeping
with the general character (b) it must be remembered that ultimately nothing that we do has
a purely private bearing, since every action has its
If an act
indirect effect upon society as a whole.
of non-resistance, instead of converting, merely
obvious
harm
is done.
encourages the wrong-doer,
To yield to blackmail in any form or, it may be,
to refuse to prosecute a criminal will involve a
mischief to society at large which will outweigh
the good done.

indifference

;

;

(2) A further set of considerations arises when
the interests of others are directly involved. It
may be right in this connexion that a man should
require some degree of sacrilice from his wife and
family, but he is not justilied in carrying it to the
point where their whole welfare or even their lives
are involved. Still less can he impose such sacrifice upon others on whom his claim is more remote.
What would have been the duty of the Samaritan
in the parable if he had come upon the scene at the
moment Aviien the robbers were about to attack
their victim ? It is hard to believe that Ciirist
intended the principle of non-resistance to be
applied in such a case as this. He certainly cannot
have intended that a man should not use force to
save his wife or family, or women and children in
general, from gross outrage. And, with regard to
of property and rights, while a man may
Questions
o Avhat he will with his own, he cannot practise
an unlimited generosity when he acts as a trustee

for others.
(3) The case of war, where national interests are
involved, follows naturally on this principle. The
responsible rulers of the State are trustees, not
only for the nation as a whole, but also for future
If, as we have argued, the use of
generations.
force is sometimes legitimate, the community cannot be debarred from using it to protect its own
members, to secure their fair interests, and to
defend weaker nations. Primarily this principle
covers the operations of the police and criminal
law, but it also extends to war. The fundamental
difficulties with regard to war do not really lie in
its being an appeal to force, but are due to the
facts that there is no guarantee that force will be
always used to uphold the right, or that it will
succeed in doing so, and that the coercion is applied
not merely to the actual offenders and transgressors, but to comparatively innocent members
of the nation drawn into the net of war.
It is considerations such
3. The case of war.
as these that have driven some who do not adopt
the extreme Tolstoian attitude of refusing to use
force under any circumstances to regard its use in
war as always wrong. And it will be generally
agreed that the efforts of Christianity and of civilized society in general must be far more definitely
directed in the future than they have been in the
past to the elimination of this method of settling
The various suggestions for a League
disputes.
of Nations are really attempts to apply to tihe
relations between peoples the principles which
civilization has developed within the State as
In
controlling the relations between individuals.
other words, the object is to substitute for the
appeal to the might of the stronger the appeal to
impartial justice, ascertained as completely as may

—

be among fallible men. But it must be clearly
realized, in connexion with the particular problem
before us, that such schemes do not adopt the
The
principle of non-resistance in place of force.
ultimate sanction of a League of Nations against a

member or outsider would still be
whether applied by economic boycott or by
war, but it would be force directed as nearly as
by the principles of law and justice,
recalcitrant
force,

Sossible
rations will not be applying the principles of the

Sermon on the Mount in any literal sense anjmore than does the private individual who invokes
the aid of the policeman or magistrate instead of
attempting to defend or avenge himself by his own
physical strength.

Meanwhile wars fought under ordinary conditions are still a fact of life, and the conscientious
citizen has to decide on the attitude which he will

War is admittedly at best a very rough
adopt.
and unsatisfactory metliod of securing justice
between nation and nation, but from the beginning of history to the present day it has been in
the last resort the only method. The appeal to
war, like our existing competitive social system,
has its roots deep in a past which the individual
inherits and for which he is only very partially
He can and should modify the future,
responsible.
but at any given moment he has to do his best
under the actual circumstances in which he finds
himself. The case is analogous to that of one
a country where law and police do not
compelled to take into his own hands the
defence of the life and property of himself and his
dependents. It is quite true that the assailant
may be too strong for him, but he is bound to do
his best.
So the citizen, when his country is involved in a war, which we must assume is regarded
as a just war, must either choose the course of
non-resistance and stand aloof or play his part in
whatever way his capacities allow ; there is no
third course.
One difficulty Avith regard to nonresistance is that the man who stands aside seldom
envisages his example as followed by the majority
of his fellow-countrymen, or thinks out logically
the consequences which would ensue if this were
to happen.
He is salving his own conscience and
saving his own soul, while allowing others to take
what he regards as the lower course a course

who, in
exist, is

—

which actually protects him from the result of his
own action.^ A distinction is drawn by the
adherents of pacificism between the duty of the
State and that of a pacifist individual.''' And in
fact we note historically that the examples of anything like combined non-resistance have come from
communities such as the early Christians, the
Waldenses, and the Doukhobors, who have not
'

themselves responsible for the preservation of
State under which they lived.
There is,
indeed, some reason in the reproach of Celsus that,
if all were to follow the example of the Christians,
the control of worldly afiairs would pass into the
hand of the barbarian and Christianity would be
unable to exist it owed its peace to the Roman
Empire. Such a position cannot be final or satisif it is
Tlie Christian is also a citizen
factory.
right for a State to engage in war, it is not only
right but also a duty for its citizens to support it.
The State in the end consists of the citizens who
compose it ; it is not ethically permissible for one
section to contract itself out of its obligations in
obedience to a supposed higher law and at the
same time to reap all the advantages gained by
the rest who are following the lower course.' In
other words, if non-resistance in war is right, it
must be thought of as the attitude of the whole
nation and not of a negligible minority, and the
results of such an attitude must be definitely faced.
If it be decided that these results would be
disastrous for the nation and the world as a whole,
if they would involve gi'ave evils and sacrifices for
others and for future generations, together with
the triumph of injustice and the oppression of the
weak, active participation in war becomes the
felt

the

;

;

'

1 It is admitted that the
apparent success of the Quaker
experiment in Pennsylvania is not decisive, since all the time
the Friends were in fact protected by the British forces in the
background (J. W. Graham, War from a Quaker Point of VieWy

p. 46).
2 J. W.

Graham,

HJ xiv.

[1916] 814.

RESPONSIBILITY
only alternative. Ami, if so, it should be clearly
recognized that from the point of view of ethics
this is not, as is often supposed, the choice of tlie
'second best.' The problems of ethics consist in
choosing the best course which is open under given
circumstances if it is really the best, it is in the
absolute sense right.' To say that war, or indeed
any appeal to force, would be unnecessary if all
men acted up to the principles of Christianity is
this is
that evil
true, but irrelevant
only to say
will not exist when the Kinguom of Heaven is
and
now
with
are concerned here
fully come.
the right course to take in a world where evil does
exist and Avhere men do in fact do wrong.
It
takes only one to make an attack if, as is the
case under existing conditions, war is the only
means of resisting such an attack, it becomes right
in the fullest sense, however unsatisfactory it may
be as a method of establishing justice. The mistake arises when the admission of this principle is
held to absolve men from the duty of trying to
work out some better method for the future, or
when, witli regard to the use of force in any form,
it is regarded as the final solution of the problem.
As against the evil-doer who refuses to obey the
voice of love, force is necessary and therefore
right, no less for his own sake than for that of
But the ultimate purpose is not that he
others.
should be prevented from doing wrong, but that
he should cease to desire to do so. In all cases this
should be kejit before the mind as the goal, and
the conscience should not rest content till it is
reached.
For examples of
4. Historical
examples.
attempts to apply the principles of non-resistance
reference must be made to the relevant artt., esp.
;

'

;

We

;

—

DOUKHOBORS ; FRIENDS, SOCIETY
Tolstoi.
Some account of the medifeval
sects will be found in H. C. Lea, History of the
Inquisition of the Middle Ages (London, 1888).
The Waldenses held homicide to be unlawful
under any conditions;^ though sometimes provoked by persecution to break this rule, tney
generally fell an easy prey to their enemies.^ The
Bohemian Brethren were in line with the
In the case of the Cathari such
Waldenses.'
tenets were connected with theories of transmigration
they refused to take the life even of animals.*
ANABAPTISM
OF

;

;

;

On

the early Christians and their attitude to

army see especially Harnack, The
Expansion of Christianity in the First Three
Centuries.^ It should be noted that the refusal to
service in the

serve was
it existed

by no means imiversal, and that where
was due as nmch to the various compliances with heathen rites and unlawful jiractices
it

required of soldiers as to a belief in the unlawfulness of war per se. Objections were felt to the
holding of civil office no less than to service in the
army. With regard to the whole question, what
has been said above as to the historical conditions
and the absence of national wars must be borne in

mind.

—

LiTERATURK. Reference maj- be made to the lists of books
given in the artt. ju.st quoted, esp. Frirnds, Society of the
subject is treated with more or less fulhiess in most works on
elbies see esp. W. E. H. Lecky, Hist, of European Morale,
London, 1S8S, ii. 248 ft. H. RashdaU, Theory of Good and Evil,
Oxford, 1907, i. ch. ix. D. G. Ritchie, Natural BightsS, London, 1916, p. 238 ff. J. Keating:, 'The Ethics of Resistance to
Law,' in British Reviexc, i. [1913], no. 2, p. 31 S. War from the
Christian point of view is discussed by J. Martineau, Right
of War,' in National Duties and Other Sermons and Addresses,
London, 1903, p. 72 £f., and J. B. Mozley, University Sermons,
do. 1876, p. 110 ff. Discussions in recent years (1914-17) have
been abundant, chiefly in the form of magazine articles. Reference may be made to C. W. Emmet, War and the Ethics of
the New Testament,' and W. M. Glazebrook, 'What is a
Christian Nation?' both in The Faith and the War, London,
1915; W. E. Wilson, Christ and War, do. 1913, Atonement
;

;

;

;

;

'

'

1

Lea,

4 Ih.

i.

80.
99.

i.

a Ih.
5

ii.

Eng.

150.
tr.,

S Ih.

London, 1904-05,

ii.
ii.

562.

204

ff.
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and Non-Resistance,

do. 1914

;

J.

W. Graham, War from

a Quaker Point of View, do. 1915; W. L. Walker, The
War, God and our Duty, do. 1917, p. 101 ff. H. L. Goudge,
L. S.
in The War and the Kingdom of God, do. 1915, p. 26 ff.
Thornton, Conduct and the Supernatural, do. 1915, p. 199 ff.
R. B. Perry, Non-Resistance and the Present War,' in IJE
XXV. [1915] 307 ff.
D. J. Bolton, 'The Fulfllment of the Law,'
P. Gavan DuSFy, War and the Christian
16. xxvii. [1917] 200 ff.
R. K. Richardson, 'Resist not Evil," t6.
Ethic," 16. p. 213ff.
ff.
225
C. W. Emmet.
p.
;

;

;

'

;

'

;

;

RESPONSIBILITY. — Responsibility

is
the
sense of answerableness for all acts of
thought and conduct. Christian responsibility is
answerable to the ideal set up by Jesus. About
responsibility two things have to be considered
its relation to freedom of choice, and the oVjject to
which it is answerable and of Christian responsithe
bility two further matters reouire elucidation
extended sphere of answerableness in the light of
Christ's teaching, and the unique attitude of Jesus
to the human conscience.

human

:

;

:

—

With
i.
Responsihilitif and freedom of r/ioice.
the various theories invented to explain or account
for freedom (see art. FREE Will) the religious
consciousness has little to do.
Any theory which
leaves free choice a real function of man is consistent mth the Christian view, as any explanation which would destroy its reality is out of
harmony with Christian experience. The pleas
urged, the sanctions offered, and the rewards promised by Jesus have no force unless men are able
Without
to accept or to refuse higher duties.
real freedom of choice there could be no real moral
responsibility and the sense of it, if it were still
felt, would have, like the sen.se of freedom, to be
classed as an illusion
(Shadworth H. Hodgson,
The Metaphysic of Experience, London, 1898, iv.
In His dealing with men as free agents
120).
Jesus acknowledged and endorsed the ordinary
sense of responsibility.
To the religious mind this is never, however, an
for over, around, and within
absolute freedom
the religious state is the immanent presence of
God. It is a freedom within gracious boundaries,
within the full tide of Divine love and mercy. As
the founder of a new religion, Jesus was conscious
of the Divine
power working in His favour if men
believed in Him, it was the result of the Father's
drawing (Jn 6^) if He can count on the devout
discipleship of some of His followers, it is because
God has given Him these sheep (lO-"^); and, if
humble Christians credit their faith in Jesus, without peril to human responsibility, to the election
of God, they are of tne same mind with their
Master (Ro 8^"^). How human freedom and the
'

;

'

;

;

;

kindly control of God can comport together in any
philosophical theorj' has not concerned the religious, who have with extraordinary persistency
declared both, and held them .somehow reconcilable.
Jesus further acknowledged the impoverishment
of personal freedom by continued moral indiflerTo the Jews who boasted of Abraham as
ence.
their father Jesus replied that their inability to
recognize HLs message as a deliverance from God
was due to their kinship -with the devil (Jn 8**).
There is here no reference to any original diflerence
in the natures of men, but an assertion of the
obvious moral fact that minds debauched by low
motives may become insensible to the attractions
of the heavenly offer.
This fatal obstacle was one
of their own making, and was not their misfortune
but their fault.
Moral insensibility may not
absolve from responsibility.
to
ii.
The object
whom or to tchich responsibility
is owing.
Modem teachers have described the
object to whom answerableness is due as either
oneself or one's neighbour or one's God ; but, as
the enforcement of each of these spheres^ of duty
lies with the conscience, the subject is really

—

<
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responsible to conscience as the authority which
For the most part Jesus
imposes commands.
accepted the pojmlar JeAvish sense of responsibility, which was essentially answerableness to
God. For every idle word men shall give account

day of judgment (Mt 12^^) the obligation to
seek perfection rests upon men because they should
be as tlieir Father in heaven (5**) and, though
our Lord lays down strict duties to our
neighbour,
love to enemies, almsgiving to the poor, and feasts
in the

;

;

for the hungry, these duties are substantially obli'
gations to God, for so men will be the children
of the Father which is in heaven.' All duties to
neighbours clothe themselves in our Lord's mind
with the august authority of duties towards God.

He conceives obligations
responsible to himself these
are iiadeed duties towards God. Men owe it to
themselves to accept the higher ideal when they
see it.
So Jesus went preaching the Eon^dora of
Heaven and summoning men to repent. Blessedthe
chief aim of ordinary life and the perness,
ennial cry of self-preservation, was to be sought,
according to Jesus, in such states as meekness,
After the same manner

for

which a man

—

is

—

poverty of spirit, and peace-making all these,
however, that they may be called the children of
God.' Responsibility to self may imply the subordination of every interest to that of the Kingdom
of Heaven
and the reason offered is, Thou shalt
have treasure in heaven,' i.e. with God. (Here
again the religious consciousness is pre-eminent,
'

'

;

and responsibility

for self-culture is obligation to
God, who provides men with opportunities rich in
moral possibility. )

In one word, duty to God absorbs duty to self
and to neighbours for self is conceived as always
and only properly a child of God and neighbours,
whether good or bad, desirable or otherwise, are
;

;

conceived as deserving of our benefaction because
they are all the recipients of God's loving-kindness
(Mt5-^5).
iii. Extended sphere of ansioerableness in the
light
of Christ's teaching, It is the unique distinction
of Jesus to have at once enlarged the sphere of
responsibility and intensified the feeling of it.
Our Lord expanded the idea of one's neighbour,
who is not only the man of one's own nation, but
any person whom circumstance gives one an opportunity of helping (Lk lO^s-sv). With the parable of
the Good Samaritan vanish all the artificial boundaries by which men have sought to confine their
neighbourly obligations. Among friends, again, the
Master has included the poor, whom He obliges us
to ask to our feasts, though they cannot ask us in
new set of obligations to hospireturn (Lk 14^*).
tality are thus laid upon the disciples of Jesus.
Still more wide does the horizon of
responsibility
become when He obliges us to include in our friendfriend
and
foe
alike, those who pership all men,
secute us and those who despitefully use us (Mt
man
be
No
treated
5*^).
may
oy us otherwise than

—

A

in love.

The

last

acre

of

territory is
human obligation

foreign

brought within the sphere of
when Jesus, who expects to be taken as an example,
announces that He came to call not the righteous,
but sinners (Mt 9'^). Among those to whom we
owe duties for which we are answerable to God
must be included the outcast and the degraded. So
extensive a field of responsibility may be the despair
of a moralist, but it is the free-chosen territory of
the disciple of Jesus.
HaA^ing annexed all mankind under the obligation of love, Christ proceeds to enhance the sense of
Not only the outward act, but the
responsibility.
inner thought has to be answered for. As well as
for murder, so also for the angry thought from
which murder issues, a man must hold himself
answerable (Mt 5^^). Not only for licentious deed,

but also for unholy imagination is there responsiTo olier prayer is good but, if popubility (v. 2^).
larity has been the motive, only punishment can
follow (6^).
High and insolent deeds will provoke
a just reward but high thoughts are in no better
As a matter of
state, for humility is a duty (18^).
fact, the obliojation to be moral is an obligation to
preserve the heart in purity and love, for out of
;

;

"

the heart are the issues of life' {\5^^). The culture
of morality is the culture of the heart.
Besides extending the sphere, Jesus adds a higher
quality to moral responsibility. The idea of selfpreservation is enhanced when the things which are
worthy of our search are meekness, mercifulness,
Indeed, the duty of
purity, and peacemaking.
self-culture is so described by Jesus as to include
the lofty conception of a sacrifice of the lower
nature a sacrifice not only desirable but necessaiy
(Mk 8^^). In the same way the obligation to forgive enemies is enhanced. An enemy is to be forgiven not only seven times, but until seventy times
seven (Mt 18^^). To an unstinted and uncalculating forgiveness the disciples of the Master are
bound. And, with the demand for love towards all
men, human duty is raised to the height of Divine
The kind of affection which Christians
perfection.
are to entertain towards each other and, by inference, to all men is a love such as existed between
the Father and the Son (Jn 15®). In this way
Jesus has both extended and intensified moral

—

'

'

responsibility.
The secret of this newmoral content and new moral
intensity must be sought in Christ's high conception
of God's fatherly relation to men.
It is God's
loving-kindness that obliges men to seek first the
of
Heaven
the
same
reason is
(Mt 6^^) ;
Kingdom
given for the duty of unstinted forgiveness (18^) ;
a similar ground provides the obligation to a cheerful acceptance of God's will (7") ; and the same
tender mercy calls men to the exercise of a gracious
and thoughtful love (Lk 7^^).
God loves His
creatures, desiring above all that they should become His children ; and in that tender, holy desire
lies the secret of that sense of responsibility which
Jesus has at once extended and intensified.
With the sense of childhood in God's family and
in enjoyment of the Divine favour, the bunlen of
responsibility, felt so heavily under all merely
Love makes
moral systems, is greatly eased.
obligation light ; the love of God turns duty into
In that relation the yoke of sonship
pleasure.
becomes light, and the strictest obligation easy.
Jesus makes free are free indeed (Jn 8^).
By tui'ning the hearts of men to the love of God,
Jesus at once increased the sense of responsibility
and relieved its burden.
easilj'' a child of God
carries this enhanced moral obligation may be
Paul's magnificent claim of pergathered from St.
fect freedom in Ro 8.
iv. The unique attitude of Jesus to the sense of
human responsibility. Jesus has somehow contrived to thrust Himself in between a man and his
conscience, or for it is the same thing between a
man and his God. At the outset of His public

Whom

How

—

—

—

career every hearer recognized the moral superiority of our Lord, and felt a weighty pressure in His

commands (Mt 7"^). Nor was this authority denied
by Jesus on the contrary. He emphasized His
The fathers
right to impose new commandments.
;

had given certain orders, but Jesus gave
ones, introducing the opposite duty with these
'

of Israel

new

words, But I say unto you (5^^). Passing through
the gamut of accepted commandments, Jesus quietly
enforced new and, in some cases, opposing responsiAs His public career advances, Christ
bilities.
identifies Himself more completely with the moral
law, demanding of men an obedience such as was
due only to the supreme moral Governor of the
'

RETALIATION
Confession of His n;inic lie describes as a
for such He will confess before
God (J.k 12'*). KesponsibiliLy to Hinjself Jesus
accepts as superior to any other moral obligation
indeed, His word has the right of a moral imperaworld.

moral obligation,

;

so children are, if need be, to renounce duty
tive
The right to become a
to father and mother (14^).
;

conscience to every man is fully claimed by Jesus,
and men are invited to take upon themselves His
yoke (Mt 11^). Indeed, Jesus may say that the
only true good can be found in life by that man
Avho jields Him such unfliiicliing obedience as is
due only to the moral law (Lk H'^). ISot to obey
Jesus, at whatever cost, is to miss being His disciple, and that is, in Christ's judgment, etjuivalent
to moral suicide.
Finally, Jesus wholly identilles
Himself with the moral law, for He makes fidelity
to His person the supreme test of men.
Describing
the last judgment, always considered the dread
function of God alone, Christ speaks of Himself as
returning in glory to judge the world, when the
sole criterion of blessing or condemnation will be,
'Ye did it unto me,' or 'Ye did it not unto me'
(Mt 25-"'- *5). In the whole history of the study of
human responsibility this is a unique claim a
claim whicli was not only not resented, but openly

—

and frankly recognized by men and women who

found His authority the exact equivalent of God's.
In this lonely isolation Jesus stands pre-eminent in
the record of morals.
The Fourth Gospel presents this extraordinary
claim in a difierent and more winsome light. Here
Christ's sonship with God is the basis of the gospel
message and the moral obligation to Jesus takes
on the familiarity and the sweetness of brotherly
affection.
Jesus does not in this Gospel so much
demand obedience as the representative of the
moral Governor of the world as He asks for love
and trust in Himself as the complete manifestation
For obedience the warmer
of the heavenly Father.
attitude of trust or faith is demanded.
The story
of the Samaritan woman is evidently told to showhow this love to Jesus may come to birth (cb. 4).
Honour to the person of Jesus is honour done to the
Father (5-^). The will of God is conceived by Jesus
as an obligation to believe on the Divine Son (6-^).
Judgment was passed on the unbeliever by the very
worcls which Jesus spoke, for He spoke the words of
the Father (12'**"*''). The final appreciation of any
man's life is decided by his attitude to the Person
of the Redeemer.
lie that believeth not is con;

'

demned already'

The cro^\^l of this high
the assurance that a friendly knoAvledge of
to
etern;il
life, i.e. to the sum of
necessary
Tliis is life eternal, that they
human blessing
might know thee the only true God, and Jesus
This claim for
Chrii-t, whom thou hast sent (17*).
loving trust, and this identification of Himself with
the Father God in the Fourth Gospel, are clearly
the brighter and more attractive equivalents for
the unhesitating obedience and the identification
of Himself witli the Supreme moral Ruler of the
world in the Synoptics.
Towards Jesus every
man has a duty, and on the correct sense of reto Him depends the final prize of
sponsibility

claim
Jesus

(3'^).

is

is

'

:

'

life.

LiTERATrRE.— The subject is not treated by itself in any book
of Christian ethics.
The only books, besides Commentaries
on the vario\is
passaijes, are
Smyth, Christian
Ethics^, Edinburgh, 1893, pt. ii. ch. i., 'The Christian Conscience,' and H. H. Wendt, The Teaching of Jes^(i, Eng. tr.,
do. 1892, sect. iii. ch. iv., 'Righteousness of the Members of the
'
Kingdom of Ood but even these are only indirectly useful for

XT

Newman

;

the subject.

DAVID FyFFE.

REST-DAYS.— See Sabbath

RESURRECTION. —
State of the Dead.

See

(Primitive).
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RETALIATION.— The term 'retaliation,' as its
etymology indicates, means pa3'ing back in kind,
like for liKe, whetlier benefits or injuries
though

—

very significantly for human nature it has come to
be used almost exclusively in the worse sense of
returning evil for evil, blow for blow. The term
requital may lie regarded as almost equivalent
in connotation to retaliation ; it, however, rather
emphasizes the more friendly aspect of reciprocity,
the returning good for good, iind it may even be
employed to convey the notion of the return of
good for evil, though in 1 S 1^ it is used in the
He hath requited me evil for good,'
worse sense
'

'

'

'

'

:

and
tiiat

in

Gn

Joseph's bretliren contemplate
evil they have

50'"

he will requite them the

done him.

—

1. Ethical signification.
From the ethical point
of view, retaliation seems to interpret punishment
as retribution ; a man's evil-doing is to be returned
upon his own head ; he is to receive the just
reward of his deeds from the injured society or
individual as a quid pro quo.
There is in this
view an apparent appeal to that primitive idea of
justice wliicli contained an element of vengeance.
The modern common theory of punishment does
regard tlie infiiction of punishment as a penalty
uj)on wrong-doing of this nature, but judicially
imposed, and without any element of personal

resentment.
Retaliation, however, implies the
existence of some personal feeling, and a desire to
balance the account with an amount of loss or
In warfare
sufiering equivalent to that inflicted.
the principle of retaliation takes the form of
meting out to an enemy like treatment to that
which he has practised plunder, outrage, burning
and destroying, etc. In tliis connexion its usage
conveys only an evil import the ruling maxim is
injury for injury, 'an eye for an eye and a tooth
for a tooth': Avhatever methods of a hostile kind
are adopted by one party call forth rejnisals, and
en revanche the principle of retaliation justifies
the infliction of injuries like in kind and degree to
those which were committe*!.
similar connotation is implied in its application to all cases of
and
rivalry, struggle,
competition whenever the
action of one party exceeds the bounds of reason-

—

;

A

;

ableness, fairplay, or

good

taste, it

may, by

creat-

ing resentment, provoke retjiliation, i.e. a like
departure from the methods of fair and honourable competition.
The problem involved in this aspect of retaliation has been raised in an acute form by the
conduct of Gernumy in the European War by
her brutalities, murders of citizens, ruthless cruelties, starvation of prisoners, raiding of villages,
Are these methods of
dittusion of disease-germs.
warfare to be copied and adopted by her opfor
self-defence
on
the plea that it gives
ponents
an enormous advantage to tiie enemy if there be
no reprisal in kind ?
On ethical grounds the
answer is that practices cruel, brutal, and abhorrent to human sentiment cannot be met by retaliation in kind.
may not adopt methods of warfare which are condemned by the moral sense of
the nation as inhuman; such proceedings can be
countered only by the sternest and most determined eflbrts to vanquish the enemy through the
employment of every legitunate mode of warfare,
to destroy his powers, and so render such barbaricould not hope
ties impossible in the future.
to be finally successful by measures whicii destroj-ed
our own self-respect and reduced us to the same
such a victory would be worse
level of savagery
than a defeat. Our real aim in the conflict should
be to establish such conditions as will render it
impossible for such a war ever to recur.
The operation of the
2. As a fiscal policy.
finds its strongest
principles of retaliation, however,

—

We

We

;

—
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illustrations and its most significant application in
the domain of international commerce. Here it is
apt to arise whenever a nation sets up tariff barriers
which obstruct international trade, with the
avowed object of jiromoting certain home industi'ies
by the exclusion of foreign competition.
The direct economic result of this fiscal policy
is to diminish foreign trade, to stimulate the production at home of certain kinds of goods previously imported, and thus to check their production
for exportation by their foreign commercial rivals.
Naturally this proceeding rouses a feeling of
resentment and wrong in the countries whose
trade is injured, which often finds vent by calling
into existence retaliatory tariffs.

The retaliatory spirit is favoured by the apparently militant attitude of the protective country,
is raised,
They strike us with their
The
tariffs; let us strike them back again.'
and the cry

'

movement gains support from some who, while
professedly believers in free trade, yet entertain
is described as
'
one-sided free trade. Retaliation is then adopted
either for the purpose of punishment, and to
gratify the feeling of resentment, or with the
deliberate aim of placing the offending nation in

doubts as to the advantage of what
'

a position deemed favourable for compelling it to
reduce the objectionable tariff. In either case the
which is the satisfaction of
real object of
trading,

wants by means of imports, is lost sight of, and
the attention is riveted on exporting. The tariff
this is regarded
of
checks the exports of B to
;
by B as a hostile act, and one to be met with a
back ; perhaps
retaliatory tariff', which will hit
and
it may become a basis for bargaining with
for inducing
to lower the tariff in some degree.
Both countries alike in this conflict overlook the
fundamental fact that the whole object of trading
is to increase the power of consumption and the
amount of enjoyment by obtaining commodities
on the best terms ; also that exchange (whether
home or foi-eign) increases this power by adding to
the productivity of labour, and eases life by enabling individuals to use their own skill and natural
gifts to the fullest advantage.
They further
ignore the fact that their own products are the

A

A

A

A

A

means by which alone they can purchase the

pro-

ducts of others, and that the highest efficiency for
both parties is attained by specialization of labour
and the free exchange of the results of their own
The deeper analysis of the advantages
industry.
of trading places the emphasis upon imports of
desirable things, for tlie obtaining of which exports
must be offered in exchange. Trading is seen to
be thus a mutual benefit ; the relative superfluities
of each country are given in exchange for the
cheaper or more desirable products of other
countries and, as the exchange is voluntary, it
will not take place unless both countries find their
benefit therein.
Protective taritts, by limiting
this power, lower efficiency and injure the country
which imposes them they administer a blow to
;

;

its

own powers

of

lletaliation,
consumption.
for gaining concessions,
means the adoption of the same tariff policy
as is resented in the foreign country, which has
had the effect of contracting mutual trade. It is
an illogical proceeding and a delusion. For, if
tariffs are beneficial to the nations that impose
If
them, why should they ever remove them ?
they are not beneficial, but are admitted to be an
economic blunder, why should other nations copy
them ? And in what sense can it be profitable to
put up barriers that are mischievous, merely in
order to lower them under a compact with other
nations to do the same ? The defence is usually
on political grounds, but experience has fully
demonstrated two invariable results of this tariff

whether as a penalty or

have once been
to remove them,
that
are
are
created
since interests
always opposed
to their reduction ; that tariff's beget tariffs is the
lesson from every country ; (2) since tariff' legislation is deemed an unfriendly proceeding on the
part of those who thus exclude the goods of other
countries, it creates ill-feeling, provokes resentment, and leads to retaliation and tariff' wars,
which destroy trade, create discord, and may
incite to other forms of strife.
Notwithstanding
the fact that retaliation is a double-edged weapon,
recoiling upon those who use it, it has been
policy:

adopted,

(1) that, wlien tariffs
it is extremely difficult

employed very frequently, and by most
nations.

civilized

— One
fallacy.

of the most
3. An economic
cogent arguments for the imposition of tariff's is

the erroneous belief that taxes may be extracted
from foreigners by means of duties on imports.
Even were it the fact that the exporter paid the
duty by a reduction of price (which can, however,
occur only in the very exceptional circumstance
that the importing country possesses a market
monopoly), a system by which two nations levy
taxation upon each other can be only a very
expensive and clumsy system of raising revenue,
and one that inevitably off'ends every canon of
taxation.

Much of the prevalent fallacy respecting international ti"ading rests on the mistaken supposition
that trade is a species of gambling, in which the
gains of one nation are invariably made at the
When it is fully realized
expense of another.
that all trade is but exchange, entered into voluntarily

on both sides because

it is

profitable,

and

further that different countries can secure a larger

amount of enjoyment from their industrial efforts
by devoting themselves more exclusively to those
tasks in which they respectively excel, then only
A\ ill the belief in retaliation as an instrument for
regulating foreign trade disappear.
It should be
4. Evils of protective tariffs.
noticed that all tariff's of a protective character
are a cause of great and unproductive expense
they involve elaborate machinery for the collection of duties that realize little as revenue and,
since they tend to call forth evasion and smuggling,
they also call into existence other modes of expenditure which are necessarily incurred to check and
punish those offences. Further, nothing is more
convincingly proved in connexion with protective
tariffs than their demoralizing influence upon the
public ; they tend to become the instruments of
persons unscrupulous in the pursuit of gain, who
seek to employ them as means for securing
monopolies.
It is admitted that retaliatory methods do often
lead to the adoption of commercial treaties between
nations, which by special mutual concessions
reduce in some degree the mischief created by the
tariff's ; but, inasmuch as the operation of these
treaties is limited to certain countries, they generally give ott'ence to countries excluded from them,
and thereby give rise to other retaliatory tariff's
the favoured nation system
by those nations
tlius tends to produce dift'erent results in the two
directions.
But retaliation is by no means a
necessary antecedent to commercial treaties ; most
countries raise some part of their public revenue
from duties upon luxuries, imported or houiee.g., Britain raises revenue upon improduced

—

:

;

;

;

There is scope for
and spirits.
arrangements under commercial treaties to modify
such of these duties as may be found to act in a
peculiarly onerous manner, without entering upon
ported wines

the unprofitable field of protective duties. Thus
retaliation or reciprocity is possible even through
the agency of revenue duties, though it is mucli

RETREATS
more difficult in application, limited in scope, and
less etiective, since the objects of taxation in such
cases are generally either luxuries or monopoly
products.
5. After-war relations.— Tlie fierce conflict in
which Germany lias involved Europe by her violent
and unprovoked attempt at coiujuest has for a time
destroyed all possibility of trade relations between

her and tliose whom she has made enemies.
The question has been raised. Will trade relations be renewed after peace ? Does not this war
demonstrate the dangers of international trading
and dependence upon other countries for products?
Is it not wiser and more economic to be self-contained and independent, especially for a great
nation with colonies which produce many necessaries and are capable of constituting a large
market for her manufactures? Shall we not
retaliate upon Germany by refusing trade relations
after peace has been proclaimed and rather develop
our own resources and independence ?
Anti-Free Traders have seized the opportunity
to advocate this exclusiveness on the ground
that it will be economic by developing our own
resources, and will enrich the country by the
growtli of many industries for whose products we
have hitherto depended upon Germany.
To discuss this project is to repeat the whole
argument for free exchange, the economic advan-

tages of which have been demonstrated.
War is by its nature destructive, abnormal,
wasteful it admits of no economic justification

;

;

based upon hostility, and its aim is utterly
If enmity and hostility between
uneconomic.
nations were to become the chronic relation, there
would be no object in discussing the advantages
of trade, for such trade could not exist.
But a
it is

is created by peace.
Well-being, progress, and development are then
the aim.
demands
Progress
specialization of
faculty and resources, and implies exchange and
mutual dependence and it can be shown tiiat the
wider the area of economic relations the greater
the economic gain. Therefore no argument against
free trading can be deduced from a state of war.
The only problem is how intercourse can be
renewed after the war with a nation which has
committed such gross ofiences against civilization
and morality.
It is conceivable that Britons
might decline trade relations with a nation guilty
of such depravity on moral grounds and from a
This is a different motive
feeling of resentment.
from that which demands tliat trade with Germany
should be checked in tlie economic interests of

different set of conditions

;

Great Britain.

Any

must be a reduction

limitations of free exchange

of

economic advantage and a

loss ; but individuals and nations may be willing
to sutler loss for conscience' sake.
Increase of

trade is not the only aspiration of nations, or
indeed the higiiest its benefits stand after those
of morality.
Economic advantages, however, tend
on the whole to peaceful relations among nations
;

who wish for mutual peace and prosperity.

While,

therefore, the bitter feelings created by German
methoils of Avar remain, they will be an impediment to renewed trade relations, and thus may
favour the views of protectionists this does not
demonstrate the economic desirability of fiscal
retaliation
it illustrates the bitterness and distrust created by German aims and methods.
When peace is assured and time shall have modified these bitter feelings, the advantages of interFree trading is
trading will assert themselves.
both a result and a cause of friendly relations it
postulates peace and makes for peace. But men
will often sacrifice profit rather than deal with
those whom they distrust.
6. It is almost superfluous to add that retalia;

;

;
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tion in the rarer and nobler form of reciprocity in
good works can result only in mutual benefit and
esteem, whether between individuals or between
nations
it tends to the creation of an entente
cordiale, which is a source of confidence, goodwill,
and ha[)pine8s, and is a state productive of moral
and material well-being to all whom it embraces.
;

—

Literature. Adam Smith, An Inquiry into the Sature
Cause.K 0/ the Wealth 0/ Nationn, London, 1776, bk. v. ch. 2 ;
F. H. F. (Baronl Farrer, Free Trade v. Fair Trade*, do. 1887 ;
H. Sidgwick, The Principles ol J'olitical Economy''^, do. 1901 ;
C. F. Bastable, The Commerce of yations, do. 1892, The
Theory of International Trade*, do. 19(i3 J. S. Nicholson,
Principles of Political Economy, do. 1893-1901, iii. 364 W.
Smart, The Return to Protection, do. 1904 Report of the Proceedings of the International Free Trade Congress, August,

and

;

;

;

m)S, do. 1908 J. M. Robertson, Trade and Tariffs, do. 1908
G. Armitage Smith, The Free-Trade Movement and its
Results-, do. 1903; T. [Earl] Brassey, 6Vz<i^ Years of Progress
and the New Fiscal Policy, do. 1906 Franldin Pierce, The
Tariff and the Trusts, New York, 1907
Brassey, Seventy
Years of Progress under Free Trade, London, 1914.
;

;

•

;

;

G. Ah.mitage-Smitii.
The object of a retreat is that
a soul in solitude with God may learn more of
His being and truth and will, and may become
more completely dedicated to Him and His service.
Some efi'ect has been given to tiie underlying
There are
principle in many forms of religion.
instances both in the OT and in the NT.
Retirewith
its
for
ment,
opportunities
prayer to God,
was used by Moses, Elijah, St. John the Baptist,
our Lord Himself, and probably by St. Paul in
Arabia. In the early Church and in the Middle
Ages the advantages of solitude for communing
with God were abundantly recognized. But the
systematization of retreats and the organization
of them as carefully arranged aids to spiritual life
are among the religious practices which are due to
the Counter-Reformation. The beginning was in
the method described in the Spiritual Exercises of
St. Ignatius Loyola (q.v.).

RETREATS.—

The plan of the Exercises contemplates a period of four weeks,
the word ' week indicatinjf not necessarily seven days but such
a time as may be needed for the course of meditations iu consideration of the spiritual facultiea and condition of the person
making the retreat. The plan contains a scheme for the disposal of time and rules for occupations and prayer. The meditations for the first week, after defining the end of man to be
the service of God and the attainment of salvation in this
service, are on sin as seen in the sin of the angels, of Adam and
Eve, of the retrcatant himself on hell on death on the last
judgment. The meditations for the second week are on the
Incarnation and the events of our Lord's earthly life as far as
Palm Sunday and the preaching in the Temple. Those for the
third week are on the Last Supper, the Agon^- in the Garden,
the Arrest, the Trial and Conoemnation, the Crucifixion and
Death, the Burial. Those for the fourth week are on the
Resurrection, the Appearances after the Resurrection, and the
Ascension. The series for the first week concerns the Purgative
Way, the object of which is to increase hatred of sin and to
deepen penitence. Those for the second and third weeks concern the Illuminative Way, and the object is to set before the
soul the example of Christ and to lead it to closer imitation of
Him. That for the fourth week concerns the Unitive Way,
which has as its aim to bring the soul into closer union with God.
An important place is filled in the second week by the consideration of the two standards under which man has the choice of
enlisting the first that of Christ, the other that of the devil
and of the three classes of (1) those who are reluctant to bear
the consequences of following Christ and desire to postpone the
sacrifices which are involved, (2) those in whose desire to follow
there still are reserves, and (3) those who are prepared at once
to make all the surrenders which the following of Him may
The director is instructed to vary the details and the
re((uire.
proportion in tlie use of the Exercises according to the capacities
and the needs of the person using them.
'

;

—

;

;

—

In the system founded by St. Ignatius Loyola a
retreat of thirty days spent in silence and prayer
with meditations on the Exercises was a preliminary
to entrance into the Society of Jesus ; a retreat of
eight days similarly based on the Exercises became
a yearly custom in the Society ; and retreats were
conducted in houses of the Society for others
than its members. Following the example of St.
Ignatius, many leaders in religious life promoted
retreats for clergy and the laity, men and women.
Notable among these were St. Charles Borromeo,
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Francis de Sales, St. Vincent de Paul, Pierre
de Berulle, and Jean Jacques Olier. During the
17th cent, tiie use of retreats spread rapidly througliout the Roman Catholic Church. In the closing
years of the 19th cent, and the early years of the
20th a great development took place, beginning in
France and extending thence to Belgium, Holland,
England, and elsewhere, by which retreats, from
liaving been for the most part confined to clergy or
lay people of special devotion or passing through
some special crisis in life, came to be extended to
large multitudes and especially to men and boj^s,
women and girls, of the v/orking classes. These
have naturally been of a less severe character
than the earlier retreats, lasting for a shorter
time, such as three days or one day, with times
for conversation and recreation allowed.
Retreats of a definite character were introduced
into the Cluirch of England soon after the middle
In Feb. 1856 a retreat for
of the 19th century.
from Monday to Saturday in one
clergy, lasting
week, was held at Chislehurst under the auspices
In July 1856 a
of the Society of the Holy Cross.
retreat for clergy, lasting for the same time, was
An
held in E. B. Pusey's house at Oxford.
element in both these retreats was that, in
addition to their devotional setting and practices, there were conferences on theological and
St.

One

Oxford
Movement (q.v.) was that many clergy and some
devout laymen and women formed the practice
The
of making a retreat from time to time.
general features of these retreats were taken
from those customary in the Church of Rome.
In many cases they have lasted for three or
four days there have been two or three or four
addresses on each day silence has been preserved
throughout the time has been devoted to prayer
and communion with God. Much work in promoting such retreats was due to the Society of St.
John the Evangelist at Cowley and its hrst superior,
R. M. Benson, and to the English sisterhoods.
Retreats for business men from Saturday night
to Monday morning have long been a prominent
spiritual

subjects.

result

of

the

;

;

;

part of the work of the St. Paul's Lecture Society
at St. Paul's Cathedral. In tlie 20tli cent, many
retreats and devotional gatherings or conventions
bearing some resemblance to retreats have been

organized on a wider scale.
In the last few years the meetings for spiritual
help and edilioation which have long been customary

among Nonconformists have

in

some

cases

assumed

a form more like that of a retreat, though usually
without the continuous silence and with discussions
or conferences forming part. There have been
instances of these among the Wesleyans, the
Baptists, and the Congregationalists.
Experience has shown the high practical value

The
of retreats in their influence on spiritual life.
present tendency is largely to extend their sphere
and to lessen their intensity. Obviously there is
need of great difierences as to their length and as
to the degree of completeness which is to be observed in the withdrawal from the world and its
ordinary occupations which is their most distinctive
feature.
The severity which may be most valuable
for those called to special kinds of life, and for
those far advanced in the use of prayer, would only
be crippling to many of those living an ordinary
life in the world or to the young.
But it is essential
that the more complete and severe retreats should
be maintained for those for whom they are suitable ; and the special point of a retreat is lost
unless the devotion in it is sustained and empowered by continued solitude of the soul with

God.

.

—

Literature. P. Debuchy, artt. 'Retreats' and 'Spiritual
Exercises of Saint Ignatius,' in CE xii. 795-797, xiv. 224-229 ;

—

St.

Ignatius Loyola, Spiritual Exer.'ises, many edd. e.g.,
The Spiritual Exercises of St. Ignatius Loyola (Spanish and
A.
Eng'lish with commentary), ed. J. Rickaby, London, 1915
Bellecius, Medulla ^ace«eo«,2 Miinsteri. W.,1S46 T. T. Carter,
in
The
Church
and
the
art.
3rd
ser.
Retreats,'
World,
[1868],
reprinted in liis Retreats with JS'otes of Addresses, London,
;

;

'

1893 ; R. W. Randall, preface in his Addresses and Meditations
for a Retreat, do. 1890 W. C. E. Newbolt, Quiet Days and
Retreats, do. 1894 ; A Handbook in Retreat, by members of the
Community of St. Slargaret's, East Grinstead, with preface by
G. Body, Oxford, 1905 ; H. S. Lunn, Retreats for the Soul,
London, 1918 ; G. Plater, Retreats for the People, do. 1913
R. Schofield (ed.). Retreats, their Value, Organisation, and
Growth, do. 1915 ; H. Miiller, Les Origines de la Compagnie de
;

;

DaRWELL STONE.

Jisus, Paris, 1898.

RETRIBUTION.— See Rewards AND Punishments, ESCHATOLOGY.

REUCHLIN. — Johannes

Reuchlin (Capnio)^

was a pioneer and a leader of the humanist movement in the early stages of the Renaissance,

He

especially as regards the study of Hebrew.

was a man

of varied gifts, interests, and activities
a striking and attractive personality. He was
an accomplished scholar ancl teacher of Classics

—

and Hebrew, and wrote important works on tlie^e
he was a professional lawyer and held
subjects
appointments as a judge he was a man of afiairs
and acted as confidential adviser and agent of some
;

;

of the leading

German

princes.

—

Scholar and legalist. Reuchlin's career may
be briefly sketched as follows
He was born at Pforzheim in Baden, 22nd Feb. 1455 his
I.

:

;

the Dominican monastery there his
Latin studies in the monastery school laid the foundation of
his classical scholarship. After a brief stay at the University
of Freiburg, he was appointed in 1470 companion and tutor to
Frederick, son of the Markgraf Charles i., of Baden, and accompanied his pupil to the University of Paris. Here he began
Greek, was a pupil of John k Lapide, and made the acquaintance of Rudolf Agricola. In 1474 he went to the University of
He
Basel, where he took his B.A. in 1475 and his M. A. in 1477.
studied Greek under Andronicus Kontoblakas, had relations
with Sebastian Brant and John Wessel, and began his career as
a public teacher by lecturing on the Greek language and on
Aristotle in the original. He then returned to Paris for a while,
father

was an

official of

;

and read Greek with George Hieronymus. Next he adopted
law as a profession, and studied at the University of Orleans in
1478-79, taking his LL.B. in the latter year, and maintaining
himself by teaching Greek and Latin. In 1481 he was made
licentiate of laws at the University of Poitiers.
He now went to Tilbingen, intending to become a lecturer
there, but, on the invitation of Count Bberhard of Wiirttemberg,
he became confidential secretary and agent to that prince.
From this point till 1520 i.e. till cowards the close of his life
he continued in such employment and in the pursuit of the
In 1484 he became
legal profession as advocate or judge.
doctor of laws. He remained \vith Eberhard at Stuttgart till the
death of the latter in 1496. Reuchlin's marriage may probably
be placed early in this period ; he had no children, but was

—

—

greatly attached tohis sister's grandson, Melanchthon. In 1518
he recommended Melanchthon to a post at Wittenberg, and so
Later, however,
brought him into connexion with Luther.
Reuchlin's attitude towards Luther was unsympathetic.
His political and legal duties did not prevent Reuchlin from
continuing his work as a scholar. Indeed, his journeys in the
service of his patrons gave liim fresh opportunities of study and
brought him into contact with many of the most distinguished
leaders of literature and learning. In company, first with
Eberhard in 1481-82, then with a son of that prince in 1490, he
twice visited both Florence and Rome, came under the influence
of the brilliant scholars of the Medicean Academy and esjiecially of Pico della Mirandola, and profited by the learning of the
Greeks, John Argyropulos and Demetrius (jhalkondylas. From
about 1485 he was busy studying Hebrew in 1492 he went on a
mission to the Emperor Frederick at Linz, who conferred on him
a patent of nobility. On this and on a later visit to the imperial
court he studied Hebrew with a court physician, a learned
Jew, Jacob ben Jehiel Loans, and utilized his newly-acquired
knowledge to study the Kabbala later, while visitins;- Rome in
1498, he was indebted for further instruction in Hebrew to the
Jew, Obadiah Sforno.
On the death of his patron in 1496 Reuchlin lost the favour of
the court of Wiirttemberg. He removed to Heidelberg, and
eventuallv entered the service of the Elector Philip. A revolution in 1498 brought him back to Wiirttemberg, where he held
;

;

an important judgeship till 1512, when he gave up this office,
and devoted himself to scholarship for the remainder of his life,
having his home in the neighbourhood of Stuttgart except
that in 1520 he was Professor of Greek and Hebrew at Ingolstadt

—

I'Capnio,' as an alternative name, was Grascized from
'Reuchlin,' after the fashion of the times it did not, however,
supersede the original, as Melanchthon did 'Schwartzerd.'
;

'

'
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urnier ihe ausjiices of William, Duke of Bavaria, and in the
winter of 1621-i;-J he lectured atTuhiiigen. In the early sunmier
of 1322 he died at Bad Liebenzell, whither he had gone for his
health.

The Reuchlin controversy.— Unfortunately

2.

of Rcuclilina life, from 15'J9, were
years
harassed by the famous controversy M-hich is named
after him, liut in Avliich he was involved without
any fault fir desire of his own. A converted Jew,
Johann Pfeflbrkorn of Cologne, anxious for the
conversion of his fellow-countrymen, initiated a
movement to deprive the Jews of all their books
He asked Keuchlin for his
except the OT.
a little later the
support, but was refused
emperor Maximilian instructed the archbishop of
Mainz to form a commission of scholars, including
Reuchlin, to report upon the matter.
Eventually the archbishop obtained written
opinions from the members of the commission
most of them were favourable to Pfefterkorn, but
bitter controversy arose,
Reuchlin was adverse.
adorned with the usual personalities. The two
antagonists mutually accused each other of heresy
aiid appealeil to the emperor, the pope, the uniThe universities
versities, and other authorities.
condemned Reuchlin the emperor and the pope
Reuchlin was warmly supsought to mediate
ported bj' the humanists in the Epistolce Obscurornm Virornm (Tubingen, 1514-17) and in other
writmgs. He had also the enthusiastic support of
Luther and Karlstadt. The dispute took the shape
of formal litigation, which continued with varying
fortunes till 1520. Decisions were given in favour
of Reuchlin at Rome in 1516 and at Frankfort in
1520 the former finding was quashed, the latter
reversed by the pope. In 1517 Luther had published his theses, and thus his support was disastrous for Reuchlin. In the rising storm caused
by Luther's agitation, however, the minor controand the veteran scholar
versy was lost sight of,
was left in peace for his few remaining days.
Reuchlin's more important
3. Chief works.
works mav be classified as follows
tlie last

;

;

A

;

;

;

—

Linguistic. — A

:

Latin dictionary, Voeabularius Brevi(o)
de Rudimentis
loqmis, 25 editions between 1476 and 1504
Hebraicis, a Hebrew lexicon and grammar, first published in

r45

The most distinguished among the immediate predecessors of Keuchlin were Joim Wessel (1420-89)
and Pico della Mirandola (14G3-94). Keuchlin
owed much to their inlluence. But he himself
was the 'Father

of

Hebrew

making book.
But Reuchlin's

zeal for

Hebrew

1506.

Mijsiic.—De Verbo Mirifico (1494), de Arte Cabbalistica
which attempt to extend the Jewish theosophy of the
kabbala to Christianity and to apply it in the interests of apoloThese works are mere literary curiosities, and have no
getics.!
permanent value. Waite believes that Reuchlin was the first
to point out that the Hebrew name of Jesus was formed of the
consonants of Jehovah=«m.T with the addition of the third
(6)

'

— Jehoshuah. He quotes a larjfe number
Of post-Zoharic writers on Kabaligm.'2
— JIalnly in connexion with the polemic
(0) Controversial.
letter

Shin = .Tir.T

i.e.

agtiinst PfeflPerkom and the Dominicans, especially Aultnupieijel
(1511), which includes his report to the archbishop of Ck)loirne
on the question of the confiscation of Jewish literature. Pfeffer-

korn had previously written Judenspiegel (1507), a fairly
moderate discussion of the Jews, and Ilandspiegel wider xm'd
yegen die Juden (1511), an attack on Reuchlin.
A pamphlet. Liber Congestonim de Arte
(d) Variove.
Predicandi, mentioned by E. 0. Achelis^ as a pioneer work in

—

modern homilelics

;

two Latin comedies, Sergivs and Ilenno,

in the style of Terence.

—

Services to Hebrev? and Greek learning.
chief importance of Reuchlin for the history
of religion lies in the services that he rendered to
the study of Hebrew and in the fact that he bore
the brunt of the first great controversy between
4.

The

the humanists and the obscurantists
these two
feature.-? of his work were closely connected, but it
is convenient to treat them separatelj'.
Since the time of Jerome Hebrew learning had
been rare among Western Christians, though it
flourished among the Jews, but there occasionally
ai)j3eared Christian scholars, especially converts
;

from Judaism, who were proficient in Hebrew.
1

R. C. Jebb, in Cambridge Modem History, i. 572.
Waite, The Secret Doctrine in Israel, London, 1913,

2 A. E.

p. 6.
3

Lehrb. der prakt. Theologie, Leipzig, 1898,

ii.

101.

learning had

nor
efiects far wider than its immediate objects
He did
wa.s his influence confined to such studies.
;

much to promote the study of (jreek, and even in
his early days at Basel his activity provoked the
hostility of obscurantists, who objected to the
language as impious and schismatic i.e. that of the
Eastern Churcli. Tlie controversy as to Hebrew
literature involved questions that are permanently
crucial for religion.
Here, as often since, matters
that primarily concerned the OT provided a field
of battle on which larger issues were fought out.
In supporting Keuchlin, the humanists were maintaining the freedom of thought and learning
against the obscurantist demand that nothing
should be taught or published that tliey chose to
consider at variance with traditional orthodoxy
that the ignorance of the dark ages and of the
uninstructed multitude should determine how far
As A. Dufi' says,
scholarship should be tolerated.
Qraetz is not wrong when he counts his fellow Jews as largely
responsible for the Reformation. He writes (Hist. 0/ the Jews,
Eng. tr., London, 1891-92, iv. 452): "The Talmud indirectly
hada great share in the awakening of these slumbering forces
We can boldly assert that the war for and
[in Germany].
against the Talmud [wherein Reuchlin was its champion]
aroused German consciousness, and created a pubhc opinion,

—

—

'

without which the Reformation, as well as other efforts, would
have died in the hour of their birth, or perhaps would never
have been born at all." '2
LiTER.\TnRK. L. Geiger, Joha7in Reuchlin, sein Leben und
G. Kawerau, art. Reuchlin in
seine Werke, Leipzig, 1S71
PRE^ F. Bleek, Introd. to the OT, Eng. tr., London, 1869, i.
121-129 H. Hallam, Introd. to the Literature 0/ Europe, do.
1872, pt. i. ch. iii. pp. 65 f., 99ff., 124, ch. iv. p. 53; The Cambridge Modem Hist., i. ('The Renaissance,' Cambridge, 1902),

—

'

'

;

;

;

572

ff.

,

605 ff., 637, 684,

ii. ('

The Reformation,' do.

;

(1517),

philology amongst

His de liudimentis Hebraicis was
rightly characterized by Melanchthon as entitling its author to the highest praise from the
(,'hurch and from all posterity, i.e. as an epochChristians.''

1903), 32, 695

ff.

W. H. Benn'ett.

REVELATION.— I. What

is the meaning of
word stands either (a) for the
process by which God makes known to man the
truth which he requires, or (b) for the body of
truth which God has made known. Revelation

revelation?

—The

presupposes the existence both of a living God,

able and willing to bestow it, and of intelligent
beings, able to receive and to make use of it.
Thus, though revelation, as will presently be seen,
is God's girt to the world, to know it as revelation
belongs to theists alone.
2.
does man's need of revelation come to
be felt? It is felt in face of the practical problems
which life presents to him. Man is essentially a
religious being, but his desire for union and com-

How

—

his god is in close connexion with his
Just as he desires to make use
practical needs.
of a power greater than his own, so he desires to
make use of a knowledge greater than his own.
Much that he desires to kn<v.v he finds himself
unable to discover, and he turns to his god to seek

munion with

from him the knowledge which he requires. So it
was in the early days of Hebrew history. Saul,
seeking his father's asses, David, uncertain as to
the intentions of the men of Keilah, Ahab, anxious
as to the issue of the coming campaign, alike
turned to the seer or the diviner to leam that
which they could not themselves discover (ISO*
Moreover, even when the know231*, 1 K 22«).
of the
ledge which man desires is the knowledge
1
Bleek, Introd. to the OT, i. 125 ; W. Gesenius,
ed. E. Kautzsch, Leipzig, 1889, Eng. tr.,
189S, p. 20.
2 Hist. ofOT Critidsm, Loudon, 1910, p. 99.

arammar,

Hebrew
Oxford,
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will of his god, his purpose in seeking for it is
at first equally practical. Believing that such
material blessings as an abundant harvest and
victory in war are dependent upon good relations

with his god, he desires to know what his god
requires of him in order that those good relations
may continue, if they exist, or be restored, if
they have been interrupted (cf., e.g., 2 S 2V).
Primitive man desires neither truth for the sake
of truth nor righteousness for the sake of righteousness he desires both because, for practical ends, he
Now it is important
desires the favour of his god.
to observe the practical character of the desire
for revelation, because it continues almost unMen are
altered throughout human history.
;

made

'seek God,' and 'feel after him,' like
children feeling for their parents in the night
(Ac 17^), because they are made dependent upon
God and unable to do without Him. As, in the
long course of history, men have risen to higher
things, far deeper needs than those of which the
savage is conscious have come into view. Though
the old selfish desire for supernatural information
still remains to-day, and is ministered to by the
palmist and the crystal-gazer, it is for nobler ends
that the best men now desire revelation. What
they feel is the mystery of the world and the contradictions of their own nature, the inysteries of
sin and sorrow and pain and death.
They desire
to know God and His purpose, that they may
understand their life and the use which they
should make of it. But even here the desire for
revelation is still mainly practical.
Truth for
truth's sake may be the watchword of the scholar,
sake
is
but truth for life's
the watchword of the
to

touch with reality, and there is no reason
for setting this instinct aside.
The true verification of knowledge lies in the practical use which
we are able to make of it. The claim to know God
is made now, as of old, by a multitude of the sanest
and best of mankind, and they ascribe to this
knowledge all that is best in their life and
If the knowledge of God is increasingly
activity.
fruitful in power and joy and goodness. Me need
no other proof of its reality. Though we see God
but in a mirror,' the mirror does not obscure the
outlines of His features
though we know Him
but in a riddle,' the riddle is one that His Spirit
enables us to interpret (cf. 1 Co 2^'- 13'-).
can revelation be given to us? No
4.
a priori answer should be given to this question.
itself in

'

;

'

—

How

should be asked. How has revehition
All knowledge rests upon
experience— our own or the garnered experience
of other men.
But no limit can be set to the
possibilities of experience, nor can we know in

Rather

it

actually been given?

advance of what methods God may make use.
The dream, the vision, the oracle, the beauty and

order of the world, the course of human history,
the highest types of human character, the voice of
reason and of conscience, the dialectics of the
philosopher, and the intuition of the saint all may
be alike good in varying stages of human develop-

—

'

'

'

ment.
There is one river of truth, which receives
tributaries from every side.'
Serious loss may
arise from drawing too strong a contrast between
one kind of experience and another, and attaching
importance to one to the exclusion of another.
Thus (a) no valid distinction can be drawn between subjective and objective experience, since all

ordinary man. He cannot say, with Browning's jexperience contains both subjective and objective
Grammarian, Actual life comes next.' His actual 'elements. On the one hand, the mind can discover
life is being lived now, and he needs revelation
nothing by its OAvn activity indeed, apart from
'

;

that he

may know

liow to live

is

it.

—

such revelation possible or verifiable ? This
a question whicli haunts the minds of many Avho

3. Is

—

How can the secret of the universe so
desire it.
vast in space and time be made known to the
minds of men ? The eye can see only what it
brings with it the power of seeing. Is it possible
that any conception of God and His ways which
our minds can grasp can correspond to tlie
reality ? To this difficulty there are two answers

—

made, (a) To deny that God can be known
not merely to take a low view of our own
nature it is, in fact, also to take a low view of
His.
It is to deny to Him the power of selfrevelation, and with it the power of influence
which self-revelation brings. No one claims to
to be

is

;

know God perfectly indeed, it is in tlie unfathomability of His nature that we find one great source
of our reverence for Him.
Our knowledge of God
;

at best a theologia viatoriim, not a theologia
beatorum. But our knowledge of God may none
the less be true, as far as it goes, and be capable
of a growth to which no limit can be set.
Our
instinctive longing .after God is itself a prophecy
of its satisfaction ; God creates the love to reward
the love
we can hardly believe that the instinct
would have survived, had it not been in touch with
[b) The question whether anything can
reality,
be known must be decided, as Bacon says, not by
arguing, but by trying. Religion starts with the
assumption that God is to be known, as science
starts with the assumption that the world is to be
known, and both are ultimately justified by the
fruitfulness of the results obtained.
Of course it
is always possible to suggest that our apparent
not
be
real
knowledge may
knowledge, since it is
necessarily relative to the mind which claims it.
But, if we reject such scepticism in the sphere of
physics, we ought also to reject it in the sphere of
The instinct of the mind is to believe
religion.
is

'

'

;

the material given to
mind at all.

of the

it,

there could be no activity
effort of the mystic to

The

emjity his mind of all its existing content is but
an ettbrt to make room for a new content, which
he looks to God directly to bestow. Tlie pageant
of nature and of history, on the other hand,
objective as it is, derives all its meaning from the
interpretation which the mind gives to it.
Though
the heavens declare the glory of God (Ps 19'),
they declare it only to the mind of man the cow
'

'

;

in her pasture sees the
nothing of it.

same

spectacle,

and makes

Nor (b) can any valid distinction be drawn
between discovery and revelation.
Experience
may indeed come sought or unsought. But no
revelation can be received without attention beingpaid to it, nor would the effort to attain truth be
successful, unless the one Source of truth were
Indeed, as we have already
willing to reward it.
seen, our impulse to seek itself presupposes God's
willingness to be found.
Once more, (c) there is no valid distinction to be

drawn between natural and revealed religion.
Strictly speaking, what is revealed is not religion
hut truth. But this contrast is be^^ides doubly
misleading, since it suggests both that tliere is a
religion possible which does not rest upon revelation and that the higher means of revelation are
in some way less natural than the lower.
Botli
these suggestions are false. The witness borne to

God by

human history, and by the
none the less God-given because
large measure common to all (cf. Ac 14'',
the world, by

nature of
it is in

Ro

man

is

1^^"^*), while the highest revelation wliich the
Bible records is in the best sense natural.
If it is
natural for God to be revealed in human history
as a Avhole, so is it for Him to be specially
revealed in the history of the people brought
nearest to Him, and, above all, in the history and
experience of His Son. If it is natural that the
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divine revelation without needs ever to be supplemented by divine inspiration within and, though
revelation may fall, like the rain, upon the evil
and the good, with inspiration it is not so. Now
the
it is u])on these two facts taken together
good pleasure of God and the response of man
that the course of revelation has depended. God
has spoken as He has seen well to speak, but also
He has
'as men were able to hear it' (Mk 4^^).
spoken 'by divers portions and in divers manners'

consciousness of all should witness to God, so is it
that a more abundant witness should be borne by
the consciousness of the Soul that knew no sin.
Indeed, the supposed 'natural' basis of religion is
inseparable from the basis which, in distinction
from it, is described as revealed.' The world of
nature and of history is a world in which the Lord,
and the Ciuircii botii Ijefore and after His coming,
have been prominent actors, and human consciousness is only seen at its highest in the consciousness
Thus it is that natural religion
of the Lord.
ever maintains but a precarious existence when
'revealed religion' is repudiated. The Hebrews
had come to know Goil through their national
experience long before they recognized that the
heavens declared His glory, and it is ever those
the glory of God in the
to-day who have seen
face of Jesus Christ' (2 Co 4^) that most easily
recognize and interpret His action in nature and

;

—

'

'

'

(lie V),

then, any real distinctions to be
borne in mind, as we consider the subject before
us? There is one of the greatest importance
the distinction between the divine revelation
itself and the human recognition and acceptance
of it.
All revelation ultimately depends upon the
will of God.
But its effectiveness does not depend
upon God's will alone ; man has his part to play
in seeking after it, in preparing himself for it, in
welcoming it, in yielding himself to it. It is on
the reality and interplay of these two elements
that the acquisition of truth depends both for the
Neither can be
race and for the individual.
ignored without misunderstanding the whole.
Thus (a) the initiative is always God's. It belongs
to God to reveal Himself when and how He will.
If He reveals Himself to one nation more fully
than to another, and to one person more fully than
to another, that belongs to God's management of
His household' (Eph 1'"); we cannot, in view of
the facts of history, ascribe it altogether to a
special responsiveness in those for the time speciIt was not for lack of trying that
ally favoured.
in the wisdom of God the world through its
wisdom knew not God' (1 Co 1^'), nor was it as
the reward of a great spiritual effort on the part

to

His way to proceed

of

God, like

all

know-

confined to the few, and bestowed
by methods by which only the few can be reached.
But each element of truth, though it may at first
be received in isolation, is consistent with each
other element and, when the fuller revelation is
given, the fragments fall, each into its true place,
and throw light upon one another.
is

at

first

;

—

'

Accommodation in revelation. It is precisely the fact
that revelation is bestowed according to our capacity for
receiving it that should give us confidence in its reality. Ail
coniniunication between a higher and a lower mind demands a
certain accommodation. The teachin|r which a parent gives to
a child must be expressed in the child's language, and must
attach itself to the child's thought and experience. A wise
parent will not attempt to tell his child all that he knows, nor
will he try at once to correct all the child's errors, or hinder the
exercise of his imagination. But such accommodation does not
Its whole purpose is to convey
in any way mislead the child.
as clearly as possible such truth as he immediately needs, without confusing his mind with extraneous matter. When, c.^.,
after a birth in the family, a child is told that God has sent him
a new little brother, he is told both what is entirely true and
exactly what he needs to know for the guidance of his own
thought and conduct. No doubt the child will picture the
arrival of the gift in his own way he may even, in passing on
to another what he has been told, fail to distinguish between
what he has been told and the way in which he has pictured it.
But all this is quite unimportant. What he has been told is the
truth, and no sulwequent enlargement of his knowledge will at
all affect it
rather, it will lead the child to admire the more
the wisdom and the love which told him just so much and no
more. Now so it is with divine revelation. It is wisely accommodated to human capacity it does not correct all errors at
once or check the action of the imagination. The prophets,
e.g., conceive of the divine kingdom of the future according to
their hearts' desire, and think of it as far nearer than it has
proved to be. But fuller revelation would have confused rather
than enlightened them it would have deprived the truth conveyed of its practical power. What we see is the wise Father
at work, and our recognition of His method gives us but the
greater confidence in the reality of His desire to reveal.
Now it is here that we find tiie solution of a difficulty which
Our Lord always speaks
is found by some in the Gospel story.
as if He shared the beliefs of His contemporaries on such matters
as the facts of the physical world and the authorship of the OT
Sometimes He speaks in a
literature (cf., e.g., SJt 22'"-i5 24").
way which suggests that He expected the Kingdom of God
Now the question of our
inuiiediately to appear (e.g., Mt 10^).
Lord's human knowledge cannot here be discussed, but it
matters little for our immediate purpose how we regard it.
What we see in any case is God's method of accommodation.
Our Lord's teaching had an immediate practical purpose, and
it would plainh' have hindered the accomplishment of that
purpose had He turned aside from it to make premature
revelations in physical science and historical criticism. The
only question is at what point the accommodation took place.
Lord
If, as Christians in the past have generally supposed, our
knew the facts, the accommodation took place when He spoke
as modern scholars generally
to His contemporaries.
If,
suppose, He did not know them, the accommodation took
human
place when the divine message was conveyed to the
mind of the Lord. In any case the accommodation was
The
necessary, if the minds of men were to receive the truth.
revelation itself is an abiding possession, and each generation
may clothe it in its own forms of thought.
;

'

of Israel as a nation that God was specially revealeil
So the prophets and the Lord of the
to it.
'
I thank thee, O Father,
prophets ever declare
Lord of heaven and earth, that thou didst hide

;

:

;

these things from the wise and understanding, and
didst reveal them unto babes
yea. Father, for
so it was well-pleasing in thy sight' (Mt 11-"- )•
This is not to say that God's action is arbitrary,
or that we may not seek to understand it, so far as
we may. It is only to say that God's action depends
upon God's will, not in contrast with His wisdom
(for there can l)e no such contrast), but in contrast
:

human effort and desert. But (b) to say this
no wise to deny the importance of human effort
and response. Though it is for God to bestow the
light, it is for man to open his eyes and ears to
that measure of revelation which by the divine
good pleasure is vouchsafed to him. It is he that
hath ears to hear' that will hear, and to him that
hath that more will be given (Mt 13**''^). It is not
merely that effort and attention are required for
the attainment of any knowledge there is more
than this.
Things human must be known to be
loved,' saj^s Pascal
things divine must be loved
to be known.' All revelation of character demands
a certain power of appreciation in those to whom
the revelation is made.
The secret of the Lord
is with them that fear him' (Ps 25^'*), and
every
one that doeth ill hateth the light, and cometh not
to the light, lest his works should be reproved
(Jn 3-"). Moreover, there is another fact, which

with
is in

'

;

'

'

;

'

'

;

'

shall

The knowledge

Amos.

ledge,

—

As we

it is

;

in history.
Are there,

here important.

not only because

—

step by step, but also because dillerent portions of
the one truth were needed, or could alone l>e
received, by those to wiiom the revelation was
Israel in the days of Amos needed the
given.
revelation of the divine justice, and in the days of
Hosea the revelation of the divine love and God
But
sent each revelation at its appropriate time.
it is surely also true that Amos was incapable of
receiving the message entrusted to Hosea, and
Hosea incapable of receiving the message entrusted

'

is
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presently see,

5.

Ho'W has revelation actually come

to us ?

It is actual revelation that best .'-liows us

meaning and

its possibility.

What

—

both its
has been done
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was possible to do, while much that may seem
Three
possible to us may not actually be so.
points are of special importance, (a) Revelation is
primarily of God's reality, character, and purpose.
All other revelation is subordinate to this, and to
it

a large extent included within it. (b) Revelation
is made in act rather than in word.
God reveals
Himself by what He does, and the trend of His
purpose by His partial fullilment of it. But tlie

word

of

God

is

important in

its

own

Inplace.
revelation.

spiration iq.v.) goes hand in hand with
The word of God, spoken by the prophets, points
to the facts and declares their signilicance.
(c)
Revelation culminates in Christ and the Spiritin
who
at
once
reveal
act
God's
Church,
bearing
reality, character, and pui-pose, and declare it in

In them God's purpose is partially fulfilled
to complete fulfilment.
(a) Revelation centres from the first in God's
abiding Name, or revealed character, and that

word.

and also moves forward

Kingdom

of

God which

it is

His purpose to estab-

It has not primarily consisted in the promulgation of a code of laws to be obeyed without
understanding their jiurpose, or in the conveyance
of information, guaranteed by miracles, as to the
facts of the unseen world. What God has primarily
revealed has been Himself and the purpose for
which He is working, though, in revealing these,
lish.

He

has necessarily revealed what

we must

be and

do in order to co-operate with Him, and the future
which union with Him necessarily assures to us.
When St. Paul maintained that the promise was
primary and the law secondary (Gal 3**"'^'*), he was
profoundly true to the highest teaching of the OT.
All that IS highest in the moral appeals of lawgiver and prophet witnesses to this. The children
of Israel are to be holy because their God is
holy
(Lv 19^), and merciful because their God is merci(Dt 10^^'-) the claim of God upon the obedience
His people ever rests upon the great things that
He has done for them, and the great things that
He still will do (1 S 12^4, Hos W-^). So it was
when the confident expectation of the Resurrection
ful

;

of

and the future

arose

the people
of God.
It did not rest upon any detailed picture
of the future drawn by an infallible hand
it
rested upon the knowledge that had been acquired
of the justice and faithfulness of God, and of all
that was involved in union with Him. He was the
God not of the dead, but of the living, and the bond
that had been formed with Him was one which time
and death had no power to break (Ps 49^'*'- 73'^^'^*,
Is 25* 26^").
The same characteristic of revelation
appears in that given by the Lord and continued
in the Church.
The Lord by word and act is
essentially the Revealer of the Father ( Jn 14^), the
Declarer of the Name of God (17^), and the Preacher
His moral teaching is no
of the Kingdom of God.
legal code, but, like the highest teaching of the
OT, rests upon the character of God and the hope
of the future (Mt 5^^-*\ Lk ]2»2-3J), while the fulfilment of the hope for the individual is bound up
with union with God through the Lord Himself
(Jn6"'- 1625f-)..
(b) Existence and character are made known by
action and purpose comes to be understood by tlie
partial and promissory fulfilment of the purpose
To the Hebrews God was revealed in the
itself.
facts of their history and experience.
Though at
life of bliss

among

;

;

first they may have thought of their God much as
other Semitic peoples thought of their own, the
facts convinced them that He was far other than
the gods of the heathen. He had a purpose, and
in the working out of His purpose tnere Avas
nothing that could say Him nay. He had brought
thent out of Egypt with a mighty hand and a
stretched-out arm
He had planted them in their
own land. He had revealed His will, and showed
;

Himself able to vindicate it when they set it aside.
all through their history this revelation of
(Jod by the facts of His action went on. Chasten
His people He might with awful severity, but He
would never destroy them. That would be to
abandon His purpose. Always the remnant was

And

'

left

'

downward, and bear
So by the witness of

to 'take root

fruit upfacts the

ward (Is 37^^).
Hebrews came to know the Name of their God
Jahweh, Jahweh, a God full of compassion and
gracious, slow to anger, and plenteous in mercy and
truth
keeping mercy for thousands, forgiving
iniquity and transgression and sin and that will
by no means clear the guilty visiting the iniquity
of the fathers upon the children, and upon the
children's children, upon the third and upon the
fourth generation (Ex 34^'-). So it was with the
divine purpose of establishing the divine kingdom.
God revealed His purpose to establish it by actually
'

—

'

;

:

;

'

establishing

His people

it

in Israel, so far as the obstinacy of

allowed,

and extending

it

through

Israel over others, so far as Israel was ready to be
the instrument of its extension both by doing
and by sufi'ering. But to say this is not to say
that the facts were left to speak for themselves.
Though words without acts are vain,

acts without words are misunderstood. In Israel's
history revelation went hand in hand with inspu'aAt
tion, the act of God with the word of God.
of Israel's history the prophet was
up and inspired to declare the Name of
God that was being manifested, and to interpret
His action. So in the manifestation of God's

each

crisis

raised

ripening purpose. To the inspired vision of the
prophets the divine purpose ever shines through
the darkest facts of the present. What God has

done and is doing reveals what He still must do,
and the very disasters which human wilfulness
occasions reveal what God must one day make of
men, if they are to be the instruments of His
unfaltering purpose. Nowhere do we see this more
plainly than in the promise of the Christ. It is
the Kingdom, not the Christ, that the prophets
primarily proclaim ; but, as the facts of Israel's
history make clear the divine method of working
through great personalities for the benefit of the
community, the great personalities wliom God
raises up to act and to suffer for His people become
the prophecy of the great Actor, the great Sufferer,
whom God must yet raise up.
Nor (c) is there any change in God's method
when the Christ appears, lives and acts, suffers
and is glorified. In one aspect the Christ is the
greatest of the prophets, and the Church, as the
Spirit-bearing body, is the abiding witness to the
Name and purpose of God. But in another both
the Christ and the Church arc God-revealing facts.
The mighty works of the Lord's earthly life are
not so much external proofs of a revelation which
is distinct from them as themselves the revelation.
The Lord reveals the Father, because in His
activity the Father is seen actually at work (Jn
149f. i523f.).
If a Kingdom is proclaimed in which
all evil is to pass away, its reality is certified by
the present operation of the powers of the Kingdom
in the Lord Himself (Lk IP" cf. 1^^-"^).
Moreover,
when the Lord's life is crowned by His death and
glorification, by the gift of the Spirit and the
transformation of the Church, both tlie Name and
the Kingdom of God ai-e revealed fai more perIt is still the facts that are eloquent.
fectly.
God Himself is seen in Christ reconciling the
world unto himself (2 Co 5^"). He is seen to be
One who saves by taking and removing the burden
of human sin, lifting men up by the communication
of Himself.
Sin is found to be actually removed
and the Spirit given. The Kingdom is assured in
the future, because in the Church it is found
;

'

'
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tion in fact that the fj;ift of the Spirit of God
Tiie wliole
inspires the Church in word to declare.
purpose of the gift of the Spirit, as tlie Fourth
Gospel describes it, is not to make a new revelation,
but to light up, and enable the Church to declare,
the revelation already made in the Christ Himself
and the facts of His experience. The Spirit is to
take of the things of Christ, to declare the meaning
of the great redeeming acts, whicli, when the Lord

spoke, were still to come' (Jn 16^^'-), and through
them all to tell men plainly of the Father (IQ^).
That conviction of the world which the Spirit is
to bring about is a conviction that will rest upon
an inspired witness to revealing facts (lO"'")- It
is here that the culmination of divine revelation
lies.
The revelation contained in the person and
work of the Lord and the present experience of
'

'

'

the Church is through the Spirit's inspiration
declared to the world.
That Avhicli was from the
beginning, that which we have heard, that which
we have seen with our eyes, that which we beheld,
and our hands handled, concerning the Word of
declare we unto you also, that ye also
life
may have fellowship with us yea, and our fellowship is with the Father, and with his Son Jesus
Christ' (IJn P- »).
6. What is the relation of this historical revelation to and by and through the people of God to
other means by which men may come to the
knowledge of God ? To assert the reality and
perfection of the higher is in no way to deny the
If the Greek
reality or the value of the lower.
philosopher or the Indian sage has indeed attained
'

.

:

—

his own methods to a knowledge of God fruitful
power and holiness, it is by divine revelation
that he has done so, and, we doubt not, by divine
So the wisest Christian thinkers
inspiration also.
have held from the first. To the Christian indeed
it may seem that even the highest teaching of all
who went before his Master is lost, like the light

by
in

•

of a star, in the spreading dawn of day.' In 'the
are all the treamystery of God, even Christ,
sures of wisdom and knowledge hidden' (Col 2"-).
But the teaching of other masters, whether of
ancient or of modern days, is not necessarily valueless to the Christian.
Not only may it give to him
much that the higher revelation has not in fact
given to him, though it might have done so ; he
has no a priori reason for denying that it may add
to his knowledge.
In the traditional tiieology of
the Church there are real elements which have
come to it from Greek philosophy, and not from
the revelation recorded in the Bible.
If to-day we
desire to get rid of them, it is because we think
them baseless and unfruitful, and not because of
.

.

.

the source from which they have come. Equally
generous should be our appreciation of all the light
which modern investigation has thrown upon tlie
past history of the world and of man, and upon the
record of the revelation, which God lias made to
us.
Physical science, historical criticism, comparative religion, have all played their part, and
have it still to play, in widening and deepening
our appreciation of the 'increasing jiurpose' which
runs through the ages, and in
correcting and
uplifting our thoughts of God and His ways.
Here
too there is revelation, and, we doubt not,
inspiration also to recognize and make use of it.
If there
has been seeming loss, there has also been real and

abundant gain.

Let knowledi,'e grow from more to uiore,
Hut more of reverence in us dwell
;

That mind and

soul, according; well,
as before,

May make one music

'

;

.

'

luas be;^nn 'a f^ood
until the ilay of Jesus
in one of the latest of the

it

books of the
that God is love,' the
words are no mysterious oracle resting upon St.
John's authority they are the summary expression
of all that, in the experience of the Church, God
lias been found to be (I Jn 4'''").
It is this revela-

.
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l!ut vaster.''

How

does the historic revelation reach the
individual to-day? The Church comes before tlie
world, not primarily t<j lecture upon revelation as
a process, but to proclaim tiie name and purpose
of God, as the Lord proclaimed it, and to be like
the Lord, in her life of service and sacrifice and
y.

—

spiritual glory won througli sacrilice, herself tiie
revelation of God and of His power to lulUl His

purpose. Divine knowledge and life are iiers, that
she may fail neither in the one nor in the other.
Tlius (a) through the presence of the Spirit tiie
Church is in the divine intention both the witness
The
to tiie trutii and the interpreter of the truth.
gospel is contained in facts, interpreted as the
Cliurch is inspired to interpret tliem. But the
interpretation, though essentially invariable, must
be given in the language and forms of thought of
diflerent peoples and ages of the world
and, as
new questions have arisen, and new errors have
required to be excluded, the Church in the power
of the Spirit has drawn out of the facts and their
interpretation much that does not lie immediately
upon their surface, and must continue to draw it
out in the days to come. Christian theologj', like
the Christian gospel itself, is to be accepted because
of the appeal which it makes, not only to the mind,
but to the personality as a whole. The Church
speaks with authority, as those always speak who
;

know.
We
Verily, verily, I say unto you.'
speak that we do know, and bear witness of that
we have seen (Jn 3^'). But this authority is not
an authority which overbears reason and conscience it appeals to both, and is accepted because
The
of the response which they make to it.
revelation which the Church otlers to the world no
more affords a substitute for thought and effort
and divine inspiration than the first dawn of
revelation in the days of old. Deep must answer
to deep, the Spirit within us to the Spirit witliout
us.
(b) The Church, as the Body of the Christ
'

'

'

;

and the Temple

of the Holj' Spirit, is, in the divine
intention, sent to reveal tlie Name and punwse of
God, not in word only, but in act also. Though
she witnesses to Another, that Other is One who
dwells in her, and acts through her, and so reveals

His reality and character and purpose. As lie
that saw the Christ saw the Father, so he that
saw the Church should see the Christ, and the
Feather also.
In the life of the Church given for
men, and ever renewed by being given, the revelation of God's method and purpose made once for
all in the Lord's Death and Resurrection should be
continually made present to the world in tiie
Kingdom of God here should be seen the promise
of the eternal kingdom.
;

—
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REVENGE. Revenge is the expression and
continuation of resentment. Resentment is the
1
Tennyson, In Memoriam, Introduction.
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anger aroused by a hurt or injurjBut the anger aroused may be, as has
by Bishop Butler and many
moralists after him, of two kinds sudden anger
and settled or deliberate resentment. The first
feeling of

inflicted.

been pointed out

—

prompts a man to defend himself when hurt or
attacked the second continues and often grows
more intense when the immediate attack is over
and the smart of the hurt is no longer felt. The
first is presupposed in, and grows into, the second
so it is often hard to fix the exact point where the
one ends and the other begins. A hurt which
gives occasion to, and is warded off by, an outbreak
of sudden anger does not necessarily lead to, nor
is it always followed by, a fit of settled resentment,
still less of revenge.
After a fight, though one of
the two combatants must have been the aggressor,
we constantly see men make it up and shake
;

;

iiands it is when resentment, once aroused, is
nursed and cherished that it is sure in most natures
to give rise to revenge.
Butler further maintains
that the settled anger or resentment which gives
rise to revenge has for its proper object injury or
intentional harm, as distinguished from mere hurt
which, at any rjite in reasonable men, may cause
momentary anger, but should not, and ordinarily
does not, arousse the deeper feeling. But the dis;

by no means always true. There are
wrathful and resentful that a hurt
inflicted, though quite innocently and even unintentionally, does give rise to settled anger, and
tinction

is

many natures so

sets going plans for the infliction of revenge this is
apt to be especially the case when the hurt inflicted
is of a kind that seems to indicate contempt on
the part of the injurer, or when it wounds in some
marked way the self-esteem of the injured party.
Tliis feeling of settled resentment and consequent
love of, or lust for, revenge is a feeling deep-rooted
in human nature and, as we shall see, hard to
eradicate.
It is found to some extent in some of
the higher animals, which have been known to
devise and execute apparently carefully thought
out plans of revenge yet revenge is not very
common in animals it seems to involve a more
sustained course of reflexion than most of them
are able to carry out, and also a clearer apprehension of the distinction between intended and
unintentional wrong than most of them can attain.
What generally seems to happen among animals
is that an animal fiercely resents any attack made
upon its person, and in some cases even upon what
it considers its rights, and does its best to defend
itself against such attack ; but, if the animal
which is the aggressor proves itself too strong, the
defeated animal takes refuge in flight ; and, for
the future, fear takes the place of vengeance an
animal once tlioroughly worsted avoids a renewal
of the fight rather than seeks to avenge itself upon
its more powerful foe.
But with man this is by no means equally the
Worsted in one direction, man constantly
case.
seeks revenge in another
he may indeed cower
before his adversary and seek safety in flight, as
the animal does but more often, though knowing
himself physically tlie weaker, he seeks methods
of avenging himself on his enemy by superior
cunning or in some other way, and revenge among
early races of men becomes in consequence very
prevalent. The natural satisfaction of resentment
and revenge is to repay tit for tat, to restore a
balance of rights or position that has been upset.
The securing of such a balance furnishes a primitive
conception of justice
;

—

;

;

;

;

:

€1 /ce Trd6oi to. t' epfff,

saj-s Aristotle,
1
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1900, p. 224.
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quoting, perhaps, a line of Hesiod.2

see J. Burnet,

the retaliation stops at this point, no great
is done
indeed, as already remarked, some
such idea of reparation or restitution as a debt
due to the injured person lies at the very root of
but, if resentment is once nursed and
justice
allowed to take full possession of the mind and
develops into plans for revenge, it seldom does
stop at this point. There grows up then in the
mind a passion for, and a fearful joy in, revenge.
Much indulged in, such a feeling is apt to banish
every higher and gentler emotion, so that the man
who yields himself to it has his whole nature perIf

harm

;

;

verted.
Savage men, men who have little else to
occupy their thoughts, are specially apt to suflier
in this way.
It is something of this sort that St.
Paul has in his mind when he says
Be ye angry,
and sin not let not the sun go down upon your
wrath: neither give place to the devil. '^ Clearly
here the anger in itself is not wrong
it is the
playing with it and nourishing it that bring the
devil into the soul
but this is just what he who
indulges in the passion for revenge does and the
passion for revenge, if yielded to and encouraged,
becomes one of the most terrible of fiends. Thus
it comes about that, while the original feeling of
resentment may be regarded as innocent and even
desirable, the lust of revenge is properly regarded
by the legislator as anti-social, by the moralist as
immoral, by the religious man as a sin and an
oftence against God and that though this desire
is very widely spread and very deep-rooted in
human nature. It may be well, perhaps, to look
at revenge from each of these points of view.
'

:

:

;

;

;

—

I.

Legislative and political.

— From

the point of

view of the legislator and political philosopher,
the whole growth of criminal law is due to the
desire of society to free itself from the disturbing
force of private revenge and to substitute for this
public retribution and the appeal to public law.
In this change consists the great development in
the protection of the weak against the strong. As
long as revenge is left in private hands, the strong
are apt to escape with impunity because the injured
person will often be debarred by fear from taking
revenge upon the aggressor and, if the weak does
take revenge himself, his revenge is apt to be
powerless or inadequate ; whereas it is the very
essence of the law that all should be equal before it.
In the beginning, as is proved by many of the
formulae and practices of ancient law, the intervention of the State is a mere substitute for the
private revenge or punishment which would be
inflicted by the injured individual,* but soon this
stage is left behind, and the punishment inflicted
by the State becomes the expression of the disapproval felt by the community at large towards
the ott'ence which has been committed. No doubt
individuals are slow to accommodate themselves
to the change, and private revenge often lingers
on long after a system of criminal law has been
established.
But, directly such a system has come
into force, an act of revenge for a wrong committed
becomes itself a criminal act, and is visited by the
same penalty with which a wrongful act of the
same kind, not prompted by revenge, would be
visited ; and the craving for revenge, except in
communities in which, as in Corsica, public sentiment approves of private revenge, is greatly checked.
It may be, indeed, that, even when a system of
law has been long in force, the feeling of resentment entertained by the injured man against the
wrong-doer finds in the legally inflicted punishment
a certain satisfaction
and, if the punishment
;

;

V. 1132b.
;

Spatrai'TL TTa^eii/,

Tpiyepior /uOflos rdSe (f)uivel,
says iEschylus.l and implies that this is just.

The Ethics of

Aristotle,

London,

1

3

2
Choeph. 314.
Eph 426f..
H. S. Maine, Ancient Laiv, ed. Pollock, ch. x. pp. 379-384.
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inliicted seems either inadequate or unduly deferred, dissatisfaction is sure to arise in tliose who
liave folt themselves injured and may even express
but this
itself in illegal acts of private vengeance
one which in course
is after all an exceptional case

and unintentional wrong and, tlie more we nurse
our revenge, the more prejudiced do we become,

Still it is a
of time tends to disappear altogether.
consideration whicli cannot altogether be left out
in assessing the amount of punishment to be inflicted for crime committed.
Yet, while this is so,
in every progressive community the security of

possession.

—

;

more and more the object held in
view in the infliction of punishment, and the
measure according to whicii punishment is reMoreover, in time a new motive as
gulated.
modifying the theory of punishment comes into
prominence, which still further limits the importance of revenge as an element in it, viz. the moral
improvement and cure of the ofiender. While no
State can with safety make this its only object in
the infliction of punishment, or the only rule by
which its amount is to be determined, yet that it
can be taken at all into account, and that it becomes in the more higldy civilized nations an increasingly important element in determining its
direction and the kind of penalty to be inflicted, is
a proof of how far the ultimate theory has departed
from the primitive cause in which it originated
and, if an element of revenge still enters, as it
sometimes does, into the appeal to the law against
society becomes

;

the oflender, tlie harm of it is greatly lessened, in
that the private feeling is necessarily merged in,
and largely moralized by, the wider concern for
the community as a whole which has taken its
The bringing about of this change forms
place.
one of the greatest triumphs of the prevalence of
the reign of law and of advancing civilization.
Looked at from a moral point of
2. Moral.
view, revenge has in more enlightened times
almost universally been regarded as an evil passion
and been condemned. If the effort of the legislator
has been directed towards substituting for the act
and temper of revenge a less objectionable form of
action and a more social temper, the object of the
moral philosopher has been to eradicate the temper
Yet it must be confessed that it is a
altogether.
hard task that he has set himself for the revengeful temper is very deep-rooted and wide-spread in
human nature, and is apt to break forth again,
when reason has demonstrated its ill effects and
philosophy has tried to point out a better way.
Still philosophers of every sort and everj'^ age
have done their best to deprecate it and ban it.
Confucius,' Plato,* Cicero,* Seneca,'* Muhammad,'
Thomas Aquinas,' and Butler^ have all had their
say against it each has reprobated it or denounced
but each also has had to confess tiiat it
it in turn
is a temper which is widely prevalent, an evil which
it needed all their force to combat.
But why, we
may ask ourselves, is it so reprehensible ? In what
does the evil of it consist?

—

;

;

;

(1)

Revenge

is

an

anti-social

quality;

aims

it

human happiness, but at increashuman misery. To inflict pain upon our

not at promoting
ing

to diminish his happiness or virtue, are
objects at which revenge directly and necesaims.
This alone must make the prevalence
sarily
of revenge a temper to be deprecated.
^
the
(2) As Butler points out with great force,

enemy,
tlie

revengeful temper is almost necessarily an unjust
We constitute ourselves judges in our
temper.
own cause, and take accordingly an exaggerated
estimate of the injuries wliich are inflicted upon
us.
are apt, as already remarked, to neglect
the all-important distinction between intentional

We

1

3
5

Lun I'm,
De Off. i.

xiv. 363.
25.

Qur'dn, ii. 178, xxii. 61.
T
Sermons, viii. and ix.

2

De

Summa,

8

Ira,

i.

Sermons,

5, 16,

ii. ii.

55

108.

this in

No temper

(3)

acts more injuriously on the charhim who indulges it. Vox the desire for

acter of

revenge is essentially a selfish desire. It keeps us
occupied with ourselves, our own grievances, our
own wrongs in the concentration on tiieni and
suchlike objects a man becomes callous to the
interests and happiness of others, so that the revengeful man develops not infrequently into the
;

misanthrope.
(4) This is the more readily the case because tlie
revengeful spirit makes us incajjable of exorcising
the noblest and best of all spirits, a ciiaritable and
forgiving temper. To such a temper the spirit of
revenge is, of course, the exact oi)posite its presence makes the other impossible. But a character
in which sucii a temper is entirely absent cannot
but be a selfish, a maimed, and a distorted character, one far removed from the nobler heights to
which the human character is capable of being
;

elevated.
3.

Religious.

— But,

seeing that the laying aside

and the desire for it altogether is a
virtue hard to attain and comparatively seldom
of revenge

reached, it is at this point that religion, if the
struggle against revenge is to be made in any way
While other religions
effective, has to be called in.
have indeed not been altogether silent on the
subject, Judaism partially, Christianity entirely,
have alone succeeded in extirpating it. In the OT

generally vengeance is deprecated as interfering
with the prerogative of God.
Vengeance is mine,
'

and recompence' (Dt 32^'), 'Thou God, to whom
vengeance belongeth, shew thyself (Ps 94'), are
verses which illustrate how completely the Jews
regarded vengeance as properly belonging not to
man but to God and St. Paul quotes the first of
;

them

to enforce his teaching of forgiveness on his
Roman converts (Ro 12'^). In Sir 28''* a higher
'
He that taketh vengeance shall
line is taken
find vengeance from the Lord ; and he will surely
make firm his sins. Forgive thy neighbour the
and then thy sins
hurt that he hath done thee
shall be pardoned when thou prayest.
:

;

Man

cherisheth anger against man and doth he seek
He being himself
healing from the Lord?
who shall make atonement
flesh nourisheth wrath
The principle here laid down clearly
for his sins?
is that, if we cherish a revengeful temper, it is
impossible for us really to pray for, still less to
To do so is
expect, forgiveness for our own sins.
almost like a contradiction in terms.
This principle is of course enunciated afresh and
carried further in the teaching and in the example
of our Lord.
Instead of the doctrine of retaliation
inculcated in at least one passage of the Mosaic
Resist not him that is evil
Law, our Lord says
but whosoever smiteth thee on thy right cheek,
turn to him the other also' (Mt 5^^) i.e., wrong
is to be conquered, at any rate in our own case,
not by meeting wrong with wrong, but by patient
submission. He teaches us to pray
Forgive us
our trespasses as we forgive them that trespass
against us {Mt 6'- "f.). He tells us that, if our
brother trespass against us and repent, we are to
forgive him not up to seven times, but unto seventy
times seven (Lk 17^'-, Mt 18^). His example went
No more unprovoked
even farther than this.
wrong could be imagined than was done to Him.
entertains no thought
and
Yet He speaks no word
of vengeance against His enemies.
Father,' He
forgive them ; for they know not what
prays,
they do (Lk 23^).
;

.

.

.

:

'

'

:

:

—
'

:

'

i.

'

'

viiL (11).

whom a spirit of revenge has taken
He is a man dominated by one idea.

one of

'

Crito, 49, Rep. 335.

4

6

;

the less willing are we to listen to the dictates of
fair play and reason.
Every one will iiave noticed
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Vengeance, then, as a personal principle is set
There is no
altogether aside in Christian ethics.
place for it. As 'St. Peter says, 'If, when ye do
well, and suffer for it, ye shall take it patiently,
this is acceptahle with God.
For hereunto were
ye called because Christ also suii'ered for you,
an
that
leaving you
example,
ye should follow his
:

steps'

that

(1

P

2-'''-)-

would be absurd to maintain

It

Christians attain to this height of virtue
but some go some little way towards it the best
reach near to it. In any case the teaching and
example of Christ have done much to alleviate
and supplant by a higher feeling and motiA'e the
all

;

;

thirst for vengeance which has been so common
and so destructive in the world.
For the question of blood revenge see art.
Blood-feud.

LiTERATORE.— The main authorities are Plato, Crito, Rep., bk.
Seneca, de Ira, bk. i. St. Thomas Aquinas, Summa, u.
E. WesterJ. Butler, Sermons, London, 1726, viii., ix.
raarck, The Origin and Development of the Moral Ideas, do.
H. Rashdall, The Theory of
1906, vol. i. chs. ii.-iv., xx., xxii.
Good and Evil, Oxford, 1907, bk. i. ch. ix. H. S. Maine,
Ancient Law, new impression, ed. F. Pollock, London, 1907,
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;

;
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;

;

;

;
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ch- X.

A. Spooner.

REVERENCE.— Without attempting a formal

and exhaustive definition, it is true to say with
J. Martineau^ that reverence is at bottom our
recognition of 'transcendent goodness.' It is the
impression that we owe to character rather than
to intellectual and physical forms of greatness,
and in the highest instance it 'proves to be identical
with devotion to God.'
1.

Reverence and

religion.

— Some

theorists, in

tracing the beginnings of religion, have accepted
the view of Statius, 'Primus in orbe deos fecit
timor,'^ but this explanation misconceives the
character of religion, from which reverence is inseparable.
'

It is not with a vague fear of unknown powers, but with a
loving reverence for known gods who are knit to their worshippers by strong bonds of kinship, that religion in the only
true sense of the word begins.' 3

The Hebrew expression 'the

fear of the Lord,' as
the equivalent of religion, indicated that reverence
was based, not on servility, but on a foundation of
fellowship and trust.* In the course of development religious reverence has not kept clear of
error and exaggeration.
The custom of the Jews
in not pronouncing or reading aloud the sacred
Name in their Scriptures was the sign of excessive
and superstitious zeal. Their later tendency to
dwell on the transcendence of God and to fill up
the gulf by the introduction of angels, as afterwards Roman Catholics filled it up by the invocation of saints, was due to abstract ideas of the
divine honour which find no place in Christianity.
Jesus in calling God Father corrected Jewish
modes of circumlocution, and made that name the
natural symbol of worship and homage (Mt 6^).
2. The ethical value of reverence
its authority
in the Greek mind.
In early times, when war was
the chief school of virtue, and might was in danger
of overbearing right, reverence appeared as the
guardian of civilization and was the organ of the
social conscience or of public opinion as then
formed.
Homer's term for reverence (ai8u)s) has
'

—

many
'

1

2

:

shades of meaning.

It is essentially

where there
the law.' 5

3

'

is

not

the virtue of a wild

much

and ill-governed

effective regulation of

society,

men's action by

Types of Ethical Theory^, Oxford, 1886, ii. 160, 221.
Thebaid, iii. 661.
R. Smith, The Religion of the Semites, new. ed., London,

W.

1894, p. 54 f.
4 Cf.
V. 354.

JE

5

Gilbert Murray, The Rise of the Greek Epic^, Oxford, 1911,
For the like action of this instinct and the tribal sense
p. 112.
of shame' among Semitic nomads and in early Israel cf. G. A.
Smith, Jerusalem, London, 1907-08, i. 436.
'

One or two illustrations from the Homeric world
will suffice.
In the opening scene of the Hiad the
Greeks demand reverence for the aged priest

Chryses, who had been insulted by Agamemnon,
as even an inferior had rights that should be reIt is suggestive that, in early Greek
spected.
poetry, the classes thought worthy of consideration
were not kings and others of high station, but
those disinherited and injured, the helpless and
the dead, and special sanctity belonged to strangers,
In the name of reversuppliants, and old people.
ence, or respect for manly and military honour,
the fighters in the ranks are urged to sliow spirit
and valour.^ When Achilles burnt the body of
Eetion without stripping him of his armour,^ he
exhibited this virtue in a form prized by antiquity,
but afterwards the dragging of Hector behind his
chariot^ betrayed a lack of ruth and compassion,
which reverence for a dead and helpless enemy
should have inspired. True to this early Greek
ideal of reverence, Ulysses restrained the old family
nurse from shouting aloud in the hour of triumph
for it is an unholy thing to boast over slaughtered
men.'* Reverence is also named as the highest
Revere the gods, Achilles ^ and
religious duty
in the scene where the cup is first handed to
Athene, in token of her age, the line occurs 'All
men stand in need of the gods ^ which Melanchthon thought the most beautiful verse in Homer.

—

'

—

'

'

;

'

—

—

was the sign of a later degenerate age when
Hesiod feared that reverence, one of the whiterobed angels, had fled from the earth.''
In
3. Reverence as a principle in education.
the Hebrew moral code, which saw tlie necessity
of implanting this virtue, respect for parents,
rulers, and elders was enjoined.^
Indeed, accordIt

—

ing to the Talmud, parents occupied the place of
God's earthly representatives, and were to be given
corresponding honour. Where an elaborate social
machinery did not exist, this training was invaluable for a people's order and well-being, as is seen
also in the strict family life of China and its longestablished ancestral worship.
Among thinkers,
Plato showed his practical insight by fixing on
youth as the impressionable period when reverence
should be stamped on the mind of the learner and
freed from the admixture of unworthy teaching,
so that the future guardians of the State might
grow up as god-like and god-fearing as possible.^
Plato trusted to reverence, as a plant of native
and inward growth, to check the rise of insolence
in the young
for there are two warders that will
effectually interpose, namely, fear and shame.''"
In modern times Goethe introduced in his sketch
of an ideal education his famous illustration of
reverence (Ehrfurcht), expressed in three forms
and with appropriate gestui'es reverence for God
and what is 'above us, for the earth and what is
beneath us (the ground of the Cliristian religion),
and towards our equals in society, with whom we
should stand and act in combination. '' Goethe's
view that reverence is not an innate virtue, and is
the one thing which no child brings into the world
with him, vitiated his plan of education in the
judgment of Ruskin, who held strongly that this
faculty is inherent in every well-born human
creature.'^ In his educational sketch, as in his
moral career, Goethe regarded reverence and other
virtues with too much detacliment.
Like Voltaire,
he cultivated his intellect at the expense of deeper
Reverence is not a hitrher form of
qualities.

—

'

—
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REVIVALS OP RELIGION
efjoisni, 01'
*

4.

the all-iound de\ elo|HMent of our powers,

no mail can venerate himself.'

for

Growth and

'

decline of reverence.

—The thesis

maintained by Macaulay, in his essay on Milton,
that, as civilization advances, poetry almost necessarily declines,'* may be thouj^ht apjilicable to this
We should not, however, identify revervirtue.
ence with the spirit of superstition and submission
characteristic of a time wnen ideas and institutions
were not called in question, and when habits of
deference prevailed. In the ferment of modern
'

and as the result of the revolutionary,
democratic, and levellint^ si)irit that has intruded
everywhere, old forms of reverence inevitably disappear.
type of goodness once .so siini)le and
attractive seems left behind.
conditions,

A

'Its most beautiful displays are not in nations like the
Americans or the modem French, who have thrown themselves
most fully into the tendencies of the age, but rather in secluded

regions like Styria or the Tyrol.'

s

Recent observers have noticed the increasing part
played by religion in the growth of the social
organism.
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'
To veil some things
mainly of the thing it loves.'
is to ennoble them, and in literature and life we
may desecrate truth and love by too familiar
handling of them.
The worth of re(c) Reverence and character.
verence is to be weighed by the worth of those

—

whom we

think deserving of it. It is a sure index
moral value of any society. The Cliristian

of the

Honour all men' (1 P 2'"), is to be followed,
but with discrimination. Our appreciation will
with
vary
varying forms of excellence.
'

rule,

Nathaniel Hawthorne's picture of Puritan New England
admirably how the settler in that old day, 'while still
the faculty and necessity of reverence were strong in bim,
bestowed it on the white hair and venerable brow of age ; on
recalls

on solid wisdom and sadoolored experilong-tried integrity
on endowments of that grave and weighty order whicli
gives the idea of permanence, and comes under the general
;

ence

;

definition of respectability. '2

A

society in which the ruling types are of this
sort is healthy and progressive.
Character thrives
best in an atmosphere of appreciation, and while,
as Dr. Johnson said, we cannot pay civilities to a
nonentity,' it always does a man good to show him
'

'A preponderating element in the type of character which
the evolutionary forces at work in human society are slowly
developing, would appear to be the sense of reverence.' *

respect.

may thus take the place of superstition in
upholding this virtue. How far misgovernment
in Europe has destroyed this facultj' in the very
classes that need it most is a serious question.*

Trench, Synony)ns of the A'2'8, London, 1876, } 19 J. Adam,
The Religious 'J'eachers of Greece (Gifiord Lectures), Edinburgii,
1908
F. Paulsen, System of Ethics, tr. F. Thilly, London,
T. G. Rooper, School and Home Life, do.
1899, pp. 431-433
1896 (opening lecture, Reverence or the Ideal in Education ')
J. S. Simon, The Three Reverences (Addresses to Girls), do.
1889 J. H. Newman, Parochial and Plain Sermons, do. 1868,
i. 295-308
The Light of the World, do. Ib91,
Phillips Brooks,
pp. 253-269 T. G. Seiby, Lesson of a Dilemma, do. 1893, pp.
123-144; G. H. Morrison, Fiord-tide, do. 1901, pp. 103-114;
W. M. Macgrregor, 5(»m* 0/ God's MinistHes, Edinburgh, 1910,
p. 175; C. Lamb, ii.'««ays 0/ A'^io (' Modern Gallantry '); T.
Carlyle, Miscellaneous Essays, London, 1872, vii. 169-198

Science

'Thoughtful Americans have said, that, amid all the material
greatness of their country and it is sufficiently astonishing
their gravest anxiety for her future is caused by the absence
of reverence among all classes of her people.' 8

—

—

This danger is not confined to one country. The
fault of democracy, according to Lord Morley, has
been that it did not always feel or show reverence.

—

in some of its relationships.
Some
types of excellence, like certain flowers, are intolerant of others in their neighbourhood, but this
virtue fosters the best qualities.
'It is the penalty of
{(() Jievcrence and truth.
5.

Reverence

—

form should outlive its substance
that gilding and trappings should remain when
that which they were meant to deck and clothe
has departed.'
True reverence should cease using
empty ceremonies and sounding titles, when they
are out of touch with reality.
Kant, in heralding
the age of criticism, rightly saw that the greatest
gi'eatness that its

:

''

and laws, could not
claim respect unless they stood the test of free and
thorough examination. The Arian theologians, in
their contest with Athanasius, made reverence a
pretext for adhering to their views of the divine
unity and immutability. AVe should not trade
upon this virtue in carrying on controvers}-.
'After all the greatest reverence is due to truth.'*
(b) Reverence and love.
Newman, who.se ecclesiastical instinct may have exaggerated the importance of the feelings and objects of awe and veneraNo one really loves another,
tion, says truly
who does not feel a certain reverence towards him.' "
Dante saw in Beatrice not only a figure that
excited his senses but also an ideal that drew forth
his highest faculties.
Hence his resolve to wait
and write something worthy of her, and his recognition of the law that love intends the welfare
subjects, including religion

—

'

:

'

1

Martineau-,

ii.

161.

2 Critical

and Histoiical Essays, London, 1874, p. 3.
E. H. Leckj-, History of European 3lnral>t>', London,
For a different estimate of the superstitious
1888, i. 143.
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Life and Letters of F. \V. Robertson, London, 1865, ch. iii.
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W.
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Roman
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Human
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;

;

;

'

;

;

;

;
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REVIVALS OF RELIGION.— i.

—

Periodicity

It does not require niiutli obin religious life.
servation to be assured that the course of religion,
in either the individual or the community, is not

uniform, but has its ups and downs, its seasons of
greater and less intensity. To what these variations are due may be a deep question; but that
they occur is a fact lying on the .surface. There
are times of flood-tide in the soul, which are accompanied with great happiness and leave a deep impression on the memor}-, and there are seasons in
the life of the Church when there are given from
on high what the Scripture calls showers of blessThe psychology of the human spirit maj'
ing.'
have its own reckoning to render for such phenomena but in the last resort they are to be traced
to the Spirit of God, blowing where it listeth.
One cause of revival is to be found in personalities of original religious genius.
Such were, in the
OT, Moses, Samuel, Hezekiah, Ezra, and the like,
with each of whom a rise in the tide is connected.
But there was provi.sion made in the economy of
that period for bringing crowds together, with
their minds bent on religious exercises, at the
annual feasts. The Feast of Tabernacles especially, with its booths of green branches, must have
resembled a camp-meeting. In the NT the public
mmistries of John the Baptist, Jesus, and St.
Paul exhibited many features always associated
with revivals.
The book of Acts can hardly be
understood by a reader who has never lived in a
but
revival,
every chapter contains notices and expressions which appeal to the experience of one
'

;

who

has.

Many Church

historians have observed a

rhythm

in the successive periods, like wave following on
wave. Thus the elevation of the Apostolic Age
1

Purgatorio, canto xvii.

2

The Scarlet

Letter, ch. xxii. {Works, Boston, 1884, v. 283).
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was followed by the depression of the subsequent
period the intellectual and spiritual greatness of
;

the age of the Clnistological Councils formed a
contrast to the dark age which followed, though
the latter was illuminated also by the work of the
great missionaries ; the age of the Crusades and
the friars was one of greatness in many directions,
but it was followed by two centuries of disintegration.

—

In writing the
2. The Puritan awakening.
history of Protestantism, Dorner divides the centhat of the Iteformation,
turies into three revivals
that of Pietism, and that of Evangelicalism.
Puritanism (q.v.) might be described as a season
and no better
of wide-spread revival in England
representative of its operation could be named

—

;

than Richard Baxter, who, in The Reformed Pastor
(1656) and his autobiography (Eeliquice Baxteriance,
1696), has left an incomparable record of the
methods by which he made the field of labour in
whicli he was settled to rejoice and blossom as the
When he went to Kidderminster, only two
rose.
or three families in each street had domestic worship, but, before his work was finished, not more
than two or three in a street were without it. He

—

anticipated the methods of modern revivalists or,
rather, invented something better— by getting his
people to visit him, family by family, at the manse,

and confide to him tlie secrets of their spiritual
condition, so that he could apply the best advice
As he was zealous in recommendto every case.
ing his methods to other ministers, his example

created wide-spread imitation.
One of tlie men of the Second Reformation in
Scotland, John Livingstone, was privileged to
witness such an awakening under his ministry as
has ever since, in his native land and beyond it,
kept alive a spirit of expectancy in preachers of
the gospel. When assisting at a communion season
at the Kirk of Shotts, he preached at an extemporized gathering on the Monday after, and was the
means of the conversion of about 500 persons,
whose subsequent life made them a leaven in the
neighbourhood to which they belonged. About
the same time another divine of great learning and
fine character, David Dickson, was the principal
instrument in a movement in the west of Scotland
to which was given by opponents the nickname of
'the Stewarton sickness.' This epithet was due
to certain physical phenomena accompanying the
spiritual impressions, of which Dickson himself,
however, made nothing, being doubtful whether
they might not be the work of the enemy, to discredit the movement.
The effects of Puritanism were not confined to
England, and Holland especially participated in
the blessing through the presence of exiled Puritans
in its pulpits and university chairs.
quickening
of spiritual life ensued, especially in the universiof
of
which
the features
was the holding
ties, one
of prayer -meetings among the students.
The same
feature appeared in the revival, bearing the name
of Pietism (q.v.), which occurred soon after in
Germany in connexion with the labours of such
men as Spener, Francke, and Bengel. Spener
gave the name of collcr/ia pietatis to the meetings,
at which laymen were encouraged to speak and
take part in prayer, and these exercises he regarded as manifestations of the spiritual priesthood

A

which Luther had proclaimed but
the Lutheran Church had forgotten.
development of revivalism in several ways unique was due
to the activity of Count Zinzendorf, the founder
of the Moravian Church (see art. Moravians).
In origin, however, it was closely connected with
the movement under Spener, and it had a direct
and determining influence on the origin of Metiiodism (q.v.) for not only John Wesley himself, but
of all believers,

;

A

and his friend George Whitewere converted under Moravian influences.
Zinzendorf's piety was of a brighter type than that
of Spener, and this was manifested particularly in
the cultivation of hymn-singing, which has been
one of the marks of all modern revivals.
What Puritanism
3. The Evangelical revival.
gave to the Continent in the movements just
described came back to England in the vaster movement of Methodism, of which the primary spring
is to be sought in the thorough conversion of its
leaders.
These men felt themselves to be tlie
depositories of a truth so divine and blessed that
they could not keep it to themselves or confine
their preaching of it within the bounds of a parish.
In the spirit of Him who said that they that are
whole have no need of a physician, but they that
are sick, they flung themselves on tlie most wicked
and degraded portions of the population, and, when
churches were refused to them or proved too small
to hold the crowds, they went to the open air.
Recognizing the obligation of all to whom the
joyful sound had come with power to transmit
the deposit to others, they employed a ministry
beyond that of the regularly educated and ordained,
and demanded the witness-bearing, by word and
life, of all to whom the secret of the Lord had been
This is the most fruitful of all the ideas
revealed.
of the revival nothing has so delayed the evangelization of the world as the notion that the work
belongs only to an official class and there is no
reason to hope that the world will ever be won to
Christianity on these terms. It is through the
operation of the truer view that legions of Sabbath
School teachers have been won for the service of
the Church.
The Evangelical revival came to Wales through
the ministry of Whitefield himself and the simultaneous but independent efforts of such natives as
Howel Harris and Daniel Rowlands, and it found
in the Welsh temperament a congenial soil.
It
entered Scotland through a thorough change taking
place in the soul of Thomas Chalmers (?. c), in
whose big brain and heart it obtained the assurance
His associates
of diffusion through the country.
in the ecclesiastical struggle which led to the
Disruption were keenly interested in revival
work. While Robert Murray McCheyne, e.g.,
was absent in Palestine, in quest of a site for a
Jewish mission about to be founded by the Church
of Scotland, a revival broke out in his congregation at Dundee under the ministry of his locum
tenens, William Burns, subsequently the famous
China missionary, and it continued to the end of
McCheyne's life. Horatius Bonar, subsequently
his brother Charles
field,

—

;

;

noted as a hymn-writer, republished in 1845 a work
on revivals originally issued in 1754 by John Gillies
of Glasgow, under the title of Historical Collections
relating to Remarkable Periods of the Success of
the Gospel, and brought it down to date, inserting
not a few letters from friends of his own about
hopeful movements in their parishes at the time.
Another member of the McCheyne circle, A. N.
Somerville of Glasgow, developed in later life into
a modern apostle, going round the world as an
evangelist and succeeding in delivering his testimony even in such unlikely quarters as Berlin

The anticipations of revival
and Petrograd.
mentioned in the work of Bonar had become more
general, as time went on and it was in answer to
wide-spread prayer that, in the years 1859 and
1860, times of blessing were experienced in many
Ireland was
ditterent parts of the three kingdoms.
and a classical record of this
tiie first part visited
movement will be found in the work of an Irishman,
William Gibson's Year of Grace (Edinburgh, 1860).
Still more extensive
4. Work of D. L. Moody.
was the work of the American evangelist, D. L.
;

;

—
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Moody, in 1873-75, 1881-83, 1891-92. He was
thirty-six years of a<,'e, a layman, without university education, practically unknown, wiien he
ai>peared in Edinburgh in the end of 1873 ; only a
few ministers interested in such work had been
informed of his successful efforts in the north of
Enj^land, and, having gone there to see and hear
him, they extended to him an invitation to come
But it was not long before Scotland
to Edinburgh.
became aware that

it had found an evangelist
could take to its heart, and, before the
year ended, the whole country was full of the
rumour of what was going on in the capital. He
had brought with him a coadjutor, Ira U. Sankey,
who sang the gospel to his own accompaniment
on an American organ, these being novelties at
the time and forming an element of attractiveness.
But it was soon manifest that the centre of power
was the evangelist himself. He was of stout and
heavy build, yet full of activity and business
He had the shrewdest perception of
capacity.
character, and knew how to utilize all available
forces.
He held three meetings a day— one at

whom

it

'

'

noon

for prayer, testimony, and praise
a Biblereading in the afternoon for the building up of
Christians and an evangelistic meeting at night.
From the first these were well attended, and soon
every meeting was crowded, wherever he went.
His doctrine had a wide range, not omitting the
sterner aspects of truth, but culminating in the
love of God.
There was not much eloquence, but
unfailing freshness, the most remarkable feature
being abundance of illustrations, drawn not from
nature or art or literature, but from his own experience in dealing with human beings. He had
;

;

the power of attracting young men and inspiring
and, as there happened to be a
hero-worship
theological college next door to the place where
most of the meetings were held, the students not
only assisted in the inquiry meetings but carried
the news of what was going on to all parts of the
country, and so prepared the way for the visits of
the evangelist to other places. Moody angled for
decisions at the close of his addresses with remarkable tenderness and skill, but he did not put undue
pressure on any to make known their anxietj'.
There were no physical manifestations of any
kind, and he exhibited promptitude and sometimes
not a little humour in restraining attempts at
extravagance. He was singularly free from the
;

weaknesses sometimes imputed to men of his class,
such as personal vanity and love of money. He
seemed to be always sensible that he owed his
opportunity to the labours of the regular ministry
before

him

in the field, as well as that the perof his work would depend on the sympathy
and fidelity of the same labourers in the field after
he had left. Though ultimately a Pactolus for
him and his colleague began to flow from the sale
of hymn-books, his unselfishness had been fully
established before he became aware of this, and he
made an unselfish use of the riches flowing from
this source, devoting large sums to the equipment
of colleges for young men and women which he
opened in his native place in later life. Tlie
classes chiefly affected by his mission were not the

petuity

poor and ignorant, though these ultimately bene-

whom

fited largely from the labours of those in
the desire for altruistic effort had been begotten,

but those who, though connected with churches,
were still undecided and living a prayerless and
worldly life. Such, however, are perhaps the
proper subjects of a revival and the power of a
revivalist lies in the summons to them to bring
their conduct into harmony with their convictions.
The remark is often quoted of some one Mho said
that Moody was the biggest human he had ever
met, and this is an estimate which would commend
;

'

'
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those who were acquainted with him.
was an afterthought: at the time the i)revailing impression was the .sense of a movement
directed from above, in which all the human
agencies concerned were swallowed up and foritself

But

to

it

gotten.

Among
assisted

the students of the New College who
in Edinburgh the one destined to

Moody

prove most useful was Henry Drummond, who for
years accompanied the American evangelists from
one great city to another, devoting himself especially to meetings for young men, in the management of whicii he unfolded qualities of rare
distinction.
When settled subsequently as professor of Natural Science in Ghisgow, he became an
evangelist to the universities of Scotland, working
chiefly in Edinburgh, where his labours were facilitated and seconded by Principal Sir William Muir,
Sir Alexander Simpson, and other members of the
faculties.

new

He

succeeded in winning for religion a

place in the universities of his native land,
the change being embodied in the Christian Unions
established within their walls.
His evangeli.-tic
labours on behalf of young men, and especially
all
over
extended
the
world
and at one
students,
;
time he found a remarkable entrance for the
evangelistic message among the upper classes of
London society. Between him and Moody there
subsisted a beautiful and lifelong friendship and,
when the younger man was charged with heretical
views, the older constantly declared that he had
listened to his friend far oftener than had his
accusers, but had never heard from him anj'thing
with which he did not agree.
In 1904 a revival
5. V/elsh revival of 1904-06.
of great intensity occurred in Wales and lasted for
;

—

about two years. It seemed almost to rise out of
the ground, so little was it the result of definite
teaching and so primitive were the forms in which
emotion exhibited itself yet it had wide-spread
practical effects of the most definite kind, such as
the diminution of drunkenness, the abandonment
;

of feuds, and the restitution of property.
It subsided, however, as unaccountabl}' as it arose, and
for its promoters there was not <a little disillusionment.
French student of religious psychologj',
Henri Bois of Montauban, was so affected by the
rumours reaching him that he visited the scenes of

A

revival, thoroughly investigating everything, including certain occult physical manifestations, and
the results were emboaied in a large work entitled
Le R^veil au Pays dc Galles (Paris, 1906), as well
as a subsequent volume entitled Qudqucs Rfflexions
sur la psychologie dcs rivcils (do. 1906). In the
latter much use is made of the crowd -psychology
of his countryman, Gabriel Tarde
and it would
be a singular fact if the best literary monument of
the Welsh revival sliould in future have to be
sought in a foreign language.
6. American revivals.
America is the land of
revivals.
Nowhere else have these been so freas
in
the
States
United
nowhere else have
quent
the Churches owed to them so much of their in;

—

;

crease and prosperity ; and nowhere else have they
been subjected to so nmch philosophical and theoIt is to the atmosphere of
logical discussion.
revival in which they live and move that American
thinkers owe the position of pre-eminence in religious psychology conceded to them even by the
Germans ; and it is not surprising that the American book which has attained most notability
throughout the world since the beginning of the

century should be of this type, William James's
Varieties of Religions Experience (London and New
York, 1902).
What is known as the Great Awakening began
in 1734, and broke out again in 1740 at Northampton, Mass., under the preaching of Jonathan
'

'
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Edwards (q.v. ), pastor in the Congregational Church
and

extended througli the greater
New England, George Whitefield, from
England, being one of those who assisted in the
It began with Edwards preaching a
later stages.
series of sermons in which attention was concentrated on sin, with the purpose of awakening the
conscience and the power of producing deep conviction of personal guilt remained one of the leading features of his ministiy. But he was a man of
high cliaracter and philosophical gTasp, to whom
his countrymen fondly look back as their deepest
thinker in theology. He was the author of numerous works, most of which were connected with the
revival, and one of them is a classic, A Treatise
concerning Relifj/ious Affections (1746), being written
to show which features of the prevalent excitement
were healthy and ought to be encouraged, and which
were morbid and needed to be restrained. He fell
out with his people over the question of debarring
the unworthy from the Lord's Table and had to
quit the place but he finished his course in honour
as president of Princeton College.
Times unfavourable to religion followed in connexion with the War of Independence but, about
the turn of the century, chiefly through the preaching of James McGready and two brothers of the
name of McGee, a remarkable awakening passed
througli the Cumberland country in Kentucky and
Tennessee a region which had long been notorious
for irreligion and violence.
Taking place in such
a population, assembled in huge camp-meetings, it
was attended with physical manifestations of a
remarkable order, which, under tlie name of bodily
exercises,' are fully described in a curious but
obviously well-informed article in the Princeton
New York, 1846,
Theolorjicnl Essays (1st ser.
Edinburgh, 1856), under the title of Bodily Effects
of Religious Exeitement.' To these the leaders of
the movement do not appear to have attached
undue importance, but such experiences must have
produced among the masses of the people an overpowering sense of supernatural agency. Similar
phenomena have often since appeared, but they
tend to diminish before tlie advance of education.
When Timothy Dwight, in 1795, became president of Yale College, religion among the professors
and students was at a very low ebb but, under his
powerful preaching from the pulpit of the college
chapel, revivals took place again and again among
the students and, it is said, no fcAver than seventeen such visitations could be counted in tlie course
of a century.
Ever since, such movements in
colleges have been a prominent feature of the
of
revivalism
the country and E. D. Starbuck, in
his Psychology of Religion (London, 1890), lias
been
led to connect conversion witli the
thereby
physiological changes of puberty.
Certainly tliere
are affinities between religion and the awakening
of the yontliful mind to such sentiments as patriotism and altruism ; but in some at least of the
American revivals, such as that conducted by
C. G. Finney, the average
of the converts was
a^e
much more mature. The Young Men's Christian
Association has obtained in American universities
a position of great importance, its building
beinjj
generally on the campus and forming the socisil
centre of the place and this has afforded opportunities of a unique description for the diffusion of
religious sentiments among the student body.
Tlie Irish revival of 1859, above referred to, was
an importation from the United States, where it
had been prevalent for two years previously and
of the place,
part of

it

;

;

;

—

'

,

'

;

;

;

;

;

Moody had

learned his methods in his
own country before coming to the British Isles.
But his success in the old country gave him a
standing in his own land such as no evangelist
before him had enjoyed, and he was going up and
of course

down the States evangelizing till his death. Nearly
the evangelists who have since come into promi-

all

nence, such as G. F. Pentecost, B. F. Mills, R. A.
Torrey, J. W. Chapman, and W. A. Sunday, may
be looked upon as his disciples and imitators,
though some of tlieni have developed novel metliods
in certain directions, such as awakening interest
before their arrival, uniting the religious forces
of the place for a general effort, securing the
public testimony of converts, and getting the
results which have been harvested well preserved
after their departure.
While Moody was attended
only by a single coadjutor, the more successful of
these recent men move from place to place with a
following of something like a dozen, ready for every
kind of assistance such as secretarial work, singing,
advertising, and the rest.
This triumphant
7. Horace Bushnell's protest.
progress of revivalism in the United States did not
take place without challenge. Certain denominations held aloof, especially the Episcopalian,
although the missions carried on in recent times
not only among Episcopalians but even among
Roman Catholics may be regarded as a concession
to the popularity and utility of methods which
these bodies have been slow to acknowledge.
Almost exactly a century after the appearance of

—

'

'

Jonathan Edwards' classical work mentioned above
there was published by another minister of the
same denomination, Horace Buslinell {q.v.), a book.
Christian Nurture (Hartford, U.S.A., 1847), which
traversed the prevailing practice in thorougiigoing
fashion ; and, though small in bulk, this is one of
the great works of American theology. Bushnell
was not opposed to revivals as such; indeed, he
had taken part in them and had, at a not very
tender age, passed through a marked conversion
But he was irritated by the disposition
himself.
in multitudes to assume that nothing could be
happening in religion unless a revival were going
on, by the exaggerated importance ascribed to conversion, as if it were the only religious experience,
and by the invasion of the sacredness of personality
He charged
in certain practices of the revivalists.
revivalism with exaggerated individualism, no
comprehension being displayed for the functions
of the Church, the family, and the State, or for
the significance of baptism among the experiences
of life".
He struck at the very heart of the system
by maintaining that, normally, those who have
had the advantage of Christian culture in the home
should grow up Cluistians, without requiring
such a change as is insisted on in revivals. Bushnell's strong point was never the evidence from
Scripture, and he did not do full justice to the
teaching of our Lord Himself on the new birth, on
taking up the cross, and on making confession
When it is to experience that the
before men.

appeal is made, opinions may diff'er widely as to
the proportion of tiiose receiving a Christian training who subsequently appear as undeniably Christian, but it would be a fatal mistake not to recognize
that multitudes of those who have enjoyed the
best of nurture grow up alienated from God and
and these are the
witli their heart in the world
proper subjects of a revival. To regard as true
Christians all who have undergone such rites as
baptism and confirmation is to be content with a
nominal and Pharisaic type of Christianity. The
communication of religion from the outside through
tradition and instruction is not enough without a
reaction from within by the personality itself and
a grasping of the truth by the mind's own activity.
Bushnell's protest, however, enabled those to
breathe who had no story of their own conversion
to tell
and these have included even prominent
The
revivalists like Zinzendorf and Drummond.
test for every one is not whether at some past
;

;
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moment he passed through a spiritual crisis, capable

Some base their conclu.sion.'^ on an
interpretation of certain words of Jesus ; of this
class are Tolstoi and his followers.
Others, like
Krojiotkin, taking an anarchistic view of the
world, adapt their conception of puni-lniient to
their general idea of the illegitimacy of all ordered
government. Some bid us leave penalty to the
divine court that cannot err; others, rejecting all
idea of the divine, see no reason on that account
for subjecting the individual to the judgment of
tribunals.

of being related as a testiniouj', but wlieLher at
the present moment he is prepared to receive the
Saviour and to surrender fill to His love and service.
There will always be minds to which catastrophic
experiences in religion are congenial and others to
which the methods of nurture are more acceptable
there is plenty of room within the Kingdom of
God for work inspired by botli of these ideals and
with the progress of time each side may be trustetl
to understand the other better.
;

;
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:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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Ja:mes Stalker.

REVOLUTION.— See Rebellion.

REWARDS AND PUNISHMENTS. —
—

;

'

1

n.

i.

20.

;

'Common

sense

(in

the Aristotelian acceptation

of the phra.se as the general opinion of enligditened
men) holds, and will apparently continue to hold,
that one way to decrease crime is to punish it and
;

it is

only a small minority which

liolds

that the

sole legitimate way to decrease crime is either to
ignore it or to meet it by active benevolence or nonresistance.
are far from denying that the
elimination of punishment may be considered a
desirable ideal
but a philosophy that is to have
any practical value must take account of actually

We
;

existing conditions ; and it is with these that the
present article will mainly concern itself, leaving
maxims of the kind described to play their part
exclusively in the inward life.
On the other hand, the Austinian theory seems
to fail chiefly through not taking account of the
fact that law, as an expression of one side of
humanity, is a product of evolution, and cannot be
understood without a consideration of its origin
and growth in and through past ages. Therefore,
although this historical aspect is lully dealt with
in the artt. Crime.s AND PUNISHMENTS, we shall

keep it in view throughout this article for law,
regarded as a growth, is at once seen to fall under
the ettective criticism of a constantly growing
moral and religious feeling in the community.
2. Basal elements of punishment.
Law is the
product of society, and, at least partially, of society
;

—

in its religious aspect.
i.

In considering the attitude of the
ethical or religious man, as such, towards rewards
and punishments, we are met at the outset with
certain questions which involve the whole nature
of law.
Those thinkers, e.g. (nowadays fewer
than formerly), who treat law in the Austinian
fashion as an authoritative command, claiming a
more or less unreasoning obedience, will naturally
reduce to a minimum the potential influence upon
it of religion and ethics.
In the famous phrase of
Samuel Horsley, we shall have nothing to do with
the laws but to submit to them and the punishments and rewards assigned by them avo must
accept with at least an external show of accommodation.
On the other hand, it is a perfectly tenable
position, and has indeed been maintained by some,
that the infliction of punishment is not permissible
to man, and least of all to the State.
Those who
hold this opinion point out, w ith much appearance
of reason, that fallible humanity is
incapable of
exactly measuring the guilt of the criminal or of
the
causes
and
effects
of
the
crime beyond
tracing
its narrowest surroundings.
For many, perhaps
for all, offences society itself, or the unreachable
past, may well be far more responsible than the
so-called offender— not to add that, in the words of
Angelo_ in Measure for Measure,''- the jury often
may in the sworn twelve have a thief or two
For these and other
guiltier than him they try.'
reasons men of the most various religious views
have deemed it necessary to take punishment
altogether out of the hands of erring human

Preliminary.
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'

Those ways of action,' says Durkheim,! to which society is
strongly enough attached to impose them upon its members,
are, bj- that very fact, marked with a distinctive sign provoca'

tive of respect.'

Authority springs from social opinion indeed, it
might even ue asked whether all authority is not
the daughter of opinion.'- But society soon linds
that mere opinion will not exert sufticient authority
to influence all its members and the very earliest
customary laws make us familiar with sanctions
and rewards.* Puni.shment, whatever shape it
may assume, is clearly seen to be an evil.^ In the
sense of penalty inflicted under the .sanction of
law, it has at least one of its roots in the primitive
instinct of revenge, precisely as reward is partly
based upon the primitive instinct of gratitude.
lievenge,' said Bacon, is a kind of wild justice
and conversely justice, in one of its most important aspects, is but a tamed and civilized revenge.
Now revenge (q.v.), superficially viewed, is a pure
evil'
it seems to be nothing but the
impulse to
return blow for blow. Because you have been
injured, anger prompts you to ensure that what'

:

;

'

'

'

;

'

;

ever has injured you shall sufier in the same way
and to the same extent. But it is not long before
you discover a thousand circumstances that may
In j-our anger you
complicate this simplicity.
may easily deal a heavier blow than the one
received.
You may often wish to avenge the
wrong, not of yourself, but of another. You may
1

The Elementary Forms of the Religious

2 lb.
p. 208.

Life, p. 207.

'

the word sanction is made to include rewards
bv others, such as Austin, it is used of penalty only.
"4
Bentham, Works, i. 390.
3

By some

'

;
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have to call in external aid in order to accomplish
your revenge. You may be unable to reach your
enemy, and you may desire to attack some one
else in his stead.
Or, again, your injurer may
retort to your reply, and an indefinite series of
nor is it by
retaliations may be thus set up
;

any means certain that the

original aggressor Avill
in the long run get the worst of it.
Revenge is
thus perceived to have a very awkward tendency
to defeat its own end.
Yet, despite all this, the
claim tliat he who injures another should receive
at least an equal injury in return is by no means
It is indeed arguable that the straight
negligible.
hit from the shoulder is ethically more justifiable
than the cold-blooded infliction of a judicial
sentence. Again, the frequent necessity of calling
in outside aid tends to enlarge personal revenge
into that wider emotion which, in its later develop-

ments, becomes patriotism. The family, the tribe,
the nation desire to inflict on a whole community
a punishment for an injury done to a single
member of their community and this is one expression of that sense of solidarity which is the
ultimate basis of ethics.
Revenge, therefore,
must by no means be treated as non-moral or even
as non-religious.
So soon as the mere application
of the lex talionis is perceived to be impossible so
soon as the idea of vicarious action and of vicarious
so soon as injuries to intangible
suffering enters in
values (such, e.g., as honour or reputation), which
cannot be assessed at a definite price, are taken
into account ; so soon does the apparently nonmoi'al principle of revenge take upon itself an
ethical aspect.
Without entering in detail into
historical or anthropological questions,^ we may
safely assert that this primal instinct of human
nature demands, in society as it is, not suppression
or extinction, but regulation and limitation.
We see in revenge the working of two impulses,
anger and fear. Primarily, the return blow involves
[a) an automatic reflex-action, (6) an attempt to clear
danger out of the way. In both we have the germ
of a moral feeling.
In (a) we see resentment, in
(6) that demand for a free unfettered existence
which is the condition of a moral life. Hence
neither by legal codes, even the most humane and
rational, nor by some of the most religious-minded
of philosophers has the element of revenge been
ruled
out.
Thus of resentment
altogether
Martineau observes that it is justified if it retains
its primary form of legitimate instinct, without
added taint of artificial malignity' ;^ and, while
Sidgwick and John Grote' wish the desire to
;

;

;

'

pain to be diminished, thinkers so opposite as
*
and Rickaby * see in that desire a
perfectly legitimate emotion.
Rickaby, indeed,
representing a Roman Catholic point of view, is
particularly strong on the point.

inflict

Stephen

'

Vengeance undoubtedly prompts to many crimes, but so
does the passion of love. Both are natural impulses. It would
scarcely be an exaggeration to set down one third of human
transgressions to love, and another third to revenge ; yet it is
the abuse in each case, not the use, that leads to sin.'

Quoting Aristotle" and Augustine,'' he points out
the necessity of this retributive and retrospective
element in justice.
To Rentham the matter
appears in a different light but to him also that
law is the best which secures tiiat punishment and
reward shall automatically follow disobedience and
obedience thus to him one of the best of all laws
was Burke's famous Act regulating the payment, by
the Lords of the Treasury, of their own salaries
out of the public funds an Act so drawn that the
;

;

—

receipt or the loss of the salary automatically
folloAved care or neglect.
Resentment, similarly,
1
See again artt. Crimes and Punisii.mests.
2
^ iMoral
Types of Ethical Theory'^, ii. 19S.
Ideals, p. 264.
* Crim. Law
of England, ch. iv. p. 90.
5 Moral
6 Rhct. i. x. 17.
Philosophy, p. 17.5 ff.
7 Serin.
125, n. 5, on the punishment of Judas.

the basis of that public opinion which is the
automatic reward or punishment appropriate to
the moral law.^ In fact, as this automatism is
developed, it emerges into that lofty ethical conception in which the sin is viewed as its own
punishment a conception adumbrated by Origen,and admirably exhibited by Marten.sen ^ and
and one which lies at the base of the
others
Dlvina Commedia.
is

—

;

Nor is the other aspect of revenge, that of fear,
For this
witliout its distinctly ethical side.
instinct of self-protection is inseparably linked
with the group-instinct.
Pure anarchy or self-redress is qualified first by tlie sense
'

of solidarity within the

primary social

unit.''*

Fear leads to the search for help and without
this sense of solidarity no truly ethical emotion
can arise. It leads, first, to preferential grouptreatment, the typical instance of which is the
blood-feud.
Of this examples still remain in the
;

Corsican vendettas and in the so-called punitive
expeditions against 'inferior' races, the object of
which is to exact the blood of many inferiors
This
for that of one or two of the superior race.
example is by itself sufficient to show that preferential group-treatment may act to depress as
It makes,
well as to heighten the moral standard.
on the one hand, for an enlarged and enormously
powerful selfishness, and, on the otlier, for a sense
it makes alike for
of obligation beyond oneself
It is, of course,
privilege and for brotherhood.
the root-principle of civilization ; but it has not
always meant moral advance.
'

'

'

'

;

'

'

E.g., at lower levels of savage society, punishment has some
proportion to the oflfence. It is at higher levels, in barbaric
societies, that punishment is most cruel and diss
Increasing severity has been a characteristic
proportionate.'
of European legislation up to quite modern times.' 6
'

and despotic

'

The treatment

of the slave as a chattel, again,
largely due to the solidarity of the free populaas
civilization
tion.
advances, certain
And,
crimes develop which were unknown to earlier
stages of the world.
Yet, on a larger view, these drawbacks are seen
to exhibit the power of morality in a clearer light.
It was the realization that a slave had no rights
that led to the movement for his emancipation ;'
and, as Maine points out,* the colossal frauds of
modern times merely show how the bad faith of
the few is facilitated by the confidence given and
is

'

'

Ancient Roman law
deserved by the many.
recognized only one form of dishonesty, namely,
theft.
English law punishes defaulting trustees.
But it would be a great mistake to conclude that
the ancient Romans practised a higher morality
than ourselves.
And, indeed, the principle of discrimination
which leads to these evils leads also to immense
good. The bounds of the group or clan, e.g.,
cannot remain rigid. For all sorts of reasons they
Outlaws from other
are constantly altering.
whole clans unite for congroups are admitted
venience or for protection. Judah admits into its
ranks the Calebite or the Jerahmeelite Rome
confers its citizenship on the Gaul and the
;

;

When once, for any reason, you have
conceded privileges to your group, it is always
open to you to draw an outsider within the sacred
and he then receives the privileges from
fence
which he was excluded. Indeed, the very fact
that a group has been formed involves to some
Spaniard.

;

Essays in Jurisprudence and Ethics.
ii. x. 4 (Ante-Nioene Library, x. 140).
Christian Ethics, p. 3.59 ff.
Hobhouse, Morals in Ecolutioyi, p. 130.
Art. Crimes and Punishments (Primitive and Savage), vol.
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extent the breakdown of the solely self-regarding
emotions
the group may, it is true, have been
formed througli hate or fear of another group, but
-sacrifice on the part of
it
necessarily induces self
and self-sacrifice, once set in
those who join it
motion, has a tendency to enlarge itself. From
the conception of love of a neighbour and helper,
the step is possible, and even likely, to love of a
stranger.
Opportunities of such a step constantly
old enmities may be forgotten under tiie
arise
stress of circumstances, and, once forgotten, they
are not always remembered again.
Normans and
English, e.g., were fused into one by the French
;

;

:

wars.

This fluidity in the boundary of the group leads
not only to a constantly-changing conception of
political duty
generally, but specially to an
inlinite complexity and variety in the ideas of
punishment and reward. Anger and fear are
subject to constant modilications under the influence
of afi'ection or love
and a new line of ethical
growth is seen emerging under that influence. To
take a simple examide when it is perceived that
it is on the whole advantageous to the community
to allow the slave, who has hitherto been a
chattel, to work for a reward, the community is
on the way towards a recognition of the slave's
rights, and we are not surprised to find a class
of manumitted slaves appearing in its midst.
Similarly with the criminal. At the first moment
of anger he is thought of merely as an object to be
hurt or destroyed but, when it is realized that he
too may have his utilities that in fact it may be
undesirable utterly to cast him out then we find
;

:

;

—

—

precautions taken to prevent his hasty
Thus arise the cities of refuge,
the
trials by ordeal,
sanctuaries, advocates,
King's Mercy,' until ultimately we reach the
whole apparatus devised by a Beccaria and worked
by a Howard for the elimination of any suffering
over and above what is necessary for the jmblic
Love has begun to work the criminal is
safety.
recognized as a member, if an erring member, of
the group ; and, indeed, the principle entered
For a long time
fairly early into the social order.
past some tribes, and almost all organized States,
have reserved a prerogative of pardon, lodged in
the chief magistrate, the purpose of which is to
cast the aigis of protection over the criminal himself, as one who, despite his lapse, may yet be of
This gradual enlargeservice to the community.
ment of the social group to include within it those
who were formerly shut out is part of a general
movement on the part of the gr(jup to assume
and
responsibility over a wider and wider area
there seems to be no limit to the growth of this
tendency. Already we see the State throwing its
shield over children, imbeciles, and the lower
animals it has long protected the alien and where
it will stop none can say.
In the 2Uth century
movement for penal reform the scientific and the
humanitarian lines are seen to converge and the
tendency is to transform mere punishment into a
converting discipline, beneficial alike to State and
all sorts of

destruction.

'

;

;

;

;

;

to individual.

To the two elements of anger and fear, then,
that are involved in the primary conception of
punishment we must now add a third, which tends
ever to become the dominant one that of affection
or love.
3. Manifestation of these elements in modern
theories of punishment.— Inheriting the tradition
of these three emotions of anger, fear, and afi'ection, the modern State, more or less consciously,

—

It is
applies them in its system of punishment.
true that the ethical element is not always prominent in the application of law to practice but the
three aims of punishment as so far understood
;

(retributive, deterrent,
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and reformatory) neverthe-

less underlie our criminal law, and the
is for the ethical aspect gradually to

dominant

tendency
assume a

position,

'As social order,' says Hobhouse, 'evolves an independent
organ for the adjustment of disputes and the prevention o(
crime, the ethical idea becomes separated out from the con'
flicting passions which are its earlier huuk.'

The judge ha.s before him, at least theoretically,
the accuser, the community, and the accused, each
of them preferring a claim.
These claims (thou^'h
not always in practice separable) may 1)0 roughly
defined as {a) tlie indignation of the accuser, (b) the
fears of the community, ('•) the appeal of the accused
to consideration as a member of a group united by
Tlie.se claims
solidarity of interest and good-will.
correspond alike to the three primary emotions
and to the three aims of punisliment
l>ut the
fact that the three claimants are not left to themto
selves to settle the dispute brings
light a fourth
element. For, although it might at first glance
appear that the judge is merely the representative
of the community as against accuser and accused,
yet this is not really so he is the re|ire.sentative,
not of one party, but of all the three and his task
is to apportion the relative values of the three
claims.
Thus, with the calling in of an outsider as
arbitrator, there is a notable development, which
(despite strong arguments that might be brought
forward on the other side) seems on the whole to
mark an ethical advance. In the first place, to
adjust the demands of the emotions reason is
and reason, in the fine phrase
called in as umjtire
of Milton, is the law of law itself.
Again, the
presence of this umpire assures finality the cause
some sort of conclusion. And,
is brought to
thirdly, a power is brought into play of the highest
ethical importance the power of leadership in
things of the mind. It was thus that Deborah, by
;

;

;

;

—

judging Israel under her palm-tree, acquired that
capacity and influence which enabled her to rescue
her country from the oppressor. In a well-known
passage Maine describes how, in the early days of
Kome, a vir pietate gravis may have first come to
intervene as arbitrator in disputes. Passing accidentally by, he is asked to decide the case a sum
of money is staked on the decision
and at the
close the loser pays the sum, not as a penalty, but
as remuneration for the arbitrator's trouble.^ The
judge is chosen as pietate gravis; and his wie^o*
and gra vitas cannot but grow with exercise.^
Yet, as we have hinted, some ethical weaknesses
lurk in the procedure as now carried out. The
arbitration is now compulsory, at least to one of
and the arbiter is no longer a
the disputants
kindly spectator, but a professional. The sum of
money has become a penal infliction and the
;

;

;

'

'

;

We have, in fact,
is made by proxy.
not merely restitution, but penalty. As to the
evils of professionalism, they are obvious to all.
'A profession is essentially a conspiracy.'^ In
the weighty words of Lord Loreburn, Lawyers
are against legal reform it is an interested pro^
Nor is the eflect, upon the
fessional opposition.'
class that awards or inflicts punishment, by any
means always beneficial. In actual fact, perhaps,
the judge himself may escape these effects ; but it
would be difficult to find a harder-hearted class
than the set of lawyers, clerks, and apparitors who
surround him. It is here that public opinion must
always be awake and here too lies one of the
chief merits of an unprofessional jury-system.
The judge, fallible as he is, is riot without
guidance and that guidance is tradition. This
tradition acts both towards width and towards
infliction

'

:

;

;

limitation.
IP.
S
4

130.

The

judge's principle
.

But see Pollock's note on Maine,
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tend to push him beyond his boundary his tools
In place of haphazard
keep him within it.^
custom, a code has appeared as a kind of standardbut that standard is always subject to
ized tool
modihcation.
Spontaneous modification largely
ceases with the introduction
of a code
but
deliberate change, due to the conscious desire for
improvement, never ceases.^ It was thus, e.g.,
that Mansfield, by ingenious interpretations of the
law, saved Roman Catholics from the penalties of
the Test Act, which, again, was actually repealed
We become aware, then, of
fifty years later.
another power behind the judge, corresponding to
the impalpable power behind his predecessor, the
Tradition (and also the unescapprimitive king.
able spirit of the age) compels the judge to a
perpetual re-adjustment of the scales of justice.
The old simple idea of equality inevitably gives
way, Avith the growth of knowledge and imagination, to the more complicated notion of proportion.^ Behind strict law and also behind tradition
we detect the regulating presence of equity
a
conception so rooted in human nature that it
appears in the most primitive of fairy-tales. By
obscure stages law herself begins to subsume
equity into her realm, until at last we perceive a
formal alliance between the two
and who can
doubt that this alliance springs from the desire
that law shall not be too visibly divorced from the
developing ethical standard of the times? In a
similar fashion, the old legal theology has gradually adapted itself to the ethical requirements of
an ethically advancing society.
than
Nothing^,' sa3'8Maine,5 Ms more distasteful to men
;

;

;

•*

—

;

'

.

.

.

the admission of their moral progress as a substantive reality.
.
Hence the old doctrine that Equity flowed from the king's
conscience— the improvement which had in fact taken place in
the moral standard of the community being- thus referred to an
inherent elevation in the moral sense of the sovereign.'
.

.

But this very fiction of the king's conscience
marks the existence in the mind of the community
of a tyi^e or pattern to which the constitution is
seen to conform only partially;* and this pattern
in many minds be regarded as a divine order,
which uses human society as its means of expression.
Other minds may exclude the divine, yet
all alike conceive this pattern as an ethical ideal.
may now add to the emotions of anger, fear,
and love, as producers of social punishment, the
following elements the conception of an umpire,
who brings reason to regulate the emotions the
conception of tradition, the accumulation of human
judgments, limiting the action of the judge ; the
conception of equity, or of a set of principles
which must adjust the rulings of tradition and
the conception of an ideal, whether regarded as
divine or viewed as liuman, to Avhich communities
of men have a tendency to conform.
Of these we
may observe that all involve an ethical element
that they must all be present in a righteous
deci.sion
and that tliey are closely bound up with
the progress of mankind, admitting indeed, to a
certain extent, of being arranged in historical
sequence.

may

We

:

;

;

;

;

'Plurima est et in omni iure civili, et in pontificum
in XII tabulis, antiquitatis effigies.' 7

libris, et

this conception
4. Religious aspect.— When
of a type or pattern takes the form of a belief in
a divine order revealed to man, then the subject
of punishments and rewards becomes
distinctively
religious.
Religious, of course, in some sense it
has almost always been. Even before the sense of
order was evolved, when religion was scarcely
to be distinguished from magic, the disorder was
conceived as a divine disorder the god was cap'

'

:

1

3
5
"
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253.
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JIartineau, ii.
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Maine, p. 26.
Maine, p. 49 ff.

Sidgwick, Methods of Ethics',
43.

p. 295

ricious, but men endeavoured nevertheless to
understand his caprices and to propitiate his
strange anger. Step by step the god is conceived
as punishing and rewarding on an intelligible
system and here we see the gradual emergence
;

of the pattern.

We are told,' says Bryce, ' that the sun and the wind killed
Laoghaire, because he broke his oath to the men of ilunster.'i
'

Here the god is seen acting physically, but
punishing an offence that Aveakens the social
bond. A step in advance is taken when spiritual
agencies arise who take an interest in certain
moral acts as such^
when, in fact, a certain
stability is seen in the divine judgments.
Zeus,
invariably punishing a wrong done to the guest
or suppliant, is already a religious conception ;
and from that point we can trace the growth of
the idea of a righteous God into its modern
A man who has attained this view of a
stages.
righteous God must, when faced with the fact of
punishment as an integral part of the social
order, ask himself the question, Is it in accordance with the will of God that man should
puni.sh his fellow-man? He may seek enlightenment from revelation
and in tliis ease his
answer will depend on the interpretation that
he gives to the sacred traditions. Or he may
inquire of philosophy (supposed here to be more or

—

;

and in this case the answer will
according to the form of philosophy which
appeals to him. Should the answer be in the
negative, we have already pointed out tliat this
article will be of little utility.
If, on the other
hand, it be in the affirmative, the seeker will at
once be led to discuss the right relation of human
(1) Shall it consciously enjustice to divine.
deavour to follow the principles on Avhich, so far
as can be seen, God rules the world ? Or (2) shall
men, while duly reverencing the divine law as a
norm for the individual, refuse to regard it as a
model for regulations dealing with the social
order ? Shall the State, in other words, be theocratic or secular ? There is no lack of communities
of either kind
still less is there lack of communities with something of both. Of systems that
have worked on theocratic lines, perhaps the most
familiar and striking example is the Jewish but
many Eastern States have conformed more or less
fully to the type, and the Christian Church in the
Middle Ages made a determined eflort to realize
the ideal. Many theorists also have held this view
in varying degrees.
Arnold, e.g., and Gladstone
in his Church and State propounded doctrines of
this kind, while Martensen^ speaks of the divine
authority which manifests itself in the law,
and is postulate and background for all earthly
human authoritj'.' To him religion is the inmost
nerve of obligation, which knits us to responsiThe ideal has in fact attracted saintly
bility.'
min(is since the Akkadian psalmist, seventeen
centuries before Christ, addressed his goddess as
her 'whose will makes contracts and justice to
less theistic)

;

varj"^

;

;

'

.

.

'

exist, establishing obligations

among

men.''*

But

the verdict of experience is fatal to it. As a matter
of historical fact, the deadest, the most repres
sive, and the least enlightened of all forms of
government have been the theocratic.^ Islam, e.g.,
declares plainly that law is religion and religion
law with the result that the law of Islam is a
mass of enactments, unalterable because dictated
by God or His mouthpiece, instead of a living

—

and growing body of

principles.

The

history of

our own land provides us Avith instances full of
Barebone's Parliament, endeavouring
warning.
1
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to rule

in

England

accoiilftnt-e

with the

Law

of

Moses, is not an edifying spectacle. The identification of religion and law, indeed, has been
baleful to botii
religion has become frigid and
ceremonial law has been treated as infallible, and
;

;

has therefore been unprogressive. True, such a
system is often successful in securing obedience
(or at least an external conformity), but at a
terrible exj'ense; nor is there any limit to the
cruelty which may be practised in the name
of some god or other.
It is the attempt to
punish as God is supposed to punish that largely
accounts for the hideous record of religious persecution.

Hence we are not surprised to find that the
majority of the noV)lest publicists, even among men
deep religious feeling, have utterly refused to
permit religion, in this sense, to intrude into the
domain of punishment. The illustrious Beccari.a
to take but one great name knew too well the
dangers of theological interference to permit to
religion the slightest visible power over civil
All penalties, he held, must be
jurisdiction.
dictated by State utility.
Far
Is, then, religion to be totally excluded?
from it. There is nothing to prevent the religious
man from being a good citizen on the contrary,
his religion tends to make him the best of servants
to the State.
Accustomed to look on the improvement of character as the highest of aims, he
refuses, in his role of citizen, to accept as a satisfactory form of punishment one that does not
further that aim. Religious men, it is true, differ
widely in their views. Some hold that the retributive element should be upheld others, looking
upon punishment as a necessary evil, to be tolerated solely for the safety of society, will have
none of tnat element, and turn their energies
towards furthering the good of the criminal. But
their differences are, after all, but matters of
varying emphasis.
No
5. Attitude of the religiou? man to law.
qiiestion is at once more important and more
difhcult than that of the due attitude of religion
and morality towards punishment.
of

—

—

'

'

;

;

—

'AH

theories on the subject of punishment,' says Maine,
less broken down
and we are at sea as to first
'The question as to the true principles on which
principles.'!
penalties should be awarded for crime is still an unsolved one,'
says Lord Russell of Killowen and Sir Robert Anderson, a
man of almost unequalled experience in criminal investigation,
maintains that our whole system of punishing crime is false in
2
principle and mischievous in practice.
'

have more or

both that reform is necessary
and that it is very difficult. The wise reformer
will walk waril}'.
Yet we are not without some
fairly certain principles which may form the basis
of our views as to the proper forms and methods of
punishment. Putting aside all sophistical argumentation, we must recognize the necessity of a
pi'oportion between penalty and offence, and also
between penalty and oflender. Exact measurement of crime is of course impossible ; but a
healthy ethic revolts against a Draconian severity.
Hanging for the theft of five shillings we will not
have and first ofienders must be treated leniently.^
Most of us would also uphold the i>rinciple of the
indeterminate sentence. Again, a true morality
will not he satisfied to discuss punishment on the
grounds of mere social convenience. There is
something to be said, e.g., for a plentiful use of the
punishment of death. A nuisance is ea.sily got rid
of, and with the least possible expenditure of public
money the dead criminal cannot repeat his
crimes, and (though experience does not say so) it
is arguable that others, by the sight of so terrible
It is thus plain

;

;

1

2
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may

be deterred from

imitation.

by no such
considerations.
By death the criminal (who is by
no means to be treated a.s wholly unserviceable) is
deprived of the power of further ser\ ice and to
this religion, here reinforced by science, will no
more agree than will the economist now agree to
make no use of the so-called waste-products of
the coal-mine.
It may, like the pojie in Browning's poem, be compelled to admit the advi.sability
of death as a punishment in certain exceptional
cases, but not on the grounds above mentioned
B\it religion anil ethics will be m<jveil

;

'

'

;

and

possible that it may come to reject the
death-penalty altogether.
Outlawry, so common in former times, tends to
lose its meaning as the world tends to become one
but in any case it is a confession of weakness and
an evasion of responsibility which religion is loth
to make.
Imprisonment and the social boycott,
to some extent, take its place
but in the application of these we must insist on the constant treatment of the criminal as a potentially valuable
citizen.
The imprisonment must not be such as to
degrade him yet more and, on his release, he
must not be shunned like a pariah, but given a
fair chance ; Beccaria indeed goes almost farther
it is

;

;

;

than

this.

'The degree of the ptmishment,' he says, 'and the consequences of the crime, ought to be so contrived as to have the
greatest possible effect on others, vrith the least possible pain
to the delinquent.'!

Law

being useless without a sanction, and sanction
being an evil, the religious man will desire to
diminish the number of laws and the number of
More and more he will aim at the
legal crimes.
substitution of public opinion for legal penalty
for, if experience shows anything clearly, it proves
that a healthy public opinion does more in a year
to prevent crime than tlie severest penalties in a
century.
Duelling, e.g., has ceased in Britain,
not by being treated as murder, but by being proclaimed as immoral, or even by being ridiculed as
absurd
and, were the laws against it to be
dropped, it would none the less remain in abeyance.
Adultery, again, has not flourished least in
those countries where it has been punished by the
;

;

law.*

;

;

1892, p.

a retribution,
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This attitude does not imply any insensitiveness
Keligion does not regard sin
as a mere disease, nor does it relieve the criminal
to the evil of crime.

of responsibility.'
One system (the Philadelphian) had approached the problem
from the mental side, aiming to solve it by making men think
right. The other (the Auburn) approached the problem from
the physical side, aiming to solve it by making men act right.
Both failed for the proolem of crime is a moral one. No man
can be reformed except his conscience be quickened.'*
'

;

Some methods employed at present in the detection or prevention of crime the religious man will
probably regard as pernicious and to be renounced.
The agent provocateur, e.g., cannot be used but
at the cost of moral deterioration to himself and
to the Government that employs him.
He may
diminish one form of villainy, but he adds to
another that is probably worse. The ordinary
spy is little better and the otlering of rewards to
criminals who will betray an accomplice can onlj'
increase, in the society as a whole, the most loathsome of vices, that of treachery.*
Improvements of the kind here hinted at, and
many more, may be accomplished by the ethical
and religious man, acting quietly as a citizen of
ordinary influence. There are, however, occasions
when it may be his duty to set himself in direct
Of
opposition to what he regards as a bad law.
these cases the classical example is Antigone ; the
Crimes and Punishments, p. 7 f.
;

'

2
3
1

Kant, Phil. 0/ Law, p. 203.
See Mott Osborne, Society and Prisons, ch. i. p. 32.
See Beccaria, p. 147.
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and John preaching the gospel in
Jerusalem. Quite recent times, of course, supply
famous examples. Here, by the nature of the case,
no precise rules can be laid down. The conscientious rebel (or, as VVestermarck ^ calls him, the
'
moral dissenter ') must seek all the enlightenment
at his disposal, and then, after carefully balancing
against his scruples the claims of the State and
the evils involved in disobedience, act accordingly.
For such men other moral and religious men will
desire tlie punishment to be as light as possible
for conscience is not so common tliat even a mistaken conscience can be suppressed except at a
heavy loss to the community. Nor is the dissenter
He feels,'
ever acting, in a strict sense, alone.
says Westermarck,^ that his conviction is shared
at least by an ideal society ; in the words of
Pollock, he regards his own opinion not as peculiar
to himself, but as what public opinion ought to
be.'^
An ethical judgment of such men will
further take into account the fact that the great
reformers of the past have in their time been
Biblical, Peter

;

'

'

'

'

moral dissenters of precisely this kind.
Finally, the religious man is, almost ipso facto,
an optimist. He believes in the inherent power of
good and in its ultimate triiimph and he looks
forward therefore to a time when virtue will be so
predominant that punishment will be unnecessary
the attractions of goodness will be by themselves
sufficient to ensure just action on the part of
But meanwhile the
societies and their members.
moral or religious man will give his support to all
agencies for the eradication of crime, measuring
that support by the degree in which those agencies
involve more of the reformative element and less
;

;

of the retributive.

A

word here seems desirable as to punishments
next world. Here the religious man's views
cannot help being coloured by his views as to
earthly punishment. He may, it is true, be compelled by his belief in revelation to admit the
existence of certain forms of future penalty which
may, per se, seem purely retributive and he may
be compelled to answer to objections by the simple
in the

;

'Man cannot judge God.' Neverthetrace a growing tendency to reject the
merely retributive penalty as unworthy of the
Men dare, like Abraham, to ask, 'Shall
Deity.
not the Judge of all the earth do right ? ', and they
tend more and more to claim from divine justice
the same end and character as from their own.
The Koman Catholic has long had his Purgatory
the liberal theologian believes in a universal
restoration
the orthodox Protestant no longer
preaches the deterrent judgment sermons of a
argument,
less,

we

;

;

hundred years ago and he tempers his view of
eternal punishment by manifold accommodations.
;

The tlame

not a literal fire or the sinner, even
between the saddle and the ground,' may have
sought and received mercy.
6. Rewards.
Punishments and rewards divide
is

;

'

—

between them the whole field of legislation.* But
the division is very unequal for, though the field
of reward is far the larger, being in fact co-exten;

sive with the wiiole field of service, it naturally
demands far less attention from the lawgiver. As
'
is an
evil,' so reward may be defined
punishment
as ' a portion of the matter of good, which, in consideration of some service supposed or expected to
be done, is bestowed on some one, in the intent

may be benefited thereby.' ^ By benefit,'
as might be expected, Bentham means ' pleasure' ;
but, as he well points out, reAvard cannot ensure
pleasure ; it is meant, however, to enlarge the
that he

'

opportunities of pleasure at the disposal of its
If we prefer the word, we may subrecipient.
'

happiness for Bentham's phrase.
analyze reward, we shall discover ample
for
the exertion, by religion and ethics, of
scope
influence over its distribution.
It is hard, perhajjs,

stitute

'

As we

to improve on

Bentham's

division, according to
one (or more) of four forms
(1) wealth, (2) honour, (3) power, (4) exemptions.
Of these wealth,' according to Bentham's utili-

which

it

may assume

:

'

tarian view, 'is in general the most suitable.' '
successful warriors have often been directly
rewarded by gifts of money or estate and in
modern communities the whole course of legislation has been generally conducted Avith a view to
providing wealth as a reward for service, and to
securing it, when once acquired, against violence
or fraud.
But ' honours,' at least as direct gifts
of the State, are equally common and in some
countries civil servants of a certain rank are
ennobled as a matter of course.
are all
familiar with titles as a gratification for at least
theoretical services.
Exemptions, again, are
common, whether in the form of exemption from
civil burdens or in that of exemption from punishment. Thus, under the A^icien Regime, the nobles
and clergy, in return for more or less fictitious
State services, were freed from most kinds of
taxation.
'Previous good conduct' is almost
everywhere admitted as a plea in mitigation of

Thus

;

;

We

punishment.^ Sometimes, indeed, the exemptions
have been even anticipatory
a Roman citizen,
e.g., knew beforehand that he was free from
capital
punishment, a Russian deputy from'
Benefit of clergy
secured
clerks
corporal.
from certain penalties ; and in former times
English noblemen Avere exempt from penalties for
even atrocious crimes.
But it is Avith regard to power that religion and
ethics have most to say ; for there can be no
doubt that of all reAvards poAver ought to be the
commonest and it is in the direction of increasing
the range of poAver as a rcAvard that reform should
Both on religious grounds and
certainly proceed.
on grounds of expediency it is eminently desirable
that he Avho has been faithful in a feAv things
should be made ruler over many things and it is
to be hoped that men will be diminishingly anxious
for rcAvards of other kinds
that, in fact, men
who have been useful should ask to be paid merely
by being granted greater opportunities of usefulHere lies the true reconciliation between
ness.
the view of Pericles, that 'Avhere there are the
greatest rewards of merit, there will be the best
men to do the Avork of the State,' ^ and that of
Plato, that there can be no sound government
while public service is done Avith a vieAv to remuneration.*
Whether, e.g., a school should give
prizes may well be doubted ; but it is beyond dispute that the boy who has shoAvn capacity and
merit should be made a prefect. It is true that,
as Bentham observes,* Ave do not make him Avho
has produced the best piece of artillery the head
of the Ordnance
for the capacity of invention is
not necessarily the capacity of administration.
But this is beside the point. That to Avhich Ave
desire to promote the inventor is the fuller opportunity of invention and that to Avhich we desire
to promote the good ruler is the fuller opportunity
of rule
the reward is to consist precisely in a
wider field for service of the kind Avhich a man has
shoAvn himself able to give. And here is one great
and obvious advantage, from the point of vieAv of
the community, held by reAvard over punishment.
Both alike belong to the automatic element of
:

'

'

'

;

;

;

;

;

;

'

1
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REYNARD THE FOX
REYNARD THE FOX.—

In the Middle Age.-*
beast-fables and apologues were largely used oy
preachers beasts symbolizing men or particular
qualities or failings, and their words and actions
being intended to teach a lesson. The.se fables

but the working of reward is far
life
more automatic than that of punishment, ami is
'

social

'

;

—

achieved with a far less wasteful expenditure of
machinery. We do indeed find many a Galba,
omnium consensu capax imi)erii, nisi iniperasset' ;*
we do indeed find men, with none of Galba's claims,
promoted to hi<?h positions yet, with all these
unfortunate exceptions, the capable man tends, by
the mere virtue of his capacity, to come to the top
granted that, in present circumstances, vastly
too much influence is exerted by powers of rhetoric
and pushfulness,' by audacity and chicane, worst
of all, by wealth.
Slow rises wortli, by poverty
But it is exactly here that religion
depressed.'
The moral and
and ethics find their chance.
devout man is accustomed, as we have said, to
regard character as the really important thing.
Free from the distorting power of envy, he is also
(as we believe) gifted with a special _/?« tV for the
discovery of high character and he will use his
growing influence for the exaltation of the truly
serviceable and the depression of the merely
blatant.
With the abolition of the retributive
penalty and the establishment of enlarged service
as the appropriate reward, religion and morals will
But
be in tlie way to achieve tlieir highest ends.
all things excellent are as difficult as they are
'

were partly drawn from Eastern sources, and
Buddhist literature abounds in them, though they

;

are also used there to exi)ress the doctrine of reincarnation, and they describe the acts of Buddha in
previous animal existences. Most folk-tale collections contain specimens of them, and some are still
But they were not
told among the peasantry.
invented for the purpose of pointing a moral.
They exi.sted already as Mdrchen, and the moral
was a later addition. All savage collections of
folk-tales are full of stories of animals which it
would take little alteration to turn into genuine

—

'

'

beast-fables.

— Hottentots,
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;
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Bushmen, and Berbers the jackal
Bantus, Negroes, Mongols, and Koreans the rabbit
or hare Malays and Dayaks the moose-deer and
tortoise ; American Indians the turtle, coyote, or
raven while in the north of Europe as well as in
Oriental stories the fox (or the jackal) dupes the
bear or the lion.^ The humour of these stories is
obvious, but they reveal a curious pleasure in astuteness, cunning, and villainy, though often dire
vengeance is depicted as overtaking the offender.
The lon^ and complicated story of Keynard the
Fox is a literary example of the folk-tale of beasts
which act as men, raised to an epic grandeur. It
is a Mdrchen on a large scale in which a large
number of animals are the dramatis pcrsotue, and
many incidents are brought together into a more
or less complete whole.
Undoubtedly its roots are
in tlie popular tales rather than in the moral apologues current in ecclesiastical circles. See also
;

;

1912 J. Austin, Lectures on Jurisprudence'^, 2 vols., London,
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J. Bentham, Works, ed. J. Bowring,
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which animals

—

rare.'

;

folk-tales, in

acteristic traits of ditlerent kinds of animals
Such savage
traits which had human parallels.
stories are of the Brer Rabbit cla.s8, and tell how
this or that animal successfully tricked the others.
As a rule each people has its favourite rogue-animal

'

;

Animal

act and speak like men, descend from an age when
it was actuallj' believed that they could do so, and
in which also men had
already noted the char-

;

W.
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Falle, Parable (Ethnic).

Variants of the Reynard story.— Apart from
apologues and fables, the first known literary
versions of the Reynard story are found in Latin
poems of monastic origin, in which greater amplitude than was possible in a fable is given to the
One of these, which preincidents recounted.
supposes a popular original, is the Ecbasis cujusdam captivi, the princijjal subject of which is the
healing of the lion by the fox, found in the lat«r
versions.
It contains over 1200 verses and was
written by a monk of the abbey of St. Evre a Toul
in the 10th century. ^ Another short Latin poem
is the 11th cent, Sacerdos et Lupus, corresponding
to the twelfth branch of the French Renart.^ A
third is the Lupariiis the wolf as monk, an
episode found again in the Renart, and dating
from the late 11th or early 12th century.* Better
known than these is the Fabella Luplna or Isengrimiis or Reinardus Vulpes («. 1150), a poem of
over 6000 lines, divided into four books, with a
certain unity and sequence of episodes, in which
for the first time the animals appear with the
I.

—

;

;

;

;

;

1 See
CF, p. 39 and reff.there, and of. W. H. I. Bleek, Reynard
Fox in S. Africa, London, 1864 K. Krohn, Bur uiui Ftwhs,
Helsingfors, 1888, jMonn und Fuchs, do. 1891.
und
2 J. Grimm and A. Schmeller, Lateinische Gedichte des
XI Jahrhunderts, Gottingen, 183S. p. 340 f. E. Voigt, Ecbasis
des
Mittelalters,
Strassburg,
Captivi, das dltesU Thierepos

the

;

X

;

1875.

The Hist, of Beynard
p. 340 W. J. Thorns,
Fox [Percy Societv], London, 1844, pp. xxviii, Ixxxix.
Berlin,
Beinhart
1834,
Fuchs,
p. 410 «f.; Voigt,
Grimm,
Kleinere laliinische Dentmuler der Thiersage ana dem XII
3

Grimm-Schmeller,

;

the

4 J.

1

Bosanquet, Philosophical Theory of the State,

2

Tac. Hist.

i.

49.

p. 213.

bis

XI\' Jahrhundtrt, Strassburg,

1878, p. 58
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characteristic names of the Reynard eijos.^ Of
this poem there is a sliort abridgment, the Isengrimus, containing the incidents of the lion's sickness and liis healing by the advice of Reynard,
and the pilgrimage of Bertiliana the goat.^ The
Fahclla Lupina is probably of Flemish origin,
Ijut from French originals or traditions, and its
authorship is attributed to Magister Nivardus in a
14th cent.
of the poem.
He is a pious monk,

MS

who

nevertheless satirizes the pope, priests, and

religious orders,

Bernard.

Its

and

subject

is

bitterly opposed to St.

is

the adventures of Isen-

grimus and Reinardus, the lion's sickness and
healing by Reinardus, and the outwitting and
death of Isengrimus through the craft of Reinardus.
The poem is charged with irony and is full of
Immour as well as moral allusions.
The earliest (Middle) High Gei-man version is
the Reinhart Fuchs of Heinrich der Glichesaere
This work forms a complete whole
(c.
1180).*
without lapses or lack of order and connexion in
the parts of the narrative, and with every evidence
of having been clearly planned and executed.
The fox 18 here brought into relation with several inferior
animals, then with the wolf, until the last, disgusted with
Rejnard's successes over him, seeks justice along with the other
animals from the lion, who is ill. Rej'nard heals him, and turns
the tables on his accusers. His healing potion, however, is a
In O.F. poison = medecine, breupoison, and kills the king.
vage. Possibly Glichesaere misunderstood the word, unless this
treatment of the episode of the healing is his own conception.
Unknown to other versions is the cause of the king's illness,
viz. revenge on the part of the king of the ants when these
have been destroyed by King Lion because they would not
acknowledge his supremacy.
It can be proved that Glichesaere's work is due to
French originals, and he himself alludes to French
poems on the subject. Of his twenty-one adventures, five only are not paralleled in the French

Roman de Renart. The Roman, however, has
nothing of the completeness or unity which is a
chief characteristic of Glichesaere's version, and a
French poem of similar scope and harmony, now
lost, has been postulated as his source, or a MS
containing various branches in the order of his
episodes, or, more probably, a traditional arrangement of separate narratives. Such a grouping is
already found in the Reinardus Vulpes (c. 1150).
Meanwhile in Flanders a poet, Willem van
Utenhove, or Willem die Matoc, basing his work
probably on a French poem in which the scene of
the judgment of Reynard at the court of the lion
had received original treatment, composed a work
in Flemish, Reinaert de Vos, some time in the 13th
'

'

century.

A

continuation, Reinaert's Historie,

by

a later unknown writer, supplied large additions
and an element of satire, and the whole was now
regarded as one complete work.* Willem's ex-

panded work is the source of the many translations
and prose versions which have been so popular in

already in England, as is shown by references in
Chaucer's Nonncs Prestes Tale and in earlier
Anglo-Norman poets, and by the existence of
actual stories of the Reynard group in Latin and
English verses of the 13th-14th centuries.^
A Saxon or Low German version of the Reiiiaert,
written in verse, appeared in 1498, and has been
variously attributed to Heinrich van Alkmar or to
Nicolaus Baumann. This work, called Rcynke de
Voss,"^ was the source of the High German versions
of Reineke Fuchs, the first of which Avas published
at Frankfort in 1545, and also of Danish, Swedish,
and other translations.
Goethe's well-known
poem, based on J. C. Gottsched's version (1752),
in
1794.
appeared
The surviving French versions of the Reynard
story are the poems of the Roman du Renart.
These date from the 12th-13th cent., and are the

work
based

of diflerent trouveres,

on

though undoubtedly

or traditional
or 'branches,' of
episodes which do
not form a complete whole and have often little
connexion with each other. One adventure follows
another without transition so much so that the
number of the branches,' their order, and their
contents vary in diflerent MSS. In spite of the
lack of order, it is fairly evident that the basis of
the episodes of the Roman is the complaint laid
before King Noble (the lion) against Reynard by
Isengrim, the wolf, regarding the fox's villainies,
and especially his violence to Hersent, Isengrim's
wife.
The fox is always the chief actor. The
authors of some of these Renart poems were the
early 13th cent, trouveres, Pierre de St. Cloud,
Richard de Lison, and an unnamed Prestre de la
Croix en Brie.' Of the other authors the MSS say
nothing, but the provenance of the poems seems

existing

compositions

The separate poems,
the Roman consist of numerous
versions.

—

'

'

to have been Normandy, Champagne, Picardy,
and Flanders.* The complexity of the Roman is
with the unity of the poem of
Heinrich der Glichesaere, who nevertheless worked
French
sources.
The Roman contains some
upon
30,000 verses, and undoubtedly several branches
have been lost.
in striking contrast

'

'

While the bulk of the 'branches' make the animals act and
speak in character, others are full of the manners of the age of
chivalry, and the animals act and speak as knights, with little
regard to their own characters.

Another Reiiart romance is the independent Le
Couronnement de Renart, dating from the second
half of the 13th cent., which departs further from
the Reynard tradition, and which has been attributed to Marie de France, though this is a matter
of considerable doubt.*
To the same romance
cycle belongs the Renart le Nouvel by Jacquemarf
Gielee de Lille, 1288.«
Its subject is

the strife of Reynard against King Noble, re-

presented as a strife of evil against good. The work shows
various lands since the invention of printing.
traces of scholastic learning and classical knowledge
its
popular prose version appeared in print at Gouda, tendency is to allegory, and it satirizes the clergy as does also
Le
for
their
while
Gheraert
in
its
author
Die
van
strives
Couronnement,
corruption,
Leeuw,
1479,
by
Hystoric
to exhort to a purer faith.
Reynaert die Vos, and its popularity caused
Still another poem is the long Renart le ContreWillem's poem to be forgotten. In 1481 Caxton's
English rendering of this version with omissions fait, an imitation or reproduction of the older tales,
and abridgments was published at Westminster.
1 See
T. Wright, Selection of Latin
Thoms, p. Ixxiii ff
But the story of Reynard must have been known Stories from MSS. of 12th and lUh cent. [Percy .Society],

A

;

.

Ed. F. J. Mone, Reinardus Vulpes, Stuttgart and Tubingen,
1832 summarized in A. Rothe, Les Romans du Renard, examinis, analyses et compares, Paris, 1845, p. 40 ff.
2
Grimm, Reinhart Fuchs, p. 1 £f. sunnnarized in Thoms, p.
xxixflf.
This poem was fonuerly supposed to be earlier than
the longer Reinardus Vtdpes. See Thoms, pp. xxix, xxxvi.
3 Published
by Grimm in his Reinhart Fuchs, p. 25 ff. Later
he published fragments of an earlier and original recension in
Sendschreiben an Karl Lachmann, Leipzig, 1840. See also K.
Reissenberger's ed., Reinhart Fuchs, Halle, 1886.
* Willem's work is
given in Grimm, p. 115 ff. For the continuation see J. F. Willem, Reinaert de Vos, Ghent, 1836. See
also E. Martin, Willems Gedicht
Van den Vos Reinaerde und
die Umarbeitung und Fortsef-zung Reinaert's Historic,' Pader1

;

;

'

'

'

born, 1874.

;

p. 55, and Introd. ad Jin., where an English
metrical version of one of the branches of the French Renart is

London, 1842,
printed.
2

Analyzed in Rothe, p. 73 ff.
Sudre, Les Sources du roman de Renart, Paris, 1S92, p.
The Roman was ed. by D. M. Meon, Le Roman du [dc]
Renart, publii d'apris les manuscrits de la Bibl. du roi, des
Xllle, XIV<^, et XV: siecles, 4 vols., Paris, 1826. A supplementary vol. was published by P. Chabaille, Le Roman du
Renart : SuppUmens, variantes, et corrections, Paris, 1835. A
definitive ed. is that of E. Martin, Le Roman de Renart, 3 vols.,
Strassburg and Paris, 1882-87 see also his Observations sur le
Roman de Renart, do. 1887. An analysis of the poem will be
found in Rothe, p. 106 ff.
* Published in
M6on, vol. iv., and analyzed in Rothe, p. 302 ff.
s
M<ion, vol. iv.
Rothe, p. 364 ff.
3 L.

23.

;

;
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by a clerk of Troyes, writing in tlie 14th cent.,
whicli satirizes the monastic and chivaliic orders
;ind displaj's a vast encyclopsedic knowledge of the
learning vi tlie age.'
2. Characteristics of the Reynard cycle.— While
tlie different versions of the Reynard story ditl'er
in literary worth, and while some have an obviously
moral puriiose or exhibit satire directed ajjainst
so!ne iiarticular abuse, the work as a whole is one
of the great monuments of literature.
The picture
of the age, its manners, its ideals, is a vivid one.
satiric criticism of life
life as a whole, as well
as of particular aspects of life is always present
but tlie telling of a story, the desire of literary
expression, was probably the first purpose of the
authors, and the humorous element—' broad rustic
mirth,' to quote Carlyle
coarse, brutal, and
cynical as it often is, pervades tlie whole work.
The fox is the clever villain all through, astute,
evil, both as an animal and as a representative of
man, yet he tends to be sympathetically regarded
by the reader, like many or Dickens's villains. The
other animals usually act in keeping with their
While
nature, and are more than men disguised.
styled a romance, the poems and, later, the prose
version have little of the romantic element,
although fancy plays round all the episodes, coarse,
hard, and cynical as they often are. The element
of parody enters into the whole cycle, parody even
of the most sacred things, and Carlyle truly calls
it a wild parody of human life.' His characteristic
summing-up of the whole epos can never be

—

A

—

;

—

'

bettered. 2
avows

moral purpose
This booke is
maad for nede and prouffyte of alle god folke, as fer as thej' in
redyngre or heerynge of it shal mowe understand and fele the
forsayd subtyl deceytes that daylj* ben used in the worlde, not
to thentente that men shold use them, but that everj' man
shold esche'.ve and kepe hym from the subtyl false shrewis that
they be not decejTyd.' But humour is none the less the main
Caxton's

\

ersion

'

its

:

characteristic of his version.

—

Grimm and others believed that
3. Sources.
the Keynard story was of Germanic origin, based
on an old German animal epos. But no trace of
this exists, and it is certain that the existing
German versions are based on French originals.
The provenance of the cycle is probably those
regions of France and Flanders bordering on
Germany, or the region between the Seine and the
Rhine ^— a supposition which would account for
the Germanic form of such names as Ragenhard
of which Grimm
(Reynard), Isengrim, Richild, etc.,
made so much.* While Reynard has been for four
one
of
centuries
the most popular heroes in
Germany, the soil in which during the 12th-13th
cent, the romance flourished most was undoubtedly
The
France, and especially its northern part.
oldest text is a Latin one then follow the older
French branches of the Reruirt. These are followed
again by the version of Heinrich der Glichesaere,
a Middle High German version translated from or
based on French originals, and that again by the
Flemish and Low German versions. The sources
of the Reynard stories are probably much less the
apologues so much beloved in the Middle Ages
than oral and folk tradition. Sudre has devoted
a work of great research to an investigation of the
sources, and has made this conclusion practically
certain.
In spite of certain resemblances of some
'branches 'of the Rennrt and of the early Latin
versions to the apologues, beast-fables, and the
;

1 Le. Roman de Renart le
Contre/ait, ed. F. Wolf, Vienna,
1862; analysis in Rothe, p. 474 ff., and in A. C. M. Robert,
Fables hUdites des XI I', XIII' et XIV^ siicles, 2 vols.,
Paris, 1825, p. cxxxii ff.
2
Early German hitemtuTe,' JlUcellanies, in. 204 ff. (H'orAs,
People's Ed., London, 1871-72).
3 G.
Saintsbury, The Flourishing of Romance and the Rise of
'

Allerjory, London and Edinburgh, 1897, p. 289.
4 Cf. P.
Paris, Les Aventures de mattre Renart et
xon Compare, Paris, 1861, p. 323 f. ; Sudre, p. 45 f.

stories of

the long

popular

P/ii/siologiis,

all

of

which had a great

vogue in the cloisters and
schools, the affinities between them are rare,
The allegorical, .'•ymholical,
distant, and indirect.
and didactic aspects of the apologue are lacking in
Renart, and the circumstances of the age were
such that these would hardly have been omitted
by authors working directly upon existing fables.
The Reynard stories have been mainly derived
from the folk, and only indirectly from literary
sources.
Thus they stand parallel to the Jdtakas,
the Panchatantrfi the fables of
yEsop and Phsedrus,
,

all of

them

also rooted in current folk-tales in their
The link
respective ages and places of origin.
with apologue and faole is slight ; the link with
the vast edifice of folk-tales of animals, intended
to amuse rather than instruct, is strong.
From

both, but mainly from the latter, the authors of
the Renart stories with great art produced a work
which in its different forms has had an extraordinary popularity.
LrrERATCRB. — The various edd. of the stories of the Reynard
cycle and various works dealing with it have been sufficiently
indicat€d in the not«8. See also
J. A. Jonckbloet, Etride
le roman de Renart, Groningen, 1863; E. Martin, Examen
critique des manuscrits du Roman de Renart, Basel, 1872.
E. Arber's reprint of Caxton's Hist, of Reynard the Fox,
London, 1895, is a useful ed. of the tale (English Scholar's

W.

sur

Library of Old and Modern Works).
J.

A.

—

RIDDLE.— I.

MacCulloch.

'

Definition.
Riddle' is a comprehensive term for a puzzling question or an
ambiguous proposition which is intended to be

solved by conjecture. Obscure terms are employed
on purpose, in order to conceal the meaning, and
thereby to stimulate the intellect and imagination
of the reader or listener.
Rhetorically the riddle
is closely related to the metaphor, and in fact it
be
defined
as
a
may
metaplior or a group of metaphors which have not passed into common u.sage
and whose significance is not evident. Aristotle '
insisted on the close connexion between the riddle

and the metaphor, maintaining that, when the
metaphor is employed continuou.sly in the discourse, a riddle is the result. This conception of
the riddle closely associates it with the allegory
and fable, and was the Greek view for the term
atvo^, from which atuiyfia ('riddle') is derived, was
;

applied to ..Esop's fables. As a symbolical mode
of expression, in which the real sense is obscured,
it becomes an important instrument for the cultivation not only of wit, but also of man's intellectual capacities.
From one point of view the riddle is a product
of humour, from another it is the result of man's
ability to perceive analogies in nature ; its capacity to puzzle is due very largely to analogies
which are unconsciously stored up in metaphorical
While a genuine riddle possesses the
speech.
quality of obscurity the more obscure the better
yet at the same time it must be a perfectly true
description.
Every term ought to be as accurate
and exact as in a logical definition, but put in
a form to bafHe and puzzle. All these characteristics of a genuine enigma are well exemplified in
the riddle of the Sjdiinx, which is worthy of being
quoted, not only as a normal example, but because
of the large part which it pla5-ed in Greek legend
and literature
'What walks on four legs in the morning, on two at noon,
and on three in the evening? '2

—

—

:

In this question the Sphinx takes the day metaphorically for the span of human life.
The power of a riddle to arrest the attention and
make truth impressive is largely due to an element
1

Poet. 22.

2 Tl
€(TTI.V, 6 IJ.iaV

yiVerai.

d'Tsengrin

765

term

eXOV

rtxaVrjV

The poet Pindar

alviyii-a.

this saving.

is

TfTpaTTOVV KoX SCtTOW KoI TpiTTOVV

the

in the sense of

'

first

Greek writer to employ the
and uses it to designate

riddle,'
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7m

a^vvara <Tvpd\paiA

with Nicodemus is an example of an enigmatical
discourse employed for the purpose of making
pi'ofound religious truth impressive (Jn 3).
The rebus is a third type. Originally
(c) Rebus.
it was a riddle put in the form of a picture of
things in words or syllables.

Samson's enigma, the one folk-riddle preserved in
Scripture, distinctly embodies this characteristic

According to Plutarch, Alexander the Great, during the
siege of Tyre, saw in a dream a satyr (Sarvpos) who could be

of incongruity
Out of the eat«r came forth meat,

dream

which is usually present, the irreand incompatible being associated
Aristotle has brought this feature oiit

of incongruity

concilable
together.

one of his statements in regard to riddles

in

re

aii^iy/naTO?

ISea

yap

eari,

au'n)

to

Ae'yoi'TO

:

vndpxovTa

:

'

And

out of the strong came forth sweetnegs (Jg
'

—

141-*).

'

The general term ' riddle covers
2. Types.
several different types of enigmatical questions and
sayings.

—

The difficulty may be concen(a) Logogriph.
trated in a single word, when the puzzle lies in the
double sense which the word bears. For this kind
of riddle the French employ the term calembonr,
the Germans Wortrcitsel ; a favourite designation
for it
cited

is

When

logogriph.'

Victor

Hugo was

Academy, Salvandy
author

A

'

modern example may be

:

'
:

bitterly

French

in the

elected to

membership
remarked to the

Monsieur, vous avez introduit en France

distingTiished
I'art

sc6nique

(I'arsenic).'

The Greeks also employed this type of riddle, and
a well-known instance of it is found in the Wasps
where the word aairls occurs in
shield and asp.' ^
This type of riddle may be spontaneous and
natural, or, with the development of the literary
art, it may be worked out artificially until the
of Aristoplianes,

the double sense of

'

'

'

logogriph proper is developed. Strictly speaking,
the logogriph covers a class of riddles in which the
puzzle is based upon the addition, subtraction, or
more familiar term for
transposition of letters.
the case when tlie letters are transposed is anagram.' An example of a Latin logogriph is

A

—

The wise men interpreted the
difficulty.
him very quickly 5aTiipos = 2a. Tupos.
Another type of the rebus was put in the form of
an object-lesson. Let us note an example of it in

caught only with
for

:

the political sphere

:

The Emperor Marcus Aurelius finds that his revenues are
steadily decreasing and sends messengers to Judah, the patriInstead of giving a verbal reply, the latter
arch, for counsel.
takes the imperial emissaries out to his garden, where he
uproots the larger plants and replaces them with smaller. The
royal ambassadors return without any message, but report the
strange actions of the rabbi to their royal master, who fully
comprehends the symbolism of the act and follows the advice
given to him in this strange manner.

A notable rebus in the historical sphere revolves
about the person of Cyrus.
The Scythians, attacked by Cyrus, sent the Persian monarch
a messenger with arrows, a rat, and a frog. By these gifts
they meant to tell Cyrus that, unless he could hide in a hole
like a rat, or like a frog in water, he could not escape their
arrows.

—

Charade. The charade^ is a later developof riddle-making, a product of literaiy
activity rather than of primitive eflbrts at poetry
or rhetoric, and thus is essentially artificial.
The
charade usually turns upon letters or syllables
composing a word, sometimes on words composing
a phrase. It has not inaptly been termed a
{d)

ment

'

'

(Silbenrdfsel).
Examples will
syllable-riddle
indicate its character better than a formal definition.
Here is one taken from Greek sources
:

'

:

'Tolle

Uer

A

simile aetati turn

caput,

tempus habebis.'

— Piier

;

We owe a beautiful

(J. 0. Scaliger).

simple one in English runs

'

re Savei.a'TOV, the whole an island,
the lowing of an ox, and the voice of an usurer.' The interpretation is po-f 5d5, the island of Rhodes. 2
•'rjuos oAt), p.u)CTjna /3obs, <i>iovri

'

There is a word in the English language the first two letters
of which signify a male, the first three a female, the first four
a great man, the whole a great woman.' He-r-o-ine.

'

—

The ancient Hebrews, in
name by substituting the last

disguising a word or
letter of the alphabet
for the first, the next last for the second, and so
forth, formed what may not inaptly be termed an
anagram. By this method ti?'b' stands for hz^
With these
(Jer 25=«), and 'cp zh for D'l-fs (2oi).
may be grouped the famous handwriting on the
wall (Dn 525).

—

Enigma. Less mechanical and more important is the enigma proper, Aristotle's a.tvi'yiJLa, in
which the obscure intimation runs through an
{b)

entire passage, sometimes of considerable length.
tj'pe of riddle is very closely allied to both

the allegory and the parable.* The Greeks would
have regarded Nathan's famous parable (2 S 12)
and Isaiah's song of the vineyard (Is 5) as riddles.
The prophet Ezekiel (ch. 17) works out an allegory
in which the monarchs of Babylon and Egypt are
described as eagles. The prophet himself designates his allegory a riddle as well as a parable,'* and
the art revealed in his working out of the imagery
indicates that Hebrew writers were masters of
the symbolical riddle. The conversation of Jesus
1

Poet. 22.

Line 15

lovi ipsi regi noluit concedere.' 3

Superbus.

A

famous charade on 'cod,' which, according to
most authorities, has been incorrectlj' ascribed to
Macaulay, runs as follows
Cut off my head, and singular I act
Cut off my tail and plural I appear
Cut off my head and tail, and, wondrous fact,
Although my middle's left, there's nothing there.
What is my head ? A sounding sea.
What is my tail ? A flowing river.
:

'

;

;

'Mid ocean's depths I fearless stray,
of softest sounds, yet mute forever.'

Parent

7ro)9 Sij

oTt

—

(e) Epigram.
According to the Greek view, the
epigram, in its original sense of a poetical inscription on votive offerings or grave-stones, was closely
related to the riddle.
In many instances the
resemblance would have been complete if the epigram had suggested a challenge to solution.' An

In his Diet, de la
is a word of French origin.
S^bastien gives the following definition: 'Ce
vient de I'idiome languedocien et signifie, dans son origine,
un discours propre k tuer le temps on dit en Languedoc
allons faire des charades, pour allons passer I'apr^s-soupe, ou
allons veiller chez un tel, parce que, dans les assemblees de
I'aprfes-soup^, le v^euple de cette province s'amuse a dire des
riens pour passe-temps' (quoted from Littr6).
2
(Quoted from Ohlert, Hiitsol und Gesellschaftsspiele dcr
alten Griechen, p. 167.
3 Soctes
* See
xxxix. [1885] 99 ff.
Atticce, xii. 6.
5
Zahlreiche Epigramme konnten als Riitsel
Ohlert, p. 108
wenn
man
ihnen
die
Ueberschrift nimmt
zahlreiche
gelten,
Uatsel als Epigramme, wenn man die Aufforderung zum Raten
entfernt.' 'This statement is made especially of the" Greek field.

'Charade'

mot

;

Sia<j>ep€L KXctumfitio;,
7rpoep€t Tt9 TOtCTt (ru^Trorats Ae-ytoi/

TavTQV cv

yr) t*

3 Gerber
(Die Sprache als Knnst,
aorische Ratsel.'

The Hebrew word

for riddle

is

ii.

485) terms

nyn, and

it

'

das

alle-

for parable Vy'p.

Both of these occur in Ezk 172, and may be regarded as descriptive of the passage which follows.
Among the Greeks oiros
for a fable like those current under the name of
.lEsop.
aiviyp-a is derived from ait'os ; in like manner all obscure

was a designation

proverbs were designated aiviytiaTo.

:

;

a7^e^aAe^' Kav ovpavto
'
tt)1' a(TiriSa ;

Kai' TTJ BaXajTr) drjpiov

*

ficance.*

lltti'rature (1770)

:

ovSh' dpa yptt^ov
'

A. Fiihrer has called attention to the existence of
charades in Sanskrit poetry ; and, singularly
enough, many of these have a religious signi-

1

S.

Semel minusne, an bis minus, non sat scio,
At utrumque eorum, ut quondam audivi dicier,

Its solution lies in the equation : Semel mi7ius+bis mini'.s=
ter jntnus = god Terminus, whose symbol, a boundary-stone,
remained in the temple of Jupiter erected by Tarquinius

This

2

ancient Latin charade to Aulus

Gellius:

:

ZDMG

'

:

;
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illustration taken

ing

from a grave-stone

o'
TovvofJM. Brrroi pii oA<^a vay 8 /iu oAi^a X'
irarpts KaXxriSuy, ^ Si t<'x>'') <ro<t>iT],
'

interest-

is

:

<''<*•'

Mv name is theta rlio alpha siiriiia u mu alpha chi u signia
t'haleedon was my native land to be wise is art.'

;

;

This Thras.vmachus was a sophist mentioned by Plato.

arithmetical or
(/) Arithmetical riddle.— The
numerical riddle is next to be noted. Many of
these are very trivial and are based upon the form
of the numeral.
subtracted from
E.g., How does twenty remain when one is
The solution depends upon the form of the Roman
nineteen ?
numerals XIX and XX.
of
arithmetical riddle was
serious form
'

'

A

the
developed, especially by the Jews, through
numerical value of" the letters of the alphabet.

=
Jewish commentators made B-nj
one of the names of the Messiah because

Many

(

'.serpent')

the numerical value of the letters is the equivalent
of OTS.
In Gn W* the reader is .supposed to find
the name of Abraham's steward because the
numerical value of the Hebrew consonants making
up the word Eliezer equals 318, the number of tlie
patriarch's attendants. Jewish writers developed
this method of writing and interpretation into a
^
Instead of the
system and termed it Gematria.'
intended word, its numerical value was produced
by permutation of the letters in course of time
this developed into the kabbalistic method of interOne numerical riddle
preting OT Scripture.
the number
appears in the pages of the NT it is
The custom of taking
of the beast, 666 (Rev 13'8).
the letters of a word in a numerical sense was a
part of every Gnostic system. As a prominent
example we may take the word Abraxas, used by
tlie Gnostics as an amulet because the numerical
value of the Greek letters totalled 365, the number
'

;

;

days in a year.''
Another form of the arithmetical riddle is found
in the OT, and was much cultivated by the Jews
of i)ost- Biblical days and termed by them the
middah (ito). A typical example occurs in Pr

of

3yl5b.

16

satisfied.

We

not satisfied with water

Who becomes pregnant without conceiving?
Who becomes fat without eating ?
'

'

;

'

Origin and development.— The riddle origin-

ated in tlie infancy of the human race. J. G.
Herder, in his Vom Geiit der hebraischen Poesie,^
remarks that all peoples in the first stages of
culture are lovers of riddles.' The same spirit
which gave birth to the folk-song and folk-proverb
likewise produced the riddle.
genuine folk'

A

'>

is associated with
Minos, king of Crete.'' When his son, Glaucus,
the
disappeared, the monarch consulted an oracle
was
reply was in the form of an enigma which
solved by the seer, Polyidus. There are many
;

allusions to this riddle in Greek literature, especially in the great tragedians.
Pre-eminent among inigmes littiraires are the
The spontaneity
riddles of the Vedic writings.
and naivete of the folk type have entirely disappeared, and instead of these characteristics they
of an
distinctly reflect metaphysical speculation
abstruse order (see below). The same qualities
characterize the enigmas with which the Greek
their
philosophers were accustomed to enliven
banquets. At certain periods of literary activity
there have been revivals of the art of riddle-makwriters distinguished for their efforts at
;

ing

atnpayaXuiV apid^ov 5' oAoJ' e^oi'O/jLiJi'u)
OKTO} yap fiova^ay o<r<ra? 5cK(i5a? €7rt tovtois

serious literature have amused themselves by producing riddles usually trivial in subject-matter,
yet frequently beautiful in form. Riddle-making
was an attectation with the Greeks of the Byzantine period, and their production of alvly/xara and
Ohlert mentions three
ypicpoi was reduced to rules.
of the 11th cent.— Psellus, Basilius Megalo-

eKaroi'TaSa^ oktoi dirtO'TOTepot? av^pojTrots
ovvofxa 5r}X.fxj(r€L.

mitis,

JE,

«.r.

'Gematria.'

In the Sibylline verses we have a numerical enigma.
answer is the word 'It)o-oOs=888 :
1 = 10-1- T) = 8 + <T = 200 + o = 70-l-v = 400 4- o- = 200.
2

^>'

dm/jroU 6/xoiov(ie»'09
Tccro'cpoi tfnovrjGVTCL <^€'pet, to. 6' a(f>oit'a
r)|et (rapico<^dpos

Y^

The

,

Sv avTui.

&i(Taoiv

7)6*

S Cf.

'

The answer is Clouds.'
oldest recorded Greek riddle

Midrascli."»

Cf.

A

The

;

And the fire that saith not. Enough.'
The numerical riddle in this form is the favourite
the Arabs, and instances of it have
type among
also been found in Sanskrit literature.* It was
also much aflected by the Jews of Talmud ic times.
The Jewish scholar A. Wiinsche has published a
collection of the middah type of numerical riddles
under the title, Die Zahlenspriiche in Talmud und

1

for the riddle-maker.
Mythological speculation
the
actually forms a part of the riddle-hymn of
Bigveda (see below).
between
sharp distinction ought to be made
the original folk-riddle and those more or less artificial ones which have come down to us through
the channels of literature. Holland lays stress
upon this distinction by dividing riddles into
two classes: (1) Vinigme vraiment ]wpulai7-e; (2)
It is, however,
Venicime savante ou littiraire.
doubtful whether any of the folk-riddles of remote
antiquity have come Aov^tv to us in their original
form.
possess them, if at all, in the polished
(and in a sense artificial) form resulting from the
labours of literary men. The writings of the great
literary geniuses of Greece are liberally sprinkled
with such riddles; many involving subtle metaphysical discussions are found in the Bigveda.
Modem investigators have made collections of
riddles current among people of primitive culture.
In a recent edition of Holland^ the editor has
added an appendix giving a number of riddles
current among the Wolofs of Senegambia, and
similar collections are to be found in the journals
of learned societies and missionary periodicals.
Chronologically the riddle may be followetl to a
remote antiquity.
very ancient Semitic riddle
is preserved in a Babylonian tablet

the

:

3.

Greek writers had occasion to discuss the relation
between aivtytia and ypi(pos, two common designations for riddles, and the two terms fxvdos and X670J
is a clear indication that Greek enigmas touched
These two spheres
the domain of mythology.
would of necessity come together when the mystery of a natural phenomenon furnished the puzzle

:

;

'

is

form of riddles by primitive man, who also fresame literary device in his
quently used the
description of an occasional accidental occurrence,
when it constituted a mystery for him. That

'

These two lines contain the riddle proper
answer is given in the following verse
Sheol and the barren womb
The earth that

is a spontaneous expression, coming from
the depths of the soul of a people or race, not from
the mind of an individual, and consequently is
Kiddles are thereanonymous (cf. art. PROVERBS).
fore in a real sense the vox populi.
Many profound mysterious truths were expres.sed in tlie

riddle

A

.

'There are three things that are never
Yea, four that say not, Enough.'

;

767

Comm. on

F.

Delitzsch,
2 vols., Edinburgh, 1874-75,
Parallelen zinn AT, p. 17 f.

tr.

M. G. Easton,

Proverbs,
loc. ; Jacob,

ad

*

ZDMG

5

2 vols., Weimar, 1782-83, reprint, Gotha, 1890.

Ixv. [1911].

Altarabische

poets

and Aulikalamus— who devoted themselves
almost exclusively to the writing of riddles. The
1

Devinettes ou iiugmes popvlaires de la France.

2 1877, originally published in 1628.
3 Rawlinson, WAIii. table 16, lines 48-50.
*
iii. iii. 1 f.

Apollodorus,
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poets of the 6tli cent, and their
Anglo-Saxon successors collected and wrote ritldles
In France of the 17th cent, men like
extensively.
Boileau delighted in penning riddles Boileau's
riddle on the flea is famous while Voltaire and
Rousseau did not disdain to try their skill in

Anglo-Latin

—

—

making tliem. Fenelon tests the sagacity of
Telemaque by propounding riddles to him. The
popularity of this form of literaiy expression in
France, during the period covered by the name
just mentioned, may be judged by the publication
of the Recueil cles enigmes de ce temps,^ under the
editorship of C. Cotin. The Mercnre de France
was a veliicle for the publication of riddles, and
Duchesne edited a Magasin enigmatique.
In England riddles were much affected by literary
men in the age of Swift, who produced many of
them. The trivial subject-matter of Swift's riddles
On Ink,' On a Pen,' On a Fan '—indicates
that tliey were merely the by-products of literary
activity and employed for the purpose of whiling

—

'

'

'

away

idle hours.

But

it

was

left to Schiller, after

going back to the age of the Sibyls and learning
the art of riddle-making from them, to develop the
riddle into a beautiful poem, a work of literary art.
One may be quoted to show that, while the subjectmatter is trivial, the verse bears all the marks of
the genius of the German poet.
'

Auf einer grossen Weide gehen
Viel tausend Schafe silberweiss

:

Wie wir sie heute wandeln sehen,
Sah sie der alleralt'ste Greis.
Sie altern nie und triuken Leben

Aus einem unerschoptten Born,
Ein Hirt ist ihnen zugegeben
Mit schon gebog'nem Silberhorn.

Er
Er

treibt sie aus zu goldnen Thoren,
iiherzahlt sie jede Nacht,
hat der Lauimer keins verloren,
oft er auch den Weg voUbracht.

Und
So

Ein treuer Hiind hilft sie ilim leiten,
Ein muntrer Widder geht voran.
Die Heerde, kannst du sie niir deuten?
Und auch den Hirten zeig' mir an 2
'

!

Triviality as to subject-matter is the outstanding
characteristic of modern literary riddles, and in
this particular they are wholly unlike those of
With the ancients, as is noticed below
antiquity.
(§ 6), riddles touched the serious issues of life.
Life and death were involved in unravelling them ;
weighty policies of State depended on their solution ; and even the sacred rites of religion were
enlivened by tlie proposing and guessing of riddles.

—

Riddles are usually expressed in
4. Form,
rhyme or verse. Goethe sets forth this characteristic

So legt der Dichter ein

Kiinstlich mit "Worten verschrankt, oft der

Riithsel,
Versammlung ins

Ohr.'^

Samson's enigma, the only popular riddle preserved in the OT, bears all the marks of ancient
Hebrew poetry (Jg H^'*). The Greek riddles
scattered through the works of the poets and
philosophers are usually in metre. The AngloLatin poets of the Middle Ages put their enigmas
into hexameter verse, and the riddles of the AngloSaxon period are in metrical form. Many Jewish
poets of the Middle Ages exercised their muse by

imtting riddles into poetic form. The length and
character of these may be judged by a production
of the poet al-Harizi (13th cent.), in which he takes
46 lines to describe the ant in enigmatical form.
It was a favourite custom of the native Arabic

grammarians to put their rules in poetical riddles.
Many examples of these have been collected by
G. Rosen.* Schiller's riddle quoted above shows
12 vols, in
'>

*

—

As riddles are rooted in meta5. Occurrence.
phors, it is not surprising to find that they are of
universal occurrence. They have been discovered
among the peoples of primitive culture the world
Abb6 Boilet, in writing of the Wolofs of
over.
Senegambia, says tliat these savages at the evening
in
time
the hut or by the camp-fire ask each other
riddles.
The BedaAvi, as he sits by his tent door,
whiles away the evening hours by proposing them,
and the Russian peasant enlivens the long hours of
a winter's evening by attempting their solution.
The Vedic writings abound in them, and they
occur in the remains of the literature of ancient
race like the Greeks, specially gifted
Persia.
with literary genius, delighted in them. Greek
literature furnishes abundant material for estimating the influence and popularity of riddles among
a race whose -achievements in literature have been
unsurpassed. Greek poetry is especially rich in
them they are found frequently in Homer and
were popular because of the high place which the
Homeric poems had in the esteem of the Hellenic
Riddles naturally played a large part in
race.
Greek tragedy, because the solution of the riddle
influenced the course of events.
Every poet who
in any
way touched the Theban cycle of myths
was compelled to bring in the riddle of the Sphinx.
The comic poets delighted in entertaining their
audiences by formulating riddles in which thej'
The titles of
castigated the follies of society.
some of the comedies suggest that they were
written in mockery of an affectation for enunciating enigmas; e.g., Eubulus gave one of his
comedies the title Sphingokarion, i.e. a slave who,
Theocritus
like the Sphinx, is full of riddles.
puts enigmatical sayings into the mouths of his
shepherds, and Virgil imitates him. The Jews of
mediaeval times cultivated them with zest as a

A

;

means of intellectual gymnastics and made them
an important part of social entertainment.
An interesting scientific problem is the occurrence of the same riddle among peoples far removed
geographically, and belonging to distinct ethnoGaston Paris, in his preface to
logical groups.
Rolland's Devinettes oti enigmes, calls attention to
One of his examples is
this striking phenomenon.
a folk-riddle. Its French form is
Je vaia, je viens dans ma raaison,
On vient peur me prendre
Ma maison se sauve par les fenStrcs
Et moi je reste en prison.'
Answer Le poisson et le filet.
:

'

Alexis
Cf.

4,

Parabeln und

Leipzig, n.d.

i.

Riithsel, 3
202).

(Sammtliche Werke,

und Dora,
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:

The Scotch form
'

line 25 f.
xiv. [1860] 697 ff., xx. [1886] 589

flf.

is

:

The robbers cam

tae oor hoose

When we

in

were

a'

;

The hoose lap out at the windows
And we were a' ta'en.'
Answer Fishes caught in a net.
:

Gaston Paris states that this riddle circulates in
Russia and among the Lapps that it has been
found among the Chinese and the Negroes of W.
;

Africa

;

that

it is

also current

among

the Basques.

Three hypotheses have been propounded to explain
the occurrence of a riddle like tliat just quoted
1
among peoples far removed from each other.
A common origin has been postulated. (2) The
transmission of the riddle from one race to another
has been suggested. Both theories are inadequate
(

)

to explain the occurrence of the same riddle among
two races as far separated as the Scottish and
(3) The hypothesis which attributes the
similarity to the identity of the constitution of
the human mind is now very generally accepted.
This view does not entirely exclude the possi-

Chinese.

Paris, 1646.

2 F.
Sohiller,

.

this poet invested it with the peculiar charm
It is the poetical form
of rhythmical expression.
in which it is couched that lends the riddle much
of its impressiveness and stimulates the intellect
to solution.

;

:
'

J

how

RIDDLE
bility of literary borrowiu;,', wliifli iss quite proliable
in the case of riddles with a prominent place in
literature.
Writers have undoubtedly iielped
themselves to what tradition furnished and have

not hesitated

A

refurbish an older enigma.
notable example of this is the riddle which, according to tradition, Homer failed to solve (see next
to

col.).
over' e'Aofifi' \i.ir6n«8a, o<t'

ovx t\onev

<l><p6iJie6a,

we had we lost, what we did not have we kept.'
Tlie same riddle circulated in the Middle Ages in
Latin and the popular vernacular ' for these
versions the hypothesis of literary transmission is
more reasonable than that of the iilentity of the
human mind. K. Simrock * calls attention to the
fact that many Greek riddles also circulate in
German and Scandinavian versions. The resemblances may usually be traced to literary influences,
but great caution should be used in accounting for
these similarities especially in the case of the
'

Wliat

;

spontaneous folk-riddle.
6. Uses.
The riddle played an important part

—

in the intellectual and social life of
antiquity as
well as in the Middle Ages.
With the ancients it
was a literary form employed for serious purposes
in the spheres of politics, philosophy, and religion.
Many of the most prominent figures of history are
renowned because of their ability either to formulate riddles or to interpret them.
Of Biblical
characters Solomon and Daniel live in history as
skilful in the
solution of dark sayings and

enigmas,* The esteem in which such skUl was
held among Jews of a later time may be judged by
the ascription of similar gifts to hypostatized
Wisdom.* Monarchs of renown are represented as
engaged in contests with one another in the
solution of riddles.
Solomon and Hiram of Tyre
engaged in such competition the former was continuously successful untU his rival called in the
assistance of a famous magician Abdemon.* A
Greek legend tells how Amasis, king of Egypt,
engaged in a similar contest with the king of tne
Ethiopians.^ The Egyptian monarch sent for aid
;

to Bias, the wisest of the Greeks.
In the life of
^sop we read of a riddle contest between a Babylonian king Lycurgus and Nectanebo of Egypt ;
the former is continuously victorious through the
assistance of iEsop. Alexander the Great, during
his campaign in India, summons Hindu
sages
before his throne and challenges them to solve
riddles of his own propounding.
Even the gods
are represented as indulging in this pastime ;
Jupiter proposes a riddle to King Numa.'' The
Longobards had a custom of propounding riddles
to their deity Gwodan which they expected him to
solve a custom suggesting the seeking of oracles.
Frequently the contest by riddle was serious
enough to involve life and death. The contestant
who was vanquished lost his life. Competitions of
this kind occurred among the
rhapsodists, both
Indian and Greek. The epic poem, Mdampodie,
attributed to Theognis, contains an account of a

—

1

Symphosius (6th cent.) gives it in Latin
Est nova notaruni cunctis captura ferarum
Ut si quid capias, id tecum ferre recuses,
At si nil capias, id tu tamen ipse reportes.'
Pierre Grognet gives it in Latin and French as it circulated
the Middle Ages
'Ad silvam vado venatum cum cane quiuo :
Quod capio perdo, quid fugit hoc habeo.'
The French version runs
A la forest m'en voys chasser
Avecques cinq chiens h trasser.
Ce que je prens, je pers et tiens,
Ce qui s'enfuyt ay et retiens.'
:

'

:

'

*
6
7
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3 vols., Frankfort, 1853-63.
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Plutarch, Conviv. Sept. Sap.
Ovid, Fast. iiL 339-346.
VOL. X. 49

—

viii.

;

destroys tliose

who

when Gidipus

is

fail

to solve her riddle, and,

successful, the monster hurls
herself over a precipice.
There are modern Greek
legends in which the failure to solve a ridiUe costs
a man his life.
monster living in a castle propounds a riddle and gives forty days for its
solution.
Unfortunate is the person who fails, foi

A

the monster devours him. The resemblance to the
story of the Sphinx is evident. lu the Mahdbharata the legend takes another form the hero
Yudhishthira frees two brothers from the fetters
of a monster by the solution of a riddle.
Teutonic
in the so-called
legends are of similar import
Wartburg-Krieg there is a deadly riddle contest
between Odin and the giant Wafthrudlinir, and
another instance has been immortalized by
Schiller.'
In certain parts of Germany the
boy
who fails to solve a riddle is greeted with such
Er ist des Henkers,' Muss sich
expressions as
:

:

'

'

:

zum Henker
^

'

scheeren,'

Komnit

These expressions

in die Holle,'

'

Ist

be relics from the
times when the unsuccessful competitor actually
todt.'

may

lost his life.

In

other legends the wnning of a bride is
to depend on the solution of a riddle by the
This custom was known in the India of
suitor.
Vedic times, and also appears in the Norse legend
which represents Thor as promising his daughter
to the dwarf Alvis on condition that the latter

made

answers a long

list of perplexing questions.
This
feature is present in the Theban Sphinx legend,
for the hand of Queen Jocasta was promised to
the man who would be successful in solving the
famous riddle and thereby freeing the land from
the ravages of the monster.
On the other hand,
failure to solve the riddle often cost the suitor his
life.

3

—

Riddles in social life. The propounding and
solution of riddles was included in the merry7.

making that formed a part
Samson's
instance

of

wedding

festivities.

riddle, already quoted, is not the only
of such a use preserved in literature ;

Samson's Greek compeer Hercules, although uninvited, goes to the wedding of Keyx and joins the
rhapsodists in the solution of riddles.
Plato is responsible for the statement that
riddle-making was a favourite pastime with lads
in his day ;* when the Romans came under Greek
influence, the boys were instructed in the forming
of enigmas.'' In the best days of their history the
banquets of the Greeks were something more than
drinking-bouts ; intellectual pleasures were culti-

vated, and prominent among these was the riddle,
which was the delight not only of poets and
philosophers, but also of the masses. The banquet
was under the control of a symposiarch, under
whose direction the riddle passed from person to
The successful guesser won a prize those
person.
who failed paid a penalty. Usually the prize was
the laurel -wreath, and the penalty consisted in
drinking unmixed wine or wine mingled with salt
water.^
Aulus Gellius'' describes an Athenian
dinner-party of his day (A.D. 2nd cent.) the host
propounds a riddle to each of his guests ; the
winner receives the laurel-wreath or the copy of a
:

1

Das deutsche Rathselhuch,

3 1

riddle content between the two fuiuous seers,
Calchas and Mopsus. According to one tradition,
the former is victorious according to another, the
latter ; but in either case the vanquished loses his
life.
The authority of Plutarch supports the
legend of a struggle of this type between Theognis
and Homer, in which the latter is worsted and dies
of mortification.
In the Theban legend the Sphinx

;

in

:

2

r69

Turandot.
Rochholz, Ahmannisches Einderlied, Leipzig, 1857.
*
Turandot.
Rep. v. 479.
Grammarian Pompeius.
We are indebted to Athenseus for these details (xi. 457).

Cf.

2 E. L.
3.

3 Cf. Schiller's
5

6
7
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Sometinies a money prize was offered.
Jews of the Middle Ages, according to
Abrahams,^ riddles were a regular table game, and
all the great Jewish poets of this period composed
acrostics and enigmas of considerable merit.
The
in
ceremonies.
8. Riddles
religious
strangest use of riddles to the modern mind is
in connexion with religious rites and ceremonies.

rare book.
With the

—

peoples of primitive culture enigmas are
asked and answered in the proximity of a corpse or

Among

at harvest time. Among the Bolang Mongondo
(Celebes) riddles are never asked except when
In the Aru
there is a corpse in the village.
archipelago, while a corpse is uncofBned, watchers
propound riddles to each other or think of things
which others are to guess. This practice is evidently rooted in animism, and enigmatical language may be used to puzzle the spirit of the dereminiscence of this custom seems to
parted.
linger in Brittany, where old men are accustomed
to seat themselves on grave-stones and ask each
other riddles after the friends of the deceased
and the mourners have gone home. Among the
Akamba of British E. Africa boys and girls at the
time of circumcision interpret pictographs which
are termed riddles. At harvest time the riddle is
looked upon as a charm which may make or mar
the crops. The Alfoors of the Central Celebes
engage in riddle-guessing during the season when
On the
the crops are tilled and are growing.
Make our rice to
solution of a riddle they exclaim
grow, make fat ears to grow both in the valley and

A

'

:

'

Animistic conceptions probably
underlie this custom, and the prayer is to be regarded as addressed to the spirits of the ancestors.
The answers of the Greek oracles
(a) Grades.
were usually couched in a riddle or enigmatical
statement. In this connexion it is exceedingly
suggestive to note that Aristophanes^ terms the
answers of oracles ypl(poi, a word commonly used for
riddles.
The oldest Greek riddle is the answer of
the oracle to Minos, king of Crete. As oracles
were consulted before important political undertakings and military campaigns, the significance
of the enigma in Greek life cannot be over-

on the heights

!

—

estimated.

—

Vedic literature reveals a
(c) In Vedie hymns.
unique use of riddles in religious ceremonies and
in metaphysical speculation.
It is most suggestive
that the Vedic word
brahmodya, or brahmavadya,
is a designation for a poetic religious riddle, as well
as a term descriptive of speculative discussion.
Etymological ly the word denotes 'analysis of the
Brahma.' In one of the Vedic hymns ^ the description of Agni is put in the form of a riddle
Who among you has understood this hidden (god)? The
calf has by itself given birth to its mothers.
The germ of many
(mothers), the great seer, moving by his own strength, comes
:

'

forward from the lap

of

the active ones.'

(The mothers are

waters.)

The famous riddle hymn

of Dirghatamas is a part
of the Rigveda.- It contains 52 verses, of which
all except one are riddles.
The theme of this hymn

theosophy and theosophical speculation which
revolves aoout cosmic phenomena, mythology, and
human organs. The hymn may be characterized
as a poetical expression of primitive Hindu philo-

is

sophy in enigmatical language. It was intended to
be used by priests as they offered sacrifices. The

most striking use of poetic riddles or charades, to
enliven the mechanical and technical progress of
sacrifice by impressive intellectual pyrotechnics,'
was in connexion with the famous horse-sacrifice,
or a&vamedha. This part of the ritual was conducted by two priests, one asking the riddle and
the other giving the answer.' These riddles are
'

so unique in the history of religion that they are
of special notice.
At the horse-sacrifice one priest asks
Who, verily, moveth
quite alone
who, verily, is born again and again
what,
and what is the great
forsooth, is the remedy for cold

worthy

'

:

;

;

;

(greatest) pile?'

The answer is: 'The sun moveth quite alone; the moon is
born again and again Agni (fire) is the remedy for cold the
;

earth

is

;

the great (greatest)

pile.'

The priest called hotar asks the priest called adhvaryu,
What, forsooth, is the sun-like light what sea is there Uke
unto the ocean what, verily, is higher than the earth what is
the thing whose measure is not known ?'
Brahma is the sun-like light heaven is the
The answer is
'

;

;

;

'

:

;

sea like unto the ocean (the god) Indra is higher than the
earth ; the measure of the cow is (quite) unknown.'
I ask thee for
Again, the following questions and answers
the highest summit of the earth ; I ask thee for the navel of the
universe I ask thee for the seed of the lusty steed ; I ask thee
for the highest heaven of speech.'
This altar is the highest summit of the earth this sacrifice
is the navel of the universe
this soma [the intoxicating sacrificial drink] is the seed of the lusty steed [god Indra?]; this
Brahman priest is the highest heaven [i.e. the highest exponent]
of speech.'
(The translation is that of Bloomfield.)
;

'

:

;

'

;

immediately before entering upon the disastrous
Athenians consulted the Delphic oracle
as a reply the Pythia commanded the Athenians to bring the
priestess of Athene from Erj'thrsea. This enigmatical reply
turns about the name of the priestess 'Ho-uxt'a (' Rest')-^
E.g.,

Sicilian expedition, the

The

;

was specially adapted for oracles bewas puzzling and consequently impressive,
and at the same time concealed ignorance of the
riddle

cause

it

—

At

at

When

:

Then there followed a sacred meal at which these
worshippers propounded and answered riddles
Kai

{alvlyfjLara

ypL(povs).*

It

is

that

probable

a

similar custom prevailed at other religious festivals at least an allusion has been discovered to it
in a fragment of the poet Diphilus.
riddle
contest between three maidens in connexion with a
feast of Adonis on the island of Samos is referred
to in his comedy entitled Theseus.
The Lmvs of
Manu enacted that riddles were to be asked at the
;

A

irdddha
quoted

feasts.

One

of the

enactments

may

be

:

Whatever may please the Brahmapas, let him give without
it
let him give riddles from the Vedas, for that is
*
agreeable to the manes.'
'

grudging

;

;

Riddles formed a part of the
festivals.
the festival of Agrionia, sacred to
Dionysus. In the rites of this festival women first
sought for the god as if he had been lost.
had ceased their quest, they exclaimed
they
•
Dionysus has betaken himself to the Muses.'
{b)

—
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'

a right generally as ' one man's
has defined
capacity of influencing the acts of another, by
means, not of his own strength, but of opinion or
the force of society.'* The definition is useful as
bringing out the complex character of the idea of

RIGHTS
It implies, as lie {joes on with excellent
light.
lucidity to indicate, the fourfold relation between
(1) the subject or person who has the ri^dit, or
the 'person entitled'; (2) the person who lias the
corresponding duty, or the person obliged ; (3)
the object over which the right is exercised ; and
The
(4) the act of forbearance which is exacted.
delinition further emphasizes the important fact
tiiat for the existence of a right in the full sense
of the word recognition is necessary, and it
'

'

properly

distinguishes between those rights which rest
merely on the approval of public opinion (subsequently by an unfortunate choice called 'moral
and those which are protected by legal
rights
enactment, or legal rights.' On the other hand,
the definition fails in so far as it uses ' society in
a sense either too wide or too narrow too wide
in so far as it ignores the different forms of
)

'

'

—

social organization, each with its own system of
rights and duties, of which society in general
consists (family, school, church, etc.), too narrow
if it is intended to exclude reference to the rights
of nations.
And this criticism leads to another.
The delinition contains an implicit denial not only

besides the rights actually recognized by
whether by its law or by its public opinion,
there are rights founded on the requirements of
human nature itself things that are rights simply
but also that there is any
because they are ' right
essential relation at all between the adjectival and
the substantival meaning of the word.^
science
like jurisprudence has of course a right to define
that,

society,

—

'

—

A

its

way most convenient

terms in the

But that

for its

own

a ditlerent thing from
claiming that its use expresses the only legitimate
or the most fundamental use of the term. In
opposition to this it may be claimed that any
delinition of right generally must be defective
which fails to indicate what this relation is. In
the present article, written from the point of view
of ethics and religion, the main object will be to
supply this omission. In the attempt to do so it
will be convenient to preface the main subject with
a short statement (I) of the origin and development of the idea of individual rights, and (2) of
the chief theories that have been held as to the
ground of rights, with the view of leading up to
(3) a more inclusive definition, and suggesting some
deductions and applications to current problems of
the rights of individuals and nations which may
serve as a verification of its conclusions.
special purpose.

T.

is

Development of the idea of individ-

—

ual RIGHTS. It is by this time a commonplace
of sociology that in early forms of society, so far
from finding a stage at which individual thought
and action are free from the pressure of the social
environment, we have one in which the mind and
will of individuals are dominated by the collective
mind as expressed in the customs of the group.
This subordination is nowhere better illustrated
than in the history of the idea of right. If we
turn to the early use of SiKaios in Greek literature,
we find it in Horner^ simply in the sense of possessing rules or customs, and as in this sense the
mark of civilized life, in contrast to the mannerless
Cyclops. Between tliis and the use in Thucydides
and Xenophon

in such phrases as Skaia irouTv and
dUaia ?x^iv there is a wide gap.
In these a moral
reference to things that not only is it the rule to
1 On
p. 84 the writer congratulates the English language on

having two words, law and right,' which enables it to keep
those meanings apart, and commiserates other languages which,
like German, have only one, and have thus involved writers in
endless disputes as to their relation to each other. The reader,
however, may compare this contrast with Bentham's even more
pungent strictures on the ambiguity of English as compared
with French usage, enabling it to slip from the moral to the
right,' as Don Quixote from one saddle to
political use of
another without changing horses (Works, ii.).
'

'

'

2

Liddell

and

Scott,

s. v.

'
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do, but that may be claimed by tiie individual as
by right, has emerged, and we might think (particularly in the latter plira.se) that we have reached
an explicit acknowledgment of the idea of the
'
rights which the individual in turn 'possesses.'
But the student of Greek ethics knows that in its
classical exponents there is as yet no word corresponding to either 'rights' or 'duties' in the
modern sense.
have to wait another generation before, in the Stoic rd KadriKovra, we have the
definite specification of things that are right to be
done as definitely 'belonging' to the individual.
Even here we are .still far from the idea of these as
'

We

implying corresponding rights.' In early Roman
law itself, which did so much to develop the idea
'

Maine has
more prominent than that of
What Roman law ed'ected was to transrights.^
late the Stoic idea of personality and the 'law of
of personality,

pointed out,

is

the idea of duty, as

far

nature,' which personality embodied, into terms of
civic relationships and so, by conceiving of a universal justice or right of nations,'-* to pave the way
for the recognition of the further idea of rights
that belonged to an individual independently of
Thencehis membership in a particular society.
forth one might say tnat the development of the

two ideas, the legal and the moral, proceeds pari
passu, seeing that the idea of the individual as a
personality with rights as against society is at
once the creation of the recognition of him as
endowed with rights in society and an important
factor in the development of the claim for this
recognition itself.
The story of the spectral analysis of the law of
nature into the prismatic colours of natural rights
is a long one.*
The chief infiuence was undoubtedly
the Christian religion, appealing on the one hand
to a primitive state of freedom and equality, on
the other hand to a relation of man to God which
was essentially a personal one. But these seeds of
the idea of the rights of man had to await a soil
'

'

congenial to them, which was first found when
English tradition and temperament led to a revolt
against social and political despotism in the time
of Wyclif.* By the middle of the 17th cent., and
still more by the I8th, the claims of rights, in both
Old and New England, were already deeply tinged
with individualistic theory as to the nature of
It was under this infiuence that
government.
Slilton declared that all men were naturally born
bom to command and not to obey';'
free
that a century later Blackstone wrote
'

.

.

.

;

The principal aim of society is to protect individuals in the
enjoyment of those absolute rights which were vested in them
by the immutable laws of nature ^
'

'

;

and that even Burke,

in the midst of his violent
protest against the doctrine of absolute rights,
formulates a doctrine of society laying stress on
the idea of rights rather than duties
Civil Society is an institution of beneficence, and law itself
is only beneficence acting by a rule.
Men have a right to justice
they have a right to the fruits of their industry, and to the
means of making industry fruitful. They have a right to the
acquisitions of their parents to the nourishment and improvement of their offspring to instruction in life and consolation
in death.
Whatever each man can separately do \\ithout
:

'

;

;

;

1
Holland, who quotes this view, refers to the interesting
illustration of the same priority in Japanese law, which had no
word for ' right ' until the suggestive phrase ' power-interest '
was coined by a Japanese writer on Western public law in 1868.
2 It is
important to realize that the Roman ius gentium is
the right common to all nations, not international right.
3 Reference should be made to artt. Individualism and I>t)ivid-

UALITT.
*

See

art.

Individualism, vol.

vii.

p. 2211'.

On

the influence

on the Peasant Revolt see D. G. Ritchie,
Natural Hights, p. 8, and on the men of the Commonwealth,
The Clarke Papers, ed. C. H. Firth, 4 vols., London, 1891-1901,

of Scriptural ideas

passim.
5

Quoted

in

Quoted

ib.

W.

Wallace, Lectures

Theology and Ethics, p. 216.
6
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do for himself and
trespassing upon others, he has a right to
he has a right to a fair portion of all which society with all its
i
combinations of skill and force can do in his favour."

that he can be said to will the rights that are
actually assigned to him. These depend on the
will of another.
But, as on the side both of sovereign and of subject there exists no other reason
for loyalty to the contract but fear, the logical
outcome would seem to be that rights resolve
themselves into mights. This was concealed from
Hobbes by his ambiguous use of natural rights.'
Spinoza perceived the ambiguity and, by purging
the theory of this inconsistency, claimed to have
preserved natural right safe and sound in the civil
robbed it, in other words, of its saving
state'

;

These passages are sufficient to show the close
connexion between the development of the idea of
of
right in its later phases and the development
theory.

But, before turning to this, we may notice how the
circumstances which made religion the rnain influence in the development of the idea of rights in
the middle period explain also (what otherwise
might seem an inversion of the natural order) why,
looked at from the side of the nature of the rights
themselves, the claim to spiritual rights should have
preceded the claim to political rights and the claim
to economic rights should have lagged behind both.
While it may appear that the movement here is
from the more inward to the more outward and
material, in reality it was in the first place from
condition to the conditioned, and in tlie second
from the more formal and abstract to the more
substantial and concrete. Doubtless the instinctive
sense of human capacities in the individual, as
dependent for their development on the active
assistance of society in the removal of all removable obstructions,' was operative from the first.

'

'

—
^

grace.

right rests on no other ba.sis than
might, however contrary to men's instinctive judgments, once suggested, has much to support it in
the violent origin of many forms of society and in
the imposition of conditions of life that depend on
the will of the stronger and, under the influence of
some modern ideas of the meaning of the struggle
for existence, it has recently assumed a new imIt
portance as applied to the rights of nations.
must be sufficient here to notice the objection to it
that is at once the most obvious and the most

The view that

;

'

fatal.
If we

look at society as it actually is at any
its development, instead of a commimity
of crouching slaves it presents the appearance of a
willing and orderly interchange of services involving mutual rights and duties, howe^'er little
consciously recognized in this form. In all societies

was only through freedom of thought and
speech and some measure of political power that
this sense could make itself articulate and the way

But

it

stage of

could be prepared for the establishment of the
conditions of substantive freedom. Add to this
once more the influence exercised upon the development of men's ideas as to their rights by powerful
forms of abstract theory as to the ground of rights
in general and as to the sphere of law, and it is
not difficult to understand why, from the side of
the content, the fuller idea of the rights of the
individual, and of his claim to the active assistance
of society in the recovery of the lost title-deeds
of humanity in the sphere of material well-being,
has been so late in developing.

at some stage of their development there are conditions so remote from the ordinary interests of
individuals that tlieir place in this order of mutual
service is obscured and they are resented as interferences with them.
But, if the mass of the
conditions of life were of this kind, no society
would hold together for a day. Custom in society,
like habit in the individual, which has been called
the great fly-wheel of life,' may reconcile to
isolated inconveniences, but customs as a whole (as
of
sociologists are now agreed) represent ways
action that have been more or less consciously
selected as the best adapted to secure, under the
circumstances and beliefs of the time in which they
arise, the satisfaction of fundamental instincts and
to further common interests.
Impotent to mould
customs, the power of the stronger is more likely
to be broken by than to break them if it measures
itself against them, and it remains true that 1:he
live
system of rights and duties under which men
is supported in the last resort not by might but by
the general sense that it is in harmony with their
ideas of the kind of life which they desire to live.
'

'

'

'

'

II. Theories of the ground of rights.— i.
Theory of the Social Compact.— If what has been

said as to the history of the idea of rights is sound,
we may expect to find that, while ancient theories
of the nature of justice as we find them from the
time of the Sophists downwards are susceptible of
translation into terms of rights, the problem of
the ground of rights in explicit form is essentially
a modern one. It was not till the question of the
raised in 16th
rights of the subject was definitely
cent. England that theories as to their origin and
ground came to be central in political thought. It
must be sufficient here to select the more typical.
From the outset responsible thinkers have worked
under a profound sense of the moral or inward
reference contained in the conception of rights.
It was in this spirit that modern theory at its
outset sought for the source of legal rights, not
but in the will of
primarily in the will of another,
the members of society themselves expressed in a

compact.
The theory of rights as founded on compact has
taken two forms according to the view of human
nature from which it starts.
from the concep(a) 'Might is right.' Starting
tion of a state of nature (as in Hobbes's well-known
account of it) as a war of all against all, not only
law and government but society itself is conceived
of as resting on a compact whereby individuals
but barren right to
agree to resign their natural
afl things in order to secure a limited portion
of the soverguaranteed by the overruling might
The ground of a man's rights on this view
eign.
and security
may be said to be his own will to peace
to control of the
but, as he has renounced all right
actual conditions of peace, it is only by a fiction

was the perception of this
{b) Natural rights.— It
fact that led to the second form of the social contract theory as it was held by Locke and profoundly
influenced political thought for a century and a
half after him. According to this theory, society
Law and government are instituted,
is natural.
not to hold it together, but to guarantee certain
fundamental rights wliich are endangered by the
weakness of the social element in its members
The
chiefly those of life, liberty, and property.
contract here is not of the citizens with one another,
but between the citizens as a body and the
of it is
sovereign for the time. The substance
that law and government shall concern themselves
with the maintenance of the conditions which may
theory
preserve these rights to the individual.
of this kind would appear to involve a purely
the
of
basis
the
utilitarian idea of
rights which
society recognizes, but the idea of a law of nature
which had fixed these fundamental rights as some-

—

A

;

1

Quoted

in Wallace, p. 215.

For the clearer statement of his view see the postTractatxis Politicm, eh. ii. There are of course other
elements in Spinoza's philosophy which lead to a totally different
conclusion.
1

Ep.

humous

1.
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and inipresciiptible in the individual
the present
time too strong and was for the
hap
overpower the appeal to general liappi-

thinL' absolute

was by

this
sullioient to

which

ness,

temi)er of

in

England was more congenial

to the

succeeding age,

this view an antithesis is set up between the
quite definite standard of social enactment and the
quite indefinite idea of right* inalienable from
the individual. It was vain to try to define these
life,

liberty, property.

Such words are

only the names of things entirely indefinite in
meaning and scope until we know what is the kind
of life, what use is to be made of liberty, wherein
In the
the right to property precisely consists.
result the claim to natural rights was merely the
removal from the meaning of right of any reference
to a standard otiier than what Ireton had long ago
called that wild and vast notion of what in every
man's conception is just or unjust.' ^ Any attempt
to translate such a view into practice could only
end in despotic forms of government Cromwellian
or Napoleonic, as the case might be.
When pressed
'

'

'

—

in theory, it was no less bound to issue in reaction
in favour of the claim of the State to assign the
limits of individual right on its own principles and
so lead back by another route to might as the one
standard of right.
The way to this reaction
2. Utilitarian theory.
was prepared by the appeal to utility in such
writers as Jeremy Bentham, who could see nothing
in the doctrine of natural rights but anarchical
It Avas metaphysics, and that worst form
fallacy.'
of metaphysics, 'metaphysics upon stilts.'

—

'

Rights are the fruits of the law, and of the law alone.
There are no rights without law— no rights contrary to the law
no rights anterior to the law.' 2
'

—

Law

doubtless is the declaration of a will on the
part of individuals to whom other individuals are
but this
generally disposed to render obedience
disposition to obedience is the result, not of any
harmony of the law with natural rights, but
chiefly of habit supported by a sense or calculation which each individual makes for himself as
to what he stands to gain or lose by breaking away
;

'

'

from

to be

the greatest happiness of the greatest
with a view to it, everj'body is t<j count
as one, nobody as more than one.
But for wiiom
is

number

'

'

;

a to be' ? Not for the individual, to whom
the greatest happiness of the greatest number is
nothing. Not for society, which, apart from the
individuals who compose it, is nobody at all. If
natural rights
are metaphysics upon stilts,
utility is metaphysics in tne air.
The development
3. Idealistic theory of rights.
of what for want of a better name may be called
the idealistic theory of rights is the history of the
attempt to do justice to the partial truths which
these one-sided theories represent.
We know from
Plato's dialogues how far current theory had gone
in the assertion of the doctrine that might is right
and of the contractual theory which we have seen
is required to supplement it.^ His own
theory of
he develops as a direct answer to it. But
justice
his treatment of justice as a general feature of the
good life rather than a particular phase of it
obscures its application to the question of riglite.
What emerges is that the aim of civic society is to
do the fullest justice to the capacities of individuals
by assigning each his place in an organized system
of social purposes.
Aristotle's treatment of the
same subject enables him in a well-known passage^
to face more directly the issue raised by the
Sophists as to the existence of a natural or, as it
would be better expressed, an essential right. His
conclusion amounts to the denial of any hard and
fast line between the natural and the conventional.
Law is partly natural, partly conventional. In all
laws there is an element that is universal and one
that is particular to the circumstances: they all,
e.g., condemn theft, but the penalty will be differIn the same spirit a distinction is made
ent.
elsewhere* between universal, or common, law and
the fStos v6iios of the particular community. Some
have seen in this an anticipation of the law of
nature as understood by ISth cent, writers. Aris'

is tliis
'

tlie

On

rights as

There
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'

it.'

'

'

'

'

'

—

'

'

totle's

treatment of law and government elsewhere,

as having for its

aim the

what

realization of

is

best

in man,^ must exonerate him fi'om all responsibility
for what D. G. Kitchie has called the turgid river
of rhetoric on this subject that has flowed through
'

'

The theory thus stated has the advantage over
natural right in perceiving that rights must be
relative on the one hand to actual concrete interand on

other to the good of society. But,
in conceiving of the one concrete interest as consisting in the sum of satisfactions of desires that are
qualitatively identical, and of the control of society
as concerned merely with the arrangements that will
give each individual the maximum of freedom in
the pursuit of such satisfactions with a minimum
of the inconvenience which any interference involves, this advantage is counterbalanced by the
ests,

tlie

disap)iearance of all distinction between interest
and right. From the side of ethics, this means
that duty becomes an empty word ; from- the side
of politics, that there can be no appeal to a 'right'
in contradistinction to convenience.
True, the
convenience is that of societj'. But this convenience is merely what is required to produce an
average of satisfaction among the individuals and
is without claim on any one of these except in so
far as it coincides with his own.
It is not to be
wondered at that such a view sliould be employed
to justify alternately the purest anarchy, as in the
once popular doctrine of laissez-faire (q.v.), and the
purest tyranny, as in the exaltation of the State
as the creator of all right.
Utilitarianism does
not of course escape the necessity of appealing to
'
'
an ought or a to be as opposed to what is.
'

'

Clarke Papers, i. 264. In this sense it merges in what is
sometimes called the intuitional theory of rights, but is only a
tame expression of the other.
3 Ih.
Jeremy Bentham, Works, iii. 221.
p. 219.
1

'

'

modern politics.
While the Epicureans reverted

to the Sophistic
theory of right as founded on convention, the
Stoics rose to the conception of human law as an
imperfect embodiment of a law of nature identical
with the Divine Reason. We have already seen
how this conception was more fertile on the negative than on the positive side— in the condemnation
of artificial distinctions between races and castes
than in the assertion of the rights of individuals
as souls of infinite possibilities.
To the Koman
lawyers the appeal to a ius naturale meant merely
the appeal, as in (^aius, to laws that were common
to all nations.'
In Aquinas the law of nature appears, not only
side by side with civil law, but as the foundation
of it.
As something deeper than human law and

forming a pattern on which they should
be modelled, it thus receives new authoiity. From
a mere statement of what is common to nations it
becomes a precept to use those means by which
life is preservecl, to marry, educate children to
know the truth about God and live in society.'*
institution,

'

1

Rfp. bks.

3

Rhet.

i.

2

i.-ii.

13.

Elh. Xic. v. 7.
Particularly Pol.

i.

Ulpian extended the ins naturale to all living things. This
enabled him to assert that, while slavery existed iure gentium,'
'
by the law of nature all men at the first were bom free.' We
have here a transition point from the idea of natural law as
merely a fact and natural law as providing an ideal of human
life.
If we take the codification of law by Justinian as the last
act of the ancient world, we may call this idea the sacred
legacy of the dying civilization.
5

'

6

Summa,

i.

2,

qu. xciv. art.
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In othei- respects he leaves the doctrine very much
as he inherited it from Aristotle.
If not, as he has been called, the discoverer of
natural rights, Grotius [q.v.) was the first clearly
to assign them a ground in man's social nature, to
map them out, and more particularly to apply
them to the life of nations. In opposition to Ulpian,
Grotius maintained that law and right apply in the
'
no one is
proper sense only to human beings
properly capable of right who does not by nature
use general precepts.' Animals may have rights
in the wide sense that there is a right and a wrong
attitude of mind towards them, out not in the
sense that they can sliare in a common purpose
The
involving correlative rights and duties.
natural Taw on which natural rights are based is
defined as the dictum of right reason indicating
that any act from its agreement or disagreement
with the rational and social nature of man has in
it a moral turpitude or a moral necessity, and
consequently that such an act is forbidden or commanded by the law of God.' ^ From this and from
his further definition of human nature, here referred
to as the nature that was created at the beginning
and restored first after the Flood, then by Christ,'
he makes it abundantly clear that he has in mind
an ideal right, after the pattern of which the actual
body of rights has to be moulded, and to which
:

'

'

God Himself must conform His

will.^

However

civil society has raised him.
It is this
tion that allies Rousseau with Plato

transformarather than
with Hobbes and Locke and entitles him to be considered the founder of modern idealistic politics.
It only remained to clear away the last adhesions
of these cruder theories and to bring into decisive
prominence the relation between the ethical ideal
of a completely human life and the .system of
rights as actually recognized whether by public
opinion or by legal enactment.
III. Modern theory.— In taking this
step
modern theory has been aided bv the growth of the
historic spirit enabling it to see that, while we must
reject the idea of a voluntary engagement laying
down conditions of acquiescence in social control,
there has yet been operative from the first something
more than power to enforce the particular will of
individuals or classes upon society, something more
also than the mere habit of acquiescence in forms
of control that accident has created.
By whatever
name this is called, whether an imperative of the
reason
and
practical
personality (Kant and Fichte),
the Idea (Hegel), the will to self-perfection (T. H.
Green), it is their conformity to this and the scope
that is given by them to its operation that are the
ultimate ground and standard of rights. While
the system required by it is an ideal, it must be
conceived of, not (as it was apt to be by the first of
these writers) as belonging to another order than
actual political society and unrealizable in it, but
as the very spirit and substance of the existing
order.
From this point of view, right presents two
It may be defined, on the one hand, as
aspects.
that which is really necessary to the maintenance
of the material conditions essential to the existence
and perfection of human personality
on the other,
as the universal condition of action through which
the ethical whole as a differentiated structure is
enabled to preserve and develop itself.' ^ But these
two definitions are only difi'erent ways of expressing the same thing, seeing that the personality to
which all rights are relative is not something
merely individual, but is actualizable only in the
medium and through the opportunities that the
organized whole of society provides, while, on the
other hand, this whole, as an ethical one, can
attain its full differentiation and perfection only
through the fullest development of the personality

true Rousseau's criticism ' of him may be respecting
the details of his great work, it is wide of the mark
as to the principle from which he starts. His
weakness rather is one that is shared by Rousseau
himself his inability to free himself from the
current ideas of a state of nature and of the State
'
as an artificial body founded on a
treaty of
which modifies natural rights. To
subjection
tliis we must add a certain ambiguity in his treatment of society itself, which sometimes is conceived of as possessing a continuous life of its own
•like a waterfall,' at other times as a mere aggregate of individual wills. What was of enduring
value in his work was the first clear assertion in
modern philosophy of social good as the basis of all
law and justice, and the application of this principle
to the life of nations at a time when Europe was
aghast at the horrors of the Thirty Years' War.
As Plato asks us to look at justice writ large in
the State before looking at it in the individual, of its members.
The theory thus shortly stated has the advantage
Grotius writes his claim for natural or essential
of combining the elements of truth which other
rights in the large letters of international law.
Rousseau (q.v.) has frequently been treated as more one-sided theories contain. With the theory
the chief modern representative of the theory of of might it recognizes on behalf of the State that
the social contract. Carlyle disposes of him with there must always be a reserve of force to guarantee
the satirical remark that he unfortunately omits rights in general against the invasion of force, on
As a matter behalf of individuals and classes within the State
to tell us of the date of the contiact.
of fact, Rousseau's idea of the social contract is that under particular circumstances the use of
entirely different from Locke's, involving as it does force may be necessary in order to procure the
a total surrender of the individual to the general recognition of moral rights not otherwise procurwill.
Moreover, it seems doubtful whether he able. It insists, however, that the use of force
conceives of it as an historical event at all. It requires justification and that the justification can
forms, indeed, his starting-point, and is the title of come only from the nature of the ends for which
his great book, but it becomes more and more
force is used.
It recognizes with the contract
obvious that it is merely an idea in the form of theory that all rights are the expression of a will.
Similarly the state of nature from which But it adds that this cannot clothe them with any
history.'
it is the release is little more than a name for the
moral significance if it is only the scattered will
natural passions which have to be transformed in of individuals bent on their own ends with no
the civil state which first reveals man's true nature really common interest in the form of life that
and piits him in possession of himself as a moral civil society makes possible. What gives actual
being.
Finally, natural law as it appears in rights moral significance is that they are the conRousseau is more properly called the law of ditions which each, when he understands the
reason,* seeing that the rights to which it gives meaning of his own life, must will for the full
realization of what he seeks to be.
rise are the dictates, not of a state of man anteSimilarly the
cedent to society, but of the moral nature to which element of truth represented by utilitarianism is
2 /j. 2.
1 De lure Belli et
bk.
i.
ch.
x.
1.
in
so
far
as
the
of
§
Pads,
recognized
validity
any claim of
3
Sa pluB constante manifere de raisonner est d'6tablir toujours
right is denied which is not founded on some cone droit par le fait' (Du Contrat social, bk. i. ch. ii.).
crete requirement of a social well-being.
Where
* C. E.
Vaughan, Political Writings of Rousseau, Cambridge,

—

'

'

'

'

;

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

i.

'

1916,

i.

17.

1

See T. H. Green, Works^,

ii.
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this theory parts company with it is in rejecting
the conception of social well-being as consiHting
merely in the possession by the members of equal
security in the pursuit of ends essentially individual.
The idea which it substitutes will l)est be illustrated
if we proceed to notice some corollaries which

follow from the above statement.
The principles underlying the conception of
rights, to repeat, are (1) that rights in the full
sense of the word are relative to human personality
as it may be at its best ; (2) that personality
expresses itself in activities that are in essence
social.
From these it follows (i. ) that there is no
'level rate' of rights.
Kights vary according to
the power of performing social functions and to
the character of the function that is performed.
Tlie rights of the child difier from the rights of the
iidult as possibility differs from actuality ; the
rights of a doctor from the rigiits of a layman ; of
a member of Parliament from those of an ordinary
From this point of view, we
citizen, and so on.
can see that rights imply duties in a deeper than
the legal sense.
They are correlative not only to
the duties of another, but to the duties of the subject
of right himself.^ (ii.) What holds of the occupants
of different stations in society holds also of the
individual in so far as he performs diflerent
functions in the different relations in which he
stands to his fellow-citizens in different spheres of
His rights as a parent differ from his
activity.
rights as a member of a trade ; his rights as a
trade unionist from his rights as a member of the
State ; his rights as a citizen from his rights as a
member of the brotherhood of humanity, (iii. )
From this again it follows that conflict of rights
arises not so much (as in the older view) betwee^i an
abstraction known as the individual on the one hand
and an abstraction called society on the other, as
between the rights and duties that attach to an
individtial in virtue of his membership of different
social groups.
This, it may be claimed, corresponds
to what has actually taken place in modern times
when the chief problems arise from the adjustment
of conflicting claims of organized societies rather
than of individuals with tlie State. But it may
also be said that, by interpreting all rights as alike
concerned with the conditions of human perfection,
the above
raises new problems peculiar to

theory

which call for particular
article like the present.

itself

treatment in an

—

The

The principle is
rights of conscience.
that the ground of all rights is the opportunity
that they afiord for the betterment of human life.
So regarded, they are seen to constitute a system
or hierarchy corresponding to the system of interests which constitute the contents of human life
and stand to one another in the relation of importance according to their comprehensiveness. It is
I.

this that justifies a man in sacrificing his duty and
his right to support his family by the labour of his
hands to his duty and rights as a trade unionist in
a strike, or, again, his rights as a trade unionist to
the State. The latter has priority over the former
as the more inclusive.
The principle here seems
clear, however difficult the application to practice

may on

occasions be.

But a

difficulty remains
of principle rather than
of application in the case of rights that appear
to fall outside of the hierarchy of social functions altogether and concern a man as interested

which seems to be one

—

—

objects truth, beauty, and goodness that
be called supra-social. On any one of the
other theories it is possible to cut the knot,
whether by the frank subjection of the individual
in

may

1 'Since the
general and the particular will are identical,
and duty coincide. By virtue of the ethical fabric man
has rights so far aa he has duties and duties so far as he has
ri},'hts (Ilesfel, Philosophy of Right, § 155).

rig:ht

'
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to the State, or of the State to the individual, or
by a distinction between the temporal and the
spiritual whereby the spiritual is assigned to conscience and religion, the temporal to civil law.
But on a theory like the present, which sees in all
rights, civic or other, the conditions of a spiritual
Such a
perfection, no such resource is available.
solution must end either in irreconcilable antagonism or in a new form of subjection of conscience
and religion to the State founded on some arbitrary
or speculative consideration of sujierior right.' For
the fuller discussion of the rights of conscience

and the age-long controversy between Church
and State see artt. Emancipation, Conscience,
Church. But two points here call for mention as
further implied in tiie conclusions of this one. (1)
With regard to the rights of conscience, we must
be prepared to insist that no solution is possible
which fails to recognize from the point of view of
the individual the claim of the modern State to be
the trustee, not only of law and order in the
ordinary sense, but also of all that man has already
willed of the good within its own borders and
therewith of the conditions under which both
individuals and Churches can realize their aims.
On the other hand, it is equally essential for the
State to realize its own profound interest in the
improvement of the system of rights already
established so as to make it a fuller expression of
the personality of its members, and particularly
its interest in the widest possible extension of a
liberty of thought and speech and action as the
primary condition of the development of the best
in its

members.

'What policy,' asks Spinoaa, 'more self-destructive can any
nation follow than to regard as public enemies men who have
committed no crime or wickedness save that of freely exercising
'

their intelligence

From

?

2

more particularlj' of religion
and the Church, we have to note that theory
here only justifies what as an actual fact has
taken place in the transference to State and
(2)

the side

municipality of functions that previously belonged
to the Church, and that this fact contains the
promise of reconciliation. For may it not be
asked whether the claim of the modem State to
interest itself in the active promotion of the good
life through education and the encouragement of
activities and institutions that have the .spiritual
welfare of its members at heart, is not one of the
most valuable fruits of the awakening of conscience
and religion in recent times ? And, if this is so,
whether there is not a certain perversity in the
view that the recognition of State and Church as
engaged in a common enterprise of redemption is a
source of rivalry and conflict rather than of symmore reasonable view
pathy and friendship ?
surely is that it has removed the ground for
antagonism of aims and laid the basis of a more
In view of this change
fruitful co-operation.
there is doubtless all the more pressing need for
agreement as to the particular nature of the
services which each can best perform, and much
remains here for the statesmanshij) of the future,
particularly in the spheres of education and charitable administration.
But agreement will be
helped and not hindered by a theory such as the
above which interprets the rivalry as one, not for
the possession of abstract rights, but for opportunities of service in a common cause.
As in any other
attempt at the assignment of spheres of co-operation in the achievement of a corporate end, the
chief condition of success is good will, the desire
to see the Kingdom of Right extended in the way
and by the agency best fitted to that end.

A

See Hegel's claim for the Stat* against iloralitdl on the one
religion on the other (s 270, note).
Tractattts Theologieo-Politicug, ch. xx., the first and still
perhaps the best philosophical statement of this interest.
1

hand and
2
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—We

The

have already seen
rights of nations.
the idea of the right of nations was launched
by Grotius and his successors as a challenge to
the barbarities of the Thirty Years' War. In the
centuries which followed its wide acceptance may
be said to have been the greatest triumph of civilization since the establishment of the general idea
But the term itself,
of law in the Roman world.
international law,' inalong with the phrase
vented by Bentham, was in reality a misnomer,
not only in the sense already noticed (that it was
a mistranslation of the Roman ius gentium), but in
the sense that it referred primarily to societies as
political units and not to nations in the modern
So interpreted, idealistic
sense of the word.
theory, with its conception of the body politic as
the trustee of the conditions under which individuals and subordinate societies are free to exercise
their capacities of contributing to the fulfilment of
2.

how

'

'

'

human

destiny, has had no difficulty in accepting
and, in spite of apparent exaggerations of State
right, may be said to have only set its seal to this
advance. But the question does not end there.
Since the rise in the second part of the 19th cent,
of the idea of nationality, in the strict sense of the
word, a new problem has emerged and in recent
years has become acute. Granted that States are
personalities in the sense explained and share the
rights of personality, many of them may be said to
be multiple personalities, inasmuch as they include
a variety of groups whose members are united by
the deeper ties of community of blood, language
it,

and

literature, religion

and

historical tradition.^

When

these suppressed personalities rise to consciousness of themselves, does not the claim, it
be
asked, to be the guardian of a particular
may
form of civilization entitle them to that political
independence which alone enables them to realize
their own particular destiny ?

What form of human life,' asks J. 0. Bluntschli,2 ' could have
a better natural right to existence than the common spirit of a
'
nation ?
'

What

guarantee, we may add, of purposeful existence can there be short of a self-chosen political constitution corresponding to its own peculiar

genius ? Other things being equal, it would seem
that a nation-State will be stronger and happier,
not only, as Lawrence puts it,' than a State
which is not a nation, but than a nation which is
not a State. And, if for strength and happiness we
substitute, in accordance with our principle, the
test of contribution to human good, the plea would
appear to be indisputable, and we are face to face
with the problem of rights in its most recent and
acute form. No detailed discussion of so large a
question is here possible ; it must be sufficient to
notice one or two of the chief difficulties in the
recognition of the riglits of nations, and to indicate
the line of solution that is most in harmony with
our theory.
Not only do language and nationality in themselves, apart from territorial unity, appear to be a
principle far too shifting to afford the coherence
necessary to constitute a corporate personality,
but in themselves they fail to give any guarantee
of the political capacity necessary to give effect to
Even if territorial unity and a true political
it.
sense exist in a subject nation, there remains the
difficulty that its history and ideals may be such
as to provide no guarantee that, in case of its
obtaining political independence, it will continue
to contribute to the strength of the State from
which it has been separated. While constituting
the most serious problem that the statesmanship
of the future has to face, these difficulties seem to
offer no insurmountable obstacle to the application
1

See

2 The.
3 The

art.

Nationality.

Theory of the State,

Engr. tr.,

Oxford, 1885, p.

Principles of International Law*, p. 55 n.

93.

of the principle.
On the contrary, the only fear of
failure to solve them comes from the side of the
denial or half-hearted acceptance of it. With
reference to the first of them, admixture of population is undoubtedly an obstacle to any complete
adoption of the principle of nationality as the basis
of the State of the future.
But it must be remembered that, powerful as is the case for the nationState, there is no reason to hold, apart from obsolete
theories of natural right, that nationality is the
only ground of citizenship. The cases of France,
Great Britain, and Canada, to go no farther, are
sufficient to show not only that it is possible to
leave large room for national ideals under a sovereign State, but that the State itself may be the
gainer from the diversity of nationalities which it
holds in solution.

The other difficulties which we have mentioned
bring us again to the question of the whole conception of the State. It was the grave defect of
older theories, resting as they did on the assumption of a limited fund of rights, in the sharing of
which the gain of one was the loss of another, that
they were bound to bring the State into conflict
with the idea of nationality, when this should rise
to consciousness, as they were bound to bring it
into conflict with other forms of individuality.
The conflict is reconciled in the case of the latter
when this assumption is seen to be false, and the
function of the State is conceived of as the development in its parts of a personality in its members,
which adds to its inherent life and strength. It
only remains to apply the same principle to nationalities.
Nations not less than individuals are the
children of the State. It is under its wing that
they grow up and reach maturity. Whatever the
independence they claim when they reach majority,
it is with the parent State that an alliance is most
natural and is most likely to result in some new
form of political union, which shall at once protect
them against aggression from other nationalities
and open out means of contact with them to the
furtherance of the organic unity of mankind.^
From this standpoint there is no more inherent
difficulty in recognizing the political majority of
nations than in recognizing the civil majority of
individuals.
True, there can be no conventional
limit to the minority of nations and it will always
be difficult to assign one. In the past the question
has too often been left to be decided by the
in other words, by war.
But
judgment of God
modem precedents have made us familiar with all
of
in
and
it
communities,^
degrees
may
personality
be hoped that, with the development of international law and the diminishing risk of experiments
in self-government, other tests than that of the
sword may be discoverable. Here, too, it should
be noted that, apart from disputable theory, there
is no reason to deny the possibility of circumstances
arising under which the claim of nationality may
have to give way to the general interests of humanity, on which it is itself in the last instance founded.
In such a case the readiness of a nation to recognize this limit and to exercise the required degree
of patience and self-control would itself be the
surest proof that it was ripe for independence,
when these circumstances change.
Under the same supposition, finally, the fear of
danger to the parent State from the grant of independence would largely disappear. Even as things are,
we pay far too little regard to the power of ties other
than force, and of the additional affection between
peoples likely to be born of a franker confidence
in one another's loyalty to the elementary con*

'

—

1 See C. Delisle
Burns, The Morality of Nations, ch. iv., 'The
State and Nationality.'
'
2 See
Lawrence, § 37, The kinds of fully sovereign international persons,' and the following sections.
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Hobbes, Leviathan, London, 1661; Spinoza, Tractatu* Theotoyieo-J'uliticus, Amiiterdaui, 1670, tr. it. Wallis-, London, 1868 ;
Grotius, de lure Belli et J'acis, Amsterdam, 1021, tr. W. Whewell, 3 vols., Cambrid(fe, 1863
Locke, Tico Treatises of
Government, London, 1690, bk. ii., 'Of Civil Government';
Contrat social, Amsterdam, 1702, tr. J. Tozer^,
Rousseau,
London, 1902; Bentham, Works, 11 vols., ed. J. Bowring,
;

It is considerations such as these that provide a
as the horrors of
solid ))nsis for the
hope that, just
tlie Thirty Years' War prepared the way for the
general acceptance of Grotius's idea of international right in the old sense of the word, so the
horrors of the Great
may result in the general
recognition of it in the new sense. Given such a
recognition, it will be impossible to stop short of
the attempt to provide the necessary sanctions to
the new order, and so, in the words of a great
statesman of the time, to translate the idea of

War

'

'

public riglit from abstract into concrete terms by
substituting for force, for the clash of conilicting
ambitions, for groupings and alliances and a precarious equipoise, a real European partnership
based on the recognition of equal rights established
and enforced by a common will.' '
Liter ATiRE.— No exhaustive list of books could be attempted.
The following may be consulted
E. Holland, Elements of
i. Legal view of rights.— T.
'

•

:

Jurispnidence'J, London, 1900 J. Lorimer, Irntituten of Law'^,
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Ethics, London, 1882.
ii. History
of tub idea, akd tueoriss of RiasTS,—

Du

Edinburgh, 1838-43, passim (see references above).
iii. MoiiKRK TUEOnr.— Kant, Die iletaphysik der Sitten,
i.,
Metapliyaische Anfangsgriinde der Kechtslehre," K6ni|.»berg,
1797 Kichte, Grundlage des Satiirrecfits, 2 pts)., Jena, 1796-97,
tr. A. E. Kroeger, London, 1889;
Hegel, Gruwllinien der
Philosophie des Rechts, Berlin, 1820, tr. S. W. Dyde, London,
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RIGHTEOUSNESS

(Babylonian).— In a new
study, such as that of Assyriology, in which the
meanings of the words have to be determined,
there is naturally a certain amount of doubt as to
and it may even be that words
their precise force
which the Assyro-Babylonians would have regarded
as of the utmost importance remain unrecorded in
;

our lexicons, because they have not been found in
the inscriptions, do not occur often enough, or
have been incorrectly transcribed.
1. The words generally rendered 'righteousThese are kitht, (Mttu) and mt&aru (nieSarii),
ness.'
'
and 'justice,' which are, in a
righteou?>nes8
measure, interchangeable terms, the former being
from kdnu, 'to be firm, fixed,' and the latter from
SScru, 'to be straight, right,' the Heb. ydshur, the
root of such names as Jasher (2 S 1^®), Jesher

—

'

(1 Ch 2'^), 'uprightness,' etc.
mUaru are common attributes

Both kethi and
and men,

of gods

the deities more especially connected with the idea
being Samas, the sun-god (who, as his light penetrates everywhere, was regarded as knowing best
all that took place on the earth, and who became
the impartial judge of men), and Rammanu
(Rimmon) or Addu, in Assyrian Adad (Hadad),
the storm-god, whose air, pervading all things,
had the same property, and perhaps to a more
satisfactory degree.

2. What the Babylonians understood by righteousness. One of the most interesting, though
probably not one of the most important, inscriptions dealing Avith this question is that formerly
called 'Warnings to Kings against Injustice.'
This inscription, which is published in WAIiw"^
pi. 48 [55], shows what righteousness on the part
of the ruler was expected to be.
He was to favour
justice and to be well-disposed towards his people,
his princes, and the intelligent ones of his land.

—

1

Henry Asquith, Speech

1017.

in the

House

of

Commons, 20th

Dec.

810.

He was

not to favour roguery, ^yhen the king
favouralile to the work of Ea (the god of
wisdom), the great god would set him in the knowledge and understanding of righteousness {Situltu

was

u tudat mUari).

If

he rejected

decided in favour of a stranger,

J;he Sipparite,

and

Samas (patron-god

judge of heaven and earth, would set
up a foreign law in his country, and princes (counand
sellors)
judges Avho did not decide against the
of Sippar),

law.

Much in this inscription is still obscure, mainly on account
damage which it has sustained but it seems that, among
the Babylonians, as with the Hebrews, failure to fulfil the
righteous requirements of the deity might, and sometimes did,
entail that the rule of the land fell into the hands of foreigners,
a noteworthy' example being the rule of the dynasty' of
Babylon,' to which Hammurabi belonged. This great king, as
is now well known, collected and greatly improved (to all
appearance) the laws of Babylonia, and he calls himself, in the
concluding paragraphs of the great stele on which his laws are
inscribed, the 'king of righteousness' (sar miiarim). Minor
rulers, and even states, could come under the displeasure of the
deity on account of unrighteous acts.
of the

;

'

The importance righteousness
— Naturally
in the remote ages of the Babylonian
of

3.

in the State.

when good government was

and Assyrian empires,
less common than now, corruption and injustice
were often rife, and it was needful, in cases where
the angered populace might get the upper hand,
for the king and all others in authority to have at
least a reputation for righteousness, justice, and
all the virtues which might at the time be regarded
as connected therewith. This, with the AssyroBabylonian ideal of their gods, caused the people
to attach great importance not only to justice in
the legal sense of the word, but also to everything
that made the person of the king sacred in their
eyes uprightness, integrity, love for his people,
and fair and benign conduct with regard to them.
Divine beings, in the minds of the Babylonians

—

and Assyrians, were perfect in righteousness by
nature, and (with the exception, perhaps, of
Nergal, the god of war, plague, and disease, and
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others similar) probably could not do anything
which might be regarded as unrighteous, though
capable of acta of which the righteousness could
not be understood. Whatever they did, they were
just in all their dealings, and the king generally
shared, though in a smaller degree, this immunity
from unrighteousness. Indeed, it is probable that
the deification of the earlier Babylonian kings was
due to the reputation which they had for righteousness rather than to any divine nature that they
might have inherited independently thereof.
As has already been
4. Gods of righteousness.
noted (above, §1), the gods of rigjiteousness and
justice in the highest sense were Samas, the sungod, and HadacL The two children and constant
attendants of Samas were K6ttu and Misaru,
perhaps best translated here Truth and RightAnother form of the sun-god was
eousness.'
Tammuz, the Sumerian Dumu-zi, for Dumu-zida,
the righteous son,' or the like a name which
may be connected with the legend that he passed
the summer months of his year on earth with his
spouse Istar and the remainder in the under world
with Eres-ki-gal (Persephone), righteous in the
fulfilment of what the Semites of old must have
regarded as at least an irksome obligation. It
was probably this that appealed to the women

—

'

'

'

—

'

who lamented

for him,

or Babylonians.

whether Hebrews (Ezk

8'*)

—
kings. One

of the earliest kings
5. Righteous
renowned for his righteousness seems to have been
Sargon (Sarru-k6n) of Agade. It is this ruler who
ii. pi. 48, 1. 40ab,
is apparently intended in
where the archaic sign for ' king,' written twice,
one over the other, and glossed Dadrum, is ex-

WAI

plained as Sarru-Mn, Sar kUti, dabib kHti, dabib
damqdti, Sargon, king of righteousness (justice),
speaker of righteousness (justice), speaker of good.'
Eight hundred years later (c. 2000 B.C.) ruled
IJammurabi, and fourth in descent from him came
Ammi-saduga (Ammi-sadoqa), whose name is translated, in the explanatory list of royal names, as
Kimtu'^-kSttu^, the righteous family,' or the like
(the Babylonians did not recognize the name of
the Arab god 'Amm in the element ammi). In
Assyria one of the kings claiming the virtue of
righteousness was Sennacherib, and his grandson,
As^ur-bant-ftpli, 'the great and noble Asnapper,'
it may be noted, calls himself Sar niUari, raim
the king of righteousness,' ' the lover of
kStti,
uprightness,' or the like.
6. Other references showing the estimation in
which righteousness was held. Among these are
the final words of the record of Bel-nadin-Apli ^
Limutta zSr-ma kStta raam, Hate evil and love
right (or righteousness) ; such names as NabdkSttu - usur,
Nebo, protect righteousness (or
'
Itti Salme u ktni kasap-Su ilaqqi,
He
;
j ustice)
will receive his money from the honourable and
'

'

'

—

:

'

'

'

'

the righteous.'^ 'The star of justice and righteousness (kakkab kSttu u meSar) seems to have
been the slow-moving planet Saturn {<^- Sag-nS),
identified, seemingly, with the sun, and called, in
Sumerian, mul Gi-gi (for Gin-gin) a reduplication
capable, apparently, of being translated by kdnu
and ^Seru (see § i), and illustrating, therefore, the
'

—

likeness in

meaning which kSttu and mUaric

appearance have.

Literature.— W. Muss-Arnolt,
Language, Berlin, 1905, s.vv.

A

Concue

to all

Diet. oftheAssyr.

T. G. PINCHES.

RIGHTEOUSNESS

(Buddhist). —There are
several words in the Buddhist writings which
coincide more or less completely with the idea of

but the principles in which they
righteousness
are embedded are so fundamentally distinct from
;

H. V. Hilprecht, Assyriaca, Boston, 1894, p, 18 f., 1. 24.
2 P.
Haupt, Akkad. und gximer. Keilschrifttexte, Leipzig, 1882,
p. 66, 11. 24-26, tr. from the Sumerian.
1

(Buddhist)

the Jewish and Christian background of Western
ethics and religion that a mere comparison of terms
would do little to elucidate the significance of
righteousness in the Buddhist system. The term
righteousness {SiKaiocrvvri), as descriptive of conduct in human relations, coincides with morality.
For this purely ethical sense see art. Ethics
(Buddhist). The term is generally used, however,
with a religious implication. In Christian thought
it is the notion, not of ideal human inter-relations,
but of the conformity of the individual to a divine
standard. God as absolute moral perfection is the
ideal of righteousness.
'

'

'The NT presents tho idea of righteousness mainly in two
ways (1) as a quality of God's nature and action, and (2) as the
character which God requires of man.'i
:

Buddhism

this in two ways ( 1 ) it
in the sense of an ultimate
reality of ontology or morals ; (2) it makes salvation consist not in the attainment of a moral ideal,
but in escape from existence. The rejection of
works in both systems is merely a superficial
resemblance. Christianity rejects woi'ks because
of the inability of unaided human effort to reach
the standard of ideal goodness. Hence the need
of justification, the bringing of the individual into
a state of righteousness by a higher agency.
Buddhism rejects them because no amount of
merit attained by good works will lead to the

from

differs

recognizes no

:

God

goal.

But in the conception of righteousness as a law
of the universe, a divine standard to which all
beings should conform, there is a close parallel in
the Buddhistic teaching as to karma.
In the organic universe, right and wrong, and those consequences of actions which we call Justice, retribution, compensation, are as truly and inevitably a part of the eternal natural or
'

cosmic order as the flow

The

of a river, the process of the seasons.' -

ideal of the Christian consists in attaining

the character required by God and thus winning
the chief end of man
the being made perfectly
blessed in the full enjoying of God to all
eternity.'
Buddhism is quite as definite in teaching that trie
order of the universe is such that wrong-doing
leads to punishment and right-doing to reward.
Good actions done according to this conception are
'

'

—

'

much a form of righteousness as when done
Such teaching,
according to the will of God.
however, so far as it exists in Buddhism, is
intended merely for the unconverted man. The
universe is not of such a nature as to make future
existence, with even the highest rewards that it
can offer, a desirable goal. A much more prominent fact is the existence of pain, and this to the
Buddhist is a truth of such significance that, when
it is realized, it inevitably results in renunciation
of the world not of this world as contrasted with
heaven, but of any form of existence in the uniMoral actions then cease to have the meanverse.
ing that they had for the unconverted man. He
who has renounced the world no longer makes
conformity to the law of the universe his end.
He seeks to cut himself oft' from it absolutely. He
has another ideal of attainment, which is the true
Buddhist ideal of righteousness the state of the
saint, or arhat, who has become independent of
the universe and free from any desire for it. This
is the ideal of the Hinayana schools, and it will be
necessary to discuss the later Mahayanist developas

—

—

ments separately.
I. The Hinayana

—

It is not in particular
ideal.
terms that we find righteousness expressed in the
Buddhist writings. The term * righteousness is
often used in translations, where the force is purely
ethical.
We are told of the virtuous king who
ruled in righteousness (dhammena), but nothing
more is meant than that he ruled according to his
'

'

'

1

2

HDB iv.

G. B. Stevens, in
C. A. F. Rhys Davids,

284b, g.v.

Buddhimn,

'

Righteousness in NT.'

p. 118.
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—
dhaniuiu the juincipleRof morals that he i)rofe.ssed Rctjuire merit, which rnay be transferred to others.
to follow.'

He is also called rfArt?/tHH'A^,

'

ri^^hteous,'

same sense.

Similar terms are dhammntlha,
sllavat,
virtuous,* 'obeying the commandments'
{s'lla), and charana, 'righteousness,' also translated more exactly as conduct.' The blessings of
the virtuous man are that he becomes wealthy,
famous, has self-conlidence in any assembly, dies
without bewilderment, and is reborn in heaven.*
All this is part of the popular teaching to the
to those who have not grasped the first truth
laity,
of Buddhism.
But, except in the high ethical
level of the teaching due to the founder, there is
nothing distinctively Buddhistic in it.
The Buddhist ideal of righteousness is the ideal
aimed at by the monk, the man who has realized
at least the first Truth, the existence of pain. To
realize the other three Truths involves a course of
training, whereby he attains to the perfect state
of the saint.
He aims no longer at meritorious
actions, but at developing in his character the
qualities that lead to salvation and abandoning
those that hinder it. The latter are seen most
clearly in the list of the ten fetters (samyojana).^
Not merely must vicious acts be avoided, but
sensuality itself {kdma), ill-will (patigha), pride
(mana), and aiTogance {uddhachcha) must be
uprooted. And so among the positive qualities
to be acquired we find friendliness, compassion,
sympathy, equanimity. Here is a process which,
if carried out, would lead to righteousness in the
sense of the attainment of moral perfection, but it
is not the final goal.
These qualities are important because they lead to it i.e., to absolute cutting
off from existence and craving for existence in the
world of birth and death. Besides the desire for
existence here or in the sensual heavens there are
other fetters which must be destroyed desire even
for all supersensual existence (ruparaga, aruparaga), belief in the efficacy of good works and
ceremonies, as well as the intellectual errors, belief
in a permanent self, doubt, and, last of all, as the
ultimate fetter, ignorance.
So, too, the chief
positive quality to be attained is knowledge
not
of
an
knowledge,
ideally pure being, but of the
true nature of compound things, that they are
painful, impermanent, and soulless ; and the truth
of their soullessness (anattata) is the Buddhist
way of asserting that there is no higher reality
in the

'

'

—

—

—

behind them.
Earlier than these schematized lists of the
fetters, or bonds (nlvarana, dvarana),* is the
of the monk given in the Sutta Nipdta.
ficture
ntent on the extinction of craving, he wanders
alone like a rhinoceros (35), free from affection for
wife and children, without even a companion,
unless he finds one who keeps the Dhamma (46).
He practises absolute continence {brahviachanya),
avoids all theories and disputations (780), abanoons
doubt and heresies, aims at purity (visuddhi) not
at mere moral purity, but, as the other terms
show, at being independent (anupaya, anissdya)
and undefiled (aniipalitta)hy contact with mundane
things and he is purified by knowledge or wisdom

—

—

(pafind, 184).

Mahayana developments. — The chief ethical
change in Mahayana was due to the growtli of the
2.

view that it is possible to attain, besides the knowledge of the Path, also the omniscience of a Buddha.
Every one is potentially a Buddha, and by the
thought of enlightenment (chittotpdda) he may
begin to become one by passing through numberless existences in which his aim is not merely
to become a Buddha in order to teach, but also to
1
a
Jdtaka, 51.
Digha Nikaya, iii. 236.
3 See T. W.
its History and
Rhys Davids, Buddhism
:

Literature (American Lectures),
*

Digha Nikaya,

L\vii.

iii.

New

216, 234, 254

;

York, 1896, pp. 142-150.
Dharmasai/igraha, cxv.,

He is then a bodhisattva (q.v.), and is thus
described
He has for numberless seons practised the ffood conduct of
:

'

done karma, alms, morality, patience, fortitude, meditation, wisdom, resource, learning, conduct, vows, and penance
ho is endowed with g^reat friendliness, compassion, and sympathy in his mind has arisen equanimity, and he strives for
the weal and happiness of all beings." *
well

;

;

although it reintroduces the doctrine of
works, at least as a temporary resource, is a nmch
fuller and loftier conception than that which
makes the practice of friendliness and compassion
merely a means to one's own release. But the
practical result was not to make this the ideal for
all.
It opened at the same time an attractive way
for the ordinary man to obtain happiness, not by
etlbrt of his own, but in reliance on the bodhisattvas,
who have accumulated merit for his benefit. Rebirth in Sukhavati (' the Happy Land,' the heaven
of the Buddha Amitabha) is the reward of those
who call upon the name of Avalokite^vara (see
art. Blest, Abode of the [Buddhist]).
The prayer of a bodhisattva in the BodhicluirydThis,

vatdra,^
'

May

all

x., is :
those in every quarter,

who

are afflicted with pain

body and mind, win through my merits oceans of delight
and happiness. Throughout worldlj" existence may loss of
happiness never be theirs. ... In whatever hells there are in
of

the world-regions may there be the bodies of beings rejoicing
in the happiness and delights of Sukhavati, those who suffer in
the cold hells obtaining heat, and those pained with heat becoming cool.'

This is the ideal of self-sacrifice aimed at by a
bodhisattva, but the centre of the teaching comes
to be devotion to such saviours of men.
They
become more and more raised above the level of
common human beings, till they are even identified
with the popular gods of Hinduism,^ and are worshipped with gratitude and adoration as great
beings, through whose merits all
may reach
Sukhavati.
Those beings become happy in the world who keep in their
minds the name of Avalokite^vara. They become released from
old age, death, sickness, sorrow, lamentation, pain, dejection.
They suffer not the extreme pain of saiiisara. Eobed in pure
white, like royal swans flying with the speed of the wind, they
go to the region of Sukhavati to hear face to face the Doctrine
of the Buddha Amitabha.
And having heard the Doctrine, the
pain of saihsara no longer torments their bodies nor does old
and
with
death
lust, hate, and delusion, nor the pain of
age
that
They abide
hunger and thirst torment them.
as
as
the
firm promise of Avalokiteivara is not fulregion
long
filled to release all beings from all pains, as long as they are not
set in the highest perfect enlightenment.''*
'

;

.

.

.

m

The latent antinomianism goes on increasing.
In the larger Sukhdvatlvyuha rebirth in Sukhavati
is ensured by ten times repeating the name of that
country, but those who have conmiitted the five
sins that bring retribution in this life, or who
have obstructed or abused the Good Doctrine, are
excluded. In the smaller Sukhdvatlvyuha, however, we are told
Beings are not born in that Buddha country of the Tathagata
:

'

result of good works performed in
'
this present life,' but all shall attain it who shall hear the name
of the blessed Amitayus, the Tathagata, and having heard it,
shall keep it in mind, and with thoughts undisturbed shall keep
it in mind for one, two, three, four, five, six, or seven nights.'*

Amitayus as a reward and

The ideal of the arhat, though it suffered from
the abuses common to all organized forms of asceticism, did maintain for long a noble ethical standard.
In the legends of the Buddha given by the commentaries on the Dhammapada and Jdtaka we
find a series of examples, which, if they are without historical basis, are all the more important in
1

2

Lalita Vistara, Calcutta, 1877, vii. 128.
Petrograd, 1894, tr. L. D. Bamett as The Path of Light,

London, 1909.
3 In

the Kdran4avyuha, p. 22 (Calcutta, 1873), Avalokite^vara
said to take the form of different gods, Mahe^vara (Siva),
Naraya^a (Visnu), etc., in order to teach the Doctrine to the
worshippers of these deities.
is

*

6

Karan(j.avyuha, p. 21.

SBE xlix.

[1894] pt. u. p. 99.
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(in

showing how the Buddhist church interpreted the
ideal of its founder.
There is the story of the
monk abandoned by his fellows because of his
loathsome illness, but visited by Buddha, who
heated water, washed and dressed him, in order
that by caring for his body he might fit his mind
for instruction
of the weaver's daughter for
whose sake the Master made a journey of thirty
leagues, so that slie should not die without enof tlie poor man whose one cake
lightenment
;

;

Buddha accepted
whole

before the hospitality

the

of

city.

The Mahayana developments were not an explicit
The
the Hinayana teaching.

contradiction of

arhMt ideal was recognized, but disparaged as
being merely a temporary stage to be succeeded
by the ideal of becoming a Buddha, the perfect
enlightemnent of whom, indeed, includes the
But the change
enlightenment of the arhat.
destroyed the older ideal, so far as it opened a
way to happiness through the merits of others.
The conception of merit is also unethical. The
bodhisattvas do not give aid to becoming good, but
confer upon others the enjoyment of the results of
goodness. Merit is an external source of good,
the accumulation of the beneficent result of so
much good action, which can be imputed to others
who have not, and are not required to have, the
moral ability to perform it themselves.
Literature.
The main sources are given throughout.
Modern studies on the subject are T. W. Rhys Davids,
Origin and Growth of Religion as illustrated by Indian
Buddhism (HL), London, 1881, pp. 205-214; H. Kern,
Geschiedenis van ket Buddhisxie in Indie, Haarlem, 1882-84,
vol. i. bk. ii. eh. 4 (unsympathetic and based on inadequate
material), French tr., 2 vols., Paris, 1901; C. A. F. Rhys
Davids, Buddhism, London, 1912, ch. v., "The Norm as Moral
Law'; P. Dahlke, Buddhist Essays, Eng. tr., do. 1908, ch.

—

:

N. Macnicol, Indian Theism, do. 1915, pt. i. ch. 4 L.
viii.
de la Valine Poussin, The Way to Nirodna, Cambridge, 1917.
;

;

Edward

J.

Thomas.

(in
— RIGHTEOUSNESS
Terms. — The technical term

the Old Testament).
for ' righteous-

I.

connected
fdakdh,
with the Arabic sidk, 'truth,' 'sincerity,' 'firm-

ness,' pn^, sidek, or fem. npi^,
ness,'

is

and denotes generally what is true, right,
or conducive to the end in view. The

^

fitting,

corresponding adj. p'^s, saddik, 'righteous,' is
applied only to persons, except in Dt 4^, where the
'statutes and judgments' of God are described as
saddikim. The denom. vb. p-vf is used mainly in
the forensic sense of being
in the right,' the
Hiphil p'^fi, 'justify,' conveying the several
ideas of declaring the just man in the right
(Dt 25S 2 S 15^ etc.), helping the innocent to the
vindication of his cause (Is 50^), and bringing the
'

sinner

Dn

into

In

12^).

right

AV

God

relations with
'

-^T,,

yasliar,

(Is

53",
'

'

upright
frequently trans-

straight,'

be even or smooth '), is
lated 'righteous,' RV following this looser practice
only in Nu 23'**. Nearly related terms are as-fp,
in the sen.se of
custom,' aftermishpat, originally
'

{

\/i2'')

'

wards

specifically

of

judgment or

justice

;

D'an,

'

'

tdmitn, spotless (in the ceremonial sense), hence
also 'perfect' (from the moral point of view) ; 'pj,
ndkt,' innocent' nbi, ndkh6"h, 'straight,' 'honest,'
'
'
'
right ; and ;?, ken, firm,' true,' just,' fair.'
2. The consuetudinary conception of righteousAs among other ancient nations, in Israel
ness.
righteousness is primarily interpreted in terms of
1 The word sidk and its
cognates are applied not merely to
words and actions that are honest and true, but likewise to eyes
;

'

'

'

—

that see clearly, ears that are quick to hear, lances that are
trusty in battle, and even knots that hold liruily. From the
last instance Skinner is disposed to find in the idea of hardness
the point of transition to ' the higher developments of the idea
iv. 274).
But the different
both in Arabic and in Hebrew {11
shades of meaning can most easily be comprehended under the
general notion of trustworthiness, or fitness to purpose. The
hard knot and the strong, unerring lance are as true to their
function in battle as the seeing eye and the hearing ear to Iheir
place in the bodily structure, or the honest man and his deeds to
their office in furthering the social welfare.
'

DB

the Old Testament)

The righteous man is he who
usage.
adheres loyally to the moral and religious customs
of his people, while the
wicked sets them at
naught. Thus Abraham's righteousness consists
in a scrupulous regard for Jahweh and His commands (Gn 12'^-), combined with signal manifestations of that lavish generosity towards one's
kindred (13*"^-) and hospitality to passing strangers
(IS'"^-) which have always been reckoned among
the most sacred obligations of the dutiful tribesman. David also identifies righteousness with
the magnanimity which he has shown towards
Saul, in refusing to stretch forth his hand against
the Lord's anointed,' even when the Lord has
delivered him into his hand '(IS 26-=*). In both
cases righteousness is perfectly consistent with
prevarication or deceit (Gn 12i"'^-) and deeds of
fiendish cruelty (2 S 8"' 12^') towards the foreigner.^
On the other hand, the wicked do violence to the
just prerogatives of God and their fellows (Gn 6'
social

'

'

'

'

'

'

jg2ofr.^^

working

'

folly

[i.e.

godlessne.ss] in Israel'

W,

Jos T'S Jg 20«- '", 2 S 131^), and staining
their hands by deeds such as have neither been
done nor seen from the day that the children of
Israel came up out of the land of Egypt unto this
day (Jg 1930).
As social life became more complex, it was
needful that judges
able men, such as fear God,
men of truth, hating unjust gain (Ex 18'^' [E])
should be appointed to determine the rightful
customs and apply them to changing conditions.
The decrees of these \\idigQS, (sh6phHtm) were in due
course collected as a body of written 'judgments'
{mishpdttm) in the Book of the Covenant (Ex 20^^At the same time righteousness was
23'").

(Gn
'

'

—

'

—

'

invested Avith an increasingly forensic significance.
The righteous man was no longer the loyal tribesman, who held fast to the ways of his fathers, but
the successful litigant, who won his case in court,
and thus acquired the legal status of the innocent' (Ex 23^), or he who found approval at the
bar of impartial human judgment (Gn 38^^,^ 1 S
24'''), or passed the supreme test of Divine justice
(Gn 7' 20* etc.), or enjoyed a right standing before
'

God through

faith (15").

—

The

prophetic ideal of righteousness. The
8th cent. B.C. saw a violent breaking down of the
old landmarks. Through the increase of wealth
and luxury which followed in the wake of military
success, rich and poor were parted by an everwidening gulf. Forgetful of the Covenant, rich men
used their wealth to trample the face of the poor,
refusing him an honest wage, ousting him from
field and home, and for the debt even of a pair of
shoes selling him into slavery (Is 3"'- 5^'-,
2**-,
Mic 2^- ^ 3"'^')' The mei'chants in the market-place
robbed him equally of the just return of his wages,
making the epliah small, and the shekel great,
and forging scales of deceit (Am 8'). Against
such oppression in high places there was neither
security nor redress. The judges at the gates
openly accepted bribes and perverted justice (Is 1-^,
6'^, Mic 3"), while religion itself was made a
cloak to cover wrong-doing and cruelty (Is 1"^-,
3.

'

'

Am

'

'

Am
Am

2^'-).

In the moral chaos that ensued Amos raised a
stern call to righteousness. Jahweh had no desire
To Him the very profor sacrifice or offerings.
fusion of their gifts was but multiplied transgression (Am 4*). Away then with the din of
But let
their songs and the strumming of viols
justice (mishpat) roll down as waters, and righteous'

!

1 It is
interesting to observe that the more sensitive conscience of the Elohistic writer regards Abraham's act of deceit
as one of those deeds that ought not to be done,' bringing
'

'great sin' upon Abimelech and his innocent people (Gn 20^).
2 'jED
she is more in the right than I,' the only
Hijny,
instance where either vb. or adj. is found in the fem., a woman
not being considered a person in the eyes of the law.
'

'

'
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ness (s'ddkah) as an eveitlowiiig stream (5^''). In
this great statement of princijile Amos has advanced far beyond earlier conceptions of morality.
With him righteousness is no mere body of
customs, still less a legal status conferred by fallit is the living essence of social
ible authority

better Jerusalem that is to come, the injunction is
Put away violence and spoil, and execute
judgment and righteousness ; lift oH" your exacYe shall
tions from my people, saith Jahweh.
have just scales, and a jiLst euhah, and a just bath.

ethics,

etc. (45"-").

—

we

'

laid

The ephah and the bath

;

embracing alike honesty in business— fair
weights and balances, standard wages and prices
and iinjjartial justice in the law-courts. It may
be defined, in a word, as 'the straight thing'
{n'khSiulh), by which alone the nation can be
saved

(S'"

Hosea throws

of duty

As Jahweh

emotion.

Himself
'

itself is

'

:

'

—

—

fatherless (P^).^ The prophet's ideal for Zion is
that of a 'city of righteousness,' whose king and
princes exalt justice as the lodestar of government,
and whose people dwell together in mutual conMicah
fidence and security (ps'- Q-i IP«- 16^ 32^<^-).
holds before the rulers and judges of Israel tiie
3^),

and

incul-

cates on all men respect for the threefold principle
'
to do justice, and to delight
of a righteous life
in love, and to walk humbly with thy God (6*).
These notes are repeated in Jeremiah and later

—

'

prophets.

The good man

is

he who

'

doeth justly,
thoroughly

and seeketh truth
(Jer 5'), who
executeth judgment between a man and
'

'

his neighbour, oppresseth not the stranger, the fatherless,
and the widow, and sheddeth not innocent blootl
(7^*')j who 'delivereth the spoiled out of the hand
of the oppressor' (2P^ 22^), Avho 'speaketh the
truth with his neighbour, executeth wholesome
judgment in the gates,* deviseth no evil in his
heart against his neighbour, and loveth no false
oath' (Zee S^^'), who 'walketh with God in
'

honesty and integrity, and turneth many away from
iniquity' (Mai 2®). II Isaiah uses 'judgment'
{mishpdt) as the virtual equivalent of religion in
In Ezekiel's more
practical aspect (Is 42'-^).
atomistic conception of righteousness there is a
characteristic recrudescence of the ritual element
but the prophet has a true feeling for justice and
humanity as the test of righteousness with God.

its

;

The righteous

who

doeth judgment and
righteousness,' has not merely kept himself free
from idolatry and uncleanness, but hath restored
to the debtor his pledge, hath spoiled none by
violence, hath given his bread to the hungry, and
hath covered the naked with a garment hath not
given forth [sc. his money] upon usury, neither
hath taken any increase, hath withdrawn his hand
from iniquity, hath executed true judgment between man and man, hath walked in my statutes,
and hath kept my judgments, to do truly
saith Jahweh
And on the princes, who
(18*'*).
are to uphold the banner of righteousness in the
nran,

'

;

.

.

'

This positive conception of judicial righteousness, which
stress on the vindication of the innocent but defenceacquires an increasing importance in the later literaDt 241" 2719, Jer 5^8 22i5f-, Ps 1018 823 etc.
simple force of this phrase has suffered from the intrusion of a second nON in SIT.
1

throws the
less poor,
Cf.
ture.
2 The

it

and

on

which is identified with love to Jahweh
But, in exalting the duties of humanity into
commandments, statutes, and judgments, which
Jahweh your God commanded to teach you
(6' 10'^'- etc.), it shifts the emjihasis from willing,
cheerful pmsuit of moral goodness to the painstaking effort to obey an external Law as the only
ground of acceptance with God. The tendency
towards nomistic righteousness received a still
more powerful impetus from the Law of Holiness
(Lv 19-26) and the full-blown Priestly legislation
(P), in spite of the former code's sympathy with the
poor and needy, and its summing up of the whole
Law in the Golden Rule, Thou shalt love thy
neighbour as thyself (Lv 19'^- ^). Life now became
a rule, a yoke of obedience, which pressed ever more
religion,
(6'').
'

'

'

'

heavily on burdened consciences. The pathway to
righteousness lay in the keeping of all these commandments (Dt 6^ 24^^). To this end the study of
the Law was enjoined as the first principle of
'

'

success in life (Jos P).
Kings were judged good
or evil according to the measure in which they
kept 'the statutes and judgments' of the Law
And men claimed
(1
ll»-S3flr.^ 2 Ch V"^- etc.).
good at God's hand for the good deeds which
they had done in observing the Law themselves,
and imposing it on others (Neh 5^^ W*- ^2- ^').
This nomistic ideal of righteousness more and
more pervades the literature of the age. The
piety of the Psalms is, no doubt, strongly influenced by the preaching of the prophets. Thus the

K

'

'

'

'

man of the Psalmists walketh uprightly,
and worketh righteousness, and speaketh truth in
his heart' (Ps 15^), 'hath clean hands, and a pure
heart hath not lifted up his soul unto vanity, and
hath not sworn deceitfully (24^),
keepeth his
tongue from evil, and his lips from .speaking guile
seeketh
departeth from evil, and doeth good
peace, and pursueth it' (34^^'-), 'is gracious, and
giveth (37"'), disperseth, and giveth to the poor
Even so the thought is near at hand that
(112^).*
only by such conduct can one become a guest in
Jahweh's tent, and dwell in His holy hill (15'),
'

perfect

;

'

'

;

;

'

'

'

secure the Divine blessing of 'righteousness,' i.e.
the right standing before Jahweh (24^), win many
inherit the earth
days of good (34^^), even
'

'

.

insists

humanity,
—especially towards thejustice,
widow, the fatherless,
and the stranger — as the vital expression of
love

passion
by the same spirit towards one another. What
He demands above all is love (pgn, hesed, brotherly
love and kindne.ss), which is the fulhlment of
righteousness (6"), the ripe fruit of righteousness
In Isaiah's keynote of holiness also justice
(10^-).
The man holy iu God's
is blended with mercy.
sight must 'put away the evil of his doings' from
learn to do
before His eyes, cease to do e\al
If a judge or counsellor, he must
well (Is V).
keep his hands clear of bribes which lead men to
the wicked,' and deprive the innocent of
•justify
their right standing in court (5^^) and not merely
seek to judge honestly, but take an active, energetic part in furthering the cause of the widow and

judgment (Mic

Ezekiel

steeped in the spirit of the greater prophets,

hike them,

in righteousness, justice, love and com(Hos 2'^), He expects them to be actuated

of

Law. — With

taken when Deuteronomy was accepted as the
can(m of faith and morals (621 B.C.). The book

this hard, cold imperative
a warmer atmospliere of
has betrothed Israel to

'

same pure standard

Righteousness by the

4.

one measure,'

shall be of

1

Ijut the
find prophecy passing into legalism.
definite step in this direction had already been

Around

o"').

'

:

(37"-

'

his righteousness 'endure for
nomistic ideal finds still clearer

"•^), and have

ever' (112"). The
expression in Ps 1, 19, 119, where the Law is celebrated as the subject of the good man's meditation
by day and night, his joy and croA\Ti, the fountain
of light and purity, peace, freedom, and defence
against evil, and the standard of judgment in the
end of the days. In Job, too, the perfect man
'feareth God, and escheAveth evil' (I'-s), and
rests his claim to appear before God, and be justified, on the ground tliat he has refrained from all
constant
vanity, deceit, and idolatry, and been the
1 With Ezekiel's demand for just scales and measures cf.
23.
20iOLv 193Sf-, Dt 2513-16, pr 111 len

2 In the last citation there is a distinct approach to the
Judaistic identification of righteousness with almsgiving (see
art.

Righteousness [Jewish]).
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the Old Testament)

(in

and upholder of the stranger, the fatherless,
and the widow (SP"^'). The same idea prevails in
Proverbs, though more ethical conceptions are

He

a God that

is

'

exerciseth love, justice,

friend

(30^^).

frequent.

and righteousness in the earth (Jer 9^) and correcteth His people 'with judgment, not in anger'
Love and justice are, as it were, the two
(10-*).

Kighteousness

is

primarily intellectual,

know wisdom and

instruction ; to discern the
words of understanding ; to receive instruction in
wise dealing [conduct], in justice, probity, and
equity' (l^'-J. The beginning of such knowledge
'
is
the fear of the Lord (P 9^"), and this is learned
through obedience to the revelation of Wisdom,
the foster-child and deputy of God (V^- 8^^-), who
rewards all those who love her with riches and
honour, 'yea, durable riches and righteousness'
(here equivalent to prosperity, or good fortune, the
result of a right standing before God), but the
'

to

'

wicked with calamity, which sweeps over them
whirlwind {l^^- S^^"- S"*-).
In books like the above righteousness is not
Even the best men are
identical with sinlessness.
guilty in God's sight. If He were quick to mark
but
iniquities, none could stand in His presence
with Him there is forgiveness, that He may be
feared (Ps 130^'- )• Thus Job can maintain his
like a

;

'righteousness'
fact that

(B^s'-

10^ 13^5 gtc.) jq gpite of the
cannot be in the right

man

'mortal

God (4" 9^- ^^- IG^*^- etc.). In Proverbs, too,
righteousness is used in the sense of general rectitude. The righteous man is he who fears God and
follows truth and uprightness, even though some
measure of sinfulness may cling to him, while the
'

before

despises both God and wisdom.
on the other hand, seems to identify
righteousness with the perfect keeping of the Law,
though he warns his readers against being righteous overmuch,' lest the spring of life be lost in
the endeavour, for there is not a righteous man
upon earth, that doeth good, and sinneth not
(Ec 7'^- ^''). His ideal is the via media of moderate
Avell-doing, which avoids extremes on either side
The editor of the book, how(.3243121. 7i6f. 97ff.)
ever, insists on the full nomistic rule of life
Fear God, and keep his commandments for this
For God shall bring
is the whole duty of man.
every work into judgment, with every hidden thing,
whether it be good or whether it be evil (12i^'-).
Primitive
righteousness of God.
5. The
morality is never merely human. Society includes
gods as well as men, and the gods are conceived
as the upholders of social order, the source and

wicked

man

Ecclesiastes,

'

'

'

:

'

;

'

—

sanction of
rests
will.

public

justice.

Thus righteousness

fundamentally on the Divine character and
This idea runs through the whole OT.

Jahweh

the fountain-head alike of the rightful
customs of His people and of the later statutes
and judgments imposed by the authority of
judges and lawgivers.- In interpreting these
customs and statutes, the judge is His mouthDt IT^'^-). The moral codes
piece (Ex 18i^«- [E],
'
likewise are His words,' which reflect His character and express His will (Ex 20^ Lv W^-,
Dt 6' 7^^- etc.). The prophetic expositions of
righteousness are equally the oracles of Jahweh
and spring from the righteousness which is His by
nature. Jahweh demands 'justice and righteousness' because He is faithful and righteous (Is 5^,
5^'-, Zeph 3^), love because His righteousness
is seasoned with love (Hos 2^^^- 11^*- 14'*^-)> tenderness and compassion because the devo\iring fire of
His holiness is a spirit of redeeming grace as well
is

'

'

Am

judgment (Is l'^'- 4=**- 6"^-). The plummet by
which Jahweh is to rebuild Jerusalem is a plummet of righteousness (P^ 28^''), and the line of
peace and abiding prosperity for her and all the
world is the line of 'judgment and righteousness'
But nowhere is righteousness
(II"- 32'^'- 33*'- )•
divorced from love and mercy. Jahweh will be
gracious unto His people and will have mercy
upon them; 'for Jahweh is a God of judgment'
as

'

poles of the Divine character, each essential to the
In various passages
full harmony of His nature.
of the Psalms they appear in poetic parallelism, as
though love were the twin-sister of justice (Ps 33*
36'^'r- 89'* lOP 103" IIP'- 116» 119'«).
With the prevalence of the forensic conception
of righteousness, Jahweh came to be regarded as
the Supreme Judge of men and nations. And it
was felt from the first that ' the Judge of all the
'
earth must do right (lit. act according to mishin
')
pat
distinguishing sharply between the righteous and the wicked (Gn 18^'). This thought of
an impartial Judge, putting the just man in the
right and condemning the wicked, appears in many
Thus He wipes out the sinful
difierent contexts.
'
world, but saves righteous' Noah (6*^-). He overAvhelms Sodom and Gomorrah, but rescues Lot
'

He

(19''^^).

with

all

smites Pharaoh and the Egyptians
of wonders, but lets His afflicted

manner

people go free (Ex 3''""'^-). He blesses them so longas they keep the Covenant, but takes vengeance
upon them when they depart from it, even to the
extent of driving them from the land which He
has given them to inherit (Dt 7^^- IP^- etc.). He

a jealous God, who visits the iniquity of the
fathers upon the children unto the third and fourth
generation of such as hate Him, but showeth
mercy unto thousands of them that love Him, and
keep His commandments (Ex 20"- 346'-, Nu
Dt 7^'-). He 'judges' between David and Saul,
is

W\

requiting David for his righteousness and faithfulness,' but bringing the kingdom of Saul to an end
18*He enters into judgment with
26-3).
(1 S 24i'>the elders and princes of his people,' because they
have 'devoured the vineyard,' and 'grind the
'

'

He visits His people
faces of the poor' (Is 3^"-).
He
for their deceit and treachery (Jer 9'- ^^^).
'
'
in their midst for the
executeth judgment

abominations they had done before Him (Ezk 5'"
On the wicked He ' raineth down coals
9^*- etc. ).
brimstone and
of fire,' making their portion
burning wind,' while the 'upright behold his
He even makes Himself good
face' (Ps 11"-).
[godly] to the good [godly], perfect to the perfect,
pure to the pure, perverse to the crooked (18-"-).
In the punishment which He thus metes out for
unrighteousness the guilty themselves must admit
that He is in the right' (Ex 9"^, Ps 5P). But, as
the good judge showed his righteousness in actively
promoting the cause of the defenceless, so Jahweifi
poor and
puts forth His righteous arm to help the
down-trodden (Dt lO'*, Mic 7», Ps 37"- ^'- etc.). As
Israel itself is the supreme type of the righteous
oppressed by its enemies. His righteousness is
The
manifested chiefly in its vindication.
righteous acts of Jahweh,' which the joy-makers
in
the
celebrate around the water-troughs
days
of Deborah (Jg 5"), are His saving acts on the
in
farealso
Samuel's
So
of
battle-field
Megiddo.
well address (1 S 12^) the 'righteous acts of
Jahweh are His acts of deliverance from the day
when He brought their fathers out of Egypt.
Thus ' righteousness is frequently equated with
'salvation '(Is 56', Jer 51i», Dn 9^*, Ps 4^ 37« 511"
The 'sun oL righteousness' (Mai 4=) is a
etc.).i
striking figure for Jahweh's saving grace soon to
shine forth upon His people. The Messianic title,
Jahweh Sidkenu, Jahweh is our righteousness
(Jer 2.3"- j, is to be interpreted in the same sense.
The sprouting of the righteous Branch is the
'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

Of course, we must not identify righteousness with salvaSalvation is, so to speak, the clothing, the manifesta.
.
tion of Jehovah's righteousness (A. B. Davidson, Theology of
1

'

tion.

.

'

theOT.p. 396 f.).

RIGHTEOUSNESS
.sprinji-like

promise of

Israel'.s

redemption

(j6.

(in

lii<e

'

This connotation of the term, however, is peculiarlj' as.sociated with the great prophecy of restoration in Is 40-55, where Jahweli's whole dealings
with His people are viewed in the light of His and
their
The people Israel have
righteousness.'
sinned and paid the penalty of their sin. The
of
has
verdict
liistory
proved them absolutely in
the wrong.' Nevertheless, they feel that they
have a case [mishpat), which cannot for ever be
'passed over' by their God (Is 40"). Israel is
Jahwehs people, bound to Him by the everlasting
Covenant His Servant, chosen by Him to send
'

'

'

—

'

forth judgment to the nations' (42'"-). Though
too often 'far from righteousness' (the conduct
which betits Jahweh's people), and blind and deaf
to its high
as His Servant, Israel is yet
calling
more completely in the right than the peoples
that have robbed and spoiled it. From the ideal
point of view, the Israelites may even be regarded
as the innocent victims of oppression, who
may
therefore boldly claim ' justitication,' or recogniIn
tion of their just rights, from Jahweh (50''*).
answer to the claim, Jahweh is pleased 'for his
His loyalty to the covenant
righteousness' sake
of grace to bring them deliverance, and so to
'
magnify the revelation of His righteousness
'

'

'

'

'

—

—

'

through them (42-'). Throughout the past He has
been righteous (true to His word) in all that He has
promised to do (4P^ 45'*) and His righteous word
will not fail Him now (45^).
Already He has
;

righteousness [here in the
followeth at every step (4P)
uphold him until Jerutemple have been rebuilt, and the

raised up Cyrus,
sense of victory]

and He
salem and

whom

'

'

'

;

will continue to
its

waste places of Judah raised up (44^*"^). For He is
'a just God and a saviour' (45") a righteous God,
whose rit,diteousness is made manifest in salvation

—

With

salvation will come righteousness [the power that makes for victory] and
strength (45**), peace [prosperity] flowing as a
(4613 5i5f^8 54)7).

'

'

river'
(55"''')

I

justice], yet

:

'

.salvation for Israel.

'

783

should contend with thee [sc. at the bar of
would I lay my case before thee
Why doth the way of the wicked prosper ? Why
are they all at ease that deal very treacherously ?
When Jahweh answers only with the
(12').
promise of yet graver trials, the prophet breaks
into bitter expostulations, even charging Jahweh
with deceiving him
Why is my pain perpetual,
and my wound incurable?
Truly tiiou hast
been to me a deceitful brook, aa waters that are
'Thou
not sure' (15'*).
hast fooled me, O Lord,
and I let myself be fooled thou art stronger than
and
I
hast
am
turned to a laughingI,
prevailed.
stock all day long, every one doth mock me (20').
The same poignant cry bursts from the lips of
Habakkuk in the agony of the Chaldtean oppression
Thou that art too pure of eyes to look upon
evil, who canst not behold iniquity, wliy dost thou
look on the work of wrongdoers, why be silent
when the wicked man [the Chaldajans] swalloweth
up the righteous [Israel]?' (1'^). From prophets
the challenge is caught up and re-echoeci by the
under the bondage of exile and in the
Eeople
arren days that succeeded the restoration
My
is
hid
from Jahweh, and my cause doth pass
way
unheeded by my God' (Is 40")
one
that
Every
doeth evil is good [acceptable] in the eyes of Jahweh, and he delighteth in them. Where then is
the God of judgment?' (Mai 2"); 'It is vain to
and what profit is it that we have
serve God
kept his ordinances, and walked in mourning before
him ? For behold now the arrogant are blessed
[happy],' and the doers of wickedness are built up
yea, they tempt God, yet escape (S'*'-).
To these heart-breaking appeals of earnest souls
there came no direct answer, but only the exhortation to stand fast by the line of duty (Jer 15"'^'),
till the
or wait with
vision' should reach
patience
its appointed end (Hab 2^'-), and the 'sun of
righteousness' should rise 'with healing in its
wings,' when the righteous should skip as calves
of the stall,' and trample down the wic-ked under
But bolder spirits fought out
their feet (Mai 4'"^).
the fight and lifted the problem to a region where
the troubles of the righteous melted away in the
eternal sunshine of God's face.
The most heroic of these conflicts is reflected in
the book of Job. A perfect pattern of righteousthat

).

manner the judgment in the valley of
Jahweh judgeth' (Jl 3'-), means
Jehoslinphat,
In

the Old Testament)

'

and abounding joy and gladness
welling up from hearts that know and follow
(48'^),

after righteousness [in the prophetic sense of rightdoing], because the law [revelation] of Jahweh is
within them (51'- ''). And this blessing will be shed
over all the earth. For it is too light a thing for
Jahweh merely to restore the exiles of Jacob. He
has sworn by Himself, Unto me every knee shall
bow, every tongue shall swear (45'-"), and for the
accomplishment of His oath He has given His
Servant Israel for a light to the nations, that my
salvation may reach to the end of the earth (49^).
'

'

'

'

The

sufferings that caused the Servant such perplexity and despair are to be the means of this
>alvation,
By his knowledge shall
righteous
servant justify many [bring many to a right standing with God] for he shall bear their iniquities
Thus the redemptive righteousness of
(53").
Jahweh reaches the fulfilment of its purpose in the
conversion of the world to Him.
6. The challenge of Divine righteousness.
In
the heyday of national prosperity it was easy to
believe in Divine righteousness. But amid the
'

my

'

:

—

general disorder which accompanied the downfall
of the nation keen questions arose.
If the Judge
of all the earth did right, Avhy must the righteous

while the wicked enjoyed such long and
prosperous days ? These questions first become
in
vocal
Jeremiah, whose ministry for righteousness
was one continuous martyrdom.
Too righteous
[too completely in the right] art thou, O Lord,
1 With
^-ictory,' we may compare
Hjjn^, used in the sense of
suffer,

'

'

Syr. z^kha, which means 'conquer' as well as 'be pure or
innocent,' and the opposite, hdb, be conquered or gnailty.'
'

'

:

.

.

.

;

'

'

:

'

:

'

;

:

!

;

'

'

'

'

'

ness, Job is suddenly plunged into overwhelming
Trained in the ancient
sulfering and misery.
dogma that suffering is the penalty of sin, yet
firmly convinced that he has done nothing to merit
these calamities, and goaded to despair by the
orthodox consolations of his friends, he fiercely
'
I am innocent, but it is all
arraigns God's rule.
one.
God destroyeth the innocent and the wicked
alike.'
There is no justice in His reign. ' The
earth is given over to the power of the wicked
and God blindeth the eyes of its judges,' so that
'

'

;

they can no longer distinguish between right and
If it
wrong. And God cannot deny the charge.
be not he, who then is it?' (9^=^). The poet
thus
solution
of
the
reaches no intellectual
problem
raised.
Salvation is found only in a dazzling
vision of Jahweh's majesty, wisdom, and goodness
in nature, before which Job and all his sorrows are
swallowed up (42'*'^-). He does, however, rise to
the thought that, after he is dead, God will
appear
'

his dust, as Goel, or Champion, to bear
witness to his innocence, and that he will rise from
Slieol, if but for a moment, to see the vindication
The door which he has thus
of his cause (19^'^^).
unlocked behind the veil is pushed wide open by
later psalmists, apocalyptists, and sages.
By the
time of Jesus immortality had become an assured
hope of Judaism. And the problem of Divine

upon

1

For

nn^N?

»:nj«,

'we count happy,' read D'IB'ND, 'happy
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(in Christ's

[Vv.'*-''-'
Prophets as re-interpreted by Christ.
seem to be an interpolation giving another view
of the permanence of the Law in the sense of
obligatoriness of the letter of the Law.]
permanent
Y 20 f Pqj. I gay to you, that except your righteousness surpass that of the scribes and Pharisees,
you shall not enter into the kingdom of the

righteousness was solved in a view of God's government which embraced both this age (nSiy, 'dlam;
to come.
aldv, seon ') and that which was
'

Literature.— L. Diestel, 'Die Idee der Gerechtigkeit, vorE. Kautzsch, Ueber
v. [1S60] 173
ziiglioh im AT,' JDTk
fif.

;

AT

die Derivate des Stammes p^s im
Sprachgebrauch, Tubinim AT,
gen, 1881 ; G. Dalman, Die richterliche Gerechtigkeit

Berlin, 1897 ; R. H. Kennett, A. M. Adam, and H. M. GwatGreek, and
kin, Early Ideals of Righteousness: Hebrew,
'
Roman, Edinburgh, 1910 ; J. Skinner, art. Righteousness in

HDB

heavens.' Now what is this righteousness ? It
It is
is (a) a condition of entry into the kingdom.
(b) brought into connexion with the Law (and the
Prophets). And the contrast implied seems to be
this the scribes have what they call righteousness,' which is dependent upon observance of the
Law ; they are right, but, since the understanding
of the Law which I give you goes deeper than does
theirs, your
righteousness will necessarily be in
some sense more abundant than theirs.
Vv. 21-48 give a twofold series of three illustrations of the way
fulfilled (i.e. gave a deeper meaning to) the
in which Christ

ness," in

W.

ERi

;

;

ii.

W.

152ff.

'

:

A. DiUmann, Hand-

Edinburgh,
buch der AT Theologie, Leipzig, 1895, pp. 270 ff., 283 ff.
K. Marti, Gesch. der israelit. Religion^, Strassburg, 1897,
pp. 134 ff., 170; R. Smend, Lehrbuch der AT ReligionsBibl.
geschichte^, Freiburg i. B., 1899, p. 388 ff.; B. Stade,
Theologie des AT, Tubingen, 1905, pp. 89, 210 ff.; A. B.
Davidson. Theology of the OT, Edinburgh, 1904, pp. 129 ff.,
1895,

tr.,

22fif.,

;

;

implies, Do not have
law,
(a)
angry thoughts.' Therefore, if j'our brother has a matter
This seems to imply
to
him.i
reconciled
and
be
against you, go
that righteousness is a right condition of the heart, caused by
Law
and
effect in right
the
of
taking
right appreciation

(in Christ's teaching).—

on this subject to gather out of the Gospels all
that may be thought to have any relation to that
term in any and every sense in which it can be
used. This results in an article on righteousness
becoming a more or less complete theology of the

effect in
(c)

scope.
(6) 38-40.

;

'

'

'

'

'

—

'

God
9^^

required, and which He
5^ diwKuv i>6/xov

'IcrpaTjX

diKaLocrvvTjs).

Mt

who are persecuted for righteousness'
'who in their hunger and thirst for
righteousness so act as to draw down upon them'

5^",

i.e.

sake,'

selves persecution.'

Mt

5^"

and

6^.

— Here we

must examine the

rela-

tion of these verses to the whole section 5"-6^^

;

of Law and
1 For
righteousness' as equivalent to obedience to the Law
see P. Volz, Jiidische Eschatologie, Tubingen, 1903, p. 316
W. Bousset, Die Religion des Judentums, Berlin, 1903, p. 367.
For repentance and righteousness see Bousset, p. 368.
For 'almsgiving' and 'acts of humanity' in connexion with

5" lays down the permanent validity
'

;

'

'

'

'

righteousness,' sae Volz, p. 316.

'

—The Law commanded retaliation. Turn this into a
—The Law said, Hate your enemy,' but do the con-

retaliation of love.

'

Ro

Thid Seems to imply that righteousness will not
supposed legal rights which are not consistent with
'

'

(cf.

discipline.
— The Law sanctioned
divorce, but limits this to cases

IL (a) 3^-37.— The Law said, Do not swear falsely," but carry
'
this farther, Do not swear at all.' This seems to imply that
righteousness will sometimes fulfil the Law by extending its

—

righteousness' which

'

the highest morality.

righteousness ? The meaning generally given is
to fulfil every righteous ordinance,' John's baptism
being regarded as a divinely sanctioned religious
ordinance, which no pious Israelite could disregard and diKaio(TiJi>7} being interpreted as though
This is perhaps supit were SiKaiufia (cf. Lk 1^).
ported by Mt 2F^ where it is said that John came
in the way of righteousness.' This seems to mean
came as a representative and preacher of righteousness,' and the thought in righteousness' will
be in particular of the repentance which John
preached.
Mt 5^, who hunger and thirst after righteousness.'
It seems clear that here 'righteousness'
may have any or all of the senses which could be
ascribed to it. There was the Divine righteousThere was the Divine righteousness in so
ness.
far as it had been revealed in Law and Prophets.
was
this righteousness as appropriated by
There
man. In the latter sense it comes to mean something like right conduct,' and to the Jew this
right conduct was conditioned by observance of
the Law,^ and expressed itself in repentance, almsIt may
giving, prayer, and acts of humanity.
well be that Christ had particularly in view those
who spent their lives in the endeavour to fulfil the
requirements of the Law and thus to obtain the
'

Do not murder,'

moral control and

31. 32.

of nopvela.
insist upon

'

'

'

'

Gospels. In the present article it is proposed to
limit the inquiry to the few passages in wliich the
term actually occurs. This will have the advantage of bringing into clear relief the very small
part which the actual term plays in Christ's teachIt occurs seven times in the First Gospel,
ing.
twice in the Fourth, and no more.
Mt 3^*, ' to fulhl all righteousness.'
2. Data.
The words are very ambiguous. How could the
all
baptism of Jesus by John be a fulfilling of

—

—The

conduct.
'
Do not commit adultery,' implies, Do not
(f,) 27-30._The law,
have impure thoughts.' Therefore exercise moral discipline.
'This also seems to imply that righteousness is a right condition
of the heart, caused by right appreciation of the Law, taking

'

*

21-26,

I.

Method of inquiry. — It is not unusual with writers

had revealed

'

'

Law.

RIGHTEOUSNESS
I.

'

'

A.R.Gordon.

257ff.,395ff.

'

'

E. Addis, art. 'Right, Righteousiv. 272 fl.;
G. A. Smith, Isaiah {Expos. Bib.),
iv. 4102 ff.
ff.
R. Smith, The Prophets of
214
ii.
1888-90,
London,
OT Theology, Eng.
Israel'^, do. 1895, pp. 71 f., 389; H. Schultz,
OT,'

teaching)

(c) 43-48.

—

'

trary love him. This, again, seems to imply tliat righteousness will sometimes reverse the letter of a particular precept.
These illustrations are very different in kind. In I. (a) and
(6) they imply an exegesis of the Law which penetrates beneath
the letter and seeks to find and to carry into effect the spiritual
Murder presupposes
principle which is logically involved.
anger; therefore avoid anger as well as murder. Adultery
We
lust.
might suppose that
implies lust therefore put away
the 'greater righteousness' of the disciples is either the moral
Law
thus
to
the
obedience
state caused by
spiritually interpreted or the moral acts in which this morality of the heart
to
the
viz.
reconciliation
brother, moral disexpressed itself,
But in I. (c) the limitation
cipline, or both taken together.
is
divorce
of
sanction
quite arbitrary i.e., whilst
given to the
the disciples might take the illustrations I. (a) and (6) as
of
method
of
a
interpretation, I. (t) would
general
examples
give them no principle of exegesis by which they could deal
law.
other
with any
Righteousness here therefore must be
conduct "based on a given interpretation. II. (n) and (c) might
as
illustrative of a method of interpreting
be
regarded
perhaps
the Law by arguing from the particular to the general. If false
so
must
is
any kind of swearing be. If love to
wrong,
swearing
one's neighbour is commanded, this must be held to imply love
But II. (b) is again a quite arbitrary cancelling of a
of all men.
law, by substituting for it its exact opposite. Here righteousness iscertainly not moral condition created by obedience to the
Law. It may be right moral condition which revolts against
the Law and substitutes for it something different, or right
;

;

conduct due to such reversal.

These facts would lead us to suppose that the
idea of righteousness implied in these illustrations
was that of conduct rather than of the moral condition which gives rise to conduct; that is to say,
Christ is dealing with righteousness as a term
with a definite meaning ( = right conduct ') which
He presupposes. The right conduct of His disciples
was to take a far wider range than tliat of the
scribes and Pharisees, just because the methods of
interpreting the Law which He taught them would
enable them to widen out almost every single
command to cover a far greater area of conduct
than did the Pharisaic exegesis.
But, whatever the idea of the greater righteousness' which these illustrations are intended to
convey, it is noticeable that the term righteous'

'

'

'

'

The application does not seem quite consequent. The point
would be clearer if the words ran, if thou hast aught against
1

'

thy brother.'

RIGHTEOUSNESS
ness'isnot actually used to describe it. That is
probably due to the fact, noticed above, that Christ
peems to be dealing with the term in its Pharisaic

meaning

'

of

He

conduct.'

ri<,'lit

states that the

right conduct of His disciples, just because it is
based upon a more spiritual interpretation of the
Law, will be far wider in range than the scribal
righteousness. But He will not in formal language
ajiply the term 'righteousness' to the results of
obedience to the Law in its more spiritual interTo have done so would have been conpretation.
trary to His whole view of human conduct, which
never was or could be righteousness.'
When ye
have done all that is required of you, say,
be
unprofitable servants' (Lk 17'").
In ch. 6, however, we come back to the actual
term 'righteousness.' AVhatever be the idea of
righteousness implied by contrast with the Pharisaic
righteousness' in 5-'"''^, it would seem that Christ
now at least remembers that in contemporary
Judaism righteousness was often equivalent to
'right conduct,' especially in the sphere of the
performance of acts of religion. And to this He
now turns in 6S Take heed that ye do not vour
'
righteousness before men,' and then proceeas to
illustrate the term under the three heads of
'

'

We

'

'

'

'

almsgiving (vv.^'^), prayer (vv.^^^^), and fasting
16-18
This section seems to be very loosely
(yy
connected with the preceding, for the connexion in
thought between righteousness and the Law drops
The precepts now given about
out of sight.
righteousness are not drawn from the Law, but
are mainly confined to the command to avoid
J

That is an additional
argument for supposing that all through the
Sermon righteousness is being used in a technical
sense = right conduct based on the Law. Ch. 5^^'^*
is concerned mainly with the right method of
interpreting the Law, and only secondarily with

ostentation and publicity.
'

'

righteousness as based on it. Ch. 6'"'* is concerned
primarily with the latter idea, and presupposes
the insistence upon the permanence of the Law
stated in 5^^"^.
Almsgiving, fasting, and prayer
are assumed to be acts of righteousness because
they are commanded in the Law.
The term righteousness occurs once again in
the Sermon in 6"*^, Seek first the kingdom and his
Seek first the
righteousness,' or, by emendation,
kingdom and its righteousness,' i.e. the righteousness which alone qualifies for entry into it.^
If we now ask what light the
3, Results.
Sermon on the Mount as a whole throws upon the
term righteousness as used by Christ, one or
'

'

'

'

'

'

—

'

'

two important

results emerge.
'

1 For
doing: righteousness cf Test. Ltvi, xiii. 5, Do righteousness therefore, my children, upon the earth ; Psalms of
Sulomfm, ix. 9, He who does rij^liteousness treasures up for
himself life with the Lord.'
Since the Heb. nijny, Aram, xnpns, acquired the signification almsgiving,' eAnj^xooT/n) has been substituted for SiKaiocrvvri
in some MSS in Mt 61.
But no doubt SiKouoavimt in this verse is
the general term for righteousness, which is then subdiWded in
the following verses into alm.s, prayer, and fasting.
2 The
kingdom and his righteousness.' The text here is
uncertain. That just given is the reading of the best MSS. It
also
be translated His kingdom and righteousness.'
might
AVith the first translation the reference to God in an indirect
the
use of a pronoun is unexpected and difficult.
way by
'Righteousness' must then mean the righteousness required
God.'
This
by
meaning is not far removed from that of
vv.5-6. 10.
There is no need to introduce a so-caUed Pauline
into
the
word
meaning
OVellhausen). With the second translation it is possible to relate the pronoun to kingdom only, and
to take righteousness absolutely. But it is more natural to
refer the pronoun to both nouns.
The meaning will then be
Your Father
knoweth what you need. "Therefore seek
first his kingdom [cf.
thy kingdom in 6IO], and righteousness.'
Tlie variant readings seem to be attempts to avoid a difficult
phrase. Thus B transposes 'righteousness' and 'kingdom,'
whilst E and other Uncials and the Curetonian Syriac add 'of
God after the kingdom.'
It may be conjectured that avrov is a mistranslation of the
Seek the kingdom and
original Aramaic and should be aiir^s.
the righteousness without which you cannot enter it (cf. S'-").
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'

.

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

.

.

.

'

'

'

'

'

—

'

(in Christ's
(a)

The

Law seem

785

teaching)

illustrations of the interpretation of the
to suggest that, by way of contrast with

the Pharisaic righteousness, true righteousness is
a right condition of tlie heart, caused by a right
understanding of the spiritual tenor of the Law,
which issues in right conduct. But this is never
called 'righteousness.'
(b) Throughout the Semion Christ seems to be
employing the term as a known conception, using
it therefore, as it were, in inverted commas.
The
Jews sought for righteousness by the method of
obedience to the Law taking effect in religious acts.
All who really desired it from the bottom of their
hearts would ultimately be satisfied, however misguided the method by which they sought for it (5").

The righteousness of Christ's disciples (i.e. their religious conduct) was not to be less than that of the
scribes (5^").
Obedience to the Law, almsgiving,
prayer, fasting— all these were obligatory upon
But they were to be practised in a
(6'''^).
different spirit, based upon a better understanding
of the Law, and void of the ostentation which
marred the Pharisaic devotion.
These results are not unimportant. All through
the Sermon we are dealing with Christ's teaching
about conduct as related to the Law, and this conduct is termed righteousness just because that
was a current usage. It is a technical term used
by Him in its technical meaning. All that He is
concerned with here is the relation of His disciples
to righteousness as compared with the relation to
In both cases it is to be based
it of the Pharisees.
on the Law, but in the case of His disciples it will
assume a more far-reaching character due to the
better method of dealing with the Law which He

them

'

'

gave to them.

In other words, we have no real clue here as to
Christ's own doctrine of righteousness, no new
definition of it, no attempt to give its content and
scope and range.
may, if we please, select

We

from His words such ideas as love and purity, and
say that these constitute righteousness in His
But they are never actually so termed,
doctrine.
and His silence sug^^ests rather the view that He
would not willingly have predicated righteousness
of

men

at

all.

Sermon 'righteousness' seems to be used with reference to a meaning
which it had in contemporarj' Judaism, that of the
It will be seen that in the

righteousness based on observance of the Law
which good men exhibited in such exercises of
religion as almsgiving, fasting, repentance, and
prayer. What Christ is reported to have taught
about it did not change the entire content of the

word, but spiritualized and deepened it. If His
disciples rightly understood the Law, they would
not neglect such ordinances as almsgiving, fasting,
and prayer, but would exercise them in a spirit
which would make them to be real righteousness,
which God would reward. In this conception of
the 'reward of righteousness' we are still in the
circle of current Jewish conceptions.
So far as
this Gospel is concerned, Christ does not sweep
away the concejition of reward, but purges it.
The unostentatious and unseen righteousness would
receive a reward from God, who sees the unseen.
It may be objected that this limitation of righteousness to
the conception of concrete right conduct cannot be all that
Christ meant by righteousness. But we are not dealing with
all that Christ meant,' but with what the editor of the First
Gospel records Him to have taught on the subject. This writer
seems to have written for an early Palestinian or Syrian community, the members of which were Jewish Christians. He
wished to assert and prove the Messiahship of Jesus, and to
show that the kingdom in which that Messiahship would be
exercised was imminent. He was therefore also concerned to
record what Jesus had taught as to the conditions under which
men would be admitted into it. Of course, recognition of the
Messiah was one. But Christ had laid down a number of principles for the guidance of His disciples until His kingdom should
appear. The editor is particularly interested in those principles
'
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which deal with the relation

of Christians to the older

He

regards the new community as the true Judaism, and is at
pains to record such teaching- of Christ as showing how the representatives of the older Judaism had distorted their religion,
and how the Messiah had re-interpreted for His disciples the
true meaning of the Law and the ordinances. When recording,
therefore, the teaching of Christ on righteousness, he has in
mind chiefly such sayings as brought into contrast Christ's
teaching and the most current and popular conception of contemporary Judaism. This was of righteousness as equivalent
to the exercises of religious acts.' These still retained their
obligation, but were to be void of the spirit of ostentation which
characterized them as practised by the Pharisees. To find in
all the qualities commended in the Sermon on the Mount the
characteristics which constitute true righteousness,'' as does
the writer of the art. Righteousness in NT in HDB, is to
miss the whole point of the First Gospel. These many qualities
'
may perhaps constitute righteousness,' if that word be used
in a sense which permits it, but they are never called righteousness' in the First Gospel, and indeed are carefully distinguished from it. Ch. 520 speaks of the righteousness which is
to characterize the disciples, but, when next we come to the
word, it is in 61, and in the rest of that chapter righteousness
is illustrated as consisting in such religious devotions as almsgiving, prayer, and fasting, i.e. in concrete, not internal, right'

'

'

Paul's teaching)

(in St.

Judaism.

'

'

eousness.

perhaps be said that 5-iff- shows how the righteousness
of the disciples is to exceed that of the Pharisees, and must
therefore bear on the conception.
These verses show how
exegesis of the Law is to be deeper, directed more to the
spiritual content than to the surface meaning of its precepts.
But this spiritual appreciation is not call^ righteousness,
though it might be so termed by any one who cared to use the
word in that sense. This deeper insight into the meaning of
the Law is only the soil from which a more abundant righteousness, in the sense of the word as used by the editor of the
Gospel, can spring.
It will

'

righteous

who

will enter the Messianic

^
kingdom
°

(1343.48 2537.46)

Of course there

is the same vagueness here as
about the use of the word in Jewish literature.
But one prevailing characteristic of tlie
righteous in Jewish literature is piety based upon
conformity to the Law, which takes eflect in outward action, especially in such religious exercises
as
and fasting. To the editor
almsgiving, prayer,
of the iirst Gospel the righteous were those who
would be admitted into the kingdom. But who
were 'righteous'? Not all Jews (3* 8^=), not the
scribes and Pharisees with their hard and literal
interpretation of the Law, but the true disciples of
the Law, who received the clue to its meaning
given to them by the Messiah. For them the I>a\v
was not in one jot or tittle abolished (5^^). Rather
it was permanently valid.
But they had a clue to

there

is

'

'

'

'

its

meaning which would make

their righteousness

exceed that of the scribes and Pharisees in so far
as it had a deeper soil into which to strike its roots.
Neither St. Mark nor St. Luke has recorded any
saying of Christ containing the term 'righteousness.'
The adjective occurs in Mk 2^', whence Mt 9'* has
borrowed it. St. Luke places the adjective in tlie
mouth of Christ in the following sayings 5^^ = Mk
:

2"=Mt 9^^

'

'

the resurrection of the righteous
(here it is used, as in Mt 13*^-*^ 25"- ^^ of the inheritors of ultimate blessedness)
15^ 18^ and 20-*
23*'' (applied to
(in the same sense as in Mt 9")
Christ by the centurion) 23^" (of Joseph of Arimalearn therefore nothing fresh from
thaea).
these Gospels as to the teaching of Christ on the
of
subject
righteousness.
In the Fourth Gospel the term occurs in one
;

14''*

;

Righteousness therefore in Christ's teaching, as
recorded in the First Gospel, means conduct, in
respect of religious ordinances, and of moral relation to others, which is the outcome of a right
understanding of the OT. In what relation does
it stand to Christ's personality ?
In this, that the
Messiah had given a new method of interpreting
the OT.
This, of course, is not the whole of Christian
teaching on righteousness, but it is all that the
First Gospel has given to us.
That is only an
additional proof that this Gospel springs from a
Jewish Christian society which only partially

understood Christ's teaching and His person.

For

them He was the Messiah, who was soon to
inaugurate His kingdom. He was also the true
interpreter of the Law. Those who followed His
teaching would hold fast to the Law and to the
ordinances of religion. They would then become

who

alone would enter the kingdom.
How closely the conception of righteousness in
the First Gospel follows the Jewish conception of
it may be seen from a
study of the cognate adjective
This means, generally speaking, a 'pious,'
(5i/catos).
Thus Joseph is a 'righteous'
'religious' person.
man, and this quality would have led him to put
away his betrothed wife, when she was found to be
with child (P*). Jesus Himself is called a 'righteous' man by Pilate and his wife (27^^-''^). The
Pharisees appear to men to be 'righteous' (23-8).
The righteous' can be spoken of collectively as a
class,^ whether the thought is of the pious heroes
of the past ('adorn the tombs of the righteous,'
2329; cf. 'Abel the righteous '» [233»]), or of 'the

the righteous

'

HDB

1

G. B. Stevens, in
iv. 282.
Peculiar to the First Gosjiel is the collocation '
prophets and
men.'
So
in
13"
righteous
'Many prophets and righteous
men,' and in 10« 'He who receiveth a prophet .
and he
who receiveth a righteous man ; cf. Test. Levi, x\i. 2, You
will set at nought the words of the
.
and will
prophets
Test. Dan, ii. 3,
persecute righteous men
Though it be a
.
prophet .
though it be a righteous man.'
The other passages in the Gospel in which righteous is used
of persons are 913, 'i came not to call righteous but sinners,'
where righteous seems to be used in a half ironical sense (cf.
'
sons of the kingdom ') ; 812, of those who asserted righteousness of themselves; and 5*5 'rains upon righteous and un'
'
Just as on it [the sea]
righteous (cf. Test. Jitdah, xxi. 6,
righteous ['and unrighteous,' some MSS] are tossed about').
3 Cf
Enoch the righteous {Test. Levi, x. 5, xviii. 2, Test.
Dan, ii. 3, v. 6) ; also Test. Ben. vii. 4, ' Abel the righteous, his
brother.'
2

.

.

'

'

.

'

.

'

;

.

'

'

'

'

.

'

We

connexion only. That is in 16^- '".
The Holy
Spirit is to convince the world of righteousness,
'because I go to the Father.' The meaning may
be that righteousness in the widest sense of tlie
term had been completely manifested in the life of
the incarnate Son of God. When He returned to
His Father, this manifestation was completed, and
by that return it was proved to have been a real
manifestation.
And that manifestation would
henceforth be the standard by which all otiier conceptions of righteousness would be tried and proved
to be faulty.
The adjective is used three times in
the Gospel once of Christ's judgment (5^"), once
of human 'judgment' (V*), and once of God the
Father (17-^).
Of course, it is not possible to discuss the bearings of Jn 16^ on the whole conception of Christ as
to righteousness.
For that would lead us into a
re-statement of the whole Johannine theology. If
Christ taught that He was the incarnate righteousness of God, the question is at once *aised. How

—

'

'

does this affect men ? That leads to tlie doctrine
of the relation between Christ and men in all its
many bearings, including the doctrine of sin and
of its removal, and of the mystical union between
Christ and the believer. All that we can do is to
note the fact that, whilst the First Gospel deals
with righteousness from the human standpoint
and regards it as closely connected with a right
view of the Law, the Fourth Gospel, in the one
passage concerned, deals with it from the standpoint of the divine righteousness perfectly manifested in the eternal Son of God.
Literature. — To the literature quoted in the article add E. A.
Abbott,

'

'

Righteousness in the Gospels, London, 1918.

W.

'

'

'

;

;

C.

Allen.

(in St. Paul's teaching).
— RIGHTEOUSNESS
Importance of the term. — Righteousness, as a
I.

popular term in universal use, is of course sometimes
employed by St. Paul in its current and popular
sense.
Thus, when he asks. What partnership
'
1
Similarly in the ApocaliTJiic literature the righteous are
those who are to inherit the kingdom (cf. Volz, p. 315).
'
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have ripliteouanesa and lawlessness with one
another (2 Co 6'*) ?, or speaks of himself a^ equipped
witli the weapons of righteousness on the right
hand and on tlie left (2 Co 6''), or saya that the
Kingdom of God is not meat and drink, but
rigliteousness and peace and joy in the Holy
Spirit (Ko 14^), it is most natural to suppose that
he uses the word in the large and somewhat
indehnite sense whicli every one understands.
What it signifies is that there is a standard for
conduct a standard determined not simply by
the nature of the person who is to exhibit the
character or quality of righteousness, but by his
relation to other persons or things and that the
requirements of this standard have been met.
But two things demand special consideration of
the term in bt. Paul. One is the extreme frequency with which diKaio<Tvvr] and the cognate
terms (5//caios, diKaiovv, diKaiwfjM, diKaluiais) occur in
his writings. If we discount the Pastorals, the
examples of these words amount to 101. This
alone would show their peculiar importance for
him. Besides this, there is the undoubted fact
that he uses some of them in a technical or
^uasitechnieal sense, with the correct understanding of
which is bound up the correct understanding of

—

—

his gospel.
Thus 8iKaio<rvvr] 6eov is rightly spoken
of by Holtzmann ^ as a ' technische Abbreviatur '
for St. Paul's conception of Christianity ; in the

mathematical sense

it is

a

'

'

symbolic

expression

of his gospel.
The difhculties connected with the term are like
those which in modern times are connected with
the relations of religion and morality.
Most

people admit that religion and morality can be
and must be distinguished, but most religious
people would say that religion, as they understand
it, is ethical through and through, and that apart
from it morality has no adequate inspiration or
The peculiarity, and sometimes the
safeguard.
perplexity, of St. Paul's writing is due to the fact
that he does not distinguish religion and morality
as a modern does.
Morality is for him much
more bound up with a right relation to God than
is for the ordinary modern, and
it
religion is
much more easily conceived as something on
which the verdict of God has to be pronounced—
in other words, as something of which a moral
estimate has to be made in a legal or quasi-legal
form. The appreciation of this difference is made
the harder by the fact that St. Paul has not two
vocabularies to express the ditt'erent elements or
aspects of reality, moral or religious, with which
he is dealing. He has to represent them all in
terms of SiKaiocrvvi) and SiKaiovv.
2. The righteousness of God.
The formal
presentation of diKaioirvi'r] $eoD as the sum and substance of the Christian message is made in the
St. Paul is not ashamed
Epistle to the Romans.
of the gospel, for it is the power of God to salva-

—

tion for all

who

believe

— the

explanation of this
it there is revealed diKaioffwri deou.
genitive/case can be used to express various
relations
and, so far as grammar goes, diKaioavvr]

being that in

The

;

might mean the righteousness which belongs
to God {i.e. which is His character as a righteous
Oeov

being)
of

;

or such a righteousness as God requires
will acknowledge as answering to His

men, and

requirements ; or, again, a righteousness of which
is the source or author.
Obviously also some
if not all of these ideas might be combined
and,
if the expression is in
any sense technical or symbolical, it has probably condensed or accumulated
into itself shades of meaning which would originally have taken diflierent grammatical forms.
In modem times there have been three main
lines of interpretation.
In the first the genitive,

God

;

1

NT Theol.'i

ii.

139.
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taken as a simple possessive, and the
which is revealed is God's own
character. The gospel shows men what God is.
They may have imagined tiiat they knew Him
before, and even that they knew what was meant
by His righteousness. But they misconceived the
attribute wiiich they called
by this name. To
tliem it was merely a retributive or distributive
is

0(ov,

righteousness

—

virtue the attribute in virtue of whicli God renders
to every man according to his work.
As such it
was a ground of fear rather than of hope to the
sinner, and it hardly could be conceived as the content of a gospel. But, when God's righteousness was
actually revealed in the gospel, it turned out to be
Quite ditlerent from this.
It Avas not retributive or
aistributive, but self-imparting or communicative.
It streamed out ceaselessly from God, and overflowed upon men and into them, becoming their

That is why the news of it is
rigliteousness also.
It is glad tidings to the sinful that it is
gospel.
the very nature of God, in spite of their sin, in
entire indiflerence to their sin, conceivably even
on account of their sin, to beat against their .sinful
His searching self-communicating
righteousness till sin is overcome and God's own
righteousness fills the once sinful nature of man.
That sinners are saved by God imparting His own
character to them is true, but it does not follow
that this is what St. Paul means when he uses the
expression BiKaioavvr] dead. The problem which the
gospel had to solve was for him a moral problem,
but here the SiKaiwrivrj OeoD is conceived simply on
the analogy of a physical force. It flows out as
unconditionally from God towards all men as
water flows from a spring, or as heat radiates from
the sun. But moral problems cannot be stated,
let alone solved, by merely physical categories ;
and, when St. Paul wrestles, intellectually, with
his problem in Ro 3"', it assumes quite another
character.
Further, while an attempt may be
made, in consistency with this view of the diKaioffuvT]
to
0€ov, to make room for Christ in the gospel
point to Him as a conspicuous proof that divine
righteousness has the self-imparting quality here
claimed for it it is quite impossible to give Him
the place that He has in St. Paul.
For the
apostle He is not a conspicuous illustration of the
nature of divine righteousness
except in Him
and in His Cross there is no revelation or knowledge of the 8iKaio<Tvi>r] deov at all.
more impressive and sugges3.
usage.
tive interpretation of diKaicxrvvr) deou is that which,
while still treating the genitive as possessive,
finds the key to the meaning in those OT passages
in which God's righteousness is spoken of, not as
distributive or as self-imparting, but as doing
right or justice by His people. In the OT generally the functions of ruling and judging are
closely connected and, when the king judges, he
is conceived as helping his people to their rights
rather than as administering statutes. In books
like the Psalms and Deutero-Isaiah the people of
God are generally represented as wronged and
oppressed by a wicked world, and God manifests
His righteousness when He vindicates tliem and
delivers them from their enemies.
Hence God's
righteousness is His people's hope; it is in it that
they trust, and to it they appeal by the manifestation and exercise of it they are justified and
saved. In a real sense, it is one with His grace
and faithfulness. It puts His wronged people in
the right in the eyes of all intelligent spectators.
The Lord is their righteousness, their vindication,
their salvation, as against all who condemn and
oppress them or put them in the wrong.
nature with

—

—

;

OT

—A

;

;

Passages like Ps

So^^-^s 51" TP-^^'-^^, or like
In most of these
illustrate this.
the subject spoken of is the nation, and it is

Is

5P

541'' 56^,
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easier, of

course, for a nation than for

an

(in St.

indi-

the right, and that, if
God's righteousness were manifested, the result

vidual to feel that

it is in

and salvation. A com^in Ps 143 shows how this national
parison of vv.
reliance on God's righteousness as that which must
vindicate the people can be combined with an
individual sense of sin which cannot face the
judgment of God. The just (but wronged) nation
can be saved by the manifestation of God's righteousness its justification is an analytical proposition, declaring it to be what it is by putting it
into the position which is its due
but, if the
sinful individual, who cannot face God's judgment,
is to be justified, the process must be different.
His justification cannot be the declaration of what
he is the demonstration of the righteousness of
the righteous it must be a synthetic proposition,
which not only declares something about the
sinner, but also does something for him, securing
for him a new relation to God.
It is worth noticing

would be

its justification
'*

'

'

;

;

—

;

that those who attach to these OT passages about
the nation, or the faithful community at the heart
it, the explanation of St. Paul's diKaioa-vvr] deoO
also connect justification in the
Ritschl, e.g.
sense mth the Church rather than the individual.
The writer can only confess himself baflSed with this.
When St. Paul preaches his gospel of SiKaioa-vvrj
Oeov, it is not to an oppressed people of God Avho,
whatever their shortcomings, are still in the right
as against their pagan oppressors, and who can
depend on God's righteousness to put them in the
right i.e. by one and the same divine act to
justify and save them ; he preaches to individual
sinners, Jew and Gentile alike, who are in no
community but that of guilt, and of whom it must
be said, if they are eventually justified, not that
God has justified His injured people and vindicated
their righteous cause, but that He has justified
the ungodly (Ro 4^). This would of itself be
enough to show that diKaio<njvr] Oeov, as embodying
the sum and substance of St. Paul's gospel, is not
equivalent to Gk)d's faithfulness to His covenant
obligations, or to His action regarded as the consistent carrying out of His purpose to bless and save
His people. It is something more original and
startling more congruous with the idea of a new
revelation than this.
But there are other
4. St. Paul's meaning.
reasons which forbid lis to attach St. Paul's
SiKaiocrijvr] Oeov to such OT passages as are referred
to above.
For one, St. Paul himself refers to none
of these passages in expounding the diKaioauvri Oeov.
He declares it to be witnessed to by the Law and
the Prophets, and his favourite references are
Gn 15^ and Hab 2*. There is not an allusion even
to Ps 98^.
Further, as W. Bousset has pointed
out,^ this conception of the righteousness of God
fell, in later Judaism, wholly or almost wholly
into abeyance.
of

—

—

NT

—

—
—

—

In place of the merciful righteousness of God [the righteousness of God sjTupathetically interested in his
wronged people],
find predominant the distributive, forensic, disinterested
righteousness.'
'

we

The last epithets not only describe the change,
but convey an unsympathetic judgment of it but
the fact referred to is indubitable. St. Paul had
to preach his gospel of a diKaiocrvvr) Oeov, not to people
who could lose the sense of their own demerit in
the sense of membership in a community which
could appeal to God as having a righteous cause,
but to people who had to meet the living God
standing alone, or only in a community of guilt
with others. Such a righteousness of God as is
exhibited in Is 54" or Ps 98^ would mean nothing
for such people.
If it were not unintelligible, it
;

1

Religion des
p. 436 f.

Judentums im

NT

Zeitaltcr^, Berlin, 1906,
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would be irrelevant

;

pleas that have been

and, in spite of the powerful

made

for it

by many

scholars,

cannot be regarded as the key to St. Paul's
mind.
This key can be found only if we concentrate our
attention on the passage in which St. Paul not
only mentions but expounds the diKaiocr^vr] Oeov,
and if we observe the place that it holds in the
connexion of his thoughts. This passage is Ro S^'*-.
The 8iKaio(TtJvr] Oeov is preached to a world which is
itirdSiKos T(p Oe(^, liable to God's
judgment a world,
not of people who can appeal to God's righteousness to vindicate them, but of condemned and unsheltered men, who need a righteousness of God
because they have none of their own. It is a
righteousness bound up with and inseparable from
Jesus Christ in His character as IXaarripiov. It is
not something that we can seize and understand,
apart from Christ, and inside of which we can
it

—

then, consistently, make
not enough to say with

Headlam

room for Christ. It is
W. Sanday and A. C.

:

'

There is one signal manifestation of righteousness, the
nature of which it is difficult for us wholly to grasp, in the Death
of Christ.'

1

The death

of Christ is not ' one signal manifestation of righteousness'; in the sense in which St.
Paul uses the term to sum up his gospel, the death
of Christ is the whole and sole revelation of the
diKaioavvr] Oeov as the hope of sinful men.
Apart
from it there is no manifestation of a SiKaioaiJvri
Oeov at all.
And it is so because God has set forth
Christ in His blood as IXaarripiov i.e. either as a
propitiatory sacrifice or in propitiatory power.
There is a cautious way of declining to think out
passages like this, illustrated, e.g., by J. B. Lightfoot in his Notes on Epistles of St. Paul (London,
1895, p. 272), and an impressionist or emotional
way, illustrated conspicuously by G. A. Deissmann
in ch. 6 of his Paulus. Eine kultur- und religionsgeschichtl. Skizze, Tiibingen, 1911 ; but nothing is
more certain than that St. Paul in Ro 3*^'^^ was
exerting his whole intellectual force, consciously

—

and deliberately, and with a daring which drew
back at nothing, in an eflbrt to comprehend and
explain the way of salvation for sinners abridged
This BiKaiocrvvr} Oeov and the
as SiKaLocrvvr) Oeov.
There would be
LkaaT-qpiov are correlative terms.
no biKaioffiivt} Oeov for sinners but for the IXaaTripiov,
The IXaarripiov has two characters. It deals with
sin /or its removal ; that is its graciotis side the
side which answers to God's will to forgive and
save sinners. But it deals with sin as it is as
that terrible thing which, in St. Paul's conviction
and in God's judgment, is one with death. When
Christ died for sin when God set Him forth, in
His blood, a propitiatory power or sacrifice then,

—
—

—

and not

—

then (iv ri^ vvv Kaipi^, Ro 3-®), was the
Oeov revealed to men.
The way of salva-

till

8iKaioavvi]

tion, as a way in which God gets sinful men right
with Himself, and at the same time deals with sin
as nothing less than the awful reality it is, now
From God's side the
lies open for the world.
diKaioavvr] Oeov covers the double truth that God is
dlKaios (i.e. not indifferent to the sinfulness of sin)
and diKaiQv rbv iK iriareus 'Irjaov {i.e. a gracious sin-

forgiving God).

2

We may put this otherwise

by saying that what
manifested at the Cross as the ultimate truth in
the universe the divinest thing in the divine is
love bearing sin. To whom does this appeal ? It
appeals to sinners, not to those who trust in themFor what does it
selves that they are righteous.
is

—

1

—

Commentary on theEpistle to the Romans^ UCC], Edinburgh,

1902, p. 35.
is clearly visible here, what has played so large a part
atonement, the idea of a harmonization of the
divine attributes of justice (holiness) and mercy in the work of
Christ. The fitKoioo-uiaj 6eov includes both.

2

There

in doctrines of
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appeal? It appeals for faith. When a .sinner is
confronted with the divine love in Clirist bearinj,'
in death the sin of the world, what is he invited
to do? What is the ri},'ht thing for him to do?
The only riglit thing for him to do is to trust that love
unreservedly, to cast himself upon it, to abandon
himself to it, to stake and invest his whole being in
He is not to
it as the final reality in tlie universe.
open negotiations with God, and see whether something less wonderful might not meet the requirements on both sides. He is not to make himself
worthy of such love before he trusts it. He is not to
offer guarantees that, unworthy as he is, he will prove
worthy in the long run. He has simply, iramedithat is the one
atelj', unconditionally to trust it
When he does so, then,
riglit thing for him to do.
in spite of all his sins, it brings him right with
God. W^hat he is, as a believer in Jesus, annuls
what he was, as a sinner under God's condemnation.
His faith in Christ the propitiation is reckoned to
him for righteousness and, in so reckoning it,
God's judgment of the believing sinner is according
:

;

There is no legal fiction when God
any more than when He condemns for,
when the propitiation has evoked faith, the sinner
is another man.
God justifies the ungodly when
in the propitiation He puts forth a power, or makes
an appeal to the ungodly, which makes his true
him that believeth in
ilescription henceforth
•Jesus.'
And we must not minimize faith by
to truth.

justifies

;

'

Faith in St. Paul's writings
in his life not a mere assent,
not the attitude of a moment, but something in
virtue of which his whole being was permanently
absorbed in Christ who died. It includes entering
into the mind of Christ with relation to sin, accepting the divine sentence on sin as it is brought
home to the conscience in this way ; and it is in
this character that it is the basis or God's verdict.
As believers in Jesus we are diKaioi irapa ry Oet^ (Ro
2^'), or diKaioffvvq Oeou iv airri^ (2 Co 5-').
The inference from this
5. The Pauline gospel.
is that tlie true ex [Sanation of the genitive in
diKaioffvvT) dead is that which regards it as the
genitive of the author or origin. God provides
the IKaaTTjpiov which deals righteously with sin for
its removal, and so appeals to men that they are
brought into the right relation to Himself. This
is the key to the passages in which the StAcaioo-wT?
deov the righteousness revealed in the gospel
is
contrasted with any righteousness of our own,
which we might have achieved out of our own
resources.
Twice St. Paul formally emphasizes
this contrast.
In Ro 9^-10"* he speaks of the Jews
as wanting to establish ' their own righteousness
to come to God, so to speak, invested in a goodness which they had achieved by statutory obediarbitrary definition.
is

what

faith

—

was

—

—

—

'

—

Ro

and which
rather made God their debtor than rested on a
fundamental debt to God and he formally opposes
to this the SiKaioo'iyj'ij Beov of his gospel.
So also
with special reference to his own case in Ph 3-'^^
Once he, like his countrymen in general, had
sought to establish a righteousness of his own, and
by human standards had been strikingly successful
ence

(5tAcaio(7iV7;j'

TTji/

iK v6p.ov,

10*),

;

(/card

Si.Kaio(Tvvr]v

But there

rr)v

iv

vSfKf)

yevd/xevoi

dfiffjiirros).

always a profound delusion in the
idea that we can be good without God.
For a
sinful man to think so is indeed the sin of sins as
well as the most fatal of enors. But St. Paul had
been delivered from this sin and error, and as a
believing Christian his one desire was to win Christ
and be found in Him, renouncing every other hope
'not having a righteousness of my own,' viz. that
which conies of the Law (ttjk iK v6fiov), but having
that which is through faith in Christ, the righteousness which comes from God {rijv iK deov SiKaio<Tvvr]v) on the basis of faith.
Righteousness is a

—

is
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not an achievement not as though it were
a material tiling, wiiicli could be handed over or
tiut to our credit apart from our consent, but
uecause it is the love of God which has made
Christ the propitiation part of our world, and
through Him has made the appeal to sinners in
yielding to which they enter into the right relation
to God.
Apart from the faith which yields to this
appeal, sinners have no righteousness, they stand
condemned at God's bar but on the basis of it
they are accepted by God as dlKaioi ; the BiKatoffj^vri
dfod has taken effect for them.
It cannot be said too strongly that this is the
whole of St. Paul's gospel. Witii Christ the propitiation on one side, and faith in Christ on the
other, we have a situation which cannot and need
not be supplemented. All the interests of 'rigiiteousness, in whatever sense the term may be
taken, are covered by the biKaiwrivrf dtov, which
becomes ours through faith in Christ. Faith in
the Pauline sense makes the tree good and, when
the tree is good, there need be no anxiety about
its fruits.
Protestant theology has undoubtedly
erred in making so much of the distinction between
The connexion is
justification and sanctification.
In
even more important than the distinction.
all
that
Protestants
mean
reality,
by both terms
is included in the Pauline SiKatotrwij deov.
The
sinner who has faith in Christ the propitiation not
only comes into the right relation to God (and is
'justified' accordingly), but in the very same act
and instant he gets the one adequate inspiration
for a holy life
the love of God is shed abroad in
his heart through the Holy Spirit given to him.
Experimentally or psychologically, indeed, there
is no ditlerence between these two things.
To
have an overpowering assurance of the love of God
as it is revealed in Christ the propitiation and to
be filled with the Holy Spirit are the same thing
and in that one thing lie the promise and potencj'
of all forms of Christian goodness.
Such goodness
is never imposed
It is
it is always inspired.
never a matter of statutory obedience, but always
It is a mistake,
of spontaneous inner impulse.
speaking of it, to contrast faith and the Spirit, as
gift,

;

;

;

—

;

;

m

if

men were

by the
of

Ro

'justified' by faith and 'sanctified'
Spiiit, according to a common construction
3-5 and 6-8. In St. Paul faith and the

they imply each other.
Spirit are never contrasted
They are, indeed, the same thing contemplated in
its human and its divine relations.
Every Christian experience is at one and the same time an
experience of faith and an experience in the Spirit.
Faith itself is the gift of God ; yet we can always
say of it '/ believe.' It is this experience that
has the power and virtue of all Christianity— or,
in it.
if we choose to say so, of all righteousness
The only contrast in St. Paul is not one between
faith which justifies and the Spirit which sanctifies
still less one between faith which justifies and the
sacrament of baptism which regenerates ; it is the
contrast between coming under obligation to God
from the very beginning for all that is called
righteousness (whether justification or sanctifica;

—

;

—

an obligation which is
tion)
ditl'erent points of view when

—and

acknowledged from

we speak

of faith rr

come under initial
obligation to God, aiming rather, by the method
of statutory obedience (' works of law '), at winning

the Spirit

refusing

to

a righteousness of our own, for which we may
then challenge God's approbation and so laj
Him, as it were, under obligation to us. This is
what St. Paul fought to the death in his own time

It may
as Pharisaism, and in essence it survives.
survive even as a mode of religion a moderate
the
moralistic religion, emphasizing
importance of
keeping the commandments—yet for sinful men it
Chalmers spoke of it as that
is a hopeless road.

—

'
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natural religion which disowned
Christ.' '
For St. Paul to disown the propitiation,
to lose its inspiration, to stand boastfully on one's
own feet, was (for a sinner) the negation of every
If
possibility of becoming Skatoi irapd. n^ 6ei^.
righteousness came in this way, Christ died for

independent

—

2*1 ).
Christ Himself
Christ who
the Law, who kept the commandments of
God, and who died at last bearing our sins in His
own body on the tree is the only v6tJiOi dwdfievos
and it is because men are
i'woTroirjaai (Gal 3*^)
quickened through faith in Him that the just
demand of God's law is fulfilled in them (Ko 8'').
To say fulfilled in them, not by them, is to speak
from the religious, as contrasted with the ethical,
but the end attained is at once
point of vieAV
God's justification is always
religious and ethical.
justification characterized by life (Ro 5^^).
6.
Difficulties of interpretation.
Righteousness may be considered as an actual or only as a
possible experience of men, as a thing of the
present or the future, as realized or contingent,
and then certain questions arise in the interpretation of St. Paul Avhich are at least formally
difficult.
Ordinarily the apostle speaks of the
blessings of the gospel as enjoyed in the present.
Men believe in Christ the propitiation now, and in

nothing (Gal
fulfilled

—

;

;

—

'

'

doing so they become right with God. Justification God's acceptance of believers as righteous
is spoken of in the past, and exhortations are
based on it.
Having therefore been justified by
faith (diKaiuBivres), let us have peace with God

—

—

'

'

(Ro

But sometimes the

eschatological conception of salvation imposes itself on the apostle's
thoughts ; he thinks of Christians as having yet
to stand at the judgment-seat of God or Christ,
and of their open acknowledgment or acquittal
in other words, their justification as therefore
There is no more characteristic
still in suspense.
5^).

—

—

sentence in his writings than Gal 6'
irvevfJiaTi

:

Vf's

ya-P

iK iricTTeus iXirida dLKaiocrvviji aireK8ex6fJ.€6a.

The emphatic

17/xf 's

means we who are

Christians,
as opposed to the Pharisaic Jews.
This is our reHvevnari, 'in the
ligion, and the only true one.
in virtue of faith,' indicate
spirit,' and iK iricrTewi,
respectively the divine and the human basis of the
standing Christian experience, each implying the
In 4\irl5a SiKatoavvr]! we see that BiKaioffiivr),
other.
implying primarily God's verdict of Si/catos on the
believer, is the care of Christianity ; and in i\Tri8a
aireKdexofieda we see that, in spite of the pricelessness of the experiences of those who live by the
Spirit and in faith, there is still a supreme blessing
wliich keeps the soul eagerly expectant.
That
blessing too is God's final verdict in our favour.
Perhaps there is no formal solution of the difficulty
that we are justified by faith, and that our ultimate
justification is in suspense tliat we cannot be too
sure of the pardoning love of God now, and yet
that our final benefit from it is involved in unknown
'

—

It is an aggravation of the difficontingencies.
culty that the very apostle who is so insistent that
righteousness is of faith apart from works of law
is equally empiiatic tliat men are judged at last
according to their works (Ro 2«-i'» 14i"-', 1 Co y^«-,
2 Co 5^"). It may be said that he himself mitigates
the difficulty by such arguments as we find in
Ro 5^'-, and that the ' works by which we are to
be judged are not works of law
acts of statutory
obedience but simply the moral fruits of our life.
This is true, but does not entirely meet the case.
The wider truth seems to be that the judgment at
the close of the Christian life on earth, just like
the propitiation at the beginning of it, is a way of
making it indubitable that this religion is transacted in the world of moral reality from beginning
'

'

'

—

1

W. Hanna, Memoirs of

ehalmers. D.D., LL.D.,

the Lift

i vols.,

—

and Writings of Thomas

Edinburgh, 1850-52,

ii.

49.

Christian theology)

(in

There is a sense in which religion transcends morality. Christ is the end of the Law
believers are not under law, but under grace ; their
righteousness is not dictated and demanded, but
evoked and inspired. But, if any one thinks on
these grounds that in Christianity he comes into
a non-moral
or one in which morality can
region,
in any way be discounted, the Cross and the Judgment-Seat are there to correct him. The whole
system lies within the moral order, and the Law is
not only (formally) annulled it is (really) established.
have the same problem to face in the
of our Lord.
In the reception of the
teaching
Prodigal Son we see an illustration of justification
faith
without
works
of law a man put right
by
with his father simply by trusting to his father's
and
to
its
love,
yielding
inspiration. In the builders
on the rock and the sand we see men judged according to their works, and we know that both
parables are true. The difficulty is to realize that
grace is inexorable, that all's love and all's law
but this is the supreme lesson of Christ and His
It is involved in everything that St. Paul
apostle.
has to say of the SiKaloavvr] 6eov, alike as related to
the IXacrrripiov and to the ^rjfjLa rod XpicrroO.
to end.

;

;

We

—

'

'

;

J.

1911,

—
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(in Christian theology).
— RIGHTEOUSNESS
Term and definition. — The conception of
I.

righteousness holds a conspicuous place in Christian literature, and,
in content
thou<^h it varies
according to the nature of the subject spoken of,
the central part of the conception is generally in
It frequently stands for virtue generally
sight.
as implied in conformity to the requirements of
the divine or moral law.' In English we have the
advantage of a separate term for that part of the
conception which belongs to the sphere of law, but
'
justice is often practically a sj'nonym for righteousness' in the wider sense, as may be seen in
various instances in the English Bible.
The distinction between the narrower and the
wider sense of the term is discussed by Aristotle.^
In the former aspect he regards it as the highest of
the ethical virtues, being 'virtue towards another,'
and therefore the chief virtue of civil life {justitia
As the principle which regulates the
civilis).
relationships of men to each other within a community or the State, it is both distributive and
'corrective.' This is the restricted sense which
the term usually bears in the language of juris'

'

'

'

'

—suum

Erudence
is own.'

'

citique tribuere,

This sense of the word
1

Ethics, bk. v.

to give to each
is frequent also
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when the relation of man to
the moral order of tlie world is in question.
2. Righteousness in the history of Christian
thought. As to the conception as it appears in
tlie course of Christian thought, it is, perhaps, a
surprise to find that the line followed does not
begin at the point reached in the (lospels and by
The starting-point is rather to be found
St. Paul.
in the popular morality of the time as it may be
seen in Cicero and among the Stoics. Christianity,

While, however, we look in vain for any definite
scientific conception in the ancient Churcli, there
is no difficulty in ascertaining how it was commonly
vieweil.
few examples will suffice. It was

though continuing to give full proof of its j)ower
as a life to renew the world, undoubtedly fell to a
loMer level when the manifold gifts and activities
The lofty conof the first age had passed away.
sciousness wliicli iiad been purified and exalted by
the new relation to (lod and the sense of divine
sonship which Christianity had established now

intercession against a multitude of sins.
This
view is as old as Daniel (4^). It is a commonplace
in most of the early literature, Jewish and Christian.
It appears as a variant on Mt 6', where some
editors accept dLKaLoavvy^v for iXerjfj.ouvi'rjv.
It is in Lactantius, who has been called the

in theology, especially

God and

—

became obscured, and a general

towards a
The tendency to regard
legalistic moralism set in.
Christi.anity as a new law had powerful support in
many influences, both Jewish and heathen, but
most of all in the common view of religion, which
regards the relation to God as determined externally by the observance or non-observance of
religious duties a view which is probably the
average level of religious thought generally, in
which righteousness falls to be measured by
external standards. Thus down to the Reformadrift

—

come

tion the prevailing conceptions that

now and then wear

tlie

complexion of the

to light

Church

system, which stood before the conscience as the
supreme authority in religion.
Two aspects of the subject have been much discussed which it is important to keep in view (the
connexion between them was not apparent for a
while, yet it is of the closest kind and has come to
tlie front of late)
(1) the place or function of
righteousness in God, i.e. as an attribute of the
Divine nature, and (2) righteousness as a quality
required of man in the scheme of salvation. The
course of thought on each of these points has been
guided largely by previous assumptions in regard
to God and man, partly ethical or philosophical.
:

Tliese will

come

in sight as

we

proceed.

Righteousness in the ethics of the ancient
Church. The general tendency to regard righteousness from the standpoint of law and moral or
religious observance was in the ascendant all over
the ancient Church. This drift was inherent in
Jewish Christianity from the first and it grew
more and more predominant as the Church system
was developed and claimed regulative autliority
over faith and conduct. The fall from the level of
ajjostolic days is very perceptible in the early
literature.
Apocrj'phal and apocalyptic books
which were widely read, the growth of the ascetic
ideal, and other inlluences of the time led to an
(a)

—

;

We

are
excessive emphasis on traditional ideals.
safe in assuming that in the mind of the people
righteousness was identified with the highest
excellence according to current ideals. This had
long been the common way of regarding it, and it
continued to be so regarded even after philosophy
set about defining the idea.
The speculation of
the schools had led to little positive result. The
principle of a twofold morality, which was introduced by Aristotle in his classification of the
virtues as intellectual and ethical, and which was
taken up by the Stoics in their virtues of the wise
man and those of the masses, had hindered the
unity of the moral ideal. The complication was
further increased when the ascetic ideal rose to
dominance. If monasticism furnishes the highest
type of Christian excellence, there must be a lower
standard open to common people. Thus it became
necessary to say either that the monks Avere the
only righteous people or that there were ditterent
degrees or grades of righteousness.

A

natural that the practice of charity, so conspicuous
among the Christian communities, and so great a
power in winning the heathen, should be regarded
as a means to, if not as righteousness itself.
Chrysostom glorifies the sin-forgiving power of
alms, and praises the giving of alms as an oH'ectual

Christian Cicero, that we find the fullest expression of the common view.
Bk. v. of the Divine
Institutes

is

devoted to 'justice'

:

'

Although justice embraces all the virtues tojfether, yet there
are two, the chief of all, which cannot be torn asunder and
But piety and equity
separated from it piety and equity.
are, as it were, its veins for in these two fountains the whole
of justice is contained ; but its source and origin is in the first,
all its force and method in the second."
'To injure no one, to
oppress no one, not to close his door against a stranger, nor his
ear against a suppliant, but to be bountiful, beneficent, and
liberal.'
"This truly is justice, and this is the golden age,
which was first corrupted when Jupiter reigned.' i

—

.

.

.

:

The influence of Cicero and the ancient way of
is apparent in Ambrose, who adopts the
four cardinal virtues of the ancients, and maintains
that the Christian fulfils the ideal of the just and
wise man. He has also adopted the Stoic distinction between
middle or common
perfect and
duties,' identifying the former with the content
In Aquinas the varying
of the monastic vow.
elements of the moral ideal which floated before
the ancient Church are reduced to apparent system,
but without internal coherence. To the moral and
intellectual virtues of Aristotle he adds the three
theological virtues of faith, hope, and love. Adopting the four cardinal virtues, he assigns to justice
the duties of religion and neighbourly love.
have thus an ascending scale of three degrees, in
which the highest is to be reached only by way of
poverty, chastity, and obedience.'
in doctrinal controversy.
(b) Eight coxisness
Turning now to the discussions which figure in the
history of dogma, we strike on a path which leads
towards more definite results as to the nature and
place of righteousness in God and in the salvation
thinking

'

'

'

We

'

—

of men.
That righteousness is somehow manifest
in the death of Christ and that this righteousness
is a main factor in the Christian salvation has
always been felt and acknowledged in Christian
faith ; and it is chiefly in the course of thought
upon the doctrine of atonement and reconciliation
that the principal aspects of righteousness in the
Christian sense have slowly come to view. In the
beginnings of speculative thought in this field it

was perceived that there was an ajiparent antagonism between the love and the righteousness of God

The
in the death of the Redeemer.
antagonism might be explained in Gnostic fashion
bj' supposing that the God of justic-e was not the
Father of Jesus Christ, or by assuming, as the
Fathers of that time did, that the death of Christ
was the ransom paid to the Devil in view of his
supposed rights over men. In this standpoint
there is latent the idea of an objective righteousness or justice whose claims were somehow met
and satisfied by the Christian redemption. The
next step was to define the sphere and the nature
of this justice, but definite ground was not reached
The argument in Cur Dcus Homo is
till Anselm.
to the effect that righteousness is an immanent and
necessary attribute in the being of God to which
satisfaction has been made in the sufterings and
involved

1

Works,

tr.

W.

Fletcher, Edinburgh, 1886,

i.

325, S06.
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death of the Son of God,

became incarnate.
that

all

divine

The

action

who

position

for this purpose
is

tlius

reached

must be subject
is tlie supreme

law of righteousness, which
principle in the Godhead.

This

to tlie
ethical

step has the

(Egyptian)

sively to the connexion between sin and evil.' It
knowTi to us through the consciousness of sin,
and covers the whole sphere of human experience,
and thus far it is involved in the order of man's
world, but, in proportion as sin is overcome, the
function of justice is diminished or displaced
through the redemptive agencies which radiate
from Christ.
With Ritschl retributive and puni(d) Ritschl.
tive justice has no place in the moral and religious
The righteousness of God is simply the
sphere.
consistency with which His love provides for tlie
good of men.' This view subordinates justice to
love to such an extent that the former cannot have
a separate function in the moral order of the world.
Yet, if it is maintained that the love of God in
creation and redemption always reaches wLse, holy,
'

is

greatest significance in the progress of theology,
but it did not receive adequate recognition till the
Reformation. In the confiision characteristic of
the older ethics the true ethical ideal both for God
and for man had not come fully to light, but, once
it was seen that power, will, and love in God are
subject to an eternal law of justice which guards
the order of the universe, a principle was found,
fruitful in the best results, which casts a significant light upon the righteousness required of man.
So long as the theory of a double morality held the
field, moral obligation rested on external authority,
on the will of superiors, and as a consequence the and righteous ends, righteousness must be implied
moral ideal lacked unity and coherence. This is in all manifestations of love. Thus all the data of
seen in the Roman Catholic view of an ' original the problem, when fully considered, favour the conrighteousness given to primitive man and in the tention that justice is an immutable quality in God
doctrine of an infused righteousness assumed as and the world.
See, further, art. RiTSCHLlANlSM.
the ground of justification. Both points were long
Literature. Aristotle, Ethics, bk. v. Cicero, d« Officiis
the subject of keen debate, and they came ulti- Lactantius, Divine Institutes, bk. v. Ambrose, de Oficiig
Ministrorum Anselm, Cur Deus Homo C. E.
mately to mark the dividing-line between Roman Hist, of Christian Ethics before the Reformation, Luthardt,
Eng. tr.,
Catholics and Protestants. The chief point in the
Edinburgh, 1889; A. Wuttke, Christian Ethics, 2 vols., do.
controversy for us here lies in this, that the con- 1ST3 I. A. Domer, A System of Christian Ethics, Eng. tr., do.
sect. 7, pp. 69-91
H. Martensen, Christian Ethics,
ception of righteousness is reduced to what is after 1887, esp. do.
1881-S5, i. 21-77 J. Martineau, Types of Ethical
En?, tr.,
all its essential elements, as that by ivhich man is
Theory'^, Oxford, 1886 Histories of Dogma bv K. R. Hagrenthe central bach (Eng. tr., 3 vols., Edinburgh, 1880-81), W. G. T. Shedd
accepted and justified before God,
and New York, 1889-94), and A. Harnack
problem of St. Paul's theology. This is the main (2 vols., Edinburgh
(Eng. tr., 7 vols., London, 1894-99) F. C. Baur, Die Lehre von
conception which figures in all subsequent theo- der Versohnung, Tubingen, 1838 A. Ritschl, Die christl. Lehre
The Catholics affirmed that man is justified von der Recfdfertigttng und Versohnung*, 3 vols., Bonn, 1895logy.
F. D. E. Schleiermacher, Der christliche Glaube*',
in virtue of a righteous disposition produced in his 1903
heart through prevenient grace, the Protestants Berlin, 1884, iL sect. 84 Dorner, A System of Christian
Doctrine, Eng. tr., Edinburgh, 1880-32,
286, iv. 1-25.
maintaining that justification is grounded solely
For the juristic conception of righteousness specially useful
in the righteousness of Christ imputed to faith,
are
K. HUdenbrand, Gesch. und Systein der Rechts- und
and is not procured by merit in man.
thus Staatsphilosophie, Leipzig, 1860 A. Trendelenburg, Natvrdo. 1868 J. Lorimer, Institutes of Lavfl, Edinburgh,
arrive at the point where the
leaves the rechfi,
1880 H. Spencer, Justice, London, 1891.
In recent theology may be noted books on atonement where
problem and discover that the righteousness required of man is after all the righteousness of God. aspects of righteousness are given, especially those of R. W.
creeds.
In Dale, The Atonement^, London, 1878, J. McLeod Campbell,
(c) Righteousness in Reformation
Nature of the Atonement^, do. 1878, and R. C. Moberly,
general outline the Reformation doctrine has held Atoneinent and Personality^, do. 1907 also T. Erskine,
the field in all Protestant churches down to the Letters, 2 vols., ed. W. Hanna, Edinburgh, 1877, and W.
The modifications which have come in, Sanday and A. C. Headlam, The Epistle to the Romans^
present.
do. 1902, where the 'exegetical tradition' on St. Paul's
in the course of thought, belong mostly to the {ICC),
doctrine is discussed.
A. F. SiMPSON.
harsher forms in which it has sometimes been
maintained.
has
varied
Opinion
considerably
i.
Intro(Egyptian).
about imputation,' about the legal and forensic
ductory. For the three conceptions which we
aspects implied in the satisfaction theory. Modern express in three distinct words
righteousness,
and especially recent theology shows a notable
the Egyptians had only one word,
truth,
advance upon the systems of the 17th and 18th meet justice
is apparently
Meet
MHI).
(Copt.
centuries.
Theory has come to follow more closely derived from a verb to}', be straight,' be even.' '
the lines of a living faith and experience. It is
the balance is even in thy
E.g., iw m;jf m\'-ty ftr sp'h,
seen that Christianity secures not merely forgive- case';
2
m\' i-n, 'straight as to the hair';3 mh',t mtt m\'t nt
ness and reconciliation, but righteous character and C^wty, the accurate and even balance of Thoth.' *
life.
2. The practice of righteousness, truth, and
(a) The Grotianview.
3. Modern developments.
The Egyptian was never tired of assertThe Grotian and Arminian view has significance justice.
ing that he practised these virtues.
as a protest against the harsher aspects of the
The frequent claims to
(1) Righteoiisness.
Reformation theory to which we have referred.
made by Egyptians of all classes and
But the principle that law in God may be relaxed righteousness
illustrated
by the following
pei'iods are well
or set aside as His wisdom may determine, and
quotations
that the Atonement is not a satisfaction to justice
I came forth from my city, I came down into my nome and
but a relaxing of penalty, fails to explain the 1 spake the truth therein, I did righteousness therein. '5 'I
There is no
am
one who loves good and who hates evil.
Grotius
necessity implied in the death of Christ.
my mouth, there is no evil that
maintains that, *so far as God is concerned. He iniquity that has issued from
6
a
'I
was
hands
have
righteous man upon
my
wrought.'
might have forgiven men without atonement, but
it would have been unsafe to do so in the interest
1 See also art. Ethics and Moralitv
(Egyptian), § z.
of creation' a view advocated in some modern
2 E.
Naville, Das agyp. Todtenbuch (hereafter cited as Tdb.),
theories of atonement.
2 vols., Berlin, 1886, ch. clxxviii. line 29; F. Vogelsang,
The Socinian theory denies Kommentar zu den Klagen des Bauem, Leipzig, 1913, p. 166.
(6) Tlie Socinian.
3 Tdb. ch. ex. line 40.
altogether that justice is a necessary attribute of
K. Sethe, Urkunden des cigyp. Altertums, iv. [Leipzig,
God, and maintains that forgiveness is open to all 1905-09] 337, line 13 see also J. H. Breasted, Development of
on repentance and obedience.
Religion and Thought in Ancient Egypt, New York aud London,
p. 166.
Schleiermacher's view is 1912,
(c) Schleiermacher.
5
Sethe, Urkunden, i. [1903] 46 f.
6
suggestive as opening lines which recent thinking
Hieroglyphic Texts from, Egyptian Stelce, etc., in the British
has followed. With him justice belongs exclu- Shiseum, London, 1911-14, i. pi. 47, line 11 f.
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RIGHTEOUSNESS
earth.' i
Never did I any c\il thing
aiu a noble pleased with rij^'hteousness,
of the Hall of the Two Righto.' 3
'

(2)

Truth*

— Truthfulness

unto any people.' ^ 'I
conforming to the laws

-.

indeed such an one must
high steward Ronsi
'destroy lies and create truth [or 'right'].'" An
noble
as.serts
tiuit he was straightOld Kingdom
forward in the royal presence and free from falsehood.''
Says another: 'I spake llie truth which
the god loves every day.'^ The sage Ptahhotp recommends one to act in accordance with right, free
from falsehood." A well-known XVIIIth dynasty
official claims to have been free from iniquity,
accurate of mind, with no lie in him.^*
Spealc the
truth {meet), do right [meet], for it is great, it is
mighty, it is enduring,' was an utterance ascribed
to the sun-god Ke himself." 'I have not spoken
I
lies knowingly,' says the deceased to Osiris.'*
have not spoken lies' is one of the statements in
'^
the Assertion of Sinlessness.'
The viziers, nomarchs, and high
(3) Justice.^*
officials who governed and administered the laws
were expected to exhibit a high standard of justice.
exercise of
We are informed that 'men expect the
i'
The vizier
justice in the procedure of the vizier.'
must not be wroth with a man wrongfully he
should be wroth only with what one ought to be
wroth with.^® He must deal with petitioners in
accordance with the law and equity and help them
to their rights.
The petitioner must not be able
'

;

'

'

'

—

;

'''

to say when the verdict is pronounced
My right
has not been given me.'^^ Again, the vizier must
not be a respecter of persons or show partiality,'"
He must not,
for that is what the god abhors.**
however, go to the other extreme and act like the
vizier Akhthoi, who discriminated against some of
his own kin in favour of strangers, in fear lest it
should be wrongly said of him that he favoured his
kin dishonestly ; that,' we are informed, is more
than justice.'^' The ideal judge must be 'a father of
the lowly [nmh),'^ a husband of the widow, a brother
of the forsaken, the garment of the motherless
one who comes forth at the voice of him who
If such an one veil his face against the
calls.' ^
violent, who shall repress crime V''^ A judge must
be as unerring and impartial as the balance.^
'

:

'

'

.

1

.

A. Erman,

SBAW

'

Denkateine aus der theban. Graberstadt,' in

xlix. [Berlin, 1911]
Archaeology, iii. [1916] 86.
2

1098 = B. Gunn,

Joum.

oj

Egyp.

pi. 24.
3

RTr iv.

not wrong,

suppose, a balance that is awry, a tongue
faulty, a righteous man that has swerved
(from the right path)?'i
official describes himself as :
It is

of a balance that

I

is

An

'A man of truth (or righteousness) before the Two Lands,
.
.
more accurate than
equitable and righteous like Thoth
the plummet, the likeness of the balance.' 2
.

A

frequent boast of the high

Kingdom
'

is

Never did
was deprived

the Old

official of

:

I judge two brothers in such a
of his father's property.' *

way that

An

a

man

Old Kingdom noble asserts that he saved the
weak from the hand of hira that was stronger than
he,' and that he 'held forth justice to the just.'*
SirenpOwet, a nomarch of Elephantine in the Vlth
'

dynasty, says

:

did not deal roughly with him who made petitions.
did not deprive a commoner {nds) of his property.'*
'

I

...

I

Another feudal lord asserts not only that he had
not deprived any one of his possessions, but that
he had never flogged anybody.* An official who
administered justice in the reign of Wah-'onkh
Intef thus describes his conduct
'I did not pursue after mischief for which men are hated.
I
was one who loved good and bated evil, a character who is
:

Now as for any commission
loved in the house of hia lord. . .
which he (the king) bade me attend to, viz. giving a petitioner
his right, attending to the claim of one who has been wronged,
I always did it in reality. ... I was not passionate against
violent persons. I did not take a thing (i.«. a bribe) wrongfully
in order to conduct a transaction.' '
.

The famous XVIIIth dynasty

vizier

lleklimire

claims that he judged the petitioner impartially
and did not turn his face (lit. temples) to rewards.
He also maintains that he rescued the fearful from
the froward.* Intef, another notable of the same
period, describes himself as follows
'Turning his face towards him who speaks truth disregardnot discriminating between him
ing him who speaks lies
whom he knew.and him whom he knew not going about after
:

;

.

;

.

.

;

righteousness ; indulgent in hearing petitions
Judging two
men so that they are satisfied . . free from partiality ;
acquitting the righteous driving away the plunderer from him
whom he plunders ; the servant of the oppressed.' 9
;

.

;

;

Menthwoser would have us believe that he was
did not show partiality to the possessor
of rewards.''*
King Akhthoi, in his 'instruction'

one who

'

to his son Merikere gives the future king excellent
advice on how to govern successfully, pointing out
to him, among other things, that the under-payment
or poverty of responsible officials is a fruitful source
,

of corruption.

Ho who is wealthy in his house does not deal partially, he is
a possessor of property, one who does not lack.' On the other
'
hand, the poor man does not "speak in accordance "with his
Would that I had
is not
(sense of) right. He who says
fair ; he is partial to the possessor of rewards.' n
'

see also H. O. Lange and
;
Sethe, (irkunden,
H. Schafer, Grab- nnd Denkgteine des wittUren Jieichs, Berlin,
ii.
no.
line
3
in the Brit. Mus. ii.
Stelce
20729, a,
; Jigyp.
1908,
i.

Accordingly, the Eloquent Peasant, addressing
tlie seemingly unjust Kensi, ironically asks
'

seems to have been

looked for
highly esteemed, and was particularly
'
in the great and powerful.
Speak not falsehood,
thou art great,' says the Elonuent Peasant to tlie

.
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(Egyptian)

40, 49, 70

[1882] 132.

I

8

Judicial corruption was, of course, rampant in
ancient Egypt the constant claims to incorruptibility made by the administrative officials who
acted as judges (see § 12) point only too clearly to

9

that.

also art. Ethics and Morality (Egyptian), § 13
Vogelsang, B 1, 159 f., p. 136 f.
6/6. Bl, 62 f., p. 72 f.
7 A. H. Gardiner, Zl xlv. [1909]
pi. v. line 11 f.
* Cf.

(14).

6

;

Sethe, Urkunden, i. 57, line 14.
Fap. Prisse, 16, 2.
Sethe, Urkunden, iv. 970, lines 8-11.
11
Vogelsang, B 1, 31811., p. 215 f.
12 E. A. W.
Budge, The Book of the Dead (Hieroglyphic Text),
London, 1898, p. 17, line 6; see also p. 39, line 9f., p. 70,
line 3 f.
13 Tdb. ii. ch. cxxv.
(Confession) 9 Budge, p. 253, line 12 f
14 Cf. also art. Ethics asb Morality
(Egyptian), § 13 (15).
15 Sethe, Die
Einsetzung des Veziers unier der IS Dyruistie,
Leipzig, 1909, p. 27= J. H. Breasted, Development of Religion
and Thoxight, p. 242.
16
Sethe, p. 24 = Breasted, p. 242.
17/6. p. 7f. =Brea8ted, p. 241; cf. Pap. Prisse, 9, 3-5=
Breasted, p. 233.
18 lb.
p. 12 = Breasted, p. 241.
19 Cf.
Pap. Prisse, 13, 1-4 = Breasted, p. 234.
20
Sethe, pp. 5 f., 18 f. = Breasted, p. 242.
21 lb.
p. 14 = Breasted, p. 241 f.
22 See B.
Gunn, Joum. of Enyp. Archaeology, iii. 83, n. 3.
23
Vogelsang, B 1, 62-68, p. 72 f.
24 lb. B 1, 167 f.,
xxsxL [1914]
p. 137= A. H. Gardiner,
10

.

;

PSBA

71.

2«/6. B
Vogelsang,

1,

B

148-51, p. 128=Gardiner,
1, 161 f., p. 137.

PSBA

xxxvi.

70 f.

A writer of the New Kingdom speaks of the helplessness of
who stands alone in the court of justice, who is poor
while his oppressor is rich. The court oppresses him saying
iSilver and gold for the scribes
Clothing for the servants
him

'

:

'

!

I

3. The Egyptian conception of the righteous
man.
summary of the Egyptian conception of
righteousness is to be found in ch. cxxv. of the

—A

1

Vogelsang,

B

1,

95-97, p. 91 = Gardiner,

PSBA

xxxv. [1913]

275.
2
"

Lange-Schafer, ii. no. 20538, I. c, line 4 ff.
Sethe, Urkunden, i. 123, line 3 f ; cf 133, line 4

*

W. M.

5

A. H. Gardiner,

.

F. Petrie,

.

Dendereh, London, 1900,

ZA

.vlv.

pi. 11

f.

A.

125.

F. LI. Gritiith, The Inscriptions of SiHt and Dir Rf/eh,
London,
1889, pi. 11, line 9.
'
Egyptian Steloe in the Brit. Mus. i. pi. 49.
» lb. iv. 971.
8
Sethe, Urkunden, iv. 1082.
10 c. L.
York,
Ransom, The Stela of the Menthuvxser,
line
14.
1913,
fi

New

11
;

1-

Gardiner, Joum. of Egyp. Archceology,
Breasted, Religion and Thought, p. 353.
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Book of

'

'
Dead, both in the Introduction and
in that part of it which is sometimes called the
'Assertion of Sinlessness,' but more often, and
^
wrongly, the Negative Confession.'
Among the
sins there denied
are murder, incitement to
murder, robbery, theft, oppression, impiety, lying,
slander, dishonesty, avarice, hasty temper, pride,
loquacity, eavesdropping, impurity (adultery and
masturbation), and a number of ceremonial transgressions.^ A more detailed picture of a righteous
man according to Egj'ptian standards can be
obtained from the laudatory accounts of the dead
inscribed upon their tombstones and upon the
walls of their tomb-chapels, and also from the
statements scattered about the literary compositions of the Middle and New Kingdoms.
The
good qualities most usually claimed by or assigned
to the dead, or commended by the sages and men
of letters, apart from those already fully discussed,
are (1) generosity and beneficence, (2) avoidance
of slander, (3) honesty and fair dealing, (4) faith-

the

'

:

fulness

to

superiors,

(5)

hospitality,

(6)

piety

towards the dead, (7) sexual morality, (8) regard
for old age, (9) regard for parents, wife, and near
relatives, (10) good temper, (11) avoidance of
rancour, (12) gratitude, (13) humility and avoidance of pride, (14) discretion and avoidance of
loquacity, (15) avoidance of crimes of violence.
These qualities
(1) Generosity and beneficence.'*
were admired in ancient no less than in modern
Egypt. Assertions like the following formula

—

frequently occur in inscriptions of the feudal and
'
I gave bread to the
subsequent period
hungry,
clothing to the naked, I ferried him whom I found
without a boat.' * Sometimes in addition the deceased claims to have given sandals to him who
was without them * to have buried the aged ; ^ to
have given cattle to him who was without a yoke
of oxen, and corn to him who asked for it.' A
high official of the Middle Kingdom tells us that
he gave corn to tlie whole land and so rescued his
No other,' says he, has done
city from hunger.
:

'

'

;

'

'

what I did. '8
The nomarchs

of the feudal age constantly boast
of their beneficence.
One of them thus describes
his rule
'I gave bread to every hungry person of the CerastesMountain nome (his domain). I clothed him who was naked
therein. Moreover, I filled its shores with large cattle, and its
:

water meadows

(?)

with small cattle.

I

never deprived a

man

of his property so that he

complained of it to the god of his
Never did a man fear because of one stronger than he,
80 that he complained about it to the god.' 9
Another nomarch, after making similar claims to
beneficence, asserts that he gave to the widow as
to her who possessed a husband, and that he did
city.

.

.

.

not favour the great above the little in all that he
gave.^"
great official in the reign of Thutmose
III. depicts himself as

A

:

'

Fatlier of the lowly

judge of the orphan protector of the
weak avenger of him who has been deprived of his possessions
by one who is stronger than he husband of the widow shelter
of the orphan
place of repose for the weeper
praised
because of his character one whom respectable persons thank
because of the greatness of his merit one for whom health
n
and life are besought by all people.'
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

.

.

.

;

;

(Egyptian)

any people,

for I desired that
presence of the great god.' 1
'

was good that

It

it

might be well with

me

in the

was accustomed

I

to speak to
the king about people,' says a Vth dynasty notable.
I never said
anything evil against any people to
'
the majesty of
lord.' ^
I spake not lies against
for I knew the god
another,' Paheri assures us,
'

my

who

is in

men.'*

(3) Honesty and fair dealing.*—' I was afraid for
the surplus,' says Paheri, ' I did not turn a deaf
ear [lit.
face '] because of bribes. I did not
receive bakshish from outgoings.' ^
Ameni of
Beni 9asan informs us that he carried all the
dues for the loan-herds to the king's house, and
that there were no arrears against him in
any
of the royal offices.^ On the tombstone of a man
of the Middle Kingdom
period who describes himself as a 'commoner' (nds) we read
'

:

'
I took not the daughter of a man, I took not his field.
.
.
served my great lord and I served any plebeian (nds) lord, and
nothing was lost therein.' 7
.

I

See also the statement in the Assertion of Sinlessness:
'

I have not added to or Bubtracted from the
corn-measure, I
have not subtracted from the palm. I have not falsified the
cubit of the fields. I have not added to the weights of the handbalance. I have not tampered with the plummet of the
balance.' 8

Honesty in the construction of a tomb was a virtue
often claimed by the Old Kingdom magnates.
I made this tomb from
my rightful possessions. I did not
take the property of any man for it.' 9
The owner of a tomb-chapel sometimes asserts
that the craftsmen who constructed it were ade'

1"

The following statement
quately remunerated.
occurs on the base of a statue found at Gizeh
I caused these statues to be made for me
by the sculptor,
and he was satisfied with the payment which I assigned him.' n
(4) Fait hfillness,
obedience, and deference to
superiors. ^^— 'I was a hound that slept in the
^*
kennel,'
says a faithful servant, a dog of the
couch whom his mistress loved.' 1*
deceased person sometimes
(5) Hospitality.^^—
describes himself as 'one who said "Welcome"
to every corner,'^*
(6) Piety towards the dead. "—Apart from making
offerings to the departed or, in lieu thereof, repeating certain formulae," piety towards the dead
consisted in respecting the funerary
property and
endowments of preceding generations, ^^ in not defacing the inscriptions, etc., in a tomb-chapel or injuring it in any way.^o in not defiling a tomb-chapel by
entering it in a state of ceremonial impurity. ^i
^'^
(7) Sexual morality.
Pre-nuptial morality was
apparently very lightly regarded, though the
:

'

'

A

—

1

Sethe, Urkunden,
(Introd.) line 11.
a

Sethe,

i.

i.

123

;

cf. also 72,

133

;

Tdb. ch. cxxv.

57.

s lb. iv.
199, line 14 f., Urkunden der 18 Dynastic, Germ, tr.,
Leipzig, 1914, p. 58, note 5.
* See also art. Ethics and Morality
S i-i
(Egyptian),
/> »
J v(14')>
eSethe, fTrtunden, iv. 118f.
8
Newberry, Beni Hasan, i pi. viii. line 16 f. p. 26 Breasted
Ancient Records 0/ Egypt, Chicago, 190&-07, i. 522.
7
Lange-Schafer, i. no. 20001, b, line 3ff.
8 Tdb. ii. ch. cxxv.
(Introd.) line 16 f.
9
Sethe, Urkunden, i. 72 see also 50 f., 69, 71.
10 lb. 23
Petrie, Dendereh, pi. 11 B, p. 51.
II Q.
xlviii. [1911] 156.
Steindorff,
13 For further
particulars see art. Ethics and Morality
(Egyptian), § 13 (14), (16).
;

'

;

(2) Avoidance of slander.— ^axMhni, nomarch of
Elepliantine, says of himself
'
Never spake I anything evil unto a powerful person against
:

Breasted, Religion and Thought, p. 801.
See artt. Ethics and Morality (Egyptian), § 8, CoKyBSSiON
(Egyptian).
'See also art. Ethics and Morality (Egyptian), § 13 (4), (5).
*
Egyptian Stelm in the Brit. Mus. ii. pi. 24 ; see also Sethe,
Urkunden, i. 123, 133 Lange-Schafer, ii. no. 20506, b, line 1 f.
5
Lange-Schafer, ii. no. 20537, 6, line 4 f.
«
Egyptian Stelce in the Brit. Mus. ii. pi. 24.
7
Petrie, Dendereh, pi. 11 C.
8
Lange-Schafer, ii. no. 20537, b, line 5 f.
9
Sethe, Urkunden, i. 77 f.
1

2

;

10 P.

20

E. Newberry, Beni

Hasan, London,

1893,

i.

pL

viii.

line

;

ZA

13
Hn the same word is used of the cabin or receptacle in
which Ijarkhuf's dancing pygmy passed the night (Sethe,
Urkunden, i. 130, line 12).
;

"

Lange-Schafer, ii. no. 20506, 6, line 2 f.
See art. Ethics and Morality (Egjfptian), § 13 (6).
Lange-Schafer, it. nos. 20499, 6, line 9, 20530, 0, line 17.
17 See art. Ethics and Morality
(Egyptian), § 13 (18).
18 See N. de G. Davies and A. H.
Gardiner, The Tomb of
Amenemhet, London, 1915, p. 92, note 1.
15
16

19

Sethe, Urkunden,

30 lb.
35, 70, 72
[1916] 5 ff.
21

Sethe,

f.

11

Sethe, Urkunden,

iv. 972.

(Egyptian),
22

See

art.

f.

;

i. 14, 30, 71, 117.
Griffith, Jmtm. of

Urkunden,
V.

i.

49,

50, 58,

Egyp. Arehmology,
'"''

122

;

art.

8.

Ethics and

MoRALnr

(Egyptian),

ii.

Purification

§ 13 (1),

(lOX

RIGHTEOUSNESS
moralists warn the yoniifj against jiroslitutes. A
Vlth dynasty noniarch of Cusae maintains tliat lie
'never passed a night of shame.'' Another Old
asserts that he never, since he
any man to pass a night of

Kingdom notable
born, caused

\vas

never committed sodomy.* A person
named Akhthoi, who lived during the Middle
Kingdom, did not lust after the wife of a man nor
covet her whom the poor man loved.'
Verily,' he
a man of good birth who does this his
adds,
father deserts him in the law-court.'*
(8) For the remaining qualities see art. ETHICS
AND Morality (Egyptian), § 13.
4. The Pharaoh as the upholder of righteous-

shame,

i.e.

'

'

—

'

—

The righteousness, truth,
ness, truth, and justice.
justice that characterized the sun-god (see
below, § 6) also formed part of those qualities which
were supposed to be innate in the Pharaoh, as
that god s son and representative on earth.
It is significant in this connexion that th« Horus-name of
LjSerkaf, founder of the Vth dynasty, is Doer-of-righteousness'
(Ir-m','t), for it was the kings of this dynasty who raised the
and

'

sun-god to the position of Slate-god, and, moreover, the doctrine was then first promulgated, and henceforth accepted for
all time, that every Pharaoh was th« sun-god's physical oflspring.

live on righteous(1) The Pharaoh was said to
ness (or truth) 'like the sun-god.* 'Onkh-em me'et,
on
living
righteousness (truth, justice),' it will
be remembered, formed one of the characteristic
attributes of the Aton-worshipping Ikhnaton."
The courtiers of Harnesses II. assure him that, like
the sun-god, he is endowed with authoritative
utterance and knowledge and that the seat of his
tongue is the shrine of right' {meet).^
(2) The Pharaoh was expected to display these
qualities in his actions. Accordingly, the sage
Ipuwer, when rebuking his sovereign for his weakness and misrule, points out to him that it is true
that he possesses the solar qualities of authoritative utterance, understanding, and righteousness,'
but (and here comes the reproach) it is confusion
that he puts throughout the land together with
Pharaoh thus admonishes
clamour and strife.^
his son and successor
'

'

'

'

A

:

Speak thou Truth in thy house, that the officials who are
upon earth may fear thee. Uprightness of heart beseems the
'

Sovereign.' 8

The prophetic papyrus

at Petrograd predicts that
with the advent of a strong ruler, who is to triumph
over disorder and to restore Egypt to her former
'right shall come to its place and
Iniquity be cast (?) forth.'* King Akhthoi thus
instructs the prospective king, his son MeriVere
prosperity,

:

Do right (or justice) that thou mayest live long
earth. Soothe the weeper. Oppress not the widow.
I.eed lest thou punish wrongfully.' 10
'

The same Akhthoi

.

upon the
Take
.

.

son not to distinguish
between the son of a noble and a man of low birth,
but to choose a man because of his capacity.'' It
was, indeed, accepted as a truism in the XVIIIth
dynasty that the sovereign should love the fearful
rather than the arrogant.' '^ To secure the heir his
inlievitance especially became the Pharaoh,'^ and
Akhthoi exhorts his son not to drive out a man
from the possession of his father.'* In accordance
A. Kanial, A nnalei du Service dtt antiquitis de I'Egypte, xv.
tells his

'

1

[Cairo, 1915] 213.

with his solar qualities AmenemhCt I. is described
as 'gloriously
appearing like the sun-god' to deal
out justice to his quarrelsome feudal lords and to
settle tiieir conflicting claims to one another's
territories.'

in a posthumous
earliest religious
writings that we possess, the so-called Pyramid
Texts, the chief qualification for admittance to the
realm of the sun-god was physical purity.^ Magic
also played a great part in furthering the welfare

5- Development of the belief
judgment. — According to the

of the dead, the Pyramid Texts themselves being
for the most part a collection of powerful spells
which enablea him for whom or by whom they
were recited to enter the celestial kingdom. But
even in these very ancient texts more than mere
physical cleanliness or magical power is sometimes
demanded ; the deceased must also be righteorts.
Thus we find that the ceremonial washing of the

dead king by the four gods who preside over the
Pool of Kenset, or by the Worshippers of Horus,
has also an ethical significance. During or following the ablutions a spell asserting the righteousness
of the deceased is recited.* The ghostly ferryman
who conveys the dead over to the Field of Earu is
thus addressed
O thou who ferriest over the righteous who hath no boat,
:

'

ferryman of the Field of Earu, this N. is righteous before the
sky, before the earth, this N. is righteous before this island of
the land whither he hath 8\vtim and whither he hath arrived.' *

The claim

of the deceased to be righteous had of
course to be tested, and in the imagination of the
Egyptians, with their innate love of litigation, the
test naturally took the form of a legal process.
There are already in the Pyramid Texts allusions
to the posthumous trial ^ but many of the inscriptions on tomb-stones and tomb-chapel walls of
officials and private persons from the Vlth dynasty
onwards are explicit on this subject. On the one
hand, the deceased threatens with judgrment at the
hands of 'the great god, the lord of judgment, in
the place where judgment is had,''" those who
injure his tomb-chapel,'' enter it in a state of
ceremonial impurity,® injure its inscriptions,' or
violate its endowments.'" On the other hand, the
deceased himself claims to have been virtuous,
because I desired that it might be well with me
in the presence of the great god,'" or 'in order
that I might offer righteousness to the great god,
the lord of heaven.''^
For the rewards of the righteous after death and
the punishment of the unrighteous see below, § 9
;

'

(l)(ii.)-(v.).
6.
sun-god

The

This interpretation is supported by the determinative of the
verb «rfr, pass the night' Sethe, Urkunden, i. 46, line 14 f.
3 E. R.
Ayrton, C. T. Currelly, A. E. P. Weigall, Abydos, iii.
[London, 1904] p!. xxix. p. 43.
*
Sethe, Urkunden, iv. 993. line 9 ; see below, § 6 (2).
'
Breasted, Religion and Thought, p. 337.
*
Breasted, Ancient Records, ii. 288.
7 A. H.
Gardiner, The Admonitions of an Egyptian Sage,
'

Gardiner,

f.

Joum.

;

PSBA

xxxviii. [1916)51.

of Egyp. Arehoeology,

i.

26, § 11.

9 lb.
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72
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Newberry,
pi.
Breasted,
Records,
;

i.

629.
14

Gardiner,

—

(1)

The sxm-

the creator

'

'

to be regarded as the champion of righteousness
of the dead, was not Osiris, but the
Heliopolitan sun-god Re'-Atum ;'* indeed the sungod is said to be he 'who fashioned {ms) righteousness.''*
Accordingly we read in a Middle Kingdom
Coffin Text :
I am lie' who came forth from Nun.
Mj' detestation is
wickedness, I behold it not. I am he who made righteousness.' 1*

and the judge

'

.

1

2
3

;

8

and righteousness.

and champion 0/ righteousness. —
Breasted has clearly shown that the great god of
the above-quoted texts, the divinity who first came

god as

Newberry,

pi.

xxv. line 36

flf.=

.

.

Breasted, Ane. Records,

i.

625.

^
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The sun-god lives on righteousness. — The sun-

(2)

god not merely created righteousness, but is said
to 'live' {i.e. feed) on it, just as the Nile-god,
9api, is said to live on fish.^ In a hymn to the

we find
have come unto thee, lord of gods, Atum-Re'-Harakhte,
that I may present unto thee righteousness, for I know that
thou livest thereon.' 2
It was the business of certain gods to present, or
sun-god

:

'I

lift up, righteousness to the sun-god [i.e. keep him
supplied with his mystic sustenance ?).
Thus the deceased is said to ascend to heaven with the gods
who offer righteousness to Re'.' 3 We also hear of these four
apes who sit in the forepart of the boat of Re", who lift up
4
The goddess Sakhmetrigliteousness unto the Lord of All.'
Ubastet is said to 'stand in the prow of the boat of the Father
(the sun-god), overthrowing his enemies and placing righteous'

'

ness in the forepart of his boat.'^

we

—

The sunare told, loves righteousness and truth,^

The sun-god loves righteousness.

(3)

god,

is wickedness.''
More
'
acceptable in his eyes is the nature of one just of
heart than the ox of him that doeth iniquity.'*
The Middle
(4) The sun-god and the balance.
Kingdom Coffin Texts and the Book of the Dead
depict the sun-god, in his capacity of judge of the
dead, as weighing righteousness in a balance, i.e.
testing the righteousness of the dead.* In the
Osirianized version of the posthumous judgment
'

and what he abominates
'

—

the balance occupies a very prominent place, i*
'
The place in which judgment is had.'' The
(5)
texts of the early feudal age which speak of
the place in which judgment [by the sun-god] is
had do not inform us where that place is, and
the Pyramid Texts are equally unenliglitening.
According to a Middle Kingdom Coffin Text,^^ the
posthumous trial took place in the cabin of the

—

'

'

sun-god's celestial ship.
Perhaps it was owing to this idea that the two ships of the
sun-god are named the Two Rights in the Pyramid Texts.12 Cf.
The tongue of this Piopi is as that of the
also the statement
13
Righteous One who belongs to the (boat called) Right.'
(6) The sun-god as the ideally righteotis king,
The sun-god, according to the myths, was the first
king of Egypt. Owing to his close association

—
—

(1) Osiris origin7. Osiris and righteousness.
In the earliest
ally the type of all dead kings.
'
religious literature Osiris appears most usually in
the r6le of a dead king, or rather the dead king
par excellence,^ the ethical nature and judicial
functions of the sun-god not being accredited to
him till the period after the Vlth dynasty, when
we find that, owing to the growing popularity of
his cult, he has passed from the position of dead
king to that of king and judge of the dead."
The
(2) Osiris as king and judge of the dead.

—

Pyramid Texts sometimes depict the dead Pharaoh
as administering justice,* and Osiris, as a dead
His
king, would have acted in a similar capacity.
promotion to the kingship of the dead was naturally
a
corresponding advancement of
accompanied by
his judicial status, which also would have been
further facilitated by the myth that depicts him
as the prototype of all who have emerged triumphant from their posthumous trial (see below,
§ io).«

The influence of the Osiris myth on Egyptian
It cannot be doubted that the Osiris myth,
with its account of the god's murder, of the unjust
accusation brought against him, and of his final
triumph before the judicial council at Heliopolis,
inspired the Egyptians with the conviction that
righteousness and justice, not unrighteousness and
The myth,
injustice, must ultimately prevail.
therefore, must have played a great part in the
of
those
ethical
ideas
which
highly
development
find frequent expression, as we have already seen,
in the inscriptions and literary compositions of the
feudal and subsequent periods.^ Thus Ptahhotp
could say with confidence
(3)

ethics.

:

Great is righteousness, lasting, and prevailing
been disturbed since the time of Osiris. '7

'

abolish iniquity, gloriously appeariiig as the sun-god (Atuni)
himself.'i*

In a literary composition of the feudal period a
sage is represented as contrasting the disastrous
reign of a weak Pharaoh with that golden age
when the sun-god, the ideal king, ruled over
'
Egypt. He describes the sun-god as the shepherd

men, with no evil in his
he to-day ?' he asks. 'Does he
*^
sleep perchance? Behold his might is not seen.'
Judging from these words, the sage is looking forward either to a return of the sun-god to reign once
)iiore on earth or to the advent of a king whose
rule will be like that of his divine prototype."
'

[lit.

herdsman

heart.'

I

'

']

Where

Gardiner,

of all

is

PSBA

xxxviii. 45

;

Tdb. eh. Ixv. line 11

ZA' xlix. [1911] 51.
Grapow,
"
Budge, Book of the Dead (Hierogl3rphic Text),

tl.

;

H.

Osiris as the

(4)

'

with righteousness and with the kingship, he came
to be regarded as the prototype of the Egyptian
sovereigns, the pattern for all would-be just and
righteous Pharaohs."
Thus Amenemhet i. is described as coming that he might

—

'

:

—

(Egyptian)

;

it lias

not

— Osiris,
righteotisness.

god of

having assumed the judicial

office of the sun-god,
his ethical character.
He is
acquired likewise
*
therefore called the great god, the lord of right*
eousness, who lives thereon ; or the sole god, who
I present righteousness
lives on righteousness.*
before thy face,' says the deceased Hunofer, 'for I
know that thou livest thereon.' i" Osiris is described
thou whose
satisfied with righteousness
as
'

'

'

.

abomination

is lies.'

named Akhthoi says
petition to me.

:

'

upon earth
magnate of the same

.

Kingdom official
I received him who made
what the god (i.e. Osiris)

'

It is

loveth

.

A Middle

"

^^

and

;

Khentemsemti,

represents

him as saying
created ^lu, my abomination
:

'lam he who

is

...

iniquity.

3 Tdb. ch. clxix. line 26 f.
1/6. ch. cxxvi. line 1 ff.
5 C. R.
Lepsius, Das Todtenhuch der Agypter, nach dem hieroglyphischen Papyrus in Turin, Leipzig, 1842, ch. clxiv. line 3 f.
pi. 78.
«

Sethe, Crkunden, i. 50, 57, 71.
Gardiner, PSBA xxxviii. 45.
Gardiner, Journ. of Egyp. Archaeology, i. 34.
9 P. Lacau, Textes religieux igyptiens, Paris, 1910, i. p. 87,
line 3f. ; Tdb. ch. xii. line 2f. ; cf. Lacau, RTr xxxi. [1909] 23.
10 See art. Ethics and Morality (Egyptian), § 8.
II
Lacau, Textes religieux, i. 113.
12
Pyr. 17856, 1315 Breasted, Religion and Thought, p. 173.
7
8

Osiris, the

—

;

1 In
Pyr. 1520(i, 6, Osiris is called the lord of righteousness
(see also Breasted, Religion and Thought, p. 175).

'

See Davies-Gardiner, Tomb of Amenemhet, p. 55, note, and
Journ. of Egyp. Archceology, ii. 122, iv. [1917] 206.
* 76.
p. 174.
Breasted, Religion and Thought, p. 255.
5 For a detailed account of the
judgment of the dead by
Osiris see art. Ethics and Morality (Egj-ptian), §§ 8. 9 F. LI.
Griffith, Stories of the High Priests of Memphis, Oxford, 1900,
2

p. 87

;

3

;

p. 46 ff.
6 Cf.
Breasted,
7
8

and Thought,

Religion

6, 3-5.
Egyp. Stelce in the Brit.
cxxv. (Introd.) line 2.
9 Tdb. ch. clxxiii. line 3.
11

13 lb. 1306c.

Breasted, Religion and Thought, pp. 174 f., 211, 245.
15
Newberry, i. pi. xxv. lines 36 ff.
1^
Gardiner, Admonitions, la, 1-6.
17
Breasted, Religion and Thought, p. 211 £.; Gardiner, Ad'
monitions, p. 14. On the Messianic tone of this utterance see
Breasted, loc. cit.

I

god who made righteousness, I live thereon.' !•*
8. The solar quality of righteousness ascribed
to divinities other than Re and Osiris.
(1) Like
earthly judges,^' the judge of the dead, in the
person whether of Re' or of Osiris, had a body of

am

'

p. 4.

a

period, informs us that he
'gladdened the god (Osiris) with righteousness.'^^
Finally Osiris appears like Re' as the creator of
righteousness, for a Middle Kingdom Coffin Text

12
13

14

n

p. 256.

Pap. Prisse,

Mus.

i.

pi. 10

;

see also Tdb. ch.

i" lb. ch. clxxxiii. line 40.

Budge, Book of the Dead (Hieroglyphic Text), p. 39, line 3 f.
Ayrton, Currelly, and Weigall, pi. xxix.
Egyp. Stelce in the Brit. Mus. ii. pi. 9, line 9 f.
Annales du Service des antiquitis de VEgypte, v. [1904]

248.
15 Cf.

'

§

XVI 1 1.

Vogelsang, p. 61

;

art.

Priest, Pribsthood (Egyptian),
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—

Incentives to righteousness. — (1) The posthtimBreasted ri^ditly points out howgreat an incentive to the praclice 01 virtue was the
belief in a judgment after deatli.I desired that
it might be well with me in the (Ireat God's
presence,' says IJarkhuf, a Vlth dynasty nomarch of
Elephantme, when recounting his righteous acts."
The judge of the dead, in the person
(i.)
whether of Re' or of Osiris, loves righteousness
and hates evil.
phutl.iotp, when stating that he has not injured anybody,

advisers to assist liim' the fl',d\t, or jiuli<rial
council over whicli he presided.- Prolxibly tlie
those who weiyh with the balance on
|iassage,
the day of reckoning,' ^ refers to that boiiy. Tlie
same ethical qualities and judicial functions were
attributed to these assistant councillors as to tlie

9.

011.^

'

'

:

.

.

.

.

the

'

triumphant the weak, who protects the oppreused.'S
(3) The four apes in the boat of lie , in which,
according to one account,^ the posthumous trial

took place, are thus described

'

:

:

judge between the oppressed and the oppressor, who
on righteousness, who swallow righteousness, who are
devoid of lying, whose abomination is iniquity.' ^

'

.

live

The

celestial

who

live

on righteousness in Heliopolis.'

The same gods are addressed

as

'

that wherewith the gods are pleased.' "
the deceased entered the judgment-hall of
Osiris, he must be able to ofler righteousness
before the face of the god ; ^^ his heart must be
^^
righteous, without iniquity.

When

^^

lords of right-

eousness, free from evil.'"
(6) The crocodile-gods, who wound the sinners
that are behind ^letepeskhus, are also entitled
lords of righteousness. '^
(7) The appellation 'righteous ones 'is given to
the inhabitants of the Osirian kingdom. ^^
(8) The local gods, who for political reasons^*
'

were identified with the sun-god, naturally acquired
his ethical qualities, which in process of time
might be ascribed to any divinity.
All this would have created a general feeling
that the gods were on the side of righteousness
and opposed to evil.

A deceased 'person, e.g., speaks of his city god as 'a lord of
i"
righteousness
accordingly one who was oppressed would
appeal to his city god to right his wrong.i* Ptah of Memphis is
;

'

commonly entitled lord of righteousness.' 17 it is said of him
that 'he wDlnot ignore the deed of any man,' and he is represented as righteously chastising sinners, smiting with blindness
him who swears falsely.is Xhe Theban Amun, who is said to be
'
contented with righteousness,' "• likewise punishes the sinner. 20
He assigneth him that sinneth against him to the fire, and the
just to the West.' 21 Of the 'righteous man' it is said that he
'sets Amun in his heart.' 22
'Xhe Peak of the West,' we read,
smites with the smiting of a savage lion she pursues him
that transgresses against her. '23 Sirenpowet of Elephantine, it
should be noted, states, in an enumeration of his virtuous
deeds, that he did what all my gods love,' 2^ and the deceased
in the presence of Osiris and his assessors claims to have done
that wherewith the gods are pleased.' 25
'

'

;

'

'

See also

art.

Ethics and Morality (Egyptian),

§ II.

who have
men com-

mand and

'

nolle,

.

.

(ii.) Bliss after death was for those
done 'what their gods praise,' i" 'what

ferryman 'Turn-face'* loves
righteousness and hates iniquity.**
(5) The assessors of Osiris in the Broad Hall of
the Two Truths are those in whose bodies there is
(4)

'

who

Who

'

—

informs us that 'the god loves righteousness.'* Seshemnofer
i am one
spake the truth, which the god loves every day.' 5
loves good and hates evil.
What the god loves is the doing
of righteousness,' says Inti of Deshasheh.o Says Khentemsomti
I have not done evil, I have gladdened the god (Osiris)
with righteousness." 7 Intef, son of Sont, 'wrought not evil
against men; it is what the god hates.''* A certain Akhthoi
received him who made petition.
(For) it is what the god
loveth upon earth. '8

makes

.

jadijinent.^

'

presiding judge.
scribe of the gods,' and vizier of
(2) Tlioth, the
the sun-god,* who acted as recorder to the solar
and Osirian tribunal, describes himself thus
'Pure of hands, lord of purity, who drives away evil; the
scribe of riy^hteousness, wliose abominalion is ini(|uity
lord of laws
.
the lord of rifrht^ousness ; who

797

(Egyptian)

'

'

Righteousness,' says the Eloquent Peasant, is for eternity
who does it into the necropolis, when he
is wrapped and laid in the ground.
His name is not effaced on
earth, he is remembered because of the good. That is the
summing-up of the god's word.' i-*
;

descends with him

it

(iii. ) The following remarkable passage gives us
considerable insight into the ideas about future
accountability entertained by the religiously disposed during the feudal period
As for the Judicial Council that judges oppressors («Jrj/w),
:

'

thou knowest that they are not lenient on that day of judging
the wretched one, at the hour of performing (their) functions.
Unhappy is he who is arraigned as one conscious (of sin). Fill
not thy heart with length of years. They regard a life-time ae
an hour. A man remains over after death his sins are laid
;

beside

He

him

as wealth.

Now

eternal

is

the existence yonder.

a fool who has made light of it. As for him who h-is
reached it without doing unrighteousness, he shall abide
yonder like a god stepping forward boldly like the lords of
is

;

Eternity.'

i^

No less highly ethical conceptions about rewards
and punishments after death are to be found in the
so-called Second Tale of Khamuns, a composition
of the Grceco-Roman age
:

—

Setme (Khamuas) saw two funerals that of a rich man, who,
furnished with a magnificent mortuary equijiment, was being
carried to the necropolis amid the loud lamentations of the
(hired?) mourners, and that of a poor man, who was wrapped
in a mat and had none to walk after hin;. Setme then exclaimed
By Ptalj, the great god, how much better it shall be in Amenti
for great men, for whom they make glory with the voice of
wailing, than for poor men whom they take to the desertHowever, Setme's son
necropolis without glory of funeral
Si-Osiri took his father down into Amenti in order that he
see what really did befall these two men in the hereafter.
might
'
And Setme saw [there, i.e. in the seventh hall of the Tei] a
great man clothed in raiment of byssus, near to the place in
which Osiris was, he being of exceeding high position (?) .
And Si-Osiri said ... to him, "M3' father Setme, dost thou
not see this great man who is clothed in raiment of royal linen,
standing near the place in which Osiris is? He is that poor
man whom thou sawest being carried out from Memphis, with
no man following him, and wrapped in a mat. He was brought
to the Tei and his evil deeds were weighed against his good
deeds that he did upon earth, and it was fmmd that his good
And it was
deeds were more numerous than his evil deeds.
commanded before Osiris that the burial outfit of that rich man,
whom thou sawest carried forth from Memphis with gp-eat
:

'

'

!

1

Cf.

Erman, Oesprdch eines Ltbensmiiden mit seiner SeeU,

Berlin, 1896, line 23

fit.

W. Gol6nischeff,/^esPapj^r«s^iVraft(7«es
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3
Ih. p. 255.
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8
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as mummiforra (cf. Tdb. i. pi. cxxxv.), with a crocodile's
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y
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lamentation, should be given to this same poor man, and that
he should be taken among the noble spirits as a man of God
that follows Sokaris Osiris, his place being near to the person of
Osiris.
(But) that great man whom thou didst see, he was
taken to the Tei, his evil deeds were weighed against his good
deeds, and his evil deeds were found more numerous than his
good deeds that he did upon earth. It was commanded that he
should be punished in Amenti, and he is that man whom thou
didst see, in whose right eye the pivot (?) of the gate of Amenti
was fixed, shutting and opening upon it, and whose mouth was
'
open in great lamentation." i

(Egyptian)

An XVIIIth dynasty magnate thus admonishes

visitors to his

Have regard unto my character and do the like
tomb-chapel
it shall be profitable unto you.
Your life shall be long upon
earth, ye being in health ye shall pass your years in happiness.' i
An official of the Old Kingdom informs us that he held
forth justice to the righteous for the sake of long life upon
earth.' 2 His father's advice to King MerHfere", 'Do right that
thou mayest live long in the land,' has already been quoted in
§ 4.
Long lived is the man whose rule is righteous,' says the
sage Ptahhotp, who walks according to its (the rule's) way.'
As a further inducement to be virtuous, this eminently practical
teacher asserts that the righteous man is wont to make a will
[or, as we should express it, make his fortune], whereas there is
no house for the covetous.' 3 'Wrong-doing,' Ptahhotp tells
his hearers, 'stealeth away riches. Never hath wickedness
* The
Eloquent Peasant warns
brought its venture safe to port.'
Rensi that the reward of unrighteousness and injustice is
'

:

;

;

'

'

'

'

interesting is the account that this
gives us of the treatment in
Amenti of people wliose lives have been contemptible and aimless
The kind of men on earth who are under the curse of God,
and do work day and night for their living, while moreover
their women rob them and they find not bread to eat. They
came to Amenti their evil deeds were found to be more
numerous than their good deeds and they found that what
happened to them on earth happened to them in Amenti.'"
(iv.)

Very

Tale of

Khamuas
:

'

'

death.
Beware lest eternity draw nigh, and prefer to live,
according to the saying The doing of right is breath for the
:

nose. '5

;

;

(v.) According to the Book of the Dead, the
deceased person who was adjudged unrighteous
was handed over to the Devourer,' 'mmt,^ or to a
demon called Babi, ' who lives upon the entrails of
the great on that day of the Great Reckoning.'"'
In the Second Tale of Khamuas, side by side with
the view that the unrighteous are tortured exists
also the older belief in the Devourer.'
He of whom it shall be found that his evil deeds are more
'

'

'

numerous than his good deeds is delivered (?) to the " Devourer "
Cm) of the Lord of Amenti they destroy his soul upon his body,
she (the "Devourer") does not allow him to breathe ever
;

again.'

5

The unrighteous, the Book of

Dead

the

likewise

informs us, might fall a victim to the swords of the
The same
gods forming the judicial council.®
authority speaks of crocodile-gods that are in the

The reward

for unrighteousness was also meted
out during the life on earth, at the hands of the
'
gods who will not ignore the deed of any person.'®

They bring misfortune upon the

sinner,''

cause him

a crocodile in the water or to a
snake on land,^ or smite him with disease.^ However, they show mercy to him that repents and
to fall a victim to

him

restore

to health.^"

—

Other rewards. (i.) The righteous man was
said to be rewarded with a goodly burial.' " King
Akhthoi says to Meril^ere
Make stately thy castle in the West, adorn the palace in the
Necropolis even as one who is just, as one who doeth right(4)

'

:

'

;

eousness.' 12

Those who have regard to the character of Ineni
and follow his good example will rest in their seat
'

of eternity.'**

For the importance attached by the Egyptians

'

conducted funeral see the oft-repeated
who are entitled 'lords of righteousness,' to a properly
in the funerary formulas that the deceased
and who wound sinners,'' and of a god who binds request
be
buried well
or ^
granted a
goodly
^
^
the unrighteous to his slaughter-block, who cuts may
burial.'"
souls in pieces.' This god is Horus, according to
heirs of the righteous man
(ii.) The heir or
one ancient
who
water,'

'

'

'

commentator,

says

:

He

has two heads, one carrying righteousness, the other
He gives iniquity to him who does it, righteousness
iniquity.
'

to him who brings it.' 8
This sentiment finds expression, though in a less
theological guise, in the already thrice quoted
Tale of Khamuas
Find it at thy heart, my father Setme, that he who is good
:

'

{mill})

that

is

earth, they are good to
evil, they are evil to him.' 9

upon

him

in

Amenti, while he

But there were other motives for leading a
righteous life than the dread of what might happen
at the judgment after death.
A vague fear of God might in
(2) Fear of God.

—

itself
'

be a sufficient incentive to good conduct.

succeed to his possessions and offices,^^ and his
house abides for ever.^®
Make righteousness to flourish and thy children shall live,
'

says Ptah^jotp.i7
(iii.)

mouth

.

heart.' 10

The righteous man's name endures
^^

men

of

it

;

'

is

in the
not effaced on earth, and he

remembered because of the good.' '^
Dhout prays, May the memory of me abide upon earth,' 20
and Ineni, who did what his city god loves,' tells us that he
who passes years as a favoured (or praised) one— his name is
of the living, the remembrance of him
good in the mouth
21 he also tells us that his name will abide because
IS for ever
of his character, in accordance with what he has done on
is

'

'

'

.

'

.

.

'

;

earth.' 22

(5)

did not pilfer the divine endowments on the day of
weigh.
.
'The fear of God was in my
ing the corn,' says Ineni,
I

'

The desire

The source
Pharaoh.

—

stand well with the Pharaoh.
promotion and honour was the
As representative of the sun-god on
to

of all

was the 'lord of righteousness.'^ Men
must therefore work righteousness to win his
earth, he

—

(3) Reioards or punishments during life.
The
Eg;^ptian expected to reap a reward for his virtue
his
and
the
during
earthly existence,
good word
which issued from the mouth of Re' seems to
encourage this expectation

favour.

'

'

:

'

Speak

right,

do

right, because it is great, it is mighty, it is
(?) thereof shall find thee, it will bring

enduring. The reward
thee to honour.' 11

3
3

09 f.
6
"^

Long

life

and material prosperity were especially

regarded as rewards for righteousness.
How happy is he who hath done right for the god
'

therein
the place whence the deceased has come] he grants old
age to him who hath done it for him so that he attains honour.' 12
[i.e.

1

;

Griffith, Stories

of the

nigh

Pi-iests, pp. 44-49.

2 lb.
p. 49.

Budge, Book of the Dead ^Hieroglyphic Text), p. 16
also art. Ethtcs and Morality (Egyptian), § 8.
* Tdb. ch. cxxv.
5
(Conclusion) Une 8.
Griffith, p.
3

s

Tdb. ch. cxxv. (Conclusion) line 3 f

.

;

;

see

f.

Gunn, Journ. of Egyp. ArchcBology, iii.
E.g., Gol6nischeff, Pap. hi^ratiques,

89.
pi.

xi.

line 70f.

Gardiner, Journ. of Egyp. Archceoloyy, i. 23, 28.
8
Sethe, Urkunden, i. 23 ; Egyp. Stela in the Brit. Mus.

Erman, Handbook,

=
i.

pi. 43, no. 71.

9Gunn,

10 76.

pp. 86, 88f.

pp. 85, 87.

11

Tdb. ch. clxxxiii. line 38 f. ; see also (5) below.
Gardiner, Journ. of Egyp. Archceology, i. 34, § 27.
Sethe, Urkunden, iv. 66.
1-1
Denkimiler aus Aegypten und
E.g., C. R. Lepsius,
Aethiopien, Berlin, 1851-59, ii. pi. 98a, e ; Egyp. Sleloe in the
Brit. Mus. i. pi. 41, no. 86 ; cf. also A. H. Gardiner, Notes on
the Story of Simihe, Paris, 1916, pp. 65fif., 173 Griffith, SiAt
and Dir Rtfeh, pi. 8, line 2f.
16
Griffith, Situ and DSr Rffeh, pi. 11, line 14 f. = Breasted,
Ancient Records, i. 395 Sethe, Urkunden, iv. 66.
16
Sethe, Urkunden, iv. 131, line 16.
17
Pap. Prisse, 18, 1 f.
18
Sethe, Urkunden, iv. 131, line 17.
19
Vogelsang, B 1, 307 ff., p. 211 f.
20
21 Jb.
Sethe, Urkunden, iv. 430, line 8.
62, line 3 ft.
12
13

;

47.

p. 105.
7
Grapow, UrkundiU, v. 41 ft. ; cf. Tdb. ch. Ixxii. line 1 ff.
8
9
Grapow, p. 57.
Griffith, p. 50.
10
Sethe, Urkiinden, iv. 64 ; see also art. Ethics and Moralixy

(Egyptian), § 6.
11
Vogelsang, B 1, 319-322, p. 215
12 Tdb. ch. clxxxiii. line 38
f.

2
Sethe, Urkunden, iv. 66.
Petrie, Dendereh, pi. xi. A.
•*
Jb. 6, 6.
Pap. Prisse, 10, 4 f.
Vogelsang, B 1, 145 f., pp. 124-127 ; Gardiner, PSBA xxxvi.

1

;

22 lb. 66.

23 lb. 941.

RIGHTEOUSNESS
righteousness for the Lord of UighteouHnogs,' saya on
offiiiftl, 'for I knew that he is pleased with it.''
official of that period tells us that he was beloved of
A Xllth dynsstv
his lord (the king) because of his excellence.
magnate 'did the right that the king loved'; Sand of a Xlllh
of honourable
was
she
dynasty court lady it is related that
estate with the king because of her righteousness.'*
'

I

(lid

XVI nth d\naBty
Another

''

'

One of the results of winning the royal favour
was the much coveted 'goodly burial.'*
DhOut says
My heart was excellent for my lord (the king),
'

:

that! might

rest in the high land of the noble ones

who

are in

the Necropolis.'*

The desire

stand well with the

—The Egyptian was intensely anxious,community
not only to
(6)

to

stand well with the king, "but also to have the
esteem of his fellows. This was another powerful
motive for displaying at least outward rectitude.
I am one who spake good and who repeated what
is loved,'
and similar assertions, occur over and
over again in inscriptions of the feudal period.
•

''

E.g., I said what the great love and what the commonalty
praise.'" 'I am one who was beloved of all the people.
lam one who did that which all men praise.' 9 I never did
There was not found one who hated me
what all men hate.' i"
'

.

.

.

'

'I am one beloved of his father, praised of
in this city.''i
his mother, honoured by his companions, dear to his brethren,
whom his servants loved.' i^
One man, after enumerating his virtues, declares that men
Would that the earth were
when speaking of him exclaimed
is
An official of the Middle Kingdoni
full of people like him
in a year of scarcity 'in
was
beneficent
he
as.serts
that
openly
'

:

'

!

I was a shepherd [lit.
good.'
herdsman '] "of the serf,' he adds, ' in order that my name might
be good in the mouth of his (the serf's] city.'i* Khnemerdi
I gave provision unto him who begged it, herbs to him
says
whom I knew not as to him whom I knew, that my name might
be good in the mouth of those who are upon earth.' 15

order' that m.v

'

name might be

'

'

:

Public esteem not merely gratified a man's pride
while he was yet alive, but it was of practical value
If his name were good in the
to him after death.
mouth of the living and the remembrance of him
eternal, because of his virtues,'* visitors to his
burial-place would the more readily present him
with those oflFerings upon which his welfare after
death was imagined so largely to depend, or, in
lieu of material gifts, would at any rate repeat for
Accordhis benefit certain prescribed formulae.
ingly

we

find

:

.
as ye love life and hate death,
ye who live and exist .
ye shall offer to me that which is in your hands ; if there be
nothing in your hands, ye shall speak with your mouths,

'

O

.

"A

thousand of bread and beer, etc."'i~
May my name be good
unto men who come in after years,' says Dhout, may they give
of the gods. 'is
favour
two
seasons
the
at
the
me praises
by
'

'

desire to secure these advantages was undoubtedly one of the chief reasons for inscribing
upon his tombstone, or upon the facade of his
tomb-chapel, the enumeration of the deceased's
virtues and the account of the esteem in which he
was held by his fellow-men.
On the conscience as a stimulus
(7) Conscience.
to virtuous living see art. Ethics and Morality
see also
Breasted, Religion and
(Egyptian)

The

—

;

Thought, pp. 297

f., 354.
Osiris the
(1)
Justification of the dead.
The epithet
pi'ototr/pe of the justified dead.
—
'justilied' (m;' hrw lit. 'righteous of voice') is a
legal term," and was applied to Osiris when, thanks

—

10.

—

1
Sethe, Urkunden, 941 ; cf. 993, line 9.
3
E'jyp. Steles in the Brit. Mus. ii. pi. 34.
*
Lange-Schafer, ii. 199.
5 See Davies-Gardiner, pp. 81 f., 83 fl. ; see

6
"!

Sethe, LTrkxinden,
lb. i. 123, 132, 150

iv.
;

430, line 4

2 /ft.

465, line

1.

9

8 Petrie, Dendereh,
pi. ix.
10
Lange-Schafer, ii. no. 20500.
12
Urkunden, i. 46 f.

"

ahove

(4) (i.).

Mus. ii. pi.
Sethe, Urkunden, i.

the Brit.
lb.

ii.

14.
75.

no. 20507.

Sethe,

i:'

!•

Egyp.

Stelae in the Brit.
ii. 94.

Mus.

ii.

pi. 24.

Lange-Schiifer,

15 Petrie, Dendereh,
pi. xv. p. 52.
16 See above
(4) (iii.), and art. Ethics

and Morality (Egj^ptian),

Heliopolis.' After the Vlth dynasty all dead
persons were identified with Osiris and from that
period onwards had tlie Osirian epithet 'justified'
appended to their names.All
(2) Methods
of obtaining justification.
manner of means were adopted by the Egyptians
the
at
to obtain justification
posthumous trial,
most of them utterly inconsistent, from our standethical
with
the
point,
theory of the hereafter,
and yet, in view of the prevailing magico-religious
ideas, a natural consequence of that theory having
been accepted.
The deceased, who was identified with Osiris,
would inevitably have come to be regarded as
righteous, though without any special claim of his

—

own

17

Lange-Schafer, i. no. 20003, a, line 1 ff., ap. Davies-Gardiner,
p. 92, note 1.
18
Sethe, Urkunden, iv. 430.
19
Davies-Gardiner, p. 47, note 4 ; Breasted, Religion and
35.

—his personality and acts would

to sinlessness

have tended to become merged

in those of the god.

Aftj^do*.— Probably with a view to
death and securing the benefits
resulting therefrom, it was considered advisable to a.ssociate
Hence the pilgrimages to
oneself with Osiris during life.
Abydos and the setting up of memorial tablets at the god's
informed in one
We
are
definitely
supposed burial-place.*
instnnce that the object of the pilgrimage was the fetching of
omitted
were
If
the
during life, it
justification.'*
pilgrimage
might be undertaken after death with the same desirable

The pilgrimage

(i.)

to

ensuring this identification after

'

re8ult«.5
(ii.) The mj/sfe>-te«.— Similar advantages accrued to him who
had participated in the Osirian mysteries.*
People could also be made righteous,
(iii.) Purifications.
and so obtam justification, by means of ceremonial ablutions.
A person could perform them for himself during his life-time in
special sacred pools,'' or they could be performed for him after
death by divinities, human beings impersonating divinities," or
even by himself. According to the Book of Breathings, the
deceased, before he enters the Hall of the Two Eights, is
cleansed from all evU, from everj- abomination, by the goddesses
Uto and Nekhbet, and receives the name Stone of Righteous-

—

'

ness.' 9

be
(iv.) Magical formulce, efc.iO— Spells were considered to
speciall.v efficacious in obtaining justification for the deceased.
The famous ch. cxxv. of the Buok of the Dead, as the colophon
and opening words of the Introduction show, was a spell that
enabled the deceased to appear blameless in the eyes of Osiris
'

'

and

his assessors.

Similar spells are the claims of the deceased to have partin to have undergone purificacipated in the Osirian mysteries,
12 or the assertion that he is this or that god
tory ceremonies,
and therefore righteous.i^ Again, he would be justified if, to
the accompaniment of the prescribed formula, his head were
crowned with the 'wreath of justification.' i* Cf. also the socalled heart-scarab with the incantation inscribed upon it.i5
So powerful were these formulse that the things alleged in them,
however untrue they might be, became actualities. i"
'

'

The triumph

II.

of evil over

good and

of the problem of

good.— This

aspect

evil is treated in art.

Ethics and Morality (Egyptian), and very fully
dealt with by Breasted, Religion and Thought, p.
188

ff.

Certain stanzas of the Gespraeh einet Lebemmiidtn clearly
Tdb. ch. xviii. line 1 f.
See art. Ethics a.nd Morality (Egj'ptian), § 7.
Erman, Handbook, p. 135 f. ; Breasted, Religion and
Thought, p. 285 fl.
Ethics axd Morality
art.
•Davies-Gardiner, p. 47 f.
(Elo ptian), vol. v. p. 478*, note 2.
1

2
3

;

o'Davies-Gardiner, loc. cit.
6
lines
E.g., Tdb. ch. cxxv. (Introd.) lines 21-24 (Conclusion),
12-14 art. Purification (Egyptian), V. 8 (c).
^ Art. PuRiFiCATios
V.
8
(6).
(Egyptian),
;

8 lb. V. 2
(c)-<«).
9 p. J. de Horrack,

Le Livre des respirations, Paris, 1877, pi.
Pyr 921a-c, 1141a-1142&.
increased the efficacy of the manual acts and
would have been pronounced during the performance of all the
above-mentioned rites (cf. Pyr., loc. cit.).
11
E.g., Tdb. ch. i. lines 3, 8-10, 13f.; ch. cv. line 8; ch. cxxv.
ch. clxxxi. line 13 f.
(Conclusion) line 13 f.
12 Art. Purification
(Egj-ptian), V. z (6).
13
E.g., Tdb. ch. clxxxiii. line 41 ff.
1*
Davies-Gardiner, p. Ill with note 3 ; art. Ethics and
Morality (Egvptian), vol. v. p. 478*, note 1.
and Thought,
15 Davies-Gardiner,
p. 112 f. ; Breasted, Religion
§ 2 ; cf. also
10 Formulae

;

p. 308.

this hoodwinking of the gods by means of magic see
Ethics and Morality (Egyptian), § 9 Breasted, Religion
For the magical value of the pictorial
p. 307 ff.
see Davies-Gardiner,
representation of the pilgrimage to Abydos
of boats placed in tombs during the
models
also
the
48
cf.
p.
Middle Kingdom (ib. p. 110, note 4).
16

§5-

Thought, p.

to the skilful i)ieadiiig of Thoth, he iiad won his
case against SCtii before the tribunal of gods at

i.

f.

Egyp. SteUe in

799

(Egyptian)

For

art.

;

and Thought,
;

RIGHTEOUSNESS
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'

'

of the reasons whj- the author of this pessimistic
desired death was that he looked to have his wrongs
righted in the hereafter.' This point has been passed over by
Gardiner in art. Ethics and Morality (Egyptian).

show that one

poem

12.

— During the
— There was no clearly defined
class

Administration of justice.^

Old Kingdom.

(1)

of professional judges, all judicial functions being

performed by the administrative officials, who were
supposed to be learned in the laAV.* Certain of the
Upper Egyptian provincial governors bore the title
magnate of the ten of Upper Egypt,' as if they
were members of a special council of ten. The
officials who acted as judges in the provinces were
formed into six courts of justice, the so-called six
great houses.'^ At the head of these coiirts, as
indeed of the whole judicial administration, was
'

'

the vizier in the capacity of the chief justice.^
Many of the judges bore the predicate mouth of
Nekhen.'^ Disputes about the ownership of land
seem to have been a frequent cause of litigation.''
It seems that, even at this early period, all cases
had to be submitted to the court in writing.^
Special cases of a private nature were heard by
the chief justice and a mouth of Nekhen.'* When
the queen of Pi5pi I. was accused of treason, she
Avas tried by a specially constituted court, consisting of two mouths of Nekhen,' without the chief
Under certain circumstances a litigant
justice.^"
could appeal directly to the king.^^
As in the
(2) During the Middle Kingdom.
previous age, the administrative officials acted as
judges, while the vizier still held the position of
chief justice. ^2 There was probably a court of
justice at the capital of every nome, presided over
^^
learn that the six great
by the local prince.
houses,' with the vizier at their head, sat in Ith
Towe." There existed at this period officials with
the sole title of 'judge.' These possibly exercised
their functions within a restricted local jurisdiction, i"
There were now more than one ten of
Upper Egypt,' and magnates of the tens of Upper
Egj'pt were entrusted with various executive and
administrative commissions by the king we do
not know with any exactitude what was their
connexion with the judicial administration.^^
The Story of the Eloquent Peasant sliows us how a high
'

'

'

—

We

'

'

(Greek and Roman)
in this court, 1 where also the viziev tried all crimes
committed in the capital.^ The 'magnates of the
tens of Upper Egypt had lost their old importance,
'

and now formed merely an attendant council, retaining, apparently, little or no advisory functions.^
The 'six great houses' no longer existed, the
'

'

ancient title chief of the six great houses being
retained only as a traditional title of the vizier.*
In addition to the vizier's hall, the great council,
there were local courts composed of the 'notables'
of the town the administrative officials in each
district.
On occasions the great council and the
local court investigated a case together.
When
the great council required detailed information
about a case that only a local court could supply,
it sent out a commissioner, who, together with the
members of the local court, held a joint inquiry,
hearing the evidence of both parties.^ The number
The members of
of the local courts is uncertain.
the board of judges composing the local court were
largely priests," and at Thebes they seem to have
varied from day to day. In cases where a member
of the royal house was concerned the composition
In a
of the board was in the hands of the vizier.
case of high treason the appointments to it were
made by the king himself.' There seems at present
to be no means of determining what was the exact
relation of the local courts to the great council.
know of a case wheie a petitioner lost his case
in the vizier's great council, but obtained satisfaction afterwards at a local court. ^
probably
have the latest existing reference to the great
council at Thebes in a Demotic papyrus of the

—

We

We

XXVth

dynasty.

9

Personification of

Ethics and Morality (Egyptian), § ii,
and Personification (Egyptian), §§ 4, 7, 9 (c) (2).

see artt.

Literature.

'

—See the works quoted in the footnotes.

'

;

dispensed justice during the feudal age. He was assisted
of minor officials, to whose advice, however, the
great man paid little heed. 17 This council, be it noted, is
depicted as being thoroughly in sympathy with the defendant,
the thievish Thutnakht, probably because he was a member,
though quite a subordinate one, of the official class.is
official

by a council

'

'

Under the New Empire. — As

during the Old
Kingdom, there was no class of judges with exwas
still dispensed
clusively legal duties, justice
by the administrative officials. i* The vizier was,
as before, the chief justice.
He held a daily
^^
sitting in liis audience hall, the great council.
The first step in all legal proceedings was for the
claimant to lay his case in writing before the vizier
(3)

'

'

Erman, Gesprdch eines Lebensmiiden mit seiner Seele, pp.
ff.
Breasted, Reliqion and Thought, p. 197.
See also ai-tt. Law (Egyptian) and Ethics and MoRAiiiTY
(Egyptian), § iz.
3
Breasted, A Hist, of Egypt from the Earliest IHtnes to the
Persian Conquest, London, 1906, p. 80 f
1

27, 71

;

2

.

4

E.g., Sethe,

Urkunden,

i.

99, line 6.

5

Breasted, History, pp. 79-82.
6 See
Gardiner, ZA. xlu. [1905] 121 flf.
7 See
Sethe, Urkunden, i. 36, line 17, 13, line 3.
8
Breasted, History, p. SI f.
9
lo lb.
Sethe, p. 99.
p. 100.
11
12 /fr.
Breasted, History, p. 81 f.
pp. 1(34 igg.
13 lb.
p. 158.
15 lb.
p. 165.
17

14 lb.
p. 164.
16 lb.

Vogelsang, p. 61 f.
18 See
Breasted, Religion and Thought, p. 219 ff.
•
19
Breasted, History, p. 240.
20 lb.
p. 240.
Throughout the Nevp Kingdom, from

1905, p. 33

RIGHTEOUSNESS

A. M. Elackman.
(Greek and Roman).—

'

'

Righteousness is the translation of diKaioavvr] in
the NT and in the LXX, where it corresponds to
the Hebrew sedaqah. The word thus gets associations that differentiate it from the idea of justice,
which is derived from BiKaioa-vvrj by way of Greek
philosophy and Roman law.
The justice or righteousness of God in the Bible
is sometimes His loving-kindness to the just and
the unjust.
Righteousness is an apt rendering
of diKaLoa^fT] in passages of moral eloquence in Plato's
Republic and Laws. It is not once used in Welldon's translation of the fifth book of Aristotle's
'

'

On Justice.' Aristotle first explicitly distinguished the special meaning of justice as one of
the cardinal virtues from its vaguer use as a synonym of all virtue or righteousness. He first established the quasi-legal meaning which until recently
He conceived
has found general acceptance.
justice as the recognition of a definable equality
or proportion in respect of rights assumed to be
It was not the limitaascertained or ascertainable.
tion of such rights by equity,' nor their renunciation by generosity, nor their equalization in the
Some of these concepinterests of a social ideal.

Ethics,

'

'

1

Gardiner, Inscription of Mes, p. 36.
2
Breasted, History, p. 240.
3/6. p. 239 f.
5
Gardiner, Inscription of Mes, p. 37

;

4/6. p. 240.
Breasted, History, p.

241.
6

See art. Priest, Priesthood (Egyptian), § XVIII.
8 lb.
Breasted, History, p. 241.
See Griffith, Catalogue of the DemotiG Papyri in the John
iii.
16.
Rylands Library, Manchester, 1909,
10 In this connexion it
might be pointed out that Ns-p,'-hr-'n,
whose Funerary Pappnis in the Bodleian Library will be
published shortly in Journ. of Egyp. Archaeology, bears among
other titles that of god's father of Me'et, daughter of Re" (see
also J. Lieblein, Hieroglyph. Namenwiirterbuch, Leipzig, 18717

9

the reign

of Thutmose ill. onwards, there were usually two viziers, one
for Upper, and one for Lower, Egypt.
There were then two
great courts, that of the Upper Egyptian vizier being situated
at Thebes, and that of the Lower Egyptian vizier at Heliopolis

(Gardiner, The Inscription of Mes, Leipzig,

—

Me et. For full particulars
about the goddess Meet, her priests, and as to
whether she possessed an organized cult or not.^"
13.

f.).

'

72, p. 997, 69).

'

RIGHTEOUSNESS
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tions are latent in the Stoic

adapt to their purposes the parentage, the kin, and
the functions of Dike.' The frequency of the word

This is
or confound the Aristotelian distinctions.
only in appearance a return to the broader and
more spiritual treatment of 'justice' in Plato's
Platonic justice, it is true, is not conRejiublic.
fined to Aristotelian or legal formulas, and it is in
a sense 'social.' But Plato does not lose himself

in the first

generalities with modernist humanitarianisni.
recognizes in anticipation the legal and Aristotelian rules of justice, and tests his own broader
definition by them.
But for edification and the
portrayal of his ideal he prefers to define justice in
terms of Be this' rather than Do this.'' ObjecBut he emphasizes
tively his justice is social.
equality of service in the voluntary acceptance of
natural inequalities, not the equalization of rights
in

He

'

'

and rewards.

With these clues we shall not lose our way in
the labyrinth of the historical evolution, which for
sober students begins with Homer. Homer does
not use the abstract SiKaiocrvvrj. But we cannot
infer ^ that he lacks the idea.
For he has the
abstract evdiKia,* and in yEschylus and Sophocles
also the metrically more convenient St'/cij stands for
8iKaio(rvvr}, which does not occur in Greek tragedy.
Homer uses BlK-q both of the administration of
In Od. ix. 215 it is
justice and of ethical justice.
bracketed with d^mares, dooms,' in the concrete
sense of judgments. In II. xxiii. 542 the entire
context of its use suggests the 'later meaning of
strict right as opposed to the promptings of pity or
generosity in tiie judge. The word also means
this is the way of the
Avay,' manner,' custom
gods, the way of mortals, the way of kings.'* The
survival of this sense in fixed prepositional phrases
'dog- wise,' etc. leads plausibly to the assumption that it was the earlier meaning, and that for
Homeric or pre-Homeric man the just way was the
customary way known to the elders." The systematic exaggeration of this by the followers of Henry
Maine provokes rival systems. Rudolf Hirzel ^
maintains that the legal meaning is the earlier,
and that BIkt) is by etymology the casting down or
stretching out of the judge's stafi" to part the conHis collections
testants and proclaim his decision.
are helpful, but his interpretations of the texts Avill
not bear scrutiny. Jane E. Harrison is equally
confident that dUi} is the Avay of the whole world
of nature' and that in Euripides' Medea, 411, it is
'the circular course of the whole cosmos. '^ Dismissing these fancies, we lind in Homer dUr) and
the derivatives St/cdfw and diKacrvdXos already used
of a simple primitive administration of justice by
a king or a council of elders.^ The adjective SiVatos
occurs fifteen times or more as a broad term of
ethical approval.
We might try to elicit a definition bv noting its synonyms or associates
'

'

'

'

'

'

—

—

—

'

—

—

—

and its antonyms
sensible,'
reasonable,' etc.
'
harsh.' ^ But this would be
'insolent,' 'savage,'
an uncritical pressing of the texts.
Just and
'
god-fearing are comprehensive categories of all
virtue or righteousness for the Homeric Odysseus,^"
as they are for the A\Titer of Ac 10^' ' He that
'

'

'

'

'

feareth him, and worketh righteousness {SiKaioffiJvri),
is accepted with him.'
In Hesiod's Thcogony, 901 f., Dike appears with
the Seasons, Peace, and Eunomia (' good order') as
daughter of Zeus and Themis." This seems conAnd later Greek poets freely
scious allegory.
1 Cf.
Rep. 442 E, 443 A, with Leslie Stephen, The Science of
Ethics, London, 1882, pp. 155, 163, 376, 285.
2 With R.
Hirzel, Themis, Ai'ki?, utid Venrandtes, Leipzig,
1907, p. 169, n. 1.
3 Od. xix. 111.
4 lb. xix.
43, xi. 218, iv. 691.
5 Cf. Pindar,
6
frag. 215 (Christ).
Op. cit. p. 94.
7 Themis,
Cambridge, 1912, p. 517.
8 R. J. Bonner, in Classical
Philology, vi. [1911] 12 flf.
9

For

10

Od.

SCiai p(a cf.
ix. 175 f.

VOL. X.

Hirzel, p. 130 f.

— 51

U

Cf.

Works and Daps,

256.

300 lines of the Works

and Days

arises

from the constant reference to the crooked decision
of the bribe-devouring judges in the lawsuit between Hesiod and his brotliers, which is the text
of the
poet's moralizing and admonitions about
As in Homer, Dike is the antijustice in general.
thesis of Hybris'^ and Violence, and the i)oet

repeats the Homeric blessing on the land whose
kings give just judgments.* Dike occurs in the
later sense of punishment.* The negative 45(kos,
unjust,' is found,* and tlie neuter plural to, 5i/caia.*
The opposition of justice and violence is expressed
in the interesting compound xf/'oSi/cai.''
And there
are hints of other ideas developed by later Greek
reflexion.
Birds and beasts may devour one
another, for there is no 51ki} among them.* Here
is the germ of the myth in Plato's Protagoras,''
that Zeus established civilization by sending ai5w%
and S'lKri to mankind.'" Hesiod also anticipates''
the complaint of Job, Theognis,'^ the Sophist
Thrasymachus, Sophocles," the speaker in Plato's
Jlepnblic,^* and Euripides," that tlie righteous man
is not visibly rewarded.
It is commonly said that
the personification of ^Ik-t) begins with the description of her banishment by wicked men.'* But no
absolute line can be drawn between this and the
'

'

'

phrasing of

Homer

The word

in //. xvi. 388.
frequent in the

is fairly

fragments of

Greek poetry between Hesiod and the drama, but
only a few passages are significant. In a fable of
Archilochus '^ there is an appeal to Zeus who
regards both the Hybris and the Dike of beasts.
This may be little more than the literary tone of
law of the pack and Aristophanes'
Kipling's
'

'

'laws of the birds.' Pindar'* echoes Hesiod
with the compound beasts unwitting-of-justice.'
Mimnermus'* says that the truth (between man
and man) is the most just of all things. Later
'

Greek ethical feeling generally made truth-telling
a form of justice rather than an absolute and

LXX

'

'

In
virtue.^''
truth in a list of
virtues is often merely a periphrasis for the reality
or sincerity of those virtues.
The idea of justice is especially prominent in

independent

Solon, the earliest Attic poet. He speaks in almost
-Eschylean metaphor of those who regard not the
august foundation of Dike."' He a.ssociates the
doctiine of the late punishment of the wicked with
the omniscience of silent Dike, who sees and knows
all things, and surely overtakes the evil-doer at
the last.-^ He prays jfor wealth but not unjustly
gained (a Greek commonplace).^ He boasts that he
has harmonized might and right,^'' and amuses Plutarch by the archaic naivete of his saying that the
sea is the most 'just' of things when the Minds do
not vex it.^ In such transferences of the moral

—

—

1 In
Eurip. frag. 223 (Nauck) she is the daughter of Time a
transparent allegory ; cf fi-ags. 305, 559 see also Bacchyl. xiv.
.

;

54.
2
212-218, with triumph of justice 'in the end'; cf. Plato,
Hep. 613 0.
3 225 ff.
;
Homer, Od. xix. 109 ff., B. xvi. 386 ; cf. Lv 26, Dt 28.

*
239, 249.
7 189; cf.

6 280.

5 334.

German Faustrecht, and

frag. 977.
8 277.
10

For the connexion

11

270.

13

Frag. 107.

9

of atSii?
12

"

A. C. Pearson, on Soph,

322 C.

and

Si'ktj

377, 743

;

see Hirzel, p. 57, n.
cf.

4.
II. xiii. 631.
15
288.

Hom.

358 C, 364 B.
and possibly 220.

Frag.
Work* and Days, 255 ff.
i*
18 Nem. L 63.
Frag. 8.
Frag. 84 (6).
20 See commentators on
Plato, Rep. 389 B, and the uncritically
used collections of Hirzel, p. 110 flf.
21
Frag. 2 (13), 1. 14. For similar images cf. Pindar, 01. xiii. 6
^sch. Ag. 3S3, Eumen. 539, 564, Choeph. 646 Soph. Antig.
854 Eurip. Hippol. 1172.
23
22
Frag. 12 (4), 1. 7.
Frag. 2 (13), 1. 15 ; cf. frag.l2 (4), 1. 8.
24
Frag. 32 (25), 1. 15 cf the noble lines of iEschjius, frag. 381.
25
n.
also
2)
misapprehends this ;
Frag. 11 (17). Hirzel (p. 172,
cf. Shakespeare, Troilus and Cressida, acti. sc. iii. 1. 38L : 'But
the
once
let the ruffian Boreas
enrage
gentle Thetis.'
16
17

;

;

;

;

.
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order to inanimate objects it requires the nicest
discrimination to distinguish between 'survivals,'
naivete, and the conscious spiritual allegory of
Sophocles/ of Platonism, and of Wordsworth's
The
Thou dost preserve the stars from wrong.'
rivers flow into the sea, but the sea doesn't overflow,
for it isn't y«s^ that it should,' says the speaker in
All things that are
Aristophanes, Clouds, 1292.
born must die,' said Anaximander,^ paying the
penalty to one another for the injustice (of individAll things are just in the sight
ual existence ?).'
of God,' said Heraclitus,* 'but men conceive some
things to be unjust and some just.' And again:
The sun will not pass his bounds, else will tlie
*
Wise
Erinyes, the helpers of AIktj, find him out.'
men tell us,' says Socrates,^ that it is love and
and
order and sobriety
justice (5kai6rrjra) that
hold together gods and men and the whole world,
which is therefore a cosmos an order, not a licentious disorder.' And the kindly earth in Virgil®
is justissima tellus, perhaps because, like the just
man in Plato,''' she returns a deposit.** These are
'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

—

But until literary and linguistic psychology has defined their precise intentions in their context, they cannot be combined
in the support of pseudo-scientific theories about
the origin of the idea of justice. The abstract
biKaioaivT) seems to occur for the first time in a line
of Phocylides, 'In justice is comprehended all
suggestive passages.

which Theognis repeats with the added
'Every man is good who is just.'^"
A theme of endless comment was Theognis' distich,
The most beautiful thing is justice, the best is
^'
health, the most delightful, to win what one loves.
The conception of the beauty of justice was
developed out of the ambiguity of the Greek kclKov.
virtue,'^

pentameter,
'

'

'

Its culminating expression is Aristotle's Neither
the evening star nor the morning star is so admirable. "-

Pindar, the student of Hesiod and conservative,
associates Dike with Eunomia and Eirene, conservators of States, and benign Tranquillity, her
^^
The prepositional phrase, iv dUq., occurs
daughter.
in his vision of judgment to come,'^ though not in
'*
and
Pindar
the legal
iEschylean sense at compt.'
emphasizes the idea of justice in his praise of
commercial cities Corinth and his beloved ^gina,
Ruskin's
tiiat deals fairly with the stranger.
'
'
Tortoise of ^Egina brings this out fantastically,
but beautifully.^* Later writers find texts for the
'
'
The
justice of the superman in Nem. ix. 15,
'

—

'

" and
stronger man puts down the former right,'
frag. 169 (151), 'Custom (law) lord of all things
makes just the most violent deed.'^^

We

can only glance at other writers before
In ^schyius Dike, the daughter of Zeus,!"
Plato.
and the accomplishment of the
embodiment
the
moral law, is frequently personified with bold
metaphor.^" The Prometheus raises the tlieological
of the justice of Zeus who keeps justice in
Eroblem
is own hands.
The locus classicus for the old
"^^

1

Eurip. Phoen. 535 ff.
Fragmente der Vorsokratiker, Berlin, 1903, i. 9.
*
102
(Diels).
Frag.
Frag. 94.
s
« Georq. ii. 460.
Plato, Gorgias, 508 A.
7
8 Cf.
Jiep. i. 331 E.
Hirzel, p. 186, n. 1.
9
10 147.
Frag. 15.
11 255
cf. L. Schmidt, Die Ethik der alten Griechen, Berlin,
;

Ajax, GC9

ff.

;

ef.

2 H. Diels, Die
3

18S2, i. 291, 338.
12 Eth. Nic. 1129b
28, repeated by Plolinus, i. 6. 4 ; for the
justice of visiting the sins of the fathers on the children and
other details see art. Theognis.

" 01. ii. 16.
15
Chneph. 987.
use of Oeixi.<; shows the reader that
with
Hirzel's and Miss Harrison's
Pindar was not acquainted
rigid distinctions between Biixis and Si'/ctj.
y Misused by Hirzel, p. S3, n. 2.
18 See commentators on
Plato, Protag. 337 D, Gorgias, 484 B,
13 01. xiii. 6, Ppth. viii. 1.
16 See 01. viii. 22, where the

Lcnvs, 690 B, 890 A.
19
Sept. 662, Clioeph. 949.
20
Sept. 646, Ag. 774, Chneph. 311, 646.
21 187
; cf. Suppl. 167-169.

(Greek and Roman)
superstition that God confounds the righteous with
the guilty is Sept. 598 fi'.^ The Agamemnon trilogy
emphasizes the awfulness of sin, the certainty of
retribution, the irremediability of spilt blood, the
law that the doer must suffer.^ The Furies, the
ministers of the older law, claim to be strictly and
straigiitly just (evdvblKaioi).^ But already in the
Agamemnon we hear of another law, that wisdom
comes through suffering ;* and in the final sj'mbolism of the Eumenides the Furies become the
gracious goddesses, and the letter of the old law of
an eye for an eye is superseded by a law of grace

and atonement.
In Sophocles Dike

is the avenger,' the ally of
the right," the assessor of the throne of Zeus by
laws eterne.'' Her eye is as the all-seeing eye of
God ; ^ her high throne is a stumbling-block to
the bold transgressor.® Antigone, in a famous
passage,^" appeals to the unwritten law and the
Justice who dwells with the gods below against
This cannot be
Creon's unrighteous decree.
pressed, with Hirzel and Miss Harrison, to prove
any special connexion of Dike with the lower
world." The interpretation that Dike equals
custom in frag. 247 is a characteristic error of
'

'

modern ethnological philology.
Neither .^schylus nor Sophocles was apparently
by the Sophistic 'enlightenment.' The
Sophists presumably discussed the origin, nature,
and validity of the idea of justice, as of other ideas.
There is no evidence that any of them worked out
a serious scientific theory of ethics and justice, as
is sometimes affirmed by modern critics hostile to
Plato. 12 But the unsettlement of traditional moral
faith, in conjunction with the cynical and Machiavellian politics of the Peloponnesian War, presented
to Plato his main problem
the finding of a reasoned
aflected

—

'

for ethics, for justice and righteousness.
From this point of view Thucydides and
Euripides are an indispensable introduction to the
study of Plato. In addition to his dramatic or
personal exposition of this ethical nihilism, or the
'superman' philosophy of justice,''* Eurijndes'
scattered sententice about justice could be quoted
in illustration of nearly every edifying or cynical
Greek commonplace, and in anticipation of many
i'
points made by Aristotle and the Stoics,
'

sanction
^^

— We

have already touched on the
Plato.
Platonic conception of justice and referred to
more detailed exother articles in this work.
position would involve the Platonic philosophy as
a whole,'* and its first prerequisite would be the
removal of the misconception that Plato commits

A

fallacies in

elementary

logic,

and

is

presumably

of any Aristotelian distinction which it
does not suit his immediate literary purpose to
labour Avith painful explicitness. The artistic
design of the Bepuhlic required him to regard
justice in its subjective aspect as entire righteousness, the harmony, unity, and right functioning in
division of labour of all the 'parts' or 'faculties'
of the soul.''' But he did this consciously and with
due recognition of other popular or possible meanings of the word. And there are few valuable or
1 Cf. Shoiev on
Horace, Odes, m. ii. 29.

unaware

2

Choi-ph. 310-314.

Eumen.

3

312.

« 175-181.

Pearson, on frag. 107. 9 of. Eleatra, 475, 528, Trach. 807.
«
7 UM. Col. 1382.
(Ed. Tyr. 274.
Frag. 12.
i" 450 ff.
9
Antig. 854 cf. above, on Solon.
11 See Jebb's sensible note.
12 Cf. F.
Diimniler, Akademika, Giessen, 1889, p. 247 ff. ; A. W.
Benn, The Philosophy of Greece, London, 1898, p. 143, and P.
Shorey's review of it in the New York Nation, 20th Julv 1899,
5

;

6

;

p. 35.
13 See artt.

PHiLosopnT (Greek) and Summum Bonum.
1-* Cf.
Phoen. 524 f. with Cicero's comment, de Offic. iii. 21
Eurip. frag. 288 (Nauck).
15 Cf in
particular frags. 508 and 257, on immanent justice, and
frag. 1030, on justice as opposed to lax equity.
lb See also art. Plato.
17 H.
Hoffding, Problems of Philosophy, Eng. tr., New York,
1905, p. 169, still prefers this method.
;

.
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valid ideas about lejjal, ethical, or social justice to
be found in Ari»totle or in later (jirfBco-Uoiiian
literature that are not sufliciently indicated some-

One conin the Laws or the liepublic.
lirination of this, for which space is lacking here,
would be furnished by the still unappreciated extent of Cicero's dependence on Platonic ideas of
justice in his de Officiis, as well as in his de
where

Legibus and de

licpiiblica.

sentences in de

Officiis,

i.

There are few, if any,
to which the most

7tF.,

refined ethical thought of to-day could take exception.
rlato, like the writers of the Bible, Cicero, and
the English ethical philosophers of the 19th cent.,
was intensely interested in the ultimate 'sanction'
of righteousness or justice.
This problem is the
framework of the main discussion in the Gorgias

(Greek and Roman)
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a good, this kind of justice aims by award of
damages, fine, or punishment to reinstate the
violated equality of rights, 'between man and
man,' as we should phrase it. The emphasis on
obligations ex delicto leads Aristotle to designate
this kind of justice as corrective,' and the extension of this term to the whole domain of contractual as opposed to distributive justice has
created some confusion.' But Aristotle's central
'

Modern difficulties are
idea is sound and simjile.
due mainly to insufficient scholarship, or to the

As

persisting superstition of Aristotle's infalliAs a matter of fact, though the idea is
sound, neither the terminology, the metaphors,
nor the endeavour to fit it into the .schematic
definition of virtue as a mean will endure analysi.«.
The term 'distributive,' e.g., seems to refer to the
distribution of spoils or grain to the citizens
where, whatever the military or Homeric practice,

Gomperz puts it,^ he does not trouble himself
about any eudfemonistic foundation.' Why Gomperz .should deem this indifference to what Leslie

Greek democracy would have demanded arithmetical equality with few exceptions. But Aristotle also- illustrates it by the <listribution of profits

the problem which is at the root of
discussion' an advance beyond Plato's
'artificial reasoning' is as hard to understand as

in a partnership of unequal capitals, whic-ii is really
a kind of contractual relationship.* Further confusion arises from the reference of distributive
justice to the conflicting claims of different cla.sses
for predominance of political power in the organic
constitution of the State. This conception of the
problem of justice Aristotle derived from Plato's
d^cufiara rod fipxf"'-* ^^^ ^^'6 cannot enter into
these details, or delay to interpret Aristotle's
attempt to extend the mathematical analogj' to
the equalities and proportions of economic exchange a speculation as obscure and presumably
as fallacious as similar modern endeavours. The
'Pythagorean' or Rhadamantliine justice of retaliation or requital fails, he thinks, in not taking
due account of persons and proportions. Aristotle
does not anticipate the theory of the psychological

and the Eepublic.
Aristotle was

or

indifferent

sceptical.

'

calls

Stephen

'

all ethical

his statement that ' altruism appears for the first
time in Aristotle's recognition without circumlocution that justice is not directed to the good of the
agent but to another.' This is merely the formula
of Thrasymachus canvassed in the first book of the
Eepublic." The real problem was and is how the
good of another becomes the good of self, and an

adequate motive.

Aristotle,

though not unaware

of this problem, does not share Plato's passionate
interest in its solution as an answer to ethical

nihilism.

He is here merely, or at any rate mainly, making
a logical distinction between self-regarding virtues
and virtues relative to another. Burnet actually
renders irpbs irepov 'relative,' as if it were irp6% rt.*
There

for

Gomperz's statement that Aristotle's treatment of justice as a
principle of equality cuts away the ground from
Plato's identification of political justice with the
subordination of one class to another contrary to
that principle.
Equality for Plato, Aristotle,
Isocrates, and all sober Greek thinkers included
the equality of proportion,' which takes account
of natural and existing inequalities.
The technical interpretation of Aristotle's book
on Justice * requires an elaborate commentary.
There are some unsettled problems which cannot
be apprehended in translations or made intelligible
to any student who does not bring to them an
intimate knowledge of Greek idiom and of Platonic
and Aristotelian terminology. But the gist of the
matter is quite plain. After recognizing and disis still less justification

'

'

'

missing the broader sense of justice as fulfilment
of the entire law, Aristotle develops the more
specific idea of justice as a kind of equality by the
use of Plato's and Isocrates' ^ distinction between
the arithmetical equality of radical democracy
and the geometrical or proportional equality of
more conservative thinkers. There are, he says,
with his eye on the actual life of a Greek city, two
kinds of justice. Distributive justice apportions
honours, wealth, and other social or political
goods in proportion to some assumed claim and
scale of merit.
Contractual justice the justice of
relations of obligation whether of contract proper
or of ex delicto treats individuals as equal units.
Whether a good citizen wrongs a bad, or a bad
'

'

'

'

—

—

'

1

'

Greek Thinkers, Eng.

tr.,

London and New York,

1901-12,

bility.

—

—

origin of the idea of justice in the pa.ssion for
revenge. And, though Greek poetry furnishes
many illustrations of that natural feeling, and
SIkt] early and easily takes the meaning
punishment,' Greek literature as a whole does not
support the pretentious generalization that justice
and punishment are nothing but revenge.* Gomperz* approves Herbert Spencer's not very intelligent ridicule of Aristotle's doctrine that justice,
like the other virtues, is in some sense a mean.
But Aristotle adnuts that his formula applies only
in the sense that justice {i.e. especially the administration of justice)* tries to hit the mean.
And his endeavours to show that the 'equality'
which is justice is also a mean strain language
no more than any Procrustean system does.
In pure theory the post-Aristotelian systems
added little to the ideas of Plato and Aristotle.
The Epicurean ethics bases itself on the art of
measuring pleasures set forth in the Protagoras
and the theory of a social contract expounded by
Glaucon in the Republic.'' Animals, being incapable of the social contract, were ipso facto excluded
from justice. Man has no obligation to them.^
The educated Epicureans took these ideas for
granted, and did not waste time on Platonic
idealism or Aristotelian refinements.

though
'

'Atque ipsa

C

392 B. Pearson rightly rejects the interpretations
that find it in Eurip. Herac. 1-3.
3 The Ethics of Aristotle,
London, 1904, p. 202.
4 Eth. Sic. V.
5
558
707
Isoc.
iii. 15, vii. 21.
C, Laws,
;
Rep.
;

cf

.

utilitas, justi

prope mater et aequi.

inventa metu injusti fateare necesse

.

.

fi

Jura

est.' lo

1 Both
Gomperz and Burnet would prefer the schoolmen's
directive for distributive.'
2 Eth. Nic.
1131t)29, generally misunderstood cf. Pol. 1250* 29.
3
Hirzel, p. 162,
Laios, 690 A, 714 D ; cf. also Rep. 432 A
speaks only of this.
'

'

'

;

;

•1

* p. 546.

Cf. Hirzel, pp. 40, n. 2, 104, 126, 145.

6 Cf.

iv. 258.

2 343

still

Gorgias, 464 B, where

Plato,

5iicoto<n/»i)

is

virtually

SlKacTTKOJ.
7

359 A.

8

So

9

also the Stoics
Horace, Sat. i. iii.

10 lb.

Ill

;

cf

.

;

see the references in Hirzel, p. 214, n.

2.

98.

Plato, Rep. 360 D

;

Sia.

tov tou aSiKelvSai

<}>6poy.
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It .was easier to reaffirm this simple dogma than to
study Plato's refutation of it.
The famous third book of Chrysippus, ' On
Justice,' is no longer, as in Plutarch's day, to be
found everywhere.' ^ The fragments of the older
'

little to the Platonic and Aristotelian
Justice, the Stoics taught, is a cardinal
and social virtue. It is the virtue of due distribution. ^ It pertains neither to the accuser nor
to the defendant, but to the judge.^ Among its

Stoics add

theory.

'

'

subordinate species are kindliness (xpn'^Tbrr)^),
democratic sociability (evK0LV(>iv7](Tla), and square
dealing, or the quality of being easy to deal with
Much of Chrysippus' discussion
(evcrvvaWix^ia).*
was captiously critical of his predecessors. He
repeated Aristotle's captious censure of the innocent Platonic rhetoric about injustice to one's
self.^
He rebiiked Plato for appealing to the theoin the closing myth of the
logical sanction
Republic,^ but maintained against Epicurus that
justice becomes impracticable and inconceivable if
pleasure is the good.'' He rejected the Aristotelian
qualification of justice by equity for reasons that

would have appealed to Selden,^ and which were
anticipated by Aristotle himself.* But he reinstated equity as a form of kindliness or goodThe influence of Greek, and particufellowship.
larly Stoic, philosophy upon Roman law has often
been pointed out, but cannot be studied here.

The very

first sentence of Justinian's Institutes,
Justitia est constans et perpetua voluntas ius
suum cuique tribuens,' reads like a sentence of
Plato's Bepublic stiffened by Stoicism [constans). '^^
In later Graeco-Roman literature the somewhat
pedantic sage of the Stoics became, under the
joint influence of Platonism and the old Roman
virtue, an impressive ideal of righteousness the
'

—

—

just man made perfect serving humanity (as
Hercules), unterrified by the tyrant or the mob (as
11
Socrates), unsubduable in soul (as Cato).
The subtleties of Neo-PIatonism (q.v.) distinguishing the cathartic and the paradigmatic virtues
do not concern us. Plotinus repeats the definitions
of the fourth book of the Republic.
Justice is the
minding its own business by every faculty of the
soul the willing subordination of lower to higher.
Instead of thus associating righteousness with
the theory of justice, we might have studied
more broadly in ancient literature and life the
approved type of man the good man, the pious
man, the KaX6s KayadSs, the sage, the kindly or
popular man.i* 'Vir bonus est quis?' asks the
'
citizen in Horace.^^
Qui consulta patrum, qui
that is one ideal.
What a
leges iuraque servat
good kind helpful man to take pity on us in this
crowd
exclaim the two Syracusan ladies in
Theocritus' realistic idyl ^* (xpv'^''''>0 koIktIp/j.oi>os

—

—

'

—

'

'

!

is a singular coincidence that Justin
brings together the same two words from
Lk 6^^'- to commend the religion of service and
mercy to the philosopliic emperor TlvecrOe dk xp^'^toI

It

dv5p6s).

Mart>T

1*

:

KoX oiKTip/jLoves,

tiy

A

Kal 6 IlarTj/) vfiwif

xP'?<'"'"<5s

^cri Kal

history of the words xpW7"^s and
XPW'o'"^? in popular and later Stoic usage, strangely
neglected by Hirzel, would show that this is more
than a coincidence.
are in presence of a
different ideal of the good or approved man from
olKTip/j-wv.

We

1

De Comm.

2

H. von Arnim, Stoicorum Veterum Fragmenta, Leipzig,

not. 1070 D.

190a-05. iii. 30, 63, i. 49.
4 lb.
3 lb. iii. Ci.
5 76. iii. 70
Arist. Eth. Nie. 1138*.
6 Plut. dc Stoic
repxtgn. 1040 A ff.

Von

37.
Arnim,
Xu: 1137'> 2 ;
iii.

8 Jb.

ia

iii.

frequent in Cicero and later

literature.
11

Horace, Odes, m.

12 Cf.
Hirzel, p. ISl.
1* XV. 75.

iii.

true that the OT fddkah,
to mean largesse or alms,
and that it is often also a general synonym of
virtue or of the qualities that find acceptance with
God and so justify a man in His sight the fulfilment of the law both moral and ceremonial. But
it also bears in relation to law and social order the

dominates.

It

'righteousness,'

is

came

—

specific

man.

meaning of legal justice between man and
There are even texts which warn against

the perversion of legal justice by pity or sympathy
for the poor (Ex 23» ; cf. Lv
Dt 1" 15^). This
idea is foreign to the spirit of the Gospels, and some
of the chief parables are directly pointed against
it.
St. Paul returns to the justice of the law only

W\

to

show

its impracticability.
It is impossible to
the entire law, ceremonial or moral. In the
course of justice none of us would see salvation.
Only the freely bestowed grace of God through
Jesus Christ can save or justify man. It does not
belong to this study to examine IMatthew Arnold's
contention in St. Paul and Protestantism (London,
1870) that St. Paul's essential meanings throughout
are ethical, spiritual, and symbolic.
may
note only that St. Paul's word 8i.Kalojp.a, 'justification,' presumably came to him from the LXX,
which is peculiarly rich in abstracts in -^ua loosely
and rhetorically used in vaguer meanings than
those given to them by the classic poets and
philosophers of Greece. Coined apparently in the
age of the Sophists, the sonorous abstract SiKaico/xa,
a convenient synonym for the awkward rd SiKaia
c. gen.,^ meant at first a claim of right and
only
incidentally a plea of justification.^ Plato and
Aristotle sometimes use it more precisely for the
result of just action, as ddiKrifxa is the result of
2
The
unjust action.
employs the word scores
of times, often in lists of synonyms, such as my
commandments, judgments, and dikaiomata.'
fulfil

We

LXX

'

The meaning 'plea

of justification' occurs, but
not frequently or with much technical emphasis.
*
somewhat
too absolutely that the
Deissmann says
word in St. Paul means simply 'acquittal.' There
appears no philological necessity for holding St.
Paul to a much more definite or consistent use of the
word than we find in the LXX. It would seem,
then, that the more technical meaning of justification must be collected from our interpretation of
However this may
St. Paul's theology as a whole.
be, the entire development of post-classical ethical
feeling and of early Christian thought made against
the strict legal conception of justice worked out in
Greek philosophy and Roman law, and latent in
the OT ideal of rigid fulfilment of the law. The
developnient of modem law and the renewed study
of the Roman law and the theology of Calvinism
in part counteracted these tendencies.
But to-day
the literature of widest appeal is anti-legal in
And by invocation of the phrase
sentiment.
'social justice' the philosophy of our time strives
to abolish the distinction between justice and
benevolence, or justice and equitj', and indeed to
suppress the idea of justice or righteou.sness altogether, except as edifying synonyms for the entire
Wliether this is a genuine
social or ethical ideal.
return to the spirit of Jesus or a temporary confusion of thought the future historian of philosophy
'

'

decide.

—

Literature. See the works mentioned in the footnotes. The
is discussed incidentally in the literature on Aristotle's
Ethics and Plato's Republic, and in the systems or histories of
ethics or law in so far as they deal with the idea of justice.
The subject is treated popularly in W. de Witt Hyde, Frcnn
Epicurus to Christ, New York, 1904, The Five Great Philosophies of Life, do. 1911.
Paul Shorey.
topic

162.
space fails for a history of the interesting

9 Eth.
idea of equity.
10 433 E
this siiiim cuique
;

that implied by the Grceco-Roman theory of justice
or in the main by the righteousness of the OT.
It
is an ideal in which what Renan calls bont6
pre-

may

;

7

(Greek and Roman)

1-4.
13
Epist. i. xvi. 41.
15
i. 15.

Apol.

1

Plato,

3 Cf.

Laws, 715 B.

Eth. Nic. 1135a 12.

2

Thuc. i. 41 Isoc. 121 A.
Paul, London, 1912, p. 145.
;

* St.

RIGHTEOUSNESS
RIGHTEOUSNESS {Hindu). —

i.

Vedic—

The conception

of righteousness in the liigveda
finds its expression in the term fta, the equivalent
of the Avestan nSa, which denotes priniarilv the
cosmic order, and then tlie order of the moral law,
on the one liand, and of the performance of the
The conception of moral
sacrifice, un the other.

order is doubtless Indo-Iranian, and it is a fair
conclusion from the occurrence of Arta- as the first
element in names of princes referred to in the Tellel-Amarna correspondence that the conception
cannot be more recent than the 15th cent. B.C.,
and that it was developed before the Vedic Aryans
entered India. Despite the predominantly sacerdotal character of the liigveda, it reveals abundant
evidence of the importance of the conception the
gods themselves are not merely born of the fta a
conception in which physical origin may be chiefly
denoted but tliey follow the fta (ftasap); they
are practisers of the fta (ftayu) and knowers of it
The special guardian of the fta is of
{ftajna).
course A^aruna, the great guardian of morality,
who moves about discerning the truth and the un'
righteousness of mankind (sntyfmrt^ jandndm)
and in a curious phrase* Agni is declared to become
Varuna when he strives for the fta. Accordance
with the fta, therefore, becomes the sacriflcer
the priest a.ssures Agui that he invokes the gods
without witchcraft, and offers his devotion with
righteousness.^
E.specially characteristic is the
famous dialogue* in which Yami seeks to persuade
her brother Yama to commit incest with her in
order to propagate the human race. Yama's reply
to her pleadings is in effect that her claims of
advocating the right would merely lead them into
unrighteousness of action ; to her assertion that
their father Tvastr had formed them in the womb
to be husband and wife he replies by an assertion
of ignorance of the purpose of creation, but an
assurance of the existence of the law of Mitra and
Varuna, and of the current view that incest is evil.
Righteousness is thus accordance with general
opinion, and with this agrees its constant association with truth (satya) considered as correspondence with reality.
This opinion demands the
virtues of a simple society
consideration in
domestic relations, political loyalty, truth in
friendship, ab.stontion from crimes such as theft
:

—

—

;

:

—

and murder, and from women faithfulness in
wedded life not unnaturally in hymns closely
associated with the sacrilice much more stress is
laid on the merits of liberality than on such manly
;

virtues as courage in war.
In Iran speculation on the cognate idea of aSa
led to the deejiening of the moral force of the conception and the evolution of Zoroastrianism, but
in India the period of the later Samhitds and the
Brdhmanas reveals not an advance, but a retrogression in moral outlook.
Insistence on the ordering
of the sacrihce has elevated the ritual into a sub-

the priest who in the Rigveda
primarily invokes the gods as a suppliant has
become possessed, through a knowledge of the
details of the sacrifice, of the power to compel the
stitute for morality

;

At tiie same time he is exempted from
the moral duty, which is recognized freely in the
Eigveda, of seeking by his action the good ol the
sacrificer.
It was, indeed, still contended by some
that the priest was under an obligation to aim
at
only
securing the desires of the sacrificer by
whom he was employed, but the Aitarcya Brahmana'^ emphatically rejects that doctrine, and
instead gives minute details of the manner in
which by his performance of the offering the priest
may ruin, if he thinks fit, the sacrificer in whose
service he is.
Even the heinous crime of the

gods.

1

vn. xlix. 3.
* X. X.

* X. viii.
6iii. 3.

3 VII.

xxxiv.

8.
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(Hindu)

slaying of a Jlraliman, which naturally ranks in
the priestly mind as almost the most deadly of
sins, can be expiated, not by repentance on the part
of tiie slayer, but by the performance of the horsesacrifice with its accompaniment of the bestowal
of enormous larges.se on the priestly performers.'
Truth still remains the attribute of the gods, but
truth is no longer simple
the gods are par
excellence lovers of what is obscure, and for man
as opposed to the gods the
duty of speaking nothing
but the truth is recognized as impossible and
equivalent to enjoining silence.
The Bruhnmnas, textbooks of a priesthood which
by total absorption in meditation on the ritual had
lost touch with the realities of life, do not represent
fairly the development of the conception of duty
among the people generally. This is given to us
far more clearly in the Gfhya- and Dharma-sutras,
:

of rules for religious and civil life, which
full detail the elaborate structure of
Indian life as it had developed from simpler condiNot only are the
tions of the Rigvedic period.
respective rights and duties of the four great
classes priests, rulers and warriors, peasants, and
serfs clearly laid down, though with such variation in detail as is inevitable in works of varjing
date and representing diflerent localities, but within the classes the plan of the different stages of
life is mapped out.
Among many rules of no
moral value these treatises inculcate the observance
of all the normal laws of simple morality truth,

manuals

reveal in

—

—

—

abstention from injury to the persons or property
of others, charity, hospitality, courage, and devotion to duty and threaten those who disregard
them with pains and penalties in the future life.
This more normal outlook on morality is shared
The voice of Prajapati in
by the Upanisads.
the thunder is interpreted as an order to be self*
restrained, charitable, and merciful ; as the fee in
the great sacrifice of life are enumerated in the

—

Chlidndogya Upanisad^ asceticism, liberality, right
dealing, abstention from injury (ahimsd), and the
speaking of truth. The Taittirlya Upanisad-^ has
a list of virtues which includes self-restraint,
asceticism, tranquillity, truthfulness and right
dealing, hospitality, courtesy, and duties to wives,
The prince Asvapati
children, and grandchildren.
^
Kaikeya claims that in his realm there is no thief,
niggard, drunkard, adulterer, or courtesan.

Not only, however, do the Upanisads recognize
and adopt current conceptions of morality, but
they provide for the first time a reasoned basis for
moral action by the doctrine that a man's place in
life is determined
by his former deeds a principle
which at the same time serves as a rationale of the

—

In its
class-divisions of Indian society.
purest form, associated with the name of Yajuaof
on
one
rebirth
valkya," the doctrine is rigidly
earth after death in a station depending exactly
on a man's previous deeds, but alreaiij' in the
Upanisads'' this idea is blended with the doctrine
of reward in heaven or punishment elsewhere and
in this form, with variations in detail, the conception becomes part of the general Hindu belief.
But no criterion of righteousness is suggested,
though among those condemned to an evil fate
in the Chhdndogya are expressly included the
murderer of a Braiiman, the defiler of the teacher's
wife, the drinker of spirits, the thief of gold, and
the man who associates with such sinners. The
reason for the omission of any inquiry into morality
is the extreme intellectualism of the Upanisads,
which are concerned beyond everything else with
the determination of the nature of existence, and
1
&atapatha Brdhmana, xiii. v. 4. 1.
2
Brhadaranyaka Upani^ad, v. 2.
'
* i. 9.
3 iii. 17.
Chhandogya Upani^ad, V. xi. 6.
6
Brhaddranyaka Upani^ad, m. ii. 13, iv. iv. 4ff.
rigid

;

1

BThadaravyaha,

vi.

ii.

;

Chhandogya,

v. x.
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regard as the highest aim the merger of the individual soul in the absolute spirit (brahman),
which is to be brought about by an act of intel-

The possession of moral qualities
lectual insight.
not inconsistent w'ith the attainment of such
and
the
later Upanisads make a deterinsight,
mined effort to reconcile the claims of ordinary
life with those of philosophy by the development
of the ideal of the four d&ramas, or stages of life
through which a member of the three higher classes
in the community sliould in theory pass a youth
of learning as a brahmachdrin, a middle age of
performance of social obligations as a householder
(gfhastha), a period of asceticism as a dweller in
the forest (vanaprastha), and a final resort to the
life of a wandering
beggar (sannydsin) who lias

is

—

This
scheme, however, is clearly a compromise ; the
of
the
first
two
stages,
necessity
passing through
and the distinction which it is sought to draw
between the second two in such texts as the Jdbdla
and the ASratna Upanisads, are not laid down in the
older texts, in which there is apparent a tendency
to contrast the search for the true knowledge with
all earthly interests and to regard the attitude of
the seeker as essentially one of renunciation of all
terrestrial concerns.
In the Kausitaki Upanisad^
is even enunciated the non-moral doctrine that
knowledge of Indra, who is declared to be truth,
prevents retribution for parricide, matricide, the
slaying even of an embryo, or theft but this
doctrine is isolated in the Upanisads.
2. Post-Vedic.
Though later in its records
than the Vedic period, Jainism reveals to us a
form of belief which was evidently widely spread
in the period of the early Upanisads, though these
texts do not adopt it as completely satisfactory.
The doctrine of Mahavira in effect appears to have
been little more than a definite enunciation and
stereotyping of the principles which were practised
by those who had concluded that the true happiness was to be found in renunciation of all earthly
attachments. Of the five great vows which form
the basis of the system the first four forbid the
taking of life, the speaking of untruth, the taking
of anything not given, and sexual enjoyment all
resigned all connexion with worldly things.

;

—

—

(Hindu)

man's duty to carry out without desire of rcAvard
the obligations of his station in life, which is
enunciated by Krsna when he sees Arjuna unwilling to commence the attack on the host of the
Kauravas at Kuruksetra. A positive basis for the
performance of duty of a non-egoistic character is
provided by the doctrine of the unity of the universe in the Isvara ; he who sees the Isvara as
pervading all things cannot be guilty of injury to
them, for such action would mean injury to
himself as identical with the Isvara' a view
which is not open to Jainism, in which there
is no bond of unity between one soul and another.
The good which one does to another, on the doctrine of the Gltd, is done directly to oneself through
this community of existence, while Jainism cannot
recognize such action as valuable without serious
modification of the essential basis of its renuncia-

—

tion of activity.

Neither the more formal philosophy nor the
doctrine of faith succeeds in providing a more
satisfactory doctrine of righteousness than the
Gltd.
To Safikara the ordinary world, and its
virtues and vices alike, are unreal, and release
from transmigration is attained not by virtue, but
by insight into the fundamental unity of the soul
and the brahman. Works cannot produce this
insight, which exoterically is deemed a gift of the
Isvara, but which in reality cannot be ascribed to
any cause whatever, as it lies beyond all causal

While, however, Sahkara makes it
works are not the cause, nor the
necessary preliminary, of enlightenment, he
readily finds a place for them as serving normally,
though not essentially, to counteract hindrances
which might otherwise impede the appearance of
and in like manner the
the saving knowledge
observance of the rule of the dkramas is a normal
conceptions.
clear that

;

The essential
requisite for the seeker after truth.
indifference of morality, however, appears in the
position of him who has attained in this life the
consciousness of release {jivanmukta) ; no acts of
his after this attainment have any concern for him,
for the doctrine of the fruition of action (karman)
ceases to apply to one so enlightened. The logical

consequence, that evil deeds may with impunity be
which Brahmanical parallels and proto- performed by the enlightened man, is expressly
are
and
in
even
the
the
fifth,
types
present
recognized by the Veddntasdra of Sadananda,
forbidding of any attachment to any worldly which even contemplates* the possibility of the
object, though Mahavira may have adopted it in jivanmukta resorting to the use of such unclean
opposition to the duty of liberality preached by food as a dog might eat. Even in the exoteric
the Brdhmatias, there is nothing but a consistent doctrine works have no great value morality and
carrying out of the principle involved in the first worship produce only temporary rewards in heaven
four rules.
The rationale of the commands is and favourable rebirth on earth, and no attempt is
clearly the doctrine that the soul is defiled by all made to evolve any principle by which value can
contact with the things of the world, and that the be ascribed to different classes of works. Nor is
ideal is to free it from such contagion.
In essence any other system more effective in inculcating
the doctrine is purely egoistic in practice, how- righteousness the Purva-Mlmdi'nsd develops to its
rules for

;

;

:

;

ever, it has been found possible to convert the
Jain tenets into a basis for active philanthropy,
which can be reconciled with the doctrine of
Mahavira by the argument that such philanthropy
is the most sure method to secure for the soul that
freedom from misery which it is its essential aim

to achieve.

In Brahnianism itself a more successful effort
made in the Bhagavad-Gitd to find a positive
basis for the practice of virtue.
In general the
Mahdbhdrata in its popular philosophy leans
decidedly to the school of renunciation, and inculcates that indifference to the things of the world
which enables King Janaka to contemplate with
calm tlie possibility^ of the destruction of his
capital Mithila.^ But the Gitd, amid all the confusions of its semi-pantheism and its semi-theism,
remains true to the doctrine that it is essentially
is

1 iii. 1.

s

Mah&hh&rata,

2 Cf. O.

Franke,

xii. clxxviii. 2.

WZKM xx.

[1906] 352

£f.

logical conclusions the doctrine of the Brdhmanas
which sees in the sacrifice the only source of future
gain ; the Sdhkhya proposes for its end the purely
intellectual recognition of the distinction of the
souls from nature ; the Yoga aims at effecting this
by processes of abstraction which are indifferent to
morality ; and the interests of the Nydya and

Vaiiesika are logical and metaphysical.
As little as the philosophies can the schools of
bhakti find place for the development of a doctrine
of morality.

Among many

differences in detail,

Vaisnavas and Saivas alike, as well as the minor
sects, place morality and good works merely
among the means of cultivating bhakti, and rank
them no higher than ceremonial observances of all
kinds
good deeds are inadequate to produce
bhakti, and similarly the possessor of bhakti is
removed from other considerations. The logical
outcome of these doctrines is the Tantric ritual,
:

ixiii. 27f.

«§236.

RIGHTEOUSNESS
in which, in conscious opposition to the normal
standard of morality, the use of meat, involving
the violation of the rule of ahinisd, the drinking
of liquor, and promiscuous sexual intercourse are
used as means of securing that unity with the
deity which is the final aim of the system.

The

philosophical

anu

systems

the

popular

religions thus set before them the ideals either of
intellectual insight or of a mystic and ecstatic
union witli the deitj', and neitlior could make any
progress in developing a theory of luor.ality or in

distinguishing morality from ceremonial observHence the development of customary law,
ance.
as reflected in the numerous Sniftis and Nibandhas,
reveals no distinction between ritual and morality
the topic of penances is expanded almost without
limits, but the sins to be expiated are as often
ritual omissions as moral defects, and no discrimination is even attempted between them a condition
of thought natural enough in the Brdhmanas, but
strangely stereotyped in India. Not only, however, had morality to suffer from competition with
ritual
the rich and attractive Ntti literature,
which is the source of books of so universal an
appeal as the Paiichatantra and the Hitojjctdeia,
often in its rules of conduct enunciates the purest
morality, but places alongside of such precepts,
without consciousness of incongruity, rules of
polity and practical expediency of doubtful or not
rarely of positively immoral character.
;

—

;
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(Jewish)

duty, religion, and God. The mediaival Jewish
philosophers, as followers of either Aristotle or
Plato, aimed at placing the ideal Jew and the ideal
Judaism in quite a new setting unknown to the
unphilosophical Jew of the earlier periods, and
righteousness with them came to assume a new set
In the religious movement which
of connotations.
arose among the Polish Jews of the 18th cent.,
and which has existed down to the present day
under the name of ^asidism,' the leading ecclesiastic is invariably called the p"^» {saddik, righteous one' or 'saint'), and, as one of his chief
'

'

an ability to work miracles, it is clear
that further meanings have from time to time been
imported into the term in question.
2. In the early Pharisaic and Rabbinic literature.
Throughout the whole vast realm of the liabbinical literature the 'righteous' man, the p"=!x, is
judged by one invariable norm conformity to the
qtialities is

—

—

Kighteousness is an uninterrupted series
of loving and loyal obediences to the mizw6th of the
T6rah. Tliese miztvOth, or precepts,' are 613 in
number, according to the calculation of the Rabbis,
who held that it should be the aim of every man
who aspires after righteousness to come as near as
out of these 613 precepts
possible to the carrying
both in letter and in spirit. The TOrah was looked
upon as a divine embodiment on earth. ExpresT6rah.

'

'

sions like

T6rah,'

'

God,'

'

Holy

Spirit,' are often

used interchangeably in the Talmud and Mishnah.
To love the T6rah with all one's heart and to cleave
—
Vedic
see
Literature. For the
J. Muir, Original
period
H. Zimmer, Altindisches to it with all one's might was tantamount to the
Satiskrit Texts, v. 3, London, 1884
Leben, Berlin, 1879; A. A. Macdonell, Vedic Mythology
highest and closest communion with the Deity
= GIAP iii. 1), Strassburg:, 1897 H. Oldenberg, Die Religion which was
Such was the
(
possible to the saint.
the
The
M.
des Veda, Berlin, 1894
Bloomfield,
Religion of
This exaltation of the
ideally righteous life.
Veda, New York and London, 1908 S. L6vi, La Doctrine du
Torah into the apotheosis of all righteousness is
sacrifice dans les Brdhtnarias, Paris, 1898; P. Deussen, The
Philosophy of the Upaiiishads, Kng. tr., Edinburgh, 1906. For
already hinted at in Ec 12", but grows more apJainism see H. Jacobi, Gaina SOtras, pt. i. [SEE xxii.],
parent in much of the Pharisaic literature of preOxford. 1884 J. G. Biihler, On the Indian Sect of the Jainas,
Talmudic times, notably the book of JnbUecs and
Eng. tr., London, 1003 A. B. Latthe, An Introd. to Jainism,
Bombay, 1905; U. D. Barodia, Hist, and Literature of Jainism, the Psalms of Solomon. Thus, Psalm xiv. of the
do. 1909; Hirachand Liladhar Jhaveri, The First Prinlatter work, after alluding to them who walk in
H. Warren,
ciples of the Jain Philosophy, London, 1910
in His commandments,' ^ summarizes
Jainism in Western Garb, Madras, 1912 Mrs. S. Stevenson, righteousness
'
He has given us the Law for our life
The Heart of Jainism, London, 1915 Jagmanderlal Jaini,
by saying
Outlines of Jainism, Cambridge, 1916. For Hinduism generand the saints of the Lord shall live thereby for
ally see E. W. Hopkins, The Religions of India, London,
To the minds of the Eabbis the highest
ever.'
do.
A.
tr.,
1882;
Barth, Religions of India, Eng.
1896;
is that evinced by what they
P. Deussen, Das System des Vedanta,Leipz\g, 1883, Allgemeine
type of righteousness
F. Max MliUer, Six
Gesch. der Philosophic,
called the ^addtk gdmur ('complete saint'), the
iii., do. 1908
Systems of Indian Philosophy, London, 1899 R. Garbe, Die
class who in I.B. Shabbath, 55a, are styled mekudSdrtikhya-Philosophie, Leipzig, 1894, tr. of Bhagavad-Gltd, do.
'sainted ones,' i.e. 'they who fulfil the
1905
R. G. Bhandarkar, Vaifxfavism, ^aivism, and Minor dashim,
whole Tflrah from its first letter (Aliph) to its last
Reli'iioxis Systems {=GIAP iii. 6), Strassburg, 1913.
A. Berriedale Keith.
(Tav).' The T6rah was the embodiment of Judaism,
RIGHTEOUSNESS (Jewish). i. General the first and last word in earth and heaven, posThe
The connotation of the term sessing nothing superfluous or unimportant.
connotations.
righteousness (pi^t and ip'iy) varies with the differ- world was actually called into being through the
ent epochs embraced in the literature of the Jews. instrumentality of the Tdrah, and, should the Jew
To discuss the question of what acts, motives, ever reach so low a pitch as to lay aside the TclrAh,
intentions, ceremonies, symbols the Jew desig- then will the cosmos be broken up and revert again
nated as falling into the category of righteousness, to its primeval state of chaos.
or as helping to bring it about, is to pass in review
As has already been hinted, the degree of righta host of cardinal Jewish theological teachings on eousness possessed by a man is dependent upon,
all kinds of allied themes in all their developments
and corresponds to, the degiee of his conformity to
and ramifications from the earliest days of the the T6rah. The latter situation involves far more
OT down to the latest spiritual product of tlie than a mere theoretic attitude of mind or heart.
modernist Jew, viz. Liberal Judaism. In the OT It means much more than verbal or mental assent
alone the root pis, counting all its inflexions, to this or that dogma. It comprehends the whole
occurs over 500 times and, over such a large space domain of human thought, character, and action.
of time as the OT covers, it is impossible to assume Man must not be content with merely following
that the term always stood for the same ideas to out the rigid letter of the law, a ritual holiness
the various successive writers who used it. The tied down to a book. His ideal must be a righteous
^lishnaic, Talmudic, and Gaonic branches of living, which can be brought about only by a longIn the
Jewish literature, although admittedly dealing cultivated process of self-sanctification.
largely with legalistic lore, nevertheless contain a Jewish view, man can never be, he can only beTo speak of 'Pharisaic selfconsiderable element of theological matter far come, righteous.
more than the Christian theologian is prone to righteousness is to falsify the general trend of the
give them credit for hence, as is inevitable, the Rabbinic ethics. Righteousness was a high peak
term crops up there with great frequency and which the Jew must, during his whole lifetime,
assumes a new set of meanings in accordance with
1 See
Syriac version in J. Rendel Harris, The Odes and Psalms
the then prevalent Jewish views on life, death. of Solomon'^, Cambridge, 1911.
;

;

;

;

;

;

'

;

;

:

;

;
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;

;

;

—

—

'

'

;

—

'

;
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It is an infinite
patiently and painfully climb.
With each achievement
task, an endless striving.
there comes the need for a higher achievement ;
the summit reached only discloses to the eye farther

With so
to he reached and surmounted.
a standard in view, it is no surprise that the
Rabbis, as we see from many indications throughout
the Talmud and Midrashim, were none too quick to
accord the title of righteous to any but the most
unqiiestionably approved. Righteousness was the
exception rather than the rule ; hence the mere
summits
Iiigh

'

'

fact of the existence of one righteous man at some
time or some place might work an unexpected
salvation for the world. Thus, T.B. Y6md, 386,

One righteous man can ensure the existence
says
of the world (based on Pr 10"^ but the righteous
is an everlasting foundation,' as well as on 1 S 2®
'He will keep the feet of his saints'). The same
'

:

'

'

Talmudic passage, quoting Gn 1* 'And God saw
the light that it was good,' says that good refers
to the righteous man and that the meaning is
God determined to let the world's light exist by
'

'

:

;

'

reason of the merit of the righteous man who is
^
The same rarity of righteousunalloyed good.'
ness, and its incomparable prowess when found, is
There are never
expressed in T.B, Sukkdh, 45«
less than 30 righteous men at any given period for
whose sake the world escapes destruction.' But
the world must exist. It is God's world, and He
willed it.
Only through it can the divine purpose
'which rolls through all things' be realized.
Hence, with a glaring inconsistency which is often
so characteristic of Talmudic ethics, the Rabbis
declare, in a more generous vein, that the reason
for the continued existence of the world is the fact
that it is always being replenished by a succession
of righteous men in every generation.
No sooner
is one righteous man removed from the world,' says
T.B. Ydmd, 386, ' than he is succeeded by another
righteous man as good as he ; for thus Scripture
"
says " The sun also ariseth, and the sun goeth
down (Ec 1^).' But there is one supreme pitfall
on the road to righteousness, one mortal enemy
ever lying in wait to entrap the would-be righteous man in its snares. This is the yezer ha-ra
('evil impulse'), whose challenge calls forth the
most strenuous efforts on the part of its would-be
victim.
No righteousness is possible until this
innate dragging-down impulse in man is subdued
and scotched. But the genuine man of righteousness cannot but be the final victor over this wild
beast within him, seeing that, as the Rabbis said
(T.B. J^dgigah, 15), 'God created the evil impulse
and also its antidote, viz. the Tdrah.' The righteous man is he who is, par excellence, saturated with
Tdrah and thus possesses within himself the instrument for dealing the deadly blow to the assailant.
The
3. Pauline and Rabbinic views compared.
Christian theologian, reared on the polemics of
Paul and his bitterly hostile denunciation of the
Tdrah as that through which cometh the knowledge of sin (Ro 3^"), will probably be not a little
astonislied to notice the gulf which yawns between
these cheery Rabbinic characterizations of the everopen door to the attainment of righteousness and
the despairing pessimism of the Pauline description
of the hopeless sinfulness of all flesh, of man's complete bondage to sin (which is increased rather
than decreased by the Tdrah), and hence his utter
inability ever to execute righteousness except by
quite another method, viz. a warm and living faith
in Jesus Christ.
Fulfil every jot and tittle of the
Tdrah,' say the Rabbis in efiect, and thus you will
become a saint.' 'No,' says Paul, 'not only is it
vain and profitless to try to adopt such a course,
but it is also wrong, because the more loyal you
are to the Tdrah, the worse man do you become.'
'

:

'

:

—

'

'

—

'

'

1

See Rashi, ad

loc.

To

(Jewish)

the Jewish scholar familiar with the theology
own race the whole argumentation of Paul

of his

about righteousness, law,

faith, and grace is as
it is unintelligible.
'No Rabbinic Jew,' says 0. G. Montefiore, 'could ever have
accepted the force, or the argument, of that seventh chapter [of
the Epistle to the Romans]. For it was precisely the Law
which to his mind enabled him and all others to attain to any

unacceptable as

measure of human goodness (Judaism and St. Paul, p. 103).
Or, as another modern writer has said, That the Torah was not
such as Paul represented it to be is a statement which is
true, both positively and negatively. He ascribed to it a character which it did not possess, and he left out of his description
features which it did possess, and which were essential to it'
(R. Travers Herford, Pharisaism, p. 194).
'

'

As a matter of fact, one is inclined to endorse
Montefiore's view that Paul, living at the time he
did, could not have been familiar with what is
generally understood by the Rabbinic position, and
therefore ought not to be regarded as a responsible
exponent or critic of it. No Rabbinic Jew was
ever worried, as Paul was obviously worried, by the
thought that real righteousness was unattainable
by him, seeing that the demands of the Law are
too multifarious to be ever fully met by any one
nor is there any trace in Rabbinic literature of a
distinction between righteousness of faith (Ro 4")
and righteousness of works.
Where there are
works in the Rabbinic sense, there must be faith,
that
the
motive
to
the execution of
seeing
prime
works was the invincible belief in the divine origin
of the Tdrah, which is the revelation of God's will
and the means for securing salvation to mankind ;
and such a belief must presuppose faith in the
existence of a God, the simplefaith such as Abraham
possessed and which gave him the title to righteousness and a claim to the honour of all men.
Faith and works together make up, for the Jew,
the real as well as the ideal life, the life of righteousness before God. The guide to such a life is
the Tdrah, whose multifarious precepts the aspirant
after righteousness has to fulfil both in letter and
in spirit, but not in the way in which Paul (either
consciously or unconsciously) travestied it when he
spoke of the physical impossibility of any one
obeying so burdensome a code. For, according to
'
Sif7-e, 133a, even the truly righteous are not wholly
without blame because tney too may have com;

'

'

mitted some minor transgressions ('aitTO^AM^o^'A).'
It was the honest striving after righteousness that
the Rabbis really had in mind. The seeker after
the realization of the ideal of righteousness must
resolve to order his life in the way leading to it.
If he kept himself up to the same unswervingly
high level, fulfilling the precepts of the Tdrah
'through love and joy of soul' (T.B. S6tah, 31a;
T.B. Shabbath, 886), then this very scheme of life
was righteousness no matter what occasional
minor lapses occurred in between. Even granted
that the Rabbinic Jew may occasionally have felt
the pain and pang of the consciousness of a duty
omitted here and a duty omitted there, what was
this in comparison with the ineffable rapture of
what the Rabbis termed simhcth shel mizvdh (' the
joy of a precept fulfilled') a joy which inevitably
brought in its train other joys of other precepts
fulfilled, thus making life an unbroken exercise in
the joyous search after a true union with the
Divine through a righteously-ordered life ? It is of
those who have attained this pitch of righteousness
that T.B. Sukkdh, 456, says, 'They behold the
Sh«khlnah as in a clear mirror.' They are the
righteous who, as is said in T.B. B'rdkhdth, 17a,
will in the futui'e life sit with their crowns upon
their heads, delighting in the splendour of the
Divine Presence. To quote a phrase from Lazarus,
Ethics of Judaism, righteousness is
unlimited
aspiration joined to unlimited capacity to reach
higher and ever higher stages of achievement'
Paul's haunting dread of the
(pt. ii. p. 280).

—

—

'

'

'

RIGHTEOUSNESS
constant ilanj^er of an iiitt^iveniiig lapse plays no
part whatsoever in this Kabbinic programme of
His picture of
rigliteousnesH sought and attained.
Kabbinic Jmlaisni is marred by its total ignorance
The
of the Kabbinic iloctrine of divine gi"ace.
efibrt after righteousness is

helped and encouraged

by heaven, and

this because of tlie very fact of
man's frailty, because of tlie very fact that man's
liability^ to err is so well within the divine ken.
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greater their sorrow in the present existence, the
surer is tiieir abounding happiness in the existence
which 'eye hath not seen.' The righteous must
suHer here, because sutl'ering is the one portal
through which they are enabled to reach out to the
final inheritance oi heavenly bliss whicli their good
works have earned for them. Hlustrations of these
teachings are the following
In T.B. Qlddushln, 40ft, K. Eliezer b. Zadok says: 'To what
may the righteous be likened in this world? To a tree which
:

'Let man but sanctify himself onlj' a little,' runs
a favourite Rabbinic belief, and then God will
help him to sanctify himself much.' As a famous
Jewish theologian of the 18th cent. (Moses ^ayyim
Luzzatto, 1707-47) has put it
What man has it in himself to do is to persevere in the

stands on clean soil but one of whose branches inclines towards
an unclean spot. Cut the branch away and then the whole tree
stands upon cleanliness. In the same way, God brings p.'iin to
the righteous in this world in order that they may inherit the
world to come, as it is said, " Though thy beginning was small,
"
yet thy latter end shall greatly increase (Job S").' "The analog^'
between death and the lopping off of one branch of a tree the

pursuit of the true knowledge of the Divine and in a wiselyordered constancy in holiness or action. God will be his fjuide
on this path which he essays to tread, shedding His hohness
upon him and keeping him holy. In the result, his upward
striving will surely come to fruition by this very fact of his
constant clinging to the Highe.st, seeing that the obstacles
which nature puts in his way will be removed by the help and
support given hnn from on High. It was this that King David
meant when he said, "No good thing «ill He withhold from
them that walk uprightly^ (Ps 84»1)' (,3I<lssUdt Yeshdrim,

happy one because it so well brings out the idea of the life here
and the life hereafter as one continuous unbroken whole. In
T.B. Uordydth, 10, R. Kal^man b. Rab Hisda discourses thus
What is the meaning of the words in Ecclesiastes fc''* "There
is a vanity which is done upon the earth
that there be just
men, unto whom it happeneth according to the work of the
wicked again, there be wicked men, to whom it happeneth
"
according to the work of the righteous ? The meaning is this
Ecclesiastes wants to tell us that happy are the righteous whose

'

:

'

Amsterdam,

1740, ch. xxvi.).

Jewish theology looked upon Jews never as a
but always as one consolidated boilj% a community, a nation, an indivisible
entity, shot through with one paramount ideal
righteousness before God. Hence it follows that a
life of righteousness on the part of the individual
Jew must always involve consideration for the
series of isolated units,

—

Once dissolve the communal
cohesiveness, and the communal holiness disappears. It is probably owing to some such conception as this that the term ^Ql^, righteousness,'
'
came, in the Talmud, to mean charity or almswhich
in popular
a
has
remained
giving
meaning
use among the Jews down to the present day. The
Qur'an, it will be remembered, uses a similar word,
from tlie common Semitic root, to denote 'almswellbeing of others.

'

'

'

'

'

—

—

an undoubted borrowing from Judaism.
Almsgiving is righteousness, because thereby does
Jew help Jew to sustain himself and become one
more servant of God.
When asked by Tinnius Rufus 'Why does your God, being

giving

:

the lover of the needy, not Himself provide for their support?,'
R. Akiba replied
By charity wealth is to be made a means of
salvation God, the Father of both the rich and the poor, wants
the one to help the other, and thus to make the world a household of love' (T. B. lidbha Bathrd, Wa, quoted by K. Kohler
in JE iii. 6GS^, s.v.
Charity and Charitable Institutions).'
'

:

;

'

4. The sufferings of the righteous ; their destiny ;
As one of the cornertheir influence on the xworld.
stones of Kabbinic theology is the doctrine of

—

divine retribution — that God rewards those who
keep His commands and punishes those who trans—
gress them
only to be expected that the
it

is

question of why the righteous sutler should crop
up with frequency and hnd many attempted solutions.
The Rabbis developed no systematic philosophj^ on the subject.
Varying opinions are expressed in the Talmud and Midrashim opinions
echoed and shared with very little modification of
the originals by the medireval Jewish theologians
and philosophers but these are tentative and experimental, invested with no dogmatic binding
importance. Yet it is true to say that they all

—

—

cluster round one fundamental assumption which
certainly is a prominent and dominating dogma
of Rabbinic and later Jewish thought generally,
viz. the reality of a future life.
The present world
and the world to come are indissolubly linked
are
mansions
of
one and the same
together.
They
house. Death, to the righteous, is merely a passing
from one life to another ; therefore their suti'erings
in the present life ought really to give us no occasion for surprise or question, because in all
bility a joyous

Beyond.

probam

the
recompense awaits them
Sorrow here will be joy there. Nay, the

tree

still

remaining practically

in ita entirely

—

—

is

a particularly

:

'

;

;

:

reward in this world is like the reward of the Avickcd in the next
world (i.e. evil). Woe to the wicked whose reward in this world
is like the reward of the righteous in the next world (i.e. good).'

Another aspect

of the

same

train of theological

thought is presented by the many Rabbinic assertions about the deathlessness of the righteous.
"The righteous even when dead are called living,' says a
passage in T.B. B^rdkhMh, 18a; and the statement is supported
by a Biblical text. 'They are like lost pearls of great price,'
says T.B. Mfgillah, 15a, 'lost only to their owner. They are
not really lost, because they exist somewhere and in all their
original preciousness and beauty.' All these views are distinctly
mirrored in ch. iii. of the Apocryphal Wisdom of Solomon. It
is only 'in the sight of the unwise' that 'they seemed to die,'
but in reality 'their hope is full of immortality' and, 'having
been a little chastised' on this mortal earth," 'they shall be

—

and God will find them worthy for himself.'
Invested with so inimitable a sanctity, it is no
wonder that the righteous should .shed a .spirituality over their surroundings —a spirituality which
is helpful and uplifting to others
generally. The
Z6hdr elaborates this theme repeatedly.
Come and see what God does on behalf of the righteous, for
greatly rewarded

'

'

'

although punishment is divinely decreed upon the world, it is
held back for their sake and does not come,' runs a Zoharic
comment (on Gn 411). 'The righteous are the foundation and
mainstay of the world,' says another Z6h.1ric passage (on Gn
'They create peace in heaven and peace on earth and
411-1).
thus unite the bridegroom to the bride,' runs a third (on Gn
41^), deeply tinged with erotic mysticism whilst a fourth (ih.)
tells of the great worth of the righteous in so far as they draw
goodness down from above in order to do good to us and to all
;

'

the universe.'

Quite in keeping >vith these sentiments are the
to the effect that the coming of
tlie righteous into the world means an iiillux of
light and glory into the world (T.B. Sanhedrin,
113a), and that the death of the righteous works
atonement for tlieir people (T.B. Moed Kdtdn,
28a
Tanhumd, Ahdre Muth, 7). Glimpses of a
wide universalist conception of this ellicacy of
righteousness are aflbrded by the Rabbinic comment on Is 26- Open ye the gates, that the
righteous nation which keepeth truth may enter
in ; it is not the righteous Israelite that is here
referred to, but the righteous nation, any people
among whom righteousness resides [Sifra, ed. I. H.
There is a similar
Wei.ss, Vienna, 1862, ch. 13).
comment on the words, This is the gate of the
Lord the righteous shall enter into it' (Ps 118^)
not priests, Levites, or Israelites, but the righteous, though they be non- Jews {Sifra, lof. cit. ).

Talmudic sayings

;

'

'

'

—

;

—TheViews
host

of the mediaeval Jewish theologians.
5.
of textbooks and manuals on ethics
and philosophy produced by the brilliant Jewish
literary men of the Middle Ages— notably tho.se of
the Spanish-Jewish school which flourished from
the 10th to the 15th cent.— all adopt conformity to
the Torah as the norm of righteousness. The interpretation of righteousness as given by the old
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Talmudic masters was upheld and reiterated by
those moralists and theologians, with, however,
many an added variation in obedience to the
demands of the changed conditions of Jewish life
as well as out of a desire to bring the ideal of
Jewish conduct more and more into line with the

prevalent philosophy of the day. Typical illustrations are aflbrded by Bahya ibn Pakudah (who
flourished at Saragossa in the first half of the 11th
That the
cent.) and Moses Maimonides (q.v.).
ideal righteousness was attainable only by an unthe
Law
was
to
to
swerving loyalty
Bahya an incontestable truth. But Bahya, like his somewhat
younger contemporary Solomon ibn Gabirol {q.v.),
was an adherent of the Neo-Platonic mysticism,
and the picture that he gives in his famous work
(Duties of the Heart) of the roads leading to the
attainment of righteousness is tinged with many
an idea borrowed from non-Jewish sources. In
fine, Bahya envisaged Rabbinic righteousness from
the standpoint of the general culture in which he
was himself steeped. Maimonides was an Aristotelian.
Rigid dogmatist as he was in his insistence upon the old Talmudic programme of the real
and ideal life of righteousness, it is fairly obvious
to every student of his writings that the picture
that he had in his mind's eye of the Jewish saint
and follower after righteousness was a compound
of Rabbinism and Hellenism.
One has a lurking
suspicion that Maimonides' man of righteousness
would have been a somewhat unintelligible character to a Rabbi of the Talmudic epoch.
6. Hasidic interpretations of righteousness.
In
the 18th cent, a new religious movement known
as 5asidism ('pietism') arose among the Jewish
masses in Poland
a pantheistic movement in
which the mystical element in Judaism, the teachings of the Zdfidr and the KabbalS generally, overshadowed and largely crushed out the ceremonial
and ritualistic formalism belonging to Rabbinic
Judaism.
The spiritual head of each Ilasidic
community was known as the p'^^, righteous one,'
whose claims to the possession of righteousness on
quite a superlative scale were based upon the
peculiarly mystical connotation given to the term
righteousness in the Zdhar. Eartli is an exact
pattern of heaven, and between the 'upper' world
of the Deity and the lower world of
humanity
there is a constant and unbroken intercourse.
This intercourse, in its intensest sense, can be
called into being only by the ecstatic prayers of
the pnjf, the man who wields real influence with
the Divine Source of all life, the man whose
prayerful 'righteousness' enables him to become
a sort of mediator between God and the ordinary
folk, bringing down to them from on high not only
spiritual bliss but also material help, miraculous
cures from disease, good luck in commerce, family
To select for special esteem
joys, and such like.
a man of righteousness,' and to look upon him as
a power able to bring heaven down to earth, argues
a truly noble conception of Judaism's mission and
function. But the movement unfortunately carried
in itself the poison which proved its
undoing. The
desire to reach an ecstatic state of mind in
prayer
came often to be stimulated by artificial means,
such as the excessive drinking of
intoxicating
Moreover, the p'^s would often seek to
liquors.
impose upon the credulity of his public by unjust
claims to the possession of latent powers and the
gifts in money and kind which would come to him
from an adoring clientele could not but exercise
upon him a demoralizing influence and serve to
bring the whole institution into disrepute. Still,
the P'^¥ has survived down to the present day in
many a ^asidic community in E. Europe. Many
a one has left behind him an honoured name and
an honourable record ; and among no sect of the

—

—

'

'

'

'

'

'

;

Jews was

religion more a matter of life and death
than among the disciples of this particular branch
of Jewish mysticism.
In modern times the
7. In modern Judaism.
'
orthodox follower of Judaism finds his ideal of
righteousness in a self-adaptation to the standards
of living and thinking inculcated in the Tdrah as
interpreted by the great Rabbis of the Talmudic
Such a self - adaptation grows obviously
ages.
more and more difficult and hence more and more
rare
with the flow of time and the consequent
changes in social and political standards. Modern

—

'

—

—

'

'

Reform Judaism and modern Liberal Judaism
'

'

lay great stress on the vital necessity of
making every allowance for these inevitable developments and changes in the thought and outlook of the Jew. The general science and theology
of to-day as well as the dominant critical theories
of the nature and authorship of the Bible obtain
a large meed of acceptance among these Jewish
modernists,' thus causing them to make many a
breach with the old 'orthodox' ideal and materially
(q.v.)

'

altering their standards of Jewish religious values.

—
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— comprising

faithfulness to
one's pledges, loftiness of character, and sincerity
towards oneself and others was a wide-spread and

though righteousness

—

highly esteemed quality among Oriental peoples,
it does not occupy a very important
place in their
ethics.
Indeed, in the scholastic ethical treatises
of the Hellenistic and Neo-Platonic school e.g.,
the fine Persian work of Nasir al-Din Tusi, the
Akhlaqi-Nasirl we find that righteousness becomes merged in justice, which is divided between
the idea of the tempering of feelings and passions
so as to preserve the golden mean between two
extremes and that of social justice, which belongs
to political philosophy.
On the other hand, in an
ethical treatise of the ascetic type, like the Bustdn
of Sa'adi, righteousness is passed over in silence,
either as a virtue that is too elementary to require
discussion or as being too cold and uninteresting
for the sentimental mysticism of the SQfis. History,
anecdotes, and proverbs, however, as well as the
stories and appreciations of travellers in the East,
furnish much information on the subject of right-

—

—

'

'

eousness.

In the Qur'an there are some important passages
directed against certain disciples whom Muhammad
terms hypocrites.' These people called themselves
Musalmans, but were treacherous, and wavered
between the different parties.
Their attitude
aroused the indignation of the Prophet, and called
forth somesayingsof striking psychological interest.
He rejiroaches them for continuing to consort with
the unfaithful.
" We are
believers," they say, but when they go aside with
'

'

their devils [the adversaries of the Prophet] thej' say to them,
" We are with
" 1
jou ; we were but mocking these others
'

!

These are the people who wait to see the turn of
events.
'If the victory be yours from God, they say, "Were we not
with you ? " And if success goes to the unbelievers, they say to
1

(^r'an,

ii.

13.
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"Have we not

them,

served you against the believers?"

They waver between the one and the other, belonging

.

.

.

really to

The Prophet condemns them

severely

:

and thou

Most

Muslim history
The first

of the great personages in

have been men of upright character.

khalifah (lit. 'successor' of Muhammad), Abu
Bakr, received a surname which shows how much
his uprightness was appreciated and the great
importance that was attached to this quality. He
was called al-siddik, the righteous one,' the
upright one,' 'the sincere one.' Celebrities of an
opposite character are the exception in Islam. In
the earliest times we might mention Mu'awiyyah,
a clever politician but a man of crafty disposition
and, in modern times, Muhammad 'All, who smiled
on reading Machiavelli and said, Is that all ?'
The proverbs ofl'er some good formulas
'

*

;

'

:

'

Truth has abandoned
'—a lament which

friend

truth arises

it

remarks

have no lonper a sincere
When
those of the Psalms

and

nie,
recalls

I

'

:

scatters falsehood.' 3

some

contain

also

They

subtle

psychological

:

The unjust man gives nothing to anyone without getting
double in return.' *
'

The fine collection of anecdotes called the Mustatraf contains interesting allusions to sincerity,
probity, and righteousness
"
:

"
about something, do it, for the word yes
constitutes a debt which is obligatory on well-born souls.' B
'

If

you say

"

yes

"

This work quotes Aristotle on the merit of telling
the truth
:

The finest discourse, according to this philosopher, is that in
which the orator expresses himself frankly, and from which the
'

audience receives benefit.'

6

At

the same time, the author of the Mustatraf
does not carry the love of justice and truth beyond
There are times w hen the practical
certain limits.
spirit gains the ascendancy
To be just towards some one who is not just may have dis:

'

'

advantages.

'In this case the unjust measure will be the

better course."?

farther on he raises a point in casuistry which
famous disputes of the Jesuits and the
Jansenists.
that lying is laudable when its aim is
It is said,' he writes,
to reconcile persons who have quarrelled, and that truth is
8
carries
when
it
prejudice.'
blameworthy
He gives this opinion as interesting, but takes no

And

recalls the

*

'

side.
If

to the accounts of historians and
numerous passages in praise of
the righteousness of Orientals, especially of the
This virtue in them is
peasants and nomads.

we turn
we

travellers,

find

connected with the ancient patriarchal traditions.
Let us give two or three passages at random.
'

'
The Arabs,' says A. de Lamartine, carried respect for
hospitahty to the point of superstition. Their most irreconcilable enemy found shelter, security, and even protection as soon
as he succeeded in touching the cord of their tents or the hem
All
of their wives' dress. They were brave, generous, heroic.
the virtues, even all the tenderness of chivalry, unknown in
Europe until later, had passed into their customs from time
immemorial.'*
Baron d'Avril^o cites the mediajval romance of '.inJarii and
the travellers Niebuhr and Guarmani, on the fidelity of the
Arab BedawJn in the matter of hospitality. In 'Antar a youiij;
shepherd takes a horseman into his cave to shield him from
the pursuit of his enemies. These arrive and demand that he

ve

him up.

f'shall

forty cubits

and

He then changes clothes with

the

The shepherd says

make him come

out.'

'

:

Withdraw

1
Qur'an, iv. 140, 142.
s G. W.
Freytag, Arabum proverhia,
4 lb.
338.

»

p.
Al-ilostatraf,

tr.

2 /J. iv. 144.

Bonn, 1838-43,

G. Rat, 2 vols., Paris

iii.

11

The

hostile Arabs, recognizing the

of the

shepherd and

let

him go

Mrs. Hortestet, who has written a very
interesting account of her adventures at the time of the Sepoy
rel>elIion, praises the integrity of the Mus.ilnians of India, and
relates how her elephnnt-driver, although himself a Musahn&n,
hid her so that she might escape the rebels.!

107.

Such e.xamples miglit be multiplied
LiTERATURB.

1899,

ii.

V. Chauvin, Bibliographic des oeuvres arabes, Li^ge, 1892iii ; Antar, a Bedoueen Romance, tr. T. Hamilton, 4 vols.,
London, 1819-20.

—See the works mentioned
B.

in

indefinitely.
the footnotes.

Cakua de Vaux.

RIGORISM.— I.

Early phases.— In its philosophical sense the term rigorism is applied to that
form of ethical idealism which rates reason as the
dominant power of the moral life, to the exclusion
or subordination of the element of sensibility.
Rigorism is thus the ethics of reason. The roots
of rigorism lie far back in early Greek philo.sophy,
notably in the naturalistic Cynic and in the tran'

'

scendental Stoic schools. By the Stoics especially
was rigoristic theory developed. The moral rigour
of Christianity came to be widely embodied in the
discipline ana demands of the various monastic
As thus applied, rigorism stands in oppoorders.
Monasticism (q.v.), Bs a system,
sition to laxity.
In the East
is founded on a profession of rigour.
Basil the Great did much to promote ascetic stringency and disciplined monasticism within the
Church. But, in spite of rigid regulations. Eastern
In the West the great
laxity in morals grew.
Benedictine system soon came to absorb all the
monachism of that region. It maintained a rigorous discipline, but was more practical and less
contemplative than the monasticism of the East.
Ascetic rigour assumed a dualistic view of the

matter
art. ASCETICISM [Christian])
were to it incompatible. Its fault was
The
a
ideal.
to rest content with
negative
rigours

world (see

and

;

spirit

of overstrained a.sceticism often passed into selfindulgence or were attended by spiritual pride

and fanaticism. The Middle Ages were marked
by the rigorous poverty of St. Francis and the

—

fanatical scourgings of the Flagellants {q.v.) a
strange externalizing of the doctrine of penitence.
The moral experience of the monastic life came at
length to be fairly well represented in the seven
deadly sins and in the significant presence of the
moral lassitude, inertness, and discontent which
were summed up in the word 'accidie' (q.v.).
2. Jansenist asceticism.
Rigorism was applied,
in the 17th cent., to the Port Royalists as a byword
outset
of
their
from the
They were called
history.
rigorists because, at the Port Royal dea Champs
establishment, life was very simple and austere,
and free from the grave laxity which had invaded
the cloistered life. The term rigorist,' however,
came to stand for a Jansenist. Jansenism (q.v.)
in its piety, which was of an ascetic rigour, stood
over against the worldly spirit of Molinism (q.v.).
The increasing hold of Jansenism, and the power
of the Port Royal press, led to firm persecuting
measures against the rigorists. Pascal, says Voltaire, 'was intimately connected with these illusPascal (q.v.)
trious and dangerous recluses.'^
sought an ethical valuation of his ascetic rigour in
man
to
the strength brought
through mortification
of his pride and desires, carrying his view, however,
The Protestant view of mortificato an extreme.
tions was only that of their being a means in the
warfare against the flesh, but not in themselves
The rigorism of Christianity is dismeritorious.
solved in the love which is the fulfilment of the
'

'

—

'

'

'

law.
and Toulon,

608.
6 lb.
7 p. 488.
8 p. 762.
p. 757.
9 Hist, de la
Turquie, Paris, 1854-55, i. 10.
10 L' Arable
contemporaine, Paris, 1868, pp. 128-131.

1909,

flee.

stratagem, admire the fidelity

An Englishwoman,

Verily the hypocrites are in the lowest depths of hell-fire,
shalt not find for them a help.' 2

'

man and makes him
free.

1

neither.'

811

The

—In modern times rigorism

Kantian view.
3.
is chiefly associated with
to denote

Kant

(q.v.),

who used

an ascetic or anti-hedonist view of

it

ethics.

1 Narr.
of Mrs. Hortestet, an English Lady, in the Indian
Mutiny of IS 57, Persian autograph ed., Teheran, 1857.

2 Siicle

de Louia XIV., p. 353.
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and in 1859 he became an ordinarj, professor he
removed to Gottingen in 1864, where he lectured
not only on Biblical subjects, but also on dogmaCalls to Strassburg
tics, ethics, and symbolics.
and Berlin were refused by him, and he died at

rigorism of Kant, however, was by no means
without lapses of momentary character in hedonThe happiness of
istic and utilitarian directions.
others could be to him an end which was also a
duty. But, speaking generally, the rigorism of
Kant rejected from the outset every hedonistic
reference as a motive to morality, which must
be free of every eudcemonistic taint or trait (see
artt. EuD^MONisM, Hedonism, Utilitarianism).
This initial rigorism proved somewhat one-sided
and extreme, since a certain happiness or satis-

The

;

Gottingen in 18S9.
Ritschl's fame as a theologian rests mainly on
his book, Die christliche Lehre von der Rechtfertigung und Versohnung, published at Bonn in three
vols., 1870-74, 2nd ed. in 1882, 3rd in 1888, 4th in
1895-1902 (an unaltered reprint of 3rd, cheap ed.
In the first volume (Eng. tr.,
in 2 vols, in 1910).
Critical Hist, of the Christian Doctrine of Justification and Reconciliation, Edinburgh, 1872) he
gives the history, in the second the Biblical
material, and in the third (Eng. tr., The Chrif-iian

is the natural result of the fulfilment in
morality of all the highest instincts of man. Great,
no doubt, was the service rendered by the rigorism
of Kant, in making the moral independent of
empiric motives of utility and of all externalities,
and in basing it on reason, whose demands are
unconditionally obligatory and universally valid.
But his conception of reason, however just in this
connexion, was too abstract and formal, too isolated
from feeling and desire ; hence it lacked the force
which should have belonged to it. The basis of
his rigorism was too narroAv and subjective, and
non-perci2:)ient of the concrete character and relations of reason. Such an idealism {q.v.) was too
transcendental, and lacking in vital elements. Its
merit lay in its form its defect was in its content,
from which sensibility had been quite shut out.
Hence the Kantian rigorism has had to be transformed by later idealists, as by Hegel, T. H. Green
E. Caird, and others, from the standpoint of
organic connexion.

faction

burgh and

;

—

LiTBRATDRE. The Histories of Greek Philosophy of A. Stockl
(Mainz, 188S), A. H. Ritter (Hamburg, 1S36-53), E. ZeUer
(Tubingen, 1S56-6S), W. Windelband (Munich, 1S94), J. Burnet

E. Caird, The
(London, 1908), A. W. Benn (do. 1882), eto.
Evolution of Theology in the Greek Philosophers, Glasgow, 1904,
E. V. Arnold, Roman Stoicism, Camvol. ii. chs. xvii., xviii.
bridge, 1911 the Church Histories of J. A. W. Neander (Eng.
tr., London, 1850-58), C. R. Hagenbach (Leipzig, 1870-87), C. A.
Hase (do. 1877), W. Moeller (Eng. tr., London, 1892-1900),
A. Harnack, Grundriss
J. C. Robertson (do. 1874-75), etc.
der Dogmengeschichte, Freiburg, 1SS9, 1905,4 tr. E. K. Mitchell,
Outlines of the Hist, of Dogma, London, 1893; A. Dorner,
Grundriss der Dogmengeschichte, Berlin, 1899 W. Wundt,
Ethik\ Stuttgart, 1892, bk. ii., tr. M. F. Washburn, London,
1897; F. Paulsen, System der Ethik^, Berlin, 1S94, tr. F.
ThiUy, London, 1899; Voltaire, SiMe de Louis xrv., ch.
xxxviL (CEuvres computes, xxi. [Paris, 1784] 344-380) Pascal,
Lettres provinciales
K. Bornhausen, Die Ethik Pascals,
L Kant, Die Religion innerhalb der Grenzen
Giessen, 1907
der hlossen Vernunft, Konigsberg, 1794, and other works J.
Lindsay, Studies in European Philosophy, Edinburgh, 1909,
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

James Lindsay.

RIGVEDA. — See Literature

(Vedic

New

York,

Theology of Albrecht Ritschl), and Theologie und
Mctaphysilc, Bonn, 1881 (a defence of his epistemoLectures and essays were collected in two
logy).
volumes {Gesammelte Aufsdtze, Freiburg, 1893-96)
by his son Otto, who also wrote his Life (Albrecht
Ritschls Leben, 2 vols., do. 1892-96).
Only after thirty years' activity as a teacher did
Ritschl begin to gather a school around him in
1875; and from 1881 onwards he was exposed to
the cross-fire of criticism from orthodoxy and
pietism on the one hand, and from liberalism on
the other. In his treatment of the problem of the
Old Catholic Church he asserts in opposition to
Baur the essential unity of the attitude of the
apostles to Christ, the insignificance of Jewish
Cnristianity for, and the dominant influence of
Gentile Christianity on, the development of Old
Catholicism. His attitude to pietism is unsymand yet he succeeds in showing its
Eathetic
istorical significance, while maintaining that its
merits have been exaggerated, and that it did conEven this
tain reactionary Catholic elements.
work has the characteristic excellence that he
seeks to get to the root of doctrines and instituHis influence as a theologian,
tions in living piety.
however, does not rest on these works, but on his
discussion of JustificcUion and Reconciliation, which
contains an exposition of his dogmatic system.
II. Theology of Ritschl.— RitsGhVs position
Hegel,
may be fixed in relation to that of Kant, and
to
and Schleiermacher on the one hand,
critiand
historical
physical science and literary
;

;

oh. XV.

and

Reconciliation, Edin1900) the constructive
statement. Less noted, but still valuable, is his
Gesch, des Pietismus, 3
vols., Bonn, 1880-86.
Lesser works are his lecture on Christian perfection, Ueber die christliche Vollkoimnenheit , Gottingen, 1874 ; Unterricht in der christlichen Religion, Bonn, 1875, a summary, difficult to understand, of his system (Eng. tr. by A. T. Swing in his

Doctrine of Justification

and

Classical Sanskrit).

RINGS. —See Regalia, Charms AND Amulets.

RITSCHLIANISM.— I. Life op Eitschl.—

While he shared Kant's
Albrecht Benjamin Ritschl was born in Berlin in cism on the other.
He studied theology in Bonn, Halle, and practical tendency, as is shown in the prominence
1822.
Berlin (1839-44). Unsatisfied by the mediating that he gives to the Kingdom of God as one of the
theology (Nitzsch, Miiller, Tholuck), he felt the foci of the ellipse to which he compares Christianity,
influence of Hegel, and, without becoming fully he does not accept the subordination of religion to
a Hegelian, he attached himself to the school of morality, but strives to assert its independence.
Baur. After six weeks' military service and a His reaction against Hegelianism is seen in his
term at Heidelberg, he went to Tiibingen, where in rejection of speculative theism, his condemnation of
1846 he issued his first writing, Das Evangelium the intrusion of philosophy into Christian theology
Marcions tnid das kanonische Evangelium des in ecclesiastical dogma, and his antagonism to
Lukas. His defence of the theory of the depend- religious mysticism as a philosophically determined
ence of Luke's on Marcion's Gospel gave great type of piety. The emotionalism of mysticism too
In 1846 he passed his exam- is uncongenial to him
satisfaction to Baur.
and, while according a
ination as a licentiate in theology at Bonn, and place to emotion in religion, he yet does not follow
soon after became a privatdocent. His monograph Schleiermacher in making feeling the distinctive
on the origin of the Old Catholic Church {Die feature of religion, or in emphasizing dependence
Entstehting der altkatholischen Kirche, Bonn, as its characteristic relation, as he lays stress
rather on the assertion of personality over against
1850) showed that he was forsaking his old teacher
and the breach, which took place in 1856, was nature. By his theory of value-judgments he
made public in the second edition of this work in seeks to ward ofl' the intrusion of the principles or
In 1852 he had become an extraordinary. the methods of science into the realm of religion
1857.
;

;

RITSCHLIANISM
as well as the doininion of iiliilosophy there.

Al-

though trained in the school of Uaur and for a
time an adiierent, he does not fully recognize the
transforming intluence on theological method
which literary and historical criticLsni exercises
and cannot but exercise. In throwing all the
weight that he does on historical revelation, he fails
to recognize how much its supports in the literary
records have been exposed to attack by this

movement.
Ritschl's system may be described by four
characteristics: (1) religious pragmatism, (2) philosophical agnosticism, (3) historical positivism, and
(4) moral collectivism
and, even if we cannot
present the whole content of his teaching in tlie
discussion of these features, we shall emphasize
what is distinctive of it.
;

I.

Religious

— We

pragmatism. — (a)

Definition

of

must first of all examine his definireligion.
tion of religion.
He refuses to make it dependent
on morality or to mix it up with metaphysics, and
claims for it a realm of its own. He wrote before
the modern branches of knowledge
religious

—

psychology and the comparative study of religions
—
had proved how universal and necessary a func-

mankind religion is and doubtless, had
he been influenced by these disciplines, his definition would have been more objective and less subUnlike Kaftan, who attempts to define
jective.
the common element, Ritschl, on the ground that
such a definition would be too vague, seeks to
determine the common tendency in religion, what
in some religions may be so rudimentary as to be
scarcely perceptible and can be detected only
becanse it is seen more fully developed in other
tion of

;

religions.
'In all religion,' he says, 'the endeavour is made with the
help of the exalted spiritual power which man adores, to solve
the contradiction in which man finds himself as a part of the
natural world, and as a spiritual personality, which makes the
claim to rule nature.' i

He

recognizes an intellectual factor in religion.
The religious world-view in all its kinds has the aim, that
man in some degree distinj.ruishes himself in value from the
appearances which surround him and from the operations of
'

nature which press in on him. All religion is interpretation of
the course of the world in whate\-er compass it is recognized
in the sense that the exalted spiritual powers (or the spiritual
power) which rule in and over it, maintain or confirm for the
personal spirit its claims or its independence against the limitations by nature or the natural operations of human society.' 2

—

As regards
pragmatist.

this

world-\dew,

can be shown regarding

he

is

altogether

other religions, that the
knowledge of the world, which is made use of in them, is not
constituted theoretically without interest, but according to
'It

all

3
practical objects.'

This position the most recent thought supports
it is now generally admitted that religion does not
primarily gratify intellectual curiosity, but satisfies practical necessity.
In it man seeks some good
for himself, however he conceives it (goods, goodRitschl's
ness, God) by aid of the gods (or God).
definition of the good is, however, too limited, and
accords with a temporary phase rather than a
permanent feature of human thought and life.
ideal religion.
The tendency of all
(h) The
religion is completed in Christianity as the ideal
;

—

religion.
'

Christianity is the monotheistic, completely spiritual, and
ethical religion, which, on the basis of the life of its Founder as
redeeming and as establishing the Kingdom of God, consists in
the freedom of the children of God, includes the impulse to conduct from the motive of love, the intention of which is the
moral organization of mankind, and in the filial relation to God
as well as in the Kingdom of God lays the foundation of
blessedness.'*

The

more than completes the tendency the
element of the filial relation to God and

ideal

spiritual

;

Rechtfertigung und Versohnung*, iii. 189, Eng. tr., p. 199.
3 lb.
lb., Eng. tr., p. 17.
p. 186, Eng. tr., p. 195.
* lb.
p. 13 f., Eng. tr., p. 13.
1

2
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the ethical element of the motive of love go beyond
the removal of the contradiction between man's
knowledge of himself as a spiritual personality and
his sense of his dependence on (as part of) nature ;

and

yet, in working out his system, Kit^ichl gives
prominence to the consciousness of dominion over
the world as resulting from the confidence in God's
universal providence which the assurance of God's
forgiveness of his sins brings to the child of God.
While he represents redemp(c) Doctrine of sin.
tion and the Kingdom of God as the two foci of

—

the ellipse of Christianity, in his conception of
redemption an inadequate estimate of sin and its
consequences results in an insullicient empliasis on
the cancelling of the guilt and the deliverance
from the power of sin and accordingly his representation of the Christian salvation does not correspond with what has been most distinctive of the
He
evangelical type of Christian experience.
denies the doctrine of original sin, and regards sin
as pardonable because due to ignorance and yet
he aflirms the reality of guilt as disturbing the
relation of man to God, and of the sense of guilt
as the feeling which corresponds to this fact. The
standard for the judgment of sin is not a primitive
perfection of man, or even an absolute law of God,
but the historical purpose of God, the Kingdom of
God, of which sin is the contradiction, and to
which the totality of the sins of mankind may be
regarded as a rival rule in history. There is no
it is only a
present Avratli of God against sin
future possibility— the resolve of God to end the
existence of those (if any) who finally oppose
themselves to His Kingdom there is, therefore,
nothing in God corresponding to man's fear of His
judgment or man's view of the evils of life as God's
punishment of sin. God can and does pardon sin,
so long as it is ignorance i.e. so long as God's
purpose is not finally rejected.
As is the view of sin,
(d) View of forgiveness.
so also is the view of forgiveness.
While there is
no hindrance either in God or in man to forgive;

;

;

;

—
—

—

ness, God is moved to forgive men i.e. to restore
their filial relation with Himself by His intention
to establish the ethical community of men, or the
Kingdom of God on earth. This forgiveness (or
justification, for Ritschl identifies the two) comes
to men in the work of Christ as the Founder of the
Kingdom of God, He maintained His religious
unity with God through all tests and trials of it
even unto death ; and the relation to God, thus
maintained, He reproduced in His community.

—

common good the individual believer makes
own by faith, V)eing dependent both logically

This
his

and

on the community (to this point
return in dealing with Ritschl's moral
Reconciliation, as the removal of
collectivism).
man's distrust and hatred of God, and not as any
in
God, is consequent on forgiveness or
change
The believer has reached the cerjustification.
tainty of salvation only when, conscious of his
relation to God in Christ as justified and reconciled,
he is also conscious that his relation to the world
has changed
and dominion over has taken the
place of dependence on the world. In his exposition of Christian experience Ritschl thus returns
to his starting-point in the tendency which he
historically

we must

;

common to all religions.
Much had to be rejected which

finds

has hitherto been
regarded as essentially Christian, in order that this
conception of religion might be consistently maintained throughout the presentation of Christianity.
One-sided as it is, it can be understood as a rejection of and opposition to naturalism, which reducse
man to an insignificant result of the cosmic evolution, and even as a recoil towards the Kantian
exaltation of moral personality from an absolute
idealism, which makes the individual man but a
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the evolution of the Idea or Spirit. As
the heart makes the theologian, so the theology
of Ritschl reflects his independent, vigorous, even

moment in

—

aggressive, personality.

This religious
Philosophical agnosticism.
this subordination of cognition to
pragmatism
conation, of the interpretation of reality to the
practical purposes of man, the maintenance of his
own personality despite nature's challenge results
in, and so explains, the second characteristic of
his theology, viz. its philosophical agnosticism.
The speculative interest
(a) Phenomenalism.
must he repressed, and the practical must dominRitsclal cares to know only what he needs to
ate.
know. The attitude is similar to that of Confucius,
who declined to discuss the .subject of spirits or of
An
the future life as not immediately useful.
individual peculiarity here betrays itself as well as
a reaction from the extremes of Hegelian speculaAbout Ritschl's metaphysics (in fact only
tion.
epistemology) we need not concern ourselves, as it
is really an afterthought, and not the basis of his
system. His philosophical attitude may be very
It is at bottom a phenomenalbriefly indicated.
ism, which, while not denying the reality of the
noumena, and even asserting that the noumena are
apprehended in the phenomena, refuses, though
not consistently, to pass from the empirical apprehension (the Vorstellung) to the rational concepHe is ever trying to
tion (the Begriff) of reality.
arrest theological inquiry when it passes from the
phenomenal to the nouraenal. Inconsistently he
deduces the phenomenon, the Kingdom of God,
from the noumenon, the love of God but consistently he permits theology to discuss only the
phenomenon, the work of Christ, and tries to stop
its course before it reaches the noumenon, the
person of Christ, although, it must be added, not
quite effectively.
Unlike Schleier(6) S2}eculative theism rejected,
2.

—

—

—

;

—

whom mystical and metaphysical elements blended, Ritschl throws all the stress on
macher, in

the experience of the moral personality. He is
not less opposed to pantheism than to naturalism
or materialism and over against both he sets a
definite personal monotheism, which, however, he
rests on an exclusively religious basis (with an
inconsistent lapse to a moral argument), rejecting
entirely speculative theism either as incompetent
to deal at all with the problem or as offering only
a solution which is irrelevant for Christian faith ;
for his mind wavered between those opinions regarding the question whether philosophy could
or could not reach any conception of God.
In
denying the competence of philosophy to reach a
Avorld-view, he not only had the whole history of
philosophy against him, but he could not even
maintain his own position consistently, for he did
attempt pliilosophically to defend Christian monotheism against both pantheism and materialism ;
and he did seek to show the inadequacy of the
His polemic against speculatheistic arguments.
tive theism was carried much farther than his
purpose to defend the Christian idea of God
against speculative modifications required, and
than the truth in the matters in dispute justified.
Further, he himself, in arguing against Strauss
for a personal God, asserted the rational principle
in both the cosmological and the teleological
;

arguments.

'A law [Gi'M'tz], & thing posited [Gesetztes],' he sajs, 'points
back the understanding to the positing [setzendeii] Spirit and
Will, the moral order of the world to a law-giving [gesetz^
gehenden] and purposefully guiding Author.'
While in the first edition of his great work Ritschl
accepted the argument for the existence of God in
Kant's' Critique of Jtidg^nent,
Rechtfertigung und Versohnung*,
Observe the play on words.
1

and maintained that
iii.

219,

Eng.

tr., p. 231.

the acceptance of the idea of God is not a practical belief, but an act of theoretical knowledge,'^
in the third edition he concluded the same argu'

ment with the contradictory statement

:

'This acceptance of the idea of God is, as Kant observes,
2
practical faith, and not an act of theoretical knowledge.'

His inconsistency is due to conflicting aims. Distrusting philosophy, and desiring to assert the sole
claims of faith, he yet wanted theology to be
regarded as a science, and not to be ignored by
Refusing the alliance, he tried to
philosophy.
ward off the antagonism of philosophy.
(c)

ment

Theory of value-judgnfients.
just quoted he adds

— To

the state-

:

'

If, accordingly, the correspondence of Christianitj' with
reason is hereby proved, it is always with the reservation that
the knowledge of God finds expression in another kind of judgment than that of the theoretical knowledge of the world.' 3

Here he gives his alternative solution of the
problem of the relation of philosophy and theology,
reason and faith. There need be neither alliance
nor antagonism there may be neutrality. Even
if philosophy and theology be both competent to
deal with the doctrine of God, their conclusions
need not be put in rivalry or conflict, because due
to the exercise of different mental functions upon
one object. Thus we come to the well-known,
but much misunderstood, theory of value- judg;

ments.

To meet a common objection, it may be affirmed
at the outset that the value-judgment is not less
true, and is not meant to be taken as less true,
than the theoretical judgment it is just as much
a judgment about reality, and not illusion, as is
the other. The distinction between the two kinds
of judgment Ritschl expresses as follows
;

:

'

Now

to seek the difference in the sphere of the subject, I
double way in which the spirit further appropriates

recall the

the sensations excited in it. These are determined in the feelings of pleasure and pain, according to their value for the ego.
On the other hand, the sensation is in the representation judged
in respect of its cause, of what kind it is, and what is its relation to other causes.' *

The

way

first

of regarding

an object

—

—its relation
—

and value for, the self yields the value-judgments the second its nature and relations the
to,

—

;

theoretical

judgments.

As,

even

however,

in

knowledge there is, and cannot but be, interest,
we must distinguish between accompanying and
independent value-judgments. In science we have
foi'raer, in religion the latter.
'Independent value-judgments are all perceptions [Srtennfmoral purposes, or hindrances to such purposes
[Ztveckwidrigkeiten], in so far as they excite moral pleasure or
as they set the will in motion to appropriate
esyiecially
pain,

the

nisse] of

what is contrary.'
Not only are moral judgments value-judgments so also are
Religious knowledge moves in independent valuereligious.
judgments, which refer to the position of man in regard to the
world, and excite feelings of pleasure or pain, in which he
either enjoys his dominion over the world accomplished by

fjood [Giiter] or to protect itself against

;

'

God's help, or grievously feels the lack of the help of
that end.'s

God

for

Religious value- judgments are concerned not
with individual feelings, but with the universal
relation of man to God as helped by God to gain
dominion over the world ; they are not merely
subjective as feelings are, but objective i.e. true
for all who stand in this relation to God.
^Yhat
is true in the theory is that moral and religious
judgments are conditioned by personal character
and experience, unlike the theoretical judgments,
in which methods of reasoning, common to all
sound minds, are applied to data of perception

—

The pure in
apprehended by all sound senses.
heart shall see God. If a man will to do the will,
he shall know the doctrine. Although Ritschl's
unguarded statements of the theory ofler some
1
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justification for the cliai{;e, the theory does not
necessarily involve an intellectual dualism that,

—

the philosophically true might be the theoThe unity of all
logically false, or vice versa.
truth must he maintained, and it must be our
endeavour so to unify our knowledge as to
and
approach that unity as closely as we can
Ritschl was wrong in attempting to arrest the
But
this does not exclude our recognizprocess.
ing that diflerent methods of knowledge are necessary for ditl'erent objects. The use that Kitsciil
made of the theory to prevent the thorough intellectual interpretation of the objects of Christian
faith is to be condemned not the theory itself.
Religion by its very nature is concerned with ultimate reality. Its quest can end only when the
eternal God is its refuge and underneath are the
eternal arms
and therefore to use a theory of
religious knowledge to shut up faith within the
phenomenal, and to shut it out of the noumenal,
IS to deny it its full and abiding satisfaction.
In
religion the value of the object for the subject
be
the
but
its
can
be
the
may
starting-point,
goal
assurance of its reality, and its harmonious relation to the totality of reality e.g., Christ loses
His value for faith as God, if there lingers the
doubt, and there lacks the assurance, that He is
e.g.,

;

—

;

;

God

in reality.

—

dogma. Rejecting the aid of
philosophy on the one hand, and limiting the
scope of religious knowledge to value-judgments
on the other, Ritschl is necessarily opposed to the
method of ecclesiastical dogma.
In the first
volume of his great work he gives an account of
the history of the doctrine, and dissents not from
results only, but also from methods ; in the third
{d) Ecclesiastical

volume he criticizes as he constructs.
It is
Harnack, however, who in his Dogmengeschichte*
(3 vols., Tubingen, 1909, Eng. tr., Hist, of Dogma,
7 vols., London, 1894-99) has most fully carried
out the Ritschlian condemnation of ecclesiastical
dogma. Into the details of this criticism it is not
necessary for the present purpose to go.
An instance, but a
(e) The doctrine of Christ.
crucial one, of the application of the Ritschlian
method is the doctrine of Christ. Here we can
test most thoroughly its adequacy as an interpretation of Christian faith.
Tlie place that Ritschl
assigns to Christ in the Christian religion puts
it beyond doubt or question that he means to
affirm the divinity of Christ in reality and
truth, although as a value-judgment, i.e. on the
basis of Christian experience.
His criticism of
ecclesiastical dogma is very severe ; and he intends
to affirm that Christ is divine even more adequately and correctly than it has done. Whatever

—

we may

think of

intention,

if

we

liis

result,

are to do

we must assume

him

justice.

He

this

modi-

the current teaching about tiie work of Christ,
from which, he insists, we must start in dealing
with the person in four respects
(a) he
puts
personal vocation for office (/3) he lays stress on
the likeness of the Founder and the members of
the Christian community on the ground that
'what Christ is for us must be verified in the
transfer of His worth to us';^ (7) consistently
with the prominence that dominion over the world
has in his conception of Christian life, he subordinates the priestly (or Godward) and the prophetic

God,

:

manward) function to the kingly ; (5) instead
of assigning the three functions to diti'erent periods,
he insists that there is a continuity in the exercise
of all the three in the state of humiliation and of
exaltation.
The perfect fulfilment, in doing as in
suffering, of His vocation yields us the ethical estimate of His person. His vocation being what it
is, the revelation of God to man and of man to
(or

1

Rechtfertigung

und Versohming^,

iii.

395,

Eng.

tr., p. 418.

wholly within the mutual relation of

i.e.

God and man,

the religious valuation inevitably
follows on the ethical in the predicate of His
He who in all respects perfectly realizes
divinity.
the relation of God to man and or man to God is
God. As He in His vocation identifies Ilim.self
with God, so God in His mind and will identities

Himself with Him.
'The personal purpose of Christ for Himself has the same
content as is included in God's purpose for Himself, which
Christ knew and willed as such and accordinfjly He as the
hearer of the divine purpose for self [Selbstzweck] is in anticipa:

known and

tion

loved by God.'

1

Even although He brings men
tion to

God

He

as

into the same relaHe nevertheless

holds Himself,

our religious estimate of Him as God is unique.
'As He as the Founder of the Kingdom of God, or as the

in

brarer of the moral dominion of God over mankind, is the
Uui(|U8 One [Einzige] in comparison with all others wiio have
received from Him the same final determination [Ziceckbestiminung], so is He that Being [Grouse] in the world in whose selfend God makes His own eternal self-end in an original manner
operative and manifest, whose whole activity in His vocation
accordingly forms the content of the complete revelation of
God present in Him, or in whom the Word of God is a human
person.'

2

many theologians would heartily go with
Clirist is
Ritschl, but he bids them stop here.
given to men as the Revealer of God that they
may believe in Him ; and this faith in Him can be
disturbed only by vain attempts to offer a scientific
explanation of His relation to God His Father.
That the theologian cannot arrest his inquiry at
this point Ritschl himself shows by going beyond
it at a later stage of his discussion.
The reasons
for which the predicate of divinity may be ascribed
to Christ are
(a) His grace and truth, (^) His
dominion over the world in His independence of it
alike in action and in passion, (7) His success in
establishing on earth a community in which He
reproduces His own relation to God, which, original
in Him, is imparted to others by Him.
At this
point Ritschl makes hia speculative attempt to
get from the phenomenal to the noumenal, from
the temporal to the eternal. His statement must
be given in his own words, lest a paraphrase might
put too much or too little into them
'The unity and the similaritj' with God, which the Kingdom
So

far

:

:

of God must command in order to be understood as the objective of the love of God, belongs to the same onlj- in so far as it
is evoked by the Son of God, and subordinates itself to Him as
Lord. Accordingly, the love of the Father is in the first place
directed to the Son of God, and only for His sake to the community of which He is the Lord. If these relations, further,
are eternally posited in the loving will of God, then it arises

from this our knowledge, that the specific significance of Christ
for us is not already exhausted in this, that we value Him as a
revelation temporally limited. But it further belongs to this
that He as the Founder and as the Lord over the Kingdom of
God, is in the same wa3- the object of the eternal knowledge
and volition of God as is the moral union of men, which through
Him becomes possible, and which possesses in Hiiu its tyi>e, or
rather that He, in the eternity of the divine knowledge and
volition also precedes His community. '•*

—

This statement might mean only an ideal precommunity as oi the Founder.
Ritschl, on the one hand, re-afiirms his con-

fies

;

815

existence of the

While

viction of the mystery of the relation of the Son to
the eternal divinitj' of the Son of God
the Father
is completely intelligible for God Himself alone'*
3'et, on the other, he asserts the necessity for our
thought of setting aside as regards God tlie difference which we can make in man between willing
and fulfilling, since we cannot conceive a volition
of God, as it were, eternally suspended from action
and accordingly he draws the inference
Christ exists for God just such as [' als derjenige,' 'als der
He is revealed to us in temporal limitations. But this only for
God for as pre-existing, Christ is hidden from us.' 5
He cannot mean that the historical circumstances
of the person and work of Christ exist eternally

—

'

—

;

:

'

']

;

1
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God as they are recorded for us ; for he does
recognize that as pre-existing Christ is a mystery
to us, and cannot, therefore, be in all particulars
What characterjust as He is known in history.
izes Him as divine, that and that only we may
suppose to exist eternally in God. This falls short
but moves in the direction of the doctrine of the
Trinity as speculatively construed, in which stress
is laid on the necessity of a
personal object of the
love of God. An eternal object of knowledge and
volition might be ideal ; must not an eternal object
of love be personal ? And does not Ritschl in the
statement quoted speak of God's love as first
directed to the Son ? The conclusion of the matter
seems to be that he goes as far in affirming real
pre-existence as his jihenomenalisra allows.
Rejecting the aid of
3. Historical positivism.
philosophy in giving objectivity to the judgments
of value, Ritschl seeks to escape the subjectivism
for

—

which his theory of knowledge

m

religion

seems to

involve by his historical positivism.
What is
often forgotten in the criticism of Ritschl is that
the judgments of value do not give themselves
their own content
in them through religious
appreciation there is intellectual apprehension of
an objective reality ; and that reality is given in a
;

historical revelation.
In his attitude to
(a) Attitude to revelation.
historical revelation there are both attachment to,
and detachment from, his intellectual environment.
With Hegel he values history in relation to the
moral and religious life of man, as the 18th cent,
with its abstract naturalism had failed to do. To
this his religious pragmatism also led him ; the

—

which achieves dominion over the world
must have firm footing in the world. Nevertheless,
though he was for a time an adherent of the school
of Baur, and preserved the methodical critical discipline of that school, one must admit that his
religion

treatment of the Scriptures is not always critical
his exegesis is sometimes dogmatic rather than
historical.
Further, he isolates the Christian religion and its forerunner, the Hebrew, from the
;

man Godward

in human
history ; he is unaffected by the influence of religious psychology and the comparative study of

general movement

religions,
school.

of

which dominate the

religious-historical

—

Ritschl does not use
(b) Use of the Scriptures.
the Bible, as the Protestant scholastics had done,
His conas an inspired textbook of theology.
ception of religion limits his appreciation of rethe divine supply in revelation correvelation
sponds to the human demand in religion. His
conception of the Kingdom of God, as we shall see,
is not historical, but dogmatic, and may be taken
as an instance of how he uses the Scriptures as the
The person and work of
basis of his system.
Christ as the Revealer of God, and so the Founder
of the Kingdom of God— that is his dominating
But he recognizes the value of the interinterest.
pretation of Christ by the primitive community.
As the Founder of the community. He can be
understood only as we know what the community,
;

in its historical beginnings,

thought of

Him

;

and

the inquirer must even assume the same relation
to Him within the community of his OAvn time.
The full compass of His historical reality one can reach only
from the faith in Him of the Christian community and even
'

;

His intention to found the same cannot be understood historicompleteness if one does not subordinate oneself to
His Person as a member of that community. ... It would be
a falsely understood purism if one were to prefer the less developed indications of Jesus in this respect to the forms of the
apostolic representations. Further, one will be justified in not
levelling down the most developed forms of the Pauline structure of thought, but in maintaining them erect in theological
use, because they serve the purpose of expressing most dis1
tinctly the contrast of Christianity and Judaism.'
cally in its

1
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Thus the idea of the King<lom of God is interpreted not at all eschatologically, and not only
The Pauline circle
ethically, but soteriologically.
of ideas is included in the historical revelation.
This does not involve, however, that Ritschl sets
up Paul as an infallible theological authority.
When he does not agree with Paul, he does not
hesitate in setting aside his teaching ; an apostolic
idea is not necessarily a theological rule.^ There is
even something arbitrary in his use of the Scriptures.
doctrine is true, not because it is in the
Bible, but because it verities itself experimentally

A

and

practically.

—

Pragmatic view of the Bible. Ritschl does
not deal with the apologetic problem of proving
the value and authority of the Scriptures. He
writes for and within the Christian community,
for which the problem does not press for solution.
With all that is included in Christian evidences he
does not concern himself. Maintaining as he does
the independence of religion, it is probable that
the answer which he would have given to the
question of the authority of the Sciiptures would
have been that they are the records of the historical
revelation which meets the religious need of man.
Here again is pragmatism what works as religion
(c)

;

His historical positivism
explains his antagonism to the two types of religion
which depreciate history mysticism and philosophical theism. The problems that now press on
us most are those for which he offers no solution
true as revelation.

is

—

directly.

—

As a historical revela4. Moral collectivism.
tion gives the content to the value-judgments (the
formal principle), so the Kingdom of God gives the
regulative idea (the material principle, as the doctrine of justification had been at the Reformation).
(a) The primacy of the doctrine of the Kingdom.

—It

is true that he speaks of the Kingdom of God
and redemption as the two foci of Christianity
but there can be no doubt that in reality he sub;

ordinates the doctrine of redemption to the doctrine
of the Kingdom as the means to the end on account
of the recognized teleological character of Christianity.'^ The account which he gives of the relation in the mind of Christ between the two ideas
points to such a subordination
'

:

'The purpose recognized by Christ of the universal moral
Kingdom of God evoked in Him the recognition of and the resolution for the kind of redemption which He accomplished by
maintaining His fidelity to His vocation, and His blessed communion with God in suffering unto death.' 3

So also does

speculative deduction of the
the love of God as its necessary object. Further, in his treatment of sin and
salvation the conception of the Kingdom of God
dominates he is concerned not with man's actual
condition of sinner, but with his possilile destinaWhile
tion as a citizen of the Kingdom of God.
Christian theology must be pistobasic, resting on
personal faith, bibliospheric, getting its contents
from the Scriptures, and Christocentric, having
Christ as its standard, it is as the Founder of the
Kingdom (the King) that He reveals God (the
Prophet) and redeems man (the Priest).
It has already been
(b) The Kingdom defined.
pointed out that Ritschl's use of the idea of the Kingdom of God is quite unhistorical, as the recent discusIn his Unterricht he so defines
sions have shown.
the term as to bring to it as the centre the two foci
'The Kingdom of God is the highest good assured by God
to the community founded by His revelation in Christ yet it
is regarded as the highest good, only inasmuch as at the same

Kingdom

of

his

God from

;

—

:

;

time

it is

reckoned as the moral

which the members

the realization of
of the commimity bind themselves to one
ideal, for

another by a definite mode of reciprocal action. '*
1
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While the

religious

good

(

justification

and

re-

demption) is put in the fore-front, yet the second
clause shows that the religious good is subordinated
to the moral ideal.
It is quite in accord with
Ritschl's religious pragmatism, with its emiihas^is
on action rather than thought or feeling, with its
detachment from pliilosopliy and its attacliment
to history, that hia theology should issue in tliis
moral collectivism.
His afliuity is with Kant
rather than Hegel or Schleiermacher ; but he advances beyond Kant's individualism to collectivism.
It is to tiie community that the religious good of
justification or redemption belongs, and the individual appropriates the good for himself only as he
reckons himself a member of that community and
vdthin it sets himself, by actions from the motive
of love, to the realization of its common ideal.
If
redemption is a means towards the Kingdom of
God, Rit^chl is quite consistent in maintaining
that the individual can make this good his own

only as he enters the community and accepts its
common tasks. While, of course, he is not thinking of an ecclesiastical organization exclusively,
he so far identifies Church and Kingdom that it is
the same connnunity of believers which as tlie one
worships God and as the other acts, in the relations
of its members, from love, the Church being as it
were the Kingdom on its knees with hands folded
in prayer, and the Kingdom the Church on its feet
with the tools for work or weapons for "warfare in
its hands.
As identical with the Kingdom, Ritschl
would say of the Church
Extra ecclesiam nulla
salus.'
The individual is not forgiven by God's
immediate
and
direct, when he repents and
grace,
believes but these isolated acts of justification
'are only the temporal appearances of the one
'

:

;

eternal resolve of justification for
Christ's sake

mankind

for

'

;

for ' there is one Divine predestination according to which out
Of the totality [Gesammtmasse, total mass] of the human race
the totality IGesammtheit, organic total] of the new creation
will

be evoked.'

i

Ritschl does not in these words teach a restricted
election, as he admits that God's wrath conditions
as the resolve of God finally to
God's love
only
extinguish the life of those who ultimately oppose
themselves to His purpose in the Kingdom but
still it is the community rather than the individual
that is his interest as a theologian. Further, in
developing this argument he maintains that God's
purpose is realized in nations rather than in individuals, so that it is in his citizenship and consequent participation in the national religion that
the individual becomes a member of the Christian
community and that only the historical nations
of the West seem capable of realizing that
purpose.
This is a trait characteristic of German theology,
which since the days of Luther has identified
nation and Church, patriotism and piety, in a way
Avhich recalls the national religion of the OT
rather than the individualism (already reached
by Jeremiah and Ezekiel) and, therefore, the univcrsalism (presented even in the Deutero-Isaiah)
of the NT.
;

;

—We

The

Koivuvla of the Spirit.
recognize the merit of Ritschl
(c)

may

fully

in

emphasizing
Christian character and conduct against a mere
religious dogmatism or emotionalism (orthodoxy
or pietism) and in giving prominence to the Christ-

ian community. The NT demands the fruits of
the Spirit as the test and proof of faith ; and the
love of the Father through the grace of the
Son has for Paul its issue in the Koivwvla of the
Spirit (not the individual possession of a common
Spirit, but the common participation in one Spirit).
Yet Ritschl is one-sided Christian experience as
the realized relation of God and man has its own
intrinsic value, and not merely as the dijpa/us, of
1
Rechtfertigung und Versohnung, iii. 123, Eng-. tr., p. 128 f.
VOL. X. 52
;

—

8r

which character

is the
ivifyytia,
energetic in love (Gal 5*)
as Christ luis taught us, cares
saves each and all of His children.

faith

is

;

even although
and the Father,
for, seeks, and
Kitschl's antag-

onism both to mysticism and to pietism is due to
this moral collectivism.
III. The school of Eitschl.
Although
Ritschl had many grateful scholars, it was not till
after thirty
his
that
school
began
years' activity
to be formed.
It was a fetter of W. Herrmaini
(Jan. 1875) that Ritschl himself regarded as the
beginning of a common theological movement.
Herrmann had not been a student of Ritschl, but
of Tlioluck and Julius Miiller (both mediating
theologians), and yet he confessed that Ritsciil's
writings had had a decisive influence on his theoIn 187G Harnack extended
logical development.^

—

Schiirer as editor of tlie
Theoloaische Literaturzeitung in 1876 also made it
the chief organ of the school, until it came to be
represented also by the Christliche Welt in 1887,
and the Zeitschrift fur Theologie unci Kirche in
1891.
From 1876 appeared the Zcitfichrift fiir die
Kirchengeschichte, of which Ritschl himself was an
editor and contributor.
By the influence of Stade
there was formed in Giessen, in 1878, a theological
facult}' largely inspired by Ritschl, and including,
besides Stade, F. KattenVmsch, E. Schiirer, A.
Harnack, and J. Gottschick. In Gottingen itself
Ritschl did not enjoy any general popularity ; but
many of the best students came to him. Although
liis personality impressed those who came
into
contact with him, his influence was exercised
his
and
continued
as
writings,
mainly by
great
His theology
after his death as during his life.
his influence to Leipzig.

was dominant

in Berlin, Marburg, Tubingen,
Jena, and (for a short time) Leipzig.
Hermann Schultz and J. F. T. Brieger, though
not his students, associated themselves with
Ritschl. To the first generation of his students,
besides those that are mentioned above, belong J.
Kaftan, T. Haring, P. Lobstein, and H. H. Wendt
to the second circle of those who had either heard
Ritschl himself or been influenced by some of his
followers belong S. Eck, O. Kirn, F. W. B.

Bonn,

;

F. A. Loofs, M. W. T. Reischle, P. M.
Rade, Otto Ritschl, F. Traub, J. Weiss, and even
Troeltsch, who has, however, since followed other
paths. By the end of the 19th cent., however,
divergences of interest and conviction showed
themselves, and the unity of the school was broken.
Some of the older Ritschlians, whose interests
were critical, have gone over to the religioushistorical school others, whose interests were in
dogmatics, have attached themselves to the modem
positive school, which seeks, on the one hand, to
retain the orthodox inheritance, and yet, on the
other hand, by restatement to meet the demands
of literary and historical criticism.
It must be
admitted then that, while Ritschl has permanently
his
enriched theology in
^vritings, tlie school which
was formed by his influence has run but a short

Bomemann,

;

course.

—

I. Features common to all disciples.
Although
ready to acknowledge their indebtednesa to
Ritschl, yet his disciples are also so given to asserting their independence even by criticism of the
master that Pfleiderer has asked the question
Do not their opinions now already differ in so many ways
that it appears perilous to bring them together under a common
:

'

label?' 2

Nevertheless there are several

common

features

:

[2] the
[1] The exclusion of metaphysics from theology
rejection consequently of speculative theism ; [3] the condemnation of ecclesiastical dogma as an illegitimate mixture of theology and metaphysics [4] the antagonism shown to religious
[5] the practical
mysticism as a metaphysical tj-pe of piety
'

;

;

;

O. Ritschl, Albrecht Ritschls Leben,
2 Die EitschVsche Theologie, p. 77.
1
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conception of

religrion

;

[6]

the consequent contrast between

religious and theoretical knowledge ; [7] the emphasis laid on
the historical revelation of God in Christ as opposed to any
natural revelation ; [8] the use of the idea of the kingdom of
God as the regulative principle of Christian dogmatics ; [9] the
tendency to limit theological investigation to the contents of

the religious consciousness.'!
Not all the adherents of
cerned themselves -with all

the school have conthese features some
were attracted to Ritschl in one way, others in
another; and yet there is such organic unity in
Ritschl's system that we may claim in these
respects a general agreement.
Herrmann has in his Metaphysik
2. Herrmann.
in der Theologie (Halle, 1876) and in his Die
Religion im Verhdltnis zum Welterkennen und zur
Sittlichkeit (do. 1879) treated with vigour and
rigour the relation of metaphysics to theology.
His book, Der Verkehr des Christen mit Gott
;

—

(Stuttgart, 1886, ^1892, Eng.

tr.,

The Communion

of the Christian with God'^, London, 1906), which
may be described as a religious classic, expresses
unreservedly, in its critical discussion, the antagonism to religious mysticism, and yet in its
positive treatment of the relation of the Christian
to God through Christ it is marked by what many
would call mysticism for it very closely resembles
what has been called Paul's faith-mysticism. It
is true that it confines
the inner life of Jesus,
in which the Christian is found of God, to the
historical representation ; but it is to empty the
book of meaning to suppose that Herrmann confines communion with God to the recall, however
vivid, of the earthly Jesus, and excludes experience of the heavenly Christ as a present reality,
although in the form of the inner life of Jesus.
It is against a metaphysical and a non-historical
mysticism that Ritschlianism sets itself; but it
goes beyond the NT when, as in Ritschl and
Herrmann (not Kaftan), it excludes the Risen and
Exalted Lord as the object of knowledge. In the
same book Herrmann develops the doctrine of
revelation most fully. Without excluding, and
ultimately admitting, the Scriptures generally as
the channel of revelation, he holds that it is in the
fact of the inner life of Jesus that God primarily
His moral and spiritual
reveals Himself to us.
perfection, on the one hand, and His grace to
sinners, on the other, give us certainty of, and
confidence towards, God as love.
He so lays
stress on the personal experience of inward transformation by this 'inner life' of Jesus as God's
act of revelation that he obscures the truth that
there is preserved and diffused in the Holy Scriptures the permanent and universal historical revelation, as the ever available source of this personal
experience (see Der Bergriff der Offenbarung,
Giessen, 1885, Warum bedarf unser Glaube geschichtl. Thatsachen ?, Halle, 1884). While Ritschl
offers no proof of the truth of the Christian revelation, Herrmann answers the question as follows
;

'

*

'

'

'

'

:

'There are two objective bases on which the Christian consciousness of communion with God rests. Fust, the historical
fact of the person of Jesus. This fact is a part of our own
reality.
Secondly, the fact that the moral demand lays
claim to ourselves.
God brings it about that the good ceases
to be a grievous problem for us, and begins to be the element in
which we live.
Other objective bases there are not for the
truth of the Christian religion.' 2
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

There is a warm glow of personal devotion to
Christ in Herrmann which is somewhat lacking in
Ritschl himself. He has latterly given more attention to the subject of Christian ethics (Romischkathol. und evangel. Sittlichkeit, Marburg, 1900
[Eng. tr., in Faith and Morals, London, 1904],
Ethik, Tiibingen, 1901, Die sittlichen Weisungen
Jesu, Gottingen, 1904).
Kaftan, to whom Ritschl was in3. Kaftan.
debted for the term 'value-judgment,' often takes

—

•1

2

Garvie,

The Ritschlian Theology^,

Verkehr des Christen mit Gott^,
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quite an independent course. He admits a mystical element in Christian faith, and objects to the
narrowing of the term by Ritschl and Herrmann
;

he

'

the highest good of Christianity is the kingdom
above the ivorld,' and that consequently to this religion
there is accordingly equally essential a mystical side, turned
away from the world, and an ethical side turned towards the
of

insists that

God

world.'

'

1

from Ritschl in his definiInstead of describing the common
tendency, he claims to be able to determine the

Kaftan also

differs

tion of religion.

common element — man's

feeling of dissatisfaction
for a satisfying
natural
or
either
moral, in or beyond the
good,
world.
On the postulate by the practical i-eason
of a highest good he rests his proof of the truth of
Christianity. In Das Wesen der christl. Religion
(of which the first edition appeared in 1881) he
deals with the nature of the Christian religion ; in

with this world, and the search

the companion volume. Die Wahrheit der christl.
Religion (Basel, 1888, Eng. tr., The Truth of the
Christian Religion, 2 vols., Edinburgh, 1894), he
offers the proof of its truth
{a) first of all he
gives a criticism of ecclesiastical dogma in order
to expose its failure as an apologetic
(6) next,
insisting on the primacy of the practical reason,
he rejects the traditional speculative method (c)
lastly he offers his own proof.
the Christian idea of the kingdom of God as the
(a) 'Only
:

;

;

good of humanity, answers to the requirements which
must be made of the true, rational, absolutely valid idea of the
chief

chief good.'
of

kingdom

(/3)

God

There has been
in history.'

practical reason have been
'

'

a special revelation of that
(7) As these two postulates of the
fulfilled in the Christian revelation,

the reasonableness and the absoluteness of the faith reposed in
have been proved. 2

it'

As the second stage of the above argument
shows. Kaftan also attaches importance to the
He has turned
historical character of revelation.
his attention to the restatement of the Christian
faith in the new intellectual situation {Glaube und
Dogma, Bielefeld, 1889, Brauchen wir ein neues
Dogma ?, do. 1890, Zur Dogmatik, Tiibingen, 1904
;

specially

noteworthy

is

his

Dogmatik,

do. 1897).

As

these titles show, he does not accept Harnack's
restriction of the term 'dogma.' What he means
by it is the intellectual expression of the contents
in faith.

—

Kaftan and Herrmann repre4. Other writers.
sent the more positive tendency in the Ritschlian
school, and on many points of doctrine desire to
come to an understanding with the evangelical
theology ; still more so Haring. Harnack, whose
manifold interests and activities as a scholar
cannot be noted here, represents the more critical
tendency, and his point of contact with the school
has already been discussed. So also does Wendt.
Popular accounts of the theology of the school are
W. Bornemann, Unterricht im Christentum (Gottingen, 1890), and, although more advanced in its
critical standpoint than the school as a whole,
Harnack, Das Wesen des Christentums (Leipzig,
1900, Eng. tr., What is Christianity?, London,
Reischle discusses the same problem as
1901).
Harnack in his pamphlet 'Der Glaube an Jesus
Christus und die geschichtliche Erforschang seines
Lebens (Aufsdtze und Vo7-trdge,Tuhmgen, 1906) but
from a more positive standpoint. His Christliche
Glaubenslehre (Halle, 1902) is a brief summary of
Christiandoctrineof a constructive tendency. He, as
it were, stretched one hand backward in his helpful
exposition of the theory of value-judgments in his
'

und

Glaubensurteilc (Halle, 1900), and
critical discussion of the methods
dominant religious-historical school in

Werturteile

one forward in his

of the now
his Theologie und Religionsgeschichte (Tiibingen,
Ritschl's son Otto has also expounded the
1904).
1 Das Wesen der christl.
ReUqion^, Basel, 18S8, p. 262 f.
2 The Truth
of the Christian Religion, ii. 325, 383 f. The
writer has not the
references to it.

German

original within

reach to give the

RITSCHLIANISM
of valiie-judi^ments in liis pamjihlet Ucbcr
theory
Wert hurt he He (Freiburg, 1895).
Both he and
Reischle have done much to remove misconceptions and to introduce modiKcations so as to get
rid of
to this characteristic feature of
objections
the Ritschlian theology.
What
IV. The influence op Ritschl.
gave Ritschl his influence over so many notable
His strong personality
scholars and thinkers?
and his wide learning would not have sufficed, had
not the theological situation given him his opporThe service which he rendered, according
tunity.
to Rade,' was fivefold
he broke the Hegelian
yoke he ended the confusion and compromise of
the mediating theology
he was more fully the
exponent of Luther than the Neo-Lutherans he
was truly a Biblical theologian
and he had
regard both to the interests of the Church and to
the claims of practical life.
1. The new theological position.
Since his

—

:

;

;

;

;

—

influence in his school was dependent to some
extent on these temporary conditions, the changed
intellectual situation has necessarily lessened that
influence, as the difl'erences within the school itself

Three changes may be specially mentioned.
There has been a philosophical revival a neoidealism which takes due account of the progress
of knowledge.
The literary criticism, of which
shoAv.

—

Ritschl did not take full account as it existed in
own day, has developed into a historical criticism, against the negative conclusions of which
Ritschl's system is not protected, but which, as
has already been indicated, has affected members
of his school so that those who have not identified
themselves with the tendency have been compelled
to oft'er a defence of their faith against it.
Probably the greatest contrast between the theological
position in Ritschl's and the present time is due
to the study which is now given to the religions
of the world {the history of religions, the psychology of religion, the comparative study of rehis

;

ligions).

Weaknesses

of the Ritschlian teaching.—
Weaknesses in his theology, apart from its irrelevance to the problems and needs of the hour, have
been more clearly recognized with the lapse of
time. The epistemological foundation is not solid
His conception of religion
rock, but shifting sand.
seems now far too narrow, too much affected by
the personal equation,' in view of the extensive
and varied knowledge which we now have of the
religious life, especially what we may call its
enthusiastic aspects, the place and power of
emotion in it.
While he accepted the modem
critical position as regards the Bible, he was not
in
the
thorougli
application of the method, and so
much of his exegesis now seems arbitrary, even
dogmatic, imposed on rather than evoked from
the text. For those to whom the evangelical type
of Christianity makes the strongest appeal Ritschl's
treatnaent of sin and salvation must now seem
quite inadequate. For those to whom the Bible,
even when studied from the modern standpoint,
still approves itself the literature of divine revelation and human redemption the treatment of the
Holy Scriptures by Ritschl must often prove disappointing there seems much more to be got out
of this treasure-house than he has found in it.
To
the mystical type of Christianity Ritschl must be
an oSence and it must be admitted that he does
not recognize what is true and worthy in mysticism. The speculative type of Christian will not
be satisfied with the essays in speculation that he
inconsistently made, and will desire such an interpretation of reality as Ritschl even rudely turned
his back upon.
To the practical type of believer
he \vill make his strongest appeal, although there
2.

'

;

;

1
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are many practical problems of to-day of which he
betrays no knowledge whatever.
Has his theology then only
3. Ritschl's merit.

—

a

and no present value ? So
vigorous a personality in a masterly way shaping
a system which,
apart from some inconsistencies,
has an organic unity so lacking in much of the
theological thought of to-day commands respect.
In a time when there are so many cross-currents
in religious thought and life much is to be learned
from the independence and solidity of his religious
and against the m<any challenges of
attitude
liistorical interest,

;

his assertion of its place and power as
giving sure footing to the soul is reassuring. This
appeal to the Christian experience can never lose
its force.
That he rescued theology from its precarious support in philosophy and discovered for it
securer foundations in history remains his merit,
even if historical criticism makes the defence of
his position more difficult than it ever appeared to
be to him. From him too theologians may learn
to construct as they criticize to advance to new
positions not by disregarding the thought of the
past, but by rethinking and, when needful, reshaping that thought.
theology will bear
richest fruit for the future which strikes deepest
root into the past.
Here learning is the servant
of insight.
Ritschl's stress on the Christian community is not only in harmony Avith the modem
conception of society as organic, but is a necessary
corrective of an individualism Avithin the Christian
churches Avhich has not yet recognized the significance of that concepttion. While his representation of Christianity as an ellipse Avith two foci
may Avell be forgotten, his inability to maintain it
is a convincing proof of the need of some one regulatiA'e principle in
If modern .scholartheology.
ship forbids his unhistorical use of the term
Kingdom of God,' some other conception more
central still must be sought for.
Can it not be
found in the Christian doctrine of God as expressed
in the apostolic benediction
the love of the
Father through the grace of the Son in the community of the Spirit ?
In Britain Ritschlian4. British appreciation.
ism at first had a very hostile recejition but soon
the tide turned, and, although the movement
never gained any popularity, and no prominent
British theologian has avowed himself a disciple
of Ritschl, the interest has continued and the
it is probable, however,
appreciation increased
that, as in the land of its birth, so here, the influence of the school is at an end but in the matters
mentioned above it has made a permanently valuable contribution to Christian thought.

religion

—

A

'

—

—

;

;

;

Literature.— To the works mentioned in the article the
following books on the movement may be added C. Fabricius,
Die Entwicklunq in Albrecht Jiitschls Theologie von 1871, bis
1SS9 nach den verschiedenen Avfianen seiner Hauptwerke dargestellt UTid beurteilt, Tiibinjren, 1909
J. Thikbtter, Darstellung
und Bexirtheilung der Theologie Albrecht Ritschl's^, Bonn,
1887 C. von Kiigelgen, Gnindrins der Ritschlschen Dogmatik-,
Leipzig, 1903- G. Ecke, Die theol. Schule A. Ritschls und die
evangel. Kirche der Gegenwart, Berlin, 1897, i. (specially valuable); J. Wendland, Albrecht Ritschl und seine Schiller, do.
1899
Herrmann, Der evang. Glaube utuI die Theologie
Albrecht Ritschls, Marburg, 1896; A. Titius, 'Albrecht Ritschl
und die Gegenwart,* in SK lxxx^^. [1913] 64 ff.
F. Kattenbusch, Von Schleiennacher zu Ritschl^, Giessen, 1903; A.
Hamack, Ritschl und seine Schule,' in Reden und Avfsdlze^,
do. 19f)9, ii. 345 ff.
F. Traub, Ritschls Erkenntnistheorie,' in
iii.
[^94] 91-129; J. Steinbeck, Das Verhaltnis von
Theologie una Erkenntnistheorie, Leipzig, 1898 R. Esslingrer,
Ziir Erkenntnistheorie Ritschls, Ziirich, 1891
M. Scheibe,
Die Bedeutung der Werturteile fiir das religiose Erkennen,
HaUe,lS93; H. 'LnAem&nn, Das Erkennen und die Werturteile,
Leipzig, 1910; R. Wegener, A. Ritschls Idee des Reiches
:

;

;

;

W.

;

'

'

ZTK

;

;

;

Gottes, do. 1897.
AA^hile some of the

above works are critical in their attitude,
O. Pfleiderer, Die RiUchVsche
following are hostile
F. H. R. Frank, Zur Theologie
Theologie, Brunswick, 1891
A. Ritschls^, Leipzig, 1891; C. Stange, Der dngmatische
Ertrag der Ritschlschen Theologie nach Julius Kaftan, do.
1906 ; F. Nippold, Die theol. Einzelschule im Verhdltniss zur

the

;

;
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»vang. Kirche, Berlin, 1893 (in opposition to this B. Stade, Die
Reorganisation der theologischen Fakultdt zu Giessen, Gieasen,
1894).

There are two French books worth mention H. Schoen,
Les Origines historiqives de la thiologie de Ritschl, Paris, 1893
M. Gogfuel, Wilhelm Herrmann et le probl&me religieux actuel,
:

;

do. 1905.

The following books
L. Stahlin,

in English are in order of publication :
Lotze, and Ritschl, tr. D. W. Simon,
J. Orr, The Christian View of God and the

Kant,

Edinburgh, 1889
J. Denney, Studies in Theology, new ed.,
World, do. 1893
London, 1895 Orr, The Ritschlian Theology and the Evangelical Faith, do. 1897; A. E. Garvie, The Ritschlian Theology:
Critical and Conntruclive, Edinburgh, 1899, -1902 A. T. Swing-,
The Theology oj Albrecht Ritschl, New York and London, 1901
Orr, The Progress of Dogma, London, 1901, Ritschlianism :
J. K. Mozley,
Expository and Critical Essays, do. 1903
Ritschlianism, do. 1909 E. A. Edghill, Faith and Fact : A
Garvie, The Christian
Study of RitschlianisTn, do. 1910
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Certainty

amid

the

Modem

Perplexity, do. 1910, chs.

viii.

and

XV.
G. Halliday, Facts and Values : a Study of the Ritschlian
Method, do. 1914; R. Mackintosh, Albrecht Ritschl and his
;

Alfred

School, do. 1915.

RITUAL.— See

E. Garvie,

Prayer, Worship.

RIVER -GODS. —See

RIVER,

Water,

Water-gods.

ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH. —
ROMAN RELIGION.— The

religion of the
a very complex subject
and
this complexity is mainly due to the extraordinary development of a small city-State (with

people

is

;

own religious ideas and organization, and
composed of families and gentes each practising
its

own

a great
the peoples,
civilized and semi-civilized, lying around the
basin of the Mediterranean, and which at all
times was ready to admit the religious ideas and
its

simple

religious

rites)

Empire, which gradually absorbed

into

all

cults of foreign peoples, under certain conditions,
within the circle of its own religious operations.
It will be obvious that, if by the Roman peojjle
we understand the inhabitants of the Roman
Empire after its complete development, no
sufficient account of it can be given in a single
article ; but, if our subject be limited to the religious ideas and practices of the Roman citizens

who

acquired and governed that Empire down to
the 2nd cent. A.D. and the age of the Antonines,
it will be possible to treat of it with tolerable
succinctness.
Even considered thus, however, it
must be taken historically, as a growth, for at no
period of its existence can it be said to be wholly
free from foreign influences ; and the real native
ideas of the primitive Romans had, by the time

when Roman

literature begins, either become
entirely obsolete or survived only in a fossilized
form, in rites of which the original meaning had
been completely forgotten. The position of Rome
at the mouth of the chief river of central Italy,
and on the west coast, which offers suitable harbours to immigrants, laid the city open at a very
early period to the invasion of these foreign influences ; and we now know that even before the
8th cent. B.C. this coast was settled by Greeks,
bringing with them works of art, in which their
own religion and mythology were depicted. Then
the Etruscan people, whose origin is still matter of

doubt, and

who were themselves

largely indebted

both to Greece and to
Egypt, spread over the same region, and added
to the confusion.
Later a fresh influx of Greek
rites and deities gained entrance into the city, and
for their religious ideas

many cases transformed the native ones in ways
which make them extremely difficult to detect ;
and, finally, the religions of the East began to
make their appearance, and rapidly gained ground
as the Roman population became less pure in
descent and less Italian in feeling.
in

:

—

;

)

—

brought in new worships and began to
cause the neglect of the old ones
(III.) from the
Hannibalic Avar to the age of Augustus, in which
the same process was continued with ever increasing strength, while the intellectual awalvcning
under the influence of Greek philosophy sapped
the faith of almost all educated men in the efficacy
of their cults, and in the very existence of their
deities (IV.) from the age of Augustus to that of
the Antonines a period which is marked, on the
one hand, by a partially successful attempt to
revive the old cults and, on the other, by the
introduction of a new one with a wide political
meaning, viz. the worship of the Emperors. The
characteristics of these four periods will be traced
in detail in the course of this article ; but it will
be necessary first to give some account (a) of the
sources of information on which we depend for
our knowledge of the Roman religion, and (6) of
the principal modern works in which those soui'ces
in Italy

;

—

;

See

Western Church.
Roman

It will be convenient at once to indicate tlie
periods into which, by the common consent of
inquirers, the history of the Roman religion falls.
They are four viz. (I.) from the earliest times (no
more definite expression will serve) doAvn to the
end of the regal period an age lasting, we may
presume, for several centuries, in which the religion was in the main that of the city-State
proper, answering to the jus civile in the sphere of
law, and in fact constituting a part of it (II. from
the reign of the last king, Tarquinius Superbus, to
the war mth Hannibal a period of nearly three
centuries (507-218 B.C.), in which the increasing
commercial and political intercourse with foreign
peoples and the spread of the Roman dominion

have been utilized with good results.
The most important
(a) Ancient authorities.
evidence that we have of the original character

—

of the religion of the Roman State is contained
in the surviving religious calendars, or Fasti, of
which we have fragments of about thirty, and one
almost complete. These exist chiefly on stone,
but for four of them we have to depend on written
copies of lost originals ; they were edited together
by Mommsen in vol. i. of the Corjnis Inscriptionum
Latinarum, and we have the benefit of a revision
of this edition by the same hand, published in
1893, with one or two newly found fragments.
all date from between 31 B.C. and. A.D. 51,
and thus represent the calendar as revised by
Julius Caesar but most fortunately the skeleton

They

;

the original Republican calendar, first published, according to Roman tradition, in 304 B.C.,
Mommsen conis fully preserved in them, as
This skeleton is easily disclusively showed.
tinguished from later additions by the large capital
letters in which it is inscribed or Avritten in all the
fragments that we possess it gives the days of the
month Avith their religious characteristics as att'ecting State business (e.g., F. =fasttis, a day on which
legal business may lawfully be transacted, and
N. = nefastus, on which such business is unlawful
and ill-omened), and the names of the great religious festivals which concern the whole State,
including the Kalends, Nones, and Ides, or days
of the new moon, the first quarter, and the
full moon.
Excluding the latter, we have the
names, in a shortened form, of forty-five great
festivals, from the Equirria on March 14 to the
festival of the same name on Feb. 27, the last day
of the old Roman year and, though it is not in
every case by any means possible to recover the
meaning of the name, yet it is obvious that these
festivals, thus placed by an absolutely certain
record in their right place both in each month
and in the year, must be the foundation of all
scientific study of the religious practices of the
Roman State, taken together with the additions in
of

;

;
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which dale froui the Kepublican
carjitals,
(For fuller information about tlie Fasti
period.
see Mommsen's commentary in CIL^ i. 28311'.,
condensed in Fowler's Roman Festivals,^ p. 11 ff.)
This invaluable record would, however, be of
little use to us, were it not for other evidence of a
varied character supplied by Koman literature and
by Greek writers on lloman subjects, to which
must be added a few additamenta preserved in the
P'asti themselves, and chiefly in those found at
Pra-neste and in the grove of the Fratres Arvales.
Two men of real learning, who lived and wrote at
the end of the Republican period and at the
beginning of the Empire, would, if Ave only had
their works complete, furnish us with an immense
amount of detail, both on the public religious
calendar and on the religious life of the family
smaller

and gens at Rome these are Varro and Verrius
Flaccus, who, though deeply affected by ideas in
:

reality quite foreign to the Roman religion proper,
took great pains to investigate the facts and
the meaning of tlie ancient rites. Earlier writers
are of comparatively little use to us, for Roman
literature began in an age when men were far more
interested in politics or in Greek philosophy than
in a religion which was fast losing its meaning ;
and it was only with the revival of that religion

under Augustus that scholars, poets, historians,
and writers on law began to interest themselves in
it once more.
The works of Varro and Verrius
have come down to us only in a fragmentary condition or embedded in the works of later writers,
such as Servius, Nonius, Gellius, Macrobius,
Plutarch, and some of the Christian Fathers,
especially Tertullian and Augustine. Three otlier
writers of the Augustan age, whose works are
more completely preserved, need special mention
Livy, who in religious matters, like Varro and
Verrius, made some use of the books of the
Pontifices, the sacred archives of the old religion ;
Dionysius of Halicarnassus, who was for some
time in Rome, and occasionally records what he
saw as well as what he had learnt of Roman
and Ovid, whose six books of poetical comrites
mentarj' on the Fasti contain a great deal that is
curious and interesting about the festi\als from
January to June, mixed up with stories of late
Greek origin and fanciful explanations which call
for very cautious criticism.
Of inscriptions and
works of art we have very few until the Empire,
and the few we have are difficult of interpretation ;
nor is it likely that modern excavation will produce anj'thing that will throw much light, except indirectlj^, on the problems with which we
have to deal. Thus it may fairly be said that at
every point in the detail of this religion we are
met by very serious difficulties, owing not only to
the fragmentary condition of our authorities, but
to the difficulty of explaining and piecing together
what survives of them (Wissowa, Religion und
Kulttis der Romer, ch. i.).
Until the 19th cent, very
(b) Modern research.
little progress had been made in this work of reconstruction and interpretation ; but the new
impulse given by Niebuhr to the study of early
Rome produced a long series of valuable researches, and the names of Hartung, Arabrosch,
Schwegler, Preller, Marquardt, Jordan, Wissowa,
and Aust are now familiar to all students of the
Of these the most important are Marsubject.
quardt, who first struck the right note by taking
the facts of the w'orship of the Romans as the only
legitimate basis for arriving at any conclusions as
to their religious ideas [Romische Staatsvcrivaltung
iii., ed. Wissowa, Leipzig, 1885) ; Preller, whose
Romische Mythologie (ed. Jordan, Berlin, 1881-83)
is indispensable, but needs careful handling, in:

;

—

,

1
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as it is based on a concejition of the
deities as impersonations of natural forces
now generally atlmitted to be in great

is

part misleading
und Kultus der

;

and Wissowa, whose Religion

Romer (Munich,

much improved, 1912],' vol.
Handbuch der klassischen

v. pt.

1902 [2nd ed.,

4 of

Iwan Miiller's

Altcrtiims^uissenschaft)
is at present the most complete, and at the same
time the most cautious, account of the subject
that we possess, its only considerable defect being
the author's unwillingness to recognize the value
of the tentative efforts of folklorists and anthropologists to explain Roman ritual by the comparative method. To these works must be added
the edition of the Fasti by Mommscn already
mentioned, and many other valuable contributions
bj' the same great scholar made in the course of
his indefatigable researches into Roman history ;

and, lastly, the Ausfilhrliches Lexikon der griechischen und romischen Mythologie, ed. Ro.scher,
in which the Roman articles, though of varying
value, taken as a whole, indicate an important
advance in our knowledge. The new ed. of Pauly's
Real-Encyclapddie, by VVissowa, has already rehandled some of the articles in Roscher's worlc.
proceed to consider in succession the four
periods into which, as has been explained, the
State religion may be historically divided.
In
dealing with these, and especially with the first,
the characteristics of the Roman attitude towards
the supernatural should be made tolerably plain.

We

I.

(From the

First Period

earliest times to the

end

of the

regal period).
It has already been said that the Fasti, i.e. the
skeleton of the oldest religious calendar, must be
the basis of our inquiry, and that this was first
published, according to tradition, in the year 304
B.C.
But, just as Domesday Book is a record which
carries us back for centuries before it was drawn
up, so with the Fasti, which the Romans themselves attributed to their priest-king Numa, and
which bear unmistakable internal evidence of a
very high antiquity. Though no actual date can
be assigned, it is important to notice two facts
which indicate the age in which it must have been
drawn up. (1) The terminus ad quern is the date
of the building of the Capitoline temple, universally attributed to Tarquinius Superbus, since
there is no festival in the calendar which has any
relation to the trias of deities (Jupiter, Juno,
(2) The
Minerva) which was worshipped there.
terminus a quo is the absorption of the Quirinal
hill in the limits of the city, for the Quirinalia
and the cult of Quirinus on that hill are included in
the Fasti (see Wissowa^, p. 31). Thus, abandoning
the doubtful names of legendary kings, we may
say with confidence that the Fasti came into
existence, in the form in which we have them, in
the period of the city which included the Palatine
and Quirinal liUls, with the Subura, the Esquiline,
and part of the Ctelian hill. That is, when the
city-State had grown into the form in which we
know it, when Roman historj' may be said to
begin, the work of religious as well as political
organization (and the two were at no period wholly
distinct) had begun Avith a definite catalogue, for
the use of the religious-political rulers of the
people, of religious ceremonies which concerned
the welfare of the State as a whole.
We have thus gained a firm footing in a definite

of the Roman citvperiod of the development
State; but the Fasti then drawn up do actually
we might naturally
carry us back still further ; as
in them, as organized
expect, we find embodied
1

Hereafter cited as

'

Wissowa^.'
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parts of the Avorship of the city, cults and rites
which beyond all question arose in an age when
there was no city-State as yet, and which belong
to the life of the shepherd and the agriculturist.
It is not, indeed, too much to say that the native
Roman religion had its roots in the mental attitude of the men of that early age toAvards the

powers to

whom

they believed themselves indebted

for the prosperous issue of their labour spent in
procuring subsistence from crops, flocks, and herds,
or to whose ill-will they fancied they owed its
Almost all genuine Roman ideas of the
failure.
supernatural can be referred to this principle of
origin, and it must be carefully borne in mind
throughout the following pages. In oi'der to make
this clear, a list of the festivals (i.e. holy days of
special religious importance) is here given, in the
order in which they stood in the oldest calendar,

beginning with March, which was the
of the old Roman year (see Fowler, p.
there given)
Mar.

:

first
5,

month

and

reft',
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antiquity, yet does not indicate any clear conception of such a deity as became associated with
Jupiter in the legend of the Capitoline temple
(Fowler, p. 324 tt'.). Once more, the Lupercalia,

which became famous owing

to

a well-known event

in the life of Julius Caesar, is generally believed to
have been in honour of Faunus ; but the Romans

themselves were not agreed on the ^joint and it
is extremely doubtful whether in this case, as in
others, we need to associate the rites with the
;

name of any deity at all. Lastly, it will be
noticed that the names of Jupiter, Juno, Minerva,
the great trias of the Capitoline worship of later
times, as also those of Aiars and Janus, are not
indicated in the names of the festivals and it is
only from the additions made to the calendar
under the Republic, and from Roman literature,
that we learn that the Kalends of each month
were sacred to Juno and the Ides to Jupiter, that
the rites of March and of the October-horse had
some special connexion with Mars, and that at
the Agonia (which is probably an ancient name
for sacrifice) of Jan. 9 a ram was offered to Janus.
These examples will be enough to show that we
should not be justified in supposing that the most
ancient Romans had any very clearly defined ideas
about the supernatural beings whom they invoked,
and that it is.better to rid our minds at once of the
;

'

'

impression conveyed by both Greek and Roman
literature, that each deity Avas a clearly realized
personality with distinct attributes. It seems certain that to the Romans the cult appealed as the
practical means of obtaining their desires, of
warding off evil influences from all that they most
valued, while the unseen powers with whom they
dealt in this cult were beyond their ken, often un-

named, or named only by an adjective significant
of their supposed functions, and visible only in the
sense of being seated in, or in some sense symbolized by, a tree, stone, animal, or other object,
such as the mildew, the fire, a spring, etc. Had
they been as personally conceived as we are apt
to suppose, we may be sure that they would not
have been so easily superseded and absorbed by
Greek and other deities as we shall see that they
were.
They are often multiplex, as the Fauni
(on this point Wissowa-, p. 208 ff., holds a different
opinion), Silvani, Lares, Penates, Semones, Carmentes, and they are apt eventually to run into

one another, as do Tellus, Maia, Ceres, and the
Dea Dia of the Arval Brotherhood (G. Henzen,
Acta Fratrum Arvalium, Berlin, 1874, p. 48). In
fact, we have beyond doubt in this oldest stratum
of Roman religious thought a diemonistic and not
a polytheistic type of religion, snch a type as has
been shown by J. E. Harrison (Prolegomena to the
Study of Greek Beliqion, Cambridge, 1903) and
others to have existed in Greece before the
great deities of Olympus occupied the attention of
the Greek mind, and such as is known to have
existed not only among savage peoples but in
Europe [e.g., Lithuania) and in China (see Usener,
Gotternamen, p. 80 f., and P. D. Chantepie de la
Saussaj'e, Lehrbuch der Beligionsjeschichte, Freiburg, 1887-89, i. 240 ff.). Tlie Roman objects of
worship were spiritual powers [mimina, in the
Latin tongue) they were beings whose undefined
nature made them very hard to invoke with
certainty or security a fact which in the history
of this religion gave rise to an elaborate priestly
system of invocation (see below).
It is obvious, too, that in such a theology there
could have been little chance for even a people
more naturally imaginative than the Romans were
;

—

and we may fairly conclude wdth Aust [Religion der Eomer, p. 19) that,
though there were Roman deities and Roman
worship, there was no Roman mythology.
to find material for

myth

;

'The
passage,
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deities of Uome,' lie (joes on, in a very instructive
'
were deities of the cult only. They had no human

human heart with its virtues and
They had no intercourse with eac:h other, and no
or permanent residence they enjoyed no nectar or
ambrosia,
they had no children, no parental relation.
They were.iindeed, both male and female, and a male and female
foru),
vices.

they had not the

common

;

.

.

.

deity are often in close relation to each other but this is not
a relation of marriajie, and rests only on a similarity in the
sphere of their operations so we have Faunus Fauna, Cacus
Caca, Jupiter Juno, Liber Libera, Census Ops, Lua Saturni.
Salacia ISeptuni, Hora Quirini, Maia Volcani, Nerio Martis.i
The expressions pater and mater that often occur in the cult
(Janus pater, Jupiter, Mars pater. Mater Matuta, etc.) point
to a creative or generative power only in the re^'ion of nature.
These deities never become independent existences
they
remain colourless cold conceptions, numina as the Romans
called them, that is, supernatural powers whose existence only
betrays itself in the exercise of certain powers. The Uonian
did not trust himself to mark clearly the sex or name of his
deities, as we see in the custom of invoking all deities confuse
or generatim after prayer to a particular one, in order not to
pass over any from ignorance or to give him a wrong name.
In the formulas of prayer we meet with expressions such aa
;

:

:

"sive deus »ive dea es," "sive mas sive feniina," "quisquis es,"
'
" sive alio
quo nomine te appellari volueris."

Again, after what has been said, it will easily
be understood that such numina could not have
resided in temples made with hands, or have been
represented in iconic form what Tacitus says of
the German Suevi may be taken as adequately
describing the ideas or the early Romans themselves 'nee cohibere parietibus deos, neque in ullani
humani oris speciem adsimulare, ex magnitudine
lucos ac nemora consecffilestium arbitrantur
;

:

:

deorumque nominibus appellant secretuni
illud, quod sola reverentia vident {Germania, ix.).
This is well illustrated in the cult which was
crant,

'

probably the oldest form of Jupiter-worship at
Rome, that of Jupiter Feretrius, whose numen
seems originally to have resided in an oak on the

hill, on which oak Romulus is said to
have fixed the first spolia opima taken from a
conquered enemy underneath this oak, as we may
guess, a small altar was in course of time erected
within a consecrated enclosure, the two forming
what was called a sacellum, or small piece of holy
ground and only in later times was this again
enlarged into a building with a roof, of the kind
called an cedes, or house of the god.
So far we have been interrogating the oldest
calendar as to the religious life and ideas of the
Romans before their organization into a city-State,
and have ventured to conclude: (1) that these
were the life and ideas of an agricultural people
and
(2) that the objects of their religious thought
worship were not definitely conceived personal
gods, but spirits, or numina, active in certain
now add,
special functions (all of them, we may
in immediate relation to man, and otherwise nonexistent), but having no human personality or
But beyond this it would be rasn to
affections.
venture in attempting to divine the religious conwe will now
ceptions of the oldest Romans and

Capitoline

;

;

;

;

turn to consider the Fasti as the ordered record of
the yearly recurring religious procedure of a fully
Paladeveloped city-State, from the union of the
tine and Quirinal cities to the time of the Etruscan
dynasty of the Tarquinii.
The following specimen of the Fasti is here reproduced in order to show better than could be done
by any description the high state of religious
organization which the Roman State had attained
when the calendar was draAvn up ; it is taken from
the Fasti Mafleiani [CIU' L 223)
:

1.

8.

9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

N.
N.
N.
N.

N
EID.
N.

N».
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WissoAva has elaborated a list
(Wissowa'*, p. 18).
of these on the evidence of the Fasti and of the
names and functions of the priesthoods ; and this
list may be accepted, if we bear in mind the
characteristic ideas of the Romans about their

22. C.
N".
23. TER(minalia).
24. KEGIF(ugiuin).
N.
25. C.
26. EN.
27. EQ(uirria).
NP.
28. C.

NP.
15. LUPER(calia),
16. EN.
NP.
17. QUIB(inalia).
18. 0.
19. C.
20. 0.
F,
21. FERAL(ia).

as already explained ; such a caution is
here necessary because this writer is apt to regard
all Roman deities as clearly conceived in too
polytheistic a sense.
deities,

must be obvious that the fixing of
Kalends, Nones, and Ides, and of the great festiHere

it

vals, together with the distinction of the days as
proper (F. or C.) for State business, or improper (N.
or IsP. ), or proper only after certain sacrificial rites
were over (EN, Q.R.C.F., and Q. St. D.F.), proves

Anna Perenna

....

Carmenta (Flamen Carmen-

that the State whose religious life it regulated had
already gone through a long process of development,
and was in the hands of capable and clear-headed
have to see, now that we
religious rulers.
have reached this stage, who these rulers were;
what deities they admitted as specially concerned
what
with the welfare of the Roman State
holy places they reckoned as proper for their
religious functions ; and what sacrifices they per-

June

Ceres (?) (Flamen Cerealis)

.

....

Consu3
Diva Angerona
Falacer (Flamen Falacer)
Faunus (?) (Luperci)
Flora (Flamen Floralis)
.
Fons
Furrina (Flamen Furrinalis)
Janus (Rex sacrorum)
Jupiter (Flamen DiaIis,Fetiales,
Augures)
.

;

(not in Fasti, but
Ovid).

.

—

1.

Cerealia, AprU 19.
Consualia, Aug. 21 and Dec. 15.
Divalia, Dec. 21.

Lupercalia, Feb. 15.
in Fasti).

.

(Not

.

Fontinalia, Oct. 13.
Furrinalia, July 25.
Agonium, Jan. 9.
All Ides : Vinalia, April 23 and
Aug. 19. Meditrinalia, Oct.

.

formed there, and in what insignia of ofSce.
i.
The priesthoods. At the head of the whole
religious system was the King (Rex). This is made
certain by what may be called the method of
survivals, by which alone^we can conjecture safely

.

11.

Poplilugium,
Dec. 23.

5,

Larentalia, Dec. 23.

Lares

Compitalia (movable festival).
Lemuria, May 9, 11, 13.

Liber

Mars (Flamen

Martialis, Salii)

.

We

Mater Matata
Neptunus
Ops

....

Liberalia, March 17.
Equirria, Feb. 27 and

March 14,
March 1. Agonium Martiale,
March 17.
Quinquatrua,
March 19.
Tubilustrium,
March 23 (and May 23?).
October-horse, Oct. 15.
milustrium, Oct. 19.

Ar-

Am-

bar\'alia

(movable festival).
Matralia, June 11.
Neptunalia, July 23.
Opiconsivia, Aug. 25. Opalia,
Dec.

Pales, Palatua

19.

(Flamen PalatuParUia, April 21.

alis)

Pomona (Flamen Pomonalis)

.

Portunus (Flamen Portunalis)
Quiriuus (Flamen Quirinalis)
Robigus
Saturnus
TcUus (?)
Terminus

;

July

Larenta

Lemures

the details of administration in the regal period.
When that period came to an end, the sacrificial
functions of the Rex passed to a Rex sacrorum or
sacrificulus (cf. the 6,px<^v ^acriXevs at Athens), who
continued to hold the first rank in dignity (Festus,
may be almost as sure
p. 198 [ed. Lindsay]).
that other functions exercised in Republican times
also
maximus
Pontifex
belonged originally
by the
to the Rex, viz. the selection of the Vestal
the superintendand
and
the
Flamines,
virgins
ence of these, who were in his potestas (Marquardt,
The Vestals had the care of the sacred
p. 240).
fire, the symbol of the unity of the State, while
the Flamines were sacrificing priests attached to
thus it is now generally
particular worships
admitted that the State in this early form represents the discipline of the earliest Roman household, the Rex taking the place of the paterfamilias,
the Vestals of the daughters of the family, and the
Flamines of the sons. Further, in accordance with
a Roman practice which also had its origin in
the life of the family, the Rex was assisted by

Vejovis
Vesta (Virgines Vestales)

.

.

.

.

Volcanus (Flamen Volcanalis)

.

Voltumus (Flamen Volturnalis)

Portunalia, Aug. 17.
Quirinalia, Feb. 17.
Robigalia, April 25.
Saturnalia, Dec. 17.
Fordicidia, April 15.
Temiinalia, Feb. 23.

Agonium, May 21.
Vestalla, June 9.
Volcanalia, Aug. 23.
Voltumalia, Aug. 27.

This table is most useful in enabling us to see at
a glance, in conjunction with the order in rank of
the priesthoods, the worships which were most
prominent in the Rome of this period. The Rex,
it will be remembered, was at the head of these ;
then came the Flamen Dialis, the Martialis, and
the Quirinalis, and lastly the Vestals.
Now we
find that the Rex sacrificed to Janus on Jan. 9 ; he
was also, no doubt, concerned in other rites e.g.,
at the Regifugium on Feb. 24 (see Fowler, p. 327)
and in those of the Vestals which afterwards fell to
the Pontifices but this is the only one of which we
have certain evidence. The Flamen Dialis Avas the
special priest of Jupiter, and sacrificed the ovis idulis
on all Ides to the god on many other occasions
e.g., at the Vinalia both in April and in August,
and at the Lupercalia he was present in the latter
case he may, however, have taken the place of the
Rex after the abolition of the kingship. The
Flamen Martialis and the Quirinalis Avere obviously
connected .specially Avitli the cults of Mars and
Quirinus, though Ave are in need of more explicit
evidence
it is probable that the Martialis took
part in the rite of the October-horse (Oct. 15) and

:

—

;

:

—

;

;

;

—

15

known from

talis)

Carna

We

competent counsellors in all matters relating
one collegium, the
to religioiis law or custom
Pontifices (five in number, according to tradition),
Avas specially concerned with the administrative
details of the jus sacrtim, and another, the Augures,
vnth the science of omens, now apparently beginning to be developed out of the crude superstitions
In matters relating to
of an original peasantry.
alliances, truces, declaration of war, etc., in which
the relation of the State with other peoples was
concerned, the Rex was assisted also by a collegium
of Fetiales. Lastly, thei'e were certain associations
whose activity was confined to particular occasions
the Luperci, of whom we hear only at the Lupercalia tlie Salii, or dancing priests of JNIars (active
only in March and October) the Fratres Arvales,
whose grove was at the fifth milestone, i.e. the
boundary of the original ager Bomcinus on the
road to Ostia, and who were concerned chiefly
AWth the lustration of the crops in May and
the Sodales Titii, of Avhom nothing is known
but their name. Cf. art. PRIEST, Priesthood
(Roman).
ii. Deities.
The numina with whom the State
had to do the divine inhabitants, so to speak,
of the
and its territory were known, in later
city
times at least, as di indigctes, and were thus distinguished from the di novensilcs (or novensidcs),
i.e. new inhabitants, in a manner analogous to the
familiar distinction between patricii and plebeii

March

Carmentalia, Jan. 11, 15.

;

—

;

;

'

'

—

in the

—

\

Ambarvalia

in

May, and

of the Quirinalis

Ave knoAv that he officiated at the Robigalia and
the Consualia (for details see Marquardt, p. 332 ff.).
The Vestals Avere, of course, chiefly occupied Avith
the cult of Vesta, though in Republican times they
seem to have taken part in many other ceremonies
(cf. Marquardt, p. 336 ff".).

ROMAN RELIGION
The most prominent deities, then, were Janus,
These form
Jupiter, Mars, Qnirinus, and Vesta.
the core, so to speak, of tlie Roman ideas of tlie
others
which
supernatural in relation to the State
we find in Wissowa's table will grow faint and lose
Flamines minores
e.g., those to which the
vitality
were attached or will take a different shape under
but these five, or four, if we
foreign intiuences
take Mars and Quirinus as two aspects of the same
deity, the one belonging to the Palatine, the other
to the Quirinal city, remained at all times leading
;

—

—

;

religious conceptions, and must now be
briefly considered as the characteristic deities of
this period.
The.se two may be taken
1. Janus and Vesta.
together, for in Roman ritual they were the first
and the last deities in all invocations, public and

Roman

—

private (Marquardt, p. 25 and notes). There is no
conjugal relation between them (that, as we have
seen,

is

Roman ideas), but they had
common origin, which left its

foreign to

beyond doubt a
traces on their cult to the last.
Originally they
were the numina residing in the doorway and the
hearth of the house,

i.e.

they symbolize

(if

the

word can be safely used) the sacred entrance to
the house and its sacred inmost recess, where the
As the house and the family
sacred fire was.

were the foundation of Roman civilization, so
were Janus and Vesta the foundation of Roman
worship. The temple of Janus, famous in later
it was
times, was in reality no temple at all
a gatew-ay, with the sacred associations of all
entrances
it was under the special care of the
king, as the doorway of the house had been in
the care of the paterfamilias, so that no evil thing,
natural or supernatural, might pass through it
This position of Janus in the
into the house.
house and in the State may safely be taken as
the origin of all the practices in which he appears
he was the oldest god,
as a god of beginnings
deorum dcus, the beginner of all things and of all
acts he is an object of worship at the beginning
but all this
of the year, the month, and the day
:

;

:

;

;

arose out of the characteristic

Roman

association

numen with the doorway of the house and
the gate of the city (see Wissowa^, p. 103 ff. ; art.
'Janus,' in Roscher Fowler, p. 282 ff.).
In contrast witri Janus and Vesta,
2. Jupiter.
who represented the sacred character of the house,
Jupiter {Diovis pater, from root div, 'shining')
was the great numen of the open heaven under
which the Italian, then as now, spent the greater
He was the numen of that
part of his time.
heaven at all times and under all aspects, whether by
night or by day, in clear weather or in storm and
In the Salian hynm, one of the two oldest
rain.
fragments of Roman invocation that we possess
(Macrob. Sat. I. xv. 14), he is addressed as Lucetius,
the deity of light the Ides, when the moon was full.
Mere sacred to him ; when rain was sorely needed,
his aid was sought under the name Elicius, by a
peculiar ritual (Fowler, p. 232) as Jupiter Fulgur
or Summanus he was the power who sent the
lightning by day or night, and all places struck
by lightning Avere sacred to him the festivals of
the vintage (Vinalia ami Meditrinalia), which
specially needed the aid of the sun and the light,
were dedicated to him, and his Flamen was on all
such occasions the priest employed.
This conception of the deity was not only Roman, but
common to all the Italian peoples who Avere of
the same stock
and everywhere we find him
worshipped on the summits of hills, where nothing
intervened between the heaven and the earth, and
where all the phenomena of the heavens could be
conveniently observed.
In Rome the oldest cult of Jupiter was on the
Capitoline hill, and on the southern summit, where
of a

—

;

;

;

;

;
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became oversha<lowed in the next period by the
great temple of Jupiter, Juno, and Minerva. This
was thecuJtof Jupiter /'erc<n'«.v, already mentioned
The tiny temple (only 15
in another connexion.
feet wide, Dion. Hal. iL 34) contained no image
of the god, but it has been thouglit that he was
supposed to reside in a stone {s-ilex) which may have
been believed to be a thunderbolt (but see JUS
ii. [1912] 49 f.); this stone the Fetiales took with
them on their official journeys and the oath by

it

;

which

treaties,

etc.,

were

ratified

by them was

per lovem (lapidem).' Here we get an
early glimpse of that moral aspect of Jupiter which
was retained in one way or anotlier througliout
Roman history; as Dius Jidius (Fowler, p. 138),
and perhaps also under the clearly Greek name
Hercules, he was the deity in whose name oaths
his
were taken (' mediusfidius,' * mehercule ')
Flamen presided at the old Roman marriage
ceremony of the confarreatio, where lie seems to
have been regarded as a kind of witness of the
solemn contract entered into ( Wissowa-, p. 118) and
on the Alban hiU his cult, though overshadowed
like that of the Capitol by the later innovations
of the Tarquinian dynasty, was doubtless from the
beginning of Rome's relations with other Latin
cities the centre-point of the religious aspect of the
Latin league. (For the many forms of the Jupitercult, of which only the prominent features in the
earliest period can be here described, see the
exhaustive article by Aust in Roscher, condensed
in Wissowa^, p. 113 n.)
word must here be said about Juno, who does
not seem at all times to have been closely associated with Jupiter, certainly not as his wife, until
said to be

'

;

;

A

Greek anthropomorphic conceptions gained ground
That she, too, represented the light
at Rome.
seems probable from the name (ii\ino= Jovino, also
from root div) but at some early time she became
si)ecially associated with the moon, as is shown
by the formula used by the Pontifex in announcing the date of the Nones as soon as the new moon
dies te quinque (or septem) calo,
has appeared
Juno Covella' (Varro, de Ling. Lat. vi. 27). Either
from the supposed effects of the moon on women
or from some other cause at which we can only
guess, Juno was at all times peculiarlj' the mimen
Juno Lucina was invoked
of the female sex
;

—

'

:

at the

moment
and

Eel. iv. 10),

her Juno.

Mars and

of childbirth (as, e.g., in Virgil,
the genius of a woman was called

—

Quirinus. Mars is the specially
deity of the early Roman State,
and was intertwined with the foundation legend
of the city it was the wolf of Mars that suckled
this was
the twins Romulus and Remus.
of
is on the whole clear, though the
etymology
his name and the original concejition which it
indicated are quite uncertain, and we only know
that, like Jupiter, he was worshipped by all the
peoples of Latin and Sabellian stock. Agriculture
and war were the two chief occupations of the
early Romans, and it is precisely these with which
the Alars-cult is most closely connected, as a careful
examination of the Fasti plainly shows. These
two occupations, it should be noted, are also
closely related to each other on their religious
side
during the same period of the year, from
.March to October, the State was specially liable
to the attacks of enemies not only the human
ones who attacked the Roman people and the
crops and herds which sustained it, but also the
divine enemies who might damage the growing
or the harvested crops, and might also work havoc
on the human population by disease or hindered
It was in this period, March to October,
fertility.
and especially in these two months themselves, the
first of which (also the first of the year) bears the
3.

cliaracteristic
:

Why

;

—
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of Mars, that the cult of this deity was most
prominent.
In March the dancing warrior-priests of Mars,
the Salii, whose antiquity as a collegium is proved
Iby the fact that they must be of patrician descent,
dressed in the costume of the old Italian warrior,
performed a series of processional dances, clashing
their shields and spears as if to avert some evil
influence, and singing the songs of which a fragment has come down to us (J. Wordsworth, Fragments and Specimens of Early Latin, Oxford, 1874,
The table given above shows that the
p. 567).
1st, the 14th (originally probably the 15th, as no
other festival was on a day of even number), and
the 17th were also great days in his cult, though
we are more or less in the dark as to the rites
but on the 23rd, the TubUustrium,
performed
the tubce used in war seem to have been made
war season by the religious profor
the
ready
and it may be that the horses
cess of lustratio
of the cavalry were treated in the same way at
the Equirria on the 14th. At the Ambarvalia in
May, where Mars was eventually ousted by Ceres
or Dea Dia, the Fratres Arvales went in procession
for the lustration of the ager Bomanus, and the
hymn they sang, so far as we can judge from what
we possess of it (Marquardt, p. 457 ; Henzen, p. 26),
had a direct reference to Mars as the numen capable of averting noxious influences. This is confirmed by the prayer of the Roman farmer preserved
in Cato (de Agricultura, 141), which begins, 'Father
Mars, I pray thee to be willing and propitious to
me, my household, and my slaves,' and prays him to
avert all evil from crops and herds, and to bring
the farmer's labour to a successful issue. From
May to October we lose sight of Mars but at the
end of the agricultural and military season we find
him again prominent. On October 15, which
probably corresponded with the Equirria of
March 14 (or 15), a horse was sacrificed with very
in this
curious ritual in the Campus Martins
rite we may perhaps see a survival of an old
harvest custom, which took a new shape and
meaning as the State grew accustomed to war,
just as Mars himself, originally perhaps the protector of man, herds, and crops alike, became the
deity of war-horses and warriors (Fowler, p. 249).
The Mars-season was completed on Oct. 19 by
the festival called Armilustrium, at which the
Salii again appeared with their arma and ancilia
(sacred shields), which were then subjected to
lustratio and put away until the ensuing March.
This short sketch of the ritual connected with
Mars wiU suffice to show that the leading ideas
in it are, as we said, agriculture and warfare it
is needless to distinguish the two more precisely,
for we cannot separate the Roman warrior from
the Roman husbandman, or the warlike aspect of
liis deity from his universal care for his people.
(For more detail see Roscher's art. in his Lexikon ;
art.
Smith's Diet, of Antiquities
Salii,' in
Fowler, pp. 1-65 and 241 IF. with rett". there given.)
Of Quirinus all that need be said here is that it
is probable that this very obscure deity Mas a form
of Mars belonging to the community settled on the
liill that still bears his name
he seems to have
had the same two characteristics as the Palatine

name

;

;

;

;

;

'

;

;

though these are diflicult to trace with any
certainty (see Wissowa^, p. 153). The most convincing evidence for the essential identity of the
two lies in the fact that there were twelve Salii
Collini, i.e. of the Quirinal hill, concerned in the
worship of Quirinus, answering to tlie twelve Salii
Palatini of the Mars-cult (Liv. v. 52).
deity,

—

iii. Cult of the dead.
The Romans do not
seem to have had, in early times at least, any idea
of an under world tenanted by deities
Orcus and
Dia Pater are not conceptions of home growth, and
;

Vejovis, in spite of Wissowa's reasoning (p. 237), is
far too obscure to be reckoned in such a category.
Nor is this surprising : the deities of the Romans
have always a direct relation to the life of the
people, and in fact, as has already been said, exist
only so far as they were supposed to have some
direct influence for good or evil upon the activity
As death brought with it an end of
of that life.
that activity, and the dead man was free from all
responsibility for it, subject to no sentence of
punishment or reward, there was no call upon the
imagination of the Romans (which was never
strong or inventive) to create an under world like
that of the Greeks, and the splendid picture of
such a world which we find in the sixth ^Eneid is
wholly the result of Hellenic fancy.
But the Fasti supply us with certain evidence

that the dead, when duly buried with the proper
were the object of an organized cult. In
February, the last month of the year, and one
specially appropriated to what we may call, for
want of a better word, purification, nine days were
set apart for this cult {dies parentales), of which
the last, the 21st, appears as a State festival, the
Feralia.
Whether the dead were cremated or
buried (both customs existed in this period, as we
know from the XII Tables, 10) was inditt'erent ;
in either case the dead man was believed in some
sense to live on, to have entered into that world
of spirits which contained all the Roman deities,
and thus the dead came to be di parentes or di
manes, the latter word being explained by the
Romans themselves as meaning the good.' On
these days in February the rites of burial were, as
it were, renewed, to make sure that the relation
between the living and the dead should be a happy
and wholesome one. The dead had long been
buried in the family tomb in the city of the dead
outside the city of the living, had been well cared
for since their departure, and were still members
of the family.
They had their jura (jus manium)
under the supervision of the Rex and later of the
Pontifices ; experience has taught the citizen that
the State must regulate his conduct toAvards the
In May
di manes for the benefit of both parties.
too, another month of purification and apparently
of ill omen, we find three days, the 9th, 11th, and
13th, styled Lemuria, i.e. 'festivals' (if the word
may be here used) of the Lemures or Larvae, the
ghosts of ancestors who had died away from home
in war or otherwise, and had not been buried with
due rites ; these were probably supposed to be apt
to return to the house which they once tenanted,
and had to be got rid of again by special ceremonies, of which Ovid has given us a specimen in
These days of the Lemuria are
his Fasti (v. 432).
marked nefasti in the calendar, while the dies
parentales of February are some of them at least
(comitialis), and the Feralia is F.P.'; hence it
has been infeiTed with justice that the Lemuria
was the older festival, representing a conception of
the dead as hostile to the living, which is not consistent with the organized life of a city-State,
where the majority of human beings would die at
home and in peace. This view (Fowler, pp. 107, 308)
may account for the fact that of the Lemuria we
hear hardly anything but what Ovid tells us in the
passage just quoted, and even that belongs rather
to the private life of the household than to the jxs
sacrum of the city. It would seem that the cheerful character of service of the dead which we find
in February had entirely taken the place of the
older and ruder rites. (For other indications in
the calendar of the cult of the dead see WissoAva^
p. 236 ; and, for the whole subject, Marquardt, p.
310 If.; Aust, p. 225 flF.; and De Marchi, II Quito
privato, p. 180 ff. ; cf art. ANCESTOR- WORSHIP
rites,

'

'

'

'

—
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iv. Holy places.
All places in the city and its
ager which, for want of a more exact word, we
should term holy were of two kinds, according
as they were or were not authorized by the State
if they had been, in accordance with the directions
of Hex and Senate, subjected to the process of
dedicatio and consecratio, i.e. devotion to a deity
by the Pontifices, they were loca sacra. If, on the
other hand, they were objects of fear or reverence from their own nature only, and as a consequence of the common feeling of the people or
'

'

;

of it, they were loca religiosa.
The best
authority for this distinction is ^lius Gallus,
Gallus i^ilius
aj). Festus, p. 424 (ed. Lindsay)

any part

'

:

ait sacnim esse quodcunque more et instituto
civitatis consecratum sit, sive sedis sive ara sive
locus sive pecunia sive quid aliud, quod dis

quod autem
privati suae religionis causa aliquid earum reruni
deo dedicent, id pontifices Romanos non existimare sacrum.' We may thus infer that before
the completion of the city-State and its organization, and probably for some time afterwards,
the spots supposed to be inhabited by numina
were loca religiosa, and this is borne out by the
fact that places such as those which had been
struck by lightning, the Lacus Curtius in the
Forum, and others to which popular superstition
attached ill omen, were loca religiosa. The term,
therefore, though often applied to objects simply
because they had not undergone the rites necessary
to make them sacra (e.g., tombs, sarella, etc.), seems
to take us back to a time Avhen the civilizing and
reassuring influence of the State had not yet fully
done its work in bringing the divine inhabitants
dedicatum atque consecratum

sit

of the city into happier relations

;

human

wdth the

But, when once a deity had been sucpopulation.
cessfully settled in a particular spot, with ceremonies about the efficacy of which no one could
have any doubt, since tliey were authorized and
carried out by the State authorities, there was no
further cause for any vague apprehensions about
his attitude to the people ; if duly propitiated, and
especially on the anniversary of the dedication of
the spot, he would be retained as a member of the
community, unless, indeed, some enemy could persuade him to desert it (evocare) ; and his attitude
should be beneficent. All places in which deities

were thus settled were designated by the word
sacer.

Strictly speaking, it was the ground they occuwas thus styled ; and it was matter of no

pied that

be erected on it. When a
temple or altar had been destroyed, the ground
still remained sacer.
The general word for such a
place, without any special reference to what was
erected there, wa.sfanum; the simplest kind of
erection was a sacellum, i.e., as Trebatius defined
it (Gell. VII. xii. 5),
locus parvus deo sacratus cum
there
ara,' and without a roof (Festus, p. 422)
were many of these in the city, even in the time
of Augustus.
But the holy place might be a grove
or an opening within it (luc^is), a cave like the
a
hearth
like that of Vesta, or an archLupercal,
way, as that of Janus. All these were loca sacra,
if they had been duly dedicated and consecrated.
The oldest example, so far as we know, of a house
erected for the dwelling of a deity is the iEdes
Vestte, which was round, like the earliest form of
Italian house (A Companion to Latin Studies^, ed.
J. E. Sandys, Cambridge, 1913, p. 217)
this was
dedicated to the deity and consecrated, but wanted
the inauguratio of the aiigurs, which was necessary
for a templum. This word was applied to a building
erected on a locus sacer, which had been not only
dedicated and consecrated, but also inaugurated according to the technical system of which the augurs
held the secrets, and of which we have but little

moment what might

•

;

;
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knowledge. When a building with its site
had been dedicated by the State, consecrated by the
Pontifices, and inaugurated by the augurs, it was
not only the dwelling of the deity, but was in all
respects of good omen, and might even be used for
definite

—

what we should

call secular purnoses e.g., for the
a.ssembling of the Senate.
aocument, in later
times at least, in the form of an
inscription, was
drawn up by the Pontifices, recording the dedicathe
amount of consecrated land, the rites to
tion,
be performed, and other points ; this was the
lex drdicationis or lex templi.
(See Marquardt,
and, for the whole subject of loca sacra,
p. 27Ufl'.
ib. p. 145 ff. ; Wissowa', p. 467 fT. ; Aust, p. 209 tf.)
As the collegium of augurs was certainly in
existence in this first period of the Roman religion,

A

;

is po.s8ible that a few templa, in the proper
sense of that word, may have come into being
before the end of it.
But, if we once more interrogate the Fasti, we shall find that the oldest festivals (see above, p. 822), with hardly an exception,
are connected with
places that had not been subit

jected to inaxiguratw, though they were /oca *acra.
The Robigalia, for example, was held at a grove, the
Vestalia at the .<Edes Vesta;, the Lucaria at a grove,
the Consualia at an underground ara, the Opiconsivia in the Regia, as also the Agonia of Jan. 9,
the Opalia at an altar in the Forum, the Feralia
at burial-places, the Lupercalia at the Lupercal,

and the Regifugium in the Comitium (see Fowler
under head of these festivals). The evidence seems
convincing that, when the Fasti were drawn up,
there were no templa technicallj' so called. Where,

we hear of a sacrifice at a spot
known to have existed in later
322), we are not justified in in-

as at the Quirinalia,

where a templum

is

times (Fowler, p.
ferring that it took place originally in such a
building ; there, as in other cases (Aust, de
yEdibus sacris Populi liomani, Marburg, 1889, p.
33), the temple was without doubt preceded by a
sacellum.
V.

Ritual of worship. —The

Roman's

ritualistic dealing
in sacrifice and

basis of

the

with his deities con-

prayer, the two being, so
On iminvariably combined.
portant occasions, and for particular reasons, these
were performed in the course of a procession or
circuit round some object land, city, army, or
instruments, such as arms and trumpets or, again,
the whole Roman people, if supposed to be in need
of purification from some evil influence; in this
extended form the ritual was called lustratio ; and
this ceremonial was perhaps the most characteristic, not only of the Roman, but of all ancient
Italian forms of worship.
Sacrifice (sacrificium), as the word itself implies, was an act of making over to the deity some
property more or less valuable, the meaning of
sacer, as has already been explained, being that
which belongs to a deity.' The nature of the
sisted
far as

we know,

—

'

—

'

'

sacrificium, as

Marquardt puts it (p. 169), depended
partly on the functions of the deity, partly on the
object to be attained by the worshipper. The
Roman husbandman oQered the firstfruits of all
his crops to the numina who were concerned with
their welfare (VVissowa*, p. 409), and this practice
survived in the State in various forms e.g., the
Vestals plucked the first ears of corn in May for
the purpose of making sacred cakes, and the
Flamen Dialis did the same with the grape-crop in
August, with prayer for the .safety of the whole
;

Unbloody sacrifices of a
p. 204).
similar kind also survived, not only in the daily
private worship of the family and at the restingplaces of the dead, but in the ritual of the festivals
which descended directly from an earlier pastoral
and agricultural life ; e.g., at the Parilia in April
we hear of baskets of millet, cakes of the same.
vintage (Fowler,
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pails of milk, etc. (Ovid, Fasti, iv. 743 fF.) ; and at
the Vestalia in June the Vestals offered sacred
cakes made, in antique fashion, of the ears which

they had plucked in May (niola salsa). But the
evidence of the Fasti shows that we cannot get
back to a time when animal-sacrifices were not
also in use ; and this is in entire accordance with
the nature of Italian husbandry, which was
always more occupied with the rearing of cattle
than with the raising of crops. The wealth of the
ancient Roman farmer consisted chiefly of cattle,
and in State festivals we are not surprised to find
that animal-sacrifices formed the staple of the
worship. The animals most commonly sacrificed
were oxen, sheep, and pigs ; but the pig, as the
cheaper and less honourable animal, was rarely
used except in conjunction with the other two, or
as a piacular sacrifice a term to be explained
below. The technical word for the slain animal,
if ox, bull, or cow, was victiina ; if any kind of

—

sheep, hostia. Male victims were employed in the
worship of male deities and female victims in the
worship of female deities, in later times at least ;
but, in view of the uncertainty of sex in the

most ancient deities, it may be doubted whether
this held good in our first period.
But, so far as
our information about the ritual of the earliest
festivals reaches, we know that a ram was the sacrifice to Janus, a heifer to Jupiter (this was Jupiter
Feretrius [Festus, p. 204]), and at the Fordicidia,
presumably to Tellus, a pregnant cow to Mars in
;

the lustratio agri, presently to be described, ox,
sheep, and pig. Of ancient usage also was the
sacrifice of a dog at the Robigalia in April, and of
a horse to Mars, as has already been mentioned,
on Oct. 15. Of human sacrifice in the usual sense
of tlie term there ^is no trace ; but it might
happen that in a season of great peril or pestilence
the children born between March 1 and May 1
were made over to the god (ver sacrum), and, when
they had grown up, were driven out of the Roman
territory (Festus, p. 519 ; Liv. xxii. 10, xxxiii. 44).
The sacrificial ritual of the altar was extremely
elaborate in later times, and it is impossible to say
hdw much of it was in use at the time of which we
are now treating ; it may best be studied in Marquardt, p. 180 ff. All that need be said here is that
the victim, which must be unblemished, was slain
by the assistants of the priest, after its head had
been sprinkled with fragments of the mola salsa,
or sacred cake (immolatio), and with wine ; that in
all ordinary sacrifices its internal organs were
carefully examined, and, if of good omen, were
placed upon tlie altar, while the rest of the animal
was eaten.
can have little doubt that the
examination of the liver, etc. formed a part of the
ceremonial in the earliest period, since the object
was to determine whether the deity would be
satisfied with the condition of the animal ofiered
him, and especially with those vital parts Avhich
were to be his share ; but the extraordinary
development of the minutiae of this practice belongs to a later time. At what precise point in
the ceremony the prayer was said does not seem to
be known but it was probably during the laying
of the exta on the altar.
The priest or other
person who uttered it had his head covered, to
shut out all evil influences or omens from his eyes,
while a tibicen played the tibia in order to secure
the same result for the ears all bystanders maintained a strict silence (Marquardt, p. 175 ff.). As
is seen below, the prayer was the expression of a
desire, if not a claim, on the part of the sacrificers,
that the deity would consider favourably such
wishes and interests of theirs as were within the
range of his activity, either by averting evil or by
To obtain the desired
doing positive benefit.
result, every detail, both of sacrifice and of prayer.

We

,

;

;

had to be gone through correctly ; and a slip in
either or any accidental hindrance, such as the
stopping of the music of the flute-player, made it
necessary to begin the whole ritual over again, and
In this
to offer a piaculum, or apologetic sacrifice.
case the victim was usually a pig, and there -was

no necessity to examine its entrails it was offered
whole or consumed by the priests (ISIarquardt, pp.
On great occasions such a piaculum
179, 185).
was ofl'ered on the day before the festival, in order
once for all to expiate any omission that might
happen but it is possible that this was one of the
later developments of the jus divinum (the victim
in this case was a porcus prcecidaneiis [Gell. IV.
vi. 7].)
Undoubtedly, however, it was in the
;

;

period of religious organization within the
State that this extraordinary precision in ceremonial detail had its beginning. It was itself the
result of that peculiarly Roman conception of the
supernatural which has already been touched upon.
It was the outward expression of that vague fear
of the unknown which we must attribute to the
he did not know his deities intiearly Roman
mately, did not of himself know how to approach
them with confidence, and might at any moment,
for all he knew, be doing or saying things which
would put them in evil mood towards him. It was
just here that the State came to the rescue ; and
the unbound-Bd confidence of the early Roman in
his State authorities, both civil and religious, his
habit of unquestioning obedience to them, and his
sense of obligation or duty, in both private and
public life, are largely, perhaps mainly, due to his
feeling of helplessness as an individual in his
relation with the unseen world.
shall have
to trace later the decay of this confidence and
sense of duty (pietas), as the Roman mind became
subjected to new influences, and as the extreme
formularization of the old cults gi'adually destroyed aU their life and meaning. But in these
early stages of the Roman State the religious disfirst

:

We

minute ritual unquestionably had certain
good and useful results (see Fowler, p. 344 ff'.).
Before we leave the subject of ritual, it may be as
well to illustrate it, in the most highly developed
form which it took in this period, from the ceremony of lustratio, in which sacrifice, prayer, and
procession were combined. The most remarkable
record which we have of such a ceremony is not
indeed Roman, but belongs to the Umbrian town
of Iguvium
it is an inscription of great length,
containing a mass of detail for the instruction of
the priests taking part in the lustratio of a sacred
hill [ocrisfisius)
it is in the Umbrian dialect, and
diflicult of interpretation, but it entirely confirms
all we know of this religious process from Roman
sources (Biicheler, Umbrica, 1883). The object of
this process of lustratio, as explained by Wissowa
(1) to purify the object round
(p. 390), was twofold
which the procession went from all evil that might
be lurking there, and so to obtain the goodwill
(pax) of the deities concerned with it (' pacem deum
exposcere'); (2) to protect it, by the aid of the
god thus obtained, from all hostile influences,
the circuit taken being a boundary within which
no evil could come if the victims before their
slaughter were driven round it according to the

cipline of

;

;

:

This explanation
traditional order.
be taken as representing the Roman idea of
historical times, and it is not necessaiy here to tiy
to penetrate behind it into the notions of primibut it may be remarked that one at
tive man
least of the lustrations of the old Roman calendar,
that of the Palatine hill by the Luperci on Feb.
15, presents very peculiar features, which cannot
altogether be explained in this way (see Fowler,
p. 310 ff. ), and also that the boundary line of city
or ager, being carefully followed each year on
prescribed

may

;
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these occasions, was thus kept accurately in remembrance.
But the typical Instratio of which we know tlie
details is that of the Ambarvalia in May, itself
developed bej'ond doubt from the lust ratio of the
farm by the Roman husbandman, of which the
detail has been preserved to us in Cato's treatise
on agriculture.
have to follow Cato, applying his account to the developed festival of tiie
have
sufficient
evidence that the
we
city ; but
latter was conducted on the same lines (Cato, de
Agncultiira, 141). The procession of victims, bull,
sheep, and pig the most valuable property of the
Roman pas<sed all round the lields just as the
crops were ripening, and therefore most liable to
injury from storm or disease. Three times they
went round the land at the end of the third round
.

We

—

—

;

they were sacrificed, and a solemn prayer was
recited, which, according to Cato's formula, ran
thus (we must suppose that the Fratres Arvales,
who were the priests presiding at the Ambarvalia,
used a similar formula, on an extended scale, for
the State land)
:

Father Mars, I pray and beaeech thee to be willing and
propitious to me, my household, and my slaves for the which
object I have caused these victims to be driven round my farm
and land. I pray thee, keep, avert, and turn from us aU
disease, seen or unseen, all desolation, ruin, damage, and unseasonable influence I pray thee, give increase to the fruits,
the com, the vines, and the plantations, and bring them to
a prosperous issue. Keep also in safety the shepherds and
their flocks, and give good health and vigour to me, my house,
and household. To this end it is, as I have said namelj', for
the purification and making due lustration of my farm, my land
cultivated and uncultivated that I pray thee to bless this
threefold sacrifice.'
'

;

;

—

—

At

all

these religious ceremonies the sacrificing

priest, and all magistrates who had the right of
sacrificing (in this period the Rex only), wore a
The most regular and characterpeculiar dress.

one was the purple-bordered robe called toga
which was also worn by children, both
Doys and girls, up to the age of pubeity, probably
because they had originally taken part as acolytes

istic

prcetexta,

{camilli, camilke) in the sacrifices of the family
(see Fowler, in CIE x. [1896] 317 ff.). But the mo.st

who were attached to particular
and whose sacrificial functions were continuous throughout the year, had special insignia
of their own, which they wore at all times to
distinguish them, and so to avoid the many causes
of pollution with which they might accidentally
meet. The Flamines had an apex, or leathern cap,
in which was fixed an olive twig with a wisp of
white wool (Serv. ad JEn. ii. 683), and their wives
(flaminicce) a tutiUus, or raised head-dress, bound
with a purple fillet. The Vestals wore a white
robe, and, when .sacrificing, a thick white veil
with purple stripe (see, for this sujflbulum, J. H.
Middleton, Ancient Rome in 1885, London, 1885,
The Salii, when performing their dances,
p. 199).
etc., wore a primitive military dress, the trahea
and tunica picta the Luperci ran round the
Palatine hill at the Lupercalia, girt Avith skins,
probably those of the victims (Marquardt, p. 444,
note 3) ; the Fratres Arvales were conspicuous
by a crown of corn-ears made fast with white
ancient priests,
cults,
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of a State who liy experience and
had learnt how to deal with them.
3. Tills being not only an essential, but the most
essential, part of the duties of the State, there was
no real distinction Ijetween the jus sacrum and
the former was a part of the latter,
t\uijus civile
and always continued so (cf. Cic. dc Ltgibus, bks.
ii. and iii.).
4. So,
too, there is no original distinction
between priest and magistrate
they were both
autliorities

tradition

;

;

concerned in conciliating the divine inhabitants of the city.
It was not a poet or
prophet, but a King, and a priest-king, to whom
tlie Romans attributed the origin of their religious
organization (Aust).
5. This inseparable union of State and religion
had important and valuable effects on the Roman
character ; the State was more to the individual
than perhaps in any community ancient or modern.
But the religion, as a religion, had an insufficient
alike

'

'

vitality.
6. This was chiefly because it was originally
based on a feeling of fear, which was never wholly
shaken oif. It was mainly negative in character ;
i.e., the range of its prohibitions was far larger
than that of its precepts. It can hardly be said
that the moral law was enforced by it ; and there
was a distinction between what was due to one's
fellow-men (jus) and what was due to the gods

(fas).
7. The one feature of this religion which had
a moral value was the constant and indispensable
attention to the details of duty ; if these were not
duties to a deity who is righteous, and the source
of all righteousness, yet they were duties that
must be fulfilled and they constituted a righteous
dealing towards the divine beings, which created
a claim upon them to deal righteously towards the
Roman, and to hinder and destroy his enemies,
human and material. Beyond this we cannot go
the pietas of the old Roman was a valuable quality
in itself, but it never led hun to base his daily
conduct upon higher motives than obedience to
the State and its authorities as mediators between
himself and a dangerous spiritual world. It would
always have been difficult for a Roman to appreciate
the story of Antigone.
;

;

II. Second Period
(From the Etruscan kings to the war

AN'ith

Hannibiu).

The religious system which has been described
belonged exclusively to the State proper, i.e. to
the patricians, or members of the old patrician
gentes no plebeian or outsider had any part in
This
it whatever, either as priest or as worshipper.
will be easily understood after what has already
been explained as to the relation of the divine
and the human members of the State ; the former
had no existence apart from the latter, and, as the
State consisted of the patrician gentes, the deities
who had taken up their abode in that State had, of
course, no dealings with any others, and could be
approached only by those who had entered into
fillets (Gell. VII. vii. 8).
relations with them.
But by the 7th cent. B.C. a
considerable population was growing up in the
From what has been said in this sketch of the city and its territory which did not belong to
Roman religion in its earliest form as a concern the old gentes, and whose cults and deities were
of the State, the following characteristic points altogether outside of the religion of the State
should have become conspicuous.
With the origin of this population we are
proper.
1. The Roman believed himself to live in the
not here concerned what is of importance for our
midst of a population of spiritual beings (numina), present purpose is to note that there is very strong
whose attitude towards him was a doubtful one, evidence that the last three kings of Rome were
and continually influenced by what he did or said. not Romans but Etruscans, acd that the patrician
2. As a consequence, it was
nece.ssary for him to State succumbed for a time to an invasion of that
be on good terms with them, and this could be great Etruscan power which at this time spread
securely accomplished only by the constituted itself over central Italy, entering into relations
'

;

;

;

'
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not only with the Latins of the Campagna, but
with the Greeks of Ciiniaj and the vestern coast.
The consequence was a great and permanent revolution, not only in the political institutions,
but in the religious system of the State. The
second of these kings, generally known as Servius
Tullius, admitted the plebeians to the army, and
divided the city and its territory into four tribes,
comprising all free men, whether patricians or
plebeians, who occupied a certain amount of land.
The last king, Tarquinius Superbus, has all the
characteristics of the tyrant the Roman territory
was extended, the aristocracy of the patrician
gentes was oppressed, while the unprivileged
classes were brought forward and utilized.
great religious development accompanied the
political one, of which we can distinctly trace two
1 ) the admission of the
features
plebeians to a
share in the worship of the State ; (2) the introduction of new deities and worships, of one new
and important priesthood, and of new methods of
approaching the divine protectors of the State,
both old and new. In the period we have now
before us the old worships continued to exist as
before, for the Romans held tenaciously to every
custom and cult which they had at any time recognized ; but the Rome that in the three following
centuries extended her dominion over Italy, Sicily,
and Sardinia could not but extend at the same
time the range of her deities and her worship.
Conquest, commerce, alliance, and, we may add,
even peril and pestilence brought new additions
If a community was
to her divine population.
conquered by her, its deities and their cult came
into her hands, and she must either continue their
worship within the conquered city or invite them to
take up their abode at Rome (Marquardt, p. 35 fit".).
Again, if the State was in peril, either from
enemies or from pestilence, it might be necessary
to call in the aid of new deities where the old ones
seemed to be of no avail for, as the dominion and
intercourse of the State were extended, it came
into contact with deities of whom the Roman
authorities knew nothing, and who needed special
invocation by experts in the right methods. Thus,
while the list of the di indigetes was closed for ever,
that of the di novensides, the new-comers, was
continually being increased ; new and startling
forms of worship were seen in the city, and
temples were frequently being vowed and dedicated both to old deities and to new ones to old
deities under new names and forms, and to new
ones who consented to take up their abode in or
just outside the city. It is a period of religious
activity as constant and vigorous as the political
but it can be sketched in this article only in
:

A

:

(

;

—

;

outline.
I. The first and perhaps one of the best authenticated examples of the introduction of new cults at
Rome is the foundation on the Aventine, outside
the pomeriitm, of a temple of Diana. This was
universally attributed to Servius Tullius, and is
described by Varro {de Ling. Lat. v. 43) as ' commune Latinorum Diance templum.' Now, the
famous cult of Diana at Aricia, which has become
familiar to us since the publication of Frazer's
Golden Bough, was undoubtedly the centre-point
of a Latin league which succeeded that of Alba
Longa ; and the inference is that the headship of
that league was now transferred from Aricia to
Rome, and with it the cult of Diana, who will
not be found (see above) in our list of the di
This was a temple in the full sense of
indigetes.
the word, and its lex dedicationis, or lex templi,
became the model for all later ones (CIL xii.
Later on it contained, after the fashion
4333).
Avhich began in this period, a statue of the
goddess modelled on the type of the Ephesian

Artemis, and borrowed from her cult at Massilia
(Strabo, iv. 180).
(For further details and references in connexion with this important event in
the history of the Roman religion see Wissowa's
exhaustive art. 'Diana,' in his ed. of Pauly's
Real-Encyclopddie. )
2. To the same period of Etruscan influence,
and traditionally ascribed to Tarquinius Superbus,
belongs a far more famous sanctuary, and one
destined to be for ever the central religious point
of the Roman dominion
this is the temple of
Jupiter Optimus Maximus, Juno, and Minerva, at
the north end of the Capitoline hill, where its
foundations,
showing unmistakable signs of
Etruscan design, may still be seen (Middleton,
The combination of three deities in a
p. 232).
single cult and a single temple was foreign to
Rome, though not uncommon in Greece and,
though we do not know why Juno and Minerva
shared this great temple with Jupiter (who was at
all times the great object of worship there), we
infer that the trias came with Italian names from
Etruria, where it represented an original ti'ias
(Tinia, Thalna, Minerva) introduced under Greek
The temple was on a scale of magnifiinfluence.
cence utterly unknown to the primitive Roman
builders it was divided into three parts by two
lines of pillars, and thi-ee cellce at the northwestern end contained statues of the three deities,
with Jupiter in the middle holding his thunderbolt.
Such a foundation indicates a very great
change in the religious ideas of the Romans, and
the researches of recent times have placed it
beyond all reasonable doubt that it was meant to
overpower all the old cults of the patrician gentes
by exhibiting in the utmost splendoiar one which
should be common ground for patrician and
plebeian alike, and wlaich should symbolize the
unity of the Roman State in its new form the
;

;

:

—

form in which it was destined to advance in fame
and dominion till it overshadowed all the States of
the civilized world (see J. A. Ambrosch, Studien
und Andeutungen, Breslau, 1839, p. 205 fF.). At
the same time, in all probability, was also built
the temple of Jupiter Latiaris on the Alban
hill, which henceforward took the place of the
temple of Diana in uniting the members of
the Latin league in a religious worship (Fowler,
95 ff".).
In close connexion with this great 'temple there
in new usages of the utmost importance in
the history of the Roman religion. The dies
natalis, or dedication day, of the temple was
Sept. 13, and on this day took place the epiduin
Jovis, when the images of the three deities were
decked out as for a feast, and the face of Jupiter
was painted red with minium ; the magistrates
and Senate partook of a meal in wliich the deities
were supposed also to share. We do not know for
certain at what date this practice began, but it
is by no means impossible that in one form or
another, though hardly perhaps as a completely
anthropomorphic conception of the deities concerned, it may be attributed to the same period as
the temple (Marquardt, p. 348 cf. Fowler, p. 218).
This temple also was the goal of the triumphal
procession of the victorious king or consul, who
was then dressed and painted like the statue of
Jupiter himself ; and the games (liidi votivi, afterwards ludi Romani), which he had vowed to hold
in honour of the god if victorious, were originally
celebrated on the same day.
3. The most important of all the innovations
of this age was the introduction into the temple of
the so-called' Sibylline Oracles, under the influence
p.

came

;

which an entirely new system of ritual Mas
brought into vogue. This must now be explained
in some detail.
(For the Capitoline temple and

of
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Jupiter see esp. Aust's art. 'Jupiter,' in Koscher,
iii. 705 ff.)
According to the familiar Roman story, these
'oracles' were pressed on the last king of Home
by the Sibyl of Cumse herself, and he finally took
from her three books of them, which were preserved in the Capitol ine temple. It may be that
the Romans first made acquaintance with the
Cumrean Sibyl at this time but it is highly probable that the story was invented to give credit
to the verses which from time to time were invented by the Roman priests themselves to suit
particular exigencies of the State (H. Diels,
;

Sibyllinische Blatter, Berlin, 1890). What is certain
is that these verses contained not prophecies of

future events, but religious 'prescriptions' as
remedies for alarming prodigies, pestilences, etc.,
and that these had nothing to ao with the old
Roman worship of the di indigctes, but involved
the introduction of new deities, or of old ones in a
new form, and of new ceremonies of a kind much
more sensational, if the word may be used, than any
yet seen in the city. The intercourse with Cumte
and the Greek cities thus led directly to great
of
changes and, though;it was the immediate result
the Etruscan dynasty, there can also be no doubt
was
that the change it brought about
accepted by
the patrician aristocracy which succeeded that
and
that
they manipulated the new
dynasty,
'
with far-reaching efi'ects. The verses
oracles
were committed to the care of a new patrician
priesthood, consisting of two members, the dtioviri
sacris faciundis ; on the authorization of magistrates and Senate they were from time to time
consulted by these priests, who then announced
(without divulging the verses themselves) the
;

'

recommended
their
result of
inquiries, and
certain rites as the necessary remedies for the
Thus it is at once clear that
evils to be averted.
the governing class acquired in this way the legal
of
means
metamorphosing the whole Roman religious system ; and it is hardly too much to say
that they succeeded in doing it.
4. It was just after the abolition of the kingship,
according to the Roman chronicles, that the new
priesthood first introduced a new worship ; in 493
B.C. was built the temple of the Greek trias Demeter,

Dionysus, Persephone, under the Roman names
Ceres, Liber, Libera.
Apollo, with whom the
Sibyl had always been closely connected, followed
soon, in 431 B.C.
Among other Greek deities
introduced in the same way were Artemis as
as
Venus (the latter an old
Diana, Aphrodite
Italian deity of the garden), and iEsculapius. All
these were worshipped with the Htus Grcecus,
which henceforward was recognized as equally
legitimate with the ritus Romanus e.g., the head
of the sacrificing priest, which in Roman usage was
always covered, as has been described above, Avas
in the ritus Grcecus uncovered (Marquardt, p. 186).
This is the only detail of the new sacrificial ritual
of which we have certain knowledge but there
were other ceremonies introduced by the same
agency which had a more important bearing both
on the Roman religion and on its character. In
the year 399 B.C., as we learn from Livy (v. 13),
what was called a lectisternium was for the first
time ordered by the Duoviri ex Sibyllinis libris,'
in consequence of an alarming pestilence.
For
eight days Apollo and Latona, Hercules and Diana,
Mercurius and Neptunus, were seen reclining on
couches in Greek fashion, and appearing to partake
of a meal laid out on a table in front of each of
them ; the figures were wooden puppets richly
robed, and rested with their left arms on cushions
Here there seem to be at least one
(pulvinaria).
or two of the old Roman deities ; but we soon
discover that Diana is really Artemis Latona,
;

;

'

;

Leto

;
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Mercurius, Hermes; Neplium^, I'oseidon

;

and we can guess that, though the experts may
have believed that the foreign gods were more
efficacious for the purpose in hand, it was desirable
to propitiate the people by introducing some of
them at least under familiar names. These Icctisternia were frequently repeated, and came to
form the essential part of the supplicationes, or
festivals of prayer and intercession, which were
ex Sibyllinis libris,'
also ordered uy the Duoviri
though sometimes also by the Pontifices and Senate
(Marquardt, p. 48), and consisted of processions and
'

worship at each place where the

go(ls

were exposed

It is noticeable that,
to view, as described above.
while on the old Roman system the priest alone
took part in religious rites and was alone admitted
to a temple, here the whole populace was expected to view the processions ; men, women, and
cliildren prostrated themselves in prayer before
the images of the gods, or crowded into the new

temples (Liv.

iii.

5, 7).

mark the

first
appearance of a
tendency, constantly recurring in later Roman
history, to seek for a more emotional expression
of religious feeling than was afforded by the old
forms of sacrifice and prayer, conducted as they
were by the priest on behalf of the community

These

without

rites

its active

participation.

It

would seem

the sensitiveness of the human fibre of a
primitive community increases with its increasing
complexity and with the greater variety of experience to which it is exposed ; and, in the case of
Rome, as if the simple ancient methods of dealing
with the divine inhabitants who had been induced
to settle on the site were felt to be no longer
adequate to the needs of a State which was steering

as

if

to empire among so many difiiculties and
It is not, indeed, certain that the new rites,
or some of them, may not have had their prototypes in old Italian usage (see Marquardt, p. 46 ;
bowler, p. 218) ; but what we can be sure of, so far
as our evidence can carry us, is that the emotional
its

way

perils.

element was wholly new.

In Livy's accounts

we

seem to see a sense of sin, or at any rate of pollution a something wrong in the relation of the
State to the supernatural, which did at times show
itself in the ancient world, as, e.g., at Athens in
the 6th century B.C. No doubt it indicates, both at
Rome and at Athens, the presence of a new population, or at any rate of one outside of political
privilege, which cannot rely upon the efficacy of
methods in which it has no share and of which it

—

knows nothing — a population

left out of account
to a great extent in the dealings of the State with
the gods, and therefore the more liable to anxiety
and emotion. If we can judge of this period of

Roman

religious history by the general tendency
of the policy of the Roman Government, we may
see here a deliberate attempt to include the new
in worship of a kind that would calm
population
its fears and satisfy its emotion, while leaving
uncontaminated the old ritual which had served
the State so long.
But there are not wanting signs in this period
that the old religious forms were being cared for
and developed in new ways ; and this is more
particularly ob\aous in the last century before the
war with Hannibal, This brings us to a consideration of the part played after the expulsion
of the last king by the two great colleges of
Pontifices and augurs, who, as we have seen, were
during the regal period only the consulting staff
The patrician
of the Rex in religious matters.
aristocracy used them with consummate skill in

establishing their control over all religious aspects
of the State's business ; and it was not till the
year 300 B.C. that plebeians were admitted to
them, though long before that date (in 367, Liv.
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37) the Duoviri had been increased to ten, half
be plebeians.
This collegium \y&s originaMj
5. The Pontifices.
of the sacred number three (Marquardt, p. 241), -was
increased to nine in tliis period as the business of
the office grew, and later rose to fifteen. Of these

vi.

of

whom must

—

members the Pontifex maximus was at all times
both nominally and really the head, Avhile the
others formed his consilium, according to Roman
magisterial practice on him devolved, when the
kingship was abolished, the whole of the functions of the Rex in relation to the jus divinum;
i.e. the sacra of the State, in the widest sense of
the word, were in his care. The Vestals, the Rex
sacrorum, and the three great Flamines were
selected by him under a process which placed them
in his poUstns as thej^ had been in that of the
Rex (see above) ; and he succeeded to the Regia
which had been the king's dwelling, and which
was close to tlie temple of Vesta, the heart of the
As he held his office for
State, on the Via Sacra.
life, and as under his presidency the collegium coopted its own members when vacancies occurred,
it may fairly be said that he was the most important and influential personage in the State during
this period
and this will be still more obvious if
we consider his powers and duties. These were
chiefly administrative, and may be explained under
two heads, as they aflected (1) the State in general,
and (2) the life and interests of families and
;

;

individuals.
The special sacrificial
(1) State
authority.
functions of the Rex, which were traditionally associated with his title, passed to the Rex saei'orum
but much ritualistic work remained for the PontiFor example,
fex maximus and his colleagues.

—

;

piacular .sacrifices, except those which were
undertaken after inspection of the Sibylline books
by the Duoviri, were ordered by, and carried out
under the supervision of, the Pontifices the books
of Livy abound with examples of this practice.
Events were constantly happening which required
such expiation, and it was only in extreme cases
that the Pontifices gave way to the Duoviri. All
prodigia, and especially the striking of any spot
all

;

by lightning, called for their action
(procuratio fulguris), and such places were under
their directions walled in and remained sacred.
Again, all vows (vota) made by magistrates e.g.,
in undertaking to build a temple, or to hold ludi,
in case of the successful issue of a war or other
enterprise were subject to ,the approval of the
Pontifices, who dictated the exact wording of the
No
vottim, and superintended its fulfilment.^
temple could be made over to a deity without
their sanction, and the terms of dedication as well
as the whole ritual to be followed were laid down
by them in the lex dedicationis. The reception
or building

—

—

or admission of new deities lay within their sphere
of action
and, though we do not hear of collisions
;

between them and the Duoviri

sacris faciundis,

we can hardly

suppose that the latter could have
resisted objections on the part of the higher collegium to any new cults brought in under their
But, as we examine the list of temple
auspices.
foundations of this period (see Aust, de jEdibus),
we seem to see that those which were due to the
Duoviri and the Sibylline books were most numerous in the first two centuries after the expulsion
of the last king, while a new period of pontifical
activity in this department seems to begin after
the opening of the collegium to the plebs in the
year 300 B.C. Between 273 and 264 B.C. we find
four temples dedicated to gods not of Greek but
to Census, Pales, Tellus, and
of Italian origin
Vertumnus and during the first Punic war to
:

;

1 Liv.

iv.

27

maximo, ludos

'

dictator,

:
.

.

.

vovit.'

praeeunte

A.

Cornelio pontiflce

the Tempestates, to Janus, to Jutuma, and to
Fons, all deities connected with water, who were
perhaps utilized, in the absence of any distinctively
Roman god of the sea, at a time when Roman
fleets were in continual peril. The Pontifices seem,
too, at this time to have been very active in inventing new deities on Roman lines and in harmony
Avith Roman ways of thinking of the divine
thus
abstractions, such as Salus, Fides, Spes, Pudicitia,
are provided with habitations, and a deity Argentinus, according to a highly probable conjecture of
Mommsen, was introduced when silver coins were
first struck in 268 B.C.
In fact, the Pontifices,
under the headship for many years in this 3rd
cent. B.C. of plebeians (Ti. Coruncanius [Liv. Ejnt.
xviii.], Ceecilius Metellus, from 243 to 224), were
so extremely active in this way that it is not
unreasonable to ascribe to them that strange
catalogue of deities called the Indigitamenta,
which is usually referred to a much earlier
time, and which is constantly quoted to prove
that the Romans of the earliest age invented and
named deities who presided over eveiy action of
their lives.
Varro copied this list from the libri
pontificum, and St. Augustine {de Civ. Dei, iv. 8 if.)
copied them from VaiTO to show the absurdities
of the Roman worship.
If, as the present writer
believes, these lists were merely the results of
pontifical invention in the age of which we are
speaking, and, though based on the ideas of the
spirit- world which were explained under period I.,
were never really popular, there is no need to
examine them here we may be content with
noting that they exemplify well the tendency to
what we may call a scientific theology, built up
on popular ideas, but coming far too late to have
any permanent efi'ect on the Roman conscience
if, indeed, they ever could have had any.
may see in Cunina, the cradle deity, in Iterduca,
the deity who attended the children to school,
in Sterculina, the dunghill spirit, and the rest, a
pontifical classification which probably had no
other eflect than to assist in taking the life out
of the old Roman's feeling towards the numina
around him an example of the process by which
a religious system was gradually killed by the
exaggeration of its own methods (see art. INDIGITAMENTA and, for the view given above,
Fowler, p. 341, and Eeligious Experience of the
Roman People, p. 159 ).
Two other functions pertaining to public administration remain to be mentioned.
First, they had
the entire charge of the calendar with its course of
It is not necessary here to go
religious festivals.
into the history of the Roman measurement of
time or the nature of their astronomical year but
all such matters, as well as the adjustment of
religious rites within the year, were absolutely in
the hands of this college, and the frequent necessity
for intercalation put a power into their hands
which, in later times at least, was often used for
purposes. Secondly, the archives of the
golitical
tate were in their keeping, and consisted of
records drawn up by themselves, both of religious
;

;

—

We

—

;

fl".

;

and

of political events.

—

Authority over private life. Every Roman
family had, like the State, its own sacra, which it
was bound to keep up as long as it existed, and
which ceased to exist when it came to an end we
have already noticed the worship of the door and
the hearth, and that of the dead ancestors, and to
(2)

;

these were no doubt added in some families special
cults of particular deities, as, e.g., that of Vejo\T[s
at Bovillse in the Julia gens. Thus every marriage,

every death of a paterfamilias, and every testasui juris was of importance
not only in the Avay in which we regard them at the
present day, but as afiecting the maintenance of

ment made by persons
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these sacra, which became eventiiallj' so often a
burden upon the family that a hcrcditas sine
sacris was a jiroverbial instance of good luck.
The supervision of all these matters, originally so
immensely important for the integrity and perjtetuity oi the Koman family, was the work of the
Tontilices.
The old patrician form of marriage by
confarrcatio, a rite or distinctly religious character
(De Marchi, p. H" ff.), could be completed only by
the consent and in the presence of the Pontifex

niaximus ; for by this process a new family was
created, of which the new sacra had to be organized by him.
For much the same reason the making of a will was a process of a sacred character, to
which the consent of the collegiitm was neces.sary.
In the days of the kings the Rex had presided on
occasions twice in the year, on March 24
24 (Monimsen, Romisches Staatsrecht, iii.
at
the Comitia Curiata (called on these days
375)
Calata), no doubt with the Pontihces as assessors ;
and to the Rex succeeded the Pontifex maximus,
as we may infer, though we have no direct e\^tliese

and

May

Once more, the
Marquardt, p.
\\\\o\e jus manium, i.e. the rules under which the
rites of burial wei"e conducted, and the yearly
dence

307).

(cf.

renewal of these at the Parentalia, the choice of
the last resting-place, and all questions as to the
right of a dead person to burial these matters
were a,lso wholly under the jurisdiction of the
If we try to appreciate the fact that
coUcrjivm.
such things were infinitely more important in the
of
the
eyes
early Roman population than they are
for us that the least flaw in carrying them out
might lead to very unpleasant consequences for
the family we shall begin to understand how
great and far-reaching was the power of the Pontifices over the conscience of the privatus homo
it
can be compared
to the power of the mediaeval
only
priest, and might have become a yoke on the
popular mind as heavj^ and as continuous, if the
Romans had been sensitive to threatened tenors
in another life, or if they had not come into contact
Avith the vmbelieving Greek even before this second
(For further details see
period came to a close.
art. Priest, Priesthood [Roman]
A. BouchdLes
dc
Vancienne Rome, Paris,
Leclercq,
Pontifes
1871 ^larqnardt, pp. 2.35-320; Wissowa^, p. 501 fl'.)
6. The Augures.
The collegium of Aiigures,
originally, like that of the Pontifices, three in
number with the Rex at the head, was also increased
to nine, and opened to the plebs in the eventful year
300 B.C. bj- the Lex Ogulnia. It stands apart from
the other priesthoods, inasmuch as it had nothing
to do with the actual worship of the gods its
activity was entirely concerned with the interpretation of omens, which were
sujiposed to ali'ect all
State business, including the appointment of priests,
the consecration of temples, the reaping of the
crops, and the meetings of assemblies for the
election of magistrates and the passing of laws.
Doubtless the Italian husbandman, before he had
become the citizen of a State, had been wont to
observe carefully all signs of weather, among which
would naturally be reckoned the movements of
birds and other animals in part such omens would
be based on experience and of some practical value,
in part also on fancj' and superstition.
The work
of the augurs in the city-State was to reduce these
a
to
as
the Pontifices reduced to a
signs
system,
sj'stem the details of worship and religious law.
Contiicting interpretations would lead to delays and
quarrels and it is most characteristic of the Roman
ideas of government that the whole authority in
such vital matters should be placed in the hands of
a collegium, in whose decisions the State and all its
members should have absolute confidence as the
interpretes Jovis, who could construct a system of
their own, hold their meetings in strict privacy (on
VOL. X.— 53

—

—

—

:

;

—

;
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the Nones of each month), and so relieve the minds
of the i)eople from constant scruple and doubt.
Every Roman magistrate of the highest rank
had the right of spectio, i.e. of taking the auspices;
but the college of augurs was the referee in all
doubtful cases, and in the city the magistrate was

accompanied by an augur when, rising at midnight, he took tiis position at the proper place in
order to observe the heavens (Marquardt, p. 401
and reti".). The details of augural lore wliich were
strictly followed on these occasions are very complicated, and imperfectly known and they have in
reality little to do with the religious beliefs of the
As an example we may cite the fact that,
people.
apart from the observation of the flight of birds
and of lightning, which was the chief subject of
;

the elal)orate systematization of this collegium,
that of the manner of feeding of the sacred
chickens was also developed under their superintendence if the chickens refused to feed, the
:

omen was bad

if
they so greedily devoured
that they dropped giains out of their bills, the
omen was good (Cic. de Divinatione, i. 15). It is
needless to say that such absurdities led to a
disbelief in the whole system among educated
men, though it was kept up for the benefit of the
ignorant and superstitious multitude and before
the close of our period we have a Consul in command of a fleet throwing the sacred chickens
(which every fleet and army carried with it) into
the sea because they would not feed (in 249 B.C.
;

;

[Liv. Epit. xix.]).

we

these two great collegia of the
it is necessary to point
out that these priests were in no sense what we
should now call ecclesiastics, set apart from the

Before

Pontifices

lea\'e

and Auguies,
'

'

world of laymen to live a holy life, to teach, and
to preach ; they might be magistrates as well as
priests, they taught no doctrine, they practised no
asceticism.
The religion which they represented
was one of works and not of faith ; .so long as the
cults were properly carried out and the omens duly
observed, ail was done that need be done for the
safety and prosperity of the State and its members.
As tiie jus divinum was part of the jus civile, so
were the priests to be reckoned among the ofhcials
of the State.
Only the most ancient ones, the
Vestals and the Flamines, were kept apart from
the rest of the population as being engaged in daily
sacrificial operations which Mould be ineffectual
if they were liable to contamination, and of these
the Vestals alone maintained their exclusive
priestly character to the last.

;

;

To sum up the
notice

characteristics of this period,

we

:

The introduction of numerous new deities and
both of Italian and of (xreek origin,
of a more showj' and emotional ritual, the
latter more especially under the direction of the
Sibylline books and their keepers, the duoviri sacris
1.

tiieir cults,

and

faciundis.
2. The systematization of the y?M rfJi'mMTn as an
essential part of the jus civile, or law of the State,
to such a degree that all the important acts of

Roman citizen, both public and i)rivate, were
regulated in their relation to the divine inhabitants of the city.
3. The rise to paramount power in the State of
the two great colleges by whom this regulation was
effected, and especially of the Pontifices.
a

;

III. Third Period
(From the war with Hannibal to the Empire,

218-31

The

religious system

examining

may

B.C.).

which we have been

so far

be described as the sum-total of
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those cults which were recognized and maintained by the State
this maintenance by the
In the
State was the unifying principle in it.
period now to be dealt with we shall find the
care of the State for the old cults becoming
rapidly relaxed, while at the same time new and
foreign ones are introduced of a kind much more
incompatible with the old Roman ideas than any
that had been adopted in the previous age, those
old ideas themselves being used more and more
for political purposes only, as the governing class
discovered that under the influence of Greek
the
it ceased to share them, while
f)hilosophy
ower population remained at least as superstitious as ever.
Here, then, the Roman Statereligion might be said to come to an end, so far
as it was an honest supervision of the relations
between the human and the divine population for
the mutual benefit of both a work of jnetas, a
performance of duty from genuine motives, with
the object of safeguarding the best interests of the
community. As Aust has well said (p. 57), the
subject now branches in three directions, if we are
to follow the liistory at Rome of those ideas which
may broadly be termed religious, though they no
longer combine to form a characteristic national
should have to trace the decay of
religion.
the old cults the growth of new beliefs or speculations about the nature of the gods, Fate, divination, and duty ; and, thirdly, the superstitious
notions of the masses and their increasing sensitiveness to the influence of exciting foreign
But to work all this out in detail
worships.
would be quite beyond the scope of this article.
It will be better (1) to give a brief account of the
immediate eti'ects of the war with Hannibal, both
during its continuance and afterwards, on the
religious feelings of the people and on the policy
of the governing class
(2) to sketch briefly the
all

;

—

We

;

;

influence of

Greek literature and philosophy

in

disintegrating the old religious ideas ; (3) to
summarize the actual results of these causes on
the national religion in the last two centuries B.C.
Even the decay of a religion is a valuable study
and perhaps there is no other example of decay so
well attested and so easily admitting of explanation.
(For detailed accounts of this period see
Marquardt, p. 57 tt'. ; Wissowa^, p. 60 ff. ; L.
Krahner, Grundlinien zur Gesch. des Verfalls der
romischen Staatsreligion, Halle, 1837, passim ;
Fowler, Religious Experience, pp. 314-356.)
;

i.

The immediate effects of the Hanni-

BALIC WAR.

— To

those unaccustomed to reflect
Roman histoiy it may seem
strange that a single war should be so far-reaching
in its results
and it is indeed true that our
comparative ignorance of the civil history of the
First Punic war, owing to the loss of Livy's
second decade, may incline us to attribute too
much to the Second. Yet there can be no doubt
that the prolonged struggle with Hannibal (218204 B.C.), carried on nearly all that time in Italy
itself, forms a turning-point in tlie history of the
Roman people and therefore of the Roman religion.
It was, in fact, a civil war as well as a struggle
with a foreign enemy the population of Italy as
well as of Rome suffered terribly, from pestilence
as well as slaughter the economy of tlie whole
peninsula Avas upset and at the end, when rest
and recuperation were so sorely needed, it was
found that another great war with Macedonia
was the necessary result of that with Hannibal,
and that Rome was but beginning a course of
conquest which was destined to change her whole
being, leaving hardly a trace of the old Rome

on the course of
;

;

;

;

we have been examining.
the most critical moments of the war
Livy records a number of ill-omened occurrences
whose

At

religious ideas

all

(prodigia) which were announced from various
places in the agcr Bomanus, together with the
directions given by the Decemviri or the Pontifices
for expiating them (procuratio).
These prodigia
seem to have been first made matter of record
during the First war with Carthage, for the work
of Julius Obsequens (Prodigiorum liber) originally
began in the year 247 B.C., as we gather from its

and it must have been at that date that Livy
was first able to embody them in his history. It
would seem, then, that in stress of war and public
danger the nervousness of the people was great,
and was met by special measures taken by the
religious authorities and it is to be noticed that
title,

;

these measures are almost without exception
derived from the Sibylline books; i.e., they were
not the old Roman methods of expiation, but
appeals to new methods and often to foreign
deities.
It was the belief of the people that the
old methods were insufficient, and the Roman
deities angry or indifferent.
It will suffice here
to mention the most remarkable of the new
which
are
recorded
prescriptions
during the Hannibalic war.
Livy tells us that in 218 B.C., after the battle on
the Trebbia, almost the whole community was
busy with the procuratio of a number of jn-odigia ;
the city was lustrated forty pounds of gold were
carried to the temple of Juno at Lanuvium
the
matrono} dedicated a bronze statue to Juno in
her temple on the Aventine ; a lectisternium was
ordered at Ctere, because the sortes of the oracle
there had shrunk
Fortuna in Algidum had a
supplicatio at Rome Juventas had a lectisternium,
and Hercules a supplicatio then the whole people
held a supplicatio circa omnia pulvinaria
and
a praetor was directed to undertake the fulfilment
of certain vows if the State should be in existence
ten years later.
Hoec procui'ata votaque ex libris
Sibyllinis,' adds Livy (xxi. 62), 'magna ex parte
levaverant aniraos religione'; i.e., these measures
served for the time to quiet popular scruple and
anxiety. But almost directly a new trouble seized
men's minds ; for the Consul Flaminius, the victim
of Trasimene, left the city to assume his command
without taking the auspices or making the usual
vows in the Capitol, fearing that for political
reasons the Senate might detain him by falsifying
the auspices a significant fact, if it be a fact ;
and his subsequent defeat and death thus served
only to increase the general panic. In the first
chapter of bk. xxii. Livy records a new series of
2Jrodigia of all kinds, and recourse was again had
to the Sibylline books, and fresh directions were
given for expiation, among which we notice the
growing Greek influence in the prominence of
Juno, the legendary enemy of the Trojans, from
whom the Romans were now beginning to believe
themselves descended.
After the disaster at
Trasimene the record becomes still more astonishBesides lectisteniia and supplicationes, the
ing.
Sibylline books directed the general vow of a
ver sacrum to be made (Liv. xxii. 9); i.e., if five
years later the State still existed in integrity, all
sheep, oxen, pigs, goats, etc., were to be dedicated
to the gods, according to the ancient Italian
and ludi were also vowed, to cost
practice
333, 333 J asses, the number three having a special
religious significance.
Lastly, the Decemviri
ordered a lectisterniuin of three days, in which
the twelve great Greek gods and goddesses
;

;

'

'

;

;

;

'

'

;

'

—

;

appeared under Roman names Zeus and Hera,
Poseidon and Athene, Ares and Aphrodite, Apollo
and Artemis, Hephsestus and Hestia, Hermes and
Demeter (Liv. xxii. 10). After the crushing defeat
at Cannae envoys were sent to Delphi to inquire
whether there was to be any end of these disasters ;
and during their absence the Decemviri ordered
:
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'sacrificia aliquot extraordinaria

'

(Liv. xxii. 57),

man
Greek man and woman, who
in the Forum Boarium — a

among which Livy mentions

that of a Gallic

and woman and a
were huried alive
horrible rite which is said to have survived even
into the Empire (Wissowa-, p. 421).
These examples will have made it clear that the
strong fibre of the Koman people was giving way
under constant peril and anxiety their belief in
supernatural agency was profound, but they knew
not what deity was persecuting them, or where to
turn for help, and were in danger of complete
;

All

demoralization.

the

religious

expedients

which Livy has recorded are the attempts of the
governing classes to quiet the minds of the people
by convincing them that no etlbrt was being spared
to set right their relations with the unseen world,
to vindicate themselves as mediators with the
hostile deities; but so far all had been in vain,
and the devices of the great colleges must have
been put to a very severe test. Fortunately the
worst was over, and only once during the course of
the war was the danger again so imminent. When
Hasdrubal was nearing Italy in 207 B.C., a fresh outbreak of prodigla was announced (Liv. xxvii. 37),
and again new measures were taken, in which we
once more note the prominence of Juno (Regina)
and the predominance of Greek features in the
Two years later
steps taken to appease her.
(20(3 B.C.) the Decemviri took a singular step in
tlie hope of persuading the people to hold out a
while longer until Hannibal should have evacuated
twelve years had passed and he was still
Italy
there, and both Rome and Italy were exhausted.
said
that they found in their books an
They
assertion that Italy could be freed from the
enemy only if the sacred stone of the Magna
Mater Idaea, the great goddess of Pessinus in
Phiygia, were brought to Rome. The king of
Pergamus, to whom the place and stone belonged,
gave his consent, and the sacred symbol was
conveyed to Rome, and received with relief and
rejoicing by an excited and now hopeful people.
Scipio was about to leave with his army for
Africa
a fine harvest followed
Hannibal was
forced to evacuate Italy the next year ; and the
did
goddess
everything that was expected of her
(FoAvler, p. 70). The day on which the stone arrived
was made a festival (April 4), called by the Greek
name Megalesia. No Roman was allowed to take
part in the service of the goddess, for such Oriental
worships were of a dangerously orgiastic character
it was, in fact, a dangerous remedy, though a potent
one.
Nevertheless, the Government was willing
within a few years to admit this stone into the
very heart of the ancient city it had been placed
at first in the temple of Victoria, but in 191 B.C.
was transferred to a temple of the Magna Mater
herself on the Palatine hill, dedicated in that
year (Aust, de ^dibits sacris, p. 22). With the
introduction of this cult, which was freely taken
up by all classes, we may connect the fashion
;

'

;

;

'

;

;

consulting Oriental astrologers, called by the
Chald(ei or viathematici, which continued
far into the period of the Empire, in spite of
frequent attempts to restrain it, as in 139 B.C.,

of

Romans

when they were
(Val.

Max.

I.

iii.

3

expelled from
and see the
;

Rome and

Italy

new Epitomes

of

Livy's sixth decade brought from Egypt by GrenfeU and Hunt, line 192 [Oxyrhynchus Papyri, pt.
The worship of Ma or Bellona from Cappaiii.]).
docia, and those of Isis and Mithras, were to follow

due course.
There can, indeed, be no doubt that both Romans
and Italians found their own narrow system of
religion quite inadequate to express what we may
call their religious experience of the last twenty
years
they had longed for aid and protection,

in

;
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and

for knowledge of the right way to address
themselves to the supernatural powers in whose
existence the great mass of them still profoundly
believed
and tiiey had invoked in vam, on the
old rigid methods, their own local and native
deities.
Undoubtedly the times had aroused
strong emotion of a religious kind, and this had
found no legitimate outlet.
still more striking
proof of this than even the introduction of the
Magna Mater is the extraordinary rapidity with
which the rites of Dionysus-worship, surreptitiously
introduced at this time, seized upon tlie minds of
men and women of all classes in the year 186 B.C.,
spread over a great part of Italy, and drove the
Government to interfere forcibly to save the State
from the moral disintegration which accompanied
;

A

The

is told in full
by Livy (xxxix. 8 ft".),
have a part of the decree by which
the Senate commissioned the Consuls to investigate
and check the mischief (CIL i. 43). This object
was achieved yet the Bacchus-cult was allowed
to remain, under strict supervision the best of
it.

and we

story

still

—

;

proofs, as

Aust observes

(p.

that the Stat«

78),

no longer possessed the power to satisfy
It must, indeed, be
the cravings of the masses.
remembered that the population of the city was
by this time of a very mixed character the true
Roman people had suffered severely in the wars
religion

;

and by pestilence, and their place was largely
taken by liberated slaves who were practically
without any religion of their own. To such, and
to their descendants, even Jupiter Optimus Maxiraus himself couJd hardly- appeal, for he was, in
fact, a political rather than a religious conception.
may take it as a fact that this population

We

found

and

little

little

comfort in the cults provided for

or no aid towards right conduct.

it,

All

that could be done was to keep it amused with
constant games and shows, which had been
originally of a religious character and limited to

single days, but now were secularized and freely
extended in length, and to keep it provided with
the means of existence. To provide it with a

common

religious belief or worship

was utterly

beyond the power of the Government. The old
dying religion could indeed be used, so far as its
forms went, for political purposes, to control the
naturally superstitious masses but it had lost its
unifying and comforting power.
;

ii.

The influence of Greek literature

AND PHILOSOriir.— The

Hannibalic war

the beliefs and the morale of

aflfected

all classes alike

;

the

Greek thought was to affect chiefly
and directly that upper stratum which was more
This critical
or less capable of comprehending it.
spirit had long been acting as a solvent in Greece,
not only on the ideas of the gods derived from the
old mythology, but on the local cults of the Greek
and in this
7r6\eis and the belief in their etMcacy
process it had been greatly assisted by the conquests of Alexander and the wars of his successors.
With the break-up of the keen individual life of
the Greek city disappeared the genuine relation of
the polytheistic Greek religion to the life of the
citizen
though the old city-cults lingered on in
outward form, they lost their real meaning under
the overshadowing power of deified kings and the
attempts of philosophers to provide a rational
critical spirit of

;

;

basis for the

daily conduct

Thus the Roman governing

of

the

individual.

when it came
Greek thought in

class,

rapidly under
the period with which we are now dealing, when
it began to develop a literature and to think, found
nothing to learn from the Greeks which could act
otherwise than as a solvent of its old religious

the influence of

ideas.

The very

first

example that we meet

destructive process

is

of

this

too striking to be omitted
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though it is no doubt possible to exaggerate
importance. Ennius, the first man of real
genius who wrote in Latin, among his many works
translated the rationalizing treatise of Euhemerus,
in which he attempted to explain the Greek gods
as merely ancient kings who had been deified an
idea quite in harmony with the prevailing practice
and this translaof the post-Alexandrian period
tion does not seem to have met with any disapproval at Rome. It is characteristic of the age
that the man who did more than any one before
Virgil to glorify tlie Roman character and
dominion should have struck the first direct
blow at the popular belief in the gods but Ennius
was no Roman himself, and he was perhaps
only expressing his personal views (Krahner,
It is doubtful whether the book became
p. 44).
it is mentioned only once in Roman
popular
literature (Cic. de Nat. Dcoi'um, i. 42, 119), and the
methods of publication were then but little understood ; but in other works Ennius shows the same
tendency (cf. the famous lines in his Telamo, based
on the teaching of Epicurus
Ego deum genus
here,

its

—

;

;

;

'

:

semper dixi et dicam crelitum, Sed eos non
curare opinor quid agat humanum genus,' etc.
[O. Ribbeck, Trag. Bom. Frag., Leipzig, 1897,
and in his Pythagorean work entitled Ejyip. 54])
channus he introduced the Romans to naturalistic
ideas of the gods which became the common property of educated men, and can be traced in the
writers of plays, in Lucilius, Cicero, and Varro.
But the two gi'eat systems of post-Aristotelian
philosophy which found place at Rome in the last
two centuries of the Republic had a far more profound and lasting effect on Roman religious ideas.
(The third, the New Academy, being neither positive nor constructive, but critical only, need not be
esse

;

considered here

Epicureanism

;

see art. Academy.)
Avas first in the field,

in gaining ground,

but was slow
and Rome produced no great

Epicurean but Lucretius the poet

nor did even he
become [lopular, for his direct and enthusiastic
denial of the value of rcligio, and his appeal to the
intellectual faculty of man to rid himself of the
degrading bondage of that rcligio, were not in
harmony with the Roman genius. Epicureanism
was to some extent popular on its practical side
(Cic. Tiisc. iv. 3, cle Div. ii. 50), with bad moral
eflects ; but, as taking no account of gods or cult,
except to put them aside as useless, it suited
neither the class that was responsible for the surviving forms of the Slate religion nor the lower
orders still steeped in superstition.
See art. Epi;

CUEEANS.
Stoicism, on the other hand, laid a strong grasp
on the best Roman minds its ideal man was in
many ways in keeping \vith tlie ideal Roman
character, and its cosmopolitanism suited the wide
range and the varied populations of the Roman
Empire. It did not deny the existence of the
;

even, as did the Epicureans, the
divine beings in the aflairs of the
world it postulated a Supreme Deity, identical
Avith Reason, Law, or Destiny, and left place for
the existence of subordinate deities by making
them functional emanations from the Supreme
One. As has often been observed, it had a strong
religious side, and with some of the ablest Romans
the teaching of an earnest and learned Stoic like
the intimate friend of Scipio the
Pantetius,
younger, and founder of what may be called
Roman Stoicism, became almost a substitute for
While Stoicism did nothing directly to
religion.
save the old cults from neglect or extinction, it
did much to save the educated Roman from the
contempt of all religion which Lucretius had expressed so vehemently, and even did something to
save him from moral disintegration. And at the
divine, or
interest of
;

very end of this period we meet with a very curious attempt, on Stoical principles, to harmonize
the old religious beliefs with philosophic theories
of the universe.
We have lost Varro's Antiquitates Divines, the counterpart of his Antiqiiitates

Humance

;

but we know enough about

it

from

surviving fragments, and from the criticisms of
Augustine and Tertullian, to be confident that it
was written not only from antiquarian interest,

but from a genuine desire to reconcile Stoic
theology with the prevailing ideas of the gods.
Krahner was the first to point out the importance
of Varro's work in the history of the decay of
the Roman religion, and he has been followed by
Marquardt and other writers. See art. Stoics.
Varro assumed the Stoic doctrine of the animiis
muneli, the divine principle permeating all material things, which, in combination with those
material things, constitutes tlie Universe, Nature,
God, Destiny, or whatever other name the Stoics
used to express it. The mundus is made up of the
four elements, and these partes mundi are also
divine, as are the various phenomena which they
In the 16th book of his work Varro
underlie.
co-ordinated this Stoic theory with the Grseco-

Roman State-religion of his age. The chief gods,
di preBcipui or selecti, represented the partes
mundi in various ways ; and even the difl'erence
of sex among the deities was explained by regardmale gods as emanating from the heaven,
female ones from the earth, according to a
familiar ancient idea of the active and passive
ing

and

all

all

factors of generation (Augustine, de Civ. Dei, vii. 23).
The Stoic theory of daemons was utilized in the
same way to find an explanation for semi-deities,
heroes. Lares, Genii, etc., and thus anotlier feature
of the old Italian religious mind was to be saved
from contempt and neglect. At the head of the
whole system was Jupiter, who seems to have been
recognized by the Stoics of the Roman school as

representing not only the heaven but even the

animus mundi itself (Cic. de Nat. Deor. ii. 1, 4);
and the various functional activities of this supreme god multiplied him under innumerable titles
(Tertullian, Apol. 14).
So, too, with tlie other
chief deities ; and thus another tendency of the old
Roman religion was skilfully worked into the new
system, viz. that tendency to see tlie supernatural
manifesting itself in innumerable ways expressed
by adjectival titles, and artecting all the details of
human action and suffering, of which the Pontifices
had taken advantage to construct their so-called
Indlgitamenta. But the deities of the Roman cults
had become so worn and indistinct with age that
in many or most cases their functions were no
longer clearly to be discerned, even by a learned
antiquarian like VaiTO and he was compelled to
include in a large class of di incerti those of whose
functional activity he could not be sure (Wissowa-,
;

p. 72).

Thus the one system

of iihilosophy which could
to the best type of Roman
mind was harmonized with the leading features of
the old beliefs in a way which was neither unreasonable nor ludicrous.
The people, Varro
seems to say, have neither time nor ability to
reason on these matters, and there are indeed
some things Avhich it is better that they should
not know (Aug. de Civ. Dei, iv. 31) but tliey have
been on the right track in their ideas and worship,
wanting only the philosophical basis and warrant
for what they do and think.
For the educated it
is necessary to have this basis and warrant clearly
defined, so that they combine the religious practice
of their ancestors with reason and knowledge.
This surely was a far more healthy and useful position to take up than that of the Epicureans and
Lucretius, who looked on all religions as mere folly
really appeal with

efi'ect

;
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and mental bondage and, to judge from the attacks
made on it by St. Augustine and tlie Fathers,
and from the temporary revival of the old cults
which Augustus succeeded in achieving shortly
after Varro's death, it was probably not without
8ome substantial practical result. But it could
have afl'ected only tne higher and educated classes
and even they were never quite in earnest in dealing with such questions. Varro himself, a Sabine
of the sturdy old-Italian type, with an extra;

;

ordinary interest in matters of religious antiquity
as well as religious philosophy, was probably more
but
in earnest than any other Itoman of that age
the ordinary attitude of the cultivated Roman to
such speculations may be well seen in Cicero's
three books, de Natura Deorum, which followed the
work of Varro, and were to some extent influenced
by it. Cicero's attitude to religion was simply
he inclined to the Stoic
sceptical and eclectic
view, but treats the whole subject as a matter for
pleasant discussion, without showing any convicIn
tion of its importance to Rome or mankind.
all his voluminous writings, including his correspondence, there is no sign that his life was in any
way affected either by belief or by cult the only
for
Avay in which religio interests him is its use
And Cicero is a type of the
political purposes.
educated Roman of his day (see some good remarks
in Boissier, Religion romaine"^, i. 56).
;

;

;

iii.

The actual results on the national

—We

have now to illustrate the actual
results for the old religion of these two main
causes of disintegration the Hannibalic war and
tlie influence of Greek philosophy.
The most striking evidence of
(a) The cults.
the decay of those worships which we examined in

RELIGION.

—

—

the first period is suggested by our present ignorance of the meaning and the details of so many of
them (see above, p. 820*). Had they been maintained or fully credited with efficacy, the literature
of the last century B.C. would assuredly have contained allusions to them sufficient to give us some
idea of the nature of the deities and the details of
But neither Cicero nor any of his
their worship.
contemporaries but Varro. has anything important
Varro was the only Roman
to tell us of them.
little later, Greeks
really intei-ested in them.
like Dionysius of Halicarnassus, or foreigners like
Mauretanian
took
some trouble to
the
Juba,
understand them, also from antiquarian or philoBut by the time of Varro
sophical motives.
and these antiquarians the decay had already
gone so far tliat many of the old cults were quite
few examples will
neglected and forgotten.

A

A

suffice.

The name Agonia, which stands for a festival
four times in the ancient calendar, was so much a
mystery even in Varro's day that we do not know
for certain t!ie meaning of the word, or what rites
were performed on tho.se days. The Furrinalia,
Lucaria, Divalia, are almost entirely lost to us, as
they were to Varro (so far as we can guess from

what we know of his writings). The Regifugium
in February and the Poplifugia in July were even
then wholly misunderstood, being explained by
false etymologies (see Fowler, pp. 174, 327).
It is
quite possible that we should \)e equally in the
dark about the Lupercalia, one of the most singular of all the Roman rites, if it had not been
brought into fresh prominence by the famous celebration just before Ca?sar's death. It can hardly
have been one of the wholly neglected festivals,
yet the fact that no writer mentions it before that
dat« shows conclusively how little interest such
old customs excited.
With the cults the old
deities, of course, vanished in many cases, though
this is less astonishing, since the Romans, as we
have seen, at all the early stages of their religious

83'

paid far more attention to worship than to
the oljjects of it. No one knew the true nature of
Vejovis, nor do we know ourselves; so, too, wiili

life

Siimmanus, of wiiom Augustine says, no doubt
following Varro, that he was at one time a greater
deity than Jupiter himself (de Civ. Dei, iv. 23)
quisquis is est,' writes Ovid in speaking of him
(Fasti, vi. 731), from which we may infer tiiat
Varro was equally in the dark. Consus sur^ ived
only because he had become oddly identified with
;

'

i'oseidon Hippios, and we are left to conjecture
from stray facts of the cult that he was originally
a harvest-god. Even so great a god as Janus,
whose so-called temple by the Forum was matter
of public interest owing to the practice of keeping

open whenever Rome was engaged in war,
became the subject of vain philosophical speculation, no one suspecting that his origin was really
as simple and humble as we now believe it to Iiave
been (see above, p. 825) and Ovid fancifully interviews the old god in the vain hope of discovering
his nature (Fasti, i. 89 ff.).
Vesta survived at all
times, with her cult and her virgin priestesses
the latter could not become secularized, and the
ever-burning sacred fire which it was their duty to
maintain was too well recognized as a symbol of
it

'

;

'

;

the State's vitality to be subject to neglect like
other less significant cults. Yet, if we turn to the
list of deities represented in the rites of the
Numan calendar (see above, p. 824), we shall find
on examination that Vesta is almost the only one
of them who has not been either forgotten or
metamorphosed in one way or another under the
influence of

Greek

and mythology.

literature

Further, it is a well-attested fact that, in the
general indifference to religion and the paralysis
of orderly and detailed administration, the templebuildings of the city were fast going to ruin in the
last age of the Republic.
Augustus has told us
himself that he restored no fewer than eiglity-two
(Monumentum Ancyranum, iv. 17) and the ode of
Horace (iii. 6) which begins, Delicta majorum immeritus lues, Romane, donee templa refeceris,' etc.,
isfamiliar to everyone; and Tropertius andOvidtell
the same tale (Marquardt, p. 67 and reff. ). The greed
of capitalists and the want of space for building
had long before this begun to override the sacred
character of shrines in the city thus in 179 B.C.
the censors had to rescue a number of sacella from
private occupation (Liv. xl. 51. 8 cf. Cic. Hai-usp.
and in his dialogue de Xatura
Jiesp. XV. 32)
Deorum, supposed to have taken place in the year
75 B.C., Cicero writes of thefts of statues and other
;

'

;

;

;

—

(i. 29, 82)
sacrileges which
probablj' attribute to the demoralization
nimiber of
caused bj' the social an<l civil wars.
new temples were founded in this period, but they
seem to mark the fancy of those who vowed them
rather than any fixed religious policy such as we
traced in the previous age ; and, before the end of
the period with which we are now dealing, we find
a temple which ominou^ily forecasts the future,
that of divus Julius, begun the j^ear after his
death. (For these foundations see Aust, de ^Edibus sarri-s, p. 18 tf.)
The oldest of these, the Rex
(b) Priesthoods.

property from temples

we may

A

—

sacrorum and the Flamines, which were attached
to particular worships, fell into partial or complete
neglect during this period. From the nature of
their duties they could not be held together with
any office which might take the holder away from

Rome

according to the old ideas of the relation
State to its deities, their absence would
have been detrimental to public interests. But
from the Hannibalic war onwards every ambitious
member of the governing class looked to othce and
military command to procure him both wealth and
influence ; and as a consequence he avoided all
;

of the
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employment which would keep him at home.
Attempts were made to break the rule, but for a
long time the Pontifex maximus forbade such
action ; and, as these priests were in his potestas,
disobedience was practically impossible. In 190
B.C. a Flamen Quirinalis was Praetor peregrinus,
but was not allowed to hold a foreign command
In 180 a Rex sacrorum tried to
(Liv. xxxvii. 47).

hold his priesthood together with a naval command
(duumvir navalis), but was compelled to resign it
In 131 a Flamen Martialis was
(Liv. xl. 42).
Consul, and wished to have a command in Sardinia, but again the Pontifex maximus interfered
(Cic. Phil. xi. 8, 18)
yet this same Pontifex
maximus, P. Licinius Crassus, later in the same
year went to Asia with an army, quod nunquam
antea factum erat,' says Livy's epitomist [Epit.
;

'

59).

vote for a Pontifex or an augur, was the qualification of the candidate to perform the traditional
duties of his office the Pontifices let the calendar
get into a state of chaos, and failed to keep up the
;

priesthoods which were under their conwhile the augurs, as Cicero expressly tells us
[de Divinatione, i. 15, 25, de Nat. Deor. ii. 3, 9),
had become entirely ignorant of the ancient science
This is indeed not to be wondered at,
of augury.
if we consider how severely the art of divination
was criticized by the philosophers, and, on the
other hand, how simple was the process by which
it might be turned to account for political purposes.
If a Consul, even without calling in an augur, announced that he was going to observe the heavens,'
i.e. for lightning, that alone was sufficient in the
eyes of constitutionalists like Cicero to put a legal
this was the
stop to all business for that day
consequence of the Lex yElia Fufia of 153 B.C.,
in order to give extra legal strength to a
gassed;
enatorial Government which was beginning to lose
its moral weight.
Cicero, though himself sceptical
about the whole business of divination, repeatedly
speaks of this law as a great bulwark of the constitution, and of its abolition in 58 B.C. as a fatal blow
to the cause of Republicanism (Cic. pro Sestio, xv.
33, in Vatinium, ix. 23).
Of the collegium in charge of the Sibylline books
we do not hear so frequently in this period but,
whenever the books are consulted, it is in the interest or against the interest of some party or
To give a couple of 'examples in 139 B.C.
family.
recourse was had to this device to prevent the great
family of the Marcii from having the honour of
bringing a new water supply into Rome, without
effect in this case (Frontinus, de Aq. i. 7
cf. the
new Epitt. of Livy, Grenfell and Hunt, line 188) ;
again, in 56 B.C. the Quindecemviri found an oracle
that forbade the invasion of Egypt by a Roman
armed force, at a time when such an expedition
was obnoxious to more than one party in the State';
in this case the object was successfully achieved
by this intrigue. The destruction of the old Sibyllines in the burning of the Capitoline temple in
81 B.C. had compelled the Government to acquire a
new collection by diligent search in Greece and the
East (Marc[uardt, p. 352, note 7), and this had
naturally given opportunities for much forgery and
double-dealing (Suet. Aug. 31 Tac. Ann. vi. 12).
Of exinations ordered by this collegium we hear now
little or nothing ; the conscience of the people was
blunted and callous if the State was in danger, as
in the Cimbrian war, the people hardly realized it.
But in 113 B.C. a temple to Venus Verticordia was
ordered 'ex Sibyllinis libris,' 'ob incesta Virginum
Vestalium' a significant fact (Aust, de .^dibus,
sacrificial

trol,

'

;

Perhaps the most remarkable instance of the degradation of
the old sacrificial priesthoods is one which has been worked out
by the present writer in CIR vii. [1893] 193 fl. from records in
Livy a youth of bad character belonging to the great family
of the Valerii Flacci was made Flamen Dialis by the Pontifex
maximus at the urgent request of his family in order to place
him under the innumerable restrictions to which that important
priesthood was subjected. Strange to say, this seems to have
had the effect of reforming his character, and he became
Curule aedile and Prator later on, his brother being allowed to
take the oath of oflSce for him, as the Flamen was not allowed
:

to swear.

The general tendency was undoubtedly to shirk
these priestly offices with their awkward restrictions, and it is almost certain that the flaminiu-ni
Diale was vacant from 87 to 11 B.C. (Wissowa*,
p. 71, note) ; the famines minores are not heard of
in the last century of the Republic, and, as Marquardt justly argues (p. 67, note 1), if they had
survived, Varro would hardly have been at a loss
for information about the cult and nature of
those deities to which they were attached (Furrina,
So with the Fratres Arvales, of
Falacer, etc.).
whom we have no record till they were revived as
the Rex sacrorum
a corporation by Augustus
alone seems to have survived (Cic. Earusp. Besp.
vi. 12 ; Lex Julia Municipalis, sect. 62 ; CIL i.
;

121).

The great collegia of Pontifices, Augures, and
Decemviri sacris faciundis were no bar to political
advancement and the accumulation of wealth, and
during this period we are frequently surprised by
the eagerness with which a pontificate or augurship is sought after; e.g., Cicero was immensely
pleased at becoming augur, and C?esar took extraordinary trouble to become Pontifex maximus. The
fact was that these offices brought both political
and social influence but as trustees of the old jus
divinum they were by this time almost useless.
The famous Pontifex maximus, Mucius Scaevola,
Consul in 95 B.C., held that there were three kinds
of religion, the poetic, the philosophical, and the
political, and that only the last of these was of any
consequence and that one was not true (Aug. de
Civ. Dei, iv. 27
Krahner, p. 47 and note). Cjesar
as Pontifex maximus can have paid no attention
to his duties, though he eventually took advantage
of the office to reform the calendar he was away
from Rome some fifteen out of the twenty years
during which he held it, and neither he nor Cicero
makes any allusion to his pontifical functions. All
these posts had become
completely secularized,
and were filled by popular election like the magisThe Pontifex maximus seems to have been
tracies.
elected in Comitia as early as the Second Punic war
;

—

;

:

(Mommsen, Rom.

Staatsrecht, ii. 35) ; the other
priesthoods, those of Pontifices, Augures, and Decemviri (Quindecemviri in the last century B.C.),
were thrown open to election by a I^ex Domitia in
104 B.C., though by a method peculiar to themselves
The last thing that
(Cic. de Lege Agraria, ii. 18).
a Roman thought of at this time, when he gave his

;

:

;

;

;

—

p. 28).

Thus, when the Republic came to an end, all real
incentive to dutiful conduct, all unifying
influence, had departed from the religion of the
Romans, and all honesty of purpose, all genuine
belief in its efficacy, had vanished from the minds
of those who were entrusted with the supervision
of it. It must, however, be confessed that, historically speaking, little damage was done by this decay
of the old cults and priestlioods, which had no permanent vitality in them, and, for a cosmopolitan
population like that of Rome, no saving health.
But, like all the striking phenomena of this period of
transition from city-State to Empire, the decay set
in too rapidly, as the result of the unique struggle
with Carthage. It set in before even the governing classes had had time to learn to think, much less
to think with due reverence for the past. It came so
quickly that no efficient substitute had time to
grow up among its ruins as a sanction for morality.
If Stoicism could save some men, or a natural sense
of duty to the State, as with Cicero, or even only

life, all
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the love of liard work, as with Ca?8ar, the ordinary
indivichial, if ritual were nej^lected, and all trust
in a spiritiuil world failed him, had no moral
ballast, no bond of conduct to keep him from evilHence, in spite of noble exceptions, there
doing.
was a real lowering of the level of morality in this
age ; that there was wickedness in high places we
know ; and we have every reason to believe that
all classes were equally selfish and equally callous.

IV.

Fourth Period

(From the accession

of Augustus).

It will be our object, in dealing with the last
period of the life of the religion of the Roman
State, to examine (1) its resuscitation by Augustus,
and (2) the traces of its survival in Rome and the
provinces during the next three centuries.
shall leave out of account the foreign religions
Avhich became fashionable in this period, as being
fully dealt with in other articles ; and also the
worship of the Caesars, the most remarkable feature
of the religious practice of the early Empire, except
so far as it was superimposed upon the older cults

We

and inextricably intertwined with them. This worship was, in fact, in both origin and character foreign
to Rome and Roman ideas, for the true Roman
conception of the divine, as has been sho\^Ti
throughout this article, was quite inconsistent with
the cult of living human beings
and, though
ofhcially, no doubt for this reason, only dead emperors were allowed to be worshipped by the State,
as dead ancestors had been by the family, the
actual practice went far beyond this, and the ideas
connected with the practice do not really belong to
our subject. See artt. C^SARisM, Deification
(Greek and Roman), vol. iv. p. 529 ff.
;

i.

TUE REVIVAL OF THE STATE RELIGION BY

Augustus.

—

This is not only the most remarkable
event in the history of the Roman religion, but
one that is almost unique in religious history. We
have seen how completely the belief in the efficacy
of the old cults had vanished among the educated
classes, and how the outward practice of religion
had been allowed to decay and to us it may seem
almost impossible that the practice, and to some
extent also the belief, should be capable of resuscitation at the will of a single individual, even
though that individual represented the best interests and the collective wisdom of the State.
The explanation lies in the fact that, though
it was too late to revive the old religion in its
primitive simplicity, it was not too late to revive the idea, common to all ancient States,
that the morality, the political tranquillity, and
the physical efficiency of the State were intimately bound up with the attention paid by the
State to the divine beings who were interested in
it.
Right conduct, public concord, and the fertility of men, animals, and crops could not be
secured to that State, it used to be firmly believed,
unless its divine inhabitants were properly and
continually propitiated. Thus the religious revival
of Augustus is a part, and a necessary part, of his
whole political scheme. He had learnt from the
experience of his predecessors in political power
that reform on politi(;al lines only was quite insufficient and without any element of stability,
because it did not appeal to any deeply rooted feeling in the popular mind. The Roman people were
tired of political quan-els, of constitutional changes,
of endless party legislation, of civil wars Augustus
gradually came to understand that the only healing medicine he could prescribe for the State was
not so much of a political as of a moral and reReal political convictions had long
ligious nature.
been evanescent ; but there still remained the inherited con^action, especially among the masses, of
;

;
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the power of the gods to give or withhold prosperity,
and it was tiiis conviction that Augustus determined to use as his chief political lever. This will
he appreciated by any one who will take the trouble
which
to read and meditate upon the famous
hynin
Horace wrote, at the request and doubtless almost
at the dictation of Augustus, for the celebration of

the Secular

Games

religion, morality,

in 17 B.C.

and

there the ideas of

;

fertility are deftly

woven

to-

gether, and seem to express exactly this remedial
Whether Augustus himself
policy of the Princeps.
shared those convictions on which he determined
to work it is impossible to say, nor is it of much importance for our present object. Rut, inasmuch as
a man's religious beliefs are largely the result of
his own experience and that of the society in which
he lives, it would not be \inreasonable to guess
that in his religious revival he was expressing
naturally a popular conviction in which he shared,
rather than standing entirely apart and administering a remedy which he thought of as mechanical

and not organic in its operation. And tliis view is
confirmed by the tone and spirit of the great literary works which he stimulated or inspired.
There is another aspect of the popular feeling of
the age about which a few words must be said in
order to explain more clearly this strange revival
It can hardly be
of an almost obsolete religion.
doubted that there was more than a sense of weariness and material discomfort abroad among the
people there was also what we may almost call a
sense of sin, or at least of moral evil such a feeling, though doubtless less real and intense, as that
which their prophets from time to time awoke in
the Jewish people, and one not unknown in the

—

;

history of Hellas. This is very clearly reflected in
the poets and historians of the time e.g., in the
preface to Livy's history, in the fourth Eclogue of
Virgil and the conclusion of his second Gcorgic, and
in some of the earlier poems of Horace, notably in
the 16th Epode and Odes, iii. 6 and it was accompanied, as so often happened in the ancient world,
by a tendency to superstitious beliefs and practices

—

;

unauthorized by the State— astrology, magic, etc.
This consciousness of neglected
(Boissier-, i. 76).
duty— duty both to gods and to men, such as alone
could enable the Roman State to fulfil its destinj,
to carry out the will of Jupiter and the Fates is,
in fact, the raison d'etre and the moral of the great

—

representative poem of the time, the ^ncul of
Virgil, without a careful study of which it is impossible to understand either the work of Augustus
It is an emphatic apneal
or the temper of the age.
to the Roman to put away from him individual
passion and selfishness, and to respond to the call
of Fate of those moral forces which had wrought

—

through the

Roman dominion such mighty

changes

In the very years when Augustus
was endeavouring to restore the old sense of religio
and pietas by rebuilding temples and resuscitating
cults Virgil was leading his hero towards the accomplishment of his mission in Italy, developing
in him the true quality of pietas, i.e. not only the
in the world.

to gods and ancestors,
but the sacrifice of self to the interests of the community, submission to the di\'ine will in full conThe real meaning of
fidence of ultimate success.
Roman pietas is as clearly expressed in the poems
of Virgil as the best spirit of Puritanism is expressed
in those of Milton but it is expanded far beyond
the narrow bounds in which we have so far been
tracing it, in accordance with the expansion of the
State from a city into an Empire, and it is accompanied by the idea that a great future is yet in
store for the State, of which the initial moments
Whoever contemplates closely
are close at hand.
the work of Augustus in combination with Virgil's
poem will find the same essential elements in each

due performance of service

;
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of them : an appeal to the past as the only safe
basis of reconstruction, and a confident hope for
the future on new lines of progress and civilization.
In the poem, too, is to be found the conviction that

man who was thus reviving the past and at the
same time securing the future was not only divi

the

films, but in fact himself divine.
Much more might be said on this subject, but
this may be enough to explain the ideas underlying

what has often been wrongly described as a gigantic
It is now, however, generally
piece of deception.
acknowledged that, even if Augustus was himself
an unbeliever, he was reflecting and expressing
a strong popular feeling (see Boissier", vol. i.
cf his paper
chs. i. and iv. ; Wissowa^, p. 73
on the 'Ludi Sseculares' in his Gesammelte Aband Aust, p. 90flF.). The
handlungen, p. 192 fF.
one point steadily to keep in mind is that this
strange movement was not merely a revival of religious rites, but an appeal through those rites to
the conscience of the people. A revival of religious
life it certainly was not, for what we understand
by that term had never existed at Rome ; but it
was an attempt to give expression, in a religious
form and under State authorization, to certain
feelings and ideas not far removed from those
which we in these days describe as our religious
ft".

;

.

;

experience.

We

may now proceed to a brief account of the
revival of the old cults and priesthoods, noting the
changes introduced to suit new circumstances, such
as the expansion of the Empire into a cosmopolitan
State, and the elevation of a single Roman family
to the first place in outward dignity as well as
in actual influence.
Augustus did not become Pontifex maximus till
the year 12 B.C., i.e. nineteen years after the battle
of Actium ; he waited with scrupulous patience
until the great priesthood became vacant by the
death of Lepidus. This, however, did not prevent
him from pursuing his religious policy with gieat
earnestness before that date, for he had long been
a member of the college of Pontifices, as well as of
the Augures and Quindecemviri. The year 12 B.C.
may, however, conveniently serve as a landmark,
dividing the consummation of his religious authority from a comparatively limited form of it.^
good example of his earlier reversion to religious
methods is the fact that in declaring war against
Antony, or more strictly against Cleopatra, he had
revived the old college of the Fetiales (see above,
On his return
p. 824), with its curious ceremonial.
to Rome two years after the victory he began his
work
of
which
he has
temple restoration,
great

A

himself put on record [Monumentum Ancyranum,
duo et octoginta templa deum in urbe
iv. 17)
consul sextuin (28 B.C.) ex decreto senatus refeci,
nullo pra3tennisso quod eo tempore refici debebat.'
The great importance which he attached to this
work is thus made abundantly clear and it is
confirmed by the prominence given to the subject
in the poems and histories of the period (e.g., Liv.
iv. 20. 7 ; Hor. Odes, iii. 6
Ovid, Fasti, ii. 59), and
by the energy with which it was followed up by his
succes.sors (see below).
Nothing could so well
answer his purpose of bringing his policy before
the very eyes and minds of the Roman people
the employment of workmen, the adornment of
the city, the solemn processes of dedication and
consecration all served the same general end in
diflerent ways, and must have done much to rekindle the old feeling that there were divine as
well as human inhabitants of the city, and the
But even from
sense of duty in regard to them.
the outset it is most interesting to notice how this
'

:

;

;

:

—

1 His
policy was at all times the same, but the new position
gave him greater moral weight in the maintenance both of

public and of private religion.

astute reformer contrived to combine the ideas of
the Empire and of his own supremacy with the
his family, i.e. the Julii,
purely civic worships
;

had always had a special connexion, not only -with
Venus but with Apollo, the Greek substitute, as it
would seem, for the mysterious Roman Vejovis
{CIL i. 807, xiv. 2387; Wissowa, Gesammelte Abhandlungen, p. 198) and it was Apollo of Actium
who had assisted him in that decisive moment of
his fortunes.
It was Aiwllo, too, who had become
the authorized Roman deity of prophecy, and witli
his cult were connected the Sibylline books and
the idea of a new and better age (Virg. Ed. 4)
Augustus therefore, in the year 28 B.C., dedicated to
Apollo Palatinus a splendid temple on a site which
belonged to himself and not to the State (Velleius,
ii. 81), thus
founding a cult which, though beginning as a private concern of his own family, was
destined (as he doubtless well knew) to become one
of the most important in Rome.
Another great temple which he built, also 'in
solo privato' (Mon. Anc. iv. 21) in his 0"vvn Forum
Augusti, S.E. of the Forum Romanum, was that of
;

;

Mars in the capacity of Ultor, i.e. as the avenger
The lex templi of this
of the murder of Julius.
foundation is in part preserved by Dio Cassius
and shows that its founder intended that
even the great Jupiter of the Capitol himself was
to cede some of his honours to this old deity of a
new dynasty here the members of the Imperial
family were to sacrifice after assummg their toga
virilis
here the triumphator was to deposit his
insignia after the triumph which had been decreed
him by the Senate in the same building here, too,
after each histrum, the Censors were to drive a nail
into the wall (Wissowa", p. 126). And this temple
also stood in the closest relation to the Imperial
house, for it contained not only a statue of Mars,
but one of Venus (a Greek combination long
familiar to the Roman mind, as we have already
seen), thus bringing together the characteristic
foundation-deity of the city with the reputed
ancestress of the Julian family (Wissowa'', p. 292).
It is interesting to notice that this temple was not
dedicated until some years after Augustus had
become Pontifex maximus (Aug. 1, 2 B.C.) he had
meanwhile been content with a small round temple
to the same deity in the Capitol (Mommsen, Res Gest.
Div. Aug. 126). For another curious and characteristic step he also waited, and took it within a
few weeks of his election to the great priesthood—
viz. the dedication of a new temple of Vesta on
the Palatine hill, immediately connected with
the house of the Imperial family (CIL^ i. 317;
WissowaS p. 76). This did not supersede the old
temple below, with its ancient ai5Sociations, but it
signified none the less that the heart and life of
the State, in one sense at least, was bound up with
the hearth and home of the reigning Princeps.
It was going only one step farther when Augustus a few years later took the opportunity of his
reorganization of the city, and its division into fourteen regions, to introduce the figure of the Genius
Augusti between those of the two Lares Compitales at each compitum, or meeting of two streets,
thus combining with singular skill the police regulations of the city with the inculcation of the idea
that the Princeps stood to the public religion as
the paterfamilias stood to that of the household
(G. M. Rushforth, Latin Hist. Inscriptions of tlie
Wissowa^,
Early Empire, Oxford, 1893, p. 58
(Iv. 10),

;

;

;

;

fi'.

p. 171 f.).

We

:

do not know how far Augustus went in
restoring the old temple cults ; we can only suppose, on the evidence chiefly of Ovid's Fasti, that
with the restoration of the temples the old forms
of worship were as far as possible rescued from
But we do know that he contrived
oblivion.
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to revive the old sacrificial priesthoods, as distiii^'ui.sheJ from the tlourishinj,' semi-political colle<,'esof Pontifices, Augures.and Quindecemviri. In
spite of all its ilisabliiig restrictions,

it

was

possible

once more to fill the post of Flamen Dialis of Rex
sacrorum and the other Flamines we also hear in
the earh- Empire (Marquardt, pp. 326-336) and,
as these were
the potestas of the I'ontifex maxinius, i.e. of the Princeps himself, it waa not likely
that they would be allowed to neglect tlieir duties.
;

;

m

Other ancient colleges were also revived, or confirmed by the inclusion of the P^mperor himself
among their members (Man. Anc. Gr. 4) the Feti-

—

Sodales Titienses, the

ales, the

Salii,

the Luperci,

and above all the Fratres Arvales, the brotherhood
whose duty it had once been to lead a solemn procession round the crops in May, and so to ensure
the blessing of the gods on the most important
material fif human subsistence (see above, p. 824).
priesthood of this kind was after Augustus' own
heart, for it combined in its operations the ideas
of agriculture and religion, prosperity and morality, which, as we have said, are so prominent
in the Carmen scemlare of Horai e and the fortunate survival of large fragments of its records,
dating from shortly after the battle of Actium,
shows that it continued to work and to flourish
down to the reign of Grordian (a.d. 241), and from
other sources we know that it was still in existence in the 4th century (Henzen, p. 25). These
records have been found on the site of the sacred
grove Aviiich fiom the time of this revival onwards
served as the centre of the activity of the brotherhood it Avas doubtless originally one of the points
on the boundary of the ager Romanus at which
the Fratres paused in their procession, and lay at
the fifth milestone on the Via Campana between
Rome and Ostia. See art. Arval Bkother.s and
literature there cited and short accounts will be
found in Wissowa-, p. 561 f.
Fowler, Relirjimis
Experience, lect. xix.
The Brethren were twelve in number, with a
Magister at their head and a F'lamen to assist him
they were chosen from distinguished families by
co-optation (Henzen, p. 164), the reigning Emperor
always being an ordinary member. Their duties

A

;

;

;

;

;

into two divisions, which most aptly illustrate
the two sides of Augustus' religious policy (1) the
performance of the yearly rites in honour of the
Dea Dia, who has taken the place of Mars in
the ceremonial (see above, p. 824), probably as a
result of tlie abandonment of the lustratw agri
Romani as the State enlarged its boundaries (2) the
vows, prayers, and .sacrifices for the Emperors and
other members of the Imperial house.
The reader of the Acta will not fail to be struck
by the occurrence of the old Roman piacular sacrifice, which was duly performed and recorded whenever iron was used in the grove, or any damage
done to the trees of the grove by lightning or
other accident and on one occasion, in A.D. 183,
when a fig-tree sprouted on the roof of the temple
(Henzen, p. 142 ff.), piacula of all appropriate kinds
were sacrificed to Mars, Dea Dia, Janus, Jupiter,
Juno, Virgines diva;. Famuli divi, Lares, Mater
Larum, sive deus sive dea in cuius tutela hie
hicus locusque est,' Fons, Hora, Vesta Mater,
fell

:

;

;

'

Vesta deorum deanimque, Adolenda Commolenda
Deferunda, and sixteen divi of the Imperial
This will serve to show the extent to
which the revival of detailed ritual had been
carried by Augustus, and the extraordinary tenacity with which it held its ground.
families.

The second

part of the activity of the Brethren
illustrates the adroit way in which the revival of
this priesthood (as doubtless of the Salii and
others also) was made to mark the sacred character
and political and social predominance of the Im-
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family. All events of importance in the
the Emperor and his family were the occasion of vow s, prayers, or tiianksgivings on the part
of the Fratres e.g., births, marriages, the succession to the throne,
journeys and safe return, and
the assumption of the consulate and other offices
or priesthoods.
These ceremonies all took place at
various temples or altars in Rome, or at the Ara
Pacis, which has recently been excavated in the
single example taken at
Campus Martins.
random from the Acta will suffice to illustrate
jierial
life of

—

A

tills.

The following

is

a 'votum susceptum pro

salute novi principis' on his accession (Henzen,
p. 105) :
Imp(eratore) M. Othone Caesare Aug(usto), L. Salvio Othone
'

Tili.ino{iteruni) co(n)s(ulibus) III. k(aleudas> Kebr(uarias), mag(istro) iinj)(eratore) M. Othone Caesare Aug<usto), jiromagfistro)
L. Salvio Othone Titiano : colleg(i) fratrura An-a(Iiuni) nomine
immolavit in Capitolio ob vota nuncupata pro salute iiup(eratoris) M. Othonis Csesaris Aug(usti) in annum proximuui in III.
non(as) lanuar^ias) lovi b(ovem) ni(aren)) : lunoni vacc(aui),

Minenae vacc(ani) Saluti

p(ublicfe) p(opuli)'R(on)ani) vacc(ain),

divo Aug^usto) b(ovem) m(arem), divsB Aug(usla) vacc(am). divo
Claudio govern) m(areni) in coUegio adfuerunt, etc'
:

This record, which belongs to the year 69 and
the acces.sion of Otho, shows the divi, i.e. the
deified Emperors Augustus and Claudius, together
with tiie deified Livia, associated with the trias
of the Capitoline temple and the Salus publica
in the sacrificial rites, Otho himself being the
magister of the college, but represented by his
brother as pro-magister (Henzen, p. v, note 1).
Under the Flavian dynasty which followed, this
association was, however, judiciously dropped.
No account of Augustus' work in the sphere of
religion would be adequate without some allusion
to the Secular Games {iiidi scrculares) of 17 B.C.,
in which beyond doubt he endeavoured to express
in outward show, in the space of three days, all
his views and hopes for the political, moral, and
That year,
religious future ol the Romau world.

which his faithful colleague Agrippa was still
spared him, and no serious misfortune had as yet
fallen upon the State or the Ciesarean house, may
be taken as the zenith of his career, and is aptly
marked by this singular celebration, of which the
details have come doAATi to us almost complete.
To the Sibylline oracle which imlicated the rites
to be used (printed, e.g., in the SibtjiUnische Blatter
of H. Diels, p. ISlti'., from Zosimus, ii. 6, who
also in ch. 5 gives a detailed account of the l-udi)
we have now to add the contemporary' account
in the form of an inscription (Monumenti Antichi,
1891, p. 60111".
Ejihem. Epigr. viii. 25511'.) found
in Sept. 1890 in a mutilated condition near the
Tiber in the Campus Martins, the scene of the
nightly part of the rites. This document contains
a letter of directions from Augustus, two senatus
consulta, and full instructions from the Quindecemviri as to the details of the ceremonial. In a
popular lecture printed in his Gesammelte Ablutndiungen Wissowa has reproduced the contents of

in

;

this document w ith much skill and sympathy. The
most important part of it is now easily accessible
to students in H. Dessau, Sylloge Inscr. Lat.,

If to these authentic sources of
ii. p. 282 ft.
information we add the hymn which Horace wrote
for the occasion in accordance with the views of
Augustus, and which is mentioned as his composition in the inscription, it must be acknowledged
that there is hardly another vital moment of
ancient history which can be so clearly reproduced
in imagination, and with all its meaning as well as
its minutiae of detail.

vol.

According to certain old Roman ideas, of which
hardly possible to trace the origin, a sfeculum
was a period stretching from any moment to the
death of the oldest person bom at that moment,
and a hundred years was the average period so

it is

conceived.

A

new sceculum might thus begin

at
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any time, and might be endowed with special
The
religious significance by certain ceremonies.
idea seems to have been that a new leaf, so to
speak, might in this way be turned over in the
history of a people, all past evil, material
moral, put away and buried (so the expression
seeculum condere is now explained), and a new
of innocence and prosperity entered on.
?eriod
his idea has manifestly something in common
with that underlying the many curious rites first

or

'

'

collected by Mannhardt in his Baumkultus, and
familiarized to English readers by Frazer in his
Golden Bough, in which objects are thrown into
the water or buried after certain ceremonies to
represent the cessation of one period of vegetation
and the beginning of another. It is easy to see
how exactly it would suit Augustus' policy, and
how it might be manipulated to further his aims.
Ever since his active life had begun, the idea
had been in the air, and had won general recognition through the 4th Eclogue of Virgil and
the fashionable mysticism of the age, while at the
same time, as we have already seen, the popular
feeling of depression and the desire to make a ncAV
start were so strong as to give it real meaning

and force. But Augustus did not work it out
merely on old lines he did indeed retain for the
rites to be performed by night the underground
altar of Dis and Proserpina in the Campus, which
had been the scene of the ludi since their initiation
by the Sibylline Oracles in the First Punic war
(249 B.C., a period of great depression and danger),
but the place of these sombre deities was taken
by such as would more exactly suit the lessons
that he wished to inculcate the Greek Moeraj, the
Greek birth-deities (Ilythyiai), and on the third
night Mother Earth, the deity of all fertility. Thus
the fortunes and destinies of the Empire and the
fertility of man and of crop were brought in comIt was in
bination to the notice of the people.
keeping with this that the date selected for the
celebration was the end of May and the beginning
of June, when the crops were fast ripening, a
time when the Ambarvalia used to be held, and
;

:

the preliminary harvest festival of the Vestalia
to begin and it was also arranged that
the people should make offerings of ears of corn to
the acting priests on those three days at the end
of May (May 29-31), before the high ceremonies
followed on June 1-3.
But the bright prospects and hopes of the coming
scBculum were represented, not by night or at an
underground altar where the old seeculum might
be supposed to be buried, but by day, and on the
Capitoline and Palatine hills. On the first and
second days the Emperor, with his colleague
Agrippa, sacrificed on the Capitol to Jupiter and
Juno (Minerva is not mentioned), and prayed for
the preservation of the State ; on the third day,
after the sacrifice to Apollo and Diana on the
Palatine, i.e. to the protecting deities of the
Imperial house in their private dwelling, Horace's
hymn was sung by choruses of twenty-seven boys
and as many girls, on the Palatine, and on the
Capitol, in the areas of the temples of Apollo and
Jupiter (see Fowler, Religious JExjjerience, lect.
The spectacle must have been extremely
xix.).
beautiful and so anxious was Augustus to make
it universally pojjular that he even allowed the unmarried, who were excluded as a rule from ludi,
to be present on this occasion, as we learn from
The Principate was to
the inscription, line 54.
initiate a new era of peace and goodwill, of proof
agriculture and plenty
sperity and populousness,
and all of these were to be acquired and secured
by faithful performance of service to the gods.
This is the idea that lies at the root of this famous
celebration, as it lies also at the root of the

was about

;

—

;

JEneid, whose author had died

but two years

earlier.

Many details might be added to this account of
Augustus' revival ; but what has been here said
will be enough to indicate the general outline
and meaning of it. It remains to sketch the sur-

the old Roman State religion in the
Imperial period ; but the material for this is
as yet imperfectly gathered together from the
volumes of the CIL.
vival of

ii.
Traces of survival of the old Roman
State religion in the Imperial period.
— Though the old Roman re(a) Rome and Italy.
ligion was now beset, as we have seen, by three

—

formidable enemies Avhich tended to destroy it
even while they fed upon it, like parasites in the
animal or vegetable world which eat up their
host, viz. the rationalizing philosophy of syncretism, the worship of the Ci«sars, and the new
Oriental cults, yet, strange to say, it continued to
survive in outward form, and to some extent, no
doubt, in popular belief, for more than three
This is the result partly of the tencenturies.
acious conservatism of the Roman mind in regard
to forms and customs, partly of the fresh stimulus
which had been given it by Augustus and his men
of letters, and the conscientious care with which
the successors of Augustus carried out his policy in
Tiberius himself had a curious
this department.
interest in matters of religion, and seems to have
endeavoured even to check the growth of the
parasites, while scrupulously adhering to the old
a good example will be found in
ieligious forms
Tacitus {Ann. iii. 58), where he is seen exercising
his authority as Pontifex maximus to enforce the
ancient restrictions on the life of the Flamen
Dialis, or {ib. vi. 12) where he expounds the proper
method of consulting the Sibylline books. Claudius
added to the same tendency a pedantic antiquarianism which made him also a faithful
follower of Augustus' policy. With the Flavian
dynasty, which was without the religious prestige
of the Julian house, the tendency is rather to
revert to those cults which were not specially connected with the Imperial house. The great trias of
the Capitol Jupiter, Juno, Minerva seems to
overshadow the Apollo of the Palatine bill and
the Mars Ultor of the Forum Augusti not, indeed,
that the trias had ever lost its place as the foremost protecting power of the State (Wissowa^, p.
128), but there is no doubt that the advent of a new
family to power tended to diminish the prestige
of those worships which were associated in the
popular mind with the Julii. Domitian made a
special point of the worship of Jupiter he built
temples on the Capitol to Jupiter Conservator and
Jupiter Custos, and added to the prestige of the
cult of the trias by the institution of a festival,
the Agon Capitolinus (Tac. Hist. iii. 74 ; Aust, in
;

—

—

;

;

'

for his fanciful
Roscher, s.v. Jupiter,' p. 14^
devotion to Minerva see Wissowa'', p. 255). The
Antonines, even Marcus Aurelius himself, in spite
of a grandeur of religious and moral belief which
has rarely been equalled, were most careful in
keeping up the ancient forms ; Marcus did not
hesitate in times of public distress to put in action
the whole apparatus of the old religion {Jul. Capit.
;

13).

During

all this early

period of the Empire the

temples were kept in repair assiduously, as is
proved by inscriptions {CIL vi. 934, 962, 1001, etc.;
Antoninus Pius is thus honoured ob insignem
erga caerimonias publicas curam ac religionem,'
CIL vi. 1001) ; and that there was no falling off in
this respect seems to be shown by the well-known
story of Constantius in A.D. 329 being shown
round the temples when he visited Rome for the
first time, and the curious interest which he took
'
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in them in spite of his Christianity (Syinniachus,
Rel. iii.).
And tlieie can liardly be a doubt that
this spirit of conservatism was not merely an
of
affair
the Government, but that the Govern-

ment was

actinji in harmony with popular feeling.
In the Theodosian Code (xvi. 10. 2) we lind that
the worship of the family, i.e. of Lares, Penates, and
Genius, had to be forbidden. But, in order to appreciate this tenacity, the student will do best to
become acq^uainted with CIL vi. so far as it preserves
the votive inscriptions of that age ; for the number
is legion of those which attest the surviving belief
in the great deities of the old time, and especially
(apart from the Capitoline trias) in Mars, Minerva,
Mercurius, Venus, Apollo, Diana, Ceres, Liber,
more concise
Fortuna, Hercules, and others.
survey of these inscriptions will be found in the
selection by H. Dessau, Sylloge Inscr. Lat., vol. ii.
Again, the student of the Christian Fathers will
not fail to note that their tendency is to attack
the absurd minutiae of the old Roman religion
rather than the philosophy or the Oriental worships
of their time and this is more especially the case
with St. Augustine, from whose de Civitate Dei, as
has already been mentioned, we thus incidentally
learn so much that is of value for our subject (see
The very necessity under
esp. bks. iv. and vii.).
which the leaders of Christianity found them,

A

;

selves of suiting their own religious calendar, and
in some instances even their ceremonies, to the
habits and prejudices of the pagans tells the
same story ; the Christian calendar of feasts is
obviously based upon that of the Romans, and
to this day there are many practices of the Roman
Church, especially in Italy and Sicily, which remind the student of the Roman religion of both

the forms and the ideas that are familiar to him.
(This very interesting subject, which lies outside
the sphere of this article, is handled with great
learning by H. Usener in his Religionsgeschichtliche

Untersuchungen cf. his Gotiernnmen, p. 116, for
the way in which the Christian doctrine of saints
and angels fastened itself upon the gods of the
Indigitamenta, aided perhaps by the philosophic
doctrine that had explained these same gods as
daemons [Aust, p. 103]. To this process the Roman
idea of the genius of an individual contributed
not a little. But we need not here pursue the
stages of the death of Roman paganism nothing
is U) be learnt from them as to the nature of the
;

;

old religion, except its extraordinary tenacity of
life.
The reader may be referred to some interesting chapters in Dill's Roman Society in the last

Century of the Western Empire^, London, 1899,
and to Boissier's La Fin du paganisme,
i.,

bk.

Paris, 1891.)
(h) In the provinces.
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of the Roman pantheon and
the native provincials was gradually lost
and
even
for
the period of the
siglit of,
early
Empire it is extremely difficult to be sure to which
a
should
name
be
referred.
Often, indeed,
category
a cult-title added to the name of the
deity enables
us to be sure that the conccjition undfjriying the
name is foreign and not Roman and in the

between the deities
tliose of

;

articles

2395

ff.,

'Mars' and 'Mercurius' in Roscher (ii.
2828 f.) will be found a list of all such

applied to these deities (which chiefly represent the spread of the Roman arms and Roman
commerce respectively in the provinces), which
may mark them as foreigners under Roman
But lit would be rash to assume that
names.
where such titles are not found the deities are
always genuinely Roman and, in fact, we know
from other sources that Roman names became
permanently attached to local deities, and were so
used even by the provincial* themselves. Thus
in CIL vii., which contains the British inscriptions, we find the goddess of the hot springs
of Bath addressed as 'Minerva' (no. 43); 'Liber'
is the name for the chief god of the Dacians (CIL
titles

;

iii.

792,

896,

etc.

;

cf.

von Domaszewski,

Die

'Hercules'
Religion des romischen Heeres, p. 54)
represents the German 'Donar'; and Silvanus,'
is
over
whose cult
the Empire as a
widely spread
deity of gardens, boundaries, and clearings (cf.
and
WissoAva*, p. 215),
belongs especially to the
life of the Roman settler and farmer, was in
Dalmatia undoubtedly the representative of a
native deity. The legions, however, retained in
the provinces the genuine worship (combined with
that of the Emperor) of Jupiter Optimus Maximus,
of whom the aquila was the symbol (von Domaszewski, p. 12), of Mars, and of Victoria {ib. p.
4 fi.)
the auxiliary corps, who were not necessarily
Roman citizens, continued to worship their own
but
gods, whether under Roman names or not
the legionary was a citizen, and the very nature
of his oath and his service compelled him to the
cult of the deities who protected the Roman State
by its armies, though in the great majority of
cases he was neither a Roman nor an Italian by
birth.
It is curious to find that in the middle of
the 3rd cent. A.D., as a reaction against the
Orientalizing tendency of recent Emperors, a new
military Mars-religion appears, the work of the
legions themselves (cf. von Domaszewski, p. 34
No god is so often found on the coins of the Emperors of the decaying Empire').
But the religions of the Roman Empire are a
study in themselves, and one still incomplete for
the evidence is even yet not entirely collected.
great advance has been made in J. Toutain,
Les Cultes paiens dans Vempire romain, Paris,
;

'

;

;

:

'

;

—The volumes of the Corptis A

Inscriptionum, especially those which collect the
inscriptions of the northern and western provinces,
show us the names of Roman deities with which
we have become familiar in the course of this
article, continually recurring in large numbers,
and serve to remind us that the Roman soldier
and the Roman merchant were to be found in all
parts of the Empire still worshipping the ancestral
But here a great ditticulty
deities of the State.
meets us, which it is not possible entirely to overcome. It was the Roman practice to note the
points of similarity between the gods whom they
found existing in the provinces they acquired and
those of their own religion, i.e. points both in the
cult and in the conception thus both Caesar and
Tacitus use this interpretatio Romana instead of
giving us the local names of the strangers (Caes.
de Bell. Gall. vi. 17
Tac. Germania, 9).
As
:

'

'

;

Romans became more permanently settled in distant parts, and as the army came to be recruited

almost entirely from provincials, the distinction

1907-11.

The Religion of Roman Private

Life.

So far we have been dealing with the religion
But we have seen (above, p.
of the Roman State.
822) that this religion of the State was developed
out of the worship of the family, and in certain of
its most primitive and characteristic features, such
as the cult of Vesta, always retained the marks of
Other festivals, such as the Paganits ancestry.
alia and Compitalia, clearly reflect the common
worship of a union of families before the era of
the State M'as reached these were taken up into
the religious life of the State, and became sacra
publica, according to the definition of that term
But the religion of the family
in Festus, p. 245.
is included in the term sacra privata, and, in fact,
forms the greater part of such sacra ('At privata
[sacra] quae pro singulis hominibus, familiis, gentibus, fiunt,' Fest. ad loc.) ; nor need we here go into
;
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the question how far the individual was or could
be the subject of religious rites, nor into the
obscurer one of the cults which had become the
hereditary property of particular gentes or clans.
Of the religion of the familj' we have considerable details
surviving, and these have of late been well put together
and discussed by De Marchi in his work, La Religione nella

vita domestica (Milan, 1896 the sequel, La Religione gentilizia
Other modern authorities
eoUegiale, appeared in 1903).
are Marquardt, Staatsverwaltung, iii. 121 ff., and Privatalterthiitner, vol. i., where the private life of the Roman may
be best studied in connexion with his religious practice.
'
See also articles in Roscher on Lares,'
Penates,'
Genius,'
etc., and later ones on kindred subjects in Pauly-Wissowa.
E. Saniter, in his Familienfeste der Qriechen und Homer (Berlin,
1901), has interesting discussions of certain practices from
and a
the point of view of comparative religious practice
short account will be found in Fowler, Roman Ideas of Deity,
London, 1914, p. 14 fl. It hardly needs to be said that the
material from which our information is drawn on this subject is
scattered over the whole range of Roman literature from
Plautus and Cato to the Christian Fathers, and that the Corpus
Insoriptionum, and archajological research have of late years
added very important matter, which is stiU increasing, and still
imperfectly sifted and absorbed.
;

e

'

'

;

•

Two

(1)
preliminary remarks seem necessary.
There is no question here of periods of development, as in the religion of the State development,
or in one sense degeneration, worked upwards /ro?n
the worship of the family and but little within it.
True, the wealthy Roman families towards the end
of the Republican period doubtless felt the influence of the general carelessness, but the sacra
privata were so closely connected legally with the
continuity of the family and its property that
;

the natural conservatism of the Roman was here
strongly and for the most part successfully appealed to. On this point, and on the duty of the
Pontifices to see that the sacra privata were duly
maintained, see esp. Cicero, de Legibus, ii. 46 ft'. So
far as we know, the only important change in the
character of domestic worship was the iconic representation of the household gods,' which came in
at the end of the Republican period; e.g., the
Penates came to be represented by images of the
Dioscuri (Wissowa, Gesammelte Abhandlungen,
otherwise in the country and in families
;
p. 95
of ordinary means the religious forms remained almuch
the same. (2) It is not to be supposed
ways
that the religion of the family was entirely independent of the State authorities. In the older
forms of marriage, and in the superintendence of
the public cemeteries and the private rites there performed, the Pontifices, and especially the Pontifex
maximus, had a legitimate right of interference,
and could prevent the contamination of sacra iJrivata as well as sacra publica, as in the case of the
Bacchanalia in 186 B.C. As Cic. de Leg. ii. 46 ft",
shows, the Pontifices were the source of all exact
knowledge of the sacra privata, and the general
referees in all matters relating thereto.
In other
words, the State was responsible through its
authorities for the due maintenance of the religious duties of all its members, including the private
ones, just as with us it is responsible for the maintenance of moral duties towards women, children,
and animals. This was the result of the inseparable
union, so to speak, of Church and State at Rome.
The centre-point of the religion of private life
was the house, and the centre-point of the house
was the atrium, or hall, as we should call it, which
represented the original form of Italian dwelling
out of whicii all the additions of tlie later house
were developed. Here the family met for all purposes but that of sleeping here, in all houses but
those of advanced city life and luxurious country
villas, the deities of the household had their abode.
As the at7-ium was the centre of the house, so was
the hearth (focus) the centre of the atrium the
'
hearth, the natural altar of the dwelling room of
man (Aust, p. 214). This was the seat of Vesta,
and behind it was the penns, or store-closet, the
'

ft'.

)

;

—

'

seat of the Penates. Thus Vesta and the Penates
are in the most genuine sense the protecting and
nourishing deities of the household. Here, too, in
the atrium was the Lararium, or altar of the Lar
familiaris, the deity of the land which the family
tilled as well as of the house in which they dwelt ;
and here, too, was worshipped the Genius of the
paterfamilias, on whose aid the family depended
for its fertility

and continuance.

about each of these deities or

A

few words

spirits will help to

make clear the character of this simple and beautiful religious life.
They were all quite distinct conceptions, and, in spite of all the web-spinning of
later Greek and Roman syncretism, we can feel
fairly sure about the essential meaning of each one
of them.
Vesta was beyond doubt (see above, p. 825) the
on the hearth she thus represented the most essential part of the domestic
economy, the power to keep the body warm and to
cook the food — the maintenance of the physical
I.

spirit of the fire

;

vitality of the family.

It

has been said, not with-

out

reason, that Vesta represents this vitality
rather in the abstract, while the other deities
represent it in one or another more concrete form
(De Marchi, p. 67, following Herzog, in Rhein. Mus.
xiv. 6).
Perhaps it would be more exact to describe her as the centre-point round which the
others are set ; for she was at least as concrete a
conception as any of the others, and more so than
the Genius of tlie head of the house. (' Nee tu
aliud Vestam quam vivam inteUige flammam,' says
Ovid, Fasti, vi. 291 ; cf. J. G. Frazer, GB^, pt. i.,
The Magic Art, London, 1911, ii. 200ft'.) In front
of her dwelling the hearth was the table at
whicli the family took their meals, provided with
salt-cellar (salinum), sacred salt cake, baked according to primitive fashion (mola salsa ; Fowler,
p. 110) by the daughters of the family, as for

—

—

the State worship by the Vestals, and the little
After the first and chief
course of the midday meal silence was enjoined,
and an ofliering of a part of the meal was thrown
on to the fire (Serv. Mn. i. 730 ; Marquardt,
iii. 126 note).
Thus it is certain that this oftering
was made to the spirit of the fire (Vesta) ; whether
also originally to the Penates may be doubtful,
sacrificial dish (patella).

but so

seems to have been understood in later
is right in stating that the focus
was the altar of the di Penates (ad JEn. xi. 211).
The Lar was also included in historical times (Ov.
Fasti, ii. 633), and the deities of the household
were reckoned all together in the offering (so the
but the
plural dei is used in Serv. ad JEn. i. 730)
times,

it

if

Servius

;

practice of casting it into the fire points to a
primitive usage in which Vesta alone Avas concerned, and supports the view taken above that
she was the centre-point of the whole group, and
the most essential representative of the life of
the family.
well-known Pompeian painting
(De Marchi, p. 67, tab. iii.) shows Vesta sitting
between two Lares, with the ass, her favourite
animal, behind her but this only serves to illustrate the anthropomorphic influence of Greek art

A

;

on the

Roman

also art.

religion even in domestic

life.

Cf.

Hearth, Hearth-gods (Roman).

Penates are the spirits of the household store
which word Cicero explains as onme quo
vescuntur homines' \_de Nat. Deor. ii. 28 cf. Gel I.
2.

'

(jjenus,

;

Noct. Att. iv. 1. 17]). The religious nature of this
store is well shown by the fact that no impure
person was allowed to enter it, and the duty was
especially that of the children of the family (see
Fowler, CIE x. [1896] 317), whose purity and
religious capabilitj' were symbolized throughout
Roman history by the toga prcetexta which they
wore. It is perhaps as Avell to point out that the
Penates are not to be understood as representing
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the ancestors of the family ; they are purely spiritual conceptions of the genuine Konum kind,
attached to a particular spot, and capable of being
moved to another spot with the family, as yEneas
carried his Penates from Troy to Italy.
(The
termination -as, of which Penates must be the
plural,

though the singular

is

nowhere found,

al-

position in a fixed spot.) Penates ia
not, like Lares, a substantival name, but an adjecti\e
thus we find di penates but never di lares

ways implies
;

(Wissowa^ p. 164), and the adjectival form admits
an indefinite number of deities being included
under it. Pomneian paintings show many diflerent
deities thus included
and in that referred to just
above, where Vesta and the Lares are found
of

;

together, they may all represent the di penates
('penates sunt omnes dei qui domi coluntur,' Serv.
ad ^n. ii. 514). But this elasticity is, no doubt,
a later growth ; and in the simple Roman family
of the country, as in the house of the primitive
farmer, the Penates must have been, as their

name

implies, simply the spirits of the household

store.
3. Lar familiaris.— The origin of Vesta and
the Penates admits of little doubt ; but that of
the Lar is still a matter of dispute. It is now
generally agreed that there was originally but one
Lar of the household, as, e.g., in the prologue to the
Aultdaria of Plautus but beyond this there is no
consensus of opinion among scholars. Varro, so
far as we know, was the first to suggest that Lares
were the same as jNIanes (Aug. de Civ. Dei, vii. 6
Wissowa^ p. 174), and recently this idea has been
again in favour, since the subject of the worship
of ancestors has been matter of comparative inIt has generally been believed that
vestigation.
the Lar represented the reputed founder of the
who
(as has been assumed) was originally
family,
buried in the house, and continued to reside there.
This Avas the view of F. de Coulanges in his remarkable book La Cit6 antique, and it has of late
been maintained by both De Marchi and Samter
in the works referred to above. But archaeological
research in Italy has failed to discover any trace
of burial in the house, or even within the walls of
a settlement (see Fowler, CIR xi. [1897] 34). At
all times the dead had a settlement of their own
outside that of the living and there is no evidence
that the Romans ever thought of their duly buried
ancestors as having any place in the dwelling of
the living. As among other peoples, they may
have been conceived as having a desire to return to
their abode, especially if deprived by some accident
of funeral rites, but in that case the great object
of the living was to expel them (Fowler, p. 107 ff. ).
convincing argument is that the Lares, as has
already been mentioned, were never addressed as
di, as the Manes invariably were
i.e., they cannot
have been Iniman beings who became divine at
death.
Of late Wissowa has claimed for the Lar
a different origin, and his view, in spite of criticism
(e.g. Samter, p. 105 ff. ), may be said to hold the
field at present.
The Lares, he argues, were not
originally household gods at all, but deities prethe
over
several
siding
holdings of a settlement
they were originally worshipped at the compitn, or
crossways, where several such holdings met there
stood the shrine, with as many altars as there were
Lares and holdings over which they presided (see
Wissowa^, p. 167 ff. art. CR0SS-R0.4DS [Roman]).
Thus they fill a place in the private worship which
would otherwise be vacant—that of the holding,
and its productive power while the buried ancestors are quite sufficiently represented bj'' di
manes, di parentes, etc. Thus, too, it is easy to
account for their occurrence in the Arval hymn,
one of the oldest Latin fragments we possess
(Henzen, p. 26), for they would naturally be objects
;

;

;

of invocation at the lustration of the crops of the

settlement (see above,

;

;

;

—

Nor

p. 841).

to understand how the
his way into the house

is it difficult

Lar of the liolding found
ho became tlie object of
the worship of the whole familia, i.e. the workers
on the land, both bond and free, and passed
(perhaps as the iMjnd-workers grew more numerous and important) into the circle of VestaPenates-Genius, with which, strictly speaking,
It is true tliat we canslaves had nothing to do.
not trace this passage historically, and we know
tliat the Lares of the campita retained their seat
there and remained as Lares compitales even in
but we may be sure that the
the growing city
Lares were attached to the land and not, like the
CJenius, to the person of any man, and, as so
attached, their presence in the house can hardly
be explained in any other way. The arguments
for this theory will be found in full in Wissowa's
:

;

art.
]).

'Lares' in Roscher, in his Jiel. und Kult.^,
rii.
ff., and in a reply to Samter in

ARW

167

[1904].

Genius. — The last of the deities of

the house4.
hold was the Genius of the pntcrfamilias, not to
be identified, as in the age of syncretism, with
the Lar familiaris (Censorinus, de Die Natali,
iii. 2) ;
even so late as the Theodosian Code
the two are distinguished in the practice of the
The Genius was
cult (see Cod. Theod. xvi. 10. 2).
in primitive conception the generative power of
the man that mysterious power which maintained the continuity of the family, yet belonged
to the individual for his lifetime only, and to him
alone and apparently as inherent in this power
was conceived to be all his masculine capacity of
enjoyment and vigour of body and mind. The
Genius is not the soul of the man, but the niimen
residing in him, whose power exhibits itself chiefly
in the continuance of the family, and who must
therefore be an object of veneration for all its
members. The seat of the Genius was more especially the marriage bed (lectus gcnialis); and the
festival of the Genius was the birthday of the
head of the house, in which the \\\\o\e familia took
part, slaves and freedmen included (see Wissowa^
This ia the strict
p. 176; De Marchi, p. 17611'.).
meaning of Genius in domestic worship for further
developments of the conception see Fowler, Roman
Ideas of Deity, pp. 1711'., 158
As might be guessed from all that we have seen
of the Roman ideas of the supernatural, all the important epochs in human life, and the ceremonies
connected with them, had, originally at least, a

—

;

:

tt'.

religious character.
5.
6.

A

;
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Marriage.

— See art.

MARRIAGE (Roman).
— If we are to believe

Birth and early years.

Varro as quoted by

St.

Augustine

(de Civ. Dei, iv. 11,

ad Nat. ii. 11), the proces.ses of birth
and bringing up were under the protection of a multi37

;

cf.

Tertull.

tude of spirit-deities, all of whom should be invoked
at the proper time and in the proper terms ; but,
as has been said above (p. 832), it may be doubted
whether these lists were not the invention of a
comparatively late age of inicstly activity, and
whether these numina were, in fact, recognized in
The cliicf deity of birth was
ordinary practice.
Jimo Lucina ; in the fourtli Eclogue of Virgil,

a prophetic carmen sung at the actual
(see Fowler, in J. B. Mayor,
Fowler, and R. S. Conway, Virgil's Messianic

which

is

moment

Eclogue,
invoked.

of birth
1907,

p.

69),

this

is

the

only

deity

Immediately after the birth, if the infant
were suhlatus, i.e. acknowledged by the father and
destined to be brought up, we are told by Varro
(Aug. de Civ. Dei, vi. 9) of a custom so curious that
it rnay be mentioned liere as possibly primitive in
its original form and dating from the early agi'iThree men at night
cultural age of Roman life.
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came to the threshold of the house and struck it
respectively with a hatchet, a mortar, and a besom,
that ' by these signs of agriculture Silvanus might
be prevented from entering ; from these actions
arose three deities, Intercidona, Pilumnus, Deverra,
by whose guardianship the infant is protected
'

against the power

[Greek and

of

Silvanus

(cf.

art.

BiRTH

This idea of the
force of cultivation in keeping off wild and evil
be
illustrated
from
Robertson Smith's
spirits may
Religion of the Semites, lect. iii. We need not
follow the infant through the stages of his commitment to the care of other nuinina ; it will be sufficient to observe that, though the accounts of these
Avhich have come down to us from Varro are doubtless exaggerated, the earliest tender age was, no
doubt, matter of the greatest anxiety, and consequently of the utmost endeavour to avert evil influences and omens. That this is the meaning of
the children's bulla, or amulet, is almost certain,
and probably the toga prcetexta, which was worn
by both boys and girls, had an originally religious
or quasi-religious meaning (see Fowler, CIR x.
But the one really religious ceremony of
317).
which we know in the first days of infancy is
that of the dies liistricus the ninth day for boys
and the eighth for girls on which, as the name
implies, the child was purified and adopted into
the family and its sacra, and received also its name.
After this the boy or girl grew up under the protection of the household gods, and performed various
On reaching
religious duties in their service.
puberty the boy laid aside the bulla and the prcetexta the former was hung on the images or the
Lares in later times (Persius, v. 31), while the
latter was taken off finally at the festival of
the Liberalia in March, when the youth went to

Roman],

§

2).

—
—

;

the Capitol and sacrificed there to Jupiter and to
Juventas (De Marchi, p. 176 Fowler, p. 56). The
girl when about to be married also laid aside her
prcetexta, with her dolls and other marks of child;

hood, and,

if

vii. 54), ofi'ered

Wissowa guesses rightly (ABW
them to the Lares at the Compi-

The tender and dangerous age of childhood
being then passed, and youth and maiden being
endowed with new powers, the peculiar defensive
armour of infancy might be dispensed with.
7. Death, burial, and cult of the dead.— As Aust
has well observed (p. 225), religion had no part to
play at the Roman deathbed the dying man had
no reckoning to make with heaven, and had no
need for the forgiveness of sins in order to depart
this life in peace. His responsibility for his actions
ceased with this life, and after death he had nothing to fear or to hope from the gods ; thus he
had no need of any mediating priest in his last
moments.
The miserable fears which haunted
him through life, painted by Lucretius in such
glowing colours of contempt, ceased altogether at
his death
his peace and comfort in his grave depended on the right legal and religious conduct of
his living family, in respect of proper burial and
yearly renewed offerings 'to the di manes of the
family at the common tomb. The house which he
had left for the last time, and all who had been in
contact with the deceased, must be duly purified
by lustration, in this case by fumigation and the
sprinkling of water, but the true religious rites
only began at the grave. It may be observed in
passing that both burial and cremation were in
use at Rome in historical times, and had been so,
as we know from the XII Tables, since at least the
5th cent. B.C.; the religious rites in each case were
practically the same the details of difference in
other respects will be found in Marquardt, Privatalterttmrner, i. 365 ft
When the body or ashes had been consigned
to the last resting-place, the mourners partook at
talia.

;

;

;

the grave of a meal called silicernium, which had a
The meaning and derivation
religious character.
of the word are uncertain, but there seems to be
little doubt that it indicates some kind of sacramental meal, first ofiered to the dead and then partaken of by the survivors (De Marchi, p. 192), since
Tertullian {Apol. 13) parallels it with the epuhim
Jovis of which the magistrates and Senate partook
in the visible presence of the three deities of the
Capitoline temple (Fowler, p. 218). Thus it would
seem to have bound together the living and the
manes of the deceased in the same mystical
way as deity and worshipper were thought to
be made one when the victim was not only killed
but consumed. The rites at the grave continued
till the ninth day ; on one of these days occurred
the ferice denicales, of which the meaning is uncertain, but they may have included, as De Marchi
has suggested (p. 196), a sacrifice of sheep to the
Lar familiaris of which Cicero speaks in de Legibus,
ii. ^22, 55.
The finis funestae familise,' or conclusion
of the mourning, mentioned in the same passage,
is the sacrum novendiale on the ninth day, which
consisted of a sacrifice at the grave, and was followed
by the cena novendialis, at which the partakers
appeared no longer in mourning but in white, and
celebrated with good cheer the end of their sorrow
in rich families this might again be followed by
ludi funebres novendiales, as iEneas in ^neid, v.
after the parentatio, or renewal of these rites in
the cult of the dead, refreshed the spirits of his
'

;

,

men by athletic contests.
As the dead continued to exist

as spirits or deities
burial, it was necessary to renew every
year the rites at the grave which we have described.
This took place under the direction of the State on
what may be called the Roman All Souls' Days,
nine in number, as werejthe days of original mournafter

due

ing (Feb. 13-21, Parentalia Fowler, p. 306 ft".). On
Feb. 22 was the family festival of the Caristia, described by Ovid (Fasti, ii. 617 f. ) as a kind of reunion of the living members of the family after
they had done their duty by the di manes, when
;

quarrels were forgotten in a general harmony.
This took place not at the grave but in the house,
and the household gods shared in the sacred meal.
all

Cf.

art.

Death and Disposal of the Dead

(Roman).

—A

word must be said about
8. Agricultural rites.
those religious observances of private life which
were so important for the prosperous prosecution of
the daily labour of the ordinary Roman. Of such
observances in the great city itself we know nothing indeed, and it may be that they were obsolete
at a very early period, or were never followed out,
as in the leisured life of the farm ; the busy idleness of town life probably had a damaging effect
upon simple piety, as has been the case in modern
Europe. But of the religious ritual of the farm
we fortunately have valuable records in Cato's
treatise on agriculture, compiled in the middle of
the 2nd cent. B. C. ; these records are in all probability drawn from the books of the Pontiiices,
and are included by Cato in his work as giving the
genuine and correct formulas of invocation to the
gods for those about to undertake certain agriOne of them has already been
cultural operations.
quoted above, in connexion with sacrificial ritual
and prayer they have been carefully studied of
late by De Marchi (p. 128 ff.), and translated by
'

'

;

with notes. Here it is possible
to give only a general account, and a single specimen of invocation.
For the safety of his oxen the farmer is directed
(Cato, de Agricidtura, 83) to otter to Mars Silvanus
in the wood (presumably the woodland where they
grazed), and Tby daylight, for each head of cattle a
The
fixed amount of meal, lard, flesh, and wine.

him into

Italian,

ROSARIES
might be made either by a free man or by
i.e. by the villirus in tlie master's absence
but no Moinan was to take part in it, or even to
see tlie ceremony.
The otterings were to be consumed by the persons present (cf. Fowler, p. 194).
Again, when tlie pear-trees were in blossom, another
ottering, called daps (cf. Festus, p. 68), was to be
made for the oxen, in this case to Jupiter Dapalis
The
(cf. Jupiter Farreus in the rite of confarreatio).
day was to be a holiday for the oxen and the herdsmen, and for those who took part in the rite and
afterwards it was legitimate to sow various kinds of
seed (C'ato, 131 f. cf. Fowler, p. 218). Once more,
ottering
a slave,

;

;

;

when wood was cut, or clearing made, or any digging done in a wood which might be inhabited by
some unknown deity, a piacular sacrifice of a pig
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;

had to be made, and the following prayer recited
Si deus, si dea, cujus illud sacrum est, ut tibi ius

plum,

siet porco piaculo facere illiusce sacri coercendi
Har unique rerum ergo sive
[i.e. \'iolating] ergo.
ego, sive quis iussu meo fecerit, ut id fecerit, recte
factum siet. Eius rei ergo te hoc porco piaculo
immolando bonas preces precor, uti sies volens propitius milii domo familireque me£e liberisque meis ;

Lexicon der griechischen und romischen 3Iythotogie
Rossbach, A., Untersuchunnen iiber die romische Ehe, Stuttgart,
1853 Schwegler, A., Romische Geschichte, vol. i., Tubingen,
1853 Usener, H., Gottemamen, Bonn, 1896 'Wissowa, G.,
Religion und Kultxis der Rbmer, Munich, 1902, Qaammelte
Abhandlungen zur romischen Religions- und Stadtyeschichte,
Munich, 1904 Zeller, E., Religion und Philosophie bei den

:

'

harumque rerum ergo macte hoc piaculo immolando
esto' (Cato, 139 f.; for this kind oi piaculum cf.
p. 136 ft".).
singularly interesting directions for the Iustratio agri have been already alluded to and in
part quoted (above, p. 828). Here we may substitute for if another piece of ritual, to be enacted
before the harvest is begun, which is given by Cato
in ch. 134.
Before the harvest it is necessary to
make a sacrifice of a porca prcecidanea in the following way (for this sacrifice of a sow and its connexion with the cult of the dead, from which it may
have passed into the common usage of the farm,
see Wissowa-, p. 193 ; De Marchi, p. 135, note).
The ottering must be made to Ceres before the harvesting of wheat, barley, beans, and rape. Janus,
Jupiter, Juno are to be invoked with incense and
wine before the immolation of the sow ; and to
Janus a sacred cake {strues) is to be offered with
the following prayer : ' O Father Janus, with the
ottering of tTiis cake I pray thee to be propitious
to me, my children, my house, and my familia.'
Then another kind of cake {/ertum) was to be presented to Jupiter with the same formula of prayer.
Next, wine was to be ottered to Janus with the
words, Father Janus, as I have prayed thee good
prayers in ottering the strues, so for the same object let this ottering of wine succeed ; so also a
wine ottering was to be made to Jupiter. Then
the joorca prcecidanen was to be slain ; and, when
the entrails had been laid bare, another strues was
to be ottered to Janus as before, and ainoi\iex ertum
to Jupiter, and to each of them an ottering of wine.

Henzen,

The

'

'

f

Afterwards both the meat and the wine were to
be ottered to Ceres.
With this specimen of ritual, which so well illustrates the peculiar character of the Roman religious
whether public or private, this article may
Like all such formula;, it sugfitly be concluded.
gests (Questions which are not easy to answer, and
which it is not possible to attempt to exjjlain here.
But it may serve to remind the reader of what was
said at the beginning of this article as to the origin
and essential character of the genuine religio of the
early Romans, which had its roots in the mental
attitude of an agricultural people towards the
powers to whom they believed themselves indebted
for all success in procuring food and clothing
by
agricultural labour.
Literature (the works marked with an asterisk are those of the
practice,

greatest practical value for a student of the Roman religion).—
*Aust, E., Die Religion der Homer, Munster, 1899; Beurlier,
E., Le Culte imperial, Paris, 1891 *Boissier, G., La Reli.jion
roinaine d'Auguste aux Amonins^, Paris, 1891 Biicheler, F.,
Vmbrica (the processional inscription of Iguvium), Bonn, 18S3 ;
;

;

;

Berlin, 1869; Pauly-Wissowa, Realencyclopudie der
clasinschen Altertumswissenschajt ; *Preller, L., ROmische
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ROMANTICISM.—See Culture.
ROSARIES.— I. Origin.— A rosary is a string
of knots or beads, designed as an aid to the memory,
and, when used in religious exercises, providing a
convenient method for counting the recitation of
prayers or the repetition of the names and attributes of the Deity. The use of the rosary is very
widely spread, but its earliest home seems to be in
Asia, where it can lay claim to a fairly venerable
antiquity. In dealing with its origin we can do
no more as yet than put forward suggestions.
The use of knots {q.v.) as mnemonic signs is
almost universal, and such a simple device may
have been invented again and again its appearance in many parts of the world does not prove
tiiat it was invented in one country and transmitted thence to other centres. The highest development of a system of knots as a means of
aiding the memory and for keeping records is seen
in S. America, where the quipu (a Peruvian word
meaning knot ') served as a means of record and
communication in a highly organized society. It
was a system of knot-writing, each kind of knot
having a separate meaning, the ditterent coloured
cords also having each its own significance.' In
China, in the times of Yung-ching-che, it is stated,
the people used little cords marked by ditterent
knots, which, by their numbers and distances,
served them instead of writing. ^
This seems to
point to the early use by the Cliinese of a contrivance similar to the quipu of the Peruvians.
In
the rosary used by the Shingon sect of Buddhists
in Japan there is a knot formed by the union of
two strings which hang from the main string of
beads, and it is said to resemble an ancient Chine.se
character which means man,' being one of a combination of characters used in representing one of
the many attributes of Buddha.^
The use of knots as mnemonic signs for purely secular
purposes still persists in many countries. Among tlie Indians
of Guiana, when a.paiuari feast is to be held, the entertainers
prepare a number of strings, each tied into knots, the number
of which corresponds with the number of days to the feast.
The headman of each settlement is presented with one of these
strings.
Every day a knot is untied, and in this way the hosts
know on which day to expect their guests.* Among the
;

'

'

1 E. B.
Tylor, Researches into the Early Hist, of Mankind,
London, 1S65, pp. 154-158.
2 A. Y.
Goguet, Origine des lois, des arts et des sciences,
Paris, 1758, iii. 322 J. A. M. de Moyria de Maillac, Hist. g^n.
;

de la Chine, Paris, 1777-85, i. 4.
sjourn. Aiiiatic Soc. of Japan,
4 E. F. im
1883, p. 319 f .

Thum, Aniong

the

ix. [1S81] 177.

Indians of Guiana, London,
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rakia is considered a very valuable amulet, and
the
the owner of such a bead also
possesses
goddess Laksmi and all kinds of blessings. If
with
to
will
the
it,
part
tempt
possessor
nothing
it must be stolen from him, and it should be
encased in gold and carefully preserved as a
family relic. It is only from the most accomplished
Yogis that such beads can be obtained, and any
price that they demand must be paid by the wouldvarious headings.
be owner of such a treasure. RudraMa seeds with
Notched sticks are also of universal use for record-keepmg,
eleven facets are Avorn by celibate Yogis, while the
such as the tally-sticks which were utilized in England and
in
In
Ireland
the
quite
Ireland almost up to
present day.
married ones wear those with two and those with
recent times these sticks have been employed to record the
five facets are sacred to Hanuman, the monkeynumber of prayers uttered, and the suppliant would leave such
^
The rough surface of the rudrakia seeds
god.
a stick as a votive offering at some sacred well. These sticks
rosaries.'
'votive
have been called
may possibly symbolize the austerities connected
The oldest reference to rosaries to be M'ith 6iva-worsliip. The seeds, according to apiva
II. Age.
found in the literature of India is in the Jain canon. legend, are said to be the tears of Rudra (or Siva)
Here they are referred to as forming one of the which he let fall in a rage (some say in grief,' some
into this form.
appliances of Brahmanical monks. In this litera- in ecstasy) and which crystallized
ture the two names given to rosaries are ganettiyd The five facets are also sometimes thought to stand
and kanchaniya (Prakrit names = Skr. ganayitrika, for the five faces or the five distinct aspects of the
2
The worshippers of Visnu, on the other
'the counter,' and kanehana, 'gold,' also 'bright' god.
References in later literature occur hand, prefer smooth beads, and favour those made
or shining ').
in Brahmanical works only, and here two more of the tidasi, or holy basil (Ociinum sanctum),
names are given mdta{ox mdlika), 'garland,' and this shrub being sacred to Visnu. The Saktas
sutra, 'string.'* These names refer to the shape count up to 100 on the three joints of each finger
Some of the deities are represented on the right hand, each ten being marked oil on
of the rosary.
The following the joint of one of the fingers on the left hand.
as carrying rosaries in their hands.
from the Buddhist 'Forty-two Points of The number of recitations having reached 100, they
Passage
place that number of millet grains before them.
)octrine,' art. 10, alludes to the rosary
The man who, in the practice of virtue, applies himself to This is repeated till the required number is reached.
the extirpation of all his vices is like one who is rolling between
The Atits of Bengal break up their rosaries into
If he continues taking
his fingers the beads of the chaplet.
separate parts, using them as ornaments also.
hold of them one by one, he arrives speedily at the end. By
They wear a string of 27 beads from the elbow, a
extirpating his bad inclinations one by one, a man arrives at
wristlet with five beads, and hanging from each
perfection.'*
The rosary is found to be ear is a pendant of tliree beads.* In the Jain sect
III. Distribution.
the laity generally use the rosarj' when repeating
in use among Hindus, Buddhists, Muhammadans,
and Christians. It also has a use among some the navakur mantra. The materials vary accordJews.
ing to the use to which they are put and the wealth
The poorer Jains generally use
of the owner.
It is generally considered
I. Hindu or Brahman.
rosaries made of cotton thread and sandal-wood ;
tliat the Hindus were the first to evolve the rosary.
"
'
the richer use beads of red coral, crystal, cornelian,
It is called in Sanskrit japa-mala, "muttering chaplet (and
sometimes srnarani, "remembrancer"), because by means of
emerald, pearl, silver, and gold. In this sect there
its beads the muttering of a definite number of prayers may be
are two special uses of the rosary.
counted. But the pious Hindu not only computes his daily
(1) Rosaries of five different colours— red, yellow, green, white,
prayers as if they were so many rupees to be added to his

of Central E. Africa the time of a woman's pregnancy
reckoned by knots at each new moon one knot is untied.i
In this country it is a common practice to tie a knot in a
handkerchief as an aid to memory. The same custom is found
in India, the knot being usually tied in the strings of the
pdejamas.^ Such customs are apt in time to disappear with
the advance of culture and the introduction of less cumbrous
methods, being retained only for religious purposes. Such a
survival of the use of knots for keeping records is seen in some
rosaries at the present day in the Greek Orthodox Church, in
Egypt, and in India. These will be noted below under the

Wagogo

is

'

'

;

;

—

'

—

:

'

—

—

capital stock in the bank of heaven ; he sets himself to repeat
the mere names of his favourite god, and will continue to do so
for

hours together.'

5

This operation of counting is used by ascetics as
a means of promoting contemplation.
The rosary differs according to the sect to which
the user of it belongs. The materials of which
rosaries are made vary greatly, and each has a
The number of beads also^ varies
specific purpose.
according to the sect. A worshipper of Siva is
supposed to use a rosary of 32 beads, or double
that number a votary of Visnu, on the other
hand, is supposed to use one with 108 beads. This
number is also sometimes found on a Saivite rosary
indeed the beads may run into several hundreds,
irrespective of the sect. There are usually one or
more terminal beads to each rosary ; they are not
generally counted in with those on the main string.
A favourite bead of the
(«) Materials, etc.
Saivites is that called rudraMa,
eye of the god
Rudra (or Siva).' This is generally supposed to
come from the Eleocarpus ganitrus. In the Pan jab,
however, the name rudraMa appears to be applied
to the seeds of the jujube-tree, and importance is
here attached to the number of facets on the seeds.
These slits, running from end to end of each seed,
one-mouthed rudare called mouths (niunh).
;

;

—

'

'

'

A

H. Cole, JAI xxxii. [1902] 323.
Temple, FNQ u. [1884-85] 571.
Leumann, Rosaries mentioned in Indian Literature,'
Oriental Congress Report, 1891, p. 3 f.
Quoted by G. G. Zerffl, in Journ. of the Soc. of Arts, 1873,
1

2 R. C.

3 E.

'

•»

5

M. Monier-Williama, Modern India and the Indians^,
f.

:

p.

;

;

;

occupation of a newly built Jain temple); (e) pratistha
The tlrthankaras are
images in temples).
believed to have been of different colours, viz. red, yellow,
of
rosaries in these five
use
green, white, and dark hence the
colours. Red is represented by the red coral rosary yellow
white by silver,
the
emerald
by the amber or gold green by
white pearl, or crystal rosaries." The cotton thread rosaries do
a
substitute for
be
used
as
and
cannot
not represent white
The dark, or dark blue, colour is resilver, pearl, or crystal.
akikalbaher
rosary.
presented by the
(2) Rosaries of these five different colours are also used for
the repetition of mystical formuUe, charms, spells, and incantations, wth a view to obtaining certain benefits from the deities.
On the other hand, they may be used for harmful purposes— to
injure hostile or obnoxious people, to disable them, to make
them ill, to kill them, to subdue them, to obtain their affections,
to make them inert, or to summon them.

(first

(installation of

;

;

;

;

There are also small rosaries called boherkhas.
These are used when the more costly rosaries with
the usual number of beads are not obtainable, or
when the user cannot afford to buy the more expensive beads. These hoberkhas generally contain
sub6, 9, 12, 18, 27, 36, or 54 beads— i.e. any
multiple of 108.*
Devotees attach much importance to the size of
the beads— the larger they are, the more effective
is the rosary, and the greater the merit attained
Monier- Williams^ gives the
by the user of it.
following account of the use of such rosaries by an
1

p. 469.

108

and black— are used for the repetition of certain mystical
formula and incantations to appease and propitiate Navagrahas,
ten Dikpalas, Ashtaniangalas, and other deities on the following
occasions (a) Sdnti-sndtra (pacifying and propitiatory rites)
(b) ashtottari-sndtra (bathing an image 108 times) (c) anjanasdlilkd (ceremony of sanctifying images) (d) chaitya-pravisha

2

3

W. Crooke, Things Indian, London, 1906,
Monier-Williams, p. 110.
4
NINQ iii. 84.
Crooke, p. 409.

p.

408
5 P.

113

f.

ROSARIES
old heiniit who wjus living in the neigh bouriiood of
Kaira in a hut near a rude temple
He was engaged in his evening relitrioiis exercises, and,
wlioUy regardless of the presence of his European visitor, continued turning with both hands and with evident exertion a
gigantic rosary. A huge wooden roller, suspended horizontally
from the posts of the shed, supported a sort of chain composed
of fifteen rough wooden balls, each as big as a child's head.
As he kept turning this enormous rosarj' round and round, each
bead passed into his hands, and whilst he held the several balls
:

name (Lvhe kd Simarnu), and

another shed, where on another cross-beam, supported by posts,
were strung some heavy logs of hard wood, each weighing about
twenty pounds. Having grasped one of these with both hands,
he dashed it forcibly against the side post, and then another
log against the first. Probably the clashing noise thus protluced
was intended to give increased effectiveness to the recitation of
his prayers.'

The rosary plays a part

in the initiation cereAvhen children, at the age of six or seven
are
admitted
to
the
years,
religion of Visnu.
Such a rosary is usually made of tulsi-(tnlasi-)
and
it
is
round
the
necks of tiie candiwood,
passed
dates by the gw'u (priest), who teaches them one
of the sacred formulte, such as
Homage to the
divine son of Vasudeva,' Homage to the adorable

mony

'

'

Rama,' or 'Adorable Krishna is my refuge.'
A high-caste Brahman employs the rosary
merely as a means of counting liis daily prayer.s.
He is careful to conceal his hand in a bag, made
'

for this purpose, when telling his beads, so that he
not be seen of men.
The bag, which is
often beautifully embroidered and is of a particular
is
called
cow's
mouth.
The
shape,
gaumukhi,
favourite mantra thus repeated is the Gayatrl
from the Rigveda
Tat savitur varenyam bhargo
'

'

may

'

'

—

'

devasya dhimahi dhiyo yo nah pracodayat,' Let
us adore that excellent glory of tiie divine Vivifier
may he enlighten our understandings.' Only those
who have been invested with the sacred thread
may repeat this mantra.
A Brahman may attain beatitude by simple repetition of the
'

:

The

In the monasteries a novice is instructed to be
careful not to lose his beads
should he do so, he
is allowed no food or drink till he has recovered
them, or, failing this, till the superior has invested
him with another rosary.
Further special uses for the different kinds of
beads are given by K. Raghunathyi *
H a rosary be used in honour of a goddess the beads should
be of coral (prdval) if in honour of Nirgun Brahma, they
;

:

'

;

should be of pearls (mtiktmnala) if with the object of obtaining the fulfilment of wishes (tcd»nd), they should be of rtcdrakshas ; ... if with the object of obtaining salvation (moksha),
they should be of crystal (spatkik) ; and if with the object of
subduing the passions (stambhan), of turmeric roots.'
;

The Sikhs have a rosary which consists of knots
instead of beads. Possibly this is a survival of an
early method of keeping count by a system of
knots.
It is made of many strands of wool,
knotted together at intervals— 108 knots in all.
This kind of rosary is not very durable, the material
of which it is composed being liable to the ravages
of moths.
Another kind of rosary used by Sikhs
is made of iron beads, arranged at intervals and
connected by slender iron links. They have a
rosary also which is peculiar to them and is worn
like a bracelet on the wrist.
It is made of iron
and has 27 beads. Sometimes these beads are
strung on a rigid iron ring, sometimes they are
connected by links like the longer rosary mentioned
above. The rosary with 27 beads has a particular
1

See iIonier-^VilIiams, Religious Thought aiid Life in India,

p. 117.
2

Manu,

ii.

79,

quoted by Monier-Williams,

p. 111.
3
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India,

forms also a tribal

and similar

A

Hindu rosary

'

made

Sakta.s use rosaries

teeth

of dead

men's

relics.

called baijanti

nuda

(baijanti,

Visnu ') consists of live gems
proiluced from the five elements of nature
sajjphire from the earth, pearl from water, ruby
from lire, topaz from the air, and diamond from the
flag [or standard] of

—

ether or space.

—

It is sometimes difficult to dis(b) Charms.
tinguish between the rosary proi^er and a charm
in fact, the rosary is often itself a charm.
The
liadi Nats of S. Mirzapur have a sacred mu.-ical

;

instrument which

is called nag-damcni ('subduer
of snakes').
Ko-saries of snake-bones are tied to
it, and, until it is furnished with two such rosaries,
it does not become sanctified.
This instrument is
occasionally worshipped, and the beads of the
rosaries hung on it are often used to cure diseases by being tied on to the wrist of the sick
person.' Snake-charmers in other parts of India
make use of similar rosaries as a protective charm,
by hanging them on to the pipes on which they
play before the snakes. Hhefaqirs also make use
of a rosary composed of the vertebrre of a snake ;
they carry it to show that they know of a
charm to cure snake-bite. Sometimes the rosary
is worn tied to the turban, and a special mantra is
recited on these beads called the garur-mantra, to
cure snake-bite. This is an example of the universal belief in the 'doctrine of signatures.' The
faqirs also cure quartan ague by tying a bead from
such a ro.sary round the Avrist of the suflerer.*
There is a rosary much used bj' Hindus of the
Sakti sect which is caWed jnitr jiwa (' which gives
life to sons').
It is composed of beads made of
light-coloured seeds, oval in shape, which grow

This rosary is used when a
very plentifully.
Hindu wants a son. No doubt the idea of fertility
involved here.

is

The following method

'

Gayatri, whether he perform other rites or not,' and 'having
repeated the Gayatri three thousand times he is delivered
from the greatest guilt. '2

it

mark.'

'

in his grasp he repeated, or rather chanted in a low tone, a
short prayer to the god llama. All the wooden balls underwent
this process of pious manipulation several times before he
desisted. The muscular exertion and consequent fatigue must
have been great, yet the entire operation was performed with
an air of stoical impassiveness. Then the devotee went into

849

given by Pandit

Ram

of

obtaining a son

Gharib Chaub^

is

;•*

Most Hindus believe that their failure to obtain male issue
is due to the unfavourable position of the stars. ... If it be
owing to Saniscliara Mangala, Rahu or Ketu, the Sraddha rite
must be performed either at Gaj-a or Narayani Sila at Hardwar,
and a Pandit must be employed to recite the Sri Mad Bhagwat
Eatha for seven days. But the most popular plan is to get the
following mantra repeated on^ hundred and twenty thousand
times at a temple of Rama or Siva and to have a Iluma or fire
sacrifice done at the end of it: "O Govinda, son of Devaki,
lord of the universe, give me a son ; I have taken refuge in
'

thee.'"

Another rosary, used by Hindus who wish to

get rid of their superfluous flesh, is made of small,
almost black seeds, dry and shrivelled looking,
being rather like dried currants in appearance.
Doubtless the user hopes that by repeating prayers
on it he may obtain a likeness to the seeds, and
A rosary
shrivel up and decrease in size himself.
from the Partabgarh district, which is in the collection at the Pitt-Rivers Museum, Oxford, consists of 213 very small beads, phts the terminal,
and is finished with a tassel of pink wool. This
rosary is stated to be used to prevent the elJ'ect
of the 'evil eye.'
The Buddhist rosary is probablj'
2. Buddhist.
of Brahman origin, and here again the number of
beads on the string is usually 108. This is said to
correspond with the number of mental conditions,
or sinful inclinations, which are overcome by reciting the beads.
Moreover, 108 Brahmans were summoned at Buddha's birth
to foretell his destinv. In Burma the footprints of Buddha

—

have sometimes 108 subdivisions in Tibet the sacred writings
{Kahgyur) run into 108 volumes in China the white pagoda at
Peking is encircled by 108 columns, and in the same country
;

;

1 Cf. J. X.
Bhattacharya,
1896, p. 510.
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108 blows form the ordinary punishment for malefactors.
Again, in Japan, at the bommatsxiri, or bonku (festival of the
dead), observed from 13th to 15th July, 108 welcome fires are
lighted on the shores of sea, lake, or river ; and 108 rupees are
usually given in alms.i
Besides the full rosaries of 108 beads, smaller

ones are also used, the number of beads representing the chief disciples of Buddha.
In India the Buddhist rosaries do
(a) India.
not seem to differ very much from many of those
used by Hindus. Some are made of more costly
materials than others, the more valuable being
of turquoise, coral, amber, silver, pearls, or other
gems. The poorer people usually have their rosary
beads made of wood, pebbles, berries, or bone, and
they are often satisfied with only 30 or 40 beads.
The Burmese rosary also has 108
(b) Burma.
beads. It seems to be used merely as a means of
counting the repetitions of the names of the
Buddha trinity, viz. Phra (Buddha), Tara
(Dharma), and Sangha. On the completion of a
round of the rosary the central bead is held and
the formula Anitsa, Dukka Anatha,'' 'AH is trans-

—

—

'

and unreal,' is repeated.* The
monks sometimes wear a rosary called bodhi, with
72 beads. The beads are black and sub-cylindrical
in shape, and are said to be made of slips of leaf
itory,

painful,

on Avhich charmed words are inscribed.
These
leaves are rolled into pellets with the aid of
or
The
is
varnish.
not
mentioned
lacquer
rosary
in the Southern Scriptures as one of the articles
for
a
and
it
is
not
so
monk,
necessary
conspicuous
among Southern Buddhists as it is among their

Northern

co-religionists.^
Tibet.
The rosary,

—

phreng-ba (pronounced
a string of
vulgarly theng-ngd),
beads,' is an essential part of a Lama's dress, and
is also worn by most of the laity of both sexes.
The act of telling the beads is called tah-c'e,
Avhich means literally
to parr
like a cat, the
muttering of the prayers being suggestive of this
sound. The rosaries have 108 beads on the main
The reason given for this number is that
string.
it ensures the repetition of a sacred spell
100
times, the eight extra beads being added for fear
of omission or breakage.
There are three terminal
beads to the rosaries, which are called collectively
'retaining (or seizing) beads,' dok-'dsin. These
symbolize the Three Holy Ones of the Buddhist
The Gelug-pa, or established church, have
trinity.
only two or three terminal beads to their rosaries,
the pair being emblematic of a vase from which
the other beads spring. But an extra bead is
often strung with those on the main string,
bringing the number up to 109.
(c)

'

theng-wa, or

'

'

'

'

The Tibetan

rosaries usually have a pair of pendent strings
on which are threaded small metal beads or rings. These serve
as counters. At the end of one of these strings is a dorje (the
thunderbolt of Indra), the other string terminating in a bell.
Sometimes there are four of these strings attached, in which
case the third string often ends with a magic peg {purhu), and

the fourth with a wheel {Vor-lo). The counters on the dorje
string register units, those on the bell string marking tens
These terminal ornaments are frequently inlaid
of cycles.
with turquoise.
The strings are usually attached at the
and
bead on either side of the large central
twenty-first
eighth
bead, though there is no rule about this and they can be placed
anywhere on the string. By means of these counters 10,800
prayers may be counted, but the number uttered depends
largely on the leisure and fervour of the devotee. Old women
are especially zealous in this respect. Sometimes the beads
have been so worn with constant use that their shape has been
changed. Besides those pendent counter-strings, various odds
and ends often hang from the rosaries, such as metal toothpicks, tweezers, small keys, etc.

The materials of which the beads are made vary
according to the sect, the god or goddess addressed,
and the wealth of the owner. The abbots of some
of the wealthy monasteries have their rosary
beads made of valuable gems and precious stones.
Importance is often attached to the colour of
1
»

Proe. U.S. National Mus. xxxvi. 335 f.
3 Gazetteer
33.
of Sikkim, p. 282.
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the rosary, which should correspond with the complexion of the god or goddess to be worshipped.
Thus a devotee of the goddess Tara, who is of a
bluish-green complexion, would use a turquoise
rosary a worshipper of Tam-din would choose a
red rosary a yellow-coloured rosary is used in the
devotion to the yellow Manjusri and for Vrisravan,
whose complexion is of a golden-yellow colour, an
amber rosary would be used.
This applies to
rosaries used by the Lamas.
The laity use rosaries
made of any kind of bead, and they are not tied
by rules as to colour. They usually use glass beads
of various hues, mixed with coral, amber, turquoise,
etc., and the counter-strings attached to their
rosaries generally end with a dorje, the beads on
both strings recording units of cycles only, this
being sufficient for the bead -telling of the laity.
The number of beads on the main string is, however, the same as on the rosaries of the Lamas.
The Lamas use certain mystical formulae which
are prescribed for repetition, each formula having
its own special rosary.
Different formulae are
used for different deities, and they are supposed
to act as powerful spells as well as to contain the
essence of a prayer. These mantras are more or
less unintelligible to the worshipper, and are
indeed usually gibberish. They are probably of
Sanskrit origin. The laity, on the other hand,
seldom make use of any other formula than the
well-known Orh mani padme
/'
The rosary is used in Tibet for other purposes
than that of prayer, as, e.g., divination. The
account of this practice is given by Waddell.^
The ceremony is performed by the more illiterate people
and by the Bon priests. First a short spell is repeated, and then
;

;

;

Hum

'

the rosary is breathed upon and a fairly long prayer is recited
which the petitioner begs various religious protectors and
guardians that truth may descend on this lot,' that light may
descend on it, and truth and reality appear in it.' After the
repetition of this prayer the rosary is taken in the palm and
well mixed between the two revolving palms and the hands
clapped thrice.' Then, closing his eyes, the devotee seizes a
portion of the rosary between the thumb and finger of each
hand, and, after opening his eyes, counts the intervening beads
from each end in threes. The result depends on whether the
remainder is one, two, or three in successive countings.
(1) // m\t as a remainder comes after one as the previous
remainder, everything is favourable in life, in friendship, in
The cloudless
trade, etc. (2) // two comes after two, it is bad
sky wiU be suddenly darkened and there will be loss of wealth.
So Rim-hgro must be done repeatedly and the gods must be
(3) // three
worshipped, which are the only preventions.'
comes after three, it is very good
'Prosperity is at hand in
trade and everything.' (4) If three comes after one, it is good
'Rice plants will grow on sandy hills, widows will obtain
husbands, and poor men will obtain riches.' (5) // 07ie comes
after two, it is good
Every wish will be fulfilled and riches
will be found
if one travels to a dangerous place, one will
escape every danger.' (6) // one comes after three, it is good
God's help will always be at hand, therefore worship the gods.'
(7) // two comes after three, it is not very good, it is middling
Legal proceedings will come.' (8) // three comes after ttvo, it is
good: 'Turquoise fountains will spring out and fertilize the
grounds, unexpected food will be obtained, and escape is at
hand from any danger.' (9) // two comes after one, it is bad
Contagious disease will come. But if the gods be worshipped
and the devils be propitiated, then it will be prevented.'
in

'

'

'

'

:

:

:

'

:

;

:

'

:

'

:

'

—

The full Buddhist rosary in China
[d) China.
has the usual number of 108 beads, with three
dividing beads of a different size or colour. As in
other countries, the materials composing them
vary. There is also a smaller rosary of 18 beads,
corresponding to the 18 lohans (chief disciples of
Buddha). In some rosaries each of these 18 beads
is carved into an image of a lohan.
Sometimes
the laity wear this smaller rosary at the Avaist,
when it is perfumed with musk and bears the
name heang-chu, 'fragrant beads.' * The Chinese
name for rosary is su-chu. The ends of the rosary
strings are usually passed through two retaining
or terminal beads, one being large and globular in
shape, the other small and oval. Sometimes the
larger one contains a sacred relic or a charm.*
1

Gazetteer of Sikkim, p. 330 f.
The Chinese, i. 353.
Proc. U.S. National Mus. xxxvi. 338.

2 J. F.
Davis,
8

ROSARIES
Part of a Chinese official's costume consists of a rosary
with 108 beads which are often of large size, with divldinff
beads. The latter are soinetinies made of richly enamelled
silver.
This rosary has usually three pendent strings with
counter-beads. From the retaining beads sometimes hangs a
silk ribbon embroidered with different-coloured glass beads,
the patterns being symbolic. Attached to this ribbon there is
generally a medallion, and finally an oval bead of some size.
One of these oval beads also forms the terminal to eacli of the
three pendent strings, the four being called the 'dewdrops,'
the 'disciple beads,' or the 'regents of the four heavens.'
They represent the emperor, father, mother, and teacher, to
whom a Chinese owes reverence and obedience.' These official
rosaries are sometimes very costly, and are worn only by
dignitaries on State occasions. Tliey are not apparently of
religious significance.

As a religiou.s instrument the rosary seems to be
chiefly used to count the repetition of set phrases,
whereby the tlevotee stores up merit for himself.
If these repetitions are jierformed at temples,

the

greater the merit of the votary.- The rosary is
also used as a means of counting prostrations and
prayers. The devotee will prostrate himself and
strike the ground with his forehead, at the same
time muttering a formula. At the end of each
prostration and repetition a bead is moved along
the rosary string which hangs round his neck.^
On occasions of sickness and death there is a ceremonial performance with the rosary. The officiant
must either be taken from a certain class of Taoist
On these occapriests or be a priest of Buddha.
sions the priest chants in a monotonous sing-song
certain quotations from the sacred books. Count
of these repetitions is kept by means of a rosary,
and the benefit and merit obtained by them accrue
to those who employ the priests and pay for them.*

—

The Buddhist rosaries of Korea
(e) Korea.
have 110 beads, though, according to the classics,
the number is 108, the two extra beads being
large ones one at the beginning or head of the

—

other
rosary usually containing a sivastika, the
(lividmg the rosary into two parts. Each of these
beads is dedicated to a deity. Every bead on the
The devotee,
.string has its own special name.
when using the rosary, repeats the ' Hail thou
jewel in the Lotus!' (Om mani padme Hum!),
holding each bead till he has counted a certain
number. On laying the rosary aside he repeats
the following sentences
Oh the thousand myriad miles of emptiness, the place which
:

'

!

is in the midst of the tens of hundred myriad miles of emptiness,
the place which is in the midst of the tens of hundred myriads
of emptiness, eternal desert where the true Buddha exists.
There is eternal existence with Tranquil Peace.'
There is aLso a small rosary which, if used every
day in the four positions or states, viz. going

forth, remaining at home, sitting, and lying
down, enables the votary to see the land of oliss

own

in his

heart.

will be his Guardian and Protector,
countr}' he goes he will find a home.'
'

Amita

The materials
have

of

and

in

whatever

which the rosaries are made
value, as may be seen from

all their intrinsic

the following
'Now you can calculate that in repeating the rosary once you
:

If the beads are of lotus seeds you
will obtain tenfold virtue.
If the beads are of pure
will obtain blessings a thousandfold.
But if the
crystal you will obtain blessings ten thousandfold.

beads are made from the Bodhi tree (Ficus religiosa) even if
you onl3' grasp the Rosary the blessings that you obtain will
be incalculable.'
The Chyei Sijck classic gives certain rules to be

observed in connexion with the rosary
'When you begin chanting the Rosary repeat
Svaha (" Hail Akchobya [a fabulous Buddha], may
:

Om

Akcho

the race be
perpetuated !") twenty-one times. When you string the beads,
after each one repeat Om mani padmt Hum twenty-one times,
and, after you have finished, repeat Om Vairochana (the personification of essential bodhi and absolute purity) Svaha twentyone times. Then recite the following poetry
The Rosary which I take includes the world of Buddha
Of Emptiness making a cord and putting all thereon.
The Peaceful Sana where non-existence is
In the Nest being seen and delivered by Amita.'
:

Proc. U.S. National Mxis. xxxvi. 339.
2 J.
Doolittle, Social Life of the Chinese, ii. 386 f.
4 76.
3 lb.
p. 387.
p. 468.

On
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the walls of

many

of the

Buddhist temples

Korea may be seen the classic of the rosary. A
copy of one of these was obtained by E. B. Landis,
in

who

.says

:

'The date and authorship
very old, as

it

contains

I

do not know, but

many Chinese

it is evidently
characters that are now

The copy in my possession was printed
from blocks cut at Po7ig Etii Sa (The Temple of the Receiving
of Benefits) located at Kwang Chyou. The expense incurred in
cutting these blocks was paid by a virgin by the name of I'ak,
who wishes to obtain for herself and parents an abundance of
practicallj' obsolete.

merit.'

(/)

i

— It

Japan.

rosary reaches
sect liaving
also the one

in Japan that the Buddhist
most complicated form, each
own special rosary. There is
is

its

its

known

rosary used by

as tlie sho-ziiku-jiu-dzu, or the

all sects in

common.

beads, divided into two e(|ual parts by two
large beads, called the upper parent bead (ten-no-ot/a-dama)
and the lower parent bead (chi-no-oya-datna). From the upper
parent bead hang two strings on which are threaded 21 beads
smaller than those on the main string, with terminal beads of
elongated form called tsxiyu-dama (dewdrop beads). They are
Just below the upper parent
strung in the following way.
bead on the left pendent string is a sohtary bead below this
the strings are knotted. Then, on each string, are five more
beads and another knot ag.ain other five beads on each pendant, both of which terminate in a dewdrop bead. The collective
name for these pendent beads is kami-deshi{' superior disciples ').
The solitary bead is used to show how the rosary should be held.
This bead should be on the left hand, thus ensuring the right
signification to each bead during prayer.
From the lower parent bead hang three strings, two with five
small beads each and the terminal dewdrop beads. These two
strings are called the shimo-deshi ('inferior disciples'). The
third string has ten beads, but is without a dewdrop bead.
These are used merely as counters and are called kadzu-tcri.
The four dewdrop beads are also called shi-ten-nn, the four
regents who are said to preside over the four quarters of the
universe. The rosary represents metaphorically the Buddhi.st
pantheon, and the position of the dewdrop beads is thought to
symbolize their actual positions of power and authority, as,
according to Buddhist philosophy, they preside for good or evil
over this and all other worlds. Throughout all the Japanese
rosaries names of deities or saints are assigned to certain
beads.
On the main string of this rosary are dividing beads. At an
interval of seven beads on either side of the upper parent bead
is a small bead, usually of a different material from the other
beads, and again at a further interval of fourteen beads are
two more dividing beads, one on each side, similar to the
These beads show where a special inother dividing beads.
vocation should be uttered, the rosary being at the same time
raised to the forehead with a reverence.
It consists of 112

;

;

The materials of which Japanese rosaries are
made vary considerably according to fashion or
In former times
taste or wealth of the owner.
they were made from the wood of the 6orfAt- tree
{pipal-treein India), for under its shade Sakj-amuni
is said to have attained supreme and universal
The difficulty of obtaining this
enlightenment.
wood probably accounts for the fact that common
rosaries are now often made of the wood of the
tlie

cherry- and plum-trees.
The sho-zvku-jiu-dzu is the rosary usually
carried by monks and laity of all sects, on all
occasions of religious state, on visits of ceremony,
at funerals, etc.
Be-sides the rosaries of the separate sects there
are three ceremonies performed for special purposes
in which the rosary plays an important nart.
They are known under tiie names of kano, ki-td,

and goma.

—

This ceremony is for the recital of 'prayers of
(1) Kano.
request' (of a just nature) to a deity who has the power of acto
or
refusing the petitions of the devotee. It involves
ceding
a special manipulation of the rosary, which is held by both
the
hands,
petitioner raising it very reverently and slowly to the
forehead or to the chin as the 'prayers of request' are repeated.
Also during prayer the beads are rubbed up and down between
the hands in a more or less energetic manner, according to the
fervour of the petitioner, causing an unpleasant and grating
The members of the orthodox school, however, prefer
noise.
Middle Path,' considering too extreme an exto keep to the
'

hibition of this sort to be vulgar.
the Tendai, Shingon,
(2) Xi-W.— This ceremony is peculiar to
and Nichiren sects— Riyo-bu—or those Buddhist sects which
have accepted certain Shinto formulae.

1

1

on Korean rosaries is obtained from
The Korean Repository, vol. ii. no. i.

All the information

E. B. Landis, in
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hundred times,
God," and the tahmld, "God be praised"] a
1
morning and evening, will have all his sins forgiven."
He who
that the Prophet said
"Umar ibn Shu'aib relates
"
" God be
hundred
times
a
li-'llah
Hamdu
recites
praised [al
in the evening shall
in the morning and again a hundred times
for a
horsemen
hundred
one
be like a person who has provided
'2
At another time the Prophet
jihad or "religious war."
a
sacred
of
formula,
for
the
repetition
promises, as a reward

the
GoTTia.—There are two varieties of thU ceremony,
which is conbeing that of go-M-to and firoma combined,
follows.
The ritual is as
fined to the Tendai and Shingon sects.
two denominations
In front of the altar in the temples of these
with metal, and
stands a large square wooden box, lined inside
a fire is lit with
box
this
In
of
goma-dan.
bearing the name
crackles a good deal and
pieces of a certain kind of wood which
While this is in
all
sides.
on
of
sparks
iends out a number
the prayers with
progress, the monk who is officiating repeats
above
described
the
in
the
way
rosary
ffreat vigour, using
under kano. This ceremony is beUeved to cure and prevent

of

(3)

'

first

and also to dispel
The second variety of

:

.']

'
that the devotee shall receive rewards equal to the emancipathave one hundred good deeds
ing of ten slaves, and shall
recorded to his account, and one hundred of his sins shall be
be a protection from the
shall
words
blotted out, and the

evil

spirits.
„ ^ t^„ „„ j.; f«
this ceremony is called the go-ki-to,
This form is peculiar to
being performed without the goma.
the rosary
the Nichiren sect, and the method of manipulating
trorn

disease,

devil.' 3

The date

of the introduction of the rosary

Muhammadans

The rosary itself differs somewhat
is also characteristic.
Tiie rosary
as follows
that in ordinary use. The procedure is
sword of about five inches in length,
wooden
a
short
is tied to
sword is
The
fastened near to the point.
beads

is

uncertain.

It

was taken over by

among

has been often
them in a fully

assumed that it
But tradition
developed form from Buddhism.
and various passages in the early literature point
to a primitive form of rosary, such as would not
have been used if borrowed from a people who had

the large
being
of the creed,
inscribed with the dai-moku, or original prayer
monk holds the
together with other incantatory prayers. The
first article of the
the
and
hand
his
repeats
in
8w°ord
right
in the air with the
creed, making at the same time nine passes
sword. These passes are supposed to correspond (mentally)

it

form.
already in a highly developed

tradition points to a very early use of the
time of the Prophet himself.
rosary, dating it back even to the
In support of this belief it is related that Muhammad reproached
some women for using pebbles in repeating the tasbih, etc.,
on their fingers.*
suggesting that they should rather count them
Another tradition, collected in the 9th cent. A.D., relates that

Muhammadan

Wonderwith the written character which means Mysterious
The metre of tbe
ful
though the figure sometimes varies.
in
used
making
prayers recited harmonizes with the nine passes
'

!

'

!

the nine
these figures. This is called ku-ji wo kiru, cutting
The sword cuts are
figures or words, and breaking the spell.
time
same
the
at
the
rosary
a
short
way,
in
delivered
jerky
to mark tinie. Unly
clicking against the sword, thus helping
officiate in
a
may
training
who
have
special
monks
undergone
The monks are trained at a celebrated monastery of
this rite
for 100 days and
the Nichiren sect in Shinosa. The course lasts
curriculum prescribed
generally takes place in the winter. The
the candiw very severe, and, at the end of the course, should
he is granted
date be successful in passing the test examination,
a diploma by the abbot.i

Abu Abd al-Rahman, on visiting a mosque and seeing some of
of 100
the worshippers engaged under a leader in the recitation
count of these by
takbirs, 100 tahlUs, and 100 tasbihs, keeping
count
Rather
means of pebbles, reproached them and said
of your good
your sins and I shall guarantee you that nothing
Khahfah
Umar,
works will be lost.' 5 Again, Abdallah, son of
who died in a.d. 692, on noticing a man picking up pebbles as a
means of counting his petitions while he prayed, said : Do not
do that, for this comes from Satan.' 6 The last two quotations
seem to show that, though a very primitive method of counting
was still more or less
prayers was resorted to, the practice
looked down upon by those of rank or education.
'

:

'

in Japan
According to one authority,^ the rosary
in social as well as in
plays an important part
In the tea-room there is always a
religious life.
hook on which to hang a rosary a rosary of value,
as an
historical or other, is much appreciated
ornament for this room. It is said that rosanes
all the soldiers in the late Russowere carried

The materials of which the rosaries are made are
own
numerous, though each sect tends to have its
The Wahhabis,
of bead.
specially sacred form
who are followers of the reformer Abd al-Wahhab,
by
use their fingers on which to count their repetihave a rosary slipped
a more developed
Japanese war. The dead also
tions, their founder regarding
on the wrist, whether they are buried or cremated. form of rosary as an abomination and its use as a
At some of the larger temples and at all places practice not sanctioned by the Qur'an.'' Wooden
for
of popular pilgrimage there are special shops
beads are used by all sects, and beads made of clay
enthe sale of rosaries, having as their sign an
from Mecca are highly valued. Pilgrims from this
attach
ormous rosary hung outside. The devout
sacred city sometimes bring such rosaries back
consecrated
a rosary that has been
with them. 8 Date stones are also much used, as
especial value to
a
of
smoke
over the sacred flame and incense
are also horn and imitation pearls and coral.
venerated temple.
Beads made of earth from Kerbala, where ^usain
followers
used
The rosary
are used by
by
is buried, are sacred to the Shi'ahs and
3. Muharamadan.—
a
with
beads
99
of
consists
of Islam generally
members of this sect only. They are often of a
Its
chief
leader.'
the
believed
are
hnavi,
These beads
terminal bead called
o-reenish-yellow colour.
use is for counting the recital of the 99 names, or to turn red on the 9th day of Muharram, the night
sometimes
attributes, of God, the imam being
on which l^usain was killed. A rosary from India
used for the essential name, Allah. This rosary used by Arabs of the Sunni sect has beads made of
is divided into three parts, 33 beads in each, by
the seeds of the Cannabis indica. These seeds are
beads of another material or shape, or by tassels black in colour and are inlaid with silver. The
which are often made of gold thread or of bright terminal to this rosary is a complicated knot in
According to some authorities, bright coloured silk, the knot being of a form
coloured silks.
This
there is another variety of the rosary, not often characteristic of Muhammadan rosaries.
used which has 101 beads to correspond with the rosary is said to have been made in Mecca.
of
smaller
A
rosary
101 names of the Prophet.^
Another material often used is camel bone. Some33 beads is very commonly used, and the devotee times these beads are dyed red in honour of 5usain,
full
the
to
times
repetiget
will go round this three
who was slain in his conflict with Yazid, the
the
tion of the 99 names. In Persia and India
seventh Khalifah, the red colour representing his
in Egypt
called
is
tasbih,
Muhammadan rosary
Sometimes the beads are dyed green, this
blood.
'to praise,'
colour.
subhah, from an Arabic verb meaning
^asan, ^usain's elder
^asan's
being
The poison
to exalt.' At the present day it is used chiefly brother, met his death by poisoning.
Muhammadans turned his
after death; hence these
by the older or more devout
green
body
to become
among the younger people it is tending and
beads are in memory of his tragic end. Faqirs,
hand
of various
finger on the other hand,
merely something to hold in the
prefer glass »beads
during leisure hours.
colours, and also amber or agate.
merit to
Tradition says that the Prophet attributed great
In Egypt on the first night after a burial certain
and repeated certain
of the deceased,
those who recited the names of God
names of ceremonies take place at the house
;

'

•

;

are ninety-nine
'Verily,' he says, 'there
shall enter 'nto Paradise, and,
God, and whoever recites them
" I extol the holiness
formulje.
•

Woever recites this sentence

[the tasbth,

1

2

Asiatic Soc. of Japan, ix. 17S-182.
a Proc. U.S. National Mus. xxxvi. 342.
.
,
,
,
,
informed
s lb 348 note 1 ; Dr. Gaster, on the other hand, has
not
beads
101
correspond
that
the
article
the writer'of this
names of Allah.
with the names of the Prophet, but with 101
1

Joum.

.

of the subhah, or rosary.
Mus. xxxvi. 848.

among them being that
Proe. U.S. National
•

DI,

p. 625, s.v.

Tahmid.'

» lb.
p. 625, S.v.

Proc. U.S. National Mus. xxxvi. 319.
H. Tliurston, Joum. Soc. Arts, 1. 265.
6 Proc. U.S. National Mus. xxxvi. 349.
8 E. W. Lane, Modem Egyptians, p. 444.
9 Crooke, p. 410.

Tahlil.
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ROSARIES
After nightfall a certain number ot/aqlra, someliniesas many
as 50, assemble, one of them bringing a larfje rosary of lOCKi
beads, each bead being aliout the size of a pigeon's egi,'- Certain
pai;sa};e8 from the Qur'an are recited, aft!er which the formula
There is no deity but Gotl is repeated 3000 times. Count of
these repetitions is kept by one of the J'aqlrs \>y means of the
rosary. They often rest and refresh themselves with coffee at
the end of each round ol the rosary. Certain other sentences
are recited after this and then one of the ofTiciants asks his
companions, Have ye transferred [the merit of] what ye have
recited to the soul of the deceased?' They reply, 'We have
transferred it," and add, 'and peace be on the Apostles, and
praise be to God, the Lord of all creatures.'
'

'

'

Thus ends

ceremony of the siibhah, which is
repeated on the second and tliird nights if tlie
tlie

family can aflbrd

it.

A

similar performance takes

place when news of the death of a near relative is
^
received.
further interest is attached to this ceremony
in Upper Egypt, because a primitive form of rosary
is often used on this occasion.

A

A faqir will bring a plain cord with him, and, as he recites
each formula or passaj^e from the Qur'an, he makes a knot in
his cord till he has reached 1000. The merit in this case also is
conveyed to the deceased. The cord with its knots is afterwards thrown away.
The
is also used in Egypt in what is called
rosary

making an

istikhdrah,

'

application

for the favour
course.'

Heaven, or for direction in the right
Lane^ describes it as follows

of

:

The performer takes hold of any two points of a rosary after
reciting the Fdtiliah (Ist chapter of the Qur'an) three times, he
then counts the beads between these two points, saying, as he
passes the first bead through his fingers, [I extol] the perfecin
Praise be to God
tion of God ; in passing the second,
There is no deity but God,' repeating
passing the third,
these formulae in the same order to the last bead. If the first
formula falls to the last bead, the answer is affirmative and
favourable ; if to the second, indifferent ; but, if to the last, it
;

'

'

'

'

;

'

is

negative.

4.

—

Christian. The introduction of the rosary
Christians has been attributed to various

among

people,

among them being

St.

Aybert de Crespin,

Peter the Hermit, and St. Dominic. The Koman
Breviarj' says of the last-named that he was admonished by the Blessed Virgin to preach the
'
rosary as a special remedy against heresy and sin.'
There has been a fairly widely accepted theory
that the rosary was introduced into Europe at the
time of the Crusades, having been imitated from
Muhammadans. But later research seems to show
that, though it is possible that such a means of
counting prayers may have become more popular
at this period, an earlier date should be assigned
It is stated by
for its use in "Western Europe.
William of Malmesbury^ that the Lady Godiva of
Coventry, wife of Count Leofric, bequeathed to
a circlet of
the monastery which she founded
gems which she had threaded on a string, in order
that by fingering them one by one as she successively recited her prayers she might not fall short
of the exact number.' Lady Godiva died before
1070, so that .some mnemonic device seems to have
been in use prior to the preaching of the Crusades.
The case of the Egyptian abbot Paul, who died in
341, is related by Sozomen (c. 400-450) in his
Ecclesiastical History,^ where it is stated that the
saint daily recited 300 praj-ers, keeping count by
means of pebbles gathered in his cloak, dropping
one of them at the end of each prayer. Here is
seen a much earlier and more primitive system of
record-keeping, which suggests that the ro-sary had
evolved independently in some centres, and had
not been taken over from others, M'here presumably
it was already in a fairly developed form.
By the 13th cent, the making of paternosters, as
the beads were then called, had become a specialIn the
ized industry both in Paris and in London.
'

'

2 /fc.
Lane, ilodem Egyptians, p. 531 f.
p. 270.
3 Lessons for the feast of the
Rosary, first Sunday of October.
4 Gesta
hk.
oh.
iv.
ii.,
by
(Rolls
quoted
Poiitincxim
Series),
Thurston, Joiirh. Soc. Arts, 1. 266 ; H. P. Feasey, Tlu Reliquary,
1

vol. V. no. 3, p. 16S.
5 vi. 29.
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former city the workers were divided into four
(lillerent gilds or comjianies, each company being
distinguished accurdiug to the material in which
its members worked.
In London, at the same
period, certain citizens were known as 'uaternosterers.'
These craftsmen probably resided in
Paternoster Row and Ave Maria Lane, being thus
conveniently close to the great devotional centre
of London, under the shadow of St. Paul's
cathedral.'

That the rosary probably arose from a practice
making repeated genuflexions and prostrations, sometimes combined
with prayers or sacred formula;, has been shown
in early Christian times of

by the last-named authority.^ This form of selfdiscipline was practised in Eastern Europe and in
Ireland, spreading from these two widely separated
centres over the greater part of Europe. Such a
form of asceticism survives in the Greek Church at
the present day, as will be seen below.
The complete Roman
Catholic.
(a) Roman
Catholic rosary of the present day consists of 150
beads, these being divided into decades by fifteen
beads of larger size, sometimes of slightly different

—

A

pendant
shape. These beads form the chaplet.
usually attached consisting of a cross or crucifix,
and one large and three smaller beads, the latter
being similar to those on the chaplet forming the
decades.

is

This pendant is little used in practice, but the
devotee, after making the sign of the cross,
generally begins at once to recite the Pater,
followed by ten Aves and a Gloria. This process
is repeated for each decade, the Paternosters
bein^
recited on the larger beads, the Aves on the small
As the 150 Aves correspond to the number
ones.
of the Psalms, the name Our Lady's Psalter was
given to this devotion from an early period. This
is the full Dominican rosary, the institution of
which a tradition of the order ascribes to St.
Dominic himself.
To each of the fifteen decades is assigned for
meditation one of the principal mysteries in the
These fifteen
life of Christ or of the Virgin Mary.
mysteries are divided into three parts, viz. five
joyful, five sorrowful, and five glorious mysteries.
The five joyful mysteries are (1) the Annunciation, (2) the
'

'

:

Visitation, (3) the Nativity, (4) the Presentation, (5) the Finding
of the Child Jesus in the Temple.

The five sorrowful mysteries are (1) the Agony in the
Garden, (2) the Scourging, (3) the Crowning with thorns, (4)
Jesus carrying His Cross, (5) the Crucifixion.
The five glorious mysteries are (1) the Resurrection, (2) the
Ascension, (3) the Descent of the Holy Ghost, (4) the Assumption, (5) the.Crowning of the Virgin Marj-, the last two mysteries
being accepted on the authority of tradition.*
:

:

In practice the recitation

is

commonly

limited to

one of these sets at a time, and the rosary itself
usually consists of five decades only and five PaterThe fifteen decades may, of course, be
nosters.
said by going round the rosary three times.*
There are other special rosaries in use, among
them being the following
:

The Crown of Jesus, with 33 Paternosters to commemorate
the 33 years of Christ's life on earth, and five Aves in honour of
the five wounds. 5 This devotion was first promoted by St.
Michael of Florence, in 1516. The beads used must be blessed
and indulgcnced by a Camaldolese monk or priest with special
power from Rome.
Chaplet of the Sacred Ueart, with five large beads in honour
1

Thurston (Joum. Soc. Arts,

1.

262) says that there

was

also

in the 14th cent, another Paternoster Lane located beside the
in the Vintrv ward, close to the church called Paternoster Church, or St. Michael's the Koyal. This quarter of

Thames

London was then inhabited bv Gascon vintners who brought
their goods by ship up the Thames. They would require their
own forms of this devotion, and Thurston suggests that French
this want.
patenOtriers settled in this locality in order to supply

A Study in Rosary
Genuflexions and Aves
The Month, cxxvii. [1916] 441 ff., 646 ff.
3 Proc. U.S. National Mus. xxxvi. 351.
* -fi).
ilh.
p. 858, pL 30, fig. 3.
-

Thurston,

Origins,'

'

:
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of the five wounds,
of His life.

and 33 small beads

in

honour

of the 33 years

Chaplet of Thanksgiving.
Chaplet of the Five Wounds.
Chaplet of the Seven Dolmtis, consisting of 49 Aves divided
into seven
groups of seven by seven Paternosters, and three
more Aves m honour of the tears shed by the Virgin Mary.
The Seven Dolours are as follows (1) the prophecy of Simeon,
(2) the flight into Egypt, (3) the loss of Jesus for three days,
(4) the Virgin's meeting Jesus carrying His Cross, (5) her standing beneath the Cross on Calvary, (6) her receiving beneath the
Cross the sacred body of Jesus, (7) her witnessing the burial of
the body of Jesus.
The Crown of the Twelve Slais, or Rosary of the Immaculate
Conception, consisting of twelve small beads in three sets of
four, divided by three larger beads. This rosary was composed
by a Capuchin Friar of Bologna and approved by a brief of Pope
Pius IX., 22nd June 1855.
Chaplet of the Dead, with 40 small beads, divided into four
sets of ten by three larger beads.
It is used in honour of the
40 hours during which Christ's body lay in the Sepulchre.
The Bridgettine Rosary, with 63 Aves and seven Paternosters.
St. Bridget was a Swedish saint, and the 63 small beads in her
rosary are to commemorate the 63 years which the Virgin Mary
is said to have lived, the seven Paternosters to commemorate
her seven sorrows and seven joys.i
:

There are several other varieties of rosaries used
religious bodies or for special devo-

by particular
tions.

Rosaries are blessed with prayers and holy water
by some authorized priest in order to make them
'instruments of grace.'

The name rosary,' now given to this devotion,
seems to be of comparatively late date— not
appearing, according to one authority, till the 15th
2
In
earlier times other names were
century.
applied, such as patriloqukcm, seria, numeralia,
'

calculi, etc.
The word bead (Anglo-Sa,xon beade or bede) meant originIn the Vision of Piers Plouman the
ally a ])rayer.
expression
bedes byddyng is found. Cf. Spenser's Faerie Queene
All night she spent in bidding of her bedes
And all the day in doing good and godly deeds.' s
The expression a pair of beads,' sometimes met with in early
literature, means 'a set of beads.' This term is used in the
Prologue of Chaucer's Canterbury Tales, where the Prioress
carries her beads upon her arm
Of smal coral aboute hir arm slie bar
A peire of bedes, gauded al with grene
And ther-on heng a broche of gold ful shene,
On which ther was first write a crowned A,
And after, Amor vincit omnia.'
'Gauded al with grene' means having the gawdies green.
These gawdies were the larger beads.
'

'

'

'

:

'

'

:

'

;

The beads were sometimes worn by ladies as a
One set of beads belonging to Isabella
girdle.
Hylls, in 1497,

is spoken of as
a payr of bedes of
with six gawds ovyer gylt, and a
green
gyrdyl with bocuUe and penant and fourteen studs
'

corell,

therein.'*

Early representations of prayer-beads on tombs
sometimes exhibit the rosary not as a circle but,
especially in the case of men, as a single string of
ten beads with the two ends unattached and
hanging free. Occasionally the two ends are attach eel
at two different points of a
Such a form is
girdle.
also seen in

some

old pictures. ^

In the Middle Ages various
objects were sometimes attached to the rosary, such as
signet rings,
Tliis led to a certain
cameos, and brooches.
amount of extravagance, and efforts were made to
check it; the price to be given for a
rosary was
limited, and no one person could possess more
than three or four.^
Sometimes beads were carried as a
sign of
penance, this being often done by pilgrims who
visited various holy places in Rome, and the wearing of such beads at the girdle became a distinctive sign of membership of a religious
confraternity.

1 Proc.
IT.S. National JUus. xxxvi. 354 ; cf.
Thurston, 'The
So-called Bridgettine Rosary,' The Month, c. [1902] 189-203.
2 Proc. U.S.
National Mus. xxxvi. 351 f. cf. Thurston The
Name of the Rosary,' The Month, iii. [1908] 518 flf., 610 fT.
3 Proc. U.S.
National Mtis. xxxvi. 352.
*
Feasey, The Reliquary, vol. v. no. 3, p. 167.
s Cf. ib.
pp. 162-164, figs. 1, 3, 4, 6.
6 Proc. U.S.
National Mus. xxxvi. 354 f.
'

;

'

Beads were most highly valued if they had originally belonged to a person of renowned sanctity, or
if they had touched the relics of some saint.
In
this case they were believed to possess a
healing
virtue.^
rosaries

Eastern

Christians

valued

specially

which had been made in Jeru-salem or

other sacred spots in Palestine.'^
The materials composing the beads varied, and
still vary, very much, often
depending, as is the
case among other religions, on the wealth and
rank of the devotee, some being so valuable that
they were left as legacies. Chaplets of wood were
used at funerals by poor bedesmen, and in 1451
Lord John Scrope wills that 'twenty-four poor
men clothed in Avhite gowns and hoods, each of
them having a new set of wooden beads,' should
pray (on them) for him at his funeral, with the
liberty to 'stand, sit, or kneel' at their pleasure.*
The Living Rosary. This is a pious exercise
founded on the Dominican rosary. It was instituted by Sister Maria Jaricott, to whom the
Society for the Propagation of the Faith owes its

—

existence. It was approved by Pope Gregory xvi.
in 1832 and has since that date been established

over the world.
Fifteen persons associate
together for the purposes of this devotion. One
of their number is elected president, and his
duty
is to superintend the association.
Once every
month he selects for himself and for his fellowmembers one of the fifteen mysteries of the rosary.
Each member recites daily one decade, Avith the
Gloria Patri, meditating on the mystery allotted
to him.
The person to whom the hrst mystery is
given recites, in addition to the above, the Creed
once and the Ave thrice. At the conclusion of the
decade each person recites the following ' May
the Divine Heart of Jesus and the most pure
Heart of Mary be ever known, loved, honoured,
all

:

and imitated in all places throughout the world.'
The Feast of the Rosary. This feast is observed
on the 1st Sunday in October, in memory of the
battle of Lepanto, which took place on this day in
This battle was won,while the confraternity
1571.
at Rome were praying for Christian success.
Thereafter Pius v. ordered an annual commemoration of St. Mary of Victory,' and, by bull in 1583,
Gregory XIII. set aside this particular Sunday as
the Feast of the Rosary of the Blessed Virgin
Mary, which was to be observed by all churches
which maintained an altar in honour of the rosary.
Finally, Clement Xl., by bull of 3rd Oct. 1716,
decreed that the feast should be observed by all
churches throughout Christendom.*
The rosary in witchcraft.
In S. Italy the
rosary, among other things, is used by witches
who undertake to break spells. Certain objects
are hung under the bed of a man made impotent,
and the witch provides herself with a packet of
unwaslied herbs and a rosary without the medals
or other blessed objects. She then tears open the
packet and scatters its contents on the ground,

—

'

—

meanwiiile saying, Come
cosi sciolgo questo c-o.'°
'

io sciolgo

questo mazzo,

— Another
rings.

method of counting
by means of the rosary or decade rings.
These rings are worn on the finger and usually
have ten bosses or knobs for the ten Aves, with
occasionally an eleventh for a Paternoster, and
sometimes an additional twelfth boss for the
Rosary

prayers

is

The earliest date assigned
repetition of the Creed.
to these rings by one authority is the 14th
century.*
Such rings were worn by some classes of devotees
during the hours devoted to repose, so that, should
they wake during the night, they might repeat
1

3
4
6

2 Jb.
Proc. U.S. National Mus. xxxvi. 355.
Feasey, The Reliquary, vol. v. no. 3, p. 173.
'
s fl viii.
EBri^, s.v. Rosary.'
[1897] 7 f.
G. F. Kunz, Rings for the Finger, Philadelphia, 1917,
p. 34.
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a certain number of prayers, keeping count by
means of the bosses on tlie ring.'
The Knights of Malta frequently wore chaplet
rings of gold or silver, with ten bosses in relief
and a cross. These rings were said to have been
Their use, in place of the
invented by them.
ordinary rosary, was spreading rapidly, till in
1836 the matter was referred to the tribunal of
This tribunal
penitentiaries by Pope Gregory XVI.
then decided that such rings could not be blessed

'with the appropriate indulgences.' '
In both Greek and
(b) Orthodox Churches.
Slavic monasteries part of the investiture of the
Little Habit and the Great Habit is a knotted
cord which is bestowed ceremonially upon the
monk or nun.

—

The Superior takes the vemtsa (knotted cord) in his left
hand, and says: 'Take, Brother N., the sword of the Spirit,
which is the word of God, for continual prayer to Jesus for
thou must always have the Name of the Lord Jesus in mind, in
" Lord Jesus
heart, and on tliy lips, ever saying
Christ, Son of
God, have mercy upon me a sinner." Let us all say for him
" Lord
have mercy."
And, blessing the Vervitsa with his right
;

:

'

hand, he giveth

it

'

to the

Candidate ; while the Brethren sing

"Lord have mercy." And he, taking
and the right haiid of the Superior.'^

thrice,

kisseth

the

Vervitsa,

it

The knotted cord,

as has already been pointed out, is possibly
a very primitive form of rosary, and, in this case, it is seen
surviving in a highly ceremonial function.
The Greeks call the knotted cord a komvoschinion (ico^jSoo-the Russians give it the old Slavic name of vervit.sa
X'Viov)
In popular language it bears the name leatovka
('string').
because of its resemblance to a ladder {lestnitsa).^ There is
also a string of beads called komvologion {Kon-^oKoyiov) by the
Greeks, and chotki by the Russians. This does not appear to
be a religious appliance, it being used by ecclesiastics and laity
alike merely as an ornament or as something to hold in the
:

hand. 5

The komvoschinion used by the monks on Mount
Atlios at the present day has 100 knots, divided
by three beads of large size into four equal parts.
It has a pendant with three more knots, and

terminates with a small cross-siiaped tassel. This
rosary is used by the megaloschemos (monk of the
highest grade, called skhimnik in the Slavic
monasteries) to keep count of a definite number of
prostrations every day, viz. 12 x 100 prostrations
down to the ground, and in the evening 300 more,

Lord
meanwhile repeating the following prayer
Jesus Christ, Son and Word of the Living God,
through the intercessions of thine all-pure Mother
and of all thy Saints, have mercy and deliver us.'
Sometimes these prostrations are imposed on a
monk as a penance, in which case the accompanyLord Jesus Christ, Son of God,
ing prayer is
have mercy upon me, a sinner.' The prostrations
'

:

'

:

vary in character thus ten great metanoias
to the ground), thirty little metanoias (down
to the hips), and the prayer Lord Jesus Christ,
Son of God, have mercy upon me, a .'dinner,' repeated si.xty times. This has to be done five times
a day. The komvoschinion is also used for counting any kind of prayers or devotional exercises.'
Tlie reason assigned for the adoption of the

may

:

(down

'

number

100 x 3 is as follows
corresponds with the number of the Psalms and Little
Doxologies said at the Canonical Hours. The whole Psalter is
divided into 20 portions, each of which is a kathisma (icdeio-fui,
Each kathi.rma
seat), because it is followed by a rest or pause.
consists of three parts, each part ending with the Little
Doxology (" Glory be," etc.) and a threefold Alleluia. For the
sake of those unable to read, St. Basil directed that, instead of
a kathisina, one of the following prayers might be said 300
times: "Lord, have mercy," or "Lord Jesus Christ, Son of
God, have mercy upon me a sinner," or "Lord Jesus Christ, for
the sake of Theotokos, have mercy upon me a sinner." In
other words, the prayer is to be said ibo times for each little
Doxology of the kathisma, i.e. for each of"the three parts of the
portion of the Psalms ending with the
Glory be," etc., and
the Alleluia. The large beads which separate the knots are
merely intended to represent the ending of the three parts of
the kathisma, and no prayer is connected with them."?
1

3

:

'

It

2 Kunz,
Proc. U.S. National Mus. xxxvi. 355.
p. 35.
N. F. Robinson, Honastidsm in the Orthodox Churches,

London,

1916, p. 159

f.

»/6. p. 155.

5/6. 154

e

7 lb.
p. 155

lb. p. 155.

f.
f.
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This form of komvoschinion is used by Hellenic
monks in Greece, Turkey, and the East generally,
as well as on Mount Athos.
Among tlie Russian monks the knotted cord
used is the old Slavic vervitsa. It has 103 knots
or beads, which are separated into unequal groups
The groups of beads are as
by larger beads.
follows: 17 33 -h 40 12, and an additional small
bead at the end. In the Slavic vervitsa the lower
ends are fastened together; they terminate in
three flat triangles, inscribed and ornament€d.
-t-

-I-

rosaries are made of little rolls of
leather chain-stitched together, divided into groups
by larger rolls. The terminals are also of leather,
triangular in shape, inscribed in Church Slavic
Jesus Christ,
(ancient Slavic) with the words
have mercy upon me, a sinner.' This kind of

Sometimes these

'

rosary calls to mind the popular name for it, viz.
as it certainly might be thought to
resemble a ladder in shape.^ This rosary is also
used for counting a large number of prostrations.
For instance, if a monk is prevented from saying
the Typica (the selection of Psalms -sung at certain
offices), he makes instead 700 metanoias ; he makes
500 instead of Hesperinos (Vespers), 200 in place
of Apodeipnon (Compline), and 500 in place of
Orthros (Lauds).^
The use of the komvoschinion or vervitsa is a
it is not
purely monastic or ascetic devotion
indulged in by the Orthodox laity, though the
laity of the Russian sects called Old Believers have
adopted it. Whenever this devotion is seen in
use among the Uniates outside the monasteries, it
has been copied from the rosary as used among
the laity in the West.*
The rosary as a charm. In certain parts of
Poland, namely in the districts of Piotrkow,
Czenstochowa, and Plock, the following custom is
in use to keep off lightning
During a storm a rosary either a genuine one made of cedarwood from the Holy Land or one made in imitation — is carried
lestovka,

;

—

:

—

round the house three times, together with a

little bell

called

the bell of Loreto (associated with the Holy Mother of
Loreto in Italy) and sometimes also a lighted candle, blessed
on Candlemas Day (2nd Feb.).
The bell is rung, and the
'
rosary is used with the words God save us at the large beads
and Holy Mother, be our mediator' at the small onea-*
'

'

'

'

— The

rosaries used by the Copts in
41 beads, or sometimes 81. They are
used for counting a similar number of repetitions
of the 'Kyrie eleison.' This petition is repeated
in Arabic or Coptic, with the addition, at the end,
Sometimes the Copts
of a short prayer in Coptic.
resort to what is, presumably, a mure primitive
method of keeping record of their prayers, and
count on their lingers.'
Among the Jews the rosary has
5. Jewish.
(c)

Coptic.

Egypt have

—

importance, having been taken
over by them from the Turks and Greeks. They
use it merely as a pastime on the Sabbaths and
holy days. No manual labour being permitted on
those days, they occupy themselves with passing
the beads through their fingers. These rosaries
sometimes have 32 beads, sometimes 99.*
lost all religious

—

—

Literature. i. India. Proc. U.S. National Mus. xxxvi.
[Washington, 1909] M. Monier- Williams, Modem India and
W. Crooke, Things Indian, do.
the Indians^, London, 1S79
;

;

1906, pp. 407-419,

NINQ

iii.

[1S93], iv. [1894]

;

Monier-Williams,

PNQ

iii.
Religious Thought a7id Life in India, London, 1883
[1SS5]; G. Watt, Diet, of the Economic Products of India,
London and Calcutta, 1889-93, iv.
;

2

in Tvlor
Robinson, p. 156 f.

4

The writer

1

Specimen

Coll., Pitt-Rivers

of this article

Museum, Oxford.
^ lb.
p. 157.

is

indebted to Miss Czaplicka for

this information.
5 I>ane,
Egyptians, p. 541.
•>
Dr. Gaster has suggested to the writer of this article that
32.
It is the
be a kabbalislic reason for the number
there mav
"
'
'
ways of wisdom by which God
mystical number for the
created the world. They stand at the beginning of the socalled Book of Creation, and they play an important role in the
kabbalistic literature. It may be that this has influenced the
number of beads on the smaller rosaries.
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Ixi.
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83,
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Waddell, The Buddhism of Tibet, London, 1895, JASB Ixi.
iv. China.— J. F. Davis, The Chinese, 2 vols., London, 1836
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do. 1866, ii.
J. Doolittle, Social Life of the Chinese,
The Korean Repository, vol. ii. no. 1 [Jan. 1895].
V. Korea.
Journ. Asiatic Sac. of Japan, ix. [1881].
vi. Japan.

—

—

vii.

H. Thurston, 7oum.
Account of the Manners
Egyptians, new ed., London,

Muhammadan.—DI, London,
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[1902]

and Customs of
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;
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Modem
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;

An
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Christian.— n. P. Feasey, The Reliquary, vol. v. no. 2
The Instrament of the Rosary," pts. 1 and
2; H. Thurston, The Month, xcvi. [1900] 403ff., 513 ff., 620ff.,
viii.

[1899], no. 3 [1899],

'

xcvii. [1901] 67 ff., 172 ff., 286 ff., 383 ff., c. [1902] 189 ff., cxi.
[190S] 518ff., 610ff., cxxi. [1913] 162ff., cxxvii. [1916] 441ff.,
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;

Winifred
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S.

Blackman.

considering the
to bear in
mind that members of that body were, and are,
pledged to secrecy, and that the paucity of records
is a proof of their sincerity and devotion. But it is
permissible to give some data of the history of the
Society since its foundation about the year 1420.
Christian Rosencreuz was born in the year 137S.
His parents were noble, and he was educated at a
monastery. His education being completed, he
travelled in the Holy Land, taking with him as
companion and guide a certain P.A.L., who, howAfter a delay
ever, died on reaching Cyprus.
caused by this untimely event, Rosencreuz proceeded on his travels alone, and, on reaching
Damascus, he placed himself in the hands of certain
wise men with whom he continued his studies, and
from whom he derived much information respecting
history of the Rosicnicians,

we have

their philosophy and science. Thence he journeyed
to Egypt, to Fez, and to Spain, gathering in each
place a store of learning which he was to use in
the development of the fraternity which afterwards
bore his name. In the year 1413 he reached
Austria, and after five years' preparation, during
which he collated his knowledge, he chose three
companions, Fratres G.V., I.A. (who, it was noted,
was not a German), and I.O. ; to them he imparted
his knowledge and the invaluable results of his
religion, philosophy, and
These four were the
medicine.
original members of the Society of the Rose and
Their communications with each other
Cross.

which included

travels,

the science of

were made by means of a magical alphabet, language, and dictionary, which assured secrecy their
books
{Magicon), Axiomata, Rota Mundi, and
Protheus are known. They built from their own
designs a home for the fraternity, which they
named Domus Sancti Spiritus,' and a few years
later increased their number by the creation of
a second circle consisting of four other fratres,
namely R.C. (a cousin of Rosencreuz), B. (a
draughtsman and jjainter), G.G., and I'.D., who
was appointed secretary, thus completing the
scheme of work. Their declared object, as narrated
in the Confessio, was, without interfering with the

M

;

'

religious or political actions of States, to

improve

mankind by the discovery of the true philosophy.
While two of the fratres were always with the
founder, the others went about doing good works,
Thus
relieving the poor and attending to the sick.
the fraternity was composed of students of religion,
philosophy, and medicine, who also practised acts
of benevolence.
They M'ere bound by six rules: (1) to profess
nothing, but to cure the sick, and that freely ; (2)
to wear only the dress of the country in which
they were ; (3) to assemble at the Domus Sancti
Spiritus once a year on a certain day (the festival
C.C.y, or send a reason for absence ; (4) each frater
to select a proper person to succeed him ; (5) the

letters C.R. to be their seal, mark, and character ;
(6) to maintain the secrecy of the fraternity for at
least 100 years.
It was Frater I.O. who, being a learned kabbalist,
doctor, and author of the book H, visited England,
and laid the foundation of the Rosicrucian system
which has ever since existed in this country. He
it was who cured the young Earl of Norfolk of
leprosy, and he was the first of the original

members

to die.

In the year 1457 Rosencreuz wrote an intei'esting
and curious tractate entitled Chyniische Hochzeit,
which was published at a later period and in 1484
the founder of the fraternity died and was buried
in a vault of seven sides decorated with symbols,
which had been erected about eight years previously
;

The body was embalmed
for his resting-place.
and placed in this specially prepared tomb, which
was then closed, and upon the door was fixed a
brazen plate upon which was engraved an inscription of a prophetic exclamation of his own, that in
120 years after his death his tomb should be reopened and his doctrines, in a modified form, once
more made available, and that not only to a few,
but to the learned in general.
Frater D. was chosen as the successor of the
founder, and after his death Frater A., at an unkno\\Ti date.
Frater A. died in 1600. To him
succeeded Frater N.N., who in 1604 disclosed the
entrance to the vault and caused it to be opened.
was found the body carefully preserved under
in the right hand was the parchment roll
there were also
called the book T {Testamentum)
found copies of other valuable books of the
fraternity a Vita, and an Itinerarium of the
founder, together with certain songs (mantras),
On a brass table were
mirrors, bells, lamps, etc.
engraved the names of all the brethren who up to
the time of the founder's death had been members
In

it

an altar

;

;

—

of the fraternity.

In 1610 a notary named Haselmeyer wrote that,
while staying in the Tyrol, he had seen a copy in
MS of the histoiy called Fama Fraternitatis the
name of its author is not known, but four years
later this Fama was printed and published at
This narrative of the foundCassel, in Germany.
ing of the Rosicrucian fraternity was re-issued at
Frankfort-on-the-Main in 1615, together with an
The
addition called Confessio Fraternitatis.
authorship of these tracts has been variously
attributed to Johann Valentin Andrea, to Joachim
Junge (a philosopher who died in 1657), to the
mystic Giles Guttman, and to a comparatively
little know^n writer, one Tauler.
Although these
works gave to the world a knowledge of the existence of the Rosicrucian fraternity, it is probable
that they were not written by any one with a real
personal knowledge of the afiairs of the brotherhood
neitiier is there any evidence that they
were authorized but, although they lack literary
ability, they may be accepted as founded on facts
obtained from current conceptions of the work of
the fraternity, since the necessity for strict secrecy
had to some extent abated for between the death
of Rosencreuz in 1484 and the opening of the tomb
in 1604 the Protestant Reformation had been
accomplished by Martin Luther and his coadjutors
about the year 1517.
An Echo of the God-illuminated Brotherhood of
the B.C., issued at Danzig in 1615, and written by
Julius Sperber, rendered high praise to the learning
of the fraternity, while the Chymische Hochzeit
Christiani Bosenkreuz, claimed by Andrea to be
his own work, was published at Strassburg in
1616, and an English translation, under the title
The Chemical Wedding, was issued in the year
1690 by R. Foxcroft, Fellow of King's College,
;

;

;

;

Cambridge.

ROSICRUCIANS
The publication of these works caused a great
sensation ainonj,' the learned in Europe they were
widely criticized, notably by sucii men as Libavius
and Menapius ; those anxious to be admitted to
the fraternity were loud in their praise, while
others, having failed in their attempts to secure
the brotherhood unsparingly.
reception, denounced
Michael Maier (1568-1622), a notable philosopher
and Kosicrncian Magus, the autlior of many
learned works describing the Kosicrucian system,
;

visited

England and admitted Robert Fludd

to

Rosicrucian adeptship. Fludd was born at Milgate
House, Bearstead, Kent, in 1574, and was the son
of Sir Thomas Fludd, Treasurer of War to Queen
Elizabeth. For many years he practised medicine
in the city of London, and on his death was buried
in Bearstead church, where there is a monument
to his memory with a long inscription recording
his many virtues.
Near the house of his birth are
the rose farm and other gardens where he cultivated
the plants used in his pharmacy. He was the
3Iagus in this country, and during his life wrote
mail}- learned works on kabbalistic theosophy and
Rosicrucian doctrines, the most notable being his
Apologia Compcndiaria pro fraternitate de liosea
Cruce (Leyden, 1616), Tractatus Apologcticus, integritatem Societatis de liosea Cruce dcfcndens
(Leyden, 1617), and Sumi7ium Bonutn (Frankfort,

His successor was Sir Kenelm Digby (160365), philosopher and poet.
Among his published
works are Two Treatises : the Nature of Bodies
the Nature of Man's Soule (Paris, 1644), books on
medicine and the cure of wounds by sympathy.
The jewel and chain of his office as chief of the
English Rosicrucians are in the possession of one
of his descendants in the south of England.
Francis Bacon, Lord Verulam (1561-1626), was
influenced by his friend Robert Fludd and became
a Rosicrucian.
1629).

.

.

.

It is believed that Elias Ashmole (1617-92), the
antiquary and astrologer, who was a Rosicrucian,
was associated in the introduction of mysticism
into the masonic body, and that his influence is felt
Towards the
in modern speculative freemasonry.
end of his life he derived much occult knowledge
from William Backhouse, a Rosicrucian of renown
and a chemist. In 1646 Ashmole, William Lilly,

the astrologer, Thomas Wharton, the eminent
anatomist. Sir George Wharton, the astrologer,
together with John Hewett, the royalist divine,
and John Pearson (afterwards bishoj) of Chester
and author of the famous Exposition of the Creed),
formed a Rosicrucian lodge in London this is
referred to in Occult Science, which forms vol. xxxi.
of the EncyclopfBdia MctropoHtnna of 1845
while
in the Neio Curiosities of Literature (2 vols.,
Soane
writes
at
London, 1847) George
length upon
Rosicrucians and Freemasons.
Thomas Vaughan (1622-66), twin brother of
Henry Vaughan, Silurist,' was a celebrated
mystic ; under the name of Eugenius Philalethes
he published an English version of the Fama and
Confessio (1652). In this he was associated with
Sir Robert Moray, the first president of the Royal
;

;

'

Society.

In 1710 an adept named Sigismund Richter pubunder the pseudonym 'Sincerus Renatus,'
a work entitled Die Warhaffte iind Volkommene
Bereitung aus dcm Orden des Gulden und Rosen
Krentzes, giving 52 rules of the Rosicrucian
In 1777 the Reformetl
fraternity of that period.
Rite of the Brethren of the Rose and Golden Cross
lished,

Avas established.

Many important works were published during
the succeeding years, among them a theosophic
book, with coloured emblematic plates, at Altona,
Geheime Figuren der Rosenkre%izer aus dem 16ten
U7id 17te7i jahrhundert (this work, issued in 1795,
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contained the

German

text of

tiie

Aurcnm

Sceculnin

Rcdicivum, originally printed in 1621, together
with The Golden Tractate of the Fkdosoplver'a
Stone and the original Prayer of a Rosicrucian).
A portion of this volume, translated into Engli.-h
by Franz Hartniann, a member of the German
fraternity,

was

publisiied in 1887.

the English Rosicrucians of the last
century were Frederick Hockley, Godfrey Higgins,
author of Aiuccalypsis (2 vols., London, 1836), Lord
Lytton, author of Zanoni (London, 1842), William
James Hughan, the chief Masonic historian, Robert
Wentworth Little, Kenneth R. H. Mackenzie,
author of the well-known Royal Masonic Cyclopcedia (London, 1877), William Robert Woodman,
and the present Supreme Magus, William Wynn
Westcott, the author of many learned essays on
kabbalistic and mystic lore.
In 1866 the strands of the Rosicrucian rope were
gathered together, when, under the direction of
R. W. Little, the Societa-s Rosicruciana in Anglia
was founded, consolidating the .system and erasing
some fals6 impressions that had been created
At the pre.sent time duly
during the centuries.
authorized Rosicrucian colleges are at work in
England, British India, Australia, New Zealand,
S. Africa, and S. America, all under the authority
of the English body
and there are daughter
groups in Scotland and the United States of
America working in complete harmony with the
parent body. The Continental Rosicrucian system

Among

'

'

;

was reorganized in 1890, and its branches were
very active up to the outbreak of the Great AVar
in 1914.
This body insists upon complete privacy,
its members are forbidden to acknowledge
their status ; but they had been, until the war,
very active in good works, especially in carrying
on investigations into the uses of vegetable drugs
and the relief of disease by means of coloured
there are numerlights and by hypnotic processes
ous physicians using these means, which are freely
but
these
doctors
are
not necessarily
supplied,
pledged members of the fraternity.
As in the earliest times the Rosicrucians not
only studied, but went about ministering to those
in distress, so the fratres of to-day are concerned
with the study and administration of medicines
and with their manufacture upon the old lines.
They believe that this world ana indeed the whole
universe is permeated with the essence of the
Creator, that every rock is instinct with life, that
every plant and every tree is imbued with a sense
derived from the Master Mind tliat caused it to
exist, and that each living thing moves, acts, and

and

;

thinks in accordance with the supreme design by
all things weve made, bj- which all things
exist, and by which they will continue to function
At no period did the Rositill the end of time.
crucians declare the transmutation of metals to be
a part of their practice, nor did they ever promise
indehnite prolongation of life by mysterious drugs,
but they did speak of these in parables with the
full and complete knowledge that all things are
possible, and that, •with the forces of nature under
their control, they could do even these.
They
were content, however, to act and to trust to the
future, when, the minds of men having been
cleansed, the redemption and absorption should be
accomplished.

which

—

LiTERATiRE. The Hunierous published work? of Michael
Maier and of Robert Fludd; Elias Ashmole, Theatrum
Chfiinicum Britannicum, London, 1652 Thomas de Quincey,
Hutorico-Critical Inquiry into the Origin of the Rosicrucians
and the Free-Masons (originally published in the London
Magazine for Jan., Feb., March, and June, 1824, and reprinted
in vol. xiii. of de Quincey's Collected Writings, ed. D. Masson,
Edinburgh, 1889-90) C. 'W. Heckethorn, The Secret Societies
of all Ages and Countries'^, 2 vols., London, 1897 ; Franz
Hartmann, In the Prmxaos of the Temple of Wisdom, do. 1890
W. Wynn Westcott, The Rosicrucians : their History and
;

;

;
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Aims, do. 1894, vol. vii., 'Are Quatuor Coronatorum
Gardner, Catalogue Raisonni of Works on the Occult Sciences,
privately printed, do. 1903, vol. i., Rosicrucian Books'; J. B.
Craven, Essays on the Works of Fludd, Kirkvrall, 1902, Michael
Maier, do. 1910 John Yarker, Notes on the Scientific and
;

'

;

Religioxis Mysteries of Antiquity, the Gnosis and Secret Schools
of the Middle Ages, London, 1872, The Arcane Schools, Belfast,
1909; C. Gottlieb von Murr, ifber den wahren Ursprung <i.fi-

Rosenkreuzer und Freimaurer, Sulzbach, 1803 ; J. G. Buiile,
fiber den Ursprung und die vornehinsten Schicksale der Orden
der Rosenkreuzer und Freimaurer, Gottingen, 1804 C. F.
Nicolai, Einige Bemerkungen iiber den ursprung und die
Geschichte der Rosenkreuzer und Freimaurer, Berlin, 1806.
;
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Arthur Cadbury

Life.

Posen on 30th Jan.

—Richard
1799.

Rotlie

Jones.

was born

His father, a

man

of

striking character, held an important official position under the Prussian Government, and was
powerfully influenced by that idea of the State
which subsequently found expression in the works
of Gustav Freytag.
His mother, the daughter of
the Hofrath Miiller in Liegnitz, was a woman of
considerable intellectual culture and of a deeply
Soon after the birth of Richard,
religious nature.
their only child, the parents removed to Stettin,
and a few years later to Breslau, in Silesia, with
which Rothe's boyhood was chiefly associated.
delicate child, of a shy and retiring disposition, he
occupied himself up to the age of eight largely
with picture-books and stories of travel, whereby
his imaginative faculties were awakened and nurtured.
tendency towards mysticism early
exhibited itself, and the Bible, as soon as he was
able to read it, made a deep impression upon him.
At the age of ten he was sent to the reformed
Friedrichsgymnasium in Breslau and at once
proved himself to be a pupil of great industry and
He was fond of the poetry of
perseverance.
Schiller, Goethe, Jean Paul, the two Schlegels,
Tieck, and Fouque, although, when he reached
the age of sixteen, Novalis became his favourite
author.
In April 1817 he entered the University of
Heidelberg as a theological student. Heidelberg
was at that time at the height of its fame as a
seat of learning. Hegel had settled there the year
before as Professor of Philosophy, only, however,
to migrate to Berlin in Jan. 1818.
Rothe attended
Hegel's lectures on Logic and Metaphysics, which,
he writes in his Diary, although most of the
numerous auditors complain of them, he hopes
will not remain unintelligible to him.
Karl Daub,
the 'Talleyrand of German thought,' who was
Professor Ordinarius of Theology and a speculative thinker of unusual insight and power, became
the teacher to whom Rothe owed his greatest
debt.

A

A

'
Daub,' he writes to his father, is a man of whom not only
Heidelberg but our whole German Fatherland can be proud.
I hesitate not to say that he is the first of all
living academical
teachers. The enthusiasm with which he is here spoken of is
absolutely universal, as also is the love of him on the part of
students of all Faculties.' 1
'

Daub was attempting

to work out a philosophy of
religion along the lines of the idealism of Schelling
and Hegel, and one can understand the fascination
that a mind of his bent must have had for the

mystic propensities and brooding temperaYet the pupil was not a blind hero-worshipper. Towards the end of his student life in

youth

of

ment.

Heidelberg he expresses dissent from certain of
Daub's contentions.
Probably he had come to
distrust the perverse tendency in his teacher of
flnding in the persons and events of the Gospel
narratives embodiments of metaphysical ideas.
Daub, he complains, yields too much to the philosopher, more than the theologian ought to yield,
and when the philosopher has been allowed to
have so much of his own way he only laughs at
the theologian and then disarms him.
After Daub the man who chiefly succeeded in
1

Nippold, Richard Rothe,

i.

43.

winning Rothe's aftection was Abegg, a lecturer
on New Testament Exegesis
a man, he writes, in whom Christ is formed, as the Scripture

—

'

puts

it,

who

is

penetrated through and through with

all

that

is

in Christianity, who can look at nothing but
with Christian eyes.'i 'To me,"' he declared in 1840, speaking
over Abegg's grave, he was one of the first whose personality
set the seal of overwhelming certainty upon the essence and

most fundamental

'

2
reality of Christian devotion.'

Not only in the class-room did Abegg inspire the
ardent young student; Abegg's simple homilies

from the pulpit, bearing no trace of art, but full
of genuine religious experience, seemed to him
models of what true sermons should be. Other
teachers of his were F. H. C. Schwarz, who also
lectured on the NT, and of whose interpretation
of the Johannine writing he speaks with admiration ; Friedrich Creuzer, the classical scholar and
archaeologist ; and F. C. Schlossen, the historian,
who appeared to him to know Tacitus by heart.
The five semesters spent in Heidelberg were undoubtedly fruitful in every respect. It was here
that his mind was moulded ; it was here that the
interests were engendered which were to be his
throughout

life.

preached, at a

Just

before leaving Rothe
the neighbourhood,

little village in
his first sermon

—

a sermon, he tells
which he was utterly discontented,
but which convinced him that it was only through
diligent practice that one could ever expect to
succeed in giving true and unweakened expression
to the life which lives in us.
For the winter-semester of 1819 Rothe went to
Berlin,
The Theological Faculty of the then
recently founded University had at its head
called Mauer,
his father, with

—

men

of world-wide reputation
Schleiermacher,
Neander, and Liicke. And, in the Philosophical
Faculty, Hegel had commenced the work which
made him the acknowledged leader of philosophical
Looking back upon that
thought in Germany.
period, Rothe wrote in 1862
:

It was a new birth of the
of the gospel that bad again
'

its

entire

German people through the power
become living, a new formation of

life.' 3

Yet at the time, and

after his Heidelberg experiHe heard
ence, he never felt at home in Berlin.
Schleiermacher's lectures, delivered for the first

time that semester, on das Leben Jesu ; but they
gave him the impression that the great man was
troubling himself with artificially constructed
Schleiermacher's sermons, too, he
difficulties.
contrasts unfavourably with those of his beloved
Abegg they lacked, to his mind, the inner spiritual grasp of the Heidelberg preacher, and from
them he gained little inspiration, although he
admits their ingenuity and scholarly character.
He gives his father an interesting account of
The work was done
Schleiermacher's seminar.
mainly by essays written by the students, one of
which was discussed at each of the weekly gatherTo Rothe there had been assigned the
ings.
theme of determining whether in the reported sayings of Christ traces could be found of His having
;

OT

Apocrypha and
possessed knowledge of the
of His having devoted special attention thereto.
Rothe complains more suo that, before one could
begin to deal with a problem of that sort, a host of
prior questions would have to be answered, for the
answering of which the necessary historical data
were completely wanting. In regard to Neander,
who was lectuiing on the history of dogma, the
young scholar confesses, however, that his expectations had not deceived him.
'He is a wonderful man,' he writes, ' externally altogether
dried up, but internally fresh and vigorous in Christian life,
although it does not stream forth joyfully, but only gleams
through sadly as the moon between graves.'*

And he draws

a woeful picture of his aching fingers

trj'ing to take down the prodigiously rapid dicta2 /j.
1
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tiou which the learned theologian was giving to
his cla.ss.
Happiest of all I still feel myself,' he tells his father,
amongst the old Heidelberg' acquaintances, and the wellknown, though not exactly melodious, voice of Hegel is for my
'

'

ear a delicious music from the banks of the Qaronne.'

i

Hegel was lecturing live times a week on Naturbut had started by dismissing the term as
wholly unsuitable because of its implication of
a so-called state of nature, and was giving in
fact a Bcclitsphilosoj^hie an account, namely, of
the immanent determinations of the Spirit from the
point of view of its necessary development in the
form of the State. A second semester was spent
in Berlin, during which Schlelermacher was lecturing on Ethics, Neander on Church History, and
Marheineke on Symbolics. But Rothe was still
yearning for release from the Prussian capital. A
considerable number of relatives and family
acquaintances resided there, and a good deal of
his time had to be spent in visiting.
recht,

—

'
It's no wonder,' he exclaims,
that people of the world get
inwardly stunted, for when we have so much to do with outward
we
become
in
fact heathens, and our pure human conthings
sciousness grows ever weaker in us."'

from what seemed to him
the prevailing worldliness of the Lutheran churchProbably

it

was

recoil

goers that :led to his interesting himself at this
time in the Pietist movement, then in its earlier
and healthier phase. His letters show that his
religious nature was craving for a deeper earnestness and sincerity in the spiritual life, for a simpler
and more genuinely personal devotion. And he
found a companionable feeling among the devotees
of the revival movement.
On 6th Nov. 1820 Rothe entered the theological
seminary at Wittenberg, then under the superintendence of Karl Ludwig Nitzsch, an old and
genial man, of unusually kindly nature, who is
full of love for his work.'^
Here he was plunged
into a course of preparation for the practical work
of the ministry Bible study with a view to honiiletical application, the composition of sermons
'

—

and

of sermon-schemes to be criticized by his
teachers, preaching to rural congregations in the
Rothe
district, and visiting people in their homes.
threw himself con amore into the work, and yet
found time for the studies for which his university

Of the
training had specially equipped him.
teachers at the seminary he was at once drawn to
H. L. Heubner, a man of singular simplicity of
character, with a wealth of ideas and an insight
into the means of applj'ing them such as he had
not met with since the days when he had sat at
the feet of Abegg. Heubner became his life-long
friend, and it was largely due to his influence that
Rothe was persuaded, at first very much against
his inclination, to keep in view the
possibility of
In
devoting himself to an academical career.
March 1821 a former felloAv-student at Berlin,
Rudolf Stier, entered the seminary, and he was in
large measure instrumental in inducing Rothe,
already tending in that direction, to espouse
warmly for the time being the Pietist propaganda.
In his letters home of this period Rothe relates
the chilling eflfect produced upon his mind by the
prevalent ecclesiasticism, with its dreary orthodox
He goes to
propositions and verbal formularies.
a church on Easter Sunday and cannot rid himself
of the feeling that he is in a Greek temple.
Over
the altar-table he finds the words Friede, Hofi'

nung, Ruhe und Eintracht alien guten Menschen'
inscribed, and they strike him as more fitted for a
hall of English deists than for a Christian house of
God.
Returning to his parents' house at Breslau in
Oct. 1822, he remained there about six months,
1
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In Breslau be bad
Awakened' — J. G.
Julius Miiller among

during his licentiate period.
much intercourse witn 'the

Stell'ens,
— whoHenrik
helped to strengthen

Scheibel,

them

bis

belief

in

Spener'a proposal for restoring the life of the
Church. These friends met together frequently
for devotional reading and prayer
and, in letters
to Stier, Rothe describes the help tliat he was thus
in
his
His
needs.
obtaining
spiritual
days were
fully occupied ; he was busily engaged with laborious researches into the development of early
Christian doctrine, and in addition he was preaching regularly in the place of a pastor who was ill.
On 29th July 1823 he received an invitation
from the Government to undertake the work of
chaplain to the Prussian embassy in Rome, of
which Baron Bunsen was at that time the head.
After anxious reflexion Rothe accepted the ofl'er,
recognizing that it aflbrded opportunities for carrying on the historical inquiries to which he felt
himself specially called.
He was ordained in
Berlin on 12th Oct.
and a month later he married
;

;

Louise von Briicke, to whom he had become engaged
while in Wittenberg one of whose sisters was
the wife of his friend Heubner and the other of
August Halin. It was a happy marriage, and
he had by his side henceforth a true helper in
all his aims and endeavours.
Early in Jan. 1824
he arrived w'ith his wife in Rome, and entered at
once upon the duties of his office.

—

'The little flock which I have to shepherd presents,' he
writes, a peculiar appearance.
Externally it is composed of a
few so-called upper-class people and a not unimportant number
'

of artists.'

1

With

characteristic zeal he plunged into the work,
organizing week-day evening services, and lecturing on various phases of Church History and on
the origin and growth of Christian institutions.
He preached regularly on Sunday, and of his great
power and influence in the pulpit there is abundant testimony. He combined in his utterances a
simplicity and a depth of spiritual experience that
speedily made their appeal to and touched the
hearts of his hearers.
Bunsen was at once
attracted to the young chaplain, and a warm

sprang up between the two men.
Bunsen's own studies in ecclesiastical history had
been extensive, and he Avas then engaged in an
attempt to bring about the compilation of a liturgy
that should be for the evangelical churches of
Germany what the Book of Common Prayer was
for the Anglican Church.
Full of activity as the
in Rome were, Rothe was enabled to continue
years
his theological studies and to lay the foundations
for his work on the early Christian Church.
friendship

Under the many

influences of the city his religious
views gained in catholicity and broadness
he
became convinced that Christian faith could fulfil
its mission only by feeling itself at one with reason
and with the history of the world.
Towards the end of 1827 Rothe received, partly
through the aid of Bunsen, the offer of a professorship of Church History in the theological seminary
at Wittenberg
and, after visiting Naples and
Florence, he returned to Wittenberg in Sept. 1828.
His lectures in the seminary were on the histoiy
and constitution of the early Christian Church,
and also on selected sermons of ancient and modern
times.
Besides lecturing, he superintended much
of the practical work of the college, and preached
frequently. In 1831 he became second director,
and, in the following year, ephorus, of the seminary. He was thus brought into close personal
touch with the students, and their affection for
him was unbounded.
During these years he
devoted himself to literary work. There appeared
in 1836 his commentary on Rom. 5'-'^^ ; and in the
;

;

1
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first volume of his great undertaking entitled Die Anfdnge der christlichcn
Kirche unci ihrer Verfassung. During this Wittenberg period Rothe found himself diverging
more and more from the ways of thought represented by the Pietists, and, when the two books
just mentioned appeared, his secession from
Pietism was an acknowledged fact.
Though
sympathizing with the religious tendencies of the

following year the

Pietists, he was alienated by their narrow attitude to historical investigation and speculative

reflexion.

A new theological seminary was founded in
Heidelberg in 1837, and Rothe was chosen to be
The institution started with
its first director.
only fourteen students, and Rothe was discouraged
by the absence of any religious interest in the
congregations of the district no less than by the
prevalent vis inertice among the clergy themselves.
He speedily, however, made his presence felt in
the circle of the younger theologians, and the
influence that he exerted as University Preacher
was profound and wide-spread. He concentrated
his attention now more than he had done hitherto
upon the fundamental principles of religious
philosophy, and in 1845 there appeared the first
two volumes of the Theologische Ethik, which he
recognized to be his main contribution to theoThe third volume appeared in
logical science.
In the summer of the year 1848 he was
1848.
called upon, at a time of great unrest and turmoil,
to fulfil the duties of Rector of the University.
On 22nd Nov. he delivered his rectorial address
Ueber die Aussichten der Universitdten aus dem
Standpunkte der Gegenwart, in which he vindicated the necessity of exact and methodical scientific investigation, as opposed to the superficial
tendencies of the past thirty or forty years, whilst
emphasizing the dangers attending increasing
specialization of losing sight of the ideal of science
as a whole.
Rothe accepted in 1849 a call to one of the theological chairs in the University of Bonn, and he
was also appointed University Preacher. He had
Dorner and Bleek as his colleagues, and the
Theological Faculty rapidly increased in numbers ;
Rothe's lectures on the life of Christ and on ethics
awakened the keenest interest.
He made few
disciples, however, and created no school, as
succeeded
in
His
Dorner
influence was of
doing.
a deeper and more enduring kind that of a man
who was constantly feeling his way along the

—

of speculative theology.
He was
present at the Synod of 1850 in Dinsburg ; and he
continued to be largely occupied with ecclesiastical
matters.
After five years' residence in Bonn Rothe
returned in 1854 to Heidelberg as Professor of
Theology in the University. He took part in the
General Synod of 1855, at which important issues
came up for decision as regards the Bekenntnissfrage Find the Katechis^nnsfrage, and with reference
to botli he stood for the position of freedom and

thorny path

The following years, though
liberty of thought.
full of activity, were saddened by the long and
depi'essing illness of his wife, who died in 1861.
After her death he was filled with a consciousness
of the needs of the age in respect to religion ; and
he threw himself with great earnestness into
He took a promiseveral ecclesiastical questions.
nent part in the General Synod of 1861 at Karlsruhe
and became a member of the Oberkirchenrath.
He was largely instrumental in founding the
Protestantenverein, which held its first meeting at
Eisenach in June 1865. The aims of the Verein
were these that the Church should frankly recognize the culture and science of the time, that
perfect freedom should be accorded to both clergy
:

and

laity to search for and to publish the truth
in entire independence of external authority, that

the clergy and the laity should stand upon a mental
spiritual equality, that the laity should have
a greater share in Church matters, and that a
National Church should be established upon the
basis of vmiversal suffrage.
Rothe read an introductory paper at the meeting upon the means by
which the estranged members of the Church might
be reclaimed. He urged that the Church becomes
useless as soon as she loses the moral power to win
and keep the hearts of her members, that she had

and

power by opposing modern progress, and
it only lay becoming progressive.
The last few years of his life were spent in going
over once more the ground of his Theologische
lost this

could regain

Ethik, but he succeeded in rewriting onlv the first
two volumes.
Although his health had been
gradually failing, he continued lecturing until a
month before his death. He died, after a severe
illness, on 20th Aug. 1867.
2. Writings.
As a theologian, Rothe may be
said to belong to the so-called right wing of the

—

'

'

Hegelian school, although no doubt he was largely
influenced by Schelling's later writings. The bent
of his mind had been set in his early student days
by the teaching of Daub, from whom he inherited
the theosophic mysticism that characterizes so
much of his thinking. Moreover, he imbibed from
his study of Origen and the early Fathers many of
the ideas which he contrived to incorporate in his
Schleiermacher's mode of
speculative system.
reflexion seems to have attracted him but little.
He had no sympathy with those traits of Schleiermacher's philosophy which were derived from
Spinoza such, e.g., as the identification of God
with the infinite variety of His manifestations
making up the world. He saw too that, for the
solution of the problems which religious experience
forces upon us, the appeal to feeling was unavailing, and that it was only the patient labour of
reason that would enable us to clear up and to
And he differed
systematize our conceptions.
fundamentally from Schleiermacher's view of the

—

relation between religion

and morality.

Rothe's earliest work, published in his thirtysixth year, Neuer Versuch einer Auslegung der
patdinischen Stclle Rbmer V. 12-21, illustrates the
principle that he consistently sought to apply in
the interpretation of the New Testament. He
repudiates here with equal decisiveness the orthodox exegesis of Tholuck, in which the text was
hidden under a wealth of Patristic quotations, and
the rationalizing exegesis of Riickert, in which a
number of preconceived theories were brought to
bear upon the exposition. As against both, he
insists upon the necessity of approaching the
epistle with perfect freedom from dogmatic prejudice, of resolutely grappling with its difficulties,
and of determining to rest content with no halfsolution of these difficulties. He tries, in other
words, to set an example of what a genuinelj'
critical treatment of Biblical literature ought
to be.

The important work, Die Anfdnge der christund ihrer Verfassung, of which only
the first volume was issued, is an attempt to trace

lichen Kirche

the

man's historical development as
and determined by Christianity.
The

course of

affected

volume

is divided into three books.
In the first
the relation of the Church to Christianity is dealt
with in the second the rise of the Christian communities and the gradual formation of a Church
constitution are handled whilst in the third the
development of the Christian Church in its earlier
stages is traced. The book is full of significant
suggestions towards a really historical treatment
of the history of the Church and of dogma.
To
;

;
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Harnack expresses

as

Rotlie,

it,'

belongs

come to a distinct and clear thought of self without
coming to the thought of God. In him, that is to

the

undiminished credit of thoroughly realizing the
significance of nationality in Church History, and
to
of

we owe the
One
Catholicism,

him

also

first scientific

characteristic

say, the consciousness of self is as such the confor the
sciousness of God. There is thus
provided
devout subject a twofold point of departure for his
speculative thinking and the possibility of a twofold method of f^peculative incjuiry.
HLa thinking
can proceed either from the consciousness of self as
an a prion fact or from the consciousness of God ;
and, according as he follows the one or the other of
these paths, his speculation will take a sjiecific
The former will be that of philosophical
direction.
speculation, the latter that of religious or, in so
far as it is scientifically pursued, of theological
However near these two mav
speculation.
approach each other in certain respects, they will

conception
feature of

Kothe's later teaching is alreadj^ foreshadowed in
the yln/cnifire— namely, that it is in the State and
in civilization rather than in the Church that the
ideal of Christianity will ultimately find realization.

Kothe's chief claim, howevei', to a place in the
history of theological science rests undoubtedly
upon his Theologische Ethik, the first edition of
which appeared in three volumes (1845-48), and
the second edition in five volumes (1867-71), the
last three of the latter being edited and published
This
after his death by Heinrich Holtzmann.
work is the result of a prolonged ettbrt on the
]»iirt of a comprehensive and logical mind to think
out a system of speculative theology that should
furnish a rational basis for the religious life of a
Christian community. The fundamental ideas are
No one who is familiar with
not, indeed, new.
Daub's Philosophische unci theologische Vorlesungcn
(ed. P. C. Marheineke and T. W, Dittenberger,
7 vols., Berlin, 1838-44), which unfortunately are
now but little known, can fail to discern the
extent of Kothe's indebtedness to his old teacher.
And the exhaustive notes to well-nigh every
section of the book indicate the many other
writers to whom he was under obligations. In the
earlier and more metaphysical sections Schelling is
the thinker who is most frequently alluded to, but
to Fichte and Hegel there are also numerous
Lotze's Mikrokosmos yields him many
references.
apt quotations, while Fechner, Weisse, and the
younger Fichte are often mentioned. None the
less the work as a whole bears the impress of an

—

in form inevitably deviate from one
will construe what it has to deal

The body
of physics and ethics.
of Kothe's treatise is, of course, concerned with the
two subdivisions
last-named.

The starting-point of theological speculation is,
then, the fact that the religious man in thinking
of himself thinks likewise, in and through the same
The primordial form of the religious
act, of God.
consciousness is doubtless feeling, the basis of the
thought of God is the Gottesahnung, just as the
basis of the thought of self is the Ichahnung.
But the primary step in reflective knowledge is to
translate this feeling of God into the form of a
concept, to express it in a perfectly clear and

distinct idea, which shall completely and exhausAnd the thought in question
tively represent it.
can be formulated, in its most abstract and elementary aspect, as the thought of the Absolute

sharp distinction

Being. God, as absolute, is the Unconditioned
whatever else there may be, it is conditioned by
Him and does not condition Him. He is numerically one containing within Himself all that there
is of being.
Moreover, as being absolute in an
absolute way, or the absolutely right. He is the
absolutely good Being, or the absolute Good. For
the Good is that which is truly perfect, truly
eternal and self-dependent. If, however, God as
the Absolute is to be really thought by us, it can
be only through the application of that categoiy
by means of which alone thought is possible the
category, namely, of ground and consequent.
And, since in thinking of the Absolute we are
thinking of an existing, and not merely of an
ideal, reality, the category of ground and consequent assumes in this application the form of cause
and eflect. But the Absolute can be thought of
only as causa siii, as the simply self-determined.
This implies, further, that in God there is absolute
and harmonious union of necessity and freedom
as self -determining, that is to say, God is a living
;

given object, not self-thinking of it. Speculative
thinking, on the other hand, is self-thinking in the
It begins with what
strictest sense of the term.
is purely a priori and proceeds by following the
dialectical necessity with which each notion produces out of itself new notions. There cannot be,
therefore, single, isolated speculations, but only
one organic whole of speculation, a speculative
system. The success of though I, so conceived,
depends upon the fact that the human thinker is a
microcosm that in him the whole of the rest of

—

—

—

is,

so to speak,

recapitulated.

When,

however, speculative thought has completed its
task of construction, it must turn its attention to
the empirically given facts and ascertain whether
the speculative result is in accordance with those
If it is not, the system in question will of
facts.
necessity collapse, and the eflbrt must be commenced afresh with the resolve to carry it through
with more rigid dialectical caution and conAll the same, the thinker will
scientiousness.
remain true to the method of thinking out his own
thought, as though there were no world around
him and nothing in his experience except thought.
Now, in the devout or religious man, according
to the measure in which his devoutness is living
and healthy, there is immediately contained in his
thought as pure thought the notion of being determined by God. The religious man's feeling of self
is at the same time a feeling of God, and he cannot
1
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;

—

between speculative thinking and thinking that
takes the form of empirical contemplation. The
latter must always be directed upon an outer
object which is given to it, and in virtue of which
It is reflexion upon the
this object is interpreted.

creation

—

another each
with purely (>
priori, but philosophical speculation will think
and conceive its subject-matter by means of the
notion of the human self, theological si)eculation
Theological
by means of the notion of God.
speculation is in essence nothing else than the
form
the
immediattempt to express in conceptual
ately certain content of the devout consciousness,
the content of its feeling of the divine. It falls
into two main divisions (a) theology in the strict
sense, and {b) cosmology, which again falls into the

independent and honest inquirer, of a vigorous
intellect wrestling with the greatest problem of

human reflexion.
The author starts by making a
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;

activity.

The concept of pure being is as such the concept
of absolute negativity ; it is for our thinking purely
negative ; yet in and for itself it is none the less
the most positive of all concepts, only under the
form of absolute negativity. It is negative, not in
the sense of the absolutely nought, but in the sense
of the absolutely not-this-or-that {das Nichtetwas).
Herein two moments are included
I

;

God

is

the

fullness of all being, while the being of this or that
appertains to Him only in a negative significance.
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Now, what is contained in Him only negatively is
contained in Him not as posited, not as existent or
actual, but only as possible in Him is to be found
the totality of all possible realities, yet such
The
totality can be expressed only as possibility.
thought of real possibility is equivalent, however,
to the thought of pure potency or power; and
which
potency or power is in essence causality,
cannot be otherwise conceived than as a bringing
God,
forth of effects, i.e. as creative (wirksam).
in other words, as absolute potency or power, must
be thought of as issuing forth from mere potentiHis absolute power. The
ality, and as realizing
absolute life must be a process of self-realization.
ideal
Again, self-realization presupposes that the
and the real are recognized and distinguished
God, that is to say, must be actu a spirit, the
Absolute Spirit. And the notion of God as spirit
for its presupposiimplies that everything real had
tion an ideal subsistence a thought alone can
become and be real. The timeless development of
God as spirit includes within itself a twofold
on the one hand, God
immanent development
becomes conscious of Himself, subjectifies Himself,
determines Himself as personality; and, on the
other hand, God determines Himself in and through
the divine nature which furnishes the means or
instrument of His self-activity. But these two
determination of
immanent processes in God
Himself as personality and as nature are one and
the same process they can be thought of only in
correlation.
God, then, as personality posits a
but this
nature as His objective counterpart
nature is originally ideal, a world of thoughts.
Its contents are not originally in Him as operating
entities
they are raised from possibility to actuAnd the results of His
ality by His self-activity.
His determinations are
activity are moral results
As self-determinat the same time commands.
of His own will
ing, God is completely master
and His will is necessarily at the same time an act
of thinking a thinking, namely, of that which He
is
wills, although the converse is not true, for God
;

;

—

—

—

pure matter, which is virtually identical with
space, first of mechanical nature, consisting of
atoms conceived as centres of force, then of the
chemical properties of these constituents, later of
mineral products, and finally of vegetable and
animal organisms, until in the human organism
the soul differentiates itself from the body as
having the relation of subject to itself as object.
The gradual process of creation takes, in short,
the aspect of a continuous incarnation of the
divine Spirit within His non-ego, or matter a
continuous putting forth of divine activity in order
to spiritualize that which is the opposite of spirit,
and to transform it into an organ of its own life.
It is no proof of God's omnipotence that He creates pure

—

'

matter the proof rather consists in His doing away with matter
i
merely as such.'
i
j
;

and the
progressive creation is just the mode,
only possible mode, of bringing about that consummation. But creation is creation only in so
far as there is exhibited in it no sudden bound,
as
only in so far as each of its links evinces itself
a real development from the preceding links of
the chain. Herein is to be discerned the reason of
the incompleteness of each successive stage of the
world's evolution. That which is defective in the
created universe, that which to the human consciousness wears the aspect of evU, is to be traced
back in the last resort to matter matter that is

The

—

not yet transmuted, not yet done away with
merely as sach. Moreover, inasmuch as in creation each stage always arises from the dissolution
of the stage below, so that the lower, by means of
the creative influence, always forms the substratum
for the generation of the higher, there must always
remain, in every epoch of the world's history, a
residuvun of matter stUl unspiritualized a kind
of slag,' as Pfleiderer calls it.^ The consequence is
that the consummation of one epoch of creation
and the
requires that another epoch supervenes,
world-evolution must be thought of as an endless
series of stages following each other in time.
The natural man is conceived by Rothe to have
been developed according to the natural laws of
under no necessity to will whatsoever He thinks.
animal evolution. In the animal sphere there is
In that God determines Himself to absolute no definite contrast between the soul, which
Him- emerges out of and rises above matter, and nature,
personality He necessarily sets over against
self the thought of an Other which is all that He
which is in direct union with it. The soul of the
Yet He is under no necessity to posit this animal is entirely under the sway of nature,
is not.
the fact that He does not forgo the although even in the animal the merely physical
thought
power of positing it is due to His perfection a has been transmuted to the extent of exhibiting
with the
perfection which requires that He should realize the power which we call instinct. But
Himself in and through that which is other than appearance of human personality a new order of
Himself. Thus we reach the notion of creation
created being enters the world. Matter hasgiven
God posits, namely, as real a sphere of being birth to a mode of finite existence in which it is
opposed to His own, and yet in union therewith, in transcended, to a creature whose essence and
order to have His own being expressed or mani- principle are its direct opposite. Looked at from
fested in His Other, the world. In what precisely the genetic point of view, the finite personality is
considered in
this act of creating consists what, namely, is the product of material evolution
thereby added to possibility that it should attain and for itself, it is just as certainly not material.
the level of actuality— Rothe is as little able as That the finite spirit could not be created directly,
but only through aid of the creature itself, only
Leibniz, faced with a similar problem, to say.
He confines himself to maintaining that the divine through the non-spiritual creature coming to posit
causality in producing the world is not active itself as spiritual— all this appertains to the essence
The only true power
as an entirety, but divides its activity in other of spirit as self- determining.
words, that God created the world not as a finished of self-determination is that which determines
but as a primitive and unfinished product, a pro- itself to be so. It follows, therefore, that the
duct which could only successively be brought to creature to whom it belongs cannot have been
The primordial act of creation is the endowed at its creation with this self-determining
perfection.
contrapositing by God of a non-ego and what is power, but can only have been created indirectly—
of
thiis contraposited must be the exact opposite of
by the creation, namely, of a material non-ego
which God so specifically organized as to be able to
spirit— namely, pure matter, in the notion of
Pure matter is transubstantiate itself from materiality into spiritis implied infinite divisibility.
As a self-determining personality, man
not, however, nature ; and the divine creation uality.
He is at once
e-snnces itself, therefore, as a continuous process,
acquires the status of a free agent.
forms to a
proceeding from one stage of material
thinking being, whose thoughts find everywhere
another
bringing forth a graduated scale of objects corresponding to them, and a volitional
1 SHlle
existences that together constitute an organic
Stvnden, p. 66.
2
Philosophy of Religion, Eng. tr., ii. 288.
whole. Rothe tries to trace the evolution from

—

;

;

—

;

;

;

—

—

;

:

—

;

—

;

—

'
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lieing,

whose autonomous

acts find realization in

A finite spiritual ego or person

the outward world.

thus has it for his function to become, in a literal
sense, a co-worker with God in the eternal process
of creation
the process, namely, of getting rid of
matter in so far as it is the mere opposite of

—

spirit.

The process of creation finds, then, its continuation in the human world throuj^h the selfdetermination of finite persons. Hence it is that
the life-process in man necessarily assumes a moral
character.
Man cannot live even the animal life
except as a moral life. The formal principle of
moral action may he expressed as the elevation
of human personality out of its natural state of
bondage or external determination to full freedom
in itself
the material principle of moral action
may be expressed as tne appropriation of the
natural environment to subserve the ends of
Three special features of the moral
personality.
life call for detailed treatment in any scientific
account of its essence and contents (a) the results
or products to be produced by self-determination,
(i) the forces whicli constitute self-determination,
and (c) the modes of activity which emanate from
;

:

The

self-determination.

science of ethics will con-

sequently comprise a Giiterlehre, a Ttigendlehre,
and a Pflichtenlehre and it is only through following these three correlative branches of inquiry that
a comprehensive science of the moral is possible.
Of the three the first is the logically prior, for
apart from the notion of the moral Good neither a
system of virtues nor a system of duties can be
;

constructed.
Since moral action is in itself a continuation of
the divine creative action, it follows, according to
Rothe, that the moral life and the religious life
really coincide, and, when normal, are identical.
The object of both is the realization of the highest
good i.e. the absolute communion of man, individually and socially, with God, and, by means
thereof, the perfected Kingdom of God on earth.
Only in so far as the world is made the theatre of
moral purpose is the truly religious life conceivable
apart from that it is an empty dream.
Religion, in order that it may become truth and
reality, demands morality as its fulfilment, as the
only concrete way in which the idea of fellowship
with God can be realized morality, in order that
demands the aid
it may find its perfect
unfolding,
of religion, in the light of which alone it can comprehend its own idea in all its breadth and depth.'
In the moral process of human evolution the
religious process is included as a necessary factor ;
the perfect development of human personality can
be no other than its absolute determination by
God, and consequently its perfect consciousness of
God.
When, then, mankind reaches its full
moral stature, the antithesis between the religious

—

;

;

and the moral

will have disappeared ; the moral
be the religious life, and vice versa. The
Church, as a community of the devout within the
State, must, accordingly, be regarded as a transitory institution the full realization of the Church's
aim can never be reached in abstract severance
from the social organism as a whole. Ultimately
the Christianized State, embodying, as it will, all
the functions of the human spirit, will absorb the
Church into itself in so far as the Church fulfils
its mission, it will tend more and more to fall
away as a Church and to be the cause of its own
dissolution.
Its work, as a Church, will be accomplished when the whole social life of man has
advanced to a form of worship higher than it
can awaken that, namely, of a religiously moral
life will

;

;

—

community.
Five years after Rothe's death a collection of
1 Cf.

Theologische Ethik,

§

991 ff.
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and miscellaneous reflexions which he
various notebooks was published by
his pupil, F. Nippold, of Bern, under the title of
Stilte Stunden.
The volume is a rich storehouse
of penetrative thoughts and suggestive ideas.
One of these aphorisms sums up in a few words
the burden of much of Rothe's teaching.
isolated

had

left in

'In this world," he Bays, 'all Good, even the noblest and
fairest— such as Love— rests upon a " dark ground," which it
has to consume with pain and convert into pure spirit.'!

—
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ROUSSEAU. — I.

G. Dawes Hicks.
Life.— Jean Jacques Rous-

seau was born on 28th June 1712, in Geneva.
His family was Protestant by tradition his ancestors had migrated from Paris to Geneva nearly
200 years before his birth, and they adopted the
Protestant form of religion from the time of its
first beginnings in Europe.
His mother was of a
well-to-do family, and the birth of her son cost her
her life. The boy was thus left to the care of his
father, Isaac Rousseau, a watchmaker, who was,
as his son tells us, of an ardent and sensitive
He was thus early subjected to influnature.
ences of an emotional kind which attected his
whole life.
His father and he spent nights in
reading romantic literature to one another, and
their
sensibilities in a way which must
exciting
:

have surprised their more stolid Genevese comAfter having hastily made their way
patriots.
through certain romantic works of fiction which
were inherited from the dead wife and mother,
they tackled more serious literature, including a
number of classical works of history and, while
still a young boy, Rousseau became devoted to the
study of Plutarch, who remained all his life a
favourite author. Unfortunately, when about ten
or twelve years of age, his happy time with his
father and a devoted aunt came to an end. The
father, who was probably passionate and unre;

strained, got embroiled in a quarrel, and, thinking
himself aggrieved, resolved to leave Geneva rather
than sutter under what he conceived to be unjust
laws.
Consequently the lad was placed by an
uncle at a school kept by a pastor in the village
of Boissy.
At this school there awoke within the boy a
sensual consciousness which affected his outlook
on life to the end. He tells the whole circumstances in his Confessions in a way which alike
astonishes and disgusts a modem reader. In this
1

Stille

Stunden, p. 136.
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extraordinary book, published in his later years,
we have a soul laying bare its inmost feelings,
faults, and experiences, and the result in RousAt Boissy, also, he
seau's case is astounding.
experienced his first sense of personal injustice,
being accused of a petty misdemeanour of which
he was not guilty. This early experience made

him

intensely sensitive throughout his life to
After leaving
wrongful suffering by others.
Boissy he returned to his uncle in Geneva for a
few months, and enjoyed a happy out-of-door life
with a young cousin. About 1725 (though this
does not tally with his own account) the lad was

placed in a notary's office, and, when dismissed
The
it, he was apprenticed to an engraver.
latter proved to be a brutal master who by his
his
cuffs and blows constrained
apprentice to
engage in many reprehensible practices. At the
age of sixteen he took the law into his own hands
and ran away a step which, he says, completely
Had he
altered the wliole course of his life.
remained where he was born, he might, he considered, have been a peaceful Christian citizen
now came his wanderings into strange lands and
devious courses. He made his way into Savoy,
where the faith and politics of the people were
very different from those of the republic of his
birth, and his immediate surroundings always
exercised the deepest influence upon his outlook
and character. It must, however, be allowed that
he had already cut himself adrift from his family
ties and caused himself to be regarded as some-

from

—

;

what

of an alien.

At once he came

into contact with the rector of
Confignon in Savoy, who was able to make him an
apparent convert to Roman Catholicism without

much

difficulty,

after giving

him an

excellent

then sent to a Madame de
Warens of Annecy, a young woman considered
From her he went to a
zealous in the faith.
monastery in Turin, where, after a certain show of
protestation, he was formally received into the
bosom of the Church. Once satisfactorily converted, he was (in 1728) thrust out to find his way
for himself with only twenty francs in his pocket.
After various adventures he became a lackey in
the house of the Countess de Vercellis, who died
three months after he entered her service. After
her death a piece of ribbon was missing, which
Rousseau had stolen. He basely put the blame on
a young girl in the house, and persisted in his
accusation. The deed was the cause of the most
overwhelming remorse on Rousseau's part, which
haunted him to the end of his life. We must,
however, recollect that the whole story is told by
himself, and that he may more than likely have
morbidly exaggerated both the crime and its
dinner.

He was

effects.

After further efforts in service his youthful
restlessness took him back over the mountains,
this time with a young companion as destitute
as himself, and at length he once more reached
Annecy and his patroness Mme. de Warens, who
still lived there.
With this strange figure he took
up his abode ; indeed, from 1729 to 1738 he was
more or less in close touch with her. His friendship for this woman was of a curiously sensuous
and mysterious kind. He called her ' Maman,
but she was only about twelve years his senior.
'

She had married early, disagreed with her husband,
and become a convert to Roman Catholicism,
thereby securing a small pension from the king of
Sardinia, Victor Amadeus. Rousseau learned much
at this time, and lived in an ecstasy of happiness
with this attractive and strange woman of thirty.
He received certain instruction with a view to
then in a desultory
entering the priestly office
way he studied music. Deserted for a short time
;

his patroness, he wandered about in adventurous fashion, and finally settled in Lausanne and
there announced that he was a teacher of singing,
whereas he was ignorant of the first principles of
the art. Naturally his imposture was soon discovered, especially as he undertook to perform his
own composition. After further wanderings he
returned in 1732 to Mme. de Warens, who was
living at Chambery, and took up some clerical
work which she found for him. He soon tired of
this, and tried music-teaching again, but that, in
so far as it involved a certain regularity of hours,
was also soon dropped. The final result was that
a curious establishment was set up, consisting of
Mine, de Warens, Claude Anet, her factotum, and
a happy family party which
young Rousseau
was broken up by Anet's death. An imaginary
illness caused Rousseau to pay a visit to Montpellier at his patroness's expense either before (as
Faguet thinks) or after his stay at Les Charmettes
This was, as usual, the occasion of a
(see below).
love affair with a certain lady, and for some reason
Rousseau chose to pass himself off as an Englishman.
On his return to Mme. de Warens he
found a stranger installed in his place, to whom,
however, he soon became accustomed. This was
about 1737, though dates in the Confessions are
somewhat vague and confused. Rousseau, who
was far from strong, and constantly gave evidence
of unhealthiness of mind and body, persuaded
Mme. de Warens to go to the country and live
in a charming farmhouse named Les Charmettes.
His stay here (about 1738) was perhaps the happiest
part of his life, for he lived in communion with
nature and passed his time in comparative rest
and peace. He also began to study seriously, and,
more especially, as he tells us in the Confessions
the soui'ce of most of our knowledge of his life
he began to read Voltaire and the Spectator, and
these and other books belonging to Mme. de
Warens were the means of opening his mind to
many things undreamed of. He read philosophy
too, Locke's Essay and Leibniz, and tried to accept
the point of view of each writer in turn and then
to formulate his own ideas.
He also endeavoured
to master the Latin tongue.
The ininage d trois became strained, and Rousseau's next occupation was to act as tutor with a
certain M. de Mably in Lyons. But, despite his
interest in education, the practical drudgery of
teaching proved impossible to him. He therefore
returned to Mme. de Warens, but, life with her
being misery, he went to Paris, vainly attempting
to get a new system of musical notation taken up
there.
He came, however, into relationship with
certain great ladies who befriended him, and by
whose means, at the age of twenty-nine, he was
sent to act as secretary to the French ambassador
at Venice.
This episode in his life lasted only
eighteen months, for it was soon clear that he
could not get on with his new master, who was
apparently difficult enough to deal with. On his
return to Paris in 1745 he united himself to Ther^se
le Vasseur, an unlettered serving-girl in the small
H6tel St. Quentin at which he lived. This strange
union at least gave satisfaction to Rousseau, since
he did not ask for more than sympathy and cared

by

—

—
—

little for

permanent companionship

of

an

intellect-

Sixteen or seventeen years later, in
1762, their relations changed, as Therbse's senti-

ual sort.

ments towards him altered altogether, and Rousseau wrote piteously of his grief on this account.
The woman appears to have naturally enough
resented the treatment of her offspring, for, much
against her will, five children were in turn deposited in the box for receiving foundlings, without any reason being given except that the father

was

in straits for

money.

At least certain

specious

ROUSSEAU
in defence of his conduct were not
developed till later, when Rousseau pretended
that he sufiered the deprivation of the joys of
fatherhood in order that his children mi^lit be
brought up in a healthy and simple life. We are
glad to know that remorse came in tlie end. The
pair Avere not actually married until 1768, when a
certain form was gone through.
from
Rousseau spent twelve years in Paris
1744 to 1756 and it was during this time that his
children were born and deserted.
It was at this
time also that he wrote his Discourses. For the
rest, he acted as secretary to Mme. Dupin and her
stepson, M. de Francueil. Through the latter he
received an important and lucrative post, wiuch,
however, he resigned about 1750 in favour of the
In 1754 he once more
pursuit of a simple life.
visited Geneva and his former friend Mme. de
To
Waiens, now sunk in poverty and misery.
her he showed kindness, even going so far as to
oti'er her a home, but he always blamed himself
for not having done more to relieve her unhappy
lot.
His visit to Geneva caused him to adopt the
Protestant religion once more in order to procure
the benefit of citizenship.
At the same time he
was much interested in the religious discussions of
the day, which centred in the Deistic position.
He did not remain in Geneva, but went to a
cottage in the forest of Montmorency provided for
him by Mme. dEpinay, and accepted only when
lie felt sure that he could do so without sacrificing
his independence.
His choice of this Hermitage
was a great surprise to his friends in Paris who
did not love solitude, but, once his mind was made
This was
up, lie fled to his refuge with all haste.
the time (the spring of 1756) when plans of future
work pressed upon his mind. He made a vain
endeavour to edit the papers of the Abbe de Saint
Pierre, and this abortive ettbrt was followed by an
unwholesome condition of sensuous excitement
which culminated in an ecstatic state of intoxicating passion for Mme. d'Houdetot, sister-in-law of
Mme. d'Epinay. There was a strange relationship
between these two and Saint Lambert, the lady's
lover, which finally came to an end by mutual
In the winter of 1757^ Rousseau hopeconsent.
lessly quarrelled with Mme. d'Epinay, his benemoved to Mont Louis, in the
factress, and
neighbourhood of Montmorency. While there, he
became incensed at an article on Geneva written
by d'Alembert in the Encyclopedie expressing
regiet that the Genevese provided no theatres.
This expression of opinion was indeed attributed
to Voltaire, who had not been permitted to have
comedies plaj'ed in the town. This was the origin
of the Lettre a cFAlembert sur les spectacles.
The
work was an immense success, but it lost Rousseau Voltaire's friendship for ever. At this time
there were also breaches .with Grimm and Diderot
as well as witli Mme. d'Epinay, Grimm's mistress,

arguments

—

—

'

'

which entailed much bitterness and ill-feeling.
But it was also a time of great productiveness on
Rousseau's

part.

La

nouvelle

Hiloise,

written

mainly at the Hermitage, was published in 1760,
and the Contrnt social and Emile in 1762. Rousseau dwelt in his new home in tolerable contentment, and he had many devoted friends among
the .great, despite his strange temper and physical
condition.

All kinds of difficulties in those days confronted
a would-be author before his books could be duly
printed and circulated. In 1762 Emile was condemned to be burned and its author to be Imprisoned.
Flight was the only mode of escape,
and the fugitive made his way to the canton of
Berne. But again he had to depart. Frederick II.
of Prussia had the credit of allowing him to take
refuge in his territories of Xeuchatel, where
VOL. X.
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and he there came into touch
with Gibbon and Boswell. Rousseau entered upon
controversial correspondence at this time with
Tlier6se joined him,

In 1764 ajipeared his famous Lettres
great eilect.
de la montagne, wlierein he fully proved the
iniquity of his treatment by the republic of Geneva.
The Lettres were publicly burned by the Parlia-

ment of Paris. The Church at Neuchatel turned
against him, and he was persecuted to such an
extent that he fled to an island in the Lake of
Bienne. He was not sufiered to remain there,
went to Strassburg, and after much indecision
accepted an invitation to make his home in
England. Hume brought him to London in Jan.
1766 ; in London, as in Paris, he had a great recepIn March he settled in the Peak of Derbytion.
It was cold,
(at Wootton) with Th^rfese.
and Rousseau had nothing to do, and he soon
broke into a quarrel with Hume, accusing him of

shire

every kind of perfidy. Hume was, not unnatural!}',
indignant at this ingratitude, and the quarrel
became a vehement one, in which many literary
men engaged. Rousseau himself became morbia,

and nuserable. He set to work to compose
the first part of his Confessiotis that extraordinary
revelation of a man consumed with egotism, undiscipline>-<, and living on the feelings of the moment,
which yet produces in the reader a sense of reality
such as few autobiographies have done before or
since.
Finally he fled to France in a condition
almost distraught. Mirabeau (the father of the
more famous statesman) and then the prince of Conti
gave him hospitality, and he composed the second
part of the Confessions, while also pursuing botanical studies, during the year 1767-68.
Again lie
At
fled, this time to Grenoble and other places.
length in 1770 he settled in Paris, where he reupset,

—

mained for tiie last eight years of his life. He
had been temporarily estranged from the unfortunate Ther^se, Init became reconciled again, and he
occujiied himself in copying music and writing
his Dicdogues
indeed, he seems to have lived
tliose last years more peacefullj^ than any that
went before, despite constant and uncalled-for
He was extremely poor,
(juarrels with his friends.
and would not draw upon the pension granted
him by George III. of England. The last months
He would not accept
of his life were miserable.
of help, was suV)ject to delusions, and now untended
by Ther^se some suspected suicide when the end
came on 2nd July 1778. His remains were in the
first instance buried on an island, but in the
Revolutionary days were moved to the Pantheon.
2. Works.
The first of the Discourses was
written for a prize oli'ered in 1749 by the Academy
of Dijon on the question of whether the progress of
the sciences has contributed to the improvement
Rousseau was
or to the coiTuption of manners.
;

;

—

on his way to visit Diderot, then in prison because
of his Lettre sur les ave^igles, when he was seized
with an inspiration to enter the competition and
The paradox of
deliver himself of his opinions.
the answer which he designed entranced him. It
was to show simply and convincingly that man is
good by nature and that by institutions only is he

made

This original contention really proved
vile.
it
be the basis of the writer's later work
also
to be the expression of ideas which
proved
must have been latent in the minds of the people
of France, for it was laid hold of as though it were
a new gospel opened up before them and indicating
the beginning of a new epoch in history. It
seemed, indeed, to bring fresh possibilities into
the life of every citizen. Rousseau won the prize.
Three years later he competed for another prize,
the subject being the origin of inequality among
men and whether it is authorized by natural law.
This essay, though unsuccessful in gaining the
to

;
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proved almost as successful as the first.
these two essays the world came to realize tha,t
a new gospel was being preached to it, and.an artificial age was called upon to return to simplicity
and truth. To us the argument seems shallow,
and we feel that a little thought would show, for
instance, the value of acquiring new knowledge in
a social sense as well as in a material. Still, if
it was a one-sided doctrine that Rousseau taught,
it was tlie one of which the nation felt in need.
Men longed to return (or thought they did) to
the ancient times when humanity was rude and
unlettered but natural and unspoiled by the arts
From this time onwards the
of civilized life.
writer of the Discourses was a famous man, even
though his fame might partly be accounted for
because he was the preacher of the paradox that a
barbarian was superior to a European of modern
He established the predominance of feeling
days.
over the patient investigation of fact a doctrine
that brouglit fresh life while it brought fresh
dangers to liis own and other countries.
La nouvcUe Heloise is a love story of a highly
emotional kind the story of a tutor enamoured of
To the modern reader
his too attractive pupil.
the tale, which is of the slightest so far as events
are concerned, seems tame, in spite of a sensuousness which repels though it does not, now at least,

prize,

By

—

—

The

corrupt.

epistolary

form in which

it

is

written is tedious to those who have come to
expect swift action, and the style seems forced and
But when it was published the interest
stiff.
in the tale knew no bounds, and the effect produced b}' it on an emotional public was incalculable both in Germany and in France. The second
part of the book, in which the happiness of the
married state is vaunted, was just as much
applauded as the first.
The Contrat social opens with the famous words,
'
Man is born free, and everywhere he is in chains,'
and strikes the keynote of the rebellious spirit
To
that animated men of a rebellious age.
Rousseau it was not a time for careful analysis of
facts or investigation of the growth of custom, nor
had he the necessary knowledge to enable him to
do this. To him it was essential that tlie state of
nature should be declared to be the true state of
freedom the freedom which is based on reason.
He did not trouble to inquire whether this state of
natural freedom has ever yet been realized, and
whether man can be independent of the environment in which he is born. The time was ripe for
his doctrines, crude as they might seem, and they
laid hold of the imagination of the people as no
scientific investigation of fact could have done.
Therefore this became one of the most notable and
influential books of the period.
Emile was virtually a treatise on education set
forth in the story of a youth brought up on ideal
The theme is an ancient one, but is dealt
lines.
with in a way that brought conviction and enthusiasm to a generation which was awakening to new
ideas in regard to the upbringing of the young.
France has ever since Rousseau's time been alive to
the essential unity of the family, and to this is
probably due the close relationship which exists
Rousseau
between the parent and the child.
brings his readers back to Nature and her teaching,
makes the mother realize her primary duties to
her offspring, and feel it to be her pleasure as well
The doctrine of
as her duty to suckle her child.
The
original sin had no attraction for Rousseau.
child was born into the world prepared to be good
and
it
was
the
and happy and healthy,
parents'
We
duty to allow him to attain these ends.
must sweep away the artificial restrictions of an
artificial society which prevent the development of
the best in a man. Rousseau applied his theories
'

'

—

even to the simplest matters of food and clothing.
In fact, he was the forerunner of many of the
modern views of infant nurture, and he deserves
much credit for awakening the world to the desirability of natural methods of upbringing and
instruction based on the development of the
reasoning faculties. It is only in respect of the
upbringing of girls that his theories are almost
Oriental in their obscurantism.
The Confessions is perhaps the best known of
Rousseau's works and the most extraordinary.
•Jules Lemattre^ says of the writer that he was
a creature of nerves and weakness, passion and
But along with all
sin, sadness and visions.
the unhappy qualities that Rousseau possessed
Lemaitre recognizes the good side that is always
He is
present, and bears no hatred to his person.
right in saying that Rousseau is the most subjective of all writers, since all his writings are
but betrayals of himself. And it was a strange
undisciplined soul that he revealed to that brilliant
collection of famous men and women who received
'

'

his outpourings with mingled admiration and
derision.
Probably these outpourings were in their
way sincere and true, though inaccurate in many
common details. But, in reading them, we must
always recollect that Rousseau was born unhealthy
in mind and body, and his upbringing by an excit-

able and sentimental father did not help him toM'ards self-restraint, though the Protestant Genevan
strain was always to be traced in his character and

throughout his writings. The world in which he
lived was no real world, but one created by his
inward fantasies and later by his morbid imaginaAs might possibly be expected, the mingtion.
ling of diverse irreconcilable elements, Protestant
and Romaa Catholic, Genevan and Parisian,
brought about an untoward mixture, while it also
resulted in the production of a genius.
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RSI S .—See Br ahmanism, Inspiration

(

Hindu).

RUICHARS, SOKHARS, OKHARS.— These
all Saiva mendicants or Yogis (g.i'.), occasionally
found wandering over N. India. They are said
to be branches of the Aughar or^ Oghar sect of
Y5gis founded in Gujarat by a Saiva mendicant
named Brahmagiri, a disciple of GSrakhnath (q.v.).
Brahmagiri founded five branches of his sect, named
respectively Rukhar, Sukhar, Bhukhar, Kiikar,
and Gudar, of whom the first two are those most

are

commonly met

with.

They

are ordinary Yogis,

diftering from others and among themselves only
Thus the Rukhars
in apparel and appurtenances.
and Sukhars wear earrings in both ears the former
latter
of rudrdksa
and
the
of copper or pewter
(olive-nut) seeds while Gildars wear a ring in only
one ear and a flat copper plate bearing the footBhukhars and
print of Gorakhnath in the other.

—

—

1

Jean-Jacques Rousseau, pp. 318,

356.
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Kukars do not hiirn incense in tlieir ahns-pot,
wliiie tlie others do.
Tiie Iviikars collect alni.s in
a new earthen pot, in which they also cook tlieir
Sfikhars carry a stick three spans in length,
The cry of all
so on.
these, as in the case of many other Saiva mendi-

food.

and Kukhars do not, and

is
Alakh (see art. AlakiinamIs).
Ukhars are said to form a sixth class of these
Aughars. The name, however, seems merely to
denote those members of the live classes already

cants,

'

'

mentioned who are given to indulgence in
and strong drink.

flesh

—

LiTERATiRE. H. H. WilsoH, Sketch of the lieligioiti Sects of
the Hindus, London, 1861, p. 236 H. H. Risley, The Tribes
and Castes of Bengal, Calcutta, 1891, s.v. Aoghar.'
;

'

George A. Grierson.

RULE OF FAITH.— See

Creeds, Confes-

She tried to persuade her
hiatlicni.sm around her.
son. Prince Svyatoslav (946-972), to accept Christin vain.
Iler grandson, Svyatoslav's
ianity, but
son. Prince Vladimir (973-1015), accepted the faith
in 987.
In 988 the men of Kiev were baptized, and
after that Christianity began to spread to the
other towns of Russia. The first
of

metropolitan
Kiev, Michael (1991), began by baptizing the
in
the
towns
and
round
about Kiev
villages
people
afterwards, with bishops and Dobrynya Nikitich,
;

he preached in Novgorod, Rostov (N.N.E. of
Moscow), and the surrounding districts, and
Vladimir himself
baptized no small number.
visited Volhynia to pre.ach the faith, and even had
several princes of the Kama Rolgars and the
Vladimir's sons,
Pechenegs baptized at Kiev.
sent to the various principalities, also spread the
faith among the people under their rule. So,
during the reign of AHadimir, Christianity spread
to the feudal centres of Murom, Polotsk, Vladimirin-Volhynia, Smolensk, Pskov, Lutsk, Tmutarakan
For his zeal in spreading
(opposite Kerch), etc.
the faith of Christ Prince Vladimir received the
epithet of isapostolos and was canonized by the

new

sions, Faith.
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History.

— The

the Kussian Chnrch falls into four
periods, the character of each being defined by its

historj'
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uf

chief events.
I. Primitive period and down to the Mongol
invasion (ist to loth cent., a.d. 988-1237). Nestor,
in his Chronicle, gives an ancient tradition, rejected
by modern historians, that the beginnings of
Christianity in the southern parts of what is now
Russia go back to the time of the apostles. According to this, St. Andrew, as he spread the
gospel along the north-eastern shore of the Black
Sea, canie to the hills above the Dnepr upon which
Kiev afterwards arose, blessed them, and foretold
that upon them the grace of God should shine
In the 4th cent, there were already several
forth.
bishops' sees in the south of Russia Bosporus,
Cherson, and others, founded for the Christians of
From
tlie Greek colonies existing in that region.
them the seeds of Christianity might easily have
been brought into the limits of the land that is
now Russia, but it is unlikely that they took root
at that distant time. More favourable conditions
for the spread of the gospel in Russia came with
the establishment of Slavic tribes within its
borders at an epoch that we cannot exactly define.
The Slavs had long been well acquainted with
Greece, whither they went as traders or mercenaries, and there they not infrequently adopted
Christianity. In the middle of the 9th cent, the
southern Slavs listened to the gospel preached to
them by the 'apostles of the Slavs,' SS. Cyril and
Methodius. About the same time Prince Rurik
(862-S79), invited from among the Varyags, laid
at Novgorod the foundation of the Russian State,
decreed by Providence to proiit more than any
other Slavic land by the labours of SS. Cyril and
Methodius. Of the Russian princes, the Varyags
Askold and Dir, the earliest to rule in Kiev (862882), were the first to fall under the influence of
Christianity, and after their raid against ConstanUnder
tinople they accepted the holy faith.
Prince Oleg (879-912) there was already no small
number of Christians among the Russians, and
under his successor Igor (913-945), in the treaty
with the Greeks concluded at Kiev in 944, the
Russians are already divided into baptized and unbaptized while the latter confirmed their agreement by swearing before the idol of Perun, the
baptized swore by the Holy Cross and the Gospels.
Igor's widow, Princess Olga (945-969), herself
desired to be baptized, and in 955, when she was
67 years old, she journeyed to Constantinople and
there, according to the Chronicle, accepted Christianity.
Many of her following were baptized along
with her. On her return to Kiev Princess Olga
(baptized as Elena) journeyed through the towns
and villages and preached the faith, shining • like
the moon in the night in the darkness of the

—

—

;

'

Russian Church.

Under Vladimir's successors the Christian faith
continued to spread. The preaching was special Ij'
helped by the fact that in Russia the message was
delivered in a Slavic tongue akin to the people's own.
After Vladimir's baptism Christianity became in
the full sense of the word the ruling religion in
Russia.
Accordingly, even in his time there
followed the establishment of a special local church,
for the existence of which all the conditions were
At the same time the relations of the
present.
Russian Church to the Greek Mother-Church and
also its internal local relations to the State and
the community began to be defined. In relation
to the Greek Church the Russian was established
as a special metropolitan see, forming part of the
patriarchate of Constantinople and consequently
subject to the patriarch's authority. The attempts
of Roman Catholic scholars to prove that originally
the Russian Church was subject to the pope are
At the head of the Russian
absolutely futile.
Church stood the metropolitan. The whole time
of the tenure of St. Michael, the first metropolitan,
was taken up in simply spreading the elements of
Christianity, so that the Russian Church did not
reach complete organization imder him. This was
achieved by his successor Leontius (t 1008). In
992 he divided the Church into dioceses (Novgorod,
Chernigov, Vladimir-in-Volhynia, Polotsk, Turov,
Belgorod, Rostov, and Tmutarakan), and appointed
Their own see the
the first diocesan bishops.
early metropolitans fixed at Pereyaslav (S.E. of
Kiev), and afterwards, under Prince Yaroslav
(IU17-54), they transferred their place of abode to
Kiev. The Russian metropolitans were chosen
and consecrated at Constantinople bj' the patriarch
himself with the assent of the emperor. Accordingly the majority of the first rulers of the Russian
But the metropolitan of
Church were Greeks.
Russia, though chosen from among the Greeks,
was by no means so dependent on the patriarch as
were the other Greek metropolitans. In consequence of the wide extent of his province and the
fact that the Russian principality was independent
of the Greek Empire, the metropolitan of Russia
enjoyed special dignity and almost complete independence of the patriarch he was in the position
The
of an exarch rather than of a metropolitan.
dependence of the Russian metropolitan upon the
patriarch of Constantinople meant no more than
that he was chosen and consecrated by the latter
and was bound as far as possible to attend the
patriarchal synods. Within the Russian Church
the metropolitan had an independent jurisdiction
;
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over ecclesiastical affairs, exercised either directly
or with a synod of his suffragans, which he often
convened at Kiev. His decisions were recognized
as final, and recourse to the patriarchal court at
Constantinople was very rare only in s])ecially
important cases. The link betM-een the Russian
and the
province
patriarchate
metropolitan
amounted to this, that the patriarch was prayed
for by name in the Russian service, that contributions were often sent from Russia for the needs of
the Greek Church, and that there were founded in
Russia so-called stavropegial monasteries under
the direct jurisdiction of the patriarcli. These
relations continued till half-way through the 15th
From the very first days of its existence,
centuiy.
however, the Russian Church showed a tendency
to complete independence of the patriarch of
This appeared in attempts to
Constantinople.
elect the metropolitans from among native Russians
and to enthrone them in Russia. In the period
before the Mongols two cases are known of such
election and enthronization of Russian - born
metropolitans Hilarion in the middle of the 11th
cent. (1051) and Clement a hundred years later
(1147) ; and these were among the best bishops of
the Russian Church.
In his relation to the bishops the Russian metroHe
politan was the elder, counsellor, and guide.
appointed the bishops, summoned them to synods,
judged them in synod with the other bishops, and
made arrangements concerning the Church as a
whole.
The metropolitan of Russia stood in the same relation towards the grand prince as that in Avliich the
patriarch of Constantinople stood to the emperor.
He was not only the protector of the Church and
her interests, the supreme teacher of the faith and
religion, but also the guide in many civil affairs.
As he always lived near the grand prince, he
naturally supported him in his struggle against
the vassal princes, and thereby contributed to the
strengthening of his authority and the imification
of the nation.
Being a Greek, he knew the Byzantine laws and customs and thus was enabled to
help the grand prince in organizing the life of the
Russian State. Furthermore, in accordance with
the customs of the Greek Church and the Codes
of Princes Vladimir and Yaroslav, the metropolitan
was the champion of all the oppressed, the protector
of the sick, of widows and orphans, of liberated
slaves or prisoners of war who had returned to
their own country, and such like.
But, although
he held so high a place, the metropolitan remained
conscious
of
the
limits
of
his
duly
rights and obligations.
Accordingly, the Russian Church never
saw such conflicts between the ecclesiastical and
the civil powers as the Western Church shows.
The must eminent metropolitans before the
subjugation by the Mongols were St. Michael
(t991), the first metropolitan of the Russian
Church, who laboured zealously to spread Christianity through the land and encouraged learning,
and St. Hilarion (1051-55), remarkable for his
ascetic life and labours on behalf of education.
The most important event in the Russian Church
during Hilarion's episcopate was the foundation in
1051 of the Pechera Lavra (monastery) at Kiev by

—

'

'

—

'

'

Antony (f 1073) and Theodosius (t 1074). As Kiev
was the cradle of Christianity in Russia, so its
Pechera monastery became the mother of a large
number of other monasteries and gained enormous
influence on the general ti'end of religious life.
From it the ascetic outlook spread through Russian

From it were taken the abbots for other
monasteries and bishops for the dioceses. More
societ3^

than

fifty of its

spirit, rule of

monks were

raised to bishops' sees.
sent out spread abroad its piety,
and
the
life,
writings of its ascetes.

The men whom

it

gathered those who desired religious instrucIn it were collected the monuments of ecclesiastical literature ; here, too, was begun the
Russian Chronicle.
After the Pechera monastery there arose monasteries in other places.
They were the chief points
for the concentration and diffusion of piety in the
land, which had indeed been converted, but was
far from having cut itself loose from survivals of
paganism. Outside the walls of the monastery
rude passions had full play within the monastery
was quite another world, where the spirit ruled
over the flesh, a world of wondrous tales of monks'

To

it

tion.

;

ascetic exploits, of visions, of miracles, of supernatural help in the conflict with the power of
devils.
This explains the desire of the best
Russians of the time to enter a monastery, or at
any rate before death to don the habit of a monk
so strong that the Church itself very often had
to restrain it.
Many of the monasteries, like the
Pechera Lavra, possessed landed estates.
The
property of such monasteries went not only to
support the religious houses, but also to charitable

—

Almost all the monasteries, besides being
quiet havens of asceticism, were also refuges for
book learning.
In them lettered men gathered
and wrote their chronicles, histories, tales, and
lives of saints
in them schools were founded.
This gave them great importance in the community
and increased the tendency of Russian society to
objects.

;

monasticism. This tendency to monasticism and
the saving of one's soul through ascetic exploits
shoAvs that during the first two centuries of its
existence in Russia Christianity had made no small
progress in the task of changing the old heatiien
Further adva,nce in the
society by education.
same direction would have been natural. But in
the first half of the 13th cent. Russia suffered a
great catastrophe, which for long interrupted the
regular development of both civil and ecclesiastical
life.

2. From the Mongol invasion to the division of
the Church into two metropolitan provinces (1237In 1237-40 Russia suffered the devastating
1461).
invasion of the Mongols the population was extirpated the churches and monasteries were ruined
or desecrated
the Pechera monastery was destroyed and its monks were scattered into forests
and caverns. The calamity did not, however, affect
N.E. Russia
all parts of the land witli equal ruin.
was less devastated, and, when the first terrible
storm had passed, it recovered. But S. Russia
was laid absolutely waste. After devastating it,
the Mongols continued their nomadic life upon its
borders towards the steppes and were a perpetual
threat to its population. Accordingly, the peoide
moved towards the north. The current of Russian
historical life set towards the land between the
rivers Oka and Volga, and there at Moscow it built
up for itself a new centre for the State, to take the
Thither also was transferred the
place of Kiev.
centre of Church life the metropolitan see of
Russia.
When the Mongols subjugated Russia, they left
entirely untouched the organization of both the
State and the Church. Being at the time heathens,
they showed complete religious tolerance both to
the adherents of various faiths among themselves
and to the Russians. Although they destroyed
churches and monasteries at the time of their first
incursion, they were not persecutors of the Church,
but rather in their subsequent dealings with it
proved themselves more than well disposed. Some
of the khans Avere actually protectors of the Church.
They paid attention to the petitions of the metropolitans, freed the clergy and churches from taxation, forbade blasphemy against the Christian
faith, and put no hindrance in the way of Tatar

—

;

;

;

—
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If some of tiie
princes aclopting Christianity.
Itussian princes, bishops, and others died inart5Ts'
deaths at tlie luuids of the Monj,'ols, it was only
because, not sharing tlie Mongols' latitndinarianisni, they found it impossible to full in with
their demand that they should perform certain
sui)erstitious rites practised at the khan's court,
such as passing through the lire of purification,
the images of deceased khans, anil so

worshipping

Christianity itself was not attacked by tiie
Later, when in 1313 the Mongols adopted
Islam, their attitude to tiie Itussian Church underon.

Mongols.

went hardly any .alteration.
The comparati\ely favourable attitude of the
khans to the Russian Church was due not only to
the religious tolerance of the Mongols, but also
largely to the behaviour of the rulers who stood at
the head of the Church during those troublous
times. The most remarkable metroijolitans under

the Mongol domination were: St. Cyril III. (1242,
1249-81), who laboured hard for the building up of
the Church and spent almost all his episcopate in
journeys through his province; Maximus (12831305), who in 1300 transferred his abode from Kiev
to the town of Vladimir on the Klj'azma St.
Peter (1308-26), a zealous worker for tlie good of
the Church, who chose as his residence what was
then the unimportant town of Moscow, the principality of his friend loann Danilovich Kalita (132840), thereby contributing in no small degree to its
rise.
At that time S. Kussia, including Kiev, fell
into the power of the Lithuanian pagan prince,
Gedimin (1315-41), and finally lost its first place
in Church matters.
This now passed to Moscow,
although the metropolitans continued to style
themselves 'of Kiev' and not 'of Moscow.' The
next specially eminent metropolitan was St. Alexis
(1854-78), who devoted himself to making successful ])etitions to the khan on behalf of the Russian
land and Church, contributed to the rise of the
prince of Moscow, laboured for the good order of
ecclesiastical and monastic life, founded monasteries, Avorked at translating the NT from Greek
;

into Slavic, and wrote pastoral epistles.
After the death of the metropolitan Alexis great
disorder arose in the Church, due to certain men
who sought to gain the metropolitan see by dishonest means. The disorder continued for eleven
years till the time of the gTand prince VasUi
Dmitrievich (1389-1425), who accepted Cyprian
(1381-82, 1390-1406) as metropolitan of Kiev.
The time during which Cyprian ruled the Church
passed peaceably. He gave zealous attention to
religious education and worked hard to eliminate
certiain abuses which had crept into the Church
services.
In his time also there was a break in
the long continued attempts on the part of Lithuania to have S.W. Russia erected into a province
with a special metropolitan. But after tlie death
of Cyprian division again took place in the Russian
Church. Yitovt, grand prince of Lithuania from
1392 to 1430, refused to accept the newly ai)pointed
metropolitan Photius (1408-33) and insisted on the
election of a second metropolitan for the Lithuanian
principality.
Gregory Tsamblak (141.3-19), a
ne])liew of Cyprian, was elected, a learned man,
and zealous for ortliodoxy. When Gregory died,
Vitovt acquiesced in Photius, and so the unity of
the Russian metropolitan province was re-established.
But it did not last long. The successor of
Photius was St. Jonas (1448-61). He was elected
by a synod of Russian bisliops in 1434, and set out
for Constantinople to be installed.
But his installation was long delayed.
Half-way through
1436, not long before Jonas arrived, there had
been installed as metropolitan of Russia a certain
Greek named Isidore, known for his attempt to
introduce the Union of Florence into the Russian

Jtmas was promised the succession to
metropolitan see only after the deatii of Isiilore.
Isidore, on his return from the Council of Florence,
met witii a most hostile recejition in Moscow in
1441, and in the same j'ear lied to Rome.
But,
even after this, Jonas remained only a bishop and
was not enthroned as metropolitan till 1448.
Tiie enthronement of Jonas as metropolitan at
the wish of the grand prince Vasili Vasilievich
(1425-62) was performed at Moscow by a synod of
Russian bishops. This event was of great imp<jrtance as a long step on the road to the Ru.-5.sian
Church's gaining complete independence of the
From the time of
patriarch of Constantinople.
Jonas and his successor Theodosius (1461-64) the
Russian metropolitan province was entirely independent, but even after this it did not break oft"
its connexion with its Mother-Church of Greece.
When, in 1453, Constantinople was taken by the
Turks, Jonas comforted the patriarch Gennadius
by sending him presents, and asked for his blessing.
It was at this Lime that the Russian Church is
reckoned to have received the right of appointing
its metropolitan independently of the ConstantinoChurch.
tiie

politan patriarch.
The hnal partition of the Church into two
provinces took place in the time of Jonas. Isidore,
who had fled to Rome, would not give up his pretensions to the Russian Church and wished to take
away from Jonas at least the south-western dioceses
which were under the rule of the Polish king
Kazimir 1440-92), a zealous Catholic. His attempts
were not successful, it is true but through his
influence the Constantinopolitan patriarch,
Gregory"
(

;

Mammas, who had been

deprived of his see for Ins
Latin tendencies and was living in Rome, in 1458
con.secrated as the metro))olitan of Lithuania a
After
pupil of Isidore, by name Gregory (i' 1472).
this the council of Russian bishops held in Mo.scow
in

1459 acknowledged

tlie

final

division

Russian Church into two provinces

of

the

—Moscow and

Kiev.
3. From the division into two provinces to the
establishment of the Holy Synod (1461-1721). (o)
In tiie middle of the 15th
Thejirovincc of Moscow.
cent. Russia Avas divided into two political aggregations—the eastern, under the rule of the Moscow
autocrats, and the western, under the LithuanoPolish government.
The Moscow province, under the protection of
an Orthodox government, advanced both spiritually
and in externals. With regard to si)iritual things,
it successfully overcame the heresy of the Judaizers
which troubled it during the latter half of the loth
cent., and in the 16th cent, took uj) the im[)ortant
task of correcting various abuses wliich had crept

—

—

and into Church life as a
whole.
Externally it continued to extend its
boundaries and to adorn itself witli outward magniticence, and at the end of the 16th cent, it rose
to the dignity of an indejiendent patriarchate.
The Judaizing heresy, besides its bad consequences, had its good side. The struggle with the
heresy raised various questions as to the abuses at
that time rife in the Church and occasioned attempts
These abuses dated from early
to remove them.
times, iieing due to insulhcient education, but they
had greatly increjised owing to the disorders of the
feudal period and the weight of the Mongol 3'oke.
Side by side witii their Christian rites the early
Russians had retained various pagan usages
together with the holy books thej- used to read
sundry 'rejected' books full of apocryphal stories
and superstitions manj- of them visited wizards
for divination and took part in pagan festivals
the carelessness and ignorance of scribes had introduced into the Scriptures and liturgical books
many false readings and doubtful expressions with

into the divine service

:

;

;
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or even heretical

meanings into the
Church there had crept many innovations unknown to the Greek Cliurch, sucli as the

ambiguous

;

rites of the

singing of 'Alleluia' twice (instead of thrice), the
circulation of processions with the sun (from east
to west), and the use of only two fingers in making
the sign of the Cross. The rectification of these
abuses had long been aimed at by the metropolitans
Hilarion, Cyril III., Peter, Alexis, Jonas, and
others.
For the same purpose, at the beginning of
the 16th cent., there was summoned to Moscow
from the Vatopedi monasterj' on Mount Athos
Maximus the Greek (t 1556), a pious and learned
monk, who worked hard on the translation of the
Holy Scriptures from Greek into Slavic and the
correction of the Russian liturgical books.
Later,
in 1551, there was summoned to Mo-scow the socalled Stoglav ('Hundred Chapter') Council, and
from its time care was devoted to the setting right
of various faults in the religious and ecclesiastical
'

'

Russian society, not only of individuals, but
of the whole Church.
An event of great importance for this period was the foundation by Sergius
(t 1391) of the Trinity monastery (Troitse-Sergieva
Lavra) near Moscow. This had the same significance for N. Russia as the Pechera at Kiev had
for the South.
The other chief monasteries of the
time were Solovetsk, Volokolamsk, and that on
the river Sora these were the refuges of ascetilife of

;

cism and of piety and the nurseries of Christian
education for all Russia. The Russian monasticism
of the time showed two special tendencies one
practical and political, under the headship of
Joseph of Volok (t 1515), who defended the holding
of landed property by monasteries
the other
critical and ascetic, led by Nilus Sorski (f 1508)
so
called after the cell which he founded on the river
Sora who refused all communion with the world.
The contest between these two points of view kept
cropping up in connexion with all sorts of questions
and found its way into all departments of the
Church and community. After various discussions
the former school triumphed, and in 1503 it Avas
actually approved by a synod at Moscow. In 1480
the grand prince Ivan III. Vasilievich (1462-1505)
threw off the Tatar yoke more and more of the
Russian land was united under the power of the
^loscow princes, and in 1547 they assumed the title
of t.sar.
All this combined to strengthen their
power not only in civil but also in ecclesiastical
In their use of this power some of the
affairs.

—

—

;

—

;

Moscow

tsars, especially

Ivan

IV. Vasilievich (the

Terrible, 1533-84), reached the limits of despotism.
In the second half of the 16th cent, the Muscovite
State entered upon an aggressive movement towards the east and subdued the kingdoms of Kazan

These conquests had
(1552) and Astrakhan (1556).
a most important effect upon the Church, as the}opened the way to the preaching of Christianity
among the Musalman and pagan tribes inhabiting
those kingdoms. The most remarkable men produced by the Church at this time were the metropolitan Macarius (1542-63), who compiled the
famous Mencea, St. Philip (1566-69), who fearlessly
rebuked Ivan the Terrible, and Guri (1555-63), the
iirst archbishop of Kazan, who illumined that
part
of the country with the light of the Christian faith.
Since the time of the metropolitan Jonas the
Russian Church had in practice lived its own life,
the only
independently of the Greek patriarch
evidence of its tie with the Greek Church was the
aid which it rendered to the Orthodox East when
it was suffering under the rule of the Turks.
The
Russian metropolitan, however, continued to be
nominally dependent on tlie patriarch. At the
end of the 16th cent, even tliis seemed out of place,
since Russia had become a mighty power, while
the patriarch Avas a subject of the Turkish sultan.
;

Tsar Theodore Ivanovich (1584-98) accordingly
formed a desire to establish for Moscow a patriarchal see of its own. Jeremy ii. (1572-79, 158084, 1586-95), patriarch of Constantinople, who had
come to Moscow in 1588, fulfilled Theodore Ivanovich's desire, and in January 1589 consecrated as
patriarch the then metropolitan of Moscow, Job
Two years later (1591) the Eastern
(1589-1605).
patriarchs sent Job an instrument of confirmation
and gave him precedence next after the patriarch
of Jerusalem.

The establishment of the patriarchate produced
no essential changes in the rights of the ruling
The difference
bishop of the Russian Church.
came merely to this, that, whereas he had long
been governing his Church independently and
enjoying within it rights identical with those of
the ruling bishops of the Eastern Church, he was
now put on a level with them in his title and
In his administrative
hierarchic precedence.
entourage the patriarch employed more pomp and
magnificence than before.
The raising of the ruling bishop of the Church
to the rank of patriarch was only in accordance
with the Church's dignity and magnificence.
Unfortunately the tenure of the first two patriarclis
coincided Avith a time of hard trials for the State.
This prevented them from leading the Church
along the normal road of gradual advance. On
the other hand, the patriarchs at that time saved
Muscovite Russia from Avhat seemed to be inIn 1598 Tsar Theodore
evitable destruction.
Ivanovich died Avithout issue. His death cut oti"
the ancient Russian dy^iasty of princes and tsars
of the house of Rurik, and there folloAved the socalled Troubles.' The Troubles Avere specially
rife after the appearance of the first pretender,
pseudo-Demetrius I. (t 1606), Avho Avas a tool of
'

'

the Poles,

Jesuits,

'

and Roman Catholic propa-

ganda, and therefore as serious a menace to the
Orthodox Church as to the State he threatened
both the political independence of Muscovite Russia
and Orthodoxy. Having accepted Roman Catholicism himself, pseudo-Demetrius energetically prepared, Avith the help of the Poles, to bring Russia
over to Latinism.
It Avas the patriarch Job who came forAvard in
this anxious time as the champion of the independence of the Russian State and the inviolability of
With fearless courpristine Russian Orthodoxj',
age Job defied the usurper, Avhose partisans, Avhen
they took Moscoav in 1605, unfrocked him and
banished him to the Staritski monastery, where
he died in 1607.
After a certain Ignatius, a Greek inclined to
Roman Catholicism (1605-06, t 1640), had occupied
the patriarchal throne for a short time, Herraogenes
(Germogen) became patriarch (1606-12). During
the Troublous Times he stood fast for Orthodoxy
and Avas an 'unshakable pillar' of Church and
;

'

'

When, after the deposition of Vasili
IvanoAdch Shuyski (1606-10), a mission Avas sent
to the Polish king Sigismund III. (1587-1632) to
invite his son Wladj^slaw to be tsar, Hermogenes
insisted that
in
all
negotiations concerning
WladyslaAv the envoys should lay doAvn as an indispensable condition that he should adopt the
Orthodox faith. Hermogenes also took an active
part in raising the so-called first land-lcA'y (1610-11)
For this some of the Moscoav
to oppose the Poles.
nobles, partisans of the Poles, shut him into a
cold, damp cellar in the Chudov monastery (in the
Mo.scow Kremlin) and he died of starvation. In
1913, in vieAv of his martyr-death and of the
miraculous healings Avhicli had taken place through
the intermediation of his prayers, Herraogenes
Avas canonized by the Russian Church under the
State.

name

of

Ermogen.
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The inviuliibility of Orthodoxy and the independence of the State were also championed by other
representatives of the Church
metropolitans,
The reli},'ious and
bishops, and ordinary priests.
patriotic achievements of the monasteries, especially the Troitse-Sergieva Lavra, were also notable
at tliis time.
The latter was besieyed for sixteen
months from September 1608 by a Polish army of
The defenders in this famous siej;e
30,000 men.
numbered in all only 2300, some of whom scarcely
knew the use of arms.
The first patriarch after the Troublous Times
was Philaret Nikitich (1619-33), the father of the
newly elected tsar Michael Feodorovich (1613-45).
It Mas during his tenure of the patriarchate that
the patriarchal power attained its highest development. The patriarch now shared M'ith his son the
title of 'Great Lord' (Gosudar).
All acts of the
'
supreme power ran in the name of both Great
Lords
to both reports were addressed
to both

—

'

'

'

:

;

foreign ambassadors were accredited. The Church
attainedconiplete independence inits affairs. Under
Philaret the ecclesiastical courts had respect for
no persons, however mighty.
In 1625 the patriarch obtained from the tsar the grant of a charter
under which all the clergy of his diocese, the
monasteries and churches, with their servants and
peasants, were placed under the civil jurisdiction
of the patriarch.
At tlie same time the patriarch
arrayed himself in imperial state and thereby
added majesty to his office. Philaret also devoted
no little attention to the organization of the

Church.
After Philaret the patriarchal throne was occupied by Joasaph I. (1634-40) and Joseph (1642-52).
Under them the patriarchal power noticeably
weakened, but under the patriarch Nicon (1652-66)
it shone forth once more in all
its brilliance
and dignity. Unbounded friendship united Tsar
Alexis Mikhailovich (1645-76) and the patriarch
Nicon through almost all the tiime that tiie latter
ruled the Church.
Without the patriarch no
during the tsar's
political decision was made
from
Moscow
at the Polish wars (1654-55)
absence
the patriarch took personal direction of all the
But the high position to
affairs of the State.
which Nicon had attained and certain peculiarities
of his character brought about the formation of a
strong partj'^ opposed to him, consisting of nobles
and many others, mostly persons attached to old
ways. The numerous mistakes in the Russian
liturgical books and the various abuses in ritual
had already been clearly pointed out by Maximus
the Greek, and also by the Stoglav Council. All
admitted the necessity for correction, and throughout the whole period, from the Stoglav Council to
Nicon, there had been a series of attempts at
emendation with little success, inasmuch as the
actual method of emendation had been faulty.
The correction had been carried out according to
old Russian texts, themselves erroneous, and
rarely by comparison with the Greek originals.
Under Nicon the correction of the books was
carried out by experts working with Greek and
Slavic MSS, and constituted an epoch in the
;

—

historj' of the regulation of Church order in Russia.
Later times had little left to do in the way of

emending either the text

of the service-books or
the ritual ordering of the services. But this great
historic achievement of Nicon aroused the bitter
hatred of his contemporaries.
Consequently,
when in 1658 a difference arose between Nicon and
Tsar Alexis Mikhailovich, he left the patriarchal
throne and retired to the Monastery of the Resurrection.
Meanwhile the movement against Nicon's
innovations spread and embraced many people in
all

ranks of society

noblewomen.

To

—

from peasants to influential
restrain false teachers and to

iirevent the further spread of false teaching, Alexis
Nlikhailovich summoned in 1666 the so-called
Great Council (1666-67) of Russian bishops with
the participation of the patriarchs of Alexandria
and Antiocli. This Council began by considering
the case of the patriarch Nicon, and, after examin'

'

ing various charges against him. condemned him
and deprived him of the patriarchate. Nevertheless, when Nicon died in 1681, Alexis Mikhailovich
ordered him to be buried with patriarchal rites,
and within a year an instrument was received
from the Eastern patriarchs freeing him from
the Council's condemnation and restoring him
to the rank of patriarch.
The Council went on to
examine the corrections made in the service-books
and ritual during Nicon's patriarchate, entirely
approved them, and condemned their chief opponents, certain of whom made public repentance and
received absolution, while the unrepentant were
anathematized and banished to distant exile. The
chief schismatic teachers, Avvakum, Lazar, and
Theodore, were later, in 1681, burnt upon a pyre.
So appeared, in the Russian Church the schism of
the Old Believers, who subsequently divided into
two sects, the Popovtsy (with priests) and the
Bezpopovtsy (priestless), and these again split into
a large number of sects and schools. Taking its
rise from adherence to the letter of the Church
service-book and from faith in the saving power of
the rite in itself without any understanding of its
sense and meaning, the schism is in its essence
faith in ritual, jealously guarding from changes
and corrections all that is 'ancient' in the Church
books and rites. Of the particular points upon
which the tenets of the Old Believers differ from
those of the Orthodox the most important are
(1) services must be conducted according to the old
books published before the time of Nicon (2) the
And in
eighth article of the Creed must read
the Holy Ghost the true Lord and Giver of Life'
(3) 'Alleluia' must be said twice and not thrice;
(4) Church processions must go with the sun, not
against it (5) the sign of the cross must be made
:

;

'

:

;

;

with two, not three, fingers (6) the only cross to
be honoured is the eight-pointed (i.e. the Russian
cross, in which the title and the slanting foot-rest
have become extra cross pieces) ; (7) the name of
Jesus Christ must be written and pronounced 7^/^,
and not Hsus (8) the liturgy must be celebrated
with seven prosphorae instead of five.
After its condenmation by the Church the
schism at once began to be persecuted by the
ecclesiastical and civil governments and took up a
hostile position towards both Church and State.
Hiding from persecution, the Old Believers filled
all the forests of inner Russia with their secret
cells.
The spread of the sect was still further
helped by the strict measures taken against it.
in
1905 did the sectaries gain the right to
Only
;

;

religious freedom.'

—

Whilst
(b) The metropolitan province of Kiev.
the province of Moscow enjoyed political independence, the province of Kiev was under the op2>ression of a Roman Catholic power.

The

Polish- Lithuanian

Government found

it

inconvenient that its orthodox subjects should
gravitate towards Moscow, which had become the
and,
special centre of political life in N. Russia
even before it had become Roman Catholic, it had
;

striven

energetically

.separation

an ecclesiastical
But from the time of

towards

from Moscow.

the grand prince Yagello (1377-1386-1434), during
which Lithuania and Poland had been united
under a Roman Catholic Government (1386), the
position of Orthodoxy in those parts became yet
more disadvantageous. In spite of the fact that
the greater part of the Lithuanian principality
1

Cf. art. Sects (Russian).
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consisted of lands inhabited by Orthodox Russians,
and that all the notables of the Russian regions held
to the Orthodox confession, Yagello made several
attempts to spread Roman Catnolicisra in Lithuania.
These attempts completely failed, and even
led to Lithuania's absolutely breaking away from
Poland under a separate prince, Vitovt (1392-1430) ;
nevertheless they went on with more or less energy
according to circumstances. The prudent Vitovt,

understanding how predominantly important the
Orthodox population was for the Lithuanian State,
did not persecute it, but directed all his efforts
towards cutting off tlie Orthodox Church in
Lithuania from the province of Moscoav a project
realized in 1459 under Yagello's son, Kazimir
The separation of S.W. Russia from
(1440-92).
the i)ower of the metropolitans of Moscow was a
definite step towards the establishment of religious
union betAveen the divers confessions of the
Lithuanian population. After this separation tlie
Orthotlox Clmrch in the Polish-Lithuanian State
found itself in a most dangerous position— isolated,
deprived of all outside support, face to face Avith
Kazimir's successor, Alexstrong Catholicism.
ander, Prince of Lithuania and king of Poland
under
the
intluence of the Catholic
(1492-1506),
clergy, oppressed the Orthodox in every Avay.
But the persecution cost Lithuania very dear.
Many notable Orthodox families and even whole
towns began to go over and become subject
to MoscoAv.
Alexander's successor, Sigismund
(1506-48), treated the Orthodox Avith more toler-

—

ance.

Profiting

by

this,

the Orthodox bishops of

Lithuania held a council at Vilna in 1509, at
Avhich Avere promulgated certain canons, intended
to restrict arbitrary lay interference in the aflairs
of the Church.
The next king, Sigismund II.
(1548-72), under the influence of a Protestant
of
chancellor
Lithuania, Nicolas RadziAvill (t 1588),
also refrained from persecuting the Orthodox for
their faith ; but, being in need of money, he

l>lundered the Orthodox churches and imposed
Under this king
excessive taxes upon the people.
also the first forerunners of neAV misfortunes for

—

Orthodox Church appeared
the Union of
Lublin (1569), Avhich joined the tAVO States of
Litliuania and Poland, the coming of the Jesuits,
and, soon after, the ecclesiastical Union of Brest
tlie

(1598).

In spite of the Aviles of the Jesuits and the
pressure of the Roman Catholic Govei'nment, the
Orthodox Church in its OAvn districts of Poland and
Lithuania held fast to its creed. In the struggle
Avith its foes it was actively supported by the
Eastern patriarchs, by the best representatives of
Russian society of the time, and by the Orthodox
Church brotherhoods. The patriarchs, either in
person or through their exarchs, righted abuses in
the Church, appointed metropolitans and bishops,
and blessed and encouraged the champions of
Orthodoxy. The best representatives of Russian
society, such as Princes AndrcAv Kurbski (t 1583)
and Constantine Ostrozhski (t 1608), and the
Orthodox brotherhoods, especially those of Lemberg and Vilna, took part in electing the clergy,
looked after Church courts and government, helped
the clergy to root out disorders in the Church,
defended its interests Avith the Government, set
up schools, printing-presses, and almshouses, and
collected funds for the maintenance of the churches
and clergy.
Unfortunately these activities, advantageous though they Avere to the Church, found
no favour Avith certain of the Orthodox bishops, as
they encroached upon their independence. Hence
ensued frequent collisions betAveen the bishops and
the representative laymen, and these the Jesuits
At their
Avere quick to use for their own ends.
instigation in 1591 certain of the south-Avestern

bishops secretly laid a petition before King Sigismund III., asking that the South-Western Church
should become subject to the papal see as a Uniate
Church. Next, in 1595, Bishops Cyril Terlecki
(t 1607) and Hypatius Pociej (f 1613) set out for
Rome, Avhere Pope Clement VIII. (1592-1605) met

them

Avith gi'eat joy,

and

Avith

solemn ceremony

declared the Union of the South-Western Russian
Church Avitli the Roman Church. In 1596 there
Avas held at Brest-Litovsk a council of local bishops
to Avhich the patriarch of Constantinople sent
exarchs, Nicephorus (t 1596) and then CjtII
Lucaris, afterwards patriarch (1612-38, Avith inThe purpose was to promulgate the
terruptions).
completion of the Union, but strong opposition to
it arose among the Orthodox.
From the very
beginning the council Avas divided. The Orthodox,
as they had no church at their command, met in a
private house. They excommunicated both the

metropolitan Michael Rahoza (t 1599) and tlie
bishops Avho had joined the Union. The Uniates
ansAvered in like manner, and afterwards executed
a deed of submission to Rome. So the Union Avas
introduced into S.W. Russia.
The bishops Avho
liad remained faithful to Orthodoxy Avere deprived
of their sees the priests were driven out of their
liarishes the brotherhoods were declared assemblies
of insurgents
toAvnsmen were restricted in the
exercise of trade and handicraft peasants were
oppressed Avith services to their lords and other
dues ; the churches Avere leased to Jcnas. The
effect of these restrictions Avas to lessen the number
of Orthodox bishops, and the Orthodox Avere compelled willy-nilly to have recourse to Uniate priests
for the performance of occasional offices.
But the
Uniates themselves were in no better case. They
Avere looked doAvn upon by both Roman Catholics
and Orthodox. So matters stood under Sigismund
III.
His successor, Wladyslaw IV. (1632-48), though
Avell disposed to the Orthodox, could not helj) them,
as he had not the poA\'er to make lieadAvay against
the turbulence of the nobles and the fanaticism of
the Roman Catholic clergy.
When it became clear that the State of Poland
and Lithuania either Avould not or could not satisfy
the just aspirations of its Orthodox populations,
the defence of their interests Avas taken up by the
Cossacks of that region. One after another came
Cossack insuiTections. These Avere unsuccessful
and merely served as new excuses for persecuting
the Orthodox but their failure made the champions
In 1654
of Orthodoxy turn to Moscoav for defence.
Little Russia, under the hetman Bohdan Khmelnitsky (t 1651), joined the Muscovite poAver. In
1657 the patriarch Joachim (t 1690) appointed
Prince Gideon Chetvertinsky (+ 1690) metropolitan
of Kiev, and in 1687 the patriarch of Constantinople,
in conjunction Avith the other patriarchs, recognized
the metropolitan of Kiev as under the patriarch of
Moscow. From that time the metropolitans of
Kiev became dependent on the AU-Russian patriarch, and accordingly the W. Russian Church, torn
away by Vitovt from alliance Avith Moscoav, Avas
once more united to the All-Russian Church. But
the position of tlie Orthodox who Avere left in the
districts of Poland-Lithuania was, as before, exceedingly wretched. Suffering under the yoke of
Roman Catholicism, they tended to join either the
Uniates or the Roman Catholics, and it A\'as only
later, Avhen Russian influence Avas firmly established
in those parts, that they began to return to the
bosom of the Orthodox Church.
Among the men Avho Avere most active in promoting Orthodoxy and religious instruction in the
S.W. province mention should be made of the
metropolitan Peter Mohila (1633-46), Avho rendered
great serAdces to the Orthodox Church. He championed both Orthodox persons and the rights of
;

;

;

;

;
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duty to see to the purity of the faith and the
celel>ration of puolic worship, to root out
superstition, iieresies, and schisms, to test reports

storation of niunuinents of ecclesiastical antiquity,
richly adorned the Pechera Lavra, and restored
from almost complete ruin the cathedral of St.
Sojihia at Kiev and otlier churches recovered from
tlie hands of the Uniates.
He also wrote and
published works in defence of Orthodoxy, corrected
the service-books, and laboured to spread education
in the Orthodox Clinrch.
His most important
educational work was his remodelling of the Clerical
Acaileniy at Kiev (on the model of a Jesuit college)
and his improvement of the instruction given in it.
From that time dates a special theologica,l tendency
in the Kiev Academy, the mark of which was the
influence of Roman Catholicism and the Scholastic

empress

philosophy.

influence over Russia

the foundation of the Holy Synod to
4.
the present time {1721-1917). Among the most
important reforms due to Peter the Great (16821725), the transformer of Russia, is the change in
the supreme administration of the Church.
In his
task of organizing the life of the State and the
community upon new principles, Peter the Great

Under Catherine II. (1762-96) a secularization of
Church property took place (1764). It was opposed

From

—

made straight

aim without letting anything
Tlie administrative oiganization of ecclesiastical life, as it had exiated up to
his time, he regarded as producing conditions unfavourable to his transformations.
On the one
for his

stand in his way.

hand, he recognized that the Church and its clergy
had a great inlluence on every part of the people's
life
on the other hand, he saw that among the
clergy his reforms met mth little sympathy.
Starting from these premisses, he came to the conclusion that, to secure success, lie must change the
form of the supreme administration of the Church
and for the rule of one man substitute that of a
'college,' or board.
Accordingly, when in 1700
the patriarch Adrian (1690-1700) died, Peter refrained from nominating a successor to him and
assigned his duties to the metropolitan of Ryazan,
Stephen Yavorski (t 1722), with the title of locum
tenens of the patriarchal see.
This manner of
administering the Church continued until 1721,
when the ecclesiastical administration came up for
reform. In 1718 Peter the Great had promulgated
an edict for the foundation of a clerical (s})iritual)
college,' and entrusted to Theophan Prokopovich,
bishop of Pskov (t 1736), the work of drawing up
a scheme for its governance, the so-called Clerical
Begulations (Dukhdvny Ecgldment). In 1720 the
Regulations were ready, and in 1721 the Clerical
College itself was solemnlj' opened under the name
of the Most Holy Governing Synod.' In 1723 the
Eastern patriarchs sent a deed of confinnation to
the synod, and in it they named it their Brother
in Christ' and allowed it the rights and authoritjof a patriarch.
By the Clerical Regulations the synod took its
place in the general system of higher administration
its members took an oatli of allegiance to
the emperor and bound themselves to observe all
the interests of the State. The synod was at first
;

'

'

'

;

Stephen Yavorski two vicepresidents, Theodosius Yanovski (archbishop of
Novgorod, deprived of his see in 1725) and Theophan
Prokopovich four councillors and four assessors.

composed as follows

:

;

;

;

Besides the representatives of the superior clergy
there were representatives of the monasteries and
of the secular clergy.
In its rights it was held
equal to the senate and in the same manner was
directly subject to the emperor, represented in the
synod by the chief procurator [Ober-Procuror), a
layman, who watched the progi'ess of business,
and held up unsatisfactory decisions, reporting
upon them to the emperor. The synod was given
the right to promulgate new laws touching the

Orthodox Church and

its

members.

It

was

also

(whom it was proj)osed to canonize), to
certify miraculous ikons and relics, to examine
books on religious subjects, to survey the building
of churciies and monasteries, and to care for the
religious education of the people and tlie material
support of the churches. The composition of the
synod, its rights and duties, as laid down in the
Clerical Regulations, have remained in the main
unchanged up to the time or writing.
After the reign of Peter the position of the
Russian Church throughout the 18th cent, was
very difficult, especially during the reign of the
as to saints

Anna loannovna

(1730-41),

when

great

was gained by the Germans.

by Arsenius Matseevich, metropolitan of Rostov,

wlio died in the fortress of Revel (1772). At the
beginning of the 19th cent., under Alexander I.

movement spread

(1801-25), a mystic

in

Russia

and was supported by the procurator of the Holy
Under the inflirSj'nod, Prince Golitsyn (t 1843).
ence of this movement the Russian Bible Society
was founded in 1812. But by tlie end of Alexander's reign the mystic tendencj' gave place to a
reaction.
The most important facts of the synod period in
the history of the Russian Church have been the
establishment of clerical and parish schools, the
foundation of missions and of the Edinoverie (' One
Faith,' a compromise to bring back the Old
Believers), the reconciliation of the Uniates, the
restoration of the activity of Church brotherhoods,
and the foundation of church and parish wardenships ipopechitelstva). The necessity of educating
the clergy became evident from the time of Peter
the Great's reforms. In his need of enlightened
bishops Peter first of all directed his attention to
the Moscow Academy, which had formerly been
the only source of clerical education for the north
of Russia, and reorganized it after the pattern of
the Kiev Academj', giving it a Latin instead of its
former Grttco-Slavic tendency. He also improved
the financial position of the Kiev Academj'. Next
he required the bishops to establish, in connexion
with their sees, clerical schools with primary and
secondary courses, also organized with a Latin
tendency. On these lines clerical schools were
established all through the 18th cent., and organized
after the pattern of the S. Russian schools and,
in spite of lack of funds, they increased in number.
At the end of the centurj- there wei"e in Russia
three clerical academies (Kiev, Moscow, and Petrograd), 36 seminaries, and 115 clerical schools.
From these there went forth a succession of
remarkable bishops, ecclesiastics, and writers. In
1S08 at the command of Alexander I. the clerical
educational institutions were recast and divided
into four grades: (1) academies for higher education
(2) seminaries (one in each diocese) for
secondary education (3) district schools and (4)
parish schools for primary education, opened in
towns and villages. In 1814 new regulations for
the clerical schools were promulgated, according to
which they w-ere organized as schools for the clerical
caste, with courses of general and of specialized
instruction.
In 1867-69 and in 1884 the regulations
underwent certain changes dictated by experience
these were directed towards improving the material
position and regularizing the organization of the
schools. At present these institutions are governed
by the educational committee of the Holy Synod,
Since 1843 schools have been
established in 1867.
opened for girls of the clerical caste. In 1884 a
;

;

;

;

:

scheme

for church schools in parishes

was

started,
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for the education of the people in the Orthodox
These are divided into primary schools (for
faith.
reading and writing, one-class and two-class schools,

and Sunday schools), which give elementary instruction, and teachers' schools (secondary and
training schools), which train teachers for the
primary schools. These are all governed by the
school council of the Holy Synod, established in
1885.

Until the 18th cent, the missionary activity of
the Church corresponded closely with the expansion
of the State.
Its central and northern provinces
had been illumined by the light of Christ's faith in
the first centuries after the formation of the State
into its distant provinces into the regions of the
Caucasus and Siberia Christianity penetrated
Before the time of Peter the Great missionlater.
ary activity lacked adequate financial support and
had no regular organization. Consequently it
could not have any very great success. On the
non-Russian fringes of the Russian State the
number of Christians was insigniHcant compared
with that of the Muhammadans and pagans. But
since Peter's time the spread of the gospel among
the tribes has been more rapid. Peter himself,
though he believed in toleration, supplied funds
for the support of missionaries and encouraged
converts by various civil privileges. Missionary
work was promoted by the empresses Elisabeth
(1741-61) and Catherine II., and by the succeeding
The work of spreading Christianity
emperors.
among the non-Russian tribes was specially advanced in the 18th cent, by Tychon, metropolitan
of Kazan (t 1724), Philotheus Leshchinski, metropolitan of Tobolsk (t 1727), St. Innocent, bishop of
Irkutsk (t 1731), and in the 19th cent. byMacarius

—
—

Glukharev

(t 1847)

and

;

Innocent

Veniaminov

Since 1870 this work has been the care of
the Orthodox Missionaiy Society, which manages
nine Siberian missions. In 1913 was founded a
mission council of the Holy Synod, to act as the
central authority for the missionary activity of
the Church.
The Clerical Academy at Kazan
opened a separate department in 1854 for the
From Siberia
special preparation of missionaries.
the preaching of tlie gospel made its way to China
and Japan. In Jfipan the work of the mission
was established on lirm foundations by the labours
of Nicolas, the remarkable archbishop of Japan
(t 1912). There is also an Orthodox Russian mission
(t 1879).

in

N. America.
The Edinoverie

(' One Faith ') was established in
the Church in order to combat the schism. It first
in
when
certain schismatics living
1783,
began
about Starodub in the government of Chernigov
sent a jjetition to the synod expressing their readiness to join the Orthodox Russian Church on the
foUomng conditions (1)' that the synod should
raise the curse laid by the Great Synod of Moscow
(1667) upon the use of two fingers in the sign of
the cross and upon the other schismatic customs
(2) that the synod should give them a bishop who
should consecrate priests after the ancient rite
(3) that both this bishop and the priests should
celebrate the services according to the old books ;
(4) that the synod should grant them some holy oil
(5) that they sliould not be forced to
(myro)
shave their beards or wear European clothes. The
desires expressed by the schismatics were recognized by the sj'nod as permissible, except the assigning to them of a special bishop. In 1800 the
schismatics who entered into communion with the
Orthodox Church on the above conditions received
the name of Edinovertsy.
The reconciliation of the Uniates to the Orthodox
Church began in the latter part of the 18th cent.
and was completed only at the end of the 19th.
After the establishment of the Union at the
:

'

;

;

;

Council of

Brest-Litovsk (1596) the position of

Orthodoxy in the west of Russia had become very
difficult, and in course of time tlie Orthodox
Russians were forced to join the Uniates and the
Uniates to approximate more and more to the

Roman Catholics. By the middle of the 18th
cent, of the four Orthodox Russian dioceses in W.
Russia only one that of Mohilev, or White Russia
was left. During this period of stress the Orthodox Russians of the south-west found an active defender in George Konisski (f 1795), bishop of White
Russia, who impelled the empress Catherine ii. to
come forward as the protector of the Orthodox
population of Poland, among whom a movement
against the Union arose. Many of the Uniates
returned to the bosom of the Orthodox Church.
When the three partitions of Poland had succes-

—

—

sively taken place (1772, 1793, 1795), about two
million Uniates, freed from Polish rule, returned
to Orthodoxy (1794-96) and made up what is now
second mass movement
the diocese of Minsk.
of W. Russian Uniates joining the Orthodox
Church took place in 1839 from that time the
only Uniates left were in the Lublin and Siedlce
governments of Poland ; in 1875 these finally came
over to Orthodoxy.
The Orthodox Church brotherhoods, wliich existed in ancient Russia, and afterwards, in the 15th
and 16th centuries, were so specially important in
S.W. Russia, had in the 18th cent, fallen into
utter decay, and this continued till the middle of
the 19th century. Only in 1864, when 'fundamental rules for the establishment of Orthodox
Church brotherhoods were laid down, did they
begin to be restored and to spread throughout
Russia. At the present time they exist in almost
In the same year, in order to improve
all dioceses.
the organization of Church life in each parish,
a new institution was established, that of churcii
and parish wardensliips(popcrAt<e^5^?;a), which now
exist in connexion with most churches.
In the last two centuries, as in earlier times, the
Russian Church has produced a line of witnesses
to faith and piety, who have been numbered in the
canon of the holy saints of God. Such are St.
Theodosius, archbishop of Chernigov (f 1696) ;
Pitirim, bishop of Tambov (t 1698) ; Mitrophan,
bishop of Voronezh (t 1703) ; Demetrius, metroloann Maximovich,
politan of Rostov (t 1709)
metropolitan of Tobolsk (t 1715) Innocent, bishop
Irkutsk
of
(t 1731) ; loasaph, bishop of Belgorod
(t 1754) ; Tychon, bishop of Voronezh (t 1783)
In the spheres of
Seraphim of Sarov (f 1833).

A

;

'

;

;

;

and

religious education
activity
during tlie 18th and 19th centuries distinguished
names are Stephen Yavorski, metropolitan of
Ryazan (t 1722), the first president of the Holy
Theophan Prokopovich, archbishop of
Synod
Novgorod (t 1736) Plato Levshin, metropolitan of
Moscow (t 1812) Eugene Bolkhovitinov, metropolitan of Kiev (t 1837) Innocent, archbishop of
Kherson (t 1867) Philaret Gumilevski, archbishop
of Chernigov (t 1866)
Philaret Drosdov, metroMacarius Bulgakov,
politan of Moscow (t 1867)
of
Moscow
(t 1882) ; Silvester, bishop
metropolitan
In religious education a high
of Kanev (1908).
place belongs to B. Bolotov (t 1900), V. Klyuchevski (t 1911), E. Golubinski (t 1912), N. Glubokovski, and others. The political reforms which
took place in the Russian Empire in 1905 had also
The interests of the
their efiect upon Church life.
Orthodox Church were most nearly affected by
tlie decree of religious tolerance issued in that
year. By it subjects of the Russian Empire were
granted the right freely to go over from Orthodoxy
As a result, under the influto other confessions.
ence of Roman Catholic and Protestant propaganda,
especially in the western provinces, there fell
ecclesiastical
:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

RUSSIAN CHURCH
the Orthodox Cliurch several hundred
thousand members. At the same time the question
arose of the necessity of reforming the organization of the Russian Church and of summoning a
council of the whole Church with that jmrpose.
In order to do the preliminary work, a special preconciliary department (Prisutstvie) was appointed,
afterwards changed into a preconciliary consulta-

away from

'

'

'

'

tion
(Soveshchdnie), and is still continuing its
labours.
In connexion with this consultation there

must be mentioned as a reform in the Church a
command given by the emperor Nicolas II. in 1916
to the effect that, when the procurator of the
synod reports to the emperor on

affairs

touching

the internal organization of Church life and the
essence of Church government, the reports should
be made in the presence of the senior member of
the Holy Synod in order that each point should be
duly considered from the point of view of canon law.
[It is too soon (Dec. 1917) to see what will be the
effect of the Russian revolution upon the Cliurch.
There is little doubt that its special privileges will
be taken away, and it will be oisestaDlished. Also
the Church and monastery lands will be taken
by the State and granted to peasants it is, however, intended that compensation be paid.
council of the whole Church held in Moscow
began on 3rd Sept. 1917. Elections had been held
All adults over 25 years of age
in June and July.
took part in these each parish elected one priest
and four laymen to the deanery synod
each
deanery sent two priests and three laymen to the
diocesan convocation ; each diocese sent two priests
and three laymen to the council, making 320 in all.
Metropolitans and bishops (64) sat ex officio. There
were also nine representatives of the autocephalous
churches of Japan, America, and Georgia (though
the last is said to have thrown off' its dependence
on the Russian Church and refused obedience to
the Russian exarch), sixteen from monasteries
and academic bodies, ten from the Duma. The
office of the procurator of the Holy Synod was
abolished, but the synod was to be retained until
the meeting of the Constituent Assembly of the
Russian State.
On 1st Nov. the council voted
the revival of the patriarchate, and Tychon was
elected.
(See H. J, Fynes-Clinton, Eng. Ch. Rev.
E. H. Minns.]
ix. [1918] 65.)
;

A

:

;

—

II. Statistics.
At the present time the
Orthodox Russian Church reckons its members at

100,000,000 (98,534,800, according to the procurator's report for 1913), and in 1914 there were

converted
there

At

fell

to

Orthodoxy 18,966 persons, whilst

away from Orthodoxy

10,638.

the head of the Church stands the Most Holy

Governing Synod, whose numbers vary from time
to time between eight and ten metropolitans, archbishops, bishops, and proto-presbyters. The Church
is divided into 64 dioceses, governed by bishops
with the help of clerical consistories. The boundaries of the dioceses mostly coincide with those
of the governments or provinces.
Besides these
there are four mission-dioceses outside the empire
Aleutian Islands, Japan, Peking, and Urumia.
Of the diocesans three bear the title of metropolitan
(Petrograd, Moscow, and Kiev), one that of ex-

—

arch (Georgia), the rest that of archbishop and
bishop the holders of the last two titles are not
constant in number.
special point in the organization of the Georgian exarchate is the fact that
to the exarch are subordinated three diocesan
bishops, so that he really has the position of a
metropolitan in the Russian Church. In the more
extensive dioceses there are suffragan bishops
In 1915 the Russian Church had 3
(vicarii).
metropolitans, 26 archbishops, 40 diocesan bishops,
80 suffragans, and 20 retired bishops.
;

A

875

there were 54,174 churches (besides
chapels) ; of these 40,746 were parish
churches ; in addition there were 25,593 chapels
and oratories. Parishes to the number of 19,718

In

1914

military

wardenships ipopcchttelstvn), with a total
budget of 4,894,458 rubles (£500,000). In the
different dioceses there were 711 brotlierhoods.
The churches possessed 110,307,793 rubles of
capital ; the expenditure on various needs of the
liad

Church was 40,438,134 rubles contributions made
to the Church for charitable and educational objects
amounted to 261,209 rubles.
The secular clergy numbered 3246 arch-priests
(protoier6i), 47,859 priests, 15,035 deacons, and
;

46,489 psalm-singers. The staffs of the churches
possessed a capital of 63,158,366 rubles. The
clergy held 2,075,098 desyatins (5,400,000 acres) of
The funds
land, with a rental of 13,000,000 rubles.
for supporting the clergy consist of fees, rent of
glebe, interest on invested cai)ital, and an annual
grant from the State amounting to 54,000,000
rubles, made to about 30,000 parishes to the extent
of between 100 and 300 rubles to each.

There were 550 men's monasteries and 475
women's, containing 11,845 monks, 9485 servitors,
Institu17,289 nuns, and 56,016 serving sisters.
for males, 4
tions for clerical education were
academies with 995 students ; 57 seminaries with
22,734 students 185 schools with 29,419 scholars
for females, 11 schools of the clerical office with
2177 girls, and 72 diocesan schools with 28,671.
There were Church parish schools, 37,528 elementary with 2,079,891 scholars, and 418 teachers'
training schools with 23,720 students.
The clerical academies publish learned theological monthlies; Khristidnskoe Chtinie ('Christian Reading') at Petrograd since 1821; Pravosldvny SobesSdnik ('Orthodox Conversation') at
Kazan since 1855 ; Trudy Kicvskoy Dukhovnoy
:

;

Akadimii {'Transactions
1860;
Academy') since
Messenger of
in the Sergius
('

;

the Kiev Clerical
Vestnik
Bogosldvski
at the Moscow Academy
of

Theology ')
Lavra since

The following
1892.
reviews should also be noted Dushepoliznoe Chtenie
ff. ; Strdnnik
1860
('Edifying Reading'), Moscow,
Vera i
('The Wanderer'), Petrograd, 1860
Rdzum ('Faith and Reason'), Kharkov, 1884 ff. ;
Russki Paldmnik ('Russian Pilgrim'), Petrograd,
1887 ff. The Holy Synod publishes the weekly
Tserkdvnyya Ferfomo^^i (' Church News'), 1888 ff.,
and a daily Prikhddski iw^dA; (' Parish Leaflet '),
:

ff".

;

1914 ff. These have an official character, as have
thQyaxious EparkhidVnyy a Vcdomosti ('Diocesan
News '), published in almost all the dioceses.

—

—
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Gr. i. i., Prafj^ue, 1910, and his
pives tlie Roman Catholic ^>oirit

Theolfjcfice Urthndoxa' Unag. et
'
art.
Russia,' in the CK. which

view (it has a good biblio(,'ra|)h.v, but many niispriiits)
A. F. Winning:ton Ingram, P. Dearmer, R. W. Burnie, W.
J. Birkbeck, H. J. Fynes- Clinton, The JUui.tian Church:
of

;

Leet uref

o7i its

London,

1915.

Uistory, Constiivt>on, Doctrine,

and Ceremonial,

—

RKLATI0.N8 BKTWKE.V THK ROMAK ClURCH ANU RUSSIA.
Besides Palmieri's sumniarv
A. Theiner, L'Eglise schismutique Russe, d'aprix ht: relations r^centes duprHendu saint
synnde, Paris, 1840; H. Lutteroth, Russia and the Jesuits,
London, 1S58 ; P. Pierling-, La Snrbonne et la Rtissie, Paris,
1882, Rapes et Tsars {15U7-15'J7) d'apris des documeiits nouveaux,
do. 1>«!), La Riissie et le Saint-Sitge, 5 vols., do. 1896-1912
A. Maivy, La Ri{forme de V^glise ntsse, do. 1906; J. Wilbois,
L'Arenir dc Vetjlise nmse, do. 1907, Eng. tr., Russia and
ii.

:

;

Reunion, London. 1908.
iii. Rklatio.ns
betwkkn the A.volican Church and thb
RrssiAN. Besides Palmer's writings W. J. Birkbeck, Russia
and the Eyiglish Church during the last Fifty Years, London,
1895; Birkbeck and the Rtissian Church, ed. A. Riley, do.

—

:

1917.
iv. Reunion from tub Russian side.— A.
S. Khomiakov,
L'Eglise latine et Ic protcstantisme an point de vxie delWijlise
d'Orient, Lausanne, 1S72 ;
Soloviev, La Russie et C^glise

W.

unicerselle", Paris, 1906.

—

Dissent in Russia. Le Raikut : Kssai hist, et crit. sur les
sectes religieuses en Russie, Paris, 1859 ; N. Tsakni, La R^tssie
sectairc, do. 18S8 ; I. Stchoukiue, Le Suicide collectif dans le
Raskol russe, do. 1903 J. Elkington, The Doukhobors, Philadelphia, 1903 ; I. A. Hourwich, Religious Sects,' in The Case
of Rtissia, New York, 1906 K. K. Grass, Die russische Sehten,
V.

;

'

;

2 vols., Leipzig:, 1907-09.
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Rj-nsburg, a liainlet on the Old liliine, six miles
below Leyden, became in 1619 the meeting-place
of a group of laymen who separated from the
Dutch Reformed Church after the Synod of Dort.
Similar societies for Bible study were soon formed

many towns of Holland and Germany, and
became known generally as Collegia. The Collegiants diminished in numbers in the 18th
cent., and the Revolution gave them the deathin

blow.
I, Origin.— The movement Avas essentially an
assertion of the priesthood of all believers, taking

shape po.sitively in combined and systematic
searching of the Scriptures, and negatively in a
repudiation of

ecclesiastical

all

office.

It

was

doubly due to Dirk Volkertszoon Coornhert (152290), a notary of Haarlem, who won distinction as
engraver, poet, statesman, ])hilosopher, and transHe was a careful Bible student, and declined to bow to the judgment of clerical theoIn particular lie criticized the famous
logians.

lator.

Heidelberg Catechism with

its

A

views of predestina-

young minister of Amsterdam, Jacobus
Arminius, was asked to convince him of his
errors, but Coornhert won him over, and thus
tion.

initiated a

general

leavening

the

of

ministry

through the work of Arminius at Lej'den, which
culminated in the disruption of 1619.^
Coornliert had also iniierited a love of the
vernacular Bible, which had been felt two centuries
earlier by Gerard Groot of Deventer. The Brethren
of the Common Life {q.v.) were not only
opposed
to ecclesiasticism and mendicancy they devoted
themselves to charity, and to education on the
ba.sis of the Dutch Bible.
A boarder in one of
their houses, Erasmus, when issuing a fresh Latin
version of the NT, expressed in its preface a hope
that others would do for their own people what he
was thus doing for the literary world. The hope
had hardly been fulfilled in Holland, and only poor
versions were available, based on the Vulgate or
Luther. Coornliert therefore began a new translation into living, unconventional language
and,
as he is acknowledged to have lifted a mere dialect
;

;

to the level of a literary tongue, creating

modern

Dutch, he would probably have been the Tyndale

of his countrj', had he lived.
He also sketched
out a plan of Bible study by groups of people, not
1

See

vol.

i."

p. SOS.
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dependent on a set sermon, and thus he laid a
second train.

The match was put to l>oth by the Synod of
Dort, which not only ignored the Remonstrance
against i)ersecution, but started the local synods
on inquiries into the doctrines held by pastfjrs and
professors, demanding subscription to the Five
Points of Calvinism in dispute.' The alternative
was silence, depo.sition, and, before long, lianishraent.
The ejected ministers were no more
inclined to acquiesce than the priests ejected
by Elizabeth, but, until they drew together at
Antwerp and systematically mapped out the field
for a new orgjmization, their lay sympathizers
were thrown on their own resources. Conventicles
aro.se again as in the days of Alva, and it was
from one of the.se that the Rynsburg congregation
originated.
In this village lived four brothers van der
Kodde, whose father, though but a shoemaker, had
educated his large family so well that all were
good lingui.sts a tifth brother, who was professor
of Hebrew at Leyden, was ejected at this crisis.
Although there was a church in the village,
Gysbert van der Kodde was an elder of the church
at Warmond, a small town to the north
and,
when the minister there was ejected, Gysbert
gathered those of like mind to a conventicle in an
apple-orchard. This suited so well that, when the
Antwerp committee sent other ministers, he dissuaded them from coming, pointing out that their
presence rendered the meetings illegal, whereas
meetings of laymen only were witliiii the laM',
As this plea did not keej) all the ministers away,
the meeting was transferred to a flax-house belonging to Gysbert in Rynsburg. While it was nominally open for all to attend and take part, the four
brothers took the lead, helped at hrst by a fisherman
and by Jan Batten, a Leyden man.
They were soon joined by a far more important
adherent, who left a deep impress on their
;

;

Jan Evertszoon Geesteran had been
Alkmaar, his birthplace, but, having
sided with the Remonstrants, he was banished on
12th March 1618 (or 1019).
His forefathers had
been in Poland, and were familiar with the discussions provoked there by the appearance of
Faustus Socinus and other Italians his own views
were at least tinctured with their characteristic
theology. But something more superficial attracted
methods.

mini.ster at

;

—

greater attention at the time his rejiroduction of
their practice, the immersion of believers.
He
was baptized thus at Rynsburg in 162u, and it was
commented on as an innovation in Holland. Next
year the Poles offered him the rectorship of the
university of Rakow, and, though he did not
accept, the incident increased his reputation and
led him to wider spheres of work.
He founded
similar societies at Haarlem, Amsterdam, Norden,

and Leeuw.-irden, while Dirk Rafaelszoon Camphuj^sen established another at Rotterdam, and the
movement attained more than local importance.
2. Development.
Thus, within three years, the
Synod of Dort had broken up all outward unian
formity by
attempt to secure it. Of earlier
communions, Roman Catholicism had become
negligible within the United ProHnces and the
earliest reformers, the Doopsgezinden, or Anabaptists, had become relatively insignificant since
Menno Simons had recalled them to the principle
of non-resistance.In the times of Alva the
fighting Lutherans and Calvinists came to the
front, and the Synod of Dort made it clear that
the latter weighed heavier in the balance. The
Remonstrants, however, unlike the contemporary
Puritans in England, declined to submit, and

—

;

defiantly organized a rival series of congregations
1

See

vol.

i.

p. 808''.

2

gee art. Mennosite.s.

;
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it appeared as if there would be a variegated
fringe of dissent, for the Doopsgezinden themselves were in at least two groups, the Flemings
and the Waterlanders.
Since these were all
averse to Calvinism, negotiations were set afoot to
check the divisive forces and to amalgamate into
a sort of United Free Church.
But the Doopsgezinden and the Remonstrant ministers believed
in
of
the
the
strongly
necessity
pastoral office,

COLLEGIANTS)

(or

thus

veer,

whereas Coornhert's writings had aroused

to the NetherCoornhert had lived for many years in
Cleves, and before 1651 Hilarius Prache of Breslau
knew of a society near Liegnitz in Silesia.-' Extension in Germany was due to Philipp Jakob
He
Spener, pastor at Frankfort from 1666.
gathered in his own house all who would listen to
of
NT
the
and
discuss
and
them
for
expositions
such meetings he borrowed the name Collegia
Nine years later, in a preface to Arndt's
pietatis.'
sermons, he made six proposals for reform, beginning with the thorough study of the Bible in
private meetings and a fuller recognition of the
universal Christian priesthood by the activity of
the laity.
These proposals were republished

in

many

feeling that all Christians were
Hence in town after town similar sociepriests.
ties originated, though with frequent disclaimers
of any intention to found a new communion ; all
were welcomed to the meetings who desired to
know the mind of the Spirit, and gave evidence of
His working in their lives, even if they chose to

breasts

the

remain

At

in any other external fellowship.
this juncture a new edition of Coornhert's

works appeared, and crystallized the movement.
His idea seems to have been suggested by events
at Zurich, but had been clarified by developments
in England, where the need for better knowledge
of the Bible had been widely felt under Elizabeth.
The necessity for providing sermons in place of
the Mass pointed not only to the publication of
official homilies, but also to the need for training
Since no provision was made for this
preachers.
at the universities or in special seminaries, regular
meetings were promoted by some bishops, when
the clergy were convened for Bible study, and
sermons were delivered to initiate discussion ;
Northampton is a well-knowTi instance. Elizabeth

indeed was suspicioiis, fearing that the Puritans
would capture the meetings and convert them into
synods ; she therefore forbade them generally,
relaxing her prohibition only in special cases,
Manchester being a permitted centre. But in the
Netherlands the idea had been welcomed, and
synods at Wesel, Emden, and Dort had approved,
so that similar meetings were held in the great
towns for a generation. Coomhert therefore saw
a plan actually in use, to which he gave a most
important turn. He proposed that such meetings
should not be confined to, or be led by, ministers,
but should be open to all.
The suggestion was now taken up in earnest,
and, while there was much local variety, meetings
were often conducted on the following method.
Printed lists of texts were prepared to be studied
at home, and these were discussed at meetings held
on Sunday and Wednesday.
Exposition was
varied by exhortation and prayer, and a solo was
often found a means of edification. Then from the

Doopsgezinden came
gregational

singing,

in their

and,

attachment to con-

while

the

Calvinist

were not favoured, another deposed minister
f)salms
ed the way with paraphrases and original poems,
till a large selection of hymns was compiled and
passed into general use.
The meetings were usually held in private
houses, and attendance was compatible with
In
membership in some definite communion.
Amsterdam the numbers were so great that the
largest meeting-house of the Doopsgezinden was
borrowed, and many young ministers of that body
attended to improve themselves. Men and women
were encouraged to take an active part, especially
in the Bible conference.
University students from
Leyden were often seen at Rynsburg, and it
appears that Descartes, Catholic as he was, walked
over once from Endegeest that he might hear how
^
The
peasants and artisans dealt with the Bible.
great cities of Rotterdam and Amsterdam were
but
the
chief
the
centres,
history has
naturally
been recovered of other important societies, at

Leyden, Haarlem, Hoorn, Krommenie, Wormer1

CEuvrea, Paris, 1824-26,

viii.

173.

Zaandam, Alkmaar,
Knype, and Groningen.

Grouw,

Harlingen,

Nor was the movement limited

lands.

;

'

separately in 1678 as Pia Desideria, and inaugurated a new movement known in Germany as the
Pietist.^ In Saxony he found a wider sphere for
his work, and from his influence arose
Collegia
biblica
in many places.
Several young men
trained by him at Frankfort became pastors or
professors, and before long Halle was a centre of
the German movement
here arose a university
with popular vernacular lectures on the Bible, and
philanthropic institutions of many kinds. From
the orphanage went forth a godson of Spener,
Count Zinzendorf, who revived the old Moravian
Church, and inaugurated Protestant foreign
missions.* While Halle was the centre, many
societies sprang up on the lines advocated and
illustrated by Spener.
A study of the German
Collegiants has been made by Theodor Sippell of
who
finds
that they were rather
Schweinsberg,
more rigid than the Dutch they abjured ordinary
churches, confined the Lord's Supper to their
homes, rejected baptism on the ground that John
the Baptist foretold that the baptism of the Holy
Spirit would replace water baptism, and were
similarly literal in their refusal to take oaths, go
to law, hold office, or enlist.
Sippell also suggests that the Seekers of Westmorland and Bristol, about 1650, were derived
from the Collegiants.* Despite the similarity, no
external evidence of any connexion is offered,
whether by a book or by a man. On the contrary,
the Friends, who did ab.sorb many of the Seekers,
came into contact with the Collegiants in Holland
as early as 1656, and George Fox betrays no sense
of indebtedness even his references in his correspondence and journals arenot always sympathetic,
and he passed through Leyden without turning
'

'

;

:

;

aside to see Rynsburg.
It has also been said that the English Baptists
derived their immersion from the Collegiants but
this is an over-statement.
single group of
London Particular Baptists did in 1641 send one of
their number to Holland, where he was baptized
by Jan Batten, then head of a congregation in
Amsterdam,* a fact not found in Collegiant or
;

A

kindred literature.* Before that date not only
had Roger Williams and Ezekiel Holliman baptized
one another, but William Kiffin seems to have been
baptized in England independently. And, when
discussion arose, it became clear that such baptism
had originated in many ways,'' many Baptists
holding to the dictum of a generation earlier that

was Antichrist's chief hold.'
It might have been expected that a movement of
this kind, which originated close to Leyden in 1619,
'

succession

would have had some contact with the church

of

C. Fell Smith, Steven Crisp, London, 1892, p. 16.
^ See art. Moravians.
- See art. Pietism.
4 Friends'
Quarterly Examiner, July, 1910, summarizing
three artt. in Die christliche Welt.
5 A.
Ypey, Gesch. der chr. Kerk, Breda, 1819-27, ix. 189.
6 J. C. van
Slee, De Rijnsburger Collegianten, p. 381.
T T.
Crosby, Hist, of the Eng. Baptists, London, 1738-40, i. 97.
1
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tliat

(or

the parallel societies

have attracted attention from Sidrach
Simpson, William Bridge, and Jeremiah 15urroughes in Rotterdam, if not from John Paget in
Amsterdam. But the Collegiants were in revolt
against Calvinism, and their deliberate ignoring of
the ministerial office was hardly to be matched
even among the Brownists.^ Their latest historian
is unable to trace any communication, whether at
the origin or in later times, with either Puritans

would

or Separatists.

ment

The main thread

of their develop-

to be followed in the Netherlands.
the university of Rakow was closed, many
Polish teachers sought refuge in Holland, much to
the alarm of the Calvinists. An edict of the
States General was secured to limit their influence,
is

When

and they found that the Collegiant gatherings
were almost the only religious meetings which
they might attend. They naturally made an impression on the character of the teaching, and
involved the Collegiant movement in suspicion,
till it became necessary to stipulate that those who
frequented the conferences should acknowledge
Christ as the Son of God.
The general tone being anti-Calvinist, the same
constituency was appealed to whence the Remonstrants drew followers, and from which the Doops-

gezinden had long recruited. A pamphlet of 1663,
Lammercnkrygh, shows a Fleming debating against
a Remonstrant, a Waterlander, and a Collegiant
the characteristic ditierence of the last-named
was that within the one great body of believers
to which the baptism of the Spirit introduced men
;

was wrong to make distinctions, whether of sect
and sect or of clergy and laity.
Those were the palmy days of the societies, and
such excellent expositions were to be heard at
their meetings, as by Laurens Klinkhamer, Abram
Galenus, C. and M. van Diepenbroek, and Jacob
van Rooyestein, that many attended who hardly
considered themselves members. Mosheim avers
that adherents were to be found in most of the
cities and villages of Holland.
An important influence entered their circles about

it

The young Jew
had learned Latin from a physician in Amsterdam
who had some connexion with them and when
he was excommunicated he took refuge with
this time, that of Spinoza (q.v.).

;

another Collegiant near the city, Herman Homan,
whose home for the next four years was the centre
In this period he
of a band of young thinkers.
elaborated his first book, the Short Treatise on
God, on Man, and on Wellbeing. In 1660 his host
moved to Rynsburg itself, and here he worked out
his Ethics in correspondence with his friends at
Amsterdam, chief of Mhom was Jan Rieuwertszoon,
the Collegiant bookseller. He left the village in
1663, but continued the correspondence, so that his
ideas filtered into the Amsterdam meeting. When
the Tractatus Theologico-Politicus was published,
it was canvassed by them, and a vigorous controversy began two years later between Johannes
Bredenburg and Francis Kuyper. His posthumous
works were actually edited in their Amsterdam
headquarters, and were published by Rieuwertszoon.
Feeling ran so high that the societies
divided into two groups, and at Rynslturg itself a
second meeting-house was erected. When, however, both leaders had passed away, the division
healed itself as the century closed.
A decided fossilizing
3. Stagnation and decay.
then set in. There was still an insistence, in
words, on the absence of all officers and on the
duty of all to take part in the meetings but at
the chief centres the Bible study was transferred
to the Saturday, and a rota of speakers was drawn
up for it ; the only relic of the original state of

—

;

1

See

artt.

Browkism, Conqreqationalism.
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was a brief pause at the dose of the
nominally for any one else to sptNik.

afl'airs

addres.s,

The question of celebrating the Lord's Supper
was answered in various ways.
Very general
reluctance was felt to participate at any oidinary
church. Some preferred to regard it as a purely
domestic ceremony, but, when the larger societies
acquired premises of their own, and no longer met
in private houses, the domestic character was
inevitably

obscured.

Indeed,

about

1700,

all

Sunday morning was devoted at Amsterdam, and
doubtless at other places, to a

combined service

somewhat on these lines. The worshippers sat in
pews around a hall, all facing inwards, a table
occupying the centre. The president for the day
gave an

introductory address, disclaiming all
authority and emphasizing the brotherhood of all,
reminding his hearers also that they met to illustrate brotherhood not only between those present
but between all believers. After silent prayer he
invited all who wished to take their seats at the
He recited the words
table, while a solo was sung.
of institution, and passed the plates to right and to
left, each helping himself.
They ate simultaneously, and the leader gave a few words of exhorfor
the
After thanks
tation.
cup they drank in
Then they went back to their pews, and
turn.
others came to the tal>le as these partook, the
leader told some story from the life of the Lord, or
repeated some of His teachings, instead of exhorting further. When all the men had thus shared,
the women came to the table, and the leader himA
self sat down to partake with the last sitting.
thanksgiving by him, and a hymn by all, closed the
It will be seen that this method, despite
service.
the initial disclaimer, kept one man unnecessarily
the only others who
to the front at each service
lifted up their voices separately were the soloist
and
the
often a professional
treasurer, who announced for what purpose the alms were desired.
Another striking feature of the Collegiant worship was designed to unify the movement and keep
the various societies in touch. At Whitsuntide
and in August conventions were held, both at
Leeuwarden in Friesland and at Rynsburg in S.
To
Holland ; these lasted usually four days.
accommodate the visitors, several buildings arose
at Rynsburg, though it was within easy reach of
Leyden it had a sentimental attraction such as
Mow Cop exerts on the Primitive Methodists or
Keswick on members of many communions. The
old flax-house was first disused in favour of a
regular meeting-house then arose another at the
next came a
time of the Bredenburg quarrel
;

—

;

—

;

;

;

Great House for visitors, supplemented presentlj'
by a Little House. A tract of land belonging to
an abbey was leased and laid out as a park, with a
grove of trees. It is not clear how these buildings
were used for the greater part of the year, for the
local adherents were so few that the Amsterdam
society assumed the trust early in the 18th century.
A still rarer act of worship was the baptism of

any who desired thus

In
to confess their faith.
early days this took place at irregular intervals, in
a
But
in
1736
the 'ijrook near the village.
baptistery was excavated in the open air opposite the
Great House, and was lined with brick, while a
boiler-house was built close by to supply huge
quantities of

warm

water.

The

rite of

baptism

was observed on the Saturday morning before the
convention. After song and prayer an address was
given to explain the ceremony, as a confession in
deed, optional, non-initiatory the candidate made
an oral confession of faith, then, after many
prajers, he went down into the pool with the
bap'tizer, Avho bowed his head forwards as he knelt,
and repeated the words of institution. All then
adjourned to the meeting-house for an address.
;
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It must be
thanksgiving.
such a service was held only at
Leeuwarden and at Eynsburg, and was exceptional
even there. No baptism is recorded fi-om 1738 to
1742, and, in the whole period of seventy-five years
for which the registers of Rynsburg survive, only
116 entries are made. Another point illustrated
by this register is the growing officialism in all
this period only seven men acted as baptizers.
Here, then, are many signs of waning zeal, such
as indeed affected most religious bodies at the time.
But, while the societies of Germany were revivified
by the missionary zeal of Zinzendorf, and in England John Wesley was firing others with enthusiasm for home evangelization, the CoUegiants
proper were becoming more and more stereotyped.
Moreover, instead of launching out in any new
direction, they turned their eyes backward and
began to Avrite their own history, Avhile hitherto
they had been content with two criticisms on a
prejudiced account given by Paschier de Fijne in
1671, and incorporated by Brandt in his general
in the Low
History of the Reformation

song,

prayer,

emphasized

and

By this time, whatever their generosity, they
were decidedly decaying, and only eighteen places
of worship were open next year.
The contrast
between wealth and low vitality was enhanced
when in 1780 a legacy of 13,000 Horins was left to
the great orphanage, while the last convention
met at Rynsburg on 27th May 1787.
In the
revolutionary era the societies ceased to meet, and
John Rippon, when making elaborate inquiry into
the religious condition of Holland in 1790, failed
to hear of them at all.
The latest to hold on was
at Zaandam, but this collapsed by 1810.
The
meeting-houses were disposed of one by one to
funds
for
the
and
1828
provide
orphanages,
by
these last relics of the corporate life had passed

tlaat

;

.

.

into otiier hands.

The CoUegiants had always declared that they
were no sect, and they had no ecclesiastical
organization, whether of a single society or for the
Conventions therefore there were no minutes of
meetings. Similarly there were no creeds or other
formal documents.
The literary remains are
chiefly Bible expositions, and even these seem to
date rather from the earlier period.
The best
collection is probably in the Amsterdam library of
the Doopsgezinden, with whom their relations
were always cordial.
;

.

Cou7itries.
As in Germany, they were philanthropic.
burgomaster of Amsterdam gave his house, the
Orange- Apple, to the local society. It was used

A

—

as an orphanage, while the Sunday meetings were
held in the hall. Presently it was rebuilt, and it
became the most important of their edifices. The

LiTERATDRB. Paschier de Fijne, Kort verhaal, Waerstadt,
1671 (substance in G. Brandt, The Hist, of the Reformation
in the Low Coxiatries, Eng. tr., 4 vols., London, 1720-23, without the corrections bj' Joachim Oudaen, and Joan Hartigvelt,
Rotterdam, 1672); S. F. Rues, Aufrichti;;e Jfachricftten, Jena,,
.

combination of purposes was characteristic, and
other

similar

institutions

arose.

Besides

the

.

.

1745; Elias van Nimweg^en, Hist, der liijnsburgers, Kotterdam,
1775;
Hoop Scheffer, Doop bij Onderdompeliwj Amster-

De

weekly alms, offerings were taken at tlie conventions, and the figures show that 1728-33 was the
high-water period, though 1742 saw the largest
collection 400 florins at the August gathering.

dam, 1SS3

,

:

;

Slee, De Rijnsbim/er Collegianten,
Kiihler, De Beteekenis van de Dissentein

van

C.

J.

Haarlem, 1895

W.

in de Kerhjesehiedenis von Nederland, Leyden, 1913.

—

W.

Whitley.

T.

S
SAADYA.— See Seadiah.
SABiEANS. — A century ago Arabia Felix

was

an unknown land.

There were a few references to
it in the OT, classical geographers had a little to
say, and Arab historians told wonderful stories of
it.
That was all. To-day, after a hundred years
of discovery and the self-sacrifice of a few explorers,
it still plays the sphinx.
A few phrases in the
Bible have been set in a new light, the Greek and
Roman tales have proved well founded, and the
Arab traditions have been largely discredited.

One

or two, like

Hamdani, could spell out the
inscriptions, but all that is valuable in their stories
is a few names and some references to the latest
history.^ This has come from the discovery of the
S. Arabian inscriptions
civilization.

and some monuments

of its

I.
History of discovery.— In 1811 Uhich Jasper
Seetzen brought to Europe five copies of inscriptions, but they were so full of mistakes that only
one was of any use. In 1835 J. R. Wellsted and
in 1838 C. Cruttenden brought home other texts.

Then L. Arnaud made his adventurous trip to
Marib, bringing back over 50 texts (1843). On
this basis JE. Rodiger, W. Gesenius, and E.
Osiander deciphered the alphabet and laid the
foundation oi all future study.
J. Halevy's
journey to Negran in 1869 as a Jew from Jerusalem was made at great personal risk
indeed,
his safety lay chiefly in the contempt which an
Aral* felt for killing a Jew.
He gathered copies
;

1

Tiilba' never occurs as a title

pound name.

and

is

of nearly 600 inscriptions, and, though much of
his work has been superseded, yet it made an
epoch in the studj- of tiie Yemen. S. Langer gave
his life in the search (1882).
E. Glaser's journeys

from that year on have provided the originals or
facsimiles of 2000 texts, though most are still
unpublished. His services were great they should
have been greater. Since then activity has been
;

limited to the

interpretation of

texts

already

known.
z.

Langfuage. — The

inscriptions are

in a S. Semitic lanof 29 letters the 28 of

—

and are written with an alphabet
Arabic plus the samech of N. Semitic. The alpliabet is closel3'
related to the Phoenician. Some letters are very like
jjyp
and n others are turned round or even upside down ^ and Z'
fcuage

:

;

:

;

while others are slightly altered
na and D. Which is the
more original has not been decided. An attempt has been
made i to derive this alphabet from the Greek. It would be
almost conclusive, were not time and space against it. 3 and t
are more like the Aramaic forms. Of the letters not found in
:

Ph(£nician

^

is

formed from

i?

and

Ij.

from

p.

The

old

Ethiopic alph.abet differs very slightly from the S. Arabian
some letters are clearly j'ounger forms, while others are
possibly older. So it appears that both descended from a
common ancestor. The writing usually runs from right to left,
but in some inscriptions, which from internal evidence and
by
analogy seem to be the oldest, it is boustrophedon.
The
and V occur in boustrophedon
oldest forms of
inscriptions.
•

Only one boustrophedon,

Fr. Ivi., is late

and

it is

boustrophedon

only for convenience' sake ; it is in very long lines on a wall.
Some development can be traced in the script the older
forms of D and V are angular, and T is either an obtuse
angle
or the arc of a circle. Later forms become curved and more
complex. These changes have nothing to do with the elegancies
of form shown by the most artistic monuments.
;

usually part of a com1

PSBA
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SAB^ANS
The inscriptions are mostly on stone, usually en-jraved,
sometimes in relief and sonielinies in hollow-rtlief. One is
Many bronze tablets have
paintefl an evident sign of haste.
been found with writinf; in relief, and all sorts of things
bear legends.
alUirs, censers, and statues
The language is closely akin to Arabic, especially in grammar, though the vocabulary has much in common with EthiAs no vowels are expressed in common with all early
opic.
Semitic alphabets no exact knowledge of the structure of the
language is possible. Vowel letters are used, very sparingly
Corrtin the niidclle of words and more freely at the end.
six)nding to nunation in Arabic, a final m 8er\'e8 as the indeBroken
finite article, and the definite is expressed by a final n.
plurals are usual, and two construct states can depend on one
governing noun. The construct depending on a sentence is

—

—

—

—

very

—

common.

There are at least two clearly defined

much

dialects.

Min^an

is

n is often used to mark the
regular in its writing,
presence of a short vowel, and it is insert<^d between a noun
and its sutfix. The root consonant of the third personal pronoun and the prefix of the causative stem are iy. There are
less

diflierences in vocabulary.!
In Sabaan n is the root of
the third personal pronoun and is the prefix of the causal
stem.
There are syntactical peculiarities.
When several
perfects come together and the first is 3rd per. sing, masc, the
others take n as a sulFix. The perfect with I prefixed forms
the optative, and the 3rd sing, imperf. always ends in 7i, except
where it forms part of a proper name, fihe^ stands in Mina;an

many

and old Sabccan, but in later Sab»an n'^n as in Arabic. In
Hadramaut the word becomes ohs) according to a general rule.2
Min.Tjan inscriptions come from the Jauf, the centre of the
of Ma'in (the pronunciation is derived from Arabic),
from the towns of Kama (which seems to have borne also the
name of the kingdom), from Barakish, or Yathil, from Kamina,
and also from el-Ula on the Hedjaz railway. In this dialect or
a near relative of it are the monuments of Katahan (really
Qatahan), who at one time held the coast north of Bab-el-

kingdom

Mandeb, and one from Hadramaut. The Saba^an come largely,
though not exclusivel.v, from Sirwah and Marib, east of Sana,
though many come from Xashq in Minasan territory and they
have been found in Hadramaut. Sketch maps of the district
are given in Hommel's Chrestomathie. Ptolemy is mistaken in
putting Kataban east of Hadramaut.

—

Some have found the earliest
History.
reference to the Yemen in Macran of the old
Babylonian monuments, Identifying it with po of
the Minsean inscriptions. Magan has been localized in so many places that this reference is doubtful.'
In the OT various names occur X2^, niD-isn,
k3C may be best
nDj?i,'* as being closely connected.
explained as a doublet of h2^, being a fairly exact
reproduction of the foreign name, whereas in k2v
the sibilant has undergone the usual change. It
is very doubtful if the Mina>aits are mentioned in
the OT, and so far they have not been found in
the Assyrian texts, though Asshurbanipal (c. 645)
conquered Abyateh,^ king of the Arabs. Abyateh
is probably v'^n, a name that occurs on Mina-an
In 733
though not on Sabsean monuments.
Tiglath Pileser ill. refers to Taima Saba and
®
Khaifa. In 715 Sargon names Samsi, queen of
Aribi, and Itamara the Sabajan.^ So it is assumed
that the people were then living in N. Arabia,
perhaps as nomads, and that later they migrated
southwards. Be that as it may, the Minreans
and Sabaeans of histoiy were settled in the Yemen.
This district was in)j)ortant because it was on the
trade route from India and the East. Its kings
owed their wealth to the customs which they
levied perhaps more than to the products of their
3.

—

own land.
The names

about 30 kings of Main are found
on the monuments, but, though the order of their
reigns has been to some extent fixed, yet there are
no data to settle the time limits of tlie kingdom. A
son of a king of Ma'in was king of Hadramaut, and
Hal. 193 points to close intercourse between the
two countries. Their relations with Saba were not
always harmonious. More is known of their
of

1 J. H.
Mordtmann, Beitrdge zxi, mindischen Epigraphik,
Weimar, 1SS*7.
2 For further details of the dialect of Hadramaut see ZD3IG

xxxvii. [1883] 893.
3 L. W.
King, Hist, of Sumer and Akkad, London, 1910, p. 241.
4 The names
respectively of a people, a land, and a town.
5 Rassam
6
Annals, 11. 97-99.
prism.
^

Itamara

is

VOL.

obviously IDXVO' of the Sabcean inscriptions.
X.
56

—
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They were a peaceful folk and their
enterprise was wide-spread. At el-Ula in
N. Arabia was a big Mina?an settlement on the
caravan route toGa/.a, and it has left in.scriptions
extending over a long j)eriod. A sarcophagus was
found in Egypt with the epitajjli of an Arabian
agent in the incense traffic, and in the island of
Delos an altar dedicated to Wadd. Controversjstill rages over the date of this kingdom.
Was it
e.ariier than or contemporary with the Saba>an ?
Ej)igraphic considerations suggest that it was at
least no earlier.
Strabo's authority is quite
familiar with the Minajans and regards them a-s
one of the nations of the Yemen. On the otiier
activity.
l)usiiiess

it is argued that for several hundred years
they held a commanding position in N. Arabia,
and yet they are never mentioned at least b^*
name in Assyrian records. Therefore their power
must have come to an end before the arm of
Assyria reached .so far. But it ha.s been mentioned
above that Asshurbanipal probably came in contact with them.
Possibly Itamara was the Saba-an
official of a Minajan king.
Saba is occasionally
mentioned in Mintuan inscriptions, but Ma'in
never in the Sabrean therefore Ma'in was finished
as a kingdom.
In view of the fragmentary character of the records and their predominantly
religious contents, the argument from silence is
The attempt to put Main before Saba
risky.
beginning 1400 B.C. or earlier may be due to the
legendary wealth of Arabia Felix the existence
of two States side by side does not agree with the
tales of the land of gold and incense.
The history of Saba is clearer about 50 rulei-s
are known, who fall into three clas.ses (1) 15 are

side

—

—

;

—

—

;

;

:

mukarrib (vocalization uncertain) and are
obviously the earliest the title means priest and
is parallel to the title misivad borne by some kings
of Ma'in
(2) 17 kings of Saba followed, and then
(3) 26 kings of Saba and Raidan [dim Raidnn).
tlie
mulain-ibs were vassals of Main.
Perhaps
called

'

'

;

;

Tiiey dwelt in Sirwah, their family fortress when
they took the title of king, they shifted their
residence to Marib, the town famed in Arab story
for its great dam, the ruin of which coincided with
do not know when
the fall of the kingdom.
Saba rose to power it may have been c. 80O B.C.
Some of the later monuments are dated according
One from Hisn-el-Ohurab
to an era of their own.
lefers to events that are known from other sources
to have happened A.D. 525.
That puts the first
year of the Sabtean era in 115 or 114 B.C. It is
only a guess, though plaiasible, that this is the
year of the upheaval in the state when the new
title,
king of Saba and Raidan,' apjjcars. The
period that ended about this time was that of
Saba's glory. To it we owe the references in the
proj)hets to the omnipresent activity of Saba?an
merchants. Then the legend of Sabaian wealth
arose, and the Queen of Sheba— a gro.ss anachronism—reflects popular ideas on the remote country.
;

We

;

'

'onteniporary with Saba were kings of Hadramaut.
^
Ilsharh Yahdib and his
inscription reads
brother Ya'zil Bayyin the two kings of Saba and
Raidan, .sons of Eara' king of Saba,' which suggests
that the change of government coiTcsponding to
the change of title was peaceable and due solely
to internal causes, possibly the need of being
nearer the sea, the new trade route. Raidan is the
Arabic Zafar, near Yerim. Or, if Ilsharh is the
IXirapis of Strabo, the change may be a result of
Callus's expedition. About this time Aden was
destroyed, and Mauza, on the Red Sea, took its
place for a time. Some think that this cliange was
caused or accompanied by the rise of the race of
(

One

1

'

:

CIS

Allian

334

'
:

Sha'r Autar king of Saba and Raidan son of
of Saba." Probably this was a customary

Nahfan king

abbreviation of the second

title.
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Himyar.

name and

1st

jects

Others put the rise of Himyar in the
century A.D. The author of the Periplus
Maris Erythrcei (c. A.D. 77) calls Saphar the
capital of Kharibael, king of the Homerites and
Sabaites.
Homerites corresponds to Himyar of the
inscriptions, Hamer of the Ethiopians,
Himyar
is occasionally mentioned on the older monuments.
The name was taken by the Arabs to cover the
whole country and history, because it was the
nearest and best known to them. In 27 B.C. fell
the famous expedition of iElius Gallus, the only
time when Rome tried to conquer the Yemen.
He reached Nejran and the Jauf, destroyed Nesca
(Nashq), but failed to reach Marib. "^et Saba's

greatest glory was past. What Alexander had
tried to do the Ftolemys accomplished.
They
of)ened the sea route to India so Saba, deprived
of its customs duties, fell sloAvly into decay.
Arab story has condensed the work of years perhaps of centuries into one event, the fall of the
dam of Marib, though this was as much the result
as the cause of the disappearance of Saba.
;

—

—

Here maj' be mentioned two other names known to the
Kataban was the
both Minaean and
Sabaian kings. They then became independent
a tnukarrib
is mentioned, and one king apparently became overlord of
Ma'in. Their capital was Thumna.
Eratosthenes knew them,
but in Pliny's time they had disappeared. Probably they were
Sabsean by race. Gab'an was a clan which stood high in the
classics : the Gebanitae and the Kattabani.
of a clan which held liigh rank under

name

;

favour of the Minaean kings. According to Pliny, they owned
some of the incense-bearing districts and in later times held
the lands of Kataban, ruling as kings in Thumna and Okelis
(near Shaikh Saad). They used the Minaean dialect on their

monuments.

the date 543 tells of his turbulent subdam at Marib.^ This
inscription is unique because it invokes Rahman
the Merciful One and His Messiah and the Holy
In 575 the
Spirit instead of the national gods.
Persians were called in, and S. Arabia was more
or less a Persian province till the coming of Islam.
As most of the monuments are
4. Religion.
votive inscriptions, the names of many gods are

and

of a breach of the

—

known.

They fall into tMo classes, and each
had its own favourites.
The Minseans
honoured Wadd, "Athtar, Nikrah, and in a lower
degree Shams.
According to Glaser, Kataban
worshipped 'Amm, 'Athtar, Anbai, and Shams
Hadramaut served 'Athtar, Sin, Khal, and Shams
and Saba recognized 'Athtar, Haubas, Almaquh,
and Shams. Haubas the drier is said to be the
people

;
;

—

moon
was

is

—

as the cause of ebb-tide. What Almaquh
doubtful.
He was a specially Sabtean deity.

Hamdani

says he was Venus and a summary of
His
the theories about him is given in CIS ii.
name occurs alone and in connexion with 'Athtar
and Haubas. He may be a form of one of these
gods.
often

;

There

is

nothing against

this, for

'Athtar

is

named twice in one invocation. He is also
mentioned as Almaquh of Hirran. At present
Some of these
judgment must be suspended.
deities are clearly celestial Sin and Shams and

—

;

'Athtar, though masculine, is one with Ishtar
(Venus). Arab authors tell of the star- worship of
their forefathers. 'Amm is said to be the moon.
While these are the chief gods, there are other
forms of them 'Athtar Sharqan, the eastern or
:

The Abyssinians now play a part
of S.

Arabia.

in the history
Glaser believes that they dwelt

originally east of Hadramaut and migrated in
historic times to Africa, whence they returned to
attack the Himyarites. On the authority of unpublished texts he says that there was in 75 B.C.
an alliance of Saba and Habashat (Abyssinians)
against Himyar and Hadramaut. Tliere are difficulties in this view ; perhaps the Habashat are the
Abaseni of the classics. The last known king of
Saba and Raidan was alive in A.D. 281. Then

came foreign domination, for on the Axum monuments (middle of 4th cent.) the Abyssinian claims
to be, according to the Greek text, king of the
Axumites, Homerites, Raidan, Ethiopians, Sabseans, and Sile (Salhin ?), and, in the Geez text,
kingof Axuni, Hamer, Raidan, Saba, and Salhin (?).
Then in 378 native rulers, of whom nine are known,
again appear with the title, king of Saba, Raidan,
Hadramaut, and Yemenat.' Arabia has now sunk
to be a pawn in the game between Rome and Persia,
and Rome works through Abyssinia. Religious
strife has been added to other causes of unrest.
After the destruction of Jerusalem Jews migrated
'

Yemen and attained considerable influence.
'
inscription has been found referring to the
Merciful One, God of Israel and Lord of the Jews.'
Christianity was introduced
according to one
account, about 350, according to another, about
500 ; but it was ill received, for it was the faith of
the national enemies, the Abyssinians. P'rom this
time onwards the Byzantine historians are valuable.
The tale is tangled, but the sequence of events
seems to be that in 523 the Abyssinians attacked
to the

One

—

the

Yemen and dethroned Dhu Nuwas,

the Him-

yarite king, Avho took refuge in the mountains.
In his hatred to Christianitj' he is said to have
massacred his Christian subjects in Negran (prob-

ably the story

highly coloured in the martyrwas defeated a second time
and slain. Esimphoeus (Sumoefa) was installed as
in
531
regent, though
Abraha, an Abyssinian
officer, overthrew him
and, after playing with
the idea of independence, he remained faithful to
his overlord in Africa.
An inscription bearing his
ology)>

and

is

in 525 he

and 'Athtar Dhu Qabd, a title for which
the meaning setting has been suggested, but has
found no favour. Tliere are also thirteen dift'erent
forms of 'Athtar in which the god is qualified by
some place name like the Baalim of the OT. In
the same way Shams, which is feminine, appears
in many forms
she is Dhat Nashq, Dhat Ba'dan,
Dhat yimai, etc. Nikrah is assumed to be the
god of hate and war the counterpart of Wadd,
the god of friendship and his name is associated
rising,

'

'

;

—
—

with the Arabic kariha.^
quoted

One

dedication

may

be

:

To 'Athtar Sharqan and 'Athtar Dhu Qab(J and Wadd and
Nikralj the gods of Ma'in and Yathil and all the gods of their
lands and tribes and all the gods of sea and land and east and
west and the kings of Ma'in.'
'

In the other class

Ta'lab, the god of the clan
Tur'at, on Mt. Itwa, was a
He seems never to have
place of pilgrimage.
reached full divine rank, but to have been tke
of
his
patron
worshippers. Possibly he is a development of tree-worship, as Hagr may be of a
stone-cult.
In the same way the tribe of Hamdan
was specially devoted to Shams and Amir to Dim
Samawi, who may be the lord of heaven and who
was worshipped in Haram. His name does not
occur in Minaean texts. There are many other
In addition to
gods, but they are only names.
Wadd, who is sometimes described as Shahran,
Arabic tradition tells of 'Uzza, Yaghuth, and Nasr,
which also occur on the monuments, the last also
in the form N-s-w-r.
The modern jinn finds its
prototype in the spirits of wells and watercourses,
m-n-d-h. It is not clear whether we should speak
of a S. Arabian pantheon.
Shams does appear as
is

Riyam, whose temple,

Umm'athtar, and there

is

an inscription which

may mean

that Sin is the son of 'Athtar but,
apart from these two indications, the gods stand
;

alone.

Proper names

ai'e

instructive

;

many

contain

The general Semitic II is most
common, though 'Athtar, Wadd, and others occur.
divine names.
1

;

its

Another inscription of 449 tells of a breach of the dam and
repair (Glaser, Zwei Inschriften iiber den Dammbruch von
p. 7 f.).
The change of guttural can be paralleled.

Marib,
2

SAB^ANS
Various terms of relationsliip appear
AIj, Dad,
and Akh. Those names that contain Wadd, 'Amm,
so
but
be
Khfil, might
probably the
explained,
:

gods are meant. Then in place of the divine name
an abstract appears
righteousness, protection,
In place of a god or his quality
salvation, or fear.
there often stands the name
Sumuh-'ali, 'the
name is exalted.' From such names we learn that
god or some god is exalted, is lord, or is wise that
he blesses, commands, or saves men who are in
some sort his kin. In S. Arabian nhn is the common
noun meaning god ; it occurs very seldom in
proper names. Sn is very common in proper names
it appears once or twice as a proper noun and sometimes as a common noun. The popular favourite,
Almaqxih, never forms part of a proper name. So
it appears that II went out of fashion as an object
of worship, though habit remembered him in names.
In Gn 10'-*' Almodad is a son of Joktan.
'Athtar Sharqan was the guardian of temples
and tombs to him men pray that .sacrilegious
hands may not be laid on their offerings, though
they make no gifts to him. In the lists of gods
who are invoked the names of men (especially

—

—

;

'

'

;

;

kings) are often inserted, and there are many
references to the day of N.N. This day can hardly
be anything but a memorial feast, and these facts
point to some sort of apotheosis or ancestor- worship.
The ' month of fathers points to the same con'

clusion.

The antelope was sacred to 'Athtar, and the
head was the symbol of the crescent moon.
It appears in all manner of forms, from realistic
bull's

representations of the animal to a conventional
object where only the horns are recognizable.
Other symbols that may have a religious meaning
are the sphinx and the date-palm in fruit. This is
often pictured naturally, but sometimes the stem
is a truncated cone recalling the pyramid that
stands between the horns on the bull's head
or that in conventional designs supports the
horns.
Worship took place in temples that had names
of their own.
The god took a title from his temple
Almaquh is lord of Awwam. That outside Marib

—

—

;

was an open space shaped like an ellipse surrounded
by a wall. Various obelisks formed part of the
equipment. It is not clear if there was any system

Perhaps the native rocK in the
middle was the centre of worship. In other places
there was an avenue of obelisks before the gate.
Apart from mukarrib and rtiiswad, several words
denote priest
the commonest is r-sh-w. It is
usually determined by the name of a god or temple.
In one place the chief of a tribe is also its priest,
and sometimes the eponym also was. There are
many inscriptions in which a man devotes himself,
his children, his servants, and goods to some god
perhaps this happened when he was made priest.
These men may be the 'people of "Athtar,' the
'servants of \Vadd,' who are often mentioned.
The word sh-w- is usually joined with Wadd the
of orientation.'

'

'

;

;

;

means

'to help.' In el-Uia occur the title
l-w- and its feminine.
Arabic suggests that these
persons correspond to the N. Semitic q^dcshim,

root

while the name recalls the HebreAv 'iS. Nothing
certain can be said about the functions of the
Another form of dedication is that in
priests.
which a man dedicates some other person to the
service of a god
these may be q'deshim.
;

The

the

ideas of sacrifice and altar are expressed by
Semitic root dhabaJm, 'to cut the

common

throat.'
Oxen and sheep were offered, sometimes
in large numbers
and incense played a great part
in the worship.
This is evident from the number
of altars of incense that have been found and the
;

1

100.

Description in Nielsen, Die altarabische Mondreligion, p.
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various

names

seems to

b.ave

was common

A

in use for them.
special priest
in charge of the incense.^
It

been
to

consecrate figures of

men and

animals in gratitude for favours received or to
secure desired benefits. These may be the bronze
figures of animals, four or five inches high, that
have been discovered. Nothing is heard of images
of the gods.
Pilgrimage has already been mentioned in connexion with Ta'lab.
There was a
month of pilgrimage, a))parently in the autumn.
Their idea.s on ceremonial purity were simil.u- to
tho.se of other Semitic peoples; but the Miiut-an
texts dealing with ritual are obscure and still un-

Tithes are often mentioned, and perthough the word usually has a
more general sense.
The wealth and luxury of the
5. Civilization.
Yemen were proverbial among the Greeks and
Romans, and their tales had a .solid foundation.
The monuments show the stools, chairs, and
couches of which they speak, and tell of gold
The buildings and inscriptions
(gilded ?) statues.
that cover the country tell of it-s wealth, and .show
that the people were skilled mason.s. They must
have been capable engineers to build the dam at
Marib and the tanks at Aden. As sculptors they
were not so advanced ; for the finest lettering
accompanies crude carving. The bas-reliefs are
lively and show obsei-vation, but the execution is
They succeeded better in
rough and clumsy.
sculpture in the round," but there is always the
suspicion that such figures may be of foreign origin
indeed, the Perijjlus speaks of an import of statuary
from Egypt. A pair of ej'es tiiat degenerate into
on a tombstone betrays Egyptian influence.
circles
Their work in metal was of a much higher level
much of it deserves to be called lifelike. In art
they inclined to realism in a way that would not
be tolerated now. They were probablj' fine potters,
to judge by a terra-cotta rhyton ending in a
goat's head (though this may be imported from
published.

haps

firstfniits,

—

;

—

—

;

Greece).
The coins are usually poor imitations of Athenian
The
models, yet the standard is Babjionian.
oldest show the head of the goddess and the owl
on the amphora. Later comes a male head, probably of a king, with long curls and a diadem, while
the owl keeps its place on the reverse. Next the
head has short hair and a wreath with fillets in
imitation of tiie Roman emperors, while the
reverse is unchanged. The expedition of Gallus
may have had sumething to do with this change.
Many coins bear the letter N, possibly a mint

—

mark Nejran? Various inscriptions and monoTo these renuirks there is one
grams occur.
exception an Attic tetradrachm with the head of
Hercules and the lion's skin and, reverse, a sejited
the right hand
figure with the lower limbs draped
holds a flower, and the hair hangs in curls, while
stands
the face is shaven the name is i'n'3X, and
in the field.
The type which served as model
came into use about 200 B.C. The head of the god
is hardly distingviishable from Greek work and
displays the skill and imitative power of the

—

;

t<

;

metal-workers.
'Bright Hayyili coins' are
named, but not identified also a sela. In late
Hebrew the scla equalled four denarii.
The year was solar, and in early times each was
;

named

after an eponym, though this custom
drepped with the introduction of the Sabpean era.
The names of at least twelve months are known,
but none agree with those of Arab tradition, so
some may be duplicates. Their order is unknown.
Some are derived from the seasons, while others
are religious, as the months 'of pilgrimage' and
'of fathers.'
The year seems to have begun in the
There are interesting theories about the
spring.
1

Os. 30.

-

JASB

ii.

[1845] pi. v.
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calendar, but they are

still

too problematical to be

mentioned here.

;

The government was
were important people.
clearly feudal, and the line between vassalage and
independence was not always sharp. The kings
In Abraha's
of Sama' were vassals of Saba.
inscription the loyal chiefs receive honorary mention as kings.
Women appear, sometimes in
Most of the kings have some
pairs, as chiefs.
distinctive epithet— glorious,' exalted,' saviour
as part of their names.
Works of irrigation are often mentioned, but
Palms
the accounts are usually unintelligible.
and vineyards played a great part in the economic
life.
The word for 'vineyard,' while it means
grape in classical Arabic, means vineyard in
the Yemen dialect. For details as to trade we
must rely on classical authors. Pliny tells of the
cultivation of myrrh and describes the collection
of incense it grew in one place only in the Yemen
and on the coast of Africa opposite. There were
only 3000 families who had the right to gather
the gum, and they were held in religious awe.
During the harvest they had to separate themselves
from women and funerals, and by these religious
precautions they improved the crops. There are
several S. Arabian names for these aromatic gums,
but some still wait identification. The incense
was taken to Sabota (Shabwat in Hadramaut),
where the priests took a tithe of it for the god.
Then only could it be put on the market. It had
to be carried through the land of the Gebanitce,
who took their toll. It is suggested that Gab'an
comes from the root meaning to collect.'
The ancient inhabitants of S. Arabia borrowed
on every hand, yet they Averenot slavish imitators.
The name Arabia Felix seems to have been better
merited than such titles generally are.
'

'

'

'

—

'

'

'

;

'

—
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SABAOTH

(Babylonian).— I. The Babylonian
Sabaoth has not yet been
sabu. The word
found in Assyro-Babylonian, though the noun
formed from its root, sdbti, occurs not infrequently

—

and plural. The meaning of sabu
man,' soldier,' and in the plural army,' host,'
agreeing in some respects Avith the Hebrew cognate.
The nearest approach to lord of hosts would be
bSl sdbS, but this has not yet been found.
In many
in both singular
is

Strabo^ says that the Minseans practised polyandiy. This is borne out by the monuments if, as
is probable, the same names in a group refer to
the same persons. Elsewhere three men have a
son in common. It is quite common to find father
and son associated as kings of one state this
probably meant the recognition of the son as heir
apparent. Two brothers are also found sharing
the title. Governors (kabtr) are named, as the
governor of Musri,^ and the chiefs of the tribes

'

(Babylonian)

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

texts sclbu

historical

ummanu

is

replaced by

783.

2

Hal. 535, revised text.

its

synonym

umtnanati, expressed by the same
ideograph, so that it is sometimes uncertain which
word is intended). The Sumerian equivalent of
sdhu is erim.
2. Sar and its Semitic equivalent.
For the
meaning hosts,' the
equivalent word seems to be
'
kiSSafu {kaSdSu,
to be strong,'
numerous '), in
Sumerian Sar.
In many cases, hoM'ever, some
such rendering as 'host,' 'universe,' would be preTo all
ferable, if, in translating, usage allows it.
appearance the character Sar, like that for Utuki,
the sun-god, was originally the picture of a circle.
This implies that it Avas intended to express the
circle of the earth or the horizon of heaven.
Other
(plur.

—

'

'

ior Sa7- — kiiiatu are Su, composed
Avedges derived from a curve probably
originally representing the vault of heaven, and
kiS, a character seemingly used on account of its
pronunciation. With the determinative prefix for
'god,' 5m became one of the ideographs for Merodach, probably as god of the universe. KiSSatu is
also expressed by the double
or enclosure

synonymous signs

of

tAvo

sq^uare

nigin^ meaning a collection of things.
But
3. Sar in the Babylonian lists of gods.
the usage of the inscription gives information of a
more interesting nature, the most important being
the evidence of the lists of gods and the Semitic
legend of the creation. According to a list in
Cuneiform Texts from Babylonian Tablets, xxiv. 1,
the earliest deities Avere the tAvo Ana, male and
female personifications of the heavens. These
occur afterAvards as An-ki,
heaven and earth,'
and after this as Uras and Nin-uras, the two Ana

—

'

(Ann and Anatu)
in the list

as deities of fruitfulness.

Sixtii

'

Anu,' the heavens, as
the great host,' Avhilst tlie seventh is An-ki-sar-gal,
Anu and Anatu as deities of the great host of
earth.
The eighth and ninth lines have the names
Ansar and Kisar, Avhich give another combination
of the root Sar Avith a development of the idea, as
these words apparently mean host of heaven and
host of earth
divine personifications who appear
in the Semitic creation -story as having been produced after Lahmu and Lahamu ; ^ but in this
legend Anu, the god of the he<avens, is represented
as Ansar's son.
Later, in the same text, Ansar
sends forth in turn Anu, Ea, and Merodach, to
The
fight Tiamat (TiaAvath), the dragon of chaos.
next divine couple, in the list of gods, whose names
contain the Sumerian equivalent of Sabaoth consists
of En-sar and Nin-sar, the
lord of the host and
the lady of the host.' This makes a total of six
the
seventh
being represented by the
couples,
Sumero- Akkadian Duri and Dari, perhaps 'Age'
and Eternity,' the tAvo non-concrete forms or
counterparts of Sar, in Avhich countless number is
Concerning the
changed into illimitable time.
Babylonians we cannot speak Avith certainty, but
the Sumerians at least seem to have realized, at a
very early date, how multitudinous Avere the
creatures produced and nourished by the earth,
and they had evidently also formed the theory
that the gods dwelling in the heavens (and this
Avould include their divine servants and the angels)
As a confirmation of
Avere at least equally so.
this, the British Museum tablet K.2100 gives
the
(rev. 3, 4) as a synonym of Dhitjir-gqlgalene,
great gods,' the reduplicate Avoid SarSara, the
very numerous,' or (as the prefix for divinity
shoAvs that we should translate) 'the divine
is

An-sar-gal,

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

—

'

'

'

'

'

'

host.'

'

1

'

1

See

ERE iv.

129*.

Anu and

4.

his divine

SABBATH
— Naturally
partners.
it

great gods who exercised inile in
heaven, where all divine beings obeved them. In
agreement with this, the account of the attack of
the evil sjiirits upon the moon (this was supposed
to be,the cause of our satellite's eclipses) speaks of
Sin, Samas, and IstJir having been set to rule the
vault (Sthnuq) of heaven, and
with Anu they
shared the <lominion of the host of heaven (Sum.
kiS ana, Sem. kiiSctt Same, kii here replacing the
seemingly more coiTect Sar). Here, again, Anu
appears as the god of the heaven-host but it is to
be noted that, when Merodach became king of the
gods, power over the host was conferred on him,
and, as stated in a well-known hjmn to that deity,'
the Igigi of the host of heaven and earth (Igigi
Sa kiSSat Same H grsiti"^) are said to wait upon his
command. It was for the host of heaven and
earth that the new moon shone {nzkaru annuu ina
Sami n ersiti ibbani, this crescent among the host
of heaven and earth was created
in Sum. this
crescent of the heaven-host [and] the earth-host,'

was the

'

'

really

'

'

;

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

;

A

an-Sar-ki-Sar).
deity named Kissat appears in
ii. 60, line 32, as
patron of a citj' which is
doubtful, but which is possibly the Rabbi of line
30.
If this means the city of the host,' it may be
supposed that the host of heaven was worsliipped
there.

WAI

'

'

'

The god A§sur

5.

host.

— It

is

as the leader of the Assyrian

to be noted that, in his abstract of

*
Babylonian cosmology, although Damasoius gives
the feminine principle preceding fia and Dauke as
Kissare, the masculine companion of the same is
not, as would be expected from the Babylonian,
Ansaros, but Assoros (Acro-wpos). Now, as the
name of the god Assur is most commonly written
with the characters Aji-sar, there is but little
doubt that the Assyrian name had influenced the
pronunciation, and changed it, even in Babylonia.
Whatever may have been the original root of
Assur, therefore, the Assyrians had applied the
name of the god to the compound group An-sar,
and the Babylonian god of the host (of heaven and
earth) became the god of the armies of Assyria.

He

represented, in the sculptures of Assur-nasir880 B.C.), as a divine figure within the
winged disk, flying in the air above the army,
and drawing the liow against the foe.*
have
here, apparently, an Assyrian parallel to the
is

apli

(c.

We
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(Primitive)

Hebrew

'

Lord

of

God

Hosts,

the armies of

of

Israel,.'

—

Sar = kissatu

in the titles of the kings.
As a
title of the kings of Assyria, Sar kii&ati,
king of
the host (of people or of nations), is fairly common.
Adad-nirari I. (c. 1330 u.c.) bore it, and it seems to
have been also adopted, more or less regularly, by
his successors.
In Babylonia Manistu-su (c. 2700
B.C.) calls himself lur/al kiS, which, in its common
acceptation, would be equivalent to ktr kiS-i a li ; but
kiS may stand for the city of Kis, over w hich he
ruled (tiiough it Ls diihcult to understand, in such
6.

'

'

a carefully-engraved text, how the determinative
could have been omitted). Perhaps the
modesty of certain Babylonian kings did not permit
of their using the Sar which accompanies divine
names. Among the later Babylonian rulers who
used the title king of the host (of men) were
Nebuchadrezzar the Great and Cyrus. It is mainly
the German Assyriologists who have discussed the
meaning of the phrase Sar kiSSati. H. Winckler
thought that it indicated king of a fixed definite
sutiix

'

'

'

state,'

and was no mere

opinion that

title.

C. P. Tiele

was

of

*

something like Morldlordship.'
Leopold Messerschmidt suggested that
Sar kiS&ati and king of the four regions signify
the possession of two territories, and were not
mere titles. F. Hommel holds similar views to
indicated

it

'

'

the above.

C.

Lehmann-Haupt renders Sar

F.

kiSSati (sc. niSi) as

'

king

of the totality of nations.'

H. V. Hilprecht is of opinion that the title was
first used by the kings of Kis, and was due to wordplay (see above).
To all appearance the Assyro-Babylonian idea of
the host 01 heaven was that it consisted of all the
divinities whom they regarded as dwelling in and
beneath the sky ; and the stars and heavenly
bodies in general, identified, aa they were, with
the gods, were included therein. The host of the
earth apparently included, in its widest sense,
everything in the world which the god had created.
In its narrowest sense, however, the latter stood
either for all mankind or for the nations under the
Babylonian or Assyrian kings, wherever they had

made

their rule efl'ective.

—

Literature. W. Muss-Arnolt, A Concise Diet, of the Assyrian Language, Berlin, etc., 1901-05, p. 453 f. also, for methods
of writing the expressions, etc., J. N. Strassmaier, Alp/ia'ietiechef Verrfichniss der assyrischen und akkadischcn Wurler,
;

etc., Leipzig, 1886, p. 556
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Primitive

(Hutton Webster),

Babylonian

p. 885.
(T. G. Pinches), p. 889.

Biblical.— See P'ESTiVALS

AND Fasts

SABBATH

—

(Hebrew).

i.
(Primitive).
Introductory.—
The term sabbath,' in ordinary usage, is applied
to a periodic rest-day, dedicated to a god and
devoted to the exercises of religion. As such the
term refers particularly to the Jewish Shabbdth,
and its successor the Christian Dies Dominica, or
the Lord's Day. The Muhammadan aZ jum'ah,
•the meeting' (for worship), Avhich occurs on
'

from Christian and Jewish
Friday,
practice, but on this day labour is suspended only
while services are being conducted at the mosque.
In Buddhist lands the Vposatha, which usually
falls on the day of the new moon, on the day of
the full moon, and on the two days which are
eighth from new and full moon, is marked by
fasting and the cessation of secular activities.
The Uposatha in its origin among the Aryans of
ancient India could have owed nothing to Jewish
is

1

WAI iv.

8 A.

448,

derived

29, 47-51.

Monuments of Nineveh,

2

ERE

iv. 129».
See
1849, u.
1st ser., do. 1849, pi. 13, etc.

H. Layard, Nineveh and

its

Remains, London,

Christian.— See Sunday.
(I.

Abrahams),

p. 891.

iewish
iluharamadan (G. Margoliouth),
or Christian influence,

p. 893.

and

in its diffusion throughout S.E. Asia it appears to have been unafl'ected by
the influence of Islam. The question naturally
arises how far these sabbaths of civilized peoples
find a parallel in savage and barbarian society at

the present time.
The observance

of rest-days forms a fairly
the lower culture, if exception
Australian, Melanesian, and
But the rest-day among soAmerican areas.
called primitive peoples is as a rule not periodic in
character, nor Ls it necessarily consecrated to a
Furtherdeity and employed for rehgious services.
more, it is usually marked by various regulations
which can only be described as superstitions. All
public gatherings may be discontinued, the house
or the village closed against strangers, lights
extinguished, songs, dances, and loud noises forbidden, and abstinence from food and sexual intercourse requii-ed. The day of rest then presents
itself as a day of complete quiescence.

common custom in
be made of the

SABBATH
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All these negative regulations find their clearest
expression in the tabus which have been studied,
first among the natives of Polynesia, then in some
other parts of the aboriginal world, and finally
Tabu,
among peoples of archaic civilization.
indeed, is a wide-spread institution, and evidence
for its existence steadily accumulates with the

of anthropological research.^ A tabu
be defined as a negative regulation or prohibition which is supported by supernatural sanctions.
The penalty meted out to the tabu-breaker
death or some physical ailment
is generally
supposed to be inflicted by the offended spirits.
In time the punishment for the violation of a tabu
may come to be regarded as an important duty of
the tribal god, whose chief concern is the maintenance of the customary moral rules.
Things or persons are tabued, primarily because
they are considered mysterious, abnormal, dangerous because they are felt to be potent for weal or
woe in the life of man. Early psychology, refining
these ideas and applying them to different classes
of phenomena, produces the cognate notions of
pollution and sanctity. The corpse is unclean ;
the shedder of human blood is likewise unclean
but the priest and king, who belong to a superior

progress

may

—

;

order of beings, are sacrosanct or holy. These
characteristics are easily regarded as infectious, as
capable of transmission, not only by physical
contact, but also by sight and mere proximity.
Hence prudence dictates a variety of precautions ;
the dangerous i^erson or thing is removed to a
safe distance, oris carefully isolated, oris subjected
to a variety of insulating regulations. The entire
community is interested in such proceedings, and
on certain occasions may itself be placed under a
When this happens, a period of
rigid quarantine.
abstinence, merging into quiescence, Avill be considered the surest means of avoiding spiritual
dangers which threaten each and every member of
the body politic. Moreover, when the impending
danger is specifically attributed to the action of
spirits or of gods, the observance of the rest-day
readily develops into a method of propitiating, and
even of honouring, the supernatural powers. The
two conceptions of abstinence and propitiation are

indeed, always sharply distinguishable in
concrete cases, and with advancing culture they
not,

tend to become more and more closely conjoined.
It is not improbable that some of the communal
regulations observed in connexion with primitive
sabbaths have been modelled on the tabus observed
by single persons and household groups at such
critical seasons as birth, puberty, marriage, and

Comparative studies have indicated how
numerous are the prohibitions which attach to these
occasions, and it is reasonable to suppose that,
death.

with the deepening sense of social solidaritj^
observances once confined to the individual only, or
to his immediate connexions, would often pass
over into rites performed by the community at
However this may be, piimitive sabbaths
large.
certainly present themselves as public ordinances
which bear an obvious resemblance to the entire
system of private tabus.
A survey of
2. Sabbaths at critical epochs.
many rude societies shows that any time of special
significance, inaugurating a new era or marking
the transition from one state to another, any time
of storm and stress, any epoch when untoward
events have occurred or are expected to occur, may
be invested with tabus designed to meet the

—

emergency

in the

communal

life

and

ward off
Throughout
to

the threatened danger or disaster.
Polynesia, in Indonesia, and in certain parts of
S.E. Asia there exists, or until recently existed, an
extensive body of communal rest-days, whose pur1

See art. Tabu.

(Primitive)
pose appears to have been entirely prophylactic and
In that part of the world periods of
abstinence and quiescence are imposed because of
such unusual, and therefore critical, events as a
conflagration, an epidemic sickness, or an earthquake after a death at the changes of the moon
at the end of the old year and the beginning of the
new year during a time devoted to the banning
of ghosts and demons and in connexion with such
important undertakings as the commencement of a
war, seed-planting and harvest, and the celebration
of a solemn religious ceremony.
The procedure in
each case is much the same the community subjects itself to a number of negative regulations,
imposing idleness, fasting, and continence upon all
protective.

;

;

;

;

;

:

members.
These sabbaths at critical epochs formerly constituted a noteworthy feature of Polynesian life,
especially in old Hawaii, where the institution of
tabu perhaps reached its acme of development.
Their observance varied according as they were
its

or strict. When a common season prevailed, the men were required only to abstain from
their usual duties and to attend at the temple,
where prayers were offered every morning and

common

evening.
During a period strictly tabued the
regulations had a sterner character, and in consequence a general gloom and silence pervaded the
whole district or island. Every fire and light was
no
canoes were not launched
extinguished
person bathed and no one was to be seen out of
doors, except those whose presence was required
at the temple.^ From another account we learn
that any one found in a canoe on a tabu day
incuiTed the death penalty, and that a like fate
was reserved for the man who indulged in carnal
pleasures or only made a noise at such a time."
Communal tabus of the strict type that has been
described were observed by the Hawaiian Islanders
on a variety of occasions, particularly when a chief
temple was consecrated and when the New Year's
The Hawaiian religious
festival was celebrated.
system also included a remarkable approximation
In every
to the institution of a weekly sabbath.
lunar month there were four tabu periods, dedicated
severally to the four great gods of the native
pantheon. The first was that of Ku, from the
third to the sixth night the second, that of Hua,
at full moon, including the fourteenth and fifteenth
nights ; the third, that of Kaloa, on the twentyfourth and twenty-fifth nights ; and the fourth,
that of Kane, on the twenty-seventh and twentyeighth nights. During these tabu periods a devout
king generally remained in the temple, busy with
prayer and sacrifice women were forbidden to
enter canoes, and sexual intercourse was pro;

;

;

;

;

hibited.^

Seasons of communal abstinence and quiescence
were enforced in the Society and Marquesas
Islands in connexion with the bonito fishing, and
in New Zealand at the time of planting of the
kumara, or sweet potato.* In the Tonga Islands,

when the

sacrifice of firstfruits occurred, all

work

was forbidden, and even any one's appearance out
of doors, unless for the purpose of the ceremony,
The natives of Samoa, who
interdicted.*
possessed a remarkably complex pantheon of

was

with animal and vegetable attributes,

divinities

Narr. of a Tour through Hawaii, or Owhyhee,
London, 1826, p. 360 ff.
2 H. T.
Cheever, The Island World of the Pacific, Glasgow,
1

W.

Ellis,

1851, p. 63.
3

W. D. Alexander, A Brief

Hist, of the

Hawaiian

People,

York, 1899, p. 50 ff.; David Malo, Hawaiian Antiquities,
Honolulu, 1903, p. 56.
4 J. A.
Moerenhout, Voyages aux ties du grand ocean, Paris,
J. Cowan, The Maoris of New Zealand, Christ1837, i. 516 ff
church, N.Z., 1910, p. 116 IT.
B W.
Mariner, An A ccount of the Natives of the Tonga Islands,

New

.

;

Boston, 1820, p. 381

ff.
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were obliged to suspend work on certain occasions
devoted to their worship.'
During December,
when the god Ratu-niai-iMl)ulu was supposed to
visit tlie Fiji Islands, a sabbatical period ensued.
Throu^'hout that laooii it is taUti to beat the drum, to sound
the conch-shell, to dance, to plant, to fi^cht, or to 8in(f at sea.
of the month the priest sounds the consecrated
shell
the people raise a j-'reat shout, carrying the good news
irom village to village, and pleasure and toil are again (rc« to
'

... At the end
:

all.' 2

The scanty records of aboriginal Polynesian
society also contain some passing references to
the observance of communal sabbaths on certain
occasions when the social consciousness had been
deeply moved by luitoward and disasti"ous events.
Ill the island of Futuna
they go so far as to tapu the dajor to
e.'j., to iiitcr.!;ct all work in order to please the gods,

—

'

avert the hurricanes.'^

In Hawaii a tabued period was declared during
the .sickness of a chief.'* In Samoa the death of a
chief of high rank was followed by the suspension
of all work in the settlement for a period of from
ten to thirty days, until the funeral ceremonies
were performed.' On the island of Yap, one of
the Carolines, two aged wizards, before whom all
important questions come for decision, have the
power of laying tabus on an entire village. The
periods of seclusion have been known to last for
six months.
The critical epochs, when such interdicts are imposed, occur at a time of drought,
famine, or sickness, after the death of a chief or
famous man, and before a fishing expedition.
'

In short, any great public event is thus celebrated, and, in
there is always a tabu in full swing somewhere or other,
to the great disgust of the traders, who only see in these
enforced holidays an excuse for idling, drunkenness, and
fact,

debauchery. '6

Seasons of communal abstinence are not found
in Australia, and only faint indications of them
In
Guinea
exist within the Melanesian area.

New
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must tiierefore be an Indonesian ima conclu.siou whii-h Ls
portation into Borneo
.strengthened by the fact that similar observances
prevail among the Indonesian inhabitants of the
Nias, the Mentawi Islands,
rsicobars,
Bali,
Formosa, and the Philippine Archipelago.
instance is aflorded by the inhabitants of
typical
the Pagi Islands, which form the ssoutliern extension of the Mentawi group. Tliose people wor.'^hip
the evil spirits which nianitust tiieir power in
thunder and lightning, eartliquakes, tornadoes,
and Hoods. When confronted by some real or
imaginary danger, they shut tiiemselves up in
tiiuir villages and exclude all strangeis.
During
this period of separation from the world they may
neither give nor receive anything, tliey must
refrain fiom eating certain articles of food, and
they may not engage in trade.' Another authority
jKjints out that, while all crises in the communal
life of the natives are thus kept as periods of
restriction, yet in some cases the rest-daj's have
sideration

—

A

become joyous festivals and holidays.^
Assuming, with modern ethnographers, that the
Indonesian peoples represent an admixture in
various proportions of primitive Indian and S.
Mongolian stocks, we need not be surprised to
discover that in certain parts of S.E. Asia, and
notably among the Tibeto-Burman tribes of As.sam
and Burma, communal sabbaths form a characterThe word
istic feature of the native culture.
gcnna, which the Nagas of Manipur apply to anything tabued or forbidden, also signifies the village
rest-days imposed in connexion with the rice
cultivation, after the occurrence of unusual phenomena, such as earthquakes, eclipses of the sun or
moon, and the appearance of comets, the destruction of a .settlement by tire, and the outbreak of
an epidemic sickness.^ Indeed, as an early writer

all within the
On the other hand, the
British possessions there.
Indonesian tribes of Borneo, including the Kayans,
the Sea Dayaks, and the I^and Dayaks, keep many

remarks,

sabbaths in connexion with agricultural operations

The genna custom seems

a few instances have been noted,

Tlie Bornean regulacritical occasions.
tions disclose a fairly consistent etJbrt to adjust
the length of the communal tabu to the import-

and other

ance of the event which it commemorates. Thus,
house-building imposes a shorter season of abstinence than does planting or sowing a single death
in the village may require the cessation of activity
but an
by the inhabitants for only one daj'
epidemic sickness may neces.sitate a three days'
rest, as among the Sea Dayaks, or even an eight
The
days' rest, as among the Land Dayaks.
restrictions themselves appear to be substantiallj'
the same in all instances.
;

;

The inhabitants remain in their houses, in order to eat,
drink, and sleep but their eating must be moderate and often
consists of nothing but rice and salt.
People under interdict may not bathe, touch fire, or employ themselves about
their ordinary occupations.'''
'

;

.

.

.

To

these prohibitions should be added that of
sexual intercourse, a tabu specifically mentioned
for one Bornean tribe,* and probably found among
others.

Communal sabbaths appear to be unknown to
the nomadic hunting tribes which occupy the
interior parts of Borneo and probably represent an
The custom under conaboriginal population.
1 O.
Turner, Samoa, London, 1SS4, pp. 29 f., 60.
2 B.
3 S.

40.
4

Thomson, The Fijians, London, 1908, p.
Journal of the Polynesian

P. Smith, in

W.

Ellis,

Polynesian Researches, new

ed.,

114.

Society,

i.

[1S92]

London, 1859,

iv.

387.
5

W.

T. Pritchard,
p. 149ff.
6 F. W. Christian,
"i

Spenser

St.

London, 1862,
**

R.

S.

i.

Polynesian Reminiscences, London, 1866,

The Caroline Islands, London,

John, Life in the Forests of the
175

1899, p. 290.

Far

East,

ff.

Douglas, in

Sarawak Mxiscum Journal,

i.

[1911] 146

£f.

no end to the reasons on which a kennie must or
there is
may be declared, and as it consi.sts of a general holiday when
Sabbath appears to be rather a
no work is done, this
'

.

popular institution.'

.

.

4

to have attained its most
complicated and grotesque development among the
is
found
among other peoples of
Nagas, but it
Assam and may be traced in various parts of

Burma.
The close resemblances which

exist between
these sabbatical observances in S.E. A.sia, Indonesia, and Polynesia lend probability to the hypothesis that we are here in the presence or an
institution which has been gradually ditt'used from
its xYsiatic home over the Indian xVrchipelag^o and
thence into the islands of the Pacific. But it will
not do to infer that the conceptions which in this
part of the world have generated the tabued da}On the contrary,
are therefore local and confined.
tliey underlie a wide range of social phenomena.
There are few superstitions with a wider prevalence among the lower races than that which
requires the suspension of ordinary occupations
The prohibition of work at this
after a death.
time usually forms only one of a number of
regulations, which also impose partial or complete
abstinence from food and place a ban on loud talking, singing, and the wearing of ornaments and
gay clothing. The explanation of the tabus must
the
be sought pailly in animistic conceptions
survivors ought to avoid all conspicuous activity,
if thej' would not attract the unwelcome attentions
But a more common belief is that in
of the ghost.
the pollution of death— a belief wiiich leads to
:

1 P.
A. M. Hinlopen and P. Severin, in Tijilschrift voor
Inih'sche Taal-, Land-, en Volkenkunde, iii. [1855] 329f.
2 A. Maass, in
xxxvii. [1905] 155 ff.
* T. C. Hodson, 'The Genna amongst the Tribes of Assam,'
xxxvi. [1906] 92-103, The Saga Tribes of Manipur,
London, 1911, pp. 164-186.
• J. Butler, in JASBe, new ser., xlv. [1875] i. 316.
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regulations as to the proper treatment of a
corpse, of undertakers, of the dead man's family
The
and friends, and of mourners generally.
polluting power of death extends to everything in

many

its

presence

;

hence

tlie

ohvious conclusion that

or nothing should be done by the survivors,
at any rate till after the funeral. These tabus are
often confined to the family or to the relatives of
the dead. Where, however, the sense of social
solidarity is strong, the notion of abstinence at so
critical a season may be extended to the entire
little

community.

An inquiry into the geographical diffusion of
this superstition shows it to be not unknown in

Polynesia, Micronesia, New Guinea, Borneo, and
some other parts of the Oceanic area. It is discoverable in Assam, Burma, various parts of India,
and Tibet. Africa from north to south offers many
instances of communal tabus following a death and
In the New
imposing abstinence from work.
World the E-skimo tribes from Greenland to
Strait
the
custom
in
a marked
Bering
possess
It is also found among some of the
degree.
Asiatic Eskimo, thus strengthening the argument
for the transmission of cultural elements between N.W. America and N.E. Asia. Since these
tabued days are observed in many cases by unrelated peoples, who, as far as our knowledge
reaches, have never been in cultural contact, it
may be concluded that the beliefs underlying the
superstition have not been narrowly limited, but
belong to the general stock of primitive ideas.
3. Sabbatarian aspects of religious festivals.
The fact that most religious festivals are observed
as holidays, when men give up secular occupations
and devote themselves to joyful worship and relaxation of all kinds, should not lead to the assumption
that the remission of labour at such times has
generally been dictated by practical and nonsuperstitious considerations. It has already been

—

pointed out that, in some fairly rude communities,
abstinence from work forms a part of the regular
procedure for facing a crisis and the spiritual
dangers supposed to characterize such an occasion.
The rest is a measure of protection and propitiation,
quite as much as the fasts, the sacrifices, and the
prayers by which it may be attended. Where
ideas of this nature prevail, all labour is tabued.
As we pass from savagery to barbarism and from
animism to polytheism, the notion of tabu, at first
vague and indeterminate, tends to differentiate
into the twin concepts of impurity and holiness.
To the primitive mind the sanctity which attaches
to the priest or king, to such objects of special
reverence as bull-roarers, idols, and altars, and
also to certain places and shrines is sufficiently
material to be transmissible and to be capable of
infecting with its mysterious qualities whatever is
done at a particular time. The notion of the transmissibility of holiness may seem of itself to furnish
a sufficient reason for abstaining from ordinary
occupations on a sacred day. In practice, however, this idea appears to mingle quite inextricably
with the opposite though related conception that
what is holy can be contaminated by contact with
the secular and the profane. Furthermore, when
holy days come to be definitely consecrated to
deities, who at such times are believed to be
present among their worshippers, it is easy to see
how the belief arises that a god is pleased and
flattered by the enforced idleness of his devotees.
Abstinence from Avork then takes its place among
other rites as a recognized way of expressing a
proper reverence for the divinity; while, conversely,
to labour on his holy day implies a disrespectful
attitude towards him.
The consecration of a particular day to a divinity
is a common feature of
polytheistic cults. Had we

(Primitive)
definite iuformation concerning the origin and
development of the great deities of the higher

would probably appear that in most
instances their connexion with particular days is a
secondary rather than a primary formation. In
other words, a period dedicated to a god, and
observed by his worshippers with abstinence from
labour, may once have been a season of tabu for
other and quite different reasons. Some pertinent
instances of tabued days which developed into holy
days may be noted. Thus, in the comparatively
well-developed religious system of the Hawaiians,
the New Year's festival was consecrated to the god
Lono but the same festival in Fiji was not associated with any particular divinity. The four tabued
periods in the Hawaiian lunar month, which were
dedicated to the great gods of the native pantheon,
must be considered to have had no original connexion with any divinity, for among the Dayak
tribes of Borneo there are numerous tabus attaching to the phases of the moon and imposing communal abstinence. The Bontoc Igorot, a nonChristian folk of N. Luzon, observe a sabbath
which occurs, on an average, about every ten days
during the year. It is dedicated to Lumawig, the
only god throughout the Bontoc culture area. Examination of the evidence indicates that this
.sabbath in its earlier form was not a periodic but
an occasional observance, called forth only by
particular emergencies in the communal life. The
present form of the institution exhibits a tendency,
doubtless directed by the Igorot priesthood, to
calendarize seasons of tabu at definite and regular
intervals.
Its dedication to Lumawig is probably
only a natural outcome of the pre-eminence asto
that
signed
supreme god, who stands out in such
bold relief against the crowd of ancestral spirits,
^
Some
good and bad, investing the Igorot world.
of the Dravidian peoples of India hold festivals in
honour of their local deities, when labour is usually
Mother Earth, an object of much
suspended.
devotion in Bengal, is worshipped at the end of
the hot season. The goddess generally manifests
herself as the benignant source of all tilings, but
sometimes she brings disease and hence requires a
I'eligions, it

;

At this time all ploughing,
propitiatoi-y festival.
sowing, and other work cease, and Bengali widows
refrain from eating cooked rice.^ A similar sabbath
in honour of Mother Earth is very strictly observed
by the natives of the Malabar coast.^ Turning to
W. Africa, we find on the Slave Coast an annual
All Souls' festival kept as a period of abstinence.
The festival is held in honour of Egungun, a god
who is supposed to have arisen from the dead, and
after whom a powerful secret society has been
named.
similar ceremony, imposing a cessation
of work for eight days, is observed by the Gold
Coast tribes, who, however, have not dedicated it
to a god.
These instances, which do not exhaust
the evidence, illustrate the passage of the tabued
day into the god's sacred day.
Eest4. Sabbatarian aspects of market-days.
daj's, more or less regular in occurrence and followat
short
after
of
continuous
intervals
ing
periods
labour, are frequently observed by primitive agriculturists.
Sabbaths of this sort appear to be
unknown among migratory hunting and fishing
peoples or among nomadic pastoral tribes.
wandering hunter requires no regular day of rest,
since his life passes in alternations of continuous
labour, while following the chase, and of almost
uninterrupted idleness after a successful hunt.
For the herdsman there can be no relaxation of
the diurnal duties, for the cattle must be driven to

A

—

A

1

A. E. Jenks, The Bontoc Igorot (Ethnological Survey Publicai. 205 fif.
W. Crooke, Natives of iV. India, London, 1907, p. 232.
C. K. Menon, in Madras Government Musexun Bulletin, v.

tions), Manila, 1905,
2
3

[1906] 104

f.
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niorniu;,'
they must be watched ami
watered
and at niglit they must be milked.
Again, the shepherd, compared with the farmer,
scarcely needs a regular rest-day his occupation
requires so little continuous exertion that he can
pursue it all the year round without any injury to
liis health.
A farmer, however, is benefited bv a

pasture every

;

;

;

period of rest occurring more or less regularly
and, though agricultural pursuits are dependent
upon the seasons and the weather, he is usually
able to postpone his work for a brief period without serit)US loss. It might be argued, therefore,
that the change from pastoral to agricultural life
would itself be sufficient to call into existence the
;

institution of periodic rest-days.
It seems true,
however, that the connexion of the rest-days with
the farmer's pursuits is due to the obvious fact that
a regular sabl)ath imjilies a settled life, a fairly
well-developed form of social organization, and
something approaching a calendar sj'stem.

The greater number of periodic rest-days observed by agricultural peoples in the lower stages
of culture are associated with the institution of the
market

Days on which markets

regularly
take i)lace are not infrequently characterized by
Sabbatarian regulations. Such market-davs have
a wide dittusion. Markets every fiftii aay are
found in various parts of New Guinea, in Celebes,
Sumatra, and Java, and among the natives of
Tliroughout the
Tongking, Siam, and Burma.
central parts of Africa, from the British and
German possessions in the east to those of the
Portuguese and French in the west, there are
iq.v.).

numerous market-places where neighbouring communities meet regularly to exchange their productions.
Usually every fourth day is a market-day
and is observed by the cessation of ordinary occupaA similar custom exists among the peoples
tions.
on both banks of the lower Congo. The market is
well-develo[ied
among the semicivilized negroes about the (julf of Guinea.
Here
we find market-weeks varying from three to ten
days in length. One week-day is usually reserved
for the market and is often regarded as the appropriate time for abstaining from toilsome labour.
Similar market-days, kept as general holidaj-s,
were known in ancient Alexico, Central America,
Colombia, and Peru.
market-day is necessarily more or less of a
Those who attend a market must abanrest-day.
don for the time being their usual occupations. It
is also a holiday, affording opportunities for social

a

institution

A

intercourse, sports, and amusements of all sorts.
Such seems to l)e the character of most of the

Asia and the adjacent
some parts of Africa. In the
Congo region, however, the market-day sometimes
bears an unlucky character, and a distinct tendency

market-days found

in S.E.

islands, as well as in

exists to attach various restrictions to it.
In the
Guinea region the m;irket-day often (though not
alwaj-s) coincides with the general day of rest
observed by an entire community. As such it
may be consecrated to a god and rigorously
This extensive development of Sabbaobserved.
tarian regulations appears to be confined to
Africa.
5.

Unlucky days as sabbaths.

— The observance

of unlucky days is a familiar plicnomenon in primitive society and among peoples of archaic civilization.
Under the attenuated form of a suirival
the superstition still lingers in civilized lands. The

—

precautions which characterize these days not to
engage in various activities, not to eat specified
foods, not to indulge in sexual intercourse, not to
illustrate clearly enough
travel, not to buy or sell
the general likeness between periods tabued and
deemed
periods
unlucky.
common source of the belief in unlucky days

—

A
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to be sought in the erroneous association of
If an unfortunate event has taken place on
a ceitain daj', the notion easily arises Lliat all
actions performed on the recurrence of the day will
Iiave a similarly unfortunate issue.
Among the
Tshi of W. Africa, c.r/., the most unluck}'
day is
the anniversary of the Saturday on which 0.sai
Tutu was slain in ambush near Acromanti in
is

ideius.

1731.1

The observation of natural phenomena often
accounts for the unlucky cIiaracLer assigned to
certain occasions. Many superstitions attach themselves particularly to the moon. Various primitive
have pronounced beliefs respecting the unficoples
avourable iniiuence of the moon on human activiA partial or complete abstention from work
ties.
maj' be required during the waniu" moon, as well
as during the two or three days of the moon's inat the end of the lunation.
I^clipses of
are sometimes considered unlucky for
are accom2)anied by fasting and other
forms of abstinence. During such times of unvisibilitj'

moon
work and

the

canny and terrifying darkness

it is thought wise
every sort of activity, as well as the consumption of food which may be tainted with mysterious evil.
Thus, in S. India, wlien an eclipse
occurs, the people retire to their houses and remain
behind closed doors. No one would think of initiating any important work at this time."
Among manj^ peoples in the lower culture the
time of new moon and full moon, much less commonly of each half moon, is a season of restriction and abstinence.
The lunar day is sometimes
a holy day dedicated to a god, who may be identified with the moon itself.
Instances of this sort
are to be correlated with the general course of
religious development, involving, as it does, the

to avoid

emergence of polytheistic cults and the scheniatization of the ritual.
But under more primitive conditions the lunar day is an unlucky (or tabued)
day, quite independent of any association with a
Tlie existence of these lunar tabus in Polydeity.
nesia, Indonesia, and African., to say nothing of the
survivals of them in Asiatic and European lands,
throws light on the origin of the Hebrew Sabbath

and

its

assumed Babylonian

original.

The observance of unlucky days has undoubtedly
retarded human progress. They hinder individual
and tend to prevent the undertaking of
lengthy enterprises which may be interrupted by
the recurrence of an unfavourable period. Their
ext-ensive development compels fitful, intermittent
labour, rather than a steatly and continuous occupation.
They may even directly affect political
and social conditions where, as in modem Ashanti
and ancient Rome, assemblies could not be held,
or courts of justice stand open, or armies engage
the enemy, when the unlucky day came round.
It is equally obvious that all such beliefs l^laj' into
the hands of the astrologer and magician, and thus
tend further to strengthen the chains with which
initiative

sujjerstition fetters its votaries.
Literature. The authorities are quoted

—

in the article.
For
much fuller discussion of the suhject, totrether with an extensive bibliography, see Hutton Webster, tiest Days, New York,
1916, esp. chs. i.-v., ix.
^YEBSTEE.

a

HUTTON
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(Babylonian).
that the Sabbath, as we know it, may be a specifically Hebrew institution, there is eveiy probability
In that
that it had its origin in Babylonia.
country, liowever, it was not the rest-day ending
the seven-day week, owing to the Creator having
rested from His work on that day (Gn 2^), but was
due to the festival of the full moon on the 15th
1

A. B.

Ellis,

London, 1SS7,
2

p.

E. Thurston,
1912, p. 44.

The Ts/d-speaking Peoples of the Gold Coast,
219

f.

Omens and

Superstitions of S. India, London,
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'

rested

month, when the earth's satellite
for a while at the height of his brilliancy.

the

of

day

'

The Akkadian (Semitic Babylonian) word
Sabbath and its origin. The word by which
the Babylonian Sabbath is designated is the somewhat rare term iapattxC^ or Sahattu'^, long known
to Assyriologists, and early recognized as the
probable original of the Hebrew sabbath. The
1.

for

—

'

'

apparently not

second (labial) radical, however,
bb, but b or j),^ and the third (the dental) is
doubled. The word originated in the Sumerian
Sa-bat, a compound meaning 'mid-rest 'or 'heartrest' {Sag, 'heart'; bat, 'to reach the end,' 'to
This the Semitic Babylonians paraphrased
die ').
as ihn nHh libbi, day of rest of the heart ('day of
is

'

'

WAI

32, 16«6.
designation of the last

mid-repose'), in

II.

pi.

That this
day of the

Avas not the
seven-day week, however, is shown by the fragment
published in WAI ill. pi. 56, no. 4,1. 27, completed
by the duplicate in PSBA xxvi. [1904] pi., and
pp. 51-56, where it is explained as the 15th day of
the month, when the moon was more or less at the
full.

moon's
creation-story.
—TheThe
reason of the adoption of the 15th day of the
'

2.

'

mid-rest in the

month

as the moon's sabbath seems to be clearly
stated in the fifth tablet of the Semitic Story of
the Creation,- notwithstanding that the text is
unfortunately imperfect, the greater part of an

The
essential cliaracter being broken away.
justitication for the restoration of the damaged
word as Sapattu, however, is shown by the context.
The passage refers to Merodach's ordering of the
heavenly bodies

:

Nannaru (the moon) he caused to shine, ruling the nigrht
get him then as a creature of the night, to make known

'

:

He

the days

the festivals].

{i.e.

Monthly, unfailing, he provided him with a tiara.
At the beginning of the month then, appearing in the land.
The horns shine forth to make known the seasons.
" On the 7th
day the tiara perfecting,
A sabbath ([sapattu) shalt thou then encounter, niid[month?]ly."'

The

trace of the

itself to either of

value of

Sa.

The Babylonian Sabbath and

week. — This
3.

first character of Sapattu lends
the two signs having the phonetic

is

the

the seven-day

week with which we are

so

acquainted, and which Christians have
adopted from the Hebrews, merely changing the
day of rest from the seventh to the hrst day.
Here, however, Sa-bat and Sapattu, its derivative,
were not applied to the seventh day by the Babylonians, but another word was used which they
evidently considered more appropriate, namely
u-hul-gallum, from the Sumerian u-hul-gala, which
they translated by iHmu limnu, evil day.' This
was the 7th, 14th, 2lst, and 28th days of every
month, so that, as the Babylonian months had 29
or 30 days eacli, every month consisted of three
weeks of seven days each, and one of nine or ten
days, according to the length of the month. Two
reasons may be suggested for the adoption of this
seven-day period: (1) the seven (divine) planetary
bodies, and (2) the fact that the period of a
lunation may be divided, roughly, into four sections
of seven days each.* The following is the paragraph given by the hemerologies for the observance
of the seventh day of the month as a sabbath
well

'

:

a holy-day {nuhattxco) of Merodach and
acceptable day, an evil day {u-^ulgallw").
The shepherd of the great tribes {niii raluUi)* shall not eat
salted meat cooked over the embers, he shall not change his
'

The 7th day

—
Zer-panitu™ an

is

1
Probably sabath would be more correct than sabbath.
Another example of dagesh lene transcribed as dagesh. forte is
name Zerubbabel, the Babylonian Zeru-Bibili, seed of

the

'

(Babylonian)
body-clothing, he shall not be clothed in white, he shall not
The king shall not ride in a chariot, he shall
not talk victoriously. I The seer shall not make declaration
with regard to a sacred place. A physician shall not touch a
sick man. It is not suitable to make a wish.'
offer a sacrifice.

To

hemerology for the intercalary Elul

this the

adds

:

'

In the night the king shall bring his offering into the
presence of Merodach and I§tar, he shall make the sacrifice.
The raising of his band (in prayer) is acceptable with the god.'

The entries for the other weekly dies nefasti are
the same, except that the 14th was dedicated to
Nin-lila and Nergal, to whom the king brought
oflerings and sacrifices at night-time ; the 21st was
the day of votive oifering to Sin (the moon-god)
and Samas (the sun-god), when, at dawn, the
'
king made his offering to Samas and the Lady of
the lands,' to Sin and Mali, J^erodach's spouse,
whilst the 28th was the day of Ea (god of the deep
and of unfathomable wisdom) and the 'rest-day'
(Sumerian u-naam, Semitic bubbulu^) of Nergal,
the god of war, disease, and death. On the 28th
the king made his offerings to Ea and Mah.
The contract-tablets seem to indicate that
trading and mercantile transactions, including
those requiring legal advice and composition, were
continued on the Babylonian evil,' unlucky,' or
'unsuitable' days just as on any otlier week-day,
though oracles or omens may have been consulted
beforehand. The directions given in the hemerologies, therefore, refer only to the personages and
officials named
the high-priest (who apparently
occupied a position comparable with that of a
bishop), the king, the seer, and the physician (all
of them, probably, in what the Babylonians would
As the next
have regarded as 'holy orders').
phrase (that concerning the making of a wish) is
in general terms, this alone seems to refer to the
ordinary man. At nightfall the ban was apparently removed, for sacrifices and prayer were then
allowed to be ottered.
Of special interest in connexion with the seven^
day week is the 19th day of the month, which
was a week of weeks from the first day of the
preceding month. This, like the others, was an
but it had a special designation,
n-hiilgallu'"
namely ilm ibbii, explained as iimu uggati, day of
anger (ib or iba in Sumerian means anger ;
hence this rendering). It may therefore be supposed that the prohibitions of the ordinary weekly
Sabbath were strengthened on that of the week of
weeks. This great day was dedicated to Gula, or
Bau, the goddess of healing, and the evening sacrifices were for En-urtu (formerly read Ninip), who,
in Babylonian mythology, is associated with her.
4. The weekly Sabbath in the inscriptions.—
This is revealed only, and that dimly, in certain
lists of otterings found at Warka (the Erech of
Gn 10^"). These tablets, which are of late date,
are best represented by the series in A. T. Clay,
'Babylonian Texts.'* The texts which they bear
are in tabular form, and deal with sheep for
slaughter and sacrifice. On the 7th, 14th, 21st,
and 28th days of the months to which the tablets
refer a sacrificial kid (or lamb) was to be oflered,
though the dates are not always constant. Thus
in Chislev of the 5th year of Cyrus, when the
month had only 29 days, the four sacrificial days
are as indicated here in Tebet (also 29 days) of
the accession-year of Cambyses the first three
dates only occur, that of the 28th being omitted
in Tebet (30 days) of the 1st year of Cambyses the
sacrificial kid of the 6tli and that of the 13th are
recorded, two kids for unindicated dates being set
down for the latter part of the month in Tebet
'

'

—

'

'

;

'

'

'

'

;

;

;

Babel.'
2

Lines 12-18.
3 See the 6th line of the translation in § 2, above.
*
Probably the old States of Babylonia, such as Sumer, Akkad,
KiS, Larsa, Erech, NifEer, etc.

'
probably really meaning with pride in his exploits,"
implying also that he was not to take part in affairs of State.
2 Often written H-nii-lala-gi, day 20 less 1.'
3 Yale Oriental Series, vol. i. pp. 75-81 and plates 36-38.
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.^altii,

'
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(29 days) of the 3id j'ear of Canibyses the dates
are the 6th, 14th, 21st, and 27th and in Nisan
(30 days) of tlie 5th and 6tli years of Canibyses tlie
four dates are in both years nuniiai.
This seems
to indicate that the day was not observed very
but
the
dates
for
tiie
sacrifices
strictly,
varying'
may be due simply to the necessity of performing
the sacrifices in the
or in the
early morning
evening,' while it was still dark. The names of
the goils to whom the oll'erings were made are in
no case given, but the chief deities worshipped at
;

Erech were

Anu and

The week
'

Istar.

of

'

weeks

not noticed in these lists of ollerings.In one other respect the Erech tablets confirm,
as far as they go, the directions of the liemerologies namely, that these sacrifices were made by
members of tlie priestly orders, the animals having
been sent for the purpose by the temple herdsman
in whose charge they were.
is

—

LiTERATrRE.

— W.

Lotz, Quoestiones de Ilisturia Sabbati,
G. Pinches, in PSBA xxvi. [1904] Sl-.SO,
A. H. Sayce, in ExpT xwW. [1916] 52-2'» A. T. Clay,
in i'ate Oriental Series, vol. i., New Haven, U.S.A., 1915, pp.
Leipzig, 1883; T.

162

f.

70-80.

;

;

See also

Calendar (Babylonian).
T. G. Pinches.
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:

'

—

'

commonest epithet applied to
the Sabbath is 'holy.' The two ideas are closely
interwoven. The observance of the Sabbath constitutes a sign at once of Israel's and of God's
In the epigrammatic
fidelity to the covenant.
phrase of a popular Sabbath table-hymn composed
by Abraham Ilm Ezra (12th cent.), 'I keep the
Sabbath, God keeps me it is an eternal sign between Him and me.' In part, again, the sign was
associated witli the Creation (as in the Decalogue
in Ex 31'" and in Gn 2^)
thus the observance of
the Sabbath gives evidence of a belief in Him
who spake and the world was.'
And in part the
sign was historical. This is shown in the association of the Sabbath with the experiences of Israel
in Egypt.* Perhaps nothing in the Hebrew Bible
in the liturgy the

:

;

'

'^

1 As with the
Jews, the day in Babylonia began in the evening
at sunset.
' In the Calendar of
Lucky and Unlucky daj-e, referred to in
iii. ~&> (§ 9), of which the original is published in
I v.
and
no recognizable sabbaths any day of
48
there
are
49,
plates
the month might be lucky or unlucky, and suitable or unsuitable for work. Thus the 7th of Sivan has the word martw",
'
bitterness,' the 14th and 19th are stated to be
unlucky,' the
21st has the recommendation not to ride in a boat (or ship '),

— WA

'

'

and the 28th was

'

'

unlucky.' Among the more noteworthy
fortunate in lawsuit for Nisan the 14th, lucky for
the king' for the 19th and 21st of Tammuz, whilst on the 7th of
Ab 'lion-attacks' (were to be feared), and the 14th, 19th, 21st,
and 25th were simply 'unlucky.' On the 28th of Chislev one
oight not to take a wife, it is not prosperous (Sum. nu-sisa).
entries are

'

'

'

'

»

ii.

19, 31.

'

'
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Jub.

5

Mechiltj, ed. M. Friedmann, Vienna, lS"n, p. 103

6

lb. 104a.

f.

ii.

32.

more beautiful than the use made

is

of

Israel's

are to be motive for
kindness to the stranger (Lv 19^), and are to prompt
the Israelite t-o give rest to his servants on the
Sabbath (see the Decalogue in Dt 5'*).
2. Sanctification.
AH the.se aspects of the
Sabbath as a memorial of God's power as Creator,
of His love as Redeemer from Egyptian bondage,
and of the choice of Israel are summed up in the
liturgical Kiddush, or sanctification, prescribed for
use in the home (and also in the synagogue) on the
Friday eve. After quoting Gn P'-2^, the Kiddush
runs thus
.suflerings in

Egypt.

They

—

—

—

:

Blessed art thou, O Lord our God, King of the universe,
createst the fruit of the vine.
Blessed art thou, O Lord our God, King of the universe,
who hast sanctified us by thy commandmtiits and hast taken
pleasure in us, and in love and favour hast given us thy holy
Sabbath as an inheritance, a memorial of the creation— that
day being also the first of the holy convocations, in remembrance of the departure from Kgypt. For thou bast chosen us
and sanctified us above all nations, and in love and favour hast
given us thy holy Sabbath as an inheritance. Blessed art thou,
O Lord, who hallowest the Sabbath.
Blessed art thou, O Lord our God, King of the universe, who
bringest forth bread from the earth.' 1
'

who

—

(Jewish).— I. A sign.— It is still
far from clear whether or not the Hebrew Sabbath
was a derivative from Babylonia. But, whatever
its origin, it became one of the most specifically
Hebraic institutions. So much was this the case
that the day was regarded as a symbol of the close
Ezekiel,
relationship between Israel and God,
reviewing the history of Israel from the day when
the people was chosen (20^), presents the mes.sage
'Hallow my sabbaths,' 'a sign between me and
them, that they might know that I am the Lord
that sanctify them (20^"- ''^). The same conception
of the Sabbath as a sign of the covenant reappears
in Ex 31'^- ''.
Israel hallows the Sabbath as a sign
of the people's sanctification by God.
In part the
sign implies the marking oil' of Israel from the rest
of the world a conception which finds expression
in the Book of Jubilees,^ in the early Midrash, and
But more promiin the liturgy of the Synagogue.
nently the distinction is le.ss of Israel than of the
And the Creator of all things blessed this
day.
and a
day which he had created for a blessing
sanctification and a glory above all days.' * Hence

ERE
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(Jewish)

The sign is also eschatological.
3. Eschatology.
In Jubilees the itlentity between heaven and earth
with regard to the Sabbath observance is a.sserted.
The same idea is preserved in the Talmud. The
earthly Sabbath points forward to the Sabbath in
another world, a world which is entirely Sabbath.'^
So with the liturgy. In the grace after meals for
the Sabbath occurs this sentence: 'May the Allmerciful let us inherit the day which shall be
whollj' a Sabbath and rest in the life everlasting.'^
And, just as this thought worked forwards to the
world to come, so it worked backwards to the
In the Apocalypse of Baruch we
patriarchal age.
read
'The unwritten law was named amongst them [Abraham,
Isaac, and .Jacob], and the works of the commandments were
then fulfilled, and belief in the coming judgment was then
generated, and hope of the world that was to be renewed was
then built up, and the promise of the life that should come here'

:

was implanted.'
Jubilees,* too, is animated with the .same desire
to include those who lived before the Law in the
observance of its behests. The same thought is
f(jund in the Talmud.*
Again, it will be best
to quote a passage from the liturgy, which (like
the passage cited above) sums up so much of
Jewish thought regarding the Sabbath that it will
save much exposition. The quotation that follows
is from the Sabbath afternoon service.
Thou art One and thy name is One, and who is like thy
after

'

an unique nation on the earth ? Glorious g^reatness and a crown of salvation, even the day of rest and holiness,
thou hast given unto thy people
Abraham was glad, Isaac
rejoiced, Jacob and his sons rested thereon a rest vouchsafed
in generous love, a true and faithful rest, a rest in peace and
traiKiuillity, in quietude and safety, a perfect rest wherein thou
Let thy children perceive and know that this their
deliglitest.
rest is from thee, and by their rest may they hallow thy name.
Our God and God of our fathers, accept our rest sanctify us
by thy commandments, and grant our portion in thy Law
satisfy us with thy goodness, and gladden us with thy salvation
purify our hearts to serve thee in truth and in thy love and
favour, O Lord our God, let us inherit thy holy Sabf)ath and
may Israel, who hallow thy name, rest thereon. Blessed art
thou, O Lord, who hallowest the Sabbath."
peoi>le Israel,

:

:

;

;

;

;

;

t>

—

On the jdi^-sical side, the predominant
4. Rest.
feature of the Sabbath was naturally, as the name
The Pentateuch
implies, cessation from labour.
does not define the term 'labour,' but there are
incidental references to the prohibition of gathering sticks

(Nu

and baking

15^-),

(16=3),

kindling

travelling

fire

(Ex

(IG*',

3.5'),

but

ct.

cooking
2 K 4^3),

bearing burdens, and conducting business (Am

8*,

1 See the
present writer's notes on p. cxxxix of the Annotated
Edition of the Authorised Dnily Prayer Book, London, 1914.
2 3lech. 103b
T.B. ROsh Uoshtlndh, 31o.
3 Authorised
see Mishnah,
Daily Praijer Book, p. 284
;

;

Tamid,

vii. 4.
4 Ivii.
2, ed. R. H. Charles, London, 1896, p.
5
216 ; Gen. Rabbdh, xi., Ixxix.

Ydmd,

6

Authorised Daily Prayer Book,

p. 175

f.

99

;

Bar.
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Jer 1T'\ Neh IS'^). The Mishnahi defines the
main 39 categories of forbidden work to these
Avere added others which, thougli not included in
these categories, were liable to result in a breach
The criticism of these
of the Sabbath laws.^
Sabbath laws is too familiar to need discussion
undoubtedly there was an excessive development
of legalistic minutise, but it is not so certain that
the consequence was a sacrifice of spirit to letter.^
It must here suffice to indicate that no Sabbatical
regulation was, in Rabbinic law, permitted to
stand in the way of saving life in cases of illness
The Law, it was held, was given that
or danger.
man might live by it (Lv 18") hence the Sabbath
must not be pleaded as a reason for permitting man
to die thereon.* Perhaps the most perverse attack
on the Sabbath as a day of rest is found in some of
the Greek and Latin authors." This type of attack
To Seneca the Jewish
culminates in Seneca.
Sabbath is a worthless institution
To remain idle evei-y seventh day is to lose a seventh part of
life, while many pressing interests suffer by this idleness.'**
The difficulty of maintaining a genuine Sabbatical rest, while making the allowances necessary
In modern times
for life, has always been felt.
economical reasons have led to many new anxieties,
To
for which a solution has not yet been found.
revert to the older difficulties, the Maccabees, after
experiencing the danger of refusing to fight on
the Sabbath against foes who took advantage of
the refusal, discriminated between offensive and
defensive warfare. Josephus shows that mean advantage was taken by Pompey of this discrimina;

;

;

:

'

tion

:

utilized the seventh days, on which the Jews absorts of work for religious worship, and raised his
bank then, but restrained his soldiers from fighting on those
days ; for the Jews only acted on the defensive on Sabbath-

'Pompey

stain

from

all

days.'''

On

the whole, the Rabbinic laws as to the permisand the forbidden succeeded in avoiding the
two extremes. This is seen when the Rabbinic
system is compared with that of the Karaites [q.v. ).
Anan, the founder of the sect, insisted on sitting
in darkness on Friday nights (Ex 35^), and forbade
his adherents to leave the house on Sabbath,
except to attend public worship (16-^). Similarly
Rabbinic
with the Samaritans and Sadducees.^
custom permitted movement within limits, and
also not merely allowed but ordained that lights
be kindled before sunset. Great relief was obtained
also by employing (under rigid restrictions, howsible

The legalistic attitude
ever) non-Jewish labour.
led to certain ' legal fictions' ; but on the whole it
had the advantage that, by reducing the exceptions
to code, it efi'ected the maintenance of the general
principle of rest.*

—

Joyousness. The idea that the Sabbath was
as a burden has no foundation whatever.
Once for all this misconception was dispelled by
The
S. Schechter in his Studies in JudctisTn.^^
Sabbath was given in love ; " it was a good gift ;
it was a day of happiness or delight.
5.

felt

'

'

Sanctify or honour the Sabbath by choice meals, beautiful
garments delight your aoul with pleasure and I will reward
you (for this very pleasure)' 12 an idea based, on Is 58i3£.

(Jewish)

The

liturgy speaks of the Sabbath as a hallowed
and blessed day which in holiness giveth rest unto
a people sated with delights.' ^ The three Sabbath
meals were a religious duty.^ It was a day of
happiness in the home, inaugurated by a sanctificaThis
tion and closed by a ceremony [habdalah).
happiness Avas at once material and spiritual. The
'

mystical came in to help. Typified as the Bride,
the Sabbath was greeted with a wonderful chorus
of welcome.*
Husband praised wife by reciting
the eulogy of the virtuous wife (Pr 31^""^'), and
invoked a blessing on his children. Heine's poem
on the Princess Sabbath conveys some of the charm
which pervaded the Sabbath as a result of the
idealization which became the source of a large
number of remarkably beautiful home-rites. Nor
did the charm end with the home in which it began.
Domestic joys were supplemented
6. Worship.
by special synagogue services, by the reading of
The
the Bible and the religious literature.
majority of Jewish congregations retain the Babylonian custom in accordance with which the whole
of the Pentatetich is read through once a year.
In a few cases the older Palestine usage (of reading
the Pentateuch in a triennial cycle) has been restored.
Most of the liberal congregations, howThere are also
ever, have introduced lectionaries.
regular readings from the Prophets [haftdrah),
Psalms
are naturally
while special prayers and
introduced. Discourses, anciently in the houses of
now more often in the synagogues, are also a
study,
regular feature of the Sabbath services.'* Seneca's
misconception of the Sabbath as a day of idleness
is due to his ignorance of the use made of the day as
opportunity alike for study, prayer, and recreaThis combination of the austerity of rest
tion.
with the joyousness of active spiritual and domestic
gladness finds a unique expression in the hymns
sung at the table on the Friday night. Space
must be found for one of these, for, like the quotations already made, it throws a clear light on the
Jewish feeling regarding the Sabbath.

—

'

Thii day

—

1

Shabbath,

vii. 2.

2

M. Friedlander, The Jeimsh Religion, London, 1891, p. 351.
The famous controversies between Jesus and the Pharisees
are examined, from the Pharisaic point of view, by the present
writer in his Studies in Pharisaism and the Gospels, Cambridge,
3

1917, ch. xvii.

T.B. 'Abodah Zdrah, 276 Mech. 1036.
See T. Reinach, Textes d'auteurs grecs et romains relatifs
aujud(mme, Paris, 1895, Index, s.v. 'Sabbat.'
6
Quoted by Augustine, d« Civ. Dei, vi. 11 ; Reinach, p. 262.

A

and

rejoicing,

Sabbath of rest.

A

—

Sabbath of rest.

Treasure of heart for the broken people.
Gift of new soul for the souls distrest,
Soother of sighs for the prisoned spirit

—

This day

The Sabbath of rest.
and rejoicing,

is for Israel light

A

Sabbath of rest.

When the work

of the worlds in their wonder was finished,
Tliou madest this day to be holy and blest,
And those heav3'-laden found safety and stillness,

A Sabbath of rest.

This day
If I

is for

Israel light

A

keep Thy command
treasure the Sabbath

This day

rejoicing,

inherit a

If I

The noblest

and

Sabbath of rest.
I

'

;

is for Israel light

Thou badest us standing assembled at Sinai
That all the years through we should keep thy behest
To set out a table full-laden, to honour
The Sabbath of rest.
This day is for Israel light and rejoicing,

I

kingdom.

is for

Israel

A

li;iht

—
—

bring Thee the best

of offerings, the sweetest of incense
A Sabbath of rest.

and

rejoicing,

Sabbath of rest.
Restore ns our shrine O remember our ruin
And save now and comfort the sorely opprest
Now sitting at Sabbath, all singing and praising
The Sabbath of rest.
Tkis day is for Israel light and rejoicing,
A Sabbath of rest.' ^

—

i

;

5

7

9

BJ vii.' 3.
A fine treatment of the question

8 Cf.

I.

is

JE X.

'Sabbath.'

592.

given in C. G. Montefiore,

The Bible, for Home Reading, London, 1896-99, pt. i. p. 86 and
in M. Joseph, Judaism as Creed and Li/e^, do. 1910, bk. ii. ch.
;

iii.

10 iBt
ser.,
11

London,

1896, p. 297

Tosefta BerakhOth,

iii.

7.

Authorised Daily Prayer Book, p. 120.
On these and on Sabbath recreations see I. Abrahams,
Jewish Life in the Middle Ages, London, 1896, Index, s.v.
1

2

3 Cf. Authorised Daily Prayer Book, p. exx.
4 On the Sabbath see I.
Elbogen, Der jiidische Gottesdienst,
Leipzig, 1913, pp. 107 f., 155 f.
6 For Hebrew text see Authorised
Daily Prayer Book, p.

cclxix.

ft,

12

Midrash to Ps

92.

Salaman.

The English version

(p.

cclxx

f.)

is

by Mrs. R. N.

SABBATH (Muhammadan)
The most remarkable phrase in this hymn is
contained in the second verse, which introduces,
with lyric pathos, the idea of the over-soul, wliich
resides in man during the Sabbath.' The hymn is
probably of the 13th century.
Iteference has been
7. Modern conditions.
made to the problem presented by modern economic
pressure.
Myriads of Jews continue to observe

—

the Saturday Sabbatii, despite all difficulties and
commercial losses. Many, however, are induced,
either by laxity or by the exigencies of labour
There has not
conditions, to work on Saturday.
been any serious movement to transfer the Sabbath
The question was
from Saturday to Sunday.

raised in the early part of the 19th cent., when the
liberal movement was organized.^ It was, however,
soon realized that it would not be possible to retain
the Sabbath atmosphere if the day were violently
changed, unless the alteration were effected with a
unanimity which obviously could not be attained.
Tiie fact that the Jewish Sabbath begins on Friday
evening has been of considerable value in conserv-

ing the Sabbath spirit even when the Saturday
The home-rites and
rest was no longer observed.
sentiments of the Sabbath have been thereby
retained in cases where work is done on the following morning. In many congregations in America
and on the Continent there are special Friday night
In London the Je-wish
services in the synagogue.
Liberal Synagogue holds its chief (though not its

Sabbath service on Saturday afternoon.
These methods have not solved the problem, but
they have mitigated it. Throughout modem times
the spiritual elements of the Sabbath have been
recognized as more or less independent of the strict
In various parts of America
cessation of labour.
but these are not
special Sunday services are held,
Holdheira, who in
treated as Sabbath services.
1846 advocated the transference of the Jewish
Sabbath from the seventh to the first day of the
week, remained without serious following. Besides the economic problem, liturgical questions
have for the past century greatly exercised
•
Prominent among
directors of the synagogues.
these questions has been the employment of instrumental music on the Sabbath. The first organ
was introduced in a Berlin synagogue in 1815 in
1840 an organ was for the firet time set up in
the invention was also introduced in
America
London in 1859. Organs are still extremely rare
in English synagogues, though they are common
on the Continent and in America. At first the
objection to instrumental music was not exclusively
Music ceased at Jewish worship after
Sabbatical.
the destruction of the Temple, as a token of
mourning. Gradually, however, it crept into use
again, especially at weddings, and nowadays orthodox synagogues (which refuse to build organs as
permanent structures) often admit instrumental
music at weddings and at some other functions on
only)

;

;

week-days. The reason for the objection is partly
that the innovation has the appearance of imitation
from Church usages. Objection was long felt to
mixed choirs,* on other grounds, but this objection
no longer holds uniformly with orthodox congreNowadays, with regard "to instrumental
gations.
mu.sic, the strongest ojiposition is due to Sabbatical considerations, for playing on an instrument
But
is held to be a breach of the Sabbath rest.*
neither economic nor liturgical problems have
destroyed the essential import of the Sabbath.
For, ail difficulties notwithstanding, the Sabbath
1

2

T.B. Be^a, 16 ; Ta'anUh, 27.
L. Zunz, Literaturgeschichte der synagogalen Poesie, Berlin,

1865, p. 555.
3

See D. Philipson, The Reform Movement in Judaism,

New

'

York, 1907, Index, s.v. Sunday.'
* Cf. art. Liberal Judaism.
6 Maimonides' Code, Shabbath,

'
.\xiii.

;

JE iv.

OrahHayyin,

41.

338, 339.

retains
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some of its beneficent influence as a day of
and domestic tranquillity and happiness.

spiritual

LiTKRATURB.

—See the works quoted throughout.
I.

SABBATH

(Muhammadan).

Abrahams.

— Among

tlu-

Muhammadans

Friday, called by them yaum nljum'ah, 'day of assembly,' takes the place of the
Christian Sunday and the Jewish Sabbath. They
are not, indeed, enjoined to treat it as a day of

complete rest from work or business, but its special
sanctity is emphatically marked by the particular
form of mid-day service that is used on it, and by
the strict rule of attendance at the mosque, incumbent on all male adults among freemen,' in order
to be present at its recital.
The outstanding feature of this service is the
Ichutbah, or sermon, which is ordered to i)recede

common salat, or prayer, of two ralcahs, or
a
prostrations, though it is, by way of performing'
specially meritorious act, itself usually precetfed
by another salat of two rakahs. From Qur'an,
Ixii., it follows that the practice of holding a service
of special obligation on Fridays dates from the
time of Muhammad himself, or more accurately
from the time of his stay at Medina; but there
were naturally developments and diversities of
practice at successive periods in later times.
There is thus a difference of opinion among the
ritual sects with regard to the number of Muslims
that have to be present in order to make Sujiunalt
(the Friday mid-day prayer being itself so called)
valid, one of the schools maintaining that the
attendance must number at least 40, whilst others
declare that it is only necessary for the service to
be held in a community of some size.
Many
divines, again, hold that, except in cases of necesheld in more
sity, the Friday service should not be
than one mosque in the same place, whilst others
such
a
limitation.
to
would not subject the faithful
In the time of Muhammad the khutbah, of course,
consisted of the Prophet's own utterances or
the

revelations, which may be presumed to have been
later incorporated in the Qur'an, but the later
khutbah, wliich was in subsequent times (as it is
now) preceded by the add7i (or cry of the mu'acldin
:

'Allahuakbar,

etc.,

'God

is

great,' etc.),
order and of

is

natur-

varying
ally of a much less weighty
The rules laid down are that it must be
quality.
in Arabic, and must include prayers for Muhammad, for the Companions, and, in one form or
another, for the sovereign, but its composition and
contents aie, for the rest, left to the ability and
discretion of the preacher.
The only passage in the Qur'an in which the
yaum ul-juin ah is referred to runs as follows
O je, who believe when ye are summoned to prayer on the
day of assembly, haste to the commemoration of God, and quit
:

'

!

And when the prayer is ended, then disperse
merchandise.
of God.
yourselves abroad and ^o in quest of the bounty
But when they get a sight of traffic or sport, they disperse after
2
it, and leave thee alone.'
.

.

.

.

.

.

According to the plain sense (idealized, however,
by a specially pious mode of interpretation) of the

at
passage, traffic or business is prohibited only
salat and
prayer time, and not after or before the
we are incidentally presented with a realistic
left standpicture of the Prophet being sometimes
ing alone in the viinbar, or pulpit, of his masjid
when his Medinese followers happened to catch
Tradition has,
sight of sport or a trading caravan.
;

however, been busy providing embellLshments and
divine sanction of a particidarly flattering kind for

1 This limitation of the rule reminds one of the Talmudic
declaration that women, slaves, and boys under the age of
thirteen are exempt from the dutj' of reciting the Shema and
It
of putting on phylacteries (Slishnah, B'rakhdth, 111. 3).
should in addition be observed that Muhammadan law also
resident in a locality from
not
are
who
legally
exempts persons
attendance at the mosque on Friday.

2 bdi. 9-11.
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In the Mishkat
of
assembly.
ul-Masdbih (see Literature below) the excellences
of the day "are, on the Prophet's authority, summed
up as follows

Muhammad's day
:

The best day on which the sun appears is Friday for on
on this day Adam was talien into
this day Adam was created
it also on this day [this hardly a
paradise, and turned out from
and the day of resurrection will
recommendation, however
not be on any day but Friday.' i
'

;

;

!] ;

Again
When
:

It is also declared that there is a certain hour on
a favour of
Friday on which any Muslim asking
God will receive it, and that, on the other hand,
Muhammad prayed that God may put a seal on
the heart of any Muslim who, through negligence,
omits the prayers of three Fridays.
The prosaic fact seems to be that Friday was
used as a day of assembly of some kind long before
the Propliet's time, and the name of the day itself
to have been given it by one of
is
'

'

reported

Muhammad's ancestors. It is, indeed, conceivand may even be regarded as probable, that,

able,

the Prophet had succeeded in attaching a great

number

of

Jews

to his cause,

he might have made

the Sabbath the sacred weekly day for his followers.
But, the trend of events having made this impossse exible, and the Christian Sunday being per
cluded from his scheme of ordinances, he naturally
settled instead on the old day of assembly, and the
name al-jumah thus superseded the former general
which
designation al-'arubah (Talmudic Nnmy),
stamped the day as merely the eve or preparation
The attitude taken up by
of the day following.
Muhammad towards the Sabbath itself may be
xvi. 125,
regarded as clearly shown in Qur'an,
where it is declared that the Sabbath was only
about
it,' which is
ordained for those who difiered
himby a tradition explained to mean that Moses
self had wished to set aside Friday as the sacred
on keeping the
day, but that the Jews insisted
Sabbath-day, because on that day God rested from
the work of creation, for which reason they were
commanded to keep the day they had chosen in the*
The people of the Sabbath
strictest manner."*
must, indeed, adhere strictly to the Sabbath order,'
but for tiie followers of the Prophet of Allah the
has been
truly excellent day, namely Friday,
ordained as the great day of the week.
Goldziher® suggests that Parsi influence may
have had its share in the rejection of the Jewish
Sabbath by Muhammad. For the Parsis, who say
that the world was created in six periods of time,
have a festival for each of these periods, but none
for the conclusion of creation.
But, if (as, indeed,
seems legitimate) influence of this kind be once
admitted, there seems no reason why the early
of a
Babylonian idea which attaches the character
dies nefastus to what may be regarded as the protosome
type of the Jewish Sabbath should not in
as is
way have been perpetuated in Arabia, where,
well attested, the Babylonian and Assyrian sphere
With regard,
of authority had been extensive.
however, to "the further suggestion that Muhammad
had an objection to speaking of God as resting on
the Sabbath-day, Goldziher himself dra^vs attentio 1 to tiie fact that the phrase he then [i.e. after
the work of creation] mounted the throne,' used in
Qur'an, vii. 52, x. 3, xxxii. 3, may be taken to
show that the Prophet had no particular objection
to the idea of God resting though, on the other
hand, the absence of exhaustion at the end of
creation is clearly indicated in Qur'an, 1. 14, 37.
In this respect, indeed, there need not have been
'

'

'

'

'

;

1

Bk.

3

Sale, in loco,

4

Qur'cln,

6

'

Literature.— Besides the Qur'an and some parallels from
Jewish sources already indicated Mishkat tU-Ma^ahlli, originMambih ul-Siinnah by Husain alally compiled under the title
Baghawi (t a.h. 510 or 516), EnfC. tr. by A. N. Matthews, 2 vols.,
Calcutta, 1809-10; G. Sale, The Koran, London, 1734 and
Preliminary Discourse and notes in text
subsequent edd.
L Goldziher, 'Die Sabbathinstitution im Islam,' in Gedenkbuch
ziir Erinnerung an David Kaufmann, ed. M. Brann and F.
Rosenthal, Breslau, 1900, pp. 86-105; A. Geiger, Was hat
Mohammed aus dem Judeiithume aufgenomm^n ? Bonn, 1833,
and
pp. 54, 65 T. P. Hughes, DI, s.vv. 'Friday,' Khutbah,'
'Sabbath
EI, s.v. Djum'a,' where a fuller bibliography will
G. MaRGOLIOUTH.
also be found.
:

'

'

Friday comes, angels stand at the door of the Masjid,
of all those who come first,' etc.2

'

and write the names

if

any radical diflerence between the Prophet and
Rabbinic exegesis, which also emphatically rejects
the idea of exhaustion and explains the word nri
in Ex 20'^ to mean that rest was granted to the
^
world that had been called into being.

iv.

ch.

2 Jb. ch. xlv.

xlili.

where

also the authorities are

* See also ib. ii.
iv. 50.
61,
Die Sabbathinstitution im Islam,' p. 91.

named.

iv. 153, vii.

7

163.

P. 90.

;

,

'

;

'

'

;

SABBATICAL YEAR.— See

Festivals and

Fasts (Hebrew).

SABELLIANISM.— See
SABIANS. — See

Monarchianism.

Elkesaites, Harranians,

MANDjEANS.

SACS.— See Algonquins

(Prairie Tribes).

SACERDOTALISM.— The word

'sacerdotal-

ism does not appear in the English language till
the middle of the 19th century. It was called into
existence, it would seem, by the controversies and
the revival of theological studies which resulted
from the Oxford Movement (q.v.). It has been
used in two senses, a good and a bad. In the lirst
the existence in the
place, it is used to denote
Christian Church of a ministry consisting of
'

persons set apart or ordained by the
of
authority of the Church to minister the things
God to their fellow-men, and to be the exclusive
sacramental
of
instruments in the divine covenant
On the other hand, it is used in the sense
graces.
of an assumption and claim on the part of the
over the
clergy to an undue power and authority
certain

laity.2

.

.

The existence of a priesthood is found in religion
from the very earliest period of the history of
mankind, and there is practically no ancient form
of religion in which the priest does not appear in

some aspect or other. The priest is the individual
who is in some way inspired or illuminated by the
divine influence and is thereby enabled to act as
the interpreter of God and the will of God to his

fellow-men. He it is, moreover, who on behalf of
his fellow-men presents their offerings to God in
such a way and with such forms and rituals as
Thus he is
will render them acceptable to God.
in a sense the guide and the means by which his
fellows find access or approach to God, and as such
is naturally their adviser and teacher in spiritual
things (see artt. Priest, Priesthood).
The conception of a ministry endowed with
certain sacerdotal or priestly powers is found very
Church.
early in the history of the Christian
in
Christianity was the fulfilment of Judaism, and
Judaism there was an elaborate priestly system
and system of sacrifice. Christianity did not claim
The
to replace Judaism, but rather to fulfil it.
sacrifices of the old dispensation, the functions of
old
the
the priests, were good and efficacious until
in the
dispensation was fulfilled and made perfect
new. The priest and priesthood of the old diswere replaced
pensation were necessary until they
by tlie perfect priesthood of Christ, and the old
sacrifices were consummated in the one perfect
a sacrifice so complete and
sacrifice of Christ
time for the sins of
perfect and efliicacious for all
all mankind, past, present, and future, that it need

—

1

Bereshtth Rabbdh, ch. x., near end.

-

OED,

s.v.

SACERDOTALISM
Christ is the
never, nor can it ever, be repeated.
perfect priest oflering the one perfect sacrifice of
Himself to the Eternal Father, the intercessor and
advocate of all the race of men, the means of
perfect and comjdete access to God.
But Christianity is not merely the fulfilment of
Judaism ; it is much more. It is the fulfilment
and satisfaction of all the aspirations of mankind
after God,
These aspirations and longings for the

truth were manifesting themselves in

many ways

and

sacrifices
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'

{wpocxtpopal Kal Xeirovpyiai),

significant that he uses the analogy of
ministry of high-priest, priests, and
illustrate the orderly differentiation in
between the orders of the ministry and

and

it

is

the Jewish
Levites to
tlie

Church

the layfolk

Again, he denotes the
generally,^
functions of the irpta^vrepoi by the word Xeirovpyia.
is
still
more definitely technical. To be
Ignatius
'within the precincts of the altar' {ivrbi tov
dv(nacT7)pioi)) denotes with him membersliip of the
ministerial

that matter was not all. New religions sprang up
on every side, cults and mysteries, offering, to
those who sought, the knowledge of God and
Even the old material conpurification from sin.
ception of the gods began to receive a spiritual

Catholic Church with the privilege of comnmnion
the Eucharist,^ and the bishop (the normal
celebrant of the Eucharist) represents Christ.^
From this time onwards sacrificial terms are
constantly used to denote the Eucharist and the
functions of the Christian ministry. Justin uses
the word 'sacrifice' (dvc'ia) of the Eucharist,'* and
in Irenajus we find such expressions as the offerthe pure
ing of the Church (oblatio ecclesice),

interpretation.

sacrifice' {pjiruin
sacri^cium),
'

at the time of the foundation of Christ's Church.
Heathenism was agape with the desire for truth,
and the old materialism of religion no longer satisfied a world that was beginning to realize clearly

Thus both Judaism and all that was good in
heathenism found their goal and fulfilment in
Christianity, and the sacrifices of Judaism and the
initiations of heathenism in the perfect offering for
the sins of the whole w'orld presented to the Eternal
Father in the divinely-appointed commemoration
of the

One

which were

Sacrifice in the Christian mysteries,
at once the supreme act of worship of

the Christian Church and the means by which the
efficacy of the act of redemption was applied to
the souls of men in gifts of sacramental grace.
In the earliest days of the Church there is a
noticeable absence of any analogy between the
priesthood of the old and the ministry of the new

The danger of Jewish formalism in
dispensation.
the infant Church was considerable. Still less is
there any sign of any acknowledgment of the
existence of even a partial apprehension of truth
in the religious systems of the heathen world.
Nevertheless St, Paul does use technical terms
when he speaks of himself as ' the minister of
Jesus Christ, the sacrificing priest of the gospel of
God, that the offering of the Gentiles might be

in

'

'

'

Alexandria the offering (irpocrcpopd) as regular
normal names of the Eucharist.'
In Tertullian and Cyprian we find in regular
use such words as altare, sacrijicmm, saccrdos.^
Tertullian, followed by Cyprian, regards the threeChristian ministry as the successor of the
three orders of the Jewish priesthood. The bishop
is the high-priest;^ the priesthood ordained by
God among the Jews passed to the Church of
Christ when the Jews crucified the Saviour." Tertullian, again, is quite clear and explicit that, while
the Christian community generally is a
royal
priesthood,' having access to God, yet in that coma
and
a
there
is
priestly
separate ministry
munity
fold

'

discipline (sacerdotalis disciplina) which exercises
the priestly functions of the Church. In Cyjuian
the word sacerdos generally, as often elsewhere
and much later, denotes the bishop, but occasionally the presbyter," and in one passage he uses the
expression sacerdotes et minisfri of the whole
ministerial body.'" In Cyprian, too, we find the
theory of the Eucharistic sacrifice thus expressed
:

'

made

Nam,
summua

definite

primus

acceptable' (Ro 15^'), where he is using
technical sacrificial words {\eiTovpy6i,
In the same way he uses the
lepovjyyio}, irpoacpopa.).
terminology of the Greek mysteries in the words
'perfect' (rActos), 'sealing' (cr<ppayl^€(x6ai), 'learned
the secret (/j-viu), and his technical use of the
words is recognized and imitated by Ignatius when
he speaks of the Ephesians as being initiated into
the mysteries of the gospel with the blessed Paul.' '
Even in the Epistle to the Hebrews we find no sign
as yet of the idea of a Christian priesthood offering
a Christian sacrifice. The author of the Epistle
confines himself to the theme that in Christ are
summed up the perfection of priesthood and the
He comes near to the definite
finality of sacrifice.
conception of the Eucharist as in some sense a
in
sacrifice
close connexion with the sacrifice of
'

'

when he says ' We have an altar, whereof
they have no right to eat which serve the taber-

Christ,

nacle. .
By him therefore let us offer the sacrifice of praise to God continually, that is, the fruit
of our lips, giving thanks to his name' (IS'"- ^^).
In the NT, then, we find that the Church is conceived of as consisting of a priestly people with a
ministry authoritatively appointed to give expression to its worship (1 P 2^, Rev
S^" 208).
When we come to the sub-apostolic age, we find
a
that already there has been
development at least
of technical terms.
In the Didache we find the
Eucharist spoken of as the pure offering {KaOapa
i)
dvaia) which is to be oft'ered in every place.''
Clement of Rome, inculcating the necessity of
decency and reverence in the celebration of Christian Avorship, calls these acts of worship offerings
1 Ad
2 Bid. xiv.
Mai 16'-.
Eph. xii,
.

.

P

'

'

'

;

'

and in Clement of

si Jesus Christus Dominus et Deus noster ipse est
sacerdos Dei Patris, et sacrificium Patri se ipsum

obtulit, et hoc fieri in sui commemorationem praecepit,
ille sacerdos vice Christi vere fungitur qui id quod
Christus fecit imitatur, et sacrificium varum et plenum tunc

iitique

offert in ecclesia

Deo

From the time

Patri.'

n

Cyprian onwards the sacerdotal
character of the Church's ministry is taken for
granted. The acceptation on all sides of the sacriof

character of the Eucharist necessarily implied
the sacerdotal character of the priest. In the West
in particular the civilization of old Rome, with its
wonderful legal system, which became the inheritance of the new nations of Europe, tended to
define more and more the doctrines and practices
of the Church and the duties and functions of the
From the 6th to the 9th cent, there was
ministry.
an active development of liturgy and ritual, all of
course accentuating more and more the distinction
between cleric and layman. Moreover, the task
which the Church had to face during this period
ever more and more enhanced the sacerdotal character of the ministry in the direction of increasing
the prestige and authority of the clergy over the
mass of the people. The Church was called upon
to evangelize new and barbarian peoples, Goth and
The gross
Frank, Burgnndian and Lombard.
ignorance of their converts rendered it necessary
to present the faith to them in its simplest form,
and hence the duties of worsliip and practice, the
teaching of the sacraments and penance, were
ficial

1

3

i.

2

40.

Eph.

Eph.

5,

Phil.

4.

* Dial. 41.

6.

Iren. IV. xxxi. 3 Clem. Alex. Strom, i. xix.
6 Tert. de Cult. Fern. ii. 11 ; Cypr. Ep. Ixiii. 14.
"i De
summus sacerdos qui est episcopus.'
Bapt. 17
5

;

'

:

8
C-vpr- -E!p. Ixix. 8.
10
Ep. i. 2.

»

Ep.

U Ep.

xl.
Ixiii. 14.
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reduced to simple rules and systematized as much
as possible, while for their part the new converts
adapted their old belief in magic and the virtue of
charms to the mysterious awfulness of the holj'
sacraments. At the same time the grossness of
the people, the low state of morality', and the
intervention of penance led to less and less frequency of communion till, with the requirement of
confession in the case of all of adult age, communion was rarely made more frequently than
once a year, if as often as that. Thus the duty of
worship at the Mass took the place of the duty of
weekly communion, and in the popular mind the
Mass was regarded as a repetition of the sacrifice
Hence came the scandalous trathc in
of Calvary.
masses of the Middle Ages, which, however, those
in high places in the Church were constantly trying
to repress, and it was commonly believed that a
sufficient number of masses said for a man's soul
would atone for a life however evil. The sacerdotal theory of the priesthood was then at its
highest for some three centuries before the Reformation, and the priesthood, with its powers of
remitting or retaining, was believed to hold in its
hands the salvation or damnation of the soul.
The Reformation (q.v.) was the outcome on the
whole of a great advance in the education generKnowledge was no longer conally of the people.
fined to the clergy, and with the new spread of
knowledge men of intelligence rebelled against the
old formality of religion, and against a conception of the doctrine of opus operatuin in the sacraments that more or less relieved the individual of
any responsibility, and overshadowed the teaching
of the Church that the reception of the virtue of
the sacraments depended upon the proper disposiThus the Reformation was
tion of the recipient.
against sacerdotalism in the sense of an assumption
of authoritj^ on the part of the priesthood to undertake the whole charge and responsibility of the
In England the Reformation
souls of the people.
was a reformation only, while elsewhere it destroyed the Church in the old sense of the word.
It is made clear in the preface to the ordination
rites of the English Church, in the retaining of the
three orders of bishop, priest, and deacon, and in
the forms with which these orders are conferred,
that the Church claims to be the old historic
Church and no new invention, regarding herself as
united witli the Church of the apostles by the
unbroken line of succession of her bishops, and
one with it in doctrine and practice. The great
defenders of the English Church against the
assaults of Romanism have always strenuously
taken this line, and have appealed to the Ordinal
as proving the truth of their position.
Thus, while
the Reformation in England was a reformation
proper, it purged the Church of many errors and
The whole status of the clergy was
sui)erstitions.
aliected, and the restoration to the individual of
the sense of personal responsibility lessened immensely the authority of the priesthood over the
individual conscience. But, on the other hand,
the ministry of the Church retained a definite
sacerdotal aspect.
Confession was retained and
the power of priestly absolution only it was not
required as essential generally. This was maintained generally by the great divines of the 17th
cent., and, moreover, the sacrifice of the Eucharist
was maintained in the sense of its being a commemorative sacrifice.' In such a sense even Cranmer admitted that the Eucharist was a sacrifice.
Andrewes, in a defence of the Church of England
that was almost official, could say to Bellarmine
Take f ii the Mass your Transubstantiation and we will

and in
Bcphj

his

:

'

i

have no difference with you about the
1

Resp.

(184).

;

sacrifice,'

ad Apol. Card. Bellarm., LondoD,

1

1610,

ch.

viii.

Answer

to

The Eucharist ever was, and by us
Sacrament, and as a Sacrifice.' i

A

Cardinal Perron's
is

considered, both as a

list of names might be quoted in support of
view of the Eucharistic sacrifice Cranmer,
Andrewes, Overall, Montagu, Cosin, Sparrow,
Jeremy Taylor, Waterland, and many others.

long

—

this

Taj'lor explains thus
'As Christ, in virtue of His sacrifice on the Cross, intercedes
for us with His Father, so does the minister of Christ's priesthood here that the virtue of the Eternal Sacrifice may be
salutary and effectual to all the needs of the Church, both for
things temporal and eternal."-

Jeremy

:

;

And, indeed, the teaching of the Church of England is clearly enough shown in the prayer of
oblation in the Holy Communion
We thy humble servants entirely desire thy fatherly good:

'

ness mercifully to accept this our sacrifice of praise and thanksgiving ; most humbly beseeching thee to grant, that bj- the
merits and death of thy Son Jesus Christ, and through faith in
his blood, we and all thy whole Church may obtain remission of
our sins, and all other benefits of his passion.
And although
we be unworth3', through our manifold sins, to offer unto thee
any sacrifice, yet we beseech thee to accept this our bounden
.

duty and

.

.

service.'

The controversies resultant on the Oxford Movement brought these matters very much to the front,
and the word sacerdotalism came into existence.
The Church at this time was living on its past.
The only theology was that of the great writers of
bygone generations. The meaning of the Ciiurch's
'

'

forms and ceremonies, of its theory of orders, of
the doctrine of the sacraments, was very little
apprehended by the majority of the people. Perhaps one of the great difficulties of the time lay in
the absence of any official body of theology. This
was one of the great losses consequent on the Reformation, which discredited entirely the old
scholastic theology, with all its clearly defined
technical terms, and substituted nothing in its
place, with the exception of leaving a certain
amount of the old technical language enshrined in
the formularies of the Book of Common Prayer.

The Oxford Movement, therefore, was simply a
restatement of what the Prayer Book contains,
re-asserting the sacerdotal character of the priesthood as exercised in the celebration of the sacraments, especially in the Holy Communion and the
ministry of absolution. The controversies arising
raged acutely for a generation, chiefly over the
use of technical words and phrases, and then
gradually subsided, leaving their mark unmistakably on the Church.
of the Church of
sacerdotalism
Tiius the
England is moderate and reasonable. The ministry
exists, and always has existed, for the bringing of
tlie sacramental means of grace to the people of
Christ.
The priest is the minister or steward of
Christ authoritatively appointed to his office by
Christ's Church, and he is in this way the divinelyconstituted organ of a body which is throughout
priestlj', the servus scrvvnim, the servant of his
fellow-servants, ministering to them in the orderly
manner prescribed by the Church the gifts given
by God for the nourishment and health of their
'

•

souls.

;

'

first

:

'

Thomas
Richard

—

Clement of Rome, Justin Martyr, Irenseus,
of Alexandria, TertuUian, Cyprian; works of
Cranmer, Lancelot Andrewes, John Overall,
Montagu, John Bramhall, John Cosin, Jeremy

Literature.

Clement

Taylor, Anthony

Sparrow, Daniel Waterland (most

of

these are in the Library of Anglo-Catholic Theoloijy) works on
the Oxford Movement {q.v.): R. C. Moberly, Ministerial
Priesthood, London, 1897 ; T. T. Carter, The Doctrine of the
Priesthood in the Church of England^, do. 1876 W. Sanday,
Conception of Priesthood in the Early Chtirch and i7i the Church
of England, do. 1898 C. Gore, The Bci/j/ of Christ, do. 1901,
Orders and Unity, do. 1909.
ii. M.
;

;

;

WOOLLEV.

1

-

Lrndon, 1629, § v.
The Worthy Communicant, London,

1660, ch.

i.

| i.
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SACRAMENTS.
Primitive and Ethnic

(J.

A. MacCulloch),

p.

ChristianEastern (R. G. Parsons), p. 902.
Western (T. A. Lacey), p. 903.
(Primitive and Ethnic).— In
the word sacramentuvi,
though applied especially to Baptism and the
Eucharist, was widely used as the name of any
ritual observance among Christians, as well as of
any sacred thing. In tliis wide sense sacraments
may he said to exist in ethnic religions. Washings or baptisms, ceremonial name-giving, initiations, anointings, and many other rites have a
siicramental aspect in this sense of the word.
These and other rites have already been fully considered under separate headings.' This article is
devoted to inquiring how far rites of actual sacramental communion viewing the word sacrament
in a narrow, yet popular, sense
exist among
savages and in the higher ethnic religions. Many
of the usual examples of this cited by various
authorities are to be regarded as inferences rather
than explicit facts. Thus, even where the worshippers feast on the remains of a .sacrifice, it is
doubtful whether this is to be looked upon as more
than a meal eaten in common with the god. He,
being satisfied with his share of the feast, as it
were, invites his worshippers to eat with him.
The idea that sacrifice originated from a meal on
a divine being or a totem cannot be sustained.
Even the idea of kinship with the god, renewed

Christian

usage

—

'

'

—

through eating with him, is far from being clearly
expressed, and is rather an inference from a given
rite.
Sacrifice is first the food of the gods, by
which they are nourished, strengthened, and made
benevolent to men. If now worshippers partake
of this food, they are eating with iiim, and we
maj' suppose them to be similarly nourislied and
There certainly coiild not have
strengthened.
been at first the sacramental eating of a divinity
incarnate in the sacrificial victim.

That came

and perhaps onlj- sporadically. Even if the
animal is one not usually eaten, or if, being one
later,

usually eaten, it is first sacrificially slain and its
blood offered to the god, no more than a common
meal with the god need be generally inferred. In
the latter case the animal is sacrificially slain on
the principle that man should always give something of his own to the gods the same principle
as is .seen in the offering of tirstfruits {q.v.).

—

The theory

Hubert and Mau.ss— that sacrilice consists in
communication between the sacred world and
the profane world by means of a victim, i.e. a consecrated
thing- destroyed in the course of the ceremony,' and that the
moral state of the person who performs this religious act or
of certain things in which he is interested is thus modified
rests on the Brahmanic interpretation of Vedic sacrifices, and
can be sustained only with diBiculty.2 If the theory were true,
then the victim would always be sacrosanct, filled with the
spirit of the divine world, and therefore to eat of it would be a
sacramental act, filling the eater with divine vigour. But this
is not proved for sacrifice
sacralization
generally, either
'

of

establishing a

—

'

'

savage or civilized.3

Theories of the origin of sacrifice are apt to lay
much stress upon occasional rites, out of
harmony with the ordinary and usual rites which
are known to us in detail. Tiie real meaning of
these occasional rites is often unknown or is the
guess of a scholiast or mj^stic
they are sometimes described vaguely in a late classical author.
too

;

1

2

du

See artt. Asointino, Baptism, IxmATioy, Names.
H. Hubert and M. Mauss, Essai sur la nature et
'

sacrifice,' in

15, 124.
•*
Cf. G.

Milanges

la fonction
d'hist. des religions, Paris, 1909, pp

Foucart, Hist, des religions

Paris, 1912, p. 136

VOL. X.

— 57
ff.

et

—

—
—
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early

Christian

Lutheran (H. E. Jacobs), p. 909.
Reformed (J. Stalkek), p. 912.
Hindu. See Primitive and Ethnic'
Parsi. See Primitive and Ethnic'

SUT.

rrUthode comparative,

An

'

'

example

(below, § 3

of

[b]).

this

At

is found in the Bonphonia
the same time rites of quite

dili'erent import are usually classed together, and
a similar reason for the slaying and eating of the
victim is assigned to instances where it is out of

place.

The

basis of the principle of sacramental
in the art. Cax
NIBALISM (vol. iii. p. 197''), the eating of food,
with its result of strengthening or refreshing the
body, easily suggested the idea that any special
qualities in the animal, or even the man, from whom
the food was prepared strength, courage, wisdom,
etc., as well as the contrary qualities (hence tabus
on such foods as might transmit these) could be
Added to this, the
assimilated by the eater.
belief in magic made men assume that, as far as
the transmi-ssion of such qualities was concerned,
a part was as valuable as the whole. Food might
also become a vehicle of qualities pertaining to
this or that object with which it had been in conThis is the basis of the idea of sacramental
tact.
communion with deity in a more or less material
as
sense,
apart from the idea of food eaten symbolThe
izing a virtue or grace spiritually received.
flesh of an animal regarded as the incarnation of a
deity, a cereal image, and the like would make the
eater a recipient of divine qualities or divine life.
2.
the sacrificial meal also sacramental ?
The meal upon sacrilicial food cannot now be
regarded as the survival or the equivalent of eat1.

communion.— As already shown

—

—

—

Was

ing a totem animal in a sacramental mystery
Nor is the conception of kinship
(below, § 4).
between victim and worshippers more than an
The sacrificial meal, eaten as in Israel
inference.
at the holy jdace, was one in which god and men
There
was communion between them just
shared.
in so far as the eating of food at any time
strengthened the bond between table- companions.
Sacrifice was
Beyond that we can hardly go.
primarily a feeding of a god, who either ate the
actual food or was regaled by the blood, or by its
In the latter
odour, or even by its essence.'
instances, where most of the flesh still remained,
it was natural that it should be consumed by the
How far it was regarded as hallowed
worsiiippers.
or even as a vehicle of divine qualities, because
part of it had been consumed by a god or offered
on an altar, is largely a matter of conjecture.
This sacrificial meal is a common aspect of sacrificial rites both in the lower cultures and in higher
religions as far back as these can be traced.
In Fiji

'

the gods,
substance

native belief apportions the soul [of the offering] to
who are described as being enormous eaters; the
is consumed by the worshippers.' 2

In Israel one large class of sacrifices was eaten by
the worshippers, after having formed a rejiast for
the divinity. In Babylon the elements of sacrifice
were the foods w hich men commonly ate animal
victims were not aj)parently regarded as sacred,
and tlie officiants ate the remains without appearing to experience the least terror, and without
^
In Greece, in the
taking extra precautions.'
1 The last is
forcibly expressed by the Limboos of Darjeeling,
who, when they eat the sacrifice, say that they dedicate the
;

'

life-breath to the gods, the flesh to themselves (J. S. Campbell,
TES, new ser., vii. [1869] 153).
2 T.
Williams, Fiji and the Fijians, London, 1858, i. 231 ; cf.
art. Dra VIDIANS (N. India), vol v. p. 8».
3
Foucart, p. 162.
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(Primitive

case of those offerings not wholly made over to
divinities, the priests had their share of the sacrifice, and the worsliippers feasted on the remains.

and joined in eating with the
That probably indicated fellowship with the
god or promoted it still further. But how far it
was also regarded as a sacramental eating, in the
sacrificial repast,

god.

This 18 seen, e.g., in Homer, wiio describes the prayers, the
slaughter of the victims, the coolcing of selected portions, and
the joyous feast which followed, i

In

Roman

the general rule was
that, after the offering of the exta to the god, the
remainder of the animal was then considered not
sacred, and was eaten by the priests or worshippers,
or on official occasions by the senators and magistrates.
Sacrifice was the offering of a repast to
tiie gods, in which men had a share.*
sacrificial

sense that divine virtue passed over to the eater,
a matter of conjecture. Yet it may be admitted
that here are the elements out of which a sacra-

is

rites

Toutain insists that the theory of W. R. Smith and others of
a kinship between god, victim, and worshippers, renewed
through eating the victim of a sacrificial communion is not

—

—

Roman sacrificial ritual.S
In Egypt the remains of the sacrifice were
simply eaten by the officers and servants of the
'
temple and by the worshippers.
They spread a
banquet of what remains of the victims.' * Accordto
Foucart, there is no trace in Egyptian texts
ing
concerning sacrifice of sacramental communion or
of a meal of kinship with the deity in this sacrificial meal, and he speaks of
discoverable in the

M'absence radical, fOt-ce en une ligne d'un seul auteur, d'une
au sacrifice commuviel de la victime en Egypte.'"
Vedic sacrifices were intended as food for hungry

allusion

and Ethnic)

mental ritual might easily arise.
The idea that gods and men shared

in a sacrificial meal is
by the expressions on recently-found papyri in
which a person invites guests to dine with him at the table of
a god (the lord Sarapis) on a certain date.i Sarapis was here
the real host.
Unless St. Paul was continuing OT sacrificial
language, this may be the source of what he says regarding the
impossibility of partaking at once of the table of the Lord and
of the table of demons (i.e. eating meat which had formed
part
of a sacrifice).
He regards that act as having communion
with demons (1 Co W^f-), because the meat is eaten consciously
as a thing sacrificed to idols (1019 and cf. 8''). This shows that
he regarded the act of eating as an act of communion with the
god— probably the view then current in the eastern Mediterranean area. This communion, however, was nothing more
than the relationship existing between a host and guests at any
meal— a token of fellowship with him on the part of those who
recognize the deity. In such sacrificial meals, in the words of
the Clementine Recognitions,^ the eater is 'a guest of demons'
and has 'fellowship with that demon whose aspect he has
fashioned in his mind.' How far this idea of fellowship or communion with a god in and through sacrificial meals existed
elsewhere and in other ages it is difficult to say. The custom is
analogous to that of the feasts with the dead common meals
at which dead and living were present.*

illustrated

'

'

—

— When an animal
gods, who were thus rendered Avell-disposed to
3. Eating a sacred animal.
men. The gods ate first, leaving the remains to be was regarded as sacred — one devoted to the service
eaten by those who offered them.
of a god, or his representative or symbol, or even
Oldenberg says that 'it is impossible to discover in the
ceremonies themselves, or in the verses or formulae which
accompanied them, the least allusion to any method of regarding the repast on the sacrifice as a repast of communion
(flUiance) or a renewing of kinship.' 6

Whatever

later priestly theories arose regarding
the early view remains fairly constant,
and in modern Hindu or Dravidian ritual the
remains of the sacrifice are commonly eaten by the
worshippers.'' But in the cult of Krsna the cooked
food ottered to the god is eaten by the priests or
distributed to the worshippers, who eagerly receive
it as holy or as divine nutriment.^
Here a more
sacramental view appears.
Finally, among the
Teutons the evidence is summed up by Grimm as
follows.
Human food is agreeable to the gods,
who are invited to eat their share of the sacrifice.
At the same time sacrifice is a banquet an appointed portion of the victim is placed before the
god the rest is cut up, distributed, and consumed
in the assembly.
The people thus become partakers in the holy offering, and the god is regarded
as feasting witli them at their meal.^
To these examples must be added those in which
the victim is a human being, and a cannibalistic
feast on his flesh follows.
Here there is no true
sacrament, save where the victim is regarded as
representing or incarnating a divinity, as in
Mexico and in Dionysiac rites in Crete. ^^
Thus the widest e\'idence of sacrificial rites,
apart from all modern theory, is that in a large
proportion of sacrifices the worshippers enjoyed a
sacrifice,

:

;

1
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is eaten, there is here a sacramental
eating, depending upon the degree of sacredness of the animal.
Where the animal is divine or a divine incarnation, there would be an actual eating of the god's
flesh.
In a sense all animals sacrificed to a god
became for the time sacred to him, but we are
here contemplating the case of animals more
peculiarly sacred. The ceremonial slaying of such
animals is perhaps the origin of those so-called
mystic sacrifices in which certain animals, more
particularly those regarded as 'unclean,' i.e. too
sacred for common use, were immolated and sometimes ceremonially eaten.
Where such eating
took piace, its purpose was probably .sacramental
it was to obtain some benefit not to be obtained in
any other way e.g., the strength and life of a god.
The examples cited by W. R. Smith » are in point
here, though his theory of their connexion with
earlier totem sacraments has not been verified.
The instances range from savagery up to compara:

—

tively high levels of civilization.
(a) Certain Hebrews in pre-Exilic days seem to
have adopted curious rites from their pagan
neighbours or revived earlier rites of their own.
Among these was the sacrifice of the swine, the

These animals
mouse, and the 'abomination.'
were unclean, yet they were actually eaten at this
rite after some preliminary method of
preparation
and purification. After sanctifying and purifying
themselves, the worshippers are said to have eaten
swine's flesh, the mouse, the abomination,' wliile
broth of abominable things was in their vessels,
no doubt for purposes of a meal (Is 65^ 66").'
Doubtless these animals were sacred to certain
unclean
divinities, and this, rather than their
character, aroused the
prophet's indignation.
The result of the eating was the assertion of a
peculiar holiness.
Similarly, at a later time the
Harranians sacrificed the swine and ate the flesh
'

'

'

'

tr.

V. Henrv. Paris

7 W.
i. 32, 117, 263
H. H. Risley, The Tribes and
Crooke,
Castes of Bengal, Calcutta, 1891, i. 179 cf.
ii. 486''.
8 M.
Monier-Willianis, Brdhmanimn and Hinduism : Religions Thought and Life in India'^, London, 1891, p. 145 J. A.
Dubois, Description of the Character, Manners, and Customs of
the People of India, Eng. tr, do. 1817, p. 401.
9 J.
Grimm, Teutonic Mythology, tr. J. S. Stallybrass, London,
1882-88, i. 41, 46, 57.
^0 See art.
Caknibalism, vol. iii. pp. 204'>, 205*.
;

;

—

his incarnation, or as itself divine
it was nevertheless .sometimes sacrificed to him, the reasons
for this sacrifice not being the same in all cases.
It is important to bear the latter fact in mind.
But, in so far as the animal is sacred and the flesh
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nnce a year. Amonj; the ancient Peruvians, after
a three days' fast, the festival of tlie sun at the
summer solstice was observed. Fire was kindled
by means of a concave mirror reflecting the sun's
Then llamas, the animals sacred to the sun,
rays.
were sacrificed, and of tliese a burnt-oflering was
made. The flesh of other llamas, part of tlie
flocks of tlie sun,' was eaten at a banquet by the
Inca and his lords, and distributed to the people.
The flesh was eaten along with sacred cakes
prepared by the virgins of the sun, and with
goblets of fermented liquor of maize. In the latter
part of this feast the Spaniards detected a Satanic
'

counterfeit of the Eucharist.'
{b) Some animal victims may be regarded as
divine incarnations. The people of the district of
Huanca (Peru) were found by the Inca Pachacutec
to have a dog deity represented in their temple.
living dog was chosen to be its incarnation ;
sacrifice and prayer were offered to it ; then it was
slain, and parts of its flesh were eaten by the wor-

A

Arkansas an American
their descent from a
mythic dog ancestor are .said to have eaten the
flesh of a dog representing this ancestor in an
annual rite.^
In the Dionysos cult, the origin of which is to
be sought in Thrace, whence it was brought to
Greece, there is a fairly clear example of the belief
that a god may incarnate himself temporarily in
shippers.' Similarly, in
Inaian tribe who traced

animal or even human form.
In the frenzied
observance of the cult the myth of Dionysos
pursued by the Titans, assuming diflerent forms,
and finally in bull shape being rent asunder by
them, was reproduced in ritual. An ox, a goat,
or sometimes even a boy, representing or incarnating the god, was rent by the maddened worshippers,
and the raw flesh was devoured. By such a sacramental feast, and probably also by stimulants,
the celebrant of the meal of raw flesh * was made
one with the god. He became ivdeos, and was
'

'

inspired to new ecstasy, or ivdovaiaa-fw?, and to
acts not possible under normal conditions.®
In order that you may sliow yourselves full
Arnobius says
of majesty and divinity, you mangle with gory lips the flesh of
'

:

A scholiast on Clem. Aiex. ProtreptJ says
bleating goats.'
that those initiated into the Dionysiac mysteries ate raw flesh,
this symbolized Dionysos' being rent by the Titans.
6

and that

In this savage sacrament, which, though not
without occasional parallels elsewhere, must not
be taken as typical of a
religious at a certain
.

stage, there appears the dim craving of tlie soul
for union with aeity.
When the ritual was transferred to Greece and there tamed and transformed,
how far this sacramental act continued is uncertain,
though modified survivals of it have been found in
Chios and Tenedos at a late date.^ Its existence
in the Dionysiac-Orpliic brotherhoods cannot be

proved.
In the ^ovrplvia at the Diipolia on the Acropolis
there is one of those mysterious and sporadic rites
apt to be taken as typical and made the Ijasis of
a large amount of theory. The rite is described

by Pausanias and Porphyry.
Of a number of oxen led up to the altar the one which ate

wheat and barley

lyinj;

upon

it

was

slain

by a

priest,

who was

regarded as the murderer of the ox, and finally the blame was
Of those who afterwards flayed the
laid on the axe or knife.
ox all tasted its flesh then they sewed up the hide, stufling it
with hay, and yoked it to a plough. The rite was traced back to
a slaying by Sopatros of an ox which had eaten his cereal offerIn remorse he fled. Dearth followed, and an oracle
ing.
;

1

W. H.
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he

is partly followed by L. U. Farnell.s
J. G. Frazer finds in
the rite an example of slaying an animal representing the cornthe ox which tasted the corn wag viewed as the corndeity taking possession o( his own.'*

spirit

It

—

'

seems probable that the clue to the pov<p6via is
Among savage pastoral tribes who regard

lost.

their cattle as sacred the occasional slaying of them
not regarded as murder, nor are they invariably
For some
considered as of one kin with tiie clan.
reason unknown the ox of the ^ov(j)6via was regarded
of
as sacred in a way in which the cattle
ordinary
is

sacrifices

never had been.

This

is

shown by

its

The eating of
killing being regarded as murder.
tlie flesh by the slayers has thus a sacramental
aspect, in whatever manner tlie animal was sacred,
whether in itself or as representing or incarnating
a

spirit or god.

Ii.
Smith's theory of the slaying of
(c) W.
pastoral animals in cases where such animals are
seldom or never killed, viz. that the animals are
kinsmen to the tribe or group, is hardly borne out
by instances from actual pastoral tribes.
With the Todas the lives of the people are devoted to the
tending of their herds of buflfaloes. These are divided into two

classe8--{l) ordinary buffaloes, with no special ritual connected
with their tendance and milking and no restrictions on the use
of their milk (2) sacred buffaloes of various grades of sanctity,
with herdsmen regarded as priests, and dairies for the churning
of milk which are
as shrines. In the case of the latter
re^'arded
the ordinary operations of the dairy have become a religious
of
each
class having its own peculiarities and
ritual, each dairy
complexities of ritual. Both ordinary and sacred buffaloes .are
the property not of the clan, but of families or individuals, in
that division of the Todas known as Teivaliol. Male buffaloes
have little or no sanctity even when born of the most sacred
cows, and these in fact are mated with ordinary^buUs. Buffaloes
were created by one of the chief Toda gods, On, and his wife.
On's buffaloes were ancestors of the sacred animals, those created
by his wife of ordinary buffaloes. Sacred dairies and sacred
buffaloes are regarded in some measure as the property of the
gods. Buffaloes are not eaten, but, after due ceremonies for
counteracting possible danger, the milk of even sacred buffaloes,
converted into butter, may be used even by people who are not
Todas.* At one feast people of the clan and of other clans may
partake of the milk of sacred buffaloes, which is not ordinarily
used by them. Rivers sees in this some re.'femblance to those
'
religious ceremonies of communion with the divine by eating
ond drinking the divine.' 8 Although the buffalo is not ordiare
rites
called
there
certain
narily talen,
irkxnnptthphni {' male
bntTalo we kill ') in which a male buffalo calf is slain and eaten,
whenever a suitable one is available. At the ti dairy the rite
takes place thrice yearly. The chief officiant is the palikdrtinokh, or dairyman of the village, who must be of the same clan
The animal is killed by
as those performing the sacrifice.
striking with a club made of the wood of the sacred tti(;?r-tree.
The flesh is roasted on a sacred fire made by friction. Of this
the palikdrtmokh eats the txitiniis, and the others present may
;

eat any jx)rtion. Certain parts must not be eaten by women.
The remainder of the feast is carried to the village and may be
eaten by any one.' At the II sacrifice the tntmlis is eaten by

the palol (or priest of this ultra-sacred dairy), certain other
parts by him and the kaltmokh (assistant). Some parts, again,
may be eaten by the kaltmokh and privileged visitors (miirol) to
the <!. Other parts are taken to the outskirts of the priests'
sleeping-hut and given to any Todas who may viBit the dairy.8

ceremony is unknown the
not sacred in the sense in which the
female sacred bufl'alo is. From the prayer used
before tlie slaying of the animal Rivers conjectures
that the ptirpose of the rite is the general welfare
of the buHaloes.
He also thinks it possible tliat,
as the flesh is eaten, the Todas maj' have preferred

The

significance of the

male

;

bufl'alo is

Paus. I. xxiv. 4, xxviii. 10 Porphyrv, de Abst. ii. 29 f.
Sem.2, pp. 304 f., 353 f.
CGS i. 88 f., and cf.
iii. 767>'.
GB3, pt. v., Spirits of the Com and of the Wild, London,
;

Myths of

1896, p. 160.
3
iii. 316.

8

899

announced that the nmrderer must be punished and the dead
raised up.
It would also be better for them if, at the same
sacriflce in which tha ox itiod, all should taat« of it« flesh.
Sopatros agreed to return, but said that he must be made a
citizen, that an ox must be slain, and that all must help him.
This was agreed to, and the ritual of the fioviiovia was founded.^
W. Ii. Smith regarded this rit« as a survival from the time
when all pastoral animals were sacred and regarded as kindred
with man and his divinities. Hence to slaughter one of them,
even ritually, waa murder (^ouc^oi-*?!'), and to cat the flesh was
a sacramental rite. These i<leas had been derived from earlier
totemism, with sanctity and kinship of wild animals.^ In this
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to use for this purpose less sacred animals out of
fear of evil consequences.^ There does not appear
to be any clear evidence of kinship with their
buffaloes among the Todas.''
Nor does there

appear to be a sacramental eating of the animal in
the sense of eating a victim regarded as divine.
If Rivers' explanation of this meal among the
Todas is correct, we may see an analogy to it in
the custom of pastoral tribes in the Caucasus who,

when

obliged to sell their herds to strangers, avert
the danger which such sacrilege incurs by consecrating one of the herd, slaying it, and solemnly
eating it, afterwards treating the bones with all

due respect.^
The eating of the raw
to the spirit of the Nile

of a heifer sacrificed
of clans among
the Agaos* and the eating of half-raw flesh of a
camel by the clan or tent-group among the Arabs
of the Sinaitic peninsula when other food failed'
are very vaguely sacramental.
flesli

by heads

(d) The last group of rites described perhaps
shows that at one time atl killing of animals was
regarded as an act to be gone about circumspectly,
for all animals, if not divine or even sacred, have
power greater than man's, either in life or after
death. Hence, too, innumerable rites of propitiation in connexion with the slaying even of wild
animals, by way of averting their vengeance or
that of members of the same species. These sometimes crystallize into one definite communal rite,
in which propitiation, prayer, ritual slaughter, and
ritual eating all have a part.
But the slaying is
not sacrificial, and the whole rite is perhaps analogous to the solemn eating of firstfruits (below,
§ 5) before all tlie harvest becomes available for
common food. This rite is most marked in the

Ainu bear

festival.

With the Ainus, Gilyaks, and other peoples

of N. Asia the
regarded with respect, if not as divine, but it is freely
food.
But one bear is kept in captivity with
every evidence of respect then it is ritually slain with propitiations and apologetic explanations and prayers. Offerings
are made to the dead bear. Its blood is drunk by the men
present to obtain its courage and other virtues, and part of its
flesh, having been offered in a cup of offering to its head,' is
solemnly eaten by all present. Then all join in eating the rest
of the flesh. The liver is said by a 17th cent, authority to be
eaten as a medicine for various diseases. 6

bear

is

slain

and eaten as

;

'

The prayers show that the bear

expected to
return to life so as to be slain anew, and in Saghalien the killing is for the purpose of
sending
messages to the forest-god by means of the bear.^
The solemn eating of the bear by all is obviously
meant as a propitiatory rite which will make
possible the common eating of bear's flesh by all
w^ho have thus had communion with the bear.
The theory of a
4. The totem sacrament.
is

—

though occasional, sacrifice and sacramental eating of a totem animal or plant by the
men of a totem clan is now generally abandoned
general,

for lack of evidence.^ With its abandonment the
explanation of all solemn eating of a slain or sacrificed animal as due to an earlier totem sacrament
must also be given up. Among all actual totem

peoples the ceremonial eating of a totem has been
found in three instances only, and Frazer points
out that in one of these (Arunta) the object of the
eating is not mystical communion with a deity,
1

Rivers, p. 290.

2 lb.
p. 356.

A. Bastian, in Verhandlungen der berliner Gesellschaft fiir
Anthropologie, Ethnologic und Urgeschichte, Berlin, 1870-71,
p. 54.
4
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Smith^, p. 281.
Malte-Brun, Annates des voyages, Paris, 1814, xxiv. 154 f.

;

;

iii.

In none of these instances is the totem worshipped as a divinity, and they are all contrary to
general practice among totem peoples. They do
not lend support to the derivation from totemism
of tlie slaying and eating of sacred animals at
higher stages.
5. Firstfruits eaten ritually or sacramentally.
This has already been fully discussed.* But it is
obvious that here the word sacramentally will
bear various shades of meaning according as the
firstfruits are looked upon merely as set apart from
ordinary usage, or as sacrificial food, or as actually
containing or being a spirit or god.
6. Ceremonial eating of images of dough or other
substances. In cases where the image is described
as the god and is eaten there is clearly some idea
of sacramental communion.
The best instance of
this is found in the ancient Mexican religion, where
the solemn eating was called teoqitalo,
god is
eaten.'* Similarly, the ^anifa, in time of famine,
made an image of dates kneaded with butter and
sour milk and ate it.'' Communion with a deity
by means of swallowing part of the image is also
found among the Malas of S. India and among the
Huichol Indians of Mexico." These and similar
instances may be compared with the ritual ottering
(though not always eating) of cakes in the form of
or stamped with the effigy of a divinity.^ These
may also be connected with the oflering and eating
of firstfruits made into a cake or even baked in
human form (probably representing the corn-spirit,
as Irazer thinks).

—

'

'

—

'

The sacramental aspect

of eating such dough images is well
Acosta's description of the Mexican eating of the
the people 'received it with such
tears, fears, and reverence as it was an admirable thing, saying
that they did eat the flesh and bones of God, wherewith they
were grieved.' 1"

showTi

b}'

image

of

Huitziloixjchtli
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(Introductory and Primitive), vol. vi. p.
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Batchelor, The Ainu and their Folk-lore, London, 1901 p.
486 f. GB-\ pt. v., Spints of the Com and of the Wild, ii. 190 ff. ;
cf. artt. A1NU8, vol. i. p. 249
Animals, voL i. p. 503.
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Labb6, Un Bagne russe, I'fsle de Sakhaline, Paris, 1903,
p. 232 f.
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Reinach, Cultes, mythes, et religions, 3 vols.,
Paris, 1905-08, passim, and art. Communion with Deity (Greek
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vol.

totem, except in the case of the wild cat, which is also forbidden
food to the whole tribe. Besides permission to eat sparingly of
his totem at all times, each man at the intichiuma
ceremonies,
for the increasing of the totem animal or plant, must eat of hia
totem, in order that the totem species may be increased for the
benefit of fellow-tribesmen of other totem groups. Without
this eating the magical increase ceremonies would not be
complete. Members of the totem group now refrain from eating
their totem till it is full-grown or plentiful. When that happens,
members of other groups may not eal until the members of this
group have eaten sparingly of their totem within the camp.
This second ceremonial eating is thus akin to the solemn eating
of firstfruits by certain persons before all can eat freely. This
second ceremonial is obligatory ; non-eating would result in the
decrease of the totem.2
The second instance is from Benin. Some families of the
Bini, at the burial ceremonies, make soup from their totem and
offer it in sacrifice to the dead man.
This portion may also be
put to the lips of members of the family and then thrown away.
The rest is thrown away or eaten by the family or strangers.
Obviously some benefit to dead and living is here expected.3
The third instance is from Assam, where the Kacharis were
formerly divided into totem clans. In two cases the ceremonial
eating of a revered animal or plant has been noted. The Leech
folk hold the leech in high regard and do not kill it.
But once
in a lifetime at a certain religious ceremony the Leech folk must
chew a leech with vegetables. The Jute folk must also chew
jute at great religious ceremonies. *

43a, § 2
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•nd Roman),

but to ensure the supply of food for others not of
that totem.
It is magical, not religious, and the
animals in question are not regarded as divine.^
The Arunta once freely ate their totems, and even now there
la no absolute restriction by which a man may not eat of Us

3
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10
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313.
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Swallowing sacred substances. — Under

this

heading may he j^'rouped a variety of rites with a
sacramental aspect. As an example from a low
level of culture the foUowinj^ case from the (Jold
Coast may be taken. If the members of a family
were about to sei)arate, the fetish-iiriest ground a
fetish to powder, and, having mixed it witii a
liquid, gave the draught to each member of the
By this means they were still bound
family.
together.^ In the ceremonies of the various fraternities among the Zufii Indians the drinking of
consecrated 'medicine-water' has a prominent
The consecration is accomplished with
place.
prayers to the guds, tlie dropping of fetishes into the
water, prayer invoking the presence of the gods,
The altar and the worshippers are sprinkled
etc.
with the water, and the males present receive a
drink of it on the next night of the ceremonies
male and female members drink it and on the
Plant
fourth evening the novices receive it.''
medicines, each the property and food of a god,
are used in other fraternities in a kind of sacramental magic to cure disease, to make a brave
;

;

—

for safety, and the like.* In India the
water in which a sacred image has been washed is
drunk as holy water.* The drinking of the haoma
in Zoroastrian religion and its supposed effects on
the partaker have already been fully described in
the art. Haoma. It is also given to the dying as
a last sacrament, or (pdp/xaKov ddavacrlas. Its counterpart in Vedic and later Indian religion is soma

heart,

Soma
iq.v.), both having been originally one.
was the drink of the gods, and a draught of
immortality both for them and for men. It also
healed physical and moral ills and gave wisdom.
This drink of the gods could also be prepared for
men on earth, just as haoma was. The drink
made the worshipper a new man the draught of
the gods flowed in his veins, purifying and sanctiThe nectar of the Greeks is a similar
fj'ing him."
drink of immortality;® and it is probable that
primitive intoxicants, because of the elation caused
by them, were regarded as the drink of the gods,
conferring immortality and other desirable qualities
on them, like Goibniu's 'ale of immortality' in
In Babylonian mythology
Celtic mythology.''
food of life and water of life were the property
of the gods, giving immortality, as is seen in the
myth of Adapa.^ The refreshing powers of water
caused it also to be regarded mythically, and in
the other world it had magical immortal powers.
;

'

'

'

'

On the way to
Fijian mythology shows this.
paradise the dead drank of the water of solace,'
which caused the grief of the ghost and the
mourners on earth to be assuaged.* So at a far
'

Orphic-Pythagorean circles, the
water flowing from the Lake of
Memory,' and thereafter had lordship among the
other heroes.^"
higher level, in
dead drank ' cool

The idea of the Tree of Life and its effects in Hebrew, early
Christian, and Gnostic mythologies may be compared with the
mythical concepts here set forth. In Egypt analogous ideas,
though of a curious kind, are found. A funerary text speaks of
a dead king slaying and devouring the gods to obtain their
powers and to become eternal. Similarly, by sucking the milk
of a goddess a mortal might acquire immortality.il
1

A. R6ville, Les Religions des peuples non-civilisis, Paris,

18S3, i. 84.
2 M. C. Stevenson, iS
572.
3 lb.
p. 660 f.
5 lb.
p. 359.
7

*

RBEW [1904], pp.
*

492

ff.,

640, 552, 601,

Monier-Williams, p. 145.
Lucian, Dial. Deorum, no.

6 Cf.

Glauben der alien Aegypten, Leipzig, 1902,

in

mystery religions.

— It

is

conceptions tli.scu.-i.sed in the last
section underlie such sacramental rites as may be
found in mystery-religions, though here we must
beware of reading too much between the lines of
the scanty evidence transmitted to us.
{a) In the Eleu.siniji certain .acts of a sacramental
character had a place. What that place was and
what precise meaning was attached to them are
largely matters of conjecture. As a preparation
for the mysteries, the candidates had to be free
from crime, and purity of heart and life was
Ceremonial purifications were also
necessary.
u.sed, and before entering the sacred enclosure at
night the nvcraL fasted. Apart from other things
done or seen, they partook of a cup of kvk^wv a
thick gruel of meat and water, resembling the
draught of barley, groats, water, and penny-royal
leaves drunk by the mourning Demeter after her
nine days' fast.^ If the emendation by Lobeck''
of the text in which Clement of Alexandria
describes this rite is correct, possibly sacred bread

—

or cake
'

I

was

fasted,

I

also eaten.
drank the kvkciiiv,

I

having tasted (f-yyeuo-a/nei/o?). I put
from ths basket into the ark." 3

took from the ark, and,
away in the basket and

it

The unemended

text suggests the handling (ipyaadof a sacred object rather tlian the tasting of
sacred food. What did this drinking and eating
mean to the worshippers? Some inquirers have

fxevos)

seen in it a sacramental communion with Demeter
in her passion
an infusion of her life into the worThe secret of Eleusis has been well
shipper.*
these
views are quite hypothetical.
and
kept,
But the whole group of rites, including this
sacrament,' was certainly regarded as beneficial
and as.suring immortality.
The fivarai were
thrice - blessed and believed that divinity was
present with them.* These effects were probably
not attached to the sacramental rite only.
(6) In the mysteries of Attis, besides the smearing of the lips of the fiiKxrai with holy oil and the
uttering of the words, Be assured, O fivcrrai, the
god has been saved thus for you there shall be
salvation from ills,'' at some point in the ritual,
they ate and drank sacred food according to a
formula preserved by Clement and Firmicus
Maternus. The nature of the food is unknown.
Firmicus says that into the inner parts of a temple

—

'

'

:

a man about to die (symbolically or ritually
admitted and said

?)

was

:

I have eaten out of the tympanum, I have drunk from the
cymbal I am an initiate of Attis.'
Clement gives the formula as
I have eaten from the tympanum, I have drunk from the
cymbal I have carried the kernos [a tray with cups) I have
gone beneath the pastos.' 8
Tympanum and cymbal figured in the myth of
Here again the purpose of the rite is
Attis.
'

">

;

:

'

;

obscure,

that

it

;

though some writers boldly maintain
was to bring the fivarai into closer com-

munion with the god.'

Dieterich thinks that the
about to die a symbolic death, was reborn
through the sacramental food, for Firmicus goes
on to commend the true food of life the Christian
as conferring immortality, whereas
Eucharist
thou hast eaten poison and drunk the cup of

initiate,

—

—

'

death.' »«
1 Cf. nomfrie
Hymn to Demeter, 206 f.
Homer, II. xi. 633.
Aglaophamus, Konigsberg, 1829, p. 831.

;

Eustathius,

on

S Ciem. Alex.
Protrept. ii. 21 (89).
* F. B.
Introd. to the Hist, of Religion, London,
Jevons,
ii.
315f.,
1896, ch. xxiv. ; Farnell, in i'Brii lix. 120f.,
vi. 409»; P. Gardner, Xeic Chapters in Greek History,
London, 1892, p. 383 f., The Origin of the Lord's Supper, do.

ERE

HJ

1893, p. 17.

The Fijians, London,
The various formula; are given in

1908, p. 117 ff.
J. E. Harrison, Prolegom*'na to the Study 0/ Greek Religion'^, Cambridge, 1908, p. 573 ff.
11 E. A. W'allis
The
Budge,
Papyrus of Ani, 2 vols., London,
1895, p. Ixxviii ; A. Wiedemann, Die Toten und ihre Reiche im
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pos.sibie tliat liie

An

4.

See art. Celts, vol. iii. p. SSSb.
M. Jastrow, The Religion of Babylonia and Assyria, Boston,

1898, p. 544.
9 B.
Thomson,

and Ethnic)

(Primitive

p. 18.

5

6

Pindar, frag. cxvi.
Firm. Mat. de Errore Profan. Relig., ed. K. Ziegler, Leipzig,

1907, p. 57.
7 lb.
p. 43.
9
10

» Clem. Alex. Protrept. ii. 15 (47
ff.).
pt. iv., Adonis, Attis, Osiris, London, 1914, i. 274.
A. Dieterich, Eine Mithrasliturgie, Leipzig, 1903, pp.103, 163.
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(Christian, Eastern)

form of sacra(c) In Mithraism there was some
ment, as the words of Justin Martyr and TertuUian
and
a
that
bread
show. Justin says
cup of water
were set forth with certain words of blessing in
TertuUian says that Mithra
the sacred rites. ^
signs his soldiers in their foreheads, celebrates an
oblation of bread, and introduces a symbol of the
Both Fathers looked upon this
resurrection.^
sacrament and other rites as a parody of Christian
It is not at all
rites suggested by demons.
improbable that the sacramental rite was adopted
as an imitation of the Eucharist. Pliny, however,
speaks of maqicis ccenis in Mithraism.^ On a bas-

from Konjica (Bosnia) this sacrament is
Two figures, one
supposed to be represented.
holding a drinking-horn, recline at a table, in
front of which is a tripod holding small loaves of
bread.
On either side stand human figures, one a
Persian, two with masks representing a lion and a
raven, and a fourth mutilated figure. The Persian

ing them, not merely as resembling, but actuallj'
as the source of, the Christian Eucharist. Nor is
there any real evidence that a rite of eating the
god was a common or usual one in paganism when
Christianity was first founded and promulgated.
'

'

—

Literature. This has been sufficiently indicated in the footnotes but the following additional works may be consulted
C. Clemen, Primitive Christianity and its Non-Jeioish Sources,
tr. R. G. Kisbet, Edinburgh, 1912, p. 238 ff. ; W. Heitmuller,
Tanfe und Abendmahl bei Paulus, Gottingen, 1903; J. A.
MacCulloch, Comparative Theology, London, 1902, p. 254
N. Soderblom, Le Breuvage divin,' La Vie future, d'apris le
Mazdiisme ( =
See also artt.
ix.), Paris, 1901, p. 330 ff.
Drinks, Food, Communion with Deity, Eating the God, First;

'

AMG

FRuiTs.

relief

holds aloft a drinking-horn.'* Is this the rite to
which Justin refers ? If it is, it tells us nothing of
its meaning, and Pfleiderer's assertion that the
standing figures represent the nature of Mithra
under different attributes, and show that they
have thus put on the god, is somewhat extravagant.® The figures seem to be initiates of the
different degrees, and there is no evidence that the
sacrament was a mystic communion with Mithra,
a partaking of his divine nature, as other writers
The likeness which the
have also asserted.
Fathers saw between this rite and the Eucharist
leaves its actual purpose doubtful, and we can only
regard it as a rite of communion in a somewhat
vague sense, like most of such rites in the
'

'

mysteries. Cumont interprets it as communicating
to the neophyte force to combat evil spirits and
on him, as on his god, a glorious immorconferring^
There is certainly no proof that the rite
tality.*
had any connexion with the slaying of a bull, so
often represented in Mithraic bas-reliefs, or with
the Zoroastrian future mythic slaying of the bull
Hadhayas, by Saoshyant at the last day, from the
fat of which, mixed with the juice of white haoma,
a drink would be prepared which would assure

immortality to all men.
(d) In the cult of the gods of Samothrace, as
a recently discovered but incomplete inscription
shows, some rite of eating and drinking occurred.
The priest broke the cake and poured forth the
cup for the nvtyrai.' The inscription has been re'

stored in this sense, and, if it is correct,
sacramental act seems to be suggested.''

some

ERE

viii. 387^, 3S9, and,
For sacraments in Mandaeism see
further, A. J. H. W. Brandt, Die mandciische Religion, Leipzig,
1889, pp. 107 f., 203 f.
In this connexion it should be noted that the phrases expressing mystic union, desired or realized, with a god, in the socalled Mithras Liturgy (' Remain with me in
soul'), in the
London Papyrus (' Come to me. Lord Hermes, as babes into the
wombs of women '), and in the Leyden Papyrus (' For Thou art
I, and I am Thou '), quoted by Dieterich,^ have no connexion

my

with a sacramental meal.

Did these sacramental

rites

in

tlie

mystery

religions impart new life and immortality? Quite
possibly they were thought to do so. Plutarch
says that the worshippers at the sacrificial banquets
looked beyond the mere feast and had a good hope
and the belief that God was present with them,
and that He accepted their service graciously.
Much of this may have been present in the

mysteries also.

Considering, however, that

we

know

so little of the nature of those sacramental
rites, it is ludicrous to find several writers regardJustin, Apol. i. 66, Dial. e. Tryph. 70.
3
2 De Proescr. Ilcer. 40.
xxx. 2 (6).
PHny,
4 F. Cumont,
Textes et monuments figure relati/s axix
de
f.
i.
157
Mithra, Brussels, 1896-99,
mpstires
8 O. Pfleiderer, The
Early Christian Conception of Christ,
London, 1905, p. 129 f.
8
8 p. 97.
7 Dieterich,
Cumont, i. 321.
p. 104 f.
J
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SACRAMENTS

The
(Christian, Eastern).
doctrine of the Holy Orthodox Eastern Church
concerning the 'mysteries' (i.e. the sacraments) is
officially stated in (1) The Orthodox Confession of
Faith, composed by Peter Mogila, metropolitan of
Kiev (1623-47),^ and (2) the Acts of the Synod of
Jeriisalem (Bethlehem) of 1672.* In these documents the Orthodox sacramental system has been
defined, in opposition to that of the Reformed
Churches, in terms more in harmony with those of
contemporary Roman Catholicism than with those
of the early Eastern Fatliers.
mystery is defined as a rite, which under
some visible form (eWoj) is the cause of, and conveys to the soul of a faithful man, the invisible
grace of God ; instituted by our Lord, through
whom each of the faithful receives divine grace.'*
Mysteries were instituted to be 'badges {a-r]fid8ia)
.sure signs {a-rj/j.e'ia)
of
of the true sons of God,'
our faith, and
indubitable remedies [larpiKd)

A

'

'

*

'

'

against sins.*
Three things are necessary in a mystery (a) its
proper matter {ii\ri) e.g., water in baptism (b) a
properly ordained priest (lepevt) or bishop (c) the
invocation (^irlK\r]<ns) of the Holy Spirit, with the
form of words, ' whereby the Priest consecrates
the Mystery by the Power of the Holy Spirit, if
he have the definite intention {yvuifir) d7ro<pacn(rfj.^i>r])
of consecrating it.'* This insistence on the Epiclesis and the operation of the Spirit is a marked

—

:

;

;

characteristic of Orthodox sacramental teaching.
There are seven mysteries Baptism, Chrism,
the Holy Eucharist, the Priesthood, Penitence,
:

Marriage, Unction.
1. Baptism is administered by triple immersion
in pure water, in the name of the Father and of the
Son and of the Holy Spirit, normally by a priest,
but in cases of necessity by any Orthodox person.
Tliose to be baptized must either themselves or, if
infants, by an Orthodox sponsor renounce the devil
and all his works and confess the ('Nicene')
Creed. The fruits of baptism are the abolition of
previously contracted, original and actual,
regeneration or renewal into a
state of complete purification (xAeta Kddapcris)^ and
original j ustification, and conferring of the indelible
character of members of Christ's Body and imall sin

with

its penalties,

''

'

'

mortality.^
2.
1

Chrism

{t6 fxvpov toO xp^tJ^^aros).

See questions xcvii.-cxix. of pt.

i.

—The baptized

of 'Op6dSo|o5

TrtiTTeus Tr)S koSoAdct)! (cal dffOiTToAiicrjs eicicAr/o-ias

6^loAo-)'l'a ttjs

rrji;

ai'aToAiKijy,

Kimmel, Monumenta Fidei Ecclesice Orientalis, pt. i.
pp. 169-197. The Greek translation of Mogila's Russian Confession was authorized by the four Eastern patriarchs at Constanin E. J.

tinople in 1643 as

'

faithfully following the

Dogmas

of Christ's

Church, and agreeable to the Holy Canons.'
2 See
Synodus Hierosolymitana adversus Calvinistas,' in
Kimmel, pt. i. pp. 308,404-406, 448-463 (= Dosithei Confessio,
decreta xv.-xviii.). The Latin translation is not always reliable.
'

This Synod holds a position in the Eastern Church similar to
that of the Council of Trent in the Roman. Its main concern
was to anathematize Cyril Lucar's attempt in his Oriental Confession to bring the Orthodox theology into harmony with the
Hefornied.
3 Orthodox
Confession, p. 170. The references throughowt are
to Kimmel's

Monumenta.

4 lb.
p. 171.
7 lb.
p. 175.

5 76.
p. 171.
8 lb.

6 If,,
p. 455.

pp. 172-176, 452-456
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(Christian,

are at once anointed witli chrisin (a mixture of
balsam, and ointments) consecrated by a bisliop,
and applied by a priest to the brow, eyes, nostrils,
month, and ears, with the words, The Seal of
the Gift of the Holy Spirit. Amen.' This rite is
the equivalent of the Western 'conhrmation,'
and is held to eflect participation in the Holy
Spirit, and increase and confirmation {fie^aluffn) in
Lk 24** is the authority quoted for its
grace.
oil,

'

institution
3.

by

Christ.'

The Holy Eucharist excels all other mysteries.

can be celebrated only by a lawful {y6fj,inos)
and on an altar (dvcrtacTTripiov) or consecrated
cloth (dvTifj.laioi').
Leavened bread is used and pure
wine, mingled with water during the rite. At the
time of consecration the priest must intend that
the substance (oiKria) of the bread and wine be
changed into the substance (ov(xla) of the true Body
and Blood of Chri.st, by the operation of the Holy
Spirit, expressly invoked by him for this definite
purpose. This invocation immediately {irapevdvs)
effects a 'change of substance' {/xerovaloxrii),^ apart
from the use of the elements for communion thereafter only the forms (etdij) of the bread and wine
remain
truly and in reality and in substance
(dXTj^cDs Kal TTpayfiariKios Kal oviti.oj5u>s) the bread and
wine become the very Body and Blood of Christ ; *
in the mystery Christ is
{Kara
really present
to worship and
vpayfia vapJjy), and it is right
adore (XaTpeveii/) the Holy Eucharist even as our
Saviour Himself.' * The Eucharist is an unbloody
It

priest,

;

'

'

;

'

'

'

'

'

sacrifice

(dyal/j-aros

propitiatory (iXacrrtK^),
the faithful, living and
is given to all
both kinds to the clergy

Ovcyla),

on behalf of

offered

all

The Holy Communion

departed.'
the faithful under
separately, to the laity by means of intinction.
Newly-baptized infants are communicated immediately after receiving the chrism. The fruits of
the mystery are remembrance of the passion and
death of Christ, propitiation for sins, defence
against temptations, and the indwelling of Christ in
the faithful. Preparation for communion consists
of confession, fasting, and reconciliation with all

—

men.®
4. Priesthood (Upij}(Tvvr)) is (a) 'spiritual,' which
is shared
by all believers (cf. 1 P 2*- ", Kev 5"*,
Ro 12') and (b) sacramental' {u.v(TTi)piw5-r)i). The
latter can be conferred only by bishops who have
received authority for that purpose from the
Apostles in Tinbroken succession. The matter of
this mystery is the laying on of hands [iirldeai^ twv
X^i-P^v, xfi-porovia), the formula the invocation of
the Holy Spirit, with express mention of the func'

;

'

'

tion for which ordination is conferred.
The
functions of the higher 'orders' (rd^eis) include
tho.se of the lower.
bishop, after his election
has been confirmed by the bishops of the patriarchate or province, must be ordained by at least
three other bishops. The episcopate is necessary
for the very existence of the Church
without a
he is
bishop the Church could not be governed
the fount of all the mysteries,' and the living
image of God upon earth.'' He alone can ordain
priests, confer the lower orders, and consecrate
the chrism. Priests can administer all the mysteries except priesthood
their chief functions are
to consecrate and otter the Eucharist, and, if

A

;

;

'

'

;

1

Orthodox Confession, pp. 175-179,

449.

2 lb.
p. ISO.

3 lb.
p. 462.

pp. 126 and 183. Although the mode of this change of
substance ia not defined (16. p. 401), it is stated to be not typically or figuratively (ov ru-mKia^ ov&' eiiconKws), not by virtue of
abounding grace (ouie xdpLTi v1rep^aAA.ov'o^7),' i.e. the Calvinist
doctrine (p. 461, 2), nor by impanation /(tar' avapTia-fj-ov), i.e.
Luther's consubstantiation (p. 459), but in such wise that the
Body and Blood of Christ ."ire given to the mouth and stomach
of both faithful and unfaithful receivers (p. 45S). The verbs
jLi€To;rotei<rflai, /neTa^aAAe<r6at, fierappvA/it'^fo-eai, are USed tO
describe the change (p. 457).
'
8
6 p. 184.
Pp. 183, 461, 464.
Pp. 437, 442, 438.
4 lb.

'

'

'

'

'

'

'
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Western)

bishoi>, pn-ach and absolve penitents.'
There are also deacons, subdeacons, readers, exorcists, door- keepers, singers,
light-bearers.' The fruit of ordination is authority
(^iovala) and grace to perform the functions of the
order.'
5. Penitence {nerdvota) consists of oral confession
to an Orthodox priest, who assesses penance and
in doing so he declares
pronounces absolution
himself a sinner and God the Pardoner.
This
mystery is fruitless unless the penitent is an
Orthodox Christian, truly sorry for his sins,
purposeful of amendment, and prepared to carry
out the penance imposed.
Confession should be
made at least once, but normally four times, a year.
In practice it is frequently of a very formal
nature.*

authorized thereto by the

;

—

This
6. Honourable marriage (6 rlfxioi ydfioi).
mystery is in the Hrst place celebrated by the
mutual consent of a man and a woman (there being
no impediment), but is not considered by the Church
a true (aXrjdivds) marriage unless they confirm their
consent in the presence of a priest, and, having
joined hands, promise to be faithful to each other
till death.
The civil law of the Eastern Empire
permitted divorce a vinculo, and the Eastern
Church permits such divorce not only for adultery,
but for high treason, insanity, lepro.sy, and other
causes.
The innocent party may re-marry no
one may obtain a divorce more than once.'
7. Unction (t6 evx^Xaiov), instituted by Christ
(Mk 6'^) for the sick, is administered only by a
priest, with pure oil, a prayer setting forth its efficacy
being said during the anointing. This unction is
;

not, as among the Latins, reserved for those in
extremis, but is administered with a view to the
recovery of the sick person. Its recipient must
first have confessed to a priest.'

Of the seven mysteries the Eastern Orthodox
Church affirms that they are effectual instruments of grace to the initiated, of neces.sity {dpyava
SpaariKd. rots fi-vo/x^yots x°^P'-'''°^ ^s dvdyKT)^),'' which
amounts to a declaration that they are efficacious
ex opere operato.
Each of the mysteries is administered with lengthy rites and elaborate ceremony, but these are not regarded as necessary to
'

'

their efficacy, but

may vary in diflerent parts of
the Church, provided the essentials, as stated, are

maintained.
The sacramental system in the separated Monophysite and Nestorian Churches is the same as
that of the Orthodox in principle and in practice
there are, however, consideraljle variations in the
liturgical framework of the mysteries and in their
accompanying ceremonies, nor has their sacramental doctrine been so definitely formulated.
LiTKRATURK. — W. F. Adenev, The Greek and Eaatem
;

F. E. Brightman, Liturgies
Churches, Edinburgh, 190S
Eastern aiid Western, Oxford, 1896, i. L. Duchesne, ChriMan
H. Denringrer, Jiitus
M'orship, Eng. tr.*, London, 1912
Orienlalimn, 2 vols., Wiirzburg, 1863-64 R. F. LittledaJe,
the
the
Service-Books
Eastern
Church, London,
Offices from
of
1863
F. Cabrol, Dictionnaire d'archMoqie chrMienne et de
Monumenta
1907
E.
Kimmel,
liturgie, Paris,
ff., passim;
J.
Fidei Ecclesice Orientalis, Jena, 1850 cf. also artt. Baptism,
Confirmation, Eucharist, Mabeiaqb, Ordination, Penancb,
Unction, Worship.
K. G. PARSONS.
;

;

;

:

;

;

SACRAMENTS

Western). —The
appears in Christian use
as the accepted equivalent of tiie Greek ixvarifpiov,
standing uniformly for it in the O.L. of the canonical books.
There is nothing in the known classiIt is there
cal use of the word to account for this.
found in two senses (1) of the pledge or security
deposited in public keeping by the parties engaged

word sacramentum

(Christian,

first

:

1

P. 441.

2 P. 188
cf. Metrophanis Confessio, in
;
3 p. 441.
5
193-195 cf. art. Mabriaqb

Pp.
Pp. 195-197.

;

6

Kimmel,

pt.

*

ii.

p. 139.

Pp. 164, 189-193.
(Christian), vol. viii. p. 437 ff.
7 P. 450.
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in a lawsuit, and thence of a lawsuit in general
soldiers to their
(2) of the oath taken by Roman
imperator, and thence loosely of any oath. Both
senses had some effect on the development of
Christian doctrine, but they do not account for the
adoption of the word as a rendering of /ivaTrjpiov.
It is probable that there was a popular sense of
the word which has left no trace in extant literature apart from Christian writers. If so, it must
be determined by the earliest Christian use.
;

Here it is necessary to refer to the letter of Pliny i regarding
the Christians of his province. He observed that they assembled
tor worship, seque sacraniento non in acelus aliquod obstrinne
gere, sed ne furta, ne latrocinia, ne adulteria committerent,
He evifideni fallerent, ne depositum appellati abnesarent.'
dently understood the word of a pledge or oath, but his description does not answer to anything: known in Christian origins,
and it seems certain that he misunderstood the information
given him. What is interesting is the use of the word sacrainentum. It must have been used either by the Christians
examined, if they spoke Latin, or by an interpreter. In the
latter case it will be an example of the popular sense here
'

assumed.

What

that sense was may be gathered from
TertuUian, de Prcescr. 20, where he speaks of the
unity of Christians
:

Dum

'

communicatio

pacis, et appellatio fraternitatis,
et contesseratio hospitalitatis ; quae iura non alia ratio regit
quam eiusdem sacrament! una traditio.'

est

illis

Here sacranientum can be nothing less than the
whole Christian religion.* The word seems to
signify any kind of religious institution, general or
Thus for 8t. Cyprian the Church is
particular.
sacranientum unitatis.' By insisting on the likeness of baptism and other sacramenta divina to
the Mithraic and other mysteries, TertuUian*
recalls the Greek original and shows that he conIt is possidered the word a just translation.
'

'

'

Thomas Aquinas, in his etymological
guess* relating sacramentum to sacrare exactly as
ornamentum to ornare, lighted upon the true development of the word.
Another sense emerges when TertuUian calls the
types of the OT Hgurarum sacramenta.'"* With
this we may compare Cyprian's saying about the
Sacramento uestis et signo declarseamless robe
auit ecclesiae unitatem.'*

sible that St.

'

'

:

Dei uiui iam
When TertuUian says Vocati summ ad militiam
"
tunc, cum in tacramenti uerba respondimus,' he has in mind
'

the military oath, and perhaps plays consciously on the word,
likening the mystical initiation of baptism to the soldier's
enrolment. Cscilius of Biltha, in the Council convened by
Cyprian, used the phrase 'sacramentum interrogat' in much
the same way, 8 and the analogy became a commonplace.

Cyprian's collocation of sacrnmentum and signum
suggests a current use of the word which may
enable us to establish more precisely its equivalence to fj.v<TTr]piov. The legal deposit or security of
a lawsuit had a symbolic value as well as its real
value, representing the whole matter in dispute.

may have been called sacramentum for this
reason, or, on the other hand, that word may have
acquired the generic sense of a symbol from this
There is no direct evidence for either
specific use.
conclusion, but the religious formalities and
sanctions of Roman jurisprudence, which involved
this use of a word evidently of sacred associations,
would facilitate its retransfer to religious uses with
It would then stand
a new sense thus acquired.
It

for any kind of religious symbolism, and in parSuch
ticular for the rites of a mystery-religion.

use is certainly implied when St. Augustine says
that signs or symbolic actions, cum ad res diuinas
pertinent, sacramenta appellantur.'* The words
'

1

Ep. 96.

2 Cf. his

reference (de Res.

Cam.

23) to St. Paul's

knowledge

omnia sacramenta' (1 Co 132), and to the Christian understanding of the sacramenta Dei (c. Marc. iii. 16).
i De Prcescr. 40
cf. de Bapt. 5.
of

'

'

'

;

••

6
8

9

'
of Serm. 272, Ista dicuntur sacramenta, quia in
eis aliud nidetur, aliud intellegitur,' look like an
appeal to the common understanding and in the
same connexion he renews the identification of
;

mysterhcm and sacramentum, saying, Mysterium
uestrum in mensa dominica positum est,' that is to
say, the mystery or sacrament of what you yourIn de Civ.
selves are,' namely, the Body of Christ.
Dei, X. 5, he seems to be defining sacramentum,
'

'

:

'

Sacrificium uisibile inuisibilis sacrificii sacramentum, id est

sacrum signum,

'

His constant recurrence to this
idea, however, prepared the way for the formal
definition which Isidore of Seville propounded
towards the end of the 7th century
Sacramentum est in aliqua celebratione, cum res gesta ita
cula ueritatis.'^

:

'

fit,

extension
Augustine used the word in its widest
^
meaning, as did Leo the Great, but he moved
more
the direction of making it
specific, as
when he spoke of the pauca sacramenta saluber-

of
in

'

rima' of the
rites of the

contrasted the manifold
with the few of the NT, saying

gospel,'* or

OT

:

Sacramentis numero paucissimis, obseruatione facillimis,
significatione praestantissimis, societatem noui populi colli'

gauit.'6

This implies the same limitation which the word
The
celebratio imports into Isidore's definition.
movement was slow. It is noteworthy that Isidore
himself could still speak of sacramentum Trinitatis.' *
But the tendency was to restrict the use
of the word to some action, res gesta, done with
symbolic significance as a rite of the Church.
'

The fact that St. Jerome contemporaneously substituted
mysterium for saeramentum in many passages of his revised
version of the Scriptures does not seem to have any bearing on
this movement, for he evidently did not distinguish the words
He
on any principle.
They were still true equivalents.
retained sacramentnm in the following texts Dn 218 46^ To 12",
Wis 223, Eph 1» 33- 9 b3-i, 1 Ti 316, Rev 120. The whole range of
meaning which /ivuTripiov can have is here included.
The importance of the symbolic sense has a consequence. The compendious definition 'signum
rei sacrae involves the distinction between signum
and res, which appears definitely in the writings of
:

'

Augustine, and acquires great importance in the
system of theology ultimately elaborated from
At times he makes the distinction
his teaching.
very sharp. The signum is visible, or presented to
other senses than sight ; the res is invisible. He
notes two kinds of signa those which are naturalia, as the track of an animal or smoke showing

—

where there is fire, and those which are data, or
^
and sacraments are evimerely conventional
dently of the latter kind, so that sigmcm and res
Elsewhere he observes
are arbitrarily conjoined.
;

that in the case of such conventions the sign may
be identified with (sustinere personam) the thing
That rock was
signified, as when St. Paul says
^
This of
Christ,' but only by a figure of speech.
in a passage often quoted he
signa in general
says much the same of sacraments
Si sacramenta quamdam similitudinem earum rerum quarum
'

;

:

'

sacramenta sunt non haberent, omnino sacramenta non essent.
Ex hac autem similitudine plerumque etiam ipsarum rerum

nomina accipiunt. Sicut ergo secundum quemdam modum
sacramentum corporis Christi corpus Christi est, sacramentum
sanguinis Christi sanguis Christi est, ita sacramentum fldei
fides est.'

He has
this must be read with the context.
been asked how an infant brought to baptism can
be said to have faith ; he replies that the child has
fdem, because he has the sacramentum fidei, and
he goes on to say that this is sufficient for salva2
1 De Ver. Rel. 17.
Etym. vi. 19.
But

3
4

138.

ut aliquid significari intellegatur quod sancte accipiendum

est.' 2

In IV. Sent.

Ep.

est.'

But he probably did not intend a formal definition,
any more than when he called sacraments signa-

De Cath.

6 c. Marc. v. 1.
i. i. 5.
''Ad Mart. 3.
Eccl. Unit. 7.
Cvpr., ed. G. Hartel, Vienna, 1868-71, p. 437.

Western)
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E.g., sacramentum incarnationis
De Ver. Rel. 17.

« C.
8

De

Jud.

i.

4.

Civ. Dei xviii. 48.

'

(Serm. 24).
Ep. 54.

^
7

De

Doctr. Christ,
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He

if

subsequent sin does not undo what
immediately before

lias said

is

earlier

eum responderit immolari." 1
This crucial passage therefore sets up something
more than a typical or ligurative relation between
signiim and res, and from this beginning proceeded

jjatus

'

the theology of the School.
So far the meaning of sncramcntum is narrowed
of
only to the case where there is a sensible sign
an intelligible reality. 13ut Augustine did much
more than impress on the word this connotation.
His elaborated doctrine of grace, and his insistence
on the connexion of lliis with certain sacraments,

and especially with bai)tism, aflibrded ground for a
narrower distinction. His statements must be
When he says Sacramenta
read with care.
sacramenta
Noui Testamenti dant .salutem
Veteris Testamenti promiserunt Saluatorem,' he
probably means the whole content of revelation.
His conception of the working of grace made it
'

;

'^

to parimpossible for him to tie this absolutely
ticular rites or ordinances, and he was constantly
but he
enlarging on the futility of such a notion,
was equally clear that certain sacraments were the
to
ordinary vehicles for the conveyance of grace
the soul. It followed that certain ordinances
disand
this
might be distinguished as so used,
tinction became the basis of the subsequent doctrine of the sacraments.
It is noteworthy that in the case

of marriage, the gacrarmnbe does not seem to have recognized
bona matrimonii were
The
any conveyance of saving grace.
but by sacramentvm he seems to
proles, fides, et saeramentum,
and the Church, in
of
Cnrist
its
have meant only
symbolism
as it
consequence of which marriage became (o) indissoluble,
rei maioris
alicuius
nisi
law
natural
be
would not
by

magnum

of

Eph

532,

'

.

quoddam sacramentum
the liberties

now

adhiberetur,'* and

(6) so

.

.

sacred that

taken even by virtuous pagans, such as Cato, were

intolerable.^

was not, however, until the 12th cent, that
the doctrine was formulated. Even then Hugh
'
of St. Victor
spoke of sacraments with the older
no fewer than 30 in
generality, enumerating
Shortly after his date appeared the
particular.
Libri Sententiarum of Peter Lombard, which
of the Schools and so
speedily became a textbook
to its
acquired an im])ortance disproportionate
He distinguished seven sacraments
merits.
Baptism, Confirmaspecifically conferring grace
Extreme Unction,
tion, the Eucharist, Penance,
Order, and Marriage. The various grounds given
by his commentators for this limitation and
enumeration indicate that it was in fact arbitrary.
St. Thomas Aquinas seems to state the whole
truth when he propounds, as the reason for maintaining it, the fact 'quod communiter ordinantur
ab omnibus sacramenta, sicut prius dictum est.''
It

:

In the Summa c. Gentiles, iv. 68, Aquinas develops an
analogv with nature. Corporal life has three essential needs:
birth, growth, and nutriment, to which correspond Baptism,
>)nfirmation, and the Eucharist and one per accidens in case
of need, i.e. healing, to which answer Penance and Extreme
Unction. There are further required a source and an ordering
of life, parents and governors, which are provided in the system
of the Church by the sacraments of Order, supplying spiritual
needs alone, and of Marriage, supplying both spiritual and
more forced and articorporal needs. Other scholia are even
;

ficial.

Some

better varieties are collected in

Sumrna

Theol. in.

septenary system, however ill-founded
it may seem, bore the test of criticism as understood "in the Schools of the Middle Ages; and its
not
general acceptance by the Greeks, who were
much disposed to borrow doctrine from Latins,
a
from
drawn
seems to indicate that it was either
wider tradition or based on a larger sense of fitness
than appears on the surface. It is not pretended
tliis

1

Ep. 98

s

De Bono
De Saer.

3

;

in Ps. 21.
C<miuo. 7.
Chr. Fidei.

cf

2

jn Ps.

*

De Fide

et

«

Summa

Theol.

.

Council of Constance, and notably in the Decretum
pro Armenis promulgated by Eugenius IV. at the
Council of Florence, which followed almost verbally the Opusculum Quartum of Thomas Aquinas.
under
Finally the Council of Trent condemned
anathema any who should say sacramenta nouae
Domino
legis non fuisse omnia a lesu Christo
nostro instituta, aut esse plura uel pauciora quam
'

septem.'

^

There is a subordinate cliissification of sacramenta mortuorum,
which confer first grace (Baptism and Penance), and laeramenta
uiuorum, which confer spscial graces on persons in the state of
grace.

This more precise teaching, which had been
gradually gaining ground, is in evident conflict
with the language of the Fathers and of many
writers down to the 12th cent., and in particular
with the statement of St. Bernard* that the washing of feet is a sacrament for the remission of
He says emphatically that our Lord's
venial sins.
action was done
pro sacramento, non pro solo
exemplo.' To avoid this difficulty, theologians
have generally argued that sacraments are spoken
A sacraof either sensu gencrico or se7isu propria.
ment j^ro/^rie dictum is one of the seven, and it is
argued, not very successfully, that Bernard hiinself observed this distinction and used the word in
the generic sense. The distinction first appears in
Peter Lombard's definition
'

:

'Sacramentum proprie

dicitur,

quod

ita

Dei, et inuisibilis gratiaa forma, ut ipsius

causa

signum e«t gratiae
imaginem gerat et

existat.'-*

The weakness of the distinction lies in the implication that the name originally belonged to the
ordinances thus specified, and was then extended
a loose sense to others, which is an exact
inversion of the historic movement. The difficulty
is thinly disguised by the practice, common to
theologians, of calling other ordinances resembling
the proper sacraments by the name of sacramentalia. Such are the anointing of kings, the
clothing and consecration of nuns, and various
benedictions.
The several sacraments being treated in this
work under their proper heads, it is sufficient here
to speak in general terms of what is common to
in

—

I. Institution.
According to the Tridentine
definition, all sacraments were instituted by our
Lord Jesus Christ. This follows from the limitation of the term confining it to ordinances by
Thomas Aquinas careis conferred.
which

grace

distinguishes between the divine nature,
which is the source of grace, and the humanity of
our Lord, by which the gift \a mediated to us, the
fully

1

Sess. vii. can.

7.

2

Ixv. 2.

3

Serm. in Cena Dom. p. 897, ed. Mabillon.
In IV. Sent. iv. i. 2.

73.

Operibus,

m.

A

scheme recognized
Veritate Corporis Christi.
of such diverse associations, and not jnit
forward as a novelty, must certainly have been for
some time current, though it can be traced no
This must be remembered when the
higher.
general adoption of the scheme is attributed with
good reason to the influence of Peter Lombard and
his commentators in the schools of theology. From
the 13th cent, onward.s the seven sacraments were
mentioned with more or less of dogmatic assertion
by numerous minor councils, by the General
by men

them.

Ixv. 2.

Yet

number is anywhere found expressed
than the 12th cent., when ULto of Bamlxjrg
introduced it into a catechetical instruction for his
Pomeranian converts (c. 1127), but he propounds it
as an accepted tradition.
Slic^rtiy after him Hugh
of St. Victor, thougli using the word more generseptem principalia sacraally, distinguishes the
menta,' which were later set in a category apart.
Contemporary with them was Gregory of Bergamo,
who has the same classification in his treatise de
that the

done.

:

'Nonne semel imiiiolatus est Christus in seipso, et tamen in
Sacramento non solum per oiniies Poschae solemiiitates set!
uuiiii die populis iiumolatur, nee utique mentitur qui iiiterro-

turn
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sacraments being by His authority an extension of
this mediation, though Ipse potuit etfectum sacramentorum sine exteriori sacramento conferre.'^
He has been closely followed by all theologians,
but obvious lack of evidence in the case of some
sacraments has led to a distinction between immediate institution by our Lord and institution
St. John
by others acting on His authority.
Bonaventura argued that Confirmation and
Extreme Unction were thus instituted by the
Alexander of Hales went so far as to
Apostles.
ascribe the origin of Confirmation to a council of
the 9th century.* The point has been laboured
since the Council of Trent by almost all commentators some assert that immediate institution
by our Lord while on earth, and the committal of
the institution to the written or unwritten tradition of the Church, are defined as de fide by the
Council others say that it certainly follows from
the words of the Council, but is not expressly
defined others deny the necessity of this consequence, but will not venture to call the conclusion
in doubt
Franzelin * and other moderns find it
hard to believe that the Council anathematized the
teaching of St. Bonaventura or determined a
historic question of such dubiety, but nevertheless
maintain on a priori grounds the narrowest interIn the Pontifical
pretation of the definition.
Letter Lamentabili of 1907 Pius X. condemned
in
various propositions calling
question the immediate institution of the sacraments by Christ
'

'^

;

;

;

;

Himself.
2. Ordering.— The institution of the sacraments
by our Lord being assumed, it seems to follow that

some conditions

of their valid administration are
Since they derive their efficacy only
from divine appointment, those conditions must be
Hence comes the theological
jealously guarded.
notion of the substance of the sacraments which
the Church has no power to vary.
The decree of the Council of Trent invalidating marriages

imposed.

'

'

contracted without the presence of the parochus was opposed
on this ground. If the consent of the parties was sufficient, as
had always been held, to constitute a valid marriage, to vary
The
this rule was to touch the substance of the sacrament.
objection is overruled by the fine distinction that the effect of
the decree is only to render the parties inkabiles.^

The same consideration imposes the rule of
tutiorism. Where there is any possibility of doubt
as to the content of the substance of a sacrament,
nothing must be neglected which there is even
slender ground for supposing necessary. The safer
course of including it must be followed in practice.
The factors in the substance of a sacrament are
conveniently summarized under three heads the
minister, the intention of the minister, the matter
and form. The intention of the minister has been
treated elsewhere (art. INTENTION [Theological])
the other two heads can be more simply examined
:

;

here.

—

Since in a sacrament there is
(a) Minister,
always something done, a doer is required and,
since it is to be done by the appointment of Christ,
it is important to ascertain who has authority to
act.
Apart from the Ignatian insistence on the
part of the bishop in the Eucharist, which might
be treated as mere matter of discipline, the earliest
question raised on this head appears in the
baptismal controversy of the 3i'd century. Cyprian
maintained with logical consistency that Baptism,
being a conveyance of the gifts of grace deposited
in the Church, could be administered only by the
Church. Narrowly defining the Church, he denied
;

that heretics or schismatics could baptize. In
other words, the minister of the sacrament must
1 Stimma Theol. in. Ixiv. 3.
2
3
B

In IV. Sent. vii. i. 1, xxiii. i. 2.
4 De Sacr. in Gen.
In IV. Sent. ix. i.
De Smet, De Sponsalibiis et Matrimonio, Bruges,

264, note (2), citing the authority of Benedict xiv.

Western)

(Christian,

xiv.

1910, p.

be a Catholic Christian.
Arguing thus, he
defended the practice of his predecessor Agripall
African bishops,
and
of
the
pinus,
apparently
who rebaptized all heretics coming to them.
Stephen of Rome maintained that this was an
innovation, meeting it with the peremptory
'
demand, Nihil innouetur nisi quod traditum est.'
The historic question is not easily determined.
There had probably been a long-standing divergence of practice.
Cyprian was supported by
the
Firmilian of Csesarea and other Easterns
Donatists inherited his contention, and pressed it
but Augustine asserts that the contrary opinion,
fortified by conciliar decisions, was already exclusively held among Catholics before the date of his
birth, A.D. 353.^ This conclusion about Baptism
carried with it a like consequence in regard to
other sacraments, and the Council of Nicfea agreed
'

;

;

to receive Novatian bishops as validly ordained.
In the Western Church, however, disputes about the validity
of schismatical ordinations long continued, as witness the
history of St. Wilfrid in England, and of Formosus at Rome.
latter case led to the establishof such ordinations secured by
the influence of St. Peter Damian.*

The scandals arising out of the
ment of the judgment in favour

During the later Middle Ages the contention of
the Donatists was revived in a new form by the
Puritan sects to which the practical corruptions of
the Church gave rise. The power of ministering
the sacraments was restricted by them to men of
openly virtuous life. In the Profession of Faith
imposed on the Waldensians by Innocent III. this
opinion is expressly repudiated. It re-appeared in
the teaching of Wyclif, was condemned by John
XXII. in his Constitution against the Fraticelli,
and by the Council of Constance in dealing with
the Hussites.
The common teaching of theologians as against
these errors is that a sacrament has its efiect from
God and from the institution of Christ, and not
from anything which the minister himself contributes, his action being purely ministerial. When
he performs what is required of him in this imThe
mediate connexion, the act is complete.
doctrine is safeguarded by the assertion that a
The
sacrament is effective ex opere operato.
phrase first becomes conspicuous in the treatise
de Sacro A Itaris Myst. of Innocent III. who seems
to have been taught it by his master Pierre of
Poictiers in the school of Paris. He fixes the
,

meaning
'

precisely
Quamuis opus operans aliquando
:

sit

immundum, semper

tanien opus operatum est munduin.'*
opus operans is the personal

The

minister

;

produced

action of the
op^ts operatum is the sacramental effect
The distinction was
by this action.

repeated by William of Auxerre and by Alexander
of Hales, but was not yet fully established in use
when Aquinas wrote his commentary on the
Sentences, for he there says only that it was
employed 'a quibusdam.'^ He also varied the
sense of the distinction as used by his predecessors,
making opus operans equivalent to us^is sacramenti.
Later theologians have preferred the form opus
operantis, which fixes the meaning more exactly
on the personal action of the minister or the
The other member of the distinction
recipient.
is perfectly stable
opus operatum is the thing
done according to the institution of Christ, and
having its effect tlierefrom. It was ultimately
defined in the Council of Trent that by the sacraments of the New Law grace is conferred ex opere
;

operato.^
It will

be convenient to mention here the doctrine of obex.

The word dates from Augustine, who,
1

Cypr. Ep.

s

The subject

74.
is fully

De Bapt. ii. 14.
treated by L. Saltet, Les Riardinations,

Paris, 1907.
4
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6 Sess. vii.
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and it is perhaps only on tutiorist grounds that the
normal formula can be treated as indispensable.' In
some other cases gerteric determination seems to
be indicated by actual variations in the practice of
the Church. Again, determination may oe more or

Boniface on the baptism of infants, wrote that tlio child
'etiamsi fideni nondiira habcat in cog^tatione, non ei lanien
obicem contrariae cosfitationis opponit, unde sacramentura eius
salubriter percipit.'i The obex here ia a mental state opposed
to faith, which in the case of an adult niifht annul the saving
The argument has been extended to
effect of the sacrament.
the operation of the sacraments in general. An obex must be
defect
such as lack of necessary intention,
a
from
distinguished
or a personal incapacity for sacramental grace {e.g., lack of
of
other
case
sacraments, and certain diriment
in
the
baptism
in a
impediments in the case of marriage) which is nullifying
different manner. The sacrament is in this case understood to
of
those
be
one
if
it
having
be valid it impresses character,
that effect ; it may ultimately confer grace by reviviscence when
the obex is removed but the soul receives no benefit of justifya state of
ing grace from the immediat* operation. Th« obex ii
soul actively repugnant to the working of grace. A favourably
active disposition is not required in such sort that the infusion
of grace will be due to the co-operation of the recipient, as if
ex opere operantis a passive disposition sufficei for adults as
for infants ; but, where an obex exists, the active operation of
the recipient is needed for its removal, since the hindering state
of soul cannot be changed without hii will. The Council of

the use of bread in the Eucharist is
less specific
determined by the institution of Christ, but all
;

Western theologians agree that it may be indifferently leavened or unleavened they cliscuss hypothetically whether wheaten bread is indispensable,
to the exclusion of barley bread, but in practice
the use of wheaten bread is imposed on tutiorist
;

;

;

grounds.

;

Trent anathematized si quis dixerit, sacramenta nouae legis
2
gratiam ipsam non ponentibus obicem non conferre.'
So far it is seen only that neither orthodoxy nor
sanctity is requisite in the minister of a
'

.

.

.

personal
sacrament.
larger licence, of which obscure
indications are found in earlier times, appears
I.
definitely in the Responsa ad Bulgaros of Nicolaus
The pope considers two cases. The first (ch. 14) is
that of a pretended priest who had baptized many
converts the answer is that persons baptized a
quocunque Christiano' are not to be rebaptized.
The second (ch. 104) is that of a Jew— whether
Christian or unbeliever was not ascertained who
In respect of these the
also had baptized many.

A

'

;

—

pope answers

:

in nomine Sanctae Trinitatis, uel tantum in
Apostolorum legimus, baptizati
sunt (unum quippe idemque est, ut sanctui axponit Ambrosius),
constat eos non esse denuo baptiiandos.'
'

Hi profecto,

nomine

si

Christi sicut in Actibus

Yet he directs inquiry whether the man were a
Christian or not, for what purpose is not clear,
concluding with a citation from Augustine
:

Baptismum Christi nulla peruersitat* hominis, siue dantis,
sine accipientis, posse uiolari."'
'

This halting treatment suggests that he was not
sure of his ground, lacking definite precedents
but his practical ruling in favour of baptism
administered by any layi^n, or even by one who
was not a Christian, was the starting-point of a
;

doctrine that became firmly established in the
schools of theology.
It follows that any human being is capable of
Parity of
acting as minister of a sacrament.
reasoning might seem to extend this conclusion to
other sacraments equally with Baptism, but the
inference has not been drawn the practice of the
Church, supported by more or less weighty argument, has restricted the administration of other
;

sacraments to ])articularly qualified persons. To
determine who is an idoneus minister,' one must
refer to the theology of the several sacraments.
A sacrament being a
[b) Matter and form.
sensible sign of grace, it is obvious that something
'

—

or audible or tangible, and so fortli, is
and this something must be determined
requisite
institution of Christ.
the
Theologians have
by
visible

;

debated the question whether such determination
may be generic, or must be specific. If generic, it
may then be left to the Church to determine
specifically what shall be used, and this may even
be determined differently in various parts of the
variation is possible.
if
;
specific, no
In the case of Baptism specific determination is
universally accepted baptism must be by water
Yet even here
in the name of tlie Holy Trinity.
the teaching of Nicolaus I., quoted above, about

Church

;

baptism 'in nomine Christi'
1

Ep.

De

98.

2

may

Sess. vii.

'

raise

de Sacr.

a doubt;

Bitpt. vi. 1.
is secured

remarks that Cyprian

\

The importance of such determination is attested
from early times by the practical watchfulness of
the Church against innovations, as in the case of
the Aquarian heresy. The use of water in place
of wine for the Eucharist was not merely a disthe
orderly proceeding, but an off"ence against
But there was little
doctrine of the Church.
theorizing until the introduction of the Peripatetic
metaphysic in the 13th cent., when the distinction
of matter and form was applied to the sacraments.
William of Auxerre is credited with this innova-

but it is doubtful whether his 'materia et
forma verborum' should be understood in the

tion,

The true distinction was,
however, in vogue soon after his time. The saying
of Augustine about baptism, 'accedit uerbum ad
elementum et tit sacramentuin,'* detached from
its context and treated as a quasi-definition of a
sacrament in general, lent itself to the new mode
The sensible act or thing used in the
of thought.
administration of a sacrament was likened to formless matter, being indeterminate in use and adaptable to many purposes ; it was determined to a
which
spiritual significance by the use of words,
thus played the part of the metaphysical forma
Some ingenuity was required to fit
essentialis.
There
this conception to all the seven sacraments.
The one set out by
were various schemes.
Aquinas in his Opusculum Quartum obtained a
it was incorporated by Eugenius IV.
great vogue
in his Decretum pro Armanis at the Council of
Florence, and with some modification in regard to
Holy Order it still holds the field. The Council of
Trent spoke in general terms ' of materia et forma
It is a
quibus sacramenti essentia perficitur.'
the
postulate of current theology, therefore, that
sacraments were thus instituted by Christ, either
immediately or mediately, either generically or
It would be a mistake, however, to
specifically.
suppose that theologians hold themselves bound
to the Peripatetic theory of matter and form, sometimes known as hylomorphism. It is rather the
case that phrases derived from that theory have
been adapted to the facts of sacramental practice,
and are retained as consecrated by long usage in
the Church.
of the Pelagian
3. Efficacy.— Before the rise
controversy (see art. Pelagianism AND SemiPelagianism) there was no analytical teaching
about the effect of the Christian sacraments.
This began with Augtistine's insistence on the
practice of infant baptism as proving against
Polagius that infants stood in need of saving
The argument induced inquiry into the
grace.
effect of baptism, and this led to a comparison
with circumcision as a sacrament of the OT. St.
Paul had declared that there was no justification
circumcision was a
by the works of the law
work of the Law, though anterior to Moses, and
sense oi forma essentialis.

;

'

'

'

;

emphasized this by insisting that
The same expression as used by Stephen I. (Cypr. Ep.
For
Ixxiii. 16) possibl>
sibly meant Christian Baptism in general.

the Apostle
1

:

in Gen.' 6.

The compati".)ility of this with his doctrine
of obex
by a distinf tiori which he proceeds to draw
between sacramentum and eJ'ecOjs uel usus sacrameiiti. He
3
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failed to observe this distinction.

'

'

the use of the Creed as
F. E.

furm

Brightman, Esgaj/a on

and Ministry (191S),
2 In Joh. SO.

p. 344

of
the

baptism in the 3rd cent, see
Early History of the Church

ff.

8 Sess. xiv. 2.
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\vas justified by his faith before the
institution of the sacrament.
did baptism
differ from this ?
Augustine replied that circumcision was a sacrament or sign of a Deliverer to
come, by faith in whom the people of God so

supernatural ^ace.^ Among his followers the
severely Thomist Drouin avows that the teachers
of physical causation in the sacraments uirtutem

How

marked were justified but the Deliverer, being
come, has instituted the sacrament of Baptism
ad innouationem hominis.'^ He adds that even
before circumcision there was presumably some
" '
sacramentum iustificationis ex fide latent in the
working of God. From this distinction there proceeded with increasing precision a doctrine almost
uniform in all Latin writers, that the sacraments
of the OT were ineffective signs or symbols of a
work of grace wrought independently of them,
Avhile the sacraments of the NT were instruments
for the doing of that Avork.
Earlier expositions of this doctrine had been
very crude. According to Tertullian, there was a
uis sanctificandi in the water of baptism by descent
of the Holy Spirit.'^ Augustine's studies in the
doctrine of grace led to refinements which sometimes seem to reduce a sacrament to the standing
rather of a pledge of grace given (a suggestion
drawn from one use of the word ut supra), or of a
conditio sine qua non
but the later theology
followed the main current of his thought, and was
concerned
with
the exclusion of these
expressly
minimizing conceptions. A sacrament was taken
to be a uera causa of grace.
Aquinas in particular
laboured this point, but in defining the nature of
the causality he wavered, and gave occasion for a
dispute which still engages the attention of theoIn his commentary on the Sentences 3 he
logians.
taught that a sacrament is an instrumental cause
of a certain disposition in the soul which is
followed by the infusion of grace, but is not even
instrumentally a cause of that infusion. In his
later works he abandoned this distinction, adopting a theory of sacramental operation which seems
to exclude his previous negation.
In Summa, III.
Ixii. 5, he contrasts the human hand as instrumenturn coniunctum with a stick as instrumentum
separatum, both being operated by the principal
So in the operation of
cause, which is the man.
grace God is the principal cause, the humanity of
Christ is instrumentum, coniunctum, a sacrament
is instrumentum separatum
but it is evident that
the same effect is produced whether the instrumentum separatum be used or not. Therefore he

'

aliquam diuinitus acceptam in eis agnoscant, per
quam proprie ueroque infiuxu sacramentalea
efi'ectus in suscipientium corda insinuent.''^
This
opinion, after giving way for some time before the
of
and
De
has
teaching
Vasquez
Lugo,
recently
been revived in the American CU, s.v.
Sacraments.' On the other hand Billot ^ has moved in

;

'

'

'

'

'

;

;

concludes

:

'

Sacramenta ecclesiae gpeoialiter habent virtutem ex passione
Christi, cuius virtus quodam modo nobis copulatur per suscep-

tionem sacramentorum.'*
Among the later Scholastics those who adhered
to the earlier teaching of Aquinas attributed the
dispositive effect of the sacraments to a physical

causation (Cajetan being apparently the first to
use this phrase) which could not reasonably be
extended to the actual infusion of grace. Those
who adhered to his later teaching attributed the
whole efficacy of the sacraments to a moral causation, as being instruments of an action of Christ
Himself in His sacred humanity which is the moral
cause of our justification.'
Melchior Cano, the
first formulator of this conception, was followed
later by Vasquez and De Lugo.
Suarez, on the
other liand, extended the notion of physical causation to the infusion of grace.
His argument is
that every creature of God has a natural adaptability to any end which the Creator may appoint
ipotentia obedientialis), and that this potentiality
becomes active in the sacraments, by the supernatural appointment of God, to the production of
1 De
2 2)e
Nupt. et Concup. ii. 11.
Bapt. 4.
3 iv. 1.

5

A moral

» Cf.

Quodlibet,

xii. x. 14.

cause is defined as that which, on account of some
quality inherent in it, affords a reason for the operation of a
physical cause. The love of God is here the physical cause of
justification.

Western)

the contrary direction, reducing the eftect of sacramental causation to the creation of a title to grace,
and so approximating to the first position of

Aquinas.
The indelible effect of a sacrament as imposing character, and
the vexed question of the reviviscence of grace in those who
have received it without the necessary disposition for its
salutary working, concerns the specific tlieolog-y of those sacraments which have this effect, viz. Baptism, Confirmation, and
Holy Order.

With the doctrine of sacramental causation is
intimately connected the phrase continere gratiam,
current from the time of its use by Hugh of St.
Victor.* The Council of Trent anathematized 'si
quis dixerit, sacramenta nouae legis non continere
gratiam, quam significant.'* The phrase cannot
safely be rendered by the English word contain,'
whicn seems to be used only in a spatial or quasiNeither
spatial sense and in the sense of restraint.
sense is applicable here the grace signified is not
tied restrictively to the sacraments, nor is there
any spatial connexion, except so far as the sacrament operates at a certain place on persons there
present. Grace is in the sacraments, says Aquinas,®
only as signified by them ('sicut in signo'), or as
an effect is in the cause. It is not in them sicut
in vase,' except only as a vessel may be considered
an instrument of conveyance.
It
should be
observed that the Tridentine canon sets continere
in
contrast
with
the
notion
that
sacragratiam
ments are signa tantum externa acceptae per
lidem gratiaeuel iustitiae.' The sense of continere
here is that of immediate and continuous connexion, the connexion being specifically causal.
It is a conception which falls in more easily with
the theory of physical causation than with that of
moral causation, but it is not inconsistent with the
latter, and is in fact held along with it as a
necessary consequence of the Tridentine definition.
According to either theory, the causal connexion
is unaffected by the occurrence of an obex, which
interrupts the flow of the content of the sacrament
to the soul of the recipient, but does not reduce it
'

;

'

'

to

a nullity.

—

LiTERATiTRB. In addition to the works mentioned throug-hT. de V. G.
ont, the following are of flrstrate importance
Cajetan (the first of the modern school), Commentary on
Summa 7'heol., pt. in., contained in the Leonine ed. of St.
Thomas Aquinas, Rome, ISSS F. Suarez, De Sacramentis in
R. F. R. Bellarmine,
Genere,' in Opera, Venice, 1740-57, xviii.
De Sacramentis,' in Disputationes de coiit roversiis Fidei,
Cologne, 1017, iii. ; F. de Lugo, De Sacramentis in Genere,' in
Opera, Venice, 1718, v. ; H. Tournely (Lafosse), De Sacramentis,' in Prcelectiones Theologicce, Paris, 1725-30; C. R.
Billuart, Summa Sancti Thomce, Li6ge, 1746-51 (containing
severe criticism of Tournely, from the extreme Thomist standpoint, abridged in Summa Summce, Ghent, 1763) G. Perrone,
Prcelectiones Theologicce, Rome, 1835-42 (a full course at the
Collegium Eomanum, once of great vogue, but superseded by
Franzelin); J. A. Mohler, Symbolik, Mainz, 1S32, tr. J. B.
Robertson, Symbolism^, London, 1906; F. Probst, Sakramente und Sakramentalien in den drei ersten ckristlichen
Jahrhunderten, Tubingen, 1872 J. B. Franzelin, Tractatus
de Sacramentis in Genere"^, Rome, 1SS8 (the last great work of
the kind before the Thomist revival under Leo xiii.) ; L. Billot,
De Ecclesice Sacramentis, Rome, 1907 (the chief exponent of
the new Thomism at the Collegium Romanum).
:

'

;

;

'

'

'

;

;

T. A.

Lacey.

De Sacr. in Gen. Disput. ix., Op. ed. 1870, torn. 20, p. 147 ff.
2 De Re Sacr. i. iii. 2
(Venice, 1737) we attribute this anonymous treatise to Drouin on the authority of H. Hurter, Nomen1

;

literarius reeentioris theologice catholicce'^, Innsbruck,
1903-13, iv. 1405.
3 De Ecel. Sacr. 7.
» DeSacr. Chr. Fid. i. ix. 2.
5 Sess. vii. 'De Sacr. in Gen.' 6.
6 Sxiinma Theol. iii. Ixii. 3.
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(Christian, Lntliernii).— The
the sacraments, as understood and
tauL'lit in the Lutheran Cliurcli, is a practical
application of the doctrine of justilication hy faitli.
As the discussions of the Reformation period were
occupied with a thorough criticism of the definition
not only of 'justification,' but also of such closely
related terms as 'grace' and 'faith,' so they
inevitably led also to a radical change in the
conception of 'sacrament.'
Recognizing the fact that the term in its ecclesiastical sense is not Scriptural, and tliat therefore
consideraljle latitude could be allowed in its
signilication, the Lutheran Reformers were concerned only that a unique place should be assigned
to Baptism and the Lord's Supper as means of
grace, and tliat no rites, however useful in their
place, that have not been instituted by divine
authority for the same purpose as these two
ordinances should be elevated to the same rank.^
The term sacramentum in the Vulgate, as the
equivalent of the Greek fivarriptoi' (in such places
as Dn 2^8, To 12'), designates what is in general
secret and mysterious, and, because of being so,
awakens wonder and inquiry that can be answered
only by supernatural revelation. As such, it is
applied repeatedly in the NT to the Incarnation
In Patristic
(1 Ti 3'«, Col 1-'', Eph 1" 3^-» 5^*).
usage it was generally applied to any sacred
seal
or
'a
visible
(signaculum) of invisible
sign'
divine things,' 'a symbol of a sacred thing and a

doctrine of

'

visible

The term was

form of invisible grace.'

applied to manifold customs and rites, and at a
very early date its pertinency to Baptism and the
Lord's Supper, above all other rites, was generally
The Reformers found in force the
recognized.
Decree of Florence (1439), designating the number
as seven, viz. Baptism, Confirmation, the Eucharist,
Penance, Ordination, Matrimony, and Extreme
and at Augsburg they were forced by
Unction
the criticism of art. xiii. of the Augsburg Confession, on the part of the aiithors of the Confutation,
to define clearly their position a.s to the number.
This necessarily involved a fixing of the definition.
Prior to this Luther had, years before, in his
private writings, freely criticized the teaching
hitherto current. Of fundamental importance is
his Treatise on the New Testament (1520) but he
expresses himself at greater length in the Prelude
on the Babylonian Cajdivity, written later in the
same year^ a trenchant criticism of the entire
mediaeval sacramental system.
I must deny,' he says,
that there are seven sacraments,
;

;

—

'

'

and

for the present hold to but three— baptism, penance, and
bread. ... To be sure, if I desireil to use the term in the
scriptural sense, I should allow but a single sacrament, with
three sacramental sij^ns.' Then he adds in conclusion 'There
:

are, strictly speakinff, but two sacraments, baptism and bread ;
for only in these two do we find both the divinely instituted
sign and the promise of the forgiveness of sins.'

Melanchthon, in the Loci Communes (1521),
simply re-echoes these statements
What others call sacraments we call signs, or, if you please,
:

'

sacramental signs. For Paul calls Christ Himself the Sacrament. But if the name "sign" displease you, you may call
them seals, and thus more nearly express the force of the
Two signs have been instituted bj- Christ in
sacramenta.
the Gospel, viz. baptism and the participation of the Lord's
.

.
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.

Table.'

'
Christ cau.ses the promise of the Gospel to be offered not
only in general, but through the sacraintiits, which lie attaches
He seals and thereby especially conas seals of the promise.
firms the certainty of the Gospel to every believer.' *

Thus the .sacrament is not only a visible word, but
it is the visible word individualized.
The efficacy of the sacrament lie-s, therefore,
neither in the character nor in the intention nor
in the regular ordination of its ministers, nor in
the element received, nor in the sacramental transaction itself, but solely in the word of divine grace
which it applies to the individual receiving it.

The sacrament, being not man's but God's

act,

cannot profit as an act of obedience on tlie part of
man. Man's part in it is entirely receptive. Most
important is the distinction between a sacrament
and a sacrifice.
A sacrament is a ceremony or work, in which God presents
'

to us that which the promise annexed to the ceremony offers,
as baptism is a work, not which we offer to God, but in which
A sacriGod baptizes us, i.e. a minister in place of God ;
.

fice,

on the contrary,

is

.

.

a ceremony or work which we render

God.' 2

This position Luther most strenuously maintained
against the extreme of Romanism on the one hand,
which changed the Lord's Supper into a propitiatory sacrifice in the Mass, and of the radical reaction against Rome on the other, which regarded
it as only a Eucharistic sacrifice.
We should not presume to give God something in the sacrament, when it is He who therein gives us all things.' 3
Nor have they profit as works wrought for men
With the greatest decision the
by a priest.
Reformers repudiated the Scholastic doctrine that
a sacrament profits ex opert operato, except where
recipients intentionally oppose an obstacle (such
as a mortal sin, or the jmrpose to commit sin) to
its efficacy.
Against such a mechanical theory
the value of the sacrament was placed solely in its
communication of the word of grace, to be apprehended by the intelligence of the subject, and
The best known of all
appropriated by faith.
Luther's books, the Small Catechism, says:
It is not the water that produces these effects, but the Word
of God which accompanies and is connected with the water,
and our faith which relies on the Word of God connected with
'

'

the water'; and 'The eating and drinking do not produce
these great effects, but the words which stand here, "Given
and shed for you for the remission of gins."
He who believes
these words has what they set forth, namely the remission of
sins' and, to quote the Treatise on the XT once more, 'Sacra'

'

;

ment without testament

is

the case without the jewel.'

The mechanical theory of the sacrament broke
down with the scholastic theory of justification.
This failed in the recognition of the Pauline
doctrine of justification as an act of God with
reference to man, and regarded it, on the other
hand, as wrought within man, in a continuous,
gradual process, by the infusion of grace, tiirough
the sacraments. But, according to tlie NT, grace,
in the proper sense, is no quality inhering in man,
or communicable to man, but a disposition of God
toward man, i.e. God's favour shown man without
merit on man's part. The grace of God reaches
man through a promi.'^e, and that promise is
apprehended only bj' faitii. Nor is justification a
process wrought within man, but a simple and
complete act of God, without stages or degrees.
Sanctilication, or the process by which man grows
in all the gifts of grace, is one thing
justification,
by which God places man in a new relation with
God Himself, is quite another. There are also
degrees of faith by which the promise is apprehended but, wherever justification is present, it
is always of the same value, namely that of the
complete obedience of Christ and this is the gift
ofiered in the sacraments.
Nor is this most clearlj- enunciated theory of
1 Formula
of Concord, p. 656 (quotations from the Confes;

Accordingly, the Apology (1531) proposes the
Sacraments are rites which have the
definition
command of God, and to which the promise of
grace has been added,' i.e. the promise of the
gratuitous forgiveness of sins for Christ's sake, or
the gospel. It also became a prominent feature
of the Lutheran conception of a sacrament to emphasize the fact that tliis promise of grace is individualized in the administration of the sacrament.
'

:

1 See
Apology of the Atuisburg Confession, p. 213, and the
chapter of the Examen Concilii TriderUini of Chemnitz, ii.
2ff., 'de Vocabulo Sacramenti.'

;

;

sions of the Lutheran Cliurch are from the Eng. tr. of

Concord, PhUadelphia, 1911).
2
Apology, 262. 18.

3

Book of

Luther, Treatise on the

NT.
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sacraments in any way contradicted by difficonnected witli the explanation of the
agency of the Holy Spirit in infant baptism iipon
tlie

culties

the

mind and heart

of the child baptized.

For,

even Avith respect to adults, the work of regeneration always remains a mystery (Jn 3^) and, however emphatically Luther connects regeneration
and baptism, nevertheless the ground and motive
of infant baptism is not that faith may be wrought
in an unconscious child, but that Christ's command
concerning it may be obeyed.
Everything depends upon the word and command of God.' 1
We bring the child in the purpose and hope that it may
beHeve, and we pray that God may grant it faith but we do
not baptize it upon that, but solely upon the command of
God. '2
It is very certain that the promise of God belongs also
;

'

'

;

'

to

children.
.
Therefore, it is necessary to baptize
children, that the promise of salvation may be applied to
Mt 28'9. Just as there is salvation offered
to all, to men, women, and children, so baptism is offered to
all
men, women, children, infants. It clearly follows, therefore, that infants are to be baptized, because with baptism
salvation is offered.' 2 'Through baptism is offered the grace
of God, and children, being offered to God through baptism,
are received into His grace.' *
little

.

.

little

them, according to

—

Where, then, God thus offers His grace, it is
believed that He provides also a certain measure
of receptivity for it, even although we cannot
define either method or measure.
All explanations attempted are pure hypotheses and not
articles of faith, and cannot be admitted as

standards according to which a universal principle
concerning the sacraments may be deduced, particularly if such principle antagonize what is no
hypothesis. It is enough to know that the word
of promise is offered in baptism, and
is and
remains efficacious until we pass from this estate
*
of misery to eternal glory
and to this promise
faith is to recur throughout all subsequent periods
of life.
The stress, however, lies always not on
the faith of the recipient, but on the surety of the
promise made to the individual, just as the adult
is justified not because of his faith, but because of
the grace of God and the merit of Christ that his
faith apprehends.
For a proper estimate of the ofHce of the sacraments, a consideration of the doctrine of the
Word of God as taught by Luther is also importIn his judgment the Word is no mere direcant.
besides
tory, informing men of the way of life
being such, it brings the very life whereof it
teaches.
The activity of the Holy Spirit is not
nor is there any
supplementary to the Word
inner Word, apart from the Word as written,
preached, and announced in the sacraments. The
outward Word, which is heard and read, is the
true means through which the Holy Spirit works.
Outward and inner Word, if distinguished, are
only two sides or relations of one and the same
Nor are the means of grace institutions
thing.
by Avhich man approaches God they are institu'

'

;

;

;

;

by which God comes to man (Ro 10^'°).
Strictly speaking, there is but one means of grace,
viz. the Word, and that, too, the Word of the
gospel but, since this Word comes in two forms,
we speak, in the wider sense, of both Word and
.sacraments as the means of grace.
The grace, therefore, offered and received in the
sacraments in no way differs from that offered and
tions

;

received in hearing and reading the Word.
The
promise of the sacraments is the very same as is
offered in the Word without the sacraments.
The
necessity of the Word is absolute without it there
is no salvation
that of the sacraments is relative.
are bound to them because God has instituted
and enjoined them.
Nevertheless, 'since the testament is far more important
than the sacrament, so the words are far more important than
;

We

;

the signs. For the signs might be lacking, if one
only have the
words, and thus might be saved without sacrament, yet not
without testament.' 1

The relative
of sacraments arises out
necessity
of a gracious accommodation of God to the weakness of man's faith.
Mens humana non tantum per se non noiiit promissionem
de gratuita reconciliatlone, verumetiam quando ilia verbo nobis
difficulter illam ut privatim ad me etiam
reuelatur,
pertinentem apprehendere et retinere potest. Deus igitur Sacra'

.

.

.

menta

instituit, ut essent externa et visibilia signa et pignora
gratiae et uoluntatis Dei erga nos : quibiis illustri uisibili testi-

monio te.stiflcetur, quod promiasio ad singulos illos pertineat,
qui fide earn in usu Sacramentorum amplectuntur.' 2

Faith contributes nothing, therefore, to the efficacy of the sacraments, since all their power comes
from the Holy
in and through the Word of
Spirit
the promise which they apply.
Their virtue is
alone
on their divine instituobjective, dependent
tion
but faith is the organ by which the promise
is received.
God's Word is living and powerful,
whether I receive it or not but it is so in me
only
;

;

as

faith_

it

is

'

be enkindled by the

Word when

5

Large Catechism, 472.
Apology, 173.
Large Catechism, 475.

2 lb. 473.
4

Aiigshxirg Con/., art. ix.

hidden under an

unintelligible form? As the gospel is the power
of God to salvation, not from any magical or occult
power inhering in the syllables, but from the revelation of God's will which it brings to man's
intellect and heart, so also with the sacraments.
Luther's object in the reformation of the Mass
was, first of all, that the promise and pledge of

sacrament should reach every mind, and,
through the mind, touch every heart of those
the

participating.'

Nor is the change in the ministers of the
ments made by the Lutheran Reformation

sacrato be

overlooked for the authority to administer them
was not limited to a priestly self-perpetuating
order within the Church, both because a sacrament
is not a sacrifice and because such
authority is
vested in the entire Church and dare not be
;

usurped by any part.
For wherever the Church is, there is the authority to administer the Gospel. Wherefore it is necessary for the Church
to retain the authority to call, elect, and ordaiii ministers.' 4
'

Ministers are the executives of the Church, and in
discharging functions wliich God has entrusted to
the Church they are no less the representatives of
God and the Church is where two or three are
gathered in Christ's name.
In rejecting the errors of the mediaeval Church,
the Lutheran Church has also been careful to
guard against exaggerations ari.sing from a more
radical reaction
against Roman Catholicism.
While there is, indeed, a sense in which sacraments
1
Luther, On NT.
'

;

'

2
Chemnitz, ii. 19, de Necessitate Sacramentorum.'
3 For full discussion see his Formula Missce
(1523) and
Deutsche Messe (1520).
'

1

3

A

enters and controls my heart.
received by faith when the Word
attached to the sacrament has entrance.
Even
though at the time of the administration faith
should be absent, the promise is there for appropriation and saving application, at whatever time
thereafter the one to whom the sacrament has
been given turns to God in repentance and faith.
Most important therefore is it that in the administration the words of each sacrament should
have the central place, and that the attention of
those receiving it be not diverted by a multitude
of ceremonies that dazzle the eye from the
simple
word of the gospel, which it is the office of the
sacrament to apply and on which all else should be
focused. Still greater is the loss where the words
are omitted, as, in the Roman Mass, 'given and
shed for you for the remis-sion of sins fell out, or
where the words of institution are recited in a
language unknown to the people, or in low and
subdued tones that cannot reach them, even though
they understand the language. F"or how can faith

by

sacrament

*

Appendix

to

Schmalkald

Articles, 349.
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marks of Christian profession amon;^' men,'
this pertains rather to their use than to tlie sacra-

are

For, as they are God's and not
man's work, they are rather signs and testimonies
of the will of God toward us, instituted to awaken
and confirm faith.'' Man's profession of faith is
not a sacramental but a sacriHcial act, in response
For a like reason, tliey
to the sacramental Word.
are not simply 'symbols of Christian fellowship,'
although this fellowship also is attested in our use
of the sacrament (1 Co 10'^).
Nor are they alle-

ments themselves.

'

gories either of divine grace or of Christian virtues,
or mere testimonies of a grace previously bestowed.
In Lutheran countries baptism is generally administered within a few days after the birth of the
child. The meaning and efficacy of
baptism receive
particular recognition and emphasis in the rite of
conlirniation, which is so far removed from the
Roman sacrament known by that name as to constitute an entirely ditterent ceremony.
The Reformers urged not only that the so-called sacrament
of confirmation was without divine institution, but
that it derogated from the recognition of the
efficacy of baptism, since it was extolled as conferring the fullness of gifts of the Holy Spirit, for

which baptism furnished only a preparatory grace.

Accordingly, confirmation fell into almost entire
disuse among Lutherans, until, since its gradual
reintroduction in another sense by Spener (16351705), it is to-day universally observed by them,
as an edifying ecclesiastical rite, in which the
contents and claims of the divine covenant made
in baptism are recalled to those who are about to
receive the Lord's Supper for the first time, while
they, on their part, solemnly declare that they
realize not only what their baptism meant when
administered, but also what it means at all times,
since it is the formal affirmation in mature life of
their full understanding and believing acceptance

what was done

of

for

them

in their infancy.

—

never to be repeated not because of
the Roman figment of any character indelibilis,
because
but
baptism is a perpetual covenant on
God's part, and by repentance we are daily to
return to -our baptism.

Baptism

is

For though we were a hundred times put under the water,
would, nevertheless, be but one baptism." 2

'

it

In the Lord's Supper the sacramental conception
culminates. While Baptism is the sacrament of
initiation, the Lord's Supper is the sacrament of
the mature Christian life. The former concerns
the foundation, the latter the growth of faith.
The former gives the general assurance of divine
favour ; the latter announces that a new testament' shows forth the Lord's death, and tenders
His glorified Body and Blood as the seal of completed redemjition to the individual who has already
been baptized, for the comfort and strengthening
of the faith previouslj' received.
The controversy as to the presence of the glori'

humanity was one whicli Luther and his
associates could not avoid and yet it has obscured
the main stress of the doctrine. For, while Luther
insists that the chief thing in the sacrament is the
words, 'given and shed for you,' etc., nevertheless
he could yield nothing of what lie found in the
words of institution, nor was he willing to surrender
the comfort of the Real Presence by removing the
humanity from the Holy Supper to a distance

fied

;

greater than that which separates heaven and
earth.
Nor could he reconcile himself to the
thought that nothing but a sign or figure of the
absent Body is present, or that Christ is present
only in His divine nature, offering the sympathy
and support of His far-remote humanity. For
faith forbids us to place any limitations upon the
ability of Christ to be present wherever He wills
1

Augsburg Confession,

art. xiii.

2
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'

Large Catechism, 475.

He wills to do. No theory
as is often asserted, but only
the words of institution determine the Lutheran
teaching on this point, although the main attacks

to be, or to
of Ciirist's

upon

do wliatever

ubiquity,

Luther promptly showed, inis meant by 'the

this teaching,

volved a misconception of what

right hand of God as well as of Christology in
general. Transubstantiation and all other attempts
to define specifically this presence were rei)udiat€d.
Every attempt to formulate it in pliilosophical
terms must fail ; it is enough U> knoM* that the
real body of Christ is truly present
not, indeed,
in a natural, but in a supernatural and heavenly
'

—

way.
'

No8 uero praesentiam ipsam, quia testimonium habet uerbi

de niodo uero praesentiae, quia uerbo
judioanius non esse disputanduni. Jfon
illius praesentiae, sed eum
humiliter commendamus sapientiae et omnipotentiae Dei.' '
Dei, simplioitiBrcredimus

Dei reuelatus non

ijfitur

defininius

:

est,

certum inodum

Strenuous as was the controversy, however, and
it may have degenerated into an academic
question and have been diverted into Scholastic
subtleties, with Luther its deeply religious side
was central. To him the Lord's Supper was the
sign and sacrament of completed redemption but
he saw the sign not in the element, out in the
heavenly object by which it was accompanied.
The Body and Blood of Christ, actually tendered
to the communicant with the bread and wine, tell
not only of sin and guilt and the need of redemption
above man's ability to provide, but also of the
completion of redemption, and God's gracious will
that the communicant to whom they are offered
should personally share in all that Christ has
often as

;

and is.
But man's faith cannot create

this presence.
believe or not, tlie presence exists
solely because of Christ's institution.
Only by
faith, however, can the gospel, as thus offered in
the sacrament, be appropriated. W^hile the sacramental and the spiritual receptions of Christ are
carefully distinguished, while the spiritual may
occur without the sacramental, and the sacramental
without the spiritual, nevertheless the end of the
sacramental giving and receiving of Christ is that
He may be received in the highest measure spiritu-

Whether man

ally,

i.e.

by

faith.

In the canon of the Mass the priest offers to a
just and wrathful God the Body and Blood of
Christ, as a sacrifice for tiie sins of tlie living and
the dead and, as the representative of the penitent
people, he intercedes that, by the interposition of
this offering, God's wrath may be appeased and
punishment immediately and hereafter impending
averted.
But, in the evangelical communion, as
restored
by Luther, the perfection of Christ's sacrifice offered on the Cross once for all, and the allavailing intercession which He continually makes
for all believers, completely reverse the activity.
The Body and Blood of Christ have become the
pledges offered by God, through the administrator
of the sacrament, to each and every communicant,
that His thoughts are only those of love. Clirist
and all that Christ is are given with the bread and
wine, to assure him that, with Christ, he is to
Tliis pledge is given in the
possess all things.
sacramental act, of which the words of distribution,
as given by Christ at the original institution, are
the most important part. The consecration of the
elements is not effected by the prayer either of
minister or of congregation, or by the recitation at
the time of the original words of institution, but
by those words, as they were originally uttered by
Christ, which, like the marriage blessing (Gn 1**),
remain effective throughout all subsequent ages.
Those words are to be proclaimed and never to be
omitted when the sacrament is administered, that
;

'

J

Chemnitz,

ii.

7C,

'de Reali Prsesentia.'
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the faith of tlie hearers may be excited and
^
The proper prestrengthened by Christ's word.'
paration for the Lord's Supper is occupied also
with the same words. Through them the sense of
need is awakened, that they who hunger and thirst
after righteousness may be hlled. The imagination
that one may be rendered wortliy of its reception
on the ground of character or a good purpose, or
through the regimen of ascetic exercises, or by the
purifying effects of either bodily or mental pain,
only increases unworthiness. Confession of sins
is of no benefit if it be thought that the confession
itself removes guilt and gives a better title for
approach. As Luther says, 'the only thing we
can bring to the altar is a broken and empty heart.'
All confessional services, wliether private or public,
that are in use have as their end the promotion of
such spirit in all who would partake.
He is truly worthy and well-prepared who believes these
'

words "Given, and shed for you, for the remission of sins."
But he who does not believe these words, or who doubts, is
unworthy and unfit; for the words: "for you "require truly
:

'2
believing hearts.

Holding, further, that the communion of the
(1 Co 11^) cannot refer to the weak in
faith (since it was just for such that it was especially instituted) or to believers coming to the sacrament without proper self-examination (since the
condemnation whereof warning is given cannot
apply to those who are in Christ [Ro 8^]), and
'

unworthy'

having in mind the judgment announced in 1 Co
takes great care to guard
11"*'-, the Lutheran
against any thoughtless approach, out of mere
habit, or from any motive other than a longing for
the spiritual benefit offered to faith in the sacraThis is the explanation of the
provision described in the Augsburg Confession :^
It is not usual to give the body of the Lord, except to them
that have been previously examined and absolved.'

mental Word.
'

—

The withholding of the cup from the laity an
acknowledged departure from apostolic usage

—

being recognized as a mutilation of the sacrament,
was promptly remedied as the principles of the
Reformation were applied to a revision of the
liturgy.

Attention should be called to the fact that the
of the sacraments was a
gradual growth. As in every formative movement,
there are stages through which it passed before it
reached consistent expression. In the Lutheran
Confessions and the more mature treatises of
Luther the sources are found for learning the
results attained, while among those known as
Lutherans individual opinions, in various lands
and ages, show decided variations, as one or the
other extreme of either ecclesiasticism or radical
subjectivism has had influence.

Lutheran conception

— The

primary sources of information are the
Confessions of the Lutheran Church (in German and Latin
J. T. Miiller, Die symbolischen Biicher der evang.-luther.
Book of Concord, ed.
in English
Kirche^-^, Giitersloh, 1907
H. E. Jacobs, Philadelphia, 1911); the writings of Luther (see
art. Luther) and Melanchthon (Corpus Reformatorum, vols, i.xxviii., ed. C. G. Bretschneider and H. E. BindseU, Halle and
Brunswick, 1834-60) and the numerous Church Orders of the
16th cent., as found in the collections of A. L. Richter (2 vols.,
Weimar, 1846) and E. Sehling- (5 vols., Leipzig, 1904-13). The
secondary sources are the dogmaticians of the purer period,
especially Martin Chemnitz, Examen Concilii Tridentiiii,
Literature.

:

:

;

;

i pts., Frankfort, 1565-73, and later edd., who gives more
accurate scientific expression than any of his successors to the
positions of Luther. See also J. Kostlin, Lnthers Theologie-,
2 vols., Stuttgart, 1883, Eng. tr., Philadelphia, 1S97 ; P.
Tschackert, Die EnUtehung der lutherischen und reformierten Kirchenlehre, Gottingen, 1910; the histories of doctrine by G. Thomasius (ed. R. Seeberg, Leipzig, 18S6-89),
A. Harnack (Eng. tr., London, 1894-99), R. Seeberg,
(2 Leipzig, 1913), and F. Loofs (-i Halle, 1906), and the Symbolik
(Tubingen, 1876) of G. F. Oehler.

Henry

1

Formula

2

Small Catechism,

of Concord, 615

E. Jacobs.

8 Art. XXV.

—
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Calvin not only encountered this subject as a locus
communis of theology, handling it in the fourth
book of the Institutes (chs. xiv.-xix.), that on the
Church, and not only had he, as a reformer, to assail
it as part and parcel of the sacerdotal sj'stem which
he was out to overthrow, but he was brought into
close contact with the subject in more than one
incident which formed part of his day's work.
When he first emerged on the scene. Protestantism
was being vexed and weakened with a controversy
between the followers of Luther and those of
Zwingli over the sacraments, and it concerned him
vitally to keep this away from the sphere of his
own labours. For this purpose he entered into
negotiations with Zwingli's successor, Bullinger,
and with such success that the entire Swiss Church
became united in a detailed statement on the sacraments in the Consensus of Zurich, 1549. So conciliatory was he, and so fully did he include what
was of most importance in the Lutheran view, that
between him and Melanchthon there sprang up the
closest friendship, and even Luther is reported to
have said, at an early stage of the proceedings,
that, if Zwingli had spoken in such tones, there
would never have been any war between them.
But in other quarters the success of the peace
negotiations produced a different impression. To
such a degree did the clearness and reasonableness
of Calvin's view begin to tell that there was a
wide-spread turning towards the Reformed as distinguished from the Lutheran point of view. This
alarmed the protagonists on the Lutheran side,
and one of them, Westphal, a theologian of Hamburg, began to attack Calvin in no measured
terms. This man, indeed, passes in history for a
controversialist of the worst type noisy, obstinate,
and unfair, making use of the most truculent
language, as was, however, the custom of the
time.
Calvin at first handled him lightly
but,
when his restraint seemed to be doing no good, he
met violence with the incisiveness and sarcasm
which, when necessary, he was able to wield and
this controversy perfected the development of his
own views. As, however, all this was past before
the production of the last edition of the Institutes
(1559), that issue may be regarded as containing

—

;

;

his fully

He

matured convictions.

begins with defining a sacrament

:

It is an external sign, by which the Lord seals on our consciences his promises of goodwUl towards us, in order to sustain the weakness of our faith, and we in our turn testify our
pietj- towards him, both before himself, and before angels as
well as men." i
'

—

He adds the definition of Augustine a visible
but says there is no
form of an invisible grace
difference between the longer and the shorter
The word sacrament does not express
definition.
all this in itself
its use arose from its being employed in the Vulgate in place of the Greek /xvo-ttjpiov what the Latins call 5«crrt?«en^rt the Greeks call
He does not add what is the case that
fj.vffTripia.
the transference to the rites of the Church of the
word ixvcxTTipLov was a departure from the use of the
Mord in the NT, where it means something which
had been hidden from the knowledge of men in the
earlier dispensation but revealed in the dispensa'

—

'

'

'

;

•

—

—

In this confusing, at the betion of the gospel.
ginning, of things that differed lay the origin of

subsequently to darken
'Sacrament' is not a
the mind of the Church.
Biblical word, and with its misuse are connected
not a few of the saddest pages in the history of
the Cluirch.
Calvin proceeds
From the definition which we have given, we perceive that

many mistakes which were

:

'

1

f.

pt. v. (vi.).

Reformed)

InstituUs,

xiv. §

1.

tr.

H. Beveridge, Edinburgh,

1863, bk. iv. ch.
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here never i8 n sacrament without an antecedent promise, the
iai-rament being added as a kind o( appendix, with the view of
'
'onflmiing and sealing the promise."

not for the sake of establishing the trutli,
which needs no confirmation except from itself
Imt it is a concession to human weakness, to
Facilitate our apprehension of the truth.
riiis is

;

commonly expressed by saying- that a sacrament conword and the external sign.'
The phra.se ha.s, indeed, been misapplied, the
word being understood of the muttering by the
the multitude.
priest in a tongue unknown to
"Tliis is

lists

of the

'

'

Very different is "the doctrine of Au;iustine concerning the
Let the word be added to the element and
sacramental word
For whence can there be so much
it will become a sacrament.
virtue in water as to touch the body and cleanse the heart,
unless by the agency of the word, and this not because it is
Therefore, when we hear
said.but because it is believed?"
mention made of the sacramental word, let us understand the
aloud
by the minister, leads the
promise, which, proclaimed
and directs
people by the hand to that to which the sign tends
'

:

.

.

.

us." 3

To

this

'

—

view of the sacrament as

'

a visible

word
to quote another phrase of Augustine— it
might be objected that the sacrament was a superwas sufficiently
fluity, since the true will of God
known through the Word, and the sacrament could
make us no wiser. But to this the reply is made
:

affixed to diplomas, and other public
nothing considered in themselves, and would be

'The

seals

which are

deeds, are
affixed to no purpose

if nothing were written on the parchment, and yet this does not prevent them from sealing and
'Sacraconfirming when they are appended to writing.'
ments bring with them the clearest promises, and, when compared with the word, have this peculiarity, that they represent
promises to the life, as if painted in a picture.'*
He goes on to give other illustrations of the
virtue of signs or seals with a liveliness of imagina.

.

.

which he would hardly have received
and Avith the result of demonstrating that
the clarifying or conHrming of faith is no super-

tion

for

credit,
fluity.
'

It

what
thou

for the oljjectors to pray, with the
Let them explain
.
Lord, increase our faith." "
was who said,
Lord, I believe help

had been better
"

.

apostles,

.

Icind of faith his
mine unbelief." '5

;

no disparagement to the Holy Spirit to assign
to the sacraments this oflice of increasing and confor they are only the instrumentfirming faith
It is

;

ality through which He acts.
'The sacraments duly perform their office only when accompanied by the Spirit, tfie internal Master, whose energy alone
penetrates the heart, stirs up the affections, and procures
If he is wanting, the
access for the sacraments into our souLs.
sacraments can avail us no more than the sun shining on the
in
the
ears of the deaf.'*)
or
sounds
uttered
of
the
blind,
eyeballs

This, however, is no more than might be said of
the Word of God itself, which none would dare to
consider superfluous in the region of grace.
God uses the means and instruments which he sees to be
'

expedient, in order that all things may be subservient to his
'
glory, he being the Lord and disposer of all.'

At this point the author refers, in rather a tone
of deprecation, to the importance attached by some
to the meaning of sacraiiuntum in the sense of the
soldier's oath of loyalty, sworn in Roman times in
the

Campus Martins

before setting forth on a cam-

paign.
So by our signs we acknowledge Christ to be our commander, and declare that we scn-e under his st.-indard. As the
toga distinguished the Romans from the Greeks, who wore the
and as the different orders of Itonians were dispallium
tinguished from each other by their peculiar insignia ;—f. (7.,
the senatorial from the equestrian by purple, and crescent
shoes, and the equestrian from the plebeian by a ring, so we
wear our symbols to distinguish us from the profane.' 8
Such similitudes he does not reject, but, in obvious
'

;

allusion to the Zwinglians, he
whom that which thej' signify
and indeed the only thing.'
1

Institutes, bk. iv. ch. xiv. § 3.
3 lb.
6 lb. § 9.

2 lb. § 4.
B lb. § 7.
8 lb. § 13.
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condemns those by
is

made

A

'

little

the

first,

later he

i lb. § 5.
1 lb. § 12.
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returns to this side of the subject, f^uoting Cinysostom, who calls sacraments 'pactions, by wiiicli
(Jod enters into covenant with us, and we Ixjcome
bound to holine.ss and purity of life, because a
mutual stipulation is here interposed between Goil
and us.'' IJnt he does not develop this aspect of
the sacraments with fullness or sympathy, and to
this extent he fails in giving a well-balanced exas was noted
position of the definition with which,
above, he started. He is too preoccupied witii
the more negative side of the truth, limiting what
he has said about the use of the sacraments by the
Holy Spirit. This, he remarks, does not include
'a kind of secret virtue,' or what he has earlier

'a kind of secret efficacy perpetually inherent in them.' Here he is doubtless alluding to the
Lutherans, but far more to the Koman Catholics,
and liis language in reference to the latter is very
strong indeed. He appeals to St. Augustine
(whom he quotes so often, as he says on a later
most faithful witness
page, as being the best and
of all antiquity '), who distinguishes between the
sacrament and the matter of the sacrament.

called

'

The sacrament," says this authority, is one thing, the
virtue of the sacrament another. Why is it that many partake
of the altar and die, and die by parUking ? For even the cup
of the Lord was poison to Judas, not because he received what
was evil, but, being wicked, he wickedly received what was
'

'

good.' ^

The author goes

on, in his

own name, with

the

warning
A sacrament
:

is so separated from the reality by the unworthiness of the partaker, that nothing remains but an empty
the
and useless figure. Now, in order that you may have
must be
thing with the sign, the word which is included in it
3
the
that
fixed
a
be
'Let
it
faith.'
point
apprehended by
office of the sacraments differs not from the word of God ;
and this is to hold forth and offer Christ to us, and, in him,
The sacraments are to us
the treasures of heavenly grace.
what messengers of good news are to men, or earnests in ratibestow any grace,
fying pactions. They do not of themselves
but they announce "and manifest it, and, like earnests and
divine liberbadges, give a ratification of the gifts which the
The Holy Spirit, whom the
ality has bestowed upon us.
sacraments do not bring promiscuously to all, but whom the
Lord specially confers upon his people, brings the gifts of God
and causes them
along with him, makes way for the sacraments,
to bear fruit. ... In this doctrine of the sacraments, their
their utility
dignity is highly extolled, their use plainly shown,
in all things duly
sufficiently proclaimed, and moderation
maintained so that nothing is attributed to them which ought
not to be attributed, and nothing denied them winch they
'

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

ought to

possess."'*

There follows a discourse on the sacraments of
the OT, especially circumcision, the view being
taken that these set forth Christ just as certainly
as do the sacraments of the NT, the only defect in
their way of presenting Him arising from the fact
that He was then enveloped in the mist of futurity,
whereas now He stands in the clear light of history.
It has been taken for granted throughout this
whole chapter that the sacraments of the NT
are only two. Baptism and the Lord's Supper
but, after these two have been thoroughly exauthor returns in
plained in chs. xv.-xviii., the
ch. xix. to a discus.sion of the pseudo-sacraments,
as he considers them, of Confirmation, Penance,
In
Extreme Unction, Orders, and Marriage.
somewhat the same way as in the Anglican Church
not a few have been disposed to show a partiality
for the first of these, as being, if not exactly on the
level of the two undoubted sacraments, at least
near it, Calvin, while deprecating the chrism and
the notion that only a bishop is equal to the performance of the ordinance, acknowledges that
admission to the membership of the Church is an
occasion of great importance, which might well be
as the laying on of
dignified by such a ceremony
hands, though he does not allow that this rise.s to
the rank of a sacrament. But his tone in dealing
with the rest of the so-called sacraments is
2 In Johann. Horn. 26.
1 Inatitutes, bk. iv. ch. xiv. § 19.
;

3 Institutes,

bk.

iv.

ch. xiv. J le.

i lb.
§ 17.
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and, to account for this, we
height to which in the Church
Reformation the multiplication of

extremely severe

must remember

;

tlie

the
ceremonies and symbolism had been carried.
glance, e.g., into Hamilton's Catechisin^& vademecum with which the clergy were supplied for the
performance of their functions by an archbishop of
will
St. Andrews just before the Keformation
show that the simple rite of baptism had been converted into a perfect cycle of ceremonies, some of
them perhaps beautiful, but others the reverse, and
some very obscure. The people were supposed to
understand these, but the clergy themselves did
not always understand them, and this was the
reason for the publication of Hamilton's instrucCalvin makes fun of the variety of meantions.
ings attributed to the ceremony of the tonsure,
and any one who turns to A Catholic Dictionary
will discover how utterly at a loss the most
scholarly are even at the present day to explain a
it is the Mass
practice so common. But, indeed,
itself that is the greatest of all combinations of
symbolism. Nothing could be more unlike the
simple, domestic observance of the first Lord's
Supper than is the performance of a Mass in a
great cathedral ; and Calvin was doing an unspeakable service to Christianity when he contended that the original mode of administering the
sacrament was the oest model for all time.
John Knox Avas, if not in scholarship, at least in
and his statespirit, the best disciple of Calvin
ment, in the old Scots Confession of 1560, though
It begins,
brief, excels even tliat of the master.
instead of ending, with the sacraments of the OT
it is much more vigorous than Calvin could afibrd
to be in repudiating the shortcomings of the
and best of all it states with
Zwinglians
warmth and fullness the positive element which
was ahvays lacking in the Zwinglian creed, namely,
that, besides the commemoration of the past and the
profession of loyalty for tlie future, there is in the
sacrament a transaction here and now between
the Saviour and the communicant, each giving
himself to the other and receiving the other as an
before

A

—

;

;

—

—

;

everlasting possession.
As the Fatheris under the Law, besydis the veritie of the
sacrifices, had two cheaf Sacramentis, to witt, Circumcisioun
and the Passover, the despysaris and conteninaris whairof war
so [do] we acknawledge
not reputed for Godis people
and confesse that we now, in the tyme of the Evangel!, have
two Sacramentis onlie, institutit be the Lord Jesus, and
*

;

commanded
members of

to be used of all those that will be reputed
his body, to wtt, Baptisme and the Supper, or
Table of the Lord Jesus, called The Communioun of his body
and bloode. And these sacramentis (alsweill of the Auld as of
the New Testament) war institut of God, not onlie to maik ane
visible difference betwixt his people and those that war without his league but also to exercise the faith of his children ;
and by participatioun of the same sacramentis, to seall in thair
heartis the assurance of his promeis, and of that most blessed
conjunctioun, unioun, and societie, whiche the Elect have with
thair head, Christ Jesus.' ^
;

At a time when the use of the seven sacraments
is being commended to the Church of England by
one so highly placed and much esteemed as Bishop
Gore the words of the Thirty-nine Articles have
special importance :
'There are two sacraments ordained of Christ our Lord In
the Gospel, that is to say, Baptism and the Supper of the Lord.
Those five, commonly called Sacraments, that is to say. Confirmation, Penance, Orders, Matrimony, and Extreme Unction,
are not to be counted for Sacraments of the Gospel, being such
as have grown partly of the corrupt following of the Apostles,
but yet
partly are states of life, allowed in the Scriptures
have not like nature of Sacraments with Baptism and the Lord's
Supper, for that thej* have not any visible sign or ceremony
;

ordained of God.'

Reformed)

(Christian,

2

seal to us the promise of the Gospel
namely, that He
grants us out of free grace the forgiveness of sins and everlasting life, for the sake of the one sacrifice of Christ accomplished
on the Cross.' 1

and

;

The workmanship

of the

on this subject
the documents, but it

Westminster Assembly
careful and learned in

of Divines

is

all

is

specially felicitous in

the Shorter Catechism, where the three following
questions and answers form an almost perfect
summary of Reformed doctrine
:

How

'

do the sacraments become

efifectual

means

ol salva-

tion?

The sacraments become effectual means of salvation, not from
any virtue in them, or in him that doth administer them but
only by the blessing of Christ, and the working of His Spirit in
them that by faith receive them.
;

What

is a sacrament ?
sacrament is an holj' ordinance instituted by Christ ; whereby sensible signs, Christ and the benefits of the new
covenant are represented, sealed, and applied to believers.
Which are the sacraments of the New Testament?
The sacraments of the New Testament are Baptism and the

A

in,

Lord's Supper.' 2

There was never any serious difference of opinion
Reformed Church itself in the post-Reforma-

in the

tion period, unless it was in the transactions leading up to the Synod of Dort, when the Arminians
were accused of minimizing the value of sacraments;
but, the contest with both Roman Catholics and
Lutherans still continuing, the affirmations and
the denials of the Reformed theologians became

more and more informed and distinct and so both
the statement and the defence of the Reformed
Hence
position became more and more easy.
works of recent date afford clear and thorough
can
but
none
perhaps
knowledge on every point,
compete with that of Charles Hodge in his Systematic Theology (3 vols., Edinburgh, 1872-73), where
;

the discussion

is

included under

'

Soteriology.'

The sacraments are expounded by Hodge under
heads

— their

their number, their
In
efficacj', their necessity, and their validity.
investigating their nature he imposes on himself as
the true method to take those ordinances which
by common consent are admitted to be sacraments,
and by analyzing them determine what are their
essential elements or characteristics,' and then

five

nature,

'

'

exclude from the category

all other ordinances,
or divine, in which those characteristics
for
their
are not found.'* As
number, Calvin had
been able to prove that Augustine, though himself
fond of significant numbers, said not a word about
the number seven ; but his knowledge did not
enable him to go farther down. Hodge, on the
contrary, is able to show that, so far from this
number being primitive or scriptural, it was not
current before the 12th century. What is said on

human

the efficacy of the sacraments is practically an
exposition of the questions of the Shorter Catechism
quoted above. The necessity is what is called a
necessitas jarcecepti i.e., the use of sacraments is
necessary because it is commanded by God but it
is not a sine qua non, because the same blessings
which are communicated through the sacraments
can be obtained without them, nothing being
conveyed through them that may not be conveyed
through other channels, especially the Word of
God.

—

;

Under

his last

head

— their

validity

— Hodge

takes up an interesting question, namely, whether
sacraments are rendered invalid if administered
by any but lawfully ordained ministers. In ordinary circumstances it is unseemly and wrong that
but in special
they be administered otherwise
circumstances is the presence of such an adminis;

In the Heidelberg Catechism the question
are the Sacraments ? is answered as follows

'

What

'

:

trator imperative ?
If a number of pious Christians assemble, where no minister
can be had, to celebrate the Lord's Supper, in what sense i9
such a service invalid ? Do they not commemorate the death ot
'

are visible, holy signs and seals, appointed of God for
this end, that by the use thereof He may the more fully declare
'

They
1

Art. xxi.

*

See The Religion 0/ the Church, London, 1916, ch.

iv.

Qu.

eo.

2

Qu. 91

ff.

3 iu. 487.

SACRAMENTS
Christ?
his

body

Aro not the
find blood?

brcRrt ami wine to them the synilwlg of
If faith be in exercise, may they not

s))iritiial nourishment and ^;rowth
in grace?
Again, if baptism be a washing with water in tlie
name of the Holy Trinity, to signify and seal our engrafting
into Christ, does it cease to be, or to signify this if not administered by an ordained minister ? Does not the man thus
baptized make a profession of his faith in Christ? and does he
not thereby become a member of that great bcKiy which confesses Him before men? Can it, therefore, be any more invalid
than the Gospel, when preached by a layman ?'l

receive those symbols to their

The

liberality of such sentiments lias doubtless
been learnt in the United States tlirouj,^h the
exigencies of ecclesiastical life on tlie frontiers in
the Far West but the learned and ortiiodox author
conveniently forgets that tliis view is flatly contra;

dictory of the Confession of Faitii. Indeed, in the
First Book of Discipline the administration of the
sacraments by any but lawfully ordained ministers
is declared to be worthy of death.
few years ago, in the Presbyterian Church of
England, the question was raised wlictiier elders,
being ordained men, might officiate at the distribution of the communion elements in missions connected with city churches where the services of a
minister could not be easily secured as frequently
as might be necessary and, after prolonged discussion, the Synod, in 1907, decided in the negative.
Since, in 1817, the union of Lutheran and Reformed Churches was secured in Prussia, the
movement extending soon to other German
States, there has naturally been a disposition
among Protestant theologians to emphasize the

A

;

sacramental theory and practice on which
Eointsof
oth sides are agreed, though the controversy of
both with Rome has not ceased. Schleiermacher,
who was the son of a Reformed pastor, tluew out
the suggestion that the sacraments may be regarded as acts in the work of the risen Christ an
idea germane to that of Dorner, who treated the
Church as tlie domain of the Holy flhost.
Speculations of the most radical description have
not been lacking in recent times, doubt being cast
on the institution of the sacraments by the Author
of Christianity, and the question specially raised
whether He had any intention of making the Lord's
Supper a permanent institution or only celebrated
it once with His disciples in a genial hour, without
any thought about the future. By a certain sclioul
a very close connexion has been assumed as having
existed between the sacraments of Christianity
and the initiatory rites of other religions by which
itAvas surrounded in the primitive age and from
which it drew its converts and some regard the
sacramental system as a vagrant boulder projected
into Paulinism from the outside and inconsistent

—

;

1

iii.

525.

in

nattiro

its

915

Reformed)

(Christian,

with the

of the landscape.
doctrine has nothing

rest

With such notions Reformed

special to do.
It has, however, to do with novel ideas which
some have been i)ringing back from tlie War,
since among the Reformetl the tradition has always
been specially strong that the preaching of the
Word IS the great means of grace. Some of the

Presbyterian chaplains, when serving abroad, have
obtained occasional glimpses of stately worshi[) in
the Roman Catholic Churches they have seen how
the celebration of the Eucharist .supplies form and
body to the Anglican service they have witnessed
the eagerness with which the members of tiieir
own denomination have welcomed a communion
and some of them have ventured to invite
service
;

;

;

who were

desirous to partake, whether
the Church at home or not. From
such experiences they have derived the impression
that in their Church at home enough is not made
and some of them have been
of the sacraments
proposing that the Lord's Supper should form a
part the most prominent part of the principal
diet of worship every Sundaj', as well as that the
Table should always be open to all who desire to
come, without questions asked. Such suggestions
deserve the attention always due to impressions received from hrst-hand experience but the Church
will also bring to bear on their solution its older
experience, which is very ample in regard to some
of the points raised.
Changes may be made and
experiments tried but the Reformed Church will
not turn her back on her own past, by displacing
preaching from its position of primacy, as long as
she remembers the statement in the gospel, Jesus
himself baptized not, but his disciples,' and the
words of St. Paul, Christ sent me not to baptize,
but to preach the gospel.'
all

present

members

of

;

—

—

;

;

'

'

—

Literati:kk. All tho writings of Calvin on the sacraments, outside the Institutes, will be found in vol. viii. of the

Opera Omnia, Amsterdam,

1667-71, as well as in vol.

ii.

of his

tr. H. Beveridge, Calvin Translation Society, Minburgh,
The passage from the old Scots Confession of 15r>(i is
extracted from John Knox, Works, ed. D. Laing, Kdinburgh,
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Smellie's ed., London, 1900.
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as well as that quoted from the XXXI.X. Articles, see P. Schaff,
The Creeds of Christendmn, New York and London, 1877, iii.,
The Evangelical Protestant Creeds,' or E. F. K. Mueller,
Die Dekennlnisschri/ten der refortnirrtcn Kirche, Leipzig, 1903.
Much solid matter will be found in
Cunningham, The Reformers and the Theolor/t/ of the liefonnatiun, Kdinburgh, 1862
Zwiiigli and the Doctrine of the Sacraments '), as
(esp. Kssay v.
well as inAlexander Schweizer, Die protestantischtn Cmtraldoiinuni in ihrcr EntwickUinr) innerhalbdrr reO>nnicrtrn Kirche,
i vols., Ziiri<-h, lS.i4-5G.
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